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Abekia caffra (Kei Apple), 159

Abies Donglasii, disease of, 215 ; in

Scotland. 531, 568, 598; A. raag-

nifica, 208
Abutilon vexillarium, 606
Acacias, 103 ; A. decurrcns, 478

Acami)e dentata, 095

Acliras sapota, 478
Adelaide, 215
Adhatoda cydoni:¥folia, 696

Adiantum tarleyense, 190 ; A. mun-
dulum, 388

^1'',chmea fulgers, 474
j-Eranthiis Curnowianus, 210
yEsculus turbinata, 075
Africa, vegetables in, 7 '

Agapanthus umbellatus, 061

Agncultiiral lectures, 300; returns,

695
Agriculture, Board of, 205 ; discovery

in, 708
Agri-IIorticultural Council, an, 01

Aikenhead, 00
Aleurites nioluccana, 67
AUamanda llendersoni, 387
Allium narcissiflonim, 70; A. parci-

florum, 236 ;
A. pedeniontanura, 70

Alocasias, 705
Alpine Garden, 13, 60
Alstromerias, 210
Aluminium in plants, 15

Alyssum, 709
Amaryllis, the, 12, 473; A. reticulata,

360"

American bliglit on Apples. 102
American Florists, Society of. 188,

636
American Notes, 40
American Pomological Society, 44
Anagallis Philipsii, 445
Anchusa italica, 101 ; A. semperyirens,

104
Anemones, 706 ; Japanese, 391 ; A.

narcissiflora, 39; A. sylvestris, 9;
A. vitifolia, 9

Anguloas, 390
Anigosanthus br«viflorus, 411
Ansellia africana, 629
Antigonon leptotus, 727
Apiary, the, 40, 150. 216, 297, 355,

411, 503. 033, 098, 758
Apple audit, an, 543

^
Apple culture, 418
Apple and Pear, enemies of the, 460
Apple, Blenheim Orange, fruitful tree

of, 302 ; .Jacques Lebel, 391 ; White
Paradise, 236

Apples and Pears in Jersey, 443
Apples and Pears, National Conference

on. (See National Conference.)
Apples, certificated, at Chiswick. 577

;

for profit, 435; large and showy,
707 ; market, 736 ; Nova Scotiaii,

215, 741 ; stocks for, 336
Aquilegias, 40 ; new hybrid, 179 /

Arachnanthe Clarkei, 567 ; A. Lowei,
628

Aralia SieboUii, 707

Araucaria brasiliensis, 159
Arauji albens. 302 ; A. graveolens, 271

Arbor Day, 243
Arbutus Andr.achne at Kew, 724
Ardgowan, 332
Ardisia mamillata, 766
Aristolochia Westlandi, 186
Art at Christniastide, 755
Arum Dracunculus, 203
Arundina barabusivfolia, 455, 623
Ascot Nurseries, the, 301
Asparagus plumosus, 473 ; A. tenuissi-

mus in flower, 301. 335
Asters at Chiswick, 217 ; hybrid, 515,

545
Athrotaxis, 703
Athrotaxis selaginoides, 544
Auckland, horticulture at, 382
Auricula, the, 67, 600
Auriculas, autumn flowering. 261
Austin & Mc/VsUin's nur.series, 66
A/.alea, the, 12

B

B.iCKHOusE & Sons' nursery, 511

Bananas in Nicaragua, 455
Banks and slopes, treatment of, 607
Banyan tree, the. 214
Barley, experiments in hybridising,

633
Barrow Point, Pinner, 416
Basella rubra. 303
Batemannia Colleyi. 236
Bauhinia tomentosa glabra, 631

Bean, Neal's Ne plus Ultra, 576, 741
Beans (broad), weevil-eaten, 103

;

runner and kidney, 418
;
preserving

forced, 739
Bedding out, 242
Befaria glauca, 695
Begonia, the, as a bedder, 134

Begonia Clarkei, .576; B. geranioides,

.501 ; B. Scharflii. 095 ; B. socotrana,

631 ; B. Winter Gem, 758
Begonias. 604 ; at Laing's, 362

Belfjium, Grape growing in, 333 ;
pomo-

• logy in, 735
Belton Park, Grantham, 506
BeWoir Castle, Pears at, 705
Berlin, flowers in, 479 ; horticultural

exhibition at, 573 ; horticultural

notes from, 16, 244
Bertolonia Comte de Kerchove, 542
Birmingham Gardeners' Association,

272
Birmingham Horticultur.al Society. 762
Blackberry, the Wilson .Junior, 370
Black canker of bulbs, 301
Blythewood, 233
Boiler, Milne's patent saddle. 161, 100

;

new horizontal tubular, 390
Boissier's herbarium, 509, 607

Books :—Acacias (Von Mueller), 103
;

all known Ferns (Yates), 732

;

Almanacs (various), 702; Autour
de mon Jardin (Eugene de Daru),

134; Bee-keeping, Book of (W.

B. Webster), 17 ; Begonias, the,

Tuberous (Ed. B. Wynne), 159, 533

;

Book of the Farm (J. Macdonald),

703 ; Botanical Magazine, 15. 180,

300, 415, 573, 670; Botanische

Zeitung, 15 ; British Moss Flora

(Braithwaite). 509; Chinese flora

(Forbes & Hemsley). 702; Familiar

Trees (Cassell), 542; Farm, Field,

and Fireside, 16 ; Ferns, Choice

British, their Varieties and Culture

(C. T. Druery), 103; Flora Orien-

talis. Supplement (Buser), 509;

Flower Gardening for Amateurs
(L. Castle), 103 ; Fodder Grasses of

Northern India. 187 ; Forest Flora

of Cochin China (Pierre), 13 ; Forest

Flora of South Australia (Brown),

12; Garden Oracle (S. Hibberd),

761 ; Gardeners' Magazine, 761 ;

Genera Plantarum Index (Du-
rand), .330 ; Handbook of Canada,

509; Indian Figs (Dr. King). .'357;

Journal of Botany. 734 ; Kew Bul-

letin, 15, 102, 186, 330, 387, 605;

Life-lore, 10; Medizinal Ptlanzen

(Kohler's), 509 ; Nanirlichen Pflan-

zenfamilien, .542 ; New Zealand,

Native Flowers of (C. Iletley), 17,

637 ; Orchids of the Cape Penin-
sula (H. Bolus), 668; Origin of

Floral Structures through Insect

and other Agencies (Kev. G. Hens-
low), 14 ; Pansy, the ( A. Lister), 103

;

Popular Educator (Cassell), .542

;

Principles of Agricultural Practice

(J. Wrightson), 702; Producer and
Consumer (Samuel Rawson), 361

;

Reichenbachia, 102. 509; Rose
Garden (Paul), 735 ; Kotliam-

sted E.xperiments, the (W. Freani,

B.Sc), 104 ; Trees of Commerce
(\V. Stevenson), 297 ; Tropical Agri-

culturist. 132; Tropical Products
(M. F. W. van Eeden), 132; Walks
in Holland (P. Lindley), 762

Bordeaux, forest produce at, 10

Borders, heated open-air, 303 ; wall

fruit tree, 535, 545, 578, 042, 677
Botanic gardens, Baden-Baden, 360

;

British Guiana, 387 ; Glasgow, 309
;

Glasnevin, 763; Saharanpur and
Mussoorie, 514; Saint Lucia, 233;
Trinidad. 159 ; origin of. 243

Botany and horticulture, 3.'30

Botany at the Universities, 605; for

gardeners, 741
Bouvardia President Cleveland, 274

Bouvardiaa. 327
Brambles, 331
Brassavola lineata, 150
Brassia Keiliana trisis, 411
British Association, 300, 361 ; Profes-

sor Dyer'^ address at, 321, 351
British Fruit Growers' Association,

390, 445
Broccoli, Gilbert's Victoria, 47, 135

Broccoli-Cauliflower late and early,

160

Bromeliads, 474, 661, 670, 735

Broom root, Mexican fibre, 332

Browallia elata, 179

Brownea grandiceps. 73

Bulb garden, the, 263, 388, 407, 504,

730, 764
Bulb gardens of Haarlem. 7

Bulbs, black canker of, 301

Bulbs, Dutch, 133
Bulbophyllum Lobbii, 9 ; urabellatum,

326
Bull's nursery, 92, .360

Bunt in Wheat. 72
Bunyard, G., & Co.'s, nursery, 354

Bupthalmum salicifolium, 200

Burnley, gift of park to, 573

Cabbage competition, a, 66 ; Chou de

Burghlev, 3.33 ; new varieties, 334

Cabbages. '107, 135, 246

C;Esalpinia japonica, 513
Caladium esculentnm, 615
Cahvndrinia oppositifolia, 601

Calceolaria, 474
Callidiura pygmseum, 640

Callistemon rigidus, 601

Camellias dropping buds, 740
Canada, 509
Canadian plants, 734
Canarina campanulata, 605

Canker, 430, 440 ; in Apples, 008 ; in

bulbs, black. 361

Cannell, H., & Sons' Nursery, 479
Canterbury Bells, 72
Cant's (Frank) nursery, 207

Cape Orchids, 608
Carludovica rotundifolia, 631

Carnation, a large, 16 ; C. germanictt,

134 ; C. Mrs. Reynolds Hole, 215 ; C.

R. H. Elliott, 13
Carnations, 134, 135, 264, 706
Carnations and Picotees, 67, 103, 666,

704
Carnations at Chiswick, 573 ; border

447, 515 ; layering, 210

Carrot, an extraordinary, 573

Carter, J., & Co.'s nurseryjat St. Osyth,

597 ; Carter's Sick Fund, 071

Cassebera triphylla. 501

Castle Wemyss, 183
Castor-oil, 338
Catalpas, 180, 217
Catasetum Russellianum, .326, 354; C.

tabulare var. serrulata. 726
Cattleya Bowringiana, 475, 534 ; C.

Dowiana aurea, 628 ; C. exonienais X

,

727 ; C. Hardyana. 446 ; C. Har-
risouix violacea, 235; C. Lawrence-
ana, 236: C. Loddigesii, 326; C.

puniila, 475 ; C. Schroder:« alba, 94

Cauliflower, early, 160 ; extra early,

67
Celosia pyraraidalis plumosa, 104

Ceutaurea aurea, 274. 338
Centradenia rosea, 570
Certificates, IG
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Chambre Syndicale of Ghent, .300, .T.l,

478, 605, 734
Cheilanthes, 030
Chemistry of vegetation in reference to

the growtli of the Potato, 81). 128,

150, 184, -207, 325, 481, (331, 607

Cherries, ancient record of, 606

Chironia peJuncularis. 324

Chiswick, 536, 574, 607, 707 ; Apples
certificated at, 577 ; Carnations at,

473; future of, 510; Gardeners'

Mutual Improvement Association,

332, 510 ; .Tensenian system of

moulding Potatos at, 630

Chiswick Horticultural Society, 761

Christraastide, art at, 755

Chrysanthemum, the, 12, 540, 544, 560,

505, 661; centenary, the, 573, 606;

(Edinburgh), 734 ;
Conference, 606;

grafting, 740 ;
papers read at, 672 ;

culture, 672 ; C. hematoma, 36 ; C.

.Juliette Dordan, .574

Chrysanthemums, annual, 391 ;
at

Chiswick, 606 ; at Ghent, 734 ; at

Moor Park, Kickmansworth, 673

;

inHueuce of wood-ripening on the

buds and blooms of, 674 ; new, 70.3,

734 ; single, 60S ; on walls, 707

Cinchona in India, 2.38

Cineraria, 474
Cistus, the gum, 352

Clematis b.alearica, 8; C. .Tackmanni

alba, 1.52, 100 ; flowers, leafy, 17

;

at Huntingdon, 324
Clerodendron nutans, 702

Clethra arborea, 570

Climate at Kothesay, 331

Clivea miniata, 66l': hardiness of, 72

Clovers, foreign, 327

Coal, anthracite, 766
Cockscombs as bedding plants, 40, 72

Cocoa-nut refuse, 762

Ccologyne Gardneriana, 694 ; C. ocel-

lata, 600 ; C Massangeaua, 694

Cold storage of fruit, 215, 244, 331

Cologne Exhibition, 44

Colonial notes, 194. 237, -382, 741

Colour in Apple blossom, deficiency

of, 36

Cone fruit of Assyrian monuments,
243

Conference, National, on Apples and

Pears (see National Conference)

Conference of fruit growers, 1.5, 242,

261, 289
Conicybe pallida on Vines, 740

Couifer;v, measurements of, 208

Conifers, .327; exotic, at great alti-

tudes, 478 ;
growth of, 215; hybrid,

243 ; secretions of, 215

Convolvulus tennissimus, 300

Coombe Wood, 666

Copenhagen fungus exhibition, 370

Copley Medal, the, 606

Coreopsis lanceolata, 238

Cjrk industry in Spain, 583, 702

Corydalis lutea, 210

Cosmos bipinnatus. 701

Costus speciosus, 236

Crata'gus mexicana var. Carrierii, 736

Creeper on a house, 46

Crewe, the, at Kenilworth, 10

Crinum Powelli, 483

Crocosma aurea, 304. 327 ; var. macu-
lata, 565

Crocus, 334, 7.30

Crops in Cornwall, 187

Crucifers. a few alpine, 709
Cryptochilus sanguinea, 36

Cucumber, Bibby's Seedling, 361

;

Thorburn's Everlasting. 362
Cucumbers, long-lived, 335, 447, 484,

545
Cultural memoranda, 68, 104,133, 179,

210, 238, 267, 327, 352, 384, 570,

661, 705, 727
Cycas revoluta, 162

Cychnoches chlorochilon, 326
Cyclamens, 475 ; fringed, 542
Cycniums, 384
Cydonia japonica Moerloosei, ^Wj^

Cypher's, Orchids at, 323
Cyphomandra betacea, 411

Cypresses, large deciduous, 273
Cypripedium Amesianum, 235 ; C.

i'itchianum,600; C.bcllatulum,215
;

C. Miteauanum, .326; C. insigne

Sanderai. 606; C. Parishii, 150; C.

Stonei, 162
Cypi'ipediums, high-priced, 510 ; at

Low's, 730
Cyrtopodium Saintlegerianum, 180

Cjtisus racemosus, 63, 163

Dai-fodils, 1.59; and manures, 335;
lifting and replanting, 11, 35, 63,

1.35, 189, 26.-!. 303, 362, 504
Dahlia, the, 181 ; D. imperialis, 1.56

Dahlias, change of colour in, 363;
changing colour, 392 ; from Kothe-

say, 543
Damping off of seedlings, 272

Daphne Mezereon autumnalis, 666
Decorations, new horticultural, 756
Delphinium Zalil, 63
Delphiniums, l.'!3, 159; newer va-

rieties of, 134

Dendrobium Cadogyne, 663 ; D. macro-
phyllum, 235 ; D. primulinum, 727:

D. sphegidoglossum, 179 ; D. Ward-
ianum, a large piece of, 8

Devil's coach-horse, 216
Devizes Castle, 243; sale of, 215

Devonhurst, Chiswick, 726
Devon Kosery Gardeners' Kelief Fund,
700

Devonshire gardens, 765
Dianthus Seguieri, 576
Dickson & Son's nursery. 512
Dickson's, II., nursery, 512
Dicksons (Limited), 244
Dictaranus fraxinella, 352
Diehtra spectabilis, 727
Diospyros virginiana, 504
Dipladenia Brearleyana, 134
Disa culture, 693
Disa graminifolia, 215; D. (grandi-

flora) uniflora, 695 ; D. lacera and
D. 1. var. multifida, 664,701, 707

Disbudding Hoses, a protest against, 38
Disease of Abies Douglasii, 215 ; of

Apples, 470 ; of bulbs, .361 ; of

Hellebores, 16 ; of Lilies, 184, 577 ;

of Mangels, 274; of Oruithogalura,

104, 135 ; of Potatos and Mangels,

274 ; of Tomato and Potato, 330

;

of Vine roots, 740 ; of Wheat, 72
Dobbie & Co.'s nursery, 640

Doodias, 710
Doronicum plantagineum excelsum,

570
Douglas Fir, disease of, 215; in Scot-

land, 531, 568, 598

Draba, 710
Drac;V!na fragrans var. Lindeni, 662
Dragon trees in Maderia, 444
Dro|)pers of Tulipa sylvestris, 241

Ducouran, P. L., 605
Dyer's, Prol'essor, address at the Bi itish

Association, 321, 351

Ealing, Koyal visit to, 734

Echeveria retusa, 741

Echinocactus Ilaselberghii, 1.86

Edge Hall, notes from, 160

Edinburgh Botanic Gardens and the

Scottish Horticultural Association,

137
Eel-worms, 63G

'

Eiohornia paniculata, 36 ; E. tricolor,

236
Embothrium coccineum, 8 ; raising of,

from seed, 133
Euiigrants' inlbrmation, 415

English Apple and Fruit-growing

Company, Limited, 361

English gardening, early, 121, 177,

377
Enkianthus himalaicus, 16

Ejjidendruni nemorale. 1,50; E. tam-
pense, 150; E. verrucosum, 150

Epilobium angustifolium, 180

Epiphyllum salmoneura, 210
Erigeron alpinus, 209
Escallonia macrantha, 703
Eucalyptus globulus flowering, 133;

E. (lemon-scented), 478 ; E. vimi-

nalis, bWi
Eucharis amazonica, 274, 762
Eupatoi'iums, 327
Eurycles, 212 ; E. australasica, 727
Exhibitions, early summer, 38 ; inter-

national, 707

FARKtTomM grande, 570
Felixstowe, gardening at, 2.'19

Ferns at the Royal Horticultural

Society, 484

Ficus Boxburghii in Calcutta, 098
Field crops, our, 214
Figs in the open air, 760
Finsbury Park, Chrysanthemums at,

544
Fir, the Douglas, disease of, 215

Fir, the Douglas, in Scotland, 631,

668, 598
Fish, Mr. D. T., ,542

Floral Design, 671

F'lora of Madagascar, 361
Florists' flowers, 12, 67, 134, 180, 264,

446, 473, 666, 707
Flower garden, 41. 69, 94, 129, 157,

109, 213, 241, 299, 3.34, 385, 413.,

475, 510, 539, 603, 607, 731, 758
Flower holder, Cheal's, 334
Flower trade, the, 600
Flowers and insects, 41,3

Flowers for the working classes, 416
Flowers, why and what they are, 14

Fog, elfect of, on flowers, 739
Forage plant, a new, 'J87

Forbidden fruit, the, 732
Foreign correspondence, 39, 244, 273,

479, 675, 709, 741

Foreign grasses and clovers, 327
Forest management in Germany, 243

;

produce at Bordeaux, 10
Forestry, 40, 99, 185, 216, 240, 298,

356, 510, 634, 730 ; in Guiana, 1.56

Forsteronia gracilis, 387
Foxgloves, 104 ; cup-shaped, 18

France, Pine forests of western, .551

Freesias from seed, 104, 407
Fremontia californica, 29.8

Frost, the late, 418
Fruit and vegetables in Jersey, 33
Fruit, cold storage of, 215, 244. 331
Fruit conference at Dunkeld, 277
Fruit Conference, the National (see

National Confeience)
Fruit crops of 1888, 100 ; remarks on,

122 ; at Worksop, 190 ; repoit on
the condition of (tabulated), 95

Fruit culture, 270, 300 ; in Ireland,

445; for profit, 289; for profit in

the open air in England, 436
Fruit disti-ibution, 294
Fruit farming (Mr. Punch's). 575
Fruit farm. Lord Sudeley's, 293
Fruit Growers' Association, ,334;

Conference, 15, 242. 201, 289, 7.'i5

Fruit in New South Wales, 514
Fruit, Nova Scotian, 741
Fruit notes, 302
Fruit packing, 291
F'ruit production and distribution, 467
Fruit register, 68, 161, 211, 236, .505,

535, 001, 705
Fruit, transit of, 130, 358
Fruit trees and moisture, 447; firm

soil for, 707 ; hardy,
,

"JOS; insects on,

766 ; transplanting, 418 ; wounds of,

250
Fruits under glass, 13, 41, 69, 129,

185, 216, 241, 269, 299, 329, 357,

385, 413, 454, 475. 507, .539, 671,

003, 035, 667, 699, 731, 759
Fruits, dried, 727
Fulham Palace, 5

I'unchal, Madeira, the public garden

at, 380
Fungus exhibition, Copenhagen, 379
Fungus foray in iSweden, 407 ; the

Hampshire, 482; the Woolhope,
480 ; the Yorkshire naturalists, 302,

420
Fuchsia Countess of Aberdeen, 641

Funkias, 152

Gaillardias, 267
Gardeners' Orphan Fund, 1.5, 17 (first

election), 102, 132, 215, 272, 302,

479, 508, 006, 669, 700
Gardeners' Koyal Benevolent Insti-

tution, 272, 606, (i3S

Gardeners, vitality of, 735
Gardening and philanthropy, 509
Gardening, early English, 121, 177,

377
Gentiana acaulis, 325 ; G. asclejiiadea,

245, 274
Gishurstine, 515
Gladiolus recurvus, 661
Gloriosa superba, 38
Gloxinias, named, 64

Goniophlebium subauriculatum, 388
Grafting, improving orchards, by, 293
Grape Muscat Hamburgh, 36.3

Grape growing in Belgium, 333
Grapes, colour of, 380 ; in bad con-

dition, 217, 245
Grapes. Damascus cracking of, 334
Grass experiments, 236
Grasses, foreign, 327
Grasses, the fruit of, 243
Gray, Asa, the late Dr., 694
Greya Sutherlandi, 383
Gynerium saccharoides, 416
Gypsophila paniculata, 352

Haarlem, bulb gardens of, 7
Hjemauthus Baurii, 601

Hainan, useful plants in, 078
Hampton Court Gardens, 091, 737
Hardy annuals as exhibition plants,

290
Hardy flowers, florists', 066 ; from Hol-

land, 151, 238 ; in December, 670
Hardy fruit garden, 13, 69, 105, 1.57,

213, 241, 299, .329, 385,448, 507, .571,

603, 635, 667, 669. 731, 759
Hardy fruit trees, 161. 190

Hardy fruits at Stoke Court, Slough,

363
Hardy plants, 9, 408
Harpalium rigidum semi-plenum and

Helianthus lajlifiorus, 391, 417 4.S3,

515
Havana, economic plants in, ,39

Hay crop, 483
Hedgehog's cry, the, 1,89, 217, 216, 3.36

Helianthus atrorubens, 362
Helianthus hctiflorus (see Harpalium

rigidum)
Helionopsis japonica, 36
Hellebores, 736 ; disease of, 16

Ilelminthosporium pvrorum on Pears,

338
Herbaceous border, 39, 238, 634, 677,

710, 757, 760
Herbaceous plant, what is an, 73, 107,

162, 246
Henchera sanguinea, IS, 122

Hibiscus rosa sinensis, 570 ; H. sura-

tensis, 695
Hieracium aurantiacum, 9

Ilillia longiflora, 474
Hippeastrum reticulatum, 477 ; topsy-

turvy, 34
Holland, hardy flowers from, 151, 238
Hollies, 358
Hollyhocks, 182
Holly tree with two crops. 190
Holmes', W.. nurseries, 644
Homeria coUina, 161

Honey harvest in Scotland, 739
Hong Kong, 243
Horticultural Club, 445, ,509, 005, '(34

Horticultural decorations, new, 756
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Horticultural excursions, 331
Ilorticultuial lectures at Eilinbugli,

G3'J ; shows in bygone days, 700
Horticulture, education in, 387
Houllettia Brocklehurstiana, -35
Houstonia ci.crulea alba, G(j

Huntley, Mr. James, testimonial to,

243
Hybrid characters, dissociation of,

159
Hyde Park, The Dell in, 12
Hydrangea paniculata, .'iS4

Hymenanthera crassifolia, GGG
Hypocaust garden, the, 291

I

Impatiens Episcopi, 212 ; I. glanduli-

fera, 352; I. Hawkeri, G02 ; I.

llookeriana, 01(5

India, landscape gardening in, 300
Indiarubber, 338,387 ; atMozambiciue,
478

Insect life, 416
Insect preventives, 515, 546
Insects, 07
Insecticides, 574
Inventions, 245, 334, 390, G39, 73G
lonopsis paniculata, 8

Iporaoia cterulea, G77 ; I. ternata, 031
Ireland, 512, 763
Iris, a particoloured, 44
Iris Harnumi, 182; I. cypriana, 182;

I. dichotoma, 203; I. Korolkowi,

30; I. pabularia (= oxypetaIa) as a
forage plant, 387 ; 1. reticulata, 331

;

I. Robinsoni, 263
Irises, 182
Italian exhibition, 16
Ivy column, an, 302
Ixora macrothyrsa, 212
Ixtle fibre, 332

Jacaeanda (Blue Tree), 696
Jackson & Soli's nurseries, sale of, 127
Jardin des Plantes, Paris, 334 ; new

Palra-stove in, 637
Jamaica, 237
Jensenian system of Potato growing

at Chiswick, G30
Jersey, vegetables and fruit in, 33
.Tudgiug at shows, code of, 387
Juglans mandschurica, 384, .543

K

Kalmias, striking, 133
Kei Apple, the, 159

Kelly House, 183
Ker, R. P., & Son's nurseries, 506
Kew Gardens, 103 ; specimen trees in,

504, 002, 693, 724, 764
Kew, plants in flower at, 631, G61, 670,

696, 728
Kitchen garden, 69, 106, 157, 216, 241,

269, 322, 357, 413, 448, 507, 539,
571, 6.S9, 699. 731, 759

Knightshayes, 723
Kniphoflas, 215
Krakatoa, 186

Labels, a lacquer for, 671
Lachenalias for baskets, 042
La;lia anceps, .5.35 ; L. autumnalis,

mons'rous, 720; L. Crawshayana,
720 ; L, elegans at The Woodlands,
Streatham, 210 ; L. Perrini alba,

446; L. paipurata, 411; L. Uus-
selliana, 505

Lagerstriimia indica, 263
Lamg & Sons' nuisery, 92, .362

Lamp, protector lafety, 478

Land tenure, 292
Lastreas, 262

Law :—Clark u. Praschkauer & Co.
(quality of seeds), 079; Sander i\

Ducliess of Montrose (Orchids), 014
;

Witherdon v. Allen (seed), 338

Local Government Bill, the, 242
Leaf cuttings of Sanseviera guineen-

sis rooting, 72
Leaves of trees, 8
Lee, C, & Son's nursery, 381
Leptotes bicolor, 505
Lettuces, 47 ; at Reading, 323
Liatris, 710
Licuala grandis, 631
Liquorice culture in Russia, 71 ; root,

338, 478
Ligustrum Massalonghianum, 006
Lilacs, 179
Lilium auratum, a large, 72, 162 ; L.
caudidum, 333; for forcing, 764;
L. longillorum llarrisii, 73 ; L.
nepalense, 412 ; L. nilgherrense,

601, 740; L. speciosum, 215
Lily disease, 184, 577 ; season, notes

on the, 288
Lily of the Valley poisonous to fowls,

37, 061
Lilies and Poppies, 272 ; at j\Ir, Ball's,

300; repotting, 18
Lincolnshire, Potato crop in, 274
Linnean Society, 3G0, 478
Lissochilus giganteus, 353
Lisianthus Russellianus, 239. 352
Litliospermum graminifolium, 230
Lobelia cardinalis, 388, 642
Low, II. &; Co.'s nursery, 10, 739
Luculia gratissima, 061
Lycium barbarum as a seaside plant,

701

IVI

Macwarbiekalli (a source of india-

rubber), report on, 387
JIagnolia grandiflora, 666; M. hypo-

leuca, 298 ; M. parviflora, 40 ; early

blooming, 40
Malva moschata alba, 515
Manure, chemical, for plants, 708
Market gardening, 10 ; round New

York, e.'JO

Markets, our, 418
Masdevallia Ilarryana decora, 236

;

M. macrura 607 ; M. platyrhachis,

628
Maxillaria fuscata, 576 ; M. grandi-

flora, 726 ;
picta, 629, 690

Melbourne herbarium, the, 211
Melon growing, 40
Melons, preserving, 545
Mexican Broom root fibre, 332 ; new

use for, 701
Mexico, a naturlist's notes in, 002
Michaelmas Asters, 384
Microloma umbellata, 388
Midge, the Pear, 45
Mignonette for winter and spring 104
Miltonia Moreliana, 2G0
Mimulus, the, 180
Mina lobata, 542, 577, 641 ; as a con-

tervatory plant, 217
Mitcham, Peppermint and Lavender

crops at, 502
Mogador, vegetable products of, 68
Monstera deliciosa, 728
Montbretia crocosmiflora, 239
Moor Park, Rickraansworth, Chrsysan-
themums at, 573

Morels, culture of, 103
Mote Park, 349
Mushroom beds, soiling down, G7G
Mushrooms, 7

Mussaenda borbonica, 543
Mutinus bambusinus, 331

Nancy, gardens at, 273
Narcissus Johnstoni, ISO , N, poeticus,

blind, 47, 73, .333 ; lifting. (See
Daffodils.)

Natal, cold weather in, 237
;
plants,

238, 38.3, 741
National Auricula and Carnation

Society, 445, 477, 542, .576, 6G9, 701,
740

National Chrysanthemum Society 415,
509, 070

National Conference on Apples and
Pears, .",60, .'M J, 387, 414, 444; the
exhibition, 449, 407, 499, 476, 51.5,

543 ;
papers read at the, 435 ; the

discussion at, 448, 453, 471
National Co-operative show, 214
National Footpath Preservation So-

ciety, 273
National Pruit Growers' League, 387
Nectarines and evolution, .'351

Nectarines in succession, 106
Neill Prize, the, 273
Nematoid worms, 608, 740
Nepenthes, Dicksoniana x , 543 ; N.

rufescensX, 609
New South Wales, fruit in, 514
New York market, gardening round,

630
New Zealand, horticulture in, .382

Non-warranty clause, 45, 73, 106
Northern Pield-Cluljs Conference, 70
Novelties in plants, 273, 328
November in the garden, 659
Nymphioa Voalefoka, 236

Oakwood, notes from, 91

Oat plant, prolific, 363

Obitdary:—Cannaert Castle, R., 711

;

Cope, Caleb, .50; Court, W., .3;!8
;

Crawford, W. II., 485; Dickson, F.,

392; Gosse, P. H., F.R.S., 250;
llamale, d', 543 ; Henderson, Thos.,
4.55 ; Johnson, R , 4.55 ; Leirens,
Ch., 300: Lindsay, A., 421; Mark-
ham, C, 278 ; Pitman, Charles, 78

;

Roger, Alexander, IGO ; Wooster,
D., 393

Odontoglossum Cervantesi morada,
630 ; O. vexillarium roseum, 411

Odontoglossums, a group of, 570
CEnothera Y'oungii, 210
Oncidium bifolium, 505 ; O. inter-

medium, 411 ; 0. splendidum, 94
Onion crop, the, 447; culture, 191
Onion seed crop, 392
Onions, show of, 571
Onosraas, 207
Opuntia fruits, 328
Orange culture in America, 302
Orchard-house, 94
Orchard planting, compen-sation for,

499
(Orchards, improving by grafting, 293

;

renovation of, in the West Mid-
lands, 441 ; slielter for, .391

Orchidienne, 1', 301, 300, 445, 037
Orchid collecting, 64 ; flower-holder,

639
Orchid notes and gleanings, 8, 35, 94,

150, 179, 210, 266, 326, 353, 390,

410, 446, 474, 505, 534, 567, 600,
028, 663, 694, 726

Orchid sale in America, 543
Orchids at Allerton Beeclies, 410

;

Booking Place, 35 ; Bull's, 92 ; Bur-
ford Lodge, Dorking, G63 ; Cam-
bridge Lodge. Camberwell, 20(i ; the
Cape, 668; Castle Hill, Englefield
Green, 663 ; Cypher's, 323 ; hybrid,

at The Dell, Egham, 600 ; The" Firs,

.Sydenham, 508 ; Fringilla, Liver-
pool, 629; Ghyllbank, St. Helen's,

534 ; The Cirange, llackbridge, 063
;

Kew, 662 ; Low's, 10, 739 ; Oakwood,
266 ; Seeger & Tropp's, 179 ; Sum-
merfield House (Sillem's, Jlr.), 474

;

V^eitch & Sons', 380 ; Woolton Wood,
Liverpool, 508

Orchids in the open air in Scotland,

064 ; miniature, 727 ;
proliferous,

676 ; seedling hybrids, 206
Oraithochilus fuscus, 210

Ornithogalum disease, 104, 135
Ostrowskia magnifici, flowering of

10, 04
Owen's, R., nursery, 382, 544
Oxalis Bowiei, .501, .570

Packiso, 40
l*alm, a new, 40S
Pancratium carriba^um, 238
Pandanus ceramicus, 631 ; P. furcatus,

671
Paris exhibition of 1889, 637
Paris Industrial E.Khibition of 1888,

600, 780, 701
I'assiflora Constance Elliott, 362 ; P.

edulis, liJO; P. Woodhatch hybrid x
732

Pea Chelsea Gem, 46 ; earliest, which
is the, 135, 162, 211 ; Latest of All,

410; Mummy, 71: Royal .Tuljilee,

190 ; "Veitcli's Perfection, 385
Peas, early, 63 ; early market, 708

green, 329 ; wrmkled, 335
Peach Alexander, 274, 211 ; Chancel-

lor, 506: Golden Eagle, 535 ; Grosse
Mignonne, 419 ; Rivers' Early, 211

;

transplanting in -June, 18 ;
growing

in Stirlingshire, 640
Peaches Alexander and Hale's Early,

246, 303
Pear Beurre Henri Courcelle, 602 ; B

Superieure, 676 ; Clapp's Favourite,

379, 505; Knight's Jlonarch, 077;
Le Lecher, 334 ; Madame Treyve,

535 ; Pitmaston Duchess, 008

;

Triomphe de Vienna, 535; Williams'
Bon Chretien, 738

Pear midge, the, 45
Pears, 607, 641, 075, 706, 740; a few

good, 50(3 ; and Apple, enemiesof the,

469 ; at Belvoir in 1888, 705 ; dessert,

437; injured by Helminthosporium
pyrorum, 338 ; some good, 535

Pelargonium, the, 569 ; P. sport, 391

;

P. Itev. i". M. Atkinson, 391
Pelai'goniums, 12; bedding, 448
Penang, 159
Pentapera sicula, 334
Pentas carnea, 758
Peronospora effusa on Mangels, 274

P. elliptica, 184 ; P. ficaria;, 16
Persimmon, the, 504
Petunias, double flowered, .'301

Phaius bicolor, 411 ; P. callosus, 60O

Phacelia campanulata, 210
Plialffinopsis amethystina, 574 ; P. an-

tennifera, 507 ; P. intermedia Portei,

727 ;
proliferous spike of, 417, 515

;

Stuartiana proliferous, 389 ; at Kew.
260

Philadelphia, small parks for, 244
Phillyrea decora, 672
Phlox Drummondi, 418
Phloxes herbaceous, 238
Phcenix dactylifera, 543
Phylloxera, conventions, relaxation of,

478 ; in France, 478 ; in Russia, 701
Picea obovata, 479
Pimelea Henderson!, 475
Pink, the, 204
Pink, Lord Lyon, 474, 514, 577
Pinks, white, 46
Pine, Calabrian, 267 ; edible, 21

forests of Western France, 551
Pines at Ravenna, 639
Pinus canariensis, 39 ; P. Coulteri at

Kew, 764 : P. Laricio at Kew, 693

;

P. pinea at Kew, 603, 636; P.

])yrenaica (vera), 267 ; P. Snbini-

ana, 14

Pitcairnea hybrid. 189
Plagianthus Lyallii, 208
I'lanchon, statue to M., 102
Plant collections, 416
Plant life, 321, 351
Plant names 1000 years ago, .502

Plant PonTitAiTS ;—Acalypha trium-
phans, 390 ; Acidanthera bicolor,

728 ;
Aiirides quinquevulnerum, 509

;

iEsculus tui'binata, 608; Alocasia
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Chantrieri, 728 ; Alseuosmia macro-
phylla, 390 ; Amelanchier oligo-

carpa, 194 ; Androsace lanuginosa,

728 ; Angrtecura SanJerianum, 728,

760; Anheltonium Lewinii,19-±; An-
thurium Chamberlainii, 678 ; A. De-
smetianum X , 302 ; A. liookeri, 391

;

A. Scherzerianura var. AVarocque-
anum, 69; Apple Ked Astrachaii,

194 ; A. Schutter's Keinette, 728 ;

A. Transparent, 569 ; Aquilegia,

Stuarti, 569; Aristolochia elegans,

569 ; Aristotelia racemosa, 678

;

Aster alpinus, 69 ; Azalea arbores-

cens, 569; Batemannia CoUeyi,302 ;

Begonia geranioides, 194 ; B. Gloire

de Lucerne, 194 ; Bignonia cherere,

390 ; Bilbergia Breanteana X , 482
;

Brassia Leilian.i var. tristis, 300
;

Calanthe masuca, 678 ; Calceolaria

Sinclairii, 678 ; Catasetum Bui.-

gerothi, 569 ; C. decipiens, 302

;

C fimbriatuni var. fissura, 7G6

:

Cattleya labiata var. raagnifica, 300;
C. 1. var. raagnifica, 608 ; C. Gas-
kelliana alba, 678; 0. Harrisonitc

violacea, 194 ; C. Lawrenceana, 302
;

0. Warneri, 194; Colmisia glandu-
losa, ;;'.)(); C. longifolia, 390;
Cherry, Kuyale lI;Uive (Early Koyal)
May Duke, 194 ; Chevalliera

gigantea, 302 ; Chorisia speciosa,

728 ; Ciatus crispus, 390 ; Clei-

sostoma crassifolium, 69; Cli-

anthus Dampieri, 390 ; Ccelogyue
ristata, 69 ; C. c. var. Leraoniana,

69 ; Cornus stolonifi'ra, 482 ; Crocus
imperati var. pubescens, 390; Cy-
noches chlorocheilon, 728 ; Cypri-
pedium Amesianum, 194 ; C.

AsbbnrtoiiiLCX, 678; C. bellatu-

lum, 569 ; C. californiciim 302

,

C. CannartianumX , 302; C. Ciir-

tl.sii, 69; C. FitchianumX, 569;
C. Mastersianum, 728 ; C. Mea-
suresianum, 608 ; C. Miteau-
anura, 302; Cyrtanthus McKennii
.390; Dendroblum Bensonio?, 302;
D. Cunuinghami, .390; D. Fytche-
anum roseiim. 194 ; D. macrophyl-
lum, 194, 390; Deutzia parviflora,

,569; Disa lacera, 390; D. racemosa,
390, 678 ; Earina raucronata, 678

;

Echinocactus texensis, 728: Epiden-
drum nemorale, 608 ; Erythronium
Henderson!, 390, 569; Eucalyptus
calophylla, 390; Eulophia maculata,

766; EuphrasiaMonroi.678;For9tera
Bidwilli, 390 ; Freycinetia Banksii,

678 ; Fuchsia procurabens, 39<) ; Gen-
tiana saxosa. 390 ; Gnaphalium
bellidioides, 678 ; G. graudiceps,

678; Ilabranthus Newalli, 194;
llakea laurina, 69; Tlippeastrura so-

lanJrillonun, 51)9 ; llouUetia BrocU-
lehurstiana, 194; Liclia Kinna-
barina, 728; L. purpurata blen-

heimense, .390; Leptotes bicolor,

728; Libertia ixioides, 390; Li-

num monogynura, 390; Loranthus
(^olenaoi, 678 ; Lycaste Skin-

neri alba, 678; Lycium pallidum,

.390 ; ^lagnoliaconspicua, 390; Mas-
devallia llarryaua decora, 302; M.
spectrum, 302; Meryta Sinclairii,

678 ; Mosospinidium vulcanicum,

482,608 ; Metrosideros albiflora,3^);

M. florida, ."190; M.tomentosa, 678 ;

Nanodes Medusa?, 302 ; Narcissus

cyclamineus, 302 ; N. pachybulbus,

390; N. pseudo-Narcissus, 390;
N. triandrus, 302 ; Nepentbes Cur-
tisii, 569 ; Nympbioa tuberosa, 569

;

Odontoglossum citrosmum var. De-
vansavanum, 69; O. constrictum,

728; O. Eugenes, 678; O. Halli,728;

O. Harryanum, 302; O. latimacula-

tum, 302 ; 0. odoratura var. Gloner-
ianum, 569; O. Rossi majus, 69; O.
R, Amesianum, 302: O. vexillarium

roseum, 390 ; <_). Vuylstekeanum,
194 ; Olearia ilicifolia, 390 ; O. in-

signis, 678; Oncidium Cavendishia-

num, 302 ; O, Forbesi var. splendens,

390; O. intermedium, 390 ; O.

Lietzei var. aureo-maculatum, 302 :

0. macranthum, 309 ; 0. Papilio var.

majus,69 ; Pajony Venus, 766 ; Pear
Cbaumontelle Grosse, 569 ; Pheba-
lium nudum, GTH ; I'hlox nana,

008; P. atellaria, 194; Pimelea pros-

trata, 390 ; Pithecoctenium buccina-

torium, 390; Plttosporum phyl-

yreoides, 766 ; Plagianthus Lyalli,

678 ; Polygonum Baldschuanicum,

194; Quosnelia magnifica, 608
; Q.

Wittmackiana, 390; Quintinia ser-

rata, 678; Rhododendron brachycar-

pum,302 ; R.Vaseyi, 569; Rodriguezia

secunda, 569 ; Rose Gloire de Mar-
gottin, 302; R. Louis van lloutte

(II. P.), 194; Saccolabium guttatum
giganteum, 390 ; Schomburgkia un-
dulata, 194; Senecio elxagnifolius,

390; S. glastifolius. 670; S. Hec-
tori, 390; S. Iluntii, 390; S. ro-

busta, 390 ; Stanhopea Ruckeri,

608; Syringa pubescens, Ci^)>^; Ti-

gridia Pringlei, 569 ; Trichopilia

Ijchinanni, 69; T. tortilis, 569;
Tulipa Greigi, 569 ; Vanda ccerulea,

72H; V. lamellata Boxalli, 194;
Wahlenbergia saxicola, 679; War-
rea Lindeniana, 679 ; Zygopetalum
bracbypetalum var. stenopetalum,

194 ; Z. Sanderianum, 728 ; Zepbyr-
anthes grandiflora, 69

Planting sandhills, 389, 447, 502, 515,

660
Plants and their culture, 13, 41, 68,

105, 134, 156, 191. 213, 240, 269,

299, 329, 357, 384. 412, 448, 475,

506, 539, 578, 603, 635, 666, 698, 730,
- 758
Plants certificated by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, list of, 694

Plants, New or Notewortuv :

—

^Eranthusophioplectron.Ol ; Arrides
HouUetianuui, 378 ; Aloe longifloia,

756 ; A. penduliflora, 178 ; Angra^cum
tridactylites, 31; Bolleahemixantha,
206; Catasetum fuliginosum, 473;
C. Garnettianum, 692; Cattleya

Cassandra X, 596; C. flaveola X,
473 ; C. guatemalensis var. AVisch-

hauseniana, 378 ; C. guttata Leo-
pold! odoratissima, 378 ; C. g.

munda, 378 ; C. Harrisouiana var.

Reguieriana, 264 ; C. intermedia
Parthenia, 17'^; C. Krameriana,
323; C. labiata Gaskelliana. 122;
C. 1. G. alba, 178 ; G. 1. Mossia? var.

Peestersi,6; C. porphyrophlebia X ,

502 ; C. Rocliellensis, 533 ; Cleisos-

toma ringens, 724 ; Crocosma aurea
var. maculata, 407 ; Cycnoches ver-

sicolor, 596; Cypripedium AtvsX,
6; C. bellatulum, 122; C. Bur-
furdiense X, 724; C chelseense X,
406 ; C. concolor var. sulphureum,

264; C. egregium, 122 ; C. Elliottia-

num, 501, 532 ; C. insigne var. Hors-
manianum, 693; C. i. Sandera\ 692

;

0. nitidissimum X, 6; C. cenanthum
Josephine Jolibois. 501 ; C. Pagea-
nura x,264; C. polystigmaticum X,
407 ; C. Savageanum, 407 ; C. Tautz!-

anum var. lepidum x , 756 ; C. vario-

ptctumx, 407; Decaschistia fici-

folia, 565 ; Deiidrobium Wattii. 724

;

Uendrophylax Fawcetti, 533 ; Dipo-
dium paiudosum, 91 ; Disa lacera

var. multifida, 664 ; Epidendrum
auriculigerum, 34 ; Eucharis grandi-

tiora Moorei, 628: Grammatophyl-
lum paiudosum, 91 ; Helichrysum
devium, 62 ; Laelia anceps Ames-
iana, 660 ; L. Euterpe x , 533 ; L.
Evermanniana, 91 ; L. pachystele,

596 ; L. Perrinii var. alba, bQb
;

L. xanthina agraphis, 264; Lilium
Henryi, 660 ; Masdevallia uidi-

fica, 628 ; M. platyrachis, 178

;

M. punctata, 323 ; Megaclinium
oxyodon, 91 ; M. scaberulura, 6

;

Narcissus scaberulus, 296; Nepen-
thes Dicksonianax, 543; N. rufes-

cens X , 669 ; r>dontoglossuni Ander-
sonianum lobatum var. Lemoinieri-
anum, 078; 0, cuspidntum platy-

glossum, 91; 0. Hrubyanum, 234;
O. maculatum Duvivierianum, 352;
Oncidium crispum sublaive ochra-
ceum, 756; 0. Jonesianum flavens,

234 ; 0. maculatum psittacinum,

378 ; 0. pumilum, 178 ; 0. robustis-

simum, 352 ; Passiflora Miersii, 352
;

Pentstemon rotundifolius, 264 ; Pha-
la;nopsis Buyssoniana, 295 ; P. suma-
trana var. Kimballiana, 6 ; Pleuro-
thallis punctulata, 756 ; Polycycnis,

the genus, 501 ; Rosa gigantea, 122
;

Saccolabium cerinum, 206 ; Sobralia

macrantha Kienastiana, 296; Thu-
nia candidissinia, 34; T. Marshal-
liana purpurata, ((2 ; T. ^I. triloba,

62 ; Trichosma suavis, 692 ; Vriesia

WittmackianaX, 565; Wailesia
paludosa, 91 ; Zygopetalum margi-
natum, 693; Z. Rlurrayanura, 296

Plants, noxious, 214
Plants, turning, out-of-doors, 106
i'latyclinis uncata, 695
Pleiones, 570
Pleroma macrantha, 601 r P- ni. var.

fioribunda, 352
Plura, Apricot, 379; Columbia, 379;
Diamond, 379; Pond's Seedling,

379 ; Victoria, 379 ; red grub of the,

763
Polycycnis, the genus, .501

Polygala Dalmaisiana, 475
Pomology in Belgium, 735
Poppies, late Iceland, 484
Potato, chemistry of. (See Chemistry of

Vegetation.)

Potato crop, the, 158, 245 ; in Ireland,

162; reports on the, 152, 189, 217 ;

Daniel's, 246; disease, 73, 135, 190,

274, 303, 332. 576; a new, 480; a
palliative for, 572 ; solution to cure,

244
Potato haulm, misuse of, 246
Potato Lavington Conqueror, 418
Potato, relation between the blooming
and tubering of, 410, 600, 677 ; re-

moval of liaulm, 483, 515 ; sprout-

ing in the dark, 272 ;
" Worthington

Smith," 483 ; reversion of, 609
Potatos at Chiswick, and the Jen-

senian system, 630; coloured, 106

;

disease resisting, 302, 483, 545

;

hybrid, 161 ; removing the haulm
of, 4s;.;

Potentilla lutea, 209
Primroses, American, 38
Primula, the genus, 215, 409, 415 ; P.

auriculata, 66 ; Chelsea Blue, 762 ;

P. nivea, 641 ; P. Rusbyi, 13, ;J8S,

707
Primulas, double, from seed, 17

Protea cynaroides and P. nana, 695
Pruning. 438, 515
Pscudophfcnix Sargentii. 408
Pterocarya fraxlnifolia, 38l), 481
Puccinia Hllacearum, 104
Pulque, 671

Puya lanuginosa, 411
Pyrethrums, 180
Pyrus aria, 297

Queensland, 194 ; Acclimatisation

Society of, 237

RAiNTALi., heavy, 274
Raleigh, 71
Ramie fibre, 103
Ramondia pyrenaica, 13

Kandia macrantha, 695
Ranunculus, the, 767
Reinwardtia tetragyna, 661
Retinospora plumosa, cones of. 671
Rheum nobile, 543
Rhipsalis IlouUetianus, 631
Rhodochiton volubile, 758
Rhododendron argenteum, 156; R. bal-

saminaiflorum album, 766 ; R. Col-
lettianum, 297 ; R. Falconeri, 103

Rhododendrons, greenhouse, 758
Rhubarb, early, 741

Rhus Cotinus, 481
Rliyncospermum jasminoides variega-

tum, 576
Richardia aithiopica, 327 ; R. Leh-

manni, 570
Rivers & Sons' nursery, 405
Riviera, the, 159
Rodriguezia fragrans, 446, 756; R. se-

cunda, 568
Rondeletia speciosa, 705
Rosa rugosa, 104
Rose garden, autumn work in the, 265
Rose, Gloire de Margottin, 7 ; Homer,

335; Marguerite de St. Amand,
514; shows of 1888, 149

Roses, 7, 38 ; disbudding, 454 ; for

sandhills, 17 ; for walls and fences,

671 ; for walls and pillars, 514 ; new.

638 ; new, in 1888, 206 ; Tea and
Noisette, 535 ; a plea for Tea and
Noisette, 378

Rothamsted and its work, 637
Rothesay climate. 331
Roupellia grata, 36t)

Royal Agricultural Society of England,
214

Royal Botanic Society (Fete), 16
Royal Caledonian Horticultural So-

ciety, 712
Royal Horticultural Society, 14, 42,

102, 132, 159, 435, 467, 499, 508,

541, 572, 669, 675, 700, 706, 732, 761

;

certificates of, 6^36; (Chiswick meet-
ing), 70 ; Fruit Conference (see

National Conference)
;
plants certi-

ficated by, 694
Royal medal, the, 604, 671
Rudbeckias, 327
Ruella portellai, 570

Saccolabium cceleste, 391

St. Audries, 627
St. James' Park, London, view in, 68

St. Osyth Priory, 597
St. Swithin's Day, 71
Saltmarsh & Sons' nursery, 129

Salvias, 327
Sambucus racemosa, 703
Sanchezia nobilis variegata, 238

Sanseviera guineensis, rooting of leaf

cuttings of, 72
Sarcochilus Hartmanni, 186
Satyrium carneum, 696
Scabiosa Snowball, 515
Scarlet Runners for market, 160
Schomburgkia tibicinis, 212 ; S. undu-

lata, 235
Sciadium arbuscula, 762

Scientific Committee :—^Ccidium on

Pea and Bean, 18; aluminium in

plants, 18; Anthurium Rothschild-

ianum, 74 ; Araucaria brasiliensis,

136; beetle injurious to tobacco,

18; caterpillars, plague of, 18,74;
Christia, 708; cleistogamous lawn
plants, 609 ; Clematis, hybrid, 136 ;

Cotyledon umbilicus, 609; Cypri-

pediums, malformed, 74, 136

;

Dahlia, centenary of, 709 ; Didy-
mium doidaleum, 74; Epidendrum
vitellinum, 74 ; fungi, heteroi-

cous, 18, 1.35 ; fungi on Cucum-
bers and Poppies, 74 ; Gyrano-
sporaugium confusura, 18; insects

attacking the Ash, 74 ; Ivy floweis

malformed (staminody of the pistil).

609, 708 ; Juniperus occidentalis,

708 ; Korsambi nuts, 708 ; La;lia

Eyermanniana, 74 ; Lime boughs,

contorted, 70S; movements in the

shoots of Firs, 136 ; Oak timber,

defective, 609,708; Odontoglossum
Eugenes, 74 ; Opuntia shoots, 19

;

Passiflora keweusis X,136; Pero-
nospora arborescens, 74 ; Philadel-

phus, growth of, 136 ; Pinus Lam-
bertiana, 609 ; Potato disease, a
palliative for the, 572; Potato ex-

periments at Chiswick, 630; Potato

reversion, 609; Puccinia extensicola,

18; Raspberry and Blackberry hybrid.
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GOO ; Kumex crispus, gyno-mono;-
cious, GOD; Satyrium.supertuberiited,

708 ; spiral torsion in Mint, 19

;

Stachvs tiiberifera, analvsis of the
tubers', 708 ; stag beetles, 136

;

Strawberry, the Plymouth, 136

;

Strawberries dicecieous, 74 : Tomato
disease, 74 ; weevils on Khododen-
drons, IS

Scotland, 45, 66, 137, 183, 277, 308,
480, G.30, 078, 710, 730; Douglas
Fir in, 531, .568, 598

Scottish Primula Society, 702
Scottish Horticultural Association, 387
Season, the, 701, 702, 735
Secliium ednle, 602
Seeger & Tropp's nursery, 179
Seed and nursery trade, and non-war-

ranty, 45
Seed crops, Dutch, 383 ; harvest of

1888, 417 ; trade, the, 327, 38.3

Reeds, longevity of coniferous, 185

;

non-warranty of, 45, 73, lOtj

Shell dust, 739
Sliows in bygone days, 780
Shrewsbury and neighbourhood, 503
Shrubland Park, 328
Slirubs for seaside, 671
Silene pendula ruberriina, 104
Skeletonising leaves, 680
Skiramia Foremanni, 735
Slopes and banks, treatment of, 607
Smut in Wheat, 72
Sobralia leucoxantha, 179

Societies:—Banbury, 643; Basing-
stoke, 276; Bath, 276, 391, .540,

579; Birmingham and ^lidland,

614; Birmingham Gardeners, 420,

485, 609; Bishops Stortford, 273;
Bishops Waltham, 136 ; Bolton,

637 ; Braintree and Bocking, 49
;

Brighton, 336, 530; Bristol, 644;
British Fruit Growers', 581 ; Brom-
ley, 607; Buckingham, 607; Burnley,

243 ; Cambridge, 607 ; Chertsey,

74 ; Cheshunt, 613 ; Chiswick, 75,

612 ; Chorley, 637 ; Clonmel, 609 ;

Colnbrook, 607 : Cryptogamic of

Scotland, 337 ; Crystal Palace, 306,

420, 579 ; Derby, 614 ; Devizes, .581
;

Devon and Exeter, 220, 614 ; Devon
lloseries. 19 ; Devonshire Pomolo-
gieal, 516 ; Ealing and Acton, 75, 610

;

Edinburgh Chrysanthemum, 642

;

Edinburgh Botanical, 77, 608, 739

;

Engliah Arboriculturai, 392 ; Finch-
It^y, 50 ; Fleetwood, 272 ; Gardeners'
Koyal Benevolent (Anniversary), 10

;

Glasgow and West of Scotland, 76,

308 ; Grantham, 337 ; llabergham,
301 ; Hammersmith, 607 ; llarpen-

den, 274 ; Hartlepool, 63S ; liavant,

540 ; Hitchin, 580 ; Ipswich, 74, 612 ;

Isle of Thanet, 614; Kent, 610;
Kingston, 548 ; Ledbury, 540; Leeds,

644; Linnean,578, 700, 762 ; Liver-
pool Horticultural, 164 ; Lostock,
272 ; Maidenhead, 218 ; Manchestei-,

516, 542 ; Market Harborough, 610
;

Molesey, ,580 ; National Carnation
and Picotee, 108; National Chrysan-
themum, 273, 307, 420, 454, 485, 546,
613, 637, 677, 734 ; National Dahlia,

304, 732 ; National Fruit Growers'
League, 420 ; National Rose, 47 ;

(Provincial), 100 ; Newcastle, 220

;

Newport, .'337
; Newtownards, 308

;

Northamptonshire, 1.36 ; North of

Scotland Apiarian, 300 ; North of

Scotland, 364, 710 ; Orchidienne,

301, 360, 445, 637; Oxford Car-

nation Union, 193 ; Pembroke,
613; Penzance, U.'37 ; Portsmouth,
.578; Reading, 21,S, 611; Rich-
mond, 10; Royal (of Canada), 76;
Royal Caledonian, 275; Royal Ilor-

ticiltural, 18, 48, 70, 74, 107, 135,

192, 246, 304, 363, 419
;
(the Fruit

Conference), 435, 484, 578, 609, 709 ;

Royal Horticultural of Aberdeen,

240, 480, 542, 710 : Royal Horticul-

tural of Ireland, 249 ; Royal Scottish

Arboriculturai, 137, 165, 193; Ryde,

244; St. Albans, 244; St. Neols
Horticultural, 164; Scottish Horti-

cultural Association, 46, 166, 273,

388, 519, 078 ; Sevenoaks, 249

;

SJiropshire, 220, 243 ; Skipton, 301 ;

Smithfield Club, 701 ; Southampton,
163, 548 ; Taunton, 219 ; Teddiug-
ton, .574; Tiverton, 612; Torquay,
609; Trentham, 194; Trowbridge,

248 ; Truro, 574 ; Tunbridge Wells,

75; Twickenham, 50, 580; Watford,
Oil ; Weston-super-Mare, 611

;

Wigtonshire, 272 ; Wilts, 612, 249;
Winchester, 76, 610 ; Woodbridge,
.50 ; Yeovil, 643 ; York Florists,

600, 741 ; Y'orkshire Naturalists, 420

Socket-rings for pipes, 161

Socotra, botany of, 159

Soils, the fertility of, 476
Solandra grandiflora, 455, 695
Sophronitis cernua, 628
Spain, the cork industry in, .583, 702

Sparrows, 162
Spathoglottis aurea, 92
Spring Grove House, Isleworth, 478
Springwood, Dartford, 634
Spiraia japonica. 661
Stachys tuberifera, 476, .509, 608, 677,

701,706,707,740,766
Stanhopea. the genus, 480 ; S, platy-

ceras, 211 ; S. saccata, .545

Staphylinus, 217
Stenactis speciosa, 209
Stenoglottis fimbriata, 210
Stephanotis floribunda, 68
Stenogastra cocciuea var. multifiora,

631
Stock-taking, monthly, July, 186

;

August, 387; September, 509; Oc-
tober, 637 ; November, 762

Stocks, bicolors in, 72 ; white and
double, IS

Stocks for Apples, 336
Stoke Court, Slough, hardy fruits at,

363
Storm in Lincolnshire, 47
Stapelia gigantea, 728
.Strawberry crop, tlie, 72 ; Captain, 68,

.302; Ilautbois, 107; jdants for

forcing, 18; proliferous, l'.)l

Strawberries, 334 ; late, 447 ; barren,

18, 42 ; barren and mildew, 72
Strelitzia Nicolai, 695
Strophanthus, 8

Stuartia pseudo-Camellia, 188
Styrax obassia, 133
Subsoil-borer, 736
Sudeley's (Lord) fruit farm, 293
Sugar-cane, seedlings of, 702
Sutherlandia frutescens, 102
Sutton & Sons' nursery, 323
Sweden, a mycological excursion in,

407
Symphyandra HofTmanni, 760

T.iBEKN-EMONTANA corouaria (lore-

plena, 37
Table decorations, 71

Table plants, 608, 641
Tar for insects, 546
Taro, 615
Taxodium distichum, 607
Tea, Ceylon, 238
Teas, China, depreciation of, 231
Tlieropogon pallidus, 212
Tnunbergia laurifolia, 6(J1

Tigridia pavonia, 764
Tillandsia Lindeniana, 705
Tobacco, Britisli, 133 ;

colonial, 506
;

paper, medicated, 418
Tom.ito and Potato diseases, .3.'i2

Tomatos at Chisivick, 66, 1.59 ; cul-

ture of, in pots, 72; diseased, 44,

332; recovering, 481; on -south

walls, 274
Torreya myristica, 631

Tortrix funebrana, 763
Toxicophlaja spectabile, 37
Trachyraene cierulea, 36
Trade census, a, 250
Trade memoranda (a false customer),

742
Tradescantia virginica rosea, 9

Tradescantias, 577, 608
Transit and distribution of fruit, 130,

358
Transplanting large Irish Yew, 335
Tree guards in sheep runs, 71

Trees and shrubs, 8, 133, 208, 207, 327,

481, 576, 666, 703
Trees, annual ring in, 711 ; death of,

335 ; dying off, 418 ; re-erection of,

163
Trevesia palmata, 186
Trichopilia tortiiis, 600
Trinidad, 302
Tritoma Uvaria, 334
Tropical fruits, 500
Tulipa sylvestris droppers, 241
Tulip, the florist's, 180
Tulips, 332
Tulips at Paris Exhibition, 7ol

Tunisian Dates and cork forests, 767
Turner's, C, nurseries, 044
Tussilago fragrans, 546
Type-writers, 606

United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society, 42, 360, 444, 605

Ursinia pulchra, 355
Uva grass (Gynerium saccharoides),

416

Vanda coerulea, .505, 607 ; V. lamel-

lata Boxalli, 235
"Vegetable pathology, 355

;
products in

Central Africa, 7
Vegetable, the new. (See Stachys

tuberifera).

Vegetables, 67, 160, 191, 215, .576,

674 ; and fruit in Jersey, 33 ; in

Hainan, 678; in Vera Cruz, 208;
exhibiting, 274 ; new, 418

Vegetation, chemistry of. (See Che-
mistry.)

"Veitch, J., & Son's nurseries, 11, 93,

128, 245, 380, 544, 566
Vera Cruz, vegetable products in, 208
Veratrum nigrum, 210
Veronica formosa, 18
Victoria Park, 331
Victoria regia in the open air, 380
Vine, an old Muscat of Alexandria,
419 ; culture in England, early his-

tory of, 563 ; mildew (I'eronospora),

15 ; ringing the, 102 ; roots, diseased,

740
Vinery, the Chiswick, 514
Vines in bad soil, 338
Violas, 182, 728; as bedders, 516, 607

;

old and new bedding, 664
Violets, 327
^^itis pterophora, 661

W

Wallflowers, .327

Walnut, as a timber tree, 298
Walnut, new, a, 384
Walnuts of 1888, 641, 708
Watering, 642
Watering-pot, " High Level," 245
Weather; the. 218, 296, 386
Weather in Natal, 2'37

; in Scotland

416; in Wales, 676; in Yorkshire,

676
V\^eather plant, the. .335, 606
Weed-eradicator, 215
Weigela amabilis, 41

Wemyss Bav, liorticulture at, 183
Wheat crop'of 18S8, .538

Wheat, smut in, 72
Wickerwork vases, 303
Wilson, G. F. Mr., 70 )

Winchester, judging at, <>42, 677
Wood & Ingram's nursery, 324
Worms, eel, 636
Wounds of fruit trees, 250
Wreaths, funeral, 71

Xanthosoma robustum, O.'U

Year, work of the, 760
Yew, giant Irish, 362, 4.84 ; transplan-

tation, 3.35
;
yellow berried, 576, 707

Y''ork Gala, retirement of Mr. Wilson,

215 ; his successor, .360

Zevodia pulverulenta, 8
Zinnia Haageana, 677
Zygopetalum brachypetalum, 354; Z.

citrinum, 94 ; Z. stapelioides, 04
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LIST OF ILLUSTEATIONS.

Adelges abietis, 138
Adventitipus buds on Phalitnopsis

Stuartiana, 389
American blight, 470
Apple, canker in, 470
Ap])le grub and moth, 470 ; mildew,

471 ; weevil, 470
Arauja graveolens, '2'\

Arbutus Andracline at Kew, 725
Arundina barabusitfolia, 029

Athrotaxis selaginoides, 543

B

Banyan tree. (See Supplement,
August 25.)

Barrow Point, Pinner, rockery at, 415

Basket for packing Grapes, 293
Begonia boliviensis, .536 ; B. Davisi,

.5.33; B. socotrana, 537 ; B. Veitchii,

53()

Belton -Park, Lincoln, the flower

garden at. (See Supplement, Novem-
ber 3.)

Boiler, new horizontal tubular, 391
Box for packing fruit, 292
Bulbs, black canker of, 361

C-KsALPiNiA japonica, 513
Calandrinia oppositifolia, 601
Callidium pygm.T;um, 641
Canker in Apples, 470; in bulbs (black),

.361

Carbonic acid, decomposition of and
assimilation of carbon, diagram
showing, 633

Carnations and Picotees, a group of,

101
Cecidomyia pyrivora, 45
Chironia peduncularis, 325
Chlorophyll spectra. 632, 633
Cocoa-nut, double, germination of, 732
Coniocybe pallida, 740
Convolvulus tenuissimus, .301

Cracking of Apples, 471

Cratiegus mexicana var. Carrierii, 737
Crate and boxes for transit of fruit,

135
Crocosma aurea, 304, 805 ; C. a. var.

maculata, 565
Cyrtopodium Saintlegerianum, 181

Dendrobium Wardianum, a specimen
plant of, 9

Devil's coach-horse, L*I7

Disa granditlora, 665
Disa lacera var. multifida, <!64

Diospyros virginiana, 504
Disease of Apples, 470
Disease of bulbs, 361
Disease of Hellebores, 17
Disease of Lilies, 184

Di-agon trees in Madeira. (Supplement,

October, 20.)

Droppers in Tulip, 247

EfCALVPTus viminalis, 597

Fflixstowe, spring gardening at. (See

Supplement, September 1.)

Ficus Roxburghii in the Calcutta Bo-
tanic Gardens. (See Supplement,
December 15.)

Flower-holder, Cheal's, .334

Fruits, packing-box for, 292
Funchal, Madeira, view in the public

gardens. (See Supplement, Octo-
ber 6.)

Funkia grandiflora, 153

Grapks, baskets for packing, 293

H

Heli.eboee disease, 17

Heucliera sanguinea, 125
Ilippeastrum reticulatum, 477
Homeria coUina, 16.3

Hyde Park, The Dell in. (See Supple-

ment, July 7.)

Dahlia imperialis,

August 11.)

(See Supplement,

Inis Korolkowi, '

JcoLANS mandschurica, 384

L.iiLiA Eyerraanniana, 109

Leaf-cuttings of Sanseviera guineen-

sis, striking, 73
Lilium nepalense, 412
Lily disease, 184

Lisianthus Russellianus, 240
Lithospermum graminifnlium, 2.37

Lodoicea seychelLirum, germination of,

732

M

Maxillahia fuscata, 577
Midge, the Pear, 45

Mildew of Apples, 471

Nepenthes Dicksoniana X, 541; N.

rufescens X , 669

Odontoglossums, a grou]) of. (See

Supplement, November 17.)

Opuntia fruit, 328
Orchid flower-holder. 639
Ostrowskya magnifica, 65

Packini;-basket for Gi'apes, 293
Packing-box for fruits, 292
Passiflora Jliersii, 353; P. Woodhatch

hybrid <
, 733

Pear, insects attacking the, 471

Pear midge, the, 45
Pentapera sicula, 335
Pentstemon rotundifolius, 265
Peronospora elliptic;), 184 ; P. ficaria'

on Hellebores, 17
Persimmon, the, .505 ; bark of, 504
Phalffinopsis Stuartiana, adventitious

buds on, 389
Phillyrea decora, 673
Pine beetle, the, 365-

Pine sawfly, the, .365

Pinus Laricio at Kew, 693
Pinus Laricio branch and cone, 7fl5

Pinus pinea, 604 ; P. pinea at Kew,
005 ; P. pyrenaica, 268 ; P. Sa-
biniana, 43

Plagianthus Lyalli, 209
Plum, red-grub of the, 703
Pseudophaniix Sargenti, 409
Fterocarya fraxinifolia, 381
Puccinia lilliacearum, 105

Hhododenduon argenteum (see Sup-

plement, August 11) ; R. CoUettia-

num, 297
Rodriguezia fragrans, 757
Houpellia grata, 359

leaf

St. .James' Pauk, London, view

(See Supplement, .July 21.)

Sanseviera guineensis, striking

cuttings of, 73
Satyrium carneum, 097
Sawfly of Pear, 471
Scaleof Apple, 471 ; of Pear, 471

Schoraburgkia tibicinis, 212
Shrubland Park, views in. (See Sup-

plement, September 22.)

Slugworm, 471
Socket-ring for hot-water pipes, 101

Spathoglottis aurea (Kimballiana),

93
Springwood, Dartford, garden view at.

(See Supplement, December 1.)

Stanhopea tigrina, 481
Stapelia gigantea, 729
Staphylinus, 217
Starch in Potatos, diagram showing

the relative quantities of, 91

Strawberry, proliferous, 191

Stuartia pseudo-Camellia, 187

Styrax obassia, 131

Symphyandra Iloft'mannii, 761

TonTRix funebrana, 703
Tulipa sylvestris, droppers in, 247

U

Uhsinia pulchra, .356

Vine roots, diseased, 741

W
Watehino-pot, " High Level,

Weed eradicator, 245
Weevil of Apple bud, 470

'215

LIST OF SUPPLEMENTS.

Banyan Tbee in Maddra, August 25.

Belton Park, Lincoln, Flower Garden at, November 3.

Dahlia lmperialis in Oporto, August 11.

Dragon Trees in Madeira, October 20.

Felixstowe, Sprino Gardening at, September 1.

ITicus Ko.\JiL'BGaii in the Calcutta Botanic Gabdens, December 15,

Hyde Park, London, the Dell in, .July 7.

Madeira, "Views in the Pdblic Garden, October 6.

Orchids, a Group or, November 17.

Rhododendron argenteum, August 11.

St. .Jajies's Park, London, "View in, July 21.

Shrubland Park, Ipswich, Views in, September 22.

SrniNOWooD, Dabtfoed, a Garden "View at, Djcember 1,
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SALES BY AUCTION.
The Downside Collection of Orchids.

FIKST SALE, TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and
FRIDAY NEXT.

HIGHXY IMPORTANT EIGHT DAYS' SALE of the whole
of this renowned Collection, including many plants
matchless in point of rarity, and the whole remarkable
for culture and condition, embracing unquestionably the
most valuable and extensive Collection of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS
that has ever been submitted to Public Competition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions from Wm. Lee, Esq. (who is

selling the Estate of Downside, and relinquishing the cultiva-
tion of Orchids), to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,
Do\vnside, Leatherhead, about one mile from either of the
Leatherhead Railway Stations, the whole of this eitremely
valuable Collection of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
The FIRST SALE will take place

On TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY
NEXT. July 10, 11, 12, and 13, 1888,

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day, in consequence of
the large number of Lots.
A list of the principal plants included in this First Sale

appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Saturday last.
A Descriptive Advertisement of the entire Sale will be found

on the next page.
Catalogues for both Sales are now ready, and maybe obtained

of Mr. WORLFORD, the Head Gardener, on the Premises ; and
of the Auctioneers, Estate Agents and Valuers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, London. E.C.
N.B.-The SECOND PORTION will be SOLD on TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, July 24, 25, 26,
and 27, 1888.

Monday, July 9.

SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS.
MESSRS. PKOTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. F. Sander to SELL by AUCTION, at
their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C,
on MONDAY NEXT. July 9, at half-past 12 o'Clock pre-
cisely, aquantityof ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS. Amongst those
offered for sale are the following:-

Cypripedium Laurenceanum
(fine variety iu flower)

Bollea Lalindei
Angrsecum Sanderianum
Dendrobium Ainsworthii

,, Leechianum
,, nobile Sanderianum

Masdevallia calura (20 leaves)
,, acrochordonia
,, Reicheubachiana
,, Infracta purpurea

Utricularia moutana iu flower
Zygopetalum aromaticum (3

growths)

Cattleya Gaskelliana alba

„ (true) with sheath
,, Wagneri
„ Reineckiana
,, Rothschildiana
,, aurea
,, imperialis

Cypripedium Calurmn
,, Germinyanum
,, Dominianum, with eight

growths and flower-
spikes

,, lo craudia

,, SelTigerum majua
,, Thibautianum

Also good plants of Cypripedium prwstans, Catasetum Bun^
gerothii, and Aganisia cyanea, from L'Horticulture Inter-
nationale (Linden) of Brussels.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Havant.
FIRST ANNUAL SUMMER SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. Ewing & Co. to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, the Sea View Nurseries, Havant
on WEDNESDAY, July 11. at 12 o'clock precisely. 5000 TEA,
NOISETTE, and other ROSES in pots ; 2000 IVIES of the
choicest green leaved and variegated kinds. 1000 AJVIPELOP-
SIS VEITCHH, and other VIRGINIA CREEPERS- a large
quantity of Hardy PASSION FLOWERS, including the new
White Constance Elliott ; Japanese and other HARDY EVER-
GREENS, choice flowering and foliaged TREES and SHRUBS
Hardy CLIMBING PLANTS, &c., all in pots suitable for
immediate removal.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises, at the principal Hotels in the district, and
of the Auctioneers, 67 and 63, Cheapside. E.G., and Leytonstone.

Orchids In Flower.—Special Sale, July 31.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS de-
sire to announce that their NEXT SPECIAL SALE

of ORCHIDS IN FLOWER will take place as above, for which
they will be glad to RECEH'E NOTICE OF ENTRIES as
early as possible.

67 and 68. Cheapside. London. E.C.

Friday, July 20.
Important SALE of the whole of the COLLECTION of ESTA-

BLISHED ORCHIDS (excepting the Cool-house Orchids).
by order of the Executors of the late H. T,ittleton, Esq., of
Westwood House, Sydenham, without reserve

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central

Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapyide. London. E.C, on FRIDAY,
July 20, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, without reserve, the
COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, formed by the
late H. Littleton, Esq. (except the Cool-house Orchids), in-
cluding fine specimen Pescatorea Lehmanni, several fine
Vandns ; about 200 Cattleyas, including gigas, labiata, Men-
delii. Mosaiffi, Trianje, and others; fine pieces of Odonto-
glossum, Uro-Skinneri, Insleayi, Leopoldianum, and Londes-
boroughianum ; several large Cadogyne cristata, Cypripedium
venustum, vellosum. hirsutissimum, caudatum, and others;
fine piece of Epidendrum prismatocarpum; specimen Cymbi"
dium eburneum and Parishii; Aerides and Dendrobes in
Tariety; a fine lot of Cypripedium niveum. and Calanthe
Veitchii Phaltenopsis; also twelve fine specimen Eucharis
amazonica, in splendid health, and four Pancratum fragrans.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday, July 23.—Special Sales of Orchids
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg

to give notice that they will SELL, by order of Mr. F.
Sander, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.G., on the above date, large quantities of Imoorted
and Establiahtd ORCHIDS. ^

Further particulars will be annouBced,

Friday, August 17.
The remaining portion of the valuable Collection of Established

ORCHIDS, formed by F. A. Philbrick, Esq., Q.C., of Old-
field, Bickley.

"jV/rESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
XTX to give notice that they will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C, on FRIDAY, August 17.

Further particulars will appear.

The Remaining Portion of the Valuable Collection
of ORCHIDS formed by the late JOHN DAY, Esq., of
Tottenham.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
he has been favoured with instructions from the

Executors of the late John Day, Esq., to SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.,
on WEDNESDAY, July 18, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,
the Remaining Portion of his valuable COLLECTION of
ORCHIDS, comprising-
Odontoglossum Andersonia-

num lobatum
,, Wilckeanum
„ Ruckerianum

Cattleya Warueri, superb
forms

Cattleya Triante, superb forms
Angraecum caudatum
Odontoglossum Alexandra;
„ Pescatorei

Thyrsopteris elegans, with
7 fronds—very rare

M

A choice collection of Cypripediums, &c.
On view moriiiug of Sale, aud Catalogues had.

Unique and Valuable Water-colour Drawings of
ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has been favoured with
instructiona from the Executors of the late John Day,

Esi)., of High Cross, Tottenham, to include in his SALE by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, July 18, the Unique and
Valuable Collection of Life-size WATER-COLOUR DRAW-
INGS of ORCHIDS, by Durham, contained in 22 bound volumes,
together with 44 loose Drawings, and 5 framed, ditto.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Valuable and Extensive Herbarium.
R. J. C. STE^'ENS has been favoured with

instructions from the Executors of the late John Day,
Esq., of High Cross, Tottenham, to include in his SALE
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. on WEDNESDAY July 18, his splended
HERBARIUM, contained in seven well made Pine Cabinets,
comprising specimens of Ferns of nearly every known variety.

On viewmoniiug of Sale, aud Catalogues had.

Special Sale of Orclilds In Flower and Bud.

MR, J, C, STE^'ENS begs to announce that
his next SALES of ORCHIDS iu FLOWER aud BUD

will take place at his Great Rooms, 33, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, July 18
and 19, and he will be glad if Gentlemen desirous of entering
Plants for this Sale will send particulars not later than
Thursday Next.

Masonic Hall, Lincoln.
IMPORTANT SALE of the well-known COLLECTION of

PLANTS formed by Mr. Hayland Greenham, of Mether-
iughani Heath, near Lincoln.

MESSRS. RICHARD HALL and GEORGE
VICKERS will SELL by AUCTION, at the Masonic

Hall aforesaid, on FRIDAY, July 13, 1888, the whole of the
valuable COLLECTION of GREENHOUSE and other PLANTS,
consisting of several grand specimens of Eucharis amazonica,
in perfect health ; a magnificent Cycas revolnta, fine specimens
of Adiantum farleyense, Y'uccas, Dracieoas, two plants of the
lovely Hoya bella, aud various well.grown Palms, Ferns,
Epiphyllums. and other Stove and Greenhouse Plants. The
whole are in perfect health and splendid condition, and are
admirably adapted for exhibition. The Gardener will show
the Plants at Metheringham aforesaid till July 10 ; they will
be removed to, and be on view at the Masonic Hall on the
morning of Sale from 10 to 12. Sale to commence at 2 o'clock.

Auction and Valuation Offices. Bank Street. Lincoln.

Scotland Nurseries, Tansley, Matlock.

MR. GEORGE MARSDEN will SELL by
AUCTION, at the "Old English" Hotel, Matlock

Bridge, on MONDAY, July 16, 1888, at 5 o'Clock in the after-
noon, the old-established and widely known NURSERY', as
founded by the late Mr. Joseph Smith, with the residence called
Scotland House, and Workman's Cottage, Stables and Appurte-
nances, situate at Tansley, having a total area of 9a. Ir. 8p.
For further particulars, apply to the Auctioneer,Wirksworth -

or at the Office of JOSEPH STONE, Solicitor, Wirksworth and
Winster.—June 20, 1888.

WANTED, TO RENT AT ONCE, on Lease,
about AN ACRE of LAND, with Glass suitable for

Market Growing. No stock required as advertiser hashis own.
Address, A., Gardeners' Chromcle Office, 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

'"TO BE SOLD, a MARKET NURSERY, 2i
-1 Acres, as a going concern. Glass, &c.. in good condition.
Rent low. All at. Roses a specialty. Ten Miles from Covent
Garden. Splendid opportunity.
A. S., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, Vf.C.

To the Seed Trade,
'yo BE DISPOSED OF, a Retail BUSINESS,X of many years' standing, situated in a main thorough-
fare of the City of London. A good opportunity for a young
man of ability and experience. Apply by letter only,

X. Z. Z., Messrs. Moon & Gilks, 15, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.

Florists. Nurserymen, and Others.
Suit Growers, or admirable chance to start a good local Business
'yo BE SOLD, most compact PREMISES, on
-L the Main Road, rising Suburb, about 5 miles from Marble
Arch, containing eight-roomed Residence, large Greenhouse,
Forcing Pits, the whole standing in about half an acre of
Ground. Lease 87 years at a Ground Kent. Price £900. which
includes all Stock find Utensils
HERBKBT CRAKE, 343, Harrow Road, Paddington, N.W.

Beautiful Oardens and Grounds.
A very tine Fernery fitted with Rocks and Choice Tree and

other Ferns. Glasshouses. &c.
Tj^OR SALE, Freehold, CLIVE HOUSE,
-1- Esher, facing Claremont, for many years the residence
of the Honble. Mr. Justice Wills ; 6J or lOJ acres. Worthy the
attention of any horticulturist who may wish to secure poases-
Bion of a property with very complete adjuncts of tlie above
description.
Messr-. LOFTS asd WARNER. 130. MountStreet, Grosvenor

Square, W.; or, Messrs. DEBENHAM, TEWSON PARMER
AMD BRIDOEWATER, 80, Cheapside. E.C. (42,473.)

F
Nurserymen, Florists, and Gardeners.

UK SALE (through dissolution of partner-
ship), the BLACKHEATH NURSERIES, a goin» con-

cern, in the centre of a wealthy residential neighbourhood,
7 miles from Covent Garden. The long Lease of a compact
well-established Nursery of 2 acres, with Stand in Covent
Garden Floral Market. 6 Greenhotises, 125 by 13 feet and
J

House, 105 by 30 feet ; all exceptionally well built and
heated. A good jobbing business could also be done.

Apply, R. J. SUTER, 6, Eastcombe Terrace, Blackheath,

To Florists 2ind Small Capitalists
^^ Seeking a pleasant and remunerative occupation.
'T'HE LEASE and GOODWILL of a well-
-L established BUSINESS, successfully carried on for over
50 years, the present owner retiring. Every investigation
courted in personal application. Price JEiOO, Stock at
valuation.—W. A. CLINGO, Nurseryman and Florist, 18
Finchley Road, St. John's Wood, N.W.

-yO LET, AT ONCE, an Old-established
-l SEEDSMAN and FLORIST BUSINESS. Several good
Greenhouses, all very compact. To a good grower of Plants,
Cucumbers, and Tomatos, with about £250 to invest, an unusual
opportunity is offered.—J. F.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office 41
Wellington Street. Strand, W.C
-yO BE LET, a TOWN MANSION, with
-L large and singularly picturesque Gardens of IJ acre,
belted in with fine old Timber, affording shade and retirement
Lodge entrance, first-class Stabling, Glasshouses, full sized
BiUiard-room, full sized and secluded Tennis Lawn, and all
accessories. House has been for many years in same occu ation,
and is in excellent repair. It is but seldom that a property of
the kind cau be secured, affording, as it does, adjuncts that are
only obtainable in the country, although in this case within
but little more than a mile from Regent Street.

Messrs. LUMLEY'. 22. St. James Street, S.W. or MessrsDEBENHAM, TEWSON, FARMER asd BRIDGEWATER
80, Cheapside, K.C (12.497.)

Durant's Arbour Estate, Pender's End, Middlesex,
To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

TO BE LET, on Lease, for 21, 60, or 80 years,
1 to 50 acres of excellent MEADOW LAND, from £8 to

£11 per acre, with the option of the purchase of the freehold
within the first 9 years. No tithe or land tax.
Apply to A. AND G. GUIVER, Land Agents, &c., Ponder'sEnd.

N.B. Several Nurseries established on the estate.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains fiUl parti-

culars of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and ^S^ Cheapside, London, E.C.

O R CHI D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.
(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

Have just received large and fine importations
of the following

ORCHIDS:-
CATTLEYA MENDELII,

„ AMETHYSTOGLOSSA,
„ GUTTATA LEOPOLDI,

L.ELIA PURPURATA,
MILTONIA CANDIDA GRANDIFLORA,

„ SPECTABILIS MORELIANA,
SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA, &o.

Full particulars on application,

THE VINEYARD AND NT7BSEEIES,
GAfiSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

RIMULAS—PRIMULAS—PRIMULAS.—
Grand Premier Piizs and Covent Garden strains. Fine

large trusses, beautifully fringed flowers, and new colours.
Good Plants, to bloom well, per dozen. Is. 3rf. ; extra strong
Ij. 6rf. ; per 100, 9s, All carriage free.

niNERARIAS—CINERARIAS.—Bull's and
Vy Cannell's celebrated Prize Strains, and most brilliant
colours. Cannot be excelled. Good Plants to bloom well,
per dozen. Is. 3d.; extra strong. Is. id. ; per 100, 9s. All
carriage free.

S. SHEPPERSON, Florist, Prospect Houss, Helper, Derbyshire.
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THE DOWNSIDE COLLECTION of ORCHIDS.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT EIGHT DAYS' SALE
Of the Whole of this Kenowned Collection,

Including many Plants matchless in point of rarity, the whole remarkable for Culture and Condition, embracing

unquestionably the most valuable and extensive collection of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS
that has ever been submitted to Public Competition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are favoured with instructions from Wm. Lee, Esq.

(who is selling the Estate of Downside, and relinquishing the cultivation of Orchids), to SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, Downside, Leatherhead, about 1 mile from either of the Leatherhead Railway Stations,

THE WHOLE of this Most Valuable Collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

THE FIRST SALE WILL TAKE PLACE on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY & FRIDAY NEXT,

July 10, 11, 12, and 13, and the

SECOND SALE on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY & FRIDAY, JULY 24, 25, 26 & 27,

Commencing at half-past 12 o' Clock precisely each dar/j in consequence of the large number of lots.

Amongst the CATTLEYA TRIAN^
SECTION (mostly fine specimens), will be
found :

—

Cattleya Trianee Leeana, 4 C.
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GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.

A Public

DINNER
AND GREAT

Gathering of Gardeners
WILL BK HKLD ON THE OCCASION OF THE

FIRST ANNIVERSARY AND ELECTION,
ON

FKIDAY, JULY 13, 1888, at 5 p.m.,

AT THE

Cannon Street Hotel.

Sir JULIAN GOLDSMID, Bart., M.P.,
IN THE CHAIK.

Tickets 5s. each, to be had of the Hon. Sec,

Mr. A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens, Chistvick.

THE GARDENERS'

ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and SUBSCRIPTIONS

WILL BE THANKFULLY RECEIVED BY

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, London, W.

SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS by which an
abundance can be insured of delicious MUSHROOMS,

See Seed LIST. Free.

RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Seed Merchants and Nursery-

men, Worcester.

Camatioaa, Pinks, and Plcotees, from Seeds.

The Flower of the Gods I ! 1 (Dianthua ; dios, divine, and anthos,

Hower).

WILLIAM BAYLOR HARTLAND is

offering for Summer Sowings his celebrated strain of

the above. His "White Rosette " Clove-scented Carnation 13

richly perfumed, and snow-white in colour, resembling a
•' Rosette," and possessing the valuable property of not spliting

in the calyx even in the hottest weather, and for buttonhole

work and general cutting purposes is unequalled.

CARNATION, Yellow, Bizarre, and Self, 12 varieties, separate,

per collection. 4s. ; mixed packets, Is. and 2s. 6rf.

„ Yellow, Flake, 12 varieties, separate, per collection, 4s.

;

mixed packets, Is. and 2s. 6d.

,, Hartland's White Rosette, Clove-scented, own savings,

per packet. Is.

„ Scarlet Grenadin, or floribunda coccinea, large packet,

2s. 6rf.
;
per packet, 6(i. : beautiful.

„ Perpetual, or Tree, for pots, superb, per packet, Is.

PICOTEE, Yellow and White Grounds, 12 superb varieties,

4s. 6rf. ; mixed, packet. Is.

FINK, very choicest, mixed. Some single forms will be found
included in this choice strain, and they are very beau-

tiful. Per packet. Is.

„ Mrs. SINKINS, selected from a lovely non-splitting form
of this well-known plant, and own saving, Is. and
2s. tJd.

**^* Hartland's Mixed Packets of Gloxinia, Primula, Cine-

raria, and Calceolaria, are unequalled for quality, Is. 6rf. and
2s. tid. each.
W. BAYLOR HAKTLAND, F.R.H.S., Seedsman, 24, Patrick

Street. Cork.

ALECLEAKANCE S
OF STRONG HEALTHY PALMS.

Latania burbunicn, Seaforthia elegans, Plupnix reclinata,
&c., 20 to 24 iiiclii-'s high, IGs. per dozen. Same kinds.
2 ft. tj in. to ri ft. high, 3s. to 5s. each. Handsome Palms
for decoration, f> ft, (3 in, to 6 ft. high, 70.s'. per p;iir. Small
Palms, 10 to 12 in. high, 4s. per dozen.

Kentias, from .'is. to 21s. each.
Fine Draceenn^, from 2s. to .30s. each.

Over ISO,000 Palms to select from.
B. OWEN, The Palm Gardens, Stamford Hill. N.

A Visit solicited.

ADIANTUM AVALTONII (New Hybrid").—
This graceful Fern is now being sent out. For full de-

scription see Gardeners' Chronicle for June 23, 1883. Good
strong Plants with .5 to 7 fronds, 2s. Hrf. each, 6 for 12s. tirf. ;

smaller plants, I.v. (jd. each, 6 for 7s, 6(^.

Exors. of HENRY WALTON, Edge End Nursery, Brierfield.

Burnley, Lancashire.

V
Tbe Best Present for a Gardener.

INES and VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
New Edition.

Price 5s., post-free 5s. 6rf.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

AH who are interested in Forests and Gardens should read the American Journal,

GARDEN AND FOREST,
AN ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY JOURNAL OE HORTICULTURE,

LANDSCAPE ART AND FORESTRY.
Conducted hy Professor C. S. SARGENT, of Harvard College, Mass.

Subscription 21s. per annum, including postage.
" It is as handsome a jouunal of its class as any one can wish to see. With its onK-rly arrangenient, exquisitely neat appear-

ance, and the air of freshness pervading its pages it reminds us of nothing so much as a well-kept June garden. . Its appearance

will be welcomed by a large class of men and women ^vho love flowers, plants and trees, and want to know more about what they

see or fail to see in their own suburban gardens and in their rural walks. . Upon all these fields Garden and Fore.<tt enters with a

freshiiessof observation and an air of intellectual vigour which give promise of acareer both useful and successful."—A^etc iork Tribune.

A SPECIMEN COPY will be sent Post-free on application to

Messrs. SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE, and RIVINGTON (Limited),

St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, E.G.

MESSENGER & CO.'S New CATAIiOGTJE of Greenhouses and Heating Apparatus,
Ju^t issui'il, will be found the most complete, priictical, and reliable guide to all about tu build, alter, or lirat greenhouses.

Hhistrations of every description of Glasshouse, from the largest range uf Winti'r Garib;ns to the simplest forms of Portable

Greenhouses. Plant Protectors, and Garden Frames ; also of all the best kind of Uuilers, Hot-\\ater Pipes, and all appliances for

heating. This Catalogue, possessing hundreds of illustrations of all the latest inipruvfni.-uts in greenhouse building and h'^aliiig.

is on a scale never before attempted. It should be in the hands of every one inter-'^t^d in giinl.Miing, as it contains many practical

hints on the subjects of which it treats, the result of many years' experience. Price 2S. p08t-free.
A large number of the illustrations are taken from greenhouses erected by us in various parts of the country, an inspection of

this Catalogue shows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well tested by actual use. The advantages possessed by

us enable us to carry out work witli the utmost promptness, and in the very best style, at prices which defy comi)etition. Surveys
made and gentlemen waited on iu any part of the country. Plans and Estimates free on application.

MESSENGER & COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUCH.

CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
[^Telegraphic Address—" Hot-wateb, London. ' Telephone—No. 4763).

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF THIS CLASS OF BOILER.

Supplied in several sizes for the last Thirty-five Years to the Leading Horticulturists.

Several improvements have
from time to time been in-

troduced, including AVater
Bars, Furnace Door hung
upon the front of Boiler,

&c., as shown in illustration,

thus making it complete in

itself.

There has been a great

demand for this Boiler, and
the success attending it has

been general.

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &c.

;

and invite Inspection of same.

Price List on application, free. Illustrated Catalogue, \s,

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, S.E.
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ORCHIDS A SPECIALTY.
Quantity immense — Quality fine -Price Moderate.

Insijection inviteJ. 297,300 feet of gliiss in the Nurseries.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSER Y, LONDON, N.

ROSES IN POTS;
all the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18s. to 36«. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,

Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
WORCESTER.

VAHDA LOWl (RENANTHEKAX
A couple of beautiful speL-imens. best variety, to be Sold on

account of want of accommodation.

No. 1.—Height of main stem from top of basket, 1 mdtre
90 ctm., from which are five breaks, making in all a

total of 103 leaves.

No. 2.—Height of main stem from top of basket, 2 metres, from
which are five breaks, making ia all a total of seventy-six

leaves. Height of baskets 55 ceutimbtres.

Price for the conple on application.

Apply to

"SERRES EXCELSIOR." HAVRE, FRANCE.

CHOICE AND USEFUL PLANTS
AT REASONABLE PRICES, I'erdoz. plants.

ASPARAGUS teiiuisimus. the new Asparagus Fern, 125. & \&s.

LWNNAS, named, choice sorts 9s. & 12s.

,, useful ornamental sorts 4s. & 65.

CAT,ADIU:\IS, in growth, our selection ... 9s., 12s. & 18s.

CARNATIONS, for border, best named 9s. & 12s.

„ tree, small 6s. & 9s.

.. „ flowering plants 18s., 24s. & 30s.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS 3s. & 6s.

BEGONIAS, single, white, pink and scarlet bloom-
ing plants 6s. & 9s.

,, fine double 24s. & 30s.

CACTUS DAHLIAS, in six varieties ^s

TOMATOS, in four varieties, strong plants 4s. & 6s.

ORCHIDS.
12 beautiful varieties, selected lor ^^a^morcool house 21s. & 42s.

100 healthy and established plants, in fifty good varieties, £10
Amateurs may place perfect confidence in these selections.

HOOPER & CO., Limited, PINE -APPLE NURSERY,
M.AJDA VALE, and COVENT GARDEN. W.C.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
The largest, most complete, and profusely

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of FERNS
ever published, containing over 120 Illustrations, and much
valuable practical information on the cultivation of Ferns, &c.
Is. ^d. postrfree. Smaller Catalogue of over 1300 species and
varieties free on application.

CO.,

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERT, SALE, MANCHESTER.

GYPRIPEDIUM BELLATULUM,
lichh. f.

This grand novelty has, on (lowering, at once taken the
foremost place in the genus, and can bt^ seen in flower at the
Clapton Nursery. Fine Plants are offered at

lOs. 6d. eacli ; Larger, 21s. to 105s. each.
Also a few extra-sized specimens are for sale.

HUGH LOW &
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, E.

TEA ROSES.
/FARAWAY CO. offer 12 of the above, best
^^ named sorts, including MARECHAL NIEL
and NIPHETOS, in 5-inch pots, for lOs. cash.

GARAWAY CO.,
Durdham Down, Clifton, Bristol.C' UTBUSH'S MILL-

TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.
—Too well known to reqxiire descrip-
tion. Price, 6s. per bushel (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or 6d. per
cake ; free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions
enclofled, with oursignature attached.
WM. CUTBUSH AND SON

(Limited), Nureerymen and Seed
Merchants, Highgate NuiBeries, N.

w. H. LASCELLES & co.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS,

121, BUNHILL ROW,

LONDON, E.C.

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES,

VINERIES,

PEACH HOUSES,

ORCHID HOUSES,
ERECTED with HEATING APPARATUS,

&c., complete.

W. H. LASCELLES & CO.
will when desired visit Gardens

and prepare

SPECIAL DRAWINGS and ESTIMATES,
from instructions taken on the spot,

without charge.

CUCUMBER FRAMES.
Fncex Post-free on application.

w. H. LASCELLES & co..

121, BUNHILL ROW, E.C.

T
Now ready, In cloth, lis. 6d.

HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Vol. U.. Third Series, JULY to DEC. 1887.

W. RICHAKDS, 41, Wellingtoa Street. Strand. W.C.

NEW EDITION,
Corrected up to Date,

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
of

GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free S^d.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand,

London, W.C.

THE

SATURDAY, JULY 7, 1888.

NOTES FROM FULHAM
PALACE.

TT^EW places near London possess greater hi.s-

-*- torio interest than Fulhani Palace, or are

more noted for remarkable or rare trees. The
Manor House of Fulham, or, as it is now called,

Fulham Palace, has been the summer residence

of the Bishop of London for more than eight

centuries. The principal entrance to the Palace

is through a fine avenue of aged Limes ; and the

gardens, which are very old, have been famous
since the time of Bishop Grindall, who lived in

the time of Queen Elizabeth. It appears that

Grindall got himself into trouble by sending

some fine Grapes to the Queen, with whom they

disagreed, and the Bishop was accused of having

the plague in his house—an accusation which he

was able to disprove.

According to Fuller's Worthies it was Grin-

dall who first imported the Tamarisk into this

country. This tree, writes Fuller, " hath not

more afiinity in sound with Tamarind than

sympathy in extraction, both originally Arabick

—general similitude in leaves and operation

;

only Tamarind in England is an annual, dying at

the approach of winter, whilst Tamarisk lasteth

many years. It was first brought over by Bishop

Grindall out of Switzerland (where he was exiled

under Queen Mary), and planted in his garden

at Fulham, in this country, where the soil, being

moist and ferny, well complied with the nature of

this plant, which since is removed, and thriveth

well in many other places."

Bishop Compton has the well earned credit of

being the great gardener at Fulham Palace. He
was banished to Fulham by James II., and re-

mained in the place for two years, attending

diligently to his garden during that time. He
planted there many exotics and trees, then almost

unknowTi in England—a great Cork tree, a cha-

racteristic specimen, but now much decayed. In

passing I may observe that this ia the stage

which many once fine examples have now

reached. This tree, which was at one tijne the
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largest in England, and also a large Ilex, are

traditionally said to have been planted by his

hand. Bishop Blomfield planted a Cedar of

Lebanon, which is now a fine tree, although

much damaged by the great snowstorms of the

winter of 1886-87.

One fact notably strikes the visitor : the thickness

with which the trees are planted here. One Bishop

having thinned them considerably, Lord Bacon

wittily told him that, " Having cut down such

a cloud of trees, he must be a good man to throw

light on dark places
!"

It may prove somewhat of interest, perhaps, to

put on record here that Sir William Watson, who
made a botanical survey of the ground about a

hundred years ago, speaks of this garden in the fol-

lowing terms, in a report to the Royal Society :

—

" The famous botanical garden at Fulham, wherein

Dr. Henry Compton, heretofore Bishop of London,

planted a greater variety of curious e.'LOtic plants

than had at any time been collected in any garden

in England."

It is not at all surprising to find that Evelyn, with

his intense love of gardening, was a visitor here.

In his Diary, under date of October 11, 1681, he

writes, " I went to Fulham, to visit the Bishop

of London, in whose garden I saw the Sedum
arborescens in flower, which was exceedingly

beautiful."

Since the present Bishop, Dr. Temple, came into

residence, great alterations and improvements in the

grounds have been made by him, under the direction

of his gardener and bailiff, Mr. A. J. Ballhatchet.

To refer to only one portion of the grounds : On the

north side of the Palace a great and much needed
" clearance " has been made. A plantation of old

Acacias has been dug up, and the ground sown with

grass, which now forms part of the fine lawn, thus

throwing into bolder relief this side of the Palace.

A moat, exactly one mile in length, surrounds tlie

grounds. This is filled from the River Thames when-

ever the tides permit, through a very old-fashioned

sluice and gates. Last winter the moat was cleaned

out—a gigantic task—and some .5000 loads of mud
removed therefrom. This was spread, in order

to get rid of it, in the best way, on the park

field ; its good effect will, doubtless, be seen there

in due time.

A few brief notes on some of the most notable

trees observed on a recent visit may fitly be added to

this necessarily hurried description of a place so rich

in arboricultural interest. A very fine Gleditschia

—

a representative of a race of ornamental hardy de-

ciduous trees—was noted. Before a large limb came
off some years ago it was considered to be the finest

of its kind in the kingdom. Platanus acerifolia is

represented by a magnificent, symmetrical specimen,

some 80 feet in height ; the girth of its trunli at base

measuring 18 feet, and the spread of its branches
forming a perfect circle, being 66 feet. English Elms
abound, and are represented by some stately examples,

one we measured being 23 feet 6 inches in girth

at the base of the trunlc, and from 60 to 70 feet in

height. A Black Walnut (.Juglans nigra), a noble
specimen, but damaged by storms, some 24 feet in girth

at the base of the trunk ; and an idea of the timber
contaiued in it may be estimated from the fact that

£30 has been offered for it, and refused. Ailantus
glandulosa is a fine example, though somewhat
damaged by the storms of last winter. Flowering
Ashes were noted as being very conspicuous. The
old Oaks are, as might be imagined in sucli a place,

worthily represented. The columnar Oak, Quercus
f;istigiata, is well wortliy of particular mention ; but
the Oaks, as a rule, have suffered by the storms.

The Horse Chestnuts, of which there are many, are
venerable trees. Thuia gigantea was, noted as doing
well here, and Wis represented by fine symmetrical
examples. Araucaria imbricata and Wellingtonia
do not grow well, the light sandy soil not suiting

their retjuirements
; and smoke and fogs have some-

thing to do with their unhealthiness.

The Mock Oranges, those useful and ^effective

flowering subjects, are much esteemed here, about a

hundred fine bushes being distributed over the place.

Very striking is the row of Poplars (common variety)

planted by the moat, towering above every other

form of tree growth—from 70 to 80 feet in height^
trunks unusually large for this kind of tree. Unfor-

tunately many of them are now decaying ; a number
of them are about of one age, and seem to have been

planted by one particular Bishop. However, to

replace those whose end is approaching, Mr.

Ballhatchet has planted several young ones. The
storms of recent winters have something to answer
for, in that they uprooted a fine but aged example of

the Judas Tree, Cercis siliquastrum.

A few words, by way of conclusion, on the indoor

departments. As may be imagined in such a place,

a great many subjects are grown for house decoration.

These are done well, both foliage and flowering, con-

sisting of the usual type of plants used for such
work, fifteen houses being devoted to their culture.

There are some old vineries ; the early one—at the

time of our visit—was in " cutting," and consisted

chiefly of Black Hamburgh, in capital condition.

A second early vinery was showing a splendid crop

of fruit, all thinned and swelling well ; and a later

house looking well for an excellent crop. B. [Several

illustrations of the historic trees at Fulham Palace
were given in our volume for 1870, vol. xi.]

New or Noteworthy Plants.

CYPRIPEDIUM NITIDISSIMUM X , n. hyb., Amjl.

(SELENIPEDIUM NITIDISSIMUM.)

Are you a determined foe to hybrids ? Then try

to see the grand novelty just raised by Mr. Norman
C. Cookson, Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne. It is a
Cypripedium, whose parents are Cypripedium War-
scewiczii (Selenipedium Warscewiczii caudatum
roseum, not Cypripedium caudatum, Lindl., in Fax-
tons Flower Garden, which is the genuine caudatum,
a variety of which is my Wallisii as it appears), and
C. conchiferum.

It has been compared with Cypripedium grande

—

the dimensions, indeed, are the same, but the leaf is

much narrower, and the flower is, /iir Judicc, quite

distinct. Sepals broader, lightest whitish-ochre with
numerous yellowish ultimately brown (always ?)

nerves. Tails apparently longer, yellowish in the
centre downwards, still they get narrower when they
become brown. There are two marginal brown lines

at the superior part, and very short fine hairs on the
upper border. The lip is longish, and the lateral

extensions over the sac are remarkably smaller than
in Cypripedium grande. The growth itself is as if

varnished, brown with a central green stripe in the
middle, pallid underneath and with translucent spots
towards the base. The involved lobes of the lip are

sulphur coloured with fine cinnamon spots. This
is very effective. The two extensions are blunt,

low, brown, small, staminode triangular, brown,
with indian-purple hairs behind. Apiculus of stami-
node very strong, bent underneath. The stalked
ovaries are very much longer than the spathaceous
acute bracts. The inflorescence at hand has two
immense flowers and a bud. What may not an older

plant show

!

The leaf is l.| foot long by 1^ inch wide, strongly

keeled underneath on the mid-line. It is a great

novelty. H. G. Rchh.f.

Cattleta labiata Mossi^ {Lindl.), var. Peeteesii
{Andrf)—Cattleya Peetehsii, Andrf, Nev. Hor'
1885, 271.

This is a grand thing ! It is quite distinct from
any of those striped Mossiajs which have appeared
lately several times. Ihe flower is of a very
warm dark lilac-purple colour. The anterior disc

of the lip has numerous confluent much darker
lines. Light purple oblique lines run over the
side lacinia. There is a small space of lightish

yellow on each side between the lines of the
anterior ^disc. It flowered first in 1883. It was

exhibited in 1885 at Paris, when M. AndrS described

the plant. It arrived with C. Mossise. The leaves

are quite distinct, very showy, hard, light green, with
very dark green spots. The pseudobulbs even are

now reddish. It was kindly sent me, as the name
implies, by Jlr. A. A. Peeters, 58, Chaussee de Forest,

68, St. Gilles, Brnxelles. H. G. Rchb.f.

Fhal^nopsis somatbana tab. Kimballiana, «. var.

This is an unusually fine variety of Phalaenopsis

sumatrana. Sepals and petals rather broad, bright

yellow, with red transverse bands. Lip light ochre-

coloured
; callus of the side laciniue (one on each

side) orange, keel at the base of the mid lacinia

well developed. Hairs on the anterior part of the

lip uncommonly few. P. fasciata is similar, but very

distinct in the details of the lip. A fresh importation

of Mr. F. Sander, at whose wish it is dedicated—and
with great pleasure on my part—to the really excel-

lent American orchidist, Mr. W.J. Kimball, Roches-
ter, New York. H. G. Rchb.f.

Meoaclinicm scabeeulum, Rolfe, n. sp.

Megaclinium is a curious little genus, in which the

rhachis is enlarged and much flattened laterally, the

flowers being seated in a row on either side, the

whole having a very singular appearance. The
flowers are much like those of Bulbophyllum, in

which it is sometimes merged, the lip oscillating up
and down on a slender elastic base. Eleven species

have been described, all but one from tropical Afric?,

the majority western, the single extra-tropical one
beingM.Sandersoni, Hook, f., from Natal. A second

extra-tropical species has now appeared, having been
imported from Pondoland, and grown by Mr. Tillett

from whom the specimen was received.

It is a small plant with creeping rhizomes,

tetragonal ovoid pseudobulbs, each with a pair of

elliptical-oblong leaves, 2 inches or more long,

and an erect inflorescence about twice this height.

The peduncle hears about four sheathing bracts, the

upper half being flattened, ^ inch broad, dull

whitish-green densely spotted and marbled with
dusky purple, and with seven or eight flowers on
either side, of a dull purple colour, the base of the

sepals being whitish-green with purple spots. The
sepals outside are minutely papillose, giving a roughish

surface—hence the name. The dorsal sepal is

narrowly lanceolate, linear, acute, fleshy, 4

—

ii lin.

long, the lateral sepals shorter, falcate, with broadly

ovate base, and narrowly acuminate acute apex.

The petals are falcate, reflexed, very narrowly linear

acute, 2 lin. long. The shorter lip is sharply

reflexed, the basal half broadly suborbicular, then
rapidly narrowed into a broadly linear, obtuse apex.

This upper half is strongly grooved inside, while a
double keel outside extends to near the base. The
very short column has a pair of broad fleshy wings
which terminate as a pair of short obtuse teeth, besides

which is another pair of triangular acute teeth at the

apex of the column. Africa is not yet exhausted of

its novelties. R. A. Rolfe.

Cyphipedidm X Atys, n. hyb.

Among the collection of hybrids of the late Dr.

Harris, of Lamberhurst, Kent, a somewhat curious

Cypripedium has recently flowered, which may be

distinguished as above. The collection named has

been acquired by Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, of

Chelsea, but unfortunately the records of parentage,

have either been lost or not kept with the plants.

The flower presents but slight differences frotn C.

venustum, and even these are very difficult to define

—perhaps a little more colour towards the apex of

the petals, and a few other slight modifications. But
the leaves are altogether different from those of

typical venustum, and very closely resemble C.

HookersB or C. Bullenianum. It has therefore been
considered as a probable hybrid between G. venus-

tum and C. Hookerae, which seems not unlikely.

Its hybrid character is scarcely open to question, and
the characters it presents agree more with those two
species than with any other, as far as I am able to

see. It is unfortunate that the parentage of so many
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hybrids should be lost in this manner, although in

many cases it is possible to give approximately

correct guesses as to parentage. S. A. Rolf'e.

THE BULB GARDENS OF
HAARLEM.

(Continued from p. 686, vol. iii., 3rd ser.J

Hardy Floweks from C. G. van Tubergen,

JuN., SwANENBURQ.—I Sent a few notes some time

ago about the hardy plants ia Messrs. Tubergen's

nursery. Since that time they have sent me various

gatherings of hardy flowers. They write, June 21 :

—
" Hyacinths and Tulips are lifted, and the bulb

gardens are very bare of flower, but the hardy

plant garden is quite an oasis among the bulb gar-

dens." I wondered at the time how it was that so

many different classes of flowers could be success-

fully cultivated in their loose sandy soil ; but I am
now informed that specially prepared beds of suitable

soil are made up for the various classes of plants, and

the examples of hardy flowers sent show how well

they are grown. Something like a hundred varieties

of Iris hispanica (the small bulbous Spanish Iris),

and also the large bulbous Iris, usually termed the

English Iris, were sent. Most of the English Iris

blooms came in the bud state, and they expand their

exquisitely tinted petals in water as freely as they

do on the plants, the colours being more delicate
;

they were very varied in colour—white, blush, laven-

der, rose, blue, purple, deepest violet-purple, and

even crimson, streaked and blotched in endless

variety. No Orchids are more delicately beautiful.

Such flowers, that can be purchased at two or three

shillings per dozen, should be planted in every

garden. Nearly a hundred spikes of Ixias, the

flowers of very large size, and the colours of the

most varied kind, with the leaves of a deep green

colour to the tips, testify how well they grew in the

prepared soil.

Of Lilium Thunbergianum four very distinct

varieties were sent ; jhe prettiest one is Prince of

Orange, apricot colour ; an unnamed semi-double

form was also very striking. L. pomponium, like a

large form of tenuifolium, very elegant. L. mona-
delphum Szovitzianum (Colchicum)—this is one of

the most handsome of garden Lilies, and produced

as many as eiglit flowers on a spike. L. colum-

bianum (the Oregon Lily) is a very pretty little

species with rich orange flowers freely spotted. The
ordinary L. Martagon, with a very long spike, and

the pure white form, was also vigorous and very

charming. Amongst the smallest flowered Lilies

weie the orange-scarlet L. carniolicum, L. tenui-

folium, and L. pulchellum, quite scarlet ; they are

very charming at this season.

Brodiaea coccinea, of a rich magenta-crimson, with

the segments of the mouth pale green, are in marked

contrast to B. congesta, two flower-heads of which

are also sent, the flowers of a pretty clear lilac

colour.

Hardy Orchids are represented by varieties of

Orchis maculata, slender spikes of delicate pale pink

flowers of Gyranadenia odoratissima, and the curious

Listera ovata, besides a noble growth of the best of

all hardy Orchises, Cypripedium spectabile, with its

lovely white and rose flowers. Allium azureum, a

very pretty Siberian species, with quite globular

heads of decided blue flowers. Triteleia laxa

maxima is quite a large form of this species, and a

good large head of it was sent. Crinum longifolium

album has pure white flowers with a greenish centre

—a striking plant. A long spike of the clear yellow

Eremurus Bungei was also sent ; it is a Persian

species, and one of the finest hardy garden plants

introduced in recent years. This genus of Liliaceous

plants contains some of the most noble examples of

hardy flowering plants wehave at present in cultiva-

tion. Eremurus spectabilis has been in cultivation

fpr many years—in fact, since 1800. It is figured in

the Bofanicaf Marfaziiie, t. 4870, where it is stated to

be a native of Altaic Siberia, the Caucasus, Koor-

distan, Tauria, Scinde, &c. E. robustus is a more

recent introduction, and is one of the most noble of

the species, throwing up spikes of peach-coloured

flowers 9 to 10 feet in height. It was first flowered

in Europe in 1871, in the Moscow Botanic Garden.

It is also well flgured in the Botanical Magazine,

t. 6726, and in Gartenflora, 769. A spike of its

flowers has been grown 4 feet in length. They must

all become popular garden plants wlien more

plentiful. J. Douglas.

Roses.

—

The buds to be used for budding are in the best

condition just about the time that the flower-shoot

irom which the buds are taken is bearing a fully

open flower. It is best to use buds from shoots

which have produced flowers. The bark of the stock

must part freely from the wood, so that the bud may

be placed in position without undue pressure. In-

sert the buds on standards as near the base of the

shoots as is practicable, leaving on the leaf-stalk,

and removing before insertion any woody tissue there

may be, but in so doing be careful not to injure the

base of the bud. Bind round with worsted or matting,

but this last I cannot recommend as the best. I

prefer not to head back the newly-budded shoots on

standards, but tie the points down to the old wood.

Two or three weeks after budding they should be

examined closely, and ties loosened where necessary.

Summer pruning of the Banksian Rose may now be

done. Cut off all shoots that have flowered, as well

as all weak and spindly sprays. All the strongest shoots

should be retained, nailed in or tied to wire and

allowed to grow till the end of the season. Treated

thus, and growing on a wall with a south aspect, the

Banksian will flower freely every year, and yet to see

it in this condition is the exception. Rosa rugosa

is now flowering with me. It is a charming subject

for growing in the front of shrubbery borders ; the

flowers, which are single and of a deep rosy-pink in

colour, together with its handsome foliage, render it

a very striking object when growing amongst other

dwarf shrubs. In the autumn months, when in fruit,

it is also a conspicuous object. As soon as Austrian

Brier and Persian Yellow have done flowering, the

old flower-shoots and other superfluous wood should

be cut off, laying in only the strongest shoots, which

require to be well ripened to flower well the suc-

ceeding year. Look over the beds of dwarf Roses,

cutting out all Manetti suckers whenever they

appear. Remove all seed-pods as soon as the petals

fall.

If it be desired to work up a stock of plants on

their own roots, cuttings may be put in towards the

end of the month ; these should be taken off with a

heel, and inserted in a good sandy compost in 5-inch

pots, well driiined, placing them round the sides of

tlie pots, about a dozen in each ; well water them

overhead, and stand them in a shady place for a few

days, then put them into a Cucumber or Melon

frame, where successional crops are being grown, and

where the cuttings will have the benefit of a little

bottom-heat, and if not too hot the pots may be

plunged to the rims and kept shaded from bright

sunshine till they are rooted, at which period shift

them singly into 3-inch pots, keeping them in the

same place for a time, and later on harden off in cold

frames. J. Horsefidd, Hcytedmry, Wilts.

Gloire de Mahoottin.

The Bcme Horticole publishes in the number for

.Tune 1 a coloured plate of a new Rose called Gloire

de Margottin. This Rose is said to have had one

mother, viz., Gloire des Rosomenes, but several

fathers, among whom Goubault (Tea) was pre-

domin.ant. We suppose this me.ans simply that the

male parent is not exactly known, unless the Rose

be like " Cerberus, three gentlemen in one," each

with its own father. The buds, according to the

figure, are elegant, the flowers large, very double,

brilliant crimson-red, which does not turn violet as

the flower fades. Our conttniporary speaks highly

of it as a cut flower for market purposes. It does not

look like an exhibition Rose.

MUSHROOMS.
DrTRiKG the month of June just ended the soil of

many of our meadows and pastures has been in that

condition of warmth and moisture most favourable

to the growth of outdoor Mushrooms, consequently

a larger quantity has been gathered than has been

known at this time of year for many seasons past.

We were told last week by a gentleman that from

his park had been gathered, for several days in suc-

cession, 26 bushels of Mushrooms per day, and that

these had realised in the London market 12s. per

bushel.

We were further informed—and this has also been

found the case—on the estate of Sir J. B. Lawes,

at Rothamsted, that Mushrooms grow most plenti-

fully in pastures where the cattle had received a

liberal supply of cotton-cake as food. This descrip-

tion of food is known to result in an extremely

rich manure, as is shown by the following figures,

taken from a table compiled by Sir J. B. Lawes and

Dr. Gilbert, showing the manure value of 1 ton of

decorticated cotton-cake after consumption as

cattle- food :

—

Total remaining for Manure

:

Nitrogen
Phosphoric acid
Potajsh

U3-5 lb.

34'5 „
10-9 „

Formerly a good deal of mystery was supposed to

attach to the growth of Mushrooms. Thus Shelley

s.iys

—

" Agarics, fungi, mildew, and mould,
All start like mist from the wet ground cold."

But it is now well known that even the lowest order

of plants do not start into life without some predis-

posing cause, or without something or other has

caused decay when they arise. And by the study of

the phenomena connected with the growth of these

plants modern investigations have made them per-

fectly amenable to certain rules of artificial culture.

Scientific research has further demonstrated the

fact that Mushrooms are extremely nitrogenous

bodies, and that they absorb immense quantities of

both nitrogen and carbon in their growth, the source

of which, until recent years, was supposed to be the

atmosphere, but which is now proved to be the

organic nitrogen of the soil itself; consequently the

removal of the Mushrooms from a pasture is accom-

panied by a considerable reduction in the amount of

the organic nitrogen and carbon in the soil. Further,

it has been proved in the Rothamsted investigations

that the action of the mycelium of the fungi is not

onlv to reduce the carbon in a greater proportion

than the nitrogen of the soil, but to do so in a much

greater degree in proportion to the amount assimi-

lated, a portion of the carbon being doubtless ex-

haled as carbonic acid. John J. Willis, Harpenden,

T"ly- __________

VEGETABLE PRODUCTS IN
CENTRAL AFRICA.

The following notes on vegetable products in

Central Africa are gathered from a recent report fur-

nished to the Foreign Office. Rubber, it is stated,

is now found in very small quantities, and, indeed,

can scarcely be considered worthy of mention. This

is undoubtedly owing to the destructive method

adopted by the natives of extracting the juice. Under

proper treatment rubber might have become a pro-

fitable export. At Mount Zomba Landolphia florida

was found in large quantities, but the plant is now

almost exterminated. Rubber from this species sold

in Africa last year !ar Is. dd. per pound. The culti-

vation of rubber-yielding plants by Europeans appears

to be attracting attention, and it is stated that a

plant of Ficus elastica th.at had been introduced into

a private garden had grown so well that it was in-

tended to propagate it extensively. Indigo grow- wild

all along the slopes of Mount Zomba. It forms a

l.irge hush, and is perennial. Its growth is luxu-

riant, and its cultivation and manufacture might

possibly be undertaken with advantage.
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Of the Kombe (Strophanthus), which has attracted

so much attention in this country of late, it is

stated that during last year over 1100 lb. were

exported from the districts around Zomba, which

realised in the London market 9«. per pound. The

following description of the plant and its uses is

given :
—" Strophanthus is considered the most

powerful poison the natives possess. It is found at

a low level, and, as far as can be gathered from per-

sonal observation and native sources, is not to be

had on the high land. The supplies hitherto ob-

tained have been drawn from the right bank of the

Kiver Shire below the Mui'chison Rapids. There is

apparently more than one species, or, at least

variety, the distinguishing feature being a much

smaller pod and fewer seeds. At present informa-

tion relative to these other varieties is scant. The
Strophanthus is a strong climbing plant.and is always

found in the vicinity of high trees on which it sup-

ports itself. The stem varies in diameter, but has an

average of a few inches. It lies on the ground in

folds, the branches supporting themselves on the

nearest trees. The young branches have a rod-

habit, and are in appearance not unlike Elder. The
fruit grows in pairs, and has a peculiar appearance,

very like a pair of immense horns hanging to a

slender twig. The fruit begins to ripen in July and

lasts till theendof September. The natives are quite

ignorant of its age or how old a plant may be before

it bears fruit. The native method of preparing

the poison is very simple. They first deprive

tlie seeds of their hairy appendages, and then pound

them in a mortar until they have reduced them to

pulp ; a little water is then added. This is done by

using the bark of a tree containing a gummy sub-

stance, which helps to keep the poison on the arrow

in the event of its striking against a bone. The
poison thus prepared is spread upon the arrow, and

allowed to dry. Game wounded by arrows poisoned

with Strophanthus dies quickly; the flesh is eaten

without evil effect. The only precaution taken is

to squeeze the juice of the Baobab bark in the wound

made by the arrow, and this counteracts the evil

effect of the poison. Buffalo and all smaller game
are killed by this poison,"

Though fibres are much in use amongst the

natives, it is said to be doubtful whether those of

native preparation would command a profitable sale

in the home market. In the highlands of Zomba
Sanseviera longiflora grows abundantly, and Likanga

fibre is obtained from it. At lower elevations, such

as Lake Shirwa ; and Livingstonia, another species, is

found. The fibre which is obtained from the

leaf might be used for coarse manufactures, but

proper machinery would be required to perfectly

crush the leaves and obtain the fibre. The Buaze

fibre (Securidaca longipedunculata) is used by the

natives for stringing beads and for making twine
;

and a fibre known as Ntingo, said to be from a

Tiliaceous plant, is much used by the fishermen on

Lake Nyassa for making nets.

On the subject of Coffee culture it is stated that,

promising as it seemed to be two years ago, the

result hitherto obtained has not realised the expecta-

tions of the planters, and though the quality of the

Coffee grown at Zomba has been established beyond
doubt, still more experience is required before it

can with certainty be said whether the cultivation of

Coffee in those districts of Africa will be successful

or not. The crops grown last year, both in the

Mandala and Zomba districts, were to a great extent

rendered unsaleable by the berry becoming diseased

just before attaining maturity. The same disease is

said to be showing itself again this year, the cause

of which is partly attributed to allowing the trees to

bear too profusely. In Coffee culture the difficulty

of obtaining labour presents a serious obstacle. At
the season when the planter requires a large supply

of labour to keep down weeds and plant out new
ground, the natives are all employed making their

own gardens, and will not do other work.
Proprietors of small plantations may, with their

few permanent hands, tide over the difficulty till

workers can be obtained, but the question of labour

forms a serious consideration, and will tell greatly

against any foreign enterprise on a large scale being

successfully carried out in this country. Another

drawback to the prospects of Coffee planters is the

heavy transit freights to the coast. Until com-

petition brings about a lower rate of charges, a

serious barrier is opposed to the development of

European enterprise in these territories.

In favour of the cultivation of Coffee it may
be stated, that land with suitable soil can be

purchased cheaply. Though unlimited acreage of

good soil may not be obtainable, still sufficiently

large areas to justify planters in establishing

plantations can readily be got. At present about

90 acres of land in the Zomba and Blantyre dis-

tricts are under Coffee cultivation, a considerable

portion being new plantation formed this year.

Sugar-cane grows well in the Zomba district, and is

rich in saccharine matter. It is successfully cul-

tivated and manufactured by Messrs. Buchanan
Brothers, who have erected a sugar-mill on their

estate. At present it would not pay to export sugar

from Zomba, and as yet it has only found a local

market with the Europeans in these districts. The
natives, though very fond of sugar, have not shown

any desire to purchase the manufactured article.

A few Tea plants have been introduced, and grow
fairly well ; but as yet nothing definite can be said

of the prospects of Tea plantations. In the high-

lands it is doubtful whether the cultivation would
ever prove successful, and the uncertainty of labour

would render it a very precarious undertaking.

Cinchona has been introduced and shows every

prospect of its cultivation being a success, from the

fact that plants three years' old are now 6 feet high.

It remains to be seen whether the quality of the bark
will justify the planters' investment of capital, and
whether the state of the market will offer encourage-

ment. A small plantation of 1000 plants has been
fortned this season at Zomba.

Trees and Shrubs.

CLEMATIS BALEARICA.

Among the excellent illustrations of the Flora of

Spain and the Balearic Islands, in course of publica-

tion bj Prof. Willkomm, t. 122, recently published,

is devoted to an excellent figure of this very elegant

Clematis, which, though long since introduced into

our gardens is not seen so often as its beauty

warrants. This may arise from its being slightly

tender on cold soils and in exposed situations, when
it does not flower freely, but the elegantly cut

foliage and its deep green colour render it most

desirable in suitable situations. Prof. Willkomm
retains the name balearica but considers is as a

form of C. cirrosa with more deeply divided leaves.

In the same fascicle Is figured a variety of C. cirrosa

with the perianth segment thickly spotted with red.

The plant is figured la the Gardeners' Chronicle in

1878, vol. ix., p. 501.

Zenobia pulvbrtjlenta.

Mr. Vertegans sends us blooms ofthis very beauti-

ful hardy shrub. Though by no means new, it is not

nearly so often grown as its merits warrant. The
glaucous leaves and racemes of flowers, like those of

Lily of the Valley on a large scale, are very orna-

mental. A figure of the plant will be found in our

columns, July 28, 1883.

EmBOTHRIUM COCCINEtTM.

In the grounds of Eastdon House, the residence of

H. Waterfield, Esq., near Starcross, on the South
Devon coast, with an eastern aspect, is growing one

of the fine'st specimens of Embothrium coccineum I

have ever seen. It is now about 12 feet high and
the same in width, and for some time past has been

full of bloom of a most exquisite vermilion colour.

It has now stood eleven seasons outdoors perfectly

healthy. The bed prepared for its reception, says

Mr. Bach, the gardener, was half loam and peat. It

seeds freely, but he has not been able to get any to

germinate. P. P.

The Leaves of Trees.

A feature common to the great majority of trees

and shrubs, evergreen and deciduous, indige-

nous and exotic, representing, as they do, many
families, is that the leaves borne on their stem
and stronger branches are as large—generally

larger—and, I believe, not less, but usually more
numerous, than those borne on weaker shoots.

This seems consistent with their more favoured

position on the central and stronger sap channels
;

more favoured as to light, whereby they are pre-

sumably enabled, in accordance with the most
modern physiological view, to assimilate while

unfolding a greater quantity of nutrient matter,

their ultimate size being determined by the amount.

Briefly stated, the size of the leaves of such plants

is, normally, in proportion to the volume of the

shoot. But this rule is not unbroken. Nature

would not be true to herself were she not occasion-

ally phenomenal.

I have for many years, at intervals, been puzzling

my brains to account physiologically for the com-
paratively small leaves borne on the stems or leader

shoots of Firs (Abies), and, but in a less well-

marked degree, of Spruces (Picea). The feature is,

perhaps, best exemplified in the case of adolescent

and doubtless also old trees of Abies Lowiana.

Readers well acquainted with the tree will at once

think of, if they cannot see, the long—up to 3 inches

or more—rather broad, obtuse or emarginate leaves

of the stronger branches. The stem leaves, on the

contrary, are short, pointed, with the blade narrow,

and in many cases irregular on the edges, or con-

stricted, and all archedly incurved. These are

excessively disproportionate to the leaves of all but the

uppermost branches. The rule seems to be—the

smaller the volume of the shoot, the greater the leaf

surface. The smaller branches, wherever situated,

are more or less overshadowed, seldom well favoured

as to light. The volume of the stem-shoot would

seem to be attained at the expense of the leaves.

Either this, or the latter are exceedingly sensitive

to light. A factor calculated to prejudicially affect

the size of leaves is exposure, not so much to light

—though this has a retarding effect—as to detri-

mental weather, as strong or chilly winds and

rains ; and it cannot be doubted that stem-leaves,

in their elevated position, are specially subject to

such influences. But the relative smallness of stem-

leaves to those of the branches would seem to be

generic ; at least it may be said to be common—

I

will not say peculiar—to the genera Abies and Picea.

This, however, in a specifically variable degree, the

extreme culminating, as I have already remarked, in

Abies Lowiana. Geo. Sj/tnc, May 11.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

DENDROBIUM WARDIANUM.
An illustration of a fine plant of this useful

species is seen at fig. 1, which is a representation

of the notable specimen exhibited at the Royal Hor-

ticultural Society's meeting on March 13 last at

South Kensington. It was grown by Mr. East, gr.

to F. Wigan, Esq., Clare Lane, East Sheen, and,

when exhibited, was fully 4 feet in height, and, as

may be seen, wonderfully full of flowers.

lONOPSIS PANICULATA.

This desirable species belongs to a small genus of

epiphytal Orchids coming from Tropical America.

The pseudobulbs are small ; leaves lanceolate, about

4—6 inches long, from the axils of which erect

flower-stalks issue bearing flowers. The colour of

the flowers varies considerably in different plant?,

but is usually of a pretty bluish-white ; the broad

bilobed lip has a purple spot at its base. The
flowers remain for a long time without fading, and,

according to " Descourtilz " in Williams' Orchid

Manual, they remain fresh in their native forests from

September until the following May. Grown in small

pans, suspended from the roof in the warm-house,
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they do well. The species is to be seen in flower at

the Vineyard Nurseries, Garston, /'. Ashtoii.

BuLnopHYLi.usi LonBii.

^ Witli the exception of a few species the Bulbophyl-

lums allbrd very few whicli are worthy tlie attention

of the ordinary cultivator. The species under notice

is perhaps the best ; tlie flowers, which are solitarv

HAKDY PLANTS.
('vLTiiv l'Ar,ur^TKIs. FL.-pL.—Jlost persous are

aci|iiainteil with tlitr common Marsh Marigold, but

not witli the double form, which, however, is a plant

deserving of a more extended cultivation in our

gardens than it has at present. It is eminently adapted

fur growing at the base of rockeries, margins o{

( , \>\^^Jj^i A h?^^

V ;a4/

Fia. 1,— Sl'ECTMEN PLANT Or DENDROniTM W.MIDIANUM. (SEE P. f;)

and prodnced on radical scapes, are large, with sepals

and petals of a deep tawny-yellow ; the upper lip is

spotted at the back with purple. It tlirives well in

sphagnum in pan or basket suspended from the roof

in the warm house, and whilst growing requires a

consider.able amount of moisture. A plant is now
flowering in the Vineyard Nurseries, Garston. F. A.

Royal Gardens, Kew.—a refreshment pa-

vilion is to be forthwith erected in the Koyal

Gardens, Kew, near the Pagoda.

ornamental water, or in undrained pieces of ground

where only semi-aquatic species will grow, and further

It will be found useful for cutting. The flowers are

of a deep yellow, very double, and are produced on

branched stalks from '.I to 12 inches high, with deep

green orbicular leaves. As to soil and climate it

does not appear to be at all fastidious so long as it

can enjoy plenty of moisture at the roots, although

the latter does not seem to be indispensable to it at

all times, as we have it gi-owing here in the her-

baceous borders, but not so luxuriantly. It is pro-

pagated by division, which should bo done imme-
diately after the flowering period or early in the

autumn before the leaves die down.

Meri-ensia siniuiCA.

This handsome iiardy perennial is now flowering

in the herbaceous border. As the specific name
would lead one to infer, it is quite hardy, and on this

account there need be no hesitation about growing
it in northern counties or in exposed situations.

The flowers are pale pink in a young state, changing
to a beautiful porcelain-blue when ftilly expanded,

and are produced on a loose, terminal, pi/ndent cyme,
which gives it a somewhat graceful appearance.

The leaves are of a bluish-green tint, ovate, acu-

minate, the upper ones sessile, lower ones stalked :

height of inflorescence about 1.5 inches, but in good
soils would probably attain 2 feet, and as such would
make a very good second or third-row plant in a

mi.xed border. Although most at home in rather

damp loamy soils it will do very well on a fairly

well-drained south border, but in this case will have
to be watered. The plant is easily increased by
division either in spring or autumn.

Anemone vitikolia

at the present time is flowering profusely on the

rockery here. The flowers are cross-shaped, about

1 inch across. Sepals white, forming a pleasing

contrast to the pale lemon-coloured stamens, and are

borne on stems about \b inches higli. It is scarcely

adapted for rockeries on account of its creeping

rootstocks, which spreads with much rapidity when
in a favourable soil ; but for planting along the sides

of woodland walks, or in shady nooks and corners

amongst hardy Ferns, nothing is more suitable, and

in flowering it follows closely upon those earlier

A. apennina and A. ranunculoides. A light well

drained soil of poor character, with partial shade

overhead, will be found to suit it.

A. SVLVESTHIS.

In tliis we have a species that ought to be grown

on all rockeries where choice subjects are in request.

The flowers are of a more pure white than the above

named, and are more than twice the size, and the

plant grows from to 12 inches in height. It will

be found useful for cutting purposes, being equal in

appearance to A. japonica alba. A deep, rich,

sandy loam is what it delights in, but will also grow

well in a chalky soil, with a little peat added thereto,

and may be increased by dividing the rootstock early

in the spring.

HlERACIUM ACBANTIACt'M.

In this we have an extremely pretty Composite

—

one that ought to find a place in all collections of

hardy plants, not only on account of its freedom in

flowering, but by reason of its being so distinct

amongst herbaceous subjects ; and in addition to this

it will be found not at all fastidious as to soil or

situation. The flowers are of a deep orange-scarlet

in colour, and are borne on stems from 12 to l-^

in.-^hes high, in terminal fastigiate panicles, with

individual flowers about an inch in diameter, and

which will be at tlieir best from about the present

time for some few weeks to come. Unlike many
good things, it is not slow to increase, and may be

freely raised from seed, and the old roots divided

into single crowns, either in spring or antumn :

indeed, after it has once become well established in

a garden, the object will rather be to prevent undue

increase, not that it will assume the character of a

weed by any means.

TkADESCASTIA VIR'MXICA KOSEA.

" Although this has been in commerce some few years,

it is, comparatively speaking, seldom met witli in old

"ardens, and seems to be little known outside those

places where the most select collections are grown.

The flowers are of a beautiful rose colour, and in tliis

respect only does it differ from the well-kno\vn

T. virginica. It is equally free in flowering, and

quite as useful in all other points, requiring similar

treatment in regard to culture, and is increased by
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division. A peaty loam suits it best, but it will

grow ia any fairly good garden soil, attaining a

height of 2 feet, and tlowurs from now till the end of

the summer.

Lychnis diurna plena.

This is a double form of our common wild flower

which has found its way into gardens. It is a double

Kose Campion, and its great recommendation centres

in its long period of flowering—May to July—and in

its prolific flowering propensity and usefulness for

cutting purposes. As a second-row plant—growing

to a height of 2 feet— it will be found an acquisition.

Propagated by division.

Geranium platvpetaldm.

Perhaps this is one of the most showy and attrac-

tive Geraniums that one could wish to meet with.

In the herbaceous border here it certainly is a picture

just now, and will continue to be so for another

month or so. The plant grows about 2 feet high
;

the flowers are borne in profusion, and in general

appearance resembles G. pratense. The colour is

rich violet-blue, the inner surface of the petals being
Teined with dark purple lines. A well-drained and
poor calcareous soil suits it very well, and the roots

may be divided early in the spring ; and before

lowering the plants should be staked and tied, as

else the wind will probably break them down.

Cynoglossum montanuji.

This, the Hound's-tongue, is a British plant, not

Tinfrequently met with in its wild state, and worthy
of cultivation in gardens. The flowers are borne on
stems of from 15 to IS inches high, and are produced

in drooping or pendent racemes, and are of a deep
bluish-purple tinge. It may be raised from seed

sown early in the autumn or the following

spring, and treated as ordinary biennials, and should
be grown in a light, well-drained soil. J. Hursrjidd,

Mcyttshitry, Wilts.

FOKEST PRODUCE OF
BORDEAUX.

The British Consul at Bordeaux, reporting on the

'forests of his consular district, says that the Pine
fore.sts cover about one-third of the Department of

the Gironde, and consist almost entirely of they;//*

m%ntinic (Pinus Pinaster), which have to a great

extent been planted in recent times in the Landes
district, the soil there being unadapted to any other

kind of cultivation. The two chief products obtained
from these forests, viz., wood and resin, have now
become an important, and in some instances the
sole source of revenue of the inhabitants of those

districts.

In the parts distant from towns and other inha-
bited places it is the production of resin which is

principally resorted to, whilst in others which are

nearer to Bordeaux, or other ports of shipment, or to

means of transportation, the production of pit props,

railway sleepers, telegraph poles, and wood fur fuel,

forms the chief business.

The collection of resin aflbrds a living to a larf^e

number of the very poorest persons, and the lecent
decline in the exportation of this article from
Bordeaux—which about twenty years ago was very
extensive—has, therefore, been a great misfortune
to the inhabitants of some parts of the Landes dis-

tricts. This decline has been caused by the annually
increasing competition of the United States of
America, which country, since the conclusion of the
Civil War, has become the chief exporter of resin to
London, Hamburg, and Antwerp, to the almost entire

exclusion of Bordeaux, which used formerly to send
considerable shipments to the ports mentioned.

Pine Oil.

A new kind of oil under this name is now made
from the refuse of resin after the same has been
employed in making turpentine. This Pine oil is

used at Bordeaux in some private houses as a light-

ing material, and burns very brightly; it is cheaper

than refined petroleum, and free from explosive

pro])eEties. The Pine trees do not appear to suffer

from the extraction of the resin, providing it is done
carefully

; indeed, it is stated that the wood of such

trees is better fitted for certain purposes, such as

paper-making, and for making pyroligneons acids,

than when the resin is not extracted.

Comparatively few other trees of any height

besides Pines are to be met with in this Department
excepting in private parks and gardens ; amongst
these kinds the Oak and Elm are the most common.
Oaks are grown in considerable quantities all over

the country for fuel in private houses at Bordeaux
and elsewhere, for in spite of coal being less ex-

pensive, it is but little used for heating purposes.

Small sized Acacias and one kind of Willow are

grown largely for props for the Vines, and two other

kinds of Willow, Salix viminalis and 8. vitellina,

are cultivated—the former for use in basket-making,

and the latter for making barrel hoops. Both kinds

are exported to the United Kingdom ; barrel hoops

from this district especially are much in demand in

Scotch ports engaged in the herring trade.

ARKET Gardening.

"THE CREWE,' KENILWOKTH.
Occasional brief paragraphs referring to Straw-

berries or Muslirooms have suggested to the public

that Kenilwortli is developing an important garden-

ing industry. Probably few are aware, however, of

the extent to which fruit and vegetables are grown
for sale in this neighbourhood, or of the perfection to

which market gardening has been brought. It is not

too much to say, that in recent years, the market gar-

dening business has been revolutionised, great skill

and intelligence having been devoted to the raising of

garden produce, and railway companies have, generallv

speaking, applied themselves to the task of conveying
perishable commodities all over the country with

greater rapidity than formerly. Probably the pur-

chaser at Manchester of a pound of Mushrooms
would be surprised to learn thati but a few hours ]ire-

viously the edible was growing a hundred miles

away ; and a similar customer in Birmingham would
be Hot a little startled were he told that but an hour
previously his purchases were growing in fields near

to the Castle ruins at Kenilworth.

Villiers run, on which "The Crewe''i3 situated,

was formerly a part of the domains of the Earl of

Clarendon, but it was a few years ago bought by
Mr. C. F. Trepplin, of Wootton Court—where, bv

the way, is one of the finest collections of Conifers to

be seen in the Midlands. Situate about a mile from
Kenilworth Station it is approached through a

charming country road running into what is known
as Glasshouse Lane, and from this lane an occupation

road leads through a couple of fields, after passing

the first of whioli the market garden ground
is observed. Immediately on passing the second gate

the cart-road is perceived to be lined with Mushroom
hills. Remembering the character of some of the
kinds of fungi which grow even in the Midlands the
visitor may well be wary

; but the field being freelv

spotted with these white domes suggests that, early

in the season as it is, these must also be Mushrooms.
Mr. Murdoch, the market garden manager, is an
experienced horticulturist who has been with Mr.
Trepplin seventeen years, having laid out the grounds
and plantation at Wootton Court, and the st.ate of

"The Crewe" gardens bears abundant testimony to

his ability and good management.

Mushrooms are grown likewise in a long, low shed,

in which, by means of a little heat afibrded by a flue,

a supply is obtained in the winter. The beds, which
are raised to the height of several feet, were freely

spotted with "buttons," though a large quantity had
been picked during the day. Barns and other out-
buildings are filled with numerous other beds in like

condition and in almost every conceivable situation,

even some old cowpens being utilised for Mushroom
culture. In the greenhouses are to be seen some

Tomatos of splendid size and colour. In another

house Cucumbers hang in plenty, and in the vineries

tlie Vines give promise of an abundant supply o

fruit. The cut flower business is an important de-

partment at " The Crewe," and among the subjects

grown is a Mar6chal Niel Rose, from which a thou-
sand choice blooms were cut in Easter week.

Wliile other farmers have been failing, financiallv

speaking, in ordinary agricultural pursuits, Mr.
Trepplin has turned to fruit farming apparently witli

great success. Though the distance from the rail-

way station is somewhat of a drawback, the situation

of this flower, fruit, and Mushroom farm is almost
all that could be desired, and the area of land under
cultivation is being e.xtended. The markets at Bir-

mingham, Coventry, and Manchester draw from this

source large supplies. Last week of Mushrooms
alone an average of 100 lb a day was sent ofl, with

an extra 100 lb. on Saturday, and on Monday last

over 270 lb. were consigned to different dealers, a
large quantity being consigned to Manchester by the
night trains. The Mushroom business is now at its

full, being this year remarkably early—the atmo-
spheric and other conditions having been so favour-

able as to have advanced the season for meadow
Mushrooms b}' six or eight weeks.

Kenilworth has acquired a reputation recently for

Strawberries, a tremendous quantity having for some
years been sent to market. Of the 21 acres of

gardens at " The Crewe " 8 acres are appropriated to

Strawberry beds, and last year during the season as

many as 1000 lb. a day on an average were picked.
This year the general supply may not be so large

—

in fact, it is expected to be under an average year for

quantity. Owing to the extraordinary drought of last

year the plants did not ripen their crowns. There
are consequently fewer flower-spikes, but it is some
consolation to know that the quality will probably
be all that could be desired ; the plants look healthy

and strong, and there are hopes of a fair crop of very
fine fruit.

A plantation of Cherry trees, an acre in extent,

was noted ; as also a very fine plantation of Currant
bushes. Plums and stone fruit generally is expected
to be a comparative failure. In this connection,

however, Mr. Murdoch has some cause for satisfac-

tion, and he is not indisposed to refer to it. It is

generally considered to be prudent to plant stone-

fruit trees in low situations ; Mr, Murdoch, however,
some time ago planted trees on 30 acres of upland

—

the situation being considerably elevated. The idea

was condemned— it was generally believed that he
was making a great mistake, and it was prophesied
that the Plum trees especially would never do any
good. It is a remarkable fact, however, that this

orchard has enjoyed an almost total immunity from
blight, the trees having been slightly touched. On
this hill the trees are laden with heavy crops of

fruit, healthy, and bright-looking—a complete con-

trast to the state of the trees in sheltered situ.itions.

Large quantities of Cucumbers are grown at Kenil-

worth—one gardener making them a specialty.

From the " Couenfi-i/ Herald mid Free Press"

Nursery Notes.

ORCHIDS AT MESSRS. HUGH LOW &
CO.'S., CLAPTON.

That latest novelty, Cypripedium bellatulum,
illustrated at p. 747 of our last volume, may, at the
present time, be said to be the great attraction at

the Clapton Nurseries, the plant being a lucky intro-

duction of this firm. Six large houses are entirely filled

with established Cypripediums, and four more are in
the course of filling with more recently introduced
species, such as C. Godefroya; ; but among the whole
of the numerous kinds in'flower none are so noticeable
as C. bellatulum, a great quantity of which is in

bloom, and among which some new and handsome
varieties are to be found ; one has already been cer-

tificated as C. b. roseum, and now there appear
others with pale yellow ground, and one with ivory-
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white flowers blotched with pale pink. As a. new
lilant C. bellatulum is umloiibtedly the plant of

the year, as far as the present time. Among the

Oypripediuras, a houseful of C. Lawrenceanum
gives a great show of bloom ; a large quantity of

C. Sanderianum exhibits that fine plant : and C.

Argus, C. ciliolare, C. Stonei, C. Lowii, C. Veitchii,

C concolor Ilegnieri, C. Parishii, and several forms
of C. barbatum, of C. b. niuvium is the best, are also

in flower.

The Cattleyas and Lailias seem to improve in

vigour and condition here every year. So many
houses are filled with them, that it is no light matter
to go the full round. Luckily for the visitor, the

best of those which are in bloom are brought to the

ends of the houses. The JIossia;-house exhibits

some fine forms, distinguished by their broad, open,

and richly-coloured labellum. Some handsome
forms in the way of C. if. aurantiaca, with orange-
coloured throats; and C. J[, Reineckiana, with
white or pearly-tinted petals, are also very attractive.

Cattleya ^Nlendelii also give a grand display ; some
plants have ])ure white petals, with only a rose-

coloured mark on the labellum : some white, with
rich carmine lips ; and some have large pale rose

flowers, with large and frilled crimson labellums,

like that of C. Jf. Rothschildiana. The variable

Cattleya Gaskelliana, with its fine fragrant flowers,

gives in a good importation varieties which re-

semble almost all others of the large-flowered

Cattleyas. In all importations, however, the bulk
of the varieties are pale, which makes the
more intense-coloured forms of this section

of more value than similar forms of C. Triana;.

Messrs. Low have two superb varieties of C. Gas-
kelliana wliich closely resemble fine forms of C.

exoniensi X, so richly coloured are their labellums;

another is almost identical with a well-grown
autumn-flowering C. labiata, and a fourth has large

white flowers with the barest suspicion of a pearly

tint over them—a very beautiful form. IJther

varieties appear with the mottled lip of C. Mossia;,

and, indeed, innumerable other odd and ju-etty

variations.

Many C. gigas, some Lrslia purpurata, Cattleya

superba, and other showy Brazilian plants, are in

bloom in the intermediate-houses ; and the Odonto-
glossum-houses have suBicient plants in bloom to

show the excellent quality of O. crispum and (J.

Pescatorei, which have yielded such fine hybrids.

Vandas, Aerides, Angr;ccums, Saccolabiums. &c.,

are grown in great quantities ; among them Vanda
Amesiana, which has tall spikes of rosy flowers,

almost identical in appearance to those of PhalK-
nopsis Lowii, may be said to be the best new plant.

Vanda teres, Saccolabium Blumei, and others are in

bloom ; and among tlie houses of well-grown Phala;-

nopsis the new paper-white P. gloriosa stands out
very distinctly among good sprays of P. .Sanderiana,

P. amabilis, P. grandiflora, P. Schilleriana, and P.

Luddemanniana superba.

The Dendrobe-houses have hundreds of well-

flowered plants of the charming II. Bensona;, D.
Parishii, D. rhodopterygium, D. Dalhousieanum, D.
cambridgeanum, D. suavissimum, D. hercoglossum,

D. triadenium, D. crystallinum, 1). transparens, &c.

The ^lasdevallias have a fine show of varieties of

M. Harryana, exhibiting very fine forms, especially

among the scarlet and crimson colours, \yith them
M. racemosa, M. ionocharis, and other odd species

are in bloom, and in other cool houses Lycastes,

Oncidiums, Sophronites, &c., have many things in

flower.

Ohchids at Messrs. Veitch's, Chelsea.

The English raised hybrids become more numerous
and interesting year by year, and seldom can one
visit the nurseries without finding something to

admire or something instructive. One of the most
remarkable hybrid Dendrobiums is now in flower,

viz., D. porphyrogastrum X . The sepals and petals

are pale pink, the lip rose-purple. The flowers are not

of a large size, considering it is a cross between D.
Huttoni and D. Dalhousieanum. With it was
another hybrid raised at Chelsea—D. rhodostoma, X

D. Huttoni X D. sanguinolentum. It is a very

pretty thing, with white sepals and petals, and lip

purplish tijjped. The pretty Thunia Veitchiana was
flowering very freely. It is quite an acquisition,

combining, as it does, tlie characteristics of its

parents—T. Marshalliana and T. Bensonx, Cypri-

pedium Tautzianum X was in flower. It is a distinct

and pretty hybrid. The sepals are flushed with

purple on a white ground. The lip is rosy-purple.

It originated by crossing C. barbatum and C. niveum.

Many good varieties of Cypripedium were in

flower, and it was observed that the best of them
are hybrids raised in the nursery. C. grande X is the

most striking of them. C. Harrisianum superbum is

a fine form of this well-known hybrid ; C. super-

ciliare ornatum is quite distinct and handsome ; C.

conchifenim X is also a vigorous and striking hybrid
;

so also is C. selligerum majusX.a much superior

form. In the Cattleya-house was found, although

so late, a good display, comprising C. Trianai

Mendelii, C. Mossi;v, C. Gaskelliana, C. gigas, C.

Forbesii, and C. Schroderi. The pretty little AngriU-

cum falcatum was profusely covered with its pure

white sweetly scented flowers. Pholidota imbricata

is very curious, with its pendulous twisted spikes of

brownish-coloured flowers. Burlingtonia friigrans is

also very charming, the flowers sweet-scented, and

pure white, the crest on the lip being yellow.

Broughtonia sanguinea had also flowered freely, and

amongst Dendrobiums one of the most lovely was

D. Bensona;, plants of which were flowering freely ;

its spikes of white flowers, which have a distinct

blotch on the lip, are charming. Specimens of D.

Jamesianuin were very striking ; Cypripedium bella-

tulum was observed in quantity and in good variety.

For the last week in June we have rarely seen such a

good display in these nurseries.

LIFTING AND STORING DAF-
FOUILS.

I WOULD like to say a few words upon this very

important subject, at a time when those bulb growers

who make Daflbdils a specialty will be turning their

thoughts in the direction of the subject of this note.

It is no small matter—I speak from experience—and

is as important as it is considerable.

Some little time since Mr. .1. Walker, of Whitton,

gave a very interesting paper on Daff'odils generally,

and in the course ot his observations touched

—

though far too lightly—on the matter of lifting and

storing them. As regards the lifting, I was under

the impression, until I read Mr. Walker's remarks

on the subject, that there was but one generally

accepted opinion respecting them, viz., that they are

best left undisturbed for several years. Nurserymen

who grow these largely are compelled to set this

dictum aside, and in many cases to lift their

stocks annually, in order to secure a sufliciency

of saleable bulbs. But if I read Mr, Walker's

remarks aright I believe I am correct in con-

cluding that his observations are intended to

be for the well-being of the bulbs themselves, rather

than the expense entailed by the operiition. I con-

fess, however, I cannot quite reconcile the following

passages of the paper in question:—"It will be

found that some varieties will require to be lifted

every year, while others may remain in the same

spot for a number of years, and do well :
' and then

follow the somewhat conflicting observiition
—

" If

it were not for the labour and expense it would

entail, I would lift all my bulbs every year." It is

to be regretted, in looking at the first quotation, that

Mr. Walker, with his wide experience in these

matters, had not named a few each of those kinds

which are benefited Ijy annual lifting, and also those

that are benefited by being left alone. But taking

into careful consideration Mr. Walker's reasons for

not lilting annually, it reduces the weight of the

first quotation to a minimum. In your issue of

April 28, p. 5l!4, Mr. Murphy, of Clonmel, in refer-

ence to this subject, asks, " Is the evidence in

favour of lifting every year?" To which I reply,

from an all-round point of view, Certainly not

;

nor can I see that Jlr. Walker's statement is

suflieient proof that annual lifting is beneficial.

The result of annually lifted stock is alw.iys dilferent

at a glance against those that have remained undis-

turbed for two or three years. There is a lack of

vigour aud natural boldness, and |)articularly is

this noticeable in such things as Ard High, spurius

varieties, the bicolors generally. Emperor, obvallaris,

ornatus, poeticus pi., and many more. The kinds

I have named I would never think of disturbing

under three or four years at the least, and the last

two will go on for some years longer, improving

annually. We have had nothing finer this year than

our Horsfieldii, which has not been disturbed for

two seasons, while Emperor and Empress have pro-

duced magnificent blooms ; the former still carrying

foliage nearly 2^ feet long—a vigour to which

annually planted stock is foreign : the same thing

art"ecting in a corresponding degree a great number,

if not all of them. Some weeks ago I took out a few

" rogues " of nobilis and obvallaris, the former

having been in the ground three years, and the latter

four ; the blossoms of the first-named were a credit

to its title, and the latter I have never seen finer

blooms ; the stems, however, will furnish some idea

of their great strength when left alone, many of these

being upwards of Hi inches from the ground line to

the point where the trumpet assumes a horizontal

direction : against this our annually lifted stock of

N. obvallaris rarely exceeds 10 inches high, the

flowers being proportionately smaller. As a whole

I think there are few which improve more by letting

alone than the double sorts, and the invaluable

N. ornatus. Two years since I planted a batch of the

former which have not been disturbed since, the first

season after planting they produced very few flowers,

this year the number of blooms was increased con-

siderably, still many went blind in the scape. This

blindness will, I think, diminish annually, as I notice

a good percentage came from the " breeders,'' and

no doubt were from the offsets. I imagine the Con-

tinental growers dry this variety much in the sun,

by the colour of the skins, and those who plant it

largely from imported bulbs can tell how many blooms

they get per 1000 bulbs in a very few seconds during

the first two or three years. Albicans, the cernuus forms,

Sulphur and Orange Phicnix, I would not hesitate

leaving alone four or even five years—more ifthey had

ample room when planted. Some years ago, when in

charge of Jlr. Latimer Clarke's garden at Sydenham—

at which place a very extensive collection of hardy

bulbs was then to be found—there existed some fine

clumps of the best Daft'odils, among other things

;

these had been planted many years in a prepared

bed, and finer flowers I do not remember seeing of

such as Emperor, Empress, and bicolors generally ;

maximus exceptionally fine, and near by Iris cristata

bloomed regularly with remarkable freedom. On the

whole, I fail to see what advantage it would be to

lift annually, presuming the stock was not required

for commercial purposes, while the labour item

would be serious indeed.

In cases where lifting and planting are necessary,

I would strongly urge upon all the necessity of early

planting, as I feel convinced that the longer they are

kept out of the soil the more they deteriorate. Only

last week l.lune 1.')) we had a flower of Emperor

expand from a bulb (one of five) planted in January;

it was barely (J inches higli, the leaves about the

same ; surplus stock planted in November reached

10 inches high, whilst those left alone have attained

a vigour of which this alone can boast. This

experience points directly to deterioration as the

result of lifting and keeping dry, and where deteriora-

tion follows the lifting in any bulbous plant,

it certainly cannot add to its benefit.

Jlr. Walker evidently has had experience in dete-

rioration judging by his remarks on storing—evidence

alone that a certain amount of stamina is lost by

exposure to foreign conditions. I can give my fullest

support to Jlr. Walker's statement on storing, for

nothing is more destructive than to place them in

bulk and so cause them to sweat and become mil-

dewed : no practice is deserving greater condemna-
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tion. followed, as it is. by snch disastrous conse-

quences. Where shed-room is insufficient for

placing them in after lifting (and where a few acres

exist this invariably happens) it is a good plan to

spread them upon a vacant piece of ground, and

place some lights over them supported on pots or

the like, and to cover the lights with bags or mats.

Sheets of corrugated iron are very good for the

purpose.

Thus placed, a current of air passes freely over

them, and, being kept free from sun, their ripen-

ing will be all the more gradual — a state of

things much to be desired ; then by removing the

covers and turning the bulbs twice weekly the busi-

ness of drying may be effectually carried out. I am
•of opinion that scorching sun upon the bulbs as soon

as they are out ofthe ground frequently causes them
to go blind, and should be avoided. E. Jenkins.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

THE AZALEA.
With very little trouble these showy plants may

be flowered for half the year, for the late flowering

varieties will continue to flower, especially if the

season be a late one, well into July. The earliest

varieties ought now to have finished their growth,

and as soon as the buds are set the plants should

be placed out-of-doors and watered carefully. The
main point to attend to is to get the plants started

into vigorous growth as soon as they have passed

out of bloom. This is done by placing them in a

warm house, syringing the plants well daily, and
shading from bright sunshine ; they must not, how-
ever, be placed out-of-doors from a warm house

without being gradually inured to the cooler atmo-
sphere outside, but they should be taken into a

greenhouse, the lights of which must be kept rather

close for a few days, more air being admitted bv

degrees. If a house can be set apart for the plants

they may be there treated to hothouse temperatui'e

till growth is formed, the temperature being sub-

sequently altered to suit the plants.

The latest flowering ]ilants may be grown on now
in a moist atmosphere, but they will not require any
artificial heat further than what may be obtained bv
shutting up the house early in the afternoon, and
allowing the temperature to rise by sun-heat. When
the house is shut up in the afternoon the shading

should be removed at once, when the temperature

will soon rise in hot summer weather to S5° or 90'^,

and if the plants are well syringed there will be no
danger of their being injured by heat, for the moisture

which condenses on the glass will prevent this.

The Asiartllis.

These plants are still in active growth, and the

careful cultivator will see that they are not injured

by either too much or too little water. They are all

the better for being kept in a stove at present,

the house being shut up in the afternoon. Seed-

lings should now be growing freely, whether they

are of one or two years old. Seeds which are now
ripe should be sown at once, employing a little

bottom-heat to start them, the seeds always vege-

tating best with the aid of the warmth and moisture

obtained from fermenting- materials. The heat

should not be more than 80°, or the germ may be

killed ; in fact, I have seen seeds stewed by being

sown in pots which were plunged over fermenting

manure. That is an error which can easily be

iivoided by waiting until the violent heat subsides.

The seeds soon vegetate, and after they have been
above ground for ten days or so, the small plants may
be pricked out, ten or twelve of them in a ti-inch pot.

In hot weather, red-spidtn- and thrips are very trouble-

some pests. Neither of them can be destroyed by
fumigation, for tobacco-smoke does not destroy the

spider, and the thrips fall down among the plunging

material, soon to be up and fi-eding again amongst
the leaves. Sponging the leaves with soft-soapy

water seems to check them.

I'ELAnOOXIUMS.

There are few easily-grown plants better adapted

to furnish the house with brigiit flowers at this

season than the various types of the Pelargonium.

We have in our greenhouse the best of the large-

flowered show type, and a few of what are termed

decorative. The last-named are the best for giving

large quantities of flowers ; and the otiiers flower

freely enough too, but the flowers are better formed,

and of the richest and most varied colours. Then we

have the small-flowered fancy type, the single and

double zonals, and the Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, both

single and double forms. The double varieties of

these are amongst the best of the recent novelties

in the large genus Pelargonium. The large long-

stalked trusses of rose, scarlet, purplish, and pink

varieties are most useful for cutting and decoration

in the house. These varieties may not be so grace-

ful as some of the single ones, but they are very

enduring, while the flowers of the single varieties

soon fall to pieces. Besides these there is a mine

of interest in the Cape species and their varieties.

One which is most useful and free in flowering is

cucullatum fl.-pl., with purplish double flowers

lasting long in beauty; the good old Kollisson's

Unique, tricolor, is a pretty little species, but it is

rarely vigorous. The crimson species, Schotii, is

very striking, as is also the Echinatum type. Those

who once take up the culture of these Cape species

do not care to give them up again. I have tried to

cross some of them, but have not been very success-

ful. Many persons leave the propagating of these

plants until it is the time to cut down the whole col-

lection in July and August ; but the best plants are

obtained from cuttings taken in May or June, and

put in singly in OO's ; they succeed best in this way.

Success ingrowing them will depend upon the atten-

tion they receive; they should not be left in the

small pots after they are well established, and care

must be taken to keep them free from greenfly.

Many persons looking through our collection of

Pelargoniums say, "How do you manage to keep

them so free from greenfly ? " The only answer to

this is, " Regular fumigations with tobacco up to the

time the flowers begin to open." Afterwards it

cannot be done, the tobacco smoke causing the

blossoms to fall.

The Chrysanthemum.

I allude to these because I have just now finished

the linal potting the whole of my collection. This

should always be done by the middle of June, and if

done much earlier the pots seem to get too full of

roots, and the flowers do not possess high quality.

This remark applies especially to pot plants, as they

require to be ke])t steadily growing from very early

in the year. The Chrysanthemum now receives great

attention as an exhibition plant—greater, indeed,

than it has ever previously received, and the

Japanese varieties introduced have effected quite

a revolution in the appearence of our exhi-

bitions, and the quality of the flowers of

the incurved section has improved ; at any

rate, their size has increased ; yet I am obliged

to confess that there is no improvement in the quality

of the plants. They are either over-trained by having

the shoots twisted into a forrathat itwould be impossible

for the plant to take naturally, or they are grown

without any training at all, the most conspicuous

part of the plants being the long naked stems.

There is no reason why the plants should be trained

into the form of a pancake, on the one hand, or be

allowed to become long and lanky, on the other. To
keep the leaves in a healthy green state on specimen

plants up to the time they come into flower requirirs

skilful, careful treatment, and it can only be done by

using potting soil of a substantial holding kind and

good quality—not too rich, as an excess of vigour is

very undesirable. A steady, good firm growth is

best, as then the plants may be stinmlated after the

buds set by the judicious use of manure-water. The
s^'stem of training is of importance, and should be

such that the plants preserve, as near as can be,

their natural habit. If a plant is by nature of a tall-

growing habit, why should it be made to appear as a

dwarf? The great point is to keep the foliage clean

and healthy, else large well-formed flowers cannot

result. One flower, large in size and well formed, is

preferable to half a doz^n below the medium size,

which are the usual produce of plants which have

lost half their leaves.

A species of aphis distinct from that usually

found on Pelargoniums and allied plants attacks the

young shoots and sadly cripples them. When the

plants are in frames this pest can be killed by fumi-

gation with tobacco-smoke—out-of-doors that is

impossible ; but the plants may be cleaned in two

ways—they may be laid on their sides if they are

too large to be dipped, and be syringed with soft-

soapy water in which some tobacco-juice has been-

mixed, or the insect may be destroyed by dusting the

tips of the shoots with tobacco-powder. The plants,

whether specimens or not, should be placed in an

open airy position, not a draughty one, but if possible

where they are protected from the north and east

winds. J. Douglas.

THE DELL, HYDE PARK.
[See Supplementary Sheet.]

At one time the small park which abuts on the

old Palace of Kensington contained much, if not all.

that could be termed picturesque in that broad expanse

of wood and glade called respectively Hyde Park

and Kensington Gardens. At the present time, in

so far as tree growth goes, and in the number, size,

and age of the trees, and their disposition in natural

looking groups and outlying specimens, the old

gardens of Kensington aftbrd the most satisfaction to

the lover of sylvan scenery. Of late years, however,

despite the havoc made by storms, considerable efforts

have been made to add various features to the

larger area—Hyde Park. Thus in the larger half of

the Serpentine a projection has been formed and

planted with shrubs and low trees—a doubtful expe-

riment, as it destroys a fine bold sweep of water-

washed bank, itself more effective than the now
mutilated line. The kerb of granite round the Ser-

pentine may have its utility, but it is an eyesore, and

is less pleasing than a shore-line, water-fretted. The
Dell, which we show in our Supplement this week, is

a feature, very small certainly in extent, but one which

is a great improvement on the bare steps of the over-

flow cascade from the Serpentine, bordered by

equally bare rocks and common trees and shrubs.

In the early days of Her Majesty's reign, and for

many years afterwards, the overflow water found its

way by a muddy ditch to the mouth of a great

tunnel, which conveyed the water under the high

road at Albert Gate, and onward through Belgravia

and Pimlico to the Thames. By widening the ditch

and bordering it in a picturesque manner with

masses of rock, shrubs. Iris, rushes, sedges, and other

water-loving vegetation, its appearance has been

quite altered, and what was once an ugly, swampy

piece of ground has been made a " beauty spot.

'

Water Lilies grow in the water, which is rarely

stagnant, and water fowl add life to the scene.

In the summer time—when the view now given

was taken—Musas, Cycads, Palms of various hardy

species, and Dracicnas. give a richer aspect to the

vegetation which creeps up the sides o^ the embank-

ment made across the valley to form the Serpentine.

Forestry.

" The Fohest Flora of South Australia."—The

eighth part of this publication is belore us, consisting

of folio coloured plates, representative of the trees of

the colon}-, with popular and technical descriptions,

indications of use, &c. The plants figured in the

present number are Eucalyptus pyriformis, ivith

large and beautiful pink flowers ; Acacia raelanoxy-

lon, a handsome species, called Blackwood in South

Australia, but Lightwood in Tasmania—a delightful

illustration of the value of jiopular names ;
Calli-
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steraon coccineiis, a highly ornamental "bottle-

brush," formerly more often seen in our conser-

vatories than at present; Exocarpus aphyllus, and
Casuarina quadrivalvis. The work is Issued by
^Ir. Brown, the Conservator of South Australian

Forests, and is very creditable to his industry and

knowledge.

"Forest Flora of Cochin China.''—II. Pierre's

colossal undertaking has reached its 176th large

folio plate ; but that brings us no further than

Borabax in Malvaceae. The plates are crowded with

detail, and the botanical descriptions are very care-

fully elaborated.

The Alpine Garden.
- —

NOTES ON ALPINES.

Bayyiondia j^yrenaica.—In a recent number of the

Gardeners^ Chronicle Mr. Wolley I)od speaks of this

pretty alpine. I have plants of this collected by

myself in the Pyrenees, in various aspects. Have any

of your correspondents been struck by the fact that

this plant, when apparently absolutely dead from

drought, has a singular power of recovery? Some of

my plants, in a dry rockwork with due south ex-

posure, during the last exceptionally warm dry

summer, were shrivelled up. looking like bits of

dry green flannel, and I gave them up for dead. Since

the winter they have (like the Anastatica) swelled

out and assumed their normal form of a spreading

rosette of leaves, and they, moreover, bloomed early

—in j\Iay—and with flowers of good size and form.

Another plant I have planted in what I may call a

miniature cave with a northerly exposure and moist

soil, has now a rosette of leaves a foot across and
has bloomed well although a month later than the

plants in a drier and more sunny site.

Hahcrlca rhodopensis.—I do not find that this plant

increases fast, in fact it is of extremely slow growth
with me. My single plant bore three spikes of its

pretty flowers last year, but this year I have not one.

After Friiimlo, nivalis, with its spotlessly white,

dense Iieads of flowers, the gems this season have

been, I think

—

Edratanihits pi/miUo and its still more lovely con-

gener, E. serpyllifolius, both of which seem to have
enjoyed the prolonged drought. E. dalmaticus is

not yet in bloom.

Oiirisia coccinea has bloomed with me for the first

time, and is a worthy rival of Ileuchera sanguinea.

Campanula AUioni and C. puUa, Gilthionema cori-

difolium, Potentilla nitida, Kosa pyrenaica. Arnica
raontana, Erigeron aurantiacum, and a host of Saxi-

frages make the rock garden at this season an intense

pleasure to those who, like myself, appreciate the

beauties of Nature rather than those of purely arti-

ficial gardening.

PRniur-A IlusiiYi.

In this we have quite a gem, resembling P.

Parryi, but smaller. The stem is slightly puberulent

;

the leaves rather fleshy, oblanceolate, 2—5 inche.?

long, and serrate. The flower-stalk is a span high,

two to six flowered ; the calyx mealy and reddish

;

the corolla deep-crimson-purple, with a distinct

lemon-yellow eye. This plant, like P. Parryi and P.
suffrutescens, loves a spot where the light is subdued
by the margin of running water, or it will succeed
fairly in an ordinary bog bed. J. T.

Plants and Their Culture.

Sparmaknia africaxa. — riants which were cut
back as they went out of bloom and have since
broken into growth, will be benefited by being turned
out of their pots, and as much of the old soil and
roots removed as can be done with safety, repotting
them in a loamy compost, putting them for a short
time afterwards in a cool house ; and if slight shade
in bright weather and a moist atmosphere can be
afforded them, this treatment will accelerate their
progress, and as soon as a little new growth is made
more air must be gradually given so as to prepare

them for exposure out-of-doors. Here they will

make closer jointed shoots than when grown indoors
during the summer. Young plants spi-ing-struck

should be attended to in the way of shifting, and
when large enough be placed out-of-doors. The small
plants are very hardy, and effective for arranging
with small groups of plants, or for standing on the
side stages of the greenhouse.

Eiipatorhims.—Cuttings of these winter bloomers
already rooted should be potted up, subsequently
pinching the points out until the required bushy
habit is obtained. If there be any deficiency of stock
more cuttings may be still put in, and with the usual
attention to shading, &c., they will soon root. A
cool frame is a capitjil appliance in which to grow
E. riparium and E. Weinmannianum, but E. ianthi-

num and E, atro-rubens do better where they can be
accommodated with a few degrees more heat. The
last two mentioned species are frequently seen under
the name of llebeclinum.

Kranthemmns.—These jilants may be conveniently
divided into two groups—one grown for their foliage,

the other for their flowers. It is of the latter I wish to
speak. Perhaps no species is better known than pul-
chellum, the plant with flowers of a rich blue colour,

and appearing in the winter. Young stock should
be potted on, snd placed in a light and airy house,
with an intermediate temperature. One of the most
continuous flowering sj)ecies is the pure white
eboracense ; it has a compact and ne.itly branching
habit, and if large pieces are put in as cuttings, they
commence flowering soon after they become rooted,
and are more or less in flower throughout the year.

E. Cooperi is a neat-growing species, with prettily

marked flowers
; but pei'haps the showiest species is

E. cinnabarinum, which has long panicles of ver-
milion-coloured flowers, and which are produced in

spring and early summer. This species, after

flowering, shoud be pruned hard back ; any of the
shoots so cut off, which are suitable, may be i>ut in

as cuttings, and as soon as the old plants break they
may be turned out of the pot, the ball reduced, and
repotted. E. Anderson! and E. hypocrateriforme
are likewise worthy of being grown for variety. All
the species like an intermediate temperature, with a
considerable amount of ventilation, and a rather
free, light soil, frequently syringing them during
their growtli. F. Ross, Pendell Court.

Fruits Under Glass.

Melons.—Maintain a dry, warm atmosphere in the
house where the fruits are colouring. In dull

weather this will have to be done by artificial

heat ;
75° to 80° is a suitable temperature

during the day-time with air, and also at night.

Plants which are swelling a heavy crop of fruit

should be assisted with some weak stimulant
each time that they are watered, but iieavy

waterings with strong manure-water should be
avoided, as it tends to produce over-large fruit and
loss of flavour. Continue to make fresh sowings
once a fortnight.

Cacumhers in full bearing may be occasionally
watered with weak manure-water, but a top-dressing

with loam, leaf-mould, and well rotted manure, with
an occasional slight sprinkling of Thomson's manure
will do just as well to prt^serve the plants in vigour.

Avoid cropping heavily, and sow seeds for a late

autumn su])ply—this had better be done in some
structure where artificial heat is available.

Fines.—Plants which are ripening their fruit

should now receive more air, and the atmosphere
be kept drier. Damp the paths and walls once
a day, but do not syringe the plants overhead.
Pay every attention to plants swelling their fruit,

and do not allow them to become dry at the root, or,

on the other hand, to be over-watered. Syringe
slightly overhead at shutting-uptime all such plants,

and well moisten all surfaces twice daily. If the
day be very warm, damp down with a watering-pot
and rose about 1 p.m. ; allow the temperature to run
up to 95'^ after the house has been closed for the
day, but ventilate slightly by the top ventilators after

6 P.M. for the night. Remove all the gills from the
base and crown of the fi"uits, and reduce the number
of suckers on each jilant to two. The plants which
were rested during the past month should now have
the temperature raised to induce them to start into

fruit; water sparingly until such time as signs of

starting are observed, but do not allow them to

become so dry as was recommended for earlier

started plants.

Succession plants which were potted in spring will
have made good progress, and if all has gone well,

their pots will be well filled with roots. Every care
must be taken to keep them in a healthy moist
state at the root, as the slightest check from over-
dryness will cause them to start prematurely into
fruit. Gently dew over the growing stock every
afternoon, when the house is shut up, letting the
temperature range from 70° to 75^, and but little

artificial heat will be required to keep up this tem-
perature, unless it he during dull days or cool nights,
to keep up a circulation of air. When it is neces-
sary to apply fire-heat, see that the heat in the appa-
ratus has been turned oflE" ere the sun falls on
the house the next day.

Suckers potted in the spring will now be ready
for shifting into their fruiting pots, and as they are
potted they should be plunged in their proper division.

This should have been thoroughly syringed all over
with a strong mixture of petroleum and water, the
wood and glass well scrubbed with a brush and soft-

soap afterwards, and the walls washed with freshly

slaked lime-wash into which some flowers of sulphur
have been put. In placing the plants, 2 feet from
centre to centre will be the proper distance
apart for Queens, Envilles, and other moderate
growers.

Suckers.—Towards the end of the month suckers
may be put in from the general stock on the stools

from which the early Pines have been cut. Althougii
this is usually done it 's preferable to be constantly
puttinga few suckers in as they become large enough.
In potting suckers remove a few of the scaly leaves
from the bottom sufficiently high to set free the
embryo roots, which are of brown colour^—but no
higher. The bed into which these are to be plunged
should receive some additional fermenting material
to raise the bottom-heat to 00°, the inside having
been cleaned previously. The suckers should be
slightly damped overhead with a fine-rose watering-

pot at shutting-up time, and shaded during the
warmest part of the day if the weather is bright,

W. M. Baillic, Lutooi Hoo Gardens.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Thinmisg.—Wheu Apricots, Peaches, anil Nectar-
ines have finished stoning the fruits should be

finally thinned. Apricots, generally speaking, are

rather a precarious crop, and when the flowers do set

well many people are induced to allow the trees ta
carry too many fruits, exhausting the trees, and which
then require the next season or two to recover.

Leave the fruits a trifle closer together than is the

rule with Peaches. Hemove all badly situated fruits,

and also those that are in contact with the wall

nails, or else remove the nails, otherwise they will

cause gumming. The large early Apricot always
repays for being liberally thinned, and if the trees

are kept well watered the fruits produced are equal

in size to those of a Peach. After the thinning is

completed give the borders a thorough soaking of
water, to assist the fruits in swelling ofi', but wheu
heavy rains have fallen this will not be necessary.

Should the walls have fixed glass copings the border
must be watered in any event.

Peaches and Xccfari7ies must also be well thinned

out, leaving the remaining ones well placed, exposed

to the sun, and as evenly distributed over the tree

as possible. The remarks as to the watering of

Apricot borders apply here.

Njtfinff.—The raid-season Strawberries, red and
white Currants, and the later varieties of sweet

Cherries should be netted over. Where Gooseberries

and Currants are in demand late in the season as

dessert fruits, spread some long straw or litter under
the trees to prevent the fruit from being splashed

with mud. A few trees should always be grown on a

north wall for dessert fruits. On a north aspect

Currants will hang in good condition till late in

November. A. JVai-d, Stoke Edith Gardens, Hereford.

Carnation R. H. Elliot.—Messrs. Laing &
iLvTUEK, Kelso, send us blooms of their new Car-

nation, which flowers freely at Kelso both in and
out-of-doors. The flowers sent to us are fragrant,

of good size, even petal, and very double. The
ground-colour is a pale ochrey-yellow. freely striped

with rose-coloured stripes, and the calyx is not split.

We should give it a good place as a border Car-

nation.
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Advertisers are specially requested to note, that,

under no circumstances whatever, can any
particular position in the paper be guaran-
teed for advertisements occupying less space

than a7i entire column.

SUBSCRIBERS TO
'THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
-* who experience any dijficulty in obtaining

their Copies regularly, are particularly requested

to communicate with the Publisher (in cases of
delay in the delivery by post, the cover should be

forwarded with complaint).

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

GAEDENEKS' CHRONICLE OFFICE TELEGRAMS.
NOTICE to Correspondents, Advertisers, Sub-

scribers and others. The Registered Address
for foreign and Inland Telegrams is

" GARDCHRON, LONDON."

NOTICE to SUBSCRIBERS and OTHERS.
Post-office Orders and Postal Orders should

be made payable at the Post Office,

No. 42, DRURT LANE.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

IIOXDAV.

TUESDAY.

THITESDAY.

TUESDAY.

WEDNESDAY-,

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

MEETINGS.
.Tl Lv 9—Cluimbrt' Syudicale of Ghent.

^
Royal Horticultural Society .- Scien-

.TULV 10- title. Fruit, and Floral Commit-
( tees.

.TlLY 12—Erlint'urgli Botanic Society.

SHOWS.
.TllY 10>]\

iiili. Twickeiiliani, (jlouce^ter,
tl Oxford.

i Glii'i^'ow and West of Scotlnnd,
Jlly 11- Ealing, York Florists", Bedford,

( and Tunbi-idge WelN.

JrLV l"*
' Cliiswick, Winchester, Birmino;-

~1 ham, and C.irltoii-iu-Worksop.

T,., .. i-i * Ne^v Brighton. Manchester, amiJlLi U-^ Elthamf

SALES.
MONDAY. Jl-lv

9.;i:-^t''yi-l'<:-^l Ordiids, at Protheroe
( & Morns Rooms.

/'Fir'^t portion of the Down'^ide C'ol-

TUESDAY. July 10< ^^^^'°" ?* Orchids on tjie pre-
» mises, downside, Leatherhead,

by Messrs. Protheroe & Morris.

/Nursery Stock, at Messrs. E« tng

WEDNESDAY, July 11<' S V°'\ ®^T
^ie^;;_ Nurseries,

] Hants, by Mt'ssrs. Protheroe &
[^ I\Iorris.

Thk majority—probablj' a large

aTe^vifrthey
majority-of flower-lovers are con-

are. t>^"t to adinire flowers as the_y are,

without troubling themsehes with
speculations as to the reason why and how the
flowers have assumed the shapes in which we
now see them. Top.sy's answer, "Spect they
growed," represents the attitude of such folk.

It is not necessary to point out how much such
people lose', hut it is, ne\-ertheless, a matter for
regret that so much intellectual pleasure, to say
nothing of potential practical utility, is thus
allowed to run to waste. Happily the waste
has been very materially checked since the
advent of the Darwinian era. I'otany, which
to many seemed a mere dry-as-dust sort

of business, disfigured by a barbarous termino-
logy and a sesquipedalian nomenclature, has been
shown in its true light as a study which while
capable of yielding the most refined pleasuie,

supplies excellent mental discipline and illus-

trates and explains many of the most profound
phenomena of existence.

From such a point of view must be con-
sidered the Rev. rrROHGE Hen.si,ow"s re-

cent work', which is devoted to the con-

*" T^ie Oriffin of Floral 'Structures throiujh Jnxect and other
Agencies. Kegax PaI'L, TRExcn & Co.

sideration of how and why flowers present

the diversities of structure and appearance
which give us so much delight. Mr. Hensi.ow's
natural aptitudes for the work he has under-
taken have been very materially aided by the faci-

lities offered him in his post as Secretary to the

Scientific Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society. This work, then, may in a measure be set

to the credit of the Society to which Mr. Henslow
has for many vears contributed efficient aid.

The causes which have been influential in

making flowers what they are, are referable to

two in particular—hereditary endowment and
external influence. No one can impugn the
statement, that plants, like other living

beings, are, in a large measure, what they are

because their predecessors and progenitors

were so also ; a child inherits, in very varying
extent, the characteristics of his father and of his

mother, they of their predecessors, and so on :

and so also with plants.

In addition to these hereditary endowments
plants are subjected to external conditions

—they are, like the rest of us, dependent on
circumstances—on the " environment," as it is

now the custom to call the aggregate effect of

the circumstances. Cut in their time the parents

must have been submitted to varying circum-
stances, and so on till the very beginning of

things—a period utterly beyond human ken.

Some suggestion, howe%'er, of things as they
were in the beginning and their sulisecpient

course is offered in the progress of each indi-

\-idual living organism, plant, or animal, in its

passage from a specif of protoplasm (itself a highly
complex unit), to the fully developed state.

And so it comes to pass that the thorough
investigation of the life history of any one plant

or animal, pursued with all the niceties of re-

search which modern chemistry, modern micro-
scopes, and other instruments afford, throws light

upon the course of events and the history of li\-ing

beings generally, from the most remote to the
present time, and shows how they have been
influenced and modified according to circum-
stances.

In the work before us, Professor Huxslow
passes in review the chief variations in the
form of the flower in the so-called flowering

plants, arranging them according to the number
of their parts, their mutual relations, their isola-

tion or association, their form, their colour

and so forth. All this has, of course, been
done before, and may be read in any
text-book. The novelty of Professor Heksi,ow',s

treatise consists in the explanations he affords of

these phenomena, and in the suggestions he
offers as to the causes producing them. \\'hether

the reader agree with the author's conclusions, or

whether he dissent from them, is a matter of

relatively little importance. It is of the greatest

value to have the phenomena presented to us so

clearly in a new light, and their discussion from
a new point of view, can hardly fail to be of great
xalue to botanical science, while it will aiford an
infinite soiu-ce of interest to the reader, (riven

the organism, and accepted the idea of its ten-

dency to change, Jlr. Hensi.ow sets himself to

the task of inquiring what caused it to change.
He is not content with saying that the
tendency is innate ; that it changes because it is

an attribute of the creature to change, ur any
such meaningless formula, but he endeavours to

penetrate the reason why. This reason he finds

in the " environment." Paley'.s notion, we all

know, was, that these wonderful and " purpose-

ful " structures were " designed," and designed,

no doubt, they were, but in a much broader and
wider sense than ever Paley dreamt of. Pai.ey'.s

\iews were of necessity limited and contracted.

His notions do not go beyond the idea of

a watchmaker with the materials made to
his h;ind and ignore the source of both the

watchmaker and of the agencies and materials

which the watchmaker must employ or by which
he must be influenced. Mr. Hensi.ow, as Paley
would have done, revolts from the idea that these

structures could be the ultimate result of any
number of accidental and apparently at first

purposeless variations, and looks to the " envi-

ronment " as affording a better clue to the source

of variations. Of course the " environment " is

as much the work of Supreme Intelligence as the

creature; and JMr. Hexmlow attaches a wider

significance to the " environment " than Dabwin,
or, at least, than some of his followers did, and
by so doing he will no doubt disarm the opposition,

which otherwise might be raised to his views. The
general idea is that the form of flowers, or

at least of such as are fertilised by insects, is due
to a process of selection operating in this wise :

A flower varies in some minute particulars—
why, is not explained ; one or more of these

variations prove to be beneficial to the plant

by facilitating the visits of insects, and thus

by insuring more perfect fertilisation : the ten-

dency to vary in that particular direction is en-

hanced as time goes on, and the relation between
insect and flower becomes more and more inti-

mate. Mr. Henslow's view is different. For
him, the insect itself brought about the varia-

tion, in the first instance, and the variation has

been perpetuated ever since by the repeated

action of the insect. Still we do not arrive at the

cause of the tendency to vary. The insect is

supposed to set this tendency in action, but it

can hardly be surmised that it originated the ten-

dency, AVillows, on Darwinian principles, should

be wind-fertilised, but assuredly they are largely

visited by insects, although these insects have not
yet, b_v their weight or other agency, caused any
modification of the flower, so far as we know,
nor have they—if the A\'illow be assumed, for

the sake of argument, to be a degenerate form
of some previously more complex plant—suc-

ceeded in arresting its degradation.

AVe heartily commend Mr. HEX.SLfiw's book
to the notice of our readers, as containing an

excellent summary of our knowledge of the con-

formation of flowers as illustrated by their

perfect condition, their mode of growth and
development from the initial stages, and their

intimate anatomical structure, as well as by
their comparative relations. The last sentence

in the book we may quote in full, as condensing

the author's contention into a sentence :

—

"Ilax'ing once attracted insects to come regu-

larly ^for pollen or honey], then a multitudinous

series of differentiations would follow. The
corolla would, in all probability, be the first to

issue out of the bracts, as being the next whorl

to the stamens ; and as a result of stimulus : other

changes already described under the principles

of variation, would follow by degrees or in

different combinations, but in every case they

would be due to the responsive action of the

protoplasm, in conse<juence of the irritations set

up by the weights, pressures, thrusts, tensions,

&c., of the insect visitors.

"Thus, then, do I believe the whole floral world

to have originated."

Royal Horticultural Society.—Mr. C. J.

GuAH.vMK, Assistant Secretary, sends us the following

announcement :
—

" By direction of the Marquis of

Sai.isiiurv, Sir James Fk[igusson, Bart., M.P., writes

to inform the Royal Horticultural Society that his

Lordship lias heard from the Austro-Hungarian
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Ambassador that the Austrian Pomological Society

is arranging a National Exhibition of Fruit to be

held at Vienna under the patronage of H.I.H.

the Archduke Charles Lonis, from Sep-

tember 29 to October 7. Two sections of

this exhibition will have an international cha-

racter, namely, the section for fruit drying

apparatus and that for machines and instruments

used in cultivating and harvesting of fruit. Appli-

cations for space must be sent in on or before

July 1.5, addressed to K. K. Oesterreichischen

Pomologen-Verein, Leschwald, Graz." The lloyal

Horticultural Society daily expect to receive the

programme of the Exhibition."

The Scientific Comsiittee,—Two subjects of

great interest and importaace were brouglit before

the last meeting, as will be seen in another column.

I'rofessor Ciiukch detailed the results of his analyses

in search of aluminium in plants, which he finds in

Lycopodium, but not in Selaginella; so that the two

genera are separated chemically, as well as morpho-

logically. Moreover, while aluminium exists in the

terrestrial species of Lycopods it is absent in those

which grow removed from the soil upon trees. Some

Tree Ferns are found to contain a very large per-

centage of aluminium in their ashes. Another

remarkable communication was that of Mr. Plow-

right, in which he sent for exhibition the results of

certain experiments on the " heteroicism " of certain

fungi, in virtue of which the same species of fungus

is found to exist in two totally different forms, on

two totally different plants; so that if the life-history

were not known it would be impossible to consider

the two forms of fungus (^Ecidium or Cluster-cup

and Puccinia or smut fungus) as stages of the same

plant. So long as the statement rested on observa-

tion only it was open to question, but when the

matter is practically demonstrated, as in these cases,

there is no room for further scepticism.

" KEW Bulletin."—The June number contains

articles on the manufacture of quinine in India,

on a particular form of Job's Tears (Coix lach-

rvma), in which the seeds are elongated and

cylindrical, instead of spherical, as usual. The
grain is not likely to be of economic value as a

source of food, but seems destined to be used as an

ornament instead of glass beads. Other articles are

devoted to Rhea fibre, and to the establishment of a

liotanical station at Lagos.

The GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.—The usual

monthly meeting of the committee took place at the

Caledonian Hotel, Adelphi, W.C., on the L'!)th ult., Mr.

George Deal presiding, there being, as is usual, a

good attendance of members of the committee. The
Honorary .Secretary reported that the sura of .£G0 18s.

had been paid in during the past week, and the

balance at the bank was £597 Us. A letter was read

from Mr. John FuAsEn, resigning the office of

Auditor, stating that he should be engaged at Chester

for some days which would prevent hira from auditing

the accounts for the forthcomingAnnual General Meet-

ing. Mr. Fraser's resign,ation was accepted, and Mr.

C. H. Sharman was requested to act in his place.

The Honorary Secretary reported that he had

obtained returns of sums collected by the eighty

local secretaries up to the end of June, the aggregate

amount being £.381) l-js. Sd., which was regarded as

an extremely satisfactory result. The highest sum
returned by any one local secretary was that from

Mr. G. \V. CrMMixs. local secretary for the Carshal-

ton district, which amounts to £.33 4s. The aggre-

gate expenses of the local secretaries are surprisingly

small. The remainder of the sitting was occupied

with details of the forthcoming Annual General

Jleeting, Election, and Dinner.

Election.—There seems to be some misconception

in the minds of subscribers to the above fund as to

the number of candidates they can vote for at the

coming election. Some five shilling subscribers are

under the impression they can give but one vote to

any one candidate, instead of being able to give one

vote each to any six of the ten candidates. Or if

any subscriber is desirous of securing the return of

any particular candidate, he can give one vote to

that one, and refrain from voting for any other ; but

no subscriber of five shillings can give six votes to

any one candidate, as votes are not cumulative, as in

the case of School Board elections. For a ten shil-

ling subscription two votes each can be given to .any

six candidates, and each additional five shillings

carries an addi tional vote.

Honour to British Horticulture. - Prince

De Chijun, Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs, has

forwarded, by order of II.M. the King of the Bel-

gians, the insignia of Chevalier of the Order of Leopold

to Dr. Maxwell T. JIasters, Editor of the Gardeners

Chruiiiclc, and Vice-President of the Jury at the

International Exhibition of Ghent, in April, 1888.

Conference of Fruit Growers.—Arrange-
ments are being made for a Conference of Fruit

Growers to be held at the Crystal Palace, Syden-

ham, on September 7 and 8, 1888, in conjunction

with the great fruit show to be held on those dates.

The object is to concentrate attention upon the im-

portance of extending and improving the culture of

fruit in this country, and to elucidate by the means

of papers contributed by practical men, and by dis-

cussion, the most profitable methods of developing this

industry. It is proposed that the questions to be dis-

cussed shall include the profitable culture of fruits for

miirket and home supply, the packing, carriage, and

sale of fruits, their economic importance and utilisa-

tion. The Directors of the Crystal Palace Company

will afi'ord every facility for the proposed Con-

ference, and assist the promoters in rendering it of

national utility. All communications should be

addressed to Mr. William Eaelev, Ilford ; or to Mr.

Lewis C.\stle, Hotham House, South Wimbledon,

who have consented to act as Honorary Secretaries

to the Conference. The following committee has

been formed to carry out the prcject. and a fuller

programme will be published shortly :

—

Committee,

(Members to whose names an asterisk is prefixed

will constitute the Executive Committee, with power

to add to their number.)

W. Allan, Gunton Park Gardens, Norwich.

J. Austen, Witlev Court Gardens, Stourport.

J. Bannerman, Blithfield Park Gardens, Kugeley.

•'E. J. Baillie, Woodbine, Upton Park, Chester.

R. N. Brotherstone, Tyninghame Gardens, Preston-

kirk.

H. Bennett, Shepperton, Walton-on-Thames.

•"G. Bunyard, Maidstone.

li. E. O'Callagan, 18, St. Bride Street, E.C.

Stephen Castle, West Lynn Vineyard, King's

Lynn.
"J. Cheal, Crawley.

W, Child, Croom Court Gardens, Severn Stoke.

Worcester.

A. Christie, Warwick Castle Gardens, Warwick.

H. J. Clayton. Grimston Park. Tadcaster.

W. Coleman, Eastnor Castle Gardens, Ledbury.

W. Cole, Feltham.

T. Coomber, The Ilendre, Monmouth.
J. Cranston, Hereford.

G. W. Cummins, Grange Gardens, Carshalton.

H. Cutbush, Highg.ate.

E. W. Dance, Goslield Hall, Halstead.

J. Day, Galloway House, Garlieston.

*A. Dean, Bedfont.

R. Dean, Ealing.

J. Dean, Titsey Park. Godstone.

W. A. Dickson, Chester.

A'V. II. Divers, Ketton Hall Gardens, Stourport.

M. Dunn, Dalkeith Park Gardens, N.B.

W. F. Emptage, Hawkswick Hall, St. Albans.

P. W. Fairgrieve, Dunkeld House, Dunkeld, N.B.

— Farrance, Chadwell Heath.

*S. Ford, Leonard's Lee Gardens, Horsham.
— Gleeson, Clumber Gardens, Worksop.

E. Oilman, Ingestre Hall Gardens, Stafl'ord.

J. II. Goodacre, Elvaston Castle (iardens, Derby.

"J. (ioldsmith, Kelsey Manor, Beckenham.

-G. Gordon, 1, Stile Villas, Wellesley Road, Gunners-

bury
E. Hall, Bot*on Hall Gardens, Bedale.

*W. G. Head. Crystal Palace.

*J. Hudson, Guniiersburv House Gardens, Acton.

W. Iggulden, Marston House Gardens, Frome.
W. Ingram, Belvoir Castle Gardens, (irantham.

W. J. Jeffries, Cirencester.

*.)ohn Laing, Forest Hill.

.1. Mclndoe, Hutton Hall Gardens, Gainsborough,

Yorks.
E. Jlolyneux, Swanmore Park Gardens, Bishop'.^

Waltham.
J. C. JIundell, Moor Park Gardens, Kicknians-

worth.

U. Parker, Impney Gardens, Droitwich.

William Paul, Waltham Cross.

.V. H. Pearson, Chilwell.

C. Penny, SauJringham Gardens.

*r. Francis Rivers, Sawbridgeworth.

*C. Ross, Welford Park Gardens, Newbury.
J. Sheppard, Wolverston Park Gardens, Ipswich.

J. Smith. Mentmore Gardens, Lcighton Bu/.zard.

William Thompson & Sons, Clovenfords.

J. C. Wheeler & Sons, Gloucester.

C. Whitehead, J.P., Barming House. Maidstone.

W. H. Wiskar, Borough JIarket.

R. Veitch & Sons, Exeter.

J. Udale, Elford Hall Gardens, Tamworth.

Botanical Magazine.—The July number of

this veter.an publication contains coloured figures

and descriptions of the following plants :
—

Macrotoiiiia Benthami, t. 7U03, described as a

stately plant, native of Western Himalaya. It is .a

hairy Echium-like herbaceous plant, with broadly

lanceolate, ribbed hairy leaves .and dense cylindrical

spikes of numerous regular purplish flowers, each

flower about an inch long.—Kew.

Asphodeliis acaulls, t. 7004.—An Algerian species

with tufted long linear leaves, and numerous flowers

in a terminal corymb, each flower about l.f incli

long, pale pink.—Kew.

lUieiiim t'criim, Hook, f., t. 7005.—The Star iVnise

of China has up to this time been considered to be the

seed-vessel of I. anisatum, Linn., alias I. religiosum,

Siebold and Zuccarini ; but is now shown to belong

to a different species, to which Sir Joseph Hooker

gives the name I. verum. Star Anise is used as a

spice, and is employed to flavour liqueurs, such as

Anisette.

Ceelogync (/ramlnifo/ia, Parish and Rchb. f., t. 7006.

—A species with ribbed pseudobulbs, linear leaves,

racemose inflorescence, with starry white flowers,

linear lanceolate segments, and a narrow lip, yellow,

with reddish-brown stripes, and recurved at the tip.

—Kew.
Cyperoreliis eUgans, t. 7007.—A Himalayan Orchid,

without pseudobulbs, with distichous linear leaves

and dense terminal stalked, many-flowered racemes.

Each flower is about 1.} inch long, yellow, cylindric,

with linear lanceolate segments, slightly spreading at

the tips ; lip three-lobed, lateral lobes erect, median

lobe scarcely longer, retuse, disc of lip marked with

two raised keels.—Kew.

The "Botanische Zeitung. — Professor

Count Solms-Ladiiach, who succeeds the lamented

De Baby in his Professorship at Strasburp, will also

in future conduct the journal above mentioned.

Vine Mildew (Peronospora).-This must

not be confounded witli the Oidium which att.acks the

Vines, and which is kept in check by sulphur, the fun-

gus in the present case being a mould closely allied to

that causing the Potato disease. Sulphate of copper

(blue vitriol) has been found very efticacious in com-

bating it, or, rather, in preventing the germination of

the spores (conidia). M. Coignet, in the Vitjiie

Auicricainc, recommends the use of a fine powder con-

taining copper sulphate as preferable to liquid

solutions, which necessitate nicety of manipulation,

troublesome water-carriage and powerful spray

pumps which readily get outof order-inconveniences

which do not apply to the distribution of fine powder

by means of bellows. M. Coignet's powder consists

of precipitated sulphate of lime (gypsum), which is

made to take up 10 per cent, of a solution of copper-

sulphate. The result is a powder infinitessimally

finely divided, in which part of the copper is reduced

to the state of oxide, which acts slowly, and jiart

remiiins as sulphate, which acts quickly. We trust that

our experimenters will try the effect of copper sulphate
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in checking the Potato disease should it reappear.

As the fungus is, to a great extent, concealed within

the tissues of the tuber, hauhii, or leaf, no application

of this sort could be expected to kill the fungus

outright; but its spread and diffusion might be

checked as it is in the case of the Vine. To those

who might raise an objection as to the possible

injurious effect of the copper on human beings, it

may be said that in the case of the Vine no poison-

ous properties have been noted in the Grape juice,

which contains iutinitessimally small proportions, or

none at all, of copper. In the case of the Totato

there would be no fear of poisoning from the tubers,

and if it be said that chickens or pigs might receive

injury from eating the haulm, it may be urged in

reply that these animals should under no circum-

stances whatever be allowed to eat diseased haulm,

and thus propagate the disease.

Royal Botanic Society.— Last Wednesday
evening the annual Evening Fete of this Society

passed off successfully ; as, although the weather had

been threatening and showery during the day, the

evening was quite tine. About 10,000 visitors

attended, and Messrs. L. D. Berrv & ISon's illumi-

nations were as satisfactory as usual. Exhibits of

table decorations were varied and numerous, and
many fine bouquets, and arrangements of flowers

for personal adornment, attracted much notice. Mr.

W. Paul, Waltham Cross, sent a fine bank of cut

and pot Roses, and show Pelargoniums came from
Mr. C. TuRXER, Slough. Messrs. J. "Waterer &
Sons' Rhododendrons made a fine display ; and Mrs.
SouTHAM showed specimens of her flowers dried in

their natural colours.

The Italian Exhibition.—It is intended to

hold periodical flower shows at this Exhibition.

The first of these shows was held on Monday last,

when a large gathering of plants and flowers was
exhibited. Messrs. Kelway. of Langport, had a great

show of Paionies, Delphiniums, Gaillardias, and
Amaryllis, which were very attractive. Messrs.

Cankell, Swanley, occupied a large space

with double and single Begonias. The English

Irises and P.Tonies from Mr. Walker, Whitton,
won many admirers. A large gathering of cut

flowers, including most hardy flowers now in season,

came from Messrs. Barr, Covent Garden ; while

Messrs. Carter, High Holborn, had a large group
of single and double Petunias in pots intermixed
with ornamental grasses, the whole making a very

attractive display.

Flowering of Ostrowskia magnifica.—
This new hardy plant is in flower for the tirst time,

we believe, in England, at ^Messrs. Veitch's nursery

at Coombe Wood. The plants are 3 feet high, with

whorls of leaves on erect stems; flowers 3 inches

across, in form shallow, bell-shaped; colour white,

flushed with purple—very beautiful. It will be

shoivn at the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting

next Tuesday.

•' Farm, Field, and Fireside."— I'nder this

alliterative title a low-priced agricultural journal is

now published, and of which the second volume is

before us. It contains a vast amount of Information

condensed into paragraphs, so much so, that many
more letters of the alphabet than the three F"s would
be needed to furnish titles for the headings, Garden-
ing, Housekeeping, Health, for instance. As is cus-

tomary in similar publications, much of the paper is

furnished by the readers themselves in the form of

answers to questions.

ENKIANTHUS HIMALAICUS.—a loosely-branched

Ericaceous shrub, with leaves and flowers aggregated

at the ends of the branches. The mode of growth
is peculiar, the branches being subjected to alternate

arrests and accessions of growth, the consequence of

which is that on the same branch there are relatively

long intervals destitute of leaves, and these naked
spaces are followed by short 'spurs," bearing leaves

and flowers closely crowded. The leaves are some-

what less than 1 inch in length, somewhat more than

a quarter of an inch in breadth, with a short red

petiole; blades membranous, oblong-lanceolate,

green above, paler beneath, with a red midrib and a

few scattered strigose hairs, margins with short

recurved teeth. The flower-stalks are thread-like,

recurved, rather shorter than the leaves, and densely

covered with shaggy hairs. The flowers are bell-

shaped, about the size and form of those of the Lily

of the Valley, but dull red and streaked. The
ten anthers are prolonged into long tails. The
shrub is a native of the Eastern Himalayas, at heights

of from 8000-11.000 feet, is figured in the Botanical

Maffajrhie, t. 6460. and described by C. B. Clarke in

Hooker's F/ora of British India, vol. iii. (1882). p.

461. We have to thank the Curator of the Royal

Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, for the opportunity oi'

examining the plant.

Antwerp.—It has been decided to inaugurate

next year, in this city, an International Exhibition of

Botanical Geography. M. de Bosschek'E, who took

so active a part in the last Antwerp Exhibition, is

the moving spirit in this case also, and is proceeding

on the lines of M. Hansen, of Copenhagen, who some
years since carried out a similar Exhibition with

success.

Certificates. -There exists at some of the

foreign horticultural societies a practice of awarding

certilicates at one meeting and of rescinding, or

confirming, and afterwards presenting them to the

recipient at another. This allows of time for en-

quiry in doubtful cases. Were a similar opportunity

for reflection and examination allowed some question-

able awards might be prevented at the Floral

Committee.

" Life Lore."—This is the name of a new monthly

periodical devoted to natural history, and published

by W. Mawer, 4, Essex Street, Strand, London.

The articles are interesting, if not all very novel, and
the magazine is well printed and appropriately illus-

trated.

A Large Carnation.—Mr. Scammel, gardener
to Mr. H. M. HoLDswoRTH, Wilton, states that he
has a Carnation (vSouvenir de la Malmaison) which
has several unusually fine blooms, one measuring
G inches in diameter and 1 foot 6 inches in circum-
ference, perfectly shaped. The plant was raised

from a cutting two years since.

Old Friends.—Messrs. Latnu & Matheh send
ns from Kelso good specimens of the double white
Rocket (Hesperismatronalis), a showy perennial not
so much grown as it should be ; and of the double
yellow Rocket (Barbarea vulgaris), also an efl'ective

border plant, the flowers of which retain their beauty
for a long period.

Low Temperature. — Mr. W. II. Divers,
Ketton Hall. Stamford informs us, that on the

morning of Sunday, July 1, the minimum thermo-
meter on the grass at Ketton registered .'U'^, and the
minimum in a Stevenson screen close by it was 40°

;

but on June 25 and 26 a maximum of 81^ and 84^

was registered on each thermometers respectively.

on an average contains 900,000 to 1,000,000 flower-

spikes. The total quantity of Lily of the Valley will

not be fixed too high at 25,000,000 to 30,000,000. The
flowers are sold in bunches of ten at 15 pfennigen, as

the lowest price : so that at the least ;J0,000 marks are

spent on these flowers in the season. If we consider

that the retail price of a Lily bouquet is 50 to 75
pfennigen. then the turnover must equal a sum offrom

40,000 to 45,000 marks.

MANUIiED ElOWER-POTS.

At the meeting on June 28 last of the Verein zur

Befurderung des Gartenbaues some pots were shown
made from the best kind of clay which had been

mixed with from l-'J to 15 per cent, of bone-meal,

and then formed and burnt. After being taken from

the kiln the pots were dipped in a bath containing

per cent, of sulphuric acid and ammoniacal potash,

which was readily absorbed, and they were then

allowed to dry. It was decided, at the request of

the exhibitor, to test the value of the invention. Oiir

Brrlin Correspondent

.

BERLIN NOTES.
Thk florist shops, now that the reign of the Lily of

the Valley has come to an end, have ranged them-
selves under the sign of the Rose, and every kind of

Hose is in abundance, and only here and there Orchid

flowers, but which are becoming more and more the

favourites in Germany and will in a few years be de-

cidedly fashionable. It may be of interest to

our readers to know the quantity of Lily of

the Valley employed in Berlin in the course of the

past season. As is well known, the forcing of Lily of

the Valley for Berlin and neighbourhood is a specialty,

numbers of growers are to be met with who have land

under this crop to the extent of 0} hectares [over 14

acres] ; but the quantities raised here by no means
equal the demand of the metropolis, and waggonloads

arrive almost daily, chiefly from Silesia, each of which

DISEASE OF GARDEN HELLE-
BORES: PERONOSPORA FICARIiE, TuL

For two seasons I have been aware of a serious

and destructive disease amongst garden Hellebores ;

last season my materials were too uncertain for pub-

lication—this year, however, the data have been

abundant. Very early in the spring Mr. F. W. Bur-

bidge sent me badly diseased examples from Dublin,

with particulars as full as it was then possible to

furnish. Since that time various correspondents

have sent examples, and complained of the total loss

of their garden Hellebores. A note from Mr. Bur-

bidge well explains all the cases. Mr. Burbidge

writes from Dublin:—"The Hellebore disease seems

confined in this neighbourhood to Helleborus niger

(Christmas Bose). and its garden forms or varie-

ties. H. niger maximus (= II. altifolius of gardens,

not H. altifolius of Heyne) seems especially to suffer

from its attacks, although perhaps the most robust

and vigorous member of the whole group. So far as

my observations go, the petioles first become

aifected ; a black-coloured spot or blotch appears

and spreads, and encircles the leaf-stalk, after which

the blackened portion deliquesces, and you see the

leaf lying withered on the ground. Sometimes, but

more rarely, the disease extends to the crown or

rootstock of the plant, and the plant rots as a

blackened, putrid mass. Some affected plants were

taken up and washed clean, the affected parts being

carefully cut away. When the plants were replanted

in fresh soil they recovered, after a top-dressing of

potash and carbon in the simple shape of wood-

ashes from a rubbish-fire. I have a notion, but no

proof, that the attack is brought about by the too

liberal use of crude farmyard manure."' I was at

first unfortunately supplied with too much of the

ddiquei^ccd material, too much dirt, and too much
of the " blackened, putrid mass," and too little

of the less affected material. By request, and

after I had detected abundant resting-spores

of a Peronospora in the deliquescent petioles

and leaves, better material was supplied. It is,

perhaps, needless to say that the blackness and

putrescence is an after result of the disease—a,

late symptom after the marauder itself has vanished.

AVith this knowledge I secured examples only

slightly affected, and placed them in a warm shady

place in my garden, with the result that the whole

material became speedily covered with a white and at

length grey mould, which burst through the stomata

and spread over the leaves. The growth was only

slight on the petioles, and on the upper surfaces

of the leaves. The grey mould was most pro-

fuse on the back of the leaves, and gave the

entire under surface an appearance comparable

with dirty brown-grey flannel. The growth was
rapid ; it spread like wild-fire, and in a day or

two reduced the whole material to a black putrid

mass. On jdacing some of the grey mould undei*

the microscope it proved to be a very large and
handsome much-branched Peronospora, with abun-
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liant conidia, or spores, of great size, slightly larger

even tlian the large conidia of the Potato fungus

itself. The accompanying illustration (tig. '!), enlarged

400 diameters, shows a single branclied thread out of

the millions of handsome fellows produced by a

single diseased plant of Hellebore.

As far as I know, no Peronospora has hitherto

been recorded upon Hellebores; and Dr. Cooke

m-ites rae from Kew to say " We have nothing (/.c,

have contracted this disease. Peronospora ficaria;

grows commonly upon two Buttercups—vi/... Ranun-

culus licaria and II. repens, and from these weeds it

has, no doubt, spread, with the worst results, to

Hellebores.

As the fungus produces resting-spores in the putres-

cent foliage, which will probably remain alive in the

ground for several years, it behoves all gardeners

who have their plants attacked by this Peronospora

Fig. 2.

—

pekoxospor.\ on hellebokes. (see p. 1(1.)

in the way of Peronospora) that I find on Hellebore.''

However, the fact remains that for two seasons,

garden Hellebores have been mown down whole-

sale in the spring by the Peronospora l)efore us,

whether in sun or shade, or under glass, all appear

to perish on facing this foe.

Many botanists would make a new species of this

Peronospora. but it is better to consider it as a

robust and virulent farm of Peronospora ficaria?,

Tul. This is Br. Cooke's view and mine.

It is not dilhcult to point out iiow Hellebores

to carefully destroy witli lire all affected examples.

Specimens" have been sent to the British Museum
and lioyal Gardens, Kew. Wurthingtoii G. Smith,

Dunstable.

Best of All and Wilson Junior Black-
berries.— Mr. VEBTEiiANs sends us sprays of these

American Brambles laden with (lowers, and with

abundivnt promise of fruit. Even apart from their

value as fruit producers, these Blackberries are re-

markably handsome in bloom, and well suited for the

wild garden on that score alone.

Notices of Books,

The Native Flowers of New Zealand.

Illustrated in colours. By Charles Hetley.

.Judging from the specimens before us, this should

form an excellent series of illustrations of the more

showy New Zealand plants. The drawings are true

to Nature, and not too highly coloured. They are

not intended for botanical purposes, but witli a very

little more attention to detail they might be made

as serviceable to botanists as they are pleasing to

the lover of flowers. Messrs. Sampson Low & Co.

are the publishers.

The Book of Beekeeping. By 'W. B. Webster.

(Upcott Gill, 170, Strand.)

Amid the numerous bee-books this may be

recommended to beginners for the simplicity and

clearness of its teaching. It does not claim to rank

as a scientific treatise, but as a handy guide for the

beginner it may be strongly recommended.

Home Correspondence.

leafy clematis flowers.—Herewith, I send

some Clematis blooms, i.i:. if they are worthy of the

name, and am at a loss to understand why they fail

to produce any colour. We have heieeight varieties

and all partake (more or less) of this character. The

soil tliey are growing in is of a gritty nature, and was

taken from the road-side, the position is open, but

sheltered from north winds, and the plants are attached

to a trellis erected for them. Can the soil be at

fault, or some atmospheric condition peculiar to this

locality? Double Narcissus here come single, and I

have noticed the colouring in zonal Pelargonium H.

.Tacoby is not nearly so dark as in the Western

counties. Tom Stone. [The outer parts of the flower

are all more or less replaced by leaves, the pistils and

some of the stamens and jiistils are normal. Pro-

bably tlie amount of heat was deficient at a particular

period and induced leafy, rather than petalline de-

velopment. Ed.]

double-flowered primulas from seed.—
The red and the white varieties are easily managed.

I sowed a packet of seed of each on April I, 18.S7,

and the plants raised began to flower in October, and

lasted in flower until Jfay last. The white-flowered

were double in every case and the flowers large.

The scarlet is very pretty—quite double, richly

coloured, the plants robust, and very abundant

bloomers. These Primulas I find excellent, both for

cutting from and to employ in house decorations.

The same kind of treatment as that att'orded the

single kinds suits them. They can be propagated

true from seeds, and also from cuttings placed under

a bell-glass. W. Smijthc, The. Gardens, Basing

Farlc, Alton.

roses for the sand hills.—Amongst the

plants to plant on sandy downs there is none more

promising than Rosa rugosa. It is its natural

station, for I once saw it covering the sandy

beaches of Nortliern Japan, near Awamori, Nippon.

I am going to have the experiment made next winter

in the downs near Furnes, with a large batch of seed-

lings I raised for the purpose. J. van 1'., Brujsscls.

THE gardeners' ORPHAN FUND.—As the bulk

of the voting papers for the ensuing election are

doubtless now filled up. will you permit me to re-

mark upon the fact that altliough there are ten can-

didates for the six vacancies on the Fund, only two

of that number, so far as I am aware, have issued

special appeals to the subscribers or have in such way

canvassed for votes. That so far is satisfactory

and rin-ht, and will encourage the committee to frame

a rule whicli should render canvassing in any form a

disqualification. The particulars issued to the sub-

scribers by the committee of the respective posi-

tion of the various candidates, seem to be fair,

and so far as I can see the friendly a)ipeals issued

add nothing, whilst in one case matter of grave

importance, which shows the receipt of an income

by the mother from other sources, is withheld.

Private appeals, therefore, do not seem always to

favour the claims of the most necessitous. However,
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I shall look with interest for the result of the voting,
and hope that by ignorinj; canvassing subscribers
will help in the case of this Fund to give a costly and
very undesirable proceeding its deathblow. A. D.

VERONICA FORMOSA.—In reference to the plant
mentioned by " R. I). " in last week's issue, I have
been wondering whether it is in any way identical with
the one called V. Blue Gem, sent out by Messrs. Cripps
& Son about the year 1870, and which seems to cor-
respond with " R. D.'s " description of V. formosum.
It was raised by me about 1868, and sold to Messrs.
Oripps & Son, of Tunbridge Wells. I have had V.
Blue Gem in flower when only 3 inches high, and I

can send " R, D." small plants or cuttings if he will
send me full address. Head Gardener, The Hulliiis,

Marple, CfiesJiire.

TRANSPLANTING A PEACH TREE IN JUNE.—
On June 25 last I saw a young flourishing I'each
tree in one of the Peach-houses at Knightshayes Court,
Tiverton, the seat of Sir J. II. H.' Amory, Bart.,
which jMr. James Peebles, the gardener, transplanted
from the open wall the previous week, he having
rooted out a weakly tree which it was thought at the
regular time of planting fruit trees might " come
round." There was nothing in the appearance of
tnis healtliy young tree of Noblesse to sliow that it

had been recently transplanted. Let it be dis-
tinctly understood that I do not recommend the
planting of fruit trees when in full leaf, but simply
mention it to show that it may safelv be done if

care be exercised. I need hardiv say that the tree
bore no fruit. H. W. Ward.

HEUCHERA SANGUINEA.— I lately saw a nice
plant in flower in Jlr. Burroughe's garden, Ketton
Cottage, and was favourably impressed with its

beauty. It was certainly one'of the best things in a
choice collection of hardy plants. It appears to be
quite as hardy as H. Richardsoni, h.iving well stood
the late severe winter, the same plant having flowered
last year out-of-doors. IV. H. Dlecrs.

WHITE AND DOUBLE STOCKS.—I think the fol-
lowing is a curious instance of bee-fertilisation.
For three years I had in my garden six dark red
Brompton Stocks, flowering well. This year on each
plant a part of the blossoms has opened pure white
and double

;
so on each Stock part of the flowers are

red and single, and half white and double. The plants
have never been disturbed from this border where
they are now growing. The plants were brought
with me from Wiltshire, where, for manv vears, they
bloomed red. I can only attribute the white blooms
to the action of bees. J. Scadca, Gardener, The
Boost, Boiirnmouth. [Our corresDondent does not give
any reasons for his suggestion. Ed.]

STRAWBERRY PLANTS FOR FORCING —As soon
as the last lot of fruiting plants has been transferred
to their fruing quarters it is time to commence pre-
paring for next season. Our plan of securing a
strong healthy stock is layering first in (iO-size pots,
and subsequently repotting, while some gardeners
use for Kiyering the runners squares of turf, pre-
ferring it to pots. Our soil is a moderately heavy
loam which we enriched with a little half-decayed
cow-dung or horse-droppings. About the beginning
of July we usually commence layering, and in order
to obtain a stout sin,gle well-matured crown we must
from the very first give them every attention, and in
no wi.se allow them to receive a check. In the first
place we make all the pots clean, fill them very firmly
with a good compost to within half an inch of the
pot's rim, allowingplentiful supplies ofwater. The pots
aie placed evenly around the plant, and tlie runners
slightly inserted in the soil and tightly secured with
a hooked peg. In about three weeks the voung plants
will have become sufticiently rooted to be taken from
their parents, and m.ay be removed to the north side
of a wall. During hot weather we syringe several
times d.aily. Potting into their fruiting pots is the
next consideration, and is immediately commenced.
The most serviceable size is 32's. In potting the
plants we always use clean drv and well-drained
pots. Over the drainage is pliced are few knobs
of loam, with an additional handful of soot.
The young plants after receiving a thorough drench-
ing with water are turned out of the small pots, and
before placing them into the fruiting ones have their
roots carefully loosened if thev have become some-
what bound. We pot very firmlv. Thev are again
stood behind a north wall and 'svringed for a°few
days till tliey have sufficiently recovered to with-
stand the rays of the sun, when they are removed to

an open position, where they can enjoy the full

amount of sunshine, and have a free circulation of

air passing among them. During their growing
season I make it a rule to have the plants gone
over twice weekly, removing all weeds, runners, and
side shoots which may appear, leaving only the one
crown. The varieties with which we succeed best

for principal supplies are Sir C. Napier and La
Grosse Sucree. Viscountess also does well here,

but it is not so large as the La Grosse Sucree,

H. Markhain, Mcreworth Castle.

CUP-SHAPED FOXGLOVES.—The flower enclosed

is a synanthic proliferous Digitalis—or rather two
such—I have just received from the Rev. T. A.
Preston, of Thurcaston, Leicester. Though good
specimens, they present few, if any, novel features.

The ovary in the smaller specimen is largely filled

with stamens, and there is evidence of axial pro-

lification extending to several internodes. I do not

remember to have previously noticed the occurrence

of coloured spots on the anthers like tliose on the

corolla. The large specimen shows the common
leafy central axis, and in both bracts and se])als are

practically indistinguishable. G. S. Jloute/er. [Simi-

lar changes are unusually common this season. Ed.]

OUTDOOR STRAWBERRIES BARREN.—There are

many complaints about here of Strawberry plants

being blind, which I have no doubt is chiefly owing
to the exceptionally dry weather last year, when as

the plants did not make their growth till late in the

season the crowns did not get ripened. A border of

Laxton's King of Earlies at Burghley Gardens has

not a plant which has not flowered well, and there is

a good crop. It is instructive to learn that these

plants were well watered several times during last

summer and mulched, Mr. Gilbert requiring an extra

number of runners from them, with the result that

he has a good crop of fruit whilst many growers have

partially failed. As an early variety it sliould be

noted that this variety is a long way ahead of all

others in this neighbourhood. W. H. Divers.

REPOTTING LILIES.—I assure Jlr. Jenkins that I

am not one of those gardeners who find it " extremely

ditticult to attempt a departure from the stereotyped

laws of plant and fruit culture as practised years

ago." A reference to back numbers of the Gardeners'

Chronicle will att'ord him sutticient evidence of this.

Indeed, those who have read Mr. Jenkins' remarks

on this subject could not have failed to notice the

unfavourable light in which he viewed cultivators

having the temerity to depart from the beaten path.

Mr. Jenkins persists iu misconstruing my remarks.

He well knows tliat if the soil were loose enough to

be shaken oft' the roots the new soil could and should

be worked well among them without there being

necessity to shift the plants into larger pots—a pro-

ceeding which would then be quite undesirable and
bad in practice. It was quite unnecessary for me to

recommend, at p. .5.38, the shifting of pot-bound

plants into larger pots, knowing that it was the only

course to be followed, my object being (as stated at

p. 754) to point out to those readers of the Gardeners'

Chroniele who were not quite so well up in Lily

culture as your correspondent evidently is, and who
had not then attended to the matter, that they might
with advantage repot their Lilies in the manner
indicated in my note on the subject. Mr.

Jenkins is altogether wrong in saying that

my statement at p. 754 in any way goes to

support the conclusions he had previously

arrived at. It was simply to show that Mr. Jenkins

had over-stated his case, in saying that " it would be

difiicult to select a more critical time in the whole
year for repotting Lilies, than when they had made a

few inches of growth," that I suggested for his

benefit the time when the " flower-buds were first

visible " as a more critical time. Your correspondent

is again wrong in suggesting that I am content to

forego any cultural detail which experience has

taught me to be beneficial to plants, fruit trees, &c.

The advantage which your correspondent claims for

his method of procedure over that wliich he takes so

much pains to condemn is more imaginary than real.

I allow the " new stem-roots'' to push into tlie new
soil, and in due time give a surface-dressing of

Beeson's manure once or twice a week before giving

water at the roots. This being the case, I do

not see the justice of Mr. Jenkins' remarks that

I am content for the " new stem-roots to feed on the

exhausted soil." How can the new stem-roots

"feed" on the ''exhausted soil"? If your corre-

spondent will show me logically that I do not give my
plants "proper food at the right moment" I will

tliank him for so doing. I may, however, remind
him that all " good cultivators " shade plants

—

including Melons, Cucumbers, Pines, and young
"Vines—from sunshine, more or less according to the
weather, immediately after repotting or planting, for

the obvious reason of preventing the plants from
experiencing the slight check which they otherwise

would undoubtedly receive. And because judicious

treatment has been accorded, are we to arrive at the

illogical conclusion that they have been " unneces-
sarily disturbed at the roots, hence checked, and so

forth " ? I may here remind Mr. Jenkins that

equally satisfactory results are achieved by difl'erent

modes of culture. H. W. Ward. [Enough has now
been said on this head. Ed.]

Societies,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Scientific Committee.

June 26.—R. McLachlan, Esq., F.R.S., in the
chair. Present : Messrs. Boulger, O'Brien, Church,
Murray, D. Morris, Dr. Masters, and Mr. Ridley.

Mr. Ridley reported that the Odontoglossura re-

ferred to him for a name at the previous meeting was
a form of O. oblon^atum.

Alamhiiitin in the Ashes of Plants.—Professor

Church contributed a summary of his highly inter-

esting and important researches upon the presence

of aluminium in the ashes of plants. This substance,

instead of being peculiar to the species of Lyco-
podium, as once supposed, is found in minute traces

in the ashes of very many others, a circumstance not

to be wondered at, considering the abundant distri-

bution of the element in many soils. It occurs in

all the species of Lycopodium examined, except

those which are of epiphytic habit, and which, conse-

quently, do not directly derive their food from the

soil. It does not occur in the allied genus Selagi-

nella. It occurs in the ashes of some Tree Ferns in

large proportions, sometimes forming as much as

20 per cent, of the ash, as in Alsophila australis and
Cyathea medullaris ; while from others it is all but

absent. In the British species of Ferns little or no
alumina has been found.

Weevil Attacking Rhododendrons.—Mr. McLachlan
exhibited specimens of a beetle destructive to Rhodo-
dendrons at Sunningdale, and which he identified as

Strophisomus limbatus.
Beetle bijuriuusto Tobacco.—Mr. McLachlan showed

specimens sent from Trinidad of beetles injurious to

Tobacco and Egg plants in that island, and which he

found to be a species of Epitrix, allied to that which
feeds on Atropa belladonna in this country.

The Plague of Caterpillars.—Mr. McLachlan called

attention to the notion that cold winters are injurious

to insects—a notion he stated to be erroneous

although, no doubt, severe alternations of cold, heat,

drought, or moisture, were prejudicial to insect life.

During the present season it was noticed generally that

great destruction of foliage occurred from caterpillars

which destroyed the succulent portions of the leaf

and tied the frame-work and fragments together by
a web of fine threads comparable with spiders' webs.

These caterpillars were different in different cases.

In the Uak they were species of Tortrix ; in the

Apple the winter moth was destructive; while in

other cases the larva of the Ermine moth was
exceedingly hurtful to leaves.

Heteroicoits Fungi. — Mr. Plowright contributed

specimens illustrative of the following notes :

—

^Ecidiu/n on Pea and on the Bean.—This was pro-

duced on both plants by infecting thera with the

same infecting material, viz., Uromyces faba;. The
vEcidium on the Pea differs in appearance from that

on the Bean, the pseudoperidia in the former being

few, and scattered over pale yellowish spots, while on
the Bean they are crowded in thickened white
spots.

Puccinia c.eiensicola.—This produces a very hand-
some ^Ecidium on Aster tripolium. Mr. Plowright

found the Puccinia last year at AVells-next-the-Sea,

Norfolk, and produced the iEcidium this year on the
leaf now exliibited.

Gyiiinosporanginm confu-sum (Plowright).—This
species has hitherto been confounded with G. iuscum.

It occurs on Savins, but does not produce ^Ecidia on
the Pear as G. fuscum does, but on the Hawthorn,
Quince, and Medlar, specimens of which were ex-

hibited. Professor Sorauer of Proskau had sent

leaves of Hawthorn on which he had produced the

:ecidiospores of G. confusum from teleutospores sent
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by Mr. Flowright about a month ago. The iccidio-

spores of G. clavarueforme were also sent tor com-
parison. All the specimens sent were the products

of cultivation. A special vote of thanks was pro-

posed by Mr. Murray for this and other contributions

of Mr. Plowright.

Spiral Torsion ill. Mint.—Dr. Hogg exhibited a

specimen of Mint in which the stem was so twisted

that all the leaves were placed in one continuous

line. The phyllotaxis, as pointed ouc by Mr.

Henslow, is really not interfered with in these cases.

The occurrence is not uncommon. [See Masters'

Vegetable Teratology, German edition, 1.S86, p. '3G7.]

Opuntia Shoots.— "^Iv. Morris exhibited joints of

Opuntia monacantha and O. Dillenii, which bore

seeds in their interior, shoots from their upper edge,

and roots from their lower end. [Analogous cases

were observed as long ago as 183li, and various

references to similar phenomena are given in Masters'

Vegetable Teratology, German edition, LSSG, p. 207].

Various Exhibits.—From the lioyal Botanic Gar-
den, Edinburgh, came catkins and cones of Finns
contorta and other species of Conifera?. A malformed
flower of Odontoglossum crispum from ]Mr. Douglas,

was referred to Mr. Kidley. Brassia caudata and
Acanthophippium striatum were also shown.

BOSE EXHIBITION AT THE DEVON
ROSERIES, TORaUAY.

June 27.—In consequence of the abandonment
of the Torquay Horticultural Society's annual Kose
exhibition, Messrs. Curtis, Sandford & Co. arranged

for a Rose show on their own premises. The
object in view, as previously stated in these columns,
was to form the nucleus of a fund to help distressed

gardeners, their widows and orphans, and to assist

invalid gardeners to come for needed rest and change
from the North to Torquay. Admission to the exhi-

bition was free to all, collecting boxes being placed

among the exhibits. The only drawback was the

very inclement weather during the early part of the

exhibition, but notwithstanding this the result more
than equalled the expectations of the firm, more than
£50 nett being taken, and which was placed to the
credit of the fund.

The exhibits were arranged in a tent more than
100 feet long, erected over one of the long broad
walks in the nursery, so that the exhibits were
placed on stands erected over the borders on each
side. The entries numbered twenty-eight, some
hailing from Oxford and Bath. The prizes were
given by Messrs. Curtis, Sandford &; Co., and were
awarded as follows :

—

Class 1 : 1st, Silver Cup ; 2nd, £1 Is. ; 3rd, 10s. 6cZ.,

for the best amateur's box of twenty-four cut Rose
blooms, distinct, single trusses, with foliage.—There
were five competitors. Mr. Guerdon, gr. to Miss
Watson Taylor, Ileadylin, Oxford, was placed 1st

with a splendid lot of blooms, principally Teas, nearly
all first-class blooms, including Niphetos, Jean
Ducher, Souvenir d'une Ami, Camille Koch, La
France, Marechal Niel, Dupuy Jamain. Lady M.
Pitzwilliam. Belle Fleur d'Anjou, Madame Welche,
Catharine Mermet, Rubens, Perle des Jardins,

Devoniensis, Souvenir d'filiseVardon, MadameWatte-
ville, Coratesse de Nadaillac, Madame Willermoz.

Class 2 : For twelve cut blooms of Roses, single

trusses, distinct, with foliage, open to amateurs in

Torquay and neighbourhood. 1st prize, £1 Is. ; 2nd,
10*'. 6c^. ; 3rd, ~)S. Seven competitors. — JIajor

Roderaz, Vale Lodge, Torquay, secured 1st, with a
very nice box of blooms of good substance, the best

varieties being Rubens, Duke of Wellington, Madame
Gabrielle Luizet, La France, and Innocenta Pirola.

Class 3: Open to local amateurs ; six cut blooms
of Roses, all of one distinct colour. 1st prize,

10s. Qd. ; 2nd. 7s. (Sd. ; 3rd, 5s. Nine competitors.

—

1st, Mr. Warren, gr. to the Dowager Lady Haldon,
with very nice blooms of Devoniensis.

Messrs. Curtis, Sandford & Co. themselves put up
twenty-eight boxes of cut blooms of Roses of their

wsual merit; very fine boxes each of Lady ^lary
Fitzwilliam, Merveille de Lyon. Ulrich Brunner, La
France, and Mane van Houtte, were splendid.
Among their boxes of Tea Roses as being especially
good were Madame Cusin. Innocenta Pirola. Rubens,
David Pradel, Marechal Niel, Anna OUivier, Coratesse
Ri/.a du Pare, J. Pernet, Viscountess Folkestone, &c.
Among II.P.'s, which were excellent, the following
varieties were particularly good —Violet Bowyer,
Etienne Levet, La France, Baroness Rothschild,
Madame G. Luizet. Anne Laxton, Senateur Vaisse,
•Souvenir de Paul Neron, Francois Michelon, &c,
A box of Dahlia blooms was shown by Mr.Hammet,

florist, Brixham. Mr. G. H. Pearce, Higher Union
Street, Torquay, staged baskets of excellent fruit

each of Sir Joseph and Dr. Ilugg Strawberries, and
a very fine dish of Tomatos. Messrs. Lucombe
Pince & Co. staged several nice boxes of Roses, one
large box of Niphetos being remarkably good. Their
principal II.P.'s were Etienne Levet, Madame G.

Luizet, Baroness Rothschild, C. Bowyer, A. Soupert,

Charles Lefebvre, Ulrich Brunner, and John Hopper,
Mr. Walker sent up a basket of choice hybrids of

Aquilegia. A large quantity of baskets of Roses
(cut blooms) were also put up. The success of this,

the first attempt of the firm, has decided them to

hold a two days' exhibition next year. U. C. P.

RICHMOND HORTICULTURAL.
July 4.—Held in the customary locality the

Old Deer Park, the sho^v sufiered appreciably

from lack of help on the part of plantsmen. as the
large tent which used to look so brilliant with fine

plants and groups was but poorly filled. Cut flowers

were, however, plentiful, fruit fair, and vegetables

not only abundant but good. These facts indicate

what is found generally—that plants as an exhibi-

tion element are much less favoured than formerly.

Honorary contributions formed, as usual, a marked
feature. These included a charming group of pot
Roses faced by a line of the variegated Eurya lati-

folia, and backed by Japanese Acers and standard
plants, ranging from 6 to 8 feet in height, of

Hydrangea pantculata, each carrying fine panicles of

flowers, some fully 10 inches long. This group came
from Messrs. James Veitch & Sons. Messrs. C. Lee
& Sons had one of their well-known and most inter-

esting groups of hardy trees and shrubs, the foliage

variegated and coloured in rich variety, helped by
some pot Roses and hardy Ferns. Messrs. J. Laing
& Son had a pretty group of Begonias, interspersed

with some good Gloxinias and foliage plants. From
Messrs. B. S. Williams & Co. came a pretty group
of Orchids and other choice plants, including some
of the scarlet Bottle-brush, Metrosideros floribunda.

Mr. E. Drost, Kew Road, had a big group of Palms,
some colour being added by the novel method of

tying bunches of Irises, &c.. on sticks and standing
them amongst the foliage. Mr. Chambers, Isleworth,

had his beautiful pure white Viola Snowflake in

quantity ; 'Sir. T. S. Ware and Messrs. Barr & Son,
large and beautiful collections of hardy flowers, which
made a striking feature ; and Messrs. Veitch & Sons
had, in addition, a capital lot of cut Roses, including

most of the best varieties.

Groups.—Only two were in competition for the

large groups, Mr. A. Brown, of Richmond coming
1st with a very taking arrangement, but some of his

tall plants, especially Tuberoses and Liliums. had a
" sticky " look ; Mr. James, of Norwood, was 2nd,
with a thin group, chiefly of Orchids.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—Mr. W. Bates.

Poulett Lodge Gardens. Twickenham, was 1st in two
classes for these plants, having good AUamanda
Hendersoni, Bougainvillea glabra, Sobralia macran-
tha, Gloriosa snperba, &;c. In one class Mr. James
was 2nd, whilst in the other Mr. Munro. gr. to E. D.
Paul, Esq., Twickenham, was 2nd. He also had
Gloriosa superba and Kalosauthes coccinea, very
fine.

Foliage plants were not first-rate, the flrst coming
from Mr. Chadwick.gr. to E. M. Nelson, Esq., Ealing,

who had a big Cycas revoluta, huge Areca lutescens,

good Crotons, Asparagus plumosus nanus, and Alo-
casia variegata. ^Ir. James took 2nd place, having
an immense Latania borbonica, which overshadowed
all else.

E.coiic Ferns came from Mr. Munro and Mr. Chad-
wick, and generally comprised good fair-sized speci-

mens of Davallia, Adiantums. &c., the prizes going
in the order given.

Palms were a strong but very sombre feature,

and made a heavy dull group. The best six came
from Dr. Wood, Roehamptou, Mr. Bates, and Mr.
James following.

C'oicus, tiiough smaller, were more attractive, be-

cause well coloured. Thesp were chiefly flattish in

form, and came from Mr. Coombs, gr. to W. Furze,

Esq., Teddington, admirably done. Mr. Sullivan,

gr. to D. B. Chapman, Esq., Roehamptou, and Mr.
East, gr. to F. Wigan, Esq., East Sheen.

Orchids were very good, the best six being sent by
Mr. Hill, gr. to H. Little, Esq., St. Margarets, who
had the deliciously perfumed Aerides Leonii, with
six spikes, A. odoratum purpurascens, Cattleya

Sanderiana, and C. intricata as named by Reichen-
bach ; and Cypripedium barbatum superbum and C.

Veitchii. Mr. H. James was 2nd. with good pieces

of Cattleya Mendelii, Aerides Lobbii, Cypripedium
baibatum, C. nigrum. Sec.

Show and Fancy Pclargonlicms.—Specimen plants

came from Mr. C. Turner only, medium-sized, well-

flowered, and very attractive. Two collections of

small plants in groups were staged, the best coming
from Mr. W. Clay, Kingston. Zonal Pelargoniums
were very showy, Mr. Hill having the best six in

four singles and two doubles ; whilst Mr. Barnes,
gr. to W. S. Graham. Esq., Roehamptou, had chiefly

doubles, profusely bloomed. Fuchsias, were poor ;

Begonias very good. Mr. Hill having the best six

plants, finely done and flowered ; and Gloxinias were
also very good.

Cut Flowers, Table Decorations ^e., filled a large

tent and made a brave show. The open classes for

thirty-six and twenty-four Roses in trebles brought
beautiful flowers from Mr. C. Turner, 1st in both

classes ; Messrs, Paul &; Sons, Old Nurseries, Cheg-
hunt, 2nd in both ; and Mr. W. Rurasey, Walthara
Cross, 3rd. Mr. Turner s flowers were specially fresh

and clean ; but with the National Show at hand, we
need hardly recapitulate kinds. In the class for twenty-
tour singles (amateurs), Mr. West, of Reigate, was 1st,

and Mr. Warwick, Hampton, 2nd, whilst the latter

had the best twelve flowers, and Mr, Girdlestone, of

Sunningdale, the best twelve Tea Roses. Mr. Bates
had the best twelve bunches of cut flowers. A number
ot pretty table stands and baskets of flowers were
staged, all very pleasing. Buttonhole bouquets and
sprays were capital, but hand bouquets poor.

Fruit was fairly abundant, but had suffered from
lack of sunshine. Mr. Osman, gr. to L. H. Baker,
Esq., Ottershaw Park, was 1st, with six dishes,

having fair white and black Grapes, Peaches, &c.
Mr. Palmer, gr. to F, Hume Dicks. Esq., Thames
Ditton, was 2nd. Mr. Bates had the best four dishes.

In the open class for Grapes the best pair of bunches
of black were staged by Mr. Osman, who had good
Ilamburghs ; Mr. Thompson, gr. to Messrs. W.
& E, Wells, Hounslow, coming next with grand
Madresfield Court, only wanting deeper colour. Mr.
Feist, gr. to W. Ashton, Esq.. Englefield Green, had
of white five bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, but

wanting finish ; Mr. Thompson being again 2nd, with

the same Grape, finely berried. In the local classes

Mr. Bates had the best black in good Alicante, and
Mr. Munro the best white, in Buckland Sweetwater.

The best green-flesh Melon was William Tillery,

from Dr. Woods ; and the best scarlet-flesh was
Scarlet Reimer, from Mr. East.

Vegetables were a remarkable feature, Mr. AVaite.

gr. to Colonel Talbot, Esher, taking 1st place iu

both the chief classes with wonderfully fine clean

samples, Mr, Palmer being 2nd also in both classes

with capital exhibits. Cucumbers were good and
numerous, and Tomatos in pots were fairly well

done. Nearly a score of large baskets of vegetables

were also staged, this department being unduly
crowded with exhibits.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.

Thk forty-fifth anniversary festival of this Insti-

tution was held at The Albion, Aldersgate Street.

E.C.. on Wednesdav evening, when a large company
assembled. In the absence, through illness, of Mr.

Joseph Chamberlain, jM.P., Sir Trevor Lawrence,

Bart., M.P., President of the Royal Horticultural

Societ}', presided. Horticulturists of all sections

were well represented, and many friends of the art

and of the Institution were present.

The Chairman on rising to propose the toast of

the evening, " Success and Prosperity to the Gar-

deners' Royal Benevolent Institution." was received

with loud cheers. He observed that it would be

unnecessary for him to say what a keen sense of dis-

appointment he felt when he heard that the Right

Hon. Joseph Chamberlain had been prevented by

illness from being in the chair that evening. He
had in his hand a letter from Mr. Chamberlain, in

which the writer expressed his great disappoint-

ment at being unable to be present that evening

•through illness, but he also had a subsequent

telegram saying that he (Mr. Chamberlain J

would be happy to come on some other, occasion.

The objects of the Institution were well known to

every one as well as its claims. But on looking

through the list of subscribers he was sorry to say he

found absent the names of a large number of friends

of his own who derived a large amount of pleasure

from their garden, and he felt sure it had not been

brought to their notice that thev ought to subscribe
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to the Institution. Tlie Institution diJ not do

anything which was at all extravagant. It

simply gave to the men who were pensioners

£20 a year and to the women £10 Surely

it would be impossible to do less than that.

It had got on its lists a very considerable

number of gardeners, and he was glad to see that it

was enabled to add to the comforts of the old age

of a considerable number of them. The average

age of pensioners, he found, was seventy-four, and

the oldest pensioner was a hundred years of age.

Therefore gardening did not appear to be an un-

healthy occupation. The number of applications

was larger than the charity was able to help. The
total expenditure was only £22.50, and when he

recollected the enormous interest which the people

of this country took in gardening, he must say it

was a reflection upon the wealthier people of the

country that they did not support the Institution

more largely. The Institution had made it a rule to

help those first who helped themselves, and that

preference was given to those who had been on
the books of the Society for fifteen clear years

before any help was given to others. He
venture to think that they ought to work the

field of gardening and the interest the people look

in their gardens more largely than was done in the

interest of the Society. Gardeners often found

themselves in the position of having very little for

their declining years, and he could not believe that

the people who got enjoyment out of their gardens

would not be prepared to provide for the maintenance

of that admirable institution. He coupled with the

toast the names of Mr. Lee, the father of the Insti-

tute, who had missed only one dinner out of forty-

five, and Mr. H. J. Veitch, the Treasurer.

Mr. John Lee in response thanked the company
for the enthusiastic manner in which they had

received his name, and went on to say that he owed

a, great debt of gratitude to the Chairman for having,

at a moment's notice, consented to preside that

evening, and to those gentlemen present for the

generous support they had given to the Insitution,

as it was through their generosity that it had been

raised to a high pitch of excellence, and had been

placed on a solid ground which he, and he knew they

all, hoped it would maintain for many years to

come.
Mr H. J. Veitch also responded, and having

returned thanks for the hearty reception accorded

him alluded, as Treasurer, to the financial position

of the Institution, which he said was managed as

carefully as it was possible to manage any institijtion.

He would again like to remind them that the

interest on the money subscribed all went in

benefiting their pensioners. They had no
large buildings to keep up and no expensive staff to

maintain, but they were obliged to have a Secretary,

whom they paid as little as possible ! With tiiat one

exception the whole of their money was devoted to

the purpose for which it was given. They had 126

pensioners, but at present they had only one election

a year, and at the last election they were obliged to

leave out fifteen unfortunate candidates for want of

funds. That was a sad thing for either men or

women, but one case was particularly sad. as in that

instance the applicant lost by only nine votes, after

having secured 700. Another election would not

take place for a year, and who could tell

how many more candidates there might be then?

The present bad times affected gardeners even

more than most other servants, as they were the

first to be discharged in times of scarcity. He knew
of cases where gardeners had been out of employ-

ment for three and four years, and they were com-
pelled to spend what little savings they had put by

for old age. This Society tried to meet those cases,

and he was bound to say they made the funds at

their disposal go as far as they possibly could. Un-
fortunately for the Society they had lost fifty guineas

a year by the conversion of the Three per Cent.

Consols. In conclusion, he said, if they could only

see the tears of joy in the eyes of the recipients

they would not fail to continue their liberal support

to the Institution, and they might rest assured that

the money they gave was well deserved.

Dr. Masters proposed the " Health of the Chair-

man."
The Chairman in acknowledging the toast, which

was enthusiastically honoured, said, in allusion to a

remark of Dr. Masters, he agreed that the Koyal

Horticultural Society ought to interest itself in all

that concerned gardeners and gardening ; he thought

the Society had done something to show that it

was ready to open its doors to all who desired to

«nter.

The Secretary then announced that the night's

subscriptions amounted to nearly 1000 guineas.

The Chairman proposed the " Health of tiieir old

friend, Mr. Cutler.' That gentleman having re-

sponded,
Mr. B. S. Williams responded to the toast of

" Tlie Committee ;

" and the proceedings, which had
been enlivened with music, then terminated.

Accumulated temperatureindicates the combined amouatand
duratiou of the excess or defecL of temperature at)Ove or
below y2° F. for the period named, and is expressed in Day-
degrees—a "Day-degree" sigiiifyiug 1° continued £or
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hours.]

The Weather.

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
(Juration of the excess or defect of temperature above or
below '62° F. for the period named, and is expressed in Day-
degree — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hours.]
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mean in ' Scotland, N.,' but more in all other dis-

tricts, the excess in most cases being very large ; in

'Ireland, N.,' and ' Scotl-ind, W.,' it exceeded an
inch and a half.

** Brirfht sunshine has In'cn very little prevalent,

the percentage of the p ssible amount of duration

ranging from 17 to 29 t /er England, from 23 to 2G
in Ireland, and from '•^'l lo 3'S in Scotland."

Enquiries.

" He that guestioneth much shall learn much."—Bacon.
VjThblk Pine.—In The Long White Mountain {Man-

churia), by H. E. M. James (Longmans, 1888), at

p. 843, I find the following :
—

" On the third day, on
the road from Sansing to Ninguta, we readied a
forest of Birch, Spruce, and Pines. Amongst the
latter was the edible Pine, bearing cones 6 inches in

length, with seeds the size of Almonds, packed
tightly in rows at the base of each layer of leaves.

When the akin outside is cracked and stripped oft*,

the kernel is good to eat, though, perhaps, a little

tasteless. I counted 146 in one cone." What can
this be ? It is much too large for Pinus Cembra.
It is the size of the cone of Pinus pinea (the Stone
Pine of Italy), but the seeds of the latter are also

much smaller than these, which seem as large as

those of an Araucaria's, and the locality puts these

out of the question. I think there is on the Pacific

slope of the United States of America a Pine with
eatable seeds, but am not sure of it. In the index
of plants collected by the author I find only Pinus
Mandchurica and P. Koraiensis. J. V. V. [Can it

be a Pine at all ? Ed.].

Notices to Correspondents.

Amaryllide.^;, Mr. J. G. Baker's Book on: E. C. P.
We do not know the price. Write to the pub-
lishers, Messrs. Bell & Sons, York Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.

Burnt Eabth : Burnt Earth. The best way to ob-
tain this on a small scale is to coll'^ct the garden
rubbish, wood-trimmings, &c., into a heap, and set

fire to it, after first covering it with litter, and
then on the outside with loamy, or, indeed, any
kind of soil that is handy. If the covering-up is

done in the charcoal-burner's manner of covering

a heap of wood to be converted into charcoal, and
by 80 regulating the vents that the materials are

not permitted to flare, the rubbish will be charred
into a useful material for mixing with potting
soils, and the 6-inch covering of soil, in which-
ever manner the job may be performed, will be
"burnt." On a larger scale, loamy earth may be
burnt in the same way that ballast is prepared
from clay, i.e., by burning it with a small propor-

tion of small coal in conical heaps.

CaccTHBER Diseased : W. S., Stony Stratford. The
name of the fungus infesting your Cucumber
plants is Didyraium di^daleum. We believe the
fungus to be very rare. For an illustrated account
of an allied fungus infesting Hart's-tongue Fern,
see Gardeners' Chronicle, July 15, 1882. W. G. S.

[We shall shortly illustrate this species also. Ed.].

Cutting Back a Hollow Hedge: E. Cut it now,
and you will get some growth on it by the end of

August. The cutting of the other side may be
done next spring, just befure growth commences.
It should be carefully done with the secateur, knife,

and saw. You do not say of what plants the hedge
is composed, so that we are advising without fully

knowing your case.

EucAL^TTus : J. G. If, as we understand you, the
glaucous form is a seedling from the green, then,
undoubtedly, the two are but forms of one and
the same species, and that E. urnigera, as proved
by the flowers and seed-vessels you first sent.

We should not attach any great importance as a
differential character to the glaucousneas of the
leaves, for that is notoriously variable according
to age and other circumstances, which are very
interesting.

Giant Orach : F. W. H. A variety of Atriplex
hortensis, an annual plant of rather large growth,
the leaves of which are used as Spinach. It

produces best when sown in good ground, which
is usually done in March and successionally

throughout the summer months. Sow in drills,

2 feet apart, and thin the seedlings to 1 foot apart.

" Horticultural Advertiser :" Foor Geordy. Messrs.
Foster & Pearson, Beeston, Notts,

Insects : J. A. C. The worm was attacked by what,
from your description, was evidently the larva of
one of the larger beetles (Staphylinidte). W. [We
shall be enabled shortly to give a figure and de-
scription of the insect. Ed.].

Lilies Diseased: G. L., Hnngerford. The Lilies

have been destroyed by the well-known Lily-
disease, which has been extremely prevalent this

year. It was described in the Gardeners' Chronicle

for September 10, 1881, under the name of Ovu-
laria elliptica. We shall publish a further account
of this disease shortly.

Melons : B. Bigg. The leaves are affected by a
species of fungus similar to that which is ordi-

narily called Potato disease. There is no known
cure. Burn the plants, and burn sulphur in the
structure before putting into it any kind of plant.

See article on Vine Mildew, p. 15.

Mildew on Strawberries: H.J. Mildew usually
appears on these if the air in the house or pit is

close, cool, and moist, these being conditions
favourable to its development. It may be checked
if taken in time, without much damage being
done, by timely application of flowers of sulphur,
distributed by a " boite-£\-houppe " — that is, a
wollen sulphur distributor—or by getting the heat-
ing apparatus warmed after smearing it with lime-
wasli and flowers of sulphur. Take out badly
infected plants and burn them. Maintain a
healthier condition of the air within the house.

Mushroom : B. J. Biisscl. A Mushroom measuring
33 inches in circumference, with a stem of 5|
inches, and weight 17 oz., is phenomenal. One of

1 lb. 9 oz., and 36 inches in circumference, was
noticed in our pages October 19, 1878, p. 500.

Names of Plants : J. F. Calycanthus floridus.

—

L. J. W. Rhododendron cinnabarinum (Bland-
fordiaeflora). — Lily. Lilium testaceum. When
you say "imported," we presume you mean from
Holland. If not, we should be glad to know
whence.—-B. P. 1, Hieracium aurantiacum; 2,

Centranthus ruber ; 3, Hyacinthus comosus ; 4,

H. plumosus ; 5, next week ; 6, Chrysanthemum
Leucanthemum (Ox-eye Daisy).

—

J. H. 1, Escal-
lonia Philippiana; 2, Diplacus glutinosus ; 3,

Fuchsia procumbens ; 4. Eupatorium Weinraauni-
anum.^5. A. G. ], Nephrodium filix-mas var.

fluctuosa ; 2, Polystichum angulare var. oxyphyl-
lum ; 3, Lomaria alpina; 4, Nephrodium filix-

raas var. cristata ; 5, Polystichum angulare var.

lineare ; 6, Aspidium acrostichoides
; 7, Erinus

alpinus ; 8, Cattleya labiata var.— Thorn. Spiraea

cantoniensis, Crataegus rotundifolia (a form of C.
coccinea).

—

C. E. B. Y. Sempervivum villosum.

—

P. H. Trifolium striatum. — J. Morton. Cala-
mintha grandiflora.—-/. B. Philodendron longe-
laminatum.

—

E. C. B. Vicia narbonensis var.

serratifolia.— Bexlcy. 1. Khus cotinus; 2, Pyrus
aria; 3, Spiraia confusa; 4, Deutzia scabra.

—

Martin. Lreliopsis domingensis.

Peach : /. S. B., Chelmsford. Mildew. See this and
our last issue for particulars of remedy.

Peach, Early Rivers : G. H. It has the fault of

splitting at the stone, even in dry seasons. It is

one of the finest of the early varieties, but we do
not know of any remedy for the splitting.

Peach Trees : W. N. In September, as soon as

there is any sign of maturity in the leaves, care-

fully dig up the roots, after unnailing the shoots
and securing them in three or four bundles. Previ-

ously having prepared a new station, with plenty
of fresh loam mixed with a little of the staple,

plant the roots, carefully stretched out, at 6 inches

below the ground level. Mulch immediately on
planting, and fasten the shoots loosely to the wall.

Potatos: /. 0. G. The earliest come from Malta,
Algiers, and South of France, later ones from
Jersey, Cornwall, and the South of England.

Record of Certificates : J. T. P. The official list

is given to our representative at the close of the

meeting by the officers of the Society. At the

end of each half year the complete list is sent for

revision, when omissions are supplied and errors

rectified ; hence the discrepancy.

Tea-scented Rose : ff. G. E. We cannot undertake
to name varieties of the Rose. Send it to a Rose
nursery.

Thymus serpyllum : A. B., Cambridge. The occur-
rence of two forms, one with hermaphrodite, the
other with female flowers, is frequent. They do
not constitute separate varieties, but merely sexual
forms. You will find a full account, with illustra-

tions, in Miiller s Fertilisation of Flowers, English
edition, by D'Arcy Thompson, 1883, p. 473.

Vines : H. L. Your leaves and berries are covered
with the spores of a fungus (Pilobolus) common
on dung. The spore-case bursts elastically, and
l)rojects the spores on to the leaves, &c. We do
not think they will do any serious mischief.

York Gala.: Subscriber. No—not in our columns.

Communications Received.—W. H. C—D. T. f.—J. T —
F. T. M.—J. S. G.—W. W.—W. B.—P. & M,—D. D.—U. D.—H. W. W.—R. A. R.—F, R.—D.—E. C— J. Whittaker.—
\V. H.—W. W.—CockiDK & Co., Yokohama.—Deane & Co.
—Messrs. Carter & Co.—R. H. V.—Cooper. Taber & Co.
(already noticed on these page^).-C. P. L.—P. Coney (tine
inflorescence, but on too small a scale to be of use).—J. R.
A. D.— .T. S.—J. H.—J. W.. Kew.—J. V. & Sons.— J. D. &
S.— J. J.—J. H. Krelage.

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, July 5.

Outdoor Strawberries are in full supply and good
condition. Business quieter, and clearances made
at somewhat lower rates. James Webber, Wholesale
Apple Market.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Cherries, half-sieve.,

Grapes, per lb.

Kent Cobs. 100 lb..,

Lemons, per case ..

Melons, each

Vegetables.-

Artirhokes. p. doz....

Asp;iragu3, Fr.,bunii.
— EnRlish, 100 ...

Beans, Kidney, lb. ...

Beet, red. per dozen
Carrots, per bunch...
Cauliflowers, each ...

Celery, per bundle ...

Cucumbers, each ...

Endive, per dozen ...

Green Mint, bunch...
Herbs, per bunch ...

Leeks, per bunch ...

Lettuce, per dozen...

Potatos.—Jersey

1 6

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

.40-70 Peaches, dozen ... 4 0-12

.16-36 Pine-apple9,Eng..lb. 2 0- ...

.40 0-45 —St. Michael, each 2 0- fi n

.12 0-21 Stra%vberrie3. lb. ... 6-10

.10-30;

Average Retail Prices.

d. s. d. ,«. u.

Mushrooms, punnet 1 0-
Mustard and Cress,

punnet 4-
Onions, per bushel ... 5 0-
Parsley, per bunch... 4-
Potatos. per cwt. ... 4 0-

.. kidney, percwt. 4 0-
Rhubarb, per bundle 4-
Shallots, per lb. ... 6-
Spinach, per bushel... 2 6-
Sprue, per bundle .„ 1 0-
Tomatos, per lb. ... 1 0-
Turnips, per bunch,
new ... ... 8-

4 0- ...

16-40
3 6-60
1 0- ...

10-20
9- ,.. Potatos. per cwt. ... 4 0- 5
8- ... .. kidney, percwt. 4 0-50

16-26
9-10

2 0- ...

4- ...

4- ...

6- ...

1 6- ...

Flukes, 9s. to 10s. ; do. Kidneys, 7s. to
8s. per cwt.

Plants ix Pots.—Average Wholesalk Prices.

Aralia Sieboldi, doz. 6
Bouvardias, per dozen 9
Calceolarias, dozen 4
Coleua, dozen ... 3
Crassula, per doz, ...IS

Cyperus. per dozen . 4
Draceena terminalis,
per dozen 30
— viridis, per doz. 12

Ericas, various, per
dozen 9
— ventricosa, doz. 18

Euonj-mus, in var.,

per dozen 6
Evergreens, in var.,

per dozen 6
Ferns, in var., doz. 4
FicuB elastica. each . 1

Foliage plants, vari-

ous, each 2

d. s. d.

0-18
0-12
0-9
0-6
0-30
0-12

0-60
0-24

0-18
0-30

0-24
0-18
6- 7

Fuchsias, doz. ... 4
Heliotropes, dozen... 6
Hydrangeas, dozen... 9
Liliuma, var., doz. ...18

Lobelias, per dozen 3
Marguerites, doz. ... 9
Mignonette, 12 pots 4
Musks, do/en ... 1

Myrtles, per dozen... 6
Palms in var., each 2
Pelargoniums, doz... 6— Iry-leaf. dozen. ,, 3
— scarlet, dozen ... 3

Rhodanthe, perdoz... 6
Roses, dozen 12
Saxifrages, dozen ...12

Scented Geranium doz 3— Verbena, per doz. 4
Spineas. dozen ... 6
Zinnia, per dozen ... 4

d. s.d.
0-9
0-9
0-18
0-30
0-6
0-12
0-8
6-3
0-12
6-21
0-15
0-6

9
0-9
0-24

18
0-6
0-6
0-12
0-6

Bedding-out Plants.

Per dozen, Is. to 2s. ; per box. Is. to 3s.

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arum Lilies, 12 blms.
Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations, 12 blms.
— dozen bunches ...

Chrysant hemums,
annual. 12 bun. ...

Cornflower, 12 bun.
Eucharis, per dozen
Forget-me-nots, 12
bunches

Gardenias. 12 blooms
Heliotropes, 12 spr.

Iris, various, 12 bun.
Lilium longiflorum,

12 blooms
Marguerites, 12 bun.
Mignonette, 12 bun.
Orange Lily. 12 bun.
Pansies. 12 bun.

s. d. s. d.

2 0-40
6-10

10-20
4 0-60

10-30
16-30
3 0-60

2 0-40
16-40
6-10

3 0-90

3 0-50
3 0-60
3 0-60
6 0-12

1 fr- 3

s. d.s. d.

Preonies, 12 bun. ... 9 0-18
Pelargoniimi8.12spr. 6-10
— scarlet, 12 spr.... 3-06

Pinks. 12 bun 3 0-60
Poppies, 12 bun. ... 4 0- 6
Primulas, double, 12
sprays 9-10

Pyrethrums. 12 bun. 2 0-40
Rhodanthe, 12 bun. 4 0-60
Rosea. Tea, per doz. 6-16
— coloured, dozen. 2 0-40— red.perdozen ... 1 0- 2
— ,. 12 bunches 3 0-60
— Safrano. dozen... 9-16
— Moss. 12 bun. ... 3 0-12

Spiraea. 12 bun. ... 4 0-60
Stephanotis, 12 spr, 2 4
SweetSultan.l2buQ. 3 0-60
Tuberoses. 12 blms.... u o- 1

«,*«, Orchid bloom in great variety, but the demand not
very good.
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GARDENIAS.—Never had a finer stock of
this beautiful Greenhouse Shrub. Specimen Plants from

3 to 5 feet high by same through, from 25s. to 60s. each. These
are grand plants. Half Specimens, from 2 to 3 feet high, 5s.

to 10s. each. To anyone wishing to stock a greenhouse, or to

the Trade, this is a good opportunity to secure fine large

plants.—E. COLLINS and SONS, Cumberland Park Nurseries,

Willesden Junction, W.

Qf\ f\(\f\ CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
0\/^V/V/\/ finest Double and Single Varieties (some
of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

climbing and bedding, from 12s. to 24s. per dozen, strong

plants : extra strong plants, repotted into 6J-inch pots, 2s. 6a.

each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2s. 6rf. each.
Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SAOTH AflD CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

O T H E TRADE.
ANEMONE FANNINn, strong cultivated roots, scarce,

123. per doz.

AMARYLLIS VITTATA, red, white centre, fine bulbs, 75s.

per 100.

CYRTANTHUS MAKENTT, a fine novelty, 20s. per 100.

FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA, strong, 30s. per 1000
H.EMANTHUS ALBIFLOS. flowering roots, 605. per 100.

IMANTOPHYLLUM MINIATUM, flowering roots, 15s. per 100.

NERINE FLEXUOSA, flowering roots, 20s. per 100.

SPARAXIS BULBIFERA. flowering roots, 6s. per 100.

SCILLA NATALENSIS, verv strong bulbs, 40s. per 100.

TUBEROSES, double, picked, scarce this season, 40s. per 1000.

VALLOTA PURPUREA JUNOR. very good, 25s. per 100.

KATAL EVERLASTINGS (Helichrysum adenocarpum), pink
and red, well dried, 10s. per 1000 flowers.

Seeds.
PH(ENIX RECLINATA, perfectly fresh and good, 5s. per 1000

seeds.

DRAC^NA HOOKERIANA (Mauritiana) UNDULATA, very
robust species, 2s. &d. per 100 seeds.

Deliverable May to September, except Sparaxis and Freesia,

which wilt be ready in December. Free to Durban. Cash on
receipt.

R. W. ADLAM, Town Bush Valley Nursery. Maritzburg, Natal.

E W PELARGONIUM,
" DUCHESS OF TECK."

Awarded a First-class Certificate at the Manchester Royal
Botanical and Horticultural Society's Summer Exhibition of

1887. It is a white Regal decorative variety, semi-double,
immense trusses, the flowers are erect, petals undulated ; dis-

tinguishing it from the ordinary Pelargoniums. It is novel
and conspicuous; has a compact habit, and is one of the best
Pelagoniums in cultivation. It is invaluable for cut flowers
where white is in demand.

3s. 1,d. each, 30s. for 12 plants, 50s. for 25 plants.

Cut Flowers sent on application. Sent out by
FISHER. SON, AND SIBRAY, Handsworth Nurseries. Sheffield.

DICKSONS Limited
The "Koyal" Nursery and Seed

Establishments,

CHESTER.

CATALOGUES GRATIS AND POST-FREE.

Nurseries 400 Acres.

BEAUTIFUL JAPANESE IRIS.—The most
beautiful of all hardy Irises. Strong flowering plants

in pots. Best and most beautiful named varieties. AU dis-

tinct. 21s. per doren.

BAKR AND SON, King Street. Cerent Garden, W.C.

ROMAN HYACINTHS and other FRENCH
BUXES gro^vn by Louis Bremon et Fils, OUioules.

—Trade List on application to WILLIAM DEMMAN, 7.

Catherine Street. Covent .Garden, London, W. C.

Strawberries a Specialty
, J Select List Free .

,« Sample of Plants 3?
LovEL & Son. Driffield.

ORCHID PEAT, best quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices to

WALKER AKD CO., Famborough. Hants.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

id. per bushel ; 100 for 25s. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),
40s. ; 4-bushel bags, id. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. M. per sack ; 5 sacks,
2hs. ; sacks, 4rf. each.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. per sack, 6 sacks, 22s. ; sacks,
id. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. W. per bushel ; I6s. per half
ton : 26s. per ton. in 2-bushel baps, id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. id. per sack.
MANURES. GARDEN STICKS. VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH. RUSSIA MATS. &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMTTH, F.R.H.S., 21, Goldsmith's Street, Drury
Lane (lately called 17A. Coal Yard), W.C.

»"•"""* GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Prize Medals.
Quality, THE BEST In the Market. (All sacks included.)
PEAT, best brown hbroua ... 5s. per sack, 5 sacks for 22s. id.

PEAT, best black fibrous ... 4s. id, ,, 5 sacks for 20s.

PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. id. ,, 5 sacks for 35s.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST I Is. per bush., as. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... f (sacks included).

SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. id. per bush., 143. half-ton, 245. ton.
RAFFIA FIBRE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb. ; 28 lb., 27s.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., 8s. per sack.
CHUBE'S " PERFiSCT" FER-") In Bags.
TILIZER (the Best Food for ( .

'^ ^

all kinds of Plants, Flowers, (Tins. 71b. 14Ib. 281b. 661b. 1 cwt.
Fruits, Vegetables, &c. ...) 1/6 3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

ORUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-
vmGIN CORK (Be.st Quality only) — 3/- 5/6 10/6 17/-
RUSSIAN MATS, BAJIBOO CANES. PERUVIAN GUANO.
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, £2 per ton . Extra large Sample Bales. 6s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),

sacks. Is. 3(i. each; 10 sacks, lis.; 16 sacks, 15s.: 20 sacks, 18s.;

30 sacks. 25s. ; 40 sacks, 30s.: Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

28s. Limited quantities of G., special Quality granulated,
in sacks only, 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

(Bankers. Cnion Bank of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRT ROAD, MILWALL, LONDON. £.

NATWE GUANO.—Price £3 10s. per ton,
in bags. Lots under 10 cwt., 4s, per cwt.

A 1 cwt. sample bag sent, carriage paid, to any Station in

England on receipt of post-office order for 55.

Extracts from Twelfth Annual Collection of Reports :—
NATIVE GUANO for POTATOS, VEGETABLES, VINES,

and FRUIT.~G. Coi'SiNS, Walton-on-Thames. " Used for

Potato3. Result : very excellent crop ; remarkable size and
good quality. Can highly recommend it."

D. Williams, Head Gardener to the Rt. Hon. Lord Wimborne,
Canford Gardens, Wimborne. " Used for ^'ines. Peaches,
Strawberries, flowering plants, kitchen garden crops, with
very pootl results. First class manure for pot Strawberries."
NATIVE GUANOfor ROSES. &C.—T.ST.CLAIR, Rose grower

by appt. to H.R.H. the Princess of Wales. Strawberry Hill.
" Usedforstandard anddwarf Roses. Result: eacellentgrowth,
fine bloom, and perfectly free from blight the whole season."
A.F.Barron, Royal Horticultural Soc, Chiswick. "With-

out doubt a very valuable manure, and easy of application."
Orders to the NATIVE GUANO CO. (Limited), 29, New

Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London, E.C., where pamph-
lets of Testimonial.-* m;iy be obtained. Agents Wanted.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patroniaed by 10,000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and OU Mixture, Free to all Stations
Liquid Non-Poisonous Paints lor Inside of Conserratories. &c.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

LA BEIXE SAUVAGE TAKD, LOBGATE HILL, E.C.

BACHBLOB'S WALK. DWJS.—Ducnunt for Cath.

STANDEN'S

MANURE.
Established over 30 years.

THIS OLD-ESTABLISHED MANURE
is acknowledged by most of the leading

practical Gardeners in the United Kingdom and
the Colonies to exceed all others in general
fertilising properties and staying powers. It

promotes a rapid, healthy, and robust growth to

plants generally. It is a clean and dry powder, with
very little smell, which renders it particularly

adaptable for ladies interested in plant culture.

TESTIMONIAL FROM AMERICA.
" We have used STAITOEN'S MANURE tor some years, and

have never found any fertiliser so safe and valuable. Its action
is literally 'magical.' We have tried it on unhealthy plants
which seemed past recovery, and it has restored them to their
natural vigour. However valuable other fertilisers may be.

none can be compared to this. Camellias grown in the
same pots for 10 years are as healthy as if just repotted.

—

C. M. HOTEY, Boston, U.S.A., May 27, 1887."

Sold in TINS, Is., 2s. 6d., 5s. 6d., and
10s. 6d. each; and in KJBOS, at reduced
prices, 28 lb., 12s. 6d. ; 63 lb., 23s.

;

112 lb., 428. each.

May be obtained from all Nurserymen and
Seedsmen in the United Kingdom

and the Colonies,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS—

GORRY.SOPER, FOWLER & GO.
(LIMITED),

FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, E.G.

M SrrECTIVL SiirE & EGOIfOMi:AL,

IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

"Medicated Tobacco Paper"
(READY CUT UP FOR USE),

Rrduced Price 1/0 per lb.;
SSIbs. & npirai-ds—Oarringe fnid.

Parcels for trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.:

2 lbs. 3/4, 4lb8.6/8, 6 lbs. 9/9, 8lbs.l3/-, 10 Ibs.lB/-.

IMPROVED
^*iik

Fumigating Pana^
la vastly superior to any other.

Price 6/8 (in iron with beater) eacb,

or in Copper, 21/-

DICKMON'S ImprOTt-d

MUSHROOM SPAWI

,

MOST SUPERIOR. B/- PER BUS.

33- Circulars giving all particulars tt copies of testi-
monials, post free on application.

James Dickson& Sons'
"©oijal" geelJ 3[ttarcljcu«r,

lOS EASTGATE ST.
Telegraphic Address: ^^'\'% ^^^ •^^^ •yT
CONFIDENOK, CHEBTF.R. ^^X-1-^J^ ^^JX m

PEAT for ORCHIDS,
.4Z.4I.EA.S, HEATHS, FERN'.S, RHODODKNTIRONS, &c.

Tlie Beat in tlio World.
A. .JOHNSON iND CO., 2.'!, Leadenjmll Strppt, London. E.Q„

continue to receive tlie highest of testimonials (uDPolici ted) from
larijo Orchid Growers, stating the ORCHID PEAT supplied by
X.J. Si Co. is by far the best they have ever used. Samples can be
seen at above address, or ior^va^ded on application free of charge.

EXTENDING LADDERS.— Lengthen and
shorten tele«!COpicaIIy ; are light, strong, durable, iwex-

pensive. and can be used either jn or outo^ ttehouae. Lists tree.

J. H. HEATHMAN and CO., 2, EndeU Street,.aad U. High
Street, Bloomebury, London, W.O.
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THE GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.
NOTICE.

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the SUBSCRIBERS to this FUND will be held at

the CANNON STREET HOTEL, on FRIDAY, July 13 next, for the purpose of

receiving the Report of the Committee and the Accounts of the Fund for 1887-8, Electing Officers

for the ensuing year. Amending Rule II., so as to read as follows :
—" Foremen in private, public, and

market gardens ;" also for the Election of Six Children to the benefits of the Fund,

The Chair will be taken at 2 o'Clook precisely, and the Ballot will Close at 4 o'clock. The
DINNER will be held the same evening, at 5 o'Clook, as previously zidvertised. Tickets 5s. each.

A. F. BARRON, Honorary Secretary.

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chisioick, London, W., June 25, 1888,

P.S.—Tlie Voting Papers have all been issued. Any Subscriber not having
received one is requested to communicate with the Secretary.

GARDEN REQUISITES,
of best quatitt/, as supplied to tha Rot/al Gardens, i^'C.

BEST COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, 10 sacks tor 10s., 15 (or

14s., 20 for I8s., 30 for 2hs. ; two too truck, 28s. Free on rail.

RUSSIA MATS, from 12s. to 18s. per dozen.
FINEST ORCHID PEAT. 7s. per sack.

BEST imOWN FIBROUS PE.VT, hs. per sack, 5 tor 22s. 6i.
BEST BLACK FIBROUS PEAT. 4s. 6d. per sack, S for 20s.

COARSE SILVER SAND. Is. id. per bushel ; 14s. J-ton

;

PURE LEAF MOULD, .3s. per sack. [26s. per ton,
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM. 3s. per sack.

BEST MUSHROOM SPAWN, 4s. per bushel.

RAFFIA. LABELS, STICKS, from 1 ft. to 6 ft.. BAMBOO
CANES, .3} ft. to 12 ft.. VIRGIN CORK, CHEMICAL
MANURES, NETTING, &c.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 6s. per sack. CHARCOAL, 8s. per sack.

SPECIALITY TOBACCO PAPER and CLOTH, each erf. per lb.

23 lb. for 18s. Price List free by post.

W. HERBERT and CO., Hop Eichange Warehonses, South-
wark Street, London, S.E.

HENRY ORMSON & CO.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER HEATING ENGINEERS,
STANLEY BBIDGE, KING'S BOAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Catalogues, Plans, and Estimates free on application. Surveys made and Gentlemen waited on in any part of the Country.

THE SPHINCTER GRIP ARMOURED HOSE COMPANY, Limited,

63, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C,

GARDEN HOSE. GARDEN HOSE. GARDEN HOSE.
Unequalled for Durabllty, Flexibility, and Lightness. Practically Indestructible. Will wear out ten

ordinary Hoses, and withstand unlimited pressure.
IT CANNOT KINK OR COLLAPSE. IN UMrKRS.-iL DE.^IAND. IIAPIDLV KEPLACING ALL OTHEIt HOSES.

A Company, as above, havinf; been formed to work the SPHINCTER GRIP ARMOURED HOSE PATENTS, this Hose is now offered to
the public at the undermentioned unprecedentedly low pric

PRICE LIST.
BEST QUALITY RED OR BLACK RUBBER.

Hand-made from best Para Rubber only; no injurious compositiouS
adulteration.

Armoured by the Sphincter Grip Patent process, with Spring Steel

Galvanised Wire,
J-iuch. ^inch. ^inch. g-inch. 1-inch in diam.

8rf. ll^rf. \s. \^d. \s. id. Is. 6(/. per foot.

Larger sizes on application.

PRICE LIST.
HOSE FITTINGS,

5. in. f-in. ^in. J-in. 1-in

Hose Screws, per pair 3/- 3/B 4/- 4/6

Branch Pipe,witliTap.Jet,nndEosecompl('te 6/6 7/- 9/- 10/6
High-pressnrc Screw-down Tap for Iron or},.

Head Pipe )
^'

If Screwed Nose, extra -/9

6/6

1/3

8/- -
2/- -

Fittings made to any gauge without extra charge.

•V-
12/-

10/-

3/-

tl^^m

For cheaper Hose (not recommended) see Price List.

Existing Ho.se3 of any description now in upe may be anUOUTdd at a small cost, thereby adding considerably to their strength and
durability. (Special tariff on application.)

1^ A TTOTrrjTvr The Patents under which the Sphincter Grip Hose is armoured are now the exclusive property of this Company, and the^^* ^ "* *-^-^' " public are cautioned against purchasing worthless and spurious imitations, as infringements will be promptly prosecuted.

Illustrated and Descriptive Price Lists Free. Garden Engines, Hose Reels. Pumps, Syringes, Hydronettes- Lawn
Fountains. Sprinklers, Tap Unions, Hose Screws. Fittings of every Description.

WATER SUPPLIES.—Reports and Estimates Gratis bif Experienced Engineers.

mum & PAUL.

NEW-

CATALOGUES,
POST-FREE,

Containing New Designs of

CONSERVATORIES,
GREENHOUSES, GARDEN
FRAMES, BOILERS for Heat-

ing Apparatus, and all requisites

for the Garden,

BOULTON & PAULJ
No. 74,

PLANT FRAMES,
Most useful of all Frames.

2-Iight3, 8 by 6 feet ...

s lights, 12 by 6 feet ...

li^lils Hi by 6 feet ...

l^sljts, 20 by 6 teet ...

: liRlits. 24 by Bfeet ...

nest Wood. 21-oz.

£4 7 6
6
7 12 6
9 6

10 17 6
English Olaaa.

Painted 3 Coats. Carriage "Paid to any
Station in England.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, NORWICH.
All sizea in stock.

New CATALOGUE ready.
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BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners" and Market Growers'
Reports. Sold in Tins. Is., '2s. 6rf.. fiS. 6rf., and 10s. 6rf. each,
or 1 cwt. Bags, sealed. 135. Bv allSeedsmen. or apply direct to

W. H. BEE30N. Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

SAVE H ALF T H E COST,
G A R S I D E'S

BKDFOKDSHIKE

SILVER SAND,
Coarse and Fine,

Is admitted by the li^adiiij: Nursfrymeu to be the Best
Quality obtainable in the Trade.
Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these

Celebrated and Exten-^ive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost. NO TRAVELLERS OR AOEXTS.
Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price.

Free on \\i\.\\ or C;in.'il. All Orders eTeci/tM vith the jftmofit

prom/jtness and under j'erxonal supervision. Special Rail-

way Rates in forte to all parts.

GEORGE GARSIDE. Jun., LEIGHTOy BUZZARD. BEDS.

"CERTAIN SUDDEN DEATH
To all Grubs, Aphis, Lice. Red Spider, Thnp, Mealy

Bug, Caterpillars, &c., &c
to the Hands and Skin, but wiU cure

PERFECTLY liinsworm in Animals, and all diseases

HARMLESS ) produced by parasites.

Fir Tree OIL
(SOLUBLE) INSECTICIDE
A cotnbination of Hydrocarbon Oils, made soluble in

•Water, for destroying ALL INSECTS &. PARASITES
that infest Trees and Plants, whether at the Eoots or

on the Foliage.

Sold by Seedsmen and Cliemists, Is. 63., 25. 6d., & 4s. 6d,;

A gallon 7s. fjd., 1 gallon 12s 6d., or less in larger quantities.
' A Treatise on FIR TREE OIL as an INSECTICIDE.
Its application to Plan ts and Animals, sent Post free
on receipt of address, by the Manufacturer,

Hughes'
FIRTREE-OIL

SPRAY PUMP
PRICE 25

Throws a fine

spray 20 ft., and

a jet 30 ft., trtth

great force.

A splendid

suhsiitute for the

Syringefor using

Insecticide, Price

25s. A larger

size for watering

purposes, 45*.

Carriage Paid.

Glass Houses. HUVjiritw
GREEN & CREAM COLOR SHADING
Convenient, Inexpensive —Easily applied— Lasts all the
Summer, and can then b e easily washed off. Is., post 1/3.

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Manchester.
Wholesale: Hoopek&Co.; ConaY,SoPER, Fowler fr Co.;

C. E. OsMAN .t Co.; and from all the London Seed Mer-
chants and "Wliolesale Patent Medicine Houses. NEW
YORK—RoLKER & Sons.

c"Oouav.wua **^.c>Kt*'

^Ws©Citb&R.!
Supplied by us to Royal Gardens, Kew, the Crystal Palace, &.c.

For Destroying Weeds on Carriage Drives, Garden Walks,
Stable Yarda, &c. Prices : per gallon, 2s., tin included ; 6 gal-

lons, Is, 6d. per gal, ; 10 to 20 gallons, Is. id. per gal., carriage
paid. Special quotation for larger quantities. One gallon makes
26 gallons.

Mr, W. G. Heaj), Superintendent of the Crystal Palace
Gardens, says ;

—" We were so satisfied with your Weed Killer
and its price, that we have used it absolutely. I have every
confidence iu recommendiug it."

The "Invicta" Insecticide.
For Destroying Mealy-bug, Scale, Thrips, Red Spider, &c.

In tins. Is. and 2s. ; per gallon, 9s., carriage paid.

me "Invicta" Mildew Destroyer.
An unfailing remedy for .Mould aii<l Mildew on Roses, Vines.

&c. In bottles, 1^. and 2',, per p.il. ?•-•- M., carriage paid.
Used by Me.si>r3. Voitch & Son>, <;'li.|-..-:i. nml ritlier Rose Growers.

.Sole Proprietors and M'lnnfiii-furcrs,

THE AGEI-HORTICULTURAL CHEMICAL COMPANY,
TOXBRIDGE, KEXT.

Sold bt Seedsmen anu Florists.

GISHUKST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1S59 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrips. Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of sof t-water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Haa outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes, Is,, 3s.. and 10s. &d.

GISHUKSTLNE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

GARDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
Virgin Cork, Raffia, Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Workj

Manures, &c. Cheapest Prices of

WATSON AND SCULL. 90, Lower Thames Street. London, E.G.

GLASS.—CHEAP GLASS.
8s. ei. per 100 teet 15 oz. 12 x 10. 18 x 12. 18 x 14, 21 X 14,

14x12. 20x12, 18x16, 24x16.
12.S. per 100 feet 21 oz. ... 16x12, 16x14, 20x16. 24x18, &c.
Putty, 6s. &d. per cwt. ; White Lead, genuine, 21s.; Our

Speciality, 17s. 6t/. per cwt. ; Paints ground in Oil. Stone Ochre,
20s.: Oxford Ochre, 24s.; Greeu. 16s.; Black, 16s. per cwt.

;

Varnish, from hs. ^d. per pal.—Full Price List on applica-
tion to THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, «\ Bishopsgate
Street Within. Loudon, E.O.

HY. VAN & CO.
(The Oldest London House in the Trade, Estd. 1780),

25, Tooley Street, London Bridge, S.E.

Illiistraterl f.J TALOGVE.S Pust-frce.

PROTECTION FOR FRUIT AND FLOWERS.
GARDEN NETTING, 2 yards wide, IJrf., or per 100 yards,

10s. ; ditto. 4 yards wide. Zd., or per 100 yards, 20s.

SCRI.M CANVAS. 1 yard wide, Sd. ; IJ yard, i^d. ; and
2 yards, 6rf. per yard.

TIFFANY. o8 inches wide, in 20 yard pieces, 3s. 6rf. per piece.

SHADING BLINDS made up any size.

EICK CLOTHS. TAKI'AULINS, Corn and Potato SACKS,
FLAGS, TENTS, &.'.. for Sale or Hire.

TOBACCO PAPER. EAFFIA, and Garden MATS of all kinds.

GREENHOUSE SHADINGS,
K.A.FFIA and TOBACCO PAPER (finest quality).

Flower Sticks and Labels, Bamboo Canes,
Garden Tools, &c.

TANNED GABDEN NETTING,
For Covering Fruit Tree.'^.

RICK CLOTHS, TENTS and FLAGS.

SLY. DIBBLE & CO., 129. Commercial Street,
Spitalfields, London, E.

((

THE
ECLIPSE

NEW
" SHADING

(Rrr.TSTFPF.n).

A GREEN COLOURING WASH
For Conservatories, Greenhouses, and emular structures.

The best and mo.st economical Shading before the public.

Sold in Is. tins sufficient for 100 square feet, is easily applied,

and one dressing will stand the whole season.

Trade price on application to the Liventor and Manufacturer,
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ROBINSON & CLEAVER'S
Children's.

.

Ladies'
Gent's

Per doz.

. Is. 2d.

. 2s. 4irf.

. Zs. Qd.

Hemstitched :

Ladies'
Gent's

Per doz.

2s. njrf.
4s. Ud.

CAMBRIC

POCKET

HANDKERCHIEFS.

IRISH DAMASK
TABLE LINEN.

FISH NAPKINS, 2s. llrf. per dozen. Dinner Napkins, 55. 6d.
per dozen. Table Cloths, 2 yards square, 2s. llrf. ; 2| yards by 3 yards,

5s. llii. each. Kitchen Table Cloths, ll^rf. each. Strong Huckaback Towels,
4s. Qd. per dozen. Monograms, Initials, &c., woven and embroidered.

MATCHLESS

SHIRTS.
Best Quality Long Cloth, with 4-foId

finest Linen Fronts, 35s. Gd. per half-doz.

(to measure or pattern, 2s. extra). Pat-

terns of materials used, also of newest

styles in Fancy Cotton, Flannel, Silk, and

Silk and Wool, sent free on application.

Samples and Illustrated Price Lists
,
post-free.

ROBIMSOM & CLEAVER.

OLD
SHIRTS

made as good as
new, with best
material in Neck-
bands, Cuffs and
Fronts, for 14s.
the half-dozen.

Price Lists and Samples of Linen

Collars, Cuffs, and all kinds of Linen

Goods, post-free.

Ry Special Appointments to

H.M. the Queen and H.I.M.
the Empress of Germany, BELFAST.

THE " PERFECT " WEED KILLER.
The beat preparation for Destroying Weeds, Moss, &o., on Garden Walks,

Carriage Drives, Stable-yards, &c.
' per gall., 2s. ; ft galla.. Is. 9</. pt-r gall. ; 10 galls., Is. &d. per gall. ; 40 gall, casks. Is. id. per gallon.

"SWIFT AND SURE .notu.ioiuL. .^;j^~^-?^
Awarded Certijicnte of Met- it at the Royal Horticultural Societ;/'s Show. /""^ g y^v*

The most Effective, the S.^fkst. ani> the Cheapest Insect Destroyer.
Prices; Bottle-^. Ls. t,W. and ;^. ll'/.

;
pnr half-gallon, fjs.

; gallon, lOi'. tjrf.

THE "PERFECT" MILDEW DESTROYER. ^^^^^So^^f.t^^:;
'''"""

Prices : liottli-s. l.s. ana L'n.; per h^ilf-i^Mllon, 7>s.
; gallon. S.«.

Carriage paid in United Kingdom on Cfrders of £\ nftt. Sold by all Seedsmen and Flu!i-t'^,

MANl'FACTUREn Ollly BY
THE HORTICULTURAL & AGRICULTURAL CHEMIGAf. CO.. 103, Holm Street Glasgow.

l-'lei'ti? nnt.i- cur TrmU M-rr/c. u-;t'iniit vhic'i none is (iciiniiiL-.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, NEAR DUDLEY,

And at 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STKEET, LONDOX, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &g.

THOMAS'S
TRAINING TRELLISES.

Ku. ,sl.

IRON ROOFING AND HAY BARNS.

Special Estimates given for Lar^'e ContrLi.'is m i'en''ui<^,

Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to the hest and most economical Fences to put
down.

Illustrated Catalogues Free by Post.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS,
GLASS BELLS, &c.ROCHEZ-VANDER ELST,
Charleroi, Belgium.

Agents; H. PL'CKERTasdCO., Uu, Cannon St., London, E.C.

GARDEN HOSE.— The Antimonial Red
Rubber Hose is cheapest in the long run. IJuy direct,

and avoid useless stuff, which seems cheap, but is uot ao!
Antimonial Hose is best. Prices free.

HE.4THMAN and CO.. 2. Endell Street, London, W.C.
(^Twelve years uitb Merryweathw & Sous.)

GALVANISED AFTER :\IADE.

For training Pf-xs instead of

sticks. Training plants to walls,
i:r. i.y Panels.
6 feet by 3 feet ... 2s. each.
6 feet by 4 feet ... 3?. each.
6 feet by 5 feet ... 4s. each.
6 feet by 6 feet ... 5s. each.

Made any size to order at
following prices :

—

2 in. 1^ in. mesh.
4'^ ^\d. per foot super.

Illustrated Cataloui r. on Ai'plicatio.v.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
87, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

JAS. BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders
jnd Heating Engineers,

PAISLEY.

HORTICULTURAL
STRUCTURES

of every description.
ill either Wood or Iron,

or both combined.

Wooden Chapels,
Shooting Lodges,
Tennis Courts,
Cottages, &c.

Hot - water Apparatus
for warming

Buildings of every
description.

Illustrated Circulars
Post-free.

Complete Catalogue, 3a.

To Nurserymen, Seed Merchants, and Florists.

JBLACKBUKX ani> ^ONS are offering Arch-
• angel Mats lower than nny other house in the trade: al-yo

Petersburg Mats and Mat B;igs, Raffia Fibre, Tobacco Paper,
and Shading. Prices free.—4 aud 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

THE "NEW EASY"
LAWN MOWER.

Has an Open Steel
Roller.

a miin can work a
ifl-incli machine, cutting
Grass 5 inches high cleuu
to roots.

There is no easier
working, no better
tinished, no stronger, no
more durable mower in
the market.

The Front Roller, with
simple adjustment, en-
ables the machine to cut
\ery close to the ground,
and to do fine work.

The machine will also
cut verges.

Tobe obtained through

^^^^ all tlie leading Iron-

^,, -- - ^P^' mongfr? or Seedsmen, or
0UT6 24-mCH ti&U from the .Sole Liceiisei-s—

SELIG, SONNENTHAL & CO.,
85, aueen Victoria St., London, E.C.

ILCHARD NETTINU, 3-mch mesh, 12 yards
wide, 9d. yard; extra stout .strong T.ANNED NET,

2 yards wide, IJrf. yard ; 4 yards wide, 3d. yard ; or 2 yards
wide, 105. per 100; 4 yards wide, 205. per 100 yards. New
TWINE NETTING, 1 yard wide, IJrf. yard; 3 yards wide, 3d.
yard ; 4 yards wide, lid. yard ; 12 yards wide. Is. 6rf. yard.
COTTON NET. nine me.shes to square inch, U yard wide, 6d
to Id. yard run.

W. CULLINGFORD. Forest Gate. E.

" Gather Honey from Your Flowers."

NEIGHBOUR'S CELEBRATED
BEE-HIVES

For taking Honey witliout
the Destruction of

ttie Bees.

riiilrtdelphia Exhibition. 1876.
Paris Exhibition, 18r«.

Three Silver Mtdals and several
others awarded to

GEO. NEIGHBOUR & SONS
F'llt TUF[I{ I.MPROTKK

COTTAGE BEEHIVE,
a- originally ititroihirt-d by llicin,

Avorkint^ three bell-glasses or tniy
of sectional supers, is neatly find
^trougly made of straw; it has
three windows in the lower Hive.
This Hive will b<^ found to pos-

sess many practical advantages,
and is more easy of management
than any other that has been
introduced.

Price, complete, £1 15

THE BUNCEFIELD HIVE.

As\M.. [ite lu lli-;tli.j\e ingraviDg, this is

very -nil, h,r 1 n^ i i- 1 ilfh- Hiv.--.. .-.v;.-..!,! II, it'th.- walls art-

made of r.traw, neatly bound wilh rnur. Price, 15s.

CATALOGUE of Improved HIVES and APPLIAN-ES.
with Drawings and Prices.

GEO. NEIGHBOUR & SONS,
127, High Holborn, W.C. k inrer i.l .<. uhampton Street),

;inJ 149. Regent Street, W.
UstabtlshcJ 1S16.
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T> S. ^\ ILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
-!-»• hiu at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

l°!?f ,^''?f .'Ji^Ajr.?;
^n^tx-'^t eitlier to fill the situation of

l},^iP
OARDENER. BAIH1;-F, FOREMAN, or JOURNEY-MAN. Ladies ami Gentlemen recjuiriiig any o! the above will

pleaae send full particulars, when the best selections for the
different capacities will bo made.—HoUoway. N.

C cITtI^Ii oXEri) E N E R S.KJ -JohnDownie (o( the late firm of Downie i Laird).
Seedsman, 144, I'rinces Street, Edinburgh, has at present on
his List a number of SCOTCH GARDENERS, vvaitine re-
engagements. He wiU be pleased to supply full particSlars
to any Lady, Noblem.in, or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy
and competent Gardener.

/?J.ARDENER (Head), where four or moreVJ are kept.—Age 4.5 ; thoroughly prnetical inall branches,
nine years in presentsitiiation. Good character. Canbewell
recommended by employer.—J. W., Youngsbury, Ware.

r^ARDENER ( Head). — Middle-aged, mar-
y-A ried; first-rate Grape and Plant Grower, and goodKitchen Uardener. Good character.—P.. 3, Arney's Cotfages,
Sutton Common, Surrey. °

rj.ARDENER (Head).— Age 30; marriedyA when suited,- sixteen years' experience in all branches
of the profession. Good character and testimonials by presentand previous empIoyers.-W. ELY, Bellevue Cottage, Brain-
tree, Esses. °

rj.ARDENER (Head). -Age 38, married:
\-A has had thorough practical experience in Growin" Fruits
i lowers, and -J egetables in iiuantities, and General Manage-ment of good establishments, and Marketing Surplus Prodnie.Good testimonials.-T A., 45, Queen's Road°Notting Hill, \V.

/?1 ARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, zni

rV5 '.""I'y i, Bood character (thirteen years) from last place.Understands Gardening in all branches. £5 wiU be paid toany one procuring advertiser a comfortable situation -H. W
28, Lowheld Road, West End Park, West Hampstead, N.W.

''

O.ARDENER (Head), where more are kept,—
«^»/fp'''°' ^'"""i; "" f-™''y: thoroughly understands
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Garden

Mew<Sl,Eastlhee°n;rw^'""°^ "" Pl^-' " ^- "A^KES,

rj.ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 30; single atV^ present; fifteen jears' experience in aU branches.Highly recommended by his present employer, with eightyears good character as Foreman.—W. FISHER, 6. SoSthCottages, York Road, Weybridge.

ARDEi\ER(HEAD); age 30, married when
suited.-.Mr CoTTERELI,, Spanish Road, Wandsworth,

Surrey, h.u .. wishes to recommend T. Keene as above
Fifteen years experience in Early and Late Forcing of Fruits'
Flowers, and Vegetables; also Flower and Kitchen Garden'—Please apply as above.

ARDENER (Head Working), where two
are kept.—Age 27 ; married when suited.—C. Blick

can with confidence recommend to any Lady or Gentleman re-
quiring a steady, trustworthy man as above, T Lupton
Gardens, Summerfield House, Elstree, Herts.

'

ARDENER (Head AVonKfNG)
; age 29

single at present.—Mr. G. Watts. Head Gardener toH. F. Locke King, Esq., Brooklands, Weybridge, Surrey can
with confidence recommend his Foreman, J. Howes as above
Thoroughly lionest and trustworthy.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37
married

;
twenty years' practical experience in Earlvand Late Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and \'egetables. Good

Flower and Kitchen Gardener. First-class character from
present and previous employer.-H. A. S., 26, Primrose Hill
Road, South Hampstead. N.W.

/?j.ARDENER,—Age 38, married; good expe-VJ neuce in \'ineries. Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, also Kitchen Garden. Eleven years' good reference —
J. D., 12, Clarence Street, St. Thomas, Exeter.

/TJ_ARDENER ; married, no family, — AKA Lady wishes to recommend her Gardener, who is
thoroughly competent to undertake Vinery, Greenhouse &cHonest, steady and respectable.—Apply by letter to H.', 3o'Pembridge Square. Bayswater, W.

0,ARDENER.—A Gentleman wishes to re-KA commend his Gardener \-ery respectable and hard-
working. Especially successful in Kitchen Garden and VinesLeaving through no fault.-W. S., -A. D. RoberUon. Esq.;Caen Leys. Ashtead, Surrey. ^

(-A ARDENER (Working) ; age 33, married
V-^ twochildren—Lord Dyneyor wishes to recommecl hisForeman, who haj been with him ten years.-Dynevor Castle,
Llandilo, South Wales.

ARDENER
are kept.—Agi

all branches. Good
Reigate, Surrey,

(Working), where two or three
^ 30 single

; fifteen years' experience in
references. — D. E., 5, Warren Road,

GARDENER
ha3 obtained a

of Stove ami other I
racter. Abstainer.—

GARDENER
accustomed to

years in present occ
Street, Winchester

(Single-handed), — Age 25;
practical knowledge of the Cultivation

w '4' P"/ ""'I " ''"'f y<"^^' good cha-
VV. B., Twyford, Berks.

(Single-handed),— Age 21 •

In and Outdoor Work. Three and a half
upation.—H. M., Mrs. Penton, 63, Hyde

GARDENER (good Single-handed).-
Thoroughly experienced in all branches. Excellent

references. Leaving through property changing handa.-F S
6, Coleridge Gardens, South Hampstead, N.W.

OARDENER (good Single-handed), or
y-M where assistance is given.-Age 26. married, one child
experienced in all branches. Total abstainer. Over two years'
excellent character in present situation; seven previous.—
t. t.., 4, Charles Terrace, King's Road, .Mortlake.

rj.ARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 32,

,Vv,.
niiirried when suited

; thoroughly understands his work.
\VilIiug to be useful. Total abstainer. Good character.—
State wages to J. F., Abbey Mount, Belvedere, Kent,

r^ARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).—VJ Age 23; ten years' experience. Inside and Out.
D.sengaged.-BAKEH, 3, Pymont Road, Strand-on-the-Green,

r:j_ARDENER (Second), where three or more
rT^ S''*„'!f ''t;"T'*«'^

^^
:
six years in last phice. luside andOut.-O. CHANXELL, 19, Edgely Stree t, Lee Green, S.E.

ARDENER (Second); age 24.—Mr. G.
Kf.ates, Femple Gardens, Marlew, Bucks, can with

confidence recommend J. Fletcher, who has been with him the
past two years. Abstainer.

r^ARDENER (Second), in Houses.—Age 21

;

\-M SIX years' experience. Five years' in present situation.
In and Outdoors. Highest reference.—C. W., Ivy Cottage,
Weybridge.

/?1 ARDENER (Second, or good Third).—Age
VJ< 22 ;

seven and a half years' expei ience. Good references.
Indoors preferred. — CHARLES HARRIS. Haydon, near
Taunton. *'

'

GARDENER (Under),-Age 24 ;
good refer-

''""-'—wood, 24. Fernlea Road, Balham, S.W.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden, as Fruit Grower, &o.—H W 3

Whitbread Terrace. Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts.
' '

r;^ ARDENER (UNDER).-Age 21; three
W-'^j i'"^'i character. Inside and Out.-R. E., 4, Effingham
Road, Lee, S.E. . . &

/?}.ARDENER (Under).—Young; three and
u r-'lt-olr

'??"',?'""' '=''i"'a<^'""'- Eight years' experience.—H. GRh,EN, Mr. Newman, Thames Street, Weybridge.

r^ARDENER (Under), where four or five areVJ kept.—Age 21 ; seven years' experience, Insid and Outtwo years good character from present situation —O T R
19, Percy Garde ns, Isleworth. Middlesex.

riARDENER (Under).—Single; used to In
. „ .?°'^ Outdoor Work. Good references. No objection
to Bothy —Full particulars to F. H., 2, West Street, Ewell.Epsom. Surrey. '

AJURSERY FOREMAN, or MANAGER,
t A

'^'1.°°'' "ll
Out.-Age 39; five years' in the London

n» '
,? f,™;',?'''^'

"J'Perienced.-D. P., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Welli ngton Street, Strand, W.C.

"POREMAN, or MANAGER, to Grow for
J- JIarkct Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos
Mushrooms, and Cut Flowers of every description. Fir8(>clas.s
references -W. ARMSTRONG, Charlton Cottage, St. Mary's
Road, Harlesden, N.W.

pOREMAN, in Houses in good establishment,
-»- wherethreeorfourarekept.-Age30,single; fifteen years'
experience in all branches; two years in pre,sent situation. Good
characler.-F. LANE, The Bothy,Wray Park Gardens, Reigate.

FOREMAN, in Gentleman's Garden.—Age 32
-A- single

; three and a half years in present situation!
Good character.- W. WHEELER, Cooper's Hill Gardens,
Engleheld Green, Staines.

Tj^OREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 26 ; twelve
J- years' experience, including eight for exhibition.
Excellent testimoniab. — FOREMAN, 35, Stamford Road
J?ulham, S.W. '

POREMAN.—Age 25 ; abstainer. Twelve
J- years' experience in Stove and Orchid Work, Plant and
iruit Qrownng. &c. Excellent testimonials as to character and
abilities.—W. W., 65, Cotterells, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

"POREMAN, in a good establishment. —Age
-L 27; eleven years' experience in good places. Good
references from last and previous employers.—G TILLEY
Thorney, near Peterborough, Cambs.

'

PUREMAN, PROPAGATOR, and GROWER
.

,!" *Ia"'''<^'. Koses, Ferns, and General Soft-wooded Stuff'Age 27. Good reference.—B., 4, Clarendon Road, Croydon. S.E.'

POREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN;
-1- age 25.—S. Danikl,?, Shenley, Bletchley, Bucks will
give £\ to any one getting him a situation as above. Nine
years experience

; five years' good character.

P OR EM AN, or good Second; age 26—A Mr. HoLLIsoswoBTH, Quom Court, Loughborough
Leicester, would be pleased to recommend to any Gardener orGentleman as above. Two and a half years in present situation.

POREMAN PROPAGATOR and GROWER
-1- of Grapes. Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos Plants
and Cut Flowers, in quantity, for Market.—S. E 41 Well
li ngton Street, Strand. W.C.

P^OREMAN PROPAGATOR and GROWER
J- of Plants and Choice Cut Flowers for Market. Grapes
Peaches, Tomatos, &c. ; Bouquets and Wreaths i desired —GEO. HOLLIS, Witton, North Walshnm. Norfolk.

PROPAGATOR, in Provincial Nursery, Hard
-L and Soft-wooded. — Age 24 ; Grapes, Tomatos. Cu-
cumbers, &C.-D. BARNES, The Vineries, framfield, Sussex.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER. - Twenty
-«- years in the Trade, xMarket or Nursery. Well up in Pot
Roses, Clematis, Comferie, Hard and Soft-wooded Stuff. Good
halesmuu. Good nterences.-W. HORTUS. 26, Rugby Road,
Milverton, Leamington. • »

c .»

r^ROWER, Soft-wooded Plants, or Ferns,

fmm M ,'il.';'
^''"'"y Pwferred.-Age 23 ; good references

GTe,'we'Sr^n,^ Kent"
"-"- '"'^^'^- ^-^ Cottage, Belle

JOURNEYMAN (First), in the Houses.-
^,.„ 1^" '?' '"'''''' ^'''"''' "^^P-'leit-e. Good references from
present^ and previous employers.-W. HOLDEN, The Gardens.Lockerley Hall, Romsey, Hants.

uuiueui,,

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 18;rj four years' good character. Total abstainer.—A. E 27Formosa Street , l-addington, W.
i. Ji., ^(,

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses and Outside in

MFrAfw''«'rY-''"'o""'^8^c-''
'•""y^'"' good character.- E.UT.L1.1.SH, Station Road , Swanage, Dorset.

JOURNEYMAN.-Age 18; three years' ex-" perience in all branches.-K. Kent can be highly recom-

mrcester'^ "'' *'«'^^^' ^"l" Buckenhill, 'Br'omyar",

\;rANAGEK of Grass Farm, or as COWMAN
rl^l °', SHt:i'H^Ri>--Middle-aged. Wife Dairy or Poultry

iheffi Id
''°'"'' """ HOPKINS, Tadwick, Kiverton East

BTTnT^wT, ^? Nurserymen.UDDER and GRAFTER. - Successful

a fair kf,'„>fl", "''r i^"" "P '" bruits, Roses, and possessesa lair knowledge of Nursery Stock in general. Ten years'experience in the above, with good scholarship. Highest

lt?;e"trstr7nT,-^:c^'"-''"'"-^'
^''°"'* °«-' "' WaUmlto^

JxMPROVER, in the Houses.—Age 22 ; eight
T i-?Twn*o^,?'=;i"',''^'

'"''^^ "•"' O"'- Excellent charactel.-T. AITWOOD, Packington, Asby-de-la-Zouc i, Leicestershire.

JMPROVER, in Houses.—Age 20 ; willing to

S rov^rf'T T'?.''"f '.
„°°°'' (Character from last place.-

&. CO.VHILL, 1, Market Square, Buckingham. Bucks.

IMPROA' ER, in a good Garden.—Age 20
three years' experience.-U. Ru,sT, Seapark, Forres N B

'

can recommend a young man as above. '
" *

JMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age
-t- 18; three years in present situation. Can be well recom-mended by present employer. Good character.—E. MORRIS
13, Park Koad, Doncaster. '

JMPROVER, in a good Garden,—Age 18 ; five
J- years' experience. William Sta.vton, Swarcliffe,
Ripley, Yorkshire, can highly recommend an industrious vounirman as above. °

A feSISTANT.-Age 22 ; six years experience,
Xi. Well up in Seeds, Plants, and Nursery Stock.—J HThe Birches, Wordsley, Stourbridge. ' "

''I'^O MARKET NURSERYMEN.—A young
A. man (age.23) seeks re-engagement in a Market Nursery.
Six years experience. Good references.-E. GREY, 6 Farm
\ illas, Dalling Road, Hammersmith, W.

q^O HEAD GARDENERS or NURSERY-
-l- MEN.-A young Man wants a situation so as he mayLearn the Trade. Three years' experience.—Send particulars
and premium required to R. O., Gardeners' Chronicle Office
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

''no GENTLEMEN, &c.-Wanted, a situation
-i tor a respectable Lad (age 16). under a good Gardener.
Stroug, and willing to make himself useful,—Mrs. LEE
b, Prittlewell Square, Southend, Essex.

'

FOREMAN, or SALESMAN.—Age 26 ; overX ten years' experience. Good Floral Decorator. Excel-
lent references from large estoblishmeuts.—W. R, 3 Baleigh
Road, Richmond, Surrey. * '

S
To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and HorlatsHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 24 ; knowledge

of Fruit, Cut Flowers, Seeds, and Bulbs. Seven years'
experience. Best of characters.—W. HAYWARD, 12 Cedar
Terrace, Richmond, S.W.

T^RAVELLER,—A young man who is relin-
-L quishing Gardening, would like to represent as Traveller
any one having Specialities. Salary or Commission, or both —
D. B.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street
Strand, W.C. '

'yO SEEDSMEN.-Wanted by a respectable
-L young Man a situation in a Seed House, &c. Thorough
experience from a first-class house. Eight years' good reference
from last situation.—W. H., Lower Farm, Kensal Green W

JJOLLOWAY'S PILLS.—Wrong made right.
^-r —Every day that any bodily suffering is permitted to
continue renders it more certain to become chronic or danger-
ous. Holloways purifying, cooling, and strengthening Pills
are well adapted for any irregularity of the human body, and
should be taken when the stomach is disordered and liver
deranged, the kidneys inactive, the bowels torpid, or the brain
muddled. \\ ith this medicine every invalid can cure himself
and those who are weak and infirm through imperfect digest
tion may make themselves strong and stout by Holloway'a ex-
cellent Pills. A few doses of them usually mitigate the most
painful symptoms caused by undigested food, from which they
thoroughly free the alimentary canal and completely restore
Its natural power and action.
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JOHN BLAKES
PATENT SELF-ACTING HYDMDLIC RAMI

FOB

RAISING WATER
FOR THE

SUPPLY OF TOWNS, VILLAGES, IRRIGATION,

RAILWA Y STA TIONS, MANSIONS, FOUNTAINS,

FARMS, &C.

NO COST FOR MOTIVE POWER,
WHICH IS OBTAINED FROM A STREAM OF WATER PASSING

THROUGH THE RAM.
This Ram will force up 200,000 gallons

per day to medium heights. The patterns

vary with the different sizes.

BLAKE'S RAMS HAVE BEEN SUPPLIED TO THE FOLLOWING AMONGST OTHERS:-

The Duke of Connaught.
The Maharajah of Kashmir.
The Dulce of DH'Voiiahire.

The Duke of Westminster.
The Duke of Cleveland.
The Duke of Portland.

The Duke of Sutherland.

The JLirquess of Ripon.
The Marquess of Dowushire.
The Miirquess of Abergavenny.
The Marques? of Londonderry.
The Earl of Devon.
The Earl of Derby.
The Earl of Giiinsborough.

The Earl of Ilchester.

The Earl of Romney.
The Earl of Granard.
The Earl Beaunhamp.
The Earl of Caledon.
The Earl of Lichfield.

The Countess de Morella.
The Dowager Lady Williams Wynn.
Lady Henry Cholmondeley.
Lord Hothtield.

Lord Londesborough.
Lord Gahvay.
Lord Leconfield.

Lord Ribblesdiile.

Lord Hatherton.
Lord Leigh.
Lord Raglan.
The Rev. Lord Scarsdale.

Lord Brougham and Vaux.
Lord Bridport.
Lord ClifJen.

Lord Boyne.
The Hon. A. C. G. Calthorpe.
The Right Hon. T. Sotheron-Estcourt.
The Hon. R. More O'Farrell.

Sir William Ventris Field.

The Hon, George Kenyon.
The Rev. Hon. E. T. St. John, Bletsoe.

Admiral Sir George Broke-Middleton.
Sir Frederick A. Millbank, Bart.. M.P.
Major-General Sir H.M.Havelock-Allan. Bart.

Major-General Fielden, Witton Park.
General Mackenzie, Foveran Hou-^e.

Gen. Gerard Potter Eaton, The Pole.

Sir James Robert Walker, Bart.

Sir Henry A. Hoare, Bart., Stourhead, Bath.
Sir William Fielding, Bart., Feniseowlea.
Sir Robert Meuzies, Bart., of Menzies.
Sir Humphrey De Trafford, Bart.
Sir Michael Robert Shaw-Stewart, Bart.

Sir Henrv W. Ripley, Bart., Acacia.

Six Michael Arthur Ba.->3, Bart., M.P.

Sir W. C. Worsley. Bart., Hovingham Hall.

Sir Kenneth SmitJi Mackenzie. Bart.

Sir William Eden, Bart.

Sir Thoma-s C. C. Western. Bart,

Sir John Shelley, Bart.
Sir Julian Goldsmid, Bart.

Sir Edward Bate^, Bart.
Sir Edmund Buckley, Bart.

Sir A. W"oodiwiss, Derby.

Colonel Starkie, Lovely Hall.

Colonel Milligau, Cauldwell Hall.

Colouel To^neley, Towneley. Lancashire.

Colonel Hargreaves, Maiden Erleigli.

Colonel Tremayne. M.P.
Lieut.-Col. Loyd, Lillesden, Hawkhurst.
Edward Macnaghten, Esq.. Q.C., M.P., Run-

kerry.
Colonel Mitford, Mitford Castle.

Colonel Leyland, Nantclwyd Hall.

Colonel France-Hayhurst, Davenham Hall.

Colonel R. R. Jackson, Lostock Hall.

Colonel J. E. Foster, Sanson Seal.

Major J. F. Trist, Tristford, Totnes.

Major Hardman, Rawtenatall.

Major Bird. Crookhey. Lancaster.

Major J. R. H. Crauford, Craufurdland Castle.

W. Bramley-Davenport, Esq., M.P.
V. F. Beuett-Stanford, Esq., M.P., Pyt House.

C. F. H. Bolckow, Esq., Marton Hall.

John Hick, Esq., M.P., Mytton Hall.

Hamer Buss, Esq., M.P., Needwood Hall.

Wentworth Blackett Beaumont, Esq., M.P.
Geo. Courtauld, Esq., M.P.j Halstead, Essex,

Godfrey Hawkaworth Wentworth, Esq.,

Woolley.
Captain Gandy, SkirsgiU Park, Penrith.

Captain Townsheud. Wineham.
Captain Bosanquet. Broom- y-Close, near Ro3s,

Messrs. The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway
Company.

Henry Sandbach, Esq., Hofodunas, Abergele.

The Venerable C. W. Holbech, Farnborough
Hall.

The Rev. E.Hallowes. for Muggington Village.

The Rev. H. J. De Salis, Portnall Park.

The Rev. E. G. Edwards, Trentham.
C. H. Mainwaring, Esq., W^hitmore Hall.

G. H. Pinckard. Esq., Combe Court.

J. W. Temple, Esq., Leyswood. Groombridge.
Edwin Waterhouse, Esq., Feldemore.

W. Bickford-Smith, Esq., Travarno.

John Taylor, Esq., The Rocks, Bath.

The Trustees of the late John Taylor, Esq.,

Ashwicke.
William Roundell, Esq., Gledatone, Skipton.

Henry Simpson, Esq., Meadowfield, Whitby.

Archibald Dunn, Esq., Newcastle-on-Tyne,
L. Hanmer, Esq., Ueanwater, Wilmslow.
W, H. Hornby, Esq., Poole Hall, Nantwich.
H. R. Tomkinson, Esq., Reaseheath Hall.

Thos. Grey, Esq., Mitford, Northumberland.
Alexander Hartley, Esq., Pendle Forest.

Fortescue W. K. Long, Esq., Dunston Hall.

Messrs. Scott & Edwards, Railway Contractors.

Hy. Whitehead. Esq., Hassel Hey, Tottiugton.

W. J. Stephenson-Peach. Esq., Hulland Hall.

H. C. Moffatt, Esq., Goodrich Court, Ross.

.Tames Ormrod, Esq.. Pen-y-Lan, Ruaboo.
W. R. Adamson, Esq., Rushton Park, Battle.

J. T. Dillwyn-Llewelyn. Esq., Penllergare.

F. Bacon Frank, Esq., Campsall Hall.

Chaa. Page Wood, Esq,, Wakes Hall, Essex.

C. W. Kellock, Esq., Highfields, Audlem.
Edwin W. Streeter, Esq., F.R.G.S,, Sackville

Place.
Quintin Hogg, Esq., Holly Hill, Southampton.
.John Bowes. Emi., Streatlam Castle, Durham.
Alexander Henry Browne, Es(].,Callaley Castle.

Bernard Husey Hunt, Esq., Compton Paunoe-
foot.

J. A. Darlington, Esq., Bourton Hall, Rugby.
St. Lawrence's College, Ampleforth. Yorks.

A. C. Phillipps-de-Lisle, Esq.,Garendon Park.

J.J. Jones, Es(i.,Abberley Hall, nearStourport.

W. M. Ince-Anderton, Esq., Euxton Hall.

Charles Eecies, Esq., Stentwood, Honiton.
George Barl»our, Esq., Eolesworth Castle.

C. B. E. Wright, Esq., Bolton Hall.

Edward L, Tomlin, Esq., Angley Park.
T. F. Twemlow, Esq., Betley Court, Crewe.
Chas. C. Capel. Esq., Foots Cray Fisheries.

R. Andrews, Esq.. Prestbury Hall, Cheshire.

Jolm Hampson, Esq., Ullenwood.
Richard Smethurst, Esq., Ellerbeck Hall.

Eduin Grundy Wrigley, Esq., Howick House.

C. R. Collins, Esq., Strath Culme House, Hele.

S.S.White, Esq., Manor House, Wethersiield.

The Corjoration of Blackburn.
J, Barnes, Esq., Contractor, Chatbnrn and

Helletield Railway.
G. Redmayne, Esq., Brathay Hall, Ambleside.

Thomas Maaou, Esq., Alkincoates Hall,

Colne.
Basil Sparrow, Esq., Gosfield Place, Halstead.

R. O. Leyceater, Esq., Toft Hall, near Knuts-
ford.

Fred. Lyon,Esq., Seighford Hall, near Stafford.

Lovatt Aysliford-Wi^-e. Esi].. Clayton Hall.

John Walker. Esq., Moiiut St. John, Thirsk.

Henry Alison, Esq., Park Hall, Chorley.

John Pennington. Esq., Eramott Hall.

G. Bayley-Worthington, Esq., Sharstou Hall.

David Russell, Esq., Silverburn, Leven.
T. F. Ashe, Esq.. Ankelow Hall, Cheshire.
HittonGreaves,Esq.,Ankplow House, Audlem.
The Castle Brick Company. Northop, Flint.

The Leyland and Farrington Gas Company.
Benjamin Chaffer, Esq.. Monkhall Quarries.
Charles Hill, Esq., Rockhurst, Sussex.
Edward Singleton, Esq., Preston Deanerv.
W. Hensman, Esq.. Flint Hill, Winwick.
Thos. Barber. Esq.. Eastwood, Notts.
J. R. Shaw, Esq,, Arrowe Park. Cheshire.
Thos. Townley Townley-Parker, Esq.. Cuerden

.

John Fielden, Esq., Grimston Park, Tad-
caster.

The Rev. Canon Bridges. The Avenue, Ewell.
Dr. G. W. Mould, Loxley Hall, Uttoxeter.
A. Stead. Esq., Woodley, Romsey. Hants.
John Rowe Reunion, Esq., Nursted House.
^. Spender Clay. Esq., Ford Manor. Surrey.
The Guardians of the Slieffield Union (New-

Workhouse).
The Stockport District Waterworks Company.
The Bridgnorth Union Rural Sanitary Antlio-

rity.

The North Bierley Local Board Sewage
Works.

Richard Mercer, Esq., Sandling Place, Maid-
stone.

James Smithells, Esq. (Caledonian Railway),
Rivington.

Chas. J. Ebden, Esq., Ealdslow Manor,
Hastings.

T.H.Sidebottora. Esq., M.P.,Etherow House.
Messrs. J. & T. H. Sidebottom, Snowshill

Ma nor.

J. A. Sidebottom. Esq.. Hadfield, Manchester.
George Lane-Fox, Esq., Branham Park, Tad-

caster.

The Misses Carew. Haccombe Hou'^e.

F. E. Eastwood, Esq., Enton Park, Witley,
Surrey.

E. H. Nicholson, Esq., Beech Hill, London-
derry.

A. J. Cholmlcy, Esq., Newton, Ritlington,

Yorks,
.James Chadwiek, E-q., Hints Hall, Tani-

worth.
T. H. Lees. Esq., Guilsborough House, Guils-

borough,
St. John Blacker-Douglas, Esq., Elm Park,

Killylea.

The Rev. J. Card well-Gardner, Butler's

Marston.
John Godber, Esq., Whyburn Farm, Huck-

nall.

Edward Lister, Esij., Swarthdale, Ulverston.

JOHN BLAKE,
ENGINEER, ACCRINGTON, LANCASHIRE, ENGLAND.

,.^,T^.^iZSil^s^^i^OfC\ l?:^?urg'to''niree?.'VrsroVs1S-s%°o";;o'f?^^^^^^^^ said Cou.ty.-S.TrH..., /uly 7. 1888. A.eot fo. Maochester-JoHK H.VWOOD.
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ATIONA L CO-OPEKATIVE
FLOWER SHOW.

CRYSTAL PALACE, AUGUST 18, 1888.

FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS and MEDALS in PRIZES, for

FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, and HONEY, open to
members of Co-operative Societies throughout the Kingdom,
also for Skill of Workmen in all Trades for Amateur Work,
Entomological and other Specimens. Schedules of Prizes on
application to ^^j, jjroOJIHALL, Secretary.

1. Norfolk Street, Strand. W.C.

IVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION

The NINTH SUMMER EXHIBITION of Plants, Flowers,
Fruit, and Vegetables, will be held in Sefton Park, on
SATURDAY and MONDAY, August 4 and 6, 1838. Entries Clo-e
July 28. Schedules of Prizes on application to

EDWARD BRIDGE, Secretary.

3, Cedar Terrace, Tarbock Road, Hayton, Liverpool.

pLAY CROSS HORTICULTURAL
\J SOCIETY.—The ANNUAL SHOW of the above will be
hel.l on TUESDAY, August 14. Entries Close July 31. For
Schedules, apply to j gTOLLARD, Clay Cross, Chesterlielil.

ATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.—ADVERTISEMENTS will be inserted in the

New CATALOGUE (now ready for printer), at .30s. per page.
Special positions by agreement. Early application to

WILLIAM HOLMES, Hon. Sec.

Frampton Park Nurseries, Hackney, E.

TO ORCHID GROWERS.— Live SPHAG-
NUM MOSS, fresh and clean, 5s. per sack.

JOHN BURNS. Fellside, Kendal.

CARTERS' FLORISTS' FLOWERS —
INVINCIBLE.

CARTERS' FIRST-PRIZE PRIMULA.
CARTERS' FIRST-PRIZE CINERARIA.
CARTERS' FIRST-PRIZE CALCEOLARIA.

Seed of each, in Sealed Packets, price Is. 6d., 2s. 6rf., 3s, 6rf.,

and 5s. per packet. Post-free.

CARTERS', Seedsmen by Special Royal Warrants to H.M.
the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus. Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland.—Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

m.iy be had free on application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars, London, E.G.

RIMULAS—PRIMULAS—PRIMULAS.—
Nineteenth year of distribution, Williams' superb

strain. Is. 6(/. per dozen, 10s. per 100.

CINERARIAS and CALCEOLARIAS, same price.

Carriage free for cash with order.

JOHN STEVENS. The Nurseries, Coventry.

1>RIMULAS, Double White,
-L OS. per dozen, 3os. per 100.

Price for quantities ou application.

TAYLOR AND CO.,
Nurserymen, Timperley, Cheshire.

1 AA BEAUTIFUL GLADIOLI.—A mixture
JLV/V/ of many striking and showy sorts, to bloom this

autumn in beds and borders. Sent free on receipt of Post-

office Order for 10s. 6rf.

BARR AXD SON, King Street, Covent Gardcf , W.C.

T ARGE CAMELLIAS.—For Sale, 6 to 8 feet,
X^ bushy, in the finest health, well set for flower, very
suitable for planting in conservatories. Names and prices ou
application. Inspection invited.

JOHN LAING AND SONS, Nurserymen, Forest Hill, S.E.

iTe new raspberry,
" LORD BEACONSFIELD."

A seedling. Finest Raspberry and best cropper ever grown.
First-class Certificate awarded by the Royal Hort. Society.

Now to be seen in full fruit. Fruitery, 2J miles from Kintbury
Station, G.W.R. Nurserymen and Gardeners are invited to an
inspection.—A. FAULKNOR, Inkpen. Hungerford.

HOICE FRUIT and FLOWERS,—Highest
Market Prices guaranteed . Prompt cash.

HENRY RIDES (late Wise & Rides). Covent Garden, W.C.

(JqUeTTcIi and barn ham,O North Row, Covent Garden, W.C, are OPEN TO DIS-
POSE OF any quantity of MUSCATS and BLACK GRAPES.
TOMATOS, CUCUMBERS, FRENCH BEANS, STRAW-
BERRIES, CHOICE FLOWERS, &o. Highest Market Prices

obtained Accouet Sales daily: Cheques weekly or as preferred

by Sender. Baskets an^l Labels supplied. References given.

Clioice Fruit and Flowers.

TO. PAGET, having had twenty years'
• Market experience and an extensive connection, is open

to RECEIVE CONSIONJIENTS. Best Market Prices and
prompt returns. Covent Garden and Clapham.

Surplus Cut Flowers.

HOOPER AND CO. (Limited) RECEIVE and
DISPOSE of any quantity of above at best Market

Prices. Boxes, &c., supplied.—Address, Commission Depart-
ment, HOOPER AND CO. (Limited). Covent Garden, W.C.

ESSRS. GREGORY and EVANS,
NUKSERYMEN, Sidcup, and 28.5, 286, 287, 288, Flower

Market, Covent Garden, V^.C, are open to RECEIVE
CONSIGNME.VTS of Choice CUT FLOWERS in any quantity
for their Commission Department. Boxes and Labels supplied.

Telegraph Address—" COMMISSION, SIDCUP."

ANTED, TREE CARNATIUXS, also

Rooted Cuttings. STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
Florist TULIPS (named), CINERARIAS and PRI.MULAS, in

quantity, from or in pans. Auriculas, named—Primulas,
herbaceous kinds, named. Price, &c., to

C. R., Gardeners' Clironide OIHce, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

V

SUTTON'S FLORISTS' FLOWER SEEDf.
Sutton's Begonia I Sutton's Cyclamen
Sutton's Calceolaria Sutton's Gloxinia
Sutton's Cineraria | Sutton's Priqjiula, &c.

The finest strains in existence.

Price LIST Post-free.

Sutton's Seeds Genuine only direct froru

SUTTON AND SONS, Reading.

THe Best Present for a Gardener.

INES and VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise ou

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
New Edition.

Price hs., post-free 5s. 6d.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswicfc.

EAUTIFUL JAPANESE IRIS—The most
beautiful of all hardy Irises. Strong flowering plants

in pots. Best and most beautiful named \arietie3. All dis-

tinct. 21s. per dozen.
BARR AND SON, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

GARDENIAS.—Never had a finer stock of
this beautiful Greenhouse Shrub. Specimen Plants from

3 to 5 feet high by same tlirough, from 2bs. to 605. each. The,- e

are grand plants. Half Specimens, from 2 to 3 feet higli, hs,

to 10s. each. To anyone wishing to stock a greenhou.^e, or to

the Trade, this is a good opportunity to secure tine large

plants.—E. COLLINS and SONS, Cumberland Park Nurseries,

Willesden Junction, W.

REEFERS FOR WALLS.—By planting
what is suitable, an ugly object may easily be made

beautiful. Moat being in pots, can be sent and put out at any
time. Descriptive LIST and advice Free.—RICHARD SMITH
AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

DIANTUM WALTONn (New Hybrid).—
This graceful Fern is now being sent out. For full de-

scription see Gardeners' Chronicle for June 23, 18S8. Good
strong Plants with 5 to 7 fronds. 2s. tirf. each, 6 for 12s. i6d.

;

smaller plants. Is. 6(i. each, 6 for 7s. 6rf.

Exors. of HENRV WALTON, Edge End Nursery, Brierfield,

Burnley, Lancashire.

Palms, clean and healthy.

WILLIAM ICETUN has a very extensive
stock of all the leading kinds, in fine conditi-n; 20

houses being devoted to their growth, many being fit for exhi-

bition of the following varieties :—Areca lutea, Cocoa flexuosa

and Weddelliana, Kentias of all kinds; Seaforthia elegans,

Latania borbouifa, Pha-nix reclinata, rupicola ; also a very

large assortment of Palms in BO's and 48*3 for table. Inspection

invited.—Putney Park Lane, S.W. ; and 129 and 130, Flower
Market, Covent Garden, W.C. ^__
ERNS.—FERNS.—FERNS.—Gonophlebium
subauriculatum. —A fine stock of this elegant Bx-^ket

Fern, strong established planU, in 3-inch pots. My stock of

Ferns is by far the largest in the kingdom, including immense
quantities of all the leading and popular sorts, in various sizes;

also a great number of choice species and varieties. An
inspection is respectfully invited. Prices oq application.

H. B. MAY, Dyson's Lane Nursery, Upper Edmonton.

Eucharls—Eucharia—Eucharls.

FOR SALE, a stock of good Specimen Plants
of EUCHAlilS AMAZOXICA in No. 12 pots, free from

bug, and acknowledged to be the strongest and healthiest

stock in the Trade.
T. DODD, Brunswick Road NurBeries, Bexley Heath.

CIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS by which anO abundance can be insured of delicious MUSHROOMS.
See Seed LIST, Free.

RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Seed Merchants and Nursery-
men, Worcester.

EAT for Orchids, Hard-wooded Plants.
Ferns, &:.c., of best quality, can now be supplied from

Summer Cutting. Wholesale or Retail. Samples and quota-

tions on application to.

The PEAT ASSOCIATION, 10. Cullum Street, London, E.C.

1l LASCELLES and CO.,
Horticultural Builders.

131, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.
Plans and Estimates Free.

See large Advertisement, July 7, page 5.

w
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Wednesday Next—(Sale No. 7:09.)

The remalnin;^ portion of the Valuable Cotleation o£ ORClIirS
formed by the late JOHN DAY. Esq., of Tottenham.

IV/TK. J. 0. ISTEVENS begs to announce that
Jj\. he has been favoured with instructions from the
Executors of the late John Day, Esq.. to SELL by AUOI'ION,
at hia Oreat Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on
WEDNESDAY NEXT, July 18. at half-past 12 oX'look precisely,

the Remaining Portion of hia valuable COLLECTION of

ORCHIDS, comprising—
Odontoglosaum Andersonia- 1 Cattleya Triarae, superb forms

num lobatum Angrwcum caudatiim

,, Wilckeaniim |
Odontoglossum Aleiandrte

,, Ruckerianum I ,, Pescalorei

Cfittleya Warneri, superb Thyrsopteris elcgnns, >\i(h

forms
I

7 fronds—very rare

A choice collection of Cypripediums, &c.
On view morning of Sale, aud Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.—(Saie No. 7709.)

UNIQUE and VALUABLE WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS
of. OECmDS. . .

MR. J. C. STEVENS has been favoured with
instructions from the Executors of the late John Day,

E^q., of High Cross, Tottenliam. to include in his SALE by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.. on WEDNESDAY NEXT, July 18, the Unique
and Valuable Collection of Life-size WATER-COLOUR DRAW-
INGS of ORCHIDS, by Durham, contained in 22 bound volumes,
together with 44 loo^e Drawing-^, and .'i framed, dilto.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next—(Sale No. 77u9.)

VALUAKLK and EX IKNSIVE HERBARIUM.

MR. J. ('. STEVENS has been favoured with
instruf io 113 from the Executors of the late John Day,

Esq., of Hiirli Cross, Tottenham, to include in his SALE
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street. Covent
Garden, W.C.. on WEDNESDAY NEXT. July 18, his splended
HERBARIUM, contained in seven well made Pine Cabiuets,
coropriaing specimens of Ferns of nearly every known variety.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

"I'iiursday Next;.-(Saie No. 7710.)

80,000 SEEDS of AKECA BaUERI. just received direct.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms,

38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT,
.Tnly 19. On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.— (Salt- No. 77iu.)

SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include in his
SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King

Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT. July 19.

a tine Collection of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and DUD, com-
prising Oncidium macranthura hastiferura, Auguloa Kuckeri
Sangumea, Odontoglossuii Alexandra?, O. vexillarium. and
O. hybrids; fine Masdevallias. Cattleys, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next —(Sale No. 7710.)
VALUABLE ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms. .38. King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT. July 19. at half-past 12 o'Clock
precisely, by order of Mr. F. Sander, a splendid lot of

EsUbtished ORCHIDS. Amongst those offered for Sale are :—
Aerides Sanderiana 1

Masdevallia Wagneriana
Coelogyne cristata alba Lycaste Earringtonia

,, ,, maxima, St. Albans ,. Skinneri alba
Lcelia anceps Hillii

„ „ Stella

,, ,, Schroderiana

,. ,, Veitchii
Odontoglossum brevifolium

,, pardinum
,, SchiUeriana

Phalsenopsis Sanderiana
Trichopilia Galleottiana
„ suavis alba

Warscewiizella Wendlandii

variety

,, Forstermaoni
,, Sanderiana

Cypripedium albanense

,, Curtisii

„ Druryi
,, Schomburgkianum
„ Domiiiii rubescens

Masdevallia elepliauticeps

„ hieioglyphicu

,, Gelcuyaua
„ radiosa

Also some very fine varieties of Odontoglossum Alexandra
in flower, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.
ESTABLISHED ami IMl'tJKTED ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHERUE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 68. Cheapside, E.C, on TUESDAY NEXT, July 17. at
half past 12 oClock precisely, a large quantity of well-grown
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, various IMPORTED ORCHIDS
from Messrs. J. W. Steel & Co., consisting of Cattleya velu-
tina, Oncidium crispum, O. sarcodes, Lselia cinnabarina, L.
purpurata. and Sophronitia grandiflora ; also a small importa-
tion of Angrtecum sesqnipedale. 6 cases of Cattleya Meudelii'
received direct for unreservee Sale, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next. July 20.
Important SALE of ttie %\ hole of the COLLECTION of ESTA-

BLISHED ORCHIDS (i-xcrptirig the Cool-house Orchids),
by order of the Executors of the late H. Littleton, Esq., of

Westwood House, Sydeuhnm, without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central

Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on FRIDAY,
July 20, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, without reserve, the
COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, formed by the
late H. Littleton, Esq. (except the Cool-house Orchids), in-

cluding fine specimen Pescatorea Lehmanni, several fine

Vandas; about UOO Cattleyas, including gigaa, labiata, Men-
delii, Jlo^aite, Trianie, and others; fine pieces of Odonto-
glossum, Uro-Skiuneri, Insle.iyi, Leopoldianum, and Londes-
boroughiannm ; several large Ca-lojiyne cristiita, Cypripedinm
venustum, vellosum. hirsutissimum, caudatum, and others;
fine piece of Epidendrum priMmatocarpum; specimen Cymbi-
dium eburneum and Pariahii ; Aerides and Dcndrobes in
variety; a fine lot of Cypripedium niveum, and Calanthe
Veitchii Phahenopsis; also twelve fine specimen Euoharis
amazonica, in splendid health, and four Pancratum fragrana.

On view morning of Sale, aud Cat-alogues had.

Friday Next.
IMPORTED ORCHIDS FOR SALE, WITHOUT RESERVE.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include in their SALE by AUCTION, at their Central
Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside. London. EC. on FRIDAY
NEXT, July :;0, without reserve, IMPORTED ORCHIDS, in

fine condition, from Messrs. Shuttleworth. Carder & Co.,
including Odontoglossum crispum (Alexandrtv), of the best
type ; O. graudc, breaking freely ; Huntleya albido fulva. very
rare; Oncidium verucosum Rogersii, O. Brienianum, Cattleya
Sanderiana. C Mendelii. C. Dormaniana, &c. Also (another
property) grand masses, in fine condition, of the handsome pure
white Epidendrum bicoruutum, the large-flowered, free-grow-
ing variety.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next—Without Reserve.
EPIDENDRUM LICORNUTUM,

TVfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
Ifi inclulde in their SALE of ORCHIDS on FRIDAY NEXT,
grand masses, in fine condition, of the handsome pure white
Epidendrum bicornutum, the large-flowered, free-growing
variety, totally distinct from the small-growing kind which is

invariably imported, together with a few lots of Oncidium
Lawrenceanum from a new quarter, and a probably new and
very floriferous Epidendrum, of the habit of E. Ibaguense, not
seen in flower.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

The Downside collection of Orchids.
SECOND PORTION.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of the whole of this renowned
Collection, including many plants matchless in point of
rarity, and the whole remarkable culture and condition,
embracing unquestionably the most valuable and extensive
Collection of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS
ever submitted to Public Competition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Downside,

Leatherhead (fifteen minutes' walk from the London and South-
western, and London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway
Stations).

On TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY
July 24. 25, 26, and 27, 1888,

at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely each day, by order of Wm.
Lee, Esq. (who is selling the Estate of Downside, and relin-

quishing the cultivation of Orchids), the SECOND PORTION
of this extremely valuable Collection of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
Amongst the plants included in the Second Sale, the follow-

ing may be specially mentioned
Cattleya Trianse General

Gordon
,, ,, Chelsoni

,, ,, Edinbiirghii

,, .. tricolor

., ,, protcus

,, ,, formosa
,, ,, Erailiie

,, ,, Arcliduchess

,, ,, Orion

„ „ Wallisii

And many others not yet named, with their portraits by
G. Macfarlane, the whole forming probably the grandest
collection of fine varieties of the Trianfe section ever brought
together, many of the plants, moreover, being of the largest
size.

Cattleya Trianw Lecana
, Dodgsoni
,

Osmani
,

alba

,
regina

,
Norman i

,
Backhousiana

,
Victoria Regina

,
magnifica

,
Archduke

Cypripedium Morganife
,, chloroneurum
,, Schroder«
„ Wallisii

,, tesselatum porphyreiim
,, calophyllum
,, Harrisianum superbum
,, insigne aureum
,, selligerum majus
,, superciliare

,, oenanthum superbum
,, politum
,, Ashburtonite

,, grande
,, Godefroyre

,, Leeauum superbum
,, Sedeni candidulum
,, Auguste Regnier

Cattleya calummata
,, exoniensis

,, labiata (autumn flower-

ing)

,, Skinneri, grand speci-

mens
,, ,, alba

,, Percivaliana, special
varieties

„ ,, alba

,, ,, grandiflora

,, Mossife alba

,, ,. Southgatei
„ Mendelii, special varie-

ties

„ Germinyana
„ Mardellii

,, Mastersonioe

,, Hardyana
„ Luddemanniana brlllian-

tissima

5USDEVALLIA SECTION
comprises a grand and complete collection of Masdevallias,
many of the highest class, and some very rare.

ODONTOGLOSSUM SECTION.
There is a large and very choice collection of the finest
varieties in large plants, true to name, which have been
grown at Downside for several years, and are models of
successful cultivation.

PHAL.ENOPSIS SECTION.
Amongst the Phaltenopsis are two plants of P. Bryracriana,
and one of the true variety Dayana.
The plants may be viewed any day prior to the Sale, on pre-

sentation of card to view. Catalogues are now ready, and may
be obtained of Mr. WOOLFORD, the Head Gardener, on the
Premises ; and of the Auctioneers aud Valuers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, London, E.C.

Lfclia callistoglossa

,, Amesi ma
,, Wolstenholraiie
,, anceps Calvertiana

,, ,, Dawson i

,, elegans Turneri

„ purpurata Brysiana
Oncidium omithorrhynchum

album
Odontoglossum Leeannm
Trichopilia suavis alba
Pachystoma Thomsoni
BulbophUlum sarceocephalum
Masdevallia(iheoriginal Bull's

Blood), part of the
plantcertificated,187a

Vanda Sanderiana
,, s avis

,, Denisoniana htbraica
,, tricolor Pater.soni

,, ,, Warnerii
,, ,, Russelliana

„ ,, Downside variety
Saccolabium Heathii
„ Harrisoniaiium

Dendrobium nobile nobilius,
ihe well-known large
plant

,, pplendidissimnm grandi-
florum

,, sfraliotes

„ Kingianum album
,, Phalffinopsis

,, Harveyanum
Coelogyne cristita alba

,, Lowii
Csmbidium Parishii
Maxillaria Sanderiniu

Monday, July 23.

"XfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
XTJL SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,
67 aud 68. Cheapside, London. E.C, on MONDAY'. July 23,
at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Mr. F. Sander,
valuable IMPORTED ORCHIDS, including Cattleya Men-
delii, a splendid importation, just arrived, among which are
some very tine masses, abundantly furnished with healthy
foliage ; C. Mossiiae, in good condition ; C, Bowringiaua, large
importation of the above in good condition ; Aerides Field-
ingii, Cattleya amethystina, C. citrina, the rare Oncidium
pyramense, O. undulatum, specially selected masses of O.
ornithorynchum, O. Forbesii, Epidendrum ciliolare, specially
tine masses of Odontoglossum Cervnntesi, O. nebuloMim, O.
macidatum, O, Rossii, Saccolabium Blumei majus, S. gutta-
tum, Sophronitia grandiflora, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orcliida in Flower.-Special Sale, July 31.

IVTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS de-
XtX sire to announce that their NEXT SPECIAL SALE
of ORCHIDS IN FLOWER will take placeas above, for which
they will be glad to RECEIVE NOTICE OF ENTRIES as
early as possible.

67 aud 68. Cheapside. London, E.C.

Friday, Au^st 17.
The remaining portion of tht- valuable Collection of Established

ORCHIDS, formed by F. A. Philbrick, Esq., Q.C., of Old-
field, Bickley.

A/I ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
XtX to give notice that they will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London. E.C, on FRIDAY. August 17.

Further particulars will appear.

Kingston, Surrey.
By order of the Executors of the late Mr. Thomas Jackson.

IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE FREEHOLD and LEASE-
HOLD PROPERTItS.
Preliminary Notice.

IVTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
ItX favoured with instructions to sell by AUCTION, at
the Mart. Tokenhouse Yard. London, E.C, on THURSDAY,
August 30, (first in one lot, and if not thus sold, then in separate
lots), the Valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE known as the Kings-
ton Nursery, Kingston, containing a total area of 2 acres, with
the modern detached Freehold Residence, 22 Greenhouses and
numerous Outbuildings, and theGoodwillof theold-e.stabiished
Nursery and Seed Business, the desirable Freehold House and
Shop in Thames Street. Kingston, now utilised as a Seed Shop,
with 2 Cottages and Stabling adjoining, also the several Lease-
hold Nurseries known as the Kingston Hill Nursery, containing
an area of 12 acres 3 roods 10 perches, the Nursery in Park Road,
Norbitou, area 10 acres, and the Long Ditton Nursery, Long
Ditton, area 15 acres roods 13 perches.
The Purchaser or Purchasers will have the option of taking

the Stock in the respective lots at a valuation to be made in the
usual way.
SLiy bo viewed. Particulars and Plans obtainable at the

Mart ; of G. C. SHERKARD, Ks([., Solicitor, 26. Lincoln's Inn
Fields, W.C; and of the Auctioneers and Surveyors, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, London, E.C. and Leytonstone.

City of Peterborougli.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT PROPERTY.

To Innkeepers, Confectioners, Horticulturists, Florists, Seed
Merchants, and Others.

The Old-established, full Licensed RESTAURANT, with large
Dining Rooms, Confectioner's, Fruiterer's, and Seed aud
Flower Shops, situate in Church Street, Peterborough,
opposite the Corn Exchange, in which a very extensive
business has been carried on for many years past.

f'opyhold of the Manor of Peterborough. Fine small
and certain.

Also the Extensive FREEHOLD NURSERY in Eastgate. with
twelve Glass Houses, Ice House. Stables with Loft over.
Gig House, Office and Potting Sheds, and the excellent
newly erected Brick and Slated Residence, with Out-
oliices at tlie south end thereof.

The CONVENIENT YARD on the north side of Eastgate,
opposite the Nursery, with the long range of Sheds and
other Buildings standing thereon, having an area of
1 rood 15 perches, of which 25 perches is Fieehold, and the
remainder Copyhold of the Manor of Peterborough.

And also a FREEHOLD FIELD containing 3 a. 1 r. U p. (more
or less), now used as a Nursery Ground, aud having an
immediate prospective value as Building Lund.

The whole property is in the occupation of Mr. John House, or
his Trustee.

AT R. JOHN FOX will SELL the above by
"

I'i AUCTION, by order of the Mortgagees, at the
"Angel Hotel," Peterborough, on SATURDY, July 28, 1888,

at 3 for 4 o'Clock in the afternoon, in Lots, subject to such
Conditions of Sale as will be then produced, and the Trustee
under Mr. House's Liquidation will, it desired, concur in the
Sale for the purpose of transferring the Goodwill of the
Business to the Purchasers.

A Plan of the Estate may be seen at the Office of the
Auctioneer, Bridge Street, Peterborough ; and further informa-
tion may be obtained on application either to him or to Messrs,
VERGETTE AND BUCKLE, Solicitors, Peterborough ; or at my
Offices in Whittlesey. JOHN PEED, Vendor's Solicitor.

Whittlesey, July 2, 188S.

To Market Growers, Florists, Gardeners, and others.
\r ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
'fJ. have on their Books for Sale several MARKET
NURSERIES, the purchase-money varying from £500 to
£5000. Also numerous well-established general NURSERY
and FLORIST.BUSINESSES.
Apply, stating requirements, to Messrs. Protheroe & Morris,

67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C.

Nurserymen, Florists, and Gardeners.

FOR SALE (through dissolution of partner-
ship), the BLACKHEATH NURSERIES, a going con-

cern, in the centre of a wealthy residential neighbourhood,
7 miles from Covent Garden. "The long Lease of a compact
well-established Nursery of 2 acres, with Stand in Covent
Garden Floral Market, 6 Greenhouses, 125 by 13 feet ; and
1 House, 105 by 30 feet ; all exceptionally well built and
heated, A good jobbing business could also be done.

Apply, R. J. SUTER, 6, £astcomb9 T«rrac«, Blackbeath.
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To BE SOLD, LEASEHOLD NURSERY,
in best port of Loudou. 4 miles from Covent Chirden.

Good liviug. Seven Houses. Good Dwelling-house. Opposite

n Station. Contracts jmy nil rent. 40,1100 I'lnnts. Trice,

£1.10, or would TAKE PARTNEK with £250.

Apply to S. T., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, .11, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

rpo BE SOLD (a rare opportunity), a
X Valunble and most Eligible FKEEHOLD and FLOKIST'S
NURSERY. The property is pleasantly situated on a main
road about 2 miles out of Leicester—which is one of the most
thriving manufacturing towns in the Midlands— in a good

locality. It consists of three (red brick and slated) well-ouilt

bay-windowed Villa Residences, containing eight rooms and

two cellars each, with Gas and Water, at the rear of which
are seven large Glasshouses (numerous Pits and Outhouses)

heated by hot-water. Superficial Area of Glass, over 4000 feet.

All in good state of repair. Also a large Garden, with river

frontage, well stocked with Fruit Trees in full profit. The
whole standing on about 2(500 square yanis of Land, and
bringing in a rental of £96 per annum. Stock low.

For further particulars apply on the Premises to the owner,

Mr. S. WALKER, Avlestoii.' I'ark, Leicester; or HARRISON
AMD SONS, Market 1'1:.,t, I ,m, r,!^^^ ^^

To Florists, Seedsmen, ac.

TO BE DISrOSiEU OF, the going concern of
a well-estiiljlishfd BtTSINESS, capable of extensive

improvement under good management. First-class neighbour-

hood and thoroughfare.
Apply to NORRIS AXD CO., Estate Agents, Watford.

£"011 SALE or LEASE, a handsome detached
old-fashioned truly countryfied HOUSE, 3 floors, 2 acres

Ground. Mile station, 13 London.—Dr. GILL, Whitton, S.W.

BE SOLD, the LEASE of a Country
NURSERY with useful stock at a valuation, or would

take a Partner.
J. I). G.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand. W.C.

South of England.

LARGE GARDEN, 20 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhou'^ps and Vineriea. £7000 has het-n ^pent on the

property. Seven years' lease. Two cotta^eg inclusive. £150
a year. ELDRIDLtE, Portsmouth.

.

LET, a Small JOBBING and FLORIST'S
NURSERY, consisting of 4 Houses and several Pit;?,

excellently situated, in most fashionable part of Leicester. An
advantageous opportunity for an energetic and enterprising
man.—Apply. HARRISON Ai^D SONS, Royal Midland Seed
Establishment, Leicester,

b BE LET, on Lease, 7, 14, 21, or 99 years,
1 to 10 acres of excellent GRASS LAND. Rents from

£S to £12 per acre. Suitable for Nurserymen, Florists. &c.,
with the optiou of purchase at any time. Near the main road,
Eniield Highway, about 9 miles from London. No tithes or
land tax. Apply to the owner,

Mr. H. MOORE, 59. Bi.'hopggate Street Within. E.G.

f-rO BE LET, a TOWN MANSION, with
JL large and singularly picturesque Gardens of If acre,

belted in with line old Timber, affordingshade and retirement

;

Lodge, iirst-class Stabling, Glasshouses, full-sized Billiard-
room, full-sized secluded Tennis Lawn and all accessories.

House for many years in same occupation and is in excellent
repair. It is but seldom that a property of the kind can be
secured, affording as it does adjuncts which are usually only
obtainable in the country, although in this case within but
little more than a mile of Regent Street.

Me-<srs. LUMLEY, 22. St. .Tanies's Street, S.W. ; or Messrs.
DEBENHAM, TEWSON. FARMER, and BRIDGEWATER,
80. Cheap^ide. E.G.

Durant's Arbour Estate. Fonder'B End. Middlesex,
To NLTRSERYMEN. FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

TO BE LET, on Lease, for 21, 60, or 80 years,
1 to 50 acres of excellent MEADOW LAND, from £S to

£11 per acre, with the option of the purchase of the freehold
within the first 9 years. No tithe or land tax.
Apply to A. AND G. GUIVER, Land Agents, &c., Ponder's End.

N.B. Several Nurseries established on the estate.

O R CHI D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.
(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

Have just received large and fine importations
of the following

ORCHIDS:-
CATTLEYA MEXDELH,

„ AMETHYSTOGLOSSA,
„ GUTTATA LEOPOLDI,

L.ELIA PURPURATA,
MILTONIA CANDIDA GRANDIFLORA,

„ SPECTABILIS MORELIANA,
SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA, &c.

Full particulars on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, MAIDENHAIR
FEKN. Strong healthy Plnnts in thnmbs, I6s. per

100 : well-furnished stuff, in 18'9, r,Os. per 100. Cut Ferns, lis.

per dozen himohes. For casli witli order.
H. ROSE, Oaklield Nursery, Hampton.

RIMULAS—PRIMULAS—PRIMULAS.—
Grand Premier Prize and Govent Garden strains. Fine

large trusses, beautifully fringed tlowers, and new colours.

Gooti Plants, to bloom well, per dozen. Is. 3d. ; extra strong.

Is. Qti.
;
per 100, 9s. All carriage free.

CINERARIAS—CINERARIAS.—Bull's and
Gannell's celebrated Prize Strains, and most brilliant

colours. Cannot be excelled. Good Plants to bloom well,

per dozen, Is. 3d. ; extra strong. Is.Qd.; per 100, ys. All
carriage free.

S. SHEPPERSON, Florist. Prospeot House. Belper. Derbyshire.

EAST LOTHIAN INTERMEDIATE STOCKS.
THOMAS METHVEN and SONS

offer their choice strain of the above, in five varieties,

viz., Scarlet, Purple, White, Crimson, and White Wall-leaved,
at Is., 2s. 6t/., and os, each colour. Price to the Trade on
application.
By Royal Warrant, Nurserymen and Seedsmen to the Queen,

Ediiiburgli.

ORCHID PEAT, best quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices to
WALKER AND CO.. Farnborough, Hants.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (best only),
l5. per sack ; 30 sacks. 205. ; truck (about 2j tous), 205., f.o.r.

PEAT, LOAM, TOBACCO PAHEK, Sec. Samplesfree.
J. HEARS AND CO., 3. Bury Court, London, E.C.

GARDEN REQUISITES,
of best qttaliti/, as supplied to the liayal Gardens, ^c.

BEST COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, 10 sacks for 10s., 15 for

14s., 20 for 18s , 30 for 25s. ; two ton truck, 285. Free on rail.

RUSSIA MATS, from 12s. to ISs. per dozen.

FINEST ORCHID PEAT, 7s. per sack.

BEST BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. per sack, 6 for 22s. fkl.

BEST BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 4s. 6d. per sack, 5 for 20s.

COARSE SILVER SAND. Is. id. per bushel ; 14s. j-lon ;

PURE LEAF MOULD, 3s. per sack. [2bs. per ton,

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, 3s. per sack.

BEST MUSHROOM SPAWN, 4s. per bushel.
RAFFIA, LABELS, STICKS, from 1 ft. to 5 ft., BAMBOO

CANES, Si ft. to 12 ft., VIRGIN CORK, CHEMICAL
MANURES, NETTING. Sec.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 6s. per sack. CHARCOAL, 8s. per sack.

SPECIALITY TOBACCO PAPER and CLOTH, lOrf. per lb.
;

28 lb. for 21s. Price List free by post.

W. HERBERT AND CO., Hop Exchange Warehouses, South-
wark Street Lon Ion SE

Sold in Packets, 6d. and Is. each, and in

SEALED BAGS ONLY,
7 lb, 14 lb. 28 lb. 56 lb. 1 cwt.

2/6 4/6 7/6 12/6 20/-
CLAY & LEVESLEY,

TEMPLE MILL LANE,
STRATFORD, LONDON, B.

C. & L. also supply Crushed Bones, Bone Dust, Peruvian Guano,
Sulphate of Ammonia, and Nitrate of Soda, inbest qualities only.

SS^S^^ESSR"
Supplied by iw to Royal Gardens, Kew, the Crystal Palace, &c.

For Destroying Weeds on Carriage Drives, Garden Walks,
Staltle Yards, &c. Prices: per gallon, 2s., tin included;
5 Railons, Is, 6rf. per gallon ; 10 to -'b gallons. Is. 4d. per gallon,

carriage paid. Special quotation for larger quantities. 0/«
gallon makes 26 gallons.

Mr. W. G. Head. Superintendent of the Crystal Palace
Gardens, says :

—" We were so satisfied with your Weed Killer

and its price, that we have used it absolutely. I have every
cuiifiilence in reconimemiing it,"

A'ole Proprietors awl Manufacturers,

THE AGRI-HORTICULTITRAL CHEMICAL COMPANY.
TONBHIDGE. KEXT.

Sold by Seedsmen and Florists.

BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'
Reports, Sold in Tins, Is,, ^s. Qd., 5s, 6rf., and 10s. 6d. each,

or 1 cwt. Bag.s. sealed, l.'Js. By all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. il. BEESON,Carbrook Bone Mills, ShHEeld.

XTATIVE GUANO.—Price £3 \Qs. per ton,
l~y in bags. Lots under 10 cwt,, 4s. per cwt,
A 1 cwt, sample bag sent, carriage paid, to any Station in

England on receipt of post-olfice order for 5s.

Extracts from Twelfth Annual Collection of Reports ;—
NATIVE GUANO for POTATOS, VEGETABLES, VINES,

and FRUIT.—G. Cousins, Walton-on-Thames. '• Used for

Potatoa. Result: very excellent crop; remarkable size and
good quality. Can highly recommend it."

D. Williams. Head Gardener to the Rt. Hon, Lord Wimbome,
Canford Gardens, Wimbome. " Used for Vines, Peaches,
Stra^^ berries, flowering plants, kitchen garden crops, with
very good results. First class manure for pot Strauberries."

NATIVE GUANOfor ROSES, &c,—T. St. Clair, Rose grower
by appt. to H.R.H, the Princess of Wales, Strawberry Hill.

"Used for standard and dwarf Roses. Result : excellent growth,
fine bloom, and perfectly free from blight the whole season,"

A. F. Barron, Royal Horticultural Soc, Chiswick. "With-
out doubt a very valuable manure, ami easy of application."

Orders to th.- NATIVE GUANO CO. (Limited), 29, New
Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London, E.C., win-re I'amph-
WU vi T.'stinujiiial.-. may be oblaiued. Agents Wanted,

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two PBIZE MEDAL3.
Qnallty, THE BEST In the Market. (All sack, included.)

PEAT, be.^t brown fibrous ... 5s. per sack, 5 sacltafor '2'J$. 6rf.

PEAT, best black fibrous ... 4s. 6d. „ 5 sacks for 20s.

PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. Qd. ,, 5 sacks for 35s.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST Us. per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... ( (sacks included).
SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. 6d. per bush., Us. half-ton, 24s. ton.

RAFFIA FIERE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb. ; 28 lb., 27s.

SPHAG.N'UM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., Es. per sack.
CHUBI!'S"PERF>!CT"FER-') IN Bioa.
TILIZER (the Best Food tor ( . ' ,

all kinds of Plants, Flowers, (Tins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 561b. 1 cwt.
Fruits, Vegetables, &c. ...J 1/S 3/- ."i/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-

VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- ,V6 10/6 17/-

RUSSIAN MATS, BAMBOO CANES. PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL. &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, £2 per ton. Extra lar^e Sample Bales, &s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),

sacks. Is. Sd. each ; Ul sacks, lis.; 1.^ sacks, 15s.: 20 sacks, 18s.;

30 sacks, 25s. ; 40 sacks, 30s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

28s. Limited quantities of G., special quality granulated,

in sacks only, 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

(Bankers. Union Bank of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD, MILWALL, LONDON. E.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

id. per bushel ; 100 for 2^s. ; truek (loose, about 2 tons),

40s, ; 4-bu3hel bags, id. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 55, 6d. per sack ; 5 sackfl,

2.'is. : sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5s, per sack, 5 sacks, 22». ; sacks,

id. each,
COARSE SILVER SAND, Ij, 9d. per bushel ; 15s. per half

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-bu-shel bags, id. e.ach.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is, per bushel.

SPHAONUM MOSS, 8s. 6rf. per sack.

MANURES. GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO
CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.R.H.S., 21, Goldsmith's Street, Drury
Lane (lately called I7a, Coal Yard), W.C.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1S59 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrips, Green Fly, and other Blight, 1 to 2 ounces to the

gallon of soft-water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vinea

and Orchard-house Trees; and in lather from the cake against

American Blight. Has outlived many preparationa intended

to supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s., and 10s. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, Qd. and Is,, from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

21-OZ. Foreign of the above sizes, in 100 and 200 fed boxes,

3rd.s and 4th3 qualities, always kept in stock,

A large stock of similar current sizes of 16-OZ. glass in

200 feet boxes.
Englixh Glass, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

free delivery in the country in quantities.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smltlifield, London. E.C.

Stock Lwit ajul i^rices on apUication. Price List of Colours^

Varnishes, Designsofiftained^ Leaded Glasn. Quote CArontcfc.
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THE GARDENERS'

ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and SUBSORIPTIONS

WILL BE THANKFL'LLY RECEIVED BY

A. R BARRON, Hon. See.,

Hoyal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, London, W.

To Landscape Gardeners and Contractors.

THE RAMSEY TOWN UOMMISSIGNERS
invite TENDERS for carrying out the work in connection

with the MOORAGH PARK and LAKE. The work comprises

the Construction of Lake, the Forming of Roads and Walks.
Laying-out and Planting of Park, and the Erection of Shelters,

Keeper'sLodge, &c.,inaccordHnce with Plan andSpecification,

which may be se«-n at their office. Specification may be had on
application to the undersigned. Sealed Tenders, endorsed

"Tender for Slooragli Park," to be sent in to the undersigned

on or before the 1st day of August U'Xt.

The Commissioners do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any Tender.—By order, JAMES BELL.
Clerk to the Ramsey Town Commissioners.

Town Commissioners' Office, Ramsey,
Isle of Man.—June 28, 1888.

E W PELARGONIUM,
" DUCHESS OF TECK."

Awarded a First-cla.«*3 Certificate at the Manchester Royal
Botanical and Horticultural Society's Summer Exhibition of

1887. It is a white Regal decorative variety, semi-double,

immense trusses, the flowers are erect, petals undulated ; dis-

tinguishing it from the ordinary Pelargoniums. It is novel

and conspicuous; has a compact habit, and is one of the best

Pelagoniums in cultivation. It is invaluable for cut flowers

where white is in demand.
3s. 6d. each, 305. for 12 plants. 50s. for 25 plants.

Cut Flowers sent on application. Sent out by

FISHER, SON, AND SIBRAY. Handsworth Nurseries. Sheffield.

OA C\(\(\ CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
0\/^\/V/V/ finest Double and Single Varieties (some

of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

climbing and bedding, from 12s. to 24s. per dozen, strong

plants : extra strong plants, repotted into 5J-inch pots. 2s. 6(/.

each ; Beauty ot WoriTster, a magnificent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2s. O'i. eacli.

Descriptive LIST ou application.—RICHARD SMITH and CO.,

Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

TTurFuslrs mill-
\J TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWT^.
— Too well known to require descrip-

tion. Price. 6s. per bushel (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or 6d. per
cake ; free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions

1 euclo-ted. withoursignatureattached.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON
(Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants. Hinhgate Nurseries. N.

CLEARANCE SALE
OF STRONG HEALTHY PALMS.

Latania borbonica, Seaforthia elegans. Phcenix recliuata.
&c.. 20 to 24 inches high, 16s. per dozen. Same kinds.
2 ft. 6 in. to 3 ft. high, 3.t. to hs. each. Handsome Palms
for decoration , 5 ft. 6 in. to 6 ft. high. 70s. per pair. Small
Palms, 10 to 12 in. high, 4s. per dozen.

Kentias, from 3s, to 21s. each.
Fine Dractenas, from 2s, to 30s. each.

Over SO.OOO Palms to select from.
B. OWEN, The Palm Gardens, Stamford Hill, N.

A Visit solicited.

Strawberries A SPECiALTy
Select Ljst Free .(I,

Sample of Plants 3° il

.LovEL & Son, Driffield.

H O T - W A T E

stands any pressure.

The most inexperienced can make a joint in two minutes. Ellicicney guaranteed.

RICHARDSON'S PATENT UNIVERSAL INDIA-RUBBER JOINT HOT-WATER PIPE SYSTEM
i.s tlie cheapest and most durable joint in use. Never leaks.

IMPROVED HEATING COILS, Ornamental aud Plain, and COIL CASES. Garden ROLLERS, VASES, FOUNTAINS, SEATS, &c.

Manufactured by THE MEADOW FOUNDRY CO. (Limited), MANSFIELD.
See Gardeners' Chronicle, May 12.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenliouses. Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c,, constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class of work,
and that thk vkkv best.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of any one out of our firm,
from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success guaranteed
in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hotbed Boxes, &c., always in stock.

Plans, Estimates and Catalogues free. Customers waited on in any part oj the Kingdom,

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

THE "PERFECT" WEED KILLER.
The best preparation for Destroying Weeds, Moss, &c., on Garden Walks,

Carriage Drives, Stable-yards, &c.
e por giill., L's. ; 5 k:i1N., Is. <.i<I. pi-r (>iill. 10 galls., Is. 6:1. per giiU. ; 40 gall, casks. Is. 4(/. per gallou.

THE "SWIFT AND SURE' INSECTICIDE. .<^ji^V%
~_^-^ Au.-arded Certi/icnte of Merit at the Royal Horticultural Societi/'s Show. ^ ^ -^
The most Effective, the Safest, anh the Cheapest Insect Destroyer.

Prices ; Bottles. Is. 6rf. and .'if. yvi.
; per half-gallon, 6s. ; gallon, 10s. lid.

THE "PERFECT" MILDEW DESTROYER. " ^™^^r^MT.^ir
^"""^^

Prices: Bottle.n, Is. and Ijs.
;

p.-r lialf-t;uUon. .^s. ;
gallon, Ss.

Carriage piiid in United Kingdom on Ordt.Ts of £1 uett. Sold by all Seedsmen and Florists.

MANl'FACTlniKn only BY
THE HORTICULTURAL & AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL CO.. 103, Holm Street Glasgow.

Please note our Trade Mark, without ivhic/i none is genuine.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER'S
MATCHLESS

SHIRTS.
Best Quality Long Cloth, with 4-fok1

finest Linen Fronts. 35s. 6^- per half-doz.

(to measure or pattern, 2s. extra). Pat-

terns of materials used, also of newest

styles in Fancy Cotton, Flannel, Silk, and

Silk and Wool, sent free on application.

Children's..
Ladies'
Gent'a

Per doz.

Is. 2d.

2j. 4^.
3s. 6d.

Per doz.

Hemstitched :

—

Ladies' 2s. ll^d.
Gent's 4s. lid.

CAMBRIC

POCKET

HANDKERCHIEFS.

IRISH DAMASK
TABLE LINEN.

f''ISH NAPKINS, 2s. lid, per dozen. Dinner Napkins, 5s. Qd.
per dozen. Table Cloths, 2 yards square, 2s. lid. ; 2^ yards by 3 yards,

6s. lid. each. Kitchen Table Cloths, ll^d. each. Strong Huckaback Towels,
4s. 6d. per dozen. Monograms, Initials, &c., woven and embroidered.

Samples and Illustrated Price Lists, post-free.

OLD
SHIRTS

made as pood aa
new, with best
material in Neck-
bands, Cuffs and
Fronts, for 14s.
the half-dozen.

Price Lists and Samples of Linen

Collars, Cuffs, and all kinds of Linen

Goods, post-free.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER,
By Special Appointments to

H.M. the Queen and H.I.M.
the Empress of Germany, BELFAST.
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ORCHIDS A SPECIALTY.
Quantity immenBe — Quality fine — Price Moderate.

In^l)ection invited. 297,300 feet of glass iu the NurscrieB.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.

CHOICE AND USEFUL PLANTS
AT REASONABLE PRICES, Per dor. plnnti.

ASPARAGUS tenuisimtis. the new Asparagus Fern, 12s. & 18s.

CAN.VAS, named, choice sorts 9s. & 13s.

,, nseful ornamental sorts 4s. St 6s.

CALADIU'MS, in growth, our selection ... 9s., 12s. & 18».

CARNATIONS, for border, best named 9s. & I2s.

,, tree, small 6s. & 9s.

„ „ llowcrinp; plants 18s., 24s. & 30s.

CHRYSANTHEMU.MS 3s, & 6s.

BEGONIAS, single, white, pink and scarlet bloom-
ing plants 6s. & 9s.

., line <louble 24s. & 30s.

CACTI'S DAHLIAS, in six varieties 6s
TOMATOS, in four varieties, strong plants 4s. & 6s.

ORCHIDS.
12beautiful varieties, selectedforwarmorcool house 2Is. & 42s.

100 healthy and established plants, in fifty good varieties, £10
Amateurs may place perfect conjidetice in these selections.

EOOFER & CO., Limited, PINE -APPLE NURSERY,
MAIUA VALE, and COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
The hirj^e-;!:, most complete, and profusely

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of FERNS
ever publi.-^hed. cont.iining over 120 Illustratioas, and much
valuable practical information on the cultivation of Ferns, &c.
\s. 6d. post-free. Smaller Catalogue of over 1300 species and
varieties free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERY, SALE, MANCHESTER.

Wi/me a/r&^^
CANNELL AND SONS,

Home of Flowers, Swanley.
TWENTY-SEVEN MEMBERS of the EASTBOURNE

HORTrC'ULTUH,\L SOCIETY, accompanied by their President,
the Mayor of that Town (G. Bolti.n. Esq.), made a special
journey to Mes;*rs. Cannell & Sons' Home of Flowers, Swanley,
on Wednesday kist, 4th inst. H. Cannell, Sen., was awaiting
On the platform their arrival, and met and welcomed his old
friends with his usual hearty greeting, and at once escorted
them to one of the greenhouses, where refre-iliment in plenty
was at thfir dispo-jal. The sharp appetite consequent on so
long a journey having been somewhat appeased, all were per-
mitted to roim at their leisure through the many glasshouses.
Begonias, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Chrysanthemums, claimed
much admimtion, also other departments and the grounds.
After about three hours examination of the various families of
plants, the signal sounded for (dinner) a cold collation, which
was in readiness at the Temperance Restaurant. The chair
was occupied by their President, and ample justice was done to
the viands plen t ifully supplied by Messrs,Whitehead. A journey
was then made to the Strawberry picking district: 50 acres in
one piece, filled all with astonishment. At 6 o'clock P.M. the
members started on their return journey, evidently delighted
with the wonderful sights they had seen.

HOST ErrE:TivL safe i imrn^.
IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

'Medicated Tobacco Paper"
{READY CUT UP FOR USE),

Ri'duced Price l/4> per lb.;
281ba. Al upwards—Carriage A*ald.

Parcels for trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.:

2 lbs. 3/4, 4lb8.6/8, 6 lbs. 9/9, 8lb8.13/-, 10 Ib8.16/-.

Fumigating Pan^»
Is vastly superior to any other.

Price 6/8 (in iron witli heater) eacli,

or in Copper, 21/-

DICKSON'S Impi-OTed

MUSHROOM SPAWlf
MOST SUPERIOR. 5/- PER BUS.

(!;> Circulars giving all particulars it copies of testi-
monials, post tree on application.

DICKSONS.LIMITED
Koyal Seed Establishments,

CHESTER.

UNDER ROYAL, PATRONAGE.

BEGONIA EXHIBITION
Tlie Grandest Floral Display/

in London.

Open to the Public every day (Sundays txieiited) from

June to September, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. dally.

ADMISSION FREE.

OUR EXHIBITIONS OF BEGONIAS

Have been celebrated for their varied beauty

and extent for the past few years, but the

COLLECTION now on view is superior to any

of the Itind ever yet seen, both in single and

double varieties, the shades of colour being quite

indescribable, and must be seen to be appreciated.

All lovers of flowers are cordially invited.

Xearest Bailu-ay Stations are CatfOrd Bridge, Mill Kent

Line (S.E.R.), from Charing Cross, Waterloo, Cannon Street,

and London Bri Ige; and Forest Hill (L.B. .V S.C.R),from
Victoria^ Ken/iington anil West End, Croydon, .yc. . also from
Liverpool Street.

JOHN LAING & SONS,
Begonia Specialists, Nurseryraeu,

ami SeeilMin^n,

FOREST HILL LOHDOH, S.E.

GYPRIPEDIUM BELLATULUM,
Rchh. f.

This grand novelty has, on flowering, at once taken the

foremost place in the genus, ami can be seen in flower at the

Clapton Nursery. Fine Plants are offered at

lOs. 6d. each ; Larger, 21s. to 1053. each.
Also a few extra-sized specimens are for sale.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, E.

TEA ROSES.
GARAWAY CO. offer 12 of the above, best

named sorts, including MARECHAL NIEL
and NIPHETOS, in .)-inch pots, for 10s. cash.

GARAWAY CO.,
Durdham Down, Clifton, Bristol.

VANDA LOWl (RENANTHERA).
A couple of beautiful specimens, best variety, to be Sold on

account of want of accommodation.

No. 1.—Height of main stem from top of basket. 1 m6tre
90 ctm., from which are live breaks, making in all a

total of 103 leaved.

No. 2.— H*-iglit of main stem from top of basket, 2 metres, from
which ore live breaks, making in all a total of seventy-six

leaves. Height of baskets 55 centimdtreg.

Price for the couple o7i application.

APPLY TH

"SERRES EXCELSIOR." HAVRE, FRANCE.

ROSES IN POTS;
all the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18s. to 36«. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

As a Supplement

TO THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
FOB

Next Week, July 21,
WILL BE

Published an Ink Photograph

OF A

VIEW in ST. JAMES'S PARK,
LONDON.

THE

SATURDAY, JULY U, 1888.

VEGETABLES AND FRUIT IN
JERSEY.

AMONG the many useful innovations which
have been introduced at the French Min-

istry of Agriculture none has been of more
practical service than the publication of a Bul-
letin, which appears about eight times a year,

and which contains a variety of articles interest-

ing to those who are concerned in the cultivation

of the land. (_)ne of the latest of these reports

is from the pen of M. F^ret, who has just

retired from the French Consulate of Jersey.

M. Ft^ret, who deals with the agricultural and
horticultural progress of the island during the

past year, devotes the bulk of his report, of course,

to the cultivation of early Potatos, which may
be described as the .staple agricultural industry,

and he points out that the result of last year's

crop was the very contrary of what might have

been expected. The cultivation of early Totatos

is, from the very nature of things, a costly pro-

ceeding, and it is by selling them at a high price

that a profit is to be obtained. In order to obtain

a high price the crop must be an early and a

good one, while it must also be a fairly heavy

one. But it so happened that last year the

Potato crop in Jersey was neither early nor

heavy, and yet it yielded a good return, this

being due to the good quality of the Potatos

when lifted. The Myatt variety, which is the

earliest, and was lifted last year about Jlay 25,

did not promise well, but the Royal Jersey Flukes

and the Prince of Wales, which came next in

order of maturity, were a splendid crop. M.
F^ret says that the total area under cultivation

was about 6300 acres, the total production

being about 2,679,000 cabots, or 52,340 tons, the

cabot being rather under a hundredweight. The
average price per cabot having been about 3s. Zd.,

the total value of the crop may be put at £43.5,337,

as against only £344,268 for 1880, when the total

crop was .iO per cent, larger than in 1887, but

fetched only Is. 9rf. per cabot, as against 3«. 3i}. It

is curious to note how the price of Potatos varied

during the eleven weeks of what may be regarded
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as the season, for in the first week of last year

Potatos were worth 8s. 10;^. per cabot, going

down to less than 2.*. 6rf. in the three last weeks.

In fact, last year was the best, according to M.

r^ret, which the Jersey Potato growers have

ever had, and there can be no doubt that figures

endorse his statement, the value of the Potatos

sold being just double what it was ten years ago,

since which date the area under cultivation has

increased quite .50 per cent., while there has

been an almost uninterrupted advance in the

quantity of the crop and its selling value. There

is an exception as to the increase of the crop last

year, for it was only about 8 tons an acre, or

4 less than in 1886 ; while in the three years,

1882—1884 there was also a heavier crop, though

prices did not rule so high as in 1887. M. Ft^ret

then enters at some length into the cost of pro-

duction, which he estimates at .£47 10s. per acre,

made up as under :

—

£ s. d.

Kent 9 3

Manure 16

Ploughing 6 15

Planting 18
Seed 9 3 6

Hoeing and earthing 15
Digging 3 9

Transport 2 6

£17 10

The acreage value of the crop was about £72

an acre, leaving a clear profit of £24 10s., or

nearly three times the profit of 1886. In

fact, the average profit for the last ten years has

not much exceeded £12 an acre. M. Feret adds,

that the excellence of the Potato crops last year

made amends for the general failure of all the

other crops in the island.

After incidentally remarking that the cattle

and butter trade have come almost entirely to an

end, and that there are only 5800 acres under

arable cultivation, other than the 6.300 acres in

Potatos, he winds up a very interesting report by

some account of the Grape growing in Jersey.

Gbapes.

The Grapes grown are of two kinds, the winter

a;id the summer Grapes. The summer varieties

include the Black Hamburgh, which is more cul-

tivated than any other, producing about two-

thirds of the whole crop, selling at 3s. a pound

at the end of May, and coming down to 8i7. in

August; Lady Uowiie's Seedling, the Black

Muscat, the AVhite Muscat of Alexandria, the

two latter ripening in July, August, September,

and October. The winter varieties comprise the

Gros Colmar, which yields five-sixths of the

winter crop, and the Cannon Hall Muscat. The
total Grape crop of last year is put by M. Feret at

112 tons, which he estimates at a total value of

£18,000; the summer Grapes yielding 70 tons,

value (at "id. a pound) £4100, and the winter

Grapes 42 tons, value £1.3,900. In 1886 the

total weight of Grapes grown in Jersey was only

47 tons, and their value not quite £8000. The

export of the Gros Colmar Grape had at one

time realised large profits for the Jersey growers,

but there is now a great deal of competition from

Guernsey, which grows some 500 tons of Grapes

in an average year, the forcing-houses covering

nearly half the area of the island, some of them

being 600 feet long by 22 feet wide ; whereas in

Jersey, with the exception of those belonging to

Mr. I5ashford, of St. Clemt-nts, who has twenty-

two houses, some of which are 900 feet

long by 24 feet wide, there are none more

than 500 feet long. As a rule, the Jersey houses

are 66 feet by 18, each of them containing, upon

an average, twenty A'ines, yielding 35 lb. of

Grapes, sold, taking one with another, at

eighteen pehce a pound. This price seems, at

first sight, to yield a large profit, but it does not

always do so, as the cost of cultivation is very

large. M. Foret estimates that while a house

66 feet long by 18 brings in £42 for its 700 lb.

of Grapes, the actual cost of growth is £20. To

this must be added the cost of constructing and

keeping up the houses, to say nothing of the risk

of a bad year. In short, M. Feret is of opinion

that Grape-growing in Jersey is not likely to

develope to the very great extent which seemed

at one time probable. This he thinks is in some

measure due to the difficulty of keeping Grapes

through the winter, and of so obtaining the very

high prices which were to be had when there was

less competition. It appears quite certain that

Grapes which have been forced do not keep

so well as those grown in the open. During the

winter the Grape-houses are heated day and

night, but in spring and autumn heat is only

applied during the night, M. Feret remarking

that it is only by long experience and close

observation that the Grape grower can ascertain

the proper amount of heat necessary at certain

seasons.

Pbabs, &c.

The Pear crop in Jersey was not a good one last

year, as, owing to the drought, the choice varieties,

such as the Doyenne, the Duchesse, and the

Chaumontel, did not attain half the size they

usually do, and at the autumn exhibition at St.

Heliers, twenty-five selected Pears were found to

weigh only 17 lb. Altogether the I'ear crop

amounted to only 140 tons, value £2100, as

against more than £3000 in 18S6. The Apple

crop, on the contrary, was a very satisfactory

one, as 1575 quarters (a quarter is nearly 460 lb.)

of table Apples brought in £1400, while

3150 quarters of cider Apples fetched £1600, the

value of the crop being about £150 in excess of

1886. The Tomat:) crop was also a very good

one, the 5 acres in the open air and under glass

yielding 132 tons, value £8000 ; but Cauliflowers

suffered from the drought, and the 7 acres under

cultivation yielded only 40,000 heads, value

.£320, the production being so small that none

were exported to London. Other vegetables,

such as Kadishes, Asparagus, Celery, Onions,

Parsley, &o., cultivated upon an area of 145

acres, brought about £6 per acre ; and M. Feret

summarises the production of Jersey during the

past year as follows:

—

Description of Crop.
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seen also in some Orchids, viz., in the Disa and

others, with the labelhim uppermost, is seen also in

this Hippeastrum. I noticed from a distance that

there must be something abnormal in this flower, the

lower petals being unusually large, and tliis was

because one of the lai'ge outer ones was lowermost.

It is not impossible that in all the curious modi-

fications we observe in flowers, we may sometimes

exaggerate the influence of insects in bringing about

such variations. Supposing such a flower as this to

occur in Nature, and to become fertilised in the

usual way by pollen of a normal flower, probably

this variation would be neutralised, and thus

extinguished; on the contrary, if other similar

abnormal flowers were in the vicinity, and their

pollen happened to fertilise this one, the influence of

both parents would then be concentrated in the

same direction, and probably in subsequent gener-

ations more abnormal ones might occur, and so

eventually give permanence to this variation, with-

out any special influences having been exercised, by

any special insect to modify progressively the flower.

The organs of reproduction, being in the normal

position, would require no change in the insect to

eff'ect fertilisation.

It would appear, therefore, that every variation

in a plant need not necessarily be of some advantage

to it, in order that it may be perpetuated, and, so to

speak, become a reason for selection. I believe that

many variations in flowers may have originated

accidentally (if this terra be admissible), and that

they are there now because they were inherited with
other useful variations.

In connection with Hippeastrums, I have seen a
very interesting and curious variation, viz., the
flower-scape, instead of originating in a side bud, is

the prolongation of the central or terminal bud of

the bulb. When the bulb flowers, therefore, its life

ends, and it, perishes, leaving only the eff'ects to con-
tinue that variation. In the Hyacinth, however, the

flower-stem appears to be also a continuation of the

central bud, yet the bulb lives on, enlarges, and
flowers again [from a lateral bud]. Not having,

however, made a study of the Hyacinth bulb, I

cannot say whether this is really so or not. Perhaps
some one else may be in a position to throw light

on this point. E. Bonavia, M.D. [See Henfrey's
Elciiuntary Course of Botany, ed. 1884, p. 27. with
illustrations. Ed.]

LIFTING AND REPLANTING
DAFFODILS.

The question of lifting the bulbs of Daffodils

depends so much upon soil and climate that no
general rule will meet all cases alilte. Like Mr.

Walker I should like to be able to lift and replant

the bulbs every year, but not being a nurseryman it

does not follow that I should do so in every case. In

the case of all the robust, strong rooting varieties I

should prefer to lift a third of the stock every year,

feeling sure that all kinds are benefited by being

lifted after the third season of growth in the same

place. Delicate and fine-rooted kinds like N. pal-

lidus praecox are certainly best lifted every year,

indeed unless this is done here we should find no

bulbs left after the third year. The same is true of

N. triandrus, N. tazetta in variety, and more espe-

cially the wild Indian, Cyprian, and African kinds.

The Dutch seedling varieties live and flower freely

for years on suitable soils, but even these never give

such fine trusses or bunches of flower as when
replanted every third year.

We must never forget that on all soils at all con-

genial to the Daffodil there is a time when the bulb

exists without either roots or leaves. At this par-

ticular season it is like a cricket-ball, and as then

dug and replanted it is benefited by the operation, it

being of course taken for granted that the operation

is rightly performed. As to the " lifting and

storing " of Daffodil bulbs, it is a question of con-

cern to the nurseryman only. He must keep his

stock aboveground for sale, and that he extends this

season far too long is well known to all amateurs

really convefsaat with bulb culture. After all, wte

win excuse the trader, because some amateurs who

do not know anything of the economy of bulb life

never think of ordering their " flower roots " until the

last moment, and then they too often grumble that

their bulbs do not bloom well

!

The real amateur cultivator of bulbs has nothing

to do with storing bulbs in any shape or form. It is

a necessary evil to the dealer, but to the amateur
storing should always mean deterioration. When
the amateur or gardener digs his bulbs, they should

be at once replanted in well-prepared soil, or if

stored at all it should be in dry soil or in sand

—

never on open shelves exposed to the air, nor in ex-

posed heaps to sweat and become covered with the

mycelium of fungi. Any bulb exposed on shelves to

the atmosphere loses somewhat by evaporation—it is

for the time being " a fish out of water."

Most of our Daffodils are planted in rows of twelve

to eighteen bulbs in a row, and our method of digging

and replanting is as follows:—We bring as many
10-inch flower-pots as there are rows, and into these

the bulbs are placed as they are dug, along with the

label belonging to each kind. The bulbs in the pots

are at once covered over with dry soil until they are

replanted again, which takes place as soon as pos-

sible. Out of the ground and in again is our plan,

and as so treated we get very fine growth the next

season.

In preparing the soil for replanting we use no
manure, but plenty of sea-sand and burnt earth, and
refuse of all kinds from the rubbish fires. The ground

is worked up fully 2 feet in depth, and the bulbs in

the rows are entirely surrounded with sand before

the soil is filled in over them.

On deep rich soils of a sandy or gravelly character

Narcissi generally lose their leaves and roots at the

end of July or early in August, but on some northern

cold wet soils the leaves and roots do not die off so

early or so suddenly, and in such places elevated

beds well dressed with sea-sand and burnt earth

assist the natural ripeniug-off process Crude farm-

yard manures should never he used for D.iflf.jdils,

and I believe when Mr. Walker manures his land, as

he often does, pretty heavily, it is devoted to a crop

of Peas, or Fotatos, before bulbs are again planted

thereon, and a similar rule obtains in Holland. We
have certainly had as fine blooms of N. Horsefieldii,

N. bicolor, N. Sir Watkin, and other kinds from

newly replanted bulbs as ever we had from old-

established ones. The fact is, that when you dig fine

big bulbs just at the time before mentioned, when
leaves and roots have naturally died away, the

replanting of such bulbs in fresh soil developes their

contents to the utmost, and finer flowers and leaves

are the rule here than if we had left such bulbs

beyond the second or third year undisturbed. If the

old-established or three-year-old theory was right,

one might expect it to hold good with Hyacinths

as well as with Daffodils, whereas everyone knows
that the contrary is the rule. The rule in Holland,

where bulbs of all kinds are, let us say, as well

grown and cultivated as in England, is to lift all

bulbs every year, and this is done in stock-taking,

apart from trade in flowering bulbs, in which latter

case it must perforce be done.

Of course I know that on suitable soils some Xar-

cissi will grow and flower fairly well for ten, twenty, or

fifty years undug in gardens, and in a naturalised

state no doubt some Daffodils have existed in fields

and woods or in hill-side pastures for centuries ; but

if you dig up these bulbs and cultivate them in a

garden their flowers, as a rule, become very much
improved. The Tenby Daffodil may be cited as an

example of what I mean.

After all, the best plan in practice is to find out

the best course to pursue on one's own soil and in

one's own locality
;
and, answering for myself and a

soil which naturally suits the Daffodil, I Snd

replanting tender varieties every July or August,

and the stronger sorts every third year, to give the

the best results. There is one point bearing on this

subject of replanting annually worth noting. It is

this : when Daffodils get out of health and vigour

nothing restores their fenergV like annual replanting

in clean fre-sh soil and sind. Fresiily importeiHulDs

of N. moschatus from Val d'Arras, and of N. ornatus

from the French meadows, are dug in leaf, sometimes
iu bloom

; hence it follows that such bulbs receive a

check from which it takes them a year or two to re-

cover, but the replanting annually of plump well

ripened home-grown bulbs at the right season is a
very different question.

Of all the yellow Daffodils N. maximus is the
only one which seems to become stronger if left un-
disturbed for three or four years in our soil. One
must remember that three-year-old clumps of Daffo-

dils are thicker and so look stronger and more flori-

ferous t'lan replanted bulbs at 6 inches apart, but

that they really are stronger or more floriferous is

open to doubt. After all it is a question every culti-

vator must decide for himself, but annual replanting

being beneficial to weak-rooted, and delicate varieties,

it follows that it is likely to be of service now and
then to the stronger growing kinds although they

may not absolutely require annual attention. F. W.
Burhid.ge.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

ORCHIDS AT BOCKING PLACE.

Every collection after a time acquires some
special features—some section of Orchids, large or

small, which are better represented than another.

The collection of S. Courtauld, Esq., at Braintree,

is noted for its Masdevallias, which consist of the

best and showiest, and also the more minute

of this interesting genus. As a really gorgeous

and showy plant, JI. Veitchiaaa and its larger

variety, M. V. gigantea, stand first, then comes the

varying but always beautiful M. Harryana, of which

about a score of varieties, whose colours run from

pale lilac to brilliant scarlet, are in bloom.

The vivid and free-flowering varieties of JI. ignea

rank next iu point of showiuess, and the numerous

section of chimreroid Masdevallias, chiefly grown in

baskets, are curious, beautiful, and continuous-flower-

ing. Over a hundred species of Masdevallias are to

be found in the house set apart for them, and from

the healthy condition of all it is evident that Mr.

Alfred Wright, their grower, well understands their

culture. B<!sides the showy species above alluded to,

in bloom are Masdevallii porcelliceps, M. Simula, M.
Bonplandii, M. Bruchmalleriam, M. Bsnedicti, M.
Carderi, M. leont^glossa, M. senilis, M. chiraoora

rubra, M. bella, many M. chimsera, M. troglodytes,

M. Estrad.-B, M. trichrete, M. triaristella, M. mus-

cosa, M. trochilus, M. achrocordonia, M. Schlimii,

M. gemmata, M. anchorifera, M. calura, M. campy-

loglossa, M. peristerii, M. pu'vina'is, M. torta, M.
astuta, M. rosea, and various others, some of the

more curious, such as M. gemmita, which seems

identical with M. trich.-ete and M. triaristella, which

is synonymous with M. tridactylitis, being literally

covered with their curious beetle-like flowers.

Tlie requisites to preserve the Masdevallias in

good health are found to be an equable cool temjier-

ature the year round, and especially the maintainauce

of it as cool as possible during the summer months ; a

profuse but regulated supply of rain-water according

to the season of the year ; the plants to be kept moist

even iu the coldest weather ; while the house should

be carefully shaded and well ventilated.

No species of Orchids are easier grown than the

Masdevallias if properly treated, or more miserable-

looking if the house be kept too dry, warm, and

sunny. The plants of the chimtera section, M.

tovarensis, are much benefited by being kept 5° or

7° warmer in winter than the others.

Cattleyas are likewise a feature, some grand varie-

ties of C. Trianffi, C. Mendelii, and C. Moasise,

were observed, as well as the phenomenal variety of

C. Trianae with regular crimson dotted stripes up

the segments, which was so much admired at the late

Ghent Exhibition. The varieties of Cattleya gigas,

do remarkably well with Mr. Courtauld, producing

large and handsome flowers.

Xhe'CypripeiJianjs tff the nivetim setjCioa vfite iff-'

pWently in sWt'able ifa'a'neVs, the floVe'r's d'n fh»
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large pans of C. niveum being very fine ; and C. bella-

tulum, which may be regarded as the finest represen-

tative of the group, being also in bloom. C. con-

color, C. c. Eegnieri, and C. GodefroyoB were also well

represented. This section of Cypripedium require a

warm shady place where cold currents of air cannot

reach them, and it is above all things necessary to

search out a place they lil:e, for they may often be

brought from a bad to a good condition by simply re-

moving them to the opposite side of the house to that

they have been occupying. C. Veitchii, C. Pearcei,

C. ciliolare, C. Lowii, C. Haynaldianura, and others

were also in bloom.

The Orchids in the cool houses which showed

good culture, exhibited some fine sprays on

Odontoglossura Alexandra and other Odontoglos-

sams ; there were large pans of Promena^a citrina

and P. stapelioides, and spilces of Epidendrum vitel-

linum majus ; some few species of Lycaste, Sobralia

roacrantha, Miltonia vexillaria and M. Roezlii, Epi-

dendrum nemorale, and E. oncidioides, Anguloa
Ruclieri, Oncidium bicolor, and other Oncidiums,

&c. The warmer houses having placed among them
fine specimens of Nepenthes, several Vanda teres in

bloom and bud, Saccolabium ampuUaceum, some
showy Dendrobes, and then the Phala^nopsis-house

all the occupants of which are in a thriving condition.

In bloom are the pretty P. sumatrana, and the rare

violet-purple P. speciosa Imperator.

Crtptochilus sanguixea.

This neat little scarlet-flowered Orchid may now be

seen flowering in the Kew collection ; its singular

flowers, however, recalling those of some Aloe or Gas-

teria-like plant, as the sepals are united into a tube

somewhat contracted at the apex, and terminating in

three small triangular lobes. This tube is pubescent

outside, and the margins of the lobes dark brown,

the rest being of an orange-red shade. The floweis

are borne in an erect, somewhat one-sided spike,

each in the axil of a long acuminate rigid bract, the

inflorescence thus presenting an appearance some-

what unusual among Orchids. The pseudobulbs are

ovoid, and produced in tufts ; and there can be no

doubt that a well-flowered clump of it would prove

an attractive object. There is but one other species

of the genus, C. lutea, which has somewhat smaller

yellow flowers. Both are highly interesting little

plants, and are found in various localities in the

Himalayas. The name refers to the concealed lip,

which is not easily seen, on account of the narrowly

tubular outer perianth. C. sanguinea was originally

discovered by Wallich on one of the mountains of

Nepal. B. A. S.

DEFICIENCY OF COLOUR IN
APPLE BLOSSOM.

In the Gardeners' Chronicle of June 23, " D. T. F."

asks why the want of colour in the blossom should

portend a defective crop of fruit ? He has himself

answered the question by suggesting that the absence

of colour indicates debility. This is, no doubt, the

immediate cause of the defective crop ; but why
should debility induce pale flowers ? Probably the

true explanation is, that the colour of a flower is

due to the condition of the [substances mixed with

the] protoplasm contained in the cells of the corolla.

This protoplasm is brown in the bark, green in the

leaves, and usually of various bright colours in the

flowers. In the green state it feeds upon the carbon
in the air, and thus replenishes itself, increasing in

quantity as the leaves expand. In the flower-bud the

green colour is lost, and it can no longer feed upon the
air,or increase in quantity ; the flowers must therefore

depend upon the amount of protoplasm in the bud at

the time of opening. This protoplasm has to be used
up in making new cells for the enlargement of the
corolla. If there be only just enough for this pur-
pose, the cells when formed will be empty, and the
flower will be white. If there be a small surplus of

protoplasm it will form coloured streaks along the
veins, or spots, or diffused tints. If there be a large

surplus the flower will be entirely and brilliantly

coloured. The amount of protoplasm in the bud

will depend partly upon the constitution of the species,

and partly upon the propitiousness of the season.

It is the latter contingency which makes the paler

flowers indicate unusual debility, and therefore danger

to the crop. The normal colouring of the flowers

depends upon the constitution of the species, and

this is dependent mainly upon its position in the

life-wave of its genus or family. In the evolution of

the vegetable world the production of brightly

coloured blossom is the last and latest stage : only

the most advanced groups have as yet attained to

that stage. In the order Rosacese the genera Pyrus

and Prunus, to which our orchard fruits belong, are

not among these most advanced groups. They are

mostly in the stage of white blossom. The Apple
is more advanced than the Pear, Plum, or Cherry,

and has more colour in its corolla, because there is

a greater concentration of protoplasm in the flower-

bud, and therefore some surplus after the formation

of the corolla cells. The colours which indicate the

most advanced condition are yellow, rose-purple, and
blue. These are the true secondary colours, and
indicate that the molecular condition of the proto-
plasm has arrived at the maximum of concentrated
simplicity. The molecular vibrations are nearly
uniform, and will absorb only one of the three
primary groups of colour-waves in white light reflect-

ing to the eye the whole of the other two groups,
and thus presenting the greatest possible brilliancy

of coloured light. F. T. Mott, Birstall Hill, Leicester.

Plant Notes,

HELIONOPSIS JAPONICA.

This seems to be the proper name for a plant

described in the Gardeners Chronicle, 1887, vol i.,

p. 711, under II. umbellata. It proves to be a most
interesting plant, perfectly hardy in the open air,

doing well with treatment similar to that given to

Helonias bullata, and other plants of this nature.

The rose-coloured flowers, of medium size, are borne
two or three together on a raceme, 2 or 3 inches

above the compact rosette of lanceolate light green
leaves. It belongs to the Liliacese family, and is a
native of Japan. Propagation is readily accora-

lished by division.

Thachvsiene ccerulea

is a very charming annual, extremely pretty for pot

culture as well as for cutting from. Seeds sown
during the autumn make good pots for present

flowering. Six or eight should be pricked off into a
.32-size pot as soon as they are ready to handle, and
kept in a cool house or frame until they flower. It

is also interesting on account of its flowers being
blue, this colour being rare in the order Umbel-
liferffi, to which this plant belongs. This plant was
figured in the B"tanical Magazine, t. 2875, under
the name of Didiscus coeruleus.

ElCHOENIA PANICULATA,

or as it is named in the Botanical Magazine, 5020
—where it is figured—E. tricolor, seems to be
a species that has not received much attention of
late years from cultivators of tropical aquatic plants.

When planted in groups consisting of four or five or
more plants, it makes a very attractive and showy
mass. It is very free-flowering, lasting in bloom for

a long time. It forms a very attractive object

planted out in a tub in one of the houses of the
Botanic Gardens, Cambridge, where it has been in

flower for some time past. The plants were raised

from seeds sown in February. They grow from 1 to

2 feet high, and close their flowers at night like

E. azurea, which is also planted in a tub standing by
its side. This is not such a free-flowering species as

the one in question, but perhaps bears the most
beautiful flowers. D.

ChEVSANTHEMCM H.SMAT0JIA

This Chrysanthemum in its native country bears a

profusion of lovely pink flowers, and I have been

told by those who have resided for some length of

time in Madeira that it is an extremely handsome
species. Mr. Lowe, in his description of the plant in

Madeira, says that it is " one mass of lovely rose-

pink flowers, and conspicuous from afar, like a
Camellia or Rose bush— is truly a splendid and sur-

prising sight." Plants sent from Madeira have
bloomed in the Botanic Gardens, Cambridge, and
the flowers were pure white ; but plants that have
flowered more recently have a distinct tendency to

become rose-coloured, and one we noticed the other

day, which had been planted outside in a very sunny
situation, quite a rose colour. Strong sunlight, no
doubt, is the essential required for realising a like-

ness to the description given above by Mr. Lowe.
Some of the flowers have been fine and large,

measuring as much as 3^^ to 4 inches in diameter. It

is of too straggling a habit for it ever to become a

favourite pot plant. It is quite distinct from either

C. frutescens or C. Brousonetti. Perhaps it might

be successfully crossed between one of the above-

named, so as to give it a better habit. W. H.,

Botanic Garden, Cambridge.

IRIS KOROLKOWI.
The scientific zeal of Russian military officers and

explorers guided by the Nestor of Russian botany, Dr.

K. von Regel, of St. Petersburg, has within the last

twenty years brought to light many new plants from

Central Asia, and among them many new Irises. Of
these latter not a few are obviously allied to, and yet

in certain characters, differ from the group of Irises

known as the " Oncocyclus" group, of which I. Susi-

ana and I, iberica are well known examples.

In these two Irises the most striking features, out-

side the large size and colour of the flower, are the

rounded orbicular form of the perianth segments, and
the dispersion of the hairs on the falls in place

of the compact beard of the ordinary Mediterranean
" bearded " Iris. These characters are correlated

with (1), large, generally inflated, and always persis-

tently green spathe-valves
;

{'!), a rhizome in which
the new buds instead of being closely adpressed to

old ones, are separated by a larger or shorter neck,

so that each bud stands out singly; and (3), large

seeds with a conspicuous light coloured strophiole,

or appendage. These latter three characters are the

really distinctive characters, for in some Irises, such

as I. acutiloba, which certainly belongs to the same
group as I. iberica, the perianthtsegments are narrow
(hence the name acutiloba), and in others equally

near to I. iberica the hairs are no longer scattered,

but are gathered into a distinct beard.

All the Oncocyclus Irises have a one-flowered

spathe, and the leaves, generally more or less falcate,

are as a rule not narrow in proportion to their length.

But several of the new Irises from Turkestan and
Bokhara, while agreeing with the Oncocyclus Irises

in the three characters just mentioned—of spathe-

valves, of rhizome, and of seed—especially the last

—have spathes which are two or three-flowered, and
leaves which are narrow and long. They thus form

a distinct group by themselves, to which I propose

to give the name Regelia. To this group I. Korol-

kowi, I. Suworowi, I. lineata (which I am now
inclined to regard only as a very distinct variety of

I. Suworowi), I. Leichtlini, I. vaga (which I am
similarly inclined to regard as only a very distinct

variety of I. Leichtlinii), and others belong.

In this group, I. Korolkowi (named after a dis-

tinguished Russian general, who, unlike some of his

British analogues, does not regard it as below his

dignity to help the science of botany and the art of

horticulture), is distinguished by the large ovate-

lanceolate falls, which, narrowing gradually from

the blade to the claw, are flexed about half-way

down in such a way that the claws of the falls

embracing those of the standards form a funnel of

sume length, from the mouth of which the blades

of the falls fall gracefully downwards, while the

elegant standards rise erect. Both falls and standards

are marked by more or less conspicuous but always
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thin-branched veins, and tlie tunnel formed by the

arched styles and the (I'roni side to side) concave

claw of the fall, from the intense colouring of the

" signal " (or coloured blotch at the base of the blade,

which shows the insect the riglit way to the nectar)

on the latter looks like the raouth of a dark but

beautiful cavern, in the depths of which the anther

shimmers.

Within the limits of the species the lesser cha-

racters vary a good deal. In the form originally

described by Kegel and figured in Gartcnflora, 1873,

s. 223, t. 76G, the falls, relatively narrow, are of a

general olive-green colour, caused by olive-green

brown veins and a like coloured " signal " on a

creamy-white ground which has a greenish tinge.

I have in my garden a plant which I owe to the

kindness of my generous friend, Mr. Max Leichtlin,

of Baden, absolutely reproducing the figure in the

Not having seen the flower itself I can say little more
about it ; it might be called var. venosa.

I liave another variety in my garden, also the gift

of Mr. Max Leichtlin, which reproduces the type,

save that the olive-green brown is replaced by violet

or puce ; this might be called—if a name is really

necessary—var. violacea.

Lastly, I owe to the great kindness of Dr. Kegel, a

rhizome, which, sent under another name, turned out

to be a very distinct variety of I. Korolkowi, cha-

racterised by much broader, more obtuse segments,

in which the venation is almost wholly obscured by

a general violet or ])urple colour. This form cer-

tainly ought to have a name, and I propose to call it

var. concolor.

In all probability there are other varieties yet to

come to light, to s.ay nothing of the new features

which cultivated seedlings may show.

^/

Cultural Memoranda.

Fig, 3.

—

iris korolkowii ; grey-lilac with pdrple vkins.

Gartetijlora. This, on historical grounds, should be

considert-d as tiie type.

A few ypars a^^o Mr. Max Leichtlin received, and

has since distributed, a very beautiful form, in which

the falls and standards are uparly pure creamy-white,

with tender unobtrusive veins, and in which the

"signal "is of the deepest—almost black purple. It

is to my thinking one of the most beautiful of all

Irises. It was fairly well figured in the Garden

(Novembpf 7, 1S85). If this variety must have a

name it should be called var. Leichtliniana.

The flower sent this spring to the Royal Horticul-

tural Socit-ty from Kew (see our issue for June 2,

1888. p. G9.5) and shown in the accompanying illus-

tration (see fig. 3). though the figure unfortunately

gives only the fluwer, as shown, omitting many
essential characters of the plant, is obviously

another variety of I. Korolkowi, distinguished, as the

woodcut shows, by the obtrusiveness of its veining.

As to culture, I will only say, that those who
can grow I. Susiana without artifices can grow

I. Korolkowi in the same way. For myself I

am obliged to roast it in summer (June, July),

by putting a temporary light over it. "When I

do this I produce rhizomes which meet with

the praise of my friend Max Leichtlin. If I

do not do this the plant gracefully waves its

hand and vanishes. It seems rather to enjoy than

otherwise the buffets of an English winter, and

for soil appears to like a gritty, sandy, but still

stiff loam. M. Foster.

Lily of the Valley Poisonous to Fowls.
—The Uei'tic Horiicoh publishes an account of the

poisoning of a brood of fowls by the decaving flowers

of this plant. Only the parent birds survived, and

one out often chickens.

TOXICOPHLiEA SPECTABILIS.

This plant is of branching habit and produceR
large clusters of white flowers from the points of the

shoots and the axils of the leaves during the sum-
mer months. Cuttings of the young growths taken
off any time during the spring and summer months
and inserted in small pots filled to within half an inch

of the rims with peaty soil, and having a surfacing of

silver sand, placed in a hotbed or anywhere in heat,

watered, shaded, and kept close for a few days, will

soon root. They should then be potted off singly

into 3-inch pots, returned to heat, watered and lightly

shaded from sunshine until the roots have taken to

the soil, when shading should be discontinued. Ac
the shoots grow, pinching the points should be done

to make them branch out, and a shift should be

afforded them as soon as the roots touch the pot

sides, the final shift into their flowering-pots being

early in September.

Tabern.tsmontana coronaria flork-plesa.

No collection of sweet flowering plants that does

not include this popular plant is complete. It is

of free growth ; the flowers, which are pearly-

white, appear on the points of the young shoots.

As the flowers wire well, they are very useful

for buttonhole and bouquet work. Cuttings in-

serted in 3-inch pots filled with peaty soil and

sand, put into a warm frame or pit, watered, and

kept close, will become rooted in a few weeks, and

should then be potted off singly into the same size

pots as they are rooted in, putting them back iu

heat, giving water at the roots, and shading from

bright sunshine for a few da3'3 until the latter

have pushed into the new soil, afterwards stopping

the shoots, and giving more room at the roots by

shifting into larger pots when necessary, using thf

peat in a rougher state each succeeding shift.

Spring-struck Carnations.

These should now be fit to put into their flowering-

pots, using five-sixths of good fibry loam and one-

sixth of swe^t leaf-mould, with a little sharp sand

added, potting firmly. Support the flower-spikes by

small sticks, and stand the plants on coal-ashes in a

sunny situation ; and after the roots have pushed

well into the new soil, weak liquid-manure should

be supplied to them two or three times a week.

Herbaceous Calceolaria.

A pinch of saved seed should be sown next week,

and again in a fortnight afterwards. Fill well-crocked

shallow pans to the rim with a compost consisting of

sifted light loam and leaf-soil—^about three parts of

the former and one of the latter—pressing the same

firmly together. Then immerse the pan in soft-

water for a few minutes, and hall an hour later sow

the seed thinly over the surface; cover with a

sprinkling of silver-sand, and place the pan under a

small handlight in a shady corner in a cool green-

house, or out-of-doors, previously placing a square of

glass with a covering of moss over the seed-pan.

The latter should be removed as soon as the seed-

lings appear, in the course of a fortnight or three

weeks from the time of sowing. The young plants,

when large enough, should be pricked out at 2 inches

apart in similarly prepared pans, be placed in hand-

lights, watered through a fine rose, and shaded from

sunshine until tiie roots have taken to the soil. In

due time they should be potted off singly into small

GO'S, 4S'8, 32 s, and 24's.

The CrcLAiiEN.

A sowing of Cyclamen persicum in. variety may
now be made, using shallow pans filled to within an

inch of the top with a mixture consisting of three

parts light sandy loam and one of leaf-mould, making

it moderately firm with the hand before sowing the

seed, which should be covered lightly with some of

the same description of sifted soil. Water through
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& fine rose, then cover with a piece of glass, over

vhich place a covering of moss, and place the pan

on a shelf in a greenhouse, or cool pit, where the

temperature is about 50° at night. Kemove the

covering as soon as the young plants appear, and

place, if not already in that position, near to the

glass, to prevent the seedling plants from becoming

drawn. As soon as large enough to handle, prick

out the plants in 3-inch pots, putting three in each

pot; water, and return to the same position and

temperature as they were in before ; afterwards,

before they touch, potting them off singly into the

earae size pots, and attending to them in the way of

moisture at the roots, as well as overhead, so as to

prevent the leaves being attacked with spider and

thrips. The plants should be shifted into larger pots

before they get matted at the roots, using the com-
post in a rougher state at each succeeding shift.

u. w. w.

GLOniOSA SUPERBA.

This beautiful East Indian plant, known also as

Clinostylis, is seldom seen grown well, and a few

remarks on its cultivation may be of value to your

readers. The tlowers are of an orange and red

colour, and last a week or ten days in perfection.

The soil they succeed best in is loam, leaf-mould, old

cowdung, and silver-sand in about equal proportions.

The first or second week in March is the best time to

pot them, to flower in June and July, employing

well drained pots three parts filled with soil, in

which the tubers should be carefully laid, covering

them with 2 inches of soil, the pots to be finally

filled up when the shoots are a foot high. No water

should be given until the tubers start into growth
;

then place the pots in a strong moist heat, watering

freely as they require it, and train the plants as

growth proceeds. For exhibition purposes four

tubers in a 13-inch pot will cover a good-sized

balloon trellis ; but for cutting or ordinary decorative

purposes one tuber in an 8-inch pot, and the shoots

trained to sticks or up a rafter, will have a very good

effect. As soon as the flower-buds show the plants

will be greatly benetited by a little guano-water

given once a week. When flowering is past and the

leaves turn yellow water should be gradually with-

held, and in December the tubers may be turned

carefully out and placed in silver-sand until the next

eeason. W. Hodge.

the plant to move along. The flower-stem rarely

exceeds 3 or 4 inches in height, bearing 3—7 deep

maroon-purple flowers, with a yellow eye, each of

them just under an inch in diameter. This plant,

we find, does well on shingle, well elevated on the

rockery, and easily increased by division of the

branches.

P. Rusbyi is a comparatively new species, recently

described by Greene in the-S«//('i(;t of the Torrey Club,

viii., p. 112, the original plants having been found,

by the gentleman whose name it bears, on the

IMogallon Mountains, New Jlexico. It has also

been found on tlie summit of Mount Wrightson, and

the Santa Rita Mountains, Arizona, by Pringle.

With us it is perfectly hardy in the open, having

passed through hist winter unhurt. Unlike V.

suft'rutescens, whicli is an evergreen, this species,

by its habit resembling the Himahiyan P. sikkim-

ensis and P. involucrata, is peculiarly adapted for a

climate like that of England. It is quite deciduous,

the leaves and stems dying down and forming a little

bud, which is easily protected, both from the change

of climate and from the feathered tribe, by a handful

of fibre, small pebbles, or other porous covering. In

habit, &c., it resembles P. Cusickiana, but is larger

in all its parts. The leaves 2—6 inches long, very

thin, with an oblong blade, tapering to barely winged

petiole; flower-stem 6—7 inches high, bearing 3—10

deep purple-yellow-eyed flowers, an inch in diameter;

tube twice longer tlian the calyx; limb obcordate.

This species is certainly a great acquisition to our

already large list of Primroses, its value being

enhanced by its flowers appearing just after the

European and before the late Himalayan. D. D,

(To be continued.)

AMERICAN PRIMROSES.
Growers of Primulas will find the American

species of no little value as late flowerers, in addition

to the Himalayan kinds now so plentiful in our

gardens. Within the last half-dozen vears great

strides have been made in this genus, not so much in

numbers as in the length of time over which the

flowering season extends; indeed, with careful

management, we may have some of the Primroses

all the year round.

America gives eleven species, si.K of which are

peculiar to that continent, all charming flowers,

capable of great range of variation and develop-

ment, and worthy a first place in all collections of

hardy fiowcrs. These are, P. angustifolia, P. Cusic-
kiana, P. mistassinica, P. Parryi, P. Riisbyi, and
P. suffrutescens ; while 1^. nivalis, P. sibirica, P.
farinosa, P. cuneifolia, and P. borealis, are also

widely distributed in Asia and Europe.

P. suffcutescens, in flower now, is one of the most
interesting Primroses we have yet seen. It is found
at elevations of 9000— ll.OIX) feet above the sea-level,

on exposed rocks. Sierra Nevada, above the Yosemite
Valley, Silver Mountains, &c. It was first disco-
vered by Bridges, who describes the thick matted
roots as filling the crevices of the rocks, and that
they are more creeping th.an any other species— facts
which are fully borne out by the jilant as we know it

in cultivation. The leaves are thick and leatherv,
spatulate, and coarsely toothed, somewliat like
minima at the apex. Crowded near the growing
pnint, those behind dying off, leaving b.are stems,
which throw out roots on the undur-surface, enabling

Roses.

A PROTEST AGAINST DISBUDDING.

A HiGu authority urged the removal of all the

side buds of Roses with stick or toothpick, and

this as seasonable work for the month of June, 1S8S.

It is hoped that no one save exhibitors, in search of

fat flowers for their Rose boxes, have taken this

advice, and that even among these may be found a

remnant with sullicient taste left to spare the buds

to grace their show blooms. For over full-blown

Roses, however beautiful and large, were never meant
to bloom, nor stand up, nor droop, alone, else would

the graceful garniture of side buds not be given.

Virtually these last touches of artistic grace and
finish are withheld from a few of our Roses, such as

the rank and file of the blooms of Marechal Niel.

It is only needful to turn from these bald, though

huge masses of gold, to the smaller but profusely

budded blooms of Celine Forestier, Triomphe de

Rennes, and La France, to see at a glance the artistic

value of bud garniture or support to Rose blooms.

We have it on the same authority that the ex-

hibitor never neglects and that the amateur seldom

practises disbudding. It is to be hoped that the

latter is true now, and will become more so in the

future, and that, in fact, the two words seldom or

never maybe transposed, so thatthesentence mayread
thus—"The exhibitor seldom practises disbudding,

the amateur never." Why, indeed, should the amateur
who grows his Roses for their beauty in the garden,

or in the house, pinch out their side buds with tooth-

pick or blunt stick? The indignant Roses are up in

arms all over the garden, and the rustle of their

opening buds echoes back the question. Why ? " Wild
Rose " not only counsels disbudding, but gives his

reasons for it. Here they are :
— *' Where a few Roses

are left to cluster together, they are poor in quality
;

and if you cut one it lias a moderately short stalk,

while if you cut the whole bunch you might as well

have hail one good Roseasaclusterof indifi"erentones."

This isall very Wfll fromamereexhibitor'sstandpoint
:

but what would thf decorators, or " Wild Rose's "sweet-
heart, sister, wife, or artistic friends, or the true lover

of Art or Nature say to it? Why, that the sentence
begs the whole question, and the verdict given in

favour of such Roses has no solid foundation what-

ever. I challenge him to test his single blooms
against clusters among all his fair sisters, and
chronicle the results. These I am confident will

suflice to put an end to the picking or pinching out

of side buds, unless for exhibition ; and even for

exhibition sucli buds should have a place and score

a point. There used to be a very wholesome rule in

not a few Rose shows, to the eff'ect that the Roses

should be shown as far as possible with buds and

foliage on a single stem. The National Rose Society

might render important service alike to Nature and

Art by reviving and enforcing sucii a rule. " Wild
Rose " is doubtless familiar with the following verse

from Leigh Hunt :
—

" We are blushing Roses,

Bending with our fulness,

'Midst our close-cupped sister buds,
Warming the green coolness."

But what lover of Nature or of Art on reading this

verse is not as much or more attracted by the close-

capped sister buds as the full-bloomed blushing Roses?

Nature furnishes us with both, both together, both

in contrast, and it seems alike unnatural and in-

artistic to proceed with stick and toothpick to deprive

ourselves of that rich, many-sided, many-formed,

multi-coloured harvest of grace and beauty that

Nature has laid up for our enjoyment in her rich

prodigality of Rose buds. And then what a charm-

ing procession of blossom the buds provide for us !

It is little wonder that we hear more complaints

every year of the shortness of the Rose season.

The Roses are forced with sticks and toothpicks to

bloom all abreast, and those side buds that would

yield the last Roses of the season, if not of the

summer, are ruthlessly destroyed.

While writing thus strongly in defence of the close-

capped sister buds I should like also to utter a

protest against the wholesale slaughtering of Rose
blooms now so prevalent in so many gardens. Roses,

trees and bushes, are so cleared of bloom that, like

children's pictures they almost need labelling "This

is a Rose," fur the information of the uninitiated.

But, just as no Rose can ever look its best without

few or many of its close-capped sister buds, so

every Rose is seen to most advantage on its parent

branch, forming part of its natural bunch or cluster.

For, as Gerrard Lewis sweetly sings:

—

" A gathered flower is but a fading thing,

Like beauty seen in death
;

Though bright as ever is its colouring.

And odorous its breath.

Then leave the Rose upon its parent stem,
Where other Roses be :

'TwiUliveperchancelongsummerdays with them

—

A few short hours with thee."

liosa.

EARLY SUMMER EXHIBITIONS.
Whilst plants grown under glass are little affected

by external temperatuie or fluctuations of weather,

and may be relied upon generally to be up to the

mark at required periods, external vegetation is less

readily responsive, and a very low temperature, with

gloomy skies, heavy downpours of rain, and cold

winds, does not help to produce that condition of

maturity essential in exhibition products.

Vegetables, especially, are late in every w.iy, with

at present little prospect of their being pushed along

by any access of warmth; indeed, tliose gloomy
weather-prophets who are so ready to predict ill,

and asserted that a north-east wind would prevail all

the summer, seem to be in expectation of justifica-

tion for their unpleasant prognostics. The natural

product of the weather which, so far, has marked the

earlier part of the summer, has been found in coarse

growth, without any corresponding cropping pro-

ducts. Ordinary garden vegetation has assumed an
almost tropical form, so abundant have been the

rains; and with soil so full of manure as gardens

usually are, no wonder that Peas, Beans, Potatos,

Sec , are running wild in growth, whilst the pod and
tuber production is indefinite.
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During hot dry seasons it is possible to assist

vegetation by giving ample waterings, and tiius pro-

<luction is greatly accelerated. \Yben heavy rains

prevail it seems possible to do little but sigh for sun-

shine. The season started very late indeed. Soil

was cold beneath, anil the atmosphere above was
cold also, accompanied by considerable gloom. Later

abundant sunshine might have helped to catch up
time somewhat, but the weather has been throughout
deterring to productiveness, although coarse growth
has been plentiful. Such vegetables as Cabbages
and Lettuces have revelled in the abundant rains

and low temperature, although it is worthy of remark
that the winter stocks of Lettuces ran off to seed

this year with e.xceptional speed.

Potatos have made very tall, lanky tojis, and it is

to be feared no corresponding progress in the de-

velopment of tubers. Broad Beans have run up tall

where not stopped, and pods are swelling slowly,

whilst on Peas the pods by no means keep pace with
the haulm, which seems to be carrying off the chief
portion of production. Very much indeed do Peas
need sunshine to help the pods to fill, a.s also to give
to the contents some flavour.

The lateness of the season, therefore, seems likely

to conflict with the summer shows, and cottagers'

products can hardly be up to the average. It

is doubtful whether, on the whole, were tlie season
studied, all such shows should not have been fixed a
lortnight later than usual. Seasons vary somewhat,
whilst shows apparently remain immovable in date.
To invite from cottagers such products as Potatos,
Onions, Carrots, Turnips, and many similar pro-
ducts, which will only be matured by warmth, so
early in the season, is hardly wise, as too often much
growing material is destroyed in the eft'ort to find

for exhibition that which Nature has, so far, refused
to produce. A. D.

Foreign Correspondence.
•

PINUS CANARIENSIS, A LIME-LOVING
CONIFER.

On the western Riviera, ia my Grimaldi garden,
and in that of my neighbour, Mr. Haubury, at Mor-
tola, this beautiful Conifer (of which a full-page
illustration was given at p. 721, vol. iii., n. s.)

appears to tiirive as well as in the Canary Islands,
its native home; yet the soil is not volcanic,
as in the island of Teneriffe, but the mere
break-up of the limestone rocks which form the
coast-liue of mountains in this region. "With
me it is one of the Conifers that succeed the
best; it grows rapidly, forming a succession of beau-
tiful whorls, with clear interspaces, and is an
€legant, handsome tree in all stages of its develop-
ment, from a few feet, to twenty, thirty, or more.
As its introduction on the Riviera is comparatively
recent, we do not know yet what altitude it is

destined to attain with us, but it grows as if it meant
to be a vei-y tall tree—boldly, vertically, compactly.
I am grieved not to have known of it as a
Conifer, suited to the soil and climate, twenty-five
years ago, when I first began gardening on the
Biviera. I now never pass one, large or small, with-
out looking at it with admiration, and a feeling of
satisfaction at having discovered a Conifer that
seems so much at home in my rugged, limestone
rocks, and which is such an ornament to the land-
scape wherever it appears. We propagate it from
«eed, which sprout like Beans in the seed-pan, not
one in twenty failing.

This Conifer seems to do best in ravines and gul-
lies, where, no doubt, there are crevices into which
it can extend its roots. In such positions it grows
rapidly, even when there is but little soil.

Planted in open situations, on the rocks, in a small
amount of earth, it lives, but remains small—a mere
shrub, like the Araucaria excelsa; but then, in such
situations, there are no lateral crevices or fissures
into which it can send its roots. I have had to
remove all those so planted

; not one has done well.

Mr Iliinbury has some very fine tall specimens, but

all, if I recollect right, are on the side of a deep

ravine or gully.

The Pinus canariensis does so extremely well on

our calcareous rocks that I cannot help thinking

that in the Canarv 1,-ilands it must also be growing

on calcareous formations, that it is not confined to

volcanic soils. Indeed, I would ask, is volcanic soil

specially suited to Conifers? I do not recollect seeing

any on the flank of Mount Vesuvius or Mount Etna.

I have not, however, been higher than 5090 or 6000
feet up Mount Etna—to the Casa Inglese, so have no
personal knowledge of the vegetation of the higher

regions.

Although Conifers are more especially suited to

granitic schistic soils, some species thrive admirably

on calcareous formations, as recently stated in the

Gardeners' Chroiiia'e. The Pinus halepensis, or

Aleppo Pine, for instance, covers the limestone

rocks of the Mediterranean shores and islands every-

where. It is undoubtedly the commonest tree in

the Mediterranean. All or nearly all the Cypresses

thrive admirably in our calcareous rock soil. I have

recently seen many small specimens of the Abies
Nordmanniana doing very well on the Riviera, east

and west of Genoa, but do not recollect meeting with

any large specimens. I think, therefore, it must be

a recent but successful introduction in these lime-

stone regions.

Until recently I was afraid that the Pinus canari-

ensis might thrive for a time, and then die—as has

been the case with me with the Wellingtonias that I

have planted—or that it might be naturally a short-

lived tree, but these fears have been quite dispelled.

Mr. Ernest Hart, the editor of the British Medical
Journal, published last July in that journal a series

of very interesting articles on the Island of Teneriffe,

which he had recently visited. He therein states

that the oldest tree in the island is a Pinus canari-

ensis, which was already a grand old tree 400 years

ago, when the island was first discovered, and is

mentioned as such in the historical records of the

time. Thus, so far from being a short-lived tree, it

may be able to compete with its countryman the Dra-
cnena Draco, or the American Sequoia gigantea. The
climate of the Genoese Riviera is a marine climate,

evidently akin to that of the Canary Islands.

It is sad to think that the entire Genoese Riviera

might in all probability be clothed with the Norfolk

Island Pine (the Araucaria excelsa) and the Pinus
canariensis, but that such will never be the case,

owing to the apathy of its southern inhabitants.

They are rapidly cutting down their beautiful old

Olive trees, and denuding the mountain sides of the

Aleppo Pine, for fuel and timber, never planting

trees but only Vines. The ]\Ientone amphitheatre is

rapidly deteriorating in beauty from this source, and
ere long it will be as naked and barren-looking as the

Vine-clad hills or mountains which surround Malaga.
Henry Bennct, M.I)., June 20.

Notes on Economic Plants in Havana.

Some interesting notes on Tobacco culture,

as well as on the introduction and cultivation of

fibrous plants, in Havana, have recently been fur-

nished to the Foreign OlHce, from which we gather

the following facts.

Regarding Tobacco culture, it seems that the

markets are affected by the general demand for

light-coloured Tobaccos. This demand is said to

cause injury to the plant, which, unless artificial

bleaching be had recourse to, must be gathered before

maturity, with loss of quality and aroma. There is

as much Tobacco grown, and there are as good markets
as ever, but the growers and manufacturers, in their

race after quick returns, force and spoil the plant in

the ground and the curing-house, and ship goods

that not only no longer command the market, but

are undersold by foreign and inferior, but probably

more carefully prepared kinds. There is, as a matter

of course, a large amount of exquisite and care-

fully handled Tobacco exported, but the price of this

has become so high that it is above the reach of the

middle-class consumer, this, however, ought not to

and need not be. Climate, soil, and acreage, are all

in favour of a superior and large production that

could hold the field against all comers, but the

elements to make this a reality—namely, capital,

labour, and frugal and unfettered administration—
are wanting. Tlie social and political state of the

island is not of a nature to attract these elements,

and prostration and uncertainty are seen everywhere.

Although Tobacco grows well all over the island,

the soil and climate of the south-west portion pro-

duces the finest. This is known as the Vuelta
Abajo, and lies along the foot-hills of the Sierra

stretching to Cape Antonio and the northern side of

the great plain wliich reaches from sea to sea across

the island. The very best land of the Vuelta Abajo
lies near to Consolacion and the lomas on the eastern

side of the Cayos which overlook the Palm-covered

plain.

The planters house-made ci :ar3, called " veg-

neros," or " farmers," are celebrated at Consolacion,

and possess a delicious aroma, especially when
smoked immediately on being made. The leaf is of

a very rich, light, coffee-brown, with a slight hairy

down on it, which is soft and tender. To test the leaf,

the vegnero always tries the strength of the material

by passing it over Iiis finger in the way one tries the

skin of the glove. The '" maduro," or the ripest, is

considered the very best ; but as of late years fashion

has ruled in favour of light colours, the Tobacco is

dried in such a manner as to get the required shade,

but in the opinion of the best judges, to the detri-

ment of the flavour.

The Tobacco seed is sown early in October, after

the rains have well soaked the light sandy soil, and
cuttings are taken between October and March.

Some vegas lying along the arroyas, which are

ahvays full of good and abundant water, never fail;

others produce only the " tripa," or kind used for

working up to form the core of the cigar, the outer

leaf being of a tiuer brand. In this consist most of

the frauds wliich prevail very extensively in the

trade.

A company called the Cuban Fibre Company
(Limited) has been formed in London for culti-

vating and extracting the various fibres in Cuba,

l>rincipally the Sansevlera, or Leuga de Vaca plant,

which give the best fibres of their class. Preli-

minary arrangements have been made for plant-

ing about 1000 acres in different parts of the

island ; so that next jear the export of the fibre

will commence, and will, it is expected, be equal to

the best Hemp and some kinds of Flax. The culti-

vation of these hitherto neglected plants is likely to

prove a success, for they take up little of the

planter's time, and grow readily on the poorest land,

leaving him free to attend to more important cul-

tures. In a single month, which may be in the early

spring or in the rainy season, hundreds of shoots or

cuttings may be planted, giving later a considerable

crop. Cuban labourers with families, who are nu-

merous in some districts, will find this new agri-

cultural industry a steady means of gaining a liveli-

hood.

The Herbaceous Border.

ANEMONE NARCISSIFLORA.

This is a plant which, to grow well, only requires

patience, as it is not particular as to soil, and

likes a sheltered border better than an exposed

rockery. Several have grown in my garden without

any attention for several years. Those which have

been longest established, and which as yet show no

signs of deteriorating, are about 15 inches high, and

as many across. I counted on one plant twenty-

seven flower-stalks, nearly all of them five-flowered.

The flowers in general appearance and size resemble

Apple blossom, being pink in bud and white inside.

On some plants the flowers are nearly all five-

petalled and on others many petalled. Like Anemone
alpina, the growth from seed is slow, at least thre«

years being required to reach flowering. I have care-

fully compared my plants of A. narcissiflora with
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some plants of the Himalayan A. polyantha sent to

me from Kew. The leaf of the latter is more robust,

and less divided : the flower-stalk thicker, with a

tendency to form compound stalks above the bracts.

The flowers seem to have the petals more concave

on the upper surface. In all other points they re-

eerable those of A. narcissiflora. C. WoUpi/ Bod,

Edije Hall, Malpas.

Aquilegias.

It is not many years ago when the new varieties

of Aquilegia caused quite a stir among lovers of

hardy plants, and they were well deserving the

notice they then received, and the high character

they had ; but, unfortunately, one of the best and

most striking of them, A. cccrulea, seems almost

lost, as it is very seldom one meets with it now.

This, no doubt, results from its rather delicate habit,

which led to dwindling and weak health, and the

only way of keeping and growing anything like

strong plants is to sow seed annually, and thus be

constantly raising fresh ones and renewing the stock.

Another undesirable feature is its tendency to sport;

or rather, in common with all the Columbines, to

b'icome impregnated by the pollen of others ; and
therefore plants intended for seeding purposes should

be isolated, or it is impossible to keep the sort true.

The original kind when first introduced had long

slender spurs and very large wide open flowers, the

petals being of an exquisitely soft pale blue and
white, and as the blooms stand nearly erect, they

show off to the greatest advantage. As this

Aquilegia comes early into growth, and is some-

what tender, and often suffers from spring frosts,

it is necessary to place the plants in a sheltered

position, and they also require a warm well-drained

soil—that is, sandy, loose, and open—as they do not

succeed well unless their fleshy roots are enabled

to draw moisture from the subsoil. The next

noteworthy Columbine is A. chrysantha, which has

very long spurs, and much less distended flowers

than A. cccrulea, the colour being of a delicate

canary-yellow, and the habit of the plant tall and

vigorous, the stems branching and blooming freely,

which they continue to do for six or eight weeks in

succession. With ordinary treatment, and a suitable

position, there is no fear of losing this variety, as,

unlike A. cccrulea, it is not only of strong growth,

but it is a true perennial, and may be increased

readily by division, the best time for doing this

being just as the plants start in the spring.

Among the older forms of Columbine, A. glandu-

losa is one of the best. This has handsome blue and
white flowers, and comes into bloom early, and the

habit of the plant is strong, but it does not stand

being interfered with so well as the one just referred

to, and requires care in dividing. Besides the two
named, and referred to above, there are now many
liybrids, and the best of them are quite worth a place

in the herbaceous border ; but where they come in

well, and are of great value, is in the wild garden,

or alongside of woodland or shrubbery walks, where,

if planted in quantity with A. vulgaris, they will

cross, and seed freely, and increase and spread, and

form quite a feature in that part, where they will

make a fine show. To raise the better kinds, seed

should be gathered as soon as it is ripe, and either

sown thin or in gentle heat in spring, but the plants

come stronger if they are got up under hand-lights
in August, and wintered by having the lights kept
over, and tilted above them. J. S.

The Apiary.

It is best in any year, whatever may be the wea-
ther, not to give much comb-building to do after

the commencement of July, and this year certainly

not. It always pays to give more foundation as the

season goes on. If strong corabs which will not

break in the extractor are required, it is best to wire

the frames. This can easily be done at home. Get
some thin tin wire. No. 32, at any ironmonger's.

This can now be bought in reels for the sum of a

penny. Lay the frame down on a piece of wood cut

to fit easily inside the frame, and about half an

inch thick. Bore about five holes, with a very thin

awl, through the top bar, and equidistant apart

;

then bore five in the bottom bar, just opposite the

others. Unwind some of the wire carffully from the

reel, straightening it a little as you unwind. Put

the wire through all the holes, and draw it tight,

and fasten the ends so that when complete there are

five pieces of wire hanging perpendicularly, and

parallel to the two side bars. Nuw lay a sheet of

foundation down on the piece of wood, and lay the

frame on top of it. Get a Woiblet spur-embedder,

which consists of a small wheel which easily turns

on an axis at the end of a piece of metal. Warm
the wheel in a flame, or some very hot water, and

run the wheel along the wire. The warmth of

the wheel, added to a gentle pressure, causes the

wire to be embedded in the wax, and a sufficient

amount of the latter will be melted, and will cover

up the wire so that it cannot be seen. Do the same

with the rest of the wire. Now lift the frame from

the block, and the foundation will hang beautifully

in the centre of the frame, and the wires will keep it

perfectly straight and true, and it will keep so while

the bees operate upon it. Some people put the wire

diagonally on the frame as well, and by so doing

make a firmer job of it ; but the first-named way of

fastening the wire is sufficient, if care be taken not

to pull it too tightly. If it is pulled too much the

bottom bar will be drawn up— i.e., if that bar is very

thin. AVith all deference to our prominent frame-

makers, I would suggest that the bottom bar be

made a little thicker than is mostly the case ; then

the wire can be drawn as required without the bar

moving. Frames thus wired will not break when

put in the extractor, however new they may be.

Bee.

American Notes,

Thurber's and several other Chinese JIagnolias, all

well worth growing, are also now in bloom with us.

COCKSCOMIIS AS Beddisq Plants.

Many of the florists in attendance at the Chicago

meeting of the S. A. Y. noted the beds of Celosias

and Centaureas at Lincoln Park in tliat city, and

were much impressed witli their beauty and oddity.

They were certainly a departure, and very liandsome.

Head gardener Stromback was continually asked the

question, "How do you keep the Celosias so dwarf

and uniform in height? " In reply to these visitors,

and for the information of otlier readers, we have

obtained some notes on his method of handling the

plants.

The variety lie grows was obtained about ten

years since under the name of President Thiers, and

Mr. Stromback has kept up his stock by seed of his

own saving ever since. The colour of tlie " comb " is a

deep scarlet, approaching crimson. lie sows the seed

the latter p.art of March, in pure sand, as he finds

that the seedlings damp off quickly if planted in soil.

As soon as large enough to handle, the seedlings are

pricked out in boxes of soil, and before they have

made much growth in the boxes tliey are potted

singly in 2J-inch pots, where they remain until the

"comb ' shows, when they are at once shifted into

4-inch pots. The temperature of the house is kept

the same as for Coleus, and the plants are held a

little close until the roots start after shifting. The
young plants are kept rather dry at all times, as they

are very prone to damp off.

The plants make no growth in heiglit after the

" comb " has begun to develope, and to keep them

quite dwarf, growth must be retarded until it appears,

when they may be treated more generously, as the

whole strength of the plant then goes to the "comb."

In spite of the greatest care, there will be some

plants which are a little taller than is desired, and

these can be used in abed by planting them so much

deeper than the others as will make all the tops

uniform in height. American Florist.

PACKING.
Mr. Peter Henderson, ofNew York, finds storing

empty pots in soap-boxes, and then piling up the

boxes, better than using a pot-rack ; there is less

breakage, and the pots can be more readily removed
where wanted. He has found the following method of

packing the best for very cold weather :—Tlie box is

lined with heavy paper; then pieces of board which

fit into tlie box are placed inside, and the box again

lined with paper over them ; the boards are with-

drawn, and the space between the two linings of

paper filled with sawdust; an inch thickness of saw-

dust is thus placed entirely around the plants, but

separated from them by one lining of paper. Plants

so packed have travelled long distances without

injury in the coldest weather.

Maonolia partiflora.

This is one of the choicest gems of our garden.

We have a fine thrifty specimen between 4 and 5 feet

high. It bloomed in May, 1886, but not in 1887,

and I find that it is going to bloom again this year.

Its flowers in size and form are not unlike those of

M. glauca ; and of a creamy-white colour, with

crimson stamens, and powerfully and deliciously

fragrant. The flowers opened May 23—after the

foliage began to unfold—and dropped before May 30.

Other Early Blooming Magnolias.

Magnolia stellata (Ilalleana) beg.an blooming with

us about May 20, and was the earliest of all in

flower. The plants assume a stocky bush form ; the

flowers are very numerous, and white, and the petals

narrow and spread out or reflexed a little. It has

not the stiffness of the other forms. The Yulan

Magnolia began to open April 28. It is the most

showy of all. The flowers are large, wjiite, and

abundantly produced on leafless bushes. While
striking and beautiful almost anywhere, they are

seen to best advantage when they are growing in

front of tall evergreen trees, as Pines or Spruces.

Forestry.

Cleaning Plantations.—It is now high time that

all young trees and shrubs were examined, and rank

vegetation of whatever kind removed from amongst

them. Such work must only be entrusted to careful

men, for the damage oft inflicted on the tender

stems and branches of young trees by the shearing-

hook or scythe when swayed by a careless hand

is hardly credible, and would scarcely be believed

unless by those who have seen the evil results. The

margins of plantations, particularly such as adjoin

cultivated land, should likewise be run over, and all

Thistles, Docks, and Nettles, cut over before the

season of seed-shedding comes on. Thistles, if left

too long, will ripen and shed their seeds, even after

being cut over, so it is well to bear this in mind, and

have them remove d before the flowers are fully deve-

loped.

Pruning,—The summer pruning of young trees is of

much importance, .and the young plantations should

receive the first attention. Rival leading shoots must

be cut .away, and ungainly side-br.anches and heavy-

foli.aged branches be cut back somewhat. Lop oft' all

broken branches, dress the wounds neatly, and paint

over with gas-tar. Now is a good time to open up

views, to lop off overhanging brandies from roads and

walks, and to jirune out dead wood from park trees

and shrubs. The too close pruning of all large

branches is to be avoided as much as possible, it

being better to foreshorten first before the final

amputation.

Barkinq.—This should now be all but completed,

but the showery nature of the weather during the

past six weeks has considerably retarded the harvest-

ing process. Care will be necessary to avoid heating,

which means discolouring of the bark, and happy is the

forester who is well provided with drying sheds and

tarpaulins in a season like this. Prices of the best

Oak b.ark are likely to be low, but that damaged by

the weather will not find a ready market.
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Painting and tarring.— Hurry on during dry and
warm weather the tarring of all fences, iron and
wood, the painting of field-gates, outbuildings, and
tool-houses. Gas-tar is preferable to the tar varnish

now commonly in use for such purposes, and may,
if too tiiick for ajjplying with a brush, be thinned
down to any consistency by applying a little crude
naphtha. In tarring fences a good preliminary step

is to have all grass and weeds cut low, particularly

around the posts and stays, so that the tar may be

applied well down to the ground-level.

Clearing the falls.—Where faggots and firewood

have not yet been cleared from the falls this

should be accomplished with as much speed as

possible, else serious damage to tlie young and
tender growth will be wellnigh inevitable. Clear

out the branches and firewood first, and after that

the heavy timber may be dragged or carted.

Dry weather should, if possible, be chosen in which
to drag timber from the woodlands, for if such work
is carried on when the roads are soft and gritty, the
small stones are apt to adhere to the trees and cause
serious annoyance to the sawyer when they are being
converted into workable boards and planks.

Prices.—The larger branches, as well as crooked
poles and tree stems, may be formed into cartloads,

these selling readily enough at from 5s. to 7-^. Bdeach.
All the smaller sprays can be converted into faggots,

these being usually formed into two kinds—one
for fire-lighting and the other for oven-heating.
Small faggots fetch 5s. per hundred, while those of

larger size often realise as much as 105. or 125. per
hundred.
Heavy timber is now at a discount—indeed, certain

kinds are hardly saleable at any price. Oak, Ash,
and Elm meet with a fairly ready market, and for

local purposes they sometimes fetch a pretty remu-
nerative price. The following list will sliow at a
glance t!ie average price per cube foot at present
realised for Knglish-grown timber of fair quality

and size:—Oak, Is. Gr/. ; Elm, Is. Sd. ; Ash, Is. Hd.
;

Beech, 7t/.; Birch, 9,/. ; Willow, S*;. ; Alder, lOd.
;

Sycamore, Is. Sd.; (the price of Sycamore timber
varies very much with locality); Gean, Is. '2d.;

Chestnut (Spanish), Is. Sd. ; Horse Chestnut, 7d.;

Hornbeam, 8f/.
; Plane, Is.; Scotch Fir, 7^. ; Larch

Fir, Is. It/. ; Austrian and Corsican Pine, 7d. ; Yew
{if of large size). Is. 6(/. ; Cedar, Is.; Lirae, dd.

;

Silver Fir. Sd.; Spruce Fir, 7d. ; Poplar, 8d.

Local demand frequently affects the price of

timber: thus, in boat-building districts, Oak, Elm,
and Larch usually find a ready market, and at prices

considerably higher than those above quoted. Alder
and Birch, where clog-making is considered as an
industry, sell very readily at the prices just
mentioned, which may also be said of small-sized

Sycamores. A. D. Webster, Holwood Park, Kent.

Plants and Their Culture.

Primula sinensis.—The earliest sowings will now
be sufficiently advanced to be potted. If the pots

used are 60's the compost may be rather finer than
if a larger size be used, employing about one-half

loam and one-half leaf-mould or sifted rotten manure
and sand. Make the plants moderately firm, as if

too loose, the soil does not keep in that equable

condition of moisture so essential for the well-being

of these plants. Uo not pot the plants too high, or

rotting at the collar will take place, but let the b.ase

of the leaves be so far in the soil that for some
time no other support is required to keep the plants

in position. Primulas like a temperature slightly

above that of an ordinary greenhouse. A suitable

place is a house or pit with a northern aspect, shaded
from the sun only during the brightest part of the
day, reducing the air as the sun declines, but always
being careful to prevent it becoming stagnant.
Damp down tlie house freely, but avoid wetting the
plants.

Double Primulas.—These are easily increased by
cuttings put in about this time, the old plants having
had time to recuperate themselves since flowering,

and are now growing afresh, and the cuttings are not
so subject to damping otf as earlier in the year.

Take oft" healthy crowns, trimming off as few leaves

as possible, and taking care that there is a good firm

base to the cuttings. Insert them singly in small
pots, using a light compost, with a pinch of sharp
sand about the cuttings. Secure them to small
sticks by neatly looping up the leaves. At this sea-

son a gentle hotbed, with some moderately moist

material in which to plunge the pots, is a good place

in which to strike them.
Succession sowings of seeds should still be made,

treating them as recommended at p. 5'-i7, April 23.

Young seedlings are better pricked ofi' into pans or

boxes, as they are then not so much exposed to the
varying state of wetness and dryness in the soil.

Old plants kept over from last season, if slightly

reduced at the roots, and repotted, make fine speci-

mens by the autumn. I have seen some so treated

which were 2 feet over, and loaded with fiower. It

is better to plant them rather deeply in the pots, and
give them a good soaking—afterwards watering
sparingly until the pots are filled with roots. F.Iioss,

Pendcll Court, Bktchinglcg.

Dahlias.—These are now making rapid growth, and
will require close attention. Cut off weak lateral
growths, and in tying up the leaders make due
allowance for the stems to swell afterwards. If
large blooms are required, it will be a good plan to
pinch off all flower-buds that maybe appearing at
the present time. J. Uorsefield. Hcyfcsburg.

The Flower Garden.

Flower Beds.—Those that are planted with the

usual soft-wooded summer- flowering subjects are

filling up rapidly, many of them making such ram-
pant growth as to demand constant attention in

regard to pegging down, stopping, tliinning-out and
regulating young shoots. Such work is impera-

tive amongst Verbenas, Heliotropes, Petunias, Gna-
phaliums and similar plants if a high degree of

keeping is to be maintained. The beds containing

Pelargoniums, Begonias, Calceolarias, &c.. should

also be looked over at regular intervals, keeping

them free from weeds and the plants free from
withered flowers, seed-pods and dead leaves. Iresines,

Coleus, Perilla, Abutilons, and such like plants

will require attention, and should have the points

of all strong shoots pinched out so as to give them
a shapely appearance. Stachys lanata, when used

as an edging to the beds, should have all flower-

stems and misplaced growth cut off, otherwise it

will soon become unsightly as anedging plant.

Carpet beds will need unremitting attention for

the next few weeks to maintain them in good order,

bearing in mind that to be pleasing they must
present a fiuished appearance. The various lines,

panels, or figures of which a design may be composed
should be kept as accurately as is practicable. No
plants, perhaps, require so much attention as Mentha,
Sedums, Cerastiums and Golden Pyrethrura ; the last

named should be kept within bounds by pinching

back and not by clipping with hand-shears, as some-
times is the case, but which causes a stubby and
unsightly appearance. Few varieties of Alternan-

theras require but little done to them beyond keep-

ing them in line. Echeverias are generally considered

to be more effective with the flowers taken off, but it

is a matter of taste, and had better be treated as

such. Ageratums and Iresines ought to be pegged
down to keep them at the same level as other plants

growing near them, and the strongest shoots of the

last named should be stopped as often as it becomes
necessary. Mesembryanthemums will need the shoots

to be thinned out at times, in addition to the usual

regulating and pinching back of leading growths.

Shrubs.—Evergreen and deciduous flowering sub-

jects, when the flowers begin to fall, should be pruned ;

this will consist of shortening back such shoots as

have produced flowers, leaving a greater or less

length of wood, according to habit. Some plants

will also be benefited by a judicious thinning out of

the young growths, removing only the weakest and
misplaced ones, which will have the effect of admitting

more air and light to facilitate the ripening of the

wood, without which abundance of flowers cannot be

obtained the succeeding year. The present time is

also opportune for taking notes with regard to

planting and transplanting operations in the autumn.

Pinks,—Pipings of these may be put in without
further delay, and may be taken off" with a bud
and cut just below a well ripened joint, cutting off

the points of the leaves and putting them under a wet
clotli immediately afterwards. Two modes of pro-

pagation may be resorted to : they may be inserted

firmly in a sandy compost about 2 inches apart under
hand-lights on a shady border, or they may be put

in boxes or G-inch pots well drained, and stood in a

frame where they can have the assistance of a little

bottom-heat as soon as rooted
;
gradually harden off,

when they are struck, preparatory to planting out in

beds. The last method I regard as being the better

of the two, and if they are kept shaded from bright

sunshine and properly attended to in regard to mois-

ture few losses will occur. Propagate in quantity

such varieties as Mrs. Sinkins and Anne Boleyn,

these being two varieties most useful for cutting

purposes.

Fruits Under Glass.

Vines.—Early iiouses from which the crop is cat

should be kept cool anil well watered, and if red-

spider has attacked tiie foliage, well syringe the vines

once a week with petroleum, in the proportion of a
wineglassful to four gallons of rain-water heated to

a temperature of 85°, and on all other days with clear

water only. I once syringed a couple of Black Ham-
burgh vines with petroleum in the proportion recom-

mended when the fruit was half-coloured. It com-
pletely destroyed the spider, but it arrested the

colouring of the fruit, although it was quite aa well

flavoured as any ottier vine which was not so syringed.

Houses in which the Grapes are ripe must be kept

cool and airy, and if the weather be dull and wet a
little warmth may be allowed in the hot-water pipes

to prevent stagnation of tiie air. Muscats and other

white Grapes will stand any amount of direct sun-

shine and be all the better for it; Black Hamburghs, on
the other hand, will rapidly lose colour after they

have reached maturity, and it is better therefore to

atiord the vines a light shade. This must, however,

not be of such a nature as to darken the house, other-

wise much harm will be done to the vines. Groa
Colmar and other Grapes which hang during winter

should be gone over now the fruit is on the point of

colouring and any berries which are too close may be

eased by removing some of them. The late raina

have lessened the labour of watering outside borders,

but borders inside must have strict attention in regard

to watering, guano in small quantities being mi.xed

with the water used with advantage when vines are

swelling a heavy crop of fruit. Let a niglit

temperature of 75° to 80° be maintained in

houses swelling their crops, and it may be allowed

to run up to ilU'- for a short time after the houses

are closed, with abundance of atmospheric moisture,

but after 6 p.m. air may be admitted in small quanti-

ties by the front ventilators and during the night.

Young vines which are being prepared for fruit-

\n" next year should have all the lateral growths

pinched to one leaf, and kept to that in the mean-
time, the excess of sap being allowed to develope

growth at tlie end of the rod. If the vines are very

vigorous, two or three of the top buds may break,

and when this takes place, these can be allowed to

extend to two or three leaves, and then little

danger to the future fruit-buds need be apprehended.

Young vines which were planted this spring should

be making rapid progress, and should be allowed to

develope as much growth as there is space to occupy,

as the canes will be cut back to the first wire after

the foliage has dropped.

Any vines which have not yet been planted may
be put in. Choose young plants struck from eyes

this season ; keep the house well syringed after

planting, and good progress can yet be looked for.

Such vines will have a decided advantage over

others planted next spring.

When it is deemed advisable to renew the borders

of any of the vineries after the crop is gathered,

preparations should be made by getting the neces-

sary soil and other ingredients mixed, so as to be

ready when the work is undertaken. W. M. BaiUU,

Luton Hoo.

WeiGELA AMABILIS. — What a rich legacy of

beauty the Lirge amount of sunshine of the last

summer left us, as seen in the abundant blossom-

ing of, among other things, our old-fashioned shrubs.

An old bush in the York Nurseries of Weigela

amabilis has been very conspicuous in this respect.

The bush h.as .about" UK) branches, each bearing

twenty-five to thirty trusses of its rosy-pink flowers,

with "fifteen to twenty blossoms in a truss. Its

appearance has been exquisite ; the semi-drooping

habit adding to its gracefulness of outline. J. S. G.

[As a specimen shrub on the lawn when well

grown, there are few better. Deutzia sc.ibra, which

flowers at the same time of the year, and which will

grow to G feet in height, is an excellent com-

panion to it— the one rose-coloured the other

white. Ed ]
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY,

SHOWS.
T.r,,r ^c S

Newcastle-under-Lyne and Nuu-

TUESDAY, July 17—Leek and Ulverstone.

V7EDNESDAY, JuLY IS—Birkenhead.

THURSDAY, JuL\ 19^ amptonsbire, and Salterhebble.

FRIDAY, July 20—National Rose, at Darlington.

SALES.
'nrriraT^iv T.rr-.. iTJInaported and E-^tablislio^ Orchids,TUEbDAl, JUL-i 17 -j ^j Protheroe & Morns' Rooms.

I'

Tlie remaining Portion of the Col-

lection of Orchids formed by the

™m..,„..^.,« , ,..,. .r..
h»te John Day, Esq.. also "Water

n B,i.i,i:.oiy.<».i, jii.i io; folour Drawings of Orchids, Hcr-

t

barium Specimens,&c., at Stevena"
Ruoms.

,Y 19-!

t ValiuiMe Established Orchids, from
THURSDAY, July Iti-J Mr. F. Sander, Orchids in Flower,

( &c., at Stevens" Rooms,

/ Established Orchids from the Col-

I lection of the late H. Littleton

FRIDAY. July 20 ' Esri., by order of the Executors;
1 Imported Orchids, at Protheroe

V & Morris" Rooms.

A SHORT time since ^ve received
Barren complaints that a Mulberrv tree

strawberries. .
^

, . .

which usually produced fruits was

this year covered with male blossoms only.

Every year complaints of similar character reach

us with reference to Melons, Cucumbers, or some

other plant, and, indeed, the facts are so common,
and the inferences from them now so generally

admitted, that it is a matter of surprise that

practical gardeners have not yet discovered the

means of so regulating the conditions of growth

as to ensure the required fertility of the blossom

in a large proportion of the cases. In some in-

stances, indeed, matters arebeyond our control, but

with forced Strawberries or Melons there ought

to be no great ditticulty. Had we a properly

organised experimental garden, a series of well-

considered experiments carried on for two or

three seasons would probably suffice to show
what we could do and what we could not do, and

ensure the grower, to a large extent, against

failure.

Some Strawberries naturally bear male blos-

soms on one plant, female on another (dicecious),

and the same plant that bore fruit one year may,
under altered conditions, produce male flowers

only in another. The original Strawberry, it is

assumed, was dicecious, it subsequently developed

stamens and pistils in the same flower, as in

most of our European varieties, or remained in

its dioecious state, as in some of the American
sorts. We quote from Darwin's I'ariation of
Ayiimals and Plants, vol. i., 18(38, p. o53. the fol-

lowing summary of facts gleaned liy our great

naturalist from the horticultural journals of this

country and America :

—

" Much has been written on the seeds of Straw-

berries ; the true Ilautbois properly bears the male
and female organs on separate plants, and was con-

sequently named by Duchesxe, dioica ; but it

frequently produces hermaphrodites ; and Lindley,

by propagating; such plants by runners, at the same

time destroying the males, soon raised a self

prolific stock. The other species often show a

tendency towards an imperfect separation of the

sexes, as I have noticed with plants forced in a hot-

house. Several English varieties, which in this

country are free from any such tendenc}', when cul-

tivated in rich soil under the climate of North

America, commonly produce plants with separate

sexes ; thus a whole acre of Keen's Seedlings in the

United States has been observed to be almost sterile

from the absence of male flowers ; but the more

general rule is, that the male plants overrun the

female. Some members of the Cincinnati Horticul-

tural Society, especially appointed to investigate this

subject, report that ' few varieties had the flowers

perfect in both sexual organs,' &c. The most suc-

cessful cultivators in Ohio plant for every seven

rows of ' pistillata,' or female plants, one row of her-

maphrodites, which afford pollen for both kinds

;

but the hermaphrodites, owing to their expenditure

in the production of pollen, bear less fruit than the

female plants."

There are some physiologists who maintain

that these phenomena are indications of a par-

ticular inherited tendency or constitution and

which is not affected by external conditions, and

if so it would not be influenced by any cultural

proceedings. To whatsoever extent this may be

true, itcertainly is not absolutely so. In illustration

of this we cite a letter from a well-known Straw-

berry grower, which we commend to the notice

of our readers :

—

" Your correspondent on p. IS touches on a subject

just now of special interest, and a few more remarks

may be appropriate. One of the chief causes of

barrenness in plants is immaturity of crown, conse-

quent on a dry soil, such as we had last season,

where the roots are prevented from obtaininj; the

amount of nutriment which is necessary to the pro-

duction of fruit-buds. This immaturity may be

brought about by poverty of soi), and the scarcity of

root-fibre which this occasions also materially afTects

the productive powers of the plant. Again, undue

lengthening of the roots in search of food is a source

of failure, as food within short reach economises the

work of the plant, and maturity is sooner attained.

Strawberries especially require liberal mulching, as

by means of this a continual growth of surface-root

is secured. Transplanting also favours the growth

of root, the growing points being broken by removal,

fresh ones shoot in greater numbers to take their

place, and forming the fibre-roots which are so

essential to the production of berries.

" There are some varieties which cannot be induced

to form fruit-buds under any circumstances. These
probably have a tendency to propagate their kind

solely by runners, and the tendency is intensified by

the eager horticulturist, who, desirous of securing

early and robu.st plants, neglects those varieties with

comparatively few runners, and distributes the former

wholesale to his friends forthwith, and may himself

even plant a bed of them, only to find out too late

their unsuitability. As an instance of productive-

ness we have Filbert Pine, which, until the fruit crop

is gathered, produces no runners, the whole force of

the plant seemingly being spent in the production of

berries. Where varieties with this character are

cultivated, and the fruit buds can be sacrificed, these

latter should be taken out before layering the

runners, and by this means favouring the growth of

the plants. If a variety which may be easily fruited

is by drought, poverty of soil, or other causes,

prevented from bearing a full crop, or any crop,

tor a season, there is no reason why the plants

should got be brought again into fniitfulness

by judicious and careful cultivation; but if they are

more than two years old it is preferable generally to

make a new bed with runners obtained from trust-

worthy varieties. One of the best is Vicoratesse

Hericart de Thury, whilst two of the more uncertain

bearers are British Queen and Sir Charles Napier.

Soil and situation have a great influence on the more
delicate kinds of Strawberries, whereas Black Prince

or the Vicomtesse are sufficiently hardy to thrive

almost anywhere.
" Another cause of barrenness is the layering of

runners too late in the season, those layered in

September being very open to this fault if not
removed very early from the parent plants and from
the bed where rooted. If, however, they are trans-

planted into a well prepared bed they seldom fail to
fruit profusely. There are other causes of blindness

in the plants such as overcrowding, and the shutting

out of light and air by surrounding crops, bushes,

and trees. Severe checks to growth, as the breaking

and blackening of leaves by the wind, frost, or

snow, will lead to failure in Strawberry growing, the

plants by such disasters being often so weakened
thereby that a full crop of fruit becomes impossible^

Most nearly connected with the failures of the

present season is the drought of last summer alluded

to previously, although other causes may partly be

accountable for them. Nearly everything in Straw-

berry culture depends on the maturing of the crowtt

itself, the result of a healthy leaf and root develop-

ment, early layering of stock, and this obtained from

prolific plants. John Lovel, Driffield."

The Royal Horticultural Society.—Th&
fortnightly meeting in the Drill Hall on Tuesday

was remarkable for the interest, excellence, and

variety, of the plants exhibited. Detailed notice is-

given elsewhere, but we cannot avoid special mention

of the noble new Campanula-like plant exhibited

from Central Asia by Messrs. Vkitch, a hardy pe-

rennial, the worst featureof which, to English growers,

will be its name—Ostrowskya. The Kew collection

was again most interesting ; the same may be said of

the illustrations of ornamental trees and shrubs

exhibited by Messrs. Paul & Son and Messrs,

Veitch, of the alpines and herbaceous plants of

Messrs. Ware and Paul, the Delphiniums of Messrs.

Kelway, the Begonias of Messrs. Laino, and others,'

The interest of these fortnightly meetings, which

has always been great, has become more than ever

so of late ; so that connoisseurs and plant-lovers-

should make a point of seeing these exhibitions, and

of lending their support to the Society.

Council Meeting.—In consequence of the great

success of the last Apple and Pear Conferences, and

in order to correct and bring up the reports then

published to the present date, the Council of the

lioyal Horticultural Society has decided to hold

another Apple and Pear Conference at the gardens

at Chiswick, from the Uth to the ISth of October.

Anyone desiring information in reference thereto is

requested to communicate with Mr. A. P. Bakrok,

Superintendent of the Koyal Horticultural Society'*

Gardens, Chiswick.

Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—Mr. A. F. Bah-

RON, the Hon. Secretary, requests us to state that

the paragraph in our last issue, in reference to the

Gardeners' (>rphan Fund election, is incorrect, and

was forwarded to the Press without the authority or

knowledge ot the committee.

Mr. E. R. Cutler.—The friends of this gentle-

man and the well-wishers to the Gardeners' Royal

Benevolent Institution will hear, with regret, of a
painful accident which has occurred to their energetitr

and zealous Secretary. Mr. Cutler fell in the street

a few davs since, and has so severely injured his armi

that it is feared several weeks must elapse before he

can regain the use of it. We are asked to mention

the fact, in explanation of any possible delay in con-

ducting the correspondence of the Institution.

United Horticultural Benefit and Pro-

vident Society.—The quarterly meeting of this

Society was held at the Caledonian Hotel, Robert

Street, Adelphi Terrace, Strand, on Monday even-
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ing, July 9, Mr. Geokge Wheeler in the chair.

Two new members were elected, making an addition

this year of thirty-nine. The membership now
stands at 291, including honorary members. The

committee is very pleased to state that the Society

is in a very healthy condition, no one being on the

sick-list at the present time.

International Horticultural Exhibition,

Cologne.—We have received from II.B.M. Consul

at Diisseldorf additional p-articulars relating to

this exhibition, which will remain open from

August 4 to September 9 :

—

" I have the honour of drawing special attention

to this exhibition, which promises to be the most

successful one of its class ever held in the Rhenish

province—the pearl of the German empire. A better

opportunity for promoting the export trade to the

Continent in the branches of industry concerned

could hardly be afforded—within so easy reach of

Uritish ports—elsewhere than at Cologne, one of the

most central points of traffic in tne most industrial

and thickly populated provinces of Germany.
' In the Khenish Westphalian provinces great

l>rogress has been made of late years in the cultiva-

tion of gardens and parks on the English system, a

taste wliicii is daily being more and more developed

with consequent increased requirements.
" In some branches of horticulture Holland and

Belgium rank very high, but in most classes of

industry connected therewith the English products

and manufactures are superior ; however, in these

days of woild-wide competition mere advertisement

and issue of circulars no longer suffice ; to ensure

success the quality must be proved by exhibition

wherever and whenever opportunity is afforded.

" The programme in German, (list of cliief products

and manufactures in English), including no less than

750 kinds of exhibits, is a very comprehensive and

extended one, even to which exhibitors are not

strictly limited ; all classes of products and manu-
factures in any w.ay, even indirectly connected with

horticulture and model firming will with pleasure

be received, and every facility will be given for

cheap and expeditious transport, suitable mode of

exhibition and representation, no charge being made
for space. All applications for further information

made to the Executive Committee, ' Gartenbau,

Ausstellung,' Cologne, will be promptly attended to.

" The departments which would appear to offer

the most chances of success to British exhibitors

are of vegetables, seeds and their products, and
manufactures therefrom, of all classes, but especially

grass. Wheat, Oats, and Barley seeds, wliich are

inferior in this country ; small pumping engines,

worked by steam, water, or gas-power
;
gearing and

appliances connected therewith, for irrigating and

syringing, as well as for the extinction of lire pur-

poses.

" Grass-mowing machines, rollers, garden and
model-farm water and other carts, implements,

weighing machines and tools—in which the Ameri-
cans are our greatest com])etitors—garden, park,

conservatory, and dwelling-house illuminating lamps

and appliances ; hot-water, air, and steam heating

apparatus; tents, summer-houses, and garden fur-

niture
;
park phaetons and other vehicles, harness,

saddles, and bridles ; Bath-chairs, appliances for

outdoor games connected with a country gentle-

man's residence, will also doubtless be admitted.
*' Since writing the foregoing, I see, by a supple-

mentary programme, that 21,700 marks (= £1085)
have been subscribed for money prizes. T. R,

MuLVANT, HB.M. Consul for Westphalia and the

Rhenish Provinces, British Consulate, Diisseldurf-on-

Ihr- Rhine, June 9, 1888.

American Pomological Society. — The
receipt of this Report year after year makes us feel

how sadly behindh.and we in this country are in the

matter of commercial fruit-culture. It may seem
strange to read it, but it seems the fact, that our

American cousins understand the virtue of common
action and reciprocal counsel better than we do.

They do not dissipate their energies over minor

associations, but tiiey weld all in one common feder-

ation, to the advantage of all. We observe that our

friends across the Atlantic are devoting great atten-

tion to Russian Apples. The conditions here are,

of course, quite different, nevertheless it may be of

use to note that in this climate the Russian Apples

have, as a rule, not proved worth growing. The
Report contains papers and discussions on fruit and

fruit-growing similar to those at our own Fruit Con-

gresses, and a catalogue of the best fruits for each

State in the Union. This catalogue is revised at

short intervals.

Diseased TomATOS.—Tomatos, whether in-

doors or out-of-doors, are ranch troubled with

disease of v.arious kinds. This season the pLagues

seem especially virulent. A full description of the

diseases caused by the attacks of the I'otato fungus,

Peronospora infestans, on the Tomato, by the black

spot (Phoma) which forms on the top of the berries,

by the Dactylium and the Cladosporium, have been

given in our columns, with illustrations, by Mr.

PLOwRionT and Mr. WonrmNoTos Sjuth. Wc
must refer our readers to our numbers for Novem-
ber 12, 1831 ; August 6, and October 1 and 29, 1887,

for full details as to the nature of these several

diseases. Unfortunately a knowledge of the reme-

dial measures to be adopted has not kept pace with

our knowledge of the diseases themselves. Ex-
perts have told us to what fungi the diseases

are due, but they have not hitherto been able to

suggest a remedy. This is in large measure due to the

fact that the fungi in question are chiefly of internal

growth, and no remedy applied externally can be

expected to be eflicacious. The consequences, how-

ever, are so serious, that it behoves i)ractical men,

now that they are made acquainted with the nature

of the foe they have to contend with, not to be

satisfied with mere "stamping out" by destroying

affected plants, replanting in fresh soil, and the like

—procedures often very imperfectly carried out—but

to avail themselves also ofknown fungicides orfungus-

destroyers, such as bisulphide ofcarbon, sulphur or sul-

phide of potassium. In particular we would recommend
the use of sulphate of copper mixed with lime, in the

manner and in the proportions mentioned in a re-

cent article (see p. 15). It is possible that by such

measures the disease maybe controlled ; at any rate,

trial should be m.^de. It is in such cases as these

that the need of e.xperimental gardens and labor.a-

tories becomes evident. Private growers have rarely

the leisure or the competence to undertake the

necessary experiments. The Jlinistry of Agriculture

which it is proposed to establish might most appro-

priately signalise its inauguration by the establish-

ment of institutions of this kind, the cost of which

would ultimately be repaid a hundredfold by the

benefits conferred. As it is, one set of men give

freely their time, their labour, and their brains to

the investigation of these diseases, and tlie practical

men, so-called, instead of availing themselves of the

information furnished them, do nothing but grumble

and go on as before. It is time a new departure

was made.

A Particoloured Iris.—We have had occasion

to figure Calantheand other hybrid flowers in whicli

the colour has been distributed unevenly, but we
have not before witnessed a similar occurrence in

any Iris. Jtr. Ki;elage has now obligingly sent us

a flower of the so-called English Iris. " Max Rooses.

"

Under ordinary circumstances this flower is of a deep

rich velvety-purple, with a central blotch of yellow

and a spotted midrib to each of the sepals or " falls.

"

In the flower in question one of the falls has a

pale lilac ground, with a few deep violet blotches

radiating from the broad midrib. Two of the petals

or standards are of their normal purple colour, while

the third is purple on one side of the centre, pale

lilac striped with violet on the other. We do not

know the parentage of this particular Iris, but it

is reasonable to suppose that this peculiar distri-

bution of colour may be the result of a tendency to

separate the heretofore blended elements, and to

revert to the condition of one or other parent. A
second flower on the same spike, which opened in

water, was quite normal. Mr. Krelaok tells us he

has observed similar variation in Iris Victor Verdier.

Hardy Azaleas.—We have received from Mr.

Anthonv Waterku, Woking, cut specimens of these,

and very fine they were too. The colours are bright

and varied, and the bloom of good size. Specimens

of these plants, and also of Rhododendrons, from
Mr. A. Wateber, formed a feature at the recent

evening fete of the Royal Botanic Society, one tenfc

being full of them.

Poisoning by Mischance.—a fatal accideni;

has occurred at Monmouth in consequence of a work-
man drinking, by mistake, a quantity of some fluid

used to kill weeds, and wdiich he obtained from a

barrel. The barrel was properly labelled, but it

seems from the report before us to open the question

whether or noallbarrelscontaining poisonous matters

should not be of a particular shape, so as to avoid the

mischance of mistaking a barrel of poison for one of

beer or cider. No blame attached to the master.

PINUS SABINIANA..*
For the opportunity of figuring the cone of this

noble species we are indebted to M. Naudin, of An-
tibes. The botanical history of the tree is pretty

well known, so that we need not say much upon that

point. It was introduced from California by Douglas

in 1S^>'2. In cultivation in this country the tree

forms a rounded or oblong head, with long, loosely set

branches upturned at the ends, so that the light

penetrates freely, while the very long, pendulous,

grey leaves, waving with every gust of wind, give a

peculiarly distinct look to the tree. The old bark

is reddish-brown, or smoky, according to the locality

in which the tree is growing; the younger bark is

glaucous, or blueish-grey ; the young shoots desti-

tute of leaves except at the tips, but covered more

or less with the marks of the bud-scales, which, when
recent, arereliexed, membranous, lanceolate, fringed

at the edges. The buds are cylindric, reddish-

brown, and covered with resin ; they begin to shoot

early in spring, the terminal bud starting into

growth before tlie lateral ones.

The leaves are very long, triangular in section,

with the dorsal surface convex, the others concave.

There is a very thick layer of hypoderni, or thick

woody cells which contribute to the strength of the

leaves, and which are only interrupted by the

numerous breathing pores or stomata. Within this

is the green substance of the leaf, traversed by two

or more resin-canals, and in the centre is a double

fibro-vascular bundle, surrounded by an elliptical

endoderm or bundle sheath of a single row of

elliptical cells, as shown magnified in our illustra-

tion (fig. 4). The male flowers are yellow, in oblong

clusters, while the appearance and size of the noble

rich brown cones is sufficiently shown in our illustra-

tion. The tree is quite hardy—not very particular

as to soil—but should be planted in a sheltered

situation. The seedlings produce a relatively large

tap-root, which renders them rather difficult to trans-

plant.

In this country P. Sabiniana can only be regarded

as an ornamental tree, as the growth is slow and

the wood soft.

Our notes have been taken principally from the

trees at Kew and at Parapesford.

In the Sierra Nevada this Pine is known as the

Nut Vine, owing to the agreeable flavour of the seeds,

which are collected by the natives for food.

Mr. ^Nluir, in an article in Harper's Magazine, on

the coniferous forests of the Sierra Nevada, gives the

following account of this tree, which for its interest

is worth transcribing :—

" The first coniferous tree met by the traveller in

ascending the range from the west is the Nut Pine,

remarkable for its loose, airy, tropical appearance,

suggesting a region of Palms rather than cool resiny

Pine woods. No one would take it at first sight to

be a Pine or Conifer of any kind, it is so loose in

habit and widely branched, and its foliage is so thin

and grey. Full-grown specimens are from 40 to

.50 feet in height and from 2 to .'.{ feet in

diameter. At a height of 1') or 21) feet from the

ground, the trunk usually divides into three or four

main branches, about equal in size, which, after

bearing away from one another, shoot straight up,

and form separate summits ; while the crooked

* Pinus Sabiniana, Douglas. See especially EDgclmauQ, in

Botany of California, ii., p. 137.
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subordinate branches aspire, or radiate, or droop in

loose ornaraeiual sprays. The slender, greyish-
green ni'fdli's nre from 8 to 12 inches long, loosely
tasselled, and incline to droop in handsome curves,
contrasting witli tlie stirt', darl^-coloured trunli and
branches in a very striking manner. No otlier tree

of my acquaintance, so substantial in body, is, in its

body so tliin and so pervious to light. The sunbeams
silt through even the leafiest trees, with scarce any
interruption, and the weary, heated traveller finds

but little protection in the shade. It giows only on
the tonitl foot-hills, seeming to delight in the most
ardent sunheat, like a Palm, springing up here and
there singly, or in scattered groups of live or si,x,

among scrubby white t)aks and thickets of Ceanothus
.and Manganita: its extreme uppi)er limit being
about 4000 feet above the sea, its lower about from
500 to 800 feet. The generous crop of sweet nutri-
tious nuts [seeds] which it yields makes it a great
favourit.e with Indians and witii bears. The cones
are truly magnificent, measuring 5 to 8 inches in

length, and not mneh less in thickness ; rich choco-
late-brown in colour, and protected by strong, down-
curving hooks, which terminate in scales. Never-
theless, the little Douglas squirrel can open them.

*' Indians gathering the ripe nuts make a striking
picture. The men climb the trees like bears and
beat off the cones with sticks, or recklessly cut off

the more fruitful branches with hatchets, while the
squaws gather them in heaps, and roast them until
the scales open sufficiently to allow the hard-shelled
;seeds to be beaten out. Then, in the cool evenings,
men, women, and children, with their capacity for

dirt greatly increaseil by the soft resin with which
they are all bedraggled, form circles around the
camp fires on the bank of some stream, and lie in

«asy independence, cracking nuts, and laughing and
chatting, as heedless of the future as bears and
squirrels."

Entomology.

THE PEAR MIDGE.

The extraordinnry meteorological conditions of

the last, and the commencement of the present, year
induced the production of a splendid amount of

bloom on our fruit trees, especially on the BeurreCIair-

geau Pears, whicli were literally covered with sheets

of blossoms. But notwithstanding the great cold

which afterwards cut off the wall-fruit blooms before

they had time to set the fruit, the insects which
attack the Apples and Pears in the youngest
state of the leaves and fruit were most abundant,

especially the leaf-rolling caterpillars of the small
moths of the family Tortricidixj and the gall-mldges

and sawflies, the larvae of which live in the heart of

the young fruit.

The history of a small species of midge, par-

asitic on Pears, was first investigated by Joseph
8chraidberger, Canon of St. Floriac, in a report made
to the Imperial Agricultural Society of Vienna,
which was embodied by M. Kollar, the head of the

Natural History Museum of Vienna, in his "Treatise
on Insects Injurious to Gardeners, Foresters, and
Farmers." (Vienna, May, 1S37), translated by
J. and M. Loudon (with notes by the present writer,

and published by W. Smith, London, 1840, in 12nio).

Schmidbergor considered his insects to be identical

with the C.'eidomyia nigra of Mergen, " because the

description which Mergen gives of the black gall-

midge completely agrees with them.'' More recent

writers on the Diptera have doubted the correctness

of this identification, and Dr. lliley has given the

name of Cecidomyia (Diplosis) pyrivora to the Pear
midge.

It was in the winter of 1831 that the insects

first appeared in the perfect winged state, and by
February 15 more than a hundred had app'^ared in

the Canon's glasses, from pupa; placed tiiere in the

previous autumn. He says, " When the blossom-buds
of the Pear tree were so far developed that in the

single blossoms a petal showed itself between the

segments of the calyx, I found the first midge in the

act of laying the egg on the blossom, on April 12.

It had fixed itself almost perpendicularly on the

middle of a single blossom, and having pierced the

petal through with its long ovipositor, it laid ir--

eggs on the anther of the still closed blossom. On
cutting the jtierced bud open the eggs were found

lying in a heap one upon another on the anthers

—

from ten to twelve and even twenty in number. The
midges ceased appearing in the garden and laying

their eggs as late as April 18. On the fourth day

after oviposition the small larvie were found on the

cmbr^'o of the blossom, into which they began to

bore, usually in or near tlie stem of the calyx ; they

then descend to the core, when they begin to devour

the fruit on all sides. When they have attained

their full size, and consumed the pulp of the

young fruit, they make their way out, and as

soon as they get to the surface of the now hollow

little Pear, they bend themselves into a flattened

ring, and, by suddenly straightening the body, they

make a spring of several inches and fall to the

ground to bury themselves. Generally, however,

they remain within the Pear till it falls, which it is

-THE PKAR-MIDGE.

ready to do by its continued want of growth, when
they escape by cracks in the skin, and enter the

earth, being fully grown by the middle of May ;
it is

not, however, until the middle of December and

January that they assume the winged state from the

pupa, and it is only in the following spring that they

creep out of the ground and propagate their species

in the open air."

For many years past we have received communi-
cations from our correspondents concerning this

Pear midge. In 1855, and again in 1883, it was

very abundant, the larvai remaining in that state

even until the end of June. With the view of

clearing up the question of its history and nomen-
clature, as well as that of another Pear insect de-

scribed by N'irdlinger, in Die Kleinoi Feindc, in 1869.

under the name of Cecidomyia pyricola, the natural

history of the true Pear midge has formed the subject

of investigation by Professor Mik, of ^'ienna; Dr.

Kiley, the celebrated American State entomologist,

(whose description with figures appears in the

American Report of the Entomologist, published at

at Washington in 1886) ; Miss Ormerod {Report of
Observations of Injurious Insects for 188-4). Mr.
Inchbald, whose memoir appeared in the Eniuinoio-

<jist for February, 1887, to whom the present writer

is indebted for specimens of the perfect insect, and

especially to Dr. U. II. Meade, who has just pub-

lished a careful and elaborate article in tlic last-

named periodical.

The insect belongs to tlie subgenus Diplosis of

Loew (one of the sections of the extpusive genus

Cecidomyia) ; it measures from 2 to 3 milliinotres in

length, the female being rather larger than the male.

It is of a dark ashy-black colour, with pale hairs,

the thorax with three broad black lines, and rows of

yellowish hairs. The antennas of the males are

twenty-six jointed, and those of the female are four-

teen-jointed, including two very short basal joints

closely soldered together. The abdomen is blackish,

with narrow paler cross-bands. The wings are pale

ashy, with long fringe of fine hairs ; and the legs

are brown, with paler-coloured hairs.

Our woodcut {fig. 5) represents— 1, a young Pear

cut open, showing the hollow made by the five en-

closed larvx ; 2, the larva of the natural size ; 3,

the same magnified ; 4, the same preparing to

leap ; 5, the male midge, the natural size indi-

cated by the small crossed lines, the jointed process

at the right side of the antennai, representing one of

the palpi ; 6, five of the terminal joints of the

male antenna; 7, apex of the wing, showing the

thickened margin continued into the extremity of

the main vein of the wing; 8, three of the

middle joints of the female antennae ; 9, the elon-

gated telescope-like ovipositor of the female. /. 0.

IVestwood.

Scotland.

THE SEED AND NURSERY TRADE ASSO-
CIATION AND NON-WARRANTY.

AnoDT twenty-five of the members of the above

Association met in the Waterloo Hotel on the 4th

inst., as was arranged at the annual meeting held

last month to further consider the attitude that

should be adopted by the trade towards the non-

warranty clause, and towards those who use it in

transactinp; their business. Mr. Watt (of Messrs.

Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle), presided, and in reply

to Mr. Mather, Kelso, said that his firm had never used

the non-warranty clause in their retail business but

gave a special guarantee. They used a non-wairanty

clause in their wholesale business, but having no

sympathy with the principle it was their intention to

withdraw or regulate it according to the resolution of

that or some future meeting. The large London

firms seemed determined to stand by the clause, and

he suggested that subscriptions should be raised

throughout the trade to carry the case of Messrs.

Smith & Son, Aberdeen, to the House of Lords, and

endeavour to obtain a reversal of the decision of the

First Division of the Court of Session. The retail

merchants were placed in an awkward position in

being obliged to buy without any warranty while

they were held responsible to the farmers for the

kind and quality of the seeds they sold. The fact

that he presided at the former meeting of the

trade and again that day showed that he

did not approve of the clause as adopted

by the London wholesale merchants. Having read

a letter from Jlr. Tait, of Manchester, President of

the Seed and Nursery Trade Association, in which

he offered a subscription of £1U towards the expense

of an appeal in Messrs. Smith's case, the Chairman

said his firm would contjibute a similar amount.

Mr. James Elder, Haddington, inquired what

position they would be in as a trade in the event of

the case being lost in the House of Lords ?

In reply, the Chairman said there was an impres-

sion abroad that the decision of the Court of Session

was not in accordance with moral law, and that a

different judgment might be given in the House of

Lords. Most of those in the trade with whom he
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had spoken thought it unreasonable that a seller

should have the power to forward an article different

from that ordered, and that the buyer should be

compelled to accejit it simply because the non-war-
ranty clause was printed on the top of the invoice.

As to the question of remedy, he was not in favour

of a union; his idea was that the President of the

Board of Trade should be approached with the view
of getting a clause inserted in the Mercantile Law
Amendment Act, malting it illegal for seedsmen to

contract themselves out of liability by a non-war-
ranty clause.

Mr. Robson (Messrs. Smith & Son, Aberdeen),
said his firm had not lost faith in their case, and
that in the event of their being supported in carry-

ing an appeal to the House of Lords they would
give a substantial subscription towards it. He con-
fessed to their having used the clause themselves, but
they had come to recognise it as bad. He advised
the formation of an association of all seed growers
and merchants who disapproved of the clause, and
who would refuse to deal with merchants adopting
it. In putting themselves entirely in the hands of
those who used the clause they were liable to get
any one kind of seed for any other kind. Tliey
might not only get Rape for Turnip, but perhaps
Cucumber for Carrot.

Mr. T. B. Park, Haddington, moved :—" That a
strong recommendation be made to all the trade to
buy from those merchants only who do not use the
clause.'' He had, he said, faith in the honesty of
the trade, and he believed that if a wholesale seeds-
man came manfully forward and abolished the non-
warranty clause he would get tlie support of the
trade.

Mr. Ireland (Messrs. Ireland & Thomson, Edin-
burgh) seconded

; while Mr. Davie, Haddington,
said, that as he was bound to purchase under the
non-warranty clause he could not sell under any
other conditions. He sympathised, however, with
Messrs. Smith & Son, and thought the trade should
assist them in their appeal. To that end he would
be glad to contribute, and meantime he moved:—
"That it be remitted to a committee to consult the
whole trade on the question of raising a fund to carry
forward the ai)peal." Mr. Carter, Berwick, seconded.

Mr. Robson did not think a recommendation
such as was proposed in the motion would be of any
use. I'Uless there was to be a combination among
the retail dealers no attention would be paid to the
recommendation. He moved as an amendment—
" That an association be at once formed of all seed
growers and merchants who disapprove of tlie non-
warranty clause now used by many wholesale and
retail firms, and who should agree not to recognise
the said clause in any of their business dealings."
Mr. Taylor Dalkeith believed something stronger
than was contained in tlie motion was required, and
he, therefore, seconded the amendment. Mr. Mather
supported the motion, believing that it would be
impossible to carry out the combination proposed.
Mr. Park concurred with tlie last speaker, and said
his belief was that if the motion were adopted they
would get such support from the trade as would
influence the wholesale merchants to withdraw the
obnoxious clause. Mr. Cross, Leith, suggested that
those present should sign the circular" embodying
the recommendation to the trade, and Mr. Robson
said if the meeting agreed to that he would with-
draw his amendment. The Chairman said he could
not consent to sign such a document. It would be,
he considered, boycotting the members of the whole-
sale trade, and would place retail merchants in such
a position as to appear incompetent to manage their
own business. He was prepared to say that under
ordinary circumstances he would not deal with any
member of the wholesale trade who adopted the
clause, and that lie would not adopt that clause him-
self, but beyond that he could not go. On its being
suggested that tlie terms of the motion should be
altered so as to apply to the purchase of " root seeds

"

only the Chairman signified his willingness to sign
the circular so amended. In that form the motion
was unanimously agreed to. To the Secretary (Mr.

David Hunter, S.S.C.) was remitted the question of

raising a fund to assist Messrs. Smith & Son to carry

their appeal to the House of Lords, with instructions

to duly report progress to his Association. The
proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to the

Cliairman.

The ScoT-risu HoRTicuLTDnAL Association.

The ordinary monthly meeting of this Association

w.as lield in b. St. Andrew Square on the 3rd inst.

;

Mr. Robert Morison first, and Mr. Alex. Milne sub-

sequently, occupied the Chair. A paper was read by
Mr. Bell, gardener, Morton ILiU, on the Tomato.
The liistory and botanical relationship of the plant

were sketched. A native of South America, it was
introduced in 1590, and was long cultivated in this

country merely for the ornamental character of its

fruit. Only of late years had its merits as an esculent

been recognised in Britain, but so rapidly had it in-

creased in favour that it is now an almost universal

article of diet, and an important commercial product.

Comparing the two classes of Tomatos, viz., those

with smooth and those with corrugated fruit, the

writer said the latter were perhapi the heaviest

croppers, and were consequently more largely grown
by those who catered for market, but the former had

a better appearance, brought better prices, and were

most in favour for the purpose of competition. It

was questionable whether the yellow-fruited sorts

would ever obtain the same amount of favour as the

red-fruited, though some contended that they were

superior in quality and flavour to the latter. The
cultural instructions were thoroughly practical and
excellent. In the discussion that followed, the point

as to wliether the Tomato is a vegetable or a

fruit was raised. It was pointed out

by one member that it had been exhibited in collec-

tions of fruit at recent flower shows, and by others
that it was frequently served up at dessert, but
members were pretty equally divided as to the pro-
priety of placing it in the category of dessert fruits.

Mr. Alexander Mackenzie, Warriston Nursery,
read a paper by Mr. Hugh Gorrie, gardener, Mauldslie
Castle, on " Select Stove Plants," which contained
an excellent enumeration of foliage and flowering
stove plants, with notes on their culture. Both
writers were warmly thanked for their communi-
cations.

Amongst the exhibits a handsome Strawberry,
sent in by Mr. John Eraser, station-master, Annan,
Dumfriesshire, received a First-class Certificate. It

is said to be a cross between Dr. Hogg and Black
Prince. Its chief merits are earliuess, having been
ripened in Annan on June 18, even in such a late

season as this
;
good size, being intermediate be-

tween both parents; excellent flavour and solid

flesh, bespeaking good carrying qualities. It is

named John Ruskiu. Mr. Charles Biichanau,
Pennycuik House, exhibited a spray of Bougainvillea
glabra, 3 feet long, the superb colour of which was
much commented upon, along with the fact that it

was grown and flowered in a Camellia-house.
Other exhibits were Cattleya IIarrisiana(?), wliich

looked like C. Mendelii, from Mr. Grant, St.

Leonard's Hill, Dunfermline ; seedling Pansies and
decorative Pelargoniums, from Messrs. R. B. Laird
& Sons; Saxifraga cotyledon, with a spike 3 feet

long, from Mr. Henderson, of Clermiston ; and
branches of Colletia horrida and cruciata from the
open air, by Mr. Hugh Eraser, Leith Walk Nurseries.

Home Correspondence.

CREEPERS ON A HOUSE.—The southern fi out of

ray house is covered with a dense mass of ivy, Arape-
lopsis Veitchii, Gloire de Dijon Rose, Clematis mon-
tana, C. azurea, C. Jackmanni, and the variegated

Lonicera brachypoda. besides half-a-dozen creepers

of less rampant growth. Every year by about mid-
summer the mass of branches and foliage becomes an
unmanageable wilderness. The young shoots cling

to the woodwork of the windows, get behind the

spouts and lift the slates, and hang down in long
matted bundles that have a most untidy appearance.

I should be grateful for advice as to the beat way of

dealing with them. The most troublesome are

Clematis azurea, whose long slender sprays cling to

each other and refuse to be fastened up without an

amount of trouble and time which cannot be given to

them ; and C. moutana, whose huge snake-like stems
have become white and bare, and a large part of

whose flowering sprays are obliged to be cut off in

the late summer because nothing else can be done
with them. If C. montana were cut down to within

(3 feet of the ground and all its overgrown top pulled

out and cleared away, would it shoot out afresh ? But
my chief despair is C. azurea. If I cut away the un-
ruly growths I get no flowers next year. It I leave

them alone they soon sliut out the liglit from the

windows. If I tie them up in masses they crush and
break, and to separate and nail them up is imprac-

ticable. F. T. M.

MELON GROWING. — At Orwell Park Garden.%
Mr. AVallis, Col. Tomline's gardener, adopts a
capital plan of utilising all space over the path at

the back of the Pine-stoves, which he covers with
Melons during the summer, and gets a double lot to

ripen, as directly one batch is over he at once puts
fresh plants in, and thus keeps up a regular succes-
sion. These are grown in Seakale or bottomless

pots, wliich are stood or plunged on or in the leaf-

bed between the Pines, and the pots are filled with
strong turfy loam, and when the fruit is set, liberal

supplies of liquid manure are given, and plenty of

tepid water when required, to help it to swell. The
plants are run up with clean single stems, some 3 or

4 feet, and are then trained on temporary trellises

made of laths of wood, and the fruit is supported
by pieces of square board slung up, or Kaffia-grass

run round and tied. As the roots of the Melons can
get through into the leaf-bed, the half bushel or so

of soil the plants have suffices for them to carry

three fruits on each, and these being so fully exposed
to light and air, are always well finished and of good
flavour. In pits and frames Melons follow the
Strawberries and Potatos with no other preparation

than soil from the kitchen garden quarters being put
in; and the thick leatliery foliage the plants have,

and the number of Melons fast swelling, show plainly

what may be done without spending time and labour
m making up hotbeds. J. S.

CHELSEA GEM PEA.—This variety, which was
sent out by Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, is a valu-
able acquisition as an early Pea, and is one of the
earliest, if not the earliest, of all. It was ready for

gathering out-of-doors here ten days before any
other early Pea. It is an amateur's Pea, and suitable

for small gardens, as it is not only very productive
and of good quality, but is only lU inches in

height, of branching habit and requires no sticks.

The pods are well filled with large, well flavoured
Peas, and it only wants to be known to be appre-
ciated. W. Gallop, Bradford Peverell,

GREAT PROMISE OF STRAWBERRIES.—I hear
many complaints of Strawberries beinga non-succeas
this year. I planted 1.300 last autumn, and every
plant is in good condition as regards foliage and fruit.

I picked for the flrst time on June 24, King of the
Earlies. It was fit to gather, and has been followed
by Laxton's Noble ; and the new Strawberry Waterloo,
and several other leading varieties are setting their

flowers well. The plants had a good mulching of
manure after being planted, and the beds were well
watered throughout the dry time afterwards. The
fruits are thinned to six on a plant. G. Htimphret/a,

Strcatham.

WHITE PINKS.—These are among the most valu-
able of white flowers for cutting, as, besides their
purity and adaptability for bouquet work, and the
dressing of vases or glasses, their perfume is very
agreeable, and for a long time they have been general
favourites in gardens. A few years ago a new one,
under the name of Mrs. Slnkins, made its appearance,
and a fine thing it is, and when it was first intro-
duced it bid fair to drive the old-fashioned one out
of cultivation ; but as this is at least a fortnight
earlier in bloom it still holds its own, and is likely

to do so for some time yet to come. The best
examples of this last-named Pink I have ever seen
are at Orwell Park, where Mr. Wallis lias large beds
of it, in such vigour and colour of foliage that one
could hardly believe the plants to be those of the old
double white without his assurance that they were
that variety, as, besides the great strength and rich
metallic hue of the " grass,'' they have stout sturdy
stems a foot or so high, and big pink flowers to
match. The soil these plants are growing in is a
very stifTloam, which not only suits them but Car-
nations also, as laige numbers of these are in the
same gardens, and look equally healthy and vigorous.
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As to Mrs. Sinkins Pink, it is invaluable to form a
succession in the borders; for besides coming on
just after the other and blooming in a mass with

almost equal freedom, it produces a few flowers

nearly tlie wiiole summer througli. l^'or pot culture

none other equals it, but to have plants strong and
fit for forcing they should be propagated early, and
as soon as struck hardened oil', and then planted

out in the open. By the end of September they will

have made ffood growth, and may then be lifted and
potted in 32-si/.ed pots, after which they should be

plunged in cold frames, with their heads well up to

the glass, and luive air whenever the weather is

favourable. «/. 8.

LETTUCES.—Every one who has to keep up a

supply of Lettuces during the summer and autumn
months knows how ditTicult it is to grow them with-

out having them bolt if they are transplanted, and
especially is this so if the weather at the time of their

removal happens to be dry and unfavourable, but

this tendency to run may easily be checked, and in

most cases prevented, by sowing the seed where the

plants are to stand, which is a far better plan than
raising them in beds, for, however carefully they may
be lifted the tap-roots must of necessity be broken,

and this check causes the evil referred to. A good
way of treating Lettuce at this season of the year is

to make provision for them between rows of Celery,

which should be done by spreading a thin layer of

quite rotten manure on the surface of the ground,
between the trenches, before they are dug out, and
the soil that comes from them then laid on the top.

As soon as the Celery is planted the next thing is to

flatten and make level the land between, by raking,

and as soon as this is done a shallow drill down the

centre should be drawn and the seed dotted in thinly,

in patches a foot apart, or sown in the ordinary way
and then covered, but previous to the sowing, it is

sometimes advisable to sprinkle or water the drill

row, which, in dry, hot weather assists greatly in the

germination of the seed. Another good situation

for summer Lettuce is a north or other partially

fihaded border, where they can be kept cool, but

others that come on later cannot well be too much
exposed. What they do like is a deep rich piece of

soil, and with the tap-roots intact, if they can get

that they will take care of themselves. One of the
best to grow at this season of the year is the old

Paris White Cos, and for the autumn, winter, and
spring none equal the Bath Brown and Hicks', both
of which are crisp and of excellent flavour. These
two will stand any ordinary amount of frost, if they
have a favourable position—the best for those to

remain through the winter and yield the first supply

being under the foot of a south wall, or on a sloping

border having the same aspect, where they may be
planted a foot or bo apart, in rows of a like distance

asunder. J. S.

THE STORM IN SOUTH LINCOLNSHIRE.—A ter-

rible thunderstorm passed over this neighbourhood
on Thursday, the 5th inst. ; the rain and hail poured
down in torrents, and it is some years since we wit-

nessed Euch a storm. The lightning was very

vivid, and was followed almost immediately by
heavy peals of thunder. A man who was drilling

Turnips in a field was killed on the spot with the

horse he was driving; a lad who was witli the drill

was injured, and several sheep in the field were killed.

In the pleasure grounds of Bloxholm Hall several

trees were struck, one a very fine Pinus austriaca,

about 52 feet high, was struck, the lightning passing

from top to bottom, taking oflf a strip of bark the

whole length of the stem. One Oak, one Ash, and
some Elms were struck in the same way. Sad havoc

has been made by the hail in the flower garden, and
in the kitchen garden Peas, Marrows, Spinach,

Onions, French and Runner Beans, were very much
injured by the hailstones, which were large, and ft-U

to the depth of an inch. Rain and hail fell, as mea-
sured by the rain-gauge, to the depth of l.V inch in

furtv minutes, from 12 noon to twenty minutes to

1 o'clock. The storm was confined to two parishes

—Bloxholm and Ashby. David Liimsdcn.

BROCCOLI, GILBERT'S' VICTORIA.—I have been
expecting to see some furtherremarks respeetingthis

Broccoli from your correspondent Mr. H. MarUham,
who, w-riting in the Gardeners' Chronicle, June 9,

p. '. 29, reft^rs to this variety as looking veiy promising.

If I may judge from the way in which it has behaved
with nie, I ft-el sure that it has fully borne out that

promise, and that Mr. Markham is well pleased with

it. I have grown every variety of Broccoli wliich

Jias been sent out within these last ten years (as well

as older ones), but the variety in question is by far

the best of them all. The flavour is remarkably
mild. It is also \eYy hardy, thoroughly protecting,
and very late. I cut the last heads on Juue 21. It

also has another excellent property, viz., the leaves
do not spread out like other kinds, but grow close

together and nearly upright, consequently it can be
planted much closer together than other varieties. I

might mention that our soil is very light and near the
rock, this perhaps suits the above variety better
than the others. J. H.

NARCISSUS POETICUS GOING BLIND.—I am of
opinion that the blindut^ss of flowers of Narcissus
poeticus is brought about through cold and late frost,

as we had many here this season so affected, and I

know a grower who has plants on an exposed piece
of heavy land where they seldom open a bloom, and
he has others on warm light soil where they expand
fully and freely, and give him a good supply for the
market. What this Narcissus appears to require is

a sheltered position, backed up by shrubs, in a border,
and in place of this kind near here I saw a row this

spring with hundreds of blooms, which shows what a
little protection will do for the plants. The earthing
up around the leaves, or burying deeper, may be the
means of retarding growth and flowering, and thus
save the bloom, but the same thing may, I think, be
done by sticking a few pieces of Laurel or other
evergreen closely around or among the beds and
rows, just before the flower-heads emerge from the
foliage. J. S.

Societies.

NATIONAL ROSE.
July 7-—The National Kose Society held this

season's exhibition at its former home—the Crystal
Palace. A large attendance of visitors made it very
diflicult to see the fine beauty of the display,

which was of a uniformly high character— dark
coloured Roses being best shown, the lighter sorts

having apparently suffered from the recent heavy
rains.

Narscrymens Division.—In the leading class for

seventy-two distinct, single trusses, Mr. F. Cant,
Colchester, took the 1st prize and trophy with an ex-
cellent collection of large, bright, clean fiowers, in a
close competition. The most conspicuous blooms
were Pride of Waltham, Alphonse Soupert, Madame
Bravy, Marechal Niel, Annie Laxton, Ulrich Brunner,
Madame de Watteville, T. Mills, Victor Hugo, La
France, Crown Prince, Captain Christy, Her Majesty,

General Jacqueminot, Merveille de Lyon, Baroness
Rothschild, and Madame Gabrielle Luizet. Messrs.

Paul & Son, Cheshunt, were accorded 2ud, and
followed very closely with General Jacqueminot,
Madame C. Wood, Her Majesty, Mrs. J. Laing,

Ulrich Brunner, Paul Neron, Francois Michelon,
Duke of Teck, La France. Xavier OUbo, and
Niphetos, as the finest ; Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester,

came 3rd; and M. J. Cranston &; Co., Hereford,

were 4ih, each having first-class blooms. The
Silver Medal for the best H P. in the show (nur-

serymen's division) was awarded to the last-named
firm for a specimen of Etienne Levet shown in this

class.

In the competition for forty-eight triplets, Mr.
B. R. Cant led with a varied collection, finely grown,
in which were General Jacqueminot. Baroness Roths-
child, Sultan of Zanzibar, Catherine Mermet, Prince
Caraille de Rohan, Marie Van Houtte, Ulrich Brun-
ner, A. K. Williams, Souvenir d'un Ami, Thomas
Mills, Marie Baumann, Madame Ducher, and Marie
Verdier. Mf-ssrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, were again
2ud, with slightly smaller blooms. General Jacque-
minot, FraiKjuis Levet, A. K. Williams, Duke of

Edmburgh. Merveille de Lyon, Camille Bernardin,

and Mrs. J. Laing being well represented. And of

almost the same varit-ties was the lob from JL".

F. Cant, which took the 3rd prize. Mr. C. Turner,
with capital Mt-rvt^ille de Lyon and Viscountess
Folkestone, taking 4th.

In the forty-eight singles, Jlr. W. Rumsey, Wal-
tham Cross, N , showed one of the finest >«tand3 in

the show, carrying off 1st honours against Messrs. J.

JetJeries & Son, of Cirencester. In the 1st prize lot

a number of specially good blooms—Etienne Levet,

Heinrieh Sehultheis. M.idatne Verdier. A. K. Wil-
li.uns, Alfred Cuhunb, Lord F. Cavendish. General
Jacqueminot, Le Havre, ami Ulrich Brunner, being
worthy of particular note. Messr.'?. JefTeries' blooms
were not quite so bright, Louis Van Houtte, Duke

of Albany, Merveile de Lyon, Etoile de Lyon, being
good. The 3rd prize went to Messrs. G. Cooling &
Sons, B.ith, for a neat and clean stand, comprising
Merveille de Lyon, Madame Lambard, Annie Olivier,
Madame Clemence Joigneaux, Madame CharlesWood,
and Marie Finder.

Messrs. G. & W. H. Birch, Peterborough, showed
the best thirty-four distinct, of fair quality and size,
Heinrieh Schultheis, Niphetos, Ulrich Brunner, and
Countess of Oxford, being their best. I\L'. Mount,
Canterbury, came a close 2ud with Mar6chal Niel.
Ulrich Brunner, Catherine Mermet, and Marie Uady ;

the 3rd place being accorded to Mr. J. House,
Peterborough, showing popular varieties.

For twenty-four varieties, in triplets, the place of
honour was assigned to Mr. G. Prince, Oxford, whose
blooms were very satisfactory in all respects, Comtesse
de Nadaillac, Madame G. Luizet, Anna Olivier,

Marie Van Houtte, Duke of Edinburgh, and Merveille
de Lyon being represented by finely formed examples.
Messrs. Jefferiesand Messrs. Cooling were respectively
3rd and 4th. each showing well ; in the former stand
Francois Michelon, Rubens and Madame Lambard
were best, and in the latter Magna Charta and
Madame G. Luizet.

In the Tea and Noisette division the nurserymen
were showing well, and competition again ran close.
For twenty-four distinct singles Mr. Prince showed
a very high-class lot of blooms, finely coloured and
bright, and was awarded 1st, Jules Finger, Coratesse
de Nadaillac, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, a white sport
from Souvenir d'un Ami, and Madame Lambard
being the most conspicuons ; Mr. B. R. Cant, 2nd,
with Mrs. Welch, The Bride, and Anna Olivier in

fine form ; 3rd, Mr. F. Cant (all Teas), Madame
Cusin being well represented.

Mr. J. Mattock, Oxford, was 1st in the minor class

for eighteen distinct, showing splendid blooms of
Madame Lambard, Edith Gitford, and Jean Ducher,
to which last the Silver Medal for the best Tea or
Noisette (nurserymen's section) was awarded.
Mr. Prince showed the best twelve of any Tea or

Noisette with Hon. Edith Gitford in fine condition
;

2nd, Mr. C. Turner, with richly coloured Catherine
Mermet. The competition here was large.

Mr. Prince had the best eighteen Teas or Noisettes,
staging a grand lot, in which Comtesse de Nadaillac,
Anna Olivier, Alba rosea, Madame Cusin, Madame
Lambard, and Jules Finger were prominent flowers.

Mr. F. Cant was 2nd, showing Rubens, Madame Cusin

.

Madame Lambard, and Souvenir d'un Ami.
Amateurs.—The amateurs made a first-class dis-

play in all classes, especially in the larger ones.
The leading prize-winner here was Mr. K. N. G.
Baker, Heavitree, Devon, who led with the best
forty-eight singles, and again for twenty-four triplets,

having blooms of great brightness and very clean in

both instances. The following were the best:

—

Prince Camille de Rohan {very fine colour). La
France, Ulrich Brunner, Duke of Edinburgh, Alfred
Colomb, Francois Michelon, Auguste Rigotard,
Dupuy Jamain, Etienne Levet, Duke of Teck, Marie
Baumann, Marquise de Castellane, the old Centlfolia

rosea, Merveille de Lyon, Madame G. Luizet, and
General Jacqueminot. Jlr. Grant, Ledbury, Hereford,
was 2nd in the forty-eight's, running y&ry closely,

and showing the usual popular varieties—A. K.
Williams, Dupuy Jamain, and Eugene Verdier being
fine. The 3rd place fell to Mr. R. Slaughter,

Steyning, whose Duke of Edinburgh and Fran<;ois

Michelon were excellent blooms ; Mr. T. B. Hall,

Rock Ferry, 4th. Mr. Grant was again 2nd in the

class for triplets, but here his blooms were certainly

smaller than Mr. Baker's, but were none the less of

high quality—Madame Eugene Verdier, General Jac-
queminot, Marie Verdier. and Ulrich Brnnner being

the best. 3rd, Mr. S. P. Budd, Bath, with Merveille

de Lyon, Comtesse d'Oxford, and Francois Michelon,

in fine form.

Mr. J. Ridout, gr. to T. B. Haywood, Esq., Reigate,

was also a very successful exhibitor, leadinji for

thirty-six distinct singles, and for eighteen distinct

triplets; the blonms were not over-sized, uniform
throughout, and in colour and form ivere first-rate.

Mr. E. B. Lindsell, Hitchin, and Mr. J. Brown, gr.

to Mrs. Waterlow, Great Doods, Reigate, were
respectively 2[id and 3rd in both classes, but the best

flowers were in the single class. Mr. Ridout's finest

were Ch. Lefehvre, Mrs. J. Laing. Marie Baumann.
Etienne Levet, Captain Christy, General Jacquemi-
not, Marie Finger, and Francois Michelon ; of Mr.
Lindsell's, Ulrich Brunner, A. K. Williams, Alfred
Colomb, and Comtesse d'O.xford.

Mr. R. E. West, Reigate, led for twenty-four
singles, and also for twelve triplets, having a pretty,

clean lot, in which Etienne Levet, luuoceute Pirola,
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Francois Michelon, Gabriel Luizet, and Duke of Edin-

burgh were the finest. The Rev. H. A. Berners, Ips-

wich, was 2nd for singles, with Ulrich Brunner, Gloire

Lj-onnaise, and Baroness Rothschild—very close.

For triplets the 2nd prize fell to Kev. A.

Foster-Melliar, Ipswich, also close—Jlrs. Baker,

Etienne Levet, and Duchesse de Morny being the

best examples.

Mr. H. Foster, Ashford, Kent, sent the best six in

threes with Ulrich Brunner, Dupuy .Jamain, and

Duke of Edinburgh as his best blooms ; and with a very

bright lot took 1st for eighteen singles with Dupuy

Jainain, A. K. Williams, Pride of jVshford, and Duke

of Wellington ; 2ud to Miss. F. Baker, Eeigate,

showing well Uuke of Edinburgh, Madame G. Luizet,

and Ch. Lefebvre.

For the best twelve distinct singles. Rev. A.

Cheales, Brockham Vicarage, Surrey, led with a very

fine lot, taking the Silver Medal for the best

(amateurs) II.P. with CamiUe Bernardin, shown in

this lot with Dupuy Jamain, Duke of Edinburgh,

and Beauty of Waltham.
In Teas and Noisettes the Rev, F. R. Bumside,

Gloucester, led for eighteen with a handsome lot,

neat and even, and finely coloured—Madame Lambard,

Souvenir d'un Ami, Jules Finger, Marie Van Houtte,

Madame Bravy, and Marechal Niel were fine blooms.

Eev. F. P. Roberts, Scole. 2nd, with a close lot—

Madame Cusin, Catherine Mermet, and Madame de

Watteville, being well shown.

Mr. R. L. Knight, Sittingbourne, had the best

twelve, Mr. 0. G. Orpen, Colchester, being 2nd—both

having good stands ; and to a bloom of Madame Cusin

from Mr. Knight the Silver Medal for the best Tea

or Noisette (amateurs) was awarded ;
Marquise de

Sanina, Souvenir de Paul Neron, and Comtesse Riza

du Pare, were also well shown.

The best nine singles came from the Rev. L. Gar-

nett, Chester, a good even lot—Jules Finger and

Madame Cusin being fine. The Rev. F. R. Burnside

had the best twelve in triplets, neat and average size;

Madame Cusin, Souvenir de G. Druet, Madame Lam-
bard, Jules Finger, and Rubens, were fine. 2nd, the

Eev. H. A. Berners, with good Madame de Watte-

ville and Comtesse de Nadaillac. The Rev. A. Foster-

Melliar had the best six of any sort, showing large

and well coloured specimens of Marie Van Houtte.

Open Classes.—For the best twelve single trusses

of any yellow variety except Mar6chal Niel there

were four competitors. 1st, Mr. G. Prince, Oxford,

with superb blooms of Comtesse de Nadillac, all,

with one exception, being in that partially open

state in which this Rose looks best; 2ud, Mr. F.

Cant, Colchester, with Marie van Houtte— fine half-

expanded blooms.

Twelve single trusses of any white Rose except

Niphetos— Here eight competed, and the 1st fell to

Mr. S. P. Budd, 8, Pay Street, Bath, who had very

fine full fresh blooms of Merveille de Lyon ; 2nd,

Messrs. Paul & Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, with

The Bride, a white Rose, with a greenish tinge and

not large blooms ; 3rd, Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester,

with Merveille de Lyon, good specimens, but slightly

injured by rain. In the unsuccessful stands blooms

of Captain Christy and Merveille de Lyon came out

well from all others.

Twelve single trusses of any crimson Rose, except

Marie Bauniann or A. K.Williams.—In this class the

competition was severer than in any other—eleven
competitors entering, and the Colchester Roses of

Mr. B. R Cant won the 1st place, his Duke of Edin-

burc'h being of jierfect form, fine substance, and had

been cut at the right moment. Mr. F. Cant was

2ud, with the same variety; and Mr. C. Turner,

Slough, was 3rd, with perfect but rather small flowers

of CamiUe Bernarnin. Ulrich Brunner, Etienne

Levet, were very good in other stands.

Twelve single trusses of any dark velvety Rose.

—

In this class five competitors entered, and here Mr.

C. Turner came in Ist with Prince Arthur, fine in

colour, and tliuk in petal, and of large size ; Jlr. B.

R. Cant was placed 2nd with Prince Camille de

Rohan, a good stand, and even ; Messrs. Paul &
Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, were 3rd, showing

also Prince Camille de Rohan, pretty blooms, but

unequal in size. Eclair was shown by others, but its

petals are too much folded in, and the flowers too

small for an exhihition Rose ; Louis Van Houtte,

as seen in one stand, was rough—perhaps the elFect

of bad weHtlii-r.

The class for twelve trusses of Marechal Niel

brought only one competitor—Mr. B. R. Cant—who
was awnrd^^d the 3rd ]irize.

Twelve sing'e trusses of Marie Baumann.—In this

class four cornpeted, and the 1st prize fell to Mr. C.

Turner, for a stand of blooms perfect in all points ;

Mr. G. Mount, Rose Nurseries, St. Dunstans, Can-
terbury, was 2nd, his flowers being fresh, and good

in shape, but irregular as to size.

Twelve single trusses of Lady Mary Fitzwilliam.

—Mr. G. Prince, always strong in Teas and Hybrid

Teas, came in 1st with massive blooms, grown to

their fullest size; 2nd, Messrs. Harkness &, Son,

Bedale, with fine blooms, bat which had suffered

from the rain.

In the class for twelve single trusses of A. K.

Williams— 1st, Mr. B. R. Cant, with fine quality,

but under-sized blooms ; 2nd, Mr. F. Cant, whose

blooms dwindled from medium-sized to quite small

ones : eight competed.
For twelve single trusses of Her Majesty, the 1st

prize was taken by Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt.

As shown the flower was not coarse, was very

symmetrical, and in the half-opened bud state most
pleasing. No other competitors.

For twelve single trusses of Niphetos, Mr. B. R.

Cant took the 1st and only prize awarded.
Twelve single trusses of any new Rose, except

Her Majesty.—1st, Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt,

with Mrs. John Laing, a flower of a deep rose colour,

bold, and of fine substance and form—the colour is

not a common one in modern varieties ; 2nd, Mr.

B. R. Cant, with The Bride the half-open buds of

which are pretty.

New Roses, distinct, twelve single trusses.—In

this class only two growers competed—Messrs. Paul

& Son, Cheshunt, who took 1st prize with Her
Majesty, Madame Hy. Perriere, Mrs. J. Laing,

Madame Norman Neruda, Lady Alice, Madame
Baulot—a flower the colour of Comte de Paris,

Victor Hugo, The Bride, Grand Mogul, and Madame
JIassicault, a Rose with the colour ot Her Majesty,

and pretty as a half-opened flower. Mr. B. R. Cant
2nd, with some handsome varieties of wnich may be

specified Lady Helen Stewart, Earl Dufterin, Gloire de

Margottin, bright crimson, a pleasing flower ; JIadame
Joseph Desbois, delicate flesh colour, approaching

white, and a compact flower ; Mr. F. Bennett, pur-

plish-crimson, which, when h.alf opened, is pretty,

but the petals are too few to make a good exhibition

flower. The 3rd prize was withheld.

In the class for three single trusses of any new
seedling Rose, or distinct sport, not yet in commerce,

no award was made, although Mr. G. Prince showed
Souvenir de S. A. Prince, a semi-transparent petalled,

white Tea.
Collection of garden Roses, excluding all II.P.'s,

T.'s, and N.'s mentioned in the N.R.S.'s catalogue of

exhibition Roses.—In this class nurserymen only

have a chance of receiving 1st honours, and so it

happened that the 1st and 2nd fell to Messrs. Paul

& Son, Cheshunt, and Messrs. G. Bunyard & Co.,

Maidstone ; and the 3rd to the Rev. J. II. Pemberton,

Ilavering-atte-Bower, Romford, who showed a fine

collection, but unnamed.
For twelve bunches of Moss and Provins Roses

Messrs. G. Bunyard & Co. were 1st—a very good

collection in full flower ; 2nd, Mr. J. House, Peter-

borough.
Four lots of button-hole Roses were shown, Mr.

J. Mattock, Headington, Oxford, taking the 1st prize ;

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, the 2nd.

Flowers, Fi'itits, and Vegetables —Messrs. J. Veitch

& Sons, Chelsea, exhibited eight boxes of superior

blooms of H.P.'s; Messrs. J. Cheal & Son, Crawley,

Sussex, exhibited boxes of cut Roses and of hardy

flowers ; Mr. C. Turner, Carnations and Picotees in

pots; Messrs. Bobbie & Co., Rothesay, N.B., showed
many stands of various breeds of Pansies—show,

fancy, spotted ; also varieties of Violas. The show
of these flowers appeared to aff'ord much pleasure to

those wdio do not know how much Pansies and
Violas have been improved by Northern growers,

and how much better they are able to grow them
than we in the South.

Mr. Stacey, Dunmow, exhibited a choice lot of

Verbena blooms, and Mr. Taylor, Hampton, Roses.

Mr. J. House, Peterborough, had one, two, and
three-year plants, grown in the open ground, of his

Strawberry Victory, and stated by him to be

raised by crossing President and British Queen.

The plants were very robust in growth, and
c.arried, some of them, about a hundred fruits.

The fruit-stalk is stout, like President, and carries

its fruit well off the soil ; colour of fruit like

British Queen when well ripened, tlie flavour also is

distinctly that of that variety, and the shape is

either cockscomb or wedge. The plant is said to

bear well on one-year-old runners. The variety

must be regartled as an acquisition of no mean
merit, and in a good Reason the flavour would be still

more decided tlian is the case now.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, offered prizes for

Peas and Melons. Mr. Palmer, gr. to W. H. Hume-
Dick, Es(i., Thames Ditton, took 1st for Melons with

a good Hero of Lockinge ; and Mr. C. J. Waite,

Glenhurst Gardens, Esher, 2nd, with Imperial Green-

flesh ; and 1st for Peas with a good dish of well deve-

loped pods.

Messrs. Carter & Co. also offered prizes for Melons.

Mr. G. Collins, gr. to J. A, Rose, Wandsworth
Common, and Jlr. Waite were respectively 1st and

2nd, both sending fine fruits.

From Messrs. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, was

a large group of tuberous Begonias ; and from Jlessrs.

T. Rivers & Sons, Sawbridgeworth, was sent a fine

collection of dishes of fruit and fruit trees in pots.

Cherries, Peaches, and Nectarines being largely

shown, and also Citrus vulgaris (the Myrtle-leaved

Orange) in fruit, the trees being about 'd feet high,

and bearing numerous fruits.

BOYAIi H0K.TICT7LTTJRAL.
ToESD.iT, JnLY 10.—A small collection of exhibits

were observed oil the above occasion at the Drill

Hall, Westminster, the best of them perhaps being

the plants and flowers from Kew ; flowering shrubs,

and Peas from Jlessrs. J. Veitch & Son's nursery,

and a new Campanulaceous plant, Ostrowskya mag-
nifica, noticed in our last issue. Some tuberous

Begonias were shown in competition in response to

an offer of prizes by Messrs. J. Laing & Sons, Forest

Hill ; and hardy flowers were shown by Mr. T. S.

Ware, Messrs. Kelway & Sons, and others.

Floral Committee.

Present ; G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the chair ; and

Messrs. S. Ilibberd, W. Holmes, R. Dean, H. Herbst,

J. Walker, J. Laing, Rev. W. Wilks, T. Baines, C.

Noble, B. Wynne, J. Dominy, H. M. Pollett, J,

O'Brien, A. F. Lendy, W. Golilring, E. Hill, and J.

Nicholson.

From Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons were the very

dwarf rock plant, Pratia angulata, covered with its

small white blossoms; Gymnogramma Pearcei ro-

busta, a variety with finely-cut fronds of a tri-

angular shape, which are from 12 to 18 inches

long, the colour a tender shade of green, but with-

out farina; Clethra alnifolia, many plants well-

flowered; the dwarf floriferous Philadelphus micro-

phyllus, with white flowers, three-quarters of an inch

in "diameter; Ostrowskya magnifica, hardy perennial

of 5—6 feet in height, the stems being crowned

with campanulate flowers of pale lilac colour, veined

with a darkershade of colour, and 4 inches across the

mouth ; it was received from il. Max Leichtlin, Baden,

and is now flowering for the first time in this country.

A novelty in flowering shrubs was Ceanothus Marie

Simon, the flowers numerous, in corymbs, of a

reddish-pink ; also Hydrangea species, from Japan,

with ca'rulean blue flowers. Other exhibits were

Escallonia Phillipiana. Andromeda speciosa var.

pulverulenta, Carpenteria californica. Clematis coc-

cinea, Spirant, palmata purpurea, and some flowers

of new warm-house Rhododendrons, of which Sou-

venir de J. H. Mangles, an orange-red, and large

truss, W!is considered by the committee to be the

best. Several bunches of showy varieties of Gladiolus

racemosus came from the Veitchian nurseries.

G. Thorpe, Esq., Manningham Thorpe, Bedford,

showed Grammatophyllum Ellisi, a ch.arming Orchid

with two massive spikes of white and rich brown

coloured flowers, to which a Cultural Commendation
was awarded.

Jlr. Eckford, gr. to Dr. Sankey, Boreatton Park,

Shrewsbury, exhibited, as usual, many varieties of

Sweet Peas, some which were new shades of colour,

and all were Higiily Commended. The handsome
North American shrub, Carpenteria californica, was

shown in flower by Miss Jekyll, Munstead, Surrey.

Sweet Williams and Sweet Peas, Dutch Honeysuckle

and garden Roses came from Mr. J. Walker, Thame.
Flowering stems of Lilium Hansoni, L. Szovitzia-

num, and cut blooms of lirigeron multiradiatum, a

Himalavan species, with blue-purple ray fl^irets and

orange disc, came fiom the garden of G. F. Wilson,

Esq., at Wisley. The Lily stems were from to 7 fett

in height.

Messrs. Kelway & Sons' exhibit contained many

cut blooms of Gaiilardia, Am.aryllis. and Delphinium
;

of the latter, Ustane, a light blue, and Piiiice of

Naples, a handsome metallic-purple coloured variety,

were considered to be tlie best.

Mr. T. Ware, Hale Farm, Tottenham, contributed

his usual large show of cut flowers of hardy plants,

and Allium pedemontanum, a plant with umbels of
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tubular flowers, short, and of a rosy-purple colour,

the flower-stalk 18 inches in height. The plant is

destitute of odour.
Tlie valuable exhibit from the Eoyal Gardens,

Kew, was composed of such a number of rare plants,

that we herewith append a complete list :

—

Plants.—Begonia Haageana, n. sp. ; Schubertia
grandiflora, Isoloma hirsuta, Eugenia myrio-
phylla, Pritchardia Thurstoni, Medinilla ery-
throphylla, Ilairaanthus Ivatherinje, Olearia insignis,

n. sp. ; Ornithochilus fuscus, Astelia montana, Al-
buca Nelsoni, Chironia linearis, Salvia scapiformis,

tSarracenia Courtii, Sempervivum holochrysum, Sta-
tice Bourgei, and Schtenia Cassiniana.

Ferns.—Chilanthes radiata, Davallia pulchra var.,

Diacalpe aspidioides, Aspidium sp., Asplenium for-

mosum, Davallia fceniculaceum.
Flowers.—Tweedia cojrulea, Streptocarpus Rexii

vars., S. Dunnii, S. Watsonix, S. Kewensis, Gas-
tetia Oronchera, Passiflora cceruleax racemosa, P.
c. X Kermesiana, Nyraphiea stellata purpurea, N.
zanzibarensis, Hedychium longifolium, Millettia me-
gasperma, Aristolochia braziliensis, Lissochilus
Krebsii, Watsonia plantaginea, Aristolochia elegans,
Gongora ([uinquevulnera, Nymph.xa kewensis, N.
Lotus, N. Ortgiesiana, Anemopygma racemosa.
Begonia Charaberlayni.

Herbaceous Plants.—Campanula Rainieri, Erpetion
reniforrae, Erythraea diffusa, Linariatriornithophora,
Pentstemon rotundifolius, Phyteuma limonifolium.
Primula mollis, P. erosa, P. imperialis, Wahlenbergia
saxicola, and Pratia littoralis.

Flowers of Herbaceous Plants.—Alstrcemeria auran-
tiaca, A. aurea. Campanula Henderson!, Allium
cieruleum, Dianthus Greivei, Galax aphylla, Mimulus
cardinalis var.. Podophyllum Emodi, Statice lepto-
stachya, Senecio macrophylla, S. japonica, and
Veronica Traversii.

Flowers of Shruhs.—Carpenteria californica, Peri-
ploca grffica, Rosa indica monstrosa (Rose Verte),
and Vaccinium maderense.

Senecio japonica makes a pretty object with its

flower-heads 2 inches across, and all bright yellow

;

but is beaten for effect by the flower-spike of Senecio
macrophylla densely packed with small yellow
flowers. Primula mollis has pretty rosy-lilac flowers,

and would be very attractive if the flowers were only
produced in greater profusion. The numerously
produced flowers of Linaria triornithophora, deep
lilac with yellow crests, render it a favourite, and
the green Rose is noticeable more on account of its

strangeness than its beauty. Viola (Erpetion)
reniforme, a pretty little plant attaining about
4 inches in height with flowers of violet tipped
with white, was shown in a pan and looked well.
Isoloma hirsuta is a striking plant, flowers bright
scarlet, leaves deep dull green, marked sparingly
with red-brown, and densely covered with hairs
The various Streptocarpi made a pretty display in a
cut state, but the plants are not graceful in growth.
One of the most conspicuous of the plants in this
exhibit was a fine specimen of Begonia Haageana, a
new Brazilian species in the way of B. echinosepala,
but much larger. The flowers are produced in large
clusters, each flower measuring about 1 inch in
diameter, pale pink in colour. Olearia insignis
is a pretty shrub, and is almost, if not quite, hardy
in this country; it was shown in flower. Medinilla
erythrophylla was represented by a flowering plant

;

this is a remarkable species, producing its small
flowers on the stem from the base upwards almost to
the top. 01 the Ferns Cheilanthes radiata is a strange
one, greatly resembling in appearance Adiantum
hispidulum ; it is a new species. Mention should
also be made of Pritchardia Thurstoni, a new Palm,
the plant shown being about 3 feet high.
From Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt. was sent a

group consisting chiefly of ornamental foliaged hardy
trees, which were very numerous, and among which
was Prunus domestica variegata, with bright yellow
variations towards the margin of the leaf, to which a
certificate was awarded. Others were a silver-leaved
Elder, white, with green spots

; golden forms of
Ulmus plumosus, and of Philadelphus, Ligustrum,
Corylus, Laburnum, and of Spirseas. Of purple-
leaved trees the best examples were Prunus Pissardi,
which is also a good flowerer ; the purple Peach, and
the purple Elm. The bright red fruits of Acer tar-
taricum render it a striking object. A variegated
form of the Turkey Oak, the variegations being
almost white, is very pretty. Plants of Veronica
Traversi prsacox, flowering at about 1^ foot in height,
were also shown ; Acer Negundo aureo variegata.
and a cut-leaved Simbucus racemosua. The same
firm also sent a collection of garden Roses, containing

such varieties as W. A. Richardson, white Provence,
Rosa rugosa, Mercedes, Simplex, Bennett's Seedling,
&c. ; and they also sent a few alpine and rock plants,
showing several Campanulas and Belliums, and also
Hydrangea japonica rosea, very pretty.

Mr. B. Noakes, Brockley, and Messrs. Hooper &
Co., Covent Garden, sent Carnations, all pale yellow;
to Germania, from the latter, a Certificate was given,
it is sulphur-yellow, good form, and slightly scented,
andjwill probably be very useful for cutting purposes :

it is likely to be more popular than Pride of Pens-
hurst, which it closely resembles, but is a shade or
two lighter in colour.

Prettily spotted Gloxinias, and a rich red and
brown Coleus were sent by Messrs. H. Cannell &
Sons, Swanley, Kent.
A bright show was made by the boxes of cut

blooms of Begonias staged by Messrs. J. Laing &
Sons, Forest Hill, S.E., the flowers being large and
of varied colouring, both double and single varieties
being represented, one bloom of a double yellow
measuring quite 3 inches in diameter.

Orchids were not numerously shown. Mr. Ridout,
gr. to T. B. Haywood, Esq., Reigate, showing two boxes
of cut spikes of Odontoglossums, the large majority
of which were forms of O. crispum ; it made a gay
exhibit. He also sent Odontoglossum Harryanum,
Cypripedium bellatulum, and a good white form of
Miltonia ve.xillaria.

A flowering plant of Ccelogyne Sanderiana was
shown by Mr. Jaques, gr. to Baron F. de Rothschild,
Waddesdon Manor, Aylesbury ; the flowers are
fairly large, dull white, with a yellow crest, the
throat being lined with brown.

G. F. Tautz, Esq. (gr., Mr. Cowley), Studley
House, Shepherd's Bush, sent Dendrobium hirco-
glossum, pale rose-lilac, well-flowered ; Cattleya
Gaskelliana superba, finely coloured, with a broad
expanded lip, very deep in colour, and regular
narrow margin of the ground colour; also C. G.
alba, pure white, with a I'ellow throat ; and Cypri-
pedium Wallisii, which has long tails, like cauda-
tum, with a marble-like white inturned edge to the
lip.

Ltelia majalis, L. Crawsliayana and L. autumnalis,
were sent by Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans,
the first named only being in flower.

A few exhibits of cut Roses were attractive, T. B.
Haywood (gr., Mr. Ridout) sending a lot of clean
and bright blooms of Duke of Wellington, Captain
Christy, Xavier Olibo, A. K. Williams, Marquise de
Castellane, Etienne Levet, and Mdlle. M. Verdier
were good blooms. Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co.,
Salisbury, sent six boxes of cut bloom, which were
rather past their best. Messrs. W. Paul & Son,
Waltham Cross, N., also sent Roses. Mr. C. J.

Graham, Croydon, S.W., sent a few very bright
blooms, A good specimen of Lilium Thompson!
Krameri also came from him.
An extensive collection of Ferns from Mr. May,

Dyson's nursery. Upper Edmonton, N., was a feature,

the numerous species and varieties being tastefully
arranged. Pteris hybrida is compact and erect, P.
tremula elegans is one with a graceful spreading and
drooping habit, also very pretty. Other Pterises,
with Cheilanthes and Adiantums, including A. Wei-
gandi. were the chief constituents.

Competing Class.—Prizes offered by Messrs. J. Laing
& Sons, Stanstead Park Nursery, Forest Hill, for

six and three specimens of tuberous Begonias. Six
plants.—1st, Mr. Newell, gr. to Sir E. Sanders, Fair-
lawn, Park side, Wimbledon, massive well-bloomed
old varieties; 2nd, Mr. Wright, gr., Devonhurat,
Chiswick ; 3rd, Matthew Hodgson, Esq., Shirley
Cottage, Shirley, Surrey, small plants, freely bloomed.
Mr. Hodgson also took the 1st prize in the smaller
competition, and Mr. Wright was awarded a 3rd
prize for his exhibit of three plants.

First-class Certificates.

To Prunus domestica variegata, from Messrs.
Paul & Son.
To Delphinium Ustane, from Messrs. Kelway

& Son.
To Delphinium Prince of Naples, from Messrs.

Kelway & Son.
To Allium pedemontanum, from Mr. T. S. Ware.
To Pteris tremula elegans, from Mr. H. B. May.
To Ostrowskya magnifica, from Messrs. J. Veitch

& Sons.
To Gymnogramma Pearcei robusta, from Messrs.

J. Veitch & Sons.
To Rhododendron Souvenir de J. H. Mangles,

from Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons.

To Escallonia Phillipiana, from Messrs. J. Veitch
& Son.

To Carnation Germania, from Messrs. Hooper
iSc Co.

To Ccelogyne Sanderiana, from Baron F. de
Rothschild.

To Carpenteria californica, from .Miss .Jekyll.

Medals.

Silver Banksian.—To Messrs. Kelway & Son, for
Delphiniums and Gaillardias ; to T. B.Havwood, Esq.,
for Roses and Orchids ; to Mr. T. S. Ware, for cut
flowers ; to Messrs. Paul & Son, for group.

Bron;e Banisian.—To Messrs. Keynes, Williams
& Co., for cut Roses

; ^to Mr. May, for Ferns ; to
Messrs. J. Laing & Sons, for cut flowers of Begonias.

Fruit Committee.

Present : H. .J. Veitch, Esq., in the chair ; and
Messrs. R. D. Blackmore, J. Wright, P. Crowley, J.
Willard, and .J. Roberts.

Of the exhibits of interest in this section were
the Peas, haulm and all, from Messrs. J. Veitch &
Sons, Chelsea. These were hung up by the heels on
a pole, and thereby afforded a good idea of their
relative height when fully grown and in bearing

;

and being, moreover, arranged according to the
dates at which each came into use, afforded an
excellent idea of their earliness and bearing character.
Beginning with the earliest, at the left-hand, we
found Veitch's Extra Early, a short-podded Pea,
abundant cropper, apparently nearly all ready to
pick at one time. Fit to gather June 27. Height
2 feet. Earliest of all, is of the same height, a good
bearer, and ready at the same date as the first

named.
Emerald Gem is a free variety, with a short thick

pod; and William L ;(Chelsea Gem), 1| foot in
height, free bearer, small pods and seeds. Ready on
June 28. American Wonder, a poor bearer, also
Little Gem, but little better, were ready June 2'J.

William Hurst has a thin scimitar-shaped pod.
Of the taller varieties we may mention the

Auvergne, an old Pea ; Telephone, Telegraph, and
Duke of Albany, as being good bearers. The first

named being one of the earliest (July 7), and certainly
the best cropper.

Messrs. W. Lovel & Sons, Driflield, Yorks, sent
Strawberries La Grosse Sucree and Vicomtesse H. de
Thury. A Melon, and Tomato Favourite came from
Mr. Palmer, gr. to W. F. Hume-Dick, Esq., Thames
Ditton, the Tomato being sent as an early variety.

Early Hereford Cauliflower—the heads being about
4 inches across, and the plant dwarf, was shown from
the Society's gardens at Chiswick; it is a capital sort,

delicately flavoured.

BBAINTBEE AND BOOKING HORTI-
OULTUBAL.

In stormy weather the annual .fete of this per-

severing and well-managed Society came oiT on
Thursday, July 5, and in the several large marquees
a display was arranged which, if a little less in

quantity than in some previous years, was better

than ever in quality. The table decorations, and
especially those with wild flowers, in which class

Mrs Soder took 1st prize, being remarkably good.

The Silver Cup given by Mrs. J. N. Harrison
was taken by Mr. W. Dance, gr. to Colonel Lowe,
Gosfield Hall; Mr. Burrell, gr. to W. W. DuSield,

Esq., Chelmsford, being close up to him. Mr.
Burrell, however, easily carried off the 1st of the

prizes for stove and greenhouse plants in flower,

given by Sydney Courtauld, Esq. ; Miss Cawston, of

High Garrett, was 2nd.

'The prizes given by Miss Cawston for eight dis-

tinct plants in 8-inch pots went to Mr. W. Dance,
Mr. J. Rolfe, gr. to Captain Harrison, being 2nd.

For the most tastefully arranged group of pot
plants in a space 6 feet by 4 feet. Miss Cawston was
well 1st, as also in the class for six Caladiums, with

magnificent specimens, and for a specimen stove

or greenhouse plant, with a grand Bougainvillea

glabra.

One of the best and most interesting exhibits was
the collection of Ferns of Sydney Courtauld, Esq.,

which secured the 1st prize, the same gentleman
easily taking 1st also in the class for a basket of pot
plants, not exceeding 30 inches in diameter, with a
well arranged lot of Orchids, chiefly fine varieties of
Odontoglossum crispum and Epidendrum vitellinnm

majus.

"The Ist prize lot of six tuberous Begonias of Mr.
Thos. Taylor were very fine, and among them was a
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grand pure white. Mr. F. Smoothy had the best

Coleus. Mr. G. Clements was 1st, for si.^ Gloxinias.

Mr. Kolfe, Mr. Dance, and Mr. Brazier, and others,

exhibited well in several classes, and the cut Roses

of Mr. W. Brown were very fine.

Vegetables, fruit, honey, wild flowers, &c., were

well represented, and altogether a good show pro-

Tided, Mr. Gibbs, the Secretary, and the committee

having worked well and intelligently in keeping up

the character of the Society.

TWICKENHAM HORTICULTURAL.

July 9.—Specially favoured with lovely weather

the annual exhibition of this Society was held in

the Orleans House grounds, and presented by far

the best display yet made by this Society, the e.xhibits

being not only abundant but first-class. The
decorative groups were remarkably good, one from

Messrs. Hooper & Co.,Twickenham, coming 1st ; whilst

a new exhibitor, Mr. H. W. Fordham, with a very gay

arrangement, came 2nd ; and Mr, Filsell was 3rd.

With smaller groups Mr. Buckland, gr. to J. Patkins,

Esq., was 1st ; and Mr. Parsons, gr. to T. Twining,

Est)., 2nd.

Mr. Hill, gr. to H. Little, Esq., had the best six

Orchids, all good plants; Mr. H. James, Lower

Norwood, being 2nd. Mr. Hill also staged a fine

group of Cattleyas, Dendrobiums, Atirides, &c.,

which evoked much admiration.

Mr. H. James had the best six flowering plants,

Mr. Parsons being 2nd, the former having some

neat Heaths, and the latter a fine Gloriosa superba.

With foliage plants—a strong class—Mr. Parsons

was a good 1st, Mr. Muuro coming very close with

even clean specimens. Mr. Hill was the only exhi-

bitor of six zonal Pelargoniums, grandly flowered

plants; and he also had the best twelve Begonias,

medium sized plants, capitally flowered ;
Mr. Garrod,

gr. to J. K. Tindall, Esq., having excellent plants

also. Mr. Parsons had the best six Gloxinias, Mr.

Garrod being 2ad, the plants being remarkably well

flowered, whilst there were a few non-competitive

]>lant groups.

The display of Koses from Messrs. W. Paul & Sons,

Waltham Cross, and Jlessrs. Veitch & Sons formed

a beautiful feature. Mr. Taylor, Hampton, also had

some pretty Roses, including many of the small

buttonhole varieties. Mr. Warwick, gr. to J. T.

Kitchin, Esq., Hampton, was a good 1st, with twenty-

four and twelve singles, also having some beautiful

cut Gloxinias. Mr. W. Poupart, Twickenham, made

a fine collection of hardy cut flowers.

Fruit was very good and plentiful. Mr. W. Allan,

gr, to Sir G. Russell, M.P., Reading, had the best

six dishes, having capital Black Hamburghs and

Foster's Seedling Grapes, Royal George Peaches,

Violet Hative Nectarines, Blenheim Orange Melon,

and President Strawberries; he was also 1st with

three bunches of good Black Hamburgh Grapes ;
Mr.

Thompson, gr. to Messrs. A. & E. Wells, Hounslow,

coming 2nd with very fine Madresfield Court.

In the class for white Grapes, Mr. Fitzwalter, gr.

to H. Labouchere, Esq., M.P., came 1st with capital

Muscat of Alexandria, Mr. Allan coming 2nd with

Foster's Seedling. Mr. Allan had the best six

Peaches in Violet Hative, and Mr. O. Hickle, gr. to

A. Cunard, Esq., Orleans House, had the best

Nectarines. Mr. Goody showed a handsome scarlet

Strawberry—a seedling, and was the 1st in a large

competition. The best collection of ten kinds of

vegetables came from Mr. Waite, gr. to the Hon.

Colonel Talbot, Esher. Mr. Poupart showed fine

Cauliflowers, and Mr. Wallace, Twickenham, had a

very big show of Tobacco plants, cut flowers, and

vegetables.

FINCHLEY HORTICULTURAL.
JcLT 10.—The twenty-ninth annual exhibition ol

this Society was held, by kind permission of Henry
Charles Stephens, Esq., M.P., in the picturesque

grounds of Avenue House, Church End, Finchley,

and in response to a liberal schedule of prizes the

competition was keen in most classes. The most

noteworthy exhibits were the groups of plants ar-

ranged for effect, in a space of 50 feet. The 1st prize

was taken by Mr. H. Eason, gr. to B. Noakes, Esq.,

North Hill, 'Highgate, for a veiy tastefully arranged

lot of Palms, Caladiums, Pancratiums, &c. ; Mr. S.

Brown, gr. to J. E. B. Cox, Esq., Moat Mount, Mill

Hill, being 2nd.

For six stove and greenhouse specimens, Mr. Eason

took 1st with grandly flowered plants of AUamanda
gfandiflori, G-lotiosa superba, Ixora Williamaii, Erlci

tricolor impressa, E. Cavendishiana, and MaxiUaria
tenuifolia. Mr. S. Barnett, gr. to R. Littler, Esq.,

Palmer's Green, followed with good examples of

AUamanda Uendersoni, Clerodendron Balfouriaua,

Statice profusa, and Brassia verucosa.

Mr. Eason also had the best sixfine-foliaged plants,

showing Areca Baueri, Croton undulatum, Pandanus
Veitchii, Acalypha musaica. Asparagus plumosus

;

and was again followed by Mr. Barnett with good

plants of Pandanus, Dractenas, and Alocasia metal-

lica.

The 1st place for six exotic Ferns was easily won
by Mr. Brown, with Davallia Mooreana, Adiantura

amabile, Microlepia hirta cristata, Adiantum concin-

num in fine examples; Mr. Barnett coming 2nd with

Gymnogramma, Laucheana, Thamnopteris Nidus,

Adiantura cardiochla^na, Lygodium scandens.

C>rchids were not keenly contested, the best six

coming from Mr. Eason, who contributed good plants

of Oncidium flexuosum, 0. Wentworthianum, Cypri-

pedium niveum, C. barbatum giganteum, Catlleya

Gaskelliana, and Atirides odoratum.

Zonal Pelargoniums were good from Mr. H. Eason,

who had Fanny Catlin, Metis, Zelia, and Edith

Pearson ; and the same exhibitor had the best single

specimen, showing a fine plant of Plutarch.

The best six Fuchsias came from Mr. Brown, who
had well flowered plants.

Fruit and Roses were not up to the usual quality.

From Mr. B. S. Williams came a choice collection

of miscellaneous plants, and Messrs. Cutbiish & Son
showed Roses and Palms, &c.

WOODBRIDGE HORTICULTURAL.
This Society held its thirty-sixth annual meeting

on the 4th inst., in the Abbey grounds, which are im-

mediately contiguous to the town, and though the day

was anything but agreeable, the several attractions

the committee offered drew a large number of visitors,

who, now and then, as the showers tell, had to make
a hasty stampede into the tents. These, on the whole,

were very well filled with creditable productions, the

fruit and Orchids from Lord Rendleshara being

specially noticeable, and the groups of plants arranged

in a space 12 by 4 feet, made a capital show. These

exhibits are deserving of encouragement, as the plants

grown for them are far more useful, from a general

point of view, than the elephantine specimens more

usually seen, although they may not perhaps call forth

the same amount of skill in their culture. In the class

referred to, Mr. King, gr. to J. A. Burness, Esq., of

Melton, was a good 1st, both for plants and arrange-

ment, the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th prizes going to collec-

tions which were highly creditable to the growers.

For Orchids, Mr. Rogers, gr. to Lord Rendlesham,

was 1st, the Thunias in his lot being remarkable for

high finish and health.

For si.x stove and greenhouse plants, Messrs.

Gilbert, of Ipswich, were to the fore ; the 2nd prize

falling to the lot of Mr. N. Gunn, gr. to Miss Jones

;

and the 3rd to Mr. Spink, gr. to Mrs. T. W. Grim-

wood.
In the class for the same number in 12-inch pots

the honours again fell to the Messrs. Gilbert, the

2nd prize going to Mr. Gunn, and the 3rd to Mr.

Spink.
For the best stove or greenhouse plant in bloom,

Mr. Spink was 1st, Mr. Gunn 2nd, and the Messrs.

Gilbert 3rd.

The plants for table decorations, a fine lot, were

arranged up the centre of the tent containing the

cut flowers and Roses, which they helped to tone

down and set oft'; Mr. King, gr. to J. A. Burness,

was 1st; Messrs. Gilbert 2ad, and Mr. Best, gr. to

the Duke of Hamilton, 3rd.

The Fuchsias, both in 12 and 24-sized pots, were

very well grown and bloomed, the 1st prize for the

larger specimens going to Mr. Spink, and the pre-

mier award for the smaller, to Mr. King.

There were numerous other classes for such plants

as Cockscombs, Hydrangeas, Petunias, Achimenes,

Selaginellas, Verbenas, Gloxinias, Begonias, Cala-

diums, Carnations, Balsams, &c., all fairly repre-

sented, but the list of prizetakers would be too long

to enumerate here.

In the cut flower division the chief features were

the Roses, and the epergnes containing wild flowers

;

in the latter of which there was strong competition,

and good taste was displayed in the arrangement.

The 1st prize was most deservedly awarded to Miss

Susie Walker, of Melton ; 2nd, Miss Canter. For

the best stand for table decoration Miss Clara Walker

was Ist, Mrs. Gilbert; 2nd j and for the basket of cut

flowers Miss Wrench was a good let, and Miss Susie

AValker 2nd. For a hand bouquet, made and com-
peted for by ladies, Mrs. Chettleburgh was 1st ; and
for a bridal bouquet, Mr. Andrews, gr. to the Hon.
W. Lowther, was 1st.

Roses.—In the amateurs' class for Roses, the Rev,

H. A. Berners, of Warkstead Rectory, carried all be-

fore him, he being 1st in every class, his blooms
were very fine, especially those of the Teas, which
were remarkably stout and firm in the petals, and
perfect in colour. The Rev. Foster-Melliar also had

good flowers, which won 2nd honours in the same
classes.

For thirty-six, competed for by growers for sale,

Mr. B. R. Cant, of Colchester, was 1st, and Mr.

Wood, of Woodbiidge, 2nd.
Fruit.—In the fruit department, the collection of

eight dishes, exhibited by Mr. Rogers, gr. to Lord
Rendlesham, was very meritorious, the Black Ham-
burgh Grapes and Peaches and Nectarines par-

ticularly so. Excepting the Hamburghs from the

same exhibitor, who took 1st, Grapes were not well

ripened or coloured, and most of them wanted quite

a month longer to finish.

Peaches and Nectarines were very good, the 1st

prize dish of the last-named, from Mr. Chettleburgh,

being remarkable for size and colour ; and those

from the Duke of Hamilton were very well finished.

Although the season is considered a bad one for

Strawberries, these fruits were abundant and good at

Woodbridge ; and Cherries were particularly fine,

the late rains having served to swell them up to a

large size.

In the vegetable department there was a strong

competition for the prize ofl'eredby Messrs. Sutton,

of Reading, for ten varieties, the 1st prize going to

Mr. Andrews, gr. to the Hon. W. Lowther, M.P.

;

the 2nd to Mr. King, gr. to J. A. Burness, Esq. ;

and the 3rd to Mr. Crisp.

Peas, as usual, were in great quantities, but the

better kinds were not in season, and the varieties

shown were chiefly William I., Duke of Albany, and

JIarket Favourite.

Caleb Cope.—American horticulture is again

in mourning for one of its great patrons, Caleb

Cope, one of the early founders and for many years

President of, the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society,

in the days when this famous Society was running

a race with the no less famous Massachusetts Society

for the leadership of horticulture in America. Un-
doubtedly to these two great societies, with Wilder

in one and Cope in the other, is due much of the

great progress in the love of gardening which, during

the lost half century, has been so rapid in the New
World.

Caleb Cope belonged to a family eminent among
the merchants and famous men of America. Two
of them—Cope Brothers—founded the famous line

of packet ships between Philadelphia and Liverpool,

and Professor Edward D. Cope is known for his

eminent scientific attainments all over tlie world.

Caleb Cope was born in Greensburg, Pa., in 17'J7,

soon after America became independent, and was,

therefore in his ninety-first year at the time of his

death, on May 12. He became the leading dry goods

merchant in Philadelphia, and after amassing con-

siderable wealth, bought an estate called Spring

Brook, in the suburbs of the city, solely to gratify

his love of gardening. The grounds were beautifully

laid out, and extensive ranges of glass established

for the growth of fruit and flowers. When the Victoria

regia first flowered, and made such a sensation in

England, Mr. Cope put himself into communication

with Sir Wm. Hooker, and through his assistance

plants were grown, and a magnificent house built

for it. Here it flowered, and was the centre of as

much attraction as it received in the Old World.

The remarkable sympathy with humanity which

he possessed was especially shown in his horticultu-

ral pursuits. A childless widower, but a small part

of the products of the establishment was required for

his own use, the rest went to friends or public insti-

tutions, the public hospitals getting the chief portion

of the forced fruit and vegetables. Under his presi-

dency the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society became

the most popular institution in the city, and a lar^
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surplus was made over and above its expenses and
invested as a contingent fund. His own collections

of course contributed largely to the interest of the

exhibitions. All the public institutions of Phila-

delphia owed a large measure of success to his active

and generous aid and patronage.

Suddenly, about the year 1855, by the abuse of con-

fidence by a partner, the whole of his wealth was swept

away, and the firm went into bankruptcy. The
collections of plants went to the auction mart, and
the estate was sold to persons with no love for horti-

culture. The horticultural glories of Spring Brook
closed. The estate is now used as a public charity,

under the will of the great tragedian, Edwin I'orrest

—the Forrest Home for Unfortunate Actors. Mr.

Cope's friends came to his rescue. He again entered

busine.ss, was successful, paid every dollar of the old

indebtedness of his firm, and accumulated enough to

buy another beautiful liome in the suburbs of Phila-

delphia, turning his attention, however, to outdoor

gardening only. With the same generosity that

marked his earlier career, these grounds were also

free to the public.

When the Southern States rebelled in 1861 there

were large numbers in the South true to the old

Government, who, soon after losing their wealth,

escaped through the lines to the North. Among
these were the widow and daughter of one of the

leading families of Nashville, who came to Phila-

delphia. These refugees always excited the sym-
pathy of the Northern Unionists. These two fell to

Mr. Cope's charge, and he subsequently married the

daughter, who, with two sons, now survive him.

On account of advanced age at the time of their

decease living horticulturists have but a faint idea

of the great debt due to Wilder and Cope for their

work, but those who study the history of the past

will fully understand the noble lesson of their lives.

Thoiims Mcehan.

The Weather.

THE PAST "WEEK.

The following summary record of the weather for

the week ending July 9, is furnished from the
Meteorological Office :

—

" The weather has continued in an unsettled and
most unseasonable condition in all parts of the
kingdom. Thunder and lightning have been of
frequent occurrence in most parts of England, and
at some of the Irish stations, and the falls of rain at

times very heavy. In the south of London on the
6th an inch of rain fell in the short space of half an
hour.

"The temperature has again been below the mean,
the deficit in most districts varying from 4° to 6°.

The highest of the maxima, which were recorded on
somewhat irregular dates, ranged from 63° in ' Scot-
land, W,,' to 71° in the ' Midland Counties ' and
England, S.W.' The lowest of the minima were
generally registered towards the close of the week,
when the thermometer fell to 32° in 'Scotland, N.,'

34° in ' Ireland, N.,' and to between 37° and 42° in

most other districts. At Newton Reigny (in ' Eng-
land, N.W.') the minimum on the 9th is reported to
have been as low as 30°.

*' Rainfall has been rather less than the mean iu
Scotland, as well as in the north-west of England
and north of Ireland, but iu most other parts of the
kingdom an excess is shown, especiallv in the east
and south of England.

"Bright sunshine has continued very deficient
generally, the percentage of the possible amount of
duration in most districts varying from 15 to 28.
In ' Scotland, N.,' the percentage was 35, and in

the ' Channel Islands,' 36.

MEAN TEMPERATtntE OBSEKVED AT CHISWICK DUR-
DJQ THE WEEK ESDIKQ JULY 21. (AVERAGE OF
FOKTY-FOUR YEARS.)

July 15

„ 16

„ 17

,. 13

63''.4

630.4

63°.4

63°.4

July 19

„ 20

„ 21

Mean foi the week

|j3'.4

63°.4

6.''.°.4

63".4

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
duration of the excesg or defect of temperature above or
below 32° F. for the period named, and ia expressed in Day-
degree — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other uumber of degrees for au
inversely proportional number of houra.J
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Vegetables.—Average Ketail Pbices.

s. d. s. d.
Artichokes, p. doz.... 6 0- ...

Asparagus, Fr.. bund. 16-40— English, 100 ... 3 6-60
Beans, Kidney, lb 1 0-
Beet, red, per dozen 10-20
Carrots, per bunch... 9-
Cauliflowers, each ... 8-
Celery, per bundle ... 1 6- 2 6

9-10
2 0- ...

4- ...

4- ...

6- .„

1 6- ...

Mushrooms, punnet 1
Mustard and Cress,
punnet

Onions, per bushel ... 5
Parsley, per bunch...
Potatos, per cwt. ... 4

,, kidney, perewt. 4
Rhubarb, per bundle
Shallots, per lb. ...

Spinach, per bushel... 2
Tomatos, per lb. ... 1

Turnips, per bunch,
new ... ...

Vegt. Marrows, each
POTATOS.-Jerscy Flukf s, 6s. to 7s. ; do. Kidneys, 6!. tocwt

; English. Is. to 6s. per bushel. Trade very
^larkets blocked. ^

Cucumbers, each
Endive, per dozen
Green Mint, bunch
Herbs, per bunch
Leeks, per bunch
Lettuce, per dozen

d. s. d.

0-16

4- ...

0- ...

4- ...

0-5
0-6
4- ...

6- ...

6
0- ...

7s. per
heavy.

Plants i.v Pots.-

Aralia Sieboldi, doz. 6
Bouvardias, per dozen 9
Calceolarias, dozen 4
Carnations, per doz. 6
Coleus. dozen ... 3
Crassula. per doz, ...10
Cyperus, per dozen . 4
Dracisna terminalis,
per dozen 30— viridis, per doz.l2

Euonymus, in var.,
per dozen 6

Evergreens, in var.,
per dozen Q

Ferns, in var., doz. 4
Ficus elaatica, each . 1
Foliage plants, vari-

ous, each 2

0-18
0-12
o- 9
0-lS
0-6
0-18

0-60
0-24

0-18

0-24
0-18
6- 7

Average Wholesale Prices.

d.s.d. s.d.s.d.
Fuchsias, doz. ... 4 0- 9
Heliotropes, dozen... 4 0-80
Hydrangeas, dozen... 9 0-18
Liliums. var., doz. ...18 0-30
Lobelias, per dozen 3 0-60
Marguerites, doz. ... 9 0-12

0-12 Mignonette. 12 pota 4 0-80
Musks, dozen ... 16-30
Myrtles, per dozen... 6 0-12
Palms in var., each 2 6-21
Pelargoniums, doz... 6 0-15— Ivy-leaf, dozen... 3 0-60— scarlet, dozen ... 3 9
Rhodanthe. perdoz... 6 0-90
ScentedGeraniumdozS 0-6— Verbena, perdoz. 4 0-60
Spiraeas, dozen ... 6 0-12

0-10 Zinnia, per dozen ... 4 0-60

Bedding-out Pla.vts.

Per dozen. Is. to 2s. ; per boi, Is. to 3s.

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices
s. d. s. d.

6 0-80
2 0-30
6-10

10-20
4 0-60

Asters, 12 bunches...— French, per bun.
Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations, 12 blms.— dozen bunches. ,,

Chrysan themums,
annual, 12 bun. ...

Corndower, 12 bun.
Delphiniums, 12 bun,
Eucharis, per dozen
Forget-me-nots, 12
bunches

Gardenias. 12 blooms
Heliotropes, 12 spr.
Iris, various, 12 bun.
Lilium longiftorum,

12 blooms
— candidum. 12 bl.— per bunch
— (Orange) perbun.

Marguerites, 12 bun.
Mignonette, 12 bun.

10-30
16-30
3 0-6
3 0-60

2 0-40
16-40
6-10

3 0-90

.3 0-5
9-16

16-26
10-20
3 0-60
3 0-60

Orange Lily, 12 bun. 6
Pansies. 12 bun. ... 1

Pelargoniums. 12 spr.— scarlet, 12 spr....
Pinks. 12 bun 3
Poppies. 12 bun. ... 4
Primulas, double, 12
sprays

Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2
Rhodanthe, 12 bun. 4
Roses. Tea, per doz.— coloured, dozen. 2— red, perdozen ... 1— ,, 12 bunches 3— Safrano. dozen...— Moss, 12 bun. ... 4
Spirtea, 12 bun. ... 4
Stephanotis, 12 spr. 2
Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 3
SweetSuItan,12bun. 3
Tuberoses, 12 blms.... o

d. s. d.

0-12
6- 3
6- 1

3-0 6
0-6
0-6

9- I

0-4
0-6
6-16
0-4
O- 2
0-6
9- 1 6
0-12
0-6

4
0-6
0-6
D- 1

,
Orchid bloom in great variety, but the demand not

very good.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Spitalfields: J«/yll.—Good supplies of all kinds

ot Iresh vegetables. Peas, new Potatos, &c. ; trade
tairly active, at undermentioned quotations :—Fruit-
Black Currants, 4s. ed. to os. Gd.. per half sieve ; red
05. brf to 6s. do.

; Raspberries, 7A to 9i?. per punnet

;

btrawbernes, 26-. 6,^. to 3*. 3d. per peck ; do. in
punnets, 3s. dd. to 5s. per dozen punnets; English
Cherries, 2s. Gd. to 5s. per half sieve

; foreign^ do.
is. M. to 2s. 6.7. per bushel ; Gooseberries, 2s. Gd. to
*. per half sieve; F.njjlish Tomatos, 3s. to 4s. per
peck. Vegetables

: Cabbatres, 2s. to 4s. 6d. per tally
Peas, 5s. to 7s. per sack ; do..2s. to 3s. 6c/. per sieve
spring Onions. 2s. to 2s. Qd. per dozen bunches
Carrots, 2s. Gd. to 3s. do.; Turnips. 2s. to .35. do
Parsley, Is. to Is 6(Z. do.; Mint, Is. to Is. Orf. do.; Rhu-
barb, Is. Gd. to 2s. Gd. per dozen bundles ; foreign
Onions, 7s. Gd. to &. Gd. per box of about 112 lb.
frame Cucumbers, 25. to 3s. per dozen

; Endive, Is. Gd.
to 25. do.

; Cos Lettuces, M. to id. per score
; Beet-

roots, Gd. to 8d.. per dozen.

POTATOS.
BoEonaH and Spitalfields : July 10. — With

increased supplies, new Potatos are sensibly moderate
in piice. Quotations :—Jersey kidneys, 65. to Ts.

;

do. round, 55. to 65. Gd. ; Cherbourg rounds, 6*. to &.
per cwt.

Spitalfields a.vd Columbia: July 11.—Quota-
tions :—New

:
Jersey kidneys, 5s. to 5s. Gd.. ; do.

flukes, 5s. Gd. to 6s. Gd.; St. Malo rounds, Ss. to
45.

;
Lisbon do., 55. ; Cherbourg do., 45. to 45. Gd.

per cwt.

Stratford
: July 10.—Quotations :—New : Dutch,

2s. 3d. per bushel
; Cherbourg, 45. to 4j. Gd.. ; Jersey

kidneys, bs. to 6». ; St. Malo rounds, 4s. to '4s. Gd.
;

do. kidneys, 45. 9d. to 5s. per cwt.

HILL

BLACK
& SMITH'S

VARNISH
for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

(Registered Trade Mark.)

An excellent substitute for oil paint, at one-third the cost.
Used in all London Parks, at Windsor, and Kew Gardens,

and on every important estate in the Kingdom. Has stood
the test of forty years' trial. Requires no mixing ; can be
applied cold by any ordinary labourer.

Price l.s. 6rf. per gallon at the manufactory, or carriage-paid
to any railway station, Is. 8rf. per gallon in caakfl of 36, 20, or
10 gallons.

/7 /I TT m T /^ Til
Every Cask bears the aboveA U 1 I U Jyj , Registered Trade Mark. Beware
of cheap imitations.

HILL & SMITH,
Brlerley Ironworks, Dudley ;

118, Queen Victoria Street, London. K.C.

;

47. Dawson Street, Dublin.

The "Gardener's Friend"

HOT-WATER BOILER,
For Grernhoii'ies, Vineries, Conservatories, Forcing Houses, See,

Advantages
Equiilly ap-

jlicablf forDo-
mestii'orWare-
hiuse Heating.
Baths, Lava-

tories, and
Laundries.
Minimum

Cost of Setting.
Free Access to
all Flues.

Certain Con-
t 1 n uance of
Heating at
n ght.
No Night

Watching re-

quired.

Slow Com-
bustion.

Minimum
Cost for Fuel.

. ,
Large Heat-

-—

-

mg Surface.
E:imll> Sutf-lf r Gas Coke commjn or Anthracite Coal.
For full particulars and Prices apply to the Mamifacturers

JOHN WARNER&SONS,^lri°JKUrcr-
And The Foundry Works, Walton-on-the-Naze, Essex,

HY. VAN 8c CO.
(The Oldest Loiulon Hoase in the Trail,'. E^td. 17.S0).

85, Tooley Street, London Bridge, S.E.
llhistmte.l CA TALOGVES Prnt-free.

PROTECTION FOR FRUIT AND FLOWERS.
GAKDEN NETTING, 2 yards wide, \^d.. or per lOU yards,

111.^.; ditto. 4 Yards wide, 3</., or per 100 yards. Uu.s.

SCKI.VI C.\N\'AS, 1 yard wide, M. ; IJ yard, \^d. ; and
2 yards, 6rf. per yard.

TIFFANY. Z^ inches wide, in 20 yard pieces, 3s. 6rf. per piece
SHADrSG BLINDS made up any size.

HICK CLClTHS. TARPAULINS, Corn and Potato SACKS
FLAGS, TENTS, &c.. for Sale or Hire.

TOBACCO PAPER. RAFFIA, and Garden MATS of all kinds

NETTING.—Buy your Netting direct from
the Makers. Write for sample piece, of our best quality,

waterproof, tanned and oiled, 4 yards by 50 yards, 8s. ; second
quality, hs. 6rf. Anv size made to order. Trade supplied

SPASHETT AND CO.. Net Manufacturers. Lowestoft.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16,000 ot Uie Nobility, Gentry,

aud Clergy, for all kinds of

OXJTDOOB. WOBK, CONSEKVATOBIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., !tnd Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisonous Paints for Inside of Conservatories, &o.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

LA BELLE BAUVAGB YARD, LUDGATB HILL, E.O.

BACHEIOB'S WALK, DUBUN.—Dijwiait ^ CusK

THOMAS'S
TRAINING TRELLISES.

GALVANISED AFTER MADE.
For training Peas instead o(

sticks. Training plants to walls,
&c. In Panels.
6 feet hy 3 feet ... 2s. each.
6 feet by 4 feet ... 3s. each.
6 feet by 6 feet ... 4s. each.
6 feet by 6 feet ... 6s. each.

Made any size to order at
following prices :

—

2 in. \k in. mesh.
AWU. 4frf- per foot super.

Illustrated CATALOfiUE ox Application.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
87, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

'

ROCKERIES, FERNERIES,
WINDOW CASES. CAVES. WATERFALLS, WINDOW
BOXES. AQUARIA, ARTIFICIAL ROCKWORK for BaU-
rooms. Halls, Staircases, &c., designed and coostnicted, under
personal superintendence of

HARPHAM AND HOWES,
Horticultural Depot, 107, Church Street, Edgware Road, N.W.

Estimates and Illustrated Lists Free.

GARDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
Virgin Cork, Raffia, Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work,

Manures. &c. Cheapest Prices of

WATSON AND SCULL. 90. Lower Thames Street. London, E.C.

GABDEN NETTING.
S. A. SANDS (.T. w.'^hTythorxJj

Manufacturer of Hexagon and CUBWlck Garden Nets.

Warranted to Protect Bloom from Frost, Winds, Hail, and
Fruit from Birds, Wasps, &c.

Fattema and Prices Free per Post.

Address—S. A. SANDS,
THURLAND STREET, NOTTINGHAM.
To Nurserymen. Seed Merchants, and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering Arch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade : alao

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, RafEa Fibre, Tobacco Paper,
and Shading. Prices free.—4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.G.

Greatly Reduced in Price,

SILVESTER'S PATENT TRENTHAM BOILER
Is the BEST, CHEAPEST, and MOST ECONOIUCAL
BOILER EXTANT for all heating purposes, and is only

supplied by the PATENTEE. All other kinds of BOILEKS,
PIPES. VALVES. HEATING and VENTILKTING APPA-
RPTUS manufactured by

F. SILVESTER & CO.,
CASTLE HILL WORKS, NEWCASTLE,

STAFFORDSHIRE.
Full Particulars on application.

FOBTABLE CTTCtlMBEB FRAMES.
RHALLIDAY and CO. desire to

• draw special attention to their Cucumber Frames,
of which they always have a larM stock, ready glazed and
painted. They are made of the bMi materials, and can be put
together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Prices delivered to any station in England :

—

£ s. d.

2-light frame, 8 feet by 6 fe»t ) p.-v „ ( 3 10
3-light frame, 13 feet by 6 feet > rC!« ilL \ 5 5
6-ligbt frame. 24 feet by 6 feet S ( 10

The glass IB nailed and puttied in. Lights and framing for

brick pita at proportionately low prices.

B. HALLIDAT & 00.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers,

KOIAL HOKTIcnLTURAX, WORKS, MIDDLETON,
MANCHESTER.

London Agent, Mr. H. SB^ELTON, Seedsman, ftc,
2, Bolloway Road, N.
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GLASS. CHEAP GLASS.
8*-. <i,d. per 100 feet 15 oz. 1^x10. 18x12, 18x14. 24x1-1.

14X12. 20x12, 18x16, 24x16,
\2s. per 100 feet 21 oz. ... 16x12, 16x14, 20x16, 24x18, &c.
Putty, 6s. lad. per cwt. ; White Lead, genuine, 21.^.; Our

Speciality, 175. 6rf. pprcwt. ; Paints ground in Oil. Stone Ochre,
20s.; Oxford Ochre, 245.; Green, 165,: Black, 16s. per cwt.

;

Varnish, from f-s. 6'^ per gal.—Full Price J.ist on applica-
tion to THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 95, Eishopagate
Street Within, London, E.G.

ILCHARD NETTING, f-mch mesh, 12 yards
wide, 9rf. yard; extra stout strong TANNED NET,

2 yards wide, Ijrf. yard; 4 yards wide, 3a. yard ; or 2 yards
wide, lOi. per 100 ; 4 yards wide, 205. per 100 yardi^. New
TWINE NETTING, 1 yard wide. \^d. yard; 2 yards wide, 3rf.

yard ; 4 yards wide. 6(i. yard ; 12 yards wide, Is, 6rf. yard.
COTTON NET. nine meshes to square iuch, IJ yard wide, ^d.
to Id, yard run.

W. CULLINGFORD. Forest Gate. E.

RUSSIA MATS& RAFFIA
NEW SEASONS ARCHANGEL MATS.

Taganrog, Petersburg, and every other deacrlptlou
of Russian Mats.

RAFFIA FIBRE.
SPECrAL QUOTATIONS m APPLICATION.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
138. COMarEBCIAL STREET. LONDON. E

FERNS. — The newest Book is Druery's
CHOICE BRITISH FERNS, descriptive of the many

beautiful variations of common Ferns, and instructions for

their cultivation, splendidly illustrated. Price. 2.1. 6rf.

Loudon : L. UPCOTT GILL. 170. Strand. W.C.

Estate Sales.

The best County medium for Advertising Sales of
Estates is

THE WORCESTER HERALD, the largest
and leading County paper. Extensive circulation among

the upper and middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining
counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference
and distribution, plans and particulars of Estates, Catalogues
of Machinery, Furniture. Books, and other property advertised
in the columns of the Worce.'tter Herald. Specimen copies sent
free. Published Friday for Saturday, price 2d.

Oifices, 72, High Street, Worcester.

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.

THE WORCESTER HERALD is the most
effective organ for giving publicity to announcements of

thia class. It is the largest and leading Agricultural paper in
the county, and circulates moat extensively among Agricul-
turists in and around Worcestershire. Specimen copies free.
Published Friday for Saturday, price 2rf.

Offices, 72. High Street. Worcester.

Farms to be Let.

LAND AGENTS, ESTATE MANAGERS, and all having Farms
to Let. would do well to Advertise in

THE WORCESTER HERALD, the Largest
and Leading County Paper. Specially adapted for

bringing such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large Circula-
tion, moderate charge. Specimen free. Price 2d. Published
Friday for Saturday.

Offices. 72, High Street. Worcester.

LINDLEY'S DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY.
For Sell-Instructioa and tJie Use of Schools. Price

Is. sewed.

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW AND CO., 9. Bouverie
Street. E.G.

New Eclitiun, Corrected up to Date,

PAXTON S CALENDAR.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

(TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY-SIXTH THOUSAND.)

By the late Sib JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P., Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Price 3d., Post-free 8Jd.
;

Twenty-five Copies, 5s. ; fifty, lOs. ; and one hundred, 20s.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

WORKS FOR THE POSSESSORS OF GARDENS.

MBS. LOUDON'S LADIES' COMPANION TO THE FLOWER GARDEN. A

Guide to the Management and Adornment of Gardens of every size. A New Edition.

Fcap. cloth, price 7s.

HIGH-CLASS KITCHEN GARDENING. A Handy Manual for the Improved Cultivation

of all Vegetables. By William Eaeley, Author of " How to Grow JIushrooms," " IIow

to Grow Asparagus," &c., &c. Crown 8vo, with Coloured Frontispiece, price is. Gd.

HOW TO GROW MUSHROOMS. By William Eaeley. Price l.s. stitched.

THE ART OF GROWING ROSES OUT-OF-DOORS. By Rev. O. Fisher. Fourth

Edition, revised and enlarged. Price \s.

HOW TO GROW ASPARAGUS. A popular Explanation of the best Method of Culture.

By William Eabley. Price Is. stitched.

London: BRADBURY, AQNEW, & CO., Bouverie Street, E.G.

THE "NEW EASY"
LAWN MOWER.

Has an Open Steel
Roller.

A man can work u
lf4-inch machine, cutting
Grus!*5 inches high clt-au
to roots.

There is no eaaier
working, no better
finislied, no Btronger, no
more durable mower in
the market.

The Front Roller, with
simple adjustment, en-
ables the machine to cut
very close to the ground,
aud to do tine work.

The machine will also
cut verges.

Tobe obtained through
all the leading Iron-
monger? or Seedsmen, or
from the Sole Licensees

—

SElTcT^'sONNENTHAL & CO,
85, ftueen Victoria St., London, E.G.

HORTICULTURAL CLASs!
A large quantity of all descriptions and
sizes in stock, at the lowest possible prices.

NICHOLLS & CLARKE,
SHOREDITCH, LONDON. E.

Established, a.d.

HENRY HOPE,
Horticultural Builder and

I/ot-water Engineer,

66, Lionel St., Birmingham.
' Plans and Estimates on

application.

Experienced Workmen sent to any part of the Kingdom.

BOULTON & PAUL
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS.

Our 8 by 6 feet
2-LIGHr MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAMES

are £3 each, carriage paio.
Made of the best red deal, English 21-oz. glim, painted 3 coats

best colour.

3-LIGHTS, 12 by 6 feet, £4 Bs.

For other sizes, see NEW PRICE LISTS, Post-free.

NORWICH.
THE NEW

"ECLIPSE" SHADING
(Rf I TFRFT)

A GREEN COIiOXTKING WAbH
For Conservatories, Greenhouses, and similar atructur^'H.

The best and most ecouomical Shadin;; before the public.
Sold in Is. tins sufficient for luu square feet, is easily applied.
and one dressing will stand the whole sea^^ii.

Trade price on application to the Inventor and Manufacturer,

E. WILSON SERPELL,
Seed aud bulb Merchant,

21, CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH.
N.B. A Tin with full instructions post-free for Is. <id.
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GARDENER (Head).—Age 40 ; thoroughly
practical in all branches. Enrly and Late Forcing.

Stove Vlauts, and Orchids. Eleven years in present sitnatiun
Highly recommended.— T. L. BAILEY, Holt House, Mill-
houses, Shfltield.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 30, married when
suited.—Mr. CoTTERELL, Spanish Koad, Wandswortli,

Surrey, S.W., wishes to recommend T. Keene as above.
Fifteen years' experience in Early and Late Forcing of Fruits,
Flowers, and ^'egetables; also Flower and Kitchen Garden.—Please apply as above.

ARDENER (Head); age .37. — 5Iis.s
SnrBiDAN wishes to recommeud S. Pullman. Tlio-

roughly experienced in all branches. Highly svicces-^ful as an
exhibitor at Cry.stal Palace and other shows; had charge of
Plantations. Fourteen years' personal character ; Ieftthrou'»h
death. — Miss SHERIDAN. 77, Eaton Square, S.W., or,
S. PULLMAN, Evershot, Dorset.

ARDENER (first-class Head Working).—
Age 35; understands his profession in every branch.

His mother, being an excellent Laundress, could undertake
the Laundry in a large e-,tublishment, also good Dairy Woman
Highest characters.—

A

. B.. 58, Tylney Eoad. Bromley. Kent.

(^ARDENER (Head Working); age 28.—
V^ Mr. Hope, Gardener to the Earl of Jersey, Middleton
Park, Bicester, Oxon, can recommend his Foreman, Thos.
Trollope, as above. Nearly fourteen years' experience.— 4ddre--s
as above.

rj_ARDENER (Head AVoeking).—Age 30,Vj marrried. one daughter (age 12). Twenty-four years'
thorough experience in all branches. Good character and
testimonials.—C. C, Hillfarrance, Taunton.

ARDENER (Head WonKiNG~).—Middle-
aged, married

; h.as a thorough practical knowledge of
the prolession in all its branches. Three and a half years in
last situation; eight years previous. Excellent references —
A. B., 13, Welharo Street . Grantham.

ARDEXER (Head AVoekin'q).—Age 46,
married, no family ; well experienced in growing

Grapes. Peaches, Melons, Cucambers, Tomatos, Flower and
Kitchen Garden, &c. Four years' good character.—D. B. Tlie
Gardens, Oak Lodge, Soutiigatc, N.

'

GARDENER (Head AVoeeing), where three
or fonr are kept.—Age 39, married; good practical

knowledge m all branches of Gardening. Excellnt references
from past employers. — J. B., Murrell's Cottages, Crawley
Road, Horsham, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 30,
single at present; four years* good character.-Mr

ALDERMAN', The Gardens, Effingham Hill, Dorking, highly
recommends his Foreman, S. Bigwood, as above. Thoroughly
trustworthy and competent.

^

ARDENER (Head AVobking). — Single

;

experienced m Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables. Good
recommendations. Country preferred.-TO.VIS, 2, Station
Cottages, Broxbonrne, or Paul & Sons' Herbaceous Nursery
Broxbourne. '

GARDENER (Head AA^oeking).—Age 32,
married.—Advertiser begs to offer his services to any

Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a thoroughly practical and
energetic man in all departments. Seventeen years" experience
in tirst-class places. Highly recommended. — W. COOK
Turnford, Hoddesdon. Herts.

'

ARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 36,
married; abstainer. Twenty years' practical ex-

perience. Highly recommended as an industrious, competent
and trustworthy Gardener. First-rate Fruit, Plant and
Vegetable Grower. — W., Gardeners' Chrimicle OfBce 41
Wellington .Street. Strand, W.C.

*

ARDENER (Head AVoekino); age 30.—
Mr. AOGISS, Gardener to tlie Eight lion, tlie Earl of

Effingham, wil] be pleased to recommend his Foreman as a
thoroughly practical man, well up in Plant and Fruit Culture
and General Gardening. Good references. Three years here
as General Foreoian.—W. PROSSER, Tusmore I'ark Gardens
Bicester, Oxon. '

ARDENER (HEAD,orgood Single-handed).—-\ge 38, married; twenty years' experience in all
branches

; seven years in present situation ; twelve years
previous.—H. M., 3. South Terrace, Frankl in Road, Norbiton.

ARDENER, good.—Can be recommended by
Mr. T. WOOD, Eastville, Bristol.G

GJ.ARDENER (AVorkinq)
; age 33, married,

n twochildren.—Lord Dv.VF.VOR wishes to recommend h's
Foreman, who lias been with him ten years.—Dyucvor Castle
Llandilo, South Wales.

GARDENER (good Single-handed).—Age
2.5; has obtained thorough practical kuowledge of Fruit

Plant, and 'I'egetable Growing in well-kept gardens. Highest
references. Please state full particulars. — P.. Gardeners'CKronicle Olfice, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

r^ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 32:
VJ< married when suited. Thoroughly practical; willing
to be nseful. Total abstainer. Good references.-State wa^es
to J. F., Abbey Mount, Belvidere, Kent.

°

GARDENER (Single-handed).— Age 32
married, no children

; throe years' good character ; fivj
years previous. \\ ell up in Flowers, Fruit, and ^'egetables.-
J. P., 7, Barnwell Road, Brixtou, S.W.

ARDENER (Single-handed, or good
Secosd).—Understands Flower and Kitchen Girden.

Good references. Total abstainer.-W., 12, Ross Villas
Richmond, S.W, '

G^ARDENER (Second) ; age 24.—Mr. G,
^ K!.;Aii:s, Temple Gardens,' Marlow, Bucks, can with

conhdeiice recommend J. Fletcher, who has been with him the
past two years. Abstainer.

GARDENER (Second). — Age 22 ; eight
years' experience. Inside and Ouli preferred. State

wages and particulars. — G. MINSHALL, The Gardens,
Studley Castle, near Redditch.

GARDENER (Second), in Houses.—Age 21

;

SIX years' experience. Five years in present situation.
In and Outdoors. Highest reference.-C. W., Ivy Cottage
Weybridge.

GARDENER (under Second, where five or
six are kept; or Third, in a large establishment.—

Age 24 ;
two years' character.-F. FRAMPTON, Merley Gar-

dens, W imborne.

GARDENER (Under).-Young ; three and
Ti

" '''I'f yS'trs' good character. Eight years' experience.—
H. GREE.V. Mr. Newman. Thames Street, Weybridge.

GARDENER (Under) in a Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 20 ; tliree years' good character.—W. H.,

Compton s Brow, Horsham.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 21. Three
years' character from last place.—R. E., 4, Effingham

Road. Lee Green, S.E.

GARDENER (Under).-Age 22; six years
inlastplace;InsideandOut. Abstainer.—G.CHANNELL.

Hersham, Walton-on-Thames. Surrey.

r^ARDENER (Under), where four or five areVJ kept.—Age 21 ; seven yeais' experience. Insid • and Out.
1 wo years good character from present situation.—G. T R
19. Percy Gardens, Isleworth, Middlesex.

/^ARDENER, or COAVMAN.—Age 30,
\ A married

; thoroughly understands his duties. Four and a
half years good cliaracter.-\V. P., 3, Hose Villas, Livingstone
Road, Thornton Heath. *'

T ANDSCAPE GARDENER.—A Gentleman
-^-^ will have much pleasure in recommending a really clever
person of great taste aud judgment.—X. X., Gardeners'
Lkronwle Office

. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TeURSERY MANAGER.—Mr. James ColeXI having terminated his engagementwith .Messrs. Ireland &
Thomson. Edinburgh, with whom lie has been npwardsof eight
years, will be glad to hear of any lirst-class house requiring his
services.—Claremont Grove. Didsbury, Manchester.

lyURSERY FOREMAN, Indoor.—Married :XI thoroughly ucderstands his business. Best of references
Experienced in London Trade.— Y.., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

pOREMAN, in a good establishment. —Age
-L 27; twelve years' experience in good establishments.
Iwo and a half years as Foreman in present situation —.7GARDENER, Thames Ditton House. Kingston-on-Thames.

"pOREMAN, in the flouses.—Age 26 ; twelve
JL years' experience, including eight for exhibition.
Excellent testimonials. - FORExMAN, 35, Stamford Eoad,
Fulham, S.W. '

POREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 27 ; eleven
-1. years' experience in good places; good references from
last and previous employers.- G. LLLLEY, Thorney, near
Peterborough, Cambs.

T^OREMAN, in a Nobleman's establishment.—
-L Age 27 ; in last "place three years as Foreman. Good
recommendiitions. Also a YOUTH of 17 I can recommend.
Has been three years witll me. Wishes to improve in GeneralWork.-STEPHEN CASTLE, West Lynn Vineyard. Norfol k.

"ppOREMAN, or Second, in a good estab-
J- hshment.—Age 24; eight years' experience. Can
?iS

*'"'™"S'i'y recommended from previous employers.—W. castle. Reading Street. St. Peters , Ramsgate Keiit.

Th^OREAIAN propagator and GRO^A'ER
-L of Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos Plants
and Cut Flowers, in quantity, for Market.—S E 41 Wei-
lington Street. St rand, W.C.

" "
'

"POREAIAN PROPAGATOR and GROAVER.
Jl. —Age 27 ; thoroughly experienced Inside and Out.
Excellent references.—L. R., 17, Portland Road, Mottin^ham
Kent. ° '

DROPAGATOR, in Provincial Nursery, HardX and Soft-wooded. — Age 24 ; Grapes, Tomatos Cn-
cumbers. &c,—P. BARNES. The Vineries, Framlleld. Sussex.GTo Nurserymen.

ROAVER.—Age 23; amongst Soft-wooded
Plants. Ferns, &c. Used to Market Orowiii". Good

references.-H. C, Oak Cottage, Belle Grove. Welling. Kent.

JOURNEYMAN (First), or FOREMANW nnder Glas.s. — Age 23; six years' good character —W. HUBBARD, Highleigh, Hoddesdon, Herts. '^

"™""'

JOURNEYMAN (First).-J. Tbindeb, Gar-^ dener to Sir Henry Mildmav, Dogmersfield Park, Winch-
tield, would be glad to recommend a strong, active and
industrious young man of good character.

JOURNEYMAN (Fir.st), in the Houses.—
t> Age 23; eight years' experience. Good references from
present and previous employers.—W. H., The Gardens.
Lockerley Hall, Romsey, Hants.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Out.—Age 20;W four years' experience. Bothy preterred.-P. TYRRELL,
2. Grovcnsor Place, Grovensor Road, Hanwell. W.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses in a good
t/ Garden.—Good references.—J. BAKER, 66, Arthur Street.lulham Road. Chelsea, S.W.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 21;
C^ SIX years' experience in tlie Stove and Greenhouse and
truit Houses. Good references. - A. MILLAR, Lealands
cottage. Groombridge, near Tunbridge Wells.

JOURNEYMAN.—Mr. T. AVotton, Gardener,
Widmerpool Hall, Notts, will be glad to recommend an

active young man as above. Five years' experience. Goodreferences.—Add ress as above.

J M P R V E R, in the Houses.—Age 20;
-1- energetic and obliging. Four and a half years' ex-
perience Inside and Out. Good character.—A. COBBOLD
Woodland Cottage, Vanbrugh Hil l, BLackheath, S.E.

'T'O MARKET NURSERYMEN.— AVanted,
-«- a situation in a good .Market Nursery ; steady aud indus-
trions; ten years' experience.-J. H., 63, Uvedale Road,
Cneisea, S.vV,

^po MARKET NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, a
-A- situation in a Market Nursery. Been used to Soft-wooded StulJ and Ferns. Three years' reference.-H. J. PAY,Cave Road, Kingston, Portsmouth.

TPO NURSERYMEN.-AVanted, by a youn-
J- man (age 22), a situation in a Nurserv. Used to eenerS*!
Plant Growiug-G. L., Holmwood Cottage, Canbury ParkRoad, Kingston, Surrey.

TO MARKET GARDENERS. - SituationJ- required by young man (age 26, single); used to Growing
Grapes, Tomatos, Cucumbers for Market.—J. LIDDIARI)
High Street, Chebhunt, Herts.

'

^PO GENTLEMEN, &c.-AVanted, a situation
-^ for a respectable Lad (age 16), under a good Gardener.
Strong and willing to make himself usefiU.—Mrs. LEE,
b, Prittlewell Square, Southend, Essex.

-^rO GARDENERS.-A youth (age 19)
-i- desirousof Learning Gardening, would give £5 premium
Ireland or neighbourhood of LiveriKJOl prelerred,-A., Dunl
nington Castle House, >ewbiu'y, Berks. . "'

r^lARDEN BOY.-AVanted,for a young Lady a situation as Garden Boy under a good Gardener or

Suiex^'™""'"
' ''"''"' 1-'">'«^»»<1, Groombridge,

'-no SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS.-AVanted
-t- the Management of a Business, or Branch, by a marriedcouple (witliont encumbrance). Thoroughly experienced in
all departments of the Trade. High-class testii^onials fromleading hrms, and security if desired.—S. S.. I Camden
Terrace, High Road, Chiswick .

' '
^™<"'"

M.
^» . .-.„ To Florists.

ANAGER, BUYER, SALESAIAN, &c.-
First-class West End experence and reference, and

Kgpaddmg^n^rw:""-^-^- '^ "•-''«^"' «»''<. "arrow

Seed Trad'
"

1JANAGER or SHOPMAN.-Advertiser has
,T,V .?™?*'' knowledge of all branches of the Seed

V,';, i„?H
Trade Fifteen years' experience in leading prc^

Eiiinbur h
First-class references.-" 895." Keith %. Co.,

Fcir.r.T^Ar
,To Nurserymen and Florists.

,
UREMAN

; age 23, well educated, and of

.h„v„ w"i'!'' ''"r'"';f'
''"•""' •"='=''' "' Cfsagement with theal^me.--W ell up in the general routine of the Nursery andFlorists Business, Wreaths, Crosses, Bouquets &e Sevenyears good character from present employer. Good Salesman

lotalaostainer.-H..S. P., Gardeners' C'/ironirfe Office 41 Wel-lington Street, Strand, W.C.
>-';.". "ei

'yO NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.—
-L Advertiser with six years' horticultural experience, seeks
a situation in a good business house. Wages not an obiect —
.1. MACFARL.ANE. Burton. Westmoreland.

^

A ^^^f^.'^'^^NT.-Age 22
; six years' experience.

-ri, n- , ;?, "", ?""''• *"'""*' ""'' Nursery Stock.-J. H„
1 he Birches, Wordsley, Stourbridge.

JTSTATE, or good NURSERY.-Useful Man
tZ.^

;"."
r.'^^'P''°,i^'l'«' '',?.'"'i°e' Glazing. Pipe-fitting,

Rookery, Rustic Work in Wood, Cork, or Cement &c -1
CAKTWRIGHT, 30, Elgin Terrace, MaidA ^'ale. W .

'

JJANDY MAN, on a Gentleman's Estate, or to
"7 i".",'"

?«?".'" "f »n Estate of Houses.-ThorouRhlv
gocKl. Total abstainer Good references from last places.-l
X. Y. Z., oJ, Whistler Street, Drayton Park, N.

TirOLLOWAYS PILLS. - Depre.ssion of
-iJ. Spirits. Debility.-Some defect in digestion is generally
the cause of mental depression. On rectifving disordered
stomach the long list of gloomy thoughts ret'ire.s. and is suc-
ceeded by more hopeful and more happy feelings. Hollowav's
IMls have been renowned far and wide for effecting desirablechange without inconveniencing the morbidly sensitive or
delicite organism. They remove all obstruct ions, regulate all
secretions, and correct depraved humours by pnrifviue the
blood and invigorating the stomach. Their medicina'l virtues
reach, relieve, and stimulate every organand gland in the body,
whereby tlie entire system is renovated. No medicine ever
before discovered acts so beneficially upon the blood and
circulation as HoUoway's celebrated Pills.
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HOS. W. ROBINS
Denuis Park Ironworks, Stourbridge.

N,

4-in.Espan-^ioii Joint llut-uutt-r i'lpes, y fi-rt loii-;. 4s-. 'M. eat'li
;

4-in. Socket Hot-water Pipes, V) ftft long, 4.i. 6rf. each.

Illustrated revised price List on application, free.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS,
GLASS BEHS. &c.BOCHEZ-VANDER ELST,
Charleroi, Belpium.

Agents : H. PUCKEKTandCO,. UO, Cannon St. .London, E.C.

GROMPTON

& FAWKES,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS,

CHELMSFORD.

NEW BOOK of Photo-Litho-
graphed Sketches of Winter Gar-
dens, Ranges of Hothou&es, Viner-
ies, Architeotural Conservatoriep,
&e., of various Designs and Size?,

recently constructed, erected, fitted,

and heated complete by us in differ-

ent parts of the country ; with par-

ticulars of tl.e most successful Hol-
water Heating Apparatus of the
century. Post-free on application.

THE SPHINCTER CRIP ARMOURED HOSE COMPANY. Limited, >
63, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C.

GARDEN HOSE. GARDEN HOSE. GARDEN HOSE.
Unequalled for Durabilt?, Flexibility, and Lightness. Practically Indestructible. Will wear out ten

ordinary Hoses, and wltustand unlimited pressure.

IT CANNOT KINK OJt COLLAPSE. JN VNIi'KR.SAL DKMANIi. liAPIDLV MEPLACLNG ALL OTHEli HOflES.

A Company, as above, haying been formed to work the SPHINCTER GRIP ARMOURED HOSE PATENTS, this Hose is now ottered to
the public at the umiermentioni'd uniirecedentedly low prices.

PRICE LIST.
BEST QUALITY RED OR BLACK RUBBER.

Hand-made from best Para Rubber only ; no injurious compositions
o adulteration.

Armoured by the Sphincter Grip Patent process, with Spring Steel

Galvanised Wire,
i-inch. |-inch. ^-inch. f-inch. 1-inch in diam.

8rf. H*(/. \s. li(/. l5. 4rf. Is. erf. per foot.

Larger sizes on application.

PRICE LIST.
HOSE FITTINGS.

J-in.

Hose Screws, per pair ... ... ... ... 3/-

Branch Pipe.withTap.Jet.andRosecoraplete 5/6

High-pressure Screw-down Tap for Iron or (^ .

,

Head Pipe |

''"

If Screwed Nose, extra -/9

3/6

V-
6,'6

l/.T

j-in. |-in.

4/- 4/6

9/- 10/6

8/- -
2/-

Fittings made to any gauge without extra charge.

1-in.

6/-

12/-

10/-

3/-

o any sauee without extra cliarge.

For cheaper Hose (not recommended) see Price List.

Existing Hosea of any description now in use may be anuoUTed at a small cost, thereby adding considerably to their streoglh and
durability. (Special tariff on application.)

>-, « TTTTOTVr '^''"-' P'^'^''"t^ under which the Sphincter Grip Hose is anuoureil are now the exclusive property of this Company, and the
^»- U J. X.\Jj^ > Public are cautioned apainst purcha-'ing worthless arid spurious imitations, as iufringenuMits will W' promptly prosecuted.

Illustrated and Descript ve Price Lists Free. Garden Engines. Hose Reels, Pumps. Syringes, Hydronettes, Lawn
Fountains. Sprinklers, Tap Unions, Hose Screws, Fittings of every Description.

WATER SUPPLIES.—lieports and Estimates Gratis by E.vperienced Engineers,

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Fbom To

W. RICHARDS,

41, Wbllinoton Strbbt, Strand,

LONDON, W.C.

1888.

Please send me

commencing

The Gaedejsejus' CauujsiuLE"

, for which I enclose P. 0.0

for Montlis,

(^^°* Please Note that all Copies Sent Direct from this Office must be paid for in advance.

THE UNITED KINGDOM : — 12 Months, 15*. ; 6 Months, 7s. &d.; 3 Months, 3s, M,; Post-free,

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS (excepting India and China) :—Including Postage, 17s. &d. for Twelve Months. India and China, 19s. 6d.

Receipts lor less than sir months' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the Post Office, No. 42;^ DRURY LANE, London, to W. RICHARDS.
Cheques should be crossed " DRUMMONV." July 14, 1888.

.aid WtLUxi^o^BDlat^Ve Office' 4^ WlLgt„n7tr;erParfsh''oVst:'paul's, Cov»t Garden, in the said County.-SxTURDxr, July 14, 1888. Agent for Manchester-JoBN H^VWOOD.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Monday Next—Special Sale of Orclilds.

MESSRS. PROTIIEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Auction Rooms.
67 and loi, Cheapside. London, E.G., on MONDAY NEXT.
July 23. at half-past 12 o'Clot-k precisely, by order ot :Mr. F.

Sander, valuable IMPORTED ORCHIDS, including Catt!.\va

Mendelii, a splendid importation, just arrived, nmonj; which ;irt'

some very fine ma.>*se-«, abundantly furnished with healthy
foliage ; C. Mossite, in good condition ; large importation of

C. Bowringiana, in good condition; Aerides Fieldingii. Catt-

leya amethystina. C. citrina, the rare Oncidium pyramense,
O, undulatum, specially selected masses of O. omithoryu-
chum, O. Forbesii. Epidenrlr\im ciliolare, specially tine masses
of Odontoglossum Cervante>i, O. nebulosum, O. maculatuni,
O. Rossii, Saccolahium Blumei majus, S. guttatum, and
Sophronitia granditlora. Also 19 cases of ORCHIDS received

direct for unreserved Sale, including 3 cases of Oncidixim
Inridum, 700 Cattleya intermedia. Leopoldii, and ame-
thystina, &«.'.

On \\f\\ morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday Next.
THE DOWNSIDE COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.

Second Portion.

HIGHLY rvrPORTANT SALE of the whole ot this renowned
Collection, including many plants matchlesa in point of

rarity, and the whole remarkable for culture and condition,
embracing unquestionably the most valuable and extensive
Collection of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS
ever'submitted to Public Competition.

MESSRS. "PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Downside,
Leatherhead (fifteen minutes' walk from the London and South-
western, and Loudon, Brighton, and South Coast Railway
Stitions), on

TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY, and FRIDAY NEXT,
July 24. 25, 2tJ, and 27, 1888,

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day. by order of Wm.
Lee, Esq. (who ia selling the Estate of Downside, and relin-

quishing the cultivation of Orchids), the SECOND PORTION
of this extremely valuable Collection of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
Amongst the plants included in the Second Sale, the follow-

ing may be specially mentioned :
—

Cattleya Trianw General
Gordon

,, ,, Chelsoni

„ ,, Ediiibur-thii

„ ,, tricolor

,, ,, proteus

,, ,, formosa

,, ,, EmiliiB

,, „ Archduchess

,, ,, Orion

„ „ Wallisii
And many others not yet named, with their portraits by
O. Macfarlane, the wliole forming probably the grandest
collection of fine varieties of the Trianae section ever brought
t:)gether, many of tlie plants, moreover, being ot the largest

size.

Cattleya Trianro Leeana
Dodgsoni
Osmani
alba
regina
Normani
Backhousiana
Victoria Regina
magnitica
Archduke

Cypripedium Morganife
„ chloroneurum
„ Schroderse

„ Wallisii

,, tesselatum porphyreum
,, calophyllum
,, Harrisianum superbum
., insigne aureum
,, selligerum majus
,, superciliare

,, cenanthum superbum
., politum
,, Ashburtonia;

,, grande
,, Godefroyse

,, Leeanum superbum
,, Sedeni candidnlum
,, Auguste Regnier

Cattleya calumraata
„ exoniensis

,, labiata (autumn dower-
ing)

„ Skinneri. grand speci-

mens
,, ,, alba

„ Percivaliana. special
varieties

,, „ alba

,. .. grand! flora

„ Mossiae alba

,, „ Southgatei
,, Mendelii, special varie-

ties

„ Germinyana
„ Mardellii

,. Mastersoniae
., Hardyana
,, Luddemanniana brill iar-

tissimu
(

MASDEVALLIA SECTION
comprises a graml and complete collection of Masdevallias,
many of the highest class, and some very rare.

ODONTOGLOSSUM SECTION.
There is a large and very choice collection of the finest
varieties in large plants, true to rame, which have been
grown at Downside for several years, and are models of
successful cultivation.

phal.t:n'opsis section.
Amongst the Phahenop^is are two plants of P. Brymeriana.
and one of the true variety Dayana.

The plants may be viewed any day prior to the Sale, on pre-
sentation of card to view. Catalogues are now ready, and may
b? obtained of Mr. WOOLFORD, the Head Gardener, on the
Premises; and of the Auctioneers and \'aluers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, London, E.G.

Lo-'lia callistoglossa

,, Amesi ma
., Wolstenholmia*
,, anceps Calvertiana

,, ,, Dawson i

,, elegans Turner!

„ purpurata Brysiana
Oncidium omithorrhynchnm

album
Odontoglossum Leeanum
Trichopilla suavis alba
Pachystoma Thomsoni
Bulboph V Hum sarceocephalum
Ma3devallia(theoriginal Bull's

Blood), part of the
plantcertificated, 1873

Vanda Sanderiana
,. s'lavis

,, Denisoniana hebraica
., tricolor Patersoni

., ,, Warnerii

.. ,, Russelliana

,, ., Downside variety
Saccolabium Heathii

,, Harrisoniaiium
Dendrobium nobiln nobilius,

ilie well-known large
plant

,, splendidissiniura grandi-
florum

,, stratiotes

,, Kingianum album
„ Phala?nopsi3

„ Harveyanum
Ctelogyne cristnta alba

,, Lowii
Cvmbidium Parishii

Maxillaria Sanderiana

Orchids in Flower.—Special Sale, July 31.

IVfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MURRIS de-
i'L sire to announce that their NEXT SFECIAL SALE
of ORCHIDS IN FLOWER will take place as above, for whicli
they will be glad to RECEIVE NOTICE OF ENTRIES as
early as possible.

67 and 6S, Cheapside. Ixindon. E.G.

Friday, August 3.—Important to Large Buyers.
Preliminary Notice,

2000 ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDR-T:, Pacho varieties,
compart masses; 300 CATTLEYA SANDERIANA. all in
splendid condition, collected and brought home by Mr,
Schmidtzen, for Sale, without reserve.

MESSES. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL the above by AUCTION, at their

Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C., on
FRIDAY, August .3, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday, August 17.

The remaining portion of the valuable Collection of Established
ORCHIDS, formed by F. A. Philbrick, Esq.. Q.C, of Old-
field, Bicklev.

]\TESSRS. 'PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
-L'X to give notice that they will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 63, Cheapside,
London, E.C., on FRIDAY, August 17.

Further particulars will appear.

Kingston, Surrey.
By order of the Executors of the late Jlr. Thomas Jackson.

niPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE FREEHOLD and LEASE-
HOLD PROPERTIES.
Preliminary Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at

the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, London, E.C., on THURSDAY.
August 30, (first in one lot, and if not thus sold, then in separate
lots), the Valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE known as the Kings-
ton Nursery, Kingston, containing a total area of 2 acres, with
the modern Jetacheil Freehold Residence, 22 Greenhouses and
numerous Outbuild nigs, and the Goodwill of the old-established
Nursery and Seed Hii.-^iiiess, the desirable Freehold House and
Shop in Tliames Street, Kingston, now utilised as a Seed Shop,
with 2 Cottages and Stabling adjoining, also the several Lease-
liold Nurseries known as the Kingston Hill Nursery, containing
an area of 12 acres 3 roods 10 perches, the Nursery in Park Road,
Norbiton, area 10 acres, and the Long Dittoii Nursery, Long
Ditton, area 15 acres roods 13 perches.

T!ie Purchaser or Purchasers will have the option of taking
the Stock in the respective lots at a valuation to be made in the
u^ual way.
May be viewed. Particulars and Plans obtainable at the

Mart ; of G. C. SUKRRARD, Esq., Solicitor, 2(3. Lincoln's Inn
Fields, W.C.; and of the Auctioneers and Surveyors. 67 and (38.

Cheapside, London, E.C.. and Leytonstone.

City of Peterborough.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT PROPERTY.

To Innkeepers, Confectioners, Horticulturists, Florists, Seed
Merchants, and Others.

The Old-established, FULL-LICENSED RESTAURANT, with
large Dining-rooms, Confectioner's. Fruiterer's, and Seed
and Flower Shops, situate in Church Street, Peterborough,
opposite the Curn Exchange, in which a very extensive
business has been carried on for many years past. Copyhold
of the Manor of Peterborough, Fine Small and Certain;
also the extensive FREEHOLD NURSERY' in Eastgate,
with 12 Glas- Houses, Ice House. Stables, with Loft over;
Gig-house, OtHce, and Potting-sheds, and the excellent
newly-erected Brick and Slated RESIDENCE, with Out-
offices at ihe south end thereof; the convenient YARD on
the north ^ide of Eastgate, opposite the Nursery, with the
long range of Sheds and other Buildings standing thereon,
having an area of 1 rood 15 perches, of which 25 perches is

Freehold and the remain I er Copyhold of the Manor of
Peterborough ; and also a FREKHOLD FIELD, containing
3 a. 1 r. p. (more or less), now used as a Nursery-ground.
and having an immediate prospective value as Building
Land. The whole Property is in the occupation of Mr.
John House, or his Trustee.

MR. JOHN FOX will SELL by AUCTION,
by order of the Mortgagees, at the "Angel" Hot>'l,

Peterborough, on SATURDAY, July 28, 1888. at ?. for 4o'Clock
in the afternoon, in lota, subject to such conditions of sale as
will be then produced, and the Trustee under Mr. House's
liquidation will, if desired, concur in the Sale for the purpose
of transferring the Goodwill of the Business to the Purchasers.
A plan of the Esfate may be seen at the oHice of the Auc-

tioneer, Bridge Street, Peterborough; and further informa-
tion may be obtained on application either to him or to Mes'srs.

VERGETTE and BUCKLE, Solicitors. Peterborough; or at my
olficps in Whittlesey. JOHN PEED, Vendor's Solicitor,

Whittlesey. July 2, 1888.

Town Hall, Northampton.
To the Nobility, Gentry. Florists, and Others.

A Collection of 100 VALUABLE ORCHIDS and STO^'E
PLANTS.

MESSRS. MAGQUIRE and TARRY,
favoured with instructions from Mrs. Seymour, of

Norton Hall, will SELL by AUCTION, at the Town Hall,
Northampton, (^\hither they will be removed lor convenience
of sale), on TUESDAY. July 31, an exceedingly valuable
COLLECTION of ORCHIDS including Aerides odoratum,
Brassavolaglauca. Brassia cordata.Calantheveratri folia, Ccelo-
gyne cristata, Cypripedinm insigne, C. longifolium, C. bar-
batum, Cattleya Skinneri, Dendrobium ealceolus. densi-
florum, chrysanthum, thyrsiHorum, speciosa, and nobile

;

Lycaste cruenta nnd Harrisoni ; Oncidium sphacelatum,
tlexuosum, ampliatum, and catifolia ; Odontoglossum
triumphans, cirrosum and Alexandre, Phaius grandifolins,
Vanda tricolor, and many other important varieties. Also
will be sold a few lots o STOVE PLANTS, including Cycas
rcvoluta, Ixora, Anthurium majesticum, &c.
The Sale will commence at 1 o'clock in the Afternoon.

Catalogues, containing full particulars, may be obtained of the
Auctioneers, Northampton.

Wednesday, August 1.

FINE DIPORTATIONS of ODONTUGLOSSUMCRISPUM (be^t
type), O. GRANDE, CHYSIS AUREA, C. BRACTESCENS,
COMPARETTIAS, MASDEVALLLAS, White L.ELIA
ANCEPS. &c., from Messrs. Shuttleworth. Carder & Co.

\/IR. J. 0. STEVENS will SELL the above
-LtX by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C., on WEDNESDAY, August 1.

On view morning; of Sale, and Catalogues hnd.

Thursday, August 2.

Valuable IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, from
Mr. F. Sandpr.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY. August 2.

Further p;irticular-i in next Advertisement.

Hillington Nurseries, New Road. HiUington, near
Uxbridge, Middli'Sf'x.—By ordfr of the .Mort.g:igi'e3.

To Florists, Markkt Gardf.nebs, Growers, and Others.

MESSRS. TAPLIN are favoured with instruc-
tions to SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY, July .30, at

the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, City. E.G., at 1 o'Clock, the
above valuable Old-established NURSERY and POULTRY
FARM, with Two Villas, and about 12,000 feet of Glass, Out-
buildings, Sheds, &c., covering a space of 2^ Acres. Held at a
Low Rent.

Particulars and Orders to ^'iew of C. H. T. WHARTON,
Esq., Solicitor, 31, .John Stre. t, Bedford Row, W.C. ; and the
Auctioneers, 68, St. .Tolin's Wood lload, N.W. ; ai,d Hayes,
Middlesex.

WANTED to HIRE, small NURSERY with
Glass. Advertiser has his own Stock.

State full particulars to ORCHID, Gardeners' Chronicle
Office. 41. Wellington Street. Striind, W.C.

In the Suburbs.— (Fol. 0391.)
Specially recommended.

TO BE SOLD, in consequence of the retire-
ment of the owner, an old-established, thoroughly genuine

and very lucrative NURSERY and FLORIST BUSINESS, nu-
merous Greenhouses, Dwelling-Huuse. Lease 20 years. Reiit£75.
Price about £2000, half of which could remafn. Full par-
ticulars of

Messrs. PROTHFROE AND MORRIS, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C.

Esher and Claremont Park.

TO BE SOLI), CLiVE HOUSE, formanyyears
the residence of the Hon. Mr. Justice Wills, with 5^ or

lu^ Acres, Freehold, on the hill 125 feet above sea level, and
facing Claremont; 3 Attics, 11 Bedrooms, 4 Reception Rooms,
and Offices; beauiful Gardens and Grounds; Outbuildings.

Messrs. LOFTS A>D WARNER, 130, Mount Street, W.; or
:\rFK^rs. DEBENHA.M. TEWSON, FARMER and BRIDGE-
WATER. 80. Chejpside, E.C. ( 12.473.)

''PO BE SOLD, small compact NURSERIES
JL situated at Watford and Eushey

;
good Greenhouses upon

them, heated by hot-water. Near stations, and easy distance
from London. Apply to
Mr. J. H. EVES, House Agent. 120. High Street, Watford.

II^OR DISPOSAL, a FLORIST'S BUSINESS.
—Main Road, opposite Addison Road Station and

Olympia. Long Lease. Stock, Fixtures. Good jobbing con-
nection. Everything, £200.

9. Hammersmith Road. W.

To Florists and Small capitalists
Seeking a pleasant and remunerative occupation.

THE LEASE and GOODWILL of a well-
established BUSINESS, successfully carried on for over

50 years, the present owner retiring. Every investigation

courted in personal application. Price £300. Stock at
valuation.—W. A. CLINtid, Nurseryman and Florist, 18,

Finchley Road, St. John',^ Wund, N.W.

South of England.

LARGE GARDEN, ^0 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and Mneries. £7000 has been spent on the

property. Seven years' lease. Two cottages inclusive. £ir>0

a year. ELDRIDGE. Portsmouth.

Manor Park, E.—Freehold or Lease.

TO BE LET or SOLD, a Double-fronted
HOUSE, containing 8 Rooms, Bath Room, fitted with

hot and cold water, and Scullery ; 3 Greenhouses at back fitted

with hot-water apparatus, and back entrance.

Apply on premises, Avenue House. Third Avenue, Manor
Park, Essex, E. No agents.

^yO LET, a SmallJOBBING and FLORISrS
JL NURSERY, consisting of 4 Houses and several Pits,

excellently situated, in most fashionable part of Leicester. An
advantageous opportunity for an energetic and enterprising

man.—Apply, HARRISON xm> SONS, Royal Midland Seed
Establishment, Leicester.

Durant's Arbour Estate, Ponder's End, Middlesex.
To NI'RSKKYMEN, FLuKISTS, and (tTilKHS.

TO BE LET, on Lease, for 21, GO, or 80 years,
1 to 50 acres of excellent MEADOW LAND, from £8 to

£11 per acre, with the option of the purchase of the freehold

within the first 9 years. No tithe or land tax.

Apply to A. andG. GUn'ER, Land Agents, &c., Ponder's End.
N.B. Several Nurseries established on the estate,

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticul-
TUBAL Market Garden ami Estate Auctioneers and

Valuers, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C. and at Leyton-

stone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register liad on application.

FERNS.—FERNS.—FERNS.—Gonophlebium
subauriculatum.—A fine stock of this elegant Basket

Fern, strong established plants, in 3-inch pot3. My stock of

Ferns is by far the largest in the kingdom, including immense
quantities of all the leading and popular sort^, in various sizes;

also a great number of choice species and varieties. An
inspection is respectfully invited. Prices on application.

H. B. MAY, Dyson's Lane Nursery, Upper Edmonton,
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THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

Have just received large and fine importations

of the following

ORCHIDS:-
CATTLEYA MENDELII.

„ AMETHXSTOGLOSSA,
„ GUTTATA LEOPOLDI,

L.ELIA PURPURATA,
MILTONIA CANDIDA GRANDIFLORA,

„ SPEGTABILIS MORELIANA,
SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA, &o.

Full particulars on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

GARDENIAS.—We never had a finer stock

of thi3 beautiful Greeohouse Shrub. Specimen Plants,

.3 to 4 feet high, from 2.5s. to 50s. each ; half specimens, from

2 to 3 feet. os. to 10.s. each ; smaller plants, good stuff, 30,?.

per dozen. These are the very best sorts. Thig is a fine

opportunity to stock a place with large plants.

E. COLLINS A\n SONS. Cumberland Park Nurseries,

Wil lcsilcn .lunctiou, N.W.

C"
Creepers for walls.—By planting

what is suitable, an ugly object may easily be made
beautiful. Most being in pots, can be sent and put out at any
time. Descriptive LIST and advice Free.—RICHARD SMTTH
AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

VAN MEERBEEK & Co

,

Nurserymen and Flori-ts,

HILLEGOM near HAARLEM,
HOLLAND,

GROWERS O F

DUTCH BULBS.
Goods delivered free to destination in

Great Britain.

&•*)/ iVO PACKIXG CHARGES.
Orders respectfully solicited before September.

•y^STRAWBERRIES A SPECIALTY fy?SNaft

^

;X3_ Select List Free . ®:a^^©'
^ Sample OF Plants 3? (S f r^
.LovEL & Son, Driffield. (5

p L E A R A N C E SALE
\J OF STRONG HE.VLTHY PALMS.
Latania borbouica, Seaforthia elegans, Phcenix reclinata

&c.. 20 to 24 inches high, i6.«. per dozen. Same kinds]
2 ft. (i in. 10 3 ft. high, Zs. to os. each. Handsome Palms
for decoration, 5 ft. 6 in. to 6 ft. high, 705. per pair. Small
Palms, 10 to 12 in. high, 4s. per dozen.

Kentias. from .3.1. to 2l4'. each.
Fine DracDenas. from 2.\-. to 30s. each.

Over oO.OOO Palms to select from.
B. OWEN, The Palm Gardens, Stamford Hill N

A Visit solicited.

G^.UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

— Too well known to require descrip-
tion. Price, 65. per bushel (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or Hd. per
cake ; free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
,^

ages and printed cultural directious

\ enclosed, with ourgignatiireattached.
' WM. CUTBUSH AND SON
/ ('Limited), Nurserymen and Seed

' Mnrchanta. Hii^hgate Nurseries. N.

DEESON'S MANURE. -The Best andJ-» Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular
containing he Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'
Reports. Sold in Hns, l.s., 2s. M., 5s. U., and 10s. 6d. each
or 1 cnl. Bags, sealed. 1.3!. By allSeedsmen, or apply direct toW. H. BKESON, Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

PEAT for ORCHIDS,
AZALEAS, HEATHS, FERNS, RHODODENDRONS, &c.

The Best in the World.
A. .lOIINSON AND CO., 23. Leadenhall Street. London. E.C.,

eonlinue toreceive the highest of teslimonials (unsolicited) from
large Orchid Growers, stating the ORCHID PEAT supplied by
A. J. & Co. is by far the best they have ever used. Samples can be

seen at above address, or forwiirded on application free of charge.

mt immi m i e:qnomical

IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

'Medicated Tobacco Paper"
(READY CUT UP FOR USE),

IC<'diirc<l Price 1.0 per lb,;

SSlbK. «V iipnai'flM—4'ai'ria$;e JPaid.

Parcels for trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.:

2 lbs. 3/4, 41b8.6/8, 6 lbs. 9,9, 8lba.13/-, 10 Ibs.ie/-.

IMPKOVED
Fumigating Pan
Is vastly superior to any other.

Price 6/8 (in iron with heater) each,

or in Copper, 21/-

DICKSOIV'!^ Improred

MTISHROOM SPAWI
MOST SUPERIOR. 5'- PER BUS.

£> Circulars giving all particulars & copies of testi-
Ttuynials, post free on application.

DICKSONS
Royal Nursery ana Seed Establishment,

CHESTER.

CERTAIN SUDDEN DEATH
To all Grubs, Aphis, Lice, Red Spider, Thrip, Mealy

Bug, Caterpillars, dc, &c

PERFECTLY )
^^ ^^® Hands and Skin, but will cure

[ Kingworm in Animals, and all diseases

HARMLESS ) produced by parasites.

Fir Tree OIL
(SOLUBLE) INSECTICIDE
A combination of Ilvdrocaib^)!! Oils, made sfilutil.. in

Water, for destroying' ALL INSECTS & PARASITES
that infest Trees and Plants, whether at the Roots or
on the Folia-^e.

Sold by Seedsmen and Cliemists, ls.6d., 2s.ed., &4s. 6d
;

\ gallon 7s. Gd., 1 jrallon 12s fid., or less in larger qimnfitii's.

A Treatise on FIR TREE OIL as an INSECTICIDE,
its applic.ition to Plan ts and Animals, sent Post free
on receipt of address, by the Manufacturer,

Hughes'
FIRTREE-OIL

SPRAY PUMP
PRICE 25/-

Throws a fine

!>pray 20 ft., and

a jet ZO ft., tri/h

great force.

A sple n (I i d

stilstiiufe for the

Syringefor using

Insecticide, Price

25s. A larger

sise for watering

purposes, 45s.

Carriage Paid.

Glass Houses. MILJQsritO
GREEN& CREAM COLOR SHADING
Convenient, Inexpensivi?— Easily applied— Lasts all the
Summor, and r.in thnn b c casilvwashed ofF. l9., post 1/3,

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Manohester.
WTiolosale: ITooprr & Co. ; Corrv.Soper, Fowi.kr &: Co.;
C. E. OsMAN- Sz Cn.; and from all the London Seed Mer-
chants and "Wliolesale Patent Medicine Houses. NEW
YORK—ROLKER & S0S3. ®

IVTATIVE GUANO.—Price £3 IO5. per ton,
-i-* in bags. Lots under 10 cwt,, 4y. per cwt.
A 1 cwt. sample bag sent, carriage paid, to any Station in

England on receipt of post-office order for r>v.

ExiracU from Twelfth Annual CollectioJi nf Reports ;—
NATURE GUANO for POTATOS, VEUETABLES. VINES,

and FRUIT.—G. Cousins. \VaUon-on-Thamen. " Used for
Potato^. Result: very excellent crop; remarkable size and
good finality. Can highly recommend it."

D. Williams. Head Gardener to the Rt. Hon. Lord Wimborne,
Canford Gardens, Wimborne. " Used for Vines, Peaches,
Strawberries, flowering plants, kitchen garden crops, with
very good results. First clas.s manure for pot Strawberric*."
NATIVE GUANOfor ROSES, &c.~T.St.Clair. Rose grower

by appt. to H.R.H. the Princess of Wales, Strawberry Hill.
" Usedforstandard and dwarf Roses. Result: excellentgrowth,
fine bloom, and perfectly free from blight the whole season."
A.F.Rarron-. Royal irortit-iilturnl Soc, Chi'^wink. "With-

out (liiubt :i vi^rv valii:iM'' miiniirc, ;ind f-a«v of ;i;i|iliration."

Oniors to th-'NATIVE GUANO CO. (Limited), 29, NOW
Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London, E.C., where pamph-
lets of Testimonials may be obtained. Agents Wanted.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBEE REFUSE.

id. per bushel ; 100 for 2.5s. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),
40s. ; 4-bu9hel bags. id. each.

LIGHT BROWN FEBKOUS PEAT, 5s. ^d. per sack ; 6 sackq,
l^.'is. : sacks, id. each.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, Bs. per sack, 5 sacks, 22s. ; sacks,
id. each.

COARSE SILVT:R sand. Is. M. per bushel; 1.5s. per halt
ton : 26s. per ton. in 2-bushel bags, id. e*ach.

YELLdW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. id. per sack.
MANURES. GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, &c. Write tor Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.R.H.S., 21, Goldsmith's Street, Drury
Lane (lately called 17a, Coal Yard), W.C.

GARDEN
~

REQUISITES.
Two Prize Medals.

Quality. THE BEST In me Marliet. (All sacks included.)
PEAT, best brown tibrous ... 6s. per sack, 5 sacks for 22s. 6rf.

PE.AT, best black fibrous ... 4s. 6d. „ 5 sacks for 20s.

PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. 6rf. „ 5 sacks for 3.5s.

LOAM. PREPARED COMPOST ) Is. per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... f (sacks included).
SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. id. per bush.. Us. half-ton, 24s. ton.
RAFFIA FIBRE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb. ; 28 lb., 27s.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., 8s. per sack.
CHUBB'S PERFECT" FER-'l In BAas.
TILIZER (the Best Food for ( . ^ ^
all kinds of Plants, Flowers, fTins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 661b. Icwt.
Fruits. Vegetables, &c. ...} 1/6 3/- ,5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-
VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 6/6 10/6 17/-
RUSSIAN MATS, BAMBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE ot SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, £2 per ton. Extra large Sample Bales, 6s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),

sacks. Is. 3(/. each ; 10 sacks, lis.; 1.5 sacks, 15s.; 20 sacks, 18s.;

30 sacks, 2.5s. ; 40 sacks, yos, ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

L'^s. Limited quantities of G., special quality granulated,
in sacks only. 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

(Bankers. Union Bank of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD. MILWALL, LONDON, E.

g^SfiB^^
Supplied by us to Royal Gardens, Kew, the Crystal Palace, &c
For Destroying Weeds on Carri-oge Drires, Garden Walks,

.Stable Yards, &c. Prices: per gallon, 2s., tin included ; ."i gal-
lons, 1.?. Qd. per gal. ; 10 to 20 gallons, \s, id. per gal., carriage
paid. Special quotation for larger quantities. One gallon makes
26 gallons.

Mr. W. G. Heap, Superintendent of the Crystal Paljice
Ganlens, says:—" We were so satisfied with your Weed Killer
and ita price, that we have used it absolutely. I have every
confidence in recoramending it."

The "Invicta" Insecticide.
For Destroying Mealy-bug. Scale. Thrips, Red Spider, &e.

in tina, l5. and 2s. ; per gallon, li,s\, carriage paid.

The "Invicta" Mildew Destroyer.
An unfailing remedy for Mould and Mildew on Roses, Vines,

fee. In bottles. Is. and 2s., per gal. 7s. 6(f., carriage paid.
Used by Messrs. Veitch Sl Sons, Chelsea, and other Rose Growers.

Solp Prnprii'tors and Afanufnctiirers,

THE AGRI-HORTICULTURAL CHfiMICAL COMPANY,
TOyBHlDGf, KEXT.

Sold bv SEKn,s.\[EN and FLonisTS.

PATENT TUBULAR FLOAVER STANTS
for Artistic Grouping of Cut Flowers, have attracteu

much attention at recent Horticultural Exhibitions.
Manufac.'.ured and Sold by GEORGE SMITH AND CO.,

Commercial Road, Pimlico, S."W. Trade supplied.

KEENHOUSES— GREENHOUSES.—The
cheapest house in the Trade. GREENHOUSES com-

plete from 60.S. All orders orer £5 two coats of paint,
CUCUIIBER FRAMES from 30s. niuatrated price Lists free.

HAYWARD AMD CO., 80, Foxberry Road. Brockley, S.E.

ARDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
Virgin Cork, Rafha. Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work,

Manures, See. Cheapest Prices of

WATSON AND SCULL, 90. Lower Thames Street. London. E.C ,
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GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.

BESULT OP THE ELECTION
at the Annual General Meeting, July Vi, 1868.

Name.
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SEEDLING PLANTS
OF CHOICE

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
WE HAVE MUCH PLEASURE

in offering the following in strong;, healthy, trnns-

planted vonnp stuff, from our superb strains of Choii'e Florlata'

Flowers." Free and Safe by Post at Prices quoted.
per (lo/i'ii.— s. d.

AURIClfLAS, ^Upine. very clioice. strong young plants.

for blooming next season 2 6
CALCEOLARIAS. herbaceouB. splendid strain of beauti-

fuUv spotted and tinged flowers 2 6
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES. from choice named

flowers per 100, 10s. 6rf. 1 6
CARNATIONS, yellow ground varieties

CINERARIA hybrida, from a grand strain, per 100, 10s. 6rf.

,, large flowered, dwarf, very tine, per 100, 17s. 6rf.

HOLLYHOCKS. Chater's sut>erb double. per 100. 16s.

,, Chater's superb double, extra strong plants
PRIMULA sinensis, choicest red or white, per 100, 10s. 6(f.

,, sinensis, splendiil mixed, including nearly 20 superb
varieties per lUO, 10s. Gd.

,, sinensis, splendid mixed, extra strong plants.

per KX), 16s. 2 6

., sinensis alba magnifica, splendid pure white ... 3 6

„ sinensis, Crimson King, magnificent colour ... 3 6

., sinensis, Fern-leaved, choice mixed, per 100, 10s. 6rf. 1 6

„ sinensis, double-flowered, mixed, limited quantity,
6 for 2s. 3 6

PRIMULAS, double, pure white, splendid for furnishing an
abundance of cut bloom throughout the autumn and
winter. Well rooted t^trong young plants from 3-inch

pots, per 100, Aos.
;
per dozen, 6s. ; 3 for Is. 9rf.

3 6
1 6
2 6
2 6
3 6
1 6

1 6

DANIELS BROS.
T O W N C LOSE N r K S E R I E S.

NORWICH.
ROSES IN POTS;
all the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18s. to 36s. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

VANDA LOW! (RENANTHERA).
A couple of beautiful specimens, best variety, to be Sold on

account of want of accommodation.
No. 1.—Height of main stem from top of basket, 1 mfitre

90 ctm., from which are five breaks, making in all a
total of 103 leaves.

No. 2.—Height of main stem from top of basket, 2 metres, from
which are five breaks, making in all a total of seventy-six
leaves. Height of baskets oo centimetres.

Price for the couple on application.

Apply to

"SERRES EXCELSIOR." HAVRE, FRANCE.

TEA ROSES.
GA1;A\\'AY CO. offer 12 of the above, best

named sorts, including MARECHAL NIEL
and NIPIIETOS, in .i-inch pots, for 10s. cash.

CARAWAY CO.,
Durdham Down, Clifton, Bristol.

CYPRIPEDIUM BELLATULUM,
Rrhh. /.

This grand novelty has. on tlowering, at once taken the
foremost place in the genus, and can be seen in flower at the
Clapton Nursery, Fine Plants are offered at

lOs. 6d. each ; Larger. 21s. to 105s, each.
Also a few extra-sized specimens are for sale.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, E.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
The largest, most complete, and profusely

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of FERNS
ever publiahed, containing ovt-r 120 IUustratiou.s. and much
valuable practical information on the cultivation of Ferns, &,c.

\s. 6d. pH>t-free. Smaller Catalogue of over 1300 species and
varieties free on application.

WEBBS' SEEDS
rrom Mr. F. HaBRISON, Gar-

dener to the Right Hon. the Earl

of Derby : — " Webbs' Emperor

Cabbage was grown side by side

with four other hinds, and was

considen-d to be the beat of the

lot. If is a grand Cabbage."

"WEBBS' EMPEROR CABBAGE,
6<1. and Is. per p;ii k-l ; la. 6d- P'^r oume.

EARLY NONPAREIL CABIiACK 8d. per ounie.
ENFIELD MARKET CAIIIIACF, 6(1
EARLY RAINHAM CAIiliAUE 8d
BED DITCH or rlCKLING CAnilAaE ... 84

ONION. TerpU^Td.
WEBBS' BED GLOBE TRrPOLI ... ..-. 6d. 1
LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI 6d. 9
GIANT RiK't'A 6d. 1
WHITE LI.SBON 6

Free by Post or Rail.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
anil H.K.II. the Prin.e of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

ORCHIDS A SPECIALTY.
Quantity Immense — Quality fine — Price Moderate.

Inspection invited. 297,300 feet of plassin the Nuri^eries.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.

Of) 0C\0 CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
OV/^V/VV/ finest Double and Single Varieties (some
of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

climbing and bedding, from 125. to 24s. per dozen, strong

plants ; extra strong plants, repotted into 5|-inch pots, 2s. 6a,

each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2s. 6rf. eai-h.

Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

SEASONABLE GOODS.
See the bei-t Catalogue out.

STEPHANOTIS, the freest variety in cultivation, !.;., l5. 6(/.,

2i. 6rf., and fine specimens to 63.5. each.

ALLA.MANDAS, Clerodendrons, Bougainvilleas, Crotons, Gar-

denias, Ixoras, Passifloras—these and many others, Prf., l5.,

and 1.1!. 6f/. each ; larger plants if wanted.
EUPHORBIA JACQUINLEFLORA and POINSETTIAS, 9d.

each, 6s. per dozen.
CALADFUMS in great variety, very cheap, 6s., 95., and 1 '.«.

per dozen. GLOXINIAS, 6s. per dozen.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS in great v;triety, 6s , 9s., and \?s. doz.

TUBEROUS JlEGONIAS, coming in bloom, good plants, \.s.

each, 10s. 61:^. per dozen.

GERANIUMS, single, double, and Ivy-leaf, extra fine large

plants, of lovely varieties, 12s. and 18s. per dozen ; smaller
planta, equally good sorts, for winter bloom, 4s. ptr dozen.

FUCHSIAS, Coleus, Heliotropes, Salvias, Abutilons, und other
soft-wooded plants, in small pots, 2s. 6d. per dozen; in

large pots. 6s. per dozen.
FERNS, best kinds for planting in Ferneries or for ilecoratiou,

in small potf. Is. doz. ; in larger i>ots, 6s, and \is. per doz.

ADIANTlJMCUNEATUM.best for cutting, in smwll plants, ^is.

per doz.. 21s. per luo ; in good pbiiit-*, 6s. and 9s. per doz.

TEA-SCENTED and other choice ROSES, in pots, grand plant?

and finest sorts, either for house decoration or planting in

hed^*, 15s. per dozen.
PRIMULAS, CINERARIAS. CALCEOLAEUS. finest strains,

young plants for growing on, from stores, Is. Gd, per dozen,

9s. per 100.

CYCLAMEN, young plants. 2s. 6rf. per dozen.

ORCHIDS in Variety, for either cool or warm hou'-r, 10.«, .iiid

42s. per dozen.
TABLE PLANTS in variety, 18s., 24s., 30s. per dozer.
BOUV'ARDIAS, young jilantsto ^^ruw for winter, 4s. le dr., en.

PRIMULA ALBA PLENA, the finest for cutting, 9s. per doz.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, planted now in corner of garden,
and moved in autumn, seldom die, 3s. per doz., 25s. per 100.

ROMAN HYACINTHS; will soon arrive, many thousands
already sold, 14s. per 100.

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS, 8s. per 100.

CLEMATIS, 10s. 6rf. perdoz. ; HONEYSUCKLES, JASMINES,
9s. per. doz. ; IVIES, 6s. per doz. The best of aH tim s

now to plant these.

SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWINQ.
See SEED CATALOGUE,

Wallflower. Silene, Myosotin. Canterbury Bells, Sweet Wil-
liams. Arabis. Aubrietia", 3d. and 6rf. per packet. Lettuce,
Onion, Cabbage, Cauliflower, &c.. 6rf. to Is. per ounce.

PLANT LIST Post-free. BULB LIST ready shortly.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERY. SALE, MANCHESTER.

WM. CLIBRAN & SON,
Oldfleld NurserieB. Altrincham;
Stamford NureerleB, Bowdon

;

10 & 12, MARKET STREET. MANCHESTER.

Gardeners' Chronicle
FOR

Next Week, July 2 8,

WILL CONTAIN A

REPORT ON THE CONDITION
or THE

FR U IT C R OPS
FOR 1888.

THE

SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1888.

AN AGRI-HORTICULTURAL
COUXCIJ .

HOME RULE for England, in a somewhat
mild form, is now being discussed, and gradu-

ally acquiring shape, in the House of Commons
and when the Local ( iovernment Bill has been

finally " dressed " for third reading and passed into

law, there will be Local Councils and councillors

enough, it is to be hoped, to satisfy all sorts and
conditions of men—and women. What all this

legislative power, when thoroughly organised and
concentrated, can do, in matters horticultural and
agricultural, is not as yet very evident, but

that much may reasonably be expected goes

almost without saying. Given a well-selected

Minister of Rural Affairs, he and a well-organised

department may do much in the way of

suggestion and otherwise, in conjunction with

Local Councils. That such an organisation is

sadly in request, not a day passes in which evi-

dence is not forthcoming. Concentration of

effort is required in every county, town, and city

in the land ; and scores of weighty " recommen-

dations," by as many Commissions and Commit-

tees of Inquiry, are ready to hand, waiting to be

realised. In these Local Councils all the land

in the country—arable, pasture, orchard, market

garden, woods and forests—will be represented,

together with every commercial interest (railways

and canals included), if not at the first out-

pouring of local wisdom, then later on.

But a great central organisation is required to

keep all sections " in touch ;
" to see that there

is no lagging behind anywhere ; an organisation

eminently characterised by widely extending

views and unfiinohing patriotism, whose every-

day religion is their everyday work, and who
will bo amply satisfied, as their reward, with the

greatest good bestowed on the greatest number.

Such a mighty organisation, wo think, is to be

found in an .\gri-Horticultural Council—a body

made up from the Councils or delegates of the

Royal Agricultural and the Royal Horticultural

Societies and their committees. On this great
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Council every rural element should be repre-

sented and commercial. Jibbing on the part

of the leading horses attached to the various

local " coaches " may surely thus be corrected, and

fair work got from every bearer of a collar.

It is admitted on all hands that agriculture

must be made more and more of a mixed industry

—thit much of the food (grain, fruit, and meat)

now imported could be as well grown at home as

it is in foreign countries—that the millions of

money now placed year by year by us to the

credit of the foreign producer could, or at least

a very large proportion of it could, be retained

in our local banks and homely thrifty "stockings
"

—that much of the over-population of our cities

might be prevented by taking back the labourer

and his family to the land—from demoralising,

filthy city "slums" to health-giving, body-

satisfying, rural occupation — possibly much

of the flood of emigration stayed, and that the

education of children at home (at the expense of

the ratepayers) for the special benefit of dwellers

in other lands might cease.

Work for such a Grand Council ? There are

years full of hard work before it, under the

guidance of a far-seeing secretary. One subject

for consideration would be the action of the

existing Land Laws on rural industries in

general. A recently issued Parliamentary Return

furnishes us with some interesting figures rela-

tive to unoccupied arable laud and land capable

of cultivation. The return is made up to June i,

18S7, and, smnmarised, the figures show a total

of 212 unoccupied arable farms in England, of

20,989 acres ; in Wales, twelve farms, of 132c)

acres ; unoccupied detached plots of laud (ex-

ceeding 5 acres) capable of cultivation, foot up

at 133 in number, of 2969 acres collectively ;
or

a grand total of 25,284 acres !

In contrast with this brief note of " vacant

plots " and " farms to let," it may be of interest to

summarise the return of " acreage of small fruit

(such as Gooseberries, Currants, &c.) growing

between trees in orchards, as returned upon June

4, 1887, in each county of Great Britain, in the

Isle of Man, and the Channel Islands." The total

acreage for England is given as 17,153, for

Wales at 71, for Scotland at 1252 ; or, for Great

Britain, of 18.476 acres. To this is added 71 for

the Isle of Man, 56 for Jersey, and 9 for

Guernsey, &o.

Ileverting to the " unoccupied land " return,

some of the remarks made by the Editor of the

valuable document quoted from, may be cited

with advantage. lie says :

—

" The broad f;ict shown in the return for 18.87 of

a diminution of 48,533 acres, as compared with that

obtained in 1881 in uncultivated land in England

and Wales, appears at first glance irrecoucilable

with the undoubtedly iutensilieJ depression in agri-

culture which is generally believed to exist at pre-

sent in a more acute form than has been known

within recent years. There is, perhaps, a slight

tendency to exaggerate the extent of land out of

cultivation ; but, assuming that the principle of in-

cluding only such land as was actually uncultivated

was closely adhered to in 1881, and as carefully con-

sidered by the returning officers of that date as it

has been tliis year, the facts remain, and the solution

must be loolied for in the circumstances attending

e.ach of the two periods ia question. The replies to a

memorandum addressed to collectors, calling their

attention tu the results shown, and requesting that

the accuracy of their returns of 1S87 might be

further investigated, appear to leave no doubt on

this point, for in those counties where the acreage of

unoccupied laud now shown is less than in 1881

the figures given in 1887 have, so far as it was

possible to test them, been fouud correct, while there

appears to be no reason to suppose that those of

1881 were otherwise. It is suggested in the expla-

nations of some of the officers that in 1881 the

existing depression in the farming industry was less

felt, and that landlords had not then resolved upon

reducing rents or taking farms into their own hands

for cultivation, notwithstanding the number of liold-

ings which had become vacant immediately prior to

the date of the return in 1881 ; and that many such

farms were for a time allowed to run waste owing to

owners being reluctant, probably from regarding the

depression as temporary merely, to re-let them at

reduced rentals, and unwilling themselves to occupy

and cultivate them. Owners of land are now, it is

mentioned, either partially or completely cultivating

land which is at present untenanted, or they have felt

compelled to make very material reductions in rents,

and, as a consequence of these altered conditions,

the quantity of unoccupied land, which in very many
cases has been re-let at a merely nominal rental, or

sometimes on payment of the tithes only, has actually

decreased."

AVe extract the following "averages of a

certain series of years," from an extended return

of the " proportional value per head of the popu-

lation of the several principal kinds of agri-

cultural food products, comprising corn, flour,

meal, fruit, vegetables, sugar, live and dead
meat and other provisions imported into the

United Kingdom from foreign countries and

British possessions in each year from 1866 to

1886 (inclusive)." Total Xo. 1, represents " far-

inaceous substances ;" No. 2, " other \'egetable

produce ;" No. 3, "live and dead meat ;" and No.

4, " other animal produce "
:

—

Yearly Average.'!,

New or Noteworthy Plants.

Years.
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THE SEED TRADE.
Which is the Earliest Pka ? liouND-SEEDED

Varieties.—At their new trial Rrouuds, Springiield,

Chelmsford, Messrs. Hurst & Son, of 152, Hounds-

ditch, have endeavoured to answer this question.

The lease of their Croydon ground having run out,

this enterprising firm thought it wise to go farther

atield, and they have secured some good land for the

purpose at Chelmsford, by the side of the Great

Eastern Kaihvay. It is a stronger and more holding

land than the lighter soil at Croydon, and in course

of time, when it, becomes better tilled, it will grow

vegetables to perfection. Already the crops of Peas,

Lettuces, Onions, Cabbages, Beans, &c., together

with innumerable samples of flower-seeds, can be

seen to the best advantage.

But which is the Earliest P ea ? I think that a

thoroughly good stock of Dillestone's Early Prolific,

which is but a selection from the old Sangster's

No. 1, still holds its own in the race for earliest,

tliough it may be met with here under several dif-

ferent names. A good selection of this type possesses

two advantages—it is both early and hardy—and if

the cooked Peas lack the liner quality of some of the

second early types, yet it is something to have Peas

early, and we are not so particular as to quality early

in the season : the fact that they are young fresh

Peas, and can be had early, leads us to overlook fail-

ings in quality ; when we get on to the second earlies

we can afibrd to be more exacting on this point.

What is known as the Extra Early of the Ameri-

cans, and the Improved Sangster's No. 1 of Hurst &
Son (a very fine and true stock, indeed), appear to be

one of our very best early Peas. Of the round-seeded

t/pe there were eighteen rows of the latter—as level,

uniform, and true as a set of ninepins. Sangster's

No. 1 is a Pea that requires constant and persistent

selection to keep if thoroughly uniform and good.

What was growing here as Carter's Lightning is repre-

sented by a tall stock of Sangster's^No. 1—much taller

than the improved type, and decidedly later.

Emerald Gem is a good selected stock of the old

Danecroft Kival, a good hardy variety, and, when
growing, identical in appearance with Sangster's

No. 1, only that the foliage, pods, and Peas are green.

But there are some who think it distinct from

Sangster's in all respects. After all, I suppose that

Laxton's William I. remains the most useful of all

that Mr. Laxton has raised : its long curved, well-

filled green pods, with a pleasing bloom upon them,

are decidedly attractive, and while of acceptable table

quality, it is also useful for early exhibitions. But it

is a variety that seems to show a tendency to run

back to the old Prizetaker, which was probably

one of its parents, and so a rigid selection is neces-

sary. But of several samples seen here, Hurst's

stock of Improved William I, stood out from all the

rest for high-class quality. It is the practice of the

firm to grow an acre of a very fine selected stock for

seed purposes every year, and the produce is sown for

a business supjdy. It is in this way that a good stock

is kept pure and true. Laxton's Early William
appears to be identical with Improved William I.,

both in the character of the growth and dried seeds.

Vtitch's First Early, blue seeds, Harrison's Eclipse,

Laxton's Earliest of All, Carter's Blue Express, and
Alaska, may, in the general character and similarity,

be set down as blue forms of Sangster's No. I—
but good stocks of it ; there were seventeen rows of

them, and they were all of one type. Kentish

Invicta appears to be the same in all respects, only

that it is a little darker in the foliage.

I think that the old Berks Gem, or in its more
modern form, the Improved Tom Thumb—the latter

being both earlier and better than the old type—to

be a Pea well deserving of culture for early work,

and especially for growing in pots, or sowing in early

warm borders ; it produces good sized pods for so

dwarf a plant, and is a good cropper also. Blue Peter

is of the same cliaracter, but has darker pod and
foliage and larger Peas ; the dry seed being blue in

colour. First Crop Blue is a large blue round-

seeded Pea, a little taller than Tom Thumb, bears

fine pods, and comes in with the first earlies; it is a
capital Pea, well deserving of a much more extended
culture.

In Pride of the Market we get a very robust
growing and free-branching dwarf Pea, about \S
inches in height, and one that will grow very strong
in good ground. It does not come in quite with the
fiirst earlies, but it is an excellent Pea for small

gardens. It has round seed, while its twin brother
Stratagem has wrinkled seed. Early Kenilworth is

a kind of pale-podded William I., taller growing,

and not quite so early ; Scimitar, a desirable variety,

and showing a tendency to run out to a tall type.

As seen here it is decidedly inferior to William I.

So far I have dealt wich the early round-seeded

varieties. The early wrinkled types shall be dealt

with next. B. B. [It is interesting to note that these

results do not agree with those obtained by Messrs.

J. Veitch & Sons, in the case of the same Peas
grown on other soil, and noted in our report of the

meeting of the lioyal Horticultural Society on the

10th inst. Ed.]

ANNUAL LIFTING OF
DAFFODILS.

In your issue of the 7th inst., p. 11, 1 see Mr.

Jenkins refers to some remarks made by me
some time ago at the Horticultural Club on tlie

above subject. Politicians claim allowance for

after-dinner remarks ; I do not know if florists

are allowed the same privilege : if not I think

they ought to be. Further, it would be impossible for

any one leading oft" the debate on any subject at

these meetings to verify all the statements he

makes. He ought to be brief, so that the other

members present may have an opportunity of airing

their opinion on the remarks made. I must
own the statement witii regard to annual lifting

caused a good deal of discussion after the paper was

read. Now for the part that Mr. Jenkins seems to

think is not very explicit, namely, " It will be

found that some varieties require to be lifted every

year," that is, they do not succeed with me if they

remain more than one year in the ground. The
second remark, "while others will remain in the

same spot for a number of years and do well." The
words which follow this remark, " If it were

not for the labour aud expense I would lift

all my varieties every year," meaning that the latter

would even do better if lifted annually than if they

were allowed to remain more than one year in the

ground ; in other words, all varieties are benefited by

annual lifting, although some more than others. I

am well aware that it has not been the custom with

English growers to lift their Daffodils annually

—

but who succeeds by allowing himself to be entirely

guided by custom? Experience has taught me that

neither the flower nor the bulb of those that remain

more than one year in the ground are equal to those

replanted yearly; and if any grower will try the

experiment of replanting part of his stock for a

number of successive years, he will then see the

advantage. Take for example a bulb lifted, say in

the beginning of July, dried, carefully cleaned,

planted by the beginning of August, if examined by

the month of October, when it will be found that the

fibre will be much deeper in the ground, and much
stronger than in the case of those that have not been

lifted ; hence follows a larger flower and abetter bulb

at lifting time. This was clearly visible again this

spring with N. ornatus ; the flowers of tiiose planted

last year early in August were much superior to those

planted in August the year previous. Mr. Burbidge,

in your issue of the 14th inst., p. 35, gives very sound

advice when he says, " The best plan in practice is

to find out the best course to pursue in one's own
soil, and in one's own locality," and this is clearly

demonstrated when he says, N. maximus is the

only one which seems to become stronger with him

if left undisturbed for three or four years. Now,
this is one of the varieties that I always failed with

till I commenced lifting it annually. Now I must

differ from Mr. Burbidge when he says the real

amateur cultivator of bulbs has nothing to do with

the storing of bulbs in any shape or form ; here I

must again say, that the bulb that has been dried and

cleaned will fibre quicker and stronger than a

bulb that has not been taken up and replanted.

What 1 strongly object to is, to divide and clean,

and then lay up in heaps to get perhajfs heated, or

expose them in any form ; it is then they will de-

teriorate—there is no fear of any deterioration when
they are drying. What I recommend is, to dry them,

in trays, and plant the bulbs at once after having been

cleaned ; and if this custom were practised, I have no

doubt whatever that the English grower who forces

for market would find home-grown bulbs suit his

purpose equally as well as those grown in Holland,

Janies Walker, Whitton,

Plant Notes,

DELPHINIUM ZALIL.

This extremely interesting and valuable acfiuieilion

to our hardy perennial plants is now in flower in the

Alpine-house at Kew. It was found by Dr. Aitchison

while travelling with the Afghan Boundary Com-
mission, and seeds were freely distributed under the

name, we believe, of D.hybridum. The leaves some-

what resemble those of our common D, ajacis, but the

plant is most nearly allied to D. ochroleucum. It

produces a fine spikeof 1 to 2 feet in height, sulphury

yellow, with a greenish line down the centre of each

petal, rather small for a Larkspur, to be in great-pro-

fusion. The dried flowers known under the name of

"Isparak" are treated with boiling water and yield

a yellow dye, said to be an important commercial

product. In his notes in the Transactions of the

Linuean Society, Dr. Aitchison says, "This plant

forms a great portion of the herbage of the rolling

downs of the Badghis. In the vicinity of Gueran it

was in great abundance, and when in blossom gave a

wondi-ous golden hue to these pastures. In many
localities in Khorassan—about .3000 feet altitude

—

it is equally common. The flowers are collected

largely for exportation, chiefly to Persia for dyeing

silk with. They are also exported from Herat

through Afghauistan to Northern India, where it is

used both as a dye and for medicinal purposes. D.

CVTISUS EACEMOSUS.

At p. 523 of the last volume I had some notes on

this plant and its allies, which I should now like

to supplement with the following remarks :—I there

pointed out that the plant known in gardens as

Cvtisus racemosus was distinct in certain respects

from any wild specimen I had been able to discover,

but that it seemed identical with Genista bracteo-

lata of Link. There are two figures published of the

latter plant which I then overlooked, namely.

Botanical Eegister, vol. xxvi. (1840), t. 23, and Maund.

Botanic Garden, vol. v., t. 235. The former figure is

unquestionably identical with the Canary Island

species called Genista stenopetala by Webb. Lindley

remarks :
—" The accompanying drawing of this rare

plant was made in June, 1832, from a specimen

communicated by Mr. Young, nurseryman, of Mil-

ford, which was unfortunately lost. It had been

received by him from Mr. Webb, who had gathered

it in Tenerift'e, and sent it home under the name of

Cytisus racemosus. Some years afterwards, upon

showing the figure to Mr. Webb, he recognised it as

the Genista bracteolata of Link, an obscure plant

unknown to De CandoUe." Tlie latter figure, though

with acute leaflets, probably represents the same

species, though it more nearly resembles the Cytisus

r.acemosus of gardens. Its origin is thus stated :

—

" Tlie plant was raised from seed by K. Bevan, Esq.,

near Bury St. Edmunds, undes the name of Cytisus

chrysobotrys, but he is not aware from whence the

seed was obtained." The synonym there cited,

"Genista racemosa, Lindley, Botanical Beffister,

1840, pi. 23," is an error, that plate, as already

shown, being Genista bracteolata, Link. From the

above facts I am now inclined to believe that

Genista stenopetala, Webb, and G. bracteolata. Link,

are identical; and that Cytisus lacemosus, Marnock.
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is from the same source as the Botanical Begister

6gure above cited is clear from the remarlis made

under each. So that Cvtisus racemosus of gar-

dens appears to be derived from the wild Canary

Island plant, its present altered appearance being

due to continued selection of the most compact

forms for cultivation. If this view be the correct

one it would add jet another instance of plants long

cultivated in gardens becoming, by a process of

selection, so different from their wild originals as

to be almost unrecognisable, unless some record of

their history be preserved, i?. A. Bolfe.

ORCHID COLLECTING.
Early in 1887 I was up the Irrawaddj on a collect-

ing tour, but more particularly in search of a certain

Dendrobium which a short time previously had

caused a great sensation at home, plants in flower

having sold for upwards of sixty guineas each—

a

wonderful price for au Indian Orchid, though small

compared with what some South American species

have since realized.

I was staying at a place many miles beyond our

frontier, and had determined to remain a few days, as

the place was teeming with Orchids. My interpreter

succeeded in inducing the head man of the village to

come and see me. When he was informed what my
business was he seemed considerably astonished ; he

could not understand what the white man (the first

he had ever seen) could want with what he termed

"jungle plants." I endeavoured to explain that

they were to be sent across the Kali pani (ocean),

but this was too much for him to take in. I was
either humbugging him, or—what was far worse in his

eyes—a fool. It took us not only an hour's con-

tinuous palavering, but also two or three brass

utensils as presents, before I could propitiate his

highness. At last I produced my book of drawings,

and was careful to first show him the most common
kinds, which I knew were to be had in abundance,

and then gradually led him on to what I more par-

ticularly required, reserving my plate of Dendrobium
till the last. He recognised many of the others I

had shown him, and gave me their vernacular names,

and it was an anxious moment for me when I turned

up ray trump card. Did he know it, or was I again

to be disappointed?—for that unfortunate plate had

been through the hands of perhaps fifty men of his

class without being recognised. My anxiety may be

imagined when I state that we had got as far up the

river as was safe to venture in these days. The
old man looked at it carefully first, shook his head,

then a brilliant idea seemed ,to strike him—had I

ever seen the plant in flower myself? Yes. Was
the plate exactly the right colour ? I looked at it

carefully, and at first replied in the affirmative, but,

on second thought, I recollected that one of the

colours had been rather overdone—a purplish-crim-

son had been given where a deep pink or rosy-crim-

son would have been nearer the mark. This was
explained to my old friend, showing him from another

plate the proper tint. There was no longer any
hesitation, he knew it well, and it was plentiful

enough, and so it had been for the last thirty or forty

miles of my journey. Then .why had none of the

other men recognised it? Simply because the plate

I carried was wrongly coloured. I had wandered
through miles of forest myself, and lived in a miser-

able country boat for upwards of three weeks without

any return simply for this reason ; and so it is with

many of the plates published,

Well, the following morning my old friend returned,

bringing upwards of a hundred plants of the true

Simon Pure. And now to strike a bargain—often
not a very easy matter with natives. Money was of

no use, for at that time* these men did not know its

value. X produced a lot of brass utensils, cloths, and
other articles that I brought for the purpose of

barter, and he set to making his selection from them.
In the midst of this laborious task his eye hap-
pened to fall on an empty beer bottle. Here was a
prize indeed ! I noticed the old man's action, and
knew at once that he really meant business : he

examined it carefully, and seemed satisfied with the

result. Would I give him this in exchange for the

plant ? Oh no, it was far too valuable. Well, what

did I want, then ? Simply another hundred plants

as good as he had already brought. After a slight

demur he consented, starting oft' at once to bring

them in. During his absence several other men
came in from his village ; as soon as they saw the

kind I was most anxious for, and the price for which

their head man had bargained, every man started at

once to collect them. Here was a good thing cer-

tainly ; but where were all the bottles to pay for

them? The first thing to do was to overhaul my
stores. I found I had only thirty-three bottles of

beer left. There was nothing to be done but draw

the corks and empty their contents into the river.

By the following evening every bottle had been bar-

tered away, and still more plants were coming in. I

showed every article that I had brought for the

purpose of trade, but it was of no use—bottles, and

nothing but bottles, would they have. Well, I had

still seven bottles of whiskey left ; there was

nothing to be done but sacrifice the precious

fluid, and make the best bargaining I could.

Here was something new for them, being of white

glass, and of course I dilated on their superiority,

and they evidently thought so. One enterprising

spirit commenced by oflferingSOO plants for a bottle
;

this was quickly followed by 350 and at last came a

plucky offer of 400. Had I stuck out, I might have
got even a better figure, but I knocked the lot down
at the price, and the rest were taken up at the same
rate. This was probably the first public auction ever

held in the kingdom of Ava, now a dependency of

the British Crown.

With the assistance of the natives it did not take

us long to pack all my purchases into the boat, and
being a beautiful moonlight night we started do*vn

the river at once. I cannot say that the voyage was
a very pleasant one. Being a forced adherent to the

Temperance League is anything but agreeable,

especially on a riverteeming with floating animal and
vegetable matter. In due course we arrived in

Rangoon without any mishap, and with probably the

cheapest cargo ever landed. This is how one of the

first shipments of Dendrobium were col-

lected and paid for. I have often been up the same
river since, and landed at the same spot, where my
old friends are glad to greet me—but bottles will not

go down with them now. They know the value of our
silver currency well enough, and can drive as hard a

bargain as any nation I know. Cook's Universal

Tourist Budget, c.v Indian Agriculturist

.

OSTROWSKYA MAGNIFICA.
Db. Kegel did well when he spoke of this as a

wonderful Campanulaceous plant. It was collected

hy Dr. Kegel's adventurous son on the high moun-
tains of Chanat Darwas, in Eastern Bol;hara, and
was described by Dr. Kegel himself in a publication

not likely to be very accessible to the majority of

our readers.* The plant was exhibited by Messrs.
James Veitch & Sons from their nursery at Combe
Wood on Tuesday last week, and constituted the most
striking feature of the remarkable exhibition of the

Koyal Horticultural Societv on that day. It obtained

a First-class Certiticate from the Floral Committee,
but in the case of an entirely new plant of this excel-

lence a Botanical Certificate would surely have been
the more appropriate award. This, however, is a

matter of relatively little consequence. The plant

amply deserved any award.

It is a hardy perennial with tuberous roots. As
shown the stem is about 3 feet in height, green,

sprinkled with small red spots, with four-leaved

whorls at intervals. The leaves are glabrous,

rather fleshy, shortly stalked, oblong acute, coarsely

toothed. The inflorescence is cymose, the flowers

* Ostrowskya ma;;nifica, Kegel, nov. genus 6t nov. gpec, in

Descrtpt. Plant. Nov. et Minus Cognitarum, fasc. ii., St. Peters-

burg, 1834; Gijrieu/fora, 188.5. p. 125 and 1887, p. e.'^S ; Haage
& Schmidt. Catalogue, 1887, ic. parod et pe-ssima.

on long stalks, at first pendulous, afterwards nearly

erect ; when fully expanded they measure 5f inches

in diameter. The sepals are linear-lanceolate, with-

out appendages at the base, shorter than the bell-

shaped, pale lilac, eight- lobed corolla, the veins being

of a darker bluish-lilac colour. The eight filaments

are dilated at the base, the style beset with collecting

hairs, and the inferior ovary deeply furrowed.

The plant, despite a paleness of colour in the

flower, is certainly one of the finest herbaceous

plauts ever introduced, and as there can be no doubt

as to its hardihood, and little if any as to its adapt-

ing itself readily to cultivation, it is sure to become
a popular favourite.

NAMED GLOXINIAS.
At Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons' nursery recently I

noted the following new hybrids, which are certainly

improvements on older ones :—Ivanhoe, purple,

white centre, purple spotted—the flowers have a

margin of bluish-white ; The Moor, deep rich purple
;

Kajah, bluish-purple—large, well formed ; Celia,

purple-white, throat, spotted purple ; Jubilee, whitish

ground, spotted purple, with a margin free from spots
;

Cygnet, white, lilac margin, large open mouth ; Vir-

ginalis, the best pure white flowers—very large and of

handsome form ; Delicata, peculiarly feathered red,

margin white, flowers of fine form ; Irma, scarlet,

white throat ; Orestes, well formed flowers, of a

crimson colour, the margin paler; Cordelia, large

flowers, white, very densely spotted ; Comet, bright

crimson-scarlet ; Sunbeam, light scarlet, whitish

throat. The above gives an excellent variety of

colour, and as Gloxinias can be easily propagated a

stock of them is soon got up. The entire leaves or

portions of the leaves inserted in sandy soil will form

roots. The cutting pots should be placed in a warm
house, and to prevent the leaves flagging too much
they are better for being covered with bell-glasses,

to be kept close at first, and when it is seen that the

leaves are established, a small amount of air may be

admitted, gradually increasing the quantity until

the glasses may be removed altogether. The sandy

soil dries rapidly, and care must be taken to keep

it of an uniform degree of moisture, especially

first. Small tubers will form at the base of the

leaves, and as the leaves, or portions of them, decay,

water should be withheld gradually, until they are

quite decayed, when it becomes no longer necessary.

The tubers will keep well in the dried sandy soil,

until it is time to shake them out early or late the

following season, according to the time they are

required to flower ; or a succession may be obtained

by their being potted early or late. They are to be

seen in their best condition during the months of

May and June.

Many persons have an idea that the stronger these

and allied plants can be grown the better it is for

them, and to that end they set the tubers in very

rich soil, whose richness is afterwards supplemented

by doses of manure-water frequently applied ; but

this is certainly an error in culture, and may pro-

mote a disease which causes black streaks to appear

in the leaves that checks growth. They will make a

clean healthy growth in a compost of three-parts

fibrous loam, one of light fibrous peat, one of leaf-

mould, and one of dried cow-manure, adding

sufficient clean, sharp sand to keep the compost

open. Each tuber may be potted separately in a

small pot ; to be repotted again when the plant has

grown sufficiently to fill the space with roots. It

must be well borne in mind that the plants are not

only checked but severely injured if they are allowed

to become too dry at the roots. The leaves suffer

from the attacks of thrips more than those of any

other plant, and generally make their appearance

after the plants have suffered a check. I never

syringe the leaves, and they seldom suflfer from insect

pests when grown in the genial atmosphere of a

medium hothouse. When the plants are well in

flower they may be put into a greenhouse or cool

conservatory, where they will stand for a long time in

good condition. Those who do not care to grow
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named varieties, can obtain seeds and raise their

own plants ; and if the seeds are sown eai'ly in the

j-ear, pretty Bowering plants can be obtained by the

usual time of flowering in summer. They merely

require to be pricked out from the seed-pots or pans

and sliifted as they increase in size. J. Bviujlas.

The Alpine Garden.

PRIMULA AUBICULATA.

A cHAiuiiNG Primrose for the open air, wliere we

have found it perfectly hardy, forming pretty healthy

tufts, and giving no trouble beyond the necessary

occasional watering during hot weather. It was

received from the Continent over a century ago under

the name of P. longifolia, and figured as such in the

Bot. Mag., t. 302. In habit as well as appearance

it bears a great affinity to P. farinosa ; the leaves are,

however, broader, devoid of farina, the flowers, if

anything, larger, and rosy-purple. While P. farinosa

is found rather difficult to keep in the open air,

especially in foggy districts, unless pot culture be re-

sorted to, P. auriculata will be found a true

perennial, steadily increasing, and never failing with

abundance of its charming flower-heads, collected in

ball-like clusters. It ripens seed freely, but they do

not keep long and should be sown as soon as they

are gathered. Native of the Caucasus, flowering

April and May. S.

IIOUSTONIA C(ERULEA ALBA.

Few plants, amongst the dwarfer of the alpines at

least, art'ord so much pleasure to the cultivator as the

one named above. Where a little shade can be

given, either on an east or north exposure, we find

the Houstonia perfectly at home, flowering so pro-

fusely as to injure itself. Indeed, although a native

of the warmer parts of North America, it goes

through our winters uninjured, unless too much
weakened by the cause given above. The type with

bluish flowers is, I believe, in cultivation, but in the

possession of very few growers, so far as I know— it

seems, indeed, to be as scarce as the variety alba is

plentiful. It is just possible that the typical form

changes colour with cultivation in our gardens, and

if this be so it will easily explain its scarcity. Ac-

cording to the Hurtles Kewensis it was introduced to

this country over a century ago by Archibald Men-
sties, and figured in the BoL Mag. of 1707, in

the second volume, t. 370. It may be propagated

either by cuttings or division, the latter being the

quickest, as the divisions form tufty little plants the

following spring, flowering all the summer. D.

Perfection there is a great family resemblance, and

of this most useful kind, producing smooth, solid,

scarlet-coloured fruits, there are some 250 plants

in the collection—a sufficient evidence of the popu-

larity of this particular type. Haw Creen Favourite,

certificated last year, is a variety worthy of note,

being much esteemed at Chiswick.

Horsford's Prelude, another good thing, is an

American introduction, and will be appreciated by

those who like a somewhat small Tomato. It pro-

duces its beautiful deep scarlet fruits in clusters,

sometimes numbering as many as eighteen fruits,

and bearing to within 6 inches of the ground. The
plants are characterised by a stocky and compact

habit. Early Scarlet Tennis Ball is a round Plum-

shaped fruit, which is produced in clusters—a very

free setter; a good sort to cultivate where quantity

is a desideratum. Laxton's Open-air, a good early

variety and a free setter : and that good-all-round

variety, Hathaway s E.KCelsior, also find a place in the

collection. Golden Queen is a very fine yellow-

skinned variety, certificated by the Koyal Horticul-

tural Committee two years ago.

In a lean-to house adjoining is a collection of

about fifty varieties, grown in 12-inch and lO-inch

pots, and containing some of the newer sorts, which

promise well. In this house we noted some capital

examples of the Currant Tomato. What a beautiful

decorative subject, when ripe, with its racemes of

diminutive fruits ! X.

TOMATO S AT CHISWICK.
The old-Kose house in the Royal Horticultural

Society's Garden is this season given up to the cul-

tivation of Tomatos, and will be one of the attrac-

tions of the garden during the latter part of the

season, when the plants will be in full fruiting

state.

We learn that, on the average, the yearly con-
sumption of Tomatos by the Londoner is about

57 lb. 4 oz., that of the Parisian being only

17 lb. 2 oz. ; so that we may justly call this a
popular vegetable in London.

As the collection under notice contains a large

number of varieties, it should be a very interesting

one, and a few notes upon them may prove of service

to our readers. The Rose-house is a light, airy
structure, of about lOJ feet in length by 30 feet in

width, and contains some 4j0 plants, planted out in
four borders—two on each side of the central walk.
The plants are grown with single stems, and trained
to stakes .about G feet in height. The seed was sown
early in March, the planting-out taking place about
the middle of April. Ordinary garden soil is that
used. A capital set of fruit has been obtained, and
the plants are in vigorous health.

Amongst all the sorts bearing the name of

Scotland.

CATUCAKT NURSERIES.

AnocT ten minutes' walk in an easterly direction

from Cathcart Station, on a considerable elevation, lie

the new nurseries of Messrs. Austin & McAslan, nur-

seryman and seedsmen, 16, Buchanan Street, Glas-

gow. These nurseries, in extent about 40 acres, have

been only three years broken in from farm land, and

are already fully stocked with forest and ornamental

trees and shrubs and fruit trees in variety : Rhodo-
dendrons are a specialty. The stocks of every sort

outdoors are in capital health, the soil being good,

and the atmosphere pure. A very commodious
and handsome suite of offices, with dwelling-

houses for the leading servants, and a fine block

of plant-houses and frames, have been erected

within the past twelve months. The houses are

well stocked with stove and greenhouse plants,

florists' flowers and Orchids, the latter chiefly Odon-
toglots, all in excellent health and condition. The
houses themselves are thoroughly substantial, yet

light and elegant in style, models of what plant-

houses should be. A very complete collection of

hybrid greenhouse Rhododendrons occupies a con-

siderable space in one of the houses, and api)ears to

be making ground rapidly in public favour in the

West of Scotland. Altogether there is a pleasing

air of substance and thrift about the whole estab-

lishment that is cheering to note in an old firm in

these days of general change and collapse in the

trade. The career of the firm dates from 1717.

AlKESHEAD.

This, the seat of John Gordon, Esq., is situate

about a quarter of an hour's walk from Cathcart
Station, which is distant about four miles from
Central Station, Glasgow. Lying to the south of the

city, in a rural district, the park, which is of

moderate extent, is furnished with well-grown
plantations and handsome specimens of ornamental
deciduous trees in fine health. Rhododendrons are

a special feature in the kept grounds. They are not
only objects of interest to Mr. Gordon, but are

found to be the best hardy shrubs that can
be planted in the neighbourhood. The collection,

always a good one, has been much increased within
the last seven or eight years. The winters of 1870
and 1880 revealed conclusively in this district that
the whole Laurel tribe, and most other evergreens,

were not proof against such arctic frosts as occurred

in those seasons. Masses of Laurels of great size

and density were killed at that time, and have been
replaced by masses of Rhododendrons of the best

hybrid sorts. Our visit was made at the time they
were in flower, and amongst the hundreds of plants

blooming abundantly were such brilliant and familiar

sorts as Michael, John, and Mrs. John Waterer,
Lady Eleanor Cathcart, Everestianum, and many
others.

The flower-gardening features include pretty nearly

every style, from the ordinary types of bedding to

carpet-bedding and picturesque beds, the latter being
done with hardy shrubs of contrasting colours and
habit, which have an excellent efi'ect in combination
with the surrounding flower-beds. Hardy plants of

the herbaceous kinds receive a considerable share of

the attention of Mr. Hogg, the intelligent and
cai>able gardener.

In the kitchen garden borders were to be seen

m.i5ses of Orchis foliosa and 0. maculata superba.

2 feet or more in diameter, composed of dozens of

plants throwing up their flowers most vigorouslv.

In a snug corner by the door of one of the houses
was a group composed of Cypripedium pubescens

and C. spectabile, along with Trop.Dolum poly-

phyllum and the rare Lychnis chalcedonica alba.

These already mentioned, along with beds of purple

and old Double White Rockets—both the Scotch
and French forms of the latter being equally well

attended to—will suffice to indicate the opinion of

Mr. Hogg as to wliat really good hardy herbaceous
plants are.

The walls of the kitchen garden are well clothed

with fruit trees. Plums are plentiful, so also are

Cherries, but Apples are scarce, and Pears almost
nil, owing to late frosts. Peaches on the open south
wall are well set, and the trees healthy.

The kitchen -garden contains a long range of

rather old-fashioned lean-to fruit-houses, well

stocked with Vines and Peach trees bearing good
crops. From the centre of this range there extend
two roomy span-roofed modern plant-houses, one of

which is devoted to Ericas of the hard-wooded class,

to Azalea indica, and to New Holland plants now-a-
days so rarely seen, even in large establishments.

Here they are done well, and Mr. Hogg, it may be
remarked, has won many laurels at the shows in the

West of Scotland with this class of plants.

To Orchids there are four or five houses devoted.
The collection is young, but in capital health, and
contains choice species and varieties of all the
popular genera. Some fine forms of Cattleya Mossi;e,

a remarkable variety of Miltonia Roezlii, with an
enormously broad and long lip, almost pure white ;

several well-flowered specimens of Vanda suavis

;

Odontoglossum citrosmum, and several Cypripe-
diums, were the chief of those in flower at the time
of our visit. }F. S.

Caubaoe Competition'.

We learn from the Kelso Mail of July 11

that Messrs. Stuart & Mein, seedsmen, Kelso,

encouraged by the great success attending the
Cabbage Competition which they inaugurated

last year, determined to hold a similar com-
petition this season, and accordingly Friday,

July 6, was the date fi.xed for the exhibition. Last
year, with a view to demonstrating the superiority

of Mein's No. 1 Cabbage as an early variety, the
firm ofl'ered a premium of £5 for the best pair of

hearts grown from seed directly supplied by them,
the date of exhibition being in Mav. On that occa-

sion the prize was won by Mr. D. Inglis, Howick
Hall, Northumberland, with two fine Cabbages
weighing 8| lb. This year a premium of £5 was
again held out, Messrs. Stuart & Mein being de-

sirous of now showing that their Cabbage was also

the best late variety, standing longest without burst-

ing ; and hence the reason for the show being held

much later than last year. As indicating the wide-

spread interest manifested in the comjtetition, it mav
be mentioned that no fewer than ninety-one i>airs of

hearts were sent in from all parts of Great Britain

and Ireland. There was a large consignment from
the Southern and Western Counties of England ;
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Jjincolnshire and Nottinghamshire in the Midlands

also made a good appearance, while Scotch exiiibits

were received from as far north as Forres. Three

lots were also forwarded from Parson's Town, Long-
ford, and Ballymeana in the North of Ireland. The
bulk of the lots sent were well matured and generally

in good condition, and a number of them were

remarkably heavy. The judges were Mr. Waite,

nurseryman, Berwick-on-Tweed, and Mr. Elphick,

of Messrs. Hurst & Son, seed merchants, London.

After going carefully through all the exhibits, they

selected a number of the best specimens, and event-

ually three pairs were set apart, consigned by Mr.

W. II. Divers, Ketton Hall, Stamford, Lincolnshire
;

Mr. James Lockie, Heatherslaw, Coruhill-on-Tweed
;

and .Mr. Feddon, gardener, Scotby, Carlisle. After

considering the respective merits of the lot, the

judges awarded the premium to Jlr. Divers for a

pair of hearts of fine form and quality. Originally

they weighed S\ lb. and G| lb. each, but when
divested of their outer leaves, in which manner they

were judged, they together scaled 9 lb. Mr. Divers,

who enjoys a high reputation as a grower of Cab-

bages (having gained great experience in vegetable

culture while for many years foreman to Mr. Gil-

bert, of Burghley), when forwarding his exhibits,

wrote as follows to Messrs. Stuart & Mein :
—"I

can honestly say your Cabbage is the best early one

I ever met with, and I am acquainted with all the

leading varieties." The hearts shown by Mr. Lockie

and Mr. Feddon were also of a meritorious descrip-

tion, but neither in form, compactness, nor quality,

were they equal to the first pair. Among the

heavier of the Cabbages shown were two sent by

Mr. E. Rilestone, Truro, Cornwall, which weighed

28 lb., and other two pairs scaled 'I'l lb. and 20 lb.

respectively. Such a competition as the one under

notice is singularly fitted to bring forward valuable

data as to the adaptability of the particular variety

of Cabbage represented to the varying climate and

soil of these islands.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

THE CARNATION AND PICOTEE,

The Carnation usually comes into blocm out-of-

doors about the third week in July, but if we may
judge by the appearance of the plants now, it will be

August before we shall have much bloom. Those who
grow plants in pots can place them in a glass-house,

and if well exposed to the light they will be earlier

in bloom. When warm dry weather sets in, and
the colour of the flower begins to show at the mouth
of the calyx, the flowers are likely to be attacked by

thrips—at any rate, those which are in pots—and

that will sometimes spoil them by robbing the colour

of the flower, the flakes and bizarres suflering most.

When the plants are standing in a house fumiga-

tion with tobacco-smoke will destroy the insects,

and there need te no hesitation in adopting this

measure, even when the flowers are fully expanded.

It is needless to say that propagation by layering

is preferable, but any scarce variety may also be

propagated by cuttings—"pipings" as they are

termed by the fanciers. The smaller growths are

the best for this purpose, and those a little distance

up the stems, that cannot be brought down sulliciently

low to be layered. These pipings should be planted

firmly in pots of light sandy soil, and they must also

be covered with bell-glasses, or very close handlights,

to exclude air from them, else they will dry up
instead of rooting. The glasses should be taken off

daily, or at least on alternate days, and the con-

densed moisture removed with a cloth, replacing

them at once.

Seedlings may also be planted out, if the ground
be ready for them, and they are large enough. As
the beds of last year's seedlings come into bloom,

the plants should be examined carefully, and those

flowers which are likely to be valuable marked to be

grown again. It is one of the most interesting

incidents in the life of the florist to watch the

expanding of the blooms on the seedling] plants.

Tliere are always plenty of blanks, even in the

best of seasons, aad prizi^s few; but if care has been

taken in the saving of the seeds, some good and dis-

tinct varieties will certainly be found amongst them.

The Auiucula, &c.

The seeds have mostly been gathered from the

plants that were set aside to save seeds from, and

this week the whole of the plants will be repotted.

Some of the large plants were not repotted last year

until the end of Au;j;usf., and this period we found

was too late. They did not form roots freely, and

as a consequence, the tru'^ses produced the following

spring were not so strong, nor were the flowers so

well developed. It is during the period between

the time of flowering and that of ripening the seeds

that the Auricula aphis m.akes most havoc amongst

roots ; not that it do?s any appreciable harm, but

one cannot think it is good management to leave it

alone. I like to clear it off the roots entirely, and

for that purpose all the soil is shaken off, by working

it off" with one hand, while the plant is held in the

other, and its roots in a pail of water. The roots

are then dipped in sofo-soapy water, and the plant

laid out to dry for an hour, and then dipped in clean

rain-water to remove the soap. If greenfly be found

on the leaves, the whole plant is dipped into the

soapy water. We are careful not to over-pot the

plants at this late period. A plant that we would

unhesitatingly place in a 43 in the spring would now
be more likely to do well in a large 60.

Offsets of last year repotted in May should now have

a shift into larger-sized pots, the last shift of the

season. Those who have s.ived seeds should sow

them at once in pots or pans, placmg them in hand-

lights in a partially shaded place. Seedling plants

should also be potted, so that they may produce

flowering plants for next year.

The plants succeed best at this time of the year

in frames placed in a northern aspect behind a

fence, hedge, or walk. The lights are always removed

night and day, except during heavy rains, or when
such are expected at night. Alpine Auriculas and

the whole of the hardy perennial family re<iuire

much the same treatment at this season, except that

they do well with more exposure. The whole of

our collection of these plants is fully exposed to the

north and east winds, and they do much better in

that way than when sheltered by trees, hedges, or

walls. They are not repotted yet, but will be seen

to as soon as we can find time to attend to them. I

may remark that the Auricula aphis is very partial to

the smaller s,)ecies of alpine I*rimulas, and when it

once gets into a tuft of, say, P. minima it becomes

almost an impossibility to get it out from among
fibrous roots. The alpine Primulas and Auriculas

on elevated parts of the rock garden have succeeded

admirably this year, and have been greatly improved

by a rich surface-dressing where the roots were

exposed. J. Doiujlas.

industry, and, at their request, I have asked for

information relative tliereto from the Consul-General

at the Sandwich Islands, whence, I believe, Candle-

nut oil is exported in large quantities.

The Candle-nut is very largely grown in the

Moluccas and most of the islands of the Indian

Archipelago, Malay Islands, Cochin China, as well

as in Lower Bengal and other parts of India, West
Indies, Mauritius, &c. In countries where the tree

is common the oily kernels are eaten alter being

roasted, the flavour, it is said, being similar to that

of the Walnut or Almond. It has been suggested

that the seeds would form a valuable ingredient in

cattle food if they could be deprived of their purgative

properties. Candle-nuts of the value of £700 were

exported from Taliiti, in 1875, while in 1870 and

1877 the value of the nuts sent to London from

r>evuka, Fiji, amounted to £1502 and £3040

respectively.

ALEURITES MOLUCCANA.
Ix a report on the trade of Tonga, Vice-Consul

Syraouds says I have called the attention of mer-
chants to the very large quantity of Candle-nut trees

that flourish on tiiese islands (Aleurites moluccana),

the fruit of which is allowed to rot on the ground.

Many years ago the German firm of (iodeffroi

exported over 1000 tons of Caudle-nuts in the shell,

but on the arrival of the cargoes in Europe they were

found to be useless, from the fact that the natives had

collected all the nuts under the trees, and thus the

majority were several years old and contained no

kernel.

An analysis of this nut that I have received is as

follows ;—Oil, 1)2 180 per cent.; water, 5-000 do.;

nitrogenous substances, 22'6.3^j do. ; mineral matter,

&c., 10-167 do.

With pro])er management over 200 tons of this

nut could be bought annually from the natives. A
few local traders have interested themselves in this

Book Notice.

Report of Observations on injurious In-

sects. By Eleanor A. (Jrnierod, F.R. Met. Soc ,

&c. London: Simpkin, Marshall & Co., 188S.

The issue of Miss E. A. Ormerod's SepoH

of Observatio7ts on Injttriof/s hisccis and Common

Farm Pesls for the year 1887 has appeared, and

forms a bulky pamphlet of 130 pages. In her

p-.eface Miss (Jrmerod says that the season of 18.'-7

was marked by prolonged heat and drought which

was accompanied" by an unusual amount of presence

of various kinds of crop-insects, and also by unusual

amount of damage from them." A considerable

advance was made during the year in lessening the

amount of insect attack and in increasing the know-

ledge of the habits of the insects and of the methods

of treatment available. These reports have become

so important to market-gardeners and farmers that

their advent each year is looked forward to with

interest by the most intelligent of our growers of

vegetable crops. The subjects treated of in the

present report, by Miss Ormerod, comprise Clover

sickness, caused by eel-wor ms, frit-fly (Oscinis frif

,

E.), on Corn, the Ilessian-fly (Cecidomyia destructor).

To this subject, as might be supposed, a great

deal of consideration is given. Several o ther Corn

pests are fully discussed. The black Currant gall-

mite (Phytoptus ribis) is stated to have been very

troublesome in many localities. As an experiment

in preventing the spread of this pest Miss Ormerod

says;—"It does not appear that this I'hytoptus or

gall-mite attacks red or white Currants ;
therefore

(so far as we know) replacing the destroyed black

Currant bushes with the other kinds would be of

service. Likewise, as this attack spreads to such a

serious extent where black Currant bushes are

grown together in large areas, as in fruit farming, it

might be worth consideration whether growing the

ditl'erent kinds in alternate rows or plots would not

be desirable." The concluding articles in the report

treat of the slug-worm, of Pear and Cherry sawfly,

small Pine sawfly, and Turnip grub.

Vegetables.

CAULIFLOWEU CARTERS DEFIANCE
EXTRA EARLY.

Th.vnks are due to your correspondent ".J. 11." for

referring to late Broccolis (,p. 47). If ".I. H." pos-

sesses the above-named Cauliflower there will be no

gap between the season of Broccolis and that of

Cauliflowers — " J. 11." having cut his la.st heads

of Broccoli on .Tune 21, and I cut my first Cauli-

flower on .June 28. The Cauliflower seed was sown

on February 8, 1888, in boxes placed on the hot-

water pipes of a vinery where the heat was mild, anil

when the plants were sufficiently strong they were

pricked out in other boxes 2 to 3 inches apart, and left

on the ]>ipes for two days longer, so that rooting into
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the fresh soil should take place. They were then

t;iken to a frame where no heat was employed, and

from thence to their place at the foot of a south

wall, but allowing them to remain in the boxes till

the weather was genial enough for planting. I have

now several dozen fit to cut which measure fully

S inches across the flower-heads. G. H, Mt'rtoii.

Cultural Memorandu

STEPHANOTIS FLOEIBUNDA.

Plants of this, the best of all stove climbing plants,

which are growing in 12-inch pots, in a mi.xture of

sound fibry loam and good peat, with a liberal

sprinkling of sharp sand added, the pots standing

on bricks placed flatwise on two bottom-heat pipes

i 1 the centre of a raised bed in a sm.all stove here,

and the shoots trained to a wire trellis about 4 feet

\vide, fl.xed the full length of the house underneath

the apex, yield a bountiful supply of their de-

liciously-scented white flowers every summer and

autumn. They have not been potted for several

years, but the plants are top-dressed once or twice

a week with Beeson's Manure before giving water

;it the roots. In addition to this frequent applica-

tions of weak manure-water are given at the roots

\\eekly during the growing season. The plants so

treated are, at the time 1 write, completely smothered

with large clusters of well-developed flowers. All

jilants having a large spread of foliage and flowers to

support, with the roots rather confined, should have

liberal and frequent supplies of liquid and artificial

manure given at the roots. The same advice is

iipplicable to fruit trees growing in pots, tubs, and

narrow borders. H, W. Ward.

the Argan woods. Another valuable tree is the

"Azar" (Callitris quadrivalvis), which yields a

beautifully grained hard wood of a reddish-brown

colour, much prized in cabinet making, and known

to the ancient Romans as Citron or Thyme wood.

The root of a little plant known as the " Terny
"

(Arisarum vulgare) attbrds a food to the rural popu-

lation in times of famine. It is not very palatable

or wholesome, but is nevertheless life-sustaining.

The acrid juice which the roots contain has to be

got rid of by much washing and trituration ;
and

the edible product is the Truffle, a white variety—

so abundant in years of good rainfall that after

plentiful rains they can be bought for about a penny

a pound ; but these white Truffles, many of which are

as large as good-sized Potatos, are far inferior in

flavour to those of France.

THE VEGETABLE PRODUCTS
OF MOGADOR.

Consul Payton, reporting on the products of

Mogador, refers to the following as special articles

of culture:—Hemp (Cannabis sativa)—which, it is

well known, is largely grown for its narcotic proper-

ties, furnishing " hashish," prepared from the

powdered leaves—has, it seems, received a material

eheck, in consequence of its cultivation and sale, to-

gether with that of Tobacco and opium, being pro-

libited by the Sultan's edict early in 1887. The

principal fruits cultivated are Figs, Dates, Grapes,

Melons, Water Melons, which are grown among the

Maize ; Walnuts, Pomegranates, Lemons, Limes,

I'eaches, Apricots, Plums, Apples, Pears, and

I'rickly Pears (the fruits of the Opuntia), which

form such admirable hedges for small enclosures.

In the neighbourhood of Mogador the cochineal

insect has been cultivated on this same Cactus, but

its production has been on a very small scale, and

w ith the low prices obtained by the cochineal growers

of the neighbouring Canary Islands, may be regarded

rather as an interesting experiment than as a remu-

nerative trade. Of Figs, which are very abundant in

many ]>arts, the preparation is far too rough, the

Figs being simply exposed to the sun on a cloth or

skin, sometimes slightly salted. If properly pressed

and boxed, as in Turkey, they might form an attrac-

tive article of export.

Any account of the vegetable resources of southern

:Morocco would be incomiilete without some mention

of the Argan tree (-\-rgania Sidero.xylon), large

forests of which exist in the province of Haha, and

some iu Shiadma and Sood, but not generally spread-

ing more than about 40 miles inland. It is a hard-

svooded tree, with rough bark, very sharp spines,

small leaves, and a fruit like a large hard yellow

(.Hive, from the kernel of which is expressed an oil

of peculiar flavour in very general use in the dis-

tricts mentioned, both for cooking and lighting pur-

poses, and which is exported coastwise in years of

abundance. The fleshy part of the fruit also yields a

nourishing food to cattle and goats, and to the

uimierous herds of wild boar which roam through

them, but considerable quantities of bedding plants

and hardy herbaceous subjects are employed as

margins to beds and groups of shrubs.

Fruit Register.

STKAWBERRY THE CAPTAIN.

Some fifty years ago Black's Seedling Strawberry

was raised in Aberdeenshire, and imported into the

South, where it was sent out as Black Prince.

During all those years it has been our earliest Straw-

berry until Laxton some six years ago raised and sent

out King of the Earlies and The Captain ;
the latter X

have now no hesit.ation in saying is the best of the three,

and is in every respect a first-class variety, with fine

large fruit, of good flavour and a strong constitution.

Every gardener knows that in a late season like the

present there is often disappointment in the supply

—

the pot plants are over, and the outdoor varieties are

not fit to pick: The Captain, when planted on a

south border, forms, as it were, the connecting link

between the indoor and outdoor supply. I have no

experience of it as a forcing Strawberry, but should

judge it would do well. 'Very often it happens that

Strawberries are nearly as dear in the beginning and

middle of June as early in the season, and I should re-

commend this variety to market growers. J. liimt,

Krul(]C Castle.

A VIEW IN ST. JAMES'S PARK,
LONDON.

[See Sdpplementakv Sheet.]

This now picturesque Park was formerly a swampy

waste, first enclosed and improved by Henry 'Vm.,

and put into its present form and much of it planted

by Loudon about the year 1828. The land, always

flat, was Blade dry by draining the surface-water

into what is called the lake—a view of which is

depicted in our Supplement to this week's number.

The smooth character of most of the surface is not

marred by any misappropriate mounds, and softness

of outline is the prominent character of the scenery

within the boundary of the Park, which is the more

eft'ective by reason of its contrast with the lines of

the public and private buildings all around.

The southern and western side of the lake is much

masked by plantations of trees of moderate height,

chiefly exotic sjieeies of Poplar, Willow, and other

water-loving subjects, and fine specimens of Planes

and common El'm abound, as well as symmetrical

shaped Thorns of large size. These trees, so, valu-

able as living specimens to the botanist .and tree

planter, cannot be said to be in vigorous health—

a state of things due, doubtless, in part to nuliealthy

surroundings.

Owing to the groups of trees being situated on the

western and southern sides of the water, there is

a considerable amount of shadow thrown on the

water, but then there are other stretches of the lake

where the sun has free play, so that the monotony of

a continuously shaded surface is avoided, and a

pleasing contrast alVorded. The lake abounds with

water-fowl, which find quiet nesting places and

haunts in the bomiuets of shrubs and plantations

that run down to the water's edge. Not many

flowers are grown in the Park, in beds set apart for

Plants and Their Culture.

WiNTEK-FLOWERiNa PLANTS.—Thcsc should now

receive encouragement, it being only when this is

given, and a well-matured growth obtained, that the

best results may be looked for. Late struck Libonias

will require close attention, and whether they be

planted out in frames or grown in pots, it is impor-

tant that they should not suffer any check. If it be

intended to pot them again, this should be performed

as soon as the roots fairly occupy the old soil, and

pots from 4 to 7 inches will be found sufficiently

large forthe young stock, putting older plants in other

suitable sizes. For soil use turfy loam, with a small

quantity of peat or leaf soil, and plenty of sharp

sand with some well-decayed and pulverised manure.

After shifting, it will be necess.ary, if the weather be

sunnv, to sliade slightly for a few days, but this

should be discontinued as soon as possible. Cool

frames which can be shut up early in the afternoon

suit them admirably.

Serioograpkis GhkshregUiana and Vc-istropheiJui-

ticia) syjcciosa.-These plants will also succeed during

the summer, under the same treatment as the Libo-

nias, but as they are not quite so hardy, the frame

must have a light and sheltered position, and it is

well if there are means of raising the temperature

during dull, cool weather. To get well furnished

bushy" plants, the shoots must be frequently stoppe.l,

and if the stock of Peristrophe be short, there is ytt

plenty of time to raise good plants before the winter,

provided cuttings are put in now. The rich purple

flowers of this "plant are always very telling when

associated with other winter-flowering subjects but

the plants are rather apt to get infested with thrijis

and red-spider, however, with due attention to

syringing them regularly, these insects may be kept

in check.
Poi)kW«!as.—The present is a good time to put in

cuttings of this plant, and plenty of these can now be

obtained from the old stock plants. In choosing the

cuttings only those which are vigorous should be

taken ; the weak ones are better if left on the old

plants until they have grown large. By so doing

much greater progress will be made than by employ-

ing the small shoots, and moreover successional

plants are valuable in prolonging the flowering

season. Poinsettias strike readily if a genial moist

atmosphere and a mild bottom-heat can be afforded

them • and an ordinary dung bed frame is a very

appropriate place, as the constant humidity arising

from the fermenting materials will, with care in shad-

ing, generally be found sufficient to keep the cuttings

from flagging without having to use much water,

but flagging must iu any case be guarded against,

as it weakens them very much. If the cuttings

are very soft I have sometimes found it of advantage

to immerse them in water for about an hour before

putting them in. This has the efi'ect of making

them stand up better during the operation of potting.

Insert the cuttings singly in small pots with one

good crock for drainage, and use a light sandy com-

post care should be exercised not to bruise the

cuttings. I find less damage from this cause if I

simply fill the pots with the soil loosely, rather

heaped up, so that when pressed down there will

be just enough of it to easily fill the pot. The cut-

tings must be inserted before the soil is pressed

down ; and it is as well to put a pinch of sharp sand iii

the centre of the pot for the base of the cutting to

rest on. When thus put in the whole mass of soil

o-ently presses round the cutting, but not so much so

as to bruise it, and the porositv of the soil is greater

than when a dibber is used. If all go well they will

be rooted in a few weeks, and should then be jiotted.

emjdoying a rich friable compost for the purpose.

Six-inch "pots are a useful size, but size of pot

depends on requirements. After potting, shade

slightly for a few days, gradually discontinuing it

until "they can stand full exposure. An airy

place, with a temper.ature of 60° and 70°, suits best,

for when grown in one that is hot and moist, flabby

leaves are developed, which are difficult to retain on

the plants. In all stages of growth keep them as

near the glass as possible. F. Ross, Fenddl Court.
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The Flower Garden.

Vioi KTS.— The Neapolitans and the Russian varie-

ties that were planted out in prepared borders a few
weeks a;^o for flowering in frames in the winter,

should be examined, cutting off all runners as fast as

they appear, so as to get strong plants for lifting

early in (October. This point is one of much im-
portance where quality as well as quantity of blooms
is required. Stir frequently the surface soil between
tlie plants, keep them free from weeds, and in all cases

where the foliage is not of a satisfactory colour apply
a light dressing of some artificial manure.

Anfin'hinums ami Pcnl&tcinons.—l*ut in cuttings of
all named and any choice unamed varieties that it is

ilesired to perpetuate. For this purpose use a com-
post consisting of finely sifted loam, leaf-mould and
silver-sand, and choose shoots about 3 inches long,

and in a half-ripened state. Remove the bottom
leaves and cut just below a joint. The pots, 4 to

5 inches, should be well drained, and after watering
the cuttings they should be placed in a frame and kept
shaded from bright sunshine till rooted, syringing
overhead, occasionally. Pentstemons may also be pro-
pagated under handlights on a north border. Florists'

varieties of Phlox acuminata may also be treated in

the same manner. After the cuttings are rooted put
the jjotsin a position where they will get plenty of sun
and air, so as to obtain sturdy plants for standing
through the winter.

Siihtrnpical Plants.—Soft-wooded subjects raised
from seed the current season must have the leading
stems tied to stout stakes, Kicinus, Nicotiana, many
of the Solanums, and Cannabis gigantea being
amongst those that will bear no neglect in this

respect. Do not make the ties too tight, and see
that the lower ones are not cutting into the stems.
The last-named species, if planted in groups, will

need a certain amount of thinning out, and the
strongest side shoots stopping occasionally

—

i.e., if

growing in small beds, and the soil is covered with
AUernantheras, Mesembryanthemums, or other very
dwarf plants.

HoUi/hoc/i.^.—Put in cuttings of these, choosing
side shoots with a heel, and not too long. Use
clean jiots, with plenty of drainage and a sandy
compost, containing some finely-sifted leaf-mould

;

press down moderately firmly, insert the cuttings
round the sides of the pots, and place them in
a frame where they can have the assistance of a
gentle bottom-heat; the cuttings must be well
shaded till rooted, after which pot oft" singly and
harden in due course. Care must be taken to avoid
too mucli moisture until it is seen that they have
taken root, for being of a soft nature they soon damp
off in the frames. J. Horscfielil, Heijteshimj.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pe.vchfs K)n> NECTAniNES.—Trees should now be
looked over frequently, and the laterals kept per-
sistently pinched-in on trees bearing full crops.
Give the fruit light and air by fastening the
foliage on one side, and if a few leaves are removed
altogether it will do no harm, provided the trees are
perfectly healthy and will not feel the loss of them.
Trees carrying heavy crops should be assisted by an
occasional sprinkling of guano on the borders just
before rain.

Apricots.—The fruit is now swelling fast, and the
trees should be looked over frequently to see that
none of the fruit gets spoilt by being squeezed against
wall-nails ; at the same time be careful not to expose
them fully to the sun. Apricots ripen better and
the fruit is finer when it is shaded by the foliage.
Syringe the trees two or three times a week to keep
in check insects of all kinds, some of which, notably
woodlice, harbour in the rough b,ark of the stems
and branches. The last-named depredators do a
great amount of mischief to the fruit by gnawing it.

Tliiiininri the Fruits of Apples and Pears.—The
rain, which has fallen heavily in this district, and
generally all over the country, has been of great
assistance in swelling up the fruit, and in cleansing
the trees of insects. Apples and Pears bearing
heavy crops m.ay now be thinned of superfluous
fruits at once, and by so doing increase the size of
the fruits, and also afford the trees a better chance
of bearing the following year. When thinning, the
depredations of birds should be taken into con-
sideration, as likewise the character of the variety,
and it may generally be said that a greater number

of a small variety may be left on a tree than would
be the case were the fruits large. Push on with the
summer pruning.

Layerinij Sfrawiicn-irs.—i Ipportunities have been
afforded lately on wet days to get the pots filled with
soil, so that they will now be in readiness. It is a
recognised fact that layering of the plants in pots is

the more preferable method, and il layered early, so
that the plants get well established before winter
sets in, they bear fairly well the first season. Of
course runners lifted direct tVom the ground with a
little soil attached to the roots and planted make
good plants, but however well they may be attended
to, they will not compare with plants that are layered
in pots. It is a good plan to begin by partly plung-
ing the pots in the ground between the rows, as this
will help to save labour in watering. Select the
strongest runners, and pinch off all growths
beyond the young plants, and then either peg
them to the soil or lay a stone on them to
hold them in position till rooted. After the
requisite number is layered, continually remove the
runners which arise. The forced plants had better be
planted at once, the ground being now in fine con-
dition to receive them, and if the balls are soaked
a few hours previous to jdanting, they will not
require further watering: hut with a view to save
labour, should dry weather set in mulch between
the rows with old Mushroom dung, or such-like
material. The forced plants of Vicomtesse Hericart
de Thury should be accorded a nice warm nook
under a wall—one facing south would be best. They
must be attended to, and well watered during dry
weather, removing the runners as soon as they
appear ; they will then give excellent results in the
autumn, when a dish of Strawberries is a luxury.
A. Ward, Stoke Edith Gardens, Hereford.

Fruits Under Glass.

Teaches.—The early houses from which the fruit

has been cut should receive all the air possible and
the inside borders a good watering every ten or
fourteen days. Where any of the trees have not
done satisfactorily, or have shown signs of decline, the
present is a suitable time to examine the seat of

mischief Choose a cloudy day and cut out a trench
to the depth of the border at about 6 feet from the
stem, then, with a steel fork, proceed to prick out
the soil from amongst the roots, using all possible

Qaution not to damage any of the roots, clearing all

the soil away as the work progresses. It may not be
necessary to disturb the tree entirely, unless the
soil be in a very soured, wet state, and in this case
the whole of it should be removed. The drainage
should be examined and put in order, no trouble
being spared in a matter of this kind, but let the
job be done thoroughly. When everything is ready
for the reception of the new soil place a layer of

turf, grassy side downwards, over the drainage, and
then proceed to fill up with fresh compost.
This should not be of too rich a nature, else

gross growth is apt to be the result. Add a
liberal quantity of charred soil and old mortar to the
compost—the first to promote the development of
fibry roots, the second to aid in building up the
stone of the fruit. Fill up the border to within
8 inches of the desired level, and then proceed to

lay out the roots which have been disturbed in

proper form. Give them a good dusting over with
Vine manure and fine soil (the larger proportion
charred), and when a few inches of the ordinary com-
post have been placed over the roots a good watering
with tepid water should be given. After this has
drained away fill up to the level ; shade the trees

until it can be seen they are making fresh roots,

giving heavy syringings thrice a day.

Sm^cessio?i Houses.^Keep tlie atmosphere cool in

houses where the fruit is ripe. Seethat the border does
not become too dry. or the fruit will not hang so

long as might be wished, but rather water if there

be any danger of it being dry ; maintain a dry warm
atmosphere in houses where the fruit is ripening : and
should the weather be dull and sunless, a little heat
in the hot-water apparatus will promote high flavour

and finish. See that trees in all stages of growth with
crops swelling have sufficient water at the root ; and
if the trees should be old ones, assistance with weak
guano-water should be afforded them. Attend to

the tying in of the requisite amount of young shoots ;

pinch all laterals and strong shoots. Push aside the
foliage from the fruit, so as to give the latter all the
benefit of direct sunlight. JK. M. Baillie, Initon Hoo.

The Kitchen Garden.

CiBBAOEs.—The earliest sowing should be got in
between this date and August VI, the exact time will
vary in different localities, and this can only be
learnt from experience; but when removing to a
fresh place it is well for the gardener to ascertain
the practice of those residing in the district. I find
August 4 about the best time here in the avera''e of
seasons, but as a general rule in late districts the seeds
should be sown earlier, and the warmer ones later. It
is well to make three sowings at intervals of ten days,
and to sow the earliest crop in rows, so that a number
of the best plants may be left to mature without
being removed. I5y this means they are ready to cut
much earlier in the spring, and are not so liable to
run, they not suffering any check by removal. Stuart
& Mein's No. 1 is one of the best of the early
varieties ; it also stands longer without cracking than
some others. Ellam's Early is also yt;ry useful for the
first sowing ; and as a main crop variety Enfield
Market is excellent. Some seeds of Ked Dutcli
should be sown with the second sowing.

French Beans.—A few of these should be sown now
on a border where they can be covered with a frame
in September, thus prolonging the season consider-
ably. Sir Joseph Paxton and Ne Plus Ultra are
good varieties. A few Chelsea Gem Peas may also
be treated in the .same way, and these will prolong
the supply after the other varieties are killed by the
frost. Both the Peas and Beans should be sown in

rows 18 inches apart.

Choii de Biirr/h/ei/, sown as previously mentioned
for the latest crop, will now be ready for planting
out, and although perfectly hardy it is much assisted

by a little extra warmth in February, it should
therefore have a sheltered position in cold districts—
a south border if i)ossible—and be planted in rows
_' feet apart and IS inches in the rows. Thus treated

it will be fit to cut in February and March. It

resembles young Cabbages, with the additional re-

commendation of being much better in flavour.

Wlien lifting the early Potatos enough roots

should be left to come to maturity in order to get
some good tubers for forcing next year, as large sets

make a gi-eat diflerence in this crop, and it is often

impossible to purchase them. I have found Sharpe's
Victor very quick and useful as a first early outside,

but it is not to be compared with the Ashleaf for

quality. If a few old Potatos of the late varieties

arc kept for a time on dry, airy shelves without
growing much they will give a supply of new Potatos
at Christmas, if placed in layers of damp sawdust in

a Mushroom-house early in September.
Herbs of most kinds will now be ready for drying.

They should be cut when in flower and dried gradu-
ally by spreading them out in a cool and shady
position, in order to retain their flavour, and after-

wards tied in bunches and hung up in a similar

position where they will be secure from dust, &c.
More seeds of Endive and some Brown Cos Lettuce

should also be sown. W. H. Diners, Ketlon Halt,

Stamford.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Anthurtttm Scherzerianum vab. Warocqukv-

xuM, Illustration Horticole, June, 1888, t. 51.

Aster alpixds, Gartevjinra. t. 1276.

Ci.EisosTOMA CRAssiFOLtuM, lAndenia, t. 139.

Co:LoriVNE cristata and C. c. vah. Lemoman.\,
LOrchidvphile, July.

CvrRirEDiuM CuRTisiT, Lindcnia, t. 140.

Hakea I.AURIVA, Bulletitio delta S. Societci Tis-

cana d i Orticultura, June, 1888.

Odontoglossuji citrosmum var. Devansayasom,
Lindenia, t. 137.

ODoSTOGt.ossuM Rossi MAJOs, Ucvuc dc VHorticil-

ture Brlge^ July.

Oncidifm Papilio tab. majcs, Lindenia, 1. 138.

Trichopilia Lehmanki, Gartenjlora, t. 127fi (2).

Zepuvranthes GHANDiFLORA, Illustration Horliciil.,

June, 1888, t. 49.

Trade Notice.

We are requested to state that Mr. A. W. Crews,

late manager of the Chad Valley Nurseries, has

commenced business on his own account, at Glou-

cester, in conjunction with Mr. A. C. Cox, late of

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co. 'a nurseries.
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Advertisers are specially requested to note, that,

under no circumstances whatever, can any
particular position in the paper be guaran-
teed for advertisements occupying less space

than an entire column.

STJBSCmBEBS TO
'T'SE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
-^ who ciperience any difficulty in obtaining

their Copies regularly, are particularly requested

to communicate with the Publisher (in cases of
delay in the delivery by post, the cover should be

forwarded with complaint).

H: RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

CARDENEBS' CHRONICLE OFFICE TELEGBAKS.
NOTICE to Correspondents, Advertisers, Sub-

scribers and others. The Registered Address
for foreign and Inland Telegrams is

"GARDCHRON, LONDON."

NOTICE to SUBSCRIBERS and OTHERS.
Post-office Orders and Postal Orders should

be made payable at the Post Office,

No. 42, DRURr LANE.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MEETING.
t Royal Horticultural Society : Scifn-

TUE.SDAY. Jl-lv
24-J

tific, Frnit. and Floral Commit

-

( tees.

SHOWS.
^Carnation and Picotee Society
* {Southern Section), in coniiectioii

TUESDAY. July 2I< with the Royal Horticultural
i Society.
(, Tibalielf

:

THirKSDAY, JlLY 26—Trentham,

SALES.
MOXDAV. T,..,, ^o f Imported Orchids, at Protheroe I'cJlLY -.1^ Morris' Rooms.

/"Second portion o£ tlie Dowonide Col-

Jlly 24< lection of Orchids, on the pre-

J
raises, at Leiitherhead, hy Messrs.

(, Protheroe & Morris (four days).

The heartiest congratulation.s aif
TJie Gardeners' , ±1.1. j c ±\^-

Orphan Fund ""'^ ™ *'"® gardeners of this

country, and the warmest thanks
of the conuunnity are due to the officers and
committee of the Gardeners' ( )rphan Fund, on
the occasion of the iir.st annual meeting held on
Friday last, July 13. Suggested by Mr. Pexxv.
Mr. Clayton, and one or twj other gardeners.

as an appropriate means of celebrating the

Jubilee of IIeh Majesty, the idea was at once
warmly taken up by the great body of gardeners,

and zealously and efficiently worked out by the

committee and the local secretaries.

Where every one who took part may fairly

indulge in some complacency at the happy result

already attained it is not necessary to specify

individuals. The work has been done by the

gardening community for a purpose than which
nothing can be more meritorious, and the best

return they can experience lies in the conscious-

ness of real distress alleviated, real good achieved.

No one, a twelvemonth ago, could have foreseen
how admirably the gardeners would have pulled
together, or could ha\'e dared to hope that at thi'

very first election it was found possible to place
on the list the whole of the available candidates,

ten in number. What this means in the mitigation
of sorrow and the relief of need may be readily
imagined. What this means as an evidence of

co-operation on the part of the gardeners is a

subject of great and hopeful significance.

At the same time the sense of responsibility

entailed nnist needs be deep, but if met in the
same spirit with which it has been incurred, we
do not think any anxiety may be felt in the

future. The gardeners and those connected

with them have but to continue to put out their

collecti\e strength, and success in the futnri'

will grow in proportion to the needs of the casi'.

The report of the committee and the balance-

sheet are probably in the hands of every reader

of this journal, so that it is not necessary to

reprint them here. The iirst annual meeting

was well attended by the gardeners. The Chair-

man of the committee, Mr. G. Deal—to whose

business tact, unlagging industry, and genial

manner, the Institution owes so much—com-

mented on the report, and explained the several

items on each side of the balance-sheet. He
thanked all those who had lent a hand in the

good work—and this may be said to include not

only individuals but all the public bodies and

institutions connected with horticulture, not for-

getting the " Market Men " and the ever-popul.ar

Superintendent of the Iloyal Horticultural So-

ciety's Garden at Chiswick, who has acted as

Honorary Secretary.

Mr. H. Veitou commented on the fact that

the accounts had been audited by a professional

accountant, and expressed his satisfaction that

the expenses of starting the Institution and
making it widely known had been relatively very

small. Needless to say, the report was received

with acclamation.

Some formal business, such as the reorganisa-

tion of the Committee and the appointment of

officers was then transacted, and after some dis-

cussion it was arranged, as we have already .said,

that not only the six selected but all ten of the

candidates were placed on the list. The names
of these fortunate recipients of the gardeners'

bounty are as follows :

—

Emily Mabel Hvde
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times ooti fused, and to separate that plant from the

true iKiroissiflorum, To this group of large indi-

vidual flowered Alliums belong A. macranthum
(IUkeh, Gard. Chron., and Bot, Mag., t. ()789), a

native of the Lachen Valley, in Sikkim Himalaya,

at elevations of l.'j,(X)0 feet above sea-level. This is

a most charming species, with pretty mauve-purple

flowers, perfectly hardy in our bordei's. A. narcis^i-

Horum is a Dauphiny plant, while A. pedemontanuni

is a native of riedmont, with larger and handsomer

coloured flowers.

HORTICUt-TURAL CLUB.—The annual excur-

sion, in which ladies are invited to take part, is

fixed for Wednesday, Jul}' '2o, The members and
tlieir friends will meet in the hrst-class waiting-room

at Charing Cross (S. E. R.) Station, at 10.15 on the

morning of July 25, and will then proceed in a

second-class saloon carriage at 10.32, calling at

Cannon Street at 10.42, to Tunbridge, where brakes

will l)e in readiness to convey them to IJedleaf and
1 lever Castle, returning to Tunbridge for dinner, at

tlie " liose and Crown " Hotel, at G o'clock precisely,

whence tliey can return to London at 7.35. Further

l>articulars may be had from H. Honywooo D'Om-
HUAIN, Secretary, Westwell, Ashford. Kent.

St. SwiTHIN'S Day.—The l.">th of July will

long be remembered as one of the wettest of St.

Switliin's Days on record about London. It rained

fully twelve hours without cessation, and towards
the evening it resolved itself into a perfect down-
pour. Tlie soil was literally soaked, the trees

washed beyond all previous July experience, and the

Apples—what there are—were cleansed by ablutions

f^r in excess of the requirements of the case ; for, to

accord with the water used, the crop should have
been fifty times 'as large. If what is standing does
not become remarkably fine in the autumn it will

not be for lack of moisture at the tree roots. It is

wortliy of note, however, that the trees so far have
not made growth in excess of what was made by this

time last year. If we get a fine warm autumn, not
only should the fruit be fine, but there should be a
wonderful swelling up of fruit spurs for another year.

Funeral Wreaths.—The last number of the
GarfeiiJIura gives a series of illustrations of the
wreatlis forwarded by various illustrious personages

on the occasion of the interment of the Emperor
Fkedekick. For the most part they seem to have
been sufficiently ugly, lacking in taste and refine-

ment. Cfddly enough, a wreath sent by King George
of Tonga seems to have been the least objectionable

of the whole. It consisted of a leaf of a Latania
as a liackgi-ound, on which was placed a bouquet
loosely arranged and surmounted by an imperial

crown. (Jbtrusive ribbons form a prominent feature

cif all the designs.

NANODES MeduS/E.—Mr. J. Cabvill writes:—
" A very fine specimen, with thirty flowers, of this

most peculiar Orchid, is now flowering in Mr.
Brikeseman's collection at Paragon House, Black-
iieath."

Tree Guards in Sheep-runs.—.Mr. Sidney
Ford, of Leonardslee, made at the recent meeting
of the Fruit Conference committee the interesting

statement that the best form of tree-guards in orchards

and fields where sheep fed, was found in loose coats

of stout mesh wire, .3 or 4 feet high, fixed securely yet

loosely round the stems of the trees. Against these

the sheep would rub and the guards would revolve

with the friction, until the animals, soon tired of the

operation. The wire is chea]) and enduring, and
would prove a protection also agains* gi-ound game.

Table Decorations.—The following note,

extracted from the Qii-ccn, may prove serviceable to

some of our readers :
—

" Beautiful have been the

flowers at the dinner parties. Mrs. Pattison showed
what a great eflect could be produced by foliage of

rare kinds, set in silver stands. Alpine Poppies

have found favour with Mrs. Newgate, at Prince's

Gate ; Mrs. liickard.^, in Cavendish Place ; IMrs.

Dimsdale, in Palace Gate ; and with Countess

llosse, at the pretty dinner she gave last Saturday
;

the Duchess of Leinster, the previous day, chose

similar flowers, which were placed in silver bowls,

with the Directoire wreaths, on the table. Mrs.

Gwynne Ilolford had them in silver bowls and
stands. Mrs. Dennistoun placed hers in a notably

handsome gold service, and Mrs. Johnston Foster,

in Chesterfield Street, in silver baskets, with cres-

cents and Directoire wreaths on the cloth. Mrs.

Naylor Leyland carried out the original idea of a

green velvet cloth, with the alpine Poppies upon
them in glasses, and arranged as wreaths—a triumph
of colour. The Countess of Kimberley displayed

them in fine Kose du Barrv vases. Mrs. Dennis-
toun. of Golf'hill, placed the alpine Poppies in a

gold service, giving a posy of Roses to each lady.

The Hon. Mrs. Oliphant had trelliswork baskets of

the Poppies. The Shirley Poppies are, perhaps,

newer. Mrs. Van de Weyer gave a most enjoyable

dinner on Tuesday, and her table decorations were

particularly admired, with these Poppies placed in

gold baskets. Mrs. Phelps also showed them to the

best advantage in baskets, and Mrs. Akers, in Hyde
Park Terrace, enhanced the beauty of a very fine

service of plate with these same Shirley Poppies.

Mrs. Ambroise Ralli had them arranged in in-

numerable devices, and Mrs. Turner in wreaths

and crescents. The June Roses were especially

beautiful. Mrs. Dunsterville displayed blusli

and yellow Roses on her table, in silver baskets

and in wreaths, and no flower makes such

perfect wreaths. Mrs. Siltzer, in Cromwell House,

had yellow shaded Roses, which loaded the air with

sweetness. Lady Constance Gore, in St. George's

Place, had a table of pink and yellow Roses, the

combination which Madame La Valiere loved so

much. Mrs. Whish mixed red and pink, and Mrs.

Henry White, black, red, yellow and pink Roses, the

former being, of course, extremely rare, but adding

mightily to the effect. Miss Monk, at Buckingham
Gate, had red Roses. Mrs. Russell Gole, pink and
yellow Roses. Mrs. Montagu again had another

variety, the finest shaded Roses in silver baskets,

wdiicli were interspersed with wreaths on the cloth.

Mrs. Arthur "Wilson celebrated her silver wedding by

a large dinner party, when each guest received either

a hoiKjiift dc corsar/e or a buttonhole of Devoniensis

Roses, matching the blooms placed on the table in

silver bowls. Mrs. Estcourt started a pretty generous

fashion ; her table was arranged with branches of

Catherine Mermet and Mar-ichal Niel Roses, so that

they might be worn afterwards by the guests. IMrs.

Peebles, on Friday, displayed pale pink and yellow-

Roses ; and Countess Cadogan. on Monday, had
shaded Roses, which were laid on the clotli. Mrs.

Powles intermixed fairy lights with her Roses. All

white flowers are now much used for the decoration

of dinner-tables. Lady Burton had quite a country

rustic bouquet in her amalgamation of Forget-me-

Nots, while Poppies. Marguerites, and other wild

flowers."

Raleigh.—Attention is this week turned to the

memory of a great national event, which we all,

even as children, learned to look back on with pride.

So familiar to us are all the incidents that history

has preserved, that we hardly realise the gap in time

between the I.S15 Waterloo and the 1588 Armada.
Lucas' ideal picture of the " Game of Bowls on the

Hoe " is as fi-esh to us as a sketch from " our

special artist" of .an illustrated paper at Bur-

mah or the Cape, and we almost in the inter-

vals forget what our living friends, wearing V.C.'s.

did in the Crimea. We feel we have given

the last honours in funeral rights to the Elizabethan

heroes in our own lifetime. Happily one part of

the Plymouth programme is the game of bowls

;

for our warriors then were not always leading

troops in Flanders or running little ships against

Spanish galleons in Mexican waters. They had

their periods of rest from fighting, though fighting

then, ashore or afloat, occupied so much time. And
it is pleasant for those of us who enjoy the pleasures

of cultivating trees and flowers to remember how
the peaceful times -times to be reckoned only

in months and weeks—of one of the most
prominent men of Elizabeth's Court were passed.

Rai.kiou, who has been so misrepresented in

history—who has been called an upstart adventurer,

while his family connections on both sides were of

the highest in the country, who had relatives at

C'ourt long before the apocryphal cloak incident-

was, though a warrior who had served abroad, a

fore-thinking colonizer, a courtier, a scholar, and a
statesman. He was also a naturalist, and while the

bunting is still flapping in the Plymouth breezes to

remind us of cannon and sword point, we may turn

to this side of his life with a calm pleasure.

Those who have had the good fortune to wile away
a lazy holiday near Budleigh, on the South Devon
coast, wheie his boyhood was spent, can have no
difficulty in understanding his keen appreciation of

natural beauties. The woods, the flower-decked

banks, the hedgerows, attractive with insect-life,

and the sea-shore, with its many voices, from those

of gentle murmur to angry stor.n, all spoke to him
before he went to Oxford to pass on to his duties as

a man in troublous times. And all through his life

we can trace this influence. Was ever man more
called on to show his many-sidedness than

Ralekui? There have been his equals, but few

his superiors, in this—yet, if it be that we read him
rightly, in his times of repose he enjoyed natural

beauties. His idea of the planting of Sherbourne is

an illustration of it. Even in his account of his

exploration in Guiana, where he was occupied with

tlie care of his men, and noting the course of rivers

and fhe position of hills, he breaks away to speak

of verdant plains and " deer trooping down, as

if called by a keeper," notes the trees he sees,

and s]ieaks of the plants new to him as " enough

to fill ten herbals." So keen was his eye,

that on his second visit to Guiana he noted

the "change in habitat" of plants. We revere

writers like Herodotus and Pacsanias who have told

us what they saw, but Raleigh stands as one of tlie

first who used his pen as an artist would his brush to

give us glimpses of beautiful scenery abroad. Bota-

nists will ever be thankful to his memory for having

sent so accomplished a scholar and naturalist as

Heriot to Virginia

—

Heriot's report stands as the

prototype of reports by naturalists "attached

to expeditions." That Raleigh introduced Tobacco

and the Potato we know is mere fable, but

he will always be remembered as the first English-

man who sent a naturalist abroad to report on the

flora of a country intended to be a colony. May he

have a memorial not only among his comrades-in-

arms, but also in our Imperial Institute as the first

Englishman who with careful foresight thought of

colonisation.

The MUfWMY Pea.—Every year we receive

specimens of a Pea in which the stems are more or

less flattened into a riband-like form, and twisted

spirally. There is a nonsensical story of its having

originally been derived from seeds found in the

wrappings of a mummy. A better designation

is Crown Pea, as, owing to the distortion

of the stem, the flowers and buds are often

collected into a sort of crown at the ends of the

stalks. The case is interesting as showing that a

])articular monstrosity can be reproduced from seed.

A figure of this Pea'was given in our number for

Januarv 11, 187."?, where a full history of the Pea i.s

also to be found.

Liquorice Culture in Russia.—Liquorice
root (Glycyrrhiza glabra), which is now but little

cultivated in this country, the chief supplies coming
to us from Spain and Italy, is said to have become

of late an important article of cultivation in the

neighbourhood of Batoum. A few years ago its

existence was scarcely known or heeded. It is now
grown in great abundance at Liakha, in the district

of Elizavetopol. The quantity exported from this

place in ISS" amounted to 1401) tons, and the average

price on the spot of production is about £2 per ton,

and at the port of Batoum, properly pressed anil

packed, it realises over £6 per ton.
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KOOTING OF LEAF CUTTINGS
OF SANSEVIERA GUINEENSIS.

The accompanying illustration (fig. 7) was taken

tVom some leaf cuttings which were prepared at Kew
with a view to testing them as a means of quickly ob-

taining a stock of any of the species, all of which

are now attracting attention as valuable fibre-

yielding plants. The succulent nature of leaves is

by no means an indication of their being capable of

rooting and producing plants, as anyone who has any

experience in plant-propagation well knows. Theo-
retically we know of no reason why all leaves should

not do this, but practically only a comparative few can

be made to strike root. When the minute anatomy
of the leaf is sutliciently studied, these points may
be made clear. The leaves of the Sanseviera

were cut into lengths of about 2 inches, and planted

with the basal end in sandy soil. In about a

month they developed roots, and soon afterwards they

put forth the long fleshy runner-like stems shown in

the picture. Apparently this stem is an elongated

bud, with scale-like leaves, which ultimately forms a

bud at the apex from which the true leaves are

developed. It might have been expected that the

leaf-buj would have been formed on the cutting

itself. It seems singular that a bit of the leaf of a

plant with the habit of a Sanseviera would, when
treated in tiiis way, form a true stem before it pro-

ceeded to develope leaves.

Home Correspondence.

1^°* Correspondents will greatly oblige hy sending early
intelligence of local events likely to be of interest to

our readers, or of any matters which if: is desirable to

bring under the notice of hortiaitturists.

Photographs or drawings of gardens, or of remarkable
plants, trees, tf't'.. "'"^ (^Iso solicited.

A LARGE LILIUM AURATUIVI.—The Countess of
Dartmouth had presented to her in the spring a
large pot of Liliuni auratum, which, when received,
was about 3 feet high. There were thirty flowering
stems in the pot. There are now 200 open blooms
on the plant, not a few of them measuring 8 inches
across and 1 foot from tip to tip of the petals. A
good many of the stems have eight blooms, while
the others have seven. There are still a few buds to
open. In all there are 220 blooms and buds. How
many bulbs there are in the pot we have no means
of knowing as yet. 7>. P.

BEDDING-OUT COCKSCOMBS.—In a dry warm
season the bedding out of the Cockscomb usually
proves a success, but in a dull, cold, sunless season
such as we are liaving, with the thermometer down
to 37° for a mininum in the middle of July, it is a
miserable failure. Last year we tried for the first

time the Cockscomb as a bedder, and with excellent
results. We only tried one bed, in which there were
over 200 plants; the bed was admired by all wlio
saw it. Some of the combs measured 1 foot in

length, and were correspondingly broad. I had the
idea that a bed of Cockscombs would have a very
stiff appearance, but after the experience of last

year I have altered my opinion, as the fine foliage
the plant took away the stiff appearance of the
comb, and the comb showed itself well above th'^

foliage. My employer was so well satisfied with the
bed that it was resolved to have a bed in close
proximity to the house this year. I had one planted,
but the plants do not grow, and they are damping
off one after the other as fast as possible, and the
few leaves they have made are i)uny. The plants
must be rooted out and the bed replanted with some-
thing else. P. ./. B.

CANTERBURY BELLS.—As border flowers these
are quite unrivalled for effect, as few plants are so
floriferous, and as they grow some 3 feet or more in
height and branch freely, producing bells of such a
large size and so varied in colour, they make a very
fine show. The best and most desirable to grow is

the variety known as C. calycanthema, which has a
salver-like calyx about twice as big as the flower,
and this saucer-shaped base is a fine setting off to
the blooms. Not only are these Canterbury Bells
highly ornamental for border work, where thev grow
reely and are quite hardy, but tht'v are valuable for

pot culture, as by keeping them under glass during

the winter and giving them a little heat in early

spring, they may be brought into flower early, when
they make a grand display in the greenhouse. As
these Cam]3anulas are biennials it is necessary

to sow seed the year before the plants are required,

and the sooner this is done the better so as to get

thera strong, the way to raise the plants being to

sow under the protection of a handlight, or in a pan
of finely sifted soil, and then place a piece of glass

over the top. In either case the handlight or pan
should be shaded and the soil kept damp till the seed

germinates, when full light and air must be given in

order to induce a dwarf sturdy growth. As soon as

the seedlings are large enough to handle, those

intended for borders should be pricked out in good
ground in some nice open spot, and those for the

greenhouse potted in rich soil in small pots to be
shifted on after, or they too may be planted out with

the others, and treated in the same way and lifted

and potted up late in the autumn. J, S.

PROFITABLE TOMATO CULTURE IN POTS.—
A few weeks ago I noticed in a small span-roofed

house at Common Hill, Ilfracombe, a fine example
of Tomato culture in pots, two plants being grown
in each 14-inch ]iot, of which there were about thirty

—fifteen stood closely together in a row close to the
front hot-water pipes on each side, and the plants

were trained each with a single stem up to the rafters,

the shoots and leaves being kept pinched back so as

to allow the full benefit of air and sunshine to reach
the stems and the numerous clusters of fruit. Owing
to Strawberries having been grown on suspended
shelves until early in June the leading shoots of the
Tomato plants had to be kept stopped hard back
until the shelves were taken down, with the result

that 60 lb. of fruit were gathered off the plants up to

that time, and when I saw the plant (June 21)

a like quantity of ripe and ripening fruit could
have been gathered. The leading shoot of each
plant is now being allowed to reach tlie top of
the house, stopping, however, the secondary growths
above each cluster of fruit. Meanwhile a young
shoot is taken up from the base of each plant, the
points bf?ing pinched when about 2 feet high, and
afterwards above each cluster of fruit showing on
the secondary growths, as indicated. The plants arp

kept well supplied at the roots with weak liquid

manure, and an occasional surface-dressing of
Beeson s manure is given before applying water at

the roots. I need hardly say that when the crop of
fruit on the old stems is ripe the latter are cut clean
away, to allow more room for the young plants pro-
ceeding from their bases. Thus grown, provided
there is a good heating apparatus at command, ripe

Tomatos may be secured from the same pot plants

all the year round. The varieties cultivated so suc-
cessfully by Mr. Dadds, the gardener at Common
Hill, are Chiswick Red, Earliest of All, Reading
Perfection, and Main Crop. H. JV. W,

HARDINESS OF CLIVIA MINIATA.—My experience
with Clivia miniata being to my mind somewhat
remarkable, I am desirous of mentioning it, as it may
induce some would-be cultivators of Clivias to take
the plants in hand for window decoration. The
plant noticed was Belgian-grown, and came into my
hands in the early part of last summer in full bloom,
but destitute of all soil at the root. Not having what
most gardeners would regard as "suitable"' soil, it

was put into a carefully-drained pot. the soil employed
being that of tiie back-garden of a house in the
suburbs which certainly, a few years ago, formed part

of a meadow. The plant after a few days of retire-

ment, spent in a shady corner of a room, was
brought into full sunshine at a window facing S.S.E.

It soon apptwrud to take root, and not a single flower
fell from its really magnificent head, which was the
en\Y of my h^ss fortunate neighbours. The roots

were greedy of water all that hot summer, but being
fleshy they are enabled to hold a considerable store

for the use of the leaves, and it was considered good
practice to 1ft tiie soil get tolerably dry before

supplying more water. With a little artificial

manure^I forget whose—the plant made excellent

leaves, which grew with a decided bow of respect
towards the sun, and therefore required a weekly
readjustment by making the plant right-about-face.

There was abundance of sunlight in 1SS7, and I

looked forward with certainty to a good head of
bloom this year, provided the plant did not succumb
to frost, the room being unheated, and I had no
other with so sunny a window. Water was gradually
withheld from September, just enough being afforded

from time to time to prevent the appearance of

shrivelling in the leaves. The thermometer must
have fallen on many occasions during the winter to-

several degrees below 32'^, for Maurandyas, Helio-
tropes, Mesembryanthemums, &c.,were killed by the
frost, but the Clivia bore the low temperature
equally well with Orange trees, Cactus Jenkinsoni,
and Adiantum Capillus-veneris ; and in May last it

bore as fine a head of flowers as that which came on
it from the Belgian nursery. After this experience

I may fairly claim to place the Clivia amongst the

best of our room plants. The foliage is now of a
dark green colour, indicating perfect health, and the

plant should be rewarded by a shift into a larger pot.

The sun-god has been very retiring this season, and
by no means brilliant, at least in London ; and the
crook in the back of my plant is certainly less decided
than in 1S^7—he has " bo'ed," in fact, much less,

so that the right-about-face movement was not so

urgent as last year. M. JV.

BICOLORS IN SCARLET BROMPTON STOCKS.

—

The whitening of the flowers of scarlet Brompton
Stocks to which Mr. Scaden refers, is far from being
uncommon—indeed it is a frequent occurrence.
Sometimes the flowers will show a flaked form of
white and scarlet; sometimes portions will be white
and other portions scarlet. Df course these features

are not largely marked, and are most usually found
in either the latest bloomers or in plants which may
have become partially checked or injured. The
suggestion conveyed by Mr. Scaden, that Brompton
Stocks at Bournemouth are practically perennials,

leads to the inference that that locality must be a

paradise for Stocks. The most remarkable fact

seems to be, that on the same plants some of the
flowers are single and some double. Of such varia-

tion on the same plant I never heard before. A. D.

BARREN STRAWBERRIES AND MILDEW.—Much
has been said and written about barren Strawberries,

but after all there is nothing remarkable in it, as

the barrenness was only brought about by want of

strength or development in the crowns, which weak-
ness and imperfection was caused by the great heat
and drought of last summer and autumn. In soils

that are deep and favourable plants have done well,

and in such districts there seems to have been no-

lack of fruit, but in others, where the land is light

and quickly dries, it is only spongy ones, fresh from
runners, that had sutflcient vigour in them to form?

flower-heads. What has been a great trouble to us
is the mildew, and this we have had both on pot
plants and on those outdoors, not only on the leaves,,

but on the fruit likewise, and it stops the swelling and
almost spoils it for use. In houses we could manage
to mitigate the evil by syringing with water ii>

which sulphur and soft soap had been boiled, but
outdoors little good can be done with this, as it is

almost impossible to wet the whole of the leaves.

Like the barrenness no doubt the season has had much
to do in bringing this mildew about; but I am afraid

it is not so easily got rid of, as the spores remain oa
the foliage or lodge about all the winter. I find

that some sorts are more subject to it than others,

and Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury and Queens are
the worst. The first-named may often be seen with'

it, oa the seeds, when foiced, and it gives a peculiar

bloom to the fruit of the (Queens, which it hardens,
and prevents swelling, unless checked at once. Per-
h.aps some one may know of a remedy against this

troublesome parasite, and if so they will confer a
great benefit by making it public. J. S.

Strawberries here are quite a failure this sea-

son, whereas last season I gathered upwards of a
ton ; this year I shall not be able to gather more
than about 1 cwt. Seeing Mr. House's advertisement
in the Gardeners' Chronicle, inviting all interested in

Strawberry growing to see his " Victory," I paid
him a visit, and must confess I was astonished. He
has them growing in different situations, and both in

and out of pots; and. without exception, the plants
are covered with fruit of all sixes, and the quality

has proved to be excellent. The " berry " evidently
partakes of the good qualities of both its parents,
viz., President'and British Queen. The late runners
planted last year had from six to eight good fruit on
each, and the old plants one hundred or more. I

grow Sir Joseph Faxton. President, Eleanor, and
other leading varieties, but have nothing to equal
Victory in withstanding drought, and for cropping.
J. Toogood, The Gardens, Alivalton Hall, Peterborough.

SMUT ('* BUNT') IN WHEAT.—This latter term
is not in common parlance in Ireland. There are
two kinds, both the production of a parasitic fungus.
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Looking through my Wheat crop to-day, I noticed,

say 1 or 2 per cent, of the heads black or smutty.
Tins is generated by the fungus Ustilago, and as it

will immediately be washed or blown away it is not so

injurious to the quality of the grain, or, subsequently
of the flour, as that produced inside the head later

on, and now not easily discerned. This latter fungus
is" the Uredo—and it is against this primarily the
various preventative dips—those dips, are, I believe,

s ilphide of sodium or potassium—chiefly are used.

I should like, with your permission, to ask as to the
life-history of the spores of these parasitic fungi,

especially the first—When scattered what becomes
of the spores, no Wheat being sown in the same
fields for four or five years ; and no seed scattered

without being first dipped, and then dried out in

plaked lime ? W. J. Murphy, Clonmel. [See Mr. W. (i.

8 nith's Diseases of Field and Garden Crops. (Mac-
millan). Ed.]

BLIND NARCISSUS POETICUS.—There is no
doubt that the blindness of this valuable variety
is this year very general, as shown by recent
•communications on the subject. It is not easy,

however, to trace the cause of this general failure,

and the various opinions advanced do not tend
to smooth over the—to many^serious difficulty.

A market grower near by. whose stock of this has
been five years planted, estimates his loss of buds at
about, 10 per cent. The whole of his stock is

planted in lines between the Apples and Plums in
his orchard ; they rarely, if ever, get manure, and the
soil, though trenched prior to the original planting,
could hardly benefit the bulbs to any great extent,
by reason of the traffic to the trees in the fruit

season. The soil, too, consequent upon the thick
manner in which the trees are planted, must be fairly

full of root-fibre, and this upon a soil naturally light
with a deep gravelly subsoil would not unnaturally
point to a dry and impoverished soil. My friend attri-

butes the blindness to wind frosts. In this 1 cannot
agree, inasmuch as we had no wind frost in this locality
at the time tiiese went blind this year, therefore, we
must look elsewhere for the cause. For myself I had
imagined that the excessive drought of the past year
or two had not allowed the bulbs to properly mature
themselves and this being a late variety strengthened
my belief in this direction for the time. This
theory, however, is also set aside, for, upon examina-
tion at the time, I found mine were exactly like

those decribed at p. 807 by the Kev. G. Wolley Dod
;

the miniature petals forming a rosette within the
scape brown and dead. The flower-stems internally
bore every evidence of health so far as my experience
would admit my judging. I am now under the im-
pression that heat has something to do with this
blindness during the nascent period. I am led to this
-conclusion by the fact of some of the common Pseudo-
Narcissus going blind a year or two since, by an
attempt to force them into flower very early in the
year. Only a few emerged from the soil while in
heat, some of which expanded, but the majority
turned brown. The whole batch were eventually
turned out-of-doors as worthless, and notwithstand-
ing the weather which followed, a great many flowered
at their usual time. The double yellow Daftbdils,
when subjected to much heat in the early part of the
year will also go blind—the blindness in each case
becoming apparent when the buds are in the same
stage

; those that go blind continue erect and never
assume the horizontal turn, which is a sure indication
of proper expansion. Mr. Burbidge gives preference
to annual lifting and a comparatively poor soil, while
the soil in Mr. Dod's garden is apparently what :Mr.

Burbidge would avoid. Our soil and" attendant
circumstances are distinct again, manure being em-
ployed when originally planted, and manure-water
applied twice during the past winter ; the result being
a decided increase in the number of flowers compared
with that of last year. Should this blindness be
traceable to excessive heat, the diihculty will be over-
come' by planting in partial shade where possible, or
of affording some protection when planted in beds.
I have not noticed any sign of the disease till the
stems have attained their full height, as they emerge
from the ground all equally healthy-looking, while
those that fail appear to do 'so quite suddenly and at
one particular stage of their existence. If any
readers of the Gardeners' Chro?iicle have well-flowered
batches of this variety this year, they will confer a
boon to many besides the writer by giving particulars
respecting them. K. Jenkins.

NON-WARRANTY CLAUSE.— I see a notice of the
Scotch meeting against the non-warranty clausp,
reported in the Gardeners' Chronicle of last week,
and I strongly urge that a similar agitation among

retail-seedsmen and market gardeners be com-
menced without delay in England. It is contrary to

the interests of the public generally that any class

should be allowed to set themselves above the law,

as the London wholesale trade and certain of
their provincial brethren are now doing. It is all

very well to say they will meet us in a fair and
liberal spirit in case of error, but hitherto most of

those who have had occasion to complain—myself
included—^have been met with the reply, " We state

on our invoices!we will not hold ourselves responsiblein

case of failure [of the crnp fioin any cause whatever."
The only alternative left to us under the circum-
stances appears to be tobuyourseedsof Scotch.houses
if English ones cannot and will not recommend
[guarantee] their seeds. Marlaf Gardener, Evesham.

BROWNEA GRANDICEPS.—This handsome tree,

alluded to in yournumber for June 16, flowered in the

public gardens here a year ago. The heads of flowers

were bright red, measured 1 foot across, and attracted

thp attention of all horticulturists. Letellicr tj- Son,

Caen.

Fig. 7.—lkaf cutting ov isansevxera guinee.vsis.

1, Portion of leaf inserted as a cutting, showing two young
plants growing out from base, natural size ; 2, 3, 4, \'iew3

of SJinie rutting, ?iIiowiug tlie manner of development of

the young plantg.

THE BERMUDA LILY, LILIUM LONGIFLORUM
HARRISII.^As a window i>lant this has often been
commended in the Gardeners Chronicle ;\i\ii\esi\\y too
much cannot be urged in its favour. I have two potfuls

in my sitting-room windows now expanding into

bloom. The height is about 2 feet, and each stem has
two immense trumpet-shaped flowers of the purest
white, and the scent is most delicious, something like a
combination of Musk and Tea Uose. Those Lilies

were wintered in ^.^inch pots in a cold frame, and
must have often been frozen, and have had no
forcing since, beyond a little guano-water on a few
occasions. Owing to their great substance these
flowers will remain perfect, when shaded from hot
sun, for a montli. W. J. Murphy, Clonmel.

WHAT IS A "HERBACEOUS" PLANT?—After
repeated endeavours to answer this inquiry for

myself, I am led to seek assistance in the matter.
Some years ago I thought that I knew what are

herbaceous plants, but to-day I am compelled to

confess that the matter is much too complicated for

me to attempt to draw the line. In places where
one would least expect to find it— as, for example,
at the recent shows of tiie Uoyal Botanic Society

and the Koyal Horticultural Society at the Inner
Temple — the confusion was heightened beyond
measure by the very subjects which did service

for herbaceous plants. Naturally enough visitors

would imagine when viewing the collections of hardy

plants, that as the schedule provided distinct classes

foralpines and herbaceous plants, they were inspect-
ing the one or the other, and not a mixture of
both, coupled with " foreigners " which had no right
there at all. But while the question may, in

many cases, be a somewhat thorny one to decide,
there are some points which do not require a
moment to decide. When we find our leading hardy
]>Iant nurserymen staging such things as bedding
Tulips, Polyanthuses, bedding Pansies, Myosotis
dissitiflora, Harrison's Musk, Saxifraga pyramidalis.
and tree PiBonies in the middle of May, as repre-
senting herbaceous plants, I think one might fairly

assume, that if all these are admissible, what might
not be included? Surely if tree Piconies are
allowed to figure as herbaceous, what law can dis-

allow the introduction of a few pot Roses, for ex-
ample ?—or of Azalea mollis, or, in fact, of any plant
which is so purely a deciduous slirub, even as are

the tree Piconies ? The word "heibaceous" is de-
fined by Dr. Cooke in his Manual of Botanical Terms
as " producing an annual stem from a perennial
root;" in Dons Gardeners' Bictionnr)j it is given
thus^" a plant, the stem of which perislies annually ;

"

and by Chambers the botanical definition runs thus

—

' having a soft stem that dies to the root annually."
By a comparison of these—all agreeing in the
main—there would not appear much room for

question, if the meaning which it is obviously
intended to convey were only carried out in practice.

But I very much doubt whether such a plant

as Harrison's Musk or Saxifraga pyramidalis could
perform the functions set forth by the authorities I

have cited. The plant of Saxifraga pyramidalis
which flowers this year never flowers again, there-

fore it cannot be regarded as " producing annual
flowering-stems from a perennial root." In this

case offsets are produced, which in course of time
flower and perish likewise. Were I asked to define

this particular plant, I would do so in the words
"perennial alpine." Bedding Tulips are quite in

their proper place, and fulfil the office of " her-

baceous." If a nurseryman were required to supply

one hundred herbaceous jilants. at, say, the low price

of 2-J^., he most assuredly would not include Harri-

son's Musk, common Forget-me-Nots, Polyanthus,
Pansies, or bedding Tulips, much less Tree PiConies ;

therefore I contend that to exhibit all these things

in a group provided for herbaceous plants is likely to

mislead. In large collections of hardy plants there

is no dearth of good things in the month of May,
and growers of hardy plants generally, who desire

to extend the growing taste for these plants, cannot
do better than make their exhibits of them as full

as possible of really good, genuine, and useful sub-

jects, at the same time illustrating the value of many
of them in the decoration of the conservatory. One
word more : very confusing are such things as her-

baceous Calceolarias and Erica herbacea, the former
little more than a half-hardy annual, while in the

latter we find a dwarf evergreen shrub. Is it pos-

sible to classify such as these with what we
generally understand as herbaceous plants?—I think

not. E. Jenkins.

THE POTATO DISEASE.—Have vou seen any-
tliing of the Potato disease yet? is the anxious

query put from day to day by Potato growers. The
weather with its very low temperature and daily

downpour of rain—sometimes perfect floods of rain

— naturally gives ample reason for this anxiety.

Karely has the soil been more thoroughly saturated

than it is at the present moment of writing ; and the

surface is impacted beyond previous summer expe-

rience. If there is any virtue in washed air and in

cleansed soil, then should both air and soil abound

in virtues, and impurities be few in either. But in

spite of the cool temperature and the excessive rain-

fall the Potato haulm looks wonderfully healthy

—

perhaps never appeared better, for the past three

weeks have filled the ga|)s in the rows caused by the

cold which checked leaf growth. The moment
sunshine shall rewarm the soil, root develop-

ment will take place with hasty strides, and the

grower will exult in the prospect of a heavy yield.

In view of the probability of disease, it would be

interesting to know if the earthing system of pro-

tection against disease (Jensen's) will be followed by

anv one this year. It is, perhaps, not too late even

now, to put the plan into operation with later kinds,

providing the requisite space between the rows has

been allowed. As I looked at the cleanly washed
ridges of soil about the plants, and the ditch-like

appearance of the furrow. I thought that if ever

conditions were favourable for a thorough testing of

the value of protective earthing they are so at present.
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Of course the ridges of soil whicli are formed under
ordinary earthing ofier some protection to tiie tubers
from the Jieavy washing rains, but do not give all

that Mr. Jensen requires, and, indeed, what the
<langers of the case require, if the spores of the
I'eronospora are really washed into the newly forming
tubers from oB" the foliage, as that gentleman lias

declared to be the case. But, after all, everything
depends upon the presence of the spores, and so far

these do not seem to be existent. In some previous
years, and under such gloomy weather conditions as
now prevail, we have had the disease rampant in the
early varieties of Potatos by this time. Its absence
so far may be due to the general lateness of all

M'getation, which may also influence the germination
of the spores. It is poor comfort to think that.

It would be pleasanter to be assured that the disease
has died out, and that, let the weather be what it

will, our crops are safe. That, however, remember-
ing the experience of many years out of the past
forty-four, is too much to hope. I confess to having
more dread of hot nights and white mists than I have
of the plashing rains. The old superstition as to the
assumed connection between electrical storms and the
Peronospora arose from the fact that the air duringsuch
times, and especially immediately afterthese storms, is

full of humidity—hotsteamyhumidity. Then with the
spores abundant and active,"whole breadtlis have been
spotted and blackened almost in a single night just
because the foliage had been saturated in a bath of
warm vapour. No protective earthing can check
such a disaster as that. We have had none of these
conditions so far this year, and for the obvious reason
that we have had no excessively hot weather to heat
the soil and promote humid exhalations. Should
the clouds disappear and the sun show his face for
any lengthened period without doubt the soil will
get warmed. Our chief reason for hope that tlie

worst may not come lies in the fact that the Potato
disease most dreaded has been for the preceding two
or three years in a great measure inoperative, and
that lack ol activity may have materially lessened its

powers of reproduction. A. D.

Societies.

ROYAL HORTICXTLTTJRAL.
Scientific Committee.

JoLY 10.—Present : G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.K.S., in
the chair; Messrs. Smee, Boiilger, W. G. Smith, J.
O'Brien, D. Morris, and Dr. Masters.

Iiisects attacJcing shoots of Ash.^-^lv. Boulger men-
tioned, on the authority of Mr. Stainton, that the in-
sect, alluded to at a previous meeting, was probably
one of the Tineid;e, Prays Curtisellus.

Plagicc of Caterpillars, .jv.—A further discussion
took place on this subject, in the course of which
Mr. O'Brien alluded to the abundance of earwigs
(Forficula) this season. Mr. Wilson drew attention
to the local distribution of the caterpillars. In one
j^'arden in his neighbourhood none of the pests werp
found, while in others there was scarcely a leaf left

on the trees. At Wisley, Mr. Wilson had found that
exposure to east wind was associated with the pre-
sence of the insects; thus the trees in one line of
Plums, fully exposed, were stripped of their foliage,
while in another line of the same variety close bv,
on the same description of soil, but where the trees
were sheltered by a Furze fence, not a leaf was in-
jured.

Fiuuji on Cacuiiihers and o/i Foppies.—Mr. W. G.
Smith exhibited leaves of Cucumbers affected with
the rare Didymium dadaleum

; and also Poppies
attacked by the Peronospora arborescens, in conse-
<iuence of which the flower-stalks were lengthened
and spirally twisted.

Leelia Ei/cDfianniana.—Mr. O'Brien made some re-
marks relating to this plant, exhibited by Messrs.
.Sander, which is remarkable for the presence of well-
developed leafy bracts (not membranous sheaths) at
the base of the flower-stems. By some the plant is

considered to be a hybrid between L. autumnalis
and L. majalis. As there was some doubt expressed
as to whether the existence of leafy bracts might not
be accidental, it was suggested that the plant be
exhibited again another year.

Odoii/offlossiim E/cr/enes.—A plantof this was shown,
and was considered to be a form of O. excellens. and
possibly of hybrid origin, 0. Pescatorei being one of
the parents.

Anthiiriitiii Rothsckikliamim.—From Messrs. James
Veitch & Sons came a plant with two spathea from

the same stock. One of the two was much more
densely spotted than the other.

Epidcndntm vitelUnum.—From Messrs. Sander
came flowers of this species, in which, although the
flowers were not fertilised, the ovary beneath the
flower was enlarged, its colour glaucous-green, with
six prominent orange-coloured ribs. [Subsequent
examination showed that the pollen-masses had not
been removed, and that, although the ovary was
swollen, the ovules in the interior were imperfectly

developed. M. T. M.]
Biifcioics Strawberries.—Mr. Morris forwarded a

letter from Mr. Colebrook on the subject of the
well-known tendency towards the separation of the
sexes in Strawberries, especially in the United
States.

Tomato Biseat-r.—From the editor of the Jotiriial

of Horticidiuirciiia.e a letter written by a Guernsey
grower detailing the course of this too Wfll-knowu,
or rather these too well-known diseases. The writer's

plants were in a span-roofed house, 60 X 25 feet, and
were affected last years when sulphur was applied

without ertect, the leaves were speedily affected but
not the fruits. After the removal of the crop the

grower took the precaution to have the walls washed
with lime, to renew the soil, and adopted every
known means to secure healthy growth, but this

year the disease is worse than before. One grower was
mentioned as having seven houses, each 350 X 45
feet, decimated with the disease and not a pound's
worth of saleable fruit in before. Mr. W. G. Smith
referred to the full description and illustration of the
several fungi known to attack the Tomato given in

the Gardv/icrd' Chronkle, in 1881, November 12. and
in 1887, August G, October 1 and 2D, by Mr. C. Plow-
right and himself. Dr. Masters suggested the trial of

sulphate of copper in fine powder, mixed with pre-
cipitated lime, and dusted over the foliage, as used
in the French vineyards.

MonstroH,-^ Cypripcdiituu^.—Various specimens from
Ml'. Tautz and Mr. Pollett were shown, and referred

to Dr. Masters for examination and report.

CHERTSEY AND DISTRICT.

The twenty-tiiird annual exhibition of this Society

was held, by kind permission of R. Gibbs, Esrj., in

the grounds at Tiie Hollies, Weybridge, on Thursday,
the 5th inst. Considering the inclement weather we
have experienced of late, the committee are to be
congratulated on the results of their labour, while it

is gratifying to learn there is a balance on the right

side. Favoured during the afternoon with bright

sunshine, the inhabitants of the district came out

to see the show and hear the excellent music played

by the b.and belonging to the Royal Scots.

The exhibits weie staged in three large tents,

and the prizes offered in the various classes were
keenly competed for. Amongst the most successful

exhibitors were Mr. Sutton, Ashley Park, Walton-on-
Thames. who was 1st in the group arranged for

effect, the same exhibitor showing well in fruits.

Mr. Reed, Broadlands, Oaklands Park, staged some
splendid stove and greenhouse plants, his collection

of Fuchsias being very good. Mr. Osman, Otter-

shaw Park, was well to the fore with black and
white Grapes, and green-fleshed Melons ; while Mr.
Sutton was 1st with the miscellaneous collections of

fruit.

IPSWICH AND EAST OF ENGLAND
HORTICULTURAL.

This Society held its first annual meeting on
Wednesday the 11th in the picturesque grounds of

Christchurch Park, which the committee had wisely

secured for the occasion, as the park is in close

proximity to the town, and no place could be better

adapted for holding Sifetc of the kind, as, besides the

advantage mentioned, the particular part at which
the tents were pitched is well sheltered and lies at a

high elevation, and therefore soon dries after even

the heaviest rains. This was at once apparent the

morning of the show, the night having been rainy.

The principal tent was devoted to plants and
Roses, the first-named being ranged down the sides,

the Roses in the centre, and nearly filled it. and
hardly ever were H.P.'s seen in a greater state of

perfection, the blooms fine and massive in petal, and
the colours bright and decided, especially tlie dark

flowers. Tras were on the whole good, although, in

a few instances, showing signs of injury from wet.

In specimen-plant exhibiting and growing there has

been a great falling off of lateyears, one ofthe principal

exhibitors h wing left the country, and others appear

to have given up growing for show purposes, there-
fore the competition in any of the classes was languid,
excepting in the groups where the plants are in small
pots, which were quite a feature, and here the
growers for sale made a good display of useful saleable
stuff.

Opcfi Classes.—Four stove and greenhouse plants.

—Messrs. Gilbert, of Ipswich, were 1st, with a fine

specimen of Erythrina crista-galU, and one of Erica
Parmentieri rosea ; Mr. Marshall, gr. to J. D.
Cobbold, Esq., of Holywell, was 2nd.
For six ornamental foliage plants, the above-named

exhibitors maintained the same order, the best plants
in the winning lot being Croton Queen Victoria
and Phorraium tenax variegata, Asparagus plumosus,
Pha:!nix reclinata ; Draciena Siiepherdi and D.
Baptistii being good specimens in the 2nd.

In the amateur class for a group of plants (50
square feet), arranged for effect, Mr. Catlin, gr. to

G. Crisp, Esq., Playford, was 1st, and Mr. Marshall
2nd.
For a specimen Orchid, Mr. Rogers, gr. to Lord

Usndlesham, was 1st, with an Oacidium macran-
thum , and ^Ir. Marshal 2ad, with a well flowered
Dendrobium densiflorum.
For six exotic Ferns the Messrs. Gilbert were to

the fore, with fine plants of GymnogrammaMertensi,
Davallia pyxidata, and D. Mooreana ; while the
2nd prize fell to Mr. Marshall. Mr. Cresswell, gr. at

Stoke Park, took 1st for the single specimen. In
the class for six hardy kinds Mr. Leatherdale, gr. t:>

F. Nicholson, Esq., came in 1st, with good plants

of Athyrium Filix-foemina plumosum, Polystichum
augulare WoUastoni, and Lastrea Filix-mas cristata.

Amongst the cut flowers Roses, as already men-
tioned, made a fine display, Mr. B. R. Cant, of Col-
chester, taking 1st in the open class for thirty-six

single trusses, and Mr. F. Cant, 2nd. The blooms most
noteworthy in the 1st stand were Countess of

Oxford, Heinrich Schultheis, Marie Finger, Maurice
Bernardin, Horace Vernet, Dupuy Jamain, Ulrich
Brunner, Mary Bennet, Pride of Waltham, Marie
Verdier, Merveille de Lyon, and Victor Hugo. Mr.
F. Cant had fine flowers of Her Majesty, A. Colomb,
Madame J.Perriere, Exposition de Brie, and Baroness
Rothschild.

In the open class for twelve triplets the prizes fell

to the same exhibitors, and in the same order, the

Rev. Foster-Melliar coming 3rd ; the best blooms in

the winning stand being Etienne Levet, Charles
Lefebvre. Slary Bennet, Duke of Edinburgh, and
Prince Arthur. For the best twelve Teas and
Noisettes (open}these nurserymen again won, but the
order was reversed. The 1st stand had fine blooms
of Madame Lambard, Souvenir d'Elise, and the lovely

tinted Madame de Watteville.

In the amateurs' class for thirty-six single trusses

the Rev. Foster-Melliar was 1st, with a remarkably
fine lot, and he was closely run by the Rev. H. A.
Berners. who showed very strongly, and took 2ad.
The best flowers contributed by the first-named

exhibitor were Madame Verdier, Lady Mary Fitz-

William, Ulrich Brunner, Harrison Weir, Earl of

Pembroke, Horace Vernet, Duke of Edinburgh,
Thomas Mills, Marie Van Houtte, and Catherine
Mermet.
For twenty-four single trusses the Rev. J. Frere, of

Burston Rectory, was 1st ; Mr. Palmer, gr. to

J. H. Powell, Esq., of Drinkstone, 2nd. For twelve,

the Rev. IX. A. Berners took 1st; the Rev. Foster-
Melliar 2ud.

In the class for twelve Tea and Noisettes the
Rev. H. A. Berners was again 1st, and the Rev.
Page Roberts 2nd,

For six Roses of any variety, the Rev. H. A.
Berners took 1st, with Her Majesty ; Mr. Palmer
2nd, with Duke of Edinburgh.

In the class for six distinct kinds, D. G. Orpen,
Est}., took 1st. For six Teas and Noisettes, the 1st

prize was taken by Mr. Morris, gr. to Miss Penrice.

Herbaceous cut flowers were well represented, the
Messrs. Gilbert taking 1st, with a fine stand ; and
Mr. Cox, gr. to B. Chevellier, Esq., 2nd.

For ballroom and bridal bouquets in the nursery-

men's class, the Messrs. Gilbert were 1st ; and in the

amateurs' the premier prizes went to Mr. Andrews,
gr. to the Hon. T. Lowther, M.P.
The stands of cut stove and greenhouse flowers

were good, that from ]Mr. Rogers, gr. to Lord Ren-
dlesham, who took 1st, being specially noticeable for

the fine pieces of Thunia Marshalliana, Odouto-
glossums, Pancratium, and Epidendrum vitellinum

luajus ; the 2nd fell to Mr. Palmer, who had the
remarkable Dendrobium Dalhousieanura and So-
bralia xantholeuca.

Fruit.—Excepting for Strawberries, which were
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good for the season, there was not much competition

in the fruit classes, but the collection cuiUiibuted by

Mr. Rogers, gr. to Lord Kendlesham, and who took

1st, was good. The Teaches and Nectarines were

very fine and well coloured.

For three bunches of black Grapes, Mr. Rogers was
1st, with nice coloured Hamburghs ; and Mr. E.

Lewis, gr. to John Limmer, Esq., 2nd— larger bunches,

and berries, not so well finished.

For three bunches of white Grapes, Mr. Holden, gr.

to A. I). Halford,Esq.,was 1st, with good large-berried

Buckland Sweetwater ; and Mr. Tibbenham, gr. to

I^ady North, 2nd, with the same variety, almost

equally good.

The prize for six Peaches was won by Mr. Rogers,

with large highly coloured Royal George ; Mr.
Ohettleburgh, gr. to Col. Rous, coming in 2nd ; and
the last-named was 1st for six Titmaston Nectarines,

and Mr. Rogers 2nd with Elruge.

Cherries were remarkable for size, Mr. Rogers

taking 1st with Tartarian, and Mr. Cresswell 2nd

for May Duke, in the class for blacks ; and Mr. Cox
1st in the whites, for Gov. Wood, a fine sweet, eai'ly

sort, and which beat the dishes of Elton.

Strawberries were mostly represented by John
Powell, which took 1st for weight and flavour, but

why they should have been placed before the Queens
was a puzzle.

Vegetables were very fine, especially the collection

shown by Mr. Cresswell, gr. to — Charters, Esq., of

Stoke Park, who had fine Asparagus, Vegetable

Marrows, Tomatos. Carrots, Sutton's Seedling Potato,

and Duke of Albany Peas ; and Mr. Andrews, gr. to

the lion. T. Lowther, who took 2nd, had also a very

nice lot.

EALING, ACTON, AND HANWELL.
July 11.—A wet morning greeted this, the opening

of the first of all of the metropolitan suburban shows,

in the grounds of the Indian Asylum, Ealing. None
the less the shov/ was, in all its departments, a very

good one, the entries in excess of any previous year,

and the attendance, in spite of the weather, very

large. The cottagers' exhibits were remarkably
good, and comprised 370 entries. The plant groups

included a lovely arrangement of golden pyramidal

•Celosias, Begonias, Gloxinias, Ixoras, Caniations,

&c., sent by Mr. Roberts from Gunnersbury Park
Gardens. Messrs. C. Lee & Sons sent a fine collec-

tion of ornamental trees and shrubs ; a beautiful lot

of large flowered and fancy Pelargoniums came from
Mr. C. Turner, Slough ; a very nice lot of decorative

plants from Messrs. Froraow & Sons, Chiswick ; and
an interesting group from Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria

Nurseries, liolloway. The best of the ordinary

decorative groups were arranged by Mr. Hudson,
Gunnersbury House Gardens ; and Mr. A. Wright,
Devonhurst, Chiswick, whose group was exception-

ally pleasing and gay. Mr. A. Wright had the best

four Fuchsias in very fine pyramids ; Mr. W. Wright
gr. to G. P. Greenfield, Esq., Hanwell, coming 2Qd,

with larger but less compact plants. Mr. Chadwick,
gr. to E. M. Ntdson, Esq., Hanger Hill, had the best

six foliage plants, and the best six flowering plants

—

Mr. A. Wright having the best single specimen
in a good Bougainvillea glabra.

Zonal Pelargoniums were in good form and plen-

tiful, the best four being staged by Mr. Davis, gr. to

II. G. Lake, Esq., Chiswick, who had Oneida, Henry
Jacoby, Sarah Bernhardt, and Rosa Bonheur. Mr.
A. Wright had the best six Gloxinias, and four fine

pyramidal masses. A lovely group of Orchids, sent

by G. F. Tautz, Esq., Hammersmith, attracted much
attention.

In the cut flower department the Rose competi-
tion for twenty-four trebles brought a lot of fine

flowers from Messrs. Paul & Sons, Cheshunt ; C.
Turner, of Slough ; and G. Prince, Oxford, who took
the prizes in the order given ; whilst, in the class for

twelve Teas, Mr. Prince was a good 1st, Mr. liumsey,
Waltham Cross, being 2nd, and Mr. Turner was 3rd.

The local exhibitors made up a big show of Roses
also, and Messrs. Veitcii & Sons, Chelsea ; and
Messrs. C. Lee & Sons also staged large and very
telling collections. Gloxinias in bunches make a
lovely class, and here the best came from Mr. Long,
gr. to E. B. Bridges, Esq., Acton : and Mr. Eaton,
gr. to J. B. Bonnier, Acton, was 2nd. With twelve
bunches of stove and greenhouse flowers, including
several beautiful Orchids, Mr. Cowley, gr. to G. F.
Tautz, Esq., was 1st, Mr. Chadwick coming 2nd, and
Mr. Hudson 3r(l. Mr. Davis had the best twelve
bunches of hardy flowers, whilst Mr. Sax was well
1st with six hardy kinds. Mr. Collver, gr. to Mrs.
Morrell, Ealing, had the best twelve bunches of

zonal Pelargoniums ; and Mr. Sutton, gr. to Mrs,
Wilkinson, Ealing, had the best twelve bunches of

show Pelargoniums. Sweet Williams, Antirhinums,
&c., were also abundantly shown, and in the same
tent Messrs. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, put up a very
interesting collection of hardy flowers, Roses, &c.

Fntit was shown in great plenty, and was very
good also. Mr. Milsom, gr. to W. Lindell, Esq.,

Drayton Green, was placed 1st for an excellent col-

lection of six dishes, and was also 1st in the class

for two bunches of black Grapes, with excellent

Black Hamburghs ; whilst in the class for whites

Mr. Wynne, gr. to F. Hicks, Esq., had the best in

good Foster's Seedling. The latter was 2nd in the

class for six dishes of fruit.

Truly wonderful Strawbeiries came from Mr. Gar-
landroy, gr. to Mrs. Field, Greenford, and who showed
.lames Veitch, huge samples and handsome, and very

fine Dr. Hogg. Mr. Eaton had the best single dish

in good British Queen.
Very fine dishes of Cherries in Governor Wood

and Empress Eugenie gained Mr. Chadwick the 1st.

place with two dishes; Mr. Hudson coming 2nd, with
Black Tartarian and Bigarreau, also good. Mr.
Chadwick had the best six Peaches in Noblesse.

Amateurs, single-handed gardeners, and cot-

tagers had rare quantities of fruit, all of which it

is impossible here to particularise.

I'cgctables were so good as to almost give the
lie to the assumption that the season is backward.
Messrs. Milsom, Davis, and Chadwick took the 1st

three prizes in the class for a collection of six kinds.

Mr. Milsom had the best three dishes of Potatos in

wonderfully good Prizetaker, Beauty of Hebron, and
Sanday's Seedling; Mr. W.Wright coming 2nd, with
dishes of the two former and Early Rose. Mr.
Milsom was also 1st with six fine Perfection Tomatos,
and Mr. G. Weedon took the 1st place with Tele-
graph Cucumbers in that class. What exhibition

Cucumbers should be was well shown by a couple of

brace of seedlings from Mr. Lockie, Oakley Court,

Windsor, the fruits being of moderate length, and
perfect in form.

Children's collections of wild flowers made a won-
derful show. No less than six pairs of judges were
needed to get through the immense number of ex-

hibits in competition.

Mr. Hopgood, gr. to Sir Julian Goldsmid, was 1st;
Mr. J. Snow, South Park, Wadhurst, 2nd.

Grapes.—For the best three bunches of black, Mr.
Duncan Christy was 1st ; Mr. Hopgood, 2nd. For
three bunches of white Grapes Mr. Harvey, gr. to
0. L. Hughes, Esq., Warlingham, was 1st; Mr. G.
Denton, gr. to A. F. Beeching, Esq., Fercox Hall,
Tonbridge, 2nd.

For tlie' best dish of Nectarines Mr. Pope Ist.

Peaches : Mr. Hopkins, 1st. For the best Melon
Mr. Hopgood 1st.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.
The thirtieth annual exhibition was held on Wed-

nesday, July 11, in the picturesque grounds of the

Spa, by kind permission of W. B. Dick, Esq. Every
preparation had been made for a most successful

exhibition ; but the day turned out miserably cold

and wet. The result, we fear, will be a considerable

loss to the Society.

For the best six stove and greenhouse plants in

flower, Mr. S. Pope, gr. to J. J. Barron, Esq., Holme-
wood Park, took 1st honours, with Anthurium Scher-
zerianum, with over a hundred spathes ; AUamanda
Hendersoni, Ixora javanica, Statics profusa, Stepha-
notis floribunda, and Clerodendron Balfourianum.

Mr. Offer, gr. to J. Warren, Esq., Handcross Park,

Crawley, 2nd, showing good plants of AUamanda
nobilis, Statice Butcherii, and Ixora Williamsii.

For six foliage plants, Mr. Pope was again 1st,

with good plants of Pandanus utilis, Croton angus-
tifolius, Croton variegatus, Alocasia metallica ; Mr.
Off'er 2nd.

For a group of plants for effect —the leading feature

(space 17 X 14 feet)—Mr. W. F. Smith, gr. to Mrs.
Byass.Nevill Court, was 1st, with a tastefully arranged

lot; Mr. Offer, 2nd.

For twenty-four stove and greenhouse plants in

12-inch pots, Mr. Ort'er was 1st, Mr. Smith 2nd.

For six exotic Ferns, Mr. Pope was 1st, his best

plants being Cyathea dcalbata, Davallia Mooreana,
and Microlepia hirta cristata : Mr. Smith 2nd.

Group of Ferns, 17 X 14 feet—Mr. Webber, Ton-
bridge, 1st; 2ud, Mr. L. Dupond, gr. A. Alchin,

Esq., Rustall.

Ruses were a grand display. For forty-eight

blooras Mr. A. Slaughter staged 1st with very good
blooms; Mr. Balchin, Hassocks, 2nd.

For twenty-four blooms Mr. Harris, Horsham, was
1st; Mr. Warde, West Farleigh, 2nd; Mr. R. E.

West, Reigate. 3rd.

For twelve, Mr. Harris was 1st, Mr. Steyning 2ud,

Mr. Warde 3rd.

For twelve Teas, Mr. Harris was 1st; Mr. J.

Dodds, Reigate, 2nd; Mr. G. Bunyard, Maidstone,

3rd.

For six of any one variety. Mr. Ward was 1st ; Mr.
Balchin, 2ud ; Mr. Gorring, Eastbourne, 3rd.

Frait was very fine, and for the best twelve dishes

CHISWICK HORTICULTURAL.
July 12.—It was a remarkably good exhibition,

held in the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,
under the most depressing circumstances, for it

rained all day. There were three tents, and the
conservatory was also utilised.

Group for Effect.—The leading feature was the
group arranged for effect, to occupy a space of
100 .square feet, the 1st prize being a Jubilee Challenge
Cup, value 26 guineas, presented by Mrs. S. A. Lee,
to become the absolute property of the person win-
ning it three times. In addition there was a prize
of £4. This was won for the second time by Mr.
William Brown, St. Mary's Grove Nursetv, Rich-
mond, who had a charming group in perfect taste.

There was a carpet of Maidenhair Ferns, rising from
which were Orchids, richly coloured Crotons, small
Palms, &c., with a background of elegant Palras.

Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden and Twicken-
ham, were a good 2nd, with a tastefully arranged
group; and Messrs. Fromow & Son, Sutton Court
Nurseries, Chiswick, 3rd. The closely cropped and
level sward upon which these groups were set down
gave a charming finish to them. There was also a

class for a group occupying a space of 60 feet, and
here Mr. J. Hudson, the Gardens, Gunnersbury
House, was a good 1st ; and Mr. A. Wright, gr. to

E. H. Walls, Esq., Dumbert, Chiswick. 2ud.
P/aitts.—Mr. Bates, the Gardens, Poulet Lodge,

Twickenham, had the best six stove and greenhouse
plants; Mr. E. Chadwick, gr. to E. M. Nelson, Esq.,

J. P., Hanger Hill House, Ealing, being 2nd. The
best three plants in flower were shown by Mr. F. J.

Hill, gr. to H. Little, Esq., Twickenham, who had
Cypripedium barbatum superbum, C. Dominianum,
and Dendrobium thyrsiflorum.

Fine-foliaged plants were shown in sixes, Mr.
Chadwick being a good 1st; and Mr. A. Wright had
six good exotic Ferns, Mr. Chadwick taking the 2nd.
prize. A very good half-dozen Caladiums came from
Mr. Harding, gr. to W. E. Tautz, Esq., Chiswick.
Coleus were fairly good, the best plants deficient in

colour, and the best-coloured plants wanting in

growth, Mr. A. Wright had the best Fuchsias

;

Mr, Milsom, gr. toW. Lindell, Esq., Drayton Manor,
Ealing, being 2nd.

Zonal Pelargoniums and also Ivy-leaved varieties

were shown in good character by Mr. Little and
others. Tuberous-rooted Begonias were a good
feature, and made some of the best exhibition

plants of the day. There was a special class for

nine plants, Mr. H. Little staging a very good lot in-

deed ; Mr. A. Wright being 2nd. In the class for

three plants, Mr. 11. Little was again 1st.

The handsome special prizes offered by F. G.
Tautz, Esq., for three Orchids brought three collec-

tions. Mr. H. Little being 1st with Cattleya San-
deriana, C. intricata, Dendrobium densiflorum,

A(irides Lobbii, A. odoratum purpurascens, Cypri-

pedium Veitchii, and another; Mr. Cowley, gr. "to F.

G. Tautz, Esq., Shepherd's Bush, was a good 2nd,

his leading plants being Cattleya gigas, ^Mtltonia

vexillaria, Dendrobium superbiens, and Cypripe-

diums. Some very fine Lycopods were shown by

Mr. A. AVright.

Cut Flowers made a good feature. Mr. W. Rum-
sey, Waltham Cross, had the best twenty-four

Roses, showing some very nice fresh blooms of

Annie Wood, Richard Laxton, Grace Darling,

General Jacqueminot, Marie Baumann, Duchesse
de Morny, Victor Verdier, Star of Waltham, Sena-
teur Vaisse, &c. 2nd, Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nue-
sery, Slough, Mr. Chadwick had the best blooras,

]\Ir. W. Langdon, of Ealing, being 2nd. Roses were
also shown in sixes. Mr. Cowley had the best twelve

bunches of cut flowers, staging a very fine lot, con-
sisting largely of showy Orchids.

Some prizes olfered by the Marquis of Bute for the

best boxes of York and Lancaster Roses, brought a

good competition.

Tabic Decorations were, as usual, a prime feature.

Special prizes were offered by the Duke of Devon-
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sliire for three stands or vases, Mr. J. Hudson, The
l.iardeiis, Uunnersbury House, being 1st, with very

tasteful arrangements.

W. E. Tautz, Esq.'s, special prizes for a stand or

vase of flowers brought but one competitor in Jliss

y. A. Fromow, of Turnham Green ; and the same

lady was placed 1st, with a charmingly arranged

basket of lioses. Mr. Prewett, Hammersmith,
showed good bouquets, being 1st.

Wi'uit^—The special prizes otiered by Mr. Leopold

do Rothschild for six dishes of fruit brought a brisk

competition, Mr. W. Bates being 1st, with good

Foster's Seedling and Alicante Grapes, Queen Pine,

Stirling Castle Peaches, Lord Napier Nectarines,

and President Strawberries. 2nd, Mr. T. Donan, gr.

to L.J. Parker, Esq., OttershawPark.Chertsey, Mr.

Donan had the best two bunches of Black Hamburgh
Grapes, Mr. Milsom being 2nd. Mr. Donan was

also 1st with two bunches of white, having good

Buckland Sweetwater; Mr. Bates being 2nd with

Foster's Seedling. Strawberries were very good.

Cherries, Kaspberries, Currants, and Melons were

fairly well represented.

Vegctahh's were, as might be expected, a leading

feature. The special prizes oflered by Messrs. Sutton

!k Sons, seed merchants, Reading, for their Reading

Perfection Tomato brought some very fine fruit.

Special prizes were also offered by Messrs. James
Carter & Co., High Holborn, and Messrs. W.
Eromow & Sons, for collections of six varieties of

vegetables, which brought in each case brisk com-

petition. One novel class was for a collection of

garden produce, to consist of twelve plants, twelve

bunches of flowers, six kinds of fruit, and six of

vegetables, the prizes offered by Lady George

Hamilton ; but it was a disappointing one, neverthe-

less. A class for nine dishes of vegetables brought

a very keen competition, and good Potatos, Peas,

and Tomatos were shown in tliese several classes.

There were also a number of vegetable classes for

cottagers, and prizes were offered for school children

for bouquets of flowers, and arrangements of flowers

on a plate, for which there were numerous entries.

The show was greatly helped by contributions not

for competition, Among these was a fine group of

show and fancy Pelargoniums from Mr. Charles

Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough
;
plants from Messrs.

Hooper & Co., very finely arranged
;
groups from

Mr. J. Roberts, The Gardens, Gunnersbury Park,

Ealing, and Mr. May, The Gardens, Ciiiswick House;

a fine group of variegated and ornamental hardy

shrubs and trees, sent by Messrs. C. Lee & Son,

Isleworth ; and cut Roses from their Ealing

nurseries ; a choice collection of plants from Mr.

B. S. Williams, Victoria Nurseries, HoUoway ; and

cut Roses from Mr. C. Turner. All these were

highly commended.

Cant was 1st, with Madame Watteville, very fine
;

Mr. G. Prince 2ad, with Souvenir d'uu Ami.
The following classes were not oj^cn to nursery-

men, and produced a good competion :

—

Thirty-six distinct blooms. — Captain Ramsay,
Ivory House, Fareham, Hants, was 1st, with a good

stand, showing large and fresh flowers of Captain

Christy, Marie Verdier, Pride of Waltham, and Duke
of Wellington : Mr. W. Neville, gr. to F. W. Flight,

Esq., Twvford, Winchester, was a close 2nd. The
National Society's Silver Medal was awarded to

^lerveille de Lyon, in this stand, as the best hybrid

perpetual in the amateurs' division.

Twelve distinct Teas or Noisettes from the Rev,

F. R. Burnside Campden, Gloucester, were 1st, the

National Society's Silver Medal for the best Tea
or Noisette being awarded to Catherine Mermet in

this stand.

Mr. Neville took 1st honours for six Teas or

Noisettes and six H. P.'s, in threes, and for six Teas
or Noisettes in tlirees.

Fridt was of moderate quality and sparingly shown.
V<:gda!'lcs, on ihe whole, were good in quality and

fairly plentiful. For nine sorts (two Potatos allowed),

Mr. W. Pope, gr. to t!ie Earl of Carnarvon, Highclere

Castle, Newbury, was 1st of four exhibitors. Magnum
Bonum Cauliflowers. Veitch's Scarlet Model Carrots,

White Elephant < tuion and Ringleader Potato were

his le.ading dishes ; 2nd, Mr. Inglefield, gr. to Sir J.

W. Kelk, Bart., Tedworth, Marlborough. Messrs.

Sutton & Sons, Reading, offered prizes for six dis-

tinct varieties. Sm't-n competed, ^Ir. Lye, gr. to W.
H. Kingsmill, lOsq , Sydmonton Court, Newbury,
leading with even, clean samples.

For the best dressed stand of flowers Miss A.
Flight led out of five, with an elegant arrangement

;

Miss B. Flight 2ud, also a capital stand.

Mr. E. Hillier, nurseryman, Winchester, staged the

best bouquet ; Miss Flight, 2nd.

WINCHESTER HORTICULTURAL.
July 12.—The annual summer show of this Society

was held in the Guildhall, the arrangements being

as usual very satisfactorily carried out by the com-
mittee and the Secretary, Mr. C. Sherton.

i?osti.—These formed the principal feature of the

show, and were of fair quality this trying season.

The entries amounted to 2800 blooms, but many
failed to put in an appearance owing to injury from

the rain at the last moment.
Seventy-two blooms, distinct. — 1st, Mr. Frank

Cant, Colchester, with a finished even lot of blooms

Dr. Andry, Pride of Waltham, Thomas INIills, La
France, A. K. Williams, Trioraphe de Rennes, Maine

Van Houtte, and ^lareclial Niel, being only a few of

the best ; 2nd, Mr. B. R. Cant, witli smaller blooms
lacking a trifle in freshness.

Thirty-six blooms, distinct, in triplets.—Here Mr.

B. R. Cant was 1st. with a line stand of blooms ; 2nd,

Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., Salisbury, with

blooms certainly fresh, but a trifle uneven in size.

Twenty- four distinct single trusses.—1st, Jlessrs.

Keynes, Williams, & Co. ; 2nd, Mr. G. Prince, Ox-
ford.

Twelve distinct triplets of Teas or Noisettes.—1st,

Mr. G. Prince, witli an even stand, the best blooms
being Madame Watteville, C. Mermet, Alba rosea ;

2nd, Mr. F. Cant, whose blooms were smaller.

Twelve blooms of any one variety, dark.-—Mr. F.

Cant was 1st with Uhich Jirunner; 2nd, Mr. B. R.

Cant, with the same variety, running very closely.

Twelve blooms of any light coloured variety.

—

Mr. G. Prince was 1st with Merveille de Lyon, fine

in size, but slightly wanting in freshness ; Mr. B.

R. Cant was 2nd, with same variety.

Twelve blooms of any one variety.—Mr. Frank

ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA.
At a recent meeting the following papers were

read :--

0)1 the Nyinph(eacc(e. By George Lawson, Ph.D.,

LL.D. — An account was given of the general

conformation, and of the arrangement of tissue

systems, in the organs of these plants, and of special

features in their organisation and minute anatomy.
The South American Water Lily, Victoria regia, had
been many years ago fully described and' illustrated,

as regards its general botanical characters and history,

successively by Dr. Lindley, Sir William Hooker,
and Mr. Thomas Moore, and by the author of the

present paper ; as regards its minute structure and
development it was more carefully studied by

Planchon, whose researches were published in the
Flore des Serrrs, vol. vi.,p. 249, &c. ; and Trecul, who
illustrated the more important facts of its structure

and the development of organs in the Annalcs dcs

Sciences Natureiles Botaniquc, 4 ser., i., pp. 145-172.

Some facts well known a quarter of a century ago seem
to be forgotten now. Lately De Bary, in the Coiti-

paradve Anatomy of Phanerogams and Ferns, and J. H.
Blake, of Cambridge, in Balfour's Annals of Botany,

August, l^Sl, question the explanations given of

the structure of the prickles of the Victoria, and
especially the character of the ostiole or depres.sion

at its apex. The author of the present paper had
sliown, as long ago as 1855, the true character of

these prickles, and that the ostiole had no special

function as had been argued (and inferentially was
not pathological as now suggested by Blake), but " a

simple depression in tlie apex of the prickle of no
phvsiological importance."' {Procxdh/i/s But. Soc,

Edin., November, LS.o5.) In the same paper it was
shown that the stomatodes or perforations of the

leaf, were not mere holes, caused by insects, as argued

bv Trecul, and now accepted on his statement by

Blake, but special structures of uniform size formed
bv surrounding modified cells, and comparable with

the more complete reductions of ]>arenchymatous

tissue seen in submerged plants and in Ouvirandra
fenestralis ; moreover their special function in

\'ictoria was indicated.

A series of large coloured drawings, illustrating

the microscopical structure of the Victoria regia, was
sh;iwn. These drawings were made by Dr. Lawson,
jiartly from observations on the Victoria wiiich

flowered in Kniglit & Perry's nursery. King's Road,
Chelsea, in the autumn of 1851, and partly from a

plant which flowered in the Botanic Garden of Glasgow
in 1855. They sliow the epidermis audstomata, with

their chlorophyll granules, of the upper surface of the

leaf; the surface cells, hairs, and hair-bases of the

lower surface ; tlie prickles in several aspects and

sections, shovving their structure, the ostiole, &e. ;

the air spaces of the leaves and the large stellate

processes projecting into them, whose surface has a
bead-like sculpture reminding one of the mucli more
minute markings on diatoms ; colouring matter of
the lower surface leaf-cells ; the so-called " stoma-
todes " or perforations of the leaf, margined by more
or less oblong, flat-sided cells, filled exclusively with
red colouring matter ; the upper surface petal cells,

with thick translucent, slightly plicate or crimped
cell walls, and filled with colouring matter of a rose

colour of diverse depths of shade in different parts of

the petal.

A statement is given of the historical facts con-
nected with the nomenclature of Nympha^ace*, with
regard to the proposal recently made to give np the
generic name Nymphica to the yellow-flowered group
so long known as Nuphar, and to reinstate Salis-

bury's name Castalia for the true white, red, and
blue. Water Lilies. Acting on Professor Greene's
suggestion, Mr. Britten had given very full details in

the Journal of Botany, and these might be quite

satisfactory to botanists in London or Paris, or

wherever a large University library enabled the

student to refer to original sources. Unfortunately,
the great majority of Canadian students had no such
facilities, and the additional information is given to

meet their cases.

To Professor Greene is entirely due the credit of

calling attention to Castalia at an opportune time
when priority reigns paramount, and threatens
indeed to exclude every other consideration. If, on
occasion, an honourable member in a public assembly
calls attention to the want of a quorum, or to the

presence of strangers in the gallery, it is not usual tu

assume that his fellows were up to that moment
ignorant of the fact.

The two volumes of Konig and Sims' Annals <f
Botany form a publication so full of important me-
moirs by European, British, and American botan-
ists, written at a time of unusual activity in changes
of classification and nomenclature that for tlie last

eighty years it has been a constant reference-book
for working botanists. A synopsis of the species of

Nympha^acex was appended to the paper.

Observations on Early-ripeniny Cereals, by William
Saunders.—Giving details of the work done in con-
nection with the experimental farms in obtaining
from other northern countries early ripening cereals,

results are given of the testing of these in the

north-west provinces of Canada including reports of

earliness, productiveness and variations in quality of

the same grain grown in different localities as shown
by chemical analyses.

Contributions to the Bryology of the Dominion, of
Canada, by N. Conrad Kindberg, Ph.C,, K.N.L.,

Professor in the University of Linkoping, Sweden,
and Professor John Macoun, M.A., F.L.S.— This
paper contained descriptions of a large number of

new species.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND
HORTICULTURAL.

This Society held its summer flower show iu the

grounds of the International and Industrial Exliibi-

tion, Kelvin Grove Park, Glasgow, on the 11th and
12th inst., £500 being offered in prizes. The main
feature of the show was to have been the Rose,

but the weather has been adverse to the production

of good Roses or anything else, yet there was, all

things considered, a fine display.

Ireland carried off the chief honours. In the class

of sixty blooms, distinct varieties, Mr. Hugh Dickson,

Belmont, Belfast, was an easv winner, with the

following as prominent blooms in his stand:—Mari<'

Baumann, La France, Lady Sheflield, Merv(-ille de

Lyon, Duke of Edinbugh, Paul Jamain, Alfred K.

Williams, and Senateur Vaisse ; Messrs. Harkness
t'i; Sons, Bedale, Yorks, were a good 2nd ; and Messrs.

A. Dickson & Sous, Newtonards, a close 3rd in

this class.

In the class of forty-eight bloom positions were

reversed with the same competitors.

In the class of twenty-four blooms Mr. David
Robertson, Mossend Nursery, Helensburgh, took the

1st position with an excellent collection in which
the Teas were fine ; and Mr. W. Montgomery, i^ar-

dross and Messrs. T. Smith & Sou, Stranraer, re-

spectively took 2nd and 3rd prizes. This class was
0]ien to Scotch growers only, and form the most im-

portant exhibit of Scotch-grown Roses in tlie show.

The class, twenty-four Teas or Noisette Roses, at

least twelve distinct varieties, formed a wonderfully

good feature. 1st, Mr. David Robertson, who had

conspicuous blooms of Madame de Watteville,
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Madame Willermoz, Perle des Jardins, Marie Van
Houtte, Antoine Mprmet, Keine Jlarie Tia, and
Perle de Lyon. In this class Messrs. llarkness &
Sons were 2nd.

In the class, twelve blooms Marechal Niel, the best
came from Mr. Tinsley, Lennoxtown, whose flowers
were superb, and yet said to have been cut from the
open air, which in such a season as we are
passing through is something to congratulate Mr.
Tinsley upon, for the like could hardly be found
elsewhere iu Scotland.
The Gloire de Dijon class was largely represented,

the best coming from Gordon, Drymen ; and the
2nd best from Hugh Dickson. Space will not admit
of particularising the competition in the smaller
classes, which, however, were well represented the
competition in some cases being very close.

In the competition for the best basket of Roses,
Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry, stood a con-
spicuously good 1st ; Mr. Ale.xander Raeside, York-
hill, Glasgow, being a fair 2nd.

Gardeners'and Amateurs' Class.—Thirty-sixblooms,
to which was attached the Memorial Medal and £.5,

presented by the Veitch Memorial Trustees, Mr.
William Parlane, Rosevale Row, was the champion.
The best Hybrid Perpetual Rose in the exhibition was
shown by Mr. Hugh Dickson, and the best Tea by
J. Tinsley.

Pansies were an important feature of the show.
The 1st prize of twenty-four blooms went to Mr.
Sutherland, Lenzie ; Mr. W. Storrie, Garngaber,
Lenzie

; and Messrs. William Paul & Co., Barngill
Nursery, Bridge of Weir, Lenzie, being 2nd and 3rd
respectively. Mr. Campbell, Blantyre, was an easy
1st, with a line stand of twenty-four blooms of fancy
Pansies ; and Mr. Sutherland and Mr. Russel,
Cawdor, Bishoprigg, closely divided the 2nd and
3rd honours respectively.

Violas or bedding Pansies. in bunches, were re-
presented in tolerable numbers and good quality.
The best in the open class ot twentv-four was put up
by Mr. J. Baxter, gr. to Colonel M'cCall, Daldowie,
Broomhouse

; Messrs. Dicksons & Co., Edinburgh,
and Messrs. K. B, Laird, being 2nd and .Ird in order.
The class of eighteen bunches hardy herbaceous

flowers brought out one of the finest features of the
show. The 1st prize went to Mr. Tinsley, Mr. John
Meiklam, Alpine Cottage, Bridge of Weir, and Mr.
Charles Irvine, Jedburgh, being 2nd and 3rd in order.
Had the latter set up in a better style he would have
been in a better position, as he certainly had points
in his fiivour, particularly as regards variety and
rarity of species and varieties.

Twelve trusses of stove and greenhouse plants
(Orchids excluded), were a good show, 1st, Messrs.
Laird & Sons ; Mr. Sutherland and Mr. Lyon,
Greenhall, Blantyre, being 2nd and 3rd respectively!

Si.x trusses of Orchid blooms, distinct :— 1st, Mr.
Grossart, Oswald House, Edinburgh ; 2nd, Mr. Kidd,
gr. to J. B. White, Esq., Ardarroch—a close 2nd.

Pot plants were not remarkable for numbers,
although in some cases the quality was good. This
was more noticeable in table plants than in any other
class, which were indeed very superior, and the com-
petition keen. In the class of twelve table plants,
Messrs. R. B. Laird were 1st, closely followed by
i\Ir. Grossart.

Three Orchids in flower placed Mr. Wilson, gr. to
H. Steven, Esq., Westmount, 1st, with Odontoglossum
crispum, Miltonia Rcezlii, and Epidendrum vitelli-
num majus

; Mr. Kidd, Ardarroch, was 2nd with
Cattleya Dowieana, C. Gaskelliana, and Odonto-
glossum Pescatorei.

Fruit.—Thoaf^h not a large feature this was an
excellent one. The prize for a collection of six dishes
went to ilr. Mclndoe, Hutton Hall, Guisborough,
there being no other competitor. The prize for four
bunches of Grapes in two varieties was easily taken
by Mr. McHattie, with verv superior Bla^-k Ham-
burghs and Muscat of Alexandria, the latter being in
finish more like autumn than summer fruits. Mr.
McConnochie, Cameron House, Alexandria, was 2nd'
with excellent fruit

; and Mr. Barrie, gr., Woodstone
Row, was a very good 3rd.

In two bunches of black Grapes Mr. McHattie was
again 1st, with fine samples of Black Hamburgh-
Mr. Murray, Parkhall, Polmont, and Mr Mont-
gomery, Broomhill, Partick, 2rd and 3rd respectively.
With two bunches of white Grapes Mr. McHattie
was again 1st, with fine bunches of Muscat of Alex-
andria

;
while Mr. Wilson, gr. to A.L. Cochrane, Esq.

was a good 2nd, with grand samples of Dr. llogo- and
Mr. Montgomery took the 3rd prize.

Peaches were remarkably fine, Mr. McHattie Mr
Gallacher, and Mr. Wilson taking honours in' the
order named.

Nectarines were also exceedingly good, Mr.
Mclndoe taking 1st, with Stanwick Elruge ; and Mr.
McHattie pushing him close with Elruge.

Ver/etahle.t were poorly represented, the schedule
providing little encouragement for this class of
garden products. An excellent collection of eight
distinct sorts was, however, tabled by Mr. Mclndoe,
who took 1st prize, and was closely pressed by Mr.
Hogg, Aiken head. The latter took 1st prize for an
excellent collection of salad stuff.

Misccllaneom Kvhihits were numerous, and in some
instances very meritorious. Pyrethrums, fancy Pan-
sies, cut flowers of tuberous Begonias, and Carnations,
the latter especially good, were putup by Mr. Campbell,
Blantyre. Mr. Alex. Lister, Rothesay, tabled a
numerous set of fancy Pansies, which were besieged
by the admirers of Pansies in this district, who are
very numerous, and their comments were laudatorv.
The lot were remarkably good, and some individual
flowers were new in character, and possessed every
good feature of the class. Messrs. R. B. Laird &
Sons, West Coates, Edinburgh, had a very superior
lot of Pyrethrums beautifully set up in their own
foliage in triangular sprays, in which the leading
varieties were well represented. Mr. John Wilson,
gr. to Jas. Clelland Burnes, Esq., Glentea, Hamilton,
exhibited a fine specimen of Stanhopea tigrina
with sixteen blooms in a small basket. From the
Botanic Gardens, Glasgow, came a fine collection of
oflicinal and medicinal plants and tropical fruits,
a hundred in all. Messrs. J. & R, Thvne had a fine
table of varied foliage and flowering plants, and Mr.
Jas. Boyson, nurseryman, Helensburgh, a fine lot of
pot and cut Roses.
The Scottish Mushroom Company exhibited fine

samples of their productions from the Scotland
Street Tunnel, Edinburgh. Mushrooms were shown
in every stage of growth in a capacious Wardian
case, and appeared to attract much attention
from the general public. Mr. Mclndoe, Hutton
Hall, Guisborough, exhibited samples of two fine
Melons, his own raising, one named Scarlet Premier,
a medium-sized oval fruit finely netted; and another
named Mclndoe 's Best of All, an oblate fruit, the
colour of which was not described. Mr. Hugh
llanan. Bank Street, Edinburgh, exhibited samples
of a very superior early Cauliflower, named Hanan's
Extra Early Dwarf, from a cottage garden at
Dalkeith, the owner of which hart begun to cut crop
on June 20. The judges commended the variety on
account of its earliness and very superior quality.

EDINBURGH BOTANICAL.
JoLv 12.—The last summer meeting for the season

was held in the Royal Botanic Garden, Mr. Lind-
say and afterwards Dr. Craig, in the chair.

It was resolved, on the motion of Mr. Taylor to
empower the Council to petition against the new
Universities (Scotland) Bill, now before the House
of Commons, in so far as it enacted the transference
of the Royal Botanic Gardens from the Treasury to
the Edinburgh University.
A paper, by Dr. David Christison was read, sum-

marising the results of ten years' observations by the
late Sir Robert Christison, and his son, the author,
" On the Annual Increase in (iirth of Trees in the
Royal Botanic Gardens, and at Cragiehall, near
Edinburgh, from 1878 to 1887."

In two specimens of Betula alba, with a girth
when first measured of 5540 and 56-20—the girths
in 1887 were respectively 5(305 and 59 85. The
total of ten annual increments of Fagus sylvatica
were 6,30, 750, 605, 7-20, 3-90, 605, and im.
These figures, given in inches and tenths, mark the
efl%ct of oold seasons during the decennial period.
Five British Oaks, Quercus rubra, had girths at
commencement of measurement of 05-40, 6945,
120-35, 11290, and 9450, which had increased iii

October, iaS7, to 67-30, 7320, 127-25, 115-10, 9615.
In three specimens of Quercus conferta there was a
total increase in ten years of 16-.55, 13-60, and 12-60.
Two of Q. cerris showed growth equal to 5 70 and
7-33, whilst one specimen of Q. rubra showed an
increase of 450 inches. Limes showed a smaller
increase

; thus, of three specimens of Tilia euro-
pffia, the figures of growth in ten years were,
3-05, 3-50. and 175. Two Planes show a nearly
approximate increase. The girth of Castanea vesea
was found to have increased in the ten years, 9-45

;

Liriodendron tulipifera, 6 00 : Cratsegus oxyacantha!
5-.W

;
Ornus europaeus. 415 ; Caipinus betulus

4110; Fraxinus, 375.
Amongst the evergreen trees, four specimens of

Sequoia gigantea showed a total increase of 810,

1413, 13-70, 12-80, respectively; and the same
number of Cedrus Deodara gave a" decennial increase
of 8 50, 6 00, 5 10, and 530; wliilst three of
Araucaria imbricata gave 4-15, 7 0(1, fand 630

;

two specimens of Abies Douglasii gave 3 flO and 480
;

whilst the record of the Scots Fir (Pinus sylvestri^)'
is a miserable one, being for three specimens, 075,

6.5, 60 ; two Pinus excelsa gave 2 40 and 480
;

a Pinus Laricio gave 410, and a Pinus austriaca
gave 14-40

; while Abies Lowiana gave 1110, and
Cupressus Lawsoniana, 7 70. The average annual
increase in girth of the Yew, Taxus baccata, was
;H tenths of an inch. Of some noted Yews, Dr.
Christison gives the following details :

—
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^landulosa, Aubrietia Leichtlini, Campanula abietiaa,

C. Allioni, Chamicbatia foliolosa, Cliutonia

Audrewsiana, Coronilla iberica, Cypripediuni spec-

tabile, Delphinium nudicaule, D. cashmirianum X
cardiuale, Dianthus alplnus, D. geliJus, D. superbus,

Dryas Drummondi, Edraiauthus pumilio, E.
serpyllifolius, Epilobium latifolium, Gentiaua pyre-

naica, G. Weschniakowi, Ileuchera sauguinea,

lanthe bugulifolia, Linaria origanifolia, Leonto-
podium alpinum. Lychnis viscaria splendens fl.-pl.,

Louicera pyrenaica, Myosotis alpestris, Nardostachys
Jatamansi, Ouosma taurica, Orchis maculata superba,

Oxytropis uraleusis, Patrinia nudicaulis, Pentatemon
Lewisi, Polygonum sphicrostachyum, Kanunculus
parnassifolius Saponaria citspitosa, Saxifraga

pyramidalis, Scilla peruviana, Vaccinium Mortinia,

Vancouveria hexandra, Veronica amplexicaulis,

V. anomala, V. Colensoi, V.IIulkeaua, V.vernicosa."

Mr. BuUen communicated extracts from the record

of temperature, vegetation, &,c., in the Botanic Gar-
den, Glasgow, for June, 1888 :

—

" The lowest night temperature recorded during

the month was 33*^ during the night of the

4tii, the highest 40°, and that only on three

nights. The mean day temperature iu the shade has
been correspondingly low, the highest reading was
7o° but once only. The readings mostly varied from
60° to 'ob'^ since the dry weather set in on the 13th.

Since then the day readings in the sun have been
high, almost equalling those of June last year for

intensity. During the latter half of the month 90°

to 120'^ has been frequently registered; but the

effect of the sun "s heat has been greatly modified by

the continuous cold east and north-east winds.

Owing to the dry weather, and cold winds, particu-

larly at nights both hardy and half-hardy plants are

very backward of bloom, and the growth poor on all

except the hardiest forms of vegetable life ; even the
foliage of our common deciduous trees is small as

compared with last year, but fruit is abundant."

The Weather.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather for

the week ending July 16, is furnished from the
Meteorological Ollice ;

—

" Tlie zvcather has again been dull, gloomy, and
rainy over nearly the whole kingdom. Slight snow
fell in different parts of the country during the

early morning of the 11th. and was even observed
as far south as the Isle of Wight. Towards the end
of the period thunder and lightning were experienced

at some of our southern stations.
" Theicm2)eratiire has continued below the mean in

all districts, the deficit being as much as 6° to 8° over
the greater part of England, aud-±° to 5° over Ireland

and Scotland. Soon after the commencement of the

week it became abnormally low for the time of year,

the maximum reading iu London on the 11th and
12th not exceeding 54° ; as the week advanced,
however, the thermometer rose, and maxima between
71*^ and 74° were prevalent over south-western,

southern, and central England. The absolute minima,
which were recorded on rather irregular dates, were
also very low, ranging from 35° in ' England, S.W.,'

and 36°' iu 'Ireland, S.,' to 40° in ' Scotland, E.,'

and ' Ireland, N.,' and 47° in, the ' Channel Islands.'

At CuUompton the thermometer on the grass fell to

3i° during the night of the 12tli—13th. and at

Strathfield Turgiss to 32*^'.

" The ra'DifaU has been less than the mean in

Ireland and the extreme north of Scotland, but

more in all other districts, especially over the

eastern and central parts of Great Britain.
" 11right ^itushinc has again been very deficient

generally. In ' England, N.E.,' the percentage of the
possible amount of duration was only 8, and in most
other districts it varied between between 12 and
23. In ' England, S.W.,' however, 32 per cent, was
recorded, and in the ' Channel Islands ' 52 per cent."

MEAN TEMPERATURE OBSERVED AT CHISWICK DUR-
ING THE WEEK ENDING JULY 2S. (AVERAGE OF
FORTY-FOUR YEARS.)

July22 ...
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—t/. -B. Oncidium Batemanniiiuiim.

—

G. W. B. A
good bright Cattleya Gaskelliana.— Twcnti/ Years'

Subscriber. Deudrobium moscbatum.

—

G. W. C.

The bush isPrumuopitys elegaus, Oncidium hasta-

tum, and Lvcaste cruenta ; the spotting is acci-

deatal.— .7. ";r. S. tj- Co. 1, Eria bicolor ; 2, Mil-

touia Kusseliana.

Ornamental Foliaged Trees and Bcshes iok
Autumn Planting : Midland. Deciduous " ])ic-

ture plants " are now so many that we must refer

you to some good trade list for their names. AVe
can merely mention a few of the more indis-

pensable ones, viz., Prunus Pissardi ; Japanese
Maples in great variety — nice neat-habited
plants, with foliage of much beauty and diversity

;

Privets of various variegated forms ; varie-

gated Elders, white, creamy-white, and yellow

;

Acer pseudo-Plantanus Nizelli, purple, gi'een,

yellow leaf; Acer argutum, and A. macranthum
;

Ptelea trifoliataaurea; variegated pyramidal Oaks
;

Pu]"ple Beech in many forms
;
purple-leaved Hazel

;

Golden Catalpa ; variegated Poplars ; Berberis

vulgaris i)urpurea ; Halimodendron argenteum,
silvery foliage ; Cornus mas variegata ; and C.
sanguinea, the latter with bright crimson young
shoots.

Pea, Exonian : if. V. J' Son. An excellent, new
variety of marrow Pea— early, prolific, podding
almost down to the ground, the pods sliort

but well filled. It was past its best ; having been
in ])erfection three weeks ago.

I'hvllo.xeka : 40. Certainly not; a bad case of mil-
dew.

Poplar: Cainjce. The tree has been wounded,
perhaps by some boy tugging at the shoots.
Fungus spores enter the wound, germinate therein,

prevent the proper healing of the bark, and increase
and multiply ; hence the canker, which is of very
common occurrence in tliis tree. The fungus is

probably Nectria ditissima. II. 31. W.

Small Oechaed, Coedons, &c. : Midberry. In your
district, bushes and.half-standards wilfbe best for
tiie iusido parts of the quarters, and espalier and
cordons at the sides near the "walks. With regard
to Cherries (especially Morellos), and such Plums
as Greengage, Orleans, and Mirabelle, these are,

perhaps, best grown as half-standards. Apples
and Pears should be obtained on dwarfing stocks,
so as to secure early returns. Cordons are easily
managed, and can be made to produce fine fruits

by thinning the young fruits and surface feeding.
If your orchard is open to those points from which
the heaviest gales come, it would be advisable to
use generally the espalier form of training for

most of the Apples and Pears, running the espa-
liers across the quarters at from 20 to 30 yards
from line to line. These stiff walls of foliage
break the force of the wind greatly, and save their
own crop and that of the bushes growing between
the lines.

ToJLiTO AND CucuMBEE Geowers : J. B., Man-
chester. There are so many engaged in the busi-
ness now, we cannot inform you who is the
greatest. Some of the salesmen in Covent Garden
Market could give you the information if ap-
plied to.

Vine Leaves : G. T. Coatcs. The leaves have been
scalded by sun-heat -^ perhaps during a sudden
burst of sunshine following cloudy days. The
ventilation of modern-built houses, roofed with
large panes of glass, requires watchful care to
avoid such accidents.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Kelwav & Sons, Langport, Somerset—Wholesale

Lists of Plants, Trees, and Seeds.
B. .S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper HoUoway, London, N.—General Plant
Catalogue.

T. Methven & Sons, 15, Princes Street, Edinburgh,
N.B.—Bulbs.

Deane & Co., 46a, King William Street, London
Bridge, E.C.—Greenhouses, Heating Apparatus,
&c.

E. H. KEELiGE & Son, 17 to 27, Kleinen Hoatweg,
Haarlem. Holland—Wholesale Bulb List.

John Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E.

—

Boses.

L. Spath, Rixdorf, Berlin—Bulbs, Eoses, &c.
Keuijt & HoMMEs, Haarlem, Holland — Wholesale

List of Dutch Bulbs, &c.

Communications Received;— W. S. M.—T. W.—D. M.—
P. M'O., Capetown.—J. C—A. O. W. (yes, t leas')—.J. Y. J.

—Prof. Henriques, Coim >ra.—Dr. Ritzema B03, Wageaiugi^n.
—R. M. R. (we re.;ret the omissioa).—R. J. (whea ilie time
comes—may it be long Jirtjt).—C. J. (Parid).—G. F. \V.—
H. Low & Co.— ,T. B.—K, V. & S.—M, Foster.—R. D.—J. J.

\V.—J. D.—W. A. H.—H. B. P.—T. S. W.—G. Feuaell (ne.tt

week^-VV. G. S.

3° Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be named, or
asking questions demanding time and research /or tkeir solution,
must not expect to obtain an ansu'er to their enquiries in the
current week.

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, My I'J.

[We eanuot accept auy editorial respOQsibility for the subjoined
reports, which, however, are furnished to us reguhirly
every Thursday, by the kiutUicss of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible for the
quotations. It must be remL-mbered that these quotations
represent averages for the weok preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the samples,
the supply in the market, ami they fluctuate, not only
from day to day, but often several times in one day, and
tlierefore the prices quoted a-t averages for the past week
must not betaken as indicating the particular prices at
any particular date, and still less can they be taken as
guides to the prices in the coming week. Ed.]

The wet weather is considerably affectiag sup-
plies of soft fruit, Cherries especially reaching us in

very bad condition, and Currants colouring slowly.
Hothouse goods in full supply

;
prices lower. James

Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s. d.

Cherries, half-sieve... 3 0-60
Currants, blk., half-

sieve ... ... 3 6-40— Red, half-sieve.. 2 3-30
Grapes, per lb. ... 16-30
Kent Cobs, 100 lb.. ..40 0-45

s. d. s. d.

Lemons, per case ...12 0-21
Melons, each ... 10-30
Peaches, dozen ... 2 0-10
Pine-apple3,Eng.,lb. 2 0- ...— St. Michael, each 2 0-50
Strawberries, lb. ... 6-10

^'egetables.—Average Retail Prices,

s. d. s. d.

Artichokes, p. doz..., 6 0- ...

Asparagus, Fr., bund. 16-40
— English, 100 ... 3 6-60

Beans, Kidney, lb. ... 1 0- ...

Beet, red, per dozen 10-20
Carrots, per bunch... 9- ...

Cauliflowers, each ... 8- ...

Celery, per bundle ... 16-26
Cucumbers, each ... 9-10
Endive, per dozen ... 2 0- ...

Green Mint, bunch... 4- ...

Herbs, per bunch ... 4- ...

Leeks, per bunch ... 6- ...

Lettuce, per dozen... 1 6- ...

s. d. s. d.

MiLshrooms, punnet 10-16
Mustard and Cress,
piiimet 4- ...

Onions, per bushel ... 5 0- ...

Parsley, per bunch... 4- ...

Potatos, per cwt. ... 4 0- 5
,, kidney, percwt. 4 0-50

Rhubarb, per bundle 4- ...

Shallots, per lb. ... 6- ...

Spinach, per bushel... 2 6- ...

Tomatos, per lb. ... 1 0- ...

Turnips, per buncli,
new ... ... S- ...

^'egt. Marrows, each 6- ...

PoTATOS.—Jersey Flukes, Qs. to 7s. ; do. Kidneys, 65. to 7s. per
cwt. ; English, is. to 5s. per bushel. Markets blocked,
and samples much diseased.

Plants ls Pots.'

s.

Aralia Sieboldi, doz, 6
Bouvardias, per dozen 9

Calceolarias, dozen 3
Carnations, per doz. 6
Coleus, dozen ... 3
Crassula, per doz, ... 9
Cyperus, per dozen . 4
Dracaena term,inaliB,

per dozen 30
— viridis, per doz. 12
Euonymus, in var.,

per dozen 6
Evergreens, in var.,

per dozen 6
Ferns, in var., doz. 4

Ficus elastica. each . 1

Foliage plants, vari-

ous, each 2

U- 6
;

0-18
,

0-6
0-18

0-60
0-24

0-18

s.d. s.d.

3 0-80
4 0-60
9 0-18
18 0-30

,—Average Wholesale Prices.

d, s. d. 1

0-18 Fuchsias, doz.
0-12 Heliotropes, dozen.

Hydrangeas, dozen,
LUiums, var., doz.
Lobelias, per dozen 3 0-60
Marguerites, doz. ... 9 0-12

0-12
!
Mignonette, 12 pots 3 0-60
Musks, dozen ... 16-30
Myrtles, per dozen... 6 0-12
Palms in var,, each 2 6-21
Pelargoniums, doz... 6 0-15
— Ivy-leaf, dozen... 3 0-60
— suarlet, dozen ... 3 0-6

0-24 Rhodauthe, perdoz... 6 0-90
0-18 Sc-mfced Geranium doz 3 0-6
6- 7 — Verbena, perdoz. 4 0-60

Spiru-'as, dozen ... 6 0-12
0-10 Zinnia, per dozen ... 1 ij- 6

Beddinq-out Plants.

Per dozen. Is. to 2s.
;
per box, Is, to 3a'.

Cur Flowers.

Asters, 12 bunches..."
— French, per bun.

Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations, 12 blms.
— dozen bunches...
Chrysanthemums,
annual, 12 bun. ...

Cornflower, 12 bun.
Delphiniiuns, 12 bun.
Eucharis, per dozen
Forget-me-nots, 13
bunches

Gardenias. 12 blooms
Heliotropes, 12 spr.
Iri.s, various, 12 bun.
Lilium lougiflorum,

12 blooms
— candidum, 12 bl.— per bunch
— (Orange) perbun.
Marguerites, la bun.

,—Average Wholesale Prices,

s. d. s. d.

4 0-60
2 0-30
6-10

10-20
4 0-6 U

1 0- ;t

16-30
3 0-6
3 0-60

2 0-40
16-40
6-10

3 0-90

3 0-50
6-16

16-26
1 0- 2

3 0- 6 U

s. (/. s. d.

Mignonette, 12 bun. 3 0-60
Pansies, 12 bun. ... 1 6- 3 o
Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 6-10

scarlet, 12 spr.... U ;i- 6
Pinks, 12 bun. ..". ... 3 0-60
Poppies, 12 bun. ... 4 0- 6
Primulas, double, 12
sprays 9-10

Pyrcthrums. 12 bun. 2 0-40
Rhodanthe, 12 bun. 4 0-60
Roses, Tea, per doz. 6-16
— coloured, dozen. 2 0-40— red.perdozen ... 1 0- 2
— ., 12 bunches 3 0-60
— Safrano. dozen... 9-16— Moss, 12 bun. ... 4 0-12

Spir;ca, 12 bun. ... 4 0-60
Stephanotis, 12 spr. 2 4
Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 3 0-60
SweetSultan,l2bun. 3 U~ 6
Tubtroses,12 blms.... b- 1

SEEDS.
London: July 18.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons,

seed meichauls, of 37, Mark Lane, E.C, report
a very poor attendance on the market to-day. A
speculative inquiry has sprung up for Trefoil at
hardening rates. I'or Trifolium also higher prices
are asked. The prospects of both these articles are
badly spoken of, owing to the continued unfavour-
able weather. Mustard and Kape seed are but little

inquired for. Bird seeds move oil' slowly on former
terms. Blue l^eas continue exceedingly cheap.

CORN.
Averages.—Official statement showing the average

price of British corn, imperial measure, in the week,
ended July 14:—Wheat, 3l5.6c^.; Barley, 28s. ; Oats,
165. Sd. For the corresponding week in 1887:—
Wheat, 345. ; Barley. 20s. bd. ; Oats, IGs. Of/.

PRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Spitalfields : Jidi/ IS.—Very large supplies of all

kinds of fresh vegetables, fruit, See. Demand brisk,

at undermentioned prices :—Fruit : Kaspberries, 4rf.

to 6d. per punnet ; red Currants 4s. G(/. to ^:>s. per
half sieve ; black Currants, 3s. 'Jd. to 4s. do. ; Straw-
berries, 2s. Qd. to 3s. 6fZ. per peck ; Cherries, 3s. Qd.
to 4s. Qd. per half sieve ; Gooseberries, 25. '3d. to
25. 9d. do. ; English Tomatos, bs. to Gs. per peck
of 12 lb. Vegetables : Cabbages, Is. to 25. Qd.

per tally ; Peas, 2s. 6f/. to 3s. ijd. per bushel

;

do,, 4s. to 5s. per sack ; new Carrots, 2s. to 2s. Qd.
per dozen bunches; Turnips, 2s. to 25. Qd. do.;
spring Onions, Is. Qd. to 2s. Gd. do. ; Parsley, Is. to
Is. Qd. do.; Mint, Is. to Is. Qd. do. ; Khubarb, Is. Gd,

to 2s. Gd. per dozen bundles ; foreign Onions, 7s. Qd.

to Ss. per box of about 112 lb.; frame Cucumbers,
2s. to 3s. Qd. per dozen ; Endive, Is. to Is. Gd. do.

;

Cos Lettuces, 2d. to -kl. per score ; Beetroots, Gd. to
Sd. per dozen.

Stratford : Jidi/ 17. — Both trade and supply
have been good during the last week. Quotations :

—Cabbages, 2s. to 3s. per tally ; Turnips, 3s. to 4s.

per dozen bunches ; Mangels, 16s. to 21s. per ton

;

Watercress, Qd. to Sd. per dozen ; Gooseberries,
ripe, 3s. per half sieve ; do. green, 25. 3d. to 2s. Qd.

do. ; black Currants, English, 4s. do. ; Cherries, do.,

45. do.; Apples, 7s. to 9s. per box ; Strawberries, Ss.

per peck ; Raspberries, 4s. per dozen punnets

;

Tomatos, dd. to Is. per box ; Cucumbers, Is. 2d. to
2s. per dozen ; Peas, 5s. to 7s. per bag.

POTATOS.
Borough and Spitalfields : July 17. —Large

supplies, dull sale. Quotations :—Jersey kidneys,
5s. to 6s. ; do. rounds, 4s. Gd. to 5s. Qd. ; Cherbourg
do., 4s. to Qs. per cwt.

Spitalfields : July 18.—Quotations.—Jersey kid-

neys, Ss.Gr/. to 4s. ; do. flukes, 4s. to OS. ; St. Malo rounds,
3s. to 3s. Qd.

; Lisbon do., 4s. to 4s. Qd. ; Cherbourg
do., 3s. to 35. Gd.

; do. flukes, 45. to 4s. Qd. per cwt.

Stratfokd: July 17.—Jersey kidneys, SOs. to 90s.
;

St. Malo rounds, 405. to SOs. per ton; Dutch, Is. 6^^.

per bushel ; Cherbourg kidneys, SOs. to 90s. ; do.

rounds, 70s. to 8Us. per ton.

Imports.—The imports into London last week con-

sisted of 1055 boxes from Barfleur, 2638 packages
from Jersey, 1492 packages from St. Malo, 941 boxes
from Cherbourg, 2526 cases from Rouen.

HAY,
Averages.—The following are the averages of the

prices obtained at the various metropolitan markets
during the past wei^k :—Clover, prime, 94s. to

llSs. ; inferior, 76s. to SQs. ; hay, prime, 00s.

to 1145.; inferior, 755. to 845.; and straw, 26?. to

46s. per load.

^"i, Orchid bloom in great variety, but the demand not
very good.

Boxwood in Trebizond.— it is interesting to

know, from an official source, that there is a good
prospect of tiie supplies of Boxwood from Trebizond
increasing. It is stated that the contests between
the authorities and the rural classes as to the owner-
ship of Box trees was brought, in December last, to

a termination satisfactory to the villagers, conse-

quent on the action of the British Consulate in

behalf of an English firm whose interests were
thereby involved. If prices improve, therefore, Box-
wood will once more become an important export
to Europe, freed, as it has now been, from the

vexatious interference of local officials.
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SAVE H ALF T H E COST.
G A R S I D E'S

BEDFORDSHIRE

SILVER SAND,
Coarse and Fine,

la admitted by the Iti-adinj; Nurserymen to be the Best
Quality obtainable in the Tnide.

Coiisuniers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splemlid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary .o-t. NO TKAVKLLKRS OR AOEXTS.
Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price.

Fr.'e un K;.til or Canat. All Order.'! executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts.

GEORGE GARSIDE, Jun., LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS.

ISHQKST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrips, Green Fly, and other flight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of soft-water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cate against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boies. Is., 3s.. and 10s. 'od.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boies. 6d. and \s., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PKICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). London.

ETTING.—Buy your Netting direct from
the Makers. Write for sanaple piece, of our best quality,

waterproof, tanned and oiled, 4 yards by 50 yards, 8s. ; second
quality, hs. 6d. Any size made to order. Trade supplied.

SPASHETT AND CO.. Net Manufacturers. Lowestoft.

HY. VAN & CO.
(The Oldest London House in the Trade, Ettd. 17S0),

25, Tooley Street, London Bridge, S.E.

Illustrated CA TALOGVES PMt-free.

PROTECTION FOR FRUIT AND FLOWERS.
GARDEN NETTING, 2 yards wide, I^rf., or jwr lOU yards,

10s. ; ditto. 4 yards wide, ^,, or per 100 yards, 20s.

SCRI.M CANVAS. 1 yard wide, id. ; IJ yard, i'^d. ; and
2 yards. 6d. per yard.

TIFFANY, 3S inches wide, in 20 yard pieces, "i-f. &d. per piece.

SHADING BLINDS made up any size.

KICK CLOTHS, TARPAULINS, Corn and Potato SACKS,
FLAGS, TENTS, &i-.. for Sale or Hire.

TOBACCO PAPER. RAFFIA, aud Garden MATS of all kinds.

ILCHARD NETTINU, J-inoh mesh, 12 yards
wide, M. yard; eitra stout strong TANNED NET,

2 yards wide, i^d, yard; 4 yards wide, 3d. yard ; or 2 yards
wide. 10s. per 100; 4 yards wide, 20s, per 100 yards. New
TWINE NETTING. 1 yard wide, l^d. yard ; 2 yards wide, 3d.

yard ; 4 yards wide, tjd. yard ; 12 yards wide. Is. 6rf. yard.

COTTON NET. nine meshes to square inch, 1^ yard wide, t^.

to Id. yard run,
W. CULLINGFORD, Forest Gate, E.

LAWN MOWERS.
All the best makes in stock :

Excelsior. Invincible. Godiva,
Shanks', Green's, Ransome's.
Garden Seats, Tablks,
WiREWORK, Tools, &c.

Swing Water-Barrows.
l,"i Gall.,.. 30s.

I

30 Gall,.., 4tls.

20 Gall.... 36s.
|
40 (inll.... .vis.

GARDEN ROLLERS.
Double Ci/limier. Knigle.

20byl8in.50s.
22by20in.,'>os.

24by22iu,6.5s.
26 by 24 in. 80s.

WOOD
Well made

16byl6in.32s.
I8byl8in.35s.
20 by 20 in. 4.5s,

22by23in„52.!,

BARROW,
heap ... 24 '6

With loo.se top, as shown 32/6

DEANE AND CO,'S ILLUSTRATED GARDEN CATALOGUE
(the most complete puldished) free by Post,

AU ord-^s Carriarje i'anl to any .Station. Di.^cnuut for Cash.

DEANE 8c CO.,
*""

iTrfeT;'"""'" \
LONDON BRID GE.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16,000 of the Nobility, Gentry.

ami Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Fraraes, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-PoisouuuM Paints tor Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patterns, aud Teetimonials, Post-free.

THE NEW
"ECLIPSE" SHADING

(RFGI'^TFRFri)

A GREEN COLOURING WASH
For Conservatories. Greenhonse.s, and .similar structures.
The best and most economical Shading before the public.

Sold in Is. tins sufficient for 100 square feet, is easily applied,
and one dressing ^vill stand the whole season.
Trade price ou appliiation to the Inventcir and Manufacturer,

E. WILSON SERPELL,
Seed and Bulb Meriliant,

21, CORNWALL STREET. PLYMOUTH.
N.B. A Tin with full instructions post-free for Is. Zd.

JAS. BOYD & SONS,
HORTIClLTUItAL BUILDERS
and Heating Engineers,

PAISLEY.
HORTICULTURAL

STRUCTURES
of every description.

in either Wood or Iron,
or both combined.

,^j>%. Wooden Chapels,

5:^^.^ Shooting Lodges, Cottages,
I Tennis Courts, Verandahs, &c.

Hot-water Apparatus
for warming Churches,

Schools, Public Buildings,
Mansions, Harness BoomB.

Dr\ ig Rooms, Hot houses, and
Buildings of every Description.

Illustrated Ciradars
Post-free.

The "Gardener's Friend"

HOT-WATER BOILER,
For Greenhouses, Vineries, Conservatories, Forcing Houses, &c.

Advantages
Equally ap-

plicable for Do-
mesticorWare-
house Heating.
Baths, Lava-

tories, and
Laundries.
Minimum

CostofSetting.
Free Access to
all Flues.

Certain Con-
t i n uance of
Heating at
night.
No Night

Watching re-

quired.
Slow Com-

bustion.
Minimum

Cost for FupL
Large Heat-

ing Surface,

t. oke common or Anthracite Coal.

/ fncts a/ plv to the Manufacturers.

JOHN WARNER & SONS.'^c^nTSUrcT'
Aud Tile Foundry Works. Wiilton-on-the-Kaze, Essex.

To Nurserymen, Seed Merchants, and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering Arch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade : also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, R;iffia Fibre, Tobacco Paper,
and Shading. Prices free.—4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

21-OZ. Foreign of the above sizes, in 100 and 200 feet boxes,
3rd3 and 4th3 qualities, always kept in stock.

A large stock of similar current sizes of 16-OZ. glaM in
200 feet boxes.
Enqhah Glass, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

free delivery in the country in quantities.

GEORGE FABMILOE & SONS,
34. St. John Street. West Smithfield, London, E.C.

.stock [A:^r and I'rn-f- on ,, /u,',r.it">n. Price Ltr-t of Colour:!.

LA BELLS SADVAOB YARD, LUDGATE HILL, E.C.

BACHELOR'S WALK. DUBLIN.—Cuount far dull.

WORKS OF AUTHORITY ON BOTANY.
LINDLEY'S ELEMENTS OF BOTANY. A\'ith Blustrations. 8vo, cloth, price 9s.

LINDLEY'S MEDICAL AND (ECONOMICAL BOTANY. With numerous Illustra-

tions. 8vo, cloth, price Tls,

LINDLEY'S DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY. For Self-Instruction and the Use of Schools,

Price I.S., sewed.

London ; Bradbury, Agnew, & Co., Bouverie Street, E.C.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION,

W. RICHARDS,
41, WelUngrton Street, Strand,

LONDON, W.C.

Please send me " The Gardeners' Chronicle " for _

comniencivff ,for w/iich 1 enclose P.0.0._

_1888.

_Months,

^ Please Note that all Copies sent Direct ttom this Office must be paid for In advance. .,£1

THE UNITED KINGDOM:—12 Months. 15j, ; 6 Months, 7s. id.; 3 Months, 3s. 9d.; Post-free.

FOREIGN SUE.SC'K1PTI0NS (exceptinn In.lia and China) :—Incluilinf!: Postage, 17s. 6rf. for 12 Months. India and China, 19s. 6<i.

Receipts for less than six months' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

No. 42,

P.O.O. to be made payable at the Post Office,

DRXJRY LANE, London, to W. RICHARDS.
Cheques should be crossed " DRUMMOND."

o c.
July 21, 1888.
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THE SPHINCTER GRIP ARMOURED HOSE COMPANY, Limited,

63, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G.

GARDEN HOSE. GARDEN HOSE. GARDEN HOSE.
Unequalled for Durabilty, Flexibility, and Lightness. Practically Indestructible. Will wear out ten

ordinary Hoses, and withstand unlimited pressure.
IT CANNOT KINK OR COLLAPSE. JX UNJi'EllSAL HEMAND. It.il'lDI.V HEJ'LACING ALL OTHKli UnSE.S.

A Company, as above, having been formed to work the SPHINCTER GRIP ARMOURED HOSE PATENTS, this Hose is now ottered to
tlie public at the uudermeiittoiieU uiiprecedcijteitiy low price.).

PRICE LIST, PRICE LIST.
BEST QUALITif RED OR BLACK RUBBER. HOSE FITTINGS.

Hmiil-made from best Para Kiibl>er only;
o adulterutiuii,

Anuoureil by the Spliincter Grip Patent process,
Galvanised Wire.

J-inch. ^inch. J-inch. J-iucIi. 1-invh
id. U^d. Is. l^rf. U. -id. Is. W.

Larger sizes on application

iijiirious conipO;3itioDs

tb Spring Steel

in diam.
per foot.

Hose Screws, per pair ... ... ... ... ;j/-

BrauchPipe.wiUiTap,.Tet.andRo9ecompIete 5/6
High-pressure Screw-down Tap for Iron or)..

If Screwed Nose, extra...
Head Pipe (

J-in.

3/6

V-
6/6

4/6

10/6

/9 1/3 2/- —
Fittings made to any gauge witliout extra charge.

1-in.

5/-

12/-

10/-

3/-

For cheiiper Hose (not recommended) see Price List.

?-Si*''"S.i'°*';'.°^ "'.'.y description now in u»b nay be armoured at a small cost, thereby adding considerably to their strengtji
dnrability. (Special tariff on application.)

_Tiie P;it(.Tits niid.T which th.^ .Sphincter ("Jrip Ilnse is armonred are now the exclusive Jiropcrty fif this {'.,ni[j;iiiv. an
Pulilic arc caiiliuticiiaLCliiisl purchasing worthless and .spurious imitations, as uilriii^^cmciits will !..- pr..inptly prosecl

Illustrated and Descript ve Price Lists Free. Garden Engines. Hose Reels, Pumps. Syringes, Hydronettes Lawn

CAUTION.- d tjie

uteU,

Fountains. Sprinklers, Tap Unions, Hose Screws, Fittings of every Description.
WATER SUPPLIERS.— lieports and Estimate.t Gratis by Erpi'i-ienceil Eii(/ineers,

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, NEAR DUDLEY,

And iT 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.

IRON FENC ING, HURDLES, GATES, &c.

IRON ROOFIHG AHD HAY BARNS.

Special E^timales given for Large ConlracU* m Fencing,
Roofing, &c. Personal Sur\fys of Estiiles made, and practical
advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down.

Illustrated Catahgties Free by Post.

RICHARDSON'S

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS

Numerous
Prize Medals and

Certificates of Merit,

Fixed in any part of the Kingdom
with Hot-water Apparatus

complete.

Catalogue

Free.

Hcrm of England Hortlealtf«1 Works,
DARLINGTON.

" Gather Honey from Your Howera."

NEIGHBOURS CELEBRATED
BEE-HIVES

For taking Honey without
the Destruction of

the Bees.

Philadelphia Exhibition. 1876.

Paris Exhibition, 1878.

Three Silver Medah {md several
otliera iiicarded to

GEO. NEIGHBOUR & SONS
iMiK TIIKIH l.MPROVKD

THOMAS'S
TRAINING TRELLISES.

No. 81. GALVANISED AFTER MADE.
For training Peas instead of

sticks. Training plants to walls
,

&c. In Panels.
6 feet by 3 feet ... 2s. each.
6 feet by 4 feet ... 3s'. eacJi.

6 feet by 5 feet ... 4?. each.
6 feet by 6 feet ... 5,^. each.

JIade any size to order at
follow ing prices :

—

6 in. 4 in. 3 in. 2 in. li in. mesh.
2d. 3d. 3^jd. it. ^}d. per foot super

.

iLLUSTR.iTKD CaTALOU L'K ON Al'PLICATION.
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GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 48,

married; no incumbrance.—JOHN BURTON, Head
(iardener, Malsis Hall, Cross Hills, Leeds.

pARDENER (Head Woricino).—Age 30,

V^ married, no family ; seventeen years' practical experi-

ence in all branches. Orchids. &c, 3 years in present place.

Highly recommended,— State wages and particulars to .T. \.,

.18, Fo-t Hill Road, Redlands, Reading, Berks.

ARDENER (Head AVorkino).—Age 32,
marrried, on family ; experienced in nil bratelies of the

profession ; Early and Late Forcing. Good cliaracter and
testimonials. Abstainer.—W. G., 39, Brackenbury Road,

Shepherd'a Busli, London, W.

GAPvDENER (Head Working),—Age 36,
married ; abstainer. Twenty year^" pracfic-al ex-

perience. Hi^lily recommended as an industrious, competent,

and triisfwortliv Gardener. First-rate Fruit. Plant, and
VegPtjible Grower. — W., Gardetiers' Chronicle Office, 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,
married. Advertiser beps to offer his services to any

Ladyor Gentleman. Tliorou;?hly understands Grapes, Peaches.

&c., Stove and Greenhouse, Orchids, Bedding and Hi-rbace us

Plants, Kitchen Garden. Hip;hly recommended.—\V. COOK,
3. Clarence Row, East Sheen, S.W.

GARDENER (Heab or good Sinqle-
handkd).—Age 29, married; fiveyears" good character.-

GARDENER, Ferndale. Ridgeway, Enfield, N.

f^ ARDENER(Hrad, or good Single-handed);
\jr age 33.—Admiral Prevost, 133, Ebury Street. Eaton
Square, S.W.. wishes to recommend a steady respectable man,
who has a good Ituowledge of Gardening in all its branches.—
Address above, or to A. LOCKE. 19, Rosaville Road, Wolham
Green, Fulham. S.W.

GARDENER (Head or Single-handed).—
Age 33; nine years' experience of Indoor and Outdoor

branches in private places. Good character. Total abstainer,

—C. S,, 2, .Jessamine CMtage, Hartlamis, SevenoaVs.

ARDENER and COOK, Charge of Resi-
dence, or any place of trust.—Respectable. Highly

recommended.—G., Jlr. Webber, Florist, Tunbridge, Kent.

GARDENER, or GROOM and GARDENER.
—Age 30, married ; umlerstands Glass and Kitchen

Garden thoroughly. Can Ride a d Drive. Five years' character

from Ij^t place.—H. JACKSON, Chase Side, Southgate.

(^ ARDENER (good Single-handed).—Tho-
\J( roughly practical in all branc es. Leaving through
jiroperty changing hands. Excellent references.—T. S., 6,

Coleridge Gardens, South Hampstead, N.

C^
ARDENER (good Single-handed).—Age

X 25 ; has obtained thorough practicalknowledge of Fruit,

Plant, and Vegetable Growing in well-kept gardens. Highest
references. Please state full particulars, — P., Gardeners'
Chronicle Office. 41. Wellington Street, Strand, 'W.C.

/'I ARDENER (Single-handed), or otherwise.
vIT —Age 2h ; total abstainer. Good references.

—

E. >[ILLER, Eden Villa, Portishead, Somerset.

/"GARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 21;
V7 accustomed to In and Outdoors. Three and a half years'

in present occupation.—H. M., Mrs. Penton, Go, Hyde Street,

Winchester.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given).—Age 33, marrietl, one daughter (age 6);

six and a half years' good character.—A. BROWN, Chart
Lodge, Redliill. Surrey.

GARDENER Single-handed, or Second).—
Age 23; ten years' experience in Garden and Green-

house Work. Disengaged.—BAKER, 3, Pyrmont Roal,Strand-
on-tlie-Green. Chiswick.

GARDENER (Single -handed).—Age 26,
married; experienced in Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Flower and Kitchen Garden. Total abstainer. Two years'
excellent character from present situation; nine years pre-
vious.—F. E., 4, Charles Terrace, King's Road, Mortlake.

AKUEXER (Single-handed). — Age 2.5;
ha-s had twelve years' experience in the Cultivation of

Stove and other Plants; also Cucumbers and Vines. Ab-
stainer. Three and a half years' good character.

—

W. B.,
Mr. Maynard, High Street. Twyford.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Second).
—Age 31 ; no children. Wife thorough Laundress.

Fourteen years on Gentlemen's estates. Good personal
character.—H, H., The Laundry, Broad Oak, Byfleet, Surrey.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or
Second).—Age 24, single; experienced in both capacities.

Understands Vines. Forcing Houses and all the general routine
of Gardening. Good character,—D. MONEY, Langton, Tun-
bridge Wells, Kent.

ARDENER (Second).—Has been three years
in Belgium. — G.. Gardaiers.' Chronicle Office, 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W\C.

r;i ARDENER (Second): age 24.—Mr. G.
\IT Keates, Temple Gardens, Marlow, Bucks, can with
confidence recommend .T. Fletcher, who has been with him tlie

past two years. Abstainer.

ARDENER (Second). — Age 23 ; twelve
years' experience. Excellent references. Total ab-

stainer.—47, Upper Park Koad, Haverstock Hill, Hamp-
stead, N.W.

GARDENER (Second or Third), in the
Houses.—Good references. Three years in Houses at

Paul &. Son's, Cheshunt. beside^ Gentlemen's Gardens.—W. J.,

2, Cromwell Cottages, Cheshunt, Herts.

ARDENER (Second), or FOREMAN.—
Age 2b; abstainer. Twelve years' experience in nil

branches. Over two years' good character from last situation.
—W. WRIGHT, 55, Cotterells. Hemi-1 Hempstead. Herf'..

GARDENER (Under).—Young ; three and
a half years' gooil eliaraeter. Eight years' experience.

—

H. GREEN, Mr. Newmnn, Tliames .Slreet, Weybridge.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 19 ; six years'
character.— G. WILLOUGHBY, King Stanley, near

Stonehouse, Gloucestershire.

GARDENER (Under),—Age 21 ; five years'
experience Inside and Out. Good character from last

place.—J. TERRY, Whitchurch, near Reading, Berks.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 27 ;
good refer-

ences.—W. BARRON and SON, Elvaston Nurseries,
Borrowash, Derby.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21. Six years'
experience Inside and Out. Five years' good character

from present employer.—G. L., Station Road, Weybridge.

/n ARDENER (Under). — Age 21 ; ~^n
V-T years' experience. Inside and Out. Two years in pre-
sent situation. Excellent character from present and previous
employers.-G. T. R., 19, Percy Gardens, Isleworth, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Under) in a C4entlenian's
Garden.—Age 23; ten years' experience in Fruit,

Plants, and Vegetable Growing, Highest references for abili-
ties and character. Please state full particulars.—A., Gardeners'
Chro7iicle Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

URSERY MANAGER.—Mr. James Cole
having terminated his engagement with Messrs. Ireland &.

Thomson. Edinburgh, with wliom he has been upwards of eight
years, will be glad to hear of any first-class house requiring his
services.—Claremont Grove, Didsbury, Manchester.

T^"^OREMAN, or MANAGER, to grovT for
-L Market, Grapes, Peaches, Strawberries, Cucumbers,
Tomatos, Mushrooms, and Cut Flowers of every description.
First-class references.-W. ARMSTRONG, Charlton Cottage,
St. Mary's Road, Harlesden, N.W.

FOREMAN, in the House.s.—Age 29 ; iifteen
years' experience. Excellent references. — CHAS.

KINGSWELL, The Gardens, Ancote, Weybridge, Surrey.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 27 ; eleven
years' experience in gjod places

; good references from
last and previous employers.— G. LILLEY, Thorney, near
Peterborough, Cambs.

UOREMAN, in the PTouses.—Age 25 ; eleven
JL vears' experience in Plant and Fruit Growing, Funeral
and Table Decorating. Good character.— J. WALLER, Barn
Elms, Barnes, Surrey.

FOREMAN, in a good establishment—Age 27

;

twelve years' experience in good establishments. Two
and a lialf yeirs as Foreman in present situation.— .T. GARD-
NER, 6, Cobden Road, Eumore Park, South Norwood, S.E.

FOREMAN.— Mr. J. C. Clajikic wi.shes to
recommend his late Foreman, Albert Pearce ; has a good

knowledge of Pines, Vines, Peaches, &c., as well as Plant
Growing.—A. PEARCE, The Gardens, Cothelstone House,
Taunton.

1^0REMAN.—Age 25 ; twelve years' practical
experience. Well up in Fruit and Flower Culture,

Forcing, &c. Five years' good character from last place.

—

Address, with particulars, H. DEE, Mr. Wagstaffe, Amberlcy
Court, Stroud.

FOREMAN or Second, in the Houses.—Age
25 ; well acrinainted Willi Grape, Tomato, and Ciicunilier

Growing. Good character.— H. S., 10, Alma Road, Entield
Wash, Middlesex.

FOREMAN, or Second.—Age 23; over eight
years' experience. Leaving present situation at owti

request—through change of Head Gardener. Highest reference.
—D, ROBERTSON. Thame Park. Thame, Oxfordshire.

ROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and
GROWER.—Age S.-J; well up in Market Stnft. Good

reference.—H., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street. Strand, W.C.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 30,
married ; all usual stuff for market, Ferns, Bouvardias,

Cyclamens, Cut (lowers, Grapes, Cucumbers. Tomatos, Jlush-
rooms.-A. R., 2, Bedford Terrace. East Finchley, N,

i^^ALESMAN and PROPAGATOR.—Age 26;
kJ eleven years' experience. Good references.— C. H. B.,

3, King Street, Lincoln.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses and Outside,
in a Gentleman's garden.—Age 21; four years' good

character.—E. IMELLISH, Station Road. Swanage,' Dorset.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses, in a Gentle-
man's Garden or Nursery.—Age 21 ; five years' experience.

Good character.—A. TROTT, Yew Tree Cottage, Crawley,
Sussex.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 20;
Six years' experience. Can be well recommended by

present and previous employer^.—H. FIELDER, Bedhampton,
Havant.

J

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 20

;

fJ eight years' experience. Good cliaracter.—D. SPINK,
Melton Hill. Woodbridge. Suffolk.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 2-i

;

four years' good character. Well recommended,—
PTERIS, West Hill, Shanklin, Isle of Wight.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Out.—Good short
Grass Cutter. Good testimonials if required. Eight years'

experience.— Elm Lodge, Merton Road, Wimbledon Park,
Merton, Surrey.

OURNEYMAN in the Houses, or Inside and
Out.—Age 22 ; eight yrars' experience in good e3tabli^h

ments. Excellent reference^?.-J. H. GREEN, Rectory Colt:ige,
Whitchurch, Oxon.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—First-class
recommendation from present and past employers.

Wages, Kis^ per week, with bothy.—W. DYSON, 40, East
Street, Reading.

_ OURNEYMAN, in a private establishment.—

•

" Age 21 ; six years' experience in good places. Strong,
-jtive, and willing. Can be well recommended by a Gentle-
man.—G., 57, High Street, Putney, S.W.

JOURNEYMAN.—R. H. Turner, Esq., would
be pleased o recommend a young man (age 22j, who has

been in his g;irden six and a half years, Indoors and Out.
Abstainer. Wholly or partly Indoors. — G. CHANNELL,
Hersham, W.ilton-on-Thames, Surrey.

TMPROVER, or JOURNEYMAN in theX Houses.—Age 21; six years' experience Inside and Out.
—W. MILES, The Gardens, Queeuswood, Beddington, near
Croydon, S.E.

TMPROVER, in the Houses.—Age 22; eight
-*- years' experience Inside and Out. Excellent reference.

—

T. ATTWOOD, Paekington, Asliby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire.

MARKET CtROWERS.—Advertiser requires
situation in JIarket Nursery. Has been used to Soft-

ivooded Stuff and Ferns forsome time.— R., 51, Thome Street,
Wandsworth Koad, S.W.

nj^O MARKET and other NURSERYMEN.—
J. Advertiser desires to recommend his Foreman; tliorough
good Propagator and Grower; good Salesman, Sec. |, and
strictly honest, sober, and obliging. — T. R., Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

''[^O NURSERYMEN.-A thorough practical
JL Grower of Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers. T matos, &c..
Hard and Soft-wooded Plants, for over twelve years in leading
Nurseries, requires situation at once. Age 28.—JOHN PEGG,
Eastgate Nursery, Peterborough.

'PO JOBBING GARDENERS.-Wanted, by
JL an experienced hand, both In and Outdoor, permanent
employm nt. Age .37. State wages.—H. S.MITH, .'c'. High
Eoad, Lee, S.E.

''pO GENTLEMEN and NURSERYMEN.—

A

JL young man (age 21) seeks employment in Garden or
Nursery. Has been out bef'ore.—C. C, 29. Gurney Road,
Stratford, E.

SHOPMAN (Heab), or MANAGER.—AgeO 38; will shortly be disengaged. Is well up in every de-
partment, including Correspondence and Nursery Stuff.

—

NORMA, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

To Florists and Seedsmen,
SHOPMAN or MANAGER.—Nine years in

the trade. Lately Tnivrilcl for a London House. Fir^t-

class references.-H., 21, Shardeloes Road, Lewisham High
Rnad, New Cross, S.E.

SHOPMAN or ASSISTANT in the Seed orO Seed and Florist Trade.—Age 20 ; four years' experience.
Good reference.— .T. B. C, 67, Cleaveland Road, Surbiton,
Surrey.

''[TRAVELLER or CLERK and TR.WELLER,
JL in the Nursery or Seed Trade.—First-class references
and Connection. Good Book-keeper, Correspondent, and Sales-

man. Thoroughly experienced.—T. K., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Welliugton Street, Strand, W.C.

'^PO RETIRED BUTLERS, GARDENERS,
JL and OTHERS.—A comfortable home offered to a Man
whose Wife is a good Cook, to attend on two or three gentle-

men.—F. E. WALKER, Escrick, York.

ASSISTANT.—Age 22 ; six years' experience.
Well up in Seed. Plants, and Nursery Stock.—.T. H.,

The Birches, Wordsley, Stourbridge.

''PRADE or PRIVATE.—Active : Carpenter,
JL Painter, Glazier, Hot-water Fitter, Rustic Work in all

branches. Trade eighteen years.—C. T., 22.i, Kilburn Park
Road, Paddingtou. W.

HOLLOWAY"S PILLS.—Hale Constitutions.
^When the hum.in frame has become debilitated from

the effects of exposure, excesses or neglect, these Pills will

repair the mischief, if they be taken according to the lucid

directions wrapped round each box. Holloway 3 Pills exert
the most exemplary tonic qualities, in oil cases of nervous de-
pression, whereby the vital powers are weakened and the
circulation is rendered languid and unsteady. They improve
the appetite, strengthen the digestion, regulate the liver and
art as gentle aperient-*. The^se Fills are suited to all ages and
all habits, and their inventor's fame has resounded through all

the quarters of the globe ; wherever sickness exists this

medicine ha^s made it,s way to be everywhere largely ap-

proved and justly appreciated.
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Send for an ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST of

JOHN BLAKE'S
PATENT SELF-ACTING HYDRADLIC

For Raising Water for the Supply of Towns, Villages, Irrigation, Railway Stations, Mansions, Fountains, Farms, &c.

No Cost for Motive Powei\ which is obtained from a Stream of Water passing through the Ram.

NO OILING OR PACKING REQUIRED.
MADE IN SIZES TO RAISE FROM 300 to 500,000 GALLONS PER DAY. WILL FORCE TO A HEIGHT OF 1500 Feat.

SPECIAL RAMS for IIKUI FALLS, to send up One-Third of the Water passing through them.

Fig. A.

This Ram
raises a

portion of

the same
water
that

works it.

lew of Il.^m Worked by W.iter from a Spring, ami
supplying tlie House and Garden on the Hill.

This Ram,
whilst

worked by
a stream of

impure
water, will

pump clean

water from
a well

or .spring.

Fig. B.

E X T R A C TS FROM TEST I M O N I A L S.

VILLAGE WATER SUPPLY.
From Mr. THOMAS VARLEY,

Agent to the Trustees of the late William Roun.iell. Esq.. Gledstoiie Estato, West Marton, Skipton, August 11. 1887.

"DE4.K Sir,—The Patent Hydraulic Ram yon fixed live years ago on this estate is still working as well as it did on the day it started. It is driven hy spring water carried along tlie hillside in

9o0 yards of iron pipe, and force,-* up an abundant supply to an unilerground tank on the hill at a distance of a miles from, and at an elevation of ysii feet above the ram. The water is then

gravitated through several pip-'-^ and brandies, having a total length of abont 4 miles, for the supply of the mansion, gardens, stables, estate workshop, ;Mid ste;un boiler, the village of West Marton,

and several farm^. There are tive lire-plugs inside the mansion and seven outside ; and as the underground reservoir is 70 feet above the mansion, s^-vrn jets of wuter can be thrown over the house in

case of lire. As there is still a considerable overflow from the underground reservoir running to waste. I intend to form a second reservoir at a lower level, and utilise the water for other farms. I

have mucli pleasure in being able to report as above."

From J. B. McCALLUM, Esq., C.E.,
Borough and Water Engineer. Ulackburn. November 1, 188tj. Guide (Borough of Blackburn) Water Supply.

*' Dkar Sir,—Followintr is the short report I promised to send as to the work performed by the Hydraulic Rams—supplied by you to the Blackburn Corporation—after they had been in operation

sufficient time to take proper observations,
, , . . c . x,i i >

"The district of Guide—population about 500—in the Borough of Blackburn, is situated above the highest reservoir of the Blackburn Waterworks, and had no regular water supply until last

July, when the Water Committee caused two of your Patent Hydraulic Rams to be pnt down and worked by water from a reservoir having a varying but maximum head of 34 feet 3 inches ou

th.e Rams—the waste (clean) water gravitating to a lower adjacent reservoir. ,,.......,.,«-.
" You contracted to supply rams which would force SOOU gallons per day ench through 1295 yards of delivery pipe to a service tank 170 feet above the rams, and I am bound to state that the

result has considerably exceeded my expectations, as the rams are capable of pumping, and have pumped, much more water than you promised. The percentage of eificiency exceeds all I

expected, and is, in ray opinion, much more thiin is nsuallv obtained from hydraulic rams.
" From n te^t I made on September 29. I found that two ram^ witli |-inch and g-inch strokes respectively, supplied with 194."30 gallons per day, together pumped 26,090 gallons per Hay to a

heit^ht of 170 feet, giving 71-4:} per cent, of erticiency. and one ram working at 2-iiich stroke, and with only 16—18 feet of working fall, supplied with 154.587 gallons per day, pumped 10.587 gallons

per^day to the same height, showing 7275 per cent, of efficiency. ,,. ^ .,,_,.,,., .o , ., j , ,

' At a subsequent test on October 11. one ram at g-inch stroke, and having 31 feet 9 inches of working fall supplied with 121,08.1 gallons per day, pumped 17,583 gallons per day to an elevation

of 171t feet, the efficiency in this case being 79-57 per cent.
" In arriving at these results the greatest care was taken to iwsitively measure the water, besides having a meter check on feed and delivery pipes.

" The work carried out by you at Blackburn is substantial and satisfactory in every way, and if any engineer wishes to make his own observations he is at libliberty to come here and do so."

From iMr. HENRY ROBINSON,
Engineer to the Stockport District Waterworks Company, September 8. 1883.

" Dear Sir.—I can now report well of the two Hydraulic Rams we have tixed to your instructions for the supply of Disley Village. 40.000 gallons per day w as the quantity you promised

they would force' to a height of tiS feet, but on testing them I ara convinced that 50,000 gallons is not the limit of their power, whilst tlie quantity of waste water used in driving them is not

equal to half the capacity of the (5-inch pipe by which they are fed. and I ara inclined to the belief that a more simple and elficient pump cannot be found."

From Mr. J. A. RUTHERFORD,
Agent to C. F. H. BoUkow. Esq.. Estate Office, Marton Hall. Middlesborough, September 26, 1883.

" Dear Sir —I am glad to say that the Rams you put down on the Hanible<ii.ii Estnle. for Mr. C. F. H. Bohkow, are working very well. You undertook, with li> gallons per minute, to send

up \hm gallons a'day, and with enough water to work the Rams at full power. 20u0 gallons a day. With a supply of ll^__gallons per minute they are lifting 22U0 gallons, and when working full

power, 3105 gallons per day are sent up to a height of nearly 400 feet. Tliey made a clear start, and have gone \ "

The Delivery Pipe,

_ _ I since.

iu the above case, is 9000 feet in length.

From THOMAS ROBERTS, Esq.,

Estate Surveyor to Hia Grace the Duke of Sutherland. K.G.. Surveyor's Offic

" Dk.iR Sib,—I am pleased to sav that the Hydraulic Ram you supplied and ti.xed at Titeusor (the resident'

9 feet 6 inches, raising 9000 gallons daily to a height of l.'iOfeet. The Duke of Sutherland, K.G., iusp. eted the

From HENRY MORTON, Esq.,

, Trentham Hall. Staffordshire. April 13. 1886.
of the Marquess of Stafford. M.P.) does its work very satisfactorily, \vith a fall of

king of the Ram, and expressed his entire satisfaction witli it.— I am yours faitlifully,
• THOMAS ROBERTS."

Agent to the Most Honourable the Marquess of Ripon. K.G.. Ripon. April 12, 1886.

"DR vrSir —The Patent Ram with l.^niileof sen-ice pipe, a large galvanised tank, and other fittings, which you fixed fortheMar.piessof Ripon. for the conveyance of water from Hutton Moor Springs

to Blows Hall and Copt Hewieli Hall are'highly satisfactory to all concemeil, b .th as an engineering success and the intrinsic menls of the materials supplied. About HOOO gallom of water per day

are forced into tiie tank at Blows Hall, nearly a mile distant, and 127 feet above the Ram. the overflow falling into a 20.000 gallon uudc-rgronnd tank, from which it gravitates througli th.- 1 inch main

800 vards lou" with a fall of 70 feet to the service-cocks and fire-plugs at C.pt Hewick Hall, where in case of fire, two or three powerful jets of water cau be thrown on to the roof ut the H:dl.

•• I consi3er your method of carrying out the work is everything that could be desired, and, whilst the waste-power water from the Ram is less than you specified, thequautityrfcvaledis just

what you gimranteed.—I am, dear sir, yours very truly, _,^ , ^ -. ^ ..^ ^,

From WILLIAM DICKINSON, Esq.,
HENRY MORTON.'

"Sir,—I am instructed by
Castle about nine months ago, I

A'^ent to the Most Honourable the Marquess of Abergavenny. K.G., Bridge Estate Office. Hargate Loilge, Tunbridge Wells. July 3, 1885.

the Marquess of Abergavenny to sav that the Patent Hydraulic Ram, with over two miles of pipes, forcing water to a height of 230 feet, which you erected at Endge
las given liis lordsliip entire sati-sfaction, and he has every confidence in its continuing to do so.—I am, sir, yours faithfully, " WILLIAM DICKINSON."

From Captain TOWNSHEND,
Wincham, Februarj- 10. 1877.

" In answer to your inquiry I am Mad to say the Hydraulic Ram you sent me in November, 1875. is working exceedingly well, and gives no trouble. It will work when quite immersed, as it has

been several times during the Hoods thts winter, forcing up water through a delivery pipe 900 yards long, at the rate of 80,000 gallons per day, although you only promised 50,000."

JOHN BLAKE, ENGINEER, ACCRINGTON, LANCASHIRE, ENGLAND.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ;
" Advertisements and Easiness Letters to " The Publisher." at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Printed by WiLLIAM RicharO'S. at the Office of Messrs. UttADBURy, Agvew Sl Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by the

said William Richard3, at the Office. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's. Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday. July 21. 1888. Agent for Manchester—John Heywood.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Wednesday Next.-(Sale No. 7;i3.)

FINE LMPORTATIONS of ODONTOGLOSSUMCRISPUM (best

type), O. OtRANUE. CHYSIS AUREA. C. BRACTESCENS.
WhiU- L^LIA ANCEl'S. COMPAIIETTIAS. MASDE-VAL-
LIAS, &c., from Messrs. Sliuttleworth, Carder & Co. Alao

spleudid masses of CAITLEYA GIGAS and C. TRIAN.E
(from a new locality^, collected by Mr. Jlellican, and sold

by order of R. B. White, Esq., &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at Uis Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.-C., on WEDNESDAY NEYT, August 1, at

half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.-(Saie No. 77i3.)

A fine collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS (many in

Flower and Bud), comprising rare Cypripediuma, Maxil-

larJas, &c.

ME. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, :>8,

King Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
August 1.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next-—(Sale No. 7714.)

Important SALE uf IMl'ORTED and ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS.

IVfR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
ItX AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S. King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT, August 2. at

hall-past 12 o'Clock precisely, by order of Mr. F. San :er, a

hue lot uf new and extremely rare ESTABLISHED and
IMPORTED ORCHIDS, iucluding the following varieties in

flower or bud :

—

Bullea Lalindia
,

Cattleya crispa, fioe variety

,, Weudlaudii.anewspecies I „ Oaskeltiana

of a very charming
j

Masdevallia acro-chodonia

yellow colour
,

Odontoglossum Alejtandrte,

Miltonia spectabilis
I

fine varieties

Oncidium Phaltenopsis ' ,, Harryanum, fine va-

pubes rieties, in flower and
Paphinia cristata scuticaria

i

bud
Cattleya aurea ! „ Arnoldianum

The above choice and valuable kinds, together \nth a fine lot

of IMPORTED ORCHIDS, consisting of Aiirides Fieldingii,

Cattleya Bowringeana, in very tine condition ; C. Meudelii, C.

Mossioe, the rare Cymbidium eburneum. Dendrobium densi-

florum, Lcelia purpurata. in good condition ; L. acuminata

maxima, L. autumnalis, in line masses ; Oucidium flexuosum.

O. micropogon. O. maculatum. the rare O, splendidum, Odoii-

tog'.ossum Cervantesii, iu very tine condition; O. nebu^osum,

O. RO:;sii, Sophrouilis graniiiHora, &c.

On view morniiiK of Sale, and Catalofjues had.

Wednesday, August 15.

SPECI.\L SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
his NEXT SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD

will take place at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Ganlen, W.C, on WEDNESD"AY, Augu-^t 15, ; t half-pa^t

12 o'clock i)recise^, and he will be glad if gentlemen desirous

of entering plants for this Sale will send Lists as soon as

posiible.

Tuesday Next.
ORCHIDS IN FLUWER.-SPECIAL SALE.

MESSRS. PROTIIEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 68, Cheapside, Loudon, E.G., on TUESDAY NEXT.
July ;n. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a large quantity

of ORCHIDS iu FLOWER, from various Collections, includmg
Cattleyas, Odontoglossuiiia. Cypripediums, grand varieties of

Cattleya Dowiana, Cvpripedium bellatulum, Oncidiums,

Laslias, and others. Also a large size THANATOPHORE, a

new apparatus for sleiimiiig tobacco juice.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next
Important to large Buyers.—For Sale, without reserve.

2000 ODONTOGLOSSUM AiEXANDR-E. Pacho varieties,

compact masses ; and 300 CATTLEYA SANDERIANA. all

in spleudid condition, collected and brought home by Mr.
Sclimidtzen.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instruct^-d to SELL the above by AUCTION, at their

Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on
FRIDAY NEXT, August -i, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
RARE DISAS, SATYRIUMS. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to include in their SALE by AUCTION, on

FRIDAY NEXT, August 3, an important consignment of

TERRESTRIAL ORCHIDS, including Disa crassicornis, offered

fur the first tim*- (for description see Gardening World, June 30

last), Disa Zeyheri, Di^persis Faminiue, Huttontea pulchro,

Lissochihis, Eulophia.-*, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
3,000 Seeds of LATANIA BORBONICA. 35o0 ARAUCARIA

BRAZILIESSIS, and other Set?ds and Plants, from Brazil.

Imported Plants of VANDA TERES, DENDROBIUM
NOBILE, D. DRACONIS, and D. SPECIES, sent as p.
Amosnum. Immense imported masses of CATTLEYA
LABIATA WAKNERII. two with ninety bulbs; IPSEA
SPECIOSA, an<i a verv fine Assortment of well-grown
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their SALE by AUCTION at their

Central Sale Room-J, (37 and ti-S, Cheapside. London, E.C., on
FRIDAY NEXT, August a. ut half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogue! had.

Friday Next.—Established Orchids.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORIUS will

include in their SALE on FRIDAY NEXT i.bout 150 lots

of well grown ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dutcb Bulbs.
SPECIAL TRADE SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
desire to announce that their SALES uf DUTCH BULBS

for the ensuing season, will commence on MONDAY, August 13,

and the first Six Auctions will consist as usual of lots specially

arranged to suit the Trade and other Large Buyers.

Messrs. P. & M. will be gtad to receive the names and ad-

dresses of intending purchasers who may wish to receive

Catalogues of these Aactions.

Central Sale.Rooms and Estate Office, 67 and 68, Cheapside,E.G.

Friday, August 17.

IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of the Second and
Remaining Portion of the well-known COLLECTION of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, formed by F. A. Philbrick,

Esq., Q.C., of Oldfield, Bickley, who is relinquishing the

cultivation of Orchids.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at

their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and <6S, Cheapside. London, E.G.,

on FRIDAY, August 17, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

without reserve, the Second and Remaining Portion of this

well-known COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
The plants are in exceptionally healthy condition, and this

Sale includes a remarkable collection of promising Odontoglos-

sums (uuHowered, several celebrated varieties having appeared

among them), as well as somo of the finest forms of Cattleyas,

especially Trianee and Gigas, and many choice Masdevallias.

Among the principal items may be mentioned :-

Masdevallia Veitchii gigantea
superba
Chelsona Ujbrida

Aerides attiue roseum
„ Godefroyte

,, . HouUetinnum
Vanda suavis A'eitchii

Zygopetalura Dayii
Grammatophylum Ellisii

Cirrhopetalum Cunninghamii
Angrttrcum citratum, special

form
Cattleya Trianre alba

,, „ Aurora

,, ,, Euterpe

,, ,, Hardynna
,, „ Russelliana

„ ,, superbissima, and
other superb vara.

Ladia elegans

,, Stelzneriana

„ Schillenana

,, anceps Schruderiana

,, Stella, and otlier white
forms

Masdevallia Harryana Iteta

„ spiendeus

,, sanguinea
,, maguifica
,, atro-sanguinea

ODONTOGLOSSUMS.
Wilckeanura.andotherhybrids

,, spleudida (

Cattleya Mendelii grandis

„ ., superba

,, gigas Sanderiana

,, Mossia- kermesina

,, Burton Constable var.

,, aurantiaca

,, Warneri rubra
Phalffinopsis amabilis, includ-

ing picta and many
fine varieties

„ Marie
,, Dayana
,, Lowii
-, grandiflora (Java and

Borneo varieties)

„ sumatrana
,, Sanderiana
,, Stuartiana
,, Schilleriana (many

grand forms)

,, Casta.

,, leucorrhoda

Alexandra, magnificent varie-

ties, including roseum
Guttatum Flavium
Horsmanii
Ruckeriauum

Nffivium majus
Pulchellum monstrosum
Cervanteaii Decorum
Pescatorei, grand formic. &c.

The plants maybe inspected on the Premises on presenta-

tion of Catalogue, and will be on view in the Sale Rooms on
the moruing of Sale. Catalogues may be obtained of the

Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Kingston, Surrey.
By order of the Executors of the late Mr. Thomas Jackson.

IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE FREEHOLD and LEASE-
HOLD PROPERTIES.
Preliminary Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at

the Mart, Tokenhousa Yard, Loudon, E.G.. on THURSDAY,
August 30, (first in one lot, and if not thus sold, then in separate

lots), the Valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE known as tlie Kings-
ton Nursery, Kingston, containing a total area of 2 acres, w ith

the modern detached Freehold Residence. 22 Greenhouses and
numerous Outbuildings, and the Goodwill of the old-established

Nursery and Seed Business, the desirable Freehold House and
Shop in Thames Street, Kingston, now utilised as a Seed Shop,
with 2 Cottages and Stabling adjoining, also the several Lease-

hold Nurseries known as the Kingston Hill Nursery, containing

an area of 12 acres 3 roods 10 perches, the Nursery in Park Road,
Norbiton. arealO acrea, and the Long Ditton Nursery, Long
Ditton, area 15 acres roods 13 perches.

The Purchaser or Purchasers will have the option of taking

the Stock in the respective lots at a valuation to be made in the

usual way.
May be viewed. Particulars and Plans obtainable at the

Mart ; of G. C. SHERRARD, Esq.. Solicitor. 26. Lincoln's Inn
Fields, W.C; and of the Auctioneers and Surveyors, 67 ami 68,

Cheapside, London, E.G., and Leytoustone.

The Ascot Nurseries, Berks -Preliminary Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
desire to announce that they have been instructed by

the present Proprietor, who is relinnuishing the business

solely in conse^juence of continued ill-health, to SELL by
AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, Loudon, E.G., in

SEPTEMBER NEXT, iu one Lot, as a going concern, (unless

an acceptable offer be made previously), the well-known
property situate and being the ROYAL NURSERIES, Ascot,

Berks, established for so many years, together with a detached
Residence, about 40 Greenhouses, numerous Trade Buildings,

and 31 Acres of Land. The whole of the extensive collection

of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and General Nursery Stock,

^\•ill be included in the purchase.

Further particulars may be obtained on application to the

Auctioneer, who will bo pleased to hear from any gentleman
desirous of negotiating for the property by private treaty.

Auction and Estate Offices, 67 and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Edmonton (8 miles from Covent tiarden).

To FLORISTS and OTHERS.
A compact LEASEHOLD NURSERY, of about one acre in

extent, with comfortable Dwelling House, Stabling, Coach
House, Potting Shed, and 14 weU built Greenhouses,
heated with hot water. Good supply of water from wells.

IVIESSKS. SEARLE, HALTON, and
ItX BOWYER will SELL the above by AUCTION, at a low
reserve, at the Miut, City, on THURSDAY, August 2, 18S3, at

2 o'Clofk precisely.

Can be viewed. Partieulars and Conditions of GEORGE
THATCHER, Esq., Solicitor, 19, Bennefs Hill, B.C.; and ot

the Anctionters, Tottenhaiu, and Enfield Town.

WANTED, TO KENT, on LEASE, about
an Acre of Land, with Glass suitable for ilarket pur-

poses; also good Dwelling-tiuuse.
Address G. BLUNDELL, Ridgway Ojks, Eniield.

ANTED, TO PURE ON LEASE, a Small
FLORIST BUSINESS, in a tirst^class locality, with

Glass, where a good Bii^im-^-. rould be done inCut Flowers, Stc,

G. HOLLIS, Witton. Nurth Walshum. Norfulk.

In the Suburbs.—(Fol. 6;i9i.j

Specially recommended.

''PO BE SOLD, in consequence of the retire-
-L meut of the owner, an old-established, thoroughly genuine
and very lucrative NURSERY aud FLORIST BUSINESS, nu-
merousGreenhuuaes, Dwellnig-H ^use. Lease 20 years. Rent £75.
Price about £-'000, half of whicli could remain. Full par-

ticulars of

Messrs. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.O.

To Grape, Fruit, Tomato Growers.
MARKET GARDENERS, &c.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, an Old-established
BUSINESS, in the Channel Islands, in full work.

Apply in the tirst instance by letter, addressed to A. R. C. H.,

Bedford Villa, Teddington. Principals only treated with.

FLORISTS.—A good opportunity for two
enterprising young men, with capital, to take over a

going concern in one of the best positions in the metropolis.

Good Dwelling House, Shop, Greenliouses. &c., with every
convenience for doing an extensive business,

F. G., Gardeners' Chronicle Otfice, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

South of England.

LARGE GARDEN, 20 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and \'ineries. JE70U0 has been spent on the

property. Seven years' lease. Two cottages inclusive. £loO
a year. ELDRIDGE, Portsmouth.

''PO BE LET, on LEASE, 7, U, 21, or 99
-L years, 1 to 10 Acres of excellent GRASS LAND. Rents
from £6 t*J £12 per Acre. Suitable for Nurserymen, Florists,

&c., with the option of purchase at any time. Near the main
road, Enfield Highway, about 9 miles from London. No tithes

or land-tax.
Apply to the Owner, Mr. H. MOORE, ^9, Bishopsgate Street

Within, E.C.

'^PO LET, a Small JOBBING and FLORIST'S
X NURSERY, consisting of 4 Houses and several Pit^,

excellently situated, in most fashionable part of Leicester. An
advantageous opportunity for an energetic and enterprising

man.—Apply. HARRISON AND SONS, Royal Midland Seed
Establishment, Leicester.

Durant's Arbour Estate, Ponder'a End, Middlesex.
To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

TO BE LET, on Lease, for 21, tJO, or 80 years,
1 to 50 acres of excellent MEADOW LAND, from £8 to

£11 per acre, with the option of the purchase of the freehold

within the first 9 years. No tithe or land tax.

Apply to A. ANDG. GUIVER, Land Agents, &.C., Ponder's End.
N.B. Several Nurseries est;iblished on the estate.

ARDENS TO LET, from year to year, or
a term 'of years. The Gardens, at Botcherby, within

1 mile of the city of Carlise, late in the occupation of Messrs.

Hamilton & Co.". containing upwards of lOj Acres of excellent

Land, well stocked with Fruit Trees, together with modern
built Dwelling-house, Stable, Large Vineries, Cucumber-house,
&c., and the Fruit in the same. imm:?diate pos esaion may be

had. Written proposals will be received by W. WANNOP,
Green Market, Carlisle, and the tenant declared as soon as a
suitable offer is made.

WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS, ETC.

B. S. WILLIAMS
Has received a magnijicent importation of wel'-

ripened and heavy Bulbs of

ROMAN HYACINTHS, Early White,
from -^ tu 6J- inches iu circiimferenL-e.

PAPER WHITE NARCISSUS,
from o to 6 iuclies in circumference.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS,
from ) to

(.'J
inches in circumference.

LILIUM CANDIDUM, Pure White,
fxtra strODg.

EASLY OHDERS SOLICITED.

niustrated Bulb CATALOGUE Post-free,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDOJf, N,
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THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

Are constantly receiving Importations of

ORCHIDS
from various parts of the World, full particulars

of which will be sent on application.

The Company have also a large stock of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS
in tine health and condition.

Prices and particulars on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

THE GARDENERS'
ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and SUBSCBIPTIONS

WILL BE THANKFULLY RECEIVED B?

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,
Chiswick, London, W.

LANTING.—TENDERS REQUIRED for
Planting about .SO acres, chiefly with AUSTEIACA,

INSIGNIS aul PINASTER. For particulars and conditions,
Ayiply. W. SMITH, Solicitor, Dartmouth.

To Landscape Gardeners and Contractors.

THE RAMSEY TOWN COMMISSIONERS
invite TENDERS for carrying out the work in connection

with the MOORAGU PARK and LAKE. The work comprised
the Construction of Lake, the Forming of Roads and Walk^,
Layiug-out and Plautinfj of Park, and the Erection of Shelters,
Keeper's Lodge, &c., in accordance with Plan and Specification,
which may be seen at their olKce. Speeiticatlon may be hml on
application to the undersigned after July 5. Sealed Tenders,
endorsed "Tender for Mooragh Park," to be sent iu to the
undersigned on or before the 13th day of August next.
The Commissioners do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any Tender.—By order, JAMES BELL,
Clerk to the Ramsey Town Commissioners.

Town Commissioners' Otrice. Ramsey,
Isle of Man.—June 28, 18SS.

ALECLEARANCE c>

OF STRONG HEALTHY PALMS.
Latania borboiiica, Seaiorthia elegans, Pha?nis reciinata

&c., 20 to 24 inches high, i6s. per dozen. Same kinds'
2 ft b in. 10 3 ft. high, 35. to 5s. each. Handsome Palm-i
for decoration. 6 ft. 6 in. to 6 ft. high, 705. per pair. Small
Palms, 10 to 12 in. high, is. per dozen,

Kentias, from 3s. to 2l5. each.
Fine Dractenas, from 2s. to 30s. each.

Over 50,000 Palms to select from.
B. OWEN, The Palm Gardens, Stamford Hill, N.

A Visit solicited.

T ARGE PLANTS TO BE SOLD.—
-L' 10 Orange Trees of sorts, 7 to 10 feet, well covered
with ripe and small fruit

; 6 Camellias, 6 to 8 feet ; 6 Azalea
indica, 4 to 5 feet

; 2 Palms, Seaforthia elegans, 9 feet each •

1 Corypha auatralis, 6 feet. All the above plants are clean
and in good condition. Can be seen at Bettisfield Park,
the residence of the late Sir Edward Hanmer, and for further
particulars apply to

IHOS. THOMPSON akd SOX. EUesmere, Shropshire.

GARDENIAS, guaranteed perfectly free from
, .

bug or scale, good plants in its. £5 per 100; large
plants in 24 s, 30s. per down, best Covent Garden variety, A
rare chance for any one in wniit of a clean stock

W. L. .MILNE, Market Oroiver, NewhaiLptoii.

UKDER ROYAI. rl'^^^^A a PATRONAGE.

BEGONIA EXHIBITION
The Grandest Floral Display

in London.

Open to the Public every day (Sundays excepted) from

June to September, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. dally.

ADMISSION FREE.

OUR EXHIBITIONS OF BEGONIAS

Have been celebrated for their varied beauty

and extent for the past few years, but the

COLLECTION now on \dew is superior to any

of the kind ever yet seen, both in single and

double varieties, the shades of colour being quite

indescribable, and must be seen to be appreciated.

All lovers of flowers are cordially invited.

Nearest Haitwnj/ Stations are Catford Bridge, ^Ji<i Kent
Line (S.E.R.), from Charing Cro^^, Waterloo, Cannon Street,

and London iiridge; and Forest TTIII (L.B. ^ S.C.R) , from
yictorif, Keniiington and West End, Croydon, ^c: also from
Liverpool Street,

JOHN LAING & SONS,
Begonia Specialists, Nurserymen,

and Seod.smen,

FOREST HILL. LONDON, S.E.

STRAWBERRIES.
CHARLES TURNER

Can now supply strong Runners of all the leading varieties.

Descriptive LIST sent on application.

THE ROYAL NURSERIES, SL0U(4H,

ORCHIDS A SPECIALTY,
Quantity immense — Quality fine — Price Moderate.
Inspection invited. 297,300 f-^et of glass in the Nurseries.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
The largest, most complete, and profusely

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Of FERNS
ever published, containing over 120 Ulustrations, and much
valuable practical information on the cultivation of Ferns, &c.
Is. tJ(i, post-free. Smaller Catalogue of over 1300 species and
varieties free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERY. SALE. MANCHESTER.

CYPRIPEDIUMBELLATULUM^
Rchb. f.

This grand novelty has, on flowering, at once taken the
toremo>t place iu the genus, and can be seen in flower at the
Clapton Nursery. Fine Plants are offered at

lOs. 6d. eacli ; Larger. 21s. to 1059. each.
Also a few extra-sized specimens are for sale.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, E.

TEA ROSES.
GARAWAY CO. offer 12 of the above, best

named sorts, including MARECHAL NIEL
and NIPHETOS, in 5-inch pots, for 10s. cash.

CARAWAY CO.,
Durdham Down, Clifton, Bristol.

Protect your Fruit by uslEg

MADDOGK'S KILL-WASP.
^Ir. C. I'iL.N.Ni. JItad Gaodener to II.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, says ;
—" Your Kill-Wa.^p is simply marvellous for its

(piick destruction of tliis our greatest enemy."

Mr. H. H. Ward, Ifead Gardener to the Right Hon. the
Earl of liadnor :

—" I have given it a trial. and found it to be
everything you represent it to be. It does its work most
effectually."

To be had of all Chemiats, price Is. tjd.. or post-free' Is. 9</.,

and from the

OLD ENGLISH LAVENDER WATER CO.,
ITLBCJKOruH, SU.S.SEX.

mi EFFSciivE, SAFE & econohi:al

IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

"Medicated Tobacco Paper'
(READY CUT UP FOR USE),

Kt'duced Price 1/ti per lb.;
38lb8. A, iipwnrdiii—Carriage l*aid.

Parcels for trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.:

21bs.3/4, 4lbs.6/8, 6 lbs. 9,9, 8lb3.13/-, IOIbB.16/-.

IMPROVED
Fumigating Pan
la vastly superior to any other.

Price 6/6 (in iron with heater) each,

or in Copper. 21/-

DICKSON'!!* IniproTed

MUSHROOM SPAWI J
M08T SUPERIOR. 5/- PER BUS.

<Sy- Circulars giving all particulars dr copies of testi-

7nonials, post free on application.

DICKSONS
[TED),

Seed Establishment,

CHESTER.

(Limited),
Royal Nursery and Seed Establishment,

QILVEH SAND, PEAT, and LOAM.—TheO best in England, for Sale, in Railway Truckloads, loose,

or in sacks, at moderate quotations.
W. SHORT, Horticultural Co.. Midhurst. Sussex.

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Prize Medals.
Quality. THE BEST in the Market. (All sacks included.)

PIlAT, U;st browD rtbroua ... 65. per sack, 5 sacks for 225. 6d.

PEAT, best black tibrous ... 4s. 6d. „ 5 sucks for 20s.

PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. 6d, ,. 5 sacks for 3os.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST I Is. per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... ( (sacks included).
SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. 6d. per bush., J4s. half-ton, 24s. ton.

KAFFIA FI-ERE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb.; 28 lb., 27s,

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., 8s. per sack.
OHUBB'S"PERFiiCT"FER-'\ In Bags.
TILIZER (the Best Food fort . ' ,

aU kinds of Plants, Flowers, fTins, 71b. 141b. 2Slb. &61b. Icwt.
Fruits, Vegetables, &c. .,.) ]/6 3/- 6/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BUNES. or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/8 6/- 12/-

VIKGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 6/6 10/6 17/-

RUSSIAN MATS, BA-MBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, £"J per ton. Extra large Sample Bales, 6s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE KEFUSE (by Chubb's special process),

Backs, Is. 8c/. each ; 10 sacks. Us.; 15 sacks, 15s.; 20 sacks, ISs.;

30 sacks, 2.5s. ; 40 sacks, 3US. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

28s. Limited quantities of Q., special quality granulated,

in sacks only, 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

(Bankers, Cnion Bank of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FEKEY ROAD, MILWALL. LONDON, F.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

id. per bushel ; 100 for 25s. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),
40S. ; 4-bushel bags, id. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. 6rf. per sack; 6 aackf,

25s. ; sacks, id. each.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 65, per sack, 5 sacks, 22s, ; sacle,
id. each.

COARSE SLLVER SAND, Is. 9i. per bushel ; l5s. per half
ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id, each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. 6d. per sack.
MANURES. GilKDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA JLITS. &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.H.H.S., 21, Goldsmith's Street, Drury
Lane (lately called 17A, Coal Yard), W.C.
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CARTERS'
"TESTED" SEEDS
(Registered Trade Mark)

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CABBAGE.
CARTERS' EARLY HEARTWELL ...

Acknoivl dged to be the finest Early
Cabbage in cultivation,

CARTERS'MAAEVIOTH BEEF-HEART
The Best Mam-crop Garden Cabbage
in cultivation.

LETTUCE.
CARTERS' GIAMT WHITE COS ...

DUNNETT'S GIANT WINTER COS ...

CARTERS' LONGSTANDER
ALL THE YEAR ROUND

ONION.
GIANT EOCCA
GIANT WHITE TRIPOLI
GIANT MADEIRA

Price, Post-fiee.

peroz
s. d.

1 6

perpkt.
d. s. d-

6& 1

6&1
8& 1

— 1 II

ROYAL SEEDS.MEN BY SEALED WARRANTS,

237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORH, LONDON

SEASONABLE GOODS.
See tlie best Catalogue out.

SrEPHANOTIS, the freest variety in cultivation. Is., Is. tit/,,

'2s, Hrf.. and fine specimens to *j3s. each.
ALLAMANDAS. Clerodendrons, Bougainvilleas, Croton.-^, Gar-

deuias, Ixoras, Passifloras—these and many other-,, in/., \s.,

and 1.S-. 6(/. each ; larger plants if wnuted.
EUPHORBIA JACQUINXEFLORA and POINSETTIAS, 0-/.

each, 6s. per dozen.
CALAUIUMS in great variety, very cheap, Gs., 9s., and li.s-.

per do/en. GLOXINIAS, 6s. per dozen.
GRSfc^N HOUSE PLANTS in great variety, 6s ,9s.. and Il'.t. doz.

TUKE ''il'A jlEGONIAS, coming in bloom, good plants, l.s'.

each, 10s. 6d. per dozen.

GER l.MLljVlS, single, double, and Ivy-leaf, extra fine large

plants, of lovely varieties. 12s. nnd 18s. per dozeu ; smaller
iilaiits, cjually good sorts, for wiuter bloom, -is, per dozen.

FUJHSIAS. Coleus, Heliotropes. Salvias, Abutilons, and other
siift-wooded plants, in &mall pot^, 2s. 6d. per dozen; in

Inrge pots, 6s'. per dozen.
FERNS, best kinds for planting in Ferneries or for deconif ion,

in -^mall pot.s. 4s. doz. ; in larger pots, 6s. and vis. per do/,.

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM,be3t for cutting, in small plants, lis.

per iloz.. L'ls, per lUO ; in good plants, 6s. and its. per doz.

TEA-SCENTED and other choice ROSES, in pots, gram! plant?
and finest sorts, either for house decoration or planting in

b^'da. l.is. per dozen.
PRIMULAS, CINERARIAS. CALCEOLARIAS, finest strains,

young plants for growing on. from stores. Is. 6(/, per dozeu,
Ms. per liXi.

CYCLAMRN, young plants, 2s. i&d. per dozen.

ORCHIDS in variety, for either cool or warm house, 30s. and
42s. per dozen.

TABLE PLANTS in variety. 18s., 24s.. 30s. per dozen.
BOUVARIJIAS, young plhnt.s to grow for wiuter. 4s. per dozen.
PRI.MULA ALBA PLENA, the finest for cutting, 9s. per doz.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, planted now in corner of garden.

and moved in autumn, seldom die, 3s. per doz., 2.^,s. per 100.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, will soon arrive, many thousands
already sold, 14s. per 10(J.

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS, ys. per 100.

CLEMATIS, lUs. 6rf. perdoz. ; HONEYSUCKLES. .TASMINES.
iis. per doz. ; IVIES, (js. per doz. The be.st of all times
now to plant these.

SEEDS FOE PRESENT SOWING.
See .SEED CAT.lLOGl'E,

Wallflower, Slleiie, Myosutid, Canterbury Bella, Sweet Wil-
liiime, Arabi3, AuUrietiu, 3d. and tid. per packet. Lettuce,
Onion. Cabbage, Cauliflower, S;e., Gd. to Is, per ounce.

PLANT LIST Poat-free. HfLB LIST reaily shortly.

WM. CUBRAN & SON,
Oldfleld Nurseries, Altrlnoham

;

Stamford Nurseries, Bowdon
;

lu un.l 13. MARKET STREET, MANCHESTER.

DIANTUM CUKEATUM, MAIDENHAIR
FERN.— strong, healthy Plants in Thumbs, 16.!. per

100 ; well-furiiished stuff, in 48's, 50s. per 100. Cut Eern, 6s.

per dozeu bunches. For cash with order.

H. ROSE, O.iktielil Nnr-ery, Hampton.

MMULAS—PRIMULAS—PRTmULAS.—
Grand Premier Prize and Covent Garden strains. Fine

large trusses, beautifully fringed flowers, and new colours.

Good Plants, to bloom well, per dozeu. Is. 3d. ; extra strong.

Is. 6ti. ; per 100, 9s. All i^arriage free.

CINERARIAS—CINERA1UAS,—Buir.s and
Cannell's celebrated Prize Strains, and most brilliant

1,'Olours. Cannot be excelled. Good Plants to bloom well,

per dozen. Is. 3(/. ; extra strong. Is. 6rf. ; per 100, 9s. All

carriage fiee.

S. SHEPPERSON, Florist, Pro'jpect House. Belper, Derbyshire.

STRA^VBERRIES.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Beg to intimate tliat they can supply all the leading kinds of the above,

either in Pots or prepared Runners.

Special LIST jusl published, and can be had on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Double Roman ani Paper-white Narcissus.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THEY HAVE RF.CKIVKD THKIR USUAL CONSIGNMENTS OF

THE ABOVE VALUABtE BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING,

And ivill be pleased to receive Orders for immcdiafv delivery.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

B [I Sp e c i a I Sealed Warrants.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
EARLY FLOWERING NARCISSUS,

AND ALL OTHER BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING.
SEEDS OF ALL SORTS FOR PRESENT AND LATER SOWING.

FINEST QUALITIES. DELHERED CARPJAGE TREE.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogues post-free.

DICKSONS
( LI.MITKl) ),

"EOYAL" NUESERIES AND SEED ESTABLISHMENTS,

CHESTER.
Palms, clean and healthy.

WILLIAM ICETON has a very extensive
^tock of all the leiuling kimls. in tine roiui'ti n : yu

houses being devoted to their growth, many being lit for e-\hi-

bition of ttie following varieties :~Areca lutea, Cocos Ilexiiosii

and We.idelliana, Kentias of all kinds; Senforthia elft;aii«,

I
Latania borbonioa, Pha^nii reclinata, rupicola ; also a very

large assortment of Palms in 60's and -IS's for table. Inspection

invited.—Putney Park Lane, S.W. ; and 129 and 130, Flower
Market, Covent Garden. W.C.

ANTED TO DISPOSE OF, for want of

room, a few nice healthy PlanU of SEAFORTHlA
ELEGANS and PTYCHOSPERMA ALEXANDRA, from fi to

10 feet high. Tliey are well adapted for a coul conservatory,

entrance liall or sub-tropical garden. Prices very niotierafe.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, grown cool and hard, in 48"s, 32"s,

nnd 24's. ^
May be viewed at W. HOWARD'S. Old Southgate, N.

/ -^UTBUSH'S MILL-
\j TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.
— Too well known to require descrip-

tion. Price, 6s. per bushel (Is. extra

per bushel for package), or ^d. per

cake ; free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions

enclosed, with our signature attached.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON
(Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants. Highgate Nurseries. N.

Strawberries a Specialty
Select List Free . ^-

Sample of Plants 3 . 3^,

.LovEL & Son, Driffield
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WEBBS' SEEBS
rrnm Mr. F. HARBISON. G'lr-

•' 'rier to the Right Hon. the Eiirl

t Derby : — " Webbs' Emperor

* ibbage was grown side by side

\\ilh four other Itinds, and wns

considered to be the best of the

lot. It is a grand Cabbage."'

WEBBS' EMPEROR CABBAGE,
6d. and Is. li-'r pack. I ; Is. 6d. P'T niiiue.

EARLY NONI'AKKIL CABBAGE
EXFlELIl .MARKET CABBAGE
EARLY RAIXHAM CABBAGE
RED UUTCH or PICKLING CABBAGE ..

ONION.
WEBBS' RED GLOBE TRIPOLI
LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI
GIANT ROCCA
WHITE LISBON

Free by Post or Kail.

8d. per
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is a rough one. Many old analyses indicate

they do not. Trade catalogues, which give the

percentage of starch in different varieties, show

what a difference there is in the amount of starch

present. (Whether these percentages are given on

the authority of actual analyses, or have been

obtained by some such apparatus as the amylometer,*

shown at South Kensington in 187(5. or the fecu-

lometer, I have not been able to learn.) Of what

is the remainder of a tuber composed? It is a

question of interest to every consumer to know this,

and whether the remainder is as digestible as starch.

If all tubers consist entirely of starch granules, why

should some behave so differently from others as they

do, when boiled— some being " waxy," some " mealy

as a ball of flour," and some " watery " ?

When I told a Covent G.vrden dealer the kind of

interest I take in Potato growth, he laughingly

replied he thought I should find cultivators said like

Topsy, " '.xpect they growed," and never bothered

their heads about the chemistry of a tuber. I can

hardly believe that this is so now, however true it

may have been twenty years ago. If so, there is

less attention paid to Potato culture than to cereals.

But he is more likely to know than I, who can only

guess how far cultivators study their crops.

Professor Phillips in his memoirs of William Smith

has preserved an anecdote of an agricultural meeting

at Lougleat about the year 1800. Mr. D.ivi3, steward

to the Marquis of Bath, observed to a farmer that

he had not seen him at the last meeting. " Why
noa, zur : I been thinking, zur, these agricultural

meetings don't do much good."' " I tell you what,

my friend ; they have done some good if they have set

you thinking, for that is what you never did in your

life before '." If I set some cultivators, who can

work out the questions, thinking how a tuber is

formed, though they may never have thought about

the subject before, I shall accomplisli just what I am

aiming at.

We all know the old saying, that a fool can ask a

question that it puzzles a wise man to answer.

But questions have a use if they set anyone at work

to answer them. Indeed, in every intentional ex-

periment (as distinct from an accidental experience),

we must first have the question quite clear which

the experiment is designed to answer.

PrOORESSIVE ACCtlMOLATION OF THE StAECH.

About tins time last year it occurred to me that

an interesting preliminary step would be to examine

Potatos from the same plot of ground at different

stages of their growth with regard to (1), The per-

centage of starch they contain, as ascertained by

actual analysis; and (2), whether the starch was

equally distributed through the tubers.

Messrs. Carter & Co.. of Holborn, generously con-

sented to send plants at successive periods of growth,

and Mr. Robert N. Lennox, of the Royal Institution,

kindly undertook the consecutive analyses in his own

laboratory. Tiie results will be more fully referred

to presently, but I wish to mention here that they

show these facts:—In the youngest specimens the

percentage of ash was 10 8, and of starch, I6'4 ; and

in the last sent the percentage of ash was 'TO, and

of starch, 244. The increase of starch was steady

all through the series, and the water steadily dimi-

nished from 80 5 per cent, in the earliest, to 70'6 in

the latest specimens. Further than this, the starch

was not equally distributed through the tubers, the

outer portions containing much more than the

inner. Photographs of thin sections treated with

iodine show that the area of the greatest amount

of starch has an irregul.ar boundary line, as

may be seen from the woodcut (fig. 8). Althcugli

the woodcut hardly reproduces the delicate gra-

dations sliown in the photograph it perhaps s^.f-

fices to illustrate the unequal distribution of the

starch granules. Iodine forms with starch, a com-

* Exhibition of Scientiec Apparatus at South Kensington,

Catalogue N'o. 2^37. Demby's Amylometer. J*. H. Biichler,

Bresiau. Said to hiVe b^ea q;uite new in lS7o. Its merit la

stated to bs the SinipliVii^ atiU accural with which Potato

sta'r'cli dan b'e t'^'eti.

pound, which has a characteristic blue colour. It is

the lighter portion of each section that indicates the

area of deepest blue—that is, the area of most starch.

Direct chemical analyses (as will be seen from the

tables below) on the outer and inner portions of

tubers confirm the fact, that there is more starch in

the former than the latter, though they, of course,

cannot, as the photograph does, show the gradations

of distribution.

It would be absurd to attempt to generalise from

a series of analyses made on one variety only ; but

these results are suggestive. A large number of

varieties growing in different soils, early and late

varieties that are subject to different climatic con-

ditions, would have to be examined and account

taken of temperature, rainfall, and sunlight, before

we could safely generalise on the rate of formation

of starch granules. The more delicate work of starch

formation in leaves, involving the use of appliances

for microscopical photo-chemistry could perhaps be

undertaken only by younger cultivators who have

had a training in scientific manipulation. But there

are many investigations I think cultivators might

undertake with a little trouble combined with syste-

matic method. With regard to published analyses,

there is one point that has often struck me. The
percentage of asli is almost always returned simply

as " ash," without any statement as to its compo-

sition. Queries: Is it the same in all cases? Dues

it depend on the soil ? or is the selective power of

the plant sufficient to overcome differences of soil ?

Do the compounds which the process of analysis

returns as " ash," pass in the gi'owth of the tuber

through chemical ch.anges that may affect the rate

of the formation of starch in the tuber ? We may
surmise on these points, but definite investigation

is what is needed.

It must be borne in mind that the formation of

starch in leaves, which has been studied by Mohl,

Sachs, Pringsheim, Godlew.ski, N.igeli, Schimper, and

others, is a different question from its formation in

tubers. Leaves form starch from which gases con-

stitute the air. In them the existence of starch

molecules appears to be but a passing stage to the

formation of other carbon compounds. Tubers form

their starch from the carbon-compounds already in

the plant. In them the starch (or most of it)

assumes tlie form of granules, .and here it remains

more or less permanent till sprouting commences.

Now, although I have been told that to talk

" chemistry " (as it is called) in asking questions will

only frighten most cultivators, I do not see how to

help it. It is frequently remarked by those who

regard only the changing nomenclature and changing

symbols used by chemists from time to time, that it

is no use trying to " learn chemistry." as every few

years it are " all altered ;

" and such facts are re-

ferred to as that " carbonic acid," and " sulphuric

acid," and other familiar names, are not even to be

found in the index of the latest works. With the

cultivators, who, I am told, are frightened at

chemical names, I fully sympathise. It is at first

confusing to grasp the meaning of such a name as

" Triethylphenylammonium hydroxide." Some people

can gain knowledge more by sight than sound, while

others depend chiefly on remembering sound. It is

to many easier to see the meaning of the formula,

NC'„ Hj (C, Hj)
,

I
Q ^^^ better still, in a formula in

" rings," as is now more commonly done.

Atoms and their Abhanoejient.

It is, of course, one thing for a chemist to ascer-

tain facts by experiments, and group his facts in

accordance with a theory applicable to all chemical

changes, and quite another thing to adapt some

representation of them for other people's informa-

tion, in words or by symbols. For myself I always

found it easier to follow the descriptive or

"glyptic formulje," the different coloured balls

of which represent atoms, and the little rods

joining them represent the force, or forces,

holding them together ; the forde we as yet

know nothing abo"at. Whether we use the term

" chemical affinity," " mutual attraction," " action

at a distance," or any other term we like,

we do not know what it really is we repre-

sent by our little connecting rods. We may soon

perhaps be able to represent it in such terms

as electricians use ; but as we do not yet
know what electricity is, we shall not even then

have advanced much in explanation. Every one

knows that, with a magnet under a sheet of paper,

we can move a steel needle above it, and we say we
move the needle because we move the source of

magnetism. But when there comes the question,

What is magnetism—what is this " action at a dis-

tance " ? we have no answer. We know that with a

magnet and an electric coil, battery, and wires we
can send messages. We can practically use elec-

tricity, though we do not know what it is. So with

chemical affinity. Our Arts depend on it, and we
use it almost at will, though we do not know what it

is. Our little rods to hold the balls together do very

well to represent it—to help us in our ignorance to

form a picture to our minds. W* can manipulate

the balls to represent such chemical changes as we
think our experiments tell us.

Ejually we know very little about the atoms the

balls represent. For convenience they are made
spherical (for class purposes about the size of billiard

balls). But we do not know the shape of atoms or

even whether they have any definite or constant shape

at all. As regards their size—Sir William Thomson,

from the result of many calculations in four different

lines of research, has given, as a rough popular

illustration of the average size—that if a ball of

water, the size of an ordinary foot-ball, were

magnified to the size of the earth, the average

size of each component atom would then appear

about that of a cricket ball—perhaps three or

four times larger, perhaps as small as shot. We
may for present practical purposes leave out of

consideration the questions of the size and possible

shape of atoms, and what the " chemical athnity " is

that binds atoms together. It is worth noting that

Dalton, in his early work (beginning about 1802), in

studying atoms called them " particles," and did not

adopt the word atom for some years. In print he

made use of small circles with symbols to represent

difi'erent " kinds of atoms," carbon, hydrogen,

oxygen, &c. The plan that will here be followed is

that of enclosing the first letter of the name given

within a circle.

Composition of Starch.

Thus the composition of a molecule (the sense in

which the word is used will be presently explained)

of starch is expressed as containing :

—

@ (o : ©
© ® ® ©

© ® © ® ©
—that is, six atoms of carbon, ten of hydrogen, and
five of oxygen,* often expressed thus :—C,, H,„, Oj.

To represent a molecule of fruit-sugar an additional

® ®
©

would] be needed. The grouping of the atoms in a

molecule will have to be considered.

Though this method is hardly so striking as the

balls and rods, yet is is found by many that it can be

more readily understood than the formula C^ ^^mO^
for starch, and C^ H^^ 0^ for fruit-sugar ; while in

the change from carbonic acid and water to starch,

with oxygen set free, the change from starch to

sugar, or sugar to starch, it helps the mind to

picture the changes going on without troubling it

with figures.

For illustrating what are the chemical changes in

plant-growth where balls and rods cannot be used

(as in manuscript or print) circles with connecting

* That the numbers 6, 10 and 5 show the relative proportious

of 0, H and O seems firmly establis'ied by all experiments.

Whether the nutobers should be 12, 20 and 10, or some much
higher m>Utiple, is not so pure.
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lines are perhaps the most convenient substitute,

and since the question of the probable relative posi-

tion of atoms in a molecule has been of late more

studied many chemists have readopted the method.

D,ilton's idea of different kinds of atoms, with

different relative weights, and of an " attraction " of

some kind that holds them together, but permits of

their separating, combining, separating, and again

reforming in other fi.Ked relations, was delight-

fully pictured by Roscoe in his British Association

address last year at JIanehester. He likened the

atoms held together by the unknown " chemical

affinity " to people in a d.ance of many figures,

where each individual for a while joins hands with

others, separates, forms part of another group, and

separates again to make up other groups.*

To a cultivator, or to anyone else who has paid no

attention to chemistry, a sight of Fremy's or Wurtz'

£lnci/clop(?dia, Gmelin's Handhuch, or Watt's Dw-
tionanj with its supplements, is an appalling sight.

But a cultivator does not need to know : it would

not help him to know the technical processes of iron,

those of Megaclinium falcatum, 2.| cm. high, 4^ in

circumference. There are two strong cuneate-lan-

ceolate acute leaves, 5 cm. in length, 1 broad. The
peduncle (3 cm.) is covered with imbricating

sheaths. The rachis (.3.} cm. to nearly 1) is light

green, scarcely lobed. Bracts triangular deflexed.

Flower of Megaclinium falcatum. Petals longer and

more arcuate, side sepals also reflexed. Liptrilobed,

wholly membranaceous, side lobes angulate, mid lobe

oblong. Column with two sharp introrse teeth, one

on each side of the fovea, hence quite distinct from

that of Megaclinium falcatum.

I had this " curio " from Major Lendy, Sunbury

House, Suubury-on-Thames. It was purchased as

coming from Madagascar. H. G. Rchb.f.

DiPODirM PAT.UDOSUM, Hchb, /,; Grammatophtl-
LUM PALUDOSUM, GHf, ; WaILESIA PALUDOSA,

Echb. f.

This plant has distichous ligulate-acute mem-
branaceous leaves. From the axil or axils of the

lower leaves spring the long peduncles with a raceme

Fig. 8.- •ILLC6TEATI0N SHOWINd THE RELATIVE ftnANTITT OF STARCH IN DIFFEHE.NT PARTS OF THE
POTATO TITBBR.

zinc, tin, or alkali works, or of brewing or dyeing,

nor all the history of what is called pure or philo-

sophical or theoretic chemistry. W. S. M.
(To be continued.)

New or Noteworthy Plants.

MEGACLINIUM OXYODON, «. spA

This is a small plant, very much like Megaclinium
melanorrhachis. Its bulbs are spherico-tetragonou.s,

placed at intervals on the creeping rhizome, dark

green with black, much wrinkled, and with

punctiform impressions, entirely different from

* To be a perfect illustration some people must be supposed
to have more than two hands, and some only one.

T Mei^aclinium oTyodon, n. 6p.—Rhizomate repente; pseu-
dobulbis distantibus sphseroideo-tetragonis diphyllis; foliis

cuneato-Iigulatis acutis valde coriaceis
; pedunculo densissime

imbrioito vaginato ; rachis foliacea ligulata apiculata
marginc vix lobulata ; bractcis triangulis deflcxis ; floribus

Mcgacliilii falcati ; fepalis longiorihiis magis arcuatis ; Inbcllo

trilobo bre\'i, lobis latoraliWiis an;;a!atis; eofum'na lata jiixta

androclininra ntTiaq'T^e denta magno introrsb. Eulbophyllum
oiydWoll. If. G. RcU. f.

of eight to twelve flowers. Sepals and petals lan-

ceolate-acute, cream-white, spotted with purple,

nearly an inch in length. Lip with two teeth at

the base, where it is rather thickened, cuneate-

oblong acute, soft and velvety on the mid-line,

white ; side partitions of the anterior largest lacinia

marked with some longitudinal purple lines. Column

tliickened and yellow at the top, the remaining part

white.

It was originally discovered by our English

hero, Dr. Griffith, in the swamps of Ayer-Punnus

in Malacca, with two species of Nepenthes. Later

it was discovered in Borneo (Pontianuk, im-

ported by Messrs. Veitch), and now Mr. R*gnier, of

Fontenay-sous-Bois, sends fine fresh specimens, which

came originally from Cambodia. H. G. Bchb. f.

OoONTOGLOSSrrM COSPIDATDM (Rohb. f.) PLATYGLOS-

ST7M, n. var.

I described this curious plant as long ago as 1876 in

Giircke. Linnira, xli., p. 26. It is also represented in

my A'cnia Orc/iidnvm, ii., t. 1.1. It is allied to Odonto-

glossum lutpo-purpnreum, but the petals are very

acuminate and not edge'd, and tli'e narrow lip is ter-

minated by an abrupt cuspid.ate ap^x in lieu of

being blunt or bilobed. Both the sepals and the

petals are usually dark blackish brown showing very

little yellow. I have just now specimens at hand of

a variety with a broader lip. The plant has been
found quite isolated in one particular spot, where
there are no other Odontoglossa. Mr. W. Kalbreyer
has just brought over living plants. The bulbs are

said to be much more like those of Odontoglossum
crispum than those of 0. luteo-purpureum. They
produce inflorescences even when very young and
small. These infloresences are also often branched.

The flowers have, according to Mr. W. Kalbreyer, a
most powerful and agreeable smell. H. G. Bchb. f.

L.ELIA Eyermaniana, n. hyb, (nat. ?)

This lovely, perhaps unique, Mexican novelty, (fig.

12, p. 109), has lately appeared with Mr. F.JSander at

St. Albans. The lucky possessor believes it to be a
hybrid between Lffilia majalis and L. autumnalis. It

came amidst L. majalis, of which the bulb is just

the same. L. autumnalis was seen in the same place.

The leaves are ligulate acute, very strong, 6 inches

long by nearly 2 inches in width. My Hartwegiau

specimen of L. majalis has a leaf of nearly the same
length, although usually the leaves are smaller, but

they are represented quite as large by Lindley and
Bateman. Humboldt's typical specimen of Bletia

speciosa (= L!Elia majalis), has quite a large leaf. The
peduncle is stated to bear four flowers. They are equal

to an average flower of L. Gouldiana, hence smaller

than those of L. autumnalis. The sepals and petals

are of a lovely rose-purple, with a green knob outside

at the acute apex of the sepals. The petals are cuneate-

oblong, blunt ( ! ! ). Lip three-fid. Side laciniic

oblong, shorter than the rounded, somewhat wavy mid-
lacinia. Colour white, border rose. There are two keels

with a third one in the middle from the base to the

centre, whitish, washed with purple and with some
purple spots ; suddenly constricted into three

approximate yellow keels on the disc. Column white
with some purple spots at the base in front, and some
transverse running yellow lines; the anther was
too far advanced forgood study. Mr. Sander informs

me the smell is that of Orchis coriophora.

I have not the least doubt, the plant is an unde-
scribed one. The bulb is most evidently that of

Lrelia majalis. There is, however, some difference in

the blunt petals, as both L. majalis and L. autum-
nalis have them acute. The abrupt constriction of

the keel resembles fully that L. majalis. We may
get in future enlightened, provided the precious

unique lives and developes itself. Mr. F. Sander has

desired that it should be named in honour of Mr. J.

Eyerman, of Easton, U.S.A., one of the most enthu-
sisastic orchidists of our days. H. G. JRckb.f. [The
plant has been shown twice lately at the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society when the leafy bracts shown in

our figure, were much commented on. Ed.]

AiJKANTHns ophioplecteon, n. fp*

This is stated to have the stem and leaves of

Aeranthus Camowianus, the flower, however, is

very distinct. The sepals are triangular acuminate,

1 inch long by one-sixth wide at the base. The
petals are narrower, curved downwards behind the

lateral spreading sepals. All those organs are yel-

lowish-green. Lip triangular acuminate, white,

with a long filiform ochre-reddish spur, twisted near

the base, exceeding the lip four times. It was

kindly sent me by Messrs. H. Low & Co., having

been introduced by them from Madagascar. H. G,

Echh. f.

NOTES FROM OAK\yOOD.
I SEND a few notes of observation lately made at

ray experimental garden at Oakwood, Wisley. The

late weather, so objectionable to mortals, and so bad

for the hay, has thoroughly suited some plants. We
have never before had Meconopsis Wallichii nearly

in such beauty as it is in this year, both the blue

and purple varieties. Having learnt at Kew that

* Aerantkjis ophioplectron, n. sp.—Caulp, foliis. inflorescentia

Aeranthi Curnowiani.Rchb. f.; pedunculo (semper?) unifloro;

bract.cn (n-ario roulto breviori ; sepalis tepali^qne lanceo trian-

gulis; tPpalis TPtror-^iim deflexi^; labcUo triangulo aciito

(•alio in cnlcnris o=tio Iitimili, angiilo iitrinqiie d<? columnre

ba«ii ill calc:»ri-t oi^tiiim (Ie=rcoii'IeTite, ralc'nri filifofmis, brrsi

spmol torto. Ex Madagn^V Imp. cx?5. Kiigh Low & Co.

Prohortis Angffccum opliioplectron. //. G. Ucfib. f.
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this requires a damper situation than M. nepalensis,

we gave it this in some instances, and the cloudy,

damp weather seems to be just what it likes. The
flowers of Iris K.^mpferi also last longer than they

do in the sunny weather which usually prevails

when they are out. I have always believed of this

Iris that it was important that the seed should be

sown as soon as ripe, that the roots should not be

in the water, and that the clumps should not be

disturbed. Unsuitable weather, my being busy, and

other matters, prevented the seed, whirh ought to

have been in the ground last autumn, being sown

till this May ; to my surprise it came up thickly in

a^out a month. I should mention that the seed was

kept in the pods, but many of them had opened. A
Tew plants which I tried with the roots in the water

look healthy, and are blooming well, and a visitor

to our garden tells me that he has seen a sketch

taken in Japan where the plants were quite in the

water.

Some of my oldest clumps being rather bare

in the middle, I broke a few up in May into six or

seven pieces, and planted them quite near the undi-

vided ones ; the pieces are blooming the best. I

think these unexpected results may be worth record-

ing. George F. Wilson.

SPATHOGLOTTIS AUREA.
Dr. Lindlet named this fine plant as early as

1850 in PaxtoJis Flower Garden, vol. i., p. 16, n. 32,

stating that it was introduced by Messrs. Veitch &
,Son, having been discovered by T. Lobb, in Mount
Ophir, in the same locality as Nepenthes s.anguinea.

I have no memorandum as to whether it flowered with

Messrs. Veitch or not, but it would appear that it

did. My late friend, Mr. John Gould Veitch,

presented me with a wild specimen gathered by

Mr. T. Lobb, and labelled Borneo. A nearly

flowerless peduncle, with four or two(!) bracts may
be from Malacca. For a quarter of a century,

as far as I know, nothing fresh was known about the

plant till it was quite lately re-introduced by Mr.
F. Sander, having been collected by his traveller,

Mr. Foerstermann, who hoped that it might be
new. I could not see any distinguishing character

in the dried specimens, but I hoped for some good
overlooked mark of distinction in the fresh plants.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., M.P., P.R.H.S., has
been so kind as to send me a fine peduncle more
than .3 feet in length, far better than Griffiths' speci-

men in Dr. Lindley's herbarium. The study of these

materials brought one surprising fact to light, viz.,

that the mid-partition at the apex of the lip is

subject to the greatest variation. It occurs quite
narrow and acute, or broad, or very broad at the

top, simply retuse, or acute, or three-toothed.

The leaves are plaited membranous ligulate- lan-

ceolate acuminate, more than 3 feet in length by

\k inch in breadth. The peduncle kindly sent me
by Sir Trevor is purple, green at the top. There
are twenty-one bracts, which are diviiricate, ligulate

concave, nearly spoon-shaped, which gives a ver}'

remarkable appearance. The flowers are a little

larger than those of Phaius cupreus and flavus,

excepting for the narrow lip. The sepals and petals

are oblong obtuse, spreading, of the brightest yellow.

The sepals have some brown longitudinal lines and
some brown marks at the base. The side partitions of

the lip linear are retuse, central partition with a tri-

.angular acute auricle at each aide at the base, and a
central part of distinct shape, to which allusion has
been made above. There is a saddle-like two-
shanked yellow callus at the base. The colour is

yellow, with small purple-brown lines on the lips,

excepting at the top of the mid-partition. Arched
column yellow. There is no doubt the plant is a fine

one. well worth cultivating. H. G. Rchh.f.

[The plant was shown and certificated under the
name of S. Kimballiana at the recent Temple show,
where it formed one of the features in the remark-
able group exhibited by Sir Trevor Lawrence. Our
illustration (fig. 9) was taken from this plant by Mr.

W. G. Smith. We may add the following particulars

of cultivation, &c. Ed.] :

—

The cultural treatment it requires is much the same

as that afforded to the genus Bletia, the material

used in potting being turfy yellow loam, peat, and

sphagnum moss with a little silver sand added—the

Spathoglottis being terrestrial plants.

Spathoglottis aurea was first sold at Stevens'

Rooms by its importers, Messrs. F. Sander & Co., in

September, 1886, with a glowing, but it must be

owned, an accurate description. It forms an admir-

able companion to the beautiful Spathoglottis au-

gustorum which is the same in general appearance,

but white and rose, and the rather smaller bright

rose S. plicatum, both of which were introduced by

Linden of Brussels.

Nursery Notes.

ORCHIDS AT MR. WILLIAM BULLS.

With unabated splendour runs Mr. Bull's Orchid

show, which has attracted so many distinguished

visitors to his establishment in the King's Road,

Chelsea The arrangement of the long Orchid show-

house, its stages edged with drooping Panicum and
the setting of Maidenhair, and graceful Palms of

the Cocos Weddelliana character, is the same as at

the opening some months ago, but during the inter-

vening time a continual and entire change has taken

place in the occupants of the house, as one after the

other the great and showy sections of Orchids come
into bloom, the display from first to last being linked

together by the successive flowering of fine forms of

Odontoglossum crispum, for which the establishment

is noted. A while ago the principal feature observed
was the many large specimens of Miltonia vexillaria,

its rosy flowers mingling with the snow-white flower-

sprays of Odontoglossum crispum, the numerous
flowers of Masdevallia Harryana, in all tints front

pale lilac to brilliant scarlet. At present the numerous
varieties of Cattleya Gaskelliana and C.Mendelii are

grandly flowered and tastefully arranged with Odon-
toglossum crispum and 0. Pescatorei specimens form
the striking feature of the display, and to the florist

perhaps the most noteworthy ; but the pleasures of

the orchidist begin with the inspection of the rare
and new species and varieties or those which, although
not rare are not often observed in such fine specimens.
The Cypripediums in bloom just now of first im-

portance—are C. Lawrenceanum coloratum, a rich

crimson tinged flower ; C. Stonei roseum, flnely formed
flowers, whose colour is suffused rose ; C. cenanthum
superbum, C. concolor tonquinense, C. bellatulum, C.

b. roseum, C. Godefroyre, C. Sanderianuni, C. cilio-

lare, C. Dauthieri, many varieties of C. barbatum, C.

caudatum. and a fine six-flowered spike of C. Parishii,

which has very peculiar leafy bracts.

Besides varieties of Cattleya labiata, which make
a fine show, are C. velutina, C. superba. many
varieties of C. gigas, among which it is difficult to

conceive a more richly coloured flower than C. g.
regalis; C. Lawrenceana, C. guttata Leopold!, C.
Eldorado, and several varieties of C, Harrisoniiic. The
Lrelias contribute to the show, L. cinnabarina, L.
crispa superba, L, xanthina, and L. elegans.

Besides the great show of the large white Odonto-
glossums, which is a continuous feature, the other

Odontoglossunis in bloom in more or less quantity

are Cervantesi, in great variety; O. hastilabium, O.

nebulosum, 0. Schleiperianum, O. citrosmum, O.
cristatura, 0. cristatellum, O. cordatum Ki^nastia-

num, many examples of O. Harryanum, 0. Ander-
sonianum, and many hybrids whose parentage it

would be difficult to guess. Of Miltonias—a feature

of the nursery—there were vexillariura rubrum and
M. V. Chelseiense, with fine purple radiating lines

in the centre. In Oncidiums may be mentioned
some grand specimens of 0. macranthum, and one
with over fifty flowers ; O. hastatum Ernestii, a
charming thing; 0. cornigerum, 0. Schlimmii, O.
leucochilum, O. sarcodes, 0. janieriense, and many
others.

Masdevallas are well represented, the perfection of

brilliancy being found in M. Harryana Meteor,

whose flowers are of a glowing scarlet, with a yellow

eye ; and of the most interest botanically are the

curious beetle-like flowers, numerously produced, of

species of the pigraj M. triaristella.

Many Aerides, Saccolabiums, Vandas, and Den-
drobiuras are in flower; the handsome Epidendrum
atropurpureum, E. neraorale, E. prismatocarpum,

Brassia antherotes, Sobralia macrantha, Catasetum
sanguineum, Zygopetalura Gautieri, Calanthe vera-

trifolia, C. Dorainiana, C. vestita gigantea^ Lycaste

Skinneri, L. Deppei, Miltonia Regnelli, Anguloa
eburnea, A. Clowesii, and A. Ruckerii punctata,

Angrrecum falcatum, Disa grandiflora, and some fine

Stanhopeas.

At the further end of the house a pleasing feature

in the arrangement is presented by Oncidium Papilio

and O. Krameri, whose numerous butterfly-like

flowers mingle with those of Phala-nopsis amabilis,

P. Sanderiana, and P. speciosa, and beneath which

appear the scarlet blossoms of Epidendrum vitellinura

majus, the white and orange Dendrobium Jamesia-

num and D. formosum giganteum, and the graceful

Dendrochilura filiforme—Asparagus plumosus and

Maidenhair forming the setting.

Messrs. J. Laing & Sons.

Owing to the lateness of the season the outdoor

Tuberous Begonias at the Porest Hill Nurseries are

rather backward just now, but there is full promise

of a brilliant display of colour at a later date. In the

houses, however, there is a fine lot of plants in

flower. It is unnecessary to speak of the general

points of the strain, which is well known. Of first

merit are the strain called by the title " Royal ;
" the

flowers are very large, flat, and of good substance.

Princess Louise, a fine round flower, is one of the

best whites; Princess Victoria, rosy-crimson;

Duke of Edinburgh, deep red, and very rich
;

Duchess of Edinburgh, a rich golden - yellow,

are some of the best singles in flower; and

Duchess of Teck, a fine double, measuring 2 to

3 inches in diameter. Of other single varieties pen-

dula deserves to be placed in the front rank as a

basket plant. It is, as its name implies, of a pen-

dulous habit, the rose flowers being freely produced,

and attain about 6 inches in diameter. A. G. Soames
is a fine deep crimson of the ordinary type, and

Guardsman, a good scarlet ; of the bicoloured sorts

Charmer, white, with a rich crimson edge, still

remains a good form. Golden Queen was the best

yellow, being the colour of the Buttercup, andTorey
Laing should be named as a strange coloured flower,

it is a yellowish-red and very distinct. Snowball is

a full pure double white and Lady J. Goldsmid, a

delicate salmon-pink, also double, as is also

Viscountess, white with rose-margin.

Of ornamental foUaged Begonias, B. Lubbersii, re-

cently illustrated in these columns, is well grown ;

and we also saw plants of B. M. Hardy, deep claret,

and B. albo-violacens, similar to M. Hardy with a

metallic whitish tinge over it.

In the Orchid-house there were several small pieces

of the graceful airy-looking Dendrochilum filiforme

in flower, used as an edging to the stage, in

which situation it looked extremely well. Cattleya

Gaskelliana in several forms were in full flower, and

there was a large stock of Dendrobium Wardianum,

in excellent condition. The Caladiums were to be

seen to advantage in several grand specimen plants

of such varieties as candidum, albo-luteum, amoe-

num, pale rose, with dark ribs and a green edge ; La
Perle de Br^sel, rosy-white, with dark green

veins ; Madame M, ScheflTer, white, reddish-

brown and green lines and a green border
;

L'Automne, grey spots on white—a distinct variety
;

Le Titien, red and green, with red ribs—a very

pretty and bright thing. Triomphe de I'Exposition

is a deep red self, with deeper ribs. A remarkable

greyish-red is seen in M. J. Picot, and in Sancho-

nianthon is a large leaf of crimson, with a bright

green edge. Hastatum is not bo vivid, being green
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with a few large wliite spots—a very pleasing com-
bination.

Pliyllanthus Chantrieri should be in the possession

of lovers of the strange, yet pretty and graceful ; it

bi'ars branches in a tufted manner, coming from the

stem in a gentle downward curve as in some Coni-

fers. This plant is about 2 feet high, and is a slow
grower, the leaves dark green, glossy, arranged in

two rows along the branch, with the flowers laying

on them.

Gloxinias were represented by a few good plants,

but the majority had finished flowering. There is

one of the finest whites we have seen, under

plants, a section of which Coombe Wood has many
to show, and these mainly natives of Japan, China,

and New Zealand, countries that have supplied

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons with many of their finest

novelties in trees and shrubs.

The first visit is usually made to the greenhouses
and propagating pits and houses, not so much
for their contents, but from the circumstance
that the outer walls are clothed in parts with
plants not seen elsewhere, and of which the gardener
knows but little. Of these plants we may name
Ehoagnus macrophyllus, a large-leaved species, with
stout, large, entire leaves of grey-green—a fine thing

side. Clematis coccinea, with scarlet tubular flowers,

and C. crisp.a, with blue ones, but not yet out, were
planted against the opposite walls. C. coccinea,

although of annual growth from the ground level,

makes a considerable amount yearly, and would reach

the top of a wall 8 feet high. Traclieliosperraum

jasminoides the perfection of an evergreen covering
for a dwarf wall. It has neat small leaves, and clings

without being nailed or otherwise fastened to it. It

was coming into flower. Lonicera japonica, with
flowers white and yellow, is e.'ccellent for a wall— it

will flower up to November.

In the open parts of the nursery we found Phyl-

^A\^^

Fia. 9.—SPATHOGLOTTIS AUKEA (kIMBALLIANa) : TOP OF THE FLOWEE-STALK, FLOWEllS l-ELI.OW. (sEK P. 02.)

the name of AHrginale. Mrs. Brockhaus is violet,

with a spotted edge, fading towards the margin.
There were other equally good forms, but it must
suffice to mention Unique, white, densely spotted
with faint lilac ; and Favourite, similar, but with
pale red spots, both very distinct.

MEssns. J. Veitch & Sons, Coosibe Wood.

The month of July is one of the best in which
to inspect the contents of a tree nursery; for,

though you may miss the tints of the e.arly foliage of
most species of tree and shrub, and which are seldom
of long continuance, the more permanent form and
colour of leaf and shoot are better observed. This
is more particularly the case amongst evergreen

for a wall, but perhaps too tender to stand quite in

the open away from the southern shires. Here it is

hardy, and seldom gets disfigured in any way by
frost. E. pungens has a green leaf edged with

creamy-white—a perfectly hardy species, fine for a
wall of moderate height ; Grevillea sulphurea has

been full of its quaint blooms, now just over; also

a good subject for a low wall ; this one, and fi.

rosmarinilolia, with pink and white flowers, were just

gone out of bloom (July 17).

A good plant for a shady wall is Ligustrum
lucidum tricolor. The young shoots are pink in

colour, and tiie leaves yellow and green. There was
a plant, Lagerstmrmia indica violacea, which had
flowered last year under glass, but now standing out-

lyrea Vilmoriueana, and the small P. V. decora were

doing well. This is an excellent evergi'een which
everyone ought to get and which does well in smoky
localities ; Ligustrum japonicum, usually seen aa a
bush, is here grown as a standard, and specimens
with neat heads covered with flowers were observed,

lierberis stenophylla was likewise worked on high

stems of 15. Darwini ; these and many other tall

subjects fdi'ni nice "starers" in level masses of

other kinds of shrubs.

Genista tinctoria, a dwarf shrub, was finely in

flower—capital for a small group or an edging to

a bed of shrubs. Hydrangea mandshnrica differs

largely from the common Ilortensia ; it has a larger

leaf, and the young growths are black-skinned, the
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flowers pink; Sambucus racemosus runs into many
various forms of leaf; S. racemosus var. seratifolius

is one of the best of these. Encrjphia pinnati-

folia has white flowers, which appear in September,

is an evergreen of distinct appearance. Phila-

delphus microphyllus is a miniature Mock Orange,

with shiUing-large white flowers, smelling of Pine-

apple. A very distinct-looking evergreen is seen in

Ader.ocarpus decorticans ; Buddlea intermedia has a

a long cluster of light purple flowers, not unlike t'l.osf^

of common Sage at a short distance. Several tine

8,5ecies of Japan Oaks, of undoubted hardiness, have
grown into good-sized bushes; tiiey would grov;

erjuall}' well in the standard form. Quercus cus-

pidata, now in bloom, is one of the most distinct

forms; it has entire leaves, 6—7 inches long and
li inches wide, of a dark green colour, and leathery
te-xture. Our Q. Ilex is a pigmy form beside this

species.
(To be COHtin:tid.)

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CATTLEYA SCHRODEE^E ALBA.

Mr. Morse sends us a flower in which the parts

of the flower are in decussate or crossed pairs instead

of in threes, having two sepals and two petals with-

out a lip. The column is normal.

ZVGOPETALUM STAPELI0IDE3, lickh.f.

This pretty little plant is now flowering in the

Kew collection, and though not a showy plant it is

one well worthy of cultivation. The flowers bear a

certain resemblance to those of certain Stape-

lias, especially in colour — a circumstance which

suggested the specific name. The whole plant

is but some 3—i inches high, growing iu a dense

tuft, the lanceolate leaves being very pile green, and

the flowers, which are borne singly on sliort peduncles

from the base of the pseudo-bulbs, measure l\—

2

inches across, the colour being pale greenish with

numerous transverse purple bars, except the lip.

which is very dark blackish-purple, running off into

spots on the margin. It is well figured at t. 3377 of

the Botanical Magaziii''., under the name Maxiilaria

stapelioides, from a plant collected by Gardner, on

the Organ Jlountains, in Brazil, and which flowered

in the Glasgow Botanic Garden, in 1830. It was

originally figured and described by Link and Otto, as

Cymbidium stapelioides. then transferred by Lindley

to Maxiilaria, in his Genera and Species of Oi-chiil-

accoiis P/(t;;Y5, afterwards made Promenaia stapelioides
'

by the same author, and liually this genus has been

merged in Zygopetaluin, the name now standing as

above.

7.Y(;oPEvxLv:.i LiruxNUM, Nickol^-'n.

Closely .allied to the preceding and very similar in

habit is Zygopetalum citrinura, a really handsome
little gt?m, also flowering at Kew. The flowers are

a little more open, the segments more acute, the

colour canary-yellow, the face of the column being

striped with reddish-brown, and the side-lobes of the

lip spotted with the same colour. It is als? a native

of Bi'.axil, and is tlie Promen;ca citrina of Djn.
i?. A. E.

OxCIDirM ^PLEN'DlDUil, &C.

Tliis very beautiful Orchid is now flowering at the

residence of G. C. Raphael, Esq., Castle Hill,

Englefield Green. The plant in question is one of

very recent importation, and has proved to be quite

true to name. The writer had an opportunity of

inspecting one of the very few plants of this species

when it flowered at Manley Hall, Manchester, now
some sixteen years ago, and has no hesitation iu say-

ing that the one at present iu bloom is in every

respect quite np to the original form. The imported

plant was placed in a basket with a little peat,

crocks, &c., and hung np in a house where
Dendrobiums wert\

Cadogynes, ^liltonia vex i liar ia are doing very

satisfactorily here ; two new growths of the latter

species have pushed up which have made four

paeudobulbs ; the more forward one has made a

spike 3 feet long, with three laterals, pro-

ducing altogether twenty-three flowers of fine

size and substance; the second spike is only par-

tially developed. In the same house is Cadogyne
Massangeana, witli a spike of twenty-four flowers.

Oncidium Croesus has two spikes; O. Gardnerianuni

is in good form ; Miltonia vexillaria Cobbianum,
almost pure white; M. v. rubellum, very dark in

colour and nice in form; Burlingtonia Candida,

Cattleya Mendelii gigas, C. Gaskelliana superba,

Disagrandiflora, Odontoglossum,&c., in other houses,

are also bright and gay. IV. S.

part decayed stable manure, and some crushed bones
;

and this material requires to be rammed into the
pots quite firmly. I have repotted them in sunny
weather, and kept the shoots from flagging, and the
leaves fiom dropping oti' by frequent syringings with
te]"pid wate-r. J. Doiu/Un^.

The Orchard House.

In a season such as the present one, the value of

a heating apparatus in these houses is of great value

to bring up the flavour in the fruit, and also to

ilevelope the wood in the first place, and assist in

ripening it later on. Those who have not had great

experience in growing orchard-house fruit (Peaches

and Nectarines) do not sufficiently realise the im-
portance of the special treatment the trees require

in the various stages of tlie growth ol the fruits. I

have already detailed the management of the trees

n hen in bloom, and after the blossoms were set, up
to the stoning period. For about six weeks, when
the stones are forming, the fruit apparently makes
no progress, but this is only apparent, as growth is

quite as active at that time as at any other; and
when the stones are perfectly formed, the fruit

rapidly swells and ripens, but iu tliis stage a higli

temperature is necessary for the production of fruit

of large size .and good quality ; and in cold, dull

v.'e.ather, such as we have had during the last six

weeks, this has not been attainable without arti-

licial heat. I noticed tliis year that in our earliest

reach-house, from which the fruit has just been

gathered, the fruits at the warmest part of the house
were much larger and of better quality than those

close to the ventilators, where the constant circu-

lation of air by day kept the atmosphere some
degrees cooler than the p.arb of the trees near the

top of the rafters, where the air was at least 5°

warmer by night as well as by day.

Pot 7'recs require a very great deal of attention

both during the stoning period and at the time from
the finishing of stoning until the fruit is nearly ripe.

Neglect to supply the roots with water would be dis-

astrous, and a high temperature can be kept up in

warm weather by shutting up the house early, say

4 in tlie afternoon. The temperature might rise to

00°, and at the time of shuttiug up the trees ought

to be well syringed with water tliat is nearly as wai in

as the temperature of the house. In dull cold

weather artificial heat is of great service in improving

the quality of the fruit. ^Yhen the fruit is nearly

ripe syringing should be discontinued, and more air

admitted, and during this time artificial lieat may be
again very useful. It does not follow that the fruit

will not ripen in an unheated liouse ; but it is quite

certain that it ripens mucli better, is of larger size,

and superior in flavour with it. Tlie young shoots

may have been stopped up to the end of July, but it

is better not to do so later. It is a great error

to leave too much young wood on the trees—not a

shoot should be left that is not necessary. This

applies to Pears and Plums ; they, of course, ripen

much more freely in an unheated house ; and some
of the'u do well when placed out-of-doors. I have

often urged the importance of repotting any trees

that require it soon after the fruit is gathered. Tlie

object is to get them well established before the leaf

falls. They do not mind a considerable reduction of

the roots, even to the extent of chopping oft' the

matted mass of fibres round the ball, reducing it an

inch or more all round, and repotting them in the

same sized pots.

Trees when planted out do not require a very rich

soil, or gross, unfruitful growth will result; but

when trees are in in pots, and under the control of

the cultivator, a much richer compost becomes

necessarry. I use good fibrous loam four parts, one

The Flower Garden.

.MEMoniXDA.—In regard to summer bedding plants

the present is a good time for taking notes of defects

and shortcomings, that they may b« avoided in future,

and especially in respect of novelties, the arrange-
ment of plants, contemplated cii.inges, and other

matters. I would also advise the stay-at-home gar-

dener to leave his retirement and make a point (f
seeing what his neighbours are doing if he would net
lag behind in his profession. Tuberous-rooted Be-
gonias are rapidly rising in favour as summer bed-
ding plants, and in such wet weather as we have re-

cently experienced, their superiority over Pelargo-

niums has been w^ell proved, so that those who have
not hitherto grown them in beds would do well to

give them a trial next year. Some of the most
attractive beds in the gardens here consist of these

plants with a groundwork of Altei-nanthera aurea
;

t!ie latter, however, is not so eftVctive as ^lesembrv-
anthemum cordifoliuni variegatum, used on a pre-

vious occasion, and another year we must seek for an
improvement in other directions; some of theSedums,
Saxifragas, or Ilerniarias, will probably answer the
purpose. Other effective bedders are to be met with
iu the double-flowered Ivy-leaf Pelargonium Jeanne
GiUet, of a rich magenta colour, the bed being edged
witli Golden Pyrethrum. Of the newer zonals I

have not yet seen anything to surpass Henry Jacoby
or Jenny Dodds, rich crimson and pink respectively

;

whilst amongst scarlets John Gibbons will probably
hold a foremost place for a considerable time to come.
Coming to sub-tropical subjects, I find that Cannabis
gigantea interspersed with Liiium auratum, on a
groundwork of Jlesembryanthemum, and an edging
of Alternantheras make eft'ective beds ; the same may
be said of Solanum laciniatum witli a groundwork of
Petunia Countess of Ellesmere, and an edging of
scarlet Tom Thumb Tropieoluins. Again, S. ro-
bustum. Purple King Verbena, v, ith a broad band of
Stachys lanata, may be noted. The plan of forming
carpet-beds in a series of terraces lias exceeded our
most sanguine expectations, and will certainly be
adopted next near ; we regard them as being infinitely

more pleasing and eft'ective than those that are
planted on the old and monotonous " one level

''

system ; of course they require a larger number of
plants and more labour to keep them in good order,

but this is more than amply couipensated for by re-

results. Cyperus uatalense, which we are employing
for the first time as a " dot plant" on carpet-beds,
is found to be a grand acquisition, and will be largely

used for the same purpose in the future.

Harly Bidhs.—Certain species of spring-flowering
bulbs growing in mixed borders, and which have
been undisturbed for two or three yeai-s, mav no^v lie

lifted and replanted, the principal object being to
give them a change of soil, without wliicli bulbous
like other plants will deteriorate in the course of time.
.Vmongst others that will be benefited by this treat-

ment we may name Scilla sibirica, S. bifolia, Chiono-
doxaLucilia', ParrotTulips,andNarcissus. Although
many successful growers take np the bulbs—dry,

store away and plant at a later ])eriod, the practice is

not absolutely essential to secure success, and I my-
self prefer that the work of lifting, sorting, cleaning,

and planting should proceed simultaneously. Of
course there are cases where this line of
practice must be deviated from at times, as in the
case of Ranunculus Asiaticus, Anemone coronaria
and their varieties, which may be lifted when ripened
oft', stored away in a cool place, and planted at a
later period.

Hejr/i\^.—Where these have not been already
trimmed and put in good order, that work ought not
to be further delayed. Those of a deciduous
character may be cut with a pair of shears, but with
evergreens, such as Laurels, &c., it is best to use a
knife or ^icateitr. Those that were jilanted last

autumn or spring may be left uncut. Hoe and clean
the soil at the bottom as often as becomes necessary

;

and see that the young growth does not get choked
with weeds. J. Hor?''fc^d, Hpi/ta^ho'y,
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REPORT ON THE CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS.

[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS, JL'LV, 1888.

j

The words '' averaye," " ot'cr," or " under," as the case may l/e, indicate the amount of the rmp ; and "ffood," " reri/ good," or " bad," indicate the rjunlihj.

SCOTLAND.
ABEKDaEN

PEACHES
CHEKErES. ASP NEC- .\I'l'IJv-:

TAEIXKS.

AYR ....

BANFF.,

CAITHNESS

CLACKMANNAN

DUMBARTON ...

DUMFEIES

E.iST LOTHIAN

FIFE

FORFAR
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT QV^OVS,—(Contmued).

NORTHERN
COUNTIES.

L.Us'CASHIEE

EASTERN
COUNTIES

LINCOLN

Under

Over ; good

rndfr

Over; good

Under

Average ; good Under; goo J

Under Under

Average: good Under; b;id

Under
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS—(Con^m«crf).

MIDLAND
COUNTIES.

KOKTUAMPTOX .....

OXFORD .

WESTERN
COUNTIES.

ULOL'CESTER
,

MONMOUTH
.

HEREFORD .

WORCESTER..

STAFFORD .,

Avorago
;
good

Average
;
good

Under; good

Uuder
Much under

;

good

Average

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; very
good

Average

Under

;

good
Average

I'nder

Under ; bad

Average

Under

Under

Under

Vvorage
; good

Average, un^
der protectors

Uuder ; good

Under; bad

Average ; good

Under ; bad

Under; good

Under
Much under

;

good

Average
; good

A\erage; good

Under

Und.T

I'nder

Good

'Vverage; good

Under

Avera,;e
; good

Average ; very
good
Under

Over ; very
good

Average
; good

Under

Average

A verage ; good

Under

Over; very
good
Under

Average

Average; very
good
Under

Under

Average

Average
; goot

Under ; bad

Under

Uuder

Under

Over'; very
goo<l

Under

Under; good

Average

.Average
; good

VmX r

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Average

Under

Uuder ou
bushes, good
on walls

Under; good

On walls,
average

;

standards,
under

Under; very
bid

Much under

Average

Under

Average

Under; good

Under

Under; lad

Under ; good

Under

Average ; good

Under; good

Average
; good

Average

Under ; good

Average

Under

Under

Under

Over; very
good
Under

Under

Under; scarce

Average
|

Average

Under; good

Average

Average; good

Over; good
Average; good

Average

Average

Morellus aver-

age
Average

Over

Over
;
good

Average

Average; good

Average

Average

Average

Under ; bad

Good

Average

Average
;
good

Average
; good

Average on
walls ; or-

ciiards and
bushes under
Under ; good

Over ; good

PEACHES
AND N'Et'-

TARIXES.

Average
;
good

Bad

Average

Average"; ver)
good
Under

Uader; gooil

Under

Under

Average

Average
;
good

Average

Ov r

Under
;
good

Under

Average
; good

Under

Very bad

Under

Under; bad

Average

;

under
Average

Average; good

Under
Under; good

AvLTage

Average
;
good

Average ; late

Average

Average ; good

Average

Averag'"; good

Under

Good, espe-

cially Morelios
Average

Over ; very
good

Under; good

Over; very
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Under ; bad

Under

Average

Over; good

Under; bad

Over
; good

Average
; good

Under

Over ; very
good
Full

Over

Average

Under ; bad

Under ; bad Average ; good

Undor

Under; good

Avi'rage

Average

Ulld.T

Average

Average ; good

Average
; good

Under ; bad

Under

Average ; good

Average ; gooi

Over ; good

Average

Under; good

Average

Under; bad

Under

Average

Under; good

Full

Under

Average

Under

Under ; good

Under

Under

Under

Under; bad

Uiid r
; good

Average

Under; bad

Uuder

Under

Under ; bad

Under; bad

Under

Under

Undor

Mucli under;
bad

Under ; good

Average

Average

Average
;
good

Under

Average

Average

^Avernge

Under

Average

Under; bad

Average ; very
good

Much under

Average
;
good

Under; bad

Under; fair

Scarce

Under

Uuder

Over; very
good
Under

I'nder

Under; good

Under

Average
;
good

Under

Avenge;
much blighted
Under; bad

Under ; bad

Bad

A\erage

Average; good

Average
Under; good

Under

Under

Uu "er

Under

Under

Averag'; verj
good
Under

Under; good
on walls
Average

Under

Under

Uuder

Uador

Under

Average ; bnd

Walls aver-
age; pyramids

under
Under

Under
; good

Under

Under

A\'erage ; good

Under

Over

Under

Good;

Average; very
good

Average ; very
good

Under; good

Average ; very
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Under ; bad

Under; fair

Good crop

Under; good

Average

Over; good

Average; good

Under

Under; good

Under

Average

Under

Under

Average
; good

SMALL
FRUITS.

Average ; very
good

\'ery good

Average

Over; very
good

Over
; good

Above
;
good

A\'erago ; good

Under

Average

Average

Over
; good

Average ; good

Average

Over ; good

Average

Average ; goo'

Over ; very
good

AvorLige ; good

^'ory good

Average
; good

Average

Over; good

STRAW-
BERRIES.

Average
;
good

Bad

Under ; bad

Average very
good

Undrr; ood
Under ; good

Average; very
good

Average

Average

Under

Average
; good

Uuder; good

Under
j

Average ; good

Under

Average
; good

Average
; good

Average ; good

Very good

Average ; very
good

Average

Average ; fine

Over ; very
good

Average; good

Much over

;

good

Average; very
good
Over

Over; very
[good
Over

Good

;Over; good

Over ; very
good

Over
; good

Over; very
good
Over

Over ; very
good

Over
;
good

Over ; good

Average

Over; very
good

Average

Over; very
good

Average

Over; very
good

Average

Over ; very
good
Over

Average ;
good

Over; good

Avi-rage; very Henry Birch, Castl.i Asliby
good Gardens

Henry Watt, Rockingham
Castle. Rockingbnm

W. S. Miller, Whittlebury,
Towcester

H. Turner, Fineshade Abbey,
Stamford JN'orthampton

Edmund Cole, Allhorp I'ark
G. Ford, Wrest Park, Ampthill

Average; very
good

Average; good

Average ; good

Average

Under • good

Over

Under; bad

Average

Goodj

Average
; good

Undor

Average
;
good

Over; very
good

Average

Under ; good
on young
plants

Over; bad

Average
;
good

Half crop

Average
;
good

Under ; bad

Over; very
good

Average

Under

Under; bad

AvLTagi'
Average;

Walnuts over
good
Under

I'ntler

Under

Under

Under

I'nder

Average

Under ; Wal
nuts average

Under

Average ; good

Average

Average

Average

Under

Average

Filberts under;
Walnuts aver-

age
Under

Under ; bad

Uuder

Average

Average

Average
;
good

Very good

Under

Over

Uuder

Average]

Average ; good

Average

A^-erage ; good

,

Under

Average

Scarce

Under

NAME
AXD

ADDRESS.

T. Hedley, Putterliige Park
Gardens, Luton

William M. Baillie, Luton Hoo
Park, Luton

A. McKay, Woburn Abbey,
Woburn

C. Turner. Crnnfield Court,
Newport Pagnell

H. Perking, Greenland-s, Hen-
ley-on-Thames

C. Hewett.The Gardens, Dayle-i-

toril. Chipping Norton
H. Downing, Heythrop Gar-
dens, Chipping Norton

G. Stanton, Park Place Gardena,
Henley-on-Tliames.

G. T. Miled, Wycombe Abbey,
High Wycombe,

J. Smith, Meutmore, Leighton
Buzzard.

T. Thomas, Shardeloes Gardens,
Amersham.

C. Herrin, Dropmore, Maiden^
head.

W. Waters, Bulhtrode Gardens,
Geirard's Cross

J. Bone, Latimer Garden^,
Chesliam

G. Norman, The Gardens, Hatr
field House. Hatfield

Richd. RuSet, Pansiianger,
Hertford

J. C. Mundell, Moor Park Gar-
dens, Rickmanswortli

J. Thompson. Gorhambury Gar-
dens, St. Albans

J. Kipling, Kuebwortli Park,
Knebworth

Over; very
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Over ;
good

Under; bad

Average

Under

Under

Average; good

Under

Under

I'nder

Average

Under ; bad

William Nash, Badminton Gar-
dens. Badminton

V. Scott, Sherborne House,
Northleach

fohn Sowray, Highnam Court
Gardens, Gloucester

W. R. Greenway, Fretherne
Court Gardens, Stonehouse

W. Greenaway, Dodington Park
Gardens, Chipping-Sodbury.

Arthur Chapman, Weston Birt
Gardens, Tetbury

Thomas Coomber. Tlie Hendn*
Gardens, Monmouth

William Coleman, Easfnor
Castle, T.edbury

KennetJi McKenzie. AHensmor>'
Court. Frnm Green

A. Ward, Stoke Edith Gardens,
Hereford

Chas. Denning. Holme Lacy
Gardens, Hereford

William Crump, Madresfield
Court, Malvern

John Austen, Witley Court,
Stourport

Artlmr Barker, Hindlip Gar-
dens, Worcester

R. Robbins, Rhydd Court,
Hanley Castle

Edward Ward, Hewell, Broms-
grove

.1. Ashton. Cotheridge Court,
Worcester

Walter Child, Croome Court,
Severn Stoke

A. S. Kemp, Broadway, Shif-
nal

James Loudon, The Quiota,
Chirk

Richard Milner, Sundorne
Castle, Shrewsbury

Edmund Bland, Oteley Park,
Ellesmere

Robert Palmer. Hagley Hall
Gardens, Stourbridge

Geo. H. Green, Enville Gar-
dens, Stourbridge

Henry G. Wilks, Sandon Hall,
Stone

W. Ward, Little Aston Gar-
dens, Sutton Coldfield
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CONDITION OK TriK FRUIT VVS^V^—iCoydinued).

WESTERN
COUNTIES.

STAFFOr.D

CHESIIinr

SOUTHERN
COUNTIES

MIDDLESEX

I'luUr; b;ul I'mler; bad

I'lidi;!' Average

l*niltT; poo^l I'luler; g<'Cil

Avernffe

Averoge

Um'.er

Poor

Average

Avernge

Averagp 'Average; gootl

Umler; good

Under

Under

Vvernge; goo:'

Under

lender

Under

Under

Uuder

;oo-J

Average; very
good

Avemee ; \oi\ I

gotid ;^roreI!u'-',

Over- I

Good
I

\

PEACHES
AND NEC-
TAR! NEy.

I'nder; bad I'lider; gootl

Under Average

lid.

s:\r.vLL
KKriTS.

STRAW-
liEKRlKS.

r; iOiiil I'lidei'; good

I

Avera^-'e Average

Avernge ; good

Average
;
good

Morellos aver-

age ; good
Average; good 1 Average; very

I

good
Under Average; good

Average ; good Over ; good

Under
; good

Under

Average ; good

Under

Under

I Over; good
Under; bad [Average; good

Average ; good

Under ; good

Xlnd&r

Under

Under

Bad Bad

Uni'.er; b?.d lAverage
; good

Complele lail-

1 live

Average ; good

Average; good

Uuder

Under

Uuder

Avernge Over; good

Averaj;e

Average

Under

L'nder
;
good

Average; good Average; good

Average \ Under

Average
; good

Average
; good

Over

Average

Avernge

\verage; good'Average; good;
Under; Morel- Average

;
gooi"

los. average

Under

I

Under

Under

,
Under; bad

Average

L'nder; veiy
bad

Under; good

I
Under

Under; good

l'nder

i

I

Under
i

Average

Under
; good

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average

A\erage
_

good; small
Average; good

Under

Average

Average

Over

Dessert good

;

Kentish and
Morello bad

Average; very
good

Average; good

Over : very
good

Over

Average

Average

Over

Average

Under

Average

Good

Average

Aveiag*

Under; bad

Over; good

Average

Under; good

Under

Mueh under

Over; very
good

Under; good

Under

L'l der ; s-niall

Und.-r

A'ery few

Under
Under; bad

I

Under; good

[Average; good

Under

Under

I
Under

A'ery bad

Under; bad

Under; good

\ (.Tflge
: gooil Searco

Average Under

!

Under
i

Uuder

Under; bad Over; good

Mucli under

Aver:' Under

Average; ver\ Average
good

Average; verj Average
good

I

.\.verage; good; Average; good

Under; good 'Average; good

Under Good

SOUTH W!ZSTERN
COUNTIES.

SOJlERSEr

Average

Average

Under

Under

Uuder

Ui.der

Under

Under

Under

Under

Over; good

Aver.ige

;

verv guod
Un-lur

I'ndtr

Over ; good

Over

Good
j

l'nder; very
bad ; Jlorellos

average; good
[Average

;
good

Average ; very Over ; good
good

Under

Under

Under Under

Ur.doi-; bad
i
Under; bad

UiuUt
I

Under

Under

Average Under

Avernge
[

Under

I' ndcT

Under

Under

Under
;
good

' Average

Avernge

Avernge; good

Under '

Under

Under

Under; mucl
blighted

Uuder

Average

Under

Average; good

Under

NAJIE
AND

ADDRESS.

Under; good 'Average; good Average; good

Average Over ; gooil

Uutl.r; good Under; vi-ry

good

Average

Under; bad

Average; i

good

Avera

g

A Vcrag

Under ; ?onie Average; good
good ; other^^

failure
Over; good

Average

Average
;
good

Average; good

Uuder

Average; good

Average; good

Under ; bad

I'nder

Average on
walls
I'uder

Under
Average; very

good
Under

Under ; good

Under

Average

Average

I'nder

;Over ; good

Average

Average

Over; very Average ; good
good

Average ; good

Over; very
good

Average ; very
good. lUnek
Currants extra
Over; very

good
Average

;
good

Average; good

Average
;
good

Average

Over
; good

Over ; very
good

Average
; good

Average
; good

Average

Very good

Avernge

Over

Under

Over; good

Average; very
good

Over ; very
good
Over

Avera ge

Average
; good

Average

;

damp spoiled
halt

Under: bad
Over; very

good
Average

Average

Over

A'ery good

Average

Good

ExcellentAverage
;
goud 0\er; very

I

good "
i

•Vveiage ; very RednndBlack,, Average; good
good average

; good
;

'

j

Gooseberries
[

under
!

:\ruch under;
[

.Over; good Average; good
bad '

j

Under
[

Over; .Average; bad
j

very good

Average
j Over

Over; good ' Over; good

Much under ! A'ery good

Wall average; 0\'er

none on
[

pyr.!mids
Under [.Vverago; very

[

good
A.verage

;

Over; very
very bad good
Average Much over

Average ; good

,

Over ; good

Uuder A'ery gcod

Ui;der

A^'eruge

Under

Under ; except
on \^q\U

I'nder

Over

Average

Average

Average

Over

Over; good

Average

Over; good

Average

Undt;r

Average

0\er
;
good

Good

Average l^'nder

Average
; good ' Under

Average
i
Much under

Over; very Over; good
good '

Average; very Average
; good

good "

[

Over ; good Under; good

Average; very Average; very
good

Average ; very
good

Average ; very
guod

good
Average; good

Average; good

.Tolin AA'allis, K^ele Hall Gar-
dens, Newcastle

Robert MackeUar, Abuey Hall,
I Cbeadle

nier; good .fas. Vert, Audley Eiid Gar-
d.'us, Saffron Walden

Toshna Atliins, Tat ton Gar-
dens, Kuutsford

Walnuts aver-jG.AV. Wythes, Syon Garden^,
age Brentford

A. F. BaiTOU, Royal Horticul-
tural Society, Ciiiswick

Average William Bates, Poulett Lodge
Gardens, Twickenham

George Heasman, The Grove,
Stanmore

Walnuts good Alex. Dean, Bedfout

Average

Over ; good

Under ; good

Under

Und.r

Over

'nder; bad

Under

Under

Average

Average

Under

Average

Average

A. Evans, Xytlie Hill, Hasle-
raere

John Burnett, The Deepdene,
Gardens, Dorking

John Tanner. Tandridge Court
Gardens, Godstone

Tames Gold, High Ashur^t,
Dorking

W. Swan, Castle Hill Gardens,
Englefield Green

Joseph R'.ist, Bridge Castle,
Tuubridge Wells

Henry Caunell, Nurseries,
Swanley

F. Moore. Blendon Hall. Bexley
William Craik, Hothtield Place,
Ashford

G. A. Don, Bedgebury Park,
Hawkhurst

R. Gray, Chevoning, Sevenoaks

A. Reid, Possiugworth, Cposs-
in-Hand

Sidney Ford, Leonardslee, Hor-
sham

F. Rutland, Goodwood, Cld-
ehester

B. Coombe, Wiston Park Gar-
dens, Stevuing

IH. R. Holmes. The Garden^
!
Ashburnham Place, Battle

Thos. Myles, Appley Towers,
Ryde, Isleof AA'Jght

lender; bad |w. AVildsmith, Uekfield Plnre
,

Gardens, AVinchJield
l'nder 'Edwin Molynenx, S\\anmore

Park Gardens, Bishop's
Waltham,

Average F. Thirlby, Broadlands, Eomsey.

William Smythe. Basing Park
Gardens, Alton.

Philip Edwards, Fowley Gar-
I

dens, Liphook.
[T. Jones, Frogmore, Windsor.Walnuts aver,

age; Filttrt:

undiT
Und.T

Average

Filberts

under ; AA'a!-

nuts gno 1

Under

Average

James Tegg, Bearwood, AA'o-

kingliam
J. H. Rose, Lockinge Gardens,
AVantage

Neil Sinclair, Easthampstead
Park. Wokingham

Wra. Pope, Highclere Castle,
Newbury

Robert Fi-nn, Sulhamstead,
Reading

Thomas King, Devizea Castle,
Devizes

H. AV, Ward, Longford Castle,
Salisbury

J. Horsefield, Heytesbury

Good Charles Sully, Fairfield, Bridge-
(

water
Walnuts aver- .Tohu Chalmers, Orchardleigli

age
I

Gardens, Frome

Average

Under

Average

Average

Avernge

William Hallett, C'ossington
Hou'ie Farm, Bridgewater

W. Iggulden. ::\Iarstou Hou?e
Gariiens, Frome

D. AVilliams, The Gardens,
Canford Manor, AVimborue

Edwin Banning, Charborough
Park Gardens, AA'areham

AA'illiam P, Leach, Lryanstou
Gardens, Blaudford
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT 0'KOVB~{Continued).

SOUTHWESTERN
COUNTIES.

HK\"t>N Avcnii

CORNWALL

WALES

CARMARTHEN

'CARNARVON

DKXBIGH

GLAMORGAN .

MERIONETH

MONTGOMERV.,

PEMBROKE ... .

IRELAND

ARMAGH.

ANTELM

CLARE

DOWN

Ov?r

Average

riuier

Ovn-

WESTMKATLI
KILKENNY

CHANNEL
ISLANDS.

JERSEY

GUERNSEY

SCILLY

Under

Uiidor

PLUMS.

I

Average; goutji

I

Average on j-VvLTagf

iU'idls; none on

I

pyiumiil^
Average ; gooi

Under

Under
Under

Undor
!

Under; small

\'t.Ty good

Under

PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

A\era";e; gooil

good Under half a
. crop

Avt'iage

Good

Overl

Good

Under

Good

Under

Average

on walla

Average

A^'orngo

Fair on walls ;

i

0\er
standards poori

Average Avterage

.Vverage
; good Over

Over; goodAverage, no
Dani--iOiix

Averagp

Under; good

Under

Under

Under

Much undei

Average

Bad
Average

Under; good

Average

Under ; bad

A\'eraee

.Vverage ; very
good
Ucder

Average

Bad
\verage; good

Average

Average; gooi

Under

Under ; not
good
Under
Good

Under

Under; had

Unde

Un^l-^

Average

Bad

Under

I'nder

Average; b ul, Average ; good

Under Under

Uudcr
Good

Average
Under

Avemge 1 Under

Under : e^malM'r.der ; small

Under

Under

Avernf'e

Average; \i

good
Under

Average
;

good
Under

Average

lender

Averagii
Average

Average;
small
Under

Under

T'nder

Under

Average

Under

Average

Under

Under

Average
Average

SMALL
TKUITS,

Over; very
good

Average ; vtry
good

Over
; good Average; good

Over
; good Over

;
good

.Average; bad Under; bad
Average I Good

Over; good .Average; gooil

STRAW-
BERRIES.

Avernge

^'er_ good

Over ; good Average
;

large; bad
ti.noiir

NAME
Avn

AIiKKESS.

Average James Eostone, WearHu^,^e
near Exeter

Very plentiful I). C. Powell, ^o^\derhanl.

I

Exeter

Over; excel- 'Average; good
lent

Under

Goo=eberrie.s

and Cnrrant*
over ; Rasp-
berries under

Over

Over; good

Over
; good

Good

Average

Ur.der

Average; ver;

good
Over

; good

Average Average;
good

.Vverage; very Over; very
good

j

good
Average

i Average

Average

;

< Average
good

^'ery good
j

Very good
Over; tood Uiider; good

Under; good Under; good Fair average;

1
I

good
.Average; good Average; good Average; good

1

Under; good Under; good
j

Under; good

Abnndant

;

very good
Under

; good

Average
;
good

Aver ge

Average

Uiuier

.\vprn?e

|G. J. Barue?, Stoodleigh Court,
I Tiverton
G. EitUer, 3Iemb!and, Plymp-

I
ton

j.L Murton, PcncHlinick, Truro
p. Mitchell. Tehidy Park,

I

Camborne
,G. Knox, Port Eliot, St. Ger-

man's
'Clia^. Lee, Boeonnoc, Lo.l-

I

\vi!biel

Lewis lioweii, Eduinsford,
Llandilo

Allan Calder, Vaynol Park,
Bangor

P. Middleton, Wynn=tay Gar-
dens, Rualx'in

.r. Muir, Margam Pwrk, Port
Talbot

.fas. Bennett, Ehug Qnrdeiw,
Corwen

llorace Hunt ley. Powls C'ustle
Gardens, Welshpool

Geo. Griffin, Slebeck Park,
Haverfordwest

Thomas Sheasby, Castle Dillon,
Armagh

Geo. Porteous, Garron Tower,
Belfast

W. Wilson, Diomolnnd Gar-
dens, Newmarket-ou-Perj^us

J. Taylor, Mount Stewart

Good J. Igo, Garden Vale, Aililone
Average .W. Gray, Woodstock, Ini-tiuga

C. B. Saunders, S(, Saviours

Average

C. Smith & Son. Caledonia

I

Nursery. St. Heliers
jGeo. D. Vallance, TrescoAlbey
I Gardens

Forestry.

Hedcjing.—Privet, Box, and Laurustiuus hedges

may now receive their first trimming. Nothing
excels the switch knife if kept ^wA\ sharpened for

this kind of v/ork. Weed the ground along the line

of the hedge, but defer digghig the soil till a futuie

time. Where iiedges of Yew are being clipped or

trimmed have a sharp outlook to see that the work-
men burn up or dispose of in a safe way—safe from

farm-stock--all primings, for these, especially in a

half dead state, are liighly poisonous.

Karsci'y Work.—During dry weather keep the hoe

at work ; but there is little use in hoeing during wet
weather, a better plan, is hand-weeding and carrying

all t!ie weeds so collected to the dung-yard. The
weeding of seed-beds can now be managed satisfac-

torily, and if such work be carefully done no evil

results will follow from loosening the ground.
A few of the Elm seeds collected during the past

fortnight should be sown during dry weather in beds
4 feet wide. Previous to sowing the seeds, it is

well to ascertain whether they are fertile or not, a
great number this season being destitute of an
embryo. Thoroughly work tlie ground where the
seed-beds are to be formed, and should it be found
necessary, an addition of leaf-mould, peat, or good
vegetable loam, will considerably enhance the
strength and growth of the young plants. Do not
sow the seeds too deeply ; simply roll them over,

and sift on from a fine-meshed riddle a half-inch of

light sandy loam. Do not roll after covering the

seeds, this being a pernicious practice that cannot be
too forcibly condemned. Look over young stock of

all kinds, and with a sharp pruning-knife lop off all

contending or rival leading shoots, as well as un-
gainly side-branches. This work, performed while
tbe young stock is in the nur.sery, is productive of

lasting good, and should never be left until the
plants are being sent out for final transplanting.

Grafts may require attention in the way of removing
too tight ligatures, replacing the clay or cement, and
breaking otf (not pruning) any shoots that may be
pushing from the stock beneath the scion.

Insect Pcsfs.—The depredationscausedby the various

insects have assumed alarming proportions tliis season,

whole plantations of Oak being almost stripped of

their verdure. On this estate the Oaks suffered
;

Elms and Limes have siiR'ered greatly. The exuda-
tion of the various caterpillars was falling so thickly

on the woodland paths, that many persons were
puzzled to account for the constant rain-like, drip-

ping noise, that during the dry and warm weather
was carried on uninterruptedly.

Thunder-showers, ho^'ever, did much good by
washing the caterpillars from ofi' the leaves, and so

considerably checking their depredations. Miss
Ormerod suggests painting a band of tar around the
trees that are not affected, and so preventing the
insects from ascending to the branches—good old

advice, no doubt, for tiie owm-is of cockney places

with half-a-dozen isolated trees on their lawn, but
quite out of the question with the owners of woods
and forests.

The Pine-beetles (Hylurgus piniperda) have also

been at work of late amongst the Austrian and
Corsican Pines, and by boring into the leading shoots

have quite destroyed the symmetry of the trees, the

leaders falling otl' during the first high wind after the

attack. Burning up all brushwood in early spring is

the best means of preventing the spread of the Pine-
beetle.

Another insect pest that has done much damage
in the Kentish woods of late is the goat-moth
(Cossus ligniperda), the depredations of which have
here been almost wiiolly confined to the Birch and
Poplar—the former in particular. It bores into the

stems of the trees, and in some instances the holes

are so thickly set that one would almost imagine a

gun loaded with swan shot had been fired against

the trunk.

The best remedy we have found is to bore after

the grub with a gimlet, and insert into the holes

a mixture of parallin and lime. This effec-

tually gets rid of the post, far better than the tar

usuallv lecommended, which, where the bark is

injured, is highly injurious, and has been the cause
of death in numerous instances. Usually the grub
bores in from the b-ise of the stem and works its, way
upwards, the tunnels formed having a most ofTensive

smell, and from which the common name of the

moth is derived. Trees on low-lying and damp
ground are most liable to the attacks of the goat-

moth, but here several Beeches and Poplars growing
on high and dry land are likewise atlected. A. D.
Webster, Hohvood Park, Kent,
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SHOWS.
( Liverpool Horticultural Aasocia-

oiTiTurnv k-,jf I J tiou ; Royal Southamptou Horti-hAlUKUAi, AUG. 4< f^^xtxiTixl (both continued ou
(. Monday, Aug. G.

SALES.
Tirconiv T.-T,- Q, fOrchiils in Flowor, at Prothoroe &TUESDAl. JiLl 31

j^ Morris- Rooms.

«7-T?nvT?or\A V A.t,-. ^ \ Imported and Established Orchid3,WEDNESDAY, AUG. 1^ at Stevens' Rooms (two days).
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The reports, which we "owe to the

CroDs'
kindness of our correspondents,

on the condition and prospects of

the fruit crops throughout the country, will,

we suspect, prove a puzzle to those who seek to

ascertain the causes of success or failure. In the

South, at any rate, the fine warm summer and

autumn of last year " ripened the wood," and the

spring gave, in consequence, promise of an abun-

dant harvest. This profusion of flower was

marlced in the case of most flowering shrubs,

which have this year bloomed with a freedom

and beauty rarely equalled. But the numer-
ous contingencies and risks to which fruit

blossoms are exposed in this country are

apt to create a great disproportion between the

promise and the fruition. In some parts of Scot-

land the crop is a grand one. Many of the

varieties are beyond average quality, and what
is singular is that some varieties which are gene-

rally esteemed " regular bearers " are this year

fruitless—a matter, however, of relatively little

consequence, as the quality is apt to be dispro-

portionate to the quantity. In the Southern and
Eastern Counties loud complaints are heard of

the ravages made by caterpillars, as already

mentioned in our colmnns ; and these it is evident

must have occasioned serious losses. In a very

general way the results of our enquiries, as

summarised in other columns, are as follows :

—

Apples are generally under average, except in

the Home Counties.

Pears are also under average throughout the

country, unless in the South-Western Counties.

riums show a deficiency everywhere except in

AVales and the Channel. Islands. Apricots,

Peaches, and Nectarines, are in the same case as

Plums.

Cherries, it is singular to note, have furnished

a good average throughout the kingdom, except

perhaps, in the South and South-^\'est.

Siiiall fruits are generally over average, even

in the counties that are most deficient in Apples
and Plums.

Strawberries are abundant, but have suffered

from rain.

Nuts are under average, and especially so in

Kent and Surrey.

The outlook as to the supply of home-grown
winter fruit is hence far from good, and America
and our colonies will be largely drawn upon to

make up the deficiency.

Meanwhile, it is satisfactory to notice the in-

creased attention paid to fruit culture and to

matters connected with it. Already two Fruit

Conferences are announced, one under the aus-

pices of the Royal Horticultural Society, while

another is being promoted by an independent

committee of private growers.

The Fruit-conferences at Chiswick, undertaken

at the darkest period of the Society's history,

were so signally successful, and the reports

founded on them of such permanent value, that

it is fitting the old Society should once more
take up the work it has done so well. AVhetherour
Scottish friends intend again organising some-
thing of the same kind we do not know ; their

success in the past may induce them also to

renew their efforts. One satisfactory feature

about these exhibitions is, that they are not

exhibitions only, but that endea\-ours are made to

utilise and turn to account materials which at

most .shows are only displayed Avithout comment.

At Chiswick the leading work to be accom-
plished seems to be the determination of varieties,

the rectification of nomenclature, and specially

the suitability of particular varieties to particular

stocks, and to particular soils. At the Crystal

Palace, on September 6 and 7, other matters are

to be discussed—matters bearing rather on the

commercial aspects of the question. The ar-

rangements are in neither case complete ; but we
believe that at the Ory.stil Palace a beginning
has been made by electing that able pomologist,

Jlr. T. F. Rivers, as Chairman of the com-
mittee. One of the first proposals, as laid down
by him, and cordially endorsed hj the committee,

was, that the Conference should have a permanent
character, that its march was not to begin and
end with a few trumpet blasts on Sydenham Hill,

but that the committee should, as far as possible,

promote continual inquiry and discussion as to

the national development of fruit-culture, but

especially in relation to those more useful and

valuable of hardy fruits, Apples, Pears, and Plums.

The committee agree that it is no part of its

aim to discuss, or in any way to affect the mere
garden-culture of fruits as at present so widely

existing. Neither, we are glad to learn, does it

propose in any way to trench upon what ground

the Royal Horticultural Society may regard as its

.special preserve, or to conflict with that body in

its operations.

What the committee has in view in pro-

moting the various conferences which it is

hoped will result is to popularise hardy fruit

culture amongst agriculturists, with the ultimate

expectation that we may grow at home fruit as

plentifully and as good as is that which now
finds its way here in such great profusion from

other countries. Practically, the hope is that in

time hardy fruit culture may become a national

industry. Mr. Riaehs pithily said that were

any one considerable county planted with fruit

trees in proportion to the area allotted to other

crops, that all the nurseries in the kingdom
could not at one time furnish more than the

needful supply of trees for that one county.

It is not our purpose here to discuss the im-

portance or otherwise of making hardy fruit

culture a part of ordinary farm operations. That
is practically the work for the Conference, and,

no doubt, in due course it will be done well.

Our readers may draw their own conclusions from
the nature of the proposals made at the recent

meeting of the committee with respect to the sub-

jects to be discussed at the first Conference, as to

how far that body seems disposed to take a prac-

tical turn ; for it was agreed that on the first day
p.ap3rs on '• Land Tenure in its Relation to the

Culture of Hardy Fruits," " Most Suitable Kinds
of Apples, Pears, and Plums for Farm Culture,"

and the " Marketing, Packing, Transit, &o.,

of Fruit " should be invited ; and also that such

able men as Mr. Albert Bath, Mr. A. Cole-
M.VN, and Mr. J. Webbeb, be invited to deal with
them. On the second day the economical use of

fruits is to be discussed, Mr. RiVEns himself

undertaking to deal with the interesting subject

of the " Drying and Bottling of Fruits, especially

I'lums." Mr. Beech, the eminent jam-maker, is

to be asked to deal with " Fruit as an Element
for Jams, Preserves, &c.

;

" and Mr. W. S.

JIaxning will be invited to take up, on be-

half of the Vegetarian Society, the " Adapta-
bility of Fruit as Human Food." These topics

show that, without being ambitious, the objects

of the Executive Committee are severely practical.

Further, that body has appreciably strengthened

itself by adding to its numbers several well-

known pomologists, and it will endeavour to

secure the co-operation of the Royal Agricultural

Society, as that body, it is well known, is desirous

of promoting hardy fruit culture amongst far-

mers, if the best ways and methods be clearly

indicated. It is hoped that a second Conference

m.ay take place when the usual October hardy

fruit show at the Palace is held, as then a different

body of fruit growers may be expected to be pre-

sent; and we may go so far as to suggest, that the

customary gathering of farmers at the Smithfield

Cattle Show may also be utilised for some prac-

tical purposes in connection with this interesting

subject.

It may occur to many that it is unfortunate

that there should be such a dissipation of energy

as is implied in two Fruit Conferences held

simultaneously, or nearly so, in different quarters

of London ; and that it is but a poor return for

the splendid work accomplished by the Royal
Horticultural Society in its Fruit Conferences to

organise similar meetings elsewhere ; but sentimen-

tal considerations of this kind must needs give way
in face of practical convenience and public utility,

and the functions of the two bodies may be so

sharply defined that each shall do its own share of

the work without touching on the preserves of its

neighbour. General principles and scientific

pomology would, according to this arrangement,

be assigned to the Royal Horticultural Society,

while their application to public and commercial,

as distinguished from private garden purposes,

might be the work of the committee at the

Crystal Palace. In any case, without indulging

in any over-sanguine expectations—expectations

which our climate, to say nothing of legal and
fiscal restrictions, would soon dissipate—we may
nevertheless express a decided opinion that much
more fruit might profitably be grown here, and
that fruit-culture may in some degree come to

the aid of the distressed agriculturist, who hither-

to has alYorded so marked an example of the

folly of placing all his eggs in one basket.

All success, then, to those who in any degree,
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and ill any manner, contribute to the well-being

of their fellows and the prosperity of the

country.

The Royal Horticultural Society—The
meeting on Tuesday last, of which we give a full re-

port elsewhere, was, as has become customary of late,

a remarl;able one. Apart from the specialty of the

clay— tlie exhibition of tlie Carnation Society—par-

ticular mention should be made of the magnilicerit

collection of I'erns shown by Jlessrs. W. & J. Biu-

KnxiiEAD, who had the enterprise to send from Sale,

near Manchester, a collection wliich for variety and

extent, we venture to thinl;, lias never been sur-

passed or even equalled in any Jjondon show. Tlie

herbaceous plants of Jlessrs. Paul & Son, Wahe, and

Veitch, were of excellent quality, while Jlr. Tallee-

MAx's exhibit of a method of preserving Strawberries

in a fresh state and of packing them for transport,

attracted universal attention.

Council Meeting.—At a meeting Iield on July "24,

a report was read, from tlie Chiswicli Committee,

concerning tbe National Apple and Pear Conference

to be held at Cliiswicl< Gardens, from October 11

to 18, and a schedule (which may be obtained of Mr.

BAnnoN, lioyal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick), was drawn np and agreed to. It was re-

solved that the Secretary have a proof of the new

bye-laws printed and circulated amongst the Members

of Council and of the Fellows' Committee, and that

a meeting of tlie committee be called by its Hon.

Sec. (Mr. Deal), tor Tuesday, August H, to consider

the corrections and alterations.

Colonial Fellov/s OF the Royal Horti-

cultural Society.—We have so frequently advo-

cated the appointment of local secretaries and the

formation of branches of the Koyal Horticultural

Society, not only in each county of Great Britain,

but in each colony of Greater Britain, on tlie plan of

the Britisli Medical Association, that we insert the fol-

lowing letter with gi'eat satisfaction. The tie would be

of the liglitest, so far as any restriction is concerned,

but the benefits would be mutual. Baron Sir Ferdi-

nand VON JIuELLER, who is an Honorary Member
of the Koyal Horticultural Society, has been most

assiduous and successful in obtaining Colonial Fel-

lows for the Society. In a recent letter received from

him lie olfers such practical and sensible suggestions

that they are well worth while being placed on record

forthe consideration of Colonial Botanists and Horti-

culturists who maybe desirous of joining tbe Society

and thus give an impetus to the best interests of

Horticultural Science. Sir Ferdinand writes ;

—

" I beg to express my great pleasure that my sug-

gestion to obtain Colonial members for tlie Koyal

Horticultural Society has met with the approbation

of the Council. If only a few of the leading liorti-

culturists in each of Her Ma-jesty's Colonies had the

honour of joining the great home Society it would

add several hundred members to your roll, and

would, irrespective of the financial support, give the

Society greater strength from aboad. It seems to

me if, in each of the Colonies, some prominent hor-

ticulturist were asked by you to propose such of his

amateur or professional Iriends as he deemed worthy

of the honour, a good representation of the colonial

horticulturists at your Society would be speedily

gained, and that with all the desirable decorum and

dignity. In "S^ictoria' I will gladly take charge of

this duty."

Steps are being taken to organise a representation

of the Eojal Horticultural Society in each of our

Colonies. In the meantime, colonial botanists and

horticulturists desirous of joining the Society may
obtain forms of nomination and a list of privileges

of Fellows on application to the Secretary, Koyal

Horticultural .Society, 111, Victoria Street, S.'W.

The " KEW Bulletin.' —The .7uly number con-

tains an account of Bhabur grass (Iscluemum an-

gustifolium), largely used for making ropes, and

which might be used for paper-making if it it were

cultivated. Mr. FAWCExr's short but interesting

account of the Cayman Islands, makes us hope we

shall eventually get a fuller report from his pen. The
disease in the Cocoa-nats which he was specially

commissioned to inquire into, Jlr. Fawcett attributes

to a bacterium. With reference to Valonia ((^nercus

a'gilops), Mr. Thiselton Uver recommends its cul-

ture in Cyprus. Professor MacOw.w's remarks on

tlie means of extirpating the Opuntias, Prickly Pear

(which renders the land where it grows practically

useless), or of turning them to advantage, are given

at length. Other valuable information is given re-

garding the Opuntias, of much value to colonists.

Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—We are requested

to give insertion to the following letter:
—"At the

conclusion of the lirst year of our work it is a source

of gratification to rae to review tbe success which

has attended our eli'orts, and wliich is due to the

hearty co-operation of all concerned. I take this

opportunity of returning my personal thanks to all

associated with ms in this matter, and also to the

many gentlemen \vho have undertaken the oUice of

local secretary, and worked so zealously in the cause.

The dinner, as is now well known, was also a great

success. Thanks to the numerous kind contribution-

of fruit, plants, and flowers, the room and t.ibles

presented an appearance which called forth unquali-

fied expressions of admiration from the most compe-

tent and impartial critics. It now affords me no

small degree of pleasure to be able to state that we
are commencing the second year equally well. I am
empowered to announce that Mr. Sherv,-ood (Messrs.

HuitsT & Son), in token of the interest he takes in

this movement, has generously offered to place an

orphan upon the fund at his own cost, in accordance

with Rule 12, thus increasing the number of reci-

pients from ten to eleven. The name and particulars

of this annuitant will be announced in due course.

It would alford me, and I may add, tbe committee,

much pleasure if many more gentlemen were to

emulate this noble example. I can only say that

there are plenty of deserving applicants to whom
such generosity would be of the utmost benefit.

George Deal (Chairman)."

Statue to PlancHON.—We learn from the

pages of the Bene IIoHwolc that it is proposed to

erect a statue in bronze at Ganges (Herault), as a

tribute to the great services of this eminent botani.-t.

The first to recognise the nature of the Phylloxera,

and one of the first, if not the first, to counsel the

use of the American resisting stocks whereon to graft

the finer French varieties, Pl.\nciion indeed deserved

well of bis country.

" ReicHENBACHIA.''—Tiie second volume of Mr.

Sander's sumptuous publication contains coloured

figures of various Orchids, artistically yet faithfully

drawn, without straining after ert'ect, while the

analyses in wood engraving supply the necessary

data for the botanist. These woodcuts, however,

are rather roughly executed, and not on a par v/ith

the general " get-up " of the work. The text con-

tains botanical descriptions by Professor Keicuen-

BACH, and cultural details by Mr. Sander, and is

written in English, German, and French, while the

strictly technical details are in Latin, so that the

requirements of all parties are provided for. Tiie

following are the plants illustrated in the present

number :
—

Odoiiloi/lossiim Harryanum, t. 40.—A magnificent

species, discovered in New Granada by Kodrigcez

Paxtocha. The broad sepals are rich brown,

pencilled with yellow lines, The petals are also

brown with a narrow yellow margin, the lip, large,

heart-shaped, oblong, with a central yellow keel from

which radiate purplish stripes. Air. Sander recom-

mends a cool, moist treatment in summer, keeping

the plants somewhat drier alter flowering, and

repotting them when the new growths apjiear.

In October the plants should be removed to a

slightlv warmer house, and there remain till April,

giving the same winter temperature as for O.

vexillariura, viz., from 57° to 60° Fahrenheit.

Dcndrohiitm Lccukiauumx , t. 60.—A hybrid raised

by Mr. W. Swan out of D. nobile by D. aureum. Five

years elapsed before the seedling produced flowers.

The flowers of this fine variety are remarkable for

their undulated sep.als and petals and for their large

size (5V inches across), " while the rich claret-purple

of the labellum is intensified by the purity of the

white margin." It is best grown in baskets, at a

temperature in summer of 70°— 80°, removing the

plants into a cooler house \vhen their growth is

completed.

Phal(eno])sk spccioscL l,jijM'ra/rif, t. 51.—A native of

the Andaman Islands, where it was discovered bj'

General Berkeley. The flowers are of a deep rose-

purple, with no white markings whatever, and the

lip is adorned with bright yellow blotches on the

side lobes. It is best grown in baskets suspended

from the roof, and, while in growth, requires con-

siderable heat and moisture, and free exposure to

light, taking care, however, to shade the foliage from

the direct rays of the sun. During the winter season

the temperature should not exceed 70°—75°. The
)ilant flowers in August.

Lfsltd SchiUeric/.na, t. 52.—The sepals and petals

are of a white or light rose colour, while the label-

lum is exquisitely pencilled with purple lines and

adorned with a heavy blotch of the richest purple-

crimson. 'Mv. Sander recommends it be grown in

a shaded position in the Cattleya-house, with abun-

dance of water at the roots during growth, but witii

much less during the dormant period. It should

be repotted after flowering in early summer.

Ringing the Vine.—M. Gdst.we Riviere in the

llevue Hurticolc recommends the practice of removing

a thin band of the rind from a shoot some days

before or during or immediately after flowering.

The consequences are said to be the increase of the

size of the berries, the hastening of the ripening pro-

cess by twelve days, and the ]n"oraotion*of fertilisation.

The ring should be taken ofi' about 1 inch below the

bunch—never above it. The decortication ensures

a marked increase in the amount of sugar in the

juice, as shown by the analytical tables given.

American Blight on Apples. — The last

number of the lieeuc Hurtiejlc contains an excellent

article, accompanied by a coloured plate illustrative

of the woolly ajihis (Schizoneura lanuginosa). A
successful insecticide is the following:—Pyrolig-

neous acid, 1000 parts ; salicylic acid, 2 do. ; red

oxide of mercury, 1 do. ; fuclisine, 0"25. One portion

of this solution to thirty of water is requisite when
the tree is in leaf; in winter it may be apjilied

undiluted to the b.ark by me.ans of a syringe.

SutHERLAKDIA FRUTESCcNS. —Wiih rirference

to the supposed use of Sutherlandia frutescens Pro-

fessor MacOwan sends us an extract from the Capi

TiiUJ^s:—"I have had brought to me recognisable

specimens of the plant now preconised as a remedy

for cancer. It is Sutherlandia frutescens, a

leguminous shrub, with showy scarlet flowers and

large swollen membranous jiods. Many will know
the plant from remembering how children make
playthings of these pods, plucking them with a piece

of the footstalk adhering, and setting them upside

down to float on water for toy " ducks.' .The outline

of the pod thus treated is not unlike that of a water

bird afloat. The plant is figured tolerably well in

tbe Botanical Mae/a^ine, pi. 181, under the older

name of Colutea frutescens. It is certainly a surprise

to find any medical virtue ascribed to the Suther-

landha, and as many remedies for cancer have been

pushed into notice, tried, and found wanting, that

it would be well if our Medical Board would, by expe-

riment settle once for all the reputed value of the

application. From microscopic investigation of

degenerated cancer tissue I entertain little hope of a

successful result, but it is something to ascertain the

unknown even when the equation works out .r = 0.

The plant used by the natives and by them pointed

out to the old Dutch colonists as a remedy or pal-
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liative. is quite different, ami certainly lias some
powerful properties. It is Jlelianthus major, L.,

known as " Kruitje-voer-mij-nict," that is, herb-

touch-me-not, from its heavy fa'tiil smell. I believe

it is only uaeil externally. V. MacOvt.^n, F.L.S."

Culture of Morels. — We learn from Lu
Lanterne, a Falaisian journal, that M. O/.ou, of

Falaise, lias succeeded in ascertaining by experiment
t!ie precise conditions of temperature and moisture
wliich are required for the germination of the spoics

oftliese delicious fungi (Morchella). The species

particularly experimented on is M. conica, and which
^[. Ozoo succeeded in growing in April of the pit-

sent year in his house at a period wlien it would be

impossible to lind the fungus out-of-doors. It has
generally been supposed that Morels were parasitic

on the roots of trees, &c., but this is not borne out by
jr. Ozon's experiments. The precise conditions under
which this gentleman has succeeded in causing tlie

spores to germinate, as it were, at will, are not in-

dicated in the article in question.

Poppies.—Jlr. Cacdwell, the Ivies, Wantage,
Berkshire, sends us some forms of Papaver pavoni-
num of charming colours, and both double and
single flowers. The thread-lilce petals, suggestive of

Japanese Chrysantliemums, and tlie brilliant colour
of the selfs and particoloured flowers, make these
annual plants pretty additions to the summer borders.
It is a pity they are so evanescent.

Hammersmith and District Horticul-
tural Society.— This annual exhibition took
place on the 19th inst., and a very pretty dispUiy
indeed was made. Groups arranged for effect were
a pleasing feature. The amateurs' exhibits were
highly creditable, especially when it is remembered
tliey are grown in some of the crowded streets of
Hammersmith.

A Monster Mushroom.—It is stated in the
Sunrii CoMct that a Mushroom was found on Mr.
Bird's farm at Chcssington, Surrey, which measured
16 inches across, was 4 feet round, and weiiiihed

2 lb. 11 oz..

Opening of thf Great Northern Hos-
pital.—We understand that on the occasion of the
visit of the Prince and Princess of Wales to Hol-
loway to open the Great Northern Hospital, the
whole of the floral decorations and three bouquets
were furnished by t!ie liberality of Mr. B. S. Wir.T.iAM=,

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

Acacias. — Baron Von Muellek's valuable
Decades proceeds steadily. It comprises a series of

useful illustrations of a genus as remarkable botani-
c.ally as economically, and of which many species

are inmates of our conservatories, where their

beauty in spring is always attractive. In Acacia
Sutherlandi, A. umbrosa, and A. Bidwilli, tiie con-
nective of the anthers often or occasionally ends
in a gland, as in ProsojHs. Very notable among
these plants are also those of the section Archiden-
dron, of Albizzia, one species having as many as

fil'teen fruitlets in each flower. This apocarpism—
a rare occurrence among LeguminosiE—occurs also

in a Papuan genus allied to Affonsea, and lately

described by Dr. Schumaxx,

Rhododendron Falconer!.-When lately at

Wolverston, we were surprised at seeing, in the

woodland walk tliere— a walk full of interesting

things—a plant of this species, which Mr. Sueppard
told us had stood out many years, and has suflered

little or no injury during the winter or spring, but
which has not yet flowered, although it had a blossom-
bud on it this season. This bud, owing to its soft, suc-

culent nature, was no doubt killed by the frost,

although the wood-buds, which are nearly as large,

but more pointed, always escape. Even without tlie

flowers this lihododeudron is well worth growing, as

ils foliage is very massive, and highly ornamental,

the leaves being nearly a foot long, and 4 to 5

inches wide, with the under-sides of a dark ferrugi-

nous hue, and the upper of a pleasing green colour.

It would seem that lihododeudron Falconeri comes

from a higher altitude tlian the other Sikkim kinds,

as 1!. EJgworthii anil Nuttali were killed tlie flrst

winter after being planted out, and yet the lirst-

named has small, very hard wood. It has been

exceedingly useful to the hybridist in raising new
varieties, as many have emanated from it, botli by

making it the seed-parent, and by using its pollen,

and it is a valuable plant lor the greenhouse.

Chiswick Literary and Scientific So-
ciety.—On Thursday, the I'Jth inst., this prosperous

local Society again held its auuual garden jiarty in

the Koyal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick,

when there was a good attendance of visitors (about

700), who evidently enjoyed the promenade in the

grounds. iMicroscopes, &c., and dried specimens of

tile British flora were exhibited by members.

Weevil-eaten Broad Beans.— It is well-

known that the Bean-weevil attacks Broad Beans

during the time the seeds are ripening, and pierces

them through and tlirougli. It is a common opinion

that weevil-pierced Beans do not germinate, and

owing to the drought of 18.S7 the Weevil appeared to

be more active than ever. Some of the London
wholesale seedsmen had samples of Beans returned

to them by their customers on tlie ground that they

would not grow. In order to put this to the test,

Messrs. IIukst & Sons, of lloundsditch, E.G., planted

one hundred of the very worst weevil-pierced Broad

Beans, and a similar number of Beans without any

such blemish—these were sowu side by side at the

new seed trial grounds at Springfield, Chelmsford,

with the result that the plants are now in bloom and

setting their pods, and there is not a particle of dif-

ference in the appearance of the plants. Not one

appears to have failed ; the growth of one is quite as

good as the other in every respect. The experiment

should set at rest, for this generation at least, tlie

notion that weevil-pierced Beans do not germinate,

always provided that the cotyledons only are pierced,

and that the embryo plant be not injured.

Ramie Fibre.—M. Naudi.m has succeeded in

cultivating this plant (Biehmeria nivea) at Antibes,

where it is quite hard}'. B. utilis is also hardy along
the Mediterranean coast, and might furnish two or

three cuttings every year ; hence the introduction of

these fibre-producing plants into Algeria or Corsica

might be of great value. The leaves, moreover,
make excellent fodder for cattle.

KeW.—The refreshment pavilion in Kew Gardens
is being built by the refreshment contractors to the

Royal Albert Hall, and will be opened to the i>ublic

on August 2. The site chosen is on the east side of

the Pagoda Vista, and not far IVom the Temperate-
house aud Miss North's Gallery. It is also stated

in a Ilichmond paper that " a new gate at the

bottom of Lichfield Koad, which faces tlie

Kew Gardens Station, will shortly be o|iened,

and put the gardens within five minutes' v/alk

of tlie station.' AVe believe the pavilion is

being erected at the cost of the refreshment con-
tractors, who are to pay a gradually increasing rent

for the sole right to sell refreshments in the gardens
during a term of years.

- CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
Ocii illustration on p. lOl, fig. 10, shows on a

somewhat reduced scale three varieties of Picotees

and five of Carnations. The Picotees at the bottom of

the woodcuiare—the one on the right, Princess Alice,

a red-edged variety ; and that in the centre, Ilev. H.

Mathews, a pink-edged flower—both of Kirklands

niising. Thp Carnations shown are show flowers,

and include the three-colouri-'d flaked Hose of Cas-

tile, still to be found among.-;t show flowers. It will

be observed that the flowers do not present tht:

j)rimnes3 of the exhibition card, but are in the con-

dition in which they were cut from the plants, a con-

dition more agreeable to many of the profane tlian

the artificial regularity of " dressed'* flowers,

Notices of Books,

Choice British Ferns, their Varieties and
Culture. By Charles T. Druery, P.L.S.

(I'pcott Gill, 170, Strand.)

Mr. Druery deserves all credit for his endeavours

to revive and quicken the interest in British Ferns.

It is one part of a horticulturists duty to popularise

his subject, using tlie word in its best sense, and to

demonstrate, amongst other thin.ss, that horticulture

is not the sole apjianage of the rici), and that it may
be practised with but few of the means and appliances

which a professed gardener, with more or less reason,

deems necessary.

The cultivation of hardy Ferns may be recom-
mended, in the first place, for their extreme beauty

— this appeals to every one; next, for their deep

interest—this appeals to the more intelligent ; and,

lastly, for the ease with which, with few exceptions,

they may be grown— this commends them to the

amateur with but little time and, perhaps, less means
to devote to the pursuit of plant growing. The cir-

cumstance that a very complete collection is now
grown at Kew—which establishment has also come
into possession of the rich herbarium of our late

colleague, Thomas Moore—will doubtless serve to

recall attention to this exquisite class of plants.

People will want to know how to collect and how
to grow them

;
they will develope an eclectic taste,

picking out the best (for where all are good some are

better than others), and for this purpose they will find

no better guide than this book of Mr. Druery 's. What
are called viviparous Ferns are common enough, ry., in

Cypstopteris bulbifera, but no special significance had

been att.ached to this adventitious production of

buds, till a similar phenomenon taking place either

from the prothallus developed in the ordinary way
from a spore, or from a corresponding pi-oduction

devuloped direct from the frond without the inter-

vention of a spore, awakened the attention cf botanists

interested in tracing the descent of Ferns from pre-

existing forms, and in illustrating their relation-

ships with other groups. By bringing these facts to

light, fernists, such as Mr. Wollaston, Colom-l Jones,

and Mr. Druery himself, have contributed very

materially to the solution of a problem of very great

interest and importance, and have shown of what
value may be the well-directed observation of

amateurs. Some portion of Mr. Druery *s work ap-

peared originally in these columns—a fact which,

while it precludes the necessity of our making
extracts from the book, may serve as a good reason

why we venture to commend the complet'.nl book to

the notice of our readers !

The Pansy.

Mr. Alexander Lister, nurseryman, of Rothesav,

has published through Mr. A. Gardner, of Paish-v,

a treatise on the cultivation of the Pansy, in which

he deals clearly and simply with their propagation

by seed, and by cuttings, the means to be adopted by

exhibitors, and the course to be followed when
greenfly, or spider, or mildew, attack the treasured

herb. Pansies are so exquisite in their colours, and so

easy to grow, that we gladly hail any means of

extending their cultivation, and look forward, not

without hope, to a time when good taste shall sweep

away the present arbitrary convention as to form, and
the fashion set in towards accentuatiug and developing

that which Nature has prescribed for an excellent

purpose in this particular flower, rather than force

her to give to a Pansy a form she never intended it

to have, and which in this case is meaningless.

Flower-Gardening for Amateurs. By Lewis
Castle. Swan, Sonnenscheiu & Co.

This is a very serviceable little book, written in

the fulness of knowledge by one who can pot a Heath

or writi! a report with equal facility. The author

tells his readers how to form town and suburban

gardens, window gardens, wild gardens, and house-
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top gardens ; he discoui'ses of soils, walks, lawns,

beds, and borders. He tells us what to grow and

how to do it, and all in a style very different from

that of the mere inexperienced scribe who writes

with a view to his own poclcet rather tlian the benetit

of his readers. With a view of testing the work we

turned with interest to the chapters on town gar-

dening and on the management of a small green-

house, and found those subjects sufficiently and

practically treated. The remarks on watering are

excellent. The number of serviceable evergreens

for town gardens miglit have been largely increased.

Skimmia, Osmanthus, and the comparatively new

PhiUyrea Vilmoriana do admirably in the open .lir

in tlie smokiest situations.

The Rothamsted Experiments, &c. By
William I'ream, l!.8c., and Horace Cox.

Mr. Fream has done excellent service by sum-

marising and condensing some of the principal

results obtained from the unparalleled series of

observations, experiments, and analyses, carried on

at Rothamsted by Sir John Lawes and his ahU-dr~

camp Professor Gilbert. The original records are

hardly adapted for use by cultivators ; moreover, they

are voluminous, bulky, and scattered tlirough various

publications during a period of forty years. Wr.

pream has selected for summary those reports re-

lating to the culture of Wheat, Barley, and meadow
lierbage, and he has done his task so well, tliat we

hope he may be induced to continue his labours and

give us similar summaries with respect to Potato

and root crops, to tlie feeding of animals, to the

relations between vegetation and climate, and other

of the many subjects to which attention has been

paid at Rothamsted.

FKEESIAS FEOM SEEDS.
Perhaps it is not generally known amongst ad-

mirers of these charming bulbous plants that they

can easily be grown from seeds, and be had in bloom

about four months from the time of sowing. At tlie

present time we have, standing in a cold frame,

thirteen G-inch pots, each containing eight to ten

plants, raised from a packet of seeds sown about the

middle of February last. All the plants have flower-

stems, and a good many of the stems have one or

two flowering branches springing from their sides.

The first flowers began to ojien early last montli

(.June), and from tliat time to the present tliere has

been quite a profusion of bloom, filling the air witli

fragrance, jiarticularly at night, to a considerabh'

distance round the spot where the plants stand, and

there is apparently much gaiety and sweetness still

forthcoming.

Our packet, from the seedsman, was labelled

Freesia refracta alba ; but, besides wliite flowers, we

have some with one to three petals marked with

bi-ight orange ; other flowers are of a pale citron

hue ; these are larger than the rest.

The culture of Freesias from seeds is most simple,

and appears to be devoid of the disappointment

wliich sometimes attends their growth from bulbs.

By sowing seed at intervals—say in February, April,

and again in June— it would be easy to have a good

supply of these flowers throughout the summer and

autumn months. Besides, if properly treated after

flowering, the bulbs of seedling plants would come in

useful for forcing and growing tiie following season.

In sowing tlie seeds, the cultural directions printed

on the packet were not followed. In our case an

8-inch pot was crocked, and filled with a mixture of

loam, peat, and sand ; after watering the surface, the

seeds were sown and covered lightly over. The pot

was then placed in a pit prepared for growing

Cucumbers. In about ten days tlie seeds germi-

nated, and as soon as the seedlings were fit to

handle they were carefully taken from the seed-pot

and pricked over the surfaces of some prepared

3-inch pots, eight to ten of tlie seedlings being

dibbled into a pot. When filled, the pots were put

back into the Cucumber pit, standing them on a

shelf at the back, near the glass. Here they soon

became established, and grew very sturdy, eventually

looking much stronger and healthier than plants we

liad grown from old bulbs. About the beginning of

May, the small pots being full of healthy roots, a

shift into a 6-inch pot was given them, using a com-

post of loam, peat, some fresh horse-droppings passed

through a lialf-inch sieve, and some sand. In pot-

ting the plants the roots were disturbed as little as

possible. They were now put into a cold frame, a

mat being thrown over the glass at night. Water

was given carefully at first, and tlie frame was kept

rather close for a time. Soon after this shift some

of the plants began to throw up flower-stems ;
wlien

these liad advanced in growtii a little weak manure-

water, prepared from stable-dung, was given, and the

forwardest of the stems in a little time began to

expand flowers, others followed in their wake, until

we have had quite a mass of bloom for some weeks

past. J. W. [The flowers sent with this note had

stalks of 1 foot in height, were fully developed, and

perfumed like Violets. Ed.]

DISEASE OF OllNITHOGALUM.
Pltccixia Liliaceakum, Duby.

A FEW weeks ago Mr. William Cross, of Lytham,

Lancashire, was good enougli to send to the oflice of

the GardciK^rs' Chrjiiiele numerous specimens of

le.aves of Ornithogalum umbellatum, L., infested

with a fungus new to Britain, named Puccinia

Liliacearum. He wrote :
—

" The disease is of a most

virulent nature, and has completely killed tliousands

of plants in a few days." Jlr. Cross was led to send

this communication by seeing tlie account of Orni-

thogalum nutans, L., destroyed by Heterosporiuiu

Ornithogali, as published in the number of the

Gardeners' Chronicle for May 26, 1883, p. GjS. Tiie

accompanying illustration (fig. II) will explain

the appearances presented by tlie new fungus. < )n

the right are the tips of two leaves of Ornithoga-

lum umbellatum, L., thickly infested with the

Puccinia, which grows on both sides of the leaves.

It will be observed that tlie leaf-tips liave been

narrowed or contracted and dried up by the growth

of the fungus within the leaves. Each leaf is

covered with innumerable at first orange and then

black pustules, which, on being magnified twenty

diameters, are seen as in the centre of the illustra-

tion. The entire substance of each infected leaf-tip

is filled with tlie mj'Celium of the fungus. The
growth of the spores within the pustules at length

bursts the epidermis of the leaf, as illustrated, and

when ripe the spores are scattered out. Tiie spores,

which are larger in size than is usual with

Puccinia, are shown enlarged 400 diameters at the

bottom of the illustration; they are variable in

both size and form, smooth, and bright yellowish or

orange-brown in colour. An interesting account is

given of this fungus, drawn up from exam])les for-

warded by i\Ir. Cross, in the IVes/ci/ yatura/ht for

June, and written by the Ilev. Hikleric Friend, of

Carlisle. Jlr. Cross' examples have been sent to

the Natural History Museum, South Kensington.

Worthinfjtiiii G. Smith, Dunstable.

Cultural Memorandum.

SILENE PEXDULA RUBERRIMA.

Where this annual is wanted for masses in the

flower garden next spring, no time should be lost in

sowing seed. Having placed a crock over each of

the holes in the bottom of shallow boxes, strew a

few handfuls of half-rotten leaves over them, filling

to within an inch of tlie top with ordinary garden

soil, or, better still, sifted waste soil from under the

potting-bench. Make this firm and level with a

piece of bo.ard, then sow the seeds thinly, and cover

liglitly ; water through a fine rose, put into a frame

and keep close until the young plants appear, when

suBicieat air should be admitted to prevent the

plants from making a weakly growth, and as soon as

large enough, prick out in boxes or on a warm border,

at from 4 to 6 inches apart, giving water through a

rose, as before, to settle the soil about the roots.

Thus treated, nice sturdy little plants will be secured

for transplanting in the beds as soon as autumn

frosts render the removal of their summer occupants

necessary. Plants of the rose and white varieties of

this showy and very useful spring-flowering subject

may be raised in the same way as indicated above.

Rosa rugosa.

This Japanese Rose has a fine, distinct ornamental

foliage, and the pure white flowers are very useful for

cuttingbefore they become fully open. Seeds maybe

sown in a box filled with sandy soil and covered

lightly. When large enough, prick them out in a

nursery bed, 6 inches apart, preparatory to being

finally transplanted where they are intended to

flower.

Mignonette foe Winteb and Spring Floweeinq.

This is a good time to sow Mignonette seed-

Golden Queen and Caraway's White are two excel-

lent varieties— to raise plants for cutting from during

the winter and spring months. If for pot work, sow

thinly in 4^-inch pots filled with sandy loam, cover-

ing lightly with some of the same, water through a

fine rose, and stand tlie pots in a cool frame, shading

from sunshine until the plants appear, when they

should have plenty of liglit and air, and be thinned

out to three in each pot ; the object being to secure

sturdy plants. If large supplies are required, a hot-

water pit, having a south aspect, should be devoted

to them, sowing the seed thinly over the bed, and

afterwards admitting sufficient air to prevent the

plants from making a spindly growth.

Celosia pveamidalis plumosa.

In order to raise a stock of plants of this showy
decorative annual for the spring embellishment of

stove and warm greenhouse, a pinch of seed should

be sown forthwith in a shallow pan, covering it

lightly with fine soil ; water, and place in heat near

the glass. When the young plants are large enough,

prick them out 2 inches apart in a box filled with light

ricli soil ; water, put back in heat, and shade for a few

days from sun until the roots have taken to the soil

;

afterwards pot singly into 3-inch pots, and again

into 4S's before the roots become matted, i/. Jr. IF.

AxcHcsAs italica and sempeevieens.

These beautiful Alkanets belong to the order of

Borageworts, and the first named is a most desirable

plant to have in the herbaceous border, where it

grows from 3 to 4 feet high, and is strikingly effective

on account of its exceedingly free floriferous habit,

and the very rich deep blue of its blooms. These are

about the size of a siiilling, and fur depth of colour

rival those of the well-known Gentiana acaulis ; and
as there are so few plants tiiat have flowers of that

hue that attain much size, the Anchusa italica ought

to be better known than it is. To Iiave it do well

the soil where it is to be planted should be broken

up deeply, and have some rotten manure worked in

below, to whicii tlie roots will go down and be inde-

pendent of water when dry weather sets in. Tlie

way to propagate Anchusa italica is by seeds or

off' sets ; the last named may be removed early

in spring as soon as the leaves show, and the latter

sown, when ripe, either in the open or under a liand-

ligiit, to be planted therefrom when strong enough,

where they are to remain. A. sempervirens is a

British species, and well adapted for growing in the

wild garden or by the sides of woodland walks or

drives, where it is very attractive and strong enough

to take care of itself. J. S.

Foxgloves.

For the wild garden, or for forming clumps in the

back of slirubbery borders, these plants are unrivalled.

Although there are several foreign kinds, there are

none to equal our native species, or at least the

improved forms of these, knowa as Digitalis gloxini-
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flora, which have long towering spikes thickly

studded with large drooping bell-shaped flowers,

beautifully mottled or spotted in the throat. If seed

be obtained from a good type of the one last referred

to, much variety will be attbrded, as many will

come of different shades of purple, and others white,

with rich markings, and t!)e mixture of all these

together is very pleasing, tlie ]ilants showing well if

planted on knolls. The time to sow the seed is

as soon as it is ripe, when it sliouhl be gathered and

dried, and at once scattered on ground that has

been made smooth on the surface ; this should then be

covered with fine soil, and a handlight placed over;

and the voung plants wlien they appear should be

fully exposed to the air. As soon as large enough

to handle it will be necessary to prick them out in

rows or beds, where they may remain to grow on

till they are strong enough to plant out. Although

I'oxgloves do fairly well under shade, they are

much finer in the open. In cases where it is desired

to increase any that are considered e.xtra good, cut

away the spikes immediately tlie best bloom is over,

when the plants will tlirow out side slioots, which

when taken otl' carefully witli roots, and, planted

and watered, will quickly become re-established,

J. S.

Plants and Their Culture.

SuccnLENT Plants are those which have stems or

leaves,usually thick andlleshy, and which are eminently

suited to withstand long periods of drought. This

property renders them useful for standing in places

where more tender things would rapidly succumb.

These plants are so dissimilar to most others in

habit, that a fair proportion of well selected sorts

gives an additional character to the collection, be-

sides breaking the monotony, common to many other

])lants. Moreover, they are of themselves meriting

of cultivation in every place where the necessary

accommodation can beaftbrded them. They are mostly

of easy cultivation, succeeding, where it would in

cases be difficult to establish other plants—such as

in covered corridors, balconies, where water cannot

be freely used. A good soaking about once or

twice a week being usually quite sufficient for their

requirements ; but in any case, however often they

may be watered, it is important that it should only

be applied when the plants are tolerably dry, and
then giving a thorougli soaking. At all times thev

should have as mucii direct sunsliine as possible,

with a good circulation of air, giving it more or less

according to the temperatare in which the different

species are growing, but it is well nigh impossible

to injure these plants witli sun and air, provided the

temperature for the warmer kinds is kept up. Tliey

may be potted at any convenient season, but in the
case of such genera as Haworthia, Gasteria, and
others, which are nearly annual-rooted, the sooner
in the season that it is done the better. The
soil best suited for them is a friable loam,
with a good sprinkling of sharp sand and
nearly one-fourth of the whole should be of pounded
brick and old mortar. Well mix the compost, and
in potting, firstly, remove any damaged or decayed
leaves (if any) round the base of the plant, so that
wlien tlie plant is stood in tlie pot the bottom leaves

all but lie on the rim ; the lowering of the plants in-

duces the production of fresh roots. Ham the soil

quite firmly, and especially round the sides and the
collar of the plants. After potting be careful not
to over-water. It may seem unnecessary to add
that tlie drainage should be extra good. Of the
score or so of genera—which go to make up the
bulk of succulent plants—perhaps no genus is better
known than tlie Agaves. A. americana—the so-
called American Aloe—with its variegated variety,
are two well-know plants, and nearly hardy. A.
americana picta is a smaller form, with tlie variegation
along the middle of the leaf, instead of at the edges,
as in variegata; it is a distinct and handsome
variety. Of more massive species, solatorum, Sal-
niiana, and Hookeri may be mentioned ; they are all

green, but vary considerably in the depth of colour.
These are noble plants for large conservatories,
winter gardens, and the like. Of a more accommo-
dating liabit is A. striata, and its varieties A. stricta
and A. recurva ; they are handsome narrow-leaved
sorts, somewhat similar to Bonapartea juncea.
A. filifera, with its white filamentous edged

leaves and dense dwarf habit, is one of the best
There are several varieties of A. filifera differing in

the quantity and length of their filaments. A.
Victoria Regina is a small gem, taking many years
to grow to about a foot high. The general aspect
of the plant is similar to A. filifera, but it has no
threads or filiments, and the leaves are more rigid,

and nicely striped with greyish-white lines, A.
dasylirioides, A. Kerchovei, A. xylacantha, and A.
lophantha, are medium growers, and distinct sorts.

Gas/erias.—Of this genus only a few are usually
found in gardens, of which, verrucosa, maculata,
acinac:cifolia, and nigricans, are the best. A sunny
shelf in the greenhouse suits them best. The same
position also suits the Haworthias, of which there
are many beautiful species. They are all dwarf
plants, rarely more than a fi-w inches high, forming
small dense rosettes of leaves, frequently beautifully
marked with pearly incrustations. Amongst the

Fig. 11.—puccixia liliaci:a«u.m. (see p. loi).

best sorts may be mentioned, margaritifera, radula,
clariperla, attenuata, cuspidata, cymbiformis, Kein-
wardtii, retusa, tortuosa, tessellata, arachnoides, and
coarctata

; these are best grown in small pots.
Aloes are nearly allied to Haworthias, but, with

one or two exceptions, they are not so ornamental
;

and requiring as they do a few degrees more
heat, are not so accommodating. Moreover,
they have a larger habit, and do not nearly do so well.
Nevertheless, where succulents are appreciated a
few should bo included—especially the dwarfer,
prettily-marked-leaved kinds, such as Saponaria
albocincta, Greenii, serra and tricolor. Ciliata is

a good flowering .species, and makes a good pillar
plant; frutescens also flowers well, and mav be
trained into large bush form for placing in' the
conservatory in winter. There are many other
greenhouse succulent plants worthy of being included,
such as Cotyledon arborea, Senecio pyraraidalis,
Sempervivums, and Mesembiyanthemums, some of
which are singular looking [dants, with merelv a
pair of connate leaves so closely applied that there
is only a slight elliptical opening left between them,
as seen in nuciforme and truncatellum. Another
section of them, of which ^I. tigrinum and felinum
may be instanced, with their large toothed leaves,
in little rosettes and solitary yellow flowers. The
flowering Jlesembryanthemums are showy, but
their only opening in sunshine is against them.

M. Cladius, however, being an exception, flowering,
when in season, at all times.

Cactuses are all more or less succulent, hut they
vary very much in character, from the tiny Jfammil-
larias to the stately Cereuses, such as'.Jamacaru,
peruvianus, Tweedier, and many others with their
curiously spined, angled, or fluted, cylindrical stems
rising, if allowed, to a great height, while others are
of a trailing habit, such as grandiflorus, nycticalus
and MacDonaldiio—which produce their immense
blossoms at night—there are also intermediate forms
more suited to smaller structures, such as Pilocereus
senilis, the Old Man Cactus, Melocactus communis,
the Turk's-cap Cactus, the various Echinocereus.and
Echinocactus, with their curiously ribbed stems, clad
wi th numerous tufts offormidable spines, which usually
begets them the respect they require. These Cactuses
are benefited by having a few degrees more heat
when making their growth than is usual in winter
gardens and conservatories ; but if they are not
ref|uired to grow much they will do very well in
sunny corners of such structures, of course taking
care that they are not over-watered, as this will cause
decay sooner than a low temperature. For flowering
none surpass the old flat leaf-like stemmed (Phyl-
locactus) sorts, such .as .Jenkinsonii and anguliger.
Their flowers are not so large as some of the Cereuses,
but they make up for this in quantity and in the
time they last in flower. They are all propagated
readily from offsets or cuttings, which are best put
in a w.arm sand-bed ; they soon root, and may then
be potted up in the compost already recommended.
Never shade them, and, unless when making growth,
always wjiter sparingly. They are easiest managed
when a part of a house can be devoted to them.
Many Euphorbias are very similar to the Cereuses
both in appearance and treatment. F. JRoss, Bktch-
iiu/lcy.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.—.

—

STHAWBEEniEs.—As sooH iis thc fruit IS gathered,
the plants which are to remain for another season
should have the runners trimmed off', .and the mulch-
ing cleared away. The plants should then have
sorne of the older .and the useless leaves cut away,
which will encourage the production of fresh growth,
the plants becoming furnished with good healthy
foliage .again before winter, ensuring stronger crowns
than would be the case if the plants were left un-
trimmed. I am no advocate for the removal of the
whole of the foliiige after the plants have done bear-
ing, as I think it tends to weaken the crowns. The
late varieties should have all the runners not re-
quired for layering taken off".

GatheriiHi Fruit.—The weather of late has been
the worst possible for this purpose, and where large
quantities of fruit are required for preserving pur-
poses, it is a difficult matter to catch them in a dry
condition. The only way to meet the difficulty is,

when a favourable day does occur, to put on all hands,
and get the fruit gathered quicklv. Here we are
gathering Currants of sorts and spreading them out
in the vineries to dry, as another week's wet weather
would have spoiled half the crop. Ked Currants for
jelly making should be gathered as soon as the
berries are ju.st nicely coloured, and before they
become deep red. Kentish Cherries will now need
close watching, for to have them in a fit condition
for bottling they require to be gathered just at a
certain stage. The best way to ascertain when they
are ready is to take a fruit or two. and while holding
the fruit in the left hand, pull the st.alk with the
right, .and if it comes away easily, with the stone
attached, the sooner they are gathered the better.

.Strawberries for bottling whole must be gathered
while Srm, which is before they are fullv ripe, other-
wise they will not keep. The Oxonian" is one of the
best varieties for this purpose.

Grafted Trees.—These had better be looked to,
and if the scions are growing well the bindings may
be removed entirely, taking care that on trees in the
open the young shoots from the grafts are properly
secured against damage by wind, and if the scions
have made about 3 feet of growth the points should
be pinched out.

Wall trees should have young shoots properly
trained to fill their respective positions, and all the
later.als pinched in to one or two buds, taking out
the points of the shoots when they have made about
li feet of growth.
Cordon trees may be allowed to grow as much as

they will, merely keeping the laterals pinched. J.
Ward, Sto&e Edith Park, Hereford.
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The Kitchen Garden.

Turnips—.A good breadth of these useful vege-

tables should uov^ be sown for giving a supply

throughout the winter. This sowing will produce

roots of a moderate size that may be rehed on to

keep sound during that period of the year, lied

Globe (Veitch's) is undoubtedly one ot the best

varieties for this purpose, but it is also advisable to

sow a small quantitv of Chirk Castle for latest use.

The fact of this variety keeping tirni longer than any

other white-Ueshed turnip overrules any objection on

account of its black skin. It is not necessary to

make any great preparations for this crop, and as a

rule manure will not be necessary unless tiie ground

is very poor, and if any be given it should consist ot

bone-dust or something equally rich in phosphates

in preference to anvthing that contains much

nitron-en A piece of ground from which an early

Potato crop has been cleared will be suitable, fork-

in'^ over lightly, breaking it down well and levelling

it,°aud the seed should be sown in rows '2 feet apart,

and the plants thinned as soon as they are ready,

leaving them 'J inches apart in the rows. It is well

to sow plenty of seed in case the flea should attack

the plants, and it that should occur give a good dress-

ing of wood-ashes and soot in a dry st.ate when the

leaves are damp, and repeat as often as may be

necessary. An occasional hoeing to keep down weeds

will be all the attention the crop will require

until full grown. All Cabbage beds should

be cleared of stumps. &c., as soon as possible

after cutting the heads, or considerable im-

poverishment of the ground to no purpose will

ensue ; but if it be deemed advisable, a few rows

only may be left to form sprouts, these often proving

very useful early in the winter after the Savoys are

used. fV. H. Divers, Ketton Hall, Stamford.

Home Correspondence.

^ Correspondents will greatly oblige hy sending early

intelligence of local events likely to he of interest to

our readers, or of any matters ivhich it is desirable to

bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Photographs or drawings of gardens, or of remarlaihle

plants, trees, ij-c, are also solicited.

PASSIFLORA EDULIS (GRENADILLA FIG).—

A

fine example of this stove or warm greenhouse

climber growing a 10-inch pot stood on the border

in the corner "of a small house at Common Hill,

Mrs. Clays pretty place, near Ilfracombe. trained

up the back wall'and down one of the rafters, and

carrving a verv heavy crop of fruit, is well worthy of

notice in the pages of the Gardeners' Chronicle. The

roots have pushed through the pot into the border,

otherwise a plant having its roots confined to a

10-inch pot could not possibly support such a spread

of foliage and heavy crop of fruit as the one observed

is carrying. Mr. Badds, the gardener, states that

the fruit is much appreciated for dessert when eaten

with cream and sugar. When fully grown it is .about the

size of an ordinarv Elrnge Nectarine, having a horny

skin, which tnrns'from a glossy green to brown when

the fruit is ripe. The fruit contains a large number of

seeds, and possesses a peculiar flavour. The species

can be easily raised by seed or cuttings put in in the

ordinary way in a hotbed or any other structure afford-

ing heat and moisture, shifting the young plants

into larger pots, as they require more room at the

roots, using a compost of four parts sandy loam and

one of leaf-mould. It is a rapid grower, but the

shoots should not be stopped—only thinned out to

prevent crowding. If fruited in pots liberal surface-

dressing of Beeson's manure should be given once or

twice a week before giving water at the roots wliile

the plants are swelling their fruits. H. W. Ward.

TURNING PLANTS OUT-OF-DOORS.—The bene-

ficial results of this practice are much more marked

if the subjects have been ]n'epared for the change ;

if this has not been done, the plants are apt to lose

about as much as they gain. Although the temperature

outside may be as high as that maintained indoors,

yet generally the difference in humidity is so different,

that should 'bright sunny weather follow, the plants

are very likely to flag.'when if remedial measures

are not immediately applied, much injury may be

done A capital plan is to have a sort of skeleton

greenhouse or frame over which a shading is spread.

and which can he rolled up in the usual way when

not wanted. This shading is also extremely handy

to let down in the autumn nights wlien there is likely

to be danger from frost. Thick Hessians or

" Forfar Scrim " is good cheap material to use

for this imrpose—or, better, if some of the

rainer.alised shadings be used. These sh.adings will

also throw olT a considerable amount of water,

if they are given a good slop?, and fi.xed so that

they are fully stretched when let. down. It is

also important that these plants are placed in such a

position as to prevent theirgetting wsiter-logged, and

also the ingress of worms. It is a good |ilan to

arrange the plants in lines, and standing the pots on

a couple of parallel strips of wood, or similar contri-

vance, a few inches high ; this method affords good

drainivge, and it is rather dilHcult for worms to g.ain

entrance. After the plants are arranged in position,

fill in the spaces between the pots with co.al-ashes,

or other plunging material. This protects the roots,

and greatlv reduces the amount of labour in water-

ing. In selecting a site, choose a sheltered, yet open

position, which with the aid of the appliances men-

tioned, many of the more tender Cape and New
Holland subjects may be turned out with advantage.

F. Evss. '
•

OOLCURED POTATOS.—If Mr. Grant will apply

to Mr. K. Dean. Ealing, W., in the winter, he will

certainly be able to oljtain Kufns Potato through

him ; other growers may have it also. Some growers

have a peculiar liking for coloured Potatos, and there

can be no doubt but that some truly first-rate sorts

beyond tliose named hide their goodness under

coloured skins. Radstock Beauty, carmine blotched
;

Heading Russet, bright red ;
The Uean, violet

;

and the popular Beauty of Hebron, pink; are

first-rate sorts, which it will be hard to excel.

As the Vicar of Laleham Potato has received such

excellent notice at Mr. Grant's hands, and is with-

out doubt very widely grown, some sketch of its

origin mav not be out of place. The actual \'icar

of Laleha'm, the little riverside Middlesex parish,

where all that remained of Matthew Arnol.l was so

recently laid to rest, was a few years ago the Rev.

Mr. Peake. That gentleman, who has since betaken

himself to another sphere of labour, was a real lover

of Potatos, a raiser in a somewhat haphazard way of

some seedlings, and withal a very genial gentleman.

One autumn, a f^w ye.irs ago. he called upon me to

show me three o^- four Potatos, small, but pretty, ami

of a purplish colour. They were the product of two

very diverse parents-Paterson's Victoria, once such

a popular and first-rate flatfish white round, and of

lied Emperor, a bad Potato, esteemed very handsome

then, but a moderate cropper, and i)eculiarly subject

to the dise.ase. Everybody knows the origin of Vic-

toria, l)ut lied F.mperor was, no doubt, of Brazilian

origin, as I grew stocks of it once which had been

bro'ught home from Brazil. The few Potatos Mr.

Pe.rke brought me were left for growth the following

year, and the produce, though not even then larg(.',

"was excellent, and indicated a first-class variety. Mr.

Peake called to see my produce, and finding I gave the

new comer a good character, suggested that it

merited a name. I agreed, and then he intimated

that as we had a Rector of Woodstock he saw no

reason why there should not be a Vicar of Laleham.

Tliat name was adopted for the Potato, and as such

it has won honour for itself and some kudus, I

hope, for its namesake and raiser. I always re-

gretted that the Vicar was not a white-skinned

varietv. Had it been so it would long ere now have

been one of the most popular of market sorts. As it

is. it ought to find a big sale as a late spring stock in

the market. I did not feel satisfied with the quality

of the Vicar, as its flesh is hardly—in my soil at least—

of that flaky, mealy quality which marked its parent

Victoria. A cross between the Vicar and that

excellent but sparse-cropping white, Woodstock

Kidnev, however, gave in the Dean just what I

desire,' as I regard that as almost a perfect Potato.

It is rounder than the Vicar, has a rougher coat, and

of deeper hue. whilst its flesh is tinged with yellow

like that of the Victoria and Woodstock Kidney.

I ha\e always found a little yellow in the flesh of a

Potato indicatPil flavour, whilst too much not uu-

frequently meant closeness. I have therefore pre-

ferred the Dean to the Vicar, as the former is a dis-

tinct improvement. My experience of seedling

Potatos has been, that really fine kinds often take

threeor four ye.ars to show theirtrue characters- some

take even longer. A promising kind may fail to

give size in its tubers for three or four years, but

presently the real character is fully developed, and

it remains permanently fixed. The inirticular

Potato inquired about by Mr. Grant—Rufus— is a

seedling from Early Rose crossed with Jlr. Feun's

small but good red kidney. Bountiful ; that also

has a yellow tinge in the flesh, and although,

like Bountiful, the top5 are not very robust, the

tubers are large and of even size
;
they materially

resemble those of Vermont Beauty when it was

first o-roivn in this country. It is not unnatural that

crosses between wliite and coloured Potatos should

produce sorts of each colour, and of intermediate

shades, but it is unusual to find two coloured kinds

producing pure white forms; that has often hap-

pened in the course of my crossing and raising

experience. I have usually found the pollen parent

to be the most marked in its effects upon the

produce, but there is no absolute rule. Wehavesucha
wealth of good Potatos, however, that it is very

difficult to raise any better ones. A. D.

NECTARINES IN SUCCESSION. — I herewith

enclose three fruits of Violette Hative Nectarine,

taken from different parts of one tree, the branches

of which are taken through holes in the partition

into houses earlier and later than the one in which

the tree is planted. The three successions have for

several years finished satisfactorily. The earliest

fruits commenced to stone when the latest were in

bloom—a condition ot things which I h.ad previously

some doubt of when applied to the Peach or Netar-

ine. It has, however, proved a valuable method of

producing a succession of fruit from one and the

same tree, and I send you the specimens in case any

of yonr readers should" doubt the possibility of the

same having been accomplished. Geo. Fcnnell, The

Gardens Fairlawn, Tunbridge, July 12. [A very

interesting case, as the roots were subjected to a

uniform, the shoots to a variable temperature. The
earliest fruit was dead ripe, one would require another

fortnight, and the latest a month to be ripe. Ed.]

THE NON-WARRANTY OF SEEDS. — Will you
allow me to say a few words on this important sub-

ject to the retail seed dealer, and how the non-

warranty clause first came about ? As I was in some

way connected with the first trial that took ]dace in

the tjueen's Bench on the seed adulteration after

the passing of the then called new Act to prevent

the adulteration of seeds, the aft'air is still vivid in

ray memorv. I may recapitulate a few of the facts,

as appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle special report

at the time of the trial, and of which the retail trade

appear not to have taken the least notice, and not

until within the last year or two has the subject

received any attention whatever. Bat the wholesale

trade was alive to the matter, and hence the non-

warranty clause. The case turned on the adulteration

or colouring of Trifolium with sulphurous acid gas

—

yearling or old seed had been coloured to represent

"new growing seed, but of course was perfectly useless.

I myself tested the growth of the seed ; but on the

trial that went for nothing ; it was bought by sample,

and, according to the judge's decision, though a fraud

had been perpetrated, the bulk compared witli the

sample; though good or bad, that was immaterial so

long as bulk and sample agreed. The bulk of the

doctored seed came to hand at the end of the season
;

there was a great hurry about it—in fact, so urgent

were tlie farmers tliat it was delivered to several at

the railway station, never coming into the seedsman's

premises, "proving that the seed could have been

tampered with only before transit, exonerating the

seedsman from any blame, beyond error of judgaient,

which scores fell into besides the same season. He
was the only man in the United ICingdoni who
protested against it and took the m.itter uii on public

grounds for the benefit princip,rlly of tlie farming

community, and contested it in the t^ leen's Bench,

in London, thereby doing more service to the farmer

than any man then living. Several samples and

bulks of seed coming from the same source that

same se.ison were excellent in growth, throwing the

seedsman ofl'his guard. In the latter part of the season

through the urgent demand, there was not time to

test the growth, hence the error. After this trial

the non-warranty aft'air appeared. As a witness I will

narrate a few facts to show what the retail man may
expect. I had with me a trial book of seeds showing

the testing of TOil samples that season under the

seedsman in question, to show it was the custom of

good houses to test the growth of seeds before send-

ing them out, the seedsman in question being

very p.articular in this respect. But the

judge wanted further proof than this, so I,

myself, went to three of the principal London
houses, asking them to come forward and testify

as to the custom of the London trade testing
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the growth of seeds before sending thoni out, but
not one of these would do so. One gentleman who
was for the opposition, was touched upon this point
by the scedsraans counsel—he was connecdd
with a London firm now defunct, and, I think
the man likewise, but if he still lives he m;!_v

remember stating that it was not tlie general
custom of the tr.nde to test the growth of seeds
before sending them out; and this, in raj- im-
pression, greatly injured the seedsman's cause.
Tliis very gentleman was a witness before the select
committee of tlie House of Commons on the seed
adulteration before the passing of tlie Seed Adultera-
tion Act, and to inquiiies there stated it was the
custom of the London trade to test the growth of
everything before it was sent out. Here was a man
as a Government witness giving o))posite accounts.
Had the retail trade been half awake, as the whole-
sale trade were, this subject ought to have been
followed up all through the country, and a society
formed for their protection

; I have for years seen
the necessity of such a society, and the retail
trade ought to have seen at once the necessity of
protecting themselves. A single individual coming
forward having experienced a gross fraud, show-
ing his desire to serve the public with genuine
articles, and fighting single-handed a powerful
society—if there is a champion .amongst seedsmen
he ought to be the one. I do not think it speaks
much in favour of the retail trade to allow a single
individual to be ruined in a good cause and a power-
ful society opposing. A society would not in anv
way benefit me, as I have entirely left the trade, as
my card will show ; but after being many years con-
nected with the trade I still feel interested in it.

Apologising for trespassing on your space. Fuir
Ploy.

HAUTBOIS STRAVVSERRY.—That this fruit does
not find a place in our fruiterers' shops in our large
towns is somewhat singular and disappointing, the
flavour being much liked for its piquancy, even if

the fruit at its best is only a small one. Many
growers h.avingbeen supplied with plants which were
either male or female only, have necessarily not
succeeded in fruiting it, and have condemned it as
unfruitful, and this belief has spread— it not having
become generally known tliiit the male flower is pro-
duced on one plant, and the female on another.
Given runners selected from a plantation in good
bearing, and therefore of mixedsexes, the fruitful-
ness of a new plantation is assured, and when the
plants are once possessed, the formation of new-
beds, whenever found necessary, presents no ditjicul-

ties. I have found the plant do best on a border
facing north, that is, behind a tall hedge or wall, so
as to secure some amount of shade from the
san, and a cool soil ; in warm ijositions the
p'auts do not usually set their fi uits so well,
possibly because it sets its I'ruits rather late,
w'.ien in the generality of summers the soil is
getting in such positions exhausted of its moisture.
A good distance to plant the runners is 1 foot apart
in the rows, and the latter at 2 feet or rather more
apart if the soil be good. It increases fruitfulnesj
i.i the plants if the runners are allowed to root in the
rjws the first year, as tlien there will be no want of
a due mixture of male and female plants. The
plantation in the second year may have the alleys
between the lines reduced to 1 foot in width, by per-
mitting the rooted runners to extend inches on
each side of the original row. In the third year

—

and it is not advisable to destroy the plantation until
it is six or seven years old, or at any rate before a
new one is in full bearing— the alleys may be allowed
to become overrun with the runners, and every third
original row cleared out with the spade to form an
alley between what will then be beds of two rows
each. By following up this method of renewal,
but in various ways, the plants may be kept in bear-
ing for the time stated. As a manure for the Haut-
bois there is nothing better in easily accessible
materials, than leaf-mould and Mushroom bed dung
spread over the plants during the winter. As the
fruits are borne on tall stalks there is seldom anv
occasion to mulch the soil with short straw to pre"-
serve them from the dirt, yet in all dry soils a mulch
is an improvement so long as the alleys remain open.
Now is a good time to lay down plantations. M. W,

^WHAT IS AN "HERBACEOUS" PLANT ?—At
p. 73 Mr. E. .lenkins asks the above question, but it

is quite clear, from his remarks, that he has little or
nothing further to learn on that particular point.
To many persons, howevei-, the term " herbaceous

"

is bewildering, and is the cause of endless disputes

at horticultural shows ; such being the case would it

not be better to substitute the word " perennial, " so
that the wording of a ckass in prize schedules njay
read thus—"Hardy perennial plants." There aie
now so m.any caulocarpic plants exhibited as her-
baceous—under misapprehension of the word—that
it seems to me the time lias arrived for widening
the field to admit them. Of course in a class worded
as suggested it is quite possible for mistakes to occur
sometimes, but I think they would be less frequent
than they have Ijeen in the past. /. Uorsrjidd, Hei/hs-
htirij.

Cabbages. — I have seen during the past few
days some few excellent new Cabbages, which bear
special merits, and are well wort'ny of mention. At
.Messrs. Sutton & Sons' trial grounds, Keading, out
of myriads of Cabbages in trial, and all having
exactly the same treatment, there stood out specially
early and excellent Sutton's Little Gem, a very
dwarf emerald-green variety, very distinct, and with
solid hearts, wliich seems to be a " gem " indeed in

a large family. The second Cabbage is Sutton's
Selected Dwarf, larger than the first, with hearts
of the usual conical form, but every one so firm,
white, and handsome tliat the variety commanded
attention, I should regard tliis kind for garden use
as a very prince amongst Cabbages. The plants
will stand very close together, and for small gardens
would prove a great boon. The selected stock of
Sutton's Dwarf I3iood-Eed, or pickling Cabbage, is

also a very noticeable strain, and one which should
for ever supersede the old huge leafy stocks of
pickling Cabbages. If the heads are less big, they
are firmer, deeper in colour, less hard in te.xture,

and less strong in flavour. It is a veiy pretty as
well as a very superior ]iickling Cabbage.

" At
Heckfield I'lace Gardens, iMr. VVildsmith drew
special attention to a Cabbage named A'eitch's
Earliest of All—of course a somewhat pretentions
designation, because some other Cabbages which are
smaller-hearted are earlier ; but for a large or rather
good-sized garden Cabb.ago, it is, without doubt, a
superb variety, not only because so good at all

points, but so early for its size. This variety, whilst
carrying fairly large, clean, solid-pointed heads, has
veiT fe^v outer leaves, aud in that respect alone
merits distinction. 'There can be no doubt that
in the matter of Cabbages—thanks chiefly to the
keen watchfulness of our seedsmen in these sharp
competition days—we are going a-head, and it is

hoped in a fair way soon to obliterate all the large,
big-headed leafy stocks. JMr. 'Wildsmith also had a
few heads left of the French Early Etarapes, a won-
derfully good Cabbage, which, without doubt, will
soon find its way—if it has not done so already—into
our English trade lists. A. I).

SOGIETiES.

S.OYAL HOKTIGULTUBAL,
TcESDAV, July 24.—The exhibition held in the

Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster, in conjunc-
tion with that of the Southern Section of the
Nation.al Carnation and Picotee Society, made a
pretty display altogether, and fairly filled the table
space. The best feature of the whole, apart from
the special exhibits of tlie latter Society, w.as the
fine collection of Ferns sent up by Messrs. Birken-
Iioad, of Sale, IManchester. This were a surprise
to many South country growers, and was greatly
admired. The visitors during the afternoon were
more numerous than on any previous occasion, since
the Society removed from Kensington.

Floral Committee.

Present : G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the Chair, and
Messrs. Shirley Hibberd, H. Herbst, J. Fiaser. W.
Bates, liev. W. Wilks, T. Baines, H. Dean, C. Noble,
11. Ballantine, C. Bilcher, J. Dominy, H. M. PoUett,
•I. O'Brien, E. Hill, G. I'aul, B. Wvnne, and
Dr, Jlasters.

The Ciiairman contributi'd from his garden at
\\'isley flowers of hardy Lilies of strong growth.
These were giganteum, Brownii, Martagon in three
vars., elegans, avenaceum. eoncolor, and Coridion.
the latter from a bulb growing in a pot. Sprays of
the showy crimson Spirwa palraat came from Mr.
Charles Noble's nurseries, Bagshot.
A large group of stove and greenhouse plants and

Orchids was contributed by Mr. B. S. Williams,
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, HoUoway, and con-
sisted of several fine species and hybrid forms of

C'ypripedium, Cattleya gigas, Masdevallias, Vanda
teres, two well-bloomed pieces of Oncidium incurvum,
the spikes of bloom measuring from .3 to -1 feet
in height ; Epidendrum cochleatum was a good plant
with ten flower spikes. Ferns, Palms, .and Drac;cnas
were interspersed as usual amongst the flowering
plants.

Dahlias of the pompon, Cactus and single classes,
aud H.P. and T. Roses, were sent by Messrs. Cheal
S; Sons, Crawley.

Hoses, both II.P'.s and Teas, in considerable
numbers, and of capital quality, were shown by Mr.
li. Ii. Cant, Colchester,

Gaillardias, Peutstemons, Delphiniums, Amaryl-
lis, and mixed herbaceous flowers, were shown in
quantity by Jlessrs. Kelw.ay & Sons, Langport,
.Somerset.

Some cut blooms of Pentstemon in variety came
from Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, some
of which were of extraordinary good quality; we
mention a few:—Bertha Kosch, light rose-pink;
J-ord Chelmsford, scarlet and white ; Alp. Daudet,
crimson

; J. llobertson, scarlet, with a white tube
;

Dr. Take, one of the best, scarlet with white tube,
striped inside with crimson. Fuchsia triphylla, a
small plant, hung with orange-scarlet flowers in
some profusion, was worthy of special notice amongst
the Swanley jilants.

A pretty Lobelia erinus, compact, and of the shade
of blue of Jlyosotis palustris, came from Mr. H.
Scott, Cambiidge.
Mr. T. Smith, nur.»eryman, Newry, showed a

good form of Lychnis hybrida, the parents, L. flos-
.Jovis, and L. coronaria being shown alongside.

Seedlings of Lilium elegans in ortinge, orange-
scarlet, and crimson colours, and each exhibiting
some point of dift'erence in the form of petal, were
shown by Mr. W. Gordon, Twickenhsim. Other
exhibits from him were Iris K;empferi seedlings, the
best being Kaiser Wilhelm, a white ground flower,
striped and flecked with purple ; and Enterprise, a
purple flower, marked sparingly with white.

Messrs. W. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, showed
new Roses, the best were Duchess of Albany, a deep
pink flower, a sport from La France, identical in
other respects with that variety ; Cheshunt Scarlet,
a bright-looking flower, nice

"
in the bud state

;

Brilliant, a H.P., was another of this kind—a deep
crimson flower, of the admired Hazel-nut form of
bud

; Tea Rose White Lady, a French-white, excel-
lent as a half- opened flower.

H,P. Rose Margaret Haywood was shown by
T. B. Haywood, Esq., Woodhatch Lodge, Reigate ; it

is a full flower, of deep pink, with the delicious perfume
of 1-lose Centifolia.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, contributed a
group of uncommon and interesting plants. Clethra
alnifolia, an old hardy shrub not frequently seen
now-a-days, was shown in (i-inch pots, and as it

produces its spikes of scented white flowers in great
abundance and for a considerable period, is likely to
grow in favour. Yucca obliqua was represented by
a cut flowering head ; the buds of this species aj-e

bright red, which, with the creamy-yellow of the
interior of the flower, makes a bright appearance.
A New Zealand shrub, Notospartium CarraichaeliiC,
with terete stems, bearing tufts of small bright
rosy-lilac, pea-like flowers. There was a Stuartia,
to which a certificate was given. It has flowers
of a satiny-white, slightly fimbrhated margin, and
prominent yellow stamens, the flower being cup-
like in shape ; leaves oval dark green above,
lighter beneath, tinged with brown in a young state.
Spira:a buUata, of dwarf habit with red flowers, small
deep green buUate leaves. Acer dislylum, with red
young growths ; and Sambucus nigra heterophylla
with needle-like prolongation of the leaves. Cytisus
capitatus, the flowers borne at the tops of the shoots,
and a few specimens of hybrid Rhododendrons com-
pleted the exhibits. A certificate was granted to
one of the Rhododendrons, named Purity, pure
white.

Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Totten-
ham, staged a collection of cut hardy flowers

—

l..iliums, such as L. Brownii, L. chalcedonicum, L.
Hnmboldtii, L. Martagon, and L. candidum being
one of the chief features. There were also Iceland
and Shirley Poppies, various Gaillardias, Scabiosa
caucasica, Helianthus japonicus, Centaurea macro-
cephala, and a Perpetual Carnation, Mrs. Crombie,
creamy-yellow, with broad red edge shaded oflT into
the yellow.

A group of a similar character came from Messrs.
Paul & Son, Cheshunt, to which was added a collec-
tion of Roses in ten boxes, including several fine

blooms of good varieties. The Shirley Poppies were
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again shown here, and double ami single Delpliiniumsj

in variety, also Achillea aurea, A. millelbliuin rubra

Thalictrum flavum, Spiraja astilboiJes, S. palmata'

and S. p. rosea, both very tine ; Trop;coluni speciosura.

Campanula pelviformis, full of flower ; C. Walden-
steina, Cistus algarvensis, C. crispus, were also to be

seen.

Bignonia Carrieri, the flowers of which have a tube
of yellow with bright rosy-lake lobes, was sent by
Mr. F. Ross, Pendell Court Gardens, Bletchingley,

who showed also Veronica salicifolia and Sweet
Williams.
Oreocome Candolei was awarded a Certificate, it is

an elegant umbelliferous plant of tall habit, suitable

for a wild garden. Shown by Jlr. C. Noble, Bagshot.
Orchids.—A specimen of La?lia AmesianaX, with

nine flowers on three spikes, came from Baron
Schroder's garden. The Dell, Egham. It was well

flowered, and obtained recognition from the com-
mittee. The rarely seen but beautiful Saccolabium
ctcleste, a plant with two spikes of its blue and
white flowers, \vas shown by Mr. B. S.

Williams. Plants of Anguloa Huckeri retusa,

a flower smaller than the typi', and greatly

compressed at tlie sides ; and Odontoglossuni
cristatellum, were shown by Mr. 11. Adams, gr. to

K. B. Lemon, Esq., Moatbridge, Beckenham ; Mr.
Cowley, gr. to F. G. Tautz, Esq., Studley House,
Sheplierd's Bush, showed Miltonia vexillaria superba,

a rather small flower, of deep rose colour, and rich

brown starry patch towards the base of the lip ; Mr.
W. White, gr. to C. Dorraan, Esq., Lawrie Park,

Sydenham, exhibited Anguloa lluckeri alba, a

finely-scented species ; and Epidendrum vitelli-

num majus, with robust .'^pike and large blooms.
From Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, were
Bollea Weudlandiana, aflowerpale yellow, base of lip

a deeper shade of colour, and hood white. Another
rare plant was L.xlia F^yermaniaua, (see fig. lli,

p. 100), a probable natural liybrid between majalis

and autumnalis. Cypripedium Stonei acrosepalum,

a flower pressed into the i'orm of a flattened canoe,

was shown by Messrs. Seeger & Tropp, of Lortl-

ship Lane, East Dulwich. The two lateral sepals

are here disjoined.

Messrs. W. & J. Birkenhead, of Sale, near Man-
chester, staged a very fine collection of Ferns, which,
while being one and all fine examples of good
culture, coutained several quite new and many
exceedingly rare species ; indeed, it may safely be
said of tiiem that seldom if ever has such a varied

and interesting group of tliese elegant and gi-acefnl

plants been staged at a Loudon show. The group
was made up of over 1000 plants, many of them
extra-sized specimens, .and contained over 100 British

and 250 exotic species and varieties. In the fine

selection of British Ferns staged alongside tlie more
tender kinds the fact was demonstrated that our isles

give varieties which are in every particular worthy
of association with the exotics. Few l^erns can
exceed the beauty of the finer forms of our Atliyrium
Filix-ftcmina, such as A. F.-f. acrocladon, A. F^.-f.

plumosum, A. F.-f. p. elegans, and A. F.-f. todeaoides,

of which fine examples were exhibited. The crested

varieties of Polypodium vulgare were well represented

;

that most beautiful I'ilmy Fern like P. v. tricho-

manoides, and the crested and fringed P. v. grandi-

ceps, P. v. elegantulum, P. v. bifido-multifidum, and
P. V. Prestoni, which is like a massive form of P.

v, cambricum, a large specimen of which stood

behind it. Lomaria spicant had several interesting

crested and imbricated forms ; the pretty Lastrea

amiula .also appeared in a crested form. Scolopen-
drium, many handsome and varied, the certificated

S. vulgare crispulatum being the most densely

crested, as also was the Lastrea montana ramo-coro-
nans, wliich also received the honours of a First-

class Certificate among its section. The exotic

species were truly a representative group, in which
many of the genera were well arranged for compari-
son ; for example, over a score of Davallias were
staged, among them being fine specimens, from the

pigmy D. parvula and D. alpina to tlie noble D.
Bolida, D. retusa, and D. plumosa. A fine specimen
of Davallia tenuifolia Veitchiana was certainly one of

the most graceful, while ]). Mariesei, D. M. cristata,

D. Tyerm.anni, U. buUata, and D. dissecta repre-

sented fine basket plants or for suspending. Glei-

chenias were well represented, and the climbing
Lygodium dichotomum was a noble specimen, L.
palmatum, L. microphyllum, L. japonicum, and others

appeared. Nothochln?nas and Cheilanthes also had
representative groups of most praiseworthy culture.

The new Nothochtena Muelleri, with densely scaly

under, and scattered scales on the upper sides of the
fronds, received a First-class Certificate. Other

noteworthy things in this fine group, over which
many an admirer lingered, were Gymnogrammaschi-
zophylla gloriosa. The collection of Adiantums,
Adiantopsis radiata, Onychiuni auratum, Doodia
media crispa, D. aspera multifida, Cheilanthes gra-
cillima, Lomaria fluvatilis, L. lalc.ata bipinnatitida,
and the pretty little violet-scented Aspidium fragrans.
Now that Messrs. Birkenhead have broken tlie ice

let us hope the metropolis may see their beautiful
Ferns again.

First-class Certificates.

To Mr. .1. Douglas, for border Carnation Elaine.
To C. Dorman, Esq., for Anguloa Huckeri alba.
To Messrs. W. Paul & Son, for Rose Duchess of

Albany.
To Jlr. B. S. Williams, for Saccolabium cccleste.

To Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, for Rhododendron
Purity.

To Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, for Stnartia species.
To Mr. C. Noble, for Oreocome Candollei.
To Messrs. Paul & Son, for Rose Paul's Cheshunt

Scarlet.

To Baron Schroder, for Lrolia AmesianaX

.

To Mr. W. Gordon, for Iris Enterprise and I.

Kaiser Wilhelm.
To Jlr. R. Dean, for Carnation Scarlet Bedder.
To :\Iessrs. AV. & -J. Birkenhead, for Nothochcna

jMuelleri. .

To Messrs. W. & ,1. Birkenhead, for Scolopendrium
vulgare cristulatum.

To Messrs. W. & J. Birkenhead, for Lastrea
montana ramo-coronans.

JIedals.

Silivr-ffilt Baidsian.—To Messrs. Paul & Sons, for
group of plants.

Siltvr JloiU-fian.—To Mr. B. R. Cant, for cut
Roses; to Messrs. B. S. Williams, for group of
Orchids

; to Mr. T. S. Ware, for collection of cut
flowers ; to Messrs. W. & J. Birkenhead, for collec-
tion of Ferns.

Bron-e Banksian.—To Messrs. Kelway & Sons, for

Delphiniums and Gaillardias.

Fruit Committee.

Present: II. Veitch, Esq., in the chair; and
Messrs. J. Lee. .T. Cheal, K. D. Blackmore, .J. Bur-
nett, G. T. Miles, W. Marshall. W. Denning. T. B.
Haywood, T. J. Saltmarsh, J. Willard, J. Smith, and
J. Roberts.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, showed a col-
lection of dishes, and also plants of Fig Negro Largo
in fruit, one of Knight's large red Currant, heavily
laden, but for size this variety is behind La Versail-
laise, of which a dish was shown ; also Raspberry
Superlative, large, and of good flavour ; Strawberry
Waterloo, a very large and handsome fruit; with
Cherries, Kenton, Hogg's Red, Gean, Elton, Black
Hawk, &c.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, sent a specimen of
Eteagnus longipes in fruit ; and also a dish of the
fruit stewed ; itis extremely acid, and is not likely ever
to become a favourite garden fruit in England. La
Versaillaise red and white Currants were well shown
by Messrs. Paul. A collection of eight varieties of
Strawberries were sent by Mr. W. Allen, gr. to Lord
Suffield, Gunton Park, Norwich, the fruits being
large and of fine appearance. The following varieties

were well represented:—J. Veitch, Crimson Queen,
Unser l>itz, British Queen, and Sir C. Napier.
From the gardens of the Society at Chiswick came

several dishes of Currants—Defiance, large i-ed ; Red
Cherry, do. ; White Dutch, and Champagne, pink,
being specially fine. The Waterloo Strawberry was
also shown well.

The Commercial and Agricultural Co-operative
Society, Limited (D. Tallerman), showed Straw-
berries gathered twelve days before which had been
preserved by cold storage, and also a method of pack-
ing fruit for travelling, consisting of small cardboard
boxes packed in a wooden crate. (Jther minor
exhibits do not merit particular mention.

National Carnation and Picotee Society

(Southern Section).

JnLY 24.—The late season, the wet dull weather,
and the sunless time, all operated to bring about an
exhibition of Carnations and Picotees that sufficed

to fill only a few yards of tabling. It was found
extremely difficult to make up a stand of twelve
distinct varieties, and it was only gi'owers of large

collections who could attempt to do so. The
flowers were uneven, rough, wanting in purity of the
ground, and in general refinement. But the growers
did their very best, in order to maintain tlie prestige

of the Society.

Carnations.—There were but two collections of
twenty-four blooms in not less than twelve varieties,

and throughout the exhibition it could be observed
that the display was made up by a very few exhibitors.

Mr. Charles Turner was 1st, and in giving the
names the two twelves making up the stand were
taken separately, reading in lines from left to right

;

the flowers were—Sarali Payne P.P.B., Mars S.B.,

II. IC. Mayor C.15 , Juno P.F., John Keet R.F\, James
Douglas P.F., James Mcintosh S.B., Mr. Brown
R.F., Mayor of Nottingliam P.F., William Skirving
P.P.B., Sir Garnet Wolseley P.P.B., E. S. Dodwell
C.B., Sybil R.F., Henry Cannell S.F., Jessica R.F.,

Mrs. Perver R.F., Prince George of Wales P.F., and
Clipper S.F., a few of the foregoing being shown in

duplicate ; 2ad, Mr. James Douglas, gr. to i\ Whit-
bourn, Esq., Great Gearies, Ilford, with James
Douglas P.F., Sybil R.F., Mat.ador S.F., Seedling
P.P.B., .James Merryweather R.F., Sportsman S.F.,

Thalia P.F., Seedling C.B., Admiral Curzon S.B.,

Henry Cannell S.l\, Squire Potts S.B., a very fine

and promising flower; I*resident of Corpus P.F\,aiid

Florence Nightingale P.F\, with some of the fore-

going in duplicate and several seedlings.

In the class for twelve blooms, dissimilar varieties,

there were but two competitors, Mr. .T. Douglas
being again 1st, with James Douglas P.F., Sybil
R.F., Mrs. Gorton C.B., Thalia K.F., Seedling P.P.B.,

Matador S.F., I^lorence Nightingale P.F., John Ball
S.F., Sportsman S.F., Seedling C.B., Admiral Curzon
S.P., and Due d'Aumale C.B. ; 2nd, H. W. Head-
land, Esq., The I'irs, High Street, Levton, with
William Skirving P.P.B., Diana R.F., Harrison Weir
C.B., Miss Gorton C.B., Thalia R.F., Sarah Payne
P.P.B., Sybil R.F., Fred S.B.. Sportsman S.l'., James
Douglas P.F., Florence Nightingale P.F., and
Matador S.F. In the class for six blooms, dissimiUar,

there were four entries, Mr. C. Phillips, Hamilton
Road, Reading, being 1st, withTom Pouce S.B., a very
fine variety raised by Mr. E. S. Dodwell ; William
Skirving P.P.B., Thalia R.F., .James Douglas P.F.,

J. D. Hextall C.B., and Mrs. W. H. May R.F., 2nd,

Mr. C. Henwood, Hamilton Road, Reading, with
W. Skirving P.P.B., .James Douglas P.F., Thalia
R.F., J. D. Hextall C.B., Mayor of Nottingham
P.F., and Clipper S.F.,.3rd, Mr. Martin Rewan, Manor
Street, Clapham ; 4th, Mr. Startup, Bromley.

Single Biooms.—In the class for single blooms
there were comparatively few flov/ers ; the best were
scarlet bizarres :— 1st, Admiral Curzon, from Mr. J.

Douglas ; 2nd. James Mcintosh, from Mr. C. Turner
;

3rd, Arthur Medhurst, from Mr. H. W. Headland
;

4th, Admiral Curzon, from Mr. J. Douglas ; 5th,

Fred, from Mr. H. W. Headland.
Crimson Bizarres; 1st, W. M. Hewitt, from Mr.

.J. Douglas, and 2nd, do., do. ; 3rd, IMrs. Whitbourne,
from Ut. H. W. Headland ; 4th, W. Wardill, from Mr.
C. Phillips ; 5th, J. D. Hextall, from Mr. H. Startup.

Pink and purple bizarres.—1st, H. K. Jlayor, from
]Mr. C. Turner ; 2nd, Isaac Scott, a new Newcastle
flower from Mr. J. Douglas ; 3rd, H. K. Mayor, from
Jlr. C. Turner ; 4th, Jlrs. Gorton, from Mr. J.

Douglas; 5th, Harrison Weir, from Mr. H. W.
Headland.

Purple flakes.—1st and 2nd, -James Douglas, from
Jlr. .J. Douglas; 3rd and 4th, .Juno, from Mr. C.

Turner; 5th, James Douglas, from Mr. M. Rowan.
Scarlet flakes.—1st, Matador, from Jlr. .1. Douglas

;

2nd, Sportsm.an, from do. ; 3rd, Sportsman, from Jlr.

H. W. Headland ; 4th and 6th, Clipper, from Jlr. JI.

Rowan.
Rose flakes.—1st and 2nd, Sybil, from Mr. James

Douglas; 3rd, John Keet, from Mr. C. Turner; 4th,

Thalia, from Jlr. C. I'hillips ; 5th, John Keet, from
Jlr. C. Turner.
Premier Carnation. — The Premier Carnation

selected from the whole show was Tom Pouce S.B,

in Jlr. C. Phillips' stand of six varieties.

JPicotees,—There were two stands only of twenty-
four varieties, not less than twelve dissimilar. The
Picotees were greatly wanting in purity of the

ground-colour, and while some blooms were stale

enough, others required few days' hjnger develop-
ment. Jlr. J. Douglas was 1st with Her Majesty
L.P.E., Favourite L. Rose E., Jlrs. Sharpe H.S.E.,

Brunette, H. Red E., Miss Russell L. Rose E., Prin-
cess of Wales H. Red E., Constance Heron, H.S.E.,

John Smith II. Red E., Muriel H.P.E., and several

seedlings. 2nd, Mr. C. Turner, with Juliette P.E.,

l^avourite L. Rose E., Rival Purple H.P.E., Mrs.
Nicholay L.P.E., Robert Scott L. Red E., Her
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Majesty L.P.E., Mrs. Hanbiii-y Kose E., Louisa
L. Kose E.. Miss Horner II. Kose E., Picco H.P.E.,
Emily Ked E., Lucy L. Kose E., Princess Dagmar'
H.P.E

,
Dr. Abercrombie H. Ked E., and Mrs. Gib-

bons n. Red E., several of the foregoing being in
duplicate.

In the class for twelve varieties there were but
two competitors also, Mr. Douglas being 1st with
Her Majesty L.P.E., Favourite L.R.E., Mr. Sharpc
H. Rose E., Brunette H. Ked E., Constance Heron
H. Kose E., Princess of Wales H. Ked E., Miss Kudd
L. Kose E., Muriel H.P.E. , and seedlings. 2nd, Mr.
H. W. Headland, with Clara Penson L.P.E., Nymph
L.P.E., Zerlina H.P.E., Favourite L. Rose E„ Lady
Ilolmesdale H. Kose E., I'rincess of Wales H. Ked E.,
Ethel L. Kose E., Her Majesty L.P.E., and Muriel
H.P.E., with seedlings.

In the class for si.K dissimilar blooms there were
three stands, Mr. C. Phillips being 1st, with Juliette
P.l<;., Favourite L. Rose E., Mr. Payne L. Rose E.,
Picco H.P.E., Her iVIajesty L.P.E., and Mrs. Dodwell
H. Red E. 2nd, Mr. J[. Rowan, with Clara Penson
L.P.E., Master Norman U.K.E.. Emily Ked E., Her

,

Majesty L.P.B., Countess of Wilton H. Ked E.', and
i'avourite L. Rose E. SiA. Mr. H. Startup.

Shigte Blooms.—As in the Carnation classes, so
here, the number of flowers staged w.as small. Heavy
Red Edges.—1st and 2nd, Princess of Wales, from M r.

J. Douglas; 3rd, Mr. Robertson, from Mr. H. W.
Headland

; 4th, Brunette, from the same ; oth, Mrs.
Dodwell, from Mr. C. Turner.
Light Red Edges.—1st, Violet Douglas, from Mr. J.

Douglas ; 2nd, Emily, from Mr. C. Turner ; 3rd,
Emily, from Mr. H. W. Headland ; 4th, Seedling!
from the same

; 5th, Violet Douglas, from Mr. iT!
Startup.

Heavy Purple Edges,—1st and 2nd, Muriel, from
Mr. J. Douglas

; and 3rd, from Mr. Headland
; 4th,

Zerlina, from the same ; 5th, Rival Purple, from Mr'
C. Turner.
Light Purple Edges.— 1st and 2nd, a charming

unnamed seedling, from Mr. J. Douglas
; 3rd and

4th, Clara Penson, from Mr. H. AV. Headland 5th
Her Majesty, from Mr. C. Phillips.
Heavy Rose Edges.— 1st, Constance Heron; and

2nd, Lady Ilolmesdale, from Mr. J. Douglas; 3rd
and 4th, the same varieties, from Mr. II. W. Head-
land

;
5th, Mrs. Payne, from Mr. C. Phillips.

Light Rose Edges.—1st, Favourite, from Mr. J.
Douglas; 2nd, Lucy, from Mr. C. Turner; 3rd,
Favourite, from Mr. 'C. Phillips ; 4th. Miss Fiowdy]
from Mr. .1. Douglas ; 5th, Favourite, from Mr c'
Phillips.

Premier Picotee.—This was Muriel, heavy purple
edge, shown by Mr. J. Douglas. A Certificate of
Merit was awarded to the unnamed light purple
edge shown by Mr. Douglas.

Selfs, Fancies, and Yellow Grounds.— The yellow
grounds, and especially the fine varieties, raised by
Mr. J. Douglas, were shown in fine form

; they are
early to bloom, and thus proved an advantage in
such a late season. Mr. C. Turner w.as 1st with
twenty-four blooms, not less than twelve dissimi-
lar, having of yellow grounds and selfs, Annie
Douglas, Mrs. Reynolds Hole, Almira, Colonial
Beauty, Agnes Chambers, Dorothy, Terra Cotta, and
Amber

;
of selfs and fancies — Purple Emperor

Ellen Burrows pink
;
Mr. Maclaren, in a run fancy

form; and Sybil rose—several of the foregoing
being shown in duplicate. 2nd, Mr. .1. Douglas, with
yellow grounds and selfs, Dorothy, Annie Douglas,
Agnes Chambers, Almira, Janiera, Ada (heavily
edged with a kind of salmon-brown), and Terra
Cotta; Elaine, a lovely white self of great quality
(awarded a First-class Certificate by the Floral
Committee)

;
Bride, white

; Matador, a run scarlet
self; and seedlings. 3rd, Mr. W. Toby 3
St. Mark's Grove, Chelsea. There were but "three
competitors. There were two stands of twelve
blooms, dissimilar, Mr. A. J. Saunders, gr. to Vis-
countess Chewton, Brockham Lodge. Cobham, beinc
1st, with a poor lot—rough and uneven

; 2nd Mr"H Startup. There were two stands of twelve blooms
of yellow grounds, not less than six dissimilar, and
here Mr. J. Douglas was 1st, with a very fine lot of
blooms unnamed

; Mr. C. Turner came a close 2nd
with fine e.x.amples of Annie Douglas, Almira, Agnes
Chambers, Colonial Beauty, Prince of Orange, and
Dorothy m duplicate.

Plants in Pots.—There were three collections of
twelve plants, dissimilar, Mr. Turner and Mr
Douglas showing in fine form ; as in early flowering
varieties m pots, Jlr. Douglas' yellow-ground Picotee?
made a great hit. Mr. Turner was 1st, with plants
carrying fine heads of bloom, having Pride of
Penshurst, Amber, Agnes Chambers, Mrs. Maclaren

Terra Cotta, Annie Douglas, Colonial Beauty, Prince
of Orange, Howard's Yellow Self, Dorothy, Almira,
and Purple Emperor. 2nd, Mr. J. Douglas, with
unnamed varieties

; 3rd, Mr. H. W. Hetidland.
Miscellaneous.— in the way of miscellaneous sub-

jects, Messrs. James Veitch" & Sons, Royal Exotic
Nurseries, King's Road, Chelsea, had five boxes of
cut blooms of Carnations, Picotees, selfs and fancies,
including some capital flowers. Mr. C. Turner h.ad
a group of plants in pots, principally composed of
yellow-ground varieties; and Mr. J. "Walker, nur-
seryman, Thame, seedling Carnations, incluiling a
large white self of a promising character, named
Duchess of Albany.

certainties of our most uncertain summer. The
Roses were not, it is true, in such good character as
at Wirral, but still they were very fine, and the
dark-coloured Roses especially good. It was a great
disappointment to Kose growers not to see Mr.
Mark's seedlings of last year, especially Sir Rowland
Hill, hut, like Mr. Whitwell, his Roses were not in
bloom.

NATIONAL ROSE: PROVINCIAL
SHOW.

D.iRLixGTON, Jiili/ 21.—With this exhibition ends,
or very nearly ends, the show season of the Kose,
for, with the exception of Tibshelf—a place of
which, I dares.ay, few of the readers of this paper
could tell the whereabouts—they have all passed
away, and a more exasperating season it is impossible
to imagine. All the elements of success seemed
secured at Darlington

; the arrangements for the
show were perfect ; the entries were very numerous

;

and yet here were some of those irritating adjuncts

Fig. 12.—L.«LIA EVER.MANIANA : FLOWERS ROSV-PUKPLE.
(SEE P. 91.)

which made it so difi"erent to expectations—there
was in the neighbourhood of Darlington hardly a
Rose to be seen. I went the day before through "the
garden of Mr. E. K. Whitwell, "of Barton Hall, the
chief promoter of the show, and who might have
reasonably expected to make a good fight for
the Trophy, and I do not exaggerate when I say
there were not three Roses in his garden. Mr. James
Backhouse, who generally shows in the class for
twenty-four, could only muster half-a-dozen

; in
fact, never was so late a season known in the neigh-
bourhood of Darlington. Then, again, Mr. W. J.
Grant, who exhibited so successfully at Manchester
and Wirral, and whose hopes pointed to the Jubilee
Trophy, saw all those hopes literally dashed to the
ground by a violent hailstorm, whi"ch smashed and
cut to pieces all his cherished blooms; and then, to
crown all, the morning opened most charmingly, and
every one, notwithstanding some ominous clouds
in the distance, looked hopefully forward to a fine
day; but as I left Darlington rain fell, and continued
for some time, completely marring the prospects of
the show financially, and yet on the whole journey
up to London there was not afterwards a drop of
rain, nor had there been during the day.
And yet, despite all the.se dr.awbacks, the show was

the largest ever held in Darlington, and but for the
numerous fallings out occasioned by the uncertain
weather, would have exceeded in size any exhibition
held by the National Rose Society in the provinces,
while the quality of the flowers was a matter of sur-
prise to all who have had occasion to watch the un-

Some of the hrM Hoses.—I think it will be suflicient
to note the Roses in the principal classes of the ex-
hibition, and therefore give the following in the
Jubilee class for nurserymen, thirty-six distinct
blooms. The Trophy was again awarded to Messrs.
Ilarkness & ,Son, Bedale, for Ulrich Brunner,
Jlerveille de Lyon, Crown Prince, Lady Mary Fitz-
william. Countess of Kosebery, Duke of Edinburgh,
Baroness Rothschild, Marquise de Castellane,
Auguste Kigotard, Madame Cusin, Comtesse Tretia-
koff, David Pradel, averyfine bloom, Madame Gabriel
Luizet, Souvenir d'Elise, Charles Lefebvre, Horace
V^ernet, Star of Waltham, Niphetos. Magna Charta,
Souvenir de Paul Neyron, Madame Willermoz, a mag-
nificent flower, and I think the finest bloom
I have ever seen of this variety ; Madame Victor
Verdier, The Bride, Prince Arthur, Devienne Lamy,
Princess of Wales, Etienne Levet, Innocente Pirola,
Due de Wellington, Madame Caroline Kust, Duchess
of Bedford, very fine ; Marie Van Iloutte, A. K. Wil-
liams, Catherine Mermet, Madame Marie Verdier,
and Comtesse de Nadaillac. This was a very fine
stand, and the 'Teas, which had been grown under
glass, were exceptionally good.

Open Classes.—In the class for seventy-two there
was a very severe fight between Messrs. Paul &
Son, Messrs. Cranston, of Hereford, and Mr. B. R.
Cant, of Colchester ; it took the judges a long time
to decide, and ultimately it fell to the Cheshunt
firm, with a very fine stand of flowers, consisting of
Comte Rambaud, Francois Michelon, Marshall P.
Wilder, very like Alfred Colomb

; Baronne de
Meden, Captain Christy, Senateur Vaisse, Baroness
Rothschild, Madame Eugene Verdier, Louis van
Houtte, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Beauty of Wal-
tham, Jean Ducher, GiSn^ral Jacqueminot, Madame
de Watteville, BarthelemyJoubert, Innocente Pirola,
Exposition de Brie, Ab'el Carriere, Souvenir d'un
Ami, Horace Vernet, Auguste Rigotard, A. K.
Williams, Merveille de Lyon, Marie Baumann, La
France, Madame Charles Wood, Paul N^ron,
Madame Alphonse Lavallee, Her Majesty, Marie
Finger, Niphetos, E. Y. Teas, Comtesse de Nadaillac,
Prince Arthur, a very fine bloom

; Madame Jean
Feriere, Dr. Andri5, Ella Gordon, a good Kose;
Susanne Radennaki, Marie van Houtte, Duke of
Edinburgh, Charles Lefebvre, Etienne Levet, Com-
tesse d'Oxford, Countess of Rosebery, Edouard
Herve, Duchesse de Morny, Madame' Legrange,
Camille Bernardin, Madame Gabriel Luiet, ReynoFds
Hole, Caroline Kuster, Lord B.acon, a good Rose

;

Heinrich Schultheis, Ollivier Delhomme, Madame
Victor Verdier, Alba rosea, Marie Kady, Emilie
Hausberg, Rosieriste Jacobs, George Baker, Xavier
Olibo, and Charles Lamb.
Amateurs' Cto,s6s.—Turning now to the amateurs

classes, we find that the same result takes place
with regard to the Trophy— it remains with the
winner of last year, T. B. Hall, Esq., of Larchwood,
Rock Ferry. His stand of twenty-four was a very
fine one, containing the following flowers:—Comte
de Rambaud, a flower which has come exceptionally
fine this year ; La France, Louis van Houtte, Etienne
Levet, Captain Christy, Jean Soupert, Paul Neron,
Merveille de Lyon, Dupuy Jamain, Rosieriste Jacobs,
Baron Rothschild, Madame Victor Verdier, Beauty
of Waltham, Anna Ollivier, Marie Baumann, Fisher
Holmes, Fran(;ois Michelon, Dr. Andre, Le Havre,
Grace Darting, A. K. Williams, Camille Bernardin'
and Marie Finger.

In the class for thirty-six, the Rev. J. H. Pember-
ton was 1st, with Horace Vernet, Baron Gonella,
Francois Michelon, Comte de Kaimbaud. Marie
A'erdier, E. Y. Teas, Duchess of Bedford, Caroline
Kuster, Etienne Levet, Merveille de Lyon, Countess
of Rosebery, Her Majesty, Marie Baumann, Grace
Darling, Auguste Rigotard, Madame Lambard, Ma-
dame Victor Verdier, Reynolds Hole, Dr. Andr4,
Madame Eugene Verdier, Charles Lefebvre, Countess
of Pembroke, iMadame George Schwartz, Lirich
Brunner, Comtesse d'Oxford, Madame Gabriel Luizet.
Marie Baumann, Princess of Wales, Exposition de
Brie, Lady JIary Fitzwilliam, Marquise de Castellane,
Comtesse de Nadaillac, Star of Waltham. Catherine
Mermet, Souvenir de Victor Hugo, and Lady Helen
Stuart.

In the class for twelve. Colonel Standish Hore,
of St. Asaph, was Ist ; his success is very wonder-
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ful ; he grows only about 130 H.P.'s and forty Teas,

and yet he competes in a class where growers ex-

hibit who have some 800 or 1000 trees, and beats

them too. His blooms are large, well-finished, and

excellent in all points, they comprised Lady Mary
Fitzwilliara, Prince Arthur, Duke of Connaught,

Etienne Levet, MerveiUe de Lyon, Xavier Olibo,

Catherine Mermet, A. K. Williams, Marie Baumann,
Louis van Houtte, and Madame Eugene Verdier.

In the Tea and Noisette division there were many
beautiful stands exhibited, thos'i of the amateurs

being ahead of the nurserymen, so I give the

flowers in their classes. The Rev. F. K. Burnside

was 1st in twelve Teas, with beautifully clear

flowers of The Bride, Marie Bravy, Madame Cusin,

Marie van Houtte, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Catherine

Mermet, Marechal Niel, Innocente Pirola, Hon.
Edith Gift'ard, Francois Kruger, Jules Finger,

Souvenir d'Elise. He was run very hard by E. B.

Lindsell, Esq.. of Beaston, with a box containing

the following :—La Boule d'Or, Niphetos, Comtesse

de Nadaillac, Madame Cusin, The Bride, Catherine

Mermet, Caroline Kuster, Princess of Wales, Fran-

cois Kruger, Innocente Pirola, Souvenir d'Elise

Vardon, and Madame Lambard.
In the class for six Teas the Rev. Foster Melliar

was 1st, with a good stand of Francois Kruger,

Catherine Mermet, Madame Cusin, La Boule d'Or.

Marie van Houtte, and Souvenir d'un Ami. The
Silver Medal for the best Tea or Noisette in the

amateur's division was awarded to Rev. F. R. Burn-

side, for a beautiful bloom of Marie van Houtte ; and

that for the best H.P. in the same division to E. B.

Lindsell, Esq., of Beaston, for a beautiful bloom of

Her Majesty.

The class for new Roses is always an interesting

one, and on this occasion the 1st prize was taken by

Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt, with Victor Hugo.
This will be a general favourite. Comte de Paris,

Lady Alice, Madame Joseph Desbois, blush white,

centre rosy ; it was sent out as a hybrid Tea, but,

like a good many, might as well have been called a

hybrid perpetual". Madame Henri Periere, Madame
JIussat, Her Majesty, Souvenir d'Alphonse Lavalee,

Lady Helen Stuart," Edward Heine, The Bride, and
Miss Ethel Brownlow.
As before the arrangements were carried out most

successfully by Mr. George Byers, the Assistant-

Secretary under the superintendence of Mr. E. R.

Whitwell, who, unfortunately, was not only not

able to exhibit, but was prevented from taking

as active a share as usual in the proceedings owing

t> an injury in the knee received while playing

cricket with his children ; but nothing could be

better than the arrangements of the exhibition, and
gi'eat credit is due to all concerned.

The Weather.

MEAN TEMPERATURE OBSERVED AT CHISWICK DUR-
ING THE WEEK ENDING AUGUST 4. (AVERAGE
OF FORTY-FOUR YEARS.)

July29 ...
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pustules which bear a strong superficial resem-

blance to the pustules belonging to some Rust

fungus, or Tuccinia. This disease of Oclontoglots

is caused by vast quantities of minute eel-worms,

or nematodes, which feed and breed within the

membranes of the leaf. The disease is fully illus-

trated and described in the Gardeners' Chronicle

for January 11, 18Sli, p. 41. When the eel-worms

cannot be seen in the actual pustules they may be

readily found in the tissues of the leaf closely

fringing the disease-spots. W, G. S.

KisTv Gloxixia Leaves: J. T. S. The leaves have

the appearance of having been syringed overhead,

a proceeding very injurious to them and Gesneras.

We detected no insects, although there were signs

indicative of thrips.

SiPE Shoots of Hoses: W. A. G. These may be

thinned out, not by cutting all away indiscrimately,

but selecting the strongest iind best placed, and

cutting out or pinching back the remaining ones. A
short time must be allowed to elapse after growth

has commenced before beginning the cutting ont,

&c., so as to be enabled to discriminate between

weak and strong shoots.

STBAwnERBiEs Sekt FOB N.«iE : All arrived in a

bad condition.

Vise Leaves : J. E. M. The poorly-developed

leaves are covered with the common Oidiura,

wliich can easily be kept down by any of the

remedies for mildew, &c.

Communications Received :—T. Meehan.—J. R. J.—H. M.
—\V J. U.—W. A. H.—J. S.—C. B. S.—H. W. Hayward.—
K—Alii-k .M. (next week).—H. E.—J. C. T.—D. T. Y.—H.
L.— I. C. T.—W. S.—W. C—Betti.

Q* Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be named, or

asking questions demanding timeand research for their solution,

mttst not expect to attain an answer to their enquiries in the

current week.

DIED.—We regret to announce the deatij of Mr.
Georoe Kobert Sofer, a member of the firm of

Cony, Soper,Fowler& Co. (Limited), which occurred

on the Gth inst., at 3lX), Amhurst Road, Stoke New-
ington, N.

We have also to record the death of Jlr. F.

Whitbourn, of Great Gearies, Ilford, on the morn-
ing of Wednesday, July 25. He had been in feeble

health for a long time, but his death occurred quite

suddenly.

The death, on July 17, of Mrs. Jane Fisheh,

the wife of Mr. Charles Fisher, of Handsworth, near
Sheffield, is also announced.

Markets.

COl'ENT GAEDEX, Jiihj 26,

Our market has been heavily supplied with soft

ruit this week, especially Raspberries and Currants
;

but Cherries, owing to the wet, have arrived in very

bad condition, and made low prices. Trade for hot-

house goods quiet, James Wchhcr, miolesaJe Apple

^larket.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s. d.

Cherries, half'Sieve... 3 0-50
Currants, blk., half-

sieve 3 0-33
— Red. half-sieve.. 2 0-30
Grapes, per lb. ... 10-30
Lemons, per case ...13 0-21

s. d. s. d.

Melons, each ... 10-30
Peachea, dozen ... 2 O-l'l

Pine-applea.Eng-.lb. 2 0- 3
— 3t. Michael, each 2 0- .5

Strawberries, lb. ... t>- 1

Vkgktables.—Average Retail Prices.

s. d. s. d.

Artichokes, p. do?..... 0- ...

Asparagus, Fr., bund. 16-40
— English. 100 ... 3 6-60
Beans, Kidney, lb.... 1 0- ...

Beet, red, per dozen 10-20
Carrotg, per bunch... 9- ...

Cauliflowers, each ... 8- ...

Celery, per bundle ... 1 6- 2 6
Cucumbers, each ... I^- 1

Endive, per dozen ... 2 0- ...

Green Mint, bunch... 4- ...

Herbs, per bunch ... 4- ...

Leeks, per bunch ... 6- ...

Lettuce, per dozen... 1 6- ...

POTATOS.—Jersey Flukes, 6.'. to
cwt. ; English, -is. to 6.5.

blighted; Eu-lioh jeUingb'

s. d. s. d.

Mushrooms, punnet 1 0- 1 fS

Mustard and Cress,
punnet 4- ...

Onions, per bushel ... 5 O- ...

Parsley, per bunch... 4- ...

Potatos, per cwt. ... 4 0-5
., kidney, percwt. 4 0-50

Rhubarb, per bundle 4- ...

Shallots, per lb. ... t)- ...

Spinnch, per bushel... 2 6- ...

Tomatos, per lb. ... 1 0- ...

Turnips, per bunch,
new 8- ...

Vegt. Marrows, each 6- ...

's. ; do. Kidneys, 65. to 's. per
per bushel. Jersey verv much
tter.

Plants in Pots.-

s.

Aralia Sieboldi, doz. 6
Biilsams, per doz. ... 3
Bouvardias, per dozen 9
Calceolarias, dozen 3
Carnations, per doz. 6
Cockscombs, per doz. 4
Coleus, dozen ... 3
Crassula, per doz. ... 9
Cyperus, per dozen . 4

DracEena terminalis,
per dozen 30
— viridis, per doz. 12
Euonymus, in var.,

per dozen 6
Evergreens, in var.,

per dozen 6
Ferns, in var., doz. 4

Foliage plants, vari-

ous, each 2

—Aver
rf. .^. d.

0-18
0-6
0-12
U- 6

0-18
6-0

0- (3

0-12
0-12

0-60
0-24

0-24
0-18

0-10

AGE Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s. d.

Ficus elastics, each .16-70
Fuchsias, doz. ... 3 0- ft

Heliotropes, dozen... 4 0-60
Hydningeas, dozen... 9 0-18
Lilium^ var., doz. ...18 0-30
Lobelias, per dozen 3 0-60
Marguerites, doz. ... 9 0-12
Mignonette, 12 pots 3 0-60
Musks, dozen ... 1 &- 3

Myrtles, per dozen... 6 0-12
Palms in var., each 2 6-21

Pelargoniums, doz... 6 0-15
— Ivy-leaf, dozen... 3 0-60
— scarlet, dozen ... 3 a- 6

Rhodanthe, perdoz... 6 0-00
Scented Geranium doz 3 0-6
— \'erbena, perdoz. 4 0-60

Spirreas, dozen ... 6 0-90
Zinnia, per dozen ... 4 0-60

Cut Flowers.—Averag
s. (/. s. d.

4 0-60
16-20
6-10

10-20
4 0-60

Asters, 12 bunches ..."

— Frencti, per bun.
Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations, 12 blms.— dozen bunches...
C h r y 8 a n t hemums,
annual, 12 bun. ...

Cornflower, 12 bun.
Delphiniums, 12 bun.
Eucharis. per dozen
Forget-me-nots, 12
bunches

Gardenias. 12 blooms
Gladiolus, doz. sprays
Heliotropes, 12 spr.
Lilium longiflorum,

12 blooms
— candidum, 12 bl.— per bunch
— (Orange) per bun.

Marguerites, 12 bun.

10-30
16-30
3 0-60
3 0-60

2 0-40
16-40
10-20
6-10

3 0-50
6-16

16-26
10-20
3 0-60

E Wholesale Prices.

s. (/. s. d.

Mignonette, 12 bun. 2 0-40
Pansies. 12 bun. ... 1 6- 3 o
Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 6-10
— scarlet, 12 spr.... U 3- 6

Pinks. 12 bun 3 0- 6 (.i

Poppies. 12 bun. ... 4 0-60
Primulas, double, 12

sprays 9-10
Pvrethrums, 12 bun. 2 0-40
Rliodanthe, 12 bun. 4 0- 6 li

Roses, Tea, per doz. 6-16
— coloured, dozen. 2 0-40
— red.perdozen ... 1 0- 2— ., 12 bunches 3 0-60
— Safrano, dozen... 9-16
— Moss, 12 bun. ... 4 0-12

Spira?a, 12 bun. ... 4 0-60
Stephanotis, 12 apr. 2 4

Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 3 0-60
SweetSultan,12bun. 3 0-60
Tuberoses. 12 blma.... U 0- 1

,,% Orchid bloom in great variety, but the demand not
very good.

BEDMNG-OtTT PLAyTS.

Per dozen, la, to 2s. \ pfer bb*. Is. to Za.

SEEDS.

London: July 25.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons,

seed merchants, of 37, Mark Lane, E.G., write

that the continued wot weather which is doing so

much harm to the growing; crops of seeds has

naturally exercised a hardening effect upon values

generally. There is in consequence an increasing

speculative irquiry for Trefoil, and also for Alsike

and white Clover seeds. The new French Trifolium

is of unsatisfactory quality. In bird-seeds there is

no quotable movement. Blue Peas continue ex-

ceedingly cheap. Mustard and Rape-seed are un-

changed. Linseed keeps steady.

CORN.
Averoffes.—Official statement showing the average

price of British corn, imperial measure, in the week
ended July 21 :—Wheat, 325.; Barley, 19s. Irf. ; Oats,
175.4(1'. For the corresponding week in 1887:—
Wheat, 34.9. :\d. ; Barley, 21.s\ 4^. ; Oats. 17s. 9d.

FRTTIT AND VEGETABLES.
Spitalfields : Jifli/ 25.—Supplies continue to be

large for all descriptions of vegetable produce, and
demand satisfactory. Jersey Potatos, especially

flukes, are arriving in bad condition, owing to blight,

hence low prices. Quotations :—Black Currants,

35. per half sieve; red Currants 2*. to 2^. 3rf. do.;

Cherries, 1*. 6d to Ss. do. ;
Strawberries, Is. dd.

to 2s. 6d. per peck ;
Gooseberries, 2s. per half sieve

;

Raspberries, Sd. per lib. punnet ; Raspberries,

185. per cwt. ; English Tomatos, 3s. 6^?. to 4$. per

peck ; Cabbages, Is. Gd. to 2s. per tally ; Peas,

Is. 6d. to Is. per bushel ; do., in sacks, 3s. to

4s. Qd. per sack ;
Turnips. 2.'^. to 2s. Qd.. per dozen

bunches; Carrots, Is. 9d. to. to 2s. do.; Spring

Onions, Is. Qd. to 2s. do. ;
Parsley, 9d. to Is Sd. do. ;

Mint, Is. to Is. G'^. do.; foreign Onions, 6s. to fis. 6*^/.

per box of about 1301b.; frame Cucumbers, 2s. to

3s. per dozen ; Endive, Is. to Is. 6i. per dozen
;

Cos Lettuces, 4d. per score of 22 ; Beetroots, 6d. to

Sd. per dozen.

Stratfobd : Jul// 24. — Supply has been good

during the past week, and a brisk trade has

been done at the following quotations :

—
Cabbages, 2.s. to 3s. per tally ; Turnips, 2s. to 3s.

per dozen bunches; Mangels, 15s. to 245. per ton;

Apples, foreign, Ss. 6d. to 10s. p^r case ; Watercress.

Qd. per dozen ; Peas, -is. to os. Gd. per bag ; Cur-

rants, black, 3?. Gd. to 4s. per half sieve ; red. 33. Gd.

to 45. do. ; Gooseberries, 2s. to 3s. Sd., do ; CarrotB,

Is. 6d. to 2s. pfer dozen bunches.

GARDEN REQUISITES,
of best quality, as supplied to the Royal Gardetis, f)C.

BEST COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, 10 sacks for 10s., 16 for

14s,, 20 for 18s., 30 for 25s. ; two too truck, 28s. Free on rail.

RUSSIA MATS, from 12s. to 18s. per dozen.
FINEST ORCHID PEAT, 7.'. per sack.

BEST BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, is. per sack, 5 for 22s. W.
BEST BLACK FIBKOUS PE.AT. is. id. per. sack, .5 for 20s.

COARSE SILVER SAND. Is. 6<i. per bushel; 14s. }-ton j

PURE LEAF MOULD, .Ss. per sack. t-5s. perton,
YELLOW FIBROUS LOA.M, 3s. per sack.

BEST MUSHROOM SPAWN, 4s. per bushel.

RAFFIA, LABELS. STICKS, from 1 ft. to 5 ft., BAMBOO
CANES, 31 ft. to 12 ft., VIRGIN CORK. CHEMICAL
MANURES, NETTING. &c.

SPHAGNUM JIOSS. 6s. per sack. CHARCO.iL, 8s. per sack.

SPECIALITlj TOBACCO PAPER and CLOTH, Wd. per lb.

;

28 lb. for 21s. Price List free by post.

W. HERBERT AND CO., Hop Exchange Warehouses, South-
wark Street, London, S.E.

BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best aM
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

contaioing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'
Reports. Sold in Tins, I,?., 2.?. 6f/., 5.?. 6d., and 10.^. Gd. each,

or 1 cwt. Bags, sealed. \^.i. Ey allSfed^mcn, or applv direct to

W. H. BEESON. C;irl.ror.k Bone Mills. ShpffieM.

:*^K->\-a^gs5^

Supplied by us to Koyal Gardens, Kew, the Crystal Palace, &c.

For Destroying Weeds on Carriage Drives, Garden Walks,
Stable Yards, &c. Prices: per gallon, 2s., tin included;
.3 gallons, Lf. Qd. per gallon ; 10 to 20 gallons. Is. 4d. per gallon,

carriage paid. Special quotation for larger quantities. One
gallon makes 26 gallons.

Mr. W. G. Head, Superintendent of the Crystal Palace
Gardens, says :

—" We were so satisfied with your Weed Killer

and its price, that we have u«ed it absolutely. I have every
confidence in recommending it."

Sole Proprietors and Mam'focti'rers,

THE AGRI HORTICULTURAL CHEMICAL COMPANY,
TO.VBH/DGE. KENT.

Sold by SEKPs^tF.N and Florists.

Sold in Packets, 6d. and Is. each, and in

SEALED BAGS ONLY,
7 1b. 14 1b. 28 1b. 56 1b. 1 cwt.

2/6 4/6 7/6 12/6 20/-
CLAY & LEVESLEY,

TEMPLE MILL LANE,
STRATFORD. LONDON, B.

C.&L.alsosupplyCmshed Bones, Bone Dust. Peruvian Guano,
Sulphate of Ammonia, and Nitrate of Soda, in best qualities only,

ISHURST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 18.59 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrips, Green Fly. and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of soft-water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vin''s

and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes. \s., 3s.. and 10s. 6rf.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limits). London.

NETTING.—IJuy your Netting direct from
the Makers. Write for sample piece, of our best quality,

waterproof, tanned and oiled, 4 yards by .50 yards, 8.?. ; second
quality, hs. 6d. Anvsize made to order. Trade supplied.

SPASHETT AND CO., Net Manufacturers, Lowestoft.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16,000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OTTTDOOB •WORK, CONSEBVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Owt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Statlona
Liquid Non-Poisonous Piiints for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patrems, and Tostimoninls, Post-free.

LA BELLS SAWAGE TAKD, LUDGATE Hnj,. EO.
BACHELOB'S WALK, DITBLIN.—ZXftount for CaiK.
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GARDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
Viro:in Cork, Raffia, Mat^, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work,

Manures, &c. Cheapest Prices of

WATSON AND SCULL. 90. Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.

THOMAS'S
TRAINING TRELLISES.

No. SI. GALVANISED AFTER iMADE.
Eor training Fea> instead of

sticks. Trainingplants towall'.
&(.'. Iv Pankls.
6 feet liv 3 feet

6 iVi't l>v 4 feet

6 fei't l.V 5 f'-'ft

6 feet by 6 feet

]\Lide any si/e

folluwing prires ;

—

2 in. Ij iu. niesli,

4-^. 4;'A pel- font

Al'l'LICATIdN.

2s. each.
... Sf. each.
... 4f. e;ich.

... 6'''. each,

to order at

CO.
87, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.

21-OZ. Foreign of the above sizes, in lilO and 200 feet boxes,
3rd3 antl 4ths tjualities. ah>ays kept in istock.

A lartre stock of similar current sues of 15-OZ. jrlasa in

200 feet boxes.
Engh^h Gla><s, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

free delirer'/ in the cnvntrij in rptantitia^.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. Jolin Street. WeBt Smithfleld, London, E.C.
^ock List and Prices on application. Price List of Colours,

Varnishes, Designs ofStained ^y Leaded Glass. Quote Chronicle.

PORTABLE CTTCTJMBER FRAMES.

RH A L L I D A Y and CO. desire to

• draw special attention to their Cucumber Frames,
of which they always have a large stock, ready glazed and
painted. They are made of the best materials, and can be put
together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Prices delivered to any station in England :

—

£ .?. d,

2-light frame, 8 feet by 6 feet 1 p^^^ir,^ ( 3 10

3-lightframe, 12feetby6feetVp^^^f,^^^^ 5 5

6-liRhtframe, 24feetby efeet^*"^^^^ "'^^^l 10

The glass is nailed and puttied in. Lights and framing for

brick pits at proportionately low prices.

B. HALIilDAY & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers.

ROYAL HORTICULTUKAL WORKS. MIDDLETON.
M.A.NCHESTER.

London Agent, Mr. H. SKELTON, Seedsman, &c.,
2. Holloway Road. N.

U
THE

ECLIPSE
NEW
" SHADING

(Pf isTFRrr

)

A GREEN COLOURING WASH
For Conservatories, Greenhouses, and similar structures.
The best and most economicil Shading before the public.

Sold in Is. tins sufhcient for 100 9f|nare feet, is easily applied,
and one dressing will stand the whole season.
Trade price on application to the Inventor and Manufacturer,

E. WILSON SERPELL,
Seed and Bulb Merchant,

21, CORNWALL STREET, PLY MO U T;H.
N,B. A Tin with full instructions post-free for la. 3d.

'

MESSENGER & CO.'S New CATALOGUE of Greenhouses and Heating Apparatus,
Ju^t is-iued, -will be found the must completi-. practical, ami reliiible guide to all about to build, alter, or heat greenhouses.

niustr;itious of every description of tilas,^huu^e, from the largest range of Winter Gardens to the simplest forms of Portable
tirreiihouses, Plant Protectors, and Garden Frames ; also of all the best kind of Boilers, Hot-water Pipes, and all appliances for

heating. This Catalogue, possessing hundreds of illustrations of ail the latest improvements in greenhouse building and heating,
IS on a scale never before attempted. It should be in the hands of every one interested in gardening, as it contains many practical

hints on the subjects of which it treats, the result of many years" experience. Price 25. pOSt-free.
A large number of the illustrations are taken from greenhouses erected by u-- in \ Ltnous ji[ir(' <<{ the country, an inspection of

this Catalogue shows, therefore, buildings the elUcieucy of which has been well tested by ;ictu;il use. The advant^iges possessed by
us enable us to carry out work with the utmo-t pruraptness, and in the very best style, at f>rice3 which defy competition. Sur\'eys

made and gentlemen waited on in :uiy p;irt of the country. Plans and Estimates free on application.

MESSENGER & COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER'S
MATCHLESS

SHIRTS.
Best Quality Long Cloth, with 4-fold

finest Linen Fronts. 36'!. %d. per half-dor.

(to measure or pattern, 2^- extra). Pat-

terns of materials used, also of newest

styles in Fancy Cotton, Flannel, Silk, and

Silk and Wool, sent free on application.

Children's..

Ladies'
Genfs

Per doz.

Is. 2d.
25. 4jrf.

3s. Qd.

Per doz.
Hemstitched :

—

Ladtes' 2s. ll^rf.

Gent's 4s. lid.

CAMBRIC

POCKET

HANDKERCHIEFS.

IRISH DAMASK
TABLE LINEN.

FISH NAPKINS, 25. lid. per dozen. Dinner Napkins, 5s. 6d.
per dozen. Table Cloths, 2 yards square, 2s. lid.; 2^ yards by 3 yards,

6.S. lid. each. Kitchen Table Cloths, ll^d. each. Strong Huckaback Towels,

4s. Sd. per dozen. Monograms, Initials. &c., woven and embroidered.

Samples and Illustrated Price Lists, post-free.

OLD
SHIRTS

made as good as
new, with best
material in Neck-
bands, Cuffs and
Fronts, for 14*.
the half-dozen.

Price Lists and Samples of Linen

Collars, Cuffs, and all kinds of Linen

Goods, post-free.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER.
By Special Appointments to
II. M. the Queen and H.I.M.
the Empress of Germany, BELFAST.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, IVIIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, aud durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class of work,
and that the vp:rv hest.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of any one out of our firm,

from the smtill.'-i 1i. tlie largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success guaranteed
in ull cases. Melon Frames, Sashes. Hotbed Boxes, &c., always in stock.

Plans, h'stimates and Catalogues free. Cii.^tomers waited on in any part q/ the Kingdcm.
Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CBABOES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.
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BOULTON & PAUL. BOULTON & PAUL
NEW

CATALOGUES,
POST-FREE,

Containing New Designs of

CONSERVATORIES,
GREENHOUSES, GARDEN

FRAMES, BOILERS for Heat-

ing Apparatus, and all requisites H
for the Garden.

No. 74,

PLANT FRAMES.
Most luseful of all Frames.

2-light3, Sbyeteet £4 7 6
a-liglita, IJ by ti fuel 6
4-liglit3, 16 by 6 ti-et 7 12 6
5-liBhts, 20 ty li feet 9 6
B-lights, 24 by 6 feet 10 17 6

Bej.t Wood. 21-oz. English Glass.
Puiiitetl :i Coats. Carriage Paid to any
Station in England.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, NORWICH.
All tiizua in ?tock.

New CATALOGUE ready.

H O T - W A T E PIPES.

iiiexpsT

Stunils nny pn^^-i

li CLUi make a juiut in two minutes. Ellleiency guaratiteeii.

KICHARDSON'S PATENT UNIVERSAL INDIA-RUBBER JOINT HOT-WATER PIPE SYSTEM
IS tlie ilie,itie>t ami most durable joint in use. Never leaks.

niPROVED HEATI.VG COfLS, Ornamental and Plain, and COIL CASES, Garden ROLLERS, VASES, FOIIXTAIN.S. SEATS, &c.

Manufactured by THE MEADOW FOUNDRY CO. (Limited), MANSFIELD.
S.'e Giin/cner.^' Chronicle, May 12.

SILVESTER'S PATENT TRENTHAM BOILER
310ST ECONOMICAL
purposes, and is only

Is the BEST, CHEAPEST, anc

BOILER EXTANT for all lieatin

supplied liv tlie PATENTEE. All otiier'kinds of BOILERS"
PIl'ES. VALVES. HEATING and VENTILRTING APPA-
RPTUS manufactured by

F. SILVESTER & CO.,
CASTLE HILL AVURKS, NEWCASTLE,

STAFFORDSHIRE.
Full Particulars on application.

'T H S. W^ ROBINSON,
-L Deimia Park Ironworks, Stourbridge.

l-in. Expansion .lumt lk.t-\v;it.T l^ip>-, i'W't long. -K. 'Ad . x-^h
;

4-in. Socket Hot-water Pip.s. 9 f.-^-t long. 4s; 6rf. each.
Jlht^trated reviscl price List on application, free.

FOR SALE, a Bargain, 70 feet 3-in. Socket
Ciist-iron PIPING, and 60 2-in. BENDS, very stout;

Iso HOfett l-in. PIPING. .itoSfeet lengths 1^ 4-in. BENDS,
nd 12 4 in. ELBOWS, nearly new ; and some small Wrou^^lit-
ron OIL TANKS, auo to 700 galls, each. All mu.st be sold im-
lediately. and cleared for alterations. No dealers.—Apply to
'. MORHIS, Resin Distiller, Plough Bridge, Rotlierhitlie, S.E.

PATENT TUBULAR l-LOW'KH STANDS
L for Artistic Grouping of Cut FIowi-m. have attracted
luch attention at recent Horticultural Exliibitions.
Manufac'nred and Sold by GEORGE S.MITH and CO.,
ummer(.:,.l Ru..d, 1 imlico, S.W. Xiadc supplied.

HORTICULTURAL CLASS
A lar^e quantity of all descriptions and
sizes in stock, at the lowest possible prices.

NIGH DLLS & CLARKE,
SIlnl.'KDlTnH. T.ONnON. K

E»T,R.,s„Kr. .r ,S18. UpMnU 11(10^

flortiniltural Builder and
jlut-ivater Kriyineer,

66, Lionel St., Birmingham.
Pluiis ;jnd Estimates ou

application.

Eifwrienced Workmen .sent to any part of the Kingdom.

ORTICULTURAL GLASS,
GLASS BELLS. &c.ROCHEZ-VANDER ELST,
Charleroi. Belgium.

Agents: H. PUCKERT and CO.. 110. Cannon St., London, E.G.

FOR GARDENING PURPOSES.—On Sale,
I(i7 Bundles of REEU CANES, pri. e £4 ha. per 1000.

Apply. .lAMES S.MITH AND CO., 6, Water Street, Liverpool.

The " Gardener's Friend"

HOT-WATER BOILER,
For Greenhouses, Vineries, Conservatories, Forcing House?, Jtc,

Advantages
Equally ap-

plicable for Do-
mesticorWare-
house Heating.
Baths, Lava-

tories, and
Laundries.
Minimum

CostofSetting.
Frf'e Access to
all Flues.
Certain Con-

t n uauce of
Heating at
n "-ht.

No Night
Watching re-

q I red.

'^low Com-
bustion.

Minimum
Cost for Fuel.— Large Heat-
ing Surface,

ommon or Anthracite CoalFi lallj Su t 1 f rGJ. ( \

f- f ll II

JOHN WARNER & SONS.^'^^riTpleSte^rc'^^'
And The Fuuu.lrj Wo.ks, Walton-ou-tlie .Naze, Ei.ex.

12s. per 100 feet 21 oz. ...

Putty, 6s. 6</. per cwt.

;

Speciality, 17s. 6rf. per cwt.
20s. ; Oiford Ochre. 24s.

GREENHOUSES — GREENHOUSES.—The
cheapest house in the Trade. GREENHOUSES com-

plete from .50s. All orders over £.i two coats of paint.
CUCUMBER FRAMES from 30s. Illustrated price Lists free.
HAYWARD AND CO., 80, Foiberry Road, Brockley, S.E.

GLASS. CHEAP GLASS.
8S. 6(1. per lUUfeet 15 oz. 12x10. 18x12, 18x14, 24x14,

14x12. 20x12, l>fxl6. 24x16,
16x12, 16x14, 20x16, 24x18, &c.
White Lead, genuine, 2\s.; Our

;
Paints ground in Oil, Stone Ochre,

. Green, 16.5. ; Black, \'os. per cwt.

;

Varnish, from 5.t. iSd. per gal.— Full Price List on applica-
tion to THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 95, Bishopsgate
Street Within, London. E.O.

ROCKERIES, FERNERIES,
WINDOW CASES. CAVES, WATERFALLS. WINDOW
BOXES, AQUAKIA, ARTIFICIAL ROCKWORK for Ball-
rooms, Halls, Staircases. &c., designed and constructed, under
personal superintendence of

HARPHAM AND HOWES,
Horticultural Depot, 107. Church Street, EdgwareRoad, N.W

Estimates and Illustrated Lists Free.

GARDEN NET TING.
S. A. SANDS {j.'rs^.ll.s),

Manufacturer of Hexagon and CMswlck Garden Nets.
Warranted lo Protect Bloom from Fro-t, Winds. Hail an-i

Fruit from Hinls, Wasps, .to.

Patterns and Prices Free per Post.

Address— S. A. SANDs«!.
THURLAND STREET, NOTTINGHAM.

HILL

BLACK
& SMITH'S

VARNISH
for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

(Registered Trade Mark.)

An excellent substitute for oil paint, at one-third the cost.
I'sed in all London Parks, at Windsor, and Kew Gardens,

and on every imix)rtant estate in the Kingdom, Has .stood
the test of forty years' tri;il. Requires no mixing; can be
applied cold by any ordinary labourer.

Price l5. 6rf. per gallon at the manufactory, or carriage-paid
to any railway station, is, &d. per gallon in casks of 36, 20, or
10 gallons.

/y A 7T m T /-\ -Kl
Every Cask bears the aboveUA U 1 I U A. HHgistered Trade Mark. Beware
of cheap imitations.

HILL & SMITH
Brlerley Ironworks. Dudley

;

118, Queen Victoria Street. London. F.C.

;

47, Dawson Street, Dublin.
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HY. VAN & CO.
(The Oldest London House in the Trade, Estd. 1730),

25, Tooley Street, London Bridge, S.E.

Ilbiitrated CATALOGUES rust-free.

PROTECTION FOR FRUIT AKD FLOWERS.
GARDEN NETTING, 2 yards wide, IJrf., or per 100 yards,

10s. ; ditto, 4 yards wide, 3rf., or per luO yarils, 20s.

SCRLM CANVAS, 1 yard wide, Sd. ; IJ yard, JJii. ; and

2 yards, 6<l. per yard.

TIFFANY, 38 inches wide, in 20 yard pieces, 3s. 6d. per piece.

SHADING BLINDS made up any size.

KICK CLOTHS, TARPAULINS, Corn and Potato SACKS,
FLAGS, TENTS, Sec. for Sale or Hire.

TOBACCO PAPER. RAFFIA, and Garden MATS of all kinds.

To Nurserymen, Seed Merchants, and Florlats,

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering Arch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade : also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, R;iffla Fibre, Tobacco Paper,

and Shading. Prices free.— 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

THE BEST REMEDY FOP. INDIGESTION,

CAMOMILE PILLS.
Are confidoitly recomwcnded as a simple but ccitaiu

remedy for

' ^% INDIGESTION t^
See Teatimonial, selected from hundreds:—

CROYDON, 18S5.

" Having been a sufferer from Indi-

gestion for many years, 1 am happy to

say that I have at last not only been

relieved but perfectly cured by using

Norton's Pills, and confidently recom-

mend them to allsufferins;from the same.
"
J. iviLKINSON."

For other Testimonials, see Monthly Magazines.

Sold everywhere, price is. \\d., 2s. gd. and lis.

Accidents aU the Year Round.

Provide against them by Policy of the

T>AILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
j\ CO-MPANY, 64, CornhiU, London, E.C.

Hon. Evelyn A.saLEY, Chairman,
Annual Income, £243,000.

Invested Capital and Reserve Fund, £276,000.

Compensation Paid tor 126,000 Accidents, £2,600,000,

Moderate premiums—Favourable conditions—new concessions.

Prompt and Liberal Settlement of Claims,

West End Office :—8, Grand Hotel Buildings, W.C.
Head Office :—64, CornhiU. London, E.C.

WILLIAM ,T. VLAN, Secretary.

FERNS, — The newest Book is Druery's
CHOICE BRITISH FERNS, descriptive of the many

beautiful variations of common Ferns, and instructions for

their cultivation, splentlidly illustrated. Price, 2s. 6</.

London : L. UPCOTT GILL, 170, Strand, W.C.

BEES,—All who Grow Plants or Fruit should
have Bees. "The most practical work that has ap-

peared" (T/ie Field) is Webster's Book of Bee- Keeping. " We
believe this is the first really practical, well written, and low

priced work of the kind yet issued."

—

Poultri/. Price Is. , cloth 1/6,

London : L. UPCOTT GILL, 170, Strand, W,C.

-p R A ^• E L L E R A\' A N T E D.—
-L J. L. AND S., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, beg to inform
the Applicants to their recent Advertisement that they

ARE NOW SUITED. ___^____^
''FRA"\'ELLER. — A Nurseryman having a
X large ttock of select Hardy Shrub?i, Fruit Trees, &c., &c.

(in the finest possible condition), is open to uegotiate with a

good TRAVELLING SALESM.iN (on Commiisiou only). He
will be allowed to Sell Cheaply.—Terms with proofs of ability

and trudtworthine?9. to C. N. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Of^ce,

41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C. No objection to his en-

gaging in other business not horticultural.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER for the
Island of Jersey; age over 3ti, no family. Must be

thorough in all branches; knowledge of Forestry.—Address,

with full particulars, .4. X. Z., Laufjlinm Hotel, London.

WANTED, a HEAD-AVORKING GAR-
DENER, age 28 to 3o, married. Foreman from large

Gardens preferred. Must have thorough knowledge of his

duties. Preference given to man specially successful with
Roses and Chrysanthemums.—Write, stating age, experience,

and wages required, to Tl'LIP, May's Advertising Offices, 159,

Piccadilly, W.

ANTED, a GARDENER. Must have
good character, be hard-working, "and married, with

only small family. Cottage found. Apply, stating wages,

Wm Hale Lodge, Edgware.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER. for a Gentleman's Ebtablis^hment, near London.

-JIust be thoroughly competent in all branches. Married
man, between 3U and 40, without encumbrance. Wife to
attend Lodge Gates. First-class personal character from last

employer iniiispensable. State wages required, age, and expe-
rience.—Address, by letter only, K., Messrs. BATES, HENI>V
AND CO., 37. Walbrook, London, E.C.

WANTED, a FOREMAN, in the Houses,
; ge about 26; to live in bothy. Must th roughly

understand the Cultivation of Flowers for Cutting purposes,
also Plant Growing, and able to keep Conservatory well
supplied. Wages 185,—Apply, by letter, to Mr. C. HILL,
Gardei.er, Wolmer House, near Maidenhead, Berks.

Outdoor Nursery Foreman and Salesman.
WANTED, a competent MAIs as above. Must

be a good Budder and Grafter, and thoroughly experi-
enced in General Outdoor Nursery Management.—Apply in
own handwriting, stating wages expected, to B. MALLER
AND SONS, Burnt Ash Lane Nurseries, Lee, S.E.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR and
GROWER for Market Stuff. Must understand

FERNS. Stiite whether married or single, and wages required.
-E. COLLINS ASD SONS, Cumberland Park. Willesdeu
Junction, N.W.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a PROPA-
GATOR and SALESJLUf. JInst he well up in the Pro-

pagation of Khododendrons, Camellias, and Azaleas, &c.

;

must thoroughly understand Cucumbers, Tomatos, and all

Market Stuff in quantities.—Please state lowest wages to

EIDER BKliS.. Heath Nurseries, Moortown, Leeds,

WANTED, TWO or more JMEN, capable of
Taking Charge of Workmen on Contracts, must have

had experience in Laying Out of New Grounds, Levelling. &c.
A permanent place to suitable applicants.—Apply, stating
wages requir. d, with copy of testimonials, to .T. P. S., Gar-
deners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

Seed Trade, Ireland.

WANTED, as FIRST COUNTER HAND,
a Scotchman, who thoroughly understands his busi-

ness, and has had some Irish experience in the General Trade.
—Address with copies of testimonials, and stating age, salary
expected, &,c., ZENO, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Welling-
ton Street. Strand. W.C.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, a smart, active young MAN,
about 23, for the Counter. Must have had good

experience in the Bulb Trade.—State references, wages. Sec, to

B. W., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

Seed Trade—Wholesale.

W,^ANTED, a SECOND SHOPMAN; must
T V be thoroughly e-xperieneed.—Apply by letter only.

stating age, salary and qualihcations, to J. S., Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C,

ANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
lor Retail Seed and Bulb Trade. Jluit have a know-

ledge of Plants and be a good Penman.—State wage and full par-

ticulars toCLIBRAN AND SON, 10. MarketStreet. Manchester.

ANTED, Gardeners and Others, to accept
AGENCY for our CHOICE CEYLON TEAS, to Sell

among Private Families, We give 6d. per pound on the 2s.

(wonderful value) and pay carriage. Weekly earnings 40s.

Apply for samples, free.— UNITED TEA GROWERS AS-
SOCIATION, I'nion Court, E.C. (Est. 1S77.) Name paper.

w

GARDENING APPOINTMENT.
Mn. Cteorge Kelf, for sevei-al years Foreman

at Hindlip Hall Gardens, ^\'orcester, has been

appointed Head Gardener to T. J. \\'Ai.LEit,

I'^sq., South \'iUa, Inner Circle, Regent's Park,

London.

WANT PLACES.
Letters aiidressed "Paste Restante" to initials or to fictitious

names are not forwarded, but are at once returned to the

writers.

NOTICE TO ADVEHTISERS.^In many instances

Remittances in Payment of Repeat Advertisements are

received without name, addresx, or anything beyond the

postmark on envelope by which to identify the sender ; this

in all cases cames a very great deal of trouble, and fre-
quently the sender cannot be iiientifitd at all.

Advertisers are requested when Remitting to give their

Names and Addresses, and also a Reference to the Adver-
tisement which they wish repeated.

POSTAf.. ORDER^'S.— To Advertisers, .'^ub:<cribers, and
Others.— It is very important in Remitting by Postal Order

that it should be filled in payable to jYo. 42, DRURY L.-iNE,

to W. RICHARDS, as, unless the number of a Postal Order is

known, and it has been made payable at a particular o/fice, and
to a particular person, it is impossible to prevent any person

into whose hands it may fallfrom negotiating it.

jV.B. -The best atid safest means of Remitting is by POST-
OFFICE ORDER. __^_^^__^_^^^_^_
BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he

• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent Men, competent eith-^r to till the situation of

HEAD GAKUENER, BAILIFF. FOREMAN, or JOURNEY-
MAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the above \viU

please send full particulars, when the best selections for the

different capacitiea will be made.—HoUoway, N.

To Noblemen and Qentlemen requiring Laud Agents,
STEWARDS, BAILIFPS, or GARDENERS.

JAJMES CARTER and CO. have at all

times upon their Register reliable and competent MEN,
several of whom are persoually well known to Messrs. Carter.
Enquiries should be made to 237 and 238. High Holborn, W.C.

ANTED, A GARDENER! !!— Having
had long experience and an extensive connection we

are in a position to RECOMMEND MEN thoroughly capable
of filling with credit any situatioa in the Gardening World.
Ou receipt of full particulars we will recommend a suitable

Man. Correspondence invited.—R. B. LALRD and SONS,
Successors to Downie & Laird, Seed Merchants, Edinburgh.

SCOTCH GARDENERS.
—John Downie (of the late firm of Downie & Laird),

Seedsman, 144, Princes Street, Edinburgh, has at present on
his List a number of SCOTCH GARDENERS, waiting re-

engagements. He will be pleased to supply full particulars

to any Lady, Nobleman, or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy
and competent Gardener.

ICH ARD SMITH and Gol
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that they
will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with particulars,

&c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

p ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
VJT FORESTER ; age 42, no family.—W. Sl'TTON, Head
Gardener to C. J. Leaf, Esq., late of Pains Hill, Cobham,
would be pleased to engage with any one requiring the services

of an experienced man in all branchee. Disengaged at any
time within months. Character of the highest description.

\'ery satibfaetory reason given for leaving — Woldriugfold
Park, near Horsham, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Age 30, married : thoroughly experienced in all

branches. Two years' good character.-H. SHEPPARD, 21,

Holland Street, Brixton Road, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept.—Age 30, single at present; over three years'

good character from present situation as Foreman.—H. HALL,
The Gardens, Lower Woodside, Hattield, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), where one or more are
kept.—Age 39 ; thoroughly imderstands A'iues, Melons,

Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late
Forcing. Ten years in present situation.—F. MELSOM,
Manor House, Drayton Green, Ealing.

p ARDENER (Head), where several are
Vjr kept.—Age 30, married, Thoroughly understands the
management of Gentlemen's Gardens, &c., on large scale.

—

JOHN MAXWELL, Armathwaite Hall, Cockermouth, Cum-
berland,

GARDENER (Head).—Energetic, sober, and
trustworthy. Has had the Management of a Large

Garden and twelve Houses. A iirst-class Grower, including
Orchids. Character of the highest order. G. H., 81, Balham
Grove, Balham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35; thorough
practical experience in Fruits, Flowers, Orchids, and

Kitchen Garden. Capable of Superintending a large estab-
lishment. First-class references.—J. N., lla, High Street,
West Norwood, S.E.

GARDENER (Head), where two are kept;
age 27, married when suited.—C. Blick can with confi-

dence recommend to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a
steady tru,stworthy man as above.—T. LUi*TON, Gardens,
Summertield House, Elstree, Herts.

ARDENER (Head); age 30, married when
suited.—Mr. Cotterell. Spaui-sh Roail, Wandsworth,

Surrey, S.W., W]she3 to recommeud T. Keeoe as above.
Fifteen years' experience in Early and Late Forcing of Fruits,

Flowers, and Vegetables; also Flower and Kitcheu Garden.
—Please apply as above.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married five
years, no family ; thorough general experience in all

departments, including Orchids. Two years' good character
from present situation as Hekd Working, three years in

previous as Foreman.—W. R., George Coffers, De Wette
House, Cross Deep, Twickenham,

ARDENER (Head).— Age 40, married
eight years, no family

;
previously with Viscount Cran-

brook, C. S. Mortimer, Esq. ; sixteen years with Sir C. Pigot,
Bart. Exliibiting at London and Brighton. Son of T.
Marshall, Head Gardener forty years to W. Peel Creighton,

Esq.- G. MARSHALL, .39. Thrale Road. Streatham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married;
more than twenty years' thorough practical experience

in Early and Late Forcing of Grapes, Peaches, Cucumbers,
Melons, Tomatos, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and
Kitchen Gardens. Four years' excellent character from last

situation as Head. Abstainer.—GARDENER' 3, Albert Ter-

race, Castle Hill, Ealing, W.

/GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 38,
yjT married; good experience in Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Early and Late Forcing Fruits and Ve^etable.s ; also

Flower and Kitchen Gardens.— L., Lucome Pince, Exeter.

pARDENEK (Head Working;,—Age 30,
yjT thirteen years' practical experience in all branchea.
Eight years' good character.—G. HA'WKES, 3, Myrtle Cottages,

Streatham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Wobkino), where two
or tliree are kept.—Age 30, single ; thoroughly practical

in all branches. Good references,—K. D., 9, Willow Walk
High Street, Sydenham, S.E,
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GAHDENER (Head AVoukinq).—Age 30,
married ; thorough experience in all branches). Six aud

a half years' good chiiractcr.— IX. WULLII'S, Burden Wood,
Liphook, Huut9.

GAUDENER (Head Working).—Single

;

good experience iu Flowers, Fruit, uiul VegftabU-s.

Total abstiiiiier.— Apply, PAUL amj SON, Broxbouriie ; or,

TOMS, 2, Statiou Cottages. Broxbourne, Herts.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 39,
marrici, one ttaiigliter, age 12; twenty-four years*

thorougli experienet". Good all round. GockI character and
testimouiala.—CHIDLEY, Bishop's Lydiard, Taunton.

G\
ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37,

r married ; thoroughly understands his duties in all

branches. Land and Stock if renuired Niue years' character

as Head.—C. \V., 2. Roper Street, Elthiira, Kent.

GARDENER (first-class Head Working).—
Age 3o; uuderstauds liis profession in every branch.

His mother, being an excellent Laundress, could undertake
the Laundry in a large establishment, also good Dairy Woman.
Highest characters.—A. B., 5S, Tylney Koad, Bromley, Kent.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
married, no family ; seveuteea years' practical experi-

ence iu all branches. Orchids, &c. ; 3 years in present place.

Highly recommended.— State wages and particulars to J. A.,

48, Fox Hill Koad. Redlauds, Reading, Berks.

GARDENER (Head Working) ; age 39,
married.—A Ge.ntlemax wishes to very highly recom-

mend as above an exceptionally good Vegetable, Fruit, and
Flower Grower, and a thoroughly trustworthy obliging man.

—

R. savory, Esq., Shrubs Hill. Sunningdale.

G1ARDENER (Head Working).— Age 30,
iT married when suited ; sixteen years' experience in all

branches, north, south, and in Loudon ; three and u half years

in present situation. — Particulars as to wages, &c.,
gardener. 2h, Spring Street, Spalding.

GARDENER (Head WoRKiNG).--Age m,
married; abstainer. Twenty years' practical ex-

perience. Highly recommended as an industrious, competent,
and trustworthy Gardener. First-rate Fruit, Plant, and
Vegetable Grower. — W., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ARDENER (Head Working)—Age 37,
married; abstainer. Twenty years' experience in the

Cultivation of Grapes, Peaches, Jleloas, Cucumbers, Tomatos,
Mushrooms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Orchids,
Roses, Chrysanthemums, Flower and Kitchen Gardening,
Early and Late Forcing. Highest references.—GARDENER,
Gardeners' Chronicle Otlice. 41, Wellingtou Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head or Single-handed).—
Age 33; nine years' experience of Indoor and Outdoor

branches in private places. Good character. Total abstainer.

—C. S., 2, Jessamine Cottage, Hartlands, Sevenoaks.

G^
AEDENER (Head or good Second).—Ex-

A perienced in Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Flower and Kitchen Garden, &c. Good character.— J. D.,
18, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N.

GARDENER.—Used to Stove, Greenhouse,
Melons, Cucumbers, and General Garden Work. Fifteen

years' excellent character.—W., James Lodge, Oak Lea
Cottagrs, Buckhurst Hill, Essex.

GARDENER (Working).—Age 40; twenty
years' experience in Early and Late Forcing of Grapes,

Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good character and testimonials.
—W. HORSHAM, Turnford. near Ho-idesdou, Herts.

ARDENER, or GROOM and GARDENER.
—Age 30, married ; understands Glass and Kitchen

Garden thoroughly. Can Ride a^d Drive. Five years' character
from Idst place.—H. JACKSON, Chase Side, Southgate.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or other-
wise.—Middle-aged, married; thoroughly exoerienced.

Teu years' excellent character.—J. S., 4, Sherwood Villas,
Putney Road, Enheld Wash, Middlesex.

ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 26,
married; experienced in Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Vines, Forcing, &c., Flower and Kitchen Garden. Total
abstainer. Two years' excellent character from present em-
ployer; nine years previous.—F. E., 4, Charles Terrace, King's
Road, Mortlake.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).—
Age 1^3; ten years' experience in Garden and Green-

house Work. Good character.—BAKER, 3, Pyrmont Road,
Strand-on-the-Green, Chiswick.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Under).
—Age 2tj, no incumbrance; good references. Wife good

plain Cook, if reiiuired.—R. D., 8, Anton Street, Amhurst
Road, Hackney, N.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 23; has good
knowledge of general routine. Thorough good character.

Abstainer. Will be recommended by G. W. BUNNEY, Head
Gardener to Lord Monk Bretton, Conyboro. Lewes.

ARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—Age
21 ;

three years' good character.—W. GORRINGE,
Sunt , Liudlield, Sussex.

ARDENER (Under). — Age 21; seven
years' experience. Inside and Out. Two ye.ir3 in pre-

sent situation. Excellent character from present and previous
employers.—O. T. B., 19, Percy Gardens, Isleworth, Middlesex.

To Gardeners, &c.
GARDENER (Undkr), in a Gentloiuau's

place, where he can improve himself,—Age Ul.1 ; has
knowledge of Gardening. Total abtainer.—G. A. JONES,
208, Mills Lane, Lentou Sands, Nottingham.

ARDENER (Under), or mixed place of
Garden, Cows, aud Horse ; Nursery Gardens preferred.

—

Age 22; has good character from two places; upwards of
two years each.—LOVELL THO.MSETT, Offham, near Lewes,
Sussex.

GARDENER (Under) in a Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 23; ten years' experience in FriUt,

Plant, aud Vege;able Growing. Highest references for abili-

ties and character. Please state full particulars.—A., Gardeners'
Chronicle Olfice, 41, WelliuLiton Street, Strand, W.C.

To Nurserymen and Florists.
Tj'OREMAN (General), or MANAGER.—
-L Well up in all brandies of Nursery and Florist's Business,
Bouquets, Crosses, Wreatlis, Sprays, Fruits, Roses, Rhododen-
drons, Conifers, Clematis, Vines, and General routine of the
trade. Firot-class references.—The MANAGER, Royal Norfolk
Nurseries, Eaton, Norwich.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, or General.—
Eleven years' experience in good establishments. Chiefly

under Glass. Highly recommended.—J, J. H. LITTLE, Graven
Hurst, Bolney, Hayward's Heath. Sussex.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 27 ; eleven
years' experience in gjod establishments.— G. LILLEY',

Thoruey, near Peterborough, Cambs.

To Nurserjrmen.
FOREMAN, Indoor.—Thoroughly practical,

skilful Propagator and Grower of fcirsi-cIasTt Nursery
Stock in large quantities. Good Salesman. Excellent refer-

ences.-JOHN GODFREY, Newton Nurserie=i, Chester.

To Market Nurserymen.
"C^'OREMAN, or FOREMAN and SALESMAN
-L iu good Market Nursery.—Twenty-live years' experience
in good Market Nurseries. Good reference.—W. SMITH,
Clayhill Cottage, Bromley Road, Bcckenham.

FOREMAN, or Second in the Houses.—
Age 25. single ; ten years' experience in the Growth of

Plants and Fruit. Good testimonials. Abstainer.—GAR-
DENER, Manor House, Weathersfield, Braintree.

TfRUIT GROWER, or MANAGER for
A. ^Market.—Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Mushrooms, Tomatos,
Cucumliers, Melons, &c. Fifte n years' experience.—GROWER,
141, Clarendon Road, Netting Hill. W.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER for Market of
Ferns, Bouvardias, Cyclamens, Cut Flowers, Cncumlers,

Tomatos, Mushrooms. Twenty years' experience. Good re-

ference.—HORTUS, 17. Russell Street, Leamington.

GROWER.—Single
;
good experienced Fern,

Dractena, and Palm Grower. Able to engage at once.
Good references. — A. HEINSE, Post-office, Hampton Hill,
Middlesex.

To Nurserymen.
GROWER, amongst Soft-wooded Plants,

Ferns, &c.—Well up in Growing for Market. Good
references.-H. C, Oak Cottage, Belle Grove, Welling, Kent.

JOURNEYMAN (First), or FOREMAN.—
Age 23; six years' good chariicter from last place.—W.

HUBBAKD, Highleigh, Hoditesdoo, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 22
;

seven years' experience. Good references.—E. DAVIS,
Great Cornbow. Halesowen. Birmingham.

JOURNEYMxVN, Inside and Out.—Age 20;
eight years' experience. Good character.—D. SFINK,

Melton Hill, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or Inside and
Out iu a good Garden.—Good references.—J. BAKER,

66, Arthur Street, Chelsea, S.W.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses.-First-class
recommendation from pre^sent and past employers.

Wages, 16s-. per week, with bothy.—W. D., 40, East
Street, Reading.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 20;
six years' experience. Can be well recommended by

present and previous employers. Distance no object.— U.
FIELDER, Belmont, Havant, Ilanti^.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 21
;

five years' expeiience in present situation. Good cha-
racter. Bothy preferred.—CHAS. GRAY, The Gardens, Lil-

ford Hall, Oundle, Northamptonshire.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, in a Gentle-
man's Gardon or Nursery.—Age 21 ; five years' experience.

Good character.—A. TROTT, Yew Tree Cottage, Crawley,
Sussex.

JOURNEYMAN (Indoors); age 21.—H. Gut-
TRIDQE can confidently recommend a young man as

above. Has been with him four years. Steady and indus-
trious.—Netherfield Gardens, Weybridge, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN, or Second.—Age 23; two
years iu the Houses here. Abstainer.—T. BARSON,

Fuirford Park Garden/^, Fairfoni, Gloucestershire.

JOURNEYMAN, or THIRD, in the Houses.
tJ Age 19 ; abstainer. Can be well recommended. Four
and a half years' character.—HEAD GARDENER, The Gar-
dens, Erleigh Whiteknights, Reading, Berks,

TMPROVER, under Glass.—Age 22; good
A character. Premium given.—A. ALDERMAN, Dadford,
iiuckingham.

IMPROVER, under Glass, in a good establish-
ment.—Age 18; with Premium. Four years' experience.

—G. B. WILLIAMS. Posl-jnice, Enlield.

IMPROVER, in the Uouses.-Age 20
;

energetic aud obliging. Four and a half years' ex-
perience Inside and Out. Good character.-A. COBBOLD,
Woodland Cottage, Vanbrugh Hill. Blackhealh, S.E.

TMPROVER ; age 17.—Miss Hodgson, Herne-X wood, Sevenoaks, highly recommends A. S. as above.
Three years' good training under glass. Ab-o C. T., age Hi,
height 5 feet 10 inches. Been four months in Nur-»ery Garden,

IMPROVER, in a private establishment, where
experience could be luid Indoors and Out.—Age 20; two

years in present situation. Good character.-H. COX, 2, Fre-
drick Cott:iges, Dawlish, Devon.

IMPROVER, in good Garden.—Age 20 ; four
years in last place. Experience Inside and Out. Strong

aud willing. Highly recommended.—\V. BOATMAN, 21,
Rainsford Road. Chelmsford, Essex.

IMPROVER, with any Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Gardener requiiing the services of a young man

(age 22). Has been in present situation six years, viz., Stawell
House Gardens, Richmond, Surrey ; and can be highly recom-
mended by Mr. Bowell, of the above.—W. S1EVENS, Stawell
House, Richmond.

To NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, a situation
under Gla-ss, in a Nursery. Age 20; five years' expe-

rience.—R. WALLIS. Mither Lnne, Lowton, Lancashire .

'TX> NORyERVMEN, MARKET GAR^X DENERS, FRUIT GROWERS. &c.. engaged in Forcing
Early Produce for Markets under Ghiss.—A young man wishes
to Learn the above business, for which a Premium would be
paid.—Apply, stating terms and crops grown, &c., to H. S.
555, Messrs. Deacons. Leadeuhall Street, E.C.

GARDEN LAD, in Large Nursery or
Gentleman's Garden ; age 17. — A Gentleman

wishes to find a situation for a bright, active, well-
educated boy, whom he can thoroughly recommend, as above.
Not been out before.—HORTUS, Mrs. Bretton, L. C. D. Station,
Margate.

ANAGERand BOOK-KEEPER, or HEAD
SHOPMAN.—Age .30, marrierl ; fifteen years' experience

in leading Provincial Houses Thorough knowledge of Seed
and Bnlb Trade. First-clii^s references.—DUPLEX, Gardaiers'
Chnmde OlBce, 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W .C.

Seed Trade.
fANAGER, HEAD SHOPMAN, orM BOOK-KEEPER; age ;J0. —Advertiser seeks engage-

ment as above. Thorough knowledge in all branches. Fifteen
years' experience. Excellent references.-C. A. VIZE, Chard,
Somerset.

To Florists and Seedsmen.
TRAV'ELLER, SHOPMAN, or MANAGER.

—Nine years in the Trade. Lately Travelled foraLondon
House. First-class references. — H., 21, Shardeloes Boad,
Lewiiham High Road. New Cross, S.E.

''FRAVELLER, or BOOK-KEEPER, &c.—
J- Advertiser (age 26), with thirteen years' experience, in-
cluding three years on the Road, desires to represent during a
portion of the year a good House, filling up his time during
the remainder of the year iu the Office or otherwise. Good
Penman and Accountant; best of characters. Could intro-
duce business when travelling. — TR.\VELLER. Gardeners'
Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

To the Trade.
SALESMAN in Market, SHOPMAN, or

MANAGER of Department.—Age 32; sixteen years'
active experience in all Departments. Well np in Wreath-s
and Bouquets. Strong, active, and not afraid of work. Having
small capital, would not object to join another. Splendid
references and testimonials.—ALPHA. Gardeners' ChronicU
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN (Head, or good Second).—Age
29; thirteen years' experience in London and Provincial

Wholesale and Retail Houses. Thorough knowledge of all

branches of the trade. Good references.—T. P. L., Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, 41. Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

^HOPMAN.—Married; thoroughly experi-
KJ enced in all branches of the Trade and Office Work. Of
good address. First-class recommendation.—ALPHA, 3,
Loftus Road, Shepherd's Bush, W.

Fruiterers and Florist.
'

SHOPMAN (now disengaged), twelve years^
experience at West End. Good Window Dresser.—J. P.,

6. William Street, West Kensington. W.

ASSISTANT, in Flower Shop.~Age 23 ; can
Speak and Write Foreign Languages. Has been

four years in a Nursery.- B.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

41, WeUington Street, Strimd, W.C.

OLLOWAY'S PILLS.— Indigestion and
Liver Complaints.—The digestion cannot be long or

seriovisly disordered without the derangement being percept-
ible on the countenance. These Pills prevent both unpleasant
consequences; they improve the appetite, and with the in-
crease of desire for food, they augment the powers of digestion
and assimilation in the stomach. Holloway "s Pills deal most
satisfactorily with deranged or diseased conditions of the many
organs engaged in extraciing nourishment for our bodies from
our various diets—as the liver, stomach and bowels, over all of
which they exercise the most salutary control. By resorting
at an early stage of this malady to these purifying and laxative
Pills, the dyspeptic is speedily restored to health and strength,
and his sallowness gradually vanishes.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Friday Next.

CATTLEYA ELDORADO.
CATTLEYA SUPERBA SPLENDENS.
IMPORTED aud ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PKOTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. F. Sander to SELL by ArCTION. at

their Central Sale Rooma, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London. E.C.,
on FRIDAY NEXT, August 10, at half-pa^t 12 o'Clock pre-

cisely

—

A grand importation of CATTLEYA ELDORADO, in re-

markably fine coii-lition, with fresh green leaves, and plump
pseudobulbs ; the leaves aud bulbs are very varied in appear-
ance, and Mr. Sander does not doubt that many fine varieties

will be rtowered from this importatiou, such as splendens,
Wallisi, aurea, carnea, conspieua, &c,

A few C. SUPERBA SPLEXDENS. This and C. Eldorado
grow together, and from former importations we have flowered
tlie magniTieeut natural hybrid C. Brymeriaua, which com-
bines all the grandeur and beauty of its parents, C. Eldorado
and C. superba splendeus.

A fine lot of other ORCHIDS, including Oncidium undula-
tum, O. pyramense, Saccolabium Blumei majus, Sophrouitis
grandillora, of which Mr. Sander has no doubt some very
dark forms may be found ; Oiloutoglossum Cervantesii, O.
nebulosum,' Ltelia purpurata, Cynibidium eburneum, Cattleya
Bowriugiana, Aerides Fieldiugii, Lielia albida, Oncidium
micropogon, O. spleudidum. Odontoglossum Rossii, Dendro-
bium deasiHorum, D. nobiie, Lrelia autumnalifl, Oncidium
species, Cattleya citrina, &c.

The Sale will also include a quautity of ESTABLISHED
0RCHID5 from private collections, and IMPORTED ORCHIDS
received direct for unreserved Sale.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday, August 17.

IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of the Second and
Remaining Portion of the well-known COLLECTION of
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, formed by F. A. Philbrick,
Esq., Q.C., of Oldtield, Bickley, who is relinquishing the
cultivation of Orchids,

]V/f ESSRS. PRUTHEROE and MORRIS are
ItX favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at
their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68. Cheapside. London, E.G.,
on FRIDAY'. August 17, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,
without reserve, the Second and Remaining Portion of this
well-known COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
The plants are in exceptionally healthy condition, and this

Sale includes a remarkable collection of promising Odontoglos-
sams (undowered, several celebrated varieties having appeared
a-nong them), as well as some of the finest forms of Cattleya^,
especially Triamc and Gigas, and many clioice Masdevaliias.
Among the principal items may be mentioned :

—

Ae.-idea alfine roseum
,, GodefroyiB

,, HouUetianum
Vjnda su.ivis Witcliii
Zygopetalum Dayii
Grammttophylum Elli^ii

Cirrhopetalnm Cunningharaii
Arignecum citratum, special
form

Cattleya Trianse alba

,, ,, Aurora
,, ,, Euterpe
,, ,, Hardy;ina

„ „ Rnsselliana

,, ,, superbisoima, and
other superb vars.

Lrelia elegans
„ SteUneriana
,, Schilleriana

„ anceps Schroderiana
,, Stella, and other white

forms
Misdevaltia Harryana Ireta

,, splendens

,, sanguinea
„ maguifica

,, atro-sanguinea

0D0NT00L0S3UMS,

Masdevallia Veitchii gigantea
,, superba
,, Chelsona tv, i -^

:: splendida fhybnds

Cattleya ]\Iendelii graudis

,. ,. superba

,, gigas Sanderiana
,, Mo^iice kermesina
„ Burton Constable var.

,, aurantiaca
„ Warneri rubra

Phaltenop^is amabilis, includ-
ing picta and many
fine varieties

,, Marie
,

, Dayana
„ Lowii
„ grandiflora (Java and

Borneo varieties)

,, sumatrana
,, Sanderiana
,, Stuartiana
„ Schilleriana (nisiny

grand forms)
,, Casta
,, leucorrhoda

Alexandria, magnificent varie-

ties, including roseum
Guttatum flavum
Hor,->manii

Ruckeriunum

Wilckeanum,and other hybrids
Ntevium majus
Pulchellum monstrosum
Cervantesii Decorum
Pesoatorei, grand forms, 8l\

The plants maybe inspected on the Premises on presenta-
tion of Catalogue, and will be on view in the Sale Rooms on
the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be obtained of the
Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 aiul ^S, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Kingston, Surrey.
By order of the Executur* uf the late Mr. Thomas Jackson.

IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE FREEHOLD and LEASE-
HOLD PROPERTIES.
Preliminary Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEltOE and MORRIS ^re
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at

the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, London, E.C, on THURSDAY.
August ;W, (first in one lut, and if not thus sold, then in separate
lot^l. the Vuhnhle FREEHOLD ESTATE known as the Kings-
ton Nursery. Kiiij^ston. containing a total area of 2 acres, with
the mod-Tii detached Freehold Ke^T^idence, 22 Greenhouses and
numerous Outbuildings, and the Goodwill of theold-established
Nursery and Seed Business, the desirable Freehold House and
Shop in Thames Street, Kingston, now utilised as a Seed Sbop,
with 2 Cottages and Stabling adjoining, also the several Lease-
hold Nurseries known as the Kingston Hill Nursery, containing
aa area of V2 acres :J roods 10 perches, the Nursery in Park Road,
Norttiton, area 10 acres, and the Long Dittou Nursery, Long
Ditton, area 15 acres roods V6 perches.
The Purchaser or Purchasers will have the option of taking

the Stock in the respective lots at a valuation to he made in the
usual way.
May be viewed. Particulars and Plans obtainable at the

Mart ; of G. C. SHERRARU, Esq., Solicilor, 36, Lincoln's lun
Fields, W.C.; and of the Auctioneers and Surveyors, 67 and 68,
Oheapeide, Lmdcn, E,C., and Leytonstone.

Dutch Bulbs.
SPECIAL TRADIC SALES.

MESSRS. PROTUEROE and MORRIS
desire to announce that their SALES of DUTCH BULBS

for tlie ensuing season, will commence on MONDAY, August 13,
and the first Six Auctions will consist as usual of lots specially
arranged to suit the Trade and other Large Buyers.

Messrs. P. & M. will be glad to receive the names and ad-
dresses of intending purchasers who may wish to receive
Catalogues of these Auctions.
Central Sale Rooms and Estate Office, 67 and 63, Cheapside.E.C.

The Ascot Nurseries, Berks-Preliminary Notice.

MESSRS. FROTHEROE and MORRIS
desire to announce that they have been instructed by

the present Proprietor, who is relinquishing the business
solely in consequence of continued ill-health, to SELL by
Al^CTION. at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, Loudon. E.G., in
SEPTEMBER NEXT, in one Lot, as a going concern, (unless
an acceptable offer be made previously), the well-known
property situate aud being the ROYAL NURSERIES, Ascot,
Berks, established for so many years, together with a detached
Residence, about 40 Greenhouses, numerous Trade Buildings,
and 21 Acres of Land. The whole of the extensive collection
of Stove aud Greenhouse Plauts, and General Nursery Stock,
will be included in the purchase.
Further particulars may be obtained on application to the

Auctioneer, wbo will be pleased to hear from any gentleman
desirous of negotiating for the property by private treaty.
Auition aud Estate Otfieea, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Wednesday, August 15.
SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
his next SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD

will take place at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent
Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, Augu-<t 15. at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, and he will be glad if gentlemen desirous
of entering plants for this Sale will send list not later than
Thursday next.

Dutch Bulbs—Trade Sales.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
his FIRST SALES of DUTCH BULBS this season

will take place at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C, on MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY,
Augu-it 20, 22. and 25, ?. t half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day,
aud will consist of extensive consignments of first-class bulbs
specially lotted to suit the Trade and other large buyer>i.

On view mornings of Sales and Catalogues had.

The "Woodlands," Cheshunt.
By order of the Executors of the late W. G. Rowlett, Esq.

MESSRS. CRAWTER and SON are in-
structed to SELL by AUCTION on the Premises on

TUESDAY. August U, at 1 o'Clock precisely, the whole of the
Outdoor Effects, roraprising the valuable and clioice COLLEC-
TION of ORCHIDS, tiuaiitity of A/ALE.\S, CAMELLIAS,
ra:ignificent spi'pim.Mi EPIPHYLLTMS and (VARXATD IXS,
Pot ROSES. STOVE PLANTS, FERNS, LILIl'M AURATL^M,
GARDEN SEATS, WATER BARROW, a quantity of TOOLS,
LAWN MOWER, POTS, COCOA-NUT FIBRE, and numerous
other effect'*.

May be viewed day prior to Sale (Ihe Orchids at anv time
by Cards only), aud Catalogues had of Messrs. CRAWTEK and
SON, Cheshunt; and 4, Great JamesStrect, Bedford Row, W.C,

wANTED to HIRE, small NURSERY with
Glass. Advertiser has his own Stock.

State full particulars to H. RIVETT, Red Hill.

To Grape Growers.—Rare Opportunity.

TO BE SOLD, on exceptionally favourable
terms—most satisfactory reasons for disposal—thoroughly

genuine and compact PROPERTY; numerous Vineries, sub-
stantially built, and stocked with the best Vines. Every
facility. Good returns have been obtained.

Full particulars on application to Messrs. PROTHEROE
AND MURRIS. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

FOR SALE, a FLORIST and JOBBING
BUSINESS. Five large Gr-enhouses, all well heated

with hot-water. Long lease and low rent. Price £17.5 the
lease and goodwill.

Address, OWNER, 89, Goodrich Road, East Duhvich. S.E.

^rO FLORISTS.—A choice Site for SALE,
JL adapted for Glass. Plenty of Water. About 3 Acres.
H ilf hour from Moorgate. No agents.
Address FREEHOLDER, Messrs. Laugliton & Co., '?, St. Benet

Place, London, E.C.

To Florists, &c.

TO BE SOLD, the LEASES and GOODWILL
of a well established BUSINESS ; large Nursery covered

with Glass, good Shop in main thoroughfare. First-class
Jobbing connection. Price £300. Stock at valuation.
W. A. CLINGO, 13. Finchley Road, St. John's Wood, N W.

To the Seed Trade.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a Retail BUSINESS,
with WHOLESALE TRADE attached, of many years'

standing, situated in a main thoroughfare of the City of
London. A good opportunity for a young man of ability . nd
experience. Apply, by letter only,
X. Z. Z., Messrs. Moon & Gilks. 15. Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.

q^O BE LET on LEASE, or SOLD, a Smalli MARKET GARDEN, with Glass Houses, new 8-roomed
House, with nearly 4oL) feet run of Glass Houi-es (for growth of
Grapes, Peaches, Cucumbers, Tomatos.&c), all new, well fitted,

and in excellent condition. About '2 acre^ freehold, and 2| acres
under agreement. One mile from station. 3u mile4 from Loudon.
FarticularsofBENINGFIED AND TIDY. Ware. Herts; and

16, Union Court, Old Broad Street, London, E.C.

South Of England.

LARGE GARDEN, 20 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and Vineries. £7000 has been spent on the

property. Seven vears' lease. Two cottage Mnclusive, £150
a year. ELDKIDGE, Portsmouth.

Durant'3 Arbour Estate, Ponder's End, Middlesex.
To NttltSEKYMEN. FLORISTS, ami OTHERS.

'l^'O ]?E LET, on Lease, for 21, 60, or 80 years,X 1 to 50 .icres of excellent MEADOW LAND, from £3 to
£11 per acre, with the option of the purchase of the freehul.i
within the first 9 years. No tithe or land tax.
Apply to A.AN-cG. GUn'ER, Land Agents, &c., Pouder's End,

N.B. Several Nurseries established on the estate.

LET, in the Midlands, Small, Compact
MAKKET NURSERY, comprising excellent Dwelling-

hon.;e and Outbnildings, 4 Glasshouses, all lieated with Hot-
wat^r, large garden, well stocked with Fruit Trees in full
bearing ; within easy reach of three markets. Possession at
Michaelmas. Rent £45. Good reasons for leaving.

Address R. E.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

''PC LET,alargeGLASSHOUSEand VINERY.
-L A splendid opening for a Florist and Fruit Grower.. ung

Address Castle M: s, Iille. near Bradford.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
iu'siNi-:ssi.;,s to b.- disposed of.

\|ESSRS. 1>U(_)TI1E1!0E and MORRIS'
i'X horticultural register contains full parti-
culars of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at

67 and ^i. Cheapside, London, E.G.

O R CHI D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

Are constantly receiving Importations of

ORCHIDS
from various parts of the World, full particulars

of which will be sent on application.

The Company have also a large stock of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS
in fine health and condition.

Prices and particulars o)t application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

OUVARDIA, PRESIDENT CLEVELAND,
supersedes all other scarlet varieties. Strong plants iu

iS'^, or smaller plants for Parcel Post. Price on application.
II. B. MAY, Dyson's Lane Nursery, Upper Edmonton.

FERNS.—FERNS.—Forty hardy roots Is. 6d.,
free—12 variefies. Royal (Osmnnda), British Maidenhair,

Ceterach, Rata, &c.—E. ANDREWS, Beaminster, Dorset.

E R N S — F E R N S — F E E N S.
Fill up your houses cheaply.

Thousands of the following in 60's, 10s. aud 12.?. per 100 :—
PTERIS TKEMirLA, PTERIS MAGNIFICA CRISTATA,
PTERIS CRETICA. PTERIS CRETICA ALBO LINEATA.

On rail free, cash with order.
J. E. SMITH, Fern Nurseries, 140, Loughborough Road,

Brixton, S.W.

ARDENIAS.—We never had a finer stock
of this beautiful Greenhouse Shrub. Specimen Plants,

3 to 4 feet high, from 25s. to 505. each ; half specimens, from
2 to 3 feet, 6s. to 10s. each ; smaller plants, good stuff, 3Us.
per dozen. These are the very best sorts. This is a tine
opportunity to stock a place with large plants.

E. COLLINS A>fr SONS, Cumberland Park Nurseries,
Willesdeu Junction, N.W.TRAWBERR I E S^

Apply for Descriptive CATALOGUE, Post-free.
THOMAS RH'ERS AN-D SON. Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

Paul & Son's Trade Ofifer of

P>H0D0DE.nDRON stocks, ready for im-
V mediate working, £5 and £tj per lOtjii.

The " Old " Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

Also
"VTEW ROSES, for Bedding.—H.P. Lady Alice,
-i-* four First-class Certifieates. H.P. Queen of Autumn,
now in bloom. All the New French and English Roses of ISSS
Good plants in pots.

PAUL iND SON. The " Old " Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

QPECIMEN PLANTS CHEAP.O 1 pyramid EURYA LATIFOLIA VABIEOATA, 7 feet, well
furnished.

1 YUCCA ALOIFOLIA VARIEOATA. 6 feet 6 inches.
1 YI'CCA (JI'ADRICOLOR. ,=i feet (splendid plant).
1 SEAFORTIUA ELEGANS. 9 feet.

2 ANTHURIUM ORYSTALLINUM, half specimens.
For price of each, or lot, apply to

WILLIAiM OWEN, Hartford, Cheshire,

s
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GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.
CASH STATEMENT, June 30, 1888.

RECEIPTS.
To Donations, General, including

Covent Garden Fete, see

lielow* .. .. .. £1131 19

„ Subscriptions, General, includ-

ing Covent Garden Fete, see

below" . . . . . . 302 6

„ Local Secretaries' Donations
and Subscriptions . . . . 382 5 2

„ Dividend upon £500 Consols .

.

4 17 10

£1821 8 9

'Covent Garden Fete.
Receipts

;

—Donations
and Subscrip-

tions . . . . £237 11 4

Payments : — Expen-
ses of Fete . . 74 8 7

£163

By

PAYMENTS.
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WEBBS' SEEDS
From Mr. F. Harrison, Gar-

^dmer to the Right Hon. the Earl

of Derby

;

'Webbs' Emperor

Cabbage was grown side by side

.with four other kinds, and was

considered to be the best of the

lot. It is a grand Cabbage."

WEBBS' EMPEROR CABBAGE,
6d. and iB. per packt^t ; Is. 6d. l)er ounce.

EARLY NOXPAKEIL CABBAGE 8(1. per ounce.
ENFIELD MARKET CABBAGE ...

EARLY RAINHAM CABBAGE ...

KED DUTCH or PICKLING CABBAGE

ONION.
WEBBS' RED GLOBE TRIPOLI
LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI
GIANT ROCCA
WHITE LISBON

Free by Post or Rail.

6(1.

8d
8d. „ ,.

Per oz.

Per pkt. .^. d.

6d. - -

6d.
6d.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to II.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

SEEDLING PLANTS
OF CHOICE

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
WE HAVE MUCH PLEASURE

in offering the following in strong, liealthy. tran.s-

planted yonng stuff, from our superb strains of Choit-e Florii^t-''

Flowers. Free and Safe by Post at Prices quoted.
Per dozen.

—

s. d.

AURICULAS, Alpine, very choice, strong young plants,

for blooming next season ... ... ... ... 2 6

CALCEOLARIAS, herbaceous, splendid strain of beauti-

fully spotted and tigred flowers 2 (»

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, from choice named
flowers per 100, 10.S-. 6(i;.

CARNATIOXS, yellow ground varieties

CINERARIA, hybrida, from a grand strain, per 100, 10.';. Qd.

,, liirgi* fl<)wered, dwarf, very fine, per lUO. 17s. tirf.

HOLLYHOCKS. Chater's superb double. per 100. 16.5.

„ Chafer's superb double, extra strong plants
PRIMULA sinensis, choicest red or white, per 100. 10s. 6rf.

„ sinensis, splendid mixed, including nearly 20 superb
varieties per luO, 10s. 6c(.

,, sinensis, splendid mixed, extra strong plants,

per 100, 16s.

„ sinensis albn magnifica, splendid pure white

„ sinensis. Crimson King, magnificent colour

„ sinensis, Fern-leaved, choicemixed, per 100, 10s. 6rf.

,, sinensis, double-flowered, mixed, limited quantity,
6 for 2s.

PRIMULAS, double, pure white, splendid tor furnishing an

abundance of cut bloom throughout the autumn and
winter. Well rooted strong young plants from .'J-inch

pots, per 100, \r,s.
; per dozen, 6s. ; 3 for Is. 9f/.

3 6

DANIELS BROS.,
TOWN CLOSE NURSERIES.

NORWICH.

TEA ROSES.
GAKAWAY CO. offer 12 of the above, best

named sorts, including MARECHAL NIEL
and NIPHETOS, in 5-inch pots, for 10s. cash.

CARAWAY CO.,
Durdham Down, Clifton, Bristol.

ROSES IN POTS;
all the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18s. to 36s. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

STRAWBERRIES.
CHARLES TURNER

Can now supply strong Runners of all the leading varieties.

Descriptive LIST sent on application.

THE ROYAL NURSERIES, SLOUGH.

BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING.

B. S. WILLIAMS'
WELL RIPENED AND HEAVY BULH.S OF

HYACINTHS,KOMAN
Earlv Wliite, from 5 inches to i»j inches in circumference.

PAPER WHITE MARCISSUS,
from b inches to 6 inches in circumference.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS,
from .T inches to 6^- inches in circumference.

LILIU31 GANDIDUM, Pure White,
extra strong. Early Orders solicited.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

By Special J^^^^^pl Sealed Warrants.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
EARLY FLOWERING NARCISSUS,

AND ALL OTHER BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING.
SEEDS OF ALL SORTS FOR PRESENT AND LATER SOWING.

FINEST QUALITIES. DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogues post-free.

DICKSONS
( LnilTEI) ),

" ROYAL ' NURSERIES AND SEED ESTABLISHMENTS,

CHESTER.
EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,

Double Roman ani Paper-white Narcissus.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO ANNOUNCK ItilV KAVi-: HKCKIVED THEIU USUAL CONSIGNMENTS OF

THE ABOVE VALUABLE BULBS FOR EARLY FORGING,

And tvill be pleased to receive Orders for immediate delivery.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

STRAWBERRIES.
JAMES VEITCH & SONS

Beg to intimate that they can supply all the leading kinds of tlie above,

either in Pots or prepared Eunners.

Special LIST just published, and can be had on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.
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the second, £20, or the pillory; and for the

third, £40, or the pillory, with the extra penalties

involvsd in the loss of an ear, and being covered

with infamy.

jr. From this reign until the early years ofthe fourth

George, nothing of any importance transpired

in the legislature that affected gardening. liy

7 and 8 George IV., c. 20, sect. 42, persons steal-

ing or destroying, or damaging with such intent,

any plant, root, fruit, or vegetable production,

growing in any garden, orchard, nursery-ground,

hothouse, greenhouse, or conservatory, are

punishable summarily by one justice, with im-

prisonment for six months, with or without hard

labour, or a fine not exceeding £20 over and

above the value of the article stolen, or injury

done ; and for a second offence are guilty of

felony, -and punishable as in oases of .simple lar-

ceny. And by sect. 43 of this same Act, persons

stealing any cultivated root or plant, used for

food for man or beast, or for medicine, distillery,

dyeing, or for any manufacture, growing in land,

open or inclosed, not being a garden, orchard, or

nursery-ground, are punishable summarily before

one justice ; and for a subsequent offence may by

two justices be ordered to be whipped.

Such, then, with one or two minor exceptions,

are the laws and regulations relative to gar-

dening, in the framing of which, it will be

inferred, our forefathers underwent no great

mental strain, for the very fundamental prin-

ciples of the subject were so obvious, and so

essential to the well-being of everyday life, that

no extraordinary efforts were needed to perceive

the wisdom of these laws. It is upon abstract

theories and visionary data that our wise legis-

lators become the most controversial, and fall

soonest.

Gardening, like literature, may be regarded as

the effect, rather than the cause, of centralisa-

tion. It would be a profitless task to seek for

historical data much beyond the bomidaries of

towns and cities. And so it follows that the

centres of civilisation are also the centres of

gardening. The Universities in particular, took

the lead in this respect. An historian of Cam-

bridge has pointed out that a garden was laid out

and planted so soon as possible after the founda-

tion of the house, but utility, not ornament, was

the motive at work. At King's Hall, Cambridge,

in 1338-39, only three years after Robert de

Croyland had sold his property to King Edward

III., the wages of the gardener (seri'iens in

gaf(Uno) occur in the accounts, with charges for

nailing up and pruning the \'ine, which was

probably trained over the house. In subsequent

years similar charges are frequent. In 1362-03

the ground between the college and the river was

laid out as a garden, and a workman is paid at

the rate of 3r7. a day, four days, to make the

beds {herbaria) ; but, with the exception of a

o'aarge for "Persily sed" in 1341-42, and for

Saffron in 1383-84, the accounts throw but little

light on what was planted in them (Willis and

Clark's Architectural History of Cambridge, lii.).

At Peterhouse, the account roll of 1374-75 shows

that the kitchen garden contained, inter alia,

Parsley, Cress, Garlic, Leeks, Saffron, and vege-

txbles in general.

The work of " Thomas Hyll, Londoner." appa-

rently kept all others out of the field until in 1577,

Henry Binneman, or Bynneman, the publisher,

issued The Gardeners' Labyrinth, which professed

to contain " a discourse of the gardener's life, in

the yearly travels to be bestowed upon his plot

of earth," the choice of seeds and the " apte
"

t'jBcs of sowing, and so forth. The information

w.a8 gathered but of the most approved writers,

•frora^Hiny to Galen, and from Apiileius to

Hesiodus, by Didymus Mountain, and was edited

by Henry Dethick. This very remarkable book,

which appeared nearly twenty years before

Gerard's stupendous work, is divided into two

parts, each having separate titlepages and pagina-

tion, but with continuous signatures. The fir.st,

dealing with the subject generally, is in eighty-

four pages, and the second, which is much more

specific in its information, 180, excluding the

indicatory " tables." It is dedicated to Sir

William Cecil, and the copy now before us was

formerly the property of Sir Joseph Banks. The

first part contains eight quaint illustrations, but,

with an economy which is beautiful in its utili-

tarian simplicity, one of these does duty no

fewer than three times in the course of eighty

pages, whilst another appears twice ! the two

full-page illustrations are most extraordinary,

and well deserve to be reproduced if only to

indicate the position of horticultural theorists

three centuries ago. One illustrates " the

manor of watering with a pumpe by troughes

in a garden," and the other shows " the maner of

watering with a pumpe in a tubbe," and of the

two methods we shall not attempt to decide

which is the more insane! To this first part,

also, there are a dozen plans of various mazes

and " knottes." The second and larger portion of

this book only contains five illustrations besides

the pictorial titlepage, and of these only one is

a plant, viz., the Blessed Thistle. The Gardeners'

Labyrinth is printed in black-letter tj-pe, and an

edition of it was published by A Islip in 1.504,

and another by H. Ballard in 1608. JV. li.

(To be continued.)

New or Noteworthy Plants.

A LARGE FLOWERED NEW SrECIES OF
TEA ROSE (ROSA GIGANTEA, Cn'pin).

Is the report of the July meeting of the Belgian

Botanical Society M. Crepin gives a full account of

a supposed very fine new species of Tea Rose, which

has been discovered by General Collett on the moun-

tains between Birma and Siam. It has a pure white

flower 5 inches in diameter, and differs from the

common Rosa chinensis, Jacq. (R. indica, Auct.) by

its single-flowered inflorescence, entire outer sepals,

unarmed floriferous axis, and very large flower. It

may prove to be an extreme variety of R. chinensis,

but at any rate cultivators should look after it. It

is fully described in M. Crispin's paper under the

name of Rosa gigantea, Collett 1[SS.

C.^TTLEYA L.iBIiTA GaSKELLIAN.I {kort. Satld.)

ALBENS, Rchh.f.

I first received a specimen of this Orchid through

the kindness of Professor Wittmack, of Berlin, the

Editor of Regel's Gnrieitflora. It is described in the

volume of the current year, and represented on

plate 1274. It was raised by Mr. Franz Bluth, a

distinguished orchidist of Berlin. Its origin was

Sanderian. Nothwithstanding the dislike which I

usually have to pronounce an opinion on single

Cattleya labiata flowers, I was finally convinced

that this must be a Gaskelliana, wanting in its

chief ornament—the characteristic blotch which is

usually seen on the top of the lip, and I was right, as

I see by a specimen of the same plant kindly sent me
by Messrs. H. Low & Co. It originated from Cattleya

Gaskelliana. The flower is of a very pale rose

colour, and there is much yellow round the lip, and

some scarcely recognisable brown lines are seen

above the yellow. It is a most lovely variety.

H. G. Echh.f.

CyPBIPEDinM BEHATULTOI AND C. EOnEaiCM.

Messrs. H. Low & Co. have kindly sent me half-

a-doz'en very fine flowvs of these plants, all having

dark blackish-p'uiple, sometimes quite black, spots on

the sepals, the lateral sepal being large and deflexed.

The lip is usually narrow, whereas in M. Gode-

froy-Lebeufs types of Cypripedium Godefroyje it

was hemispherical. All the staminodes are long and

narrow, as in the first-named flower, but they are

never triangular. One of these plants is most inte-

resting, having a short nearly trilobed sepal and light

purple spots, much resembling those on the type.

Curiously enough, the spots in this variety are so

light that they do not show on the other side of the

sepals and petals. I propose to name it Cypripedium
bellatulum egregium ; it will be quite a treasure for

our Cypripedium growers (s. v. v.). H. G. Hchh.f,

HEUCHERA SANGUINEA.
This is one of the newer introductions, appro-

priately marked with a star as something especially

good, in Nicholson's excellent Didloiuiry of Garden-

ing, vol. ii., p. 140, figured in the Garden, vol. xxvi.,

p. 360, and in the Botanical Magazine, t. 6929. It is

a low growing perennial, allied to the Saxifrages.

Its general character is sufficiently indicated in our

sketch (fig. 13, p. 125). The flowers are ofa rich red

colour; the leaves darkgreen and slightly marbled with

a lighter tinge. It is a charming plant for the rockery

or for the cool greenhouse, and was introduced from

the Pacific slopes of Arizona and New Mexico by Mr.

Ware. It was first made known to science by the late

Dr. Engelmann. For the opportunity of illustrating

the plant we are indebted to Mr. Gilbert Davidson, of

Annan ford.

REMARKS ON THE FRUIT
CROPS, 1888.

\For Tabulated Summary, see p. 95.]

SCOTLAND.
Abehdeenshire.—Fruit crops of all sorts suffered

from the severe frosts in April and May. Small

fruits blossomed abundantly, and, although much
injured, are in most cases a fair average crop; Victoria

Plums are a large crop, other sorts rather poor.

Pears very poor. Cherries on some trees a good

crop, others very few. Apples are a fairly good

crop ; but so late that only early sorts are likely to

come to maturity. •/. Forrest, Haddo House.

I am sorry to say that the crops of fruit do

not by any means look favourable at present. Owing
to the cold spring everything is about three weeks

later than usual, while on May 29 we had 10*^ of

frost, which in general did much damage, nothing as

yet having come to maturity. I can only speak of

quantity. Apples look exceptionally productive.

Plums—curiously, while the fruits of some are well

advanced, many of the trees are now in bloom. B.

Farquhar, Ft/vic Castle, Fyvie.

The fruit crops in this district are to be very

limited, especially the early flowering kinds. Cherries,

although abundant in the blossom, have set very

badly, owing no doubt to the frosts every night.

Plums, even Victorias, are very scarce, and did not

show blossom well, and what came was killed by the

frosts. Apples on standards are almost a failure,

except some of the hardier sorts and some on walls.

Gooseberries and red Currants look well ; black

Currants were very much thinned by the winds.

Strawberries are looking well. J. F. Smith, Dimccht

Gardens, Aberdeen.

Bantfshike.—The fruit-tree blossom was retarded,

and in some cases much injured, by a continuation

of frosty weather, which set in here on February 13,

which lasted to the end of March, with sharp frosts

at night afterwards, occasionally intervening up to

the end of May. Apple blossom, which seemed

strong and healthy, suffered most, and the crop is,

with few exceptions, a failure. These and Plums on
walls are our worst crops. The weather up to this

date has been cold and uugenial ; everything in

consequence is much behind in growth for the

period. J. Webster, Gordon Castle Gardens, Fochabers.

Dumfries.—There were good prospects of a plen-

tiful crop of all sorts of fruit up to June 14, when
we were visited by a very severe hailstorm, which
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riddled the leaves of vegetables, and stripped trees

of fruit and foliage to such an extent that they will

not fully recover this season. Since then we have

had frequent severe frosts, whicli have hurt and
retarded growth to a considerable extent. J. Smart,

Backil/s, Lockerbie.

East Lothian.—The blossom on the fruit trees

being a full fortnight late this year, made us think

it would be safe from late frosts ; but the cold north

and east winds all through June, with 6° of frost

once or twice, was more than they could stand. A
great quantity of Apples and Pears fell off quite

black after they were a good size. The leaves of our

Apple trees are also very much hurt with the grub.

Strawberries and small fruits are plentiful, if we
only had good weather to ripen them ; but July

came in with the thermometer at freezing point,

and, with the exception of one or two days last week,

quite as unseasonable as June was. I question very

much if some of the Apples and Pears, except on
walls, will come to maturity unless we get a very fine

autumn. L. Dow, Newhyth Gardens, Prcstonkirk.

FoKFAR.—Apples are good on young trees—very

few on old. Pears much better than last year, and all

small fruits most abundant. Strawberries are late,

but it lias rained continuously since Sunday morn-
ing, and that will carry them over the swelling

process. It has been a dry cold season, and although

there has often been brilliant sunshine during the

day, sharp frosts have followed at night, 34° being

registered on June 30, and the temperature was
often as low during the month. Since then it has

risen considerably. J, Mitchefl, Panmiire Gardens,

Carnoustie.

Kinross.—We have not had so late a season since

1879. Strawberries showed well, but are not setting.

We have a full crop of Currants. Gooseberries are

under average, but of fine size. Apples and Plums
are very scarce. Everything is so late that I cannot

honestly form any opinion as to the quality. J.

Fortune, Blair Adam.

Mid Lothian.—The spring was cold and wet, and
retarded the flowering period considerably, but since

the end of March we have had no frost to injure any
fruit blossom. The wood and buds were thoroughly

ripened the previous autumn. The blossom opened
in great vigour and profusion on most trees, and
generally set well, except when cold and damp pre-

vailed during the day. This to a great extent was
the cause of the failure of Apples to set early in May,
the varieties then in full flower, including such pro-

lific sorts as Keswick Codlin, Duchess of Olden-
burg, Warner's King, Manx Codlin, Cellini, Dutch
Mignonne, &c., being almost fruitless, while those in

full flower in the previous week set in great abund-
ance, including many varieties that are by no means
regular bearers in this district. The finest crops are

borne by Ecklinville, Gravenstein, Tower of Glamis,
Kerry Pippin, King of the Pippins, Oslin, Cambus-
nethan, Margil, Irish Peach, Yellow Ingestre, Golden
Spire, Scarlet Nonpareil, Court of Wick, Golden
Pippin, Sturmer Pippin, Early Strawberry, Melrose,

Round Winter Nonsuch, Ringer, Loddington, Pott's

Seedling, East Lothian Seedling, Beauty of Moray,
Dutch Codlin, Frogmore Prolific, Cox's Pomona,
and many other less known varieties. The follow-

ing useful varieties are bearing good average crops :

—Blenheim Pippin, Ilawthornden, Stirling Castle,

Golden Knob, Wellington, Lord Sutfield, Cox's Orange
Pippin, Worcester Pearmain, Alfriston, Thorle Pip-
pin, Duke of Devonshire, New Hawthornden, Rib-
ston Pippin, Improved Keswick Codlin, Dr. Harvey,
Lane's Prince Albert, Yorkshire Greening, Lord
Derby, Beauty of Kent, Shepherd's Fame, Maltster,

Domino, Lord Grosvenor, Mere de Manage, York-
shire Beauty, Early Harvest, Braddick's Nonpareil,
Grenadier, Devonshire Quarrenden, Galloway Pip-
pin, and others of more or less merit. All are grown
in the open as bushes and standards

; and, gene-
rally speaking, the finest crops are on standards.
Pears are, taken as a whole, the finest crop we have
had for many years. The best varieties on walls

are :—Marie Louise, Beurr6 d'Aremberg, Beurro Diel,

Easter Beurr^, Hacon's Incomparable, Louise Bonne

of Jersey, Glou Mor^eau, Passe Colmar, Thompson's,

Williams' Bon Chretien, Winter Nelis, DoyenniS du

Comice, Beurre Bosc, Beurre d'Amanlis, and Red
Doyenn^. The following are bearing fine crops on
standard trees:—Beurre d'Amanlis, Hacon's Incom-
parable, Catillac, Napoleon, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Williaras'^Bon Chretien, Colmar d'Et^, Hessle, Marie

Louise, Flemish Beauty, Jargonelle, Doyennd d'Et^,

Croft Castle, Swan's Egg, Josephine deMalines,Easter

Beurre, and many others of more or less repute
;

there being but few fruitless varieties this season that

are worth growing for any purpose. The same re-

marks apply to Plums and Cherries. They are a fine

all-round crop. The best st.indard Plums are Vic-

toria, Pond's Seedling, Jefferson, Sultan, Rivers'

Early Prolific, and Mitchelson's ; the best on walls

are Transparent Gage, Kirke's, Coe's Golden Drop,

Jefferson, Reine Claude de Bavay, and Victoria.

Damsons are also a full average crop, the common,
Prune and Farleigb varieties all bearing equally

well. The best crops of Cherries are on May Duke,
Black Tartarian, Frogmore, Early Bigarreau, Gover-

nor Wood, Elton, Bigarreau Napoleon, and Morello,

all on walls ; and on bushes and standards, May
Duke, Archduke, Black Tartarian, Nouvelle Royale,

Belle d'Orleans, Empress Eugenie, and Morello, are

bearing fine crops. The frost in March thinned the

Apricot blossom, but there is still an average crop on

the trees, and the fruit is remarkably clean and fine.

Peaches and Nectarines, on walls, have not been so

fine for at least a decade, and with a fine autumn
they will supply a large (piantity of useful fruit.

Most varieties are bearing heavily, and scarcely any

old or new variety is without a crop. Strawberries

suflfered from the cold and dry hard wind in June,

but the rain has greatly improved them lately, and

they are now fully an average crop, especially our best

varieties on this light soil, Garibaldi, as Vicomtesse

Hericart de Thury is called in this district, and

James Veitch. Among the newer varieties, Water-

loo promises to be a good late fruit. All kinds of

Currants are bearing abundantly, and so are Goose-

berries and Raspberries, and have suffered very little

from insects this season. At present the fruit

season is nearly a fortnight late, but all the different

kinds of fruit—Apples, I'ears, Plums, Cherries,

Peaches, Nectarines, &c.—are large and fine, clear in

the skin, and from the beginning remarkably high-

coloured. With a moderately good autumn to bring

them to perfection, the crop promises to be the best

we have had for many years. M. Dunn, Dalkeith.

ENGLAND.—NORTHERN COUNTIES.

NoETHUMBEELAND.—Apricots usually do well here,

seldom fail to bring a crop, and are this year splen-

did. In spring they were protected with double

fishing-net. Plums are generally scarce, but some

young Victoria trees on a wall are splendid. Mo-

rello Cherries are an average crop, but May Duke,

which does well here generally, has a light crop.

Peaches are a fine crop. Apples are scarce, not-

withstanding that the trees bloomed very well. Of

Pears few kinds have a medium crop, but mostly the

trees have only a sprinkling of fruits. Strawberries

are very late ;
Viscomtesse H. de Thury is certainly

the greatest cropper, and one of the best varieties to

depend on here. G. Harris, Alnwick Castle, Alnwick.

Up to the middle of July the prospects of a

good crop of fruit looked very gloomy indeed.

Apples, Pears, and Plums are a thin crop ; some of

the varieties of Strawberries are seriously infested

with mildew. Our best Apples are from trees

grafted on the Paradise stock, which suits our heavy

soil. D. Inglis, Howick Hall, Lcslmry.

DoEHAM.—The crops of fruit were never later in

our county. Strawberries are quite three weeks later

than usu! 1, and only a poor crop ; the foliage has much

overgrown the fruit, and the daily rains are doing

much mischief to them. Morello Cherries are fine

on pyramids, far outstripping those on walls in

quantity and quality. Apples are thin and back-

ward, and the same may be said of Pears. Small

fruits are good. J. Hunter, Lambton Gardens, Fence

Housci.

YoEKSHiEE.—The fruit crop in this district ia

much under average, but clean and good. Peaches
and Nectarines, very heavy crop ; trees free from
red-spider, which is not often the case in this

district. Apples and Pears are partial ; some trees

of the following kinds are carrying heavy crops :

—

Apples—Keswick Codlin, Lord Suffield, Alfriston,

Northern Greening, Dumelow's Seedling, Tower of
Glamis, Dutch Mignonne, Red Astrachan, Ecklin-
ville Seedling or Pippin, Cellini, Mere de Mtoage,
Stackpool's, a kitchen Apple worthy of more exten-
sive cultivation, will keep two years and retain a
brisk flavour ; Duke of Devonshire, Devonshire
Quarrenden, Blenheim Pippin. Annie Elizabeth.

Pears,—Williams' Bon ChriStien, Beurre Diel, Sou-
venir du Congres, Pitmaston Duchesse, Glou Mor-
(jeau, Uvedale's St. Germain, Josephine de Malines,

Beurre d'Amanlis, Styrian, and White Doyenne.
W. Chuck, Brodswortk Hall, Dotu;aster.

As a whole, the fruit crop is bad in the north

of Yorkshire. Apricots are good in many places,

but in others there is a doubt whether they can
ever ripen this season, as everything is quite three

weeks behind the usual time. Apricots should be
ripe early in August, or they never ripen at all in

this neighbourhood, the nights get so long and cold.

Apples are bad generally ; although the bloom was
extra good, the setting was bad

;
probably the cold,

dull weather prevented the pollen from ripening.

The same thing happened to Strawberries; whole
bunches of bloom are quite blind. Plums are a

partial crop ; in some places trees are carrying a

good crop, while others are without any. I'ears

are rather better than Apples in promise, epecially

the early varieties, but many of those suff'ered

terribly by a hailstorm on June 7 ; the fruit was so

battered that it cannot grow out of it ; at the same
time Gooseberries were knocked off in considerable

quantities; in some cases the crop was spoiled.

Peaches on a warm wall are good, and generally do

well if the season is at all favourable. William Culver-

well, Thorpe Pcrrow, Bedalc.

Lancashire.—Fruit crops in this district are very

poor—the worst for many years ; and owing to the

cold and ungenial weather, the trees have not made
good growth, fly and maggot being unusually

numerous. Strawberries, which have hitherto

always cropped well, are nearly a failure. The best

this season are Viscomtesse H. de Thury and James
Veitch. None ripe yet. Huntroyd Park, Burnley.

All fruits except the Strawberry are in good

form, but late. Some Apple-trees in this garden are

heavily cropped whilst others have scarcely any

fruit. Pears are a more even crop, and odd trees

that were heavily laden last year are also so this

season ; but from what I can learn, the crop

generally of this fruit and of Apples is very thin.

We had plenty of blossom on most of the trees, and

all went well until the fruit was actually setting

;

then came the caterpillars to devour flowers, leaves,

and setting fruit. The birds, which were so atten-

tive to fruit-tree buds not many weeks earlier,

sought not a maggot as far as I could see, excepting

the wagtail and a starling or two that build in the

disused flue and garden wall. Morello Cherries are

a heavy crop, so are bush fruits—where the birds did

not interfere with the buds—except Black Currants,

which are a failure. Strawberries, perhaps, were

never worse. Numerous young or yearling plants,

like older ones, were without a flower. Loxford

Hall Seedling is better than any other variety. W.

P. Rfiherts, Cuerdon Hall, Preston.

EASTERN COLTJTIES.

Lincolnshire.—Two circumstances unfavourably

affected the fruit trees prior to and at the period of

blooming—prolonged drought and protracted cold.

The blossom generally was weak and colourless, and

retarded action and debility gave insects the oppor-

tunity of working mischief, and their attacks were

made in multitude, Apple trees sufl'ering seriously,

and the crop is a complete failure. Although many

Pear trees are unfruitful, there are some exceptions,

but the general result is unsatisfactory. Cherries
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are bearing well. Apricots and Peach trees are

recovering from the ungenial spring, but there is a

sad deficiency of fruit. There are many cases of

failure in Plum trees, but there are good crops of

Damsons. The dry weather of last year clearly

caused the blanks in the Strawberry grounds. I

do not remember so many instances of blindness in

the plants. La Grosse Sucree has suffered as little as

any from this prevailing weakness. W, Ingram, Bel-

voir Ca-'^fle, Grantham.

Norfolk.—The season has been a most trying

one for all kinds of fruit, having had frost twice this

month (July), making ten months out of the twelve in

which we have had frost, with a continuance of north-

east wind, which has caused nearly all kinds of fruit to

be scarce. Cherries and Strawberries are the best

crops ; Apricots are quite a failure ; Peaches and
Nectarines nearly so. Some sorts of Pears, such as

Marie Louise, Beurre d'Araanlis, and Easter Beurr^,

are a good crop ; other sorts are very thin. Apples
are eaten with maggot and falling off"; Plums very

thin indeed ; small fruits are a good crop, except

Gooseberries, which lost a great many buds through
the birds. Strawberries are very fine. Walnuts
were plentiful, but many have dropped off. H.
Batchelor, Cattoii Park.

Suffolk.—The spring opened full of promise as

regards the fruit crop, as there appeared to be plenty

of bloom ; but though this was unusually late in

unfolding, the weather was so unpropitious then and
after that little of it set, and what did set has been
sadly thinned since by late frost and cold. Apples
and Pears have been much aff*ected by maggot,
which has preyed on both leaves and fruit, but the

rains have now washed the trees clean. J. Sheppard,

Woolverstone Park, Ipswich.

Apricots are almost nil. Peaches and Nec-
tarines with us are a good crop—the trees clean and
healthy. Although the Plum crop is under average,

pyramid trees of the following sorts are carrying fair

crops :—Early Prolific, Kivers' Orleans, Victoria,

Large Black Imperial, Sultan, Denniston's Superb,

and Farleigh Damson. Apples and Pears blossomed
profusely, but the crop of fruit is much under
average. The leaves of Apple trees were badly
riddled by insects ; recent heavy rains have washed
the trees, and the growth they are now making is

clean and healthy. Small fruits are plentiful and
good. Strawberry plants and the fruit have suffered

from mildew, and owing to the prevalence of dull

cold weather the fruit is deficient in flavour. Much
fruit of dessert Cherries dropped at an early stage of

growth ; that left is small in size. Both Plums and
Cherries are pretty clean ; aphides and blackfly are

at present conspicuous by their absence. The leafage

of Filberts is full of holes, and the crop is short.

J. Wallis, Orwell Park, Ipstoich.

Essex.—A remarkable feature connected with both
Apples and Pears was the abundance of bloom upon
the latter, and the excellence of the blooms upon the
former, which upon some sorts—Wellington's, lor

instance—were each as large as Dog Rose blossoms,

yet these grand flowers proved less fruitful than is

generally the case. Striped Beaufin, however, will

shortly have to be propped up, so excessively heavy
is the crop. Wellingtons come next in point of

prolificacy. W. Earley, Double House, Ilford.

The blossoming of the trees was very late,

and the v/eather favourable for most fruits. Apples
were, of course, later than Pears, Plums, Apricots,

and Cherries. The weather was fine when the
Apples blossomed abundantly, and yet we have a
crop much under the average. The blossoms did

not set. I cannot understand why. Strawberries were
much cut up by east winds, which also affected the
blossoms in bud, as much of the fruit is malformed.
James Veitch is the best variety this year. J. Douglas,
Great Gearies, Ilford.

We had a great show of splendid blossom
for all kinds of fruit. The trees were attacked when
in bloom by caterpillars, which played sad havoc,
and in some cases will probably result in the death
of the trees. Cordons and other trees which have
had their roots attended to have fared by far the best.

The leaves of the Apple trees are completely destroyed
in some instances. A. Ocock, Havering Park, Romford.

MIDLAND COUNTIES.
Warwickshire.—On the whole we have this year

the best all-round average crop of fruit of the last

ten years, but the continued heavy rainfall is doing
great damage to all small fruits. S. Greenficld,Priory
Gardens, Warwick.

Apricots are thin. Some years we get a
good crop and fine fruit, but the Apricot generally
in this neighbourhood is at best but a casual crop.

The fruit, however, when they come are good.
Apples had fine healthy blossoms, but are certainly

disappointing. Pears on standard trees are agood crop,

and with a fine autumn may prove a fairly good crop.

On walls, notwithstanding the magnificent bloom,
the fruit is thin. It may be interesting to remark
that a fine tree of Marie Louise which was figured

in the Gardeners' Chronicle a few years since, and
which has borne excellent crops most years, is this

year almost barren with the exception of a small
portion, on the opposite side of which a fire burns
continually. This seems to point to the fact that

the old system of flued walls was not a bad idea. I

wonder what they are doing now with the flued walls

at Erskine—on the Clyde. I remember when there,

thirty-six years ago, under the then grand old
gardener, Mr. Shiels, that Grapes, Figs, and Cherries
were ripened by means of walls so heated. Plums
are perhaps less satisfactory than the Apples and
Pears. Standards, so far as I have observed, are
comparatively fruitless. There are a few on walls-
hut certainly not a crop. Peaches.—Of these out-of-

doors I cannot very well speak, as they do
not now get the attention from me they
used to get ; and unless the trees are
well managed, and kept clean, they cannot be
expected to fruit satisfactorily. Cherries have done
fairly well, both on standards and also on walls.

The Cherry orchard at Brandon, near here, is this

year, I am told, very satisfactorily cropped. Small
fruits are a plentiful crop ; they only want a little

dry sunny weather to finish them off. Strawberries
are somewhat disappointing ; last year the weather
was dry, and we gathered great quantities

; the same
beds tliis year are barren throughout, yet the plants
looked healthy in the extreme. One quarter should
have borne well this year before being dug up. We
are now busy buying and begging plants for a fresh
start. The season, so far as it has gone, has been a
very wet, and in many respects a very unkind one,
especially for the setting, swelling, and ripening of
fruit

; yet it is nothing much worse than many others
of the fraternity may remember, who, like me, are
now placed as regards age in the front ranks of the
seniors. Some say the seasons are changing ; so
they do, but they merely oscillate between the better
and the worse—nothing more. In this we have the
authority of Cowper—and no bad one either—who
published " The Task " in 1784, in which we find

him writing

—

" England, with all thy faults, I love thee still—
My country ! And while yet a nook is left.

Where English minds and manners may be found
Shall be constrained to love thee. Though thy

clime
Be fickle, and thy year most part deformed
With dripping rains, or withered by a frost,

I would not yet exchange thy sullen skies.

And fields without a flower, for warmer France
With all her Vines, nor fur Ausonia's groves
Of golden fruitage, and her Myrtle bowers."

I admit that, this year, the lowest temperature has
been chronicled ; and, although we have had much
cloud and much rain, I can easily remember in the
June and July of other wet seasons, having far

greater floods, i.e., speaking of this neighbourhood
;

so that, comparing these deformed seasons with the
deformed ones alluded to by Cowper over a
hundred years ago, we may come to the conclusion
that we have not altered much, either for the better
or for the worse. One more quotation, and
I have done. This is from Shakespeare, who

wrote towards the end of the sixteenth century, and
was more severe on the weather than even Cowper
{Midsumimr Night's Dream, act i., sc. ii.) ;

—

" And through this distemperature we see
The seasons alter ; hoary-headed frosts
Fall in the fresh lap of the crimson Rose

;

And on old Hyera's thin, and icy crown,
An odorous chaplet of sweet summer buds
Is, as in mockery, set. The spring, the summer.
The chilling autumn, angry winter, change
Their wonted liveries ; and the 'mazed world.
By their increase, now knows not which is which."

William Miller, Combe Abbey Gardens, July 23.

Northamptonshire.—The Apple crop here is a
very good one. Some varieties, such as Lord
Suffield, Bridgwater Pippin—a variety little known
in the South and a first-class Apple—Blenheim
Orange, Hanwell Souring, are amongst the best. The
heavy rains are spoiling what Strawberries we have.

All bush fruits are very abundant. G. H. Goldsmith,

Floore House, Weedon.

All Apple and Pear trees suffered very much
from caterpillar ; some trees in the orchard were
stripped of all their leaves in June. Of Strawberries,

Sir J. Paxton and Sir C. Napier never bloomed;
J. Veitch and President were good. Bush fruit

generally is abundant. E. Cole, Althorp Park, North-
ampton.

Beds.—The present season is about the worst I

remember for most kinds of fruit No doubt much
of the blame may attach to the extraordinary dry-
ness of the past season. Although the trees were
loaded with blossom there was a very small per-

centage of the blooms set ; and immediately after

the Apples blossomed we were visited with a perfect

plague of caterpillars, which denuded the trees of
foliage in a week's time. Strawberries require sun
badly, as the fruit is very insipid. W. M. Baillie,

Luton Hoo Park, Luton.

Oxfordshire.—Apricots and Plums are irregular
;

the buds of the latter were much injured by birds in

early spring. Cherries are generally good. Peaches
and Nectarines are rather thin, and the leaves

blistered a good deal. Apples are very poor, espe-

cially orchard trees ; dwarfs on the Paradise stock
are fairly good ; the trees have not been injured by
caterpillars in this immediate neighbourhood. Pears
good on walls, but thin on open trees. Small fruits of

all kinds are most abundant. Strawberries good, but
much injured by the heavy and constant rains. Nuts
scarce. Walnuts somewhat irregular, small and late.

G. Stanton, Park Place Gardens, Henley-on- Thames.

Bocks.—Notwithstanding a prolonged period of

cold and sunless weather that prevailed in the spring,

the fruit crops, taken collectively, are looking satis-

factory in this district. Apples and Plums are a

partial crop, Pears and Cherries generally good,

and Apricots promises to be so. Peaches and Nec-
tarines are not so abundant as last year. Bush fruits

clean and good but late. Strawberries less abundant
than last year, and nuts likewise. G. T. Miles,

Wt/combe Abbey, High Wycombe.

Apples and Pears are a poor crop. Plums,
such as Green Gage and Victoria, and Damsons a very

heavy crop ; the trees are healthy and the fruit swell-

ing up well. Strawberries are much in want of dry
warm weather. Walnuts and Peaches are a very

good crop. J. Smith, Mentmare, Leighton Buzzard,

Speaking generally, the fruit crops of this

district are considerably under the average, the cold

and dry spring being the chief cause of this. Peaches
and Nectarines suffered from the severe frosts and
easterly winds, and are carrying, in consequence very

little fruit ; the trees, however, are now looking well,

having benefited much from the copious rains of the

past few weeks. Apple trees were infested with

caterpillar, but I notice that here and there a tree

has escaped, and is bearing a fair crop. Bush fruits

and Strawberries are plentiful, but want sun to ripen

them. G. Herrin, Dropmore, Maidenhead.

Herts.—Apricots blossomed weakly, and were
imperfect in the bloom, owing, no doubt, to last

year's drought. Peaches are a good average, thanks

to a copious supply of water while the fruit was
8welling-off last year. Apples are very erratic.
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Ribaton, Irish IVacli, Sturmer Pippin, Brownlow's

Russet, Beaulin, Dutch Codlin, Majetin and Fearn's

Pippin are weighed down with fruit, wiiile a great

number of other varieties are bearing very thinly, or

even not at all. The same may be said of Pears,

but on the whole t!ie Pear crop will be much lighter

than the Apple crop. We were troubled with the

but were destroyed by the caterpillars. I never

remember having seen such devastation in Buch a

short time. Oaks in the park suffered in the same

way, some trees being entirely denuded. Peaches

and Nectarines are heavily cropped. Pears and
Plums very fair crops and good on walls, but thin on
espaliers, bush, and pyramid trees. Stra»vberri(*s,

Fk!. 1.3.^nEumEu\ sangcinea : hardy perennial: tloweus bright crimson, (see p. 122.)

maggot, but are free from the caterpillar, so prevalent

in some places. The severe storm which passed over

this district on June 2G cleared us from all insect

pests, and trees now are clean and healthy. Straw-

berries with as are a heavy crop of fine fruit, but

quantities are rotting on the ground through con-

tinued rains. J. Kiplin<f, Kjiehworth Park, Knrh-

worth.

Apricots good, where the blossom was pro-

tected from the cold winds, driving snow, and rain.

Apples promised well
;
good crops set on all trees,

Currants, Gooseberries, Raspberries, heavily cropped

and iiiie. Cherries good on walls. Strawberries

are a little acid and watery, owing to so much
rain and little sun. There are splendid crops

yet to ripen. I am only ^ipeaking of the

earliest gatherings. Since June ID, o*50 inches

of rain liave fallen at Moor Park. Vegetables

look well, and have made considerable ])rogress

lately. AVe are quite a fortnight late in all

outside produce. -/. Mmuhll^ Moor Park- Garden",

lUvA'fUaii.^ir-jrt/t.

Leicestershire.—Some kinds of Strawberries here

are very good. Keen's Seedling, Pauline, Mac-
Mahon and Prince of Teck have failed to produce

flowers. J. Haii'^hcre, Bcaiiiaanor • Park, L>it(jh-

horoiiyh,

RuTLANDSHiuE.—Apple trees in this neighbourhood

are very healthy, nearly free from maggots ; but many
sorts are fruitless. Smalls Admirable, Northern

lireening, Lord Suilield, Tower of Ulamis, llaw-

thornden, and Worcester Pearmain are carrying good

crops. A lot of young trees, lifted and root-pruned

two years ago next autumn, are most satisfactory.

Peaches are under average; the trees suffered much
from blister in the spring. Apricots bear a light

crop, but they are wonderfully clean and healthy.

Pears, a failure, except Bergamot d'Esperen, Marie,

Louise, Beurru Hardy, Winter Nelis, &c. Siiiall

fruits are very good. Strawberries, such as Keen's

Seedling, Vicomtesse H. de Thury, Sir Charles

Napier, i-oxford Hall Seedling, and Elton, were

also a fair average crop. The last-named variety

I found to be a free-bearing, useful sort. The
aphis family appears to be extinct this year,

as there are none on the Cherry or other trees

so far. J. Gicjj, Normaiiton Park, Stainford.

WESTERN COUNTIES.

Gloucestershire.—Bush fruits are good this year,

but not so plentiful as last, being on the limestont

»

and tlie drought during the growing season last year

caused the trees to make little growth, especially the

Raspberries, the strongest canes being only 3 feet in

height. Apple trees have suffered with the maggot,

but Pear trees look well^there will be very little

thinning to do. A. Ckapnian, Wet^toii Birt Gardens,

Glonccdcr.

MoNjiouTH->HiRE.—Fruit trees here were generally

unusually floriferous this year, and the blossoms

escaped damaging frosts, yet, in many instances, the

crops are disappointing, particularly Apples, wliich

are partial, and considerably under average. The
varieties that blossomed earliest and latest carry

most fruit, while the foliage of all kinds has been

greatly injured by caterpillar. Pears set their fiuit

satisfactorily, and are swelling well. Upon walls

Beurre d'Anjou, Beurre Diel, Brockworth Park.

Flemish Beauty, Jargonelle, Louise Bonne of Jersey.

Marie Louise, Ne Plus Meuris, Pitmaston Duchesse

and Williams' Bon Chretien carry the heaviest crops ;

Beurru Diel and Beurre d'Amanlis being excellent

as standards. Amongst several kinds of Apricots

upon a west wall, Peach and Shipley's have the best

crops. Plum trees were attacked by aphis early in

the season, but are now clean and healthy, and

although generally thinly cropped, Kirke's and

"Victoria are fairly good. Upon our heavy and

deeply worked soil Strawberry plants did not greatly

suffer from last year's drought, and they are very

fruitful ; but owing to rain and want of sunshine

the fruit lacks in colour and flavour. Respecting

quality the same may be said of Cherries, and

IMorellos have cast a portion of their crop. Currants,

both black and red, together with Gooseberries and

Raspberries, are abundant, although the latter did

not last year make the robust growth they usually do.

All fruits are late in ripening. T. Coomhcr, Tlw

Hindrc.

Hereford. — The fruit crops here are, witit the

exception of Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums, very

satisfactory. Peach and Nectarine trees were full

of bloom, but the long-continued low temperature,

accompanied with bitter cold winds, prevented them,

and ?.lso the Plums, from setting a good crop.

Apricots bloomed much earlier in the season, and

set well, and all the trees are carrying good crops.

Cherries are also carrying very heavy crops, and

Morellos and Kentish promise to be unusually fine.

Apple and Pear trees bloomed most profusely, but

caterpillars caused great destruction by eating tlie

flowers, young fruits, and foliage. But in spite of

these drawbacks some trees are carrying e.xcellent

crops, and altogether we shall have nothing to com-

plain about. Bush fruits are abundant, and of good

quality. Respecting .Strawberries, I have never
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l.nown them to bloom better than they did this

season, and the plants are now carrying heavy crops

of tine fruit of first-class quality. A. Ward, Sfo/cc

Edith Park, Hereford.

Apples are a very disappointing crop after

the fine show of bloom we had in the spring. Some
orchards have hardly a leaf on the trees owing to the

ravages of the caterpillar. I have heard there are a

few exceptions where they have a good crop. C.

Denning, Holme Lari/.

The fruit cro]is in tliis locality are partial

and irregular, but on the whole better than many
growers at one time anticipated. I see from spring

frosts we must go back to the past year of heat and

drought for the cause of failures or partial blindness

amongst Strawberries and some fruit trees which
were too weak to form and mature their flower-buds.

Apples, on the other hand, set an abundance of per-

fect flower-buds, also in due course plenty of fruit,

but the unprecedented attack of grub has greatly re-

duced the crop, and in some orchards completely de-

foliated the trees. In this garden we have been

obliged to thin Apples and I'ears, whilst Blenheim
grange and some other varieties of Apples in orchards

are bearing heavier crops than usual. Plums have

failed through lack of blossom. Apricots, I believe,

are far from plentiful. Peaches and Nectarines have

required much thinning, also more attention than I

have given to them for some years past. Green-fly,

fostered by slow growth, has been most persistent,

but soap-suds has been our only insecticide and the

trees are now clean and quite to my mind. Goose-

berries and Currants, netted from bullfinches in the

spring, are an enormous crop, clean and fine. Straw-

berries are an irregular crop, and the fruit, owing to

the absence of rain combined with unseasonable cold,

is much art'ected by mildew. With the exception of

a few sorts of Apples and Pears, and choice Plums,

which are quite a failure, our fruit crops are above the

average. The fine rains have wrought a marvellous

improvement, but unless we have a great rise of tem-

perature, and that quickl}', the crops will be late and

deficient in flavour. IV. Colenian, Easlnor Castle

Gardens, Ledbury.

Worcestershire.— Taken all round we have an

excellent crop of fruit, with the exception of Plums,

which were vei'y thinly flowered. Apples are a very

heavy crop—more than we have had for many years,

and the same may be said of Pears, both on walls

and standards, and they promise to be highly

coloured ; Marie Louise, Glou Jlor<;eau, Passe Col-

mar, Beurre Kance, iladame Treyve, Easter Beurre,

Josephine de JIalines, and Pitmaston Duchess are

heavily laden. Strawberries are an immense crop,

and very fine. Sir J. Paxton and Sir C. Napier being

the best, although the first named has been on the

same quarter for five seasons. All bush fruits are a

heavy crop, notably Black Currants, Raspberries,

and Gooseberries, the latter exceptionally so. Both

Nuts and Walnuts are very good. W. Child, Croome

Court, Severn Stoke,

The Apple crop was much reduced by the

depredations of caterpillars, and where trees

escaped their visitations very heavy crops may be

seen, notably Blenheim Pippin, Lord SuHield, Kingof

Pippins, Ecklinville, Keswick Codlin,Pomona, Cellini,

Stirling Castle, and a local kind known in Worces-

tershire as Maltster. I'ears are a belter crop, even

better on pyramids and standards tluin on walls, but

they and Plums suffered (rom insects— the latter

from aphis ; still, there are fair average crops to be

seen. Apricots are clean, and an excellent crop.

Peaches and Nectarines are much damaged by per-

sistent attacks of aphis. Cherries plentiful and

good, as are also bush fruits. Strawberries a failure,

only young plants bearing satisfactorily. W. Crump,

Mad resjicld Court, Malvern.

Apples and Pears are much under the aver-

age, and both have suH'ered to a very great extent

from the depredations of tlie caterpillar and maggot,

the former denuding the trees of the foliage, and the

latter damaging the fruit. Peaches and Nectarines

liloomed well and si-t good crops of fruit ; but owing

to the prolonged drought and cold east winds follow-

ing the blooming period, and the subsequent dull

wet weather, the crops are in a very backward state

;

however, notwithstanding these drawbacks the trees

and foliage are in a clean and healthy condition.

Apricots generally are good, the produce promising

to be fine, trees healthy, clean, and vigorous. I5oth

Plums and Cherries are much under the average

;

the fruit and foliage of the latter also sulfered from

the attacks of caterpillar in the earlier stages; and

now, owing to continuous rain and sunless weather,

the already meagre crops are rendered almost useless

and unsaleable by cracking and rotting. Straw-

berries and all small fruits are abundant and fine
;

the former, however, up to present date, almost

useless from want of sun and drier weather. J. Austen,

Witley Court, Stourport.

Shropshire.—Apples partial.and slightly under aver-

age ; some sorts are good crops, otliers entire fiiilures.

Uere Codlins, Golden Winter Pearmain, Tower of

Glamis, Ribston Pippin, Grosse Sucree, Ilawthorn-

den, and Red Astrachan, are our best examples.

Pears are average, and doubtless will '" swell off
"

well after the recent copious rains. Wall fruit

scarce, althougii some trees are carrying full crops.

Cherries good crops, especially Jloiellos. A. Kemp,

Broadway Gardens, Sliifnal.

Apples in this district are very partial,

only the varieties Hawlhornden, Lord Suffield, Rib-

ston and Orange Pippins, and Stirling Castle, are

bearing good crops, and all trees have been sadly

affected by caterpillars. Pears are also under aver-

age, with the exceptions of Beurre Diel, Williams'

Bon Chretien, Jargonelle, Winter Nelis, Jose-

phine de Malines, and Glou Morceau, which are

carrying heavy crops. Strawberries are exeptionally

good this year, the copious rains having just come in

time to swell them otF. Peaches and Nectarines

were badly affected by blight, li. Milncr, Simdorne

Castle, S/ireicshury.

Cheshire.—Ajiricots are a fair average, but only

a few trees are grown. Plums a very poor crop.

Peaches and Nectarines fair, but they were very

much troubled with blight in the early stage of

gro.vth. Pears a fair average crop, Marie Louise

being a thinner crop than usual. Winter Nelis, Ne

I'lus Jfeuris, Beurre Royale, Napoleon, Autumn Ber-

gamot, Louise Bonne of Jersey, and a few others are

carrying full crops. Apples are average. Keswick

Codlin, Lord SuHield, Pott's Seedling, Ribston Pip-

pin, Ilawthornden, JIargil, Mere de Menage, John

Apple, and Irish Pe.ach are full ; other kinds thin.

Strawberries about half a crop. •/. Atkins, Tatton

Gardens, Kuuts/nrd.

Pears may be said to be about average, as

some kinds are full in crop, tliough others have

very few. The same remark applies to the Apples.

Amongst Pears Williams' Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne

of Jersey, and Jargonelles have good crops
;
and of

Apples Grenadier. Lord Grosvenor, Pott's Seedlings,

Ribstons, and King of the Pippins are bearing

freely, and at this early date are looking very well.

A'ictoria Plums and Damsons are good crops.

Morello Cherries and Late Dukes are looking fair,

so are Currants and Raspberries, but Strawberries

are a failure—the worst crop that has been here for

many years, which we attribute to the excessively dry

summer last year. R. Mackellar, Abney Hall, Clieadle.

SOUTHERN COUNTIES.

iliDDLESEX.—In this market-garden district, where

Apples form such an important crop, it is

uupleasant to have to report that not only are they

under average, but very much so. Since the

original setting large quantities of fruit have

fallen, either because of defective fertilisation

or else that the excessive rainfall has promoted an

unwonted ascent of sap, which pushed oft' all the

weaker fruits. What are lelt, however, will be fine

and clean. I'ears are very good indeed, although

ordinary market sorts are of no special value.

Plums generally, Victorias in particular, and

Damsons, are abundant ; so also are sweet Cherries

and Morellos, both being unwonted good crops.

Gooseberries have been but a moderate crop, but

clean and good, whilst both red and black Currants

are very fine and plentiful. So also are Raspberries.

Strawberries were only a fair crop at starting, and
suffered severely from excessive rain, so that on the

whole it has proved a light produce. A. Bean,

Bedfont.

SuRREV.—The prospect for a fruitful year never

looked more promising, every tree having abundance

of bloom, most of which were fine and fully developed,

and the set was a very good one. Then the trees

were attacked by the caterpillar, which almost

denuded them of their foliage and fruit, and what

little of the latter is left is so gnawed tliat there will

be but few clear specimens left. The above remarks

apply to Apples more especially, but I'ears suft'ered

in nearly as bad a degree. Strawberries are abund-

ant and fine but lacking in flavourowing to the low

temperature and continuous rain. Raspberries,

Gooseberries, and Currants are plentiful and fine,

free from Caterpillars. Peaches and Nectarines set

a fine lot of fruit, but owing to the blister and sun-

less season, I am afraid they will not ripen. A great

many fruits were damaged by the heavy hailstorms

on June 18, which quite riddled everything and

wa^^hed even pyramids of Pears, 8 feet high, out of the

ground. I registered 11 inch of rain and

hail in fifty minutes. Pears and other fruit lay

under the trees quite thick. A. Evans, Lytli" Hilt,

Haslenicre.

Our fruit crops are yery satisfactory with the

exception of Peaches and Nectarines. There are,

however, round here many orchards, which have lost

nearly all their leaves and fruit from caterpillars,

and the Apple crop generally will be very short,

though there are a few favoured spots where there

are good average crops. Strawberries are very good

in crop and quality. J. Burnett, The Decpdene,

Dorking.

Kent.—I am right in the fruit growing district,

and round here Plums are plentiful, and promise to

be good in quality. Apples and Pears are thin,

owing to maggot, which, however, since the recent

rains have quite disappeared. Cherries are good,

especially Morellos. Bush fruit, on the whole, are

good, particularly Gooseberries and Raspberries,

which are abundant and large. Strawberry crops

poor, lacking colour and flavour, mildew having made

its appearance in Sir J. Paxton—a kind much grown

for market—but Jlyatt's Eleanor and KIton Pine

promise to be good. F. Moore, Blendon Hall, Be.rlcy.

The fruit prospect in this neighbourhood is

anything but cheerful. A dry season like that of

1887 soon makes even comparatively young planta-

tions unprofitable, and last year did more than pre-

vious years to destroy them, consequently the acreage

was smaller this year—less than usual—hence the

good prices realised ; the continual wet weather has

rotted large quantities in low-lying fields. Rasp-

berries promise to be the most abundant crop known

for years. H. Cannell, Swanley, Kent.

The fruit crop is not quite satisfactory. Small

fruits of all kinds are plentiful and good, but the

Apple crop will be deficient. It would be well to

mention those kinds which are a full crop, and the

following are those in the gardens here:—Kingof

the Pippins, Cockle Pippin, Mere de MiSnage, Norfolk

Beefing, Winter Ilawthornden, New Ilawthornden,

Betty Geeson, Sturmer Pippin, Lady Ilenniker,

Fairy Apple, Hanwell Souring, Adam's Pearmain,

Hughes' Golden Pippin, Striped Beefing, Wellington,

Duke of Devonshire, Mannington Pearmain, Gra-

venstein. Queen Caroline, White Paradise, Lane's

Prince Albert, Kerry Pippin, and Winter Queening.

The trees did not bloom till the month of -Miiy, and

one would have imagined that we should have had a

good crop, but the weather was cold, dull and

unfavourable, and the extraordinary crop of last year

left us but few fruit-buds, and those weak—another
instance of want of judicious thinning and the short-

ness of labour in all our gardens. J. Rust, Eiidge

Castle, Tunbridi/e Wells.

Sussex.-The fruit crops in the surrounding dis-

tricts are very variable. The most important crop-

Apples— is, generally speaking, a failure; our own
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ia almost as batl as Mr. Fish described recently in

the Gardeners' Clironule. Pears are moderate in

<iuantity, and clean and promising. Peaches with us

are a failure, while at Normanhurst and Battle

Abbey, neighbonrinn; gardens, they are abundant : at

those two places Peaches are most successfully cul-

tivated. Strawberries here are excellent, es])ecially

Vicomtesse H. de Thnry and Burghley President.

Bush fruits are plentiful. We are very free from fly,

and were it not for the failure of the Apple crop we
fihould have no cause to complain. W, Ji. Hoiiiwti,

Ashlurnham Place, Battle.

Apples are under average ; alter a great deal

of blossom on some sorts scarcely a fruit is to be

seen ; others, again, such as Keswick Codlin, Lord
Suftield, Adam's Pearniain, Lady Ilenniker, Flower
of Kent, and Dr. Hogg, have very fair crops. Pears

are a fair average crop, and the fruit is very clean ;

trees are blighted. Plums scarce, but we have an
average crop of Victoria, Pond's Seedling, Orleans,

Heine Claude de Bavay, and Kirke's Blue. Cherries

a good crop all round the district. Strawberries
are abundant, and very fine, as also are all kinds

of small fruits in the district. S. Furd, Lconardslee,

Horsham.

Hants.—The worst season I have ever known.
The foliage of Apple trees, and in some cases the
young wood, have been quite eaten up by caterpillars.

JIany Pear trees have shared the same fate, and all

have suffered more or less. The singular part of the
affair is, that other fruits have escaped with but
little injury, the caterpillars preferring the leaves of
the Oak, and scores of the trees in the park are at

the present time as leafless as at Christmas. Apri-
cots were not injured by the caterpillars, the failure

of this crop being, I think, attributable to the
drought of last summer, as the buds dropped as soon
as the swelling stage was reached. I am confirmed
in this opinion by the fact that two or three trees

that were convenient to the water, and therefore not
good supplies, are fruiting moderately well. Alto-
gether this is the worst fruit season that has ever
been known in this part of the country. W. Wild-
smith, Heclcfidd Place Gardens, Winchficl'd.

Hampshire.—StrawbeiTies have been a heavy loss

to growers in the neighbourhood generally, as many
as 20 tons less being sent away fi-om one station in

a single day than in some years, owing to continued
rains, the fruit rotting on the ground. Apples did

not flower so freely as last year. Long-continued
cold weather prevented a free set. Some few sorts,

such as Mere de Menage, King of Pippins, Warner's
King, Golden Pippin, and Irish Peach, have heavy
crops, others almost uil. Very few varieties of
Pears have any—Marie Louise, .Jargonelle, Beurre
Diel, and Pitmaston Duchess, on walls, are the only
ones with a good sprinkling of fruit. Pyramids of
Beurre Diel, Doyenne du Cornice, Williams' Bon
Chretien, and Louise Bonne of Jersey, have heavy
crops. Bush fruits are exceptionally heavy, and of
good quality. Gooseberries and Currants In parti-

cular. E. Molyneiu; Stcanmore Pari; Bishop's

fValtham.

Bebks.—Apple trees were very much eaten up,

and the few old trees that did blossom were eaten up
by caterpillars. Young trees carry a good crop.

Strawberries destroyed by incessant rains. Currants
going mouldy. Gooseberries are the heaviest crop
within my recollection. X. Sinclair, Easthampslead
Pari, Wokinghain.

Peaches shosved abundance of flower, but owing
to east winds and sunless weather, had no chance to
set. Of Apples a great many sortsdid not show any
bloom

;
this I put down to the dry season of 1887.

Blenheim Orange, Lord Suffield, Alfriston, Beauty
of Hants, and King I'ippin, are about the best we
have. We have suffered considerably from the
caterpillar both on fruit and forest trees. •/. H. Rose,
Lockingc Gardens, Wantage.

Our fruit trees on the whole are looking very
well, what we now want is sunshine ami warmth
after comfortless and boisterous winds, and a tempera-
ture sometimes down to .38° at night ; such continued
low temperature, I should say, is without precedent.

This is all against the fruit crops. Raspberries are

very good and abundant. From what I have seen I

should say fruit crops in this locality are a good
average. T. Jones, Frmjmure, Windsor.

The fruit crops in this neighbourhood vary

very much. Here very good crops all round, but our

best crojis are Peaches and Nectarines, Plums,

Apples, and Pears. All small fruits are good crops
;

Strawberries very fine, but much spoilt with tin;

heavy rains. In some gardens a short distance from

here the Apple crop is a complete failure. J. Tegy,

Bearwood , Wokingham.

Wilts.—The prospect of an all-round good year

of hardy fruit was very promising before the respective

kinds burst into flower, but the long spell of cold

easterly winds and leaden sky, accompanied by frosts

at night, which prevailed during the time the trees

were in flower, caused a large percentage of the

blossoms not to set, not so ranch by reason of the

frosts—as all the choice kinds were covered with

canvas blinds at night—as on account of the uni-

formly low temperature which we had all tlie time

the flowers were open. However, taking all the

crops together, we have not much cause for complaint.

The following are bearing good average crops :

—

Peaches : Barrington, Alexandra, Noblesse, Chan-
cellor, Sea Eagle, Dr. Hogg, Bellegarde, Violette

Hative. Nectarines : Pine-apple, Lord Napier,

Elruge, and Balgowan. Plums : Green Gage, Early

Favourite, very heavy crop ; Early Prolific, heavy

crop; Victoria, Pond's Seedling, Kirke's, Mitchelson's,

Orleans, heavy crop ; Guthrie's Apricot, Heine

Claude de Bavay, Coe's Golden Drop, Royal Hative,

Jlirabelle .laune, a small round golden Plum ; and

Prince Engelbert. Pears : ilarie Louise, Passe

Colraar, heavy crop ; Josephine de Malines. Williams'

Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Easter Beurre,

Althorp Crassane, Jargonelle, Dunmore, Beurre

Grise, Uvedale'sSt. Germain, and Catillac. Cherries:

May Duke, Black Tartarian, Bigarreau, Cleveland,

Imperatrice Eugenie, and llorellos, very heavy crops

of large clean fruits. The Apple crop is poor.

H. W. Ward, Longford Castle, Salishitry.

SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.

SoMEusHT.—In this district trees much exposed

are carrying very poor crops of fruit, this being

partly due to cold easterly winds, and partly to a

great plague of insect pests. Sheltered trees are

much healthier, and the crops are heavy, clean, and,

with the exception of Apples, generally well formed.

Everything is very late. Bush or small fruits are so

heavily laden as to quite break down the branches.

The first Strawberries rotted on the ground, but

later fruits were of good size and fairly good in

quality. Wiiat is really wanted is plenty of sun-

shine. W. lyynlden, Marstun Hottse.

Devon.—Many of the iruit trees on walls, espe-

cially Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, are not so

good as usual, owing no doubt to the effects of spring

drought. Muny were dry at the root during the flower-

ing period ; hence the fruit failed to set. Aphis has

been very troublesome this season, and this pest got

over, mildew set in. Peaches and Nectarines re-

quiring dustings of sulphur occasionally. Plums on

walls are excellent, so also are Pears and Morello

Cherries. Generally the orchards have poor crops

of Apples, but here all are pyramids, and we have

very good crops. Bush fruits are fine and excellent,

Strawberies were very good indeed. Where allowed

to grow together in beds the fruit rotted much
during the wet weather, not so where kept grown

singly. I). C. Powell, Powderham.

Apples set badly and late, and some sorts

better than others, notably Quarrenden, Cellini,

Emperor Alexander, Dumelow's Seedling, and a few

others which have good crops. Peaches and Nec-

tarines are poor hereabout, and are going out of cul-

tivation out-of-doors ; leaves were very much
blistered, and the fruits became spotted and fell

prematurely. Pear trees are healthy and fair crops

on the usually free-setting kinds ; many trees no
fruit whatever on. 1 never saw Strawberries so fine

as this year, or the croji heavier. Very few spoilt

with rain. Gooseberries and Currants are also fine,

and good crops. 6. Baker, Mem/iland. P'ympton.

Cornwall.—(Jwing to spring frosts au la disastrous

hailstorm on June 1.'!, the fruit croiis in this

neighbourhood are anything but giol. With the

exception of vniall fruits and Cherries, it is much
under the averagi'. Apples and Tears were so

abundant last season that the trees were too much
reduced to show bloom. The Pears and I'lumsthat

did blossom well were sadly cut with irost. The
week's summer weather we enjoyed at the end of

May was at the e.xact time to set the Nuts, conse-

quently we have a fair crop, and the Beech boughs
are bending beneath their weight C. Lee, Boconnoc,
Losticithiel,

WALES.
Denbighshire.—The growth of all trees has been

sparingly made ; doubtless we shall have a stronger

autumn growth on account of the late heavy rains,

^[ost fruit trees bloomed profusely. Apples, Apri-
cots, Cherries, and tiuinces set well. Pears, Peaches,

Nectarines, Plums, and Damsons set very indiffer-

ently, conse<|uently thin crops. Gooseberries and
Currants are heavily laden. Raspberries prolific, but

small, and weak stem. .Strawberries generally set

weakly, and flowered thinly—Vicomtesse H.deThury,
Sir Harry, Black Prince, King of Earlies, Elton Pine,

good crops ; about ten other varieties are worthless,

including President. The persistent dry cold of the

winter and spring, succeeding a dry summer, acted

detrimentally on many of the fruit trees. P. Middle-

ton, Wynnstay Gardens, linahon.

Pe.mhrokeshire.—Apples bloomed well, but late

this season, and the weather being dry and fine at

the time, there was a remarkably good set. Pears

also bloomed very well, every tree being profusely

covered with strong healthy bloom. The early

blooming varieties set the best, as they had dry

weather. Marie Louise and a few other varieties

which flower at the same time are almost a failure,

the weather being wet and stormy during the time

that they were in flower. G. Griffin, Slcbcck Park,

Harcrfordwest.

IRELAND.

Kilkenny.—The fruit crop on the whole is a good

average. Daring the flowering period there was an
abundance of blossom on nearly all sorts of trees,

but amongst Apples, Pears, and Plums only the free

bearing varieties are carrying a heavy crop. Small

fruits in general are abundant. W. Gray, Woodstock,

fnistioyr.

CHANNEL ISLANDS.

Scilly.—So small a quantity of fruit is grown at

Scilly that reports are not of much value. The
Apple crop promised well with an abundance of

bloom, but cold winds prevented their setting. Plums
also promised well, but they suffered even worse than

the Apple crop. Hawthornden and Worcester Pear-

main are the best set Ap])les. G. D. Vallance, 'Fresco

Ahhey.

Jersey.—Stone fruits, especially Peaches and

Nectarines, suffering very severely, owing to the

continuous late frosts. Plums are a partial crop,

trees in exposed situations having shed all their

blossoms. Morello Cherries stoned well, but the

continuous heavy showers of rain cause them to shed

their fruit, the ordinary means of protection being

insulficient to meet the contingencies. Apples and

Pears are below the average. Small fruits are a

good average crop. Strawberries and Gooseberries

being abundant. Raspberries and Blackberries ])ro-

mise \vell. W. B. Saunders, St. Sacionrs.

The OxFono Carnation and Picotee
Union.— it is found tliat the flowers are so late in

the Northern and Midland (bounties this season, that

Mr. DoDWELL has postponed the annual exhibition in

his garden in the Stanley lload, Oxford, from

August 7 until August 14. The usual luncheon will

follow the exhibition; and the business meeting will

take place in the evening.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF VEGETA-
TION, IN REFERENCE TO THE
GROWTH OF THE TOTATO.

CContinued from p.^l.)

Historical Scmiiary. — Whatever may be said

in favour of the different "methods" adopted in

different text-books as a help to "learning; che-

mistry " for professional or technical purposes, the

historic method has this advantage for the student

of plant life, that it at once brings him in contact

with the earliest investigations of compounds
of C H ON (Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen).

From these investigations all our modern chemistry

has a direct descent, the explanations of phenomena
having come in more or less clearly from electri-

cians and physicists, till perhaps the earlier workers
would not fully recognise their science. From
C H N the greater part of the physical basis of

plant structure is built up, and it is to certain com-
pounds of these on which anyone who studies plant

life has mainly to fix his attention.

Thestudy of "ash " or that which remains after the

combustion of a plant, and methods of analysis bring

him in contact with other elements and their com-
pounds, but still with the greater part of the know-
ledge set forth in handbooks of the science, he has

no directly practical interest. Nor need he fear that

he will fail to understand how we have come to know
what we know if he does not carry his historic retro-

spect further back than the middle of the last

century. It is true that some have claimed both for

Boyle (b. 1627), and for Hales (b. 1677), a high
place as pioneers in chemistry. That may arise

from modern interpretations put on their writings.

It at least is difficult to trace any direct continuity

of the influence of their researches on their suc-

cessors.

Black's Work—Carbonic Acid.

Two important changes in chemical work which
Rignally characterised the early part of the second
half of the last century, were the re-introduction of

the balance, and the commencement of the studv of

gases. Till then air was to chemists simply air, and
the few gases (as we now call them) that had been
examined were regarded as " tainted air." There is

no trace that any one even used the word airs* in

the plural till Black did, and from the days of

Alhazen (a.d. 1 100) the balance seems to have been en-

tirely neglected by chemists till Black again used it.

The old Greeks fond of, and ingenious at,

guessing at the origin of things, had in turn held

that earth, water, air, and fire, were the

"elements" from which things sprung, and these

had continued to be regarded as elements.

The mediivval chemists had principally paid atten-

tion to the qualities of bodies, their action on one
another, and as drugs. Quantity they disregarded,

and hence could never have arrived at a notion of

the proportions in which bodies influence one
another.

Prior to Black's time, the explanation of combus-
tion (put forward by Beecher and Stahl about sixty

years previously) was that, when a body burned,

there was something that passed out of it into the

air. This hypothetical something was named
phlogiston {(pKoyia-Tov—burnt), and "the phlogiston

theory " was believed in by everybody—by what is

called " all the world," and, I suppose, " his wife " too.

We know that some years later one wife—^ladame
Lavoisier—after her husband had "abjured the

heresy," took prominent part as a widow in the

ceremony of burning the " wicked books."

Black's discovery was a simple one, but a memor-
able one. His experiment is worth while repeating
by those who have not yet done so. Most people
know that burnt lime is caustic. Those who do not
know this can get the information from any
bricklayer. Blackt when about twenty years of

* Van Helmoiit (1). at Brui'^els l."]??) appears to have bern
the first to use tlic word ga: in the sense in wliicli we use Ras.

t The exact yi^ar ie uncertain, ami 30 is the date of the first

publication of his paper. As no quei^tiuu of priority isinvolveil

it is uot of importance.

age (1752) was examining the difference between

mild lime and caustic lime. It occurred to him to

try whether the phlogiston supposed to give it its

causticity when it enters into it from the burning

iire made it much heavier. He weighed a lump,

burnt it, and then weighed it again. Instead of being

heavier it was lighter. He left the lump on the

balance, apparently attending to something else when
he had noted the weight. Some time after, going

to his balance again he found the lump nearly its

original weight. This set him thinking. Evidently

in burning, something had gone out of it into the

air, and the regain of the weight was due to some-

thing that came in from the air. He then poured acid

on limestone. Again he found something went out,

for even with the additional weight of the acid, his

lump became lighter, and again, on standing, the

weight in time was regained, showing something came
in from the air. As his attention was directed mainly

to the cause of the causticity of lime, and he was at

Edinburgh preparing for his M.D., he did not at the

time push his enquiries further concerning this "air"
than to identify it with the air we breathe out. It

for many years was known by the name " fixed air."

Although chemists now call it carbon di-oxide, it

still retains in popular language its more familiar

name, carbonic acid. The fact of its composition

being

^^

and the adoption of the symbol CO5 was of course

not till after Dalton's law of multiple proportions

was established. We owe to Lavoisier the first ex-

planation of its composition.

The important part it plays in relation to plant

life was not understood till later still.*

Cavendish—Hydrogen, &c.

Cavendish, who at the age of twenty-two had left

Cambridge shortly before Black's dissertation was pub-

lished, took up among other subjects an examination

of the " fixed air" with a view to determine its density

as compared with ordinary air. His rigid rule in all

his work was to measure, weigh, and calculate. His

habits of exactness and method extended to his own
daily life, of which some amusing accounts are given

in his memoirs by Dr. Wilson. t In 1760 he joined

the Royal Society, and in 1766 contributed his first

three papers under the title " Experiments on Facti-

tious Airs." They were printed in the Transactions

of the Society for that year, vol. Ivi., p. 141.

The plate given to illustrate what he terms his

" contrivance "— for he does not use the more dignified

word apparatus— is well worth looking at, it is so

charmingly primitive and siraple.J The pneumatic

* It is difficult to determine how far Boyle or Hales under-

stood it. t Cavendish Society's publications.

X The kind of way in which Cavendisli worked can be readily

understood by an experiment with liomely apparatus. Take a

glass jam or pickle jar. Pour in half a pint of water and make
a mark (say a file scratch) where tlie water stands. Pour in

another half jiint and mark that, then another and another.

Put the jar into at b of water deep enough to fill the jar, then

holding it, mouth downwards, gradually raise it till it is nearly

out of the water. It can be easily supported in this position

on the edges of two bricks. Blow througli a tube with its end

held close under the mouth, and as the bubbles rise the water

in the jar will be gradually displaced. In this way you can

collect a half pint, pint, &c., of the carbonic acid you luive

breathed out, A little more troubl- will illustrate the mt-thod

of collecting gases generated from different sources. Take
another jar with a well-fitting cork, into the cork insert a

bent tube long enough to reach over the tub to the mouth of

the jar in the water. Put some effervescing powder and
water in the jar, put in the cork and place the end of the tube

und'.T the mouth of the inverted jar. You will be able (roughly;

to measure the amount of gas given off from the effervescing

mixture.

This will illustrate the meaning of the expression " ga es

collected over water." As some gases are very soluble in water

mercury is used instead. Then gases are " collected over

mercury." In this way a certain volume (say half a pint) of

one gas can be mixed with double that volume of another by
letting in first the one and then the other. This Gueiidish

di 1 with hydrogen and air, and afterwards with hydrogen and
oxygen, and " exploded " the mixture by applying a liglit. In

delicate researches accurately gradulated tubes are used in-

stead of rouglily scratched pickle jars, but the method is

practically the same.

trough with its convenient shelf had not been in-

vented. That is believed to have been Priestley's device.

The phials that were to collect his " air3 " were, after

Hale's fashion, hung mouth downwards in water by
strings. What would a student accustomed to a well-

equipped laboratory think of such "contrivances"?

Yet he gives a most exact description to even tlie

"luting" of the stoppers, and the joinings of the

glass tubing. The three papers were on:—
1. The specific gravity of infiammable air from

five different sources (now called hydrogen). His

result was that it is but one-eleventh of common air.

He noted that inflammable air cannot burn without

the aid of common air.

2. The specific gravity of fixed air (now commonly
called carbonic acid). His result was that it exceeds

that of common air by one-half.

;{. On the air produced by fermentation.

Engaged with other work. Cavendish did not

communicate any other chemical paper till 1781.

Rutherford—Nitrogen.

Meanwhile, Rutherford, in 1772, made known the

existence of another distinct kind of air in the

atmosphere. Mice could not breathe in it : hence the

inference that it had nothing to do with supporting

life like "common air." It would not support com-
bustion. Though fixed air also would neither support

life nor combustion, this air was not identical with

it. It was called phlogisticated air,* or, as an alter-

native azot or azote {a, privative, and roYi/:o5, belong-

ing to life). Its modern name is nitrogen. Priestley,

not knowing of Rutherford's work, also found it a

little later, and for this he received the Copley

Medal of the Royal Society.

It seems to us strange from our standpoint that

though when phlogisticated air was "discovered" by

Rutherford twenty years had elapsed since Black

found " fixed air," yet the " air " which supports life

and combustion (the "air" or "gas'' we now call

oxygen) was unknown. W. S. M.
(To be continued.)

Nursery Notes.

C COM BE WOOD.
(Continued fTom p. 94.^

Clerodexdron trichotomum is a pretty white-

flowered species, useful to the gardener at this season

for greenhouse decoration ; but the plant as usually

grown has the drawback of flowering only when it is

several years old, and therefore compelling the gar-

dener to have relays of plants if he would have

some of them in flower year by year. Mr. Howard,

the manager at Coombe Wood, gets over this difli-

culty by grafting young wood on old stocks of the same

species, which then flowers the next year afterwards.

The white Escallonia Philipiana {Gardeners'

Chronicle, July 27, 1878, with figure) was full of

flowers, just going oft' in the middle of July. It is

quite hardy, standing without protection in the

border. The flowers are white, very numerous, and

sweetly scented. Close by the above plant was a

great bushy Japan Oak, Quercus Bnrgeri (acuta). It

too is hardy, and possesses fine large evergreen

foliage. Although seen here as a bush, it will, with

timely pruning, form a stemmed tree.

Osmanthus myrtifolius is another small growing,

quite hardy evergreen bush that would bear annual

cutting, and would be well adapted for a garden

hedge plant, or to take a place amongst formally

kept specimen shrubs.

An ornamental standard, deciduous, small tree is

found in Cerasus Juliana rosea, excellent for a

sheltered position in a lawn. In Urnus brachypoda

is found a Japanse representative of our flowering or

Manna Ash. The foliage is larger, if anything,

than the more common Ornus, and its hardiness

undeniable. OfJapanese Acer many were noticed—

thrifty plants of some years standing, therefore of

great hardiness. It must be from some notion which

* A.ir phlogisticated was distinct from phlogisticated air.
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has got about as to this point, which has lessened their

distribution in gardens. Here the phints do not sutler

in the winter at all, and rarely do the young shoots
get nipped by late spring frosts. For grouping by
themselves, or as " starers " amongst other shrubs
with nearly uniform tints of green, they are invalu-

able. They might be employed for garden hedges,
when, by cutting them twice within the summer
months, young shoots would be produced all over
the plants, the tender crimsons, yellows, pinks, and
whites of which would have a beautiful effect.

Acer dasytilum, likewise of Japanese origin, is a
tree whose young shoots and leaves are red ; the
mature foliage is very handsome. Other forms of
Japan Maples observed were A. argutum and
A. macranthum, the foliage of both of which turns

to bright scarlet in the autumn. A. Reitenbachi is

a Norway Maple, whose young foliage has reddish

hues. Betula laciniata pendula is the perfection of

a solitary tree for a lawn or a conspicuous corner, as

is Sali.x laurifolia for the lake-side ; the foliage of
the latter is large and striking for a Willow. Ttelea
trifoliata is quite at home in similar positions, and
the golden-leaved variety equally so. Styrax
obassia is a plant with fine foliage, and is highly
decorative apart from the flowers. (See p. 131, fig. 14.)

Me3sb3. Sai.tmarsh & Sons, the Moulsh.im
Nurseries, Chelmsford.

Coniferous plants are an important feature, and
planters would here find a choice selection from
which to draw supplies. While there is a general
nursery stock, fruit trees form a considerable portion
of it, and Messrs. Saltmarsh & Sons have long been
famous for their standard Mulberries. Florist's
flowers, such as Dahlias, Verbenas, Phlo.xes, &c.,
can also be seen in good and choice collections

;

and as exhibitors of the first-named, Messrs. Salt-
marsh & Sons are very successful at the Crystal
Palace and other exhibitions. Against the offices

can be seen growing a venerable Clematis Jackmanni.
with a stem the girth of which is just 1 foot. It is

probably one of the earliest plants sent out by
Messrs. Jackman & Son, of Woking. It has to be
pruned back hard every year in order to keep it

within bounds.
Among objects of interest are a bush of Genista

hispanica, the Spanish Gorse, which forms a dense
hemispherical bush, covered by a mass of yellow
flowers in spring; the foliage sprays are elegant at
all times

; Ligustrum ovalifolium variegatum, a very
handsome golden shrub, increased by means of cut-
tings ; the green-leaved type is also desirable, as the
early autumnal frosts change its foliage into bright
purple tints ; the purple-leaved Filbert, Corylus
Avellana purpurea, is also striking, having beautiful
dark purple foliage, with fruit to match ; the fruit
also is sweet and pleasant to the taste

; Quercus
cerris aurea, the variegated Turkey Oak, a tree that
is in fine chara.-^ter late in the season : Cistus roseus,
and that noble Cherry-Laurel, Cerasus latifolius, with
its fine dark green leaves. These are but a few of the
choice handsome ornamental trees and shrubs to be
found in the nurseries.

In the way of Coniferous plants there is a very fine
specimen of Abies nobilis glauca, 35 to 40 feet in
height, and probably over thirty years of age, a
grafted specimen

; a very handsome form of the
golden Cupressus Lawsoniana, 10 feet in height;
Cedrus atlantica glauca, very fine

;
glaucous-tinted

form of Cupressus Lawsoniana, a very handsome sil-
very form of the common Yew, which came among a
batch of seedlings, and which Mr. Saltmarsh has
appropriately named albo spica ; some fine specimens
of Picea orientals, some seedlings from Thuia
gigan tea, much more dense in growth than is usual, and
which do not take the usu!il pyramidal form. Lovers
of Coniferous trees and shrubs will find much to
interest them at this season of the vear.
While all kinds of fruit treet are' in demand, there

is a brisk run upon some leading 'sorts of Apples,
such as Kibston Pippin, Normanton Wonder, Cox's
Orange Pippin, Blenheim Orange, &c. The new
Queen Apple is in brisk demand, and Mr. Saltmarsh
consider it one of the best late keepers grown.
Trained fruit trees of all kind* receive careful atten-
tion. Standard Plums are well grown. Mulberries
are largely propagated, standards finding a readv sale

;

but it takes from five to six years to get them into
saleable size. They are layered.in spring from stools,
they lie so for two years, then' they are taken of}",

planted in nursery beds, and gradually trained into
standard form. if. I),

Fruits Under Glass.

Fios.—The weather for some time back has not
been of a tjivourable character for the proiluction of
luscious fruit, the temperatures having been main-
tained largely by artificial heat. Where early trees
are producing their second crop of fruit, the atmo-
spliere will have to be kept much drier tlian was
recommended for the trees when swelling the crop.
On the other hand, aridity would speedily cause red-
spider to put in an appearance. Gather the fruits as
they are fit—the fruit which is to be used at once—
when the skin is quite tender. If the fruit is to
travel, it must be picked rather under-ripe. When
the fruits whicli are ready are picked a good syringing
may be given to tlie trees, and the night temperature
maintained at 75°, witli air admitted. Where the
trees are grown in tubs or pots, plenty of some kind
of weak stimulant should be afforded to assist them
in finishing their crop. Strip off all late shows.
Trees which require shifting should be seen to as
soon as they have finished fruiting. Guard against
over-potting

; once in two years is quite often enougli
to shift Figs, if all has gone well. Use for potting
conapost good turfy loam, lime-rubbish, and Thom-
son's manure. See that the drainage is properly
arranged, and of sufticient quantity.

Melons.—The present season is not what could be
termed a good Melon season, as abundance of sun-
light is indispensable to high flavour. The dull, sun-
less, and cold weather is favourable to canker iu the
stems, unless syringing and watering are conducted
with great caution

; syringing should only be resorted
to on very bright afternoons, and a simjde dew over
will meet the requirements of the plants on all other
occasions. Confine damping to the paths, and keep
all moisture from the stems of the Vines. Let the
temperature be kept about 75°—80°. Maintain a
dry atmosphere and a good circulation of warm air in
houses where the fruit is colouring. It has been a
diflicult task lately to get Melons "in frames to set
their fruit satisfactorily. Where heat is supplied
from fermenting material alone it will be necessary
to apply fresh linings to keep up the requisite tem-
perature. During cold nights, when the thermo-
meter falls to nearly 40°, some covering should be
placed over the glass at dark, and removed as soon
as possible in the morning. When pinching is

requisite let the work be carried out as early in the
day as possible, when the sun strikes the frames, so
that the sap from the wounds may be dried up before
the frame is closed for the night. Let each fruit be
elevated on the top of a flower-pot, so as to get all

the sun and air possible, and turn the fruit every
other day. The latest sowing for the season
should now be made. This will be the Last crop of
Melons, but unless the season turns out sunny they
will not have much flavour. This lot of plants it

will be as well to grow in pots. Place a shallow box
on the top of the hot-water pipes. In this place a
layer of turf, and stand the pot on the top ; when the
roots emerge through tlic pots a little fresh compost
can be placed over them, and the roots in the box
can be watered without running all the water through
the pot.

Cucumbers in full bearing must have rich light top-
dressings placed over their roots as they appear on
the surface. Old plants which show distress m.ay be
cut over and allowed to break afresh. Keep dry at
the root, but syringe two or three times a day until
the young shoots develope a few leaves. Shade durir.g
the bright part of the day. When growth becomes
rapid, remove a portion of the old soil from the
roots, and replace with fresh. See tliat the bottom-
heat in dung frames is kept up ; where it has
declined, fresh linings must be applied.
Train and pinch the points of young plants which

were recommended to be sown last month. Do not
allow them to bear until they have furnished the
trellis. Now is a good time to sow for winter. Let the
structures be thoroughly cleansed before the seeds are
planted. As they have a long season of dull, uncon-
genial weather before them, it is important that
they should receive all available light possible.

Also the season is not favourable for dealing with
spider and other pests, hence the advantage of a
clean start.

Strawhcrry Plants for Forcinff.— These plants
should now be in their fruiting pots, and when they
have begun to make fresh roots they should be placed
where they are intended to make their growth—

a

piece of ground witli a good bottom of clinkers or
atones, covered with a couple of inches of screened
coal-ashes or gravel. The situation should be fully

exposed to the sun, and a good plan is to mark out
the gi-ound into beds, for the easy examination of
the plants. Some growers provide trellises for the
plants. This is undoubtedly a good plan, if the
weatlier be wet, or for late autumn treatment

;

but where several thousands of plants are grown
it is an item of consideraljle expense, but where
it can be carried out, by all means let it be adopted.
The plants must receive careful attention as to
watering, the runners closely kept pinched off"

as they appear, and the pots kept clear of weeds.
Such varieties as Vicomtesse Hericart de Thurv and
Sir Charles Napier have a great tendency to throw
oft" several crowns. This must have attention, and
tlie best crown only allowed to develope itself, the
others being removed. It is scarcely possible to
recommend sorts of Strawberries for forcing, as some
varieties succeed admirably in one district, and
refuse to grow at all in another. W. M. Baillic,
Luton Hoo.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—Any budding that yet remains to be done
should be pushed forward. Where this work was
began in good time, the earliest buds inserted liad

better be examined and the ties loosened where
necessary, neglect in this matter often resulting in
injury to the swelling buds. Look over Tea Roses
and strong growing varieties that are trained against
walls, pillars, or trellises, cutting out all weakly and
superabundant growths, not forgetting to tie or nail
in the strongest shoots as often as becomes necessary,
not overcrowding them, but allowing space for
proper development. If mildew has made its ap-
pearance, no time should be lost in checking its

course. Mildew compositions may be obtained
from most seedsmen. Cut off seed pods ; and pull up
all suckers from Manetti stocks.

Carnations and Picotees.—Layering of these must
now be carried forward, and for this purpose use a
compost consisting of three parts loam, one of silver-

sand, and one of leaf-mould, the whole to be passed
through a fine sieve previous to using it. The opera-
tions of layering, it may be stated for the benefit of
the inexperienced, consists of pinching off the bottom
leaves from the strongest shoots of the current
year's growth ; cut off also the points of the leaves;
afterwards spread in between and round the shoots
a 2-inch thickness of prepared compost, press down
moderately firm, and with a sharp knife make a clean
cut halfway through a fully developed node or joint,

the knife entering just below, and drawn upwards
in a slanting direction so as to form a tongue,
then with a short hooked peg secure in proper
positions the young shoot iu prepared compost, add-
ing another inch, or half inch, of the latter over the
base of the layers. Should dry weather be expe-
rienced afterwards, they must be kept watered
through a fine rose watering-pot till rooted. Weak
growing varieties are best propagated by cuttings put
in well-drained clean 5-inch pots, and placed on a
gentle hotbed, and shaded from bright sunshine.

Outdoor Ferneries.—These should be looked over
again, and freed from weeds if necessary. The fronds

of most species are now fully developed, and are

rapidly coming into fructification, so that the proper

time has arrived for the cultivators to ascertain the
correct names of species and varieties of any plants

in his collection of whose nomenclature he enter-

tains doubt. The Editor of this paper will name
species of not more than six specimens at a time ;

but it would be too much to expect him to name
varieties, and these had better be referred to specialists.

Amongst the best of the British Ferns we have here

at the present time, I may mention Athyriura, F.-f.

Craigii, A.F.-f.Victorii«, A.F.-f.corymbiferum,A.F\-f.
apiajforme, Cystopteris fragilis, Allosorus crispus,

Polystichura lonchitis, 1*. angulare Bayli^e, Scolopen-

drum V. Cliftii, 8. v. marginatum, and I mention
them here as worthy of cultivation in any well

kept garden, either on rockeries or for planting

amongst old stumps and roots of trees in shady
nooks and corners. They range in height from
4 inches to 2 feet. Many more native species and
varieties equally good might be given, but it is not
in brief calendarial notes that they can be noted.

Lawns.—It will be a good plan to skim these over
with the scythe, so as to take ofi" the long bents that

escape cutting by the machine, and it will also be

advisable to give some attention to any i\'eeds which
may be found on the lawn. Cut out i?lantain3, and
destroy Dandelions by applying a drop of vitriol to

each crown. J. Horscjield, Heijteshirij.
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tnbutiOM of ".,.''

, ,,
,•'

ffuii more need improvement than the

transit and distribution of fruit,

affecting as they do an enormous amount of

capital, and to a large extent the welfare of our
teeming population. The two are so closely

connected, that at first sight it appears some-
what dilHcult to separate them, but for the sake

of convenience it is desirable to do so, in the

hope that, liy so doing, the two questions will be

presented to those whom they most concern in

a clearer light than would be the case if they

were treated singly,

( )f the three modes of transit of fruit to market
— viz., by water, road, and rail— we purpo.se now
dealing with the latter only, as it is to the majo-

rity of fruit growers, and to a certain extentto the

consumer as well, the one of most importance.

Are the existing ways and means employed by
railway companies for the transit of ripe fruit

over long di.stances the best, or can they be im-

proved upon 't These are questions which at

times many fruit-growers must have asked them-
selves, particularly in such weather as was
experienced last summer, and they have prob-

ably often felt puzzled to form a definite or

very decided opinion on the matter, except the
one that their returns ought to ha\e been con-
siderably higher. (Jreat improvements might be

brought about with great advantage to buyer and
seller, but as the matter is one which rests

mainly between the railway companies and the fruit

growers, the latter ought to approach the former
in an amicable spirit, lay the matter clearly

before them, and the probabilities are that their

requirements would be met, and the whole
question settled, in a very short space of

time. I'nder the prevailing mode of transit.

tons of produce of high quality when first

gathered, and which ought to form a portion of

the food supply of our population are absolutely

spoiled and rendered unfit for human food for the

want of an improved system of carriage, this

being especially the case with such soft fleshy

fruits as Strawberries, Cherries, llaspberries and

Plums, in such unusually hot weather as was

experienced last summer.

The present type of railway van used for the

transit of fruit is a closed covered carriage,

devoid of ventilation save that by the doorway ;

and it is obvious that in such a structure as this

the temperature during July, August, and early

part of September, must often range from 70

to 00 '. Under such conditions, deterioration

and consequent loss of profits mirst inevitably

take place in a journey of 200 or 300 miles—say

from Kent or I tampshire to the North of Eng-

land ; and we may feel perfectly sure that among
the above-nanu-d kinds of fruit fermentation and

decomposition have set in long before they are

sold in the open market, and that they are in

consequence disposed of at ruinously low prices.

Independently of the grower's returns, the

question merits notice from the consumer's point

of view. How much better off would the latter

be with 1 lb. of good sound fruit than he would

be with double the quantity of partially decayed

fruit, we can hardly venture to state ;
suffice it to

say that he must be better in health and probably

in pocket also in the long run. Practical men
who thoroughly understand their business need

no arguments to convince them that a consign-

ment of ripe fruit — say, for instance,

.Strawberries or Cherries — would arrive

at their journey's end and be placed in the

market in a Iietter condition, if the inside tem-

perature of the van used in their transit had not

exceeded 50 than would be the case under a

very much higher temperature—say 80' or 00 '.

l''rom this the inference will at once be drawn

that properly constructed vans, in which a low

temperature can be maintained in hot weather,

are a necessity which ought not to be beyond

the skill of railway carriage builders, who have

the American fruit-trains as a pattern. At the

bottom of a closed covered van there might be a

cold-air chamber, over which iron grating could

be fixed instead of wood flooring, as at present,

with a good system of ventilation at the top and

bottom for ingress and egress of air. If by this

plan the temperature cannot be kept down to

something likeW , then other means should be

tried. Of course a suggestion of this nature, on

first being mooted to managers and directors of

railway companies, will almost of a certainty be

treated with something akin to ridicule, and be

described as fanciful, with the additional epithet.

" It won't pay." Well, innovations on old customs

are usually treated this way, but that need not

for a moment daunt the ardour of those whose

business it is to reap the greatest benefit they

can from the fruits of their own labour. With
a little perseverance it will be found in the long

run that railway directors are quite as accessible

and open to entertain reasonable proposals as

freely as any other class of men.

At a time when a Railway Rates Bill is being

dealt with by the Legislature—the principal

object of which is to reduce terminal charges and

rates—it is scarcely expedient to venture the

suggestion of a slightly increased charge for this

improved accommodation, however the argument

may be advanced that an increased traffic would

be the eventual result, and in that way directors

and managers of companies might possibly be

convinced that the change would be to their own
interest. These specially constructed vans or

carriages for fruit ought to be attached to all

passenger trains running through the fruit-

growing districts, if possible, from the middle of

.Tune to the middle of September. With regard

to consignments of fruit conveyed in open trucks

by goods train there is not so much to complain

about; still, some improvement might with

advantage be even introduced here. In the first

place, instead of the present form of close

flooring, the latter ought to be so made as to

allow of a current of air to come from under-

neath, and this could easily be done by allowing-

a space of 2 or .'^> inches to intervene between

each strip of planking. One or two other im-

provements might be introduced at the same time,

to obviate the practice of loading hampers and
baskets too closely together. Half an hour's

conversation with a railway engineer by the side

of a van or truck would put the whole matter in

a clear light, and the sooner some improvements,

of whate\er kind, in the direction indicated are

brought about the better it will be for fruit

growers and the public at large.

AN'ith reference to this subject we draw atten-

tion to the packing-case (see fig. 15, p. 135),

designed by Mr. Tallishman, of the Commercial

and Agricultural Co. (Limited), and exhibited

by him at the last meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. The idea is so to pack soft

fruits generally that they shall not be liable to

damage from the ordinary exigencies of railway

or other usu il modes of conveyance. The crate,

which is made of slight spars of deal, is 14 inches

in width, and the same in breadth, by 16 inches

in height. It is intended to hold securely six-

teen cardboard boxes, each of which will hold

from I3 to 2 lb. of fruit, according to kind. This

method of packing would seem to recommend
itself especially to the notice of persons who
obtain their supplies of fruit direct from the

wholesale dealer or the grower.

The distribution of fruit is quite as important

as transit, and although we have a more perfect rail-

way system than that of any other country in the

world, it is greatly to be feared that a good many
fruit growers fail to reap such advantages there-

from as the nature of the case would seem to

warrant, but which they undoubtedly would do
by a slight deviation from old and too well worn
ruts. It is undeniable that far too many persons

regard London as the central depot for their

produce, and, as a consequence, the markets of

the metropolis are at times glutted with fruit,

much of which, after being sold, and after de-

ducting salesmen's commission, carriage, and
other incidental expenses, leaves but a very

narrow margin of profit—sometimes none at all

—

for the grower. The same kind of thing may
occasionally occur in two or three other large

centres of industry, although not to the same

extent, nor yet so frequently as in the London
market. Is it possible for this state of things to

be altered for the better ? or can a remedy be

found that will obviate the evil of causing a glut

in some few of the largest markets, whilst at the

same time comparative scarcity pre\'ails in many
others ? These are questions which will force

themselves to the front in due course, as the

fruit-growing industry extends, and will demand
a solution in some form or other, or the con-

sequence will be that a vast amount of

capital—and which is annually increasing in fruit

farming—will not only fail to return interest, but

will be absolutely lost. In considering these

matters it is necessary to take into account two

matters, viz., distribution in its relation to sup-

plies derived from existing resources, and a

means of enlarged distribution that will be able

to cope with annually increasing supplies. Of
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course a system that will be applicable to the

future, will be more than ample for present pur-

poses, therefore all that is put forth with a ^'iew

to remedy existing defects must necessarily

apply to future requirements also. In regard to

the present state of things it has always occured

to us that large growers of fruit might with

advantage take a lesson from a custom that has

long prevailed in the milk trade, i.e., sale by con-

tract. Selling by contrast may prove a diflicult

and hazardous question in regard to fraud, though
it is adopted in some parts of Kent, indeed, as a

matter of fact it might with some kinds, and
under certain contingencies, prove altogether un-

workable. Notwithstanding that, however, there

are other kinds of fruit that might be sold under
the contract system just as easily as milk is.

Let us take for example a crop of Orapes or

Peaches, grown under glass : any man who has

the growing of these under his charge, and who
thoroughly understands his work, will be

able to estimate to a nicety some weeks be-

fore the crops are ripe what his probable

yield will be, and the same may also be said

of Apples, Pears, Plums, and one or two
other kinds of fruit. Under such circumstances as

these what could be better than to make arrange-

ments with the retailer or shopkeeper some time
beforehand to supply by contract at per pound,
dozen, or bushel, to be delivered on, or between
specified dates ? If a grower cannot agree with his

customary buyer—be it in London or any provin-

cial town—upon a certain price, he will have time,

under this plan, to write elsewhere, and it stands

to reason that he will be more likely to derive

benefit by knowing what his returns would be
than he would if he sent his produce to be sold

on commission simply for what it would fetch.

In the distribution of home-grown fruit the
commission salesman must be regarded as a

necessary evil, to be avoided as much as possible,

in order to benefit both producer andconsumer ; the

latter certainly would thus be againerto the extent

of having fruit of a lietter quality, for it cannot
be denied that the less "knocking about "there
is with this kind of food the better. It is not at

all an uncommon occurrence to see fruit sold in

London and other large centres, on stalls and
costermonger's barrows, at infinitely cheaper
prices than would have to be paid for the same
article in rural districts. Any system of distri-

bution that will tend to remove such inequalities

—be it by contract or some other plan -will be a

step in the right direction.

Having touched briefly on the present state of

things, let us take a cursory glance at the future.

Within the past few years hundreds of acres of

land have been planted with fruit trees, and, so

far as it can be judged from present circum-
stances, this will be added to yearly to an inde-

finite extent, supplanting, in a great measure,
the growing of corn crops, which with our
large importations is becoming less remunerative
year by year. Now the question arises. In
what way is this promised increased supply of

fruit to be treated so as to avoid unnecessary

waste, loss of capital, and loss of food to our
fellow creatures ? When looked at from a broad
and comprehensive point of view, it will be ad-

mitted by most persons that our present system
of distribution will require to be greatly ex-

tended and improved upon. To meet the dilli-

culty the only remedies that present themselves
are increased market-accommodation and the esta-

blishment of fruit factories. In all large townsthe
present number of markets might very well be
doubled, and, in some instances, a larger number
than this even might pro\-e advantageous. In many
of the smaller towns also greater facilities for whole-

sale trade purposes are urgently needed, and in all

cases the nearer to the railway station these markets

are the better. Railway companies themselves

in the majority of towns could doubtless supply

this want, and there can be no doubt that they

would greatly benefit thereby, as they would add
largely to their income from increased traffic

receipts and market-tolls. With regard to fruit-

factories, here again we think may take a lesson

from dairy farming, and build them at the source

of supply, as is done in Kent and elsewhere,

instead of in the large towns, as they mostly

are at present. In all large fruit growing dis-

tricts there ought to be one or more of these

factories where fruit could be taken in any time

between Monday and Saturday to be made into

jam, and some kinds to be converted into

articles of food by a process of drying.

There appears to be a great future in store for

home-grown dried fruit, and probably we shall

hear more about this part of the subject at no
distant time. The two Fruit Conferences to be

held in the coming autumn we are pleased to see

are likely to take up these and similar questions,

and we sincerely hope that practical benefit from
them may accrue to all concerned.

Royal Horticultural Society : The
Apple and Pear Conference at Chiswick.—The
joint executive committee of the former Apple and

Tear Conferences met at Chiswick on Tuesday last,

under the Presidency of Colonel Beddome, represent-

ing the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,

the Key. W, Wilks, Hon. Secretary of the Society,

being also present, Mr. A, F. Barron acting as Secre-

tary. The following members attended :—Messrs.

Shirley Ilibberd, F. Q. Lane, Haycock, G. Bunyard,
A. Turner, Cheal, Herbst, Roberts, Hudson, A.
Dean, Wildsmith, and J. Wright. A prospectus of

the proposed Conference, with schedule of classes for

the respective fruits, issued by the Council, was sub-

mitted and discussed freely, several very important

amendments being made, foremost amongst which
was one fixing the date of the Conference for

October IG to 20, so that it should not clash with the

hardy fruit show at the Crystal Palace of the preceding

week. Papers on subjects arising from or connected

with the Conference are invited from capable persons,

which, it is hoped, arrangements will be made en-

abling them to be read, and as far as possible, pub-
lished. As the schedule of classes as amended, and
which will shortly be issued, shows, the Conference

will partake chiefly of an horticultural character, but

the invitation of " orchard-grown fruit " shows that

an even wider cultivation of Apples and Pears has

not been lost sight of. It is specially worthy of note

that whilst collections of diverse characters are in-

vited in each case, not only the number of varieties

but the number of fruits of each variety is limited,

as were competitive efforts to exhibit allowed the

greater bulk would be intolerable. To exhibit live large

fruits, or up to nine small ones of any variety will

distress no one. The collection specially represen-

tative of districts should prove particularly interest-

ing, whilst remembering that this year both Apples

and Pears are but partial crops, still it is hoped that a

general response to the invite to exhibit at the Con-
ference will be made.

The Gardeners' Orphan Fund. — The
monthly meeting of the committee, and the first

meeting of the new elected body, took place at the

"Caledonian" Hotel, Adelphi, on the 27th ult., there

being a good attendance, 3Mr. Geore Deal was
unanimously elected Chairman of the Executive

Committee for the ensuing year. The minutes of

the previous meeting having been read and signed,

the Hon, Secretary reported that the sum of

£736 14s, 4a!. stood to the credit of the Fund at the

bankers. It was unanimously resolved that a further

sum of £500 be invested in " Goschens," making
£1500 in all. The accounts of the recent dinner

were laid before the meeting, and were con-

sidered highly satisfactory. Hearty votes of

thanks were passed to the President, Sir Julian
GoLDSMiD, Bart., M.P. ; to the donors of plants,

flowers, and fruits ; and to the vocalists, for their

assistance and support at the recent dinner ; also to

the local secretaries for their valuable services

during the year. The Chairman announced that he

had recently had an interview with Mr, N. Sher-
wood, of Messrs. Hurst & Son, Houndsditch, E,C.,

and that gentleman had generously promised the

sum of £100 towards placing another child upon the

Fund in accordance with the provisions of Rule XII.

The committee unanimously resolved that Mr. Sher-
wood's generous offer be accepted with hearty thanks,

and that a child four years of age be placed upon the
Fund for the period of ten years. Mr, Sherwood
having waived his right to nominate a child,

it was nnaniraously resolved to nominate and
recommend to Mr. Sherwood as the recipient

of his bounty Kate Harriet Brooks, of Holms-
worthy, Devon, one of a family of ten father-

less children, two only of the number being able to

earn anything towards their support. This case is

strongly recommended by the Rector of Holms-
worthy. It was resolved that the allowances to the

ten recently elected children should date from

July 1, Forms of contract and receipts were
approved, and the Chairman and Hon. Secretary

appointed as a sub-committee to carry out all the fore-

going arrangements. It was stated that in the

case of the recently elected children the grand-

mother would have the custody of the child in one
instance, uncles in two others, and mothers in the

remainder. It was resolved that 3000 copies of the

annual report, balance-sheet, and list of subscribers

be printed for circulation, and 500 collecting cards

be obtained, as many persona appear to be willing to

give small sums. Various accounts were ordered to

be paid, and the committee then adjourned until the

last Friday in September, the Chairman and Secre-

tary being empowered to convene a special meeting
if necessary.

The Bath Floral F^te,—The committee of
the above have issued a special prize schedule for

the exhibition in the Sydney Gardens on September
5 and 6, and several classes of botanical interest are

contained therein in honour of the visit of the

British Association. Prizes are offered for a hybrid

Orchid, and hybrid or cross-fertilized plants, also

for Ferns of several species. In all cases of hybrid

plants it is requested that illustrations of the

parents from which they were obtained be also sub-

mitted.

Lord Justice LINDLEY,—The autumn gradua-

tion ceremonial of the University of Edinburgh took

place on Tuesday, August 1, Professor Kirkpatrick
proposed for the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws
Sir Nathaniel Lindlev, Lord Justice of Appeal.

He said, as the honoured name of Dr. John Lindley
was a household word among botanists and men of

science, so that of his son (Lord Justice Lindlbt)
was a household word among lawyers, not only in

England, but in Scotland also, and indeed wherever

the English language was spoken.

The "Tropical Agriculturist." — The
seventh volume of this jjublication is now completed,

and like its predecessors contains a perfect mine of

information on subjects connected with tropical

agriculture and economic botany. The information

is gleaned from many sources, but the editors are

careful to cite date and chapter, if not verse, for all

their extracts, and they are most honourable in citing

their authorities. A full index renders the volume
comparatively easy to consult. The publication,

though issned at Colombo, Ceylon, is adopted for all

tropical countries.

Tropical Products,—We have received from

M. F, W, van Eeden, the Director of the

Colonial Museum at Haarlem, a series of handbooks

illustrative of that notable collection. The subjects
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treated of include the trees, timber, and fibre plants

of the Malay Archipelago, by M. van EKotx
;
Cin-

chona, Coffee, Tea, Sugar, Cocoa, Vanilla, Uice,

Tobacco, and Spices, by K. W. van Goukom ; Fruits,

7")rugs, &c., by F. IIekinkykr ; Fats, Oils and Gums,
Caoutchouc, Gutta-perelia, by Dr. De Loos. Unfor-

tunately for us the text is written in the Dutch lan-

guage ; but the indexes of botanical, commercial,

and vernacular names render the books useful even

to those unfamiliar with the language of the Nether-

lands and of the Dutch possessions in Malaysia.

Dutch Bulbs.—The weather in Holland this

summer has been in general cold and rainy like in

other countries, and so the season is more backward

than usual ; the harvesting of bulbs, in conse-

<pience, will take place at a much later date than

ordinarily is the case, as one of the principal rules

in their cultivation is never to take them up before

they are well ripened—the flowering qualities being

injured by too early removal; thus, the bulbs

(especially Hyacinths and Narcissi) will probably be

ready a fortnight later than in ordinary years, when
the first days of August see the beginning of the

exportations. It is reported that several of the

leading firms in the bulb trade do not intend to

begin sending out their bulbs until they are quite fit

for the purpose. It is to be hoped that this system

will be generally adopted by the Dutch growers.

British Tobacco.—The report of the judges

appointed to determine the award for the prize of

50 guineas offered by the London Chamber of Com-
merce for the best specimen of British-grown To-
bacco has now appeared. The conditions made
when the prize was offered required that each speci-

men of Tobacco submitted for competition should

consist of not less than 400 lb., grown on a com-
mercial scale. It was also stipulated that each

sample should embrace an average of the crop

grown, and that the growers should give such par-

ticulars as would assist the judges in making "a
report on the yet doubtful question as to the possi-

bility of growing Tobacco in Great Britain such as

in quality relatively to price can compete with that

of other countries." The entries numbered eleven,

and were duly inspected at the Fenchurch Street

Bonded Warehouse on May 14. It was found that
only four exhibitors had complied with the condi-
tions so far as quantity was concerned ; but in view
of the interest which is being manifested in

regard to Tobacco growing in the United King-
dom, the judges considered it desirable to present a
supplementary report on the remainder of the speci-

mens, though not properly coming within the scope of

their adjudication. They placed the four exhibits sub-
mitted to them in the following order of merit:

—

Ist, Messrs. James Carter & Co.; 2nd, Mr. W. L.
Wigan; :kd. Sir Edward Birkbeck, MP.; 4th, Mr.
John Graves ; and they recommended that the prize

of 50 guineas should be awarded to Messrs. James
Carter & Co. Detailed particulars, furnished by the
growers, as to the cultivation and preparation of the
samples sent in for competition are given, together
with remarks of the judges on the various exhibits.

In concludingthejudges state that, speaking generally,
" not one of the four samples eligible for the prize

was in any respect valuable for trade purposes, or
even merchantable, presuming that no duty was
chargeable upon the article. Still, it was evident that
well grownTobacco leafcould be produced uponEnglish
soil, though, of course, this admission in no way takes
account of the cost of production. With regard
to the prospects of Tobacco-growing on a remunera-
tive basis in England, we share the opinion that,

even under the most favourable conditions possible,

such a crop cannot be made to pay, and that in most
seasons it must be an absolute failure and heavy loss.

The climate of this country, to begin with, is less
favourable than that of Kentucky or Virginia, and
the cost of production will be found far greater here
than in the United States. Until the curing of
Tobacco is perfectly well understood in the United
Kingdom the finest leaf that can be grown will be
absolutely wasted and useless." The judges were
Dr. J. Bell, F.U.S., Somerset House ; Professor W.
Fream, LL.D, College of Agriculture, Downton,
Wilts; Dr. J. Augustus Voelcker, ]^fr. Henry F.
Moore, Frome. Somerset; Mr. W. IL Wills," Mr.
James Biggs, yiv. Louis Morris (Tobacco manu-

facturer), ^Ir. Algernon (iilliat (merchant), Mr.
James Chambers, Mr. G. H. Ball (Tobacco brokers),

and Jfr. ('. A. Miiller (Tobacco importer).

Wanted.—The Editor would be obliged if any

reader would kindly send him a copy of the Gar-

(h-iievs' Chronicle for June IS, 1881. l''ull price will

be given.

STYRAX OBASSIA.
Messrs. Vkitch are receiving the well merited re-

ward of their enterprise in introducing through the

late John Veitch, Mr. Maries, and others, a series of

hardy Japanese plants of various kinds. A visit to

the Japanese ([uarters at Coombe Wood is always a

source of delight to those interested in beautiful or

interesting plants.

Among their numerous introductions of this

character there are none to surpass the very beauti-

ful hardy shrub above-named. The shrub in ques-

tion was first made known to the botanist in Sieliold

and Zuccarini's Flora Japnnica, vol. i., t. 4G (1835),

where a full description and illustration are given.

As our illustration (fig. 14), conveys an accurate

idea of the shrub, we need not enter into further

detail save to point out that in Zuccarini's figure

the inflorescence is shown more pendulous than in our

drawing, which was taken by Mr. W. G. Smith from

the cut specimens exhibited at one of the meetings

of the Royal Horticultural Society in the spring, when
it was awarded a First-class Certificate.

One peculiarity may also be mentioned, and that

is the fact that the buds are concealed in the base

of the sheathing leaf-stalks almost as in the Plane

tree. The flowers add fragrance to their charms.

The plant was first made known from the gardens of

Japan only, but it has since been found wild on

Fusi Yaraa and other localities in Japan, as well as

in Corea. The word Obassia is from the Japanese,

but we regret to be unable to give its meaning.

Other species, such as S. officinale (from which

the drug Storax, used in incense, is, or was, pro-

cured), and S. japonicum, are grown m gardens, but

the present species is superior to all in elegance.

Trees and Shrubs-

STRIKING KALMIAS.

These plants are easily propagated by cuttings of

the young shoots inserted in sandy peat, under hand-

lights and placed in a shady place ; or, by seeds

sown in shallow pans of sandy peat, and kept close

in a frame until the seedlings are up, when they may
be pricked oft", and kept close again, until rooted

afresh, and then gradually inured to the open air

before planting out. Owing to their having a dense

mass of fibrous roots, Kalmias may be taken up and
potted after the bloom is set without doing them any

injury ; and if assisted afterwards by gentle heat, and
well syringed, they flower freely in winter continuing

in beauty for several weeks in succession. Kalmia
latifolia, a species with broad leaves and red

flowers, will be found most useful for forcing ; K.

glauca, purple flowers ; K. angustifolia, narrow

leaves and red flowers ; K. lucida, K. nana, K. an-

gustifolia ovata, are all worthy of a place in the

American garden. }V. A. Hodge.

Raising of Emuothrium coccinedm irom Seed.

Is your correspondent, " P. P.," at p. 8—writing in

reference to this plant, sure that Mr. Bach has sown
perfect seeds ? In our experience here there has

been no difficulty in the seeds germinating when we
have been fortunate enough to get them, but the

trouble has always been to get matured seeds. The
seeds are, when matured, quite as large as that of

the sweet Pea, but not so round. The peculiar twist

of the stamens prevents easy fertilisation by insect

agency ; I have, therefore, with a camel's-hair pencil

artificially fertilised the flowers, and have thus

spcured perfect seed. Wlien the plant is very full of

flower it is best to pick oft' most of the seed-pods,

when it will be found the remainder will often pro-

duce good seed without artificial aid. The best time

for sowing is directly the seeds are ripe. I have kept

them until spring, but have not been anything like

so successful as when I have sown at once after

the pods begin to crack or split in two pieces.

Tliere are many plants in Cornwall equal lo,

and larger in proi)orlion, than the one your corre-

spondent alludes to, but tlie difiiculty of increasing

them lies in getting the seed, and not in the seed

germinating. Two seeds in a pod is the most I

have seen ; the blind scales of which the pod is

full have been sown for seed in some cases, and of

course resulted in failure. Henry MUls, Eni/s, Pcnryn.

Floweuixg of Eucalyptus GLonuLus.

There is now in the garden of Beaconhill House,

Exmouth, Devon, a tree of Eucalyptus globulus,

which in a few days will be a beautiful sight—at

present there are some hundreds of flowers open and

a large number of buds are about to expand. The
height of the tree is about ;]0 feet, and at 6 feet

from the'ground, measures 24 inches in circumference.

It was planted about seven years ago. Does not such

a specimen speak well for our mild climate ? W. J. G.

Cultural Memoranda.

DELPHINIUMS.
At this scison of the year there are few, if any,

more strikingly beautiful plants in borders than Del-

pliiniums, sending up, as they do wlien good varie-

ties are obtained and cultivated, fine towering spikes

of brilliantly coloured flowers, varying from scarlet

to nearly all shades of blue. These remarks, of

course, refer to the perennial kinds, of which there

are now a great many, for besides the tine species

tliat have been introduced, many hybrids have been

raised, which liave enriclied gardens very consider-

ably, and helped, where they are used, to make
places much gayer than was possible without these

tall showy plants.

Besides the numerous single kinds, there are

several double sorts, and among the best of thesft

may be mentioned Madame Henri Jacotot, Madame
E. Geny, Hoi Leopold, Michael Angelo, General

Ulrich, Sphere, Trophy, Aureum, and Victor Le-

moine. The finest of the singles are Belladonna

—

a lovely pale blue ; the good old formosum, Gloire

de St. Maude, Celestial, Coronet, Hendersoni, and

raagnificum. The only scarlet ones worthy of note

are nudicaule and cardinale, bofch of which are very

desirable, and were thought much of when they first

made their appearance. These and all the other

single perennial Larkspurs may be made to bloom

much longer, and some of them almost con-

tinuously during the summer months, by cutting

oflT the spikes immediately they have done flower-

ing, and thus relieving them of their seeds,

which are so exhausting to the plants on account of

the quantity which they bear. Their freedom of

bloom may be increased by giving them plenty of

depth of soil, as they like [to send tlieir roots

well down, and it is only when they can do this

that they are able to withstand the dry .weather

Tliis being so, the places in the borders assigned

them should be well broken up by digging out holes ;

and if the land is at all poor a heavy dressing of

rotten manure worked in at the bottom, which they

will find and feed on, when it is of the most use to

them—at the time they come into flower. The way

to propagate the Delphiniums referred to is by

division, as they soon make strong spreading crowns,

and these maybe cut through easily by using a sharp

spade, which should be done early in spring, just as

the plants are beginning to grow ; and that is also the

proper season to remove any and replant, which is very

desirable every three or four years, as they exhaust

the soil in time ; but this may in a measure be

prevented by mulching around the crowns, or giving

a dressing of rotten manure. Although Delphiniums

cannot be depended on to come true from seed, it

is a good plan to raise them in that manner, as
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finer kinds than the parents may show themselves,

and all are sure to be valuable for the wilder parts

of the garden, or to plant alongside of shrubbery

walks—positions for which these stately plants are

well fitted.

SEEDrrSOWIKG.

Seed of Delphiniums may be sown as soon as

it is ripe, employing boxes or pans and ordinary

light garden mould, covering it with a little sifted

soil of the same description, giving water through a

fine rose and place in a cold frame. The frame

should be kept close until the young plants appear,

when sufficient air should be admitted to secure a

sturdy growth, and the young plants, when large

enough to handle, be pricked out in boxes or on a

sunny border a few inches apart. If 2 or 3 inches

thick of good soil be placed on a hard bottom the

plants will make a more sturdy growth, and will lift

better for the final transplantation than would be

the case were they allowed more scope for the roots

to ramble and porous soil to grow in. The Delphi-

niums, like kindred subjects, succeed best in a good

loamy soil resting on a porous subsoil. H. W. Ward,

Ne\ver Varieties of Delphiniujis.

The gems of a collection of these flowers recently

shown at a meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society by Messrs. Kelway & Sons, Langport, were

Prince Oscar, deep blue, margined with bronzy-

purple ; Vosegus, rich bright blue, with slight

margins of pale rosy-purple—a large single variety

of great beauty ; Mrs. Edgar Wild, blue exterior,

the centre petals pale wine-purple ; Ustane, deli-

cate sky-blue, the centre pale blue, margined witli

delicate mauve, extra fine—a fine single flowered

variety ; Miss Pinney, very like the foregoing, but

still distinct—a very fine variety ; Lord Balfour,

blue and rosy-lilac—very fine ; Amelia, another fine

single variety—colour bright pale blue ; Imogen,

pale blue, with slight edgings and dashes of jjink

—

very fine ; Frederica, fine bright blue, the top seg-

ments edged with pink ; Lady Churchill, blue,

slightly shaded with purple—very fine spike ; Prince

of Naples, blue and pinkish mauve ; Sigrid Arnold-

son, deep blue and rosy-mauve—very fine full spike ;

Lord Randolph Churchill, deej) blue, shaded with

raauve and pink—extra fine ; and Valentia, a bright

blue self. A better selection could scarcely be made
than the thirteen varieties composing the foregoing

list. li. D, [We have just received several spikes of

very particular merit from Mr. C. Irvine, Jedburgh,

to which we hope to refer next week. Ed.]

DiPLAOENIA BrEARLEVAMA.

The dark green leaves of this evergreen stove

climber contrast eftectively with its large grandly

coloured flowers, opening pink and changing to the

richest crimson. The jjlant is of free growth, and

produces from Jlay to October its flowers freely, and

which stand well above the foliage. Cuttings of the

young growth taken off with a heel of old wood
during the summer, and inserted in small pots filled

with peaty soil having a surfivcing of silver-sand,

watered and placed in heat, will take root within a

few weeks. They should then be potted singly into

small CO-size pots, and returned to heat, giving

water at the roots and pinching the shoots once or

twice, to make them branch after the roots have

pushed into the soil. Shift into larger ])Ots before

the roots get matted until the plants are placed in

their flowering pots, using four parts of good fibry

peat and one of a like description of loam, with a
sprinkling of sand added ; and train the young shoots
to a suitable trellis. H. W. W.

Florists' Flowers.

The Weather.—Mr. G. .1. Symons, writing in

the Tina's, points out that the rainfall for July,

though continuous and heavy, is not unprecedented
In amount ; the minimum temperatures have not
been excessively low, but the maxima have been
lower than for thirty years. In London 7 -'2 inches
of rain fell between June 4 and July 31, on forty-six

days, so that the fall was live times as frequent and
seven times as heavy as during the corresponding
months of last year.

CARNATION GERMANIA.

This very fine self-yellow Carnation, raised and

distributed by M. Ernest Benary, of Erfurt, cer-

tainly answers the expectations formed of it when

only flowers were seen last year. It is of a pure

clear yellow, remarkable for its full substance and

fine petal ; and with a refinement of character

apparent to the most casual observer. It is a good

grower also, putting forth freely robust grass.

It has been announced as a Tree Carnation, and

probably can be had to bloom in the winter, though

I think it should properly be regarded as a summer

flowering type. In the general character of the

flowers it resembles Pride of Penshurst. and it may

perhaps have been raised from it ; but it is apparently

of more robust growth and better quality of flower,

and is sweetly scented, if. B.

Tree Cabnaiions.

We have had a succession of blooms from a very

small lot of plants up till now (.July 21), and the

summer flowering varieties being now in flower,

there lias been no break in the season of bloom.

Not many years ago there was cause of complaint

in the season of bloom being so short—less than a

month of bloom for a whole year of labour '. Now

there need not be any complaint of lack of flowers at

any season, the perpetual flowering varieties being

so easily grown. The plants should now be in an

open Dosition out-of-doors, and not be allowed to

suffer for want of pot-room. A neat stick should

also be placed to each plant, and the young growing

shoots kept quite free from green-fly. The main

point in their culture is to keep a uniform state of

growth, which they will make better out-of-doors

until the end of September than under glass, when

some of the plants will be coming into bloom. J,

Douglas,

Book Notice.

AUTOUR DE MON JARDIN. Par Eugene de Duru.

(Bureau, 11, Pont St. Laurent, Verviers.)

Among the crowd of books for the instruction of

the intelligent amateur, who desires to gain a general

insight into gardening procedures, we have rarely

come .across one better suited to its purpose than

that whose title is given above. It is a dissertation

on the general principles on which practical horti-

culture is based, and to those to whom the language

in which it is written forms no bar, it will be found

as pleasant to read, as it is sound in teaching. Clear,

simple, and to the point, it is essentially well-written

and not devoid of humour. It bears on every page

the characteristics of an erudite and practised writer,

while the practical details betray the hand of one

who knows not only how to write about his garden,

but also how to work in it. Its contents may be

divined from the titles of the chapters, of whicli one

is devoted to soil, air, and water; one to garden

appliances, others to garden design, garden decora-

tion, garden pests, and garden friends. A detailed

table of contents and a full index complete an un-

pretending, but excellent work. A slight lapsus on

p. 11, where nitrogen is spoken of as derived by the

plant from the air] may be pointed out—a statement

inconsistent with another and more correct one on

p. 13, where the nitrogenous matters are rightly

spoken of as entering by the root.

porosity. In potting, press the soil quite firmly, and

pinch ort' all flower-spikes, and stop any straggling

shoots. Plunge the pots thinly in coal-ashes, and if

in frames so much the better, as they are then

quite under control.

Gesncras.—TubersofG.cinnabarina which are now
starting into growth should be shaken out of the old

soil, and repotted. I like to put them into their

flowering pots at once, any after assistance that

may be required being given in the form of liquid

manure. A rich porous soil suits them well, that

is, one consisting of about one-half loam and fibi-y

peat, with a large admixture of silver-sand. Owing j

to the hairiness of the leaves syringing is not advis- I

able, for if there is any sediment in the water used 1

it is sure to settle on them and spoil their appear-

ance ; and for the same reason try and keep them
free from insects, as wasliing in any form is equally

injurious. A good position is one near the glass in

a light pit, with a mild airy temperature between 60°

and 70°. Late plants or cuttings of G. zebrina and

G. refulgens may be treated similarly, so as to come
in with G. cinnabarina.

Hydraiic/eas.—The common Hydrangea hortensis

is probably the most useful, and is possibly not seen

to better advantage than wlien grown in a small pot

with a single flower-head. For this purpose cuttings

should now be put in, selecting strong, clean, and

moderately well ripened slioots. Insert them singly

in small pots, using a light loamy compost. Give a

good watering, and if the leaves are large and likely

to flag support them by inserting a few small stakes

round the edge of the pots, and run a bit of bast

round them. It is well to try and preserve the

leaves, for if they fall prematurely the cuttings take

longer to root, and they are more liable to miss

flowering when started in the spring. A frame

placed on a gentle hotbed over which a few

inches of plunging material has been spread is

a good place to root the cuttings in ; shade

them from bright sunshine, and maintain a genial,

growing atmosphere, never allowing the cuttings to

get over-dry, yet giving sufficient air to expel super-

fluous damp, otherwise the leaves would be apt to

decay. In a few weeks they will be nicely rooted,

and then more air should be given until they can

stand full exposure. If large GO's have been used for

the cuttings, this size will be large enough to winter

in. During the winter months a cool, airy position,

where frost is excluded, suits them well ; but if

smaller pots have been used, pot the plants soon

after they are rooted, and again when started in the

spring ; 5 and 6-inch pots are large enough. A rich

loamy compost should be aflbrded them. This sea-

son may be prolonged by periodically introducing

batches into a mild heat; they usually show flower

after a few pairs of new leaves have been made.

There is also a white-flowered variety, Thomas
Hogg, and a variegated variety of hortensis, both

of which are worth growing, but they look best as

small specimens. Old specimens which have

flowered are better stood out-of-doors in summer-

time ; but a few degrees of frost will, however, not

do them any harm. F. Ross, Blctchiiic/ki/. Surrrij.

Plants and Their Culture.

PELAituoNiuMS.—Zonals which were struck in the

spring and were subsequently potted into large GO's,

and which for some time may have been standing in

the open, are now in capital condition for potting up

for winter flowering ; the size most suitable is 32's.

Employ sound loam with a liberal addition of bone-

dust, a small quantity of decayed manure or leaf-soil,

a sprinkling of soot, and as much sand as will give

Home Correspondence.

THE BEGONIA AS A BEDDER.—I can fully en-

dorse all that your excellent correspondent, Jlr. J.

IlorsefieUl, has said, at p. 94, in your last issue, re-

specting the superiority of these plants over Pelar-

goniums as summer beddeis. The year 1887 will long

be remembered as an unusually hot one, when the

general floriferousness of the Tuberous Begonia was

thought by some to be due to the warm summer ;

but that cannot be said of the present season, and,

notwithstanding the heavy rains, the Begonias are

far superior to the Pelargonium in brightness, indeed

they are the brightest beds in our garden at the pre-

sent time. I have not tried the groundwork for the

beds recommended by your correspondent, as we
usually plant the Begonias so close together that

when they are fully developed the plants cover the

ground, and they are liked best whengrown in masses.

Any one contemplating the bedding out of tuberous

Begonias, raised in the usual way, from a packet of

mixed seeds, would do well to grow them the first

season in the reserve garden, as by so doing plants

of uniform growth can be selected. I should feel

grateful to any one of the correspondents of the

Ganhncrs Chronic'c if they would kindly give

me the names of a few of the newer tested free

bloomers amongst crimson, scarlet and pink varieties.
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I still retain the old Vesuvius, Monarch, Sedeni, &c.,

on account of their floriferousness. B, Klkins, Trcivs-

lury House, Cirencester.

THE POTATO DISEASE.—As a huly's postscript
is said to contain tlie most important item in her
letter, so must the postscript to my recent report on
tlie condition oftlie Potato crops in this district be of
more importance than the report itself, for since
that was penned, and especially during the past
few days, the ordinary form of disease has shown
itself in a rampant state in our Potato breadths,
und in all directions, in some cases the leafage
being already fpiite blackened. Tliat such should
be tlie case is hardly to be wondered at, for

the downpours of rain are so frequent and so
heavy, the sky is so clouded, and the average tem-
perature so low, that the weather conditions are
those of November rather thiiu of July. In reten-
tive soils the water has converted the earth into the
consistency of brick clay, the tubers existing literally

in water. "With such surroundings, there is now too
much reason to fear that the Potato disease will

this year present itself in its very worst form of
Potato rot. A. Dean, BccJfont, July :26.

CABBAGES.—I would like to ask " A. D." in what
way Sutton's Early Gem Cabbage differs from r>ittle

Pixie ? In the summer of 1887 I grew both
varieties on the same border, sown and planted on
the same day ; neither inform, earliness, nor colon]-,

could I detect the slightest difference. As to flavour

I will not speak, I have always found Little I'ixie

A 1 in that respect, but it is essentially a summer
or early autumn Cabbage. To stand the winter I

prefer Webb's Emperor, a variety that has never
failed me. John U'i/ies, Creircll Hall Gardms, Staf-
ford.

WHICH IS THE EARLIEST PEA?—When autho-
rities differ, who shall decide ? We gardeners
naturally look to the horticultural writers to keep us
aufult with the best varieties of vegetables required
for the different purposes. As one of the old school,
I was much disajipointed in reading such a meagre
account of early Peas in the report of tlie trial

grounds of a large London seed firm by " R. D." I
know it used to be a rule among London liouses to
prove the various kinds in their different classes side
by side for comparison, and still belitve it to be so.

Now the question that naturally arises is. Where are
the Ringleader, First Crop, and the thousand and
•one novelties which have been dinned in our ears for
years past as being so much earlier than the old
Dillestone's Prolific and Improved Sangster's No. 1 ?

I for one cannot understand how these old varieties
should come to the fore again if the descriptions
given of the later introductions were correct and
true. Surely it must be a mistake to write Veitch's
First Early, Harrison's New Early Eclipse, and the
other round blue-seeded named, as being forms of
Sangster's No. 1. They have always appeared tome
difl'erent in height, habit, shape of pod, and colour,
in every stage ot growth

; certainly they are of the
form, but it is only in the shape of the Pea in its dry
state, both being round. Besides, in the catalogue
of the firm in question, they are described as being
much shorter in the haulm. The writer favours
us with the information that the Scimitar is a
desirable variety, with a tendency to run to a tall
type. Is this a new early variety or another version
of the lamented death of Queen Anne ? If so, it is

•surely out of place in a report on early Peas. We
know it is not always advisable for one'firm to push
into notoriety the introductions of other firms, and I
cannot help thinking the reporter in this in.stance
has withheld some of the most interesting parts of his
observations, as there are so many leading varieties
in commerce not noted. An Old Gardener. [We drew
attention to the discrepancy here noted. Eo.

|

THE LIFTING OF DAFFODILS—Having read
with interest the remarks of Jlr. ,J. Walker and Mr.
E. Jenkins on the annual lifting of Uaflodils, I
would add my mite for the benefit of the readers of
the Gardeners' Chrmiicle. Both gentlemen may be
right in a certain sense. I fully concur with'Mr.
W. Burbidge that " the best plan in practice is to
find out the best course to pursue in one's soil. " No
hard and fast lines can be laid down respecting
either the planting or lifting of Daffodils—soil]
climate, and situation must be taken into con-
sideration

;
deep planting is by some recommended,

but my experience in the Isles of Scilly is on the
contrary. We seldom plant deeper than 2 inches,
•and in some cases not so deep as tliat. I

consider that but few Daffodils require to be
lifted within three years ; N. pallidus pra-cox
and Mary Anderson may be excepted. If
flowers be the main object in growing, they would
produce a greater quantity of flowers during that
time than if lifted aunual'ly, and the offsets taken
oft' and planted singly ; as the oll'sets flower sooner
by being left on to the parent bulb than by being
removed. But if marketable bulbs are required, then
I would s.ay lift annually, and remove the ofi'sets. I

cannot endorse the statement of Mr. Walker, that
for general purposes bulbs and flowers are all the
better for being lifted annually ; nor can I that of
Mr. Jenkins as to leaving in the ground for more
than three years Poeticus oinatus and P. plenus :

my experience with these two varieties is that if left

for longer than that time the flowers deteriorate,
and many are apt to come blind; but I may not
be right for all soils and situations. With us the
soil is light and the clira,ate niilil, so mild that from
the open ground we cut Soleil d'(_)r the first week in
Janu.ary, and other Polyanthus varieties soon follow;
In the trumpet section palliilus |ir;ecox, Ard Kigh,
or Irish King, and obvallaris the second week in
February : and about the latter part of the month
Golden Spur, Scoticus, princeps, Henry Irving,
variformis, spurius, and several others. J. C.
Toinkbh, Isles of Scilly.

I'lO. 15.—CR.iTF, AND BOXES FOB THK TRANSIT OF
.'^rUAWBEKKIFS AND CHEKRIES. fSFE P. 1.30.)

CARNATIONS.—The season of the Rose is not
at an end, and we have that of the Carnation and
its near ally, the Picotee, upon us ; but the flowers
we observe on the stands at special exhibitions of
that flower are not the flowers of our borders or the
cottage garden, but the produce of plants grown in
pots from first to last. Tlie flowers are very pretty,
very refined, the colours regularly distributed over
the flower, and the form rendered still more so bv
the art of the exhibitor

; but the " cut and come
again ' plants in the border of stout Clove
Carnations—selfs like Alice Ann Mary, Dandy Din-
mont, Dora, J. Arthur Wellington, and Mrs. Huson
Morris, or fancies, like Adonis. Satellite, Touchstone,
and Mrs. Champneys — scarlet bizarres, ]iink and
purple bizarres, and flakes in purple, scarlet, and
rose—are flowers which every one should grow, and
in quantity. The Picotee is a weaker-growing plant
in some soils than is the Carnation, but by proper
attention to drainage and to giving them and the
Carnation also a warm position, the former will grow
quite satisfactorily. Warmth and thorough drainage
at the root being essentials is oue reason that the
florists grow their show flowers on plants in pots.

The Italians and Tyrolese, who are great admirers of
the selfs, especially of selfs of the crimson and red
shades, which assort so well with their rich red-
brown skin tints, grow the Carnation in their
windows and balconies, and the flower in its
season can be found in cottage and villa alike.
But in one respect they widely dill'er in their manner
of treatment— they do not try to make the flower-
stems, which naturally droop iis the flower-buds get
heavier, stand upright by means of sticks, as we in
our stupidity do, but they let the flowers fall about in
negligee profusion, hanging over the sides of the
quaint pots and below the window sill. Let our
gardeners try their hand at growing the plants in
quantity in pots for window-boxes and open-air
stages, employing only vigorous growers and those
with powerful perfume, and their employers will
greatly appreciate their endeavours, il. W.

BROCCOLI GILBERT'S VICTORIA.—-I can assure
your correspondent " J. II.," that the reason I did not
again refer to this variety was not in the least owing
to disappointment, as the opposite was the case. The
breadth of plants which I mention in my notes, Gar-
deners' Chronicle, June 9 last, as looking so very pro-
mising not only turned in well, but supplied us with fine
heads fully a fortnight after all others were finished.
The lateness, and very mild flavour of the 'Victoria,
are favourable points. This Broccoli andDean's Snow-
ball Cauliflower have filled up what would have been
a long break in the supply of these vegetables. Of
the latter I made a sowing in heat early in March,
planting out in the quarters in April. The weather
was not favourable to growth, but notwithstanding
the heads turned in well, supplying us with beautifully
compact white heads, not large, but firm. Another ex-
cellent point in favour of this variety is that, owing
to its making but little leafage, it may be very closely
planted ; not more than a foot apart is quite suffi-
cient. H. Markham.

DISEASE OF ORNITHOGALUM.—ifc the Orni-
thogalum fungus, figured some time since, a peculiar
feature should be recorded, that is, that the leaves
only are affected. After they have been quite de-
stroyed the flower-scapes develope in a perfect
manner. So far as I have seen, only 0. nutans is

afl'ected by it. T. Smith, Daisy Hill Xursery. [This
disease, as caused by Heterosporium ornithogali (see
Gardeners Chronicle, May 2(), 1888, p. 658, and
June 23, 1888, p. 7SI) is, as a correspondent informs
us, confined to the leaves. At least, it is so in our
correspondent's case, for he informs us that after the
leaves " have been quite destroyed the flower-scapes
develope in a perfect manner. " W. G. 5.]

Societies.

ROYAI* HORTICULTXXRAL.
Scientific Committee.

JuLV 24.—Dr. II. Scott in the chair. Present:
:Messr8. Pascoe, W. G. Smith, G. F. Wilson, J,

O'Brien, D. Morris, Dr. Hogg, and Dr. Masters.

Hctiroicisiii ill Fungi.—Mr. Plowright, ia acknow-
ledging the letter of thanks addressed to him some
time since by the chairman, on behalf of the com-
mittee, made the following remarks :—" It was my
hope when I began my cultures that the general
outcome would tend to a lessening of the number of
the species of the Uredinea;. This, however, is not
the case ; on tlie contrary, I feel convinced that
physiological investigation will show that these para-
sitic fungi are much more numerous than we at

present imagine. To take one instance only, that
of the Uromyces, which occurs upon Beans. It is

now generally thouglit that one species is common
to most of the Legumiuosa;. I have made a number
of cultures on this point, and tind that when U,
fabai from the common Bean haulms is placed on
young phmts of Bean, Pea, Vicia cracca, V. sativa,

L ithyrus pratensis, and Ervum hirsutum .l-^eidia

are only produced on the Bean and Pea ; and further,

that the Uromyces on Ervum hirsutum applied to
the same host plants produced its ^T-'cidium on
Ervum only. In the same way the Puccinia which
occurs upon the Compositai is, I find, not one species,

as is generally supposed, but that I'redospores from
Centauroa nigra, for instance, will not affect Tarax-
acum ofHcinale, neither will the I'redospores oi' T.
olhcinale infect Apargia autumnalis nor Lapsana
communis. Before the true affinities of these species
can be satisfactorily d(^termined numerous and long-
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continued biological investigations will have to be

made for the hasty grouping together of tlie various

forms, because they occur on allied host plants, is as

liable to error as the opposite plan of making every

form a species because it occurs on a different host

plant."

Malforiiied Cf/pripediitms.—Dr. Masters exhibited

drawings and made comments on several malformed
Cypripediums which had been referred to him at a

previous meeting. The principal peculiarities, in

different flowers, were the following :—imperfect deve-

lopment of the lip; adhesion of the lateral petals to

the sides of the column, and consequent displace-

ment; disjunction of the lateral sepals, and presence of

two lips in one flower. The adventitious lip might

be the result (a) of additional development, (li) of

subdivisions of the primary lip, (c) of the presence

in the guise of a lip of one of the outer stamens

(a 2), which is usually suppressed. Another flower

had three staminodes, one corresponding to a 1, and
two lateral ones as usual, the stigma being distinctly

three-lobed. From Mr. Kimball came a drawing of

C Lawrenceanum, in which the parte of the flower

were arranged in crossed pairs. The most peculiar

flower was one of C. barbatum exhibited by Mr.
O'Brien. In this the general form was triangular,

the upper sepal was wanting, the two lateral ones

were present, the two lateral petals were also pre-

sent, but in the shape of broadly ovate segments,

more like sepals in shape, but having the position of

petals, as well as the little tufts of hairs on the

margins, characteristic of the petals in this species.

The columnjwas erect with two lateral shields conceal-

ing the anthers, while the ordinary median staminode

was absent. The style was erect, cyliadric, scarcely

lobed at the top, and the ovary entirely absent.

Passijlora kcweiisis. X—Dr. blasters showed draw-

ings of this hybrid, as also of P. hybrida floribunda,

to show how closely similar they were. P. kewensis X
was known to be a hybrid out of P. kermesina bv
cicrulea, and P. hybrida floribunda in all probability

had the same origin.

Movements in (he Shoots of Firs.—Dr. Masters
showed diagrams representing the movements, not

only of the leader shoot of Abies biflda (firma), but

also of the lateral shoots, and explained that while the

leader shoot gyrates in irregular ellipses, its point

being alternately raised or depressed, the lateral shoots

not only move from one point of the compass to

another, and are elevated or depressed, but are also

rotated on their own axis, the leaves likewise being

raised or depressed at various angles. These move-
ments of shoots and leaves were very complex, and
in all probability dependent on different causes.

Growth of Phila<hiphas.~V>r. Masters exhibited a

drawing of a plant of Philadelphus raised from a

cutting in a pot. On shifting the cutting into a
larger-sized pot, it was found that a dense leash of

roots had proceeded from one single point only of the

callused end—not from the entire circumference.

One lateral shoot only was, in the first instance,

produced from the side of the cutting, and this shoot

was on the opposite side to that whence the tufts of

roots issued. Not till this one shoot had grown to a

large size, and produced three or four pairs of leaves

with internodes of considerable length between
them, was a second shoot produced. From
the base of the original cutting, opposite to the

first, a third and a fourth were also produced
regularly, first on one side, then on the other side

of the plant, and nowhere else.

Araiicaria brabilicndi^.—Professor Ilenriques, of

Coimbra, sent a photograph showing two fine trees

of this species growing in the open air in the

Botanic Gardens of the University of that city.

The Vly/nouth Strawberry.—Dr. Masters showed
ripe fruits of this curious monstrosity, grown from
plants presented to him by Mr. G. F. Wilson. It is

an alpine Strawberry, in which all the parts of the

flower are more or less represented by leaves. The
plant was mentioned by old botanical writers, but
afterwards disappeared, or was so completely over-

looked that its very existence was assumed to be a
myth. Of late years, however, the plant had
reappeared in several gardens, and the correctness of

the old writers has been vindicated.

Hi/hrid ClcnuUis.—From Jlr. Noble came specimens
of his C. Jackmanni alba. The ordinary Jackman
Clematis produces its purple flowers in late summer
on the young wood of the year. The white variety,

however, produces flowers in the spring on the old

wood of the preceding year, and which are more or
less irregular in character, and again flowers on the
herbaceous shoots later in the summer, thus showing
in one and the same plant the characteristics of two

distinct sections of the genus, and affording evidence
of the hybrid origin of the plant in question.

Stay Beetle.—From Mr. Roupell came a specimen
of Lucanus cervus, stated to be very abundant this

season in certain localities. While the perfect

insect, in spite of its formidable appearance, is harm-
less to plants, its larva is very destructive to the
wood of trees.

Trials at Chiswick.

A MEETixi.; of the Fruit and Vegetable Committee
was held at Chiswick on July 26. Present :—Harry
J. Veitch, Esq., in the chair ; Messrs. Lee, Warren,
Pearson, Koss, llivers, ilarshall, Norman, and
Denning.
The collection of Peas growing in the garden was

further examined. Dr. Hogg, from Messrs. J. Voitch
& Sons, was noted as a very fine stock. Midsummer
Green was condemned as worthless. Optimum
(Laxton), a tall green Marrow, having large hand-
some pods resembling Telegraph, was approved.
Prince of Wales was noted for its extraordinary
cropping qualities. Pride of Kent (Divers) and
Gloria Mundi (Yates) were considered to be Ne
Plus Ultra. The Abbot (Hurst & Son), a wrinkled
green Marrow resembling Telegraph in appearance,
but of superior quality, was greatly approved, and
received a First-class Certificate. Keliable (Laxton),
a dwarf green wrinkled Marrow of the Scimitar
type, was approved for its free cropping qualities and
well filled pods. Empress (Eckford), a tall green
wrinkled Marrow, was approved as a good cro|>per

and of good quality. Xe Plus Ultra Seedling (Cul-
verwell) was considered a good stock of the old

variety.

A collection of autumn-sown Onions was inspected,
the various types and selections of White Spanish,
autumn-sown, were noted as superior to the Tripoli
section this season. Baileys selected White Spanish
(Veitch) was highly commended by the committee,
being considered the best selection.

Tomatos were inspected. Jlessrs. J. Veitch &
Sons submitted examples of Raspberry Superlative,
referred from the meeting at Westminster, together
with examples of Lord Beaconsfield and Semper
Fidelis for comparison^ They were considered quite
distinct. Superlative, being far superior, was awarded
a First-class Certificate.

Mr. T. F. Kivers submitted examples of a seedling
Peach and Nectarine raised from the Nectarine
Peach. The Nectarine was remarkable for its enor-
mous size, being lOh inches in circumf"M-ence. and
10 oz. in weight.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE HORTICUL-
TURAL, NORTHAMPTON.

Northampton. July 19 and 20. — The above
Society's show was held on land adjoining the show-
ground of the County Agi-icultural Association, and
was in every respect an excellent all-round exhibition,

the liberal prizes judiciously ottered in the chief

classes being *an inducement to exhibitors living at

considerable distance from the town to compete.
For twelve stove or greenhouse plants, six in

bloom and six fine-foliage, Mr. Cypher, of Chelten-
ham, staged a beautiful lot of plants, notably those
in flower, which consisted of Erica depressa, as fresh

as in May, and most densely bloomed—probably as

fine an exami)le as has ever been staged; Erica
Parmentieri rosea, also in fine condition ; a huge
]ilant of Pluenocoma prolifera Barnesii, in splendid
health and prutuse bloom; Ixora salicifolia, now sel-

dom seen, was equally well done ; these, with excellent

plants of Stephanotis floribunda and Allamada
nobilis, were all in j\Ir, Cypher's best form. The
foliage plants consisted of Crotons, Palms, and a fine

example of Cordyline indivisa. The "Jtid prize

went to twelve capital plants from Mr. Wm. Finch,

gr. to Jas. Marriot, Esq., of Coventry, who had a

very fine plant of Croton mortfurtaineusis splendidly

coloured. Groups of plants, liO feet by VI each,

were a most attractive feature, and were so arranged
as to fill the central space of a nian|uee set apart for

them. This is an excellent system of arrange-

ment, as it affords scope for variety of arrange-

ment.
Mr. Parker, of Rugby, was to the front with

a verv light and tasteful group, the central portion

of which could hardly be surpassed either in choice

of material or design; well-grown plants of Cocos
Weddelliana here played a most important part,

associated with Eulalia japonica variegata and white

Lilies ; flowering plants in season were fully em-

ployed, without too much reliance being placed on
choice exotics. Mr. A. Webb, gr. to J. H. M.
Sutton, Esq., Kelham Hall, Newark, was 2nd, his

group showing considerable taste in its design— the
addition of slightly more colour to enliven it would
have given a better finish. Mr. Cypher was ^rd,

with a choice lot of plants, prominent among which
were several Orchids ; a few more plants of light

growth would have added to the effect of this group.
A similar class for groups, but limited to

places within thirty miles of Northampton, was also

well filled with exhibits. With the same limitation,

Mr. Finch gained the 1st position with ten stove
or greenhouse plants showing well-grown specimens
of medium size. The same exhibitor also took the 1st

in the previously mentioned group class. The
classes provided for exotic Ferns were well filled, as

were also others for Begonias, zonal Pelargoniums, &;c.

Among cut flowers the dinner-table decorations
by Mr. Cypher formed a prominent feature, and
which secured for him an easy victory over Jlr.

Parker, whilst Messrs. Perkins, of Coventry, won the
1st prize with a bouquet of tasteful design. Cut
flowers of hardy herbaceous plants were shown in

fine condition. Mr. Goldsmith, gr. to Sir E. Loder,
Bart., Floore House, Weedon, was 1st, with a col-

lection which consisted of the best things in bloom,
and those staged in an admirable manner. The com-
petitors in the classes of stove and greenhouse cut
flowers would do well to imitate on a future occasion
Mr. Goldsmith's style in arranging their exhibits.

Messrs. Perkins exhibited Koses in classes for

twenty-four and twelve respectively, gaining 1st in

each instance.

The fruit classes were fairly well filled, two strong
collections of almost equal merit being staged in the
open class provided for eight distinct kinds, and
came from Mr. Blair, gr. to the Duke of Westmin-
ster, at Trentham ; and ]\Ir. Edmonds, gr. to the
Duke of St. Alban's. Bestwood ; the first-named had
a fine fruit of Queen Pine, Duke of Buccleuch
Grapes, and a good Melon, an extra fine dish of

Plums, with Peaches and Nectarines of more than
average quality. Mr. Edmonds was strong in black
Grapes, Peaches, and Nectarines, showing also a

good Alelon, but was weak with his Pine-apple.
Mr. Goldsmith showed well in other fruit classes,

taking 1st for Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries, and
Strawberries, the latter being very fine fruit of

James Veitch.
Mr. Birch, gr. to the Marquis of Northampton,

Castle Ashby, was 1st, with some fine bunches of
Black Hamburgh Grapes, and in the class for one
Melon.

Collections of vegetables were staged in admir-
able condition by Mr. Kobinson, gr. to T. Howard,
Esq., Bedford, who was 1st for twelve kinds ; and
j\Ir. LTnderwood, gr. to J. S. Bouverie, Esq., Delapre
Abbey, for eight; whilst in a special class, the prizes

being offered by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Heading,
Mr. Goldsmith took a similar position. The cottagers'

products at the Northampton show are invariably

good, and this occasion was no exception to the rule.

Superintendents of flower shows please note. At
the recent Northampton show the judges were able

to commence their duties at 10 o'clock by a judicious

arrangement on the part of the committee, who in-

sisted that one tent should be cleared at that hour,
and so on with the others in rotation. The work of

judging was thus far easier, and was completed well

within time. H.

BISHOP'S WALTHAM HORTICUL-
TURAL.

The annual exhibition of this Society took place

on the 2oth ult. in Swanmore Park, the seat of W.
II. Myers, Esq., whose gardener, Mr. E. Molyneux,
has gained much renown as a Chrysanthemum
exhibitor.

The show, which was unfortunately held on a very

rainy day, consisted chiefly of cottagers* exhibits of

vegetables, and if Potatos be excepted, all were
exceptionally fine for the season. Carrots, Turnips,

Onions and Peas were excellent, the varieties

shown most largely being the Early Nantes Carrot,

Six-week Turnips, Heading Onion.'?, and Duke of

Albany Pea. The show was fixed at too early a date

for Potatos, and they were poor indeed. Small fruits

were of good quality. Many of the dishes of

Black Currants approached in size the berries of a

West's St. Peter's Grape, and there must be .some

ingredient in the soil of the district peculiarly

suitable to this fruit.

As regards flowers, the feature of the show was
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undoubtedly the collection of six, twelve, and
eighteen varieties of hardy cut flowers, the cottagers'
exhibits in these classes being quite on a par with
those of the amateur and gentlemen's gardeners, a
fact due in no small degree to the example set of

growing them largely in the Swanmore Gardens,
and also by the oft'er of special prizes by Mr.
Myers. I give the names of the most successful

stand of eighteen varieties, sent by Mr. Chequer, gr.

to Mrs. Franklyn, Shedfield Lodge ; they were

—

Achillea raillefoliumrubrura.Agrostemraa Flos-Jovis,

Campanula persicifolia alba fl.-pl., Coronilla varia.

Delphinium altissimum, Gaillardia grandiflora,

Cialega officinalis alba, Lathyrus latifolius alba,

Lilium croceura, Linaria asararoides splendens,
Lychnis chalcedonica, Monarda didyma, Pentstemon
barbatus, Statice species, Silene armeria, Stenactis
speciosa, Veronica spicata alba, Yucca glosiosa.

Table decorations were on the whole good

;

particularly so was that composed of wild flowers

from Miss M. Wilson, which obtained the 1st prize,

Mrs. Medlicott, of the Vicarage, Swanmore, being a
good 2ad.

Scotland.

THE SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSO-
CIATION AND THE ROYAL BOTANIC
GARDENS, EDINBURGH.

An extraordinary meeting of the above Associa-

tion was held in the Queen Street Hall, Edinburgh,
on Thursday, the 26th ult., to protest against the

transference of the Botanic Garden from the Crown
to the University, as proposed in the Universities

(Scotland) Bill. Mr. John Methven, of Thomas
Methven & Sou's, occupied the chair, and, in addition

to a strong and representative muster of members of

the Association, there were present Bailie Turnbull,

Councillors Robertson, Ritchie, Macpherson, and
Anderson, Convenor White, Dr. Craig, President of

the Edinburgh Botanical Society, and Dr. Paterson,

Bridge of Allan.

The Chairman, in opening the meeting, dis-

claimed on his own part and that of the Association

any hostility to the Universities Bill as a Bill. The
measure would, no doubt, be beneficial to the Uni-
versities of Scotland ; but the several clauses in it

proposing the transference of the Botanic Gardens
from the CTrown to the University of Edinburgh
could not but be injurious to horticulture in Scot-

land. It was simply the handing over of an
important public institution from a public and
responsible body to a private and irresponsible body.

The public, in the event of the transference clauses

of the bill being carried, would have no power to

influence the administration and maintenance of the

gardens, and this he considered would be deplorable in

the interests of horticulture and the public generally.

Mr. Malcolm Dunn, The Gardens, Dalkeith, moved—
" That this meeting views with alarm the proposal

in the Universities (Scotland) Bill, transferring the

Royal Botanic Gardens from the Crown to the
University of Edinburgh, and protests, in the interests

of horticulture in Scotland, against the proposal."

Nothing, he thought, could be more fraught with
harm to the efficiency and usefulness of the gardens
than to disestablish them, as was proposed by this

bill. The gardens were the centre and the source
of all the scientific branches of gardening. It would,
lie considered, be a lamentable loss to the commu-
r.iiy at large, and particularly to horticulturists, if

llie management of the gardens were limited only to

the providing for the requirements of medical
students, and he hoped the time would never come
when none but these students would be allowed to
enter these gardens, and avail themselves of the rich

resources of information they contained under the
present management.

Mr. Alex. Mackenzie, Warriston Nursery, seconded
the resolution, and_'expatiated with much force on the
benefits conferred on horticulture during the past

thirty years by the gardens.

Bailie Turnbull spoke in support of the resolution

on public grounds, and deplored the proposal to de-
prive the public of Edinburgh of its finest outdoori
resort.

Dr. Paterson, speaking as an old graduate of the

University, held that it would be an additional

burden to that institution without any compensating
advantages were the contemplated change carried

out ; and looking upon the matter as of national

importance, called upon every Scotsman to protest

against the transference.

Dr. Craig pointed out that no one interested

wanted the proposed change except the Government,
and they had failed to give any reason for the pro-

posal. The authorities of the University viewed the

proposal with alarm, and had protested against it,

so also had the Corporation of Edinburgh. He
assumed that economy was at the bottom of it, and
if this were so Government should frankly say so.

Mr. A. D. Mackenzie, Edinburgh, moved—" That
this meeting petition Parliament against the trans-

ference clauses in the bill, and authorise the Secre-

tary to forward the petition to the member for the

Western Division of Edinburgh for presentation to

Parliament." Were the gardens handed over to the

University, he said, without adequate provision for

their proper maintenance, a fraud would be committed

by the Government on the public.

Mr. Matthew Todd, in seconding the resolution,

said that Professor Bayley-Balfour had well ex-

pressed the effect of the change by the terms " trans-

ference meant arrest," when speaking in his

inaugural address of the efficiency and expansive-

ness that should be provided for in the future

administration of the gardens, and held that if

there were no progress there must be declension.

Mr. Andrew Taylor supported the motion, and

said that the gardens could not be exclusively given

over to the University, because they were, out-and-

out, national property, and they ought to be kept

open as a distinct national institution.

Both the resolutions were unanimously adopted,

and a vote of thanks to the Chairman brought the

meeting to a close.

Royal Scottish AnBORicuLTUEiL Society.

The thirty-fifth annual general meeting of the

Royal Scottish Aiboricultural Society will, by the

kind permission of the Regius Keeper, Professor

Bayley-Balfour, be held in the class-room at the

Royal Botanic Gardens, Inverleith Row, Edinburgh,

on Tuesday, August 7, at 11 a.m.

The Council have arranged that, immediately after

the meeting terminates, members who may be

desirous to do so, will have the opportunity afforded

them of inspecting the Arboretum and Inverleith

Nurseries.

The annual dinner will be held in the " Water-

loo " Hotel, Waterloo Place, on Tuesday, August 7,

at 6 P.M. The Council of the Society have arranged

with the committee in charge of the "Dr. Hugh-
Cleghorn" testimonial, that the presentation be

made to Dr. Cleghorn at the dinner.

Annual Excursivn.—The eleventh annual excursion

of the Society will take place, by the kind permission

of the proprietors, to several estates in Roxburgh-

shire, on August 8 and 9.

Ballot List, Aut/itst 7.—The names of the proposed

new office-bearers (recommended by the Council)

are printed in italics ; those who retire by rotation

are marked by an asterisk.

President.— The Bight Hon. the Earl of Hopetoun,

Hopetoun House, Linlithgmcshiie.

Vice-Presidents.—*Hugh Cleghorn, M.D., LL.D.,

F.R.S.E., of Stravithie, St. Andrews ; Malcolm Dunn,
The Palace Gardens, Dalkeith ; the Right Hon.
Lord Balfour of Burleigh, Kennet House, Alloa

;

William M'Corquodale, Eorester and Wood Surveyor,

Scone, Perth ; X>. F. Mackenzie, Factor, Mcrton Hall,

Libcrton ,- Hugh Cleghorn, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S.E., 0/

Stravithie, St. Andrews.
Council.—*John M'Laren, Inspector and Valuer

of Woods, Hawthornvale, Winchburgh ; *D. F.

Mackenzie, Factor, Morton Hall, Liberton ; *James
Watt, J.P. (of Messrs. Little & Ballantyne), Nur-
seryman, Carlisle ; *John Lamont, Nurseryman and
Seedsman, Edinburgh ; •Charles Buchanan, Over-

seer, Penicuik House, Penicuik ; Robert Lindsay,

Curator, Rovftl Botanic Garden, Edinburgh ; John
Methven (of Kleasrs.T. Methven & Son8),Nur8erjTnan

and Seedsman. Edinburgh ; Robert Hutchison
F.R.S.E., of Carlowrie, 29, Chester Street, Edin,
burgh

; James Robertson, Wood Manager, Panmure,
Carnoustie

; Andrew Slater, Overseer, Haystoun,
Peebles; Robert Baxter, Forester, Dalkeith Park,
Dalkeith; JohnT, M'Laren, Overseer, Kennet, Alloa;
John M'Gregor, Forester, Ladywell, Dunkeld

;

Thomas Wilkie, Forester, Tyninghame, Prestonkirk
;

Daniel Dewar, Forester, Beaufort Castle, Beauly
;

John M'Laren, Inspector and Valuer of Woods, Haw-
thornvale, Witichburgh ; Charles Buchanan, Overseer,
Penicuik House, Penicuik ; James Alexander {of
Messrs. Bicksons ij- Co.), 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh;
John Allan, Forester, Balmeney Park, Edinburgh

;

James Cook, Land Steward, Arniston, Gorebridqc.
Secretary and Treasurer.— William J. Mojfat, 5,

St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh.
Auditor.—John Ord Mackenzie, of Dolphinton,

W.S., 9, Hill Street, Edinburgh.

The Weather.

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
duration of the excess or defect of temperature above or
below y2° F. for the period named, and is expressed in Day-
degree — a "Day-degree" signifying \° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hours.]
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THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather for

the week ending July 30, is furnished from the
Meteorological Office :

—

" The u^eaihcr has continued in a very unsettled
and changeable state, with heavy falls of rain at
nearly all the Irish and English stations, and severe
local thunderstorms.
"The (empemfureha,s remained considerably below

the mean, the deficit ranging from 2° in ' England, S.,'
' Scotland, W.,' and the ' Channel Islands,' to 5° in

the ' Midland Counties.' The highest temperatures
were, as a rule, registered either on the 24th or 25th,
when the thermometer rose to 07° or 68° in the
' Grazing districts,' and to between 69° and 72° in

the ' Wheat-producing' districts. Towards the close
of the week the maximum readings were below 60°
in all the more northern parts of the kingdom. The
lowest temperatures which were recorded on irregular
dates ranged from 37° in ' Scotland, E.,' and 3'J° in
' Scotland, N.,' to 48° in ' England, S.,'and 'England,
S.W.: and 52° in the ' Channel Islands.'

" The rainfall has been largely in excess of the
mean in all districts, excepting ' Scotland, N.,' and
' Scotland, E.,' where a slight deficit is reported.
In Ireland and the east ot England the aggregate for
the week amounted to as much as three times the
normal, and at Durham, during thunderstorms which
occurred on the 2oth and 26th, the total amount
collected was no less than 3.75 inches,

" Bright sunshine has again been very deficient,
the percentages of the possible amount ranging from
between 16 and 18 over the southern parts of our
islands to 29 in ' England, E.,' and 32 in ' Ireland, S.'

"

MEAN TEMPERATUKE OBSERVED AT CHISWICK DUR-
mo THE WEEK ENDINO AUGUST U. (AVERAGE
OF FORTY-FOUR YEARS.)

Aug. ...
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Fbuit.—AvEHiGE Wholesale Pbices.

s. d. s. d.
I

s. d. s. d.

Cherries, half-sieve... 2 0- n
|
Melons, each ... 10-30

Currants, hlk., half- Peaches, dozen ... 2 0-10

sieve 3 0-36 Pine-arples, Eng.,lb. 20-30
— Keil, half-sieve.. 2 0-30 —St. Michael, each 3 0- .=i

Grapes, per lb. ... 1 0- 3 !
Strawberries, lb. ... 6-10

Lemons, per case ...12 0-21 '

SEEDS.

London : Aiir/tt^f 1.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons,

seed merchants, of 37, Mark Lane, E.G., write that

owing to the continued wet weather tliere is

increasing lirraness in the seed trade. All

descriptions of Alsike, white and Trefoil .are con-

sequently held with great strength. In imported

Italian there has also been a substantial advance.

For Canary and Hemp seed the]"sale is slow. Higher
prices are now asked for Blue Peas. Mustard and
Rape seed realise late quotations. Feeding Linseed

is firm.

COBN.
Averages.—Official statement showing the average

price of British corn, imperial measure, in the week
ended July 28 :—Wheat, S'ls.ed; Barley, 25s. U.;
Oats, 17s. For the corresponding week in 1887:

—

Wheat, 34s. 5d. ; Barley, 21s. Sd. ; Oats, 17s. Id.

FBUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Si'iTALFiELDs : Aittjiist 1—Supplies of fruit good »

of English Potatos, fair ; of Jersey, St. I\Ialo. aud
Cherbourg Potatos, short. Trade is not quite so active.

Prices :—Foreign Pears, 2s. to 2s. 3d. per bush'il of

about 24 lb. ; foreign Green Gages, 2s. Qd. to 3s. per

bushel of 18 lb. ; black Currants, 3s. to 3s. 3d. per

half sieve ; red Currants 2s. 3d. to 2s. (ki. do. ; white
Currants, 3s. do. ; Clierries, 2s. to 3s. 3d. do.

;

Gooseberries, 2s. to 2s. 6(/. do. ; Strawberries, Is. Qd.

to 2s. 6d. per peck ; Raspberries, 2d. to id. per 1 lb.

punnet ; ditto, 18s. per cwt. ; English Tomatos, 3s. 6d.

to 4s. per peck ; foreign do., Is. 9d. to 2^. Gd. per

box ; Vegetable Marrows, Is. 6d. to 2s. per dozen
;

Cabbages, 9d. to 2s. dd. per tally ; Peas, Is. 6d. to

25. 6d. per bushel ; do., in sacks, 3s. to 4s. per sack
;

Broad Beans. Is. 3f?. to Is. Gd. per bushel ; do., in

sacks, 2s. to 3s. per sack ; Scarlet Runners, 7s. to 8s.

per sieve ; foreign do., 6s. Gd. to 7s. Gd. per box of

about 130 lb. ; frame Cucumbers, 2s. to 3s. per

dozen ; Endive, Is. to Is. Gd. do. ; Cos Lettuce.",

Gd. per score of 22 ; Beetroots, Gd. to Sd. per dozen
;

English Walnuts (for pickling), 2s. to 2s. 3d, per

half sieve.

Stratford : Jul// 31. — Supply has been good
during the past week, and a fair trade was done
at the following prices :—Cabbages, 3s. to 4s. per

tally ; Mangels, 18s. to 22s. per ton ; Watercress,

Gd. to >id. per dozen bunches ; Gooseberries, 4s. to

5s. per flat ; do. ; 2s. to 3s. per half bushel ; Peas,

3s. Gd. to 5s. per bag ; black Cherries, 3s. to 3s. Gd.

per half sieve ; wliite, 4s. do. ; Tomatos, Jerseys, od.

to Gd. per lb. ; Apples, 8s. to 10s. per case ; Currants,

black, 3s. Gd. to 4s. per lialf sieve ; do., red, 3s. to

3s. Gd. do,

POTATOS.
BoEODOH AND SpiTALFiELDs : Jiili/ 31.—Supplies

are quite suiiicient for demand, which is dull.

—Shaws, 60s. to 70s. ;
Heljrons. 70s. to UOs. ; kidneys,

80s. to 100s. per tun.

Spitalfields : Aur/tist 1.—Quotations:— English
kidneys, 4s. to 4s. Gd.; Beauty of Hebron, 3s. Gd. to

•is. Gd. ; Early Roses, 3s. Gd. to 4s. ; Jersey kidneys,

4s. Gd,. to f)S. Gd. ; do. flukes, 4s. Gd. to 5s. Gd. ; St.

Malo rounds, 3s. to 3s. Gd.; do. flukes, 3s. 9(7. to

4s. 6^. ; Lisbon rounds, 3s. Gd. to 4s. ; Cherbourg
do., 3s. to 3s. Gd. ; do. Sukes, 4s. Gd. to 5s. Gd. per
cwt.

Stratford: Jiili/ 31.—Quotations:—English kid-

neys, yOs. to 110s. ; Beauty of Hebron, 70s. to 90s.

;

Early Rose, 70s. to 80s. per ton.

Imparls.—The imports into London last week con-
sisted of 3137 packages from Jersey, 2 boxes from
Malta, aud 7.')4 boxes from Cherbouig.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the

piices obtained at the various metropolitan markets
during the past jveek :—Clover, prime, 9Ss. to

1355. ; inferior. 76s. to 863. ; bay. prime. 9-ls. to

126s. ; Inferior, 76?. to S4s.
;
and straw, 26*. to 46s.

per load.

ORCHIDS.
THE UNDERSIGNED, Sole Agent for the

United Kingdom, for CARLOS TRAV'ASSOS. Rio .le

Janeiro, bezs to aunount-e to the Trade generally, that he is

opeu to Receive Orders foreverydescriptiou of Brazilian Orchids.

For CATALOCtUES. terms. &.i-., please address,

A. H. GRIMSDITCH,
5, CLAYTON S(jUARE. LIVERPOOL.

Black Currant.—Buddenborg's Black Prince.

JHAYWARD, The Nurseries, Cheadle,
• Clieshire, is now Booking Orders for this extraordinary

fruit for Autumu delivery. Ths finest black Currant in culti-

vation,12 berricsweighingloz. Send three stamps for a sample

of fruit- Young healtliy trees, three sizes, 2s., As., and 6.^.

per dozen.

PRIMULAS—PRIMULAS—PRIMULAS.—
Grand Premier Prize and Covent Garden strains. Fine

large trusses, beautifully fringed llowers, and new colours.

Good riaiits, to bloom well, per dozen, Is. 3d. ; extra strong,

Is. 6i/. ; per 100, 9s. Al l carriage free.

CINERARIAS—CINERARIAS.—Bull's and
Cannell's celebrated Prize Strains, and most brilliant

colours. Cannot be excelled. Good Plants to bloom well,

per dozen, Is. 3rf. ; extra strong. Is. 6rf.; per 100, ils. All

carriage free.

S. SHEPPERSON, Florist, Prospect House. Belper, Derbyshire.

OA nriO CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
OU^UvU finest Double and Single Varieties (some

of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

climbing and bedding, from 12s. to 24s. per dozen, strong

plants ; extra strong plants, repotted into 5J-inch pots, 2s. w.
each ; Beauty of Worcei^ter, a magnificent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2s. ^d. each.

Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.,

Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

— Too well known to require descrip-

tion. Price, 6s. per bushel (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or 6d. per

cake ; free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions

enclosed, with oursignature attached.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON
(Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Highgate Nurseries. N.

pOCOA-XUT FIBRE REFUSE, newly made.
V7 Truck-load (2 tons), 20s. ; iu bags—20, 14s. ; 40, 25s. Free
on to Rail. Cash with order.

.T. STE\'ENS AND CO . Cocoa-Nut Fibre Merchants, Grev-
hound Yard, and 163, High Street. Battersea, S.W.

mi ErFECIIVE, SAFE I E:ONQMi:ilL

IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

'Medicated Tobacco Paper"
(READY CUT UP FOR USE),

Ri-duced Price Iti per lb.;

SSIbs. Ac iiii^ni-fl!<i—l'ari'ia£;e Paid.
Parcels for trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.:

2 lbs. 3/4, 4lb8.6/8, 6 lbs. 9,9, 8lbs.13/-, 10 Ibs.l6/-.

IMPROVED
Fumigating
Is vastly superior to any other.

Price 6/6 (in iron with heater) each,

or in Copper, 21/-

DiCKSOIX'^ IluprOTi'd

MUSHROOM SPAWK
MOST SUPERIOR. 6/- PER BUS.

Ty- Circulars giving all ^particulars (^ copies of teeti-
monials, post tree on application.

DICKSONS
(LiMlTF.rO,

Royal Nursery and Seed Establishment,

CHESTER.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16,000 of t.he Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kiu'id of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Statlona.
Liquid Non-Poisonous Paints for In-^ido of Conservatories, &.C.

Prices, Pattern.^, and Tfntimonials. Po3fc-free.

LA BELLE SAUVAGB YARD, LUDGATB HILL. E.G.

BACHELOR'S WALK. DVBhIV.- Ditount f.7r Cath.

Wia iifwt,-tiK GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two PkIZK MKDAL3.
Quality. THE BEST In the Market. (All sacks included.)
PEAT, Ije^t brown libroua ... 5s. per sack, 5 sacks for 22s. 'id.

PEAT, best black tibrons ... is. tSd. ,, 5 sacks for 20jJ.

PEAT, extra selected Urchid 7s. tirf. ,, 5 sacks for 35s.

LOAM, PEEPARED COMPOST lis. per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... ( (sacks included).
SLLVER SAND, coarse. Is. id. per bush., Us. half-ton, 24s. ton.
RAFFIA FIERE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb. ; 28 lb., 27l.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., fs. per sack.
CHUBB-S •• PERF>!CT" FER-1 L-J Bags.
TILIZER (the Bast Food for ( . ,

all kinds of Plants, Flowers. ("Tins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 561b. 1 cwt.
Fruils. V.-Kelaliles. &c. ...) 1/6 3/- 6/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-
VIRGIN C(jKK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 6/6 10/6 17/-
RUSSIAN MATS, BAMBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT ,'\1( >SS MTTEK. (hea]j,.s( and best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, £l' per t.iri. Extra lart^e Sample Bales, 6.S. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),

sacks. Is. 'id. each ; 10 sacks, lis.; 15 sacks, 15s.; 20 sacks, 18s.;

30 sacks, 25s. ; 40 sacks, 30s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

28s. Limited quantities of G., special quality granulatetl,

in sacks only. 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

(Bankers, Union Bank of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FEREY ROAD, MILWAIX, LONDON. E.

SAVE H ALF TH E COST.
G A R S I D E'S

S I

BEDFORDSHIHE

L Y E R SAN
Coarse and Fine,

D
J

Is aiimitti'ii by the l>Mi(iii^' Niu=erymen to be the Best
Quality obtainable m tli*- Tru.it?.

Cunsuiuers ^iioiilii Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Ci-'lebratfii and Extensive I'lt'^, which contain a practically in-

cxliaustible snpplv of Spleinlid Sand, and thus save half the
ordiniiry cost. NO THAVKLLEKS OR AOEN'TS.
Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price,

Free on Rail or Canal. Ail Orders executed with the utmost
promptness a7id tinder personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts.

GEORGE GARSIDE, Jun., LEIGHTON BUZZAKD, BEDS.

CERTAIN SUDDEN DEATH
To all Grubs, Aphis, Lice, Red Spider, Thrip, Mealy

Bug, Caterpillars, dc, dc
pcDrcQji Y ) to tlje Hands and Skin, btit will cure

' Kin;;wotm in Animals, and all diseases

HARMLESS prodnc^d by parasites.

Fir Tree OIL
(SOLUBLE) INSECTICIDE
A combination of IlvJrocarhon Oils, made soluble in

Water, for destroying' ALL INSECTS & PARASITES
that infest Trees and Plants, whether at the Roots or
on the Fuliai^e.

Sold by Seedsmen and Cliemists, ls.6d., 2s. 6d,, &4s. 6d,;

J gallon 7s. 6d., 1 gallon 12s 6d,, or less in larger quantities.

A Treatise on FIR TREE OIL as an INSECTICIDE,
its application to Plan ts and Animals, sent Post free
on receipt of address, by the Manufacturer,

Hughes'
FIRTREE-OIL

SPRAY PUMP
PRICE 25-

Throws a fine

spray 20 ft., and

a jet 30 ft., with

great force.

A splendid

substitute for the

Syringefor using

Insecticide, Price

25s. A larger

size for watering

purposes, 45s.

Carriage Paid.

For
Glass Houses HUGHES'
GREEN & CREAM COLOR SHADING
Convenient, Inexpensive —Easily applied — La'^ts all the
Summer, aud can then b e easily washed off. Is., post 1/3.

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Manuhester.
Wholfsale: Hooper & Co. ; Coert,Soper, Fowt.ee & Co.;
C. E. OsMAN fc Co.; and from aU the I/On^on Seed Mer-
chants and Wholesale Patent Medicine Houses. NEW
YORK-KOLKEB & SOKS. •
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Protect your Fruit by using

MADDOCK'S KILL-WASP.
Mr. C. Plxnt. Head Gaodener to H.R.H. the Prince of

Wiiies, says :
— ' Your Kill-Wa^p is simply marvellous for its

quick destruction of this our greatest enemy."

Mr. H. H. WiRD. Head Gardener to the Right Hon. the
Earl of Raduor :

— '* I have, given it a trial, and found it to be
everything you represent it to be. It does its work most
effectually."

To be had of all Chemists, price \s. 6rf.. or post-free' Is. 9d.,

and from the

OLD ENGLISH LAVENDER WATER GO.,
PULBOROUGH. SUSSEX.

BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leadine Gardeners' and Market Growers'
Reports. Sold in Tins, Is., 2s. tirf., 5s. 6rf., and 10s. 6rf. each,

or 1 cwt. Bags, sealed, 135. By allSeedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

SILVER SAND, PEAT, and LOAM.—The
best in England, for Sale, in Railway Truckloads, loose,

or in sacks, at moderate quotations.

W. SHORT, Horticultural Co., Midhurst, Sussex.

PEAT for ORCHIDS,
AZALEAS. HEATHS. FERNS. KHODODENDKONS, &C.

The Best in the World.
A. JOHNSON AND CO.. -Si. Leadenhall Strfet. Lomlon. E.C-,

continue to receive the hif^hest of tesi imonials (unsoliciterl) from
large Orchid Growera, stating the ORCHID PEAT supplied by
A. J. & Co. is by far the best they have ever used. Samples cmu be
seen at above address, or forwar. led on app'icition free of chartre

GISHURST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew.

Thrips, Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the

gallon of soft^water ; 4 to IH ounces as winter dressing for Vine*

and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes. Is.. 3s.. and 10s. tid.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, tirf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholes:ile from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). London.

GLASS. CHEAP GLASS.
8s 6(1. per lUOfeet looz. 12x10,18x12,18x14,24x14.

14x12. 20x12. 18x16, 24x16,
123. per 100 feet 21 oz. ... 16x13, 16x14, 20x16, 24x18, &c.

Putty, 6s. <dd. per cwt.; White Lead, genuine, 21s.; Our
Speciality, 17s. 6i. per cwt. ; Paints ground in Oil. Stone Ochre,

20s. ; Oxford Ochre, 24s. ; Green, 16s. ; Black, 16s. per cwt.

;

Varnish, from .^v. 6'V. per gal.—Full Pri^e List on applica-
tion to THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 95, Bishopsgate
Street Witluii, London, E.C.

To Horticulturists.—t>re;it economy in Fuel, and other
a'ivanl;i{;(.'s secured by the use of our

OMOKELESS ANTHRACITE.—For infor-
k_? mation as to the mode of using this coal, and prirei

delivered to any railway station, applv to thn TRLMSARAN
CO. fLiiMit--,!), ri-\ I..- i.l.^iih.ill ^\v.>-i, I.. .11. Kin. F.C

21-OZ. Foreign of the above sizes, in 100 and 200 feet boxea,
Srds and 4ths qualitiea, always kept in stock.
A larjxe stock of similar current sizes of 15-OZ. class in

200 feet boxes.
Ejighsh Gl.iss, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

free dcliner// in the country in quantities.

GEORGE FAKMILOE & SONS,
34. St. Jolm Street, West Smltlafleld, London, E.C.

Stock Cist and Prices on application. Price List of Colours.
Vorni.'iheii. De.'fign.'! nfStnined ^- Leaded Ghss. Quote Chronicle.

SPHINCTER GRIP
GARDEN HOSE.

The Sphincter Grip Spring Steel Galvanised Armoured Hose
is the most valuable improvement in Hose since 184i.'. Its lasting
qn.ilities are ten times greater than any Hose not armoured.

Its complete success has caused some parties to infringe the
Patents owned and controlled solelv by us; and we therefore
notifyallsuch that the making, vending, or use of any armoured
wire-wound Hose not of our manufacture is an infringement of

one or more of our several Patents, any violsttiou of which will
be promptly prosecuted. Brass plates set between the Hose
and wire denote our Manufacture and the Patents.

For Price Lifts and particulars of

The Original and Only Genuine Sphincter Grip
Armoured Hose,
APPLY TO THK

SG.A. HOSE CO. (Ltd.),
63, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C.

( Unprecedentedly low prices.)

THOMAS'S
TRAINING TRELLISES.

No. 81. GALVANISED AFTER MADE.
For training Peas instead of

sticks. Training plants to walls,
&c. l.v Panels.
6 feet by 3 feet ... 2.1. each.

6 feet by 4 feet ... 3s. earh.

6 feet by 5 feet ... 4s. each.

6 feet by 6 feet ... 5s. each.

Made any si-^e to order at
following prices :

—

6 in. 4 in. 3 in. 2 in. 1.^ in. mesh.
2d. Zd. 3}rf. 4''. 4W. per foot supyr.

Illustrated Catalogl'e on Application.

J. J. THOMAS &, CO.,
87, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. LONDON, E.C.

PATENT TUBULAR FLOWER STANDS
for Artistic Grouping of Cut Flowers, have attracted

much attention at recent Horticultural Exhibitions.

Manufac.'ured and Sold by GEORGE SMITH AND CO.,
Commercial Road, Pimlico, S.W. Trade (supplied.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
A large quantity of all descriptions and
sizes in stock, at the lowest possible prices.

NICHOLLS &. CLARKE,
SHOREDITCH, LONDON, E.

To Nurserymen. Seed Merchants, and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering Arch-
• aDfiel Milts lower than liny other hoii.se iu the trade: also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags. K^ilfia Fibre. Tobacco Paper,
and Shading. Prices free.—4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

HY. VAN & CO.
(The Oldest London Honse in the Trade. Estd. 1780).

25, Tooley Street, London Bridge, S.E.

Illustrated C.iTALOGUE.I rust-free.

PROTECTION FOR FRUIT AND FLOWERS.
GARDEX KETTI.NG. 2 yards wide. lj<i.. or per lOU yards.

IDs. ; dilto. 4 yards wide. ."W., or per 100 yards. '2iis.

SCRIM CANVAS, 1 yard wide, 3d.; IJ yard, JJi. ; and
2 yards. 6t/. per yard.

TIFFANY. .S.'* inches wide, in 20 yard pieces, 3s. 6rf. per piece.

SHADING BLINDS made up any size.

RICK CLOTHS. TARPAULINS. Corn and Potato SACKS,
FLAGS. TENTS. &c., tor Sale or Hire.

TOBACCil PAPER. RAFFIA, ami Garden MATS of all kinds.

NETTING.—Buy your Netting direct from
the Makers. Write for sample piece, of our best quality,

waterproof, tanned and oiled, 4 yards by 50 yards, 8s. ; second
quality, 5s. 6'/. Any size made to order. Trade suoplied.

SPASHETT AND CO., Net Manufacturers, Lowestoft.

GARDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
Vir-riu Cork, Raffia. Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work

M;iMures. Stc. Clie^me'^t Prices of

WATSON AND SCULL. 90, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

ORTICULTURAL GLASS,
GLASS BELLS, &.c.ROCHEZ-VANDER ELST,
Charleroi, Belgium.

Agents : H. PUCKERT andCO.. 110. Cannon St.. Loudon, E.C.

ROCKERIES, FERNERIES,
WINDOW CASES. CAVItS. WATERFALLS, WlNI>t")W
BOXES. AQV^ARIA, ARTIFICIAL ROCKWORK for Ball-

rooms, Halls, Staircases, &c., designed and constructed, under
peroonal Buperint«ndence of

HA.RPHAM AND HOWES.
Horticultural Depot, 107, Church Street, Edgware Road, N.W.

Ef^timates and Illueitrated Liists Free.

THE NEW
"ECLIPSE" SHADING

(PFrlSTFRFD)

A GREEN COLOURING WASH
For Conservatories, Greenhouses, and similar structures.

The best and most economical Shading before the public.

Sold in Is. tins sufficient for 100 square feet, is easily applied,
and one dressing will stand the whole season.

Trade price on application to the Inventor and Manufacturer,

E. WILSON SERPELL,
Seed and Bulb Merchant.

21, CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH.
N.B. A Tin with full instructions post-free for Is. 3d.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, NEAR DUDLEY,

ASD AT 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &G.

iiJ iii

IRON ROOFING AND HAY BARNS.

Spri'ial K'5t]mates (fiv<_-n for Lar^;*- LVnir.nt- iii Fencing,

Rooting, &c. Personal Surveys of Kstates made, and practical

advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down.

Illustrated Catalogues Free by Post.

RICHARDSON'S

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS

Numerous

Prize Medals jmd

Certificates of Merle

Fixed io any part of the Kingdom
with Hot-water ApparaLua

complete.

Catalogue

Free.

N«rth of England HortlcaUaMl Works,

DARLINGTON,
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i^WBa^te&B.!
For Destroying Weeds

on Garden Walks,
Carriage Drives, Sta-
ble Yards, &c. Saves
more than twice its

cost in labour. No
SmeU. No Dlsturb-
ance of the Gravel.

Used in tbe crystal PAL.A.CE gardens, the royal gardens, KEW. and other Public and Privat." G;irdeus.

lilr. W. G. llKAi., SuiH-riiitrndent of the Crystal Palace Gardens, says :—" We were ho satisfied with jour Weed Killer auJ it-

price, thtit we have used it absolutely. I have every confidence in recommending it."

Mr. J. Bell, the Duke of Wellington's Gardener, says :— " Yuur Weed Killer will prove to be a great boon. It not only destrovs

everv form of weed but leaves the gravel bright and clean."

Mr. W. Edwards. Gr. to the Right Hon. Earl Cadogau, says :—*' I have used it (the Acme Weed Killer) on the walks, and plautain -

on cricket gronul. It seems to answer well."

Mr, Jamks Mvkr-s, Gr. to the Eiirl of Sandwich, says :—" I must say it does its work vtry effectually."

Mr. R. Irwin Lv.vch. Curator, Botanic Garden, Cambridge, says :—" There can be no question with regard to its efficacy."

T. Hewitt & Co., Nurserymen, Solihull and Birmingham, say ;
—" We find it excellent."

Price per Gallon, 2s. (tin included) ; .5 Gallon lots, Is. 6d. per Gallmi . 10 to 20-GaUon iots. Is. id. per Gallon.

Carriage paid on 10 gals, and upwards. Used in the proportion of 1 gal. to 2f> gals, of water. Sole Proprietor'* and Manufacturers—

The AGRI-HORTICULTURAL CHEMICAL COMPANY, Tonbridge, Kent. Depot :-Bolton. Lancashire.

CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES BANK lON COMPANY
{'re/<'i;raphic Address—" IIot-wateh, LoxnoN." Telephone—No. 4/63).

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF THIS CLASS OF BOILER.

Supplied in several sizes for the last Thirty-five Years to the Leading Horticulturists.

Several improvements have
from time to time been in-

troduced, including Water
Bars, Furnace Door hung
upon the front of Boiler,

&o., as shown in illustration,

thus making it complete in

itself.

There has been a great

demand for this Boiler, and
the success attending it has

been general.

THE LARGEST AXD MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, <fcc.

;

and invite Inspection of same.

Price List on application, free. Illustrated Catalogue, Is.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, S.E.

iN'ew Edition, Corrected up to Date.

PAXTON'S__CALENDAE.
THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR

OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
(TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY-SIXTH THOUSAND.)

By the late Sir JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P., Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Price 3d., Post-free SAd.
;

Twenty-five Copies, 5s. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, 20s.
Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered. Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.
'0

W. RICHARDS,
11, Wellington Street. Strand,

LONDON. W.C.

.1888.

Please send me " The Gabdenkr.s' Chronicle " for _ Months,

_,for which 1 enclose P.0.0.co7n/ile7ictnf/

Ei" Please Note that all Copies sent Direct from this Office must be paid for In advance, ja
THE UNITEU KINGDOM :— 12 Montbs. lbs.; 6 Months, 7s. 6d. ; 3 Months. 3s. Hd.; Post-free.

FOP.EIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS (excepting India and China) :—Including Postage, lis. 6d. for 12 Monthi. India and China, 19s. ed.
Receipts for less than six months' subscinption will not be sent unless specially asked for.

No.
P.0.0. to be made payable at the Post Office,

42, DRURY LANE, London, to "W. RICHARDS.
Cheques should be crossed " DPiUMMOND." August 4,' 1888.

ORCHID BASKETS,
RAFTS. BOATS, AND CYLINDERS.

SEND i''jn A

PRICE LIST
from the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
GOLDSMITH STREET,21,

DRURY LANE, W.C.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
The above are without exceptioa the most useful kind of

Frame for Plant Growing, and every one ^\ith a garden should

possess one. The Sii^^het turn right over one on to the other, and
the boxes are put together with wedges, and can be taken apart

in a few minutes. Sizes and prices, carriage paid to any etatiun

in England, ready glazed and painted:

—

ti feet long, 4 feet wide, packing cases free £2 15

12 feet long. 4 feet wide, „ „ „ 4 15
ti feet long, 5 feet wide, „ „ „ 3 15

\2 feet long, 5 feet wide 6 10

The glass is nailed and puttied in.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MLDDLETON,
MANCHESTER.

London Agent : Mr. H. SKELTON, Seedsman, &c.,
2. Holloway Road. N.

,|fliiiiiiiiiiiyi|ffl

JAS. BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders
and Heating Enginf.bks,

PAISLEY.
HORTICULTURAL

STRUCTURES
of evi-ry descript'un.

ill either \yood or Iron,

or twjth combined.

Wooden Chapel*.
Shooting Lodges,
Tennis Courts,
Cottnges. &c.

Hot -water Appnratus
for warming

Buildings of every
description.

Illust''at:d Circnlars
Post-free.

Complete Catalogue, 3s.

LAWN MOW£fcS.
All the best makes in stock :

Excelsior, Invincible, Godiva,
Shanks'. Greeu's, R;insome"a.

Gakden Seat.s, Tables.
Wirkwork, Tools. &.c.

Swic«s Water-Barrows.
lb Gall.... ;iU,'^.

I

:iO Gall.... 4tJ,S.

IdU Gall... ytis.
I
40 Gall.... 54?.

GARDEN ROLLERS.
Double Cyhfider. ..Sinyle.

20byl8in..SOs.
22by20in.55s,
24by22iii.ti.55.

26by34in.8Us.

H5by l6iu.;J25.

18bvl8in..3.5s.

20bv20in.45s.
22 bv 22 in. 52s.

WOOD BARROW.
Well made and cli'Mp '

... 24/6
With loo(-e top, a-s shown ^2,6

DEANE AND CO.'S ILLUSTRATED GARDEN CATALOGUE
(the most complete published) free by Post.

All order.-i Carriage Paid to any Station. Discount for Cash,

DEANE & CO.,
4H., Kh,« W,ll.am 11 Q^-J)Q J^f J]RID GE.
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Scale of Charges for Advertising
Jiead Line charged as two.

Lines .. £0 3
i

15 Lines4
6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

AND SIXPENCE FOR EVERY ADDITIONAL LINE.

If set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20!.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be JOS.

Page, JE8; Half Page, jEl 10s.: Column, £3.
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GARDENER (Head) ; age 30.—D. Dowdes-
WELL, The Gardens, Newliiiids, Sittiiigbourne, Kent, is

at liberty to engage M-ith any Lady or Gentleman requiring
a thoroughly practical man. Fifteen years" experience in
large establishments. Good references.

ARDENER (Head). — Age 30, married
when suited

; sixteen years' practical experience in all
branches of the profession. Good characters from present and
previous employers.—W. ELY, Belle Vue Cottage, Braintree,
Esses.

ARDENER (Head). — Age 40, married
eight years, no family

; previously with Viscount Cran-
brook, C. S. Mortimer, Esq. ; sixteen years with Sir C. Pigot,
Bart. Exhibiting at Loudon and Brighton. Son of T.
Marshall, Head Gardener forty years to W. Peel Creighton
Esq.— G. MARSHALL, 39. Thrale Road, Streatham, S.W.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married;
Scotch. Tweuty-one years" experience iu good esta-

bliahmenta. Successful Grape, Peach. Strwberry. Cucumber,
and Cut Flowers for continuous supply Grower, Experiented
in Laying-out Ornamental Grounds. Good testimonials —A
45, Queen's Road, Nottiug Hill, W.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 29,
single at present; Foreman in two large establishments.

Highly recommended. Experienced in all branches.—J. H.,
6S, Langdon Road, irpper HoUoway, N.

ARDENER (Head Wobkinq).—Age 30,
married

; thorough experience in all branches. Six and
a half years' good character.—H. PHILLIPS, Borden Wood
Liphook, Hants.

ARDENER (Head Wodkinq).—Age 30

;

thirteen years' practical experience in all branches.
Eight years' good ch iracter.—G.HAVVKES, .3, Myrtle Cottages.
Streatham, S.W.

ARDENER (Head Working).-Age 43,
married

;
thorough general esperience in four Noblemen's

Establishments. Good character. Cattle understood. — J.
SLATTERY. WeUington Road, Winton, Hants.

ARDENER (Head Working).-Age 46,
mfirried, no family

; well experienced in Early and Late
Forcing, Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos. Stove and
Greenhouse, Flower and Kitchen Garden, &c. Highest
characters.—P. B., 8, Myrtle Terrace, Chase Road, Southgate,

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
single; practical in Fruit, Stove and Greenhouse Plants

Flower and Kitohen Gardens, Highly recommended by late
and previous employers.—G. C, Hadlow Place, 2, Anerlev
Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 38,
married, no incumbrance

; good \'ine Grower, and all
other Fruits, and a first-rate Plant Grower, incUidin"- Orchids
Kitchen Garden, &c. Excellent character.-F. D., T, Broome
-Avenue. Lcvenshulme, near JIanchester.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Middle-
aged, married; eighteen years in last situation, ten

previous. Thoroughly practical in all branches. Highest
testimonials from late employer who is anxious to recommend
5;'"'7o.°'^,.-,S''^*'"''''

t'/iranicfe Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C, ^

/?}.ARDENER (Head Working), where fourV^ or five others are kept.—Age 38, married, two children
youngest age 9; thoroughly understands the profession in all
Its branches. Abstainer. First-class references. Four years
in last situation; six and a half years previous as Head
Satisfactory reason for leaving.—MARSHALL. 3 Albert
Terrace, Castle Hill, Ealing. W.

rj.ARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 36,
>*. 5?^""''' abstainer. Twenty j-ears' practical experience
in the Cultivation of Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,
Toinatos, Mushrooms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns
Orchids, Roses, Chrysanthemums, Flower and Kitchen Garden-
1?*^' ?,''>' """'^"'"'''"''^^'"tf- Highest references. G-UtDENEE
Crow ?.est Park, Lightclia'e, Halifax.

Q.ARDENER (Head, orgood Single-handed).\J —Age 3.1. married, no family ; experienced in all branches.
*ive years good character and ability.—T. W., 22, Orleans
Road, Twickenham.

(^ARDENER (Head, or good Single-
\-A HA.TOED).—Age .32, married, no family; sixteen years'

rTRi'SlSy,',"'';;'''
'" "" branche-s. Excellent chara ter.-GARDENER, U, Haverstock Road, N.W.

/?j.ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
\-A Good Grape Grower. Stove and Greenhouse Plants andFlower and Kitcheu Gardening. Twelve years' excellent
reterence.-O. WHITEMAN, Lambton Street, Chester-le-Street
Uur.iam. '

O.ARDENER (Head, or good Second).—V^ Experienced in I'ines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

S 5f,i
'"^'^ l^'tcheu Garden. &c. Goo.1 character.-J. D.

18, Ellhorne Road, tipper Holloway, N.

/7J.ARDENER (Head, or good Second).—^ f
^-§? ^' • «^I"",;;'enced in Vines, Stove and Greenhouse

-F KVliT?F p""
'^"if",l°

hardens. Wife good Laundress.—t IvKirLE, Cornwall House , Mount Avenue, Ealing.

O.ARDENER.—Age 36, married ; thoroughly
Fi;:wer''TK>''l^'°^'''

^'""'"es. Melons, Stove, Greenhouse,Flower and Kitchen Garden, &c. Good character.-W. PChurch Road, Winchmore Hill, N.
".i:.,

O.ARDENER.-Age 32, married, no children
;

„ "«""? '° Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables. Three veirs'

Brixton s'w"""' «^-« P--"'°>^—' l--. J.BarnweU ^ad,

r^ ARDENER
; married ; no encumbrance.—

A

J 1.
Gkkixeman recommends a very respectable, efficient,

and hard-vvorking man, as above.—W. S., A. D. Eobertaon,
Esq.. Caen Leys, Ashtead, Surrey.

/TJ.ARDENER.—Mr. Tillyard, Gardener toV^ the Earl of Yarborough, Brocklesby Park, Liucolnshire,
can with confidence recommend his lite Foreman, Joseph
Hughes, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a good practical
Gardener.—Apply at the above address'

/^ARDENER, thorough Single-handed, orV^ where more are kept.— fnderatands Vines. Melons. &c.Good character.-F. FRAMPTON, Merley Gardens, Wimborne.

/?J.ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 25,VJ single
;
over five years character. Would not object to

Horse and Trap.-A. H. COLLINS, Berners HiU, Flimwell,
Hawkhurst.

a ÂRDENER (Single-handed).—Age 26,VJ married; experienced in Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
\ines. Forcing, &c.. Flower and Kitchen Garden. Total
abstainer. Two years' excellent character from present em-

&°^J''';,'"?f i*""""'
Previous.-F. E., 4, Charles Terrace, King's

Road, Mortlake.
i »

»

/?[.ARDENER (Single-handed, or Under).—^ Age 26, single; experienced Inside and Out. Abstainer.
Good references.—F. P., 2, Duke Street. Deal.

/^ARDENER (Single-handed, or Under).
^-'', —-Age 28, unmarried

; understands Kitchen and Flower
T 5°.'..'JS°*'='"'™'^''-''''

"""1 satisfactory reason for leaving.
—J. DAMON, Buckland Cottage. Parksione, Dorset.

rj_ARDENER (Second).—Age 24, single;VJ understands Stove, Greenhouse, and Kitchen Garden.
Over five years' highest reference.—F. HARMEE, Weston Park,
Stevenage, Herts.

/?j.ARDENER (Second), in a good Gentleman's
\-A place.-Age 28; understands his work well. Please
state wages to J. J. H.. 1, High Street, Farnborough, Kent.

GARDENER (Second); age 27.—Mr. W,
HOLLINGSWORTH, The Gardens. Tuam Court, Lou»li-

borough. Leicestershire, can with confidence recommend °P.
Martin, who has been with him two and a halt years.
Abstainer.

r^ARDENER (Under or Second), in the
I

Houses.—Age 24; several years' experience. Indoors
and Out. Good references.-J. GRISDALE, 109, Walton
Street, Chelsea, S.W.

O ARDENER (Under), Inside or Out.—
pTpir^S".,''' 't";?,?"'^ '^ '"'"' J'"'""' S°°^ chaacter.-S.
B.'tKKER, Sunny Hill \ ineries, Tittleover. near Derby.

GARDENER (Undeb), in a GentlemaiVs
place. — Age 23; three years' character; five years'

previous.—DODD, Warwick Terrace, South Holmwood. Dork-
ing, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 21 ; seven
years' experience. Inside and Out. Two years in pre-

sent situation. Excellent character from present and previous
employers.-G. T. E., 19, Percy Gardens, Isleworth, Middlesex.

G
To Head Gardeners.

ARDENER (Under)
; age 19.—Mr. W N

w ,
..Thi'KSTOn. Witton Park Gardens, North Wnlsham!

Norfolk, can highly recommend a steady and industrious youngman to any Gardener requiring an Under Gardener. Has
been in these Gardens six years.—Apply as above.

GARDENER (Undeb), or JOURNEYMAN in
the Houses in a Gentleman's Gareen.—Age '^3 ten

years' experience in Fruit, Plant, and Vegetable Growing
Good reference.—UNDER, Crow Nest Park , Lightclifte, Halifax!

I7OREMAN, or MANAGER, to grow for
J- Market Grapes, Peaches, Strawberries, Cucumbers
Tomatos. Mushrooms, and Cut Flowers of every description
First-class references.-W. AK.MSTRONG, Charlton Cottage!
St. Mary s Eoad, Harlesden, N.W.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, or General.—
v- ^ -^^"^ ?" • eleven years' experience in good establishments,

chiefly under Glass. Highly recommended.—J. J. H., Little
Graven Hurst, Bolney, Hayward's Heath, Sussex.

"POREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 29, single;
thirteen years' experience gained in four good establish-

ments. Two years Foreman in previous place. First>elass
references.—T. S., li. Trinity Mews, Beasborough Gardens, S.\V.

"POREMAN.—Age 25 ; twelve years' practical
J. experience. Well up in Fruit and Flower Culture,
Forcing, &c. Five years' good character from last place —
Address, with particulars, H. DEE, Mr. Wagstafte. Amberlev
Court, Stroud. •'

Xj^OREMAN, Inside or Out.—Age 29 ; fourteen
JL years' good experience iu Fruit and Plant Growing
Forcing, &c. Well recommended from present and previous
employers.-W. K., 2, Hadlow Place, Anerley Eoad Ur.oerNorwood, S.E. i r

TT'OREMAN or Second in a Private Establish-
J- ment.—Age 25

;
ten years' experience. Characti'r will

Kent
'uvestigation.-F. B., Well Cottage. Chislehurst,

"POREMAN, PROPAGATOR, or GROWER
J- of Roses, Fruit, and General Market Stuff,-Well up inCut Blooms. Good Salesman. Could take charge.-X YZMr. W. Teal, Pesterngate, Hull.

PROPAGATOR and GROAVER, or FORE-
J- MAN.—Fifteen years' experience. First-class Grower of
Plants and Cut Flowers. Good references. — G., 66, Elm
Street, Card iff, South Wales.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 30,
J- married

; all usual stuff for Market, Ferns. Bouvardias,
Cyclamens, Cut Flowers, Grapes, Cucumbers. Tomatos, Mush-
rooms.-A. E.. 2, Bedford Terrace, East Finchley, N.

P
To Nurserymen.

ROPAGATOR (Softwooded) and GROWER.
—Well up in the Propagating and Growing Pelargo-

niums, Bouvardias, Double Primulas, Cinerarias, I'oinsettils
!• uc-hsias, &c. ; general Bedding Plants, and a fair knowledge
?,« ''l^

""'', ?*<'^'<' Plants. -G. W., Gardmers' C/inmcle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

PROPAGATOR or GROWER—Age 27,J- married
; good experience, home and elsewhere. Wants

appointment. Best references. — LAMBEET, Balham Hill
Nursery, S.W.

JOURNEYMAN (First), iu the Houses, in aV good establishment.—Age 2.5; good character.—G. L..Ihe Gardens, Kempshott Park, Basingstoke, Hants.

TOURNEYMAN, in the Hous7s.—A~g7 23

;

V seven years' experience. Good references.—E. DAVIS.
Great Cornbow, Halesowen, Birmingham.

TOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 24;
wpp/2"w Ti"',, S??"* .elMracter. Well recommended.-PTERls, West Hill, Shanklin, Isle of Wight.

TOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or InsideU and Out, in good Garden. Six years' experience. Good
reterences.-J. ROSE, Gardens, Normanby Park, near Don-
c&ster.

JOURNEYMAN.-Six years' experience in theV House % Good character from present and previous
situations.-E. M. POTTER, Albany Road, Hersham, Walton
on-Thames.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, in a Gentle-V man's Garden or Nursery.-Age 21 ; five years' experience.
Good character.—A. TEOTI, Yew Tree Cottage, Crawley,

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 21;
t» SIX years' experience iu the Stove and Greenhouse and
ifni .^""r''''', 'i'""^

references. Distance no obiect.-A.MILLAR, Lealands Cottage, Groombridee. near Tunbrid/reGroombridge, near Tuubridge

JOURNEYMAN, or Second.—Age 23 ; two
fj years in the Houses here. Abstainer.—T. BAE30N
Fairford Park Gardens. Fairford, Gloucestershire.

JMPROVER, Inside or Out.—Age 10; strong,
-i- willing, and life abstainer, with a fair knowledge. Good
references.—J. H. R., J. Townsend. Florist. &c.. Putney, S.W.

JMPROVER, in the Houses.—Age 21 ; five
-*- years' experience in present situation. Good character.
Bothy preferred.-CHAELES GRAY, The Gardens, Lilford
Hall, Oundle. Northamptonshire.

A SSISTANT.—Age 22 ; six years' experience.
-C*- Well up in Seed, Plants, and Nursery Stock.—J H
The Birches. Wordsley, Stourbridge.

-yO NURSERYMEN.-Wanted, a situation to
J- take charge of Nursery. Well up in Growing Plants and
Flowers for Mariet. Single-handed preferred. Good character
from present employer. Total abstainer-— J, WELL Mr C
Carnall, Barkby Thorpe, Leicester.

'yO SEEDSMEN and OTHERS.—A respeet-
-L able young man requires a situation in the above.
Eight years experience in first-class House.—M. H.. Lower
Farm, Kensal Green, W.

yO MARKET NURSERYMEN.-Wanted a
,
J"t"».''™ '» a good Nursery

; used to Tomatos. Cucumbers,
and Cut Flowers.-A., Mrs. Walton, Westbourne, near Ems-
worth.

yO HEAD GARDENERS.—Mr. Channing,
-t Gardener to Colonel Loyd, Lillesden, Hawhurst, Kent
is desirous of recommending a young man (age 24) suitable
for either Kitchen Garden or Pleasure Ground, or to Assist
in Houses, &c.

ly/FANAGER and BOOK-KEEPER, or HEAD
J-'X Shopman.—Age 30, married ; fifteen years' experience
in leading Provincial Houses. Thorough knowledge of Seed
and Bulb Trade. First-class references.—DUPLEX, Gardeners'
Chromcle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

"P O R E S T E R.—A Scotch Forester seeks a
-- situation. Is thoroughly cap.ible in 'all branches also
111 general Estate Work. Best refercnos.—BRIT. AN and
SON, Waterloo Nursery, Salisbury.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT.—
Glad Tidings.—Some constitutions have a tendency to

rheumatism, and are, throughout the year, borne down by its
protracted tortures. Let such sufferers bathe the affected parts
with warm brine, and afterwards rub m this soothing Oint-
ment. They will find it tlie best means of lessening their
agony, and, assisted by Holloway's Pills, i he surest way of
overcoming their disease. More ncej not be sai I Ihan to
request a tew days trial 01 this safe and soothing treatment,
by which the disease will ultimately be completely swept
away. Pains that would make a giant shudder are a.ssuagrd
without difficulty by Holloway's easy and inexpensive remedTes,
which comfort by moderating the throbbing vessels and calming
the excited nerves.
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JOHN BLAKE'S
PATENT SELF-ACTlNfi HYDRAULIC

RAISING V
FOR THE

SUPPLY OF TOWNS, VIL

RAIL WA Y STA TIONS, MANi^j

FARMS, &c.

TER

NO COST FOR MO

;rigation,

.NTAINS,

POWER,
WHICH IS OBTAINED FROM A STREAM OF WATER PASSING

THROUGH THE RAM. This Bam will force up 200,000 gallons
per day to medium heights. The patterns

vary with the different sizes.

BLAKE'S RAMS HAVE BEEN SUPPLIED TO THl FOLLOWING AMONGST OTHERS:

The Duke of Connaught.
The Mtihiirajah o£ Kashmir.
The Unite of Devonshire.
The Duke of Westraiu-iter.

The Duke of Clevelaud.
The Duke of Portland.
The Duke of Suthertaud,
The Marquess of Ripon,
The Marquess of Downshire.
The Miirquess of Abergavenny.
The Marquess of Londonderry.
The Earl of Devon.
The Earl of Derby.
The Earl of Giiinsborough.
The Earl of Ilchester.

Tlie Earl of Romney.
The Earl of Oranard.
The Earl Beaui'hamp.
The Earl of Caledon.
The Earl of Lichfteld.

The Countess de Morella.
The Dowager Lady Williams Wynn.
Lady Henry Cholmdudeley.
Lord Hothheld.
Lord Loudesborough.
Lord Gahvay.
Lord Leconfield.

Lord Ribblesdale.

Lord HathertOQ.
Lord Leigh.
l«rd Raglan.
The Rev. Lord Scarsdale.
Lord Brougham and Vaux.
Lord Bridport.
Lord Clifdeu.
Lord Boyne.
The Hon. A. C. G. Calthorpe.
The Right Hon. T. Sotheron-Estcourt.
The Hon. R. More O'Farrell.

Sir William Ventris Field.

The Hon. George Kenyon.
The Rev. Hon. E. T. St. John. Blet-^oe.

Admiral Sir George Broke-Middleton.
Sir Frederick A. Millbank. Bart., M.P.
Major-General Sir H. M. Havelock-AUan.Bart.
Major-General Fielden, Witton I'ark.

General Mackenzie, Foveran House.
Gen. Gerard Potter Eaton, The Pole.

Sir James Robert Walker, Bart.
Sir Henry A. Hoare, Bart., Stourhead, Bath.
Sir William Fielding, Bart., Feniscoivles.

Sir Robert Menzies. Bart., of Meazies.
Sir Humphrey De Trafford, Bart.
Sir Michael Robert Shaw-Stewart, Bart.
Sir Henry W, Ripley, Bart., Acacia.
Sir Michael Arthur Bass, Bart., M.P.

Sir W. C. Worsley, Bart., Hoviiighara Hall.

Sir Kenneth Smith Mackenzie, Bart.
Sir William Eden, Bart.
Sir Thomas C. C. Western, Bart.
Sir John Shelley, Bart.
Sir Julian Goldsraid, Bart.
Sir Edward Bates, Bart.
Sir Edmund Buckley. Bart.
Sir A. Woodiwiss. Derby,
Colonel Starkie, Lovelv Hall.

Colonel Milligan, Caulilwell Hall.
Colonel ToWueley, Towneley, Lancashire.
Colonel Hargreaves, Maiden Erleigh.
Colonel Tremayne. M.P.
Lieut. -Col. Loyd, Lilleaden, Hawkhurst.
Edward Macnaghteo, Esq., Q.C., M.P., Run-

kerry.
Colonel Mitford. Mitford Castle.

Colonel Leyland, Nantclwyd Hall.

Colonel France-Hayhurst, Duvenham Hall.
Colonel R. R. Jackson. Lostock Hall.

Colonel J. E. Fo3t«r, Sanson Seal.

Major J. F. Trist, Tristfor.l, Totnes.
Major Hardmao, Rawtenstall.
Major Bird. Crookhey, Lancaster.
Major J. R. H. Crauford, Craufurdland Castle.

W. Bramley-Davenport, Esq., M.P,
V. F. Benett-Stanford, Esq., M.P., Pyt House.
C. F. H. Bolckow, Esq., Marton Hall.

John Hick, Esq., M.P., Mytton Hall.
Hamer Baas, Esq.. M.P., Necdwood Hall.

Wentworth Blackett Beaumont, Esq., M.P.
Geo. Courtauld, Esq., M.P., Halstead, Essex.
Godfrey Hawksworth Wentworth, Esq.,

Woolley.
Captain Gandy, Skirsgill Park, Penrith.
Captain Townshend. Wineham.
Captain Bosauquet, Broom-y-Close. near Ross.
Measrs. The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway

Company.
Henry Saudbach, Esq., Hofodunas, Abergele.
The Venerable C. W. Holbech, Farnborough

Hall.

The Rev. B. Hallowes, for Muggington Village.

The Rev. H, J. De Salis, Portnall E'ark.

The Rev. E. G. Edwards, Trentham.
C. H. Mainwaring, Esq., Whitmore Hall.

G. H. Pinekard, Esq., Combe Court.

J. W. Temple, Esq., Leyswood, Groombridge.
Edwin Waterhouse, E.•^q., Feldemore.
W. Bickford-Smith, Esq., Travaroo.
John Taylor, Esq., The Rocks, Bath,
The Trustees of the late John Taylor, Esq.,

Ashwicke.
William Roundell, Esq., Gledstone, Skipton.
Henry Simpson, Esq., Meadowheld, Whitby.

Archibald Dunn, E-iq., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
L. Hanmer, Esq., Deunwater, Wilmslow.
W. H. Hornby. Esq.. Poole Hall. Nantwich.
H. R. Tomkinson, Esq., Reaseheath Hall.
Thos. Grey, Esq.. Mitford. Northumberland.
Alexander Hartley, Esq.. Pendle Forest.
Forteseue W. K. Long, Esq., Dunston Hall.
Messrs. Scott & Edwards, Railway Contractors.
Hy. Whitehead, Esq., Haj*sel Hey, Tottingtou.
W. J. Stephenson- Peach, Esq., Hulland Hall.
H. C. Moffatt, Esiq., Goodrich Court, Ross.
James Ormrod, Esq., Pen-y-Lan, Ruabou.
W. R. Adamson, Esq.. Rushton Park, Battle.
J. T. DiUwyn- Llewelyn, Esq., PeuUergare,
F, Bacon Frank. E>*q.. Camptall Hall.

Chas. Page Wood, E^q,, Wakes Hall, Essex.
C. W. Kellock, Esq., Highhelds. Audlem.
Edwin W. Streeter, Esq., F.R.G.S., Sackville

Place.
Quintin Hogg. Esq.. Holly Hill, Southampton.
John Bowes, Esq., Streatlara Castle, Durham.
AlexanderHenry Browne. Esq.,Callaley Castle.
Bernard Husey Hunt, Esq., Compton Paunce-

foot.

J. A. Darlington, Esq., Bourton Hall, Rugby.
St. Lawrence's College, Ampleforth, Yorks.
A. C. Phillipps-de-Lisle, E?tq..Garendon Park.
J.J. Jones, Esq., Abberley Hull, uearStourport.
W. M. Ince-Anderton. Esq.. Euxton Hall.
Charles Eccles. Esq.. Stentwood. Honiton.
George Barbour, Esq., Bolesworth Castle.

C. B. E. Wright, Esq., Bolton Hall.
Edward L. Tomlin, Esq., Angley Park,
T. F, Twemlow, Esq., Betley Court, Crewe.
Chas, C Capel, Esq., Foots Cray Fisheries.

B. Andrews, Esq., Prestbury Hall, Cheshire.
John Hampson, Esq., Ullenwood.
Richard Smethurst. Esq.. EUerbeck Hall.
Edwin Grundy Wrigley, Esq., Howick House.
C. R. Collins, Esq.. Strath Culme House, Hele.
S.S.White, Esq., Manor House, Wetherstield.
The Corpoiation of Blackburn.
J, Barnes, Esq., Contractor, Chatburn and

Helletield Railway.
G. Redmayne, Esq., Brathay Hall, Ambleside.
Thomas Mason, Esq., Alkincoates Hall,

Colne.
Basil Sparrow, Esq., Go^field Place, Halstead.
R. O. Leycester, Esq., Toft Hall, near Knuts-

ford.

Fred. Lyon,E3q.,Seighford Hall, near Stafford.
Lovatt Ayshford-Wi^e, Esq., Clayton Hall.
John Walker, Esq., Mount St. John, Thirsk.
Henry Alison, Esq., Park Hall. Chorley.
John Pennington. Esq.. Emmott Hall,

G. Bayley-Worthingtoo, Esq., Sharston Hall.

David Russell. Esq., Silverburn, Leven.
T. F. Ashe. Esq., Ankelow Hall. Cheshire.
Hilton Greave.i, Esq., Aukelow House, Audi' m.
The Castle Brick Company. Northop. Flint.
The Leyland and Farrington Gas Company.
B'"' uiin Chaffer, Esq.. Monkhall Quarrie-^.

Cb ies Hill. Esq., Rockhurst, Sussex.
Ea.ard Singleton. Esq., Preston Deanery.
W. Hensman, Esq., Flint Hill, Winwick,
Thos. Barber, Esq.. Eastwood, Notts.
J. R. Shaw, Esq., Arrowe Park, Cheshire.
Thos. Townley Tow nley-Parker, Esq. , Cue: den.
John Fieldeu, Esq., Grimaton Park, Tad-

caster.

The Rev. Canon Bridges, The Avenue. E\\ell.

Dr. G. W. Mould. Loxley Hall. Uttoxeter.
A. Stead. Esq.. Woodley, Romsey. Hants.
John Rowe Bennion. Esq., Nursted House.
J. Spender Clay. Esq., Ford Manor. Surrey.
The Guardians of the Sheffield Union (New

Workhouse).
The Stockport District Waterworks Company.
The Bridgnorth Union Rural Sanitary Autho-

rity.

The North Bierley Local Board Sewage
Works.

Richard Mercer, E.sq., Sandling Place, Maid-
stone.

James Smithells, Esq. (Caledonian Railway),
Rivington.

Chas. J. Ebden, Esq., Baldslow Manor,
Hastings.

T. H. Sidebottora, Esq., M.P., Etherow House.
Messrs. J. & T. H. Sidebottom, Snowshill

Manor.
J. A. Sidebottom, Esq., Hadfield, Man 'heater.

George Lane-Fox, Esq., Branham Park, Tad-
ca.ster.

The Misses Carew, Haecombe House.
F. E. Eastwood, Esq., Entou Park, Witley,

Surrey.
E. H. Nicholson, Esq., Beech Hill, London-

derry.

A. J. Cholmley, Esq., Newton, Killiugton,
Yorks.

James Chadwick, Esq., Hints Hall, Tam-
worth.

T. H. Lees, Esq., Guilsborough House, Guils-

borough.
St, John Blacker-Douglas, Esq., Elm" Park,

Killylea.

The Rev. J. Card well-Gardner, Butler's

Marston

.

John Godber, Esq., Whyburn Farm, Huck-
nall.

Edward Lister, Esq., Swarthdale, Ulverston.

JOHN BLAKE,
ENGINEER, ACCRINGTON, LANCATHIRE, EINCLAND

Editorial Communi editions should be addressed to " The Editor ;
" Advertisements and Busineas Letters to " The Publisher. the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Printed by WiLLlAM RioHARus. at the Oifiie of Messrs. Bradbury, A()>f kw & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefrii.. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by the

said William RicHiRog. at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul'a, Covent Garden, in the aaid County.—3ATUdday, August 4, 1888. Agent for Manchester—John Heywoud.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Wednesday Next.—(Sale No. 7718.)

SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C., on WEDNESDAY NEXT, August 15, at

half-paat 12 o'Clock precisely, a Fine Collection of ORCHIDS
in FLOWER and BUD, including four splendid plants of

Ctjelogyne Massangeana, rare hybrid and other Cypripediums,
Cattleya Gaskelliaua, Udoutoglos^um Alexaudrue, Phaltenopsia

Sanderiana, Cattleya Sanderiana, and other fine thinga. Also
a fine importation of Lielia monophylla, rare Disas, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—(Sale No. 7719.)

VALUABLE IMPORTED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Rooms. 33, King Street. Covent

Garden, W.C.. on THURSDAY NEXT, August lt>, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, an importation of CATTLEYA HAR-
RISONIANA, ju9t received in very good order, collected iu a
new district, and having many tine varieties and forms amougst
them. It is a wonderfully frcL'-bloomiug Cattleya, of great
beauty.

Also an importation of CATTLEYA ELDORADO, in good
condition : manv distinct species will be found in this lot. A
few lots of CATTLEYA SUPERBA SPLENDENS, a line impor-
tation of LYCASTE SKINNEBI, iu very tine condition.

Also importations of the following;

—

Odontoglossum nebulosum
Cattleya Bowringiana

Oncidinm crispum
,, Forbesii

,, leuchochilum
,, miciropogon
,. species

Cymbidium eburueum
Cattleya citrina

Lrelia purpurata
Aerides Fieldingii

Saccolabium Blumei
Dendrobium nobile

,, densiriorum, Slc.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dutch Bulbs.—Trade Sales.

11X11. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
IT-L his FIRST SALES of DUTCH BULBS this season,
will take place at his Great Rooms, 33, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C., on MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY,
August 20, 22, and 25, .nt half- past 12 o'Clock precisely each day,
and will consist of extensive consignments of first-class Bulbs
specially lotted to suit the Trade and other Large Buyers.

On view mornings of Sales and Catalogues ha(l.

The "Woodlands," Cheshunt.
By oriler of the Executors of the late W. G. Rowlt-lt, Esq.

MESSKS. C11A\\TEU and feON are in-
structt-d to SELL by AUCTION on the Premises on

TUESDAY, August 14, at 1 o'Clock precisely, the whole of the
Outdoor EftVct-i, comprising the valuable and choice COLLEC-
TION of ORCHIDS. quanLitv of AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS,
matrniticeiit sppcimen EHIPHYLLUMS and CARNATIONS,
Pot ROSES. STOVE PLANTS, FERNS, LILIUM AURATUM,
GARDE.'J SEATS, WATER BARRUW. a quantity of TOOLS,
LAWN MOWER, POTS, COCUA-NUT FIBRE, and numerous
other effects.

May be viewed day prior to Sale (the Orchids at any time
by Cards only), and Catalogues had of Messrs. CRAWTER
AND SON, Cheshuut; and 4, Great James Street, Bedford
Row, W.C.

Monday. Thursday, and Saturday Next.
DUTCH BULBS.

Special Trade Sales.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Roonis.

67 aiKl 68. Clieapside, Louilon, E.G., on MONDAY, THURS-
DAY, and SATUKDAY NEXT. August 13, 16, and 18, at half-

past 11 o'clock precisely each day, extensive cousignments of

tirst-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS. NARCISSUS,
and other BULBS from HOLLAND in excellent quality, and
specially lotted to suit the Trade and other large Buyers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.
ESTABLISHED and IMPORTED ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Booms,

67 and 68, Cheapside. EC, on TUESDAY NEXT, August 14,

at half-past lli o'clock precisely, by order of R. B. White, Esq.,

a large quantity of IMPORTED ORCHIDS in splendid con-
dition, consisting of Cattleya gigas var. Sanderiana and im-
perialis, C. Trianse from a good district; Oncidium lucidum
and O. ivramerianum. and Oncidium species, dried flowers of

which will be shown ; Chysis. Gongoras, Catasetuma, &c. The
whole of the plants are in excellent condition, and amongst
the importations will be found numerous very fine specimens.
Also about 60 lots of CATTLEYA MENDELII, established

plants. The Sale will include a choice assortment of well
grown ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, also various I.MPORTED
ORCHIDS, including Lieiia purpurata, L. elegans, Oncidiums,
&c., other properties.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday, August 29.

ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.
T\;rESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS de-
ll-L i.ire to announce that their NEXT SPECIAL SALE of

ORCHIDS IN FLOWER will take place as above, for which
they will be glad to RECEIVE SOTICE OF ENTRIES
as soon as possible.

Belsfield, Windermere.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of tlie whole of the well-

known collection of S'lOV E and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
by order of the Executors of the late H. W. Scliueidcr,

Esq., without reserve.

MESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises Bels-

tield. Bowness, on Windermere, on WEDNESD.A.Y and THURS-
\i\X, August 2Vt and 30. Fuller particulars will appear next
week.

Friday Next, August 17.

I.MPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of the Second and
Remaining Portion of the well-known COLLECTION of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, formed by F. A. Philbrick,

Esq.. Q.C., of Oldfield, Bickley, who is relinquishing the
cultivation of Orchids.

A/fESSKS. PKOTHEROE and MORRIS are
\jX. favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at
their Central Sale Rooms, G7 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.,

on FRIDAY NEXT. August 17, athalf-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

without reserve, the Second and Remainin;^ Portion of this

well-known COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
The plants are in exceptionally healthy condition, and this

Sale includes a remarkable collection of promising Odontoglos-

sums (undowered, several celebrated varieties having appeared
among them), as well as some of the finest forms of Cattleyas,

especially Trianai and Gigas, and many choice Masdevallias.

Among the principal items may be mentioned :

—

Aerides ftffine roseum
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EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Double Roman and Paper-white Narcissus.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THEY HAVE RECEIVED THEIR USUAL CONSIGNMENTS OF

THE ABOVE VALUABLE BULBS FOR EARLY FORGING,

And tvill he pleased to receive Orders for immediate delivery.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

B I] Sp e c i a I ^^^^3 Sealed Warrants.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
EARLY FLOWERING NARCISSUS,

AND ALL OTHER BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING.
SEEDS OF ALL SORTS FOR PRESENT AND LATER SOWING.

FINEST QUALITIES. DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogues post-free.

DICKSONS
C LIMITED ),

"ROYAL" NURSERIES AND SEED ESTABLISHMENTS,

CHESTER.
Protect your Fruit by using

MADDOCK'S KILL-WASP.
Mr. C. Penny, Head Gaodener to ir.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, says :
—" Your Kill-Wasp is simply marvellous for its

quick destruction of this our greatest enemy."

Mr. H. H. Ward, Head Gardener to the Right Hon. the
Earl of Radnor :—! have given it a trial, and found it to be
everything you represent it to be. It does its work most
effectually."

To be had of all Chemists, price l^t. 6(/.. or post-free' Is. 9rf.,

and from tlie

OLD ENGLISH LAVENDER WATER CO.,
PUI.HdKOIjGH, .Si:S«KX.

Sold in Packets, 6d. and Is. each, and in.

SEALED BAGS ONLY.
_7^ 14 lb. 88 ib^ iiTi^; icwt.

2/6 4/6 7/6 \2M ZOi-CLAY & LEVESLEY,
TEMPLE MILL LANE """ "^ '

STRATFORD, LONDON E
O.&L.alsosupplyCrushedBoiiea.EoiieDust, Peruvian GiinwSulphate ofAmmonia, andNitrateof Soda, inbestquamies^y:

""""" GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Prize Mkdals.
Quality. THE BEST In tlie Market. (All sacks included.)
PEAT, best brown tibroua ... bs. per sack, 5 sacks for 225. ^d,
PEAT, best bhiL'k fibrous ... is. ijd. „ 5 sacks for 205.
PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. 6rf. „ 5 sacks for 3os.
LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST I Is. per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... f (sacks included).
SILV^ER SAND, coarse. Is. 6rf. per bush., 143. half-ton, 24s. ton.
KAFFIA FLERE. best only Is. per lb.

Tobacco cloth, or paper is. lb. j 28 lb., 27s.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., Ss. per sack.
CHUBIi'S " PERFECT "FER-I In Bags.
TILIZER (the Best Food for ( . » ,

all kinds of Plants, Flowers, (Tins. 71b. I41b. 281b. 66Ib. 1 cwt.
Friiits, Vegetables, &c. ...) 1/6 3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-
VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- .V6 10/6 17/-
KUSSIAN MATS, BAMBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL. &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest aud best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, £2 per ton. Extra larf^e Sample Bales, 6s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),
sacks. Is. 3(f. each; 10 sacks. Us.; l.i sacks, 15s.; 20 sacks, 18s.;

.'jo sacks, 25s. ; 40 sacks, 30s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

28s. Limited quantities of G., special quality granulated,
in sacks only, 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

(Bankers, Union Bank of LondoJi.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD , MILWALL, LONDON, E. _

GARDEN REQUISITES^
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

id. per bushel ; 100 for 2.^s. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),
40s. ; 4-bushel bags. 4if. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. 6d. per sack; 5 sacks,
2.5s. ; sacks, id. each.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. per sack, 5 sacks, 223. ; sacks,
id. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. 9rf. per bushel; 16s. per half
ton ; 26s. per ton. in 2-bushel bags. id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS. »s. &f. per sack.
MANURES. GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH. RUSSIA MATS, &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.R.H.S., 21. Goldsmith's Street, Drury
Lane (lately called 17a, Coal Yard), W.C.

CILVEK SAND, PEAT, and LOAM.—TheO best in England, for Sale, in Railway Truckloads, loose,
or in sacks, at moderate quotations. I

W. SHORT, Horticultural Co.. Midburst, Susses. '

IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

"Medicated Tobacco Paper
(READY CUT UP FOR USE),

K<-(lucc'€l Price 1 <i prr lb.;
SSIba. A- ilpHnrda—l^aiTiu^e I'uid.

Parcels fop trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.:
2lb8.3/4, 4lbs.6/8, 6lba.9,9, 8lba.l3/-, 10lb8.16/-.

IMPROVED ^^i^V
Fumigating Pan^P^
Is vastly superior to any other.

Price 6/6 (in iron witli heater) each,
or in Copper, 21 /.

DICKSON'S ImproTed

MUSHROOM SPAWIf
MOST SUPERIOR. 6/- PER BUS.

(3- Circulars giving all particulars it cirpiea of testis
mcmials, post free on application.

DICKSONS
(Ll.MlTKD).

Royal Nursery and Seed Establishment,

CHESTER.

BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'
Reports. Sold in Tins, Is., 2s. Gd., Ss. Qd., and 10s. Qd. each,
or 1 cwt. Bags, sealed, 13s. By allSeedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

ISHURST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrips, Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of soft^water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s., and 10s. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPAJfY
(Limited), London.

To Horticulturists.—Great economy iu Fuel, and other
[I'ivaiitages secured by the use of our

OMOKELESS ANTHRACITE.— For infor-
kJ mation as to the mode of using this coal, and prices
delivered to any railway station, apply to the TRIMSARAN
CO. (Limited), 62, Leadenhall Street, London. E.C.

ATENT TUBULAR FLOWER STANDS
for Artistic Grouping of Cut Flowers, have attracted

much attention at recent Horticultural Exhibitions.
ManUfaCured and Sold by GEORGE SMITH AMD CO.,

Commercial Road, Pimlico. S.W. Trade supplied.

SPHINCTER GRIP
GARDEN HOSE.

The Sphincter Grip Spring Steel Galvanised Armoured Hose
isthemost valuable improvementiu Hose since 1840. Its lasting
qualities are ten times greater than any Hose not armoured.

Its complete success has caused some parties to infringe the
Patents owned and controlled solely by us; aud we therefore
notify all such that the making, vending, or use of any armoured
wire-wound Hose not of our manufactiire is an infringement of
one or more of our several Patents, any violation of w hich will
be promptly prosecuted. Brass plates set between the Hose
aud wire denote our Manufacture aud the Patents.

For Price List.3 and particulars of

The Original and Only Genuine Sphincter Grip
Armoured Hose.

Al-l'LV TO THK

Established, a.d. 1818.

S.G.A. HOSE CO. (Ltd.),
63, FOliE STREET, LONDON, E.C.

( Xlnprecedentedly low prices.)

HENRY HOPE,
Horticultural Builder and

Hot-water Engineer,

66, Lionel St., Birmingham.
Flans and Estimates on

application.
Experienced Workmen sent to any part of the Kingdom.

To Nurserymen. Seed Merchants, and Florists.

JBLACKliUliX ANI)«(.»^'Sa^eotTerinJ;A^ch-
• angel Mats luwer than any other hous<' in the trade: also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, Raffia Fibre. Tobacco Paper,
aud Shading. Prices free.—4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.
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THE GARDENERS'
ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and SUBSCRIPTIONS

WILL BE THANKFULLY RECEIVED BY

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, London, \V.

80,000
CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
finest Double and Single Varieties (some

of the flo'wera of which become 10 inches across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

i-iimbing and bedding, from 125. to 24s. per dozen, strong

plants ; extra strong plants, repotted into Scinch pots, 2s. 6(1.

each ; Beauty of Worcesti^r, a magnificent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently seDt out by us. reduced price 2s. 6d. each.

Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.,

Nurserymen ynd Seed Merchants. Worcester.

1'.. MAY'S SPECIALTIES.
• FERNS.

All the leading and most useful sorts; immpnse quantities

in various sizes; aUo many new and rare species and varieties.

TREE CARNATIONS.
Inclnding Mdlle. Carle. A. Alegatifire. Miss Joliffe. Dr. Ray-

mond, Andalusia, Lucifer, and all the best sorfs. The plants

are unusuiiUy fine this season.

CROTONS.
A great variety, all beautifully coloured.

CLEMATIS.
A fine stock of all the best sorts.

n'lES.
Madrensis variegata, Lee's New Silver, rhomboidea obovntn,

and other popular sorts.

PRIMULAS, DOTTBLE "WHITE.
An immense stock: plants very healthy and vigorous.

Special low prices to the Trade. An inspection reipeclfully

invited.

H. B. MAY, Dyson's Lane Nursery, ITpper Edmonton.
Stations: Aiige! Road and Silver Street. G.K.R.

To the Trade.

PTERIS TREMULA.— Special Cheap Offer.—
Splendid stuff, in 48*3, at Qs. per dozen. No char;;e fur

packing, &c.
U. B. MAY, Dyson 'i Lane Nursery, Tpper Ednioiilon.

Palms, clean and healthy.

WILLIAM ICKT'UN has a very extensive
stock of all the leading kinds, in tine conditi n; I'lJ

houses being devoted to their growth, many being tit for exlii-

bition of the following varieties ;—Areca lutea, Cocos Hexuosa

and Weddelliana, Keotias of all kinds; Seaforthia elegans.

Latania borbonica, Fhi:)?iiix reclinata, rupicohi ; also a very

large assortment of Palms in 60's and 4»'3 for tiible. Inspecliori

invited.—Putney Park Lane. S.W. ; and l:>9 and 130, Flower

Market, Covent Garden, W.C.

SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS by which an
abundance can be insured of delicious MUSHROOMS.

See Seed LIST, Free.

RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Seed Merchants and Nursery-

men. Worcester,

EAST LOTHIAN INTERMEDIATE STOCKS.

TH ( ) MAS M ET HYEN and S O N S
uffer their choice strain of the above, in five varii-lies,

vi/... Scarlet, Purple, White, Crimson, and White Wall-leaved,

at is., 2s. tirf., and 5s. each colour. Price to the Trade on
application.

By Royal Warrant. Nurserymen and Seedsmen to the Queen,

Edinburgh^

DUTCH BULBS CHEAP

!

FRENCH BULBS CHEAP

!

ENGLISH BULBS CHEAP

!

SEE OUR

Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs,

Coutainina LIST of all the best varietiei of HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CKOCUS, LILIUMS, DAFFODILS, SNOWDROPS,
IRIS. Stc, free on application.

Please compare our Prices before sending your
Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
HT.KI' AND BULB MKRCHAMS,

EXETER STREET. STRAND. LONDON, W C.~
" SUTBUSH'S mTlL-

TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.
— Too well known to require descrip-

tion. Price. 6s. per bushel (Is. extra

per bushel for package), or 6d. per
cake ; free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions

enclosed, with oursignature attached.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON
(Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Highgate Nurseries, N.

nC

UNDER ROYAL

BEGONIA EXHIBITION
The Grandest Floral Disphu/

in London.

Open to the Public every day (Sundays exoeni.d) from

June to September, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. dally.

ADMISSION FREE.

OUR EXHIBITIONS OF BESONIAS

Have been celebrated for their varied beauty

and extent for the past few years, but the

COLLECTION now on view is superior to any

of the kind ever yet seen, both in single and

double varieties, the shades of colour being quite

indescribaljle, and must be seen to be appreciated.

All lovers of flowers are cordially invited.

Nearest Baihcay Stations are Catford Bridge, Mid Kent

Line (S.E.R), from Charing Cross, Waterloo, Cannon Street,

and London Brilge; and Forest Hill (L.B. ^- S.C.R.),from

t'ictorit, A'eniiin(fton and HVs( AVit/, Croydon, l>iC, ; also from
Liverpool .Street.

JOHN LAING & SONS,
Begonia Specialists, Nur-^erynien,

and Seedsmen,

FOREST HILL LONDON, S.E.

DICKSONS GENUINE
FARM & GARDEN SEEDS

FOR PL'ESEXT AND LATER SOWING.
Carriage Free by Post or Rail

r r. I e f. d c a t .^ l o g u f, s p o s t - f r f k.

D I C K S O N S
(Limited),

SEED wa:
CHESTER.

(Limited),

ROYAL" SEED W A R E II U S E,

ORCHIDS.
THE UNDEIiSIGNEU, Sole Agent for the

United Kingdom, for CARLOS TRAVASSOS. Kin ile

.Taneiro. be./s to aiinonnce to the Trade generally, tliiit lie is

open to Receive Orders fop evervdesiTi pi imi of Brazilian Orcliids.

For CATALOGUES, term.. .><... |il.-!ise .address,

A. H. GBIMSDITCH,
5, CLAYTON SQUARE, LIVERPOOL.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
The hirge.'^t. most complete, and profusely

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of FERNS
ever published, containing; over I'M IUu>trations, and much
valuable practical informatiou on the cultivation of Kern?*, &c.
Is. 6</. post-free. Smaller Catalogue of over 1300 species aud
varieties free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERY, SALE, MANCHESTER.

a
CARTERS'
TESTED" SEEDS

(Registered Trade Mark)

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CABBAGE.
CARTERS* i:.\RLY HRARTWELL ...

Acknoicl dijed to be the finest Early
Cabbage in citltiuntioti,

CARTERS'M.V.UMOTH HEEF-HEART
7'fie Be^t Main-crop Gardtii Cabbage
in cu/tiration.

LETTUCE.
CARTERS' GIANT WHITE COS ...

DUN'NKTT'S GIANT W.NTER COS ...

CARTERS' LONGSTAN'DER
ALL THE YE.VR EOrNU

Price. Post-f ee.

/jero:.\ perptd.
s. d. d. s. d.

1 6 , 6 & 1

ONION.
GIANT ROCCA
GIANT WHITE TRIPOLI
GIANT MADEIEA

1 6
I

9

0& I

B& 1

— 1

—

ROYAL SEEDSMEN RY SEALED WARRANTS.

237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON

SEASONABLE GOODS.
See the bei^t Catalogue out.

STEPHANOTIS, the freest variety in cultivation, Is., Is. V.il.,

'Js. 6d., and line specimens to tS'-is. each,

ALLAMANDAS, Clerodeiirlron^, BonKaiiivilleas, Crotons, Gar-
denias, Ixoras, Pajisilloras—these and many otiiers, 9d., Is.,

;nid ]s. i'vl. each ; larger jihinta if wanted.
Eri'HoRlilA JACQUINUEl'LOUA and PUlNSETTIAS, 9d.

f;nli. tiv. per dozen.
C.VLAliIHMS in great vnriety, very cheap, 6s., 9s., and 12.s.

per dozen. GLOXINIAS, tjs. per dozen.

GRKKN HOUSE PLANTS in great variety, 6s , a?., and 12.^. dnz.

TLUiEltDUS liEGONIAS. coming in bloom, good iilaiita, l^,

each. 10s. 6c/. per dozen.
GEK.VNIQMS. single, double, and Tvy-leaf. extra fine hirgf?

plants, of lovfly varietien, lis. and 18,s-. per dozen ; smiiUfr

plauts, ei|ua!ly good sorts, for winter bloom. 4<. per tloz-fn.

FLTCHSIAS, Coleus. Heliotropes, Salvias. Abut duns, and uthnr
soft-wooded plants, in small pots, 2s. ^d. per dozen; in

large poti, 6s. per dozen.
FERNS, bf^t kiiils for plantiD"; in Ferneries or for decoration,

in -^mal! pftt.-. 4n'. doz. ; in larger pots, 6«. and its. per doz.

ADIANTUM crNEATUiM.best for catting, in small phtntt, ^s.

per doz.. 'J\s. per 100 ; in good plants, 6s. and 9s. p«r do/..

TE.\-SCENTED and other choice ROSES, in pots, grand plants

and finest sorts, either for house decoration or planting in

h'ds. \ns. per dozen.
PRIMULAS. CINERARIAS, CALCEOLARIAS, finest strains.

young plants for growing on. from stores, Is. 6U. per dozen,

it,>;. per 100.

CYCLAMEN, young plants. 2s. 6d. per dozen:

ORCHIDS in Variety, for either cool or warm hou-^e, rw.!. and
42s. per dozen.

TAI5LE PLANTS in variety, 18s., 24s., 30s. per dozen.

B<lI_'VAUI*IAS. young plants to grow for winter, 4s. perdo7en.
PRIMULA ALIiA PLENA, the fine^it for cutting, tl-s. per -doz.

IIEKIJACEOI'S PLANTS, planted now in corm-r of garden,

and moved in autumn, seldom die, 3.?. per doz., 2.'i.s'. per 100.

ROM.VN HYACIXTIIS, will soon arrive, many thousands
already sold, 14s. per 100.

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS, Ss. per 100.

CLEMATIS. 10s. S./.perdoz. ; HONEYSUCKLES. .JASMINES,
its. per doz. : IVIES, 6s. per doz. The Wsl uE all times
now to plant these.

SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.
See SEED CATALOGUE.

Wallflower, Silene, Myosotis, Canterbury Bells, Sweet Wit-

liams, Arabis, Aubrietitt, 3d. and 6rf. per packet. Lettuce,

Onion, Cabbnge, Caulillower, &c., 6d. to Is. per ounce.

PLANT LIST Post-free. BULB LIST ready shortly.

WM. CLI8RAN 8c SON,
Oldfleld Nurseries. Altrincham;
Stajnford Nurseries, Bowdon

;

10 and 13. M.ARKET STREET. .MANCHESTER.

ORCHIDS A SPECIALTY.
Quantity immense — Quality fine— Price Moderate.

Inspection invited. 297,300 feet of glass in the Nurseries.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY. LONDON, N.

Strawberries a Specialty
Select List Free ,

Sample of Plants 3"

LovEL 8t Son, Driffield.
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WEBBS' SEEDS
From ^ev. U. J. Bull, liubo'-onQh

llcctori/, Jxthj 25, 1SS8.

" Please semi mc u Is. piii-kft

ii Emperor Cabbage Seed. All

wtio have seen it in this neiyli-

bourboovi a^ree IhiiL Uu'y du nut

know its equal."

WEBBS' EMPEKOR CABBAGE,
Gd I Is, |»T |.;[,k.l ; Is. 6d II'

EAKLV NOM'AKKIL CAlUiAi;!':
KNKIKLI) .•MA1;KI:T CAIlIlAiiE ...

H.lUr.Y RAIXIIA.M CAlilUCK ...

KKU DUTCH or l'R'KLIX(i CABBAGE.,

ONION.
WEBBS' RED (JLOUE TRIPOLI
I.AUUE KI.AT KED TRIPOLI
OIANI' RIICOA
WHITE LISBON

Free by Post or Rail.

r nnnre.

8(1. ptT ouiR-e.

6d. „ „
8d. „ „
8d. ,. ..

Per u/..

T |llit.

6d.
6d.
6d.

Set-'iLsmen bv Rovnl Warr;iiit^ to H.M. the Queen
niiclH It'll, the Prime ot W'ales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

STRAWBERRIES.
CHARLES TURNER

Can now supply stroii;:;; Kiiiincr^ of ;iU flu- leading varieties.

Deseript ve LIST M'lit un ;ippliciition.

TflK llOVAL NUi;sKi;iEy, SLOUniT.

ROSES IN POTS;
all the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18s. to 36s. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application,

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

TEA ROSES.
GAl;A^\AY CO. offer 12 of the above, best

named sorts, including MARECHAL NIEL
and NIPIIETOS, in 5-inch pots, for 10s. cash.

GARAWAY CO.,
Durdham Down, Clifton, Bristol.

SEEDLING PLANTS
OF CHOICE

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
WE HAVE MUCH PLEASURE

in offering tlie following in strong, healthy, trans-
jilanted yoiirif; stuff, from our .superb strains of Choice Florists'
FiowLTd. Free and Safe by Post at Prices quoted.

Per dozen.—s. d.
AURICULAS, Alpine, very choice, strong young plants,

for blooming next season ... ... ... ... 2 6
CALCEOLARIAS, herbaceous, splendid strain of beauti-

fully spotted and tigred flowers 2 fi

CARNATIONS ami PICOTEES, from choice named
flowers per 100, 105. 6(£.

CARNATIONS, yellow ground varieties
ClNEKARI.Vhybri.ia.fromagranastrain.perlOO, 10s.6(i.

.. l:ir;^'.- Ilnwered. dwarf, very fine, per 100, 175. 6rf.

HULLYIIOCKS. Chater's superb double, per 100, 16s.
,, Clmter's superb double, extra strong plants

PRIMULA sinensis, choicest red or white. perlOO, 105. 6rf.

,, sinensis, splendid mixed, including nearly 20 superb
varieties per 100, 10s. 6d.

„ sinensis, splendid mixed, extra strong plants,
per 100, 16s.

„ sinensis alba magnifica. splendid pure white
„ sinensis. Crimson King, magnificent colour
„ sinensis, Fern-leaved, choicemixed, per 100. 10s. Qd.
,, sinensis, double-flowered, mixed, limited quantity.

6 for 2s. 3 6
PRIMULAS, double, pure white, splendid for furnishing an

abundance of cut bloom throughout the autumu anil
winter. Well rooted strong young plants from 3-inch
pots, per lOO, 4.5s. ; ]ier dozen, 6s. ; 3 for Is. 9rf.

2 6
3 6
3 6
1 6

DANIELS BROS.,
T U W .N' CLOSE N I' K S E It I E SNORWICH.

NOTICE
TO THE

HORTICULTURAL TRADE.

IT.'VVIXG for some years past, owing to the

particular nature of my business as a

Horticultural Agent, recognised to the fullest

extent the absolute importance of securing speedy

transit and quick delivery, in the case of all

plants sent from the Continent to England and

vice versa ; and having myself suffered great in-

con\'enience, annoyance, and loss from causes

which could easily have been avoided, had the

shippers entrusted with plants possessed any

practical knowledge of their nature and require-

ments, I beg to inform you that, my business

with the Continent having liecome so extensive,

I am now obliged, in self defence, to take up the

luisiness of a

SHIPPING AND FORWARDING AGENT.

I am so well aware of the serious conset|uences

uf a few hours frost in the case of plants left on

the wharf for a night—as frequently happens

—

and which by a little care in warehousing can be

easily a\'oided, to the great benefit of sender and

buyer, that I haxe determined in future to give

all such details my closest personal attention, and

beg you to recognise the advantages which will

thus be gained by your shipping all your con-

signments to this country through me.

I have secured admirable premises for this

branch of my business at 12, Cooper's Row,

Crutched Friars, London, E.C., and with the

available accommodation at the various wharves

for the proper and prompt warehousing of the

most tender plants, am in a position to assure you

that I possess every facility for conducting the

business in a manner that I am sure will give

satisfaction to those who may favour me with

their patronage and support.

WILLIAM DENMAN,
7, Catherine Street, Covent Garden,

London, W.C.

The Business will be carried on lender the style of

DENMAN & CO.,

HORTICULTURAL, SHIPPING, AND
FORWARDING AGENTS,

12, COOPERS ROW, CRUTCHED FRIARS,

LONDON, E.G.

Telegrams OLEKMA. LONDON.

Now ready. In cloth, 11a. 6d.
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 11, 1888.

THE HOSE SHOWS OF 1888.

TT is (|uite clear that there is one subject on
-*- which it will ne\'er do to prophesy in

England, and that is the weather ; we see how
often the forecasts issued by the Meteorological
Department are wide of the mark, and so we need
not be surprised if those of us who can only
make guesses are often wofully wrong. Thus I

had ventured to say that there was every pros-

pect of a good Rose season, and so, when I wrote,

there was; but on looking forward I believe

that I cautiously added an " if "—if we do
not have some thunderstorms; and now that
the Rose show season is over I think the
epithets " aggravating " and '(.disappointing " are

those which are most applicable to it. I

have seen a good many Rose seasons, but I do
not es-er remember one more irritating to the
exhibitors (of whom I am not one) than the

season of 1888 has been. Societies whose exist-

ence depends on the gate-money, exhibitors

who have desired to gain honours in the strife,

and lovers of the Rose who have wished to see

for themselves the best productions that the skill

and intelligence of our growers have been

enabled to produce, have all alike had to suiTer

disappointment. Some societies have been fortu-

nate in securing a fine day, but many ha\e had
to hold their shows in the midst of heavy showers

and sloppy meadows, while in some cases the mis-

haps have been especially worrying.

It may give some idea of the character of the

season, and how it has affected the Rose shows,

when I mention that the number of entries at the

Metropolitan Show of the National Rose Society

at the Crystal Palace numliered .5.34 (the largest

number ever recorded at any Rose show), while

the nmuber actually staged was 300. It will tilso

show who were most affected, when we tiiid that

in the higher classes both of traders and amateurs

there were few absentees, but that as we come
down to the lower and smaller elapses the falling

out was most decidedly marked. This was

notably the case in the Tea and Noisette divisions,

in the larger classes of which the exhibits were
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only less than the entries by two or three,

while in the smaller classes they were ^educed

by nearly one-half ; but the falling-off was

most noticeable in the classes for light-coloured

Roses, or what are called fair-weather Roses. Thus

in the class for twelve blooms of Her Majesty, it

was reduced from ten to one solitary exhibit, The

sime held true of Niphetos, The class for twelve

blooms of Lady Mary Fitzwilliam was reduced

from fifteen to three, while that for A. K. AVil-

liams was reduced one-half only—from nineteen

to ten ; and of dark velvety Hoses from twenty-

one to nine. The same held good at nearly all

the shows that 1 have attended, and in some

cases it must have been most trying to the

patience of the exhibitor. Thus one looked

forward to a great contest between North and

South at Darlington, when it was hoped that

Messrs. Grant, Whitwell, Hall, Pemberton, and

others would hive tried their prowess. They had

all entered, but Mr. Grant had to telegraph that

a storm had completely destroyed his Roses;

and what must have been most trying was that

half a mile on either side of his garden it was

perfectly fair, while, as I have already stated,

Mr. Whitwell had not one Rose in bloom in his

garden, although he has once taken the Challenge

Trophy at the Metropolitan show on the first

Tuesday in July.

When we come to the quality of the Roses I fear

that we must state of the season generally that it

was distinguished for "mediocrity." In calling to

mind the flowers I have seen there are no stands

which dwell in one's memory as in former years—no

blooms that linger in one's mind as a "joy for ever."

There have been good boxes of blooms, and some

fine individual flowers, but that is all that can be

said, I fancy, concerning them. There were some

dark coloured flowers—old favourites—which came

quite to the front, such as " General Jack," as he is

farailarly called, Charles Lefebvre, Prince Arthur,

a son of the General's, but very much darker ;
while

the light coloured Roses, or rather those which are

very full, suffered terribly. I have been surprised to

find how well such flowers as Baroness Rothschild,

Merveille de Lyon, and White Baroness have with-

stood the moat drenching rain, while flowers like

Monsieur Noraan, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam and Her

Majesty were simply balls of rotten leaves, making no

attempt to open, and defacing the beds with their

unsightly buds. It is very dilHcult to judge as to

Teas, as to whether they have been grown under

g'ass or not. Where there is a house, of course

tlie exhibitor has a great advantage, and some

of the best stands were aided by flowers so

grown. In many cases they were skinned— that

is, all the outer petals which had been discoloured

w?re stripped ofit'—of course greatly disfiguring them,

butrendering them at the same time presentable; still

they were only half Roses. It was, however, on the

whole very wonderful how, in the midst of such

weather as we have had, such clear blooms could

have been produced from plants which one knew to

be grown in the open— clearly evidencing how much
the culture of Tea Pvoses has advanced.

There were two subjects connected with Rose

showing concerning which a good deal was said at

various times and places during the show seasoUj

The first was the question of amateurs selling Roses.

This subject was very much discussed some years

ago, and was brought under the consideration of

the committee of the National Rose Society, and a rule

was framed prohibiting persons who " habitually
"

sold Roses from exhibiting in the amateurs' class.

It would appear, however, that a rather narrow inter-

pretation has been given to the word, and that what
some consider lial^itual otht^rs consider only occa-

sional. It is said, and said with justice, that a gentle-

man who buds his 1000 or even 500 every year, and

in order to make room for them sells off his

old ptnok, fiirhts at a great advantage those who

never sell, and that it matters little how he does

this—whether he has an auction and so disposes of

them, or hands them over to a neighbouring

nurseryman, he is virtually a trader and not an

amateur ; while many say it destroys the pleasure of

Rose showing when you know you are competing

with men who thus handicap you in the race. Very

strong things have been said, and I presume that we
shall hear more about it ; but I hope and believe,

whatever steps are taken will be made in a con-

ciliatory manner, and that the good feeling of those

who are supposed to do these things will lead them

to change their method of showing and growing.

Another subject about which exhibitors' minds

seemed to be very much exercised was what is called

" pot hunting," i.e., exhibitors being more regardful

of the amount of money they can get than the honour

and glory of the warfare; and that thus, instead of

exhibiting in the classes in which the number of

the plants they grow would seem to place them,

they go down to lower classes, and by their

big battalions overpower them. It is possible that

an amateur, who grows under 20<3 Roses may
show a twelve that will beat the exhibit of one who
grows 1000; but it is not likely, and if he does, he

deserves immense credit for his pluckiness. Now no

rule that a society can make can prevent this. The
National, in order to give all a fair chance, made a

number of small classes, and yet, withal, many ama-
teurs are to be found exhibiting in these classes who
ought not to think of it. I remember some years ago,

at the Crystal Palace exhibition of the National

Rose Society, one who was currently reported to

grow 10,000 trees setting up a stand in a class of six,

eliciting the caustic remark, " I think it would be very

nice were they to make a class of three for Mr. ;''

but as I have said, no rule that can be made can

meet such cases—they must be left to the honour

and good feeling of English gentlemen, although I

cannot but think that if the " National " were to

pass a resolution condemning the practice it would

have a good effect.

I hope to follow these notes up with some on the

new and semi-new Roses that have been exhibited,

although not in the number one might have expected

or hoped. Wild Bosc.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

EPIDENDRUM NEMORALE (E. VERRXT-
COSUM).

The h-agrance and beauty of the flowers of this

Orchid, together with its free-growing character,

make it one that may certainly be included amongst

the comparatively few Epidendrums that are worth

cultivating. It belongs to that section of the genus

with short, round pseudobulbs, the flower-spike

rising from between the two long narrow leaves at

the top. The flowers, of which ten or twelve occur

on a spike, measure 3 to 4 inches across, and are of

a delicate pale rose colour ; the lip is prettily veined

with purple, and in some varieties has a patch of

white in the centre, which, however, is absent in

others. It is figured in the Botanical. Matjn.~ine,

t. 4606, as E. verrucosum, a name under which it is

known in some gardens now. It is a native of

Mexico, and succeeds well in the intermediote-house

potted in fibry peat and sphagnum. A plant is now
flowering at Kew.

BrASSAVOLA LINEiTA.

A plant of this at Kew has been displaying its

large white flowers for several weeks past ; indeed,

there are few Orchids whose flowers last longer in

perfection than these. The whip-like, terete leaves,

2 feet in l-^ngth, greatly resemble those of Scuticaria,

and, like them, grow in a downward direction. The
sepals and petals are linear, and about 3 inches long

;

the lip is cordate, and measures H inch in diameter,

the whole flower being of pure ivory-white. This

plant grows and roots freely on a piece of Fern-stem

or Teak block, and if suspended from the roof its

flowers and curious habit are shown to advantage.

The intermediate-house suits it, giving abundance
of moisture when growing, and a well-marked period

of rest after growth is completed.

Cypripedit™ Parishii.

Numerous and popular as are the different forma

of Cypripedium there are few having a better claim

to notice than this species, which flowers at this

season. It is nearly related to C. hiivigatum, to

which it bears some resemblance, especially in habit

;

that species, however, is a native of the Philippine

Islands, while C. Parishii comes from Moulmein,

where it was originally found in 1859 by the veteran

Orchid discoverer after whom it is named. The
prevailing colour of the flower is pale green ; the

petals, however, which are twisted and nearly

5 inches long, are dark purple for two-thirds of their

length ; the slipper also has a purplish tinge. The
apex of each petal is rounded and edged with short

hairs. No collection of Cypripediums should be

without this species, for even out of flower its thick

dark green glossy leaves make it a very handsome
plant. It requires to be grown in the warm house,

W. B.

Epidendrum tampense, Lindl.

This graceful little Epidendrura has long been

known in herbaria, having been originally described

by Lindley, from a dried specimen collected in

Tampa Bay, Florida — the locality whence it was

obtained being commemorated in the name given to

the species. Until the other day I had no evidence

of its being in cultivation ; Mr. James O'Brien, how-
ever, sent me an Epidendrum to name which had
been imported from Florida, and which I was able

to identify with Lindley s specimens. It is one of

the few Epidendrums found in Florida, and at

present is not known from elsewhere. The specimen

received consisted of a pseudobulb, leaf, and inflores-

cence, and from it the following notes were taken :

—

Pseudobulb ovoid, small, and narrowed above. Leaf
narrowly linear, 6 inches long by ^ inch broad

scape slender, exceeding the leaves, smooth, and
brownish in colour. Flowers 1{ inch across.

Sepals linear, obtuse, narrowed below, light

yelowish brown in colour. Petals similar, but more
narrowed below, light yellowish-brown in colour.

Petals similar, but more narrowed below. Lip

white, the front lobe rounded, obtuse, with a number
of radiating purple lines, which become somewhat
confluent into a blotch ; the side lobes linear with a

few faint purple lines below. Also the narrowed base

of the front lobe has a number of purple lines which

become almost confluent on the callus. The column

is greenish-white, with a pair of short, angular teeth

on the angles, and three to five light purple stripes

on the back. It belongs to the section Encyclium,

distinguished by the nearly free lip, and is, perhaps,

the smallest and most slender species in the group,

B. A. Rolfe.

THE CHEMISTRY OF VEGETA-
tion, in reference to the
c;rowth of the potato.

CContinned from p. 128.J

Priestlev : Oxygen. — Two years more elapsed

before Priestley found that. But from 1756 Black

had been a Professor of Chemistry, first at Glasgow
and then at Edinburgh (which post he held thirty

years), and he was so assiduous in preparing his

lectures that he allowed himself no time for investi-

gation. Of course he had to run much on the

old lines, as the new discoveries were not yet sufl[i-

cient to constitute a new science. Cavendish was
fully occupied with other researches.

Priestley was mostly known during his lifetime as

a Nonconformist divine. One of his biographers

(Lord Brougham) has said of him that though he

was trained in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Syriac. and
Chaldean, he was only half trained in chemistry, and

able only to experiment. What a blessing! It was
experiment that was needed to advance chemistry.

When living at Leeds in 1767, near a brewery, he
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had experimented on the '' fixed air " given off during
fermentation

; had also, in 1772, examined azote,

and at Birmingham, on August 1, 1774, he made
his important discovery of the air we now call

oxygen. He called it dephlogisticated air. The
following year it was independently discovered by
Scheele in Norway. He called it empyreal air.

From the discovery of oxygen the new chemistry
took its rise. Priestley's statue at Birmingham
represents him in the act of making his discovery.

It is on record * that he first obtained it (in a closed

vessel heated by a burning lens), from minium com-
monly called red lead (red oxide of mercury). From
the statue few would know that. But then Newton,
in Trinity Library, is represented (so it has been
facetiously put) as making the remarkable discovery

that you cannot see through a plastei prism !

In this same year Stahl found the gas now called

fluorine, and many others were soon studied.

Cavendish—Watbr, &c.

Cavendish, who had been studying " nitrous air
"

and the atmosphere in relation to it, read at the Royal
Society in January, 1784, his celebrated paper,
" Experiments on Air," in which he described his

experiments that led to the discovery of the com-
position of water and of nitric acid. Till oxygen
h.^d been discovered as a separate " air " the union
of inflammable air (hydrogen) with dephlogisticated

air (o.xygen) to form water could not. of course, be
known ; it was practically a continuation of his

previous experiments with H, but he now exploded
it in O instead of air.

We thus see that in the thirty years following

(1752) Black's first observations on " fixed air, " that

H, O, N, had been discovered as distinct airs or

gasses, that some compounds of C and N were
investigated, the composition of water was made
known, and the composition of the atmosphere was
receiving increased attention. All of these studies lay

at the commencement of our modern chemistry.

Dalton's Atomic Theory.

Activity in chemical research had been by this

time aroused in several centres of civilisation in

Europe, and many experiments were made. Guyton
de Morveau, in 1782,t wrote an essay on a new
nomenclature to represent the then state of the

science, but the next great step in advance was
Dalton's question. What do all these facts mean ?

Dalton (b. 1766) had from 1796 given considerable

attention to the constitution of the atmosphere when
in 1802 he communicated to the Manchester Society

a paper, " An Experimental Inquiry into the Pro-
portion of the sever.ll Gases or ' elastic fluids ' Con-
stituting the Atmosphere." It is worth noticing his

analysis, as it is an illustration of the way in which
analyses were in his time given in percentages :

—

Awtic gas
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tlon-ers, named Calliprora flava, are sent. It is a

ilislinct and pretty hardy plant, not dill'ering in any

respect from C. lutea. It is another of the intro-

ductions of Mr. David Douglas from California.

Some of the scapes have a score of flowers upon

tliem. Some trailing growths of Tropxolum poly-

lihylliim and a big handful of Iris Krempferi com-

plete the collection. The Lilies are the most rf marli-

ahle, and prove how valuable they are as border and

l)ot plants. J. Douijtas.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI ALBA.
Some quarter of a century ago I bad learned to

appreciate the oxtraordinar}' value of Clematis Jack-

mauui, and when admiring it the exclamation fre-

([uently arose, " What a glorious thing a white

Jackman would be !
" At that time I had just suc-

ceeded in raising the beautiful set of patens varieties—
Miss Bateman, Albert Victor, Lady Londesborough,

Lord Loudesborougli, and a host of others, all

lovely, and still holding their own, as they are still

unsurpassed. I tried all ways I could think of, and

lit last after—I am afraid to say liow many—years I

succeeded in getting a cross between Jackmanni and

wliite patens. iVom this number of seedlings no

break at all appeared of any importance, except the

present subject, but it flowered, and I was delighted,

and showed it to one or two people, and told many
more ; its after history is well known—its hair-

breadth escapes, almost total loss, its disappoint-

ments, its condemnations. I bad planted out a

s.teciiuen, and watclied its opening flowers, when, to

ny disgust, it produced a nondescript, dirty bluish

tbortion. I said " Propagate no more !
" and for ayear

ur two I crestfailenly admitted to all my friends that

Jackmanni alba was a disappointment, and should

never be sent out. After a time, however, I remem-
bered the parable of the Fig tree, and said "Dig about

it, and try again." It was done, and at last, in 1883,

it appeared in public in its true form. A good

many thousands liave now been circulated over the

world, and although I have had some very pointed

questions put to rae respecting these abnormals, one or

two abusive letters, and one case of a Dutchman who
refused to pay, I may say that altogether I am quite

satisfied with my child ; but its habit of producing

the nondescript flowers is very curious indeed. The
flowers produced from the old wood during the

months of May, June, and July, are double or semi-

double, solitary, and of a bluish French-grey ; while

those produced from the young shoots, in August and

September, are single and white, in pairs on a long

raceme, showing as many as ten pairs and a termi-

nal on a string. This is one of those freaks of Nature

which are such sore puzzles to the poor unscien-

tific ones. It appears to me that the union of the

blood of patens, a spring-flowering kind, with Jack-

manni. au autumn type, is complete so far, but that

a kind of rivalry, if I may use the term, is set up to

see which type is the stronger. As far as my expe-

rience has gone, the patens form is never white, and

only flowers when the old wood is left growing, but

always appears during May, June, and July, while

no Jackmanni form is ever seen during those

months ; on the other hand, when the old wood is

cut away no patens is ever seen, but Jackmanni
commences and produces a mass of flowers on the

shoots of the year during August, September, and
October, as true Jackmanni does.

I have one other case, perhaps equally curious,

though diflerent ; the kind named Proteus produces

large double flowers about June ; it then rests a

month or so, and then commences to flower again,

producing its second crop of flowers quite single, but

of the same colour.

I wish some of the thousands who have grown
Jackmanni alba would give their experience, because

it seems to me a very interesting problem, and it

would be well to know if the plant has perpetrated

any further freaks. As far as I know, the purple

Jackmanni never flowers in the abnormal way just

described with regard to alba, whether allowed to

flower on old or young wood, though in both cases

(purple and white) the four or six parted flowers are

]iroduced on plants more or less robust. If very

strong, the first burst of flowers will, many of them,

be six-paited in both kinds.

As regards the origin of C. Jackmanni, all I can

say is tliat no Clematis approaching the character of

Jackmanni ever came under my notice through Mr.

Fortune, either from China or Japan, as far as I can

remember. Fortunei, Standishii, lanuginosa, and lanu-

ginosa pallida, and, lastly, John Gould Veitch, were all

Fortune's importations. M. Lavallee's notion, that

C. Jackmanni is the C. hakonensis, a native of

Japan, is very curious. I myself believe implicitly

in Jackman's version against it, but there are so

many extraordinary things amongst plants, that

it is not safe to speak positively. There is, for

instance, the remarkable Cytisus Adami, whose story

need not, perhaps, be repeated here.

Spin-'EA NoELEANA.—Then in my own case I

grew Spiraea Douglasii (North American) and

Spir;ta callosa (China), side by side. The
plants seeded and fell on the ground, producing a

crop of seedlings for yards round. The young

plants were grown on, and a large number produced

a form about midway between the two species. Dr.

Lindley named it S. Nobleana ; that was strange,

but the most remarkable thing remains to be told.

The same plant (identically the same) was raised

the same year by the late Ilobert Donald, of Woking,

and M. Lierval, of Paris ; not only that, but Dr.

Lindley told me he had dried specimens from

North America agreeing exactly botanically witli my
Spiraia. I myself saw the plants growing in Mr,

Donald's and M. Lierval's grounds. Charles Nohlc,

Baijshvt.

FUNKIAS.
Several of these are highly ornamental on

account of their foliage, and there are few

things that give a more tropical appearance to

certain parts of a garden than they do when
jndiciou&ly placed, as, though not of large size,

they are of bold contour, and very striking and

eff'ective in the rich hue of the leaves. One of the

finest in this respect is F. Sieboldi, which is the

largest of the species, plants of it in suitable soils or

situations attaining a height of 3 feet, the stems

being stout and strong, and the foliage somewhat
heart-shaped, and from a foot to 15 inches across,

the colour being of a peculiar blue-green with a

metallic hue, which renders it very distinct. Not
only is this Funkia a striking object as regards its

leafage, but the flowers are effective, as they are

Lily-like in appearance, and are borne on tall spikes,

where they show ofl' in fine contrast to the foliage

below.

There is another species, F. Fortunei, which

resembles the one just referred to, but its leaves are,

of a stouter tex*"ure and more glaucous in hue. The
next most noteworthy Funkia in point of foliage is

F. ovata, the leaves of which are large and broad,

and the habit of the plant strong and robust. F.

subcordata is another fine species which has big

heart-shaped leaves, less ribbed than those of

F. Sieboldi, and not nearly so glaucous, the

flowers being creamy white, and borne on shorter

stems than the others. F. grandiflora (fig. 17, p. 153)

produces the finest blooms, which are borne

in tufts on the top of tall spikes, and when fully

expanded make quite a show. F. lancifolia has,

as its name implies, lance-shaped leaves, and there

are many beautiful and interesting varieties of this

well-known species that are prized for the rich

markings of their foliage, one being F, lancifolia

albo-raarginata, which has an edging of white round

the leaves ; and univittata, which has the midrib

marked with the same colours ; undulata varie-

gata is variegated, more or less, all over the surface.

These last-mentioned look exceedingly well when

grown m the herbaceous border, but they are more

particularly adapted for edging large beds, where

they associate well with other foliage, or help to

tone down and form a suitable setting for gay

flowers. The four first-named are of great value

in the subtropical garden or hardy fernery, where

much may be made of them either in masses or

single clumps, in either of which ways they always

command admiration. Although Funkias will do in

almost any soil or situation, that which suits those

now being treated of is a partially shaded position,

where there is plenty uf dt^pth of loose rich soil, and

an abundant supply of moisture, as then the plants

can send their fleshy roots down, and the foliage

becomes more ricli and handsome from the extra

feeding it gets. The way to propagate or increase

Funkias is by division, which may be carried out

almost at any time, but is best done in the spring,

just when the plants are beginning to start, a period

when they may be taken up, and cut through, and

divided into as many pieces as there are crowns, and

each one will grow. J. S.

REPORTS OF THE POTATO
CHOP UP TO JULY 20.

SCOTLAND.

Aberdeenshire.—Potatos are late, but there is no

indication of disease. There are complaints in the

fields of the crop not coming regularly, but should we
now get warm weather appearances are in favour of a

good crop. New Potatos are not general, but with

me Sharp's Victor still bears the palm as the first.

R. Farquhar, Fyvie Castle, Fyvie.

Aberdeenshire.—Potatos, like most other vege-

tables, are very late, owing to the backwardness of

the season, and the late frost cut down all the earlier

sorts after they were 6 inches high. The general

crop and field crops are now—since tlie copious rains

of late—making a fairly good appearance, and up to

this date there seems no appearance of disease. J. F.

Siuith, Biinecht Gardens.

Ayrshire.—Potatos look well in fields about here,

and garden crops are good and clean. No signs of

disease as yet. Dry warm weather very much needi-d

now, the night temperature for the last fortnight

being very low—seldom above 40°. W. Priest, Et/lin-

ton Gardens, Irvine.

East Lothian.—Potatos in the gardens are all

looking healthy and promising, in the meantime
;

Old Ashleaf and Myatt's Prolific are of a fair sine

and good quality. "We were exactly fourteen days

later to begin using them this year than in 1887.

Field Potatos are all looking well at the present

time, although late. But really the prospects of the

farmer and the gardener this season are not very

bright in this district at the present time. L. Bow,

Iscicbyth Gardens, PrcstonJdrk,

Forfarshire.—Potatos are growing most luxuri-

antly, with every prospect of a good crop. It was far

too good last season, and there have been far too

many/or folk and cattle to consume ; iu consequence

some long Potato pits are yet untouched, as the

prices would not pay the labour of lifting. J.

Mitchell, Panmurc Gardens, Carnoustie.

Mid-Lothian.—Potatos, like all other crops, are

fully a fortnight later than in an average season, but

they are very healthy, and with the rain of the past

fortnight they have grown vigorously, so that there

is every appearance of a fine crop in the autumn, if

we have an average dry and warm season to bring

them to maturity. Early varieties are turning out

well, although a little soft from the heavy rainfall.

There are no signs of disease yet ; but it has seldom

appeared of late years in this district till the end of

July, and for the last few years the attack has been

slight. A succession of dry autumns has done

much to lessen its virulence, and with another dry

autumn the probability is that we shall hear little

about it. M. Bunn, Balkeith Gardens, Balkeilh.

ENGLAND—NOKTHERN COUNTIES.

Northumberland.—Potatos look well, but we
have not yet lifted any. Planting could not be done

before April, and since then the weather has been ex-

ceptionally wet and cold. On June 14 we had a
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severe hailstorm which injured the leaves, and 1

•annot sav what kind of a crop we shall have. If
the weatlier continues so coM as lately, we shall
have no French Beans or Scarlet Runnrrs, nor
Vegetable Harrows—outside. G. Harris, The. Castle
Gardens, Alnwick.

It is yet too early to speak with any certainty
as to the Potato crop, owing to the very late season'.
Early kinds are lifting splendidly. The weight is

below the average, but the tubers are of excdlent

iiuality. Scotch Ivegents and Champions look well
in the fields. 1 have not yet heard of any disease.

D. Ini/lis, Houick Hall, Lrshunj.

DuitHAM.—In our district Potatos are verj' back-
ward, and tlie early varieties now being lifted turn

out small in si/.e but clean in the skin. The crop is

fully three weeks later than usual, from absence of

warmth. Late crops are the same, although now-

growing fast, and as yet there is no trace of disease.

The haulm of lleld Potatos has covered very little

of the ground. ./. Hunter, Lauihiou Gardens, Fence
H.msis.

YoRKsuiBE.—Tlie Potato crops about here are

very promising, but we have found some disease

among the early kinds. The late crops in the fields

look very promising, and will give large returns.

•/. Shaw, Xttuapji/rton, Bolton Perctf.

In this district the Potato crops never looked
better than they do now. No symptoms of disease

so far, but I fear the continuance of wet weather we
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have exptiienced will do much to favour its chances.

It generally shows itself liere about the end of July

or first week in August. W. C/iul/:, Brodsworth Hall.

jOoittiaster.

The rotate crop is likely to be a good one,

but quite three weeks later than usual. Early sorts

are scarce as yet. We had more than our usual

quantity of rain in .huie. consequently the tops are

very strong. We now want warm wei.ther to com-

plete the crops. »'. Cu/rennll, Thorpe Perron;

Bedale.

Early Totatos a good crop—clear of disease.

Late crops are healthy and ]iromising, but the

excessive rainfall—.imounting to 4 inches alreaily for

the month of July—with thermometer at night down

to 38° and 40°, I fear, must have a serious effect on

them. if. C. KinfffUm, Jlraiifinyliam Thorpe Gardens,

Brough.

L.VSCASHIRE.—Fotatos, like everything else, are

late, and to provide a su]iply at the usual time have

had to be dug up at considerable sacrifice. It is yet

too early to say anything of the disease, but the con-

ditions calculated to generate it have been most

favourable the past few days. (F. P. Euhcrts, Cuerdon

Halt I'reslon.

of Myatt's in the field with them, which are also

excellent. J. Douglas, Great Gearies, I/ford.

As a result of past rains, there exists around

here an exceedingly robust haulm, the bloom upon

certain varieties being very abundant and pretty to

behold. Early varieties, both kidneys and rounds,

taper but very slowly from want of heat. I note that

young kidney I'otatos newly dug prove firmer when

cooked than is customary during drier, and what are

considered more favourable seasons. U\ Karlei/,

Ikiuble House, IlJ'ord.

Potatos are looking wonderfully well— in

fact, almost too strong. We have only lifted Ash-

leaf and Beauty of Hebron as yet, both of which have

turned out well. I have not seen any sign of disease,

nor heard of it. A. Oeock, Hawriiu/ Par/.; liomford.— The Potato crop is looking magnificent, and

judging from what is being lifted daily, the produce

promises to be the most abundant we have had for

years. No signs of disease at present. J( . F. B'yr-

man, Uhjhlands, Chelmsford.

EASTERN COUNTIES.

LiK'COLNSHinE.—The early Potatos turn out well in

this district, but somewhat later than previous years,

owing to the prolonged cold weather. Early Rose

and Mona's Pride are two good sorts about here, and

are very clean and free from scab. As yet there is no

sign of disease. The field and late crops are looking

remarkably well. The heavy fall of rain was much

wanted, and seems to have come at the right time.

Magnum Bonutns are a leading late sort here. 2'.

Rowlands, Bardneij Manor, Lincoln.

Potato crops with us are looking very well.

No disease has made its appearance as yet, and early

crops are turning out well, but they are later than

iisual. D. Liimsdeii. Blo.rham Hall Gardens. Sleaford.

NoHKOiK.—Potatos are looking well. The yield

at present is good in places. Late sorts at present

are running very much to haulm and the disease is

making its apparence in jilaces. J. Forder, Hilline/don

Hall, King's Ll/nn.

In this neighbourhood the crop is the best we

have had for some years. All kinds have turned out

well up to the jiresent, and we have not seen any indi-

cation of disease. F. L-e, Lt/nford Hall, Mund/'ord.

Suffolk.- Potatos look remarkably well in this

district, and bid fair to produce a most abundant

crop, as the ground has lately had a thorough soak-

ing, which will greatly assist the tubers in forming

and swelling, and will render the land moist enough

to carry thefn through. The only thing now to fear

is the Peronospora, but as yet I have not seen or

heard of a trace of it here or elsewhere. J. Sheppard

,

Woolverston Park, Ipswich.

Early sorts are good in crop and quality ;

late kinds, where grown in open positions and on

porous subsoils, look, at present, healthy and pro-

mising. In some low-lying damp spots blotched

leaves are already prevalent, showing very like the

disease. A return to bright dry weather is much to

be desired. ,/. Wallis, Onrdl Park, Ipswich,

The Potato crops are clean and vigorous

;

they were generally cut down by the frosts about the

middle of May, and came up later than usual. Tops

have made extraordinary growth since the thunder-

storms in July. Tubers watery, but free from disease.

With dry warm weather Potatos promise a yield

above the average. J). T. Fish, Hardwicke Gardens,

Burt/ St. Edmunds.

Essex.—Potatos promise well so far. They were

long in forming tubers. We could not dig from the

early borders until the first week in July. We
began with the old variety of Ashleaf, and are now
digging ^lyatt's. We grew Sutton's No. oG last

year, and found it so good in crop and quality that

we planted a lot of it this year; the Village Black-

smith was also of excellent quality. We have those

two and Victoria for the general crop, and their

appearance is all that can be desired ; there is a lot

MIDLAND COUNTIES.

Beds.—The Potato crops .are looking well at

present, but the disease is making its appearance on

the cold heavy land. A dry time would now be very

beneficial to ripen the tubers, (r. Furd, Wrest Park,

AmpthiU

.

The Potato crop promises well. The tubers

are large and excellent in quality. With ]ilenty of

sunshine the crop would be larger and better than

we have had for many years. <_)n the otlier hand,

if the weather continues wet the blight will spoil it

utterly. I have heard of the disease being observed

in low-lving districts hereabouts, although I have

not seen it myself. 11'. M. Baillie, Luton. Hoo Park,

Luton.

OxFonDsHiRE,—The quality of the tuber at present

is not by any means in proportion to the haulm,

which this season is unusually strong and healthy,

showing a marked contrast to last year. Myatt's

from the open borders are fairly good, and Early

Hose-a kind much grown in this neighbourhood by

the cottagers—are being dug as wanted, and in most

cases are of good size, but immature. During the

last week I have heard reports of disease from the

heavy land in this district. In one case three or

(our bad to a root. On the lighter and drier parts

the crop could not look better, and with favourable

weather they promise an abundant yield. G. Stanton,

Park Place Gardens, Henlcy-on-Tha,MS.

Bl-cks.—Potatos are looking well at the present

time. No disease visible on the haulm, neither have

we found any diseased tubers yet, and the growth

is all that can be desired. If favourable conditions

prevail after now we may fairly anticipate having a

bountiful yield. G. T. Miles, Wi/combe Abbey, High

IVyconthe.

This crop is looking remarkably well. No
appearance of disease of any kind. Veitch's and

Myatt's Ashleaf are our best earlies ; for second

early we find Snowdrop a fine variety ;
it cooks very

white, and is always good, with very few small

tubers. For main crop we grow M.P., which has

been good here for two years past. J. Smith, Meni-

more, Leighton Buzrard.

The Potato crops are very late, but look

well, and with dry hot weather the yield would no

doubt be a good one. We are now lifting good

crops of Veitch's Ashleaf and Beauty of Hebron.

Later varieties not yet developed. Have seen no

disease as yet, but it is reported in the neighbour-

hood. C. Herein, Dropmorc, Maidenhead.

Herts.-Early kinds are generally very late this

season, and the first liftings were very light crops

of poor tubers. Early and second early crops now

being lifted are turning out well—not large, but

good crops of clean tubers, Snowflake, which we

grow largelv, being the best. Late crops are look-

ing remarkably well in the fields everywhere, and of

which there are several hundred acres grown in this

district. Perhaps they are making a little too much

haulm, sunshine being sadly needed just now for

them as a counter-action to the over-sodden growth.

Disease is reported in a place or two, but I have not

seen any signs of it myself. J. Kipling, Knebworth

Park, Knebworth.

SOUTHERN COUNTIES.

Berks.-Potatos look very promising at present,

but unless we soon have some warm sunshine and a

few weeeks dry weather, I fear for the crop on our

rather heavy soil. The quality as yet is very inferior,

American Earlies in particular being very watery

when cooked. The best are the dift'erent varieties of

Ashleaf.—Midsummer Kidney and Sutton's Ring-

leader are also good. W. Pope, Highclere Gardens

Newbury.

I am out of the Potato world. I do not like the

monsters tliat the American v.arieties produce for us

I am personally anxious for the disease to come,

as I have some seedlings with which I want to ])rove

as to resistance. Potatos in this neighbourhood are

too gross in the haulm. I hear ofsome rotten in damp

clay soil—I do not like to dub it " the disease." I

am still fighting with Solamum Fendleri and S.

tuberosum. I have placed cuttings of the haulms

of the latter to give me late flowers in the open

ground to try and come in with Fendleri. Bobert

Fcnn, Sulhamstead, Beading.

Potatos are looking well, and the crop is

enormous on our Ashleaf Kidneys, the haulm on all

varieties looking healthy, with a promise of an

excellent crop, and Peas of all kinds have been very

good and plentiful up to this period, although they

filled slowly. Our rainfall, from July 1 to the 18th

included, has been .1} inches ; out of that time we

have had seven sunny days—all others more or less

overcast, cloudy and cold, with rain, hail, and

thunder. T. .Tones. Frogmore, Windsor.

A remarkably fine crop of tubers of uniform

size. The yield, so far, is twice as good as that of

last year. The field crops have a great number

blank, some varieties being worse than others.

N. Sinclair, Easthampstcad Park Gardens, Wokingham.

Middlesex,—I have delayed my report upon the

Potato crops because small rumours have come to

hand of disease appearances, but so far none seem

to be serious, or, indeed, definite ; amongst some of

the earlier planted of the Rose family there may be

found on very wet soils tops turning yellow or brown,

or literally decaying ; but that appearance seems to

be as much due to the action of continuous cold and

heavy rains upon a tropical plant, and especially

upon some of the less robust forms, as to any other

cause. With respect to the Potato crop generally,

it never looked better than now, no matter whether

the plots be of a few rods or of 20 acres. At the

first the plants came through unevenly, but the

moist condition of the soil soon caused amendment.

Did warm weather ensue and the disease remain

absent, we should have one of the grandest crops of

Potatos on record. Of scores of kinds all look well,

and some very fine samples ought to be lifted during

September. A. Dean, Bedfont. [Mr. Dean again

writes, " Disease has now appeared." Ed.]

Early Potatos are good, and an average crop.

Veitch's early Ashleaf, Covent Garden Perfection,

and Myatt's have been very good, and free from

disease. Late kinds look promising; Sutton's Seed-

ling is remarkably good, and will. I think, prove a

great favourite ; Magnum Bonum, Beauty of Hebron,

and other heavy cropping varieties look well, and do

not appear, so far, to have suft'ered from the low tem-

perature and excessive moisture we have had all

through this month (July) ; we have seen no disease.

G. W. Wythen. Syon Gardens, Brentford.

Surrey. —The early Potatos are very fine, and

capital in fiavour ; all other succession and late

crops look very promising, but owing to the season

being so late, and the continuous rains, it would be

difficult to express a safe opinion on the amount of

the crop at lifting time. A. Evans, Lythe Hill,

Ha^lemere.

Early Potatos are the finest crop we have

had for some years, and of excellent quality. Late

varieties look remarkably well, and so far no ap-
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peamnce of blight. J. Burnett, Tin: Dapdem; (rankii/,

Dorkinif.

Kent.—Potatos look extremely well, but almost

too much haulm on main crops. Early sorts .ire

turning out Tell in quantity when lifted, but exceed-

ingly soft, especially Early Hose, and some of the

lar;,'er kidney sorts. 1 have heard rumours of blight

already, and am afraid it will become general should

this wet weather last. Win. Craik, /MMelil Place,

Ash ford.

Pot.itos are lookinj; wonderfully well, and if

dry hot weather should set in tlie crop will be

immense. With tlie present weather every one is

watching with the greatest anxiety. //. Canndl,

Swanky.

Pot.atos are looking very well in this neigh-

bourhood, both in the cottagers' small patches and

in larger breadths. The tubers so far are sound and

good, but late. With a rise in the avenage tempera-

ture and dry weather the crop is likely to be a

tolerably heavy one. G. A. Don, BcJijehnnj Gardens,

Hawklinrst

Sussex.—We grow several novelties each year,

weeding out those that do not satisfy us. ilid-

suminer Kidney and Chiswick Favourite are this

year onr early sorts, but these are not up to our last

year's standard, and the crop is fully a fortnight

late. This is not surprising, as the last six weeks

liave been cold and sunless—just the weather to

favour the Potato blight, althougli none as yet has

been observed. I learn to-day (.July 0) that some
<'Ottagers close by have had the disease in the tubers

very badly. H. E. Holmes, Ashburnhain Place, Battle.

Potatos are everywhere looking unusually

well. Tubers from the open ground are tine ; no

blight has been observed as yet (.luly 10), and all

garden varieties are looking most promising. As to

later crops, it is rather early to know much about

them ; one thing, we want more heat. Vicar of

Laleham, The Dean, \\'hite Elephant, Queen of the

Valley, Beauty of Hebron, Prizetaker, Heading
Russet, are all looking splendidly, and, to judge from

their tops, I shall get a good crop, if the blight

keeps off. All other kinds of root crops yre looking

well, as also Peas and other veget.ables. This will

prove to be one of the best seasons we have had

for some time for all kinds of vegetables. S. Ford,

Lronardslec, Horsham.

Hants.—Potatos are irregular in yield and the

quality poor, the tubers being very soapy. The
Midsummer Kiuney is the best so far ; even Myatt's

Proliric this season is bad. Late varieties promise

well. E. Molyncux, Swanmorc Park, Bl&hojps

Walthayn.

Hants.—The Potato crops were never better, and
at present (.July IS) there is uo appearance of the

murrain. All are late, by reason of the extraordi-

nary cold and wet state of the weather. The first

to be ready for use was Sutton's or Fenus Early
Regent—the best flavoured and heaviest cropping

early Potato in commerce. It is much superior to the

several types of Ashleaf, and tliat much over-rated

but popular market variety. Beauty of Hebron, is

not worthy to be mentioned in the same connection.

Vegetable crops are generally good. Early spring

sown Cabba;e, Cauliflower, and Peas 1 have never

known to do so well. French and Runner Beans
are late. We shall not gather in the open air till

quite the end of the month. W. Wilusiuith, Heckfidd
Place Gardens, Winchficld.

Wilts.—The crops of early and late varieties are

very promising, and should we now get a spell of

fine weather the produce will be plentiful and good ;

otherwise disease is sure to attack the crop. H. W.
Ward, Longford Cct-sth; Salisbury.

WESTERN COUNTIES.
CuESHiBE.—The early kinds of Potatos are of

good quality and size, .\shleaf being the best.

Sutton's new kinds are looking wonderfully well,

including Buttons' Seedling, Best of All, Satisfac-

tion, and Masterpiece, which .all turned out last year

a fine crop of best quality, and which cooked well.

Jtany Potatos are grown in this locality for market,

viz., iMyatfs Kidney and Sutton's Early Regent for

earlies, luiperators and Jlagnums for late crops.

Sutton's new kinds are being planted, but not in

sufticient quantities for market purposes. As yet

all the Potato crops are looking well, and I have

not seen any disease. ]. Atkins, Tatloii Gardens,

KmUsford.

Sr.uroiiDsHiRK.—Early Potatos in this district are

rather later than usual, and what we liave lifted

at present are only a medium crop, and poor in

iiuality owing to so much rain of late. Late ones are

looking well so far, and with line weather we should

have good crops. /. Wallis, Kale Hall Gardens,

yewcastlc-under-Lyne.

Salop.—Potato crops look remarkably promising
;

but the earlies turn out small in size and are late.

Hundreds of tons of old ones are unsold in this dis-

trict, chiefly of Magnum Bonuin—one that is mostly

planted hereabouts. Imperator seems to be growing

into favour. Personally 1 jjrefer the Scotch Cham-

pion of all others for flavour, especially when roasted.

A. Kemp, Broadway, Shifnal.

WonCESTEB.—So far nothing better could be

wished, for the crop of the early varieties is good,

and the tubers well flavoured ; the second earlies,

such as Sutton's S,^edring, Cosmopolitan, and others

are very promising. We lifted some of the seedling

for trial ; they are beautifully white, of excellent

size and shape, and, bar disease, will give a heavy

yield. Late varieties all look remarkably well in the

haulm, notably Sutton's Abundance and Vicar of

Laleham. JIagnum Bonum and Scotch Champion

are grown on the home farm, and look equally pro-

mising, ir. Child, Crooiiie Court, .Severn Stoke.

Potatos give great ]n-oinise, but the protracteil

showery weather, with thunder, makes one fear an

attack of disease. Early varieties are turning out

excellently; Chancellor is one that ought to be

better known for field culture, as it is a heavy

cropper, and of the best quality. W. Cramp, Madres-

Jiild Court, Malerrn.

Heuei OUDSHIEE.—Potato seed selected from pre-

maturely ripened tubers did not come out of the

ground evenly, but most of them have started, and

the h.aulin at present looks well. 1 have noticed a

little curl in gardens, but as yet—although the

absence of sun and the low temperature have been

favourable to the development of fungoid growth—

I

have not detected disease. I do not grow many

sorts, but confine myself to those which do well upon

our soil, eat and keep well throughout the season.

We start with ilona's Pride, Veitch's and Myatt's

Ashleaf, follow on with Covent Garden Market and

Lady Paget—two grand second earlies, which keej)

good until Jlay in the succeeding year, do not show

their eyes, consequently are free from a particle of

waste—no trifling matter in a gentleman's kitchen.

Jly main crop varieties in the field are JIagnum

Bonum, Reading Hero, Reading Russet, t)arter's

Cosmopolitan, Lapstone, and Imperator. These

varieties look well, ami, having covered the ridges, a

change to dry weather after these fine rains should

result in heavy crops of tubers. IV. Coleman,

Eastnor Castle Gardens, LedJiiiry.

Potato crops, of both early and late

varieties, are looking remarkably well. The early

varieties, owing to the cold spring, were a long time

coming through the ground, and when through they

had the drought to contend against through the

month of May, but after the rains came they quickly

made up for lost time. We are now digging the

Early Hammersmith variety, the yield of which is

fairly good, the tubers well [grown, of fair size, and

nice and firm when cooked. A. Ward, Stoke Edith

Park.

Gloccestebshire.—Potatos of early varieties are

digging and the late ones are looking well. Persons

who were not careful to select good matured seed

have bare places in their Potato rows. I have not

heard one instance where the haulm was damaged

by the spring frosts, and there is a possibility of late

ones being dug esirlier this se.ason. Beauty of Hebron

is the one we rely upon to^ come^in^'before the late

crops, and Scotch Champion for field culture.

./. Chapman, Weston Birt, Glonceslcr.

Monmouth—Potatos of the Ashleaf type, although

later than usual, have nevertheless produced a pro-

lilie crop, the tubers being both numerous and large,

and the flavour is good notwithstanding the wet and

cold character of the season. Veitch's Ashleaf is a

valuable variety, and we grow many of it. Second

earlies and late varieties look well, their haulm being

robust and foliage well developed. Field crops gene-

rally loolc iiroraising, except those planted upon very

tenacious soil. I have failed to find any trace of

disease, but hear that it has been observed in this

district. T. Coomher, The Hendrc.

SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.

S05IEUSET.—Potatos started evenly and strongly,

but are now devoloping far too much haulm. The

Ashleaf and other early English varieties have been

jilentiful and good in quality, but the American

introductions are very inferior, especially as regards

([uality. Disease is .also prevalent among tlie latter,

.and some of the early English varieties are slightly

aft'ectcd with it, and already the chances of an extra

heavy crop is marred. W. Iijgnlden, Marston House

Gardens, Frome.

The Potatos are looking wonderfully well

throughout the county of Somerset, but there is

nather too much haulm for a good crop to be general

or likely, and the disease has appeared in some

places. W. Hallett, Cossington House, Bridgewater.

Devoxshiue.—Potatos are very fine, and excellent

in flavour ; these remarks refer to all early kinds

grown here and in the district, and, judging from

appearances, the later kinds will be very fine and

plentiful. To-dav I saw indications of disease in a

small gfirden near the river. G. Baker, Memhtand,

Plym.pton.
- - Potatos have, up to this date, in their tops

shown unusual vigour, but fears may well be felt for

their ultimate success, by reason of the excessive

rainfall and low temperature, heavy fogs, &c., which

have marked the past three or four weeks. Spots of

the disease are showing daily in the leaves and stems

oi the plants, which will undoubtedly increase

rapidly unless dry, sunny weather comes very soon.

Jatnes Eajitoii, Wear House, near E.veter.

- Potatos have all done remarkably well.

Disease made its appearance in the tubers of Beauty

of Hebron quite a fortnight ago. Sutton's JIagnum

Bonum still retains its reputation as being the best

late Potato, and free from disease. D. C. PoiecU,

Powderham Castle, Kentou, E.veter.

(,loR!rwALL.—Both early and late varieties have

grown very strongly. Traces of disease appeared in

the first few days of July. Such sorts as Early Rose,

lie.auty of Hebron, &c., have now fully half of the

foliage destroyed. I have found many diseased

tubers among" those we are lifting for use. None

are yet fit for storing. J. Murton, Pencalinick,

Truro.
^

WALES.

PEMiiiiOKEsniEE.—The early varieties of Pototos

are a good crop, but much later than usual
;

the

second earlies are a very heavy crop, and the late

crops look very promising, although I have to report

the disease having appeared here about tlie ."ith ult.

It had verv severely attacked a bed of Ashleaves in

a warm part of the garden. G. Griffin, Sleheck Park,

Harerfordwest.

l)ENniGHsaii!E.—All varieties look healthy and

strong. The early one is a good crop, but lather

Late. Late crops give excellent promise, and hitherto

there is no sign of disease. Early Rose and Sharp's

Victor yield heavy crops ; Ashlelf varieties fair, and

of fair "quality. The Potato crop in fields over

North Wales looks a healthy, regular, and even crop.

|'he late rains, foggy, and warm sultry atmosphere

will now try the stamina of the Potato to resist the

disease. P. Middlcton, iVynnstay Garden.% PiuaJion.
^

Earlies are a fair average crop, and of fair

([uality ; they were rather later than usual, owing to

the long continued cold weather during the months
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of May and June. Late crops in fields and gardens
have a promisin'i look, and if the disease should not
appear there will be a full cro]i. ./, Limdon. The
Quiiira Chirk-.

IRELAND.
AniTAGH.—The Potato crop is looking remarkably

well about here, with no disease apparent at present.
Wet weather, T. Shrashi/, Castle Dillon.

Kilkenny.—Early varieties are turning out a good
crop, but owing to the incessant rains and want of
sunshine, they are rather deficient in quality. Later
sorts in fields are looking well, but want fine weather
to mature the tubers. No signs of disease in the
crop in this district up to the present. W. Grai/,
Woodstock, Inistioge.

Down.—Early Potatos are turning oat a good
crop of fair quality; late varieties are now in full
growth, and are looking well. No disease up to the
present time, ./. Tai/lor, Mouii.' Strimrt.

CHANNEL ISLANDS.
SciLLv.—The early Potato crops were very late this

season; digging in the open did not begin till the
middle of May, by reason of the long prevalence of
bitter cold east winds. Large quantities are grown
on the island for the early markets, mostly Myatt's
Ashleaf The crop was, however, fairly good' and
average prices realised. The crop of late kinds for
winter use so far has looked very promising, but
this week the disease is spreading fast. G. I).

Vallance, Trcsco Ahhcy, Scilli/.

Jersey.—Potatos, as all know, are largely grown
in these islands for the English markets. Last year
it was a very paying business ; the present season has
quite reversed the order of things, .and we question
whether the crop will leave any balance at all. Two
or three facts explain the whole position : — 1st,
unusual lateness of spring and early summer; 2nd,
large quantities of old Potatos being still held in
England

; ^rd, increased number of sources from
which early supplies are now put on the English
markets. In a general way it may be said the palmy
days for Potato culture are past for these islands.
Early crops have been good yields, and the late
varieties are promising very well indeed. Ckas.
Smith ,j- &«, Caledonia Xiii:iei-i/. St. Helirrs.

There is an abundant rrop of Potatos this
season; the haulm, owing to the continuous rain,
is strong, and the tubers large ; the prices are low
and uiiremunerative. W. B. Saunders, St. Saviours.

THE SUPPLEMENT.
Oun supplementary illustrations this week repre-

sent two very dissimilar plants, but equally worthy
the attention of the amateur who has the means of
growing them

KhODOOENDI.-ON ARGEXTHrJl.

(for a photograph of which we are indebted to Mr. P.
T. Newall, of Eerndene, Gateshead) is one of the
many noble trees for which our gardens are indebted
to Sir Joseph Hooker's memorablejourney in Sikkim.
The leaves are often a foot long, with their under
surface of a silvery-white hue, so that even when out
of flower the tree is very attractive. The flowers are
white with a rich purple spot at the base.

Dahlia imperialis

is one of those impracticable subjects which requires
a house as big as the Palm stove at Kew to do
justice to its merits. We remember on one occasion
to have seen the dilHculty as to space got over by laying
the plant down when in bloom nearly parallel with
the floor of the house

; Consul' Crawford of
Oporto, being a resident in a warm-temperate, or
almost subtropical climate, is able to adopt a better
way, and the illustration we give (and for the oppor-
tunity of preparing which we are indebted to him)
shows the success of his procedure.

Dahlia imperialis grows naturally in Mexico,

where it was found by EoezI, and first made known
in the Gartetiflora for 1863, then edited by our
eminent friend, Dr, von Kegel. The plant attains a
height of 12—14 feet, and bears panicles o( drooping,
bell-shaped flowers, of a white or pale lilac colour.
One of Mr. Bateman'a sparkling " lecturettes '"

at the
lloyal Horticultural Society in 1870 was devoted
to this plant, and to this zealous horticulturist and
fluent exponent we are indebted for the introduction
ofthis plant into this country. Mr. Bateman procured
some tubers in the South of France, and bestowed
them on the Royal Horticultural Society, so that
Chiswick had the honour of being the first establish-

ment (as we believe) in which this fine plant
expanded its blooms in this country.

The Apiary.

The season may practically be said to be at end
generally, and a disastrous end it is. A late, cold

spring, followed by a wet and cold summer, is dis-

heartening to the last degree, and though accustomed,
as a rule, to look on the bright side of things, we can-
not do so this year. Most hives, if not all, will most
likely have to be fed up to weight for winter. About
here hives are pretty full of bees, but of honey tliere

is none. Many hives have already killed their drones,

and some are even now casting out worker brood.

Every bee-kee])er knows what that means, and many
have already begun to feed.

The only thing that remains is to hope that 1.S80

will be better than 1888. It is not too late to make
artificial swarms while drones are about, but it had
better be done very soon. As hives are mostly
pretty well off for bees this can easily be done, but
feeding must then be the order of the day to build

the stocks up for another year.

Bees from Port Mahon, Jlinoica, have at last been
successfully introduced into the apiary of Mr. Abbott,
at Southall. Attempts have been made before, but
have failed sometimes from postal regulations and
sometimes from other causes. Sometimes the boxes
have been opened by the postal authorities to see the
contents, and when found to contain live bees have
been hastily closed .and the queen jammed to denth.
Mr. Andrew has sent these bees to many bee-keepers
as a present. He promised us one, and no doubt we
shall receive it in due course. These bees are said
to be hardy, gentle, and prolific—good qualities, as
every one will allow. To show how bee-keepin"
seems to be taking possession of the mind of the
whole world, Spain (which cannot be called fore-

most in modern science) has issued a monthly
periodical on bees called Reelsta Apicola, and Mr.
Cowan's book has also been transl.ated into the
Sp.anish langu.age. This work has been translated
into nearly every European language, and the inter-

change of ideas thus circulated must soon make bee-
keeping a prodigious industry, lire.

FORESTRY IN QUIANA.

White Cedar.—Those who have been much on the
savannah aback of sugar estates are acquainted with
the tree locally called White Cedar, belonging to the
botanical order Bignoniacea' and the genus Tabebuia.
It is found scattered here and there over the less

wet parts of the savannah, and wherever a copse of
woodland is found on drier ground it is more or less

prevalent
; and in the forests on the banks of the

rivers that intersect the same region it is plentiful.

The largest trees attain a height of .'>0 to 70 feet, and
the trunk measures from 15 to 18 or 21 inches. The
wood is more easily worked than is deal, and is ser-
viceable for all kinds of indoor work in building. It
is also useful as a furniture wood, and where light-

ness of material is required might be largely used.
The grain is free, and it takes an excellent polish.

Inquiries have been made for the timber for export,
to be employed as match wood, for which purpose its

lightness and free grain particularly adapt it. Resi-

dents on the rivers who use it in house building
and for other purposes, and who are well acquainted
with its qualities and merits, say that for use in

building one of the principal of its recommendations
is that it is never attacked by wood ants. If this be
really so, it is a very great merit indeed, in a
country like this where termites so much abound,
and are so destructive to wood. The leaves are
simple, about a span long, the flowers white, of the
size and form of the Bignonia so common on
fences and trees about Cieorgetown, and they are
succeeded by finger-shaped pods that are densely
full of flaky membrane-winged seeds. From S])eci-

mens gathered by the writer a few months ago at
Hooroohea it has been figured in Hooker's leonea

riantanun, vol, viii., part 2, pi. 1738, and named
by Mr. Baker T.ibebuia longipes, proving another
of the many instances of very common plants
that have awaited this late day to be scientifically

made known. There are several species of Tabebuia
in Guiana. Schomburgk, in the list in his " lieise in

British Guiana," gives six :—T. fluviatilis, DC; T.
latifolia, DC. ; T, macrophylla, Kl. : T, ovata, Kl. ; T.
rufinervis, DC. ; and T. triphylla, DC, all of which
are represented by specimens in the Kew Herbarium,
where also is another under the name of T. toxophora.
Among the plants gathered by Mr. Im Thurn at
Roraima was a new species, with three-foliate leaves
and large white flowers, apparently of shrubby habit.
This is named T. roraim.T!. 01iv.,'and is figured in
the Transactions of the Linncan Societi/, series 2,
Bot., vol, ii., pi. 45. A plant that I gathered on the
Kaieteur savannah (Nos. 8.30 and 1004) has obtuse-
rounded leaves and fewer flowers than the White
Cedar— features probably thus modified from the
normal state of the latter by the poverty of the bare
sandy savannah where it grows. T. fluviatilis, DC.,
is a five-foliate species, with clusters of white flowers,
which grows in the form of a spreading bush, with
its branches floating; it is very common on the banks
of the rivers. This and the white Cedar I have
introduced to Georgetown, where both are easily
cultivated. Denicrara Argosy.

Plants and Their Culture.

South Airican and other Bulbous Plints.—
Considering the large number of this section of
beautiful subjects, it is surprising how few are to be
found in gardens, and, what is more, these are usually
anything but representative of the genera. Probably
the lick of success in growing the plants arises from
treating them with other plants in a mixed collec-
tion. Most of the species possess but a small spread
of foliage, and are therefore easily robbed of their
proper share of light and air by their stronger grow-
ing neighbours ; and unless special care be taken to
guard against this evil, immature growths result,
with the natural concomitant, lesser sized roots.
It will, therefore, be seen that these bulbous plants
should have either a special house or place to tliem-
selves. Select a position which afl'urds abundance of
light and air, both being conditions of first import-
ance ; indeed, even when in a resting state they are
benefited by having a moderate supply, but in the
growing season it is indispensable to the proper
perfecting of their growth. Unripened growths not
only fail in flowering well, but are more susceptible
to disease, but sometimes the Latter condition is

brought about by attempting to get two leasons'
growth in one year—or, rather, by keeping them
more or less excited all the year through ; this
practice, unless great care is exercised, soon results
in a debilitated condition, from which it is difficult

to restore them. They have a period of growth,
during which they should receive every encourage-
ment until it is completed, and avoiding that kind
of ripening which is brought about by suddenly
withholding water ; as, although the required
quantity will gradually become less, yet the
supply should always be sufficient to prevent'flagging
and ripeningprematurely, which would prevent much
of the elaborated matter of the leaves from being
transferred to the storage cells of the roots.
Although m.any of these South African and Aus-
tralian bulbs have been for years in this country
yet they do not readily adapt themselves to our
seasons of growth ; indeed, it is a matter of common
knowledge that our autumn is concurrent with the
spring-time of their native homes, and it is surprising
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how pertinaciously these bulbous plants keep to

their original seasons. Of course I do not mean to

say tliut they cannot be forced out of their natural

season, but if it is done it requires a considerable

amount of skill and care to do it successfully. But
even then, if the forcing is discontinued, they soon

return to the normal time of starting, which is about

August and September, conse{[uently the present

time would be most litting to give the stock a genernl

overhaul ; besides, fresh importations of bulbs arc

now arriving, and could be conveniently incorporated

with the collection.

In examining the collection, if the drainage is

gond and the bulbs not overcrowded, they need not

necessarily be completely shaken out—merely rt^move

the loose and inert soil from the pots, and top-dress

with some light rich Hbry loam to which has been

ailded a mild and pulverised manure, or a pinch of

some prepared fertiliser may be put on the surface

of the old soil, and oovei-ed with the new soil. If

the loam employed be inclined to be heavy some
librons peat would be benelicial. In potting

use rather deep pots, but not larger than

would be fairly well tilled with roots. If the

pots are too large the soil is apt to get water-logged

and soured—conditions very unfavourable to the

welfare of any plants. The pots should be stood on or

jilunged in some moisture-holding material, and no
more water given than is actually necessary to keep

the soil in a moderately moi:st condition until the

plants are fairly under weigh, and the pots well

tilled with roots. Most of these bulbs require the

temperature of a greenhouse—some more so than

others, such as those from the latitude of Xatal

;

while those from the Cape do best in cold frames,

vi/,., Babianas, Ixias, Sparaxis, Anomathecas, Tricho-

nemas, Ornithogalum thyrsoides, the Australian

Caiosteramas, and such-like, may be instanced.

Then there is a st;t which, while growing well in a

cool temperature, yet like more head-room, of which
section are Watsonias, Antholyzas, Morivas. Gla-

diolus, and Albucas. For the tirst group, (i-inch

pots should be the maximum size used, but in the

second group double that size may be used with

advantage, provided there are plenty of bulbs to well

fill the pots.

There is yet another group, which comprises the

more strictly speaking greenhouse bulbs requiring

something near to our summer temperature all the

year round. And it is in this group that the most
striking and beautiful subjects are found, whether it

be the huge elephantine leaves and brilliant flowers

of the Ihemanthus, or the dwarf prettily marked
foliage and flower-spikes of the genus Lachenalia

—

the tall inriorescence that arises from the great bulbs

of such as Brunsvigia Josephinetc—the curious brush-

like scape from the Eucomis, the showy flowering

Nerines, as seen in Nerine (Fothergilli) curvifolia

and sarniensis, the " Guernsey I^ily, ' the elegant

genus Cyrtanthus, and the terrestrial i^rchids, Lisso-

chilus, with their stately flower-spikes, are all distinct

enough to be included in any one collection. A mild
airy temperature, from 50'^ to (30^, during the winter

and growing season, should be maintained. In sum-
mer, when they are at rest, with full exposure to the

sun, protecting the bulbs from heavy rains, they may
be stood out-of-doors until the nights become too

cool for them, or they show signs of again starting

into growth. F. Ross, Pemldl Court.

the stems off at the base or within 2 or 3 inches of

the ground. To adopt that practice with some
species is tantamount to taking half the plant's life

away, and giving it an unsightly appearance for the
remainder of the season. For instance double
flowered Fvrethrums ought not to be cut nearer to

their crowns than from 12 to 1.3 inches, for the

radical leaves are so few that it is only the stem
leaves that give the plants anything like a presentable

look till they die down in the autumn ; not only that,

but when the stems are cut close to the ground, it is

impossible for the crowns to get properly maturfd
for the succeeding year. Delphiniums may be left

2 feet long, Aquilegias and other plants that produce
an abundance of radical or bottom leavesshould have
the stems cut down to the same level as the leaves.

Attend to late flowering species such as the Michael-
mas Daisies, Chrysanthemum lacustre, Fyrethrum
uliginosum, Solidago canadense, &c., which should
be kept securely tied to stout stakes to prevent
damage in windy weather and from thunderstorms.
Keep the borders free from weeds, and do not trample
on the soil in its present state any more than is

absolutely necessary.
Dahlias should have the leaders tied to their sup-

ports as fast as growth is made, and at the same time
cut out any weak and spindly shoots that may be
growing out near the base of the plants. From this

time onwards earwigs will be agreat pest among these;
a it,'ood method of trapping them is by placing at in-

tervals beanstalks cut into 6-inch lengths andplaced
among the branches: these should be examined every

morning. Small flower-pots with a little dry moss or
hay inside, and placed on the top of the stakes, may
also be used.

Pinks.—Cuttings of these that were put in pots
and placed in a little peat as recommended last

month are now rooted, and should be transferred to
cold frames to harden ofl' preparatory to planting out
in beds at a later period. It is not yet too late to

put in cuttings, but their propagation, if a stock of

young plants is desired, ought not to be further de-

layed, and they should have the benefit of a mild
bottom-heat. J. Horseftchl, Heyteshury.

The Flower Garden.

Haudy wall plants and climbers require close atten-

tion now, and ought to be looked over once a week
at least. In training the plants avoid overcrowding,

and cut out all weak and spindly growths as well as

dead flowers, and in doing so keep a sharp look-out

for insects and mildew. Examine such plants as

were planted last autumn, and see that they do not
sutTer from dryness at the roots, for notwithstanding

all the rain we have had recently it is quite possible

for plants in certain positions to need watering by
hand, and on that point it is as well not to be
deluded by the state ot the weather at any time
between now and the end of the growing season.

Mixed beds and borders of hardy perennials havp
been jmrticularly interesting and attractive tliis sum-
mer, as, in spite of the unpropitious weather exper-
ienced, their flowering has been profuse. Unremitting
attention is required just now to keep them in good
order. Where sei'd is not wanted the flower-stems

should be cut ofl'from the plants as soon as the bloom-
ing is over, but do not treat all thingsalike by cutting

of manure. Soils of rather a heavy nature should

be liberally, but not too heavily, mauureii. and even

then a light dressing of loam is beneficial, especially

if the staple soil is of rather a scanty nature.

Look over autumn fruiting Raspberries, and keep
the canes tied to the wires, removing all suckers

as soon as they appear above the ground. This
latter detail must be well attended to, as the suckers

rot the fruiting-canes.

The summer fruiting varieties should have the old

canes cut away as soon as the fruit is gathered ; and
if not already done, the young canes should be

reduced in number, leaving about eight or ten,

which can again be thinned to the requisite number
next spring. A. Ward, Stoh' Kdilh Gardens, Ilrrrfon/,

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Wall Tueks.—All Pear, Plum and Cherry trees

once more demanil attention in the way of stopping

and training of the slioots. The recent wet, sunless

weather has caused the trees to make a quantity of

weak, sappy growth without any of the young wood
becoming ripened, therefore leave no more young

wood than is absolutely required, spurring back the

breastwood and giving the shoots that are retained,

and also the buds on the fruiting spurs, every chance

of becoming properly matured, by admitting plenty

of light and air. Tack or tie in the young Shoots.

The young growths on Morello Cherries require

tacking in, after which— if not already done—they
should be netted to protect the fruit from the birds.

Apricots will also want looking over and pinching

in. With us the trees have lost but few branches

this season by suddenly (lying off, the Moor Park

being a notable example, because it is a notorious

fact that that variety is always the worst to do so.

General. Wurk.—As soon as the nets can be re-

moveil from the Strawberry beds they m.iy be tran.s-

ferred to the Currant and Gooseberry bushes, to

protect the fruit which is required for late use. If

they are not wanted they should be well dried and

stored away. Before jiutting the nets over tlie

bushes hand-weed tlie ground under and between

them, for it is useless to attempt to hoe unless the

we.ither changes. Old Strawberry jilants which have

done bearing, and which are not considered worth

retaining, should be grubbed up, and the ground

cleared. The same site may be manured, dug, and

planted again if desired, but it is always better to

have a change of ground. As tlie layered runners

are now ready for setting out. preparations should at

once be made, and the ground manured, dug, and

allowed a few days in wdiich to settle before the

planting is done.

In selecting a site for Strawberries, it is always

best to choose a piece of ground where the soil is of

rather a heavy nature, but not too wet; but if such

cannot be hall, and the soil is of a light nature, the

same can be made much more adapted for the pur-

pose by applying a heavy dressing of good sound

loam, which should be dug in, and well incorporated

with the soil. For light soils a dressing of loam is

far preferable to the application of large quantities

The Kitchen Garden.

SriNACH.— A good-sized plot of this should now be

sown for the winter supply ; the prickly variety is the

best for this i)urpose : it prefers a light warm soil ia

the winter, and a south border or similarly sheltered

position should be given to it if possible, as a much
heavier yield may be got by this means. If the soil

is heavy and cold a good dressing of leaf-soil or

charred refuse should be forked in previous to the

sowing: it is best thinly sown ia rows IN iuches

aoart, the young plants to be afterwards thinned to

4 inches apart.

Carr(its.—\ small bed of the Shorthorn varieties

may now be sown on a warm border for use early in

the spring before the forced ones are ready ; the soil

for these should be rather firm, or they will be drawn
out by the frost in the winter ; a good dressing of

half-rotten leaf-mould between the rows about the

middle of October will be of assistance in preventing

this.

Tripoli Onions.—These generally succeed best if

sown in beds in the autumn and transplanted to their

summer quarters early in the spring ; a good position

and rather light soil should be given them now.

The red-skinned varieties are the best in constitution,

and are not so liable as the white kinds to be attacked

by blight in the spring. In very cold and wet

districts, where it is a difficult matter to get the

White Spanish and similar varieties harvested by

spring sowing, it is advisable to sow them in the

autumn' instead; they are equally as hardy as the

Tripoli varieties, and are by this means ready to

harvest several weeks sooner than if sown in the

spring.

Earrhing Celery.—This is best done in three times

at intervals of a fortnight, and when the plants are

perfectly dry. The main crop should soon be ready

for the first earthing ; all small leaves and shoots

should tirst be pulled away, and the tops drawn

lightly together with a piece of matting just under

the green leaves ; this must not be tied low enough

or in any position that will cripple the growth of the

young heait of the plant, as it should remain on

until after the second earthing. If worms and slugs

are likely to be troublesome a good dressing of lime

should be given before any soil is pl.iced around the

stems. If any more water or liquid manure is likely

to be retpiired it should be given a day or two before

commencing to earth. If any heads are required for

show it is well to wrap them round with brown paper

before any soil is heaped against them. As a further

preventive against discoloration by insects. &c.. care

must be used not to earth too deeply the first time
;

the young leaves should be able to continue their

growth freely, the soil should be broken up small

with the spade and pressed around the stems, the

great point to aim at in order to have it well blanched

and ot good flavour being to exclude the air from

the stems as much as possible, and this applii-s more

especially to the later earthings. U'. H.Dicerf, Krltou

Hall, Stamford.

Trade Notices.

Mkssiis. W. & J. Buowx, nurserymen. &c.,

Stamford, have purchased Mr. .1. House's l^astgate

Nursery. IVterborough, for £20CKJ.
' Mr. llobertson JIunro, of the Abercora

Nurseries, Edinburgh, has taken into partnership

"SU. K. B. Ferguson, late manager to the Lawson

Seed and Nursery Company, and the business will

now be carried on under the style and title of .Muaro

& Ferguson.
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Advertisers are specially requested to note, that,

under no circumstances whatever, can ant;

particular position in the paper be guaran-
teed for advertisements occupying less space
than an entire column.

Now ready, In eloth, lis. 6d.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY.

TUESD.VY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY.

FKIDAY.

All..

Avii

Aui..

All..

MEETINGS.
I.. 13—Client Cluimbre Symliiuli-.

,
, f Uoyol Horticultural Society

;

i and rionil Committees.

SHOWS.
II—Claycro<5.

. I'l-Reading and St. Albans.

, . \ Jlnidenlieail, LudloA\, Aberdare

'icotei

.Mail

V Abingdon.

J-
( Devon and Exeter, anil Che

'7 (two days).

/ National Ca-u[ierative, at the
I tal Palace.

SATURDAY, Aii;. IS^ National Carnation and r
} (Northern Section), at
s Chester.

SALES.
MOND.AY, All. 13.1 Tr^iile Sale iii Dntih Bidb>. at Pio-

' '' "^
( theroe & Miirris' Rooms.

TUESDAY" Vlii 1,1 * ImP^''ti'il and Established Orchids,
^ at Protheroe & Morris' I'oonis.

THURSDAY. An;. 16-' ''''"''' ^"''' °' "utch Bulbs, at Pri-
( theroe &. Morris* Rooms.

( Second Portion of the Cotk-ction of

Orcliids formed bv F. A Phil-
brick, Esii., y.C
Morris' Rooms.

Am IS*
Trade Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at I'lo-

( theroi^ it Morris' Rooms.

'"i brick, Esii., y.C, a't Protha-oc &

AVe greatly fear that the weather

Crop.'
"^ *'^^ '^''^ week will falsify much
of the bright prospect that other-

wise might hax e Ijeen indulged in from a perusal

of our reports on the Potato crop. The dreaded
disease, having been dormant for the last few-

years, bids fair to reassert itself this autunm with
considerable severity. Should it be so, though it

may seem hard to say so, we shall have in large

measure ourselves to blame for it. Time was
when we knew nothing fur certain about the
nature of the disease, and could only bemoan the
results. At this period of profound ignorance
theories innumerable were framed by those least

competent to do so, and what was singular, Ijy those
usually most contemptuous of theories, and most
addicted to proclaim the superior virtue of a peck
of facts over a ton of theory. Times are changed.
"We do know now a great deal about the cause
and nature of the disease—Ijy no means all we
should like to know—but at any rate we do
not hear much now of wild theories, and
cultivators have learned to accept as true what
the microscopists have taught them,—that the
disease is really due to the destructive action
of a pai'a-sitic fungus. ,Some points in the
life-history of the fungus are still matters
of dispute, others are wholly unknown; but
in any case we know enough to see that far

greater good may lie anticipated from measures
of prevention than from any directly curati\e
agency. Our reports show that the early varieties

had up to the date of report almost entirely
escaped. That is one hint, but we cannot grow
all early Potatos, and we shall have to wait some
time before a truly resistent late %-ariety is

raised. AVe do not say it cannot be done, on the
contrary xve belie\'e it can be accomplished,
and that just as some Poses or some varieties

of Peaches are far more seriouslr affected

with mildew than others, so certain Potatos are

much more subject to the disease than others

—

or rather, we should say, that where all are liable

some suffer nmch more se\-erely than others. It

is for our cultivators carefully to note and
record these facts—facts which the Suttox.s and
Carters and other experimenters will to a

certainty a\ail themselves of even more fully

than they have hitherto done. Then, again, the

present season gives au opportunity of testing

the eflicacy of the high moulding system adx'o-

cated by .Jen.sen as a pre\-entative. For two or

three years a sub-committee of the Scientific

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society

made elaborate experiments, and some of the

members drew up still more elaborate re-

ports on the experiments made at Chisivick.

We do not say those reports were wilueless, but
at any rate they failed in their object—just

because the fungus, though always present, did

not spread much in those years. iIoreo\ er, as

carried out. the cost of the protection would far

have outweighed any adxantage that might haxe

been attained. Ample preparations were made
for a .state of siege ; sorties werf^ devised, and every

preparation made to repel the invader, but the

scouts had nothing to do, and the defenders had
their labour for nothing. I'rolonged experi-

ments of this kind, undertaken by observers with

no personal interests of their own to serve, could

not be expected to be continued ; the wonder is

they went on so long ; but the Itoyal Horticul-

tural Society has always man.aged to secure

somehow or other a willing band of assistants to

do work for which other people would ha\ e to

pay, and pay handsomely. At any rate, the sub-

committee ceased their labours, and now the
enemy so long waited for, and hopefully from
one point of view, has put in an appearance. It

is too late this season, even if it were otherwise

possible, to repeat the elaborate precautions

heretoforn adopted at Chiswicic, but a trial of

the Jensenian plan on a small scale might be

attempted without difficulty, and might still lead

to valuable results, as although the haulms might
be affected, the high moulding and bending the

haulm might still preserve the tuber more or less.

Apart altogether from these measures, culti-

vators might accomplish much by doing their

best to de.stroy affected haulm and tubers. We
know that as a rule they do nothing of the kind
—the haulm lies about in the fields, or finds its

way to the manure heap to propagate the fungus
in about the most favourable conditions possible

;

fowls and pigs eat the diseased tubers ; growers
send their produce to market with diseased haulm
as packing at the top of the barrels, and conse-

quently scatter the spores broadcast. People who
do these things without an effort to prevent
them, deserve to be considered enemies of the

human race.

A\ hat may not be practicable on a large scale

is easily effected on a small one : gardeners, and
.still more cottagers with small patches, should

destroy affected haulm and tubers immediately,

and not allow them to remain on the ground
between other and health}' rows, day after da.v,

as they do. They could not hope by such means
to stamp out the disease entirelv, but they would
gain time, and save many a bushel which would
otherwise be destroyed.

The application of sulphate of copper mixed
with lime to the haulm and foliage in line powder
with a distributor would also be of ser\ice, but
probably the cost would outweigh the ad\antage,

if tried on a large .scale. P>ut whether or no, to

allow the disease to spread, or rather to spread it

ourselx'es, as we do, without making any effort

to stay it, is a crime for which not onlv those

most responsible, but a still larger number of
innocent xictims hax-e to suffer. Lastly, we may
refer our readers to the account given of the
.lensen plan in our colmnns on April .'>, 1884.

National Conference on Apples ano
Pears.—We have received the following for pub-
lication :

—
" In consequence of the jrreat success of the Apple

Congress in 1883. and the I'ear Conference in 1885,
and in order to bring uji the reports then published
to tlie present date, the Council of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society has decided to hold another Con-
ference on Apples and I'ears in the gardens at
Chiswick, from (.Ictober 10 to 20 next.

" In the present Conference it is proposed to
invite the exhibition of such varieties only as find
favour, or m.iy be considered thoroughly worthy of
cultivation.

" One object of this Conference is to illustrate by
facts and examples the ]>resent state and future
prospects of commercial fruit culture in this country.
It is consequently desii-ed that contributors should
endeavour as far as possible to furnish samples of
fruits that are in favour iu the markets of their
several localities.

" All fruit growers are invited to exhibit, and the
more widely the collections are procured (within the
limits of tlie schedule), the greater the interest the
exhibition will create.

" It is very desirable that every collection should
be .accompanied with as much information as pos-
sible with regard to soil, exposure, and physical con-
dition of tlie districts in which they have been grown

;

for which purpose the accompanying forms are
enclosed.

" All fruits exhibited should be distinctly labelled
ivitli the name or names under which they may be
known, and as the specimens sent are strictly for
examination, they must necessarily be at the dis-
posal of the committee if required.

" Persons willing to contribute papers bearing
upon the subjects in hand are requested to commu-
nicate with Mr. Barhon at an early date, stating the
particular subject they are prepared to treat of.

Arrangements for reading or publishing papers will
be made by the committee.

" All packages should be addressed to JMr. A. F.
B.VKRox, Itoyal Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick,
and must be delivered on or before IMonday,
October l.'i. Exhibitors staging their own fruit may
do so on the loth, or on the morning of the Itith, to
be ready for the inspection of the committee.
Notice of intention to exhibit must be given to Mr.
Dabrok not later than Wednesday, t)ctober 10,
st.iting the class or classes in which it is intended to
exhibit, or the amount of space that will be required.

"All exhibitors will be admitted to the Gardens,
free ; and will receive a certain number of tickets
according to the extent of their exhibits.

" It is recommended that heavy packages be sent
by goods train.

" Apples.

" Not move than Jive large or nine s/iudl fruits to

form a tUsh.

" 1. I'ifty varieties of Apples most worthy of
cultivation.

" 2. Twenty-four varieties of Apples best adapted
to the exhibitor's district.

" 3. Twelve varieties of Apples, do.
" 4. Six varieties of Apples, do.
" 5. Twelve varieties of dessert Apples.
" 6. Twelve varieties of culinary Apples.
" 7. Six varieties of dessert Apples.
" 8. Six varieties of culinary Apples.
" 9. Apples from cordon, bush, or pyramid trees

(not to exceed twelve varieties).
" 111. Apples from standards in orchards (not to

exceed twelve varieties).

" 11. Apples (not exceeding twelve varieties)
grown on special stocks, of which particulars must
be given.

" 12. Apples as grown and sent to market, one
peck of each (not to exceed twelve varieties).

" l.'i. New, recently introduced, or little known
varieties of merit.

Peaks.

" Not more thaii five large or nine smallfrnifs to

form II dish,

" I. Thirty-six varieties of Pears most worthy of
cultivation.
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•'
-2. Twenty-four varieties of Pcai's best adapted

the exhibitor's district.

•
;!. Twelve varieties of dessert Pears, do.

" 4. Six varieties of dessert Pears, do.

" 5. Three to six varieties of culinary Pears.

"
(>. Pears from trees on walls (not to exceed

eisihteen varieties) stoclis to be specified.

"
7. Pears from pyramids, bushes, or open cordons

(not to exceed eighteen varieties) stocks to be

specified.
• 8. Pears from standard trees (not to exceed six

varieties').
,

" y. Pears as grown and sent to market, 1 peck ot

each (not to exceed six varieties).

•' 10. New, recently introduced, or little known

varieties of merit.

" N.B.— Staging must be completed before 12

o'clock on Tuesday, October 16. All fruit must

lie removed on Saturday evening, October lio, or on

Jlonday, October 22."

The Royal Horticultural Society

ToMATOs AT Chiswick.—One of tlie most interesting,

and at the same time singularly excellent examples

of Tomato culture under glass, may now be seen in

the large span-house in Chiswick Oardens, which was

formerly devoted to Koses. &c. The plants comprise

several "hundreds in number, are all planted out, and

include but few kinds, large blocks of each being

jfrown to show general character. Not only is the

culture, which includes absolute restriction to single

stems, of the best, but the fruit production is truly

marvellous ; indeed, better examples of culture and

fruiting have never been seen. The plants range

from-4 feet to 8 feet in height, the taller growers

chiefly being planted at the sides of the house, to

run up the \yires beneath the roof. In every case,

no matter what tlie kind, the plants are fruiting

literally from the ground, many fruits being already

ripe. That some of the bloom, being late, refused

to set, is due to the miserable weather we have

experienced; but still some kinds, and specially a

wonderfully prolific form, Horstord's Prelude, seem

to have been unatl'ected. This variety runs tall,

and fruits wonderfully, the fruits are handsome and of

medium size, just such as would be most acceptable

at table, although not large enough for exhibition.

Also tall, and a wonderful cropper, is a distinct

variety from Bath. Details of the varieties will be

of more value later, but all interested in Tomato

tnlture should see this remarkable show—a display

of which the Koyal Horticultural Society and its

Superintendent may well be proud, for none better

can be seen in the kingdom.

Dissociation of Hybrid Characters.—

One of the most interesting cases of this kind is that

narrated by Mr. Xohle in another column with refer-

ence to the white Jackman Clematis. It is so

seldom that a rational explanation can be given of

these so-called " freaks of Nature " (as if Nature the

orderly, the methodical, ever indulged in caprice : I

that such history as Jlr. Noble is able to give us

should be received with acclamation, lie tells us

that he has received one or two abusive letters, and

that one Dutchman refused to pay. 'What sort of

people are these i Why that little bit of authentic

history that Mr. Koiile tells is worth all the money

the Dutchman declined to pay—ten times over. So

far from being abused, Mr. Noiii.E deserves the thanks

of the community for a fine introduction, and the

warmest thanks of the more appreciative lor this

solid help to the elucidation of a very obscure point

in vegetable physiology.

The Riviera.
— 'We learn from our corre-

spondents that the summer in the South is as

exceptional as it is here, everything being about a

month behindhand, owing to cool winds and low

temperature. In .July, near Jlentone, the thermo-

meter never once marked 70°, wliile at Antibes the

mean temperature for .luly was only a little over 20°

C. (08° P.), instead of 24° or 25° C. (77° P.).

Daffodils.—To show what manuringwill do on

light soil Mr. Jenkins (Collixs, G.viiiiiEi. & Co.) has

iu'st shown us bulbs of the Tenby Daffodil weighing

about a quarter of an ounce, and others from the

same original sample increased to IJ ounce
;
and

parent bulbs of Emperor with four and live offsets

weighing collectively 12 1 ounces. The bulbs are not

merely large but of excellent substance and quality.

The bulbs in question are grown in light soil to which

a good proportion of dried cow-manure is added.

Delphiniums.- From Mr. C.IuvixE,nurseryman,

of .ledburgh, N.B., we have received (as briefly

stated last week) some magnificent spikes of seed-

ling Deliihiniums, 25 to 2C> inches in length, 8 to

inches in circnmference, and one as much as

12 inches. The individual flowers were densely

packed, and each large and of good form, of all

shades of blue, from tlie palest cobalt to the deepest

purple, tinged in many cases witli a lilac sheen
;
in

others the eft'ect was heightened by the central

petals forming a white eye.

ARAUCARIA BRASILIENSIS.- It appears that the

tree whoso portrait we gave some time since is grow-

ing in .Tamaica, and not in Barbados, as we had sup-

posed. ( )ur photograph came from the late General

MiNito when he was comm.inding the troops in the

'West Indies, .and we must have mistaken his state-

ment. The tree in question is well known in

.lamaica where it is called the .lerusiilem Candlestick.

It was planted by 'Wiles, who was botanist on the

The "Kei Apple. "—This, the fruit of a Bixa-

ceous slirub named Aberia caffra, has ripened in the

garden of Mr. IIamurv, La Mortola, Ventimiglia,

and to whom we are indebted for the opportunity of

seeing it. The fruit is of the size of a small Plum,

spherical, downy, and apricot-yellow externally,

pulpy within, with numerous ascending but inverted

seeds, not unlike those of the Grape, but larger.

The perfume is rich and heavy, but gives no indica-

tion of tlie flavour of the yellow pulp, wliich is as

•acid as that of a Lemon. Tlie slirub is a native of

the eastern districts of the Cape Colony and
_

of

Caffraria, where it is often used in the construction

of fences, for which its spines render it well adapted.

M. Naidis tells us that the tree is naturalised in

various parts of Provence, but rarely produces fruit,

owing to the flowers being unisexual. The late Dr.

Anoersox observed that a bush in the Botanic (har-

dens, Calcutta, produced ripe fruits, and, what is more

remarkable, perfect seeds, although careful search

failed lo detect anv trace of male flowers. The

seeds from Mr. IIanbuuv-s plant are perfect, the

enibrvo being erect, embedded in perisperm, with

two large flat appressed cotyledons and an inferior

radicle. Male plants grow in proximity to the

female ones.

The Tuberous Begonia. -The proprietors of

the Garcleni,ig M'vrhl have determined on the issue

of a series of manuals on various horticnltnral sub-

jects. Their first venture is before us in the shape

of a handbook on The Tiibc-oiis Bcgoitla : its Hislori,

ami Ciiltimthn. This is an excellent and appro-

priate subject for a beginning, and as far as we can

tell from a cursory glance, it is well handled. 'We

hope sliortlv to notice the work at greater length,

but in the "meantime we have no hesitation in re-

commending it to our readers. It may be had from

the Gardening World Office, Catherine Street, Strand.

Botany of SOCOTRA. Professor Bahocr's

detailed account of tlie botany of Socotra has been

published bv the Koyal Society of Edinburgh, and

forms a bul'kv quarto of 44(i pages and 100 litho-

graphed plates. The preface contains a brief history

and proceedings of the expedition, which lasted

for tbrtv-eight days only, but which was soon

followed" up bv a second exporation by Dr. Phe-

UECK and Dr". ScnwEiNruiaii, and otliers. The

plants collected by Dr. Schweixfurth on this

occaasion were generously made over to Professor

Balioi-r for use in the present work. The in-

troductory chapter contains an account of the geo-

graphical'and geological features of the island. Tlie

low ground has approximately the same flora as

that of the Sahara and Punjab. In the valleys in

tlie higher ground tropical vegetation occurs. The

higher altitudes have a strange and peculiar vege-

tation of arborescent Composites, aromatic llelichry-

sums, and otlier quaint types. The total number of

jdants is given at 828, of which ,575 are flowering

plants, no fewer than 2011 being endemic. The most

showy plants are Adenium multiflorum. Begonia

socot'rana, now well known in gardens, and made

already the starting point of various hybrids;

Crinnin Balfourii, Kxacum cieruleum, &c. A Cucur-

bitaceous tree, Dendrosicyos socotrana is one of the

wonders of the island ; Cocculus Balfourii is also an

erect shrub instead of a loose climber, like most of

its congeners. Punica protopunica is remarlcable for

liaving only one row of carpels, and as being the

wild representative of the common Pomegranate.

The dragon's blood used in varnish making is the

produce of ])rac:ena cinnabari, nearly allied to D.

draco. Frankincense and myrrh are also found,

while socotrine aloes is yielded by Aloe Perryi, a

species of Buxus. B. Hildebrandi may prove im-

portant as a source of Boxwood. The whole work

is a striking proof of what may be accomplished by

well-directed energy and instructed zeal in the course

of a few weeks' exploration. The exploration and

its record, as here given, are alike creditable to

British science and to its representative. Professor

BaLI'OCK.

PeNANG.—We have before us Mr. Ccuris' Eeport

on the Forest Department for the year 1887. Among

the promising experiments mentioned in it, the cul-

ture of Patchouli is one of the most hopeful. An
interesting account is given of a visit to the hiU-

dwellin" ol the Resident. Sir Hdoh Low, which is

placed at a height of 4200 feet, and but for the

excessive rainfall would be a delightful residence.

The Resident lias collected a number of European

garden plants, which do fairly well.

Trinidad Botanic Gardens. — Mr. Hart's

report for 1887 gives a summary of the history and

present condition of the garden, its library, and

offices Such a report is specially valuable at home

while the jiractical details as to the cultivation .and

prepivration of various fibres, food plants, drugs, iic.

must be of great importance in the colony itself.

The meteorological data also will be of use to home

cultivators. The report is in every way creditable

to the Superintendent, and affords promise of great

future benefit to the colony, as well as to botany and

horticulture. In connection with T rinidad we may

also mention the publication of a Bulletin. o{ which

No 5 is devoted to Cottee. the report being based

upon a treatise of Mr. 'W. Sabosadiere, of Ceylon.

Trinidad h.as the means of producing Coffee equal to

that grown in any other part of the world.

PETER Lawson & Son, Limited.—From a

report and balance-sheet just to hand we see that the

surplus for the year is Jil.'Ul 17.^. W leaving tlie

sum of £3244 R.s. U. as the total balance, out of

which the directors propose paying a dividend ot ,.

per cent, free of income-tax, carrying forward the

balance (£2031 lS.v. \d.) to next year's account.

Literary —A new autumn edition of M'alks in

Eppiiui Forest, bv Percy Lindlev, describing portions

less known to p'edestrians, is in preparation. Pro-

fessor BooniEit has contributed some notes upon the

recent extensive tree-felling and " forestry opera-

tions in Epping Forest to the same issue.

publications Received.-rafWwo»s Be-

,,„,,ia (Gardening World series). Ldited bv B

•WvNNi!; F.li.lI.S. (London: G"f<''["'^„'^'>^f-
Office 17, Catherine Street, Strand, AVC.)— i Ac

F«lder G;asses .,/ Northern India By T^i Duthie

B A F L S . Also Illuftrathn.^ oj the tedder Grasses

of the 'plains of yorth- Western India. Part /I.

(Horkee. India, Thomason Civil Engineering College

Press )—-VuCre on Forest Management tn Germany.

Bv Sir D. Braxdis, K.C.I.E., F.K.S. (London :

Iiidia t)ffice, Whitehall, S.W.)-^ Practkal Decvmf

.^„steni fur Great Britain and her Colonies. By

\i T KoHDE • ll.'ith thousand. (London :
Eifixii-

„A„"W.LS0K, lioyal Exchange, ^J;-C-)-/oteson the

Cultivation of Vuteh and Cape Bulhs. ^r By Ant.

RoozES&Sox. (Haarlem, Holland; Ant. Loozes

& Son. Oberveen.

!
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NOTES FROM EDGE HALL.
A FEW notes on plants now or lately in flower here

may be of interest to some readers, especially as tlie

hot dry summer of last year, and the drencliing wet

of July, have produced some remarkable efiectt'.

Himalayan plants do well in a wet summer ; dry

sunshine and parchinf? winds always distress their

flowers so in English gardens that I am accustomed
to ask whether the mountain air of Nepal and Sik-

kim is not constantly saturated with wet. I take

Jleconopsis Wallichii and Cyananthuslobatusas typi-

cal plants of the Himalayan climate. Both are

better tlian ever this year ; tlie flowers of the Meco-
nopsis expand widely and healthily without the

usual difllculty caused by the adhesion of the sepals

to the petals, and the flowers last well ; but the

anthers seem to make no pollen ; consequently

I can never get good seed, and am dependent
for plants on the generosity of friends ; but all

of them now make the same complaint, that

no fertile seed is to be had. Oyananthus lobatus is an
excellent rock plant, and always does well here in

suitable places, just out of the direct rays of the sun.

This year it has surpassed itself. There is no shy-

ness about it. It keeps its multitude of beautiful

blue flowers wide open day and night, whether it

rains or not, but in wet weather the calyx fills with

water and no seed is ripened. It is increased best by
spring cuttings when the shoots are 2 inches long.

Codonopsis ovata. another Himalayan, has less merit,

but if it would show the beautiful interior of its

hanging balls, and smell less foxy, it would be

more attractive. The luxuriant growth of the

Androsaces is everywhere attracting attention,

especially A. sarraentosa which in many spots

here presents a square yard of crowded
large leafy rosettes. These, if their growth
is not soon checked by planting them singly in a pot

and getting them dried otf by autumn, will all turn
brown and be dead before the end of October.

Onosma tauricum will do the same even sooner,

many of ray plants being di'owned to death already,

but the flowering of it kas been very fine and abund-
ant until lately.

Ileuchera sanguinea is now a well-known plant :

its flowers, which last a long time, give quite a new
colour to the herbaceous garden. It is also very

easily increased by striking the tufts. I doubt whether
it will prove very hardy on cold soils if we get a
severe winter after such a summer as this, but it is

too good a plant to run the chance of losing by not
keeping a stock in a frame. I lately saw a statement
that it is the only Ileuchera worth gi'owing, but this

is not so, the light feathery plumes of H. micrantha,
though in quite a difl'erent style, are very ornamental,
and one or two other kinds deserve a place in a
mixed border, if only for their leaves.

The later-flowering Gentians are no worse for the

wet: Asclepiadeaand Septemfida are as good as usual.

The large medicinal G. lutea, of which I have many
plants raised from seed at least five years ago, has
flowered here this year tor the first time. Its associa-

tions give it interest, but it has little other merit as a

garden plant. A new Gentian, G, Wesclinikowi,

sent to me in spring by I'rofessor M. Foster, seems
easy to cultivate. It is unlike any Gentian I have
seen before, having flower-stalks of a curious

fasciated appearance, carried up to a height of

more than a foot by a series of bifurcations, with
blue flowers the size of a harebell, the edges deeply
and unevenly lobed. Gentiana purpurea is also

flowering well. Campanulas have been and are
very fine, the best of the large kinds being persici-

folia. In nurseries we are ofl'ered all kinds of

deformities of this beautiful plant, some having
nearly flat flowers, or looking as if the bell had been
turned inside out ; others are in the shape of a cup
and saucer

; but the normal form, with the large

handsome bell, is the best. Seedlings of this plant,
which come up all over the garden, and are easily

recognised, should be allowed to flower, as they pre-
sent great variety of colour, from deep blue to pure
white, some of the intermediate shades of lavender

being amongst the best. I should advise the same
with seedlings of C. turbinata, though these rarely

follow the habit of the parent, and degenerate

towards the coarse growth of C. carpatica, but occa-

sionally a plant of very good habit mav be obtained

in this way. I have by it a very dwarf plant with

pure white flowers, not as large as those of tur-

binata, but very good for all that. I have tried

to improve this plant by raising seedlings, but
out of three crops not one plant has been worth
keeping. t)f yellow Composites Coreopsis lanceolata

is perhaps the best, and no other Coreoiisis out of

six I have tried is worth growing in this soil, for I

have given them a fair trial, except C. grandiliora,

which 1 do not think is in cultivation in England ; I

always receive C, lanceolata under the name, though in

leaf the two are quite distinct. Probably 0. grandi-

flora, being from very hot parts, would not be hardy.

Eor brilliant golden colour Heliopsis hvvis is quite

unsurpassed, though there are good and bad forms
of the plant, some being too lanky for gardens. My
best were raised from seed selected for me from
wild plants in Minnesota.

Seneoio japonicus, which has a synonym too

long to write, is very showy, and seems to want
a wet season to bring it to perfection. In drv

weather it sheds its buds ; both leaf and flower make
it worth growing; it is very fine just now. Tivo

Sedums are now especially good : one is 8. kamts-
schaticum, perhaps the most showy of all the tribe

at this season, and never shabby, the abundant
and conspicuous orange flowers being succeeded by

dark brown seed-vessels. The other is a scarce

plant on rockeries—S. pulchellum. and produces large

bunches, like inverted bird's feet, of flowers of a soft

rose colour; but as it flowers from every point, it

perishes if not propagated by breaking off and
inserting shoots when young.

I will end these notes with a word about Lilies,

all of which have done or are doing well this year,

except E. auratum, which I have quite given up.

Last summer seems to have caused L. giganteum to

flowerwhilestillyoung; I havehad seven (lower-stalks,

mostly below the average in size, having from thirteen

to eight flowers on each. On the other hand L. par-

dalinum is making some remarkable flowers : I

measured a solitary flower to-day -I think on a

seedling—which I caught just at the time of its

greatest expansion, and which proved to be fully

8 inches across. Tiie flowering of L. testaceum is

also as good as I ever saw it. This is one of the few
Lilies which is better for being meddled with. If*

the small bulbs which form on the crown of the

large bulbs are taken away and planted by them-
selves they make grand flower-heads in two vears,

and surpass the old bulbs, which deterior.\te if left

alone for several years. L. Humboldti, a cai>ricious

Lily, is making some very fine heails in the open
border. The entire absence of red-spider from plants

usually liable to it helps to conijiensate for the wet
weather. C. Wullcy Dod, Edge. Hall, Mn/pus, Jnhi 'XA.

Vegetables.

LATE BROCCOLI AND EAULV CAULI-
FLOWER.

It is rather late now to talk or be writing of

spring Broccoli, as the season is past for sowing, but

it is a good time to compare notes now that the

respective kinds have had a fair trial, although it

should lie borne in mind that sorts which did nob

turn in till the end of June this year may, and
most likely will, do so considerably before that date

next season, as everything has been quite a fortnight

later than usual.

I have not, as yet, grown Gilbert's Victoria,

noticed in a recent issue, and highly recommended
therein, but I have most of the older varieties, and
the best of them with us has been Veitch's Model,

which does not belie its name, as it is the model of

what a nice table Broccoli should be. In growth
and habit it is very dwarf and compact, and the

heart is close, white, and slightly conical, and as the

leaves fold tiglitly over, the heads are well protected,

and therefore maintain their colour till quite ready

to cut.

A Broccoli like this that will come in later will

be even more valuable, as there is, unless under very

careful management, always an interregnum between

the last cuttings and the tim^ when Cauliflower

comes on ; but with earlier sorts of these, which are

now making their appearance, and later Broccoli, we
may soon hope to bridge over the space. As the

season for sowing spring Cauliflower will soon be

here, a few words from some of your correspondents

as to the kinds they have found the best will be of

much value. My favourites are "Veitch's Pearl and
Early Erfurt, and as we cannot accommodate many
under handlights, our practice is to pot up a quantity

in the autumn in (iO-sized pots. This we do by
jiutting a handful of half-decomposed leaves at the

bottom of each pot, and then filling up with light rich

mould, after which the plants are stood or plunged

in cold frames with their heads well up to the glass,

and they always have plenty of air during winter to

keep them sturdy and strong. In March, as soon as

the weather is favourable, they are planted out in a
warm sunny situation, and as they receive no check

by any disturbance of the ball or roots, they start off

to grow at once, and it is very rare that any bolt

unless sown before the middle of August. To suc-

ceed with these we sow a box in February, and place

the same in gentle heat, and prick out the plants,

when ready, under glass, and plant in the open in

April. J. H.

Sc.VRLET RcKNERS FOE MaKKET.

I have been much interested in the method by
which Messrs. C. Steel & Sons, the well-known
market gardeners of Ealing, grow their Scarlet

Runners. In the first place, they give then good
soil, and a piece of ground which had carried Collards

and Curled .Scotch Kale, was loosened by means of

a stirrer worked by steam, which loosened the ground
to the depth of IK inches without turning it over

as a plough does. This was done athwart the

ground and longways, it was then harrowed, well

manured, and ploughed to turn the manure in. When
thoroughly prepared it was planted with Scarlet

Runner plants. The Beans had been previously

sown in dung pits, two Beans in a 4<S-sized pot, and
when inches or so in height they were planted out
in lines, the rows about 4 feet apart, and the twin

j

plants '1 feet apart in the lines. Then three strong I

stakes were placed to each plant—the stakes are

about 4 feet or so in length, and they are tied

together at the top. This done the plough was
sent along the lines, earthing the plants up on
either side. The ground being rich, and the soil

moist, the plants soon began to grow rapidlv, they I

have sent up shoots already 2 and 3 feet in i

length. The plants have bloomed, and still

flowering freely, and pods are already formed. It

appears to be the practice to pinch out the leading
J

shoots after they have reached a certain height ; this I

causes the plant to make lateral growths, which
bloom. The extra cost incurred by clearing the
plants in pots, and staking them, appeared to be met
by the earlier and larger crops they produce

; gather-

ing is done without any diinger of injuring the
plants, and sun and air can circulate among them
better than when nothing else is done, but simply pinch-
ing out the leaders. Toe cold rains have had tiie effect

of causing the older leaves to turn yellow, and slugs

and snails have attacked the plants. As a pre-

cautionary measure a good dressing of soot has just

been given, shaken well over the plants, and on the
surface of the ground. If only bright sunny weather
were to follow, each group of Beans would present
to view a dense pyramid of flower. No particular
value appears to be attached to varieties, for the
Scarlet, the Painted Lady, and the Giant White
types, appear in the rows. The Painted Lady is

said to be the earliest, and the Giant White' the
latest to bear; so there is perhaps an advantage
in mixing them together. In another montli this
plantation, which is fully exposed on all sides, will
well repay inspection, li. 1).
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Fruit Register.

HARDY FKUIT TREES.
The admirable paper ofMr. F. W. Burbidge (p. (115.

vol. iii., ard series), is too good to be marred bv inac-
curacy, however innocently incurred. As it is'one of
the papers that students of history will refer to, and
has therefore a permanent value, I am tempted to
Oder a correction. " I believe I am right," says I\Ir.

B., " in saying that our English Apples, as taken out
liy the earlier settlers in America, as also the fruits
imported from France by theearlycolonists ofCanada,
did not succeed as it was hoped they would do, and it

was only after the importation of the hardier varie-
ties from Russia and other parts of Northern Europe,
and the rearing of seedlings from these, that the
present fine race of Apples in America was pro-
duced." Further on the point is made that " the

• Newtown Pippin does not thrive nor attain the
flavour in Europe that it does in New England.'

So far as I know—and I think I have been in a
position to know—there have been no attempts
during the period referred to •) introduce harJv
varieties of Apples from the North of Europe or from
Rwsia, nor any attempt at all to improve the race
of Apples by systematic rearing of seedlings. Within
the last ten years Russian Apples have been intro-
duced, but these have not had time to have any
influence whatever on the race of Apples popular in
America, if they ever will. With the exception of
Alexander, TetofTsky, Duchess of Oldenburg, and
Red Astrachan, we have no Russian Apple of any
consequence known to cultivators, and these have
not been used specially for seedlings. In looking
over our list of popular Apples I do not note one
that I can suspect of having had a Russian varietv
enter into their parenta.ge. And the popular varietie's
certainly h.ave not, but are either " Englisli varieties,"
that is, varieties imported here from English nur-
series, or accidental descendants-varieties that have
sprung by accident from self-sown seeds, without
the slightest design on the part of any fruit raiser to
improve the race.

Let us take Canada, or at least that portion known
as Ontario. The most popular Apples there that
our pomologists in their technical language would
"double star "are Baldwin, Northern Spy, Duchess
of Oldenburg, Red Astrachan, Ribston Pippin, and
St. Lawrence. The last is believed to be some
foreign kind, introduced without a name, or name
lost, and a new name given to it in consequence
the next three are Old World introductions, while
Northern Spy is an accident found near Rochester

;and Baldwin, another accident, found no one knows'
certainly where, but believed to have had the
Spitzenburg for its parent—certainly no Russian
kind.

In reference to New England—this is rather a large
district, but if we take Massachusetts as a central
point in this district we find the "double-starred-
varieties are :-Baldwin

; Coggswell, an accident
found at(iriswold, Connecticut, in 170.S; Gravenstein
an old Dutch importation

; Hubbardston Nonsuch, a'

very old accident found at Hubbardston, Mas.s.

;

Hurst Russett an accident found years ago at
C oncord, Mass.

; Porter, an old accident found at
Sherburne, JIass.

; Red Astrachan, an ancient, full-
blooded Russian

; Roxburg Russet, a very old accident
from Its namesake Ruxburg ; and Rhode Island
t-reening, another accident (1 do not even know
where it was first found)

; Sweet Bough, a very old
accident with an unknown home; Talman Sweet, aRhode Island accident; and Williams' Favourite
another accident from near Boston.

'fhen as to the association of Newtown Pippin
with New England, it is not grown .anywhere there
Indeed It IS no more reliable anvwhere in Americathan
n Europe It is grown only in a small part of the
State of New -iork, which is not in New England
and IS not " double starred" even there.

I cannot say that, on the whole, the American
chance seedlings, which go to make up our great list
of varieties, are any hardier than the foreign intro-

ductions. There are some that are undoubtedly
hardier, and more productive, and do better, in
general terms, than their European brethren

; but
this may be expected when we have so many
thousands of accidental plants to select from against
the few score v.arieties introduced from the Old
World. " Providence is usually on the side of the
heaviest battalions," Napoleon used to say.

In Pears we have a few American seedlings that
have risen to prominence

; but European intro-
ductions, like Williams' Bon Chretien, Duchesse
d'AngouIeme, Beurro d'Anjou, Winter Nelis. Belle
Lucrative, Flemish Beautv, Vicar of Winkfield, and
similar familiar Old World favourites rule also here.

I trust my friend will pardon this essay at cor-
rection, lie has evidently been misled' bv some
flijipant writter —a class of which here, as elsewhere,
there is always a full crop. Tlinnias Median-, Germaii-
tijwii Nurseries, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

Useful Inventions.

SOCKET RINGS FOR HOT-WATER PIPES.

From Messrs. Stanley Jlorrison & Co. the
patentees, 9, Gracechurch Street. London, E.C., we
have received samples of moulded rough socket rings

IS.—INDIARUnnEH SOCKKT-HIXG FOR JU.NXriOX Ol'

hot-wati;h pipes.

in indiarubber for hot- water pipes, for which the
makers claim that they are superior to those at
present in use, because they are stouter, being made
in one piece, so that there is no joint to allow the
water to enter; and that being rough on the surface
(not shown in the illustration, fig. 18), they get a good
grip on the pipes. It is also stated that bv using
these rings any man can himself take his pipes to
pieces and put them together again, saving both time
and labour. This would, of course, necessitate the
staying of the pipes in some manner to keep them
firm.

HOMERIA COLLINA.
This is a " Cape bulb, " better known to our fore-

fathers than to the present generation. Its general
appearance is shown in the accompanying illustration

(fig. 19), but the size and colour of the fiower are subject
to variation. In the present instance the flowers were
of a bright orange-salmon colour, and although indi-
vidually of short duration, yet, as they are produced in
succession they are very efl'ective in a mass. It is

generally grown as a greenhouse plant, but Mr. David-
son, to whom we are indebted for the drawing (fig. 19

1,

found the plant to be quite hardy last winter at the
foot of a wall—a situation where, doubtless, manv
South African, Mexican, or Californian plants would
be equally .at home if protected from excessive wet.

Home Correspondence.

^" Correspoiulents willgreathj ohlige hy sending early
inteUiijeiKe of local events likely to he of interest to
our readers, or of any matters which it is desirable to
briny under the notice of horticulturists.

Photographs or drawings of gardens, or of remarkablo
plants, trees, <f-c,, are also solicited.

fIfllLNE'S PATENT SADDLE BOILER.—It is ir
summer time usually that the nurseryman and gar-
dener alike, who intend to make alterations in theii
heating apparatus, make arrangements accordingh
It need hardly be said that all such work should,
where possible, be done at a time when the fires are
least needed, and no time is so well fitted as summer
and autumn. The large number of boilers now
offered hy the trade makes the matter of selection
of a boiler for any given purpose a difficult one. In
a great majority of cases the saddle boilers are deci-
dedly in favour, and, having had an opportunitv quite
recently of inspecting a new form of saddle boiler, I
may be permitted to point to some of the chief im-
provements in the new-comer. Before doing this it

may not be out of place to remark that Mr. Milne,
the inventor, is a nurseryman and a practical culti-
vator, carrying on business at New Hampton, in the
county of Middlesex. The peculiarities of .Mr. Milne's
situation render it necessary to have a powerful
boiler compact in form and one which does not re-
quire too deep a stokehole in which to set it.

Having very extensive ranges of glass devoted to a
few specialties for market purposes, heated by boilers
ofvarious descriptions, none of which were quite upto
Mr. Milne's ideal of perfection, he very practically set
to work to try if he could make wliat he wants
for himself. The inventor chose the saddle form of
boiler as the basis of his endeavours, the fjarticular
form being pierced with side and crown flues, which
run through it from front to back. The direction
of the flame is regulated as follows :—Passing first

through the fire-box it passes through to the boiler;
at the back of the boiler the flame is deflected by an
iron plate at the summit of the back casting, and
traverses the side flues, being then directed by means
of another plate at the front of the boiler to the crown
flues; again passing through the boiler to the brick
flue at the sides, and thenc^ to the chimney. The
flue tubes passing through the boiler considerably
quicken its power of getting up heat, and at the
same time conduce to economy in the use of fuel.

The flue tubes in the boiler are readily cleaned by
passing a brush through them. The joints of these
tubes are caulked from external surfaces at front
and back, thus afl"ording special facilities for repairs
or renewal, any or all of which may be replaced
without taking out the boiler. There are two return
and two flow pipes, which facilitate the circulation,
the latter being, moreover, materially assisted by the
boiler being .set with an inclination of 2 inches from
front to back. It has the advantage of a terminal-
end saddle, in that the fire passes throughout its

entire length, acting also on the ends. The hori-
zontally low-placed flows are an acquisition
in places where water lies near the surface,

as in Mr. Milne's case. In compactness and
heating power combined, it is quite remarkable

;

and as at present made, with waterway backcasting,
it is capable of heating from 12500 to oOfX) feet of
4-inch piping, and when set is contained in a cube
of 4 feet hy 4 feet, tliis allowing ample rise through
the long range of glasshouses. The inventor has
two of these boilers in operation, affonling perfect
satisfaction, and which he will have pleasure in

showing to any jterson who may desire to learn
further particulars about them. J. [Our corre-
spondent kindly accompanied his note by a sketch
of the boiler and its flow and return pipes. We
know that this form of boiler—a modification of
that of the locomotive — has the advantage of
quickly getting up heat. The retention of heat is a
matter of stoking, which includes, of course, proper
attention to dampers and ashpit doors. Ed.] .

HYBRID POTATOS.—The products of the inter-
esting crosses between some of the Potatos of to-day
with the original species, Solanum tuberosum",
which the Messrs. Sutton & Sons carried out
at Reading a few years since, may now be seen
growing in the London Ro.ad Nursery grounds, and
for the first time since their production, it would
seem as if the disease-resisting properties of these
Potatos were to be tested. The mischance which re-
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suited in S. toberosnm being fertilised under the belief

that it was Solannm Maglia, has since been so far

rectified that crosses with the latter species have been

effected, and no doubt we shall hear of the results in

due course. The top growth from the tuberosum

hybrids, if such a term in this else be admissible,

shows great variety in form and character, pretty ranch

as is found in ordinary seedlings from some crosses.

A marked feature, so far, with some of the forms

has been remarkable productiveness. The gi-eat

object in view, however, has been the jiroduction, it

])0ssible, of disease-resisting strains, and what
success in that direction has been achieved will

doubtless be learnt in a few weeks should the

present cold wet weather continue. It is worthy of

note as showing the very earnest aim of Messrs.

iSutton to secure any promising aid in the

direction named, that out in the trial grounds may
be seen a considerable breadth of a Peruvian variety

referred to by Mr. Ap-Thomas at the St. Stephen's

Hall Potato Conference as having the reputation of

being free from disease in its native habitat, and

stock of which Mr. Ap-Thomas obtained for the

Reading firm. Beyond remarking that the variety

has t0]>s resembling our common varieties, but the

stems are densely abundp.nt, nothing more is to be

said about it just yet. Should the disease really

develop a serious form in our Potato crops presently,

renewed interest will be created in the Potato and

all its belongings. A. D.

CYPRIPEDIUM STONEI. — At the fortnightlv

meeting of the Koyal Horticultural Society, held

on July 24 last, a Cypripedium was exhibited which

is noted in these columns, at p. lO'"^, as follows :

—

*' Cypripedium Stonei acrosepalum, a flower pressed

into the form of a flattened canoe, was shown by

Messrs. Seeger & Tropp, of Lordship Lane, East

Dulwich. The lateral sepals are here disjoined."

Messrs. Seeger & Tropp have been good enough to

send me the inflorescence in question for examina-

tion, which seems to possess the following peculiarity :

—The expanded flower has the two lateral sepals

disjoined for three-fourths of their length, instead of

being connate, as in the normal condition of the

species. I do not, however, detect any other differ-

ence in the flower, all the parts of which appear

perfectly developed. It appears to nie to be rather

a monstrous flower than a variety—really a case of

dialysis of the lateral sepals as opposed to their normal

state. This is the normal condition of things in the

Canadian Cypripedium arietinum, which difl'ers from

every other species of the genus in this peculiarity

—

a character which has twice caused this plant to be

separated as a distinct genus— first, by Kafinesque,

asCriosanthes, and afterwards by Beck, as Arietinum,

though the difference appears to be too slight to

merit such distinction. But this is a digression. I

do not think the character likely to be permanent in

the variety of Cypripedium Stonei in question, for

in an expanding bud, just above the flower, the

lateral sepals were in the normal connate condition.

Some monstrosities, however, appear to have become
fixed, or permanent, as Uropedium Lindeni, a mon-
strous state of Selenipedium eaudatum ; and Pax-
tonia rosea, a similar state of Spathoglottis plicata.

C'ultivation alone can test the permanence or other-

wise of these characters. R. A. Eolfc.

WHICH IS THE EARLIEST PEA ?— I thought I

was giving tlie information old gartleners would be

among the first to appreciate when, taking King-

leader and Improved Sangster's No. 1 as a well-

known type of early l\'a, X saw no necessity for

going into details over the many other reputed vai-

ieties of the same thing about which one was repre-

sented to be half an hour earlier than the other, or

3 inches shorter. The changes have been rung upon
this type ad nauseam^ and I imagined it was enough

for nie to state that certain of them having newer

names were really our old friend re-christened ; and

I still hold the opinion that in the general character-

istics of type the group of blue round-seeded varieties

I mcMtioned cannot be differentiated fi-om the general

type of Sangster's No. 1. The soil in which the

seed I'ea was grown, the locality, conditions of

weather, &c., may affect some ; but let them be

grown and the seed saved, and grown again a second

year on the same piece of ground, and the general

characteristics will be admitted to be identical. I

mentioned the Old Scimitar because it is a Pea still

largely grown in some parts of the country; and in

Messrs. Hurst & Sons' trial ground at Chelmsford 1

saw what was termed an improved type that seemed
to me to present to view this old Pea of my boyhood
in a desirable form, bearing long well-filled pods,

and appearing as a good hardy, robust, free cropping

type, well adapted for market purposes. But there

did manifest itself a tendency to run to a tall form,

and I was candid enough to say so. Some conditions

under which the seed-plants were grown might have

caused this. I may further state that the trial of

Peas to which I made reference included many hun-

dred samples ; there were from ten to twenty different

stocks in some cases of the same leading variety.

There seemed to be almost every Pea which has been

sent out. I did not think it necessary to go through

the whole of them with a view of supplying written

descriptions. I was perfectly free to draw my own
conclusions, and I did so, apart from any pressure or

prejudice. I selected what I thought to be the most

useful varieties, and the absence of anything like

serious criticism justifies the inference that my con-

clusions are in the main correct. R. D.

SPARROWS.—Near large towns the common spar-

row often becomes a perfect nuisance, for every

gardener knows how industriously they will shell his

Peas, and one farmer near Tunbridge Wells was so

plagued with them in his Wheat fields, as the birds

migrated from the town in a body, and took posses-

sion of his Wheat that he has this year sown—the

bearded Whe.at—which I understand pu/./.Ies their

ingenuity, and is secure from their depredations. It

wiil be understood that I am not blind to the fact

that they ease us of many a cater))illar, but then

thev are in severe weather also fond of buds.

( »ur Gooseberries were sadly disfigured by them till

I adopted the plan of throwing soot over the bushes

pretty freely in the spring; this kills the moss,

and "at the same time nourishes the bush
;

but

although I have studied birds and their ways pretty

closely for years, I was not prepared to see them

feedin"- their young with Potato blossom—a fact

which" I witnessed last Sunday. I saw them in

flocks in the cottage gardens, apparently divesting

the blossoms of their petals, and carrying them to

their voung ; the kind of Potato was a kidney, and

was growing in very sandy soil, fully expo.sed to the

sun, and thus probably contained a certain amount

of honey—at least, this was the only explanation of

the act of the birds which occurred to me. J. Biiit,

Eruhie Castli:

THE POTATO CROP EARLY AND LATE IN IRELAND.

This crop is second to no other in importance in this

country, and the prospect therefore, is the question

after the state of the weather every one asks every

one else. This query has been asked with a certain

amount of fear and trembling during the past

three weeks as all the predisposing agents for the

dilTusion of the Potato disease were daily present.

We had a constant downpour of rain, accompanieiV

pretty frequently bv thunder and lightning. Now,

what'isthe result? I grow all the new varieties

kindly sent me for trial, by such raisers as .Messrs.

Carte'r, Sutton, Laxton, Tait, and a few others in

Ireland including one—White Fortyfold—sent me

bv Mr. Inglis, and as I frequently see, and hear from

other districts, this is the result as far as I can leani

at the end of the first week in August. Early vane-

ties- The old Ashleaf, especially :\Iyatt's, if it can be

obtained pure, I consider still for quality un-

rivalled and the first to turn in, A heavier

cropper and not much behind is Carters

First Crop. This firm sent me this season for trial

their Earliest of All. I will only say of this if it

maintains its present desirable characteristics it is

the eomin" favourite carlv variety. Early Hammer-

smith, Flourball, Pride of the Market, Snowflake,

and Extra Earlv Vermont come second. Three

weeks since I noticed the fungus on the Ashleaf

Kidneys: so long as the weather remamed dry it

made little progress, llainand storm supervened, and

it spread rapidly, with the result that hardly a

sound leaf is now noticeable in the experimental

plot and the same is true of the market gardens

around the town. Their general early crop is a

variety called The Flounder, so far as I know, not

generally known out of Ireland. It is a heavy

cropper "in shape roundish-flat (if that descriptiou is

not an Irish bull), and far from superior in quality.

One word as to quality. Owing to the absence

of sunshine, constant rain, and rapid growtli,

the quality this year is inferior, and 1 think

vou would be safe in recommemling only the

partial use oV some varieties ;
and if possible, with

gravy or other such condiments. From a national

point of view earlv varieties are of limited im-

portance. Late varieties : I mentioned above that

the fungus first attacked the Ashleafs, it then spread

rapidly to Snowflake, then Pride of the Market, and

Early Rose. In fact, in a wet season the American
varieties are the first victims. Last season was very

dry, and with no disease. 1 did not, as I mentioned

in" the Gardni-'rs' Chiviiu-k, see a single diseased

tubers in any part of Ireland, so this induced

many to grow Roses, Beauty of Hebron, Ele-

phants, and other varieties, such as Fortyfolds,

Schoolmasters, and Victorias, known to be suscept-

ible of disease, who would otherwise hesitate to plant

them. They will in all probability be heavy losers,

as I have come to the conclusion no variety is wholly

disease resisting. For instance, I have Magnum
Bonum, Sutton's Abundance, Laxton's Reward,

Champions, and Scottish Queen, with five other

varieties of Laxton's not yet in commerce, all un-

usually strong vigorous growers, growing in plots

side by side with the early varieties above-named.

As soon as the early varieties got aft'ected the dis-

ease passed in a day or two to those just named, so

that now nothing remains sound but the stems.

Curious enough, the majority of the same varieties

out in the open field are still safe. There is hope so

far. W. J. iliirphij, Clunmd.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—Mr. .Jenkin's doubts and

difficulties seem to have arisen because the term her-

baceous is still obstinately adhered to in schedules

when all sorts of hardy border plants are invited to

be exhibited. Of course many of the plants shown

are, as a rule, not strictly herbaceous, according to

the technical acceptation of the term, but those using

the term in their schedules as a rule, doubtless de-

sire that the appellation should not be too rigidly

interpreted, and that it should rather include hardy

perennials, and possibly even biennials, also, the

object evidentally being to obtain examples at shows

of really hardy plants, as well as of greenhouse or

stove plants. 'The best wording of such class would,

I think, be " hardy border plants, " and although it

might be said that such wording would admit Roses

or other shrubs, yet it would be easy to add, " shrubs

and Hoses excluded." Still, every body understands

so fullv what is meant by the term " hardy border

plants,'' that little ditiiculty is likely to arise from

this form of wording. Then there would be no ques-

tion arise as to the admixture of either perennials or

biennials, when the term " herbaceous " is employed

all real perennials should be excluded, and yet it is

very doubtful whether such be intended in any case.

Happily, in garden nomenclature or treatment these

diverse" terras raise no difficulty, for, whether her-

baceous, perennial, biennial, or otherwise, we class

them as hardy, and that is enough. One of the

gayest of border flowers just now is Lilium candi-

clum, which, would doubtless, with other Lilies, be

ranked as herbaceous, and yet really it is a

perennial, because it is practically evergreen. The
whole matter is, after all, but a mere word-splitting,

and the compilers of schedules will do well to

adopt simpler phraseology, and thus make clear

to all that which should be as plain as a pikestart'.

A. D.

A LARGE LILIUM AURATUM.—The enclosed is a

photo of a Lilium auratum bulb which I supplied

last autumn to a customer, the Rev. .John Irving,

Free Church Manse, Innellan, Scotland. He has to-

day sent me a copy, and thinks it is an unusual sight

to see so many flowers on a spike. It bears thirty-

eight blooms. Each flower averaged II) inches in

diameter, and the whole head was 24 inches in

diameter by 22 in height. Altogether the plant,

possessed a very compact and elegant appearance.

H. Ersl-ine, FjUnhunih. [It is a large head, but we

have seen larger ones ; as, for instance, one grown

in the gardens of the Right Hon. J. Chamberlain at

Birmingham, which bore 119 flowers. See our

columns for October 23, IS.'^G. Ed ]

CYCAS REVOLUTA.—The following account of

the Cycas revoluta which is now in flower in the

gardens of John Ilutton, Esq., of Solberge, North-

allerton, maybe interesting:—The plant is about

forty years old, the stem being 3 feet high, and

.32 i"nc'hes inches in circumference, with sixty-seven

fronds; the flower or cone is l(i inches in length,

and is ofavellow colour, much resembling a very

large Pine-'apple. This plant is a male, and

flowered about fifteen years since, and after flowering

the plant gradually went back by losing the fronds

one after another until they were nearly all gone,

when I found on examining the roots ten large

crowns or young plants, which fully accounted for

the loss of the leaves. I took them all ofi', potted

them, and plunged them in bottom-heat, and all

grew, but the parent plant did not seem to recover
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the strain. I placed it as a curiosity in tlie Orchid-

house, wliere it remained quite dead to all appear-

ance for two years, when, to my surprise,

the plant again showed signs of life by pushing

several crowns at the top of the plant this time,

A RESUSCITATION.—During a terrific wind storm

which occurred a few years since, when many noble

trees came to grief, it will be remembered that

mention was made of the downfall of some fine

Limes forming part of a noble avenue of those trees

FKj!. 19.—HOMEIIIA COLLINA : 1 LOWERS CHANGE-SALMON t OLOURED. (sEE P. 161.)

saye, with a body of helpers, and a stout winch or

two, were obtained, the trees lopped to 30 feet—just
one-third their original height—and were again stood
erect in their former positions. The story of their

replacement has been told before ; but it may now be
added, that each one has made vigorous growth, fine

heads are being formed, and the only cause for regret

is that 10 feet more of top had not been left on each
tree. A. D.

CYTISUS RACEfWOSUS.—In my note on Cytisus
racemosus at p. 03 the following correction should
be made :

—
" Maund., Botanic Garden, vol. v., t. 235,"

should read " Maund., T//e Butaiiist, &c." The mis-
take arose through the volume of the Kew copy of
the latter work being bound up with the titiejiage

of the former. I did not detect the error until Air.

Burbidge wrote to point out something had gone
wrong, when I discovered what it was. R. A. R.

instead of, as before, at the roots ; but they were not
so large. They coniinued to grow and send out two
and three or more leaves to each crown, so I took
them all off but one in the centre to form the crown
again, which has continued to grow and forms the
present beautiful specimen. J. l^icholson, yorthal-

lerton.

in the grounds of llighfield, near Ileckfield. The
gardener, Mr. Davidson, thoughtthat, although those

trees had been thrown flat to the ground, and had. in

bringing up huge masses of soil with them, torn

asunder almost every rout, yet they could be rein-

stated. Being on the Duke of Wellington's estate,

the assistance of Mr. Bell, gardener at Stratlilield-

Societies.

SOUTHAMPTON.
AcGUsT 4 AND C.—The Koyal Horticultural So-

ciety of Southampton may be congratulated upon a
very successful show. The competition was exceed-
ingly keen, while the quality of the exhibits was
good. Vegetables, as always is the case at South-
ampton, were especially a strong feature. Eruit
showed somewhat the effects of the late bad weather
by a greenness in most of the white Grapes, while
most of the black Grapes were of good quality, as

also were most other fruits, the quantity not being
t|uite so great as on some previous occasions.

Plants were an advance in point of number, while the
general good quality was evident throughout.

Plaufs.—'Yh^ principal class was that for twelve
stove and greenhouse specimens, distinct, £18.
£15, and £12, being otlered as prizes. Mr. J.

Cypher, nurseryman, Cheltenham, succeeded in

carrying off 1st honours, with a collection particu-

larly strong in flowering plants, while the foliage, if

not of extra large proportions, was good in quality,

tiie best being an exceedingly healthy Latania bor-

bonica, Gordyline iudivisa, Cycas revoluta. Erica
I'armentieri, yery full and fresh; Phn:nocoma pro-

lifera Barnesii, and Allamanda nobilis. Mr. G.
Lock, gr. to W. B. Cleave, PjS(1., Newcombe House,
Crediton, was 2nd, his foliage plants being superior

to those of the 1st prize group, but the flowering

plants were not so strong a feature. Magnificent
were the specimen Crotons Warreniand Williarasi.

Mr. E. Wills, gr. to Mrs. Pearce. The Firs. Bassett,

Southampton,was a good ord. For the same number
of plants, confined to gardeners only, Mr. J. Amys
was 1st, staging extra fine Allamanda Hendersoni,
Trachelospermum jasminoides, and a very healthy
( 'yeas revoluta ; Mr. N. Blandford, gr. to Mrs. Ilasel-

foot, Moorhill, Bitterne, Southampton, was a good
2nd, staging a fresh good plant of Lasiandra
niacrantha floribunda among many other good
specimens.

For six stove or greenhouse specimens in bloom
Mr. Wills was 1st, the 2nd place being accorded to

Mr. H. James, Castle Xursery, Norwood.
For nine miscellaneous specimens, not less than

three to be in bloom, Mr. E. Molyneux, gr. to W. II.

Myers, Estj., Swanniore Park, Bishop's Waltham,
was an easy 1st, staging Croton Queen Victoria,

good, and a good specimen of Trachelium ca'ruleum ;

2nd, Mr. W. Thompson, gr. to Captain BoUand,
Blighmount, Millbrook.

For the best miscellaneous group, arranged for

efi'ect in 120 square feet, Mr. Wills was an easy 1st.

with a bright light tastelully arranged lot; the

2nd prize show from Mr. James being short of

flowering plants, though otherwise well disposed.

For a collection of Orchids there was only one

exhibitor—Mr. T. Osborne, gr. to II. J. Buchan,

Esq., Wilton House, Southampton, who, however,

made a good show, the most noteworthy plants

being Oncidium Jonesianum, Cattleya Schofieldiana,

Epidendrum nemorale, Cattleya Dowiana. Oncidium
Lanceanum, and the new Cypripedium bellatulum.

Tlie same exhibitor took 1st prize for one specimen

Orchid (not a made up one) with Dendrobium
Dearei. carrying three s])ikes. With Calanthe vera-

trifolia ^Ir. Wills was 2nd.

For six Coleus. four Pelargoniums, four Fuchsias,

and four double Begonias, Jlr. G. Busby, gr. to F.

Willan. Esq., ThornhiU Park, Bitterne. was a good

1st. The best six stove or greenhouse Ferns—

a

healthy lot -were from Mr. Wills, who was closely
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followed by 'Sir. Amys. !Six Celosias. naturally
trained and tVeely flowered, were best from Mr. J. K.
West, gr. to K. K. WyRrani, Esq., Salisbury, llr.

Osborne was 1st for six Fuclisias, distinct, showing
Ave plants 7 to 8 feet higli ; and he also led for a
single specimen flowering plant, .vitli Cypripedium
.Sedeni, carrying twenty spikes. Single Begonias
were well shown by Jlr. Blandford, with small plants
of good habit and extra large blooms. In a brisk
competition for six table plants Jlr. E. Jlolyneux
was 1st, Mr. Wills being 2nd.

Mr. W. Rogers, Ked Lodge Nursery, Southamp-
ton, staged (not for competition) a capital collection
of hardy shrubs, consisting of 15U plants of the best
kinds ; these being effectively arranged at one end of
the tent, created a good efl'ect,

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, showed
a collection of cut blooms of Ilegonias, and also
plants of a double white variety named ( >ctavia,

Fruit.—The leading pri/.e for a collection of six
dishes, distinct (Pine excluded), brought live com-
petitors, all staging well. Mr. II. \V. Ward, gr. to

the Earl of Kadnor, Longford Castle, Salisbury,
easily secured 1st honours with Jluscat of Alex-
andria and Black Hamburgh Gi'apes ; the former witli

good bunches, even berries, and fair colour, the latter
medium-sized bundles of good i|uality, extra line

Hero of Lockinge Melon, and Goshawk Peaches. Mr.
W. Allen, gr. to Sir G. Kussell, Bart., JI.P., Swallow-
iield Park, Heading, was 2nd ; Violette Peaches and
Lord Napier Nectarine, both being richly coloured,
and a capital Melon, were his best dishes. Mr. E.
Molyneux wa.s a good 3rd.

For three bunches of black Grapes, Mr. C. Warden,
gr. to Sir F. Bathurst, Clarendon Park, Salisbury,
was awarded 1st honours among rive lots with even
clusters of Black Hamburgh, good berries and well-
coloured

; Mr. W, Allen, 2nd, with bunches of gooil

size, but rather loose, the berries good in size and
colour ; Mr. C. Curtis, gr. to J. T. Dixon, Esq.,
HoUybank, Hythe, took yrd with larger bunches, but
short of colour, both staging Black Hamburgh. With
three bunches of Buckland Sweetwater, of good
quality, Mr. Jlolyneux was the only exhibitor of
three "bunches of wliite Grapes taking Ist. He again
led for black varieties with Madreslield court of good
quality.

For one Pine-apple, Mr. (i. Lock was 1st, with a
good Smooth Cayenne ; Mr. Ward being 2ud, with a
Queen.
The best scarlet-fleshed Melon came from IMr. J.

Evans, showing a small fruit of Heed's Hybrid; and
with Turner's Scarlet Gem Messrs. W, & G. Drover,
nurserymen, Fareliani, were 2nd. For one ditto,

green-flesh, Mr. Ward, witli Hero of Lockinge was
1st among seven staged

; Jlr. W. Sanders, with the
same variety, was 2nd. For the special prize oft'ered

by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, for their Hero
of Lockinge, Mr. Ward was 1st, with a capital fruit

;

Mr. J. Alien was 2nd.

For one dish of six Peaches, Mr. C. Curtis was 1st,

with Koyal George, rich in colour; ilr. .1. Allen
2nd. And for the same number of Nectarines ten
lots were staged

; Jlr. G. Inglerield, gr. to Sir J. W.
Kelk, Bart., Tedworth, Marlborough, was 1st, having
finely coloured though small fruit ; Mr. E. Jlolyneux
was 2nd, with Pine-apple. Six dishes of fruit, out-
door growth, distinct, from Mr. J. Evans, were 1st

—

a good even lot.

Cut Flowers.—For twelve bunches of cut flowers,

distinct, Mr. J. Evans was 1st, staging a capital lot,

consisting of Liliums Harrisii and lancifolium
roseum, Magnolias, Iniantophyllum, and Eucharis ;

Mr. H. James was 2nd.

Mr. Molyneux had the best twelve hardy her-
baceous flowers among five lots, showing well Phlox
Max Kolb, RudbeckiahcvigataandTracheliumca'ru-
leum ; Mr. B. Ladhams, nurseryman, Shirley, was
2nd.

^

The best twenty-four distinct blooms of Koses
came from Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., The
Nurseries, Salisbury, a good lot, having regard to
the time of year and the weather ; Messrs. Perkins
& Son, Coventry, were 2nd.

For twelve blooms, gardeners only, Mr. W. Cle-
ments, gr. to Mr. II. J. (iibbs, F''oord,"near Salisbury,
was 1st, closely followed by Mr. Neville, gr. to F. W.
Flight, Esq. The Cornstiles, Twyford, Winchester.
Carnations, Picotees, and zonal Pelargoniums, double
and single, were fairly well sliown by Messrs. Keb-
beck & Busby.

Messrs. Keynes, Williams, & Co., staged, " not for
competition," several boxes of Kosei of good quality

;

while from Messrs. Pince, & Co., c ime seventy-two
blooms of Hose Niphetus, and a large number nf
Carnations and Picotees. Messrs. J. Cheal & Sou,

Crawley, Sussex, pnt up one box of pompon and one
of single Dahlias of good quality.

Viyrtablrs made a large show. The ]irincipal

class was for twelve distinct (two kinds of Potatos,
round and kidney, allowed!, which brought forth
seven competitors, rendering the contest sharp. Mr.
C. .1. Waite, gr. to Col. the Hon. W. P. Talbot,
Glenhurst, Esher, was placed 1st for a splendid lot,

the best dishes being Heading Perfection Tomato,
Ne Plus I'ltra Hunner Bean. Stourbridge Glory
I'olato, New Intermediate Carrot, Giant 'White
Tripoli Onion, and Webb's Kinver Mammoth Bean ;

:\Ir. W. Pope, gr. to the Earl of Carnarvon, Ilighclere
Castle, Newbury, was a good 2iid, .staging capital
l>roduce, the most noteworthy being White Elephant
Onion, the Duchess Pea, and Early Puritan Potato.

For nine varieties there were eight entries, the
best coming from Mr. F. .1. Cox, gr. to K. King
Wyndham, Esq., Corhampton Housed Bishop's Wal-
tham, the Turner Hybrid Tomato, White Elephant
Onion, and Duke of Albany Pea being the best ; an
exceedingly close 2nd was Mr. Molyneux.
For the prizes ofl'ered by :\Iessrs. Weljb & Sons,

Mr. C. J. Waite took the lead with produce similar
to that in his twelve prize lot; Mr. Pope .again fol-

lowed close.

There were nine exhibitors for four sorts of round,
and four sorts of kidney Potatos, six of each. .Mr..

H. West having the best, even, clean samples of
leading kinds ; Jlr. Sanders a close 2ud.
For the best nine specimens of Sutton's Reading

Perfection Tomato, for which the firm offered special
prizes, Mr. Waite was 1st with even, large, and well-
ripened fruits ; Jlr. T. AnncUs, gr. to T. .1. Shenton,
Esq., The Glen, Golden Common, Winchester, being
a good 2nd.

The best Tomatos staged were those of Ilaekwood
Park Prolific, from Jlr. W. .Joy, nurser.Mn.an, Shirley.
These were of extra good quality. Mr. Waite was
2nd among twelve lots competing.

Table deconUions, bouquets, &c.. were very fine

on the whole, and the entries were numerous.

ST. NEOTS HORTICULTURAL.
.\uiu;si (1.—This Society held its annual exhibition

as usual on Bank Holiday, and was successful in .all

respects. It took pl.ace in a field in the centre of
the town, and was attended by great numbers of
])eople. The leading exhibitor of jdants was Mr.
Redman, gr. to .1. II. Goodyanies. Esq., Eynesbury ;

Mr. (jeorge Myers, gr. to" the Earl of 'Sandwich,
Hinchingbrook, Huntingdon ; Jlr. Smith, gr. to
Miss Cheere, Popworth Hall. St. Ives; .Jlr. R.
ijarter, gr. to Captain Duncombe, AVaresley ; Mr.
Thomas, gr. to Lord lOsme Gordon, St. Xeots ; Jlr.

Last, gr. to F. Day, Escp, The Priory, St. Neots
;

Jlr. G. Warboys, gr. to Jlrs. Jledland, St. Neots, &c.
Mr. Redman's contributions greatly helped the show.
Jlessrs. Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon, sent some'
stands of good blooms of Carnations and Picotees.

(Jut Roses were a good feature. The Silver (^up,
given by the President, A. 3. Thornhill, Esi].,

Diddington Park, Huntingdon, for twenty-four
blooms w.as won by Mr. E. B. Lindsell,
of Huntingdon ; Jlessrs. G. & W. Burch, of
I'eterborougli, being a good 2nd. Jlr. Redman
had the best stand of twenty-four bunches of cut
blooms, showing a very good lot indeed ; and
bunches of hardy flowers in twelves were a verv good
feature also. Hardy fruits were very fine. 'Vege-
tables, and especially Potatos, in rare form.
Farm produce was very interesting, and the
schedule included prizes for song birds and
other subjects of interest to country people. Large
numbers of visitors came in from tlie surrounding
villages. The success of the Society is mainly due
to the acting Secretary, Jlr. William Ratchelons.

LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL ASSO-
CIATION.

AuGiTs-r 4.—JVithfew exceptions, and those of the
character of Dahlias, Gladioli, &c., that are largely
affected by the wetness and lateness of the season,
this was a very fine e.xhibition. It was held in the
Sef'ton Park. Plants (especially the foliage and
ornamental ones} were surprisingly fine. Some
plants of Crotons, and especially of Queen 'Victoria,

were large in size, and brilliant in development. All
the large plants were arranged on the grass.

Stove and Gret'iihoit.^c Plants.—Several classes were
devoted to these, and there were three entries in that
for twelve specimens, six in flower ; here Jlr. Jami.-s

Cypher, Cheltenham, scored a victory, having of
foliage plants (Jrotons Queen Victoria and augusti-
folius, Kentias Fosteriana .and australis, Latania
borbonica, and Cycas revoluta, a magnificent Erica
depressa, E. Maruockiana, Kalosanthes coccinea,
Phoenocoraa prolifera Barnesi, .Statice profusa, and
AUaraanda nobilis—a very good dozen indeed; 2nd,
Jlr. A. Nicholson, gr. to W. C. Roberts, Esq., High-
field, Leigh, .also witli a very fine lot, having large
specimens of Kentia australis, Cycas circinalis, La-
tania borbonica, Encephalartos villosus, Crotons
Queen "Victoria and angustifolius, Dipladenias ama-
bilis and profusa, Clerodendron Balfourianum, Ixora
Williamsii, Erica jasminiflora, and Allamanda cath-
artica. Mr. Cypher also had the best si.x plants in

bloom, Mr. A. Nicholson being 2nd.
The best eight plants four in bloom, came from

Mr. B. Cornwall, gr. to T. S. Tinians, Esq., Cleveley,
AUerton, who had a magnificent Croton Queen
Victoria, fully 8 feet through, grandly grown and
coloured ; C. Disraeli, Pha'.nicophoriumsechellarum.
and Gleichenia dichotoma, Ixora Dixiana, Alla-
manda Schotti, Erica aimula, and Anthurium Seher-
zerianum. 2nd, Mr. A. R. Cox, gr. to W. H. JVatts,
Esq., Elen Hall, Waverley. Single specimen stove
and greenhouse plants in bloom were also well
shown.

Foliai/e P/anl.<. These were generally of large size

and striking development, and made a fine display
placed down the centre of the plant tent. The best
eight came from Mr. .T. .Tellicoe, gr. to F. 11.

Gossage, Esq., Camplield, Woolton, similar in cha-
racter to those already named : Jlr. Cypher being a
close 2nd. Mr. (Cornwall had the best si.x—a very
good lot ; Jlr. Cox being 2nd. Jlr. B. Hall was Is't

with three fine Palms, and Mr. W. C. Clark 2nd.
Single specimens in three classes were also very
good.

Orchids were shown in collections of four, and also
as single specimens, the plants small but bright.
Mr.J. Cypher had thebestfour; Mr.llenry Tate being
2nd. Mr. Mclver had the best single specimens.

MiscellannnK Floiivring Plants.—These included
greenhouse Ericas, Jlr. Cypher having the best
three; Fuchsias in sixes and threes, generallv old
frames thinly clothed ; single and double zonal
Pelargoniums - good on the whole ; Ivy-leaved .

Pelargoniums, large pyramid-trained sjiecimens,
needing sun-heat to get them into flower. Tuberous-
rooted Begonias, very large, finely-grown, and
bloomed specimens, of Iiigh i(uality : the best six
were shown by Jlr. A. H. Cox. (ilo.xinias, com-
prising some very good plants; Achimenes. Petu-
nias, double and single, finely grown and flowered
plants being the rule ; and Lilium auratum and the
varieties of speciosum were very fine.

E.votic Ferns.—The best eight were shown by Jlr.

Thomas Gowen, Wroseley Hall, Liverpool including
good examples of Davallia Jlooreana, Dicksonia an-
tarctica, Adiantum Lindeni, A. assimile, Pteris
scaberula, Gymnogramma peruviana .argyropbylla

;

2nd, Mr. Cornwall, with well-grown plants of
Gleichenia dichotoma, Jlicrolepia hirta cristata,

Davallia lijiensis plumosa, 1). tenuifolia Veitchiana,
&c. Mr. il. Jtclver had the best four, Jlr. II. Tate
being 2nd. Filmy and Tree Ferns, Lycopods, anil

hardy Ferns, were also good features.

Caladiu/iis and Coletts were represented by medium

-

sized, well-grown, and bloomed plants, but the varie-
ties were somewhat old.

Groups of Plants Arranged for Kfect.—The groups
at Liverpool were required to be of circular shape,
and they are placed down the middle of one of the
tents. The only exhibitor in the class to fill a space
of 2.50 feet was Jlessrs. R. P. Ker & Sons, of the
Aigburth Nurseries, who put up a faultless group, in

which their riclily coloured Crotons were specially
attractive, and some plants of Humea elegans a fine

feature. In that, to fill 150 feet, some very tasteful

groups were set up, Jlr. R. Cox being 1st, and Jlr.

Jellicoe 2nd.

Cut i'7f>Hicrs. - Roses were a leading, and a verv
fine feature. The best forty-eight blooms of Rose's

came from Jlessrs. Harkness & Sons, Bedale, who
put up a very fine lot indeed, the crimson and
scarlet H.P.s being conspicuous for their superb
quality. Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons, Newtonards,
were 2nd ; and Messrs. H. JIack & Sons, Catterick
Bridge, ."rd. Jlessrs. Harkness & Sons had also the
eighteen Teas and Noisettes. Jlr. T. B. Hall,
Rock Ferry, was 1st, with twenty-four varieties

;

Jlr. A. Tate, Woolton, a good 2nd. Mr. Hall
also had the best twelve varieties. The best
bloom of one dark variety was Ulrich Brunner, in
remarkable character, from Jlessrs. Harkness & Sons

;

Jlessrs. A. Dickson & Sons being 2nd, with Marie
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Baumann. The best twelve blooms of a light variety
were Her Majesty, from Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons

;

Messrs. llarkness & Sons being 2nd, with Merveille
(le Lyon. Prizes were also offered for the best
arranged box of Koses, Fern fronds being also
employed. Mr. T. B. Hall was 1st, and Mr. II.

Pewtress 2nd. The best collection of eighteen
varieties of stove and greenhouse flowers came from
Mr. A. Heine, iManchester ; Trentham Gardens sup-
plying a remarkably good 2nd. Hardy flowers, sliown
in bunches of twenty-four and twelve, were good and
numerous. Pansies, Carnations and Picotees,
Dahlias, &c., were below the average.

Bouquets and. Vases.—Messrs. S. Perkins & Sons,
Coventry, had the best two bouquets ; Mr. A. Heine
being 2nd. The latter had the best in the cl.ass for

one, and also the best epergne ; but the stands in
this class were scarcely worthy of Liverpool.
Bouquets of wild flowers were a good feature.

Fruit.—Of this there w.as a satisfactory display,

the bunches of Grapes were very fine, but lacked
finish owing to the absence of sun-heat. The best
collection of eight dishes came from Mr. R. Dawes,
gr. to the Hon. Jlrs. Meynell-Ingram, Temple New-
sam, Leeds, who had Madresfield Court and White
Muscat Grapes, Koyal George Peaches, Lord Napier
Nectarines, Figs, Strawberries, &c. ; 2nd, Mr. W.
Pratt, The Gardens, Longleat, Warminster. Mr. T.
Elsworthy, gr. to A. li. Gladstone, Esq., Court Hay,
had the best si.\ dishes—a good lot ; Mr. D. Lind-
say, gr. to Sir T. Edwards-Moss, Otterspool, being
2nd.
The best Pine-apples in both classes, came from

Trentham Gardens.
Mr. K. Pilkington, Liverpool, had the best four

bunches of Grapes, staging fine examples of Black
Hamburgh, Madresfield Court, Muscat of Alexandria,
and Buckland's Sweetwater. 2nd, Colonel W. W.
Pilkington, Roby Hall, with Buckland's Sweetwater,
Foster's Seedling, Black Hamburgh, and Madresfield
Court.
Black Hamburgh, Madresfield Court, Muscat of

Alexandria, Foster's Seedling, and Buckland Sweet-
water were the leading varieties in the classes for

two bunches. Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, and
Strawberries were also good.

Vegetables.—It must suffice to say that these were
numerous and very fine, Potatos being a great
feature. Messrs. Sutton & Sons' special prizes for
six distinct varieties of vegetables brought a very
keen competition.

New Plants.—First-class Certificates of Merit were
awarded to Messrs. R. P. Ker & Sons, Aigburth,
for Crotons aigburthensis and Aigburth Gem, two
narrow-leaved varieties of great distinctness of
character, the latter being brilliantly coloured ; and
to Messrs. II. Cannell & Sons, nurserymen, Swanley,
Kent, for white Begonia Octavie, the blossoms of
which are like those of a Gardenia, and singularly
pure.

Miscellaneous Contributions.—Among these was a
group of decorative plants, and tliree large circular
groups of Roses in pots from the Liverpool Horti-
cultural Compfiny (John Cowan), Limited

; a group
of Crotons and other stove and greenhouse plants,
from Messrs. R. P. Ker & Sons ; a large collection
of Ferns, from Messrs. W. & J. Birkenhead, of Sale;
plants, wreaths, &c., from Messrs. Jones & Sons,
florists, Liverpool ; cut Begonias, &c., from Messrs.
Rodger McClelland & Co., Newry, Ireland ; cut
bloom of zonal Pelargoniums and single and double
Begonias, from Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons ; and a
group of plants, and also cut flowers, from Messrs.
Dicksons, of Chester, all of which were highly
commended.
Great praise is due to Mr. E. Bridge, the Secretary,

for his excellent arrangements, but the rain, which
fell all Saturday afternoon, prevented many visitors
from witnessing the exhibition, and it is feared a
financial loss will accrue to the Association.

ROYAL SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL.
The thirty-fifth annual meeting of this Society

was held in the class-room of the Ruval Botanic
Gardens, Edinburgh, on the 7th inst., Mr. Malcolm
Dunn, the Palace Gardens, Dalkeith, in the chair.
On the motion of the Chairman, the Earl of Hope-
toun was elected President of the Society.
The Chairman, in his opening address, glanced at

some of tlie more prominent topics of the day in
connecliuu with forestry. Looking back to the year
18,54, when the Scottish Arboricullural Society first

saw the light, they might, he declared, say that the
forestry of the present time was, like the Society,

then in its infancy. In 1S54 their esteemed ex-
President, Dr. Cleghorn, was engaged in working in

the midst of his busy olhcial duties, that great sys-
tem of forest conservancy which he began to put
into execution two years later, and which at the
present time was such a remarkable feature in the
economy of the Government of India, and so full of
promise in the future of that magnificent country.
In that same year the Society was instituted by a
few able and enthusiastic foresters, with a view to

promote a better knowledge of the science and
art of forestry, and the adoption of better
methods for the management of their woods
and forests. Following up the scheme thus
laid down by the pioneers of 1854, the Royal
Scottish Arboricultur.aI Society had diligently perse-
vered in the path so well laid out for it, and had
striven by every legitimate means to foster a love of
the profession among its members, to promote a
correct knowledge of the various systems .and details
of modern forestry, and especially to est.ablish for

young men a suitable education and the best possible
method of training, to qualify them for carrying out
with credit and success the many important func-
tions of a forester. The Chairman then recalled the
part taken by the Society in organising the Forestry
Exhibition of 1884, and afterwards gave an outline
of the proceedings of the Parliament.ary Committee
on Forestry, which resulted in a recommendation
that a Forest Board should be created by the
Government with the view of establishing schools of
forestry throughout the country. It was believed
that such a Board would be formed in connection
with the new Department of agriculture which it

was the intention of the Government to institute.

The Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society would be
entitled to a representative on that Board, along
with other kindred societies, and if the various
bodies took care to elect really efficient represen-
tatives, they might look forward with confidence to
the establishment of proper institutions for the
training of all grades of forestry that the necessities
of the country might require at home and abroad.
As to the prospect of foresters receiving remuner-
ative employment after they had fully qualified
themselves for their profession, he said he had looked
into that aspect of the question with some care, and
it appeared to him th.at there would be no lack of
employment for all duly qualified men, and that the
remuneration would be at least equal to that received
in any other profession in qualifying for which the
same amount of time and money had been expended.
The owners of large estates were every day be-
coming more alive to the fact that their woods
and waste lands must be managed with the
best skill and intelligence, so as to make
them a permanent and valuable source of in-
come, instead of the worthless burden they
had been in the past. There were .about
12,000,000 of acres, nearly all included in the large
estates of the United Kingdom, the annual value of
which did not exceed an average of Is. 3d. an acre.
Allowing a deduction of one-third for high altitudes
of land unsuitable for the growth of forest trees,

there still remained 8,00(J.000 of acres of land which
might be covered with forests to the mutual advan-
tage of the owners and the benefit of the country.
Land at annual value of Is. 3d., or, adding the
value of the one-third deducted, as useless for grow-
ing timber—say, \s.8d.,—could not be of much use for
grazing purposes. After it was once planted it would
in all probability afford as much grazing for stock,
except under Pines and Spruces, under proper regu-
lations, as it had furnished before being planted, and
it would give far better shelter and cover for deer
and other game, which would still be a source of
considerable income. The greater portion of this
land, lying at an altitude of 300 to 1500 feet above
sea-level, was well adapted for the growth of forest

trees, and only required to be properly laid out,
planted, and managed by duly qualified foresters to
quadruple at least the annual income derived from
it, after paying all expenses and allowing for all

contingencies. In addition to all this, the working of
the forests and tfie manufacture of their products
would supply well-paid work to a larger rural ])0|)ii-

lation than now inhabited those districts, and would
thus help to solve one of the greatest social problems
of the day—how best to retain in rural districts a
happy and industrious working population. Nor was
there the slightest danger of overstocking the country
with forest, even if all liiese ."^.OOO.OIHJ acres were
planted. Tlie total area now under woodlands in the
United Kingdom was about 2,788,000 acres, the
smallest proportion to the total acreage of the country
that was to be found in any well-regulated European

State. With the 8,000,000 added, the woodlands
would only cover 14 per cent, of the total area, a pro-
portion which was exceeded by several of the northern
countries in Europe. There was thus a sufficient field
for a greatly extended system of forestry in this
country and a consequent demand for well-educated
and trained foresters. The owners of the land might
have the will to enter on those extensive enterprises,
but some of them might not have the means. That
difficulty could, however, be met, either by Govern-
ment loans or by forming public companies to supply
the money.
Awards for Compelitin: ICvai/s.—Mr. D. F. Macken-

zie, Morton Hall, submitted the report of the judges
on the competitive essays, the following being the
awards

;
— " Report on the Giant Thuia"—Bronze

Medal, A. D. Webster, HoUydale, Holwood Park,
Kent

;
" Report on the Old and Remarkable

Trees of Holwood "—Silver Medal, A. D. Webster
;

" On the Comparative Value of Exotic Coniferaj
.as Ornamental or Timber Trees in Britain "—No. 2
Silver Medal, A. D. Webster; "Landscape and
Economic Planting" — Bronze Medal, Charles S.
France, Ash Cottage, Bridge of Dee, Aberdeen

;

' Botany of Hampshire " — Bronze Medal, John
Smith, surveyor, Romsey, Hampshire ; " Old
and Remarkable Trees, with Photo Album "

—

No. 1 Silver Medal, James Barrie, forester, Ste-
venstone, Torrington, Devon; "Plans and Specifi-
cations for the Erection of Foresters' Cottages "

—

No. 2 Silver Medal, R. B. Keay, forester, Redcastle,
Ross-shire; "On the Comparative Value of E.xotic
Coniferre as Ornamental or Timber Trees in Britain

"

—No. 1 Silver Medal, Thomas Wilkie, Tyninghame,
Prestonkirk

;
" Report on the Advantages of Form-

ing Belts of Plantations on Hill Pasture Lands "

—

Bronze Medal, Thomas Wilkie; "Report on the
Rearing of Underwood for Game Coverts in High
Forests "—Bronze Jledal, Thomas Wilkie ;

" The
Best Approved Collection of Dried Specimens of
Leaves of Hardy Trees "—George Dodds, Went-
worth, Rotherham.

I^rest Board.—The Chairmiin invited suggestions
as to the appointment of a representative on the
Forest Board, which, it was hoped, would be estab-
lished this year in connection with the proposed new
Department of Agriculture.

Dr. Cleghorn said he would much have preferred
that forestry education should have been kept sepa-
rate from agriculture. It was a very important
matter, and he thought the Parliamentary Com-
mittee might have given a stronger expression of
opinion than they did

; but so far as their report
went, it was in a right direction.

Mr. .James W.att, Carlisle, while looking upon
the proposal to appoint a representative as prema-
ture, thought there could be but one opinion as to
the gentleman who should be selected when the
time came. He hoped they would, when the appoint-
ment became practicable, send Dr. Cleghorn to the
Board.

Tke Universities Bill and the Botanic Gardens.—
The Chairman staled that the Council had petitioned
Parliament against the clauses in that bill trans-
ferring the Botanic Gardens from the Crown to the
University, and desired tlie meeting to give an
expression of its opinion on the matter. Jlr.

McKenzie, Edinburgh, said the proposal of the
Government was injurious to foresters, gardeners, and
the public at large. The gardens were invaluable
as a source of technical education, and he urged
strenuous opposition to any change that would impair
their usefulness.

Professor Bayley-Balfour said he was of opinion
that it would be a mistake to transfer the garden,
not only in the interests of the garden itself, but in
the interests of the general public, of the University,
and of scientific and general education. The only
reason given by the Treasury for the proposal was
that it wanted to get rid of the expense of both the
Arboretumand the Botanic Garden. TheArboretum,
however, was not included in the bill, so that the
Ti'easury would still have to keep it up. No one
wanted the change, and he was glad to see that the
public were moving earnestly in opposition to it.

Visiting the Arboretum, and Inverleith Nurseries.—
The business of the meeting over, the members were
conducted around the Arboretum by Mr. Lindsay,
Curator, Botanic Gardens. The various groups of
trees and shrubs, which are arranged chiefly in their
natural orders, were inspected with much interest.
Tlie party then proceeded to inspect the several
Inverleith nurseries belonging respectively to Messrs.
Jas. Dickson & Sons, Messrs, Thomas Methven &
Sons, and Messrs. li. S. Robertson & Co. Mr. John
Methven directed the attention of the party to the
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distinction between the Tyrolese and the native

Larch, in a fine quarter of two year seedlings of

splendid growth. Growing side by side the dif-

ference was very remarkable, the foreign being much
less vigorous and darker in colour than the native.

On leaving the Inverleith Nurseries the Warriston
Nurseries of Messrs. Methven & Sons were next
visited, and the valuable stock of ornamental shrubs
and trees inspected with interest.

TIte Dinner and Presentation to Dr. Cleghorn.—The
annual dinner of the Society was held in the Water-
loo Hotel, in the evening, and advantage was taken
of the occasion to present Dr. Cleghorn with his

portrait, which had been subscribed for by his

numerous friends in appreciation of his eminent
services to arboriculture in this country and in

India. The chair was occupied by Professor Bayley-
Balfour, and Mr. Dunn. Dalkeieth, acted as croupier.

THE SCOTTISH HORTICULTTTBAL
ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary monthly meeting of this Association
was held on the 7th inst., in 5, St. Andrew Square,
Mr. McKinnon, The Gardens, Scone Palace, in the
chair. The Secretary. Mr. Robertson Munro, read
the petition to Parliament, agreed upon at the extra-
ordinary meeting of the Association, reported in our
isuie of last week, against the proposed transference

of the Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, from the Crown
to the University authorities.

The petition was unanimously approved of.

Mr. W. Sutherland read a paper on "The Func-
tions of Horticultural Societies." Assuming that
the machinery for the working of horticultural

societies established by the leaders of horticultural

movements two or three generations back could not
be much improved upon, he yet thought it was pos-
sible and desirable to introduce more elastic methods
to widen the scope of usefulness of societies, so that
their work might meet the requirements of modern
conditions. Something was being done in this way
by such as the Scottish Horticultural Association
and others which had sprung up in various parts of
the country. They cultivated the literary side of
gardening, and encouraged the practical at the same
time, and might further extend their usefulness he
thought by some scheme of federation by which they
circulated their papers and other sources ofinformation
among each other as was done with excellent results by
similar societies in Canada and the United States of
America. He urged that in the questions respecting
the cultivation of the land, its distribution and tenure
lay questions in which such societies might be help-
ful in bringing about a solution of the present de-
pression in agriculture.

With regard to flower shows he held that as a
means of popularising gardening they were excellent
but thought that their power to educate gardeners
was over-rated, in so far as practical matters were
concerned. It was in the garden the exhibitor ac-
quired his skill as a cultivator not in the flower show.
He complained that schedules generally were unfairly
balanced as regards the distribution of the money
value of the prizes, vegetables being in many cases
all but ignored, and in almost every case having
smallest consideration given them.

There were two exhibits of merit, one a numerous
collection of cut flowers of tuberous Begonias, seed-

lings of last year, from Mr. John Downie, Beechhill
Nursery, Edinburgh ; the other, a very superior
3'ellow, was named Mrs. John Downie,
The other exhibit was from Messrs. Munro & Fer-

guson, Edinburgh, and was an improved form of
Matricaria inodora flore pleno named Snowflake.

The Weather.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather for

the week ending Aug. 6. is furnished from the
Meteorological Office ;

—

" The uicather has remained in a cool changeable
showery state, but the amount of cloud and rainfall

has been, as a rule, considerably less than that
recorded of late. Thunderstorms occurred in many
parts of the country during the early part of the
week.

" The femprrature has again been below the mean
in all districts, the deficit ranging from 4° in 'Scot-
land, N.,' ' Ireland, S.,' and the ' Channel Islands,' to
7° in ' England, E.' The highest temperatures were

recorded on August 2 or 3, when the thermometer
over England rose to a little above 70° at the close

of the week ; however, the maximum readings were
below 65'^ in many parts of the kingdom. The
lowest temperatures were recorded during the early
part of the week at our northern stations, and towards
the close of the week at the southern stations, the
thermometer falling below 40'' in all districts

excepting ' England, E.,' and ' England, S.' In ' Scot-
land, E.,' it fell to 34°, while in ' Scotland, \V.,' a
minimum of 33° was registered.

" The rainfall has varied greatly, not only in dif-

ferent parts of the United Kingdom, but in closely
adjacent localities. In some of the western districts

an excess is shown, owing to a somewhat heavy fall,

which occurred on August 4, while in the east and
south of England a similar result was brought about
by the torrential rains which visited some localities

on the night of the Ist. At Ingatestone the amount
measured on the morning of the 2nd was as much
as 3 20 inches.

" Brig/if sunshine has been more prevalent than it

was last week ; the percentage of the possible amount
ranged from 25 in ' England, E.' to 40 in ' England,
S.W.,' and 46 in Scotland, W.'

"

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
duration of the excess or defect of temperature above or
below .32° F. for the period named, and is expressed in Day-
degree — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hours.]
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tiacum. — J. C. X. Spiraea aria?folia.— G. P. 1,

Euphrasia officinalis (the common Eyebright) ; 2,

Epipactis purpurata; 3, Trifolium arvense ; 4, Teu-
crium scorodonia. — Reader. Ehcagnus angusti-
folia. — T. J. Cah'stegia (or Convolvulus) pu-
bescens.— W, H. Wild Chicorv (Cichorium intv-

fus).

Nectarint? : E. B. The fruit of Lord Napier sent

weighs 't\ oz., and is certainly a fine fruit.

Nkctarine Cracking: C. B. The cracking is due
to disproportionate growth of tiie flesh as com-
pared with that of the skin, induced probably by
excess of moisture and heat. It is no more pos-

silde to say why one tree does and anotiier next to

it doPs not, than it is to say why of two children

exposed to an infectious disease one shall take it

and the other not. Plants have their peculiarities

like other living beings.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

IIaage & Schmidt, Erfurt, Germany— Bulbs and
Flower Roots.

Vir.MORix-AxDRiEux & Co., 4, Quai de la Megisserie,

Paris, France—Bulbs and Strawberry Plants.

A. Dessert, Chenonceaux, Indre-et-Loire, France

—

Piiionies.

Jas. M. Thorbuen & Co., 15, John Street, New
York, U.S.A .—American Treeand Shrub Seeds.

Wm. Pauf, & So^f, Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross,

Herts—Bulbs and Winter Flowers.

Jas. Dickson & Sons, 32, Hanover Street, Edin-
burgh—Dutch Flower Roots.

Cooper, Taber & Co. (Limited), 90, Southwark
Street, London, S.E.—

Jas. Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn,
London, W.C—Bulbs.

CoiMMUXiCATioxs RECEIVED. — C. N.. Antibea. — W. F.,
Jamaica.—R. A., Natal.—Sir T. L.—Dobbie & Co.—W. E. G.
K. \'. & Son (thanlts. not uucommon).—H. H. D'O.-J. H.—
C. S., Harvard U.—C. N.—J. H. H., Trinidad.—J. R.. Mena-
biUv—C. L., Erfurt.-G. D.—H. V.—G. P.—C. W. D.—
W. \V.—J. W.—J. W. Wood, Natal.—W. R.—L. L., Brussels.
—C. E. P.—A. F. B.—E. Jeokins.- .7. S.—A. D.-H. W. W.—
G. P.—T. C, Fulham (thanks).—J. G. B.—F. Bardet.—T. A.
—J. C—J. .T. T.-W. B. H.—F. M.
@° CorrMpondents sending plants or fruits to be named, or

asktnff questions demanding time and research /or their solution,
must not expect to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the
current week.

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, Aiifjiist 9.

Large consignments of fruit to hand during the
week, with prices 5rm, and in some instances ad-
vanced. James Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Cherries, half-sieve...

Currants, bik., half-

sieve
— Red, half-sieve..

Grapes, per lb.

£. d.

:

2 0-

3 0-36
2 0-30
10-30

s. d. s. d.

Lemons, per case ...12 0-21
Melons, each ... 10-30
Peaches, dozen ... 2 0-10
Pine-applea,Eng.,lb. 2 0-30
— St. Michael, each 2 0- 5 U

Vegetables.—Average Retail Prices.

d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Mushrooma, punnet 1 U- 1 6
Mustard and Cress,

Artichokes, p. dor....

— English. 100 ...

Beans, Kidney, lb. ...

Beet, red, per dozen
Carrots, per bunch...
Cauliflowers, each ,,.

Celery, per bundle ...

Cuciunbers, each ...

Endive, per dozen ...

Green Mint, bunch...
Herbs, per bunch ...

Leeks, per bunch .,,

Lettuce, per dozen...

POTATos.—Jerseys,

4 0- ...

3 6-60
4- ...

10-20
9- ...

6- ...

16-26
9-10

4 0- ...

4- ...

4- ...

6- ...

1 6- ...

punnet 4- ...

Onions, per bunch ... 5- ...

Parsley, per bunch... 4- ...

Potatos, per cwt. ... 4 0- .5

,, kidney, percwt. 4 0-50
Shallot^s, per lb. ... 6- ...

Spinach, per bushel... 4 0- ...

Tomatos, per lb. ... 1 0- ...

Turnips, per bunch,
new 8- .,,

Vegt. Marrows, each 'A- ...

unsaleable ; English, 2s. 6d. per bushel.

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Aralia Sieboldi, doz. 6

Balsams, per doz. ... 2
Bouvardias, per dozen 9
Calceolarias, dozen 3
Carnations, per doz. 6
Cockscombs, per doz. 2
Coleus, liozen ... 3
Crassula, per doz, ,,, 9
Cyperus, per dozen . 4
Dracsena terminalis.

per dozen 30
— viridis, per doz. 12

Euonymus, in var.,

per dozen ... ... 6
Evergreens, in var.,

per dozen 6
Ferns, in var., doz. 4

Foliage plants, vari-

ous, earh ... ... 2

d. s.d.

0-18 U

0-4
0-12
U- 6
0-18
6-4
0-6
0-12
0-12

0-60
0-24

0-24
0-18

s.d. s.d.

Ficus elaatica, each . 1 6- 7 u

Fuchsias, doz. ... 3 0-80
Heliotropes, dozen... 3 0-60
Hydrangeas, dozen... 9 0-18
Liliums. var., doz. ...18 0-30
Lobelias, per dozen 3 0-60
Marguerites, doz. ... 6 0-12
Mignonette, 12 pots 3 0-60
Myrtles, per dozen... 6 0-lL'

Palms in var., each 2 6-21
Pelargoniums, doz... 6 0-12
— Ivy-leaf, dozen... 3 0-6
— searlft, dozen ... .3 (10

Rhoiianthe, perdoz... 4 (V 6
Scented Gfrantum,

per dozen 3 0-60
— Verbena, perdoz. 4 0-60

Zinnia, per dozen ... 4 0-60

Ekdding-out Plants.

Per dozen, Is, to 2s.
; per box, Is. to 3*.

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Asters, 12 bunches... 4— French, per bun. 1

Bouvardiaa, per bun.
Carnations, 12 blms. 1— dozen bunches... 4

Chrysanthemums,
annual, 12 bun. ... 1

Cornflower, 12 bun. 1

Delphiniums, 12 bun. 3
Eucharis, per dozen 3
Forget-me-nots, 12
bunches 2

Gardenias. 12 blooms I

Gladiolus, doz. sprays
Heliotropes, 12 spr.
Lavender. 12 bun. ... 3
Lilium longiflorum,

12 blooms .3— candidum. 12 bl.

Marguerites, 12 bun. 3

d.s. d.

0-6
0- 1 6
6- 1

0-2
0-6

0- Z
6- 3
0-6
0-6

0-4
6-4
8- 1 6
&- 1

0-4 6

0-5
6- 1 6
0-6

s. d. s. d.

Mignonette, 12 bun. 2 0-40
Pansies. 12 bun. ... 10-20
Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 6-10
— srarlet, 12 spr.... U 3- 6

Pinks. 12 bun 3 0-60
Poppies. 12 bun. ... 4 0- 6
Primulas, double, 12
sprays 9-10

Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2 0-40
Rhoiianthe, 12 bun. 4 0- 6

Roses, Tea, per doz. 6-16
— coloured, dozen. 2 0-40
— red, per dozen ... 6- 1

— ,, 12 bunches 2 0-60
— Safrano, dozen... 9-16
— Moss, 12 bun. ... 4 0-12

Stephanotis, 12 spr, 2 4

Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 2 0-40
Sweet Sultan,12bun. 2 0-40
Tuberoses. 12 blms.... U 4- 9

SEEDS.
London: August P^.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons,

seed merchants, of 37, Mark Lane, E.G., report :—
To-day's market thinly attended, with but little

business doing. An exceedingly firm feeling, never-
theless, characterises the trade generally. This
applies more particularly to white Cloverseed, Al-
sike, and Trefoil. In white there has been a fair

trade doing at enhanced rates. Alsike and Trefoil
also tend upwards. More money is asked for im-
ported Italian. The new samples of French Trifo-
lium are not liked. Mustard and Rapeseed move off
slowly on former terms. Blue Peas realise last
week's prices. In bird seeds there is no change.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Spitalfields : August S.—Buyers few and busi-

ness slack, owing to holidays. Supplies of all kinds
continue to be abundant. The following are the
ruling quotations:— Cherries, Is. 6(^. to 5s. per half
sieve : black Currants, 3s. to 3s. Sd. do. ; red Cur-
rants 2s. to 2s. 6d. do.; white Currants, 2s. Qd. to
3s. Qd. do. ; Gooseberries, 2s. to 3s. do. ; Raspberries,
2d. to id. per 1 lb. punnet ; ditto, 20s. per cwt.

;

Strawberries, 2s. to 3s. Qd.per peck ; English Tomatos,
2s. Gd. to 3s. 6d. per peck ; foreign do., Is. 2d. to
Is. Gd. per box ; foreign Green Gages, 25. to 3s.

per bushel of about 18 lb. ; Pears, 2s. to 2s. 3d. per
bush'fl of about 2-4 lb. ; Apples, 7s. per box; foreign
Plums, 2s. 3(/. to 3s. 3d. per fiat ; ditto, 2s. 6d. to
35. 6(^. per round basket ; Vegetable Marrows,
Is. fid. to 2s. 6d. per dozen ; Peas, Is. to
2s. 6d. per bushe! ; ditto, 2s. to 4s. Gd. per sack

;

Broad Beans, Is. to Is. Gd. per bushel ; do., 2s. to
3s. per sack ; Scarlet Kunners, Gs. to 6s. Gd. per sieve

;

French do., 3s. Gd. to 4s. Gd. do.; Carrots, Is. dd.

to 2s. per dozen bunches ; Turnips, 2s. to 2s. 3d. do.

;

spring Onions, Is. 3d. to 2s. do. ; Mint, Is. to Is. Gd.

do. ; Parsley, Od. to Is. 3d. do. ; Cabbages, Is. to 3s.

per tally ; foreign Onions, 5s. to 7s. per cask of about
130 lb. ; frame Cucumbers, 2s. to 3s. per dozen

;

common do., 9d. to Is. 3d. do. ; Cos Lettuces, 6f^. per
score of 22; Beetroots, Gd. toSd. per dozen; Endive,
Is. to Is. Gd. do. ; English Walnuts (for pickling),
Is. Gd. per half sieve ; Mangels, 15s. to 22s. per ton.

Stratford : August 7.—Both trade and supplv
have been good during the past week. Quotations :

—Carrots, household, 25. Gd. to 3s. Gd. per dozen
bunches

; Mangels, 16s. to 20s. per ton ; Water-
cress, 6^. to 8rf. per dozen bunches ; Gooseberries,
4s. to 5s. per flat ; Currants, black, 45. to 4s. Gd. per
half sieve; do., red, 3s. Gd. to 4s. do. ; Green Gages,
2s. Gd. to 4s. Gd. per box ; Cucumbers, Is. Gd. to 4s,

per dozen; Cherries, 2s. Gd. to 4s. Gd. per half
sieve ; Peas, 3s. to 5s. per bag.

POTATOS.
Borough AND Spitalfields: -4«^»s^ 7.—Supplies

are adequate to demand, which is dull. Quotations.
—Shaws, GOs. to 705. ; Hebrons, 70s. to 90s. ; kidneys,
80s. to 90s. per ton.

Spitalfields : August 8.—Quotations : — English
Regents, 3s. to45. ; do. kidneys, 3s. to 4s.; Beauty of
Hebron, 2s. to 3s. Gd. ; Early Rose, 2s. to 3s. ; Jt^rsey

kidneys, 4s. to 5s. ; do. flukes, 3s. Gd. to 4s. 9d.
; St.

Malo rounds, 3s. to 3s. 3d.
;
do. flukes, 3s. to 5s.

;

Lisbon rounds, 3s. 6f^. to 4s. ; C'herbourg do., 3s. to

3s. 6c?. ; do. flukes, 45. Gd. to i)S. Gd. per cwt.

Stratford: August 7. — Quotations: — English
kidneys, 80s. to iO0«. ; Beauty of Hebron, 60s. to

80s. ; Roses, 655. to 75s. per ton.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
]> H A L L I D A Y and CO. desire to
J-Ij* draw special attention to their Cucumber Frames,
of which they always have a lar^e stock, ready glazed and
painted. They are made of the best materials, and can be put
together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Prices delivered to any station in England :

—

£ s. d.
2-light frame, 8 feet by 6 feet 1 p,,v;n„ ( 3 10
3-Iightframe, 12feetby6feet^^^'^'^*''"^ < 5 5
6-lightframe. 24feetby6feet)^'^^* *""^^)

10
The glass is nailed and puttied in. Lights and framing for

brick pits at proportionately low prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
Hothouse Builders ami Engineers,

KOYAI, HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON,
MANCHESTER.

London Agent, Mr. H. SKELTON, Seedsman, &c.,
2, HoUoway Road, N.

HORTICULTURAL CLASS.
A large quantity of all descriptions and
sizes in stock, at the lowest possible prices.

NICHOLLS & CLARKE,
SHOREDITCH, LONDON, E.

'1'' H S. \F. ROBINSON,
-L Dennis Park Tronwork>i. Stourbridge.

4- in. Expansion Joint Hot-water Pipes, 9 feet long. As. Srf.each;
4-in. Socket Hot-water Pipe3. 9 feet long, 45. 6rf. each.

Illustrated revised price List on application, free.

ORTICULTUKAL GLASS,
GLASS BELLS, &c.BOCHEZ-VANDER ELST,
Charleroi. Belgium.

Agents: H. PUCKEBT and CO.. 110, Cannon St., London, E.G.

HY. VAN & CO.
(The Oldest London House in the Trade, Estd. 17S(i),

25, Tooley Street, London Bridge, S.E.
Illustrated CATALOGVES P.at-free.

PROTECTION FOR FRUIT AND FLOWERS.
GARDEN NETTING, 2 yards wide, IJii., or per 100 yards,

10a-. : ditto, 4 yards wide, 3d., or per 100 yards, 20s,
SCRI.VI CAN\'AS, 1 yard wide, 3d.. ; IJ yard, 4jrf. ; and

2 yards, 6rf. per yard.
TIFFANY, .3S inches wide, in 20 yard pieces, 3s. 6rf. per piece.
SHADING BLINDS made up any size,

RICK CLOTHS, TARPAULINS, Corn and Potato SACKS,
FLAGS, TENTS, &c., for Sale or Hire.

TOBACCO PAPER, RAFFIA, and Garden MATS ot all kinds,

ROCKERIES, FERNERIES,
WINDUVV CASKS, CAVES. W.\TKKFALLS, WIMjOW
BOXES. AQUARIA, ARTIFICIAL RUCKW'ORK for Ball-
rooms, Halls, Staircases, &c., designed and constructed, under
personal superintendence of

HARPHAM AND HOWES,
Horticultiiral Depot, 107, Church Street, Edgware Road, N.W.

Estimates and Illustrated Lista Free.

CARSON'S PAINT
Piilronised by Jii.uuu of tJie Nobility, lleiitry,

and Clergy, for all kiml^ of

OUTDOOR "WORK, CONSEKVATOBIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisouous Paints for Inside of Conservatories, &o.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

LA BELLE 8AUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, E.C.

BACHKLOBS WALK. DUBLIN.— Oi<c.iim( ttiT Cfiih.
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THOMAS'S
TRAINING TRELLISES.

Nu. .SI. GALVANISED AFTER MADE.
For training Peas instead of

-ticks. Tniiiiincf plants to walls,
^i\ In Panels.
6 f-^'t hy 3 feet ... 2.s. each.

6 fert hv 4 feet ... 3.^. each.
6 i'>-t hv B feet ... 4-'. each.

6 feet liy 6 feet ... 6'^- each.

Marie any size to order at
following prices:

—

2 in. \\ in- mesh,
4rf. 4,-ti(. per foot super.

Illustkated Oatalohue on Application.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
87, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

20X16
22X16
24x16
20x18
22x18
24X18

21-OZ. Foreign of the above sizes, in 100 nnd 200 feet boxes,
^rils iiini 4tlis (jualities, jihviiys kept in stock.
A large stock of similar current sizea of 16-OZ. glass in

200 feet boxes.
UltijU.^h Glass, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, incluaing

fi'cs deiivfr Lj ill titi; coitiitri/ in /jimiifitics.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. Joiin Street, West Smithfleld, London, E.C.

.'Stock List iind Prices on apptic'ition. Price List of Colours.
V'lniishes. Dcsignsof.Stfunedyt Leaded G/iiss. Quote Chronicle.

"^
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THE SPHINCTER GRIP ARMOURED HOSE COMPANY, Limited,

63, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G.

GARDEN HOSE. GARDEN HOSE. GARDEN HOSE.
Unequalled for DurabUty, Flexibility, and Ligbtness. Practically Indeatructlble. WIU wear out ten

ordinary Hoses, and withstand unlimited pressure.
IT CANNOT KINK OR COLLAPSE. IN U.\IfliliSAL /IhUAX/). UAI'IDLV HUPLACING ALL OTIIEIi HOSES.

A Company, aa above, harinR been forniej tn work the SPHINCTER GRIP ARMOURED HOSE PATENTS, this Hose is now oaereil to
llie juiblio at the unilermeutioued uuprecedeuteiily luw |irit,M.

PRICE LIST
BEST QUALITY RED OE BLACK RUBBER.

Hand-made from best Para Rubber only; no iniurious compositions
or ailnltenttion.

Armoured by the Sphincter Grip Patent process, with Spring Steel
Galvanised Wire.
^inch. |-ineh. 1-inch in diam.
\s. \j^d. Is. id. Is. 6rf. per foot.

^-inch. |-inch.

id. IIM.
Larger sizes on application.

4/-

»/-

8/-

2/-

lu/u la/-

10/-

3/-

PRICE LIST.
HOSE FITTINGS.

^-in. g-in. fin. ^in. 1-in.

Hose Screws, per pair 3/- 3/d 4/- 4/6 hj-
Brancli Pipe.withTap.-Tet.andRoseeomplete 5/6 7/-
High-pressure Screw-down Tap for Iron or J-, ^ ,.,

Head Pipe r^""
^'"^

If Screwed Nose, extra -/9 1/3
Fittings made to anj' gau^e without extra, charge.

For chpaper Hose (not rpi-ommemled) see Prii-e List.

Existiiifi lTo?e9 of any description now in use may be armoured at a small cost, thereby addiag considerably to their strength .ind
diiraiiililv. tSpet-ial tariff on application.)

f^ A TT'T'T/ ilV '^\\^^ Patents umler wliii.'h the Sphincter Grip Ilose is armoured are now the exclusive property of this Company, and tlie
^'**- '-' * i^-i-^* . Puhlif are cautioiu^d Mtrniri-f pan.-liLi'^mi; wort hl'-<s and spurious imitiitiuii-;. a-^ iiifriii-;.>nicTit-> will h • promptly pro-StTutnl.

Illustrated and Descript ve Price Lists Free. Garden Endues. Hose Reels, Pumps. Syringes, Hydronettes, Lawn
Fountains. Sprinklers, Tap Unions, Hose Screws, Fittings of every Description.

WATER SUPPLIES.—Eoports and Estimates Oratt's /*>/ E.rperienoed J'.iu/hieers.

mum & PAUL

NEW

CATALOGUES,
POST-FREE,

Containing New Ppsigns of

CONSERVATORIES,
GREENHOUSES, GARDEN

FRAMES, BOILERS for Heat-

ing Apparatus, and all requisites

for the Garden.

BOULTON & PAUL'
No. 74,

PLANT FRAMES.
Most useful of all Frames.

2 lights 8 by 6 feet £476
Hijlhts 12 by 6 feet 6
4 lights 16 by 6 feet 7 12 G

, Vlighta 20 hy 6 feet 9 5
i I I Kl'ts 21 by 6 feet 10 17 6

liest Wuoil. 21-oz. English Ijla-s.

r II ited i Coats. Carriage I'aid tu any
Sf il on in Kii;,'lai

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, NORWICH
All sizei in stock.

Keio CATALOnUE rcmJi;.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.

FliOM To

W. RICHARDS,

41, Wkllinhton Stbrrt, Stra.vd,

T.nxnoN, w.c.

188S.

Please send me "The Gardeners' Chronicle" for MoIiILh,

commencing _, for which I enclose P. 0.0.

^^^ Please Note that all Copies Sent Direct from this Offlce must be paid for in advance.

THE UNITED KINGDOM : — 12 Months, 1.5s.; 6 Months, 7.'. 6/.; 3 Months. 3^. 0</. ; Post-free.

FOREIGN SUKSCRIPTIONS (excepting India and China) :—Including Postage, 17.«. &!. for Twelve .Months. India and China, 19.«. V„l.

Receipts for leas than six montlis' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

P. 0.0. to he made payable at the Post Office, No. 42, DRURY LANE, London, to W. RICHARDS.
Cheques nhouhl he rro-tseil " D7iU.\fMOND," Aug. 11. 1388
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Scale of Charges for Advertising.
Head Line charged as two.

£0 3
i

15 LinesLines
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GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30;
thirteen years' practical experience in all branches.

Eight years' good character.—G. HAWKES. 3, Myrtle Cottages,
Streatham, S.W.

ARDENER cHeau Working).—Age 30,
married, one diiu^httT, uge V2 ; twenty-four years'

thorough experii^nce. Guuii all-round. |Good character and
testimonials.—CHIDLKY, liishop'.i Lydiard, Taunton.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 29;
fourteen years' experience, six aa Foreman in two

large establishments, where fruit, Plants, and \'eo;etables

exteusively grown. Highly recommended.—D. HUGHES,
Roby Hall Gardens, Liverpool.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
Swingle at present; fourteen years' good practical expe-

rience in all branches of the profession. Good character and
references.—State wages and all particulars to \V. PROSSER,
Tuamore Park Gardens, Bices^ter, Oxon.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
married ; 'Ifteen years' practical experience in Early and

Late Forcing, Grapes, Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons, Tomatos.
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gar-
dening. Five years' good character as Head,—C. SAUN1>ERS,
Steeple Claydon. Wiiislow, Bucks.

GARDENER (Head Working), where four
or tive others are kept.—Age 36, married, two chiklren

(youngest age il) ; thoroughly understands the profession in all

its branches. Abstainer. First-class references. Four years
in last situation ; six and a half years previous as Head.
Satisfactory reason for leaving.—MARSHALL, 3, Albert
Terrace, Castle Hill, Ealing, W.

ARDENER (Head AVorkinq).—Age 36,
married ; abstainer. Twenty years' practical experience

in the Cultivation of Grapes. Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,
Tomatos, Mushrooms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns,
Orchids, Roses, Chrysanthemums, Flower and Kitchen Garden-
ing, Early and Late Forcing. Highest references.—GARDENER,
Crow Nest Park, Lightclitfe. Halifax.

ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF.—Age 30, single; good reference from last

and previous employers. Well up in all branches of Garden-
ing.—C. B., 18, Salisbury Road, Upper Holloway, N.

^^ ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Vj Age 33; nine years' experience. Indoor and Outdoor, af
private places. Good character. Total abstainer.—C. SUTTON,
7, Woodbury Cott;ige. Woodlands, Tonbridge.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Good Grape Grower. Stove and Greenhouse Plants and

Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Twelve years' excellent
reference.—G. WHITFMAN, Lambton Street, Chester le-Street,

Durham.

GARDENER (Head or Second).—Married,
no family; practioil knowledge of profession in all

branches. Good reference. — JAMES HILLING, Brown
Candover. Alre^^ford, Hants.

GARDENER; married, no encambrance.—

A

Gextlemax recommends a very respectable, efficient,

and hard-working man, as above.—W. S., A. D. Rjbertson,
Esq., Caen Leys. Ashtead, Surrey.

GARDENER.—Thoroughly experienced; has
a good knowledge of everything connected with Horti-

culture. CouldgrowforMarket if required.—COSMOPOLITAN,
Journal Ollice, Newport, Isle of Wight.

p ARDENER.— Age 35, two children;
VJ thorough practical Gardener. Eight and a half years
with present employer. Cause of leaving, gentleman giving up
establishment.-H. N., 3U, Albert Street, Wisbech, Cambridge-
shire.

GARDENER ; age 34, married, no family.

—

Mr. TiLLVAKD, Gardener to the Earl of Yarborough,
Brocklesby Park, Lincolnshire, can with confidence recommend
his lite Foreman, Joseph Hughes, to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring a good practical Gardener.

ARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 26;
understands Houses, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good

references.—A. JACOBS, Mill Green, Ingatestone, E^sex.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 25,
single ; over five years character. Would not object to

Horse and Trap.—A. H. COLLINS, Beruers Hill, Flimwell,
Hawkhujst.

ARDENER (good Single-handed).—Age
29, married ; understands Vines, Melons, Flower and

Kitchen Garden. Good references.—W. MOON, Alva Lodge,
We,stwood. Ramsgate, Kent.

:VRDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
—:Mi(Mle-uged, married ; thoroughly experienced. Ten

years' exct-llfut character.-J. S., 4, Sherwood Villas, Putney
Road. Ejifield Wash, Middlesex. ___^^^
GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 26,

married; experienced in Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Vines, Forcing, &c.. Flower and Kitchen Garden. Total
abstainer. Two years' excellent character from present em-
ployer; nine years' previous.-F. E., 4, Charles Terrace, King's
Road, Mortlake.

0_ARDENER (Single-handed, or Under).
VJ —Age L'6; eleven years' good practical experience Inside
and Out. Goo I references. Abstainer.—J. LIDDIARD,
Wetli>'rs field, near Braiutree.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Under).—
Age 28, Hinglf; understands Kitchen ami Flower

Garden. Good character, and satisfactory reason for leaving.
—J. D.. Buckland Cottage, Parkstone, Dorset.

GARDENER (good Second or Single-
handed).—Age 26; eleven years in good places. Good

character.—E. N., 2, Harefield Road, Uxbridge, Middlesex.

G

G

GARDENER (Second, where four or tive

others are kept, or good Single-handed).—Age 26;
good general experience Inside and Out, Sober and trustworthy.
Good character and well recommended.—Please address, stating
wages, to H. G.. 15, Ferrers Road, Natal Road, Streatham, S.W.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 24, single;
understands Stove, Greenhouse, and Kitchen Garden.

Over tive years' highest reference.—F. HARMER, Wcstou Park,
Stevenage, Herts.

Gl ARDENER (Second) ; age 24.—Mr. G.
r Kkates, Temple Gardens, Marlow, Bucks, can with

confidence recommend J. KETCHER, who has been with him
twojearsus Second. Abstainer.

p ARDENER (Second) ; age 27.—Mr. W.
VT HOLLINGSWORTH, The Gardens, Tuam Court. Lough-
borough, Leicestershire, can with confidence recommend P.
Martin, who has been with him two and a half years.
Abstainer,

p ARDENER (Second), in good establish-
\IA ment.—Age 20; understands Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Flower and Kitchan Garden, Two and :i half years'
good character from last situation,—H, THOMAS, Mytton
Fitz, near Shrewsbury.

GARDENER (Under or Single-handed), or
in Nursery or Florist's.—Age 24; willing and active.

Good character. Steady and sooer. — T. H„ 15, Wellesley
Road, Leytonstone, E.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22; six years'
experience Inside and Out. Strong, active, and willing.

Excellent character.—G, CKANNELL, Hersham, Walton-ou-
Thames, Surrey.

p ARDENER (Under). — Age 21 ; seven
VX years' experience. Inside and Out. Two years in pre-

sent situation. Excellent character from present and previous
employers.-G. T. R., 19, Percy Gardens, Isleworth, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Under), or where he cau im-
prove himself.—Age 20; four years in present situation

as Under Gardener, Indoor and Out. No objection to see after
a Pony and Trap. Excellent character from present employer.
—State particulars to W. WILCOX, Elton, Notts.

GARDENER (UNDER),or JOURNEYMAN in
the Houses iu a Gentleman's Garden,—Age 23 ; ten

years' experience in Fruit, Plant, and Vegetable G: owing.
Good reference.—UNDER, Crow Nest Park, LightcUffe, Halifax.

To Nurserymen, &c.
FOREMAN (Working), or MANAGER, in

a small Nursery.—.\ge 30, married ; fourteen years expe-
rience in Propagating, Growing Plants, Cut Flowers, Tomatos,
Cucumbers, &c, ; expert Budder, Grafter, and Nursery Work
in general. Good Salesman. Highest testimonials.—WM.
WILLIAMS, 7, Oddy Place. Headingley, near Leeds.

FOREMAN, in Nobleman or Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 32, f^ingle ; fifteen years' experience.

Good tastimonials.-W. GARDENER, 3, The Nursery, George
Lane, Lewisham, S.E.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 26 ; eleven
years' experience in good establishments. Thoroughly

recommended as to character and ability.—J. J. H., Little
Graven Hurst. Bolney, Hayward, Sussex.

T^OREMAN.—Age 25 ; twelve years' practical
-i- experience. Well up in Fruit and Flower Culture,
Forcing, &c. Five years' good character from last place.

—

Address, with particulars, H. DEE, Mr. Wagstaffe, Amberley
Court, Stroud.

FOREMAN PROPAGATOR, and GROWER.
—Age 27 ; used to Selling. Experienced in turning out

Good Stuff, and plenty of it. Pelargoniums, Begonias, Bou-
vardias. Primulas, Cyclamens, Solauums, Chrysanthemums,
Hydrangeas, Ferns, Bedding Plants, Forced Flowers of all

kinds. Cucumbers, &c. Good references. LAJMBERT, Balham
HiU Nursery, S.W.

FOREMAN, SALESMAN, and FLORIST.—
Age 26; eleven years' experience in all tranche- of the

Trade. Able to take cliarge. Excellent references.—DAPHNE,
Renishaw Hall, Chesterfield,

rOREMAN~GROWERTorSALESMAN.—
Age 26; ten years' experience of general Nursery Stock.

Good Floral Decorator. Excellent character.—W. R., 3,

Raleigh Road, Richmond, Surrey.

]yrURSERY FOREMAN. Ground or General.—
X 1 Twenty years' practice iu best Nurseries ; well recom-
mended.—X. Y.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

RUIT GROWER or MANAGER for Market.
—Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Mushroooms, Tomatos,

Cucumbers, Melons, &c. Fifteen years' experience.—GROWER,
141. Clarendon Road, Notting Hill, W.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER for Market.
—Hard and Soft-wooded Plants, Roses, Clematis. &c.

Twenty years' experiencein London audProvinces.-HORTUS,
35, Stamford Road, Fulham, S.W.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 80;
Pelargoniums, Bouvardias, Roses, Ferns. Cut Flowers,

Bedding Stuff iu quantities. Grapes, Cucumbers, Tomatos,
and Mushrooms. Good rL-ferences.-A. R., 2, Bedford Terrace,
East Finchley, N.

OURNEYMAN (First), in the Houses in a
good establishment.—Age 25; good character.—G. L.,

The Gardens, Kempshott Park, near Baaingstoke, Hants.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in the Houses, in a
good <-*:.t;iljlishmeut. — Aj^e 23

;
^oyd i-liaructer — O.

HARVEY, Eilwurd Street, New Towu, SouthUorough. Tun-
bri.lge VVlIIs.

JOURNEYMAN, ia the Houses aud Outside, in
a Gentleman's GardeQ.—.\ge \i\ ; four years' good

character.—E. MELLISH, Station Koad, Swaiiage, Dorset.

JOUKNEYMAN, in the Houses, or Outside.
—Age 21 : five years* experience. Good character from

last place.—J. TEKKY, Whitchurch, near Eeadiiig, Berks.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or Inside
and Out, in good Garden. Six years' experience. Good

references.—J. ROSE, Gardens, Normanby Park, near Dou-
caster.

JOURNEYMAN, In or Outdoors.—Age 18;
abstainer. Two years under Glass and General Work

Outiloors. Good references.-A. C, 52, Bathurat Mews,
SusJiex Sijuare. Hyde Park. W.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 23;
eight years' experience. Can obtain good references.

Bothy preferred.—H, BENNETT, Greenland, Henley-ou-
Thames, Bucks.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, in a Gentle-
man's Garden or Nursery.—Age 21 ; five years" experience.

Good character.—A. TROTT, Yew Tree Cottage, Crawley,
Sussex.

OURNEYMAN, or Second.—Age 23;
two years iu the Houses here. Abstainer.—T. BARSON,

Fairford Park Gardens, Fairford, Gloucestershire.

1^ R E S T E R.—A Scotch Forester seeks a
situation. Is thoroughly capible in all brandies, also

in general Estate Work. Best references.-BRITl AN AND
SON, Watrrloo Nursery, Salisbury.

IMPROVER, in a good Nursery.—Used to
Tomatos, Cucumbers and Cut Flowers.—B., Mrs. Walton,

Westbourne, near Emsworth.

IMPR(_)^'ER, in the Houses, under a Foreman.
—A^'f L'J ; two years" good character.—J. HOATH, Fermor

Road. Cruwborough, Sussex.

IMPROVER, in good Garden.— Age 18;
three years in present situation. Can be well recom-

mended by present employer.—E. M., The Gardens, South
Belmont, Doncaster.

IMPROVER, in Houses.—Age 19; will pay
£5 premium. Three aud a half years" good character from

present situation.—MORGAN, The Gardens, Nantyderry, near
Abergavenny Monmouthshire.

TMPROVER, in the Houses.—Age 21; five
-I- years' experience in present situation. Good character.
Botby preferred.-CHARLES GRAY, The Gardens, Lilford
Hall, Ouudle, Northamptonshire.

'^ro NURSERYMEN.—AN^auted, a situation to
JL take cliarge of Nursery. Well up in Growing Plants and
Flowersfor Market. Single-handed preferred. Good character
from present employer. Total abstainer-- J. WELL, Mr. C.
Carnall, Barkby Thorpe, Leicester.

HEAD GARDENERS.—A strong healthy
Lad (age 17), used to Garden Work, wants a situation, in

the bothy, under a Foreman. Would give a Premium. Good
character.—ROBERT MASON, Ridgelands, Bidborough, near
Tunbridgewells. Kent.

jlTANAGER, BOOK-KEEPER, or CORRE-
1*X SPONBENT.—Age2i3; thirteen years in Nursery and
Seed Trade. Highest testimonials.—CLIMAX, Gardeners'
ChroJiicle OlSce, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN (Head;.—Advertiser, a thoroughly
practical man, is now open for an appointment as above,

having had much experience in all branches. Just finished a
long engagement with a leading firm. First-class testimonials.
—ILEX, Messrs. Watkins & Simpson, 12, Exeter Street,
Strand. W.C.

SHOPMAN, as First or Second Counter
Hand in a Retail Seed Business.—Age 22; good experi-

ence in all departments. Active and willing. Good references.
—J. H. MASON. IS, Marlborough Road, Oxford.

ACKER and HANDY MAN.—All kinds
New Work, Repairs, Boiler, Gas, Cold and Hot-water

Fitter, &c.—X. Z., Mr. Turner, Nurseryman, King Street,
Hammersmith, W.

ANDY-MAN, Trade or Estate.—Active

;

Carpenter, Painter, Glazier, Boiler?. Cold and Hot-water
Fitter to any extent. — C. T., 225, Kilburu Park Koad,
Paddington. W.

HANDY-MAN—Thorough good, on a Gentle-
man's Estate, or to do Repairs of an Estate of Houses.

Total Abstainer. Good characters.—J. J. L., 53, Whistler
Street. Drayton Park, N.

OLLOWAY'S PILLS.— Nervousness and
want of Energy.—When first the nerves feel unstrung,

and listlessness supplants energy, it is the right time to- take
some alterative as HoUoway's Pills to preventdisorder running
into disease. These excellent Pills correct all irregularities
and weakness. They act so kindly, yet so energeticallv on the
functions of digestion and assimilation, that the whole body is

revived, the blood is rendered richer and purer, the muscles
become firmer and stronger, aud the nervous and absorbent
systems are invigorated. These Pills are suitable for all classes

and all ages. They have a most marveUous effect on persons
who are out of condition; they soon rectify whatever is in
fault, restore strength to the body and confidence to the mind.
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SPAN FRAME
For Brick Wal;s, with

Lantern Ventilator.

SECTION No. 7.

Feet. Feet. £ «. d.

lii X 10 .. 11

lii X 10 .. 13 1.5

L'd X 10 .. l."> l-T

L'4 X 10 .. 18 1.5

il8 X 10 . . 21 10

33 X 10 . . 24 8
3fi X 10 .. 27 5

40 X 10 .. 30
44 X 10 .

.

32 18

48 X 10 .

.

3.5 15

52 X 10 .

.

38 10

Terms :

—

Nett Cnah on

SPAN FRAME
For Brick Walls, with

Lantern Ventilator.

SECTION No. 10.

Feet. Feet.

12 X J2

X
X
X-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10
20
24

36
40
44
48

12

12

12
12

12

12
12

12
12

12

£ s.

14 7
17 10
20 12

24 5

27 15
31 5
34 15
38
41 15
45 5

48 10

delivery. Package free.

TESTIMONIAL.

From CIeoege Higqins,

Esq., Eastlands, Dul-

wich, S.E.

:

—
" Deab Sins,

—

" The Frames arrived m
perfect order. Now they

are placed in position I am

very pleased with thtm

I would never buy the

old kind of light again

although yours are a little

dearer at the first, they

must be far cheaper in

the end. No doubt before

the summer is over I shall

want more."

TESTIMONIAL.

SPAN FRAME, 12 ft. wide, for fixing on Brick Walls.
These form excellent Cucumber or Melon Houses.

From H. Stuaht Mrn-

EAY, Esq., F.fford

Cottage, Lymington,

Hants.

" Dear Sirs,—
" The House duly

arrived, and was fixed

with ease. Not a bolt or

screw missing, and erery-

ihing fitting jterfectly.

" I am extremely pleased

with it, and shall have

pleasure in recommending

you to my friends."

IMPORTANT.

Onlij the vcDj host

materials and workmanship

are used in onr Houses.

The timber is carefidhj

selected and dried in our

own sheds 2 ?/ears before

use. The so-called cheap

Houses are in rcalifi/ nnich

dearer., as they are fre-

quently decayed ivithin 5 or

G years of erection.

RANGE of VIMERIES with centre PLANT HOUSE, &c.

FOSTER & PEARSON, BEESTON, NOTTS.
Editorial Commanicatioua sho.il.l be ad.lre.se.l to " The Editor ;

" Advertiaements and BmineM Letters to ' The Publisher, at the Office. 41, Wei ington Street, Covent Garden, Loudon. W.O.

Printed bv WILLIAM RICHIRDS, at the ufHce of Me-i-irs. BHIDBURV, AOSEW & Co., Lombard Street. Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by the

id WiLLllM KiCHiBDa. at the UIHce, 41. Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—SiTUBDiT. August 11, 1338. Agent for Mauche3t«;r-JoHJ( hsvwooD.
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R Y S T A L PALACE.
' GREAT EXHIBITION of FRUIT

AND
GRAND NATIONAL DAHLIA SHOW,

FRIDAY and SATURDAY. September 7 and 8.

ScliP'Iule-innd Forms of Entry may be obtained on application to

Mr. W. G. HEAD, Superintendent Gardens Department.
Crystal Palace, S.E.

]VT E W A B T L E - U P N - T Y N P:

1\ GREAT AUTUMN FLOWER SHOW.
AUGUST 22, 23, and 24, 1888. For Sehtylules, &c., apply to

JAS. J. GILLESPIE. Secretary.

ATH AUTUMN SHOW, held at time of visit

of " The British Association," WEDNESDAYand THURS-
DAY, September 6 and 6. Amongst the Prizes offered are for

—

12 Foliage Plants, 1st. £6 ; 2nd, £4 ; 3rd. £2.

12 Stove or Greenhouse Plants. 1st. £12 ; 2nd, £8 ; 3rd. £4.
8 Dislie-. of Fruit, 1st. £5; 2nd. £3 ; 3rd. £2.

12 Bunches of Grapes, six varieties, 1st. £10 ; 2nd, £6 ; 3rd. £3.
And 7 other Cla--?8es for Grapes in varieties. Prizes in pro-

portion. Special Classes for Hybrid Orchids, Ferns, and other
Plants. Entries Close Septeml>er 1. For Schedule, apply to

,. ,.-, c* * D *K EENJ. PEARSON, Sec.
14. Milsom Street. Bath. '

FERNS for Potting On, good stuff, in thumbs,
of following:—l^EKfS ARGYREA, PTERIS CRETICA

ALBO LINEATA. ASPLENIUMS of sortd, ADIANTL'M
CUNEATUM. LOMARIA GIBBA.

12s. Hrf. per liii), £6 per 1000. Cash with order.

H. STROUD AND SONS. 182. Green Lanes, Finsbury Park, N.
Telegraphic Address—" FERNERY, LONDON."

OUVARDIA, PRESIDENT CLEVELAND,
supersedes all other scarlet varieties. Strong plants in

48's, or smaller plants for Parcel Post. Price on application.

H. B. MAY, Dyson's Lane Nursery, Upper Edmonton.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, Lilium candidum,
Narcissus, Paper White and Double Roman. Anemone f ul-

geus, &c.—Bulbs in splendid condil ion, from Louis Bremond ills.

Ollioules. Inspection invited, or samples sent on application to
WILLIAM DENMAN, 7, Catherine Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

See large Advertisement, August 11, page 149.

f^ beautifully Illustrated with numerous Engravings and
a handsome Coloured Plate, representing the leading Bulbous
Flowers, and containing accurate descriptions of the choicest
Narcissus, together with particulars of the best varieties of
Hyacinths. Tulips, &c., for bedding. Ready shortly: Post-
free to intending CuHtomTi,
SUTTON AND SONS. The Queen's Seedsmen. READING.

The Best Present for a Gardener.
X^INES and VINE CULTURE.
T The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
New Edition.

Price 5s., post-free 5s. 6d.
A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society. Chiswick.

HEAP BULBS.—We are this season offering
First-class Bulbs at Lower Prices than have ever been

placed before the public LIST, Free, now ready.
J. R. PEARSON AKD SONS. ChiliTell, Notts.

R. DODWELL'S GRAND CARNATIONS.
—The finest grown. 5000 Unbloomed Seedlings,

warranted of the highest parentage; unrivalled whether for
bedding or forcing for spring flowering. 3s. 6(^. per doz. ; 21s.
per 100. Special terms for quantities. Particulars on appli-
cation^ The Cottagi'. Stanley Road, Oxford.

OW IN BLOOM," in great perfection, large
fiuantities. ' MRS. REY-SfiLDS HOLE," the most

beautiful of all BORDER CAE.NATIi JSs. Inspection invited.
or bloomsgratis and post-free to likely purchasers and admirers.

DICKSO.N'S (Limited) Nurseries. CHESTER.
Telegraph and Postal Address —•DICKSONS, CHESTER."

ASTUPLANTA, the best Artificial Manure.
it enriches the soil with the fertilisers drawn from it by

plants; no unpleasant smell; admirably adapted for all pot
plants. In bags : 112 lb., 19s. ; 56 lb.. Us. Sd. 2S lb., 6s. 9(/.

;

141b., 4s.; 7lh.,2s.3d. In tins. I.';. ea..h. Sole Manufacturers,
PHILIP HARRISAND CO.(Limited). 9, BullRing, Birmingham.

ESSUS. GKEGORY and EVANS,
Nurserymen. Sidcup, and 285, 286, 287. 288. Flower

Market, C-ovent Garden, W.C, are open to RECEIVE
CONSIGNMENTS of Choice ClIT FLOWERS in any quantity
for their Commissioo DeparLment, Boxes and Labr-ls supplied.

Telegrnph Address— COMMISSION. SIDCUP."

U Q U E L C H AND B AKN H A M,O North Row. Covent Garden, W.C, are OPEN TO DIS-
POSE OF any quantity of ML'SCATSaod BLACK GRAPES,
TOMATL'S, CUCUMBERS, FRENCH BEANS. STRAW-
BERRIES, CHOICE FLOWERS, &.C. Highest Market Prices
obtained Accoi>ct Sales daily; Cheques weekly or aa preferred
by Sender. Baskets an.^ Labels supplied. Referenre-s given.

ELONS, NECTARINES, GRAPES, &c.
—Highest Market Prices guaranteed for really good and

well packed fruit of the above.
HENRY RIDES (late Wise & Ri.les). Covent Garden, W .C.

WANTED, Specimens and Half-specimens of
KENTIAS FOSTERIANA and BELMOKEANA.—

State particulars and prices to
W. WEEKS. Nurseryman. 4-10. Fulham Road. S.W.

ANTED, Large or Small Quantities of
PTERIS TREMIILA SPORES.

MARSHALL BROS. AXn CO.. Barnham, Bognor.

ANTED, a large quantity of BEDDING
GERANIUM CUTTINGS, leading sorts, such as Henry

Jacoby, .Tohn Gibbons, Jemmie Dodds, &c. State quantity,
price. &c., to HARRY BARKER. Horninglow Cross Nurseries,
Burton-on-Trent.

ANTED, Runner Plants of STEAW-
BERRIES Noble, King of the Earlies, Waterloo, and

Captain. State iiuautity and lowest prices. Also ECHE-
VERIA FARINOSA, FUCHSIAS Minnie Banks. Annie, and
England's Glory ; Bedding GERANIUM Cuttings.

H. CANNELL a.vd SONS. Swanley, Kent.

w

^^r^

FERN S — F E R N S— F E R N S.—
To the Trade. Cheap.—PTERIS TREMULA. ready for

48's, 12s. and 14s. perlOO; small do.. 10s.; PTERIS CRETICA,
PTERIS MAGNIFICA CRISTATA, 10s. and 12s. per 100. On
rail free, cash with order. 40.000 of the above in tfo'sand
thumbs, price per 1000 on application.—J. E. SMITH, Fern
Nurseries. 140, Loughborough Road, Brixton. S.W.

~[^{i ORCHIDS for SALE, consisting of large
-M-fJ\J plantsofLselias, Cattleyas.Oncidiums, Cypnpediums.
Dendrobiums, Vandas. Aerides. 13 Cceologvne cri^tata. in No 4
pota. &c. -To be seen at GEORGE PURNELL'S Lion Nursery.
Bexley Heath, Kent, who is giving up growing them.

Palms, clean and healthy.
ILLIAM ICKTUN has a very extensive

V V stock of all the leading kinds, in fine condition ; 20
houses being devoted to their growth, many being lit for exhi-
bition of the following varieties :—Areca lutea, Cocos flexuosa
and Weddelliana, Kentias of all kinds; Seaforthia elegans,
Latania borbonica, Pho?nix reclinata. mpicola; also a very
large assortmeut of Palms in 60"s and 48'3 for table. Inspection
invited.—Putney Park Lane. S.W. ; and 129 and 130, Elower
Market, Covent Garden, W.C.

To the Trade.
PTERIS TREMULA.- Special Cheap Offer.—

Splendid stuff, in 48's, at 5s. per dozen. No charge for
packing. &c.

H. B. M.A.1', Dyson's Lane Nursery, Upper Edmonton.

PRIMULAS—PRIMULAS—PRiaTuLAS.—
Nineteenth year of distribution, Williams' superb

strain, Is. 6d. per dozen, 10s. per 100.
CINERARIAS and CALCEOLARIAS, same price.

Carriage free for cash with order.
JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries, Coventry.

Now In mil Bloom.
BEGONIAS.—Awarded Four Gold Medals.

Unequalled as a floral display. Visitors are cordially
invited ; free admission. Frequent trains from the City aud
West End to Catford Bridge and Forest Hill Stations.
JOHN LAINO AND SONS. Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, S.B.

HyaclnthB, Tulips, Crocus, LlUes, &o.

CG. VAiN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland.—Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD ass SON, 25, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, London, E.G.

T AXTON'S NEW STRAWBERRIES.—
X-i Four First-Class Certificates from the Royal Horticul-
tural Society,
The earliest, largest, finest, and latest high-quality sorts,

and the most prohtable for Market or Private Growers, as
they make the highest prices in Covent Garden, Send for
Descriptive Priced LISTS, with Press and other Testimo-
nials, to T. LAXTON. Bedford.

Kent — The Garden of England.
STRAWBERRIES true to Name.

GEO BUNYARD and CO.'S New LIST,
embracing. Noble, Waterloo, &c., and the 30 best kind ,

may now be had on application. Splendid Plants in little pot'

,

ami Runners. The Old Nurseries. Maidstone.

C T R A W B E R R I E S^O Apply for Descriptive CATALOGUE. Post-free.
THO.MAS RIVERS AND SON, Sawbridgeivorth. Herts.

QIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS by which anO abimdance can be insured of delicious MUSHROOMS.
See Seed LIST, Free.

RICHAKD SMPTH AND CO., Seed Merchants and Nursery-
men, Worcester.

CULPHIDE of POTASSIUM (Harris).—

A

O certain cure for Mildew on Plants, Red Spider, Aphii-,
&c. Enough to make 32 gallons of solution, free for Is. 3d'.

The only kind to use is " Harris's specially prepared Sulphide
of Potasimni," Sole Manufacturers:

—

PHILIP HARRIS AND C0.(Limited),9.Bull Ring. Birmingham.

H^ LASCELLES and CO.,
HORTICUXTUEAL BUILDERS. *

121, B U N H I L L ROW. LONDON, E.G.
Plans and Estimates Free.

See large Advertiaement, August 4. page 121.

w,
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Monday, Ttmrsday and Saturday next.

DUTCH BLTLBS.—Sl'ECIAL TRADE SALES.
MESSRS. PKOTHEKOE and MORIUS will

SELL by AUCTION, at the Central Sale Koums, 07 and
68, Cheajjside, London, E.C., on MONDAY, THURSDAY and
SATURDAY NEXT, August 2U, a:) and 25, at half-past U
o'clock precisely each dav, extensive Consignments of first-

class HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS and
other BULBS, Irom Holland, in excellent quality, and speci-
ally lotted to suit the Trade and other Large Buyers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday ^ext.
20 Cases of L^LIA PUKi^URAIA in line condition, including

numerous very large masses; and also a quantity of DEN-
DROBIUilS from Burmnh, received direct for Unreserved
Sale. ...

Also a choice assortment of EST.iBLISHED OKCHIBS, many
in Flower and Bud. .

"

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their SAXE by AUCTION, on

FBIDAY NEXT, August 24.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next —Imported orctiida.

MESSRS. I'ROTHEKUE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. F. Sander to SELL by AUCTION, nt

their Central Sale Rooms, (37 and ^, Cheapside, London, E.C.,
on FRIDAY NEXT, August 24. at half-past 12 o'Clo. k pre-

cisely, an importation of CATTLEY'A HARRISON IAN.i,
received in very good order, collected in a new district, and
having many fine varieties of forms among them; CATTLEY'A
ELDORADO, in splendid condition, of which many species
will be found in this lot; LYCASTE SKINNERI, in tine

order, of which we expect many white ones to turn out

;

CATTLEY'A CITRINA. in good condition, and in nice pieces ;

ODONTOGLOSSUM CITROSMUM, O. INSLEAYI LEOPAR-
DINUM, ONCIDIUM NECROPOGON, O. CRISPUM, Ho.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday, August 28.
ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS de-
sire to announce that their NEXT SPECIAL SALE of

ORCHIDS IN FLOWER will take place as above, for which
they will be glad to RECEIVE NOTICE OF ENTRIES
as soon as possible.

Stamford HUl, N.
EXPIRATION OF LEASE.—CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Nursery,

High Road, Stamford Hill, near Stoke Newington Railway
Station, on TUESDAY, August 28. at 1 o'clock, without
yeserve. by oriler of Mr. W. Chittv, the stock of well-grown
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, 1000 FERNS of sorts. 100 White
AZALEAS, lOUO CHRYSANTHE.MUMS, 2000 IVIES in pots, &c.
May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 63,
Cheapside, London, E.C. ; and Leytonstone, E.

Belsfleld, Windermere.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE, by order of the Executors

of the late H. W. Schneider, Esq., without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on fhp Premises, Belslield, Bow-

nes3-on-Windermere, about \h mile from the Windermei-o
Station, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, August 29 and 80,

at 12 o'clock precisely each dny, the whole of the -vvell-known
ceUectiou of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in(.-luJing

many large and handsome specimen Crotous. Camellias and
Azaleas, 100 large Eucharis m splendid condition, handsome
Palms and Ferns, a few choice Orchids, Fruiting and Succes-
sion Pines, a considerable number of Table and Decoratii-e
Plants, together with the erections of 4 span-roof Greenhouses
and hot-water piping.
May be viewed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

of Mr. NICOL, the Head Gardener, on the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 07 and 68, Chc;ipstde, London,
E.C., and Leytonstone.
N.E.—The very elegible FREEHOLD ESTATE of about

9 acres, with noble Mansion and extensive Stabling, delight-
fully situate on the borders of the Estate, is FOR SALE, with
possession.

Klngston-on-Tliaines.
By order of the Executors of the late Mr. Thomas .Tackson.

IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE FREEHOLD and LEASE-
HOLD PROPERTIES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at

the Mart, Tokeuhouse Yard, London, E.C.. on THURSDAY,
August 30, at 2 o'Clock precisely (first in one lot, and if not thus
sold, Ihen in separate lots), the VALUABLE FREEHOLD
ESTATE known as the Kingston Nursery, Kinj^ston, Surrey,
having important building frontages to Fife Road and Clarence
Street of 600 feet, and containing an area of about 2 acres,
with the whole of the Trade Buildings, comprising 20 Green-
houses, all heated by hot-water piping. Counting-house,
Stables, and Sheds. The Goodwill of the old-established
Nursery and Seed Business, will be included in this lot;
the substantially-built Freehold Detached Residence adjoin-
ing, containing 8 Bedrooms, fitted Bath-room, 3 Reception-
rooms, Kitchen, and offices.

For SALE, with vacant possession, also the desirable FREE-
HOLD HOUSE, double fronted Shop and Premises, No. 13,
Thamea Street, Kingston, with Stabling and two Cottages in
the rear ; together with the several Leasehold Nurseries known
as the Kingston Hill Nursery, containing an area of 12 acres
3 roods 10 perches; the Nursery in Park Road, Norbiton, area
10 acres; and the Long Ditton Nursery, Long Ditton. area
15 acres roods 13 perches. The Purchaser or Purchasers will
have the option of taking the Stock in therespective lots at a
valuation to be made in the usual way ; but if not thus taken,
the vendors reserve the right of disposing of the same ou the
Premises by Auction or otherwise.
May be viewed. Particulars, Plan, and Conditions of Sale

may be had at the various Nurseries; at the Mart, E.C; of
Mr. W. G. SUDBURY, Estate Agent, Market Place, New
Maiden; of G. C. SHERRARD, Esq.. Solicitor, 2tj, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, W.C, and Kingston-on-Thames; or of the Auc-
tioneers, Estate Agents, and Surveyors, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C, and Leytonstone.

The Ascot Nurseries, Berks.
(Opposite the Racecourse, and about 15 minutes' walk from

the Railway Station.)
Important to Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Others, desirous of

securing one of the most valuable and celebrated NUR-
SERIES in the Trade, with all the thriving STOCK, as a
going concern, in one Lot, for SALE, by order of the
owner, wlio is relinquishing the business in consequence of

ill-health.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart,

Tokeidiouse Yard, London. E.C, on FRIDAY, September 7,

at 2 o'clock P.M. punctually, in one Lot, the valuable
long LEASEHOLD ESTATE dislinguit^hed as the ROYAL
NURSERIES, Ascot, together with the Goodwill of the
old-establis!ied Nursery Business so successfully carried on
by the late Mr. John Standish and the present Proprietor.
The NursetV contains ..an area of about 22 Acres, cropped
with.fi General Assortment 'of JNiirsery Stock ; also -36 Green-
houses, containing a total superficifrl area of about 44,000 feet,

heated by.about 10,000 feet of hot>water piping, and uumeroua
Pits all stocked with an extensive collection of Hard and Soft-

wooded Greenhouse and Stove Plants. The Leasehold Ri-si-

deuce. containing 10 Rooms, ,3 well-built Cottages, and suitable
Trade Buildings for carrying on a large Business.
May be viewed prior to the Sale. Particulars, Plans, and

Conditions of Sale may be obtained on the Premises; at the
Mart. E.C. ; of Messrs. MACKNELL, MATON, and GODLEE,
Solicitors, 21, Cannon Stieet, E.G.; and of the Auctioneers,
Surveyors, and Estate Agents, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Swanley Junction, Kent.
GREAT UNRESERVED SALE of immense quantities of un-

usually well grown GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS areM^ 'itructed by Mr. P. La.lds to SELL by AUCTION, ou

the Premises, The Nurseries, Swanley Junction, Kent (adjoin-
ing the Swanley Junction Railway Station), on THURSDAY,
September 13, at 11 o'Clock punctually in consequence of the
imusually large number of lots, immense quantities of

GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
including the foUowinj
24,000 winter- Howering

Heaths
20.000 Genistas
6000 Solanums

12,000 winter-flowering Carna-
tions

7000 Adiantum Cuneatum
10,000 Tea Rosea (all best

varieties)

1000 Clematis Jackmanni

2fOOCroton3
1000 Palms
1000 Dracfenas
5000 Zonal Geraniums,

Queen of Whites im-
proved

2000 Ferns in variety
300 specimen Gardenias

Quantity of .small Heatfis
600 White Primulas

\'ariety of other stock
The Stock may now be viewed. Catalogues had of Mr. P.

LADDS, on the premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
(h and 6S,, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Edmonton.
ANNUAL TRADE SALE oK GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

TliESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
AjiX. instructed by Mr. H. B. May to sell by auction on the
premises the Dyson's Lane Nur:ery, Upper Edmonton, on
MONDAY, September 17t thousands of GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, &c.
Fuller particulars will appear in future advertisements.

Lee. Kent, S.E.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE, to commence punctually at
11 o'clock, in consequence of the targe number of lots.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer & Sons, to SELL by

AUCTION, ou the Premises, The Burnt Ash Lane Nur.series,

Lee, S.E., adjoining the Railway Station, on TUESDAY,
September IS, at U o'clock punctually, without Reserve,

25,000 Winter-blooming HEATHS,
beautifully grown, aud remarkably well set with bloom buds,
includine ;

—
15,000 ERICA HYEMALIS.
5.000 ,, GRlCILIS.
Large quantities of MELANTHERA. VENTRICOSA, PEBSPI-

CUA, ERECTA, CAVENDISHII, CAFFRA, and other
kinds.

15,000 Small ERICA HYEMALIS, aud
5,000 Small ERICA GRACILIS for growing on.

8.000 SOLANUM CAPSICASTRDM. in berry.
•S.OOO BOUV'.iRDI.iS, single and double.
2,000 GENISTAS, very fine.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM.
a,000 ADIANTUM CUNEATUM.

ALSOPHILA AUSTRALIS, in 24 and 16-pots.

3,000 LO-MAKIA UIBEA, true, compact variety, aiul other
Ferns.

600 EPACRIS. well grown.
BORONLA MEGASTIGMA.

Quantity of extra strong MARECHAL NIEL and otlier TEA
ROSES.

4,000 GREVILLEA KOBUSTA.
PALMS.
FICUS ELASTICA.
0REENH0U3', PASSION FLOWERS.
POINSETTIAS.
AMPELOPSIS iTlITCHII,
STEPHANOTIS.
PLUMBAGO CAPENSIS FLORE ALBA.
Large GARDENIAS for Cutting.

,=.00 CLE.MATIS JACKMANII.
Beautifully Coloured CROTONS, &.C.

May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises,
or of the Auctioneers and Valuers. 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.G.,
and Leytonstone, E.

N.li.—Messrs. P. & M. desire to call the attention of intend-
ing purchasers to the Stock to be offered as above. The
Plants are remarkably well grown, fit for immediate Sale, and
the whole will be found in an equally good condition as former
years.

Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, E.

ANNUAL TRADE SALE OF GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. J. Fraser to SELL by AUCTION, on

the Premises, the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, Leyton. E.. on
WEDNESDAY, September 19, thousands of GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, Stc.

Fuller particulars will appear in future Advertisements.

Enfield Highway.
ANN UAL TRADE SALE ol UREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Mailer to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, The Brimsdown Nursery, Enfield Highway,
on THURSDAY, September 20, thousands of GREENHOUSE
PLANTS. &c.

Fuller particulars will appear in future advertisements.
Note.—There will also be a Sale as u-ual at The BRUNS-

WICK NURSERY. Tottenham, on THURSDAY, September 27.

Sldcup.
ANNUAL TRADE SALE UF GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. Gregory & Evans, to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, Tlie Longlands Nursery, Sidcup,
on FRIDAY, September 21. thousands of GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, &c.

Fuller particulars will appear in future advertisements.

Dutch Bulhs.—Trade Sales.

MR. J. C. STEA'ENS begs to announce that
his FIRST SALES of DUTXJH BULBS this season

will take place at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Coveut
Garden, W.C. on MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY,
Augu:,t 20, 22, and 25, ^t half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day,
and will consist of extensive consignments of first-class Bulbs
specially lotted to suit the Trade aud other Large Buyers.

On view mornings of Sales aud Catalogues had.

Cheap Auction Sales.

MESSRS. SMAIL AND CO. will begin a series of
popular AUCTION SALES of first-classDUTCH BULBS,

at 123, Fenchurch Street, City, E.C, on TUESDAY, August 28.
These Sales will be continued on each Tuesday, Thursday,

and Saturday, weekly. F'urther particulars in ne.xt issue.

R. E. hegs to inform all tvlio have

applied and have not received anszvers

that the NURSERY IS LET.

POR DISPOSAL, a FLORIST'S BUSINESS.
-L —Main Road, opposite Addison Road Station and
Olympia. Long Lease, Stock, Fixtures. Good Jobbing con-
nection. Everything, £20U.

9. Hammersmith Road, W.

To Gardeners and Florists.

TO BE ISOLD, 5 Acres of FHEEHOLD
LAND, for erection of Glasshouses or for Gardening

purposes ; also some Smaller Allotments. Payment by instal-
ments, if required.

Particulars of EENINGFIELD and TIDY, Ware, Hertd

;

16, Union Court. Old Broad Street, London, E.C.

To Florists. &c.

TO BE SOLD, the LEASES of a well-
established FLORIST and NUKSEKY BUSINESS, in

St. John's Wood. Large Nursery covered with glass, good
Stabling. Shop in main thoroughfare. First-class jobbing
connection,

W. A. C. 18, Finchley Road. St. John's Wood, N.W.

Kent, Swanley.

TO BE SOLD, or LET, on advantageous terms,
a Gentleman's charming FREEHOLD RESIDENCE and

well-stocked grounds of about three-quarters of an acre (with
room for stabling). Trout fishing and hunting in near vicinity.

Centre of fruit district. Prolitic soil. Good locality for glass.

Esfress trains to London (Heme Hill, 20 minutes). City, and
West End. Principals or Solicitors onlv treated with.

—

Address, fcKEEHOLDER, Fern Villa, Victoria Road, Putney.

South of England.

LARGE GAKDEN, :20 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and Vineries. £7000 has been spent on the

property. Seven years* lease. Two cottages inclusive. £150
a year. ELDEIDGE. Portsmouth.

Surrey.
Within 15 miles of Covent Garden and near to capital

Local JIarket.

TO BE LET, at a very low rent, suitable for
Market Growers, numerous GREENHOUSES, all lieatcd

and in good repair, together with a quantity of LAND,
Full particulars of Messrs. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, 67

and 68, Cheapside, Loudon, E.C.

Duraut's Arbour Estate, Ponder's End, Middlesex.
To NURSERYMEN. FLORISTS, and OTHEHS.

TO BE LET, on Lease, for 21, 60, or 80 years,
1 to 60 acres of excellent MEADOW L.Uv'D, from jes to

£11 per acre, with the option of the purchase of tlie freehold
within the first 9 years. No tithe or land tax.
Apply to A. AND G. GUIVER, Land Agents, &c., Ponder's End.

N.B. Several Nurseries estiiblished on the estate.

a^O BE LET, a compact NURSERY.—9000
JL feet of Glasshouses, recently erected and thoroughly
heated, together with Dwelling-house, Stables, Outbuildings,
and Retail Shop. The whole centrally situated in fjishionable

watering place. Goodwill low. Part or whole stock at
valuation.
A. E., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hokticdi.-
TURAL I^IARKET GARDEN and ESTATE AUCTIONEERS and

Valuers, 67 and 6S, Cheapside, London, E.G.. and at Leyton-
stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on appliciition.

FRESH SEEDS, MEXIKANI, new and rare,
of great interest and value to Botaniciil Gardens, Seeds-

men, and Cultivators, to be had of

ERNST BERGE, Ntirnbergerstrasse, 10, Leipzig, Germany.
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R CHI D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL GO.
(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

Have just received large and fine Importations
of the following

ORCHIDS:-
CYPRIPEDIUM L.EMGATUM

„ HAYNALDIANUM
„ ROBBELINI
„ LOWI
., STONEI
„ HOOKERI

VANDA TRICOLOR
„ SUAVIS

CCELOGYNE ASPERATA
„ PANDURATA

PHAL/ENOPSIS in variety, &c.

Full particulars on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSEBIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

OINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA. — Strong
well-rooted plants in 60's, 20.9. per 100 or £3 per 1000.

Apply to SMITH AND LAEKE, Ashford Nnrsory, Asbford,
Middlesex.

KEEPERS FOR WALLS.— By planting
what is suitable, an ugly object may easily be made

beautiful. Most being in pots, can be sent and put out at any
time. Descriptive LIST and advice Free.—RICHARD SMITH
AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

OPECIAL OFFER of FERNS.—PterisO tremula, P. cretica, P. cretica cristata, P. serrulata
cristata compacta.—CINERARIAS and PRIMULAS in best
CoventGardenstrains. All in thumbs, fit for immediate potting.
Also Pteri.s tremula, good stuff, in 48's, to offer in quantity.

Prices per 100 or 1000 on application.
R. PENGELLY,

Dyson's Lane, Upper Edmonton.

Dutch Bulbs Direct from the Growers.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S CATALOGUE
for 1888, containing details of their immense Collections

of New, Rare, and fine Bulbs and Plants (86 pages in English)
is now ready, and will, as usual, be sent post-free, on applica-
tion^to themselves or their Agents,

Messrs. MERTENS and CO., 3, Cross Lane, St. Mary-at-Hill,
London, EC, from whom also can be obtained.
ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S New Work, " NoteR ou the

Cultivation of Dutch and Cape Bulbs." Price Is., Post-free.

Special Offer of Palm Plants, to the Trade Only, from

JG. TRE.S I^ 1> E i;, Nurseryman and
• SkedSMAN, lit, Kov;ii Ar.'iiLl.'. Sydney, Austniliii

COLLECTION of PACIFIC ISLA^'D SEEDS and PLANTS
15,000 KENTIA FORSTERIANA, in Iquantities of not less

than 500; price IO.t. per 100. Freight paid to London. These
plants are in splendid and vigorous condition, one year old,
and are from 5 to 8 inches high. In store pots, 10 plants in
each.
Orders for transmission can be sent to WATSON and SCULL,

90, Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.

NOW IN FULL BLOOM.—BEGONIAS.
Awarded Four Gold Medals; unequalled as a floral

display. ^'jsi^or9 are cordially invifed; free admission.
Frequent triiuis from the City and ffom the West End to
Ciitfurd Bri'lt^e and Forest Hill Stations.
JHHN LAING and sons, Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, S.E.

t^tmmecmmMeM '.'"^

OUR BEGONIAS.
12 Houses, 100 Feet Each.

Pray remember that for quality, distinctness,
display, and immense stock, no other collection
bears comparison. They are the finest ever seen,
which is confirmed by the published statements
of the greatest experts.

Journal of Horticulture, July 12, 1888.
" I dropped in at Mr. Cannell's. It is impossible to ex-

aggerate the beauty of some of the Howers which I saw. I had
only time to run through the grand Pelargonium house, the
Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, and the single and double Begonias

;

but what a blaze of beau y there was ! Then, when one recol-
lects the old Ivv-Ieaf Pelargonium, and sees the Mondrous
trusses of double (lowers and beautiful colours which are yet
to come out. we wonder what will follow. The same of
Begonias. The marvellous single and double varieties are
bewildering in their beauty. There was also a graud new
Heliotrope, liner than anything I had seen. Had I been able
to remain I should doubtless have seen many wonderful things,
bnt I saw enough to convince me that the Home of Flowers is
in no danger of losing its reputation."

The Gardening World, .luly 28, 1888.
SoMERSETSHIBE KECTOE says :— I saw Begonias at Swan-

ley. Their beauty well repays a visit ; the shape, colour, and
habit are excellent. If anything is wanted where everything
13 so near perfection it is a more upright dower-stalk, which a
few more seasons will certainly produce."

The HoTticultural Times, July 28, 1888.
F. D. Lyon, Esq., says:—"At Messrs. Cannell's establish-

ment ALOKE in all England can Begonias and Zonals be seen
grown to perfectlou. With other collections of these families
comparisons are odious."

77ie Press sizj/s .—" Cannell's Begonias were the centre of
attraction at the Great Show at Liverpool, August 6, 1888.
Awarded First-class Certificate^

.

Frequent trains from London. Entrancefrom
the station. All lovers of the best Flowers and
Vegetables are cordially invited. No horticultural
establishnmit is filled with such an amount of
interesting objects as ours at all seasons. SENjD
FOR A CATALOGUE.

GREAT BEGONIA TEST OF THE YEAR:
"Daily Ciiron-icle," .Ti'nk 21, 1888.

" Begonias.—Mr. Cannell a grand First."—(7 entries).
-More important in point of honour and excellency than any
other previous award

; even that when we secured the GOLD
MEDAL of the Koyal Horticultural Soiiety.

H. CANNELL & SONS,
The Home of Flowers, Swanley, Kent.

Kew Edition, Corrected up to Date.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

(TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY-SIXTH THOUSAND.)

By the late Sib JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P., Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Price 3d., Post-free SJd. ;

Twenty-five Copies, 5s. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, 20s.
Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered. Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

W. PvICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W,C.

ORCHIDS !

Selections of tlie ahove to the extent of £5 and upwards
packfd and shipped (at coasigiiee'a risk) ou receipt of
"riler with n-mittance.

Address-KELLY & WALSH (Limited). Singapore.
London Reference — S. LOW & CO. (Limited), St.

Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, E.G.
Every care taken in paclang.

For £5 K. & ^V. (Ld.) can supply a selection of following
rare and beautiful species :

—

1 Aerides Lawrenceiu
1 ,, quinquevulnerum
1 ,, odoratum mnjus
1 Arachnauthe moschifera
1 Calanthe vestita oculatuni

gigantea
1 ,. veratrifolia

1 Ctulogyne asperata
1 ,, pandurata
1 ,, speciosa
1 Cypripedium HoolterEe
1 ,, Ifevigatum
1 ,, Stonei
1 ,, Lowii
1 ,, ciliolare

1 Dendrobiuni Dearei

1 Dendrobinm deusiflorum
1 ,, Lowii
I ,, criminatum (Jiivn)

1 Phalrenopsis amabilis
1 ,, Schilleriana
1 ,, grandiflora aurea
1 „ rosea

1 Saccolabium Blumei (Java)
1 ,, ccelfste

1 ,, gigantea
1 Renanthera coccinea
1 ,, Storiei

1 Vanda Hookene
1 „ Sander iana
1 ,, suavis
1 ,, tricolor

N.B. Other Species substituted for above if desired.

DICKISOM^S \
Improved Mushroom Spawn

IS THE BEST.
S/- PER BUSHEL OF 14 BRICKS.

Priced Circulars with Instructions & Testimonials post free.

DiCKSONS Royal Seed Warehonse,

Chester. /( Limited)

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, newly made.
Truck-load. (2 tons) 20s. ; in bags—20, 145. ; 40, 25s. Free

on to Rail. Cash with order.
J. STE\'ENS And CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre Merchants, Grey-

hound Yard, and 1.5.3, High Street, Battersea; S.W.

Protect your Fruit by using

MADDOGK'S KILL-WASP.
Mr. C. r'ENNY, Head Gardener to H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, says :
—" Your Kill-Wa.sp is simply marvellous for its

quick destruction of this our greatest enemy."

Mr. H. H. Ward. Head Gardener to ih e Right Hon. the
Earl of Radnor :—" I have given it a trial, and found it to be
everything you represent it to be. It does ita work most
effectually."

To be had of all Cliemists, price Is. 6rf.. or post-free, \s.9d.,
and from the

OLD ENGLISH LAVENDER WATER CO.,
FULBOKOUGH, SUSSEX.

GARDEN "J^
REQUISITES. |Sf

Two Prize Medals. >^^^^
Quality, THE BEST In the Market. (All sacks included.)
PEAT, best brown tibrous ... bs. per sack, 6 sacks for 22s. 6<i.

PEAT, best black fibrous ... 4s. Grf. ,, 5 sacks for 20s.

PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. 6(/. ,, 5 sacks for a5s.

LOAM, PREPABED COMPOST ) Is. per bush., as. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ,.. ( (sacks included).

SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. 6rf. per bush., 14s. half-ton, 24s. ton.
KAFFIA FIBRE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb. ; 28 lb., 27s.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., is. per sack.
CHUBB'S " PERFECT" FER-"1 L-J Bags.
TILIZER (the Best Food for ( . " ,
all kinds of Plants, Flowers, f Tins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 6Dlb. 1 cwt.
Fruita, Vegetables, &c. ...J 1/6 3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSIIED BOXES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-
VIKIilN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 6/6 10/6 17/-
RUSSIAN JLITS, BAMBOO CANES. PERUITAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapestand best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, £2 per ton. Extra large Sample Bales, 6s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),

sacks, Is. :i</. eacli ; 10 sacks, 11.?.; 1.5 sacks, 15s.; 20 sacks, 19s.;

30 sacks, 2.^s. ; 40 sacks. 30s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

2Ss. Limited quantities of G., special quality granulated,
in sacks only, 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

(Bankers. Vnion Sank of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD. MILWALL, LONDON, E.

PEAT for ORCHIDS,
AZALEAS, HEATHS. FERNS. RHODODENDRONS, &c.

The Best In the World.
A. .TOHNSON AND CO., 23. Leadenhall Street. London, E.C^

continue to receive the highest of testimonials (unsolicited) from
large Orchid Growers, stating the ORCHID PEAT supplied by
A.J. 8c Co. is byfarthebest they have ever used. Samples can be
seen at above address, or forwarded on applitation free of charge.
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THE GARDENERS'
ORPHAN FUND.

BOITATIONS and SUBSCRIPTIONS

Wn.1, BE THANKFULLY RECEIVED B?

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, London, W.

P^ONY ARBOREA — P. SINENSIS.—
The unique antl very best selected collection in the

world—300 varieties of P. arborea ; 350 of P. sinensis, inclndiug

new, rare and very rare varieties ; also Japanese and Chinese

sorts. Ask for the Descriptive CATALOGUE of Prices,

printed in English, to

L. PAILLET, Nurseryman, Chatenay (Seine), near Pari.^,

France. Established 18l'7.

Note.—Best season to plant P. sinensis, August, September.

and October, but Paionies may be planted also up to April.

MALLER AND SONS beg to offer to the
• Tratle a very extensive and uuusuallv well-Krown

stock of ERICAS (Hvemalis au(i other varietiej). EPACRIS,
SOLANL'MS. GENISTAS, CYCLAMEN, BOUVARDIAS, AHI-
ANTEUM CDNEATIIM, and other FERNS ; GARDENIAS,
STEPHANOiaS, BORONIA MEGASTIGMA, FICUS ELAS-
TICA, OROTONS, GREVILLEAS, Tea ROSES, &c.

An inspection invited.

Trade CATALOGUES forwarded on application.

The ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION viil be held on TUES-
DAY, September 18.

Burnt Ash Lane Nurseries, Lee, S.E,

R M A Y'S SPECIALTIES.
• FERNS.

All the leading and most useful sorts; immense quantities

in various sizes; also many new and rare species and varieties.

TREE CARNATIONS.
Including Mdlle. Carle, A. Alegatiere, Misa Joliffe. Dr. Ray-

mond, Andalusia, Lucifer, and all the best sorts. The plants

are unusually tine tlii'? season,

CROTONS.
A great variety, all beautifully coloured.

CLEMATIS.
A line stock of all the best sorts.

IVIES.
Madrensis varicg;ita, Lee's New Silver, rhomboidea obovata,

and other popular sorts.

PRIMULAS, DOUBLE WHITE.
An iramensi^ stock : plants very healthy and vigorou'*.

Special low prices to the Trade. An inspi^ction respectfully
invited.

H. B. MAY, Dyson's Lane Nursery, Upper Edmonton.
Stations : Angel Road and Silver Street. G.E.R.

all the
Varieties (some

of the' flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

climbing and bedding, from 12s. to 1^45. per dozen, strong

plants ; extra strong plants, repotted into 6|-inch pots, 2s, 6a.

each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2s. Gd. each.

Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SMITH and CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

UA nnn clematis, in Pots, of
OV^V/V/V finest Double and Single Vaiie'

ALL IN POT
For Immediate Planting*.

Clematis, in variety
]

Ivies, do.
Honeysuckles, do.

Wistarias
Brambles, pink and white bark
Hops
Spanish Gor-i.-

I

CHARLES NOBLE

Pyracantha
Garrya elliptnca

Pyrus japonica
., „ nivalin

Virginian Creeper
., ,, Veitchii

LontCfra flexuo-'^a

I
Bagshot.

CUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

— Too "well known to require descrip-

tion. Price, 6s. per bushel (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or 6d. per
cake ; free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions
enclosed, withoursignatureattached.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON
fXimited), Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Hitrhgate Nurseries. N.

Strawberries a Specialty
Select List Free .

Sample of Plants 3t
LovEL'& Son Driffield

SILVEU SAND, PEAT, and LOAM.—The
best in England, for Sale, in Railway Truckloads. loo=e,

or is sacks, at moderate quotations. Established 1862.
W. SHORT, Horticultural Co., Midhurst, Su^^ex.

By 8 J7 e c i a I
.sSfllmm Sealed Warrants.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
EARLY FLOWERING NARCISSUS,

AND ALL OTHER BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING.
SEEDS OF ALL SORTS FOR PRESENT AND LATER SOWING.

FINEST QUALITIES. DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogues post-free.

DICKSONS
( LIMITED ),

" EOYAL " NURSERIES AND SEED ESTABLISHMENTS,

CHESTER.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Double Roman and Paper-white Narcissus.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO A>"N0Uycr: THEV HAVE RECiaVFD THEIR USUAL CONSIGNMENTS OF

THE ABOVE VALUABLE BULBS FOR EARLY FORCiNC,

And tvill he pleased to receive Orders for immediate delivery,

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

For Destroying Weeds
on Garden Walks,
Carriage Drives, sta-
ble Yards, &c. Saves
more than tv^ice its
cost in labour. No
Smell. No Disturb-
ance of the Gravel.

Used in the CRYSTAL palace gardens, the ROYAL GARDENS. KEW, and other Public and Private hardens.
Mr. W. G. Hkad, Superinti'ndent of the Crystal Palace Gardens, says :

—"We were so satisfied with jour Weetl Killer and its

price, that we have used it absolutely. I ha%'e every contidence in recommending it."

:Mr. .T. Bell, the Duke of Wellington's Gardener, says :— " Your Weed Killer will prove to be a great boon. It not only destroys

every form of weed but leaves the gravel bright and clean."

Mr. W. Edwards. Gr. to tlie Right Hon. Earl Cadogan, says;—"I have used it (the Acme Weed Killer) on the wallts, and plantains
on cricket ground. It seems to answer well."

Mr. .Tames Myeks, Gr. to the Earl of Sandwich, says :
—" I must say it does its work very effectually."

!Mr. R. Irwin Lynch, Cvirator, Botanic Garden, Cambridge, say.s ;
— " There can be no question with regard to its efficacy.''

T. Hi:wiTT & Co., Nurserymen, Solihull and Birmingham, say :
—" We find it escellent."

Pfice per Gallon, 2s. (tin inclndeil) ; ^ Gallon /o?,^^ Is. 6d. per Gallon : 10 to 2(^GaUon loU, Is. 4rf. per Galhm.

Carriage paid on 10 gals, and upwards. IV-^ihI in tlie proportion of 1 gal. to 2.Tgals, of water. Sole Propriftors and Manuf;icturers

—

The AGRI-HORTiCULTURAL CHEMICAL COMPANY, Tonbridge. Kent. Depot :-Eolton. Lancashire.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.

W. RICHARDS,
41, WelUuffton Street, Strand,

Lo.vuox, w.o.

1388,

Please send me " The Gardenees' Chiioniolk " for

commencing ,for which 1 enclose P.0.0.

Months,

Eg" Please Note that all Copies sent Direct from this Office must be paid for In advance. ^
THE UNITED KIXGUU.M :

— !:,' Months, 15s.: 6 Months, 7s. 6rf. ; :i Months, 3.!, 9i/. ; Post tree,

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS (excepting India and China) :—Including Postage, 17s. 6ii. for 12 Months. India and China, 19s. id.

Receipts for less than six months' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

No. 42,

P.0.0. to be made payable at the Post Office,

DRTTRY LANE, London, to "W. RICHARDS,
Cheques should be crossed " DRUMMOND,"

G C,
August 18, 1888.
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SEASONABLE GOODS.
See the best Catalogue out.

STEPHANOTIS, the freest variety iii cultivation. Is., Is. 6f/.,

2s. 'od., and tine specimens to \3'M. each.
ALL.A.MANDAS, CI eroden i1reus, BouRainvilleas, Crotons, Gar-

denias, Ixoras, Passifloras—these and many others, 9rf., \s.,

and Is. 6rf. each ; larger plant-s if wanted.
EUPHORBIA JACQUINLEFLORA and POINSETTIAS, Sid.

each, 6s. per dozen.
CALADIUMS in great variety, very cheap, 6s., 9s., and 12,s.

per dozen. GLOXINIAS, 6s. per dozen.
GREENHOUSE PLANTS in great variety. 6s., 9s., andlSs. doz.

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS, coming in bloom, good plants, \s.

each. 10s. ^d. per dozen.
GERANIUMS, single, double, and Ivy-leaf, extra fine large

plants, of lovely varieties, 12s. and 18s. per dozen ; smaller
plants, equally good sorts, for winter bloom. 4s. per dozen.

FUCHSIAS, Coleus. Heliotropes. Salvias, Abntilons. and other
soft- wooded plants, in small pots, 2s. 6rf. per dozen; in
large pots, los. per dozen.

FERNS, best kinds for planting in Ferneries or for decoration,
in small pots, 4.s. doz. ; in larger pots, 6s. and ils. per doz.

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, best for cutting, in small plants. 3s.

per doz.. 21s. per 100 ; in good plants, 6s. and 9s. per doz.
TEA-SCENTED and other choice ROSES, in pots, grand plants

and finest sorts, either for house decoration or planting in

bedfl. ISs. per dozen.
PRIMULAS, CINERARIAS. CALCEOLARIAS, finest strains.

younj:; plants for growing on, from stores, Is, 6rf. per dozen,
9,s-. per 100.

CYCLAMEN, young plants. 2s. 6rf. per dozen.
ORCHIDS in variety, for either cool or warm house, 30s. and

42s. per dozen.
TABLE PLANTS in variety, 18s., 24s., 30s. per dozen.
BOUVARDIAS, young plants to grow for winter. 4s. per dozen.
PRIMULA ALBA PLENA, the fine-t for cutting, 9s. per doz.
HERBACEOUS VLANTS, planted now in corner of garden,

and moved in autumn, seldom die, 3s, per doz., 25s. per 100.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, will soon arrive, many thousands
already sold. 14s. per lOfl.

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS. 8s. per 100.

CLEMATIS, 10s. 6d. perdoz. ; HONEYSUCKLES. JASMINES.
9s. per doz. ; IVIES. 6s. per doz. The best of all times
now to plant these.

SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.
See SEED CATALOGUE,

Walldower, Silene, Myosotia, Canterbury Bells, Sweet Wil-
liams, Arabis, Aubrietia, 'id. and 6'^. per packet. Lettuce,
Onion, Cabbage, Caulillower, &c., 6rf. to Is. per ounce.

PLANT LIST Post-free. BULB LIST ready shortly.

WM. CLIBRAN & SON,
Oldfleld Nurseries, Altrlncham

;

Stamford Nurseries, Bowdon

;

10 ami 12. .MARKET STREET, MANCHESTER,

JERSEY FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
Carriage Paid. Strung healthy trees, the finest that money can
buy. Roses wonderfully cheap. Cordons a specialite. Before
ordering be sure to write for our Illustrated CATALOGUES.
JOSHUA LE CORNU AND SON. High View Nurseries.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
Tlie largest, most complete, and profusely

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Of FERNS
ever published, containing over 120 Illustrations, and much
valuable practical information on the cultivation of Ferns, &c.
Is, 6rf, post-free. Smaller Catalogue of over 1300 species and
varieties free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NTTRSEBY. SALE, MANCHESTER.

DICKSONS GENUINE
FARM & GARDEN SEEDS

FOR PRESENT AND LATER SOWING.
Carriage Free by Post or Eall.

TRICED CATALOGUES POST-FREE.

D I CK S O N S
(Limited),

"ROYAL" SEED WAREHOUSE,
CHESTER.

TEA ROSES.
GARAWAY CO. offer 12 of the above, beat

named sorts, including MARECHAL NIEL
and NIPHETOS, in 6-inch pots, for 10s. cash.

GARAWAY CO.,
Durdham Down, Clifton, Bristol.

ORCHIDS.
THE UNDERSIGNE11, Sole Agent for the

United Kingitom, for CARLOS TRAVASSOS, Rio de
Janeiro, bei^a to announce to the Trade generally, that he is

open to Receive Orders for every description of Brazilian Orchids.
For C.ITAXOGUES, terms, &c.. please a.ddress,

A. H. GKIMSDITCH,
5, CLAYTON SQUARE, LIVERPOOL.

CARTERS'
EARLY BULBS,

To produce beautiful White and Coloured
Flowers for Christmas and Easter

Decoration.

White Roman Hyacinths
The Largest Bulbs ot the Year

Double Roman Narcissus
Paper White Narcissus
Van Thol Tulips, red and yellow

Freesia refracta alba
Crocus, large white, yellow, and purple

The Easter Lily .

.

The White Easier Lily. We hold the entire
stockoflIiehirc.'st,'ulli\-:ilorcil'(liisl,,\-,-lyLi]y,

100.

17/6

10/6

10/6

5/6

12/6

2/6
Doz.

10/6

21/

Doz.

2/6

1/6

1/6
-/lO
2/-

-/6
Each
1/-

2/-

Detailed CATALOGUE Gratis and Post-free.

All Parcels Carriage Free.

Royal Seedsmen by Sealed Warrants,

237 &23S,HICHH0LB0RN, LONDON.

DUTCH BULBS CHEAP

!

FRENCH BULBS CHEAP

!

_,,, ENGLISH BULBS CHEAP!

Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs,
Containing LIST ot all the best varieties of HYACINTHS.

TULIPS, CKOCUS, LILIUMS. DAFFODILS, SNOWDROPS,
IRIS, S:c., free ou application.

Plejise compare our Prices before eending your
Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SKKD AND BULB :*! l^Ri.'H ANTS,

EXETER STREET, STRAND. LONDON, W.C.

SEEDLING PLANTS
OF CHOICE

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
WE HAVE MUCH PLEASURE

in offering the following in strong, healthy, trans-
planted young stuff, from our superb strain^^ of Choice Florists'
Flowers. Free and Safe by Post at Prices quoted.

Per dozen.

—

s. d.
AURICULAS. Alpine, very choice, strong young plants,

for blooming nest season
CALCEOLARIAS, herbaceous, splendid strain of beauti-

fully spotted and tigred flowers
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, from choice named

flowers per 100, 10s. 6£^.

CARNATIONS, yellow ground varieties

CINERARIA hybrida, from a grand strain, per 100, 10s. Qd.

,, large flowered, dwarf, very fine, per 100, 17s. 6rf.

HOLLYHOCKS, Chater's superb double, per 100, 16s.

,, Chater's superb double, extra strong plants
PRIMULA sinensis, choicest red or white. perlOO, 10s. 6rf.

,, sinensis, splendid mixed, including nearly 20 superb
varieties per 100, 10s. 6rf.

,, sinensis, splendid mixed, extra strong plants,
per 100, 16s.

,, sinensis alba magnifica, splendid pure white
,, sinensis. Crimson King, magnificent colour

,, sinensis, Fern-leaved, choice mixed, per 100, 10s. 6rf.

,, sinensis, double-flowered, mixed, limited quantity,
6 for 2s. _ .

PRIMULAS, double, pure white, splendid for furnishing an
abundance of cut bloom throughout the autumn and
winter. Well rooted strong young plants from 3-inch
pot**, per 100, 45s.

;
per do/en, <^s. ; 3 for Is. 9rf.

2 6

2 6

1 6
3 6
1 6
2 6
2 6
3 6
1 6

1 6

3 6
3 6
I 6

3 6

DANIELS BROS.,
TOWN CLOSE NURSERIES,

NORWICH.
ROSES IN POTS;
all the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18«. to 36». per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER,

.4* a Supplement
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WHX BE

Published an Ink Photograph

OF A

BANYAN TREE
in the Gardens of T. WEIR, Esq., Madura.
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 18, 1888.

EARLY ENGLISH GARDENING.
III.

r^ ERARD.—The year 1597 is one of the most
^-^ distinct landmarks in the history of garden-

ing, for, during its course, Gerard's great work, the

Herbal or General History of Platits, appeared.

When a theory or a practice is in its infancy, the

literature thereof partakes of a tentative or

even fragmentary character, and perhaps the

only exception to this general rule may be cited

in the case of Gerard's Herbal. This, however,

entirely depends upon whether we regard it in the

light of a botanical or of a horticultural treatise.

The Herbal is divided into three parts or books,

the first, to p. 176, treating of grasses, grain,

rushes, reeds, Flags, and bulbous-rooted plants;

the second, up to page 1076, of herbs used for

food, medicine, or ornament , and the third dealt

with trees, shrubs, fruits, rosins, gums, Roses,

Heaths, Mosses, Mushrooms, and sea plants.

There are, respectively, 106. .511, and 167 chap-

ters in the three books. There are about 2000
illustrations, each of which is about 3^ inches by
2 inches, and as every one of these would now
cost about half-a-guinea a-piece, it will be seen,

leaving printing and paper entirely out of the

question, that the undertaking can only be de-

scribed by the one word, vast. The prefatory

remarks are dated "from my house at Holbourne

within the suburbs of London, this 1st of

December, 1507." From the catalogue (1596)

of the trees and plants growing in his own
garden, in Holborn—and of which a fac similt

reprint has been issued by Mr. B. D. Jackson

—

we may fairly assume that the father of Eng-

lish gardening had one of the largest physio

gardens in the country. Holborn is anything

but suggestive of gardens at the present time,

nor, indeed, has it been for the past century.

Not the remotest trace of the famous garden now
exists, and nothing even to suggest the bare

possibility, except the seedy shabby-gentility of

lied Lion Square. " Talke of perfect happi-

nesse," exclaims the famous doctor-surgeon, " or

pleasure, and what place is so fit for that, as the

garden place where Adam was set. to be the
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herbarist ? AVhitherdid the poets hunt for their

syncere delights, but in the gardens of Alcinous,

of Adonis, and the orchards of Hesperides ?

Where did they dreanie that heaven should be

but in the pleasant garden of Elysium ? " As a

matter of bibliographic interest, it may be pointed

out that some copies of the Herbal have no por-

trait engraved by W. Rogers, which, when
present, is engraved on the reverse of the last

leaf of the preface. Another impression appears

to have been called for in 1599 ; another in 1633,

which was enlarged by T. Johnson ; and another

in 1636; but for over a century this famous

work was the one botanical, herbal, and hor-

ticultural authority. We should very much like

to make something more than a mere in-

cidental reference to Gerard's descriptions of

the Goose Tree, or Barnaokle Tree, the Stonie

Wood, or woode-made stones, sponges, and corals,

but space does not permit. AVe may say, how-

3ver, in leaving a most interesting subject, that

the Herbal has no fewer than four indices, and

that Gerard himself died in 1607.

In pointing out the broad characteristics of the

adaptability to our English climate and soenery of

the Elizabethan style of architecture, a writer in

Fraser's Magazine of over a quarter of a century

ago expressed surprise that, while so much
attention has been paid to the study of this style

for country residences, but comparatively little

has been done for promoting a knowledge of

the style of gardening which prevailed at the

same period. The principles which regulated

Elizabethan gardening may be thus summa-
rised:— 1. To layout the garden in accordance

with the domestic architecture of the period
;

there were the long terraces and right lines to har-

monise with the rectangular lines of the building

and the long galleries of the interior. 2. To
plant the beds with mixed flowers, and to let the

colours so intermingle and blend together that

the whole should produce a mosaic of rich inde-

terminate colour, ever new, and ever-varying,

as the flowers of different seasons succeeded each

other. The Elizabethan garden was never with-

out arbours, and these were either formed by, or

covered with, sweet-scented shrubs, such as

Honeysuckles, Woodbines, Musk Rose, or Eglan-

tine. The last-named was an especial favourite,

and it is frequently alluded to by the old poets

and dramatists. Sarnfield, for example, in

The Affectionate Shepherd, sings thus :

—

" I would make cabinets for thee, my love,

Sweet-smelling arbours made of Eglantine.

Our forefathers had quite an inordinate pas-

sion for sweet-swelling plants and flowers.

That monstrous bogey—whose death has been

so protracted and so hard—the Dutch style of

topiary work, to wit—preceded the accession of

William III. by over a century, for in the reign

of Elizabeth we have such extraneous horticul-

tural attributes as figures of temples, vases,

statues, formal canals, broad, straight walks,

bordered by walls of closely-cropped foliage.

In the time of Henry VIII. the gardens of

jVonsuch House were laid out in the Italian

style, with the inseparable pyramids, statues,

fountains, and so forth.

Leland (who died in 1552) in his Itinerary,

which was first printed by Thomas Hearne in

1710, describes the gardens at Wrexhill Castle,

Yorks, as containing " mountes, opera topiaria,

writhen aboute with degrees like cokill-shells to

com to the top without payn." Similar examples

may be drawn from various sources, which are

essentially authentic. William Rogers, who
both drew and engraved the exceedingly quaint

title-page to the first edition of Gerard's Herbal,

delineates this very precise and rule-of-thumb

style. We have, in this unintentionally valuable

picture, the beds in perfectly symmetrical order,

and the trees very proper in outline. Mr. Rogers

undoubtedly brought what was to him everyday

fact into requisition, but he has also drawn con-

siderably upon his imagination for the more

fanciful and classic phases of his picture, par-

ticularly in the case of the two little Cupids,

presumably in nubibus, who are busy watering

with water-pots the fruit trees from overhead

!

Probably the picture of the house, as a whole,

was taken from real life.

There is, however, an absence of statue work

in the garden. The straight walks and geometric

beds were edged with Box, Thrift, and Thyme,

and were " like the patterns of Arabic tracery,

stiff and formal." Giles Fletcher gives us a

description of one of these formal gardens " cut

like a lady fair."

" The garden like a lady fair was cut

That day as if she slumbered iu delight,

And to the open skies her eyes did shut.
# » « *

Upon a hilly bank her head she cast,

On which the border of vain-delight was built

;

AVhite and red Roses for her face were placed,

And for her tresses Marigolds were spilt."

Spenser, in his Faery Queene (bk. 2, canto xii.,

Iviii.) shows the other as a charming side of the
picture of the English or natural style of garden
which was then struggling for recognition at the
hands of the Elizabethan designers :

—

" Th*^re the most daintie Paradise on ground
It selfe doth offer to his sober eye,

In which all pleasures plenteously abownd.
And none does others happinesse envye

;

The painted flowres, the trees upshooting hye,

The dales for shade, the hilles for breathing space.

The trembling groves, the christall running by,

And that, which all faire workes doth most aggrace,

The art which all that wrought appeared in noplace."

A'arious circumstances contributed to the fos-

tering of the innate love for flowers, and to give
an impetus to gardening ; but more particularly

the greatly extended intercourse with fresh
countries, the internal peace, and the efforts of

.lames Cole, John Tradesoant and Nicholas Lete,

to procure plants from the new countries.

Many of the rare and curious plants, which were
such favourites in the time of Elizabeth, are

quite unknown in our gardens of to-day. But,
perhaps, we can reconcile ourselves to this loss

when we remember that the Potato and Tobacco
have not only survived, but in a wonderfully
developed form. W. R.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

ALUK (EUALOE) PENDUL1FL(JKA.
Baker, n. sp.^

This new Aloe, which has just flon'ered at Kew for

the first time, was sent by Sir John Kirk from

Zanzibar in 1884. It is allied to A. conaobrina,

spicata, and Hildebrandtii, the latter a fine new
species, lately fij?ured iu the Botanical Maqaziiie.

Stem fiimple. erect, ^ inch diameter; leaves laxly

disposed, spreading, ensiform, about 1 foot long, 1

to 1.} inch diameter, plain green, nearly flat on the

face, rounded on the back, the marginal prickles

small, deltoid, cuspidate. Raceme dense, simple,

erect, with a pendulous peduncle half a foot long,

produced from the axil of one of the upper leaves .

pedicel ^ inch long; bracts lanceolate, much shorter

* Aloe {Euatoe) pendtdijlora, n. ap.—Caule erecto simpliei

gracili ; foliis laxe dispositis psituHs ensiformibus viridibus

iramaculatis subpedalibus, dentibus margiualibus deltoideis;

peiunculo dfflexo asillari semipedLili"; racemo den?o simpliei

erecto, pedic -His elongatia apice articulatis ; bracteis laoceo-

htis; periantfiio luteo apice viridulo, tubocyliadrato elongato

Begmentisbrevibus lingualis; gtaminibusjbreriter exsertis.

than the pedicels. Perianth pale yellow, tipped

with green, above an inch long ; segments lingulate,

less than half as long as the tube. Stamens just

exserted ; anthers small, oblong, red. J. G, Baker.

Oncidium pdmilum, Liiidl.

It is highly interesting to see to what a degi'ee of

development an Orchid, usually insignificant, may
attain under excellent management. Oncidium

purailum is usually a poor, starved thing, at whose
sight a modern English amateur shrinks. The
longest inriorescence I know of is represented in

Vellozo's, Flora Fliiminensis. Sir Trevor Lawrence,

Bart., M.P., P.R.H.S., has kindly sent me a leaf of

unusual strength, more than 5 inches long, by

1.} wide, marked with the usual blackish-purple

spots. The inflorescence is much longer than a

span, and the branches are longer than I ever

should have thought possible—between 3 and 4

inches. Witli this development the usually humble
plant assumes attractive features. H. G. Rchh.f.

Cattleya intermedia Parthenia, n. var.

A gleaming beauty, a snow-white flowered variety,

kindly sent me by Mr. R. H. Measures, The Wood-
lands, Streatham, S.W. It came with Liella elegans

var. Tautziana, as imported by Mr. P. Sander. The
bulbs are said to be double the length of those of

Cattleya intermedia. As to this point I may state

that I have several times seen Cattleya intermedia

with bulbs quite equal to those of Lrelia elegans.

H. G.Rchb.f.

Cattleya labiata Gaskelliana alba, n. sub- var.

This is a grand variety, quite white, excepting the

yellow throat. It was flowered at the same time by
Mr. R. H. Measures, of The Woodlands, Streatham,

London, S.W., and by Mr. P. van Irahoot, Mont
St. Amand, Gand. The latter gentleman [as also

Mr. Measures], has watched the flowers, and ascer-

tained that they do not turn rose-coloured. Hence
there is no question of the Berlin Cattleya Gaskel-

liana albens, that reappeared recently with Messrs.

H. Low & Co. H, G. Bchb. f.

Masdevallia platyrachis, Bolfe, n. sp.

This is a new and very remarkable species of Mas-
devallia, and one which presents such a series of

anomalous characters that it appears to constitute

a totally new section of the genus. In the first place,

the scape is flattened and sword-like ; hence the

specific name proposed. Then the tube of the sepals

is 80 extremely short as to be almost obsolete, while

the free portions of the sepals are not prolonged into

tails, as in the majority of the species. The very

short tube is seen in the group containing M. swertiaa-

folia, gibberosa, ochthodes, and some five others, but

in this group the lip is uppermost, not underneath, as

iu the present species (and, indeed, iu all except the

little group above-named), while there are other

characters which do not agree. The plant was im-

ported from Costa Kica by Mr. Sliuttleworth, and

sent to Kew iu 1884, in which year a scape was pro-

duced. It has now become fully established and ia

bearing several scapes, the first flower having recently

expanded. The following description will explain

its character:—
Plant densely tufted. Leaves oblanceolate-oblong,

minutely tridenticulate. the midrib sharply keeled

behind at the apex, attenuate below into the short

petiole, light green, 2—G inches long, 8—12 lines

broad. Scape flattened, 6—9 inches long, 1;^ line

broad, bearing about four empty bracts below the

flowering portion, each about equidistant from each

other, and about six flowers in succession, about

three-quarters of an inch long. Bracts 3 lines long,

the lower half sheathing, the upper half free, but the

sides oppressed together; thus laterally flattenei,

triangular-lanceolate, subobtuse. Pedicels 5 lines

long. Ovary \\ line, sharply triangular, the angles

almost winged. Tube of sepals barely one-third

line long, the free portions lanceolate, acute, 3-

nerved, the Central nerve keeled, margin reflexed;

upper two-third3 distinctly verrucose inside, three-
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quarters ofan inch lonp;, light buff, paler towards base
of dorsal sepal, becoming orange on the same portion

of the lateral ones, nerves green. Lateral sepals

connate for 2} lines, somewhat falcate, almost
parallel, a little narrower than dorsal one. Petals
narrowly linear, obtuse, slightly falcate, 21 lines

long, chestnut-brown, the central nerve darker than
the rest. Lip li line broad at base, gradually
narrowing from apex of side lobes to an acute point;

flat behind, sharply recurved from the apex of the side

lobes, at which point a pair of acute keels leave the
margin, and run parallel with it to near apex, the
keels themselves gradually approaching each other

;

light yellowish-brown, inclining towards reddish,

the central nerve, and the lateral pair which run into

the keels, being of a slightly darker shade. Column
green, with a pair of broad rounded wings, which
are buff on the margin. Pollen masses two, pre-

cisely as in the genus. The lip of this remarkable
plant is attached by a delicate hinge and oscillates

up and down with the slightest movement. The
flowers open about three-quarters of an inch from
apex of dorsal sepil to that of the lateral ones. The
singular aspect of the plant will be at once apparent
from the above details, there being no single species

with which it can be compared, either in structure

or colour. I am not aware if any other plants are in

existence in the country. E. A. Bolfe.

LILACS.
The following notes from the pen of Professor

Sargent are extracted from Garden and Forest

:

—
Syringa vulgaris is a native of the mountainous

region of Central Europe from Piedmont to Hun-
gary. It has been a favourite garden plant for three

centuries, and has produced in cultivation a great

number of varieties with more or less dense inflores-

cence, and with flowers varying from purplish-red

to pure white. Double-flowered and blotched-leaved

varieties are cultivated. The leaves of this species

and of all the varieties are often greatly disfigured

in the United States during tlie summer and autumn
months by the attack of a white mildew.

Si/ringa ohlata is not known in ^a wild state ; it

was first discovered by Fortune in a garden at

Shanghai, and, later, by the Abbe David, in gardens

near Pekin. Its perfect hardiness in this climate

indicates its northern origin. S. oblata differs but

slightly in botanical characters from some forms of

S. vulgaris, a geographical variety of which it should,

perhaps, be considered, although, from a garden point

of view, quite distinct. Here it flowers ten or twelve

days earlier than the earliest varieties of S. vulgaris,

and its thick, leathery leaves, which are never

attacked by mildew, turn in the autumn to a rich

dark russet-red colour—a character which should be

taken advantage of by hybridisers to secure a new
race of Lilacs with the large inflorescence of S. vul-

garis and the foliage of this Chinese plant. S. oblata

is a stout spreading shrub here, now 8 or 10 feet

high, flowering profusely every year. There is a

white-flowered variety which has not flowered here.

Syringa chincnsis.—This plant, although long culti-

vated, is not known in a wild state. It is believed to be

of Chinese origin, and it is not uncommon in the gar-

dens of Pekin. In general appearance, in the shape

of the leaves, the size of the flowers, and in the

period of blooming, it is intermediate between S.

vulgaris and S. persica. This is one of the hardiest

and handsomest shrubs in cultivation, producing its

enormous rather lax clusters of flowers in the

greatest profusion. There are varieties with rosy-

purple and with white flowers.

Syringa persica has long been an inhabitant of the

gardens of Persia and India, whence it was intro-

duced into Europe and America. Its native country.

however, was long unknown until it was met with

by Dr. Aitchison, of the Afghan Boundary Surrey,
who found it " a very common shrub on the low and
outer hills near Shalizan up to nearly 7500 feet."*

Varieties with lilac and with white flowers are

* Joum. Linn. Sot., xviii., 73.

common. S. pteridifolia is a variety in which the
leaves are deeply laciniate.

Syringa viUosa was discovered near Pekin about the
middle of the last century by the French missionary,

d'Incarville. It was found in the same region by
D.ivid, and plants raised from seed sent to the Arnold
Arboretum from Pekin by Dr. B.-etschneider are now
growing there. To this species should perhaps be
referred, as M. Franchet hints in his paper upon the

Chinese Lilacs,* S. Josik.-ea and S. Emodi, which, as

he points out, cannot be separated from d'lncarville's

plant either by the shape of the leaves, the character
of the inflorescence, or by the shape or size of the
flowers. In the Himalaya plant (S. Emodi), however,
the long white hairs which cover the under side of

the leaves of S. villosa are replaced by a minute
puberulence on the midrib, which is even less

developed on the leaves of S. Josikiea. Tlie bark,

colour and markings of the young shoots, and the

habit of these three plants are identical, although
in S. Josikoea the leaves are narrower than in the
Chinese plant, but not narrower than those of many
Himalayan specimens. The plants of S. Josikaja,

now widely distributed in gardens, have all been
propagated from a single plant discovered in a

Hungarian garden, but not known to be wild in

Europe, and probably of Asiatic origin.

Syringa pekincnsvs is a native of the mountains of

Northern China, where it was discovered by David.
It is growing in the Arnold Arboretum, where it

was raised from seed sent by Dr. Bretschneider from
Pekin, but as yet has shown no disposition to flower.

It is a slender tree-like shrub, perfectly hardy, and
already 10 to 12 feet high, with long, graceful,

flexuous branches, covered with smooth yellow-brown
bark, not very unlike that of a Cherry tree. A
plant with distinctly weeping branches appeared
among the seedlings raised in the arboretum.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

DENDROBIUiM SPHEGIDOGLOSSUM, Hchh. f.

Tnisscarce species has recently been sent to the Kew
Herbarium by Major-General E. S. Berkeley, who
obtained it from the hills on the frontier of Siam

;

it was also collected by Parish in Burmah. The
stems grow to about 9 inches in height, they are

spindle-shaped, and not very thick. The leaves are

narrow, oblong obtuse, and marked on the upper

surface with numerous impressed dots. The flowers

are of rather small size, about k inch long, and are

produced from the old stems in short 2—3 flowered

racemes, with oblong obtuse, complicate, yellowish-

green bracts. The upper sepal is lanceolate acute,

the lateral sepals elongate, triangular, acute,

keeled down the back ; the petals are lanceolate

obtuse, and the rather narrow lip is three-lobed

with narrow triangular side-lobes, and an oblong

middle lobe, all three lobes being fringed with curled

hairs. The colour of the flower is yellowish-white,

with some very delicate red veins on the sides of the

lip and the tip of the lip marked with orange-red.

N. E. Brmm.

Orchids at JMesshs. Seegkr & Thopp's.

In their new establishment at Lordship Lane many
fine and curious Orchids are now got together, as

well as good importations of the showy species, and
notablyagrand lotofLceliapurpurata, which curiously

enough are now sending up their spikes. Many
superb masses are among them, the largest, which

has over 200 pseudobulbs and twenty flower-sheaths,

being probably the largest single mass ever got over.

The Cypripedium collection which has just pro-

duced the singular C. Stonei acrosepalum has no".'

another new hybrid in bloom, the result of a cross

between C. Spicerianum and C. Harrisianum. Its

flowers are very handsome, and much like the beau-

tiful C. Tautzianum, it having the same rosy flush

* " Observations sur les Syriajra du Kord d» la Tiiip*." Bv'/,

Soe. Philomeitique rfe Pnri^, .Tuly. ISftS.

over them
; the form of the dorsal sepal, however, is

that of C. Leeanura. The leaves are handsome, like

a strong C. Spicerianum, with a slightly darker vein-
ing—certainly an acceptable variety.

On the tank beneath the rockery in the interme-
diate-house are growing in great luxuriance some
rare Sobralias, which seem to like the situation. A
grand specimen of the noble S. Cattleya; has stems
8 feet in height with very stout and vigorous young
growths which will doubtless flower when mature. A
good lotof Vandas have some in bloom, also a fair

sprinkling of flowers on Cattleya Gaskelliana, C.
velutina, C. bicolor Wrigleyana, Angrscum Scotti-

anum, Saccolabium gemmatum, many Cypripediums,
Masdevallias, and Oncidiums, and a grand strain of
Oncidium Papilio raajus of great size, fine colour, and
handsome marking. Some of the flowers measure
7 inches from the top of the upper sepal to the front

of the labellum.

SOBRALIA LEUCOXANTHA.

Were it not for the short time—in most cases a
single day—during which the flowers of Sobralias
last, the genus would occupy a place in the very first

rank of beautiful Orchids. As it is, they are not
grown by any means so extensively as they deserve
to be, for what the flowers lack in duration they
make up in numbers. The old S. macrantha is rarely

without bloom when the flowering season has once
commenced, and few plants grow with greater free-

dom, if treated liberally. We find that during active

growth occasional waterings with a weak solution of

cow manure are very beneficial.

S. leucoxantha, a new and at present rare species,

proves to be a most beautiful addition to the genus.
The flowers are 3 to 4 inches in diameter, with sepals

and petals of pure white, the latter diifering only in

being somewhat shorter and broader. The outer
side of the lip is white, as is also the frilled edge on
the inner side, but the colour gradually deepens into

a beautiful golden-yellow in the throat. This species

is not so strong a grower as some others, the slender

stems measuring from a foot to 18 inches in height.

It should be grown in the East Indian-house in a
pot of fibrous peat. Like its congeners it requires

copious supplies of water when growing, and at no
time should be allowed to become dry. A plant is

flowering at intervals in the Kew collection, from
which a figure has been prepared for the Botanical

Mn.ga:inr. W. B.

Cultural Memoranda.

BROWALLIA ELATA.

If a pinch of seed of this pretty blue-flowered,

half-hardy annual be sown forthwith in shallow pans
filled to the rim with light sandy mould, and covered

lightly with the same compost, placed in heat and
watered with a fine rose, young plants will .soon

appear. These should be kept near the glass to pre-

vent them making a weakly growth, and as soon as

large enough they should be pricked out into shallow

boxes, about 2 inches apart, in a compost consisting

of three parts litdit sandy loam and one of sweet

leaf-raould, watered, and returned to heat as before.

Subsequently pot them into 3-inch and 4^*inch pots.

These plants are very useful for conservatory and

greenhouse decoration during the winter and spring

months. H. W. W.

Aquileoias—Veitch's New HrnniDs.

There has been a great improvement effected in

the Columbine within the last few years by Messrs.

James Veitch & Sons. Their new hybrids comprise

many new combinations of colours in the same
flower, the colours ranging through all sha<ie£ of

lavender, blue, mauve, white, yellow, orange, scarlet,

and bright rose-pink. The Aquilegia is a very useful

and effective hardy perennial, treated either as n

border plant or potted up for the embellishment of

preenhon?'? and conservatory during the spring

TTionthR. A good stock may be easily wcrk?d up
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either by divisions of tlie roots being transplanted

to where they are intended to flower, or potted up
into 4^-inch and 6-inch pots, in rich soil, or by seed

in shallow pans, in March or August. By adopting
the latter method of procedure new shades of colour

may be obtained. The pans containing the seed should
be put into a close frame, and watered through a fine

rose. As soon as the seedling plants appear
give sufficient air to secure a sturdy growth,
and as soon as large enough prick out, at 2 inches

apart, in shallow boxes filled with a mixture of light

sandy loam and leaf-mould in the proportion of

three parts of the former to one of the latter ; return

to the frame, giving them a position near to the glass,

and shade from sunshine until the roots have taken
to the soil, subsequently potting the plants singly

into 3-inch and 4^-inch pots; then stand the pots

on coal-ashes in shallow frames or pits, water,

and keep close for a few days until they have
pushed into the soil, after which a free circu-

lation of fresh air should be admitted. As the
plants show signs of going to rest water should be
given less frequently at the roots ; keeping them on
the dry side during the winter months. Towards
the end of February remove the loose surface soil,

and top-dress with the mixture indicated above prior

to placing the plants in gentle heat—say a vinery or

Peach-house just started—when they will soon start

into growth. H. W. W.

The Mimolus.

The richly marked flowers of this hardy perennial,

together with its easy culture, renders it a very
desirable and eS'ective border and pot plant for con-
servatory and greenhouse decoration during the
spring months. The plant is easily propagated by
transplanting or potting up divisions of the roots
in moderately rich soil, and from seed sown in

March or August ; afterwards treating the seedling
plants in the manner recommended above for Aqui-
legias, tying out the plants subjected to pot culture
as soon as the flower-spikes appear. H. W. W.

Epilobium angustifolium.

This, just now, is very gay and eflective in gar-
dens, and is a very telling and desirable plant for

certain situations
; the places, perhaps, for which it is

best adapted being half-cultivated spots, such as
woodland walks or shrubbery borders, where it raises

its tall spikes of flowers and looks quite at home.
This Willow-herb comes readily from seed, sown as
soon as ripe, or in the spring, .lud it may also be
increased readily by division, and when once planted
it spreads and takes care of itself.

Pyrethruiis.

For flowering in the herbaceous border during
spring and early summer, and for cutting purposes,
Pyrethrums are very valuable, and especially the
single forms. These may be raised readily from
seed, and much variety obtained

; but to have really
showy, good sorts, the better way is to get a few
distinct named ones. Seed may be sown at once.
Prepare some soil by sifting, spread it on the ground,
make firm and water, after which the seed may be
scattered thinly over the surface, and slightly

covered, and then place over it a handlight to assist

it to germinate. As soon as this takes place air
must be given, increasing the quantity as the plants
gain size, till they are fully exposed to the weather.
The pricking out is best done during a dull showery
day, when the plants should be dibbled in rows, and
there left till they bloom, when those worth saving
can be selected and marked, or the inferior ones
pulled up and destroyed. If plants are to be pur-
chased, it is advisable to have them in pots at this
season, as then they suSer no check, and take to the
ground at once, but to enable them to do this they
must be kept well watered till the roots get a start.
Pyrethrums, both double and single, do well in
almost any kind of soil, but in the spring they
quickly suffer from drought, and it is only those that
have plenty of moisture that carry fine blooms.
Liquid manure is a great help to them when they
are flowering, a period at which they Jvill take anv
quantity. The double kinds of Pyrethrum admit o'f

ready propagation in spring, when they may be
divided by simply cutting them through, or by lifting

the plants and pulling them apart, as any that have
stood a year or two have numerous crowns, and each
piece with roots will grow. Division may also be
carried out in the autumn. J. S.

CYKTOPODIUM SAINT-
LEGERIANUM.

This may be regarded as the showiest form of the
variable C. punctatum, from which it does not seem
to differ in botanical features ; it is, however, far

handsomer than the general run of the species, and
the bracts, which are highly developed, are barred
and blotched with chestnut-red of the same bright hue
as that seen on the yellow flower-segments. A glance
at the Botanical Magazine figure of C. punctatum,
t. 3507, which represents one of the lightest coloured
forms with greenish-yellow bracts without spotting,
shows how wide the range is between the variety there
depicted and the one we here illustrate (fig. 20) ; but
those who know the plant will have seen many forms
intermediate between the two. C. Saintlegerianum
was discovered in Central Paraguay by M. de St.
Leger, the finder of the pretty Oncidium Jonesia-
num, and was exhibited by Mr. Gumming, gardener
to A. H. Smee, Esq., of Hackbridge, at the Royal
Horticultural Society, March 9, 1886, when it

received a First-class Certificate. On March 13 of
this year it was again shown, on which occasion our
illustration was taken.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

THE FLORISTS' TULIP.

Tulip growers have had to wait and watch for a
suitable dry time in which to take up their bulbs

;

and all are, no doubt, out of the soil by this time,
and enjoying that dry rest above the ground which
is a; ways considered by Tulip growers to be better
for it than a wet one below ; and we are informed by
men of experience that the bulb which has been
kept cool and dry strikes root with far greater force
at its natural time for rooting, which is about the
month of September.

It must not be supposed that when the Tulip bulb
is lifted and dry that, though life is dormant, it is

actually stagnant. As the Rev. F. D. Horner has
stated, in one of his pleasant papers on this gorgeous
flower, " There is no suspended animation in the
Tulip bulb. It is full of ripe and ready active juices,
and these are stirred by such nerve and pulse as may
be in vegetable life, and aif used at once, though
invisibly, in building up tissue and structure of next
year's foliage, stem, blossom, and seed-pod, together
with, not least among the hidden wonders, the germ
of the bulb to follow. Cut through the bulb when
newly ripe in June and you will see nothing but so
many fleshy,juicy layers, united on a base, or radical
plate; but watch the bulb from time to time, as
autumn draws on, and you will see that its very
shape has been gradually altering. Instead of losing
flesh, it seems to have gained it, and its tissues are
fuller of sap than ever. They are tense, and bright,
and fervent

; while at the vital base of the bulb—its

most vulnerable part—the coronal of fibres, with the
point of every future rootlet almost pricking through,
is very prominent. Probably the pale tip of the
young shoot, the 'guard-leaf as it afterwards be-
comes, is already visible ; but, if not, dissection
would reveal every leaf of the future foliage—every
petal of the coming flower, with every chance notch
and imperfection of shape pre-figured in it—every
stamen, and the seed-pod with its triple stigma, only
at this early stage the proportions of the various
parts are not in their final order ; tor the embryo
stamens are larger than the petals of the unborn
fiower, and there is little or no visible stem. Close
by, and upon the radical plate, like the rest, will be
seen a far tinier shoot, or eye, and this is the crescent
bulb for a year beyond the present. Contemporary

off'sets are similar germs, attached also to the radical

plate, and lying between folds of the parent bulb.

If they are large they may be seen attached in the

same way to the outer layer of the bulb."

This passage, while it teaches some interesting

physiological facts connected with the Tulip, also

shows how necessary it is that the utmost care should

be observed in preserving the bulbs from the time of

lifting until that of planting.

The Tulip appears to prefer a rather heavy in pre-

ference to a light soil. I think one reason why Mr.
Barlow's Tulips were below their usual mark this

season was the lightness of the soil in which they

were grown. While the incidence of the season had

something to do with the unequal growth—and this was

observed all round among the growers—the spongy

character of the soil had something to do with it.

Mr. Barlow finds great difficulty in getting suitable

soil in his district ; it is more or less impregnated

with metallic oxides, and these the Tulip does not

like. Old Tulip growers hold the opinion that a soil

that will grow good Wheat and Beans will grow
good Tulips also. A rather stitf and deep loam suits

it best ; and should it be too clayey, a balance can

be struck by mixing with it some chopped-up sods of

decayed turf and coarse river-sand.

Mr. Horner has stated that he never had Tulips

better than when once, by change of residence, he

had to plant them after Potatos, in a clayey soil that

was well-drained and worked. If the soil is good,

there is no need to dig manure into it at the time of

planting; it is enough to give a surface mulching of

short manure after planting is done. The Tulip

likes a little salt in the soil. Mr. Horner further

states :
—

" I use the same ground every year for

Tulips, and nearly every summer, just after taking

them up, give the beds a fair sprinkling of common
salt, till they seem as if whitened by a slight fall of

snow, not quite enough to cover the ground."

Some years ago a discussion took place in one of

the floricultural publications of that day on the sub-

ject, "What is it kills Tulips?" The conclusion

reached—and it is, no doubt, the correct one—was,

it is wet, rather than frost, wliich kills Tulips. It is

the necessity for drainage that illustrates the practice

of raising the Tulip bed above the level of the sur-

rounding ground. Wet is the most deadly foe of

the Tulip, and the moister the position of the bed,

the higher should it be raised ; in such a case j

18 inches would be none too much. If there is a I

good deep soil drought may not be feared, as the '

fibres strike down very deeply into it. If a very dry
time sets in, and the plants show signs of suffering

from it, a good surface watering can be given with |
advantage. ^
November 9 is the traditional time for planting

Tulips. In the days when such a fine collection

was grown at the Royal Nursery, Slough, planting

was always done wi Jiin a day or twoof Lord Mayor's
Day. The later the district, the earlier should
planting be done. Something depends upon the

weather, for planting is best performed when the soil

is friable and fairly dry. This operation might be
performed during the last two weeks in October.

What sorts of Tulips can be obtained by those

who are desirous of entering upon their culture ? No
one in this country publishes a catalogue of late

florists' Tulips ; but the following are grown by the
Northern florists, and they can, no doubt, be had ;

—

Feathered bizarres : Garibaldi, rich golden-vellow

ground, best in its feathered form ; George Hay-
ward, finely feathered with dark crimson-maroon—

a

variety that generally comes in good form ; Storer's

William Lea, rich deep golden ground, and fine

bronzy-maroon feather ; Hepworth's General Grant,
a rich scarlet-feathered bizarre of the colour of
Orion and Dr. Hardy ; Masterpiece, good pure
golden ground colour, finely feathered; William
Wilson, said to iiave originated from JIasterpiece,

also very fine
; Ashmole's Lord Raglan, very finely

pencilled, and golden ground colour ; and Sir Joseph
Paxton, always good. Flamed bLtarres : Sir J. Pax-
ton, Dr. Hardy, Orion, all to be depended upon ;

Excelsior, a fine dark flower, one of the late Dr.
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Hardy's seedlings ; anil Storers No. 4, a fine flower. William Bentley, a scarce variety, finely feathered
;

posely omitted a few of the newer varieties, because

Feathered roses: Modesty, a charming variety, and Alice Gray, also a good useful flower. Flamed they are practically unobtainable at present. It. V.

with a rich deep scarlet feather on a white ground ;
bybltemens : Talisman, one of the very best in ciilti-

Martin's 101, beautifully feathered, but wanting vation ; Duchess of Sutherland; Adonis, very fine

;

The Dahlia.

in shape ;
Nancy Gibson, rich in colour, quite and Friar Tuck, a rosy bybla'men, fine and correct The plants rerpiire constant attention in pinching

Fli:. 20. CYKTOPODIUM SAIXTLEGIIUASUMJ rOKTIOX Or THE IXl-LOliESCENCE : 1-I.OWEHS YELLOW, HEAVILY BAHKED AND nl'OTrED Willi UlIOWN. (sEE P. ISO.)

a scarlet
; and Industry. Flamed roses : Annie

McGregor, perfect in marking and shape, very
fine

;
Aglaia, a good old variety, especially when

in its best form ; Lady Sefton, bright in colour

;

and Mabel, very pretty and stiiking. Feathered
byblffimcns : Bessie, Mrs. Jackson, with a rich
feathering of glossy raven-black; Mrs. Cooper,

when in its best form. Breeder Tulips—bizarres :

Excelsior, Sir J. Faxton, \ViIham Lea, Horatio, Abe
Lincoln, Ashmole's Seedling, and Storer's No. 4.

Hose breeders : Mrs. Barlow, Annie McGregor,
Lady C. Grosvenor, Miss Burdett Coutts, and In-

dustry. Bybkemen breeders; Glory of Stakehill,

Adonis, Talisman, and Elizabeth Gill. I have pur-

or cuttting out all superfluous growths, and I Avould

remark here that pinching is better tlian cutting

out. "When a plant has been allowed to grow until

it has formed a thicket of shoots, that have har-

dened, and must be removed with a knife, it cannot

be expected to do so well afterwaris as if the

growths had been small and soft, easily removed by
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pinchingthem out with the finger and thumb. These

soft growths, when taken off below a joint, strike

readily in a frame, and when rooted may be planted

in large 60 or small 4S-pots. Each plant will form a

tuberous root, and in October they may be dried otV

without removing the plants from the pots, and if

they are stored where frost is excluded they can

generally be kept in good condition through the

winter. The pot- roots, as they are called, come in

useful when the ground-roots are ripened badly, and

rot off even when carefully kept. I put aside six good

roots of one particular variety last year, and every

one decayed in the winter, and so T lost the stock, not

having any pot-roots of it. The plants have suffered

from too much water this year, and are not by any

means so strong as if it had been a hot and dry

season.
Hollyhocks.

We have tried these handsome garden plants by

letting them remain in the open garden all through

the winter. On a dry border, and sheltered from the

north wind, not a single plant has died ; but in a

part of the garden where the water does not drain

away so freely, and where the plants are exposed to

the north, every plant has died. It is therefore not

safe to leave choice varieties out-of-doors, unless

they are placed in a sheltered and a moderately

dry position. It is, perhaps, rather troublesome to

keep such plants in pots through the winter ; but

those who object to this may phmt them out close

together in frames in light dry sandy soil. They
can be protected by the glass lights from the winter

weather. The disadvantage attending the plants in

frames is the fact that they do^-not produce their

growths early enough to form cuttings which will

give strong flowering plants tlie same season;

whereas those placed near the roof-glass in a heated

iiouse may have shoots strong enough to take off

for cuttings in January. Cuttings may be taken
mow wherever they can be obtainetl, and all the

eide growths on which there are dormant eyes may
be taken off, and the eyes can be planted in small

jpots, using light sandy soil. They soon form roots

in cold frames if the lights are kept close over them.

.J. Douglas.

Violas.

From Messrs. Dobbie & Co., ot Rothsay, we
liave received a number of flowers of Violas,

which for correctness of form, variety, and
purity of colour, are of a high order of merit.

Crown Jewel may be mentioned as very lovely,

the rounded petals being all of a rich maroon
or purple-velvet colour, edged ^vitix a wavy margin
oi white ; while the lowermost petal has an orange

blotch, forming an excellent indicator for vagrant

insects, the button-like head of the style lying

exactly on the blotcli. The strain may be highly

j^ommended.

IRISES.
Ihis cypriana, J. G. Baker and M. Foster, n. .s/j.'^—

A tall large-flowered Iris of the Pogoniris group,

with a massive compressed branching many-flowered

scape, 3 feet or more in lieight. The spathe-valves
are conspicuously navicular while the flower is in

bud, and become more or less scarious during

/lowering.

The blade of the obovate cuneate falls, which is

12 cm. long by (IV broad, is a fine somewhat
reddish-lilac, with thin inconspicuous darker veins;

the claw is marked by thick greenish-brown branch-
ing veins on a creamy-white ground. These veins

spread over the base of the blade and end abruptly

at a transverse line drawn through the end of the
•beard, which is massive, reacliing far beyond the

* Iris {Pof/oniris') cj/pj-iana.—Rhizomate brevi, foliis eloii-

^atia late cnsiformibug glaucesceutibua, spathte valvis navicu-
flaribus ad antliCoin sursum scariosis, lloribus genenim mux-
imis pulchre lilaciuis baiii albis veiiid briinnei-5 decoratis,
ovario subse.^sik' irre^ulariter hox.^gouo, tubo subpoUicari, seg-

mentis exterioribiis obDvato-cimeato barba ccntrali pili3 albidis

iuteo capilatis, segmeutis interioribus orbiculari-oblongia un-
giiiculatis, styli cristis iiiagnis -rerntlafis, fructn elHpsoideo-
jcylindrico. /. G, B.

Styles, the stout hairs being white, tipped with

orange, especially at the back. The under surface

of the claw is marked with purple spots.

The blade of the oblong-unguiculate standard,'.) cm.

long by 6 cm. broad, is of a lighter more blueish lilac.

The long claw, 2 to 3 cm. in length, is marked with

reddish-brown spots arranged in broken lines.

The styles are of a lilac or lavender colour, lighter

still than the standards, except along the median line.

The crests are broadly triangular, divergent, with ser-

rated edges.

The relatively long tube is light green with faint

purple streaks in contination of the claws of the

standards.

This Iris, by its inflorescence, belongs to the I.

pallida group, though the peduncles are relatively

longer, and has a certain superficial resemblance to I.

pallida itself, but appears to me to differ from it, to

the value of a species, in the following points :^

1. In I. cypriana the spathe valves and peduncular

bracts are conspicuously navicular, and at flowering

time are scarious in part only, sometimes only half

scarious, the extent varying according to dryness of

season, and are brown scarious.

In I. pallida the spathe valves are never navicular,

and are wholly scarious—paper-white scarious—long

before flowering, while the buds are still immature,

and that whatever the weather. This is a very

marked feature of I. pallida, and makes itself felt in

the hybrid oflspring of I. pallida. In I. plic.ata, or

I. Sweetii, which are hybrids of I, pallida, the spathi-

valves are as scarious—and as early scarious—as in

I. pallida itself. I am consequently led to lay great

stress on this character.

2. The form of the perianth segment is diflVrent

in the two. In I. cypriana the fall is obovate-

cuneate, in I. pallida it is more or less broadly ovate,

in some cases very broad and short, in other cases

rather longer in proportion to breadth, but never so

relatively elongate as in I. cypriana. The standard

similarly in I. cypriana is oblong-unguiculate, witli

a long claw ; in I. pallida orbicular-obovate, with a

&liort claw.

;}. In I. pallida the tube is very short, the ovary is

short and broad, very distinctly hexagonal with six

distinct grooves, becoming as a ripe capsule, a short,

broad ellipsoid.

In I. cypriana both tube and ovary are relatively

longer, and the ovary though really hexagonal witli

six grooves, has three sides broader than the others,

so that it appears somewhat trigonal, and ripens into

a capsule which is an elongate ellipsoid.

It is true that the ovary in the different varieties of

I. pallida varies a good deal in length relative to

breadth ; some are very short and broad, others are

relatively long, but in each case the end is rounded

obtusely and abruptly. In I. cypriana the ends thin

away more gradually from the middle. I do not

know what exact term to use — it is not unlike a

torpedo with blunt ends.

4. The styles in I. cypriana are, relative to breadth

,

longer than in I. pallida, which are notably short

and broad. The crests in I. cypriana are larger and

more quadrate.

5. The leaves are relatively narrower in I

.

cypriana.

G. The habit is very different. I. cypriana dies

down to a large extent in late summer, and con-

spicuous shoots, as in I. sicula, very closely re-

sembling similar shoots occurring at the same time

in I. susiana, appear after the autumn rains. I.

pallida does not die down until winter, and then

sometimes partially, but sometimes wholly, no leaves

remaining above the soil. It will be interesting to

observe the characters of the seeds, which I hope to

do in the course of the summer.

1 do not think I. cyprina can be a hybrid of I.

pallida—the only possible other parent would be I.

germanica—and then one would expect a very dif-

ferent coloration.

The root of this fine large new bearded Iris was

sent to Kew from Cyprus by Mrs. Kenyon, together

with roots of a wliite Iris, which proved to be iden-

tical with I. albicans (Lange). The handsome large

flowers make it a welcome addition to our gardens
and it has the additional merit of being a late

fiowerer—the latest of the tall bearded Irises—later
than I. pallida, and at this moment (July 17) is in

flower in my garden at the same time as I. Monnieri
and I. aurea. It is a very conspicuous and pleasing

sight at a distance. I can distinctly see the large

white beard 30 or more yards off. It has a slight

fragrance resembling that of I. germanica rather

than that of I. pallida.

It seems somewhat impatient of autumnal and
winter rains, and should, I think, as indicated by the

manner in which it shoots in autumn, be planted in

a dry position. I fancy that it would ]>roflt by
being " roasted " in summer, and the extremely free

way in which it has flowered this summer is pro-

bably due to the, in some ways, beneficent drought
of last summer. M. F.

I. Barnumi, J. G. Baker and M. Foster, n. sp:\

Bhhome, slender, fleshy, with the usual characters

of an Oncocyclus rhizome, ix., the new buds, wliich

appear first in a nipple form, early become separated

by a constriction from the old stock, causing the new
growths to be discrete, not massed together as in

Pogoniris.

Leaves, five or six to a tuft, about 1.3 cm, by 1 cm.
or less linear, pointed, somewhat falcate.

Scape, 3 cm. to 14 cm. in length, one flowered,

with a sheathing leaf starting at about a quarter

of the length

Spathe Valves, 5 to G cm. long, elongate, narrow-
pointed, slightly ventricose, longer than tube, flushed

with purple at lip and extreme edge, otherwise green,

persistently herbaceous long after flowering.

Fall, obovate cuneate, 5 cm. long, by half as broad,

with no distinction between claw and blade, the

lattpr concave from side to side, sharply reflexed and
curled down in the apical third, dark venous red-purple

with darker veins; beard triangular, " flutry," hairs

thin, close-set, yellow, tipped purple, manv hairs

straggling away laterally from the triangular outline

of the mass of the beard.

Standard: blade, orbicular obovate, connivent, G to

'^ cm. long by G or 7 cm. broad, folded saddlewise,

narrowing, at flrst gradually and at last suddenly, to

a short claw, edge crenate, colour red-purple rather

lighter than the falls, with more conspicuous veins
;

a very few hairs on the claw.

Siijles nearly horizontal, arching over falls ; .

groundwork brownish-yellow, made reddish by red- I

purple dots and a median-purple streak ; under- 1

surface yellow; crests triangular, much recurved,

finely serrate, red-purple with deeper veins ; stigma

with serrate purple edge.

Anthers large
;

pollen yellow.

Ovary trigonal, shorter than the long tube.

Capsule trigono-ellipsoid. Seeds large, with con-

spicuous light-coloured strophiole.

Flowers in May or June, rather later than I.

iberica.

The flowers in a warm atniosphere possess a de-

lightful fragrance. The plant, like other Oncocyclus

Irises, dies down in midsummer if roasted, and shoots

again after the autumn rains. In many respects it

comes near I. paradoxa.

There can be no doubt that in spite of possessing

a defined beard, it belongs to the Oncocyclus group

;

in every other character, as well as in general aspect

and habit, it is an Oncocyclus.

This plant is a native of the hills, about two hours

distant from Van in Armenia. For the possession

of it I am indebted to the kind zeal of Mrs. Barnum,
of the American ^lission of Kharput. She saw the

flower while on a visit to Van, and secured roots for

me. I have great pleasure in naming it after tliis

lady, who has been indefatigable in sending me Irises

t /j'/.s' liarnuini, n. sp,— Rhi/.omate brevi; foliis lineariljU'

f^Uiuccscootibus somi-peiUilibus ; caule brevi mouoceplialu

;

•^pathfp valvis niagnis post .authesin lierbaceis
;

periLmtliii

tubo brevi, limbo atropurpureo veuis obscuris, segruL'utis

esterioribus obovoato-cuaeatis barba subdiEfusa pilis lutosceii-

tibus purpureo-capitatis, segmenti3 iiiterioribus obovato-

unguiculati* exterioribui majoribiis ; styli cristis brevi bii-«

rccurvati^ ; seniinibua m:ignis conspicue strophiolatis. /. G. Ji.
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from Asia Minor, and to whom we are already in-

debted for I. lupina I. reticulata var. sophenensis,

a very distinct variety of I. persica, and indirectly

for other Irises which I believe will prove to be new.

M.F.

Scotland.

HORTICULTURE AT WEIIYSS BAY.

The beauties of the scenery at Wemyss Bay are

well known to the ordinary tourist who visits this

famous part of the Clyde during his summer holi-

days. The several Guidebooks which he may con-

sult give every particular that may be of interest to

visitors who come to the district for the purpose of

admiring the features of as charmingly varied a

landscape as may be found in the United Kingdom.

The horticultural tourist, however, has been alto-

gether ignored in these Guidebooks. Any indica-

tion of wliat is professionally interesting to the

gardener on holiday finds no place in them—a short-

coming which I commend to the consideration of

their compilers, with the view to its amendment in

future issues.

Readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle who may find

themselves in Glasgow for the first time will, if

leisure permit, be sure to find their way to Wemyss

Bay, tlie distance to which, from Bridge Street

Station, Glasgow, is about 28 miles. The route is

chiefly parallel to, and for the greater part of the

way is in view of the River Clyde, affording the

traveller a fine panorama of the beautiful scenery of

Scotland's most celebrated river. The first place of

horticultural interest on arriving at Wemyss Bay

Station is

AVemyss HonsE,

the marine residence of George Burns, Esq., one

of the founders of the world-famed Cunard line of

steamers. It is one of the most picturesque and in-

teresting of the many remarkable residences to be

found on either side of the Firth of Clyde. The en-

trance to the grounds lies to the left from the rail-

way station about half a mile and only some 30 or

40 yards from the shore. The house stands a few

feet above high-water mark at one end of a narrow

almost level lawn of considerable length, the latter

being fringed and interspersed with fine clumps of

evergreen and flowering trees and shrubs, among
which were such things as Escallonia macrantha,

choice Rhododendrons, Olearia, Ceanothus, Clematis,

&c., luxuriating and blooming profusely.

Almost perpendicular from the landward edge of

this lawn rises a background of rock to the height of

about 112 feet. Viewed from below there is nothing

to suggest anything but crags tastefully clothed with

shrubs and trees ; Austrian Pines, Pernettias, Escal-

lonia macrantha, the latter at the time of my visit

being literally abla/.e with the masses of its shining

red flowers—Cupressus, Retinosporas, and many
other choice shrubs and deciduous trees inter-

mingling with each other in easy natural fashion.

No one looking on the towering height from below

could possibly imagine that all this wealth of ar-

boreal growth is a skilfully contrived screen to con-

ceal the existence of a score or more of surprises in

the shape of irregular terraces cut out of the solid

rock, bowered walks, grottos, flower gardens in which

only such choice herbaceous perrenials or alpine

plants as harmonise with the features around,

Roses, and dwarf alpine shrubs, are permitted

a place. From every change of elevation and
position is obtained a fresh and interesting view of

the lovely landscape, which spreads out in such

breadth and variety to the south, the east, and the

west. The access to these terraces is by a series of

flights of steps from the western end of the lawn,

and from the eastern end by zigzag walks of easy

gradient, all perfectly concealed, so that no artificial

line is visible. The scheme and the execution of

the whole is the work of Mr. Henderson, the

talented gardener, who commenced operations about
twenty-eight years ago, and still lives to enjoy the

work of his head and hands, and the confidence of

his venerable employer.

On the uppermost terrace is a fine range of plant

and fruit houses, the productions in each exhibit

all the marks of skill'ul culture. The most remark-

able of these houses is one devoted to a superb

specimen of Cyathea dealbata, which, as regards its

perfect condition, the enormous length of its fronds,

and the size of its head, is perhaps unmatched by

any other in Europe. The house is a handsome

dome-roofed one, about 00 x 30 feet, and the top

of the plant fills tlie upper space with its noble

crown of fronds. The stem is comparatively short,

being only about 5 feet in length, but is very stout,

as may be imagined from tlie great size of the crown.

This last terrace is, as has already been said, 112 feet

above the level of the lawn beneath, and its outer

edge only about 100 yards in direct line from the

shore of the Firth.

The working out of so much picturesque beauty

from bare, barren crags in so limited an area has

been no mean feat of landscape gardening skill, and

the result seems like a realisation of the fabled

Babylonian gardens of Nebuchadnezzar.

Tlie water supply of this and another property

adjoining, but lying higher and more landward, is a

point that will interest visitors who may have similar

diBiculties to contend with in their own experience.

The only available supply of good water for domestic

purposes is a fi ne spring,situate only a few feet above the

shore level, and distant about 1700 feet lineal from

the point of distribution, which is 150 feet above the

level of the spring. A hydraulic ram is placed by

the spring. To prevent waste of the spring-water,

an enormous reservoir has been constructed at a

higher elevation, into which all the surface-water of

the surrounding heights is collected. The reservoir

holds about 100,000 gallons, and furnishes the

motive-power for working the ram. A fall of about

27 feet gives the necessary power to lift an ample

stream from the spring to the point of distribution

at the height above named, and there is no waste of

the valuable spring-water. The system has been

laid down this season, and Mr. Henderson says

it works admirably.

Castle Wemyss.

Closely adjoining Wemyss House—separated in

fact only by a public road—lies Castle Wemyss, the

seat of John Burns, Esq., son of Mr. George Burns,

and Chairman of the Cunard Company. Here the

gardening features are of a broader character. The

Castle, a very handsome building, occupies a com-

manding position on an elevated promontory, from

which a most comprehensive view of the extensive

and beautiful landscape of the Firth is obtained.

Sweeping lawns surround the Castle on the landward

side, which have been formed by means of blasting

thousands of tons of rock, and are now studded with

magnificent clumps of choice Rhododendrons and

other select evergreens and deciduous flowering

shrubs, with here and there fine specimens of Arau-

caria imbricata and other Conifers of the better

classes, along with ornamental trees, which, planted

only some twenty-five years, have attained striking

and effective dimensions. From the lawns beautiful

glimpses of Dunoon and the Ben-More Hills of

Arran and Rothesay are obtained through skil-

fully contrived vistas of trees, which impart to the

broad expanse of the waters of the Firth the ap-

pearance of a grand inland sea or lake. ItoUiug

terraces in grass sweep from the level of the Castle

and the lawns down almost to the shore, and termi-

nate at one point in the not very usual feature in

garden scenery of a fine pier standing out in the

Firth to form a harbour and landing place for the

yacht of the proprietor, who in summer lives almost

as much afloat as on shore. At the south-western

end of one of the lower lawus, almost on the level

ol the shore, a spacious tennis-lawn has recently

been formed, having—as in the case of forming

nearly every bit of level surface on the place—entailed

the blasting of enormous quantities of rock. And
on one side of tlie tennis-lawn, embowered amongst

trees, stands a fine paviUion in which tennis may be

played, but which may, and often is, fitted up as a

ball-room or theatre.

A fruit garden of about an acre in extent, sur-

rounded by buttressed walls clothed in choice Ivies,

Ceanothus, Clematis, Roses, and many other orna-

mental shrubs, stands on the level of the Castle, about

100 yards eastward. The garden is well stocked

with standard and dwarf Apple and Pear and Plum

trees, and the walls with thriving well-trained sam[)les

of the same kinds, along also with Cherries. Crops

are usually good, but this year they are only scanty,

owing to adverse weather in spring. Among the

fruit tree quarters a very useful selection of her-

baceous and florists' flowers is grown for cutting.

A range of fruit-houses extend along the entire

length of the northern side of tliis garden, in which

capital Grapes and Peaches were to be seen in fine

crops .at various stages. Immediately behind these

houses are several blocks of span-roofed pits and

houses devoted to plant growing, forcing fruit and

vegetables. An excellent crop of Strawberries, the

last under glass of the season, was ripening in one of

the houses, so as to keep up the supply till the first

from the open air came in, which was expected to

be realised in a few days from the date of my visit.

Melons are successfully grown in pots, Mr. Hender-

son preferring to do them in that way rather than

planted out. Large stocks of decorative plants for

room and table purposes, and Adiantum cuneatum

and other useful Ferns for cutting, are very success-

fully grown. There is also a choice and thriving

selection of Orchids, and a good collection of stove

and greenhouse plants. About three acres of land

are devoted to vegetable culture at a distance of

about three-quarters of a mile from the Castle.

It only remains to be stated that the two places

which I have briefly and imperfectly attempted to

sketch in the foregoing are both under the manage-

ment of Mr. Henderson, and that the credit

of their charming permanent features, and their

perfect keeping and culture, belong to him.

Kelly House.

This tine place is quite close to the Wemyss Bay

railway station, and is the residence of Alexander

Stephen, Esci., of famous ship-building enterprise.

Although an old place, which has for many years

been known favourably in connection with garden-

ing, it is at the present time in a transition state,

which will in the near future place it in a higher

position horticulturally than it ever has occupied.

A new residence is in course of erection. It

is of princely proportions and style, from

the plans of Mr. William Leiper, architect,

Glasgow. Situate on an elevated site, it commands

a magnificent view of the surrounding scenery. The

park is of considerable extent, well wooded. A fine

flen traverses a considerable portion of the southern

side of the park, in the bottom of which the Kelly

Burn, which divides at this point the counties of Ayr

and Renfrew, runs its shady course to the Clyde.

The kitchen and flower gardens at one point of its

course lie on a gentle slope on the northern bank of

the stream. A fine range of curvilinear plant-houses

in iron extends along the upper side of the flower

garden. The latter is of considerable extent, in

grass—so extensive and varied, in fact, as to admit

of the inclusion of the usual styles of bedding out

along with Roses and hardy herbaceous plants and

ornamental shrubs separately, yet so blended as

a whole as to produce a very fine and pleasing

effect.

The commodious house occupied by Mr. George

JIachrav, the gardener, who is also factor on the

estate, is situated at the north-east corner of tlie

flower garden, and is flanked by a long range of

Peach-houses, in which excellent crops were in fine

promise. A number of plant-houses and pits are

accommodated in an enclosure in rear of the latter

range, in which were fine stocks of the usual classes

of plants for conservatory and room decoration, and

for cutting. Very notable among these were a

splendid lot of Calanthes showing remarkable vigour.

The large iron range before mentioned is stocked
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»* with grand specimen Camellias, Azaleas, Tree Ferns,
«^ and miscellaneous greenhouse j)Iants.

It is in contemplation to remodel and extend the
" glass on a scale proportionate with the splendid

style of the new mansion. The grounds also will be
remodelled and improved in harmony with the
character of the same, and hardly a finer field could
be found for the display of taste and skill in land-
scape gardening. A curious object in one portion of

the grounds is a facsimile of the hut in which Dr.
Livingstone died. The late proprietor of Kelly
House was a personal friend of the great Afiican
missionary and explorer, and had Chumah and Susi,

two of the Doctor's attendants wlio were with him
when he died, some time at Kelly, and employed
them to build the primitive-looking hut, which is as

much cherished by Mr. Stephen as by his predecessor
in possession of the estate. W. 8.

DISEASE OF LILIES.
Pehonospoea elliptica.

In the Gardeners' Chronicle for September 10,

1881, p. 340, will be found an illustration and
description of a fungus there first illustrated and
described by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley under the

name of Ovularia elliptica. Seven years have passed

fiince this description was written, and I doubt
.whether any observer other than myself has since

.«een Ovularia elliptica in good form. In ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred the perfect fungus is not seen

on Lilies dying from the disease, and no trace of it

Js to be seen on Mr. Berkeley's original examples
now at Kew ; in fact it is probable that Mr. Berkeley

himself only saw the fungus in an imperfect state.

No one has said anything new about the fungus

since the original description was published, and if

.any one had ventured to "confirm the Ovularia " it

would have been a proof that the " confirmer" had
never seen it. I have several times seen the conidia

or spores upon Lilies, and frequently a mycelium
which appeared probably to belong to the the fungus.

The Lily fungus, as far as my experience goes, does

not generally emerge from the stomata, but it usually

vegetates as mycelium only within the living

leaves and stems. This mycelium grows with

-such extraordinary rapidity that it will completely
destroy a bed of apparently healthy Lilies in a day

or two. The Lily stems are left like dead brown
sticks, and the leaves hang round the withered dis-

coloured stems like fragments of ragged, brown, sod-

dened tissue-paper. The ravages of the fungus are

not confined to the open air, for I have seen its effect

upon Lilium auratum in greenhouses, but it perhaps

preys with the most deadly effect upon L. candidum.
Various other Lilies are also attacked, and it is pro-

bable that no species can withstand the contact of

the fungus. It has been seen on L. superbum, L.

'Chalcedonicum, L. pardalinnm and others. My
neighbours have (happily !) had their Lilies destroyed

"by wholesale this summer, so that I have had a good
.opportunity of studying the fungus. I have also

ijeen able to produce it in a perfect state by culture,

and so to spread it judiciously amongst selected plants.

As the fungus seldom produces spores naturally, the

inycelium of the fungus is necessarily confined to the

interior party of the attacked plants, and this habit

of the fungus is not favourable to spreading from one
plant to another.

The Lily fungus may be artificially made to perfect

itself by cutting a fungus-infested Lily stem in two,

whilst the Lily is still in the ground. After a single

warm humid night the transverse cut across the

•stem will exhibit a perfect miniature forest of the

50-called Ovularia elliptica. Cutting or breaking ofl

the stems of dressed plants therefore greatly aids

the spread of the fungus. Now if circumstances have
Ijeen fairly favourable the fungus growth from the

transverse cutting when placed under the microscope,

\will be seen something like fig. 21, enlarged
400 diameters. The fungus will now be seen to

belong less to Ovularia than to Puronospora, and
the parasite may be known as Peronospora elliptica.

The fungus is sometimes much more branched than
shown in the illustration, and the branches are
often much longer, but I have engraved the special
specimen on fig. 21 for the reason that I fortu-
nately have the actual example preserved
on a glass slide, with all the conidia or
spores in situ. The illustration shows a
single thread emerging from the transversely cut
cells of a Lily stem. Now it often happens
that the branches of the Peronospora get broken off
and are seen free as at a, and it must have been from
branches like these that Mr. Berkely reasonably
described his fungus as an Ovularia. The growth
seen at a is nothing but a lateral branch broken
from a long stem. It agrees very well with Mr.
Berkeley's original illustration in the number of the
Gardeners' Chronicle above quoted. The spores
readily germinate in water or on any damp surface

;

CAROC^'^-

FlO. 21.—PERONOSPORA KLUPTICA : THE LILV FUNGUS.

certain of the spores produce a convolute mass of

mycelium as at b, which, on the opening of the spore,

protrudes as a germinal thread; other spores or

conidia produce zoospores, as at c. When the

zoospores are mature the large mother spore opens
and the zoospores sail away, exactly as in the case

of the Potato fungus, Peronospora infestans. On
coming to rest the zoospores in turn open and pro-

duce a germinal thread.

The resting-spores which the fungus, no doubt,

produces, have not yet come to hand ; this is pro-

bably owing to the retiring nature of the fungus
itself, which requires, as I have shown, a little judi-

cious coaxing to exhibit itself in good form. Mr.
Berkeley gave no scale to his little drawing in the

Gardeners' Chro7iicle, neither did he mention the

size of the large conidia; he, however, afterwards

supplied this omission in the pages of the Annals of
Kaiural History, The spores shown in fig. 21 agree

exactly with the size given by Mr. Berkeley. As
soon as the Peronospora has run its course, and
directly the affected material approaches decay,

another fungus grows on the surface of the leaves

and stem, and hastens putrescence ; this is Polyactis

vulgaris, illustrated and described in the Gardeners'

Chronicle for February 6, 1886, p. 173. A reference

to this illustration will show a remarkable similarity

between it and the plant before us, but the fungus

upon Lilies is different, and enormously larger in all

its parts. Polyactis cana, a species allied to P. vul-

garis, has large oval spores, but it seems impossible

that P. cana could have been mistaken for Ovularia
by Mr. Berkeley, for Mr. Berkeley was the original

describer of P. cana. The habit of the fungus on
Lilies seems totally different from Polyactis, which
should invariably grow on plants already rotting;

the habit of the Lily fungus, on the other hand, is

entirely that of Peronospora. The habit of the

Peronospora of Lilies is considerably like that of

Peronospora interstitial is of Primulas (see illus-

tration in Gardeners' Chronicle, May 1, 1886, fig.

1*24, p. 564), but whatever decision may be come to

as to the name of the fungus of Lilies, the illustra-

tion published herewith gives the first exact repre-
sentation of it.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and other liliaceous plants are
probably sometimes destroyed by the fungus here
named Peronospora elliptica.

In the now familiar scourge of Lilies we seem to
have a close ally of the Potato fungus, and one
equally difficult to get quit of, as all the involved
features of the cause of one disase are repeated in

the other. If all infested and dying material is

destroyed, it may prevent an attack another year;
but unless ail Lily growers act in concert, one per-
son's unburnt plants may infect a neighbour's garden,
where all diseased mattrial had been carefully burnt
or otherwise destroyed. Wortkington G. Smith,
Dunstable. [We may shortly look for the publication

j

of an important series of observations on this I

fungus by Professor Marshall Ward. Ed.]

THE CHEMISTRY OF VEGETA-
TION, IN REFERENCE TO THE
GROWTH OF THE POTATO.

CContitined from p. \h\.)

Atomic Weights and Symbols.

Though out of historical order, it is closely con-

nected with this part of the subject to give here the

symbols and atomic weights now adopted of some of

the elements with which plant study brings us in

contact.

Quite as an arbitrary matter, on account of its

lightness, the gas hydrogen, H, was taken as a standard

of weight, just as we have an arbitrary yard or an
arbitrary pound. II being taken as unity —1, we
have now the weights as follows ;—O = 16, C = 12,

N = 14. P (phosphorus) = 31, Ca (calcium,

commonly known when combined with O as

lime) =40; CI (chlorine), Zob \ Na (natron or

sodium), 23 ; K (kalium or potassium) 391.

When a chemist writes, in what is called a

formula, CO or Ca, he does not mean any in-

definite quantity or weight, but the weight in

which the element combines.* The atomic weight

is implied in the svmbol. The proportions in

which combinations take place are indicated by
numerals which it has become customary (though in

early chemical papers it was not so) to put after the

symbol and below the line. For example, the series

of combinations of nitrogen and oxygen mentioned
above might be written N. O, K 0„, N. O3. N^ O,,

N3 O5.* In the first there are 28 parts by weight of

nitrogen to 16 parts by weight of oxygen, and in the

last, 28 of nitrogen to 80 of oxygen (5 times 16 equal

80). On the atomic theory, this means that two atoms
of nitrogen having together a weight of 28, 14 each,

relative to the standard weight atom of hydrogen

(taken as 1) combine here with five atomsof oxygen,

having each a weight of 16 relative to the weight of

an atom of hydrogen. As all analyses are based on

what the balance tells us, it is important to have

a clear idea of how the chemist records his results.

* It wouli] malte (liis pijiT too long tn enter into the much-
discussed question, whetlier \vhat wecall elementsare really so.

t Na Ca and Na O^ are relatively the same as N and N O,.
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It is the same when we use a series of circles and so

obviate the use of the numbers below tlie line.

To represent the last n.amed compound of nitrogen

and oxygen there would have to be two circles with

X included and five with O, tlms :
—

® © © © © © ©
M'ith each lettered circle the atomic weight is

implied though not expressed.

Lavoisier.

Keference has been made above to the paper by

(Juyton de Morveaii in 1782 on chemical nomen-

clature. When the wealthy Lavoisier turned hia

vivacious intellect, yearning apparently for something

important to do apart from politics, to the discoveries

of Black, Cavendish, and Priestley, he soon put

himself in communication with various workers. One
day each week he threw open his laboratory, where men
of sucii active thought as Laplace, ]\Ionge. Berthollet,

and i'ourcroy used to meet. Priestley, when in Paris,

told them of his discovery of deplilogisticated air.

Lavoisier was not long in repeating the experiment,

and it remains a deplorable fact for his scientific repu-

tation that he spoke afterwards of having made the

discovery about the same time as did Priestley. With
(iuyton de ^^orveau he was in correspondence.

Everytliing in Paris was being " reformed " (except

morals). Lavoisier determined to be the reformer of

chemistry. His system was essentially that of

oxygen and its compounds. In the new nomen-
clature, in which De Morveau so helped him, tliis

was the leading idea. He worked hard and published

much, and made chemistry really a science con-

sistent with what was then known.* His work made
further work more rapidly possible. It raised ques-

tions for experimenters. Though his system has

been so modified it may be said to be supplanted,

much of the nomenclature still lingers. The
"reforms" in the State had passed from one
stage to another, till, on ^lay 8, 171'4, Ciloycn

Lavoisier was guillotined in accordance with the views

of the then rulers
—" La Bcpuhliqiic ii'a pas besom

f/''.s- savants.' " Seventy years later (1864) an official

]niblication of his works in four handsome quarto

vulumes, was commenced, and in these his writings

can be conveniently referred to. The description of

apparatus and methods in use in his time is especially

interesting. JV. S. M.
(To be continued.)

Forestry.

Notes on the Longevity of Coniferous Tree
Si':kds.—Loudon says European Larch seeds will not
germinate after they have been a few months out of
the cones. Our experience proves that tht*y will ger-

minate perfectly welt eighteen months, and passably

wuU thirty months, after leaving the cones. The
belief seems to be general that White Pine seeds

become rancid and will not germinate after the first

season. Our experience proves that they will ger-

minate thirty months after leaving the cones.

I think further experience will prove that the seeds

-' In the paper describing his researcht'3 on fermentation

Lavoisier enunciated the principle that the weight of the

products of any chemical change are equal to the sum of

tin- weights of the products takinfi; part in that change,

;iiid that hence chemical changes cari be expressed by equations.

Tlie fact lies at the root of the " new chemistry,"—new from
t!ie period in Mhich he lived as distinct from tlie pre-Dalton
jii-riod, and chemists still use equations in expressing the

changes. For example, calcium carbonate and hydrochloric

acid give carbon <lioxide, water, and calcium chloride. The
equation is written thus :

—

CaC03+2HCl^C03+Ha 0+CaCIj
sir.ce it expresses these fact3. The combining weights are of

Ch. 4i>, and of C O, [C. 12. O, 16 taken three timea, i.e.. 48], 60,

together 100. Then 2 H CI [H, 1, CI. 35-5, together 36-.5 ; the

large 2 means twice this] 73. Thus the sum of the weights

100 and 7-i is 173. Then on the other side of the equation we
liavo C O3 [C 1-2 and O 16 taken twice] 41, H, O [H 1 taken
twice, 2, and O. 16] 18, Ca 01^ [Ca 40 CI a.iS. taken twice, 71]

111, and the 44, 18, and 111 together make 173. The sum of

the weights on each side of the equation is the same. Experi-

ment by weight first shows what has taken place, and the

eiinatiou expresses it.

of Colorado Conifers, and seeds of coniferous trees in

all dry climates, will preserve their vitality still

longer. We had a sack of Pinus ponderosa si-ed from

which we sowed five years in succession, and, to all

appearance, they germinate the fifth year as well as

first. Seeds of Pimea ]>ungens and Pseudo-Tsuga
Douglasii have germinated with us, apparently, as

well the third year as the first. I regret that we had

not seeds to try the experiment longer.

Practice has changed wonderfully during the last

half century in this direction, and now, instead of

keeping seeds in the cones, they are taken out as

soon as the cones are gathered and dried, yet some
writers on forest subjects still recommend the seeds

iu the cones till time for sowing. But how can Fir

seeds be kept in the cones ? The cones fall in pieces

as soon as the seeds ripen. They will hold together,

it is true, if collected before the seeds are ripe, but

in that case the cones will become mouldy and injure

the seeds. There may be a few species of Pines

which will keep longer in the cones than out, such

as Pinus lianksiana, P. contorta and P. tuberculata,

which hold the hard, dry cones on the trees for many
yea-'s ; but these are kinds which are seldom, if ever,

used, and of litte value. The white and many other

Pines, the Sprulces and Arbor-vita;s hold the cones

on the trees for a short time after the seeds have

ripened, but they shed all the seeds as soon as they

are ripe, in August, September and October. I do
not see how the seeds can be benefited by being left

in the cones after they have ripened, nor how they

can be kept as safely in cones as in bags.

It is fortunate for tlie forestry of this country that

seeds of forest trees can be kept for years in this

manner, otherwise a succession of plants could not

well be kept up, for forest trees do not produce seeds

every year, even when the seasons are favourable.

In the year 18S4 I scanned the White Pine trees

closely from the head of Lake Michigan to the New
England coast, thence frem Rhode Island north to

the Canada line, thence through the Adirondack
Mountains, along the Black River, and into the

White Pine regions in Pennsylvania, and saw no trees

producing cones. We then sent a collector up into

northern Wisconsin and the Michigan peninsula, but

he found that the trees were not producing seeds. It is

often the case that when forest trees fail to produce

seeds in one part of the country they are abundant in

another locality ; but in this case the only exceptions

I heard of were one locality in the Lower Provinces of

Canada, and the cultivated trees west ofLake Michigan.

Whatis true ofthe White Pine is measurably true of all

other forest trees, and now, when so much is written

on the subject of forestry, it is surprising that so

little is written on this branch ofthe subject. Even
if the seasons are all favourable one can hardly

expect a crop of White Pine seeds oftener than

once in three years. One year is needed for the

blooming of the male and female flowers and the

fertilising of the embryo cones, the next year for

the growth of the cones and the perfecting of the

seeds, which draws so heavily on the vitality of the

trees tliat they require the third year to recu-

perate and form blossom-buds to continue the

blossoming the year following. Wherever I had

an opportunity to examine, as in New England,

or the Adirondacks, and in the Pine belt in

Pennsylvania, I found the trees all well set with

embryo cones, and our collector reported the same
for the region south of Lake Superior, and as these

embryo cones were already fertilised, we were certain

of a crop of seeds the next autumn. Of course, new
seeds are safer and better than old seeds, and will

germinate quicker. AVe make it a rule to sow old

seeds thicker than new, and either to sow them
earlier, or soften them by soaking before we sow
them. Rohti't Douglas, hi " Garden and Forest.''

Fruits Under Glass.

Pines.—Plants which are colouring must receive

careful treatment as regards watering. They must
not be kept too wet, neither must they be kept too

dry ; these two extremes must be specially guarded

against this sunless season. Give ample air during

the process of ripening, to induce high flavour.

Should more fruit than is required turn in, the

suckers may be detached from the plants, and the

plants with the fruit can be removed entire to a dry,

cool room, where they will keep in good condition

for a considerable time. Most of the winter fruiters

will now have passed the blooming stage, and should

receive every encouragement to swell their fruit.

Give them frequent waterings with weak manure.
This should be varied, as a plant is found to thrive

better on a change of diet. A little weak guano,

the drainings from a stable or dung-heap, with
occasional ajiplications of Thomson's manure, will

be found to answer the purpose. Maintain a genial

moist atmosphere amongst the plants by damping
tlie surface of the plunging material and paths. A
gentle dew from a fine-rosed syringe may be giveo

when the plants are being shut up, and a temperature

of 95° may be run up, when sun-heat can be
secured in the afternoon. When the pinery has beett

closed for the day the night temperature should not
be allowed to fall below 75°, and when the mornings

presages a fine day, let the fires be kept at the lowest

point, and air should be admitted early, and in

small quantities, increasing with the sun's power.

When full air is on, the house should stand at

85°. Plants which are intended for special treat-

ment in January should now be allowed to rest by

keeping the temperature a little cooler and drier.

The plants should also receive less water at the

roots. The stock of successions should be kept at

high pressure in order to get strong plants before the

sun's power declines. Never was there a season

when shading was more necessary than the present.,

as tiiere has been no sunshine for several days ii»

succession and when it did appear it was generally

for short periods at a time. This is more injurious

than steady sunshine and the shade should be ran

down whenever the sun appears, and be removed as

soon as it becomes obscured.

Suckers which were recommended to be detachei?

and potted last month will be ready for a shift into a
size larger pots towards the end of the month, aa

they would be likely to start prematurely if allowed tc
remain too long in the sucker pots. Shade slightly and
keep a moist atmosphere to establish them. Let the

night temperature be kept at 75°. 'When firing is

necessary do not syringe too heavily overhead, rather

have recourse to dampmg the surface of the bed and

paths.

Vines.
—

'Vines from which the crops have all been

cleared may now have the top and bottom ventila-

tors kept open night and day. Frequently syringe

the interior, to keep the foliage clean and healthy.

In such a sunless wet season the mulching of outside

borders may be dispensed with. Young Vines which

are to be started in .January fur the first time as

fruiters, if the wood is nice and brown, may have all

the lateral growths cut out to throw all the vigour

into the buds for next year. This should only be-

done up to the length it is intended to fruit them,

which may be half or third w.ay up the rafter,

where the leader was pinched. Tlie renewal of early

Vine borders m.ay now be undertaken where the

(irapes have been cut, or are perfectly ripe, as thi»

will give the Vines ample time to make fresh roots,

while the foliage is still healthy and vigorous.

Commence feet from the front wall of the vinery,

by raking out a trench sufliciently wide to allow for

proper working. Prick out all the soil from the

roots, being careful not to damage them more than

can be helped. 'When all the soil has been removed,

the drainage must be overhauled to see that it is in

proper condition. Any defects here must be remedied,

else all suh.sequent operations will be in a greatl

measure nullified. If the soil to be used is of a heavy

character, a depth of '1 feet (I inches will be enough

for an outside border, but if of a light, porous nature,

then 'Ah feet may be allowed, but roots at such

a depth'as this are not such feeders of the Vine as

those which are closer to the surface, and in contact

with the air. When all is in readiness, commence to

fill in the border by placing a layer of turf, grass-side

down, and proceed" to fill up the border. The roots

should be laid out evenly over the surface, which has

been made sufficiently firm by treading at a foot front

the surface. A mulch of dry straw or a rough

litter should be put over the top to retain the

warmth in the border, but the temperature should

not exceed 85°. The Vines will be all the better

for a shade placed over the glass and frequent

syrinsing during the process.

When the Grapes are ripe the temperature must

be kept cool, but a little heat in the pipes should be

given during dull wet weather. This season late

Grapes will have to be largely ripened by means of

fire-heat, as on many days there is no sun to assist

them. Endeavour to get all late Grapes pushed

forward this month, as they do not make r.apid pro-

gress after the middle of September. Assist them

with weak manure where it is necessary to water the

borders. Pinch out lateral growths before they rob

the Vine of any virtue which should be transmitted

to the fruit. W. M. Baillie, Luton Hoo.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

sists of " summaries of imports from foreign

countries and British possessions," thus :

—

SHOWS.
WEDNESDAY, Aft;.

FKIDAY,

MUNDAY.

( Ne\vcn5tle-on-Tyne (three ilays),
12 J Shropshire, and Shrewsbmy (two

( days).

/'Royal [Horticultural of Ireland,

.jg ) Aberdeen (three days), Wilts,
j Basinj^stoke, Calne, and Dun-
(, keld.

21—Perth (two days).

SALES.
„i,

( Trade Sale of Dul. li Bulbs, at Pro-
' ~

\ theroe & Morris' Rooms.
,

„3 \ Trade Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Pro-
) theroe & Morris" Rooms.

9, ( Established and Tmported Orchids,
" "( at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

.,- ( Tr.ide Sale of Dutrh Bulbs, at Pio-
( theroe & Morris' Rooms.

„ ., , „, ,
F^^^ things, from a literary point

Monthly Stock c ij i • •.*

Takin". °' View, ha\-e a less niviting ap-
pearance than the IJeturns issued

each mouth by the Board of Trade, entitled

"Accounts relating to the Trade and Naviga-
tion of the United Kingdom " for each month
during the year. Some 126 pages of figures to
the " untrained eye " have a somewhat repulsive
appearance, but the " trained " ob.server will find

these pages brimful of interesting facts on matters
concerning every inhabitant of the United Iving-
dom, and Ireland. In very many ^vays do they
concern the horticulturist, the agriculturist—the
arboriculturist, the oivner or occupier of every
acre of ground not covered by bricks and
mortar. Something of this will be found
set forth in a recent article in our columns re-

lating to a proposed " Agri-llorticultural Coun-
cil." .Something in addition will be found in

Jlr. Dunn's address to the Scottish Arborieultural
Society reported in our last issue. Perhaps the
recent great Colonial and Indian Exhibition
showed how much the three " cultures " above
noted contribute to the world's prosperity,

therefore any trustworthy evidence we can pro-

duce in favour of any scheme for " self-help

"

is entitled to some space in our columns. From
the " Trade Keturns " above noted we learn how
much we are indebted to the foreigner and to our
( 'olonial brethren for our " daily bread," and are
furnished with an incentive to keep as much as

may be possible of our cash at home, and to find

employment for what is now termed our "surplus
population." Such was not, so far as we are aware,
the original idea in publishing these Returns

:

but then, to suggest a humble simile, no tailor in

designing a dress-coat and bifurcations has any
idea that they may ultimately serve the (agricul-

turally") noble purpose of a scarecrow !

The introduction to these " stock tables " con-
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ami pumice, varying from 1 to 60 metres in thick-

ness ; it is uninhabited, uninhabitable, and difficult

o{ access. "Winds, waves, and birds have, however,

ciintributed to clothe jiart of the island with Ferns,

(if which eleven species were collected. Previous to

the Ferns, and preparing the way for them, were

fresh-water Algse of various kinds, which supplied a

ment of North-west India has issued a valuable

treatise on the grasses used in the plains of North-

west India for forage or for fodder. Jlr. DoriiiEhas

collected largely himself and he has carefully studied

tiie herbaria and libraries within his reach ; moreover,

he has availed himself freely of the labours of

specialists. The genera are arranged according to

ness is not flattering, and the details are too obscure
to be of use for discriminating doubtful species.

Botanical Books. — Mr. Wueldon, Great

(iuecn ytrcct, W.G., has published a useful list of

horticultural and agricultural books, as well as

others relating to botany and to forestry.

Fia. 2i.— ".TUAnxiA rsECTDO-CAJiELi.i.* : hardv snnun : flowers wuriE. (see p. Iss.)

hygroscopic property in the absence of which tlie

Fern spores could not have grown. The flowering

plants were such as generally take possession of

newly raised coral islands, while on the shore were
found seed-vessels such as are commonly washed uj)

on the shores of the Malay Archipelago, &c.

The Fodder Grasses of Northern India.

—Mr. DuTiuE, the Director of the Botanical Depart-

the Genera Plantaritni of Bentham and Hooker.
Each species is described botanically, its use, and the

method of cultivation being also indicated. The native

names are added, as well as indices and appendices ; so

that the book is x&ry complete, and Mr. Duthie's re-

putation is a guarantee of its correctness. The text is

accompanied by a series of quarto illustrations, which

being Nature-printed convey an accurate idea of the

general appearance of each plant, though the like-

CrOPS in Cornwall.—Those who do not pos-

sess a practical knowledge of the subject (remarks

the Cornish,nan) have asserted that the recent sur-

plusage of rain has had some good results ;
it has

furnished an abundant supply of grass, and favoured

roots and Broccoli. Not only is grass plentiful at

the expense of nutrition, but Mangels and Turnips

have too much moisture, and do not look half so

jircraising as if there was more sunshine and warmth.
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The same is said of Broccoli. This crop certainly

has not required the costly and tedious hand-water-
ings it wanted last year to enable the young plant to

root and live, but the rain has proved too much
either for a thoroughly wholesome look or a satis-

factory condition. Then the unusual moisture has
encouraged unusual weed-growth. Ground hoed a
fortnight only has been thickly covered with weeds.
Many an acre of early Broccoli round Penzance is in

rows, the soil banked, or " earthed-up," each side the
plants. This was done to " turn the weeds down,"
and so prevent the ground from being, as is seen in

level land which has been hoed and hoed again,
densely clothed with weeds. These furi'ows between
each row of Broccoli Iiad one good in6uence on
Tuesday in last week ; tliey allowed the heavy down-
pour more easily to pass from the fields to drains.
In many instances, however, much soil was washed
across pathways, drains were choked, and ponds
formed in unaccustomed and inconvenient places.
Last year the market-garden land was arid ; now it

is sodden. Last year there was too little rain : this

year there is too much.

Excursion to the Channel Islands.—A
party of our Belgian friends propose visiting the
Channel islands with a view of inspecting the
horticultural and agricultural industries of those
favoured islands. The route to be taken is Antwerp.
Harwich, London, Southampton, Guernsey and
Jersey. Tlie party will leave Antwerp on August
'li, spend four days in the islands and then return.

RiCKMANSWORTH (MOOR PARK) HORTICUL-
TURAL Society (August l.">).—This .Society held
its annual exhibition on the above date. The feature
of the show was the niagcificent bank of plants con-
tributed by Mr. Deane, gr. to the Earl of Essex

;

Mr. Condie, gr. to S. J. Blackwell, Esq. ; Mr. Myers,
gr. to the Earl of Clarendon : and Mr. Bye, gr. to
Mrs. Gladstone. Mr. Mundell, gr. to Lord Ebury,
Moor Bark, set up in a separate marquee an
immense collection of representative decorative
plants, and a fine collection of vegetables and
fruit. Cut hardy fioweis were a special feature.
.Mr. J. \V. Gdell, gr. to \V. Barber, Esq., tj.C,
Tinner, contributed a rich collection of over one
hundred species of alpine and herbaceous flowers ;

whilst from Moor Park came a tine collection of
perennials and florists' flowers. One entire tent was
devoted to wild flowers, nearly a hundred baskets
being contributed. The named collections of wild
flowers were especially good, and errors of nomen-
clature few.

Botanical Society of Italy.—The first

annual general meeting will be held on September 7,
on which occasion the Tuscan Horticultural Society
will inaugurate an exhibition of fruit and flowers.

Mr. William Miller.—We are pleased to be
able to congratulate our acute correspondent, Mr.
William Miller, of Combe Abbey gardens, on the
extraordinary success of his son at the recent
exiiminations on board the school-ship Conway. We
trust such success may be the forerunner of a dis-
tinguished career.

Atherstone Horticultural Society.—On
the 6th inst. this Society held a successful show,
attended by about 15,000 people, £.322 18s. \d. being
paid for admission. The exhibits were so numerous
that seven tents had to be erected. Mr. Paekeb, of
Rugby, took the 1st prize for a group, showing excel-
lent taste. The competition was very keen here.
Mr. Allu.m, Tamworth, 2nd. Mr. J. Albriqhton
showed tlarnations and Picotces. Mr. Maynaed and
Mr. FoRsEv were very successful in the fruit classes.

Conference on Fruit Culture,—We have
received from Mr. P. W. Fairorieve, Dunkeld
Gardens, a programme of a conference on methoils
of fruit culture in that district to be held by permis-
sion of the Dowager Duchess of Atuolk in the Dun-
keld Gardens on the 31st inst. A strong committee

has been appointed, with Mr. M. Dunn of Dalkeitli

.as Chairman, who, after the fruit-houses and gardens

liave been inspected by the visitors, will deliver an

address on fruit culture, to be followed by a dis-

cussion, and any questions concerning culture and
varieties of fruit in Dunkeld and district will be

answered by Mr. Fairorieve. The invitations to

take part in the conference are limited in number.

STUAETIA. PSEUDO-CAMELLIA.*
According to the Genera, Plaittantm there are but

three species of this interesting genus. All are de-

cidedly handsome ]>lants, and are amongst the most
desirable of ornamental flowering trees or shrubs.

Two are North American, viz., S. pentagyna {Bota-

nical Maga:iiic, .3!)18), syn. Malachodendron ovatum
{Botanical Register, 1104), and S. virginiea, of wliieh

a full-page engraving appeared in these columns for

October 6, 1887, p. -433. The Japanese species now
figured (fig. 22, p. 187) flowered in the Coorabe
Wood nurseries of Messrs. Veitch, and was ex-

liibited by them at one of the recent meetings

of the Koyal Horticultural .Society. As yet,

as far as British gardens are concerned, S. pseudo-

Camellia is a rare plant, although it has been

cultivated on the Continent for many years.

The specimen from which the figure in the Beciic

Ilorticole was prepared fruited in 1878, at Sceau, in

the nurseries of Messrs. Thibaut & Keteleer ; this

firm bought it from Siebold about ten years pre-

viously, on the occasion of the first International

Exhibition at Amsterdam. Three ye.ws ago flowers

were produced by a bush trained to a wall in the

nurseries of Kodger, McClelland & Co.. at Newry.

Tlie following extracts are taken from a Japanese
folio which gives very nice figures of many fine

Japanese shrubs and trees ; its English title is

' Figures and Descriptions of Plants in the Koishi-

kawa Botanical Garden. By Keisuke Ito, 1883.'

" The plant is found wild in Huyeizan (Vamashiio),
Ilasedera (Yamato), Nikko (Shimotsuke), Kurota-
kisau (Omi), Koraono (Ise), and also in some moun-
tains of Kiusiu. It is a deciduous tree with alter-

nate leaves and br.anches. Its height is more than a

,/". Some are large enough to require both arms'

length to embrace the trunks. The bark is of a red-

dish-brown colour : the outer bark peels off in scales.

The tender branch is of a pale green colour having
reddish spots. Leaves are short-stalked, oblong,

about three sun in length, acute, crenatc, and rough.

. . . Flowers are five-petalled. pure white, lovely :

they resemble in shape those of the Tsubacki (Camel-
lia japonica). hence its name." G, Nicholson.

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN
FLORISTS.

The following is the progi-arame of the meeting to

be held next week in New York, and which we
print as furnishing suggestions wliich might be

adopted here with advantage ;

—

Tuesday, August 21 : Mornine/ Session, (10 o'clock).

—Address of Welcome ;—Kesponse ;—President
Hill's Address ;—Eeports of Secretary and Treasurer

;

—Reports of Standing Committees ;—Reports of
Special Committees ;—Miscellaneous Business ;—and
Discussion of President's Address.

AJternoon Session (3 o'clock).—Essays:—"The
Elevation of Our Business," by H. II. Battles,

Philadelphia. Pa.; and "Ferns, Palms, and other
Decorative PLants," by C. D. Ball, Holmesburg, Pa.

Eeening Session. (8 o'clock) : Qnesfion Bo.r :

—

1. What benefit is derived by florists from a
scientific education. Answered bv A. E. AVhittle,
Alkany, N. Y.

2. Is the sale of Chrysanthemums an injur}" to the
cut flower trade ? Answered by J. M. Jordan, St.

Louis, Mo.
.'!. Is a wholesale market for the sale of cut flowers

desirable in our large cities ; and if so, what is the

" Maxiiiiowiez in Mr'limges biologiques, p. 201 (136^); S.

grandillora, Briot in Rsvue Horticolc, 1S79, p. 430 (coloured
plate).

best manner of organising and conducting such ?

Answered by J. C. 'Vaughan, Chicago, 111.

4. Horticultural Exhibitions : what is their value
to tiie florist, and what can be done to render them
more profitable and popular? Answered by John
Thorpe, Pearl River, N. Y.

5. Can Ixoras, and other flowering stove plants,
be grown so that flowers can be sold at a proflt ?
Answered by John G. Gardner, Jobstown, N. J.

0. What varieties of Orchids are of easiest culti-

vation and most profitable for florists who are not
professional Clrciiid gi'owers ? Ansivered by Benj.
Grey, Maiden, Mass.

7. What are the best varieties of Ferns to grow
for general retail business? Answered by Kobt.
Craig, Philadelphia, Pa.

8. Which are the most desirable varieties of Chry-
santhemums to grow for cut bloom for market, in-
cluding the earliest and latest varieties ? Answered
by .John Henderson, Flushing, N.Y.

*J. What are the best six Carnations for the gene-
ral florist to grow—colours red, ]>ink, yellow, and
white? Answered by Charles T. Starr, Avon-
dale, Pa.

10. What is the best way to propagate Acacia
pubescens ? Answered by Robt. J. Halliday, Balti-
more, Md.

11. Is the mail trade in plants an injury to the
general business ? Answered by Robt. George,
i'ainsville, O.

Wednesday, August 22 : Morning Session (10 o'clock).

—Nomination ofoflicers for the ensuing year.—Essay,
" Roses : from the Retailer's Standpoint," by
Thomas t'artledge, Philadelphia, Pa.

Afternoon Session (3 o'clock).—Essay, "Roses:
from the Grower's Stand|)oint," by Edwin Lonsdale,
Chestnut Hill, Pa. ; and " Report on Hail Insur-
ance," by J. G. Esler, Saddle River, N.J.

Erening Session (8 o'clock) : Quest ion-bo.v

:

—
1. What varieties of Roses introduced within the

last two years, if any, are worth growing for winter
forcing? Answered by M. A. Hunt, Terre Haute,
Ind.

2. What are the best and most profitable varieties
of Hybrid Perpetual Roses to grow for forcing for
early and late use for general florist? Answered bv
Ernst Asmus, AV. lloboken, N..I.

3. How many varieties of Tea and Hybrid Tea
Roses are necessary for the general grower ; and
which are the best varieties to grow? Answered by
J. M. Gasser, Cleveland, O.

4. Does propagating from blind shoots year after
year have a tendency to render any plant less flori-

ferous? Answered by Jas. Pentland, Baltimore, Md.
ii. Can La France and other Roses be forced pro-

fitably in pots during winter ? Answered by W. K.
Harris. Philadelphia, Pa.

(t. Why do certain Roses, such as Perle, Souvenir,
&c., that used to be favourites for forcing, now seem
to grow less satisfactory every year? Answered bv
M. A. Hunt, Terre Haute, Ind.

7. Will the larva of the Rose-bug stand freezing ?
In other words, is it safe to spread infected soil taken
from the greenhouse and grow sod upon it for future
use ? Answered by Robert Craig, Philadelphia, Pa.

8. Are we not overdoing the Rose business for cut
flowers? Answered by B. P. Critchell, Cincin-
nati, 0.

Thursday, August 23 : Morning Session (10
o'clock).—Election of officers. Essavs, " Soils and
Fertilisers," by J. II. Taylor, Bay Side, N.Y'.

Afternoon Session (3 o'C/of/,).— Essays :

—" Jlodes
of Heating, and their relative Cost of Construction
and Operation." by J. D. Raynolds, Riverside, HI.

;

and " Nomenclature," by Robert J. Halliday, Balti-
more, Md.
Evening Session (8 o'clock).— Question Box :—
1. What is the best method of preserving wood ii^

greenhouses? Answered by S. Kehrmann, jun., St.

Louis, Mo.
2. What is the best mode of building horticultural

halls, with a view to cheapness of construction,
plenty of light, and adaptability to exhibition of
plants, flowers, and fruits ? Answered by J. N. May,
Summit, N.J.

3. What has been the result of slate benches the
past season ; and eft'ects of ssime on plants jdanted out
on them ? Answered by John Smith, Y'onkers, N.Y.

4. What is the best insecticide for general use in
the market to date ? Answered bv Robert Craig.
Philadelphia, Pa.

f). Has the use of greenhouses constructed entirely
of iron and glass been satisfactory in this countrv ':"

Answered by P. A. Schmitt, Glenville, O.

I
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6. The uses of the thermometer and the hygro-
meter in plant-houses? Answered by Charles P.
Anderson, Flushing, N.Y.

7. What is the best way to use natural gas in
flues and under steam and hot-water boilers?
Answered by J. B. Ferguson, Pittsburg, Pa.

8. Insiiring Greenhouses: what companies assume
risks of this kind on stock and houses? Answered
by .J. N. May, Summit, N.J.

N.B. The Question Bo.\-, as heretofore, will form
nn important part of the proceedings. Most florists
have questions to ask. Don't be afraid to write them
on your business card and drop them in the bo.x.
The President will appoint competent members to
answer them at the flrst convenient opportunity.

FniD.4Y, Adgust 24.—The New York Florist Club
will tender an excursion to the Societv. and hope
that every member will so arrange his'plans as to
accept of their hospitality.

Home Correspondence.

" Correspondents wUlgreatly ohlige hy sending early
intelligence of local events tikely to be of interest to
our readers, or of any matters which it is desirable to
bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Photographs or drawings of gardens, or of remarkable
plants, trees, tj-c, are also solicited.

LIFTING DAFFODILS.—From the opinons and ex-
periences \yhich have been advanced on the above
subject, it is obvious that most growers are adopting
Mr. Burbidge's suggestion of following out in practice
what seems to suit individual circumstances, and
seeing the ditt'erence of soil and climate, it would
not be prudent to work otherwise. Deep and
shallow plantings are indulged in, as are also annual
and triennial lifting, with equally good results on all
sides. Growing them with and without manures
has also received attention, and successes scored by
both. What a very accomodating plant, then, is the
Daffodil

!
Were I planting them upon a naturally

rich fertile loam, I would certainly avoid the use o'f
<;rude manures, or may be manure of any kind

; but
on the contrary, had I to plant on a very sandy, or
light stony or gravelly soil, I most certainlv would
employ raw cow manure—and plenty of it— till my
land bore evidence of being able to grow a crop
without it. The soil with which I have to deal was
formerly a meadow to which manure of any kind had
teen a foreigner for many yeai s. It is of fair depth
varying from IS to L'O inches of good soil, followed
by a thin stratum of sandy marl, and below this a
<ieep bed of fine gravel. In times of drought the
surface will become dust dry several inches deep,
while an impervious crust forms on the surface when
heavy rains are succeeded by hot sun. A year or
two back it was as poor as it well could be, but
repeated heavy dressings of cow manure have put it,
to use a gardener's phrase, " in good heart." Suchi
then, is the soil upon which our Daffodils are grown!
and the results which I have obtained amply justify
the treatment accorded them. Last week I lifted a
batch of the Tenby Daftodil, planted in September,
1886, being the refuse of a collected lot, the bulbs'
weighing on the average less than three-sixteenths of
an ounce: the single bulbs now weigh on an
average IJ ounce, wliile those which have become
treeders, and have from two to four good-sized offsets,
would weigh much more. Emperors are simply
marvellous, some of the stock bulbs of which
contain five and six fine offsets and weigh upwards of
12 ounces. Jlany other sorts are equally fine, and
among these Horsfieldi deserves mention. These
were all planted in the autumn of 1886, but were
examined last year and I decided that theyshould re-
main, for the reason that the ort'sets were small, and
It was considered that these latter would make
greater progress attached to the parent bulb than
if separated from it, and which is now proved to
my satisfaction. To have left these a third
season would be committing a serious error, for by
that time all the best offsets will make grand flower-
ing bulbs for sale, therefore the advantage of an annual
examination to see the progress made and tlien be
guided according to individual circumstances and re-
quirements. I do not at present see the use of an-
nual lifting or the benefit accruing from it, but ,im
of opinion it is most likely to benefit the breeders if
any, and only such of these which make goo.i offsets
in one season, and of sufticient size for detaching
from the parent bulb. I cannot see that merely lift-

ing, cleaning and trans]danting is likely to produce
any marked improvement, for the bulb of a Dafi'odil
is not so gross feeding as to impoverish the soil about
it in one or even two seasons. To give the matter a fair
trial, however, 1 have selected a variety of sorts, and
intend treating them as Mr. Walker recommends
and carefully note the results. A word of warning in
conclusion : any of your readers who contemplate
lifting their Daft'odils this season and have not done
so, should see to it at once, as some varieties—the
earliest flowered ones in particular—have commenced
fresh roots without losing the current year's foliage

;

a state of things evidently brought about by the suc-
cessive and continuous rains of the present season.
E. Jenkins.

I did not take part in a recent discussion on
this subject, because 1 was at the time engaged in
making observations about it. I had a fine bed of
hybrid Daft'odils called Bernard!, which flowered well
and seemed in every respect healthy. When the
leaves began to turn at the beginning of .July I dug
up part of the bulbs, and I stored them in open well-
ventilated wooden trays, such as Mr. James Walker
uses, the pattern of mine being taken from his, and
put them in an airy dry shed. The greater part of
these lifted bulbs are now soft, and either partly
rotten or likely to rot when planted again. Those
left in the ground are perfectly sound, and firmly
rooted with growing roots. My inference is this ;

—

as long as the soil .is wet, the root-.action remains
active, even after the leaves are quite dead, and
enables the bulb to get rid of its superfluous
moisture into the soil. But if the bulb is dug up
and the root dried off, it is unable to get rid of its

superfluous moisture by evaporation, and it rots. It
is a question therefore whether in a wet season it is

not better to leave all Daft'odil bulbs in the soil. I
send specimens, and should be glad if the Editor
would briefly report on them. C. Wulley Dod. [The
specimens sent amply confirm the above statement.
Ed.]

THE POTATO CROP REPORTS.—I fear many a
gardener, whose report as to the earlier appearance
of the Potato crop appeared in a recent issue, will
feel that there is now a wide dift'erence between
the anticipation and the realisation—that, in fact,

the freshness and vigour of the Potato breadths have
given place to disease and decay. I would venture
to suggest that in future the reports upon the Potato
crop should be furnished fully a fortnight later than
usual, indeed should be as nearly as possible all
written during the first week in August, or even
a little later. The di,sease in its virulent form
usually appears suddenly and spreads rapidly, so
that breadths apparently healthy in one week' may
be blackened the next week. This year I found that
the tops stood wonderfully well through the heavy
rains, in spite of the terribly sodden condition of the
soil, but when one or two warmer days were suc-
ceeded by dense mists at night, the Peronospora
then spread with marvellous rapidity. The inference
is that, assuming the atmosphere at certain sea-
sons to be rife with the fungoid spores, heavy rains
wash them from oft' the foliage, whilst mists and
a quiet atmosphere induces not only the settling of
the spores on the foliage, but also rapid fertili-

sation. Generally, all through this district now
(August 11) Beauty of Hebron, Early Rose, and
some other first earlies have lost every leaf;
second earlies are fast losing their leafage, and
late ones are still fresh, just in proportion to
their being late planted and immature. Thus
a day or two since I saw a huge breadth of Early
Eose, or Beauty of Hebron, without a green top,
whilst close by was another big breadth of a later
kind, green and fresh, as though the Peronospora
was a fiction. The proportion of diseased tubers so
far, I learn, is not large, but it is comparatively early
for the tuber development of the disease in any con-
siderable way; still, should it turn out that, in
spite of the considerable fungoid destruction of leaf-
age, the tubers are not materially affected I shall
ascribe the result to the heavy beating by rain which
the soil has received, which has rendered the surface
almost impervious to even the minute spores ; that,
however, has to be proved. I would urge all gar-
deners when lifting their crops first to let the tops
die away, if not cut off or pulled. There seems to
be no doubt but that disease-spores are present in
the air until the tops are quite dead, and the tubers
cast out upon the surface of the soil, especially
when, as now. the skins are thin and tender, are apt
to become affected quickly. Of special interest would
be the results of general observation as to which
tubers were found on lifting to be most diseased

—

whether those nearest the surface, or those portions
of such tubers nearest the surface, or those nearest
the main stems. The result may help to throw some
more light upon the point as to how far disease in
the tubers is generated through the plant stalks, or
through spores washed into contact with the tubers
through the soil. One thing the season so far has
made specially obvious is, that certain conditions of
maturity stem to favour the spread of the disease in
the Potato plants, and why that should be so is well
worth inquiry. That such is the case is evident
when late Potatos, yet fresh and full of vigour, are
seen side by side with rows of early kinds, which
have hardly a green leaf left on them. A. I).

HYBRID PITCAIRNEA.—In the spring of 1887 I

crossed Pitcairnea punicea with the pollen of 1'.

staminea. The plants— about forty — raised from
these seeds, are all flowering just now for the
second time. Some of the seedlings resemble
the parents. As every one knows, Pitcairnea
jmnicea is a real pygmy in the family of the
Pitcairneas. The flowers of my seedlings do not
resemble the flowers of the parents. The plant
is a very robust growing one and as a green foliage
plant I think that they are equal to three-year seed-
lings of Dracaena indivisa. My Pitcairneas grow
very well in rooms and consequently are very suitable
for furnishing purposes, but the prettiest state of the
plant is when it is in flower. The flower-spike is of
a greenish-red colour at the base, which became red-
dish-crimson at the top of the spike. The flower-
spike itself, from the fresh flower branchlets to the
top of the spike, is between 42 and 45 centimetres
long; the whole flower-s]iike, from the leaves to
the top of the spike, being between 6.5 and 70
centimetres ; the whole plant, from the pot to
the top of the flower-spike, being between 110
and 12.5 centimetres. The flowers are of a
very bright crimson ; the leaves of the plant
vary in length between CO and 115 centimetres

;

they are dark green, the under part of the leaves,

as well as the whole flower-spike, being covered
by a cottony substance, as in well-known Pourrettia
maidifolia. I call my plant Pitcairnea Bardetiana X,
and I am sure that it will very soon be a favourite.

I enclose photograph of the plant and of a single
flower. F. Bardet. [There are thirty or forty species

of Pitcairnea of this style, which are closely allied

to another. So far as the photograph, the plant
might be P. angustifolia, Sw., or a near ally. J. G. B.]

THE HEDGEHOG'S CRY.—Recently, for two
nights in succession, a shrill cry was heard in

proximity to my residence, which was variously
attributed to "some bird," or to the son of a neigh-
bour, supposed to be amusing himself by whistling
into the barrel of a key. Greatly as the sound
resembled the latter source of melody its fre-

quent repetition during the late hours of the
night at length necessitated the abandonment of
that hypothesis. In the strict spirit of science
hypothesis was now exchanged for practical experi-
ment, in the hopes of revealing the "why?"
A lantern was procured, and guided by the
apparent source of the sound, the investigator was
speedily directed to a brick area surrounding the
basement of the house. The bottom of the area is

about 4 feet below the surface of the garden and
cemented at the bottom. There, crouching, in one
corner, the musician was captured, the lamp was turned
on him and thus was revealed a hedgehog. The first

proceeding of the captors was to give the poor captive

some food, of which judging from his eagerness to

partake, he stood in need, and, then to search avail-

able books to see what was said therein of the vocal
powers of the animal. Neither White of Selbourne,
nor Bell (also of Selbourne) says one word about
this subject, and hence my note of inquiry to your
readers to know their experience. For my own part

it is the first time that I have heard

" The voice of the hedgehog;
I heard him complain,"

Since a bed of hay has replaced the cold stone, and a
supply of food has been provided, he has been as mute
as a turtle. It is interesting to note that Bell in his

British Quadrupeds alludes to the power ofthe hedgehog
to fall down areas without injury to himself. Hystrix.

CATALPAS.—During a recent visit tothe Botanic
Gardens in Brussels, I noticed a Catalpa tree loaded
with thousands of blossoms, and, judging from its

size and height, it must, one would think, have been
planted shortly after the introduction of the tree

into Eurojie, viz. (as authors say), in the year
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1726. It, however, seems a wonder to me why such

a beautitul tree is so selilotn seen in English

gardens. It has one special recommendation, that

whereas other trees have finished blooming, the

Catalpa in August is in all its glory. Thus last

August I noticed a very fine one in the public garden

at Kichmond lately owned by the Duke of Buccleuch.

I have not seen more than half a dozen of these trees

in England during the last twenty years. It will

-grow in London, for there, is or lately was, one in

Park Lane. I planted two several years ago in the

grounds of the Lock Hospital, in the Harrow Itoad,

and two in the gardens of the Athenxum, Morley
Hospital, Wimbledon, and these have done well. I

believe one reason for its scarceness is that, like my
favourite Tulip tree, it does not blossom till several

years after being fdanted, but, independent of this, the

golden-leaved variety deserves a place in gardens for

its beautiful foliage, I treat it as I do the Tulip

tree for the first two or three years after trans-

plantation—I have a matting or hay band placed

over it during winter. With some protection the

tree would do well in the Southern Counties. In

some parts of Belgium I noticed specimens of what
I supposed were the variegated forms of Acer poly-

morplium, encircled by plants of Purple Hazel, which
had a very pretty effect. Jo/m Cokbrook. [The Catalpa

is a good town-tree, but apt to lose its branches. Ed.]

POTATO DISEASE.—As is well known, the

fungus which causes this disease is seldom seen till

the end of July or the beginning of August. Until

the end of July nothing whatever was seen by me
of it here, but during the first days of August a

few purple-black flecks appeared on the Potato leaf-

tips with the mildew beneath ; the two sunny days

of last week dried the fungus temporarily. To-day
(Sunday) I have been over the workmen's garden

plots ; now the fungus is general—no varieties are

free, and a few plants have already fallen into

putridity. At this time the weather is all in favour

of the fungus, and the Potatos are at a disadvantage,

for the wet summer has caused a great development
of juicy haulm. Some of the Potatos were lifted

here last week, and I now observe the fungus-

infested haulms (some still green) neatly laid in

heaps at the plot corners, the white fungus itself

being quite visible to the unaided eye : other blight-

stricken haulms are on the paths, to be trodden
in—still others are laid one on another upon heaps
of stable manure, ready for digging into the ground.
The fungus is not at its worst yet ; it is only just

commencing operations, but I do not remember
seeing it in a more general or threatening condition.

W. G. Smith, Dunstable. [It is time that the labourers

and growers generally should be taught the criminality

of their carelessness. Ed.]

FRUIT CROPS AT WORKSOP.—The sandy soil of

this district is unfavourable to the cultivation of

the Apple, and it is only by the admixture of clay

loam in the borders, and by frequent waterings witli

liquid manure that anything approaching success

€an be hoped for. The form of trees which obtain
mostly with us is that of the bush, grafted on the

Paradise and free stocks. Owing to the exceptionally

cold spring and the almost complete absence of

summer weather the crop, though fairly plentiful,

will be late, while the fruit is small. The dessert

varieties that find most favour here are Cox's Orange
Pippin—in my opinion one of the best flavoured
Apples cultivated in this country— King of the
Pippins (also a good variety), Jlargil, Kibston
Pippin, Worcester Pearmain, Maltster, and Mr.
Gladstone, tlie latter variety not inappropriately

named for its vigour and fertility, though it unfortu-
nately lacks the resistence to early decay of its

namesake. Dutch Mignonne being a sure bearer
and a heavy cropper, I would strongly recommend for

market use. llatford Beauty also finds favour with
us, on account of its late keeping property, while
the fact tliat it is a sure and heavy cropper
and of faiily good flavour is an additional
recommendation. Of culinary varieties the most
successful are Lord SulHeld, Keswick Codlin, Cellini
Pippin, Lord Derby, Ecklinville Seedling, Warner's
King, Dumelow's Seedling, and Cox's Pomona.
Pears are an abundant crop, but, like the Apples,
are backward. The late varieties, unless favoured
with more sunshine during the autumn, will be
worthless. Doyenne d'Eto, Williams' Bon Chretien,
Clap's Favourite, Louise Bonne of Jer.sey, Beurrc
Hardy, Beurre Clairgeau, Beurro Diel are amongst
the best. Clap's Favourite is scarcely ever a failure

here. The crop is usually abundant, the appearance
of the fruit is attractive, while in flavour it surpasses
Williams' Bon Chretien. Peaches and Nectarines

are a good average crop, while Cherries, both sweet

and Morello are above the average. Plums and

Apricots are almost a failure. Strawberries are an

abundant crop, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury taking

premier honours again this season. The other small

fruits have been our heaviest crops, red Currants

holding a foremost place. The leaves unfortunately

h.ave become diseased, with the result that in a few-

weeks the trees will be completely bare. The leaves of

the Pears are similarly affected, but not to the same

extent. In Potatos the early varieties have been a

good crop, thougli the quality of the tubers was

greatly deteriorated owing to tlie incessant wet,

while the appearance of later varieties is all that can

be desired. The disease has not hitherto appeared.

In the noted fruit-growing districts of East Mark-

ham and Luxford the crops are very variable in then-

character, apparently depending on the position of

the orchard. Apples do not reach the average

standard, while Plums, in some instances a very

heavy crop, are in other cases a comparatively poor

vield. Cherries generally (both sweet and Jlorellos)

are a good crop. Owing to the continuous downpour

of rain when the fruit was almost ripe, the fornier

suft'ered considerably from cracking. Strawberries

are a good crop, but had to share in the general

havoc caused by the continuous rain, the great bulk

of the fruit having rotted before an attempt could be

made to gather it. What struck me most in making

a short tour through the above districts was,

that though some tons of jam were annually

manufactured, yet no attempt had hitherto been

made in the produce of Cider. In these days

of general agricultural depression I think this is an

industry deserving attention, while others fail to see

the reason why the bottling of such fruits as Plums,

&c., should be almost entirely monopolised by the

French and Germans. To give emphasis to my re-

marks, I may add that 488 tons, 7 cwt., 3 qrs. of

Plums were put on the railway at Tutford and East

JIarkliam in l.s.SC, while the yield of the following

years, if not greater, was at least of equal quantity.

The figures given do not by any means represent the

quantity gron-n in these districts, as much of it found

its way into the neighbouring ton-ns by conveyance

other than rail. I would draw the attention of the

fruit growers of these districts to the approaching

Conference of Fruit Growers at the Crystal Palace

(on September 7 and 8), where the various methods

of preserving fruit will be treated by the best men,

and the adaptability of the various fruits to each

system of preserving will be thoroughly explained.

M. Glccson. Clumber Gardens, Worksop.

HOLLY TREE.—On visiting Kirkmichael House

on the lith of this month, I was greatly surprised

when Mr. Shannon, the gardener, drew my attention

to a Holly tree still carrying a full crop of last year's

berries, as well as a crop for this year, a sprig or two

of which I send you. From what Mr. Shannon savs,

the tree has never before been known to do this.

./. S. E.

ADIANTUM FARLEYENSE.—I have this morning

received from Mr. William Goldby, Edgend Nur-

series, Brierfield, Burnley, a frond of this beautiful

Fern, cut from a plant (one of a batch of twenty-

one) grown by liim from spores of his own sowing.

It is the first I have ever had, and Mr. Goldby's

communication was highly interesting to me, all the

niore so as I have on several occasions in past years

written on this subject in your columns, having

failed, after more than twenty years' ex]ierience of

growing this Fern in all sizes, to find even a trace

of fructification. Mr. Goldby tells me that the

spores were found on one frond only of a large plant

belonging to Mr. Edward Eckroyd, of Edgend Hall,

and that even on this they were scantily found. He
intends to exhibit some of the young plants at the

Koyal Horticultural Society's September meeting, and

it is to be hoped that he w-ill then furnish full details

of the way in which he raised them. I wish I could

have seen even one solitary specimen of the pinna;

in fruit, so that I could have preserved it. Seeing is

believing ; but I need hardly add, that I cheerfully

accept every word Mr. Golby has written, and I am
greatly obliged to him for his courtesy in thinking of

and writing to me. He is to be heartily congra-

tulated on his success. T. M. Slmttlcwortli, F.L.S.,

F.Ii.H.S., Preston, Lanes.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI ALBA.—I have read with

interest Mr. Noble's note, p.l52,concerningtheabove,

and regard it as an excellent exemplification of the

value of patience and perseverance. I now give my
experience of the variety in question. In the autumn

of iSSr-i, or spring of 18.-^13—1 forget which—I planted

a young plant against the east side of the mansion

here, with the result that two or three weak growths,

about 4 feet long, were made during the summer.

Last year these produced a few flowers of the cha-

racter described by Mr. Noble, viz., semi-double,

solitary, and of a bluish French grey; and although

I cannot say I disliked the flowers, my employer and

myself thought it inferior to Lucy Lemoine—a double

white variety of the Florida type—at the time, and

did not regard it as an acqusition. The plant gained

vigour, and made young shoots 10 to 12 feet long,

which, in their turn, produced an abundance of pure

white single flowers in September, and which were

much admired. This circumstance, however, was

rather a puzzle to me, and I was asked the question

" Why is it that the flowers are single and pure

white, whereas the others were nearly double, with a

bluish tinge ? " It was certainly difiicult to answer

the question offhand, and I w-as obliged to fall back

on the stereotyped reply, " It is one of those varia-

tions in Nature which sometimes occur and cannot

be accounted for." Mr. Noble's note, however, is a

clear exposition of the why and the wherefore, and I

for one tender him many thanks for sending it to

your columns, and for this grand introduction to our

gardens. Seeing that our plant made such strong

growth last summer we were looking forward with

interest to see if its behaviour would be the saine

this year, but we have been doomed to a certain

amount of disappointment, the severe frosts of

January having killed it down to the ground. In

the spring two or three young shoots were seen to

be throwing up from near the base ; one of these

has already attained a height of 14 feet, and is

showing an abundance of flower^buds, which pro-

mise to give us a fine display in another week or

two. Can any of your readers say from experience

if it will live through a severe winter if grown on a

south wall, i.e., wood of the previous or current year's

growth ? Our situation is low and damp, and subject

to late spring frosts ; on a south or west aspect we

find Lucy Lemoine and other varieties of the Florida

and patens type too tender to withstand severe

w-inters. J. H,

SUTTON'S ROYAL JUBILEE PEA.—As this Pea

becomes better known it is sure to be extensively

cultivated, as it is suited alike for the poor man's and

the rich man's gardens, and as an exhibition Pea it

lias few equals. It is a vigorous grower, and although

tlie height of the haulm is given in Jlessrs. Sutton's

catalogue as from 3 to 4 feet, it has this year attained

a height of 6 feet—a surface-dressing of rotten dung

to the thickness of inches having been laid on both

sides of the ranks when transplanted out of pots, in

February, the haulms being heavily laden with large,

handsome, sword-shaped pods, containing from nine

to twelve large and delieiously-flavoured Peas each.

All being well, I shall grow Roval Jubilee largely

next year. This year the ranks of it are the admira-

tion of all who see them. H. W. Ward, Longford

Castle.

MILNES PATENT SADDLE BOILER—A CORREC-
TION.—In reference to the above boiler at p. 161, I

find I have made a slight error as regards the room

required to set it in, wliich in reality is as follows :—

4 feet in depth, 5 feet in width, when set by itself;

but if two are placed side by side somewhat less, and

5 feet 6 inches in length. The boiler itself is 4 feet

long, 3 feet b inches wide, and 2 feet 4 inches in

depth, thus commanding a considerable area for

external flues should occasion require, and which

would add materially to its existing heating capa-

bilities. This is, however, a very simple matter, and

could be adopted or dispensed with at will. I believe

1 am correct in saying that all those at present in

use have no external flues, and I may also remark

that all internal flue tubes are cast independent of

the boiler itself, and are inserted and caulked in the

usual way. J.

HARDY FRUIT TREES.—Our good friend and

veteran horticulturist is hereby exonerated in full for

his " Essay at Correction " (Gardetiers' Chronieh, p.

161) of my article on "Hardy Fruit 'Trees"

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 3rd series, vol. iii., p. 615), and

I hope he will forgive me if I still adhere to my
statement that some of the very best and most fertile

of American Apples are not European introductions

but seedlings from these introductions raised in

America. To begin, I find Mr. Meehan not precise

in his arguments against my paper. First he tells

us that there have been no introductions of Kussian

Apples to America up to within the last ten years,

and then in enumerating the best half dozen kinds

of Apples grown in Canada (Ontario), he names at

least two full-blooded Russian kinds, viz. Bed
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Astrachan and Duchess of Oldenburg, in the list,

and these two kinds have long been naturalised in

Canada, and Canada to me is simply a portion of"

the American continent. The fact is that Apples
have been introduced to America " from Prussia and
other parts of Northern Europe," including England,
Germany, Holland, and France, for centuries, and all

records of the transfer being lost some of them now
figure as "of nnknown orign," or as those "acci-
dents" of which Mr. Meehaii so often writes (on
p. 161), he apparently being unable to put his finger

on the name of any seedling Apple of undoubted
American origin, although many such are mentioned
in Downing's Fruits a ml Fruit Trees nfAmerica—a book
far too rarely met with in the library of the English
gardener. My own belief implicitly is that the
best fruits for any climate and locality are those
raised from seed in such climate or locality, either
from wild species, or from such improved varieties as
have succei.'ded exceptionally well after naturali-
sation; it follows that I recommended systematic
hybridism and rearing of seedlings, instead of the
"accidental " or "happy-go-lucky" plan which ]\Ir.

Meehan implies has hitlierto been the rule in America.
My original article was reprinted with favourable
editorial comments as a leader in the Garden and
Forest, and soon afterwards I was delighted to learn
that Apples and other hardy fruits from Russia and
other parts of northern Europe had quite recently
been introduced by Professor Budd to the new expe-
rimental stations or Government gardens and trial

grounds now organised and woiking in several, if

not all the American States. In a word, accidental
progress in America is, it seems, giving way before
organised method, and the good results likely to
attend these centres of culture can scarcely be over-
rated. John Dominy, the celebrated and original

iiybridiser of Grchids and Nepenthes, did much for

us in England in a lifetime happily still healthy and
vigorous, yet he once said that an hybridiser should
have nine lives, like a cat, instead of only one, seeing
that we must often await results for many years.
Now it seems that the work of these experimental
stations, if carried on persistently from genera-
tion to generation, and if the records be duly
kept will be the best way of solving the " ars
lomja vita hrrris " difficulty to which Mr.
Dominy alluded in his practical and homely manner.
I am not a little surprised at the list of American
Apples (on p. 101), which Mr. Meehan describes as
" accidents." I confess the word " accident *'

is very
useful, but every thoughtful person is ^^ell aware that
nothing is really "accidental," and we use the word
as a convenient way of expressing an occurrence of
which we know nothing, but the cause or motive
force is behind the final results all the same. Just
as I write I find an able article in the American
Garden and Forest for August 1, p. 265, based on a
Presidential address delivered before a convention of
nurserymen at Detroit, by Mr. Watrons, who em-
phasises the fact that Apple culture in the North-
west of America suffers enormously in many localities

from climatic and other causes ; and this he attributes

mainly to the fad that the Apple is of foreign an-
cestry, and not a development of a native race, as is

the case with American Grapes, Strawberries, and
Blackberries. In the great north-west districts we are

told the seedlings from the native species ofPrunus are
fast superseding Plums ofEuropean origin. This article

is well worthy of notice, containing, as it does, the
germs of much successful fruit culture in America
and other countries. While firmly believing that
all fruits of absolutely native origin will mainly and
in the long run, be found best able to withstand the
erratic vicissitudes of climate in all countries, yet we
must never lose sight of the fact that plants are not
always found to thrive best in the places where
Nature places them, and this is especially the case
when plants are grown for some particularly arti-

ficial purpose or use. For example, a plant may
exist naturally in a cold, northern country and ex-
posure, and yet prove more fruitful in a warmer and
more sheltered climate. The converse of this is very
rarely true — there are notable examples, but they
are few and unimportant as compared with the
former rule. Hence I recommended the improve-
ment of native species if possible, or of cultivated
varieties of the same, or similar species, introduced
from a colder and less suitable country or localitv

than that where they are to be naturalised. Now
the Apples that have been introduced, mainly from
England, Holland and Germany, often fail in

America. Downing, indeed, tells us that our most
noted Ribston Pippins give place in America to

Baldwin, Newtown Pippin, Spitzenberg, and others
raised in that countj-y. F. W. Burhidge.

A PROLIFEROUS STRAWBERRY.
lIoBTicuLTPRAL editors ai-e often apjiealed to to

interpret the conilitions in tlie scliedules of flower
sliows. A freciui-nt inquiry is as to whether lihubarb
is to be considered as a fr'nit or a vesetable—using
the latter word in a culinary sense. A similar cjiies-

tion is often put with reference to the Tomato. No
such enquiry has ever reached ns as to the Straw-
berry ; every one si'ems quite satisfied tliat that
should be called a fruit, and not only a fruit, but that
]).articular fruit called a berry. It may be read that
the Almighty might have created a better " berry,"
but that lie did not. What, then, if the so-called
Strawberry be not a berry at all, and, except in a
very loose sense, not even a fruit ? In jjoint of Aict,

the true fruits in the Strawberry are the little dry
pips commonly, but erroneously called seeds, and
which spring from and are more or less imbedded
in the fleshy end of the Hower-stalk. Usually the
llower-stalk or axis, after having given origin to the

Fit; -PROHFEttOUS STRAWBKRRY, WITU FLuWilR
PRunUCEU FROM rHE SIDE.

several parts of the flower, ceases to grow, and disap-
pears from sight: but in the Strawberry it swells out
into that delicious succulent mass which is so nice
that the partaker heeds not for a moment the
botanical pedant who tells him it is not and could
not be a berry. That it is really the dilated top of

the flower-stalk is, however, shown on various grounds
which it is unnecessary to discuss. Sutlice it to sav
it is the office of a stalk to produce leaves, leaf-buds,

shoots, or flowers, or all of them, as the case may be

;

and in the Strawberry befoie us we have thiee or
four such buds springing from the sides of the berrv,

and one ofthem so perfectly organised as to have not
only leaves (a) but adventitious roots, the commence-
ment of a runner, (c), and a terminal flower. (Fig. 23).

Trade Notice.

Ma. John G. Brown, only son of the late j\[r.

Matthew Brown, of the firm of Dickson, Brown
& Tait, and Mr. James Wilson, late head shopman
with the same firm, have commenced business as
seed and bulb merchants at 10, Market Place, Man-
chester, under the title of Brown & Wilson.

Vegetables.
*

ONION CULTURE.
A GARDENER remarked the other day that " the

wet summer was driving the Onions all to top." f

told him that it was natural a succulent and
moisture-loving plant like the Onion should grow
freely during a wet summer

; but so far from regaid-
ing it as an evil, I thouglit it indicated a good crop of
Onions, provided the stock were good. That is a
matter of llie first importance, and I have known
stocks of Onions of very indifl'erent quality througli
planting all the smallest and roughest bulbs for
seed. The Onion growers of O.xfordshire—the men
who produce exhibition Onions from 1 lb. to 2 lb. in
weight—so far from deploring moisture for their
Onions, give them an abundance. I have known them
give the beds a good soaking even when rain was
certain. They, as practical and successful culti-
vators of the Onion, give plenty of manure below
and plenty of moisture upon the surface.
Togrow exhibition Onions afairlymoderatestiff and

tenacious loam is the best. CJniou-growers ley down
the principle that the firmer the surface on which
the Onions are growing the better is it for the line
development of the bulbs, especially in filling out
the base, and getting it full and plump instead of
hollow. A hard surface is of small moment, pro-
vided it is kept well moistened by rain or by means
of the watering-pot. The soil for exhibition Onions
is prepared about tlie month of October. A piece of
ground being selected, a spit is dug out, and 1) to

8 inches in depth of good mellow manure is pl.iced

upon the subsoil, after being well forked up and
loosened

;
then the spit from the adjoining soil is

laid upon the manure, and so the work goes on until
the whole piece is prepared. This is allowed to
remain until January, when a good coat of soot is

laid upon the surfiice, and it serves tlie double pur-
pose of destroying insects and fertilising the Onions.
In two or three days, if the weather is favourable, the
surl'ace is gently forked over, and made firm. It is

then ready for the plants raised from seed, sown in
pans or boxes in January, and they are transplanted
to the beds. If the spring proves dry, the young
plants are well watered, so that no check is received
from drouglit, and throughout the summer no check
is put upon the use of the watering-pot ; and a daily
supply almost is given, whether or not it promises to
rain.

Top-dressing is followed by some growers, and
eschewed by others. Jlr. Wingrove, of Rousham
Park, one of the best growers for exhibition in the
present day, uses as a top-dressing manure from a
spent Mushroom bed

; but another, equally success-
ful, never top-dresses, but waters abundantly.
One grower, who has to deal with a light soil of a

shallow nature, uses for manure good fresh cow-dung,
which he regards as more cooling and lasting, but he
never top-dresses, preferring that the roots of the
Onions should go downwards instead of rising to
the surface, as the Onions are likely to sufler in hot
dry weather in consequence, unless abund.antly
watered. E. D.

Plants and Their Culture.

BoLBS FOB Forcing.—The first lots of these should
now be put in. When very early flowering is

desired it is much better to plant early than to sub-
ject the bulbs to hard forcing later on, as the flowers
will have more substance and will last longer in a cut
stateif they have not been forced too much. Inputting
them in consideration should be given as to whether
they are merely grown for the production of cut
flowers or are to be used as decorative plants. If

for the former purpose then boxes will be more suit-

able than pots. These bo.xes should be . about
(i inches deeji, and of such a length and breadth as
is most convenient ; but for decorative purposes pots
had better be employed. A practice which largely
prevails in the market trade is to first put all the
bulbs in boxes, and when they have made a little

growth, transferring them to pots, when, by selecting
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and putting together those which are at about the same

stage of development, very even nicely filled pots

may be had. This method gives excellent results

for market purposes, but where the longevity of the

flowers is of first importance they are better grown

from the first in the flowering pots, having in each

lot as many bulbs as can be conveniently got in
;

6-inch pots are a favourite size. In filling the boxes

no more room need be left between the bulbs than

is just sufficient to allow of a thin layer of soil being

placed round them. In both cases the bulbs should

be planted so as to be just covered with the soil,

which is best when of a rich loamy nature with

plenty of shar]) sand in it. Avoid the use of rank

or half-decayed manure in the compost; it has a

tendency to cause the roots to decay.

After planting the bulbs the boxes or pots should

be placed on a dry or well drained bottom, and

covered over with cocoa-nut fibre refuse, coal-ashes,

or similar material, to the depth of several inches.

if the soil has been properly moist when the bulbs

were put in, it rarely happens that watering will be

required until after they are removed from the

plunging material; but if it is thought they are

getting too dry, a slight damping of the plunging

material will be sufficient.

The bulbs which should have immediate atten-

tion are the early white Roman Hyacinths, the

Paper-white and double Koman Narcissus, which,

with comparatively little forcing, may be had in

flower by November. Of late years Narcissi or Daf-

fodils have come to the front, and Large quantities

are now forced into flower in the winter, which, in the

case of the earlier sorts, such as pallidas priecox,

may be had not much behind the Roman llj'acinths.

But although pallidas pr:ecox is exceedingly neat,

early, and useful, it is in the large trumpet sections

that the most noble-looking flowers are to be found

—such as Ard Righ, Golden Plover, maximus,

princeps, &c. The Tenby Dafl'odil, obvallaris, with

its shortened trumpet and compact habit is an ex-

cellent thing for forcing. Of the bicolor section

there are some splendid forms, such as Empress and

Horsfieldi, bicolor, and the broad-leaved Emperor

and Rugilobus; of whiter Daffodils there are the

Tarious forms of moschatus, cernuus, and tortuosus
;

of the incomparabilis, Nonsuch or Peerless varieties

Leedsii, Princess Mary, albidus, and .Stella, are well

known varieties. Then there are the Jonquilla,

Poeticus, and Polyanthus Narcissus groups, from

which large selections might be made. If these

Daflbdils are got in at once, they should, if treated

similarly to the Roman and Italian Hyacinths, be fit

to fill their places as they go over ; in any case there

should be no difficulty in their being plentiful by

Christmas.
Violets.—Young plants which were put in in the

early part of the season, and which have since been

grown on in the nursery quarters, should now be

placed in their winter-flowering position. If this

operation is delayed much later the plants will not

have time enough to thoroughly establish them-
selves before the dull short days are on us. A
capital place in which to grow them is in an

ordinary garden frame : and if a slight bottom-heat

for a short time after planting can be had. so much
the better, a small quantity of fresh fermenting

material being best. It sometimes happens that the

heat has not (piite gone out of the frames in which

Melons have been grown ; and if such can be had,

they will do very well ; moreover, they would not

require fresh moulding over, as the soil would not be

exhausted. In any case, having prepared the frames

there should be not less than about 8 inches deep of

good loam inclined to be heavj rather than

light; spread it evenly, and make it tolerably

firm. All being now ready, carefully lift the plants

in the nursery, with as much soil as possible ad-

hering to the ball of roots. Plant them firmly in

rows in the frames, allowing from (>—8 inches

between the rows and plants, according to their size.

After planting give them a good watering, but avoid

watering all over with a rough rose, as this plasters

down the surface of the bed and renders it uncon-

genial to the growth of the plants—rather water

them individually ; and unless the weather should

prove extra dry, it rarely happens that much future

watering is required. If the weather be cold or wet,

the sashes may be kept over them, but always giving

plenty of air—indeed, if the weather is fine, the

sashes may be kept off, but again putting them on

as the autumn advances, until in winter very little

watering or airing will be required. If they are

grown in pots the treatment is practically the same
—merely plunging the jtots in tlie fi-ames instead of

planting them out ; they can then be removed from

the frames as required, 32-sized pots being a very

suitable size to use. The double sorts are best

adapted for this purpose
;
perhaps the best of them

is Marie Louise, but some prefer the white Comtt?

de Bra/.zas, and others the Neapolitan or Parma
Violets. F. Ross, BUtchingley.

Societies.

ROYAL HOBTICULTTXRAL.
August 14.—Last Tuesday's show was evidently

influenced by the holiday time, as it was the smallest

exhibition yet heln in the Drill Hall. Messrs. Paul
^ Son and j\Ir. T. S. Ware were the leading ex-

hibitors before the Floral Committee, and Messrs. .1.

Veitch & Sons" and Mr. Walker's collections of

Gooseberries were points of interest in the fruit

section.

Floral Committee.

Present: G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the chair; and
Messrs. W. Wilks, .J. Eraser, .1. Walker, H. llerbst,

W. Goldring, W. Holmes, C. Pilcher, H. Ballantyne,

.1. Dominy, .7. O'Brien, B. Hill, G. Paul, C. Noble,

and Dr. JI. T. JIasters.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, contributed a large

collection of cut flowers of hardy herbaceous plants,

and also nine boxes of cut Roses containing some
very creditable blooms of the usual popular exhibition

varieties. The blooms were of large size, well

coloured, and in very fair condition. Among
the best blooms were the following varieties ;

—
Paul Neron (large), Victor Verdier, Madame Cusiu
(good colour), W . A. Richardson, Bruce Findlay,

Madame Oh. Wood, Comtesse de Rosebery, and
Captain Christy. There were several varieties of

Carnations and Pieotees, among which Mrs. Reynolds

Hole, a terra-cotta coloured flower, stood out con-

spicuously. Autumn flowering Phloxes and Poppies

in variety m.ade a bright show. A mass of flowers of

Campanula carpatica was very attractive, and so also

were the flowers of Polemonium Richardsoni and
Arnebia echoides. Centaureas were numerous

;

there were C. macrocephala, which makes a

fine show in the border, but is somewhat
unwieldy when cut ; C. ruthenica, smaller ;

and C. montana, a very useful one. Other good
plants were Montbretia Pottsii ; Geum coccineum,

very bright ; several Potentillas ; Harpalium rigi-

dum ; Qinothera speciosa, white, very faintly suffused

with rose ; and Gypsophila p.aniculata, which is very

useful for intermingling with more heavy flowers in

epergnes, &c.
From the Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, Mr.

T. S. Ware contributed a group of cut flowers of a

varied nature. The most conspicuous object was a

salmon-pink variety of Papaver orientale, which was
awarded a First-class Certificate under the name of

Blushing Queen. There was also a specimen of

the typical plant. Shirley and Iceland Poppies and
Pliloxes made a gay display. A Canna, named
Victor Hugo, deserves attention ; it is rich red, with

deep red-brown spots, and the leaves are flushed

with the same colour. C. Hippolyte Elandrin was

also shown, rich yellow and orange-brown spots, and

as shown of a very dwarf habit. Other noteworthy

]ilants were Lilium elegans, Batemannia?, L. cana-

dense, L. e. rubra, Jlilla biflora, Iris Ka>.mpferi vars.,

Jlonarda didyma, Pentstemon heteropliyllus (?),

with very pretty bright blue flowers, freely pro-

duced; and Ferraria undulata, a singular-looking

Irid.

G. F. Wilson, Esq., Heatherbank, Weybridge,

showed a few interesting plants, as Gentiana ascle-

piadea, in white and blue forms ; G. ornata, a small-

Uowered species, and the pretty little Steuogaster

concinna, with Gesnera-like flowers of white with

the two upper lobes of the corolla lilac ; also Lilium

longifolium and a white Maurandya, from the Sand-

wich Isles. The old-fashioned white Rose, La Biche,

was represented by a large boxful of cut blooms

from Mr. J. Walker, Thame. Its chief merit lies in

its floriferous nature.

A few double tuberous Begonias came from Messrs.

II. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, C. Showell being

the finest flower, it is rich rose, and the plant shown
bore a flower quite 4 inches in diameter, of very fine

form. Jlrs. Cornwallis West, rich yellow flushed

with salmon on the centre segments ; and Mr. F.

Jenkins, pale sulphur, were also good forms.

From the Royal Gardens, Kew, there were sent

Mucuna imbricata, a leguminous plant, which was

shown at South Kensington last year and attracted

considerable attention, with its racemes of large

purple-black flowers (about 2 inches in length)
;

Pereskia bleo, with pink Rose-like flowers not
frequently seen in bloom ; Eucomis bicolor, green,

edged with purple, and the stem spotted with the
same—a very pretty flower ; Littonia modesta was
also shown.

Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, showed a
stand of Carnations and Pieotees, exhibiting well
grown flowers ; Terra Cotta, Annie Douglas, and
Dorothy being the best blooms.
A collection of numerous varieties of Iris Ka:mp-

feri came from Mr. W. Gordon, Twickenham, em-
bracing a great range of colour, and all of large size.

One of a purple-lilac colour, and another similar

but with a white centre to each segment, were good.
Also Coquette, rich blue ; Red Gauntlet, white, with
lilac margin ; and The Bride, pure white. He also

had Lilium Leichtlinii.

Lailia elegans was sent by Malcolm S. Cooke, Esq.,

Kingston Hill (gr., Mr. CuUimore), with two spikes

of richly coloured flowers.

Odontoglossum crispum, Ileaton variety, a form with
large brown spots, was sent by Mr. J. Charlsworth,
Ileaton, Bradford. He also had Bifrenaria cornuta.

The new hybrid Cypripedium Charles Canham,
recently fully described in our columns, came from
Mr. Cowley, gr. to F. G. Tautz, Esq., Studleigh

House, Shepherd's Bush, W. The sepal is green-

brown with a white margin, petals lilac-purple with

a hairy edge, lip green with brown sufl'usion, the

flower being of good size.

Messrs. H. Low & Co., Clapton, showed two small

Cypripediums, one called C. concolor Regnieri and
the other C. c. unicolor, pure pale yellow ; and a well

flowered plant of Oncidium splendidum came from
G. C. Ra])hael, Esq., Castle Hill, Englefleld Green,

Staines (gr. Mr. W. Swan).
Messrs. R. P. Ker & Sons, Aigburth Nursery,

Liverpool, sent Croton Aigburth Gem, which
resembles interruptus, but is rich crimson with green

blotches, while the young foliage is yellowish ; it is a

very pretty new Croton, justly deserving the certifi-

cate awarded. A similar award was made to Messrs.

.J. Laing & Sons, l^orest Hill, S. E., for a Carnation,

K. H. Elliott, yellow ground with rich crimson

flakes, and good in form.

Mr. W. Williams, Walcot Nursery, Ryde, sent two

good border Carnations. Jlr. G. Davidson, Amman-
ford, South Wales, showed a white Lobelia ; -Miss

Hope, a large-flowered sort, of tall habit; and ablue-

and-white one,—a sport from Bluebeard—came from

Jlr. T. Williams, Devizes. Mr. R. Dean, Ranelagli

Road, Ealing, showed Phloxes, Stocks, Carnations,

&c., the Mauve Beauty, double Stock, showing very

well, and Rosa alba was a delicate rose Phlox.

Messrs. .J. Cheal & Son, Crawley, Sussex, had a

wire frame suitable for displaying a bunch of single

Dahlias, N.arcissi, &c.

First-class Ceetific.vtes.

Pap.aver orientale var. Blushing Queen, from Mr.

T. S. Ware.
Croton Aigburth Gem, from Messrs. Ker & Son.

Carnation B. II. Elliot, from Messrs. Laing &
JIather.

Begonia C. Showell, from Messrs. H. Cannell &
Sons,

MED.iLS.

Sihxr-gilt Banksian.—To Messrs. Paul & Sons,

for collection of cut flowers.

Brun;e Banksian.—To Jlr. T. S. Ware, for collec-

tion of cut flowers.

Fruit Committee.

Present : T. F. Rivers, Esq., in the chair ; .and

Messrs. W. Warren, R. D. Blackmore, G. W. Cum-
mins, .1. Cheal, J. Lee, W. Marshall, A. H. Pearson,

.J. Smith, and J. Wright.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, showed a col-

lection of about a hundred dishes of Gooseberries,

also a few cordon trees in fruit, and a few dishes of

other fruit, as La Constante Currant, very large ;

Citron des Carmes Pears, Waterloo Strawberry,

Early Julien, Irish Peach, and Red and White .Jnn-

eating Apples. Of the Gooseberries it is difficult to

select any for special mention. We laid before our

readers last ye.ar illustr.ations and remarks on a se-

lection of the best varieties, most of which were

shown on this occasion. The fruits were remark-

ably clean and plump. Some of the best examples

shown were Ironmonger, London, Warrington,

Yellow Champagne, Railway, Telegraph, Thumper,

Pitmaston Green Gage, Village Green, &c.
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Mr. J. Walker, Thame, anil Messrs. Paul & Son,

Cheshunt, also each contributed an extensive col-

lection of Gooseberries composed of the favourite

varieties.

A box of eighteen very fine examples of Peach
Koyal George were shown by Mr. J. Chambers,
Westlake Nursery, Isleworth.

An instance of the elfect of manuring on Apples
was shown by Mr. W. Roupell, Roupell Park, S.E.,

who had the Gladstone Apple in its ordinary form

—

green with red mottling, and again of a bright red

colour, the latter fruit being from a tree to which a

dressicg of soot and lime had been applied ; both

were grown on the Paradise stock. Ked Juneating

and Early Harvest were also shown, the latter a

bright green round Apple of medium size.

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons had specimens of Fay's

Prolific Currant, a large red fruit, very freely pro-

duced. W. M. Baker, Esq., Hasfield Court,

Gloucester (gr., Mr. Asplin), and Mr. Cap, gr. to

Mr. W. G. Blair, Nortlicroft, Englefield Green, each

showed Melons. Pea Mitchford Hero, came from Mr.

T. Bunyard, Poplar Hill, Horningsea, Cambridge, a

large pod, well tilled.

From the Society's Gardens, Chiswick, were sent

three varieties of Figs, which were De la Madeleine,

Boutard, and Peiue Dure, all good fruits. Plums St.

Etienne and Prince of Wales, Cherry Madeleine and
Montmorency a courte queue, and Apples Red and
White Astrachan, and White Transparent, all being

capital examples.

Medal.

Silver Baiiksiaii.—To Messrs. J, "Veitch & Sons,

for collection of Gooseberries.

Cold Storage of Fruit.

At the conclusion of the sitting a special sub-

committee was appointed to investigate the efi'ect of

cold storage on fruit, the following gentlemen being

nominated :—Messrs. J. Lee, T. F. Rivers, J. Wright,

J. Smith, Dr. Hogg, W. Marshall, H. J. Veitch, J.

Cheal, D. Tallerman, and A. F. Barron. The experi-

ments and investigations are to be carried out in

connection with the Leadenhall Market Cold Storage

Co., Limited (D. Tallerman), 79k, Gracechurch
Street, E.G. This is an important phase of fruit

marketing, and one which the Society does well to

investigate.

THE OXFORD CARNATION AND
PICOTEE UNION.

This exhibition took place as usual in Mr. E. S,

Dodwell's garden in the Stanley Road, Oxford, and
proved to be of much more extensive and satisfactory

a character than was anticipated. There were a large

number of flowers staged for competition, and while

many exhibited the effects of the season, there were

yet some very fine blooms, many of the Picotees

being fine and highly finished. Mr. Dodwell stated

that a very abnormal growth had been experienced

under very abnormal conditions, and he, in the whole

length of his experience, never remembered such a

July as that of the present year. A much larger

tent than is usual was required to accommodate all

the flowers, and in addition, Mr. Dodwell had some-

thing like y4fJ0 pots in his Carnation-houses in

glorious bloom, including a great many new yellow

grounds of rare promise. The judging over, a party

of some sixtv persons sat down to luncheon in Cowley
St. John's High School, under the Presidency of the

Mayor of O.xford—a good number of ladies being

present. In the evening the usual meeting of sub-

scribers was held, and the lines laid down upon which

tlie Union should proceed in 1889.

Carnations.—In the class for twelve blooms of

Carnations, dissimilar, flakes and bizarres, eight

prizes being offered, there were eleven competitors,

Mr. Martin Rowan, Manor Street, Clapham, being

placed Ist with a remarkably good lot. considering

the season, the blooms reading from left to right as

follows :—S.B. Robert Lord, P.P.B. Sarah Payne,

S.F. John Witham, R.F. Jessica, C.B. Master Fred,

S.B. Fred, P.P. George Melville, P.P.B. Rifleman,

S.F. Thomas Tomes, P.P.B. William Skirving. S.B.

Admiral Curzon. and R.F. Rob Roy. 2Dd, Mr. J.

Lakin. Temple Cowley, also with some fine flowers,

consisting of P.F. Sarah Payne, S.F. Tom Lord, C.B.

Captain Owen, very fine ; S.H. Robert Lord, S.F.

Seedling, R.F. Svbil, S.F. Alderman Buckell, P.P.B.

Dr. Symonds, C.B. Master Fred, S.B. Admiral Cur-
zon, P.P.B. Joseph Lakin, and S.B. Robert Houl-
grave ; 3rd, Mr. R. Sydenham, Birmingham ; 4th,

Mr. George Chaundy, Oxford; 5th, Mr. W. L.

Walker, Reading ; 6th, Mr. Arthur Brown, Bir-

mingham.
In the class for six blooms of flakes or bizarres,

dissimilar, there were eighteen competitors for nine

prizes, and here Mr. Tom Lord, Todraorden, was 1st,

with R.F. Sybil, P.F. .Tames Douglas, C.B. J. D.

Hestall, S.F. William Mellor, C.B. Master Fred, and
S.B. Robert Lord. 2nd, Mr. C. Phillips, Reading,

with P.F. James Douglas, S.F. Alisemond, a very

promising flower ; R.F. Rob Koy, S.B. Admiral
Curzon, S.B. Robert Lord, and C.B. John Harland.

.3d, Mr. John Whitham ; 4th, Mr. W. Bacon, Derby

;

5th, Mr. C. Henwood, Reading; 6th, Mr. S. Barlow,

Manchester.
Picotees.—In the class for twelve blooms, dissimilar,

there were eleven competitors, and here Mr. M.
Rowan was 1st, with a very good lot, though some
of the blooms showed signs of roughness. The
varieties were H. Rose E. Mrs. Payne, L.P.E. Clara

Penson, II. Red E. Mrs. Dodwell, L. Rose E. Nellie,

H.P.E. Muriel, H.Rose E. Edith D'Ombrain. L.P.E.

Jessie, H. Scarlet E. Mrs. Sharpe. L. Rose E.

Thomas William, H. Red E. J. B. Bryant, L.P.E.

Elsie Grace, and H.P.E. Alliance. 2nd, Mr. Joseph
Lakin, with H. Scarlet E Mrs. Sharpe, L.P.E.

Jessie, L. Rose E. Orlando. H.P.E. Zerlina, L.P.E.

Mrs. Nicholay, H. Rose E. ,Seedling, H. Red E.

Brunnette, H. Rose E. Seedling, H.P.E. : Amy Rob-
sart, H. Rose E. Seedling, L.P.E. Ann Lord, and
H. Red E. Mrs. Dodwell. 3rd, Mr. R. Sydenham

;

4th, Mr. George Chaundy; 5th, Mr. A. Brown; 6th,

Mr. W. L. Walker.
In the class for six blooms there were twenty ex-

hibitors for nine prizes ; here Mr. Tom Lord was 1st,

with fine blooms of H. Scarlet B. Mrs. Sharp,

H. Red E. Mrs. Dodwell. L. Rose E. Mrs. Gegge,
L.P.E. Mrs. Gorton, H.P.E. Amy Robsart,

and L. Rose E. Miss Gorton, 2nd, Mr. John Whit-
ham, with H. Red E. John Smith, L. Rose E. Miss
Wood, L.P.E. Ann Lord, H.P.E. Alliance,

H.P.E. Tinnie, and H. Rose E. Lady Holmesdale.

3rd, Mr. J. Payne ; 4th. Mr. A, W. Jones; 5th, Mr.
Thomas Bower, 6th, Mr. J. S. Hedderly.

Sclfs, Fancies, and Yellow Grounds.—There were

ten stands of twelve dissimilar blooms in competition

for eight prizes, the best coming from Mr. W. Reed,
gr. to George Dodwell, Esq., Oxford, who had very

fine blooms of The Maestro, crimson, flaked with

maroon — very fine ;
Queen of the West, pink

;

Gladys, pink—very fine ; Heroine, scarlet ; and some
very fine seedling fancies and yellow grounds. 2nd,

Mr. Martin Rowan, with Sir Tvity Belch, scarlet,

flaked with maroon ; Annie Douglas, Joe Willet,

scarlet ; Celia, pink ; Prince of Orange, Imperator,

purple ; The Governor, Rev. Markham Hill, pale

scarlet and maroon ; Eurydice, deep rose and maroon ;

Mrs. Genge, pink ; Black Knight, maroon ; and
Gladys, pink. 3rd, Mr. George Chaundy ; 4th, Mr.
Joseph Lakin ; 5th, Mr. W. L. Walker ; and 6th,

Mr. R. Sydenham.
Single Blooins.— Carnations.—Of these there were

large quantities, and the judges had a severe task

in awarding the prizes. Scarlet Bizarres.—1st, 2nd,

3rd, 4th, and 5th, Mr. Samuel Barlow, with fine

blooms of his new S.B. Robert Iloulgrave.

Crimson Bizarres.—1st, Mr. T. Lord, with Master
Fred ; 2nd, Mr. J. S. Hedderlev, with the same

;

3rd, Mr. C. Phillips, with John 'Harland ; 4lh, Mr.
P. E. Henwood, with Seedling; 5th, Mr. M. Rowan,
with Master Fred.

Pink and Purple Bizarres.—1st, Mr. C. Phillips,

with Faust; 2nd, with Due d'Aumale ; 3rd, with

William Skirling; 4th, Mr. M. Rowan, with the

same ; 5th, Mr. P. Anstiss, with Seedling.

Purple Flakes.— 1st, Mr. Hill, with James
Douglas, ; 2nd, Mr. T. Lord, with Squire Trow ; 3rd,

Mr. J. Whitham, with James Douglas ; 4th Mr.

Storrar, Stranraer, with Sarah Payne ; 5th, Mr. C.

Henwood, with the same.
Scarlet Flakes.—1st, Mr. J. S. Hedderley, with

Sportsman ; 2nd, Mr. C. Phillips, with Alisemond
;

.3rd, Mr. J. Lakin, with Mrs. Carter; 4th, Mr. W.
L. Walker, with Alisemond ; 5th, Mr. J. S. Hed-
derley, with Sportsman.
Rose Flakes.— 1st, Mr. J. Lakin, with Lovely

Mary (new), and 2nd, with the same ; 3rd, Mr. M.
Rowan, with Mrs. Bridgewater ; 4th, Mr. T. Hen-
wood, with Rob Roy ; 5th, Mr. M. Rowan, with

the same.
Selfs.— 1st and 2nd, Mr. J. Lakin, with Emma

Lakin, a grand pure white self; 3rd, Mr. A. Brown,
with Emily Francis, a fine rose self; 4th, Mr. R.

Dean, with'Germania, yellow self; 5th, Mr. A. Brown,
with Emily Francis.

Fancies.—Mr. J. S. Hedderley, with sport from

Master Fred, rose, flaked with maroon ; 2nd, Mr. W.

Reed, with Maestro, scarlet and maroon ; 3rd, Mr.
Reed, with Mrs. Dodsweil, rosy-pink and maroon

;

4th, Seedling of similar character ; 5th, Mr. J.

Bridgewater, with Dr. Guinness, rose and maroon.
Picotees.—Heavy Red Edge.— 1st, Mr. J. Payne,

with Brunette ; 2nd, Mr. T. Lord, with Dr. Epps
;

3rd, Mr. J. Payne, with John .Smith; 4th, Mr.
W. L. Walker, with the same ; and 5th, with Dr.
Epps.

Light Red Edge.—1st, Mr. C. Phillips, with
Thomas William ; 2nd, Mr. J. S. Hedderley; and
3rd, Mr. M. Rowan, with the same ; 4th, Mr. Rowan,
with Mrs. Gorton; 5th, Mr. Phillips, with Elsie

Grace.
Heavy Purple Edge.—1st, Mr. Reed, with Amy

Robsart; 2nd, Mr. ,T. Bridgewater, with Muriel ; 3rd,

Mr. T. Anstiss, with Pollie Brazil ; 4th and 5th, Mr.
M. Rowan, with Muriel.

Light Purple Edge.—1st, Mr. Rowan, with Baroness
Burdett Coutts ; 2nd, Mr. C. Phillips; 3rd. Mr. J.

S. Hedderley, with Ann Lord ; 4th, Mr. Hedderly,
with Baroness Burdett Coutts; 5th, Mr. C. Phillips,

with Mary.
Heavy Rose Edge.—1st, Mr. M. Rowan, with Mrs.

Payne ; 2nd, Mr. J. P. Sharp, with Mrs. Sharp ; and
3rd, with Campannini ; 4th and 5th, Mr. Rowan,
with jMrs. Payne.

Light Rose' Edge.—1st and 2nd, Mr. T. Anstiss,

with Favourite ; 3rd, Mr. R. Sydenham, with the
same; 4th and 5th, Mr. M. Rowan, with Nellie.

Yellow Picotees.—1st, Mr. W. Reed, with Queen
of Hearts; 2nd, with Alfred Gray; 3rd, with Al-
frida; 4th and 5th, with Seedlings.

The premier Carnation was tS.B. Robert Houl-
grave, shown by Mr. S. Barlow ; the premier Picotee

was H. Rose E. Jlrs. Payne, shown by Mr. M. Rowan
;

the premier self Emma Lakin. shown by Mr. J,

Lakin ; and the premier fancy The Maestro, shown
by Mr. Reed.

Special prizes were awarded to Mr. Reed, for a
stand of twelve yellow ground Picotees of Mr. Gyles
Kilmerry strain, in which the flakes of colour are

laid on in loQ' itudinal markings ; and twelve of Mr.
E. S. Dodwell's own seedlings, in which the colour

is laid more upon the petal edges.

A stand of very fine blooms of the following

vellow grounds were shown by Mr. Charles Turner,

Royal Nursery, Slough, viz.. Colonial Beauty, Almira,

Dorothy, Agnes Chambers, Annie Douglas, and
Terra Cotta, four blooms of eacli being shown.
New Flowers.—First-class Certificates of Merit

were awarded to Mr. Joseph Lakin for White Self

Mrs. Lakin, and to the same for R F. Lovely Mary, a

seedling from Lovely Ann ; to Mr. Arthur Brown
for Pink Self Emily Francis (Johnson) ; to Mr. J.

S. Hedderly for Carmine Self Royalty ; and to Mr.
Thomas Anstiss for H.P.E. Picotee "Pollie Brazil,

raised by the exhibitor ; to C.B. Carnation,

John Harrison, a seedling from E, S. Dodwell. raised

by Mr. W. JI. Hewitt, of Chesterfield: fine petal

and colour, and a good grower.

EXCURSION OF THE ROYAL SCOT-
TISH ARBOBICULTURAL.

A DARGE contingent of the members of this

Society left Edinburgh on the 8th inst. for Jedburgh.

The numbers were increased in the progress of the

journey, till a party of between forty and fifty mus-
tered for breakfast in the " Spread Eagle" Hotel,

Jedburgh. Among the party were Dr. Cleghorn,

St. Andrew's ; Mr. James Watt, Carlisle ; Mr. M.
Dunn, Dalkeith Palace Gardens; Mr. JohnMethven,
Edinburgh ; Mr. Caverhill, factor Monteviot ; R.

v. Kyrke, Esq., Penywern. Mold ; Mr. R. A. Meikle,

factor, Chrichel, Wimborne, Dorsetshire ; Mr. D. F.

Mackenzie, factor, Morton Hall, Midlothian ; Mr. G.

Dodds, Wentworth ; Mr. J. M. Forsyth. Woburn
Abbey ; Mr. J. Kay, Rothesay ; Mr. J. Robertson,

Panmure ; Mr. Baxter, Dalkeith ; Mr. Erskine,

Edinburgh ; Mr. Buchanan, Penicuik ; Mr. Milne,

Edinburgh ; Mr. A. Clark, Linlithgow ; Mr. C. M.
Paterson, New Battle Abbey, &c.

Breakfast over, the party, under the guidance of

Mr. Walter Laidlaw, custodian of Jedburgh Abbey,

inspected the ancient remains of the abbey, and

other points of historic interest in this border burgh.

Jedburgh, like most other of the early ecclesiastical

centres, is somewhiit famous for its fruit trees. Due
ancient Pear tree in the convent garden, which was

formerly attached to the abbey, continues to bear

good crops of fair fiuit. although it is alleged to be

about 300 years old. Many other features of interest

to those of archsBological bent were pointed out by

the guide, but arboriculture being the chief object
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the party had in view, the programme admitted of

only a brief stay in the town.
Passing up the Jed Water the attention was

directed to Lintlee, where the Earl of Kichmond
attacked Sir James Douglas with 10,000 men, but

the latter turned the sweeping and pliant branches

of the Birches which abounded in Jed Forest to

excellent account as a means of defence. Twining
them together athwart from stem to stem the

enemy's horse were thrown into confusion and
easily routed. Yery little of the old forest remains,

the most notable relics of it being found on the

estate of Ferniehurst, the property of the Marquis of

Lothian, before reaching which, however, the party

passed through the estate of Linthaugh, belonging

to the Earl of Howie. Here were found some
remarkable specimens of Black Italian Toplar, com-
mon Spruce, and Larch. The Poplars are said to

be 110 years old; the tallest is 125 feet in height,

with a girth of 13 feet at '6 feet from the ground.

The largest Spruce, which girthed 10 feet, is eighty-

five years old.

On the Ferniehurst estate two of the most remark-
able relics of the ancient Jed Forest are found.

Both are Oaks, and are named respectively " The
Capon Tree" and "The King of the Wood." The
latter is about 78 feet high, with a girth of 16 feet

6 inches, and is estimated to contain about 300 cubic

feet of timber. The former, the top of which suffered

considerable damage by the snows of the winter of

1872, has a girth of 26 feet 6 inches at 3 feet from
the ground, and at 5 feet from the ground 24 feet

3 inches. At another point of the estate are some
Lime trees of peculiar character. They are large,

wide spreading trees, growing in a group of six, with

an average girth of 16 feet 6 inches, and an average

height of about 03 feet. But the most remarkable
feature about them lay in the fantastic character of

their huge lower limbs which, striking out horizont-

ally be3'ond the line of the upper branches, rise

perpendicularly with considerable bulk and weight

of timber. In other parts of Ferniehurst clumps of

Birch and Oak of considerable age are pointed out

as remains of the ancient forest of Jed, but appear
rather to be the suckers that may have sprung fi*om

the stools of the original trees than those them-
selves.

Leaving Ferniehurst, Ilowden Burn was next
visited, where some fine Scots Firs were inspected,

the largest of which girthed 8 feet 8 inches, and was
80 feet high—the bole clean and straight to 50 feet

high.

Hartrigge, the seat of Lord Stratheden and Camp-
bell, was next visited. Among the many fine trees

in the park were noted a grand specimen of Scots

Fir, with finely-balanced tabulated head, the bole

girthing 10 feet G inches. Near the mansion-house
some Oaks were found to girth 13 feet 10 inches, and
some Hornbeam girthed 7 feet 10 inches.

On leaving Hartrigge the party drove on to Mon-
teviot, the beautiful and extensive seat of the Maiquis
of Lothian. Here lunch was provided for the party

l"y Lord Lothian, which, in the absence of whom,
was presided over by Mr. Caverhill, his lordship's

agent. A letter from Lord Lothian was read by

Mr. Caverhill expressing his ]ord:ship's regret that

he could not personally receive the visitors. After

lunch the party proceeded to inspect the extensive

park, and its wealth of trees and shrubs.

The river Teviot winds eastward through the park

a little to the south of the mansion, its banks
adorned with widespread lawns, shrubbery, and
flower gardens, all in good taste, and enriched

with grand clumps and individual specimens of

the usual classes of park trees. The greater

part of the plantations are comparatively younc;,

having been planted by the prpsent Marquis and his

predecessor, while the Iftte Mnrchioness also con-

tributed largely to the development of the pictnresqvie

beauty of the place by her excellent taste in arbori-

culture.

Among the more interesting specimen trees noted
was an Abies Pinsapo on the terrace west of the

mansion, supposed to have been planted about
twenty-five or thirty years ago, the bole of which
girthed 5 feet 9 inches, and the height was 38 feet.

An Abies nobilis in the flower garden, of about the

same age jis rbe last named has a girth of 5 feet

i iach, SJ2.Q. is 50 feet high , and near by this stood a
grand A. Dcuglaeii, having:: i spread of branches of

35 feet, and a height of 47 fssc. These three Coni-
fers are all of the snme age. A remarkable Weeping
Ash in thn same part of the grounds had a spread of

branciies of 30 feet, and a height of 20 feet.

The visitors returned to their hotel to dine, being

much impressed with the pictnresqiip pcenery they

had witnessed during the day, particularly with the

extensive panorama they viewed from the top of

Peniel Heugh, a lofty eminence within Monteviot
Park, which commands a magnificent view of the

valleys of the Teviot, the Tweed, and the Jed, and
seven of the border counties, including that of

Northumberland.

The company dined in the " Spread Eagle " Hotel,

Jedburgh, Dr. Cleghorn in the early part of the

evening occupying the chair, Mr. James Watt suc-

ceeding on his retirement. Messrs. Dunn and Kyrke
acted as croupiers. Among the topics discussed at

the dinner Mr. Watt alluded to the disposal of the

surplus still lying in the hands of the Executive
Council of the Edinburgh Industrial Exhibition of

1886. The Council had apparently a difficulty in

deciding what to do with the surplus, which amounted
to several thousands of pounds, and he suggested
that it should be put to establishing a Forestry
School in Edinburgh,
Leaving Jedburgh the following morning the excur-

sionists drove to Ancrura, the seat of Sir AV. Scott,

Bart., a finely timbered park of limited extent where
some remarkable Limes, Elms, purple and common
Beech, and other ordinary classes of park trees

abound. Several Limes were remarkable for their

dimensions. The largest had a girth of 18 feet

11 inches, and the smallest girth was 15 feet. These,
with their mighty spreading tops of SO or more feet,

were considered by the arboriculturists worth a day's

march to see.

Leaving Ancrum, a drive of about 7 miles along
the banks of the Teviot, brought the party to the
" Craggs" entrance to Minto grounds, the seat of the

Earl of Minto. Here there were no relics of old

forests to excite the curious in tree lore, but there

was to be found instead, on every hand, to the extent
of about 1000 acres, as grand evidence of arboricul-

ture as is to be found in the South of Scotland.

The park is one of the most picturesque of a most
picturesque county. The chief attraction in the
woodlands were the Larches, which here, alike in

numbers and in size, rival the famous Larches of

Dunkeld, Perthshire. The older trees are in the
beautiful glen which traverses the park from north
to south. They were planted in 1736, the greatest

girth taken was 12 feet 1 inch, the greatest

height 1-35 feet, with about 80 feet of clear, almost
untapered stem. Younger trees on other parts of
the estate, of about eighty years of age, promise
by their luxuriance and health to perpetuate the

fame of Minto for its Larches. But many other
kinds of trees thrive equally well here. To give

dimensions would be tedious, but some magnificent
Silver Firs should not be passed over. The largest

of these girthed 11 feet 9 inches, and was 120 feet

in height.

From Minto the party passed through Denholm
Dean, a beautiful wooded glen, by the southern bank of

the Teviot, on to Cavers, the seat of Captain Palmer
Douglas, and thence to Hawick where they took tea,

and several of the excursionists returned to their

respective destinations.

At Cavers one notable Ash was pointed out, which
is locally known as the "Pope Tree." It is said to

be 300 years old, and is 16 feet girth, the top, how-
ever being much mutilated.

Roses sent by Messrs. B. R. Cant, Colchester ; stands
of Carnations and Picotees came from Mr. Charles
Turner, Slough. Messrs. Laing& Sons, Forest Hill,

contributed a selection of Begonias and Caladiuras,

&c. Mr. Blair, Trentham Gardens, was mainly instru-

mental in organising the Society, and he also managed
the show.

TRENTHAM HORTICULTURAL.
JcLV 26.—This Society held its first annual exhi-

bition in Trentham Gardens, by the kind permission of

the Dake of Sutherland. Although many years ago
the horticultural exhibition at Trentham was among
the first events of the kind in the northern portion
of the county, in recent times the show had been
abandoned. This season a new Trenthnm Horti-

cultural Society was formed, and met with" very
favourable support. The Marquis of Stafford became
its President ; the Duke of Sutherland, Lord Ronald
Gower, Duchess of Sutherland, and others became
patrons. The weather, after a somewhat threaten-

ing morning, was line in the afternoon, and between
7000 and 8000 persons attended. On entering thp
marquee the visitor ^as struck by the groups of

ornamental foliaged and flowering plants, arranged
for effect, which ran along each side of the marquee,
and terminated at the end with a fine collection

from Trentham Gardens, including a dispUy of choice
Orchids, which were disposed among Ferns. Other
groups also contained fine plants, and considerable
taste had been shown in the arrangement, one of the
most conspicuous being that of W. Thompson, Esq.,

Walton Grange, Stone, who had good Orchids.
In the cut flower division the chief feature was the

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Amelanchier oligocarpa, Garden and Forest,

July 18.

Anheltoniusi Lewinii, Hennings, Garteyijiora, J
August.—A Mexican Cactaceous plant with very I
thick fleshy root, contracted stem, tufted succulent

leaves, with spines at the tip, surrounding a dome-
shaped flower-stalk, with numerous pale rose flowers.

The whole plant measures only about 3 inches

across.

Apple Red Asteakax, Bulletin d'Arboriculture,

July.

Begonia gebanioides, BuUcthio dclla H. Societa

Toscanci di Orticultura, July.—Natal. Acaulescent,

flowers white.

Begonia Gloire de Lucerne.—Ilhisfrierte Monats-

hefte, July.—A cross between Begonia Frederick

Schlegel and B. corallina.

Cattleya Haerisoni-e violacea, Orchid Album,

t. 333.

Cattleya Warneri, Bevite de VHorticulture Beige.

—August.

Cherry, Eotale H.iTivE (Early Royal), May
Duke, Bulletin d'Arboriculture Beige, August.

Cypripedium Amesianum (villosum X venustum),

Orchid Album, t. 340.

Dendrobium Fytceanum roseum, Orchid Album,

t. 336.

Dendrobium maceophyllum, Orchid Album, t. 339.

Haeranthus Newallii, Garden, August 4.

HouLLETiA Beocklehuestiana, Orchid Album, t.

337.

Odontoglossum Vuystekeanum), Orchid Alhmn,

t. 334.

Phlox Stellaria, Garden and Forest, July 25.

Polygonum daldschuanicum, Regel, Gartenfiom,

t. 1278.—A climber; leaves cordate, ovate, acnte
;

flowers numerous, small, pink, in branching panicles.

Native of Bokkara.

Rose, Louis van Houtte, H.P., Bevue dc I'Horti-

culture Beige.—August.

Schomburgkia undulata, Orchid Album, t. 335.

Vanda lamellata Boxalli, Orchid Album, t.

338.

Zygopetalum erachypetalum h. stenopetalum,

Begcl.— A variety differing from the type in its

narrow segments and five-ribbed disc.

Colonial Notes.

QUEENSLAND.
RocKHAjiPTON Botanic Gardens.—The establish-

ment of the botanic gardens was contemplated

from the- time when the town was first surveyed, as

the original plans show various sites were set

apart for gardens and public park?. In 1S72 the

reserve of 100 acres, with a frontage lo the Murray
Lagoon, was selected as the most suitable. The lagoon

ensures a permanent supply of good water, and the

soil is light sandy loam, of good depth, ^nd very

easily worked. The then Premier, now Chief Justice

of Queensland, Sir Charles Lilly, approved of the

selection, and has always taken an interest in the

progress of the gardens. At a meeting of trustees

held in September, 1873, the present Superintendent,

Mr. J. S. Edgar, was appointed. A few weeks after-

wards a contract for fencing was let, the clear-

ing of the land of the indigenoiia zcrri^:* was com-
menced at the same time, and within a short period

5 acres were cleared and securely fenced. This

piece has been used for nursery and experimental

work, tropical fruits and economic plants generally

receiving special attention. So tir Xhe results have

been very gratifying, ilost of the valuable fruits of
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the Tropics find a congenial home in our climate.

Mangos—of which there are over twenty varieties in

the gardens—and many other trees bear good crops

an Dually.

As soon as the nursery had been well started, the

general clearing and laying out of the reserve was
taken in hand. Most of the ground was heavily

timbered, witli scrub underneath, which made the

clearing a tedious and expensive affair. The funds

at the disposal of the trustees not being sufficient to

clear it all at once, tracks for the main avenues were

cleared and planted with suitable trees. The row of

Bunya Bunya (Araucaria Bidwillii) on each side of

the centre walk are well grown trees for their age.

Some of them have already reached a height of

40 feet. The Banyan (Ficus bengalensis) iu twelve

years have a spread of branches GO feet in diameter.

The finest sight in the gardens is undoubtedly the

avenue of Cocoa-nuts (Cocos nucifera), in fruit, with
stems from 10 to 20 feet high. The leaves meet
overhead. The parallel borders in which they are
grown are 20 feet wide, and are closely planted with
Crotons. Between 400 and 500 plants were required

to fill the borders. The shade given by the leaves of

the Cocoa-nuts is sufficient to preserve the bright

colours of the Crotons during the hot summer
months. There are about forty varieties iu the col-

lection, and when in fall leaf the display is very much
admired by visitors. Large sheds have been erected,

and covered withSxl inch hardwood battens, 2 inches'

space being left between each. In these plant-

houses all })lants can be grown for which hothouses
are required in colder climates. The only glass

structures in use are a few propagating frames.

To fresh arrivals from Europe during our winter
and spring months it is always a matter of surprise

to see home vegetables and their favourite annuals
growing side by side with Mangos, Jack Fruit, Pine-
apples, Tamarinds, Cocoa-nuts, Coffee, Bananas, &c.

;

yet each year is proving more clearly that there are

few annual plants of the temperate zone of com-
mercial value that cannot be grown in Central
Queensland during the cool season.

Fruits of tropical and subtropical countries have
been well tested. Appended is a list of the most
prominent that have been successfully fruited, [A
list of about fifty tropical fruits was appended, which
the limitations of our space forbid us from printing.

Ed.]

The majority of these fruits are best adapted for

the coast country. The finest Grapes are grown
inland at elevations of 1000 feet and upwards.
Large areas on the Peak Downs, Springsen, and on
the Drummond range, are well suited for the cultiva-

tion of the (jrape Vine. The winter is cold enough
to allow the plants to go to rest in the season for two
or three months, which they never do near the coast.

In these inland districts good Peaches, Nectarines,
Apples, and Pears have been grown, but no systematic
experiments have been made to find out the varieties

of these fruits best suited to the climate. Unless the
Government take up the matter, and start small
experimental gardens on some elevated position
inland, not much progress will be made in this

direction. There is not the slightest doubt that
Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, American
Plums, Pears, Apples, Date Plums, Quinces, and
other fruits can be grown in Central Queensland,
but a large amount of experimental work will have
to be done to find out the right sort to plant, and the
proper site to plant them in. Coflee, Arr^owroot
Tapioca, Ginger, Olives, and many more plants of
commercial value, grov.' easily here, but the high
prices of labour will prevent their cultivation to any
extent for some time. Fifty species of Palms have
been introduced into the gardens. Some of the first

planted are fine specimens. In a few years the
collection of Palms will be one of the features of the
place. Mockhampton.

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
duration of the excess or defect of temperature above or
below 'S'2° F. for the period named, and is expressed in Day-
degree — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hourfl, or any other number of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hoars.]

The Weather.

MEAN TEMPERATURE OBSERVED AT CHISWICK DUR-
DJO THE WEEK ENDING AUGUST 25. (AVEBAOE
OF FORTY-FOUK YEAP.S.I
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be the variety you mention.

—

H. Ja/ties. Numbers
detached. Jasminum revolutum — yellow flower,

climber; shrub with lilac bract is Leycesteria

formosa; small yellow flower with much divided

leaf is Corydalis lutea ; hardy shrub, Hibiscus

eyriacus, alias Althsa frutex. — T. K, ^" Co.

llichardia. Double spathfd forms of Arum (don't

call it a Lily !) are not uncommon. The Poplar
seems to be the common Aspen (P. tremula).

—

Mrs. E, Asperula cynanchica (Rubiaceae), closely

allied to the Bed-straws (Galium), common on
limestone downs.

—

E. C. Bronjiihtonia sanguinea.
—J. T. D. Euphorbia Lathyris.

—

L. J. Spircea

aritefolia.

—

L. and B. 1, Melica nutans; 2, Aira
flexuosa ; 3, Juncus raaritimus ; 4, Carex vesi-

caria ; 5, Juncus laraprocarpus. Ehr. ; 6, Carex
sylvatica ; 7. Sesleria ctt-rulea ; 8, Nardus stricta.—E. J. Potentilla ; we cannot name from the

specimPH sent, send more material and leaves.— C. IV. B. Allium macranthum (N. America).

—

J. Morton. Achillea ptarmica, Calystegia sepium,

Erigeron sppciosus.

—

F. Dunn. Francoa ramosa.
—J. H. 1, Zelkowia crenata ; 2, Rubus odoratus.—G. W. Wild Mignonette, Reseda lutea, Linaria

spuria, Medicago echinus, and Berteroa incana.

Peas: J. H. A malformation, due to the union of

two or more stems.

Pelargonium not Flowering : Inquirer. Without
knowing the treatment given, we cannot say for

certain why your plant has not flowered. Pro-
bably it has had too much water and too little sun-

heat, like many other plants this year.

Pink. Escholzia : X. Y. Z. There is such a variety

in which the outer surface of the petals is rose-

coloured.

Raspberuies : J. W. B. A fair average crop would
be about l^- to \h ton per acre ; or on land of very

superior quality, and in a good season, as much as

2} tons per acre. W. B. C.

The Royal Horticultural Society : Spade. We
share your views as to the Associateship to a
certain extent. We think it a very unfortunate
arrangement, but one that will die of itself. We
altogether demur to your proposition, that any
intentional insult to the craft was intended. The
Associateship should in our opinion be an honor
without price conferred after examination on deserv-

ing candidates. Men of the stamp you name whose
brains are at the service of the Society, but whose
means preclude their subscribing, should be elected

HonoraryMembers. The Fellows might recommend
each year to the Council, a certain number, and a
general meeting might confirm the elections or
otherwise. Thn Drill-Hall meetings have been
avowfdly experimental, and can be dropped at the
end of the year if thought desirable. Whether the
public, or even the members of committees, would
go to Chiswick fortnightly, is extremely doubtful.

It is true they went in numbers to the Apple Con-
gress, and we hope they will do so again.

Tomato : L. B. G. One of the diseases caused by
fungi. See p. 44 for full details.

—

E. T. Although,
botanically speaking, this is a fruit, it is used at

table as a vegetable or a salad. On the ground,
therefore, that schedules are drawn up from the
point of view of practical horticulture, and not ot

botany, we should, in the absence of any provision

to the contrary, disqualify a collection of Iruit

containing Tomatos.

Tomato Sauce : C. S. For present use : Take a dozen
ripe Tomatos and press the seeds and juice from
them. Place them in a stewpan with a quarter of

a pint of stock and a pinch of cayenne. Let them
stew slowly until they are quite soft, then press

them through a fine sieve, and put the pulp back
into the stewpan with a little salt. Let it simmer
for a few minutes, and serve very hot, and about
the thickness of cream. If liked, a blade of mace,
two or three shallots, and two or three cloves,

may be stewed with the Tomatos, but most
lovers of Tomatos prefer that they should retain

their natural piquancy and flavour, which is masked
if too many ingredients are added to the sauce.

If to be stored, put the Tomatos into an earthen
jar in a cool oven. When they are quite soft,

separate the pulp from the skins. Mix with this,

and half the juice that flowed from the tomatos
while baking, the following ingredients:—To each
dozen of Tomatos a dessert spoonful of salt, a
dessert spoonful of powdered ginger, a pinch of
cayenne, and two table- spoonfuls of vinegar. Boil
all up together, put the sauce into perfectly dry,

wide-mouthed bottles, and store it in a cool dry

place. It must be frequently examined to ascer-

tain if it is in good condition. If it looks watery

and thin, turn it out of the bottles and boil it up
again, with a little more cayenne and ginger.

Some cooks add a soupQon of garlic, but we do

not recommend it. Tomato sauce is diflicult to

make so that it will keep long. To ensure this,

so much spice and artificial flavouring must be

added that the Tomatos are apt to lose their natu-

ral flavour. Store in moderate-sized bottles, as

the sauce will not keep when once the bottle has

been opened.

Vine Diseases: Aniateitr, Goswell, Quill Pen. All

cases of " so-called scalding." See reply to cor-

respondents last week.

FbuIT.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Communications RiiCEivED.—E. C—J. R.—H. W. W.—
F. W. B.—O. W. D.—E. J.—C. C—A. O. \V.—H. C,
Genuva.—F. T.. Sydney.—J. C. & Co.—J. W.—W. W.—
J. M. W.. Natal.—W. S.—H. W.W.—J. S.—G. R. King —
J. H.—W. Kelly.—W. C—C. A. Wood.—W. Coniwallis

-West.—T. Meehan. Philadelphia.—C. C—F. W. B.—J. C.

& Co.—A. O. W., Chester.—W. Houghton.

(5" Correspondents sending plants ot fruits to he named, or

asking <jiiestions demanding timeand research for their solution,

must not expect to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the

current week.

ARKET8.

COVEJs'T GARDEN, August 16.

[We cannot accept any editorial responsibility for the subjoined

reports, which, however, are furnished to us regularly

every Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible for the

quotations. It must be remembered that these quotations

represent averages for the week preceding the dute of our

report. The prices depend upon tlie quality of the samples,

the supply in the market, and they fluctuate, not only

from day to day, but often several times in one day, and
therefore the prices quoted as averages for the past week
must not be taken as indicating the particular prices at

any particular date, and still less can they be taken aa

guides to the prices iu the coming week. Ed.]

Maeket lighter, with business falling off, the soft

fruit being nearly finished. Prices unaltered. James

Webber, }Vholesale Apple Market.

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Aralia Sieboldi. doz. 6

Balsams, per doz. ... 2
Bouvardias, per dozen 9

Calceolarias, do/en 3

Carnations, per doz. 6
Cockscombs, per doz. 2

Coleus. dozen ... 2

Crassula, per doz, ... 9
Cyperus, per dozen . 4

Dracwna t^rminalia,

per dozen ... ...30

— viridis, per doz. 12

Euonymus, in var.,

per dozen ... ... 6
Evergreens, in var.,

per dozen ... ... 6
Ferns, in var., doz. 4

Foliage plants, vari-

ous, each 2

d. s.d.

0-18
0-4
0-12
U- 6

0-18
6-4
0-4
0-12
0-12

0-60
0-24

0-24
0-18

s. d. s.d.

1 rt- 7 IJ

3 0-80
3 0- 6 f)

9 0-lS

Ficiifl elastica, each
Fuchsias, doz.
Heliotropes, dozen..

Hydrangeas, dozen.,

Liliums, var., doz. ...18 0-30
Lobelias, per dozen 3 0-60
Marguerites, doz. ... 6 0-12
Mignonette. 12 pots 3 0-60
Myrtles, per dozen... 6 0-12

Palms in var., each 2 6-2!

Pelargoniums, doz... 6 0-12
— Ivy-leiif, dozen... 3 0-60
— scarlet, dozen ...

Rhodanthe. perdoz...

Scented Geranium
per dozen
— Verbena, perdoz. 4 0-60
Zinnia, per dozen ...40-60

3 0^- 6
4 0-60

3 0-60

Bedding-out Plants.

Per dozen, Is. to 2s.
;
per box, Is. to 3s.

Cut Flowers.—
s.

Asters, 12 bunches... 4
— French, per bun. 1

Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations. 12 blms. 1

— dozen bunrhes ... 4

Chrysant hemums,
12 booms 1

Cornflower, 12 bun. 1

Eucharia, per dozen 3
Forget-me-nots, 12
bunches 2

Gardenias. 12 blooms 1

Gladiolus, doz. sprays
Heliotropes, 12 spr.

Lavender, 12 bun. ... 3
Lilium longiflonim,

13 blooms 3
Marguerites, 12 bun. 3

Mignonett*. 12 bun. 1

-Average Wholesale Prices

d. s. d. s.

0-6 Panaies. 12 bun. ... 1

0-16 Pelargoniums, 12 spr.

6-10 — scarlet, 12 spr.... U
0-2 Pinks. 12 bun 3
0-6 Poppies. 12 bun. ... 4

Primulas, double, 12
0-4 sprays
6- 3 Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2

0-6 Rhodanthe, 12 bun. 4
Roses, Tea, per doz.

0-4 — coloured, dozen. 2
6-4 — red, per dozen ...

8-16 — ,, 12 bunches 2
6-10 — SaJFrano. dozen...

0-4 6 — Moss, 12 bun. ... 4
Stephanotis, 12 spr. 2

0-5 Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 2
0- rt SweetSuItan.l2bun. 2
0-3 Tuberoses, 12 blms....

Vegetables.—.

Artichokes, p. doz....

Beans, Kidiiey, lb. ...

Beet, red, per dozen
Carrots, per bunch...
Cauliflowers, each ...

Celery, per bundle ...

Cucumbers, each ...

F.ndive, per dozen ...

Green Mint, bunch...
Herbs, per bunch ...

Leeks, per bunch ...

Lettuce, per dozen ...

Mushrooms, punnet

4 0-
4- ...

10-20
9- ...

6- ...

16-26
9-10

4 0- ...

4- ...

4- ...

ft- ...

1 6- ...

10-16

5-
.

Vegt. Marrows, each 2- .

5. d. s. d.
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BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for bU purposes. Write for Circular

t'ontaiuing the Lending Gardeners' and Market Growers'
Keports. Sold in Tins, Is., 25. 6rf., 5.«. 6rf., and 10s. 6rf. each,
or 1 cwt. Baf^s, sealed. 135. By all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

SAVE H ALF TH E COST.
G A R S I D E'S

BF.DFORDSHinR

SILVER SAND,
Coarse and Fine, ^

Is admitted by the leadin*; Nurserymen to be the Best
Quality obtainable in the Trade.
Oonsumera should Buy Direct from the Owner of these

Celebrated and Extensive Pits, \vlii<h contain a practically in-
exhanstible supply of Splemiid S;nui, and thus save half the
ordinarj' cost. NO TKAVELLKRS OR AGENTS.
Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price.

Free on Rail or Canal. All Oriicra cxtcnted irit/i ihn ut/nost

promptJie.'is and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way liates in force to all parts.

GEO. GARSIDE, Jun., F.R.H.S., Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

&IOSI mimi mi immm
IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

'Medicated Tobacco Paper"
(READY CUT UP FOR USE),

Rf-diired Price 1/tt per lb,;
281bs. 4V- iipn-ardM—dirriasjie E*nid.

Parcels for* trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.;

2 lbs. 3/4, 4 lbs. 6/8, 6 lbs. 9/9, 8lbs.13/-, 10 lbs. 16/-.

IMPROVED
Fumigating Pan
l8 vastly superior to any other.

Price 6/6 (in iron with lieater) eacli,

or in Copper, 21/-

I>ICK!«OIV'8 ImprOTed

MUSHROOM SPAWN ,

MOST SUPERIOR, S/- PER BUS.

j'^ei's^V

j:> Circulars giving all 'particulars d- copies of testi-
Ttwjiials, post/ree on application.

DICKSONS
Royal Kursery and Seed Establishment,

CHESTER.

CERTAIN SUDDEN DEATH
To all Grubs, Aphis, Lice. Red Spider, Thrip, Mealy

Bug, Caterpillars, dc, &c

PERFECTLY ) ^ ^''^ Hands and Skin, but -will cure

[
Rinfjwonn in Animals, and all diseases

HARMLESS ) produced by parasites.

Fir Tree OIL
(SOLUBLE) INSECTECIDE
A combination of Hvdrocarbon Oils, made soluble in

Water, for destroying ALL INSECTS & PARASITES
that infest Trees and Plants, whether at the Roots oT
on the Foliage.
Sold by Seedsmm and Chemists, Is.Bd., 23. 6d,, &4s.6d

;

i ^llon 7s. 6d., 1 fjallon 1296d., or less in larger ciuantitief;.

A Treatise on FIR TREE OIL as an INSECTICIDE.
Us application to Plan ts and Animals, sent Post free
on receipt of address, by the Manufacturer,

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Manohestcr.
Wholesale: HoopKn&Co. ; Corpt, Soper. Fowi.er & Co.;
C. E. OsiiAM it Co.; :ind from all the London Seed Jler-
fhants and "Wholesale Patent Medicine Houses. NEW
YORK—BOLKER & SosB.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16.000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OTTTDOOR "WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
I.iil'iid Non-Poi9onou9 Paint'* for Inside of Conservatoritf-^. &c.

Prices, Pattems, and Testimonials, Post-free,

LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD. LUDGATK HILL, E.G.

BA(JHEH>R'S WALK, \i\JhlSii.— Discount for Caih.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrips, Green Fly, and other Ulight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of soft-water; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees; and in lither from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes. Is., 3s., and Mis. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and Is., from the Traile,

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANBLE COMPANY
(Limited). London.

GLASS HOUSES for SALE, 36 feet long Ijy

18 feet, with division in centre, with flower stages, &c.
Apply to F. P.. care of Mr. Leonard, Plumber and Glazier.

Och Street, Abingdon.

S P H I ^ C T E il GRIP
GARDEN HOSE.

The Sphincter Grip Spring Steel (.iaivanised Armoured Hose
is the most valuable improvement in Hose since 184(i, Its lasting
quiilities are ten times greater than any Hose not armoured.

Its complete success has caused some parties to infringe the
Patents owned and controlled solely by us; and we therefore
notify allsueh that the making, veuding.or useof any armoured
wire-wound Hose not of our manufacture is an infringement of
one or more of our several Patents, any violation of which wiil
be promptly prosecuted. Brass plates set between the Hose
and wire denote our Manufacture and the Patents.

For Price Lists and particulars of

The Original and Only Genuine Sphincter Grip
Armoured Hose,
APPLY TO THE

S.G.A. HOSE CO. (Ltd.),
63, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G.

( Unprecedentedly low prices.)

GLASS. CHEAP GLASS.
8S. 6d. per 100 feet 15 oz. 12x10, 18x12. 18x14, 24x14,

14x12. 20x13. 18x16. 24x16.
12s. per 100 feet 21 oz. ... 16x12. 16x14, 20x16. 24 x 18, &c.

Putty, 6s. 6rf. per cwt.; White Lead, genuine, 21s.; Our
Speciality. 17s. 6rf. per cwt. ; Faints ground in Oil. Stone Ochre,
20.';.; Oxford Ochre, 24^.; Green, 'l6s. ; Black, 165. per cwt.

;

Varnish, from .5\-. 6d. per gal.—Full Price List on applica-
tion to THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 95. Bishopsgate
Street Within, London. E.C.

To Horticulturists.—Great economy in Fuel, and other

advantages secured by the use of our

SMOKELESS ANTHRACITE.— For infor-
mation as to the mode of using this coal, and prices

delivered to any railway station, apply to the TRIMSARAN
CO. (Limited). 62, Leadenhall Street. London. E.C.

ORCHID BASKETS,
RAFTS, BOATS, AND CYLINDERS.

SEND FOR A

PRICE LIST
from the Largest Jlanafacturer in the Trade,

H. C. SMYTH,
3 1, GOLDSMITH STREET,

DRHRY LANE, W.C.

HY. VAN & CO.
(The Oldest London Hou^e in ttie Trade, Estd. 1780),

25, Tooley Street, London Bridge, S,E.
Ilhistrated CATALOGVES Pust-frcc.

PROTECTION FOR FRUIT AND FLOWERS.
GARDEN NETTING. 2 yards wide, IJrf.. or per lou yards,

Ins. ; dilto, 4 yards wide, .Srf., or per 100 yards. 20s.
SCRIM CANVAS, 1 yard wide, 3d. ; IJ yard, iid. ; and

2 yards, fid. per yard.
TIFFANY, 38 inches wide, in 20 yard pieces, 3s, Gd. per piece.
SHADING BLINDS made up any size.

RICK CLOTHS, TARPAULINS, Corn and Potato SACKS,
FLAGS, TENTS, &c., for Sale or Hire.

TOBACCO PAPER. RAFFIA, and Garden MATS ot all kinds.

To Nurserymen. Seed Merchants, ana Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering Arch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade: also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags. Ratha Fibre, Tobacco Paper,
and Shading- Prices free.—4 and f*. Wormwood Street. E.G.

GARDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
Virgin Cork, Raffia, Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work,

iVlanures. Hcc. Cheapest Prices of
WATSON iun SCULL, HO, Lower Thames Street. London. E.C.

21-oz. Foreign ot the above si/ja, in 100 and 200 teet bones,
3rd3 and Iths qualities, alwayn kept in stock.
A lart!:e stock of similar current sizes of 16-OZ. irlasa in

200 feet boxes.
English GIa=^s. cut {a buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, includlDg

free aeltveri/ in the counirtj in ijniuititin;.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smithfleld, London, EC.

.stock List and f^ices on ai,,ilic,ttt.n. Price List of Colours
larmshes. Designsof.Stained .\ Lcudtd Glass. Quote Chronicle.

THOMAS'S
ININC TRELLISES.

No. 81. GALVANISED AFTER MADE.
For training Pe.i.-) instead of

sticks. Training plants to walls,
itr. In Panels.
6 feet by 3 fet-t ... 2,?. each.
6 feet by 4 fept ... 3«. each.
6 feet by 5 feet ... 4^. each.
6 ieet by 6 feet ... 5s. each.

Made any size to order at
follow iog prices ;

—

2 in. li^ in. mesh.
4'/. 4}'^. per foot super.

ON Application.

4 in. Sin.

Illustrated Catalogu

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
87, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, NEAR DUDLEY,

ASD AT IIS, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &c.

>-
q^^ 1 «

1.

'-('
t

IRON ROOFING AND HAY BARNS.

Sjc . .
.

i - ^,1 .
. 11 , .. I .

- ,u ) i-i cing,
Rooting, ic. I'urstHial Surveys ut l..Ti,i>- - 111,1. le. uml piactical
advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down.

inuf^frnfrd Cniiih-inu-': FtP'^ hij Prn^t.

:W/ROB/A/SOm
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(IIAEDENER (Head Wobkinq).— Age 42,
.M married

; thoroughly trained and experienced in all
branches of FcrciuL'. Landscape. Flower, and Kitchen G.irden-
ing, &c. First-class testimonials and references.— W., Eton
Mission Coffee Palace, Hachney Wick. E.

G^AHDENEK (Head Wobkinq). — Age 38,
^ married, no incumbrance; goo*l Vine Grower and nil

other Fruits, and a first-rate Plant Grower, including Orchids.
Kitchen Garden. &c. Excellent charaL-ter.—F. D., 1, Broome
Avenue, Leveushulmo, near JIiniL-hester.

AKDENKU (Head Working).—Age 30,
married, when suited; fourteen years' practical expe-

rience in all branches. Eight years as Foreman in last
situation. Excellent character.—W. STEVENS, Heal's Villa
Northam. North Devon.

AKDENER (Head Wobkinq), Age 29,
married

; abstainer,—F. Reeves is open to engage with
any Lady or Gentleman requiring the above with a good
general knowledge of the profession. Good personal character
from present employer.—F. REEVES, Garden Cottage, St.
Peter's Street. Tuubridge Wells. Kent.

GARDEiNER (Head Wobkinq). — Middle-
aged. married; eighteen years in last situation, ten

previous. Thoroughly practical in all branches. Highest
testimonials from late employer who is anxious to recommend
him.—J. O. B., Gardeners' Ckroniete Office. 41. Wellinaton
Street. Strand. W.C. ''

GARDENER (Head AVobkinq).—Age 36,
married

: abstainer. Twenty years' practical experience
in the Cultivation of Grapes. Peaches, Melons. Cucumbers,
Tomatos, JIushrooms. Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns,
Orchids, Roses, Chrysanthemums, Flowerand Kitchen Garden-
ing. Early and Late Forcing, Highest references.—GARDENER,
Crow Nest Park, Lightclitfe, Halifax.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married, one child ; over twenty years' practical expe-

rience in the Cultivation of Grapes, Pines, Peaches, Melons.
Cucumbers. Tomatos. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early and
Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, successful
exhibitor of Fruit and Chrysanthemums, Highest references—C, BLICK. 3, Queen's Road, Egham. Surrey,

riARDENER (Head Working, or good
v..' SlxiJLE-nANDED),-Age2.5, married, no family; seven
years' good character.—C. BKAYSHER, 2, Charles Street
St. John's Wood, N.W. -

ARDENER (Head Working or Single-
HANDED).—Age 25; experienced in Vines, Pe.aches. and

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Flower and Kitchen Garden-
Good character,—A. MAPPLEBECK, Rawcliffe. Selby, Yorks.

ARDENER (Head or goodSiNGLE-HANDED).
—Age 30. single ; three years' good character from last

employers. Can Wait Table if requ red.— E, M. R., 2, Pleasant
Villas. Greenleaf Lane, Walthamstow. Essex,

/^ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed),—
\-A Good Grape Grower. Stove and Greeuhouse Plants and
Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Twelve years' excellent
reference.—G.WHITFJIAN,LambtonStreet,Chester-le-Street,
Durham.

ARDENER.—Age 26; understands Vines,
Peaches. Melons, and all branches. Good character

F. FRA.MPTON, Gardener. Longham. Wimborne.

ARDENER.— Age 35, two children;
thorough practical Gardener. Eight and a half years

with present employer. Cau=e of leaving, gentleman giving up
estabhshmeut,-H, N,, 30, Albert Street, Wisbech, Cambridge-
shire,

GARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 32,
married, no children; three years' excellent character;

five years' previous. Well up in Flowers. Fruit, and Veget-
ables.—.;, PAYNE. 7. Barnwell Road. Brixton, S,W,

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
another is kept).—Age 33, married, no family ; under-

stands the general routine of the professiof. Two years'
character from present employer. Total abstainer — W
SHILVOCK. Hughenden Grove Park, Chiswick,

GARDENER (Second, or good Single-
HANDED).—Age 27, single; twelve years' experience in

Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, Stove and Greenhouse Plants Good
character. — H. NIGHTINQALE, Church Hill Pvrtord
Woking. ^

GJ.ARDENER (Second).—Age 25; nine years'
* practical experience in Fruit and Plants. Good refer-

ence. Three years in present situation.—A. K,, 13, Thurston
Soad, Cop-o Hill. Wimbledon.

GJ.ARDENER (Second), or good JOURNEY-
^ JIAN in a Gentleman's establishment.—Age 22; three

years in present situation as Journeyman
; five years previous

Good references.-A, COBPS, Empsho tt. near Petersfteld, Hanta!

GJ.ARDENER (Undeb, where others are
' kept, or SiNGLE-HAXDED).—Age 24, single; ten years'

experience in all branches.-A. SMITH, High Street, Oxted.

ARDENER (Undeb).—Age 22 ; seven years'
experience Inside and Out. Good character.—

W

MORRIS. Sacred Cottage, Clyro Hay. Breconshire.

ARDENER (Under), in Gentleman's
establishment; wishing to learn.—Age 18 ; four years'

goo.1 chanicter from present situation. Good reference —

H

0RP3, The Gardens. Lithanger. Petersfteld, Hants.

ARDENER (Under). — Age 21 ; seven
years' experience. Inside and Out. Two years in pre-

lent situation. Excellent character from present and previous
tmployers.—O. T. E., 19, Percy Gardens, Isleworth, Middlesex

riARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—V^ Age 21 : no objection to otherwise. Three years' good
cliaracter. - W. GOKRINGE, Sunte, Lindlield, llayward's
Heath. Sussex.

l^UREMAN, in the Houses, General or other-
JL wise.--Age 27.—G. W00D.\IAN, St. Joseph's Cottage,
Stock, Ingatestone.

Tj^OREMAN, in Nobleman's or Gentleman's

W[iTi-J'r\"»™;^l'^\.
^^' '";,»''=: S"""* references. - W,

UHlsisLUK, 3, I he Nursery, George Lane, Lewisham. S.E.

FOREMAN, Inside or Out.—Age 25; tenX years' experience in all branches of Gardening. Can be
well recommended, and no objection to leave England if
suited.-T. SELFE, 38, Stamford Road , Fulham, S.W.

Tj^OREMAN.— Age -IS; fourteen years' ex-
-- perieiice under good practical gardeners ; two and a hajf
years good character from hist place.—A. M., Long Green
Barrow, near Chester.

'

pOREMAN, in the Houses, where about two
-i- arekept.—Age 27. married; thoroughly understands his
work. Five years' excellent character.—OWEN, The Gardens,
Bucl.an Hill, Crawley, Sussex.

ipOREMAN, under Glass, in a good e.stablish-
JL ment.—Age 27 ; twelve years' experience at Tring Park.
>orri3 Green, and other good establi,Hhments. Two and a half
years in last situation. Good references.-J. GARDNER
b. Cob[len Road, Enmore Park. South Norwood, S.E.

FOREMAN, iu the Houses in a large es.tablish-

, .
ment.—Age 25; good experience. Good character from

last employer. Bothy preferred.—T, S., 11, Brunswick Place,
Anerley Road . Upper Norwood, S.E.

1^ O R E M A N, Indoors.—Age 32, married
;A Seventeen years' experience in Growing Plants and Cnt

Flowers for Market, &c.. in London and Provincial Nurseries.—W. S., 92, Fydell Street, Boston, Lincolnshire.

P R E M A N ; age 25.—Mr. Hathaway,
-•- Gardener to the Bight Hon. Earl Lathom, can conli.lently
recommend a young man to anyone requiring a thoroughly
trustworthy man as above. Five years' in present situatiou.--
Lathom House. Ormskirk.

"POREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN.—
J- Nine vears' experience. Well up in Plant and Fruit
Culture under glass, &c. Good testimonials. — F B 3.-,

Seaton Street. King's Boad, Chelsea. S.W. '
'

Tj^OREMAN PROPAGATOR, and GROAVER.
TT . rr^?" ^' •

twelve years' experience in turning out
Good Stutf, and plenty of it. Begonias. Bouvardias Chrysan-
themums, Hydrangeas, Solanums. Primulas. Fuchsias Pelar-
goniums, Ferus. Forced Plants and Flowers of all kinds, Beddin»
Stuff. Cucumbers, &c. Good Packer. Good testimonials —
LA.MBERT, Ealham Hill Nursery. S.W.

muiuais.

PROPAGATOR and PLANT GROWER, in
-•- a good Nursery.—Accustomed to Fruit Culture. Active
at Potting and other operations. Near London preferred
B. W. MILNE. 75. Queen's Road. East Grinstead, Sussex.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 30;X Pelargoniums. Bouvardias. Roses, Ferns, Cut Flowers
Bedding Stuff iu quantities. Grapes, Cucumbers, Tomatos'
and Mushrooms, Good references,—.4.. R., 2, Bedford Terrace'
East Fiuchley, N,

Tj^OREMAN GROWER or SALESMAN.—
-*- Age 26; ten years' experience of general Nursery Stock,
(jood Floral Decorator. Excellent references.—W K 3
Raleigh Koad, Richmond, Surrey.

'*
'

ARRET FRUIT GROWER, &o.-Mr.
Dickinson. Shardlow. Derby, one of the largest

growers in the Midlands, can with confidence recommend one
of his late Foremen, as above.GTo Market Nurserymen.

ROWER (Indoor), Rose and Carnation, for
winter, &c. — Eighteen years' experience. Highest

references from present and previous employers — .1 I
Gardeners' Ckroniete Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand.W.c!

ERN GROWER.—Practical. Ten years' ex-
perience. — W. HERBERT, The Nursery, Wembley

Harrow. ^

'

oRCHID GROWER (Second).—Age 25;
four and a half years' experience. Near Loudon pre-

ferred^—D^^T^^Mr^Bmi^i\>^^ Road, Twickenham.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in the Houses in a
tJ good establishment.—Age 25; good character.-G. L
The Gardens, Kempshott Park, near Basingstoke, Hants.

JOURNEYMAN.—Six years' experience in
the Houses. Good references. Abstainer E MPOTTER, Albany Road. Hersham. Walton-on-Thames.

JOURNEYMAN, or Second.—Age 23;
tJ two years in the Houses here. Abstainer.—T. BARSOn'
Fairford Park Gardens, Fairford, Gloucestershire.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, in a large
establishment.—Age 24 ; six years iu present place —FBARROW. The Gardens, Balcombe Place, Balcombe, Sussex.

]P O R E S T E R.—A Scotch Forester seeks a
J- situation. Is thoroughly capable in all branches, also
in general Estate Work. Best refercncts.—BRITI AX and
SON, Wat'i-rloo Xursery, Salisbury.

I
To Nurserymen and Florists.

MPROVER.—Used to Tomatos, Cucumbers
and Cut Flowera.—C„ Mrs. Walton, Westbourne near

Emsworth.

JMPROVER; age 17.—A Lady highly recom-
J- mends a youth as abore. Three years' good general ex-
perience under Glass in her garden.—Miss HODGSON. Heme-
wood, Sevenoaks.

JMPROVER, in general routine of Gardening,A where Gardener is kept.-Age 17.—D. B., Lake House,
Chiddingliold, Oodalming, Surrey,

JMPROVER, in Kitchen and Pleasure Grounds.
r;,.,~-^g*-' 18 : three years' in last situation.-HEAD GAR-
DENER, West Dean Park, Chichester, Sussex.

JMPROVER, with Premium, in a good Garden.
Z: Zr^^^ l^i fodr years' experience.—GEORGE SMITH.
Mr. Trnssler's, Enfield.

JMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden, where
J- more are kept.—Age 20 ; six years' experience. Good cha-
'1'"^ .VToi',''.'"""^

through breaking up of establishment.-Mr.
J. SALISBURY, 65, Outram Street, Islington, N.

JMPROVER, in good Garden.— Age 20;
J- four years in last place. Experience Inside and Out.
Ktrong and willing. Highly recommended.—W. BOATMAN
21, Rainsford Road, Chelmsford, Essex.

JMPROVER, in the Houses.—Age 21; fiveA years' experience in present situation. Good character.
rT°,,''„P''''''''''''''''-'^K*R'-ES GRAY, The Gardens, Lilford
Hall, Onudle. Northamptonshire.

-yO NURSERYMEN.-A\'anted, a situation toJ- take charge of Nursery. Well up in Growing Plants and
Flowers for Market. Single-handed preferred. GoSd character
from present employer. Total abstainer— J. WELLS Mr C
Carnall, Barkby Thorpe, Leicester.

nrO MARKET NURSERYMEN.-Wanted,
-t- Re-engagement in Market Nursery. Good experience in
Plant Growing and Making-up Cut Flowers for Market.
Age 22. Good references.-G. DAVIS, Public Offices, Hales-
owen, Birmingham.

''PO GENTLEMEN, &o.-A young man (age 21)J- seeks a situation in a Gentleman's Garden. Six years'
experience in last situation inside and out. Good character.
Total abstainer. State wages.—C. WOODCOCK, 17, Gillespie
Road, Highbury, N. ^

''rO GENTLEMEN, &o. - A strong active
,, .

>'?"'•> ("g'5 17). a good scholar and accustomed to
Gardening, seeks a situation in a Gentleman's Garden, where
he can improve himself. Excellent references.—F. ANDREWS
Bedford Road. Sandy.

''pO GARDENERS, &c.—G. Bamfobd,
-»- IJardener, Orange Hill, Edgware, Middlesex, wishes to
place his son Cage llj) in a good Garden. Abst.ainer Is
active, willing, and has some experieaice.

GARDEN LAD, in large Nursery or Gentle-
man's Garden; age 17.—A Ge.-(tle.man wishes tho-

roughly to recommend a bright active, well educated boy not
been out before, as above.—Apply by letter, first, to H., Dceks
109, Cornwall Road, Westbourne Park, W.

Seed Trade.
'X'RAVELLER or AGENT. — Appointment
, „ wanted by experienced person as above. Accustomed
to rravel. Good connection North of England. — O ,"59

C. Birchall, Advertising Agent, Liverpool.
'

'

TI/FANAGER and BOOK-KEEPER, or HEAD
,

SHOPMAN.—Age 30, married ; fifteen years' experience
in eadiug Provincial Houses. Thorough knowledge of Seed
and Bulb Trade. First-class references.-VERITAS, Gardeners'
Chronicle Ulface, 41 . Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

QHOPMAN and BOOK-KEEPER.—Age 31,KJ inarried
; twelve years' experience. Thorough knowledge

of Seed Trade.—A. K., Mr. Small. London Road. Salisbury.

SHOPMAN, or FIRST COUNTER HAND.—^ Age 25 ;
eight years' experience in leading Houses. First..

class references.—H. PAGE, Messrs. Thomson, 2 ; High Street.
Birmingham.

CHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—Age 22; six
>0 years' experience in all branches of the Seed. Bu b. Plant
and Nursery Stock.—T. B.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office 41
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

REATH and BOUQUET MAKER.—
A{^o25; good Salesman, and thorough Itno'wledge of

Plants. Good references.—A., Gardeners' Chronicle Office
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

^ To Nurserymen.
T_> A C K E R. — Also well up in Bouquets,
-L Wreaths, &c. Understands Plant Growicg, Sixteen
ye.irs' experience. First-class referi-nces. — R. H. B., 43
Kobertson Road, Pre,5ton. Brighton.

*

'^rO FLORISTS.—Wanted, by a Nurseryman's
J- Daughter (age 19). an engagement iu the above business
—Address full particulars to H., The Pines. Mount Pleasant!
Aspley Guise. Woburn.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.—
Rheumatism and Rheumatic Gout are the most dreaded

of all diseases, because their victims know that they are safe at
no season, and at no age secure. HoUoway's Ointment after
fomentation of the painful parts, gives greater relief than any
other application

; but it must be diligently used to obtain this
desirable result. It has been highly commended by rheumatic
sul.jects of all ages and of both sexes, for rendering their
attacks less frequent and less vigorous, and for repressing the
sour perspirations and soothing the nerves. In many cases
HoUoway's Ointment and Pills have proved the greatest bless-
ings in removing rheumatism and rheumatic gout which has
assailed persons previously aud at the prime of life.
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RICHARDSON'S

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS

Numerous

Prize Medals and

Certmcates of Merit.

Fixed in any part of the Kingdom
with Hot-water Apparatiu

complete.

Catalogue

Free.

HiTth of England HortlcaUraral Works,

DARLINGTON.

ROCKERIES. FERNERIES,
WINDOW CASES. CAVES. WATERFALLS. WINDOW
BOXES. AQCARTA, ARTIFICIAL ROCKWORK for Ball-

rooms, Halls. Staircases. &c., designed and constructed, under

persona] superintendi^nop of

HARPHAM AND HOWES.
Horticultural D^pot, 107. Church Street, Edgware Road. N.W.

Estimates 3Tid niiistrated Lists Free.

JAS. BOYD & SONS,
HnKTlCULTUHAL EUILPTRS
and Heating Enuinekrs.

PAISLEY.
HORTICULTURAL

STRUCTURES
of every description.

in either Wood or I ron

,

or both combined.

Wooden Chapels.
Shooting Loilges, Cottngen.

I'eniiis Cuurtt, Verandah-, &c,

Il<jt-AMitpr Apparatus
fur warming Churches,

Schools. Public Buildings,

M;insions. Harness Rooms,
Drviug Rooms, Hothouses, and
Buildings of every Description.

Illustrated Circulars
Post-free.

Complete Catalogue, 3s,

u l; T i ULTUKAL GLASS,
GLASS BELLS, &c.

ROCHEZ-\'ANDKR ELST,
Ch.irleroi. Belgium.

Agents: H. PUCKERT anpCO.. 1 Hi. Cannon St., London, E.C.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
The oooVL- ure »itliout exceptiou the mo8t useful kind ot

Frame for Plant Growing, iiud every one with a garden should

posses, one. The sa,lu-, lurn ri;;ht over one on to the other, an.

the boxes ere ,,ut tojelher with wed t;e,, andean be taken apart

in a lew minutes. Sizes and priees, earriage paid to any station

inEnglaiid, ready Ela/,ed and painted:—
„, ,c „

I) feet long, 4 feet wide, packing cases free iJJ 15 V

12 feet long, 4 feet wide, „ ,. „ * }f ?
a feet lonit, 6 feet wide d 15 u

12 feet long, 5 feet wide 6 10 U

The glass is nailed and puttied in.

B,. HAIililBAY & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WOKKS, MIDDLETON.
M.IKCHESTER.

London Agent : Blr. H. SKELTON, Seedsman, be..

2. Holloway Road. N.

Boilers of all kinds
Made to Order.

TERMINAL END
and FLCED SADDLE

BOILERS.

BOULTON & OUR SPECIAL BOILER

2000 in use.

PAUL,
MAKERS OF BOILERS, VALVES. PIPES, FITTINGS,

Of all Kinds and .'iiies. Price LISTS on application.
\

Amateurs' Independent TERMINAL CHECK END
NFW l-l PTrrp I

Boiler.—Cheapest for Fuel. New Screw-down SADDLE
VALVE

I

Easiest to Work. Elbow Valve
'>'>^^^.

Full Wateb-wai

3ft. X 16 X 16... £10 10
4ft. X 21 X 18... 17
.5 ft. X 24 X IS... 2.3

Carriage Paid to any Station

in England and Wales.

For other sizes see LISTS,
post-free on application.

Saves a Common
Elbow.Full Water-way.

as good as 3 valves. To heat ii

40 ft of 4 in pipe 3 3 2-m., 16s.
j
3-in.,21.<

.3-in., 30s.
I
4in,,.Ws. 70 ,, ,, 3 16 6 4-in., 26s.

100 „ „ 4 10

Larger sizes made. Lists and Testimonials on application.

Manufacturers. NORWICH.

Fitted with from 1 to 20
Cross Tubes.

Heating Power. Pr'ce.

300 feet £7 U
600 feet 8 10

1000 feet 12

2000 feet .'iO

3000 up to .WOO feet.

LISTS and full particulars

on application.

CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES lANlTiRON COMPANY
{Telegraphic Address—" Hot-wateb, London." Telephone—No. 4/63).

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OP THIS CLASS OF BOILER.

Supplied in several sizes for the last Thirty-five Years to the Leading Horticulturists.

Several improvements have
from time to time been in-

troduced, including Water
Bars, Furnace Door hung
upon the front of Boiler,

&o., as shown in illustration,

thus making it complete in

itself.

There has been a great

demand for this Boiler, and
the success attending it has

been general.

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &c.

;

and invite Inspection of same.

Price List on application, free. Illustrated Catalogue, Is.

UP^ER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, S.E.

MESSENGER & CO.'S New CATALOGUE of Greenhouses and Heating Apparatus,
Just issued will be found the most complete, practical, and reliable guide to all about to build, alter or heat greenhouses,

niustntions ot every description of Glasshouse, from the largest range of Winter Gardens to the simplest forms of Portable

Greenhouses Plant Protecto^, and Garden Frames ; also of all the best kind of Boilers, Hot-water Pipes, and all appliances for

heatinir Tliis Catalogue pos,sessing hundreds of illustrations ot all the latest improvements in greenhouse building and heating,

is on a scale never before .attempted. It should be in the hands of every one interested in gardening, as it contains many practical

hints on the subjects of which it treats, the result of many years' experience. Price 23, pOSt-free,
.

A large number of the illustrations are taken from greenhouses erected by us in varu.us parts ot the country, an inspection oj

this Catalogue .hows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well tested by actual use. The advantages poss«*sed by

us enable us to carry out work with the utmost promptness, and m the very best style, at prices whichdefy competition. Surveys

made and gentlemen waited on in any part of the country. Plans and Estimates tree on application.

MESSENGER & COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.

.„lx^SSSSSiiSiSSS^2^^
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Bulbs from Holland.

Sales every MONDAY, WEUNESDAV, aDd SATtTRDAY, in

Large and Small Lots, to euit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Grejt Kooms. 38. King Street,

Covent Oarden. W.C. every MONDAY, WEDNESLlAY. and

SATURDAY, t half-past \2 o'cleok precisely each day. first

class consigninents of HYACLSTHS. TULIPS. CKOCUSES.
and other BULBS, arriving daily fiom well-known Farms in

Holland.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tnursday NeXt.-(Sale No. 7728.)

VALUABLE I.MtUKrED and ESTABLISHED OKCHIDS.

MK. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms. 3S, King Street. Covent Garden.

W C on THURSD.AY NEXT, August 30. at half-past 13

o'clock precisely, a COLLECTION ot WELI^GBOWN
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, including some fine varieties,

many in flower and bud. Also a valuable Importation of

ORCHIDS from Borneo, many collected in quite a new district,

including:— Cypripi-diuni Dayaiia, C. Hookene, C. Law-

renciauum. Saccolabium Hendersonianum, Phaius species, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Special Sale of Orchids in Flower and Bud.

MK J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that

I'lisNEXT SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER
and BUD will take place at his Great Rooms. 38. King

Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, September 13,

at hall-past 12 o'clock precisely, and he will be glad if gi-iille-

meu desirous of entering plants for this Sale will SE.ND

LIST AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

Valuable Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that

he has received instructions from. Robt. Warner. Fsq..

of Chelmsford, to offer for SALE by AUCTION, at his Great

Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden. W.C, about the

MIDDLE OF OCl'OBEB. a portion of his well-known

COLLECTION of ORCHIDS, comprising many line specimens

of Vandas. Cypripediums, Ladias, Cattleyas, Odontoglossums.

Masdevallias. &c.
Further particulars in future Advertisements.

Dutch Bulbs.

Every MONDAY, THURSDAY, and SATURDAY.
Great Unreserved Sales.

MESSRS. PKOTHEKOE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at the Central Sale Rooms. 67 and

68, Cheapside, London. E.G., every MONDAY. THURSDAY, and

SATURD-VY, at half-past U o'clock precisely, extensive con-

Bignmeuts of Hr^t-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUS.
NARCISSUS, and olher BULBS, irom Holland, lotted to :?uit

(he Trade and Private Buyers.

Oil view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.
ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 63. Cheapside. E.C.. on TUESDAY NEXT. August t'8, at

half past 12 oClock precisely, a large quantity of ORCHIDS
in "FLOWER, from various collections, including Cattleyas,

Odoutoglossums, Oncidiums, Cypripediums, Masdevallias, &c.

Also Oncidium macranthum, grand variety. 45 flowers just

opening.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.

Direct Importation of ORCHIDS for unreserved Sale, just

received in fine condition. Nine cases.

ATESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

ItJ. include the above in thei.- SALE on TUESDAY NEXT,
August as. consisting of—
Four cases of EflDENDRUM BICORNUTUM, including

^everal largf mas-ed.

250 Odontoglossum Perciiorei I luu Uiicidium serratum

200 ,, triumphans 100 Odont-oglosaum hastila-

lOU ,, nebulosum
|

bium
Maxilliiria3, Ada aurantiaca, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Stamford Hill, N.

EXPIRATION OF LKASE.—CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Nursery,

High Road, Stamford Hill, N., near Stoke Newington Railway

Stiilion, on TUESDAY. August 28, at 1 o'clock, without

reserve by order of Mr. W. Chitty, the stock of well-grown

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, 1000 FERNS of sorts. 100 White
AZALEAS. lOUO CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 2000 IVIES in pots. &c.

May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 6S,

Cheapside. London, E.C. ; and Leytonstoue, E.

Belsfleld. Windermere.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE, by order of the Executors

of the late H. W. SeIin<Mder, Esq., without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, ou the Premises, Belstield, Bow-
ness-on-Windermere, about U niile from the Windermere
Station, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY. August 29 and 30.

at 12 o'clock precisely each day, the whole of the well-known
collection of STOVE a"nd GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including

many large and hand.'^ome specimen Crotons. Camellias and
Azaleas, 100 large Eucharis in splendid condition, handsome
Palms and Fern-i, a few choice Orchid-, Fruiting and Succes-

sion Pines, a considerable number of Table and Decorati»'e

Plants, together with the erections of 4 span-roof Greenhouses

and hot-water piping.
May be viewed tlie day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

of Mr. NICOL, the Hend Gardener, on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers and Estate Agents, OT and 68, Cheapside, London,
E.C, and Leyton=tone.
jf.B.—The very elegible FREEHOLD ESTATE of about

9 acres, with noble Mansion and extensive Stabling, delight-

fully situate on the borders of the lake, is FOK SALE, with
possesion.

Wednesday Next, August 29.

SPECIAL SALE of NEW OKCHIDS, consisting of a very

grand lot of a new golden-yell )W Orchid, C.'VTTLEYA
CHRYSOTOXA, a most superb novelty of great beauty and
ele^jajico. A splendid importation oi CATl'LEYA SAN-
DERIAXA VARIETY in superb order with liri«r leaves and

dormant eyes among them extra mass s. A ^imply grand

lot of the very magniticent CYPKIPEDIUM CURTISl
jufltto h.indin excellent condition, with large and splendid

growths and leaves, and in finest misses.
Also the lovely new ONCIDIUM FORSTERMANNI. a new

species carrying great spikes of vellow. chocjlate barred

and spotted fluwers. The sale will include fine growing
plants wel)-estab!i'hedof the new L.^LIA EYEKMANNII.
the rare OiNCIDIUM CURTUM. au<i the almost unique
ONCIDIUM BRUNLEESIANUM. together with a splendid

lot of SUBRALIA XANTHOLEUCA. the noblest and hnest

species of the genus. A grand lot of the rare and tine

ORNITHOCEfHALUS GKANDIFLORUS.. and a large

importation of ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILL4RIUM
VARIETY, of which the dried flowers will be shown ; and
many other rare and tine Orchids in splendid condition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
beg to call special attention to the above which they

have received instructions from Mr. F. Sander to SELL by

AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside

London. E.C, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, AUGUST 29, at

half-past 12 o'Clo k precisely.

On view morning of Sale and catalogues had.

Kingston-on-Thames

.

By order of the Executors of the late Mr. Thomas Jackson.

IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE FREEHOLD and LEASE-
HOLD PROPERTIES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at

the Mart. Tukeiihouse Yard. London, E.C. on THURSDAY.
Augu--t3ii. at 2 o'clock preci.sely (first in one lot, and if not thus

sold, then in separate lot-.), the VALUABLE FREEHOLD
ESTATE known as the Kingston Nursery, Kingston. Surrey,

having important building frontages to Fife RoaJ and Clarence

Street of 6iXt feet, and containing an area of about 2 acres,

with the whole of the Trade Buildings, comprising 20 Green-

houses, all heated by hot-water piping. Couniing-house,

Stables, and Sheds. The Goodwill of the old-established

Nursery and Seed Business, will te included in this lot;

the substantially-built Freehold Detached Residence adjoin-

ing, containing 8 Bedrooms, fitted Bath-room, 3 Reception-

rooms, Kit<:hen, and otBces.

For SALE, with vacant possession, also the desirable FREE-
HOLD HOUSE, double fronted Shop and Premises. No. 13,

ThamesStreet. Kingston, with Stabling and two Cottages in

the rear ; together with the several Leasehold Nurseries known
as the King-ton Hill Nursery, containing an area of 12 acres

3 roods 10 perches ; the Nursery in Park Road, Norbiton, area

10 acres; and the Long Ditton Nursery. Long Ditton, area

lo acres roods 13 perches. The Purchaser or Purchasers will

have the option of taking the Stock in therespective lots at a

valuation to be made in the usual way ; but if not thus taken,

the vendors reserve the right of disposing of the same on the

Premises by Auction or otherwise.

May be viewed. Particulars, Plan, and Conditions of Sale

may be had at the various Nurseries; at the JIart, E.C; of

Mr. W. G. SUDBURY, Estate Agent. Market Place, New
Maiden; of G. C SHERRARD. Esq., Solicitor, 26, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, W.C. and Kingston-on-Thames ; or of the Auc-

tioneers, Estate Agents, and Surveyors, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London. E.C, and Leytonstone.

Friday Next,

Fine importation of CATTLEYA TKIANiE just to hand in

splendid condition ; ODuNTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM,
Pacbo variety, and an assortment of semi-established un-

flowered ORCHIDS, by order of Mr. G. T. White, of

Winchmore Hill.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include the above in their SALE by AUCTION, at their

Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, EC, on

FRIDAY NEXT. August 31, at half-pa-t 12 o'ClOLk, preci=ely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Messrs. Seeger & Tropp. of Lordship

Lane, S.E.. to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside. London. E.C. on FRIDAY
NEXT. August 31, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a grand

importation of L.ELIA PURPURATA, nearly all with sound

flower-sheaths, the largest specimens having over 200 balbt, of

which a great quantity are furnished with healthy leaves and

20 flower-sheaths; the beautiful SOBRALIA LEUCOXANTHA
(true), as figured in the Orchid Album, vol. vi., ami in the

Journal of Horticulture, kMgn^t 8 \a.^t; a fine plant of MAX-
ILLARIA SANDERIANA, a splendid specimen of VANDA
SANDERIANA. with 4 strong healthy 'growths, well estab-

lished: the rare and beautiful CCELOGYNE LENTIGrNOSA,
bulbs; a new hybrid CYPRIPEDIUM (C SEEGERIANUM).

a cross between C. Spicerianum and C Harrisianum. now
offered for the first time; the very rare ONCIDIUM IN-

CURVUM ALBUM in bloom, and many other ORCHIDS.
on view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Peterborough.
PRELIMINARY NuTICE.

TWO DAYS' UNRESERVED SA LE of the whole of the remark-

ably well-grown STOVE ani GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
nearly new Exhibition Plant VaN. NURSERY STUCK.
&c., the Freehold Nursery having been di-.prsed of.

1\TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

ItX in~trncted to SELL the above by AUCTION, on the

Premises. The Fa-^tgate Nurseries, Peterborough, on TUES-
DAY and WEDNESDAY. September 11 and 12. Further par-

ticulars will appear next week.
Auction and Estate Offices. 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C

Edmonton.
ANNUAL TRADE SALE of GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. H. B. May to SELL by AUCTION, on

the Premises, the Dyson"? Lane Nursery, Upper Edmonton, on

MONDAY, September 17, thousands of GREENHOUSE
PLANTS. &c.

Fuller particulars will appear in future advertisements.

The Aecot Nurseries, Berks.

(Opposite the Racecourse, and about 15 minutes' walk from
the Railway Station.)

Important to Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Others, desirous of

securing one of the most valuable and celebrated NUR-
SERIES in the Trade, with all the thriving STUCK, aa a
going concern, in one Lot, for SALE, by order of the

owner, who is relinquishing the business in consequence of

ill-health.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart,

Tokenhouse Yard, London, E.C, on FRIDAY, September 7,

at 2 o'clock P.M. punctually, in one Lot. the valuable

long LEASEHOLD b:STATE distinguished as the ROYAL
NURSERIES, ASCOT, together with the Goodwill of the

old-established Nursery Business so successfully carried on

by the late Mr. John Standish and the present Proprietor.

The Nursery contains an area of about 22 Acres, cropped

with a General Assortment of Nursery Stock ; also 36 Green-

houses, containing a total superficial area of about 44.000 feet,

heated by about lU.OOO feet of hot-water piping, and numerous
Pits all stocked with an extensive collection of Hard and Soft-

wooded Greenhouse and Stove Plants. The Leasehold Resi-

dence, containing 10 Rooms, 3 well-built Cottages, and suitable

Trade Buildings lor carrying on a large Business.

May be viewed prior to the Sale. Particulars, Plana, and
Conditions of Sale may be obtained on the Premises; at the

Mart. E.C; of Messrs. MACKNELL, MATuN. and GUDLEE,
Solicitors, 21, Cannon Street, E.C; and of the Auctioneers,

Surveyors, and Estate Agents, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C

Swanley Junction, Kent.

GREAT UNRESERVED SALE of immense quantities of un-

usually well grown GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. P. Ladds to SELL by AUCTION, on

the Premises. The Nurseries, Swanley Junction, Kent (adjoin-

ing theSwanley Junction Railway Station), on THURSDAY,
September 13. at 11 o'clock punctually in consequence of the

unusually large num jer of lots, immense quantities uf

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including the following :—
2- 00 Crotons
lOM Palms
1000 Dracsenaa
50U0 Zonal Geraniums,

Queen of Whites im-
proved

2000 Ferns in variety

300 specimen Gardenias
Quantity of small Heaths

600 White Primulas

24,000 winter flowering
Heaths

20,000 Genistas
60U0 Solanums

12,000 winter-flowering Carna-
tions

7000 Adiantum Cuneatum
10,000 Tea Roses (all best

varieties)

1000 Clematis Jackmanni

Variety of other stock.

The Stock may now be viewed. Catalogues had of Mr. P.

LADDS, on the premises, and of the Auctioneers and ^'aluers,

67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Lee, Kent, S.E.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE, to commence punctually at

11 o'clock, in consequence of the large number of lots,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer & Son, to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, The Burnt Ash Lane Nurseries.

Lee, S.E., adjoining the Railway Station, on TUESDAY,
September 18. at U o'Clock punctually, without reserve.

2.5,000 Winter-blooming HEATHS,
beautifully grown, and remarkably well set with bloom buds,

including :
—

15,000 Erica hyemalis Alsophilla auatralis, in

5,000 ., gracilis 24 and 16-pots

Large quantities of Melan- 500 Epacris, well grown,

thera, ventricosa, per- Boronia raegastigma

spicua, erecta, Caven- ' Quantity of extra strong Mare-

dishii, Caffra, and "'-' -''••' ""'' ''*^""

other kinds

15,000 Small E. hyemalis and
5,000 Small E. gracilis, for

growing on
8,000 Solanum capsicastrum,

in berry

6,000 Eouvardias, single and
double

2,000 Genistas, very fine

Cyclamen persicum
2.000 Adiantum cuneatum
3,000 Lomaria gibba, true,

compact variety, and
other Ferns

chal Niel and other

Tea Roses
4,000 Grevillea robusta

Palms
Ficus elastica

Greenhouse Passion-
flowers

Poinsettias
Ampelopsis Veitchii

Stephanotis
Plumbago capensis flore

alba
Large Gardenias for cut-

ting
500 Clematis Jackmanni

Beautifully Coloured Crotons, &c.

May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises,

or of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.G.,

and Leytonstone, E.

N.B.—Messrs. P. & M. desire to call the attention of intend-

ing purchasers to the Stock to be offered as above. The

Plants are remarkably well grown, fit for immediate Sale, and

the whol .- will be found in an equally good condition as former

years.

Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, E.

ANNUAL TRADE SALE of GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. J. Fraser to SELL by AUCTION, on

the Premises, the Lea Bridge Road Nurseriec, Leyton, E., on

WEDNESDAY, September 19, thousands of GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, &c.

Fuller particulars will appear in future Advertisements.

Bidcup.

ANNUAL TRADE SALE of GREENHOUSE PLANTS,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Messrs. Gregory & Evans, to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises. The Longlands Nursery. Sidcup,

on FRIDAY, September 21. thousands of GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, &:c.

, , ^. *
Fuller particulars will appear in future advertisementa.

Sales by Auction contimied on p, 204.
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CATTLEYA CHRYSOTOXA.

ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM, var.

ONCIDIUM BRUNLEESIANUM.

CYPRIPEDIUM CURTISI.

ONCIDIUM FORSTERMANNIANUM.

CATTLEYA SANDERIANA, var.

L.^LIA EYERMANIANA,

ONCIDIUM CURTUM.

SACCOLABIUM MEASURESIANUM.

ORNITHOCEPHALUS GRANDIFLORUS.

SOBRALIA XANTHOLEUCA.

WEDNESDAY NEXT, at PROTHEROE'S.
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Sales hy Auction continued.

Enfield Hlgnway. N.

The Brimsdown Nursery. adjoimnR Brimsdown Station, Great

Enstem Raihvav.

TWENTIETH ANNU.^L TRADE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. Jolin MkUt to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premise."!, The Brimsdown Nursery, Enfield Highway,

M on THURSDAY, September 20, at U o'clock precisely, m
coniequ- nee of the unusually large number of lots, withoi^

Reserve, upwards ot 12001ot3ot remarkably well-grown STOyE
and OREENHOl'SE PLANTS, mostly in 48-pot9, and fit for

immediate Sale, consisting of—
1,000 double white Primulas

1,000 Stove and Greenhouse
Climbers

Dipladenias, of sorts

Allamandas
Bougainvilleas
Stepnanotis
Tacsonias

1,000 Passifloras and Ampe-
lopsis Veitchii

Crotons and Drpctenas,

beautifully coloured

1,000 Palms, Ficus, Grevil-

leas, &c.
Large Azaleas for cut-

ting

15,000 winter- blooming
Heaths, including
hyemalis, gracilis,

;
Caffra, Wilmorea,
&c., and extra large

E. Cavendishii

5,000 Solanums, exception-

ally well grown
5.000 Ferns, Adiantums,

Pteris, &e.

3,000 Tree Carnations, lead-

ing varieties

500 Epacrifl, sorts

5,000 Bouvardias
3,000 Genistas

1,000 Geraniums, Improved
Queen of Whites, &c.

Many thousands of small Ericas. Genistas, Ferns, &c.
;
large

Quantities of Acacias, Gardenias. Euphorbia jacquiniflora.

Chrysanthemums, Poinsettias. Euonymus ovatus aureus, in

stores &c , suitable for the Trade, and other extensive buyers.

May be seen any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises, or at the Brunswick Nursery. Tottenham

;

.nndofthe Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.,

and Leytonstone, E.
. r * i

\ B —The Auctioneers desire to call the attention of intend-

in"g' purchasers to this GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE,

which has hitherto taken place at the Brunswick Nursery,

Tottenham; but. in consequence of the Lease of that Nursery

having nearly expired, the Sale this year, and in future, will

take place as above, adjoing the Brimsdown Station, G.E.K.

The whole ot the Stock is in first-rate condition, the Ericas

being especially well set for flower, and the Solanums unusually

well berried. There will also be this season a Sale at The

BRUNSWICK NURSERY, Tottenham, on THURSDAY, Sep-

tember 27. of which a separate Advertisement will appear.

Cheap Bulb Sales.

MESSRS. SMAIL AND OU. will SELL by
AUCTION, at l-':(. Fenchurch Street. City. E.C., on

TUESDAY, THURSDAY, and SATURDAY NEXT, August 28,

30. and September 1. at 12 oClock each day. large

Consignments of First-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS,

CROCUS, and other DUTCH BULBS, specially lotted to suit

all Buyers. , ^ , r

Addresses of intending Purchasers Booked for Catalogues ot

these Weekly Sales.

Sandy, Bedfordshire.
About 10 minutes' walk of the Great Northern and London and

North-Western Railways.

'pO BE LET, with immediate possession, a

X small DWELLING-HOUSE with Yard, Stabling, Onion

Loft, a span-roof Greenhouse or Vinery, 30 feet by 15 feet ;

Lean-to Pits adjoining, i6 feet by 6 feet ; Lean-to Glasshouse,

15 ft. by 9 ft. 6 in. ; span-roof Pits adjoining, 33 feet by 9 feet,

with Nursery Ground. Total area, 2 roods 20 perches.

For further particulars, apply to Mr. GEORGE JACKSON,
Auctioneer, Hitchin, Herts.

TO LET, at Syston, from November next,

4 Acres of GARd'eN. planted with Fruit Trees; five

Greenhouses fitted with Hot-water ; Grass Field, and good

House au.i Buildings.
Apply to R. BEVAN. White Swan, Syston, Le icester.

q-iO BE LET, an old-established MARKET
X NURSERY, well stocked, at a valuation ; about 1 acre.

Rent moderate. Or PABTNER accepted.

R. B,, 28, Colenso Road, Clapton Park, E.

-\TATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
1> SOCIETY.
ROYAL AQUARIUM. WEST.VtINSTER,—Early CHRYSAN-

THEMUM and DAHLIA EXHIBITION, SEPTE.MBER 12 and

13. Schedules free on application. The Floral Committee

will meet September 12. October 10, 24 ; November 7, 21

;

December 5, and January 9.

WILLIAM HOLMES, Hon. Sec,

FramptonPark Nurseries, Hackney, E.

Please Notk.—Intending Members should join at once, and

so secure the full advantages for the current .season—viz.,

admission to 4 Grand Exhibitions, 7 Floral Meetings, and the

usual privileges. Ordinary Member, 5 ., and Fellows, 21s. per

annum.

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Others.

MESSRS. SEARLE, HALTuN, and
BOWYER. will SELL by AUCTION, upon the Pre-

mises, Town Road Nursery, Edmonton, on THURSDAY,
August 30, 1388, at 2 oClock precisely, in 2.iO Lots, without

reserve—the Lease. 12 years unexpired, at the low rent of .£25—

comprising good DWELLING-HOUSE, STABLES, and COACH-
HOUSE, and 1 Acre of GROUND; also the erection of 14 Green-

houses, with their Boilers. Piping, Brickwork, Doors, Staging,

Sash-bars, and other Joiner's work, and 21-oz. Gla/ing,

Potting-loam, Flower-pots, Pit-lights, Heavy and Light Spring

Carts, Covered Van, Set of Harness, 4000 Maidenhair Ferns,

600 Ivy Plants, small crop ot Wurzel, &c.
On view morning of Sale. Catalogue of the Auctioneers,

Tottenham.

WANTED TO RENT, an Acre or Two of

LAND, with 300 or 100 feet of Glass and Dwelling-

House
FLORIST, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

To Grape, Fruit, Tomato Growers, Market
GARDENERS, &c.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, an Old-established
BUSI.SESS in the Channel Islands, in full Work.

Apply ill the first instance hy letter, addres,sed toA. R. C. H.,

Bedford Villa. Teddington. Principals only treated with.

To Gardeners and Florists.

TO BE SOLD, 5 Acres of FREEHOLD
LAND, tur erection of Glasshouses or for GardeniDg

purposes ; also some Smaller Allotments. Payment by instal-

ments, if re'luired.

particulars of BENINGFIKLD and TIDY. Ware, Herts;

]6, Union Court. Hid Broad Street, London, E.G.

f^OK SALE, or to be LET, a NURSERY,
2 Acres of Ground, several Glasshouses, and a comfort-

aMe little House. Between Putney and Wandsworth.
Agent. Mr. FRED. W. GLAZIER. 1. Park Side. Hvde Park

Comer, W.

feet of Glasshouses, receutly erecte.l and th07oughly
heated, together with Dwelling-hou«e, Stables, Outbuildings,

and Retail Shop. The whole centrally situated in fashionable

watering place. Goodwill low. Part or whole stock at
valuation.

A. E., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Ptrand. WO.

T*j Nurserymen, Florists, and Others.

TO liE LET, in Plots, splendid LAND,
near North London Station. Great Eastern Railway,

close to old main thoroughfare. Three Greenhouses and
Dwelling House would be erected for suitable tenants.
Moderate rent.

Apply to Mr. ALFRED RICHARDS, Estage Ageot. Tottenham.

R CHI D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

Wish to call the attention of all lovers of

ORCHIDS
TO THKIR

NEW ILLUSTRATED AND DESCRIPTIVE

CATALOGUE
Whidt in'll be sent Post-free on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,

GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

CREEPERS FOR WALLS.—By planting
what is suitable, an ugly object may easily be made

beautiful. Most being in pots, can be sent and put out at any
time. Descriptive LIST and advice Free.—RICHARD SMITH
AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchant-s. Worcester.

Kent — The Garden of England.
STRAWBERRIES true to Name.

GEO. BUNYARD and CO.'S New LIST,
embracing. Noble, Waterloo, &c., and the 30 best kinds,

may now he hadon application. Splendid Plants in little pots,

and Runners. The Old Nurseries, Maidstone,

T7 E R N S !~ E E R N S !—F E R N S !

\- Look at the price To the Trade.—Pteris tremula.
t* inches high, 12s. and 145. per 100 ; small do., 10s. ; P. mag-
nilica cri^tata, 10s. and 12s. per 100; P. cretica, 10s. per 100;

P. cretica albo lineata, 10s. per 100. All good stuff, in small

60's, Cash with order. Free on rail.

J. E. SMITH, Fern Nurseries. 140, Loughborough Road,

Brixton. S.W.

FOR SALE, a fine, perfectly matched Pair of
variegated AMERICAN ALOES in nearly new

22-inch boxes; one ALSOPHILA AU:3TRALIS, stem about
3 feet, clean and healthy.

CHARLES POCOCK, The Nurseries, Wincanton.

PECIAL OFFER of FERNS.—Pteris
tremula. P. cretica. P. cretica cristata, P. serrulata

cristata eompacta.—CINERARIAS and PRIMULAS in best

Covent Garden strains. All in thumbs, fit for immediate potting.

Also Pteris tremula, good stuff, in 48's. to offer in quantity.

Prices per 100 or 1000 on application.

R. PENGELLY,
Dyson's Lane. Upper Edmonton.

OW IN FULL BLOOM.—BEGONIAS.
Awarded Four Gold Medals; unequalled as a floral

di^^play. Visilors are cordially invited; free admission.

Frequent trains from the City and from the West End to

Catford Bridge and Forest Hill Stations.

JOHN LAING AND SONS, Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, S.E.

CARTERS'
EARLY BULBS,

To produce beautiful White and Coloured

Flowers for Christmas and Easter
Decoration.

White Roman Hyacinths
The Largest Bulbs of tlie Ye;ir

Double Roman Narcissus
Paper White Narcissus
Van Thol Tulips, re.l ami yellow

Freesia refracta alba
Crocus, large white, yellow, and purple

The Easter Lily
The White Easter Lily. We hold the

entire stock of the largest cultivator of thi

lovely Lily.

Per 100
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NOTICE
TO THE

HORTICULTURAL TRADE.

TTAVING for some years past, owing to the

particular nature of my business as a

Horticultural Agent, recognised to the fullest

extent the absolute importance of securing speedy

transit and quick delivery, in the case of all

plants sent from the Continent to England and

vice versa : and having myself suffered great in-

convenience, annoyance, and loss from causes

which could easily have been avoided, had the

shippers entrusted with plants possessed any

practical knowledge of their nature and require-

ments, I beg to inform you that, my business

with the Continent having become so extensive,

I am now obliged, in self defence, to take up the

business of a

SHIPPING AND FORWARDING AGENT.

I am so well aware of the serious consequences

of a few hours frost in the case of plants left on

the wharf for a night—as frequently happens

—

and which by a little care in warehousing can be

easily avoided, to the great benefit of sender and

buyer, that I have determined in future to give

all such details my closest personal attention, and

beg you to recognise the advantages which will

thus be gained by your shipping all your con-

signments to this country through me.

I have secured admirable premises for this

branch of my business at 12, Cooper's Row,

Crutched Friars, London, E.G., and with the

available accommodation at the various wharves

for the proper and prompt warehousing of the

most tender plants, am in a position to assure you

that I possess every facility for conducting the

business in a manner that I am sure will give

satisfaction to those who may favour me with

their patronage and support.

WILLIAM DENMAN,
7, Catherine Street, Covent Garden,

London, W.C.

The Business will be carried on under the style of

DENMAN & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL, SHIPPING, AND

FORWARDING AGENTS,

12, COOPER'S ROW, CRUTCHED FRIARS,

LOXDON, E.C.

Teleqrams-OLEKMA, LONDON.

pq ^
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part of our horticultural societies; but we need

say no more on these heads at present. It must

suffice now to cite those portions of the proposed

Bill which are of main import, and to solicit the

comments of our readers, so that, when the time

comes, the Bill may be amended in those parts

where amendment is desirable ;

—

• 1 1. (1). There shall be established a Board of

Agriculture consisting of the Lord President of the

Council, Her Majesty's principal Secretaries of State,

the First Commissioner of Her Majesty's Treasury,

the Chancellor of Her Majesty's Exchequer, the

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, and the

Secretary for Scotland. It shall be lawful for Her

Majesty the Queen from time to time to appoint any

member of the Privy Council to be President of the

Board during Her Majesty's pleasure, and if he is not

one of the above ofiBcers of State he shall he a mem-

ber of the Board.

"2.— (1) There shall be transferred to the Board

of Agriculture—(a) The powers and duties of the

Privy Council under the Acts mentioned in Part I.

of the first schedule to this Act ; (6) the powers and

duties of the Land Commissioners for England under

the Acts mentioned in Part IL of the first schedule

to this Act, or under any other Act; (c) all powers

and duties vested in the Commissioners of Her

^-lajesty's Works and Public Buildings under the

Survey Act, 1870.
" (2) The Board of Agriculture shall also under-

tike the collection and preparation of statistics re-

lating to agriculture, the inspection of, and reporting

oa, any schools which are not public elementary

schools, and in which technical instruction, practical

or scientific, is given in any matter connected with

a 'riculture, and in aiding any school which admits

such inspection, and in the judgment of the Board is

qualified to receive such aid.

" (3) The Board nf Agriculture may also make,

or aid n making', such inquiries and e.\periments, and

collect or aid in collecting such information as they

may think important for the purpose of promoting

the .idvancement of agriculture.

" 3. It shall be lawful for Her Majesty the Queen

in council from time to time by order to transfer to

the Board of Agriculture such powers and duties of

anv Government department as are conferred by or

in pursuance of any statute, and appear to Her

Majesty to relate to agriculture, and to be of an ad-

ministrative character.
" (2) There shall be paid out of money provided

by Parliament to the President, if not one of the

officers of State above mentioned, or any other

officer of State receiving a salary, the annual salary

of £2000 a year, and to the secretary, officers, and

servants of the Board such salaries or remuneration

as the Treasury may from time to time determine.
" (3) All expenses incurred by the Board of Agri-

culture in the execution of their duties under this

Act, to such amount as may be sanctioned by the

Treasury, shall be paid out of money provided by

Parliament.
" 7.— (1) The office of President of the Board of

Agriculture shall not render the person holding the

same incapable of being elected to or sitting or

TOting as a member of the Commons House of Parlia-

ment, and shall be deemed to be an office included

in schedule H of the Representation of the People

Act, 18(J7, schedule H of the Representation of the

People (Scotland) Act, 1868, and schedule E of the

Representation of the People (Ireland) Act, 1868.
" 8.— (1) There shall be transferred and attached

to the Board of Agriculture such of the persons

employed under the Privy Council or any other

Government department, in or about the execution

of the powers and duties by this Act transferred to

the Board of Agriculture, as the Privy Council, or

Government department, with the sanction of the

Treasury, determine.
" (2) There shall be transferred and attached to

the Board of Agriculture all persons employed under

th» Land Commissioners for England.
" (3) The Board of Agriculture may by order from

tims to time distribute the business of the Board
among the several persons transferred thereto in

pursuance of this Act in such manner as the Board
mav think right, and those officers shall perform such

duties in relation to that business as may be directed

by the order.

"Provided that such persons shall, while they

continue in office, be in no worse position as respects

their tenure of office, salaries, or superannuation

allowances, than they would have been in if this Act

had not passed.
" (4) In the event of a transfer of any powers or

duties to the Board of Agriculture being made by

Order in Council in pursuance of this Act, such

order shall extend this section to the persons em-

ployed in or about the execution of the powers and

duties so transferred, but nevertheless with such

modifications as to Her Majesty in Council seem

necessary.
" 9. After the establishment of the Board of Agri-

culture no person shall be appointed to the Office of

Land Commissioner for England.
" Provided that any person who holds oflice as

Land Commissioner at the passing of this Act may

be assigned such position in or under the Board of

Agriculture as the Board may appoint, so that he is

not placed in any worse position as respects his

tenure of office, salary, or superannuation allowance

than he would have been in if this Act had not

passed.
,

" 11. In this Act the expression 'agriculture

includes horticulture and forestry.

" 13. This Act may be cited as the Board of Agri-

cultulture Act, 1888.

" FlEST SCHEDOLE.

" Part I.—Acts relating to Powers and Duties of

the Privy Council transferred to Board of Agriculture.

—40 and 41 Vict. c. 68, the Destructive Insects Act,

1877 ; 41 and 42 Vict. c. 74, the Contagious Diseases

(Animals) Act, 1878 ; 47 & 48 Vict. c. 13, the Con-

tagious Diseases (Animals) Act, 1884; 47 and 48

Vict. c. 47, the Contagious Diseases (Animals)

Transfer of Parts of Districts Act, 1884 ; 49 and 60

Vict, c. 32, the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act,

1886.
• Copyhold Acts.—i and 5 Vict. c. 35, the Copy-

hold Act, 1841 ; 6 and 7 Vict. c. 23, the Copyhold

Act, 1843 ; 7 and 8 Vict. c. 55, the Coyyhold Act,

1844; 15 and 16 Vict. c. 51, the Copyhold Act,

1852 ; 21 and 22 Vict. c. 94, the Copyhold Act. 1858 ;

31 and 32 Vict. c. 89, an Act to alter certain pro-

visions in the Acts for the commutation of tithes,

the Copyhold Acts, and the Acts for the inclosure,

exchange, and improvement of land ; and to make
provision towards defraying the expenses of the

Copvhold, Inclosure, and Tithe Office; 50 and 51

Vict. c. 73, the Copyhold Act, 1887.

" Metropolitan Commons.—29 and 30 Vict. c. 122.

the Metropolitan Commons Act, 1866 ; 32 and 33

Vict. c. 107. the Metropolitan Commons Amend-
ment Act, 1869 ; 41 and 42 Vict. c. 71. the Metropo-

litan Commons Act, 1878 ; 45 and 46 Vict, c. 15, the

Commonable Rights Compensation Act, 1882.

" Other Duties.—U and 15 Vict c. 53. the Inclosure

Commissioners Act, 1851 ; 15 and 16 Vict. c. 62, an

Act to alter and amend certain Acts relating to the

woods, forests, and land revenues of the Crown ; 29

and 30 Vict. c. 70, an Act to extend the provisions

of the Acts for the inclosure, exchange, and

improvement of land to certain portions of the

Forest of Dean called Walmore Common and the

Bearce Common, and for authorising allotments in

lieu of the forestal rights of Her Majesty in and over

such commons ; the Poor Allotments Management
Act, 1873 ; 44 and 45 Vict. c. 41, the Conveyancing

and Law Property Act, 1881 ; 45 and 46 Vict. c. 15,

the Commonable Rights Compensation Act, 1882
;

45 and 46 Vict. c. 38! the Settled Land Act, 1882
;

46 and 47 Vict. c. 61, the Agricultural Holdings

(.England) Act, 1883 ; 47 and 48 Vict. c. 67, the Im-
provement of Lands (Ecclesiastical Beneficec) Act,

1884.

"Second Schedule.

" Enactments Hepealed.—6 and 7 Will. IV., c. 71,

an Act for the Commutation of Tithes in England

and Wales, section 2 ; 4 and 5 Vict. c. 35, the Copy-

hold Act, 1841, sections 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 ; 8 and

9 Vict. c. 118, the Inclosure Act, 1845, sections 2,

6, and 8; 14 and 15 Vict. c. 53, the Inclosure Com-
missioners Act, 1851, the whole Act, except sec-

tion 9 ; 25 and 26 Vict. c. 73. an Act for continuing

the Copyhold Inclosure and Tithe Commission, and

entitling the Commissioners to Superannuation

Allowance, the whole Act so far as unrepealed ; 40

and 41 Vict. c. 68, the Destructive Insects Act, 1877,

section 6 ; 41 and 42 Vict. c. 74, the Contagious

Diseases (."^-nimals) Act. 1878, subsection 2 of sec-

tion 8, and subsection 6 of section 58 ; 45 and 46

Vict. c. 38, the Settled Land Act, 1882. section 48

down to ' may require of the three several bodies of

Commi.s-ioners aforesaid,' being the end of sub-

section 5 inclusive."

New or Noteworthy Plants.
•

SACCOLABIUM CEEINUM, ». sp.*

This was exhibited at the last Ghent show.

Though it is no fashionable Orchid it attracted a

good deal of interest, as the rather dark ligulate

bilobed leaves and the porrect inflorescence of

numerous ascending waxy flowers, orange, with an

apricot colour spur, excited the curiosity, and

numerous visitors were not quite sure, cujus generis,

the curiosity might be. It is a Sondaic introduction

made by Mr. F. Sander. It was exhibited by Mr.

James Bray, Rue Courte des Pierres, Gand. H. G.

Rchh.f.

BOLLEA KEMIXANTHA, ». Sp.\

This is very near BoUea Lalindei. It has a similar

large flower. Colour quite distinct. Sepals and

petals white. Lip yellow, with thirteen parallel

darker yellow keels forming a mighty crest and

numerous small warts and styloid processes at the

base. This is quite a novel and peculiar feature of the

plant. The white column is much dilated at the

base, with yellow basilar angles, the yellow base

being covered with minute dark red spots. It

was kindly forwarded me by Mr. F. Sander, who had

it from New Grenada (United States of Columbia, if

you like it belter). H. G. Echb. f.

ROSES.

NEW ROSES IN 1888.

One of the great disappointments connected with

this very abnormal season has been that an oppor-

tunity has been missed of seeing, as we had hoped to

do, the new and semi-new Roses in larger quantities

than we have done. By new Roses I mean those

which have only recently been put into commerce ;

and by semi-new those which have been in the market

for a year or two. It was the more disappointing, as

several of these claimants for favour are from new

sources, and we all looked forward, in the case of

some of them, to see them largely exhibited by their

raisers; but this was not to be—the lateness of the

season, and its stormy, rainy character hindered

that, and many of them were only sparingly exhibited.

I was, however, enabled to grow many of these in

my own garden, and thus to notice their character

—

which is, after all, the most satisfactory plan, as

one can compare wood, foliage, and habit of growth

with those Roses which are supposed to bear some

likeness to them.

There are two of our home-raised Roses which

have established themselves in the opinion of all

who have seen them as first-rate novelties—Sir

Rowland Hill and Earl of Dufferin—and these I

must note first.

Sir Eowland Hill, raised by Mack & Son, of

Catterick — was exhibited by them at Edin-

burgh, where it obtained the Gold Medal of the

National Rose Society, and also the unanimous

approval of all Rose growers who saw it, as a first-

class novelty— has, if possible, risen in esti-

mation. It is a Rose of a most beautiful and novel

*5ni:co/a6iu/H(:*?ri>(u«i,u.sp.—Aif.Saccolabiocompresso.Lindl.

Caule valido brevi ; foliia ligulatis obtuse bilobis ; peduncufo

porrecto bivaginato. apice deftexo ; racemis densifloribua

asceudentibua ; bracteis linearibu3 aoutis ovaria pedicellata

suboequantibus ; aepafisoblongia; lateralibusnuncsubcurvatis :

tepalis ovatis per lineam mediam incrassatis ; labello calceo-

lari excavato^ tridentato ; dentibus fateralibus retusia antice,

angulatia, dente medio convexo apiculatoi ; calcari compresso

cylindratoobtuso ovarium pedicellatum subEequante; anthera

rostrata. vertice apiculata; caudicula genufiexa. Ex Sondae

insulis imp. H. G. Rchb.f,

t Bolka tieinixantha, n. ep.—Atf. Bollete Lalindete, Rclib. i.;

labelio ima b.-wi ante unguemcalfis parvis numero3isstyloidei3

seu vermiformibua obaito, carinia contiguis lamellosia dorso

obtusiusculia ad 13, lamina a basi cordata triangula, inverse

replicato saccate; colnmna apice anguatiori infra multum
dilatata. basi lEevi. Sepala ao tepala albida. Labellum flavum

carinis obscurioribus. Columna alba, basi utrinque ac infra

cum Tingne flava punctia numftroaia in basi—Zygopetalnm

hemixanchum. Ex nov. Qrana. et imp. exc. Sander. H. G.

Kchb. f.
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colour—a deep claret, flushed with briRht scarlet,

recalling to some persons' minds an old Kose, La-
charme's Souvenir de Dr. Jamain, but the colour is

far beyond that, while in size and substance of petal

it is superior, being stout and well formed. When
dying oflf it becomes almost black, and like all

Roses of these dark colours requires protection

from the sun's rays (when they do shine!). The
plant is of vigorous growth, and altogether it is a
very great gain both to Kose growers and Rose
exhibitors.

Earl of Diiferin.—This Irish Rose, raised by
Messrs. A. Dickson & Son, of Newtownards, Co.

Down, is a most beautiful high-coloured Rose, of

strong constitution and vigorous habit ; the flowers

are of a brilliant rich crimson colour, with a high
pointed centre, the outer petals somewhat recurving,

aud the brilliant tints of brownish-crimson are seen
to great advantage. Last year a good deal of criticism

was evoked by a statement in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

from Scotland, that it was identical with Prosper
Langier. This was indignantly denied, and the

denial was correct ; the two Roses are perfectly dis-

tinct, and although the -French Rose is a good one,

it 15 not to be compared for a moment with Earl of

Dufferin either in the colour or shape of the flower;

others have called it a dark Maurice Bernhardin, and
others a better Pierre Netting; but I think we may
safely say that it is a perfectly distinct Kose, of very

superior qualities, likely to be a universal favourite,

and to reflect great credit on its raiser.

Ladi/ Helen Stewart, by the same raiser, is a flower

tiiat, had it not been for the preceding Rose being
sent out at the same time, would have, perhaps,

attracted more attention. It is a very bright red
Rose, of good habit, and very free flowering ; it has
not often been exhibited, but I was pleased with it

in my own garden.

Duchess of Leeds (Mack & Son).—A very pretty

Rose, which may be described as a pink La France,
with a dash of Marie Finger in it. I question if it

will be an exhibition Rose, as it lacks size ; but as a
garden Rose allowed to grow at will, it will be most
valuable, especially for cutting. Sprays of it will do
very well for baskets of Roses, as its exceedingly
bright and lively colour will lighten up other
flowers.

Mrs. John Laing.—One of Mr. Bennett's seedlings.

The colour is a beautiful soft pink. The flower is

large in size and good in form, very free, and a good
autumnal bloomer. Although full it is not so liable

to spoil as Her Majesty, and has been on several

occasions shown well and attracted much attention.

The award of the National Rose Society's Gold Medal
when it was exhibited as a seedling seems to have
been fully justified.

Mada/ne Joseph Desbois.—This Kose was sent out

as a hybrid Tea—a fashion which tlie French raisers

seem to have adopted ; it they do it with the idea

that a Rose so described is likely to find more favour

with us, I think they are grievously mistaken. As
a rule, such Roses are regarded with suspicion.

Grand Mogul.—I have not seen more than one or

two blooms of this Rose exhibited
; those that I saw

were good in form, brilliant crimson shaded with
dark maroon-crimson. As I have not grown it

myself I can only say that, as I saw it, it was a
brilliant Rose

; those who have grown it tell me that

in growth and bloom it bears a strong resemblance
to Jean Soupert, both in growth and flower.

Miss Ethel Btownlow.— A Tea Kose raised by
Messrs. Dickson & Son, the raisers of Earl of

DuH'erin
;
very distinct in colour, salmon-pink, shaded

with yellow at the base of the petals, the centre high,

and outer petals somewhat reflexed. Of vigorous

growth, likely to be an acquisition owing to its

distinct character.

iMciole.—A Tea Rose raised by J. Guillot, and one

that will apparently uphold his good reputation as a

raiser. The bud is long and pointed—the true Tea
bud ; the colour a bright carmine-red, but with some
of those extraordinary combinations of colours which
make the Tea Ro^es so ravi^sante—fawn, copper colour,

bronzy-red, are all mixed together, or rather placed to-

gether in the flower without being mixed, blending
with one another, and constituting a strikingly

beautiful flower.

Ladi/ Alice.—This is a sport from the well known
Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, and at times distinct from
it

; the colour is creamy-white with a faint yellowish
tint at the base ; in cooler weather it has more
colour.

Looking a little further back we come to some
Roses which have been well shown this year or from
some other cause are worthy of more extended
cultivation.

GloireLyonnaise.—It was unfortunate that this Rose
should have been brought out as a yellow hybrid per-

petual ; this it certainly is not— it is a white Rose with

a very faint suspicion of primrose at the base of the

flower, and as a garden Rose will be, I think, much
appreciated. It is one of those li^ht Roses which will

stand a good deal of rain without being damaged by it,

and for such a purpose it may be safely recommended.
It is evidently a perpetual, with a good dash of Tea
blood in it.

Victor Hucfo.—This has established itself as a very
fine dark Rose, bright crimson-red, shaded with
darker colour, perhaps in ordinary seasons it may
not be so dark as during the past cold season, when
such Roses as Prince Arthur and General Jacquemi-

not came out in colours that made them hardly re-

cognisable.

Marshall P. Wilder.—To all intents and purposes

this is a reproduction of Alfred Colomb, whether
obtained as a seedling or fioin a vigorous shoot I do

not know. When shown this year, attemj>ts were

made by some to show its diiference from the older

flower, but I believe the general opinion is that it

must be bracketed with Alfred Colomb.
American Beauty.—Notwithstanding the somewhat

effusive praises bestowed in some of the catalogues

on this flower, it was nowhere to be seen this

year, and it was generally considered to be but a

svnonym for Madame Ferdinand .Jamain, a Rose sent

out by Ledechaux more than ten years ago, and of so

indifferent a character that it never found a place in

our catalogues.

Lord' Bacon.—This has been well exhibited this

year, and is one of those deep crimson Roses which

are ever acceptable ; it is shaded with scarlet, and

is a very beautiful flower.

Madayne Sussane Rodoconachi.—An exceedingly

pretty Rose, with light silvery-white shading ; very

distinct, and has been done well even in this wet

season.

Cointesse de Fregneuse.—A very pretty Tea-scented

Rose, bright primrose-yellow ; very free flowering and

good.

Souvenir de Gabriel Drevet.— Silver-white with

bright rose centre, and oftentimes a mixture of

colours hard to describe ; it is of good size, and a

valuable addition to our lists.

Pride of Seigate.—In my opinion simply an

abomination. One might as well admire a fair

face pitted with small-pox as this spotted thiug,

which neither on the exhibition table nor in the

garden can do anything but spoil its surroundings.

Vicountess Folkestone is an exceedingly pretty

hybrid Tea, of bright and pleasing colour ; it is very

free flowering, and for its beauty we may forgive its

hybrid character ; but still not admit it amongst pure

Tea Roses.

Such are the flowers which have come across my
line of vision this year; it shows that, after all— 1,

the great number of new Roses is no indication of

worth, and that every year a quantity of rubbish is

brought forward which might have been passable a

few years ago. but is now useless : and, 2ndly, that

notwithstanding the great perfection to which the

Rose has been brought there are still prizes to be

gained by raisers of seedlings, and the encouragement

which has been given to our hume-raised flowers will,

I hope, enable them to show that they do not do

these things better in France.

New Rose, Lady CisTLirnEAou.

A week or two since I reoeived from Messrs.

Alexander Dickson & Sons, of Newtownards, Co.

Down, Ireland, some blooms of a new Tea-scented
Rose, which I think is likely to prove a useful addi-
tion to this beautiful class, as their Mise Ethel
Brownlow has already done. It is a well-shaped
flower, and evidently both vigorous in growth and
profuse in its blooming

; the colour is very pale pink
or white, with salmou-pink in the centre. It is not
quite like any Rose in this class.

It is pleasant to be able to record that our Irish

friends are not behindhand, and that two, at any
rate, of their first batch of Roses—Earl of Dufferin
and Miss Ethel Brownlow—have grown in the
estimation of the Rose world. Wild Hose.

THE CHEMISTRY OF VEGETA-
TION, IN REFERENCE TO THE
GROWTH OF THE POTATO.

CContinued from p. 18.3.J

AvoaADEO—MoLEcoLES.—The paper of Gay-
Lussac mentioned above (on the combination of
gases, 1809) attracted the attention of an Italian
physicist, Avogadro. A paper which he wrote
in comment appeared in 1811.* It is referred

to here because it contains the suggestion
that there must be two kinds of molecules (he
uses this word as Dalton had used particles

and afterwards atoms). He speaks of compound
molecules and elementary molecules. His paper is

a much more weighty matter than a question of

nomenclature. But from that time the introduction
of the word " molecule " into the atomic theory has
led to much confusion—nay, even acrimony and
ridicule. Chemists and physicists have used the
words with difli'erent significance, and, like the two
stalwart knights of yore, who each saw only one
side of the suspended shield, while ever ready for

doughty deeds, they have belaboured one another
with wordy fight. It seems at last to be generally

admitted among chemists, whatever physicists may
please to do, that the word atom shall be used for a
single atom, and molecule for a group (two or more)
of atoms held together by that unknown " aflinity,"

There are many difficulties, as especially in what is

called dissociation, and the fight cannot be said to be

over. To give a rigid definition of a molecule would
be rash. But the way in which, among chemists, the

word is now used may be illustrated.

Two atoms of H and one of

® ® ®
unite and form one molecule of water

®—®—

®

To carry out Koscoe's illustration of a mazy dance

an atom of H has but one hand (or one quantival-

ence). It is called a monad. t O is called a dyad

—

it is divalent—to carry out the illustration it has
" two hands," and can take a partner in each hand.

Linked together they make one molecule of water.

Or again, one atom of C can unite with one or with

two atoms of O. C is " four-handed," a tetrad. It

can form a molecule of carbon mono.xide

>©=0
—where two '' hands " of the C are left free : or a

molecule of carbon dioxide with two atoms of (o)

©=©=®
This dioxide is called commonly carbonic acid.f

The combining weight of a molecule is the sum

* Essal d'uoe maniere d« det«rmi:ier lea ma.-^^es relatives de9

molecules eiementairea dea corps et les proportion* selon

I*»aqa6lle3 elles entreat dans ces combiuaiiona. Journ. de Phv-
^iqiis, Ixxiii., 1611.

T jioi/os. moiios.'ons; ivo, duo, two; rpis, tris, three; rerpo?,

tetros. fo'ir.

1 Each etrolse against the circles represents* the "valency"

of the element concerned. Whatever may be thouRlit ae to

whether it was or was not a good word to adopt, it 13 to no

purpura to diacuss here. Esperimentd have led to tlja con-

luaiou that a form of foioe or forces, espresaed by tho word
" valency "accually exists in Nature.
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of the atomic weight of all the atoms in it. Thus

carbon dioxide molecule has twice 16 for 0, that is

32, and one 12 for C. That makes 44.

GAT-LvsSiC AND BkRZELICS.

It is to Gav-Lussac, already mentioned, that we

have to turn for the earliest successful attempts to

bring chemistry to bear on elucidating the composi-

tion of plants. In conjunction with Thenard, on

January 15, 1810, he communicated a paper* to the

Institute on the analysis of fixed organic compounds.

Their method was to get the carbon to unite with

oxygen in the form of carbonic acid ;
the hydrogen

to unite with oxygen to form water. Their difficulty

was to find a means of collecting the results and to

find a suitable agent to supply the o.xygen. They
coUecti^d over a mercury trough, and for a supply of

oxygen they employed " muriate suroxygen^ de

potasse," which we now call potassium chlorate (some

call it chlorate of potass). All the chlorates readily

give up oxygen on heating, and potassium chlorate

is a very convenient form. They had to devise their

apparatus, of which they appear not a little proud, as

they speak of the especial merit of the tap they in-

vented. With this they analysed sugar, gum, starch,

&c. The paper is one of interest, for to the present

day the carbon in analyses is estimated as carbonic

acid and the hydrogen as water.t The object is to

ascertain the weight of carbonic acid and of water

obtained. As the relative proportion of carbon to

oxygen in carbonic acid and of hydrogen to oxygen

in water is known, the actual weight of carbon and

hydrogen given off is obtained by calculation. Now,
though the same principle is followed, a totally

different apparatus is used ; either the "combustion

tube " of Liebig or some modification of it. Their

results are given in percentages.

It was a (iLiestion at that time whether the

laws of multiple proportion held good with

regard to the composition of animal and vege-

table bodies. Berzelius energetically took this

subject up. Plants and animals were called or-

ganised bodies, and the study of their chemistry

came to be called organic chemistry. Berzelius in

1814 much improved the methods for its study. He
was the first to give, among other things, the com-
position of starch, not as Gay-Lussac, and Thenard,

and others had done in percentages, but in

a formula. His earliest published result was

C^^, Hj3, Oi„, figures which, however, were modified.

W. S. M.
(To be continued.)

VEGETABLE PRODUCTS IN
VERA CRUZ.

The growth of Tobacco in the State of Vera Cruz

is said to be increasing considerably, the present

production amounting to nearly 6,000,0CX) lb. per

annum, and the average cost being about 5^. per

pound. About 23 per cent, is exported to foreign

countries, and of this export somewhat less than

half is of manufactured tobacco, and comes chiefly

to England, the remainder is consumed in the

Republic. For the highest quality of Tobacco as

much as 10s. Qd. per 100 leaves has been obtained,

but this quality is very scarce. Notwithstanding its

primitive method of cultivation, Vera Cruz Tobacco

* Journal de Physiqju, 1810, vol. Ixx., pp. 357—266, re-

printed in An. de Chemie. Ixxiv., pp. 47—64.

t The following very simple experiment, that ctin be made
nvithout special apparatus, is instructive for those who have
not had a chemical training. It needs only a clean plate and a
damp cloth with a candle, lamp, or gas-jet. Leaving impuri-
ties out of consideration, the gassupplied to our houses is hydro-
gen and hydrogen in combination with carbon. Paraffins and
oils for lamps are liquid combinations of carbon and hydrogen.
Candles are also combinations in solid form of carbon and
hydrogen. The phenomenon of combustion in each case is

similar. The carbon unites with the oxygen of the air and
forms carbonic acid. The hydrogen unites with the oxygen
ajad forms water which passes away as invisible vapour, the
temperature being high from combustion. But if a plate kept
cool with a damp cloth on it he held close over the flame the
water becomes visible in diopa. The fact of carbon (freed from
ita combldatloa with hydrogen) being present can be seen by
holding the plate near the lop of the blue part ot the flame.

is obtaining—and deservedly—a rapidly increasing

reputation, and the tobacco manufacturers of this

part are increasing the size of their factories and the

number of their operatives, and paying greater atten-

tion to the selection and the sorting of the leaves,

and are, in fact, producing a very superior article

to the Vera Cruz cigar of two years ago, or even of last

year. This improvement in the manufacture will, of

course, increase the market, and also give great

encouragement to the planter ; but what is chiefly

wanted is capital, combined with the better cultiva-

tion which is so necessary, but so difficult to obtain,

in the present financial condition of the majority of

planters.

Vanilla.

The Vanilla bean grows wild in the cantons of

Misantla and Papantla, and it is also cultivated

there in a primitive manner by the Indians. It is

prepared for market by the cultivators and collectors,

and often before it is quite ripe. This is espe-

cially the case with the wild Vanilla, one family

taking it early lest another family should get it

when quite ripe for harvest. The systematic and
rational cultivation of Vanilla in the cantons just

mentioned would certainly be a remunerative busi-

ness. At present the quantity produced is about

8000 mils (i.e., 1000 pods), worth about £3 to £3 IO5.

per mil.

Fruits.

The fruits of the State of Vera Cruz are of great

variety, and grow in such abundance as to be

exceedingly cheap. The production of Pine-apples

is about 500,000,per annum; they are grown in

fields, and their local value is about Id. to l^d.

apiece. Plantains are a fruit universally consumed,
and over 10,000 per annum are actually harvested

;

their local value is less than Id. per 10 lb.

Pita Pibre,

This fibrous plant grows wild in Vera Cruz, and
can be cultivated with very little car^. Its fibre

sometimes measures 3 yards long, and is very silky

in appearance ; but unfortunately its preparation for

market is at present difficult and expensive. The
State Government is, however, about to ofi'er a large

reward for a machine to reduce Pita to a marketable
state without injuring its beautiful fibre, and without

making its cost of production too high, having regard

to its market value. It is most probable that such a
machine will be produced, and if so, Pita will

become, undoubtedly, the first article of produce and
export of this State.

Trees and Shrubs.

ABIES MAGNIFICA (PICEA OF GARDENS).

We have received from Sir John Walrond a cone

of this species with the following interesting

details :
—

" Two plants were boughttwenty-seven years

ago, both under the name of Picea nobilis, but they

differed so greatly one from the other in habit that

it was suspected that one of them might prove to

be magnifica. The diflference in habit consisted in

this—1st. Thatairthe lower branches of the possible

magnifica died back, leaving a bare trunk for about

one-third of its height, the leader remaining healthy,

while all the nobilis remain feathered to the

ground. [Whether this is a specific or merely an
individual character remains to be seen.] 2nd. The
possible magnifica never produced a cone, while

much younger plants of nobilis cone freely. The
supposed magnifica has coned at Bradfield for the

first time this year." The cone obligingly sent by

Sir John Walrond is undoubtedly that of A. mag-
nifica ; it is a thick, oblong, blunt cone, golden-

brown in colour, and with the bracts concealed

within the scale, as shown in Gardeners' Chronicle,

June 12, 1875. The young bark is covered with a

rafous pubescence. The upturned leaves are four-

sided, and not grooved. The leaves of magnifica,

seen from the under surface of the shoot, are much
carved, with the convexity downwards.

In A. nobilis the leaves are broader, flatter, dis-

tinctly grooved on the upper surface, and not so

strongly curved as in magnifica. The cones also are

more tapering and glorious in their golden-bronze

bracts reflected over the purple scales.

A. magnifica is later before starting into growth

in spring than is A. nobilis.

The very beautiful but puzzling cone sent to

us from the Cranston Nursery some year or two

ago, must not be overlooked. Its leaves are more
like those of magnifica, being either not grooved at

all or only grooved at the base. The projecting

bracts are like those of nobilis, but not reflected,

while the general shape of the cone is that of

magnifica.

Measurements of Conifbk.i;—Bkadfield, 1887.
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to a point at the top; base convolute. Spadix (>—

H

inches long, of a lustrous dark purple hue. Alto-

gether the plant has a most singular and striking ap-

pearance when in tlower, the latter is not conspicuous,

and situate at the base of the spadix. I may also

add that, wlien in this condition, its odour is the

reverse ui' agreeable or pleasant, and for this reason

it ought never to be cut and stood in water to

remain in a close room. As to treatment, it will be

found to do well in rather a damp, loamy soil, and

shady situations, but it will also grow fairly well

under less favourable conditions, and may be in-

peduncles or npper branches, tlie whole forming

rather a long loose panicle. When fully expanded,

the disc ilorets are of a deep golden-yellow, outer or

ray floi-ets pale lavender, narrow, and somewhat
numerous, having a triple row. Its time of flowering

extends over a period of four or five weeks—July and
August. The jilunt is very hardy, and will stand

through our suvurust winters without protection.

When growing ia strong loamy soils it ought to be

lifted, divided, and replanted about every second or

third year, or it will form such dense masses as to

require more than ordinary attention in tying up to

)>lace in a garden, although 1 may say it will do very

well in a drained border, where it can enjoy plenty

of sun. In fiower July and August, and may be
increased by division in spring or autumn.

BUPTHALMCM yALIClFOLIDM

bplongs tothe natural order Compositas, and is worth v

of a place in all choice collections of hardy perennial

plants. Under good cultivation it will grow Ij fei-t

high, and form quite a bushy plant if left undisturbed

forthreeor four years; and it will produce in abundance
flowers that will be found useful for decorative pur-

Fia. 24.—PLAGIANTHUS LYALLI : UARDV SllltUIi: FLOWEllS WHITE: POLLEN GltAIN" MAGX. "IQO DIAM. (sEE P, 208.)

creased by division early in the spring, just as root-
action begins. In flower July and August.

SlTiNACTIS SPECIOSA

should be grown in all gardens where cut flowers are
inre(piest; its freedom in flowering, together with
its handsome appearance, renders it one of the most
useful border plants we have at this time of the
year. The flowers are much like some of the
Mirhaelmas Daisies in general appearance, and, like
those plants, this belongs to the natural order Com-
positie, and to the tribe Asteroide;!;. Under good
cultivation the plant ^rows from 2 to 3 fept high.
Stems sli^rhtly branched ; leaves entire, linear

;

flower-heads 1^—2 inches across, solitary on the

sticks. May be raised from seed or increased by
dividing in spring.

KlilUEttON' ALPINOS.

This is a British plant, and so closely do the

flower-heads resemble tho-^e of the last-named, that

a novice might easily mistake one for the other if

two flowers were cut from the plants and placed side

by side. In general app^-arance, however, the cha-

racter and habit of the plants are quite distinct, the

one under notice growing from 6 to 12 inches high

only; the leaves also are much shorter, and the

flower-heads produced in the form of a loo-oecorymb.

It is well adapted for growing on a rockery, and
which, strictly speaking, may be said to be its proper

poses. Stems erect, much branched. Leaves entire

linear, or, as the specilic name implies. Willow-

leaved. Flower-heads deep golden-yellow, 2 inches

across, solitary on long wiry peduncles. We do not

frequently meet with this species, nevertheless it i«

probablv destined to become a favourite when better

known, and will be found a useful second or third

row plant in a mixed border. A well-drained soil

and sunny position will be found to suit it, and it

may either be raised from seed sown in pots in a cold

frame, or increased by dividing in the spring. Flowers

July and August.

POTENTILLA LUTEA.

I can hardly say that this is a good thing, but it
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is noteworthy chiefly as a rarity, and as a species

seldom met with outside botanical gardens and the

best private collections, and that fact must be

accepted as my reason for alluding to it here. As
compared with William Rollisson and others of our

hybrid varieties it is far from being attractive or

showy in appearance. The plant grows from 3 to 4 feet

high, and is exceedingly floriferous. Stems slightly

pilose. Stipules long and pointed, distinct from the

enlarged base of the leaf-stalk. Leaflets five, oblong,

toothed and scabrous. Flowers are produced in the

form of a rather large, loose terminal corymb, and
are pale yellow in colour, being, when fully expanded,

% inch across, petals free or separate from each other,

and rather shorter than tlie calyx. Will grow
luxuriantly in a calcareous soil, and may be in-

creased by division in spring or autumn. In flower

.luly and August.

Gi^NOTUEJiA YODNGII.

An evening Primrose, and decidedly one of the

bt^st we have in our gardens at the present time, and
which ouglit to be cultivated in all collections of

hardy plants where space can be afforded. Its bright

golden-yellow flowers give a charm and splendour to

a mixed border just now that cannot be t-qualled or

surpassed by any other plant that I am acquainted

with. Taking a single flower, it will be found to

closely resemble ffi. Fraseri in colour, but in all

other respects it is quite distinct from that well-

known and widely-grown plant, the stems being

more branched and of a d^ep reddish tinge, leaves

not so broad or lung, flowers more numerous, larger,

and on longer footstalks than CE. Fraseri. The
j)lant grows about 3 feet high, and delights in a good

sandy loam or peaty soil or even a chalky compost,

providing the border is well drained. Floweis in

July and August ; may be increased by division

early in spring.

COUYDALIS LUTEA.

A British species, belonging to the Fumitory
family, and being an erect spreading plant of from (>

to 9 inches high, it is eminently adapted for growing

on rockeries. The ]dant forms a tufted rootstock.

Although they will live and product* flowers for

four or five successive years, the plants cannot

strictly speaking be regarded as truly perennial, and

it will be found best to raise plants from seed every

third or fourth year. Leaves of a beautiful pale

green, much divided, the segments wedge-shaped.

Flowers in racemes, pale yellow, from 4 to G inches

long, each flower liaving a sliort and rather broad

spur. To succeed with this species, and ensure its

living through severe winters, it must be grown in

rather a poor sandy loam ; and where this does not

exist it will be found a good plan to mix a few smuU
stones or broken pieces of cinder along with the soil

to secure ample drainage.

VeRATRUM NIURUM.

This is quite a remarkable and noteworthy her-

baceous perennial, said to have been introduced into

tbis country from Siberia so long ago as 1596—a cir-

cumstance that justifies one in expressing surprise

that it is so seldom n»et with, comparatively speaking,

in private gardens. It is proof against our severest

winters without any protection whatever, and is not

over-particular as to soil or situation; add to this

the fact of its flowers being a nearer approach to

black in colour than any otiier of our hardy flowers,

and we have here a species that ought to be found

in all gardens where hardy perennials are made a

special feature of the place. In one of the mixed
borders here there was a plant justcoraing into flower

at the time of writing, and it promises to be the most
conspicuous in the gardens we shall have during the

next two or three weeks, the spike being fully feet

high with every prospectofitslengthening another foot

or 18 inches. What a picture it will present when at

its best, may, by thuse who are acquainted with the

species, be more easily imagined than described.

The plant will also be found an interesting and
attractive object for many weeks previous to flower-

ing, chiefly by reason of its handsome coriaceous

foliage, which in shape is broadly ovoid, accumi-

nate, from 8— 10 inches wide and 1-—15 inches

long, more or less corrugated. Koot-stock may be

divided in spring as soon as growth begins. Flowers

in August. J. Horsrfwld. Het/tcsburt/.

Cultural Memoranda.

ALSTRUMERIAS.
TirEsE stand almost unrivalled among herbaceous

plants, as they are exceedingly floriferous, and endure

a long time when cut. They are not hardy enough

to succeed in all places, but will do well in any

ordinary favoured spot in most gardens, the best

situation for thera being on a slo])ing south border,

or under the foot of a sunny wall, where, with the

slightest surface protection, they will stand the

winter. The most suitable soil is a light sandy one,

and if not natur.ally well drained, the bed or border

intended for them should be dug out a yard or so

deep and have 6 inches of brick rubbish placed at the

bottom, and over this some half-rotten leaves or

strawy manure, to keep the interstices open and

clear. This done the soil may be returned, and in

doing this it will be advisable to mix in with it some

leaf-mould and road-scrapings, as the plants like a

loose run, that they m.ay be able to send their Hbrous

roots down freely ; and unless they can strike deep

the frost kills the crowns. To prevent this, at

starting it is necessary to plant well below the

surface, or it is a good plan to sow seed where the

plants are to remain and grow, which saves trans-

planting ; and tins is a difKcult matter with Alstro-

merias. The best time to sow is as soon as the seed

is ripe, as though it does not germinate then it lies

safe in the ground, and will come up the following

spiing, and by the end of summer the plants will be

fully estriblished. To render them safe for the

winter cover with cocoa-nut fibre or rough leaf-

mould. J. S.

L.VYERINa ClRNATIONS,

There is no readier or surer way of raising a stock

of rinks and Carnations than layering in prepared

soil having a surfacing of sand. Put 2 or 3 inches

of this mould around each plant, remove a couple of

the grasses from the base of each shoot, make a

clean cut half wivy through and 1 inch long, in an

upward direction from the bottom joiat ; bend the

shoot, pressing the tongue thereby formed into the

sandy soil, and secure it there by a small crook,

giving water through a fine rose to settle the soil.

This should be done as soon as the bulk of the bloom

is over—usually early in August.

Efiphyllum salmonehm.

The large salmon-sulphury coloured flowers of

this plant are very sweet and delicate looking, and

are useful decorative plants, not only in the green-

house and conservatory, but also for rooms. Cuttings

put in singly at the end of autumn, in ."-inch pots

filled with a mixture of three-parts light loam

and one of leaf soil, with a surfacing of silver-sand,

and plunged in a hand-light containing 4 or .') inches

deep of sawdust in a stove, will soon root. They do

not require much water at the roots, but when the

soil becomes dry, snfficient water to thoroughly

moisten it should be given. Standards, pyramids,

and large plants of any desired shape may be ob-

tained more quickly by grafting on to the Pereskia,

and growing on heat and moisture ; the moss round

the graft and stock being kept moist until the union

is completed. M. W. W.

Pu.VCELIA CAMPANULATA.

Among thenumerous meritorious plants introduced

byHr. Thomson, of Ipswich, tliis is one of the most

beautiful, as the richness of its lovely blue flowers is

unriviiUed. Some few years .ago, when seed was first

received, great care and pains were taken in raising

plants, .as it was thought to be what gardeners term
" miffy," and a bad doer. It is, however, one of the

best annuals, as it comes up outdoors from self-sown

seed, and grows freely if in suitable soil. No garden

should be without some plants in the borders, where
it may be sown either in patches in the ordinary way,

and thinned out, or raised in pots in frames, and
planted out after. The flowers are bell-shaped,

about half an inch across, and are held erect. J. S.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

AERANTIIUS CURNOWIANUS.
This is a valuable addition to the set of small but

lovely Orchids, chiefly represented by Angra;curas,

which have been introduced in recent years from

Madagascar. It is well worth the small space it

occupies in the Orchid-liouse. The distichous leaves

are only 21 inches long by .' inch broad, bilobed

at the apex, slightly scabrous, and of leathery tex-

ture. The comparatively large flowers are solitary

on short peduncles, and measure nearly 2 inches in

diameter. The sepals and petals are lanceolate ; the

lip is broadly ovate, with a slender tapering spur,

4 i.nches long. The whole of the flower is a pure

glistening white, except the lower part of the spur,

which changes to green. This species was described

by Keichenbach in tlie Gardcnn-s' Chronic/c for

Alarch 10, 1883. A plant is now flowering at Kew,

which grows well in sphagnum, suspended near the

glass in the warm-house.

Ornithochilus fcsous.

A plant of this, sent to Kew from Burmah by the

Uev. Mr. Parish, two or three years ago, is now in

flower. It is an uncommon species (sometimes

known as Aurides diff*onne), with small flowers,

having a lip of very singular structure. The pendent

racemes of forty or more flowers are produced from

the axils of the fle.hy oblong leaves, which are

1 inches long, and unequally bilobed at the tips.

The sepals and petals are brownish-yellow, marked

with purple lines. The curiously formed lip has a

short conical spur, and is three-lobed; tiie promi-

nent middle lobe is erect, horse-shoe shaped, and

fringed, being of a reddish-purple colour. This plant

requires the same treatmeat as AiJrides.

Stexoglottis fimbriata.

Either with or without flowers, this is a very dis-

tinct and attractive little Orchid, and being of easy

culture it deserves to be seen oftener than it is at

present. Being a native of South Africa—a part ot

the globe which does not yet ai)pear to have many
attractions for Orchid collectors— is a fact which

perhaps accounts for its rarity in this country.

Several plants brought b_\ Mr. Watson from the

Cape are in flower now at Kew. The leaves are

very ornamental, being deep green, with several

longitudinal rows of black spots; they are 4 inches

long, have a wavy outline, and spread horizontally

near the surface of the soil. The rosy-pink flowers

are densely produced on scapes inches high, and

have a three-lobed lip spotted with purple. These

plants are, in their native state, found growing on

boulders near the banks of the Buffalo liiver. The

Kew plants grow in the cool-house, and, in imitation

of their natural conditions, are fastened on apiece

of limestone, with suflicient sphagnum to cover the

fleshy roots. To this treatment they have adapted

themselves perfectly, and now form a pretty picture.

They may also be grown in pots in a compost of

leaf-mould and fibry peat, with a surfacing of

sphagnum, jy. B.

L,liLlA KLKGANS AT TuK WoODLANDS, StUKATIL^M.

In the fine collection of Orchids belonging to U.

II. Measures, Esq., tlie numerous beautiful and dis-

similar varieties of Lielia elegans are now making

a very fine show, the still rare L. Turneii

being the handsomest and most stately in growth

and flower. Some of the plants have stout pseudo-

bulbs, over 3 feet in height, many of thera furnished

with very strong flower-spikes of eight to ten flowers.

Of the beautiful collection the most beautiful is

i
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L. e. incantans, n. var., Gardeners' Chronicle, Sep-
tember 17, 1887. Flowers 6—7 inches across, wax-
like in texture, sepals anil petals quite unique in
colour, bein;; Indian-yellow or yellowish-nankeen,
the front coloured portion of the I.abellum being
brilliant flaik purple. Evidently of the same strain
is L. e. Measuresiana, n, var.. Gardeners' Chronicle,

February 12, 1887. This has sulphur-coloured
sepals and petals, and richly coloured violet front
lobe and tips to the side lobes of the labellum. the
tube beinj; pure white. Also, following in the same
way, is the lovely L. e. Nyleptha, which was illus-

trated in the supplementary sheet of the Gardeners'
Chronicle, February 11, l.'^SS. The sepals and petals
are cream-coloured, or pale sulphur-yellow, the tube
<)f the labellum being pure white and the expanded
front lobe of the labellum, which is 2| inches across,
as well as the erected tips of the side lobes, rich dark
•crimson. L. e. Alooreana is of the true Turnerii
colour, viz., sepals and petals dull rose and the lip

purplish-crimson, but the flowers are more compact
and the labellum shorter, reminding one much of the
grand Veitchian hybrid Cattleya Chamberlaiuiana.

L. e. cyanthus is also of the rose-petalled strain,
but very distinct and beautiful. The tube of the
labellum is sulphur colour, and the front lobe rich
maroon. The finest of all. L. e. Tautziana, is sending
up three stout spikes. Other distinct forms in flower
are L. e. Houtteana, L. euspatha, L. e. Schilleriana,
and various forms of white or blush-petalled typical
L. elegans. There is also a gr.and show of Cattleya
Caskelliana, some fine C. Eldorado, white and
coloured; many rare Cypripediums and other things
are in bloom, and notably a beautiful specimen of
Eulophia gninensis with thirty-eight flowers with
their flat rose-pink labellums. Odontoglossum
Schroderianum, a very rare and distinct plant, is now
in flower in the collection. The general appearance
of the flowers call to mind 0. lasve, but the lip is

broad and much more showy than in that species,
the basal part rich crimson, the front pure white

;

the sepals and petals are wavy at the edge, the colour
creamy-white blotched with brown. The plant has a
glaucous tint, and is altogether distinct, and very
handsome when in flower.

Stanhopea platyceeas.

This is certainly a king among Stanhopeas. It
has larger flowers than any we have seen, and the
colours—pale yellow with purple spots—are attrac-
tive, whilst for aromatic odours it is at least the
equal of any of the kinds. It is a recently intro-
<luced plant, but flgures of it h.ave already appeared
in the Garden and in Heichenhachia. The flowers
are 6 inches across, the sepals being 31 inches long
by 2^ inches wide, slightly concave, and spreading.
The labellum is proportionately large; the mesochil,
or lower hollowed-out portion, is boat-shaped, and
1 inch deep

,
the horns are prominent and thick,

and the front part of the lip is tongue-shaped, the
•whole length of the lip is .3 inches, and the column
13 quite as long. The pseudobulbs are 2 inches long,
pear-shaped, and fui-rowed

; and the leaves are \b
inches by 4 inches. A plant of this species is now
in flower at Kew. It is a native of Columbia. W. W.

Fruit Register.

ALEXANDER PEACU.
As showing the earliness of this, I mav mention

that we gathered ripe fruit on August 6' from the
open wall, which shows its great value for succeeding
others grown in houses or for forcing, as it is ready
long before others (except Early Louise or Beatrice, to
both of which it is superior), and puts on a fine
colour. Perhaps some correspondents who have
grown both would oblige by kindly giving their
experience or opinion as to whether this is really
synonymous with Hale's Early. If they are, we
do not want the two names. 'l would remark to
those young inexperienced cultivators about to plant
trees when the time comes, how much they lose by

the old fallacious system of shortening back the

branches, as by pursuing that method of treatment

the work has to be done over and over again, whereas
if the shoots are left full length, and every encou-
ragement given the foliage, root-action, as a njitural

consequence of the extra leafage, is doubled, .and the

wall or trellis on which the tree is trained is rapidly

furnished, and the plant quickly established. J.

Sheppard, Woolverstone.

Eaelv liivERS Peacu.

This is a fine showy-looking Peach, with a pale
skin, the fruit being about the size of the old well-

known Noblesse, but, unfortunately, it lacks quality,

and what also tells against it is, that it is very apt to

crack or split at the stone. The tree is a strong
grower, and not subject to mildew, and if the fruit

were only better flavoured it would be a very
desirable variety to have in a garden. J. S.

WHICH IS THE EARLIEST PEA?
Wrinkled Varieties.—We now possess a valuable

group of early dwarf wrinkled Marrow Peas of
great value for early crops in the open, and also for
frame and pot culture. In the front rank of these
must be placed William Hurst; it is a little taller

than American Wonder, but it is quite as earlv, and
bears the finest pod of the two. It will probably be
very scarce foi- a year or two more, and then I think
it will become very popular. A new Pea—that is, a
bond fide new variety— is, in these days, sent out in
small quantities, owing to the stock being limited,
and it takes two or three years at least before it

becomes widely known. Chelsea Gem is a counter-
part of this, only that the seed is white, while that
of William Hurst is blue in colour. American
Wonder is still a good useful dwarf Pea, and I should
think it is an American selection from Little Gem,
one of Dr. Maclean's varieties of some forty years
ago. Little Gem is a trifle taller than American
Wonder. Premium Gem appears to be a
slightly taller growing form of Little Gem. The
Latter, and, indeed, all the early dwarf Wrinkled
Marrow Peas require persistent selection. They
all appear to show a tendency to run back to
small-podded types. At Messrs. Hurst & Sons
trial-grounds at Springfield, Chelmsford, where these
notes were taken, there were several rows of a very
select stock of Little Gem, bearing fine pods, contain-
ing seven and eight Peas. The seed from this stock is

carefully saved
; it is sown again next year ; rigidlv

looked over, and the produce is sent out to be grown
in quantity for sale

;
perhaps it is of a more robust

character
; but since American Wonder came across

the Atlantic, Little Gem has not been in so much
demand as it formerly was. Multum in Parvo is a
variety that I think w.as originally selected from
Little Gem

;
it is a true wrinkled Pea, the seed

white, and bears a distinct broad and stout pod, and
it is of excellent quality for the table, but somehow
or other it is always scarce, and the price high. It
is in great demand in Scotland, but the supply is

rarely equal to it.

Bliss' Abundance is another American introduc-
tion, of the type of Advancer, but r.ather longer in

the pod and a little later : it is, I think, a probable
selection from it. Advancer, where grown in a rich
light soil, is an early table Pea of the finest quality.
I called upon a market gardener a short time a<»o

who was growing a good stock of this Pea for his

own eating, and he was loud in his praise of it. on
account of its high table and cropping qualities
Laxton's Standard or Charles I. is a good useful
dwarf free growing and bearing Pea, 2} feet in height,
with curved pods that fill well ; but it is said not to
be of the best quality. 1 think it is a very fine

market gardener's Pea, and should displace Harrison's
Glory and one or two older sorts of a similar type.

Laxton's Dr. Hogg is a first early wrinkled Pea
that does not appear to have made the mark expected
of it. It was only one day behind the earliest this
season : it produces good sized curved pods, of about

the same character as William I. It appears to
show a tendency to produce both white and green
pods—a mixed condition not unusual in several of
Mr. Laxton's Peas. But 1 feel justified in describ-
ing it as a very good early Pea, a free cropper, and
of excellent quality; it is about 2 feet in height.
Early Bird appears to be the same, and it is a reason-
able inference that the green-podded form was
selected and sent out under the latter name. Strata-
gem is well known as a standard early dwarf
wrinkled Pea, producing fine pods, and valuable for
early exhibitions.

I think Laxton's Alpha has had to give place to
William I. Mr. Laxton did good work in fertilising,

in order to give us a new race of Peas ; but he
attempted too much, or—shall I say ?—he introduced
too many varieties, as there is an inevitable s.amr-
ness of character among many of them. Alpha has
medium-sized pa'e blue wrinkled seed, and a curious
kind of fold both at the top and under-sides
of the nods and it does not appear to be very hardv.
Day's Early Sunrise, originally sent out as a first

early Pea, has fallen behind some of the earlier

and later introductions, in point of earliness. It

is properly an indented Pea, though classed as a
wrinkled one. But it is so robust in constitution
that it makes a good variety for autumn or early
winter sowing, because it stands hard weather well.

The autumn sowing of Peas is not so much practised

as it used to be. It is said of Day's Sunrise that
autumn sown seed produce crops twice as large as

when sown in spring. For spring sowing this Pea is

now distanced by others of better character and
quality. Robert Fenn is a second early Pea that
is not nearly so well known or appreciated as it

deserves to be. It is a remarkably good wrinkled
variety, of dwarf growth, producing a large crop of
large pods of the finest qu.ality. It is a decided im-
provement on Maclean's Best of All, and has one
remarkably good quality— it keeps its character well,

and does not run out.

So much for the early wrinkled Peas. At
Springfield, Chelmsford, the whole of the trial Peas
are grown in ordinary field soil without any of that

special cultivation that is given in gardens. It is

only reasonable to imagine that the characters of the
Peas grown in ordinary land, in a fully exposed
position, can scarcely tally with those grown in the
better cultivated and more sheltered ground at Chis-
wick ; or in Messrs. Veitch & Sons' trial grounds at

Turnham Green. Perhaps the conditions under
which they are grown at Chelmsford are more
favourable to an appreciation of the character

of Peas under ordinary garden cultivation than
when grown in richer soil. That climate and
soil have a great influence upon growing crops of

Peas there can be no doubt. Some varieties appear
to do best in a dry, others in a moist season. But
the heights to which Peas grow this season are

greatly in excess of last summer's experience, and
generally the varieties may be regarded as rather

more dwarf than they appear this season. /?. D.

THE MELBOURNE HERBARIUM.
Herewith I send you a photograph (just taken) of

the Herbarium here. The ni.ain building, consisting

of one large room, was constructed in 1857, under
the direction of Captain (now Miijor-General) Pasley,

the then Minister of Public Works for Victoria.

The material used for the walls is basalt, the ordinary

building material in Melbourne; the roof is con-
structed of I'jnglish tiles, rarely seen in use over

here, slate being generally adopted for roofing

purposes. The cost of the main building was
about £1000, but several hundred pounds sterling

were expended subsequently for fittings in wood of

Cedrela australis. Three years ago, when the great

Sonderian collection was acquired, an annexe of

galvanised iron was added at a cost of a few hundred
pounds with further costs for shelves, &c., amounting
to several hundred more. The total collections of

dried plants comprise now about half a million

sheets, each as a rule containing several specimens.
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My own collections were presented to the public

herbarium. I commenced collecting in 1S40, and
have continued in Australia uninterruptedly since

1S47 (till 1853 entirely at ray own private expense),

and later also with my own means to a not incon-

siderable extent.

About; 1859 Dr. Steetz's important collections were
added by departmental purchase ; later, by the same
means, Mr. T Drummond's private set of West
Australian plants, and various other collections.

Many other things were secured for Australia,

either by purchase or by exchange, and
large donations were received from Sir William
and Sir Joseph Hooker, including typical speci-

mens of H. Brown's Australian and Sir Joseph
Hooker's Indian plants. It would make too long a
Btory, to enumerate even the main treasures of the
herbarium in a brief communication like this; but
it is my intention to publish a small volume ex-
planatory of the richness of our gatherings
here. Through Dr. Sonder's herbarium, original

specimens from the collections of several disciples

of Linnaeus were obtained, coming from Professor
Lehmann's herbarium. Thus we have many authentic
specimens from Thunberg, Giseke, Ehrh.irt, and
Gouan. In Australian plants the Melbourne collec-

tions are by far the richest of any in existence. But
Sonth Africa is also p.articularly well repre-
sented, chiefly through Steele's and Sonder's her-
baria

; and although the main portion of the Sonth
African plants went many years ago from Sonder's
herbarium to Stockholm, authenticated fragments of
most are here also. No region of the globe is un-
represented in the Melbourne Herbarium, and this

often by original material not extant in many other
places nor now obtainable anywhere,

Tl)e herbarium building is about a mile distant
from Melbourne, within the Government House
Reserve, and in the close vicinity of the astronomic
and meteorologic ohservatorv.

The technologic-botanic collections, accumulated
largely by my exertions, are located in the
" Technologic JIuseum," close to the great Public
Library in the centre of Jlelbourne, the museum
being under the administration of tlie trustees of the
Public Library also. A special hall is soon to be
provided for the vegetable technologic articles, as
the timber collections, and also those of various other
vegetable products are so extensive ; moreover, the
Centennial Exhibition is sure to add to those
riches. F. v. Mueller.

SCHOMBUKGKIA. TIBICINIS.
This fine plant (fig. 25) gives an illustration of the

unmerited application of a bad name, for it is cur-
rently reported to be difficult to flower ; such, however,
is not the case, otherwise it would not flower regularly
every year with those who grow it properly. Sir Trevor
Lawrence flowers it regularly, and in the fine Catt-
leya-house of Messrs. Jas. 'Veitch & Sons, at Chel-
sea, are many specimens which flower as freely as
could be desired. The fact is, it requires growing in

a well ventilated intermediate-house, and in a good
light. The pseudobulbs are of peculiar structure,
hollow, and somewhat resembling a cow-horn. The
stout flower-spike, 7 or 8 feet in length, bearing at
the top many flowers with reddish-brown or purplish
sepals and petals; tl)e side lobes of the lip yellow,
streaked with pur|ile and edged with white, the front
lobe white, veined and suffused with purple. The
plant was discovered by Mr. G. Ure Skinner, in the
highlands of Honduras, over fifty years ago, and it

also occurs in Mexico and Guatemala.

Dutch Bulbs, &C—Messrs. Ant. Roozen &
Son, of Overveen, near Haarlem, have publislied
Kotes on the Cultimtion .;/' Dutch Bulbs and Other
Plants. The book has no pretension to be a scien-
tific treatise, but will be very useful to many for the
sake of its practical hints, A second edition is sure
to be called for, and this will give the opportunity
for correcting errors and misprints.

Plant Notes.

TIIEUOPOGON PALLIDUS.

Tins is an extremely pretty plant of the Liliaceous

order, bearing flowers somewhat similar to those of

the Lily of the Valley, thougii its flowers lack the

whiteness of the above, as the perianth is tinged

with red, but they are scented. The leaves are

grass-like, and longer than the racemes. It is a

native of tlie Himalayas, and was figured in Bot.

Mag., 61M. Grown in a cool-house, and potted in a

mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and Band, and grown in

pollen from Sultani, though hardly an advance upon

other kinds ; one. a strong grower, and of a colour

between the two, has done well for bedding-out

purposes in sheltered places. It would be interesting

to know if others who liave grown I. Episcopi have

I)lants bearing ]>ollen. W. Harrow, Botanic Garden,

Cai/ibridge.

IxUltA MACltOTirrRSA.

This is a magnificent plant when properly ma-
naged. It difVers from the bulk of Ixoras in its

ifiabit of flowering only when the shoots are allowed

to grow to a length of several feet, and when they are

:is thick as a goose-quill. Uponpuchshoots the flower-

>4^ *-<o«-^

Fig. 25.

—

schombukckia tibicinis: floweks eeddisii-buown.

48 or 32-size pots, it makes a useful and attractive

plant for decorative purposes.

Impatiens Episcopi.

This perhaps should be considered as a variety of

I. Sultani, though it is somewhat diffi-rent from that

species. The principal dilferences are—the stems

are striped with dull red longitudinal lines, leaves

smaller and of a darker green, flowers magenta and
not so large as those of I. Sultani, and out of tlu*

many flowers we have examined the anthers a))pear

abortive —no trace of pollen was to be found.

It does not develope into good specimens without

frequent stoppings, whereas I. Sultani makes gooil

plants with hardly any assistance in that way.

but it makes a very good companion plant for the

other, as its colour is far the brightest l>y lamp-light.

Varieties have been obtained bv crossing it with

heads are nearly 1 foot in diameter, half spherical, and

crowded with starry flowers of a deep scarlet colour.

There are several plants of this species in flower

in the Victoria-housi- at Kew, where the unusually

large size of the heads of flowers attract much atten-

tion from visitors. Apparently the plant is little

known, although it has been in cultivation about ten

years. It was introduced from Sumatra by Messrs.

Veitch, who distributed it under the name of 1.

Duffi. It is figured in the Botanical Magazine, t.

0S53. The leaves are 1 foot long and 3 inches

broad. W. W,

EURVCLES.

One at least of the several species of this genus is

worthy to be placed along with the Eucharis, on

account of the size, purity, and eli-gance of its flowers.

Two species, viz., E. Cunninghami and E. araboi-
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nensis, have been flowering; for some weeks in the

Begonia-house at Kew. The latter is much the

better plant, as the flowfrs are twenty to thirty in an

umbel, on an erect scape over a foot long ; each

flower is l2.V inches across, in shape like a Kucharis,

differingchiefly in having an irregular jagged staminal

cup. The flowers are pure white and lasting. E"

Cunninghami is smaller in all its parts, but still a

pretty stove bulb. There are about a dozen flowers

on an erect scape a foot long, each flower being

1 inch across, and pure white. Both species require

warm greenhouse treatment, and a rest on a dry

shelf when the leaves wither; they should be planti.d

in a mixture of loam and leaf-mould with sand and

a sprinkling of crushed bones. They like plenty ot

water whilst growing. M'. W.

Plants and Their Culture.

Crassui-^8.—These fine old-fashioned plants are

deserving of more extended culture than falls to

their lot at the present day. It is true they are not
well adapted for cutting from, yet well -flowered

specimens are always conspicuous and nseful decor-

ative subjects for the greenhouse or conservatory,

and for this purpose the old Crassula (Kalosanthest

coccinea, of which there are several varieties, is one
of the best. These plants may either be grown as

single specimens, or several may be grouped together

in a pot ; but whichever plan be pursued—and with

the exception that it takes much longer to form a
large specimen from a single cutting than when seve-

ral are grown together—there is otherwise practically

no difference in their management. In either case,

plants whose flowering is past should have all the

flowered shoots cut back to a point as far back as it

is likely that fresh growth would again develope ;

they may then be stood out-of-doors, or in a light

airy house, until such time as the cut-back shoots
have pushed out fr^sh growths, when repotting

should be done, previously carefully removing all

loose soil, putting them for the time being in perhaps
sraalliT si/.e pots, making the soil quite firm and
the plants steady, as if they are allowed to sway
about in the pots they will not make satisfactory

progress. But if they merely require a shift, do
this, always affording the plants good drainage.
These plants are, however, much better under-
than over-potted; indeed, large specimens may
be kept for years in perfect health by simply
removing the inert surface soil, and applving

a sprinkling of some mild prepared fertiliser, then
refilling the pot with the usual potting compost,
which should consist of light fibrous loam, a small
quantity of leaf-mould with a sufficiency of coarse
silver-sand, or pounded brick rubbish, to keep the
noil porous. As it is desirable that a few fresh plants

should be added annually to the stock, the present is

the best time to put in cutings ; select the points of

sturdy shoots, about G inches long, trim off the
bottom leaves, and cut evenly the base of the cuttings,

placing about five of them in each pot, using large

*ii)'s or 48's lilled with the compost recommeniled,
with an additional pinch of sand round the cuttings.

Stand them in a light airy position, and do not water
them much until they are well rooted. Watering
must at all times be rather under than overdone. If
the roots are kept constantly soaked they have a
tendency to decay; give water when it is required,
and allow the soil to get rather drier than most
plants before wa.er is again applied. After the
cuttings are rooted, if single specimens are desired,

shift on and pinch out the points of the shoots until

the required number of leads is obtained. Under this

treatment it will be the second year before they
flower ; but if the potful is potted on, they form
good decorative stuff" the first year. A few treated
in each way is usually the more serviceable plan. In
the case of some of the smaller-growing species how-
ever, massing the plants is preferable; indeed, in

such species as C. jasrainoa, or lactea and its

variegated variety, this is the method invariably ad-
opted by me. Jasmineais an exceedingly-neat white-
flowered species rarely growing more than 11 inches
in height, and as brought to market by trade growers
is a capital decorative plant. C. lactea has a lax
trailing habit, and looks well when allowed to hang
gracefully over the sides of the pots. C.Bolusii and
C. Cooperii are two neat trailing or carpeting Species,

with very slender stems and prettily maiked leaves,

both are nice subjects to grow in shallow pots or

pans for the front row of the greenhouse. C. lyco-

podioides may be similarly used. It has hard wiry

stems with the leaves so closely imbricated that it

much resembles a Lycopodiura, such as our native

species, L. clavatum, lience its specific name. These
Crassulas winter best in a dry airy house, with a po-

sition near to the glass, and a temperature ranging

between 40'^ and b(P. C. Kochea falcata is a desir-

able plant, but more properly belongs to the succu-

lent group, (see p. 1,00).

Ca/cco/aric'S.—The latest sowings of these should

now be made, and, as before, in pans filled with finely

prepared compost, which has previously been well

watered. Sow thinly and evenly, but do not cover

with soil—a piece of glass laid over, and the pan
plunged in moss or other moisture-holding material

and placed in a cool-house in such a position that the

snn's rays do not fall directiv on it. This treatment

will usually be suilicient to avoid the need to give

any wattT until the seedlings are well above the soil.

If they appear to get dry damp the plunging material

or dip the pans in water, taking care that the water
does not rise so high as thp surface of the soil. With
these precautions an anifile and speedy braird may
be looked for. The jtlants from earlier sowings
should be pricked off' as soon as they are largp

enough to be handled. In this stage a somewhat
stronger compost than that used for the seed pans
should be employed, consisting of about one half

good loam, the other half leaf-mould and sand, vary-

ing the latter according to the texture of the loam.

Until the plants have made three or four fair-sized

leaves they are better grown in boxes, the roots then
being kept in a more equable state as regards mois-
ture than if pottea singly in small pots. Give the

seedlings a very slight amount of shade, and, as soon
as they have taken to the new soil, plenty of air.

When about the size above-mentioned, they should

be removed from the boxes and put into large 60s and
48's for the winter, adding more loam to the potting

compost.

Pdargoniuim which have been standing out, and
whose shoots are now well ripened should be cut

down, placed erect to break anew, and if they can
be accommodated in a cool frame or greenhouse,

where they will not get too wet at the roots, it is an
advantage, the young growtii being then stronger.

F. Ross, Pcndell 'Court.

The Flower Garden.

Pnor.iGATiNG.—A beginning ought to be made
with the majoiity of soft-wooded summer bedding
plants, i.e., where cuttings are plentiful and providing

they can be taken from the plants without spoiling

the appearance of the beds. In some districts the

growth of certain species of tender plants has been
very slow this season, and it is more than probable

that if the full number of cuttings required were cut

off* now the plants from which they were taken
would be crippled and disfigured for the remainder of

the summer. By far the better plan in such cases

would be to put in fewer cuttings than usual, and
when the proper time arrives pot up a greater

number of the old plants. A suitable compost
in which to root most kinds of bedding plants,

consists of three parts loam, one of leaf-mould,

and one of sharp sand, the whole being passed through
a fine sieve before using it. Zonal Pelargoniums
may be put in G-inch pots, about a dozen in each, or

in boxes 20 X 14 inches, and 4 inches deep. In
preparing the same use clean potsherds for drainage,

over which place a layer of moss or rough siftings ot

fibrous loam, and fill to within half an inch of

the top with prepared compost, pressing it

down moderatelv firm. If boxes are made
use of they ought to be stood on small pots

or wooden trelHsing till the time arrives for

moving them indoors; guard also against overcrowd-
ing, or considerable loss from damping may be
the result, the growths being unusually full ol sap

;

tricolors are best put in singly in thumb-pots. Such
subjects as Coleus, Iresine, Koniga, Mesembryan-
theraum, Lobelia, Tropa^olum, Ageratum, Gnapha-
lium, and Heliotrope, will be found to root freely in

frames if carefully attended to in regard to moisture,

shading from bright sunshine and ventilation until

the cuttings are rooted, after which period plenty of

ventilation should be afforded. For propagating
these plants use clean G-inch pots, and plenty of

drainage, new pots being soaked in water beforehand.
Alternanthera and Verbena may also be treated in

the same way with the latter ; however, I prefer to

propagate them in shallow boxes, over which panes
of glass are laid till rooting has taken place. If

frames in which Cucumbers or Melons have been
grown are used for this kind of work the sides

and the lights ought to be thoroughly cleaned
inside, to rid them of red-spider aiul other insects,

at the same time a layer of sifted cinder-ashes
should be put at the bottom. Cuttings of Tansies
and Violas may also be put in on outside borders,

giving them rather a shady position and a sandy
compost. Examine those that were put in earlier,

pinch off the flowers, and fill up blanks. Almost
all kinds of hardy bedding-out plants may be propa-
gated now on beds outside; fork over the beds and
rake in a liberal admixture of sifted leaf-mould and
sand on the surface. A second batch of Pentstemons
and Phlox cuttings may be put in 4-inch pots and
placed in a cold frame, also Kose cuttings, if more
are required, bearing in mind with the latter to take
offshoots which have produced flowers, and inserting

them in pots immediately they are taken from the
j)lants. For further details refer to a previous

Calendar.

Seeds.—Collect seeds of all hardy plants as fast as

they ripen, i.e., of such as are needed. This is one of
those little matters in which care and judgment are

required or the consequences may be vexatious and
disappointing. It seldom happens that all the
seeds on an outdoor grown plant are fully ripe at one
time, and it will be found better to gather them at

intervals of two or three days rather than all at one
time. Care should also be taken not to collect seeds

before they are quite ripe and the seed-vessel bursts,

and with nearly all the Compositai when the pappus
or feathery hairs are well above the flower-head.

Choose fine weather for this work, and name, clean,

and store away in a cool dry place all such as are not

required for immediate sowing. Seeds of many
hardy perennials may be sown at the present time ;

and where the means at command will allow, sow in

pots or pans and give them cold frame treatment in

preference to sowing on borders outside. Use clean

4 to 6-inch pots, half fill with broken potsherds,

over which place a layer of moss, and fill to the rims

with a finely sifted compost consisting of two parts

loam, one part leaf-mould, and one of coarse silver-

sand. Many kinds of hardy annuals may now be

sown on outside borders for early spring flowering,

amongst which may be named Saponaria calabrica,

Candytuft, red and white ; Clarkia pulchella, C. p.

marginata, Collinsia bicolor, Limnanthes, Erysimum,
Peroffskianum, Virginian Stock, Bartonia aurea,

and many others. Choose a light and well drained

soil of a rather poor character and sow in shallow

drills 6 inches apart on beds 4 feet wide. They may
be transplanted to their flowering stations, either in

the autumn or spring, but if at the latter period avoid

sowing too thickly. J. Horsejield, Heyte^hury.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting Strawberries.—The present is the

most favourable season in which to make new plan-

tations, if the ground has been prepared as previously

advised, and the runners have filled their pots with

roots. Before proceeding to plant, tread the ground

hrmly and equally all over, and be sure to make Hrni

the soil round the plants. The usual distances for

planting are 18 inches between the plants, and 2 feet

from row to row. Should the weather be dry, the

plants must be well watered at the roots, then

slightly mulched with short dung, and kept clear of

runners. Attend to the watering of the forceil

plants recently set out, should they require it, and

pinch ofT the runners as soon as they appear.

Miscellaneous.—Apple and Pear trees in the open

quarter had better be examined again, and have all

their secondary growths pinched in. The Early

Margaret is now ripening its fruits well, which will

be allowed to remain on the tree, and gathered as

required. Morello Cherries will generally be found

ready for bottling purposes, over-ripeness rendering

them useless for this purpose. The fruits that are

left after gathering for this purpose must be pre-

served from the attacks of wasps and flies. It is a

good plan to set traps composed of bottles partly

filled with sour beer and sugar, which should be

hung on the walls adjacent to the house, but the

surest method for wasps is to find their nests ami

destroy them. The early varieties of Plums now
ripening will require to be looked over daily,

gathering the ripest fruits. A. Ward, Stoke Edilk

Park.
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Advertisers are specially requested to note, that,

under no circumstances whatever, can any
particular position in the paper be guaran-
teed for advertisements occupying less space
than an entire column.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MEETING.
TUESDAY, AUG. 2si^y"\ HOTtioultuml Society : Fn.il

( aud Floral Committee-^.

SHOWS.
WEDNESDAY. AUG. 29—Harpcndeu and Bishops Stortford.

THURSDAY, Aug. 30—Hawick.
FRIDAY. AUG. .31—Sandy.

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

Aug,
( Du

27<Dui

WEDNESDAY. Aug. 2{)

THTTKSDAY. Aug. 30.

FRIDAY.

SATlTtDAY,

SALES-
Dutch Bulbs, at Stpveus' Rooms,

tch Bulbs, atProtheroe&, T^Iorris'

Rooms.

/ Flowrring and Imported Orrliid-.,

I
at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

Aug. as) Gref'iihouse Plant;!, at the Nnrsery,

j
High Road. Stamford Hill, l.y

(, Messrs. Protheroe & Morris.

^Dutch Bulb^, at Stevens' Rooms.
I

New Orchids from Mr. F. Saiidi-i',

at Protheroe & Morris' lionms.
[Clearance of Stove and Greenhon--r

rlants, &c.. at BeKfield, Wiudir-
mere. by Messrs. Protheroe &
Morris (two days).

Imported nnd Established On-hid-,
at Stevens' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Freehold Nursery and other Pm-
perty in Kingston, by order of the
Executors ot the late Mr. T. .Tacl;-

son. at the Mart. London, bv
Messrs. Protheroe & Morris.

Aug 31 ( Ii^portcd and Established Onliids,

l at Protheroe &. Morris' Room--.

( Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
Si-:pt. WDuteli Bulbs.

Morris' Rooms.
Protheroe &

The National Co- J"^,"
*^''^' ^"-"'^""l Ff^^t'"' "^

operative Labour, and the third co-opera-

"'FioweVsho";"'^
*'v« flo^'er show, were held at the
Crystal Palace last Saturday.

Great interest attaches to this demonstration to

working people of their own varied powers of
self-help, and which serves to exhibit the progress
already made in co-operation. The presence of
more than 27,000 visitors may bo accepted as a
solid proof of the progress already made, and as

full of promise for the future.

This is hardly the place to say much about the
Festival of Labour, though we yield to none in

the pleasure the association of the two ideas
affords. Work in many spheres of labour—far

removed from trades in which sweating systems
have been thought possible— has become far too
much of a drudgery, and there are few trades or
professions in which the old saw, " All work and
no play makes Jack a dull boy," is more fre-

quently verified than in gardening. Now, if this
is true of a business which, of necessity, is largelv
prosecuted in the open air, it is much more so of
the majority of those industrial enterprises that
are carried on indoors, and many of them in
overcrowded and unsanitary workshops.
The exhibition of co operative products—that

is, from worlcshops in which the operators share
in the profits—was contributed to by l.jO co-
operative .societies in England and Scotland,
three from France, and one from Italy. That
the members of our co-operative industrial
societies have taken up horticulture as a source
of recreation and profit is one of the most hope-
ful signs of the times. That the attractions of
horticulture were suflioiently strong to hold the
industrial classes as with a spell around the
horticultural products during the counter attrac-
tions of the other most interesting exhibitions in

which so many of the visitors had also a deep
[ersonal interest, spealcs volumes of the hold

that horticulture has already gained o\er them.

Neither can the exhibition of fruits, flowers, and
vegetables of last Saturday fail to strengthen

the love of horticulture among the masses.

Up to quite recently the majority of the working
classes have been more or less apt scholars in

the utilitarian school of horticulture. Regin-

ning with the poor man's vegetable, the Potato,

thi' greater number of exhibitors seem to ha\e
almost perfected its cultivation and gone on to

Carrots, Turnips, Onions, Parsnips, Pieet. Cab-
bage, Cauliflowers, Peas, P.eans—Broad, French
and Kunners ; but beyond the first three of

these vegetables undue diversities of skill and
merit become more apparent.

In the classes for vegetables the entries

were very numerous : — For a collection of six

vegetables, sixty-three entries ; thirty-six pods
of Peas, one hundred and three entries: thirty

pods of Broad Beans, seventy-nine entries ; thirty

pods of Scarlet Kunners, seventy-six entries

:

thirty pods of dwarf French Bean.s, eighty

entries; six Carrots, one hundred and nine
entries; twelve spring-sown Onions, sixty-three

entries ; six Turnips, seventy-one entries : and
so on through the vegetable classes in section 1.

The task set the judges was by no means an
enviable one.

The fruit exhibition doubtless suffered much
alike in extent and quality from the unfavour-
able season. Here the Gooseberry and Apple
occupy a corresponding place to the Potato
among the \'egetables. Almost e\"ery operative

with a yard or two of ground aspires to the
possession of a Gooseberry bush or an Apple
tree—and there was a large display of the former
in fine form, and for the season a fair one of

Apples, t'urrants, especially red and black, were
also fine, while following in diminished numbers
and lowered cjiiality. But superior fruits, such
as Pears, Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots.

Figs were generally conspicuous by their absence,

to express it in general terms. Doubtless as

knowledge grows, taste becomes more cultured,

and a larger proportion of the profits of labour
remains in the hands of the workers. All these

superior fruits may liecome possible to the indus-
trial classes. Few things would afford such a

stimulus to horticulture or effect a more com-
plete and wholly beneficial 'revolution in the
homes and gardens of the working classes than
such a wide extension of superior fruit culture
as to bring it within reach of all who desire to

share its pleasures or participate in its profits.

Flower culture seems to lag behind that of

superior fruit among the operatives, not in

numbers, perhaps, for in class 33, for six

bunches of hardy annuals, there were forty

entries ; in that for six bunches of Stocks,

thirty-two entries ; for six Asters, thirty-five

entries ; a bunch of Sweet Peas, thirty-five

entries : and six blooms of Koses, thirty-six

entries, and others in proportion. Greater
skill and more love, however, seemed to have
been put into the Potatos than into the
Roses. Nor is this to be wondered at, for in

the struggle for daily bread the stomach has
to be satisfied with food before the eye is filled

with beauty. The season, distance, inexperi-

ence, all told heavily against the exhibition of

plants and flowers. Not a few of the exhiliits

had also suffered from the vicissitudes of transit.

Taking an all-round view of the subject, the

industrial llower show was a great experimental

success, pointing the way to much higher results

in the near future. It would be thrusting the cart

before the horse with a vengeance to expect the

pur.9uit of beauty to precede that of utility in the

gardening of the masses ; so let us have all things

in due order of evolution—thus : vegetables and
fruits, flowers, and, finally, a due proportion and
tasteful disposition of all. To have opened so

many eyes to the perception ot beauty—to have
incited so many to desire it—is to have set forces

in motion that will rest not from their labours

till beauty cverj'where, in workshop, factory, and
mine, enobles labour, and adds sweetness and
restoration to rest. Compared with previous

shows this one marked a decided advance, and
should this great festival become an annual
fixture, there is no doubt it will prove one of the

most attractive of the kind held in the country.

Great praise is due to the stafE, and especially to

Mr. W. G. Head, for the arrangement of such an
enormous number of exhibits in so short a

time.

The Banyan Tree (see Supplementary Sheet).

—The Banyan, with its spreading limbs supported

by natural props, forms one of the most striking

objects in Indian gardens, at least in the hotter parts

of that country, tlwing to its peculiar mode of

growth the tree is rather to be looked on as an
aggregate than as a single tree. The offshoots have
successively occupied new territory, but they are

still in federal union with the main trunli. Marvel-
lous tales have been told of the area covered by these

trees—the more marvellous because true. The
imagination of Milton was fired with what he heard

of these trees, and his sonorous lines accord well

with the majesty of the trees themselves. One of

the largest was that in the Royal Gardens, Calcutta,

figured in our columns in 1S73, p. 1705, where an
authentic accoimt, including measurements, was
written for us by the late Dr. Georoe Henderson.
Roughly, that tree, dating from 1782, covered 1\ acre

of ground, but it has since been injured by cyclones.

Our present illustration, which well shows the mode
of growth of the tree, is from a photograph taken in

the garden of ilr. Weir at Madura, in Southern
India.

Royal Agricultural Society of England.
—The preparations for tlie Jubilee E.\hibition of

this Society, which will be held next June in

Windsor Great Park tinder the presidency of the

QpEEN, have already begun, as schedules have been

issued for prizes for Hops, jams, and preserved

fruits to be competed for at that meeting. The
prizes for jams and preserved fruits are of especial

interest in view of the fact that fruit growing is a

rising national industry, and that the Windsor Exhi-

bition of next year will probably be the first pre-

served fruit-show on record. There are two sets of

prizes—one in which fruit-gi'owers and associations

of fruit growers are alone allowed to compete, and
the other for manufacturers of jams wlio are not

fruit growers. Classes will be made for jams, fruit

jellies, bottled fruit, preserved fruit for dessert pur-

poses, dried or evaporated fruits for cooking purposes,

and fruit pulps. In each case the jams or fruits

must be prepared exclusively from fruits grown in

the United Kingdom in the year 1888. The entries

close on December 1 for jams and preserved fruits.

Our Field Crops.—The acreage of land in

Great Britain in ISSS under the following crops is,

according to a paper sent us by the Agricultural

Department of the Privy Council, as follows:

—

Wheat, L',.'iR4,010
; Barlev, 2,085,474 ; Oats,

2,882,-223; Potatos, 5(10,123 ;' Hops, 58,509; showing

an increased percentage, as compared with 1887, of

10'6 per cent, in the case of Wheat, of 54 per cent,

in the case of Potatos. Oats show a decrease of

67 per cent, in the same period, and Hops of 82 per

cent., while Barley remains about the same. In live

stock the decrease is general in all classes, except

pigs, which show an increase of 4"6 per cent.

Noxious Plants.—F.armers in Bedfordshire

are at present feeling considerable anxiety in con-

sequence of several horses and other animals having
died in a manner which suggests the belief that they

i
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have bi^en poisoned through eating some noxious

]ilant. Suspicion attached to a variety of Crowfoot,

which, during the late rains, has largely increased in

growth in boggy parts of the meadows. Several

specimens of this plant were forwarded to the

r.otanical Secretary of the Bedfordshire Natural

History Society (Mr. J. IIamsom), who has come to

the conclusion that the plant which poisoned the

animals is the lesser Spearwort (Kanunculus flam-

mula), a very poisonous variety of Crowfoot. It is

r.ithi'r uncommon, but the wet season seems to have

lie 11 favourable to its development.

The GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.—The gar-

dlll^ at Ketton Ilall, Stamford, were opened to the

puljlic in aid of the above on Monday, August 20,

thrcmgh the kindness of Mr. and Mrs. Hopwoou.

The day was not very promising, but there was a

good attendance, and £3 Vis. was taken for admission

and '2.S. 8.1^. in collecting boxes, leaving a balance

in favour of the Fund of £2 7«. 8.W. after paying

expenses of printing and advertising.

Apple and Pear Show.—The Devonshire

I'Diiiological Society has arranged for an Apple and

I'lar Kxhibition to be held in E.'ceter on October 2."i

and 26 this year. Schedules are now ready, and can

be obtained from the Honorary Secretary.

Conifers.—Last year the growth of most

s])eeies of ornamental coniferous trees was much
less than usual, owing to the drought and heat,

which conduced to the early maturing of the wood.

Many weakly trees perished on light dry soil. This

rear, on the contrary, the growth of shouts has been

far in excess of ordinary years, and the heavy rains

hflvi' contributed greatly to the unwonted healtli of

tlie trees. We observed recently at Luton Hoo
gardens some trees of Araucaria imbricata whicii

were tiireatened with the loss of their lower branches,

but which were rapidly recovering vigour, as was
obsiTved by the number of new shoots made, by

means of surface soiling and heavy root waterings,

aided by the rains of June and July. Cedrus

Deridara severely pruned at the points of the leading

branches were bi'eaking densely into new growth,

anti that without any artificial assistance. By thus

ju'uning the larger branches the damage done by

heavy snowfall is greatly lessened, and the appear-

anct' of the trees as objects on a lawn much
improved.

Sale of Devizes Castle. — On Tuesday,

August 21 Mr. Edwarh Tewsox (Messrs. Deben-
HAM, Tewson, Farmer & BRiDfiEWATEa) offered for

sale, at the Auction Mart, by order of the executors

of the late Mr. R. Valentine FjEach, the historical

freeliold estate of Devizes Castle and 120 acres of

adji'ining ground. Devizes Castles had certainly a

unn|ue record from its foundation by Bishop Kogek
alii>ut 1107, down to the present day, having been in

the occupation of eleven Queens of England, and
having also in its time sustained an attack from the

forces of Cro.mwkli,. The biddings commenced with

an <ilTer of £4000, and did not advance beyond
£8Mi)0, at which sum the estate was declared sold,

Mr. Tewson adding that the figure was not anything

like the value of the property, or at all events, what
it had cost the late owners.

Carnation Mrs. Reynolds Hole.—This

very beautiful new Carnation, introduced by Messrs.

Dk-ksons, of Chester, has been recently awarded a

Silver >Iedal and Diploma at the Antwerp Uoyal

Society of Horticulture and Agriculture.

DiSA graminifolia. — Mr. BuRBiDGE kindly

sends us flowers of this pretty species grown at

Straffan, Co. Kildare. Its pale blue flowers are

arranged in loose racemes. The upper sepal forms

a hriod as in a Larkspur flower ; the lateral sepals

are ranch smaller and rellexed ; the lateral petals are

concealed within the hood, and seen from the side

are like the head aiul neck of a swan. Tiie project-

ing lip is elongate, spoon-shaped, slightly inverted at

the deeply fringed reddish-violet edges. The column

does not fully coincide with Bolus's description and

figure in vol. xix. of the Journal of tJie Limican

Sociefi/, and the lip is deeply fringed. We must leave

the Orchid experts to settle these discrepancies.

The ])lant grows on the summit of Table Mountain,

flowering in March. Its leaves are radical, linear.

The Genus Primula.—Dr. Ferdinand Pax
has published in Enolek's Botanischc Jahrh'nchcv a

very elaborate monograph of the genus Primula, in

which he deals with its history, morphology, ana-

tomical structure, and geographical distribution.

About 150 species are enumerated, grouped under

several heads, the most important of which are the

margins of the young leaves, involute, or revolute, as

the case may be. Other characters are derived from

the character of the inflorescence, the accrescent or

unchanged calyx, the presence or absence of stolons,

and the character of the foliage,

KniphOFIA.—In the gsirden of Mr. Gumbleton,

in Queenstown, there is a collection of over forty

species of this fine genus, from the tiny K. pallidi-

flora from Madagascar, with grassy foliage and white

Lily of the Valley-like flowers, to the stately

K. Northiana.

Cypripedium bellatulum.—M. GodEFROY
states in the Orchidophilc that the plant recently ex-

hibited under this name is none other than the

original C. Godefroyaj, and that there is a tendency

to call the bad forms of C. bellatulum, Godefroyaj

while the good forms of Godefroyoi are called

bellatulum.

LiLIUM SPECIOSUM.—Mr. Jenkins sends us buds

of two varieties of this Lily called respectively

album Kraitzeri and album novum. Several examples

of both varieties expanded under glass en July .
'.JO.

The two varieties seem practically identical, with

the exception that the Kra^tzeri has rich orange-

brown .anthers, while the album novum has yellow

anthers. We take the names as we find them, but

deprecate the application of Latin names to such

minor variations.

The Douglas Fir.—Baron Von Toeeof has

recently described a fungus in the shape of a species

of Botrytis, which causes great disfigurement of the

foliage and young shoots of the Douglas Fir.

Coniferous Plant Secretions.—The se-

cretion in Conifers is a resin mixed with an essential

oil. MM. IIeckel and Schlagdeniladfen find an

exception in the case of the Araucaria;, which secrete

not resin, or oleo-resin, but gum resin.

Cold Storage of Fruit. — Although for

several years now meat, game, &c., has been success-

fully preserved by cold storage, or freezing, yet until

the present time we believe that no organised effort

has been made in th is country to apply the same treat-

ment to fruits. The Koyal Horticultural Society,

as announced in our last issue, has appointed a strong

committee for the purpose of investigating the effects

of refrigerating fruit with a view to its preservation,

and also to conduct experiments as to the best mode

of procedure, thus connecting itself with the com-

mercial interests of horticulture. The Leadenhall

Cold Storage Company, with whom the Society is

working in 'these investigations, has commodious

chambers below the market, and it is in these

chambers that the subjects on trial will be deposited.

On a recent visit to these stores we were enabled, by

the courtesy of Mr. D. Tallerman, to inspect the

system of working which is known as the " De la

'Vergne System," and consists of allowing anhydrous

liquid ammonia under great pressure to enter into

pipes from which the air has been exhausted ; the

ammonia expands and assumes a gaseous condition

extracting heat from the pipes which are conducted

round the chambers, they in their turn abstracting

the heat from the air of the room ; and so a very low

temperature may be maintained and regulated at

will. One room had been cooled down to 38° F.,

another to 2.0^, and one even so low as 22°, in whicli

condition it is found that the bodies of birds can be

preserved for twelve months. It is not desiiable

that we should enter into detail concerning several

aam])les of Cherries which were shown (and whicli

had been in only ten days), as the methods are not

yet tested, but appearances point to success. This

will have a very important bearing on fruit growing,

and on our fruit markets, for if Cherries, Strawber-

ries, Plums, .and other fruits can be preserved fresli

till Christmastime, the fruit grower with a surplus

stock can freeze those not required for present use ;

but it yet remains to be seen in what way this will

affect prices.

Adelaide.—Dr. Schomburok's Report on the

Botanic Garden for the year 1887 is jubilant over

the rainfall, whicli amounted to 25 7 inches instead

of 144 during the previous year. The highest tem-

perature in the shade for 1887 was Ill°-2, in the

sun 1G4°. Vegetation, both on the farm and in the

garden, thrive under these auspices. The insect

powder plant, Pyrethrum cinerariajfolium, does well

in South Australia, and may become one of its bye

products. The garden and its dependencies are in a

highly satisfactory condition, and much appreciated

by the public.

The York Gala : Retirement of Mr.

John Wilson.—Mr. Wilson, who for the long

period of thirty years has so well filled the oHice of

Secretary to the above, and to whose excellent

management so much of the success attending the

annual fclr. is due, has resigned that post, to the

great regret of the supporters of this popular horti-

cultural festival. Mr. Wilson has been officially

connected with the fete from the very first, and he

has held the secretaryship without intermission.

That he will be greatly missed there will be no

doubt, for his keen business tact, mastery of detail,

and invariable courteous demeanour, inspired con-

fidence alike among supporters and exhibitors. It

will not be easy to find so capable a successor. Mr.

Wilson is retiring altogether from the various offices

of trust he has so long held in the city of York, and,

let it be added, filled with such advantage to his

fellow-citizens. It is his intention to reside for the

future near Loudon, and hearty good wishes from a

very large circle of friends will follow him into his

well-earned retirement.

Nova Scotia Apples.—We learn from the

official report that Apple orchards are annually ex-

tending in the colony, the area occupied this year

being :—In King's County 143, as against the ave-

rage of 100 in preceding years ; in Annapolis, 118.

But, whilst these are the two principal counties in

which fruit is raised for export, we find other

counties making headway in orchard culture : Guys-

borough, 105; Digby, 107; Cumberland, 110; Col-

chester and Hants, 117; Yarmouth, 120; Pictou,

r22. Antigonish, Cape Breton, Halifax, Inverness,

Lunenberg, Queens and Victoria maintains the ave-

rage. The Apple orcliard area for the whole

province seems from the returns to have increased

almost 10 per cent, within the year. This year the

Apple orchards blossomed abundantly, more so than

usual, but there are complaints of want of setting

attributable to the cold, dry season. The trees

suffered also from caterpillars. There is prospect of

fair fruit crops, however. The following percentages

of probable yield of the leading market kinds are

from the returns of the principal fruit dkstricts of

Annapolis and Kings Counties ;—Gravenstein, 7r>

per cent, over 100, 1'25, over 100, 110 ; Yellow Belle-

fleur, 75 per cent., 100; King of Tompkins, 75 per

cent., 125, 65; R. 1. Greening, 100 per cent., 100

125 ; liibston Pippin, 100 per cent., 100 ; Northern

Spy, 60 per cent., IIX); Vandevere, GO per cent., 60;

Golden Russet, 50 per cent.. 90, 105 ;
Nonpareil, 30

per cent., 40, 75, 105 ; Baldwin, 60 per cent., 1'25,

50.
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The Apiary.

The question agitating many is whetlier it is pro-

fitable to Iceep bees, or to take arms against a sea of

troubles (to wit a soaking summer), and by sulphur-

ing end them— that, is, the bees. As the raiu

poured down pitilessly day after day I was led to

these thoughts, but still I did not harbour them
long, remembering that a season like the present

seems to come about once in nine years: and
though the eiglit intervening seasons are o!ily about

half of them of much account, yet, taking all things

into account, bee-keeping is protitable if jpursued

industriously and intelligently; and he who knows
how to transfer his accounts to the folio of a ledger

will soon tind that the balance keeps on the encourag-
ing side of the said ledger.

After this preamble, and before proceeding, I

must just say, " Feed, feed, feed!" It it does not

pay to feed bees, it certainly does not pay to starve

them, leaving humanity out of the question. A
very pretty little glass section comes to rae from
Swanwick, Alfrcton. It is made of glass every-

wliere, except that the pieces of glass are ingeniously

fastened on little pieces of wood. The wood acts

as a non-conductor, and so the greatest objection

to glass supers—the loss of heat— is obviated.

The foundation is cleverly fastened in, and
the honeycomb, when completed in these sections,

would look very nice at a show or on the dinner-

table. Honey ought to fetch a good price this

season. (.)f course the bees are getting in a little

now, but in my own apiary the bees will require it

themselves, and it will be fortunate if they get

enough for themselves. However, I am thankful
that my hives are not to be seen floating down a
river, as some people's haycocks were a little while

ago. It is always a good thing to let the bees have

a nice quiet time before winter sets in, and as the

bees are now getting in a little it would be advisable

to let them alone while the weather is fairly warm,
say, till the end of Auiust. But after that matters
had better not be delayed, and hives must be
examined to see, first, if the queen is all right ; and
second, if they have enough to eat. They ought, .it

least, to have 20 lb, of sealed honey, and 25 lb. is

not too mucli of a stretch of generosity. I hear Mr.
Hooker has brought out a new work on bees. It

has not yet found its way to ray study table, but
when it does I shall read, mark, and learn it, as I

know he is a beekeeper of great experience. Bcc.

Entomology.

THE DEVIL'S CnACH-HORSE, OK FCETID
ROVE BEETLE.

Ix the Gardeners* Chronick for November .5, 1842,

wivs published an article by Mr. Curtis (" liuricola ")

on an insect which is commonly known by the first

of these well-known names, whilst the writer pre-
ferred to give it the second name quoted above,
accompanied by a very characteristic woodcut, which
we here reproduce (fig. 21), lower portion). It is scienti-

fically known as Ocypus or Goerius olens, and is by no
means a rare insect, and deserves, notwithstanding its

savage appearance, protection by the gardener, instead

of its ordinary fate of being trodden upon and destroyed
when found running about the garden walks, or

when turned up by the spade. Its jet-black colour,
bold appearance when showing its pugnacious charac-
ter, raised upon its outstretched legs, with its sickle-

shaped jaws widely opened, and its tail turned
upwards over its back, terminated by two small white
tubercles, which it protrudes, adding to its curious
demeanour, which are omitted in the figure given by
"Ruricola." The outline figure on the lower right side

of the woodcut (fig. 26) represents the under side of

the head of the insect, armed on each side with astrong
bristle (2). The strong horny jaws or mandibles are
represented at 3, the feelers or palpi of the lower
jaws and lower lip are shown .at 4, and the antennx

at !j. Goedartius figured one of these insects, and

gave two very characteristic figures of the larvie,

noticing in his quaint style the voracity of both.

Swammerdam also mentions the Staphylinus {to

which Linnean genus the insect belongs), adding

that it seems to be of a middle nature between the

beetle and the Scolopendra, and it can very ([uickly

kill earthworms with its teeth, and afterwards suck

them.

At the end of last June we received a note from

a correspondent respecting a centipede-like insect

1 inch or so long, which attacked a worm 4 or 5 inches

long, tearing it so that it speedily died. The
description given of the insect satisfactorily showed
it to be the larva of the Goerius olens, being about

I-Gth or I-8th of an inch thick towards the head,

and tapering to the tail, being about 1] inch long.

In the accompanying woodcut (fig. 2(j) we have re-

presented the larva of the Goerius olens of the natural

size, the small detached figure showing the position of

the groups of eyelets (ocelli), of which there are two,

each containing four small ones. The middle figure

I'epresents the under side of the head of the larv;f,

given in order to show the comparison of the parts

of the mouth with those of the perfect beetle repre-

sented by " liuricola." The mandibles (a) are very

sharp at the tips, the inner edge wanting the horny

small teeth of the imago ; the palpi of the lower jaws

(c) arise from an elongated basal piece, which is

attached by means of several pieces soldered to the

under side of the skull, whilst the lower lip (d) is

composed of several pieces, and is terminated by a

slender porrected point, with two short lateral palpi

arising from a dilated piece or labium. The antenna;

are shown at n, and one is entirely detached, and re-

presented on the upper left-hand side of the woodcut.

Tlie body of the larva is long, and gradually decreases

in width to the extremity ; it is comparatively soft

and fleshy, and clothed with numerous fine hairs.

It is terminated by a short deflexed tubular joint,

which serves as a seventh leg, and which is defended

at the sides by two long slender setose two-jointed

filaments, as shown in the right-hand figure.

Although this larva is as voracious it is by no means
so ferocious-looking as the perfect insect.

" liuricola" describes the habit of the perfect

insect, especially noticing tliat one which he had
placed under a tumbler killed and had eaten si.K

earwigs in an hour and a half. /. 0. W.

Ornamental Trees.—Park trees will require atten-

tion to see that broken branclies are cut ofl" and
removed, as well as sucli as have been browsed by
stock, are trimmed up neatly. A. U. Webster, Ilui-

woud, Bromley,

Forestry.

Planting Pheparations.—During the month of

August, when but few special operations demand
the attention of the forester, every effort should be
made to push forward the preparations of land to be
planted during the autumn and winter, attention
to drainage taking the precedence of other opera-
tions, this being followed up b}' fencing and pitting.

Upon clay soils summer and autumn operation are

most beneficial, but the amount of good connected
with such timely work, even on light sandy land, is

everywhere discernible. Pitting at least should
never, unless under very peculiar circumstances, be
delayed until the planting season, for the ameliorating
effects of frost, sun, heat, and air leave the generality

of soils in the best condition for planting.

The Niirscrij.—A sharp outlook must now be kept
on Coniferous trees for insects and their larva.

Usually about this time these pests begin their

depredations, and, what is most provoking, they
usually choose the leading shoots for their boring
operations. Few Conifers come amiss to these
boring beetles, even the Corsican Pine, which was
once considered to be insect-proof, being destroyed
in large numbers in plantations where they are freely

mixed up with Scotch, Austrian, and Weymouth
Pines.

Recently grafted trees should be examined, and
the ties slackened, or wholly removed, as may be
found necessary. Remove all superfluous twigs from
the stems of young hardwoods, and buds and shouts

from the stocks of grafted trees and shrubs. I have
found it necessary to lighten tlie heads of many
hardwood trees during the present season, their

growth being out of all proportion to the size of the
stems. To young and recently planted specimens
we are now directly referring.

Fruits Under Glass.

Peaches.—Assuming that growth on the trees in

the early house has ceast-d for some lime, the wood
is hard and brown, and the buds plump, Itt no timt*

be lost in removing all supertlous growth, and placi-

the bearing wood under the best conditions for

getting thorough exjiosure to the sun. Syringe tiie

trees heavily t^xeYy afternoon, and see that the state

of the soil is right as regards moisture. Where
heavy syringing is going on, the border often

appears to be wet on the surface, while the soil

about the roots is in a too dry condition.

8itcccssion Houses.—Trees Irom which the fruits

are cleared must have every attention, especially in

such a cold sunless season as the present. Remove
every shoot which is not required, and let the fruit-

ing wood of next year be trained thinly over the

trellises. Wix to 8 inches is not too far apart if the

length of the foliage be taken into consideration,

which on healthy trees will run to 8 in length. If

the wood be still green and sappy, a little heat in the

apparatus will do much to thoroughly mature it.

Syringe daily to keep red-spider in check, and attend

to the watering ot the borders. Where the trees are

aged, weak manure-water will be of benefit.

Late Houses.—In the absence of sun-heat, it will

be advantageous to afford a little lire- heat, making
tiie pipes merely warm, and afford abundance of

air. Where the fruits are colouring, the trees

should not have any water at the roots, and syring-

ing should be discontinued. Late I'each trees

swelling their fruit will also be benefited by artificial

warmth, as the thermometer sinks sometimes to ^U^

during the night; hilly expose the fruit, and kee]»

the young shoots closely tied in. Syringe on all

favourable occasions, except during cold days, esjie-

cially if the house be unheated. A cool and moist
condition of the air in a house favours the ap^iear-

ance of mildew.

Fiffs.
—-The earliest trees for forcing next season

should now he in a forward state of maturity ; there-

fore give every attention to watering and syringing

the plants until the foliage falls naturally. The treen,

when the wood is matured, may be stood out-of-

doors in a sunny sheltered situation, until the first,

appearance of frost, keeping them clear of the grouml
by placing a brick under each corner of the tub.

To succession trees maturing their second crop of

fruit, weak stimulants may be afforded ; the syringe

must not be too freely used or the fruit will be
liable to split prematurely. Maintain a good circu-

lation of warm air in the house. Remove all weak
useless growth, also any fruits which show upou tlie

shoots. W. M. Baillie, Luton Hoo Garde^is.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cattliflowers.—Seed should now be sown on a

warm border, the young plants to be removed latei-

to handlights and cold frames to stand the winter.

Most gardeners are anxious to have Cauliflowers

ready in spring as soon as the Broccolis are over.

In doing this I find no difficulty when I grow Gilbei ts
Victoria Broccoli for the latest successional variety,

with Early London Cauliflower to succeed this. As
a later crop it is well to employ the variety called

Asiatic Cauliflower. Autumn (Jiant (sown now)
will succeed this one, but in some seasons it is verv

apt to go blind in the spring after planting out : ir»

others it jiroduces capital heads. To follow this

Kclipse and Autumn Giant, both sown in spring,

carry on the season until Veitch's Self-protecting

Autumn Broccoli is ready, which is followed in due
course by the varieties recommended in previous
numbers.

Lettuces,—The main supply for early spring usi*

should now be sown, jnid for this ]Hirpose none are

so good as the old Bath or Brown Cos for use in

private gardens. Some market growers and others

object to the colour of this variety, and prefer Hick s

Hardy White. It is well to sow a little of Pari^^

Market or Perfect Gem Cabbage Lettuce at the

same time as the above. They are often ready for

use much earlier in the spring, and also take up

J
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only a very small space ; it is best to sow on a south

bjr'der, as'tlie plants left in the seed bed will often

survive tlie winti-r, and be found very useful for

filling up vacancies.

Earli/ Potaios.—The Potato disease is spreading

among these, and any Ashleafs that are now undug

should be taken up on a dry day. and after

being dried should be stored in small lots in a

cool place, covering them so as to exclude the light.

Tnbers Isept for planting should he spread out thinly

in a dry and well ventilated frost-proof shed. W. H.

Divers, Keiton Hall, Sta>}>ford.

Home Correspondence.

GRAPES IN BAD CONDITION.—I send for your

inspection a bunch of Muscat of Alexandria and

one of Madresfield Court Grapes. Since I took

charge three years ago the Vines have been very

much Bul.jpct to both shanking and scalding. Two
years ago I determined to see what the border was

like, so I took away the old soil down to about

2J feet, when I came to a few roots in a very un-

satisfactorv condition, having entered into a sour

ungenial soil. Before beginning at the border I had

ready a suitable compost of good turfy loam, well-

decayed manure, and lime rubbish, and having got

down below most of the roots, I bedded in this

material, and gave the Vines a good mulching of

well-dec.iyed manure. The inside border being

served in the same way, they were started very gently

on March 1, came away very slowly, and made sickly

growth, showed lew bunches at the colouring stage,

and sh.anked very badly. Seeing the old canes were

to be a failure, 1 encouraged young ones from the

bottom of each Vine, which made excellent growth

to the top of the house. At pruning time they

were cut down to within 3^ feet from the bottom.

Previous to starting last spring I made an examina-
tion of the border outside, and found it full of

healthy young roots, and giving it a good mulching

I proceeded to the inside border, and found it in the

same condition ; having given it a good top-dressing I

left both, thinking they were all right. They were

started at the same time as tliey had been the

previous season. The old Vines made sickly growth

as usual, but the young ones made luxuriant

growth as they had done tlie previous season.

The old canes never showed a bunch, but the

young Vines produced excellent bunches, but set

badly, the temperature at the time being kept

from 70° — 72°, with a little air on night and
d.ay ; since then the glass has never been much
below 70", with plenty of air on all favourable occa-

sions. Now, seeing that the young Vines are making
such fine growth, and yet shank fully as badly as

did the old Vines, I fail to understand the reason.

The oM Vines will be cut away next spring, to be

replaced by the young canes. They were at first

planted at oh feet apart, but by the introduction of the

young Vines are only the lialf of that distance now.
As regards Madresfield Court, for two years back the

leaves have a.fsumed the same colour as represented,

and always about the same time (colouring stage), and
the bunches never ripen any further ; this year the

young canes show the same tendency. As to

watering, the outside border has been watered three

times during the season, each time evei-y Vine got

144 gallons of water, the inside border rather more
than that, and liquid manure was also given. Now
1 think I have explained matters as well as I can. I

shall be much obliged if any reader can give any light

on the subject. Of course it is too late to do anything
for this season to prevent the malady. Shall I clear

out the border rigiit to the bottom, or shall 1 wait
for another season and give them an extra supply
of water? I know the outside border gets dry very
<iuickly, as it stands on rather high ground. J. C.

THE CATALPA.—Commenting on the above (p.

198) your correspondent John Colebrook sa_vs:

—

"I have not seen more than half-a-dozen of "these

trees in England during the last twenty years." If
he will take a walk from Blackfriars Bridge west-
ward he will be able to feast his eye on many of his
favourites, some of which are doing rem.arkable well.

In a corner of the Temple G.ardens will be found one
of the finest in London, at present covered with
f)loom-biids just bursting into Hower. Further on,
the Embankment Gardens (opposite the National
Liberal Club) can boast of several, and on i-eaching
the Palace Yard a row of half-a-dozen will gladden
his eyes, looking beautifully green and cool with no

other tree for contrast ; then onwards, to Battersea

Park, where, planted in the border that has the river

for its front, many will be found, giving one the

impression that in the race for life the Catalpa will

have to give way to its stronger brethren. G. B. [The

Catalpa is an excellent, town tree, difficult to

kill. Ed.]

MINA LOBATA AS A CONSERVATORY PLANT.—
This ])retty trailing half-hardy annual, which flowers

very freely in quite a small state, may be grown in

pots for conservatory decoration during the summer
months, and is a welcome addition in variety at this

time of year. From seeds sown early in March we

now have plants, in pots varying from 5 inches to

10 inch sizes, flowering freely, (iood turfy loam and

one-third leaf-mould suits them well, and grown in

pots of the above sizes, with one centre stake, or

three round [the sides of the pots, the plants care-

lessly tied, they make a vaiiety among flowering

plants. The flowers are produced on double racemes,

standing erect and well out of the dark green foliage.

The buds are of a reddish-orange colour-, and yellow-

ish-white when expanded. The flowers open in suc-

cession from the base of the raceme, and have a

pretty appearance, also lasting well in water when

Fig. 26.—staphylinus : uevil's cpACH ironSK, larva
AXl) PERFECT INSECT.

cut. The plant is also ada])ted for covering bare

walls, &c., growing quickly and flowering freely in a

warm position. C. Herriii.

ASTERS AT CHISWICK.—Admirers of the annual

Aster generally, and the Koyal Horticultural Society

in particular, are indebted to various seedsmen for

a large and most interesting trial of this very beau-

tiful autumn flower, which is just now about at its

best at Chiswick. Tlie trial is specially rich in

dwarf kinds, and still further is evidenced the won-
drous wealth of variety in Asters—so much so, in

fact, as to be like to so many other favourite flowers,

almost bewildering. Happily the trial opens an
effective way out of the perplexity, because it shows

quite as lit(?rally what sorts to avoid as what to

select; and assuming that those interested can always

obtain true to character the kinds selected, they

will have great cause to rejoice that such a

favourable chance to assist in the survival

of the fittest was presented. Whilst we see

in the collection of Asters .some sorts so beau-

tiful as well as true that they command our

warmest admiration ; we may also well wonder why

the Continental growers should trouble to select and

put into commeice many others, pretty enough

perhaps alone, but which look poor indeed when com-

pared with the finer or more beautiful forms close by.

The exceeding variety ot dwarf Asters,which may here

be seen, should attr.act the grower of these flowers

for market purpose, as many of the newer forms are

so even in character, and so beautiful a to merits

wide cultivation. It is very pleasant indeed to

find that, while Chiswick seems to be so in-

dirterently regarded by the authorities, yet it

is doing such useful and instructive work. All

who may journev to the gardens to see the Asters

as well as the Tomatos, will be amply repaid for

their trouble, A.

THE HEDGEHOGS CRY (p. 189).—" It has been

remarked that when the feet of the animal are

pinched it usually utters a shrills cream. But the

barbarity of anatomists has proved that hedgehog's

may even be dissected alive without their emitting

anv sounds of distress whatever " (Bingley's British

Quadrupeds, 1809, p. 238). //. Ellacomhe.

Two years last December while trimming

hedges we found in a nest of leaves and rubbish a

female hedgehog with five little ones. It being very

frosty I had them put in the kitchen, and the chil-

dren made great pets of them. They were fed on milk

and were wonderfully lively .and tame. They all, but

chiefly the little ones, whistled a great deal at all

times but mostly at night, a long-drawn whistle

something like a guinea-pig's but much more

intense. One day the old mother disappeared

and the little ones died one after the other in

spite of all the care bestowed on them. Some
weeks after some boys in my employment while

lighting a fire in a bunching-room, which is not

very far from the kitchen, were startled by some

unearthly cry—like a child's cry, as they all

exoressed themselves—from down the chimney, and

presently down came the lost old hedgehog all

ablaze. 'They put her in a pail of cold water to

extinguish the burning bristles, and I had her put

in the barn afterwards, as she did not seem to be

any the worse for the accident but very anxious to

escape from further petting and confinement. So it

seems our friend the hedgehog is not only eflicient

in whistling, but can give vent to its feelings in a

peculiar manner when in extreme pain. G. yVermig.

Whatever White, of Selbounie, or Bell, or

other naturalists have or have not done, Shakespeare

—with whom ray namesake, Dick IJurbidge, was

familiar .as a friend—certainly alludes to the hedge-

hog's ci-y. It is in " The Tragcdie of Macbeth, actvs

qmrtus, sccna prima. Thunder. Enter the Three

\Vitches." (First folio edition.)

—

" 1. Thrice the brinded cat hath mew'd.

2. Thrice and once the hedge-pigge whin'd."

These pretty and harmless little animals are very

abundant in the Midland Counties, and are there

often called " urchins," also a not uncommon name

for a mischief-loving boy. Elves and fairies were

also supposed to appear in the form of urchins or

hedgehogs, and Shakespeare's allusions to the

anim.al (for he has one other at least) must be read

in this light. The hedgehog is reputed to be ex-

cellent food, something like young rabbit, and as a

boy I often heard legends of the gipsies cooking

them by rolling the animal, skin and all. in clay,

and then baking them in the ashes of their camp

fires. F. W. Burbidgr.. [Every one cites this legend.

We suspect it to be as factitious as the alleged

barbarity of the anatomist and the silence of the

urchin under such circumstances. Ed.]

THE POTATO CROP REPORTS.—I quite concur

with your correspondent " A. D.," viz., that these

reports are made out fully a fortnight or three

weeks too early. Up to August U never do I

remember seeing the Potato-tops look better or

more promising for a good yield, while in less

than a week from that date there was not a

top that was not blackened by the fatal disea-se.

I found the first signs of disease on .luly .30. The
disease spread very slowly from that date up to

August G, when the weather became much warmer,

and'then it propagated itself with great rapidity ;
and

now (August 20) every Potato plot in gardens and

fields in this neighbourhood is infected —indeed,

much of the haulm on smaller patches has been cut

off and taken aw!iy. The American varieties hare

suff'ered the worst.' If Mr. Jensen's theory be cor-

rect, viz., that the rain washes the spores through

the soil to the tubers, w.; should have but very few

diseased tubers (where the haulm has been cleared
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away), as we have had no rain since the Peronospora
be^^an to spread so fast. From my own observations,

and the experiments I have made and am malting, I

am inclined to think that Mr. Jensen is right. If

he is not, the question might well be asked. Do the
tubers become as much atiected during dry weather
(providing there is the same amount of disease on
the haulm) as they do when there is sufficient rain
to wash the disease spores to the tubers ? J, H.

THE WEATHER.—We are having a very cold
summer in this part. On August 15 the thermo-
meter registered 32° on the grass; the minimum in

tlie screen close by at 4.^ feet above the surface of the
ground was 37°. Since' that date a very cold N.E.
wind has prevailed, which makes the temperature
feel more like that of February than August.
Harvest has begun in this part (August 18), and
crops will be good in quantity if the weather remain
favourable. Late Totatos look remarkably well, and
are at present free from disease, but not so the early
and second early varieties. Some of the Apples anil

Pears grow very slowly and require warm, dry
weather. W. H. IJivers, Ketton Hall, Stamford.

As a proof of the prevailing low temperature,
I may mention that on the 19th inst., our thermo-
meter at 3 feet from the ground registered 1° of
frost. Y. Y. JBowie, Weetinq Hall, Brandon, Koi-folK:

Societies.

READING HORTICXTLTURAL.
August 15.—This was one of the best exhibitions

held at Heading for some years, and it took place, as
usual, in the Abbey Gardens.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—The best collection
of nine kinds came from Mr. J. F. Mould, nureerv-
inan, Devizes, who had fresh examples of Gloriosa
su]>erba. Clerodendron Balfourianum, Erica retorta
major, E. Irbyana, Allamanda Hendersoni, &c. Mr.
James, nurseryman, Lower Norwood, would have
been l^nd, but owin;; to his not observing one of the
requirements of the schedule, by staging three Ericas,
he was disqualified; but he was awarded an extra
prize nearly equal to the amount of the 2nd prize.
Mr. Mould had the best flowered specimen, staging
a good piece of Erica obbata purpurea ; Mr, Bright,
gr. to K. Karslake, Esq., White Knights, being 2nd,
with a fine specimen Fuchsia.
The best new or rare plant was a good one of

Schubeitia grandiflora, shown by Mr. AVoolford, gr.
to A. Palmer, Esq., Reading; Mr. Dockerill. gr. to
G. W. Palmer. Esq., Keading, being 2nd, with a well
grown and coloured Dracaena Lindeni.

Miscellaneous Flowering Platits.—The best group
of six Achimenes came from Mr. House, gr. to J. <_).

Taylor. Esq.. Reading. Mr. Prigiit had the best
iour Fuchsias, staging freely grown and flowered
pyramidal specimens. Some very good Cockscombs
came from Mr. Bowerman, gr. 'to C. Hoare, Esq.,
Hackwoud Park.
Bedding Pelargoniums were well shown by Mr.

Woolford; Mr. Bright being a good 2nd. Mr.
Woolford also had some admirable examples of
tuberous- rooted Begonias, grandly grown and carry-
ing blooms of high quality. They promise to become
exhibition plants of the future. Mr. Dockerill was
well up for 2nd place.

Groups arranged for effect.—Since exhibitions at
Reading have followed the semicircular instead of
the oblong form, the groups have decidedly improved
in appearance. Mr. J. James was 1st with a very
tasteful arrangement; Mr. G. Phippen, nurseryman,
lieading, was 2nd.

Foliage Plants.—The best six, and a very good lot
too, came ^rom Mr. Curry, gr. to Colonel Pepper,
tSalisbury.whohadCrotons^Countess, Queen Victoria,
and AVtismanni, Kentiaaustralis, K. Fosteriana. and
Latania borbonica

; 2nd, Mr. Ilowe, The Gardens.
Bereham Park. Newbury, who had a very good
lot also, consisting of Alocasia macrorhiza vaViegata,
A. Thibautiana, very fine ; Latania borbonica. Phyl-
Inta-nium Lindeni, Croton Reflautianus, and A*n-
thurium crystallinura.

Mr. Ilowe had the best three Palms, having well
grown and even specimens of Phccnicophorum se-
chellarum. Areca Versehaffeiti, and Kentia Fos-
teriana; 2nd, Mr. James, who had a fine piece of
Kentia Lindeni.

Ferns —The best six stove and greenhouse Ferns
came from Mr. Dockerill. who had Dicksonia an-
tarctica, Leucostegia immersa, AUophila australis,

Microlepia hirta cristata, Adiantum Farleyense, and
Nephrolepis exaltata.

Cut Flowers.—Roses were a leading feature. The
best eighteen came from Messrs. Perkin.s & Son,

nurserymen, Coventry, a very nice fresh lot ; Messrs J.

Cheat & Sons, nurserymen, Crawley, being 2nd.

Mr. T. Turton, gr. to J. Hargreaves, Esq., Marden
Erleigh had the best twelve.

The best six blooms of any one Rose was Paul
Jamain, from Messrs. Perkins & Son, Coventry;
Mr. J. Walker, Thame, coming 2ud, with Jlarie

Verdier.

Mr. John Walker. Thame, had the best eighteen
Dahlias, a very good lot of blooms lor the season.

Mr. Walker also had the best twelve. Messrs. J.

Cheal & Son were 1st with twelve bunches of single

Dahlias, and they were the leading features of the
show—set up in bunches of ten blooms each of

twelve varieties, on Messrs. Cheal & Son s registered

wire frame, which displays the bloom to the best

advantage.
Mr. Walker was 1st. with German and French

Asters, showing very good blooms for the season.

The class for eighteen bunches of cut flowers

brought a very fine lot indeed from Mr. Phippen,
large bunches of such things as Tuberose, Lapageria
rosea, Yucca gloriosa, Ilarpalium rigidum, Lilium
auratum. Hydrangea paniculata, &c. In the class

for six bunches there was a very keen competition,

Mr. Durman, gr. to J. W. Workman, Esq., Reading,
was 1st.

First-class Certijieates of Merit were awarded to

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for

yellow ground Picotees, Agnes Chambers, Alraira,

Annie Douglas, Cohmial Beauty. Dorothy, and Terra
Cotta ; and to Messrs. J. Cheal & Son, for single

Dahlia Victoria, white, with side margins of bright

scarlet, a charming and distinct variety.

Table Pccoraiions.—These are always extremely
well done at Reading, although the prizes are small.

Miss Phillips, a constant exhibitor was 1st, with

three pieces arranged with excellent taste.

Miscellaneous Contributions.— Messrs. Veitch &
Sons, Exotic Nurseries, supplied a valuable contri-

bution in the way of ten boxes of cut Roses ; and
Messrs. C. Henwood, C. Phillips, and Mr. L. Walker
exhibited each a dozen Carnations and the same
number of l*icotees, with which they had taken
iionours at Oxford the day previous. Mr. Baskett
had six large pot Vines, grown and fruited in an
admirable manner. Messrs. Perkins & Son also

had boxes of cut Roses.

Fruit.—This was not up to the usual mark at

Reading, either in quality or quantity. There was
but one collection of eight dishes of fruit, which
came from Mr. Goodman, gr. to C. llammersley,
Esq., Bourne End ; this consisted of Black Ham-
burgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Bellegarde

Peaches, Lord Napier Nectarines. llem.skirk Apri-
cots, Kirke's Plum, Figs and Melons. It was also

awarded the special prize oft'ered by Messrs. Oak-
shott Hi, Millard for the best collection of fruit in the

show. Mr, Maher, gr. to A. Waterhouse, Esq., Yat-
tenden, had the best six dishes. The best three

bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes came from Jlr.

Osman, gr. to T. Baker, Esq., Ottershaw Park ; Mr.
AVaite. Glenhurst, Esher, being 2nd. Mr. Maher
also had the best three bunches of white JFuscats,

Mr. Ashby, gr. to Mr. Farning. Whitchurch, being
2nd. Mr. Maher was 1st with any other white,

staging very good Buckland Sweetwater; Mr. N.
Kneller, The Gardens, Malshanger Basingstoke, being

2nd with the same. The best dish of Peaches was
the Nectarine Peach from Mr. Pound, gr. to G. May,
Esq., Reading ; Jlr. Mortimer coming 2nd with Late
Admirable. The best dish of Nectarines was Lord
Napier, from Mr. Goodman; and Mr. Bowerman, of

Hackwood Park, coming 2nd with Humboldt.
Apricots were poor. Figs fairly good. The best

three dishes of Plums came from Mr. Goodman, who
had Oulin's Golden Gage, Yellow Imperatrice. and
Kirke.s. The other collections were disqualified,

one variety doing duty for two dishes in each case.

Apples, dessert and culinary, and Pears, dessert and
stewing, were poor.

Vegetables.—These were a great feature, and their

high quality commanded general admiration, the

competition being very keen in all the classes, and
the collections covered a great breadth of tabling.

Special Prices.—Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading,

offered prizes for the best collection of six varieties

of vegetables, to include certain of their novelties,

and here Mr. N. Kneller, gr. to W. S. Portal, Esq.,

Malshanger Park, Basingstoke, was 1st, with a

superb lot, consisting of Snowdrop Potaios, Onions,

Perfection Tomatos, New Red Intermediate Carrot,
Peas, and Cauliflowers; 2nd, Mr. Waite. gr. to the
Hon. Colonel Talbot, Esher, with Satisfaction
Potatos, Duke of Albany Peas, White Leviathan
Onions, &c. This firm also offered special prizes in
two classes for Potatos; in one of these—that for a
dish each of seven specified varieties—Mr. Holt, gr.

to Major AlKrey, Wokefield Park, was a good 1st,

with very fine examples of Early White Kidney,
Sutton's Seedling, Early Market, Satisfact-on, Best
of All, Masterpiece, and Abundance ; 2nd, Mr.
Pope, gr. to the Earl of Carnarvon, Highclere, with
a very good collection also. In the class for nine
varieties selected from certain specified sorts, Mr.
Pope was 1st, with very fine examples of Lady
Truscott, Reading Russet, Early Regent, Satisfac-
tion. First and Beet, Prizetaker, Woodstock Kidney,
Reading Ruby, and Abundance

; 2nd, Mr. Stott—

a

remarkably good 2nd. Woodstock Kidney, Satis-
faction, and Reading Russet being remarkablv fine.

Messrs. Carter & Co., Uolborn, also ott'^-re'd prizes
for nine dishes of vegetables. Mr. W. H. Kingsmill,
Sydrainton Court, Newbury (gr., Mr. R. Lye), being
Ist, and Mr. Beckett, Cold Ash. Amersham, 2nd.
The vegetables were very fine in this class, but
owing to an oversight particulars cannot be fur-

nished.

Mr. C. Fidler, seedsman. Reading, offered prizes
fur six dishes of Potatos, Mr. Pope being Ist with a
line lot, consisting of Reading Giant, Clipper, Read-
ing Ruby, Early Gem. Prizetaker. and Snowdrop ;

2iul, Mr. Beckett, with Early Gem, Beauty of Hebron.
Clipper, Edgcote Purple, Fidler's Prolific, and Blan-
chard. Mr. Fidler's prizes forsix dishes of vegetables
were won by Mr. Pope, who was 1st. and Mr. Beckett,
2nd. Messrs. Webb & Sons, seedsmen, Stourbridge,
also offered prizes for six dishes of vegetables,
Mr. Pope being 1st, and Mr." Waite, Glenhurst.
Surrey, 2nd.

MAIDENHEAD HORTICTJIiTITRAL.

The tenth annual show of the Maidenhead Horti-
cultural Society was held on the 16th inst. in the
pretty and appropriat*^ grounds of Ray Lodge, and
resulted in a very fim- display of garden produce.
Specimen plants were not largely represented, but
groups for eflect and smaller plants were staged in

fine condition. Miscellaneous exhibits ofa non-com-
petitive nature helped very much to brighten and fill

up the two large marquees; several handsome col-

lections of cut flowers and plants being contributed
by various nurserymen and seedsmen. Vegetables
were staged in good condition, and the competition
was strong ; Potatos'made quite an imposing display,

although traces ot disease were apparent in a fevr

tubers.

Plants.—The first-class—that for eighteen foliage

plants—was not strongly contested, two coIlectionB

only being staged in which Mr. T. Lockie, gr. to G.
O. Fitzgerald, Esq., Oakley Court, Windsor, was a
very easy 1st, with a clean and well-coloured lot of
half-specimens, including Crotons Queen Victoria
and Weismanni, Kentia Fosteriana, Dracajna Shep-
herdii, and Asparagus plumosus.
For six stove and greenhouse plants, half to be in

flower, Mr. J. F. Mould, nurseryman, Pewsey, Wilts,
was 1st with Kentia Fosteriana, Cycas revoluta,

Allamanda Hendersoni, and Erica Irbyana among
his best plants ; 2nd, Mr. Aitken, gr. to Mrs. Meek-
ing, Richings Park, Slough, who staged a fine Kentia
australis, and Croton Johannis.

For a single specimen flowering plant, Mr. J.

Hanch, gr, to J. P. Weatherby, Esq., Melworth
Lodge, Cookham, gained the leading position with a
large and profusely bloomed Eucharis araazonica

;

Mr. Aitken 2nd. with Allamanda Schottii.

In a similar class for a foliage plant the competi-
tion was keen, and some good plants were staged.

Jlr. Aitken was awarded 1st with a large, but not
highly coloured Croton Queen Victoria; 2ud, Mr.
Lockie, with a fine Kentia Fosteriana.

For six stove and greenhouse Ferns, 1st, Mr.
Aitken, with a good even lot, including a very fine

Gymnogramma peruvianum argophyllura and Gonio-
phlebiuni subauriculatum.
Some good Fuchsias were staged in the class tor

si.\ by Mr, Hopkins, gr. to J. W. Burrows, Esq., The
Elms, Cookham, the plants being pyramidal iu shape
and 6 feet high, but wanting a few more days to

open ; 2nd, Mr. Manley.
For six tuberous-rooted Begonias, 1st, Mr. Good-

man, gr. to C. llammersley, Esq., Abney House.
Bourne End, with large and well-grown plants of

old varieties.

Very fine Cockscombs were shown by several exhi-

M
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hitors, Mr. Ijookit* coming 1st. Mr. C. Maskell, gr. to

S. Young, Ksq , IMiiiilenhead, 2iul.

Mr. Aitken staged six grandly flowered large zonal
Velargoniums. noticeable being Queen of the Whites,
Lelia, and F. von liaspail.

The competition was extremely keen for six

Coleus, althoiigli all were moie or less deticient in

<'nlour. Mr. 1). Paxton gr. to the Hon. C. 8. liby.

Hitcham Grange, Tat)low. was 1st, with nice

pyramidal plants; and Mr. Hopkins 2nd.

Groups of plants arranged for effect formed one
of the leading features of the show, more especially

those of tho largest size which were required to fill

a space of 12 feet by 10 feet on low staging. Here
Mr. Aitken had arranged a beautiful group of plants

in his best style, all the plants being fresh and in

fine condition. In the centre, the pot slightly

elevated, was a nice Cocos Weddelliana; the ground-
work consisted of Maiderhair Ferns and Gloxinias,

:ind covered the central pot, thus forming a mound.
Out of the groundwork rose nicely arranged highly

coloured Crotons and Dracaenas, Tuberoses, Francoa
lamosa, Gladiolus, Hyacinthus candicans, Fulalias,

&.C., the whole forming an admired group—one of the
best we have yet seen, and was deservedly awarded 1st

position.

For twelve Koses, Mr. J. Walknr, nurseryman,
Thame, was 1st with very fine blooms, especiallv

those of Her Majesty, Marie Wrdier, Merveille de
l,yon, nnd Marie Bauman ; 2nd, Mr. Hughes.
Mr. Walker also staged the best twelve Dahlias.

Asters in variety, double and single. Zinnias, &c.,

were shown in quantity, the principal prizewinners
being Messrs. Walkt'r. Hughes, and Hiatt.

Fnut.—TW\^ was shown in considerable quantity,
but white Grapes were generally unripe. In the
leading class for six dishes, Mr. Aitken was 1st with
good Black llamluirgh and unripe Muscat Grapes,
<Jueen Fine, a small fruit of Hero of Lockinge
Melon, Pine-apnle Nectarine, and poor Royal George
Feaches : j\[r. Goodman was a close 2nd, staging fair

black and white Grapes, and fine dishes of Kirke's
I'lum, Belleirarde Feaches, Lord Napier Nectarines,
and a fine Victory of Bristol Melon.

For four dishes Mr. Paxton was 1st, having yery
good Foster's Seedling Grapes.

Mr. Aitken had the best four dishes of fruit grown
in the open air, followed by Messrs. Goodman and
Hughes.
Some very fine black Grapes were shown. For

three bunches of Black Hamburgh, Mr. T. Osman,
gr. to L. J. Baker, Est] , Ottershaw Park, Chertsey.
was a good 1st. with large bunches and well coloured
berries ; 2ud. Mr. Hopkins ; and for anv other black
variety, Mr. Osman was again 1st, Mr. Waite 2nd

—

both exhibitors showing Alicante.

White Muscats were poor in quality, while for any
other variety some excellent Foster's Seedling
were staged by Messrs. Paxton and Osman, Mr.
Hughes being oid in a very good class.

Mr. Goodman was well 1st both for six Peaches
and the same number of Nectarines. Mr. Aitken
iiad the best pair of Melons. Several dishes of good
Lord Suflfield Apjiles were staged in the culinary
classes, all the ])rizes going to that vai'iety.

Vegetables were staged in abundance, and in most
instances of good quality, the finest produce com-
peting for the special prizes offered by Messrs.
Sutton & Sons for six varieties, and which brought
eight competitors. Mr. Waite was 1st. having \i^ry

tine Sutton's Perfection Tomato, New Intermediate
Garrets, and Satisfaction Potato. Mr. Lockie
was a good 2nd : in his lot. Eclipse Cauli-
tiower was very fine; Mr. Manley 3rd. Messrs.
Waite, Lockie, and Woodford also secured
the prizes offered by Messrs. Webb & Sons, with
very similar produce. Many classes were devoted
to simple dishes of vegetables, in which the com-
petition was keen, Potatos being especially good

;

cottagers and amateurs also showing well.

Misocltaneous.—Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading,
contributed a very extensive collection of annuals
and hardy herbaceous flowers. Their stocks of
I'hiox Diummoudii. Dianthus, Seedling Carnations,
Popuies in variety, white Mignonette, double and
single Chrysanthemums, were all highly commended.

Messrs. Veitcli & Sons sent from their grounds at
Langley a choice collection of 350 Ruses, admirablv
prit up, especially Hue being some blooms of La
France, Seuateur Vaisse. A. K. Williams, Heinrich
SchuUheis, Euuene Flirst. Grace Darliu"', Fisher
Holmes, and Mar(piisp de Castellane.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons were awarded a First-class
Certificate *br a new and beautiful strain of their
Netted (ilo.Kinias, quite distinct from the many
varieties now in commerce ; the veiuing is more

heavily marked and shows well at a distance. The
plants exhibited were netted with whiteon a bright red

ground. The strain exhibits various other colours.

Mr. W. Clark, lieading, exhibited specimens of his

improved patent system of glazing which has met
with much success.

TAUNT02J HORTICULTURAL.
AruusT 15.—This exhibition took place as usual

in Vivary Park, and the day being fine and cool, a
very large attendance resulted. The show was as

extensive as ever, and of the usual high order of
merit, except in fruit, and such cut flowers as

Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Gladioli, &c., which showed the
eifects of the late season.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—The best twelve
specimens, to which the handsome prize of £20 was
awarded, came from Mr. James Cypher, nurseryman,
('heltenham, who had Ericas Thompsoni, ampul-
lacea, Marnockiana, and Irbyana ; Bougainvillea
glabra, Statice profusa. Clerodendron Baliuurianum,
ixora IMgriini, &c. : a good even lot. 2nd, Mr.
Lock, gr. to W. B. Cleave, Esq., Crediton,' wiio had
good specimens of Allamanda Hendersoni, A.nobilis,
Eucharis amaxonica, Stephanotis floribunda, Statice

Ilolfordi, Ericas Eweriana, Fairicena, and Lind-
leyana, &c. The best new plant in bloom was
Odontoglossum Harryanum, from Mr. J. Cypher ; Mr.
H. Godding, nurseryman Camhe, Taunton, being 2ad,
with Plumbago capensis allia. The best new foliagetl

plant was Aloc.isia Van Houttei, from Mr. W. C.
Drummond, nurseryman, Bath: Mr. Cypher being
2ud, with Neprolepis refurcans tripinnatifolia. The
best collection of twelve stove and greenhouse plants

in the amateur s division came also from j\Ir. Lock,
who had Latania borbtmica, AlocassiaThibautiana,
Clerodendron Bilfuurianum, Crotou angustifolius,

Eucharis ama/.onica, &c. Mr. B. Wills had the
best four plants in bloom, having good specimens of
Clerodendron Balfuurianum, Erica obbata purpurea,
Allamunda nobilis, and Lapageria rosea; 2nd, Mr.
Lucas. The best sijecimen stove plant was a fine

piece of Nepenthes Mastersi, with eighteen pitchers,

from Mr. Lucas ; he also had the best greenhouse
])lant in flower, staging Statice brassiicfolia. The
best specimen Fern was Gleichenia speluncai.

Fuchsias, bedding and variegated Pelargoniums
were also shown as single specimens.

Beffonias.—The tuberous-rooted section was repre-

sented by some very fine specimens from Mr. H.
Godling.

Miscellaneous Flowering Plants.—These included
Pelargoniums of the bedding section, but grown in

very large pots ; Fuchsias, the best coming from
Mr. C. Urummoml ; Cockscombs, the best coming
from Mr. H. T. Manley; Lilies; Achimenes, Mr.
C. Lucas being 1st, with four very line specimens,
grandly grown and flowered, tlie varieties being
Dazzle, Mauve Queen, Perfection, and Margaretta

;

2nd, Mr. A. Tucker, gr. to Major Winter. Gloxinias
were shown in fours, and Petunias were well grown
and flowered specimens. •

0/v///(/a-.—Mr. Cypher was the only exhibitor of
four Orchids, staging nice speciniens of Cattleya
crispa superba, C. Gaskelliana, Saccolabium Blumei,
and Cypripedium Stonei.

Groups of Plants arranged for Effect.—This was a
new feature, and proved highly successful. lu the
class to cover a space of 100 feet, Mr. C. Lucas put
up a very pleasing arrangement. In the amateurs'
division, to till a space of 50 feet, Mr. Wills was 1st,

and Mr. Lucas 2nd.

Cut Flowers.—Roses were well shown in the open
class by S. P. Budd, Esq.. Bath (Mr. Campbell, gr.)

;

and Messrs. G. Cooling & Sons, Bath. The former
had the best twenty-eight varieties and also twenty-
four varieties, three blooms of each. In the amateurs'
class for twenty-four blooms, and also that for twelve,

Mr. Budd was Ist, with good flowei's. Tea Roses were
also well shown by the same exhibitors. Dahlias
were below the average, and single Dahlias being
shown as single blooms made, as might be expected,
a poor display. Hollyhocks, Asters, Verbenas,
Carnations and Picotees fell below their usual
average, owing to the season, but zonal Pelargoniums
were remarkably good.

Tahle Vccorations, ij-c.—The tent in which these
are placed i;* always a special object of interest at

Taunton. Handsome prizes were offered for the
best dinner-table, arranged li>r ten persons, arranged
with fruit and lluwers. Mr. Lock was 1st. with three
vases of unilnrm size and arrangement. Mr. Hoskins
was a gtiofl 2miJ, but the arrangement fell short of
Mr. Lock's work. Two tables were arranged accord-

ing to what is said to be the prevailing fashion, viz.,
with a groundwork of some soft gauzy material
of a golden or buff colour laid in

*
the form

of an elongated oval in the centre of the table in
folds: one had a groundwork of this of a bright
golden colour, with vases of scarlet Poppies : another
had butF instead of gold, with leaves of the purple
Beech laid upon it, and some simple low vases of
flowers. This was shown by Miss Grace Tarrant,
and awarded the 3rd prize in the competition.

Fruit.—The best collection of ten varieties came
from Mr. H. W. Ward, The Gardens, Longford
Castle, Salisbury, who had Madresfield Court and
Buckland Sweetwater Grapes, Exquisite Peaches,
Negro Laruo Figs, Queen Pine, Black Circassian
Cherries, Melon, and -Jargonelle Pears; 2nd, Mr.
Iggulden, The Gardens, Marston, Frome, with Black
Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Sea
Eagle Peaches, Lord Napier Nectarine, Moor Park
Apricots, Brown IschiaFigs, and an excellent Queen
Pine. This collection ran Mr. Ward very close
indeed. Mr. Pratt, The Gardens, Longleat', War-
minster, was 3rd.

The best collection of four dishes came from Mr.
Dilfiirn.gr. to D. Cox, Esq., who had Madresfield
Court Grapes, Noblesse Peaches, Elruge Nectarines,
and Melon; 2nd, Mr. Pratt, with Muscat of
Alexandria Grapes, Crimson (Jalande Peach,
Elruge Nectarine, and Melon.
Mr. Ward had the best Pine-apple, staging a good

Cayenne.
Mr. Pratt was placed 1st with three bunches of

Black HamburLTli Grapes, showing highly-finished
examples, Mr. Iggulden being 2nd. The best black
Grape other than Hamburgh was Madresfield Court,
from Mr. Dafhirn, .Mr. Ward being 2nd with well-
finished Gros Manic. Mr. Ward had the best three
bunches of white Muscats, Mr. Pratt coming 2nd.
In the class for any other white, j\Ir. J. Webber, gr.

to G. F. Luttrell, ICsq , with Buckland Sweetwater,
somewhat green, Mr. .L Lloyd coming 2nd with well-
fini-ihed Foster's .Seedling.

The best dish (pf Peaches was Sea Eagle, from Mr.
W. Iggulden, Mr. Daffurn being 2nd with Grosse
Mignonne
One or two fairly good dishes of Moor Park

Apricots were stHged. Mr. Daffurn had the best dish
of Nectarines, staging good Elruge ; Mr. Grossman
being 2ud, with Pine-apple. Pears were below the
average ; Plums, light and coloured, were wanting in

finish ; Cheirieg were represented by fine Black Cir-
cassian. The best dessert Apples were Astrachan
and Br^auty of Bath ; the best culinary. Lord Sutfield.

Currants and Goo,seberries were generally fine.

Vegeta'les —These were very largely shown and
generally of very fine quality. The special prizes
offered i)y Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, for six
dishes of vegetables brought a remarkably good com-
petition : Mr. G. Caraway, Bath, being 1st, and Mr.
II. Moore 2iid. Similarly, Messrs. Webb & Sons*,
Wordsiey, speci i pn/es for a similarnumber brought
a good comiiftition also; Mr. T. Tilley being 1st;
and Mr. G. Ricks. 2ud.
The best collection of ten dishes of vegetables was

shown by Mr. W. Every, a very fine lot; Mr. T.
Webber being 2nd.

Potatos were especially numerous. Mr. Ward had
the best six dishes, consisting of International
Kiilney, Worsley Kidney, Prizetaker, Vicar of
Lalehiun, Blanchard, and Schoolmaster; 2nd, Mr.
J. II. Virgi>, w;th Reading Russet, Vicar of Lale-
ham, Sutton's 3G, Snowdrop, Jackson's Kidney, and
General Gordon. Toraatos are very fine, the Perfec-
tion type leading the way. In the cottagers' division

the competition was exceedingly keen.
Trade Collections — These were furnished bv

Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co., nurserymen, Exeter.
who had a group of decorative plants, cut blooms of
Carnations and Picotees. &c. ; Messrs. R. T. Veitch
& Sons, nurserymen, Exeter, who had a pleasing
group of plants of great interest, including some
blooms of great interest, including some of new
yellow PiC'itees, to t'our of which First-class Certi-
ficates of Merit were awarded, viz., Almira, Annie
Douglas, Azues Chambers, and Dorothy ; Mr. B. R.
Davis, nurseryman, Yeovil, who had a large collec-

tion of Ur'L'ouias, single and double—a special Cer-
tificate of Merit being awarded to the latter as a fine

strain ; and .Me><srs. Ke'way & Sons, Langport, who
had Gladiobi-^. D.dphiniums, Gaillardias, &c., of fine

quality. Kirst-class Certificates of Merit were
awarded to Gladi<jlus Regalia, Orbit, and Faust; to
(taillardia Socrates, a very fine single variety: and
6[ilendidi'>itiia plenissiina [ ! !

J. a fine new and disiinct

doulde vartety ; and to Delphinium Thomas Baiues,
a single pale blue variety of fine form.
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DEVON AND EXETER HORTICUL-
TURAL.

August 18.—The 167th exhibition of this Society

was held in the public grounds of Northernhay.

The weather proved all that could be desired, and

the display ot plants, cut flowers, fruit .ind vege-

tables, in the various tents was of a high older.

Cut Flowers (Open).—For a collection of forty-

eight Dahlias, double, distinct, Jlr. J. Nation.

Taunton, was 1st, but did not show so well as usual,

owing probably to the lateness of the season ;
his

best blooms were Emily Edwards. Mrs. Saunders,

Vice-President. Mrs. S." Ilibberd, F. Smith, Earl of

Kavensworth, Peacock, Harrison Weir, Jlr. .J. C.

Keid, W. Kawlings. .lames Cocker, Grand Sultan,

Imperial, Mr.?. F. Foreman, iind Crown Prince.

Mr. Rowland, gr. to Wm. Brock, Esq., Exeter, led

in the class for eighteen bunches cut flowers, show-

ing a good lot. Mr. Rowland also led for nine stove

and greenhouse flowering plants, with a nice lot of

fresh plants, including Allamanda Ilendersoni, A.

grandiflora, Ixora Williamsi, I. Duffi, Dipladenia

amabilis, with splendid flowers and foliage;

a grand well-flowered specimen of Stepha-

uotis florihunda, Bougainvillea glabra, Anthu-

rium Andreanuia, and Rondeletia speciosa major.

Mr. Locke, gr. to W. C. Cleaver, Esq., Crediton,

who had some grand specimens, but had materially

surt'ered through being exhiliited at various shows

before, was 2.id. Eric.is, Alhimandas, Plioinocoma pro

liferaBivrnesi.Eucharis amazonica (a grand pot), and

Clerodendron Balfouri were good. The same exhi-

bitor was an easy 1st for nine stove and greenhouse

foliage plants; his Crotons were especially good and

highly coloured. Cycas circinalis. Encephalartos

villosa, ICentia Fosteriana and K. Balmoreana,

-Mocasia Thibautiana and A. dasylirion were

amongst the best. Jlr. Rowland followed with fine

idants of various Palms. Mr. Locke secured another

1st for Ferns, with splendid pl.ants of Adiantnm

euneatum, Davallia fijiensis, Tyermanni, bullata,

and polyantha; Nephrcilepis davallioides furcans,

Ci'>otiura princeps.

For a group of miscellaneous plants iiri-anged for

effect oil 100 square feet, a Silver Cup was given

bv the Mayor of E)ieter (C. T. K. Roberts. Esq).

Here Mr. Locke was again successful, eclipsing

:invthiiig be h.as ever put up at this show in previous

ynars ; Mr. Rowland again followed him with a very

etF^ctive arrangement.

Six Fuchsias, distinct, were good, from Mr.

MoUon, gr. to Mrs. Ponget ; and Jlr. Staddon, gr. to

Col. Courtenay, led for Gloxinias, showing very well.

Frii'U.—Collections of ten dishes were good. Mr.

Iggulden. gr. to the E.vrl of Cork, Marston House,

Frome, had the 1st prize lot, with fine bunches of

Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Ale.xandria Grajws,

large and handsome Sea Eagle Peaches, Lord Napier

Ni-ctarines, Moor Park Apricots, Brown Ischia Figs,

Florence Cherries, Plum Early Bride, and Hero of

Lockinge Melon. Mr. James, gr. to Sir J. Walrond.

Bart., who had fine and well finished bunches of

Black ILiiiiburgh Grapes. Melon High Cross Hybrid,

splendid EIruge Nectarines and Bellegarde Peaches,

Napoleon Bigarreau Cherries, and Dumelow's Superb

Plum, led in the smaller class for six dishes. Single

dishes of Grapes were numerous, Messrs. Iggulden,

Pike. Barnes, and Langworthy takingthe chief prizes.

Vegetables were shown in grand style—never

b'-tter. For the collection of twelve kinds Mr.

Maris, gr. to Sir G. Shelley, put up a splendid lot,

including Red-top Turnip, Sutton's Gem Celery,

Intermediate Carrot (.James). Hulin's Giant Cauli-

flower, Moore's Cream Marrow. Reading Perfection

Tomato, Sutton's Reading Sprouts, Purly Park

Hero Cucumber, Sutton's Seedling Potato, Duke of

Albany Pea, Girtford Giant Runner Bean, and

Giant Rncca Onion ; Mr. Leach, gr. to J. Drew, Esq..

was a very good 2nd. The prizes offered for a single

dish of vegetables were all well contested. 1). C. P.

SHROPSHIRE FLORAL AND HORTI-
CULTURAL.

August 22 an-d 23.—Several tents were occupied

in displaying the numerous exhibits (numbering
2--<00 entries), being some .'3(50 more than last year),

and which were generally of a high order.

I'lunts.—In the principal class—that for twenty
stove and greenhouse plants, prizes of £'2o. £20. and
£1.0 being offered—there were three competitors,

their combined efforts making a very meritorious

display. In this class Mr. .Limes Cypher, Chelten-

ham, staged some grand examples of cultivation, and

took the 1st place, the most noteworthy being Erica

Irbyana. E. ampuUaoea Barnesi, Statice profusa,

Ixora Fraseri, Bougainvillea glabra, Allamanda

nobilis, Croton Queen Victoria, grandly coloured ;

Latania borbonica, Cycas revoluta, &c. Mr. C.

Roberts, gr. to A. Nicholson, Esq., Highfield Hall,

Staffs., made a close 2nd, with very fine exanijiles of

Dipladenia profusa. Erica retorta major, E. jasmini-

flora, and Crotons.

For nine stove and greenhouse plants, Messrs.

Pritchard & Sons, Shrewsbury, who also had

good Fuchsias and zonal Pelargoniums, led,

the most noteworthy plants being Clerodendron

Balfouri, Allamanda Hendersoni, Gleichenia dicho-

toma, Davallia Mooreana, &c. ; 2nd, Mr. J. Farrant,

gr. to Mrs. Jason, Abbey Forgate, with, amongst

others, good examples of Franciscea calycina major,

Dipladenia amabilis, Erica aiinula, and Ixora

amabilis.

In the class for six stove and greenhouse plants,

confined to gentlemen's gardeners in Salop and

Montgomery, Mr. J. E'arran't was again to the front.

With six'exotic Ferns, Mr. C. Roberts was to the

fore, his principal plants being Todea superba, a fine

piece ; Cy.athea medullaris, Platycerium alcicorne,

and Dicksonia antarctieii.

Mr. J. Cypher was again victorious with six plants

in flower. Orchids excluded. Erica ferruginea superba

being shown finely flowered ; 2iid. Mr. C. Roberts,

who led in the class for six Palms, with large

examples of Latania borbonica, Thrinax elegans,

Kentia australis, &c.
Cut Flowers—In the classes for thirty-six and

twenty-four Dahlias, the 1st and 2iid prizes were

taken'by ilessrs. Heath & Sons and Mr. W. Shaw,

the last-named exhibitor securing 1st honours for

eighteen Gladioli spikes. Roses were best from

Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry ; and from Mr. S.

Garner. Bridal and hand bouqunts and buttonholes

were well shown by Messrs. Perkins & Sons.

Fruit.—For the" collection of twelve dishes, four

competitors appe.ared, the 1st place being accorded

to Mr. R. Dawes, gr. to Hon. Jlrs. Ingram, with very

noticeable specimens of Royal George Peaches, Bar-

barossa Grapes, Brown Turkey Figs, Queen Pine,

and K.iman Apricots ; 2nd, Mr. J. H. GooJacre, gr.

to the Earl of Harrington, who had fine Barrington

Peaches, EIruge Nectarines, and Muscat of Alex-

andria Grapes, S;c. Mr. Pratt, gr. to the Marquis of

Bath, Longleat, and Mr. Gilinaa, gr. to the Marquis

of Shrewsbury, Ingestrie, being respectively 3rd and

4th ; Mr. J. Lambert having good Royal George

Peaches, Humboldt Nectarines, Gooseberry Won-
derful (very fine). Black Hiiuburgh and Muscat of

Alexandria Grapes, led in the collection of nine

dishes.

In the class for six Peaches as many as eleven

competitors appeared, Mr. Gilman leading with

grandlv-coloured Barrington. Out of ten entries for

Nectarines, Mr. Burnett, gr. to Hon. C. II. Wynne,

was 1st, with Pine-apple.

Black and white Grapes were shown in wonder-

fully good condition, considering the nature of the

season, bv Mr. J. Stevenson, gr. to Col. Pilkington,

Prescot, Mr. Pratt, Mr. Davie.s Mr. Bennett, Mr,

Barker, Mr. Middleton, and others.

Vegetables.—The centre of attraction in this de-

partment of the exhibition, which was well repre-

sented, Potatos being largely shown, was in the

class for a collection of vegetables, twelve varieties,

in competition for the prizes offered by the Veitch

Memorial Trustees. There were thirtten entries,

Mr. J. Lambert, gr., Onslow Hall, with a magnifi-

cent lot, being adjudged the premier place, his prin-

cipal dishes being Autumn Giant Cauliflower, Lyon

Leek, Snowball Turnip, Parley Park Cucumber,

Laxton's Czar Runner Beans, Prodigy Pea, Prime

Minister Potato, Carrot Improved Intermediate. &c,

;

2nd, Mr. C. J. Waite, Glenhurst Gardens, Esher,

who has good specimens of Sensation Tomatos,

White Tripoli Onions, Ne Plus Ultra Bean, New
Intermediate Carrot, Autumu Giant Cauliflower, &c.

Special Prices.—Fot the prizes offered by Messrs.

Webb & Sons for a collection of vegHt.ables, eight

distinct kinds, Mr. C. J. VVaite took 1st prize with

fine Chancellor Turnip, Seusatio.i T.eu.ito, Major

Clark's Celery, D.ike ot Albanv Peas, White Tripoli

Onions, New Intermediate Carrot, &c. ;
Mr. J.

Lambert and Mr. A. J. Skinner following in the

order named.
Prizes were offered by Messrs. Sutton & Sons for

Cu(;uml)ei-s, Mr. A. J. Skinner and Mf. G. Pearson,

gr. to Lord Berwick, being resp-ctively Ist and 2ud.

For jirizes ofl'ered by the same firm lor Melons,

1st, Mr. C. J. Waite ; 2iid. Mr. \V. Palmer ; ^rd,

Mr. Borlass, each staging Hero of Lockinge.

Miscellaneous.—Messrs. R. Smith & Co., Worcester,

contributed a good collection of foliage and fiowering

plants ; Messrs. W.& J. Birkenhead.Sale. staged a very

interesting and beautiful collection of Ferns ; from

Jlessrs. Kehvay & Sons, L.ingport, there was an attrac-

tive bank of Gladioli, D.dphiniums, Gaillardias, &c. ;

and Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, had

Dahlias.andzonal Pelargoniums (cuttrusses) ; Messrs.

.lones & Son, Shrewsbury, sent foliage and flowering

plants, pravs, bouquets, &c. ; Messrs. Clibran & Son,

foliage plants ; Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, cut

flowers of their strain of African Marigold; Messrs.

Dicksons & Co. 'Limited), Chester, a group of

nicely coloured Crotons and other foliage plants, cut

Roses, &c. ; and Messrs. E. Webb & Sons, Stour-

bridge, contributed an attractive stand of their

various vegetable novelties.

NEWCASTLE FLOWER SHOW.
August 22—2-1.—There were (says the Kcwcasilc

Laity Leader) 112 exhibitors with o4'J2 exhibits, and

the entries comprised 15'J plants in bloom, and

foliage and table plants; 233 Ferns, Ericas, Liliums,

Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, and Begonias ; 8S epergnes,

baskets of flowers, and dessert tables ; 69 hand

and bridal bouquets, sprtiys, and buttonholes; 502

Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and Gladioli (spikes) .'100

Roses; 54 bunches of herbaceous flowers; 167*1

Asters, Carnations, Picotees. Marigolds, and Pansies;

217 dishes of fruit, and 105 bunches of Grapes.

These figures do not include the exhibits for which

several prizes were offered, nor those which were not

for competition.

The large marquee was divided into three sections,

and up the centre ran the table upon which, perhaps,

the most delicate and pretty collection of the whole

show was displayed — namely, hand and bridal

bouquets, sprays, buttonholes, epergnes, baskets ot

flowers, '.nd dessert tables.

Grapes were about the largest section, the while

kinds predominated in numbers, but the splendid

large bunches of Black Hamhurghs, with bloom

almost untouched, had a richer appearance. Nec-

tarines, Peaches, Pine-apples, Pears, and other fruit

were arranged in profusion, and were well set off with

dishes of Currants, Cherries, &c.

Cut flowers, of course, formed a very important

item in the show ; Roses, Carnations, Picotees,

Asters, Marigolds, Dahlias, Gladioli, Hollyhocks,

and other kinds, all in great variety, formnd a showy

and handsome display. The Roses, Carnations, and

Hollyhocks were exceptionally fine. Stove plants

in bloom were well exhibited.

A special prize for the best collection of six

varieties of vegetables was given by iMessrs. S.

Finney & Co., seed merchants, Newcastle. This

bein" the largest of the special prizes brought a good

competition. There were, as usual, three divisions—

open, amateur, and special—and whichever one was

examined it was seen that the com|)etition was very

close, and the judges—Mr. James Douglas (Essex),

Mr. John Paterson (Edinburgh), Mr. John W.ard

(Essex), Mr. Jas. Grieve (Edinburgh), Mr. J.

Machonochie (Alexandria, N.B.), and Mr. Joshua

Atkins (Cheshire)—had an arduous task before

them in selecting the winners. The principal prize-

takers in the various classes were;—J. Mclndoe,

gr. to Sir Jos. Pease ; J. Hunter, gr. to the

Earl of Durham ; Jos. Punton, gr. to Dr. Hodg-

kin, Newcastle; J. Spoor, Gateshead; J. Walker

and' N. Walker, Low Fell ; F. Edinondson and Miss

Mary Edmondson, Newcastle; T. Ba'tenby, Whick-

ham ; J. Batten^by, Blaydon ; J. Westcott, gr. to

the Duke of Cleveland; J. Molntyre, gr. to Mrs. G.

Pease, Darlington ; and M. Flowdy, Gateshead.

At the east and west ends of the marquee were the

stands of exhibits not for competition. In this cbass

the judges awarded the highest honour of " very

Ililhly Commended " to Messrs. Little & Ballantyne.

nurserymen, Carlisle, who exhibited a magnificent

group of toliage and ornamental plants.

Varieties of Crotons paiticnlarly worthy of

mention were C. Prince of Wales, C. Warreni,

C. Williamsi. C. Queen Victoria, and C. Countess.

T.aken as a whole the collection had a beautiful

blend of colour, and this fact, together with the

raritv and fiunness of many of the plants, un-

doubtedly mile the collection one of the most

striking features in the show. Messrs. William Fell

& Co., nurserymen. Hexham, deservedly received a

special com nendation from the judges lor their col-

lection of herbaceous plants aril cut fimvors. The

Conifer.e—which formed the principal part of the

coUectioa — are seldom seen in such good form.
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The chief varieties of Conifers were Retinospora
plumosa aurea, Cupreseus Lawsoniana lutea, Taxus
aurea. Variegated grass, Dactylis glomerata elegan-
tissima aurea, backed with a new hardy Fuchsia, was
used as a border to the group. Their cut flowers
and Koses made a very effective display.

For a collection of herbaceous plants, flowers, &c.,
Messrs. Kent & Brydon, Darlington, were highlv
commended, and Mr, W. R. Armstrong, of High
Cross, Elswick Road, Newcastle, was commended for
his e.xhibit of si.x or eight large plants. Messrs.
Harkness & Sons, Bedale, Yorkshire, took a prize for
twenty-four cut Roses.

The Weather.
[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and

duration of the excess or defect of temperature above or
below 'i2° F. for the period named, and is expres^jed in Dav-
degree — a "Day-degree" signifying l"^ continued fOr
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hours.]
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Fbuit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s, d.

Cherries, half-sieve... 2 0-50
Curraata, blk., half-

sieve 3 0-40
— Red, half-sieve.. 2 0- S
Grapes, per lb. ... 9-36

^. d. s. d.

Lemons, per case ...12 0-21

Melons, each ... 1 0- 3
Peaches, dozea ... 2 0-l'>

Pine-apples, Eng., lb. 2 0-30
— St. Michael, each 2 0-60

Plants ly Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

A.ralia Sieboldi, doz. 6
Balsams, per doz. ... 2
Bouvardias, per dozen 9
Calceolarias, dozea 3
Carnations, per doz. 6
Cockscombs, per doz. 2
Coleus. dozen ... 2
Crassula, per doz, ... 9
Cyperus, per dozen . 4

Dracaena terminalis,
per dozen 30
— viridis, per doz.l2
Buonymus, in var.,

per dozen 6
Evergreens, in var.,

per dozen 6
Ferns, in var., doz. 4

Foliage plants, vari-

ous, each 2

d. s. d.

0-18
0-4
0-12
o- 6
0-18
6-4
0-4
0-12
0-12

0-60
0-24

0-24
0-18

s.d. s.d.

16-70
3 0-80
3 0-60
9 0-18
18 O-30

Ficus elastica. each
Fuchsias, doz.
Heliotropes, dozen..
Hydrangeas, dozen..
Liliums, var., doz. ..

Lobelias, per dozen 3 0-60
Marguerites, doz. ... 6 0-12
Mignonette, 12 pots 3 0-60
Myrtles, per dozen... 6 0-12
Palms in var., each 2 6-21
Pelargoniums, doz... 6 0-12
— Ivy-leaf, dozen... 3 0-60
— scarlet, dozen ... 3 0-60

Rhodanthe, perdoz... 4 0-60
Scented Geranium,
per dozen 3 0-60
— Verbena, per doz. 4 0-60
Zinnia, per dozen .,. 4 0-60

Beddimg-out Plants.

Per dozen, Is. to '2s. ; per box. Is. to 3s

Cut Flowers.

Asters, 12 bunches ...— French, per bun.
Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations, 12 Mms.
— dozen bunches...
Chrysanthemums,

12 booms ... ..,

Cornflower, 12 bun.
Eucharis, per dozen
Forget-me-nots, 12
bunches

Gardenias. 12 blooms
Gladiolus, doz. sprays
Heliotropes, 12 spr.

Lavender, 12 bun. ...

LiHum longiflorum,
12 blooms

Marguerites. 12 bun.
Mignonette, 12 bun.

—Average Wholesale Prices,

s.d. s.d
4 0-60 Pansies. 12 bun
10-16 Pelargoniums, 12 spr,

6-10 — scarlet, 12 spr.

10-20 Pinks. 12 bun
4 0-60 Poppies, 12 bun

Primulas, double, 12
10-40 sprays
16-30 Pyrethrums, 12 bun,
3 0-60 Rhodanthe, 12 bun

Roses, Tea, per doz,— coloured, dozen,
— red, per dozen .

2 0-40
16-40
8-16
6-10

3 0-46

3 0-50
3 0-60
10-30

12 bunches 2— Safrano, dozen.
— Moss, 12 bun. ...

Stephanotia, 12 spr.

Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
SweetSultan,12buu.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.,..

d. s. d.

0- 2
6- 1

2-0 4
0-6
0-6

9-10
0-4
0-6
6-16
0-4
6- 1

0-6
6-0 9
0-12

4
0-4
0-4
4-0 9

SEEDS.
London; August 22.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons,

seed merchants, of 37, Mark Lane, E.G., report

to-day's market quiet but tirm. For every descrip-

tion of Clover seed the tendency of values is still iu

an upward direction. In Alsike and white the
recent advance is well maintained, and the turn for

red Clover seed now appears to have come. The
crops in Ireland of both perennial and Italian Kye-
grass are said to be good. New English Trifolium
otfers at moderate quotations. Blue Peas are rather
dearer. There is no change in either Mustard or

Rape seed. New winter Tares are slightly easier.

Seed Rye keeps steady. For bird seeds the trade is

slow.

FRTHT AND VEGETABLES.
Spitalfields : August 22.—Good supplies of all

kinds of fruits and vegetables, with a fair demanil,

Shorter supply of Potatos ; trade somewhat better.

Quotations :—Fruit : Gooseberries. '6s. to os. 3d. per
half sieve ; English Green Gages, 5s. Gd. to 7s. per

bushel; foreign do., 45. to 5s. per half-flat; do,

2s. Gd. to 3s. per bushel of about 18 to 20 lb.

;

Cherries, 2s. to 45. per half sieve : black Currants,

35. 6^/. to 45. 6(1. do. ; red do., 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. do.

;

Apples, 4s. Gd. to 75. per bushed ; do., 25. Gd. to

3s. Gd. per half-bushel ; Pears, 4s. Gd. to 65. per

bushel ; English Tomatos, 45. Gd. to 55. Gd. per peck
;

English Plums, 4s. to os. Gd. per half-sieve ; foreign

do., 25. to 25. Gd. do. ; do., os. to 5s. Gd. per flat.

Vegetables : Cauliflowers, 2s. Gd. to 45. per tally ; Cab-
bages, Is. 6<:^. to 35. do. ; Vegetable Marrows, 2s. Gd. to

4s. do. ; Peas, choice, 2s. Gd. per bushel ; do., 35. Gd. to

5s. Gd. per sack ; Broad Beans, Is. to Is. Gd. per

bushel ; do., Is. Gd. to 2s. per sack ; Scarlet Runners,
Is. dd. to 2s. Gd. per sieve ; Onions, 2s. 3d. to 3s. Gd.

per dozen bunches ; Turnips, 2s. to 2s. 3d. do.
;

Carrots, Is. Qd. to 2s. do. ; Beetroots, 2s. Gd. to 3s.

do. ; Mint, Is. to 2s. do. ; Parsley, Is. to Is. Gd. do.

;

foreign Onions, 5s. Gd. to 7s. per case ; frame Cucum-
bers, 35. to 3s. Gd. per dozen ; common do., 9d. to Is.

do. ; Endive, Is. to Is. 3d. do. ; Cos Lettuces, Gd.

to Sd. per score; Walnuts (for pickling), English,
25. to 2s. 3d. per half sieve.

POTATOS.
Spitalfields: August 22.—Quotations :—English

Regents, 70s. to 8C»5. ; do. kidneys, TOs. to 80s.;

Beauty of Hebron, 60s. to 70s. ; Early Rose, 60s.

to 60s. per ton.

DUTCH FLO^ATER ROOTS.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO AUNOUNCK THAT THEIH

BULB CATALOGUE FOR 1888
Has nolo been Posted to all their Customers ; uny one not having received the same,

a Duplicate Copy will immediately be forwarded Post-free on tipplicatio}).

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

SEASONABLE GOODS.
See the best Catalogue out.

STEPHANOTIS, the freest variety in cultivation. Is., Is. Hd.,

2s. 6d., and fine specimens to H'is. each.
ALLAMANDAS, Clerodendrona, BougaiuviUeas, Crotons, Gar-

denias, Ixoras, Passifloras—these and many others, 9rf., Is.,

and Is. 6d. each ; larger plants if wanted.
EUPHORBIA JACQUINI^FLORA and POINSETTIAS, 9d.

each, Qs. per dozen.
CALADIUMS in great variety, very cheap, 6s., 9s., and 12s.

per dozen. GLOXINIAS, 6s. per dozen.
GREENHOUSE PLANTS in great variety, 6s., 9s., and 12.?. doz.

TUBEROUS JlEGONIAS, coming in bloom, good plants. Is.

each, 10s. 6rf. per dozen.
GERANIUMS, single, double, and Ivy-leaf, extra fine large

plants, of lovely varieties, 12s. and lUs. per dozen ; smaller
plants, equally good sorts, tor winter bloom. 4s. per dozen.

FUCHSIAS. Coleus. Heliotropes, Salvias, Abutilons, and other
soft-woo(ied plants, in small pots, '2s. ^d. per dozen; in
large pots, 6.«. per dozen.

FERNS, best kinds for planting in Ferneries or for decoration,
in small pots. Js. doz. ; in larger pots, 6s. and vt.^. perdoz.

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM.best for cutting, in small plants. 3s.

per doz.. 21s. per 100; in good plants. 6s. and 9s. per doz.

TEA-SCENTED and other choice ROSES, in pots, grand plants

and finest sorts, either for house decoration or planting in
beds, 15s. per dozen.

PRIMULAS. CINERARIAS, CALCEOLARIAS, finest strains,

young plants for growing on, from stores. Is. 6rf. per dozen,

9s. per loo.

CYCLAMEN, young plants, 2s. 6d. per dozen.
ORCHIDS in Variety, for either cool or warm hou^e^SOs. and

42s. per doz-en.

TABLE PLANTS in variety, 18s.. 24s., 30s. per dozen.

BOUVARDIAS, young plants to grow for winter, 4s. per dozen.
PRIMULA ALBA PLENA, the finest for cutting, 9s. per doz.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, planted now in corner of garden,
and moved in autumn, seldom die, 3s. per doz., 25s. per 100.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, will soon arrive, many thousands
already sold, 14s. per 100.

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS, 8s. per 100.

CLEMATIS, 10s. 6d. perdoz. ; HONEYSUCKLES, .JASMINES.
9s. per doz.; IVIES, 6s. perdoz. The best of all times
now to plant these.

SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.
See SEED CATALOGUE.

Wallflower, Silene, Myosotis, Canterbury Bells, Sweet Wil-
liams, Arabia, Aubrietia, 3d. and 6d. per packet. Lettuce,
Onion. Cabbage, Cauliflower, &c., 6d. to Is. per ounce.

PLANT LIST Post-free. BULB LIST ready shortly.

WM. GLIBRAN & SON,
OWfield Nurseries, Altrincham;
Stamford Nurseries, Bowdon

;

10 and 12. MARKET STREET. MANCHESTEB.

T AXTON'S NEW STRAAVBIiRRIES.—
X—i Four First-class Certificates from the Royal Horticul-
tural Society.
The earlie.'it, larefst, finest, and latest high-quality sorts,

and the most profitable for Market or Private Growers, as

they make the highest prices iu Covent Garden. Send for

Descriptive Priced LISTS, with Press and other Testimo-
Dials. to T. LAXTON. Bedford.

Palms, clean and tieaitli7.

WILLIAM ICETON has a very extensive
Stock of all the leading kinds, in fine condition; 20

houses being devoted to their growth, many being fit for exhi-
bition of the following varieties :—Areca lutea, Cocos flexuosa
and Weddelliana, Kentias of all kinds; Seaforliiia elegans,
Latania borbonica Phcenix reclinata, rupicola ; also a very
large assortment of Palms in 60's and 48*3 for table. Inspection
invited.—Putney Park Lane, S.W. ; and 129 and 130, Flower
Market. Covent Garden , W.C.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16,000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all binds of

OUIBOOK WOBE, CONSEBVATOKIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt„ and OU Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisonous Painta for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patterns, and Tefltimonials, Post-free,

LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD. LUDGATE HILL, E.C.

BACHELOK'S WALK, DUBLIN.—flMcunJ M Cask.

ORCHIDS !

Selections of the above to the extent of £.5 and upwards
packed and shipped (at consignee's risk) on receipt of
Order ^vith remittance.

Address—KELLY & WALSH (Limited), Singapore.

London Reference — S. LOW & CO. (Limited), St.

Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, £.C.

Evert/ care taken in packing.

For £5 K. & W. (Ld.) can supply a selection of following
rare and beautiful species :

—

1 Dendrobium densiflorum
1 ,, Lowii
1 ,, criminatum (Java)
1 Phalienop^is amabilis
1 ,, Schilleriana

1 „ gr.mdiilora aurea
] ,, ro'fea

1 Saccolibium Blumei (Java)
1 ,, ccel' ste

1 ., gigJintea

1 Renanthera coccinea
1 ,. Storiei

1 Vanda Hookerae
1 ,, Sanderiana
1 ,, suavis
1 ,, tricolor

1 Aerides Lawrencese
1 ,, quinquevulnerum

j

1 ,, odoratum majus
1 Araclinauthe moschifera

j

1 Calanthe vestita oculatum
,

gigantea 1

1 ,, veratrifoiia
l

1 Coelogyne asperata
|

1 ,, pandurata
j

1 ,, speciosa
j

1 Cypripedium Hookerte
1 ,, l^vigatum
1 ,, Stonei
I ,, Lowii
1 ,, ciliolare

1 Dendrobium Dearei '

N.B, Other Species substituted for above if desired.

Dutch Bulbs Direct from the Growers.
A NT. ROOZEN and tSON'8 CATALOGUE

-ii- for 1888, containing details of their immense Collections
of New, Rare, and fine Bulbs and Plants (86 pages in English)
is now ready, and will, as usual, be sent post-free, on applica-
tion to themselves or their Agents,
Messrs. MERTENS and CO., 3, Cross Lane, St. Mary-at>HilI,

London, EC, from vihom also can be obtnined.
ANT. ROOZEN and SON'S New Work, " Notes on the

Cultivation of Dutch and Cape Bulbs." Price Is., Post-free.

ROSES IN POTS;
all the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18«, to 36s. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application,

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Mercliants,

WORCESTEE.

A L L IN POTS
For Immediate Planting.

Clematis, in variety
Ivies, do.
Honeysuckles, do.

Wistarias
Brambles, pink and white bark
Hops
Spanish Corse

Pyracantha
Garrya elliptica

Pyrus japonica

,, ., nivalis

Virginian Creeper
,, ,, Veitehii

Lonicera flexuosa

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
The largest, most complete, and profusely

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of FERNS
ever published, containing over llio IlluF-trations, and much
valuable practical informatio.i on the cultivation of Ferns, &c.
Is. dd. post-free. Smaller Catalogue of over 1300 species and
varieties free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN tnjBSEBY. SALE, MAWCHESTER.

STRAWBERRIES.
strong Roots. -Is. per 100. Plant!) in small pots, 16s. per 100 ;

ditto in liirge pot«, 2bs. per 100. Desoriptive LIST iree.

RICHARD SMITH AM) CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-
chants, Worcester.

i
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HB. MAY'S SPECIALTIES.
• FERNS.

All the leading and most useful sorts; immpnse quantities

in various sizes; also many new and rare species and varieties.

TREE CARNATIONS.
Including Mdlle. Carle, A. AlegatiSre. Miss JoHffe. Dr. Ray-

mond, Andalusia. Lucifer, and all the best sorts. The plants

are unusually fine this season.

CROTONS.
A great variety, all beautifully coloured.

CLEMATIS.
A fine atouk oE all the best sorts.

IVIES.
Madrensis variegata, Lee's New Silver, rhomboidea obovata,

and other popular sorts.

PRIMULAS, DOUBLE WHITE.
An immense stock : plants very healthy and vigorous.

Special low prices to the Trade. An inspection respectfully

invited.

H. B. MAY, Dyson's Lane Nursery, Upper Edmonton.
Stations : Angel Road and Silver Street, G.E.R.

all the
;ies (some

of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

climbing and bedding, from 125. to 245. per dozen, strong
plants ; extra stronj^ plants, repotted into .T^inch pots, 2s. 6a.

each ; Beauty of WorcestHr, a magnificent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently seat out by us, reduced price 2s. 6d, each.
Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

UNNERS— RUNNERS — RUNNERS. —
Loxford Hull Seedling STRAWBEEKY. Strong Runners

of this mo^t excellent new variety. 4s. per 100. from ground.
PARROTT BROTHERS, Normandy. Guildford.

Q(\ l\C\(\ CLEMATIS, in Pots, of alOV^UUV finest Double and Single Varietiei

DUTCH BULBS CHEAP!

FRENCH BULBS CHEAP

!

3,,_ ENGLISH BULBS CHEAP!

Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs,

Containing LIST of all the best varieties of HYACINTHS.
TULIPS, CROCUS. LILIUMS. DAFFODILS, SNOWDROPS,
IRIS, See., tree on application.

Please compare our Prices before sending your
Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SKKn A.VD BL'LB MICRCHANTS

EXETER STREET, STRAND. LONDON, WC.

LATANIA BORBONICA, stores,
Ss. per 100. 70s. per 1000.

LATANIA BOKBONtCA, well rooted in thumbs, 1 leaves,

14s. per 100, 120s. per 1000.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, from stores, 6s. per 100, 50s. per
1000.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, out of thumbs, well rooted, 12s. per
100. 100s. per 1000.

Samples Is. For Cash only.
Packing extra.

MARSHALL BROS. AND CO., Barnham Junction, Sussex.

JERSEY FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
Carriage Paid. Strong healthy trees, the finest that money can
buy. Roses wonderfully cheap. Cordons a specialite. Before
ordering be sure to write for our Illustrated CATALOGUES.
JOSHUA LE CORNU and SON. High View Nurseries.

NARCISSUS POETICUS. — Several thou-
Rau'is of these Bulbs to be Sold in consequence of removal,

also double variety of the .*ame. Open to any reasonable offer.
E. PRIOR, Beech Hill, Bury St. Edmunds.

Special Offer of Palm Plants, to the Trade Only, from
T G. TRESEDER, Nurseryman and
fJ • Skkd.sman, 19. Roval Arcade, Sydney, Australia.
COLLECTOR of PACIFIC ISLAND SEEDS and PLANTS.

15,000 KENTIA FORSTERIANA, in quantities of not less
tlian 500; price iO^. per 100. Freight paid to London. The-se
plants are in splendid and vigoroift condition, one year old,
and are from o to 8 inches high. In store pots, 10 planta ia
each.
Orders for transmission can be sent to WATSON and SCULL,

90. Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

By Special"^^^^^^ Sealed Warrants,

Early White

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
EAIU.Y FLOWERING NARCISSUS,

And all other BULBSfor EARLY FORCING.
Seeds of all sorts for present and later sowing.

Finest Qualities. Delivered Carriage Free.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogues post-free.

DICKSONS
(Limited).

" KOYAL ' NURSERIES and SEED ESTABLLSHMENTS,

CHESTER.

THOMAS GREEN & SON. Limited,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS, AND SURREY WORKS, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.,

HOETICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, caU Special Attention to their Patent Wrouglit-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered and Tubular

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
And others with SHELVES, and Hollow or Ordinary Cast-iron GRATE BARS.

CAnni C Rnil CDQ '^''"^ waterway backs and WELDED BOILERS, any of which are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Con.servatories, Churches. Chapels,
OAUULL DUILCnO' Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls. Warehouses, Workshops, &c. They are the neatest, cheapest, most effective, and durable of any extant.

TTzf Mt\\ICIPAL and TUBVLAR onp^ are revmrkable Jor their grent heating -power, slow combustion, and the length of time the fire iviU hum without requiring attention.

These Patterns secured the FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE, a SILVER MEDAL, at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition, South Kensington, London, June 1, 1881.

The Best Bo

— TnoNT El.lIVA~ION -

^s-s^^^^ss?*
LoNCiTUDiNAL Section ""'

SECTIONAL PLAN.

MBl
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w TROUGHTON, Nubsebyman, Preston,
offers the following for sale ;—

1 Large AR^rCARIl EXCELSA.
1 „ SElFOliTHIA ELEGANS.
1 „ CVCAS REVOLUTA.
1 ,. PKITCHARDIA VrYLSTEKEAXA.
2 ., KEXTfAS.
1 ., PUCENIX RUPICOLA nnd RECLIXATA.
A large quantity of AMARYLLIS iu variety.

All in fine healtli.

ARDENIAS.—We never had a finer stock
of this beautiful Greenhouse Shrub. Specimen Plants,

3 to 4 feet high, from S.5.S. to .50s. each ; half specimens, from

2 to 3 feet, 6«. to 10s. e.ach ; smaller plants, good stuff, 30.s.

per dozen. These are the very best sorts. This is a fine oppor-

tunity to stock a place with large plants.

E. COLLIXS AND SONS, Cumberland Park Nurseries,

Willesden Junction. N.W.

Strawberries a Specialty^
, - Select List Free iS

g Sample OF Plants 3? '$3 f^x
LovEL&SoN, Driffield/^

r\ ARDENERS WILL RECEIVE JREMU-
VJT NERATIOX upon forwarding immediately unlimited

quantities of GERANIUM or other BEDDING CUTTINGS.
All kinds separate and named.—Addr-^ss BROWNE, Nursery-

man, Cheetham Hill. Manchester. Advise per Post-card.

'^i^ at

CUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

-Too well known to require descrip-

tion. Price, 6s. per bushel (Is. extra

per bushel for package), or 6(i. per

cake : free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-

ages and printed cultural directiona

enclosed, with oursignatujeattached.

WM. CUTBUSH AKD SON
(Limited), Nurserymeo and Seed
Merchanta. Highgate Nurseries. N.

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

_ Two Prize Medals.

Quality. THE BEST In the Market. (All sacke included.)

PEAT, best brown tibroiu ... 6s. per sack, 5 sacks for 22s. 'ad.

PEAT, best black fibrous ... 4s. 6rf. ,, S sacks for 20s.

PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. 6d. „ 5 sacks for S.'is.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST (Is. per bush., 3s, per sack

LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... f (sacks included).

SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. 6d. per bush., 143. half-ton, 34s. tou.

RAFFIA FIERE. best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb.; 28 lb., 27s.

SPHAGNUM MOS.S, all selected, 3s. per bush., 8s. per sack.

chubb*s"perfk:ct"fer-^ in bags.
TILIZER (the Beat Food for ( — *

.

all kinds of Plants, Flowers, fTina. 71b. 141b. 281b. 561b. 1 cwt.

Fruits Vegetables, &c. ...) 1/6 3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED bones, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-

VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 5/6 10/6 17/-

RUSSIAN MATS, BAMBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses and

Cattle, dE2 per \m\. Extra lar^e Sample Bales, 6s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),

sacks, Is. 3d. each ; 10 sacks, lis.; 15 sacks, 15s.; 20 sacks, 18s.;

30 sacks. 25s. ; 40 sacks, 30s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

28s. Limited quantities of G., special quality granulated.

iu sacks only. 2s. each. Terms, strictly Caah with order.

(Bankers. Vnion Bank of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY KOAD. MILWALL, LONDON, E.

GARDEN requisites"
COCOA-NUT FIBRETIEFUSE.

id. per bushel ; lUO for 2.=is. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),

405. ; 4-bushel bags, id. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT. 5s. 6d. per sack ; 6 sacks,

BLACK 'fibrous PEAT, is. per sack, 6 sacks, 22s. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. 9d. per bushel ; 16s. per half

ton ; 26s. per tou, in 2-bushel bags, id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD. Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, es. 6d. per sack.
MANURES. GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, &c. Writ* for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.R.H.S.,.21, Gold.smith's Street, Drury
Lane nat<-ly called 17x. Coal Yard). W.C.

BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners* imd Market Growers'
Reportfl. Sold in Tins. Is., 2s. 6rf.. bs. 6(f., and 10a. 6d. each,

or 1 cwt. BesB, eesled . 13«. By fill Seedsmen, or apply direct to
W. H. BBESON. Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

mt EFFECTIVS, SArS i ECONOMICiiL

IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

'Medicated Tobacco Paper
(READY CUT UP FOR USE),

Rcdticefl Price 1/0 per lb.;

38lba. A: upwards—Cnri'in$;v l*ald.

Parcels for trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.:

2 lbs. 3/4, 4 lbs. 6/8, 6 lbs. 9/9, 8tba.l3/-, 10 lb6.16/-

3 e= -EJ EF_^S^==

IMPROVED
Fumigating Pan^^
Is vastly superior to any other.

-e^^ i-^'. '*^^

Price 6/6 (iu iron with heater) each,

or in Copper. 21/-

DlCliSOIV'li InipiOTrd

MUSHROOM SPAWI "f^^'

MOST SUPERIOR. 5/- PER BUS.

tj- Circulars giving all particulars rf* copies of tesH-
vuyiiials, post free on application.

DICKSONS
ITEtO.

Seed Establishment,

CHESTER.

(Limited),

Eoyal Nursery and Seed Establishment,

GISHURST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thripa, Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallou of soft-water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes, Is., 35.. and 10s. 6d.

GISHUKSTINE keeps BootB dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

To Nurserymen. Seed Merchants, and Florists.

JBLACKBUKN and SONS areotfering Arch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade : also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, Raffia Fibre, Tobacco Paper,
and Shading. Prices free.—4 and 5. Wormwood Street. E.G.

/•GARDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
VlT Virgin Cork, Raffia, Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work;
Manures, &.C. Cheiu'est Prices of

WATSON AND SCULL, 90. Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

Protect your Fruit by using

MADDOCK'S KILL-WASP.
Mr. C. Penny, Head Gardener to H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, says :—" Your Kill-Wasp is simply marvellous for its

quick destruction of this our greatest enemy."

Mr. H. H, Ward. Head Gardener to the Right Hon. the

Earl of Radnor -.—" I have given it a trial, and found it to be

everything you represent it to be. It does its work most

effectually."

To be had of all Chemists, price Is. 6rf., or post-free. Is. P</.,

and from tlie

OLD ENGLISH LAVENDER WATER CO.,
FULBOKOUGH. SIISSE.X.

PORTABLE CUCTJMBEIt FBAMES.

r>
HALLIDAY and CO. desire to

i • draw special attention to their Cucumber Frames,

of which they always have a large stock, ready glazed and

painted. They are made of the best materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Prices delivered to any station in England :— £ s. d.

2-light frame, 8 feet bv 6 feet ) p_.v;_- ( 3 10

3-lightframe, 12feetby6fectV„^ff"?.8
.J

5 6

6-liiht frame. 24 feet by 6 feet S
'-'"" '""^

( 10

The glass is nailed and puttied in. Lights and framing for

brick pits at proportionately low prices.

B. HALLIDAY <& CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS. MIDDLETON,
MjVNCHESTEE.

London Agent, Mr. H. SKELTON, Seedsman, &c.,

2, Holloway Koad, N.

Established, a.d. 1818.

HENRY HOPE,
Jiorticultural Builder and

Hot-water Engineer,

60. Lionel St., Birmingham.
plans and Estimates on

application.

illlliiililiifflliiriiBii _.

Sold in Packets, 6d. and Is. each, and in

SEALED BAGS ONLY,
7 1b 14 lb. 28 lb. 56 1b. 1 cwt.

2/6 4/6 7/6 12/6 20/-
CLAY & LEVESLEY,

TEMPLE MILL LANE,
STRATFORD, liONDON, E.

C.& L. alsosupply Crushed Bones, Bone Dust, Peruvian Guano,
Sulphate of Ammonia, and Nitrate of Soda, in best qualitiesonly.

GARDEN REQUISITES,
of bent qudUtt/, as supplied to the Boyai Gardens, A*c-

BEST cocoa-nut fibre refuse. 10 sacks for 10s.. 15 for

145., 20 for ISs.. SOfor 255. : two ton truck, 285. Freeonrail.

RU.5SIA MATS, from 12s. to 18s. per dozen.

FINEST ORCHID PEAT. 7.5. per sack.

BEST BROWN FIBROUS PE.A.T, 5s. per sack, 5 for 22s. »d.

BEST BLACK FIBROUS PEAT. 45. 6d. per sack, 5 for 20s.

COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. 6<i. per bushel ; 14s. ^ton ;

PURE LEAF MOULD, 3s. per sack. [25s. per ton,

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM. 3s. per sack.

BEST MUSHROOM SPAWN, 4s. per bushel.

RAFFIA. LABELS. STICKS, from 1 ft. to .1 ft.. BAMBOO
CANES.

.1J
ft. to 12 ft.. VIRGIN CORK, CHEIUCAL

MANURES, NETTING. &c.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. fit. per sack. CHARCOAL, 8s. per sack.

SPECIALITY; TOBACCO PAPER ,nnd CLOTH, lOd. per lb. ;

28 lb. for 21s. Price List free by post.

W. HERBERT AND CO., Hop Exchange Warehousee, South-

w&rk Street, London, 8.E.

SILVESTER'S PATENT TRENTHAM BOILER
Is the BEST, CHEAPEST, and MOST ECONOMICAL
BOILER EXTANT for all heating purposes, and is only

supplied by the PATENTEE. All other kiuds of BOILERS.
PIPES, VALVES, HEATING and VENTLLATINQ APPA-
RATUS manufactured by

F- SILVESTER & CO.,
CASTLE HILL WORKS, NEWCASTLE,

STAFFORDSHIRE.
Full Particulars on application.

HOS. W. ROBINSON
Dennis Park Ironworks, Stourbridge.

4-iil. Expansion Joint Hot-water Pipes. 9feet long. 4j. id. each
;

.4-in. Socket Hot-water Pipes, 9 feet long, 4s. «d. each.

( '^fllh^trated revised jirice List on appheatwn free.
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BOULTON & PAUL.

NEW

CATALOGUES,
POST-FREE,

Containing New Designs of

CONSERVATORIES.
GREENHOUSES, GARDl'.N

FRAMES, BOILERS for Heat-

ing Apparatus, and all requisites

for the Garden.

BOULTON & PAUL No. 74,

PLANT FRAMES.
Most useful of all Frames.

2-light3. 8 by 6 feet .,.

3-Iigllt3. 12 by 6 feet ...

4-light3, 1(5 by ti feet ...

6-llEhts, 20 by 6 feet ...

Ij-lif,'ht3, 2-1 by () feet ...

Best Wood. 21-oz.

.. £4 7 6
... 6
... 7 12 6
... 9 6
... 10 17 6

Englisli Glass.
Painted 3 Coats. Carringe Paid to any
Station in KntjIan.J.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, NORWICH.
All si/fft in fitock,

Kem CATALOGUE ready.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER'S
Children's...

Ladies'
Gent's

Per doz.

. la. 2d.

. 3.^. 6d.

Hemstitched :

Ladies'

Gents
2s. llJrf.
4-;. lid.

CAMBRIC

POCKET

HANDKERCHIEFS.

IRISH DAMASK
TABLE LINEN.

FISH NAPKINS, 2s. lid. per dozen. Dinner Napkins, 55. 6d.
per dozen. Table Cloths, 2 yunis stjuare, 2'^. 11'^.; 2^ >ards by ,1 yards,

5s. lid. each. Kittheii Table Cloths, llnd. euch. Strong Huckaback Towels,
4s. Qd. per dozen. Monogram'*. Initials, &e., woven and enibroidered.

Smnples ami Illustrated Price Lists, post-free.

MATCHLESS

SHIRTS.
Best Quality Long Cloth, with 4-fold

finest Linen Fronts, 35.?. 6d. per half-doz.

(to measure or pattern, 2s. extra). Pat-

terns ot materials used, also of newest

styles in Fancy Cotton, Flannel, Silk, and

Silk and Wool, sent free on application.

OLD
SHIRTS

made as good as

new. with best

material in Neck-
bunds, Cutis and
Fronts, for 14s.
the half-dozen.

Samples

Collars, Cuffs, and

Goods, post-free.

ROBINSOil Ic CLEAVEI

THOMAS'S
TRAINING TRELLISES.

Nu. 61. t;ALVANlSED AFiKK MADE.
For training Feas instead of

sticks. Training plants to walls,
Stc. J.\ Panels.
6 feft by 3 feet ... 2s. each.
6 feet by 4 feet ... 3^. each.
6 feet by 5 feet ... 4«. P;)ch.

6 feet by 6 feet ... 5<- each,

^lade any size to order at
follow ing prices ;

—

6 in. 4 in. 3 in. 2 in. 1| in. mesh.
2d, 3d. 3^d. ^i. 4M. per foot super.

Illustrated Catalogue ox Applicatiox.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
87, QUEEN VICTORIA STRSET, LONDON, E.C.

TT R T I C U L T U R A L
it-JL OLASS BELLS. &c.
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Scale of Charges for Advertising.
/{ead Line charqed as two.

3 . . £0 8 6

..090

..096

. . 10

. . 10 6

.. 11

.. 11 6

. . 12

. . 12 6

. . 13

. . 13 6

AND SIXPENCE FOR EVERY ADDITIONAL LINE.

If set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20s.

If set across three Colunins the lowest charge will be 30j.

Page, JB8; Half Page, fl 10s.; Column, £.3.

4 Lines .
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GARDENER (Head) ; age 30.—A Gentle-
MAN wi-ilie-* to rpi'ommend hi.s Head Gardener to any

Lady or Cientleman requiring the same. Could Manage Land
and Stock if required. —T. FOKD, 6, Staten Gardens,
Twickenhnra,

AKDENEU (Head); age 30.—Mr. Gold,
Gardener to the Hon. H. D. Ryder, High Ashurst,

Dorking, Suirey, can highly recommend his Foreman, Tlios.

Prickett, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a good practical
Gardener.

AKDENER (Head) ; age 30. — Mr. J.
AnperSON^ highly recommends his Foreman toanjj'

Lady or GentTemnii' requiriiig "a eo'mpeteal "and" "trustworthy
man. Seventeen jears" experience.— State particulars to ,T. A.
VENTrN. Sfreatham Grove. Norwood, S.E.

GAKDENEU (Head).—Age 30; thoroughly
practical in the Gruwing of Stove and Greenhouse Plant-,

Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables. Also well up Growing Chry-
santhemums, Plant-- and Cut Bloom for exhibition. Four years'

character from last situation.—S. J., 7, Eaton Villas, Upper
Lennard Road, Penge, S.E.

ARDENER (Head) ; age 32.—Mr. VVest-
COTT, Head Gardener to His Grace The Duke of Cleve-

land, Eaby Castle, Durham, will be glad to recommend his
Foreman, James TuUett, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring
a thoroughly practical good Gardener.—Sixteen years' good
practical experience ; seven years General Foreman at Haby.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 31 ; eighteen
years" erperience in Noblemen's and Gentlemen's

Gardens ; four years Orchid Grower. Thorough practical
knowledge of Eai ly and Late Forcing, and the Management
of a hrsC-class Garden. Five years' character.—J. P., Mr,
Jewell, \^, High Street, Lewisham, Kent. S.E.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 28;
thorimghly experienced in ail branches. Goodcharactep.-

—GARUENFK, The iManor House, Great Stanmore.

ARDKiNKU (Head Working.)—Age 40,
mairied; twenty-one years' experience iu all branches

of Gardening. Excellent character and references.—J.
EUT1.ER. Murrell's Co tages, Crawley Road, Horsham, Sussex.

i^^ ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 36,
VJ married, two children; thoroughly experienced in all

branches; first-class references. Two vears in present situa-
tion.—W. HOLDCKOFT, Prestbury Court, Cheltenham.

GARDENER (Head Working), where one
or two are kept.—Age 30, married, one child

;
good

references. Wages j£l, with house.—A., 2, Grove Road,
Mitcham, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working) ; age 30.—
The Advertiser begs to offer his services to any Lady or

Gentleman as above. Excellent character.—G. C, 2, Had'low
Place, Anerley Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,
married; good practical knowledge of his profession.

Stock and Land not objected to. Total abstainer. Eight years
and nine months as Head.—A. J. BROWN, Lindfield, Susses.

ARDENER (Head Working).-Twenty-two
years' experience in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early

and Late Forcing. Seven years in present situation ; eleven in
previous.—H. M., 3, South Terrace, Franklin Road, Norbiton,

ARDENER (Head Working).— Age 28
;

Scotch. Fourteen years' practical knowledge in all

branches; six years' English experience. Character and ability

will bear the strictest investigation from present and previous
employer.—D. BROWN. 9, Kirchen Road, Ealinsr, W.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
married, when suited; fourteen years' practical expe-

rience in all branches. Eight years as Foreman in last
situation. Excellent character,—W. STEVENS, Meal's Villa,

Nortbam. North Devon.

ARDENER (Head Working).-Age 35,
married, no family ; thoroughly practical in all

branches. Fruit, Flower and Kitthen Gardens, Early and
Late Forcing. Twenty years' experience in large establish-
ments.—G. C, 8, Crown Terrace, Richmond,

("( ARDENER (Head Working), where
jT several are kept.—Age42, married, nofamilv ; tiioroug.Iy

practical in all branches. Twenty-five years' experience where
Gardening has been well done. Land and Stock. Good
character from last and previous employers.—A. E,, 4, Thornton
Road. Potters' Bar,

CGARDENER (Head AVorking).—Age 36,
A married; seven years Head with present employer.

Leaving at own option; has had a life o good experience in
Noblemen's and good eatabliahmeuts, A thorough sober and
trustworthy man; excellentchiracter and references. Good in
Land and Stock if required,—WILLIS, Whitchurch, Reading.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 33,
married ; excellent Grape, Peach. Melon, and Mushroom

Grower, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Six and a half years'
excellent character from late employer. Advertiser wishes to
engage with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the above--
W. J., 17, King Charles Crescent, Surbiton H ill. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head W^orking).—Age 36,
married ; abstainer. Twenty years' practical experience

in the Cultivation of Grapes. Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,
Tomatas, Mushrooms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns,
Orchids, Roses, Chrysanthemums, Flowerand Kitchen Garden-
ing, Early and Late Forcing. Highest references.—GARDENER
Crow Nest Park. Liglitcliffe, Halifax.

GARDENER (Head or goodSiNGLE-HANDED).
—Age .30, married ; sixteen years' experience in Stove,

Vines, Melons, Orchids. Two years' character,—R, B., 11,
Tennyson Road, Penge, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HiNDED).—Age 23, single; been iised to the line in

all its branches. Good character and references.— 46. Henry
Street. St. John's Wood, N.W.

GARDENER. — Single at present; under-
stands stove. Greenhouse, Melons, Cucumbers. Would

be useful. Fifteen years' character.—W., 89, Chandos Koad,
Leytou Road. Stratford. Essex.

GARDENER.—Age 30 ; seventeen years' good
experience in general routine of Gardening. Inside and

Out. Good references.— O. BR.\DUY. 26. Elgin Terrace, Maida
Vale, N.W.

(^^ARDENEK, under the Foreman in a large
V^ establishment, to Improve.—Age 17 ; fifteen months'
good character from present employer, .lohn Groves. Esq.,
Weymouth. -FRED. WHITE, Rud ipale. Weymouth.

ARDENER (good Single-handed), or
where help is given.—Middle-aged, married, two boys

(ages 13 and 10): Greenhouse, Flower, and Kitchen Garden.
Good character from present employer.—J. EL.SLEY. 8, Leonard
Terrace. Old Dover Road, Black hc[Lth. S.E.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or otherwise.
—Has had many years' experience in all branches of

Gardening. Land and Stock. Good reference.—WALTER.
Warrin gton Lodge. Olney, Bucks.

GARDENER (Second), where three are
kept, or SlXGLE-HANDED where help is given.—Age 22,

married
; good character from present and previous employers.

—A. SKINNER. Woodfiehl. Oviny. Chichester.

ARDENER (Second, in good establish-
ment. or Single-handed).-Age 24. single: nine years'

good experience Inside and Out.—H. REDDEN, Over Whit-
acre, near Birmingham.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 32 single

;

nearly four years in last situation: three in previous.—
W. WHEELER, 3, The Nursery, George Lane, Lewisham, S.E.

ARDENER (Second)
; Age 26.—Mr. Hol-

LINGSWORTH. The Gardens. Quorn Court, near Lough-
borough, Leicestershire, can with confidence recommend P.
Martin, who has been with him two and a half years. Ten
years' experience.

GARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 23; seven years in last place.—W. M. D., Park

Cottage. Park Road, East Mole^e y, Surrey,

ARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
place.—Age 21; nine years' experience.—A, PAYNE,

Worth Hall, ne.ir Crawley, Sussex.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 22; nine
years' experience. Inside and Out. Excellent cha-

racter from present and previous employers,—A. B., Milford
House, Castle Street. Salisbury.

ARDENER (Under), Private Garden or
Nursery.-Single; used to in and outdoor work. Good

references. Distance no object.—Particulars to W, E., Gar-
dmers Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

Ij^OREMAN.—Age 24 ; ten and a half years'
experience; eighteen months as Foreman, Good re-

ferences.—A. SMITH, Wichnor Park, Eurton-on-Trent.

OREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 26; eleven
years' experience in large establishments. Thoroughly

recommended as to character and ability.—J. J, H., Little
Craven Hurst, Eolney, Sussex.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 27 ; twelve
years' experience in the Cultivation of Vines, Peaches,

Cucumbt?rs. Melon'', Stove and Greenhouse Plants &c. Good
characters from present and previous employers.—J. SMITH,
The Garden-s Tolmers. near Hertford.

I^pOREMAN, in a good establishment ; age 27.
—F. W. Russell, Ganh-ner to E. T, Doxat, Esq., Wood

Grten Park, Cheshunt, would be pleased to recommend to any
Gardener a tliorough trustwortliy young man as above. Firs -

class testimonials.—For full particulars please address as above.

FOREMAN, or FIRST .Ti_)URNEYMAN, in
the Houses, in a good estnl'Iinhment,—Age 2.'i

; good
character.—G. L., The Gardens, K'-mjishott Park, Ba.'^iugstoke,
Hants.

FOREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN.—
.4- Nine year.^' experience. Well up in Plant and Fruit
Culture under Glass. &o. Good testimonials.-F. E., 3&,
Seaton Street, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

FOREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN in
the Houses.—Age 23; nine years' experience in leading

Market Nurseries. Good Salesman, Well up in all Floral
Arrangement. Distance no object. Highest references.

—

J. KEYTE. Shirley Heath, Shirley, near Birmingham,

IT'OREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN.—X Mr. Macpherson, Gardener to the Right Hon, the Earl
of Londesborougli. Northerwood, Lyndhurst, Hants, a\ onId be
pleased to recommend H. Butcher as above. Good Floral
Decorator; twelve years' experience in all branches.

FOREMAN PROPAGATOR, aiid~GROWER.
—Age 27 ; twelve years' experience in turning out large

quantities and creditable stuff—Bouvardias, Eegonias, Pelar-
goniums. FuL-hsias, Chrysanthemums, Primulas, Solanuras,
Hydrangeas, Ferns, Forced Plauts and Flowers of all kinds.
Bedding Stuff, Cucumbers. &c. Good Packer. Be-it refer-
ences.—LAMBERT, 1, Barley's Lane, Stamford Hill, E.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER for Market
or otherwise.—Age 31, single; has a thorough know-

ledge of the general routine of the Cut Flower and Plant
Trade,—B. FOREMAN, R, Pennel & Son, The Nurseries.
Lincoln,

pALM and FERN GROWER in a Market or
-L Private Nursery.—Young

; eood experience and character.
—ADV., 122, Well Street, Hackney, E.

FERN GROWER. — Practical. — W. Her-
bert. The Nursery, Wembley. Harrow.

FERN GROWER.—Practical
; twelve years'

experience.—W. SMITH. 24, Canning Eoad, Highbury
Vale. N.

URUIT GROWER or MANAGER for Market.
-1- —Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Mushrooms, Tomato^, Cucum-
bers, Melons, &c. Fifteen years' experience.—GROWER, Ml.
Clarendon Road. Notting Hill. W.

MARKET FRUIT GROWER, &o.—Mr.
DiCKlNsOf, Shardlow, Derby, one of the largest

growers in the .Midlands, can with confidence recommend one
of hia late Foremen, as above.

ARKET GROWER.—Age 23 ; Cut Flowers,
Tomatos. Fruit. &c.. for Market. Good Hard and Soft-

wooded Propagator.-W.BARNES, Vineries. I'rumtield, Sussex.

To Market Nurserymen.
GROWER (Indoor), Rose and Carnation, for

winter. &c. — Eighteen years' experience. Highest
references from present and previous employers. — J. I.,
Gardeners' C/iromcleOffice, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

JOURNEYMAN, to help in Houses, or Inside
and Out. Good references. Bothy preferred.—E. M.,

Forest totlage, North Street, Winkfield , near Windsor.

J
Nursery or Marketmen.

OURNEY.MAN.—Aged -Ai; six years' ex-
perience in Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—A. L.. 41,

Wel li ngton Street . Strand. W.C.

JOURNEYMANT—Age 23 ; ten years' experi-
ence. T'sed to Growing Soft-wooded Plants and Chry-

santhemums for Market.—BAKEK, 3, Pyrmont Road, Strand-
on-the-Green , Chiswick.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses, in large
establishment. Good experience and also good refer-

ences Bothy preferred.—H. B., 25, Anerley Vale, Upper
Norwood, S.E.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses, under a
Foreman.—Age 19 ; eighteen months' experience in pre-

sent situation. Good references.—A. BELCHEK. Leonardslee
Gardens, Lower Seeding, Horsham, Sussex.

JOURNEYMAN; age 20. — F. Rowland,
tJ Gardener at Marsden House, South Shields, can highly
recommend a young man as above. Two years' good character.
—A, SADLER. Marsden House, South Shields,

JOURNEYMAN, or Second.—Age 23; two
years in the Houses here. Abstainer,—T, BARSON,

Fairford Park Gardens, Fairford, Gloucestershire.

IMPROVER, under Glass.—Age 19; three
years" good references. Totalabstainer.-W, GRIFFITHS,

Nursery, Whittington, Oswestry.

ASSISTANT.—Age 22 ; six years' experience.
Well up in Seed, Plants, and Nursery Stock.—J, H.,

The Birches, Wordsley, Stourbridge,

npo GARDENERS, &c.—Wanted, situation
J- for smart youth (Gardener's son). Has been three years
under good Foreman. Strong, willing, and active. Age 18—HEAD GARDENER, Summerhitl, Kingswinsford, near
Dudley.

COWMAN, on Gentleman's estate.—Age 26,
single; good character,—G. GODDARD, Woodham Hall,

near Woking.

To Nurserymen and Others.

HANDY MAN, m a good Nursery or Gentle-
ma i 'a establishment.—No objection to act aa Carman.

Good reference.—W. CRAWLEY, 7. Burrell Cottages, Becken-
ham, Kent.

MANAGER and BOOK-KEEPER, or HEAD
SHOPMAN.—Age .10, married; fifteen years' experience

in leading Provincial Houses. Thorough knowledge of Seed
and Bidb Trade. First-class references.—VERITAS, Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SEEDSMEN and OTHERS.—A respect-
able young man requires a situation in the above.

Eight years' experience in tirst-class House.—M. H., Lower
Farm. Kensal Green, W.

ACKER (Head).—Well up in Plant, Tree,
and Seed Packing; several years with Messrs. Veit^ch &

Sons, Chelsea. Also Timekeeper, if required. Good refer-
ences.—J. H., Burghfield Common, near Reading, Berks.

C CARPENTER, on an Estate. — Age 30;W used to both Good and Rough Work. Willing to be
useful. Twelve years' good character.— G. E., 2, St. Anne's
Cottages. Southville, FeltJiam. Middlesex,

OLLOWAY'S PILLS.—Teachings of Ex-
perience.—The united testimony of thousands, extend-

ing over more than bO years, most strongly recommends these
Pills as the be.-,t Purifiers, the mildest Aperients, and the
surest Restorative.s. They never prove delusive, or give merely
temporary relief, hut attack all Ailments of the Stomach,
Lungs. Heart, Head, and Bowels in the only safe and legiti-
mate way, by depurating the Blood, and so eradicating those
impurities which are the source and constituentof almost every
disease. Their medical elhcaoy is wonderful in renovating en-
feebled constitutions. Their action embraces all that is desir-
able in a household medicine. They expel every noxious and
effete matter ; and thus the strength is nurtured and the
energies stimulated.
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THE NEW SALINE
A Iiigh-class Antiseptic Saline, which instantly produces in water a Beautiful Rose-coloured antiseptic Saline Dniught,
most refreshing and exhilarating, and at the same time developing Ozone (the principle of life). It is a powerful
antidote to and a preventive of Feverishness, Aci-iity. General Debility, Sour Stomach, Flatulence, Nau--ea, Irritation

of the Skin. Giddiness, Diarrhtf?a, Weiiriuew, &,r., and will dispel Sick Headache like a charm,

Protected by Her Majesty 6

Royal Letters
Patent. SALT REGAL,

Over tifty Patents,
JReffistrations, and

Trade Marks.

HEALTH GIVING !!

Quite distinct from all other Salts and Saline Preparations

HEALTH PRESERVING II

Possesses valaable Hygienic properties hitherto unknown to Science.

Salt Regal corrects all impurities in the system,

whether arising from breathinR heated or tainted air, or

through partaking of improperly-cooked food, or errors

of diet—eating or drinking, acting as an instant purifier,

each dose liberating a supply of a powerful antiseptic,

cleansing the mouth, throat, and stomach at the same

op«!ration. Salt Regal is a natural disinfectant. It re-

moves all bad humours from the body, and renders it

proof against infection of every kind—Typhoid, Malaria,

Cholera, and Epidemics of the most virulent type. Its

timely use has saved many heavy doctors' bills. Its

regular use is a certain guarantee of health.

All who take SALT REGAL regularly are good feeders, good workers,

and good sleepers, and thoroughly enjoy their lives.

Thousands of Testimonials have been received from all parts of tlis World.

SALT REGAL is Sold in Bottles (hermetically sealed). 2a. 6d., end can be obtained through any Chemist

as all the Loii.1011 and Provincial Wholesale Houses regularly stock it. Do not be persuaded to take a substitute.

Rememb»r SALT EEOAL is a Royal Patent, and any attempt at imitation is n Felony. You cannot be deceived

if vou observe that the White Powder turns Rose-coloured in water, no other Saline having this property. If any

ifficulty in obtaining it. the Proprietors will forward direct on receipt of Postal Order.

Patentees and Sole
Proprietors ( i I X.I ibv >^* '^^'^^j

SALT liEGAL his made hosts offriends in the Colonies and Foreign Countries, and its increasing Sale and growing poj^a'aritj/ are bge-icords among those u:ko sell it.

FRITZ 6c CO., SALT REGAL WORKS, LIVERPOOL.
Ao Traveller should be without Salt Regal.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor
;

" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at the Offlce, 41. Wellmgt-m Street. Covent Garden, London. W.C.

PrinbBdbvWlLI,lAM RloHiRns. at th^ nifice of Messrs. Bridsurt. Aqvew S. Co., Lombard Street. Precinct of Whitefriara. City of London, in the County of Middlesei. and published by the

Mid William EloaiRDS at the Office. 41. WeUington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—SATlTEDir. August 25. 1388. Agent for Manoheator-JoHS HsrwooD.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutch Bulba.

Every MONDAY, THUKSDAV, and SATUKDAY.
Great LTnrofrved Sales.

MESSRS. PKOTIIEKOE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTK)N, at the Central Sale Rooms, 67 and
68,Cheapside, London. E.C., every MONDAY, THUKSDAY, and

SATURDAY, at half-past 11 o'clock precisely, extensive con-

signments of tirst-cluss HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Private Buyers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.
IMl'iJKTED OKCHLDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEKOE and MORRIS are

instructed by .Mr. Y. Sander, to SELL by AUCTION,

at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London,

E C on Tl'ESDAY NEXT, September 4,nt half-past 12o'Clock

precisely a large quantity of IMPORTED ORCHIDS, in fine

condition, comprising Cattleya Eldorado, C. Harnssioniana, C.

Loddigesli, C. citrina, Oncidium Forbesii, O. curtum, O. leu-

cochilum. O. sarcodes. Odontoglossum vexillarium, O. citros-

mnm O. hastatum. O. Roezlii, O. Cervantesii. Sophronelia

erandiflora, S. violacea, Miltonin spectabilis, M. stellata. &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
"

""Friday Next.

GRAND IMPORTATIONS OF ORCHIDS, in the best possible

condition,

MESSRS. PROTHEKOE and MORRIS are

instructed by Messrs. Shuttleworth, Carder & Co. to

^EIT bv AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 and 68,

Cheapside. London. E.C., on FRIDAY NEXT, September 7, at

half past 12 oClock precisely. Grand Importations of

ORCHIDS in splendid condition, comprising Odontoglossum

vexillarium. Cattleya aurea. C. gigas, CMendelii, Oncidium

Kramerianum, Odontoglossum crispum (Alexandrse), the best

tvpe- the exceedingly rare Chysis aurea maculata, Bollea

Palin'ii Epidendrum VVallissii, Comparettia macroplectron, &c.
' On view morning of Sale and catalogues had.

The Ascot Nurseries, Berks.
\

(Opposite the Racecourse, ana about \h minutes' walk from

the Railway Station.)

Important to Gentlemen. Nurserymen, and Others, desirous of

securing one of the most valuable and celebrated NUR-
SERIES in the Trade, with all the thriving STOCK, as a

going concern, in one Lot, for SALE, by order of the

S%vner. who is relinijuishing the business in consequence of

IVIKSSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
ItI are in^trxicted to SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart.

Tokenhou^e Yard, London. E.G., on FRIDAY. September 7,

It ' o'clock P. St. punctually, in one Lot. the valuable

lot!''"' LEASEHOLD ESTATE distinguished as the KOYAL
NURSERIES, ASCOT, together with the Goodwill of the

old-established Nursery Business so successfully earned on

bv the lute Mr. John Standish and the present Proprietor.

The Nur'^erv contains an area of about 22 Acres, cropped

v/ith a General Assortment of Nursery Stock; also 36 Green-

houses containing a total superficial area of about 44,000 feet,

heated by about lO.OOO feet of hot-water piping, and numerous

Pita all stocked with an extensive collection of Hard ami Soft-

wooded ~Greenhou3e and Stove Plants. The Leasehold Resi-

dence eontaining 10 Rooms. 3 well-built Cottages, and suitable

TradeBuildings tor carrying on a large Business.

May be viewed prior to the Sale. Particulars, Plans, and

Conditions of Sale may be obtained on the Premises; at the

Mart EC of Messrs. MACKNELL, MATON. and GODLEE,
Solici'tors 21, Cannon Street, E.C. ; and of the Auctioneers.

Surveyors', and EstateAgents^TandeS. Cheapside, London. E.C.

Peterboroug^.~Uncier a Deed of Assignment.
Twol>ivH'r\Ki-:sKRVKD OLEAKANCK SALE of tlie whole

nf theSTUVE and GREKNHOUSE PLANTS, NURSERY
STOCK, UTENSILS-IN-TRADE, EXHIBITION PLANT,

VAN &c., by Order of the Trustees of the Estate of Mr.

John House, the Freehold Nursery having been disposed of.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premisp^ the

Easteate Nurseries, Peterborough, on TUESDAY and WED-
NESDAY September II and 12. at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely

each dav 'without Reserve, the whole of the remarkably well-

erown S rOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of 4000

Maidenhair Ferns, 1000 Tuberoses, Specimen Palms, 1000 As-

pidistras fine Specimen Lapagerias, 2000 Tea Roses in pots,

500 Azaleas, well set; Specimen Camellias, 1500 Eucharis

amazonica. 2000 Dahlias. Carnations, a fine collection of

Pffijuies Bulbs and Plants in ground, about A Acres of General

Outdoor" NURSERY STOCK, lOOO AUCUBAS, nearly new

EXHIBITION PLANT "N'AN, constructed to travel on any

Railway • 20 HIVES of BEES, and numerous other effects.

May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be obtained at the Nurseries, or at the Seed Shop, Church

Street, Peterborough ; of J- ADNITT, Esq., The Trustee. Oriel

House New Road, Peterborough; and of the Auctioneers,

Estate' Agents and Valuers, 67 and 08, Cheapside, London.

E.C. ; and Leytonstone, E.

Swauley Junction, Kent.
GXEAT UNRESERVED SALE of immeus.' quantities of un-

imially well grown GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. P. Ladds to SELL by AUCTION, on

tne t'n'mises. The Nurseries. Swanley Junction, Kent (adjoin-

in ' theSwanley Junction Railway Station), on THURSDAY,
hept^mbT 13, at 11 oClock punctually iu consequence of the

um su illy large number of lots, immense quantities of

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including the following :—

24,000 winter ilowering
Heaths

20,0i'0 G^ni>ta3
6) )0 Solanums

12,000 winter-floweringCania-
tiODS

7)00 Adiantiim Cuneatnm
10,000 Tea Roses (all best

varieties)

lOW Clematis Jackmanni

2C00 Crotous
1000 Palms
1000 Dracaenas
5000 Zonal Geraniums,

Queen of Whites im-
proved

2000 Ferns in variety

300 specimen Gardenias
Quantity of small Heaths

600 White Primulas

Upper Edmonton.
About 3 minutes' walk from Angel Road, and 8 minutes' walk

from Silver Street Stations. G.E.R.

THIRD ANNUAL SALE.

IVTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
i-TX instructed by Mr. H. Bellay to SELL by AUCTION, on
the Premises, the Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton,
on MONDAY, September 17, at 12 oClock punctually, in con-
sequence of the large number of lots, about 40.000 STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, remarkably well grown and in the
best possible condition, comprising:—

20,000 FERNS, including Adiantum cuiieafum, Lomaria
gibba. the mo.^t useful sorts of Pteris, Adiantum elegans (a
useful vauety for cutting), and many rare and choice sorts.

10,000 7REE CARNATIONS, including MdUe. Carle, A.
Alegatiern, Dr. Raymond, Andalusia, Pride of Penshurst.
Lucifer, aid all the best sorts.

CRIMSON CLOVES, CARNATION Mrs. REYNOLDS
HOLE, &<i

TEA ROSES—extra strong Marechal Niel and Gloire de
Dijon, witl growths from 15 to 18 feet long; The Bride (new
(white), ani other good sorts.

A splend 1 lot of AMPELOPSIS. CLEMATIS. IVIES. &c.
AZALEA3, white, large plants for cutting from ; English-

grown CA.IELLIAS, lull ot bloom-buds; BOU\ARDIAS,
including lie new beautiful scarlet President Cleveland;
Double Whte PRIMULAS, CYCLAJVIEN. EUCHARIS AMA-
ZONICA, &.

CROTONl, a splendid lot of beautifully coloureil sorts;
FICUS EUSTICA, ARALIA SIEBOLDII, &c.
Many thusands of small HEATHS, GENISTAS, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and

of the Aucioneers, 67 and tiS, Cheapside, E.C,; and Leyton-
stone. E.

Sidcup, Kent, S.E.

About temiinutes' walk from New Eltham Station, S.E. R.
GREAT ANUAL TRADE SALE of WINTER-BLOOMING

HEATHS, &c.

l\/fESSiS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
.'TrT^r'"^'"'^*^*^ ^^ Me.s3rs. Gregory & Evans to SELL by

AUCTIO>ou the Premises, The Longlands Nursery, Sidcup,
S.E.. on JRIDAY, September 21. at 11 o'clock precisely, in
consequ&te of the large number of lots, without reserve- an
enormojs quantity of unusually well-grown WINTER-BLOOA^G HEATHS and otiier PLANTS, consistins of—
30.IIUIJ Er-a hyemalis
1.1)00 , Caffra
3,nu0 , Cuvenhishii
;i,0(JO , coccinea minor

Ail I 40 and 48-pots.
10.1100 Solium, well berried
l.iiinj Doile Primulas
l-uu;,i Pusettias

12,0110 Res, grown especially
f the Sale, including
sne of the best lead-
i^ sorts for pot cul-
t-e

of

isistiiig of-

5,000 Erica gracilis

1,000 mixed varieties
Ericas

3,000 Erica magnifica
5,000 Genistas

10,000 Bouvardias of sorls
6.000 Cyclamen, bestmarket

strain
5,000 Adiantum cuneatnra
1,000 Ivies of sorts

210,000 small Ferns for grow-
ing on

The wile stock will be found up to the quality of previous
years.

May beiewed. Catiilogues had on tlie Premises, and oE the
Auctiones, 67 and 6», Cneapside, London, E.C., and Ley-
tonstone..

Variety of other stock.

Tii^ Stock may now be viewed. Catalogues had of Mr. P.

LAI'DS, on the Premises, and ot the Auctioneers and Valuers,

67 and 63, Cheapside. London. E.C.

Enfield Highway, N.
The Erimown Nursery, adjoining Brimsdown Station, Great

Eastern Railway.

'WENTIETH ANNUAL TRADE SALE.

MES.=iS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
in-ucted by Mr. John Mailer to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Puises, The Brimsdown Nursery, Enfield Highway'
N., onTIRSDAY, September 20, at 11 o'clock precisely, in
couseque? of the unusually large number of lots, without
Reserve, wards of 1200 lots of remarkably well-grown STOVE
and GREVHOUSE PLANTS, mostly m 48-pots, and fit for
immediaSale, consisting of:

—

1,000 double white Primulas
1,000 Stove and Greenhouse

Climbers
Dipladenias, of sorts
Allamandas
Bougaiuvilleas
Stephanotis
Tacsonias

1,000 Passifloras and Ampe-
lop-iis ^'eitchii

Crofons and Dractenas,
beautifully coloured

1,000 Palms, Ficus, Grevil-
leas, &c.

Large Azaleas for cut-
ting

15,000 w ter-blooming
^aths, including
emalis, gracilis,

.tfra, Wilmorea,
•., and extra large
Cavendishii

5,000 Saums, exception-
iv well grown

5.000 F.s, Adiautums,
eris, &c.

3,000 Ti Carnations, lead-

g varieties
500 Eris, sorts

5,000 Boirdias
3,000 Getas
1,000 Ge.iumg, Improved

ueen of Whites. &c.

Manymsands of small Ericas. Genistas, Ferns, &c. ; large
quantiti of Acacias, Gardenias, Euphorbia jacquiniflora,
Chrysanmums, Poinsettias, Euonymn^ ovatus aureus, in
stores, & suitable for the Trade, and other extensive buyers.

May ben any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be
had on 1 Premises, or at the Brunswick Nursery, Tuttenham

;

and ot tAuctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.,
and Ley stone, E.

N.B.~e Auctioneers desire to call the attention of intend-
ing pursers to this GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE,
which thitherto taken place at the Brunswick Nursery,
Tottenh; but. in consequence of the Lease of that Nursery
having i-|y expired, the Sale this year, and in future, will
take plois above, adjoining the Brimsdown Station, G.E.R.
The wlicof the Stock is in first-rate condition, the Ericas
being esjally well set for flower, and the Solanums unusually
well berl. There will also be this season a Sale at The
BRUNS^:'K NURSERY, Tottenham, on THURSDAY, Sep-
tember if which a separate Advertisement will appear.

IiSe Kent S Tl
GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE, to commence punctually at

11 Clock, in consequence of the large number of lots

ll/fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
-i-TX instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer & Son, to SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises, The Burnt Ash Lane Nurseries
Lee, S.E., adjoining the Railway Station, on TUESDAY*
September 18, at 11 o'Clock punctually, without reserve.
25,000 Winter-blooming HEATHS, beautifully grown*, and

remarkably well set with bloom buds, including :—
15.000 Erica hyemalis i Alsophilla australis in
5,000 „ gracilis I 24 and 16-pot3
Large quantities of Melan- 500 Epacris, well grown,

thera, ventricosa, per- Boronia megastigma
spicua, erecta, Caven-
dishii, Caffra, and
other kinds

15,000 Small E. hyemalis and
5,000 Small E. gracilis, tor

growing on
8,000 Sulanum capsicastrum,

in berry
6,000 Bouvardias, single and

double
2,000 Genistas, very fine

Cyclamen persicum
2,000 Adiantum cuneatum
3,000 Lomaria gibba, true,

compact variety, and
other Ferns

Quantity of extra strong Mare-
chal Niel and other
Tea Roses

4,000 Grevillea robusta
Palms
Ficus elastica
Greenhouse Pass'on-

Ilowers
Poinsettias
Ampelopsis Veitchii
Stephanotis
Plumbago capensis Hore

alba
Large Gardenias for cut-

ting
500 Clematis Jackmanni

Beautifully Coloured Crotons, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises,

or of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.'
and Leytonstone. E. '

'

N.B.—Messrs. P. & M. desire to call the attention of intend-
ing purchasers to the Stock to be offered as above. The
Plants are remarkably well grown, fit for immediate Sale, and
the whole will be found in an equally good condition as former
years.

Lea Bridge Road, E.
ANNUAL UNRESER\'ED SALE of tine Winter-flowerine

HEATHS, &c.
^

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Fraser to SELL by AUCTION, on

the Premises, the Lea Bridge Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road,
Leyton, E. (close to the Hoe Street Station. Great Eastern
Railway) on WEDNESDAY, September 19, at 11 o'Clock pre-
cisely, in consequence of the large number of lot'*. A Inrp-e
quantity of WINTER FLOWERING and OTHER PLANIS,
including:

—

12.000 Erica hyemalis ! 2000 Marechal Niel and other
3000 Tree Carnations

I Roses
4000 Erica gracilis ' 6000 Clematis Jackmaiiii and
2000 Ampelopsis Veitchii

j

other best named sorts
4000 fine named Hollyhocks

i
5000 Bouvardias, including a

from seed
[

lotof "President Cl^vc-
1000 Lapageria rosea superba land"
6000 Cyclamen persicum (Fra-

|
5000 Solanums

ser's superb strain)
; 1000 Clematis indivisa lobata

and a great number of Araucaria excelsn. Epacris, Pa^^sion-
llowers, Jasmines, Honeysuckl s, varigated Ivies, Lapagciia
alba from seed, and other plants.
The whole of the Stock is in the best condition, an<l ready

for immediate Sale.

Maybe viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises; and ot
the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E C, and
Leytonstone.

Forthcoming Sales of Nursery Stock.
MESSRS. PiiOTHERuK and M( HiKIS de-

sire to call attfiition to the following SALES, which
have already been fixed ;

—
OCT. 10.-At THE MANOR LANE NURSERIES, LEE. Iiy

order of Mrs. North.
OCT. 15 to 20.—Six days' Sale at the various NURSERIES at

NORBITON and LONG DITTON. by order of the
Exeautors of the late Mr. Thomas Jackson.

OCT. 22 to 27.—At the NURSERIES, SUNNINGDALE, by
order of Mr. Charles Noble, six days' Sale.

NOV. 6.—At the HALE FARM NURSERIES, TOTTENHAM
by order of Mr, T. S. Ware.

NOV. 13 to 15.—At the HORSELL NURSERIES, WOKING
by order of Messrs. H. & C. Cobtwtt.

Other Sales are in course of being arranged, and the dates
will be duly announced.
The Auctioneers desire to call the attention of Noblemen,

Nurserymen, an 1 others to these Auctions, and will be pleased
to enter names on their permanent Lists for a supply of
Catalogues.
Central Auction Rooms and Estate Offices, 67 and 68

Cheapside, London. E.C.

Bulbs from Holland.
Sales every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, in

Large and Small Lots, to suit all Buyers.

•\TR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
XtX AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C., every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDAY, jit half-past 12 o'Clock precisely each day. first
class consignments of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
and other BULBS, arriving daily from well-known Farms in
Holland.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Special Sale of Orclilds in Flower and Bud.

MR. J. C. STE^EiSS begs to annoimce that
his NEXT SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER

and BUD will take place at his Great Rooms, 38, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY, September 13,
at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, and he will be plad if gentle-
men desirous of entering plants for this Sale will SEND
LISTS NOT LATER THAN THURSDAY NEXI'.

Valuable Established Orchids.

MR. J. 0. STEVENS begs to announce that
he has received instructions from Robt, Warner, Fsq.,

of Chelmsford, to offer for SALE by AUCTION, at his Grejt
Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, about the
MIDDLE OF OCTOBER, a portion of his well-kr.oun
COLLECTION of ORCHIDS, comprising many fine specimens
of Vandas, Cypripediums, Lsalias, Cattleyas, Odontogloisums,
Masdevallias. &c.

Further particulars in future Advertisements.
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Cheap Bulb Sales.

i/fESSKS. SMAIJ. AND CO.

F

lyfESSKS. SMAIJ. AND CO. will SELL by
ItX auction, at IL'3. Fenchurch Street. City. E.G., on

TUESDAY. THURSDAY, tind SATURDAY NEXT, Sep-

tember 4. (i, and 8. at 12 o'clock euch doy. large

Coiisigniu''nts of First-class HYACINTHS, TULIl'ri.

CROCUS, and othrr DUTCH BULBS, specially lotted to suit

all Buyers.
Addresses of intendiufij Purchasers Booked for Catalogues of

tliese Weekly Sales.

TomatOS—Tomatos—TomatOS.

TO GROAVEKS and OTHERS.— Any one
desirous of entering upon Tomato Culture mil fiud a

suitable piece of GROUND, with several capital Houses erected

thereon, within easy distance of London. May be purchased

cheap for cjish. Apply by letter in tirst instance, to

X. Y. Z.. 14, Queen Street, Cheapside. London, E.G.

BE DISPOSED OF, a FLORIST'S,
FRUITERER'S, and GREENGROCERY, doing good

removing business. Splendid [losition. Sure fortune. Horse
and Van. Good round, best prices. Only wants seeing.

Price. £130 ; worth £200. Thoroughly genuine.
Apply on Premises. 152. Upper Richmond Road, Putney, S.W.

'^PO BE SOLD, the LEASES andGOOBWILL
X of a large NURSEKY and FLORIST'S SHOP in St.

John's Wood. Good .Tobbing connection.
Apply to GOWING AND CO., Solicitors, 4, Finsbury

Pavement, E.C.

'~0V. SALE, a NURSERY and SEED BUSI-
NESS, lu a County Town in Scotland, situated iu the

middle of a planting country ; has been in existence for a cen-

tury. The Nursery contains a well assorted stock of Forest

Trees. Shrubs. &c.. and extends to 14 acres. Rental very
modernte. Satisfactory reasons will be given for its disposal.

The Slock is light and must be taken at a mutual valuation.

Full particulars from
JOHN JOHN LAMONT. 2, Hope Street. Edinburgh.

Sussex.

FOR SALE, an ESTATE of 41 Acres, pecu-
liarlT suitable from its aspect and soil for forming new

Orchards and Fruit Growing. Apple Orchards on the adjoin-
ing land are particularly productive. There are Farm Build-
ings, also a single and a substantial two-tenement Cottage in
good state of rt-pair, and beautiful water. Half a mile from a
Railway Station.

Apply to Mr. PLUMER. Agent. Horsham.

TO BE SOLD, genuine SEED, FRUIT, and
FLORIST BUSINESS. Price about £400.

For particulars, apply, S. M. R., Hurst & Son, Seed Mer-
chants, 152, Houndsditch. E.

TO LET, at Syston, from November next,
4 Acres of GARDEN, planted with Fruit Trees; five

Greenhouses fitted with Hot-water; Grass Field, and good
House and Buildings.

Apply to R. BEVAN, White Swan, Syston. Leicester.

To Nursersrmen, Florists, and Olhers.

TO OiE LET, in Plots, .splendid LAND,
near North Lomlou Station, Great Eastern Railway,

close to old main thoroughfare. Three Greenhouses and
Dwelling House would be erected for suitable tenants,
Moderate rent.
Apply to Mr. ALFRED RICHARDS. Estage Agent, Tottenham.

''PO BE LET, an old-established NURSERY,
J- in a Market Town, with Dwelling-House, Shop, Green-
liouses, and about 1 Acre of ground. Lease 19 years. Been iu
present family 25 years.

J. BIGG. Jun.. Mouson Nursery, Redhill, Surrey.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES tu be DISPOSED OF.

"ITESSRS. PR( >T]n':K( )E and MORRIS'
1t_L HORTICULTURAL lUHilSTER contain'* fnU parti-

culars of the above, and can be uhtained, gratis, at

67 and 6S. Cheap-^id-, Loudon, E.C.

R CHI D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.
(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

AVish to call the atti-ntion of all lovers of

ORCHIDS
to their Sew Illusfnifeil and Descriptive

CATALOGUE,
vhich ii'ill he sent Post-free on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

RCHIDS FOR SALE.
Apply G. BUTTON, l.-j, Curzon.Park, Chester.o

Tlie best Season to Plant

EDELWEISS is during September and
October. In coiHcquence of having made favourable

purchases, I am able to supplv strODR plants at £2 per 1000,

and 5s. per 100.—OTTO WAGNEE. Uolieln, Germany.QTRAW BERRIES.O Apply for Descriptive CATALOGUE, Post-free.

THOMAS RR'EKS and SON, S.i\vbridge\vorth, Herts.

Now In Full Bloom.

BEGONIAS.—Awarded Four Gold Medals.
Unequalled as a floral display. Visitors are cordially

invited ; free admission. Frequent trains from the City and
West End to Catford Bridge and Forest Hill Stations.

JOHN LAING A.ND SONS. Stanstead Park. Forest Hill, S.E.

CHEAP BULBS.—We are this season offering
First-class Bulbs at Lower Prices than have ever been

placed before the public. LIST, Free, now ready.
.r. H. PEARSON AND SONS. Chilwell, Notts.

R. DODWELL'S GRAND C.'i.RNATIONS.
—The finest grown. .5000 Unbloomed Seedlings,

warranted of the highest parentage; unrivalled whether for

bedding or forcing for spring flowering. 3s. 6(^. per doz. ; 21s.

per 100. Special terms for quantities. Particulars on appli-

cation. The Cottage, Stanley Koad, Oxford.

Falms, clean and healthy.

WILLIAM ICETON has a very extensive
stock of all the leading kinds, in fine condition ; 20

houses being devoted to their growth, many being fit for exhi-

bition of the following varieties ;—Areca lutea, Cocos Hexuosa
and Weddelliana, Kentias of all kinds; Seaforthia elegans,

Latania borbonica Phoenix reclinata. rupicola ; also a very
large assortment of Palms in 60's and 48'a for table. Inspection
invited.—Putney Park Lane. S.W. ; and 129 and 130, Flower
Market. Covent Garden. W.C.

AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST

AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST

AT LAST
AT LAST

AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST

AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE P.OSE

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE

A STARTLING GUINEA COLLECTION.
Specialty No. 1

.

—

BLUE ROSE
, ;f:

Nemophila Blue."

^ long sought lor Ilowi-r IS

at last obtained. Colour: lovely clearblue, perceptibly fragrant.and
is certainly the most interesting floral introduction of the nine-

teenth century. See LIST of SPECIALTIES, gratis and post-free.

INIMITABLE PANSY STRAIN
For Full

Particulars
see

LIST
of

Specialties,

Gratis
and

Post-free,

Specialty No. 2,

Specialty No. 3.—SENEGILLIS CARPATICA
Specialty No. 4.

Specialty No. 5.

Specialty No. 6.

Specialty No.

Specialty No. 8,

These 8 Specialties

-ALPINE FORGET-ME-NOT
-ANEMONE SULPHUREA
-AUSTRALIAN VIOLET

•.—SHANTUNG CABBAGE
-THE PIGEON BERRY.
are offered as a Collection for 22 6, or One Guinea, Cash,

For full particulars see our LIST of .SPECIALTIES, gratis and post-tie.-.

CREWS, COX & CO.,
NURSERY AND .SEKD

F.STAhLISHMF.NTS, GLOUCESTER.
A BLUE KDSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BUE ROSE

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BUE ROSE

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE

BLUE ROSE
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CARTERS'
EARLY BULBS,

To produce beautiful White and Coloured

Flotoers for Christmas and Easter
Decoration.

White Roman Hyacinths . .

The Largest Bulbs of the Year

Double Roman Narcissus . .

Paper White Narcissus
Van Thol Tulips, red and yellow

Freesia refracta alba
Crocus, large white, yellow, and purple

The Easter Lily
The White Easter Lily. We hold the

entire stock of the largest cultivator of this

lovely Lily.

Per 100
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WEBBS'
EARLY FORCING

FLOWER ROOTS.
ROMAN HYACINTHS.
KAIU.Y WHITE,

liitto

FINKST XAMED HYACINTHS

POLYANTHUS

. 2s. per doz,

153. per 100.

6s. to 12a, per doz.

NARCISSUS.
IKiniLE ROJIAN ... 3a. emli. Is. 6d. per doz.

I'AI'ER WHITE 3d. each, IS. 6d. per doz.

EARLY TULIPS.
Dl I.' VAN THOL, Single, Scarlet nnd Yellow.

9d. per doz., 5S. per lOO

Ditto Double Dilto 8d. per doz., 3s, 6d. per »0.

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beautifully Illustrated, aod coutainiDg complete

Cultural lustructious,

A'hw Ready. Grot is and Pant-free.

Seedsmen by Roval Warrants to II. M. the Queen
and H.R-H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

B. S. WILLIAMS'
Well-ripened and Heavy Bidhs for

EARLY FORCING.
Finest selected

WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
from .') to -"ij lui.'lu'S in circumference.

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS,
from r> to 6 iiicln's in circumference.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS,
from o to 6^ inches in circumference.

L I L I U M C A N D I D U M,
Pure white, extra strong bulbs; also

HYACINTHS FOR POTS AND GLASSES.
HYACIiNTHS FOR BEDDING.

TULIPS, SINGLE AND DOUBLE.
NARCISSUS IN VARIETY.

CROCUS IN VARIETY.
JONQUILS, SINGLE AND DOUBLE.

ANEMONES, FREESIAS,
RANUNCULUS,

GLADIOLI, EARLY FLOWERING VARS.
SNOWDROPS, S C I L L A S,

LILIUM HARRISI.
Special Prices will b submitted for Large Quantities.

For particulars, see

Illustrated Bulb Catalogue^
forwarded Gratis ami Post-free to all applicants.

Bulb Catalogue has been Posted to all Customers, any one not
having received same another Copy will be forwarded on appli-

VIOTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

ALL IN POTS
For Immediate Planting.

Clematis, in variety
Ivies, do.

Honeysuckles, do.
Wistarias
Brambles, pink and white bark
Hops
Spanish Gorse

Pyracautiia
Garrya ellipticu

Pyrus japonica
.. ,, nivalis

Virginian Creeper
.. ., Veitchii

Lonicera fiexnosa

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

JERSEY FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
Carriage Paid. Strong healthy trees, the finest that money can
buy. Koses wonderfully cheap. Cordons a speciality. Before
orderine be sure to write for our Illustrated CATALOGUES
JOSHUA LE CORN'U AND SON. High View Nureeries.

w. H. LASCELLES & co.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS,

121, BUNHILL ROW,

LONDON, E.G.

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES,

VINERIES,

PEACH HOUSES,

ORCHID HOUSES,
ERECTED with HEATING APPARATUS,

&c., complete.

W. H. LASCELLES & CO.
will when desired visit Gardens

and prepare

SPECIAL DRAWINGS and ESTIMATES,
from instructions taken on the spot,

without charge.

CUCUMBER FRAMES.
Prices Post-free on application.

w. H. LASCELLES & co.,

121, BUNHILL ROW, E.G.

As a Supplement
TO THE

Gardeners' Chronicle
FOR

September 22,

WILL up:

Published an Ink Photograph

OF

VIEWS ill SHRUBLAND PARK,
IPSWICH.

THE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1888.

BLYTHSWOOD.
T^HE visit of the Queen to Glasgow and
-*- neighbourhood last week has rendered the
fine residence of Sir Archibald Campbell famous
as one of the few private homes of Scotland
which Her Majesty has been pleased to make her
temporary residence.

It is a rural place lying on the southern
bank of the Clyde, curiously surrounded on
its north-we.st and east boundaries with
evidences of the commercial and manufac-
turing activity for which this upper reach
of the Clyde is famed. A good deal of ^this is

seen from various points of the estate. Here
a shipbuilding-yard, there a manufactory con-

nected with that industry, and though little of the
river itself is seen from any part of the grounds,
owing to the abundant furnishing of trees which
intercept the view, the gliding of the tall masts
seen over the tree-tops affords indication of the
commercial activity beyond. It is a somewhat
singular .sensation to one bent on horticultural

quest only to find himself interrupted in the

admiration of a fine park tree by the towering spars

of a ship, no portion of which he sees except the
topmasts moving gracefully between his object

and the sky-line ; speculations other than the age
and proportions of arboreal subjects seize the

mind, but I cannot follow them further at present

than to say they must be frequently indulged in

at Blythswood if I may judge bj- the experience I

had during my brief visit the other day.

Renfrew, which is the station for Blythswood,

is about 9 miles from St. Enoch's Station,

Glasgow, and the \isitor, if he imjuires the way
of the railway officials on arriving there, will be

directed to a private entrance from the platform

to the grounds. The woods of Blythswood in

this direction, in fact, reach their limit, and give

a fine rural effect to Renfrew Station. The
estate is extensive, and contains fine specimens

of Ash, Beech, Spanish Chestnut, Sycamore, and
Oak, the latter comparatively young, and remark-

able for great length and cleanness of bole. The
grounds are too level to be called picturesque,

but the grouping of the trees and shrubs has
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been so admirably managed as to break and give

variety to the rather flat natural features.

Surrounding the mansion are extensive lawns,

on which fine old Beeches, Oaks, Spanish Chest-

nuts, and other ornamental deciduous trees are

studded with fine effect. Conifers as a rule do

not thrive as do deciduous trees. Much has been

done by the late and the present proprietors to

establish some of the best types of Conifers, but

success has not attended their efforts. There

are, however, some excellent specimens of Abies

Alberti and Cedrus atlantica, which bid fair

to give satisfaction, judging from their health

and dimensions to-day. Some of them are from

20 to 30 feet in height, and well furnished and

vigorous.

Rhododendrons are a special feature in

the furnishing of the grounds. They thrive

everywhere, and are of good types, from choice

named hybrid forms to selected seedlings of R.

pontioum and catawbiense. With these, and the

fine masses of deciduous flowering shrubs. Lilacs,

Thorns, &o., judiciously distributed as they are,

the place must be one of the most gay in spring

and early summer.

Memobiai Trees.

Of these there are many of national interest-

as, for instance, a fine thriving Lime, planted on

September 27, 1875, by the late Prince Leopold

on the occasion of his first visit to Blythswood

;

and a pair of Sycamores standing near each

other, one planted by the same Prince when

Duke of Albany, and the other by the Duchess

oi Albany, on October 17, 188L'. They are both

fine yoiing trees, of about i") feet in height.

Two Limes were planted on August 24,

one by the Queen, and the other by Her

C4rand Ducal Highness, Princess Alice of Hesse.

And yet another—a stout Sycamore—was planted

by the Marquis of Salisbury on the occasion of

his visit to Blythswood on October 4, 1884.

The Gaudens.

Lying to the east of the mansion, and a con-

siderable distance from it, are the gardens. The

way to them leads the visitor through beautiful

shrubberies, and over lawns enlivened by trees of

much beauty, and chiefly deciduous, till the

beautifully situated house of Sir. Methven, the

able and trusted gardener, is reached. Around

are found fine specimens of Cupressus Lavv-

soniana in considerable numbers, many of

them having a height of 20 feet, and which,

unlike other Conifers here, are healthy in ap-

pearance.

Immediately beyond a fine gateway opens on a

vista leading into the flon-er-garden. This is a

charming spot, surrounded by luxuriant banks of

Rhododendrons, and by walls entirely clothed,

80 as to appear a living screen of shrubs, with

Ivies in rich variety, Ceanothus, Cotoneasters,

and many other foliage and flowering plants. It

is of large extent, and is laid out in a free and

natural style, the only feature at all approaching

formal or geometric character, being a large

central bed with a quadrangular base but

scroll-like outline which forms the termina-

tion of the vista, and which is planted tastefully

with characteristic foliage and flowering plants.

Surrounding this, on the opposite side of a

gravel walk, ar^ two beautiful hedges of Golden

Yew, in faultless ordi'r and symmetry. Many of

the beds and borders are filled with useful things

for cutting, such as Stocks, Carnations, Picotees,

Pinks, &.C., which, while they help to fill the

vases indoors, give an air of sweetness and variety

which no mere arrangement of bedding plants

cinld impr.rt.

The Kitchen Garden

is of considerable extent and well walled, the

walls being well furnished with fruit trees in

good order, but, unfortunately, this season they

are not—as they usually are—well cropped, the

only really good crops being Morello (Jbernes,

spring frosts and adverse weather since then

having destroyed almost everything else. Novel

among wall fruits we observed some remarkably

fine American Blackberry Wilson .Junior fruit-

ing abundantly. My opinion of this much

lauded and equally condemned fruit rose

considerably on seeing what it was capable of

here. Small fruits, such as Strawberries and

Currants, are abundant.

The indoors requirements of the garden are

met in numbers of Peach-houses, vineries, early,

succession, and late Fig-houses ; several houses

devoted to Plums, Cherries, and Apricots, Melons,

Cucumbers, and Pines, all the contents of which

bear testimony to Mr. Meth\-en"s skill as a

cultivator.

Two houses are devoted to Passiflora edulis

and Stephanotis floribunda, the latter wifh the

remains of a fine crop of bloom upon it, and the

former with plenty of fine fruit coming out.

Numerous pits are devoted to succession Pines,

of which the stock is fine and promising, and to

the production of stocks of flowering plants of

the usual stamp for winter supplies. In some

also are planted out Gardenias, which were in

rare health, and thoroughly clean ; and in

others numerous Tea Roses, planted out, which

are the special favourites of Lady Campbell.

Hardy herbaceous plants form a considerable

feature in the borders surrounding the quarters

of the kitchen garden and other parts in con-

nection with the flower garden. Alpine Straw-

berries are grown largely, and Strawberries for

forcing, which were being potted up in their

fruiting-pots, are done by the thousand.

times in that plant. There are two ligulate acute

leaves under the bulb, and two, one nearly attaining

a span, on it, It is compressed, pyrifurm, with furrow

5 centimetres high by 3 wide.

It is a Sanderian introduction. Mr. Fans tells me

it came from Peru in 1883 through Mr. Hiihsch.

It bears the name of Baron Hruby von Geleuyi,

of Peckau, Dear Kolin, to whom it is dedicated with

much satisfaction and gratitude. Amidst all the

numerous collectors of the Continent the Baron and

Consul Kienast ZoUy, of Hierslanden, Zurich, bear

an esoecial stamp by their enduring love, steadiness,

high intelligence, and long experience. H. G. Rchb.J.

Oncidium Joneshnum flavbns, n. var.

This very fine variety has the spots on the

sepals and petals yellowish-green, and the hue on

the Up and column is yellow too. It was kindly

sent by Mr. B, S. Williams, of HoUoway, London,

wlio had obtained it from T. Slatter, Esq., Stand

Hall, Whitefield, Manchester. H. G. Rchb.f.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

ODONTOGLOSSUiM HRUBYANUM, n. sp*

I HAVE before me a five-flowered lax raceme.

The flowers are as large as those of a very good

Odontoglossum lajve. Sepals and petals cuneate

lanceolate, deep sepia-brown to horse-chestnut, with

yellow tops, and the bases of the lateral sepals of the

same colour. All those organs are bent down.

Colours very pallid outside. Lip with a stalk adnate

to the column at the base. Lamina pandurate,

slightly acute, denticulate on the anterior side,

light ochre, with a bilobed horse-chestnut-brown

blotch before the basilar callus. Callus whitish,

strong, bidentate in front, upright; an apiculus on

each side at its base ; a tumour on each side of the

very base. Column compresso-trigonous, curved,

with nearly obliterate very narrow crenulate wings.

The portion near the stigma is much dilated.

Colour whitish ; lateral limbs of fovea reddish-

brown, and a spot of the same colour under the

fovea, quite transverso-pandurate, vi?,., bilobed

towards the base and towards the apex. Anther

with a keel over the mid-line.

A very careful drawing is at hand, prepared by

Mr. V, Fans, the enthusiastic and very skilful grower

of the possessor of the plant. It shows a jilanl com-

parable with an Odontoglossum Pescatorerei, yet the

bulb is said not to be ventricose, as it is seen aome-

• Odontni/lmsuin Urubyanum , n. sp.—Racemosuni ; sepalis

tcpalisque cuneato lanceolatis acutis deflexis (somper?).

labello ah ungue gracili partim columnas adnato paiidurato

ibsolete acuto lateribus denticulato deflexo; callo valde

antice bidentato in basi, apiculo utrinque ba-sin versus addito,

tiimore Ij isi utrinque columna juJita toveam amphata; alia

prope oWitepis crenulatis. Ei Peru mis. Hubscli. imp. exc.

F. S^ind.T. florentum misit exc. liber Baron Hruby de rselenj-i.

//. G. Rchb. f.

THE DEPRECIATION OF
CHINA TEAS.

The rapidity with which the taste for Indian and

Ceylon Teas has spread in England is making itself

seriously felt in the older Tea growing country of

China. The British Consul at Hankow, referring to

this subject, says :—Comparing the season 1880

—

1881 with that of 1886—1887, we find that the

decrease in the exportation of China Teas was

23,800,000 lb., and the exportations of 1887-1888was

20,0(Xt,000 lb. less even than this. The cause is evi-

dent ; it is the increased production of better Tea in

other parts of the world, especially in British ladia,

Ceylon, and Java.

The falling oft' in the export of China Tea is a

most serious loss of profit to the native producer

and merchant, and a loss of revenue to the Chinese

Government. The authorities in Peking have felt

the matter to be so grave, that the Commissioners of

Customs at Hankow and at the other Tea exporting

ports, have been directed to make enquiries in order

to find out the causes of this decline, and to suggest

a remedy. As a result of these enquiries the follow-

ing conclusions have been arrived at :—That Indian

and Ceylon Teas are better than Chinese, although the

Shanghai Tea tasters assert that China Tea has natu-

rally the better flavour. All admit that the Indian Teas

are better grown and better prepared ;
that they are

stronger and stand more watering. On the other

hand, the balance of evidence is in favour of the

China Teas keeping longer than the Indian, probably

because they have had more moisture extracted, the

absence of which prevents fermentation. It is said,

too, that the removal of moisture means the removal

of tannin, glucose, and other elements which make

Tea unwholesome, whence it follows that the drink-

ing of Indian tea, in which these hurtful substances

exist, is more deleterious than the use of China Teas

from which they have been eliminated.

In India and Ceylon the Tea plants are grown

with an amount of care and attention which would

strike a Chinese Tea grower as superfluous, if not

ridiculous. A soil is selected at least 3 feet in

depth, so that the tap-root of the Tea plant may

suck moisture from the subsoil in seasons of drought.

The plants are grown in rows, so that the bushes

may touch each other at the sides, while room is left

at the back and front for the pickers to pass. Each

bush is allowed to grow to a maximum height of

.5 feet. Fertilising and pruning are carefully attended

to. The latter is done with such thoroughness that

as many as twelve and sixteen pickings can be got

from a single bush in a year, and thus an acre of

ground is made to produce the largest obtainable

crop. It is said that an acre of Indian Tea garden

will produce 6lXI lb. of Tea annually. The leaves

are picked before they are overgrown, and are

bruised and rolled into balls with the hand that fer-

mentation may take place. Then the balls are

broken up, and the first firing is done— if possible,

on the very day that the leaves have been picked, in
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order to fix all the properties essential for strong
aiid pungent Tea. The rest of the preparation is all

done by machinery, and great care is taken to have
good leads and packages.

In China there is an indifference to the selection

of proper soil, so that in seasons of drought there is

a deficiency of sap. Old Tea bushes are rarely

replaced. Manuring, removal of under-growth, and
pruning, are all done in a happy-go-lucky fashion,

with no idea that -system and method are all essential

if the growers wish to get as much Tea off an acre
as is produced in India and Ceylon.
There is the same want of care and of system in

the manipulation of the Tea leaf in China as there

is in the growth of the plant. Every operation is

done by hand only. Instead of bruising the leaves by
rolling, the Chinese half dry them in the sun, and
then place them in bags, which are trodden until a
greenish viscid fluid exudes, which may contain some
of the best elements of the Tea leaf. Days may
elapse between the time of picking and of ferment-
ing the leaf. It often happens, too, that the grower
instead of picking the leaves when they are fresh

and in perfection, will deliberately wait for them to

grow larger, in order that their weight mtiy be in-

creased. It is stated that the late picking of 1887
made the crop 20 per cent, worse than it need have
been. Lastly, in China there is not the same care

in packing that there is in India. The remedies
proposed for improving this unfortunate state of

things in the Hankow Tea trade are threefold ;

—

1st, the reduction of supply; 2nd, the adoption of

a better system of cultivation and preparation ; and
ord, the abolition or reduction of taxation.

Another remedy it is said has also been suggested,

namely, to drive Indian Tea out of the market by
fending a lecturer through England to preach a
crusade against it, and to proclaim its unwholesome-
ness and the danger arising from drinking it.

Whatever might be the result of a better system
of cultivation and preparation, the last proposition
would probably hasten its decline, by advertising, and
consequently increasing the sale of, Indian Tea.

ORCHID CULTURE.
The following cultural notes are extracted from

recent numbers of Messrs. Warner and Williams'

Orchid Album

:

—
Schoniburgkia mididata is an evergreen plant, with

fusiform stems, a foot or more high, bearing lively

green leathery leaves, which are from 6 to 8 inches

In length. The spike is terminal, from 2 to 5 feet

long, and bearing near the upper part a somewhat
dense raceme of flowers. The sepals and petals are

purplish-brown, much undulated, and the lip of a

rosy-purple hue. It blooms in March, and the

flowers continue in perfection for several weeks. This

plant succeeds best when grown in a hanging basket,

and roots freely in the atmosphere ; it also thrives

well on rafts or blocks of wood, but under these

conditions it requires more attention to keep it sup-

plied with moisture. The growth commences after

the flowers have faded, and during the formation of

new bulbs it should be syringed twice a day in warm
weather, in order to encourage it to grow vigorously,

and thus to produce white blossoms. This is usuallv

considered a shy-flowering species, but if grown with

i'uU exposure to the light there need be little fear

hut that it will bring forth its flowers annually. In

a state of Nature this plant is found growing upon
trees and on rocks in exposed situations, where it is

subjected to a decided dry and rainy season, tlie

latter being its time of flowering and growing, at

which period it requires great care and attention to

keep it properly supplied with moisture ; but after

growth is completed, just a moderate quantity only

13 requisite in order to keep the bulbs and leaves

from shrivelling and becoming impoverished. We
find the temperature of an intermediate-house to

suit it admirably, and that it does not appear to like

much soil about its roots ; this should be the same
as we have previously recommi-nded for Cattleya.s.

Dcndrohiitm Fytchianum roseuin is a distinct and

pretty deciduous variety. The stems are slender,

cylindrical and erect, from 1 foot to 15 inches higli
;

the young growths appear about the same time that
the flowers begin to show upon the leafless stems of

the previous year, so that, although the plant is

deciduous, the flowers are accompanied by the green
leaves of the new shoots. The flowers are produced
both on terminal and lateral racemes, and are of a
delicate rose colour, the throat being of a d.arker hue.
It blooms during the months of February and March,
and continues in beauty some considerable time.
This variety, like the species; is

' best grown in the
East India house, suspended from the roof, in such
a position that it may obtain the full influence of the
light, but it will require a little shade at mid-d.ay,
when the sun attains its greatest power. We find

small pans or b.askets admirably adapted for this and
similar small and tender plants. It requires but a
small amount of material about its roots, and this

should consist of rough fibrous peat and living

sphagnum moss, which should always be kept in a
sweet condition by good drainage—stagnant material
about it often causes sudden death, but more often

leads to .an uuhealthy condition, in which the plants
gradually dwindle away. It requires a liberal

su|iply of moisture during its growing season, and
also slight syringing in the morning and again in the
afternoon. This assists in keeping away red-spider,

which frequently attacks these small tender-leaved
plants.

Cattkya Harrisoiiite violacea is a charming evergreen
variety, resembling the typical plant somewhat in its

growth, but is sometimes taller. It also has the

peculiar habit of making two groivths in one season,

and often flowers are produced upon both growths,
thus its seasons of flowering may be said to be in

April and May, and again about July, August, and
September, lasting in full perfection for about four

weeks. It is a very useful plant, both for home
decoration and for public exhibition purposes. The
sepals and petals are of a rosy-purple

; lip same
colour, stained with yellow in the centi-e. This
Cattleya thrives well when placed at the coolest end
of the intermediate-house, whei-e it can obtain full

exposure to the light, but it i-equires shading from
the sun during tlie hottest part of the days in summer.
The material we use for this plant is the same as

that of the majority of Cattleyas ; that is, a good
fibrous peat and sphagnum moss. It may be grown
in either a pot or basket, but must have perfect

drainage. A moderate supply of water is necessary

during active growth, and when that is completed,

just enough moisture to keep the bulbs and foliage

in vigorous condition is ample. When the plant

chows signs of renewed growth, increase the water

supply, to induce the formation of new roots, and
thus the growths will become stronger.

Hoidletia. Brocklclmrsticma is a handsome and
showy species, growing to upwards of 2 feet in

height, and has a conical furr'owed pseudobulb, which
bears a single broadly lanceolate light green leaf.

The flower-spike proceeds from the base of the bulb,

and is erect, some 12 inches in height, bearing

numerous very fragrant nodding flowers, which are

nearly 4 inches in diameter. Sepals and petals rich

sienna-brown, spotted with dark purplish-brown

;

lip yellow, profusely spotted with the same colour as

the other portions of the flower. They are de-

liciously sweet, and continue in beauty about a

fortnight. This species is of free growth, and
thrives well in an intermediate or Cattleya-hoiise,

but it grows equally well with us in the Odonto-
glossum-house, where it flowers abundantly. The
bulbs of this plant should be well matured ; this is

of special importance if good results are expected.

Let the plant have its growing season at the proper

time, and encourage it as much as possible to throw

up ne-v growths, which should appear about the time

of flowering. During active growth it requires a

moderate supply of water to its roots, but when the

growth is completed withhold water, and allow the

plant to have a thorough rest, always being careful

to avoid distressing it. When the llowi r-spiki s and
young growths begin to show, gradually supply water

regularly, in order to assist the blooms and enable
it to make good growths for another season. This
plant requires shading from the hot sun, but this

must be done with a very thin material, as it likes

good exposure to the light. We find rough fibrous

peat and living sphagnum moss a fine compost for

it, adding some nodules of charcoal, and draining
well. The roots enjoy a great deal of freedom, there-
fore elevate the plant well above the rim of the pot,

to encourage them to ramble.

Vanda laniellata BoxalU.—This small-growing
Vanda, like several others which we have already
figured in the Orchid Album, requires more care than
some of the larger-growing kinds which we have
enumerated above; that is to say, it thrives best
when gr-own in baskets or in pots suspended from the
roof near the glass, or if not suspended the plants

should be arranged upon the side tables, where they
may obtain an abundance of light. A thin shading
in order to break off the sun's rays will be, however,
necessary for tlie well-being of these plants, but the
shading should never be down when the sun is not
shining; attention to these few remai-ks will tend to

produce strong and robust growth, and a profusion
of flowers. On the other hand, if they are too heavily

shaded, the foliage becomes weak, the growth does
not ripen, and consequently has not strength to
flower

; besides this it often causes the bottom leaves

to fall oft', and thus the plants lose much of their

ornamental appearance ; for a well-grown Vanda is

an extremely beautiful object, even without its

blooms. This plant, being a native of the Philip-

pine Islands at no great altitude, requires the heat
of the East India-house, and enjoys a moderate
supply of water during its growing season, which is

in the summer months. In the autumn and winter
less water will be necessary, but as these plants are

growing more or less all the year round, and have
no thick and fleshy pseudobulbs to support them
through a period of drought, the material must
always be kept in a moist condition. We find living

sphagnum moss the best material in which to grow
tills plant, and the pots or baskets must be well

drained

Dcudroliuni luacrophylluin. — This plant grows
naturally in the jungles of Java, in situations where
it is both hot and moist nearly all the year round,

consequently the warmest end of the East India-

house will be found the most suitable place in which
to cultivate it. Whilst growing, it must be abun-
dantly supplied with water ; after the growth is

finished it must not be kept entirely without

moisture, but just enough to keep the plant from

shrivelling, and to ensure healthy foliage, will be

suflicient, and in the spring of the year its flower-

spikes will be developed. This plant begins to make
new growth soon after it has flowered, and this is

the projrer time to repot it, if requisite. Never
allow stagnant soil to remain about its roots; if the

plant should fall into bad health, it should be

shaken out of the old soil, or the roots washed, and

any decaying or decayed parts should be cut away,

repotting in sweet fresh material with good drain-

age. It requires but little soil to grow in, and we
find good fibrous peat and sphagnum moss the best

material for it. Shade is very essential to this plant

during the summer, as doubtless in a wild state it

obtains p.artial shading from the surrounding trees.

This plant does not like being much disturbed, and

if it is in a healthy condition there is really no

necessity to do so.

O/priprdium Ami'sianum.—As before remarked,

this plant thrives best when grown in the Odonto-

glossum- house, in a temperature ranging from 4.5'^ to

50° of heat, during autumn and winter ; indeed, the

same temperature during the whole season as that

given the Odontoglossumsof the Alexandra (crispum)

type, with a good supply of moisture to the roots

during the growing season (which is nearly all the

year round), suits this plant exactly. A slight

syringing overhead during the spring and summer
will also be found advantageous. In order to pro-

duce strong or healthy foliage, the plant should be

exposed to the full light, but it requires to be shaded
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from the bright sun during summer. The material

we find to suit this plant is good fibrous peat or leaf-

mould, adding a small quantity of turfy loam ;
the

whole should be well incorporated, and the pots well

drained before the soil is put into them. Good

drainage is particularly important for Cypripediums,

or the roots are very apt to decay, and without good

roots it is not possible for a plant to remain in a

healthy condition. This plant is easily propagated

by carefully taking off the young side shoots, but

these should be rooted before they are removed from

the parent plant ; thisoperation is best performed after

growth is completed, or when the plants are at rest.

The young shoots should be put into small pots, and

placed in a warm house until they are thoroughly

rooted and well established, after which the cool-

houses is best adapted to their requirements. These

plants must be kept free from all insects, or they

will become permanently disfigured.

Masdevallia Harryana decora. — This variety

requires the same treatment as the species, that is

to say, it should be grown in a pot with ample

drainage, and the potting material should consist of

fibrous peat and living sphagnum moss. It requires

a liberal supply of water during active growth, after

which a much less quantity will suffice, though care

should be taken to prevent its ever becoming dry,

and to keep the soil moderately damp at all seasons.

We find it advisable during the winter months to

keep Masdevallias somewhat warmer than the Odon-

toglossums ; they are plants that enjoy plenty of

light, but require to be shaded from the sun. These

plants are easily increased by dividing the creeping

stem with a sharp knife, but avoid cutting the roots
;

these must be separated by the hand, and the opera-

tion is most successful when performed on vigorous

plants, just before starting into growth. These

plants are subjected to the attacks of insects, which

are very injurious to them if not speedily destroyed,

more especially during the time they are making

their young growth and are producing their flower-

spikes.

Aphides and thrips increase very rapidly if not

kept under. We find fumigating with tobacco-

paper is not good for the plants, but we have found

the use of tobacco-steam, as applied in a new appa-

ratus, which we have introduced into this country,

called the " Thanatophore,"most beneficial in destroy-

ing these pests, moreover it does not injure the young

growths or flowers. These insects, if allowed to

remain on the plants, cripple the flower-buds and

young growths so much that they are prevented from

opening and attaining their proper size ; besides

which they are a great disfigurement to a collection

of plants.

Cattleya Lawrcticeana.—We cultivate this Cattleya

in the same heat as the East Indian plants,

suspended near the glass in a stove, where there

is but little shade, and where it appears to

thrive well. When in bloom it is removed to

the Cattleya-house, to be replaced in its old

i|uarters when the flowers are past. In all pro-

bability this Cattleya would do well at the warm end

of an intermediate-house, but its wild habitat sug-

gests the necessity of a little higher temperature,

and it also requires to be shaded from the hottest

sun in order to preserve its leaves of a good colour,

which is a very essential point in the cultivation of

Orchids. In the matter of potting, -it requires the

same material as recommended for C. Mossige, viz.,

good fibrous peat mixed with a little spagnum moss,

and with perfect drainage, as the plant requires a'

fair amount of water in the growing season ; but

during rest very little will suffice, indeedjust enough

t.o keep the plants from shrivelling and in a healthy

condition being all that is necessary ; and in spring,

when the flowers begin to show, the plants will then

be much benefited by a little extra water to encourage

their blossoms to open.

Baiemannui Colleyi is a dwarf, compact-growing

plant, forming dark green bulbs about 2 inches high,

and bearing similarly dark green leaves about 8 inches

long. The flowers are ot a curious form, borne

upon short spikes, which spring from the sides of

the bulbs near their base, and which form a cluster

round them ; sepals and petals purplish-brown, and

the lip white, tinged with rose. Its flowering season

is during the months of March and April, and the

blossoms continue in beauty for a considerable time.

This species is by no means difficult to cultivate
;

it should be treated as a pot plant, and be well

drained, the best materal we can recommend to

plant it in being good fibrous peat and sphagnum

moss. It should be elevated some 2 or 3 inches

above the rim of the pot, and treated to the tempe-

rature of the intermediate or Cattleya house. During

the growing season a moderate amount of water is

essential to its well-being, but during the dull days

in winter a partial drying is equally necessary, while

its resting must never extend to the shrivelling of its

bulbs. If it is more convenient, this plant will grow

equally well in a hanging basket ; but we have

suggested pot culture on account of its clustered

flowers, which are seen to better advantage grown

in this manner.

LITHOSPERMUM GRAMINIFO-
LIUM.

Only three of this section of Lithospermum—
that is, hardy evergreens—are well known in cultiva-

tion : L. prostratum, L. rosmarinifolium, and the sub-

ject of our present note—the first and last being by

far the most common,though we have several times seen

the Rosemary-leaved species growing vigorously, and

giving promise of a good alpine. L. prostratum is a

good plant for half-shady spots on the rockery, and

when seen in large patches the intense blue of its

charming flowers is exceedingly attractive, con-

tinuing more or less in beauty from spring until

autumn. The fault of losing the lower stem leaves

so quickly, leaving bare unsightly patches here and

there in the clumps, is a very bad one, as the task of

renovating without lifting the whole is very difficult.

L.graminifoliums {fig.27j is entirely diff"erent in habit

and aspect ; it forms dense tufts of glaucous grass-like

leaves, making a pretty picture in the alpine garden.

It flowers May and June, and when well established

gives little trouble, and produces its ilrooping

bunches of sweet blue flowers in profusion. It is

far from being easy to propagate ; dividing the tufts

is very dangerous, and must be done carefully. A
native of Italy. Our illustration was taken from a

plant kindly forwarded by Messrs. Backhouse, of York.

the flowers are in erect spikes, each one being an

inch across, and a mixture of purple, red, and yellow.

There is a large group of it in one of the corner beds

in the Water Lily-house at Kew, which is, to our

taste, as strikingly pretty as anything we have

seen for a long time. This species is no doubt an

annual.

NVMPH.EA VOALEFOKA.

This is one of M. Marliac's introductions, presum-

ably from Madagascar. It is evidently a white

flowered form of the variable N. stellata, there being

no difference between the two in any point except

colour. A plant of N. voalefoka, is now in flower in

the Water Lily-house at Kew. N. Stnrtevantii, N.

tuberosa flavescens (N. Marliacea), and N. stellata

rubra, as well as numerous other kinds, are also now

flowering freely at Kew. W. W.

Allium PAHCiFLoairM.

I have in bloom a small bulb which is of suffi-

ciently rare occurrence, according to Mr. Baker, of

Kew—who kindly named it for me—to make it

worth a record in your journal. It is Allium parci-

florum, a native of Corsica, from whence it was sent

to me. Mr. Baker says, " It is endemic in Corsica,

and I have never seen it alive before. It has never

been figured, and I am not aware it has ever been

cultivated in England." Ecv. A. Hamon, Wi?ider-

mere.

Plant Notes,

COSTUS SPECIOSUS.

The genus Costus is not much known in gardens,

the only species to which any attention has been

paid being C. igneus, which was distributed by Mons.

Linden a few years ago, A plant of C. speciosus

now in flower at Kew is handsome enough to be

recommended as a stove flowering plant. It has

stems 5 feet high, I inch in diameter, with the

appearance of Bamboos, but succulent. The leaves

are arranged spirally upon the stems, each leaf being

I foot long and 6 inches wide, smooth, green above,

soft downy beneath. The ;flowers are in a compact

terminal head, each one being 2| inches long,

tubular, and 1| inch across the mouth ; the large

lip-like petal has a crisped margin, suggestive of a

Sobralia. There were four flowers open on one

stem when we saw it, and there were a great number
of buds to expand. The figure of this species in

Eoscoe's Scitaminem gives a poor idea of the size

and beauty of the plant. C. igneus is also in flower

at Kew. W. W. [This plant and C. imperialis are

eflfective as subtropicals, if due regard be paid to

gradually inuring them to full exposure. Ed.]

ElCHORNIA TRICOLOR,

as grown at Kew, is a pretty stove aquatic, quite up

to the standard of Limnocharis, Sagittaria, and the

other Eichornias and Pontederias. It is nearly a

yard high, and has large cordate shining green leaves ;

Fruit Register.

APPLE WHITE PARADISE.

While welcoming new varieties of fruits, do not

let us, in our zeal, discard old varieties till we have

thoroughly proved their inferiority. This season,

when one looks upon trees of approved kinds with

hardly a bushel on them, this Apple, the White

Paradise, or Lady's Finger, or Egg Apple, turns out

to be a good one ; it always bears, and is in season

all through the winter. We have several trees here

with a fine crop, and I need not say how useful they

will be this ycir. Many people, probably, will not

thank me lor raking up this old kind when there are

better to be had, jut we cannot do without such as

this to fall back upon in adverse seasons or exposed

situations. Our garden here is 400 feet above sea-

level, on a ridge, and is very exposed, and hardy

kinds are very essential. I wnderstand that White

Paradise grows in Scotland. We were all surprised

at the last Apple Congress when King of the Pippins

stood at the top of the class with the highest num-

ber of marks ; but it no doubt was its hardiness, and

general bearing qualities, which gained it this dis-

tinction. Another Apple not nearly sufficiently

grown is Galway Pippin. J. Bust, Eridge Castle.

GRASS EXPERIMENTS.
By the courtesy of Messrs. Sutton, we visited

in the course of the summer, their extensive seed

trial grounds at Reading, which comprise some

quarter of a million illustrations on agricultural and

horticultural jiroductions. Those to which we

devoted especial attention on this occasion were the

grass experiments.

The first series comprised 150 varieties of grasses,

ninety-nine of which are British species ; these were

grown in small plots side by side under exactly similar

treatment, for the purpose of testing both their

durability and suitability for permanent or temporary

pastures.

Several of the varieties are of German origin, and

promise eventually to be a great acquisition to the

English cattle-grazier. Perhaps one of the most

marked oftheseis Alopecurus nigricans, a later variety

of Fox-tail grass than Alopecurus pratensis, which

although extremely valuable where an early bite is

required, yet when left for hay is frequently past

its best when the other grasses are ready. A. nigri-

cans has a more leafy habit, is taller in foliage, and

better adapted for general pasturage.
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The next we noticed was A^rostis vulgaris var,

nigra, a valuable variety with abundance of good

foliage, promising to give a remunerative amount of

hay, and excellent for feeding.

Our ordinary Anthoxantlium odoratum ^^Sweet

Vernal grass) is nowhere considered a very valuable

variety for hay, notwithstanding the delicate aroma it

imparts to the hay-rick, for it gives but a thin and

scanty crop, and the seeds are most frequently shed

before the crop is cut. Messrs. Sutton are, how-

ever, trying their skill ujion a later and more pro-

mising variety of this grass, having much broader and

more robust and abundant foliage, with flowering-

spikes nearly 3 inches in length.

One of the most important items for the conside-

ration of farmers is the time of cutting their grasses.

some new pastures is doubtless traceable to grave

faults in the prescription of the grasses sown, and to

the dilliculty of obtaining reliable data upon this

point. Six beds have been laid down, which are

now of three years' standing.

In three plots the mixture included G lb. of

Lolium perenne (Rye grass) and 2 lb. of Dactylis

glomerata (Cock's-foot).

In the other three plots the mixture included

lb, of Dactylis glomerata (Cock's-foot), but no IZye-

grass, and it is a significant fact that, in each case

when Lolium formed part of the grass-seeds sown,

the herbage is superior, containing a larger proportion

of clovers, while Dactylis and the Fescue grasses

are now a distinct feature of the plots, whereas on

those where Lolium was excluded, Cock's-foot and

Fifi. 27.—LITHOSPEEMCSI GHAMINIFOLIUM: ! HARDY PERENNIAL: FLOWERS DEEP BLUE. (SEE P. 236.)

This, of course, must always vary in different

localities and in different seasons, but from numerous
experiments made in the trial grounds of Messrs.

Sutton, it is found that the best hay is made from
grass just before the flower-heads have begun to turn

colour. At this period also many of the varieties

have been found to contain nearly double the

quantity of nutritive matter than after they have
shed their seeds.

The next series were arranged forthe purpose oftest-

ing the comparative value of sowing grass seeds with
or without a corn crop, the grain selected being Oats.
The present season is the third after laying down,
and the total weight of hay in each case has been
much thelarger, and the quality of the herbage better

without than with a com crop, as many of the finer

grasses and clovers were driven out by the exhausting
character of the Oats.

One prevalent cause of the early deterioration of

the better quality of grasses have almost died out.

This is a matter of great importance, and the

inference to be drawn from these experiments is,

that Rye-grass fosters the growth of other varieties,

and aids the general progress and development of

those grasses which are slow in coming to maturity.

Experiments with Manures on Perjianent and
Temporary Pastures.

This branch of agricultural practice has within

recent years occupied a considerable share of the

attention of both proprietors and tenant farmers
;

and although much knowledge upon the subject has

been gained by the elaborate grass experiments of Sir

J. B. Lawes and Dr. J. H. Gilbert at Rotham-
sted, yet there is much to be learnt, and great

need for improvement in our meadows and pastures.

For the purpose, therefore, of ascertaining by actual

trial what manures were best for such poor land as that

surrounding the residence of Mr. Martin J. Sutton

,

he by the aid of Dr. J. Voelcker inaugurated a series

of experiments on six grass fields at Dyson's Wood.
Oxfordshire, with such quantities and combinations
of manures as might be reasonably applied in ordi-

nary agricultural operations, and such as any grass-

land farmer might be expected to be willing to go

to the expense of in the event of their proving

successful.

The present is the third year of the investigations,

and the lessons taught may be briefly summarised as

follows :
—

\. The absence of manure means corresponding

absence of leaf, and concurrently the early maturity

of flower-heads.

2. The quicker action of nitrate of soda as com-
pared with sulphate of ammonia.

3. The stimulating effect of ammonium salts upon
Cock's-foot grass, this species yielding, when so

manured, from 80 to 90 per cent, of the total herbage.

i. The suitability of gypsum as a manure for

maintaining a Clover plant.
.5. The lasting effects of muriate of potash and bone

manures contributing largely to the successful
growth of bottom grass and Clovers.

C. The evanescent action of guano on such porous
soils as some of those at Dyson.

7. The phosphates of coprolites are more readily

taken up by the mixed herbage of grass land than are

the phosphates of basic cinder. John J. Willk, Harp-
cndcn.

Colonial Notes.

ACCLIMATISATION SOCIETY OF QUEENS-
LAND.

A Botanical Museum has been erected at Brisbane

intended for the display of specimens of economic

botany and illustrations of agriculture and horticul-

ture. The garden under the management of Mr.

Soutter is well stocked, and the distribution of useful

and ornamental plants has been carried on successfully,

not fewer than 17,000 plants having been distributed

to members.

The maximum shade temperature was in February
92°'6; the minimum temperature o7^'4 in August.

The rainfall of the year amounted to SI inches, 23"3

of which fell in January, while in June little more
than a tenth of an inch was measured.

Jamaica.

The Bulletin ofthe Botanical Department, Jamaica,

for June, under the editorship Mr. Faweett, contains

full reports on Annatto-culture and Sugar-boiling.

The Director remarks that the Kew Bulletin will be

found indispensable by tropical agriculturi-jts.

Cold Weather in Natal.

On the night of May 23 we experienced a sharp

frost—I noted 2°, an amount rather uncommon for

this locality, which is 2300 feet above the sea.

The effects on a few plants in an open exposed situa-

tion are noted as under :

—
t'ntouched

.

Cyrtautluis Mackenii, in

flower
Cape bulbs (Babianas. Free-

sias, Oruithogalum, Ixijt,

Sparaxis, Nerim-), in loaf

Gerbera .Tamesoiii. in flower
HabrotUanmus elegans, do.
Heliotrope, do.

Lachenalia tricolor, ilo.

Pcinsettia puleherrima, do.
Salvia Van Houttei, do.
Solanum iasminoi'les. do.
Tecoma vi-nusta, do.

Tea Koses, do.

In a wet low-lying place. a few miles from here,

much more cold was felt—not less than 3° to 5°.

Crinum capense, which grows thereabouts, was
quite safe, dormant underground. The cold snap

was accompanied by a dry raging north-west

wind coming from the snow-covered Drakensberg
Mountains, 80 miles away. Poinsettia puleherrima

bore wind and frost well, and now (second week in

July) it is still perfect in leaf and flower. The soil

everywhere is ankle deep in dust, hardly any rain

having fallen in Natal since March. The total rain-

Lenves Blackene /.

Bananas
Brugmansia snaveolous

Frenoli Beans
Ficas natalensis

Caladiuni esculentum

Hydrangea hortensis

Leonotis leonurus

Physalis edulis

Sweet Potato

Tomatos
Tii'jeroses
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fall in Maritzburg for May was the 98th part of an

inch. Contrast this with the 15 inches which fell

during Maj' close to Cape Town, and one sees the

chief cause of the vast dilference between the flora

of Eastern and Western South Africa. E. ]V. Adta,ii,

Marit:burg, Xatal.

N-iT.4L Plants.

It is always pleasant to see your Natal corre-

spondent's jottings, especially when he covers new

ground. In the friendliest way, however, I must

take exception to his comparative lists of local

representative plants on p. 04',), vol. iii. 3rd

ser. as containing errors of plant distribution.

Metalasia muricata covers acres of the Cape

flats, and is common all along the littoral slope

;

Protea cynaroides is a 'J'able Jlountain plant, and

runs right up into the Katberg region; Struthiola

ovata is common in Stellenbosch and Caledon, and

Selago corymbosa is to be met with everywhere,

west and east. These, then, will by no means do for

a local Gr.ahamstown list. Then of those assigned

to Maritzburg, the Clerodendron is also a Kowie

plant within 30 miles of Grahamstown ; Disa poly-

gonoides and Ochna atropurpurea both grow plen-

tifully at Grahamstown; Pentanisia, a Katberg

plant, runs west to the Bedford ^Mountain ;
and

Stobcea speciosa further still—to Boschberg and

Bruintjeshoogte. To the list of typical plants of the

extreme south-west—say. Cape Town—there need be

no demur. Nearly the whole question of difference

between the west South African and east South

African floras lies in the monsoon character of the

rainfall—winter rain in the former, summer rain in

the latter—and the two different j
oceanic currents

which wash the respective coasts. The derivation

of the two floras is another matter. The prefaces to

Ernest Meyer's Cominentaries on Dirge's Distributed

Plants and the Documcnte with Jlr. Bolus' sketcli

of Cape plant-geography in the Cape official Hand-

book, will be the best guides to dift'erences in the two

sides of this end of this continent, and their bearing

on horticultural matters may be readily inferred.

C. B. 8.

Saint Lucia.

We have received the first annual report of the

newly formed Botanic Garden in this island. Mr.

Gray has made a good commencement, and is

already in a position to supply planters with Cacao,

Coffee, Nutmegs, Vanilla, and other tropical plants.

It appears that Saint Lucia has lieretofore imported

Coffee from Jamaica which might be grown on the

island equally well.

Ceylon Tea, &c.

From Dr. Triraen's annual report we learn that

Tea has become the leading industry of the colony,

180,000 acres being occupied with its culture.

Coffee has declined in proportion as Tea has e.'C-

tended. Cinchona bark is also very largely exported,

though the low price obtained renders it now un-

profitable. Indian Rubber trees (Hevea brasiliensis)

have produced seed freely in the island.

Cinchona in India.

A " resolution " of the Financial Department,

signed by the Secretary to the Government of Bengal,

gives a succinct account of the introduction of the

Cinchona into India, and of the progress of the

cultivation of the tree. The discovery of the value

of cinchonidine, and of cinclionin, as febrifuges of

equal value with quinine, is also mentioned, and

credit claimed, and justly, for the preparation of
" Cinchona febrifuge," a i)Owder which contains the

three alkaloids of red bark mixed in the proportions

in which they naturally occur in the bark. The
document closes with a well-earned tribute to Dr.

King and Mr. Gammie.

HARDY FLOWERS FROM HOL-
LAND.

Mb. C. J. VAN ToBEEGEN, jun., has sent me another

box of hardy plants from his garden, comprising

a selection of Lilies and a few other choice flowers.

The most important are the best forms of 1j. longi-

florum. The varieties Harrisii and A^'ilsoni do not

differ in the size or form of tse flowers, both pro-

ducing flowers 7 inches in length, and of great

purity ; L. longiflorum Takesim* has flowers of

great substance, of large size, but au inch shorter

than the two first-named ; L. tigi'inum splendens

and the double-flowered form are in capital condi-

tion. A handsome spike of L. Leichtlinii is also sent

;

it is so like the flowers L. tigrinum group in form that

it might be classed as a yellow variety of that fine

species. This is one of Messrs. Veitcli's introduc-

tions from Japan, sent with L. auratum, and was

first flowered by them in July, 1867, and named by

Sir Joseph Hooker in honour of M. Max Leichtlin,

of Carlsruhe. Mr. G. F. Wilson has jiroduced some

handsome examples of it. There is also sent an

immense spike of L. superbum witli no fewer tlian

nineteen flowers. It is the true superbum, but this

species varies much in the density of tlie numerous

black spots on the petals. It is known by its ivory-

wliite bulbs.

Mr. van Tubergen has sent Calochortus flowers and

another species. These with us are excellent pot

plants, but they seem to do well in the light sandy soil

of Holland. Also a fine head of Tritoma corallina, a

small flowered pretty species ; and two forms of Mont-

bretia, viz.. M. Pottsii with slender spikes of orange-

red flowers, which I see are described as crimson-

scarlet in a list before me ; and M. crocosmia'flora,

with much larger flowers. These are handsome

herbaceous plants
;
grand examples are to be seen

in a shady peat border at Glasnevin near Dublin.

Calla (Richardia) melanoleuca, with pale yellow

flowers, and a black centre, is a striking plant. A
few other hardy flowers are sent, the whole of them
exemplifying the value of hardy flowering plants in

August. In our own garden we have some of the

foregoing in flower, and also the crimson and purple

Monardas, which are always striking objects in the

herbaceous border in August, and are of easy

cuItiyaLion. J. Duiir/las.

The Herbaceous Border.

Nova Scotian Apples.—The Canadian cor-

respondent of the Liverpool Journal of Comvicrce

writes :
—

" Apple growers in Nova Scotia say that the

maturing crop will be the largest and best that they

have had for many years. August Pippins are early

in the market."

HERBACEOUS PHLOXES.

Never, perhaps, were these seen in finer condition

than this year, the frequent heavy rains and cool

weather having suited them. The earliest to bloom
are those of the suffruticosa section, but the most

stately and eifective for border work are those

selected and raised from North American species,

which come in later, and are most valuable in pro-

ducing a display all through the autumn, when their

varied and brilliant colours are exceedingly telling.

The most suitable place for these latter is imme-
diately in the foreground of shrubs or at the backs

of borders; but it should be borne in mind that

wherever planted they must be free from the roots

of trees for the Phloxes to do any good, as, besides

requiring all the moisture they can get, they need

rich soil, and always look poor and poverty-stricken

when they are robbed. This being so, any intended

for special purposes, such as for show, or to produce

large heads, are best treated in rows in a part of

the garden by themselves, where they are handy

for water and can be attended to easily and have

liberal supplies of liquid-manure as soon as they be-

gin to show bloom. In preparing for them, dig out

a trench as if for Celery, by throwing out the top

spit and working in below a liberal dressingofrotten

dung, when after filling up the trench to nearly the

original level, the plants may be planted. Although

the proper time to do this is in the spring, it may be

effected during the autumn, as soon as the flower-

heads fall or die off, when the stems mav be cut

away, and the crowns divided, and each portion will

grow. Cuttings also strike freely, if made from the

young shoots, and these may be pulled off with roots :

obtained in which way. or from cuttings, plants

produce finer heads of bloom. To get the cuttings

to root, all that is necessary is to put them in in

sharp sandy soil, under a hand-light in any shadv
position; or the striking may be expedited by giving

a little heat in a frame. Herbaceous Phloxes also

seed freely and produce much variety when raised

in that, but to have any really good, seed should be

saved from the very best kinds, and gathered imme-
diately it is ripe, which is also the right time for

sowing. This may be done in boxes or pans, filled

with fine sharp sandy soil, and if these are then stood

in awarm pit or frame, and the soil kept properly moist,

the.plants will soon appear, and directly they are large

enough to handle they should be picked oti' in pots

or pans, similarly prepared, and then placed close

up to the glass, in a cold frame, for the winter.

Some of the leading nurserymen make a specialtv of

the Phloxes referred to, and those who would start

well with them ought to get a dozen or two of the

linest-named sorts, as much improvement has been

etlected in them of late years ; and if the selection

is to be left to the growers satisfaction is almost

sure to be given. J. S.

Cultural Memoranda.

PANCRATIUM CARIB^UM.
This distinct and beautiful Pancratium from the

West Indies, has pure white and very fragrant

flowers, and should be grown by every body in pos-

session of a plant stove. It is increased by offsets

potted up in sandy loam, and grown in the ordinary

way, giving water when necessary during the grow-

ing season, and keeping the foliage free from the

attacks of thrjps. Strong flowering bulbs may be ob-

tained from the leading plant nurserymen at from

2s. 6i. to 35. Qd. each in the autumn, which being

potted in efficiently crocked 6-inch pots in — as

already stated—good sandy loam, and treated as indi-

cated, will flower next year. This is a grand decorative

plant ; the individual flowers are also very useful

for bouquet making as they wire well. Liberal

applications of tepid liquid-manure being given at

the roots while the plants are gowing, will conduce

to the production of flner flowers than would other-

wise be secured.

SaNCHEZIA N013ILIS VARIEQATA.

Cuttings of the young growths of this very useful

decorative plant, taken off any time during the

spring, summer, and autumn months, inserted in

small pots filled with sandy soil, placed in heat, and

watered, will soon root. They should afterwards

be potted singly into 3-inch pots in a mixture of peat

and light sandy loam, watered, and returned to heat,

placing them near to the glass and keeping them
supplied with moisture at the roots and overhead

when necessary. The deep green midrib and bright

red veins of the Croton-like leaves of this plant

render it a very suitable subject for table work, &c.

H. }V. Ward.

Coreopsis lanceolata.

The annual varieties of Coreopsis are pretty well

known and much grown in gardens, but good as

they are they are far exceeded in usefulness by some

of the perennial kinds, one of the best of which is C.

lanceolata, which I had the pleasure of seeing the

other day in full beauty, in Mr. Thomson's seed

grounds, at Ipswich. The plants there were in rows,

forming a large group or bed, and were a mass of

bloom, the individual flowers being about the size of

a five-shilling piece, and of a rich shade of satiny

yellow. There is another species of Coreopsis

closely resembling this, named C. auriculata, and

both are highly desirsble for planting in the her-

baceous border, where they would be sure to make a

grand show. Both of these kinds seed profusely and

may readily be increased in that way, or by division,
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as they spread quickly and send up a great number

of stems. Like most perennials or herbaceous plants

they delight in rich deep soil, and succeed best where

they can have plenty of moisture.

MONTBHETIA CEOCOSMIFLORA.

This . is a beautiful Iridaceous plant, much too

seldom seen in gardens, and is a much brighter and

finer kind than the better known M. Pottsi, as it has

considerably larger flowers of a more brilliant hue,

partaking of the colour of the last named andTritonia

aurea, from both of which the plant has been raised
;

and it ought, like the latter, to be sufficiently hardy

to stand the winter if planted in a sheltered spot

out-of-doors, as in a border under the foot of a wall

the Tritonia does remarkably well with us, and

affords scores of spikes for cutting.

The habit of Montbretiacrocosmiflorais spreading,

and the plant has leaves very like those of the

Gladiolus, and the flowers are borne on stout branch-

ing stems, in the same w'ay as those of the Tritonia.

The soil most suitable for growing the Montbretia is

a rich deep sandy loam, in which the creeping roots

run and spread freely, and if left out for the winter

it is advisable to protect by laying a few inches of

leaf-raould over the bed. If grown in pots the same
treatment required for the Tritonia aurea will be

found the most suitable, and that is to stand the

plants out in the open during summer, as under
glass they are apt to suffer through red-spider

attacking the foliage, J. 8.

FELIXSTOWE.
[See Supplementahy Sheet.]

Let those in search of a sensation betake them-
selves to the town of Ipswich in early June, and
then avail themselves of the branch railway to Felix-

stowe. They will not have gone far before they find

themselves traversing immense Gorse-covered com-
mons, so radiant with glowing colour, so heavy with
rich perfume, that there is no difficulty in realising

the statement made, that Linnaeus, astounded at the

sight, rendered thanks to God at the prospect of an
English common. Dull, indeed, must he be who
could pass unmoved such a sight as that of these

extensive commons when ablaze with Gorse-blossom.

That is sensation number one, only to enjoy it to

the full you must be there almost to the day. We
passed those same commons only a few days later to

find their radiance wonderful indeed, but perceptibly

less than before, and the rich full golden hue of the

Gorse giving pl.ice to the thinner, paler, more trans-

lucent yellow of the Broom. A few minutes more
and the train passes through the Orwell woods-
another sensation for the tired eyes of a cockney

—

and then, emerging from these woods, the train

comes to a halt at Felixstowe. What a place ! Did
•ever heart sink lower than ours at the first sight of

this dull, dreary, dusty place, with apparently all the

horrors of a place of seaside lodgings without any
of its advantages. The " shatterydan," guiltless of

paint and never cleaned, and the raw-boned steeds,

looked appropriate certainly, but not alluring.

However, the animals moved along at a pace far

from consistent with their woebegone appearance,

and just as we were wondering where we were going
to, and how much further off our goal could be, a
gleam of many-tinted colour glinted through the

trees, contrasting exquisitely with the soft tender
hues of the foliage, a cosy-looking hotel oped its

hospitable gates, and we were taking our rest in the
hostelry presided over by Mr. Quilter, whose taste

as a gardener was known to us before, and whose
skill as a caterer we found to be on a par with his

love of gardening. It is astonishing how quickly the
ch-arms of that comfortable place made us forget
the depressing impressions caused by our first descent
upon the sand dunes. A very short time and we
found ourselves purring with content !ind saying that
it wasn't such a bad place after all. We would sleep
upon it, and decide in the morning. And decide
we did, our decision being in no slight measure

influenced by the pretty garden, a portion of which

is shown in our illustration. There are, as we soon

found, all sorts of attractions at Feli.Kstowe for the

geologist and those fund of natural history and

bracing air—red cliffs so crammed full of fossils that

a penknife's blade is all too thick to pass between

shell .and shell. Besides, there is a sort of curious

Hibernicism about the whelk-shells of theCrag (Fusus

contrarius). Tiiey are many of them left-handed, and

this deviation from the ordinary course of things

fits in well with the holiday topsy-turvy spirit and

the desire to cease, for a time at least, the daily right-

handed routine. Then there are the golf links within a

wiilk, and the sand-hills and the miles of sea-coast, all

so full of varied interest to the botanist. Not far off is

Harwich, quaint and Dutch-like except in its dirt,

and there is the shipping and the ride up the Orwell,

and the charming park of Wolverston, and the

glorious woods of Orwell, and much besides that it

would not be in place to mention here.

The spring garden which attracted so much of our

attention is of large dimensions. Trees and grass

and the softness of the well-blended colours take oft"

from the formal regularity which otherwise might

be objectionable, and constitute a picture, the charms

of which frequent inspection only served to enhance.

The photograph, taken when the trees were still

leafless, shows the general plan to consist of a

semicircle of triangular beds, with a central

grass-plot, while the boundaries of the garden are

backed up with trees and shrubbery borders, with

lines of spring flowers in front. Here are some of

the combinations seen in these triangular beds—

a

groundwork of blue Myosotis dotted witli white Tuli ps,

surrounded by a band of white Arabis, and then by

a similar band of Silene pendula, with a Box edging

as an outermost boundary. In another triangle the

groundwork was a mass of purple Aubrietia, in the

centre of which was a circle, consisting of Silene

pendula, dotted witli Hyacinths, and edged with

Golden Feather. In each corner of the triangle

were smaller triangles, filled like the central circle.

These illustrations may suffice to indicate the

contents of the beds as we saw them. Crocuses had

had their day, Wallflowers and Daffodils were going

off. Hyacinths were on the wane, and Tulips were

coming on, while very shortly the bulbs and spring

plants would be removed, and Tropaiolums, Pelargo-

niums of varied hue and many banded foliage would

take their place—the edging of Thrift, orBox,Euony-

musor dwarf Lasender remaining as a permanent bor-

der. Within the sheltering trees is a belt of shrubs,

faced with a wide herbaceous border, rich in variety,

and so contrived as to ensure something attractive at

all seasons ; thus, at the back were giant Ferulas, and

then in successive order, according to height, Trito-

mas, Rockets, Irises, Golden Euonymus, Poet's Nar-

cissus, white Marguerites, Wallflowers, Asters,

white Pinks, Tulips, white Arabis, Myosotis, Silene

pendula, &c. From this admixture it will be seen

that there can be scarcely a day in the year without

flowers of some sort. When one is not in bloom

another is, the garden being sheltered, and the

climate, despite its being on the east coast, decidedly

mild, for are not standard Fig trees to be seen in the

gardens as if they were at Worthing? and do not

Felixstowe Figs carry the day before them at the

autumn shows in the neighbourhood.'* Besides this

dressed garden, Mr. Quilter has another, in which a

central rockery affords a home for all sorts of inter-

esting plants, while the well-cropped, well-tilled

kitchen gardens attest the presence of a master in

the art.

A few minutes' walk, and the fine residence of Mr.

Cobbold is reached. Almost in the sea there is a

garden in course of formation, and all the more in-

teresting on that account. Shelter from wind is the

great desideratum ; this provided, the sea air brings a

colour to the petal that is a wonder to those familiar

with tamer hues inland. The deep violet of the

Stocks made one realise how the old Greeks saw the

face of their purple heavens reflected in these flowers.

One charming part of the garden will consist

of a circle or half-circle of rockwork sur-

rounding a grass-plot, with a bed of lioses, and

Carnations in the centre. The rockwork faces to

landward, so that the plants are sheltered from the

fierce blasts, and nestling under the rocks will

blossom into beauty.

A serai-circular range of houses is in course of

erection, and in front is a tennis-lawn, with a foun-

tain in the centre, and Rose beds and low rockeries

here and there. This bids fair to be very beautiful

when " that dreadful wireworm " shall have ceased

to revel in the unwonted feast produced by the

breaking up of the ground.

Close behind the sea wall is another rockery of

Pulham's construction, with a trickling stream edged

by Bamboos and Ferns, and destined to be the home

of numerous plants suitable to the spot. Ever-

green Oaks and Tamarisks attain large sizes here
;

while nothing can e.xceed the depth of colour of the

Irises, Wallflowers, and Stocks. There may be a

pretty fierce struggle for existence— there must be

on the sloping bank facing the sea—but the victors

at any rate celebrate their triumph with colours

before which the banners and flags of a popular

festival look dull and muddy indeed in comparison.

To conclude, Felixstowe is not the dreary i>lace it

looks, and the Bath Hotel is the very place for those

who like quiet and comfort with something to in-

terest and attract, and a pretty garden to rest in.

LISIANTHUS RUSSELLIANUS.
Fob greenhouse decoration this plant (fig. 28) is most

useful, andconsidering the beauty of its violet coloured

flowers, and the length of time they remain in perfec-

tion it deserves more general attention than it receives

from those who have to keep up a display of flowering

pot plants throughout the year. The plant, when

well grown, always excites attention and admiration,

but still it is far from being new, as it was intro-

duced into this country in 183.5 from Mexico, and it

is, therefore, a matter of wonder that it is not more

common in cultivation. Many say that it is rather

a difficult plant to succeed with, but ordinary atten-

tion ensures good results. In an article before me

it is stated that the above plant is " capable of

acquiring a circumference of 7 or 8 feet and a height

of 3 feet above the rim of the pot, and of simulta-

neously exhibiting upwards of 400 flowers either in

actual expansion or in difl'erent stages of bud." Of

course specimens of such dimensions could only be

acquired by stopping the plants, but our plan is to

let them grow up without pinching them, and by so

doing gain useful sized plants with good heads of

flowers.

Seeds should be sown in February in heat, and as

they are small should not be covered, placing a piece

of glass on the pot shaded with paper until the seed-

lings are somewhat advanced. Finely broken crocks

or charco.al should be mixed with the soil, as they

are apt to damp off should the water not be able to

pass away freely. As soon as they are ready to

handle they should be pricked off into pans or small

pots, employing a porous compost of loam, leaf-soil,

sand, with some broken crocks and charcoal, still

keeping them in a warm house near the glass in a

shady quarter. When established they should be

removed to a pit, or like structure, with an interme-

diate temperature, keeping them as near the glass

as possible ; sliift them on as soon as they require it,

and during the brightest and warmest months they

can be removed into a cool frame, which will give

them strength to stand over the winter, and prevent

them becoming spindly and drawn. In January or

February they should be shifted on into 4.S-pots,

using good strong yellow loam mixed with some

good sharp sand and broken crock. During the

winter months they must be placed in warmer

quarters than a cold frame—a minimum temperature

of M° is suitable. The strongest plants as time

and growth proceeds may be potted in 24's, while the

smaller ones of the batch will be satisfied with

smaller pots. A close, stuffy atmosphere should at

all times be avoided. When the flowers show signs

of expanding, the pots may be removed to a cooler

structure, where they will last for a long time in

perfection.

L. glaucophyllus is another species now in flower,

the flowers of which are much smaller than the
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Fig. 28.

—

lisianthus russellianus : greenhouse peeexnial : flowers purple, (seb p. 2.39.)

above, and do not expand fully"; the growth is long
and straggling, and it is far from ^being a desirable
pot plant.

L. prineeps.—This, according to descriptions, is

the cream of the genus, which numbers something
like a hundred species, but only a small number are
in cultivation. W. Harrow, Botanic Garde?i, Cam-
hridyc.

FORiESTRY.

Fences.—Fences of every kind, gates, and stiles,

should now be made perfectly secure against the
inroads of cattle, particularly such as border planta-
tions, as when tortured by flies, farm stock naturally
spek the most shady reci ss for comfort and repose.
Hedging can now be carried on with freedom, oper-

ating on the Privet, Yew, and Box first, afterwards

on the Holly, Thorn, Hornbeam, and Beech.
With the recent unusually wet weather, water-

courses of all kinds will require an occasional look to,

and all accumulations of twigs, leaves, and grass, col-

lected and removed from their channel ; the mouths
of closed drains must likewise receive constant atten-

tion, and this is work well done, for the expense of

opening and dislodging obstructions from these is

frequently an item of no mean importance.

Gratings alongside roads and bye-paths should
have all accumulations of dahris removed therefrom
after each spate, else the roads become flooded, and
sand and dirt get washed thereon.

As soon as the corn and hay crops are removed
from the fields, hedgerow trees may, where neces-

sary, be pruned, or taken away altogether. A fair

cpiantity of fiedgerow timber is highly beneficial to

lands under culture, but a superfluity is an evil with

which, unfortunately, the British farmer is too well

acquainted. In removing hedgerow trees, grubbing
out is far preferable to cutting over the stem at

ground level, and this not only for the extra gain of

land, but on account of the damage inflicted by
stumps in the ground to the various farming imple-

ments. A. D. Webster, Holwoud Park. Kent.

Plants and Their Culture.

Begonlvs.—For winter flowering many of the

shrubby species are very useful, being graceful in

appearance, with flowers varying from red, rose, or

pink, to pure white^rarely yellow, as in B. pris-

matocarpa. a small African species, which only grows

to a few inches in height, but which, thickly planted

i
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in shallow pans or pots filled with a rich gritty
compost, and kept close up to the glass in a moderate
stove temperature, makes chaste little cushion-like
masses somewhat of the habit of Nertera de-
pressa. l"or general purposes larger growing species
are required, and of the many species now introduced
we have found the following selection the most use-
ful :—B.ascotensis, B. insignis. and the variety know-
sleyana, all free-growing,[and of branching habit, with
])ale red, pendant flowers, produced towards the ends
of the branches. In favourable localities these sorts
are frerjuently planted outside in summer and lilted

about this time—or before tliere is the least danger
from frost—and potted on ior winter-flowering, when
if kept in a rather close house until established,
strong plants are obtained at a small expenditure
of labour. li. digswelliana and 15. Sandersoni
are similar to the preceding, but dwarfer and
neater, usually growing from 1 to \h feet high. The
plants ofthe first named group are us'ually about 1 foot
taller. These and succession plants of the others
should now be placed in 5—6-inch flowering-pots. If
the stock for the coming season is deficient, it may
still be increased with a fair chance of success, but
at this late period of the season large pieces should
be selected for cuttings inserting several of them in
(lO's, and kept in a close growing temperature until
rooted, which will be in two or three weeks. Gradu-
ally give more air, and pot on without singling out
the cuttings

; these will make a capital succession,
li. odorata has cymes of fragrant white flowers, and
13. nitida. a similar plant, has pinkish-white
flowers. Both are well known species, but unless
tlie plants are old they are rather too straggling in
habit for pot culture

; however, they do admirably
when planted out against a wall or pillar where they
can obtain support. Of similar habit but dwarfer is

the crimson-flowered species, Lynchiana. B. manicata
and B. Berkeleyi, which have short, thick, fleshy
stems, and large oblique leaves, are both good spring
flowering sorts, and quite distinct from anvofthe
preceding. Manicata, with its long-stalked' cymes
of pinkish-white flowers, is useful for cutting'pur-
poses. B. Berkeleyi has rose-coloured flowers which
are larger than the former. B. semperflorens is a
dwarf white-flowered species, which, by sowing seeds at
various times, may be had in flower nearly the whole
vear. There are also several of the ornamental
foliaged sorts wdiich flower during winter and
early spring, such as B. erecta multiflora,
with its salmon-coloured flowers and reddish
bronzed foliage—a telling subject in a young state.
B. gogoensis, with its almost round peltate leaves,
of a lustrous green on the upper, and claret-red on
the under-side, and flowering similarly to manicata.
B. peltata has leaves which are covered with a
dense silvery furfuraceous matter. It should be
rested during the summer. There is only one species
of Begonia of a deciduous and tuberous nature, B,
socotrana which is naturally a winter-flowering
plant, and when well done stands unrivalled. It is of
dwarf habit, and produces many-flowered cymes of
rose-coloured flowers, which are thrown well up
above the leaves. F. Boss, PendcU. Court.

The Flower Garden.

CHRTSANTHEMmis.—Plants growing in open borders,
as well as those against walls, have now arrived at
th.at stage of their growth when one of two questions
must be decided upon, viz., whether quality or quan-
tity of bloom is desired, for it is useless to expect
Ijoth on the same plant, and one must be sacrificed
to the other whichever it may be. The majority of
late-flowering varieties are now showing what in
Chrysanthemum parlance is called the " crown '"

bud,
and this is the one which must be secured if large
flowers of good quality are wanted. Each bud will
be found to be surrounded by three or four leaf or
growth shoots; these must be taken out with a
pointed stick or penknife as soon as practicable, and
also all lateral shoots that may be pushing forth from
the exils of the leaves on the'main stems. If quan-
tities of flowers is the object the young shoots must be
allowed to take their own course till they form the
"terminal" bud, which will show itself in about a
month hence. Plants intended for lilting at a later
period, and for flowering under glass, had better be
cut round with a spade, about a foot from the stools,
towards the middle of the month ; they will therebv
be in better condition for potting when the proper
time arrives, and will possess more leaves when in
flower than they would under the reverse treatment.

Keep the shoots well tied in, and after the flower-
buds are formed water occasionally with liquid
manure or soot-water, hut be careful not to use
the last named of too great strength or injurious
results will follow. Should mildew have made its

appearance adopt remedial means without farther
delay ; keep also a sharp look-out for earwigs.

ifows.—Cuttings th.atwere put into pots and placed
in warm frames in July are well-rooted by this time
where they have been 'properly attended to, and if

they have not already been p'otted off into 3-inch
pots no time should be lost in doing so. Use for
this purpose three parts turfy loam, one of leaf-
mould with a little manure from an old hotbed and
silver-sand added thereto, returning them to the
frames in which they have been rooted for the
present, .and keep them shaded from bright sunshine
for a few days afterwards. Pay close attention to
Banksian and other free-growing Roses against walls,
keeping them tied-in as fast as growth is made, and
adopting remedies to check the spread of mildew on
all Tea-scented varieties.

Pmfo.— Rooted cuttings ought now to be planted
out in their permanent quarters, assuming they h.we
been properly hardened ofl'; and if the soil is poor,
dig in a little rotten manure, and a dressing of leaf-
mould or sifted cinder-.ashes, where it is of a clayey
nature. If in 4 feet beds, plant three rows, allowing
a space of from Vl to I.j inches each wav. J.
Honefield, Heytesbun/.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

GATHEBixfi Fkuit. — Peaches and Nectarines
should be looked over on alternate days, and fruits

of the first-named should be gathered before they
become too ripe, and be placed on an airy shelf in
the fruit-room, from whence they can be sent up for

dessert when sufliciently ripe. Apricots, when fully
ripe, always form an acceptable dish for dessert, but
in a dull sunless season like the present one it will

be a difficult matter to obtain them of the proper
degree of ripeness at the base ; and should the
weather continue nngenial, there will be a danger
of their becoming mealy and juiceless by reason of
their hanging so long on the tree. When Apricots
are used for bottling the fact of the fruit being un-
ripe at the base is an advant.age, as they are not
then so liable to fall to pieces. To keep up a supply
for present use for dessert a few of the ripest and
finest fruits may be gathered every two or three days,
according to the demand, and put into a box with a
olose-fitting lid, and be placed in a dry warm room,
when they will soon become thoroughly ripened.
The same treiitment applies to the ripening of Pears,
provided they are in a sulticiently advanced state
when gathei'ed. The Summer Beurre d'Aremberg
Pear (Rivers) is a perfect sweetmeat when ripened
in this way. Some varieties of Apples will also
ripen in the same way, but I find they are generally
then a little deficient in flavour. After a suffi-

cient quantity of Morello Cherries have been
gathered for bottling the remainder should be
reserved for culinary use and dessert, the finest being
reserved for the latter purpose, and which should
be allowed to hang until they are quite bl.ack, when
they are very much appreciated by some pei'sons. A
few of Lord .Suflleld Apples m.ay now be gathered
for the kitchen, the largest and ripest being taken
each time. Young Apple trees bearing full crops of
fruit will require a little support to be given to the
branches to prevent the ])ossibility of their being
broken ofl' during high winds. As soon as Currants
and Gooseberry bushes are stripped of their fi'uit the
nets should be taken off, dried, and stored away.
Gooseberries are not keeping well this season, the
abundance of moisture causing the berries to burst.
The Pitmaston Green Gage is one which is keeping
the best with us, and it is also the highest flavoured

;

the red varieties are very acid, and not up to the
mark. ,'/. Ward, Stoke. Edith Gardens, Hereford.

Fruits Under Glass.

merely sprinkle the paths and walls in the pits when
the weather is dull. A superabundance of water is

the prime cause of disease at the collar. Plants
which are required to fruit in November should
now be in a forward state, as but little progress will
be made as the dsiys shorten. Do not over-fruit
any jMelon plants now ; three to four fruits on a plant
will be ample.

Mefous in hotttrds will now require the linings to be
freipiently renewed, so that the requisite temperature
be maintained. These will reiiuire still less water
than plants growing over a hot-air chamber, as the
roots will probably have penetrated into the moist
hotbed material. The fruits should be raised on
pots so as to afford them the full benefit of sun-
light, and turned round frequently to secure equal
swelling. Cover the sashes with mats or other warm,
material at night, which should be removed the first

thing in the morning.

Cucumbers.—Seeds of plants to afford fruit in the
winter, if not already sown, should at once be put in.

Later successions maybe sown up to the first week of
September. As these successions will have to keep
up a supply of Cucumbers for a long period the
drainage should be made perfect, and to this end it

will be as well to minutely inspect the beds, and if

any imperfections exist to have them rectified at
once. Do not make the bed of a large body of soil

to begin with, but put in small mounds, consisting of
loam, leaf-mould, and spent Mushroom-bed manure

;

place the seeds in the heaps at the first, and they
will start away with more vigour than they would in

small pots. From time to time as the roots appear
at the outside dust the roots with Thomson's manure,
and place an inch or two of the warmed compost
over them.

Strawberries which were in a condition to be potted
in .July will now have well filled their pots with
roots, and a little weak manure-water may be given
them twice a week. Do not crowd the plants
together, but let them stand so far apart that the
foliage does nottouch that of the other. Keep the pots
clear of weeds, and pick off' .ill runners as they
appear. Look after duplicate crowns, and reduce to

one. Should the weather be wet some means must
be taken to elevate the pots. In order to get the
crowns fully developed stand the pots on inverted
flower-pots, boards, or trellises. Wm. M. Baillic.

Melons —These plants will now require careful
treatment as regards watering at the root and mois-
ture in the air, and should the soil be in a satisfac-
tory state of moistness, it will be found to be safer to
give a mulch of spent ^Tushroom-bed manure than tn

afford water. .Syringe the plants only on flne days, and

The Kitchen Garden.

Mushrooms.—Manure for the beds should now be
collected as fast as possible, and spread out about
\'l inches thick in an open shed until enoujjh is got
to form a bed ; in the meantime it will require turn-

ing over once in two days, to prevent over-heating,

and to get rid of moisture. It is by no means neces-

sary to shake all the straw away—the longest onlv
should be taken out. Many failures occur in growing
Mushrooms tiirough throwing the dung into large

iieaps and thus getting it too hot. By doing this,

much of the ammonia is got rid of before the beds

are made, and there is then none left to afford sup-

port to the ^Mushrooms. Care should also be taken
that no manure is collected from stables where green
food or medicine is being given to the animals. If

a good supply of manure is obtainable it is well to

mix some perfectly dry loam amongst it as soon as

collected, which helps to absorb some portion of the

ammonia, and prevents overheating.

While the manure is under preparation the Mush-
room-house or cellar should have a thorough cleaning

and be well aired, and any repairs, &c., done that are

necessary. These structures are best when built of

hard materials in the form of a cellar under the

garden sheds or elsewhere, but they are often built

wholly above-ground. In such cases I liave sorae-

tirats found it a great improvement to put spars

across inside, so as to form an inner roof, the space

between this and tlie outer roof being filled with

straw ; this prevents the undue drying of the beds

when lire-heat is used.

Enough manure having been collected for the bed
and well turned until thoroughly mixed and sweetened,

it should be rammed into the beds as firmly as pos-

sible, and a thermometer inserted therein to ascer-

tain when the greatest heat has been attained ; and
when it declines to 8.3°.the spawn should beinserted

just under the surface, in pieces about the size of a
hen's egg, at inches apart : all should then be made
perfectly firm again, and about 1.^ inch in thickness

of good moist loam should be spread over the top and

beaten down. \V. H. Divers, Keiton Hall, Stamford.
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Advertisers are specially requested to note, that,

under no circumstances whatever, can any
particular position in the paper be guaran-
teed for advertisements occupying less space

than an entire colu7nn.

NOTICE to SUBSCRIBERS and OTHERS.
Post-office Orders and Postal Orders should

be made payable at the Post Office,

No. 42, BRURY LANE.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SHOWS.
i Horticultural Exhibition at Rugby

., .} \n coiineution with the Warwick-
^

\ shire Agricultural Society (two
(. days).

/Royal Caledonian at Edinburgh

WEDN-ESDAV. Skpt. 5^ ^^^'^^.-J^i-^,.,,.

MONTIAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY,

\ Ancient Society of Y'ork Florists.

i Fruit Show and Conference tintl

Sei'T. 7-: National Dalilia Exhibition at

{ the Crystal Palace (two days).

SALES.
( Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

Sei'T. 3- Dutch Bulbs, at Prothcroe &
( Morris' Rooms.

t Importeil Orcliiils, at Prothcroe
Sept. 4^ & Morris' Rooms.

( Dutch Bulbs, at Smail's Rooms.

Sept. 5—Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

i Dutch Bulbs, at Prothcroe & Morris'

Sept. 6
-J

Rooms.
( Dutch Bulbs, at Smail's Rooms.

^
Imported Orchids, at Protlieroc &

I Morris' Rooms.
Sept. 7.^ Leasehold of Royal Nurseries. Ascot,

j
at The :\Iart, London, by Messrs.

t, Protheroe & Morris.

Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Dutch ]Sulbs, at Smail's Rooms.

Some quarter of a century ago
Bedding-out. ^, , jj- . j,

'
i_ -l

the bedding-out lever was at its

height. Brightness of colour and violent con-

trasts were everywhere seen. It seemed as if

there cotild not be too much of it to please the

public. Long ribbon borders trailed their

glaring lengths from lodge-gate to entrance-

door. Everywhere there was fiery glare with-

out shade, without half-tints—everything seemed

to the fore—and what there was in the middle

distance or background could not be even

guessed. Space and repose, such essential features

in good gardening, were almost entirely ignored.

Of course the florists met the popular demand.
" Scarlet " and yellows were produced in endless

profusion. As for the gardener, his pits, his

frames, his shelves, his houses were crowded to

excess with bedding stuff, and much of his time

and resources were taken up by providing for a

short display. The beauty, the interest of a

garden, were sacrificed to the mania for colour.

But at length the rage culminated ; even those

who advocated bedding-out began to see that the

thing was overdone.

Spring gardening as practised by Mr. Ingram
at Belvoir, by the late Mr. Fleming at Cliveden,

and by others elsewhere, led the public to see

that much more chaste effects could be produced
l)y subdued hues, cleverly harmonised, than by
any pretentious display of ardent colour. Then,
again, those who loved their garden for the sake

of the plants that were in it, began, and not
without grave cause, to complain that this " glare

of the garden " had banished all interest from
gardening. There may be some persons who
prefer the senseless stare of a hairdresser's

(lummy, or the meaningless grin of a waxwork
figure, to the charm of a countenance which tells

of dilHculties successfully surmounted, of troubles

perchance endured, but radiant withal of intel-

ligence and appreciation. Just as a man"s

temperament and history may often be read in

his face, so may the history of a plant be

divined by the appreciative obserx'er ; and the

interest this adds to the pursuit of gardening is

incalculable, liut much or most of this was

crushed out by the terrible chromato-niania of

the time we are speaking of. Spring gardening

did something, as we have said, to reduce

the infatuation ; the renewed introduction of

herbaceous plants in decorativa gardening did

more : and for this we have especially to thank
Mr. Robinson. At any rate, save over public-

house doors and windows, we rarely see the

chromatic horrors that were once so prevalent.

The fear now-a-days is, that the pendulum may
swing too far in the other direction, and that sad

and muddy colours, and washed-out tints, which
the complaisant florists are already providing to

meet, as they say, the requirements of the ladies,

may occupy places where a reasonable amount of

bright colour would be appropriate and desirable.

On terrace gardens, and in formal gardens, in

juxtaposition with architecture, the introduction

of herbaceous plants is generally quite out of

place. Their varying habits, their unequal
heights, the short duration of their flowers give

them in such situations a weedy, uncared-

for look, and a style of ornamentation that

should be symmetrical and graceful becomes
thus represented by a meaningless muddle.
The truth seems to be, that in particular

situations herbaceous plants can never take

the place of bedding plants, used with judg-
ment, and the converse is also equally true.

Carpet-bedding with Alternantheras, Gibraltar

ilint, Sedums, and such-like, still enjoys much
popular favour, and when well carried out
and judiciously situate, it cannot be denied the

merit of prettiness. Moreover, it appeals to the

popular taste, which sees in it difficulties over-

come, and is always ready to applaud ingenuity,

however perversely applied, (iardeners worthy
of the name, however, are not likely to feel much
interest in this sort of work, which could be as

well done with bits of coloured glass or stone as

with leaves. The dotting system is better, and
some good illustrations may be seen at Kew.
Out of many, one may be mentioned as very
effective. The groundwork is the Eiccarton

Fuchsia, now in full bloom, dotted among which
uprise spikes of Ilyacinthus candicans. A^'ere

the bed less formal in outline, its appearance

would be improved.

The mention of Kew leads us to note

with pleasure the recent formation of shrub-

bery beds filled with select varieties of Ber-
beris, Euonymus, Ceanothus, Hydrangea, and
other ornamental shrubs, evergreen, varie-

gated, or flowering. This notion of picking out

the best and most suitable varieties and showing
them in the mass, is an excellent one, and the

gardener who has— as so many have in these

days—to produce an effect at the lowest cost and
at the least expenditure for maintenance, may
learn many useful lessons from the Royal
Gardens. In addition to the mixed beds are

isolated masses of .lapan Anemones, llelianthus.

Delphiniums, Carnations, and other perennials,

the only objection to which is the formal out-

line of the beds, though when in immediate

proximity to the straight lines of the building

this may be a necessity.

Of the large rock-garden at Kew we need

hardly speak in this connection. It has been a

great success, and is a delight at all seasons.

The principle might be extended, and much of the

monotonv of modern flower gardening avoided bv

the construction of small rock borders near the
edges of the lawns, or anywhere where they
would not interfere with the view of that most
delightful feature of English gardens. Low
rockwork of this character, filled with appro-

priately selected plants, seem to offer a judicious

compromise between the utter liarbarism of

bedding-out as it used to be and the unsuitability

for the particular purpose and locality of her-

baceous plants generally.

Combined with a rock garden there might be

a portion of the garden around the mansion set

apart for beds of foliage plants of a hardy as well

as tender character, interspersed with beds of

fiowering plants among which the now too ob-
trusive Pelargonium and Calceolaria might find

place, as patches of desirable enlivening colour.

Amongst the foliage plants suitable for the pur-

pose may be mentioned the Aralias Sieboldi,

spinosa. and papyrifera, ,Iapan Maples, Draosena

australis, D. brasiliensis, Costus imperialis. the

Chnsan Palm, stately Yuccas, Tritomas which
combine beauty of flower with sightly foliage.

With the experience of the present year before

us, the too free use of tender exotics of either

section should be avoided, and preference given

to things of known hardihood. The late flower-

ing Teas and Noisette Roses might be made
much more use of, as well as the monthly Rose,

and that fine dark Rose, Cramoisie superieure.

The Local Government Bill. — This very

complicated and unwieldy measure stood in need of

what Mr. Chambers has now supplied, viz., a classi-

tied abstract, ^Many of our readers, members of the

Court of (Quarter Sessions and others will be interested

in ascertaining precisely what is to happen to them,

what is to be the mode of election of the new County
Councillors, and what their duties. All this is told

in A Popular Summary of the Law relating to Local

Gucernmcnt, by Mr. G. F. Chambers, and published

by Stevens & Sons, 11!). Chancery Lane, E.C. Most
country gentlemen will be glad of this book for

reference.

Conference of Fruit Growers at the
Crystal Palace.—a meeting of the Executive

Committee of the above Conference was held in

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, on Tuesday last,

August 28, T. Fran'cis Hivers, Esq., in the chair.

The principal business was the consideration of a

number of communications received by the Hon.
Secretaries, Messrs. Lewis Castle and Wm. Farley,

offering papers and suggestions, and the determina-

tion of the programme for the Conference. The
committee now comprises about seventy of the lead-

ing fruitgrowers, nurserymen, and amateurs through-

out the kingdom, all of whom had expressed their

hearty approval of the scheme, and their desire to

assist in rendering the meeting both useful and in-

teresting. After considerable discussion it was
decided that the subjects should be taken iu the fol-

lowing order, each paper to occupy about twenty

minutes in reading to allow ample time for discus-

sion. The Conference xvill be held in the Crystal

Palace (the place will be notified on the morning of

each day) on September 7 at 3 p.m., and September 8
at '2 P.M. On September 7 the first subject will be
" Fruit Culture for Profit," by Francis T. Rivers,

Esq., to be followed by Mr. Coleman, Eastnor Castle

Gardens, and others. The second subject will be
" The Packing, Carriage, and Marketing of Fruits,"

by Mr. Webiiei!, of Covent Garden ; and Mr. Samuel
Kawson, of Birmingham. On September 8 Mr.

Tallerman will deal with " Fruit Distribution," Mr.

MANNiN(i with " Fruit as Food." and Mr. Albert
Bath with " Land Tenure in llelation to Fruit Cul-

tivation."' All who intend taking part iu the discus-

sion will facilitate the arrangements if they send in

their names to the Hon. Sees., Mr. Lewis Castle,

Hotham House, Merton ; Air. AVm. Earlev, Ilford ;

or to the Chairman on the day of the meeting.
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Fruit Growing.—A conference on fruits suit-

able for market purposes will be held at the Corn
Exchange, St. Albans, on September 4, chair to be

taken at 7.30 p.m., by the ex-Mayor of St. Albans,

H. P. Smith, Esq., J. P. The following gentlemen

and horticulturists will contribute papers :—Mr. T.

MoROAN (author of How to Make the Most of the

Land) ; Mr. S. T. Wkioht, Glewston Court ; Mr. T.

Hobday : Mr. J. Cheal, cf Crawley, Sussex : and

Mr. AV. F. Emptage, of St. Albans. Admission will

be free.

The Pine-like Fruit of the Assyrian
Monuments.—Those who have seen the Nineveh

marbles in the British Museum must have noticed

the cone-shaped fruit covered with knobs which are

to be seen in the hands of some of the figures who
are apparently making offerings to the king. The
figure might pass for a conventional representation

of the Stone Pine, Pinus pinea. Dr. Bonavia, in

recent numbers of the Babylonian and Oriental

Record, offers some ingenious arguments in support

of the hypothesis that the fruit in question is a

Citron. The Orientals still attach great value to

the powerful fragrance of these fruits.

Origin of Botanic Gardens.—In France, in

the I6th century, the fashion was all "in favour of

brocades and brocatelles, stufis of l^owery patterns,

the designs for which gave birth to the use of Pome-
granates and other fruits with fine foliage. The
designers sought inspiration from plants blooming

in luxuriant fulness. An intelligent horticulturist

(Jean Eobin) set himself to meet the demand in

this respect by opening a garden with conservatories,

in which he cultivated strange varieties of plants

then but little known in our latitudes. This proved

an immense success. In a short time the king

(Hen'hy IV.) purchased Jean Robin's horticultural

establishment, which, under the name of Jardin du

Roi, became crown property. The learned Gdt de
LA Brosse in 1626 propounded the suggestion that

medical students might study the plants without

interference with the designers for embroideries and

taprstries ; whence the first Jardin des Flantes

(botanical garden), with its natural history museum,
came into being. This institution seemed so excel-

lent that every country adopted it as an example,

and founded similar ones. Who would have thought

it possible for embroidery thus to have come to the

aid of science?' We copy this extract from Mr.
Alan Cole's translation of M. Lefebvre's Emhroidery

and Lace. The Jardin des Plantes, however, was

founded by Louis XIII. in 1610, and finished in

1634. and it would seem that the embroiderers

availed themselves, as they ought to, of the resources

of science, rather than aided it themselves.

Hybrid Conifers.—Dr. Kichard Wettstein,

in the Proceedings of the Imperial Academy of

Science of Vienna, has published the results of his

observations on the leaf-structure of various reputed

hybrids, such as Pinus rhoeticax, a hybrid between

P. montana and P. silvestris; P. NeilreichianaX,

between P. nigricans and silvestris ; and also various

Junipers. The anatomical characters of the foliage

of the hybrids in every case are intermediate between

those of the reputed parents, and hence lend con-

firmation to the opinion that the forms examined
are really of hybrid origin.

Forest Management in Germany.—We
hear much of the excellent system of management in

German forests, and the value of the forests and
forest schools as training institutes for those destined

to enter the forest service of India. Some notes on

the subject, therefore, from the pen of Sir Dietrich

BiiANDis, the late Inspector-General of Forests of

the Government of India, will be welcomed by all

interested in forest matters. Sir Dietrich shows

that modern forestry, so far from being unduly

a matter of routine, treats each portion of a forest

with special regard to the peculiar conditions of the

locality and the requirements of the growing stock,

while due attention is constantly paid to the

systematic arrangements on the entire forest range.

While the system is thus elastic on the one side, due

care is taken to prevent it becoming confused

on the other. British foresters may, it is pointed

out, be startled at the mass of what they

may consider needless minutix and superfluous

figures, but these details constitute the essence of

methodical forestry. "The forester's success is based

upon close observation of numberless minute details

in the development of the trees and shrubs of which

his forests are composed. The observations and

measurements made by him, combined with the

results obtained by the researches of others, enable

him to understand the complex problems which

every forest presents, and to shape his treatment in

the right manner. The fundamental principles

underlying the forester's profession are simple

enough, but their application is difficult. This must
be learnt by study and by actual experience, as in

every other profession.'' The work before us is

entitled Notes, and its author expressly says that it

is not to be considered as a complete treatise,

but is simply meant to draw attention to a few essential

points which may be useful to Indian foresters. We
have, in fact, an account of the forests in the

Grand Duchy of Baden, including the Black Forest

together with notes of forests in other portions

of Germany. Of special interest are the notes on
the rotation of forest aud cereal crops in some dis-

tricts, where the coppice belongs to certain public

corporations exercising a common proprietorship

over a definite tract of ground cultivating the

domain on a common system and sustaining itself

by the produce. The coppice is cut after seventeen

to nineteen years, the bark peeled, the sods burned,

the ashes spread over the cleared land, and a crop,

of Rye sown. The shareholders have the right to

grow this Rye crop for their individual benefit, but

having gathered in this crop the plot relapses into

the state of undivided or common property when the

coppice is allowed to grow up again. The appendices

contain tables for the conversion of the methodical

metrical system to the stupid and confused system

still in use in this country, and an explanation of

the more important German technical terms.

The "Fruit" of Grasses.—Iu the fruit or
" grain " of grasses, according to the commonly re-

ceived notion, the wall of the ovary (pericarp)

becomes inseparably united with the testa of the

contained seed. M. Henri Jumelle, however, in

a recent communication to the Academie des

Sciences, maintains that no such fusion ever takes

place, but that what happens is the partial obliter-

ation of the pericarp and the complete disappearance

of the seed-coat. The fruit of grasses is thus

botanically an achene, containing a seed destitute of

testa.

Hong Kong. — The superintendent of the

Botanic Gardens complains of the loss of shrubs and

trees of great beauty and of twenty years' growth, in

order to provide a site for a statue. We can of

course ofier no opinion on this special case, but we
heartily endorse Mr. Ford's opinion, that the

Superintendent of the garden should be consulted in

all such cases, and his judgment preferred to lay

opinion. Mr. Ford has made an excursion into the

province of KwangTung, bringing back with him no

fewer than 800 living plants, chiefly of an ornamental

character, so that we may hope in due season to see

some of these novelties. Mr. Ford incidentally

mentions that the timber of Cunninghamia sinensis

is much more valuable than that of Pinus Sinensis.

Bulbs for the Royal Parks.— We are

informed that the whole of the bulbs required by the

First Commissioner of AVorks, and also the Metro-

politan Board of Works, for planting in the royal

parks, are being supplied by Messrs. Ja-mes Carter

& Co., the Queen's seedsmen.

Shropshire Floral and Horticultural
Society.—Regarding the exhibition of this pros-

perous Society at Shrewsbury, of which a report was

given in our last issue, it may be noted that it was a
complete success, 14,200 people visiting the show on

the second day, the receipts from all sources reaching

the respectable figure of £2700. An excellent display

of Begonias of the tuberous section, both double and

single-flowered, was made by Messrs. J. Laikg &
Sons, of Forest Hill, S.E., at the above show. These

plants would demonstrate to the Salopians the

floriferousness of a species of Begonias which has

afforded so much satisfaction when bedded out this

dripping summer, whereas the zonal Pelargoniums

have been almost flowerless. Hollyhock blooms of

good quality, and plants of Saxifraga sarmentosa

tricolor superba were likewise shown by Messrs,

LAINti.

Devizes Castle.—We are informed that the

purchaser of this picturesque and valuable property

is Sir Charles Henry S. Rich, Bart., of Shirley

House, Hampshire. It is a very compact property;

the fruit and kitchen gardens are situated on the

sunny slopes of the castle mound, and the arrange-

ments are very convenient, the houses being in good

repair, and water laid on at all points. Under the

management of Mr. Thomas Kincj, who has now had

charge of the gardens for a large number of years,

they are in a high state of efficiency. Whether Mr.

King will remain in charge under the new owner is

not yet settled.

Testimonial to Mr. James Huntley.—
This gentleman, who has been actively connected

with the Trowbridge Horticultural Society since its

establishment thirty-six years ago, has this season

also completed a term of twenty-five years' service

as the Secretary of the Society. It is not too much
to say that it is mainly owing to Mr. Huntley's

exertions, not only that the Society holds so success-

ful a show each year, but that it also has a reserve fund

of £245. In recognition of Mr. Huntley's services

during this long time, a committee has been formed

which is engaged in raising a fund to present Mr.

Huntley with a suitable testimonial during the

autumn. As the idea is being warmly taken up by

the Trowbridge people, it is expected that a hand-

some sum will be realised. The honorary secretaries

to the fund are Mr. T. S. Hill and J. Howari>

Foley, both of Trowbridge.

Flower Show at Burnley.—The twelfth

annual exhibition of plants, flowers, fruit, and vege-

tables, under the auspices of the Burnley Floral and

Horticultural Society, was held at Turf Moor on

Saturday, the 25th ult., under the patronage of Sir

John Thursbv. The day was fine, and there was

a large attendance ot visitors. The past season has

not been very favourable for the cultivation of fruit

or flowers, and this was shown particularly in the

classes reserved to professional gardeners. In some

of the open classes there was little or no competi-

tion owing to the small number of entries, Fuchsias

were a good class, and the Picotees and Carnations

were above the average, whilst fruit, generally speak-

ing, was a good show considering the season. The

principal prixe-winner was Sir John Thuksby's

gardener.

Arbor Day.—The following note, under the

above heading, occurs in a recent rei.ort on the agri-

culture of Chicago for the year 1887. After refer-

ring to the arid regions of Dakota, Nebraska, and

Kansas, the report says :—" In the above-mentioned

districts there is an almost total absence of trees,

which account." for the deficiency of moisture, while

in the timber regions and in the mountains the

reckless cutting, especially of young trees, has led to

a serious decrease in timber and firewood. Various

Acts have been passed checking and restraining the

unlimited waste which formerly prevailed, and the

disposal of land under the Timber Culture Law will,

no doubt, have a beneficial effect. It was in the

State of Nebraska, fifteen years ago, that a voluntary

movement first originated to set apart one day in the

year, called ' Arbor Day,' for the purpose of
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encouraging the planting of trees, and forestry in

general. The example has been followed in almost

every State and Territory in this district, and a public

holiday is proclaimed by the Legislature, the day
being fixed generally by the Governor, when trees

are planted by local authorities and other notable

persons
;
planting of shade trees in streets is carried

on by town councils, and the people generally are

encouraged to memorialise the day by similar acts.

The White Elm is considered the best tree, being

hardy, and of rapid growth. Tlie different varieties

of Oak, Walnut, and Maple, the Elm, Ash, Catalpa,

Linden, Tulip tree, Pine, and other trees are variously

recommended to the public, as experiments have
proved them to thrive in the different localities, or

are suitable to the purposes desired ; and the holiday

is very generally observed with its intended object.

In Kansas there are now more than 250,000 acres of

artificial forest, and a large number in Nebraska, and
the observance of 'Arbor Day' promises to be of

great benefit eventually to the country."

Ryde Horticultural Show.—The annual
show of flowers and fruit, favoured with a fine day,

took place on Thursday, August 2.3, in the beautiful

grounds of the Terrace Gardens, which were kindly

lent by Mrs. G. Pack. The show was generally pro-

nounced to be better than any previous exhibi-

tion. The exhibits were shown in three large tents,

the Mayor attending and opening the show. In the
evening the beautiful grounds were lighted up by
hundreds of lamps, and looked like a fairy land, and
was well patronised by the public. Altogether the

show was a great success, and reflects much credit

upon Mr. J. Elet, the Secretary, and those who
carried it out.

The cold Storage of Fruit.—In our last

issue we explained the system of evaporating

ammonia by which the temperature was reduced
;

giving also the temperatures of the three rooms
which were at 38°, 25°, and 22° Fahr., respectively.

Since our last issue we learn from the Journal of
Horticulture that the committee appointed by the
Eoyal Horticultural Society to ascertain the practic-

ability of preserving soft fruits under the influence

of cold, met on Thursday. Aug, 2.3, at the Cold Storage
Company's offices in Gracechurch Street, T. Francis
Rivers, Esq., in the chair, and examined the Cherries
referred toby us at p. 215. Several half-bushel baskets
of Cherries had been placed in the chambers on
August 8, wet, and some of them decayed. Some
were frozen like marbles, others were abnormally
firm, but not actually frozen, others remaining soft.

Those that were not frozen were in the same con-
dition as when stored fifteen days previously, and
those tliat were decayed then had not in the slightest

degree communicated decay to others pressing against
them. Those in the coldest freezing-chamber were
spoiled. Soft fruits must evidently not be frozen,

and the point to determine is the amount of cold
that suflices to arrest fermentation, and this settled,

it is not unlikely that soft fruit can be kept for some
weeks or months. Various kinds of fruit will be
tried under difi'ering conditions in the hope of
acquiring information of substantial value.

Potato Disease.—The proportions of sulphate
of copper recommended by M. Prii.liecx to be used
for the cure or check of the Potato disease are 6
kilogrammes (13; lb.) of sulphate of copper, an
equal quantity of lime, and 1 hectolitre (22 gallons)
of water. As we have already mentioned, this appli-
cation used freely, with a syringe or a spray-producer,
is most serviceable in the case of the corresponding
malady in the Vine, and its use under these circum-
stances has suggested its employment to Fotatos.
We earnestly hope some of our readers will try it and
let us know the results. It should be used directly a
spot is seen on the leaves. It is of no use trying it

when the leaves and haulm are already half rotten.

The Weather.—Nothing but disasters to report
about the weather. Details are needless, and would
only be harrowing to no purpose.

Foreign Correspondence.

HORTICULTURAL NOTES FRO:\r BERLIN.

The floral establishments in Berlin plainly show
that the height of summer is passed. Roses. »vith

the exception of Teas, are over, but Carnations take

their place. Besides these, which are not so gener-

ally in cultivation as in England, Fuchsias, Helio-

tropes, and Hydrangeas, are very popular. The
latter, especially the blue flowering varieties, are

very luxuriantly grown. Lilium auratum has won
favour wonderfully during the last few years, but it

is a pity that, for convenience sake, the anthers have

to be cut off. thereby robbing the flowers of one of

their greatest beauties. Large flowering Pansies find

many purchasers. Zonal Pelargoniums are among the

market plants for which there is the largest sale, and

splendid dark blue varieties of Lobelia erinus rank

next.

The large floral establishments daily contrive new
arrangements to tempt the public, in which colours

are effectively contrasted, but also with refinement.

Lately I saw a cushion-shaped bouquet (a form

that is very popular just now), which was composed
of Pansy Faust, a pure and velvety-black variety

laid against a snow-white backgi-ound of white

Stocks. Another arrangement was made up on a

wire frame covered with dark green gauze ; the

framework was composed of Viburnum Opulus, fl.-pl.,

while in the middle, quite distinct from these snow-
ball-like flowers, was a raised loose bouquet of La
France Rose-buds.

The dweller in Berlin knows well how to appre-

ciate the value of evergreen plants for indoor decora-

tion, and an infinite variety is to be found in our

flower markets. In the first rank are Latania bor-

bonica, Phccnix reclinata ; then Dracxna indivisa,

Aletris fragrans, Philodendron pertusum, and Arau-
caria excelsa. Besides these there is the favourite

Ficus elastica. One or more specimens of these

plants is to be found in every home ; and next to

them as indoor plants rank Rhapis flabelliformis,

some Dracrenas and Cordylines, and more especially

certain Cacte^. Of the latter, very fine specimens

are to be met with often in the dwellings of the

poorer classes, and which are so well grown as to be

fully worthy of a First-class Certificate. Among
such plants, too, are some sorts of Pelargoniums,

notably the so-called " Rose " Pelargonium. Aspi-
distras, too, which are practically indestructible, are

naturally seldom wanting, nor are Dracicnas, and
the equally abundant Curculigo recurvata, which are

classed under the general name of Palms even by
the educated public. From our Berlin Correspondent.

Philadelphia.

On June 28 Councilman Jleehan's ordinance,

inaugurating a system of small parks for Phila-

delphia, finally became law, after a five years"

struggle. Only five of the thirty-one intended to be
established were adopted by this preliminary ordi-

nance, one of these being the famous old botanic

garden of John Bartram, and another being the old

homestead of Logan, the first secretary of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania under William
Penn.

Trade Notices.

DiCKSONS (Limited).—The formation of a limited

company by the amalgamation of the two well-known
firms of the Dicksons, at Chester, has already been
announced in the Garch7iers' Chronicle, and the Com-
pany now possesses one of the largest nursery and
seed businesses in the United Kingdom—the total

area under cultivation, including the three branch
nurseries in Wales, being over 400 acres, well cropjted

with healthy, thriving stock.

Seedlings of trees, shrubs and evergreens are grown
by millions. Transplanted forest trees, plants for

underwoods, game coverts, hedges and shrubberies

may be counted by millions also. Larch Firs and
Thorns represent, perhaps, the largest numbers, about
three millions of each being available for sale this

season; Scotch, Austrian, Corsican, Douglas, and
Spruce are largely grown, and numerous fine drifts

of Oaks, Ash, Elms, Beech and other hardwoods.

Choice Conifers, fine green and variegated Hollies,

Laurels, Aucubas, choic? Rhododendrons and other

evergreens cover many acres, and the quantity of

flowering and ornamental trees and shrubs appears to

be without limit. Trees for avenues, street planting,

or for grouping in parks are here in great numbers,
fine examples from 10 to 18 feet high.

Sixty-five acres are devoted to the cultivation of
fruit trees, for which these nurseries have long been
noted, and in addition to young trees of the usual
planting sizes, there are quantities of extra large,

well-grown fruiting trees trained in pyramid and
espalier forms.

That Roses thrive well in the climate and soil of
Chester is demonstrated by the luxuriant growth of

the large numbers cultivated.

The indoor department comprises no fewer than
eighty glasshouses well filled with stove and green-
house plants, fine Camellias, Indian Azaleas, Tea
and other Roses, strong Vines, fruit trees in pots for

orchard-house. Figs, &c. Numerous ranges of brick
and wooden frames with lights are utilised for plant
propagating purposes and growing young succession
stock.

Close by these houses and pits are grown the large
collections of herbaceous and alpine plants. Bulbs
are extensively cultivated, especially Narcissi, one
plot containing many thousands of Sir Watkin, a
very fine form, originally distributed by Messrs.
Dickson

;
while of Emperor, Empress, Horsfieldi, and

other leading varieties there are large stocks.

Amongst Carnations, Mrs. Reynolds Hole is a
striking novelty; the flowers, which are very large,

and produced freely, they are of a beautiful salmon
colour. Tliis Carnation will probably be in great
demand, to meet which a stock of many thousands is

ready for distribution.

Before leaving the nurseries we must bear testi-

mony to the good order in which they are kept, and
to the excellent condition of the stock, which reflects

the highest credit upon the management.
The Seed Departiuent.—To convey an idea of the

magnitude of this branch of the business, it may be
mentioned that there are two sets of spacious build-
ings in Eastgate Street, containing commodious seed
and bulb premises, with well-appointed offices over
them ; contiguous is a large warehouse replete with
modern implements and agricultural machinery.
Large farm seed stores are situate in St, John Street
and St.Werburgh Street, in which istheraost approved
machinery, driven by gas-engines, for cleaning seeds,

and upon which no expense has been spared to make
them as perfect as possible. As all seeds are sold
under guarantee as to purity and stated percentages
of germination, the utmost care and unremitting
attention of the principal partners are necessary.
Farm and garden seeds are saved from their own
specially selected stocks under their personal super-
vision, and duly tested before being sent away to pur-
chasers. Here.as in the nurseries, order and method are
everywhere apparent, and as the managing directors

are assisted by a most efficient staff, it is evident
that every care is taken to ensure the satisfactory

execution of all orders. The valuation of the entire
stocks of both firms for the purpose of amalgamation
was entrusted to the highly competent hands of Mr.
John Fraser. of the Lea Bridge Nurseries, Leyton ;

and of Jlr. Maurice Young, of the Nurseries, JMilford,

Surrey. About one month was occupied by these
gentlemen in the task, which was eventuallv com-
pleted to the satisfaction of all parties.

I see in your issue of the 11th ult., under
"Trade Notices," that Eastgate Nursery has passed
into the hands of Messrs. W. & J. Brown. This will

mislead the public, as they have not purchased the
trade, but only part of the freehold, and the business
will be carried on as heretofore. Jno. House, Eastgate
Nurseries. Peterborough, August 20.

Mr. W. Napper. late of the Exeter Nurseries,
where he was employed for twenty years, has been
engaged as manager by IMessrs." Jarman & Co.,
nurserymen, florists, &c., Chard.

Mr. D. Margetts, ornamental wireworker,
and maker of exhibition bouquet and flower-stands,
has removed from IfJ. York Street, Covent Garden,
to S, Vinegar Yard, Catherine Street, W.C.
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Nursery Notes.

NOTES FROM SOUTIIFIELDS NURSERY.

In looking over these grounds of Messrs. J. Veitch

& Sons, Chelsea, we coulil not but remark the change

in the age anil general appearance of the trees there

grown for sale, and doubtless to be observed also in

most other fruit tree nurseries. Whereas, formerly,

fruiting stuff was difficult to obtain, and always dear,

it is now found in quantity to meet the demands of

the day. Men will not wait to see a tree grow from

a diminutive " maiden "' as was formerly done, but they

must have their young trees sent to them in a bear-

ing condition. This is the natural coiollary to growing

Apples and Pears on dwarfing stocks to obtain re-

turns earlier tlian is the case when Crab and wilding

Pear are employed for the purpose. At this nursery

fruiting trees take up much of the area that in

past years was under a crop of young fruitless

maidens, and one or two-year " cut backs." At the

time ofour visit there were cordon Gooseberries, Cur-
rants, Apples, Pears, and Plums, besides bush and
pyramidal formed trees of the last three in bearing

condition.

Peaches were well set with bloom-buds ; Cherries,

of late Duke and Morello varieties, and Plums were
loaded with fruits, the trees being fan-traiued gene-
rally, although in the case of Plums we found
horizontal-trained examples.

It may be of interest to name some of the varieties

of Apples which, in this unfavourable season, are

bearing plenty of fruit as bushes and pyramids, and
in scanning the list it will be remarked that most of

them are varieties which have become popular by
reason of their good cropping or other desirable

properties, viz. :—King of the Pippins, Kerry, Ribston,

Sturmer, and Ctix's Orange Pippins ; Dumelow's
Seedling, Ecklinberg, Keswick Codlin, Beauty of
Kent, Alexander, Schoolmaster, Worcester Pear-
main, Stirling Castle, Bauman's Red Reinette, Betty
Geeson, Alfriston, Lane's Prince Albert, Boston
Russet, Warner's King, Grenadier, Old Hawthornden,
and Winter IlawthorndeD, Rosemary Russet, and
Lord SulHeld.

Amongst Plums in fruit may be mentioned
Wilmot's Orleans, and as large as the early variety,

but of better quality ; the Czar is another prolific

variety.

As a stock for dwarf-trained Cherries the JIahaleb
has quite usurped the place of the wilding Cherry,
its growth keeping better pace with that of the scion,

and as it is almost free from shoocs and suckers it

is as smooth as a gun-barrel, and well looking.

Three line Figs will be sent out from this nursery
shortly, viz., 'Violette Sepor, with very dark flesh,

and a delicious flavour
; Pingo de Mello, a fine fruit,

and the tree an e.xcellent cropper, producing well
thrice in a season ; and St. John's, a white Fig of
the best quality. These Figs are of Portuguese
origin, the best which a connoisseur could select
amongst the numerous varieties grown in that
country.

Useful Inventions.

HIGH-LEVEL WATERING-POT.
By means of this kind of watering-pot much loss

of time, and some inconvenience are avoided in sup-
plying plants with water when standing on over-
head shelves in plant-houses and rockeries,

both indoors and out. As will be seen from the
figure (A, fig. 29), the pot may be tilted at any desired

angle to allow the water to flow out, by means of a
shaft of wood with which a jointed iron rod con-
nected with the spout of the can runs parallel. As
a watering-can is not a discriminating being, we do
not understand by what means the gardener who
<loes the watering finds out which plants want his

attention and which do not, without mounting a
pair of steps, and examining them. So much for its

drawback when used to water subjects above man's
height.

Wkkd Euadicatou.

The other implement figured (b) is a liandy kind of

hoe, likely to prove of great use in cultivating and

stirring the soil amongst. Onions, Carrots, Lettuces,

and bedding plants. Owing to its form it may be used

sidewards to scrape away small weeds, or with its

narrower face downwards to cut off weeds and loosen

the surface. Both implements are the patented in-

ventions of Mr. G. ]!. King, Upton, Torquay, and

may be obtained retail at all ironmongers and seeds-

men.

Home Correspondence

THE POTATO CROP.—The southern division of

Essfx has sutfered much from the rains of Julv. In

that month we had 7'57 inches of rain, and doubt-

less to that rainfall must be ascribed the sudden

appearance of the disease. When I sent you my
notes, which you published at page 15-4, there was
no disease, but suddenly, like a thief in the night,

it came, in spots in tin; garden and in the field, and
has since spread in all directions. I fear our pro-

mising crop will be almost lost. The old Ash-
leaved variety on an early border was nearly ripe in

the haulm when the blight came, and I find a tuber

here agd there diseased. Myatt's Kidney, in a later

position, promised to be the best crop 1 ever saw

—

in fact, we had begun to dig them. They were all

sound at first, but now, after ten days, about one

Fig. 29.—a, high-levi:l waterixg-pot. B, weed
JillADICATOK.

tuber in five only is sound. I fear, by the look of

things, all our fine lot of Victorias will go. It is

generally hit hard. There is a large lot of Myatts

in the same field for early winter use ; we shall

perhaps get one bushel out of six that are sound
;

perhaps not. I hope Sutton's 36 will stand better ;

it has given us the best crop and the most
handsome tubers I ever saw, but I fear nothing

will withstand such an acute attack. I walked
through some neighbouring fields for a few miles

in the gloaming last night. It soon became
too dark to distinguish one crop from another, but

the sense of smell was enough for a field of Potatos:

and yet it is not all bad. I saw a field of Regents

being dug to-day ten minutes walk from where I

write this. It is light soil over gravel and very dry

;

the haulm is not yet stricken, consequently the tubers

are sound. I suggested sending them off at once,

but the answer was returned " "We want some for

winter use." Our soil is heavy, and the sudden

downpour of 3"49 inches of rain in three days was

too much for our drainage. The water was held

back over all the crops fur thirty-six hours. The
rock garden was under water, there was 5 feet of it

in the stokehole ; it stood 1 foot over the top of the

hot-water boilers. We were thirty-six hours before

we could pump and bale it all out. I trust that the

disease is local, as few districts can have suffered so

much from back-water as we did. The low grounds

in the valley of the Roden, near Romford and Ilford,

were quite under water for twenty-four, and in some
parts forty-eight hours. The local papers say it was

all caused by the sluices at Barking Mills being

closed, and that they could not be opened when the

rush of uncarted cut grass from the nieadows poured

down the river and was stopped at the closed sluices.

J, Dmtqlas.

Grapes in Bad Condition.—In his commu-
nication of August 25, " J. C." does not say anything
about the drainage under his Vine border. The
subsoil may be water-logged, or it may be too dry.

Kither extreme will cause "shanking," so also will

red-spider, which greatly injures the foliage, and
causes its premature discoloration. The Vines are
planted too closely together, and both foliage and
roots must suffer. It would have been better to

have relied upon the old Vines throwing up fresh

canes rather than to have planted young Vines
between them, as they rarely do well under such
circumstances. If it were my case, I should cut the
(jrapes as soon as possible, sponge the underside of

the foliage with soapy water, syringing afterwards
on fine evenings. Give plenty of top-ventilation,

maintain a gentle warmth in the grape house, avoid
sulphur, and encourage the formation of healthy
leaves and well-ripened wood. I should keep the
border both outside and in rather on the dry
side during the winter, and look well to the
drainage. In the spring the Vines might be allowed
to start with little or no fire-heat, and no watering
except with the syringe before the shoots are 3 inches
long. The border inside should then receive a copious
supply of tepid rain-water, and the temperature of

the house should be gradually raised. During the
summer water should be given both outside and in

whenever required. If not satisfied with the old

Vines, in May or June 1 should root them up and
plant yearling Vines prepared in readiness. They
never do so well as when planted early in June in

fresh warm compost. The growth they make the
first season is astonishing, and Vines planted thus

in a green and active state ever after show a supe-

riority over those planted at any other time. In old

houses Vines are generally trained too near the glass.

The top ventilation is often insufficient, and much
scalding occurs through not opening early in the
morning. W. i?., Btrcatham Hill.

GENTIANA ASCLEPIADEA.—In reply to the in-

quiry of " O. E. F.'' in the Gardeners' Chronicle for

26th ult., I would state that the above hardy her-

baceous perennial may be propagated by seed sown
as soon as it is ripe, in a mixture ofsandy leaf-mould

and loam, and placed in a gentle heat. The young
plants should be gradually hardened off before being
planted out, which may be done in the spring. The
plant may also be propagated by divisionof the roots

in the spring. W. A. Hodge.

VEGETABLES.— Although most gardeners have
been lamenting the scarcity of fruit this season,

they have reason to rejoice in the abundance of

vegetables, as never, perhaps, was there a summer
so suitable for most garden crops, and Peas and
Scarlet Runners seem quite to revel in the weather.

The first-named, however, have not set quite so

full as they do sometimes, but they have gone up the

sticks and far beyond, or are drooping down again,

or striking out right and left, searching for some-
thing to lay hold of to support themselves, and

nearly choking or smothering each other with

haulm. In ordinary years mildew would have been

rife long ere this, but as yet (August 13) no trace

of it is to be seen, and we may with some confidence

look for a full supply of Peas late in the autumn.
Scarlet Runners are setting and swelling freely, but

dwarf French Beans like it a little warmer, and are

lagging behind, looking a little chilly, but they can

well be spared, and the wonder is that they should

be grown so largely as they are, considering that the

Runner kinds are so much more hardy and so

superior in flavour. Broad Beans are also cool

weather plants, and instead of being dried up as they

usually are at this lime of year, or infested with

blackfly, they are fresh and full of bloom or pods
;

and Cauliflowers are just as fresh, close, and

white as they are in spring or autumn ; and all

the Brassica tribe, instead of having the "blues,"

are rampant in gi'owth. and look too '' proud ' to

face a hard winter. Celery, strange to say, has

not made the headway one might have expected

from its being half aquatic, but it is on the move
now, and no doubt will make rapid progress after

this, as the roots have a good hold. Tomatos
are very backward, as they are lovers of sunshine,

and the weather cannot well be too hot for them.

The set is also bad, the wet and absence of solar

ravs having caused most of the first flowers to fall,

and 1 doubt if those on the plants now will set in
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time for the fruit to ripen before frost cuts it off in
the autumn. Potatos show patches of disease here
and there, but the tops in a general way look well,

and it is to be hoped, now that we are having a dry
atmosphere and sun and warmth, the mould may be
stayed and the tubers escape [?]. The earth is full of
these at the roots of the plants, and they promise to
be unusually large, and, with iavouruble weather,
must be of tine quality, as there will be no secondary
swelling like we have when the soil is so heated and
*\vy. J. S/ifppard.

CABBAGES. —Whatever may have been the pro-
ducts of iMr. Wilkes' trial of Sutton's Early Gem and
Little I'i.xie in his limited way, it is certain that these
kinds dirt'er ap])reciably in Slessrs. Sutton & Son's
trial-ground. Little Gem being greener, earlier, and
dwarfer and more compact. The firm also catalogue
Little Pixie, and it is hardly probable they would
offer the same kinds under two diverse names in the
Kame list. That distinctions in Cabbages may be,

indeed are, almost infinitesimal there can be no
doubt, because improvements and diversities of a
desirable nature come slowly ; but it is the expert,
enterprising seedsman, who has large breadths of
many varieties under his notice year after year who
has the most favourable opportunities for detecting
diversities ofcharacter, selecting, and fixiuKthem ; and
it is to this watchful care that we owe so largely that
remarkable improvement in garden products which
has marked the past twenty years ; thus, possibly, Tom
Thumb developed from the old Early Dwarf,' Little
Pixie from Tom Thumb, Little Gem from Little
Pixie, &c., at least such may be so, although I

have no reason for saying such is the case Mr.
Wilkes does not say whether he purchased his seed
from the Messrs. Sutton & Sons direct. With
respect to my visit to the Heading trial-grounds, it

may be as well to say that grounds of that kind are
kept by seedsmen specially for their own use and
experience, and not for that of the general public.
There is, however, an immense deal of information to
be gathered in them, and I wished a market garden-
ing neighbour who was with me at Reading recently
to have an opportunity to see what good things in
the way of vegetables might be found in a place
which is bolted against him and his class as a rule.

The fact that so good an expert in market growing
was specially warm on Little Gem and the other
things noted, led me to make mention of them in
these pages. A. D.

ALEXANDER AND HALE'S EARLY PEACHES.—
In reply to Mr. Shepherd's inquiry in your issue of
last week concerning the above," I can confidently
assure him that they are quite distinct. We have
them both growing in our early Peach-house, and I
had finished gathering Alexander fully a fortnight be-
fore Hale's was at all fit. I consider' Alexander the
earliest variety in commerce and that it should be
planted (one tree at least) in every collection, as it

prolongs the season when associated with Royal
George and other favourite sorts. W. Beswick, Bcs-
horough Court, Cork.

-- - - The Alexander Peach is quite distinct from
Hales' Ea]-]y, although very similar in a]ipearance.
We have both varieties here in our large Peach-
house, and also on a south-e-ast wall. The first fruit
of Alexander was ripe inside on July 6, the first

fruit of Hales' Early on July 16, and outside
Alexander was ready on July 30, and Hales' Early
on August 24. The first was raised by Mr. Rivers,
Sawbridgeworth

; the latter is of American origin, as
are Waterloo and Amsden June; the two latter I
consider almost identical with Alexander in every
respect. [It is rathei- earlier. Ed.] For very early
forcing I prefer Early Beatrice and Early Louise,
the above American varieties being not quite so
trustworthy. Early Beatrice requires to be on a
very strong growing stock, it will then give large
fruits; but for a cold house, or one to which very
little fire-heat is applied, and for the earliest crop in
the open, there is no varietv at present known that
is better than Alexander. W. H. JJinrs, Kettun Hall.

WHAT IS AN HERBACEOUS PLANT?—I have
read tlie note by your correspondent, "A. D.," anent
the .ibove, and am inclined to the belief that he
hardly realises the point I have endeavoured to
raise, his dogmatic clearing up of the matter not-
withstanding. Does " A. D," himself clearly under-
stand the terra " herbaceous " when he says,''' When
the term lierbaceous is employed all reaf perennials
should be excluded "

? I think not. Are not all
herbaceous plants true perennials? If not, how can
tliey perform the function of " producing annual

flowering stems from a perennial root "
? " A. D.'s

"

apparent definition of a perennial is that it is ever-

green ; but this is not essential ; a plant may be

perennial if deciduous, provided that it endures

three or more years. No plant more decidedly per-

forms its duties as an herbaceous plant than Lilium
candidura ; it is not "practically evergreen," as

asserted by your correspondent, but as surely dies

down annually, leaf and stem, as does a Dafi'o-

dil or a Tulip ; the radical leaves, which vanish with

the uprising flower-stem, being renewed when flower-

ing is complete, or in very dry seasons they do not

appear tilt the early autumnal rains are experienced,
" A. D." will pardon me not attributing my " doubts

and difficulties " as he calls them to the same cause

as himself, viz., " because the term herbaceous is

still obstinately adhered to in schedules when all

sorts of hardy border plants are invited to be ex-

hibited." If your correspondent will turn to my
original note he will find I distinctly refer to two
great societies, that of the Royal Botanic and Royal
Horticultural. In either case these societies would
know what should be shown when they ask for a
" group of hardy herbaceous plants," in their respec-

tive schedules, and would therefore not exi>ect "all

sorts of hardy border plants to be exhibited." What
a sad confusion would the lax rendering of any
schedule cause to the judges and exhibitors alike if

the suggestion of " A. D. " were carried into effect,

for wliat have judges to guide them in arriving at

their decisions but the verbatim rendering of the

schedules? Particularly is this the case when one ex-

hibitor stages his plants according to the require-

ments of the schedule, and another does not

;

for even supposing the former to be slightly in-

ferior to the latter, the judges most assuredly

would not give the premier position to the one
who had departed from the wording of the schedule.

There are plenty of really good herbaceous plants

to be had now, and therefore the admission of either

annuals or biennials should disqualify. Especially

would I enforce this at our great London exhibitions,

which should in reality be the school, as it were, for

local and provincial shows. In offering a prize for

hardy plants annually at our show in my district (of

which I am a joint secretary), I employ the words
" hardy perennials," to the exclusion of flowering

shrubs. This is now so clearly understood by the

exhibitors in this })articular class, that we have no
ground for complaint, and, from experience, I am
of opinion that if framers of schedules for local

shows would strive a little more to instruct ex-

hibitors in such matters there would be an end of

mistakes in this way, and this would be far more
becoming to any horticultural society than an
attempt to establish and cultivate an error so false

as the admission of annuals and biennials among
hardy herbaceous perennials. E. Jenkins.

THE DANIELS POTATO.—A few weeks ago you
kindly made mention of a Potato called Daniels, and
how "well the variety looked when growing, giving

great promise. We had asmall local exhibition here

the other week, and I was tempted to dig up my
Daniels. They exceeded ray expectations. I staged

two dishes, and was awarded two prizes in a strong

competition with different varieties in both classes.

A friend of mine was present when I took up two

roots to be weighed, on one of which we found

twenty-one Potatos, and twenty on the other. On
\yeiKhing the best root it was found to turn the scale

at (J lb., all good sound tubers, clean and free from

scab. After exhibiting at Keighley, they were put

to the test of being cooked for the table, and were

found to be all that could be desired. F. G., Epwor/li.

• DROPPERS " IN TULIPA SYLVESTRIS.—I send

a box with a few specimens of " sinkers," as

we call them in Holland, in cultivated bulbs of

Tulipa sylvestris. This peculiarity has been known
here as long as I can remember, and it occurs

principally and regularly with cultivated T. sylves-

tris. Us'ually at the 'bottom of the old bulbs

there is found only one bulb, at the end of a long

thread, of 10 to 30 centim. in length (there may be

sometimes even longer ones) ; the fact that two bulbs

are coming from the old bulb, as in one of the speci-

mens sent, is an exception. There are some other

Tulips where the new bulbs, when the beds are taken

up, are found in the ground at a much lower level

than the old ones were planted. This phenomenon is

especially observed in some of the yellow and citron

early single bulbs, which are known as Dues (not

Due van Thol), such as Due Voorhelm, Due
d'Orange, Sec. ; but up to the present the cords which

in T. silvestris are found between the old and the new

bulbs have not been found here. It may be that they

have existed and have rotted at an early iieriod,

but this fact has not been observed. J. H. Krelarp

,

JIaarlem. [The specimens sent were illustrations of

what English Tulip growers call droppers (fig. 30).

The structure was obvious on cutting one open. The
old bulb mostly decays, but one or more of its scales

or leaves remains with an axillary bud, wiiich forms
the new bulb. Then the scale or leaf grows down-
wards into the soil, carrying the bulb with it, so that

at length there is a long tubular thread with the
bulb at the bottom. This may be a protection from
frost, or the inquisitiveness of birds and mice. Ed.]

THE HEDGEHOG'S CRY.—" Hystrix" (p. 189) has
only just supplanted me on this subject. Unless the
hedgehog emits two distinct notes, I cannot at all

accountfor the loud whistling noise heard by your cor-

respondent, for here I have heard them giving a sound
resembling that of a calf when sucking. Several
evenings of late, when having a walk round the
grounds, I have come on the hedgehog unawares,
and have thus had an opjiortunity of noticing its

ways—not its cries, for it appears to cry but rarely,

and never (that I am aware of) when in danger.

Whoever heard the hedgehog complain when being
worried by a dog, or when trundled into tlie water ?

The noise is a sort of suppressed squeal mingled
witli a sucking noise ; but this, be it remembered, is

from the young ones. It is a disputed point as to

what the cry really resembles. I think it varies

with the age of the animal. A. D. Webster.

THE MISUSE OF THE POTATO HAULM.—
Growers of Potatos should be more careful as to

what they do with blight-stricken haulms. The
plan I adopt is to wheel them away, and burn them at

once. It would seem that the mischief done by the

haulms lying about is not realised by many j)ersons,

for I have seen farmers carting diseased haulm into

the fold-yard to be made into manure, as they will

tell you, and I have seen the same carried back to

the field, there to wait until planting time came
round, when it could still be picked out by the fork-

ful from among the rest of the manure. It is also a

common practice amongst those who keep pigs to

throw a few forkfuls of diseased haulm into the

piggery, where the leaves are soon trodden out of

sight, but the stalks are more enduring, and even-

tually get carted with the rest into the fields as

manure. F. G. [Now that the consequences of such

practice are known no words are strong enough to

reprobate it. Ed.]

Societies.

ROYAL HOBTICTJLTURAL.
August 28.—The Drill Hall was made to look

very bright by the extensive dis]>lay of cut spikes of

Gladioli from Messrs. Kelway & Son, and by the

charming group of Orchids arranged by Mr. B. S.

AVilliams. Hardy flowers from Mr.Ware, and Begonias

from Messrs. Cannell & Sons were also prominent

;

while from the Society's gardens at Chiswick there

was sent a fine collection of Asters and Stocks, the

floral display being of a lively and varied nature.

Metsrs. Veitch & Son had a collection of fruit which

formed the chief object in the fruit division.

Floral Committee.

Present: Rev. W. Wilks (Sec. R.H.S.), in the

chair; and Messrs. Shirley Hibberd, H. Herbst, J.

Eraser, J. Walker, W. Holmes, W. Goldring, R.

Dean, B. Wynne. H. Ballantine, J. Dominy, II. M.
PoUett, M. 'T. Masters, J. O'Brien, and E. 'Hill.

Orchids were not largely shown beyond the group

from Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise

Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.. wlio had

some excellent plants neatly arranged and displayed

by Eerns and other foliage plants. Cyi>ripediums

were conspicuous objects. C. tesselatum porphy-

reum, not often seen, w'as represented by one plant;

it has peculiar mottled dull red-brown flowers,

not strikingly beautiful. C. (cnanthum was one of

the brightest flowered shown, the rich madder-red of

the lip and petals contrasting with the pure white

margin of the dorsal sepal, which is green lined with

red-brown spots to\vards the base ; a variety of this,

named superbum, diflered in being more deeply red-

coloured in the dorsal sepal, the margin being greatly

reduced. Others were C. S.anderianum, the dorsal

sepal of which is distinct and striking, being deep
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brown with broad y<41o\v lines; 0. Iliirrisianum, C.

superbiens, and C, Ashburtonia; superbum. A good
piece of Cattleya Dowiana was attractive, and also

Ltclia Turneri, Mesospinidium vulcauicum, and
Odontoglossum bictonense var. alba, Cattleya
Kldorado splendens, with a richly coloured lip, and
Pachystoma Thomsonianum.
A number of Sarracenias in good examples were

sent by the same exhibitor, and a pan of Drosera
dichotoma, D. capensis, Dionaia niuscipula, and
Cephalotus follicularis ; also a very pretty variety of

Adiantuni Capillus-Veneris named versaillense, in

which the pinnules spring from the summit of the

rachis in a tuft, as in the variety Luddemanniana,
but more loosely, giving a graceful and light appear-

ance, yet compact ; it makes a capital pan plant.

Hybrid greenhouse Rhododendrons and a few Ama-
ryllis completed the display.

Mr, liobbins, gr. to "W. Vanner, Esq., Camden
Wood, C'hislehuist, sent a well-flowered plant of

Odontoglossum (Miltonia) Karwinskii wltli a spike

about 4 feet in length ; it is a form of O. la;ve ; the

lip was wholly of a soft lilac-violet colour.

Cattleya Loddigesii, Le Doux's variety was shown
by Mr. Khymer, gr. to A. le Doux, Esq., Langdon
House, East Moulsey ; sepals and petals delicate

mauve-lilac, with a slightly lighter lip, pale cream-
coloured at the margin. It was in excellent condi-

tion, and bore a number of flowers.

Disa lacera, not frequently to be seen, was shown
from Mr. G. W. Cummins, gr. to A. H. Smee, Esq.,

The Grange, WalHngton ; it is not a very showy
species, but the flower of a most pleasing light

violet hue; the lip is much fringed, and is darker
than the rest of the flower.

Mr. G. T. White, Drayton Villa, Winchmore Hill,

N., had a Trichocentrum, to which he had given the

name Ella ; it attains a height of about 4—0 inches

;

flower cup-shaped, dull white, spotted with dull rosy-

lake; lip similarly coloured, but with a yellow crest.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, had a

group of single and double tuberous Begonias, em-
bracing a great range of colour, and of which some
were very beautiful. The Lady a single white
variety, almost circular in form, and with pale

stamens, was very noticeable, and moreover was of

dwarf habit. Mrs. Lynch was a good double, of a
delicate rosy-pink colour, and each segment frilled,

and the whole flower of fine form. Mrs. Lascelles

was a dull, deep pink, of large size (double), and
Mrs. Berkeley was also good, being deeper and
brighter in colour than Mrs. Lascelles. Messrs.

Cannell also sent a number of Cannas, of which the
following were selected for Certificates:—Admiral
Courbet, light yellow, spotted with orange-red, with
very large and broad foliage ; Madame Just, in

which the outer segments were orange and broad,

the inner narrow and scarlet; Francesque Morel,

rich crimson, large flowered ; Capricieuse, scarlet,

with a yellow margin—a striking object.

The collection of spikes of Gladioli, numbering
about 100, from Messrs. Kelway & Son, Langport,

was probably the chief item of the show. Several

new varieties were to be seen, some of which were
awarded Certificates by the committee. The indi-

vidual flowers were large, and the combinations of

colours very pleasing, some of the finest were:

—

Bullion, sulphur-yellow with a few red flakes ; Mago,
bright crimson with white in the throat; Nicon, very

pale pink, with the inner segments pale yellowish,

faintly flaked with pink on all ; Accia, rich crimson,

lighter in the throat; Magas, white with the very

faintest suspicion of pink suH'uslun, with a pink line

in the throat ; Cebes, magenta ; Pompus. brick-red,

purplish throat ; Lyde, lilac-pink : and Dares, sal-

mon with scarlet spots and a lake colour in the

throat. This firm also sent a number of pretty

Gaillardias, one named splendidissima plenissima,

a double flower, being the greatest novelty. It

is deep blood-red tipped with yellow. They also

showed a few very good spikes of Delphiniums

—

Horus, deep blue, with a white centre, was especially

fine. Rob Roy, light blue ; and Lycas, rich azure,

were other good forms. Punkia grand i flora and
Lobelia splendens were well shown by Mr. W. Roupell,
Harvey Lodge, Roupell Park. S.W.

Mr. J. P. West, gr. to W. Keith, Esq., Brentwood,
sent a few Dahlias. Beauty of Brentwood (Cactus),
rich and bright purple-lake, was a specially fine

flower. Etlipl Kf ith, also a Cactus form, was yellow
and white, but was not favourably received.

Some fine stands of African Marigolds were shown
by Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, some measuring
as much as 4 inches in diameter ; and in colour rich
orange, pale lemon, and others were striped yellow
and brown, the latter being of smaller dimensions.

A large and varied collection of Stocks and Asters
was staged from the Society's Gardens, Chiswick,

the finest of which are referred to in the report of

the Chiswick Committee in another column. The
colour's were ver-y bright and greatly varied, the
Astei's looking particularly well. Cut spikes of

Iledychium Garduierium were also shown, and Y^ry
pretty objects they are too.

Dahlias were largely contributed by jNIessrs. Cheal
& Son, Crawley, Sussex, and were arranged in their

new stands for flowers, by which means they were
well displayed. The following were the most notice-

able of " Cactus '' varieties :^Mi*. Tait, white ; Annie
Harvey, rich i-ed ; General Gordon, light scarlet. The
pompons were, as usual, popular varieties, but tlie

single varieties contained one or two distinct varieties;

the best were :—Mr. Rose, white, heavily flaked with
crimson-lake ; Sunningdale Yellow, bright yellow

;

Miss H. Cameron, lilac; Duchess of Albany, lilac,

with large decidedly brown flakes—a highly striking

variety, and totally distinct, the combination of

Fig. 30.—TULIP "DR0ITKR.S '
: THE XF.W BULB IS PLACKIJ

AT THE BUTTOM OF A TUBE OK SHEATH PKOLONGED
DOWNWARDS.

colours not being at all unpleasing ; Victoria, white,

with broad dark crimson band on each side, was also

a very distinct variety of great beauty, and likely to

become a favourite.

Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Parm Nurseries, Tottenham,
had a collection of cut Dahlias and other flowers.

Iceland Poppies, Papaver bracteatum, Montbretia

crocosma;flora. M. Pottsii, Alstrcimeria chilensis,

Polemonium Richardsoni, Lobelia splendens. Scabious

caucasica, Lilium Batemannix, &;c., were con-

spicuous; also Campanula isophylla alba, one of the

prettiest of the Campanulas, and eminently suited

for growing on rockeries; and Canna Francesque
Morel, deep crimson.

PiRST-CLASS Cl=RTIFICATES.

Gladiolus Cebes, from Messrs. Kelway & Son.

Gladiolus Bullion, from Messrs. Kelway & Son.

Gladiolus Accia, from Messrs. Kelway & Son.

Gladiolus Magas, from Messrs. Kelway & Son.

Gladiolus Nicon, from Messrs. Kelway & Son,

Delphinium Horns, from Messrs. Kelway & Son.

Didphinium IIi)rns, from Messrs. Kelway & Son.
Gaillardia splendidissima plenissima, from Messrs.

Kelway & Son.
Begonia (double) Mrs. Lynch, Messrs. II. Cannell

& Sons.

Begonia (double) Lascelles, from Messrs. II. Can-
nell & Sons.
Begonia (single) The Lady, from Messrs. II. Can-

nell- & Sons.

Canna Admiral Courbet, from Messrs. H. Cannell
&. Sons.

Canna Madame Just, from Messrs. U. Cannell &
Sons.

Canna Piancesque Alorel, from Messrs. H. Cannell
Sons.

Canna Francesque Morel, from Mr. T. S. Ware.
Dahlia (single) Victoria, from Messrs. Cheal &

Sons.

Dahlia (single) Duchess of Albany, from Messrs.
Cheal & Sons.

Adiantum versaillense, from Mr. B. S. Williams.
Dahlia (Cactus) Beauty of Brentwood, from Mr.

J. T. West.
Odontoglossum Karwinski, from W. Vanner, Esq.
Campanula isophylla alba, from Mr. T. S. Ware.

Botanical Certificates.

Disa lacera, from A. H. Smee, Esq.
Trichocentrum Ella, from Mr. G. T. White.

Medals.

Silver-gilt Ba7iJcsian.—To Mr. B. S. Williams, for

group of plants.

Silver Banksian.—To Messrs. Kelway & Son. for

collection of Gladioli.

Bronze Banksian.—To Mr. T. S. Ware, for group
of plants ; to Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, for collection
of Dahlias ; to Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, for group
of Begonias.

Fruit Committee.

Present:—T.Francis Rivers, Esq., in the chair;

and Messrs. J. Lee, R. D. Blackmore, I. J. Salt-

marsh, G. W. Cummins, J. Burnett, W. Marshall,
and P. Barr.

Messrs. H. J. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nur-
sery, Chelsea, S.W., had an interesting collection of

fruits, which were some of the best varieties of

Plums, such as Gisborne's, The Czar, Blue Gage, St.

Etienne, Rivers' Early Prolific, Wilmot's Orleans,

and Dennistons Superb, all fine examples. Of
Apples, there were good clean examples of
Keswick Codlin, Gladstone, Irish Peach, Red Quar-
renden. Lord Suftield, and Worcester Pearmain

;

and also a dish of good Jargonelle Pears. A dish of
handsome fruits of Peach Sea Eagle was a note-
worthy object, the fruit being large and finely

coloured.

A few good samples of Plums were also sent from
Chiswick, the best stimples being Blue Gage, July
Green Gage, and Mainelonnee.

Mr. W. Roupell had a basket of some of the old

Grapes rarely to be seen now-a-days, and which
possess flavours of high quality. The varieties shown
were the true Chasselas Musque, Primavis Frontig-
nan, and Purple Constantine ; he also had American
Grapes, which do not meet with much appre-
ciation in this country. Duke of Buccleuch
was also shown in fine condition. All had been
grown in pots. A few Melons were shown, but none
of particular merit. Mr. O. Thomas, Chatsworth
Gardens, Chesterfield, sent a precocious Grape, about
which the committee desire further evidence.

Messrs. Harrison & Sons, Leicester, had Green
Emperor Broad Beans, evidently a prolific variety.

General Meeting.

At a general meeting, the Rev. W. Wilks, Hon.
Sec, in the chair, the following candidates were duly

elected Fellows, viz.:—Miss Browning Hall, Mr.
Thos. Butcher, i^Ir. S. C. Clay, Mr. Edwd. Cumber-
lege, ^Ir. H. M. Cumberlege, Mr. Jas. H. Forwalk,

Mr. C. A. Harris, Mr. C. B. Saunders, Mrs. Spencer,

:Mr. A. W. Tait. Mr. II. A. Thompson, Mr. Theodore
Waterhouse, Mr. John Watkins, and Mr. A. L.

Wigan. Mr. R. B. Gall was elected an Associate.

Chiswick.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

A meeting of this committee was held on the

21st ult. at Chiswick. Present : Mr. W. Warren,

in the chair ; and Messrs. Howe, Cheal, Barr, Den-
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ninjr. Smith. Wright, Marshall, and Cummins. The
following crops on trial this season were inspected :—

1. Potatos.— A collection of eightv-six varieties
being grown. With very few exceptions thej were
lound to have suffered severely from disease, the
early varieties more especially so. The following
varieties proving to be good croppers and of fine

appearance, were sulijected to the test of cooking,
viz., Governor (Dean). Lavington Conqueror (Lye),
Epicure's Delight (Smitli). Vegetarian (Dean), Ke-
nown (Webb & Sou). DebiHante (Ellington), Castle
Morton (Collins), Nelly Blue Eyes (Dean), Basford
Beauty (Howard), Bluebeard (Dean), Purple Beauty
(Dean), Stirling Castle (Murdoch). None of them
was considered of superior quality, being somewhat
watery, a result attributable to the excessively wet
season.

'1. Calbagcf, Spriiuj-sown.—A collection of forty

varieties. The following were selected as the most
desirable varieties to cultivate for use at this season,
vi/,.. Early Etampes (Vilmorin), Early Paris
Market (Vilmorin). Leeds Market (Ilutley &
Silverlock), Prince's Nonpareil, Early Dwarf York.

3. Tomatos.—A collection of fifty-two varieties,

grown in pots. None of these were considered
superior to sorts certificated in 1887, and now in

general cultivation.

Eloiial Committee.

A meeting of this committee was held on the 24tli

ult.. Mr, H. Herbst in the chair. Present : Messrs.
Walker, Dean, Laing, Noble, Goldrmg, Masters,
Lowe, Hibberd, Pollett, Bates, Dominy, Eraser.
The collections of Stocks and Asters on trial in the

gardens were examined. Of the large-flowering Ten-
week Stock from Messrs. Vilmorin the following
colours were selected as the most distinct, and awarded
three marks, viz., wliite, sulphur, lilac, blood-red,
violet, light violet. Of the same section, from Alessrs.

Senary, the white, dwarf white, brick-red, and light

blue, received three marks ; also of the DwarfGerman
Chamois and those of the new Giant Perfection
(Benary), sulphur-yellow and light blue, received
three marks, and the dark blood-red from the
Novelty Comjiany.
Amongst the Asters the toUowing received three

marks:—Halt dwarf; Multillora, white; ditto, light

yellow (^^ilmori^)
; Globe Pieony-flowered, copper

coloured, white edge (Vilmorin). Dwarf: Chrysan-
themum, rose (Vilmorin)

; and ditto, scarlet-red

(Vilmorin); Dwarf Queen, crimson (Benary) ; Dwarf
Queen, white (Benary); Mignon (Benary). Pyra-
midal : Hedgehog or Needle, dark crimson (Benary)

;

large flowered rose, dark scarlet (Benary) ; Triumph
(Novelty Company). The following assortments of
various colours from Benary were commended, viz..

double dwarf, early flowering, fourteen vars. ; dwarf
boufpiet flowered (Boltzes), eight vars.; dwarf Chry-
santhemum flowered, ten vars. ; dwarf pyramidal
flowered, twelve vars. The later varieties will be
further examined.

Stocks at Chiswick.

Mr. Barron maintains the practical and useful

work he does at the Chiswick Gardens of the Royal
Horticultural Society by this season carrying out a
very successful and extensive trial of Ten-week
Stocks. No annuals are more grown, probably, than
the German Stock ; they are so floriferous, so bright,

.'ind varied in colour, so fragrant, and so easily

managed, that it is not to be wondered at the popular
Stock Gillyflower maintains its ascendancy in the
flower garden. And so great has been the improve-
ment in types and varieties during the past few years
that they are even more attractive and useful as
decorative agents than they were a few years ago.
About four distinct types may be found in the

trial at Chiswick, viz., the dwarf Ten-week, the
dwarf pyramidal large-flowering Ten-week, the large-

flowering Ten-week, and the Giant Perfection. The
finer types have, no doubt, been obtained by means
of selection, and by possessing varying characteris-
tics they can be used for different purposes by the
gardener, according as his taste or humour may
incline him.

The'.Stocks tried comprised those put into circula-
tion by Messrs. Vilmorin Andrieux & Co., of Paris,
and Mr. Ernest Benary, of Erfurt. Of tlie large-
flowering type of Vilmorin & Co. three marks, which
are equivalent to a Certificate of Merit, were given to
the following colours :—White, yellow, lilac, blood-
red, purple, and light violet—all distinct and decided
colours. Of the large-flowering type of Ernest
Benary—and the high quality of both strains appeared
to be identical—the following were selected for three

marks :—Two white, one dwarf and one taller

;

Chamois was fawn, purple, and ash-grey. Of all the
types of Stock this appears to be the most useful,
and in each case the percentage of double flowers
was very large. There are other colours, all with
good double flowers—too many colours, indeed, and
combinations of colours ; but it appears to please the
Continental growers to select as manv as possible,
probably to make up bulky collections. Benary 's

type of large flowering dwarf pyramidal is of a more
erect habit of growth, and not so branching. The
only one of tliis type selected for three marks was a
very fine white and a dark scarlet or crimson, growing
to a height of 15 inches, very fine and showy. OS
Benary 's type of dwarf Ten-week, a very useful and
compact-habited Stock, suitable for beds or niassing,
the following three varieties were awardeJ three
marks:—Lil.ac-rose, violet, and yellow.
The finest, tallest growing, and most showy tvpe

of Stocks is that known as the Giant Perfection ;

and especially is this adapted for exhibition pur-
poses where bold spikes are required ; the general
height may be st.ated at 18 inches. Probably it was
owing to occupying a more favourable position, but
Benary's strain appeared to be rather finer in
development than Vilmorin's

; still there was little
to choose between them in point of quality. The
following varieties from Mr. Ernest Benary received
three marks :—Yellow, blush, and light blue.

It is pleasing to record the advance made in the
yellow Stocks, as the shades are being deepened, and
the green is giving place to a truer tint of yellow.
The Wallflower-leaved Stocks are quite a distinct
r.ace, but with very few exceptions they lack robust-
ness of char.acter, and are therefore not so popular as
the woolly-leaved strains.

A rich crimson Ten-week Stock, named Victoria,
sent by the Novelty and Specialty Company,
Newton-le-Willows, was also awarded 'three marks.
It is a charming variety for bedding or pot culture.

TROWBRIDGE HORTICULTURAL.
Adoost 22.—This busy Wiltsliire town f'ullv

maintained its old prestige by holding a capital ex-
hibition on the above date ; and by the townspeople
coming out very strong in the way of decoration.
The railway station was very gay indeed, and as the
weather was fine, the effect was good throughout.
The show took place as usual in the field adjoining
the railway station, and was largely attended.

Plants, Stove and Greenhouse.—In the leading class
for nine specimens, Mr. G. Tucker, gr. to Major W.
P. Clarke, Trowbridge, took the 1st prize with a good
fresh lot, his leading plants being Statice profusa,
Stephanotis floribunda, Dipladenia amabilis, D.
Brearleyana, finely bloomed ; Lapageria alba, and
Allamanda Ilendersoni ; 2nd, Mr. .J. Matthews, gr.
to W. E. Brown, Esq., J. P., Trowbridge, his best
specimens being Bougainvillea glabra. Erica Mar-
nockiana, E. Macnabiana, E. ampuUacea, and Kon-
deletia speciosa major.

In the amateur class for six plants, Mr. H. Pocock,
gr. to .1. P. Haden, Esq., Trowbridge, had very good
specimens of Oncidium flexuosum, Dipladenia ama-
bilis, D. Brearleyana, Stepanotis floribunda, and
Allamanda nobilis; 2nd, Mr. G. Tucker. Mr. ,T.

Mattliews, came in 1st with the best three.

The best new or rare plant was shown by Mr. .J.

Iliscocks, gr. to E. B. Eodway, Trowbridge, who had
a good piece of Anthurium Van Houttei ; Mr. J. E.
Mould being 2nd with Impatiens Hawkeri.

Mr. Tucker had the best six plants of Achimenes.
Some very good plants of Glo.xinias were shown

byMr. C. Richmond, gr. to G. L. Palmer, Esq., Trow-
bridge, and Captain Tucker.

Tuberous-rooted Begonias, both double and single,

shown in si.xes, made an excellent feature, Mr. G. L.
Palmer being 1st in both classes.

Mr. G. Pynner, gr. to Mrs. Goldsmith, Trowbridge,
was the only exhilajtor of four Orchids, having well-
grown and bloomed pieces of Cattleya Loddigesi, C.
Eldorado, Odontoglossum citrosraum, and Cypripe-
dium Stonei.

Mr. J. F. Mould had the best six Heaths,
Fitchsias.—These, always such a fine feature at

Trowbridge, though remarkably well shown, were
not yet up to their usual average, it being the })rac-

tice of the growers to finish off their plants in the
open air, they sliowed the effects of sunless days and
cold nights. Mr. G. Tucker, who is one of the
leading ^^'iltshire growers, came 1st, with very good
plants of the following six varieties—Charming, the
Ilon. Mrs, Hay, Thomas King, and Dell's Favourite,

dark varieties ; and Harriet Lye and Arabella, light

varieties. 2nd, Mr. H. Pocock. Mr. Matthews had
the best four varieties, having very good plants of the
Hon. Mrs. Hay, Bountiful, Rose of Castille, and a
seedling; 2nd, Mr. Tucker, with Charming. Thomas
King, Mrs. Bundle, an excellent exhibition and
decorative variety, and Bountiful.
In the cottagers' division could be seen specimen

Fuchsias much superior to what are generally seen
at horticultural exhibitions.

MisceUaneous Flowering Plants.—Among these were
zonal Pelargoniums, Petunias trained to large oval
wire trellises and finely bloomed, and Verbenas the
same. Balsams and Cockscombs were also good for

the season, and all furnished good and pleasing patches
of colour.

Foliage Plants.—The best lot of nine came from
Colonel Pepper, who had the following Crotons in

good character : —Weismanni, Queen Victoria,
Countess, and .Johannis, also Kentia australis, K.
Fosteriana, and Lataniaborbonica. Caladiums were
a good feature, the plants being well grown and
finely marked. Coleus were a very good feature
also, strongly grown plants having handsomely varie-
gated foliage. Messrs. Matthews and Pocock were
severally 1st and 2nd in both the last mentioned classes.

Ferns.—These are always well shown at Trow-
bridge, although fifteen specimens of Ferns and
mosses are required, and good-sized well-developed
plants are always to be seen. Mr. Tucker came in

1st, with a very good, even, varied, and well-grown
collection ; Mr. .J. Coke, gr. to A. P. Stancorab, Esq.,

Trowbridge
; and Mr. H. Pocock, being equal 2nd.

That handsome Silver Fern, Gymnogramma peru-
viana argyrophylla is always a good feature in the
Trowbridge collections.

Cut Flowers—These are always a prime feature at

Trowbridge, and, notwithstanding tlie character of

the season, they were generally in good form. Roses
were numerous, and very good ; the best twelve
varieties, three blooms of each, came from Mr. J.

Mattock, nurseryman, Headington, r)xford, who had
excellent blooms of Mdlle. Marie Verdier, Sou-
venir d'Elise, Marie Baumann, Marie Van Houtte,
Souvenir d'un Ami, Alfred Colomb, Madame Lam-
bard, Devoniensis, Lady Sheffield, Rubens, Dupuy
Jamain, and Catherine Mermet, the Tea-scented
varieties being remarkably fine. 2ud, Messrs.
Keynes, Williams & Co.. nurserymen, Salisbury, who
had very good blooms Ulrich Brunner, The Bride,

Beauty of Waltham, Alfred Colomb, Marie Verdier,

Marshall P. Wilder, and Madame Eugene Verdier.

In the class for twenty-four blooms. Dr. Budd
was a remarkably good 1st, the leading flowers being
Comtesse de Nadaillac, Madame Lambard, A. K.
Williams, Mrs. John Laing, Marie Baumann, Cathe-
rine Mermet, Souvenir d'Alphonse Lavalle, Inno-
centa Piroka, Fisher Holmes, Alfred Colomb, &c.

In the amateur division. Dr. Budd was 1st with

twelve varieties, three blooms of each, and
also with twelve single blooms. Mr. Hum-
phries also staged a box of blooms of Cactus
and decorative Dahlias, having in good character
.Juarezi, Charming Bride, Mrs. Hawkins, Empress of

India, one of the most distinct and best ; F. C
Henley, Constance, William Pearce, Lady Kerrison,
&c. A pretty rosy-pink seedling is of a promising
character.

Miscellaneous Cut Floioers.—Hollyhocks were fairly

good ; Gladioli not up to tlie usual mark, both show-
ing the hostile character of the season. Pansies were
as good as could be expected at this late season.
French and German Asters were very good, but not
so fully developed as one is accustomed to see them
the third week in August. Carnations, Picotees,
Clematis, and Verbenas were numerous and generally
of good character. Zonal Pelargoniums, in bunches
of five trusses, were very fine indeed, and made a
great display. Collections of hardy annuals, shown
in twelves, were remarkably good, and served the
useful purpose of showing what fine things can be
grown under this heading.

Tahle Decorations, Bouquets, ^-c.—The former were
very good, arranged in one class with garden, and
the other with wild flowers. Bouquets, wreaths,
and buttonholes were also good. Some charming
collections of wild flowers grown within 12 miles of

Trowbridge were also staged.

Dahlias.—The best stand of twenty-four show
varieties came from Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co.,
who had fine blooms of King of Crimsons, J, T.
West, Henry Keith, Hon. Mr. P. Wyndliam, William
Rawlings, Koy.al Queen, James Service, Colonist,
.1. N. Keynes, Mrs. Langtry, Henry Walton, Harrison
Weir, Mrs. Gladstone, George Dickson, Herbert
Turner. Mrs. Shirley Hibberd, Joseph Ashby, and
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seedlings. The best twelve varieties came from Mr.
Sidney Cooper, Ciiippenham.

Messrs. Keynes & Co. had the best twelve fancy
Dahlias—a very good stand also—the leading varieties

being Prince Henry, Rev. J. B. M. Camm, Pelican,

Peacock, Mrs. Saunders, Rebecca, Gaiety, Chorister,

a sport from Gaiety, yellow, tipped with white
;

Frederick Smith, and seedlings.

Single Dahlias were well shown, Mr. A. A.Walters,
nurseryman, Bath, being 1st, with a very fine lot,

siiowing one bloom only of each.

Pompon Dahlias, in bunches of four flowers, were
a capital feature, Messrs. Keynes. Williams & Co.
being 1st, with some remarkably good varieties, con-
Fisting of Janet, Gem, Golden Gem, Darkness, Lady
Blanche, Favourite, White Aster, Grace, Lelia, and
seedlings.

FrtiU.—As is general, this season's collections of

fruit scarcely come np to their usual extent and
<ltiality. The only collection of varieties on this

occasion came from Mr. A. Miller, gr. to Walter
11. Long, Esq. M.P., Rood Ashton, Trowbridge, a
very good lot indeed, consisting of Alicante and
Poster's Seedling Grapes, Barrington Peaches,
^^iolet HAtive and Stanwick EIruge Nectarines,
Moor Park Apricots, Brown Turkey Figs, Melons,
&c. ; Mr. W. Iggulden, gr. to the E.irl of Cork,
Alarston House, Frome, had the best six dishes,

consisting of Black Hamburgh and Foster's Seed-
ling Grapes, Grosse Mignonne Peaches, Moor Park
Apricot, Pine-apple Nectarine, and a Melon. The
best two bunches of black Grapes were highly finished,

viz.. Black Hamburgh from Mr. J. Gibson, gr. to

Earl Cowley, Chippenham ; Mr. A. i\liller being 2nd
with the same variety, also in excellent character.

The best productions of white. Muscats excluded,
were Buckland Sweetwater, from Jlr. Iggulden ; Mr.
.f. Attwell, gr. to T. B. Brain, Esq., Bristol, being
L'nd with the same. Messrs. Gibson and Ashwell
were sevei'ally 1st and 2nd with Black Muscats,
showing good Madresfield Court. Mr. Iggulden
was 1st with White Muscats. The best Peaches
were Royal George and Grosse Mignonne ; the best
Nectarines were Pine-apple and EIruge. Melons
were fairly plentiful. The best dessert Apple was
Beauty of Bath ; tlie best culinary. Lord Suffield,

shown very fine indeed. The best dessert Pears
were Doyenne d'Ete and Jargonelle. Miss Lily
Durbin, and Mr. Hoskings, of Clifton, were severally

1st and 2nd, with a centrepiece arranged with fruit

and flowers.

Vegetables.—These were numerous and remarkably
fine. This remark applies to those produced by
cottagers as well as iu the open class. Mr. G.
Garaway, of Bristol, had the best collection of nine
varieties. Potatos were a great feature, and as they
are shown with a much larger number of tubers com-
posing a dish than is usual, they make quite an
imposing display. Tomatos were very fine, the
Perfection type being to the fore.

WILTS HORTICTJLTXTRAL.

Salisbury, Augost 2.3.—The annual summer
show was held in the Palace grounds, and was in

every way a success, a grand all-round display of
plants, cut flowers, fruits, and vegetables being got
together.

For twelve stove and greenhouse plants, distinct,

six foliage and six flowering, £15, £10, and £5 were
offered as prizes. Mr. G. Lock, gr. to W. B. Cleam,
Ijsq., Crediton, secured the premier position, with
inagniflcent specimens, the most remarkable among
Ihem being Erica Eweriana, 5 feet over ; B. lemula,
Clerodendron Balfouri, Bougainvillea glabra, Ence-
phalartos villosus ampliatus, Latania borbonica,
very large, and splendidly coloured Crotons. Mr.
.1. Cypher, Cheltenham, was 2nd, his plants being
smaller, but very good and even. Bougainvillea
glabra and Ixoia Fraseri, were the best.

For a group of plants arranged for effect in semi-
circle 12 feet iu diameter, Mr. Lock was Ist, with
a very light and pretty arrangement, the materials
being well chosen, and put "together in finished
style ; Mr. Wills being 2nd with a bright group.
Mr. Lock was again successful for six stove and
greenhouse plants in bloom, with medium-sized,
well-flowered specimens of Dipladenia amabilis.
Erica Fairieana, E. Aitoniana, Ixora Duflii, Alla-
manda Hr-ndersoni, and Phcenocoma prolifera
Barnesi ; 2nd, Mr. Wills, Eucharis amazonica and
Clerodendron Balfouri bfing very fine in his lot.

Exotic Ferns were shown in capital condition.
In the class for six, distinct, Mr. Wills was 1st, with
large healthy specimens.

Mr. H. W. Ward, gr. to the Earl of Radnor, Long-
ford Castle, Salisbury, had the six best Begonias,
with well-flowered plants.

Fuchsias were represented by well-flowered plants
of medium size, Mr. Wills winning 1st honours with
such well-known v.arii'ties as Charming and Beau-
tiful.

In the gardener's class for a group of plants,
arranged in a semicircle, 10 feet in diameter, Mr.
Lock was again to the fore with a very effective
display, thereby winning the £5 Cup or money given
by the Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co. Seven lots

were put up, all of which were wonderfully well done.
Two other classes were provided for groups, the

prizes to be competed for by amateurs living within
a radius of 6 miles of Salisbury. So well were they
put up that they deserve special mention. Mr. L.
Browne was 1st (in the class were a semicircle
10 feet in diameter had to be covered), with a very
light and pleasing combination

; 2nd, Dr. W. Coates,
whose background of Palms was very efl'ective. Mr.
Gregory won the 1st prize for a group of the same
shape but 2 feet less in diameter.
Fndt was largely and well shown, with the excep-

tion of hardy kinds, the collections, black Grapes
and Peaches, being especially good. Foreight dishes
of fruit, Mr. Ward secured the premier position,
showing compact bunches of Madresfield Court,
lai-ge in berry and splendidly coloured ; Muscat of
Alexandria, large in bunch and of good colour

; a
large scarlet Invincible Melon, good Smooth Cayenne
Pine and Pine-apple Nectarines, Negro Largo Figs,
Goshawk Peach, and Moor Park Apricots. Mr.
Evans, gr. to Lady Louisa Ashburton, Melchet Court,
Romsey, Hants, was a close 2nd, his best dishes
being well coloured Black Hamburgh Grapes, grand
Brunswick Figs, good Barrington Peaches, and Moor
Park Apricots, and William 'Tillery Melon ; Mr. A.
Miller, gr. to H. W. Long, Esq., M.P., Rood Ashton
Park, Trowbridge, was a good 3rd, having a splendid
Smooth Cayenne Pine, but not quite ripe, and good
Peaches, Nectarines, Figs, and Melons. I"or one
Pine, Mr. Lock was 1st, with a large well ripened
Smooth Cayenne ; Mr. Ward being a close 2nd with
the same variety.

Mr. J. Northeast, gr. to Mrs. Torrence, Norton
House, Warminster, was 1st for three bunches of
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, with large well
coloured bunches.
The next class, for three bunches of Black Ham-

burghs, was a very strong one, Jlr. Chalk, gr. to G.
Read, Esq., Westwood, Salisbury, taking 1st, with
very large and beautifully coloured examples ; Mr.
Ward following witli smaller, but equally well
coloured bunches ; the latter also led for any other
white, with good Bucklaud Sweetwater, and for any
other black, Mr. Ward again secured the post of
honour with Gros Maroc.
For the best flavoured Melon, Mr. Neville was 1st,

with Sutton's Imperial Green-flesh ; and Mr. Evans
was 2nd, with Read's Scarlet-flesh.

Mr. Englefield, Tedworth House, Marlborough,
was easily 1st for a single dish of Peaches, showing
Walburton Admirable, very large and highly
coloured ; Mr. Rudd was 2nd, with Barrington.
The prizes for Nectarines were awarded to Mr. W.
Browning, gr. to Sir Talbot Baker, Bart., Blandford,
and Mr. Ward in the order named. Mr. Browning
was also 1st for Apricots, with very fine fruits, of
Moor Park, and for six dishes of Apples ; and Mr.
Englefield led for Plums ; and Mr. F. Smith for four
dishes of Pears.

Vegetahles,—Fine collections were put up, the 1st

and 2nd prize ones being very close in point of merit.

Mr. Wilkins was placed 1st—he put up good dishes

of Rousham Park Onion, Standard Bearer Celery,
Advance Cauliflower, Giant White Beans, and dark-
red Beet; Mr. Haines following closely, showed \^Ty
fine Reading Perfection Tomatos, Anglo-Spanish
Onion, Satisfaction Potatos, and Jubilee Beans.

Cttt Flowers were not numerous, but in some cases

were well shown. Mr. Campbell, gr. to Dr. S. P.
Budd, Bath, was 1st for twenty-four Roses ; lyr, D.
Seaton, Bitterne, Hants, 1st for twelve ; Mr. Harkins,
Salisbury, occupied a like position for single and
pompon Dahlias; Mr. N. Gilbert, Bishop's Wal-
tham was first for eighteen Carnations or Picotees.

The same exhibitor showed flowers of a seedling
border Carnation named Edwin Molyneus, which
was a very promising variety ; Mr. Chard, Stoke
Newington, was 1st for a dressed flower vase, and
also for two bouquets, all of them being set up in his

usual style.

Miscellaneous Exhibits. — A goodly number of
exhibits were put up, not for competition. Messrs.
Keynes, Williams & Co. arranged groupe of Palms

and Lilies at one end of the large tent, and they
also put up grand stands of Roses and Dahlias. The
many beautiful blooms among the Cactus and
Dahlias came in for a large share of attention from
the visitors. Mr. R. Davis, of the Yeovil Nurseries,
contributed a bright and imposing stand of Begonias
among the doubles. Mr. B. Ladham, High Street,
Shirley, Southampton, showed a good collection of
herb.aceous cut flowers and seedling Petunias in
pots ; and Mr. Brittan, Salisbury, a tastefully arranged
exhibit of miscellaneous plants and cut flowers, all
of which commanded a good deal of attention.

SEVENOAKS HORTICULTURAL.
AnoiisT 22.—A capital exhibition took place in

Montreal Park, the seat of the Right. Hon. Earl
Amherst. The flowering groups set up for effect

—

always a feature at this show—were exceptionally
good, as were the table decorations. Stove and green-
house plants were well shown by Mr. Gibson, gr. to
T. F. Burnaby Atkins, Esq., Halsted Place —
indeed, his specimen plant of Dipladenia was
one of the best that has ever been shown, having
47 trusses of bloom, and no less a number than
587 blooms had already been picked ofT. Mr.
Gibson said that it commenced to flower on
May 9 last.

Ornamental foliage plants and exotic F>rns were
well shown by Mr. Goodman, gr. to Mrs. Crawshav,
Bradbourne Hall ; and Mr. A Hutton was well to
the front with Caladiums and table decorations.
Groups not for competition were shown by

Jlessrs. Laing & Sons (Forest Hill), Cutbush (High-
gate), Webber (Tonbridge), Cheal & Sons (Crawley),
Scale (Sevenoaks), and Edmonds (Westerham).

Vegetables were generally good, and the com-
petition keen, but the fruit was not quite up to the
quality of some previous years, if exception be
made to the Grapes shown by Mr. T. Osman, of
Chertsey, which were very fine examples.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL OF
IRELAND.

August 23.—The autumn show was held under
favourable auspices. In many classes the number
of exhibits was limited, but of high merit; splendid
Grapes were shown from the Earls of Wicklow and
Clancarty, who took 1st and 2nd prizes in the order
named for tiiree varieties, two bunches of each, finely

finished and coloured.

The excellent stands of Roses and Dahlias from
Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons, of Newtonards and
Belfast, were, however, the special feature of the
show. They included, first, a stand of forty-eight,

all different, in grand condition, and for which the
Society's 1st prize in the nurserymen's class was
awarded. In this stand were splendid blooms of
Messrs. Dicksons' new certificated hybrid pedigree
varieties, sue! as Earl Dufferin, dark velvety-red

;

Lady Helen Stewart, crimson-scarlet; Lady A.
Hill, cerise-pink ; and Miss .Jennie Dickson, silvery-

rose. In this stand also were efl'ective blooms of
Her Majesty, Mrs. John Laing, Chas. Lefebvre, and
Due de Rohan. They had also awarded to them the
Society's Silver Medal for two other stands of forty-

eight Roses—not for competition. Another of
Messrs. Dickson's specialties, and for which they
had similar honours, were stands of forty-eight show
and fancy Dahlias in fine condition. jSlr. McCor-
mick. Swords, had 1st in amateurs' class of thirty-

six Dahlias.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL OF ABER-
DEEN.

AnonsT 23, 24, a.vd 25.—The floral fete, held

under the auspices of the above Society, was held in

the Duthie Public Park, Abej'deen, on the above
dates, in fine weather. The entries numbered 15G1
as against 1011 last year, the details of this year's

being—For pot plants, 2S7 ; cut flowers, 486 ; fruit,

263 ; and vegetables, 525. The pot plants, cut
flowers, and stove and greenhouse plants, Potatos,

and fruit were shown in the large marquee situated

at the east side of the grounds, and considering the
backward nature of the season the display was really

an excellent one. The most striking feature in it

was the stand in the centre, near the entrance, of

pot plants, which included very fine Fuchsias,

Begonias, Liliums, and Pelargoniums'; and a remark-
able specimen of the British Fern, cuttum
cristatum.
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Mr. Alexander Grisor, gr. to Mr. A. 0. Gill, of

Fairfield, Aberdeen, had a fine display. A little

further on was a fine collection of horticultural pro-

duce by Mr. John Proctor, gr. to Mr. Henderson,

Lord Provost of Aberdeen. It was a mi.xed collec-

tion, and included Palms, Crotons (fine in colour),

and Orchids in bloom. There was also a pretty

Clianthus Dampieri, one of the best specimens that

could be produced. In Mr. Proctor's collection of

six stove or greenhouse plants were a Clerodendron

Balfonriana, particularly well flowered ; a beautiful

Eucharis amazonica, and a fine Palm. A table of

flowers by Messrs. Smith & Son, seedsmen, Aberdeen,

was a great attraction. It contained a selection of

herbaceous flowers, also Gladioli, Roses, and Car-

nations, besides many choice and valuable stove

and greenhouse plants.

Amateurs.—In the class for the cut blooms

were very fair considering the conditions under

which they were raised and the backward season.

Dahlias were poor and nothing like what is

generally found at this show ; the Stocks, Pansies,

and Roses were, however, very good, and the Car-

nations were well marked though scarcely so good as

thev would have been with finer weather.

Nitrseryim^n. — In this division the judges had

some difficulty in deciding who had the best selec-

tion of blooms of Tea Roses, Messrs. D. & W. CroU,

Dundee, and Messrs. Cocker & Son, Aberdeen, being

the only competitors. Both had good displays, but the

1st prize fell to the latter. Among his flowers

Grace Darling and Vicomtesse Folkstone were par-

ticularly noticeable. Messrs. CroU's included fine

blooms of Madame Lambard, Rubens, and Tlie

Bride. Messrs. Cocker also took 1st prize forH.P.'s ;

the blooms, however, were generally over-blown,

here again, Messrs. Croll came in 2nd.

The Dahlias were a fair display in this division,

and Messrs. Croll, Dundee, took 1st place.

There was a very fair display ofMarigolds (varied),

Asters, and Stocks, the latter being very good.

Amongst the prize takers for French Marigolds and

cut Roses. Mr. W. Murdock, whose exhibits were

raised within the City Hospital grounds, secured a

creditable position, being 1st and 3rd in each. Uf
the cut flowers of herbaceous plants there was a

very fine show.
The table plants in pots, the 1st prize for which

went to Mr. Malcolm. Montrose, were well coloured,

strong and healthy. There were also, finely-bloomed

specimens of Petunias, shown by Mr. Grigor, Fair-

field ; and Begonias by Mr. R. Hall Belhelvia.

In addition to the plants, flowers, and fruit for

competition were two stands near the entrance by
Messrs. B. Reid & Co., Aberdeen ; and Messrs.

Cocker for exhibition. On these were artistically

displayed branches of Tea Roses, herbaceous plants,

Pinks, and fine healthy examples of various stove

and greenhouse foliage and blooming plants.

Fruit.—The display of fruit was a fine one. Red
Currants and Strawberries were particularly good.

Grapes were not so good generally, but the collection

sent by Mr. W. H. Lumsden, of Balmedie, was very

fine, the largest bunch weighing 10^ lb.

The./fVc, as stated above, was favoured with beau-

tiful weather, and in the evenings large crowds

visited the grounds, the total proceeds amounting
to £262 55. Gd.

from 45° in 'England, N.W.,' 'Ireland, .S.,' and at

some of tiie Scotch stations, to 50° in ' England,

S.W..' and to 56° in the ' Channel Islands.'
" The rainfall has been rather more than the mean

over Ireland and in the north of Scotland, but less

in most other districts, especially over the south of

England and in the ' Channel Islands,'
" Bright sunshine shows a decided decrease over

Scotland, but in most parts of England and in the

south of Ireland it has been more prevalent than it

was last week. The percentage of the possible

amount of duration ranged from 24 to 29 in Scot-

land, from 31 to 47 in Ireland, and from 27 to 41

over England. In the 'Channel Islands' the per-

centage was 47."

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
duration of the excess or defect of temperature above or
below 32° F. for the period named, and is expressed in Day-
degree — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hours.]

©tjituari)

The Weather.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather for

the week ending Aug. 27, is furnished from the

Meteorological Office :

—

" The weather has been unsettled and rainy over the

western, north-western, and extreme northern parts

of the kingdom, but elsewhere the conditions have

been fairer, and the rainfall less heavy and frequent.

Some thunder and lightning were experienced in

many parts of Great Britain, as well as at a few of the

Irish stations.
" The temperature has been a little above the mean

ia Ireland, Scotland, and the north-east of England,

and about equal to it in ' England, S.W.,' and the
' Channel Islands,' but in the other English districts

a slight deficit is shown. The height of the maxima,
which were recorded either on the 24th or 25th,

varied from 68° in 'England, N.W.,' to 74° in

' Scotland, N.,' and 75° in ' England, E.,' and
' England, .S.' The lowest of the minima, which
were registered on the 2.')Td in Scotland, and on
irregular dates over England and Ireland, varied
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Notices to Correspondents.

Abies jiaunifica : S. S. What you send is un-
doubtedly A. nobilis. Thanks for the Sciadopitys.

AiiiES AND PioEA : W. J. B. The Abies and Picea
question is an old one. We follow the standard
authority, Benthani and Hooker. Plagianthus : ask
Messrs. Veitch.

Ants in Orchid-houses : G. Sprinkle their Iiaunts

with a solution of carbolic acid.

Dkied Flowehs, &c: T. D. Apply to Messrs.
Hooper & Co., Limited, Covent Garden, W.C.

EucHARis : A. C. It is not uncommon for two flowers

to be united.

Fekn Growing through the Hole of the Pot :

L'!. C. There was nothing remarkable in the rhi-

zome of the Davallia creeping through the hole at
the bottom.

Insects: A. B. Your Plums are attacked by the
red grubs, or lame, of a small blackish moth, with
an eye-like spot near the tips of the fore-wings

—

Tortrix (Carpocapsa) nigricana. Shake the trees,

and burn all the Plums as soon as they fall, and
before the grubs escape to become chrysalids.

/. 0. W.

Judging at Flo^ver Show: Secretary. 1, Yes; 2,

no.

Names or Plants : G. F. D. 1, Poa nemoralis ; 2,

Bromus asper ; 3, B. giganteus ; 4, B. tectorum
;

5, Festuca duriuscula, the glabrous specimen, and
F. arenaria, the pubescent one; G, F. elatior

; 7,

Bromus comrautatus var.

—

Sedge. 1, Juncus cou-
glomeratus ; 2, J. glaucus ; o, J. maritimus.

—

W. J. W., Jun. 1, we cannot name without
flowers ; 2, Gaultheria Shallon. — W. P. L.

<f- &
Scolopendrium vuigare confertum, — J. Eohert^ott.

Gongora inaculata.--ff. W. H. Olearia Haastii.

—

W. F. cf* Sons. Lycaste cruenta.— <S'. C. 1, Ceano-
thusazureus; 2, Khus cotinus.

—

€. IV. D. Peri-
ploca grajca.

—

H. P. Calycanthus occideiitalis.

—

A. B. 1, Tussilago Farfara ; 2, Berteroa incana
;

3, Ballota nigra ; 4, Erigeron, sps.

—

D. S. Phallus
impudicus (common Stinkhorn fungus). See
Cooke's British Fungi.— G, B. 1, Adiantum Ca-
pillus-veneris var. ; 2, Calempelisscabra; 3, Pteris
Adiantoides.

—

P. McD. 1, Cryptomeria elegans
;

2, Abies Douglasii ; 3, Picea excelsa ; 4. P.

Morinda ; 5, P. Menziesii ; 6, Tsuga japonica

;

7, one of the forms of Finns Laricio ; 8, not found
;

9, Ailantus glandulosa.

—

H. R. L. Spirxa con-
fusa.

—

R. C. K. 1, Echinops sph^rocephalus ; 2,

Centaurea anrea
; 3, Eupatorium cinnabarinum

;

4, Heuchera Kichardsoni.

Plant Injurious to Stock : W. A. Swine-cress
(Senebiera coronopus). We do not think it likely

this plant would be injurious. It is a cruciferous
plant allied to Cress, Cabbage, &c.

Shoots of Shrubs : W. W. We find on your spe-
cimen traces of the former presence of greenfly and
thrips, besides plenty of actual mealy-bug ; and on
the Fuchsia some caterpillar, referred to our ento-
mological referee.

Tomatos Diseased : H. T., Llawliuhw. The tomato
foliage is attacked by the now too well known and
widespread mould named Cladosporium lycopersici

(see Gardeners' Chronicle, November 12, 1881).
The disease has several times been described in

this journal. It is very probable that next year's

plants will become affected if grown in the same
house as the present. Better destroy infected
material, and clear out and thoroughly clean the
house. We do not think the slight discolorations
on liose leaves are due to fungi.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Dickson, Brown & Tait, 43 and 45, Corporation

Street, Manchester—Flowering Bulbs.
Dickson & Robinson, 12, Old Millgate Manchester

—Bulbous Koots.
Wii.i.iam Bull, 536, King's Road, Chelsea, London,

S.W.—Bulbs and Tuberous-rooted Plants.
S' rroN & Sons, Reading—Bulbs.
\V. CoTBUSH & Sons, Highgate Nurseries, London,

W.— Bulbous Roots.
Du\csn\s >t Co , 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, N.B.

— Flower ]{oots.

Minim & I'EiicrsoN, .33, St. Andrew Square, Edin-
burgh. N.B.— Dutch Flower Roots.

E. P. Dixon & Sons, 57, Queen Street, Hull —
Bulbs, Strawberries, &c.

James 'Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's
Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.—Bulbous Roots.

B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper HoUoway, London, N.—Bulbs, Roses,
Fruit Trees.

Louis db Smet, Ledeberg-Iez-Gand, Belgium

—

Azaleas, Cacti, Orchids, &c.
Little & Ballantvne, Carlisle—Bulbs.
Hogg & Wood, Coldstream and Duns—Bulbs.
DicKsoNs (Limited), Royal Nurseries, Chester

—

Bulbs.

E. Webb & Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge—Bulbs.
R. Neal, Wandsworth Common, London, S.W.

—

Bulbs.

Fisher, Son & Sibray, 4, JIarket Street, Sheffield

—

Bulbs.

Paul & Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt — Bulbs,
Herbaceous Plants, &c.

DoBiE & Mason. UG, Deansgate, Manchester—Bulbs.
John Peed & Sons, Roupell Park Nurseries, Tulse

Hill, S.W.—Bulbs.
.Jarman & Co., Chard, Somerset—Bulbs and Seeds.
W. B. Hahtland, 24, Patrick Street, Cork, Ireland

—Dart'odils, Hellebores, Primroses, &c.
Alexis Dallieee, Faubourg de Bruxelles, Ghent-

Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Orchids, &c.
Kent & Brydon, Darlington—Bulbs, &c.
Brown & Wilson, 10, Market Place, Manchester

—

Bulbs.
J. Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Ilolborn, Lon-

don, W.C— Bulbs.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Communications Received.—Dr. King, Calcutta.—H. W. W.
—Sir T. L., Baden Batl."u.—ti. W. C—P. McD,—VV. T.—
S. S.—F. W. E.—A. W. T.. Oporto.—Canon E.—H. A.—
J. W.—H. C—H. M. W.—M. & T.—L. Kienast. Zurich.—
H.G.—W. H.—G. F.D.—W C—W.N.—W. K. (next week).
—W. G. S.—K, W.—J. D.—Dee.—B. A.—J. K. J.—C. —
.1. VV., jun.-A. D. W.—C. C—D. J. Y.

fy Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be named, or
asking qitestions demanding time and research for their solution,
miLtt not expect to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the
current week.

Markets.

COVEI^T GARDEN, Augttst 30.

[We cannot accept any editorial responsibility for the subjoined
reports, -which, however, are furnished to us reguhirly
every Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible for the
quotations. It must be remembered that these quotations
represent averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the samples,
the supply in the market, and they fluctuate, not only
from day to day, but often several times in one day, and
therefore the prices quoted as averages for the past week
must not be taken as indicating the particular prices at
any particular date, and still less can they be taken as
guides to the prices in the coming week. Ed.]

Market very quiet. James Webber, Wholesale Apple

Market.

Plants in Pots.—Avfcrage Wholesale Prices.

s. d. a. d.

Aralia Sieboldi, doz. 6 0-18
Asters, per dozen ...3 0-6
Balsams, per doz. ... 2 0-4
Bouvardiaa, per dozen 9 0-12
Calceolarias, dozen 3 0- (i

Carnations, per do/.. 6 0-18
Cljrysanthems., doz. 4 0-90
Cockscombs, per doz. 2 6- -1

Coleus, dozen ... 2 0-40
Crassula, per doz, ... 9 0-12
Cyperus, per dozen . 4 0-12
Bracieua terminalis,

per dozen 30 0-60
— viridis, per doz. 12 0-24
Euonymus, in var.,

per dozen 6 0-18
Evergreens, in var.,

per dozen 6 0-24
Ferns, m var., doz. 4 0-18

Foliage plants, vari-

ous, each
Ficus elastica, each .

Fuchsias, doz.
Heliotropes, dozen...
Hydrangeas, dozen
Liliums, var., doz.

,

Marguerites, doz. ...

Mignonette, 12 pots
Myrtles, per dozen...
Palms in var., each.
Pelargoniums, doz...
— scarlet, dozen ...

Rhodanthe, per doz. .

.

Scented Geranium,
per dozen

.Solanums, dozen
\'erbenas, perdoz. ...

s. d. s. d.

2 0-10
16-70
3 0-60
3 0-60
9 0-18

18 0-30
, 6 0-12
3 0-60
6 0-12
2 6-21

6 0-12
3 6
4 0-60

3 0-60
9 O-ln
4 0-60

Cut Flowkrs.-
s.

Asters, 12 bundles ... 2
— French, per bun. 1

Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations, 12 blms. 1

— dozen bunches ... 4
C h r y s .1 n t hem urns,

12 blooms
— dozen buuchos... 2

Corntlower, 12 bun. 1

Eucharis, per dozen 3
Forget-me-nots, 13
bunches ... ... 2

Gardenias. 12 blooms 1

Glridioliis, doz. sprays
Heliotropes, 12 spr.
I.avfiider, 12 bun. ... 3
Lilium lungillurum,

12 blooms 3— laucifolium, 12 bl. 1

Marguerites, 12 buu, 3

-AVERA

d. s. d.

0-6
0- 1 6
6- 1

0-2
0- 6

6- 3
0-6
6- 3
0-6

0-4
6-4
6- 1 6
6- 1

0-4 6

0- 5
0-3
0-6

(ir Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s. d.

Mignonette, 12 bun. 1 0- :i

PiiDsies. 12 bun. ... 1 0- 2 o
Pelargoniumti, 12spr. 6-10
— scarlet, 12 spr.... 2-04

Pinks, 12 bun 3 0-60
Poppies, 12 buu. ... 4 0- 6
Primulas, double, 12
'prays 9-10

PyrL'thrums, 12 buu. 2 0-40
Rhodanthe, 12 bun. 4 0-60
Kobes, Tea, per doz, 6-16
— coloured, dozen. 2 0-40
— red.perdozen ... 6- 1— ,, 12 bunches 2 0-60
— Safrano, dozen... 6-09

Stcphanotis, 12 spr. 2 4

.Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 2 0-40
SweetSultan,l2buaj, 2 0-40
Tuberoses^ia blms....'0 4-0 9

s. cL. s. d.
Apples, half-sieve ... 2 0- 4 6
FilU-rtb, 100 lb. ...75 0- ...

Grapes, per lb. ... 9-20
Lemons, per case ...12 0-21
Melons, each ... 1 0-3

s. d.s. d.
Peaches, dozen ... 2 0- 8
Pine-apples, Eug., lb. 2 0-30
Plums, half-sieve ... 3 6- o
— St. Michael, each 2 0-50

Vegetables.—AVRRAGE Retail Price.s.

s. d. 6. d.
Artichokes, p. doz.... 4 0- ...

Be;ins, Kidney, lb, ... 4- ...

Bfft, red, per dozen 10-20
Carrots, per bunch... 6- ...

Cauliflowers, each ... 4- ...

Celery, per bundle ... 16-26
Cucumbers, each ... 6-09
Endive, per dozen ... 3 0- ...

Green Mint, bunch... 4- ...

Herbs, per bunch ... 4- ...

Leeks, per bunch ... 6- ...

Lettuce, per dozen... 1 6- ...

Mushrooms, punnet 10-20

. d. s. d.
Mustard and Cresa,

punnet ... ... 4- ,,,

Onions, per buinh ... 5- ,..

Parsley, per buuch... 4- ...

Potato.*, per cwt. ... 4 0-50
,. kidney, percwt. 4 0-50

Shallots, per lb. ... 6- ...

Spinach, per bushel... 3 0- ...

Tomatos, per lb. ... 9-10
Turnips, per bunch,
new 5- ...

Vegt. Marrows, each 2- ...

POTAToa.—Jersey trade finished; English Myatt's, 25. ; Beauty
of Hebron, 2s. to 2s. Zd. ; and Regents, 2s. per bushel.

CORN.
Averar/es.—Official statement showing the average

price of British corn, imperial measure, in the week
ended August 25 :—Wheat, 365. Id.; Barley, 2is. lid.

;

Oats, 20s. Qd. For the corresponding week in 1887 :

—Wheat, 305. lOd. ; Barley. 24s. od. ; Oats, 165. 5rf.

FBUIX AND VEGETABLES.
Spitalfields : Aitgtist 29.—Plentiful supplies of

all kinds of fruits, fresh vegetables, Potatos, &c.

;

trade somewhat slow at prices as under :—Black
Currants, 4.s. to 4s. ^d. per half sieve ; red do., 35.

to 3s. 6r^. do. ; English Green Gages, 55. 6f/. to 7s.

per bushel ; foreign do., 45. to bs. per half-flat ; do.
2s. ^d. to 3s. per basket of about 18 to 20 lb.

;

Gooseberries, 3s. to 35. ^d. per half sieve ; English
Plums, 'ds. to 4^. do. ; foreign do., 3s. to \js. {yI. per
flat; do., 25. to 25. 6(^. per round basket; English
Toraatos, 4s. Qd. to 55. 6c^. per peck ; foreign do., 25.

to 2s. per box ; Apples, 45. Br/, to 75. per bush'il
;

do., 2s. M. to '6s. M. per half-bushel ; Pears, 45. Qd.
to 65. per bushel. Vegetables; Cauliflowers, 2s. 6f/.

to 5s. per tally ; Cabbages, Is. 'od. to 35. do. ; Vegetable
Marrows, 2s.^^d. to 35. 6f^. do. ; Peas, 25. 6rf. per bushel;
do., 25. Gd. to 45. per sack ; Broad Beans, Is. to Is. Qd.

per bushel; do.. Is. ^d. to 25, per sack; Scarlet
llunners, Is. 6^/. to 25. ^d. per sieve ; foreign Onions,
Qs. to 75. 6rf. per case ; Turnips, 25. to 25. 3f^. per dozen
bunches ; Carrots, 25. do. ; Onions, 25. to 2s. ^d. do.

;

Parsley, Is. to Is. 6(/. do. ; Mint, Is. to 25. do. ; frame
Cucumbers, 2s. to 35. ijd. per dozen ; common do., ^M.
to Is. do. ; Endive, Is. to I5. 'dd. do. ; Cos Lettuces,
^d. to Sd. per 'score; Beetroots, 2s. to 35. per dozen
bunches ; Walnuts (for pickling), 2s. to 25. 3f?. per
half sieve.

Stratford : August 28,—Both trade and supply
have been good during the past week. Cabbages,
25. to 35. per tally ; Carrots, household, 35. to 35. Qd.

per dozen bunches ; Mangels, 265. to 2'J5. per ton

;

Onions, 7s. 6«!. to Ss. 6(^. per case ; Lisbons, 75. 3(f.

to 7s. 0'/. do. ; Apples, English, os. to 6s. per bushel

;

Watercress, G^^. per dozen ; Tomatos, 4.]-fZ. per lb.

;

ditto Bordeaux, 25. iSd. per box : Pears, 35. to Ss. Qd.

per sieve ; Plums, 3s. to bs. per half-sieve.

POTATOS.
BoKOuau AND Spitalfields: August 28. — Full

supplies continue to be sent on the market, and with
a dull demand prices rule in favour of buyers. Quo-
tations :—Regents, 60s. to 80s. ; Shaws, OOs, to 70fi.

;

HebroDS, 6O5. to 805.; kidneys, 65s. to 85s. ; Early
Hoses, 405. to 6U5. per ton.

Spitalfields: August 29.—Quotations:—English

Regents, 55s. to 70s.; do. kidneys, 60?. to 80s.;

Beauty of Hebron, 55s. to 65s, ; Early Rose, .50s.

to .55s. per ton.

Stratford: August 2S. — Quotations:—Kidneys,
J555. to 70s. ; light land Magnum Bonum, oOs. to 705.

;

dark do., 505. to 60s. ; Early Rose, 455. to 60s.
; and

Beauty of Hebron, 505. to 65s. per ton.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the

prices obtained at the various metropolitan markets
during the past wet-k ;—Clover, prime, 9,S,s. to

1355. ;] second, SOs. to iiOs. ; mixture, 80s. to

130s. ; ."hay, prime. 94tf. to 130s.; inferior, 505. to

1 10s. ; and Btraw, 365. to -iSs. ppf load.
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TC A DflQCQ * ^ grand stock, in 5-in. pots, 125. & 18s. doz.

GRAPE VINES

V

'\ A grand stock, in 7-in. pots, 24s. & 305. doz.

Black Hambiirp:h and other varieties.

Suitable for fruiting in pots, 10s. 6rf. each
Suitable for planting vineries, fis. and

7s. 6rf. each.

Fr n || Q » '^ fi"6 stock, in 5-inch pots, 12s. per dozen.

k n n 7 A fine stock, in small pots, 4s. per dozen.

Catalogues on application.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL
COMPANY (John Cowan), LIMITED,

THE VCCEYARD AND NURSERIES, GAKSTON,
NE.iR LIVERPOOL.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

INES and VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.

New Edition,
Price 5s., post-free 5s. 6(^

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswiek.

SIMPLE INSTKUCTIONS by which an
abundance can be insured of delicious MUSHROOMS.

See Seed LIST. Free.

RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Seed Merchants and Nursery-

men, Worcester.

i JtA ORCHIDS for SALE, consisting of large
\^^j\j plantsof La?lia9,Cattleya>^, Oncidiums, Cypripediums.
Dendrobiums, Vaodas, Aerides, 13 Cu?losyne cristata, in No. 4

pots, &c.—To be seen at GEORGE PURNELL'S, Lion Nursery,

Bexley Heath, Kent, who is giving up growing them.

To tHe Seed Trade.

XTEW ZEALAND COCKSFOOT
X^ (DACTYLIS GLOMERATA).
HORNE, SON. AND BRYANT, 59, Mark Lane. London. E.C..

are First-hand Sellers of the New Crop. 14 to 18 lb. per Bushel.
Samples and Quotations on application.

FECIAL OFFER of FERNS.—Pteris
tremula, P. cretica. P. cretica cristata, P. serrulata

cristat-a compacta.—CINERARIAS and PRIMULAS in best

Covent Garden strains. All in thumbs, fit for immediate potting.

Also Pteris tremula, good stuff, in 48'3, to offer in quantity.
Prices per 100 or 1000 on application.

R. PENGELLY.
Dyson's Lane, Upper Edmonton.

Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Palms, OrcWds,
&c. Plants grown .s[iL-ci;illv for English use.CVUYLSTEKE, Nurseryman,

• Loochristy, Ghent, Belgium.
Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and may be had.

free on application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON. 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars, Loudon, E.C.

Gentlemen about to Plant should Inspect
Our Stock uf

ORNAMENTAL TREES, including Thou-
sands of Seedling GOLDEN YEWS in great variety of

size, form, and colour, now in their gorgeous beauty; also a
large stock of RHODODENDRONS, ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&.C., extending over 150 acres. CATALOGUES free on
application.

H. LANE AND SON, Nurseries, Berkhamsted, Herts.

A NEW VEGETABLE!
A DELICIOUS SALAD!!

A New Delicious Vegetable and Salad
Combined.

"SHANTUNG CABBAGE."
Cos Lettuce .Shaped — Grotcs Aru/ichcre — Only

Hequires Tying up like Cos Lettuce.

READ Mr. Geo. Hughes' report as
late Commissioner at Chepfoo, in the Keiv

Sulletin, also Gardeners' Chronicle of la.--t May
(p. 619). where he states :

— " Eaten Raw, in
a Salad, It is of so Delicious a Flavour
that I know of no Vegetable in England
to approach it." When lunled the liavour

and character becomes altered, and it is enjoyable
as a delicious and welcome change to Seakale,
Asparagus. Greens, &c.

For further particulars see LIST of SPECIAL-
TIES, Gratis and Post-free. Price. .3s. 6d. and
5s. 6d. per packet ; or, 25 seeds for Is. Irf., post-free.

CREWS, COX & CO.,
SEED AND NURSERY ESTABLISHMENTS,

GLOUCESTER.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16,000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., ajid Oil mixture, Free to aH Statlona
Liquid Non-PoisODOUS Paints for Inside of Conservatories, &o.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

BOX'S JUBILEE BEGONIAS.—Thousands
of outdoor Begonias now in full Flower at Tooting

Park Nursery (close to Balham Station). The best display in

the Trade, and cheapest rates.

JOHN R BOX (for ten years J. Laing's sole partner),

Tooting. Balhara, and Croydon.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, newly made.
Truck-load, (2 tons) 20s. ; in bags—20, 14s. ; 40, 25s. Free

on to Rail. Cash with order.

J. STEVENS And CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre Merchants, Grey-
hound Yard, and 153, High Street, Battersea; S.W.

Protect your Fruit by using

MADDOCK'S KILL-WASP.
Mr. C. PKNW. Head Gardener to H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, says :
—" Your Kill-Wasp is simply marvellous for its

quick destruction of this our greatest enemy."

Mr. H. H. Ward. /lead Gardener to the Right Hon. the

Earl of Radnor :
—" I have given it a trial, and found it to be

everything you represent it to be. It does its work most
etfectuuUy."

To be had of all Chemists, price Is. 6d., or post-free, 1.';. 9*^/.,

and from tlie

OLD ENGLISH LAVENDER WATER CO.,
PULBOROUGH, SUSSEX.

SAVE H ALF TH E COST,
G A R S I D E'S

liEDFORDSHIRE

E R S A
Coarse and Fine,

N D,

LA BELLE 8AUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, E.O.
BAOHBLOB'S WALK, DCBLIN.—i>ucaun( for CatK.

S I L Y
Coarse a

I?i ailmitted by the leading Nurserymen to be ttl© Best
Quality obtainable in the Trade.

c;ousiimers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these

Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, .Tiid thus save half the

ordinary cost. NO TRAVELLERS OK ACENTS.
Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price.

Free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost

promptjiess and under personal supervision. Special P^ail-

way Rates in force to all parts.

GEO. GARSIDE, Jun.. F.R.H.S., Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

PEAT for ORCHIDS,
AZALEAS, HEATHS, FEENS, KHODODENDRONS, &c.

The Best In the World.
A. JOHNSON inr Cli., 23, Leaileiiliall Street, London, E.C,

eontinue to receive the highest of test imoiii!ils( unsolicited) from
hirge Orchid Growers, stating the ORCHID FEAT supplied by
A. J. & Co. is by far the best they have ever used. Samples can be
seen at above address, or forwarded on application free of charge.

CERTAIN SUDOEH DEATH
To all Grubs, Aphis, Lice. Red Spider, Thrip, Mealy

Bucj, Caterpillars, &C-, dc

PPRFFrTI Y 1 t'"* tli*^ Hands and Skin, but -n ill eure
rcnrcb i i-i l jj,n„,yoi.m jn Animals, and all diseases

HARMLESS ) produced b7 parasites.

Fir Tree OIL
(SOLUBLE) INSECTICIDE

A .TinibiiKitioii of Ilvdrocarhon Oils, made solnMi"' in

"W.ir.T. for destroying' ALL INSECTS & PARASITES
that infest Trees and Plants, ^hetlicr ;it the Itouts or

ou l.lie l''iili ire.

d.d 1 by .S-pd^:n-n nnd Chemists, ls.r,d-. 2.s, 6d.. & -i^. 6d.;

^ jallnii?^, (id., Igall m 12s6d., or less in lir-ier quantities.

A Treatise on FIR TREE OIL as an INSECTICIDE.
its application to Plan ts and /inimais, sent Post free

on receipt of address, by the Manufacturer,

Important Notice.
FIR TREE OIL so well-known as an In.socticide, is

effectual for washing househnld Cotton, Linen, and
Woollen Fabrics, and its disinfecting, bleaclims;, and
cleansing qualities wlien added to water for washm;; pur-

poses, will, after the first trial, recommend itself.

No Dry Soap or any such preparations must be used

with Fir Tree Oil.

Half a wineglass-full of Fir Tree Oil to 10 gallons of

water for steeping, and the same quantity to an ordinary

size boiler for boiling, with half the usual quantity of

household soap, will do the work splendidly, and with

half the trouble.
For washing Dogs, Pigs, and other ammals, halt a

wineglass-full to a bucket of water, and used with ordi-

nary soap, will do better than any of the prepared soaps

for kilUog fleas, preserring the skin healthy, and making
the coat silky and very beautiful. One trial will bo

conclusive.
P.S.—Parafan Oil will mix with Fir Tree Oil m propor-

tion of a quarter of a pint of the former to a pint of the

latter, and become soluble in water.

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Manchester.

Wholesale : Honrrr. i Co. ; CoBRY, Sopee. F.nvi er & Co.

C. E. O1.MAN & I o. ; and from all the London Seed Mer-
chants and Wholesale Patent Medicine Houses. NEW
YORK—ROLKER & So.ss.

mimmi m & mm^i^,
IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

'Medicated Tobacco Paper
{READY CUT UP FOR USE),

Reduced Price I'O per lb.;
281bs. «Sk upwards—Carriage Paid.

Parcels for trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.:

a lbs. 3/4, 4lbs.6/8, 6Ibs.9,9, 8lbs.l3/-, 10lb8.16/--

IMPROVED
Fumigating Pan
l8 vastly superior to any other.

Price 6/6 (in iron witli heater) each,

or in Copper, 21/-

OICUSOIM'S ImproTrd

MUSHROOM SPAWI

,

MOST SUPERIOR. 6/- PER BUS.

> Circulars giviyig all particulars rf- ccrpies of testi-
monials, post free on application.

DICKSONS
(LlMITKD).

Boyal Nursery and Seed Establishment.

CHESTER.

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Prize Medals.
Quality, THE BEST in the Maxket. (All sacks included.)

PEAT, best brown fibrous ,.. 5s. per sack, 5 sacks for 22s, Qd,

PEAT, best black fibrous ... 4s. 6d. ,, 5 sacks for 20s.

PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. 6rf. ,, 5 sacks for 36s.

LOAM, PREPABED COMPOST i Is. per bush.. 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... ( (sacks included).

SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. 6d. per bush., 14s, half-ton, 24s. ton.

RAFFIA FIBRE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb.; 28 lb., 27s,

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., Ss. per sack.
CHUliB'S"PERKi!;CT"FER-'i In Bags.
TILIZER (the Best Food for ( . '

.

all kinds of Plants, Flowers, (Tins. 71b. I41b. 281b. 661b. I cwt.
Fruits, VeRetables, &c. ...) 1/6 3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-

VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 6/6 10/6 17/-

RUSSIAN MATS, BAMBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO.
.NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses and
t"'attle, £'2 per ton. Extra large Sample Bales, 6s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),

sacks. Is. ;i((. each ; lu sacks, lis.; 1.5 sacks, 15s.; 20 sacks, 18s.;

.30 sacks. 25s. ; 40 sacks, 30s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

28s. Limited quantities of G., special quality pranulated,
in sacks only, 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

(Bankers. Union Bank of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND 80 CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD. MILWALL. LONDON. E.

I > EESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
-i^ Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

coiitaiDiiig the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'

Keiforts. Sold in Tins, Is., 2s. 6rf., 5s. 6tf., and 10s. 6rf. each,

or 1 cwt. Bags, sealed, 13s. By all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

iSHURST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Bed Spider, Mildew,

Thrips, Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the

gallon of soft>water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dres.5ing for Vines

and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against

American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended

to supersede it. Boxes. Is., 3s.. and 10s. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CAJiDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

To Horticulturists.—tireat economy in Fuel, and other
advantages secured by the use of our

SAIOKELESS ANTIIKACITE.— For infor-
mation as to the motie of using this coal, and prices

delivered to any railway station, apply to the TBIMSARAN
CO. (Limited). 62, Leadenhall Street. London. E.C.

ORCHID BASKETS
RAFTS, BOATS, AND CYLINDERS.

SEND FOR A

PRICE LIST
from the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
2\, GOLDSMITH STREET,

PElTiy LANE, W.c.
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CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
{Tclcf/rapluc Address—" HoT-wATEE, London. ' Telephone—Xo. 476.3).

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OP THIS CLASS OF BOILER.
Supplied in several sizes for the last Thirty-five Years to the Leading Horticulturists.

Several improvements ha\e
from time to time been in-

troduced, including Water
Bars, Furnace Door hung
upon the front of Boiler,

&c., as shown in illustration,

thus making it complete in

itself.

There has been a great

demand for this Boiler, and
the success attending it has

been general.

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &c.

;

and invite Inspection of same.

Price List on application, free. Illustrated Catalogue, Is.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, S.E.

THOMAS'S
TRAINING TRELLISES.

No. til. GALVANISED AFTER MADE.
For training Peas instead of

stiiika. Training plants to walU,
&L'. In Panels.
6 feet by 3 feet „. 2s. each.
6 feet by 4 feet ... 3t. each.

6 feet by 5 feet ... 4^. each.
6 feet by 6 feet ... &s, each.

Made any size to order at
following prices :

—

6 in. 4 in. 3 in. 2 in. \\ in. mesh,
2tl. Z't. Z^jd. 4''. 4|</. per foot super.

Illustrated Cataloguk ox Application.
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ri AUDENER (Head) ; age 30.—Mr. Gold,
VJ Gardener to tlie Hon. H. D. Ryder, High Aahiirst,
Dorking, Surrey, can liighly rocomraend hi9 Foreman, Thos.
Priekett. to any Lady or Gentleman reqniring a good practical
Gardener.

GARDENER (Head Wobkinq).—Age 30,
married, one child ; eight years as Foreman in large

establishments. Two yeard" excellent reference as Head.

—

A. JESSirp, Brooklands, Lyndhurst.

ARDENER (Head Working). — Middle-
aged, married, no family. Of long experience in all

branches. Good chnriicter and good recommendations.

—

K. M. WALKLING. Thurlowe Hill. West Duhvich, S.E.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
married; a good all-round m«n. Well-up in Fru t and

\'pgetables. Wages d£l, with house.—B., 2, Grove Road,
MiLciiam, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
married, when suited; fourteen years" practical expe-

rience in all branches. Eight years as Foreman in last
situation. Excellent character.—W. STEVENS, Heal's Villa,
Northam, North Devon.

ARDENER (Head Working). —JMiddle-
aged, married; eighteen years in last situation, ten

previous. Thoroughly practical in all branches. Highest
testimonials from late employer who is anxious to recommend
him,—J. O. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 36,
married; thoroughly good practical Gardener. Twenty

years' experience Grapes, Feaches, ilelous. Cucumbers. Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardening,
Abstainer. Highest references. — GARDENER. Crow Neat
Park, Lightcliffe, Halifax.

i^iARDENER (Head Working), where
VT several are kept,—Age 42, married, no familv ; tlioroughly
practical in all branches. Twenty-five years' experience where
Gardening has been well done. Land and Stock. Good
character from hist and previous emp'oyers.—A. B., 4, Thornton
Road, Potters' Bar.

ARDENER (Head Working), where two
or more under him are kept ; age 47, married.—A Lady

who is leduoing her e-^tubli^hment owing to expiration of
lease, can highly recommend her Head Gardener, who under-
stands Gardening in all its brandies. No objection to Land
and Stock. Six years' personal character.—I. PHILLIPS,
The Firs, Mitcham, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
FORESTER.—Age 38, married; twenty-four years' prac-

tical experience in first-class establishments, thirteen and a
half as Head. Good references as to character and ability from
present and previous employers. — .T, McNAIR, Ham Hall
Gardens, Ashbourne.

GARDENER, under the Foreman in a large
establishment, to Improve.-Age 17; fifteen months'

good character from present employer, .John Groves, Estj
Weymouth. -FRED. WHITE, Rudipale, Weymouth.

GARDENER in a Gentleman's Garden, or
Nursery, or SisciLE-HANDED,-Age 20; single. Good

references. Three years' practice,—G. W,, Wembrooke, Chard,
Somer.-*et.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 24; good short
Grass Cutter. Eight years' eiperience, and good refer-

enees,-J. M,, 19, Hedgley Street, Lee Green, Lee, Kent,

G^
AR"dENER"" (Second).— Age 32~singi^
Well up in all branches, outside and under glass. Four

years" character.—W. WHEELER, 3, The Nursery, George
Lane, Lewisham, S.E.

G"^
ARDENER (Second).—Age 22; gardener's

T son. Eight years' experience Inside and Out. Good
references from present and previous employers.—C H
MORTER, Coltislmll Hall Gardens, near Norwich, Norfolk.

ARDENER (Second), or good JOURNEY-
MAN, in d Gentleman's establishment,—Age 22; three

years in present situaiiou as Journeyman, five years previous.
Good reference.-A. CORPS, Empshott, near Petersrteld, Hants.

ARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 22 ; seven years' experience,—W. M, D., Park

Cottage, Park Road, East Molesey, Surrey.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 25 ; four years'
first-class character. Highly recommended.—J. JONES,

Gowers & Emberson, Comely Bank Nursery, Walthamstow,

GARDENER (Under). — Age 22; nine
years' experience. Inside and Out, Excellent cha-

racter from present and previous employers,—A. B., Milford
House, Castle Street, Salisibury.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22; six years'
character from a Clergyman. Leaves to improve him-

self. Several years' experience.—WALTER WINGATE, Church
House, Chailey Lewes, Sussex.

GARDENER (Under), or to look after a Pony,
&c.—Miss H, Synsot highly recommends a strong,

intelligent, honest, and very industrious Lad as above. Has
worked in her Garden for three years.—Manor House, Milton
Bryant, Woburu,

ARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 24 ; over six j'ears in present situation. Well

recommended. Abstainer. Weslevan Local Preacher —
henry HINDMARCH. The Gardens, Putteridge Park,
Luton, Beds.

GARDENER (Undeh).—Age 19 ; four years'
experience. Well recommended.—G. H. STRATFORD,

Chipping Norton, Oxon.Loiige Terra

GARDENER (Under").—Age 20 ; four years'
experience Inside and Out ; strong, willing, .ind otsligins.

Can be well recommended from hist place,—W. C, 20, Upper
Primrose Hill, Chelmsford, Es.sex.

ARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Garden, partly under GlaM preferred.-Age 22; good

character from last employer. — A. ALDEKMAN, Stowe,
Buckingham.

UOREMAN, to take Charge of a Small Nur-
J- sery.—Age24; well up in Growing Cut Stuff for Market.
Good reference.—G. .S.. Kose Cotta ge, Linkfield Koad, Isleworth.

rfOREMAN, in the Houses, in a large estab-
-i- lishment.—Age 2.5; good experience. Good character
from last employer. Bothy preferred.—T. S., 11, Brunswick
Place. Anerley Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.

Tj^UREMAN, in the Houses, in a good estab-X lishment.-Age 27 : twelve years' experience in good
estahlishments, including Hawkyard Park. Excellent charac-
ters.—G. LILLEY, The Gardens. Campsall Hall, Doncaster.

tVJREMAN, in a good establishment.—Age 27 ;

nine years' good general experience, including Plant and
Floral Decoration. Three and a half years in present situation.—HIGGINSON, Poltimore Park Gardens, Exeter.

J7OREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 26 ; eleven
years' experience in large establishments. Thoroughly

recommended as to character and ability.—J. J. H., Little
Craven Hurst, Bolney, Sussex,

Tj^OREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 24; ten
1- and half years' experience. Good references. Eighteen
months as Foreman.—A. SMITH, Mr. Gibbs, Sherbourn,
Warwick.

REMAN, in the IIouses.—Age 27 ; twelve
years' experience in the cultivation of Vines, Peaches.

Cucumbers. Melons, Stove and tlreenhouse Plants &c. Good
cluiracters from present and previous employers.—J.SMITH,
The Gardens. Tolmers, near Hertford,

I^OREMAN, in a good establishment ; age 27.
—F, W, Russell, Gardener to E, T. Doxat. E^q., Wood

Grten Park, Cheshunt, would be pleased to recommend to any
Gardener a thorough trustworthy young man as above. Firs -

class te.3timonials,—For full particulars please address as above.

T^OREMAN, under Glass, in a good establish-
J^ ment.—Age 27 ; twelve years' experience at Triiig Park.
Norris Green, and other good establishments. Two and a half
years in hut situation. Good references.—J. GARDNER,
6, Cubden Road, Enmore Park, South Norwood, S.E.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN (Gknebai,), and PROPAGATOR.

—Advertiser has filled the above capacity, is open
to engagement. Koses, Fruits, Conifers, Rhododendrons, and
general routine of the Nursery Trade. Sixteen vears' expe-
rience. First-class references.—F. K., 41, Wellineton Street,
Strand, W.C.

I^'^OREMAN (or Second), in the Houses.—Age
25; well acquainted with Tomato, Cucumber, and

Gntpe-growing. (.}%od character, — H, S., 10, Alma Road,
Enheld Wash, Middlesex.

FOREMAN, SALESMAN, and FLORIST.—
Age 26, single; experienced thoroughly in the wliole

routine of the Trade, Ten years' experience. Good testi-
monials.—FLORIST, 3. King Street, Lincoln.

POREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN, in
-I- the Houses, in a good establishment.—Age 25; good
character,—G, L.. The Gardens, Kempshott Park, near Basing-
stoke. Hants.

"lyURSERY FOREMAN (General).—Twenty
-1-1 years' experience in all departments in best Nurseries.
Undeniable references.-NURSERY. Gardeners' Chronicle
Olhce, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

"FOREMAN PROPAGATOR, and GROWER.
-L —Age 37 ; twelve years' experience iu turning out large
quantities and creditable stutf—Bouvardias, Begonias, Chry-
santhemums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Solanums, Hydrangeas,
Primulas, Ferns. Forced Plants and Flowers of all kinds.
Bedding Stuff, Cucumbers, &c. Good Packer. Best refer-
ences^—LAMBERT, 47, Nevell Road, Stoke Newingtou, N.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER of Hard and
Soft-wooded Plants.—Age 2r,

; good reference,—State
particulars to JOSEPH HOLMES. Pirbright, Woking, Surrey.

ROPAGATOR and PLANT GROWER, in
a good Nursery,—Age 24 ; accustomed to Fruit Culture.

Active at Potting and other operations. Near London pre-
ferred,—R, W. MILNE, 75, Queen s Road, East Grinstead,
Sussex.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER, for Market
or otherwise.-Age 31, single ; has a thorough know-

ledge of the general routine of the Cut Flower and Plant
Trade.—B. FOREMAN, R. Fennel & Son, The Nurseries,
Lincoln.

ARKET GROWER.—Age 23; Cut Flowers,
Tomatos, Fruit, &c., for Market. Good Hard and Soft-

wooded Propagator.—W.BARNES. A'ineries.Krumfield, Sussex.

ALM and FERN GROWER.— Age 28;
good all-round. Highly recommended.—E. R., 21, Del-

orme Street, Fulham, S.W.

ERN GROWER
;
practical,—W. Herbeet,

The Nursery, Wembley, Harrow.

JOURNEYMAN, Indoors and Out ; age 23.—W W. DIDDA.M.S ivill be pleased to recommend to any
Gardener a young man as above. Has been with him three
yenla.—Poynter s Grove, Totteridge, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or otherwise.
^ —Age 20; eighteen montlis in present situation. Good
character from present and previous employers.—W. MAX-
l-lhLD, Timberscombe. Deenster, Somerset,

JOURNEYMAN ; age 20.-Mr. J. Thomas,
rj Shardeloes Gardens, Amersham, Bucks, can highly re-commend W. Lane as above. Seven years' good character.
Leaving through ileath of employer.

JOURNEYMAN, or Second,—Age 28; two
^ years in the Hon.se3 here. Abstainer.—T. BARSON
Jairford Park Gardens, Fairford, Gloucestershire.

JOURNEYMAN (Second or Third), in Gen-
t» tleman's establishment.—Age 20 ; five years' experience
under Glass. Excellent character.—E. P., 21, Burnaby Street
Chelsea, S.W.

JMPROVER, in the Houses.-Age 18 ; tall and
J- strong. Steady character.—Rev. G. HORNER, Mells
Rectory, Frome.

JMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age
, ,.™'™' y"'"''' experience. Can be well recommended.-
J, HirXTER, Braxted Park , Witham, Essex.

JMPROVER ; age 17.—A Lady highly recom-
J- mends a youth as above. Three years' good general
training under glass. Bothy preferred.—Miss HODGSON.
Hernewood, Sevenoaks.

JMPROVER, in the Houses.—Age 20; ener-
-«- getic and obliging. Four and a half years' experience
Inside and Out. Good character.—A. COBBOLD, Woodland
Cottage, Vanbrugh Hill, Blackheath, S.E.

JMPROVER, in the Houses.—Age 10; will
-*- pay £5 premium. Three and a half years' good references
from last situation.—D. MORGAN, Wern, Goytrey near
Pontypool, Monmouthshire.

JMPROVER, in Houses, or Inside and Out.—
-- Age 21

;
good character ; sixteen months in present place,

two years in previous. Strongly recommended. Give Premium'—H. MUSTU, Hardwick Bank, Tewkesbury, Worcestershire.

JMPROVER; age 17.—A Lady highly recom-
-1- mends a youth as above. Three yearss' general experi-
ence in Kitchen and Flower Garden.—Miss SEACO.MBE
Wohlgelegen. Bournemouth.

-•ro NURSERYMEN.—A German (age 22)
-L seeks re-enffaffement. Cinfui T'mr,r\nitr,y n,,A ..-^n ,,^ .-.,

Plant Gro' ^ ^, „„j ^^^
Chiswick Road, Chiswick.

''PO NURSERY and MARKET MEN.—
-L German, age 27, Good Propagator and Grower of Stove
and Greenhouse, Soft and Hard-wooded Plants. Particulars
and references.—H. B., A. Robinson, Seedsman, 8, Leadenhall
Street, E.C.

IS re-engagement. Good Propagator, and well up in
iwing of any description. Good character. &c. —13
Rr...H f'l,;.....;..!.

''rO NURSERYMEN, &c.—A situation wanted
-L by respectable Lad (age 18). Four years' experience in
.Market Nurseries. Could take Fires, and Drive Horse. Good
references.-Address 12, Clandon Street, New Town, Dept-
ford, S.E.

^

''PO GARDENERS, &c.—Respectable young
-L man requires situation under a Gardener. Would go one
or two years in Nursery (Inside). Three and a half years' ex-
perience in general Gardening. Age 18; good character.-
W. EVANS, The Gardens, Pitchford Hall, Shrewsbury.

''PO GARDENERS.—Wanted to Apprentice a
-L Youth (age IH) in a thorough good Garden.—GAR-
DENER, Park Hill, Upper Tooting, S.W/

TO FLORISTS.—Y'oung man wants situation
in Shop or Nursery. Experienced. Good references.

—

B. H., 120, St. John's Street, E.C.

q^O SEEDSMEN.—Wanted, situation in a
-L Retail House, by a young man having tour years' expe-
rience in first-class Glasgow house.—E. H., Station Hotel
Stirling, Scotland.

Seed Trade.
TRAVELLER or AGENT,—Wanted, by

experienced person, appointment as above. Accustomed
to Travel. Good connection North of England. — O, :^9,

C. Birchall, Advertising Agent, Liverpool.

CHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—Age 22; sixO years experience in all branches of the Seed, Plant, Bulb,
and Nursery Trade.—T. B.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41
Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

ANDY-MAN, Trade or Estate.—Active

;

Carp[.nter, Painter, Glazier, Boilers, Cold and Hot-water
Fitter to any extent.—T., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

OLLOWAY'S PILLS.—Health or Wealth.
—No saneperson would hesitate an instant in the choice

between these two conditions. Now is the season to secure the
former either by restoring or confirming it. These Pills expel
all impurities from the system which fogs, foul vapours, and
variable temperatures engender during winter; this medicine
also acts mo3t \\hole9omely upon the skin by disgorging the
liver of its accumulated bile, and by exciting the kidneys to
more energetic action ; it increases the appetite for food and
strengthens the digestive process. The stomach and liver, with
which most disorders originate, are fully under the control of
these regenerative Pills, which act very kindly yet mor«
efficiently on the tendereat bowels.
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Limited,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS, AND SURREY WORKS, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.,

HORTICULTUEAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, caU Special Attention to tlieir Patent Wrougtit-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered and Tubul r

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
And others with SHELVES, and Hollow or Ordinary Cast-iron GRATE BARS.

CAnni C RDII CDQ ^^''"' ^^''^TERWAY BACKS and 'nrELDED BOILERS, any ot which are specially nilaptPli for H.-.nling Grecnhousi-s, Conservniorio, Churches Chap, hOAUULL DUlLLnO? ScIiociN. Public RniUllngs, Entrance Halls. Warehonses, Workshops, &e. They are the neatest, cheapest, most effective,' and durable of' any extant.
Tlie MVXICII^AL and Tl'BL'LAli onea are remarkable^or their great heating power, slow combwstion, and the length of time the fire u'illbum withovt requirinq attention.

These Patterns secured the FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE—a SILVER MEDAL—at the Eoyal Horticultural Socletsr's Exhibition, South Kensington, London, June 1, 1 881

.

The Best B

- Front Ei.e vat to n - I (initvjAL Src Ti J
SECTIONAL PLAN.

The longitiidiual section gives a vit-w of the fire-box, water space, flues, &c. The cross section give; a view of the fire-box, water space aii.i V-^lii'P«<l back.
The front elevation shows it set in brickwork, which is necessari/ fir this clasa of boiler.

SIZES AND PRICES.
MB 1
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Bulbs from Holland.

Sales every MONDAY. WEDNESUAY, and SATURDAY, in
Large and Small Lota, to ssuit all Buyers.

ll/fR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
i-'X AUCTION, at his Great Kooms, 38, King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C., every MONDAY. WEDNESUAY. and
SATURDAY', iit half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day, first

class consignments of HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES,
and other BULBS, arriving daily from well-known Farms in
HoUasd.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

niursday Next.—(Sale No. 7739.)

SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT, September 13.

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a fine collection of ORCHIDS
in FLOWER and BUD, comprising Cypripedium Seegeriauum,
C. Pageauum, Odontoglossum aspersum. Cattleyas, La^lias,

&c. 1 also some choice ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, including
Cypripedium Morganire, with 3 leads ; C. grande, C. Veitchii
(Demidoff var,), 2 splendid specimens of Cymbidinm Lowi. &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—(Sale 7739.)

VALUABLE IMPORTED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 33, Kiug Street Coveut Garden,

W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT September 13, at half-past 12
o'clock precisely by order of Messrs. Shuttleworth, Carder &
Co., VALUABLE IMPORTED ORCHIDS, the wholeiu Hnecon-
dition, including Cattleya aurea, C. Mendeiii, and C. gigas;
OduDtogtovsum vexillarium, O. grande, O. crispum (Alex-
andra;), the very- best type; Oucidiimi liiscatuni, O. KrauiL-ri-

anum, Bollea hatinii, Comparettia macroplectron, and the
rare Chysis aurea var. maculatum, &e.

On view morniug of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Linslade, Lelglitoii Buzzard. .

Wilhiu live minutes' walk of the Station.

\rESSRS STAFiURD and ROGERS will
i.T± SELL by AUCTICN, on THURSDAY. September 2Q.
1888, at 3 o'clock precisely, by directiou of the Executors of
the late Mr. Whichello, the PRODUCE OF THE VINERY,
compriaing about 400 large buuches of Black Hamburgh
Grapes, nome ready for table, and the remainder for successive
cuttings. Also the whole of the FRUIT and GARDEN
PRODUCE, including a large quantity of the best sorts of
Peas, Apples, and I'lums, Greentiouse and other Plants, Sec,
subject tu conditions to be read at the time of Sale.
Catalogues to be obtained of Messrs. STAFFORD and

KOGERS, Bedford.

Dutch Bulbs.
Every MONDAY, THURSDAY, and SATURDAY.

Great (Jnre.servfd Salts.

MESSRS. PkOTHEKOE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at the Central Sale Rooms, 6J and

Bi, Cheap>iile, London, E.C., every MOND.iY. THURSDAY, and
Saturday, at hLilf-past ll o'clock precisely, extensive con-
signments of firat^class HYACINTHS. TULIPS. CROCUS.
Narcissus, and other bulbs, Irom Holland, lotted to suit
the Trade and Private Buyers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Feterborougb.—Under a Deed of Aselgnment.
Two Days' UNRESERVED CLEARANCE SALE of the whole

of the STO\'£ and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, UTENSILS-
IN-TRADE, EXHIBirlON PLANT VAN, &c., by Order
of the Trustees of the Estate of Mr. John House, the Free-
hold Nursery having been disposed of.

MESSRS. PRUTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Eastgate Nurseries, Peterborough, on TUESDAY and WED-
NESDAY, September 11 and \2, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely
each day, without Reserve, the whole of the remarkably well-
grown srOVEand GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of 4000
Slaideuhair Ferns, lOUO Tulieroses, Specimen Palms, luOO As-
pidistras, fine Specimen Lapagerias, 2000 Tea Roses in pots,

500 Azaleas, well set ; Specimen Camellias, 1500 Eucharis
ama/onica, 2000 Dahlias, Carnations, a fine collection of

Kejnies.BalbsandPlantsin ground; nearly new EXHIBITION
PLANT VAN, constructed to travel on any Railway; 20 UH'^ES
of BEES, and numerous other effects.

May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be obtained at the Nurseries, or at the Seed Shop, Church
Street, Peterborough; of J. ADNITT, Esq., the Trustee. Oriel
House, New Ruad, Peterborough; and of the Auctioneers,
Estate Agents and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, Loudon,
E.G. ; and Leytonstone, E.

N.B.—In consequence of the large number of lots in this Sale
it has been found impossible to include the OUTDOOR
NURSERY STOCK in the Branch Nursery, which will be
Bbld on the Premises on TUESDAY. October 9.

Swanley Junction, Kent.
GREAT UNRESERVED SALE ot immense quantities of un-

u.-iually well grown GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. P. Ladds to SELL by AUCTION, on
the Premises, The Nurseries, Swanley JnnctioCT, Kent (adjoin-
ing the Swanley Junction Railway Station), on THURSDAY,
September 13, at 11 o'Clock punctually in consequence of the
unusually large number of lots, immense quantities of

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including the foUowiug ;
—

24,000 wintnr flowering
Heaths

20,000 Gpuistas
bOuu Solanums

12,000 winter-floweringCarna-
tions

7000 Adiantum Cuneatum
10,000 Tea Roses (all best

varieties)

1000 Clematis Jackmanni

2f'00 Crotons
1000 Palms
1000 Dracffioas

5000 Zonal Geraniums,
Queen of Whites im-
proved

2000 Ferns in variety
300 specimen Gardenias

Quantity of small Heaths
600 White Primulas

Variety of other stock.
The Stock may now be viewed. Catalogues had of Mr. P.

LADDS, on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
67 and tJ8, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Friday Next.

11 TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
iy±- instructed by Mr. F. Sander to SELL by AUCTION, at
their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.,
on FRIDAY NEXT, September 14. at half-past 12 o'clock pre-
cisely, a grand importation of the magnificent ONCIDIUM
CRISPUM. just to hand persteamer Tagus, some exceptionally
fine mas-fes being amongst it. The plants offered are lu splen-
did condition, with strong plump pseudobulbs, a.uudantly
furnished with healthy green foliage; also a tine lot of O.MAKSHALLIANUM. It is very seldom this fine Orchid can
be offered in such masses, being extremely rare in Brazil. The
plants offered are almost as good as established. PHAIUS
SPECIES, a very fine importation from the interior of Brazil,
in splendid condition. A graod lot of CATTLEYA VIOLACEA
from a new district; C. FORBESII, C. CITRINA; a tine lot of
L.1?:LIA CINNABARIVA, a large importation of ODONTO-
GLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM variety, from a new district; the
rare ONUiDlUM CURTUM, 0. CAVENDISHIANUM. splendid
masses, in grand condition; O. FORBESII; a tine lot of the
rare OKNITHOCEPHALUS GKANDIFLORUS; larire importa-
tions of SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA, including very good
masses in splendid condition; fine growing plants, well estab-
lished, of the rare ONCIDIUM HUMEANUM, and many other
valuable ORCHIDS. Also an assortment of EST/VBLISHED
ORCHIDS, another property.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Upper Edmonton.
About 3 minutes' walk from Angel Road, and 8 minutes' walk

from Silver Street Stations. G.E.R.
THIRD ANNUAL SALE.

MESSRS. PRUTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. H. R. May to SELL by AUCTION, on

the Premises, the Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton,
on MONDAY, September 17, at 12 oClock punctually, in con-
sequenci- of the large number of lots, about 40,000 STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTd, remarkably well grown and in the
best possible condition, comprising;—

20,UU0 FERNS, including Adiantum cuneatum, Lomaria
gibba, the most useful sorts of Pteris. Adiantum elegaus (a
useful variety for cutting), and many rare and choice sorts

10.000 TREE CARNATIONS, including J\Idlle. Carle, A.
Alegatierre, Dr. Raymond, Andalusia, Pride of Penshurst,
Lucifer, and all the best sorts.

CRIfllSON CLOVES, CARNATION Mrs. REYNOLDS
HOLE, &c.
TEA ROSES—extra strong Mareehal Niel and Gloire de

Dijon, with growths from 15 to 18 feet long ; The Bride (new
(white), and other good sorts.

A splendid lot of AMPELOPSIS, CLEMATIS, IVIES, &c.
AZALEAS, white, large plants for cutting from; English-

grown CAMELLIAS, lull OE bloom-buds; BoUVARDIAS,
including the new beautiful scarlet President Cleveland
Double White PRIMULAS. CYCLAMEN, EUCHARIS AMA-
ZONICA, &c.
CROTONS, a splendid lot of beautifully coloured sorti-

FICUS ELASTICA, AR.A.LIA SIEBOLDII, &c.
Many thousands of small HEATHS, GENISTAS, Jcc.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and
of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.G.; and Leyton-
stone. E.

Lea Bridge Road, £.

ANNUAL UNRESERVED SALE of tine Winter-flowerin'^
HEATHS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
'

instructed by Mr. John Fraser to SELL by AUCTION, on
the Premises, the Lea Bridge Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road,
Leyton, E. (close to the Hoe Street Station. Great Eastern
Railway) on WEDNESDAY, September 19, at 11 o'Clock pre-
cisely, in consequence of the large number of lots. A large
quantity of WINTER FLOWERING and OTHER PLANTS,

lading ;
—

12,u(J0 Erica hyemalis
auoo Tree Carnations
4000 Erica gracilis

2000 Ampelopsis Veitchii
4000 tine named Hollyhocks

from seed
1000 Lapageria rosea superba
6000 Cyclamen persicum (Fra-

ser't. Huperb strain)

2000 Mareehal Niel and other
Roses

6000 Clematis Jackmanii and
other best named sorts

5000 Bouvardias, including a
lot of "President Cleve-
land"

5000 Solanums
1000 Clematis indivisa lobata

and a great number of Araucaria excelsa, Epacris, Passion-
flowers, Jasmines, Honeysuckles, varigated Ivies, Lapageria
alba from seed, and otherplants.
The wiiole of the Stock is in the best condition, and ready

for immediate Sale.

Maybe viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises; and of
the Auctioneers. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, EC, and
Leytonstone, E.

Sidcup, Kent. S.E.

About ten minutes' walk from New Eltham Station, S.E.R.
GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE of WINTER-ELOOMLNG

HEATHS. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. Gregory & Evaus to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, The Longlands Nursery, Sidcup,
S.E., on FRIDAY, September 21. at 11 o'Clock precisely, in
consequence of the large number of lots, without reserve, an
enormous quantity of unusually well-grown WINTER-
BLOOMING HEATHS and other PLANTS, consisting of—
30,000 Erica hyemalis
1,000 „ Caffra
3,000 „ Cavendishii
3,000 „ coccinea minor

All in 40 and 4S-pot9.
10,000 Solanum, well berried
1,000 Double Primulas
1,000 Poinsettiaa

12,000 Roses, grown especially
for the Sale, including
some of the best lead-
ing sorts for pot cul-

ture

5,000 Erica gracilis
1,000 mixed varieties of

Ericas
3,000 Erica magnifica
5,000 Genistas

10,000 Bouvardias of sorts
6,000 Cyclamen, bestmarket

strain
5,000 Adiantum cuneatum
1,000 Ivies of sorts

10,000 small Ferns for grow-
ing on

The whole stock will be found up to the quality of previous
years.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premisp*. and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 68,' Cheapside, London, E.C,, and Ley-
tonstone, £,

Lee. Kent, S.E.
GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE, to commence punctually at

11 o Clock, in consequence of the large number of lots.

ATESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS areXTA instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer & Son, to SELL byAUCTION, on the Premises, The Burnt Ash Lane Nur.^Hriea.
Lee, S.E., adjoining the Riiilway Statiou, on TUESDAY,
September 18. at 11 o'Clock punctually, without reserve.
25,000 Winter-blooming HEATHS, beautifully grown and

remarkably well set with bloom buds, including :
—

15,000 Erica hyemalis Alsophilla australis, in
o.OOO „ gracilis

I 24 and Iti-pots
Large quantities of Melan-

\
500 Epacris, well grown,

thera. ventricosa, per- Boronia megastigma
spicua, erecta, Caven-
dishii, Caffra, and
other kinds

15,000 Small E. hyemalis and
5,000 Small E. gracilis, for

growing on
8,000 Solanum capsicastrum,

in berry
6,000 Bouvardia3, single and

double
2,000 Genistas, very fine

Cyclamen persicum
3,000 Adiantum cuneatum
a,000 Lomaria gibba, true,

compact variety, and
other Ferns

Quantity of extra strong Mare-
ehal Niel and other
Tea Roses

4,000 Grevillea robusta
Palms
Ficus elastica
Greenhouse Passion-

flowers
Poinsettias
Ampelopsis Veitchii
Stephanotis
Plumbago capensis flore

alba
500 Clematis Jackmanni

Beautifully Coloured
Crotons, &c.

May be viewed. Catalogues niav be had on the Premises,
or of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.
and Leytonstone, E. • •

N.B.—Messrs. P. & M. desire to c:iU the attention of intend-
ing purchasers to the Stock to be offered as above. The
Plants are remarkably well grown, tit for immediate Sale, and
the whole will be found in an equally good condition as former
years.

Enfield Highway, N.
The Brimsdown Nursery, adjuining Brimsdown Station, Great

Eastern Railway.
TWENTIETH ANNUAL TRADE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Mailer to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, The Brimsdown Nursery, Enfield Highway'
N., on THURSDAY, September 20, at 11 o'Clock precisely, iii
consequence of the unusually large number of lots, without
Reserve, upwards of 1200 lots of remarkably well-grown STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, mostly in 48-pots, and fit for
immediate Sale, consisting of :

—

15,000 winter-blooming
Heaths, including
hyemalis, gracilis,

Caffra, Wilmorea,
&c.. and extra large
E. Cavendishii

5,000 Solanums, exception-
ally well grown

5.000 Ferns, Adiantums,
Pteris, &c.

3,000 Tree Carnations, lead-
ing varieties

500 Epacris, sorts

5,000 Bouvardias
3.000 Genistas
1,000 Geraniums, Improved

Queen of Whites. &c.

1,000 double white Primulas
1,000 Stove and Greenhouse

Climbers
Dipladeuias, of sorts
Allamandas
Bougainvilleas
Stephanotis
Tacsonias

1,000 Passifloras and Ampe-
lopsis Veitchii

Crotons and DraciPnas,
beautifully coloured

1,000 Palms, Ficus, Grevil-
leas, &c.

Large Azaleas for cut-
ting

Many thousands of small Ericas, Genistas, Ferns. &c. ; large
quantities of Acacias, Gardenias, Euphorbia jacquiniflora,
Chrysanthemums, Poinsettias. Euonymus ovatus aureus, in
stores, &c., suitable for the Trade, and other extensive buyers.
May be seen any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises, or at the Brunswick Nursery, Tottenham;
and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.G.!
and Leytonstone. E.

N.B.—The Auctioneers desire to call the attention of intend-
ing purchasers to this GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE,
which had hitherto taken place at the Brunswi.k Nursery,
Tottenham; but, in consequence of the Lease of that Nursery
having nearly expired, the Sale this year, and in future, will
take place as above, adjoining the Brimsdown Statio-i, G.E.R.
The whole of the Stock is in first-rate condition, the Ericas
being especially well set for flower, and the Solanums unusually
well berried. There will also be this season a Sale at The
BRUNSWICK NURSERY, Tottenham, on THURSDAY, Sep-
tember27. of which a separate Advertisement will appear.

Kingston-on-Tiiames.
B^' order of the Executors of the late Mr. Thomas Jackson

CLEARANCE SALE of the whole of the GREENHOUSE
STOVE, and other PLANTS, a choice COLLECTION of
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, large CAMELLIAS, UTEN-
SILS- in-TRADE. &c.. without resen-e.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
(having sold the Freehold Estate), are instructed to

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Kingston Nursery,
Kingston-on-Thames, close to the Kingston Railway Station,
on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY. September 2h and 26, at
12 o'clock precisely each day. without reserve, the whole of
the well-grown GREENHOUSE and STOVE PLANTS, includ-
ing some thousands of Ferns. Geraniums, Fuchsias, 4000 Pot
Roses, 200 large Double White and other Camellias, from 2 to
12 feet, particularly worthy the notice of the Trade; Azalea
indie i. a large and choice assortment of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, comprising Cattleyas. Vandas, Saccolabiums,
Aerides, nd Odontoglossums, principally O. Alexandrie, also
the LH'E and DEAD STOCK, consisting of -L Horses, 6 Cows,
2 Exhibition Plant Vans, Utensils-in-Trade, and numerous
other effects.

May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues
may be had on the Premises ; at the various Branch Nurseries,
Norbitou and Long Ditton ; of G. C. SHERRARD, Esq.,
Solicitor. 26, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C, and Kingston; and
of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., and
Leytonstone, E.
N.B.—The whole of the Valuable Nursery Stock now grow-

ing on the Branch Nurseries, will be lotted to suit Large and
Small PurchKsers, and Sold without reser\-e, on the respective
Premises. OCTOBER 15 and following days, in the meantime
anyone desirous of having either of the productive Nurseries
transferred may arrange to do so with the Auctioneers, which
would afford them the opportunity of purchasing only what
Stock they require at unreserved Auction Prices.

i

i
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Tuesday, September 26.

ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.
MESSES. PEOTIIEKOE and MOEEIS

desire to aDDOuiu-e thut their NEXT SPECIAL SALE
of ORCHIDS ill FLOWKR ^vill take place as abuve. for which
they will be glad to RECEIVE NOTICE of ENTRIES AS
EARLY AS POSSIBLE.

Preliminary Notice.
The COLLECTION of EST.iDLISHED ORCHIDS formed by

A. S. Hughcy, Et.q., late of Lee.

MESSRS. PKOTHEKOE and MORRIS
are instructed to SELL the above EARLY IN OCTOBER,

at tlieir Central Sale Rooma, 67 and 68. Cheapside, E.C.

Blrmingliain.—Preliminary Notice.

IMPORTANT SALE of one of the ^lo^t valuable NURSERY.
SEED, and FLORIST'S BUSINESSES in the Provinces.

Established upwards of Thirty years.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, of
London, in conjunction with Mr. W. C. B. CAVE, of

Birminghiim, are favoured witli instructions from the sole pro-

prietor, 3Ir. R. H. Vertepans (who is retiring from the busi-

ness), to SELL by PUBLIC AUCTION, early in October next,

the various NURSERIES, DWELLINGS, &c., in lots, asunder,
and including the Leases, Stock, Goodwill, and Possession, as

going concerns:—
The ROYAL NURSERIES, RESIDENCE, and COTTAGE

(Hans Nicniand & Co.). Harborne Road, Edgbaston.
The CHAD VALLEY NURSERIES and RESIDENCE,

Edgbaston, and the BIRMINGHAM MARKET HALL
BUSINESS.
The RICHMOND HILL NURSERY. Edgbaston.
Tlie METCHLEY PARK .NURSERY and COTTAGE,

Edgbaston.
The SHELLEY NURSERIES and TWO COTTAGES,

Gre«t Malvern.
Further particulars will appear in future advertisements.

Plans. &c.. had of Mr. CAVE. Auctioneer. Birmingham ; and
of Messrs. PROTHEROE AAD MORRIS, Auctioneers, 67 and
68, Cheapside. E.C.

Forthcoming Sales of Nursery Stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS de-
sire to call attention to the following SALES, which
have already been fixed ;

—
OCT. 9.—At theEASTGATE NURSERIES, PETERBOROUGH.
OCT. 10.—At THE MANOR LANE NURSERIES, LEE, by

order of Mrs. North.
OCT. 15toL'0.—Six days' Sale at the various NURSERIES at

NORBITON and LONG DITTON, by order of the
Executors of the late Mr. Thomas .Tuckson.

OCT. 22 to 27.—At the NURSERIES, SUNNINGDALE, by
order of Mr. Charles Noble, six davs' Sale.

NOV. land 2.—At the AilERICAN NURSERIES, LEYTON-
STONE.

NOV. 6.—At the HALE FARM NURSERIES, TOTTENHAM,
by order of Mr. T. S. Ware.

NOV. 6 and 7.—At the GOLDSMITH'S PARK NURSERIES,
GROOMBRIDGE, NEAR TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

NOV. 13 to 15.—At the HORSELL NURSERIES, WOKING,
by order of Messrs. H. & C. Cobbett.

Other Sales are in course of being arranged, and the dates
will be duly announced.
The Auctioneers desire to call the attention of Noblemen,

Nurserymen, anil others to these Axictions, and will be pleased
to enter names on their permanent Lists for a supply of

Catalogues.

Central Auction Rooms and Estate Offices, 67 and 68,
Cheapside. London, E.C.

Cheap Bulb Sales.

MESSRS. SMAIL and CO. will SELL by
AUCTION, at 123. Fenchurch Street. City. E.C, on

MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and FRIDAY NEXT. Sep-
tember 10. 12, and 14. at 12 o'Clock each day, large
Consignments of First-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS.
CROCUS, and other DUTCH BULBS, specially lotted to suit
all Buyers.
Addresses of intending Purchasers Booked for Catalogues of

these Weekly Sales.

Stretford. near Manchester.
September 12, 13 and 14.

IMPORTANT SALE of THE GRANGE COLLECTION of

VALUABLE PLANTS, comprising 1250 choice Exotic
Orchids, including new and rare varieties ; many unusually
fine growths of Aerides, Angrtecum, Anguloa, Ausellia,
Calauthe ; 300Cattleya, Coelogyne. Cymbidium ; 50 Cypri-
pedium, 170 Dendrobium, Epidendrum, 50 Laslia, Lycaste,
20 Masdevallia, Maxillaria, Mesospinidium, Miltouia,
400 Odontoglossum, 40 Oncidium, Peristeria. Phaius,
Phalfenopsis, Pilumna, Pleione, Saccolabium, Sobralia,
Sophronitis, Stanhopea, Thunia, 20 Vanda, Zygopetalum,
and others; upwards of 1800 fine Stove, Greenhouse,
Fernery, and Conservatory Plants, the whole in grand
heath and condition.

MESSRS. ARTINGSTALL and HIND re-
spectfully notify that they are favoured with instruc-

tions from the Executors of John Heywood, Esq., deceased, to
SELL by AUCTION, at The Grange. Derbyshire Lane, Stret-
ford, near Manchester, on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY and
FRIDAY. September 12, 1.3 and 14, commencing at 12 o'Clock
each day, tlie whole of the Valuable COLLECTION of CHOICE
PLANTS.
May be publicly inspected from 10 to 4 o'Clock on the Monday

and Tuesday prior to Sale. In the interim, for Catalogues and
further partii;ulars apply to Mr. ELPHINSTONE, Head Gar-
dener, at The Grange ; the Auctioneers, 45, PrincessStreet ; or
to Messrs. SAM SIMPSON and SON, Solicitors, 17, South
Gate, King Street West, Manchester.

Kingsweston. Bristol.
IMPORTANT SALE of Valuable ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. GEO. NICHOLS, SON and ALDER
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at Kingswe^ton

Gardens, on FRIDAY. September 21, a Collection of 300 to lUO
very choice ORCHIDS, comprising some of the most rare and
beautiful varieties.

Catalogues may be shortly obtained of Mr. PRITCHARD,
Kingsweston Gardens ; or of Messrs. GEO. NICHOLS SON
AIO) ALDER, 49, Broad Street, Bristol.

WANTED TO RENT, 3 to 6 Acres of
GROUND, with Glass, suitable for Grapes, Tomatos,

Peach, or Cucumber Growing. Must be near pood MarketTown.
J. H., Hurst &. Son. Seed Merchante. 152, Houudeditch, E.

ANTED TO RENT, a Small FLORIST
and .TOBBING BUSINESS (no stock), or a COTTAGE

and PIECE of GROUND, near a town.
Address. A. B., Mrs. Shrubb, Ewell, Epsom.

'T'O BE DISPOSED OF, through death,
JL FLORIST'S BUSINESS with NI^RSERY and SEED Shop
in Main Road, London district. Thirty years' lease. Low
rent. Good jobbing connection. Ample returns, which might
be more than doubled. Every requisite. Cash £350, including

good stock.—Apply toWOOD AND S()N, Nurserymen, Uckfield,

Sussex ; or by letter to H., 151, Ramsden Road, Balham, Surrey.

Florists, Nurserymen, and Others.
Suit Growers, or tuiniiriiblr vliitiic to ^.l art a good local business.

To BE SOLD, most compact PREMISES, on
the main road, rising suburb, about 5 miles from Marble

Arch, containing 8-roomed Residence, large Greenhouses and
Forcing Pits. The whole standing in about half an acre of

ground. Lease 87 years, at a ground rent. Price £900. Mort-
gage can be had. which includes all stock and utensils.

HERBERT DRAKE. 343. Harrow Road, Paddington. W.

To Fruit Growers, HortlculturlBts, and Nurserymen.

GRAND OLD STAFFORDSHIRE BUSI-
NESS ; in present hands for generations. Owner re-

tiring. Two immense Greenhouses ; 800 feet of Frames, &c.
Horse and Trap; 7 acres in cultivation. Rent, £58. Very
valuable connection. Price, £450 ; about half-valueat ordinary
Valuation.
Particulars confidentially from GOODEVE and HARRAP,

Nurserymen's Valuers. 35, Cannon Street, Birmingham-

Gardeners, Nurserymen, and Others.

THE LEASE of a compact NURSERY,
situated in the heart of a fa.sliioiuible, wealthy, West^end

neighbourhood. 7 Greenhouses, Stabling, Foreman's Cottage,
Cart. Sheds, about an acre of Ground. Held for a long unex-
pired term at the low rental of £50. Price £45 or offer.

HERBERT DRAKE. 343, Harrow Road, Paddington, W.

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Others.

TO BE LET, in Plots, splendid LAND,
near North London Station. Great Eastern Railway,

close to old main thoroughfare. Three Greenhouses and
Dwelling House would be erected for suitable tenants.
Moderate rent.

Apply to Mr. ALFRED RICHARDS. Estage Agent, Tottenham.

TO LET, at Syston, from November next,
4 Acres of GARD'eN. planted with Fruit Trees; five

Greenhouses fitted with Hot-water; Grass Field, and good
House and Buildings.

Apply to R. BEVAN, White Sv\an, Syston, Leicester.

E
The best Season to Plant

DELWEISS is during September and
October.

In consequence of having made favourable purchases,

I am able to supply strong plants at
£2 per 1000, and 5.s-. per 100.

OTTO WAGNER, Dobeln. Germany.

Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Palms, Orchids.
&c. Plants grown specially for English use.CV U Y L S T E K E , Nuhsebyman,

• Loochristy, Gheut, Belgium.
Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and may be had.

free on application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON. 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars, London. E.C.

R CHI D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.
(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

Wish to call the attention of all lovers of

ORCHIDS
to their New Illustrated and Descriptive

CATALOGUE,
n-/iich will be sent Post-free on apjilication.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GAHSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

The only complete CoUection of Daffodils existing.

BARH'S NEW DAFEUDIL CATALOUUE
for 1888. Now Ready. Free on application.

Containing a full Descriptive List of High-class and Distinct
Daffodils only, and also a Descriptive List of Beautiful Hardy
Daffodils, at greatly reduced prices. This Catalogue also con-
tains Barr's Specialty Collections of Iris, Lilies, Pieonies,

Michaelmas Daisies, Plantains, Lilies, Day-Lilies, and a select

List of Showy Hardy Herbaceou-t Plants.

BARR AND SON, 12 and 13. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

KEEPERS FOR WALLS.—By planting
what is suitable, an ugly object may easily be made

beautiful. Most being in pots, can be sent and put out at any
time. Descriptive LIST and advice Free.—RICHARD SMITH
iND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

AXTON'S NEW STRAWBERRIES.—
Four Firat-Clasa Certificates from the Royal Horticul-

tural Society.

The earliest, largest, finest, and latest high-quality sorts,

and the most profitable for Market or Private Growers, as
they make the highest prices in Covent Garden. Send for

Descriptive Priced LISTS, with Press aud other Testimo-
nials, to T. LAXTON, Bedford.

Gentlemen about to Plant should Inspect
Our Stock of

ORNAMENTAL TREES, including Thou-
sands of Seedling GOLDEN YEWS in great variety of

size, form, and colour, now in their gorgeous beauty; also a
large stock of RHODODENDRONS, ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c., extending over 150 acres. CATALOGUES free ou
application.

H. LANE AND SON, Nurseries, Berkhamsted, Herts.

TC A DnOCO I ^ grand stock, in 5-in, pots, 12s. & 18s. doz.

I CA nUuLU 1 A grand stock, in 7-in. pots, 24s. & 30s. doz.

/Black Hamburgh and other varieties.

PDA DC WIUCCJ Suitable forfruitingiu pots, 10s, tirf. each

UnArC VlnLU ISuitaUe for planting vineries, 6s. and
(, 7s. 6rf. each.

Fr n y Q t
A fine stock, in 5-iuch pots, 12s. per dozen.

L n n 7 A fine stock, in small pots, 4s. per dozen.

Catalogues on application.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL
COMPANY (JOHS Cowan), LIMITED,

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES, G.IRSTON,
NEAR LIVERPOOL.

AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST

AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST

AT LAST

AT LAST
AT LAST

AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST

AT LAST

AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST

AT LAST
AT LAST
AT LAST

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE

A STARTLING GUINEA COLLECTION.
Specialty No. l.—-RT,TTTP. 'ROS'E " NemophUa Blue."

•'-''-'*-''-' ^^y-rtJ-X-l
, The long souBhl lor tlower ia

at last obtained. Colour; lovely clearbhie, p^-rceptibly fragrant.and
is certainly the most interesting Horal introduction of the nine-

teenth century. See LIST of SPECIALTIES, gratis and post-free.

Specialty No. 2,—INIMITABLE PANSY STRAIU
Specialty No. 3.—SENEGILLIS CARPATICA
Specialty No. 4.—ALPINE FORGET-ME-NOT
Specialty No. 5,—ANEMONE SULPHUBEA S

Specialty No. 6.—AUSTRALIAN VIOLET
Specialty No. 7,—SHANTUNG CABBAGE
Specialty No, 8,—THE PIGEON BERRY .

These 8 Specialties are offered as a Collection for 22, 6, or One Guinea, Cash.

For full particulars see our LIST of SPE<^IALTIES, gratis and post-free.

CREWS, COX & CO.,
GLOUCESTER.

Fvr Full
Particulars

sec

LI.ST

"f
Specialties,

Gratis
and

Post-free.

NURSERY AND SEED
ESTABLISHMENTS,

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLl'E ROSE

A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE
A BLUE ROSE

BLUE ROSE
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HUGH LOW & GO.
Specially call the attention of their friends to
the very varied and enormous Stock of both
Indoor and Outdoor Plants and Trees growing
in their Nurseries at Clapton and Bush Hill
Park, earnestly inviting inspection of the same.
When time is limited three and a half hours will
suffice for a flying visit to both Nurseries, by
taking the trains (very frequent) from Liverpool
Street Station of Great Eastern Railway to Bush
Hill Park Station, returning on same line to
Stoke Newington Station, which is ten minutes'
walk from Clapton Nursery.

CLAPTON NUBSERY, LONDON, E.

A NEW VEGETABLE I

A DELICIOUS SALAD I

!

A New Delicious Vegetable and Salad
Combined.

"SHANTUNG CABBAGE."
Cos Lettuce Shaped — Grows Ani/irhere — Only

Requires Tying up like Cos 'Lettuce.

READ Mr. Geo. Hughes' report as
late Commissiotier at Cheefoo. in the Keiu

Bulletin, also Gardeners' Chronicle of la-t May
(p. 619), where he states : — Eaten Raw, in
a Salad, It is of so Delicious a Flavour
that I know of no Vegetable in England
to approach it." Wheu boiled the flavour
and character becomes altered, and it is enjoyable
as a delicious and welcome chauge to Seakale,
Asparagus. Greens, Sec.

For further particulars see LIST of SPECIAL-
TIES, Gratis and Post-free. Price. 35. 6rf. and
5s. ei. per packet ; or. 2o seeds for Is. Irf., post-free.

CREWS, COX & CO.,
SEED A>'D NURSERY ESTABLISHMENTS.

GLOUCESTER.

VThe Best Present for a Gardener.INKS and VINE C U L T U R K.
The most complete ami exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
New Edition,

Price OS., post-free 5s. fW.
A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society. Chiswick.

80 000 CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the

YY^^^^ finest Double and Single Varieties (some
of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of
every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for
climbing and bedding, from 12s. to 24s. per dozen, strong
plants

; extra strong plants, repotted into 6i-inch pots, 2s. 6(£
each

; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellent for
bedding, recently sent out by us. reduced price 2s. 6d. each
Descriptive LIST onapplicatiou.—RICHARD SMITH and CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

W Palms. Clean and healthy.
ILLIAM ICETON has a very extensive

stock of all the leading kinds, in fine condition ; 20
houses being devoted to their growth, mauv being fit for exhi-
bition of the following varieties :~Areca lutea, Cocos flexuosa
and Weddelliana. Kentias of all kinds; Seaforthia elegans,
Latania borbonica Phtjenix reclinata. rupicola ; also a very
large assortment of Palms in tiO's and 48'3 for t^ible. Inspection
invited.—Putney Park Lane. S.W. ; and 129 and 130, Flower
Market. Covent Garden. W.C.

IMPORTANT !

I

09
o

OUR CATALOGUE of " ALL WANT.S
FOR THE GARDEN " duriiiR the Autumn and Winter

is the most complete, goinjj more direct to the point in supply-
ing everything that the most ardent lover of flowers delights
to have than any other, himplv becau.se it is our speciality
consequently supply nearly all enthusiastic amateurs, who
have the very best. We produce and manufacture nearly
everything we offer, and immediately deliver to everybody's
door all over the World, without the slightest fear of eitlier
being inferior or over-charged,

H. CANNELL & SONS,
SW.VNLKY, KENT.

T>Om'ARDLi, PRESIDENT CLEVELAND,
^-f supersedes all other scarlet varieties. Strong plants in
48 a, or smaller plants for Parcel Post. Price on application.

H, B. MAY. Dyson's Lape Nursery, Ifpper Edmonton.

Xj^OR SALE, 2000 ERICA HYEMAUS,
-i- good plants, well set with bloom-buds, in pots 48, 40, 24,
and 32. Also 400 E. CAVE.VDISHII. in 48-s.

POOLE. 21, Church Street, Lee, S.E.

GEORGE LEE has some good strong Plants
of LAXTON'S •• KINO OF THE EARLIES " STRAW-

^'*,?.\;„^'' P" '™- ?™'' P'ents, 3s.6it. per 100. Also
CO.MTE DE BRAZZA " VIOLET, fine for pit or frame work,

15^. and 20s. per 100.—Clevedon. Aug. 2.t.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus. Lilies, &c.n G. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
\Jt Holland.—Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, andmay be had free on application to

Messr... R. SLLBERRAD and SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars, London, E,C,

"PERNS,-FERNS.-FERNS,—To the Trade.
J- For cash, free on rail. Pteris tremula, ready, for 43, 10s.,
12s., and 14s.; P. magnifica cristata, 10s. and 12s. per 100;
P. cretica albo lineata, 10s. per 100 ; P. cretica, 10s. per 100.AU tresh-Iooking, and fit for present use. Price per 1000 on
application.-J. E. SMITH, Fern Nurseries, 140, Loughborou"hRoad Rrivtrtn « «r • o aRoad, Brixton. S.W.

ESCHIIITT, HoETicuLTUBiST, Lyon, France,
• BEGONIA HYBRIDS (REX X DIADEMA).

The varieties which were awarded a Silver-Gilt Medal at the
Pans Exhibition, 1887, and which have been described by
Mr. Ed. Andre, in the Revue Horticole, February l(i, 18Si are
now offered for 30 francs, the 8 varieties.

QIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS by which an
Kj abundance can be insured of delicious MUSHROOMS.

See Seed LIST, Free.
RICHARD SMITH and CO., Seed Merchants and Nursery-

men, Worcester.

"O MALLER AND SONS beg to offer to the
^~f» Trade a very extensive and unusually well-thrown
stock of ERICAS (Hvemalis and other varieties). EPACRIS
SOLAXf.-\IS. GENISTAS, CYCLAMEN, BOUVARDIAS ADI^ANTEUM CrXEATUM, and other FERNS ; GARDENIAS
STEPHANOTIS, BORONIA MEGASTIOMA, FICUS ELAS-
TICA, CROTONS, GREVILLEAS, Tea ROSES, &c.

An inspection invited.
Trade CATALOGUES forwarded on application.

The ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION will be held on TUES-
DAY, September 18.

^Burnt Ash Lane Nurseries. Lee. S.E.

Lincolnshire Is Famed for the Growth of all Kinds
of Bulbs, and this sea-son they are unusually <^ood

T ILIUM CANDIDUM, or the old White Lily,
-Li good Bulbs. Is. per dozen.
Forty of the best kinds of DAFFODILS, including the famed

Sir William, all mixed. Is. 6rf. per dozen.
KING XOULE STRAWBERRY, in small pota. £.2 10s. per IOli,

9s. per dozen.
R. GILBERT, High Park Gardens. Stamford.

Dutch Bulbs Direct from the Growers.
A NT. KOOZEN and SON'S CATALOGUE

-ti- for 18SS, containing details of their immense Collections
of New. Rare, and fine Bulbs and Plants (86 pages in English)
is now ready, and will, as usual, be sent post-free, on applica-
tion to theniselve-s or their Agents.

Messrs. MEKTENS and CO.. 3. Cross Lane, St. Mary-at-Hill,
London, EC, from whom aNo can be obtained.
ANT. KOOZKN and SON'S New Work, ' Notes on the

Cultivation of Dutch and Cape Bulbs." Price Ls., Post-free.

GARDENIAS.—We never had a liner stock
of tliis beautiful Greenhouse Shrub. Specimen Plants,

3 to ! feet high, from 'Jbs. to 60s. each ; half sjiecimens, from
2 to 3 feet, 5''. to lOs. each ; smaller pUnts. good stuff. 30s.
per dozen. These are the very best sorts. This is a fine oppor-
tunity to stock a place with large plants.

E. COLLINS AND SONS, Cumberland Park Nurseries
Wiilesden .Tunction. N.W.

'

FOR SALE, in one lot or in pairs, Eight laree
ORANGE and One LEMON TREE, varying from

H to 10 ft'et high, well furnished, healthy, and vigorous.
Established in suitable square portable boxes.—For particulars'
apply to EDW. TILEY, Bathwiclc Nureeries. Bath.

1.50 000 M^Y LILY ROOTS,
-*-'-'"^^"^^ genuine Berlin large bells variety.
First quality. Supplied by the end of November.
FR. .70HN, Mayflowers Grower and Nurseryman, Dessau,

Anhalt, Germany.

II M A Y'S SPECIALTIES.
• FERNS.

All the leading and most useful sorts; immense. quantities
in various sizes; also many new and rare species and varieties.

TREE CARNATIONS.
Including Mdlle. Carle, A. Alegatiere, Miss JoUffe. Dr. Ray-

mond, Andalusia, Lucifer, and all the best sorts. The plants
are unusually fine this season.

CROTONS.
A great variety, all beautifully coloured.

CLEMATIS.
A fine stock of all the best sorts.

I\'IES.
Madrensis variegata, Lee'a Kew Silver, rhomboidea obovata,

and other popular sorts.

PRIMULAS, DOUBLE WHITE.
An immense stock : plants very healthv and vigorous.

Special low prices to the Trade. An inspection respectfuUv
invited.

H. B. M.4Y. Dvson'a Lane Nursery, Upper Edmonton
Stiti ns: .Ang.l Road and Silver «treet, G.E.R.

BULBS
For Out & Indoor Culture.

Large Collections of all the very Best Varieties of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSI, LILIES, SNOWDROPS, &c!

I3S" Only the very best kept in stock.

t^ Frices extremely moderate.

Illnstmtfd Desci-iptire Catalogue (IVo. H-IS)
POBT FEEE ON APPLICATION.

ii:oxs.soms
The Royal Nurseries & Seed Establishments,

Cliester*.

WALLFLOWER.— A variegated-leaf fine
Plant for Sale.

S. BOWLAND. Cranleigh, Surrey.

STRAWBERRIES.
strong EootM. 4s. per 100. Plants hi small poti. 16.5. per iOO

ditto in large pots, 25s. per 100. Descriptive LIST Iree
RICH.\R1) s.MITH AND CO.. Nurserymen and Seed Mer-

chants. Worcester.

JERSEY FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
Carnage Paid. Strong healthy trees, the finest that money can
buy. Roses wonderfully cheap. Cordons a specialite. Before
ordering be sure to write for our Illustrated CATALOGUES
JOSHUA LE CORN0 and SON, High View Nurseries!

ALL IN POTS
For Immediate Planting.

Clematis, in variety
Ivies, do.
Honeysuckles, do.
Wistarias
Brambles, pink and white bark
Hops
Spanish Gorse

Pyracanth.i
Garrya elliptica
Pyrus japonica

,, .. nivalis
Virginian Creeper

,. .. Veitchii
Lonicera flexuosa

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

"ONLY THE B E S T/'

CHEAP BULBS FOR FORCINO, &c.
ROMAN HYACINTHS ^" ""''

i';,
'',;

DOUBLE RO.MAN NARCISSUS .s i,

PAPER WHITE NARCISSUS ~ ,,

VAN THOL TULIPS j k
SECOND-SIZE NAMED HYACINTHS for forcing, our

own selection, assorted colours
'''

oi oUNNAMED HYACINTHS for bedding .'.. .'.. ..'. It n
15 per cent, discount, cash leith order. Carriage paid.

NAMED HYACINTHS, best quality, equally cheap.

G A R A W A Y CO.,
D U R U H A M D W N, CLIFTON

BRISTOL.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
Tlie largest, most Complete, and profusely

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of FERNS
ever published, conraiuing over 12u Illu-^trations, and much
valuable practical information on the cultivation of Ferns, &c.
Is. 6rf. post-free. Smaller Catalogue of over 1300 species' and
varieties free oa application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERY. SALE, MANCHESTER.

DUTCH BULBS CHEAP!

FRENCH BULBS CHEAP

!

,,,_ ENGLISH BULBS CHEAP!
Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs

^

Containing LIST of all the best varieties of HYACIXTHS
TdLIPS, CKOCUS, LILIUMS. DAFFODILS, SNOWDROPS,
IRIS, &c., free on application.

Please compare our Prices before sending your
Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SKKIt AND BILB MKRCHAN]

EXETEa STREET, STRAND. LONDON, WC.

J
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WEBBS'
EARLY FORCING

FLOWER ROOTS.
ROMAN HYACINTHS.
KARLY WHITE. Selftt.-il KooH 2s. per do?;.

Dilto 15s. per 100.

FINEST NA.MED HYACINTHS 63. to 12s. per iloz.

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS.
DOUELE KO.MAN ... 3d. .'.nh. la. 6d. per ciOA.

I
PAI'EIt WHITE 3d. eaili. Is. 6d. perdo/.

i

EARLY TULIPS.
mC VAN THOL. Single. Scarlet and i'elloiv.

9d. per do/.., 5S. per 100

Ditto Pouble Dilto 8d. per doz., SS. 6d. per KIO.

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
BenutiEulIy Illustrated, and contniniug complete

Cultunil lastructions,
!\'ow Hendi/. Grntit and Pofit-free.

Seedsmen by Roval Warrants to H.M. the Queen
an.i'H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

FOR ORCHIDS
AND

ORCHID GROWERS,
APPLY TO

F. SANDER & CO.,

ST. ALBANS.

ORCHIDS !

Selections of Ihe above to tlie extent of £5 and upwards
picked and shipped (at consignee's risk) oa receipt of
Order with remittance.

Address—KELLY & WALSH (Limited), Singapore.

London Reference — S. LOW & CO. (Limited), St.

Dunstan's House. Fetter Lane, £.C.

Every care taken in packing.

For £.3 K. & W. (Ld.) can supply a selection of following
rare and beautiful species :

1 Aerides Lawrenceffi
1 „ quinquevulnemm
1 „ odoratum majvi'^

1 Arachnnnthe moschifera
1 t-alantlie vestita oculatum

gi Ran tea
1 ,. veratrifolia

1 Ccelocrvne iisperata

1 ,, paiiduntta
1 „ speciosa
I Cypripedium Hookerre
I ,, Itcvifiatum
1 „ Stonei
1 ,, Lowii
I ,, ciliolare

1 Dendrobium Dearei

1 Dendrobium densiflorum
1 „ Lowii
1 „ criminatum (.Tava)

1 Phalfenopsis amabilia
1 ,, Schilleriana

I „ grandiflora aurea
1 ,, rosea
1 SaccoLibiura Blumei (Java)
1 „ coelt ste

1 ., gigantea
1 Renanthera coccinea
1 „ Storiei

I Vanda HookersB
1 „ Sanderiana
1 ,, suavts
1 „ tricolor

N.B. Other Species substituted for above if desired

SPECIM EN CR OTONS.
For Sale, Two Specimen Crotons, variegated,

in .splendid colour. Height about 6 feet from
top ot pots, and perfect pyramids. Undoubtedly
two of the finest in the country.

Price, packed and put on rail, £5.

THOMAS H. MAWSON,
N 1

• i;si:i;Y.MAN, win i )Ku.mere.

ROSES IN POTS;
all the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18«. to 86«. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application,

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

CARTERS'
EARLY BULBS,

To produce beautiful White and Coloured
Flowers for Christmas and Easter

Decoration.

"WTiite Boman Hyacinths
The Largest Bulbs of the Y'eiir

Double Roman Narcissus
Paper White Narcissus
Van Thol Tulips, red and yellow

Freesia refracta alba
Crocus, large while, yellow, and purpli

The Easter Lily
The Whito Easter Lily. We hold the

entire stock of the largest cultivator of this
lovely Lily.

PerlOO
s, d,

17 6

10 6

10 6
5 6

12 6

2 6
Each

1

&
2

p. doz.
s. d.

2 6

1 6
1 6

10
2

6

10 6
&

21

OetoUed CATALOGUE Gratia and Post-free.

All Parcels Carrtage Fret.

Royal Seedsmen by Sealed Warrants,

237 & 238, HICHHOLBORN, LONDON.

B.S.WILLIAMS
BKGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT B.V. HAS RECEIVED HIS

ANNUAL CONSIGNMENTS

DUTCH BULBS,
and IS nolo execiitm;/ Orders

for the same.

THE QUALITY OF THE BULBS
is unusually fine this year.

FOR PARTICITLARS AND PRICES, SEE

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
forii.-nrded Grnirs find Post-free to aJl applicants.

BULBS FOR
''¥r'^r EARLY FORCINC
HYACINTH.S, Early White Roman, extra fine bulbs,

per liXI, lbs. ; per dozen, '2s.

,, Early White Koman, ordinary size bulbs,
per 100, 125. ; per dozen, Is. 9rf.

NAKCISSUS, Paper-White, fine bulbs.

per 100, lU.^. tirf.; per dozen. Is. 6d.

,, Paper-White, new, large flowered,

per ion. \^s.
; per dozen, 2s. 6d.

,, Double Koman, very fine. p. lOit, 10s. 6rf.; p. doz., Is.Gd.

CHOICS STRAWBEERY PLANTS. - A splendid
aseonmeut ot prt-pared Runners, iiicludiug all the newest
and choicest sorts in cultivation. Carriage free. LAXTON'S
XOliLE. splendid early, perdoz., 6s. ; per 100. 40s. KING
of the EARLIES, virry early, per doz., Is. ; per 100, 7s. Qd.
THE CAPTAIN, very fine, per do;en. Is. ; per 100, 7s. 6rf.

WATERLOO, splendid dark crimson, per doz., Is. 6d.
; per

100. lOs. PRESIDENT, os. per lOH; BRITISH QUEEN,
."is. 6d. per 100 ; FROGMORE LATE PINE. 6s. per 100 ;

KEEN'S SEEDLINU. 3.^.6rf. p. liiO; AUGUSTI NIEAISE,
:if:.6d. per 100; JAMES VEITCH, '.is. m. per 100; DR.
HI )UG, 5s. p, leo ; ALPHA, 5s. p. 100. And many others.

1000 in 10 choice varieties, our selection, '6bs.

UK) 10 5.. 6rf.

DANIELS BROS.,
TOWN CLOSE NURSERIES, NORWICH.
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FOR
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or
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THE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1888.

CONFEEENCE OF
GROWERS.

FRUIT

A CONFERENCE of fruit growers was held
-^^ at the Corn Exchange, St. Albans, on
Tuesday last, to hear a lecture by Mr. Sampson
Morgan on " Small Fruit Farms," and to consider

means for promoting larger attention to fruit

growing Mr. H. P. Smith (ex-Mayor) presided.

Jlr. Sampson Morgan's lecture [we quote from
the Time.i\, dealt with the creation of small

farms for the alleviation of agricultural dis-

tress. With the good land at our disposal the

old forms of cultivation must give way to

new. The system of small farming which he

would recommend the Legislature to promote
would be as follows :—To obtain freehold land

at, say, £20 an acre, and divide it into two-acre

plots. Upon each plot would be a labourer's

cottage, with 50 feet of glasshouse and 100 feet

of frames. One acre would be planted with

special fruit trees, and from each two-acre plot an
industrious man could obtain a living for his

family. The cost of the two acres, cottage, gla>s

erection, 260 fruit trees, manure, &c., would be

£125. For, say, 2s. 6rf. a week a million

labourers could secure a perfect little homestead.

In answer to the objection that there would be

an overplus of production, he would reply that

most of the labourers would prefer to do without

glass, from want of experience, and choose the

extra fruit trees instead, so that 75 per cent,

would be without glass erections. In America,

notwithstanding a great increase of fruit farms,

prices had increased ; and as the demand was on

the advance in England, and we imported so

much fruit, &o., they need not fear over-produc-

tion. Did the home-grower satisfy the demand

that existed there would hardly be any need for

imported goods at all. He gave many instances

as to experiments, prices, &c., and said he had

known gi-owers to secure, season after season, a

nett return of £100 per acre from fruit alone.

Ilis suggestion was equally favourable to the

landlord and to the tenant, since were more land

devoted to fruit the value of the land would

increase. Arable land being worth from 20». to
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60i. per acre, while orchard land was worth £-4

to £10, showed that owners who screened them-

selves behind their legal rights were not only the

enemies of the people, but also their own.

Small fruit farms had become deservedly popular

in the most prosperous States of America.

Mr. W. F. Emptage, of Hawkswiok, St. Albans,

read a papoi- on " Fruits Suitable for the District

for Market Purposes." After describing the

qualities of the land in the locality, he said that

some of this land would pay better with fruit

than with Wheat, but with this condition—that

the soil must not be trenched. Trenching fre-

quently occasioned "canker" of the soil. On

the riversides of the Ver, Lea, and Colne, he

ventured to assert, there was some of the finest

land in the world, but it was mostly covered with

grass. Those who, a few years ago, persuaded the

farmer to lay down grass had done more to pro-

mote agricultural depression .than any foreign

competition. It had drawn the labourer from

the land ; and he was rather glad the past season

had been so bad, because it would give the

quietus to the laying down of good land to grass.

The land was now bound down by cursed laws,

and held by hands which did little for their

fellow beings. A better state of things might

be brought about by the better cultivation of the

land. In the growing of fruit lay England's

salvation. He considered that a greater produc-

tion of the Grape would prevent much exces-

sive drinking, and they might be grown so as to

be supplied to the poor man, and made to pay,

at id. per pound, and then pay better than

Wheat. He spoke thus after having made

experiments in Grape production in Herts.

They need not let foreigners supply all our fruit.

In conclusion, he would recommend the early

system of cultivation combined with the system

of irrigation discovered by the Hon. A. N. Cole,

of Wellsville, U.S.A., which adopted, the land

of England and Ireland would support in com-

fort their populations—indeed, would amply

support that population if doubled.

Mr. E. Hobday, of Ramsey, Huntingdonshire,

in a paper on " Fruit Planting in Relation to

Land Tenure," considered that the main cause of

our neglected fruit gardens was that the land

was bound up in " fetters forged in a narrow-

minded past," and to make the land producti\-e

to its fullest extent it must be absolutely free.

Fruit growers should feel assured that it would

be possible for them to become owners of their

own freeholds ; and no impracticable conditions

should be imposed on tenants which were likely

to hamper industry. He referred to the baneful

e'^ects of the extraordinary tithes and ancient

manorial exactions. Mr. Hobday condemned

fie former practiceof growing numerous varieties,

and said that beyond selecting good stocks it was

necessary to judge of what would best suit a

locality before planting, and to well consider Ihe

capabilities of the land. He hoped that the

English markets would soon be filled with home-

grown fruit.

Among other papers read was one by Mr.

.loseph Cheal, of Crawley, Susses, on " Apple

and Pear Culture," which he regarded in the

light of the proverb " He that plants Pears,

plants for his heirs." He dwelt in detail upon

the " Cordon " system of culture, recently

adopted in this country, and signifying practi-

cally the planting of fruit trees in extended

lines. He had witnessed the remarkable success

of this system in the Channel Islands. Gar-

deners had been slow to recognise its advantages,

but the want of success complained of in some
quarters could be traced to a false start in some
important particular.! r tothewant of knowledge
as the prr.pfr pruning and treatment.

At the close of the Conference resolutions

were passed protesting against the tolls exacted

at Covent Garden and provincial markets ;
pro-

testing against the practice of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society in granting First-class Certifi-

cates to comparatively worthless fruits ;
and

calling upon the Legislature to appoint a Royal

Commission to enquire into the present system

of tenure of labourers' allotments, and the ques-

tion of improved systems of culture. A special

resolution was also passed against the railway

rates charged to horticulturists.

MABKETING FRFIT.

Apropos of the above important subject, we

reprint a letter which appeared in the Gloucester

Journal of September 1 :

—

" Much has lately been said and written upon

the better utilisation of our crops of fruit, and it

all tends to show how far Englishmen are

behind other countries in preserving and packing

fruit. The present method of disposing of our

fruit is more worthy of the rough and ready

times fifty years ago than of the present day,

when science and skill have done so much to

enlighten us. What are the facts ? In England,

when we get an abundant crop of fruit (take

Plums as an instance), the few first pots usually

sell well ; but the markets soon become so com-

pletely glutted that salesmen sometimes have a

difficulty in selling for a sufficient sum to pay

the carriage, and the grower gets only a trifle,

or perhaps nothing, for picking and packing
;

consequently many tons are often left to rot

when the crop is very heavy. As soon as the

main crop is gone, the few very late Plums
usually fetch good prices, thereby proving that

there is always a fair consumptive demand

;

therefore if, instead of glutting our markets

when the main crop is ripe, we could utilise a

portion by drying, &c., we should secure better

prices for the remainder ; and then we should

have the dried and preserved fruit for use in

winter and spring, instead of purchasing these

from other countries. Owing to the climate it

would probably be impossible for us to produce

dried and crystal ised fruit equal to that which

we import from France, &c. ; but, surely we
might produce an article which would command
a ready sale at a reasonable price; as the dried

and crystalised plums which we import are sold

at prices which place them entirely beyond the

reach of the majority of our population. It

certainly appears an absurd policy to feed our

people with home-grown fruit only during the

time it will keep in its raw state, and import

what is required for the remainder of the year
;

and this, while we throw away the raw material

which, with proper treatment, would produce a

similar article to that imported. Also with the

harder fruit (Apples and Pears) much, might be

done in drying for spring and summer use, and

cheap jam might be made, which would be a

boon to the mass of the people, and thus, in a

time of plenty, prevent the present waste and

the flooding of the country with wretched cider

and perry.
" Packing also is a matter in which we are far

behind. Smaller packages might be used with

very great advantage, and the best fruit would
sell much better in small boxes, which could be

made very cheaply. These should be branded

with the packer's name, thereby insuring to the

purchuser a guarantee that the fruit would

be as good throughout the box as on the top.

After this system had been adopted for a little

time those who packed really good fruit would

soon find their labours amply rewarded. Xevy
much more could be said upon making fruit

more profitable, but some practical experience

of drying, preserving and packing would be much
more instructive than volumes of written argu-

ments. There appears to be a move throughout

the country in this very important matter, and

the Gloucestershire Root, Fruit and Grain So-

ciety are well to the front, as they are offering

through the kindly aid of two county gentlemen

several prizes of considerable value for essays

upon this subject and for dried and preserved

fruit in various forms, to be competed for at their

show in November. Those who would like to

compete for these prizes, and, in fact, any in-

terested in fruit, would do well to write to the

secretary of the society—Mr. T. H. Phelps,

Tibberton, near Gloucester, who will forward a

schedule which fully explains the prizes offered."

The Fernery,

L A S T R E A S.

This genus includes many very pretty species,

which deserve better attention than they usually

get ; as they are chiefly hardy, or nearly so, they do

not meet with such good treatment as those that

require a higher temperature. The deciduous sorts

—some of which are very pretty—often suffer much

through being neglected after they have lost their

fronds, and, consequently, when they start into fresh

growth in the spring, the fronds are attenuated and

deformed. To keep the plants in good condition

through the winter, a little protection is necessary

even for the hardy sorts when grown in pots, and

they all require just enough moisture to keep the

roots in good condition ; and as soon as the first

sign of activity is discernible they reqniire to be

brought into a light cool position. It iS" one of the

greatest faults connected with Fern-growing to keep

them in dark over-shaded positions. Of course,

plants started under these conditions will not bear

exposure afterwards, unless great care is taken in

hardening them otT; but start them in full daylight,

and they will withstand a great amount of sunshine,

provided proper attention be paid to watering ;
and

plants 80 treated are not only more beautiful, but

more serviceable as well.

Most of the Lastreas are of rather slow growth,

especially in a young state, and generally the spores

are longer in starting into growth than is the case in

many other Ferns, and they are consequently liable to

be over-grown by other sorts which spring up as weeds.

I saw an instance of this not long since. Lastrea

erythrosora had been sown, and a good number of

young seedlings were pricked off, but these turned

out to be Pteris ;
however, the seed-pot was stood by,

and later on a good crop of the right sort came up.

In growing Lastreas the chief thing is to keep

them clean. Thrips are particularly partial to most

of the species. It seems almost impossible to

keep them perfectly clean, but a good deal may be

done by keeping all the old fronds removed, always

avoiding a dry, arid atmosphere, and using as little

artificial heat as possible. The plants should never

be disturbed at the root, except when they are in

active growth, and they may be repotted two oi

three times during the season, if it is desired that

they should make as much growth as possible. Any

ordinary compost will suit them, but peat should be

used very sparingly. Like many other Ferns they

thrive much better in good loamy soil than where

much peat is used. Of the numerous species and

varieties the following are among the most useful :

—

L. aristata variegata.—This is one of the prettiest,

and perhaps the most useful of the genus. The

fronds are of good substance, with a bright green

surface, relieved by a linear marking of pale green

Although this comes from Japan, and is nearly hardy,

it succeeds best in a higher temperature, and to form

useful specimens two or three should be grown in the

same pot.

L. patens.—A very elegant Fern, with gracefully

arching fronds of a pale green ;
this forms a very

pretty plant for table decoration. To grow this suc-

cessfully the plants must have plenty of room, as, if

the fronds come in contact with each other, they get

deformed, and do not attain a symmetrical outline;

but if the plants are stood upon inverted pots, and

receive favourable treatment, they form very hand-

some specimens.

L, er^-throsora is another very useful Fern fur

decorative purposes. In a young state the fronds

have a bright reddish-brown tint, which changes
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with age to deep green ; the fructification also is

very pretty, the coverings of the spore-cases having

a bright rosy tint. Although a deciduous species, it

is well worthy of a place in every collection, and is a

very useful decorative Fern for summer use.

L. decomposita is another very pretty species, with

broad finely-cut fronds.

L. Standishii, L. flabella, L. opaca, L. atrata, and

L. Sieboldii, are all useful greenhouse Ferns.

I should not omit the prettily tasselled L.

Richardsii multifida, which should be grown in a

stove temperature ; and L. cristata, a y^vy pretty

hardy form, very regularly tasselled at the extremities

of the side-pinn;e, and the fronds terminating with a

heavier crest. Fteris.

Plant Notes.

IRIS DICHOTOMA.
This curious species is now flowering in the her-

baceous grounds at Kew, and though not in any way
to be compared with the numerous garden varieties

in cultivation now, it is a very remarkable plant,

distinct from any other Iris grown, both in habit and

flowers. It is figured in the Botanical Register, t,

246, Sweet's Brit. Fl. Garden, t. 96, and shortly

since in the Bot. Mag. The figure in the latter

work gives the flowers as bright purple, and the

description says rather small. In the plane flower-

ing at Kew the standards are pale satiny-white, with

just a trace of purple, chequered with brown spots or

bars towards the base ; the falls are much the same,

with the exception of a few scattered purple spots,

densely purple spotted or barred from half their

length to the base. The flowers are over 2 inches

in diameter, from fifty to seventy on each plant, and

rarely more than two or three open at a time, and

that always towards evening. It has a very much
branched habit, throwing flowering branches from

all the upper leaves, and these again branched or

forked. It seems to have been long in cultivation,

but is apparently rare, and probably not more than a

biennial. The Kew plants were raised from seed

kept in a cold frame during winter. It is not hardy

in the open air. D.

Iris Robinsonh.

A plant of Iris (or Morea) Robinsonii, given to

T. A. S. Dorrien Smith, Esq., by H. J. Elwes, Esq
,

some six years ago, is now in flower in these gardens.

It is a native of Lord Howe's Island, and Mr. Elwes

says that it has never flowered in Europe before. It

also flowered here in 1887. The plant is in vigorous

health, the flower-spike about 5 feet in height, and
there have been some sixty flowers on it, which are

of a large size, and white. The plant is growing in

a border only a few feet from the edge of the lake.

G. D. Vallame, Trcscn Ahbey Garde7is, Isles of Scilly

Sept. 3.

Lagerstrcemia inbica.

According to some writers this is said to be one of

the most beautiful of flowering plants in the gardens

of India. However this may be, we can say that it is

one of the handsomest of plants to be found now in

bloom under glass, and it certainly deserves a place

in every garden where room can be provided for its

accomodation. The Bot. Mag. (t. 405), says of it :—
"The flowers are produced in panicles or trusses at

the end of young shoots of the current year, from 3

to 8.} inches long, and from 6 inches at the base, to

3 inches in diameter. Upon the first opening of the

flower it is seen to greatest advantage as the glitter-

ing golden-yellow of the stamens makes a dazzling

contrast with the richly coloured petals, which are

beautifully formed, the limb being gracefully waved
and curled, and connected to the inside of the segment

of the calyx by a longish narrow claw." Its height is

about 10 feet, and it thrives in a house where the

temperature never reaches lower than 40° to 45°. It

can be grown into good specimens by pot culture, but

is seen more to perfection when planted out in a

well drained situation, the compost being made up

of strong fibrous loam with some peat and sand

mixed with it. In the beginning of the year it should

be pruned in rather closely. It may be readily pro-

pagated from the young growths if these are taken

oft' when an inch or two long. Our plants always

receive plenty of water at the roots, no attempt

being made to dry them otT; the main thing is to

keep the temperature low enough so as not to excite

them into growth during the winter months. The
genus is not a large one, and only a couple or so of

species are in cultivation. There is a white form, L.

indica alba, which is well worth cultivating. L. flos-

regina has been termed one of the most beautiful of

flowering plants in the world. This attains the

height of from 50 to 60 feet. W. Harrow, Botanic

Garden, Cayiihridge.

The Bulb Garden.

LIFTING AND STORING NARCISSUS BULBS

Writing in these pages a week or two ago, Mr.

James Walker stated that drying, or, rather, cleaning

and storing, Narcissus bulbs was an advantage to

them, adding that such bulbs would be found to have

made stronger and deeper roots in October than

those of other bulbs not so cleaned and dried. Now,

on p. 189 we have Mr. Dod's experience, that dried

bulbs of N. Bernardii are with him soft and rotten,

or likely to become so when replanted, while bulbs

of the same kind left in the soil are perfectly sound

and firmly rooted. I have always looked on the

storing of Daffodil roots as a necessary evil on the

part of nurserymen and professional bulb growers,

but one which the amateur would do well to avoid.

Mr. Walker is such a notfl cultivator of these

flowers, and so honest and high-minded in his

public statements, that his advice is apt to be

followed

—

longo inUrvalio—by many ; and I note that

" R. D." (p. 180), in writing on " The Florist's

Tulip," also follows Mr. Walker in stating that " the

bulb which has been kept cool and dry strikes root

with far greater force at its natural time for

rooting, which is about the month of September."

And yet we are told that November 9 is the tradi-

tional time for planting Tulips. But even supposing

that the dried bulbs of Narcissi (or of Tulips, as in

" R. D,'s " case) do " strike root with greater force,"

I fail to grasp that fact alone as a gain in any way.

I have never yet heard a physiologist assert that a

man or an animal is the better for being deprived of

their food past the natural limits of meal-times,

even although the tendency generally is to make

them eat more " forcibly " in the natural anxiety to

make up for lost time. The fact is, that neither

animals nor plants are permanently benefited by

being starved when they ought to be eating in the

one case, or rooting and growing in the other.

The only real point of difference in Narcissus

culture between myself and Mr. Walker is thi.s

question of drying, cleaning, and storing the bulbs.

It may be that soil and climate cause me to hold to

one view, and he to the other. The soil I should

select in which to grow the bulk of Daffodils to per-

fection would be " a meadow to which manure of any

kind had been a foreigner for many years," such as

Mr. E. Jenkins describes at p. 189. On such a soil

bulbs can scarcely require much cleaning, I should

say, after being dug in dry weather in July or

August.

I see Mr. Jenkins approves, and, as I think,

rightly, if any be used, of cow manure. Cow manure

is largely used in the light deep sandy soils in Hol-

land, and yet, if I am not mistaken, Messrs. Roozen

& Son in their newly published book on the Cidli-

vation of Bulbs, make a point of " not cow manure "

in their note on the culture of Narcissus. If this is

so, I should like to ask those noted growers why they

place a ban on cow manure, as opposed to other

stimulants?

I at once admit that an increase of size and weight

is the result of using manure in Narcissus culture,

but at the same time I should be verj' sorry tm take

it for granted that large and heavy bulbs as so pro-

duced were better, all things considered, than are

equally large and heavy bulbs producible on deep,

rich meadow loams, over gravel {i.e., well drained)

and not manured. Indeed, I will go further, and if

needs be, prove by examples that the largest of

manured Narcissus roots or bulbs do not necessarily

flower better than medium-sized bulbs grown with-

out manure on a suitable soil. That manured roots

are very prone to disease is a well-known fact. The
finest flowers of N. Horsfieldii, N. Sir Watkin, N.
Emperor, and many other kinds grown here are, I

find, not the produce of the very large and heavy
" mother or breeder roots," but of medium-sized,

solid, and well-ripened globular bulbs before they

reach or attain to the breeder stage.

The present season has been so constantly wet
and sunless that the bulbs sent out new roots before

the leaves had entirely died away, and amateurs

will, I think, be wise in deferring the lifting the bulk
of their Daffodils until next season. As to deep or

shallow planting much must depend on the subsoil

below. On well drained, gravelly sub-strata, deep

planting, and on soils water-logged, or moist bekw,
shallow planting would be most likely to succeet*.

In the latter cases, raised beds with ample drainage

(i.e., deep alleys) between them, would be an advan-

tage. There cannot possibly be any question as to

the benefit attending annual replanting in ordinary

seasons on all soils where leaves and roots die off

simultaneously. The new roots strike out into fresh

soil, and obtain a good form, level quality, and a

vigour not attainable in any other way. It ii

the Dutch plan, and is, as I think, the plan

for nursery or trade growers in England, ard

the amateur should at once adopt it in

the case of any tender varieties, such as N
pallidus prgecox, N. noschatus, of the Pyrenees,

N. varieformis, or others that do not succeed on the

replanting every two or three years system. I have

always protested against the drying or storing of

Daffodil roots in any shape or form. To the trade

it is a necessary evil, and even they as growers are

now waking up to the fact that early-planted

Narcissi are the best. It cannot be too strongly or

earnestly enforced that the present is the time to

plant Daffodil roots, or to pot them for indoor

culture, and every bulb dried and tossed about in

shed or shop until November or even later cannct

be expected to flower anything like so strongly or so

well as they will if planted now. Amateurs fond of

Daffodils should insist on August, or at the very

latest, September delivery.

There is a little point in Mr. Dod's note at p. 189

which is rather puzzling to me. It is there stated,

" As long as the soil is wet the root-action remaii s

active, even after the leaves are quite dead, and

enables the bulb to get rid of its superfluous moisture

into the soil. It may be so, but after the leaves ara

dead, I fail to see how evaporation or transpiration

can take place through the bulb tunics when they

are surrounded by wet soil. My notion is that they

do not attract any superfluous moisture after the

leaves are withered and fallen. All superfluous

moisture, if any, imbibed by the roots before the

leaves decay is by them (the leaves) drawn off and

returned to the atmosphere in the usual course of

transpiration. It is this continued labour being

forced upon them (owing to a prolonged season of

rain and little sunshine) which has led to the leavei

being now, in many cases, as fresh and as green as

in April, when last year they had all died clean away

by June.

To sum up, my advice to amateurs is as follows :

—

Plant early, i.e., in August if possible, but not later

than September. On dry sandy, or even on deep

loamy soils, if well drained, plant deeply, say 6—9,

or, on very light soils, 12 inches deep. Use no

manures, but replant on fresh land a year or two

after it has been manured for other crops. Replant

a third of the entire stock every year, just as the

leaves die away. On strong, damp soils plant

shallow, 2—3—4 inches deep only. On wet subsoils

plant on raised beds well drained helow, planting
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shallow and in the most sunny positions. Delicate
sorts should be replanted in fresh soil every year, in

July or August. Burnt earth and sea sand are
valuable for dressing the soil in which Narcissi are
grown, and on wet soils the bulbs should be covered
with sand when planted. F. W, Burbidge.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

PENTSTEMON ROTUNDIFOLIUS (A. Gray),

(Fig. 31) n. sp*

This very distinct species is entirely new to science,

and is certainly one of the most important novelties

of 1888. Its introduction to our gardens is due to

the untiring efforts of Mr. W. Tliompson, of Ips-

wich, whose name has long been identified with the

plants of Texas, Mexico, and other North American
States. The present plant has flowered with such
jirofusion this year, in spite of the very uncongenial

weather, and the flowers withal are so pretty and
graceful, that it has only to be known to become a
general favourite. Its nearest ally, among those in

cultivation at least, is P. centranthifolius (Ohelone)

of the Botanical Register, vol. xx, p. 1739. The
latter was sent from California by David Douglas,

and is described by Bentham in the Proceedings of
the lioyal Horticidtitrat Society, vol. i., as Chelone.

It is perfectly hardy, growing well in any good
garden soil if fully exposed to the sun. It differs

aljundantly from the present species in longish ovate

liuceolate Valerian-lijie leaves, and glabrous flowers.

In P. rotundifolius (see fig. 31) the leaves are coria-

ceous, orbiculate, entire, the lower ones on longish

petioles, those on the stem clasping, the whole con-
spicuously glaucous. The flower-stem, 2 feet in

height, is very graceful, producing abundance of

medium-sized brick-red flowers, with pale yellowish

throat, anthers slightly exserted, the same length as

the style. It has flowered at Kew all through the

summer and autumn months. The plants were col-

lected by Mr. Pringle in the State of Chihuahua,
Mexico, in the summer and autumn of 1886, and
described by Dr. Gray in _the Proceedings of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. xxii.,

p. 307, 1887. In a note attached to the description,

Mr. Pringle says he collected it at Mapula, Potrero,

and other mountains near Chihuahua, hanging from
seams of cliffs, long enduring, apparently flowering
for most of the year. The plant may be seen at the
present time in the new alpine-house at Kew. D.
J)ewar.

CiTTLEYA Hahrisoniana (Boteman) var. Eegniebian,
71. var.

The rather short sepals and petals show such
a wonderfully clear, warm purple tint as I never saw
in the affinity. The lip's side laciniaj are light

purple outside, yellow in the mid line. The in-

side is light yellow, with darker keels and a light

purple border to the side-Iacinise. Themid-laciniais
very deeply plaited and minutely crenulate, and the
whole lacinia stands upright and hides the top of the
column. It is whitish-yellow, with an orange
callous basilar disc, and washed with purple outside.

Column white, with a greenish base. This lovely
thing was kindly sent me by M. A. Kegnier,
Fontenay-sous-Bois, Seine, and whose name it may
justly bear. H. G. Bchb. f.

L«LiA xanthina (Lindl.) agraphis, n. var.

With this species have always appeared specimens
without any purple markings on the lip. It has also
been sent me lately through my kind old corre-

Pentstemom rotundifolius. n. ap.—Species insignis(e grege
P. centrantifolii?). glaberrimus. glaucus; caulibus basi lignosa
uperte-ramosis paniculato-plurifloris; toliis crasso-coriaceis
orbiculatia integerrimU (majoribus sesquipollloaribus), imi3
Ml ]ietiolum aubalatum contractia. coeteria arete sessillibua
rj.mulibu3 parvis. floralibu. minimis subcordalis; pedunculis
liBdioslMsquegracilibus; sepalis ovalibus lin. 2 longis ; corolla
.niiuata pollicari tubitormi apice aubequaliter 5 loba, lobi.s

liito-ovalibus (hn. 2 longis), tauce genitalibusquc glabris

:

antheris post dehiacenstiam eiplanatti; capsulia lato-ovatis
lin. 2—

3 longis pedicello arete ecurvato pendulis. Am Gray.
Hot. Contributions, issued March 4. 1S87. Proe. Amir. Acad.
!>'e . vol. xxii.

spondent, Mr. B. S. Williams, from Mr. Wischussen
of Wood Green, N., who desired for a distinct variety

a separate name, as is the custom now-a-days.

The first-named gentleman appears to be very suc-

cessful in growing this tribe. I shall have the

pleasure to write shortly about a Cattleyoid sent by
the same gentleman. H. G. Eehb.f.

Cypripedium concolob (Parish), vab. sulphurinum,
n. var.

This is stated to be green-leaved. It is a lovely

elegant variety, with light sulphur-coloured flowers,

without the least trace of a spot. There are only

two darker yellow eyes on the disc of the triangular,

heart-shaped, very acute staminode. The petals are

bent down with much elegance. It was kindly sent

me by Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton. H. G.

Echh.f.

Cypripedium Pageanum, n. hyh. (Gall.)

This is stated to be the result of crossing Cypri-
pedium superbiens (Veitchianum) and C. Hookerie
(Hookeri of many gardeners). The leaves are nearly
glaucous, with dark reticulations. The red hairy

peduncle is one-flowered. Bract half as long as the

ovary, spathaceous, acute, reddish at the base.

Upper sepal elliptical acute, with twenty-three

green veins, a few of which are reddish at the apex.

Lower sepals much smaller, not equalling half the
lip, oblong acute, with green veins, two of which are

red at the apex. Petals deflexed, ligulate acute,

ciliate, with green veins on a whitish ground that

turns in the light to a reddish colour in the anterior

third. There are numerous Indian-purple spots on
the basilar and median portions. Lip in the way of

that of Cypripedium superbiens, but narrower, two-
horned at the mouth of the sac, dark brown, ochre in

the mid-line. Staminode transverse, with two in-

flexed horns and a small apiculus light green, with
the usual dark reticulation in the middle.

It was raised by Mr. Page, an ardent orchidist, at

Bougival, near Paris, and whose name it duly bears.

I had it through the kindness of Messrs. Seeger &
Tropp. H. G. Rchh.f.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

AUTUMN BLOOM OF AURICULAS.
I THINK it not unlikely there will be, as one of the

results of the moist cool June and July, a good deal
of autumn bloom from Auriculas. The plants

appear to have made, under the favourable condi-

tion of coolness, a continuous summer growth, and
the crowns are plump, green, and full of life. I am
keeping my own plants pretty dry at the roots, at the
same time not allowing them to flag in any way,
as I think this is disastrous in its effects. I am
potting later than usual, in the hope thus to

check autumn blooming. Seedlings have grown
vigorously—the strongest are beginning to bloom.
By doing this in the autumn it enables one to throw
out all the inferior types. Anything promising should
be marked, and the test of spring flowering applied.

I find that the autumn promise and character is

occasionally reversed when the spring bloom is put
on. But a second year's flowering should be tried

before anything of promise is finally rejected. H. D,

The Pink.

The laced varieties are not grown quite so much
as they used to be a quarter of a century ago, when
Pink shows were popular. It is a distinct border

plant. There are not many raisers of seedlings now,
but Messrs. Hooper & Co., of Bath, have raised some
very distinct varieties, of which they sent blooms a
few weeks ago. One of them had flowers as large as

those of a Carnation. They were well laced and
distinct in colour, and this is saying a good deal, for

Pinks have but little variety amongst them. The
young plants propagated from pipings put in about
the end of June should now be well rooted, and they
ought to be planted out in the beds or border* where

they are to flower as soon as the ground can be pre-

pared for them and they are strong enough. If the
plants are small 9 inches apart is a good distance

;

large plants may be allowed a foot each way. It is

a good plan to have the plants well established

before the winter, as they will throw up stronger

flower-stems the following season. They like rich

soil, not too heavy. In fact, they are not so fas-

tidious as their near ally, the Carnation, and will

succeed admirably in any ordinary garden soil. The
plants are strong enough to plant out about the

middle or end of September.

The Forcing Pink.

Varieties of this section are more readily propa-
gated than those of the laced type. I think very

highly of the pure white variety with prettily-fringed

flowers, grown by the acre in the fields round about
here to supply cut flowers for the London market.

The plants are torn into pieces by the hand, and
planted in rows in a rough-and-ready manner on
ploughed ground. This variety has a very sweet

Clove-like scent. For forcing and garden culture I

like the more delicately-constitutioned Lady Blanche.

It has pure white well-formed flowers, and is ad-

mirably adapted for forcing purposes. I have not

yet seen any of the purple-coloured varieties to

surpass Lord Lyons. The flowers are rich in colour,

and, like Lady Blanche, they have long pods that do
not buist with the opening fiowers. To obtain good-
flowering clumps, the cuttings of these should be

put, during the months of April and May, in a
forcing-house or hotbed. When well rooted, they
may be planted out a foot or more apart in the open
garden, and, if they are intended for forcing purposes,

must be planted out in light rich soil to increase in

size and vigour during the summer and early

autumn months. About the first week in October

they may be lifted, with plenty of roots attached,

and be potted into 6 or 7-inch pots, according to the

vigour of the plants. J. Douglas, Ilford.

Carnations Admiral Citrzon and Sarah Payne.

It is sometimes said, but not always with reason,

that the continual propagation of any one variety of

florists' flowers has an inevitable tendency to wear
it out and cause deterioration. This has frequently

been stated of the Carnation, and because the florist

grows his plants in pots in cold frames during the

winter rather than expose them to all the rigours of

the winter in the open air, he is accused of making
a hothouse plant of it, and inevitable weakness and
decay are asserted as taking place. This statement

is always made without due consideration. At the

exhibition of the National Carnation and Picotee

Society, held in the Drill Hall in connection with

the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on

July 24, two flowers were exhibited—one, Easom's
Admiral Curzon, scarlet bizarre, sent out forty-three

years ago ; and Ward's Sarah Payne, pink and purple

bizarre, sent out forty-one years ago. If the statement

made at the commencement of this paper is correct

these two varieties, debilitated beyond measure by

hard propagation during this long period, ought to

have disappeared from cultivation years ago. But
they are grown and shown to-day as vigorously and
of as fine quality as they were over forty years ago.

Admiral Curzon is still pretty well at the head of

its class, and although its supremacy may be chal-

lenged by Dodwell's Fred, Dodwell's George, Barlow's

Robert Houlgrave, and Dodwell's Robert Lord, it

will yet be grown and exhibited for years to come. In

the second edition of his book on the Carnation Mr.
Dodwell states that " It is pleasant to record the

Admiral is yet alive to us and worthy of admiration,

as in the days of its earliest youth. Wherever Car-

nations are grown and shown there is Curzon

—

always to the front, indeed, quite seven times in ten

the best flower of the exhibition. What a beauti-

fully shaped petal—smooth, gently cupped, and of

good substance. Its colours are rich, bright, well

delineated, and strongly contrasted. Its outline is

as unbroken as any flower I have ever cultivated,

and its form good. It is of medium size and a good

i
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grower." And this is written after forty years' culture

by the most successful raiser of the day. I should

not be surprised if it is grown for another twenty

years to come. Sarah Payne is, as before stated, a

pink and purple bizarre ; and although the class has

received of late, and is yet receiving, line additions,

it is still largely shown. Thirtv-five years ago 'Sir.

])odwell described it as follows :— " For refined tex-

ture and colour it leaves nothing to be desired. Well

done and at its best it would grace the finest stand

of flowers imagination could paint. The petal is

of medium breadth, and very smooth : colour delicate,

sometimes deficient of bizarre, but always rich ; the

white exquisite." To-day ilr. Dodwell endorses this

by stating that " the variety lives and fully supports

its old renown. In its way, I believe, as with

Admiral Curzon, it will never be surpassed." R. D.

The aspect of many Hose gardens does not at the

present time present a scene of loveliness. Mildew
and orange fungus have been very prevalent this

month (August), and the consequence is that most

of the bushes are partially denuded of the leaves ; for

the efiect of both of these pests is to cause the leaves

to fall. Looking at my own garden I find green

tops to the shoots, but lower down the leaves are

all gone. I know that the advice is often given, not

to leave the dead foliage about, as it may propagate

the malady for another year. The same advice is

given as to the Potato haulm, but I have never yet

learned that in either case it acted as a preventive ;

however, if people think it may be of use it does no

harm, and at any rate prevents an untidy appearance.

Thinnuhj Out the S/iOo/.^.~i believe this to be an

excellent plan. The general plan of pruning now

Fig. 31.—PENTSTEMOX EOTUNDirOLIUS : HARDY PERENNIAL; FLOWERS DULL RED. (sEE V. 2CA.)

Roses.
•

AUTUMN -WORK IN THE KOSE GARDEN.

THEiiE is a pretty strong feeling amongst the

general public who grow Roses, that there is little to

be thouglit of with regard to them after the bloom-
ing season is over, and that they may be safely left

to themselves. Nothing can be wider from the mark
than this, whether a grower be an exhibitor or not.

I have always held that as the exhibitor has by

experience gained the knowledge of the system by

which he believes he can secure the best flowers, so

the lover of the flower who does not exhibit may
very safely follow out his plans, even if he does not

carry them out to their fullest extent. The
exhibitor does not leave his Roses to themselves

when the season is 07er, but wisely takes sucli steps

as may ensure him, so far as he can, a good bloom
for the next season.

adopted is that of tliinuing out the old wood, and

depending on the vigorous shoots of the present year

for the bloom of next. Now that old wood is of no

use, the general plan has been to leave it until the

spring, and at the time of pruning cut it out ; but

why leave it until then? It will absorb a certain

amount of the vigour of the plant wliich might well

be spared ; in fact, why not do with it as we do with

our Raspberry canes ? We know that the fruiting

canes of the present year are of no use to the plant,

and so we cut them away, and leave the new

canes to get more light and air, to absorb the vigour

of the plant, and to ripen better for next year. I

believe that it will be e(|u.ally wise to treat Roses iu

the same way. Cut out all the wood that you

could cut out in the spring, and let that on wliich

you depend for next season have a better chance,

more and more light, more of tlie sun's ripening in-

fluence, and .all the vigour that the plant can give

them. I feel convinced that no one who adopts this

jilan, whether he be au exhibitor or not, will have
cause to regret it ; moreover, he can leisurely do it,

leaving only the pruning, in its strictest sense, to be

done in the spring.

Siakhuf.—Wlierever Roses are well grown, and in

suitable soil, they will have thrown up by this time
long and vigorous shoots : some of these will carry a
bloom at the point, and others not. There are some
varieties which always bloom in tlie autumn, and
others only occasionally so ; but whether these

shoots are flowering or not, they ought to be staked

and tied, and in doing this care should be taken that

the stake be as long as the shoot, or otherwise it is

very apt to get snapped oft". When the time and
trouble necessary for this cannot be given, in default

of a better plan the shoots may be somewhat re-

duced in height, but in every way staking is the

Ijetter plan.

Matuire.—It is too soon to think of putting

manure on the beds, but it is not too soon, or too

late, to give liquid-manure. It is generally believed

that this is only of use for the development of the

bloom, and that when that is over, it may be aban-

doned, but this is not the belief of many Rose

growers, who prefer more liquid and less mulching.

Thus, I was at a celebrated Rose grower and ex-

hibitor's the other day, who rejoiced in a large tank

well-filled with astounding cait de Coloi/ne, which

lie told me would, in the course of a few weeks, be on

his beds, a good dose being supplied every week ; his

contention being that the autumn rains would wash

it down to the roots, increase th eir action, and

so communicate fresh vigour to the plants. The

Roses are gross feeders, and will take much strong

stuff'.

Alterations.—It is of'course too soon to make altera-

tions, but not too soon to project and make arrange-

ments for them. It will by this time be pretty evi-

dent to the Rose lover what flowers he will discard,

and what varieties he will introduce into Iiis garden,

for the knowledge he has picked up in various ways

during the season will now be brought into practice
;

only let him beware of thinking' that, because

he sees a beautiful Rose at an exhibition

he ought to procure it ; let him enquire about

its constitution, and if possible see it growing

;

for there are some, to grow which only entails

disappointment. If you read in any catalogue

"moderate" or "does best on maidens" you may
rely ujjon it that, unless you are a grower of some

experience, you had better " have none of it." There

are a few things to be borne in mind in this select-

ing. If you live in a cold climate or unsuitable

soil, do not get your Roses from a warmer climate.

You will get, no doubt, magnificent plants, but they

will feel the chiinge, and' bring you disappoint-

ment. Then about the ilanetti—the seedling Brier

or Brier cutting is gradually pushing the Manetti

out of the field. Exhibitors will not discard it, as

it pushes tlie Roses into bloom in time for early

shows ; but the amateur will do better to avoid it.

It is very apt to throw up underground shoots, and

these are too often looked upon as belonging to the

Rose itself and are left on, and so ultimately over-

power it, and a flourishing bush of Manetti replaces

the Rose. Some say. if you can do so, select

your own Roses, and niiirk them in the nursery ; I

hardly think that this is needful. Rose nurserymen

are mostly careful to send out good plants, and I

think that they may be safely trusted ;
still, if this

is to be done at all, it is much better to wait until

planting time has arrived, and then not only select

but bring away your plants. [The JFanetti cuttings

shoulrl be made and prepared like Gooseberry

cuttings—tliat is, all the buds visible on the part

wliich will be under the soil should be taken out. Ed.J

The Rose grower need not spend an idle autumn
;

he has to keep his beds free from weeds, to watch

for all suckers and underground shoots, and cut

them away, and to see to the various matters

mentioned now. He will not mind the trouble, for

he knows no excellence is to be attained by any royal

road, but by earnest and painstaking eft'orts. Wild

Eufe.
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Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

SEEDLING HYBRID ORCHIDS AT OAK-
WOOD.

It seems but yesterday since the first Orchid Con-
ference was lield under the auspices of the Royal
Horticultural Society at South Kensington, but it is

more than three years ago, as it took place on
May 12 and 13, 1885.

The paper read by Mr. H. J, Veitch, of Chelsea,

on " The Hybridisation of Orchids " on that occasion

no doubt stimulated many amateurs who had
begun the work of hybridisation, and will have

induced others to take up this interesting branch
of occupation. Mr. Veitch "s paper was published

in the Journal of the Royal Hurficultuml Society,

vol. vii., No. 1, 18S6 ; and it may also be interesting

to remark that just forty years previously an even
more remarkable paper on " Hybridisation amongst
Vegetables " was communicated to the same society

by the Hon. and Very Rev. William Herbert, LL.D.,
Dean of Manchester; and published in vol. ii. of the
Journal, 1847. The learned Dean had laboured
assiduously in hybridising almost every class of

hardy and exotic plants, and, amongst others, hardy
Orchis and Ophrys, also Cattleyas, Bletias, &c. A
good botanist and practical gardener himself he
strove to instill into the minds of gardeners the
importance of taking correct observations of the
work in which they were engaged. The whole
paper, which occupies fifty-four pages of the Jounml,
is well worth careful study. In the passage referring

to seedling Orchids he says :
—

" An intelligent gar-
dener may do much for science if he keeps accurate
notes of what he attempts, and does not jump at
immature conclusions. . . .• The cultivator has
the test of truth within his scope,

—

' Examenque improbum in ista

Castigat trutina ;

'

and, far from being an evil, I look upon it as a great
advantage, because it will lead the industrious and
intelligent gardener to take a higher view of tlie

objects under his care, and to feel his own connec-
tion with science, and it will force the scientific to
rely less on their own dictation, and to feel that
they must be governed by natural facts, and not by
their own preference." Evidently at that time the
botanist laboured in his study over dried specimens,
and tried to lay down his own rules for the separ-
ation of genera, and the gardener toiled on, little

heeding the work of the botanist, and seldom caring
to keep any correct account of his work. Herbert
himself combined the two, and he tried, not unsuc-
cessfully, to induce others to do likewise.

Amongst modern amateurs I do not know any one
who takes such intense interest in raising seedliu"
Orchids as Mr. N. E. Cookson, of Oakwood, Wylam°
on-Tyne, nor one who has been so successful. I visited
his garden rather more than two years ago, and he
had raised numerous seedling Cypripediums and also
a few Calanthcs. He had also been successful with
Zygopetalums, and told me at that time that he
would advise beginners to start with the last-named
genus, as being the easiest to raise. Dendrobiums,
Cattleyas, Phajus, and other beautiful Orchids, have
been hybridized with results that are worthy of
record. Mr. Cookson is fortunate in having a
gardener almost as enthusiastic as himself, who
spares no pains to bring to a successful issue the
attempts of his employer.

In a short conversation with Jlr. W. Muri-ay,
the gardener, he gave me several useful hints of a
practical nature on hybridising, which may be
summarised as under :

—

1. Hybridising the flowers, which is a.simple pro-
cess, and consists in removing the pollen masses
from under their thin covering at the top of the
column and at once attaching tliem to the glutinous
mass on the column of the flower intended to bear
seeds. This is lower down, and at the front. The
sticky substance is placed exactly where a bee or
other insect would push its head when trying to

extract the nectar from the flower. When the

pollen has taken effect, the jietals close over the

column, Mr. Cookson says, to protect it from wet—

a

wise provision of Nature. The flower soon fades,

and the seed-pod rapidly swells.

When the capsule has arrived at maturity it splits

open, and the seed would be scattered unless it is

cared for. To ascertain if the seeds are good a few
are placed in vinegar, and under the microscope the
germ can be seen in the form of a black speck.

Some species of Orchids will ripen their seed-pods in

three months, and in the case of Calanthes I saw
nice plants from seeds, and the flowers from which
they had been obtained were fertilised only eight

months previously. Cattleyas, on the other hand,

are very slow. The seeds are seldom good if the

capsules ripen under twelve months. They sometimes
take as long as sixteen months to ripen good seeds.

2. A good seed-bed is of the utmost importance,

and, perh.aps, the seeds vegetate best if sown amongst
the moist growing sphagnum and fibrous peat, char-

coal, and potsherds, in which the parent ])lant is

growing. Perhaps it is best to have indifferent

plants of varieties of little value to sow the seeds

upon. The compost ought to be kept to an uniform
degree of moisture until the plants appear. !Mr.

Cookson approves of planting them out singly in

very small pots as soon as the plants can be handled.
After this process they are again kept moist ; but
not at any time saturated with water, or allowed to

become dry. Mr. Cookson has had a great success

with Dendrobiums
; not one had been raised two and

a half years ago ; now there are 1700 plants from
twenty capsules. In fact, only twenty-two capsules

have been produced, and twenty of them gave a

plentiful supply of good seeds. The plants also grow
very rapidly

; for instance, a seedling, the production

of a cross between D. Wardianum and D. aureum,
has made three growths since it was pricked out on
M.arch 13. No less than eighty different crosses of

Cypripediums have been made. Of C. Sanderianum
and C. Veitchii there are good plants. Also of C.

niveum crossed with C. Stonei, and C. Stonei with C.
Farrieanum. Mr. Cookson has also found that the
produce of weakly parents often give very vigorous
offspring. C. Veitchii (superbiens) and C. Ia;viga-

tum, for instance, are not robust growers, but their

oft'spring are. A remarkable instance of this mav
also be found in the case of C. grande, raised in

Jlessrs. Veitch's nursery at Chelsea, by crossing C.
Roezlii with the pollen of C. caudatum. It is the
most vigorous of all known Cypripediums. It has
also been found that all C. Lowianum crosses are

unhealthy or diseased in a young state, but the
plants that survive grow out of it.

Amongst Cattleyas plants have been obtained of

C. Triana; crossed with Lailia harpophylla, and vice

versa.

Masdevallia crosses have also been obtained, and
it w"as noteworthy that plants raised from crossing
M. tovarensis with M. chima;ra grew with astonish-
ing rapidity. Seeds sown in March, 1887, produced
plants, on one of which I counted ten leaves. Mr.
Cookson was the first to obtain hybrid Odontoglos-
sums, as he stated in the Ganhn for Februarv 10,

1883, but all the plants perished. Bigeneric crosses
have also been named, and plants obtained, but it is

best to wait until the flowering of the plants verifies

the expectations that have been formed. Capsules
may be obtained containing good seeds of such
crosses, but it has been found when the plants
flowered that the progeny were exactly like the seed-
parent, showing that the flowers had in some way been
fertilised with their own pollen. Others besides Mr.
Cookson are working in this field. I have done a
little myself, but am free to admit that I have not
yet seen anything like so much progress made by
any amateur as has been made here during tlie last

five or six years. J. Douglas.

MiLTONIA MoRELI-iKA.

TiiK finest variety we have seen of this sujjerb

Miltonia is in the Kew collection, and it is now
bearing several flowers. It is a variety of the
variable M. spectabilis, and very similar to that

figured in the Botanical Maga:ine as M. s. var. atro-
rubens. Each flower is about 4 inches across, full,

and of a deep port-wine colour, shaded with rose!
The flowers have the excellent quality of lasting
more than a month on the plant.

PiiAr..i;\oi'tiis AT Kew.

The display of flowers of Phalrenopsis in the
Orchid-house at Kew has for some weeks been
exce|itionally fine, and is still good. The majority
of the flowers are those of P. grandiflora, and some
of the varieties are large and perfect in shape. We
notice that the plants are grown in tall cylinders,
and the healthy appearance of the leaves shows that
the treatment is the right one. A fine example of
P. Mari;c is also iu flower. W. W.

OiiCHiDS AT Cajibhidce Lodoe, Caubeewell.

Most Orchids are well done at Cambridge Lodge,
the residence of R. J. Measures, Esq., but some
genera better than others. In the opinion of that
clever and observant Orchid grower, Mr. Simpkius,
who h.as charge of the collection, Cattleyas generally',
and many Lajlias, are good plants for the smoke-
laden neighbourhoods

; Vanda tricolor, and the
varieties of V. suavis, are almost as manageable

;

Udontoglossums and Oncidiums thrive, and the'
favourite of the hour, the Cypripedium, is, if liberally
treated, the most grateful and satisfactory of all.

A glance round the collection shows all these and
many other species in large numbers in robust health.
It is said that the foggy atmosphere of London does
not affect the health of the plants, if properly
managed, but plays havoc with the flowers in the
winter, and especially those of Cattleya Triana;—
but not every year.

Were there not a flower expanded the Cypripe-
diums in the two commodious houses devoted to tfiese
plants would be a pleasant sight by the endless
variety of beautifully marked leaves—green, marbled,
blotched silvery-white, and other delicate shades

; the
nnder-sides of the leaves in many cases tinted dark
crimson or brownish-purple. Few plants amongst
those grown for the beauty of their foliage can excel
in the variety of leaf-marking the large specimens,
C. marmorophyllum, C. javanicum, C, Dayanum, C.
Veitchianum, the varieties of C. Godefroym, and
others, as grown at Cambridge Lodge. But beautiful
though the varied foliage is, there is no lack of
flowei-s the year throughout. At present a large
number of rare species is iu bloom or bud,
especially noteworthy being C. Ashburtonia; expan-
sum X ,

which, withits circular and beautifully spotted
dorsal sepal and larger flowers, is immeasurably
superior to the commoner form, which is also iu bloom
beside it

; C. gemmiferum X is handsome in flower
and leaf; C. javanico superbiens X , a stately plant

;

C. Charles Canham X, a fine large flower; C. mar-
morophyllum X and C. selligerum majus X, two
excellent varieties ; and the Sedenifurm section,

which seem to be perpetual flowering, make a
beautiful and varied show, being reiu-esented by
large specimens of C, Sedeni X , C. calurum X

,

t'. Ainsworthii x, C. cardinale X, and C. por-
phyrium X , many others being in hand.

In the large class comprising the varieties of

C. barbatum there are likewise several in bloom,
the largest and richest-coloured being C. b. grandi-
florum nanuni, and the prettiest of the light-tinted

ones C. b. pulcherrimum, which has flowers exactly
like C. callosum, but of the barbatum form. C.
Godseftianum X , and C. Gerininyanum X , two C.
hirsutissimum crosses are also in fine condition, as

also m.any hybrids which have not yet bloomed.
The large and varied collection of C. insigne

occupy a span-pit in summer, as their flowers are

found to come better when so treated.

The Cattleyas and Lailias are in splendid condi-
tion, and especially the large lot of Lailia elegaus

Turneri varieties, some of which are still in bloom.
The Odontoglossunas and Oncidium macranthum
and 0. undulatum and others of that class are in

fine condition
; the house full of Vandas as good as

could be desired, and that of Phalasnopsis iu a sound

i
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and vigorous state, and far beyond the average state

of these plants in other collections. Many plants

of ordinary interest are in bloom ; and others,

representing rare things seldom seen, are two good

specimens of the handsome Jllltonia Peetersiana,

supposed to be a natural hybrid between C. Clowesii

and C. spectabilis Moreliana ; its rosy-purple flowers

are much like small M. s. ^Moreliana, but they are

borne several together on upright spikes. The
pretty Saccolabiura Ilencle sonianura, with pink and

silvery-white flowers, and the rare scarlet and crim-
son Renanthera matutina are also in bloom, as well

as a vigorous plant of that richest-coloured and
rarest of Cattleyas, C Hardyana, a supposed natural

hybrid between C. aurea and C. gigas.

THE CALABRIAN TINE.
PiNUs PYKENAicA (veba).*—(See fig. 3i2. p. 268).

—

The I'inus pyrenaica of English plantations is

now generally considered to be a mere form of

the very variable Pinus Laricio, or Corsican

Pine, and recognisable among other things by

the deep orange colour of the young shoots. But

there is another plant which has also received

the name of pyrenaica, and to which the appellation

should strictly be confined. This is a tree which,

on the authority of Parlatore, is a native of the

forests of Central and South-Eastern Spain, the

mountains of Calabria, tlie islands of Cyprus

:ind Crete, the Caramanian Taurus, Syria, and

Bithynia. Not unnaturally, it has received a variety

of names, as generally happens when botanists

describe a specimen from one locality without having

the opportunity of detailed comparison of specimens

from other regions. For our own parts, we have

adopted the synonymy given by Parlatore, but for the

special synonym of P. brutia we have had personal

opportunity of making the necessary comparison.,

The tree in question has been confounded with

P. pinaster, as in Veitch's Manual, but from which it

differs considerably, with P. Laricio, and with P. hale-

pensis. M.Naudin,who kindly furnished the specimen

(without a name) whence our illustration (fig. 32)

was taken, warned us that this was a species " qu'il

nc/aitt pas confondrc avcc Ic P. halejiensis." Gay, in

a note in the Kew Herbarium, says it differs from

P. halepensis in its leaves, which are twice the length

of those in halepensis; in the cones, which are

oblong, not ovoid : and in the scales of the cone,

which are depressed, not raised in the centre. We
may also add tliat the stems are less glaucous, and

the cones are on much shorter stalks, spreading, not

<leflected, broader at the base, and with flatter apo-

physes. Lambert unfortunately confounded both
halepensis and Laricio under his maritima. He sub-

sequently corrected the mistake in part, so that

t. ix., vol. i., ed. 1, folio, represents Laricio, though

called maritima. His t. x., vol. i, shows a detached

cone with prominent apophysis — the P. hale-

pensis var. 18, of Tenore, while the cone on the branch

has a flat apophysis, like brutia. We transcribe our

notes taken from M. Naudin's plant, which we have

compared with the specimens in the Kew Herbarium
and Museum, and in particular with the type speci-

mens of P. brutia of Tenore.

Bark grey. Herbaceous shoots green, naked at the
base, marked with prominent pulvini.

Leaves two, in a very short sheath, 41 inches long,

linear-pointed, concavo-convex, serrulate, with sto-

inata on all sides. In section the leaf is boat-shaped
with an epiderm of cuboidal cells, beneath which is a

* Pinifi pyrcmica, Lapeyroiise, Hist tire Abrcgile dea PL iles

J'i/renees, ^Vf^., p. 146 (1813); Parlatore, Carri^re, Karl Ko.h,
Dendrologie, ii. (1873), 295; Wilkomni and Lange, Prod. Fh>\
//isp., i., p. 19; Wilkomm, Forstlickf Flora (1887), 23G

;

Engelmann, lievixion, p. 180; not of Vcitcli, Afamial.

P. brntia, Tenore, ISi/Uogc Plant. Vase. Flor. NeupoUt.

<1831), p. 47 ; et Flor. Nap., v. p. 2ti6. t. 200 (1835) ; Lambert :-,

Endlicher, Carrif^re, Gordon, Christ, Koch, Loudon?, alio-

rnmque(:).

P. Loi^deuviam., Carriere.

P. Pallasfi, Parolini (1813).

P. ParoUninna, Webb herb, ct Carri<>re, Visiani, llliist. J'!.

iVov. Ort. Hot. Puffova, iii., p. 7. t. 1.

St/nonymia, ex Parlatore, in DC. Pi-od., xvi., sect post,

f:isc. ii. (1868), p. 38J.

very thick layer of hypoderm (which must give great

resisting power to the leaf and adapt it to windy
localities). The leaf substance consists of sinuous

cells filled with chlorophyll ; through its centre passes

the double vascular bundle surrounded by an ellipti-

cal-bundle-sheath or endoderm of oval cells filled

with starch, and enclosing a "pericycle' of cellular

tissue with masses of woody cells separating the

two fibro-vascular bundles. Two resin canals
traverse the leaf substance just beneath the hypoderm
on the upper surface. This structure is identical

with that of Tenore's P. brutia, and of Visiani's P.

Parolinianaand of Kotschy,n.4:20. It is also the same
as P. halepensis, but differs from that of P. pinaster

and P, Laricio, with which it has been confounded,
but from which the mere inspection of the leaf-

section will enable the observer to distinguish it.

The male catkins are solitary (quere always so ?)

erect, oblong, about half an inch long, orange-
coloured, anther-crest orbicular crenulate.

Cones lateral, solitary, or in groups of three

(Tenores specimen, showing a large number in a
cluster, is accidental), each siiortly stalked, spread-

ing more or less horizontally ; ovoid, conic, acute,

rich shining chestnut brown, 3.V inches long by 21
in breadth. Scales woody, apophyses rhomboid,
flattish, with a slight transverse ridge and a rather

short pyramidal umbo. In the fully-developed cone
the upper angle of the scale is often prolonged into

a short blunt process.

What follows is taken from the Pineium fVo-

hiirmnsc, p. 27 :

—

The Calabrian Pine " bears a strong similarity to

the P. maritima of Lambert, as well as to the P.

halepensis, but is readily distinguished from either of

these species by its much longer wavy leaves, whieh
vary from 3 to o inches in length, whilst those of the

above-mentioned species are seldom above half the
size. The cones of the P. brutia are also quite

[nearly] sessile, growing in large clusters [or singly]

surrounding the stem. A splendid figure of this is

given in Mr. Lambert's third volume of his Genus
Plnit^, in which he says that ' Sprengel has even
referred it to P. pinaster, not even allowing it the

rank of a variety ; but no two species can be more
distinct; the leaves in pinaster are straight, rigid,

twice as stout, and disposed in interrupted verticils
;

and the cones are double the size, with the scales

elevated and angular. Tlie specimen represented in

the plate was obligingly communicated to me by the

Hon. William T. H. Fox Strangways, Under Secre-

tary of State for Foreign Affairs, who received it

from Professor Tenore." It, however, appears to me
to be more nearly allied to the I*, halepensis than to

any other of the species. The Woburn collection is

indebted for this new and valuable Pine to the Right

Hon. the Earl of Mountnorris, who, I believe, was
the first that raised it from seeds in this country,

and kindly sent a couple of plants of it, along with

a valuable collection of other plants, to Woburn.
It is a native ot Calabria (the ancient Brutium),

where it attains a considerable size, and produces

timber of a very superior quality.

'

This tree has been highly spoken of for the pur-

poses of reafforesting the Karst and the Adriatic

coast. M. T. M.

Cultural Memoranda.

UAILLARDIAS.
These are among the most showy of plants, and

several of tliem are of great value for growing in

borders, as not only are they striking in the size and

colour of their gorgeous flo\vers, but tliey last a long

time when cut. The finest of all the varieties that I

have yet seen is the true G. maximus, which I met

with a few days ago in the grounis of Mr. Thompson,

of Ipswich, where it is grown for seed, and the

difference between it and (J. grandillora could be

seen at a glance. The last-named, however, is a

notewortliy kind, and has long been a favourite with

many, ami no garden of any pretentions sliould be

without the one or the otlier. G. grandiftora is said

to be a hybrid between Ii. picta and G. cristata ; and

besides this there are now several garden crosses,

and as the plants breed and seed freely, many more

may be e.xpected, but they will have to be good to

surpass tliose mentioneil above. Although these

Gaillardias are hardy perennials, they will not

succeed in all soils or live through all winters, and
it is a wise plan to treat them as annuals or biennials,

and raise fresh ones frequently, as that is the best

way to make sure of them being vigorous, healthy,

and strong
; or tliey may be kept satisfactorily by

striking fresh ones from cuttings, and the time to do
this is in early autumn, when they may be put in under
li.andlights, or in pots, and protected by being shut

up in a close frame, in either of which places, if

syringed or damped occasionally, tliey will soon root,

but should not be planted out till the spring. J. S.

Onosmas.

There are two varieties of thia Uoragewort
tliat are higlily deserving of cultivation, the one
being O. tauricum, the " Golden Drop,'' and the

other O. coccineum, the last, as its specific name
implies, bearing bright red flowers, which, though
not large, are very showy and telling. The first has

long tubular-shaped blossoms of a lovely citron or

pale yellow, and these are borne on stout drooping
stems from which they depend and make a fine show.

The best situation for growing these Onosmas is on

uu elevated position such as a rock garden affords,

as there they may be seen to advantage.

The easiest way of propagating the first-named is

by means of root cuttings, which if put in in sharp

sandy soil and kept close under a handlight will soon

root. J. S.

Nursery Notes.

BEUGIIOLT, COLCHESTER.
Mr. Fbaxk Cant, of Bergholt, and Jlile End Nur-

series, Colchester, the winner of the Trophy of

the National Rose Society this year, has attained

such signal success in the various tournaments of

Roses which have been held in the metropolis and

the provinces in the last few years—and this, too, in

face of the powerful opposition of the longer estab-

lished growers—that we were very jileased to accept

an invitation to run down and sec for ourselves

what manner of place it was, and to discover, jier-

chance, the grounds for the excellence of Iiis flowers.

Truly the prominent idea with us before the visit

was made was that the Roses would be found to

occupy a cosy warm sheltered position, comparatively

protected from the ills to which Roses so often fall

victims. Tliat idea was soon dissipated on approach-

ing the nursery, for a more thoroughly bleak, wind-

swept spot could scarcely be found elsewhere. The

house at Bergholt is a new one, facing, I believe,

S.S.E,, without a jdantation or anything higher than

a well-kept hedge for miles in that direction ; there-

fore all cosiness for Rose or man is out of the ques-

tion when cold weather prevails.

The main quarters of the Rose stand a few feet

higher than the house, but are as little sheltered as

that, and form part of a large field at present under

farm crops. (Jne-half the area of Roses is level land,

and the other has a gentle slope towards the south ;

but there was nothing to indicate that the plants on

the slope have any advantage over their brethren on

the level. The general goodness of the flowers as

observed in exhibition stands, and the robustness of

shoot and leaf remarked at the nursery, are evidently

due to soil and manuring. The former is a heavy

yet friable loam—terrible stuff to trample about

upon after rains, containing numerous stones, and

not of the kind which gives out after a short period

of sunny weather. Xor does it appear that rain such

as we have this year experienced has had any detri-

mental etl'ect on the plants ; excepting that it would

seemed to have brought about an unexpected and

unusual denudation of the foliage itself—a result that

would rather seem to be appropriate to a hot dry

summer than a dripping one. On Teas many fine

blooms were open, and to come, and the growth of

the young shoots did not seem to be checked in any

great degree by the untimely fall of the old foliage.

The nursery has much of the appearance of a

new enterprise ; the dwelling-house itself stands

somewhat back from the road, and is flanked and
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fronted by a few young ornamental trees, and some
few flowering plants are dotted about, but you soon
begin to find that everything is subordinated to the
Eose, and it is this determination to put the Kose
culture before everything else that has enabled Jlr.
1'. Cant to get into the very front rank as a grower
of the flower. A few yards away on tlie east of tlie

dwelling there are wide borders tilled with robust
Teas worked on the seedling Brier or cutting-struck
Brier. These jilants are never lifted and never pro-
tected in any way, and yet there were no gaps in
the rows but those caused by digging out to com-
plete orders, and the shoots made were exceedingly
robust. Many of the varieties possessed beautiful
flowers, the majority of which would not disgrace
an exhibition in June. The following are a few of
such :—Souvenir d'un Ami, Souvenir d'Elise, Hubens,
a flower which has been fine all through this season ;

Perle de Lyon, Niphetos, Marie v.an Iloutte, Madame
Willermoz, Devoniensis, still finding admirers for
its peculiarly agreeable scent ; Jean Ducher, a pro-
vligious flowerer— so many flowers appeared that
they could not e.xpand, and required to have the
buds reduced in numbers.

A large border was wholly filled with Mar&hal
Niel, in standards and half-standards— these plants
were still bearing flowers and had borne enormously.
That fine variety, Ulrich Brunner, than which no
other Rose has been seen so good this year, does
well here

; it is a robust grower and possesses a good
habit. In these borders there were fine blooms of
Kosieriste .Jacobs, a beautiful crimson Rose; of
Catherine Mermet, also excellent this season ; and
of Duchess of Edinburgh (Veitch).

The Rose quarters previously mentioned as lying
behind the dwelling-house cover at present an area
of?.} acres, and contain about 35,000 dwarf Roses,
mostly worked very low on the Brier and Manetti^
the remainder—as many more—would be represented
by standards, half-stand.irds, and climbing Roses.
Nothing could exceed the thrifty look of the stock
here, firm shoots, short-jointed, and a habit of great
compactness. It is not our intention to do more
than select a few of the new and newer varieties
observed in flower at the time. Vicomtesse Folke-
stone is a sliowy, light-colonred flower, of good form,
and a strong grower. It is erroneously called by
some persons a hybrid Tea, but the foliage is iden-
tical with that of most hybrid perpetuals, and would
seem to point to its belonging to that section. The
Bride (Henderson, New York, U.S.A.), is a white
Catherine Mermet, a sport from which variety it is

•

Countess of Pembroke, Earl Dufierin, Miss Ethel
Brownlow, a Tea-scented Rose, and Lady Helen
Stuart, the last three raised by Messrs. A. Dickson
& Son, Newtonards, have done well, and are
already much in request. For fuller particulars of
these and other new Roses of the year see our issue
for August 2.5 last, p. 207. It may be stated as Mr.
(--ants opinion that Miss E. Brownlow will take the
place of Madame Cusin, which it much resembles in
colour.

Comtesse de Nadaillac is a Rose which finds a ready
«ale. Madame Eugene Verdier, a Tea-scented
variety, good for a pillar or a wall, canary-yellow-a
bouquetisfs flower in the bud

; as is likewise Amazon,
with a flower like devoniensis in shape, but of deeper
tint. I. is a weakly grower. Flowers of Innocenta
Pirola have grown this season to G inches in
diameter.

Grand Mogul (W. Paul), a crimson-rose shaded
witli maroon, is considered to be about equal to Jean
Soupert.

Etoile de Lyon has grown well, but no fine blooms
have been produced here this season

; Ella Gordon
(Paul), of Victor Verdier form, has given much
satisfaction

; Victor Hugo has the colour of Xavier
Ohbo, and grows better than that variety M
Matbaron is very similar to Pitaud, but better— it is
a very dark coloured Rose.

Silver Queen (W. Paul) is a small grower, but
still not delicate; it has grown and flowered
fairly well.

Plants of Princess of Wales (Bennett) were

Fig. 32.—finds PvnENAici. (see p. 267.)

A. Shoot and <letad,e,Ioone; B, Foliage; C, Plan o£ section of leaf, mag,,.

observed; Baron Nathaniel de Rothschild is a good
dark Rose of 18S2, not seen often as yet ; Baronne
de Rothschild is very fine as an autumn Rose.

Besides the area at Bergholt a large quantity of
stocks for working Roses on—viz., Jfanetti, seedling
Brier, and Brier cuttings—are planted at Jlile End
Nursery, situated on tlie south side of Colchester.

Here the laud is heavy, and well suited for the
purpose of growing Roses. A small quantity of
general nursery stock is grown at Mile End, of
whicli it was remarked that the Cherries, Plums,
and Pears were the best.

Mr. F. Cant is a young man endued with an
enthusiastic love of Roses, and considerable know-
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ledge of their vagaa'ies and idiosyncracies, and is

consequently a dangerous opponent at exhibitions, as

many of our friends have already learnt. We believe

that the business has not been established longer

than eight years, but even now the stock of saleable

plants is equal to any probable demands made upon

it, and will be increased as occasion demands.

Plants and Their Culture.

Beconias.—Begonia socotrana is just now starting

into growth, and sliould be repotted without delay

as it is impatient of being disturbed after much
growth has been made. The new bulbils are pro-

duced round the base of the shoots, therefore keep
this part of the plant beneath the soil ; in re-potting

place the plants in a light position, near the glass,

and in a temperature of 60°—65-'
; maintain a moist

growing atmosphere, but water sparingly until they
have made considerable growth. The soil best suited

for this, as well as the other Begonias, is a rich loamy
compost rather inclined to be light than heavy.

There are several hybrids of B. socotrana, but I am
of opinion, that it is still better than any ofitsliybrids.

Any plants of other species which require potting,

should be attended to, and placed in a mild heat.

By shutting up early, fire-heat would not be requi-

site for some time yet. But to flower satisfactorily

in winter an intermediate temperature, about 55° to

G0°, must be afforded them.

Chrysajithemums.^The earliest-flowering varieties,

such as Illustration, Chromatella, Little Bob, &c.,

are now coming in, and very useful they are. To
prolong their flowering season, stand them in a
position having a northern aspect, give plenty of air,

.and shade from bright sun. Where dwarf plants are

much required, at a later period, the usual plan
of rooting large tops of the later-flowering sorts

taken from plants which are planted out, is a satis-

factory method of getting up a stock.

Select clean robust pieces about 6 inches long, and
which are showing signs of breaking below the
terminal bud. Insert them three together in 60-pot3,

place in a frame with a gentle bottom-heat, watering
and shading to prevent flagging, when if all goes
well they should be nicely rooted in about twenty
days, by which time they will require potting into o-

inch pots, employing a rich potting compost.
Insert a small stake to each plant, keeping them
rather upright, so as to form a dense head when in

flower. If single plants in the pots are desired,

they are best struck singly in pots of small size,

and perhaps put in a little earlier, These
small plants will be most useful for mixing
in flower stands, or, indeed, for any kind of dwarf
decorative work. The main stock of plants will now
require careful attention, and by this time it should
have been decided whether the terminal or lateral

buds are to be retained. Whichever has been
selected pinch out all subsequent superfluous growths,
so as to concentrate the plant's energies on the buds
which are left. In all cases where the pots are well
filled with roots, water with weak liquid manure at

regular intervals. Soluble nitrogenous manures,
such as nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, &c.,

are valuable fertilisers, but when applied alone, they
are most serviceable just as the buds begin to show
colour; they have then a wonderful effect both in

increasing the quality and size of the blooms. If

applied earlier, they are apt to cause too succulent
growth, with abortive flowers : in any case, they
require to be cautiously used. Farmyard liquid
manure is the best in the earlier stage of gi'owth,
but failing that, give a top-dressing of some concen-
trated fertiliser containing the important elements
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash combined—say as
is found in Standen's, Clay's, Jensen's fish potash
manure, or similar compounds

; they will give ex-
cellent results. F. Hoss, Pendell Court, Bletchinglcy.

The Flower Garden.

Fi.owFii-BEDS.—The recent gales and tliunder-
storms have played havoc amongst tlie usual summer
flowering and foliage plants. If not already attended
to, they had better be looked over at once, and put
into a neat and trim condition, which ought to be
sufficient to carry them on to the end of the season.
Zonal Pelargoniums should have all decayed flowers,
leaves, and seed-pods picked oB', after which, if

favoured with a little bright sunshine, they will

again make a presentable appearance. I'etunias,

Heliotropes, Verbenas, and such-like plants should
have the shoots roguhited, whilst Stachys lanata,

Ferilla, and other dwarf foliage plants will need
pinching back and putting in line where overgrown.
Sub-tropical plants of a soft-wooded nature will also
need attention, when grown in groups, arranging
that each specimen stamls clear of its neighbours.

Carpet-beds, in some districts, have doubtless been
a failure this summer owing to the cool nights and
w.ant of sunshine; in favoured localities, however,
of which perhaps ours is one, some of the plants
employed have made luxuriant growths, and more
than ordinary attention has been wanted to kee])

them within bounds. Siu-h beds will require to be
looked over twice more at the least before the end of
the month to keep the various lines and panels as
accurate as is practicable.

I'iolc/f.—Preparations should now be made for

transfei-ring these to tlieir winter quarters, and
brick pits or frames with 9 inch walls are un-
doubtedly tlie best in cold districts. When made
up the bed of soil ought to be sufficiently near to tiie

glass as to give the plants head room only; the
surface soil of the beds should have a depth of
6 inches, and should consist of good turfy loam and
leaf-mould, three parts of the former to one of the
latter. As regards distance at which to plant, this

will depend on the size of the plants; they ought,
Iiowever, to stand quite clear of each other, so that
in dull damp weather there will be less risk of the
flowers damping oft'. Cucumber and Melon frames
are frequently made use of for this purpose, and in

some of the southern counties it is only necessary
to move tiie frames to tlie borders on which the
plants have been growing during the summer. In
these cases the end of tlie month or early in October
will be (juite early enough to put the frames over
the plants. Previous to planting cut oft' all runners,
and for some little time afterwards put the lights on
at night only, leaving them slightly tilted at the back.

Shritl',9.—Examine clumps and borders occupied
with old plants, regulate and cut back straggling
shoots of this season's gro^vth where they are over-
crowded or encroacliing on their neighbours, of Yews,
Laurels, and other jdaiits whose flowers do not con-
stitute their principal attraction, and burn all

prunings immediately afterwards. Look over those
that were planted spring and autumn, tying up the
leaders and loosening old ties where necessary.
•/. HorscfifM, Hfijtcsbnrij.

Fruits Under Glass.

Pine-apples swelling their fruit will now require

careful attention, to keep the soil in a genial state

of moisture, for if this becomes too dry the fruits

will shrivel, and if too wet they are liable to become
black in the middle. Do not afford them too strong

doses of manure-water as the sun declines in power.

Use the syringe wiih caution on swelling fruits,

otherwise the crowns will develope to undesirable

dimensions; let the temperature be 80° at 10 p.m.,

falling to 75° at daybreak ;
sprinkle the paths and

plunging material on the morning and evening of

fine days.

Succcssiuns.—Queens which are intended for start-

ing early should be induced to rest by gradually

withholding water, lowering the temperature, and
giving free admission of air on all favourable occa-

sions. Guard against excessive dryness at this

season, as the sun shines forth with great power at

times and the plants .vould be seriously crippled if

not permanently injured if the soil were too dry.

Cease syringing overhead and resort wholly to

sprinkling the paths and other surfaces; a tempera-
ture of 70° will be high enough as a maximum at

10 P.M.. allowing the thermometer to fall to G5° by

the early morning. Growing stock should be kept
steadily moving until the growth is fully made for the

season, and the pots are filled with roots; supply

them with weak manure-water every time they

require watering, changing it each time, weak
guano, drainings from a dung heap, and a dust over

of Thomson's Vine manure being all employed
in turn. Cease the use of the syringe over-

head and only damp the paths, walls, &c.

Shut up so as to secure a temperature of 95° for a

time, but let the temperature decline to 75° by

10 P.M. ; and the fires should be started in good time

to prevent a too rapid subsidence. Look carefully

after yonng stock, and pot on all suck'?rs whicli have

filled their pots with roots. These plants should
not require water for two or three weeks after being
potted, unless the soil was in a very dry state when
potting took place. Slightly dew over with tepid
water, and shade during bright sunshine for the first

lortnight, but do not allow the shading to remain
over the plants longer than is necessary. Let the
bottom-heat be kept as near 85° as possible.

The latest suckers should now be got in without
further delay, in order to have them well-rooted
before winter sets in. Strong growing sorts, like
the Cayenne, Charlotte Rothschild, Providence, and
Black Jamaica, may be plaCed in 8 and 9-inch pots,
provided the suckers are of good size ; but suckers
of Queens and small ones will be better if put into
6 and 7-inch pots. Ample drainage should be
afforded, and a handful of soot should be placed over
the crocks. In preparing the soil for potting sift out
the smaller particles and make use of the fibry part,

and to every 2 bushels of loam add a 6-inch potful
of bone-meal or Thomson's Vine manure and the
same quan'Jty of soot. If the soil be in a proper
state of dryness it cannot be made too firm by
ramming it into the pots

;
plunge the plants, so that

they are close to the glass, and let the bottom-heat
range from 85'^ to 00°. Shade during very bright
sunshine, and dew over with water at Sb"^. This
should not be done so as to cause the moisture to run
off the leaves into the pots. Whenever the roots

appear at the sides of the pots give a good watering,
and no more should be given until the plants actually

require it. After the first application of water cease
the use of the syringe overhead. ^V. M. Baillic,

Luton Hoo.

The Kitchen Garden.

OxtoNS.—These should now be got under cover as

.soon as possible before they are affected by the slight

frosts which are not rare at this late period, otherwise

they will not keep well. If the bulbs are still green,

the tops should be laid down flat, the bulbs exposed to

tlie sun, and as soon as growth ceases they should

be pulled up. In view of continued showery weather,

it will be best to remove them altogether from the

beds to hard walks or hurdles, where they can easily

be turned over to dry, and quickly covered if neces-

sary. When sufticiently dry, they may be spread out

thinly in a dry place, to be cleaned and sorted as

opportunity offers, when they may be tied in ropes,

or placed on shelves in a dry, cool shed.

Cabbages.—A plot of ground should now be got

ready for planting ; many gardeners make a practice

of planting the main crop of these on the ground

the spring Onions have been taken from. In

any case, the ground should be well manured (cow-

manure being the best for tlie purpose), and deeply

dug previous to planting. The roots should be pre-

served as much as possible when lifting, to prevent

any check to their growth. It is well to plant some

Cabbages from the earliest sowing on a border with

a southern aspect, or some other warm position, in

order to get a supply as early as possible in the

spring. Smaller varieties, such as EUam's Early,

may be planted 18 inches apart each way ; but for

Mein's No. 1 and many others, large growers, 2 feet

each way is not too much if the soil be rich.

Gcneval Wm-k.—A. quantity of French Beans

should now be sown in pots, and put into cold pits,

to be eventually removed to warmer quarters ; and

when frost is anticip.ated it is well to gather all of

tlie Scarlet Runner Bean pods that are ready. They

will keep fresh for a consider.able time if spread out

thinly in a cellar, or similar cool, damp place.

Peas may also be had in winter by sowing at the

present time Chelsea Gem, or some similar variety, in

.S-inch pots, placing the pots in a Irame now, and on

a shelf in a Pine stove by-and-bye.

All fruits on Tomatos should be exposed to the

sun as much as possible. Any tliat are partially ripe

will ripen successfully for use if they are placed ou

shelves in a late vinery.

Advantage should betakenof dry weathertodestroy

weeds, especially among Spinach and other standing

winter crops. W. H. Hirers, Ketton Halt, Slamford.

HeCKFIELD.—The first show of a cottagers'

society to be called the Hecklield and JIattingley

Horticultural Societv, was held in the gardens at

Heckfield Place, on Tuesday, August 28, by the kind

permission of 'V'iscount Eversley. Mr. W 'VN'ild-

smith is the Secretary.
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Advertisers are specially requested to note, that,

under no circumstances whatever, can any
particular position in the paper be guaran-
teed for advertisements occupying less space

than an entire column.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
•

M EETI N GS.
MONDAY, Slci'T. 10—Chamtiro Syiulicalo ot Ghent.

TUESDAY, Q ,„™ ,,( HByal Horticultural Society : Fruit
( and Floral Committees.

JIOXDAY,

SHOWS.
National C'hry-;anthemum, Eoyal

1 Aquarium, Westminster (two

WEDNESDAY. .Sr.rT. 12
p,^«|J,;. „„, „.,,j „; s,„j,„„.,

I (three days).
' Chi-ltenhani (two days).

SALES.
/Bulbs, by Messr>. Smail & Co.,

at 23, Lime Street, London, E.C,
at 12.30 I'.M.

First-(las.s Bulbs from HoUaiid, at

Stevens' Rooms.
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

/Greenhouse and Stove Plants, at

TTTTTQUAV Qrr.T ^^) EastgateXurseries, Peterborough.1U1.&UA1. bF.pr. U<
j^^ Me^s^rs. Protheroe & Morris

( (two .lays).

njulbs. l.y Messrs. Smail & Co., at

WFnVFciTlvv Sr-T.T loj 23, LinieStreel, E.C.. at 12.;10 P.M.WED>ESDA^. Sr.Pi.U^
pj^^j^,^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ Holland, at

(, Stevens' Rooms.
Choice Orcliids in Flower, and Im-
ported Orchids, at Stevens' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Great Annual Trade Sale of Green-

j

house Plants at Ladd's Nursery,

I

Swanley Junction, by Messrs.
\ Protheroe & Morris.

iBulbs, by Me.-isrs. Smail Si. Co., at
,

,
J 23, Lime Street. E.C., at 12.;i0 p.>f

.

J
Established and Imported Orcliids

(, at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.
iFirst-cIa^s Bulbs from Holland,

, - J at Stevens' Rooms.
'

1 Dutih Bulbs, at ProtluTOe &
( Morris' Koonis.

THURSDAY. SiCPT. 13

SATl'RDAY, Si:i

Ix our present i.-ssue we give a

Fruit Culture, short report of two p^o^"incial

conferences that have already

been held with re.spect to the development of

fruit-culture as a national industry. Next week
\\e hope to be able to make mention of the
meeting at the Crystal Palace, and, later on, of

that in the old home of the Uoyal Horticul-
tural Society at Chiswick, where, it will be
remembered, the most extensive and most suc-

cessful conferences were held a few years since.

^\'e can but rejoice heartily at the public interest

manifested in this question. So much more might
be done than is done—so many more pounds
might be retained in our own pockets—so much
less coin find its waj^ into the coffers of our neigh-

bours. All this must be admitted : but in their

/ealj the promoters of extended fruit-culture

must not suffer themselves to fall into the delu-

sion, that fruit-culture is to be a perfect cure for

agricultui-al depression. To say. as one gentle-

man at yt. Alban's is reported to have done, that
" in the growing of Fruit la\' I'^ngland's salva-

tion " is to use the language of exaggeration.
It may—and we believe will be^—\ery useful as an
auxiliary, and if it enforce on our agriculturists

the recognition of the folly of putting all their
eggs into one basket, to use a homely proverb,
it will do good service. Nevertheless, we have
only to look back to the I'ruit Crop Iteports
given annually in these pages for the last quarter
of a century and upwards, to see that the risks

and contingencies of fruit-growing on a large
scale are, to say the least, as great as those with
which the farmer has to contend, while the dilH-

culties in the form of land-laws, markets, and
transit are certainly no less.

The Conferences will, we hope and believe, do
nuich to show what sorts can be grown at a

profit in particular localities, and what sorts it is

a mere waste of space to cultivate. For the

selection of appropriate stocks and other details

of cultivation, the farmer or market-gardener

must at first depend upon the gardener or the

nurseryman. AVhatever, is to be the future of

agriculture in this country, it is certain that the

farmer has much to learn from the gardener.

Fruit culture just nowis in the air, but it is only

one resource out of many open to him. In the

future it will be by the careful study and ex-

tension of the methods adopted by the florist

and the gardener that progress will be made.

The knowledge of first principles is not too well

ingrained among gardeners— it is all hut absent

in the great mass ctf farmers : and yet upon the

teachings of physiology and chemistry, and upon
practical experiments made in experimental gar-

dens—success depends in the future. This, it will

be said, is a slow and tedious process, and so it is

:

but ha\e not the teachings of experience been

tedious and slow :- Any means whereby combined

action may be brought to bear upon the search

for knowledge and its application to practice must
be welcomed as hastening the rate of progress,

and in this direction a reconstructed Eoyal Hor-
ticultural Society might do much good. In these

days of specialisation, however, and particularly

in the present state of things, it seems almost

hopeless to expect that the Society will take its

proper place at the head of all such movements,
and therefore it is well worth considering whether
the time has not come for the formation of yet

another special society, if we cannot have, as

we should prefer, a special department of the

Royal Horticultural Society. On this subject a

correspondent writes :

—

" In the interest of the fruit-growing industiy of tliis

country it is greatly to be hoped that one of the good

results likely to accrue from the holding of confer-

ences this autumn will be the formation of a National

Fruit Growers' Society. We believe it to be one of

the pressing requirements of the times. At first sight

it appears somewhat strange, in these days of keen

competition and business enterprise, that such a

society has not been brought into existence long ago,

and it is only because we believe it to be an absolute

necessity—seeing that we are soon to have a Minister

of Agriculture and Horticulture—that we call atten-

tion to the subject at this juncture, trusting thereby

to stimidate tJie energy of those whom it most con-

cerns. In a matter of this kind the duty of tiie Press

begins and ends with drawing the attention of prac-

titioners to the subject, and with directing or point-

ing out the channels in which their interest lie, and
it is for them, and for them alone to take active

proceedings afterwards, to set in motion the ma-
chinery through whose agency they are expected to

reap advantageous results.

"There are already a few local societies in different

parts of the country, and these we have reason to

believe are doing a real and substantial service to

their members. These in time to come will doubt-

less be largely increased in numbers, and, in our

opinion, advantageously so; but what we have in

mind at the present time is the starting a society

which shall be of a national character, and to which
all these local or district ones—at least such of them
as think it advisable to do so—may be alliliated.

At the present time there is a vast amount of capital

employed and floating about seeking for employment
in the fruit-growing industry of this country, and
it behoves its owners to seek for methods of combi-

nations whereby it shall receive legitimate protection

to prevent loss or depreciation as far as it is in human
power to do so, or at least, when they do occur, to

confine them within the narrowest possible limits.

Presuming that a National Fruit Growers' Society is

brought into existence forthwith, we can quite con-

ceive that some persons will say the time is not yet

ripe for such a thing—what will its functions consist

of, and in what direction will it seek to do good by

looking after the interests of its members ?—are

ijuestions which all shrewd and common-sense
persons will ask themselves before giving a subscrip-

tion towards its support, or before fruit growers

themselves will consent to have their names proposed

as members,

"We will endeavour to answer these questions,

and also to enlarge upon them, for it is only by such

pithy points being put in a clear light that such a
society as we are now advocating can ever hope to

be established on a firm basis, or to become perma-

nent, and of an increasingly popular character. In

the first place, the society should hold an annua)

meeting of members for the reading of papers on

matters connected with fruit growing, and others

treating on the economic aspect of such questions as

may be expected to crop up from time to time in

regard to our fruit growing industry; the reading of

each paper to be followed by a discussion ; in fact»

to put the matter in other words, the meetings should

take the form of an annual Conference, and there

cannot be the slightest doubt but what great good
will result. Secondly, the society should be able to

command the services of a qualified horticultural or

agricultural chemist, so that any member by paying

a small fee could obtain a chemical analysis of soil

or manure at any time he wished for such informa-

tion ; and with the table of analysis there should be

a few remarks stating what chemical properties will

benefit the said sample of soil, and also what value

can be attached to the manure for fruit growing pur-

poses. This matter is one of very great importance, and

it is a strange fact that no horticultural society of the

present day, so far as we are aware, employs an analy-

tical chemist for this purpose, and any fruit grower, be

he a private gardener or a man working on his own
capital, wishing to obtain such information, must do

so tlnougli an Agricultural Society, or by paying a
large private fee, the amount of which acts as a

deterrent to men of small means. We believe that

thousands of pounds are lost annually over artificial

manures owing to a want of more knowledge on the

subject by those who use them. Thirdly, the

society should issue a Journal yearly or half-yearly,

in which should be given in tabulated form statistical

information relative to importation and exportation

of fruit in its various forms, i.e., dried, bottled, jams,

and in green or ripe condition. Such a matter as

this is also of the greatest importance to fruit

growers, and as the fruit growing industry developes

itself it will manifest itself in an intensified degree.

Indeed it is becoming daily more apparent that we
have been exceedingly lax and neglectful of such

an important source of information, but the opinion

is now fast gaining ground, that it stimulates the

business capacities of men with the best brains, and

contributes largely to the levelling-up of ineijualities

where they exist. In addition to such information

as this, the society's Journal should contain a

limited number of contributions from some of its

leading members, on subjects immediately connected

with the fruit-growing interests—not necessarily on

systems of culture—but mostly on the broader

<piestions—such, for instance, as improved methods

of fruit transit and distribution, drying, storing

packing, and marketing of fruit, with others again

relating to tithes, rates and taxes, in so far as they

atiect owners and occupiers of fruit farms and gar-

dens. Of these latter questions some persons may
think that they are already well understood, un-

alterable, and fully accepted ; but on that we differ

in opinion, and we think it will be found that, when
the new elective County Councils come into force

and get settled down into working order, there will

be a very great deal in this respect that will require

to be closely looked after. Having pointed out the

directions in which the work of a National Fruit

Growers' Society lies, the next question is as to

management and putting it into working order.

The latter part of the question may be answered,

first, by saying that we know of no better plan than

for the leading market-growers attending the Con-
ferences to join hands and make arrangements to

\
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convene a general meeting, to which all who are

interested in the project be invited to attend, with

the object of discussing and taking the matter into

earnest consideration. As regards management, we
are of opinion that this need not be a costly affair

—

an oflice and meeting room could easily be rented,

but the life and soul of the society, we think, will

be found in the services of a thoroughly competent

man as paid Secretary. There should be an Honorary

President, Vice-Presidents, and a Council or committee

of from seven to twelve members, elected by votes of

course—one third to retire annually and not to be

eligible for re-election under a period of three years ;

this would insure a constant infusion of new blood,

in itself a matter of great importance to a society of

this kind. One of the rules of this society should

be worded in very precise language regarding the

cKass of men who are to form the committee, and who
in our opinion ought to be hond-fitlc market or trade

growers only^ this will give stability to the society,

and gain the conlidence of those members who have

most benefit to expect from its labours. The com-

mittee should hold periodical meetings—say quarterly

—to discuss business matters in connection with the

society, and points of importance that may be ex-

pected to crop up regarding the fruit growing industry,

and on which it might be thought the society could

take action. Various other matters touching the

interests of fruit growers could also be dealt with,

but, as they are questions of detail we can hardly

refer to them here further than say, they will force

themselves to the front in the near future. It seems

almost superfluous to add, that with a Minister of

Agriculture, the voice of such a society would have

great weight on all questions of a public character

bearing on the interests of fruit growers.
"

Pig. 33.

—

ar.\uja gr.\veolens : stove cLiMnER: flowers white, iragraxt.

ARAUOA GRAVEOLENS (fig. 33).—This is a

stove climber (native of Brazil) of great beauty,

closely allied to the well known Stephanotis, and

which may be grown in like manner, and used for

similar purposes. It is perhaps best known as

Schubertia graveolens, under which name it was

figured as long ago as 1838 in the Botanical Register,

vol. xxxii., t. 21, and Botanical Muyazine, t. 3891

Another name for it is Physiauthus graveolens or P.

auricomus, while it is very closely allied to the

Schubertia grandiflora of Martics. In the standard

work of Bextham and Hooker, Genera Plantariim,

ii., 751 (1876), lioth Physianthus and Schubertia are

included under Arauja, on which account we have

here adopted the name Arauja graveolens. These

are points, however, which must be left to the

botanists to settle. For gardeners it may suflice to

say that it is a very free-flowering stove climber, the

stems of which are covered with reddish spreading

hairs, the leaves are also softly hairy ; the flowers

are in umbels, white, waxy, and thick in texture.

For the rest, our illustration tells its own tale. We
saw the plant lately beautifully in flower in the

n-arden of Mr. Bartholomew, at Reading, as also in

the Water Lily-house at Kew. Our illustration is

from a plant grown by Mr. Davidson, of Wernoleu,

South Wales.

The Late Messrs. T. Jackson & Son's

Nursery.—Full of kindly observations was Mr.

Geo 1(1 iE Field Morris (Protheroe & Morris, G7

and 08, Cheapside). when he ottered on Thursday,

August 30, at The Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, London,

the well-known and valuable freehold and leasehold

properties, foraierly belonging to Messrs. T. ,1ack-

soN & Son, botli of whom are now dead. Interest

was naturally excited among Kingstonians, and

Alderman G. C. Sherkard, J. P., was present as, it

was understood, the solicitor representing the family.

The auctioneer said the first offer was for the whole of

the property in its entirety, but it did not sell. The

auctioneer then put up Lot 1, freehold property,

known and distinguished as the Kingston Nursery,

Kingston, Surrey, most favourably situated in the

heart of the town, and possessing a commanding

frontage of 588 feet 6 inches to Fife Road, and

107 feet to Clarence Street, or thereabouts, and con-
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taining a total area of about 1 r., 'Jl p.

The first lot was knocked down to Mr. Nathaniel
Smith (Smith Bros., Kinp;ston) for £4000. Lot 2,

the freehold family resilience known as and being

Fife House, Pife Eoad, Kingston-on-Thames, was
witlidrawn, the last bid, £17S0, not being con-

sidered suflicient. Lot 3—the house, shop, an<l

premises, known as No. 13, Thames Street—ex-

cited keen competition between Messrs. Nuttali,

(Alfred & William) and J. J. Holland, but the

latter would not be outdone, and he gave £3900 for

the shop and premises. Other lots were unsold. The
auctioneerannounced that the sale of the greenhouse

plants would be proceeded with at once.

Gardeners" Orphan Fund.—We have the

pleasure to announce that at the flower show, held

at HeckJield Place on August 28, Mr. Wildsmith,
the local secretary for this district, collected the

handsome sum of £5 from three boxes.

Presentation of an Address to Pro-
fessor Bentley.—The- prolonged and valuable

services rendered by Professor Bentley to the Royal
Botanic Society of London have recently been the

subject of a well-deserved recognition in the shape of

a beautifully illuminated address presented to him
on behalf of the Council of that Society. The text

of the address was as follows:

—

' Tvoyal Botanic Society of London,
" Gardens. Begent's Park.

" To Professor Kohert Bentley.
" Sir.—At a meeting of Council this day, I was re-

quested to convey to you, which 1 do with sincere

pleasure, the cordial thanks of the Council and Fellows
of the lioyal Botanic Society of London for your able

assistance in its objects by the Botanical Lectures

you have during the past thirty-five years delivered

in the Society's Gardens.

"Permit me at the same time to express our
fervent hope that on retiring from your more active

labours you may for many years enjoy the prospect

of the valuable resultsof your prolonged and laborious

work. "Francis, Duke of Teck, President."

Garden Fete.—The beautiful and historical

grounds of Oakley Park, near Scole, Norfolk, were
thrown open to the public on the 21st ult., the occa-

sion being a garden party in aid of the Gardeners'
Royal Benevolent Institution. The/r^c on Tuesday
was organised by Mr. McMillan, the head
gardener at (Jakley Park, and so perfect were
the arrangements that there was but one condition
—fine weather— to make the affair successful. Un-
fortunately this was wanting, rain fell almost inces-

santly. Soon aftermid-day, however, the sky cleared,

and as soon as there was a prospect of the afternoon
being at all fine, people were tobe seen wending their

way to the park. Visitors to ihefiic on Tuesday found
many objects of interest in the house and grounds
so closely identified with the name of the late owner.
The gardens, now in their summer beauty, were a
great attraction. The upper terrace commands an
extensive view of the park and the river running
through it. The kitchen garden covers about two
acres, and a tour of inspection solves the problem
why vegetables exhibited from this quarter distance

all others at local shows. There is a long range of

glass, and the houses are filled with fruit. We
understand that, in spite of the wretched weather,

a profit of £18 was made—a welcome addition to

the funds of the Institution. Mr. McMillan's suc-

cess should stimulate others to do likewise.

Wigtownshire Horticultural Society.—
The annual show of this Society was held on
August 31, in the Academy, Stranraer, and sustained
its reputation as a provincial show. Roses, Dahlias,

Carnations, and other cut flowers, were shown in

excellent condition, and greenhouse plants were
exceptionally fine. Fruit made a large display,

Grapes being well bloomed and highly flavoured.

The vegetables were likewise good generally. The
collections shown for the special prizes offered by

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, and Messrs. Dick-

sons & Co., Edinburgh, were of remarkably good

quality. The bouquets of cultivated and wild flowers

were numerous aud meritorious.

Birmingham Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
ment Association.—A notable event in connec-

tion witli the above Association took place on

Monday, August 27, when a party of about seventy

members left Birmingham at 540 a.m., and arrived

at Reading at S oO a.m. The party was met at the

station by members of the firm of Messrs. Suttox &
Soxs, who had provided conveyances to take the

whole of the party to the trial grounds of the firm,

and to their London Road nursery, and thence to

the Lecture Hall, where the firm had provided

dinner for the party—Mr. JIartix John Suttox

presiding, ably supported by Mr. Leonard Suttox,

Mr. W. Wildsmith, and Mr. W. B. Lathom, Chair-

main of the Gardeners's Association. The journey

to Heckfield (0 miles) was made from Reading by

road. Here, after a kind reception by Viscount

EvERSLEv and his daughter, the party was con-

ducted round the place and shown everything of

interest in these extensive and admirably kept

gardens. The return journey was made from

Reading at 7'30 r.ar., Birmingham being safely

reached at 10"5 p.:m.

Potato Tuber Sprouting in Darkness.—

a

correspondent sends us a fine specimen of an " Im-
perator" Potato, which had been laid aside in a cup-

board, and in due time started into growth, bearing

numerous shoots of coral-like appearance, the tips of

which are, in many cases, developed into small

tubers. All these shoots and tubers had of course

developed at the expense of the old tuber, which

endeavoured to do above ground what it could have

done so much better below. Our correspondent

rightly says a similar specimen was sent to Dr.

LiNDLEY some years ago (it is probably the one

figured in his FJcmcnts of Botaii//) ; but to attribute

to this distinguished botanist the statement that

the " roots of the Potato are underground branches,

and the tubers its fruit," is an astounding misrepre-

sentation.

" Damping-off" of Seedlings.—The follow-

ing extract is taken from an important and valuable

series of articles from the pen of Professor Mah.'^iiai.l

Ward, now appearing in Natnir, relating to the

diseases of timber :

—

"In the seed-beds [Beech is specially alluded to]

it is often first noticeable in that patches of seedlings

here and there begin to fall over, as if they had been

bitten or cut where the young stem and root join at

the surface of the ground : on pulling up one of the

injured seedlings the * collar,' or region common to

stem and root will be found to be blackened, and

either rotten or shrivelled, according to the dampness
or dryness of the surface of the soil. Sometimes

the whole of the young root will be rotting off before

the first true leaves have emerged from between the

cotyledons ; in other cases the collar only is rotten

or shrivelled, and the weight of the parts above

ground causes them to fall prostrate on the surface

of the soil : in yet others the lower parts of the

stem of the older seedling may be blackened, and

dark flecks appear on the cotyledons and young
leaves, which may also be turning brown and
shrivelling up.

" If the weather is moist, f </., during a rainy May
or June, the disease may be observed spreading

rapidly from a given centre or centres, in ever-

widening circles. It has also been noticed that if a

moving body passes across a diseased patch into the

neighbouring healthy seedlings, the disease in a few

hours is observed spreading in its track. It has also

been found that if seeds are again sown in the

following season in a seed-bed which had previously

contained many of the above diseased seedling?,

the new seedlings will inevitably be killed by

the 'damping-off.' As we shall see shortly, this

is because the resting spores of the fungus re-

main dormant in the soil after the death of the-

seedlings.

" In other words, the disease is infectious, and
spreads centrifugally from one diseased seedling to

another, or from one crop to another; if the weather
is moist and warm— ' muggy,' as it is often termed

—

such as often occurs in the cloudy days of a wet

Mayor June, the spread of the disease may be so

rapid that every plant in the bed is affected in the

course of two or three days, and the whole sowing
reduced to a putrid mass ; in drier seasons and soils

the spread of the infection may be slower, and only

a patch here and there die off, the diseased shrivelling

up rather than rotting."'

Horticultural Show at Lostock, near
Bolton.—The fifteenth annual floral aud horticul-

tural show for the districts of Westhoughton and
Lostock was held on the 1st inst. at the " Black
Horse," in the latter town. The prizes offered were

numerous and well assorted, consisting chiefly of

domestic articles. The exhibits were acknowledged

to be better than the specimens submitted at previous

shows. Vegetables brought numerous entries, there

being an extraordinary show of Celery, for which
forty-seven prizes were offered.

Fleetwood Flower Show.—The first annual

show in connection with the Fleetwood Floral and
Horticultural Society was held on August 31, in the

Queen's Hall. The number of entries for the various

classes was 548, and the display was a very credit-

able one, considering the exceptionally bad season

we have had. The gardeners' class for plants in

pots produced some fine exhibits, the Pelargoniums,

Fuchsias, and Ferns shown being in fine condition,

with a profusion of bloom, Mr. F. H. Lucas [was

the principal prize-winner in this section, whilst Mr.

J. Lister ran him close. The show was well

attended, and the committee have reason to hope for

better things next year.

The Botanic Gardens, Trinidad.-When
Mr. Hart, scarcely more than a year ago, assumed

the superintendence of the gardens, he found them
in rather a backward and dilapidated condition. An
interregnum of twelve months had intervened be-

tween his appointment and the retirement of his

predecessor, and duringthat time the gardens had been

under the supeiintendence of a clerk from the island

Audit Office. The work was done as well as could

have been expected; still many things were out of

order, and many improvements had instantly t* be

made. Mr. IIakt set vigorously to work, and with

the efficient co-operation of his Excellency Sir

William Robinson, K.C.M.G., he has been able to

do wonders. We admire his courage and his ability,

and we sincerely wish him all success in his important

labours.

Lilies and Poppies.— Jlr. Ware sends us a

magnificent combination—a sheaf of Lilium auratum

and one of Oriental Poppies. Mix the two judiciously,

and what vase shall be grandiose enough to contain

so stately a group ? But it is our business to analyse,

and not merely to gaze in admiration. The forms

sent are forms of Lilium auratum var. platyphyllum,

which, Mr. Ware tells us, has larger flowers, broader

overlapping segments, and larger leaves than in the

common type. Among the flowers are some with a pure

white unspotted segment, marked by a central band of

light gold (var. virginale). A spotted form is repre-

sented by the var. macranthum. In addition, there

is a red-banded variety (rubro vittatum\ in which

the band is broader and deeper than in the ordinary

red-banded auratum. The platyphyllum varieties,

Mr. Ware tells us, make huge bulbs, and grow in

almost any soil, while the original auratum fails to

grow with Mr. Ware in any position or soil. The
Oriental Poppies are flowering a second time.

Gorgeous used to be the appropriate word for these,

and still is for some ; but Mr. Ware has lately

brought under notice some forms of a pale rosy-lilac

colour, so that we have now a range of colour from

pale lilac or pink through orange, orange- scarlet,
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scarlet, to deepest crimson, the base of the petal in

every case marked with a deep blaclc-purple spot.

The National Footpath Preservation
Society is nial^ing itself felt throughout the king-

dom—rousing people to the great imj)ortance of pi'e-

serving rights of way both on land and water. Many
of our readers have heard of the two great successes

that tlie society lias lately achieved—one in resisting

tlie Great Western llailway Company preventing tiie

people of a considerable district liaving access to

their market town, Neyland (Pembrokeshire). The
other case was a right to walk on the tow path of

the Grand Junction Canal Company, which right was
proved to liave existed for a long period, but had been
suljsequently stopped by the company. Tliis also was
gained. Who can estimate the value of the rights

of way in tliese two cases alone ? We cannot find

space to recount all the matters now before the
Society. It seems almost as if all England was
going mad stopping footpaths and cribbing road-

side slips of land, but in truth this has been going
on for years unchecked until this useful Society

was formed four years .ago, and the people should
strengthen t!ie hands of the Society by becoming
members. The minimum subscription is 5s. a year;
the London office is 42, Essex Street, Strand

; and
Mr. Allnott tlie Secretary.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—

a

largely attended meeting of the committee took
place at Anderton's Hotel, I'leet Street, E.G., on the
.'l.'d inst., Mr. E. SASDEnsoN, President, in the chair.
The minutes of the last meeting having been read,
an interesting letter was read fjom the Secietary of
the Victorian Horticultural Association, Melbourne,
and a deputation from that Society had subsequently
called upon Mr. W. Holmes for information as to
the working of tlie Society. The following societies

were admitted into affiliation, m.aking forty in all :

—

The Barnsley, Hampstead, Isle of Sheppey, Stroud
(Gloucester'), and Truro. Mr. G. T. Miles, Wycombe
Abbey, Bucks, was appointed one of the judges of
fruit and vegetables at the November show at the
Royal Aquarium, in tlie place of the late Mr. John
WooDBRiDGE, and a vote of condolence was ordered
to be sent to the family of the latter. The Secre-
tary reported that all the preliminaries of the pro-
vincial show at Sheffield had been satisfactorily

arranged, and there was every reason to believe it

would prove higlily successful. Two new Fellows
and forty-eight new members were elected. The
Secretary, regretting the unavoidable absence of
the members of the Catalogue Revision Committee
said the publication of the revised catalogue was
in a very forward state, and he hoped copies would
be in circulation before the -ahow on September 12.
The cost of the new catalogue would be about £.30

;

already eighty copies were ordered, and it was
believed that the advertisements in the catalogue
would more than cover half tlie cost of publication.
The schedule of prizes for the first provincial show
at Sheffield on November l(i was laid upon the table,
also that of the Barnsley Chrysanthemum Society.
The proceedings closed with a cordial vote of thanks
to the Chairman.

Bishop's Stortforo Horticultural So-
ciety.—The summer exhibition took ]ilace as usual
in the grounds of The Grange, the residence of T. J.
M.iNx, Esq. The competition is mainly confined to
amateurs and cottagers, and a good display resulted,
especially in the classes for cut flowers and vege-
tables. The Hon. Secretary of tlie National Dahlia
Society, Mr. Henby Gl.isscock, was to the fore with
Dalilias, and, considering tlie heavy storm which
swept over the district on the previous evenin",
doing a great deal of damage, and flooding many
gardens, it is indeed surprising cut flowers were so
good. Plants were small, but clean and bright.
Fruit was limited in quantity. A good collection,
not for competition, came from Mr. E. Atkins, gr.
to the Misses Pultexev, Stanstcad

; also an admir-
able group of plants, arranged with great taste ; a
group of plants from W. A. Blvtu, Esq., Croft

House, Stanstead ; a large collection ofcut blooms of

hardy plants. Dahlias, &c., from Messrs. P.idl & Son,

Did Nurseries, Chesliunt ; Balsams and Roses, from

Messrs. T. Rivers & Sox, nurserymen, Sawbridge-
wortli ; Golden Champion Grapes from The Grange
g;trdens, &c. The cottagers' produce from the

allotment gardens was remarkably good through-

out.

Large Deciduous Cypresses. — In the

grounds of J. C. Raphael, Esq., Castle Hill, Englefield,

are three specimens of Taxodium distichum, which
may be regarded as remarkable ones in this country.

The trees stand by the edge of a deep pool of water,

and the ground around, and more especially tlie very

angle of the bank nearest to the water, is covered
by woody protuberances which emerge from the roots

of these trees, some of wliich are 2 feet in height.

The largest tree measures about 3 feet 6 inches in

diameter at breast height, and is about 70 feet in

lieight. Tlie others are somewhat smaller, but still

stately trees. The boles of all of them appear of

remarkably stout proportions, not spindling much
as they ascend, and the branches appear of dispro-

portionately small dimensions. Our old correspond-

ent, Mr. W. SwMN, has charge of the gardens at

Castle Hill, but his attention will not be so exclu-

sively given to Orchids, although there exists the

nucleus of a choice collection—as in some other

gardens of which he has had the charge.

Chrysanthemum Show Fixtures. — The
annual exhibition of the Pembrokeshire Chrysan-
themum Society is fixed for November 9 and 10, and
that of the Winchester Horticultural Society on
November 1.3 and 14.

The Neill Prize. — At a meeting of the

Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society, held in the

Waverley Market Hall, Edinburgh, on Wednesday,
September 5, the Council of the Society presented

the Neill Prize—amounting this year to £40—to

Professor Baylev Bahoie, of Edinburgh, well

known for his travel and researches in Socotra,

whence he introduced some remarkable plants into

our gardens. The late Dr. Xeill left to the Society

the sum of .£500 for the puriiose of the interest being

applied in furnishing a medal or other reward every

second or third year to any distinguished Scottish

botanist or cultivator, to be voted by the Society.

The practice has been to allow the interest to accu-

mulate for two or three yi^ars, and then vote it as

a money prize.

Scottish Horticultural Association.—
The monthly meeting of this Association was held

last night at 5, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, the
President, Mr. Alexander M'Kinnon, Scone Palace
Gardens, in the chair. There was a large attend-
ance. Seven gentlemen nominated at last meeting,
including Professor Bavlev Balfodr, were admitted
members. Mr. Ditnn, Dalkeith, drew attention to

the Fruit Conference held last week at Dunkeld, and
suggested that steps should bo taken towards the

formation of a pomological society, or a pomological
branch in connection with the Association. All
would agree, he thought, that there was great room
in Scotland for such ,an organisation. He hoped
something definite would be done before the coming
winter set in. Mr. M.vckex/.ie, Warriston, Mr.
Grieve, Pilrig, Mr. Milne (Messrs. James Dicksox
& Sons), having spoken iu favour of the formation
of a pomological branch, the Secretary, Mr.
Robertson Munro, in seconding the motion,
said that while he did not in any way depre-

cate taking steps on the lines suggested, he did

not think their Association should take up the matter
exclusively for fruit. The holding of excm-sions such
as that to Dunkeld Gardens, had been referred to,

but he thought if these were of benefit to those in-
terested in fruit culture they would be equally inter-
esting to others having a liking for other depart-
ments of horticulture. xVftersome further conversa-
tion the motion was adopted unanimously. Mr. Todd,
7a, M.titland Street, read a paper bv Mr. Matthew
S-MiTH, Prestwick, Ayrshire, on the culture of

Gladioli. Some discussion took place on the paper,
and at the close it was resolved that the thanks of
the Association be communicateil to Mr. Smith,
Among the exhibits were twenty-four specimens of a
new seedling Carnation, Maggie Laurie, of a pale pink
colour, forwarded by Messrs. Dicksons & Co. A fine

collection of blooms of Gloxinia was shown by Mr.
John Clark, Links Place, Leith. Mr. Fraseb
(Messrs. Metuvex & Son) exhibited a cluster of
Damson Plums and samples of Hops which he had
brought from Kent the other da^'.

NOVELTIES.
The following new plants are announced for the

first time in Mr. W. Bull's Catalogue, where descrip-
tions may be found :

—

Aglaonema picta compacta, stove Aroid.—Java.
Alocasiamarginata, Brazilian Aroid—stove foliage

plant.

A. princeps, Malayan Aroid—stove foliage plant.

Aphelandra aimena, Brazilian Acanthad— stove
foliage plant.

Ardisia polycephala. East Indian shrub—leaves
red when young; berries black.

Crotons Delight, Junius, Magnificent, Monarch,
and Victory.

Cypripedium Saundersianum — C. caudatum X
Schlimii.

Drac.Tna argenteo-striata. South Sea Islands

;

leaves linear, streaked with creamy-white.
Eomecon chioiiantha, a Chinese Papaverad—half

hardy perennial.

Esmeralda bella, Orchidacea*. See Gardeners
Chronicle, February 4, IS.H'S.

Mussainda erythrophylla, Congo — stove shrub
;

bracts scarlet.

Nidularium striatum, Brazilian Bromeliad. —
Leaves white, variegated.

Panax crispatum, lepiduin, uitidum, ornatum—all

Brazilian forms.

Pavetta natalensis ; stove shrub.—Natal.

Pinanga lepida. East Indian Palm.
Rhododendron (greenhouse) Diana and Fair Rosa-

mond.
Gloxinias Alpha, Casino, Lucrece, Sabina.
Pelargonium (spotted) Argus, Rubis.

Foreign Correspondence.

NANCY.
At all times a visit to these gardens is to tlie

horticulturist a source of much and instructive

enjoyment, Nancy being the birthplace and home of

many of our choicest and best florist flowers, is, as

it were, the " Mecca "' of gardeners. But at the
present epoch of gardening, when various sections of

florist flowers have reached a point of perfection

which a few years since would have been considered

unattainable, a visit is of more than ordinary interest.

Not to mention more than hybrid Gladiolus and
Tuberous Begonias, the amateur can imagine what a

fleld of interest lies before him, these alone being

sufficient to repay one for a visit to Nancy.
The grower of Tuberous Begonias finds at the

garden of J[. Crousse a superb series of seedling

double Begonias ; the double white and double

yellow of various shades are as yet unequalled in

any other establishment. The size, perfect form,

and habit of many of these magnificent flowers leave

nothing further to be desired. Some of the seed-

lings raised this year are absolutely perfect, and
make one long for the day when they will be found in

the Catalogue of M. Crousse. At this garden the

Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums also are very noteworthy.

Amongst those to be sent out by-and-bye are several

of great promise. The Cannas raised by M. Crozy.

of Lvons, are largely grown in this garden; but in

our climate they will be more generally useful for

indoor culture, owing to want of continued sunshine

and heat to develope them fully. (An instance of

this can now be seen by any visitor to the nursery

of Messis. Cannell, at Swanley.)
At the nursery gardens of M. Lemoine the great

point of interest is the new race of hybrid Gladiolus,

a beautiful cross between Gladiolus Saundersii

superbus and M. Lemoine's hybrids, made known on
the exhibition table by Messrs. Veitch. Only one
who has seen these exquisite flowers can have an idea

of what is in store before very long for growers of

hybrid Gladiolus. The form, size, and markings, arc
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quite surprising—and reveal a beauty Iiitlierto un-

linown amongst Gladiolus. It is possible that one

or two may appear in the Catalogue for next year,

if on lifting them a sufficient quantity to put them

into commerce is found to exist.

The herbaceous Phloxes contain many seedlings

of wonderful size and beauty, many new shades of

colour being found amongst them.

The new Montbretias, too. contain some seedlings

of very much improved form and colour, and as they

increase so rapidly one may expect very soon to find

them attainable.

Having visited and carefully examined both these

gardens last autumn, I was not prepared to find such

a number of interesting novelties this year. John T.

Toe. Biverston.

Home Correspondence

TOMATOS ON SOUTH WAULS.—I have myself

observed, and have likewise heard complaints of the

Tomato not fruiting well outside this season, but in

this garden they have never done so well before. I

have forty plants placed against a south wall, which

are laden with good-sized fruits, which will, witli

four or five days' sun. be fit to gather in quantity,

and I have, moreover, furnished the family with

them for three weeks past. The reason I think is,

that tlie border is narrow, rather steeply sloped,

and the wall is high. The plants were raised early

and potted on into 7-inch pots before being planted

out, being well hardened oft' previously. The variety

is the old Large Ked, which I think is still one

of the best for growing outdoors. G. H. Mcrton.

THE POTATO CROP IN LINCOLNSHIRE.—During
the past week or so I have passed through many
hundreds of acres of Potatos, in fields and allot-

ments in various parts of Lincolnshire, and was sur-

prised tofind a diseased patch quite a rarity. No doubt

there are places where the disease has made its ap-

pearance though all the crops which h.ave come under

my notice were particularly free from it. The yield

too is, where the earlier sorts are being lifted, very

productive, exceeding that of last year greatly. With
many growers a pinkish variety named Abundance is

an especial favourite, while with others I found

Beauty of Hebron placed first on the list. These
varieties are grown more frequently in allotments

than in fields ; in the latter the Magnum Bonum is

considered to be unsur]>assed, especially in some
parts of the Fens, and it is particularly good, both as

regards quantity and quality, but in other parts it is

•comparatively worthless. York Regents and Cham-
pions, though these are grown by some, are by no
means so popular with the Potato farmers here as

they are farther north. Another point I noticed was
the uncommonly strict attention that is paid as to

the destruction of weeds. With many of the Potato

farmers in Lincolnshire it is the rule to cut off the

^laulm as soon as the tuber is matured, thus allow-

ing the land to dry before the crops are lifted.

C. Collins.

CENTAUREA AUREA.—The Gardeners' Chronicle

iias always done good sej'vice in searching out a lost

plant. A fortnight ago I wrote to inquire whether
anything is known about Centaurea aurea (Alton),

figured and described in Bi'f. May., vol. xii.. t. i'l\.

Tile reply given, signed " D. D.,'' was to the effect

that it is a good species, but that only one dried

specimen is known to exist, viz., in the Kew Her-
barium, labelled Port Juvenal, and that no habitat

or living specimens are known. This week, under
" Names of Plants." p. li.51, I observe that " R. C. K.

"

is credited with having sent a specimen to be
named which is C. aurea. It is tantalising not to

hear more of it, wliere it came from, and whether
it is a live plant or not. I have tried to hunt
out all that is known of C. aurea. I find it in Miller's

Dieti'niary described as " cultivated by Mr. Miller,

in 1758. Calyxes most simply thorned ; thorns
spreading; lower leaves pinnatifid " (reference to

Alton's Hort. Kew., :i, 2115). In De Candolle's
Prodromiis. vol. vi., p. .')'J5. I find this description
rejjeated with a reference to Bat. Mae/., 4:21, and to

Sweet's " Hort. Brit., 217 : Crocodylium aureum." I

have not verified the last reference as I have not the
book. De Candolle adds: "All plants under this

name in gardens were obvious mistakes t"bri(e erant
fahce^" I am afraid this last sentence is true still.

A few years ago C. ghistil'olia was distributed from a
well-known nursery as C. aurea, to me amongst others.

The name C. aurea is not included in Nyman's

Conspectm of European Species, and I should be glad

to know where "Port Juvenal " is. The most

obvious character of Bot. Mag., t. 421, is the long

spines projecting outwards from the end of the in-

volucral bracts. Besides the mention of Port Juve-

nal with the Kew specimen I can only find South

Europe given as a habitat in Miller and Bot. Mag.

De Candolle does not give any habitat. C. ^ "Itcy

Bod, Edf/e Hall.

DISEASE OF POTATOS AND MANGELS. — The
fungus of the Potato disease has lately spread with

alarming rapidity, and few Potato patches are now

without it : its effect will doubtlessly be seen on late

Potatos. In Glamorganshire, Carmarthenshire, and

Cardiganshire, it is working great mischief, and most

of the South Wales Potato growers say the crop is

" bad," " very bad," or "blasted." Although so much
has been written on the subject many growers are

still unacquainted with the early state of the disease
;

as first seen on the leaves ; as a rule no precautions

seem to be taken to mitigate attacks. Mangels are

in manv places afflicted with Peronospora efi'usa, a

close ally of the Potato fungus, and unless the attack

is unusually virulent farmers seem to be paying but

little attention to this, one of their most deadly

enemies. As Mangels are not earthed-up they are

fully exposed to the attacks of the spores of the

fungus and the disease will be seen wheu the crops

are lifted. Peronospora effusa does not generally grow

on Mangels, it prefers Spinach and the wild species of

Chenopodium and Polygonum. For an illustration

and description see Gardeners' Chronicle for April 3,

1883. The Peronospora of Lilies seems to have

spread all over the country, and garden and wild

Poppies are being mown down in thousands by

Peronospora arborescens. The wet summer seems

to liave given renewed vitality to all species of

Peronospora. W. G. Smith, Dunstable.

BOUVARDIA PRESIDENT CLEVELAND.—It rarely

occurs that a plant of such sterling merit as the

above comes into commerce with so little ceremony

as did this beautiful scarlet Bouvardia. On first

seeing it I was much struck with its beauty, and on

comparing it witli other varieties my first impres-

sions were fully confirmed. 1 found, too, that others

were not slow to recognise its merits, and it was so

much in demand that the saleable stock was soon

exhausted. I have no doubt that many are ignorant

as to whom belongs the credit of introducing tliis

Bouvardia, but I believe it was brought from America

by Messrs. Low & Co., and first distributed by them

last autumn. It was put before the Floral Committee

of the Royal Horticultural Society by Messrs. 'N^eitch

& Sons, and obtained a First-class Certificate, and

much admiration from all who saw it; and I should

say that it is destined to become one of the most

popular of tliis beautiful class of plants. A.

PEACH ALEXANDER.—With reference to a para-

graph in your last issue, headed " Alexander Peach,"

I have to say that it is earlier than Early Louise

or Beatrice, as grown in pots in the same house

here. It is (luite distinct from Hale's Early, being a

clingstone. Will Taijler, Hampton.

EXHIBITING VEGETABLES. — Hahiturs of our

horticultural gatherings have doubtless noted the

increased attention that has been paid of late years

to the staging of the products of the kitchen gar-

den. Whereas formerly it was rare to find taste m
arrangement displayed, it is now a pleasure to look

upon the exhibits. And in this new departure exhi-

bitors are but studying their best interests, for taste

ill arrangement combined with quality in the exhi-

bits, will always score a point with the judges. Jly

attention was drawn to this matter by observing Mr.

Lambert's collection of vegetables at the recent

sliow at Shrewsbury. This collection, which secured

the medal of the Society, was arranged on a stand

4 feet wide and 7 feet long, with a joint running

lengthwards to admit of the back and narrowest

division being tilted up to suit the different vegetables

staged. Tlie tray was then filled with soil and

planted all over with Selaginella. Eight places

were left for eight dishes to fit into (the back four

vi'getables not in dishes). These eiglit dishes were

shaped to suit the dift'erent vegetables, and planted

with Selaginella, so that when the dishes were fitted

into the trav it formed one mass of moss, exactly

the shape wished for, to put the different vegetables

on. All round the outside, and hanging down, was

Panicum, giving the exhibit quite a graceful appear-

ance—blocks of wood cut wedge-shape and pushed

under from the back, raising the two divisions of

the tray to the exhibitor's taste. It was an arrange-

ment that caused Mr. Lambert a lot of trouble, but,

as he somewhat significantly remarked to the wTiter,

" I want to get the Veitch Memorial Medal
!

" and

he succeeded. Fine in quality, as were his dift'erent

dishes, his tasteful arrangement was of no little

assistance when the crucial moment for judging

arrives, B.

GENTIANA ASCLEPIADEA.—In your issue for

August 2l>, " (
'. E. F. " enquires respecting the

propagation of the above. To the first question of

your correspondent, viz.. Can this plant be propagated

from cuttings, and if so, what is the proper time for

striking ? I reply. Yes, it may be propagated from

cuttings, taken oH' in early spring when the fresli

growths are pushing forth, and about three or four

inches long, detaching them with a heel from the old

stool. But while this may be done with success, it

is only to be recommended in cases where large

plants exist, for I would have your correspondent

bear in miud that for every cutting thus taken, a

flower-stem and flowers are sacrificed. The cuttings

may be inserted in sandy soil, and covered by a bell-

glass or handlight, keeping them well shaded. The

best way of raising a stock of this and most Gentians

is by seeds, and though extremely slow to vegetate

in the majority of cases, the patient waiting is now
and again fully rewarded with a good batch. In

sowing seed two things are essential—these are, never

to allow the seeds to become dry by exposure previous

to sowing, and always to keep thera moist after being

sown. E. Jenkins.

EUCHARIS AMAZONICA.—We hear much of the

mite, and other signs of failing health of this plant

in many gardens, and at the same time of many no-^-

trums to cure these ills, that it was quite a treat to

see a perfectly he.althy lot (a houseful) of Eucharis

at Luton Hoo Gardens. Before the arrival of Mr.

W. M. Baillie at Luton Hoo the Eucharis had got

into bad health, but under his direction the plants

soon began to mend. His method is simplicity

itself The plants are kept steadily at a temperature

of 75°, and are always growing—no resting period—

and they flower three or four times yearly, producing

both large flowers and foliage. The plants, which

are in large pots of various sizes, are watered once

a week regularly, and syringed twice daily in

summer-time. M. IV.

HEAVY RAINFALL IN THE LAST WEEK OF

AUGUST.—The rainfall at Llandilo. in Carmartlien-

shire, from Wednesday, August 22, at G a.si., to

Thursday, August 30, at G a.m., amounted to

3 .37 inches, viz. :—August 23rd (Thursday), '30
;

24th (Friday), -29; 25th (Saturday), '11; 2Gth

(Sunday), -7; 27th (Monday), '37 ; 28th (Tuesday),

1-75 (rained in torrents for the twenty-four hours)

;

29th (Wednesday), -36; 30th (Thursday), T2; total,

3-.37 inches. T. Cowlmrn. Bi/neecor Ca.itle Gardens.

Societies.
—

HARPENDEN HOETICULTXIRAL.

The show of this Society was lield on Wednesday

week (August 20) under most inauspicious circum-

stances.

Plants.—Two collections only were staged, both

excellent, the 1st prize going to J. B. Maple, Esq.,

M.P. (gr., Mr. T. Nutting), Childwickbury, St.

Albans, for Erica coccinea, Clerodendron Balfouria-

num, 'Vinca oculata. Cassia corymbosa, Impatiens

Hawkeri, and AUamanda grandiflora. The 2nd was

shown by P. Bosanquet, Esq. (gr., Mr. J. Turk),

Pondfield, Little Berkhamsted, comprising Plumbago

capensis. Begonia fuchsioides, Habrothamnus elegans,

a fine specimen ;
Stephanotis floribunda, Vinca ocu-

lata, and I-apageria rosea.

For six foliage plants, distinct, three capital lots

competed, premier honours being gained by J. B.

Maple, Esq., M.P. (gr., Mr. T. Nutting), Childwick-

bury, who exhibited Croton aneitamensis, Areca

lutescens, Pandanus Veitchii, Croton Queen 'Victoria,

and Areca species. Two noble Palms, adding

greatly to the effect of the central staging, were also

shown by this exhibitor, not for competitiou. The

2nd prize was awarded to P. Bosanquet, Esq. (gr.,

i
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Mr. J. Turk), fur Croloii luajesticus, Pinonix farini-

fera, Dracoina metaUica, Latania borbonica, Cioton

Youugii, and Cordyline australis. An extra prize

was given to a very worthy exhibit shown by J. S.

Hill, Esq., J.r. (gr., Mr. W. F. Emptage), llawks-

wick, St. Albans, for Anthurium crystallinum, a

magnificent plant ; Croton Queen Victoria, C.

anietemensis, Phtenix reclinata. Asparagus tenuissi-

mus, and Seaforthia elegans.

Groups of Plants.—Facing the visitor on entering

the principal tent was a meritorious group of plants,

entered as an honorary exhibit from Sir J. B. Lawes,

Bart., the President of the Society (gr., Mr. W.
Olver).

Ferns.—Three sections were staged of almost equal

merit, it being a most dilHcult matter to decide to

which jireraier honours should be awarded. Even-

tuallv, i\Ir. W. F. Emptage was placed 1st, and Jlr.

T. Nutting, gr. to J. B. Maple. Esq., M.P., Child-

wickbury, 2nd. The 1st lot comprised Microlepia

hirtacristata, Gymnogrammachrysophylla,Adiantum
Williamsii, a beautiful specimen ; A. Farleyense,

Nephrolepis exaltata, and Platycerium alcicorne.

Begonia?,.—-For special prize offered by Messrs. J.

Laing & Sons, of Forest Hill, for three named
tuberous Begonias, Mr. C. Sibley came 1st with

some finely-flowered plants.

Table Plants.—This class, for twelve table plants

in 6-inch pots, was well filled, the 1st prize being

gained by J\'ljr. T. Nutting, of Childwickbury.
Cut Flowers: Boses.—In the class for forty-eight

cut Roses, single trusses, of distinct varieties, Messrs.

G. Paul & Sons, the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, con-

tributed a magnificent display of their choicest

blooms, which would have maintained their ground
in a much more extended competition, but owing to

the preceding foul weather only two out of four com-
petitors who entered in this class came forward.

Hoses, not for competition, were contributed by
Messrs. Cutbush, of Barnet, and contained some
excellent varieties.

Dahlias.—Owing to the inclement weather the

Dahlia classes did not fill satisfactorily ; Messrs. G.

Paul & Sons, Cheshunt, however, were conspicuous
with twenty-four well-made blooms, which secured

1st prize. A very noticeable box of twelve varieties

were shown by Mr. G. Arnold, of Lcighton Buzzard.
Stove, Greenhouse, and Herbecceous.—In the class

for twelve bunches stove and greenhouse cut flowers,

distinct, Mr. S, Brown.gr. to Xewin E, B. Cox, Esq.,

J.P., Moat Mount, Mill ilill, h.id little difticiilty in

carrying off 1st prize with a choice lot of Stepha-
notis floribunda, Lapageria alba, Ixora Williamsii,

Rose Niphetos, Cattleya Leopoldi, Lilium auratum,
AUamanda, Pancratium fragrans, Agapanthus, and
Eucharis amazonica.

For twelve bunches hardy herbaceous cut flowers,

distinct, there were seven entries, Mr. J. Henshaw,
of Kuthamsted Cottage, Harpenden, taking 1st, with
magnificentlv grown and efleclively staged examples
of Chrysanthemum latifuUa, Geuni coccineum
plenum, iVnemoue japonica var. ftore albo, Trop.xo-
lum speciosura, Lathyrus latifolius var. albas,

Kudbeckia speciosa, syn. II. Neumanni, Gypsophila
paniculata, and Phlox decussata var. coccinea. Dr.
McLean, of Harpenden Hall, secured 2nd, with an
admirable lot.

J^on-competivf/ Exhibits.—Messrs. W. Paul & Son,
AValtham Cross, contributed a most interesting col-

lection of cut flowers, of hardy herbaceous plants.

Dahlias, and baskets of Roses, of every imaginable
hue, the whole extending for some 25 to 30 feet

along the siJe staging, an artistically arranged basket
of Lapageria rosea and L. alba being especially.

Fruit.—The collections of fruit and individual

dishes of the difi'erent sorts, were neither so plenti-

fully shown uor so good in character as we have
noticed on former occasions.

Mr. S. Brown, Moat Mount, Mill Hill, was 1st in

the coUeution of eight disiies, and 1st in two bunches
of black Grapes. Mr. T. Nutting, Childwickbury,
secured 2nd in the collection of fruit, and 1st in tvvo

bunches of white Grapes and in a dish of six Peaches,
this exhibitor taking Messrs. Wood s Silver Medal
for the most meritorious exhibit in the fruit classes,

grown by the aid of their Le Fruitier.

Vegetables.—The number of entries for the vege-
table classes were the largest ever received by tliis

Society. All were of capital quality', and those
contributed by tlie cottagers, many of which came
from the Rotharasted allotment gardens, the produce
being such as would not disgrace any gentleman's
garden. Corresjyondent.

BOYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICUL-
TURAL.

This Society lield its autumn show in the Waverley
Market, Edinburgh, on the 5th and 0th inst. The
show, as compared witli the average, may be described

as a thin one, there being a falling oft" in the fruit

entries, and in the furnishing exhibits which con-

tribute so much to the attractiveness of these great

shows. The entries were about 1400, being 400
under last year which was in excess of the average.

In fruit. Grapes were, as usual, a leading feature,

the Lambton, Newbattle, and Melville Castle ex-

hibits being grand examples. Pine-apples were
more numerous, and of finer quality than usual.

( )ther indoor fruits were of average quality, though
lacking in quantity in some important sorts. Hardy
fruit was scarce and poor. Tiiis was most noticeable in

the case ofPeaches, Nectarines, and Apricots. Plums
were better in quality, yet inferior to the usual stan-

dard shown at these shows. Strawberries were good
but scarce. Gooseberries were fairly good.

Plants.—About the usual number and quality of

stove and greenhouse plants, and Ferns, and table

plants were tabled. Of liardy plants there were few
exhibited, the most notieealile beiug the collection

put up at the west end of the Market Hall by Messrs.

Ireland & Thomson, a most attractive group, com-
prising the finer types of Conilers and other ornamen-
tal evergreens—Clematis, Koses, Hydrangea panicu-

lata grandiflora, with which were interspersed some
fine greenhouse Rhododendrons and Cletlira arborea

in flower.

Messrs. Dicksons & Co. had a tine table of miscel-

laneous greenhouse and stove plants, along with

exhibits of cut flowers of French Marigolds

and border Carnations, and Roses and Pansies.

Among the Carnations were a stand of blooms
of their new self, " Maggie Laurie " a delicate rose

coloured variety of large si/.e and fine substance,

which was awarded a First-class Certificate.

Jlessrs. Methven & Sons had a very fine table

of plants of miscellaneous cliaracters, chiefly stove

and greenhouse, tastefully set up.

Mr. John Downie, Princes Street, exhibited a

table 30 feet by 6 feet entirely filled with tuberous

Begonias of very superior quality, which formed quite

a feature of the show.
Messrs. Munro & Ferguson, St. Andrew Square,

exhibited a numerous collection of cut hardy flowers

both annual and perennial, among which were notable

Arnebia echioides and other rare things among hardy
perennials, and their new form of Matricaria inodora

pleno named " Snowflake," which was awarded a

First-class Certificate. The blooms are larger and
purer in colour than those of the older form, and
the plant is dwarfer, more compact in habit and
equally floriferous with the latter sort.

Messrs. Laing & Mather, Kelso, exhibited cut

blooms of Carnations and Pieotees, among which was
a stand of their new Carnation, R. H. Elliott,

yellow ground streaked witli crimson, a beautiful

sort : awarded a First-class Certificate.

Mr. John Forbes, Buccleuch Nurseries, Hawick,
had a very meritorious exhibit of Pentstemons,
Antirrhinums Phloxes and Pansies, and the latter

especially showing some very fine and distinct

varieties.

Mr. Campbell, High Blantyre, tabled a splendid

collection of choice Carnations and Pieotees, Dahlias,

and Hollyhocks, which were much admired.
Mr. Laing, gr., Salisbury Green, exhibited a fine

plant of Renanthera Lowii, with spike of bloom com-
posed of tliirty blooms.

Messrs. Dicksons (Limited), Chester, had an
iateresting exhibit of iiardy perennial cut flowers,

among which was a new and beautiful border Car-
nation named Mrs. Rt-ynolds Hole.

Messrs. Kerr & Son, Kalemouth, Roxburgh, ex-
hibited some fine cut Hollyhocks ; Messrs. Croll,

Dundee, and Smith & Son, Stranraer, excellent

Roses.
Turning to the competition lots, and taking

Fruit first, the collection of twelve dishes, con-
sisting of three dishes of Grapes, two of Peaches,
and one each of any other sort except Pines and
Bannanas, brought only one lot, which was fiom Mr.
Hunter, Lambton Castle. The Grapes were very
fine, and there were some splendid samples of Marie
Louise d'Uccle Pears and Worcester Pearmain
Apples.
Eight dishes fruit, including Grapes, black and

white, and any other description of fruit, brought a
pretty numerous competition. Mr. Hunter was here
again 1st, with splendid Grapes, Pears, Nectarines,

Pine, and Brockworth Pear as conspicuous features

in the collection
; Mr. McKelvie, Broxmouth, was a

worthy 2nd.
In twelve dishes of hardy fruit, Mr. Fairgrieve had

an easy 1st, with Hale's Early and Louise Peaches,
Kirk's Plum, Orange Apricot, Pine-apple Nectarine,
Jargonelle Pear, and Peasgood's Nonsuch AppU- as

the principal varieties in his collection ; Mr. Law,
\'iewforth, Stirling, was 2nd.
Twelve dishes of orchard-house fruit brought Mr.

Hunter again to the front. His collection contained
some extraordinary samples of Pitmaston Duchess
and Beurr^ Diel Pears, said to weigh each from 32
to 35 oz. He tabled also some excellent C^ueen

Apple, Pine-apple Nectarine, and Coe's Golden Drop
Plum.
A special prize, offered by Messrs. Thomson &

Sons, Clovenfords, for eight bunches of Grapes, was
taken by Mr. McHattie, of Newbattle Abbey, with

a very superb lot, among which were some remark-
able Duke of Buccleuch, Madresfield Court, Black
Hamburgh, and Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. Mac-
kinnon, Melville Castle, stood a very good 2nd, with

Gros Moroc, Black Alicante, Muscat of Alexandria,
and superb Golden Hamburgh.

In the class of four bunches of Grapes, distinct,

Mr. McHattie again took the 1st place with s]dendid

Gros Colmar, Madresfield Court, Muscat of Alexan-
dria, and Black Hamburgh; Mr. Mackinnon coming
well up with beautifully finished stuft"; andMr. Boyi^,

Callendar House, Falkirk, was a close 3rd.

Class 7—two bunches of Muscat of Alexandria

—

was a prize presented to the Society by Convenor
White, and was easily taken by 5lr. McHattie,
with splendid stuff; Mr. McKelvie was 2nd.

The next class, two bunches Black Hamburgh,
was again led by Mr. McHattie, with splendid

samples, with Mr. jMackinnon a good 2nd. Compe-
titiou was here keen, but all comers were distanced

by the two leaders.

For one bunch of Muscat of Alexandria there were

three entries ; Mr. J. Green, Tester, took 1st prize

easily ; Mr. Caldwell, Ashley Bank, Langholm, being

2nd.
Class 12—one bunch Alnwick Seedling—placed Mr.

Boyd 1st, with a splendid sample ; Mr. Murray,
Park Hall, being a fair 2nd.

Pines were fully above average as to quality and
about the usual quantity. Mr. Jlclndoe, llutton

Hall, Guisborough, staged the finest Queen ;
r\Ir.

jMcIntyre, Tlie Glen, Peebles, the best Smooth Cay-

enne, and the best pair of Pines.

Melons were a tolerable show, by.t nothing special

in quality was exhibited. The prize-takers, Mr. A.

Voung, with Best of All, green-fleshed, and Mr.

Wm. Laing, Wellfield, Fife, in tlie red-fleshed sec-

tion, with an imnaraed fruit.

Some excellent Peaches were shown, the best

coming from Mr. McLeod, Brentliam Park, Stirling.

A bunch of Gros Maroc exliibited by Mr. McKen-
zie, Erisker Ledaig, was a special object of interest

on account of the monstrous size of the berries.

They were more like medium-sized purple Plums
than Grapes.

Plants.—Tables arranged for eftect, 20 feet by 5

feet, in the gardener's classes, brought two competi-

tors—Mr. Grossart, Oswald Road, and Mr. Donaldson,

Ormalie, ilurrayfield. The former took 1st prize

with a very tastefully got- up collection of fine well-

grown plants. First honours in six stove and green-

house plants were carried off by Mr. John Paterson,

Millbank, with his usual fine stuft', among which

Erica obbata and E. Marnockiana were conspicuous.

In Orchids Mr. Curror, Eskbank, ami Mr. Grossart,

shared honours in tlieir order ; the former imving a

fine Cattleya Dowiana and C. Gaskelliana, well

flowered, in his lot of four. Space will not admit of

following the schedule in detail, and we must turn

to llie nurserymen's classes.

Mi'ssrs. Laird & Sons had a grand table of choice

foliage and flowering stove and greenhouse plants,

with which tiiey took 1st prize. Crotons and
Dracxnas, beautifully coloured Orchids, among which

v.-ere some fine Cattleya Gaskelliana, Bouvardias,

&c., indicate tiie charactir of the materials, and they

were arranged in the best taste. Messrs. Ireland &
Tliomson stood 2nd with a well arranged table of

fine stnft".

Table plants were a considerable feature of the

show, Messrs. Laird & Sons taking 1st honours,

and Messrs. Ireland & Thomson 2nd — among
nurscrvmen ; while Mr. Grossart was 1st in the

gardeners' class.

Some splendid Roses were tabled by Messrs.

Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen, who took 1st prizes in

the principal classes ; and Mr. Hugh Dickson,
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Belmont, Beltast, played a worthy 2nd to them
with beautiful flowers.

Vegetables were a capital show, samples being
both numerous and supei-ior in quality. Tlie col-

lections, which weri' very fine, were keenly contested,
but Mr. Low, of Stirling, was placed 1st with a very

fine lot. Potatos were numerously exhibited, and
notwithstanding the rumours of disease were per-

fectly clean and beautiful sam]>les. The show on the
first day was numerously attended, the weather being
very favourable.

The dinner took place in tlie Waterloo Hotel in

the afternoon, under the presidency of Bailie Mac-
donald. The toast of the Society was proposed by
Councillor Colston, and replied to by iSIr. Tiiomson,
Clovenfords, who touched on the general question of

fruit culture.

BATH FLORAL FETE.
Of the four shows now iield annually under the

auspices of tlie Floral I'cte Committee perhaps the
autumn show is the most popular, and this year it

must be regarded as of additional interest, owing to

the city being honoured with the visit of the British

Association. In connection with this latter event,

there were a number of special classes for subjects
mostly of botanical interest, and towards which tlie

local committee voted a sum of £.30. British
Association Certificates of Meiit have also been
awarded to exhibits in these and other classes where
these were considered specially meritorious. As in

previous years, the show was held in Sydney Gar-
dens, and was well attended. No fewer than eight
tents were filled with exhibits ; whilst most of the
vegetable classes were, owing to want of space,
placed outside.

Fuelisias.—These were a speciality of the show, and
in few other districts do we meet with such huge
S]>ecimens as we do here. For nine varieties, the
plants in this class, as in some of the other classes,

were 10 feet high, and full of bloom. The 1st prize

was awarded to Mr. Tucker, gr. to Major Clarke ; the
varieties shown were Bountiful, Harriet Lye. lion.

Mrs. Ilay, Doel's Favourite, Miss Ijucy Finnis,
Thomas King, Charming, and a rather promising
seedling. Mr. Lye, gr. to Hon. Mrs. Hay, was 2nd.

For six varieties, Mr. .1. Kiddeck, gr. to Mrs.
Rinder, Bath, was 1st; j\lr. Hawkins, gi-. to Thos.
Jolly, Esq., 2nd.

Three other classes of plants, one for four and
two for single specimens, were also keenly contested.

Plants.—Some very good representative collections

of these were to be met with, and in the class for

twelve stove or greenhouse ])lants in bloom, Mr. J.

Cypher, Cheltenham, was justly awarded 1st, with a
clean and well flowered collection, consisting of

Bougainvillea glabra. Erica obbata purpurea, E.
Thompsoni, E, Eweriana, V.. ampuUacea, E. Barnesi,
E. Irbyana, Pha!nocoma prolifera Barnesi, Alia-
manda nobilis, A. Hendersoni. Statice prolusa, Cle-
rodendron Balfouriannm, and Ixora Fraseri. 2d, Mr.
Tucker, gr. to Major Clarke, Trowbridge. In the
class for six ditto, Mr. Mould, gr. to E. E. Bryant,
Esq., was placed 1st, with a clean fresh lot of medium
sized plants ; 2nd going to Mr. Wills, gr. to Mrs.
Pearce, of Southampton.

In the class for twelve ornamental foliage plants,

Mr. Cypher was again to the fore, his plants being
Kentia Belmoreana, K. Fosteriana, K. australis, K.
canterburyana, Cycas revoluta, C. undulata, Latania
borbonica, Dasylirion acrotrichum, Crotons, seveial
species—the whole of which were fine specimens, and
the Crotons remarkable for high colour. The 2nd
prize was awarded to E, E. Bryant, Esq., whose best
plants were Encephalartos horridus Bryantianus,
Acalypha mosaica, Croton elegans, and Latania
borbonica. In the class for eight ditto, Mr. Wills
and Mr. Curry, gr. to Colonel Pepper, Salisbury,
were 1st and 2ud respectively.

Orcliids were not well represented. In the class
for six specimens, Mr, Cypher was 1st, with Onci-
dium incurvum, Cattleya guttata. C. Gaskelliana var.
delicata, Odontoglossum grande, Mormodes luxatum
eburneum, and Epidendrura prismatocarpum ; the
2nd going to Mr. Wills, of Southampton. Other
classes for Heaths and single specimen flowering
and foliage plants were in most instances well
contested.

Ferns.—We regret that space precludes our giving
anything like a detailed report of many exhibits that
might be considered worthy of special notice suflice
it to say that such high authorities as Colonel
Jones, of Clifton, E. J. Lowe. Esq., of Chepstowe,
and J. M. Barne, Esq., of Clifton, were among the
exhibitors of hardy Ferns, and that the trade was re-

presented by Messrs. Birkenhead, of Sale, Manchester,
who had a collection similar to the fine one shown
in London recently. Some of the most noteworthy
plants in this collection were Gymnograrama schizo-
phylla var. gloriosa, Nothoclicna Mueller! (a very
attractive and singular-looking species), N. sinuata,
Adiantuni Fergusoni, A. palmatum, and some
other 300 species and varieties in about (JOO plants.
We must also note a large collection exhibited by
the British Zoological Society not for competition,
and chiefly with an educational object in view, which
we do not doubt amply fulfilled its purpose. This
collection, which was under the care of Mr. Harris,
and were mostly collected and raised from seed
originally by Colonel Jones, contained from 2000 to
3000 plants, and were arranged in the form of a long
irregular border, faced with rockwork and boulders
of stone, placed in the borders at intervals, and was
greatly admired.

In the class for twelve Exotic Ferns Mr. Tucker
was 1st, and Thomas Carr, Esq., of Tiverton, 2nd.

Miscellaneous Groups of plants and cut flowers
were exhibited by Messrs. R. Veitch & Son, of
Exeter ; R. Smith & Co., of Worcester ; Sutton &
Sons, of Reading ; each and all of whom exhibited
many novelties, and which were much admired.

Cut Fluirers were fully represented by numerous
well-known exhibitors.

For thirty-six Roses Dr. Budd, of Bath, was
placed 1st, liis best blooms being Mad. Lambard,
Marie Van Houtte, Star of Waltham, Horace Vernet,
Mdme. Charles Wood, and Fisher Holmes; 2iid,

Messrs. Perkins, of Coventry.
In the class for twenty-four blooms Jlessrs. Cool-

ing & Sons were placed 1st, with good blooms of
Due de Rohan, Grace Darling, Captain Chritty, La
France and others; 2nd, Dr. Budd.

Dahlias, twenty-four dissimilar.—Messrs. Keynes,
AVilliams & Co., of Salisbury, 1st, with large, clean,
well developed blooms, in so far as tliese are obtain-
able this unpropitious season ; 2nd, Messrs. Heath &
.Son, of Cheltenham.
For twelve varieties Mr. Hobbs, of Bristol, took

1st ; and for nine fancy ditto Messrs. Keynes,
Williams & Co. occupied a similar position.

Gladiolus, thirty-six spikes.—Messrs. Kelway &
Son were placed 1st for a very meritorious collec-
tion ; 2nd, Samuel Dobree, Esq., of Wellington

Tatilc Ornament.—Mt. Cypher, 1st: Mr. Jones, 2nd.
Messrs. Cooling exhibited some excellent Tea

Roses, not for competition.
Fruit.—This was a great point of attraction to the

majority of visitors, and was remarkable for the
quality and quantity.

Collections of eight dishes had an imposing ap-
pearance, as may well be imagined, when it is stated
that dishes of Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, and Figs,
contained nine fruits in each. The 1st prize was
.gained by Mr. Pratt, gr. to the JIarquis of Bath, Long-
leat, who had Black Alicante and JIuscat of Alex-
andria Grapes, Barrington Peaches. Hero of Lock-
inge Melon, Moor Park Apricot, Morello Cherries.
Elruge Nectarines, and Washington Plums; 2nd
and 3rd were taking respectively by Mr. Nash, of
Badminton, and Mr. Miller, of Rood Ashton.

Peaches, single dish,—1st. Mr. G. H. Richards.
Somerley, Ringwood; W. Butter, Esq., 2nd.

Nectarines.— 1st, Mr. Pymm ; 2nd. Mr. J. Curtis.
Single dishes of Cherries, Plums, Figs, were equally

well contested as the foregoing.

For three dishes of dessert Apples, Mr. Hall and
Mr. W. Smith, of Bath, were awarded 1st and 2nd
respectively; for culinary ditto, Mr. Miller and Mr.
Hall occupied similar positions.

Grapes.—The class for twelve bunches in six
varieties was one of the most important in the whole
show, and although there were only two exhibitors
the exhibits were characterised by very great merit.
1st, Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Chaflin. Esq., of Bath, with
Black Alicante, Alnwick Seedling, Muscat of Alex-
andria. Gros Maroc, Madresfield Court, and Black
Hamburgh; 2nd. Mr. Pratt, his best bunches being
Black Alicante, Muscat of Alexandria, and Foster's
Seedling.

Six bunches in three varieties.—Mr. Taylor was
again placed 1st, Mr. Pratt 2nd, and Mr. Gibson, gr.
to Early Cowly, a\ as 3rd.

Black Ilamburghs, three bunches.—Mr. J. Chalk,
gr. to G. Read, Esq., was placed 1st, the 2nd and
3rd going to A. Coles, Esq., and Jlr. Gibson.
Muscat of Alexandria, two bunches,—Mr. Coates.

Mr, Pratt, and Mr. Taylor, took the prizes in the
order named.
Any other White.—1st, A. Cole, Esq., 2nd, Mr.

Pratt. Any other Black.—1st, Mr. T, Jones, with
Alicante; 2ud, Jlr. Pratt, with Alnwick Seedling.

Vcgetaldes.—Yor collection of twelve varieties Mr.
Pragnell, gr. to J. D. Wingfield Digby, Esq. was 1st

;

his best exhibits were Autumn Giant Cauliflowers,
Hackwood Park Tomatos, Veitch's Matcliless Car-
rots, Rousham Park Unions, Tender and True Cu-
cumber, Parsnips, Artichokes and Snowball Turnips;
2nd, Mr. Copp ; 3rd, Mr. Wilkins. Collection of six
varieties, for prize oft'ered by Messrs. Sutton & Sons :

1st, Mr. Pragnell; 2nd, Mr.' Wilkins. For a similar J
collection, Messrs. Webb oft'ered prizes in this in- I
stance, the awards going to Mr. Pragnell and Jlr. *

Jliller in the order named. Collections of Potatos
and single dislies of various other vegetables were
.shown in large numbers, and in some instances tlie

coiii]ietition was keen.

BASINGSTOKE HORTICULTURAL.
Thursday, AnonST 23.—The exhibition of this

horticultural Society was held as usual in the " Gold-
ings." The numerous plants, cut flowers, fruit, &c.,
made a most satisfactory exhibition, and the com-
petition in most of the classes was severe, while the
quality of much of what was shown was ipiite up to
the average. The arrangements made by Mr. Weeks,
the able Secretary of the Society, art'orded much
satisfaction to all concerned.

Flanis.—The leading class was for twelve .speci-

mens, and these might be flowering or foliage, four
growers competing. Mr. Bowerman, gr. to C.
Hoare, Esq., Hackwood Park, Basingstoke, was 1st,
his plants being healthy and well grown : Cycas re-
voluta and Allamanda Hendersoni were the finest.

2nd, Mr. F. Mould, Pewsey, Wilts, with smaller
specimens, including nicely-flowered Heaths.
For six stove and greenhouse plants in flower, Jlr.

Mould was 1st

Foliage plants were shown well by Mr. Bowerman,
who was an easy 1st. Mr. T. Weaver, gr. to W. B.
Beach, Esq., Oakley Hall, Basingstoke, staged in
the single specimen class a very fine example of
Eucharis amazonica with more than fifty spikes of
bloom ; and Mr. T. Russell w.as 2nd, with a well-
grown specimen Fuchsia. Mr. Beaver gained 1st
prize for exotic Ferns, his plants being large and
well done. Hardy Ferns were best staged by Mr.
Kneller, gr. to W. S. Portal, Esq., Malshanger
Park, B.asing stoke. Mr. Russell had the best
Fuchsia, wdiich was neatly trained and freely
flowered. Table plants made a satisfactory feature,
the best coming from ;Mr. T. Best, gr. to C. AV.
Chute, Esq. ; Mr. Kneller following very closely.
For a semicircuhar group not exceeding a 16 feet
chord, Mr. Weaver won easily the 1st prize. The
plants were of a varied character, and consisted of
flowering and foliage plants put lightly together.

Fruit.—Mr. Best put up the only collection shown,
which was one of six dishes. Pines being excluded.
The Black Hamburgh Grapes, Peaches, and Nec-
tarines were about his best fruit. In the class for
Black Hamburgh Grapes there were six competitors,
and Mr. T. Osman, gr. to L. J. Baker, Esq., Otter-
shaw Park, Chertsey, was easily 1st with large, heavily
shouldered bunches having large, well coloured berries

;

ilr. Kneller, in the any other black Grape class was
awarded 1st prize, with two bunches of Gros Maroc,
the bunches being of medium size with fine berries ;

Mr. Osman with Alicante taking the 2nd. The best
]\Iuscats of Alexandria were shown by Mr. Osman

;

and he also was 2nd for two bunches of any other
white Grape—Mr. Kneller, with fairly good Buck-
and Sweetwater, being 1st.

Slelons were not a conspicuous feature in the
show; Loiigleat Perfection, from Mr. Kneller, being
the best green-flesh variety, while Mr. Bowman's
Blenheim Orange was considered the best scarlet
flesh. This competitor also was 1st for a dish of Nec-
tarines, finely coloured Elruge ; handsome Noblesse
Peaches, secured the 1st prize for Mr. Russell.

J'cf/etahles.—These were shown in large quantities,
of good quality, and the competition was keen. For
twelve kinds, with not more than two varieties of
Potatos included, five competed. 1st, Mr. R. Lye,
gr. to W. II. Kingsmill, Esq., Rousham Park Onion,
Snowball Turnip, Ne Plus Ultra Runner Bean, and
Autumn Giant Cauliflower being his best dishes.

For six varieties, prizes given by Messrs. Webb
& Sons — 1st, j\fr. Kneller, with capital produce ; as
he likewise was for Messrs. Sutton & Sons' special
prizes for six varieties.

For a collection of nine varieties of Potatos,
nine tubers of each.— 1st, Mr. F. W. Seers, gr. to
Captain Oldfield, his tubers being large, clean, and
symmetrical, and comprised some of the leading
varieties.

i
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Messrs. Sutton & Sons' showed plants of their new
netted strain of Gloxinias, and to whom a Certificate

ot Merit was awarded. The same firm exhibited a
very fine collection of cut flowers of hardy perennials
and annuals.

Scotland.

DUNKELD FRUIT CONFERENCE.

The invitation of Mr. Fairgrieve, announced in

your issue of August 25, to leading gardeners and
others interested in fruit culture to meet at Dunkeld
Gardens for the purpose of inspecting the hardy fruit

grown there, and conferring together on the subject,

was numerously responded to on Friday, the 31st ult.

Seventy-five gardeners, amateurs, and nurserymen

from various parts of the country, met about 10 a.m.

that morning under exceptionally fine weather, each

obviously intent on making the most of the oppor-

tunity provided him to increase his knowledge of

the subject that had brought them together. Among
the company were Mr. Dunn, of Palace Gardens,

Dalkeith, who was chairman of the Conference;

Messrs. James Alexander and W. Welsh, of Messrs.

Dicksons & Co., Edinburgh ; D. P. Laird, of Messrs.

Laird & Sons, Edinburgh ; A. Milne, of Jas. Dickson

& Sons, Edinburgh ; R. B. Laird, of Messrs. Laird

& Sinclair, Dundee; D. CroU, Dundee; Gossipp,

Inverness ; McKenzie, AVarriston Nursery, Edin-

burgh ; Davidson, Pilrig Nursery, Edinburgh ; R.

Lindsay, Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh ; W. E.

Dixon, Edinburgh; W. Straton, Broughty Ferry

;

D. P. Scott, Monifieth ; McKelvie, Broxmouth

;

Boyd, Callendar House ; McHattie, Newbattle Abbey
;

Murray, Culzean ; McKinson, Scone Palace ; Hen-
derson, Balbirnie ; Temple, Carrow House, &c.

The beautiful natural features of this splendid

Highland residence the visitors could only glance at

and admire, and considerationa of space, as well as

the special object of the Conference, forbid

dwelling on such points as were noted in the

memory in the brief tour we made of the grounds

after our inspection of the fruit was concluded. The
general character of the place is most picturesque,

highlv deserving of more than passing notice, and at

some future time I maybe permitted to return to the

subject more fully.

The Glasshouses, which lie on the way to the fruit

and vegetable garden to the right from the entrance

gate, consist of six vineries, several Melon, Cucum-
ber, Fig and Peach-houses, and others devoted to

stove and greenhouse plants and Orchids. The Vines

are in fine health. The earlier crops were cut, but

in the late houses Black Alicante, Lady Downe's,

Muscat of Alexandria, &c., were a splendid crop and

finishing well, but are considered by Mr. Fairgrieve

to be later than usual, owing to the backward sum-

mer. Fine crops of Melons, Peaches, Nectarines and

Figs were found in other houses, and Tomatos and

Cucumbers were striking in their excellence and

abundance. Passing on.

The Frtdf and JW/cfahle Garden lies immediately

beyond the houses, in a north-westerly direction, and
the visitors were struck with their admirable situa-

tion. The garden is from 6 to 7 acres in extent,

situate on the lower slope of the south side of the

lofty Pine-clad hill of Craigiebarns, which is one of

several similar hills that surround the beautiful

grounds of Dunkeld on all sides. The surface angle

is rather steep, rendering the working of the soil

and other operations somewhat heavy. The soil is

deep loam of medium texture, resting on sandstone,

and the drainage is perfect. The walls are built in

a semicircular or crescent form, extending from east

to west, and the borders parallel to them are all

unusually steep, owing to the necessity for depres-

sing their outer edges to meet the level of the
walks, which lie much below the level of the base of

the walls. The variety of aspect, owing to the

curvature of the walls, is considerable ; but by far

the larger portion is south and south by west, there

being less of an easterly aspect than in most gardens
in which the walla are built in the ordinary rectan-

gular form. The walls were inspected under the

guidance of Mr. Fairgrieve, who commented on the

merits of each sort of fruit tree from the point of

view of its adaptability to the climate and other

conditions of Dunkeld. As Peaches, Apricots,

Plums, &c., were somewhat intermixed on the walls,

it will be more convenient to describe them in

generic order than as they turned up in their sequence

on the route, and I will begin with

—

Peaches and Nectarines, as they were perhaps the

greatest surprise to the visitors. Not many districts

in Scotland can boast a climate in which Peach and
Nectarine trees may in ordinary seasons be de-

pended upon to produce good crops of fruit in the

open air. Dunkeld is one of the few districts that

may claim such a favourable climate in so adverse a

summer as we have experienced this year. The
crops this season are not so uniformly good as they

usually are, owing to the intense frost experienced

in March, when many of the trees were in bloom.
On the 17th of that month the thermometer
descended to 4*^ above zero, consequently, the crops are

generally less abundant than usual, and some trees

were completely denuded of their flowers by the

killing temperature of that date
;
yet there is a fair

sprinkling of fine fruit on most of the Peaches and
Nectarines. Royal George Peach is one of the best

varieties for the locality, and one of it was the finest

tree in the garden. This tree measured about 30 feet

on a wall about 11 feet high, was in perfect health,

and bore 170 fruit, of good size and splendid colour.

Early Alfred Mr. Fairgrieve considers one of the

hardiept and freest-bearing Peaches for the open air.

The quality and size are not quite up to the highest

standard, yet he considered it an indispensable sort

to those in unfavourable districts, and being one of

the earliest it augments the season of supply. Early

York has similar qualities to recommend it, being

early, prolific, and rarely missing crop. Hale's Early
is an especial favourite with Mr. Fairgrieve. On a

young tree of moderate size sixty very fine fruit

showed themselves, taking on a remarkably fine

colour. Rivers' Early York was bearing some fine

fruit, but Mr. Fairgrieve finds it liable to the serious

objection of cracking in the open air. Early Albert

was considered an excellent sort, and a free bearer.

Early Silver was bearing a light crop, and is a good
sort in good seasons, much admired for the peculiar

silvery colour of its flesh and fine quality, and for

being among the earliest.

Of Nectarines, the best were Lord Napier and
Pine-apple ; a fine young tree of the latter had
eighty fine fruit upon it. The former, although it

bears freely, is generally too late to finish well in

the district.

Apricots.— Of these, Large Early and Hemskirk
were found best adapted to the district. The 1st

named is undoubtedly the best, being always to

be relied upon, and of fine quality and good size.

One fruit, pulled at random from a tree bearing a

heavy crop, was weighed on the ground and turned

the scale at 3^ oz. Breda, though small, is accounted

a reliable sort for the district.

PluTns.—Crops of these were abundant. On the

walls were splendid trees of Pond's Seedling, Kirk's

Prince of Wales, Cox's Golden Drop, Jeflferson

,

Green Gage, Cox's Emperor, Lawson's Golden Gage,

Ickworth Imperatrice, Goliath, Victoria, Rivers'

Early Prolific and St. Catherine; and these varieties

are most relied upon in the district. Cox's Emperor
and Cox'a Golden Drop are found by Mr. Fairgrieve

invaluable late sorts, being the latest to ripen, and

keeping three weeks good without loss of flavour

after they are ripe. Kirk's was considered by Mr.

Fairgrieve the very best Plum in the list, taking
quality and crop combined into account. Jefferson's

he regarded as the best light-coloured sort, every-

thing considered, for his district. Green Gages were

fine quality and fair crops even this adverse season,

but left nothing to be desired in good seasons.

Transparent Gage, on the other hand, was valueless,

and waste be done away with. The Imperial Gage bore

the same character, and would share the same fate.

As standard trees, Victoria and Caledonian Plums

were unsurpassably valuable, being sure and prolific

bearers, and good in their way.
Cherries.—Of these there were excellent crops on

trees of late kinds. Late Duke was superb, alike in

crop and quality. Morellos were very abundant.
Belle Agathe, valuable chiefly as being one of the
latest sorts, hanging till the end of September, was
represented by young trees seemingly about three
years planted, but had their flowers destroyed in
spring. As early and second early sorts. May Duke,
Frogmore, Black Eagle, Bigarreau Napoleon, and
Bowyer's Early Heart, were found admirable sorts

for the district.

Pears.—Of these few are grown, and only one
variety—Jargonelle—showing crop worthy of the
term either in respect of quantity or quality. It

was excellent in every respect.

Apples were more plentiful but not anything ap-
proaching the bulk of an ordinary crop on even such
varieties as were fruiting at all. These were chiefly

Lord Suffield and Keswick Codlin, which were bear-

ing half crops or less, while Hawthornden, Irish

Peach, Cellini, and others showed only a fruit here
and there, and those by no means healthy and pro-
mising.

This brought the inspection of the hardy fruit to a
close, and in so far as the Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, and Plums, were concerned, the visitors

may be said to have been most agreeably impressed
with the success of Mr, Fairgrieve in cultivating so

successfully these choicer fruits, in such an unlikely

district as this Highland glen^which, however,

appears to be a veritable Paradise. The parly then

rapidly visited the famous Larches, the earliest

planted in Scotland (planted 1738) ; the fine old

Abbey which stands near the mansion, and a well

filled conservatory attached to the latter, and then

adjourned to the Public Hall, Dunkeld, to lunch.

The Conference.—After luncheon, over which Mr,
Dunn presided, with Messrs, Lindsay and McKelvie
as croupiers, the company spent some two and a
half hours' in conference, The Chairman, in a brief

opening address, alluded to the growing importance

of hardy fruit culture in this country. He believed

it likely that farmers and others would in future

give more attention to the subject than they had in

the past, and while they might not all make fortunes

in fruit culture, he was of opinion that it would be

generally advantageous. It was important to confer

with each other on the varieties of hardy fruit best

adapted to diflferent districts. They had seen to-day

what could be done in the district they were now in
—" a favoured but by no means rarely favoured

spot." Accuracy in nomenclature was obviously an

important point to study, and while the best methods

of culture of the several kinds of hardy fruits ought

to engage the attention of every one interested in

the subject, the proper gathering, assorting, packing,

unpacking, and even the proper way of eating the

fruit should receive more attention. The Chair-

man then read some interesting details of the ther-

mometrical experiences at Dunkeld of the recent

spring and summer. March showed a variation of

from 1*^ to 28^^ of frost; April gave twelve nights of

frost varying from 3° to 14°. From May 1 to 5 the

thermometer was slightly under freezing-point

;

during May, June, July, and August only two or

three nights did the minimum rise to 45°
; on May

U and 12 it descended to 24'^ and 26° respectively.

It reached 50° only in July, on the 11th, but again

on the 31st of that month it descended to 20°, That

morning (August 31) the thermometer indicated 32°,

and the two previous mornings 33*^ and 38° re-

spectively. These temperatures were not favourable

to fruit growing, yet they had seen that, with good

treatment and young healthy trees, fair crops of

excellent fruit could be produced.

The Chairman then invited a discussion on the

culture of the Apricot, Peach, Plum, and Cherry,

which was entered into by Messrs, McHattie,

Temple, McKelvie, Murray, Boyd, Milne, and Bisset,

the result of which was to draw some general re-

marks from Mr. Fairgrieve respecting certain points

of bis practice. In regard to pruning he said he
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favoured keeping the branches thin. By that means
the wood became better ripened, and the trees were

maintained in good health. He regularly protected

his trees—Apricots, Peaches, Plums, &c.—at night,

when in bloom and during the day also if an east

wind blew. He never put a Peach, or any other tree,

when planting it, in soil which had been occupied

by the roots of the same kind before, and he used

every means in his power to keep the roots near the

surface, and was in favour of mulching.

Mr. McKenzie, referring to the advantages that

accured from such conferences, expressed the hope

that the results of their meeting that day would not

be evanescent. Hardy fruit culture had not made
the progress during the past fifty years that certain

other departments of horticulture had made, and he

suggested that an association should be formed for

the purpose of accelerating the progress and dis-

seminating a sound knowledge of the art they had
met to confer upon. He thought the matter might
well be taken up by some central existing society.

Mr. R. B. Laird cordially approved of the sugges-

tion made by Mr. McKenzie, and promised to do

everything in his power to aid in its realisation.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Fairgrieve for his kind-

ness and courtesy was proposed by Mr. Milne, and
heartily accorded by the meeting, and a similar

courtesy to the Chairman brought the meeting to a

close.

has been less prevalent. The percentage of the
possible amount of duration varied from 19 in ' Scot-
land, N.' and 21 in Ireland, N.' to 36 in * Eng-
land, S.,' ^"6 in ' England, S.W.,' and 46 in the
' Channel Island.'

"

©ijttuars
Mr. Charles Markham, whose death, after a

long illness, announced in the Times of September 1,

was the Managing Director of the Staveley Company,
which has very extensive coal and iron works near

Chesterfield in Derbyshire. He was in early life

Locomotive Superintendent of the Midland Railway,

and took an active and prominent part in its de-

velopment and administration. His strong good
sense and energy of character enabled him through
life to exercise great influence over the mining popu-
lation. He occupied a prominent place among the

younger men who took up the work of railway

extension and development at the point at which it

was left by the father of the system, George Stephen-
son, and he died at Tapton House, near Chesterfield,

which was also Stephenson's last residence. Mr.
Markham married Rosa, third daughter of Sir Joseph
Paxton, and has left behind him a family of two sons

and two daughters.

The Weather.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather for

the week ending Sept. Vt, is furnished from the
Meteorological Office :

—

The weather has been cloudy, unsettled, and
changeable in all parts of the kingdom, and with a

good deal of rain and some thunder and lightning.

The temperature has been below the mean in all

districts, the deficit ranging from 1° or 2° in Scotland
to 4° in the east and south-west of England, and 5°

in the " Midland Counties." The highest of the
maxima, which were recorded on rather irregular

dates, varied from 63° in ' England, N.W,,' and 65°
in 'Ireland, X.' to 70 in 'England, E.,' and 71° in

the ' Midland Counties.' The absolute minima,
which were registered in most places either on Aug.
yi or Sept. 1, were as low as 36° in the east of Scot-
land, over eastern, central, and south-west England,
and between 38° and 41° in most other districts. In
' England. N.E.,' however, the lowest reading was
44°, and in the ' Channel Islands ' 50°. Frost was
experienced on the grass over the inland parts of
England during the early morning of the 1st, when
the exposed thermometer fell to §1° in London and
to 28° at Hillington.

" The rainfall has been a little less than the mean
in ' Scotland, E.„ ' Scotland, W.,' and ' Ireland, S.,'

but more in all other districts, the excess over
England being considerable.

" Bright miiihine does not differ materially from
that recorded last week, except in Ireland, where it

ilEAN TEMPKRATORE OBSERVED AT CHISWICK DtJK-
INQ THE WEEK ENDDJQ SEPT. 15. (AVERAGE OF
FORTY-FOUR YEABS.)

Sept. 9 ...
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gandavensis, G.]hybridus Lemoinei, Lilium auratum,
L. lancifoliutn, L. 1. punctatum, L. 1. rubrum, and
Agapanthus umbellatus.

Tomato Rot : A. S. Yes, they are affected by a

fungus identical with, or very nearly allied to, the

Potato-fungus. We fear you can do nothing in

the way of cure, but you can prevent its spreading

by destroying all affected plants.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

B. Gilbert, Dyke, Bourne, Lines.— Bulbs and
Anemones.

V. DoppLEB, lErfurt—Dutch Bulbs, Flower Roots,

and Seeds.

Thtne & Paton, 18 and 20, Union Street, Dundee

—

Dutch Bulbs, Lilies, and Spring Flowering
Roots.

W. Fell & Co., Hexham — Dutch Bulbs, Narcissus,

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

Oakeniiead & Co., 86, Patrick Street, Cork—Dutch
and Cape Bulbs, Plants and Seeds.

T. Imrh & SoMS, LS7, High Street, Ayr—Dutch
Flower Roots.

W. Smith & Son, 18, Market Street, Aberdeen, N.B.
—Dutch Flower Roots.

Tub Liverpool Horticoltubal Cosipanv (J. Cowan),
Limited. Garston — Dutch Bulbs, Narcissus,

Gladiolus, and Miscellaneous Bulbs.

Messrs. Harrison & Sons, Market Place, Leicester

—Flowering Bulbs and Roots.

SociETE Anontme l'Horticdltcrb Internationale
(J. Linden), 79, Rue Wiertz, Pare Leopold,
IJrussels—Orchids and New Plants.

Habr & Son, 12 and 13, King Street, Covent Garden
—Cultivated Bulbs of all Kinds.

Tate '& Co., 119 and 120, Capel Street, Dublin-
Dutch Bulbs, &c.

J. Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, Lon-
don—Dutch and other Bulbs.

.7. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E.—Bulbs,

Fruit Trees, Shrubs, Begonias, and Seeds.

T. Davis & Co., Wavertree, Liverpool — Dutch
Bulbs, &c.

.T. Vervabne, Ledebourg lez Gand—Azalea indica.

Messrs. Clark, Brothers & Co., 65, Scotch Street,

Carlisle—Spring Flower Roots.
John Waterer & Sons, Bagshot, Surrey—American

Plants, Conifers. &c.

Co.mmuxications Received :—Tho=i. Imrie & Co.—^W. Ben-
nett.— .1. .1. W.—T. & P.—A. Bourne—G. K. K.—F. M.
R. A. R.—J. C.—W. G.—W. S.—Carnation, shortly.— G.
Vallance, (par. not in time for insertion).—E. B.— H. W.
Ward.—Messrs. Render & Sons.—G. W.—S. Rawson.—J. C
—H. E.—T. Honeycliurch.—T. H. P.—J. Ward.—J. W.—J.

Hughes.—J. B.—.T. R.—A. D.—J. S.'

Q" CorrespoTidents sending plants or fruits to be named, or

asking questions demanding time and research for their solution,

must not expect to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the
current week.

DIED, on Saturday, September 1, at Gunnersbury
Park Gardens, Acton, the wife of Mr. John Roberts,
after a long illness.

ARKETS.

COVENT GARDEN, September 6.

Business very dull, with short supplies of sieve

fruit. Channel Islands produce in heavy sufply.

Best Peaches in demand. James Webber, Wh.oh»ale

Apple Market.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Applf>*, halt-sieve

Gilberts lUO lb.

Orupes, per lb.

Lf^moiia, per case
Melons, each

Vegetables.

s. rf. .?. d.

..20-46

..80 0- ...

..06-20

..12 0-21

..10-30

s. d. .?. d.
i Peaches, dozen ... 2 0-lu o
Pine-apple3,Eng., lb. 2 0- 3 o
Plum5, half-sieve ... 2 6-16
— St. Michael, each 2 0- -t

Artichokes, p. doz.... 4 0-

Beana, Kidney, lb. ... 4- ...

Beet, red. per dozen 10-30
Carrots, per bunch,.. 6- ...

Cauliflowers, each ... 4- ...

Celery, per bundle ... 1 6- 2 6

Average Retail Prices.
s.d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Mustard and Cress,
punnet 4-

Cucumbers, each
Endive, per dozen ..

GreeaMint, bunch..
Herbs, per hunch ..

Leek-s, per bunch ..

Lettuce, per dozen.,

rt-

3 IJ-

4-
4-
6-

1 6-

ft

Ouiona, per bunch . , &- ...

Parsley, per bunch... 4-
PotatoB, per cwt. ... 4 U- 5

., kidney, per cwt. 4 0- o
Shallots, per lb. ... 6- ...

Spinach, per bushel... 3 0- ...

Tomatoa, per lb. ... 9-10
Turnips, per bunch,
new 5- ...

Vcgt. Marrows, each 2- ...

MushrooHns, punnet 10-20
POTITOS.—Jersey trade tinisheiJ ; English ?Iyatfs, 2s. ; Beauty

of Hebron, 2s. to 25. M. ; and Kegents, 2s. ppr bushel.

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Aralia Sieboldi, doz. 6
Asters, per dozen ... 3
Balsams, per doz. ... 2
Bouvardiafl, per dozen 9
Calceolarias, dozen 3
Carnations, per doz. 6
Chrysanthems.. doz. 4
Cockscombs, per doz. 2
Coleus, dozen ... 2
Crassuia, per doz, ... 9
Cyperus, per dozen , 4
Dracaena terminalis,

per dozen 30
— viridis, per doz. 12

Euonymus, in vax.,

per dozen ... ... 6
Evergreens, in var.,

per dozen 6
Ferns, in var., doz. 4

d. s. d.

0-18
0-6
0-4
0-12
0-6
0-lS
0-9
6-4
0-4
0-12
0-12

0-60
0-24

0-24
0-18

s. d. s. d.

Foliage plants, vari-

ous, each 2 0-10

Picas elaatica. each .16-70
Fuchsias, doz. ... 3 0-60
Heliotropes, dozen... 3 0- 6 U

Hydrangeas, dozen... 9 0-18

Liliums. var.. doz. ...18 0-30

Marguerites, doz. ... 6 0-12 U

Mignonette, 12 pots 3 0-00
Myrtles, per dozen... 6 0-12

Palms in var., each 2 6-21

Pelargoniums, doz... 6 0-12 U
— scarlet, dozen ...30-60

Rhodanthe.perdoz... 4 0-60
Scented Geranium,

per dozen 3 0-60
Sotanums, dozen ... 9 O-lTi

Verbenas, per doz. ... 4 0- 6

Cut Flowers,—Aterage Wholesale Prices.

Asters, 12 bunches... 2
— French, per bun. 1

Bouvardias. per bun.
Carnations, 13 bimg. 1

— dozen buuches... 4
Chrysant hemums,

12 blooms ... ...— dozen bunches... 2
Cornflower, 12 bun. 1

Eucharis, per dozen 3
Forget-me-nots, 12
bunches 2

Gardenias. 12 blooms 1

Gladiolus, doz. sprays
Heliotropes, 12 spr.

Lavender, 12 bun, ... 3
Lilium longiflorum,

12 blooms 3
— lancifolium, I2bl. 1

Marguerites, 12 bun. 3

d.s.d.
0- 6

0- 1 6
6- 1

0-2
0- 6

. d. s.

Mignonette, 12 bun. 1 0-

Pansies, 12 bun. ... 1 0-

Pelargoniums,12spr. 6-
— scarlet. 12 spr.... 2-

Pinks, 12 bun 3 0-

Poppies, 12 bun. ... 4 0-

Pnmulas, double, 12
sprays ... ... 9-

6- 3 ' Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2 0-

0- 6 Rhodanthe, 12 bun. 4 0-
' Roses, Tea, per doz. 6-
— coloured, dozen. 2 0-
— red. per dozen ... 6-
— ,, 12 bunches 2 0-
— Safrano, dozen... 6-

Stephanotis, 12 spr,

Sweet Peas, 12 bun
Sweet Sultan, 12 bun.
Tuberoses, 12 blma....

6-3
0-6

0-4
6-4
6-16
6- 1

0-4 6

0- 5
0-3
0-6

. 2

. 2 0-

, 2 0-

. 4-

1

4 1.1

6
1 6

4

1

6

9
4

4

4 iJ

U 9

SEEDS.
London: SejJt. 5.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons,

seed merchants, of 37, Mark Lane, E.C., write

that a fair business has lately been doing in Clover

and other seeds, with a strong upward tendency in

values. On account of the continued unfavourable

weather the prospects for the new crops are ex-

tremely bad, and in consequence all descriptions are

held for higher prices. This applies especially to

red, white, and Alsike Clover seed, and particularly

to Trefoil. Winter Tares are advancing. There is

no change in seed Kye. Trifolium keeps steady.

New blue Peas are now appearing. Feeding Linseed
is firm.

CORN.
Averages.—Official statement showing the average

price of British corn, imperial measure, in the week
ended September 1 : — Wheat, 36s. 4rf.; Barley,

26s. lOd. ; Oats, 19s. 9(^. For the corresponding

week in 1887 :—Wheat, 29s. lid. ; Barley. 275. 6d. ;

Oats, 15s. Qd.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Spitalfields : September 5.—Good supplies of all

kinds of fruits, fresh vegetables, Potatos, &c. ; demand
slow, at prices as follows :—Fruit : Damsons, 3s. to

35. Gd. per half sieve ; Plums, English, 3s. to 3s. 6d.

do. ; foreign do., 2s. to 2s. (}d. per basket ; English

Green Gages, 6s. 6d. to 75. per bushel ; foreign do.,

2s. 9d. to 35. Gd. per half-flat; Pears, 4s. to 5s. per

bushel; Apples, 3s. Qd. to ds. do.; do., 2s. to 3s.

per half-bushel ; English Toraatos, 5s. 6d. to (5s. (^d.

per peck ; foreign do., Is. 9(/, to 2s. 3d. per box of

about IS lb. Vegetables : Cabbages, Is. ^d. to

2s. G(/. jier tally ; Vegetable Marrows, Is. Gd. to 3s.

do. ; Cauliflowers, 2s. Gd. to Gs. do. ; Peas, Is. Gd. to

Is. 9-^. per bushel ; do., 2s. to 2s. 3d. per sack ; Broad
Beans, Is. to Is. 3d. per bushel ; do., 2s. to 25. 3d.

per sack ; Scarlet Kunners, Is. to Is. Gd. per sieve
;

do., 2s. to 3s. per sack ; French Beans, Is. 9d. to

2s. per sieve ; Onions. Is. '.hi. to 2s. 3d. per dozen

bunches; Turnips, Is. (W. to 2s. do.; Carrots, Is. 6rf.

to 2s. do. ; Beetroots, 2s. Gd. to 3s. do. ; Mint, Is. Gd.

to 25. do. ; Parsley, Is. to Is. 6^/. do, ; foreign Onions,

25. 3d. to 2s. Gd. per bag nf about 110 lb.; framy

Cucumbers, Is. dd. to 3s. })er iluzen ; common do., 9d.

to Is. do. ; Endive, Is. 6f/.. do. ; Cos Lettuce, Gd. to

Sd. per score.

POTATOS.
BoHouGH AND SpiTALFitLDs : Sept. 4. — The

market is fully supplied, assortment variable, demand
slow, and prices irregular :—Regents, o5s. to 80s.

;

Shaws, oOs. to 70s. ; Hebron s, 60s. to 80s.; kidneys,

GOs. to 85s. ; Early Roses, 40s. to 60s. per ton.

Spitalfields: Sept. 5.—Quotations :—Magnums,
50s. to 60s. ; Imperators, 5bs. to 60s. ; Early Rose,

50s. to 55s. ; Englishkidneys, 60s. to 655. ; do.

Regents, 60s. to 70s. ; and Beauty of Hebron, 50s.

to 60s. per ton.

THE GARDENERS'
ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and SUBSCRIPTIONS
will be TaANKFULLY RECEIVED BY

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec,
Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, London, W.

PEACH TREES for SALE.—Extra size, rang-
ing from 5 to 10 feet high, and as much through. The

best sorts represented ; 1000 feet of south walling being en-
gaged for thifir growth. For particulars, apply to

R. (tlLHEIlT, High Park Gardens. Stamford.

IM'S ib^is0.

,p^

Strawberries a Specialty
Select List Free .

Sample of Plants 3t
LovEL & Son̂

U~

i^^UTBUtSH'S MILL-
\J TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.
— Too well known to reqnire descrip-

tion. Price, 6s. per bushel (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or 6d. per
cake ; free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions

enclosed, with oursignatureattached.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON
(Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Highgate Nurseries. N.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, newly made.
Truck-load, (2 tons) 20s. ; in bags—20, 14s. ; 40, 2hs. Free

on to Rail. Cash with order.

J. STEVENS AND CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre Merchants, Grey-
hound Yard, and 153, High Street, Battersea; S.W.

QULPHIDE of POTASSIUM (Harris).—

A

O certain cure for Mildew on Plants, Red Spider, Aphia,
&c. Enough to make 33 gallons of solution, free for Is. 3rf.

The only kind to use is " Harris's specially prepared Sulphide
of Potassium." Sole Manufacturers :

—
PHILIP HARRIS AND CO.(Limited), 9,Bull Ring,Birmingham.

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Prize Medals.
Quality, THE BEST In the Market. (All sacks included.)

PEAT, be^t brown fibrous ... hs. per sack, h sacks for 22s. 6d.

PEAT, best black fibrous ... 4s. ^d. „ 5 sacks for 205.

PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. ^d. „ 5 sacks for 35j.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST I Is. per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... f (sacks included).

SILVER SAND, coarse, \s. 6d. per bush., Us. half-ton, 24s. ton.

RAFFIA FIPRE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb. ; 28 lb., 27s.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, Zs, per bush., gs. per sack.
CHUBH'S"PERFF,CT"FER-^ IM Bios.
TILIZER<lhe BestFoodfor ( . '

,

aU kinds ol Plants, Flowers, ("Tins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 6lilb. Icwt.
Fruita. Vegetables, &c. ...) 1/6 3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-

VIKOIN CORK (Rest Quality onlv) — 3;- .5/6 10/6 17/-

BUSSIAN M.ITS, BA.MBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER. cheape>tand best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, £2 per ton. p^xtra large Sample Bales, ^s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubbs special process),

sacks. Is. 'id. each ; lO^-acky. lis.; 15 sacks, 15s.: 20 sacks, 18s.:

30 sacks, 2os. ; 40 sacks, .30s. : Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

28s. Limited quantities of G., special quality granulated,

in sacks only. 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

('Bankers, t'nion Hank of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY BOAD. MILWALL, LONDON, E.

CARSON^ PAINT
Patronised by 16.000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOB WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt„ and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.

Liquid Non-Poisonous Paints for Inside of Conservatories, Ac.
Prices, Patterns, aud Testimoniab, Post-free.

LA BELLE 8AUVA0E YARD, LUDGATB HILL, B.C.

BACHELORS WALK, HITFLIN. — /-Iticminf ft>r Pal*.
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GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBEE EEFUSE.

4(i. per bushel ; 100 for 255. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),

40s. : 4-bushel bags, id. each.

LIGHT BKOWN FFBROUS PEAT, 6s. id. per sack ; 6 sacks,

25.?. : sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. per sack, 6 sacks, 22s. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. M. per bushel; 15s. per half

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. 6d. per sack.

MANURES. GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO
CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, &c. Write tor Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.R.H.S., 21, Goldsmith's Street, Drury
Lane (lately called 17i, Coal Yard). W.C.

Sold in Packets, 6d. and Is. each, and in

SEALED BAGS ONLY,
7 1b. 14 1b. 28 1b. 56 1b. 1 cwt.

2/6 4/6 7/6 12/6 20/-
GLAY & LEVESLEY,

TEMPLE MILL LANE,
STRATFORD, LONDON, E.

C. & L. also supply Crushed Bones, Bone Dust, Peruvian Guano,
Sulphat* of Ammonia, and Nitrateof Soda, in best qualities only,

m mimi mi i mm^^^,
IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

'Medicated Tobacco Paper
(READY CUT UP FOR USE),

R4>dured Price l/t» per lb.;
3Slba. *V upnards—I'arria^e fnld.

Parcels for trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.:

2 lba.3/4, 4lba.6/8, 6 lbs. 9,9, SIbs.lS/-, 10 lbs. 16/-

IMPROVBr)

Fumigating Pan
Is vastly superior to any other.

Price 6/6 (in iron with lieater) each,

or in Copper. 21/-

>lt;UMOI\'M Impi-OTcd

MUSHEOOM SPAWI

;

MOST SUPERIOR, 6/- PER BUS.

>«frti»v

:y' Circulars giving all particulars ci: copies of testi-

monials, post free on application.

DICKSONS
ITED).

Seed Establishment.

CHESTER.

(LisnTED).
Koyal Nursery and Seed Establishment,

Protect your Fruit by using

MADDOCK'S KILL-WASP.
-Mr. C. 1'i:nnv. Bead Gardener to II.K.H. the Prince of

Wales, says :

— " Your Kill-Wasp ia simply marvellous for its
i|iiick destruction of this our greatest enemy."

Mr. H. H. Ward, Head Gardener to the Right Hon. the
Farl of Ratlnor;—"I have given it a trial, and found it to be
I'verythiug you represent it to be. It does its vpork most
effectually."

To be had of all Chemists, price Is. 6*/., or post-free, 1.1.9^.,

and from the

OLD ENGLISH LAVENDER WATER CO.,
PULBOROUGH, SUSSEX.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., constructed ou our improved plan, are the

perfection uf growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class of work,
and tliat thk vicky best.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of any one out of our firm,
from the smalU'.st to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success guaranteed
in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hotbed Boxes, &c., always in stock.

Plans, Estimates and Catalogues free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom,

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER'S
CAMBRIC

Children's..

Ladies'
Gent's

Per doz.

. Is. 2d.

. 2s. ^.

. 3s. 6d.

POCKET
Per doz.

Hemstitched :—
Ladies' 2s. lljd.
Genfs 4s. Ud.

HANDKERCHIEFS.

IRISH DAMASK
TABLE LINEN.

FISH NAPKINS, 2s. lid. per dozen. Dinner Napkins, 5s. 6d.
per dozen. Table Cloths, 2 yards square. 2s. lid. ; 2^ yards by 3 yards,

6s. llrf. each. Kitchen Table Cloths, lljrf. each. Strong Huckaback Towels,
4s. Sd. per dozen. Monograms, Initials, &c., woven and embroidered.

iSmnples and Illicstrated Price Lists, post-free.

ROBINSOH & CLEAVER.

MATCHLESS

SHIRTS.
Best Quality Long Cloth, with 4-fold

finest Linen Fronts, 35s. Qd, per half-dor.

(to measure or pattern, 2s. extra). Pat-

terns of materials used, also of newest

styles in Fancy Cotton, Flannel, Silk, and
Silk and Wool, sent free on application.

OLD
SHIRTS

made as eood as
new, with best
material in Neck-
bands, Cuffs and
Front-3, for 14s.
the half-dozen.

Price Lists and Samples of Linen

Collars, Cuffs, and all kinds of Linen

Goods, post-free.

By Special Appointments to
H.M. the Queen and H.I.M.
the Empress of Germany, BELFAST.

BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'
Reports. Sold in Tins, "Is., 2s. 6rf., 5s. 6d., and 10s. <od. each,

or 1 cwt.. Bags, sealed, 13s. By allSeed.smen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

GARDEN REQUISITES,
of bent qMality. a.'i supplied to the Royal Gardens, ^c.

BEST COCOA-NUT FIBRE EEFUSE, 10 sacks for IDs., l.'i for

14.*:., 20 for 18s., .30 for 25s.; two ton truck, 28s. Free on rail.

RUSSIA MATS, from Ms. to 18s. per dozen.
FINEST ORCHID PEAT. 7.<. per sack.

BEST BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, .5s. per sack, 6 for 22s. id.

BEST BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 4s. id. per sack, 5 for 20s.

COARSE SILVER S.AND. \s. id. per bushel; 14s. fton

;

PURE LEAF MOULD, 3s. per sack. (25s. per ton,

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, 3s. per sack.

BEST MUSHROOM SPAWN, 4s. per bushel.

RAFFIA, LABELS, STICKS, from 1 ft. to .5 ft.. BAMBOO
CANES, 3i ft. to 12 ft., VIRGIN CORK, CHEMICAL
MANURES, NETTINQ, &c.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 6s. per Back. CHARCOAL, 8s. per sack.
SPECIALITE TOBACCO PAPER and CLOTH, Wd. per lb.

;

28 lb. for 21s. Price List free by post.

W. HERBERT AND CO., Hop Exchange Warehouses, South-
wark Street. London. S.E.

GlSHUllST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrip'*, Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of soft-water; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s., and 10s. 6(f.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), Loudon.

To Nurserymen, Seed Merchants, and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONvS are offeringArch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade: also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bag!^, Raffia Fibre. Tobacco Paper,
and Shading. Prices free.—1 and 6, Wormwood Street. E.G.

THOMAS'S
TRAINING TRELLISES.

No. 81. GALVANISED AFTER MADE.
For training Peas instead of

sticks. Training plants to walla,

&c. Jn Panels.
6 feet by 3 feet ... 2s. each.
6 feet by 4 feet ... 3s. each.
6 feet by 6 feet ... 4s. each.
6 feet by 6 feet ... 6s. each.

Made any size to order at
following prices :

—

2 in. 14 in. mesh.
^d. 4trf. per foot super.

Illustrated Catalogue on Application.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
87, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

1
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CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMESlANR IRON COMPANY
{Telegraphic Address—"Hot-water, London." Telephone—No. 4763.)

Have now pleasure in bringing to the notice of Horticulturists and Gardeners generally their

NEW PATENT (No. 9090, 1888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
WHICH IS WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST ALL BOUND BOILER IN THE MARKET.

It combines all the advantages of

its class so well known, and by the

improved method of forming the

joints — viz., with India-rubber

Washers—THE OLD AND TOO

OFTEN INEFFECTUAL WAY
OF CAULKING THE JOINTS

IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED

WITH.

It can be erected in a few hours,

and may be relied upon as a

thoroughly sound and good Hot-

water Generator. It has been care-

fully tested in every possible way,

I] more especially with regard to power

i
jj
J and durability, and the result has

n
' been highly satisfactory.

SECTION OF PATENT JOINT

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES. CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &C.

Inspection Invited. Price List Free on Application. Illustrated Catalogue, Is.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKPRIARS, LONDON. S.E.

HORTICULTURAL CLASS.
A large quantity of all descriptions and
sizes in stock, at the lowest possible prices.

NIOHOLLS & CLARKE,
SHOREDITCH. LONDON. E.

THOS. W. ROBINSON,
Dennis Park Ironworks. Stourbridge.

To HortiCUlturlsta.—Great economy in Fuel, and other
uilvauuiges secured by the use of our

OMOKELESS ANTHRACITE.— For infor-O mation as to the mode of using this coal, and prices
delivered to any railway station, apply to the TRIMSARAN
CO. (Limited), 63. Leadenhall Street. London. E.G.

H^
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PATENT TUBULAR FLOWER STANDS
for Artistic Grouping of Cut Flowers. Have attracted

much attention at recent Horticultural Exhibitions.

Manufactured and Sold by GEORGE SMITH AND CO.,

Commercial Road. Pimlico. S.W. Trade supplied.

ARDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,

Virgin Cork. KiilBa. Mats. Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work,

Manures. Sc. Cheapest Prices of
„, » t j tj r.

WATSON AND SCULL, 90. Lower Thames Street, London, B.C.

HILL

BLACK
& SMITH'S

VARNISH
for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

(Registered Trade Mark.)

An eicellent substitute for oil paint, at one-third the cost.

Used in all London Parks, at Windsor, and Kew Gardens.

and on every important estate in the Kingdom. Has stood

the test of forty years' trial. Requires no mmng; can be

applied cold by any ordinary labourer.

Price Is. dd. per gallon at the manufactory, or carriage-paid

to any railway station, Is. &d. per gallon in casks of 36, 20, or

10 gallons.

Every Cask bears the above

CA UTI N

,

Eegi stered Trade Mark. Beware
of cheap imitations.

HILL & SMI TH
Brlerley Ironworks, Dudley ;

118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

;

47, Dawson Street, Dublin.

BOULTON & PAUL
HORTICULTURAL BUOERS.

Our 8 by 6 feet

2-LIGHT MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAMES

are £3 each, carriage paid.

Made of the beat red deal. English :Jl-u/.. glass, painted 3 coats

best colour.

3-LIGHTS, 12 by 6 feet, £4 6s.

For other sizes, see NEW PRICE LISTS, Post-free.

NORWICH.
THE BEST REMEDY FOR INDIGESTION,

CAn/IQI^iLE PILLS.
Are confidently rccoiiiu'endcJ as a simple but cei tarn

reincdv for

' ^^UNDIGESTIOK*^
See Testimonial, selected fi-om hundreds:—

CROYDON, 18S5.

"Having been a sufferer from Indi-

gestion for many years, I am happy to

say that I have at last not only been

relieved but perfectly cured by using

Norton's Pills, and confidently recom-

mend them to allsufferinfffrom the same.

"J. WILKINSON."
For other Testimonials, see Monthly Magazines.

Sold everywhere, price is, i\d., 2s. gd. and lis.

Accidents all tlie Tear Bound.
Provide against them by Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY, ti4, Cornhill, London, E.G.

Hon. EVELYN Ashley, Chairman.
Annual Income, £248.000.

Invested Capital and Reserve Fund, f27,'i,0OO.

Compensation Paid for 126.000 Accidents. £2,600.000.

Moderate premiums—Favourable conditions—new concessions.

Prompt and Liberal Settlement of Claims.

West End Office :—8. Grand Hotel Buildings, W.C.
Head Office :—ii4. Cornhill, London, E.C.

WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

Chrysanthemums.
This being a critical time in the growth of Chrysanthemums,

Cultivators should study

TI/fOLYNEIIX'S BOOK on Growing this

ItX Plant, which contains the necessary information by

which success can be achieved.
Price, Is. ; Post-free, Is. 2d.

From the AUTHOR, Swamnore Park Gardens, Waltham ;
or

from the PUBLISHER, 271, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

GABDBNING APPOINTMENTS.

Mb. C. Sawyer, for the past four and a half

years Foreman at Cricket St. Thomas, Chard,

Somerset, has been engaged as Gardener to the

Marquis of Heetfobd, Ragley Hall, Alcester,

AVarwick.

Mr. W. Cairns, late Gardener and Steward to

Mrs. Bewly \A'illow Park, Booterstown, Co.

Dublin, has been appointed Gardener and

Steward, to R. Tunstal Moore, Esq., Stidalt,

Balbriggan.

PARTNERSHIP REQUIRED by a Gentle-

man in Cut Flower Nursery. Capital at disposal. £)oOO

to £2500.—Send particulars to H. C, care of PROTHEROE
AND MORRIS, 67, and 68, Cheapside, E.C. ^^^___

Roses, Market Worlt, Cut Flowers, &o.

WANTED, a MANAGER, Inside and Out,

to take charge of everything. Wages paid not a

consideration. None but first-class men treated with.—Apply

A. A., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41. Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C^

\^7"ANTED, a thorough GARDENER, as

Vt First, where tvvo are kept. Married. Lodge found.

Wife willing to assist in house if needed. Must be accustomed

to Peaches and Grapes under glass ; but chiefly Outdoor Work.

—Write, stating wages, age, length of character, and fuU par-

ticulars, to G.. Ca-tle Wood, Shooters Hill, Kent.

ANTED, a SINGLE-HANDED GAR-
DENER. thoroughly experienced. Shrubs. Flowers,

Veget,ables, Lawns, and Small Greenhouse.— CONEYHILL,
Fox Grove Road. Beckenham, Kent.

ANTED, a SECOND GARDENER, not

under 22, for General Work under Glass and Outside.

He must understand Orchids, and be well recommended.-

State age, wages, and full particulars to H., The Castle,

Wallinglord.

WANTED, a thorough professional ROSE
GROWER and PROPAGATOR, in all its branches.—

Reply by letter in first instance to J. GUBNEY, 6, Bmdett

Buildings. Westminster Road, S.E.

WANTED, a young MAN, to take charge
of a Small Nursery. Must be well up in Raising

Ferns from seed, and the Propagating of Spring Bedding.—

Stage age. experience, and wages expected, by letter only, to

A. C, 9, Burleigh Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

WANTED, for a Country Nursery (Notts),

TWO MEN who have worked in London Market

Nurseries; one must be capable of taking Foreman's place.

Good wages for suitable men.—Apply personally at

R. BULLEN's Nursery, Woodlands, Hilher Green, Lewisham,

on Saturday, September 15, between 2;iO and 530 P.M.

WANTED, AT ONCE, a young MAN, for

the Houses, in a Market Nursery. Must be quick at

Pottina, Waterine. &c. Wages I8s. per week.—Apply, with

references, age, &c., to JAMES WINGFLELD, Widmore Hill

Nursery, Bromley, Kent.

WANTED, for a German Seed and Nursery
House, a young German, for ENGLISH CORRESPOND-

ENCE.- Apply, by letter, to C. H., Klein's Hotel, 33, Finsbury

Square, Loudon, E.C.

WANTED, DECORATOR.—Must be well up
in House and Table Decorating, able to Arrange

Flowers with taste and make Bouquets, Sprays for Ladies and

Gentlemen. None need apply without having a thorough

practical knowledge of the work. Wages, I8s. per week, with

bothy.—T. WHILLANS, Blenheim, Woodstock.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, a JUNIOR COUNTER HAOT)
with a good knowledge of the business. Must be

active and of good address.—State age, salary.- jiiid all

particulars, A. B. C, Gardener's Chronicle Office, 41, Welling-

ton Street, Strand, W.C.

VOUTH REQUIRED, for Shop and Office

X Work.—state age and salary, with references, to DICK
RADCLYFFE (Limited), 128 and 129, High Holborn, W.C.

WANT PLACES.

BS. "WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent ^leu. competent either to fill the situation of

HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FORE.\IAN, or JOURNEY-
MAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the above will

please send full particulars, when the best selections for the

different capacities will be made.—HoUoway. N.

ANTED, A GARDENER ! ! !— Having
had long experience and an extensive connection we

are in a position to RECOMMEND MEN thoroughly capable

of filling with credit any situation in the Gardening 'World.

On receipt of full particulars we will recommend a suitable

Man. Correspondence invited.-R. B. LAIRD and SONS,

Successors to Downie & Laird. Seed Merchants, Edinburgh.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen requiring Land Agents,

STEWARDS, BAILIFFS, or GABDENEKS.

JAMES CARTER and CO, have at all

times upon their Register reliable and competent MEN,
several of whom are personally well known to Messrs. Carter.

Enquiries should be made to 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

Q C O T C H GARD ENERS.
O —John Dow.vie (of the late firm of Downie & Lairdj,

Seedsman, 144, Princes Street, Edinburgh, has at present on

his List a number of SCOTCH GARDENERS, waiting re-

engagementa. He will be pleased to supply full particulars

to any Lady, Nobleman, or Gentleman reqmring a trustworthy

and competent Gardener.

ICH AKD SMITH and (Ja
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that tbey

will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with particulars.

Sec.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailififs, Foresters, &c.

DI C Iv « O N t5 {Limited) are always

iu a position to KECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and tkoroiighiy practical at their

business. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address " DICKSONS, CHESTER."

NOTICE.—WANT PLACES.—STEPHEN
CASTLE has on his List several good Men to recom-

mend as HEAD GARDENEKS, one as Single-handed; also a

thorough good Foreman, and :i Youth of 17, who has been he e

three years. All are personally well known to me.—West
Lynn, Norfolk.

AKDENEK (Head). — Thoroughly under-
sUnds his profe^iou. ilManagement of Park and Plant-

ing. Ten years' good character from present employer.

—

Messrs. DANIELS BRO S., Norwich.
^

GARDENER (Head); age 29.—Mr. Simpson,
Gardener and Wood Agent tu Lord Wharncliffe, Wortley

Hall, Sheffield, can recommend a hrs(>class man as above;

understands Gardening in its highest branches; Management
of Woods, and Market Gardening. Other references furnished.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 30.—A Gentle-
MAN wishes to recommend his Head Gardener to any

Lady or Gentleman requiring the same. Could Manage Land

and Stock if required. — T. FORD, 5, Staten Gardens,

Twickenham. _^
ARDENER (Head) ; age 34.—S. Pratt, for

seven years Head Gardener to Mrs. Anderson, Waverley

Abbey. Farnham, desires re-engagement. Twenty years' prac-

tical experience, in first-class places. Mrs. Anderson will be

pleased to answer iuq dries as to character, abilities, &c.—
Upper Shorne, Graveseud,

GARDENER (Head), where four or five are

kept.—Age 29, single; understands Gardening; in all

branches. FirsL-class character. Twelve years' experience,

six as Foreman. Three years in pr^ent situation.—

R. EVANS, Officers' Quarters, Hyde Road, West Gorton,

Manchester. ^__

GGARDENER (Head); age 32.— AV. T.

T SCABTH, Raby Castle, Darlington, Durham, will be glad

to recommend James Tullett to any Lady or Gentleman re-

quiring a thoroughly practical good Gardener. First-class

Fruit, Vegetable and Plant Grower. Sixteen years' good

experience. Seven years General Foreman at Raby.—.TAMES
TULLETT, Raby Gardens, Darlington, Durham.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28 ; seventeen
years' experience in some of the best places in

England, including Burghley. Linton Park. Eden Hall,

Cassiobury Park, and Lythe Hill, at all of which he has filled

the post of Foreman. At present Head Gardener to T. D.

Galpin, Esq. The Advertiser can be highly recommended from

all the Gardeners at above places ; his present master will also

give him a good recommendation.-Application to be made to

R. GILBERT, High Park Gardens, Stamford.

ARDENER (Head, or Head Working).—
J. Phillips, 8. Greenfield Place, Llanelly, Carmartheo-

shire, desires immediate engagement. Unsurpassable testi-

monials as to ability. Late Superintendent of Public Gardens.

No ob.i'-ction to Ireland.

ARDENER (Head Working). — Age 36,

married ; eighteen years' practical experience in all

branches. Excellent character and references from good

establishments.-J. HARRIS, Belle Grove. Welling, Kent.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 39,
married, one daughter (age 12) ; twenty-four years' ex-

perience. Good all round. Character and testimonials.

—

C. C, Hillfarrance. Taunton. ^
GARDENER "(Head Working).—Age 30,

married, when suited ; fourteen years' practical expe-

rience in all branches. Eight years as Foreman in last

situation. Excellent character.—W. STEVENS, Meal's Villa,

Northam, North Devon.

J
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GAKDENER (Head Working) ; age 35,
married.—A Gentleman is Uesiroiw to recommi'iulliis

Gardener, tiIio has been with hiiu two years. Thoroughly
pructicnl, steady, and trustworthy.— C. COTTON, Gardener to

A. Westnip. Ksi].. Red Hill, Surrey.

GARDENEK (Head Working); age 28.—
W. Eeswick, liesboruugh Court, Cork, can highly re-

commend his Foreman, Alfred Kember, who hus been witli him
three years, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a capable

and painstaking man.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 40,
married, two children ; thoroughly practical in all

branches; also Land and Stock if required. Three and u half

years' excellent character.—\V. TURNER, Longley's Cottages,

Turner's Hill. Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Working, where one or

more are kept;, or good Single-handed.— Age 28,

married, no family ; abstainer. Thirteen years' experience m
Vines, Early and Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Garden.

Three and a half years' previous, and a present character.—

R. W., 104, Highgate Road, N.W\ _^
GARDENER (Head, or good Single-

handed).—Has been in business as a Nurseryman.
Well up in all branches. Good references.—E. E., 59, Thurlow
Hill, West DuUvich. S.E^

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
FORESTER.—Age 38, married; twenty-four years' prac-

tical experience in tirst-class establishments, thirteen and a

half as Head. Good references as to character and ability from

present and previous employers. — J. McNAIR, Ham Hall

Gardens, Ashbourne.

GARDENER, to live in bothy.—Age 19;
three and a half vears in present situation.— R. CAD-

WALLADER, Astley Abbotts Gardens, Bridgnorth, Salop.

GARDENER (good Single-handed), or
otherwise.—Age .S2. married, no family; good expe-

rience in all branches. Would not object to manage Laud.
Well recommended.—G.UiDENER, Cefn Ila, Usk, Monmouth.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
one or two are kept.—Age 24, single ; thoroughly

understands Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Early aud Late Forcing, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Seven years' good character. Total

abstainer.-Address bv letter, stating full particulars, to W. F.

WIGMORE, Cannon Hill, Braywick, Maidenhead, Berks.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or
Skcond).—Age 24, single ; nine years' experience in the

general work Inside and Out.—H. REDDEN, Over Whitacre,
iitar Birmingham.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).—
Experienced in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower

and Kitchen Gardens. Total abstiiiuer. Excellent refer-

ences.—K., 12, Ross Villas, Richmond, S.W.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).—
Age 26 ; eight years' experience Inside and Out. Good

character from present place.— W. S., Mr. H. Burke, Sunning-
hill. Ascot, Berks.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).—
Age 28, single; twelve years' experience. Vines, Cu-

cumbers, Melons, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Good refer-

ence.—H. nightingale. Church Hill, Pyrford, Woking.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 25, single; un-
derstand^* Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Kitchen

Garden. Eleven years* experience. Highest references.

—

R. LEADBEATER, Church Lane, Chapeltown. Leeds.

/^ ARDENER (Second), where four or more
vJ^ are kept.—Age 24, single; good knowledge of Inside
and Out. Steady, willing, and obliging. Good character.
State wages,-J. M., Broghiil Gardens, 82, Mary's Road,
Wimbledon.

/^ ARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).—
V^ Age 25 ; no objection to a Pony. Four years' expe-
rience.—T. G., M. J. Bishop, Affpiddle, Dorchester.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).—
Six years' experience, Inside and Out. Highest

references from present and previous employers. The county
of Dorset preferred.-J. MERCER, Portmore Lodge. Weymouth.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed),
in Nursery or Florist's.—Good character; steady and

sober. Willing to make himself useful.—J. H., 15, Wellesley
Road. Leytonstone, E.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21; seven and
a half years' experience Inside and Out.—G. H., The

Gardens, Wakehurst Place, Ardingly. Sussex.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21; three years
and three months' good character. No objection.

—

W. GORRINGE, Sunte, Lindfield, Sussex.

GARDENER (Under),—Age 22; six years'
character from a Clergyman. Leaves to improve him-

self. Several years' experience.—WALTERWINGATE, Cfturch
House, Chailey, Lewes, Sussex.

ARDENER (Undee); age 18.—A Lady
can well recommend a Lad as above. Has been with

her four years. Willing and obliging. Good references.—H.
CORPS, Lithanger, Emp>hott, Peterstield. Hants.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 20; a good
Propagator and Plant Grower. Can be highly rec m-

mended. Private place preferred.—G. K., J. Illman, Nursery-
man, Lincoln.

G

GARDENER (UNDER).~Single; used to In
and Outdoor Work. Good cliaracter and reference as to

work. Di'^tiince no object.—Particulars to A. B.. Gnrd tiers'

Chronicle Otfice, 41, Wellington Street, Strand . W.C.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 22 ; nine
years' experience. Inside and Out. Excellent cha-

racter from present and previous employers.—A. B., Milford

House, Castle Street, Salisbury.

ARDENER (Under). —Age 24, single;
well-up in Kitchen Garden and Outdoor Work. Willing

aud obliging. Good character.—J. GOULD, Beanlieu Gardens,

South Norwood Hill. S.E.

ARDENER (Under); age 18.—A Gentle-
MAN wishes to find a situation for a young man as above.

Gardener can most highly recommend him in everyway. Has
been in his service eighteen mouths, and leaving through no
fault.—J. H.. Whitegates, Frimley, Surrey.

To Nurserjmieii.

FOREMAN, or MANAGER of the Outdoor
Department.—Age 36 ; thorough prat'tical. Has been

Foreman in last situation for twelve years.—192, Burnt Ash
Hill, Lee. Kent.

OREMAN.—Age 32, single ; fifteen years'
experience in all branches. Bothy preferreiJ. — W.

WHEELER. 3, The Nursery. George Lane, Lewisham. S.E.

Ij'OREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 23; ten
years' experience. Has obtained a thorough method of

Plant and Fruit Culture. Good testimonials as to personal

character and ability. — H. BAZELEY, Pinkneys Green,
Slaidenhead.

FOREMAN, in a good establishment ; age 27.
—F. W. Russell, Gardener to E. T. Doxat, Esq., Wood

Green Park, Cheshuut, ^vould be pleased to recommend to any
Gardener a thorough trustworthy young man as above, Firj-t-

class testimonials.—For fuUpartii ulars please address as above.

FOREMAN, under Glass, in a good establish-
ment.—Age 27; twelve years' experience tTringPark,

Norris Green, and other good establishments. Two and a half
years in last situation. Good references.—J. GARDNER,
6, Cobden Road, Enmore Park, South Norwood, S.E.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in a good
establishment,—Age 27 ; twelve years* experience in

Vines, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, and Stove and Greenhouse
Plants. Excellent character.-G. LILLEY, The Gardens,
Campsall H;ill. Doncaster.

OREMAN, PROPAGATOR, and GROWER.
—Age 27 ; twelve years' f sperience in turning out large

quantities and creditable st uff— Bouvardias, Cyclamens,
Pelargoniums, Solauums, Fuchsias, Chrysantheumums, Pri-

mulas, Hydrangeas, Ferns, Bedding Stuff, Forced Plants and
Flo%vers of ail kinds. Cucumbers, &c. Good packer. Best
references.—LAMBERT, 47, Neville Road, Stoke Newington,
Lon<lon, N.

To Nurserymen.
Tj^OREMAN (General) and PROPAGATOR.
JL —Advertiser, who has filb d the above capacity, is open
to engagement ; well up in Fruits, Roses, Rhododendrons,
Coniferte, Clematis, and general routine of the Nursery Trade.
Sixteen years' experience. First-cla&s references,—A. B., Mr.
Brown, Encombe Lodge, Sandgate, Kent.

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Landscape Gardeners.

FOREMAN (General).—Age 35, married
;

total abrtainer. Eighteen years' experience in the various
branches of the Horticultural Trade. First-class testimonials,

references, &c. —;H0RTUS. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN.—
Nine years' experience. Well up in Plant and Fruit

Cu'ture under Glass, &c. Good testimonials.—F. B., 35,

Beaton Street. King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

OREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN in
the Houses in a good establishment.—Age 25; good

character.—G. L., The Gardens, Kempshott Park, near
Basingstoke, Hants.

OREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN.—
Age 26 ; ten years' experience in Vines, Cucumbers,

Melons, Tomatos, &c. Good Plant Grower. Good character
and references. Abstainer.— J. LIDDIARD, WetheraHeld,
Braintree, Essex.

To the Trade.

FOREMAN PROPAGATOR, GROWER, or
SALESMAN.—Thoroughly conversant in the Propagation

and Cultivation of Couifene, Tea Roses, Rhododendrons, Cle-
matis, Acers, &c., and has had for Morae years to Propagate and
Grow in quantity Hard and Soft-wooded Stove and Greenhouse
Plants. First-class at BouQuets. Wreaths, Crosses, &c.—H. M.,
Messrs. J. Jefferies & Son. The Nurseries, Cirencester.

ROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and
GROWER.—Single; seventeen years' practical expe-

rience in all branches of the profession.—BURT, 61, Alfred
Street, Lincoln.

To Nurserymen.

PROPAGATOR and (iROWER.—Age 28;
Plants, Cut Bloom, Ferns, &c., for Market, also General

Trade Stock. Good knowledg-' of Herbaceous and Alpines.
Highest references.—GENERAL. Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER, in quantity.—
Pelargoniums, Bouvardias, Begonias, Carnations, Chry-

santhemums, Liliums, Genistas, Dahlias, Geraniums, Ferns,
Gardenias, Eucharis, Poinsettias, Primulas, Cyclamen, Tea
Roses, Bedding Plants; efficient in Wreaths, Bouquets, &c.

—

FLORIST, 41, WeUington Street, Strand, W.C,

PROPAGATOR and GROWER of Roses,
Fruit, and General Market Stuff. Twenty-five years*

experience. Could take Charge of a branch.—A. B., Mr.
Birch, Norwood Green, Southall, Middlesex.

l^^ERN GROWER.—Practical; eight years'
-I- experience. Three years aud a half in last place.—
W. SMITH, 24, Canning Road. Highbury Vale, N.

ERN GROWER.—Practical ; ten years' ex-
perience in Market Growing. — W. HERBERT, The

Nursery, Wembley, Harrow.

ARKET GROWER.—Age 23; Cut Flowers,
Grapes, Tomatos, &c. GoodPropagator.—W.BABNES,

The Vineries, Framtield, Sussex.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or Outside.
fJ —Age 23; ten years' experience. Inside and Out.

—

BAKER, .i, Pyrmont Road, Shand-on-the-Green, Chiswick.

JOURNEYMAN; age 20.—Mr. J. Thomas,
Shardeloes Gardens, Amersham, Bucks, can highly re-

commend W. Lane as above. Seven years' good character.
Leaving through death of employer.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good establishment.

—

Age 23; seven years' experience in Plant and Fruit
Houses. Good character. London preferred.—H. OGLE,
Knotts Green Gardens, Leyton, Essex.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses; age 21,
abstainer.-G. HlLTON, Gardener to Colonel Aiosworthy,

J. P., Smithills Hall, Bolton. Lancashire, can strongly recom-
mend a young man for situation as above. Six 3 ears' ex-
perience. First-rate character.

IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden.

—

Age 18; five years' experience. Can be well recom-
mended— J. HUXTER, Braxted Park, Witham, Essex.

To Gfl-rdfiH-prs

TMPROVER, in Gentleman's Garden.—Age 18

;

JL good character. — W. HARDY. Whitacre Station, near
Coleshill, Birmingham, Warwickshire.

IMPROVER, in Private Garden or Nursery. -
Age 20; can be highly recommended as energetic and

persevering, &.C.—C. LATHAM, Folly House, Darley Abbey,
near Derby.

TMPROVER, in the Houses (age 18).—Mr.
-i- BowKLL will be pleased to recommend G. Marlow to any
Gentleman's Gardener as above. Has been with him two
years, was previously three years at F. R. Kioghorn's, is now
leaving owing to a reduction in the establishment.- Stawell
House, Richmond. Surrey.

''1^0 NURSERY and MARKET MEN.—
-I- German, age 27. Good Propagator and Grower of Stove
aud Greenhouse, Soft and Hard-wooded Plants. Parficulara
aud References.—H. B., A. Robinson, Seedsman, 8, Leadenhall
Street, E.C.

"^rO GENTLEMEN and GARDENERS.—
J- A youth (age 16) seeks a situation in a Gentleman's
Garden. Tall, active, and well educated. Eighteen months*
good training under Glass. Bothy preferred. Good reference
given, with Premium.—W. B., The Cemetery, Rothesay Road,
Luton, Beds.

APPRENTICE, to complete his 5 years. Two
auii a half served. Wages rise from Vs. Gd, to 15s. per

week.—W. MOCKING, Purtou. Wilts.

RAVELLER.—Mr. G. AVellam, for nearly
three years representing Messrs. H. Cannell & Sou?,

Swanley, Kent, is open for re-engagement in the same capa-
city. First-class Private Connection, also Trade.—Full par-
ticulars by letter. Address, 112, Holloway Head, Birmingham.

CLERK.—Age 26 ;
good Correspondent and

Accountant. Twelve years" experience Nursery aud Seed
Trade London and County. Good references.—H., 276, Ful-
ham Road. London, S.W.

SHOPMAN (Head, or good Second).—Age 29;
thirteen years' experience in London and Provincial

Wholesale and Retail Houses. Thorough knowledge of all

branches of the Trade. Good references.—H. S., Mr.Menninger,
11, Endell Street. W.C.

SHOPMAN.—Age 25; eleven years' experience
with Messrs. Charles Sharpe & Co., Sleaford, who will

reply to any enquiries.— H. GOULD, Sleaford.

SHOPMAN, or Assistant. — Age 22
;

kI7 six years' first-clasa experience with leading firm in

Seed and Bulb Trade.—SEEDS, Mrs. Adshead, Galtey Hall,
near Cheadle, Cheshire.

To Florists.

Q HOPMAN, or Assistant.—Age 22 ; fiveO years' experience in a good West End establishment.
Been Manager sixteen month:^. Good reference.—W. D. ASP-
LAND, L'8, Calnac Street. West Norwoo<l, S.E.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS.—Wrong made Right.
—Every day that any bodily suffering is permitted to

continue renders it more certain to become chronic or danger-
ous. HoUoway's purifying, cooling, and strengthening Pills

are well adapted for any irregularity of the human body, and
should be taken when the stomach is disordered, the liver de-
ranged, the kidneys inactive, the bowels torpid, or the brain
muddled. With this medicine every invalid can cure himself,
and those who are weak and infirm through imperfect diges-

tion may make themselves strong and stout by HoUoway's ex-
cellent Pills. A few doses of them usually mitigate the most
painful -iymptoms caused by undigested food, from which they
thoroughly free the alimentary canal and completely restore

its natural power and action.
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Estimates on application for

CONSERVATORIES,
PLANT HOUSES,
VINERIES on F. & P.'s Patent Iron

Standards,

ORCHID HOUSES ^ith improved
Fittings,

PEACH HOUSES,
FRAMES,
HEATING APPARATUS, &,C.,

in any part of the country.

TESTIMONIAL.
From Me. Jas. Douglas, Head Gardener to

Francis Whitboum, Esq., Great Gearies,

Ilford^ Essex.

" Sirs,

" / beg to saij that the large range of
Hothouses you erected and heated here have given

the greatest satisfaction. There is not one

thing, from the largest down to the most minute

details, that it is possible to find fault with.

Although the Houses are exposed to fierce gales,

not a pane of glass has been broken by winds

since they were erected. All our visitors remark
on tlieir light and elegant appearance,

" I am, very truly, yours,

"JAS. DOUGLAS." ORCHID HOUSES A SPECIALTY

>*w/M!f-/:rfi''/f>/>//'wp'-'f'/f.>'ffffw>/ffmwMfm>>fW>m'^>/

On Iron Standards,

WITH LANTERN
VENTIXATOK.

Section No. 1.

IMPROVED PORTABLE SPAN FRAMES.
The BEST and CHEAPEST Frames yet introduced.

The Lights can be set open either for ventilation or watering without the necessity

of the usual inconvenient and dangerous wood prop. They can be at once removed if it

is wished to expose the contents of the Frame.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Great Horticultural Sale Week.

IMPORTANT TO THE TKADE.
VfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
XyjL respectfnllv call attention to their great ANNUAL
TRADE SALES of GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c., which will

take place next week as follows :

—

MONDAY, Sept. 17.—At the DYSON'S LANTI, NURSERY,
UPPER EDMONTON, by order of Mr. H. B. May.

,, DUTCH BULBS, at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

TUESDAY, Sept. 18.—At the BURNT ASH LANE NUR-
SERIES, LEE, S.E., by order of Messrs.B:
Mailer & Sons.

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 19.—At the LEA BRIDGE NURSERIES,
LEYTON, E., by order of Mr. John Eraser.

THURSDAY. Sept. 20.—At he BRIMSDOWN NURSERY.
ENFIELD HIGHWAY, by order of Mr. John
Mailer.

„ ,, DUTCH BULBS, at Protheroe Morris' Rooms.

FRIDAY, Sept. 21.—At the LONGLANDS NURSERY, SID-
CUP, by order of Messrs. Gregory & Evans.

„ „ TRADE SALE of ORCHIDS, at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

SATURDAY, Sept. 22.-DUTCH BULBS, at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Catalogues forwarded free by post on application to the
Auctioneers, 67, and ti8, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Dutch Bulbs.

Every MONDAY', THURSDAY, and SATURDAY.
Great Unreserved Sales.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at the Central Sale Booms, 67 and

68. Cheapside, London, E.G., every MONDAY. THURSDAY, and
SATURDAY, at half-past 11 o'clock precisely, extensive con-
signments of ftrst-class HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, from HoUand, lotted to suit

the Trade aud Private Buyers.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Upper Edmonton.
About 3 minutes' walk from Angel Road, and 8 minuies' walk

from Silver Street Stations. G.E.R.

THIRD ANNUAL SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. H. B. May to SELL by AUCTION, on

the Premise?, the Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton,
on MONDAY^, September 17, at 12 o'CIock punctually, in con-
sequence of the large number of lots, about 40,ui.i0 STOA'E and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, remarkably well grown and in the
best possible condition, comprising:

—

20,UUU FERNS, including Adiantum cuneatum, Lomaria
gibba, the most useful sorts of Pteris,- Adiantum elegans (a

useful variety for cutting), aud many rare and choice sorts.

10.000 TREE CARNATIONS, including Mdlle. Carle, A.
Alegatierre, Dr. Raymond, Andalusia, Pride of Penshurst,
Lucifer, and all the best sorts.

ORI-MSON CLOVES, CARNATION Mrs. P^YNOLDS
HOLE, &:c.

TEA ROSES—extra strong Marechal Niel and Gloire de
Dijon, with growths from 15 to 18 feet long; The Bride (new
(white), and other good sorts.

A splendid lot ol AMPEL0PSI3. CLEMATIS, D'lES, &c.
AZALEAS, white, large plants for cutting from; English-

grown CAMELLIAS, lull of bloom-buda; BOUVARDIAS,
including the new beautiful scarlet President Cleveland

;

Double White PRIMULAS. CYCLAMEN, EUCHARIS AMA-
ZONICA. &c.
CROTONS, a splendid lot of beautifully coloured sorts;

FICUS ELASTICA. AR.ALIA SIEEOLDII. &C.
Many thousands of small HEATHS. GENISTAS, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and

of the Auctioneers, 67 and t)8, Cheapside, E.C, ; and Leyton-
Btone. E.

Lee, Kent, S.E.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE, to commence punctually at
11 o'clock, in consequence of the large number of lots.

MESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer & Son. to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, The Burnt Ash Lane Nurseries,

Lee, S.E., adjoining the Railway Station, on TUESDAY.
September 18, at 11 o'CIock punctually, without reserve,

25,001) Winter-blooming HEATHS, beautifully grown, and
remarkably well set with bloom buds, including :

—
15,000 Erica hyemalis ; Alsophilla australis, in

5,000 ,. gracilis ' 2\ and 16-pots
Large quantities of Melan-

!
500 Epacris. well grown,

thera, ventricosa, per-
'

Boronia mega^tigma
spicua, erecta, Caven-
di>hii, CaEfra, and
other kinds

15,000 Small E. hyemalis and
5,000 Small E. gracilis, for

growing on
8,000 Solanum capsicastrum.

in berry
6,000 Bouvardiaa, single and

double
2,000 Genistas, very fine

[

Cyclamen persicum I

2,000 Adiantum cuneatum
I

a,000 Lomaria gibba, true,
j

compact variety, and
other Ferns I

May be viewed

Quantity of extra strong Mare-
chal Niel aud other
Tea Roses

4.000 Grevillea robusta
Palms
Ficus elastica
Greenhouse Passion-

Ilowers
Poinsettiaa
Ampelopsis Veitchii

Stephanotis
Plumbago capensis flora

alba
500 Clematis Jackmanni

Beautifully Coloured
Crotons, &c.

Catalogues may be had on the Premises.
or of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside. E.C,
and Leytonstone, E.
N.B.—Messrs. P. Se. M. desire to call the attention of intend-

ing purchasers to tlie Stock to bd offered as above. The
Plants are remarkably well grown, fit for immediate Sale, and
the whole will be found in au equally good condition as former
years.

Lea Bridge Road, E.

ANNUAL UNRESERVED SALE of tine Winter-flowering
HEATHS. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Fraser to SELL by A UCTION. on

the Premises, the Lea Bridge Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road,
Leyton, E, (close to the Hoe Street Station. Great Eastern
Railway) on WEDNESDAY, September 19, at 11 o'CIock pre-

cisely, in consequence of the large number of lots. A large

quantity of WINTER FLOWERING and OTHER PLANTS,
including:

—

12,000 Erica hyemalis
j

2000 Marechal Niel and other

3000 Tree Carnations Roses
4000 Erica gracilis ' 6000 Clematiri Jackmanit and
2000 Ampelopsis Veitchii l other best named sorts

4000 line named Hollyhocks
]

5000 Bouvardias. including a
from seed .

|
lot of " President Cleve-

1000 Lapageria rosea superba
|

land"
6000 Cyclamen persicum (Era- : 50(X) Solanums

ser's superb strain) 1000 Clematis indivisa lobata

and a great number of Araucaria excelsa. Epacris. Passion-

flowers, Jasmines, Honeysuckles, varigatfd Ivies, Lapageria
alba from seed, and other plants.

The whole of the Stock is in the best condition, and ready
for immediate Sale.

Maybe viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises; and of

the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, EC, and
LeytoDstone, E.

Enfield Highway, N.
The Brimsdown Nursery, adjoiuing Bnm^down Station, Great

Eastern Railway.
TWENTIETH ANNUAL TRADE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Mailer to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, The Brimsdown Nursery, Entield Highway,
N., on THURSDAY, September 20, at 11 o'CIock precisely, in

consequence of the unusually large number of lots, without
Reserve, upwards of 1200 lots of remarkably well-grown STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, mostly in 4S-pots. and fit for

'mmediateSale. consisting of

1.000 double white Primulas
1,000 Stove and Greenhouse

Climbers
Dipladenias, of sorts

Aliamandas
Bougainvilleas
Stephanotis
Tacsonias

1,000 Passifloraa and Ampe-
lopsis Veitcliii

Crotons and Dracaenas,
beautifully coloured

1,000 Palms, Ficus, Grevil-

leas, &c.
Large Azaleas for cut-

ting

15,000 win ter-blooming
Heaths, including
hyemalis, gracilis,

Caffra, Wilmorea,
&c., and extra large

E. Cavendishii
5,000 Solanums, exception-

ally well grown
5,000 Ferns, Adiantums,

Pteris, &c.
3.000 Tree Carnations, lead-

ing varieties

500 Epacris. sorts

5,000 Bouvardias
3.000 Genistas
1.000 Geraniums, Improved

Queen of Whites, &c.
|

Many thousands of small Ericas, Genistas, Ferns, &c. ; la'-ge

quantities of Acacias, Gardenias, Euphorbia jacquinifiora.

Chrysanthemums, Poinsettias, Euonymus ovatus aureus, in

stores, &c., suitable for the Trade, and other extensive buyers.

May be seen any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises, or at the Brunswick Nursery, Tottenham;
and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C,
and Leytonstone, E.
N.E,—The Auctioneers desire to call the attention of intend-

ing purchasers to this GREAT ANNUAL TKADE SALE,
which has hitherto taken place at the Bruuswii-k Nursery.
Tottenham; but, in consequence of the Lease of that Nursery
having nearly expired, the Sale this year, and in future, will

take place as above, adjoining the Brimsdown Statio'i, G.E.R.
The whole of the Stock is in first-rate condition, the Ericas

being especially well set for flower, and the Solanums unusually
well berried. There will also be this season a Sale at The
BRUNSWICK NURSERY. Tottenham, on THURSDAY. Sep-
tember 27. of which a separate Advertisement will appear.

Sidcup, Kent, S.E.
About ten minutes' walk trom ^ew Eltham Station. S.E. R.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE of WINTER-BLOOiUNG
HEATHS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. Gregory & Evans to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, The Longlands Nursery, Sidcup.

S.E.. on FRIDAY, September 21, at 11 o'CIock precisely, in

consequence of the large number of lots, without reserve, an
enormous quantity of unusually well-grown WINTER-
BLOOMING HEATHS and other PLANTS, consisting of—

cf

5.000 Erica gracilis

1,000 mixed varieties
Ericas

3,000 Erica magnifica
5,000 Genistas

10,000 Bouvardias of sorts

6,000 Cyclamen, bestmarket
strain

5,000 Adiantum cuneatum
1,000 Ivies of sorts

10,000 small Ferns for grow-
ing on

30,000 Erica hyemalis
1,000 ,, Caffra

3,000 ,, Cavendishii
3,000 ,, coccinea minor

All in 40 and 48-pot3.

10,000 Solanum, well berried

1,000 Double Primulas
1,000 Poinsettias

12,000 Roses, grown especially

for the Sale, including

some of the best lead-

ing sorts for pot cul-

ture

The whole stock will be found up to the quality of previous

years.
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.. and Ley-
tonstone. E.

Friday Next.
ESTABLISHED, SEJU-ESTABLISHED and rMPORTED

ORCHIDS.
Unreserved SALE, in lots to suit the Trade aud large

and small buyers.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,
67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT,
September 21, at half-past 12 o'CIock precisely, an unusually

fine lot of Established, Semi-established, and Imported
ORCHIDS, in lots to suit the Trade and liirge and small buyers.

The Sale will comprise the following :—
ANGR.ECUM SESQUIPEDALK. luO splendid plants; and

10 specimen GR.\MMATOPHYLLUM ELLISII.
.^0 Plants of CATTLEYA BOWRINGIANA, fine plants, each

T\ith t\vo or three flower-spikes.
Continued on next column.

Continued from previous co!um?i.
ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDR.E of the best type, and O,

GRANDE, aboutl50 lots, from Messrs. Shuttleworth,Carder & Co
L/ELIA GOULDIANA, 5 cases of this very fine uew L.ELIA,

just received direct from Mr. Rechacekie.
Also a large assortment of various Established ORCHIDS.

The whole for Sale without reserve. ORCHID BASKETS, &c.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday, September 25.
ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
desire to announce that their NEXT SPECIAL SALE

of ORCHIDS iu FLOWER will talte place as abuve. for which
they will be glad to RECEIVE NOTICE of ENTRIES A3
EARLY AS Possible.

Brunswick Nursery, Tottenham.
IMPORTANT UNRESERVED TRADE SALE of WINTER
FLOWERING HEATHS and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Mailer, to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, the Brunswick Nursery, Tottenham (close to
White Hart Lane Station, Great Eastern Railway), on
THURSDAY, September 27, at 12 o'CIock punctually, without
reserve, the following remarkably well gro^vn STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS ;

5000 Heaths, including Hye-
malis. gracilis, Wimore-
ana. &c.

1000 Genista fragraus
1000 Chrysanthemums inpota,

choice varieties

1000 Bouvardias of sorts

3000 Ferns. Adiantum cunea-

tum, Lomaria gibba."
Pteris argyrtep, cretica,

tremula, and others
200 Ficus elasticus in 48 and

32-pot3
Solanum capsicastrum, well

berried,

Small Heaths and Genistas

Large CAMELLIAS andAZALEASforcutting; GERANIUM,
Improved Queen of Whites, in flower; NEW LANTANAS,
COLEUS, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, London, E.C.
N.B. The whole of the Stork is in first-rate condition, the

ERICAS being especially well-set for flower, aud an inspection
is respectfully invited. The Nurseries are close to the White
Hart Lane Station, Great Ea:3tern Railway. Trains from
Liverpool Street every half hour.

Kingston-on-Thames.
Bv order of the Executors of the late Mr. Thomas Jackson.

CLEARANCE SALE of the whole of the GREENHOUSE,
STOVE, and other PLANTS, a choice COLLECTION of
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS. large CAMELLIAS, UTEN-
SILS-in-TRADE, &c.. without reserve.

SALE. OCTOBER 1, and two following days, instead of

September 25 and 26. as previously advertised.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
(having sold the Freehold Estate), are instructed to

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Kingston Nursery,
Kingston-on-Thames, close to the Kingston Railway Station,

on MONDAY, October 1, and two following days, without
reserve, at 12 o'clock precisely each day, the whole of the
well-grown GREENHOUSE and STOVE PLANTS, including
some thousands of Ferns. Geraniums, Fuchsias, lOUO Pot
Roses, 200 large Double White and other Camellias, from 2 to

12 feet, particularly worthy the notice of the Trade; Azalea
indica, a large and choice assortment of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, comprising Cattleyas. Vandas, Saccolabiums,
Aerides, nd Odontoglo^sums. principally O. Alexandroe, also

the LIVE and DEAD STUCK, consisting of 4 Horses, 5 Cows,
2 Exhibition Plant Vans. Utensils-iu-Trade. and numerous
other effects.

May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues
may be had on the Premises ; at the various Branch Nurseries,

Norbitou and Long Dittou ; of G. C. SHEKRARD. Esq.,

Solicitor, 26, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C, and Kingston; and
of the Auctioneers, 67 and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C, and
Leytonstone, E.

N.B.—The whole of the Valuable Nursery Stock now grow-
ing on the Branch Nurseries, will be lotted to suit Large and
Small Purchasers, and Sold without reserve, on the respective

Premises, OCTOBER 15 aud following days, in the meantime
anyone desirous of having either of the productive Nurseries

transferred may arrange to do so with the Auctioneers, which
would afford them the opportunity of purchasing only what
Stock they require at unreserved Auction Prices.

Birmingham.
VERTEGANS' NURSERIES.

IMPORTANT SALE of one of the most %-aluable NURSERY,
SEED, and FLORIST'S BUSINESSES in the Provinces.

Established upwards of Thirty years.

MESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS, of
London, ^in conjunction wiih Mr. W. C. B. Cave, of

Birmingham, are favoured with instructions from the sole pro-

prietor, Mr. R. H. Vertegans (who is retiring from the busi-

ness), to SELL by PUBLIC AUCTION, at the Roya! Nurseries,

Harborne Road, Edgbaston, on TUESDAY, the 9th day of

October next, at 2 o'CIock punctually, the various NUR-
SERIES, DWELLINGS, &c., in lots, as under, and including the

Leases, Stock, Goodwill, and Possession, as going concerns:

—

Lot 1.—The ROYAL NURSERIES, RESIDENCE, and COT
TAGE (Hans Niemand & Co.), Harborne Road, Edgbaston.
Lot 2.—The METCHLEY PARK NURSERY and COTTAGE,

Edgbaston.
Lot 3.—The SHELLEY NURSERIES and TWO COTTAGES,

Great Malvern.
Lot 4.—The RICHMOND HILL NURSERY. Edgbaston.

Lot 5.—The CHAD VALLEYNURSERIESnnd KKSIDENCE,
Edgbaston, and the BIRJUNGHAM JIARKET HALL
BUSINESS.

Plans and particulars may be had at the several Nurseries ;

also from Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Auctioneers,

67 and 63. Cheapside, London, E.C. ; aud from Mr. W. C. B.

CAVE, of Birmingham.

The Nurseries, Milford. Surrey.
PRELIMINARY NOlICE of FOUR DAYS* SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. Maurice Young to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises as above, on OCTOBER 10. and

three following days, first-class NURSERY STOCK, com-

prising Evergreens iu variety, Coniferfe. Standard Flowering

Trees, Flowering Shrubs, large de^Mdnous Ornamen'al Trees,

transplanted Forest Trees, Thorns or Quicks for hedges, choice

named Rhododendrons, Rhododendron ponticum, Roses, &c.

Further particulars in future Advertisements.
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Sales by Sample.
IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS de-
sire to announce tliat thei'r SALES by SAMPLE of

NURSERY STOCK nud UKKENHOUSE PLANTS will com-
mence on TUESDAY, Octolier 9. and be continued every
alternate Tuesday.

Central Auction Rooms. 137 nn.l 6S, Cheiijiside, "E.C.

Sunbury, Middlesex. PreUmlnary Notice.
VALUABLE LEASEHOLD NURSERY.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions from the owner to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, on MONDAY. October 29, tlie

VALUABLE FREEHOLD NURSERY, known as Osboru's

Nuisery, Sunbury, comprising 17 Acres of very productive

Land, Brick-built Resideuce. 21 Greenhouses, 2 miles of Hot-

water Piping, numerous Pits, Stabling, and other Trade Build-

ings. The Estate possesses extensive frontages to the public

roads, and these frontages could be utilised for building pur-

poses, without interfering in any way with the carrying on of

the present Nursery aud Florist's Business.

Particulars and Plans can be had on the Promises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, EC.
N B.—The Extensive STOCK of STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS and OUTDOOR NURSERY STOCK will he SOLD by
AUCTION, on the Premises, on Monday and Tuesday,
October 29 and 30.

PreUmlnary Notice.
The COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS formed by

A. S. Hughes. Esq.. late of Lee.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed to SELL the above EARLY IN OCTOBER,

at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 and 6S. Cheapside. E.C.

Tbe Studley House Collection of Orchids.
SELECTED DUPLICATE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions from F. G. Tautz, Esq., of

Studley House, Shepherd's Bush, in consequence of the houses

being so crowded, to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central

Auction Rooms, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C-, on
FRIDAY, October 19, SELECTED DUPLICATE PLANTS
from their well-known collection of established Orchids.

Further particulars will appear in future advertisements.

Forthcoming Sales of Nursery Stock.

MESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS
desire to call attention to the following SALES,
which have already been fixed :

—
OCT. 9.—At theE.iSTGATE NURSERIES. PETERBOROUGH.
OCT. 10.—At the MANOR L-iNE NURSERIES, LEE, by

order of Mrs. North.
OCT 10 to 13.—At THE MILFORD NURSERIES, SURREY,

by order of Mr. Maurice Youug.
OCT. 12.—At the NURSERIES, DORKING, by order of Messrs.

.T. Ivery & Son.

OCT. 15 to 20.—Six days' Sale at the various NURSERIES at
NORBITON and LONG DITTON. by onier of the
Executors of the late Mr. Thomas .Jackson.

OCT. 22 to 27.—At the NURSERIES, SUNNINGDA.LE, by
order of Mr. Charles Noble, six days' Sale.

OCT. 29 and 30.—At OSBORN'S NURSERY, SUNBURY, by
order of Mr. John Turtle.

OCT. 31 and NOV. I.—At the ABBEY WOOD NURSERIES,
KENT, by order of the Executrix of Mr. G. Havelock,
deceased.

NOV. I and 2.—At the AMERICAN NURSERIES, LEl'TON-
STONE.

NOV. 6.—At the HALE FARM NURSERIES, TOTTENHAM,
by order of Mr. T. S. Ware.

NOV. 6 and 7.—At the GOLDS>UTH'S PARK NURSERIES.
GROOMBRIUGE, near Tunbridge Wells, by order of

Mr. E. Holliimby.
NOV. 13 to 16.—At the HORSELL NURSERIES, WOKING,

by order of Messrs. H. & C. Cobbett.

Other Sales are in course of being arranged, and the dates

will be duly announced.
The Auctioneers desire to call the attention of Noblemen,

Nurserymen, ani others to these Auctions, and will be pleased

to enter names on their permanent Lists for a supply of

Catalogues.
Central Auction Rooms and Estate Offices, 67 and 68,

Cheapside. London, E.C.

Bulbs from Holland.
Sales every MONDAY', WEDNESDAY, and SATUBDAi', in

Large and Small Lots, to suit all Buyers.

AfR, J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
-WX AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 3S. King Street,

Covent Garden, Vf.C, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDAY", at half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day, first

class consignments of HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES,
and other BULBS, arriving daily from well-known Farms in

Holland.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.-tSale (No. 17-16.)

400 fine named AZALEA INDICA, well set ^itli bud,
direct from Ghent.

MR. J, C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38,

King Street, Covenf Garden, W.C.. ou WEDNESDAY" NEXT,
September 19.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.-(Sale No. 7745.)

DUTCH BULKS.—SPECIAL TRADE SALE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C. OQ THURSDAY NEXT. Soplember 20, at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, esteuiive foii.Higiimenta of Jirst-class

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCl'SKS, NARCISSUS, SCILLAS,
SNOWDROPS, and othtr DUTCH BULBS, specially lotted to
suit the Trade and other Large Buyers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Lilium nepalense.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at Ilia Great Rooms. .'18, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY, September 27. by order of
Messrs. Hugh Low & Co.. growing plants oE LILIUM
NEPALENSE. This grand species, to which a First-class
Certificate was awarded by the Floral Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society on Septemb*."r II, is now in flower in the
Clapton Nursery, and it may be considered one of the very finest

and most distinct new plant of recent introduction. Upwards
of a dozen flowers were counted on old stem in native
habitat, where temperature falls many degrees below freezing-
point.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Valuable Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
he has received instructions from Robt. Warner, Esq.,

of Chelmsford, to offer for SALE by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on THURS-
DAY, October 11, at half-past 12 oCIock precisely, a portion of
his well-known.COLLECTlON of ORCHLDS, comprising many
fine specimens of Vandas, Cypripediums, Leelias, Cattleyas.
Odontoglossums, Masdevallias. &c.

Further particulars in future Advertisements.

Important Unreserved Sale of Stove and Greenhouse
PLANTS, GREENHOUSES. GARDEN TOOLS, &c., on
THURSDAY and FRIDAY. September 20 and 21, at Cross-
flat House. Paisley, commencing each day at 12 o'clock
noon. Highlv important and extensive Sale of STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS. GREENHOUSES. FORCING-
FRAMES. VASES, GARDEN SEATS, LAWN MOWERS.
GARDEN TOOLS. &c. (that bdonged to the late Alex.
Fullerton, E-;q.. Engineer, and .'-old, owing to the ground
having been feued for building purposes).

MESSES. HUTCHISON and DIXON have
been favoured with instructions to SELL as above,

commencing each day at 12 o'clock noon, comprising :—Chry-
santhemums, Primulas. Cinerarias, Ericas, Epacris. Azaleas,
Hybrid and Tea Roses, Amaryllis. DracEenas. Agaves, Pan-
danus Veitchii. Crotons, Ixoras. Cborozemas. Acalypha mar-
ginata, Habrothamus. Roudeletia speoiosa, Valotta purpurea,
Lapageria rosea, Ananassa sativa variegata Hedychium
coronarium. Cyanophyllum magnificum, Alocasia metallica.
Gymnostachya Verschaffeltia, Pellionia Daveauiana, Begonia,
Euphorbias, Poinsettias, Gloxinias, Epiphyllums, Caladiums,
Hoya carnosa and Paxtoni, Ficus elastica, Hydrangeas,
Franciscea laurifolia, Clerodendron Balfourianum, and
fallax, Eucharis amazonica. Pancratium speciosura, Anthu-
rium Scherzerianum, Gardenias, Heliotropes, Cycas revoluta,

Dendrobiums, Taberniemontana grandiflora, Phormiums, Leelia

anceps, Bra^sia, Lycaste Harris.';nii and Skinneri, Oncidiums,
Zygopetalum Mackayi, Cattleyas, I'haius grandifloia, Odonto-
glossums, Cypripediums, Cocos, Ci.rlo;^yne cristata, Calanthe
vestata, Periateria elata, Chama-ropsexcelsa, Geonoma gracilii,

Adiantums, Pteris serrulata, Davallias, Miltooia spectabilis,

Marantas. Grevillea robusta. Hardenbergias, Phyllanthus
nivosus, Fittonias, Acacias, Abutilons, Deutzia gracilis, Bou-
vardias. Lilium giganteum, Cyrtomium falcatum. Selaginellas,

Cytissus, Prunus sinensis, Carnations. Geraniums, and a large
variety of other Plants. Lawn Mowers, Garden Roller,

Barrows, Garden Tools, Garden Seitts, Ladders, Steps, Wire
Flower Stands, Flower Vases, Flower Pots, Hose Piping, Wire
Netting, Pea Trainers, Heating Stoves. Archangel Mats, Teak-
wood Plant Tubs. Thermometers. Also the WHOLE GREEN-
HOUSES, FORCING FRAMES. &e.

On view day prior and morning of Sale.

N.B.—The Plants are all in a fine healthy state, and are
well worth the attention of intending Purchasers. The Green-
houses were erected by the celebrated horticultural builder,

Boyd, of Paisley, and are in first-class condition. Full par-

ticulars in Catalogues, now ready, to be had free upon applica-
tion to the Auctioneers, "The Mart," 7, West Nile Street,

Glasgow.

LILIUM NEPALENSE.
ME. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at Lis Great Rooms,

38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY September 27, by order of

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., growing plants of LILIUM NEPALENSE. This grand species, to

which a First-class Certificate was awarded by the Floral Committee of the Iioyal Horticultural

Society, on September 11, is now in flower in Clapton Nursery, and it may be considered one of the

very finest and most distinct New Plants of recent introduction.

Upwards of a dozen flowers were counted on an old stem in its native habitat, where the

temperature falls many degrees below freezing point.

On vieu) morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Cheap Bulb Bales.

MESSRS. SMAIL and CO. will SELL by
AUCTION, at 123. Fenchuich Street, City. E.G., on

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and FRIDAY NEXT, Sep-
tember 17, 19, and il, at 12 o'clock each day, large
Consignments of First-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, and other DUTCH BULBS, specially lotted to iuit
all Buyers.

Addresses of intending Purchasers Booked for Catalogues of
these Weekly Sales.

Unslade, Leighton Buzzard,
Wifhiu five minutes' walk of the Station.

MESSRS STAFFOKD and ROGERS will
SELL by AUCTION, on THURSDAY. September 20,

1888, at 3 o'clock precisely, by direction of the Executors of

the late Mr. Whichello. the PRODUCE OF THE VINERY,
comprising about 400 large bunches of Black Hamburgh
Grapes, some ready for table, and the remainder for succeasive
cuttings. Also the whole of the FRUIT and GARDEN
PRODUCE, including a large quantity of the best sorts of
Pears, Apples, and Plums. Greenhouse and other Plants, &c.,
su ject to conditions to be read at the time of Sale.

Catalogues to be obtained of Messrs. STAFFORD and
ROGERS, Heilfor'L

Messrs. W. MaiUe & Sons' Nurseries, Stoke Gifford
near Uri'-tol, 1 mile from Felton anri Patchway Stations,

Great Western Railway.
CLEARANCE SALE.

MR. EDWARD T. PARKER has received
instructions to SELL by AUCTION, as above, on

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, Sep-
tember 25, 26. 27, and 28, 1888, each day at 12 o'clock precisely,

the remaining portion of the healthy and superior NURSERY
STOCK, collection of choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, a few rare ORCHIDS, FRAMES, LIGHTS, Hay
WAGGONS, CARTS, and interesting effects, the whole of
which will be Sold without the slightest reserve.

Catalogues, post-free, of the Auctioneer, 39, Broad Street,

Bristol.

To Florists, Nurserymen, and Others.

TO BE SOLD, by Tender, the LEAt>E and
BUSINESS of a FLORIST and SEEDSMAN, for somo

years pa*t carried on by Mr. J. C. Hawke, at Newiupton next
Sittingbourne. The Premises include a 6-roomed Dwelling-
house. 7 capital Greenhouses, about 50 by 11 feet ; and a 2-3tall

Stable. Held under Lease, of which 17 years is unexpired, at
the nominal rental of £18 per annum.
Sealed Tenders to be delivered at Mr. HEWETT. Newington,

Kent; or to Mr. F. CLEAVER. 48, West Street, Sittingbourne,
not later than Tuesday, October 2, and of whom full particulars
may be obtained.

OR SALE, FREEHOLD BUILDING
LAND, suitable for Fruit Growing and Garden Purposes,

adjoining station at Ashford, Middlesex, near Richmond and
Twickenham. 20 ft. frontage. 120 ft. deep; £20 a plot, or Gs.

per month. Water, gas, roads made—free conveyance—plans.
Mr. FIELD. 3, Bncklersbiiry. E.C.

To Grape, Fruit, Tomato Growers. Market
GaKDEiNEKS. &c.

To BE DISPOSED OF, an Old-established
BUSINESS in the Channel Islands, in full work.

Apply, in the first instance, by letter, addreased to A. R. C. H..
Bedford ViWa. Teddington. S.\V. Principals only treiited with.

Horticulturist's and Market Gardener's BuslneBS.

n^O BE SOLD (the owner retiring from busi-
J- ness after 15 years), within 10 Miles of the London
Markets. Forty Acres of LAND, with large HOUSE. &.C., held
at the low rent of £130 per annum, Price £600, including
three large Vineries with Crop of Grapes worth about £lOO,
140 feet run of Plant or Tomato Houses, a large quHntity of

Frames and Lights. Waggons. Vans, and Cart-*. 3 young Horses,
Agricultural Implements, and all Crops and Dressings on land,

which is in a high state of cultivation. For cards to view
Apply to Mr. ASHMOLE. Surveyor. Ilford. Esses.

Somersetshire.- In good Market Town.
OLD-ESTABLISHED, GEMUNE SEED,

NURSERY, FLORIST, and FRUIT BUSINESS, now
doing a turnover of about £1500 per annum. Satisfactory

proofs for disposal. Capital required, about £300.
Full particulars of EDWARD T. PABKER. Trade Valuer,

39, Broad Street. Bristol. _^_^_^
r-yo LET, VINERY and GLASSHOUSE
-L about 100 yards long, 8 yards wide. 14 feet wide. 150

Vines.—Address, Cliffe Cottage. Idle, near Bradford.

ROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hobticcl-
TURAL Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers and

Valuers. 67 and 63. Cheapside. London, E.C, and at Leyton-

stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

O R C H I DSi
THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL GO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

Wish to call the attention of all lovers of

ORCHIDS
to their New Illustrated and JJescriptioe

CATALOGUE,
ivhicli will be sent Post-free on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NXTBSEBIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.
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CARTERS'
EARLY BULBS,

To produce beautiful White and Coloured
Flowers for Christinas and Easter

Decoration,

"White Roman Hyacinths .

.

The Largest Bulbs of the Year
Double Roman Narcissus .

.

Paper White Narcissus
Van Thol Tulips, reJ and yellow

Freesia refracta alba
Crocus, large \\hite, yellow, and purple

The Easter Lily
The White Easter Lily. We hold the

entire stock of the largest cultivator of this
lovely Lily.

Per 100
s. d.

17 6

10 6
10 6

5 6
12 6

2 6
Each

1
&
2

p. doz.
s. d.

2 6

1 6
1 6

10
2

6

10 6
&

21

Detailed CATALOGUE Gratis and Post-free.

Ait Parcels Carriage Free.

Royal Seedsmen by Sealed Warrants,

237&238, HIGH HOLBORH, LONDON.

S P ECI A L.

HUGH LOW & GO.
Specially call the attention of their friends to
the very varied and enormous Stock of both
Indoor and Outdoor Plants and Trees growing
in their Nurseries at Clapton and Bush Hill
Park, earnestly inviting inspection of the same.
When time is limited three and a half hours will

suffice for a flying visit to both Nurseries, by
taking the trains (very frequent) from Liverpool
Street Station of Great Eastern Railway to Bush
Hill Park Station, returning on same line to
Stoke Newington Station, which is ten minutes'
walk from Clapton Nursery.

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, E.

TPA RflQCCi * grand stock, in .5-in. pots, 12s. & 18s. doz.
I tH nUOCOt A grand stock, in 7-in. pots, 24s. & SOs. doz.

("Black Hamburgh and other varieties.

PRAPF \/INPQ< Suitableforfruitingin pots. 10s. 6d. eachUnHrL I Into ^ Suitjible for planting vineries, 5s. and
(, 7s. 6rf. each.

Fr P U Q 1 A. fine stock, in 5-inch pots, 12s. per dozen.
L n n O } A fine stock, in small pots, 4s. per dozen.

Catalogues o?i application.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL
COMPANY (John Cowas), LIMITED,

THE VCJEYAKU AKD NUKSEEIES, GAESTON
NEAR LIVERPOOL.

ALL IN POTS
For Immediate Planting.

Clematia, in variety
Ivies, do.
HoDeysuckles, do.
Wistarias
Brambles, pink and white bark
Hops
Spanish Gorse

Pyracantha
Garrya elliptica

Pyrus japonica
,, ,, nivalis

Virginian Creeper
,, ,, Veitchii

Lonicera Hexiioaa

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

DUTCH BULBS CHEAP!

FRENCH BULBS CHEAP

!

3.,o„, ENGLISH BULBS CHEAP!
Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs,
Containing LIST of all the best varieties of HYACINTHS

TULIPS, CSOOUS, LLLIUMS, DAFFODILS, SNOWDROPS
IBIS, &c., free ou application.

Please compire our Prices before sending your
Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIIVIPSON,
SKED AND BULU MKRCHANT*. '

EXETER STREST, STEAND. LONDON. W C.

A NEW, BEAUTIFUL VIRGINIAN

CREEPER.

AMPELOPSIS " DAWN OF DAY .

"

This 13 a Seedling from the old Virginian Creeper
( Ampelopsis hederacea), and is certainly by far the most
striking and beautiful of the Ampelopais family.

Description fails to give an adequate idea of the
telling loveliness of this grand creeper.
Imagine an Ampelopsis with magniticent mottle'l

foliage—charniing intintswith the season, like a ftiiry

transformatiou scene—until, adorned in its autumn
garb, it farther enhances ita beauty bv the addition of
beautiful berries—comprising in their'dilferent degrees
of ripeness, most delicate and enchanting shades, vary-
ing from verdant green to rich deep purple.
A plant of tliis once seen will never be forgotten.

PRICE :
—

2s. 6rf., 35. 6rf. & 5s. Gd. each ; 243.. 36.t. & 485. per doz.
N.B.—Three or more at rate per dozen.

A CLIMBING HYDRANGEA .

HYDRANGEA SCANDENS .

Tlius described by the Amer can introducer :
—

' This beautiful climbing plant is destined to take a
front rank in popular favour. It is perfectly hardy
and grows rapidly when well established. It su ceeds
best if planted at the base of a large tree, up winch it

climbs, clinging to the bark like English Ivy. The
engraving was taken from a specimen in the ground^i
of L. H. Meyers, Esq.

" T)ie plant in question was a gorgeous sight, and
:ittrMi-t'^d widf-jpreitd interest and admiratio i wht-n in

lull hloom.

" The llowers are pure white."

A tree that has this lovely pure white climber en-
twined in its branches presents the appearance of so
many beautiful white starsahining through the foliage.
And the flowers being so very beautiful and pure

white renders it a most valuable iicquisition to our
hardy white flowering plants.
Market Gardeners, Bouquet Makers, &c., will find the

blooms of this plant give to cut flowersa chaste, uncom-
mon, elegant appearance, much lacking in our present
strictly hardy, pure while flowers.

PRICE :—
2s. 6rf., 3.5. 6(/. & 5s. 6rf. each ; 24s., 36s. & 48s. per doz.

N.B.— Three or more at rate per dozee.

These two Grand Specialties to be obtained on>i/ from

CREWS, COX&CO.
The Nurseeie.s,

GLOUCESTER.

Dutcb Bulbs.

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS and
Other sorts. Can be had at moderate prices. Time

now for Booking Orders. Also strong Clumps of LILY OF
THE VALLEY and SPIR.EAS.
Apply to P. VAN TIL, Jz., Bulb Grower, Hillegom, near

Haa-rlem, Holland.

RHODODENDRONS.
All the leading hardy kinds; also our sweet-scented and

other greenliouse varieties. Nearly all with flower buds.

AZALEAS.
AZALEA MOLLIS and other choice varieties, well-budded

plants.

Alw GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, in the finest possible
condition, and prices very mo erate.

CATALOGUES free on application.

ISAAC DAVIES & SON, Nurserymen. Ormakirk.

PALMS, FERNS.
KDROST begs to offer to the Trade a very

• extensive ana unusually well-grown stock of Palms
for Decorating purposes, for Table Plants (nicely shaped), and
for growing on. consisting of KEN'TIAS. COCOS. LATAN'IAS
ABECAS. CORYPHAS, PHCENIX EUTERPE. &c. ; and
further, a large quantity of extra good PTERIS TREMULA
and DORYOPTERIS PALMATA in 48-pot3, ADIANTUM
VICTORI/E, in 60-pot9, and thousands of SMALL FERNS of
the best Market varieties.

AN INSPECTION INVITED.

KEW NURSERY, RICHilOXD, R.AV.

Strawberries a SPECiALry
-..-_ Select List Free .ISti'
,** Sample OF Plants 3? 9 'S

LovEL 8c SON, Driffield

BULBS FOR
'Tr\%'^ EARLY FORCING
HYACINTHS, Early White Roman, extra fine bulbs.

^ , „,^ per 100, 16s. ; per dozen, 2s.
,, Early White Roman, ordinary size bulbs,

„ . „„,„„,. V" Iff. 12s.
; per dozen. Is. M.

NARCISSUS, Paper-White, fine bulbs,
per 100. 10s. 6d.; per dozen, Is. (,d.

,, Paper-White, new, large flowered,
per 100. 1.5s.

; per dozen, 2s. bd,
,. Double Roman, very fine, p. 100, 10s. erf.; p. doz., ls.6rf

CHOICE STRAWBERRY PLANTS. - A splendid
assortment of prepared Kiinners. including all the newest
nndclioicestsortsincultivation. Carriage free. LAXTON'S
NOBLE, splendid early, perdoz., 6s.

; per 100. 40s. KING
uE the EARLIES, very early, per doz., Is.; per 100, 7s. Gl.THE CAPTAIN, very fine, per dozen. Is. ; per 100. 7s. Gd.
Waterloo, splendid dark crimson, perdoz.. Is 6(/ - per
100.10s. president, !is. per 100 : BRITISH QUEEN,
3s. 6d per 100 ; FROGMORE LATE VINE, 5s. I'er 100
KEEN'S SEEDLING, 3(.6i/. p. 100; AUGUSTI NIEAISE.
3s. 6if. per 100; JAMES VEITCH, 3s. 6rf. per loo- DR
HOGG. .5s. p. 100 ; ALPHA, .is. p. 100. And many others.

101)0 in 10 choice varieties, our selection, 35s.
100 ,, 10 5,. ed.

DANIELS BROS.,
TOWN CLOSE NURSERIES, NORWICH.

FOR ORCHIDS
AND

ORCHID GROWERS,
APPLY TO

F. SANDER & CO.,
ST. ALBANS.

JERSEY FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
Carriage Paid. Strong healthy tree-;, the tinest that money can
buy. Koses wonderfully cheap. Corduus a specialite. Before
ordering be sure to write for our Illustrated CATALOGUES
JOSHUA LE COUNU and SON. High View Nurseries

ROSES IN POTS;
all the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18s. to 36s. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Mercnants,

WORCESTER.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
Tlie largest, most cumplete. and profusely

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of FERNS
ever publiahed, conlauiing over IL'O lUustratious. and much
valuable practical information on the cultivation of Ferns, Sec.
Is. 6d. post-free. Smaller Catalogue of over 1300 speci&j' and
varieties free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FEEN NURSERT, SALE, MANCHESTER.

STRAWBERRIES.
strong Roots, 4s. per 100. Plants in small pots. ItJs. per iOO •

ditto in large pots. 255. per 100. Descriptive LIST iree
RICHARU SMITH AND CO.. Nurserymen and Seed Mer-

chants, Worcester.

"ONLY THE BES T."

CHEAP BULBS^FOR FORCING, &c.
RO.\UN HYACINTHS ...

" '"" h ''n

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS ... a
PAPER WHITE NARCISSUS ... ? n
VAN THOL TULIPS . «
SECOND-SIZE NAMED HYACINTHS for forcing, our

own selection, assorted colours .. 21UNNAMED HYACINTHS for bedding !
"'.

14 g
16 per cent, discount, cas/i with order. Carriage paid.

NAMED HYACINTHS, best cjualily, equaUy cheup.

GAR AWAY C O.,
D U R D H A M DOWN, CLIFTON,

BRISTOL.
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WEBBS'
EARLY FORCING

FLOWER ROOTS.
ROMAN HYACINTHS.
EAKLY WHITE. Selected Roots 2b. per doz.

Ditto 153. per 100.

FreEST NAMED HYACINTHS 6S. to 12s. per doz.

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS.
DOUBLE ROMAN
PAPER WHITE

3d. each, Is. 6(1. per doz.

3d. each, Is. 6d. per doz.

EARLY TULIPS.
DUC VAN THOL, Single, Scarlet and Yelloir.

9d. per doz., 68. per 100.

Ditto Double Ditto 8d. per doz., 3S. 6d. per MO.

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beautifully Illustrated, and containing complete

Cultural Instructions,

Now Read'/. Gratia and Poxt-free.

Seedsmen by Eoyal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

T/'ING'S BEGONIAS now in full bloom in the
-I.\. open ground. A magnificent display. Doub'es and
Singles. Visitors are cordially invited. My strain has been
awardfd many Certificates. Price on application.—Address,
ED. KING, Begooia Grower, Pennington, Lymington, Hants.

VEITCH'S BULBS
OF SUPERIOR aUALITY.

VEITCH'S
COLLECTIONS OF BULBS

FOR

EARLY FORCING.
Arranged on a most liberal scale and containing only the

most suitable varieties for this purpose.

At lOs. ed., 15s., 21s., 42s. and 63s.
For details see Catalogueforwarded gratis and post-

free on application.

JAS.VEITCH&SONS,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY,

CHELSEA, S.W.

SPECIALLY CHEAP. — DRAC^NA IN-O DIVISA, .Vinch pots, 6s. per dozen ; PTERIS SERRU-
LATA and CRETICA. 5-inch pots, 4.5, 6d. per dozen ; A. CUNE-
ATUM, 3-inch pots. 3s. 6rf. per dozen; CILIATUM, 3s. M. per
dozen; AMPELOPSIS SEMPERVJRENS, strong, 6s. per dozen.

Package free for cash with order.
H. ENGLISH, Clevedon Nurseries, Clevedon.

BULBS
For Out & Indoor Culture.

Lai^e Collections of all the very Best Varieties of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSI, LILIES, SNOWDROPS, &c.

tSs" Only the very beat kept in stock.

13* Prtces extremely moderate.

Illn<itrnted Descriptive Cntalogae (No. 34S)
POST FREE ON APPLTCATION.

(l.iiiiili-d)

I
The Eoyal Nurseries & Seed Establishments,

NOTICE
TO THE

HORTICULTURAL TRADE.

TTAVING for some years past, owing to the

particular nature of my business as a

Horticultural Agent, recognised to the fullest

extent the absolute importance of securing speedy

transit and quick delivery, in the case of all

plants sent from the Continent to England and

vice versa ; and having myself suffered great in-

convenience, annoyance, and loss from causes

which could easily have been avoided, had the

shippers entrusted with plants possessed any

practical knowledge of their nature and require-

ments, I beg to inform you that, my business

with the Continent having become so extensive,

I am now obliged, in self defence, to take up the

business of a

SHIPPING AND FORWARDING AGENT.

I am so well aware of the serious consequences

of a few hours frost in the case of plants left on

the wharf for a night—as frequently happens

—

and which by a little care in warehousing can be

easily avoided, to the great benefit of sender and

buyer, that I have determined in future to give

all such details my closest personal attention, and

beg you to recognise the advantages which will

thus be gained by your shipping all your con-

signments to this country through me.

I have secured admirable premises for this

branch of my business at 12, Cooper's Row,

Crutched Friars, London, E.C., and with the

available accommodation at the various wharves

for the proper and prompt warehousing of the

most tender plants, am in a position to assure you

that I possess every facility for conducting the

business in a manner that I am sure will give

satisfaction to those who may favour me with

their patronage and support.

WILLIAM DENMAN,
7, Catherine Street, Covent Garden,

London, W.C.

The Bimnrxx iriU be rnrriril nn under t/ie style of

DENMAN & CO.,

HORTICULTTTRAL. SHIPPING, AND
FORWARDING AGENTS,

12, COOPER'S ROW, CRUTCHED FRIARS,

LONDON, E.C.

TeleqramS-OLEKMA, LONDON.

As a Supplement
TO THE

Gardeners' Chronicle
roB

JVexi Week, September 22,
WILL BE

Published an Ink Photograph

VIEWS in SHRUBLAND PARK,
IPSWICK.

THE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBEM 15, 1888.

CONFERENCE OF
GROWERS.

FRUIT

A COMMITTEE, consisting of about sixty of
-^^ the principal fruit growers in the United
Kingdom, having made arrangements for a Con-
ference on Fruit Growing, a large and represen-

tative meeting was held on Friday the 7th inst.

in the saloon at the Crystal Palace, Syden-
ham, and was followed by a second Conference

on Saturday. On each day there was a crowded
attendance, and the papers read evoked a highly

interesting discussion on matters cognate to

fruit cultivation. Friday's Conference began at

3 o'clock, under the presidency of Mr. T. Francis

Rivers, Chairman of the Executive Committee,

the Chairman inaugurating the business of the

meeting by reading the following address :

—

FKUIT CULTURE FOR PROFIT.

By T. Fkancis Rivers, Esq., Sawbripewokth.

Our meeting to-day is, I hope, the first of a aeries

of meetings on the very important subject of fruit

culture in England for profit. Within the last few

years a very great advance has been made in this

direction by the force of circumstances, and not by

the speeches of any one man, however eminent.

When Wheat was worth from 40s. to 60s. per quarter

there was no need to apply the resources of the land

to any other purpose, as the price of Wheat governed

the price of produce, and was amply sufficient to

support the different interests depending on the land.

We have now, however, to face an altered condition

of affairs. The land is with us, and is as productive

as ever, but the consumer no longer pays the price

required by the English producer; and although it

ifl absurd to suppose that corn is not still the ruling

crop, yet all cultivators are forced by circumstances

to consider whether they cannot be assisted by other

crops. One of these helps or aids is undoubtedly the

cultivation of fruit, which is of daily consumption,

and is, or ought to be, on the table of every individual

in the United Kingdom. We have, therefore, to deal

with a very large subject—nothing less than a national

industry, and an increasing one, the development of

which enters into conflict with no British interest,

treads on no man's toes, is strictly non-political, will

suffer no decay but improve as the years roll on, and

in which succeeding generations are quite as much

interested as we are, and is ^pursuit from first to last
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which never wearies. A man between seventy and

eighty can make the superintendence of orchards

both his pleasure and employment.

We have not. 1 think, in England held enough

meetings of this kind ; they are frequent enough in

the United Stater, where fruit is an important factor

in national life, and takes rank with the most

ad-Anced agriculture. In Belgium, a country which

proilts largely from the exportation of fruit, pomo-

iogical congresses are constantly held. I have

attended several, my first introduction to Belgian

pomologists being at Namur in 1862, when the hos-

pitality of the town was profuse and splendid. There

can be little doubt that these meetings are of great

public utility, and now that we are entering the lists

and preparing to meet an enormous and increasing

dome."tic want, it does not become a great and

wealthy country like England to be anywhere but

first in the race. Our climate is good, our soil so

varied that we can find land for all ordinary crops.

Although we are subject to cold and late springs,

yet we do not suffer from the extremes of heat and

cold to which great continents are subject, storms

which destroy t1iS"1'rilit;atrd cold which will destroy

the trees. Neither is it so equable that fruit trees

are exhausted by continual bearing— a condition

under which eight to ten 'years would be the

term of the natural life of the tree—conditions

which would, no doubt, be satisfactory to the

fruit tree grower, but with the inevitable result of

the supply overtaking the demand, and of the

usual disastrous consequence. Of this, however, we

need have no fear. We must, in order to secure

early profits from a garden orchard such as I pro-

pose, plant on a different principle to that of our

forefathers, who have bequeathed the hoary and

lichen-covered trees dear to the artist and fruit-

loving boys and girls. These picturesque old trees

are as much things of the past as our wooden three-

deckers, and instead of the acre of grassland with

the customary 108 trees often broken down by stock,

and producing more wood than fruit, the modern

fruit orchard must be condensed into a compact

compass, give more fruit in 1 rood of land than in

2 or 3 acres of the old-fashioned style.

Soil.—The most important part of the preparation

of an orchard is, of course, the quality of the soil,

and the intending planter should not hesitate to

spend a few shillings in obtaining an analysis. I

attribute a great part of my success in fruit growing

to the nature and qualities of the soil. An analysis

made by Dr. Voelcker for Mr. Prout, of Sawbridge-

worth, gives the following constituents of the land

on his farm, mine being the same formation, and

closely identical. The quantities are contained in

a depth of 6 inches per acre :

—

ph03phoric acid
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ing the end of August and beginning of September,

which is sj fertile that grafted on the Pear stock it

ma_Y be planted at the same distance as the Plum and
the Apple; the Fertility, which is equally fertile either

on the Pear or Quince ; and the Conference, which is

not yet introduced to the public. The two former

are already well known. Of recent foreign Pears

which are hardy, Madame Treyve, Souvenir du Con-
gres, Marie Louise d'UccIe, and Emile d'Heyst are

marketable sorts ; of baking Pears the CatiUac is

probably the best. The Pear differs in analysis from

the Plum and Apple. It contains :

—

Potash
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tances, and where a regular supply is sent, and where

the railway porters are accustomed to them. It is

more convenient than the " handle " for displaying

in the shop windows, and shows off the fruit better.

The basket should be lined with white paper and a

little packing in the bottom, the bunches being

simply laid in close together. The whole fits nicely

into a hamper known as a " flat," and with the

ordinary Grape label invariably arrives in good

condition.

Peaches should be packed in shallow boxes of

sufficient depth to allow a good bed to lay upon and

a slight layer of packing on the top. The box should

contain only twenty-four best or thirty-six seconds.

Each fruit should be wrapped in soft paper. A very

effective way of packing Peaches, so as when the box

is opened the class of fruit can be seen at once by

the buyer, is to roll a double slip of tissue paper

round each fruit, leaving the crown exposed. This

requires a sheet of paper to be placed over the fruit

before finally filling up with the packing. I know
of no packing better than moss, which should be

properly dried and cleansed from all grit. It is

cooler and more elastic than any other substance.

Each fruit should be completely surrounded with it.

Next to moss is bran, but care should be taken to

shake it down well and refill the box before fasten-

ing the lid, as it settles down with the oscillation of

travelling, leaving part of the fruit exposed and

liable to injury. Wadding is not elastic, and is too

heating.

Strawberries should be packed in boxes in single

layers containing from 1 lb. to IJ lb., according to

size, each Strawberry being placed in a Strawberry

leaf on a thin layer of moss, with only a light layer

of leaves on the top. Each package of say five or

six boxes should have a label, " Strawberries, with

care, this side up," on the top of it. When the

season is full on, they lose value if delivered after

8 A.M., as the trade then supply themselves from the

"morning gathered," delivered by the growers them-

selves.

Tomaios should be packed in *' handle " baskets

containing from 18 to 20 lb., and should be well

coloured, but not too ripe, otherwise they are apt to

split.

Outdoor Fruit.—Suitable baskets for sending out-

door fiuit to market can always be obtained of the

salesmen. These consist of quarter-sieves, half-sieves,

and sieves. The former hold 12 lb., and are used for

best samples of all kinds of soft fruit. Half sieves

are used for Cherries, Currants, Plums, Pears, and

Apples. Sieves are used mainly for Apples. A
half-sieve of soft fruit should contain 241b., of Plums
28 lb., of Apples from 21 to 24 lb. Soft fruit should

be simply stuck down with a sheet of paper. Hard
fruit should be stuck down with dry packing, such

as hay or straw. All fruit opens better with a sheet

of paper covered over.

Pears, especially early varieties, should be sent

directly they can be removed from the trees. On no
account should they be allowed to get ripe. The
system in vogue in France is well worthy of imita-

tion by growers in this country. The fruit is care-

fully sorted, in many instances into four sizes. Cases

are made to contain two tiers, each tier consisting of

twenty, twenty-four, thirty, and thirty-six fruits. A
layer of paper shavings is placed between each tier, and
one top and bottom. When the fruit is extra large and
kept late in the season, cases to contain a single

layer of twelve and fifteen are used. If packed in

half-sieves, the better sorts should be placed in

layers with a little packing between.

Carriage.—With regard to the cost of carriage,

little can be said here except that the rates, as we
all know, are very unsatisfactory, little or no in-
ducement being held out by the great carriers for the
development of produce on a small scale. Special
rates may sometimes be secured for regular consign-
ments over 28 lb., but even t;hen there is often a
difficulty in keeping the railway company to their

contract. All goods by passenger trains should
reach the market by 7 P.M., so as to be ready for the
next morning's trade, as if not they are seldom

delivered till after the market is over, and therefore

lose in value.

Mr. Samuel Rawson, of Birmingham, followed on
the same theme, and was introduced by the Chair-

man, who said Mr. Kawson had earned the commenda-
tion of a great fruit man—Mr. Gladstone. In the
course of his paper Mr. Rawson said anyone could
grow fruit if they had the trees, the land, and the
climate ; but it was not everyone who could make

AAA/
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unanimously declaring it a measure allording tlie

occupiers of land full security for the whole of the

capital invested by them in the improvement of their

holdings, was urgently needed in the interests of the

tradesmen, labourers, and the community at large.

For many years in the fruit-growing county of

Kent there had been this want of security which

had prevented farmers commencing or extending

that important industry. Travelling through the

States to Canada he found farms growing as many

as twenty acres of Apples, and when he asked

the probable market the reply was, " We are growing

chiefly for the old country," meaning England.

Those tillers of the soil in the States were owners of

the soil, and therefore they had full security for their

capital and no fe.ar of landlords raising their rents

upon improvements or of confiscating their property.

lie was not blaming the landlords ; the blame rested

on the tenant for not having sound and good laws to

protect himself. They were only human beings, and

if he were a landlord proljably he should be worse

than some others. At present, land which ought to

be capable of transfer in an easy and inexpensive

manner was too dear for the farmers to buy and culti-

vate at aprofit. They must therefore have an altera-

tion in the laws. Several Agricultural Holdings

Acts had been passed professing to remedy the

grievance, but none had gone to the root of the

evil.

Lord Beaconstield's Act of 1875 was of no use

to the fruit-grower, as it excluded him from its

provisions ; neither was it of any use to the pure agri-

culturist. He farmed under three landlords, all of

whom contracted themselves out. The Act of 1884,

passed by Mr. Gladstone, though profressing good to

the fruit-grower and farmer, did not accomplish

more than the Act of 1875. He (Mr. Bath) would

suggest an Act of Parliament, under which the

tenant might carry out whatever improvements he

wished without the consent of the landlord, and

wlien letiving his farm offer them to the landlord or

the incoming tenant by what was called " free sale,"

and if the tenant planted good sound sorts of fruit he

would get the value for his outlay. He had taken a

holding on that principle, and found it very satis-

factory to the outgoing tenant and to himself.

LORD SUDELEYS FRUIT FAKM.
Mr. .7. W. Be.ich (Brentford) gave a description

of farm extension on Lord Sudeley's estate, He said

that Lord Sudeley had five farms at Toddington,

Gloucestershire, under fruit cultivation to the extent

of from 800 to !)00 acres, viz,, Norton Field, Home
Farm, Hales Farm, New Town, and the Leys. The
aspects were west, south, and south-west ; and was
sheltered by the Cotswold Hills, the soil in some parts

being heavy, of the blue lias, others of a light friable

loam. One field occupied 166 acres, being planted with

standard fruit trees in rows, 16 feet apart, and the

same distaiice asunder, in some instances extending

t~t the length of J mile. Space being strictly econo-

mised in the market garden style, the intermediate

spiice was filled up with Currants, Gooseberries,

IJaspberries, and Strawberries. Bush Damsons were
also planted in addition to the other standard trees.

There were forty-four varieties of Plums, comprising

about 300,000 trees. Damsons about 30,000, Rasp-
berries also covered about 200 acres. Strawberries

from 120 to 130 acres. Black Currants 212 acres.

Cherries and Apples to the extent of about 70 acres,

and Bed Currants .50 acres. The fruit trees were
very productive generally, with the exception of a
few portions where they were attacked by blight when
in blossom this season. The greatest quantity of the
fruit was used in the manufacture of jam, a large

factory being erected at Norton Field Farm. Lord
Sudeley was also giving his attention to the cultiva-

tion of flofrers for market purposes, having erected

a number of Belgian glasshouses, which were also

suitable for growing Tomatos, Cucumbers, Grapes,
&c., and any kind of fruit which required protection.

The baskets were also made upon the spot from the
Osier beds on the banks of a stream running through
the estate.

IMPROVliSIG ORCHARDS BY GRAFTING.
Br Mr. J. Miller, Gardener to Lord Foley,

RuxLEv Lodge, Esher,

Where old fruit trees that are healthy and full of

vigour are worthless for the market in a monetary
sense, no time should be lost in grafting upon them
new heads of an improved variety.

If the system of stock-grafting was better under-

stood, especially out of the fruit-growing districts,

worthless sorts will seldom be seen in the market,

their place being taken by more profitable fruit.

But to expect this to be done by the tenant, upon a

yearly tenancy, is out of the i|uestion. To meet the

dilliculty to a certain extent, industrious tenants

should be supplied with trees from the home nursery,

or could be supplied by the trade at small cost, the

tenant being under an agreement to protect them.

Stock-grafting is easily done, but the system requires

to be known. As done in the fruit districts by local

grafters, each workman bears a degree of merit as to

his success. When once known, none need be afraid

to cut oft' the third part of a worthless tree any time

during the winter months, cutting it ship-shape in

order that the grafter has little to do when the season

comes but to square theendsofthe branches and insert

his grafts. The season for grafting large trees is rather

an unsettled question. I may state that we had great

success last year at Ruxley Lodge in grafting old

trees, and the strong shoots which I exhibit speak

Fig. 37.—nA^IvET for packixg grapes.

well for the system. The heads were cut off the

trees in the month of February, and grafts were

secured about the same time, and laid by the heels in

a shady place to prevent any premature growth. The
grafts for this require to be clean, and free from

American blight and canker, from two to three years'

growth, and in size about the thickness of one's

second finger. The specimens of shoots which I

produce were simply short grafts a year ago last May,
the whole of the grafting being done in the last fort-

night of the month. The work has only been done

about sixteen months, yet the shoots have had two
seasons" growtli, and reach nearly 10 feet in length

;

some of the stronger sorts are even longer. Upon
a close examination some of the strongest shoots

may be seen to be showing fruit buds, and if we
should be favoured with a fruitful season next year

I have no doubt, from present appearances, we shall

have a fair show of fruit. Stock-grafting does not

require to be commenced so soon as -small whip or

tongue grafting. The general order is—Cherries

first. Plums next, finishing up with Pears and
Apples.

The tools which are requind for the purpose are

but few—a jjocket knife, a shoemaker's knife, a

tenon saw, and a small mallet.

A branch 2 inches in diameter requires two grafts

to thorouglily unite the end of the branch ; one of -4

inches, three grafts ; and so on in proportion. A
stock or head of 9 inches requires seven grafts in

order to keep the head living until the leading

shoots form the new tree, tlieu all weakly and ill-

placed shoots can be cut away. There is no particu-

lar secret in manipulating the end of the branch to

receive the grafts further than shaving away a por-

tion of the rough bark, so that it may better match
the thin or inner bark of tlie scion, which ought to

be placed so as to accurately face each other. Daub-
ing or claying up the grafts is no doubt of some im-
portance, especially for small grafting. For trees

grafted upon the stock principle the daubing material

may be of a coarser nature than for the whip or

tongue grafting. Good chay with a proportion of

tough hay, well compounded together, and thoroughly
worked in and round the grafts to prevent its being
washed ofl" by the weather, is all that is required for

stock-grafting. I may here state that heading the

trees at the proper time and securing and properly

keeping the grafts is of quite as much importance as

carrying out the work.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. A. Dean (Bedfont) opened the discussion by
proposing on behalf of the Executive Committee a
vote of thanks to those gentlemen who had kindly
read papers. He did not think fruit-culture would
save agriculture from drowning, but it would do
.something to help it to swim. If they were to

believe the statement that £250 per acre could be
made by fruit-growing, such a sum represented an
Eldorado. It had been mentioned that the Royal
Agricultural Society proposed to oft'er prizes in con-

nection with certain fruit-products at their Windsor
show. That might be advantageous, but he could

have wished that the Society had oft'ered prizes for

something better than such wretclied products as

cider and perry. They had heard a striking eulogy
about their continental brethren in regard to tlieir

preparing and packing fruit for the market. English-

men, he thought, had been in tlie past a little too

egotistical, and he trusted they would g.ather lessons

from tlie facts jilaced before them.

Mr. A. H. Pearson (Chilwell) said the great idea

seemed to be Covent Garden, but it was a great

mistake to rusli their fruit into one centre. He
could obtain a better price for his fruit, milk

potatos, and other produce, than if he sent them to

markets already too congested. He concluded by

seconding the resolution.

Mr. Fowler (Aylesbury) urged that it was of great

consequence that some means should be adopted

for the preservation of fruits. He referred to what

Messrs. Crosse and Blackwell had done in this

direction, and produced for inspection metal, glass,

and stoneware airtight vessels. They need not

despair in fighting the foreigner in every way.

Mr. P. Veitch regarded the Chairman's paper as

giving a right basis for discussion ; but if the Chair-

man had given them a hint as to what fruit to grow

on fairly good soil, he would have done them a

service. Mr. Dean had spoken severely of perry

and cider, but cider apples gave a good return to

the farmer. He (Mr. 'Veitch) had no doubt that

calling attention to artificial manures would do a

good deal of good, especially if such manures could

be obtained at anything like a reasonable price, so

that tliey could be used on an extensive scale.

Mr. Read (Weybridge) thought they should grow

such fruits as would yield the quickest return for

labour.

Mr. James pointed out that there were thousands

of acres of English land at present lying unculti-

vated : and until an alteration in the land laws had

been effected, they would not see the state of pros-

perity that every one desired. He would like to

see conferences of this kind at every flower show.

Mr. J. R. Hale (Thornton Heath) attributed

present difficulties to the extraordinary tithe ; and

the sooner the tithe question was fairly met and

settled, the better for fruit-growers.

Mr. Reed (Norwood) said the eternal slumber

which had settled upon the British farmer was in-

comprehensible. He trusted this would be the fore-

runner of many assemblies of the kind.

Mr. D. T. Fish rBury St. Edmunds) wished the
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Chairman would supplement his analj-sis by a list of

the best sorts of fruit to grow on poor soils. Xot

only should the farmer be encouraged, but llie

labourer also should be encouraged to grow fruit.

The best Nonsuch Apjjles lie had seen were grown

at the end of a cottage, with no soil at all, but in a

hard gravel walk which had never been disturbed

in tlie memory of the oldest inhabitant. They were

fed by the slops of a small household, and were the

finest, the reddest, the most luscious, he had seen

from that day to this. It ought not to be beyond

our legislators, or the suggestions of Conferences like

that, th.1t some means should be devised for giving

the labourer more soil.

Mr. Geoege BrxY.MiD (Maidstone) thought tlie

manuring of orchards and cold storage were subjects

which they must work rounil.

FRUIT DISTIUBUTION.

The following paper on "The Science of Truit

Distribution" was read by D. Tallerman, Esq.,

on Saturday :

—

Of the various means available to fruit growers for

the disposal of their crops, that by which they can

be brought within the re.ach of consumers in a full-

flavoured, fresh, and bright condition is the one

which will leave the most profitable results to the

producers, and lead to the most successful permanent

development of the industry in which they are

engaged. Fruit may be preserved, pulped, evapor-

ated, refrigerated, or manipulated in any other

manner th.at will enable it to be converted into a

merchantable commodity possessing a distinctive

cash value, but there yet remains the undeniable

fact that it is in its fiesh ripe condition, while clothed

with its undisguisable natural bloom, endowed with

its fragrant aroma aud luscious flavour, that fruits

have their highest and best values; therefore, the

most important subject that can occupy the minds

of fruit-growers is, how tliey can best place tlieir

produce within reach of consumers in that inviting

condition, in order to acquire the full benefits that

.accrue from it. The subject naturally involves a

consideration of the means of rapid and effective

distribution which are absolutely essential to secure

successful results.

The science of fruit distribution is necessarily

a commercial study, and comprises the principles th.at

growers should practise to place their produce within

reach of consumers.

1. When and where they may be required.

2. In the best possible condition.

3. At the least possible cost.

The means by which these measures, simple as

they appear, can best be successfully attained,

involves attention to matters of detail, the necessity

of which will be readily acknowledged by all engaged

in fruit growing aud marketing : but to ensure a

beneficial result from the consider-ition of the sub-

jects which we are assembled to discuss, it is neces-

sary to treat the various branches of the trade from

specific and not general points, inasmuch as although

the general condition of the subject may be speedily

summarised, that will not bring us any nearer the

position we hope to reach. Briefly, then, we are a

large community exi-sting in a small space. Fruit

consumers abound in all directions, fruit producers

are to be found but in few places. The consumers

are counted by millions, the producers by hundreds.

The consumers require all the fruit that is grown

and more ; the growers do not profitably sell while

fresh the yield of their orchards, and are driven to

seek other outlets in order to secure even a nominal

return for their crops. It must be borne in mind

that the circumstances and conditions that surround

individual growers and consumers vary very largely,

and courses of procedure that would bring advan-

tageous results in one direction would be in.apprc-

ciable in another.

With growers we have a wide range of conditions

to deal with, from the owners of the numerous old

orchards of large acreage to which little or no atten-

tion is given, to the cultivators of small quantities

of fruit under glass or in the hothouse, which are the

subject of incessant eari' and watchfulness.

With consumers we also liave an infinite number
of conditions which embodies a still ^\ ider range of

thought; from the wealthy m.enibers of the upper

classes who require, and will have at all times if

procurable, for their tables regardless of cost, any

fruits that may be rare, choice, aud of fine quality,

to the Ijuxom mati'ou who buys a coujile of pounds

of whatever fruit the costermonger may have on his

barrow, so that her husband's and I'amily's dinner

may be com]dete with its dumpling or pie. Every

variety of condition has to he met with and provided

for, therefore it must be evident that the more these

e.Kisting and varied circumstances are understood,

and the nearer they can be met and provided for,

the greater must be the benefits that will accrue to

fi'uit |)roduccrs. It is in the study of the numerous

features that present themselves, and the determina-

tion of the most advantageous manner in which they

can be encountered and dealt with, that comprises

the science of fruit distribution. This opportunity

does not enable me to enlarge u]jon the whole of the

subjects which are naturally afiiliated with the que.^-

tion, therefore I content myself by indicating the

direction to which attention may be advantageously

given.

With respect to the first point—viz., the disposal

of fruits, when and where they may be required—

I

would i>oint out to growers that with the exception

of the county of Kent and the Metropolis, the centres

of fi-uit i)roduction and fruit consumption are not

contiguous to each other. By an inspection of the

diagram of the kingdom, showing the jwpulation and

the fruit area of each county, it will be seen that the

bulk of our fruit supply is produced in a very few

districts, while a large portion of the country which

is densely populated is devoid of any fruit produce of

its own locality but relies upon other districts, and

that the people gladly purchase any quantity of fruit

that niav be brought to them in good oider and eru-

dition. That this jiosition is undeniable may he

gathered from the results that have attended the

efforts of a fewpri^Mte parties wlio have relinquished

the old practice of sending to the markets of Covent

Garden, the Borough, and Spitalfields, and despatch

their fruits instead to Manchester, Bradford, Leeds,

Glasgow, and other largely populated northern towns,

where they have made a profitable outlet lor a large

quantity of fruit that otherwise would have helped

to glut the London markets. There are an enormous

number of small towns in the mining and manufac-

turing districts that would welcome a supply of fres!]

fruit which theydonot now obtain. In order to directly

meet the requirement of these towns it is desirable

that the fruit growers of each district combine with

each other aud organise themselves into local socie-

ties in order that they may be in a proper position

to ascertain what fruits they have to sell, when tliey

will be ready for gathering, and then ascertain the

requirements of particular districts and what they

are likely to buy, so as to enable them to take steps

to supply them. It is not possible to attain this

position by individual action, for no single grower

could supply from his own crops the particular re-

quirements of the traders of a town
; but these

requirements, if once ascertained, which they may

be in a general sense, could be furnished from the

crops of several growers.

Where local organisations are thus formed they

could readily communicate with the central organi-

sation that has been formed to place itself in com-

m.unication with the traders of all districts, in order

to simplify the distribution of food jiroducts, and

they, by ascertaining the probable fruit requirements

of a district, and having a knowledge of the crops

of fruit that were .available in many localities, could

arrange to dispose of and deliver them direct from

the orchards. The defect that fruit growers suffer

from arises from the fact that while their tr.ansac-

tions are natur.ally of an individual character, and

must remain so, they have had no recognised central

representative organisation who could collect infor-

mation from varied districts as to their possible fruit

reciuireiuents, .and disseminate the knowledge among

those who had the fruit to dis]>ose of. and also

arrange many other subjects of interest and import-

ance, such as packages, railway rates, transmission,

&c., all mitters small in themselves and readily ad-

justable, but each of which forms an indispensable

connecting link in a commercial chain, without

which a transaction cannot be carried through.

Hitherto fruit growers have left everything ^vilh

their salesmen, whose interest it is to collect and re-

tain all the information, and to obstruct any course

by which the consignment of the fruit to themselves

would be interfered with. They therefore have a

vested interest in obstructing any movement that

would liave a tendency to impart to growers any in-

formation that would .idvlse them when and where

fruit was required, which is the keystone to the

system of direct distribution.

The second prominent feature incidental to scien-

tific distribution is the delivery to consumers just

what they want in the best possible condition. The
interests of sellers will be considerably advanced by

full attention being given to this subject, which ]>re-

sents manv features requiring careful consideration

and forethought, that without in any way adding to

the costs of cultivation and delivery may materially

aid to increase the amounts receivable for the fruits.

Be it remembered that no fruits grow exactly

all alike, as bricks are made, but every tree or

bush will contain some fruits of a more or less choice

character. Wherever these can be selected they will,

if packed by themseves, realise a much larger pro-

portionate price without interfering with the price of

the whole crop. There are difi'ereut classes of

buyers in all perishable food products, and more

especially in fruits, and there are difl'erent members

in each trade who supply the requirements of buyers.

Anvone going into an average sized orchard when

the fruit is ripe and ready for gathering will, uj'on

examination, discover choice specimens fit for an

exhihiton or the window of the highest class

fruiterers at the West End of London. Other fruits

mtiy be seen that, by themselves, would furnish a

reasonable supply of more than a general character.

Further, there will be seen the remainder of the

growth suitable for the costermonger's barrow or the

jampot. If they remain while the fruit is g.athered

they will see it all packed together in such a way

that no regard is jiaid to the choice specimens of

fruit that may be there, but they are so dealt with

that they will find their w,ay to one destination,

which, as likely as not, may be the costermonger's

barrow. This is the mistake that growers make, and

where they unknowingly suffer material loss.

The disposal of green fruits is necessarily a matter

of commercial experience, and to attain best results

all fruits should be properly assorted and classed as

to character, condition, and description— this in

America is called " gr.ading." Fruits thus dealt with

and placed in packages of a uniform size enjoy a

marked advantage in their disposal, .as buyers at a

distance may order them by descrijilion, while at

present they can only be inirchased by personal at-

tendance and sight. The South of Ireland and the

North of Scotland furnish examples of the gre.at

value attaching to the proper classification of perish-

able produce, for it is to the independent branding

of butter at Cork and herrings at Wick and the otlier

Scotch fishing jiorts, that have brought the trades of

those districts to their present high stage of deve-

loimient, for it is owing to the facility which the

storekeeper in the coloni.al bush can send to his mer-

chant in London for what he requires in Cork butter,

either in firsts, seconds, thirds, or fourths, knowing

exactly wh,at he will get, and can learn the current

market price on the day of purchase. So also

the grocer of an inland town in eastern Europe

can send to his Hamburgh agent for so many barrels

of Scotch herrings, and can order "Crown

Fulls," " Spents," or " Matties," an^ his exact

requirements are supplied owing to the wise

precautions those in the Scotch herring trade

have .adopted, by which not only are the character

of the contents of their barrels known by description

all over the world, but the single fisherman with his

few barrels of herrings enjoys an equal position with
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the largest factor of the district, and can readily

obtain the market price of the day for his small

supply when they have once been examined and

branded by the appointed officials. This should

show fruit growers the advisability of their com-

bining for the purpose of establishing a definite

basis upon which their produce should be classed

and uniformly packed, by which the contents of a

l)ackage would be known to wholesale and retail

dealt-rs without a personal inspection. For this

jturjiose fruits should be properly sorted and classed

as to character and condition into

—

1. " Choice,' for special high - class trade

;

" Prime," for first-class trade; and " Ordinary," for

gfueral trade.

"1. Assorted as to description into firsts, seconds,

and thirds sizes.

3. Choice and prime fruits should be packed into

clean, bright, and carefully made packages, so as to

present to the buyer a luscious, attractive, and

tempting appearance. Ordinary fruit may be packed

(or general sale in smaller baskets than at present.

4. It is important to act on the principle that the

smaller the package the wider the area of consump-

tion, and the better the contents will keep in good

order and condition.

5. Also, tiiat selection as to size and colour with

regular packing are the best means for ensuring

speedy sales in extended districts at good prices.

G. Growers should remember and act on the fact

that a barely perceptible taint or speck that is care-

lessly dealt with by the packer at the farm will in a

short time become an odious blemish, and by the time

the fruit reaches the market, not only becomes
spoiled itself, but damages other fruit, and spoils its

value.

7. A good crop requires marketing with commer-
cial experience and judgment, A combination of

growers to amalgamate their crops in order that

large selections of particular descriptions may be

made available for disposal in special directions, and

in districts where required, will lead to larger prices

being received.

8. Specially choice goods, suitably packed for dis-

play in retailers' shop windows, will at all times

command extreme high prices.

1). Inferior specimens of fruits packed with prime
specimens, reduce the value of the prime.

10. Goods packed, branded, and numbered, that

their contents and condition may be known without

a personal inspection, will be sent for by purchasers

in remote parts, whose convenience or ability does

not allow them to attend a market personally.

The simplicity, ease, and readiness by which these

apparently complicated measures may be speedily

carried into active existence will be promptly seen

by a glance at a package that has been devised for

the purpose, which lends itself in every way to the

proposed condition of tilings, for inexpensive in pro-

duction it is effective iu character, as by its means
fruits may be classinl. packed, and safely transmitted

to any part of the kingdom in large or small quanti-

ties, wiiere they will arrive in better condition, and
remain so longer than if packed in bulk as at

present, also may be disposed of to the individual

consumer without any handling and consequent
deterioration [see our issue for August 4, last,

]. 135, for figure of a fruit transit box. Ed.].

The inexpensive character of the package is its

valuable feature, and that is 6f7. per dozen for

the boxes and bd. for the crate to hold twenty
boxes. Their lightness renders the cost of trans-

port less than in the heavy baskets, which have
to be sent backwards and forwards, while fruits

selected and packed in this manner would be de-

liverable in the best possible condition and of the
highest value. Thus the second material feature in

the science of distribution would be complied with.

The third feature to which attention mav be

directed is the transport of fruit at the least pos-

sible cost. I do not propase to occupy time by refer-

ring to that great evil, the excessive railway rates,

which the producers and consumers of the country
have so long suffered from. The short-sighted policy

of the railway authorities is about to be brought

under consideration, and our purpose will be best

served by attention being directed to the particular

points that frnit growers should endeavour to secure

for themselves iu the forthcoming revision of the

charges and conditions of our railway system. In

this matter, so far as fruit is concerned, facilities fur

its effective collection, safe transport, and speedy

delivery, are of a much greater consideration than

the actual charge made fur the services rendered,

but this should certainly be a figure within

reason; but the principal object that the agri-

cultural classes generally, as a body of producers,

should seek to obtain, is a ready means for reach-

ing consumers in all districts through the existing

retail traders. For this purpose they should seek for

the establishment of a " farm produce train,'' a ser-

vice to be carried through on the lines of the " jiar-

liaraentary train
'" and the " van train," which was in

existence for a number of years, and only recently

abandoned. By tlie parliamentary train the pas-

senger rates for one train daily was fixed bylaw. The
van train was for parcels, and the rates were made
by the railway companies themselves, being one-half

the ordinary parcels rates. With a minimum of ijd.

at the present time, a parcel traflic is in existence on

all railways by passenger trains, and this is governed

by radius of distance ; up to 30 miles being \d. per

pound ; up to 50 miles .}'^ per pound ; up to 100

miles, ^,d. per pound, with a minimum rate of 6(^. for

a parcel. A moderate extension of this parcel system

to wider radiuses on the basis of the van train charge

—that is, one-half the current parcel rates—would
prove advantageous to farmers, and bring the rail-

way a large and remunerative traffic. This should

be sought for, and would probably be conceded by the

railway company without difficulty.

The outlet for fruits will be found in two direc-

tions which have a widely different character, and
necessitate different treatment—the supply of London
and the very few large towns in the north, and the

supply to the small towns and villages throughout

the kingdom. AVith the first we have the large con-

centration of fruiterers, greengrocers, and coster-

mongers, who have hitherto furnished the means for

reaching the public. With the second the)' have to a

great extent done without fruit, as it could not be

supplied in a fresh condition. Whether the fruits

are intended for London or the country districts,

railway companies should be compelled to provide

effective refrigerator trucks for their conveyance, in

order that its fresh condition may be fully main-
tained. Growers know the condition that fruits

leave them, but they are not aware of the serious

deterioration that takes place in transit before reach-

ing their destination, and the consequent enormous
depreciation that takes place in values. A few hours

makes a great difference in the appearance and
flavour of fruits, and there can be no possible justifica-

tion for the unnecessary loss thus made to the de-

triment of the grower, when the fruits could be

readily and inexpensively retained in a fine and fres'.i

condition.

In America the fruit farmers of California and
Florida, the extreme western and southern States,

send their fruits 2000 and 3000 miles across the vast

continent to the markets of New York, Baltimore,

Boston, Chicago, &c.. where they arrive in fine con-
dition, after several days' travel, and invariably bring

good results to the grower; while in this country a
fruit grower cannot send his produce a few miles

with any certainty of its reaching its destination in a
presentable condition, and if he wishes to send any
distanceotherthan where an ordinary fruit train runs,

there is almost a certainty that it will be useless

when it arrives at its destination. This deteriora-

tion and its consequent loss is more than a personal

loss of the particular sender— it is a diminution of

the food supply of the people, and in that light it

is a national loss, needlessly incurred, by reason of

the negligence and want of care on the part of those

who have acquired the right to transpoitthe internal

food supplies of the country^a loss which is readily pre-

ventible by the use of proper trucks, which the railway

companies should be compelled to provide themelves,

or allow others to provide for them. The companies
should also be called upon to accept a truck rate fur

agricultural produce irrespective of contents. This
would enable fruit and other farmers to load trucks

in ]iroximity to their farms or on railway sidings

with their own labour, and while saving charges send

their produce direct to the market. The ])rovision

of a regular and elfective daily service for the con-
veyance of parcels of food jiroduce in refrigerator

cars, at a reasonable advance on the ordinary goods
rates, would materially facilitate the communication
between producers and consumers, and lead to

marked advantages to fruit growers. To simplify

matters, the rates by this produce train might be

fixed within given areas. Thus all within a radius

of one hundred miles one rate, and each additional

bundled miles an additional rate. This would bring

most of the agricultural districts within reach of

populous towns, and thus furnish them with an out-

let for their produce. That this system would be

advantageous to fruit-growers may be readily seen,

for grocers, dealers, or even consumers in any small
town might order any number of the packages of

fruit from one upwards, which, packed on the
orchard and transmitted by the refrigerator cars,

would reach their destination direct, at a small cost

and in good condition. The essence of the fruit trade

is a multiplication of individual transactions small
in extent but numerous in character. It is in the
simplification of the distribution of these growers
will be in a position to place their produce within

reach of consumers at the least possible cost, and
thus acquire a further insight into the science of fruit

distribution.

In conclusion, I submit —
1. That the simplest and most profitable way to

sell fruits is in their natural condition properly

classed and packed.

2. That an ample demand can be ensured for an
unlimited quantity from numerous districts in all

parts of the kingdom.
3. That these can be best approached and dealt

with by local combinations of growers either direct
or through a central agency.

4. That whatever prices are determined upon
should be publicly known and fixed to give retailers

a profit.

."). That the railway companies should be moved
to furnish a daily farmers produce parcel and bulk
train service for the carriage of food products in

refrigerator trucks between the agricultural and in-

dustrial districts at reasonable package and truck
rates.

With the supply of these facilities a demand
would be created for their utilisation, and thus bring
about an improved condition of all things in which
the interests of our agricultural and industrial classes

are entwined.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

FHAL.'ENOVSIS BUYSSONIANA, n.sp."^

A sTATKr.Y plant, very much like P. Ilegnieriana,

but with far brighter colours. The leaf and in-

florescence are not distinct. Both the sepals and
the petals are of a bright purple hue ; the

lateral sepals are bordered inside with white. The
petals are much broader than those of Phalaenopsis

Kegnieriana, and appear always to be hooded

over the column. The lip is very distinct. The
proceasses on the stalk of the lip are median, fili-

form-linear, not triangular, as in Phalienopsis

Kegnieriana. The three spreading laciniie of the

anterior part of the lip are equal, lanceolate-oblong,

blunt-acute. There is an emarginate small callus at

the beginning of the stalk, and in front of it stands on

* Pkalrcnopsis Bui/ssoniana, n. sp.—Simillima affinis Plialee-

nopsidi Kegnieriani raonto paulo argutiori ; sepalis tepalisquo

Uitioribus, labelli auriculis unguicularibua lineari-fiiliformibu^,

callo in apice unguis bilobo parvo, liuea lineari iocraesata

bisiilca antoposita laciuiis obloagolanceis obtuse acuti3,

latiralibus divaricatis, omnibus cequaUbus ; columute basi

niigulata. Ab cxo. A. [Regnier introducta cl nobili Comiti
Du Buy^soii diciita. //. G. Bchb.f.
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the disc between siile lacini^e a thickened line with

two furrows. The three lacini?e are of a vivid

scarlet colour inside, side laciniro outside ochre-

coloured, with numerous scarlet lines.

The stalk and keels are wiijte, with some tinpes of

purple. Column ochre outside, angular at the base

on both sides. M. A. Kegnier, 44, Avenue de

Marigny, Fontenay-sous-Bois, Seine, has sent me
not only some specimens, but has written with his

usual courtesy to say, "Vous donnerez, le nom qui

voussera plaisir." It gives me great pleasure, there-

fore, to acknowledge the assistance given to orchidista

by M. le Comte Francois Du Buysson, the author of

the useful Orchidophik, &c. To help others is the

privilege of those who have " le feu sacre." H. G.

Bchb.f.

SOBRALIA MACKAN'THA {Lllldl.) KlENASTIANA, U. Vai'.

As long since as 1885 my excellent corre-

spondent, Herr Consul Kienast ZoUy, Hirslanden,

Zurich, sent me a dried flower of a Sobralia

macrantha. His Indian collector described the

bloom as "very large and very white.'' It is large,

but as to the colour, it has that hue white flowers

usually have when dried, I put it in my herbarium,

the grave of so many unsolved orchidic riddles,

to wait until more materials came to hand. And
this month a fresh white flower arrived with a small

narrow sulphur-coloured mark on the lip under the

column not much larger than the circumference

of the column. It is a well-known fact that we are

very unfortunate when we attempt to copy the green

colours of leaves, &c., and it is nearly impossible to

get shades of white. Not many persons have eyes

to perceive the gradations to which white is subject,

and also these shades do not appear to exist in the

materials which we use when trying to represent the

numerous variations of white. The white colour of

this Sobralia macrantha Kienastiana is quite hori>

de liyne, of the most exquisite purity, surpassing all

shades of white I have seen in plants. (I knew an
English artist who when making water-colour draw-

ings of Orchids represented all white flowers of a

light blue tint

—

grand blcn vojts fassc.)

I learn that the plant (Sobralia) is still small, not

more than 20 inches in height. I was much pleased

with the flower, and have great pleasure in dedi-

cating it to one of the most intelligent and zealous

of orcliidists. May Consul Kienast Zolly enjoy a

long life. It will be a benefit for orchidology.

H. G.Rchb.f.

Narcissus scaberulus.*

In a footnote is given a translation of Professor

Henriques' description of a new Portuguese Narcissus

closely allied to N. rupicola, and of which specimens

are in cultivation in Dublin and elsewhere. A. W, T.,

Oporto.

ZvGOPETALUM MuERAYANUM, Gardu., hyhrid.

This is a very curious species of Zygopetalum,

and one but rarely seen in gardens. Until the other

day I do not think I had seen the plant alive : when
a portion of an inflorescence was forwarded to me
by Mr. B. S. Williams, it having been sent by one
of his correspondents for a name. The plant has

the general habit of other members of the genus,

^Narcissus seabemhis. Henriques, n. sp.— Bulb small,

15 mm., ovoid tunicate, outer coata brown, inner ones white
;

leaves 2, linear, more or les^ prostrate, lougpr than the scape,
slightly furroned on the upper surface, 2-anglecl beneath,
glaucous, rough at the margins aud dorsal angles, jirovided at
the base with a membranous involute sheath ; scape, 6—10 cm.
long, 1—2 mm. in diameter, striate, nearly cylindrical, bent,
1—2-flowered; spathe membranous, narrow, striate, slightly
longer than the peduncle and ovary; flowers 12—15 mm.
across, stalked (stalk. 8—12 mm.), bent, yellow, tube 12—17
mm., greenish

; perianth-segments ovate, imbricate, 3 inner
ones broadest apiculate, slightly fringed at the tips, spreading
ultimately sliglitly reilexed; corona 5—7 ram. across, cup-
ehaped, almost the same size as the segments, more or less

crenate at the margins; filaments very short, 1 mm., three
emerging from the centre of the tube, three from the month ;

style tiliform. btigma .3-kibed. At Oliveira do Coude ; flowers
in March and April. Allied to N. rupicola, from which it

differs in the prostrate rough leaves, the bent flowers, the sub-
cylindric corona, and the three exsert stamens.

bearing an erect raceme of several flowers ; but these

have a highly singular appearance, owing to the

total absence of markings on the sepals and petals.

These organs are of a uniform bright green, while

the lip is white, with a few reddish-purple markings

near the base. The front lobe is somewhat elon-

gated and rather narrow, the side lobes are smaller

and rounded, while the fleshy callus is quite charac-

teristic of the genus. The column is greenish-white,

with a few streaks of red in front. The reappear-

ance of the plant in gardens is interesting, for it

originally appeared as early as 1830, being figured at

t. yOT-i of the Botanical Magazine from a plant which

flowered in the Glasgow Botanic Garden. This

plant was sent home by Gardner from the Organ
Mountains, in Brazil, where it was found growing at

4000 feet elevation. The present plant is probably

from the same region, and is of a deeper green than

the one represented in the above-named plate.

It A. B.

HARDY ANNUALS AS EXHIBI-
TION PLANTS.

"When attending a flower show in the West of

England a few days ago I was pleased to note some
very attractive stands of bunches of annuals shown
in a class in which special prizes were off'ered for

them. The flowers were arranged in neat and yet

attractive bunches, and they were nicely set up in

a stand, each type being seen to the best advantage.

Not only was the floral eff"ect good, but the exhibi-

tion served the purpose of presenting to view some
very pretty things in the way of annuals that are not

seen so much in gardens as they deserve to be. I

noticed that visitors to the show gathered about the

stands, and appeared to greatly admire the flowers,

and I think many of them were looking upon subjects

they had perhaps never seen before, or on rare occa-

sions only. Annuals are rarely seen at flower shows

unless it be some that are known as half-hardy

or tender annuals, such as Balsams, Cockscombs,
Zinnias, &c.

Two things should be stated at the outset. The
schedule of prizes containing the classes above

referred to stated " Bunches of Hardy Annuals."

Zinnias, Stocks, Asters, and a few other things that

it has been customary to raise the seeds of on a

slight hotbed were shown, and were admitted,

because we have abundant evidence that in many
parts of the country seeds of these can be and are

sown in the open ground, and they germinate

abundantly
; and they flower very finely where they

were sown. I think, therefore, that all annuals that

can be treated in this way should be considered

hardy.

Another point is, that exhibitors are very apt to

spoil the effect of their stands by placing several

varieties of one genus, or species, in a bunch. The
schedule reads, " Twenty-four bunches of hardy
annuals, distinct varieties." I dare say what was in

tlie mind of the framer of the class was, that each

bunch should consist of one variety of flower only.

But country exhibitions are very apt to, and indeed

often do, confound species and variety, and place

several varieties of Sweet Peas together in a bunch,

in the full belief that they are exhibiting in harmony
with the requirements of the schedule. This is a

frequent practice at coimtry exhibitions, and it seems
hard to disqualify under the circumstances. It would
perhaps be better if the schedule of prizes stated,

" one variety only in a bunch." A stand composed
wholly of bunches of one variety, if the variety be

good, is certainly much more effective than one
which has several varieties placed in a bunch.

Being sincerely desirous that the culture of

some of the more showy and useful class of

annuals should be encouraged for this and other pur-

poses, I venture to give a list of those best adapted
for the purpose; at the same time they are well

adapted for general garden decoration. They are

Asters of the quilled, Victoria P;vony-flowered, and
bouquet types, including that fine introduction

of the Victoria section, Comet, which is as dis-

tinct as it is fine ; Bartonia aurea, yellow, a
fine and showy early flowering hardy annual

;

Calliopsis or Coreopsis coronata, tinctoria, grandi-
flora, and nigra speciosa ; Candytufts, new Carmine

—

the giant white variety. Empress, and Dunnett's
Crimson ; Chrysanthemum coronarium, double and
single; C. tricolor, and such fine varieties as Bur-
ridgeanum, W. E. Gladstone, and Lord Beaconsfield

;

Clarkia pulchella integripetpla and its varieties

lirabata and Mrs. L-.ingtry ; CoUinsia bicolor and
violacea, Convolvulus major, and the rich dark blue

C. minor ; Dianthus chinensis, its fine variety lled-

ewigii, also Brilliant and Eastern Queen ; Esch-
scholtzia californica alba, crocea, and Mandarin ;

Godetia Tiie Bride and ^A''hitneyi ; the crimson and
purple double Jacol)a?as, the blue branching and
dwarf Kocket, Larkspurs, Lupinus nanus and sub-

carnosus, Malope grandiflora and its variety rosea,

dwarf striped French Marigold, the Crimson Giant
Golden Queen, and Parsons Giant "White Migno-
nette, which should be well grown in order to have
fine spikes; Nasturtiums, climbing and dwarf, but
the finer varieties only should be grown ; Nemo-
phila insignis gi-andiflora and maculata, Nigella

damascena and hispanica—the former especially

makes a charming bunch ; the annual Poppies, such

as the Danebrog among the singles, and The
Mikado type among the doubles ; Sweet Peas in

variety, the beautiful blue Phacelia campanularia,

unrivalled among annuals for its rich blue ; Phlox
Drummondi, the finest varieties, and especially the

rich crimson splendens grandiflora: some of the

most showy of these make charming bunches; Sal-

piglossis, with their rich orange, amber, purple, and
other hues ; Schizanthus pinnatus. Stocks in variety,

and especially such distinct colours as crimson,

purple, rose, chamois, violet, white, &c. ; Viscaria

cardinalis and oculata cocrulea, Whitlavia gloxi-

noides, and the fine double forms of Zinnia elegans.

Should this list be considered too long, let me
say that if twenty-four bunches be required in dis-

tinct varieties, it is necessary to grow a pood selec-

tion ; all that I have named are good and distinct,

and what tlie grower should aim at is to have a batch

of varieties in flower and at their best just when they

are required.

But it must not be supposed that good flowers

of common annuals are to be had in any soil. I

think very little cultivation is given to manv
annuals. If they are to be fine they must be

cultivated, and to do this properly they should be

grown in a nursery bed. The soil should be deeply

dug and manured in autumn, and then thrown up
rough for the winter. In February the surface should

be levelled, gently forked over, and thoroughly well

pulverised, and the seeds sown as early as possible

as opportunity oflers. When the plants are growing

into size let there be a courageous thinning out,

giving each plant ample room in which to develope.

Displays of annuals are too often spoiled by the

plants being allowed to grow much too thickly, and

they starve and smother each other. The aim of

the cultivator is to have the largest and best deve-

loped flowers possible, and in doing this he will be

making it possible for him to excel on the exhibition

table. B. I).

THE WEATHER.
The weather of the past three months of June,

July, and August, has shown a striking contrast with

that of the conesponding period last year ; in fact,

a more marked difference it is scarcely possible to

conceive.

According to Sir J. B. Lawes' meteorological

records at Kothamsted, the three months of June,

July, and August—which maybe termed the months
of English hay and grain harvest—last year gave us

but 21 inches of rain, while the same three months

this season have given us over 1*2 inches, or a

quantity which is equal to the enormous amount of

1223 tons of water to each acre of land ; this is

469 tons in excess of the average of thirty-five years,

over which the Kothamsted records have extended

i
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and 1066 tons per acre more than we received in the
corresponding period last year.

This large rainfall is, however, not without prece-
dent in the neighbourhood of Rothainsted, for in the
three months of June, July, and August, 18G0, over

12i- inches of rain was recorded, and in 1879 nearly

16.} inches were measured.

The characteristic of the present season is that

not one week of continuous line weather has been
experienced during the whole of the three months to

which we h.ave relerred. With tlie liigli rainl'all lias

been registered an exceedingly low temperature, an
average of 57° Ji only being obtained for these three

harvest months. This sljows a deiicit from the com-
puted average of 12°, 9, and is in great part due to the

comparative lacli of briglit sunshine experienced

during the present summer.

Althougli there was an increase of warmth during

August from the two preceding months, yet it was
of dubious advantage when accomi)anied by a damp,
close, and unhealtliy atmospliere, extremely suitable

to fungoid growtli on the crops. AVe do not re-

member ever to have seen such an enormous quantity

of frogs and toads crawling about the fields as in the

present season.

The inclement weather for ingathering has had
the result that a very large proportion of the hay
crop is of an inferior quality, much being so damaged
as to be almost worthless ; though the promise of an
abundant aftermath may make some amends, if only

suitable weather could be obtained for its successful

curing. Peas and Beans have run more to haulm
than to pod, and tlie growth of root-crops, both in

the garden and in the field, has been out of propor-

tion to the development of the bulbs, which require

the moisture to be tempered with bright sunshine

for successful growth.

Potatos have suffered in this neiglibo urhood
greatly from the superabundance of moisture, blight,

and disease, being extj'emely prevalent. In some
cases, at lifting the crop two-thirds of the tubers have
been found useless. All outdoor fruit is very insipid

and watery, but especially is this the case with Plums.

Although bad seasons in our own country do not

now imply famine or starvation, as formerly—as any
deficiency at home can be so expeditiously supplied,

and at such a comparatively trifling cost of transit

from the most remote quarters of the globe—yet we
fear many will feel the pinch of poverty in the

coming winter. J. IVil/is.

The Apiary.

ROBBING.
This will now be the order of the d.iy, i( great

care be not taken to prevent it. It is mostly allowed

that prevention is better than cure in any case, and
it certainly is so here, for if once robbing is estab-

lished it is difficult to stop it. After such a season

as we have had, no stock can possibly be overloaded

with honey, and most stocks are deficient. The
first instinct of the bee is to provide for their young
lor the perpetuation of the race, and to secure this

end they will get honey from any source, by fair

means or foul. It must, however, be confessed that

lumger is not always the cause of robbing, for some-
times the strongest and best provided for rob the

most—indeed, there are those who pronounce the

liee to be a humbug. But to the point. Don't
meddle with bees now in the middle of the day, but
what you must do, do it towards sunset. Be careful

not to spill lioney or syrup about the apiary, for'

that would doubtless lead to robbing at once.

Where feeding is being carried on, take care that

the bottles of syrup are well covered up, and that no
bees can get to the food except tliose for which it is

inteuded. Pill the bottles in the evening, and the

food will be taken down in the night. If after all

these precautions robbing is commenced, contract

the entrances at once, so that only one bee can pass

out at a time, and the guards inside will then be

able to do their duty. In bad cases it has been sug-

gested that the hives of the robbers and the robbed
should change places for a little while. The effect

is singularly unique for the would be robbers are

then stealing I?) from their own hive, and giving

it to their weaker neighbours, for amongst bees the
weakest ever go to the wall. There are other ways
of preventing robbing, but the above are the principal

methods adopted, and these and other things are they
not written in the chronicles of the bee-keepers?
A nice little book comes to us from the pen of Mr.

J. M. Ilooker. It is not very large, but it is full of

sound instruction gathered from exjierience. and
written so that he who runs may read. The apjiliances

and the dealers he mentions are at the top of the

tree, and the book is thoroughly sound and useful.

Though our evils are many this season, wasps have
not as yet appeared here. Tliis is not a circum-
stance to be regretted. B'y,

J.WcArHm

Fig. 38.—RHODODEXnnON COLLETTIAXUM : HiRDV-.^HRrO,
FLOWERS WHITE.

Notices of Books.

The Trees of Commerce. By W. Stevenson.

No. 2 of Messrs. AVilliam Rider & Son's Timber

Trade Handbooks, may serve fairly well the purpose

for which it is designed, tliat of " giving, within rea-

sonable limits and in a popular form, an account of

the trees that yield the staple of this trade." The
scope of the work is limited, Mahogany, Teak,

Greenheart, and fancy woods in general, being

omitted, whilst a considerable space is devoted to

the etymologies of names. The absence of an index,

makes the contents appear more meagre than they

really are, ten species of Oak, for instance, being in-

cluded under " The Oak." The botanical portion of

the work is professedly taken " almost exclusively
"

from Loudon's Arboretum, a work of compilation

now out of date, and the preface acknowledges

the author's indebtedness to Laslett's Timber and
Timber Trees, in which the botany is lamentably

incorrect ; but, though the book is much smaller

and makes but little pretence to completeness,

it is rather difticult to see a distinct raison d'etre for

it, since the appearance of Mr. Laslett's work. The
trade names are carefully given, and misprints, such as

" C. Bankia '

(p. 125) for C. Bauhin, are com-

mendably few. There are, however, some few state-
ments to which exception may be taken, and some
remarkable omissions. Bog Oak certainly shows
the indigenous character of the tree ; but there are
certainly no fossil Oaks " in the limestone known
as Portland stone " (p. 12) ! The Dutch Elm
(p. .15) is hardly a variety of Ulmus carapestris,

and it is to be regretted that the author has
not distinguished between the characters of the
timber of I', campestris. With. ; and l'. suberosa,
Moench. The omission of all mention of the
use of Elm wood for coffins is remarkable. Is
any part of St. Leonard's Forest in Hampshire
(p. 47), or does Fagus Dombeyi, really takes its name
from ' Dombey, near Concepcion "

(p. 51) ? The
name " tulipwood " for the timber of Liriodendron
may prove as misleading as the vague " whitewood "

or the inexcusable " yellow Poplar; " and it is note-
worthy that the Sycamore is called " Plane " in

Scotland, as well as in America (p. 118). The total

omission of so useful a wood for ornamental carving
as that of the .Spanish Chestnut ; the wholesale con-
demnation of British-grown Scots Fir as " not of
much value "

(p. 161), in spite of the splendid spe-
cimens exhibited at the Edinburgh Forestry Exhi-
bition

; and the absence of any reference to the
future of home-grown Abies Douglasii, strike one as

mistakes, for the second of which our northern
foresters are perhaps to blame, since the carelessly

grown pit-props put upon the market have too often

led to needless foreign importatior. The bad effect

of the general headings to the sections of the book,

and tlie absence of an index are seen again in the

difficulty of collecting the notes upon the " White
Cedar " (Cupressus thyoides, L.) of the Eastern
United States (pp. 217, 220, 221, 224), the wood of

which is now of considerable importance to our
brewers. Finally, one would like to know the
histological evidence for the following astonishing
remark on Fraxinus americana (p. 32) ;

—

" The wood is undoubtedly inferior to that of
European growth, and if, as contended by D.arwinian
students, it is merely a variety of an original stock
akin to that of European growth, the inferiority can
only be traced to its acquiring in some degree the
habits of an aquatic plant, by which tiie fibrous

system has gradually declined in favour of increase

of cellular tissue until the change has become
radical."

EHODODENDRON COLLETTI-
ANUM.*

This (fig. 38) is a small-growing hardy shrub, in

habit resembling; W. ferrugineum and hirsutum. It

was first described by Aitchison and Hemsley, hav-

ing been collected by the former botanist in the

Kuram Valley, Affghanistan, at heights of 10,000 to

13,000 feet. The plant in question flowered on the

rockery at Kew during the last season, The leaves

are coriaceous, oblong-lanceolate ; the flowers are in

clusters, white, rather less than 1 inch long; the

tube of the corolla hairy inside. It is au interesting

addition to the group of dwarf hardy Rhododendrons.

Trees and Shrubs-

THE WHITE BEAM TREE (PYRUS ARIA).

This extremely hardy tree is valuable for planting

in many situations where others would fail. In

hilly, wind-swept places it seems especially at home,

for, however, exposed it may be, it retains its erect

position, and the symmetry of its head. I have a

specimen, now about 15 feet high, growing on the top

of a bank, with a full exposure to the north and north-

east. Several other trees which have been planted

on the same site have gradually died out, but this

continues to make progress—growing at the rate of

about 18 inches a year—and is in a thoroughly healthy

condition. Being deciduous, it of course forms but

* lihododetvlron Cottettmnttm, Aitchison and Hemsley, in

Jonrniil of the Linnean Societi/, vol. xviii., l&Sl, p. 7-5 ; and vol.

xix., t. 20.
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an imperfect screen, or wind break, during the

winter: but even at this time it is an interesting

object, owing to the conspicuonsness of its large

green buds. From its leafing time until late in the

autumn it never loses its effectiveness, as, irrespective

of its flowers in the spring, and its fniit, which is now
swelling out, the character o( its foliage gives it a

claim to a front rank amongst summer leafing trees.

Where the darker shades of green so largely pre-

ponderate, as in the ordinary English landscape, a

break of foliage of a lighter hue is always acceptable.

If for no other reason than this, an occasional group

of the White Beam is very useful. Even in perfectly

still weather, when the face of its leaves is alone

seen, the difference in colour is enough to at once

attract attention, but when the tree is stirred by a

slight rush of air, the appearance presented by the

underside of its leaves, is in complete contrast to its

ordinary surroundings. This mealy whiteness, it is

true, is also possessed by the white Poplar and other

trees of the genus, but is much more marked in the case

of the White Beam, no doubt on account of the larger

size of its leaves. There is another point, too, with

r.'gard to this tree which is worthy of note, viz., that

it is only moderately dense in habit, and roots

deeply, thus allowing grass and other things to grow

beneath it. Many kinds of trees interfere seriously

with hedges; indeed, so far ia some cases as to kill

them outright. This evil is much less in the case

of the White Beam than with many species. It is,

therefore, a suitable tree for planting near live fences,

a thing which often has to be done, especially in the

case of the narrow belts by roadsides and similar

positions. Another recommendation for certain

classes of planting is the fact that it only attains a

moderate height. As a young tree it grows with a

fair amount ot rapidity, but after reaching the height

of 18 or 20 feet makes very little further growth

with respect to height, although it remains robust

f jr a large number of years. Where used near the

dwelling-house this is a valuable quality, and one

too often lo-'t sight of when planting in immediate

proximity to the house is cariied out. As its liabit

is naturally symmetrical, it is, as a rule, desirable to

allow it to assume its own form, but wlien necessary

it may be cut without hesitation, as it bears lopping

well. Bi'ing so little grown, at any rate in the part

of the country from which I write, its wood has not

any recognised commercial value, but is hard and

line grained. D. J, Y.

Fremon'tia californica.

Near London we generally see this fine shrub

trr.ined to a wall, and it is not in all seasons that we
are favoured with a sight ot its golden blooms. At
Colwyn Bay, North Wales, however, as we see froni

photograph obligingly communicated by Jlr. A. O.

Walker, it forms a spreading bnsh some 7 feet high,

and as much or more through, and covered with

bloom.

Magnolia hvpoletca.

This new Japanese species is figured in the number
of the Garden and Forest for August 22. It is like

M. macrophylla, and has creamy-white flowers, ex-

haling a delicious perfume. The tree is a native of

tlie mountains of Southern Yesso, and its timber is

used by the Japanese in the manufacture of objects

to be lacquered. It was introduced to the United

States in 1865 by Mr. Thomas Hogg, and has proved

hardy.

The Walnut.

A short lime ago I saw a couple of trees of the

common Walnut sold for £30. There was a quantity

of line old Oak sold at the same time, but foot for

foot this could have scarcely realised more than half

t!ie price. The sudden popularity of its foreign rivals

lias, no donbt, put our English grown Walnut into

the shade, yet even now wlien compared with the

figures obtainable for other common timbers, the

position of the Walnut is not nearly so bad as would
appear on the first blush. It is a tree of course which
it would be doubtful policy to plant in large quanti-

ties, but a dozen or two upon a place would mean but

Tittle outlay, and they may bf established in o>lG.

nooks and corners, which would be of but small

value for anything else. [Why not by the acre?

The nnts fetch good prices, as well as the timber.

Ed.] The instances I have quoted above may perhaps

be a little out of the ordinary way, as there was con-

siderable competition, but allowing for this, I very

much doubt if there are any common woods, with

perhaps the exception of the Ash and Sycamore,

which would fetch better figures. A furtlier recom-

mendation of the Walnut is the fact that not unfre-

quently quite a small revenue is gained from its

fruit. It was only the other day a very moderate-

siiied tree was pointed out to me, the fruit of which,

sold as it grew last year, realised half-a-sovereign.

This of itself is not a great sum, but when
it is remembered that it represents the rent

of an acre of land upon which the Irte grew, it

will be seen that it is no bad return. This was in

the corner of a pasture field, and the occupier values

the tree for its shade alone, and being within view of

the house it is also an ornament. The two last

named qualities many other trees would, of course,

possess, but not a like value of its wood and fruit.

1). J. y.

Forestry.

Growth of Conifers after being Eelled.— It

occasionally happens, particularly on peaty soils, that

stumps of the Larch and Silver Eir continue to pro-

duce annual layers of woody matter for several

years after the trees have been felled ; but it is not

so well known that the Douglas Fir (Pseudo-Tsuga
Doug'asii) is likewise capable of producing a similar

growth. This I detected some time ago in a strip of

mixed trees growing on loam incumbent on gravel,

and where at least two of the stumps of the Douglas
Eir, felled ten years before, had continued to produce

annual layers of wood, the ten layers being distinctly

visible with a low power of the microscope. What
puzzles me most in this particular instance is Iiow

the roots retain their vitality in a sandy soil ; had
it been peat the wonder would have been less, as the

antiseptic properties of that soil exert a peculiar

infiuence in keeping the roots fresh and
sound for a long time, and consequently en-

couraging the formation of such growths.

Some persons attribute this peculiar formation of

woody matter to th^ fact that trees which produce

such had, previous to being felled, their roots

engrafted on tliose of a neighbour, and consequently

the production of annual layers of wood was hardly

to be wondered at. Such an example I had, fortu-

nately—for regarding this fact, I must own that I

was somewhat sceptical— the chance of examining at

the late Forestry Exhibition in Edinburgh
; for there

several exhibits, consisting of the roots of similar

species of trees joined together or engrafted on each

other, were to be seen.

But how about isolated trees ? For Larches,

Silver Firs, and Douglas Spruces that have come
under my own notice, and which produced this abnor-

mal growth, were growing at too great distances apait

from other trees to suppose that their roots could

have been joined or engrafted on these. That
several trees have the power of forming an annual

layer of woody matter in the manner just describid

is now beyond a doubt, and that even although the

roots fronx the stump of the felled tree have no con-

nection, whether by inarching or otherwise, with

those of neighbouring living specimens. Some years

ago I had occasion to have several Larches and

other trees cut down just at the time when the sap

was most abundant and in freest circulation ; and

five at least of these, after being lotted outside tlie

woodland boundary, continued to form woody matter

around the margin of the stem at the point where

it liad been severed from the stump, and went on
doing so until the sap in the trunk was fully

exliausted.

By way of experiment a friend and myself, in a

plantatio.i where a number of the Larch roots con-

tinued iif a vigov^us 5t»te after being iJspnved of

their tops, cut over several of the most likely

trees, those growing in peaty soil principally at

6 inches from ground level. They were carefully

felled with a sharp cross-cut saw, the saw-mark
being seen as nearly horizontal with the

ground level as possible, and every art used so as

to prevent the bark being loosened around the

collar of the stumps. Sections of nine of the trunks,

3 inches thick, were taken from the base of the butts,

or immediately above the saw-cut, and each labelled

similarly to that from which it was cut over in the

ground. The butts in the ground were carefully

guarded and marked ; a label, clearly stating when
the trunk had been felled, and a conspicuous

figure corresponding with that on the section

legibly printed on the corner of each. Out of

the nine trees felled three continued to pro-

duce annual layers of wood, much to our joy and
satisfaction, whilst one otlier was but half decided,

growing jiartially from one of the sides, but it was
of little use for the experiment in hand. Seven year:^

after the trees w'cre felled sections of the tree

stumps which had continued to grow were carefully

cut off, and on comparing these with their duplicates

it was found that they had produced extra layerr*

of woody deposit corresponding with the number of

years since the trunk had been cut from the roots.

The growth produced grows both upwards and
inwards, the heart of the old stump gradually d\ing

away as the young wood fills over and takes its

place.

I have one example of a Larch root in which the

new wood has attained to a height of fully o% inches

from the level of the old stem, but when the original

tree was cut I am unfortunately unable to say, but

in judging from the deposits, some of which are

hardly visible with the naked eye and required the

aid of a lens to decipher, I should say twenty-thrre

years. I have counted fully thirty of these annual

growths in a Larch stump, and in one instance the

new wood had almost completely enveloped or

covered over the surface of the old stem.

The irregularity of growth of the wood, as also

great differences in size of the annual deposits, is a

matter that I have found to be most difficult to

account for, at least in anything like a satisfactory

way.
Some times the deposit of fresh wood on one side

of the stem is nearly double ot that on the opposite
;

while iigain the woody matter rests high on one side,

and rather iuclinps inwards towaids the centre of the

stump on the other. The wood jModuced in this pe-

culiar way is hardly distinguishable from that formed

naturally, and after a testing examination has been

found to contain all the constituents of ordinary

timber of the same kind.

Trees of very vigorous growth, growing in peaty

soil, reclaimed peat log principally, and from sixteen

to thirty years old, are most likely to produce the

growth just referred to. Older trees rarely do so.

but occasionally in sandy loam, as well as peat, this

peculiar growth Is detected.

Grigor, in his Arhoriculture, says, that none of the

Coniferrc spring from the roots when felled, but that

stumps of tlie Silver Fir have been known, after the

removal of the tree, to produce annual circles of

woody matter, &c. Now in this— that none of tlie

Coniferai spring from the roots when felled—
Grigor was in error, lor Sequoia sempervirens and
Cunninghamia sinensis beliave in this rather erratic

manner, examples of which have come under my
own notice, and I rather think that two others,

belonging to quite distinct genera, may be linked

with the Sequoia and Cunninghamia.
Propagation of the Sequoia is frequently effected

bv removing these shoots with a small portion of tlie

stem, and planting in sandy soil, while we have

frequently resorted to layering similar saplings of this

tree as a means of increasing our stock. There is a

curious example of tliis on Sir William Verner's

estate in the North of Ireland, where the shoots sent

out by a large Redwood, after being cut over at

ground level, were layered around the stem, and the

appearance now presented is as interesting as it is

unusual. The soil was peaty, with a great quantity

of decaved and decaying vegetable matter atop, and

the stem of the tree cut over was about 3 feet in

diameter.

In connection with the roots of coniferous trees

becoming joined together or engrafted on each other,

this m.iy be a commou enough occurrence ; but what
I would" like to ask is, if any of your correspondents

have known of an instance in which the roots of a

coniferous tree had engrafted itself on that of of ^

Ijarihvgod ? 4, J). Welker, Hohcouil Pari-, Kjnt,
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Plants and Their Culture.

ScuTKLLAiiiAS.—The best species for the garilener

to grow is Mocciniaiia, a neat free-flowering plant, and
ail inmate of the intermediate house. It has compact
heads of brilliant scarlet flowers, prodi-iced mostly

at the seeds of the shoots. The inside of the lipof tiie

corolla is deeply marked with yellow. The plant has

an erect habit, and although \\:iYy accommodating
when grown and trained as a small shrub, yet it is

|)erhaps of most service when grown as smaller

1-lants in .') or (i-inch pots.

Young plants should be raised periodically for this

purpose, the young plants producing the finest heads

of llowt'r; moreover, by this method flowers may be

obtained nearly all the year round. I'or floweriugin

winter and spring, cuttings should be put in now.

Thfre is usually no dilHculty in getting tliem,

(Specially, as in lati^ summer they are freely produced
(HI plants which havt- recently flowered. SL-ltcfc

cuttings, which should be strong ones, and either

dibbli! them into a mild propagating frame, or thickly

into small pots, and jdnnge the latter in the frame,

attention being aUbrded to shading, watering, c'^c.

The cuttings should be rooted in about a fortnight,

when they should be immediately potted ofl' into

rich, loamy soil which has plenty ofsharp sand in it.

As soon as they have taken to the new soil pinch the

slioots back, and again after a few inches of fresh

growth has been made ; this will usually give from
four to six leads, which will be sufHcient for a plant

in a 0-inch pot or small o"!. At the last potting the

compost should be very rich, and the plants potted

liinily.

If larger specimens or speedier floweringare desired,

then place several cuttings in a snuiU pot at first,

and simply pot on without pinching. In this way
nicely-flowered jiots may be had in a few weeks. In

all stages of their growth keep them close np to the

glass, and syringe freely until the flowers begin to

show colour. The jdants will last in flower for a

considerable time if jdaced in a cool house.

S. coidifolia is a fine species with scarlet flowers :

it succeeds under the like treatment, but it is not so

amenable to times of flowering, and does best when
allowed to flower naturally during the autumn
months.

Ku>is in Pvt.i.—The present is a good time to

examine and repot when necessary, top-dress, or make
good the defective drainage. Any little check which
the ydants may experience from any of these opera-

tions is much sooner got over than is the case when
lliey aie in a dormant state ; moreover. Tea lioses,
—^many of which, when grown in jtots, are almost
evergreen—if they receive fresh soil at this season

lu a short time many of them would be seen to be

s\vi'lling their Inuls, which by the time that they

are housed in the autumn, or in the case of plants

now standing under glass will commence flowering

without any forcing whatever. Plants coming into

flower under these conditions h.ave a great advantage
over those brought on by means of heat, and lasting

longer in flower. Roses of all sections are much
better for being well established in their pots befm-e

being brought into a forcing house. Where the pots

in which the l£os':"'3 are growing are large enough,

and the soil is in good condition, it is quite un-
necessary to repot, but rather apply liquid manure
during the season of growth. A good compost for

use in potting is good loam of medium consistency -

bone-dust, about a peck to 4 bushels of soil, and as

much sharj) sand as will kee]> the whole mass swei't

and porous. If the loam be heavy it will be an
advantage to add an eighth of leaf-mould or tho-

roughly decayed cow-manui-e. The Koses should
either be accommodated under glass or in a sheltered

position outside open to the sun. They should be

freely syringed, and no eflbrt sjiared to keep the

foliage in a healthy condition, as if it should diop
prematurely the buus would not get sufliciently

mature to be able to produce flowers of the flrst

(iuality when forced.

Mignonette.—No delay should occur before sowing
the seeds to produce plants for the main winter and
spring-flowering. ii>Y if it be deferred till a later

period the plants have not so good a chance of get-

ling established before the winter sets in, and are

consequently more diflicult to manage, especially if

JL OH intended to keep them in cold frames, which,
in the absence of better accommodation, is a good
jihice to winter them, and better than mixing tliem

with a miscellaneous collection of plants. With
due attention to covering in cold weather, judicious

firing, th? frftwe? hftvipg a rather sharp pitch, ^nd

placed in a sheltered, sunny position, excellent

results may be had. Sow the seeds rather thinly in

well-drained 4-S or 32-sized pots, filled to within
about three-quarters of an inch of the rim with a
compost of about three-parts loam and one part of

well-decayed manure, saud, and leaf-soil, varying

these in quantity according to the quality of the

loam. Add a good sprinkling of gritty old lime

mortar and soot to the heap; mix well, and till the
pots evenly and flrmly, covering the seed lightly with

some of the liner portion of the soil; plunge the

pots in the frames, when, with attention to damping,
and shading from bright sun, the seedlings will soon
appear; they should be thinned out as soon after-

wards as possible, leaving a few more plants than it

is ultimately desired to retain, as these can be re-

moved before crowding takes place, and if half-a

dozen good plants are eventuallv left these will flll

the pots. As to the variety to be grown, individual

taste ditifers, but the large-fluwered white, red, and
yellow varieties are all sufliciently distinct, and some
of e.ach should be grown.

Bulbs for Forcinq.^ThQ rciiialnder of these should
now be putted forthwith, and treated as recommended
at p. 191. In addition to tliose mentioned there-
Hyacinths, Crocus, and Tulips of all sorts, as well

as snowdrops, Scilla bifoUa, the scarlet Windflower
(Anemone fulgens). Irises of the early flowered kinds,

such as persica, reticulata, and stylosa, not forgetting

plenty of white Lilies, bot,h candidum, and Harrisli,

ibr both of which or 10-inch pots are convenient
sizes, and give excellent results. F. .Ross, BUtchivghy.

Fruits Under Glass.

The Flower Garden.

Brddini; Plants.—Look over cuttings of bedding

]dants that were put in last month. Zonal Pelar-

goniums in pots and boxes standing in the open air

require more than ordinary attention this season

owing to their sappy growth. Rejdace with fresh

ones all cutting? which have been lost. It will also

be advisable to move the cuttings in pots and boxes

to cold frames forthwith, giving due attention in

regard to ventilation, and on bright days take the

lights oft" entirely. Other cuttings, such as Ver-

benas, Iresines, Coleus, Mesembryanthemums, Lobe-

lias, Ageratums, TrojMvolums. X:c., must also receive

timely attention. The majority of these, if put in

and treated as previously advised, should now be

well rooted, and should be atlbrded plenty of venti-

lation, the object to aim at being sturdy plants that

will pass safely through the winter months. In a
fortnight hence each and all of these subjects ought
to be placed in the glasshouses, and from that time
onwards must be carefully attended to as regards

watering and ventilation. (.)ld plants for stock pur-

poses may be lifted and potted up in a compost of

flbrous loam, leaf-mould, and sand. Use clean pots

and ample drainage, place them in a heated pit or

frame, shade and syringe overhead when necessary
till the roots have taken hold of the fresh soil, and,

with the exception of Alternantheras, cut the plants

down to within a reasonable distance of the pots at

the time of potting.

Hardy Bieimiah.—The majority of those that

were raised from early-sown seed and pricked out
afterwards may now be transplanted to where they
are to flower; these should include Antirrhinums,
Sweet Williams, Brompton Stocks, and Campanula
calycanthema and its varii-ties. If the soil be
fairly good, avoid putting any decayed manure into

it, as this^would tend to excite the plants into growth,
and which, in the event of very severe weather,

would probably be killed. In stiff' clay land it will

be found a good plan to aiM a little leaf-mould,

burnt soil, or a few finelv silted cinder ashes to the

staple. Where space can be afl'orded I would advise

the growing of a good bed of C. calycanthema, for

lifting and potting up just as they are coming into

flower, when these will be lound very useful for

indoor decoration, and alter being once grown they

are sure to be inquired for again. When grown in

beds or borders by themselves they should be given

at the time of planting a distance of fully 18 inches or

2 feet each way. Wallflowers may also be trans-

planted where space can be iifVorded, or when beds

in which they are to flower become vacant. In my
case these plants are put into btds that have been

occupied with enmmer-flowering subjects, and it

rarely happens that I can do this work before tbft

middle of October, J. Hon^f"'^^l Heyic^huri^,

Vines.—Late Grapes must now be pushed forward
to have them thoroughly ripe by the end of Sep-
tember, else they will not keep well during the
winter. Pinch out all lateral growths, and allow all

the light possible to play amongst the fruit. If
necessary, give a good watering, and mulch the border
with some dry horse droppings to prevent the escape
of moisture. IMaintain a night temperature of 1o°,
with a chink of air to keep the moisture from settling

on the bunches. Gros Colmar usually requires a
long season to mature its fruit if at all heavily
cropped. Tiie greatest failing of this noble Grape is

the premature shrivelling of the foliage. I'lider the
circumstances it is as well to allow a moderate lateral

growth to develope. No grape I know will stand so
much lire-heat as this without shrivelling, and the

more it iiets the better the flavour. The earthy
taste which is ascribed to this variety of Grape is

scarcely discernible when wrought on the Hamburgh
;

I find I cannot colour it on the Barbarossa, although
it is very free and swells enormous berries; yet the
flavour is little inferior to those of the Hamburgh
stock. I consider it should never be grown on its

own roots. I remember seeing some splendid samples
growing in a Muscat house at Drumlanrig, where
they were wrought on the Muscat if I mistake not.

Young Vines will require abundance of flre-heat

and air in order to properly mature the wood of
this season. In all my experience I never remeni-
ber a more sunless year than the present. Notwith-
standing, Grapes have coloured well, and the berries

are larger than the past dry years. Kemove all

lateral growths, and allow a free play of warm air

and light to the wood. Now is a good time to attend

to the lifting of Viue borders where the Grapes have
been cut If the borders are in a bad state the soil

should be wholly removed, and the drainage attended

to, and new soil' substituted, the roots trimmed, and
laid about 12 to 15 inches from the surface. Some
sharp soil, largely composed of charred compost,

sprinkled over them, and the remaining portion of

the border made up. Pot Vines should now have

perfected ther growth and shed their foliage. These
should be pruned as soon as they are flt, and stood

in an air}' position until the appearance of frost.

Where it is intended to make fresh borders

during the coming winter the sooner the materials

for their composition are got together the better, as

wet weather is not suitable for collecting soils for

this work; let the soil be placed in sharp ridges to

run oil' wet. Wni, M. Baiilir Luton Hoo.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

As soon as the Peacli and Nectarine trees are

cleared of IVuit tlie bearing and useless wood siiould

be cut away, so as to give that which is retained

light and air to ripen it. The fruit tree borders

should also be examined as to the state of the soil,

more particularly when tiie walls have very wide

copings, for altliough it has been a dripping season,

the rain may not have reached the subsoil at the

foot of tlie walls ; and should it be found to be dry,

thorough waterings must be repeatedly artbrded

until all is completely moistened.

Jargonelle and Beurro Giffard Pears are now
ripening, and the forwardest may be gathered at

intervals of a few days and placed in the fruit-room,

where they will keepfor ashort period. Plums require

looking over frequently, more especially when large

quantities are grown and gatliering the ripest. For
bottling whole tlie fruit sliould be g.athered before it

is quite rii*, and tlie stalks should be left on the

fruit. Late varieties, such as the Ked Magnum
Bonum, Cue's Golden Drop, Jettersons and Late

Orleans, are all very niucli improved in flavour by

being allowed to hang until they begin to shrivel

slightly, in fact Jefierson's is like a sweetmeat when
it becomes a little slirivelled. If the trees are grow-

in" against walls the fruit must be protected from

the attacks of wasps and flies. The present is a

good time to make notes of tlie fruit trees wanted

for planting during autumn and winter. A visit to

a well appointed nursery at this season of the year

will prove of immense advantage, for the newer

varieties of fruit, as well as the proved ones, can be

seen growing in quantities. A. Ward, Stoki E<lil/i
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Advertisers are specially requested to note, that,

under no circumstances whatever, can any
particular position in the paper be guaran-
teed for advertiseynents occupying less space

than an entire column.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
•

SALES.
Great Unreserved Sale of Duteli

Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
Annual Trade Sale of Greenhouse

Plants at the Dyson's Lane Nur-
sery. Upper Edmonton, by Pro-
theroe & Morris.

First-class Dutch EiUbs, at Stevens'-

Rooms.
First-class Dutch Bulbs, at 133. Fen-
church Street, by IMcssrs. Small &
Co.

Annual Trade Sale of Greenhouse
Plants at the Burnt Ash Lane
Nnreeries, Lee, by Protheroe &
Morris.

Annual Trade Sale of Greenhouse
Plants at the Lea Bridge Road
Nurseries. Leyton. E., by fliessrs,

Protheroe & Morris.
First-class Dutch Bulbs, at .Stevens'

WEDSESD.«', SrPT. lilS Rooms.
400 Plants of .\zalea indica from
Ghent, at Stevens' Rooms.

First-class Dutch Bulbs, at 123. Fen-
church Street, by Messrs. Small
SCO.

/Annual Trade Sale of Greenhouse
Plant*, at the Brimsdown Nur-
sery, Enfield Highway, by Messrs.
Protheroe & Morris.

^Oi Great Unreserved Sale of Dutch
I Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

j
Rooms.

I First-class Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens'
Rooms.

Annual Trade Sale of Greenhouse
Plants, at the Lan^lands Nur-
sery. Sidcup. by Messrs. Pro-
theroe & Morris.

Established and Semi-established
Orcliids at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

First-class Dutch Bulbs, at 12.'?,

Fenchurch Street, by Messrs.
Small & Co.

Great Unreserved Sale of Dutch
Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

First-class Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens'
Rooms.

THURSDAY, Sept.

FRTOAY,

SATURD.IY, Sept. 22

There can be little doubt that
Fruit Culture, the British public—or, at least,

those most immediately con-

cerned—are being vigorously stirred up as to the

necessity of utilisini,' all our a\'ailable resources.

Of these, fruit culture is undoubtedly one. There
^is, however, a fear that, with the enthusiasm of

advocates, exaggeration, and consequent dis-

appointment, may prevail, if the subject be not

treated with becoming carefulness. From this

point of view the Fruit Conference at the

Crystal I'alace—the record of which occupies so

much of our space to-day—may fairly be com-
mended.

Mr. Francis Rivers, the worthy inheritor of

a great name, with great prudence and discretion

plunged at once into the more practical side of

the question, and dealt with it in a spirit to which
little but commendation can be applied. If any
exception can be taken to his pronouncement it

is, as we think, the undue value, under existing

circumstances, that he placed on the chemical

analysis of soil. In point of fact, the future of

fruit cultiv.ition, according to our present lights,

is not so much a question of a little more
or a little less potash in the soil, as of

the selection of suitable sorts, and particu-

larly of careful and iudicious cultivation.

Speaking generally, most soils are rich enough
in potash not to need much expenditure in that

direction, though, of course, it needs no chemist
to tell the fruit-farmer that judicious feeding is

as important for fruit trees as for any other

crop. ^\'e have only to look at the majority of

our fruit gardens to see that cultivation, in

the gardener's sense, has been and is grievously

neglected by the fruit grower. The impression

seems to prevail that we have only to stick in a

fruit tree, and let it grow to secure desirable results.

Look at the mangy condition of most of our

orchards, the scrubbyjtrees, the|recklesspruning

—

save the mark!—the indifference as to the selec-

tion of suitable sorts and appropriate stoclts, the

utterly careless system of gathering, the reckless

selection for marlcet, and the happy-go-lucky

system of packing and sending to market, and
consider whether these things are not as inimical

to profit as hard land laws, fiscal restrictions, and
exorbitant railway charges. Growers for market
have indeed much to learn from the gardeners who
grow mainly for their mastei's' tables. AsIc the

salesmen in the market whose fruit fetches the

highest prices, and the reasons ; and it will be

found that the gardeners by their superior skill in

growing, in selecting, and in packing the produce,

achieve results of a far more satisfactory character

than the ordinary fruit grower though of course

he has to deal with much larger quantities. The
reasons for this are obvious enough. It is a

question of good cultivation and business-like

marketing ; and the Conferences which have been

held, and which are still to come, will effect much
good by making this known. A knowledge of

first principles will be diffused, and the experience

of the most skilled cultivators will be turned to

good account. lu this way also will the labours of

such men as Knight and I!i\'eiis the elder, and
those who, like them, have combined science with

practice and practice with science, be brought to

bear on the subject. To experiment with know-
ledge, care, and judgment, as Knight and

Rivers did, is to secure results of incal-

culable value. A. Peach or a Plum which
comes into use a week or two earlier, or a week
or two later, as the case may be—which will be

free from mildew while others are crippled with

it, which will bear the rough handling con-

sequent upon transit, which may be depended

on for a crop of some sort, even in adverse

seasons—to obtain and to distribute these is

to add to the wealth of the producer,

and to contribute to the welfare of the

consumer. And the men who achieve these

results—the men who know most of the

subject—are precisely the men who, while

recognising the desirability of extending fruit

culture, will be, and are, the most ready to

avoid exaggeration, and to look on fruit-

culture as an adjunct to agriculture— not, as

some seem to think, a substitute for it. It is,

indeed, lamentable to see, on the one hand, the

en jrmous importations from abroad, and on the

other the ecjually great neglect of opportunities

at home ; and if these Conferences do aught, as

we think they will, to reduce both to their

proper proportions they will effect great good even
if they do not realise all the " tall talk " which has

been poured forth, or effect that change of

climate which shall convert the British Isles into

a second California.

"Whether or no, the thanks of the community
are due to Messrs. Castle and Ear ley, by
whose exertions the recent Conference at the
Palace was conducted to so satisfactory a con-
clusion, and which may lay the foundations of a

Fruit Growers' Association on the lines of that

famous American Pomological Society whose
proceedings we have so often had to record with
mixed feelings of congratulation to our Ameri-
can cousins and of humiliation as regards our-
selves. A proposal to this effect was, indeed,

submitted to the Conference by Jlr. Cueal, and
this is to be further discussed at the meeting to

be held at the Crystal Palace on October 11.

Convolvulus tenuissimus.—A very beauti-

ful greenhouse perennial, native of Greece (fig. 39).

Its leaves are delicately cut into narrow lobes, and
covered with silky pubescence. The flowers are

of a pretty pink colour. It is figured in Sib-

thorp's Flora Grteca, t. 19.3, and also in one of the

early volumes of the Butankal Maija^inc, t. 359,

where it was figured as C. althajoides.

The British Association.—The meeting at

Bath may be described as one of average character

Section D.—Biology—was presided over by Mr. DvEn,

Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, who in his address

reviewed the present state aud prospects of botany

and its applications to biology and medicine. We
regret that the crowded state of our columns forbids

our inserting any portioQ of this address this week,

but we trust to be able to do so later on. Professor

Marshall "Ward's paper on the fungus destructive

to Lilies was a very exhaustive piece of work, which

will be probably published in full, when we may have

an opportunity of referring to it.

Landscape Gardening in India. -We under-

stand that Jlr. W. GoLDRixo has been engaged

by His Highness the Maharajah Gaekwar of Baroda,

to carry out some extensive landscape gardening

work at Baroda and other parts of the Gaekwar's

domiuions. His Highness is desirous of having

magnificent gardens around his palaces {Makurpura

and Laxmivilosa), and no expense will be spared to

eflfect his object. Mr. Goldbing is commissioned to

design and lay out some public parks and gardens at

Baroda and other places, and to advise His High-

ness upon organising a Department of Public Parks

and Gardens, which will include a school for teach-

ing the principles of horticulture to young native

men. The Gaekwar is fond of gardening, and he is

anxious to see gardening carried out on better prin-

ciples in his dominions, for, having travelled much in

Europe, he has seen how highly advanced gardening

is here. Mr. Goldring has been engaged to spend

three winter months (December, .January, and

February) in India for three successive years, by

which arrangement he will be able to continue his

home practice, and he will start this year on his first

visit in November.

Charles LeIRENS.—"Visitors to the Ghent

Quinquennial must be familiar, if not with the per-

son at least with the name of this gentleman. He
died on August 6 last at the age of 78 years,

liaving for many years been a leading spirit in the

lloyal Society of Agriculture and of Botany of Ghent
since 1838, in which position he obtained the con-

fidence and respect of all with whom he came in

contact.

Chambre Syndicale. Ghent.—At the meet-

ing of the Chambre, on August 13 last. Certificates

were granted to the following subjects:— Cypri-

pedium Stonei album, shown by MM. J. Vervaet
& Co. ; Cattleya Randei, shown by M. L. Linden
Cypripedium C. Canham, shown by M. J. Hye-
Leysen ; Filicium decipiens, Nephrolepis rufescens

tripinnatifida, and Bertolonia Madame Ed. Pynaert,

shown by il. Ed. Pynaert ; and Cattleya Gaskeliana

alba, shown by M. Alfred Van Imsciioot.

" Botanical Magazine." — The September

number contains figures of

—

Spathoglottis Viellardi, Rchb. f., t. 7013.—Leaves

plicate ; racemes from the base of the pseudobulb
;

flowers 2 inches across, star-shaped, flat, segments,

ovate-lanceolate lip very narrow, anterior lobe

rounded. New Caledonia.

Caragitata A7idrcana, E. jNIorren, t. 701-1.—Leaves

strap-shaped, spineless, reflexed ; flowers in terminal

stalked panicles, bracts orange, lanceolate, periantli

segments yellow.

Masdevallia Mooreana, Rchb. f., t. 701.5.—Flower-

cup cylindric, tubular limb divided into linear-lan-

ceolate acuminate segments of a rich crimson colour.

narcissus Broiissone/lii, Lagasca, t. 7016.—A very

interesting species, with umbellate white flowers
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Fig. 09.— convolvulus tenuissijius : ioluge silvehv; rtowERS p.ile rixK. (see p. 300.)

like those of a Paper Narcissus, Ijut almost destitute

of crown. It is a native of Marocco, .and flowered at

Kew and with Sir E. G. Loder, at Weedon.
Erytkroniiim Hendcrsoni, S. Watson, t. 7017. — A

species native of Oregon, with stallced oblong ovate

leaves ; solitary flowers reflexed on the tops of long
peduncles

; perianth segments refle.xed, oblong,

lanceolate, violet.

L"OrcHIDIENNE.—Under this name it is pro-

posed to establish at Brussels a Society for the pro-

motion of (Jrchid culture by means of meetings and
lectures. Prof. Reichenbach is honorary President

lor Germany, M. Linden for Brussels, and G. de
L.\NSBERGE for Holland. The inaugural meeting
will be held at 79, Kue Wiertz, Brussels, on Sep-

tember 23, at 10 .i.M. The meetings will be held on
the second Sunday in each mouth, and a special

exhibition of Orchids once a year, at which amateurs

alone will be allowed to compete. The annual sub-

scription is 10 fi-.

The Ascot Nurseries.—The Koyal Nur-
series, Ascot, were put up for sale at the Auction
Mart, London, by Messrs. Peotheeoe & Morris, on
Friday, September 7, inst. These nurseries were
originally founded by Mr. John St.indish, one of the

most enterprising nurserymen of his time, and
some of the evergreens and Conifers which
adorn gardens at the present time were raised in

them. After pointing out the advantages of

purchasing a nursery, with the goodwill of the

business as a going concern, the auctioneer invited

biddings, which commenced at £2.500 ; and, although

there was a keen competition, the biddings did

not reach the reserve price, the property being with-

drawn at £1.500.

Asparagus tenuissimus.—Mr. Smee sends us

a spray of this in flower ; the flowers are small and

greenish white. We do not remember to have seen

it in bloom before.

SkIPTON Flower Show.—The annual show in

connection with Skipton Floral and Horticultural

Society was held on Saturday, September 1, in a

field adjoining Skipton Castle. Sir Mathew Wilson,
Bart., opened the show in the e.irly part of the after-

noon, and expressed his regret at the meagre attend-

ance, which he attributed to the inclement state of

the elements, rain having fallen almost continuously

throughout the morning. The exhibits were in ad-

vance of last year in quality.

The Bath Show.—This show was of unusual

excellence, as may be gathered from our report

last week. The 1st prize for the most interest-

ing exhibit of any hybrid or cross-fertilised

plant (Orchids and Ferns excepted)—plants or cut

specimens from which those results were obtained

to be shown—was taken by Mr. Cypher, of Chelten-

ham, who showed Croton Newmanianus X Queen
Victoria and Evansianus. In a class for hybrid

Ferns Colonel Jones took the 1st prize for a beautiful

form of Polystichum angulare, named P. a. inii^quale

variegatura ; and for six plants of hybrid varieties of

Athyriums he was awarded a 1st prize. Col. Jones

and Jlr. Lowe secured, between them, no fewer than

thirty First-class Certificates for distinct new varieties,

a fact which shows that other bodies besides the

Floral Committee award certificates in abundance.

A New Departure.—The eleventh show, pro-

moted by the llabergham (near Burnley) Floral and

Horticultural Society, was held on Saturday, Sep-

tember 1, at Gawthorpe Schools, near to Sir U. K.

Shuttlewoth's Lancashire seat, and proved a de-

cided success in every way. This Society adopts a

very commendable system. It is that the committee

is commissioned previous to the show to visit

and examine the gardens of intending exhibitors, and

if it is found that any of them stage other than the

committee have seen and marked, a disqualification

is made.

Double - flowered Petunias. — Jlessrs.

IIender & Sons, of Mannamead Nursery, Plymouth,

send blooms of double-fringed Petunias of their
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Strata. They are stated to be ordinary flowers fro:n

seedling plants, and are certainly very pretty flowers,

well adapted for late summer use in the greenhouse.

The firm has been experimenting with Petunias, wiih

the object of raising good double forms, for over

twenty vears. The selection sent included the best

liitherto raised of fringed, very double flowers in

purple of various shades, white, and the two colours

variously blended.

Trinidad.—The last BuH'-lin of the Botanical

Department of Trinidad is occupied with a treatise

on the cultivation of Cofl'ee, based on a similar work

by Mr. Sauokadikkk. formerly of Ceylon, but now of

Jamaica, and adapted to the requirements of Tri-

nidad, by Mr. ILajit. A ycry important altenition

in the procedure has of late taken place, wlun-by,

after the pulp of the berr}' (cherry of commerc< ) has

been removed, the seeds (beans) may be transmitted

to England to have the parchment (endocarp) re-

moved—a process that can be done with much le^s

trouble and expense here than in the colonies, while,

jirovided the " parchment" be kept perfectly dry, the

Coffee travels better, and retains the desired cukiur

better, than when the skin is removed on the plan-

tations.

Fungus Foray.—The concluding meeting of

the season of the Yorkshire Naturalists Union is to

take the form of a fungus foray, on Wednesday tlie

2Gth inst. The hunting ground is to be Harewood
Park and AVoods, as well as other old woods, &c.,

within easy distance of Leeds. In the evening the

specimens will be exhibited in Leeds Philosophical

Hall. Mr. G. Massee, F.R.M.S., of Kew, and others

have accepted invitations to be present. The
presence of mycologists will be most heartily wel-

comed, to whom circulars will be sent on application

to the Secretary, Mr. W. D. Kofbuck, Sunny Bank,

Leeds.

ARAUJA ALBENS.—An exhibit which arrived

oo late for the inspection of the Floral Com-
mittee at their last meeting at Westminster, deserves

notice. The charming group of flowers came from
that home of beautiful things in the plant way

—

Pendell Court, Bletchingley. Arauja albens is,

according to the Genera Plavtanim, synonymous with

Physianthus albens, and is a native of Buenos Ayres,

belonging to the same natural order as Hoya. viz
,

Asclepiadacete. It is a strong-growing and froc-

flowering greenhouse climber of nearly hardy nature,

and grows well in any good rich soil. Mr. liui^s"

course of procedure is to trim or prune it in autumn
after it has flowered. It is sweetly scented, and h:is

the additional desirable qualification of lastiug a

long time in flower. It is a good plant to train

under glass corridors, sunny verandahs, and such-

like positions.

Orange Culture in America.—The ques-

tion as to the cultivation of the Orange as a remu-
nerative crop comes before us in a report on the

fruit produce of Sicily, where it is stated that tlie

cultivation of Oranges and Lemons in California,

Louisiana, and Florida has assumed such vast pro-

jiortions that it is a matter of certainty that at no
distant period the import of the former of these fruits

into America, which is one of the chief customers

for this article, and the carrying business, which
gives so large employment to English merchant
vessels, will wholly cease, and, although the exporta-

tion, owing to a failure in tlie crops in Florida

through an unprecedented frost, was largely

increased in 1887, yet it was carried on at such
prices as not to be remunerative. In fact, encou-
raged by the extraordinary prices which were ob-

tained in the American markets for Sicilian produce
some years ago, the Sicilian cultivators increased

their Orange and Lemon plantations to such an
extent that the over-production has increased to a
ruinous degree. Indeed, the prices at which the fruit

was sold in America in the past year did not, in

some instances, even cover the freight. It must be
added that their bad packing and the clioice of inferior

fruit which might have been used for the manufac-
ture of essences and extracts at home, have not a
little contributed to the depreciation of Sicilian fruit

in foreign markets. The export of Lemons, how-
ever, may be continued on account of the especial

aptitude of the Sicilian climate for the growth of
^hese (ruita owJBg to the absence of frost;

PLANT POKTEAITS.
ANTuruiuM Desmetianum X.—A handsome cross-

bred form, with hastate shining-green leaves, large

cordate ovate-acute puckered epathes of a rich crim-

son-scarlet coluar and short ivory sjiadices. It was

rai.-*nl by M. Desmet from A. Andreanum, fertilised

witii jio'len from Anthurium Leopold II., the last-

named plant being itself a cross out of A. Lindt-ni-

anum, fertilised hy A. Andreanum. Iihistraihn Hn,-

ilcolc, t. b'2.

BATEilAXNii. Cor,i,EYi, Liudl., Orchid Alhitm, t.

3n.
Catasetcm D?;ciriENS, LimJenhi, t. 144.

CaTTLEVA LiWiiEN'CEAXA, llclib. f., Ofc/li'! Alhu.il.

I. -M-l.

Chevallikra cuiANrKA, Timtc Jlovtirol''^ August
IG.

CvpKiL'EiJit'M CAl.iroiiMcrH, GarJrn (ni'I F-i-r^/.

August 8.

Cypkipedtjm Cannawtiaxcmx, figured in the Ll/i-

ih-nia, t. 141, is a form of C. KocbcUuii, in wliich

the two lower sepals are di?joined.

CvPIilPEDIUH MTTEAL'ANUM, Lindi'llUl, t. Hi').

Dendrobium Bexsoxi.ts, Lindenia, t. 148.

Masdevallia Hauryana deco.'ja, Orchid AlJimn,

t. 344.

Masdevallia specthum, Rchb. f.. Lind.-nia, t.

143.

Nanodes Medus-E, Lindenia, t. 1 17.

Narcissus trianduus axd N. cyclamiveus. Garden,

August '2o.

Odoxtooloss'jm ITarryanom, Lindriiia, t. 142.

< Jdontoglossum: lat imaculatum, Lindenia, t. H.'i.

—A variety of 0. crispura.

OuosTOGLOSSUM Rossi Amesiaxi'm, Orchid Alhtiin,

t. 34:3.

(')ncidiu:\i Cavexdishianum, L'Orchidophi/e, August,

ISS.'^.

OXCIDICM LlETZEI VAR. AmFO-MACCLATCM, Gur/rn-

Jhra, t. 1270.

UirODODENDCOX BHACHVCARPL'M, Gurdcn aud Forcsl

,

August 15.

KosE Gloire de Margottin, I!li(Sf. Monafi^hrfle,

August, 1888.

Home Correspondence

notes on some kinds of fruit.— Never
befure in my rather long gardening experience do I

remember to have seen Peaches aud Nectarines so

late in ripening as they are this season, for up to the

present (September G), we have not been able to

gather a single dish or half a doz'^n fruit from the

open walls except E.irly Rivers and Alexander, aud
such sorts as liellegarde. Dr. Hogg, Pourpre Ih'aive

Koyal George, Grosse Mignonue and Noblesse are

yet hard, and unless we get more sun and mucli

warmer weather I doubt if many of them will be tit

for the table at all. Nectarines, too, are in the same
backward state, and the only kinds of these at all a]>-

proaching ripeness are Lord Napier— which is a most
valuable varit-ty. and KU'uge; Pine-apple, Pitmaston
Orange and Humboldt, looking as if they would take

quite a nioutli yet. Not only is the fruit in the

backward state referred to but the wood of the trees,

as may be expected, is green and soft: and unless a

great change takes place between this and the fall of

tiie leaf, the winter must have a very itijuriuus effect

on it, and even if it escapes severe frost the blossom-
buds will be imperfect, and, as a natural conse-

quence, the dowers will not set in the spring. These
are gloomy prophesies, but tlie thing is too ap-
parent to any one at all acquainted with Peach aud
Nectarine culture, as so much depends on the

maturity of the young shoots in obtaining a crop,

aud this fact is now ))retty v.'ell known. The fruit

of Apples and Pears is now showing the bad effects

of the season, as not only is it in both cases very

small for the time of year, but much of it is pinched

and deformed, and will be unfit for anything, and
especially io this so with Pears, which are so injured

in the skin that they are splitting and cracking, and
instead of being fleshy, as they should be, are hard
and woody, and it is useless leaving such on the

trees. All this is very unfortunate, and must be a

most serious matter with growers for market, who
pauuot, as they once could, look forward for better

prices, owing to scarcity of crop, as the foreigner

comes in now aud derives all the benefit. It is all

very well to advocate a more extended cultivation of

fruit, but what we really want is a better or more
reliable climate, as of late years the springs have
been disheartening, and yet there are sheltered spots,

if rightly jdcked and chosen, where success in hardy
fruit culture would be almost sure, and would give

fine returns for the planting. These matters will, no
I'lOubt, be fully gone into at the Fruit Congresses, and
I regret my inability to attend, after having t u'

iionour of my name being entered as one of the

members, as 1 should have much liked to have taken

p irt in sucii useful proceedings. J. .S.

DISEASE-RESISTING POTATOS.— "Wiiilst it mny
be dangerous to invite from readers returns as lo

kinds of Potatos which this season escaped in districis

wi'.ere otherwise the disease h.as been very destruc-
tive, yet it is obvious some reliable information im
that head would be most useful as well as interesting.

What one has to fear in relation to such returns is

the desire to favour some kind which, after all, I::is

resisting powers only in the writer's imagination. Stiil

farther, what is needed is evidence that any one
kind has stood the disease thoroughly over a wid.'

area. As to merely local examples, I have found

some kinds good on one side of the road aud bad on

the other, so that merely individual examples are not
enough. If there are any early or semi-early kinds

wliich are not in one or two places but generislly

uninjured this season, their nanits cannot be too soon

made known. So far as I can learn in this district,

not one of that class has escaped, the earlier kinds

e.specially b.ing the worst hit of all our Potatos. In
the case of late sorts there is much diversity, some
bidng severely diseased whilst others are very little

ifjured. Wherever stems are now still green, evt-n

if not a leaf is left upon lheui.it may be taken Ibr

granted ihe tubei's are pretty sound. I*ro!»abIy no
variety A^ ill be lifted this year absolutely free from
disease; but when so many are relatively bad, whiUt
some few others are relatively good, the goodness if

but relative dest^rves the fuUust recognition. As is

usually-the case, the worst evidences of disease are

found in the highly nuinured soils. Last \v\u\

because of the torrid dryiu'ss wliich prevailed, only

such soils produced decent crops. This year tin*

yiforest, where also fairly well drained, have cleanest

crops. ( )n the whole the best plan is to plant in

open ground which is deeply worked, to enable

moisture to pass through freely, giving ample room
for high earthing, ami where the soil is partly rich

and partly poor. Thus the contingencies of wet or

dry seasons may be |uovided for as well as can be.

So far as I can observe, tlie worst evidences of the

disease are found in the tubers near the stems, down
which and into the cavity in the soil made by them
the heavy rains poured [a point in favour of

densen-moulding. Ed.] However, as all varieties of

Potatos similarly earthed had to endure the same
iloodings, it is evident that resistance to the attacks

oftlie fungus must be in the tuber itself, and not in

the plant growth. A. I).

A FRUITFUL TREE.—lu the garden of Merton
Lodge, Chiswick, there is a line tree of Blenheim
Orange Apple loaded with fruit. The tree is an old

one, having been planted about fifty years ago, aud
has not failed to carry a good croo but once in the

last nine years. This year it is estimated that the

crop will be about 1) bushels. B.

AN IVY COLUMN.—One of the most striking

objects I have seen for some time past is a tall

Soruce tre-^ enciicled with Ivy to a height of oO or

GO feet. The tree is one of a numbL'r growing on
the boundary line of an old orchard in a deep valley.

The Ivy completely covers the bole, with the excep-

tion of a few feet at the extreme head of the tree.

At the base, commencing some 5 or (3 feet from the

ground, the Ivy radiates from the stem in every

direction to a distance of about 4 feet. This, with

the thickness of the tree itself, gives a circle of about
10 feet diameter. This gradually tapers until at the

lieight mentioned the top of tlie tree emerges and
forms a small canopy to the column. I am not in a

general way in favour of Ivy being allowed to gain

such a hold as this, as it can only be a matter of

time before the tree dies; but in an occasional

instance like this the tree, which is of no great value,

may well be sacrificed to the eti'^ct of the Ivy. The
use of the Lombardy Poplar as a columnar object iu

the landscape has long been recognised ; in the

case of which I am speaking the same result is gained,

with the additioijal advantage of the colunjo beia§
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evergreen. Here, of course, the combination was
accidental, but it could easily enousb be produced
eUewliere by encouraging the Ivy, and artificially

arresting the growth of the tree selected. B, J. Y.

LIFTING NARCISSUS BULB3.—Under this head,

on p. lill.'I. Mr. liuiliidge says he is puzzled by my
suggestion that in DafVodils, " root-action remains
active after the leaves are quite dead, and enables

the bulb to get rid of its superfluous moisture into

the soil."' Mr. Burbidge fails to see how evaporation

can take place through tlie bulb tunics when they

are surrounded with wet soil. I am not learned in

vegetable physiology, and I am afraid I cannot
explain to him how this process takes place, but I

never said or thought that it does. Wlien the leaves

are dead, I suppose that moisture, in dill'ereut

combinations, may be both takenin and given out
by the roots. I believe that active changes may
t:ike place within a bulb when apparently at rest.

We know that the roots may continue to teed it,

and cause an iucrease of its substance, as^ fur

instance, in J^ilies and terrestrial Orchids, which
may remain underground witliuut any u])ward growtii

through wdiole seasons, and meanwhile double in

size. During this time I suppose that excietiona

of superlluous matter, including water, may be given

out from the roots. I read in Carpenter's Vcifdahlc

Phi/siohifft/ tliat " the roots themselves throw out a
considerable amount of nnitter formed in the vege-

table itself, and corresj^unding in character with its

])eculiar secretions." X can therefore see no un-
warrantable assumptions in my theory that bulbs,

when dug up, may rot from wet, which they might
have got rid of if left in the ground. C. Wollfi/ L'oif,

Kdye Hall, Mu/jjos.

HALE'S EARLY AND ALEXANDER PEACHES.—
In answer to ^Ir. Sheppard's enqniiies as to whether
Hale's Early and Alexander are the same, I wish to

say tiiat I am quite convinced they are quite distinct,

and for this important reason, that Hale's on a south

aspect was fully three weeks later than Alexander on
a west wall, though in every other particular they
certainly appear the same. I have read Mr. Diver's

remarks upon this subject with interest, but think
him in error when he says that Hale's or Alexander
was raised by Mr. Kivers. I am under the impression

they both are of American origin, though Alexander
was sent out by Mr. Kivers. G. Woodward. [Mr.

Divers said that Alexander was raised by Mr.
Rivers, and that Hale's was of American origin, but
sent out by Jlr. Kivers, which is correct. Ed.]

HARDY FRUIT TREES.—AVhilst Mr. Burbidge is

suggesting that the American race of Apples may
be improved in the direction of hardiness by the in-

troduction as progenitors of Russian varieties, it may
well be worth inquiring to what extent we have gained
from the introduction of Apples from northern
climes, arul thus, reasoning from analogy, arrive at

some just conclusion as to the nature of the results

which may How out of the practical adoption of Mr.
Burbidge 's suggestion. That writer refers to Ked
Astrachan and Duchess of Oldenburg as full-blooded

Russian kinds. Such being the case, in what respect

do these varieties show liardiness or other value

beyond what is found in our natural or English
varieties? Take, again. those Canadian iorms—Nor-
thern Spy and Keinette Blanche, or Cohbttt's Fall

Pippin— are either of these hardier or in any way
more fruitful than are ordinary European varieties ?

The same question might well be asked of several

others, and 1 think it will have to be generally

admitted that, so far as can be evidenced, we have
gained nothing in relation to our Apple strains by
the introduction of high northern varieties. It is

very doubtful whether they have been used here for

crossing, probably because found generally to be of

such indifferent value. In any case, it would be
absurd to assume that, because these specified v.arie-

ties are of northern origin, they are, or have been,

found to be in southern latitudes hardier or more
productive than are our true British varieties. A. D.

BASELLA RUBRA.—The root of this plant, which
is usually regarded as tender, will, I find, withstand a
considerable amount of frost, provided it has been
grown in a pot, and that the soil is dry at the ap-
proach of winter. A plant used as a window screen on
the south aspect of a dwelling was in October of last

year, after the growths were destroyed by the frost,

placed in a shed. Here it passed the winter un-
harmed, and was in April shaken partly out of the

soil and planted against a partially sunny wall. The
growth ^v?s lete in etarting, owin? to the v>ntowar(^

nature of the weather about that time ; but since then
the plant has made rapid advance, and the main shoots
have reached a height of 7 feet. The plant has a
simjjle ovary, which afterwards becomes a membran-
ous fruit, so that it is not Horally beautiful, but its

glossy heart-shaped leaves, which are of much sub-
stance, and the rapid growth of the shoots, make it a
very desirable plant for covering a trellis, trailing

round pillars and the sides uf windows, and especially

so in towns, where flowering subjects do not always
succeed. I intend to leave the tuberous rcots of the

plant in the ground during tlu^ ensuing winter, under
a protecting cover of coal-ashes. JJ. rubia is a
variety of B. cordifolia, and yields a rich purple dye,

but wiiich is, however, ditHcult to fix. M. IV.

WICKER-WORK VASES AND FLOWER-STANDS. -
Generally speaking it should be the aim of ail who
are responsible for the effective arrangement of
flowers and plants in the house to utilise such recep-
tacles as are the most conducive to that end. This,
however, is not always the case, for too frequently
we see gaudily painted vases, &c., which, as far

as colour ^ue.A, are generally the reverse of eifec-

tive, especially when no attention is paid to the
colour of the flowers and leaves of the plants put into

them, To produce a good and artistic eJlect in the
arrangement of plants and flowers in the house
special attention should be paid to tliis point. In
myopinion we require more rustic work and less china
and paint such as are now generally used. Some of the
terra-cotta vases are exceptionally good for indoor
decoration

;
yet how seldom do we see them used

when compared with China and other kiiuls of
pottery? Again, there are numerous other sorts

of vases for holding plants and flowers, which
in my opinion are ju'eferable to those commonly
in use. When in Jnncuinshire recently I was
surjM'ised to see the numerous and varied designs K^'i

flower recejitacles made in wicker-work. Tin.'

majority of these are not toys, such as many mav
suppose, but strong and serviceable, and not only
that, but very artistic. In various districts in the
Kens, where the Willow abounds, this is a special

industry, and one which employs many hundreds
of hands in cutting, tying, boiling and otherwise
preparing the rods before they are sent to the factory,

where the vases, stands, &;c., are made. Manv I

noticed, while recently looking over the extensive
works of Mr. Harris, Grantham, were made in the
exact shape of a flower-pot in various sizis, some on
stands varying from 2 to 3 feet in height, and others
for standing on a table or sideboard. Into these an
ordinary pot may be stood without any further
trouble. Again I noticed numerous useful little

receptacles for hanging on the walls of a room, pas-
sage, or hall. These may be utilised for small flower-

ing plants, Ferns, or cut flowers, and when tastefully

arranged would produce a charming effect. In fact,

many are the uses to which these wicker-work flower-

stands may be put. C ColUns.

The Potato Disease.— I need hardly apolo-
gise for referring to this important subject again,

for in the minds of all associated with the soil

it is the dominant one. Already do Ihearfrom many
sources of the disease proving to be exceptionally bad
on the tubers, indeed the proportion of diseased ones
seems to range from 30 to OU per cent, according to

soil and general conditions. In stiff soils and especi-

ally where there has been strong growth owing to

liberal manuring, the disease is terribly virulent, tlse

crops being hardly worth lifting. Facts accumulate
with rapidity and so does the disease progress, so that

what seemed uncertain one week is made a terrible

fact the next. My own observations, so far, have
conclusively shown that the disease spores have
entered the tubers from the outside and not through
the stems ; the worst affected being those near the sur-

face, especially large ones, and those tubers which were
during the heavy rains near the stems saturated, as

down the cavity in the side made by these the
water must have poured in round the newly-
formed tubers with constant freedom. AVe shall

find all sorts, which have any reputation for

disease-resisting powers very fully tested, and
any which have proved successful will merit all

]>raise. Why any tubers should thus resist the
action of the fungus spores is hard to understand,

now that we know the disease is pro]>agated in the

tuber ratl.e: than through the stems of the plant.",

except on the hypothesis that the skin or epidermis

of the tubers is stouter or less penetrable. However,
there will be time enough to deal with that subject

when it is proved that some kinds really have resisted

the fungus this year. The dryer weather mav prove

some sort of saving grace to the later kinds should
it continue, but it is certain that whatever may be
the merits of tubers, no kind of foliage enjoys im-
munity from the attacks of the disease. --(. 1).

--- "Whosoever will help to ruin his neigh-
bours' cro])S, willingly, wittingly, per spore of
Teronospora, let him be anathematised I

'' — nay,
what is more effective and altogether better for

a so-called "practical people," let him be hauled
bt?fore a court of summary jurisdiction and mulcted
in the amount of the damage done. Such thoughts
as these mu.?t occur to all who read Mr. W. (J

Sniiths conimunication in a recent number, fol-

lowing up what iiad been said in the leader of the
previous week. His words make one stand aghast,

ami wonder where is the use of experience, of experi-

ment, of the ubiquitous Press. To repeat a few
lines of Mr. Smith's paragraph may here again be

useful :
—

" Some of the Potatos were lifted here last

week, and I now observe the fungus-infested haulms
(some still green) neatly laid in heaps at the plot

corners, the white fungus itself being quite visibli*

to tile unaided eye: other blight-stricken haulms an;

on the paths, to be trodden in— still others are hiid

one on another upon heaps of stable manure, ready
for digging into the ground. The fungus is not as

its worst yet ; it is only just commencing operations,

but I do not remember seeing it in a more general

or threatening condition." In how many places may
not this be used ink-photographically? And yet,

year after year, your pages at this season of the
year— those of your contemporaries and agri-

cultural brethren, together with the general

Press, liave teemed, not only with such illus-

trations, but with the very simple instructions as

to the checking of this selfishly propagated plague !

From some—from thousands of gardens there tiows

nothing but beauty—beauty in crops, in example,
aiul in precept ; from others come the worst of every-

thing. We complain of being handicapped by land
laws, by railway companies and other things—for-

getting that too often we grow the worst instead in.

the best— that too often weeds— pretty as they may
look—choke our crops ; and that year after year
selfishness and ignorance — they are not always
synonymous—are allowed by a paternal government
to poison the air and the land, and the very crojts

themselves with Potato poison. Shame indeed to

this so much governed nation. AVe cannot see tlie

pest until it forces itself into notice—the mental eye

in this case waits on the imagination ; differently,

however, from the instance where it is said

—

" Ah, could my Sweet but ope her inner eyne
And see how love hath girt her round with flowers."'

The man who by his carelessnes and indifference

propagates the fungus, as you have pointed out,

is most assuredly as much a thief as any one iu

London streets who filches purses and watches, or

who climbs into one's house during the night and
steals. There is a difference, truly, but it is only

in manner, not in effect. Disease in cattle exercises

the Home Department of Her Majesty's Government
very considerably upon occasions ; and every jtos-

sible means is taken to stamp out that disease
;

why should not the same be done, as far as circum-

stances will i)errait, in the case of the Potato disease ?

But—ah. that " but "^we require an Act of Parlia-

ment, a Ministry of Rural Economy—a whole pile of

machinery set in motion to secure sound, even if

little, Potatos! But this must eventually be done

—and in the end will prove a cheap and elficacious

remedv. Only those who deserve should be made
to sufier. In some of our colonies, I believe, it is

illegal to propagate weeds of particular kinds, and
punishable by fine, &c. ; what has been found of

value there should certainly prove efficacious in

similar cases here. This matter I recommend to

the careful consideration of the two great societies

so deeply interested in it—the Royal Horticultural

and the Royal Agricultural Societies. A simple Bill

miglit be drawn up between them, giving powers to

the Local Government Boards as well as to the head
Department; all parties surely would assist to pasd

it rapidly through " both our Houses." C.

Publications Received.—Keio BuUftin. of
Miscellaneous Inforutalion.— Transacttons of the Mas-
si/c/iusrft.-i Horti'cuKiiral Soviet

i/
for 1887. Part II.--

Cvmtcs HcnJits des Seances de I'Academie des Sciences,

Sept., 1888.

—

Forest Department, Madras Presideve//,

Annual Report, 1886-87.— Gardening in India (Wood-
how.) — Practical Hints on Gas Consumption. By
J. Sji.uv. (Hiiddersfield : J, IJ^oadoent & Co., Xe\v

Street).
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CROCOSMA AUREA.
I ENCLOSE a photograph of a plant I have called

the goklen Crocus of the universe, Crocosma aurea,

that was grown out-of-doors in the bulb bed in

Hyde I'ark, Sydney. Nearly five years ago we

imported six corms from London, four of which

survived the carriage. The plant when in flower

measured exactly 4 feet in diameter, and a little

over 3 feet in height, and had 300 flower-spikes,

which have upwards of 5000 flowers. It can be more

easily imagined than described the wonderful efl'ect

this plant made with its bright orange coloured

flowers. The plant is growing in a rather loose

sandy soil, and the position is one fully exposed to

our sub-tropical sun. The way I have managed to

keep the stems close together is, that during the

spring months, when the plant is growing, to put

the spade down as deep as it will go, about 1 foot

outside tlie previous season's growth. This is done

two or three times at intervals of three weeks or a

month, which has the desired effect in preventing

the stolons getting away. I thought a photograph

and description of this plant would be interesting to

your readers, from the fact of its being always con-

sidered a rather shy flowerer at home, and an erratic

one at that, as its long underground stolons render

it not very easy to be kept within bounds. Fred.

Turner, Superintendent, Hyde Parle, Sydney. [The

engravings (figs. 40 and 41), which were taken from

the photographs, amply bear out our correspondent's

remarks. Kd.]

A basketful of blooms of Hydrangea paniculata

grandiflora came from the Society's garden. This

variety shows a larger spike than the ordinary form

of paniculata.

Mr. V. Ross, gr., Pendell Court, showed the old

stove creeper Arauja albens, in full flower. (See our

last issue (p. 271) for a full description of this hand-

some plant.)

A showy hybrid of Dianthus Heddewegii crossed

with D. barbatus (Sweet William) was shown by Mr.

R. Dean, Ealing. In colour it is intermediate between

the two parents, and istaller than D. Heddewigii and

rather more spreading, as well as having smaller

flowers. It should make a showy bedder. D. H.

Snowdrift, a pure white form; Phlox decussata

Rosamond, Chrysanthemum maximum, growing

3 feet high, &c., were also shown by Mr. I")ean.

Messrs. II. Low & Co., Cl.apton, showed Lilium

nepalense, a flower having black-brown segments,

abundantly tipped with gi-een colour.

A few single Dahlias were shown, but notliing

which calls for any remarks from us. The Mikado,

a crimson-petalled bloom, the disc and base and tips

Societies.

BOYAIi HORTICtrLTUBAIj.
The Floral and Fruit Committees met at the

Drill Hall. James Street, Westminster, on Tuesday,

September II. The bulk of the exhibits consisted

of plants, cut flowers, and fruits sent by nurserymen

and amateurs taking up but a small amount of

space. Hardy herbaceous flowers from Mr. Ware's

nursery. Gladiolus from that of Messrs. Kelway &
Sons, Lilies from Mr. Gordon, Twickenham ; and

a collection of Asters from the Society's 'garden,

together with fruits from Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons'

nursery at Fulham, were the chief.

Floral Committee.

Present: G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the chair; and

Messrs. Rev. W. Wilks, J. Walker, W. Goldring, W.
Bates, Low, R. Dean, T. Raines, C. Pilcher, J.

Dominy, H. M. PoUett, J. O'Brien, E. Hill, S.

Hibberd, W. Holmes, J. Eraser, and G. Nicholson.

A few Orchids were exliibited by Mr. B. S. Wil-

liams, and included Oncidium ornithorhyncum album,

showing a single spray, 1.} foot long, of minute white

flowers having a yellow crest, and the perfume of

Patchouli ; Catasetum tabulare (loeve), a whitish-

green flower, singular looking, but wanting in deco-

rative value ; Lajlia monophylla, orange-scarlet in

colour ; no opinion could be formed of the character

or beauty of the plant, one flower only being shown.

It was awarded a Botanical Certificate. A well-

flowered plant of Jliltonia Candida—the tube is pure

white exteriorly, but marked on the inside with

mauve ;
the sepals are brown, edged and barred with

yellow. Mesospinidium vulcanicum (superbum), a

plant having two fine spikes of its deep rose-coloured

flowers.

F. G. Tautz, Esq., Studley House, Shepherd's

Bush, exhibited Oncidium macranthum var. Wil-

liamsii, a well bloomed specimen ; Disa graminifolia,

from the same exhibitor, was awarded a Botanical

Certificate.

The fine Cattleya Eldorado, flower white all but the

throat, which is yellow, was shown by W. Soper,

Esq., 337, Clapham Koad, S.W. Two plants of L:elia

elegans came from Mr. Cook, Kingston Hill.

Miscellaneous.—A neat growing Adiantum, said to

be obtained byjcrossing A. cuneatum and A. Paccoti,

and certainly possessing the characteristics of both,

was shown by Mr. B. AUum, nurseries, Tamworth,

Staffordshire.

Several forms of cut blooms of Lilium auratum,

L. tigrinum flore-pleno, from plants growing iii the

open, were shown by G. F. Wilson, Esq., Weybridge ;

Carnation Blushing'^ Bride, a light pink, of nice form

and picots at the margin, came from Mr. T. Butcher,

Croydon ; a sport from Wermig's Yellow was shown

by Messrs. Hawkins & Bennett, Twickenham ; it is

showy bright yellow, with broad reflexed florets.

Tig. 10.—crocosma airea.

of the petals a yellow colour, was shown by T. W.
Girdlestone, Esq.

Tlie Gladiolus from Messrs. Kelway & Son made

a rich displav ; the flowers individually also were

fine and well' assorted. Besler, a carmine flamed

with scarlet at the edge, and Castro, a briglit cerise

colour, flaked with white, met the approbation of

the committee. A Silver Banksian Medal.

A variety of pot Carnations, Bouvardia Excelsior,

pink; B. President Cleveland, deep crimson; and

some' very stocky Mignonette in small 4S's, were

exhibited by Mr. H. B. May, of Dyson's Lane,

Edmonton. A great bank of Crotons, in much

variety, of market size, came from the same exhi-

bitor ; the brightest was Etna, and all were compact

and vigorous, though showing less colour than is

their wont.
From Mr. Hardy, Orton Hall, Peterborough, came

fruits of Torreya" myristica, egg-shaped, Ij inch in

their longer, and 1 inch in their shorter diameter :

colour green, marked with alternate longitudinal

stripes of light and dark. A cone of Abies magnifica

was also sent by Mr. Hardy.

A large number of Liliums, mostly L. auratum,

but likewise including L. Kratzeri, L. longifolium

album, L. 1. roseum, and L. 1. rubrum, and others

were shown by Mr. W, Gordon, Twickenham.

Bronze Banksian Medal.

The Society's garden contributed a numerous

array of German Asters of all sections which have

been on trial there this season. It was an interesting

group, but, like most out-of-door flowers this season,

the flowers showed damage from rain and deficient

sunshine.

Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham, had a showy display

of hardy cut flowers, consisting chiefly of Lilies,

Gladiolus Lemoinei, Tigridia, Alstromerias, Cactus

Dahlia Professor Baldwin, a scarlet coloured flower
;

Papaver orientale and P. nudicaule, and TroUius

europxus, Eremurus Olgx, a fine variety of E. spec-

tabilis and Romneya Coulteri, a Papaverad, with

large and beautiful white flowers ;
Crocosma aurea

was likewise observed. A Silver Banksian Medal

was awarded.

A single flower of Crocosma aurea was shown by

Mr. J. O'Brien, West Street, Harrow-on-the-Hill.

It has orange coloured petals, having a crimson bar

about the middle of their length.

First-class CERTii'ic.iTES.

Carnation Madame Carle, from Mr. B. H. May.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. II. Hawkins, from Messrs.

Haivkins & Bennett.

Dahlia The Mikado, from Mr. T. W. Girdlestone.

Dianthus splendens, from Jlr. R. Dean.

Eremurus Olgffi, from jNIr. T. S. Ware.

Gladiolus Besler, from Messrs. Kelway & Sons.

Gladiolus Castro, from Messrs. Kelway & Sons.

Lilium nepalense, from Messrs. II. Low S: Co.

Oncidium ornithorhynchum, from Mr. B. S.

WiUhams.
Romneya Coulteri, from ISfr. T. S. Ware.

Botanical Cektificates.

Disa graminifolia, from Jlr. F. G. Tautz.

LiElia monophylla, from Mr. B, S. Williams.

Fruit Committee.

Present: Messrs. R. D. Blackmore, A. H. Pearson,

P Crowlev, .1. Cheal, .J. Burnett, ,1. Willard, W.
Warren, W. Marshall, G. T. Miles, J. Wright, and

P. Barr.

From Messrs. J, 'Veitch & Sons' nurseries there

were collections of Plums, Apples, and Pears, and a

dish of fine Morello Cherries. The Apples were

noteworthy for size and the clearness of the skin.

Another exhibit was a number of very young cordon

Plums in full bearing.

TheBlackman Ventilating Co., 63, Fore Street,

E.G., sent dried Strawberries, Gooseberries, Rhubarb,

and Potatos, whole as regards the first two fruits, the

others being sliced, or cut into short lengths. These

were shown under various heats, and appeared to be

quite dried for long keeping, but how they would

stand the crucial test of cooking was not ascertainable.

A few fine fruits of Apples and Pears which were

set with just enough glass protection as would save

them from injury by frost, were sent by Rev. W.
Wilks, Shirley ; the trees from which the fruit was

picked were growing iu 10—12-inch pots, and are

bearing abundantly, yet tlie fruits were in many
cases above the average in size. A constant bearing

Apple, The Vicar, said to do well in poor soils, and

with a sturdy growtli, came from Mr. Wilks. A
Cultural Commendation was awarded.

W. Roupell, Esq., Harvey Lodge, S.W., showed

various Apples from bushes on the Paradise stock,

all being fine of their kind.

A few Melons, Figs, and Pears completed the

exhibits.

CRYSTAL PALACE.
NATIONAL DAHLIA SHOW.

Fkiday and Satokdav, September 7 and 8,—This
proved in all respect much better than was expected.

The very fact that the season is so late led some to

think that the flowers would scarcely be ready iu

time ; and Mr. Harry Turner states that his collec-

tion at Slough will be at its best in a fortnight's

time, should the weather prove fine and open. But

there was a good competition in all the classes, though

a general lack of brightness was noted in the Dahlias.

The forty-eight blooms shown by Mr. C. Turner in

class 2 were very fine throughout, and indeed all the

strength of the Slough collection was put into tills

class. The fancy varieties were a little rough.

Pompon, single and decorative (Cactus) Dahlias very

fine, and seedlings unusually numerous, some de-

lightful new varieties of the pompon section being

produced. A large number of exhibitors took part

in the competition,
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Nurscrijincn'f Classes.—In the class for seventy-two

blooms, not fewer than thirty-six varieties, there were

four competitors for the four prizes, and here Messrs.

Keynes, Williams & Co., nurserymen, were 1st, with

a good lot of blooms, the season considered, consist-

in£; of Joseph Ashby, Royal Queen, Harry Keith,

Colonist. Mrs. Lnn'gtry, ' W. Spnfforth. 'Thomas
Hobbs, Xellie Cramond, Henry Walton, Mrs. Glad-

stone, ,Tames Service, Burgundy, Buttercup, Richard

Dean, Eclipse, James Vick, Clara, Thomas Goodwin,

Diadem, King of Crimsons, Herbert Turner. Willie

Garratt, George Barnes, Lustrous, Jfr. Dodds, J. T.

West. James Cocker, Mr. Glasscock, Gloire de Lyon,

Mrs. Kendal, Henry Walton, Hon. Mrs. P. Wynd-
ham, Mrs. G. F. Ji Hard, Prince r>ism.arck, and the

following fancy varieties:—Frank Pearce, Madame
Soubeyre, Hugh Austin, Rebecra. W. G. Heade,

Duchess ot Albany, Rev. J. B. M. Camm, and Henry
Eckford. 2nd, Mr. Charles Turner, Koyal Nursery,

Slongh, with Henry Walton, Jlrs. Kendal. Mrs.

Gladstone, Ch.impion EoUo, J. T. West, Mrs. Shirley

Hibberd, R. T. Rawlings, Jolin Bennett, Crimson
King, Joseph Ashby, Charles Lidgard, Mrs. W.
Head, IMr. Harris, Mrs. W. Sl.ack, Harry Keith,

James Cocker, George Dickson, Lady Gladys Her-
bert, Mrs. Kendal, Goldfinder, Mrs. Jetferd, Prim-

varieties, showing a very good lot of blooms of such

fine varieties as Mrs. Gladstone, Thomas Ilobbs,

Royal Qneen, James Cocker, John Wyatt, Hope,
,T. N. Keynes, Ethel Brittou, Rebecca, 15. T. Raw-
lings, Lady Ravensworth, Queen of the Belgians,

Mrs. Langtry, Harry Keith, (irand Sultan, Joseph

Ashby, William Rawlings. l'"lag of Truce, Burgundy,
Royalty, Mrs, W. Slack, Peacock (fancy), Mrs. G. R.

Jefferd', James Cocker, Hon. Mrs. P. Wyndham,
Colonist, Mrs. Gladstone, Lady Louisa Mills, Mr.

Harris, John Bennett, Mrs. S. Hibberd, Joseph

Green, Flora Wyatt, and Eail ot Ravensworth. 2nd,

Jlessrs. J. Saltmarsh iS: Son, nurserymen, Chelms-
ford, with Henry Walton, Harry Keith, Constancy,

,Iames Vick, Joiin Standisli, Mrs. Langtry, Jlrs.

Gladstone, James Cocker. Lady G. Herbert, .T. T.

West, Mrs. Saunders, Willie G.arratt, Ethel Britton,

Mrs. Harris, Sunbeam, Mrs. George Rawlings, Gold-
finder, Gaiety, Criterion, and William Rawlings.

In the class tor twenty-four blooms there were
seven entries, and Messrs. ,J. Saltmarsh & Son were

1st with finished flowers of Henry Walton, R. T.

Rawlings, Willie Garratt, Mrs. Gliidstone, Mrs.
S.aunders (fancy), AVilliam Rawlings, Mrs. Langtry,

Burgundy, J. T. West, Shirley Hibberd, Mrs. Harris,

Hugh Austin, Mr. Glasscock, Constancy, Harry

Fig. 41.

—

crocosjia aueea. (see p. 30i.)

rose Dame, Florence, and Walter. 3rd, Mrs. M. V.
Scale, The Nurseries, Seveuoaks ; 4th, Mr. Eric F.

Such, florist. Maidenhead.
In the class for forty-eight blooms, distinct, Mr.

C. Turner was 1st, with remarkably good blooms of

the following :—Mrs. J. Downie, Burgundy, T. J.

Saltmarsh, Henry Walton, Diadem, Prince Bis-

marck, Goldfinder. Tlie Ameer, Crimson King. Mrs.
Douglas, .lames Cocker, Rebecca (fancy). James
Cocker, Mrs. G. R. JeflVrd, Ethel Britton, Mrs. ^\'.

Slack, Olivia, Walter, ]Mrs. S. Hibberd, Primrose
Dame, .Jose|ih Green, Mr. Harris, Mrs. Kendal, W.
Rawlings, Champion KoUo, Hon. Mrs. P. Wyndham,
Harry Keith, Georgiana, .fames Vick, Jlrs. Glad-
stone, Willie Garratt, Mrs. Foster, Imperial, Prince
Bismarck, Chris. Ridlev, Royaltv, Charles Wyatt,
R. T. Itawlings, J. T." West, Clara, Mrs. Harris,
Lady G. Herbert, Flag of Truce, and Excellent; 2nd,
Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co,, their best flowers
being Harry Keith

, Rev. J. B. M. Camm, :Mr. Spofforth,
Henry Walton, Mrs. Gladstone, Madame Soubeyre,
George Barnes, Julia Wy.att, J. T. West, Mrs,
Shirley Hibberd, James \'ick, Mrs. Langtry, Rosetta,
Vice-President, William Rawlings, Roval Queen,
Willie Garratt, J, N. Keynes, H. W. Ward, Rev.
J, B. ^I, Camm, and Mrs. Saunders.

Mr, John Walker, nurseryman, Thame, was 1st,

with thirty-six blooms, not fewer than eighteen

Keith, Earl of Ravensworth, J. W. Lord, T. J. Salt-

marsh, John Standisli. Ethel Britton, Lady G. Her-
bert, James Cocker, Criterion, and John Henshaw.
2nd, Mr. George Humphries, Kington Langley,

Chippenham, with Harry Keith, Mrs. Gladstone, W.
Rawlings, Jlaid of Athens i fancy), J. T. West, Car-

dinal, Earl of Ravensworth, Royal Queen, Henry
Walton, Queen of the Belgians, Mrs. Langtry, Ben-
digo, and Joseph Green.

In the class for twelve blooms there were five

entries, Messrs. Rawlings Bros,, nurserymen, Rom-
ford, being 1st with Gaiety ( fancy), William Rawlings,

Pelican (fancy). Rev. J. Godday, Prince Bism.arck,

Mr.s. Langtry," Egytian Prince (fancy), T. J. Salt-

marsh, Sunbeam, Prince of Denmark, John Hen-
shaw, and 1!, T. Rawdings. 2nd, Messrs. J. Gilbert

& .Son, nurservmen, Ipswich, with F. J. Salmarsh,

J. W. Lord, G. R. Jefl"erd, Jlrs. Kendal. Jlr. G.
Harris, Harrison Weir, Countess of Lonsdale, of a

charming soft pinkish colour; and Lord Chelmsford.
Amatrtirs ; S/iow Dahlins.— In the class for twenty-

four blooms there were two competitors only, it

having severely taxed the resources of amateurs who
grow limited collections to get as many flowers, dis-

tinct, up to show form. Here Mr. Henry Glasscock,

Rye Street, Bishops Stortford, was 1st, with a very

good lot of blooms, consisting of Nellie Cramond,
Mrs. Gladstone, William Rawlings, T. J. Saltmarsh,

Ethel Britton, T. S. Ware, a very fine crimson self;

Mrs. Harris, Thomas Hobbs, Prince of Denmark,
Mrs. G. Rawlings, John Henshaw, Mrs. Shirley
Hibberd, Colonist, Queen of the Belgians, Mr.
Glasscock, J. T. West, Miss Cannell, Prince Bis-
marck, R. T. Rawlings, Burgundy, Mrs. W. Slack,
W. H. Williams, Royalty, and" Walter. It is

worthy of note that this stand, which contained
some very highly finished blooms, included also ten
varieties raised liy Messrs. Bros. 2nd, Jlr. W. Mist,
Igtham, Sevenoaks, with some good blooms of Harry
Keith, Harrison Weir. W. H. Williams, (Jueen of
Primroses, Wm. Rawlings, The Ameer, Queen of

the Belgians, Mrs. Langtry, Grand National, ayellow
self; Mrs, Gl.adstone, Clara, Lady G. Herbert, and
Mrs, Shirley Hibberd.

In the class for twelve varieties there were nine
.stands, and Mr. J. T, West, gr. to H. Keith, Esq.,
Cornwallis, Brentwood, was 1st, with a stjind of good
blooms, having Harry Keith, R. T. Rawlings, Mr.
Glas!!cock, Mrs. Gladstone, Mr. Geo. Harris, F. J.

Saltmarsli, Prince Bismarck, Miss Cannell, Prince of
Denmark, Mrs. S. Hibberd, Wm. Rawlings, and J.

T. West. 2nd, Mr. Thomas Hobbs, Lower Easton,
Bristol, with Clara, Queen of the Belgians, Henry
Walton, Ethel Britton, Golden Eagle, Emily
Edwards, Shirley Hibberd, J. N. Keynes, Mrs. Dodds,
Hon, Mrs. P, Wyndham, Hon. S, Herbert, and Mrs.
Jeflerd.

In the class for six blooms there were nine stands,
Mr. H. Steer, Sonthwood, New Eltham, being 1st,

with George Dickson, Ethel Britton, Golden Eagle,
.loseph Ashby, Miss Cannell, and J. N. Keynes. 2nd,
Mr. W. H. Smith, Wanborough, Shrivenham.

Fauci/ DaJdias.—In the class for twelve blooms
there were three competitors, Mr. J. T. West being
placed 1st, with good examples of Mr. N. Hall, Rev.
J. B. JI. Camm, W. G. Grace, Duchess of Albany
John Forbes, Hugh Austin, Dorothy, Frank Pearce,
Salamander, James O'Brien, Mrs. Sannders, and
Henry Glasscock ; 2nd, Mr. H. Glasscock, with
Duchess of Albany, Egyptian Prince, Chorister,

Mrs. Saunders, Miss Browning, Goldfinch, Mr. N.
Halls, etc. ; 3rd, Mr. W. Mist.
In the class for si.x blooms there were ten entries,

Mr. Sidney Cooper, Chippenham, being 1st with
Peacock, Henry Eckford, Prince Henry. Lottie
Eckford, Goldfinch, and Egyptian Prince ; 2nd, Mr.
Thos. Ilobbs, his best blooms being Fanny Sturt,

Henry Eckford, and W. G. Head.
Open. Classes.—Next came four classes for six

blooms of stated colours ; and in that for dark
varieties there were eight competitors, Mr. J. T.
West being 1st with James Vick. Rev. .J. Godday,
Prince of l)enm.T,rk, Lord Chelmsford, Shirley
Hibberd, and Harry Turner ; 2nd, Mrs. M. V.
Scale, with Shirley Hibberd, Hon. S. Herbert, Prince
of Denmark, William Rawlings, Prince Bismarck,
and David Saunders.

In that for six light Dahlias Jfr. C. Turner was
1st with Mrs. Gladstone, Julia Wyatt, Mrs. Harris,

Ethel Britton, Flag of Truce, and' Mary Anderson,
a seedling in the way of Mrs. Glad"stone ; 2nd,
Messrs. J. Saltmarsh & Son, with Mrs. George
Rawlings, Jlrs. G. Harris, Earl of Ravensworth.
Flag of Truce, Mrs. Gladstone, and Ethel Britton.

Messrs, Keynes Williams & Co. had the best six

tipped Dahlias in Mrs. Kendal, Peacock, Henry
Walton, I'anny Sturt, Miss Cannell, and Mrs.
Saunders ; 2nd, Messrs. J. Saltmarsh & Son, with
Mrs. Langtry, Polly Sandell, Lady Gladys Herbert,

Mrs. Saunders, Mrs. N. Halls, and Peacock, fancies

playing an important part in this class.

Messrs. ICeynes & Co. had the best six

striped Dahlias, having the following fancy

varieties :—Prince Henry, James O'Brien, Hercules,

Hugh Austin, Rebecca, and the Rev. J. B.
M. Camm ; 2nd, Messrs. H, Clark & Son, nursery-

men, Rodley, Leeds, with Henry Eckford, Rev. ,1. B.

M. Camm, Lottie Eckford, Rebecca, General
Gordon and Hugh Austin.

Decorative and Cactus Dahlias.—There were two
classes for these—one (open) for six varieties, six

blooms of each ; and the other for amateurs, four

varieties, three blooms of each. As might be expected
they made an imposing ert'ect. There were six stands
of six bunches, Mr. C. Turner being 1st, with fine

examples of Empress of India, Mrs. Hawkins, Lady
INIarsham, Henry Patrick, White Juarezi , and
William Rayner. 2nd, Messrs. Williams & Co., with
fine bunches, also including some very promising
new varieties—Amphion, Empress of India, Mrs.
Hawkins, .Tuare/.i, Ilonoria, and Panthea.

In the amateur class Mr. Henry Glasscock was 1st

with Mrs. Hawkins, Empress of India, .luarczi, and
Henry Patrick. 2nd, M. Heeremans, with Charming
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Bride, Mrs. Hawkins, Empress of India, and Mrs.

Tait.

Pomj'Oii Ila/ilia.—These made a delightful feature,

and being set up in large bunches, proved a very

great attraction also. With twenty-four varieties,

distinct, Mr, Charles Turner was 1st, with Darliness,

.Tuliette (yellow tufted with orange-red), William

Carlisle, (iolden Gem, Tliomas .Moore, White Aster,

Cupid, Admiratiou, Mabel, D.andy, Leila, Ernest,

Innocence, I'avourite, Lady Blanche, Gem, Tlie

Khedive, Kos-ilind, liubens, Isabel, Adonis, Don
Juan, E. i\ Jungker, and Gazelle. '2nd, Messrs.

Keynes & Co., their stand comprising some charm-

ing new varieties, such as lied Indian, Eurydice,

Eden, Wl]ite Aster, Rosalie, Karl Guldensuch, Fairy

Tales, Favourite, Lady Blanche, Darkness, Janet,

Little Ethel, Little Duchess, Little Bobby, Eosetta,

Gem, and Whisper, pale golden-yellow. With twelve

varieties, out of eight competitors, Messrs. J.

Burrell & Co., were 1st with Isabel, E. F. Jungker,

Mabel, I!os.ilie, Gem, White Aster, Favourite, Cupid,

Darkness, Cor.itesse von Sternberg, Fanny Weimer,
and Golden Gem. 2nd, Mr. G. Humphries with

E. F. Jungker, Favourite, II. Melesky, Dora, Golden

Gem, Little Kigger, Isabel, Leila, Royalty, and Lady
Blanche.
A class of six bunches was open to amateurs

only, and there were seven competitors, Mr. .T. T.

West being 1st. with Mabel. E. F. Jungker, Ui ii'.

Isabel, Little Nigger, and Leila. iJnd, M-. 11.

Glasscock; 3rd, Jlr. J. Harris. Broomlield, Chelms-

ford ; 4th, Jlr. R. Spinks.

Siiii/!c Sali/ias.— These were a highly popular

feature also, and they weie admirably shown. There

was but one exhibitor of twenty-four bundles

—

Messrs. J, Cheal & ^>ons—wlio had a superb stand

set up in triangular bunches of ten blooms on their

registered wire supports.

In the class for twelve varieties tliere were seven

stands, Messrs. Paul & Son beinglst,with W. Kennett,

The Quair, White tjueen, Canterbury Tales, Lutea

grandillora. Harlequin, Mrs. II. Whitheld (pale

yellow, new). Miss Gordon, Mrs. Bowman, The
Bruce, Miss Henshaw, and Dulcinea; 2nd, Mrs. M.
V. Scale.

In the class for six varieties, open to amateurs,

there were but two collections, Mr. T. W. Girdle-

stone, Sunningdale, Bagshot, being 1st; 2nd, Jlr. 11.

Glasscock.
Secdliii//s.—0{ these there were a goodly number,

the show and fancy varieties being sparingly repre-

sented. A First-class Certificate of Merit was

awarded Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co. for fancy

Dahlia Matthew Campbell, a distinct and very

pleasing variety, bright bntf ground, shaded with

apricot, and striped crimson ; they also had show

Dahlia William Jackson, shaded crimson, with bright

purple edging. The same award was also made for

decorative Dahlia Fanthea, very bright pale reddish-

cerise, a flower of the Juarezi type, and very pleasing :

Amphion, yellow, flushed with cerise ; and Ilonoria,

pale bright yellow, very promising. Also to pompon
Dahlias Little Ethel, white, slightly tipped with deep

purple, very distinct, pretty, and pleasing; Fairy

Tales, delicate primrose, e.xtra fine quality ; Whis-
per, bright vellow, with beautiful petal and out-

line—extra tine ; and Eden, deep bright and shaded

crimson—very fine shape. They also had Little

Darkie, bright maroon— small, good shape ; Red
Indian, deep bright red— distinct in colour; and

Eurydice, blush, tipped with purple. The same
award was made to the ftdlowing single Dahlias,

shown by Jlr. T. S. Ware :— R. C. Harvey, yellow,

shaded with siilmon, and having a red ring round

tlie eye— distinct ; Florrie Fisher, having a white

ring round the eye, with edging of sliaded mauve

—

verv distinct and pleasing; and Mrs. Ramsbottom,
pink, shaded with cerise, a cliarming and di-stinct

variety of great merit. Mr. T. S. Ware also had

Kate, orange-maroon—a bright looking flower; and

the following decorative varieties:—William Rayner,

yellow, shaded with cerise, and tinted with purjde
;

Sydney HoUings, maroon, shaded with jnirple ;
and

Professor Baldwin, pale orange -scarlet type of

Juarezi. The same a\vard to Mr. J. T. West, for

decorative Dahlia Beauty of Brentwood, pale shaded

purple, with Ijright purple on the petal edges— dis-

tinct and very fine, and quite of the Juarezi tyjie

;

and also for pompon Dolly Keith, white, the centre

yellow, tipped with white, the exterior petals occa-

sionally taking this form, the centre being quite

white. The same award to Mr. T. W. Girdlestone,

Sunningdale, for single Dahlia Daisy, white, broadly

edged with mottled rosy-pink— pretty and distinct

;

and The Jlikado, having a yellow ring round the eye,

tlien a broad zone of deep scarlet, edged with prim-

rose—distinct and fine; Marguerite, shaded crim-

son, is a pleasing flower of excellent form. Some
prettv seedlings, single varieties, were shown by Jlr.

D. T. Fish, Bury St. Edmunds, but they were not

considered suthciently distinct.

Jlr. C. Turner had a First-class Certificate for

pompon Dahlia Rubens, maroon-crimson, shaded

with bright crimson—a small and attractive flower

of decided merit, and had the following varieties

also :—Kathleen, Innocence, much in the way of

Keynes' Little Ethel—thought to be inferior to it

;

Juliette, yellow, tipped with orange-red ;
and Admi-

ration, tipped with purple. Mr. Turner also

had tlie following show Dahlias;—Glowworm, a

bright scarlet ; a reflexed flower of the W. II.

Williams type; Mary Anderson, a light flower

like Jlrs. Gladstone ; and Corsair, buff shaded with

gold, the reverse pale purple. The same award to

Messrs. .1. Cheal & Son, for single Dahlia Queen
Victoria, white, with side margins of crimson,

medium-sized, and good form ; .ind Duchess of

Albany, silvery-white in the faint jdnk lines, and

edging of orange-brown, both valuable additions to

their class ; to Mr. Henry Glasscock, for single

Dahlia Gerti'ude. a charming variety, liaving a yel-

low ring round the eye, then a white zone, a broad

ring of pale rosy-purple, with delicate edging of

silvery-white. The same award to Jlessrs. Cannell

I'c S.)!is, for decorative Dahlia Vellow Juarezi, p.ale

IM-inirose-yellow, good and distinct. They also had

W. T. Abery, Lilian Abery, white, with side

edgings of yellow ; Conspicua, white, shaded with

crimson on the petal margins ; Sir Trevor Lawrence,

and Lady Ardilaun.

The Fruit Show.

FuiDAY and Saturday, September 7 and 8, saw the

inauguration of the important Congresses on fruit

cultivation which have been announced in the ])ublic

prints for some few months past. It was thought by

the managers of the Crystal Palace Co. that a fruit

show would be an appropriate adjunct to the chief

jn-oceedings on that occasion. The quantity of exhi-

bits brought together was very creditable, and in

quality these were quite as good as could be ex-

pected. Fruit from the outside is hate, and deficient

in size and brightness of colour, but that from forcing

and orchard-houses was very well coloured, and the

bloom and finish of the numerous bunches of Grapes

sho^vn was remarkable.
The arrangements were rather puzzling, and not

quite understandable. E.xigencies of space, con-

venience of promenading may have had sometliing to

dowith it; butinabsence ofknowledge on these points

we failed to see why Grapes, for instance, should not

be so placed that a comparison between the various

lots were easy ; and likewise the collections of fruit,

which were in some instances on opposite sides of

the same table, and hidden from each other by a row
of tall plants, or were still further ofi", making com-
parisons in this case impossible.

Collcdiuns of Fruit (open).—In this class Jlr.

Goodacre, gr. to the Earl of Harrington, Elvaston,

Derby, was 1st. The number of dishes shown was

twenty, and comprised excellent fruits of the follow-

ing kinds and v.arieties :—Downshire Peach, very

bright, and of fair size; Oranges, Pitm.iston t)range

Nectarine, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury Straw-

berry, Alnwick Seedling, and Foster's Seedling

Grapes, two Queen Pine-apples, and Negro Largo
l"ig, the remiiinder being small fruits. &c. Jlr. 11,

Ward, gr. to the Earl of Radnor, Longford Castle,

Salisbury, was awarded the 2nd place ; his finest

examples were—Castle Kennedy Fig, Foster's Seed-

ling Grapes, Queen and Smooth Cayenne Pine-apples,

Columbier Plum, and Stirling Castle Pe.ach. Jlr.

Evans, gr. to J. S. Hodgins, Lythe Hill, ILaslemere,

was 3rd, but he might have stood a chance for a better

position had his very fine Hamburgh Grapes not been

spoiled in transit;' La Favorita Melon shown by

him was a handsome netted variety, with a flavour

said to be excellent. Only three persons competed

in the above class.

I'or twelve dishes of fruit, Mr. A. Miller, gr..

Rood Ashton Point, Trowbridge, was 1st., with fine

even bunches of IJlack Alicante and JIuscat of

Alexandria Grapes; a good Smooth Cayenne Pine-

apple, Peaches. Nectarines, Figs, Blenheim Orange

and Rood Ashton Jlelons, &c.

Jlr. W. Pratt, .gr. to the Jlarquis of Bath, Longleat,

ivas 2nd., having fine Grapes, beautifully finished,

and other fruit of great excellence; and Mr. II. W.
Ward, Longford Castle, was 3rd.

For eight dishes there were fourteen com|ieting

lots. The 1st prize fell to Mr. R. Parker, gr. to J.

Corbett, Esq., JI.P., Inipney, Worcestershire. Fine

fruits were observed in this collection of Princess of

Wales Peach, Best of All Jlelons, JIuscat of Alexan-

dria, and Black Alicante Grapes. 2nd, Jlr. Water-
man, gr. to 11. Brassey, Esq., Preston Hall, Kent-
Bananas, Royal George Peaches, and Lord Xapier

Nectarines were well done. 3rd, Jlr. C. J. Goldsmith,

gr., Kelsey Manor, Beckenham, in this collection

were fine Bellegarde Peaches and Newton^ectarines.

Fine fruits of the true Beechwood Jlelon, Rood
Ashton Melon, Jefferson Plums, and Stanwick Nec-
tarine were observed in other lots.

Collections of Grapes, ten varieties.—1st, Mr,

Pratt, Longleat, with Trehbiano, Black Alicante,

Black Hamburgh, F''oster's Seedling, Gro? JIaroc,

Madresfield Court, Muscat of Alexandria, Black Bar-

barossa, and Lady Downe's, these being all very good
specimens of their respective varieties. Jlr. H. W.
Ward was 2nd, his finest being Gros JIaroc, Lady
Downe's JIadresfield, Black Hamburgh, Gros Colmar
and Foster's Seedling.

Collection of five varieties of Grapes.—Here the

1st prize was taken by Mr. W. .Vllen, gr. to Lord
Surtield, Gjnton Norfolk—Gros JIaroc and Duke of

Buccleuch, being remarkable for their enormous
berries, and fine bloom ; Black Alicante was also

well finished. Jlr. Osman, gr. Ottcrshaw, Chertsey,

was 2nd.

Three bunches of Black llamburghs.— 1st, Jlr. J.

Taverner. gr. to Sir R. JIacdonald, Bart., Wooliuer

Lodge, Liphook, with medium-sized, very neat

bunches, the berries large and well coloured ; Jlr. .1.

Chalk, gr. to G. Read, Esq., Wilton Road, Salisbury,

was 2nd—the bunches massive, colour excellent but

the berries small ^by comparison with many others.

Some very large double bunches secured for Messrs.

Rivers & Sons, Sawbridgeworth, the 3rd prize. There
were seven competitors.

Three bunches JIuscat of Alexandria.— 1st, Jlr.

W. Taylor, gr. to J. Chafhn, ICsq., Bath, with un-

even bunches, but large and compact, and not too

well finished ; 2ud, Mr. Pratt, whose bunches were

nearly ripe, even as to size of bunches, and berries of

equal size. Six competed.

Three bunches of Gros JIaroc—1st, Mr. Gleeson,

gr. to the Duke of Portland, Clumber, Notts -massive,

well coloured, good in every point; 2nd, Jlr. W.
Taylor, very large, weight of best bunch was pro-

bably 7 lb., long, symmetrical, but had too little

finish; 3rd, with Jlr. W. Allan, with middling

bunches. Nine competed.

In the next class— that for Madresfield Court— the

competition was much less, there being only three

entries. Here Jlr. W. Taylor got the best position

with fine bunches; Mr. J. H. Goodcre awith bunches

of better colour than Taylor's, was 2nd ; 3rd, Mr.

,1. Bury, gr., at Tewkesbury Lodge, Forest Hill, with

bunches, which, if they had been better coloured,

would doubtless have taken a higher ]dace.

Tne class for Black Alicantes was better filled

than the preceding one, seven gardeners com-,

jieting. 1st, Jlr. Ilollingsworth, gr., Woodseat
I'ttoxeter, with bunches ol massive proportions, and

deficiency in no good point; Jlr. W. Taylor, larger

bunches, but as with all Jlr. Taylor's exhibits of

Grapes, deficient in colour ; 3rd, Jlr. C. Griffin, gr. to

Jliss Christy, Coombe Bank, Kingston-on-Thames,
excellent specimens but of medium size.

Three bunches of any other white Grapes.—For
this competition we counted eight entries: 1st, Mr.
1'. Lee, gr. to Jlrs. Lyne Stephens, Lynford, Nor-

folk, with bunches of Buckland Sweetwater, caught

at the right time, and of goodly proportions
; 2nd,

Jlr. Bury, Forest Hill, with Foster's Seedling ; Mr.
Hollingsworth taking 3rd, with Trehbiano.

Jlr. W. Allen showed some very large-berried

bunches of Duke of Buccleuch, but not of sufficiett

ripeness to count.

Three of any variety of black Grapes, seven

entries.—1st, Jlr, Goodacre, with finished Alnwick
Seedling ; 2nd, Jlr. L, Jennings, gr., I"orest Lodge,

i'arnborough ; and Mr. F. Lee 3rd, with the same
variety.

Black Grapes were likewise shown in 12 lb.

basket, with what object it is not clear, as Grapes

are never served up in this way outside a vineyard,

and there was no evidence of methods of packing for

carriage by road or rail. Mr. J. Bury was placed 1st

with Alnwick Seedling—very excellent fruit ; Jlr.

W. Taylor, 2nd, with the same variety ; and Jlr.

Taverner, 3rd, with Black Ilamburgli. Alnwick
Seedling was mostly shown by the other ten com-
petitors.

For the same quantity of wliite varieties, seven

competitors entered.—1st, Jlr. G. Duncan, gr. to C.
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T. Lucas, Esq., 'Warnliam Court, Sussex, with
I\rnscat of Alexandria: :2nd, 'Mt. W. Lane, King's

liide, Ascot, with the same variety in a ripe state,

which none others were.
The chiss for six dislies of distinct varieties of

Peaches brought numerous entries, most of whieli

were of fair si/,e and good color, but had the appear-

ance in most instances of having been ripened on
trees under glass. The 1st prize was awarded to

Mr. Divers, Ketton Hall. .Stamford ; L'ud, IMr. (iood-

acre, Klvaston Castle, Hall ; 3rd, Messrs. T. Kivers

& Sons.

For the same number of dishes of Xectarines the

winners were respectively Messrs. -J. Douglas, Ilford
;

C. Duncan, Warnham Court; and J. Burv, Forest

Hill.

Single dishes of Feaches and Nectarines, small

collections of Flums, Figs, and Melons, brought

much competition.

A very nice collection of twelve dishes of Ap])Ies

came from Mr. Waterman, Preston Hall, some of

which must be classed as the best in the show.

These were Peasgood Nonsuch. Lady llenniker,

Stirling Castle, and EcklinviUe. Mr. Butters'

Sittingbourue took the 2nd prize.

For three dishes of ripe Apples, 1st, ^fr. "Water-

man, with Red Astrachan, Duchess of Oldenburgh,

and "Worcester Pearmain ; 2nd, Mr. Miller, gr. to

J. J. Friend, Esq., Northdown, Margate, with Lady
Studly, Ked Astrachan and Irish Peach. Other
earlv varieties shown in this corapn'tition were Trans-
parent White, Quarrenden, Reinette du Laak and
EcklinviUe Seedling. In a similar competition for

the] best ripe Pears, 1st, ]\[r. J. Butters, with Benrru
d'Araanlis, B. Goubalt and Windsor ; 2nd. Mr.
Waterman, with the first and last in the first-named

lot and Bon Chretien.

The highest pri?.e for a collection often varieties

of Pears fell to Mr. Mclndoe, Ilutton Hall, Guis-
borough. Clap])'s Favourite, Beurre Diel, Pitmaston
Duchess. Brockworth Park, and Durondeau were his

best. The 2nd fell to Mr. Butters, whose fruit was,

as usual, of a high colour and fair size. .

MiscellancoKs.^'Home very fine Duke of Buccleugh
Grapes were shown by Mr. Thomson, Clovenfords,

to show the ell'ect of his Vine manure on size of

berry.

Fruit trees in pots were exibited by Jlessi's. T.

Kivers & Sons, Sawbridgeworth, consisting of

Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries, Plums, Pears, Apples,

Grapes, &c.
;Mr. C. Boss, Wilford Park, put up six fruits of

Smooth Cayenne Pine-apple of varying degrees of

ripeness. Vicomtesse H. de Thury Strawberries

came from W. Allan, excellent for the season. Jfr.

F. MuUer showed Cherries and Plums. Mr. Evans,
of Lythe Hiil. Isabella Grapes, and Easter Pippin of

the season 1887.

A considerable collection of fruits of various kinds

were contributed by Mr. J. Peed, nurseries, Streat-

ham, and some of it was very good for the season,

and the soil of that part. Legea, a small tender-

fleshed French Apple, introduced by Scott, of

Yeovil, was found amongst the sorts shown.

Mr. W. Taylor. Osborne's Nursery, Hampton,
showed Apples and Pears in pots, and some dishes

of fine culinary Apples ; Messrs. G. Bunyard & Co.,

Maidstone, exhibited fruiting branches of Plums.
Damsons, besides twenty-two dishes of Plums, and
100 of Apples and Pears : Messrs. Cheal & Sons,

Crawley, had a small and select collection of

Apples; Messrs. wj. Laing & Sons, Stanstead Nur-
series, Forest Hill, exhibited very vigorous fruitful

Apple trees, taken from the open ground.
Mr. C. J. Waite took the 1st prize for a collection

of six varieties of Tomatos, and Mr. (.'. J. Gold-
smith the 2nd. Many varieties were exhibited by
the various competitors, and chiefly of the Perfection

tv].e. Silver's Golden (^ueen is a fine looking yellow

fruit.

Plants.—These were found chiefly in several large

groups of early dwarf Chrysanthemums, the majority
of which were yet hardly well bloomed, and not being
attractive were apparently objects of indiflerence.

The Ist prize was awarded to a stiff group of plants

from Messrs. Davis & Jones, Camberwell ; Mr. W.
Piercy, Forest Hill, coming next; and Mr. G. iNIiles,

Brighton, was ord, G. Wermig, primrose-coloured,
being the chief feature in this collection.

Cockscombs were largely staged, The best six

plants—remarkably fine, rich coloured, and even

—

were from Mr. Lockie, Messrs. Cheal being 2nd. with
good heads ; and Mr. Spink. Horley, was ^rd.

Messrs. .1. Laing & Son, Forest Hill, staged a huge
semi-pyramidal group of their fine Begonias, which
suffered somewhat from a bad background, although

eftectively dressed with graceful Palms ; and IMcssi's.

J. Peed & Sons, in addiiion to various cut flowers,

had a lot of very fair Authurium Scherzerianum in

pots, carrying numerous spathes.

Cat i-'/D^'fT^.—These formed a more attractive

feature. The large collection of Gladioli from
Messrs. Kelway & Sons, of Langport, and from
Messrs. J. Burrell & Co., Cambridge, were of

exceeding fine quality, but indication of the choic-r

varieties is out of the question here. The latter firm

only competed in the class for large collections, and
were awarded the 1st prize. Only two amateurs^
the Rev, H. D'Ombrain, Westwell Vicarage, Asford,

and r*Ir. E. W. Weston, C.iine—competed in the cl.'.ss

for eighteen spikes, the former, who was placed Ist,

having capital flowers, which showed that amateurs
may do this fine autumn flower well. j\[r. E. Jones,

Bath, had the best twelve spikes ; Mr. H. Apthorpt*.

Cambridge, being 2ud. Hollyhocks, in single

blooms, were in but moderate form, the best flowers

being found in the twenty-four from Messrs.

Webb & Brand, the successors to Mr. Chater; of

Saff"ron Walden.
Mr. Apthorjte had the best twelve blooms; Jfr.

Blandford, of J^ulwich, being 2nd.
Asters made a better show. Although not up to

the usual mark, many of the flowers, especially the
quilled kinds, showing the effects of the rain appre-
ciably.

Of French or flat-petalled kinds there were four-

teen collections of twenty-four blooms, the best being
a clean lot from Mr. Jones, of Bath, but rather want-
ing in variety of colour, blue tints predominating;
these \vere all Victorias: whilst the 2nd lot, which
came from Messrs. Saltmnrsh & Sons, Chelmsford,
was varied, and had capital incurved and Pa-ony-
flowered [forms. Mr. Waller, Calne, was 3rd, with
\'"ictorias.

Messrs. Saltmarsh were 1st, with the best twenty-
four quilled Asters, rather wanting in size, but fairly

clean ; Mr. Waller coming 2nd.
Mr. Glasscock, Bishop's Stortford, exhibited a large

reflexed Aster in quantity, the flowers being red,

with white stripes or edges, the petals rather long
and narrow, but^ on the whole, rather wanting in

fulness.

Stove and greenhouse flowers made a ]»romiuent

feature, three collections, comprising some twelve
bunches, being shown ; that ])laced 1st, from Mr.
Prewett, Hammersmith, consisted of sixtj- sorts, and
included several good Orchids, Begonias, Diplade-
nias, Lapagerias, and other choice flowers. ]Vtr. A.
Gibson, gr. to J. A. B. Atkins, Esq., Seveuoaks, was
2nd, with thirty bunches; and Mr. H. James,
Norwood, was 3rd.

Amongst various honorary collections were capital

lots of cut double and single zonal and Ivy-leaved
Pelargoniums, finely set up; sorae pretty Cactus
Dahlias, and some charming Godetias, from Messrs.
Daniels & Sons, Norwich.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, showed numerous
boxes of Rose?, and a large variety of hardy flowers.

Mr. E. Such, Maidenhead, showed a fine collection of

border flowers in bunches. Messrs. Kelway had good
Gaillardias and Delphiniums ; and Jlessrs. Dobbie
& Sons, Rothesay, had fine Fiench and African Mari-
golds, Violas, and other pleasing flowers of excellent

quality.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM :

SUMMER SHOW.
UovAL Aquaku'm, Sept. 12 and 13.—This was a

great improvement on the show held a twelvemonth
ago. Chrysanthemums being very numerous and fine

for the season of the year, and Dahlias were in ad-

mirable condition, of bdter quality than at the

Crystal Palace, and Mr. C. Turner was in very fine

form, taking off the 1st prizes for forty-eight, thirty-

six, and twenty-four blooms ; while in nearly every

class there was a reraarTvably good competition.

Chrysanthemums, Plants.—The best group of plants

to fill a space not exceeding sixty square feet was
fine, -\Ir. J. H. Witty, Highgate Cemetery, who had
a good lot of well-grown and bloomed plants, finislied

off withan edging of Ferns, the leading varieties being

Golden Fleece, Madame Desgranges, Mr. G. Wer-
mig Blushing Bride, Chromatella, Alice Butcher.
Mdlle. Leoni Lasalia, &c. Mr. H. Neary, gr. to

the Uev. Mr. Powell, Hornsey, was the only exhibitor

of twelve plants, having six well-grown and bloomed
trained specimens, each of Madame C. Desgranges
and Mr. G. Wermig.

Chrysanthsmuins : Ciil Flowers,—In the class for

collection of cut blooms, Jlr. T, S. Ware, Hale

l''arra Nurseries, Tottenham, had a very good collec-

tion of over thirty varieties in double that numlirr
of bunches, the leading varieties being St. Grout's

Nanum.Piercy's Seedling, Prccocitc.Hibernia, Blanche
Colomb, Early Blusli, La Vierge, Flora, I\radame C.
Desgranges, M. Jnlivart, Mrs. Pilcher, Blushing
Bride, jMrs. Burrell, Mdile. L. La«alia, Toreador,
Petilhmt, :Mrs. Cullingfnrd. Fred. I'ile, Canari. :\Ir.

G. Wermig, and St. Mary. 2ud, >lr. R. Owen, Floral

Nursery, MaidenJiead, whose leading varieties were ;

—jr. "\y. Piercy, Flora. M. JolLvart, Toreador, I'an-

chette, Canari, and ^ladame Domage. An extra
prize was awarded to Mr. George Stevens, St. John's
Nursery, Putney,

Mr. J. Blackburn, gr. to J. Scott, Esq., Chislehurst,

had the best twelve blooms of Madame C. Desgranges,
very fine indeed ; Mr. J. Iludd, gr. to F. W. Price,

Esq., Blackheath, being 2nd. Mr. H. Elliott, gr.

to Mrs. L. Harrison, Leydon House, Mortlake, had
the best twelve blooms of any other variety or varieties:,

staging twelve fine ones, of jNlr. G, Wermig; Mr.
A. D. Clarke, gv. to W. Brand, Esq., Finchley, being
2nd, with good blooms of Elaine, General Gordon,
Chang, Sam. Henshaw, Jlona. G. Wermig, &c.

Jilr. J. H. Witty, was the only exhibitor of twelve

bunches of pompon varieties, three trusses of eacli.

having Golden Fleece, Mrs. CulHngford, Aliee

Butcher, Nanum. Madame Pieol, Blushing Bride.

Lyon, Souvenir d"un Ami, Frederick Pile. Pie-
cocite, &c.

Mr. W. Scott, 7, Uield Place, South Kensington,
had the best six bnnches of Madame Desgranges,
set up in bunches of three blooms ; Mr. J. Hudd, gr.

to F. W. Prior, Esq., Gordon House, Blackheath,
being 2nd.

The best six bunches of any other kind, except

Madame Desgranges, came from Mr. J. Doughty,
gr. to ]\Irs. M. Timlin, Angle Park, Cranbrook.
Kent, being 2nd.

Miscellaneous.—Gladiolus were well shown by
J. Burrell & Co.. nurserymen, Cambridge; show
Dahlias by Mr. C. Turner, Slough ; Messrs. Keynes,
Williams & Co., Salisbury. Pompon Dahlias were
plentiful and very good, Mr. C. Turner exhibiting the

best, and Messrs. Cheal & Son, Crawley, the second

best of twenty-four bunches; Messrs. Cheal taking

the 1st prize for twenty- four bunches of single

l>ahlias. ifr. 10. Such, fiorist. JIaidenhead, had
the best collection of decorative Dahlias of the Juarez,

type. The Silver Gilt Medal of the Society was awarded
to Messrs. J. Laing & Co., Stansted Park Nurseries.

Forest Hill, for a very fine group of variegated stove

plants. Begonias, &c. Silver Aledals to Mr. T. S.

Ware, for Dahlias and hardy plants ; and to Mr. H.
Canuell, for Dahlias and Cannas. both groups greatly

helping the show ; also to Mr. A. W. ( iordon, Twicken-
ham, for a very fine grou]) of Lilies. A Bronze

Medal was awarded to iVIr. E. F. Such, for on
interesting collection of bunches of hardy flowers.

A collection of apples from Messrs. B. Peed & Sons,

nurserymen, Streathani; and also of fruiting trees

in pots, and dishes of Apples from Mr. A. Taylor,

florist, Hampton, were commended.
Vetjctahles.—Prizes were oft'ercd by Messrs. H.

Deverill & Co., Banbury, fir the best twenty pods of

Neal's Ne Pius Ultra Runner Bean, a very good lot

being shown. Mr. G. II. Richards, Somerley

Gardens, Ringwood, was 1st ; and Mr. Waite, Gleu-

liurst. Esher, 2ud. Also special prizes were ofi'ered

for i\Iiddleton Park Beet. DeverilTs Scarlet Horn
Carrot, and Scarlet Intermediate Carrot, six of each

being shown. Here Mr. H. Pope, The Gardens,

Highclere, Newbur}', was 1st, and Mr. A^'aite 2nd.

Th"^ Floral Committee.—A meeting was held at the

lioyal A(piarium on the 12th inst., Mr. E. Sander-

son in the chair, there being a good attendance of

members. An orange-coloured sport from Chrysan-

themum Precocite, shown by ]\Ir. H. W. Pilcher.

Surbiton, was Commended. First- class Certificates

were awarded to Chrysanthemum Mr. Bennett, a

golden sport from Mr. G. Werming. from Jlessrs.

Hawkins & Bennett, Twickenham; and to Fan-

chette, a pretty and useful pompon, warm pink,

with a silvery tip and reverse, very free, from Mr.

]}. Owen, ^iaidenhead, who also received a Com-
mendation for Canari, a pure yellow early flowering

pompon, small, fine, shape and very free ; and First-

class Certificate for double Ivy-leaf Pelargonium,

Robert Owen, rich bright carmine, very double and
formingabold truss': and forafinesingle variety named
Victorious, pale bright salmon-cerise, very large bold

truss. ToChrysanthemumMr. J. Pitcher, an early flow-

ering incurved white variety, shown by Mr. J. P. Ken-
dall, Roehampton. The same award was made to the

following Dahlias;—The Mikado (single), from Mr.

T. W. Girdlestone ; Gertrude (singlei, from J[r. H.
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Glasscock; Miss Karasbottom (single), from Mr.
T. S. Ware; to Victoria (single), from Messrs. J.

Cheal & Sons ; antl to pompon. Fairy Tales, Little

Ethel, and Little Darkie, from Messrs. Keynes,

Williams & Co., and to decorative Dahlia Panthea,

from the same. To Jlr. t'. Turner for pompon
Dahlia Admiration, red, tipped with white ; to the

Messrs. Dickson & Sons, Chester, for Carnation,

Mr. Reynolds Hole ; to Mr. Frank Glasscock,

Bishops Stortford, for Asters Comet and Triumph,
the latter a deep che-stnut crimson-coloured flower of

the Pa'ory type ; to Mr. H. Dean, for Mimulus
moschatus ruber; to Messrs. J. Burrell & Co., fur

Gladioli, Mr. Lindsill and Phyllis ; and to Mr. J. T.

tt'est, for decorative Dahlia, Beauty of Brentwood,

bright purple.

NEWTOWNABDS HOBTICXJLTTJBAL.

This enterprising Society held its thirty-third

annual show on the 6th inst. in the grounds reserved

for it in the nursery of Messrs. Alexander Dickson

& Sons, Newtownards. It is the most flourishing

horticultural society in Ireland, and enjoys the

patronage of the nobility and gentry over a wide and

prosperous district. Few horticultural societies in

the United Kingdom are favoured with a more prac-

tical business-like and energetic committee and

secretary. Every detail is well conceived and carried

out by them. Few, if any other provincial society,

can boast of owning the whole plant requisite to

the carrying through of every detail in connec-

tion with a flower show of the extent of that at

Newtownards. It is substantial evidence of the

excellent iinancial condition of this Society that it

owns the several large marquees and smaller tents

and everything else required in its annual opera-

tions.

The prize schedule comprised i'i\) classes in si.x

sections, viz., plants in pots, cut flowers, fruits, and

vegetables, roots and cereals, and butter, eggs, and

honey. The first four sections are divided into sub-

sections for amateurs who keep a gardener, amateurs

who do not keep a gardener, nurserymen, and cot-

tagers. The nurserymen's subsection appears only

in the first and second sections. The entries in all

reached to the total of about lliOO. A special feature

in the schedule appears in the cottagers' classes for

plants in pots, cut flowers, fruits, and vegetables, being

a set of prizes offered by the Irish Peasantry Society

of London, amounting to nearly £l20 in all, so divided

as to encourage the peasants of the district to im-

prove the vegetable and fruit products of their

gardens especially, and also their taste in the cnlture

and management of flowers.

The show was altogether good alike as regards

quality and quantity, though it was said to be

inferior to preceding ones. The weather for the

first time in the course of the thirty-three years'

record of the Society, was somewhat unfavourable on

the day of the show, but did not ]irevent the public

of all classes attending in thousands, the day being

regarded as a district holiday, and duly taken

advantage of.

Pot plants were well re]iresented in all the sec-

tions, and were well cultivated and numerous. In

the first sub-section—amateurs who keep a gardener

—

S. Black, Esq., Glen Ebor (gr., Mr. li. Bissett), and

G. Wolff, Esq., The Dew gr., Jlr. W. A. Mcllroy),

took 1st and 2nd prizes respectively in the class of

ten stove and greenhouse plants, not less than three

in flower. In six stove or greenhouse plants, two in

flower, John MulhoUand, Esq. (gr., Mr. Crane), took

the 1st place. For six stove or greenhouse plants in

pots, not exceeding 10 inches, S. Black and G. W.
Wolff' again divided honours in their order. A table

of plants was contested for by the last two gentle-

men with the same result ; and in the competition

for six exotic Ferns they held the same relative

positions, and again also in the competition for two

Palms they were in the same order. Four very

superior Cockscombs came from A. M. Kirker, Esq.,

Craigavad (gr., Mr. Wm. AVatson), which were

deservedly awarded 1st prize.

The productions in pot plants of amateurs who do

not keep a gardener were numerous and good. Ivy-

leaved Pelargoniums were splendidly shown by Dr.

Henry, of Comber, who took 1st prize. The collec-

tions of greenhouse were numerous, the best com'ng
from Israel McIIenry, Lisburn, and J. W. Ritchie,

Comber. Tiie Ijest zonal Pelargoniums were tabled

by the last named competitor, as were also the best

show Pelargoniums, two Coleus, the best Lily of any

variety, and the best three Balsams. W. S. John-

son took 1st honours in the class of one Lilium

auratum. Jlr. Hugh Gordon beat all comers in two

pots of Mignonette, and W. S. Johnston excelled all

in tuberous Begonias.

In the nurserymen's classes for plants in pots,

Messrs. Alexander Dickson & Sons, Newtownards,
and Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belmont Nursery, had the

competition between them. The latter took 1st

prize in the competition for a group of stove and
greenhouse plants, which was composed of a well-

gro'vn, well-coloured lot of foliage plants, including

a grand specimen of Cycas circinalis and flowering

plants, among which were some capital Orchids,

Begonias, Lapageria alba. Ericas, Bouvardias, &c.,

set up witli fine taste. Messrs. Alexander Dickson
& Sons' group was also a good one.

Cut Flowers.—These, taking the season into ac-

count, were numerous, but space will not admit of

our particularising closely the difl'erent exhibits.

Dr. Dunlop, Ilolywood, was the principal prize-taker

among Dalilias and Roses in the section " Amateurs
who keep a gardener," and Mr. Kirker, Craigarad,

who took tiie 1st prize for the largest class of Dahlias,

viz., twenty-four blooms, carried off' also first honours
for eighteen gladioli, and other important prizes.

African and French Marigolds were very good,

which is rather a rare occurrence this season. The
best of the former came from Dr. Dunlop, and of the

latter from Mr. Kirker.

In the nurserymen's section, cut flowers, the com-
petition was divided between Messrs. A. Dickson &
Sons and Mr. Hugh Dickson, and the honours were
keenly contested, both sustaining their well-earned

fame as Rose and Dahlia growers.
Fruit.—The exhibits were scarce, and below the

average in (piality as regards hardy kinds, but there

were some e.xcellent examples of Grapes, Peaches,

Nectarines, and Plums. The best Grapes came from
Lord O'Neill, Shane's Castle, Antrim (gr., Mr. C.

Warwick), who took 1st honours for six bunches, in

four varieties, and in two bunches of black Grapes.
R. E. Ward took the 1st position in the competition

for Black Hamburghs, and G. W. Wolff' for white
Grapes. R. E. Ward was 1st in Peaches, and also in

Nectarines and Figs.

The cottagers' classes were well represented, the

productions in every case being of high merit, and
the same be said of the field produce.

Scotland.
—

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND
HORTICULTURAL.

The autumn show of this Society was held in the

Grand Hall and in several tents in the International

Exhibition grounds, Kelvin Grove, Glasgow, on the

Ii2th inst. The show was worthy of the metropolis

of the West of .Scotland, and a credit to the com-

mittee of the Society.

Fruit was a conspicuous feature, and some of the

leading prizetakers at the Royal Caledonian show of

last week were among the most successful here also

;

indeed, in not a few of the departments the success-

ful competitors at the show in the East have again

distinguished themselves in the West.

The Grand Hal/.—The plants and fruit here set up

made an imposing picture ; the latter was ranged on

the side tables, and three tables running the entire

length were occupied with plants for competition and

exhibition.

Groups.—The orchestra was decorated with a col-

lection of foliage and flowering plants from the

Botanic Gardens, Glasgow, set up with good taste by

Mr.Bullen. Space forbids particularising the many in-

teresting and beautiful foliage plants, but we must

mention a plant of Lissochilus giganteus, with a fine

spike of flowers.

The large space surrounding the throne used by

the (iueen, was decorated by Messrs. Little & Bal-

l.antyne, Carlisle, with a group of foliage plants-

such as Crotons and Draccnas, as regards colour

and superior culture have never before been seen

at any show in Scotland. Jlany other varieties of

foliage plants contributed to the elegance and in-

terest of the group, each in its kind being perfect.

Messrs. Smith & Simmons had good exhibits of

stove and greenhouse plants—both flowering and

foliage ; and Messrs. Austin & McAsIan occupied a

similar space on the right-hand tables at the western

end of tiie hall.

Immediately below the Botanic Garden exhibits

were placed the only two groups entered for the
first class in pot plants, viz., a group of miscellaneous
plants arranged for eff'ect on a space not exceed-
ing 300 square feet. The 1st prize went easily to

Messrs. I. & R. Thyne, with stove and greenhouse
plants, which included well coloured Crotons and
Dracrenas, Liliums, Pancratiums, Statices, Be-
gonias, &c., relieved with Cocos and other
Palms; 2nd, Mr. Jas. Bryson, Parkhead Nursery,

Helensburgh.

In the open classes of six stove and greenhouse
plants in flower Mr. Hugh Millar, Auchenraith,
Bothwell, was 1st, with Phccnocoma Barnesii and
Lapageria alba as conspicuous subjects in his collec-

tion
; 2nd, Xtr. llrgg, Aitkenhead, Cathcart, with

an excellent lot.

For six stove and greenhouse plants (foliage plants),

Mr. Raeside, Dumbarton Road, Glasgow, was 1st

;

and Mr. Matheson, Westbank, Partick, 2nd—both
very good groups.

Six exotic Ferns.—1st. Mr. Neil, Greenhead
Street, Newmilns

; Mr. Mclntyre, Darlington, 2nd.

Three Ericas in flower.—1st, Mr. Neil ; 2nd, Mr.
Boyes, Burnpark, Uddington.
Three specimens. Orchids in flower, Mr. Wilson

Westmount, Kelvinside, 1st ; Jlr. D. Piiton, Milrig,

Galston, 2nd.

Six Pitcher plants.— 1st, Mr. Sutherland, Lenzie
2nd, Mr. Hogg.
Twelve table plants, foliage.—1st, Mr. Mclntyre

2nd, Mr. Agnew, Ascog, Bute.

Six table plants in flower.— 1st, Mr. Grossart,

Oswald House, Oswald Road, Edinburgh ; 2nd, Mr.
Sutherland.

Dinner-table decorations were numerous, the first

going to Mr. Donald Jlclntyre.

Cut Flowers were numerous and excellent. Dah-
lias perhaps not so good as usual. The best in the

open classes came from Mr. Boston, Carthorpe,

Bedale, Yorks. The best single Dahlias were tabled

by Mr. Walker, florist, Gateshead, Low Fell. The
flnest Hollyhocks, both blooms and spikes, were put
up by Jless. Kerr & Sons, Kalemouth, Roxburgh

;

and these were superior to .anything of the kind

recently seen in Scotland. The 1st prize lot of

twenty-four Gladioli came from Messrs. McGrady &
Son, Portadown, though they were very closely

pressed by those tabled by Mess. Alex, Dickson
Newtownards.

linses.— The 1st prize twenty-four were shown
by Messrs. Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen ; Messrs. CroU,

Dundee, making a good 2nd.

Pansics: Show rarleties.— Of these the best

twenty-four came from Mr. Sutherland, Lenzie ; as

did also the best twenty-four fancies.

Carnaiioiis and Pk-otees.—In these Mr. Campbell,

High Blantyre, took the 1st position with very fine

examples.

Baskets and Houi/uets of Flowers,—In all classes of

these Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry, had it all

their own way. Owing to pressure of space, it is

impossible to deal with the remaining classes of cut

flowers in detail.

J'et/efables.—These were very fine, and competition

was keen and close, especially in collections, the 1st

prize for which falling to Mr. D. McBean in the

g.ardeners' class, and to Mr. James Kidd in the

amateurs' class.

A special prize of £10 for ten stove and green-

house plants was taken by Mr, Sutherland ; Mr.

Grossart being 2nd.

There were many exhibits from nurserymen and

florists.

Messrs. Dobbie & Co. had fine display of their

specialties, such as Djhlias, Marigolds, and choice

selections of vegetables.

Jlr. Kerr, Dumfries, a numerous collection of

Potatos.

Messrs. Munro & Ferguson, Edinburgh, had a col-

lection of hardy herbaceous plants, including their

new Matricaria inodora fl.-pl. Snowflake, which

received a First-class Certificate.

Messrs. Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen, had a splendid
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mass of Roses, Tea and H.P., and herbaceous cut

flowers.

Mr. Lister, Rothesay, sent Pentstemons, Antir-

rhinums, Gladioli, &c.

Laing & Mather had hardy cut flowers, and their

new Carnation R. H. Elliot.

Fruit : Grapes.—These were in great force, and
the chief point of interest was in the competition
for the Veitch Memorial Medal and £5. for which
two bunches black and two bunches white Grapes
were required. Mr. McHattie, Newbattle, Mid-
lothian, carried off the coveted prize easily, with

splendid examples of Muscat of Alexandria, Duke
of Buccleuch, lladresfield Court, and Black Ham-
burgh ; Mr. Day, Galloway House, Garlieston, was
a good 2nd ; and Mr. Barrie, gr, to G. T. Couper
Esq., Row, was 3rd.

In the class of eight bunches, four distinct, Mr.
McKinnon, Melville Castle, was a good 1st, with

fine Gros Maroc and Black Alicante as the most
meritorious examples ; Mr. McKelvie, Broxmouth
Dunbar, being a good 2Dd. Two bunches Black
Hamburgh brought Mr. McHattie again to the front

with Mr. McKinnon 2nd. Two bunches Black
Alicante placed Mr. McKinnon Ist. with superb

bunches, and Mr. McConnochie, Cameron House
Alexandria, 2nd. Two bunches Gros Colmar placed

Mr. Murray 1st. Two bunches White Muscat
brought superb examples in from Mr. McHattie

;

and Sir. McKinnon took Ist in two bunches of

any sort with beautiful examples of Golden Ham-
burgh. The heaviest bunch, a "White Syrian, was
shown by Mr. Murray, and weighed 20 lb.

The collection of sixteen dishes of fruit was
keenly contested, the 1st prize falling to Mr. Bnyd,

Callendar House, Falkirk ; eight dishes was equally

well contested, the victor being Mr. McKelvie.
Collections of six dishes of hardy fruit, though some-
what numerous, were unequal, Sir. Fairgreive, Duu-
keld, distancing all his opponents easily.

Pmes made a poor show, the best Queen coming
from Mr. Grossart. Oswald House ; and the best

Smooth Cayenne from Mr. Mclntyre, The Glen,

Innerleithen.

Melons were few, the best green-fleshed being

tabled by Mr. Mclndoe, and the best scarlet-fleshed

by Mr. Weir, gr. to Sir R. Cunliffe, Acton,
Wrexham.

Peaches.—The best twelve came from Mr. Mclndoe
and the best six from Mr. Wilson, Auchencuive,
Ayr.

Nectarines.—Mr. Mclndoe again tabled the first

twelve, and also the best six Apricots.

Figs.—In these Mr. McHattie was an easy 1st.

Plums, twelve Green Gage.—Here Mr. Mclndoe
was a good 1st. Mr. Wilson was best in light

twelve Plums of any other sort ; and Mr. Gallagher,

Kilkerran Gardens, Maybole, took the lead in red or

purple Plums.

Pears grown under glass were best, presented by
Mr. Mclndoe ; and from the open air by Mr. Day.
The best .Jargonelles came from Mr. JIcDermott,
Alva House, Alva.

Apples (dessert, grown under glass).—The finest

twelve came from Mr. Mclndoe ; the best twelve,

grown in the open air (dessert), from Sir. Wilson
;

and the best twelve kitchen from Mr. Boswell, Albert
Place, Stirling.

Cherries.—The best fifty were put up by Mr. Fair-

grieve.

North of Scotland Apiabian Society.

The annual show, under the auspices of this

Society, was brought to a close in the Duthie Park,
Aberdeen, on the Ist inst There were twenty-three
classes in the show, end a number of entries were
made in each. This year, however, the entries

numbered scarcely more than half of those of last

year, owing to the ungenial weather. For some
time past, bees in the northern districts rarely had
an opportunity of getting out, and in consequence
many of them died, while, in most cases, they lived

on stock honey, and had, moreover, to be fed. Con-
sequently the exhibition wa» meagre in all depart-

ments, except that for bee furniture, of which there

was a good display. A new feature, introduced this

year, was the " driviHg" competition, which consists

in driving the bees from a straw hive into a wooden
one, at the same time catching and exhibiting the

queen—the operation being performed by the com-
petitor with unprotected hands and person. In this

competition, Mr. Richard SIcGregor, Inchmarlo,

Banchory, carried off the 1st prize, and was, in

addition, awarded a Third-class Expert Certificate

for proficiency in apiculture. The show was opened

by the Rev. Mr. Innes, Free Church, Skene, Aber-
deenshire, President of the Society, in presence of a
large audience.

The Botanic Garden, Giasoow.

A few days ago I had the great pleasure of visit-

ing Mr. Bullen at the Botanic Garden, Glasgow,
and getting a look round the very fine and extensive

collection of plants under his care. As a whole I

never saw the collection look better, notwithstanding

the many difficulties he has had to contend with,

having his staff reduced to the lowest possible

number, and the gardens closed to all and sundry.

I find the only means of getting an entrance is to
write to Mr. Bullen, that he may send a man to open
the gate. Amongst the Orchids how astonished I

was to find the rare and beautiful Lissochilus

giganteus in bloom, and still more struck with it

because I was led to believe that all the plants in

Europe did not amount to half-a-dozen, while here

was a large plant with several fiowering growths, and
I proud of having charge of one small lead ! The
whole plant corresponds exactly with the description

given of the one flowered by Sir Trevor Lawrence in

Slay last, described and figured in the Gardeners'

Chronicle Slay 19, p. 616, except that the lip is not
purple, but merely a deeper shade of rose than the

petals, and without the darker stripes in the figure.

It is a grand Orchid, a free grower, and will be
easily managed. As we passed on it struck me as a

great pity, as well as a loss to horticulture, that so

many fine things should be left to bloom there

unseen, unknown, and almost unheard of. Robert

Todd, Woolton Wood, Liverpool.

4,5 in 'England, S.W.,' and 56 in the 'Channel
Islands.'

"

The Weather.

MEAN TEMPERATUKE OBSERVED AT CHISWICK DtTR-
INO THE WEEK ENBINO SEPT. 23. (AVERAGE OF
FORTY-FOUR YEAKS.)

Sept. 16
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propagating case, or box, but the early spring is

the better time, eraploving young ripened wood
for the scion. Grafting-wax should be used to

exclude water from the parts operated on.

Books: 0.5. The OrcAzrf .Varaz^a^ (B. S. Williaras)

;

Beickenhachia : the Orchid Album (B. S. Williams
and R. Warner) ; Veitch's Manuul of Orchidaceous

Pi-ants (J. H. Veitch) ; Hoiv to Lay Out a Garden
(E. Kemp) ; Landscape Gardening (T. Loudon).

Carnations Diseased ; Carnation. Your examples
represent a very bad case of disease as caused by
the minute eel-worms, or nematodes, described

and illustrated in the Gardeners' Chronicle for De-
cember 3, 1881, p. 72i. The nematodes infest

every part of the interior of the plants, from the

roots to the leaf-tips. We found but few in your
leaves, as the worms had mostly escaped, but the

roots and stem-bases were swarming with eel-

worms. The wet season has been very favourable

for nematodes. They are easily destroyed by any
slightly corrosive solution, or by a solution of

quinine, but it is almost impossible to apply any
remedy, as the nematodes live within the plants
affected. They often swarm in the soil, but the
soil again acts as a filter to liquid remedies, and
the worms live on. Lime is fatal to them. In
cases like yours gardeners usually dig the diseased

plants up carefully and burn them. W. G. S.

Cokb: X. Y. Z. This fuel will not burn well when
saturated with moisture ; in that way it may be

injured by long exposure.

DiMAGED Grapes : J. L. The berries are what are

called "rusted," the exact cause of which is not
known. Excessive use of sulphur on the heating
apparatus ; cold draughts coming into contact
with the berries when very young ; handling care-

lessly. There is no cure, and all berries whose
appearance indicates rust should be cut out of the

bunches when observed.

Everbearing Cucujiber : Jas. M. T. ^ Co. The
season has been so unfavourable this year for out-

of-door Cucumbers that we do not think a fair

opinion can be given. The plants flowered, but

grew but little, and no fruit set.

Laurel : P. The growths on your Laurel are ad-

ventitious roots, such as are formed on Vines.

Thin out the branches, and let in more light and
air, and they will dry up and disappear. They do
no harm.

Names of Frfit ; TJios. Imrie ^- Sons. Egg, or

White Paradise, Apple.

—

H. H. We do not recog-

nise the fruits you sent.

Names of Plants : 'S', E. M., Bcdale. The Poppy is

one of a form, called the Shirley Poppy ; the

other flower is Helenium Bolanderi.

—

J. C. ^" Co.

Veratrum nigrum.

—

E. C. C. D. Calamintha offici-

nalis ; C. clinopodium is not the same as C.

acinos, perhaps it is mentioned in your book as

Clinopodium vulgare.

—

G. H. should address the
Editor. l,Clerodendron fa?tidum; 2, Saponaria offi-

cinalis ; 3, Pella;a flexuosa.

—

H. P. Polygonum cus-

pidatum.

—

Hants. Your Rhododendron has altered

its mind and developed a leaf-shoot in place of

waiting to produce flowers next spring. Traces of

the flowers are visible. No doubt it is due to the

wet season.

—

A. D. IV. Cornus mas, the Cornelian
Cherry.

—

Amateur, Pevensey. Hypericum Hookeria-
num.— Ttjro. 1, Smilaxaspera ; 2, Silene Armeria;
3, AnagalHs arvensis ; 4, Filago germanica ; 5,

Polypodium pustulatum ; 6, the Pear leaves are

affected with the Pear-mite. Sweep up the leaves

and burn them.— G. P. Gentiana Amarella and
Anthyllis vulneraria. yellow. The insect is Sirex

gigas.

—

D. T. Glauciiim luteum—horned Poppy.
—B. L. Potentilla fruticosa.

—

F. P. Asclepias

syriaca.

Uondeletia sfeciosa: A.J. G. This plant flowers

in the summer and autumn, and requires stove

treatment during the greater part of the year.

After flowering allow the plant to rest for three

or four weeks, cutting back the shoots half way,
and generally regulating the strong growths, if

there be any, by tying them down rather than
by cutting back. Plants which have bloomed
early may, after their rest, be either top-dressed, if

not very well rooted, or shifted if the latter

be the case. Late-flowering plants may be
slightly top-dressed, and shifted early in March
the following year. During winter water-
ing should be dune only when the ball is mode-
rately dry, and no growth should be made during
that period. A night temperature of 55® to
60*', ranging lO** 1n the day. i« high enough from

November to the end of January, when that of the

day may be slightly increased. A mixture of

two-thirds fibry peat, one-third sifted loam, and
enough sharp sand to make the mass porous, is

suitable. In spring and summer the treatment
afforded to the other stove plants will do.

Tomato Disease : F. C, is not a very diligent reader
of his Chronicle, or he would remember that

the disease has been described repeatedly. It is,

as he says, closely allied to the Potato disease.

Burn the aflfected plants.

Trop.'eolum Leaves : R. H, T, The appearances
point to something being wrong at the root, or to

injury by sulphur fumes. We detect neither insect

nor fungus.

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

C. TuEKER, Royal Nurseries, Slough—Dutch Bulbs,

and Choice Bulbous Roots.

T. GiBBs & Co., Down Street, Piccadilly, London

—

Dutch and other Bulbs, Seeds, &c.
Smail & Co., 23, Lime Street, London, B.C.—Dutch

Bulbs, Roses, Fruit Trees, &c.
T. Kennedy & Co., 106, High Street, Dumfries, N.B.

Dutch and other Bulbs, &c.
Thomson, 20, High Street, Birmingham—Bulb and

General Catalogue.
Messes. J. and R. Thyne. 83, Vincent Street, Glas-

gow—Dutch Bulbs, Plants for Forcing, &c.
Mes-'jes. W. Drummond & Sons, 58, Dawson Street,

Dublin—Dutch Flower Roots.
JIesses. Jas. Caetee & Co., 237 and 238, High Hol-

born, London — Bulbs, Flowering Roots, Roses,

&c.
R. Cleavee, 47, Bore Street, Lichfield—Bulbs, &c.

Communications Received.—E. J. L.—S. M.—R. S.— G. M
—W. C —\V. C. Thorpe Perrow.—G. C. Ochlertyre.—G. L,

& Co.—R. T. C—W. T. T. D.-R. A. R.—M. C.

H. H. BO.—J. W.—E. V. B.-F. W. B.-J. W.—C.

A. H.—Regnier.—H. M. W.—A. 1.—G. B.—H. D.—W.
C. W. D.—A, S., Bristol.-W. T. B.—A. G. F.—G. D.

H, W. W.—Old Crub.—E. 0.—F. C. H. H.—J. W.—J,

B.—E. J.—R. A. R.—J. C—J. S.

@" Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be named, or

asking questions demanding time and research for their solution,

must not expect to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the

current meek.

C-
C—
K.—
v.—
D.—

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, September 13.

Business without improvnment.
Wholesale Apple Market.

James Webber,

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Apples, half-sieve

Filberts. 100 lb:

Gjapes, per lb.

Lemons, per case
Melons, each

Veqetables.-

s. d. s, d.

..20-46

..80 0- ...

,.. 6-20
..12 0-21

,..10-3

s. d. s. d.

Peaches, dozen ... 2 0-10
Pine-apples, Eiig., lb. 2 0-30
Plums, half-sieve ... 2 6-46
— St. Michael, each 2 0-50

Artichohes, p. doz.... 4 0- ...

Beans, Kidney, lb.,.. 4- ...

Beet, red, per dozen 10-20

Average Retail Price.«.

d. s. d. a. d.

Mustard and Cress,

punnet 4-
Onions, per bunch ... 5-
Parsley, per bunch, ,. 4-
Potatos, per cwt. ... 4 0-

,. kidney, percwt. 4 0-
Shallots, per lb. ... 6-
Spinach, per bushel... 3 0-
Tomatos, per lb. ... 9-
Turnips, per bunch,
new 5-

Vegt. Marrows, each o 2-

, 6
, 4

. I ft- 3 6

.06-09
,3 0-...

Carrots, per bunch
Cauliflowers, each
Celery, per bundle
Cucumbers, each
Endive, per dozen
Green Mint, bunch... 4-

Herbs, per bunch ... 4- ...

Leeks, per bunch ... 6- ...

Lettuce, per dozen... 1 6- ...

Miishrooms, punnet 16-26
PoTATOS.—English Hyatt's, 2s. \ Beauty of Hebron, 2?.

2s. ^d. ; and Regents, 2s. ^d. per bushel.

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

5
8

Aralia Sieboldi, doz. 6

Asters, per dozen ... 3
Balaams, per doz. .,.2
Bouvardias, per dozen 9
Carnations, per doz. 6
Chrvsanthems., doz,

Cockscombs, per doz. 3
Coleus. dozen ... 2
Crassula, per doz, ... 9
Cyperus, per dozen . 4

Dracaena terminalia,
per dozen 30
— viridis, per doz. 12
Euonymus, in var.,

per dozen 6
Evergreens, In rar..

per dozen 6
Ferns, in var.. doz. 4

d.s.d.
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THE GARDENERS'
ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and STTBSORIPTIONS

WILL BE THA-NKFULLT RECEIVED BT

A. F. BARRON, Eon. Sec,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, London, W.

N I T E D HORTICULTURAL
BENEFIT and PROVIDENT SOCIETY.

The ANNUAL DINNER of the abo^-e Society will be held on
THUKSDAY, October 11. 1888, at the Cannon Street Hotel,
E.C., at 5 30 I'.M.

Chairman.—Dr. Robert Hogg. F.L.S.
Vice-chairman.—H. J. Veitch, Esq., F.L.S.

Tickets, 5s. each, to be obtained of the Secretary, W.
COLLINS, 6, Martinhoe Terrace, Balham, S.W.

Royal FarHs, &c.—Grass Seeds.

THE COMMLSSIONERS of H.M. WORKS,
&c.. are prepared to receive TENDERS for the supply of

GRASS SEEDS for use in the Royal Parks, &c., during the year
1889. Forms of Tender, containing full particulars, may be
obtained at this Office any day, excepting Saturday, between
the hours of 12 and 3. Tenders are to be delivered Lefore
12 o'clock, noon, on TUESDAY, the 2nd proximo, addressed to
•The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, &c., 12, Whitehall
Place, Loedon, S.W. ."and endorsed "Tender for Grass Seeds,
Royal Parks, &c."
The Commissioners do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any Tender. ^ ^ PRIMROSE, Secretary.
H.M. Office of Works, &c., 12, Whitehall Place, S.W.

September 12.

FERNS.—FERNS.—FERNS.—To the Trade.
Thousands of Pteris tremula, ready, for 48, 105., 12s., and

145. per 100; P. cretica 105. per 100; Gjinnogramma peru-
viana, 20#. per 100; P. cretica albo lineata, 105. per 100. Other
sorts very cheap. Cash with order. Free on RhU.—J. E.
SMITH. Fern Nurseries, 140, Loughborough Road, Brixton, S.W.

Llncolnslilre Is Famed for tlie Growtli of all Kinds
of Bulbs, aud this season they are unusually good.

LILIUM CANDIDUM, or the old White Lily,
good Eulbs, Is. per dozen.

Forty of the best kinds of DAFFODILS, including the famed
Sir William, all mixed. Is. 6rf. per dozen.

KING NOBLE STRAWBERRY, in small pots, £2 IBs. per 100,
9s. per dozen.

R. GILBERT, High Park Gardens, Stamford.

The Best Present for a Gardener.
INES and VINE CULTURE,
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
New Edition.

Price 55., post-free 55. 6d.
A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiawick.

V

FOR SALE, owing to want of room, 1
CROTON WEISMANII, 3 MAEANTAS, ZEBRINA and

PRINCEPS, 1 ANTHURIUM CRYSTALLINU.M, 1 DIEFFEN-
BACHIA, in 12 and 14-inch pots, in good condition.

HEAD GARDENER, Cannon Hill, Maidenhead.

P^ONY ARBOREA — P. SINENSIS.—
The unique and very best selected collection in the

world—300 varieties of P. arborea ; 350 of P. sinensis, including
new, rare and very rare varieties ; also Japanese and Chinese
sorts. Special Collections well selected for Amateurs. Ask for
the Descriptive CATALOGUE of Prices, printed in English, to

L. PAILLET, Nurseryman, Chatenay (Seine), near Paris
France. Established 1827.

Note.—Best season to plant P. sinensis, August, September,
and October, but Pgeonies may be planted also up to April.

OUVARDIAS. — Strong, bushy, finely
budded Stuff, best varieties, including President Cleve-

land. 12s. per dozen. Cash from unknown correspondents.
\V. KOWLANDS. Nurseryman, O d Swan, Liverpool.

'VO BE SOLD CHEAP, 24 CHAM^ROPSX FOETUNEI and HUJULIS. with good heads; stems, 2
to 5 feet.

Apply to Mr. J.iQUES, Waddesdon, Aylesbury, Bucks.

AMELLIAS for SALE, choice Private Col-
tion, in Tubs; also FLORISTS' AURICULAS and

GENTIANA ROOTS.
T., 1, St. Germans Villas, Exeter.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronieed by 16,000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR. WORK, CONSERVATOBIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisonous Paints for Inside of Conservatories, &c.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

LA SSUS SAUVAOE TABS, LUDGATE BILL. E.C.
BAOHELOK'S WALK, DUBLrN.— WiiounJ fnr Ciah.

Grandest Violet.

DOUBLE VIOLET, "VICTORIA,"
best for pots, frames, or garden, 3 First-class Certifi-

cates. Strong clumps, at reduced price, to 105. per dozen.

Remittance to accompany all orders. Order now from
Mr. J. CHAMBERS, the Raiser, Weatlake Nursery, Isleworth,W,

FOR SALE, in one lot or in pairs. Eight large
ORANGE and One LE.MON TREE, varying from

6 to 10 feet high, well furnished, healthy, aud vigorous.

Established in suitable square portable boxes.—For particulars,

apply to EDW. TILEY, Bathwick Nurseries, Bath.

PINES.—Three Dozen to be disposed of, mostly
Queens. Quite clean. What offers.

A. G., 203. Clapham Road, S.W.

SPECIAL OFFER of FERNS.—Pteris
tremula, P. cretica. P. cretica cristata, P. serrulata

cristata compacta.—BOUVARDIAS and PRIMULAS in best

Covent Garden strains. All in thumbs, fit for immediate potting.

Also Pteris tremula, good stuff, in 4S's, to offer in quantity.
Prices per 100 or 1000 on application.

R. PENGELLY,
Dyson's Lane, Upper Edmonton.

BMALLER AND SONS beg to offer to the
• Trade a very extensive and unusually well-grown

stock of ERICAS (Hyemalis and other varieties), EPACRIS,
SOLANUMS, GENISTAS, CYCLAMEN, BOUVARDIAS. ADI-
ANTEUM CUNEATUM, and other FERNS ; GARDENIAS.
STEPHANOTIS. BORONIA MEGASTIGMA, FICUS ELAS-
TICA. CROTONS, GREVILLEAS, Tea ROSES, &c.

An inspection invited.
Trade CATALOGUES forwarded on application.

The ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION wiU be held on TUES-
DAY, September 18.

Burnt Ash Lane Nurseries. Lee, S.E.

Falzus. clean and healthy.

WILLIAM ICETON has a very extensive
stock of all the leading kinds, in fine condition ; 20

houses being devoted to their growth, many being fit for exhi-
bition of the following varieties :—Axeca lutea, Cocos flexuosa
and Weddelliana, Kentias of all kinds; Seaforthia elegans,
Latania borbonica Phcenix reclinata, rupicola; also a very
large assortment of Palms in 60"s and 48'3 for table. Inspection
invited.—Putney Park Lane, S.W. ; and 129 and 130, Flower
Market, Covent Garden, W.C.

SO 000 CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
vJV/^V/v/V/ finest Double and Single Varieties (some
of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

climbing and bedding, from 12s, to 245. per dozen, strong
plants ; extra strong plants, repotted into S^^inch pots, 2s. m.
each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magniiioent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently^ sentout bv us. reduced price 8s. 6d. each.
Descriptive LIST onapplicatio'u.—RICHARD SMTTH and CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

The only complete Collection of Daffodils existing.

BARR'S NEW DAFFODIL CATALOGUE
for 1888. Now Ready. Free on application.

Containing a full Descriptive List of High-class and Distinct
Daffodils only, and also a Descriptive List of Beautiful Hardy
Daffodils, at greatly reduced prices. This Catalogue also con-
tains Barr's Specialty Collections of Iris, Lilies, Peeonies,
Michaelmas Daisies, Plantains, Lilies, Day-Lilies, and a select

List of Showy Hardy Herbaceous Plants.
BARR AA-D SON, 12 and 13, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

Gentlemen about to Plant should Inspect
Our Stock of

ORNAMENTAL TREES, including Thou-
sands of Seedling GOLDEN YEWS in great variety of

size, form, and colour, now in their gorgeous beauty; also a
large stock of RHODODENDRONS, ROSES, FRUIT TREES.
&c., extending over l&O acres. CATALOGUES free on
application.

H. LANE AND SON, Nurseries, Berkhamsted, Herts.

WG RD N, Ikporteb of Orchids.
• An Immense Stock of recently-imported Plants com-

pels a sale of the established plants to make room. They have
not yet flowered, but are all flowering plants, and must be sold
at a great sacrifice. Very valuable varieties are certainly to be
obtained, and great bargain'?. See Public Journals for high
prices recently obtained. The. Special Offer affords a paying
investment to anyone with glass at command, which should not
be overlooked. Such plants may never again be offered to the
public and the Trade.
LILIES, Silver Banksian Medal.
JAPANESE MAPLES. Silver Banksian Medal.

TREE P-EONIES, 7 Firstclass Certificates.

,, IRIS, most gorgeous.
Catalogue* of the above on a4)plication to

The Nurseries, Amyand Park Road, Twickenham.

ORCHIDS A SPECIALTY.
Quantity Immense — Quality fine — Price Moderate.

Inspection invited. 297,300 f^et of glass in the Nurseries.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.

" EVERGREENS."
Stock quite cnequalled for superior quality.

Immense variety and great extent.

Inspection earnestly invited.

DICKSONS Nurseries, Chester.
fLimited")

CUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

— Too well knovm to require descrip-
tion. Price, 6s. per bushel. (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or 6rf. per
cake ; free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions
enclosed, with our signature attached.
WM. CUTBUSH AND SON

(Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants. Highgate Nureeries. N.

PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
CHOICE PLANTS, FERNS, HEATHS, AZALEAS, &c.

EPP3 & CO. are now prepared to offer PEAT, as above,
of first-class quality, at lowest prices. Send for Samples. Price
List and Testimonials. Depflt for HORTICULTURAL
SU.N-DRIES. LOAM. SAND, LEAF-MOULD, SPHAGNUM.
COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EPPS & CO., Bingwood, Hants.

IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

'Medicated Tobacco Paper
(READY CUT UP FOR USE),

R«-duced Price 1/6 per lb.;
SSIbs. Ac upwards—Carriage fald*

Parcels for trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.:

2 lbs. 3/4, 4Iba.6/8, 6 lbs. 9,9, SIbs.lS/-, lOlbs.lB/-

Fumigating Panam
Is vastly superior to any other.

Price 6/6 (in iron with lieater) eacli,

or in Copper, 21/-

DIGKSOIV.S Improved

MUSHROOM SPAWlf
MOST SUPERIOR, 5/- PER BUS.

O Circulars giving all particulars d- copies of testi-
monials, post free on application.

DICKSONS
ITED),

Seed Establishment.

CHESTER.

(Limited),
Boyal Nursery and Seed Establlstunent,

BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'
Reports. Sold in Tins, Is., 2s. 6rf., 5s. 6d., and 10s. 6rf. each,
or 1 cwt. Bags, sealed, 13s. By all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

PASTUPLANTA, the best Artificial Manure,
it enriches the soil with the fertilisers drawn from it by

plants; no unpleasant smell; admirably adapted for all pot
plants. In bags : 112 lb., 19s. ; 56 lb., lis, 3d. ; 28 lb., 6s. 9d. ;

141b., 4s. ; 71b., 2s. 3rf. In tins. Is. each. Sole Manufacturers,
PHILIP HAKBIS iND CO.(Limited), 9. Bull Ring, Birmingham.

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Pkize Medals.
Quality. THE BEST In tlie Market. (All sacks included.)

PEAT, best brown libroua ... 5s. per sack, 5 sacks for 22s. W.
PEAT, best black fibrous ... 4s. ed. „ 5 sacks for 20s.

PE-iT, extra selected Orchid 7s. 6rf. ,, .5 sacks for :j5s.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST ) Is. per bush., 3j. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... J (sacks included).

SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. 6rf. per bu3b., lis. half-ton, 2is. ton.
RAFFIA FIEKE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb.; 28 lb., 21s.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., 8s. per sack.
CHUBB'S"PERF'5CT"FER-') IN Bags.
TELIZER (the Best Food for ( . • ^

all kinds of Plants. Flowers, f
Tins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 661b. Icwt.

Fruits, Vegetables, &c. ...) 1/6 .3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-

VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 5/8 10/6 17/-

RUSSIAN MATS, BA.1IB0() CANES, PERUVIAN (JUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CKARCOAL, &c.

PEAT .MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, £2 per ton. Extra large Sample Bales, ^s. each.

COOOA-NUT FIBEE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),

sacks. Is. 3rf. each ; 10 sacks, lis.; 15 sacks, 15s.; 20 sacks, 18s.;

30 sacks, 25s. ; 40 sacks, 30s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

28s. Limited quantities of G., special quality granulated,
in sacks only, 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

{Bankers, Union Bank of LondonJ

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FBRRT ROAD, HILWALL, LONDON, B.
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SAVE H ALF TH E COST.

G A R S I D E'S
BEDFORDSHIRE

SILVER SAND,
Coarse and Fine,

'

Is admitted by the leadiuf; Nurserymen to be the Best
Quality obtainable in the Trade.
Cou^umers should Buy DlTCCt from the Owner of these

Colebnitt^d and Exten-^ive E'it^, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splenilid Saud, and thus save half the
onliii.'irv cost. NO TRAVELLEKS OR AGENTS.
Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price.

Free uii K;iil or (Janal. All Orders executed imth the utmost
promptjtess and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Riites in force to all parts.

GEO. GARSIDB, Jun., F.R.H.S.. Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

Protect your Fruit by using

MADDOCK'S KILL-WASP.
Mr. C. Pennv. Head Gardener to H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, says :
—" Your Kill-Wasp is simply marvellous for its

quick destruction of this our greatest enemy."

Mr. H. H. Ward. Head Gardener to the Right Hon. the
Earl of Radnor :

—" I have given it a trial, and found it to be
everything you represent it to be. It does its work most
effectually."

To be had of all Chemists, price Is. 6rf., or post-free, Is. 9rf.,

and from the

OLD ENGLISH LAVENDER WATER CD.,
KULBOROUGII. SUSSEX.

CERTAIN SUDDEN DEATH
7b all Grubs, Aphis. Lice. Red Spider. Thrip, Mealy

Bug, Caterpillars, do., &c

PPOFFrXLY 1 *° *'' Hands and Skin, but will cure
rcnrcu 1 1. 1 t

j^jjiffworni in Animals, and all diseases

HARMLESS J producud by parasites.

Fir Tree OIL
(SOLUBLE) INSECTICIDE
A combination of Hydrocarbon Oils, made soluble in

Water, for destroying ALL INSECTS &. PARASITES
that infest Trees and Plants, whether at the Roots oi

on the Folia!?e.

Sold by Seedsmen and Chemists, Is. 6d., 23. 6d., & 4s. 6d,;

J gallon 73. 6d., 1 gullon 123 6d,, or less in larp-er quantities.

A Treatise on FIR TREE OIL as an INSECTICIDE.
Its application to Plan ts and Animals, sent Post free
on receipt of address, by the Manufacturer,

Important Notice.
FIR TREE OIL so Tvell-known as an Insecticide, is

effectual for washing household Cotton, Linen, and
Woollen Fabrics, and its disinfecting, bleachiner, and
cleansing qualities when added to water for washing pur-
poses, will, after the first trial, recommend itself.

No Dry Soap or any such preparations muat be used
with Fir Tree Oil.

Half a wineglass-full of Fir Tree Oil to 10 gallons of

water for steeping, and the same quantity to an ordinary

size boiler for boiling, with half the usual quantity of

household soap, will do the work splendidly, and with
half the trouble.

For washing Dogs, Pigs, and other animals, half a
wiaeglass-full to a bucket of water, and used with ordi-

nary soap, will do better than any of the prepared soaps

for killing fleas, preserving the skin healthy, and making
the coat silky and very beautiful. One trial will be
conclusive.

PS.—Paraffin OQ will mix with Fir Tree Oil in propor-

tion of a quarter of a pint of the foi-mer to a pint of the

latter, and become soluble in water.

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Manchester.
WlMleaale : Hoopee & Co, ; Cobby. Sopee, Fowlee & Co.

C. E. OsMAN & Co. ; and from all the London Seed Mer-
chants and Wholesale Patent Medicine Houses. NEW
YORK—RoLEEE & Sons.

PEAT for ORCHIDS,
AZAiEAS, HEATHS, FERNS, RHODODENDRONS, &c.

The Best In the World,
A. JOHNSON AND CO.. 23. Leadenhall Street. London. E.C,

continue to receive the higheftt of testimonials (unsolicited) from
large Orchid Growers, stating the ORCHID PEAT supplied by
A.J. & Co. isbyfarthebesttheyhaveeverused. Samples can be
seen at above address, or forwarded on application free of charge.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrips. Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 3 ounces to the
gallon of soft-water ; 4 to 16 ounces aa winter dreBsing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Haa outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes. Is.. 3s.. and 10s. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes. 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesaie from PRICE'S PATEKT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

FAWKES* SLOW-COMBUSTION

HEATING APPARATUS.
Most Efficient and Cheapest in Existtnce.

Requires no sunk stokehole and no brick
setting. Will last all night without atten-
tion. Will burn house cinders, therefore
costs next to uothmg for fuel. Any one
can tix it. A domestic servant can stoke it.

Complete Apparatus from £4 I2s.
.'Si'CCK.s.S Gi'AHANTEKD.

Enormoua num-
bers in u.se all

over the country.
Only Slow Com-

bustion Appara-
tus of the kind.

CAUTIO.y.
Beware of in-

efficient incom-
plete Apparatus,
which will not

last all night.

Full particulars

and Prices of

every sized Ap-
paratus, and
numerous Testi-

monials for last

fiffe seasons,

showing enorm-
ous success, post-

free on applica-

tion.

[5)

BEST CONSTRUCTED and CHEAPEST
Greenhouses, Forcing-houses. Pita, Frames, Plant

Protectors, Potting Sheds, Tool-houses, &c.

IHintrated Priced Catalogue post-freefrom

COMPTON & FAWKES
CHE LMSFORD.

SPHINCTER GRIP
GARDEN HOSE

The Sphincter Grip Spring Steel Galvanised Armoured HOBe
is the most valuable improvementin Hose since 184(1. Itslasting
qualities are ten times greater than any Hose not armoured.

Its complete success has caused some partie'^ to infringe the
Patents owned and controlled solely by us; and we therefore
notify all such that the making, vending. or use of any armoured
wire-wound Hose not of our manufacture is an infringement of
one or more of our several Patents, any violation of wliich will
be promptly prosecuted. Brass plates set between the Hose
and wire denote our Manufacture and the Patents.

For Price Lists and particulars of

The Original and Only Genuine Spliincter Grip
Armoured Sose.
APPLY TO THE

S.G.A. HOSE CO. (Ltd.),
63, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G.

( Unprecedentedly low prices.)

ORCHID BASKETS,
RAFTS, BOATS, AND CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.
SENDlrOiR A

PRICE LIST
from the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. C. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH STREET,

DRIIRY LANE, W.O.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, NEAR DUDLEY,

Amb at 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &G.

y ill

IRON ROOFING AND HAY BARNS.

Special Estimates given for Large Contrnct? in Fencing,
Rooting. &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down.

Illustrated Catalogues Free by Po^t.

RICHARDSON'S

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINCS

Nnmerona

Prize Medals and

CertUoateB of Merit.

Fixed in imy part of the Kingdom
with Hot-wBt«r A.pparataa

complete.

Catalogn*

Fns.

Nurth of England BortlovUnnl Works.

DARLINGTON.

GLASS.—CHEAP GLASS.
8B. 6d. per 100 feet 15 oz. 13x10. 18x12. 18X14, 24x14,

14x12. 30x12, 18x16, 34x16,
12s. per 100 feet 21 oz. ... 16x12, 16x14, 20x16. 24x18. &C.

Putty, 6s. 6d. per cwt. ; White Lead, genuine. 21s.; Our
Speciality. 17s. 6rf. per cwt. ; Paint* ground in Oil. Stone Ochre,
20s. ; Oxford Ochre, 24s. ; Green, 16.'!. ; Black. 16s. per cwt.

;

Varnish, from 5s. 6rf. per gal.—Full Price List on applica-
tion to THE CHEAP WOOD COMPAKT. 9b. Biehop«giit#
Street Within, London, E.G.
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Limited,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS, AND SURREY WORKS, BLAGKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.,

HORTICULTUEAL ENGINEERS to HEK MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent Wrought-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered and Tubular

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
And others -with SHELVES, and Hollow or Ordinary Cast-iron GRATE BARS

SADDLE BOILERS,
With WATERWAY BACKS nn.l WELDED BOILERS, nny of which are specially adapteii for He.iling Greenliouses, Con-i-rvatorics Churchei

Schools. Public EuilJiugs. Eiitrauce Halls. Warehouses. Workshoj is. Sec. They are the neatest, cheapest, most effective,' and liuruble of'any extaii
The MC.yiCJFAL and Ti'BVLAR ones are remarkable^or their yreat heating power, i^lotc combustion, and the length of time the fire icitl bar?! uithoitt rn/niring attention

These Patterns secured the FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE—a SILVER MEDAL—at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition, South Kensington, London, June

. ChapeLi
t.

1, 1881.

The Best Boiler Extant.

— Longitudinal Section SECTIONAL PLAN

The longitudinal aectioa gives a view of the fire-boi, water space, flues, &c. The cross section gives a view of the fire-bos, water space and V^sliaped back.
The front elevation shows it set in brickwork, which is necessary fir this class o/ boiler.

MBl
MB2
MB3
MB4
UBS

SIZES AND PRICES
3 ft. 2 in. long- by 2 ft. in. wide by 2 ft. in.

4 ,, by2 ,, by2
5 „ by2 3 ,, by 2 6
6 6 „ by3 ,, by 3
8 6 „ by4 „ by 3 9

deep
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ROCKERIES, FERNERIES,
WINDOW CASES. CAVES, WATERFALLS. WINDOW
BOXES, AQUARIA. ARTIFICIAL KOCKWORK for Ball-

pooma, HaUa. Stairojisea. &c.. designed and conatnicted, under

personal superintemh iice of .„„„" HARPHAM ANP HOWES, „ , „ „
Horticultural Depot. 107. Church Street. Edgware Koad, N.W.

Eatimatea and lUuatrated Lists Free.

GARDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,

Virgin Cork. Raffla. Mata. Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work.

Manures. &c. Cheapest Prices of

WATSON AHE SCULL. 90. Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
The above are without exception the most useful kind of

Frame tor Plant Growing, and every one with a garden should

possess one. The saahea turn right over one on to the other, and

the boies are put together with wedges, and can be taken apart

in a few minutes. Sizea and pricea, carriage^iaid toi ny station

in England, ready glazed and painted :

—

6 feet long, i Teet wide, packing caaes^free £2 15

12 teet long. 4 feet wide 4 15

6 feet long, 5 feet wide, „ „ ,. J }x „
12 feet long. 5 feet wide, 6 10

The glass is nailed and puttied in,

K. HALLIDAT & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON,
MANCHESTER.

London Agent : Mr. H. SKELTON, Seedsman, Sc,
2, Holloway Road, N.

'^^

JAS. BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders
and Heating Englneers,

PAISLEY.
HORTICULTURAL

STRUCTURES
of every description.

in either Wood or Iron

,

or both combined.

Wooden Chapels.

Shooting Lodges, Cottage;^.

Tennis Courts, Verandahs. &c.

Hot-water Apparatus
for wanning Churche-s,

Schools, Public Buildings,

Mansions, Harness Rooms,
Drying Rooms, Hothouses, and

Buildings of every Description.

lUastrated Circulars

Post-free.

complete Catalogue. 3s.

BOULTON & PAUL,
HORTICULTURAL jUILDERS.

Our 8 by 6 feet

a-LIGHT MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAMES

are £3 each, carriage paid.

Made of the best red deal. English 21-oz. glass, painted .I coats

best colour.

3-LIGHTS, 12 by 6 feet, £4 5s.

For other sizes, see NEW PRICE LISTS, Post-free.

HORTICULTURAL CLASS.
A large quantity of all descriptions and

sizes in stock, at the lowest possible prices.

NICHOLLS & CLARKE,
SHOREUITCH. LONDON. E.

T? O R SALE, PLANT V A n',

r covered, in good condition. Cheap.

E. COOLING, Derby.

NORWICH.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS,

GL.iSS BELLS. &c.ROCHEZ-VANDER ELST,
Charleroi. Belgium.

Agents : H. PUCKERT AND CO.. 110. Cannon St., London, E.C.

To Horticulturists.—Great economy in Fuel, and other

advantages secured by the use of our

SMOKELESS ANTHRACITE.—For infor-

mation as to the mode of using this coal, and pricea

delivered to any railway station, apply to the TRIM3ARAN
CO. (Limited), 62, LeadenhaU Street, London, E.C.

PATENT TUBULAR FLOWER STANDS
for Artistic Grouping of Cut Flowers. Have attracted

much attention at recent Horticultural Exhibitions.

Manufactured and Sold by GEORGE SMITH AND CO.,

Commercial Road. Pimlico, S.W. Trade supplied.

Acciaents all tie Year Round.
Provide against them by Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY, 64, Cornhill, London, E.C.

Hon. Evelyn Ashley. Chairman.
Annual Income, £248,000.

Invested Capital and Reserve Fund, £275,000.

Compensation Paid for 126.000 Accidents, £2.500,000.

Moderate premiums—Favourable conditions—new concessions.

Prompt and Liberal Settlement of Claims.

West End Office :—8, Grand Hotel Buildings, W.C.
Head Office :—64, Cornhill, London, E.C.

WILLLVM J. VIAN, Secretary.

Now ready, one volume, royal 8vo, £1, post-free.

rNDEX GENEKUM PHANEKOGAMORUM
L (e Benthami et Hookeri Gmern Plnntariim excerptum).

Auctori, Th. Durand.

DirLAU ADD CO., 37, Soho Square, W.

GAB.D£NING APPOINTMENTS.
Mk. G. Allen-, late of Ramsbury Manor, has

taken charge of ttie gardens at Eerry Hill,

Taplow, Bucks, the seat of the Hon. Major

Needham.

Mr. W. W. Simpson has been engaged as

Gardener to J. Mercer, Esq., J. P., Alston Hall,

Pr&ston, Lancashire.

Mr. C. A. Pearse, late Head Gardener to the

\'iscountess Dowager Downe, Baldersby Park,

Thirsk, Yorkshire, is appointed Head Gardener

to S. K. Mainwaring, Esq., Otelery Park,

Ellesmere, Shropshire.

Mr. W. Brand, for the last six years Head
Gardener at Oteley Park, Ellesmere, is leaving

that place, and will reside at Seaber House,

Fordham, Soham, Cambridgeshire.

Mr. J. Arnold, late Gardener of Mere Old

Hall, Knutsford. Cheshire, has been appointed

as Bailiff and Gardener to Major Corbett

Winder, "S'aynor Park, Berriew, Montgomery-

shire.

Mr. J. Osmond, late Gardener to J. F. F.

Horner, Esq., Mells Park, Frome, Somerset,

has been appointed Gardener to R. Lake, Esq.,

Newlands, near Sittingbourne, Kent.

WANTED, a SINGLE-HANDED GAR-
DENER. Must have good character. One accus-

tomed to a Town Garden preferred (no Kitchen Garden).—

Address, stating particulars, by letter only, to W. A. M.,

Grenville. Upper Clapton, E.

Gardener.

WANTED, for the Rosherville Gardens,
Gravesend. a SECOND GARDENER ; married, no

family.—Mr. BAILEY. Head Gardener^

T117\\NTED," a FORE>IAN, or SECOND
V* DENER, tor the Houses, single, not under 2^ years of

age. Must be a good Grower of Hard and Soft-wooded Plants,

Orchids. Fruit. &c. Accustomed to put up Cut Flowers. Table

Decorations. &c. None need apply unless they have filled a

similar situation, and can be well recommended from the

Gaaaener they are .leaving.-.I. ANDERSON, The Gardens.

Streatbam Grove. Norwood, S.E.

ANTED, a NURSERY PROPAGATOR,
a rising young man, who has been in a Country

Nursery, and can grow and propagate two things— Clematis

and Rhododendrons. He must start at a moderate wage, and

he will be under close supervision until he proves his capa-

bility and reliability.—CHARLES NOBLE. Eagshot.

ANTED, for a Country Nursery (Notts),

TWO MEN who have worked in London Market

Nurseries; one must be capable of taking Foreman's place.

Good -wages for suitable men.—Apply personally at

R. BULLEN's Nursery. Woodlands. Hiiher Green. Lewisham,

on Saturday. September 15, between 230 and o'SO P.M.

WANTED, a quick, active young MAN, with

a good knowledge of Cucumber and Tomato Growing

;

also must be a good Potter.—Apply with references to J. M.,

Victoria Nursery, New Humberstone, Leicester.

LUCOMBE, PINCE and CO., The Exeter
Nursery, Exeter, are in WANT of a MAN, thoroughly

understanding the Seed and Bulb Trade, and accustomed to the

work of a high class Provincial Nursery. He would probably

have to travel occasionally. First-class references required.

—

State saary required, and full particulars of experience, age

&c.. by letter only.
.

ANTED, a SHOPMAN and CLERK.—
The Subscriber requires a steady, active young Man

as above. One who has had experience in the Seed and Bulb

Trade.—BOX 22, Post Office. Gainsborough. ^_
Florist.

WANTED, a young LADY', thoroughly com-
petent to make-up Wreaths. Crosses, Bouquets,

Sprays. &c. Good references.-Appy. first by letter, THOS.
COOK, Bromley Road. Beckenham. Kent.

WANT PLACES.
Gardeners, Farm-BaOiffs, Foresters, &c.

Dl C K S O N Si {Limited) are always
in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their

business. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address " DICKSONS, CHESTER."

RICHARD SMITH and 0.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that they

•miil be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with particulars,

&;c,—St. John's Kurseries. Worcester.

SCOTCH GARDENERS.
—John Downie (of the late firm of Downie & Laird),

Seedsman, 144, Princes Street, Edinburgh, has at present on

his List a number of SCOTCH GARDENERS, waiting re-

engagements. He will be pleased to supply full particulars

to any Lady, Nobleman, or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy

and competent Gardener^

AKDENER (Head). — Thoroughly expe-
lienced in all Indoor and Outdoor work. Good character.

S. J., Palace Nurseries, Springbourne. Bournemouth.

ARDENER (Head).—Late Foreman at the
the Earl of Yarborough's, Lincolnshire. Highly recom-

mended from leading establishments.—S. SCOTT, Park Gar-

dens, Gorey, Co. Wexford, Ireland.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 41 ; thoroughly
understands his profession in all branches; also Land

and Stock if required. First-class character from present and
late employers.—W. H., The Gardens, Wallingford Castle,

Wallingford. Berks.

(^ ARDENER (Head).—A Gentleman wishes
VUT to recommend a Head Gardener, thoroughly experienced

in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, \'ine3, Melons, Flower and
Kitchen Garden.~Rer. F. E. AINGER, Dalton, Newcastle-on-

Tyne.

GARDENER (Head), where one or more are
kept,.—Age 30, married, no family ; thoroughly ex-

perienced in Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetable^. Four years

good character.—A. R., Walnut-tree Cottage, High Street,

Kgham.

GARDENER (Head).—Mr. George Han-
BUBY is desirous of finding a situation for his secoi d

man,' who has been with him seven years. He thorough y
understands all his duties and is of undeniable character.

—

GEORGE HANBURY, Blythewood. Maidenhead.

GARDENER (Head), where four or live are
kept.—Age 29, single; understands Gardening in all

branches. First-class character. Twelve years' experience,

six as Foreman. Three years -in pre^ient situation.

—

R. EVANS, Officers' Quarters, Hyde Road. West Gorton.
Manchester.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 35; twenty
years' practical experience in all branches of the pro-

fession. Well up in all kinds of Floral Decorations, Ejrly and
Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Three years'

good per-onal character, and testimonials.—JAJLES HIRESON,
The Nurseries. Martyn Road. Guildford.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 34.~!S. Pratt, for
seven years Head Gardener to Mrs. Anderson, Waverley

Abbey, Farnham, desires re-engagement. Twenty years' prac-

tical experience, in first-class places. Mrs. Anderson will be

pleased to answer inquiries as to character, abilities, &c.

—

Upper Shorne, Gravesend.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, one
child.—M. Stalker, Gardener to the Right Hon. Viscount

Cranbrook, Hemsted Park, Staplehurst, would be pleased to

recommend the above to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the
services of a good all-round thorough practical ^man.—Apply
for particulars to the above address, or to G. D., Stamford
Green, Epsom.

G'
'GARDENER (Head); age 32.— W. T.
X SCARTH, Raby Castle, Darlington, Durham, will be glad

to recommend James TuUett to any Lady or Gentleman re-

quiring a thoroughly practical good Gardener, First-class

Fruit, Vegetable and Plant Grower, Sixteen years' good
experience. Seven years General Foreman at Raby,—JAMES
TULLETT, Raby Gardens, Darlington, Durham.

ARDENER (Head).—T. Dixon, ten years
Gardener to the late R. Penington, Esq.. Muncaster

Hall, offers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman. Can
show the highest testimonials of success in the Growing of

Grapes, Pines, Peaches, and Stove and Greenhouse Plants;

thorough Kitchen and Flower Gardener. Is competent to

Design and Superintend the Laying Out of a New Place and
Erection of Horticultural Buildings. Exceptional good know-
ledge of Selections of Fruits for succession, Shrubs, Trees,

Alpine and Herbaceous Plants, Ground Work, Sec. Can give

rewrence and show testimonials as to character and practica

ability.—T. DIXON, Cheshire View, Eccles, Manchester.
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GARDENER (Head Working), where three
or four nro kept.—A^re 30, single; good references.—

D. D., 94. Norlh Road, Highgate, N.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 34,
married; tlioroughly iiuderstand3 all bjancUea. Excel-

lent character and testimonials.—B., 16, Alexander Square.
London, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
no family ; thoroughly understands Gardening in all its

branches. Good recommendations. Wife Poultry if required.
—K. M. WALKLING, Highlands, Thurton Hill, West Dul-
wich, S.E.

GARDENER (Head Wobkinq).— Age 40,
married, two children ; thoroughly practical in all

branches; also Laud and Stock if required. Three and a half
years* excellent charactor and testimonials.—W. TURNER,
Longley's Cottages, Turner's Hill. Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Woeking)
; age 35,

married.—A Gentleman is desirous to recommend his
Gardener, who has been with him two years. Thoroughly
practical, steady, and tru'^tworthy.—C. COTTON, Gardener to
A. Westrup, Esq., Red Hili, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 28.—
W. EeswicK, Besborough Court, Cork, can highly re-

commend liis Foreman, Alfred Kember, who has been with him
three years, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a capable
and painstaking man.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 38,
married ; yi yeara' practical experience in all branches.

Five years in last situation. Thoroughly energetic and trusts

worthy. Excellent reference.—J. PENTLAND. Claygate Post-
office, Surrey.

G>
ARDENER (Head Wohkinq).—Married,

r no family; thoroughly competent.—Twenty years ex-
perience in all branches. Unquestionable character. Wife
can do Laundry or Housework and Poultry if required.

—

R. HENDERSON, 1, Amber Cottage. Heath Road, Twickenham.

GARDENER (Head Working) ; age 29,
married; thoroughly good practical Gardener. Four-

teen years' experience ; four and a half years' good character
from last place. Leaving through family going away.—C.
BEOICENHAM, 10, Guruey Koud, Mill Lane, Carslialton,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Head AVorking) ; age 20,
married ; abstainer.— J. Reeves is open to engage with

.any Lady or Gentleman requiring the above with a good
general knowledge of the profession. Good personal character
from present employer.— J. REEVES, Garden Cottage, 27, St.
Peter's Street. Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

ARDENER i^Head Working), or FORE-
MAN, in a Urge establishment.—Age 28, married;

thirteen years' experience. Well up in all branches. Excel-
lent references. — C. PARKER, Malmesbury Park, Bourne-
mouth.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 33, married; been used to the line in

all its branches. Good character from last employers.

—

A. BAXTER, Mrs. Wingrave, Park Square, Luton.

GARDENER ;
good.—Age 41 ; understands

his duties. Good references. Could Manage Land,
Stock, Poultry. Wife good Laundress or Dairy.—JAMES
CAKLTON, High Brooms, lunbridge Weils, Kent.

GARDENER.—Age 27,- married; understands
Gardening in all its branches, also Cows and Poultry.

Good character. Please state wages.-G. LOVING, Little
Canons, Epping. Essex.

GARDENER (Working).—Age 30, married;
good experience in Early and Late Forcing and Flower

and Kitchen Gardening; also in Renovating and Altering and
Laying-out Pleasure and Kitchen Gardens. Good character.
Wife could Manage Gate or Poultry.—H. M., Horsmonden,
Staplehurst, Kent.

GARDENER (good Single - handed), —
Age 37, no family ; wife good Laundress. Two and a

half years in present situation ; six years in previous.

—

GARDENER. 3, South View, Milton Road, Weston-super.Mare.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
—Age 21, married, no family ; thoroughly understands

his duties. Abstainer. — A. A., Jasmine Cottage, Lower
Mitcham.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
two are kept.—Can leave when suited. Excellent

character. Nine years' experience.—G. FISH, Kingswood
Lodge, Shortlands, Kent.

r^ ARDENER (Single-handed), or other-
yj^ wise.—Age 38; experienced in Flower and Kitchen
Garden, Vines, Cucumbers. Forcing, & ;. Wife good Laundre s.

Personal character. Previous references.—J U., 19, St. Ann'a
Cottag . West Fields, B irnes, Surrey. .

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
one or two are kept.—Age 24, single; thoroughly

understands ^'ines. Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons, Stove and
Greenliou--e Plants, Early and Late Forcing, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Seven years' good character. Total
abstainer.—Address by letter, stating full particulars, to W. F.
WIGMORE, Cannon Hill, Braywick, Maidenhead, Berks.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Under).—
Age 26; eight years' experience Inside and Out.—C. M.,

3, Wiggin Terrace, Somerset Road, Tottenham, London.

GARDENER (Second), where four or five
others arc kept.—Age 2G

; good general experience in
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late Forcing, Flower
and Kitchen Garden. Good character, and well recommended.
—Address, stating wages, to H. G., 15, Ferrer's Road, Natab
Road. Stieatham. S.W.

C^
ARDENER (Under). —Age 21 ; eight

A years' experience in first-class establishments. Inside
and Out.—G. F.,The Gardens, Wexham Park. Slough, Bucks.

Ij'OREMAN, in the Houses, in a Market Nur-
sery.-Age j!4 ; well up in Cut Stuff, Cucumbers, and

Tomatos.—G. isMITH. Rose Cottage. Linkheld Road, Isleworth.

T^OREMAN, in the Houses, in a good estab-
J_ lishmeut.—Age 27; twelve years' experience in good
places. Excellent characters.—G. LILLEY, 54, Carr Hill,
BalbVi Doucaster.

FOREMAN, Indoors. — Age 32, married
seventeen years' experience in Growing Plant;

London and Provincial Nurseries. Good reference.

-

27, Eastfield Road, Enfield Highway.

&c,, in

W. S.,

Tj^OREMAN, in the Houses, in a good estab-
X. lishmeut.—Age 27 ; can be well recommended from
present and previous situations.—E. REVELL, Kirby Mill-
town, Ashover, Che&terfield.

ipUREMAN, under Cxiass, in a good establish-
ment.—Age 27 ; twelve years' experience at Tring Park,

Norris Green, and other good establishments. Two and a half
years in last situation. Good rtferences.—J. GARDNER,
6, Cobden Koad^ Enmore Park, South Norwood, S.E.

FOREMAN, in the Houses,, in private estab-
lishment.—Age 23 ; ten years' experience. Has obtained

a thorough method of Plant and Fruit Culture. Good testi-

monials as to personal character and ability.—H. BAZELEV,
Piukney's Green, Maidenhead.

t'OREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN.—
Nine years' experience in good gardens. Well up in

Plant and Fruit Culture under Glass, Conservatory, and
General work. Good testimonials.—F. BLACKALIj, 35,
Seaton Street, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

FOREMAN GROWER, or PROPAGATOR
JL of Roses, Ferns, Choice Fiuit, Flowering Bulbs, and
Plants, for General Cut Bloom, Trade and Market. Good all

round,—F. RUD, Whitegate. Burnley, Lancashire.

URSERY FUREMAN (Ground or
General).—Twenty years' experience in all depart-

ments in best Nurseries. Used to Landscape Work. Highett
references. — NURSERY, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER, or either, of
Soft-wooded Stuff.—Age 25; thoroughly experienced.

Good reference.—G. ISTED, \\'e,->tham, Hastings.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 30;
eighteen years' experience of Stove and Greenhouse,

Soft and Hard-wooded Plauts. Good references.—T. B.. 4,

Fairhazel Gardens, Hampstead, N.W.

KOPAGATOR andGROWER, in quantity.—
Pel irgoniums, Bouvardias, Begonias, Carnations, Chry-

santhemums, Liliums, Genistas, Dahlias, Geraniums. Ferns,
Gardenias, Eucharis, Poinsettias, Primulas, Cyclamen, Tea
Roses. Bedding Plants; elfiLi<'iit in Wreaths, Bouquets. &c.

—

FLORIST, 41, Wellington .'Street. Strand, W.C.

ROPAGATOR.—A\'eU experienced in Roses,
Clematis, and General Nursery Stock ; twelve years with

present employers, Rowe & Co. ; fifteen years with Mr. K.
Smith, St. John's. Excellent references.-JOHN MORRIS,
Barbourne Nurseries, Worcester.

FRUIT GROWER, or MANAGER i^r
Market.—Age 33; eighteen years' experience in the

Cultivation of Grapes, Peaches, Cucumbers, Tomatos, &c.

—

GROWER. 141, Clarendon Road, Notting Hill, W.

FERN GROAVER.—Practical ; ten years' ex-
perience in Market Growing. — W. HERBERT, The

Nursery, Wembley, Harrow.

ARKET GROWER.--Age23; Cut Flowers,
Grapes, Tomatos, &c. GoodPropagator.—W.BARNES,

The Vineries, Framfield, Sussex.

ROWER, &c. ; age 24.—Advertiser, with a
thorough knowledge of Growing Cucumbers and

Tomatos for Market, seeks situation as such, where he can get
an insight into Grape Growing. Good knowledge of General
Nursery routin-. Nine years in the Trade.-J. R. HORTOR,
Winsover Road Nursery, Spalding.

OURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 21 ; six years' experience. Good character.

—

W. MILKS, Queenswood, Beddington, near Croydon.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, in a large
establishment.—Age 24 ; six years in present place.—F.

BARROW, The Gardens, Balcombe Place, Balcombe. Sussex.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 19;
five and a half years good character from present

employer.—A. BYE, The Gardens, Northwood Hall, Rickmans-
worth, Herts.

To Head Gardeners and Florists.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 23; seven and a half
years in Plant and Fruit Hou-es. Furnishing.'Propagating,

Plant Growing, &c. Good character—H. OGLE, Knott's
Green Gardens, Leyton, Essex.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses; age 21,
abstainer.— G. Hilton, Gardener to Colonel Ainsworthy,

J. P., Smithill's Hall, Bolton, Lancashire, can strongly recom-
mend a young man for situation as above. Six years' ex-
perience. First-rate character.

TMPROVER, in the Garden and Houses.-
-1. Eighteen mouths' good personal character. Total abstainer.—L. LAWRENCE, Witley Manor, Godalming, Surrey.ITo Gardeners.
MPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age

18; strong; three and a half years' good character.

—

W. HjIRDY, Whitacre Station, near Coleshiil, Birmingham.

IMPROVER; age 19.— Mr. Applin, Sheer-X water Court, Byfleet, Surrey, would be pleased to recom-
mend G. Waters as above. Five years' experience. Give
small Premium for good situation.

TMPROVER, in the Houses, in a Gentleman's
-i- establishment.—Age 20; eight years' experience. Good
charactnr. Bothy preferred. £5 Premium will be given.—
D. SPINK. 16:^. Broadhurst Gardens, West Hampalead.N.W.

TMPROVER, in the Houses; age 18.— Mr.
-I- BOWELL will be pleaded to recommend G. Marlow to any
Gentleman's Garden r as above. Has been with him two years,
was previously three years at F. R. Kinghorn's ; is now leaving
owing to a reduction i i the establishment.—Manor House
Gardens, Richmond. Surrey.

'^ro NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN.—Mr.
J- C. Empson, Beechwood, near Sowerby Bridge, wishea to
hear of a situation in the Midland Counties, or South of
England, for his late Gardener, Edward Derricutt ; age 3tj,

married.

''[''O GARDENERS, &c.—A youth (age 16),
-L strong and able, is desirous of meeting with a situation
in a good Garden. Two and a half years at Burghley. Can
be well recommended. Apply in full. Wages from His to 12s.
a week, with bothy.—Apphcution to R. GILBERT, High Park
Gardens, Stamford.

•^I^O GARDENERS and NURSERYMEN.—X A young man (age 21) seeks employment in Garden or
Nursery; has been out before.—C. W., 29, Gurney Road.
Stratford, E.

'^rO GARDENERS, &c.—Wanted to place aX strong, active, well-educated youth (age 16) iusome good
Garden. Partly to work in the Houses.—Mr. E. WOODS, 25,
Heworth Green, Yorks.

ANAGER and BOOK-KEEPER, or HEAD
SHOPMAN.—Age 30, married ; fifteen years' experience

in leading Provincial Houses. Thorough knowledge of Seed
and Bulb Trade. First-class reference.—BRASSlCA, Gardeners'
Ckromcle Ollice, 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

^HOPMAN.—Age 25; eleven years' experienceO with Messrs. Charles Sharpe & Co., Sleaford, who will
reply to any enquiries.—H. GOULD. Sleaford.

^HOPMAN, E1R6T or SECOND, in a good
yj Seed Establishment.—Age 23; thorough knowledge.
Highest references. Energetic, steady.—H. MASON, Eriuce'A
Park, Liverpool.

CHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—Age 22; six
k^ years' experience in all branches of the Seed, Bulb, and
Plant Trade. Good knowledge of Nursery Stock.—T, B.,
Gardeners' C/iron(c/eOffice,41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Florists.

SHOPMAN or ASSISTANT.-Age 22 ; five
years' experience in a good West End Establishment.

Been Manager sixteen months. Good references. — W,
ASPLAND, 28. Carnac Street, West Norwood, S.E .

LANTSMAN, WREATH and BOUQUET
MAKER and SALESMAN.—Age 26, single ; thorough

knowledge of the Cut Flower and Plant Trade. Ten years'
practical experience. Able to take charge.—DENDROBIUM,
3, King Street, Lincoln.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
CLERK.—Age 28, trustworthy, experienced

seeks re-engagement ; knowledge of Plants and Seeds;
has specialised Botany ; some outdoor experience. Satis-
factory references.—Z., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

'po SEEDSMEN and NURSERYMEN.—X Wanted, by a young man, situation in a Seed or Nursery
Establishment. Well up in all branches; good Book-keeper;
could tjke charge of business in absence of principal. Excel-
lent references.—D.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Strand. W.C.

ACKER (Head).—Well up in Plant, Tree,
and Seed Packing; several years with Messrs. \'citch &

Sons, Chelsea. Also Timekeeper, if required. Good refer-

ences.—J. H., 8, Spencer Street, Bridge Road, Battersea Park
Road. S.W.

PACKER.-Well up in Plant, Tree, and Seed
Packing, also Bouquet. Wreath, and Cross Making; or

could take charge of a small Nursery. Sixteen years' London
experience.—R. H. B., 43, Robertson Road. Preston, Brighton.

pOW and POULTKYMAN; would assist in
\J Garden.—Age 22; nine years in large Dairy.—For
particulars, apply, The^GARDENER, Springwood, Dartford,

Kent.

HOLl^OWAY^S~Oir™iEST~and~PlIZa^
Help Under Suffering.—When multitudes are sorely

atiiicted with complaints which, short of endangering life,

bring almost every other personal trouble, it would be well
were the knowledge of these remedies widely disseminated.
No disease which afflict the human body are more irksome to
bear or more difficult to cure than skin diseases, wheii er
superficial sores or deep ulcerations. Holloway's Ointment
has proved itself a ready remedy for these maladies ; it at once
assuages pain, cleans the wound, and works out a sound and
lasting cure more certainly and more rapidly than any other
application. In old affections, debilitated habits and consti-

tutional ailments Holloway's Pills should be taken to increase
the salutary effect of his unguent.
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CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
(Telegrajihic Address—" Hot-wateb, London." Telejjhone—No. 4763.)

Have now pleasure in bringing to the notice of Horticulturists and Gardeners generally their

NEW PATENT (No. 9090, 1888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
WHICH IS WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST ALL BOUND BOILER IN THE MARKET.

It combines all the advantages of

its class so well known, and by the

improved method of forming the

joints — viz., with India-rubber

Washers—THE OLD AND TOO

OFTEN INEFFECTUAL WAY
OF CAULKING THE JOINTS

IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED

WITH.

It can be erected in a few hours,

and may be relied upon as a

thoroughly sound and good Hot-

water Generator. It has been care-

fully tested in every possible way,

more especially with regard to power

and durability, and the result has

been highly satisfactory.

SECTION OF PATENT J

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OP

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &C.

Inspection Invited. Price List Free on Application. Illustrated Catalogue, Is.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON. S.E.

THOMAS'S
TRAINING TRELLISES.

GALVANISED AFTER MADE.
For training Peas instead of

sticks. Traiuingplautstowalls,

&c. In Panels.
6 feet by 3 feet ... 2s. each.

6 feet by 4 feet ... 3s. each.

6 feet by 5 feet ... 4s. each.

6 feet by 6 feet ... bs. each.

Made any size to order at

following prices:—

2 in. 1^ in. mesh.
4'i. 4rrf- per foot super.

6 in. 4 in. 3 in

2d. Zd. Sirf.

Illustrated Catalogue on Application.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
87, QPEEN VICTORIA STREET, LOKDON, E.G.

GREENHOUSES.
Before ordering Conservatories. Vineries, Greenhouses, &c.,

obtain an Estimate (free) from us.

Plans. Illustrated CATALOGUE. &c., post-free, on application.

PEARCE AND HEATLEY. The North London Horticul-

tural Works, Holloway Road, London, N. ^^^^^
To Nurserymen. Seed Merchants, and Florists.

JBLACKBUKN and tSONS are offering Arch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade : also

Petersburg Mat.^ and Mat Bags, Raffia Fibre. Tobacco Paper,

and Shading. Prices free.—4 and 5. Wormwood Street, E.C.

21-OZ. Foreign of the abo%e si/es, in 100 and 200 feet boxes,

3rds and 4ths qualities, always kept in stock.

A large stock of similar current sizes of 15-OZ. glass in

200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

free delivery in the country in quantities.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthfield, London. E.C.

Citock List and Prices on application. Price L.ist of Colours,

Varnishes, Designs of 6tained ^- Leaded Glass. Quote Chronicle.

MESSENGEK & CO.'S New CATALOGUE of Greenhouses and Heating Apparatus,
Just issued, will be found the most complete, practical, and reliable guiiie to all ;il»iiit to build, alter, or heat greenhouses.

Illustrations of every description of Glasshouse, from the largest range of Wiutrr (ianl^'us t^j the simplest forms of Portable

Greenhouses. Plant Protectors, and Garden Frames ; also of all the best kind of Euilirs. llot-water Pipes, and all appliances for

heating. This Catalogue, possessing hundreils of illustrations of all the latest improvements in greenliouse building aud heating,
is on a scale never before attempted. It should be in the bauds of every one interested in gardening, as it contains many practical

hints on the subjects of which it treata, the result of many years' experience. Price 2s. pOSt-free.
A large number of the illustrations are taken from greenliouses erected by us in various parts of the country, an inspection of

this Catalogue shows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well tested by actual use. The advantages possessed by
us enable us to carry out work with the utmost promptness, and in the very best style, at prices which defy competition. Surveys
made and gentlemen waited on in any part of the country. Plans and Estimates free on application.

MESSENGER & COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free 3id.

;

Twenty-five Copies, Ss; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, feOs.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

W. RICHAE.DS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.O.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor
;

" Advertisementa and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Oflfice. 41, Wellington Stt^t, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William RtOHiRDS, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Aosew & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by the

said William Rioha.rd3, at the Office. 41, Wellington Street, Pariah of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday. September 15, 1888. Agent for Manchester—John Hbywjod.
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Flower- holder, Cheal's
Opuntia fruits

Pentapera sicula
Shrubland Park, Ipswich, vie« (Supplement.)
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334
328
335

F U R T H A
APPLE and PEAK

at Exeter,OCTOBER 25 and

N N U
S H O W,

A L

Forty-nine Classea Open to all England.

For Schedules, &c., apply to

Guildhall, Exeter.
J. I. FENGELLY, Hon. Sec.

pAJMKLLlAS.—CAMELL[AS for SALE, for
V^ want of room. Kight Specimens. 4 to 5 feet high, 3 to
4 feet acro?s, now full of \nuU. To be sold for want of room.

A. TALEYRAC. The Imperial Nursery. Harrow.

clean.

RANGE and LEMON TREES for Sale.
standards in tub.*. 22 inches. Good shape, healthy and

GARDENER, Knightleys, Exeter.

ALIETZE, Rio de Janeiro.—New PRICE
• LIST for PALM .SEEDS. Post-tree to all applicants,

from ADOLPH V. ESSEN AND CO., 73, Gr. Reichenstr,
H.imhurg.

r 1 L Y OF T KE VALLEY
J-J for Forcing, the best ever offered.

28s. per 1000.

PAUL GRUNOW.
Blumenstrasse. 39. Berlin O. Germany.

CTKAWBERRY PLANTS, in small pots.O splendid stuff of all best kinds, and true to name. Price
List on application.

FRANuIS R. RINGHORN, Nurseryman, Richmond. Surrey.

ICKSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SP.A.WN. most superior, now reduced to 5s. per bushel

of 14 cakes. Circular with Cultural Notes and List of Testi-
monials post-free on application.

DICK 0..S (Limited;, The Royal Seed Warchou?:e, CHESTEr.

CUTTON'S BEDDING TULIPS,O indistinct colours, for simultaneoua flowering. For full

particulars see

QUTTON'S BULB CATALOGUE:
KJ beautifully Illustrated with numerous Engravings and
a handsome Coloured Plate, representing the leading Bulbous
Flowers, and containing accurate descriptions of the choicest

Narcissus, together with particulars of the best varieties of

Hyacinths, Tulips, &c., for bedding. Now Ready: Post-free

to intending Customers.
SUTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen, READING.

REEPERS FOR WALLS.—By planting
what is suitable, an ugly obiect may easily be made

beautiful. Most being in pots, can be sent and put out at any
time. Descriptive LIST and advice Free.—RICHARD SMITH
AND CO.. Nurserymen and Seed Merohant-s, Worcester.

Camellias, Azaleas, RHododendrona, Palms, Orcliids.

&c. Plants grown specially for English use.

C^' U Y L S T E K E, Nurseryman,
• Loochristy, Ghent, Belgium.
Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and may be had.

free on application to

Messrs. E. SILBERRAD and SON, 26, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars. London, E.G.

The Early Planting of Daffodils.

HARTLAND of Cork is famous for "well
matured," early flowering, well ripened Bulbs. Detailed

and Descriptive LIST Pobt-free forwarded to any address,

in conjunction with his General Bulb CATALOGUE.
WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND. Old Established General Seed

Warehouse, 24, Patrick Street. Cork. His original •' LITTLE
BOOK OF DAFFODILS," illustrated by Gertrude Hartland,
Post-free for 18 stamps. This is the most complete work of

the sort yet published. The drawings are superb.

AN AMATEUR is anxious to Exchange DEN-
DROBESand CATTLEYAS for ODONTOGLOSSU.M-5 and

ONCIDIUMS.—M. D., 60, Boundary Row, South Hampstead.

ORCHIDS.—Amateurs having Large Speci-
mens to DISPOSE OF in EXCHANGE, are requested

to state value expected and sorts desirtd, to
W. H. (who has a large stock to select from). Gardeners'

Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

C Q U E L C H AND BARN HAM,O North Bow, Covent Garden. W.C, are OPEN TO DIS-
POSE Of any quantity of MlTSCiTS and BLACK GRAPES,
TOMATOS, CUCtmBEKS, FRENCH BEANS, STRAW-
BERRIES, CHOICE FLOWERS, &c. Highe,st Market Prices
obtained Acco"ntSales daily : Cheques weekly or as preferred

by Sender. Baskets anu Labels supplied. References given.

Surplus Cut Flowers.

HOOPER AND CO. (Limited) RECEIVE and
DISPOSE of any quantity of above at best Market

Prices. Boxes, &c., supplied.—Address, Commission Depart-
ment, HOOPER AND CO. (Limited). Covent Garden, W.C.

pHOICE FRUIT and FLOWERS'.
\J Highest Market Prices guaranteed.
HENRY RIDES (late Wise & Rides), Fruit and Flower

Salesman, Covent Garden, W.C.

ESSRS. GREGORY and EVANS,
NUHSERY.MEN, Sidcup, and 285, 286, 287, 288, Flower

:\Iarket. Covent Garden, London. W.C.. are open to RECEH'E
CO.VSIONMENTS of Choice CUT FLOWERS in any quantity
for their Commission Department. Boxes and Labels supplied.

Telegraph .4ddress— • COM.MISSION, SIDCUP."

ANTED, large Plants of SEAFORTHIA
ELEGANS, CYCAS REVOLUTA, TREE FERNS,

TACSONIAS. LAPAGERIAS of sorts. Lowest price for cash to
Mr. BOLT, The Gardens, Over Hall. Winsord, Cheshire.

WANTED, in quantities, established Plants of
ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDRA (Pacho variety).

State size and price for rash.

L'HOBTICULTUBE INTEKSATIONALE, Pare Leopold,
Brussels.

ANTED, TWO Large CAMELLIAS,
4 by 3 feet, 1 imbricata alba and 1 imbricata red

;

also small GARDENIAS. State price and size to

HEAD GARDEN'ES, C:ayton Wickham, Hassocks, Sussex.

1888,

IJOMAN HYACINTHS. NARCISSUS,
-LV LILIUM CANDIDUM, grown by Louis Bre.mosd, Fils,

Ollioules. Last consignments expected in London in afew days,
WILLIAM DENMAN . 7, Catherine Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

See large Advertisement, September 15, page 289.

Dutch Bulbs Direct from the Growers.

ANT. RbOZEN AND SON'S CATALOGtTE
for 188S, containing details of their immense Collections

of New, Rare, and tine Bulbs and Plants (86 pages in English)
is now ready, and will, as usual, be sent post-free, on applica-

tion to themselves or their Agents,
Messrs. MEKTENS AXD CO., 3, Cross Lane, St. Mary-atrHill,

Loudon, E.G., from whom also can be obtained.

ANT. ROOZEN and SON'S New Work. " Notes on the
Cultivation of Dutch and Cape Bulbs." Price Is., Post-free.

Q FECIAL OFFER of FERNS.—Pteris
kJ tremula, P. cretica, P. cretica cristatii, P. serrulata

cristata compacta.—BOUVARDIAS in best Covent Garden
strains. All in thumbs, fit for immediate potting. Also Pteris

tremula, good stuff, in 48'3, to offer in quantity.
Prices per 100 or 1000 on application.

R. PENGELLY, Dyson's Lane, Upper Edmonton.

Bulbs Of Finest Quality only.

BARR'S BULB CATALOGUE for
Now Ready. Sent free on application.

Contains full Descriptive List of the best Hyacinths, Tulips,

and other Dutch Bulba in cultivation, also an int*;resting de-

scriptive List of Cape and Californian Bulbs and Tubers, in-

cluding many beautiful rarities.

BARR AND SON, 12 and 13, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Dutch and other Bulbs.

CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE is

now ready. The first Consignment is to hand, in

excellent condition.
The New Rose, Fruit Tree, and Coniferee CATALOGUE is

now in the Press.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

R. DODWELL'S GRAND CARNATIONS.
—The finest grown. 5000 Uubloomed Seedlings,

warranted of the highest parentage; unrivalled whether for

bedding or forcing for spring flowering. 35. 6rf. per doz. ; 21s.

per 100. Special terms for quantitie:*. Particulars on appli-

cation. The Cottage, Stanley Road, Oxford,

INDIAN AZALEAS.— Splendid well-grown
Plants, well set, selected varieties, at £3 105., £4. and

£.T per 100. SPIR.EA JAPONICA—exceptionally fine Belgian

Spiraeas, for early forcing, 805. to 120s. per 1000.

A. VAN GEERT, Ghent. Belgium.

Palms, Foliage Plants, Heaths, &c.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN will be pleased to

forward LIST of above with low prices. Leading
ilecorative PALMS in all sizes, great quantities, and in finest

health.
Richmond. Surrey; and 191 and 192, Flower Market, Covent

Garden. W.C. ^_^
The best Season to Plant

DELWEISS is during September and
October.

In consequence of having made favourable purchases,

I am able to supply strong plants at

£2 per 1000, aiid 55. per 100.

OTTO WAGNER. Dobeln. Germany.

Kent — The Garden of England.
STRAWBERRIES true to Name.

GEO. BUNYARD and CO.'S New LIST,
embracing. Noble, Waterloo, &c., and the 30 best kinds,

may now be had on application. Splendid Plants m little pots,

and Runners. The Old Nurseries, Maidstone.

QULPHIDE of POTASSIUM (Harris).—

A

O certain cure for Mildew on Plants, Red Spider, Aphis,

&c. Enough to make 32 gallons of solution, free for Is. .V.

The only kmd to use is "Harris's specially prepared Sulphide

of Potassium." Sole Manufacturers :
—

PHILIP HARRIS AND CO.(Limited), 9,Bull Ring, Birmingham.

n. LASCELLES and CO.,
Horticultural Builders,

121, BUN HILL R^OW, LONDON, E.C.

E

W
Plans and Estimates Free.

See large .\dverti3ement, September 1, page 233.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Bulba from Holland.

Sales every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, in

Large and Small Lots, lo suit all Buyers.

MR. J, C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTIOX. at his Great Rooms, 33, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
SATUKD.A.Y, : t half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day. hrst

class consignments of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
and other IIULBS, arriving daily from well-known Farms in

Holland.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Siwoial Sale of OroMda in Flower and Bud.

ll/rR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
lu. his NEXT SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD
will take place at his Great Rooms, ,38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY. October IS, and he will be

glad if Gentlemen desirous of ENTERING PLANTS FOR
THIS SALE will send particulars for Catalogue as soon as

possible.

•' Tlie Hall," Dulwioh.
(Corner of East Dulvvich Grove.)

Ten minutes' walk from Heme Hill Station, London, Chatham,
and Dover Railway.

TUESDAY NEXT.—(Sale No. 7749.)

AfR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
i.lX AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, on TUESDAY
NEXT, September 25, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, R small

COLLECTION of STOVE and (lliEENHOUSE PLANTS, con-

sisting of Palms, Ferns, Tuberous-roud'fl Begonias, Plants for

Tablea and other Decorative Purposes, Orchids, Camellias, and
Azaleas, Geraniums, Chrysanthemums. Cinerarias, &c. ; also

GREENHOUSE, 24 by 12 feet, HAND and FRAME LIGHTS,
variousTOOLS, &c.

On view the day prior and morning of Sale, and Catalogues

had of the GARDENER on the Premises; and of Mr. J. C.

STEVENS, 33, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Thursday Next.—(Sale No. 77.51.)

A FINE LOT of CHOICE ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, includ-

ing many rarities, some in Flower and Bud. Also some
splendid establisehd plants of LILIUM WALLICHIA-
NUM. a grand white Indian Lily.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
ia his S.ILE by AUCTION at his Great Rnoms, S3,

King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT,
September 27.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Kext.— (Sale No. 77.51.)

LILIUM NEPALENSE.
CYPRIPEDIUM UELLATULUM.

CYPRIPEDIU.M LAWRENCIANUM.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on THURSDAY NEXT, September 27,

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Jlessrs. Hugh
Low & Co.. growing plants of LILIUM NEPALENSE, a grand

species, to which a First-class Certificate was awarded by the

Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society on

September U , and which nniy be considered one of the very hnest

and most distinct New Plants of recent introduction Upwards
of a dozen llowers were counted on an old stem in its native

habitat, where the temperature falls many degrees below

freezing point. It is described in the various Gardening

Papers'^of the 15th inst , and a plant in flower will be

on view.
At the same time will be offered 600 CYPRIPEDIUM

LAWKENCEANUM. grand plants, in the finest condition,

recently imported. The leaves are beautiful in the extreme,

and there is every probability of tine varieties being amongst

them, as from an'importation from same locality, sent by same
Co'lector, Cypripedium Hyeanum appeared. Fine plants of

CYPRIPEDIUM BELLATULUM, amongst them fine speci-

mens; C. SANDERIANU.M, C. NIVEUM.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Valuable Established Orchids.

/I R. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that

Brunswick Nursery, Tottenham.
IMPORTANT INUESERVED TRADE SALE of WINTER
FLOWERING HEATHS and GUEENllUUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. John Mailer, to SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, the Brunswick Nursery, Tottenham (close to

White Hart Lane Station, Great Eastern Railway), on

THURSDAY, September 27, at 12 o'clock punctually, without

reserve, the following remarkably vvell grown STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS

M

5000 Heaths, incluJing Hye-
raalis, gracilis, Wimore-
ana, &c.

1000 Genista fragraus

1000 Chrysauthemuma in pots,
choice varieties

1000 Eouvardias of sorts

3000 Ferns, Adiautum cunea-

_ _ he has received instructions from Robt. Warner, Esq.

of Chelmsford, to offer for SALE by AUCTION, at his Great

Kooms, ;}8, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. on THURS-
DAY, Octoberll, at half-pa^t 12 o'clock precisely, a portion of

his well-known COLLECTION of ORCHIDS, comprising many
fine specimens of Vandas, Cypripediums, Lselias, Cattleya.^,

Odontoglossums, MasdevaFhas, &o.
Further particulars in future Advertisements.

Dutch Bulbs.

Every MONDAY, THURSDAY, and SATURDAY.
Great Unre-'ii-rved Salts.

MESSRS. PKOTHER(.)E and MORRIS -will

SELL by AUCTION, at the Central Sale Rooms. 07 and

63. Cheapside, London, E.G.. every MONDAY. THURSDAY, and

SATURDAY, at half-past II o'clock precisely, extensive con-

signments of hrst-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, Irom Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Private Buyers.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

Tuesday Next.
ORCHIDS IN F L;0 W E R .

IVTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
ItX will SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,

67 and 68, Cheapside, Lonilon, E.C, on TUESDAY, September

25, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, 200 lots of ORCHIDS IN
FLOWER, from various collections, including Odoatoglossunis,

Oncidiums, Ltelias, Cattleyas, Cadogyne Massangeana, with

25 flowers ; and an exceptionally fine variety of Vanda San-

deriana, a grand pkint, the best variety ever seen; "Waniia

ccerulea, and a tine specimen of Cypripedium Spicerianum.
On viaw morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

turn, Lomaria gibba,

Pteris argyrtea, cretica,

tremula, and others

200 Ficus elasticus in 48 and
.32-pots

Solanum capsicastrum, well

berried
Small Heaths and Genistas

Large CA.MELLIAS and AZALEAS for cutting ; GERANIUM,
Improved Queen of Whites, in flower; NEW LANTANAS,
COLEUS, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 6S,

Cheapside, London, E.C.
N.B. The whole of the Stock is in first>rate condition, the

ERICAS being especially well-set for flower, and an inspection

is respectfully invited. The Nurseries are close to tlie White
Hart Lane Station, Great Eastern Railway. Trains from

Liverpool Street every half hour.

Friday Next.

1\/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

i>X instructed by Mr. F. Sander to SELL by AUCTION, at

their Central Sale iiooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.,

ou FRIDAY' NEXT, September 28, at half-past 12 o'clock

precisely, ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM variety; a

marvellous importation of the above, which has come to hand

in excellent condition per steamer Medway. The varieties

COBBIANU.M, LEUCOGLOSSUM, and PULCHERRIMUM
will be found amongst this consignment. The plants were

found in a new district in Columbia, and were collected at

great expense. ONCIDIUM HiEMATOCHILU.M : a few plants

of this rare and superb Oncidium. DENDKOBIUM BIGIB-

BUM : a very fine lot of this, the finest of all Australasian

Dendrobes ; seldom plants can be offered in such fine condition,

as it is very rare in its native habitat.

The Sale will also include some fine growing plants, well-

established, of the lovely now MORMODES RUCCINATOR^
carrying flowers of a beautiful golden-yellow ;

alsoa new ONCI^
DIUM from Brazil, which collector describes a-s the finest ever

seen. A grand lot of ONCIDU'M C'RISPUM, the rare O.

MARSHALLIANUM, 0. CAVENDISIIIANUM, O. S-ARCODES,

a fine lot of O. SPH.ACELATUM .MA.7US. the rare 0. CUR-
TUM O. FORBESII, O. MICROPOGON. in fine masses;

splendid lot of ODONTOGLOSSUM LUTEO-PURPUREUM
and SCEPTRU.M, CITROS.MU.M, HASTATUM, ROEZLII,
EPIDENDRUM Species from a new district in Brazil; and

many other valuable ORCHIDS.
Also PHAL.ENOPSIS BUYSSONIANA, PHAIUS REG-

NIEKI. and HABENAEIA MILITARIS, from Messrs. Seeger

& Tropp.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include in their SALE, on FRIDAY NEXT. S.'i.tember

28 well established Plants of PHAL.ENOPSIS BUYSSONI-
ANA, PHAIS REONIERL and HABENARIA MILITARIS,
from the collection of the late Explorer, Mr. A. Regnier,

by order of Messrs. Seeger & Tropp.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Kingston-on-Thames.

B \- order of the Executors of the late Mr. Thomas Jackson.

CLEARANCE SALE of the whole of the GREENHOUSE,
STOVE, and other PLANTS, a choice COLLECTION of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, large CAMELLIAS, UTEN-
SILS-in-TRADE, &c., without reserve.

SALE, OCTOBER I, and two following days, instead of

September 25 and 26, as previously advertised.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
(having sold the Freehold Estate), are instructed to

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Kingston Nursery,

Kingston-on-Thames, close to the Kingston Railway Station,

on ISIONDAY, October 1, and two following days, without

reserve, at 12 o'clock precisely each day, the whole of the

well-grown GREENHOUSE. and STOVE PLANTS, including

some thousands of Ferns, Geniniums, Fuchsias, lOUO Pot

Roses, 200 large Double White and otiier Camellias, from 2 to

12 feet, particularly worthy the notice of the Tr.ade; Azalea

indica. a large and choice assortment of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, comprising Catfleyas, A^andas, Saccolabiums,

Aierides, ;ind Odontoglossums, principally O. Alexandra-, also

the LIVE and DEAD STOCK, consisting of 4 Horses, 6 Cows,

2 Exhibition Plant Vans, Utensils-in-Trade, and numerous

other effects. „ . ,

M,ay be viewed three days prior to the Sale. . Catalogues

may be had on the Premises ; at the various Branch Nurseries,

Norbiton and Long Ditton ; of G. C SUERRARD, Esq.,

Solicitor, 26, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C, and Kingston; and

of the Auctioneers, 07 and 08, Cheapside, London, E.C, and

Leytonsfone, E.
N.B —The whole of the Valuable Nursery Stock now grow-

ing on the Branch Nurseries, will be lotted to suit Large and

Small Purchasers, and Sold without reserve, on the respective

Premises, OCTOBER 15 and following days, in the meantime
anyone desirous of having either of the productive Nur.series

transferred may arrange to do so with the Auctioneers, which
would afford them the opportunity of purchasing only what
Stock they require at unreserved Auction Prices.

Sales by Sample.

IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE.

l\,fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS tle-

i»X sire to announce that their SALES by SAMPLE of

NURSERY STOCK and GREENHOUSE PLANTS will com-

mence on TUESDAY, October 9, and be continued every

alternate Tuesday,

Central Auction Booms, 67 and 63, Cheapside, E.C.

Birmingham.
A'EPlTEGANS' NURSERIES.

IMPORTANT SALE of one of the most valuable NURSERY",
SEED, aud FLORIST'S BUSINESSES in the Provinces.

Established upwards of Thirty years.

ll/J ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, of
-LtX London, in conjunction with Mr. W. C E. CaYi;, of

Birmingham, are favoured with instructions from the sole pro-

prietor, Mr. R. H. \'ertegans (who is retiring from the busi-

ness), to SELL by PUBLIC AUCTION, at the Royal Nurseries,

Harborne Road, Edgbaston, on TUESDAY, the 9lh day of

October next, at 2 o'clock punctually, the various NUR-
SERIES, DWELLINGS, &c., in lots, as under, and including the

Leases, Stock, Goodwill, and Possession, as going concerns :

—

Lot 1.—The ROYAL NURSERIES, RESIDENCE, and COT-
TAGE (Hans Niemand & Co.), Harborne Road, Edgbaston.
Lot 2.—The METCHLEY PARK NURSERY and COTTAGE,

Edgbaston.
Lot a.—The SHELLEY NURSERIES and TWO COTTAGES,

Great Malvern.
Lot 4.—The RICHMOND HILL NURSERY. Edgbaston.
Lot 5.—The CHAD VALLEY NURSERIES and RESIDENCE,

Edgbaston, and the BIRMLNGHAM MARKET HALL
BUSINESS.

Plans and particulars may be had at the several Nurseries
;

also from Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Auctioneers,

67 and 08, Cheapside, London, E.C; and from Mr. W. C B.

CAVE, of Birmingham.

Peterborough.
Under a Deed of A.ssignment.~Unrserved CLEARANCE SALE

of the whole of the NURSERY STOCK, by order of the

Trustees of the Estate of Mr. John House.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

. SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Branch Nur-

sery, Peterborough, on TUESDAY, October il, without
Reserve, the whole of the well-known NURSERY STOCK.

Further particulars will appear next week. Catalogues of

the Auctioneers. 67 and OS, Cheapside, E.C

The Hurseriea, Mllford, Surrey.
PRELIMLNARY NOIICE of FilUR D.AYS' SALE.

MESSRS. PRUTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr, Maurice Young to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises as above, on OCTOBER 10, aud
three following days, hrst-class NURSERY STOCK, com-
prising Evergreens in variety, Coniferte. Standard Flowering

Trees, Flowering Shrubs, large deciduous Ornamental Trees,

transplanted Forest Trees, Thorns or Quicks for hedges, choice

named Rhododendrons, Rhododendron pontieum, Roses, &c.
Further particulars in future Advertisements.

SunniDgdale.

Very important UNRESERVED SALE of beautifully grown
NURSERY STOCK, a large portion of which is giuwing

on Land recently Sold, aud necessitating an imineiliatii

Clearance.

IVTESSRS. PKOTHEROE and MORRIS are
XtX instructed by Mr. Charles Noble (who has plat;ed in

their hands the disposal of his loug-established Business and
Freehold Estate) to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Sunningdale Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey, near the Sunniiig-

dale Railway Station, on MONDAY. October 22, and five fol-

lowing dajs, the valuable and renimarkably >\ell grown
NURSERY STOCK, extending over about 50 Acres. Fuller

particulars will appear.
Catalogues, when ready, had of the Auctioneers, C7 and (53,

Cheapside, E.C.

Sunbury, Middlesex. Preliminary I^otice.

VALUABLE FREEHOLD NURSERY.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS rre

favoured with instructions from the owner to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, on MONDAY, October 29, the

VALUABLE FREEHOLD NURSERY, known as Osborn's

Nuisery, Sunbury, comprising 17 Acres of very productive

Land, Brick-built Residence, 21 Greenhouses. 2 miles of Hot-

water Piping, numerous Pits, Stabling, and other Trade Build-

ings. The Estate possesses extensive frontages to the publ'c

roads, and these frontages could be utilised for building pur-

poses, without interfering in any way with the carrying ou of

the present Nursery and Florist's Business.

Particulars and Plans can be had on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 63, Cheapside, E.C.

N B —The Extensive STOCK of STO^^ and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS and OUTDOOR NURSERY STOCK will be SOLD by
AUCTION, on the Premises, ou Monday and Tuesday,

October 29 aud 30.

Preliminary Notice.

The COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS formed by

A. S. Hughes. Esq.. Uite of Lee.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed to SELL the above EARLY IN OCTOBER,

at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 6S. Cheapside, E.C.

Enfield Highway. Middlesex.— Larman's Farm.

TO FRUIT GROWERS, MARKET GARDENERS,
AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. FULLER, HORSEY, SONS, and
CASSELL are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at the

Mart. Tokenhouse Yard. E.G., on WEDNESDAY. October 3. at

2 o'clock precisely (unless previously disposed of by private

contract), in one lot, a valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTY,
land tax redeemed, 19 acres 1 rood and 30 perches, situate at

Enfield Highway, within 1^ mile of Enfield Lock Station ou

the Great Eastern Railway, with frontages to Bell Lane and

the High Road, comprising a Fruit Garden of about l^^ acres,

well-stocked with a choice variety of young Fruit Trees, con-

sisting of Pears, Apples, Plums, Currant. Gooseberry, and other

Bushes. Dwelling-house, containing 10 rooms, Dairy, Wash-
houses. Coach-house, Stables, Granary, Packing Sheds, and

general Farm Buildings.

May be viewed till the Sale, by orders to be had of the

Auctioneers. Particulars and Conditions of Sale may be

obtained of Mes.'^rs. ARKCOLL and COCKELL, Solicitors, 67,

Toolev Street. S.E. ; at the Mart; and of Messrs. FULLER,
HORSEY, SONS, AND CaSSELL, 11, Billiter Square,

,
London, E.C.
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Cheap BulD Sales.

MESSRS. SMAIl. AND CO. will SELL by
AUCTION, at lL'3. Feiicburch Street, City, E.C., on

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, mitt FRIDAY NEXT, Sep-

tember 24, -M. nud 23, at 12 o'Cloek each day, large

oSsiKniients ot First-class HYACINTHS TULIPS

CROCUS, aud other DUTCH BULBS, specially lotted to suit

°
Adl'lresMS of intending Purchasers Booked for Catalogues of

these Weekly Sales.

Fleet Nursery. Hants.

The Nursery is close to Fleet Station, on the London and South-

western Railway, 5 miles from Aldershot, 3 from lam-

borough, and 12 from Guildford.

FOUR D.iYS' NURSERY SALE.

MR. H. J. E. BRAKE will SELL by
AUCTION, at the Fleet Nursery, Fleet, Hants, on

MONDIY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY,
October 8, 9, 10, and 11, 18S8. at 12 o'clock each day, a large

quantity of thriving NURSERY STOCK, comprising Abies

Doun-lasii, Araucaria imbricata, Austrian Piue, ArborvitK,

Aucuba japonica, Ailantus ghindulosa, Berbens Darwinu,

Birch and new Purple-leaf Birch, Biota elegautissinia, Cu-

pressusLnwsoniana, Cedrus Deodara, Cornus mascula, Deutzia

crenatn, ll.-pl.. Golden Hollies. Retinospora. Juniperus Tir-

giniana Khododemiron ponticum, choice named Rhododen-

drons, Azalea mollis, Kalmia latifolia. Spireas in variety.

Black Italian Poplars, Standard Canadian Poplars, new White

Poplar EoUeana, Mountain Ash, Limes, Norway Maples,

Laburnums, 13.000 Apple, Paradi-e and Pear Stocks; Straw-

berries several 100,000 transplanted Forest Trees, such as

Ash Birch, Beech, Alder,' Austrian Pine, Scotch Fir, Silver

Fir 'sycamore. Spruce Fir, Oaks, Prunus myrobolano. Quick;

Standard and Dwarf Roses, Gooseberries, Black and Red Cur-

rants Pears Walnuts; two GREENHOUSES and contents,

quantity of Herbaceous Plants, &c. ; several loads of BURRS,

suitable for Rock-work; a large quantity ot Scotch Fir, from

May be viewed, and Catalogues had, at the Nursery, and of

the Auctioneer. Lynchford House, Farnborough, Hants.

WMttlngton Nurseries, near Liohfleld.

IMPORTANT SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. WINTERTON and SONS are

instructed by Mr, Edward Holmes to submit for

UNRESERVED COMPETITION at the above well-known

Nurseries, on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY,
bctober 9, 10. and 11. a large quantity of FRUIT TREES of

the best sorts, in Standards. Pyramids, and Dwarfs; iOKtbl
TREES, including Scotch, Austrian. Larch, and Spruce Firs ;

a complete collection of E\-ERGREEN, DECIDUOUS, and

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, viz., Boi, Laurels,

Hollies, Aucubas, Lilacs, Spirreas, Syringas, &c.; a grand col-

lection of Coniferre, in many varieties, suitable for pots and

boxes a quantity of named Rhododendrons, Ghent mollis

Azalea's, and other American Plants ; Herbaceous and Rock

Plants, in lots to suit all purchasers.

Particulars in Catalogues to be obtained from the place of

Sale, or the Auctioneers, Ltchtield and Walton Warren,

Burton-on-Trent.

WANTED TO RENT, a small FLORIST'S
BUSINESS, in or near a Town,

Full particulars to A., 6, New Cottages, Withycombe, Eimoulh .

UOR SALE, a NURSERY, SEED, and CUT
V FLOWER BUSINESS, situated in a rising town in

Yorkshire. The Nursery is 6 acres, and is well stocked with a

first-class General Nursery Stock. There are 4 Plant Houses

and a number ot Pits, all well suited for Market work. The

shop trade is mostly cash, and satisfactory reasons will be given

or shown why disposing. This is a rare W."'""','/ '°'.,,''

retiring Qardener.-Apply to S.. Gardmm' Chronicle iji\\^e,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Market Gardeners, Florists, Nurserymen, &c.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES.

TT'OR SALE, cboice FREEHOLD LAND,
Jj in Acre Plots, suitable tor above. Rich Garden Soil with

gravel and sand sub-soil. The laud is considered by the Trade

the finest near London for Grapes and all other Market Products.

Apply SECRETARY, Estates Investment and \ ilia I'ariu

Company, Estate Office, Tangley Park, Hamptou-on-Thames.

To Florists, Nurserymen, and Others.

TO BE SOLD, by Tender, the LEASE and

JL BUSINESS of a FLORIST and SEEDSMAN, for some

years past carried on by Mr. .7. C. Hawke. at Newington next

Sittingbourne. The Premises include a 6-roomed Dwelling-

house, 7 capital Greenhouses, about .50 by 11 feet ;
and a 2-stall

Stable. Held under Lease, of which 17 years is unexpired, at

the nominal rental of £18 per annum,

Sealed Tenders to be delivered at Jlr. KEWETT, Newington,

Kent or to Mr. F. CLEAVER, 48, West Street, Sittingbourne,

not later than Tuesday, October 2, and of whom full particulars

may be obtained.

OR SALE, FREEHOLD BUILDING
L4ND suitable for Fruit Growing and Garden Purposes.

adioining station at Ashford. Middlesex, near Richmond and

Twickenham. 20 ft. frontage, 120 ft. deep; £20 a plot, or bs.

per month. Water, gas, roads made—free conveyance—plans.

Mr. FIELD. 3, Bucklersbury, E.C.

BE SOLD, or would be LET, a NURSERY,
2 acres of Ground. Glasshouses, and small comfortable

House Between Putney and Wandsworth. Fifty years' lease

at £50 a year. Suitable tor a London Seedsman. Apply to

Mr. FRED. W. GLAZIER, 1. Park Side, Hyde Park Corner,\^ .

South of England.

LARGE GARDEN, 20 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and Vineries. £7000 has been spent on the

property. Seven years' lease. Two Cottages inclusive. £l.i0

a year. ELDBIDGE. Portsmouth.

TO LET, a Small JOBBING and FLORIST'S
X. NirRSERY, consisting of 4 Houscsand several Pits, excel-

lently situated in roost fashionable part of Leicester. An ad-

vantageous opportunity tor an energetic and enterprising man.

Apply. HARRISON AND SONS. Royal Midland Seed Estab-

lishment, Leicester,

TO LET, VINERY and GLASSHOUSE
about 100 yards long, 8 yards wide, 14 feet wide. 150

Vines.—Address, Clifte Cottage, Idle, near Bradford,

Surrey.

TO BE LET, on moderate terms, about
One Acre of GROUND, with numerous Glass Houses.

Full particulars and terms of Messrs. PROTHEROE isu
MORRIS, Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

R CHI D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

Have JLi-^t received ;i line Importation of

VAN DA LAMELLATA BOXALLI

SCHOMBURCKiA THOMSONIANA, New,

and now offered for the Jirat time.

Circular with full particulars of these and other Importa-

tions, also copy of their new Illustrated and Descriptive

CATALOGUE of ORCHIDS, will be sent free on application.

LILIUM NEPALENSE.
CYPRIPEDIUM BELLATULUM.

CYPRIPEDIUM LAWRENCEANUM.

Mr. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,

GEEAT ROOMS, 38, KING STEEET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C,

On THURSDAY, September 27,

By order of Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., growing plants of

LILIUM NEPALENSE-a grand species, to which a First-class Certificate was awarded by the

Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, on September 11, and which may be considered

one of the very finest and most distinct New Plants of recent introduction.

Upwards of a dozen flowers were counted on an old stem in its native habitat, where the

temperature falls many degrees below freezing point. It is described in the various Gardening

Papers of the 15th inst., and a plant in flower will be on view.

At the same time will be offered 600 CYPKIPEDIUM LAWBENCEANUM - grand

plants, in the finest possible condition, recently imported : the leaves are beautiful in the extreme,

and there is every probability of fine varieties being amongst them, as from an importation from the

same locality, sent home by the same collector, Cypripedium Heyeanum appeared. Fine plants of

CYPRIPEDITIM BELLATXJLTJM, amongst them fine specimens ; C. SANDERIANTJM and

C. NIVEUM. On vieio morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

THE GARDENERS'

ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and STTBSORIPTIONS

WILL BE THANKFULLY RECEIVED BY

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec.,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, London, W.

Eoyal Parw, &c.-Grass Seeds.

THE COMMISSIONERS of H.M. WORKS,
&c.. are prepared to receive TENDERS for the supply of

GRjlSS SEEDS for use in the Royal Parks, &c.. during th.i year

1889 Forms of Tender, containing full particulars, may be

obtained at 1 his Office any day, eicepting Saturday, between

the hours ot 12 and 3. Tenders are to be delivered Lefore

12 o'clock, noon, on TUESDAY, the 2nd proximo, ad.lresaed to

"The Secretary, H.M. Office of VForks, &c.. 12. Whitehall

Place. Loi don. S.W.," and endorsed "Tender for Grass Seeds,

Royal Parks, &c."
The Commissioners do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any Tender.
jj ^ PRIMROSE. Secretary.

H,M. Office of Works, &c., 12, Whitehall Place, S.W.
September 12.

" EVERGREENS."
Stock quite unequallbd for superior qualiit.

Immense variety and great extent.

Inspection earnestly invited.

DICKSONS Nurseries, Chester.
(Limited)

TO ORCHID GROWERS.—Live SPHAG-
NUM MOSS, 6j. per sack. Large Rockery FERNS,

matured roots, including Lastrea righla, montann, colina.

amuhi, erosa, dilatata, Filix mas; Athynum, Polystichum

lobatum, angulnrc, aculeatum, Robertiauum :
Scolopeadrium"

Beech, Oak, Parsley, &c. Fifty. .'>i. M.: lOU, lUs,

Botanically named. Carriage paid for Ferns.

JOHN BURNS. Fellside. Iiendal.

PURPUREA (ScarboroughVALLOTA
Lily)-

NARCISSUS Incomparabilis planus.

Double "White, sweet-scented.

IXIA CRATEEOIDES (Crimson).

si:e ouh

Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs,

Containing LIST of all the best varieties ot HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS, LILIUMS, DAFFODILS, SNOWDROPS.
IRIS &c., tree ou application.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SliKD AND BULB MERCHANTS,

EXETER STREET. STRAND, LONDON. W.C.
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PEACH TREES for SALE.—Extra size, rang-
ing from h to 10 feet high, and as much throujjh. The

best sorts represented ; liJOO feet of south wirlling being en-
gaged for their growth. Far particulars, apply to

R. GILUERT, High Park Gardens, Stamford.

To the Seed Trade.
~\rEW ZEALAND COCKSFOOT
Xl (DACTYLIS GLOMERATA).
HORNE. SON. AND BRYANT, 59, Mark Lane. London, E.G.,

are First-hand Sellers of the XewCrop. U to IS lb. per Bushel.
Samples and Quotations on application.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

4d. per bushel ; 100 for 2.ns. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),

40s. ; 4-bushel bags, ^'^- each.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. 6d. per sack ; 5 sacks,

2.5s. ; sack^, 4d. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. per sack, 6 sacks, 22s. ; sacks,

4rf. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND. Is. 9d. per bushel ; 15s. per hall

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD, Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. 6rf. per sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH. RUSSIA MATS, &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.R.H.S., 21, Ooklsmith's Street, Drury
Lane (lately called 17a, Coal Yard), W.C.

PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
CHOICE PLANTS. FERNS, HEATHS, AZALEAS, &c.

EPPS & CO. are now prepared to offer PEAT, as above,

of firjt-class quiilitv, at lowest prices. Send for Samples. Price

List and Testimonials. Depot for HORTICULTURAL
SUNDRIES. LOAM, SAND, LE.AF-MOULD, SPHAGNUM,
COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EPPS & CO., Ringwood, Hants.

GARDEN REQUISITES,
of best qiiahty, as supplied to the Boyat Gardens, lSc.

BEST COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, 10 sacks for 10s., 15 for
14s., 20 for 18s.. 30for 25s. : two ton truck, 28s. Freeonrail.

RUSSIA MATS, from 12s. to ISs. per dozen.
FINEST ORCHID PEAT, 7s. per sack.
BEST BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. per sack, 6 for 22s. M.
BEST BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 4s. id. per sack, 6 for 20s.

COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. tfi. per bushel; 14s. fton

;

PURE LEAF MOULD, :iv. per sack. [2.5s. per ton,
YELLOW FIBROUS L(HM. 3s. per sack.
BEST MUSHROOM SPAWN, 4s. per bushel.
KAFFIA. LABELS. STICKS, from 1 ft. to 5 ft., BAMBOO

CANES, 31 ft. to 12 ft., \'IRQIN CORK, CHEMICAL
MANURES, NETTING, &c.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 6s. per sack. CHARCOAL, 8s. per sack.
SPECIALITE TOBACCO PAPER and CLOTH, lOii. per lb.

;

28 lb. for 21s. Price List free by post.
W. HERBERT AND CO., Hop Exchange Warehouses, South-

wark Street. London, S.E.

Protect your Fruit by using

MADDOGK'S KILL-WASP.
Mr. C. Pennt, Head GnrdeJier to H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, says :
—" Your Kill-Wasp is simply marvellous for its

quick destruction of this our greatest enemy."

Mr. H. H. Ward. Bead Gardener to the Right Hon. the
Earl of Radnor :

—" I have given it a trial, and found it to be
everything you represent it to be. It does its work most
effectually."

To be had of all Chemists, price ls.6d., or post-free. Is, 9rf.,

and from the

OLD ENGLISH LAVENDER WATER CO.,
PULBOROUGH, SU.SSEX.

GARDEN "^^^

REQUISITES, ^^m
Two Pkize Medals. ^^^^

Quality, THE BEST In the Market, (All sacks included.)
PEAT, best brown tibroua ... 5s. per sack, 6 sacks for 22s. 6d.

PEAT, best black fibrous ... is. 6rf. ,, 5 sacks for 20s,

PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. 6rf. ,, 5 sacks for 35s.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST I Is, per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... f (sacks included).
SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. Qd. per bush., 14s. half-ton, 24s. ton.
KAFFIA FIBRE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb.; 28 lb., 27s.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., 8s. per sack.
CHUBB'S " PERFECT" FER-^ In Bags.
TILIZER (the Best Food for ( . • ,

aU kinds of Plants, Flowers, fTins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 661b. 1 cwt.
Fruits, Vegetables, &c. ...) 1/6 3/- ,5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CBUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-
VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 6/6 10/6 17/-
RUSSIAN MATS, BAMBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SOnA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Beddi ng for Horses and
Cattle, £2 per ton. Extra lar^e Sample Bales. 6s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),
sacks. Is. 3(i. each : 10 sacks, lis.; 15 sacks, 15s.; 20 sacks, 18s.;

30 sacks, 25s. ; 40 sacks. 30s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

2Ss. Limited quantities of G., special quality granulated,
in sacks only, 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

(Bankers, Union Ban.'^ of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD, MILWALL, LONDON, B.

BULBS FOR
carnage E^RLY FORCISMGFree.
HYACINTHS, Early White Roman. ex(ra line bulb-,

per 100, 15s.
;
per dozen, 1*.^.

,, Early White Roman, ordinary size bulbs,
per 100, 12s. ; per dozen, Is. ^d.

NvVRCrSSUS. Paper-White, fine bulbs.
per 100, 105. tirf. ; per dozen, Is. 6rf.

„ Paper-White, new, large flowered,
per 100. 1.5,?. ; per dozen, 2s. 6rf.

,, Poii!ilei;,iman, very fine, p. 100, 10s. Orf.; p.doz.. Is. tirf.

CHOIC£ STRAWBERRY PLANTS. — A splendid
assortment of prepared Runners, including all the newest
andcUoicestsortsincultivation. Carriage free. LAXTON'S
NOBLE, splendid early, perdoz., 6.?. ; per 100. 40s. KING
of the EARLIES, very early, per doz., \s.

\
per 100, 7s. 6/.

THE CAPTAIN, very fine, per dozen, Is. ; per 100, 7s. %d.
WATERLOO, splendid dark crimson, perdoz., 1.^.6(/.; per
loo, 10s. PRESIDEaNT, 5s. per 100 : BRITISH QUEEN,
M.^d per 100; FROGMORE LATE PINE, 5s. per 100 ;

KEEN'S SEEDLING. 3s. 6rf. p. 100; AUGUSTI NIEAISE,
3s. 6i. per 100; JAMES VEITCH, 'As. ^d. per 100 ; DR.
HOGG, .5s. p. 100 ; ALPHA, 5s. p. 100. And many others.

1000 in 10 choice varieties, our selection, 35s.
100 ,, 10 . 6i.

DANIELS BROS.,
TOWN CLOSE NURSERIES, NORWICH.

ONLY THE BES T."

CHEAP BULBS FOR FORGINC, &c
IVr lOU.— .V. rf.

ROMAN HYACINTHS
DOUBLE RO.MAX NARCISSUS
PAPER WHITE NARCISSUS
VAN TIIOL TULIPS...

15

8

7

4 6
SECOND-SIZE NAMED HYACINTHS for forcing, our

own selection, assorted colours ... ... ... 21
UNNAMED HYACINTHS for bedding U 6

15 per cent, discount, cctsh with order. Curi'iage paid.

NAMED HYACINTHS, best quality, equally cheap.

CARAWAY CO.,
D U E D H A M DOWN, CLIFTON,

BRISTOL.

STRAWBERRIES.
strong Roots, 4,s'. ppr 100. Plants in small pot-j, 16s'. per iOO ;

ditto in large pot-*, 25s. per 100. Descrijitive LIST :ree.

RICHARU SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Jler-

cliant^, Worcester.

FOR ORCHIDS
AND

ORCHID CROWERS,
APPLY ro

F. SANDER & CO.,

ST. ALBANS.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
The largest, moat complete, and profusely

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Of FERNS
ever published, containing over 120 Illustrations, and much
valuable practical information on the cultivation of Ferns, &c.
Is. Qd. post-free. Smaller Catalogue of over 1300 species and
varieties free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERY, SALE, MANCHESTER.

ROSES IN POTS;
all the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from IBs. to 36j, per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

JERSEY FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
Carriage Paid. Strung healthy treei^, the finest that money can
buy. Kose^ wonderfully cheap. Cordons a specialite. Before

ordering be sure to write for our Illustrated CATALOGUES.
JOSHUA LE «ORN(J AND SON, High View Nurseries.

S P ECJ A L.

HUGH LOW & GO.
Specially call the attention of their frjend.s to
the very varied and enormous Stoclc of both
Indoor and Outdoor Plants and Trees growiiio-
in their Nurserie.s at Clapton and Bush Ilifl
Park, earnestly invitinff inspection of the s.-ime.

AVhen time is limited three and a half hours will
suffice for a flying visit to both Nurseries, by
taking the trains (very frequent) from Liverpool
Street Station of Great Eastern Railway to Bush
Hill Park Station, returning on same line to
Stoke Newington Station, which is ten minutes'
walk from Clapton Nursery.

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, E.

Christmas Roses—(the large-floweting variety).

loo 000 ^"'^' l^«^"-ty and strong PlantsXW^VW to select from, all Trty oir( ^roicinj (nU
imported) , as far as unsold ;—
Per 100. Per louo. Per 10.000.

Extra size ... 70s. ... tiOOs. ... 6000s.
Is' .. ... 60s. ... 600s. ... 4000s.
IJnd ,, ... 40s. ... 350s. ... 2500s.

SPIR.EV JAPONIC.!, extra strong clumps. GLADIOLUS
BRENCHLEYENSIS, tine bulbs. For large quantities sjiecial
prices on application. Cases and picking free. Offered by
HEKM.4.N EUDDE.NBOKU, Bulb Grower, Hillegom, near

Haarlem, Holland.

_ Dutch Bulbs.
/?|_LADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS and
VJ other sorts. Can be had at moderate prices. Time
now for Booking Orders. Also strong Clumps of LILY OF
THE VALLEY and SPIRAEAS.
Apply to P. VAN TIL, Jz., Bulb Grower, Hillegom, neai

Haarlem, Holland.

'

o U Li o o
For Out & Indoor Culture.

Large Collections of all the very Eest Varieties of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSI, LILIES, SNOWDROPS, &c.

l-^i" Only the venj best l:cpt in stoclc.

\3r Trices extremely moderate.

Illu'«ii'alcd JDcsci'ipiive Cntnlo^ctic (IVo. ^48)
POST FREE OS APPLICATION.

(l.iuiilxl)

I

Tbe Eoynl Nurseries & Seed Estahlishmeuts,

The only complete Collection of Daffodils existing.

BAKU'S NEW DAFFODIL CATALOGUE
for 1S88. Now Ready. Free on application.

Containing a full Descriptive List of High-clasa and Distinct
Daffodils only, and also a Descriptive List of Beautiful Hardy
Daffodils, at greatly reduced prices. This Catalogue also con-

tains Barr's Specialty Collections of Iris, Lilies, Preonies,

Michaelmas Daisies, Plantains, Lilies, Day-Lilies, and a. select

List of Showy Hardy Herbaceous Plants.

DARK AND SON, laan.l 13, King Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

MALLER AND SONS beg to offer to the
• Trade a verv extensive and nnusuallv well-grown

stock nf ERICAS (Hyemalis and other varietie-), EPACRIS,
SOLANLTMS, GENISTAS, CYCLAMEN, SOUVARDIAS. ADI-
ANTEUM CUNEATU.M. and other FERNS ; GARDENIAS.
STEPHANOTIS, BORONIA MEGASTIGMA. FICUS ELAS-
TICA, CROTONS. GREVILLEAS, Tea ROSES, &c.

An inspection invited.

Trade CATALOGUES forwarded on application.

The ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION will be held on TUES-
DAY, September 18.

Burnt Ash Lane Nurseries, Lee, S.E.

Strawberries A Specialty^
Select List Free ^'^^

Sample OF Plants 3. ^^
.LovEL & Son, Driffield. ®J

f^UTBUSH'S MILL-
\J TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.
— Too well known to require descrip-

tion Price, 65. per bushel (Is. extra
per busliel for package), or 6d. per
Lake , free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions

n losed, withouTsignatureattached.

W M. CUTBUSH AND SON
Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Highgate Nurseries, N.
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CARTERS'
EARLY BULBS,

To produce henutiful White and Coloured

Flowers for Christinas and Easter
Decoration.

White Roman Hyacinths
Tlit^ Lar'iest Bulbs of the Year

Double Roman Narcissus
Paper White Narcissus
Van Thol Tulips, red and yellow

Freesia refracta alba
Crocus, large white, yellow, and purpli

The Easter Lily
The White Easter Lily. We hold the

entire stock of the largest cultivat<jr of this

lovely Lily.

Per 100
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completed the theory of the flower. In the follow-

ing century Morieon first raised Ferns from spores,

Lindsay detected the Fern prothallus, Ray laid the

foundations of a natural classification, Hales disco-

vered root-pressure, and Priestley tlio absorption of

carbon dioxide and the evolution of oxygen by

plants. In the early part of the present one we have

Knight's discovery of the true cause of geotropism,

Danbeny's of the effect upon the processes of plant-

life of rays of light of different refrangibility ; and

finally, the first description of the cell-nucleus by R.

Brown. I have singled out these disceveries as strik-

ing landmarks, the starting-points of important deve-

lopments of the subject. It is enough for my purpose

t;) show that we have always had an important school

of botany in England, which has contributed at least

its share to the general development of the science.

Systematic Botany.

" As the head of one of the great national esta-

blishments of the country devoted to the cultivation

of systematic botany, I need hardly apologise for de-

voting a few words to the present position of that

branch of the science. Of its fundamental import-

ance I have myself no manner of doubt. But as my
judgment may seem in such a matter not wholly free

from bias, I may fortify myself with an opinion

which can hardly be minimised in that way. The
distinguished chemist. Professor Lothar Meyer,

perhaps the most brilliant worker in the field of

theoretical chemistry, finds himself, like the sys-

tematic botanist, obliged to defend the position of

descriptive science. And he draws his strongest

argument from biology. ' The physiology of plants

and animals,' he tells us, ' requires systematic botany

and zoology, together with the anatomy of the two

kingdoms : each speculative science requires a rich

and well-ordered material, if it is not to lose itself

in empty and fruitless fantasies.' No one, o( course,

supposes that the accumulation of plant specimens

in herbaria is the mere outcome of a passion for

accumulating. But to do good systematic work
requires high qualities of exactitude, patience, and

judgment. As I had occasion to show at the Lin-

nean Centenary, the world is hardly sensible of the

inluence which the study of the subject has had on

ios affairs. The school of Jeremy Bentham has left

an indelible mark on the social and legislative pro-

gress of our own time. Mill tells us that ' the

proper arrangement of a code of laws depends on the

same scientific conditions as the classifications in

natural history ; nor could there,' he adds, ' be a

better preparatory discipline for that important

function than the principles of a natural arrange-

ment, not only in the abstract, but in their actual

application to the class of phenomena for which they

were first elaborated, and which are still the best

school for learning their use.' lie further tells us

that of this Jeremy Bentham was perfectly aware,

and that his Fragment on Government contains clear

and just views on the meaning of a natural arrange-

ment which reflect directly the influence ol Linnaius

and Jussieu. Mill himself possessed a competent
knowledge of systematic botany, and therefore was
well able to judge of its intellectual value. For my
n\rt, I do not doubt that precisely the same qualifi-

c itions of mind which made Jeremy Bentham a

gieat jurist enabled his nephew to attain the emi-

nence he reached as a botanist. As a mere matter

o" mental gymnastics, taxononiip scirnoe will hold its

o.vn with any pursuit. And, of course, what I say

of botany is uo less true of other branches of natural

history. Mr. Dan\'in devoted eight or uine 3'ears to

the systematic study of the Cirripedia. 'No one,'

he himself tells us, 'has a right to examine the

question of species who has not minutely described

many.' And Mr. Huxley has pointed out, in the

admirable memoir of Mr. Darwin which he has pre-

pa-ed for the Royal Society, thai the acquirement of

iAU intimate and practical knowledge of the process

of species-making . .
.' was ' of no less importance to

the author of the Origin of Species than was the
bearing of the Cirripede work upon tie principles of

a natural classification,'
" At present, undoubtedly, the younger generation

of botanists show a disi>osition to turn aside to those

fields in which more brilliant and more immediate
result can be attaineil. Their neglect of systematic
botany brings to some extent its own Nemesis. A
lirst principle of systematic botany is that a name
should dL-note a di-finite and ascertaiuabbi species of

p!anr. But in physiological literature you will find

that the importance of this is entirely overlooked.

Names are employed which are either not to be found
in the books, or they are altogether misapplied. But
if proper precautions be taken to ascertain the
accurate botanical name of a plant, no botanist

throughout the civilised world is at a loss to identify

it. But precision in nomenclature is only the neces-
sary apparatus of the subject. The data of systematic
botany, when properly discussed, lend themselves to

very important generalisations.

(lEOCiRAPHICAL DiSTRrBUTION.

" Perhaps those which are yielded by the study
of geographical distribution are of the most
general interest. The mantle of vegetation
which covers the surface of the earth, if only
we could rightly unravel its texture, would tell

us a good deal about geological history. The
study of geographical distribution, rightly handled,
affords an independent line of attack upon the
problem of the past distribution of land and sea.

Here, however, we are embarassed by the enormous
amount of work which has yet to be accomplished.
And unfortunately this is not of a kind which can be
indefinitely postponed. The old terrestrial order is

fast passing away before our eyes. Everywhere the
primitive vegetation is disappearing as more and
more of the earth's surface is brought into cultiva-

tion, or, at any rate, denuded of its forests. A good
deal, however, has been done. We owe to the
indomitable industry of Mr. Bentham and of Sir

Ferdinand Mueller a comprehensive flora of Aus-
tralia, the first large area of the earth's surface of

which the vegetation has been completely worked
ont. Sir Joseph Hooker, in his retirement, has
pushed on within sight of completion the enormous
work of describing so much of the vast Indo-Malayan
flora as is comprised within British possessions. To
the Dutch botanists we owe a tolerably complete
account of the Malayan flora proper. But New
Guinea still remains botanically a terra incognita,

and till within the last year or two the flora of China
has been an absolute blank to us. A committee of
the British Association has, with the aid of a small
grant of money, taken in hand the task of gathering
up the scanty data which are available in herbaria
and elsewhere. This has stimulated European
residents in China to collect more material, and the
fine collections which are now being rapidly poured
in upon us will, if they do not overwhelm us
by their very magnitude, go a long way in

supplying data for a tentative discussion of the
relations of the Chinese flora to that of the
rest of Asia. I do not doubt that this will in

turn explain a good deal that is anomalous in the
distribution of plants in India. The work of the
committee has been practically limited to Central
and Eastern China. From the west, in Yunnan,
the French botanists have received even more sur-
prising collections, and these supplement our own
work in the most fortunate manner. I have only to
add for Asia Boissier's Flora Orientals, which prac-
tically includes the Mediterranean basin. But I

must not omit the invaluable report of Brigade-
Surgeon Aitchison on the collections made by him
during the Afghan Delimitation Expedition. This
has given an important insight into the vegetation
of a region which had never previously been ade-
([iiately examined. Nor must I forget the recent
jmblication of the masterly report by Professor
Bay ley-Bal four on the plants collected by himself
and Schweinfurth in Socotra, an island with which
the ancient Egyptians traded, but tlip singularly
anomalous flora of which was almost wholly unknown
up to our time. The flora of Africa has been at
present but imperfectly worked up, but the materials
have been so far discussed as to afford a tolerably
correct theory of its relations. The harvest from
Mr. Johnstons expedition to Kilima-Njaro was not
as rich as might have been hoped. Still it was
sufticient to confirm the conclusions at which Sir
Joseph Hooker had arrived, on very slender data,
as to the relations of the high-level vegetation of
Africa generally. The flora of Sladagascar, investi-

gated by Mr. Baker, is perhaps at the moment the
most interesting problem which Africa presents to
the botanists. The flora as a whole j>resents a large
proportion of endemic genera and species, pointing
to isolation from a very ancient date. The tropical

element is. however, closely allied to that of Tropical
Africa and of the Mascerene Islands, and there is a
small iufiision of Asiatic types which do not extend
to Africa. The high-level flora, on the other hand,
exhibits an even closer affinity with the temperate
flora, the ruins of which are scattered over the
mountainous regions of Central Africa, and which

survives in its greatest concentration at the Cape.
The American botanists at Harvard are still syste-

matically carrying on the work of Torrey and Gray
in the elaboration of the flora of Northern
America, The Russians are, on their part, con-
tinually adding to our knowledge of the flora of

Northern and Central Asia. The whole flora of

the north temperate zone can only be regarded sub-

stantially as one. The identity diminishes south-

wards, and increases in the case of the arctic and
alpine regions, A collection of plants brought us

from high levels in Corea by Mr. James might, as

regards a large proportion of the species, have been

gathered on one of our own Scotch hills. We owe
to the munificence of two English men of science

the organisation of an extensive examination of the

flora and fauna of Central America and the publica-

tion of the results. I am happy to say that the

botanical portion, which has been elaborated at Kew,
is all but finished. In South America I must con-

tent myself with referring to the great Flora Brasi-

licnsis, commenced by Martins half a century ago,

and still slowly progressing under the editorship of

Professor Urban at Berlin. The travels of Mr.

Ball in South America have led him to the detec-

tion of some very interesting problems. The enor-

mous pluvial denudation of the ancient portions of

the continent has led to the gradual blending of the

flora of different levels with sufticient slowness to

permit of adaptive changes in the process. The
tropical flora of Brazil, therefore, presents an admix-
ture of modified temperate types, which gives to the

whole a peculiar ch.aracter not met with to the same
degree in the tropics of the whole world. On the

other hand, the comparatively recent elevation of

the southern portion of the continent accounts, in

Mr. Ball's eyes, for the singular poverty of its flora,

which we may regard indeed as still in progress of

development,

"The botany of the Challenger Expedition which
was also elaborated at Kew, brought for the first

time into one view all the available facts as to the

floras of the older oceanic islands. To this was
added a discussion of the origin of the more recent

floras of the islands of the Western Pacific, based
upon material carefully collected by Professor

Mosely and supplemented by the notes and specimens
accumulated with much judgment by Dr. Guppy.
For the first time we were enabled to get some idea

how a tropical island was furnished with plants, and
to discriminate the littoral element due to the action

of oceanic currents from the interior forest, almost
wholly due to frugivorous birds. The recent exami-
nation of Christmas Island by the English Admiralty
has shown the process of island flora-making in

another stage. The plants collected by Mr. Lister

prove, as might be expected, to be closely allied to

those of Java. Bat the effect of isolation has begun
to tell ; and I learn from my colleague, Professor

Oliver, that the plants from Christmas Island cannot
be for the most part exactly matched with their con-
geners from Java, but yet do not differ sufficiently

to be specifically distinguished. We have here,

therefore, it appears to me, a manifest case of

nascent species.

r-LASSIFICATION.

' The central problemof systematic botany is toper-

feet a natural classification. Such a classification, to be
perfect, must be the ultimate generalisation of every

scrap of knowledge which we can bring to bear upon
the study of plant aflinity. In the higher plants ex-

perience has shown that we can obtain results which
are sulliciently accurate for the present, without
carrying our structural analysis very far. Yet even

here, the correct relations of the gymnosperms would
never have been ascertained without patient and
minute microscopic study of the reproductive pro-

cesses. Upon these, indeed, the correct classification

of the vascular cryptogams wholly depends, and
generally, as we descend in the scale, external mor-
phology becomes more and more insecure as a guide,

and a thorough knowledge of the minute structure

and life history of each organism becomes indis-

pensable to anything like a correct determination of

its taxonomic position. The marvellous theory of

the true nature of lichens would never have been
ascertained by the ordinary methods of examination
wliich were held to be sufficient by lichenologist^.

The final forsi of every natural classification

—

for I have no doubt that the general principles I iiave

laid down are equally true in the field of zoology

—must be to approximate to the order of descent.

For the theory of descent became an irresistible

induction as soon as the idea of a natural classifica-

tion had been firmly grasped. This leads me to
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touch on the great theory which we owe to Mr.

D.irwin. Tliat tlieory, I need hardly say, was not

merely a theory of descent. This had suggested

itself to naturalists in the way I have indicated

long before. What Mr. D.vrwin did was to show

how by perfectly natural causes the separation of

living organisms into races which at once resemble

and yet difier from one another so profoundly came

about. Heredity explains the resemblance; Mr.

Darwin's great discovery was (hat variation worked

upon by n.atural selection explained the difference.

That explanation seems to me to gather strength

every dav, and to continually reveal itself as a more

and more efficient solvent of the problems which

present themselves to the student of natural

history. At the same time I am far from claiming

for it the authority of a scientilic creed, or even

the degree of certainty which is possessed by some

of the laws of astronomy. I only affirm that as a

theory it has proved itself a potent and invaluable

instrument of research."

(To be continued.)

New or Noteworthy Plants.

CATTLEYA KRAMBRIANA X, %*. ««'• «oi:

If this is not showy, it is decidedly lovely, not-

withstanding its rather narrow, pale rose-coloured

sepals and petals, the sepals having a thickened

green apex. It is the lip that is so beautiful.

The side laciniffi are semi-oblong, half-heart-shaped

at the base and apex, with a rose-coloured border,

and the remainder, excepting the discoidal area, of

the lightest purple. Mid-lacinia semi-oblong, emar-

ginate, toothed, wavy, with two discoidal areas

of the deepest mauve-purpla. The remaining part

is white. There are five rough central keels, the

outer ones with exsilient triangles, five to seven in

number. All these keels and triangles have a certain

hue of brick-red. Column very strong, trigonous,

curved, with a three-lobed anther-bed. Mid-lobe

pistilla'r, side lobes with two or three teeth, all deep

purple. Broken purple lines on the sides of the column,

seven in front under the fovea, partly elevated in

keels at the base, whose anterior surface is sulphur-

coloured. Anther white. Pollinaria four, regularly

Cattleyoid. I have a two-flowered peduncle with a

rather thin withered sheath.

Mr. Franz Kramer, the leading gardener of Herr

Riicker-Jenisch, at Kleinflottbek, imported it from

Brazil as a hybrid between Cattleya intermedia

and Forbesii. I have been kindly favoured with a

stem that is more than a foot in length, the upper

part nearly half an inch in diameter. There the longer

superiorjoints are furrowed with blunt ribs. The three

very coriaceous leaves are minutely crenulate at the

reflexed margin, 6 inches long by 2i wide. The plant

resembles a very tall specimen of Cattleya inter-

media. The flower resembles the flowers of both

species. It is a great satisfaction to dedicate this

lovely plant to Mr. Franz Kramer, the persevering

and successful head gardener of the park and gar-

dens of Kleinflottbek, which earned their reputation

by the work of Herr Senator Jenisch and his head-

gardener, Mr. Kramer, sen. H. G. Echb. ,/.

Masdevallia punctata, Eolfe, n. sp.

This is an interesting novelty, which has been

flowering in the Kew collection for the past few weeks,

and which belongs to that small group in which the

lip and lateral sepals are uppermost, and the odd

sepal inferior. It is more nearly allied to M. swertia;-

folia, Kchb. f., than to any other, having a descend-

ing peduncle and a succession of flowers, but only

one developed at once. The present species, how-

ever, has decidedly larger flowers, which bear a

remarkable resemblance to the head of a bison,

owing to the shape and curvature of the lateral

sepals ; also a quite different colour. The ground

colour' of most of the flower is a light or semi-

translucent greenish tint, but heavily spotted with

dark purple-brown, these sports being almost or

qdiite suffused towards the base of the flower. The

lateral sepals, however, are markedly different, the

ground colour here being opace yellow-ochre,

inclining slightly towards greenish, and densely

covered with minute dusky spots. These are far

smaller and far more numerous than those on the

rest of the flower, besides being quite different in

colour, and impart to the flower a very distinct

character.

The plant was presented to Kew in the early part

of the present year by Messrs. Backhouse & Sons,

of York, though I do not know the precise locality

from whence it was obtained, and can only surmise

that it came from the Andes of, or near, New

Grenada. It grows in a dense tuft, about 4 inches

high. The leaves are lanceolate, acute, 7—9 lines

broad, light green, narrowing into a petiole about

1 inch long. Peduncle slender, descending, about

2*^ inches long. Odd sepal ovate, strongly concave,

three-keeled, the central one being very prominent,

tail about j inch long, and about equalling the limb.

Lateral sepals connate, 3 lines, strongly decurving

for about 5 lines, then abruptly terminating in

slender tails about l.i lines long. At the point of

divergence of the lateral sepals is a very distinct

narrow groove dividing the two ; here they measure

about 2^ lines across, and at the place where they

suddenly narrow into the tails, about 1 line. Petals

2—2.i lines long, oblique, narrowed below, acute

above, with a pair of nerves somewhat keeled out-

side
;
yellow above, spotted, or almost suft'used with

dark purple below. Lip as in the section generally.

Column slender, narrowly winged above, tridenticu-

late, deep purple-brown, green at extreme apex.

Pollen masses two, as in genus. R. A. Rolfc.

Nursery Notes.

OKCHIDS AT MR. CYPHER'S.

QoiTE recently I had an opportunity of taking

notes of some of the plants growing in Mr. Cypher's

nurseries at Cheltenham, ^^•hich may, perhaps,

interest some at least of your many readers. To be

enabled to see growing many flue plants in such

unwonted vigour as I saw them is not an unpleasant

thing ; indeed, the opportunity of taking a walk

through this far-famed plant growing establishment

is of more thau passing interest to me in itself, in.as-

much as I am able to remember the spot as a green

field, and have watched its continuous development

to the present time.

When first it became a nursery a long straight

drive ran through it, having borders for specimens on

either side of Roses, Conifers, and shrubs, together

with some good old-fashioned perennials. All this,

however, has departed, but not dispensed with, and

plant-houses of all descriptions occupy their place.

The Roses and other things are taken across the

road to a plot of vahuable land of several acres,

where they receive greater attention than ever. But

this has little to do with Orchids, it may be said
;

and yet it has a good deal, for the advent of the

Orchids was actually the occasion of turning out

the other plants, and now the Orchids are an im-

portant feature of the nursery. It is a sight worth

seeing to look into the Cattleya-house alone, and in-

spect the fine specimens of this and that rarity which

one is not wont to see in such perfection. The early

part of September is perhaps not the gayest time for

Lffilias and Cattleyas, but still it aflbrded ample

opportunity for speculation on the rich harvest of

bloom which will speedily follow. Lrelia anceps was

already showing in numbers, and many fine forms of

Cattleva Gaskelliana were in bloom. In one pot

were two very distinct forms, clearly the result of

natural hybridisation. Mr. Cypher informed me

that they were potted as received, and it was evident

by tho manner in which they had grown together

that they had shared each other's company from the

first ; the one is very light, and the other very deeply

coloured, the latter being a decided acquisition, con-

sequently they are destined at some time to be

parted.
"

Odontoglussum grande, always a favourite,

was in flower in several houses.

The nursery is famous for Dendrobes, and among

the more conspicuous plants at the present season

may be mentioned D. Jamesoni, tlie continuous

flowering D. Dearei, whose pure white flowers are re-

markable for their durability ; D. Ainsworthii makes

remarkable progress here, and the stout, solid,

short-jointed growths form good proof of

proper methods of culture. Mr. Cypher has been

very fortunate in raising a stock of this hybrid from

division of the old pseudobulbs, which he cut into

lengths containing a couple of joints, and planted in

shallow pans of sphagnum moss, sharp sand, fine

charcoal or small crocks, and a little peat. For

some time the cuttings are kept moderately cool and

are only watered occasionally, and when the joints

exhibit signs of activity a warmer temperature and

more moisture arc accorded them. Established plants

delight in a position near the glass, with plenty of

heat and moisture while in full growth ; the fragrant

flowers of this are always welcome in winter time.

A fresh importation of Dendrobium McCarthife,

made direct from India last winter, has made a good

start, and numerous new growths IS or 20 inches

long have been made. D. Wardianura showed a

great number of growths, some being upwards of

3 feet in length. Masdevallias and Lycastes are also

in large numbers. Among the former M. Harryana

was conspicuous by reason of its richly coloured

flowers.

The latter group will make a fine display at a

later date. Among other Orchids in flower were

Cypripedium Lawrenceanum and C. Parishii, Odon-

toglossum Roezlii, Epidendrum prismatocarpum,

Mormodes luxatum eburneum, and many more.

These, however, are but a few of what may be seen

in house after house flUed with choice things.

Besides Orchids there is a grand collection of Heaths

and hard-wooded subjects. J.

LtTTDCES AT READING.

Whilst Lettuces were this cold season a drug

in the market, and of late often absolutely un-

saleable at any price, it has been somewhat

remarkable that complaints of early " bolting off " to

seed have been common ; and, though usually

esteemed a cool - weather plant, yet it is pos-

sible that so much coolness of temperature and

soil promoted this rapid bolting. It is by no

means improbable also that in some cases seed

is saved from stocks which bolt readily, hence

the hereditary taint ; but there are stocks so

good that they cannot be induced to bolt so

soon as may be desirable—in fact, some cannot be

induced to" seed in this country freely from the

earliest of spring-sown plants, and those who grow

Lettuces for cutting only, and not for seed produc-

tion, find the long-standing strains to be of great

value.

When recently I was permitted to inspect the

extensive trial-grounds of Messrs. Sutton & Sons,

specially noticeable were the Cos and Cabbage

Lettuces, and I must say that several of the strains

at Reading were very good, the Cabbage Let-

tuces especially showing remarkable dimensions,

although on ordinary field soil, and at the same

time they were as solid and firm as they possibly

could be. Of the Cos forms, a huge one, and

a very solid-hearting, handsome one, is the

Reading Mammoth White. Those familiar with

Ivery's Nonsuch, know that it long enjoyed

the reputation of being the tallest and finest of all

the Cos Lettuces, very distinct in form and leafage,

but rarely standing long, and as seldom producing a

solid heart. The Mammoth looks as if it were the

product of a cross between the Nonsuch and a fine form

of Paris White. It is tall, handsome, massive,

solid-hearted, and stands well. Without exception

it is the finest of all show Lettuces. The Superb

White Cos is a grand stock of the Paris White, but

having hearts so rounded, solid, and massive, that

anyone might almost sit upon them without breaking

them. This stands for weeks before bolting to seed.

Sutton's Whiteheart is well named, as having huge

solid white hearts set in a few deep-green leaves, and
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is also a splendid summer Lettuce, and Sutton's

Winter White, which has proved quite hardy in

the trial grounds, should make a first-rate variety for

autumn planting, standing in a seedbed for

spring ]ilanting.

Turning to Cabbage Lettuces, so tempting looking
and so sweet and crisp, the little Commodore must
stand out as invaluable for close planting on warm
borders, and for the earliest use. All the Year
Kound had soon bolted, whilst the little Commodore
was still as hard as a nut. Sutton's Standwell, fitly

rained, is a very large, solid, white-hearted form, big

as skittle-balls and almost as firm. A brown-tinted
form is named Brown Standwell, and was even larger

than the preceding, and as solid. Sutton's Favourite,

a perfect giant amongst Cabbage Lettuces, resembles

a white Savoy Cabbage in being curly, yet so very

firm and solid ; whilst even larger seemed to be

Sutton's Giant, purple-tinted, and a grand solid-

hearted variety.

These are but a few selections out of a large trial,

and illustrate the care and enterpi'ise of high-class

seedsmen tend to the production of high-class

vegetables. A. D.

Clematis at Huntingdon.

If one desired to gain anything like an accurate
idea of the extent to which the Clematis is grown in

the present day, it might be realised by consulting
those in the trade who grow largely to supply their

brother nurserymen. It appears that certain of the
trade make a leading specialty of the Clematis, and
by propagating a selection of varieties in large

quantities they are able to supply others in the trade
as cheaply at least as they could propagate for them-
selves on a limited scale. One of the firms who
produce Clematis to a large extent is that of Messrs.
AVood & Ingram, of Huntingdon.

It is probably pretty widely known that Clematis
are propagated by grafting upon the roots of some
favourite stock, and that this is done mainly in

spring. It is work requiring careful manipulation,
and also suitable prop.agating-houses, so that the
process may go on rapidly. As to the most suitable

stocks for grafting, that is to some e.xtent a matter
upon which the trade is apt to maintain a reserve.

One firm which grows largely uses two stocks, and it

seems some care is necessary, for the Clem.itis is

subject to a disease that it is supposed originates in

the stock, and great discrimination is therefore
necessary to select these clean and healthy.

Our lists of Clematis are now somewhat extensive
—even if they are confined to what may be termed
popular leading varieties. Messrs. Wood & Ingram's
list comprises some sixty varieties, and of these
about twenty may be said to be in the largest

demand, and a few popular varieties, such as Jack-
manni, have to be produced in extra quantities. Of
Jackmanni, Messrs. Wood & Ingram have this
season propagated some 5000 plants.

A list of Clematis, which has no classification into
sections is at best a bewildering document. Unless
one is pretty familiar with the varieties, who is to
tell which are the spring bloomers that flower on the
old wood ofthe previous year, and which the summer-
blooming types which bloom upon the summer shoots
of the same year ? The sixty or so varieties grown
by Messrs. Wood & Ingram can be divided
into five distinct sections—the lanuginosa, the Jack-
manni, the florida, the patens, and the viticella.

The lanuginosa group has gained in number in recent
years by the addition of many fine varieties.

They flower upon the wood of the current
year, and the successional summer growths
should be trained in so as to secure the later
crops of blossoms, the habit in the race being to
throw out a sprinkling of flowers at intervals till

the frosts come to arrest further growth. When
they have to cover a limited space or are employed as
pyramids the plants should be annually pruned down
to about 3 feet from the ground, so tliat the
base may not become naked by being devoid of
foliage. Of this section the best varieties are :—Alba
magna, white; Blue Gem, pale blue; Enchantress,
double, white flushed with rose ; Fairy Queen, pale

flesh, with pink bar ; Henryi, creamy-white, said to
be a very hardy variety ; Imperatrice Eugenie, white

;

Lady Caroline Nevill, French-white, with mauve
bars

;
Lady Rosamond, silvery-grey ; lanuginosa and

its varieties, Candida and nivea ; Lawsoni.ana, rosy-

purple—a very vigorous grower ; Lord Nevill, bright

blue ; Louis van Houtte, bluish-purple ; Madame
van Houtte, white ; Mdlle. Torriana, bright rose

;

Mrs. Cholmondeley, lavender, tipped with purple;
Mrs. Hope, satiny-mauve ; Princess of Wales, deep
bluish-mauve

;
purpurea elegans, deep violet-purple ;

Robert Hanbury, bluish-lilac ; Sir Garnet Wolseley,
bluish ground, with plnm-red bar ; Symeana, delicate
lavender-blue

;
The President, purple, suH'used with

claret
;
'Venus Victrix, delicate lavender—a double

variety; William Kennett, deep lavender; and
Willisoni, shaded pale lavender.

For general usefulness, hardihood, floriferousness,
and great decorative eff'ect, the Jackmanni section
of the Clematis is the most valuable, for the plants
in the late summer and autumn months literally
become masses of blossoms successively and con-
tinuously renewed. They should be pruned back
hard in early spring, as well-established plants
throw out large numbers of strong leading shoots
that bloom with marvellous freedom. The leading
varieties, and the most useful of this section are :

—
ascotensis, azure-blue ; Beauty of Worcester, a
variety that bears both double and single flowers,
the colour a very pleasing bluish-violet, a fine and
distinct new variety ; Gipsy Queen, rich bright dark
velvetty-purple—late flowering; Jackmanni, Jack-
manni alba, and Jackmanni superba, the flowers of
the latter large and very fine Jn form ; Madame
Grange, crimson-violet, tinted with red—a fine and
distinct variety

; President Gr^vy, bluish-purple

;

Star of India, reddish-plum ; Victoria, deep reddish-
mauve

; and velutina, dark purple.

The florida section, the forerunner being a
Japanese species, is a much smaller group, but
one which contains only summer bloomers, flower-
ing from the old or ripened wood ; it is therefore
obvious th.-vt if the plants were pruned back as
recommended in the case of the lanuginosa and
Jackmanni types, they would not flower, and there-
fore what is required in the way of pruning is, that
the decayed wood be simply thinned out, the ripened
shoots made the previous summer beiug left for flower-
ing. The varieties forming this section are well
adapted tor planting against conservator} walls, or
in corridors, and if on walls it should be where their
blooms are sheltered from late spring frosts, which
occasionally injure them. The leading varieties are
—Belle of Woking, silvery-grey, double

; Candidis-
sima flore-pleno, white ; Countess of Lovelace,
bluish-lilac, double

; Duchess of Edinburgh, white!
double; Fortuni-e, white, double; John Gould
Veitch, lavender-blue, double; Lucie Lemoine,
white, double

; Mr. George Jackman, satiny-white ;'

and Proteus, purplish-rose, large and double.

The patens section is represented by a much larger
number of varieties, and, like the florida type, flowers
from the old or ripened wood, and generally rather
earlier in the year, hence they are known as spring
bloomers. The most popular varieties appear to be
Albert 'Victor, deep lavender ; Duke of Edinburgh,
deep violet-purple; Lord Londesborough, deep
mauve

;
Jliss Bateman, white ; Miss Crawshay,

Solferino-pink, a very distinct and pleasing variety;
Mr. S. C. Baker, French-white with claret bars;
Sophia, mauve ; jind Standishii, violet-blue.

Lastly comes the viticella section, and they are also
summer and autumn bloomers, flowering succession-
ally, in profuse masses, on summer shoots, but not so
continuously as in the case of the Jackmanni tvpe.
Of this there are a few fine varieties, such as Earl
of Beaconsfield, rich royal purple ; Lady Bovill,
greyish blue ; and viticella rubra grandiflora, bright
claret-red, smiiU-flowered, but very distinct.

Respecting the culture of the Clematis, it can be
said it is a very accommodating jilant, growin" in
any good garden soil provided it is enriched. A
soddened soil is unsuitable, and that in which the
plants are growing should be so open as to allow of

water freely passing away. Chalk or lime mixed
with a rich light loam, is found to suit the Clematis
well. A good mulching of short manure should be
given in spring, and this lightly forked in in autumn.
Cow-dung on light, and leaf-mould on heavier soils

can be used with great advantage.

A list of twenty fine varieties of the Clematis will

be found in the following:—Alba magna (L.), Beauty
of Worcester (J.), Belle of Woking (F.), Countess of
Lovelace (F.), Duchess of Edinburgh (F.), Enchant-
ress (L.), Fairy Queen (L.), Gipsy Queen (J.)

Henryi (L.), Jackmanni suptrba (J.), lanuginosa
(L.), Lawsoniana (L.), Lord Nevill (L.), Madame
Grange (J.), Mrs. George Jackman (P.), Princess of

Wales (L.), purpurea elegans (L.), Symeana (L.),

"Venus "Victrix (L.), and William Kennett (L.) The
letter placed after each name denotes the section to

which each variety belongs, if. B.

CHIRONIA PEDUNCULARIS.
The Chironias are pretty greenhouse plants, easy

to cultivate, free flowering, and they last in flower

several months. They are rarely met with in gar-

dens nowadays, having disappeared along with
numerous hard-wooded greenhouse plants with which
they used to be commonly cultivated. C. peduncularis

(fig. 42) is one of the best of them. It was cultivated

in England many years ago under the name of Exacum,
to which it bears a close resemblance. It is a native

of the Cape, where the genus is abundantly repre-

sented, especially near the sea. The species under

notice was found by me in abundance on marshy
ground, within reach of sea-spray near the port of

East London. A few pods of seed were found and
brought to Kew in the spring of last year, where the

plants have this year been much admired. Several

examples were exhibited in the spring at one of the

Royal Horticultural Society's meetings, and these

same plants remained long in bloom. They are about

2 feet high, freely branched, the leaves bright green,

and the flowers a soft rosy-purple. This species is

well worth growing for the conservatory and cold

green-house. It seeds very freely. W. W.

ITSGENTIANA ACAULIS AND
ALLIES.

Under this name may be included several culti-

vated forms which have been classed and adopted

as species by certain botanists. As this confusion may
give rise to difficulties (especially among amateurs who
may desire to cultivate them), it will not be super-

fluous to pass them in review.

Those who botanise in our mountains are struck by

the difference seen in the leaves and flowers of

different plants of the acaulis section. My friend,

Mr. Scott Wilson, with whom I botauised on the

slopes of Fully, remarked this to me, and said, how
greatly the plants around us differed from G. acaulis

as grown in his father's garden at Wej'bridge,

As I had already read the note by Mr. Perier, of La
Battue, on the same subject {Bulletin de VAssociation

pour la Protect 1071 des P(a7ites,'i^o. 2), I decided to

work out the matter. Mr. Perier procured some seed

for me, and I collected some myself, and was easily

convinced that marked differences do exist.

There is evidently one variety of G. acaulis which,

having been cultivated for so long a time in English

and Dutch gardens, has become modified and accli-

matised ; this is what is called in English gardens

the "Gentianella." This plant produces offsets

freely ; its foliage is more shining, and is harder

than in the type. It is really a garden species,

without any exact natural counterpart of the Alps,

for the most part difficult to cultivate when trans-

planted from the mountains to the plains. In

order to introduce them into gardens recourse

must be had to acclimatisation by seed, which are

easily procured, but are of slow germination. I have

given particulars as to the method of raising them
from seed in former numbers of the Gardeners*

Chroni<;le.
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The different forms of the acaiilis group are con-

sidered to be species, and consequently the old

original type of acaulis only exists in an historical

sense. These forms are maintained in the garden

here by propagation and by seeds.

Gentiana alpina of the fields, &c., must be excluded

from these notes, as I have never been able to obtain

seeds of the true form. It is more rare than it is

generally thought to be, but I hope to discover it

this autumn and collect seeds.

The species I have grown from seed are Gentiana

Clusii, G. angustifolia, and G. Kochiana.

erect, of an azure-blue colour with five bright green

spots in the throat. It is the most beautiful species,

and also the most easy to cultivate. A sowing made

in 1886 produced flowers last spring, whereas with

other species three or four years elapse before flower-

ing. G. angustifolia is a native of the limestone

mountains of the La Grande Chartreuse region be-

tween Chambery and Grenoble, and consecjuently re-

quires a limestone soil.

G. Kochiana has large, very broad leaves, of a moss-

green colour, which spread out on the soil. It is the

most curious Gentian, and its foliage is the richest,

T
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A fifth form of G. acaulis has been found in the

mountains of Bosnia, and is described by Dr. Giinther

Kitter von Beck in the Flora of Bosnia (Abhandlung

des K. K. Natur. llofmuseums in Wien).

Of all these species it is very certain that G. angus-

tifolia is the best to cultivate, being the prettiest,

and the one most easily grown (excepting the

English Gentianella). It frequently flowers again

in the autumn, and is covered with its fine bell-

sh.aped flowers in the spring, and does not sufierfrom

our relatively dry atmosphere. H. Correvon, Jardiii

Alpin d'Accliinatation h Geneve.

G. Clusii is a relatively scarce species, a native of

the Jura chain and of the limestone Alps (altitude

1500—2000 metres = 5000 to 6000 feet). The

leaves are shining, thick, leathery, lanceolate, and

very pointed. The teeth of the calyx are separated

by an acute sinus (interspace). The flower is of a

beautiful deep blue colour, and has no green mark-

ings in the interior. This species lives and flowers

well in our garden here, but makes few runners, and

takes a long time to increase the si/.e of the tuft. It

does not flower again in autumn.

G. anqustifolia is truly the most beautiful species of

the genus. It has oblong, sometimes very elongated

leaves, straight and narrowed towards the base. The

divisions of the calyx are abruptly acuminated and

contracted towards the base. The flower is large.

but its violet-blue flowers are not so beautiful as

some others. There are five dark green spots in

the throat. It is essentially a native of the Valais,

and occurs in all pastur.^ges between 2500 and 3000

metres elevation. It shuns lime, and belongs to

the granitic flora. It is acclimatised here, but does

not flower well.

G. alpina is one of the prettiest and most interest-

ing species, but, unfortunately, it is rare and of diffi-

cult cultivation. The foliage is glaucous, and forms

an incurved imbricated rosette, whence springs one

little flower of an azure-blue colour. Its habitat is

at once that of G. acaulis and of G. verna. It pro-

duces runners freely. G. alpina is only found on

primitive rocks at an elevation of 2500—3000 metres,

and is only to be seen on the Alps.

THE CHEMISTRY OF VEGETA-
TION, IN REFERENCE TO THE
GROWTH OF THE POTATO.

(Continued from p. 20S.J

BoussiNGAULT.—When once this kind of investiga-

tion was fairly " set going "a number of experimenters

in different countries took the subject up. By
the time Boussingault — who had studied chem-

istry at a mining school—was led, through his

marriage with a sister of M. le Bel, to take up
" agricultural chemistry," there was also a large

amount of information in the shape of papers com-

municated to learned societies and journals. On his

brother-in-law's estate at Bechelbronn (in Alsace)

he commenced a series of analyses of plant com-

position. One of his earliest inquiries was on the

amount of nitrogen present in forage plants, and on

the results he obtained he published a paper in

1836.* The following year he was appointed Pro-

fessor of Agricultural Chemistry at the Conservatoire

des Arts et Metiers, and took in hand the question,

whether plants obtain their nitrogen from the air?

On this he published, in lS3S.t With the numerous

analyses made at this period by many chemists of

the composition of plants, and the chemical consti-

tution of vegetable acids, we are at present but little

concerned.
Paten.

It should be noticed, however, that in 1836 and

1837 Payen wrote papers on starch {amidon) in

the Annales de Chimie. et de Physique,\ and made

careful analyses of starch obtained from difl'erent

plants. Chemistry in its application to the Arts

and to manufactures and to pharmacy, went steadily

on, and the philosophic explanations of chemical

actions was the subject of frequent thought by

philosophic minds. It is, however, only in so far

as their " principles " bear on the present subject that

they need here be referred to.

Alongside of the ever widening attention to

analyses and to the physics of chemistry a new branch

of research, which has proved of such fascinating

interest to many, was springing into existence.

Here it is necessary to look back somewhat in

time from the date of Boussingault's paper just men-

tioned.

Priestley had, as far back as 1779, written :—" I

have been so happy as by accident to have hit upon

a method of restoring air which has been injured

by the burning of candles, and to have discovered at

least one of the restoratives for this purpose— it is

vegetation." [A plate showing his simple method

of observation is given with his paper.]

Inbenhousz, Senebier.

But it was Ingenhousz, of Breda, then living in

London, who at the same time (1770) first clearly

defined the relation of the plant to the atmosphere,

and showed that the absorption of the carbonic acid

by the plant w.as dependent on the influence of the

light of the sun, and not of the heat. SeniSbier, of

Geneva, also in 1779 took the subject up, and in 1782

gave his first important paper.

In 1792 he published in the Journal dc Physiqiw

his memoir " On the great probability that carbonic

acid gas is decomposed by plants in the process of vege-

tation." Continuing his researches, he in 1802 pub-

* Ann. de CAimie et Physique, vol. Ixiii., p. 23."i.

t Ih., vol. livii., p. 6. I li; vols. lii. and liv.
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lished at Geneva his Physico-Cheniical Memoirs " On
the Influence of Solar Li;^ht in the Three Kingdoms

of Nature, especially the Vegetable." In this he showed

that carbonic acid was essential to the production of

oxygen by sunlight. He also gave results of the

examination of the action of different rays on ger-

minating plants, and said he found that the size and

extent to which the leaves grew was proportional to

the intensity of illumination ; that red rays had

more effect than violet or blue ; and that the green

of leaves depended on the quality of the ray. Two
years later he gave the results obtained by having

separated out the green colouring matter of leaves

(chlorophyll

—

x^^P^^> green ;
(pvWov, leaf) by solu-

tion in spirits of wine, and examined the action of

light on this tincture. He examined it also in ether

and essential oils. lie further examined the action

of light on the coloration of fruit and flowers. Here

was a new line of research opened up, which, how-

ever, lay dormant for about forty years, though when

resumed it led to important results, and is now actively

pursued with the aid of delicate apparatus of recent

construction.

De Saussure.

Following the more strictly chemical side of Senu-

bier's work, Nicolas de Saussure](son of the famous

"alpine" H. B. de Saussure) took up, among his

many investigations, the question of quantities of

oxygen, carbonic acid, &c., involved in such changes

as Senebier had demonstrated. He introduced new

methods * for determining the amount of oxygen

present in gaseous mixtures. He clearly proved that

plants put to grow in an atmosphere freed from car-

bonic acid do not increase the amount of their

carbon. He found they cannot decompose carbonic

oxide. Here was established clearly the fact that

the source of carbon in plants is the carbonic acid of

the atmosphere. How they obtain it, the conditions

under which they obtain it, and what particular

parts of the plants are concerned in the process,

remained for investigation at a future period.

The actual composition of plants, roots, seeds,

fruits, juices, and of vegetable products used as foods,

drugs, and in arts and manufactures, was being

actively prosecuted, and this was being done by many
chemists in many lands.

Meanwhile the explanation of chemical changes,

and of the constitution of compounds that chemists

obtained from many sources and examined, was re-

ceiving attention from deeply-thinking minds. The
composition of an immensely greater number of

compounds than De Morveau and Lavoisier were

acquainted with when their " system " and '" nomen-

clature " (mentioned above) was devised, had become

known. Their proposed definition, for example, of

an " acid "' was found to be too narrow. To the

word " radical," which combines with an " acid " to

form a "salt," it was found needful to extend a

wider meaning, as there were found so many " com-

pound radicals." t

One most important piece of work, celebrated from

the discussions it raised, especially with Berzelius,

was that by Liebig and Wohler on the radical of

benzoic acid. They showed that it contained a

radical (C- H^O) common aho to oil of bittter

Almonds and other compounds.:!: To this they gave

the name Benzo-yl. Here was introduced into

* He used sulpliiJe of potassium aud phosphorus .is agents

in analysis.

t Much of the work that Lavoisier and his friends did in

classification and nomenclature cannot even now be overloolted

without the chance of missinj; the meaninf; of words we still

use. such as " acid," "salt," "base or radical." For the son

of a cultivator, on the modern side of his school, here is a holi-

day amusement. " Le mot acide sera le nom generique

;

chaque aci-^e sera ensuite differencie dans la ]an<;uage comme
il est dans la nature par le nom de sa ba-^e o i de son radical.''

This is on p. 5S of vol. i. of the four volume edition mentioned.

The context will supply the explanations. A sister or cousin

who carried off a French prize last half may perhaps help. How
plants obtain their carbon wa9 worked out while carbon dioxide

was still known by Lavoisier's name " I'acide carbonique," and
oxygen was called "I'air eminement respirable," " I'air pur,"

or "I'air vital." So, historically, the question of nomenclature

is not altogether unimportant.

X C'nfer.-sjtchimgen I'lher dn-i radikal (hr Benzoinsiiurc. Ann.
Pharm, vol. iii.. 18:i2, p. 249.

chemical nomenclature the termination yl, now so

much employed. At the top of p. 2G2 they say tht-y

take the termination from 'u\rj—matter. [Tlie Ger-

mans equally use their own word " stoff," our" stuff,"

as in wa^sc/stoff (hydrogen), Sec, but not for radicals.]

Following this kind of nomenclature we have liydr-

ox-yl (HO), Meth-yl, Eth-yl, &c.*

The recognition of organic radicals was a very im-

portant step. While it gradually led to a change in

nomenclature to the puzzle of those who did not closely

follow chemical work, it opened up fresh subjects

for enquiry. For a long time it was debated whether

organic compounds obey the same laws as inorganic.

No one now doubts that they do, but it is fully

recognised they are far more complicated, W. S. M.
{To be continued.)

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CYCNOCHES CHLOROCHILON.

A FIGURE of this Orchid appeared in the last

volume of the Gardeners' Chronicle, at p. 145, show-

ing a plant with an erect spike of two flowers, this

being, so far as I have seen, about the usual number.

A plant is now flowering at Kew which shows the

variable character of the species—a character, how-

ever, common to the whole genus. It bears two

pendent spikes of flowers, one with eleven and the

other with eight; the flowers are much smaller than

those in the above quoted figure. The sepals and

petals are yellowish'-green; the lip is creamy-white,

with a dark olive-green blotch in the centre ; and the

column is about 1 inch long, with an inflated apex,

where the pollen masses are inserted. The stem-

like pseudobulbs are 12 inches high, with lanceolate,

plaited leaves from 6 to 12 inches long. W. B.

BOLBOPHTLLUM TJJtBELLATUM.

As none of the popular works on Orchids make

any mention of this species, it is probably but little

known under cultivation. It is figured in the

Botanical Magazine, where it is said to have flowered

at Kew in 1846 ; it has now appeared again, and

proves to be an extremely pretty little Orchid—^cer-

tainly not to be beaten by any other Bulbophyllum.

The flowers are produced in a verticil at the top of

a slender scape 6 inches high, each flower being

about three-quarters of an inch across. The lower

sepals are pale yellow, spotted with reddish-purple,

and have the margins recurved ; the upper sepal and

the two petals (which are about one-third the si/.e)

are of a brighter yellow, thickly dotted with crimson

spots. The purple lip is small, and is articulated in the

manner characteristic of the genus. The species is

a native of Northern India, and therefore requires

cool-house treatment. It thrives well potted in

peat-fibre and sphagnum.

Catasetdm Kussellianum.

No doubt the time will arrive when Catasetums

will be amongst the most popular of Orchids, for

the interest of Orchid cultivators is happily no longer

restricted to those subjects which have merely bright

colour to commend them. Certainly no genus of

Orchids shows the marvellous structure and arrange-

ments to secure fertilisation by insect agency in a

clearer or better fashion than do Catasetums. The
power certain kinds have of swiftly ejecting the

pollen masses, when either of the horns attached to

the column are touched, is in itself one of the most

interesting phenomena in the floral world. Neither

are they destitute of beauty; few Orchids, indeed,

* In floriculture "fancy names" are used which have no

meaning. It may I e well to mention that names used by
chemists have a definite meaning which refers to the composi-
tion of the compound named.
Lothar Mayer has said, "chemical ••symbols aud formula

which a few years ago received such prominence, are now
regarded with indifference, since what was formerly expressed

symbolically aud indistinctly, or even without proof or ch'ar-

ness, by their aid can now be expressed in clear words with
flxed meaning." But query? Do all chemists coufcrm to tliis

//.ri'rf meaning?

produce a finer effect than C. Bungerothii, a recent

introduction with large beautiful white flowers. It has

been well figured and frequently mentioned in these

columns. C. llussellianum is one of the older but

still desirable species, having been introduced from

Guatemala in 1838. It has pendent spikt^s of from

twelve to eighteen flowers, produced from the base

of the ovate pseudobulbs. The flowers are 3 inches

across the sepals, these and the petals being pale

green marked with lines of a deeper shade ; the lip

is similar in colour, and is slipper-shaped and some-

what inflated ; at the sides and front the margin

projects forward and is fringed. A plant with thirteen

flowers is blooming now at Kew. Like the other

species it enjoys abundance of warmth, moisture

and especially light during the growing period, and

a prolonged period of rest afterwards. W. B.

Cattleya Loddigesii, Lindl.

This, the first Cattleya ever introduced into

European gardens, is a fine autumn flowering plant,

and may just now be seen in perfection in various

collections. It was originally received from Rio de

Janeiro by the Messrs. Loddiges, of Hackney, early

in the present century, and may be found figured in

their Botanical Cabinet, t. 337, under the name of

Epideadrum violaceum. Lindley founded the genus

Cattlej'a, on C. labiata, about the year IS'2'2, at which

time he added Epidendrum violaceum as a second

species, under the name Cattleya Loddigt'sii. It is

a rather widely diffused plant, and, according to the

Messrs. Veitch, is spread over Southern Brazil from

the Organ Mountains to the Kio de la Plata, from

the Atlantic Ocean almost to the River Uruguay,

growing in a great variety of situations, sometimes

on trees, sometimes on bare rocks, both in shade and

in full exposure to all weathers—circumstances whicli

more or less influence the habit of the plant, and the

size and colour of the flowers. No special treatment

is required for its successful cultivation beyond that

necessary for other ordinary species of the genus.

B. A. B.
Cattleya aueea marmoeata.

There is now in the gardens of Lord Roths-

child at Tring Park a most remarkable and

exquisitely beautiful Cattleya of the C. Dow-
iaua aurea class, which came in an importa-

tion received by Messrs. Shuttleworth, Carder

& Co., Park Road, Clapham. It appears to be a

natural hybrid between C. aurea and C. gigac, and
those who know the superb C. Hardyana can picture

this fine form by imagining a flower intermediate

between it and C. aurea. The variety mar-
morata has large flowers, the ground colour

of the sepals being yellow, the sepals slightly,

and the beautifully crimped petals heavily,

marbled with dark rose colour. The finely-expanded

labellum is violet-crimson on the front portion, and

golden-yellow veined with purple on the basal lialf.

The whole lip has a purple margin. In point of

beautv and fragrance it is equal to the best Cattleya ;

and Mr. Hill is hopeful that similar forms will ap-

pear among the other plants received from the same
importer. Cattleyas are well grown by Mr. Hill,

and these newcomers could not get into better hands.

When in an article on large-flowered Cattleyas in

the GardcNcrs Chronicle, p. 404, September 29, 1883,

I predicted the coming of these intermediate forms
between C. aurea and C. gigas, the present magni-
ficent variety is just the plant I had in my mind,
James O'Brien.

(;^vpRiPEDiu5i MiTEAUANUM, Liiideuia, t. 140.

Leaves oblong, green, with dark spots, peduncles

rufous, hairy ; flowers 4.V inches across, upper sepal

broadly ovate, acute, wliite, with numerous purple
stripes ;

petals linear oblong, red-violet, with tufts

of dark hairs on the edge ; lip reddish-brown,

shining.

Fruit and Vegetable Exhibition at Bar-
net.—An exhibition of the above on a large scale

is being organised by !Mr. John Munro, formerly of

Potter's Bar, to take place at New Barnet at the end
of September or the beginning of October. A great

deal of local support is being promised, and a

schedule of prizes will shortly be issued.
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Cultural Memoranda.

WALLFLOWERS.
Oi'' the plants raised from seed—sown in boxes

placed in heat, and the seedlings subsequently

pricked out, 6 inches apart, on a few inches of good
soil, placed above a thin layer of short dung, resting

on a hard soil or cinder bottom, in a sunny aspect—
some of the bushiest should now be lifted with nice

balls of soil, and be potted into 6-inch pots. After
watering them, stand on a bed of coal-ashes, cover

with a frame, and shade from sunshine until the

roots have pushed into the fresh soil, when free

"ventilation must be afforded them, watering when
necessary, and giving weak liquid manure two or

three times a week after the plants are well rooted.

A portion of the Wallflower plants thus grown
should be put into a greenhouse, or, better still, a
pit, about the end of November, where a temperature

of from 40° to 50° is maintained, and where the

plants can have a position near to the glass. The
presence of this familiar and deliciously-scented

harbinger of spring in the divelling or conservatory

in mid-winter is always appreciated. Belvoir Castle,

of a soft yellow colour, and Harbinger, a dark brown
one, are desirable varieties.

Violets.

No time should be lost in lifting Violet plants

which were planted out in the spring, and planting

them with suitable balls at 12 inches apart, in

frames from which frost can be kept out. The
leaves should be but a few inches from the glass,

and the roots before planting shortened back a little

—those protruding through the biills of earth—before

planting, and the soil should be made firm in plant-

ing. The runners must also be pinched back to

the crowns, and afterwards be kept persistently

pinched of}' during the ne.xt six montlis to favour the
production of blooms. After planting, water the
bed to settle the soil, and shade from sunshine for a
few days.

RiCHAKDIA ^ETHIOPICA.

These should now be lifted with a mass of soil

and roots in proportion to the size of the pot into

which it is intended to pot them, using a mixture of

four parts of good loam and one of leaf-mould and
short dung. The pots should be well crocked, and
the soil worked in amongst the roots. A large pro-
portion of my plants are potted into 12-inch and
9-inch pots, the remainder being put in 7-inch and
6-inch pots, for arranging on the side stages of con-
servatory and various other puposes. After potting
stand the plants under a south wall, or where they
will not sustain injury from a few degrees of frost

and where they can be shaded from sunshine until

the roots have pushed into the fresh soil, when full

exposure is best for them. The plants, when placed
in position, should be watered to settle the soil about
the roots, and in due time they should receive copious
supplies of tepid liquid manure, to enable them to

develope large flower-spathes. The plants should
be housed before they are likely to get injured by
frost

; it will not be safe to subject them to more
than 3°.

EcPATORinMS, BOUVAEDIAS, AND SALVIAS.

Where these are grown in the open ground they
should be taken up now and potted, employing a
compost of three parts of fibry loam and one of
leaf-soil, with a sprinkling of sharp sand added,
afterwards putting the plants in a pit, where
they can be kept close and shaded for a few days,
until re-established, when full exposure is best.

After the Bouvardias have got well established they
should have a minimum temperature of from 55° to
€0°, according as the weather is cold or mild, with a
proportionately high day temperature—say, from 70°
to 75°. Should aphis put in an appearance on the
plants, fumigate a couple of evenings in succession
with tobacco-paper, following this with a liberal use
of soft-water and the syringe, and free ventilation

for a few days, weather permitting. The Eupatoriums

and Salvias should be put into the greenhouse, or

anywhere out of the reach of frost, wliere they can

have abundance of light and air for the time being.

H. W. Ward.

Crocos.aia aurea.

This is a useful plant to grow either for the green-

house or for cutting purposes, as it affords a shade of

colour seldom met with in anything else, and the

lightness of its tall spikes and flowers makes it an
admirable flower for vases. When required for the

last-named purpose, it is best to grow it outdoors,

for though not quite hardy, it is suBiciently so to

stand in certain situations, the most suitable being in

a border under a sunny wall, where, with only slight

protection during winter the bulbs will escape injury,

and come up very strong in the spring. To help to

ensure this, it is a good ])lan to drain before planting,

and to prepare the soil, as the Tritonia, as it is

generally called, will not bear excessive wet when at

rest, and likes a free sandy loam, in which it sends

out its creeping roots, and it then spreads with great

freedom.

When grown in pots the bulbs should be potted

in 6 or 8-iuch pots, and placed from six to nine in a

pot, covering them to a depth of 2 inches. The
pots may be stood in a cold frame and left till the

leaves show, when water should be afforded in

gradually increasing quantity, and at the end of May,
or before, they may be plunged in the open ground

and there left till they began to show bloom.

Treated in this way they are not subject to red-

spider, as is the case when grown under glass, and
which soon spoils the foliage. J. >S'.

RUDBECKIAS.

There are several varieties of these, but there is

only one of high merit, and that is R. Newmanni,
which deserves a place in any collection of herbaceous

plants, as not only is it exceedingly showy when it

blooms, but it comes into flower late, and will stand

any amount of rain or bad weather without look-

ing any the worse. The habit of K. Newmanni
is dwarf and spreading, and the plant has large

rough leaves, the flower-stems being branching, and
rising to a height of from 1 to 2 feet, and these are

terminated by large bright yellow blooms, with a

conspicuous black cone or disc in the centre. The
readiest way to propagate this Rudbeckia is by
division, and this may be effected late in the

autumn or spring, at either of which seasons the

plant may be cut through with a sharp spade, and
the side portions taken away and replanted at once.

Like most herbaceous subjects it is fond of good soil

and plenty of depth, but plants of it will be found

to do very well under adverse conditions, as it is

tenacious of life, and only suffers where it cannot get

the requisite moisture. J. S.

Trees and Shrubs.

CONIFERS.
From the plantations at Ochtertyre, near Crieft',

Mr. Croucher sends us a hamper of branches of

Conifers, showing their vigorous growth and suit-

ability for the climate of Perthshire. Among them
are unusually line specimens of Abies (Picea of

gardens) cephalonica with foliage of great size and
substance and of pale green color. The young cones

are of an exquisite light-brown colour shot with pink.

In the South this tree is often spring-tender
;
perhaps

in the North it does not start into growth so soon,

and hence escapes injury ; at any rate, the specimens

from Ochtertyre seem to indicate that the tree would

not only be ornamental but valuable for timber.

Abies grandis is remarkable for the very rich deep

black-green of its foliage, and for its greenish-brown

cones.

The Douglas Fir is represented by two forms, the

one known as Stairii and another of similar character,

but which is even more remarkable in the pale

yellowish tinge of the foliag" than Stairii.

Abies Lowii, a^i'as Parsonsiana, &c., is sent to show
the great difference between it and the true A. con-

color, which latter lias long leaves, equal in length,

alike in colour on both surfaces, stouter branches,

larger buds, and other characteristics pointed out to

us and recorded in tliese columns by ^Ir. Barron.

These differences in extreme cases are sutlicient to

warrant a distinct name, but in looking through

seed-beds or nursery rows we have always found ao

many intermediate forms as to be puzzled to give a

name to any particular specimen.

Picea Engelmanni is represented by some finely-

grown shoots of a pale fawn colour, the slender

blueish leaves all appressed, and (when stroked the

right way) soft to the touch. The light-brown buds

are ovoid-conic, and not resinous. In the South this

tree grows slowly, and seems tender, while its near

ally, P. pungens, (often called Parryana or commu-
tata) is much more robust. The green form is very

handsome, but the blue form, pungens glauca {aliaH

Parryana glauca) is decidedly the most beautiful of

its race, and keeps its colour throughout the year.

Picea excelsa aurea, like the form called fine-

donensis, is remarkable for the very deep orange

colour of the two or three-year-old shoots, the shoots

of the year being of a pale fawn colour deepening in

time into the rich colour just mentioned.

P. ajanensis is sent under the name Alcockiana,

seeds of the two having been originally inadvertently

gathered or mixed under the same name. What is

now recognised as ajanensis, is a flat-leaved Spruce

with the young shoots fawn coloured, those of the two

and three years pale orange; the leaves are appressed.

and more or less parallel with the branches on the

upper surface spcading beneath. In this species the

upper leaf-surface is silvery white, the lower deep

green. The female cones in spring are erect, of a

lovely tint of carmine. As they ripen they lose their

brilliant colour, and occupy the ends of the branches,

either standing out horizontally, or being more or

less deflected. This is one of the most beautiful

Conifers in cultivation, and the rapidity and vigour

of its growth, as shown in the specimen before us,

seem to indicate it as of great value for timber also.

P. Menziesii is a better known tree of similar

character, but with more spreading, 4-sided sharply-

pointed leaves, the cones more slender, and its scales

more gradually pointed and concave at the back.

Tsuga Mertensiana, alias Albertiana, is remark-

able for its very graceful pendulous branches, with

silvery leaves and small cones like Hops.

THE SEED TRADE.
The Fokeign Grass and Clover Crops.—

Advices from Darmstadt, the head-quarters of

German Grass and Clover seed growing, state that

the crops are later this year than for many years

past, the retarding season having been felt as much
there as in our own country. Heavy and uninter-

rupted rains have caused the delay ; in the early

part of the season and up to the middle of June

there was a great lack of moisture, and the drought

prevented development. The season has proved

quite the reverse of last year, when the spring was

very wet, followed by a summer of distressing

drought.

The earlier crops are somewhat inferior in quan-

tity and quality to those of last year, the grain

lighter in weight and lacking colour. Careful

cleaning has improved the samples, and they are

scarcely less inferior to the best produce of former

seasons.

The crop of Dactylia glomerata (Rough Cocksfoot-

grass) is a short one; the quality of American seed

bad, that of New Zealand in every respect superior

to last season's, as well as larger. The earliest ship-

ments are decidedly good ; later ones are said to be

certain to be lighter and inferior in qiiality. The
crop of Alopecurus pratensis (Meadow Foxtail-

grass) amounts to about the same quantity as last

year; the seeds will be heavier, and show good

growing qualities. From some districts poor samples

have come, and it is advised that the lighter seeds
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be avoided, especially as the bulks have at times a

better and more attractive appearance than the

heavy samples. Of Festiica pratensis (Meadow

Fescue-grass) the quantities harvested this season

are reported to be much below those formerly brought

to market, and this applies to home-grown as well

as to the American seeds. In both countries the

low prices which ruled did not pay the growers, in

consequence the greater part of the seed growing

districts have been ploughed up to substitute other

produce. The crops of Festuca ovina (Sheep's

Fescue) and F. duriuscula (Tall Sheep's Fescue),

are decidedly smaller than usual ; while the quantity

of F. ovina tenuifolia (Marrow-leaved Fescue) har-

vested is so very small that the ordinary English de-

mand alone cannot nearly be supplied. F. elatior

(Tall Fescue) has been harvested in Germany in

small quantities, but the quality is very good ;
the

value is to some extent discounted from the fact

that the New Zealand crops are heavier than hereto-

fore, but the seeds are wanting in quality, and

appear to be much aflfected with ergot—a disease to

which Rye is subject, but which is not at all uncom-

mon among other grasses. The quotations for this

grass are lower than heretofore, and a large demand

is anticipated.

Poa pratensis (Smooth-stalked Meadow-grass) has

been harvested in good condition and in fair quan-

ties, so there will be no lack of suitable seed. P.

nemoralis (Wood Meadow-grass) is, on the other

hand, again very scarce; and desirable, true and un-

mixed samples are seldom to be met with. P.

trivialis (Rough-stalked Meadow-grass) will be about

the same as last year, and fine true seed can be

offered at reasonable prices. The demand for this

grass is increasing yearly.

Of Anthoxanthum odoratum (Sweet Vernal-

grass) the crop of true genuine seeds will be of the

same limited quantity as last year.

Cynosurus cristatus (Crested Dogstail-grass) will

be about the same yield as last year, but the seed

will be lighter in weight and darker in colour.

Phleum pratense (Timothy-grass) will be a good

yield.

Clover seeds have sustained serious damage by the

heavy rains, but Minette White and Alsike Clovers

have suffered most. What little has been harvested

is of poor colour ; and a good sample is scarcely to

be met with. It is yet too early to form a

definite opinion as to the yields of Lucerne and red

Clover seeds ; but, in consequence of the incessant

rains the plants show great rankness of vegetation,

without, however, apparent formation of flowers. So

it is feared a bad harvest of these will have to be re-

corded also.

the following year, which flowers exhibit the same

peculiarity. Gasparini and Tenore are said to have

recorded the same fact as long since as 1802. The

specimen from wiiich the figure was taken produced

its fruits in the Royal Gardens at Kew, and is now
preserved in the museum of that establishment. The

adventitious growth in three cases appears to arise

from the tufts of spines, which, it has been suggested,

are the homologues of the sepals. There can, how-

OPUNTIA FRUITS.

Our illustration shows an example of independ-

ence and self-containedness not very rare among

plants, and especially among CactaceoG. The

illustration (fig. 43) is taken from a specimen

exhibited by Mr. D. Morris before the Scientific

Committee in the course of the summer, and shows

how, from a fruit containing seeds in the interior,

roots were produced below, and young shoots from

the upper part after tlie fall of the corolla and

stamens. One single joint or internode in this case

thus suffices to form an entire plant equipped at all

points. The following extract from Masters' J'effc-

iable Teratology may be of interest in this con-

nection :

—

" The fruits of Opuntia Salmiana, O. fragilis, O.

monacantha, andofsoraespeciesof Echinocactus, have

been observed to form small fruit-like branches around

their summits. M. Napoleon Doumet describes the

fruit as ripening as usual, but as being destitute of

seeds in the interior [seeds were abundant in

Mr. Morris's specimen] ; after a little while the

fruit begins to wither, and then a circle of small

buds, like those of the stem, may be seen at the top of

the fruit, each bud springing from the axil of a little

tuft of wool and spines found on the fruit. These

little buds elongate into long shoots, produce flowers

Fig. 4.3.—FHl'IT OF OPUXTIA CUT OPEX (SEE TEST).

ever, be little doubt the outer and lower portion of

the fruit of Opuntia and its allies is a dihatation of

the flower-stalk."

Trade Notice.

NOVELTIES.
The following new introductions appear in the

Catalogue of L'Horticulture Internationale of

Brussels :

—

AcALYPH.\ TnicMPHANS.—Stovc foliage plant.

AoLAONEMA NEBULOsoM, N. E. Browu.—Stove

foliage plant, Aroid.

Alocasia gigas.—Stove Aroid.

Alocasia Lindeni,—A New Guinea Aroid, with

handsome foliage, having ivory-colored petioles and

yellowish veins.

Alocasia Lnci.iNi X.—A cross between A. Thi-

bautiana and A. Putzeyi.

Alocisia makgarit-e.—Stove Aroid, with fine

foliage.

Alocasia 'ViLLENEnvEi.—Stove Aroid, with fine

foliage.

BoLBOPHVLLUM oRANDiFLORnsi. — Extraordinary

Orchid.

ColocasiaDevans.aya!ja.—Stove Aroid, fine foliage.

Crinom Massaianoji.—a Tropical African species,

with white flowers striped with crimson.

DESDROniuMSTEEBLOCEU.is,VAR.RossiANA.—DiflTers

from the type in its white flowers.

DiANTUERA BULLATA.—Acanthaceous stove plant,

with fine foliage.

Galeandba D'Escraonolleana.—Brazilian Orchid,

segments yellow, lip yellow, spotted with rose.

Kextia elegamtissima.—Elegant stove Palm.

Labisia alata.—Ornamental stove shrub.

Labisia Pothoina. — Ornamental stove shrub,

allied to Ardisia.

Odontoglossuji Bodd.hrtianum.—Segments yel-

low, spotted with brown ; lip white, spatted with

purple.

Paphinia Lindeniana.—Stove Orchid.

Phrtnium variegatdm.—Stove foliage plant.

Piper RnBEO-VENOsrM—Stove climber; leaves

green, marked beneath with rose-coloured nerves.

Rodriguesia Bungerothii.— Stove Orchid.

ScHizocASiA Kegnieri.—A Siamese Aroid, with

ornamental foliage.

Mr. George Bond has been appointed Manager

to the nursery and seed business at the Calne

Nurseries, Wilts, in succession to Mr. R. Brown.

SHRUBLAND PARK.

[See Supplembntaby Sheet.]

Sir George Broke Middleton was a man of

note, who had done good service to his country, a

man who well earned the respect and confidence he

won, but it is questionable whether, to the mind of

the ordinary gardener, Shrubland is not more inti-

matelv associated with the names of Donald Beaton

and t' Blair th.an with that of the former proprietor of

this noble estate. And this is not the only paradox

about Shrubland. In a county not particularly

renowned for picturesque beauty, Shrubland offers

views of hill and dale, wood and water, which of their

kind, cannot be surpassed anywhere. The park is

extensive, the Spruces and Scotch Firs efl'ective.

The mansion is a noble structure, reconstructed by

Sir Charles Barry, and the diff'erences in level de-

mand the introduction of terraces and steps which

add great dignity to the mansion. What those

terraces were twenty years ago is detailed at

great length in our volumes for 1867 and

1868. At that time they formed one of the

finest examples of architectural gardening to

be found in the country. Looking through the

record it seems as though the style of gardening

then adopted, appropriate as it was in kind, was

overdone in degree, and this has led to its abandon-

ment or modification. How it looks now, when a

difl^erent but hardly so appropriate a system^ is

adopted, we are not in a position to state, our visit

having been paid in spring. The two views we now

give show what a fine feature a long, well-propor-

•tioned, straight grass walk may become edged by

lofty Arbor-vitm and Cedars, which give the neces-

sary variation in outline, while the contrast between

the sombre Yews and the unfettered flowing festoons

of the Roses is delightful. It forms no part of our

purpose to attempt to describe Shrubland—des;rip-
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tions of lovely landscapes are seldom lovely them-

selves, and rarely convey any idea to those who
have not seen them. The gardens, too, have

been shorn of much of their former magnificence,

but the exquisite landscape views remain, and it

would be a great oversight to omit mention, even in

ever so cursory a notice, of the grandest Sweet

Chestnuts to be seen in the country—such boles !

such a world of knots and cracks ! such spiral fur-

rows ploughed in their bark ! What the age of these

veterans may be we cannot say. A thousand years is

attributed to them, but only vaguely. Probably they

are some few centuries short of the assigned age ; but,

in any case, on looking at these noble survivors of

bygone ages, the thought that Chestnut-wood might,

after all, have been used for building purposes in

England in those days, woukl arise, and so the f^lory

of the trees became associated in one's mind with

the marvels of architectural beauty and witli the

records of history in a manner as suggestive as it

was interesting. One of these giants measures 40

feet in circumference at the base.

One of the tinest modern developments of Shrub-

land is the planting both sides of a ravine with

hardy Bamboos intermixed with Dracaenas, Cannas,

Maize, Funkias, and other bold and graceful plants.

This bids fair to form one of the most beautiful features

of the place, and owing to its situation possesses that

highest form of beauty—beauty of appropriateness.

Shrubland is also one of those places that has a some-

what out-of-the-way interest—an interest that would

not be felt but by a naturalist, for here it was that a

Barrington Peach produced on one brancli a Peach
and a Nectarine: a "sport,"' says the gardener—

a

dissolution of partnership, a separation of heretofore

mixed elements, says the botanist. But how l-*

Why ? Why was the phenomenon not repeated ?

If one lived as long as those Chestnuts, time would

not sufKce for the explanation of the mysteries of

vegetable life !

Plants and Their Culture.

Cyclamen persicum.— In raising plants of C.

persicum and its varieties, to bloom within fifteen

months from the time of sowing, the best practice is

to sow the seed in the autumn, soon after it is ripe,

in pans or boxes which have been well soaked in

water and properly crocked, and filled with light

loam and leaf-mould, or peat with sand in about
equal proportions. Sow thinly, and fairly well cover

them, gently pressing them into the soil ; the pans
should afterwards be very lightly watered, and stood

or plunged in some moisture-holding material near
the glass, in a temperature of about 00^, special care

being taken to prevent the soil getting in the least

dry, covering with a piece of glass ; but they germi-
nate more freely, it kept sufficiently moist, without

such covering. As soon as the young plants have
developed a true leaf, they should be pricked off into

larger pans or boxes, still using a compost similar to

that employed in the seed pan. Return them to

the same temperature, but when they have made
another leaf the temperature may be allowed
to fall a few degrees, and when they have made
a nice crown of leaves they should be potted ofV

singly, using pots suited to the size of the plants.

At this and subsequent pottings use a rougher turfy

compost, one half of it being loam, with plenty of

sharp sand, and if a little quantity of some prepared
fertiliser be well incorporated the compost will

be improved. The potting should be done firmly,

leaving the crown of the corm level with the
soil. From what has been said it will be evident
that low-roofed structures are best suited for these
plants ; indeed, excellent results may be had with
frames even in winter, provided they have sufficient

hot-water piping to prevent the temperature falling

below 45°, but with a low temperature considerable
care must be exercised in watering and in maintain-
ing the proper amount of atmospheric moisture.
Should either be in excess damping-oti' will occur.
When coming into flower a mild, airy atmosphere is

indispensable to prevent spotting by damp. If the
stock is got up annually from seed (which is prefer-

able to keeping old plants) the first named tempera-
ture must be maintained, otherwise little progress
will be made. Any plants intended to flower this

season, and which are not yet in their flowering pots,

should be pushed on with all diligence. The Cycla-

men is very subject to insect pests, and which, if

they once obtain a footing, and measures are not

speedily taken against them, quickly spoil the

plants. As a preventive thorough syringing during

growth is most advisable, and when that may
not be done there is no more effective plan than to

sponge and wash them in a weak solution of some
kind of insecticide. Having recently experimented

with insecticides I have obtained good results from

the soluble paraffin prepared by the Agri-Horticul-

tural Co., of Glasgow, but others are equally good,

especially tobacco-juice when of certain strength,—

but this article varies considerably. If fumigation

is resorted to it must be carefully done, as the leaves

are easily injured. F. lioss, Pendell Court.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

As the ingathering of Apples and Pears will soon

begin the fruit-rooms should be put in good order at

once, whitewashing the walls and ceilings and
cleaning the shelves, but not using much water, as

it will soak into the wood ; and, unless the shelves

can be thoroughly dried, their surface soon becomes
covered with a white mould, which is very injurious

to fruit, especially Apples. If water be used it

should be during the summer season. It is always a

good plan to have the fruit-room for Apples and
that for Pears quite apart, for all that Apples

require is merely to have the frost kept from them,

whereas Pears, generally speaking, require a room
where a little artificial heat may be applied, so that

the average temperature can be kept at about 45°.

In these gardens there are two such rooms ;
that for

Pears has a o-inch flow and return hot-water pipe

running through it, with a valve placed in an adjoin-

ing shed, so that the heat can be regulated to a

nicety; the Apple-roi m is unheated: it occupies

a northern position, and the walls are 1) inches thick.

In addition to the ordinary entrance door we have

another, which fits in tightly in the same frame, so

that there is a space of 6 inches clear between the

first and second door. By using this door, closing

the ventilators, and putting a shutter over the

window we are enabled to keep out frost, and the

Apples keep in a sound and plump condition until

the season is very far advanced, or Apples come
again. When speaking of Pears requiring a warmer
teraperarure than Apples in which to ripen, I may
mention the following few varieties that are really

better flavoured when ripened in the cooler tempe-

rature of the Apple-room, viz., Seckle, Marechal de

la Cour, Dana's Ilovey, Althorpe Crassane, and
Beurre Hardy. Fine weather having now set in

advantage should be taken of it to give all fruit

quarters a good hoeing, and the weeds should be

raked off, for they will take root again if left on the

ground. All fruit trees on walls, as well as

pyramid and bush trees, should be looked over for

the last time, and the young growths stopped back

closely to assist the fruiting spurs to plump up their

buds. A. Ward, Stoke Kdith Park.

Fruits Under Glass.

Peaches.—The wood on the earliest trees will now
be well matured, and ready to drop; and a few Larch

twigs may be drawn lightly up the shoots to detach

any of the riper leaves, so as to allow of the sun

having free play upon the shoots. If the sashes of a

house have been removed, they should now be re-

placed, but the fullest ventilation should be afforded,

and the sashes closed only during heavy rain. In

houses where the roof is not portable, attention must
be given to watering the borders, even if the foliage

is falling, as the roots are still active and the buds in

need of nutriment. Now is the time to prevent bud
dropping by keeping the borders in astate of medium
moisture. Where the trees are old and have carried

a full crop of fruit, an occasional application of liquid

manure will prove very beneffcial. Trees from which

the fruit has recently been picked, should have all the

superfluous shoots removed. The present is a good

time to attend to the borders, if the trees are not in a

satisfactory condition. Hazel loam ofgood quality with

an addition of old mortar rubbish will be found a suit-

able soil for the successful cultivation of the Peach.

Where the soil is of a tenacious nature a large

addition of charred garden rubbish, brickbats
broken to tlie size of pigeon eggs, together
witli the finer particles, and a liberal admixture
of mortar rubbish will be requisite to keep the soil

from running together. It may not be necessary to
wholly lift the trees, but if the roots have made their

way tlirough tlie dr.unage. they must be brought to

within a short distance of the surface. Trees in late

houses will require some slight assistance of fire-heat

'

to maintain a sufficiently buoyant atmosphere, and
plenty of ventilation. Expose every fruit to tlie sua
as much as possible ; look sharply after blue-bottle
files and wasps, taking steps to trap or exclude them
from the house.

Figs.—The earliest trees will now have mostly
shed their leaves ; they should, however, be fre-

quently syringed, and have occasional applications

of manure-water. Trees which are finisliing their

crops should be afforded a genial dry atmosphere, so

that the proper flavour may be imparted to the fruits.

The .syringe must not be used so freely as formerly,

and wliere tiie fruit is nearing maturity water should

not touch it. Let the fruit be quite ripe before

gathering ; tiiey require at this season of the year
a much longer time to finish than during the summer
months. It is not too late to remove all sprayey
growtli from trees which have just finished their

second crop, and if the trees are clean, tlie use of the
syringe may be largely dispensed with, and a nice

warm atmosphere maintained by fire-heat and sun-

heat, with abundance of air, until the- foliage falls

naturally. Remove all fruits which are visible.

Trees, walls, trellises, borders, and glass in the

early house should now be thoroughly cleansed, and
any necessary painting done. W, M. Baitiic. Luton
Hoo.

The Kitchen Garden,

Carrots.—Where soils are cold and wet, these

roots should now be taken up and stored, any excess

of moisture at this season causing them to split,

especially if it occur after a period of fine weather.

In sandy soils, such as the Carrot delights in, the

short-rooted varieties may be pulled uji by hand, but

in others it is best to remove some of the soil away

from them with a fork previous to doing so. The

tops should be cut carefully so as not to injure the

crown, andany soil adhering to them should be cleaned

off; they will tlien be ready for storing. I find that

the roots keep the freshest when they are put up in

ridge-shaped heaps in any cool position outdoors.

These should be about 3 feet wide at the base and

2:V feet high. The roots should be carefully handled

so as not to bruise them, and packed in layers with

the crowns outwards. Enough straw should then be

drawn straight, and laid over the sides of the heap to

prevent the soil from touching them, and bunches of

straw fixed for ventilators along the top of the ridge

about 4 feet apart. The sides should then be covered

over with 6 inches in thickness of soil. In this way

Carrots will keep good until late in the spring.

Bat sliould be carefully lifted and stored in a

manner similar to the Carrots before severe frost is

expected, this being the most tender root the

kitchen gardener has to deal with. Great care is

required in storing this vegetable so as not to break

or bruise tlie roots in any way ; and the tops should

not be cut but twisted ott' with the hand.

CaiiliJlowcrs.^A piece of ground in a sheltered and

warm position should now be prepared for planting

these under hand-lights, by digging in a plentiful

supply of manure, preferably tliat from the cowyard,

and working the soil down well with the spade as the

work proceeds. IV. H. Divers, Kdton Hall, Stamford.

Green Peas.—The district round Maldon, in

Essex, is famous for its green Peas, and a month

back the Great Eastern was running three trains

a day loaded with green Peas only. This summer

the crop has been heavier than ever; and one single

day, August 4, saw the biggest consignment on

record, amounting to 578 tons, all of which were

safely delivered by 7 o'clock the following morning.

It shows the extraordinary ch.iracter of the present

summer that the entire month ol August last year

only accounted for 10 tons, while August, 18.84, and

August, 1885, had only a total of 10 tons between

them. Murray's Magazine, September.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY,

MONDAY.

TITESDAY,

M EETI NGS.
o_„_ 9- ( Royal Horticultural Society : Fruit
oti-l. -a^ ^^j YloiA Committees.

SALES.
^ Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &

Sept. 24
-j

Morris' Rooms.
Dutch Bulbs, at 12.'!, Fenchuroh

\ Street, by Messrs. Small & Co.

(Greenhouse Plants, at The Hall,

sj c,-) Dulwich, by Stevens.
\ Orchids in Flower, at Protheroe &
(, Morris' Rooms.

i Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 2b- Dutch Bulbs, at 123, Fenchurch

( Street, by Messrs. Smail & Co.

i

Orchids, Lilies, &c., at Stevens"
Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris

'

Rooms.
Greenhouse Plants, at the Bruns-
wick Nursery, Tottenham, by
Protheroe & Morris.

(Tmportt'd Orchids, at Protheroe &
<!rpT ooJ Morris' Rooms.

-') Dutch Bulbs, at 123, Fenchurch
\ Street, by ^lessrs. Smail & Co.

i Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
Sept. 29- Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

( Rooms.

FRIDAY.

The address delivered before the

HontcJlfure
I^iological Section of the Jiritish

Association by the Director of the
Royal Gardens, Kew, will be read with interest

by many classes of readers. As was befitting a

botanist holding such a position, Mr. Dyek
alluded in his address to many departments of

his subject. V>y so doing, he did much to en-

lighten the general public, who look upon botany
as an agreeable recreation, barring the hard names

!

ilr. Dyer, at any rate, takes a juster and more
comprehensive view of his subject, and dis-

played it before his audience as forming one
department of biology, and one which, while

in no degree inferior to its sister science,

zoology, forms the appropriate introduction

to its study. Mr. Dy'er's address was compre-
hensive, but it was long—we do not say too long,

although its length forbids us from inserting

more than a moiety, and compels us to leave out
the portions relating to fermentation, not by any
means as the least important, but as the part

which, under existing circumstances, has the

lea.st direct interest to our readers.

Mr. Dyer did not wholly ignore horticulture,

nor, considering the wide scope of his address

and the limited time at his disposal, could he
have consistently devoted much more space than
he did to its claims as a part of biological science.

We hope, however, the opportunity will come
for the Director of Kew to stand forth, as he is

so well fitted to do, and enforce upon the
botanists and physiologists the supreme import-
ance of horticulture as a branch of biological

science. That the public should look on horti-

culture simply as a means of supplying their

requirements, esthetic or material, is intelli-

gible enough; that commercial men should

regard it as a means of making money is equally

legitimate. To their honour be it spoken, many
of them do not regard this as their only object.

Scientific botany would be very materially weak-
ened by the abstention of the importers, the

raisers, and the professional growers of plants,

whether new or old.

The importers furnish the means to the botanist

of vastly increasing his knowledge of certain

groups. (.)ur knowledge of Orchids, for instance,

without their aid, would not |now be so very

much greater than it was in the time of

LiNN.EUS. Whole districts would he even

now botanically imknown were it not for the

labours of the collectors sent out by our plant

merchants.

The raisers of new plants, those who de-

velope existing materials into entirely new
combinations, by hybridisation, or by cross-

breeding, or even by selection only, contrilmte

still more remarkably to biological science.

They even create new types of structure. Look at

the tuberous Begonias, for instance—a quarter

of a century ago no such thing existed, now they
form a distinct type. It will be said th.at they do
not exist in Nature — perhaps not, but in any
case do they not afford an illustration of the way
in which new types may have originated, or

do originate, in Nature ?—do they not furnish a

very plausible explanation of the way in which
natural variations have been brought about ?

The Gentiana acaulis alluded to by M. Cobre-
VON in a preceding column affords another

illustration of a variety that is constant under
many variations of soil and circumstance,

which has been so for many years, but which
has no exact counterpart in Nature. Consider

also the " sports " with which the gardener

has so much to do ; the word is unfortunate,

it is true, but its meaning is sufficiently well

known. Do not these productions throw ma-
terial light upon ihe nature and range of variation

in plants '^

Look back to the interesting statement that

Mr. Noble placed on record in our columns a

week or two since as to the history and pecu-

liarities of the white variety of .Tackman's
Clematis, and see whether that does not illus-

trate the cause of variation in a remarltable

degree. Look, too, at the persistent efforts of

the seedsmen and raisers to secure a new Pea, or

a Strawberry, or what not, that shall be earlier

or later, even but by a few days—which shall be
suited to this, that, and the other climate and

soil—and see how constant and continuous is the

progress of modification they effect. We may
smile sometimes at the eagerness with which

a plant that fiowers a day or two earlier than

another is brought under notice and its qualities

extolled ; the change is sometimes almost imper-

ceptible, and the advantage as infinitessimal ; but

look back a generation, or even ten years, and
see then how much has been effected by the

slow but constant accumulation of progressive

modifications. If man can do so much in his

brief span, what may not be done in Nature ?

—what must not have been done in the countless

ages that have rolled over our globe ?

And from an opposite point of view, how much
has been effected in the way of fixity by the

labours of the gardener ? We must not pursue

the subject here, but we may urge that if the

fixity of Egyptain plants, as illustrated in the

tombs and mummy-cases of the Nile ^'alley, be

adduced as an illustration of permanence of

character, dependent on the existence of like

conditions, surely, the labour of the gardener

who, in a degree at least, secures a corresponding

amount of fixity under far more unfavourable
conditions, is worthy of recognition at the hands
of the representatives of science. The great

naturalist of our century

—

Darwin—did recog-

nise our work. His works, his arguments, are,

to a very large extent, based upon the obser-

vations of the gardeners as recorded in the hor-

ticultural Press. But the botanists, and especially

the rising school, seem disposed to ignore the vast

body of evidence collected for them by the gar-

dener, and which it is their business to collate and
render available. The P.ritish Association should

offer a means of checking this one-sided

specialism.

And then take the grower : what chemist,

what physicist but would rejoice if he could
have the handling of so vast a mass of evi-

dence as those th.at present themselves to the
grower ? Of course, in the garden, still less in

the field, there cannot be the precision that there is

in the laboratory. It is impossible to eliminate

confiicting elements ; it is not within our power
to isolate plants as the chemist isolates the sub-

stance he wishes to investigate ; but nevertheless

the gardener can do and does much to lift the

plant out of the struggle for existence, and to

study it as it grows apart from hostile or
competing influences.

The immense field for his studies compensates
in some degree for the inevitable want of pre-

cision. The plant grower, in fact, is every day
of his life performing or watching experiments
of the utmost importance as regards plant-life.

One great advantage of this lies in the fact that,

in prosecuting his business, he is engaged in no
mere barren brain-twisting, but he is contri-

buting materially to the solution of the

problems of life and to the welfare of his

fellows, while the keener his investigation, the

greater the profit to himself ; so that, both from
the higher point of view of the advancement of

science, and the more selfish standpoint of self-

interest, the plant grower is doing excellent

work.

The inter-relations between vegetable physi-

ology and practical culture are indeed numerous
and weighty beyond computation ; and it is time,

and more than time, that the professors and
representatives of horticulture should assert

their claim for consideration, if not among the

pure sciences, at least among those applied

sciences which gave so distinguished a repre-

sentative this year to the British Association in

its President, Sir Frederick Bramwell.

Kew " Bulletin."-—The last published number
(September) contains further details as to the

fruit supplies of various colonies. Dominica is the

nearest available fruit-producing island to the United

States and Canada, and also to Great Britain. The
geographical and climatal conditions of Dominica
are, says Dr. Nichols, admirably adapted to the

culture of tropical and sub-tropical fruit. The total

value of the fruit exported from Dominica between
the years 1881 and 1887, inclusive, was over £46,000.

Dr. Nichols gives a list of fruits cultivated in the

island in question, and other lists are given from

Montserrat, St. Christopher, Nevis ; the Virgin

Islands .and Bermuda. A short notice is added on

the indiarubber trade in Upper Burraah. The ca-

outchouc, in this case, is furnished by Ficus elastica.

"Bentham and Hooker."—M. Dcrand has

rendered a public service, by compiling a full list of

the genera of flowering plants with their synonyms,

as published in Bentham and Hooker's Genera

Plantanim, and by incoporating the names of the genera

since published up to the end of the year 1887, and

by making a few changes in order to satisfy the law of

priority. The genera are arranged under the natural
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orders, with indications of tlie number of species

and their geographical distribution, and in large

genera of the sections into wliich they are sub-

divided. Tlie api>endix of genera of doubtful posi-

tion occupies five pages—a small proportion as com-

pared with other works. Lastly, a full alphabetical

index is given, occupying no fewer than 213 pages

—

double column, small type. If this is creditable to

the industry of the compiler, what must we say of

the labours of the original authors, whose task

occupied some quarter of a century ? That a few

errors should have crept into so vast a publication

is, of coursi', inevitable. One such we may point

out:—Scapiiespermura, JIart., iias no connection

whatever witii Scaphopetalum, Mast. (seep. tJSO), but

it would take a very large nnraber of similar errors to

detract from the feeling of obligation whicli j\I.

DuRAND has laid upon all working botanists. The
tabular summary works out thus :—Orders, 210

;

genera, 8417; species, (estimate) 100,220. It will

be remembered that BENTHA^r and Hooker represent

the synthetic school. If the orders and genera were

computed by the analytical or " splitter " school,

orders and genera would be considerably increased,

while the number of species would ]irobably be

doubled.

Horticultural Excursions.—The projected

excursion of Belgian horticulturists to the Channel

Islands has been postponed till next year, on account

of the bad weather. For similar reasons the excur-

sion of the Horticultural Club had to be abandoned.

Victoria Park. — Nothwithstanding the un-

favourableness of the weather, this park is still look-

ing bright with summer flowers. Pelargoniums,

Violas, Verbenas, have been very fine, but care is

taken to plant only such varieties as are least aftected

by bad weather. Amongst the first-named may be

mentioned Henry .Tacotjy and Bonfire. Viola Blue

Boy is sometimes employed in combination with

Flower of the Day Pelargonium, and whether the

latter flowers or not, the eft'ect is very nice. Mr.
Gibson aff'ects much simplicity in planting his beds

of flowering plants, and with very good results. Sel-

dom has a bed more than four different kinds of

plants, and the majority have fewer than that. Golden
Feather, Echeveria secunda glauca, Mesembryanthe-
mumcordifoliumvariegatum,KobertFishPelargonium

retain their place as edging plants. A charming bed
was composed of Fuchsia Golden Treasure, autumn-
struck, and Coleus Verschafleltii ; but generally the

plants of the latter species have grown badly. As
pink-coloured zonal Pelargoniums Cleopatra and
Mrs. Gibbons are the best tliis year. The carpet-

beds in the scroll garden, which are prettily designed.

look clean and bright, the wet weather apparently

not having caused the plants tosutfer much, but there

is a suspicion of dulness of colour in the Alternan-

theras. It may interest our readers to know that

of Echeveria secunda glauca 4.^,000 are bedded out

;

and of the pretty grey-leaved plant, Brachyphytuni

bracteosum, more than 2000. Sub-tropical plants

of most kinds have made good growth, and are quite

sightly. Lilium auratum is largely employed, mostly

to give brightness to masses of dark shrubs, or to

fill the prominent angles of beds, or to stand at the

junctions of walks. The Hollies — a prominent

feature in this park—bristle with robust shoots and
foliage, but some of them sadly stand in need of

mor space to develope themselves ; and tlie turf is

genei illy in capital trim. From what has been said

it will appear that the inhabitants of the mnclr

deer: Bethnal Green and Hackney districts have

a beautiful and well decorated park in which to

disport themselves every day of the week.

"Chambre Syndicale" of Ghent.—At the

meeting held on the 10th inst. awards were made as

follows :

—

Fir&t'class Certificates.— To Cypripedium species

(niveum and Stonei), and to C. Ilarrisianum super-

bum, from MjM. J. Vervaet & Co.; to Odonto-

glossum grande auperbum, from M. James Bray

;

to DracKna Norwoodiensis, from M. Desmet-

Duvivier; to Maranta inconifera, from M. Alexis

Dalliere ; to Trichopilia species, from MM. Ver-

vaet & Co. ; and to new Coleus (seedlings of 18SS)

M. Paul Dntrie, Madame C. van Geert, Mdlle.

Rosa Rooses, Comte de Griinne, Etoile de Gand,

Souvenir de Jersey, and Souvenir de Guernsey, from

M. Edouard Pynaert.

Commendations.—To Cvpripedium javanico-super-

biens ; and to Lilium anratum superbum, from M.

Bernard Spae. And a Cultural Certificate to Adian-

tum Weigandi, from M. Liuvin Spae.

Iris reticulata.—Growers have been sadly

plagued with a disease in the bulbs of this lovely

spring-flowering Iris. At first fungi were supposed to

be the culprits, but the bulbs have been repeatedly ex-

examined at our request by the most competent myco-

logists of all schools without definite result. A letter

from Mr. Thomson, of Ipswich, put us on the track

of mites, such as those so injurious to Eucharis and

other bulbs. Mr. Thojison detected some of these

creatures, and tliis induced ns to consult the highest

authority in this department of zoology, Mr. A. D.

Michael, a member of the Scientific Committee.

That gentlem.an, whose skill and knowledge of his

subject is only rivalled by his willingness to oblige,

sends us the following communication, which puts

an end to the doubt as to the cause of the disease in

question :

—

" I took an early opportunity of examining the

bulbs, they had, however, become so dry that all life

was extinct in thera, except the Acari ; they had sur-

vived in the deeper parts of the bulbs, and were

numerous, and in all stages of development. They

are our old friend, or rather enemy, the Rhizoglyphns,

but not the same species as I found on the Eucharis

bulbs, &c.—that was K. Robini, this is R. Dujardini.

I cannot of course say whether any of the other

creatures mentioned by Mr. Thomson may be re-

sponsible for part of the damage, but I think I may
say pretty confidently that the Rhizoglyphus is suffi-

cient to account for it without assistance. The
typical species of that genus (of which this is one)

are true bulb and tuber eating creatures, and in ray

opinion are the causers, not followers, of decay. They

attack sound healthy bulbs and destroy them, some-

times, when they are in sufiicient numbers, by

simply eating them up ; at other times, when they

are less numerous, either by eating essential parts of

the bulb, or by making Jarge wounds, and thus ad-

mitting water, fungus, &c. I should think the best

way of preventing this evil would be, where possible,

to dust the bulbs well with powdered sulphur before

planting them, supposing that this would not injure

the bulb, and I imagine it would not ; sulphur mixed

with soap and washed on is very good, but I do not

know whether this might be injurious to the bulb

—

[probably not, used with care]. I fear that, for some

years past, these Acari have been imported with

foreign bulbs in great numbers, and that the injury

caused by thera is likely to increase instead of

diminishing. I think it probable that either the

Acari or their eggs are on the bulbs in most cases

before they are pltinted. If one of your corre-

spondents liked to send me a few bulbs before plant-

ing, f would look them over and see if I could trace

any Rhizoglyphus ; if I could not they might be

planted separately in some place where no other

bulbs had been grown ; it would be interesting and

probably useful to see whether they were attacked

by the disease. It is clear that infected bulbs would

be likely to comraunicate the Acarus to sound bulbs,

whether of the same kind or not, and the Acari

would be likely to remain for some little time in the

soil the bulbs had been grown in. Albert Micliael."

The Cold Storage of Fruit.—Mr. J.

Wright, of the Journal of Horticulture, reports as

follows :
—

" At the last meeting of the committee,

held on the l.'Jth inst., John Lee, Esq., presiding,

examples previously placed in the chill room were

examined. The temperature of this room ranges

about 35^. Figs, quite ripe when placed in store on

August .'iO, liad kept surprisingly well ; the dark

coloured fruits appeared quite unaltered, but two of

the ligliter coloured were spoilt. Plums, stored at

tlie same time, were as good as ever. Of a dozen

outdoor Peaches, eight were in good condition, two

fair, and two spoiled. Peaches and Nectarines grown

under glass, from Messrs. Rivers & Sons, also Oullin's

Golden Gage, placed in store at the same time (the

30th ult.) were in fine condition. Peaches from

Messrs. Cheal & Sons, stored on August 31, were

in good conJition, but a Melon put in with them was
spoiled. Bradshaw Plums from ('Iiiswick, ])laced in

store at the same time, were unaltered, butTomatos,

except a few yellow fruits, were spoiled. This is

the second failure with Tomatos, which do not appear

to be able to endure the cold. Many of the Cher-

ries—a bad sample, stored wet on August 8

—

were still sound, and it was thought that those which

failed were crushed or injurr d at the outset. It is

tlie opinion of the committee that for keeping pur-

poses the fruit must be sound. Some of the Cherries

(red) in the freezing-room (temperature 21°) were

quite hard, others (black) were yielding to the touch

but frozen inside. Some Cherries taken from the chill

room a fortnight ago and steadily thawed were go'od

and well flavoured the following day after a cool

sojourn of twenty-three days, and there are doubt-

less others that have now been in the chamber forty

days equally good. Can any northern friends oblige

by posting a few Gooseberries and Currants to Mr,

D. Tallermax, Cold Storage Co., Leadenhall ilarket,

79.^, Gracechurch Street, London? They will be

gladly accepted and fairly tried. The fruit should

not be over-ripe, and care should be taken to pack

them so as to arrive without being bruised. Peaches

are best enclosed in tissue paper before being packed

in boxes with wadding. AH fruit is best stored in

closed boxes as if ior transit, as when exposed Cherries

at least lose their bright fresh colour, and it would

probably be the same with otlier fruits.

Ixoras at Gunnersbury Park.—a house of

these is just now a remarkably attractive feature at

Gunnersbury Park. The centre stage of a large

house is filled with fine young bushy plants of

Ixoras, mainly of coccinea, with a few of Morsel,

Westii, and Williamsii. The plants are from two to

five years old, and are blooming with great freedom.

From these plants Mr. Roberts has been cutting

freely since April, and the plants break into growth

at various points below where the flowers were cut-

away.

The Rothesay Climate.—While the country

generally, says the Scotsman, of September 18, " has

been complaining of the lack of sunshine, Rothesay,

' the Brighton of Scotland,' would almost appear to

have had more than its share. A few day since Mr.

Philp, of the Glenburn Hydropathic, showed in Edin-

burgh two beautifully ripe Figs—one weighing 2J oz.

—

which had grown in the open air on a standard tree

with a southern exposure at the Hydropathic. The

Passion flower is just bursting into bloom, also in the

open air."

MUTINUS BAMBUSINUS.—Under this name Dr,

M. C. CooKB describes and figures, in the last

number of Grevillea a fungus of striking appearance

but filthy odour, allied to our common Stinkhora

(Phallus impudicus). The singular thing about the

Mutinus is that it is a tropical species, native of

Java, where it grows at the base of Bamboo clumps,

and yet that it made its appearance in Jlr. Noble's

nursery at Sunningdale amongst some young Plum

trees.

Brambles.—Mr. Vertegans sends ns flowers of

the double rose-coloured Bramble, evidently a variety

of R. discolor, and whicli is very beautiful and

effective in wilderness walks and similar situations.

The double white is even more floriferous, and looks

like a form of R. corylifolius. Some years since we

gave illustrations of these hardy and beautiful

shrubs, which we were glad to find attracted as

much attention at the time as the representations
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of the most costly Orchid. Kose Queen has small
rose-coloured flowers, succeeded by rose-coloured
bejiies. Golden Queen Raspberry is a free white
fruiting variety of good flavour. Rosa Pissardi, also
sent by Mr. Vebteoaxs, is a very free-flowering,

single-flowered Rose, somewhat in the way of Felicitij

Perpetuel, and of which we may have more to say
on another occasion.

Tulips. —We learn from the Kelso Chronkk
that in view of the imminent revival of the
florists' Tulip Messrs. SroAnr & Mein have just
completed the purchase of the famous collection
of Mr. David Bardeb, Stanton-Ie-Dale. The col-
lection contains several thousand bulbs of the
best varieties in existence, many of them never
having been offered for sale to the public. Mi-.

Baekee, who has several times won the Champion
Cup and other prizes open to all England, is one of
the last of his generation of enthusiastic Tulip
growers. He is upwards of seventy-three years of
age, and for a period of npwards of forty-three vears
he has gathered together and grown his favourites.
It is satisfactory to record that this famous collec-
tion has come to Scotland, and we are sure that
nothing will be left unaccomplished that skill and
enterprise can do to make the collection equally
famous in that country.

Tomato and Potato Diseases.—One form of
Tomato disease is known to be identical with that of
the Potato, and in the .South of France sulphate of
copper is in general use among the large growers of
Tomatos. The success of their treatment induced M.
Peillieux to try the effect on Potatos, leaving others
side by side untreated. An early variety was seen
to be afl'ected on August 5, and at once treated with
a solution of sulphate of copper of the following
strength :—6 parts of sulphate of copper, of lime,
100 of water. This liquid was applied to both sides
of the foliage and to the haulm with great care with
a spray pump. Ten days later (August 1(3) the
tubers were lifted, with the following result :—

Nine plants sprayed...

Six plants not spraj-eil

Number of Tubers.

Healthy. Diseased.
Percent-
age of

This experiment should be repeated another season
at Chiswick and elsewhere. It is hardly likely that
with the necessarily rough-and-ready procedures of
the grower on a large scale the same good results will
be obtained as by M. Peillieux experimenting on a
small scale with scientific precision ; but supposing
only half as good a result were obtained.'the advantage
would be great. The record of M. Peillieux's experi-
ments was presented to the Paris Academyof Sciences,
and published in the Comptcs Rendus, August 28.

Chiswick Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
ment Association.— This body of young gar-
deners of the Chiswick district, being desirous of
aft'ording tangible assistance to the Gardeners'
Orphan Fund, proposes to hold, on October 17, a
suiree for gardeners and others interested in garden-
ing, at the Chiswick Vestry Hall. The soiree will
comprise music, reciting, and exhibition of objects
of interest. Tickets of admission. Is. each, may be
obtained on application to the Secretary, Mr. J.
Bahey, or at Messrs. Plathiee & Sons, Post OflSce,
Chiswick. The soiric will commence at 7-30 p.m.,
precisely.

Mexican Broom-root or Whisk and Ixtle
Fibre.—This material, which was referred to in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, vol. ii., 3rd series, p. 104, as
being probably furnished by a species of Bouteloua,
but which has since been proved, in the Kem Bulletin
for December last, to be produced bv Epicampes
macroura, Benth., is said, in a report on the trade
of 'Vera Cruz for 1887, to have fallen off' consider-

ably in the quantity exported, the value of which was
£58,6.32, in 1880, and £45,122, in 1887. "This
decrease," it is said, "may be accounted for by
the crude process at present employed of preparing

the root for the market, which is not only expensive,

but has the disadvantage of injuring the fibre, so that

it reaches the m.irket shorter and less wiry than it

should, but the employment of machinery for pre-

paring this rai: de zacaton promises to become
general, and then the quality of it will be higlier and
the price probably lower, so that it will no doubt
regain and increase its market." In the same
report from which the above is taken, the export
of Ixtle fibre (Agave heteracantha) is stated to

have become nominal, though it promised to

assume important dimensions. The cause of this

falling-off' is similar in this case to that of the
Broom-root. It is intended to introduce the prepara-
tion of this fibre into a new penitentiary, which is to
be fitted u]) with adequate plant and machinery, and
this it is thought will be the means of making the
Ixtle fibre become a profitable industry, and so confi-

dent is the State Government of the value of Ixtle
that they are about to offer a premium of 3000
dollars for the best machine for rendering it

marketable.

Publications Received.—^K«ii«i! Report of the

National Chri/santhemum Societi/.—Agricultural Sta-
tistics, Ireland, Acreage under Crop, and Nmnhcr and
Description of Live Stock.—Report on Macwarriehalli
{Forsteronia gracilis), a netv Indiaruliber Plant in

British Guiana. By G. S. Jenman, Botanic tJarden,

(ieorgetown, Demerara. — Report on the Botanic
Garden, Georgetown. By G. S. Jenman.

Scotland.

ARDGOWAN.
This the princely seat of Sir Michael Shaw Stewart,

Bart., is situate about 15 miles from Bridge Street
Station, Glasgow. Inverkip is the nearest railway
station, and a brief walk through the village of that

name brings the visitor to the entrance gates on that
side the park of Ardgowan. The park is of large

extent and well wooded, the planting having been
done with rare skill in the development of the beau-
tifully undulated surface. The object of my visit

being to inspect the famous gardens, and my time
limited, I had little opportunity for observing the
beauties of the park itself. It was impossible, how-
ever, even in the rapid run over the limited portion
of the place which was traversed in reaching the
different points of gardening interest to omit noting
the magnificent landscape around, views of which
are commanded from the higher ground within the
park. The site of the mansion has been admirably
chosen in relation to the surrounding scenery. Views
of the beautiful scenes of this lovely part of the Clyde
are obtained from many points from the top of a
lofty tower on the shoreward side of the lawn ; addi-
tional range and variety of feature increase the admi-
ration of the spectator.

The lawn surrounding the mansion is perhaps the
most perfect in all respects 1 have ever seen.
It is of considerable extent, and furnished with
choice Rhododendrons and ornamental deciduous
flowering evergreen trees and shrubs. A charmingly
reposeful place it is as viewed from the windows of
the mansion, and from the terrace which extends
along the front of the latter. On this terrace a
pretty geometric garden is laid out, and among the
plants employed, I noticed an almost lost old
favourite in Pelargonium Tom Thumb, which has
this season beaten the newer varieties in floriferous-

ness, .and certainly has never been surpassed in the
brilliant tone of scarlet its flowers possess. Mr.
Lunt stated that it is the best bedding Pelargon-
ium for the district. Among the shrubs trained on
the lower part of the house is a fine healthy
])Iant of tlie Myrtle, which was reared from
a slip drawn from the marriage bouijuet of the

present Baronet. It has been several times cut
down by frost in exceptionally severe winters, even
though it is carefully protected, but it always starts

bravely away again from the roots. A handsome
conservatory is well filled with the usual kinds of

flowering plants, some luxuriant tree Ferns, Palms,
and climbers.

The Kitchen Gaeden,

in which are the extensive ranges of fruit and plant-

houses, lies in an admirably sheltered space to the

south-west of the mansion, and at a considerably

lower level than the latter. Shelter from the north

is perfect, and the exposure to the south equally

so. It is a walled parallelogram, and its greatest

length ranges east and west. The vineries and
houses for Peaches, Figs, and plants, are built against

the north wall, are lean-tos of ample dimensions,

and well constructed. Evidence of Mr. Lunt's skill

as a cultivator confronts in every department, but
in fruit culture he is in the front rank. Such Muscats,

such Black Hamburghs, Lady Downe's, Madresfield

Court, Jlrs. Pince, and Black Frontignan !—these are

all the varieties grown—are worth a long journey to

see. The Vines are twenty-three or twenty-four

years old, and were planted by Mr. Lunt. The bor-

ders are of pure loam, without any admixture of

other material.

Given good loam and perfect dr.ainage, which
latter was Mr. Lunt's first consideration in making
his borders twenty-four years ago, and there appears to

be little reason for all the fussy dicta that have been

insisted upon on the subject of making Vine borders

during the last quarter of a century. The broad,

massive, leathery leaves on these Vines, and the

magnificent clusters of plump, luscious berries,

point a lesson, if not a moral, on the subject. The
black Frontignan is a favourite with Lady Shaw
Stewart, and a Vine of the variety is grown in each
house.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Of these there are found
a limited number of varieties, which are well chosen.
Sea Eagle was the only variety of Peach bearing at

the time of my visit, and its fruits were plentiful

and good. One tree of Royal George, occupying a
space of 25 or 30 feet by 18 feet, is furnished with
fruiting branches in every part, and it is without ex-
ception one of the best examples of tree manage-
ment that has come under my notice. It is twenty-
four years since it was planted by Mr. Lunt, and he
only has attended to its pruning.

Figs are much liked and are largely grown. One
house, 84 feet long, is entirely filled by two magnifi-
cent old trees of Brown Turkey. Their age is not
known, but they were old when Mr. Lunt's prede-
cessor took charge of Ardgowan Gardens, thirty-six

years before his superannuation twenty-five years
ago. The second'crop was just coming to an end,
but there were some good fruit still remaining.

In one of the Peach-houses my attention was
drawn to a large plant on the wall at the back of the
house of Lapageria rosea, with a history. It is one
of many seedlings raised twenty-five years ago by
Mr. Collinson, the then gardener at Eaton Hall,
Chester, who was the first to flower and fruit the
plant in this country. It is a very large plant, which
covers a large space and is blooming freely.

Of plant-houses or convertible pits there are
several ranges consisting of four divisions, each 3(5

feet long—excellent sami>les of what such houses
should be. At present some of them are filled

with healthy plants of Azalea indica, Calanthe
Veitchii and C. vestita, both well done, the former
species having pseudobulbs of great size ; another
division is occupied with cool Orchids and Ferns,
some are filled with Melons, Cucumbers, others with
Tomatos, the three latter being grown in pots, and
very successfully. Mclndoe's Best of All and Wil-
liam Tillery are the only two kinds of Melons grown.
Large numbers of decorative plants are grown, and
flowering plants for cutting in winter, these being
much wanted for that purpose. Strawberries in pots
throughout winter and spring are a specialty for
which two of these large span-roofed pits are set
apart.

The hardy fruit crops are short this season, but
vegetables have been and are good.

^

No one visiting Ardgowan we feel sure will be
disappointed. It is under competent management,
and is a jilace of large extent, whose proprietor takes
a pride and pleasure in having everything maintained
in first-rate order. S,
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•GEAPE GROWING FOR MARKET,
IX BELGIUM.

Any horticulturist who may chance to visit the

beautiful capital of Belgium shouhl not miss seeing

the immense vineries at the village of Hoeilaert.

This village is situated about 8 miles south-east from

Brussels, and is easily reached. You take the train

from the "Station de Luxembourg" for a small

station called Gronendael, which journey occupies

only from ten to fifteen minutes. The remainder of

the journey can easily be made on foot, and the walk

between the latter station and Hoeilaert is exceed-

ingly pleasant, the road running for the greater part

of the way through a beautiful forest of Beeches,

which throw their branches across the roadway,

making an agreeable shade. The country here is,

I think, the prettiest in the environs of Brussels

being gently undulating and finely wooded. In

passing from Brussels to Gronendael you see a neat

village w-hich is known by the name of " La petite

Suisse" from its fancied resemblance in miniature

to a Swiss hamlet.

The village of Hoeilaert is also prettily situated,

and, as an example of a Flemish village, is worth

a, visit even without the attractions of the vineries.

When the village is reached it is a most interesting

and curious sight to look round upon the immense

ranges of glass, with the sun's rays reflected in

<lazzling gleams from their glittering surfaces.

In this country we are accustomed to see glass

structures situated in enclosed areas, but at Hoeilaert

they are simply built in the open fields, without walls

or fences round them, the situations being chosen

more with regard to the suitability of the soil than

anything else. You can walk oft' the public highway

across a field and straight into a vinery, without

having to pass any barriers whatever.

In 186.5 the Brothers Sohie started the first

'V^ine-growing establishment in Hoeilaert, and now

tliere are no fewer than sixty following in their

footsteps, the system of culture employed, and the

style of house being, as a rule, similar with all. The

usual form of house is a span-roof, in the Dutch

stvle. Almost the only exception to this are the

original ranges built by the Brothers Sohie, which,

being on a somewhat steep slope, are half-spans,

which form of house accommodates itself much
better than a full span to the fall of the ground,

the ranges rising one above the other, like a series

of terraces.

In the establishment which I looked over there

was one block of twenty-four houses, each house

7.5 feet long, 30 feet broad, and 10 feet high. A
second block, separated from the former by a road-

way, was composed of ten houses of the same

dimensions, and there were in addition three or four

detached houses, placed at right angles to the main

blocks, for the culture of Peaches, &c.

There is a wood framework, which forms the

skeleton of the house and supports the iron astragals

and glass. The astragals are of light T-iron, and

are carried right over the ridge from wall to wall

in one piece. Ventilation is obtained by sashes

hinged to the ridge-piece, these being lifted by a

simple iron rod. In each house there is a large

circular concrete tank into which is carried the water

off the roofs.

The heating apparatus is of the most primi-

tive and simple description, being composed of

Hues of large glazed drain-pipes, placed on the

ground, the chimney or chimneys also of pipes

generally passing through the glass in the centre of

each house. I certainly did not admire the system of

heating, it seemed so clumsy, there being in the

large houses four furnaces, two at either end, which
must entail enormous labour and trouble, when one
liiinks of the very great number of fires required in

a large block.

A little more ingenuity might also be exercised

with regard to the positions of the chimneys, as I

could not but think that a more suitable place might
be got for them than the exceedingly makeshift-

looking expedient of pushing them right through the

centres of the roofs. As yet no one seems to have

tried to step from tlie beaten track and make a new

de]>arture on the system of heating, as in all the

establishments it is the same.

The vineries, however, are well built and sub-

stantial, being put up on the simplest and least

expensive way consistent with efficiency. Very

little attention is given towards keeping them tidy,

which detracts considerably from their appearance.

No time seems to be available for tidying up,

economy in this as in all the other details being

rigorously practised. The Vines are planted in

four lines, at about 3 feet between the plants.

Heavy cropping is the rule, the bunches averaging

about k lb. in weight. The berries are well

coloured.

Until quite recently, the chief, indeed the only

variety grown, was the Black Frankenthal, but now

some of the new houses are being planted with

Black Hamburgh, Black Alicante, &c.

In some cases the Vines have been planted in

position two years before the vineries they were

destined to fill" were erected, the houses being built

over them—rather a change from the usual process.

In a pamphlet published in the beginning of the

jiresent year by M. Ch. Joly, of Paris—ta Culture de

la Vignc sous Verre—a. description is given of the

vineries at Hoeilaert and of the famous establish-

ment of the Messrs. Thomson .at Clovenfords, near

Galashiels. The vineries at Hoeilaert, like those at

Clovenfords, are certainly very important commercial

establishments, but there is little or no similarity

between them with regard to the system of culture,

or to the construction of the houses.

Any one who visited first the vineries at Clovenfords,

and afterwards compared this magnificent establish-

ment with the vineries at Hoeilaert would get a very

great suiprise. At Clovenfords one sees large and

handsome houses heated with hot-water on the most

approved principle, the whole culture of the Vines

being of the highest excellence, and the result being

Grapes which for size of bunch and finish compare

favourably with the highest class Grapes from any

private establishment.

At Hoeilaert, on the contrary, you have a diffe-

rent state of matters — rough houses and a very

rough-and-ready system of culture, with a result of

small bunches and berries. In truth, the Belgian

establishments should not be named vineries, as we

understand the term, but a vineyard under glass.

When I visited Hoeilaert, at tlie end of May, a large

part of the Grapes were rapidly colouring, a second

series were just set, and a third showing the bunches.

These Grapes are sent to many of the large cities,

the principal being London, Paris, Brussels, Berlin,

and Amsterdam.
In addition to the Vines, Peaches are also grown

to some extent, the chief varieties being Madeleine

Rouge. Strawberries form another auxiliary pro-

duct, considerable quantities of these being grown,

some in pots and others planted out in beds on the

inside vinery borders. The chief Strawberry grown

is Marguerite Lebreton. James Wilson, Jim., Greenside

Nurseri/, St. Andrnus, N.B. [A vinery constructed and

heated as above described was figured at p. 275 of

our issue for March 3 last. Ed.]

Vegetables.

CHOU DK BURGHLEY.
Much has been said and written for and against

this; but those who have done the latter little know

how useful and valuable it is, as those who have con-

demned or found fault with it must, I think, have

had it in use at the wrong time, if that be possible,

for during late autumn and in winter Cabbages and

Savoys are quite out of it, and will not compare with

Chou de Burghley in any way for delicacy of flavour,

and for the seasons mentioned I am of opinion that

it ought to quite tiike their place. Again, if we turn

to the spring, we all know that Cabbages cannot be

had fit to cut very early, but with Chou de Burghley

sown towards the end of July, or before, and jilanted

out in good soil as soon as the plants are fit and

large enough, they are ahead of Cabbage, and no

epicure can find fault with them if properly cooked,

as they eat like the tender heart-leaves of a Broc-

coli or Cauliflower, and nothing else on this head

need be said in their favour. Here we have them in

all the dirt'erent stages, and shall not be without a

supply from the end of October till April or May,

when Chou de Burghley will be succeeded by Ellam's,

Veitch's, and Etampes Cabbages, which are my

favourites, as they are early and quite large enough.

J. Shejipard.

The Bulb Garden.

BLIND NARCISSUS POETICUS.

I HAVE followed the correspondence on this sub-

ject with considerable interest, as the opinions

expressed vary so greatly. The theory about shal-

low planting I do not consider to be tenable, as

the growth of the bulbs I have in ray garden dis-

proves it. I referred a few weeks ago to the fact

that the bulbs in my brother's garden on a similar

soil, and only a few yards away, though taken from

my stock, always go blind, whilst I have hardly an

instance of such failure. If shallow planting were

the cause of the mischief, the condition would be

reversed, as mine are the shallower of the two

;

indeed, during the winter I had serious fears that

their being so near the surface—some barely covered

with soil—would be detrimental to their growth and

flowering this season. The result proves that prac-

tically i^has had no such efi'ect. The border where

1 flower my bulbs has full exposure to the north-

east winds, and is rarely protected by snow, owing

to the wind sweeping through an adjacent gateway,

and it does not get the early morning sun, as on the

south-east it is flanked by a low Laurel hedge, from

2 to to 3 feet high, so that during the winter and

early spring it gets no sunshine until 10 or 11 o'clock.

On the other hand the non-fiowering bulbs in my

brother's garden have exposure to the sun during the

early morning, and also through most of the day, and

are 'sheltered from the north and east by walls. I

am unable to hazard an opinion as to the real

cause of this blindness, but am satisfied that the

shallow planting and frost theory is not the true

solution. D. J. Yeo.

LiLIUM CANDIDUM.

This Lily in many places refuses to grow, or is at

best difiicult to keep, as not only do some soils seem

to disagree with it, but the plants are subject to a

kind of fungus, and this, when it attacks them,

soon sweeps them all off. Of remedies to stop or

cure it there appear to be none known at present,

—at least I have not heard or read of an) but if

there are, those who have knowledge of them would

do a good service to many by st.ating them, as it is a

real loss to any garden to be without such an old

favourite. [Try sulphate of copper.] Here, and in this

district, no one has the least trouble with it, as not

only does it succeed well in our borders, but it may be

seen in those of almost every cottager, and in some

in such strength and luxuriance that the stems run up

to a height of 5 or 6 feet, and bear a great number of

flowers. As to the bulbs, it seems to be a struggle

with them as to which shall keep possession of the

ground, for so thick and crowded do they become

that they lift and push one another out, and it is

quite common to see many lying bare on tlie surface

if the clumps are not frequeutly divided and re-

planted, and in doing this it is always advisable to

give them a fresh place or new soil.

The land about here is light and sharp, and as the

bottom is gravelly or sandy, it drains ouickly, and

this may be the whole secret of the sucdess of this

Lilv, as most bulbs that remain continually in the

earth need dryness when at rest, and Lilies, perhaps

more than others, require that condition, as they have

so much surface exposed owing to their numerous

scales, and moisture is very apt to lodge between
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•these and cause tliem to rot. If, in cases where it

is difficult to lieep them, the bulbs were taken up for

the winter, they would most likely succeed J. S.

Useful Inventions.—t

—

Messes. Cheal & Son, Lowfield Nurseries,
•Crawley, have lately introduced a novel flower-
holder, which is very suitable for use in staging
flowers at exhibitions. Fig 44 is an illustration of
a frame which is constructed to carry ten blooms,
the stalks of which are pushed through the loop, and
led down the centre stem to the water-tube in the
box

; another form is made with the water-tube
joined on, and the frame may be then used for hang-
ing on walls, &c., for decoration. A^isitors to the
more recent meetings of the Royal Horticultural
Society at Westminster will remember having seen
these frames used for Dahlias, in which way the
single varieties are displayed to advantage.

Fruit Register.

LE LECHER PEAR.
This is a seedling between Williams' Bon Chretien

and Bergamotte Fortunee, raised by M. A. Lesueur,
of Ypres, and recommended in the Bulktm d'Ai-hon-
edture. as one of the best winter Pears. The fruit
is large, pyriforra, yellow, spotted with drab spots;
stalk short, eye shallow, flesh white, juicy, sugary
brisk, and perfumed, free from concretions. Season,
from January to March. Tlie Pear is sent out by
MM. Transon, of Orleans.

Strawberries.

M. Burvenich describes and figures in the 'Bulktm
iVArboriculture for September some new Strawberries.
1, Cerberus, is a seedling from Sir Joseph Paxton,
and produces Cockscomb-like three-lobed fruit; 2,
Madame Frederick Burvenich, a conical fruit, of fine
appearance

; 3, Jean Marie de Smet, a seedling from
Louis Vilmorin, and a large Cockscomb variety.
All three are recommended by a highly competent
irnd judicious authority, M. Burvenich.

PENTAPERA SICULA.
It seems rather surprising that Messrs. Bentham

find Hooker should have retained this genus as sepa-
rate from Erica, when the only difference appears to
be that the parts of the flower in true Heaths are in
fours, while in this Sicilian representative they are
•ill fives. P. sicula, a native, as its name implies, of
Sicily, is a low-growing shrub, with fine hoary leaves,
and pale pink flowers of a globose form. The plant
is very rare in gardens, though figured long ago in
Link and Otto's Icones, i., t. 10. Our illustration
'(fig. 4.5) was taken from a plant in the Royal Gardens,
Kew.

The Flower Garden.

Mixed BonDEiiS.--At this time of the year these
require to be looked over frecjuently, if thev are to
present a well-kept appearance. Work of a' routine
character in them will consist of keeping down weeds
and in cutting off dead stems and leaves from
plants tliat have flowered, in clearing away hardy
annuals as they go out of bloom, except where seed
IS desired. See that all flowering plants of
•C-hrysanthemums, Michaelmas Daisies, Pyrethrum
uligmosum, Ilelianthemums, and others, are kept
securely fastened. Where tlie re-arranging of
borders will be carried out during the ensuing
autumn and spring, the present is an opportune time
ior taking notes of height, colour, habit of each
species, putting these particulars on a label
Likewise transplant seedling Foxgloves
Common Mr«As.—The propagating 'of many of

these may now be proceeded with, in the case of
Aucubas by cuttings, Rhododendrons by layering

Choose a well-drained border for cuttings, and a
light sandy compost should, if possible, be used
about the cuttings. After putting them in, press

them down quite firmly. Conifers, and many ever-
green, subjects, are best rooted in sandy soils on a
shady border under hand-lights, or in pots in cold
frames. The planting season is fast approaching,
and wbere much work is contemplated, the requisite

materials must be got in without delay. If peat or
loam comes from a distance, push forward tlie cartage
of it while the roads are in good order. Let the
nurseryman have orders for the delivery of planting
stuff, or, what is better, go to the nursery and make
your own choice, in which case select young free-

growing shapely plants in preference to old ones,
which rarely do well.

Carnations and Pivotces.—Those that were layered
early are now rooted, and should be cut olf and
planted either in narrow beds or in borders, using
a compost of fibrous loam and leaf-mould about
the plants. The soil round about the roots should
be made cpiite firm in planting. For late layers a
fortnight or three weeks hence will be early enough
in most parts of the country. Nothing is gained
by planting with few roots. J. Horsefidd, Hcytesbury.

Home Correspondence

NATIONAL FRUIT-GROWERS' ASSOCIATION. ~ I

imagine that the correspondent whose interesting let-

ter is quoted in the article on p. 270 of the issue of

Fig. 44.—cheal's cut-flower holder.

September S last has not read his Chronicle of late
days very carefully. This will be seen on comparing
his remarks with the matter of two articles on pp. 61
and 18G, where the whole subject under consideration
seems very fairly considered. Perhap? your corre-
spondent will kindly refer to tlie articles in question :

what appears to be original in his letter is the project
of a society under the above title. But why a fresh
society, when we have, or are in process of receiving,
a rejuvenated Royal Horticultural Society? There
seems to he a great desire to break up the bundle of
wood into distinct sticks ; but surely tliis is wrong.
Perhaps the old Society is greatly to blame for the
weakness of the central point of attraction—cer-
tainly some sign ought to be given during the coming
autumn and winter by which the degree of vitalitv in
it could be measured. All local societies— fruit,

vegetable and flower—should be gathered under its

maternal wing, and some kind of union effected
between this great organisation and the great repre-
sentatives of arboriculture and agriculture. But I
need not repeat what has already been published in
your columns in the pages above noted. It is

pleasant to note that English resources and require-
ments are receiving, at last, fitting consideration.
Old Crab.

THE JARDIN DES PLANTES.—The paragraph on
" Origin of Botanic Gardens "

( Gardeners^ Chrojiide,

p. 243) should have had " in Paris " added to it,

since it is a little misleading as it stands. The
Oxford garden was made about the same time as the
Jardin des Plantes, but there were at least four other
botanical gardens established on the Continent at an
earlier date, viz., Padua, 1545 ; Montpelier, 1558

;

Leyden, 1577; and Leipsic, 1580. Our own John
Gerard and .Jean Uobin were contemporarv pro-
prietors of private botanic gardens, and Kobin paid
Gerard a visit in London prior to the publication of
the Herbal in 1597, in which he tells us Robinus sent
him the Dale double Daiiodil ( = N. eystettensis)
" from Orleans and other parts of France "—a state-
ment quoted by John Parkinson in his Paradisus of
102',). This has long been popularly known as "Queen
Anne's Daffodil," and seeing that Robin introduced it

to England, it seems very probable that he or his
contemporaries so named it a<'ter Queen Anne of
Austria, the Queen of Louis XIII. F. W. B.

NEW VARIETIES OF CABBAGE.—I beg to thank
' A. I).

' for his reply to my query, regarding Little
Gem Cabbage, and at the same time assure him I

had my seed of that variety direct from Sutton &
Sons. I certainly only grew a limited ([uantity

—

about 1.50 plants of each variety- but I think it

would be easier to detect any variation in that
quantity than if the plot had been larger, as the soil

would be more uniform in quality. The seed of
Little Pixie was not. however, from that firm, and in
that probably lies the difference, if Little Gem is a
selection from Little Pixie, as selections cannot well
be made without deterioration of stock. I have
known Little Pixie about twenty years, and I think
I can detect a little difl'erence in what I grow now to
what it was then, in that the heads appear to be
broader at the base, and not quite of the same green
colour, but the main characteristics are the same,
viz., its extreme earliness, compactness, and mild
flavour. I think if " A. D. " were a practical gardener
he would hardly be surprised to find one variety of
vegetable, under two names in the same catalogue,
as, I am sorry to say, it is often the case, now
selections have become so popular with our great
seedsmen. I fear the great advance in garden pro-
duce spoken of by " A. D." is rather chimerical, as I
fail to see, in looking over collections of vegetables
at our sliows, any very great advance on what these
were twenty years ago. 1 certainly was struck with
some New Intermediate Carrots I saw at Shrews-
bury the other day, but they were very much like

Long Red Surrey ; but perhaps the difference was so
infinitesimal I could not discern it. In conclusion,
selections are, as a rule, very good ; but when sent
out as a distinct variety they soon revert to tlie old
type in the hands of other seedsmen, hence so many
synonyms and so much disappointment. Jolm Wilkes,
Creswell Hall Gardens, Stafford.

EARLY SPRING FLOWERING CROCUSES.—Amidst
a great wealth of early spring flowering plants in the
hardy flower garden, the numerous species of Cro-
cuses now in cultivation hold a foremost place. We
usually grow a group of some forty species and
varieties under glass, not forcing them in any way,
and they are certainly very charming. Whether
cultivated in pots, so that they can be placed in a
cold pit or frame, or planted out to be protected by
some .temporary glass appliance, they are worth all

the care that may be required to maintain them in

vigorous health. If planted out it is worth while to
make the soil suitable for them. A mixture of
loam, decayed manure, leaf-mould and sand suits

them admirably. Phant them about 2 inches deep.
They are all hardy enough, but should be protected
in some way. /. Douglas.

TRITOMA UVARIA are now in full bloom here,
and many jilauts have sixty fine spikes, which make
very grand display. The plants stand in tlie clumps
of Rhododendrons, on the,edge of a lawn. The mix-
ture of jieat and leaf-mould of the beds suits them
well, and they stand the weather without any pro-
tecting. I also plant Anemone japonica, the red
and the white varieties, and varieties of Gladi-
olus, amongst the Rhododendrons — an arrange-
ment which has a pleasing eft'ect when the Rho-
dodendrons are out of flower. W. Smyth, Basing
Park, Alton.

CRACKING OF BLACK DAMASCUS GRAPE.—
After promise of a good crop of Black Damascus
Grapes, I find the berries, just half coloured, crack-
ing in such numbers tliat the crop is practically
spoilt. I believe this Grape has a bad reputation for

cracking, but is there any one fault of cultivation to
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which it is attrihutfd, or is there any means of

lessening the loss ? W. 2\ B.

DEATH OF TREES.—All round this nei^;hbourhood,

and in my own ffiirden, there has befn a curious

fatality amon;^ Mountain Ash trees of from five to

twenty years planting ; the trees after setting the

berries have in a few days withered up entirely, while

like neighbouring trees are in full health. This fatality

has extended to the Silver Birches, also causing

serious gaps in rows of trees. Have you any similar

complaints from any other quarters [yes], and what
can account for it in any way ? W. T. B. [We shall

be glad of further information. Ed.]

LONG-LIVED CUCUMBERS.—AVhilst at Belton

Park, Grantham, recently, I was somewhat surprised

to see a fine house of Cucumbers planted last Au;;ust

bearing fruit as freely as any spring-planted one
could do. This is by no means a common occurrence

;

allowed to become stagnant by overwatering, failure

is inevitable, while if kept "too dry the result is

equally bad. C. Collins.

TEA ROSE HOMER. -There are few Tree Koses

so hardy and enduring as this, for, without the

slightest protection, it stands year after year, and

does not suffer from frost except that, now and
then, during severe winters, a few of the soft

shoots killed get back at the tips. We have a

plant here in the school garden that has stood

out for over ten years, and which is a large bush,

standing from 6 to 7 feet high, and as much
through. This plant never has any other pruning

than what it gets from having some of its flowers

cut, and the quantity of these it annually bears is

surprising. Many of the blooms were deformed.

This is characteristic of Homer, but as every one

knows, who is acquainted with this useful old Rose,

the half-expanded blooms, when they are perfect.

Fig. 45.

—

pentapera sicula : rLowEKs pale pink, (see p. 034.)

in fact, gardeners often find a difficulty in keeping
Cucumber plants in healthy condition throughout
the winter. The plants referred to grew in a border
3 feet wide, VI or 15 feet long, and about 2 feet deep

;

thus it is obvious that winter Cucumbers are not
always best when their roots are cramped for room

—

notwithstanding that such is the method usually
adopted. They were, I was informed, raised from
seed sown in the usual manner about the end of July
last year, and planted in the borders, which were well
drained, towards the end of August. No extra
attention has been bestowed on them beyond an
occasional top-dressing with good loam and manure,
and a good soaking with liquid manure when making
growth and in full bearing. Undoubtedly the secret
of such an achievement as this is in keeping the
plant healthy, and this can only be done by a free

use of the syringe and judicious use of the watering-
pot. During the winter the greatest attention must
be paid to the latter point, for if the growth be

are most charming. It is, I think, a great mistake,

where numbers of flowers are required, to prune in

the way many do, and especiall}' so with Teas, as

when plants are left to themselves they soon form
fine heads and a rich harvest of bloom. J. S.

ASPARAGUS TENUISSIMUS.—I noticed that Jfr.

Smee has sent you a sjiray with flowers, and you add
that you do not remember to have seen it in flower

before. I should like to state that I have a plant

which has bloomed two or three times a year for

several seasons past, and is now in bloom. It has

produced seed, and I have been successful in rearing

plants from it which are now about 1 foot high,

very bushy, and make nice plants for the table.

The parent plant is growing on a trellis, 3 feet wide
by 4 feet high ; in habit it is very thick, and sends
out young shoots, some of which are now about
S feet long, although it is in a cool conservatory.

E. Ckadwick, Hanger Rill HousCj Ealing, W.

A LARGE IRISH YEW TRANSPLANTED.—I have
succeeded in removing at Little Ivimble, Bucking-
hamshire, a specimen of the above species about 50
feet in height, and 24 paces in circumference. The
diameter of the stem at the ground level is 2 feet 9

inches. Another tree which I have also transplanted

is an Arbor-vitjTG whose stem is 2 feet in diameter.

The Yew it is calculated is about 300 years old. J.

liobinson, St. Mari/^s Si/uare, Aylesbury. [Will our
correspondent kindly say where these trees are to be
seen ? Ed.]

THE "WEATHER PLANT."—When scanning the

columns of a daily paper lately, my eye chanced
to alight on the following interesting paragraph ;

—

" The Weather Plant.—That remarkable speci-

men of the vegetable world, the ' weather plant,'

continues, says a Vienna correspondent, to excite

considerable interest there. Men of science who, on
its first discovery, were unwilling to express an
opinion on its prognosticating virtues, now agree,

after extensive experiments, that the shrub is, in

truth prophetic. Thirty-two thousand trials made
during the last three years tend to prove its infalli-

bility. The plant itself is a Legume, commonly
called the ' Paternoster Pea,' but known in botany as

the ' Abrus peruginus.' It is a native of Corsica

and Tunis. Its leaf and twig strongly resemble

those of the Acacia. The more delicate leaves of its

upper branches foretell the state of the weather
forty-eight hours in advance, while its lower and
hardier leaves indicate all atmospheric changes three

days beforehand. The indications consist in a change
in the position of the leaves and in the rise and fall

of the twigs and branchlets."

This paragraph seems to have created a desire on
the part of some people to possess such a wonderful

plant, as numerous applications for seeds of Abrus
peregrinus have been made to Kew. There can be no
doubt but that the correspondent of the paper mis-

took the word " precatorius " for " peregrinus," and
adopted the latter word on the probability of its

being the correct one. In the Gartenjiora for Sep-
tember 1, I8SS, there is an article bearing on this

subject, entitled, " Abrus precatorius, eine Wetter-
ptlanze," of which I have made the following transla-

tion;— "In the spring catalogue of a firm now
established at Prague is the figure of a plant of the

Mimosa tribe, known as the ' weather plant,' and
offered at a high price. This plant not only fore-

tells the state of the weather two days beforehand in

its immediate vicinity, but also for some miles round,

and is even able to predict the approach of earth-

quakes. A young man named J. Novak, in a country

nursery in Bohemia, received the seeds, he said,

from a sailor. In the summer he took a plant

to Vienna, but not being able to find a place

where he might leave it for observation, took

it back with him. At the last meeting of the

Imperial Horticultural Society, he exhibited it, when
the Emperor saw it, and purchased two plants.

Later on, it was shown at a trades' exhibition, when
its properties and peculiarities, confirmed by some
burgomasters and similar officials, were commended
to the public. A good plant, capable of indicating

all kinds of weather and temperature, was priced at

140 marks (nearly £7), including the case in which it

was grown, and a pamphlet containing instructions

worth about 10 kreuzer (about l^^.). ^t 1 gulden

(about Is. 8(/.). No one there knew what the plant

was. And what was it after all ? Simply nothing

but an old aquaintance in the form of Abrus preca-

torius, the movements of whose leaves at morning,

noon, and night, have been known for a century,

and whose seeds scarcely cost a farthing, but are

sold by the firm for 5 florins each. We do not at

all doubt that the heat of the atmosphere and
moisture may exercise an influence on the leaf move-
ments of this plant, but to try and interpret such

minute changes into weather predictions is probably

only on a level with the slight botanical knowledge

with which the discoverer of this little deception is

endowed. Gardeners here can obtain a plant for

about 50 kreuzern (less than Is.), but will consider it a
treasure scarcely worth possessing, as it requires great

heat for its cultivation. Besides, the plant has

become remarkable quite recently, as it increases the

number of poisonous Leguminosaj already known.
Its brilliant shining scarlet seeds with black spots,

which are used for necklaces and rosaries, contain a
virulent poison, which one understands is used for

killing in India." J. Weathers, Boyal Gardens, Kew.

WRINKLED PEAS.—It seems very probable that

the cold wet weather in addition to materially in-

ducing much of the later bloom on wrinkled Marrow
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Peas will also cause many of the Peas in the pods to

crack owing to such excessive moisture and lack of

ripening heat. As the seed crop will certainly be a

moderate one, and the elimination of the split Peas

later may reduce that crop, oO per cent., would it not

be well ere such hand-picking takes place, were the

germinating properties of these split or cracked Peas

tested, as it would be a misfortune, if so much good

seed should be rejected simply because skins were

split. In addition to the troubles stated new
growth is being made by Peas also, so that the pro-

spects of harvesting the crop readily, seems very re-

mote. One market grower has found the present one

a verv good season for him. as his breadths have held

out to the very last, indeed Runner Beans are find-

ing late Peas still formidable competitors in the

market. However the Beans are not so very abun-

dant yet, but because of the cool temperature bloom
is setting very profusely, and the crop should be a

heavy one later. With respect to the question as to

which is the earliest Pea, it seems probable, judging

by the recent trial at Chiswick, that Mr. Laxton will

settle that point by the introduction of his new early

wrinkled variety Gradus ; which, of some 3 feet in

height, a good cropper, and ofsuperior quality, seems

to be quite as early as the old early rounds—whether

it may prove hardy enough for field sowing in large

breadths remains to be seen, but only very hardy

Peas will pay to sow in the fields in February, and so

far none seem better than a good stock of Sangster's

No. I. A. D.

THE HEDGEHOGS CRY (p. 189). — Mr. P. W.
Burbidge writes. " Pretty and harmless little ani-

mals," &c. I demur to the term harmless. This

year a Prench partridge made its nest in a bed of

outdoor Hyacinths in my garden ; eighteen eggs

were laid ; the bird sat on them ; one morning
fourteen of the eggs were gone, the shells scat-

tered about over a space of several yards. The
next morning the other four eggs had been destroyed.

I had some blackbird's eggs put into the nest, round

which several rat-traps were placed. A large hedge-

hog was detained by them during the next night. In

afield about l.V mile ofi' four partridges' nests were

destroyed this year, and from the manner in which

the egg-shells were scattered about it is nearly certain

that hedgehogs were the culprits. As several of them
had been killed by a fox terrier in the spring, it is

clear that they were plentiful in the neighbourhood ;

I therefore demur to their being harmless animals.

The author of En/ilish Birds says :
—

" A duck laid

eggs under a lot of brushwood, some were taken,

contents eaten, and shells found some yards off the

nest. I set a steel trap. About 11 p.m. I heard a

sharp cry—went to see ; found a hedgehog in trap
;

killed it ; set it up again—soon another hedgehog was
caught. Again, on another occasion my man told

me of a pheasant's nest being visited by something ;

went to see for myself. Three eggs only left out of

many. I took these three eggs home, and made a

small puncture in each, and inserted some strychnine

in each, sealed up the holes with sealing-wax, placed

them in nest, and waited for morning, when behold a

large hedgehog lay dead close by the nest—two of

the eggs had been eaten." I^obcrf fVarner.

I once heard the cry of a hedgehog under the

circumstances related below. I had been disturbed

several nights by hearing a great commotion among
the fowls, but on getting up could find no apparent

cause for their alarm. However, on counting the

young chic'.:en {there were several broods in the yard),

one or two were missing on each occasion, and others

had been bitten by some creature on the head or

neck. No trace of the missing ones could be found.

I attributed the mischief to rats, and accordingly

placed three traps, carefully concealed, in front of

one of the hen-coops, blocking the chickens in so

that they could not stray into the traps. I was
awakened in the night by hearing some loud screams,

apparently proceeding from some creature in an
agony of terror and rage. It was different from the

cry of any other animal I have ever heard, and I know
not how to describe it, except as a shrill scream. On
hastening to my traps, where the sound proceeded
from, 1 found in it a fine hedgehog, caught by its

leg, and screaming horribly. Need 1 say I soon put
it out of its misery. I lost no more chickens after

the death of the little animal, so am forced to the
conclusion that the hedgehog was the robber. Can
any of your readers inform me if there are other
instances of hedgehogs attacking fowls? W. H. W.

STOCKS FOR APPLES. — Whenever the pro-
gramme for the ensuing Apple and Pear Congress is

arranged, it is to be hoped that some capable authority

will have undertaken to deal with the interesting

topic of stocks for Apples. Prior to the introduction

of the Paradise, Doucin, and similar French stocks

our Apples had to be worked upon such stocks as

locality placed at the nurserymans disposal, and all

were of the class now termed free. This terra, not so

many years since, would, if then applied to stocks,

have needed some explanation, because then the
dwarfing—and by some termed "cramping'"—stocks

were unknown. With the introduction of the
French Doucin and Paradise came the need for

defining terras, and the old Crab, or Apple stock, was
termed free in contradistinction to the dwarfing stock,

which certainly does contract to some considerable

extent the ordinary growth of Apples. But of late

we have heard more of the English or broad-leaved
Paradise, a variety of stock, by-the-by, which seems
to have an anomalous designation, as reputably the

chief bulk of the stocks seems to come from the Con-
tinent. However, we have over and over again been
told by eminent growers that the French Paradise
shows a tendency to cramp or contract the tree ; it

bears unduly, and that whilst later producing smaller

fruits, the tree has its life contracted also: hence
the greater value of the English Paradise stock,

as that, whilst ensuring absolute fruitfulness, also

restricted growth within due bounds, yet not
such as to prevent robust growth and longevity.

The present season has certainly been a remark-
able one, and not least amongst its sins is the very

wide contraction of our Apple crop ; indeed, the
average crop of the present season seems to be one
of the lowest for several years. When, therefore,

we find comparative sterility in Apples all around,
and yet see in the Koyal Horticultural Gardens at

Chiswick on dwarf trees what can but be regarded

as a capital crop of fruits, it is diilficult to avoid
inquiry as to what special conditions atrect these

trees so favourably. The sorts are many, and repre-

sentative of both dessert and kitchen kinds,

curiously enough, they are all worked on the depre-

cated French Paradise, as well as on the Doucin
stocks. Pity it is that the Congress referred to was
not just now, or at least early next month, to be
held, as the Apple crops on these bush trees would
serve admirably to the reader of a paper on Apple
stocks the wherewith to point a moral and to adorn a
tale. In how many gardens this year where the
cultivation bestowed is greater than can be afforded

at almost impoverished Chiswick, may there be seen
numerous bush Apple trees worked on the English
Paradise, and on which trees there is but a miser-

able crop indeed ? The season past or present may
be to blame, but it is very evident that what has
affected injuriously the favoured stock has been
good for the comparatively rejected stock ; thus

showing that, even in the matter of Apple stocks,

every dog has his day, and certainly at Chis-

wick a capital day has this cramping French
Paradise proved to be. It will be well also if, in

dealing with the subject of stocks, some very satis-

factory information for the enlightenment of sceptical

gardeners be afforded as to the methods of propaga-
tion adopted, so as insure correctness and uniformity.

A tradition seems to exist in some quarters that after

all the broad-leaved Paradise, so-called, is a myth,
and that the stocks so named are simply the pip-

seedlings of dwarf-habited free-fruiting Apples. It

will be wise that the reader of a paper on this sub-

ject, should take his hearers into his confidence fully,

and whilst striving to disabuse them of wrong notions,

also make clear not only what various stocks really

are, but how increased or propagated. Possibly he

may go a little farther and deal with the question as

to what kinds of Apples may prosper or generally

thrive best upon the English or the French Paradise,

or the Doucin
; also as to the best stock for espaliers

and cordons, although it is very evident that for

dwarfing stocks the bush or semi-pyramid will ever

be the favourite form of tree produced on them.
There can be no doubt but the future of Apple cul-

tivation in this country is largely bound up with the
nature, not only of the stock upon which worked,
but also with dwarf or bush trees, and the ex-

ample referred to and now so noticeable at Chiswick
evidences that fact in a practical degree. A. D.

DAFFODILS AND MANURES.—In the very inter-

esting and instructive article by Mr. F. W. Bur-
bidge in a recent issue there are some obser-

vations which appear to require an answer
from myself. Mr. Burbidge seems to have be-

come impressed with the idea that I regard
the " mother, or breeder-roots," as the producers of

the finest flowers, but the contrary is both my expe-
rience and belief. I believe in the " solid, well-

ripened globular bulbs " to produce the best blooms,
such as the sample of Tenby Daffodils which I pre-

sented at the office of this paper a week or two back,
and which were noticed by the Editor. The bulbs
in question, though a very good sample, were not
excessively large, but were noteworthy on account
of their solidity and fine form ; and I maintain that,

if you get weight in niedium-siied bulbs—say from
1^ to I4 inch diameter, and weighing from l.| to

2 oz., regardless of how that weight and solidity are

produced (i.e., with or without manures), you will be

sure of fine flowers as the result. In " rich meadow
loam " manure is quite unnecessary, for in such you
have a most suitable soil for the free growth of the
majority of Daffodils, and. indeed, many other things
besides. Perhaps Mr. Burbidge will have a better idea

of the hungry state of my soil when I say that three
or four years ago even strong growing herbaceous
perennials did little more than exist in it, and this

notwithstanding that it had been trenched through-
out, and from this fact I could only draw one con-
clusion, which was, that it needed well working and
enriching. I quite endorse Mr. Burbidge respecting
the growing of Daffodils on suitable soil without
manure. But if any one, amateur or nurseryman
alike, has to deal with a soil hungry and impoverished
he must manure it to bring it into suitable condition,

and by doing so it does not follow that he has done
wrong, or that the bulbs have imbibed the greater

part of the strength of the manure, since the soil

itself is continually extracting from the same source.

For various crops here, apart from bulbous plants, I

have manured heavily, and at the end of a year not
a vestige of manure could be seen. Much of my bulb
land is in excellent condition now, and will grow
bulbs well without adding fresh manure at present

;

but it cannot be expected to yield a good crop year

by year unless stimulants be given in some form or

other. In conclusion, I may say I should be very
pleased to exchange samples of Tenby Daffodils with
Mr. Burbidge, and see the difference arising from
bulbs grown under totally different conditions,

though I would prefer bulbs of as nearly equal size

and weight as was possible. E. JcnJcins, Waterloo

Villa, Hampton.

Societies.

BRIGHTON" AND SUSSEX.

September 12 and 13.—As in former years, the

exhibition was held in the Royal Pavilion and on the

eastern lawn adjoining. The competition in the

plant classes was perceptibly less than usual, but
nevertheless some noteworty examples were staged,

especially in the classes for flowering plants.

For six stove and greenhouse specimens in bloom,

Messrs. Knight & Co., nurserymen, Hastings, staged

an even, fresh, and freely flowered set, Lapageria

alba, of large dimensions ; Erica Aitoniana Turn-
buUi, very f^ne and densely covered with bloom; E.

cerinthoides coronata, likewise in capital condition ;

and a good example of Allamanda nobilis ; Mr.
Meachen, gr. to Mrs. Armstrong, Woodslee, Bngton.
being 2nd to the above with Pimelea decussata of

huge size, and Allamanda Henderson!, freely flowered,

amongst others.

In a small class for four plants, Mr. Townshend,
The Den, Dyke lioad, was awarded 1st prize, Ixora
Williamsii and Azalea Narcissa?flora, being capital

examples of medium size ; Mr. Meache again taking

2nd place ; and the premier position with Allamanda
nobilis as a specimen plant.

An excellent set of six Ericas were shown by
Messrs. Knight & Co., such as it is a treat to see

nowada^'S when the best of the hard-wooded kinds

are rarely met with ; E. ampuUacea Scottiana, E.

retorta major, E. Marnockiana, E. Macnabiana. E.

cerinthoides coronata, and E. tricolor vera were the

sorts here shown.
Groups of miscellaneous plants arranged for effect

were attractive features at each end of the marquee,
Mr. Turner, gr.to Major Way, "Wick Hall, Ilove, being

an easy 1st, with suitable subjects arranged in a

light and informal manner; Mr. Meachen was 2iid,

and Messrs Stringer & Co., Hove, 3rd, both of whose
groups showed the common error of overcrowding.

A group of Ferns arranged for effect, to which was
worthily awarded the 1st prize in its class, was sent

from the nurseries of Mr. W. Miles, West Brighton,

and contained, among other good things, a first-rate

specimen of Nephrolepis davallioides furcans. Zonal
Pelargoniums, smaller than usual but in capital con-

dition, were shown by Messrs. Meachen and Towns-
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heiul, to wiioiii were awarded the 1st aud 2nd prices

respectively for six as well as four specimens.

Fine-foliage jilaiits came from Mr. Curry, gr. to

Colonel Pepper, Milford Hall, Salisbury, wliose set

of twelve contained a fine example of Croton
Countess; and in a smaller class was a well-giown
plant of Chamierops humilis, from Mr. Meacheu.
A few C)]"ciiids were shown, the best four coming

from Mr. Moody, gr. to T. ]). Goodman, Es(j
,

Horsham, who had Deudrobium formosum giganteuni

in full vigour, bearing a terminal panicle of ten

blooms ; Calanthe veratrifoHa, with several spikes,

very fresh, and two others.

In the Cut i'Yciwr classes the prominent features were
the Dahlias, the Roses, and the herbaceous flowers ;

these constituted almost a show in themselves.

Messrs. Keynes & Co., Salisbury, were awarded Ists

for forty-eight aud twenty-four show and fancies, as

well as for Cactus or decorative varieties. Messrs.

Cheal & Sons, Crawley, were 2iid fur forty-eight

varieties, and in a similar position with the Cactus
or decorative kinds, but came strongly to the front

with twenty-four singles and twelve pompons. The
foregoing classes were of the highest merit. Mr.
Vincent, of Keymer, showed well in the smaller

classes for amateurs.
Roses were shown in good form, and there was no

lack of competitors, Jlessrs. Perkins & Son,
Coventry, being 1st for forty-eight varieties, with
bright liowei's of good size and condition ; Messrs.

G.Paul & Son taking 2nd place ; the order of the
awards being reversed for twenty-four varieties from
the same exhibitors. Mr. Campbell, of Bath ; Mr.
Slaughter, of Steyning ; and Mr. Harris, of Horsham,
all showed well in these and smaller classes.

Hardy herbaceous flowers were a most attractive

feature, being shown in large numbers and iu the
best possible condition, Jlessrs. G. Paul & Son
securing the 1st prize with thirty-six vars. which it

would have been hard to beat. Large collections

were also shown by Messrs. Cheal & Son, aud
Messrs. Woollard.

Gladioli came from Messrs. Kelway & Sr>n, Lang-
port ; and twenty-four vars. of stove and greenliouse

cut flowers from Messrs. Knight, to both of whom
1st prizes were deservedly awarded.

Messrs. I'erkins were strong in bouquets and a
wreath, securing a 1st in each instance.

Fruits.—For twelve dishes, Mr. Ward, Longford
Castle Gardens, Salisbury, was 1st, with a thoroughly
representative and meritorious collection ; his best

dishes were Gros Maroc and Muscat of Alexandria
Grapes, Blenheim Orange and Hero of Lockinge
Melons, both grand fruits, the former weighing 7 lb.

;

and a good dish of Castle Kennedy Figs. Mr. Gold-
smith, Kelsey Manor Gardens, Beckenham, was a
good 2nd, being strong in Grapes, and he had an
excellent dish of Clapp's Favourite Pears.

Mr. Richards, Somerly Gardens, Ringwood, and
Mr. Ward each scored a 1st in two classes for Pine-
apples with flne fruits.

Three fine bunches of Madresfield Court Grapes
easily secured the 1st prize for Mr. Ward ; and three

of Black Hamburgh, from Mr. Godlee, Burgess Hill,

were deservedly 1st in their class.

In two classes for white Grapes. Muscat of Alex-
andria were shown in fine condition by Mr. Gold-
smith and Mr. Baker, Ottershaw Park, Chertsey,

each securinj: a 1st.

The best Peaches, including a very fine dish of

Sea Eagle, came from Mr. Lucas, Warnham Court
Gardens, Horsham, who was also 1st for a single

dish of Nectarines, with Pine-apple in good condi-

tion ; whilst for a couple of dishes Mr. Goldsmith
was to the front. The last-named was 1st for

dessert Pears, with a bright dish of Clapp's Favourite.

In another class for Pears, Williams' Bon Chretien
were the best, coming from Mr. Holman, gr. to

Viscount Gage, Firle Park.

Plums were best seen in Jefferson, from Mr. Lucas
and Mr. Holman, each of whom took 1st in two
classes ; with Green Gages Mr. Ward won with a dish
of extra size and quality.

First prizes for Figs were awarded to Mr. Gate-
house, Dover.and Mr. Butler, Lancing, each exhibitor
putting up fine fruits of Brown Turkey.

Morello Cherries were a strong class, the best dish
coming from Mr. Duncan.
Two 1st prizes for culinary Apples were awarded

to Mr. Gilmour, Seacox Heath, Hawkhuret, in two
classes for extra fine fruits of Pott's Seedling and
the Queen.

First prizes for vegetables were awarded to Mr.
Goldsmith for six kinds ; and to Mr. Goring, of
Worth, Sussex, fbr a collection not limited to any
number ; the latter exhibitor might take a hint from

the former, and show, on a future occasion, produce

of smaller selection with advantage.
Miscellaneous exhibits were a most attractive

feature, especially so was the large group of tastefully

arranged decorative plants, with conspicuous examples

of brightly coloured Crotons and herbaceous cut flowers

of the choicest kinds, with flne selections also taken

from the stove and greenhouse, these with cut Roses

and Gladioli came from I\Iessrs. Wm. Balchin &
Sons, and did them great credit. Mr. George ]\Iiles

staged another excellent group, among which was

the early-flowering Chrysanthemum Mrs. Durrell,

in excellent condition. A large collection of her-

baceous cut flowers, consisting of nearly one hundred
varieties, from !Mr. Clark, of Dover, were a most in-

structive feature ; soaho were the fifty-five dishes of

Apples, Pears, and Plums, from Messrs. Clieal &
Son. Three Vines in pots, with numbers of bunches

on each, were shown iu most creditable condition by

Mr. Jenner, Toronto Terrace, Brighton, an amateur
cultivator.

DAHLIA AND HOLLYHOCK SHOW AT
NEWPORT, ISLE OF WIGHT.

September 12.—A praiseworthy attempt is being

made in the island to revive the growing of the

Hollyhock — a flower once seen iu almost every

garden, but one which has of late years almost died

out owing to the disease which attacks it. The
recently formed Isle of Wight Dahlia and Hollyhock
Society, which has been established to give impetus
to the cultivation of the flower, held its first show in

the Borough Hall, Newport, on the above date, and
was well patronised by the public. The show itself

was a creditable one generally, the hall presenting a

pretty appearance. Among other exhibits was a

collection of pot plants, tastefully arranged in the
rear of the exhibits. ]\Ir. Cave, nurseryman, and
Mr. T. W. Gould, both of Newport, sent two stands

each of Dahlias, not for competition. Amongst
other flowers shown, but not for competition, were
French Marigolds, Zinnias, and Asters, by Mr. Blake,

Arreton ; and a lovely box of Roses and two Gladio-

lus by Mr. G. Williams, of Gatcombe, whose Roses
especially were greatly admired. There was not

much competition in some classes, and in these only

one prize was awarded ; in others, on the contrary,

the competition was much better, especially in those

for Asters. Hollyhocks, which should have been the

chief of the exhibits, were not shown in large numberp,
but Dahlias more largely by nurserymen, gardeners,

amateurs, and cottagers ; and as a new start in the

island the show was a matter for congratulation,

much of its success being due to the exertions of Dr.

J. Groves, M.D., the Honorary Secretary.

GRANTHAM HORTICULTURAL.
This Society held its seventeenth annual show

on Thursday, September 13, in the Exchange Hall.

Considering the beautiful and summer-like weather
which prevailed on that day, it appeared somewhat
out of place to see a goodly array of exhibits within
massive stone walls. This step was taken with a

good intention, on account of the unsettled state of

the weather. The entries were many, and the

exhibits on the whole excellent, but the attendance
was thin. The centre of the hall was set apart for

groups of miscellaneous plants, and other exhibits

occupied the space at the sides. Vegetables were
good, the Potatos particularly, the prizes for

which were keenly contested. Fruit was also

abundantly shown in collections, also as single

dishes. Single specimens of specimen plants were
not prominent as a feature, although the various

groups contained some fairly grown ones. Cut
flowers were good.

Group of Flaiits (open class).— Irrespective of

several " not for competition "' groups these, as men-
tioned above, were fairly good, the 1st prize being

awarded to J. R. Boyall, Esq., Castlegate House,
Grantham , foran artistically-arranged group of miscel-

laneousfioweringand foliage plants. Closely following

this was a smaller, though none the less attractive,

group, shown by Mr. G. Martin, Spittlegate Nursery,

to which the 2nd prize was awarded ; the 3rd award
was carried off by Mr. S. J. T. Barrett, Redcliffe.

Various other plants in different classes were shown,
the most noteworthy being six Caladiums, distinct,

shown by Messrs. Barrett, Redcliffe ; six Coleus, H.
Escritt, Grantham ; six fine tuberous Begonias, G.

H. Sage, Buckminster ; while the best table plants

were shown by G. H. Sage and G. Martin.

Cut Floiccr?.—These were exceptionally good,

especially a c jllectiun of double and single Dahlias
shown by Messrs. W. & J. Brown, Stamford
Nurseries, among the doubles. The same firm also

gained a similar honour for a smalh-r collection of

Dahlias. For a splendid collection of hardy and
half-hardy cut flowers, G. II. Sage, Buckminster, was
deservedly awarded the 1st prize, the 2nd being
taken by Messrs. Brown.

Bases also for the time of year were excellent, in

fact a " not for competition " collection, shown by

Messrs. Burch, Peterborough, gained the admiration
of all. Among others were some splendid blooms of

W. A. Richardson, The Bride, Grace Darling, Ni-

phetos, Sunset, and Madame de Watteville. The
same firm likewise exhibited a box of twelve distinct

Roses for which they were awarded the 1st prize, the

2nd being awarded to G. H. Sage.

For a vase or epergne of fruit or flowers W. & J.

Brown came 1st, closely followed by J. Patman.
Fruit.—In single dishes, Mr. J. Crawford, Cod-

dington Hall, was awarded 1st prize for a creditable

collection of Grapes, Melons, Pine-apple, Peaches
and Nectarines. This was followed by similar col-

lections shown by Mr. T. Ilare, Wellingore, and Mr.

J. H. Escritt, Grantham, for which the awards were

given in the order named. For three bunches of

black Grapes the prizes were awarded, in the order

of their names, to J. R. Boyall and H. Escritt re-

spectively. Three white ditto, J. Crawford and T.

Hare.
Six Nectarines.—J. Crawford.
Six Peaches.—G. H. Sage, 1st ; J. Patman, 2ud.

Melons.—1st. Mr. J. Patman.
Apples were good, the principal exhibits being

six varieties (dessert), 1st, Mr. G. Martin ;
six

varieties (kitchen), 1st, Mr. H. Escritt.

Pears were also fairly good, the best dishes being

staged by G. Martin.

Plums, however, brought forth the keenest com-
petition among the fruit, some splendid dishes being

staged by Messrs. G. H. Sage, J. Crawford, and J.

Hare, for which prizes were awarded respectively.

Vegetables.—For the best collection of Potatos.

—

1st, Mr. Johnson, with some splendid tubers, pro-

minent among which were International Kidney,

Sutton's Abundance, and Future Fame. The 2nd
collection, exhibited by Mr. J. Woodward, was also

noteworthy, and comprised some fine specimens of

of Beauty of Hebron, White Elephant. &c. Several

good collections of vegetables were also staged, the

best being Mr. W. Hubbard's. Tomatos and Peas

also, considering the season, were good, some fine

dishes of the latter being shown by Messrs.

Johnson, Sage, and Woodward.
A point worth recording is the distribution by the

Society, free of cost, of fruit trees and seeds, which
takes place at stated intervals during the year.

THE CRYPTOGAMIC SOCIETY OF
SCOTLAND.

This Society held its fourteenth annual con-

ference at Inverary on the 12th and 13th inst. under

the presidency of the Duke of Argyll. The meeting
was a most successful and enjoyable one ; and the ex-

quisite scenery of Inverary was seen to the best advan-

tage from perfection of weather. The members had the

pleasure of welcoming Mr. William Phillips, Shrews-

bury, and Dr. Carlyle, Carlisle. A spacious pavilion

near the Castle, originally erected for the home-coming
of the Marquis and (Princess Louise) Marchioness of

Lome, was kindly granted for the meetings of the

Society. A large collection of fungi, gathered in the

neighbourhood by the Duke's instructions, was laid

out for examination ; and a fine collection of lichens,

also gathered in the neighbourhood by Dr. Macmillan

of Greenock, Vice-President, was exhibited. In

addition, contributions were received from Colonel

Harrington Stuart of Torrance, Mr. Heron, Mount
Stuart, Bute ; Mr. Thorburn, Castle Semple, and

Mr. J. Proctor, Glenfinnart, Ardentinny. The cryp-

togamic flora of Inverary is rich, and during the shoit

excursions which time permitted, many species of in-

terest, especially among lichens and fungi, were

gathered. It may be mentioned that on a single

Ash tree, within 8 feet from the ground, Mr. Phillips

gathered fifteen distinct species of lichen. The
forenoon of the 12th was spent in examining the col-

lections in the pavilion. The species were named,

and specimens of edible and poisonous fungi were

set apart. As the results will be published elsp-

where it is unnecessary to specify the varieties which

were discovered. After entertaining the members at

luncheon, the Duke conducttd them to his museum,
which contains many fine geological and archxo-
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logical specimens. In the evening, after the trans-

action of the business of the Society, the noble Pre-

sident gave an interesting and suggestive address

on the " Cryptogamic Flora " to the members and

a large assemljlage of the public, after which various

papers of interest were submitted. After an ex-

cursion on the 13th the annual dinner concluded

the conference.

Many of the trees in the Castle park attracted

alpecial attention. The following measurements of

trunivs will serve to indicate their age and beauty :
—

Scotch Fir, at 2 feet from the ground, 15 feet, and

at 4 feet, 13 feet 8 inches in circumference ; Silver

rir, at 2^ feet from the ground, 1.5 feet in circum-

ference ; Spanish Chestnut, at 3 feet from the

ground, 20 feet 6 inches, and at 5 feet. 19 feet

8 inches in circumference, the heiglit of the trunk to

the first branches being 15 feet. In the garden,

which was kindly shown by Mr. George Taylor, there

ia a specimen of Arbor-vita; which covers an area of

225 feet in circumference. Its age is unknown, but

it must have been among tlie first specimens intro-

duced into Britain.

The warmest thanks of the members are due to

the Duke of Argyll for the great kindness with

which he received the Society. The next annual

c:)nference will be held at CriefF, Perthshire. J.

Stevenson, Gla/nis, Forfarshire.

Law Notes.

AN INTERESTING SEED DISPUTE.

In the City of London Court on Friday, September

14 last, before Mr. E. T. E. Besley. Deputy Judge, ttie

caaeof Witherdon v. Allen was heard, which raised a

question of importance to gardeners, &c.

The action was brought by the plaintiff, Mr.

Isaac "Witherdon, of Old Corn Exchange, E.G., to

recover the sum of £6 Tw. Gd., the price of seed

supplied to the defendant, Mr. Robert Allen, of

Ruxley, Footscray, Kent. Mr. Passmore appeared

for the plaintiff, and Mr. Vennell for the defendant.

A counterclaim for £50 for damage was set up.

The defendant did not dispute the fact that the seed

was delivered, and he practically admitted the claim
subject to the counterclaim. The seed was supplied

in August and September, 1884, and in February,

1885, six months afterwards the defendant wrote

and complained of the seed, and said he was dis-

satisfied with the crop it had yielded. The counter-

claim now raised was for the damage the defendant

had sustained in consequence. The Deputy Judge
interposed by remarking that the counterclaim could

not be substantiated. He never heard of a person sell-

ing seed and guaranteeing the quantity which should

be yielded. Mr. Vennell said the plaintiff had not

given a specific guarantee, but he contended that

there was an implied warranty that the seed

would produce an ordinary and fair crop if properly

used and properly sown. The crqp was so dispro-

portionate and out of all character that the only con-
clusion the defendant could come to was that the

seed was bad.

The Deputy Judge said it was impossible to go
into it. There were numerous reasons for it being
bad. He declined to go into the atmospherical
influences of 1884. Unless the defendant examined
the seed before it was put into the ground and found
it was dead seed, the counterclaim could not be
allowed. He must find against the defendant.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff on the claim ;

the counterclaim was dismissed, and the plaintiff

allowed his costs.

©iJttuari)
Mr. Court.—"We regret to have to record tlie

death of Mr. Court, the talented propagator at

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons' Chelsea nursery, which

took place almost suddenly on Monday afternoon,

September 17. Mr. Court was only forty-five years

of age, and had been ailing for some time past. He
was at one time in the employment of Messrs.

Lucombe & Pince, Exeter, and left them to enter
the Exeter branch of the A''eitehian establishment
about twenty-five years ago. He was an excellent
propagator and plautsman, and a genial clever man
of business. His name will be associated with the
hybridisation of Nepenthes, one of which is named
after him.

The Weather.

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
duration of the excess or defect of temperature above or
below 32° F. for the period named, and is expressed in Day-
degree — a *' Day-degree " signifyina 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of houra.j
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Grapes : Novice. Your berries were smashed almost

beyond recognition ; send others, packed in a tin

box.

iNDiABOBBEit AND Castob-oil : C. F. }V. Thsse
plants do not belong to the same genus, although

both are natives of the Tropics. " Indiarubber
"

is a gum obtained from diverse species of plants,

and the Indiarubber plant of English gardens is

Ficus elastica. It may be grown in a cool-house,

where the temperature does not sink below 45°,

but does best in a warmer one ; in the former very

infrequent waterings will be required by the plant

during the period November—February, as it is

then at rest. Growth sliould be assisted in the

spring by putting the plant in warm pit or stove,

and as soon as there are signs of renewed growth

it should be either repotted in a mixture of three

parts loam and one of peat, with a little sand

added, and the pot should be rather over than

under-sized ; or be top-dressed. Keep the plant

in warmth till July, when it may be hardened off

by degrees if it is to stand out-of-doors, or it may
then be put in the greenhouse. When cool-grown,

repotting may be done in April or May. A moist

atmosphere and plenty of water suit the plant

daring active growth. The second-named plants

are usually treated as annuals, and may be raised

from seeds sown in pots in a hotbed or stove at

any time in early spring. The plants should be

potted ofl' singly, before the roots get entangled,

and kept near the glass in a warm-house till the

beginning of May or later, when they may be

hardened off by degrees and planted out-of-doors

in rich well-drained beds in June and July.

Insects: A. S. The insect sent, found in your

Cattleya-house, is a very young female grasshopper

belonging to the family Gryllidas; evidently im-

ported, probably in the egg state. It is certainly

injurious to Orchids, and should be trapped.

—

A. F. 11. We have not previously heard of the

real wireworms (as those you send are) having

nearly destroyed an entire houseful of Vines, on

the roots of which they were found—we suppose

by gnawing off all the fine rootlets. They are,

however, nearly omnivorous. /. 0. W.

Kew Palm-hoose and Cuatsworth ConsEBVATORT

:

A. E. H. The first-named is 362 feet, total length,

with a width in the centre of 100 feet, and a height

of 66 feet ; the wings are about twice the length

of the central part, and are .50 feet wide and 30
feet high. Chatsworth conservatory is a simple

parallelogram of 300 feet by 145 feet.

Lating-out a Gaeden : W. H. How to Laif Out a

Garden. By E. Kemp. Bradbury, Agnew & Co.,

10, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, B.C.

Lime from Tanyabds : J. C. We have no personal

experience of the employment of the lime from a

tanyard for Vine borders ; but we should think it

would well answer for the purpose.

Liqcobice (Glycvrhiza glaeea) : Myosotis. This

plant requires deep sandy soil, which should be

deeply trenched and well manured. The " sets
"

are made from pieces of the roots having two
eyes at least. As the plant is large and coarse

growing it would require about the space between

the rows as that given to Horse-radish in gardens.

It gi-ows well enough in Yorkshire, and we think

it would do as well in Northumberland.

Names of Fedit : J. Earl. Peach Royal George.

—

W. Trouyhton. 1, Apple Beauty of Kent ; 2, Pear

Summer Bergaraot l—J. I'ince. 1, Emperor Alex-
ander; 2, Kerry Pippin ; 3, Dumelow's Seedling.

Names of Plants ; G. Boore. Bifrenaria vitellina-

—J. L., Scaham. 1, Coronilla emerus ; 2, Budd-
Icia globosa ; 3, not found ; 4, Leycesteria for-

mosa ; 5, a Kubus—no Hower.— 7'. <S'., Hawkstone.

1, Apparently Thuia orientalis ; 2, Cupressus

Lawsoni ; 3, Thuia plicata ; 4, A variety of Thuia
orientalis—perhaps the form known as Sieboldi.

Why send such scraps? E. 0. S. 1, Nephrodium
conterminum ; 2, Pteris longifolia; 3, Onychium
sensibile; 4, Pteris cretica v!iriegata alba ; 5, Adi-

antum cuneatum ; 6, Asplenium borbonicum.

—

F. Carr. Spir.ija Douglasii.— Wutney, Buckhnkl.

1, Chimonanthus floridus; 2, Hypericum Hooker-
ianum ; 3, Spirsea japonica.

—

Jno. Henderson S;

Sons. 1, Calamintha officinalis ; 2, Stachys, spe-

cimen insulficient ; 3, Aconitum anthora ; 4 and

7, Veronica s|iicata, two forms; 5, Polygonum
amplexicaule ; 6, Lysimachia ciliata.— G. Bun-
yard. Athyriura Filix-fcemina var. moUe.

—

J.J. W. 1, Aster punclatus ; 2, Medicago denti-

culata ; 3, Campanula lamiifolia.— W. G. B. land

2, Centaurea salonitana.

—

J. C. Stachys lanata.

— G. M., OHvet, 1, Cycuoches chlorochilon ;
o,

Dendrobium formosum giganteum ; 5, Oncidium
Jonesianura ; No. 2 was mislaid, please send again

;

No. 4 was not sent at all.— W., Fijfe. Alstrce-

meria Pelegrina. The Carn.ations sliow a good

range of colour, and woulil douljtless be good bor-

der plants. We do not distinguish anything of

special merit.

Pea : W. C. The Pea sent, stated to have been the

result of crossing Cnlverwell's Prolific Marrow
with Ne Plus Ultra, differs in form of pod con-

siderably from the latter variety, and is, we think

—at least in the raw state—of as good flavour,

wliilst the full-grown Peas are rather larger, as sweet

and green, ancl number on an average eigiit in a

pod. The shell is heavy, being nearly two-thirds

of the total weight of the pod, but that may be

an advantage from the gardeners' point of view,

thick fleshy pods hindering the ripening of the

seeds. We do not know what may have caused

the delay at Chiswick.

The Oaks, Epsom.—If "F. C. H. M." will send his

proper name and address—not necessarily for pub-

lication, but as a pledge of good faith—we may
put in his note on Cyclamen growing.

Vines in Bad Soil : W. Baker. Lift them without

unnecessary delay, digging out every healthy root,

and envelope the mass of roots in damp moss and
bast mats until the border is in readiness to receive

them. Wheel out tlie worst of the old soil, put

the drainage in good order, and make a new
border, not more than 2 feet deep, of turfy loam,

putting with this abomt .} cwt. of Thomson's Vine
Manure to the ton of soil. Make the border only

as wide as the longest roots, as you can then add
to it as these reach the limit of its width. This
will apply to both outside and inside borders. If

the work is expeditiously done, before the foliage

falls off, you may take a short crop from the Vines
next year. Keep the house rather close for a

time after lifting, and tlioroughly water the

Vines, so that the leaves recover from their flagged

condition, and fall naturally, otherwise the results

will not be so good, and full recovery could not be

expected before the lapse of another season.

Communications Receited.—Canon E. (many thanks).—
E. C—G. C. (many thanks, letter will follow).—E. J, L.—
E. J. v.—J. H.—H. C—J. L.—a. S.—P. B.—G. W. N.—
J. D., Edinburgh.— Prof. McNab.—A. D. M.—J. V. V.,

Brussels.—W. B.—A. T. C—G. P.—F. W. B.—J. C. \V. &
Sons.— Doubtful (next week). — Rust (see " Vines in Bad
yoil," in onr " Notices to Correspondents," in this issue, and
"Damaged Grapes." in our "Notices" for September 15

last).—U. E.—J. D. R.—J. Rust.-H. W. W,—J. W.—W . W.
—W. C—J. J. W.—C. H.—S. A.—A. A. P.—Rev. H. H. D.
—W. J. M.—R. W. A.—A. D.—G. D. V,—F. G. T.—J. C. C.

(thanks).-R. B.

13° Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be named, or

asking questions demanding timeand research for their solution,

must not expect (o obtain an answer to their enquiries in the
current week.

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, Septeniher 20.

Grapes selling badly, the supply greatly exceeding

the demand. Large quantities of Peaches arriving,

causing the prices to drop. Janics Webber, Wholesale

Apple Market.

Plants ix Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Aralia Sieboldi, doz. 6
Asters, per dozen ... 3
Balsams, per doz, ... 2
Bouvardias, per dozen 9

Ciirnatious, per doz. 6
Chrysanthems., doz. 4
Cocicscomba, per doz. 3
Coleus, dozen ... '2

Crassuia, per doz, ... 9
Cypenis, per dozen . 4
DracEena terminalis,

per dozen ... ...30

— viridia, per doz. 12

Eiionymus, in var.,

per dozen ... ... 6
Evergreens, in var.,

per dozen
Ferns, in var., doz.

d. s.d.

0-18
0-6
0- 4

0-12
0-1S
0-9
0-6
0-4
0-12
0-13

0-60
0-24

0-24
0-18

Foliage plants, vari-

ous, each 2
Ficus elastica, each . 1

Fuclisias, doz. ... 3
Heliotropes, dozen... 3
Hydrangeas, dozen... 9
Liliums, var., doz. ...18

Marguerites, doz. ... 6
Mianonette, 12 pots 3
Myrtles, per dozen... 6

Palms in var., each 2

Pelargoniums, doz... 6
— scarlet, dozen ... 2

.Scented Geraniiim,
per dozen ... ... 3

Solanums, dozen ... 9
Verbenas, per do/. ... 4

0-10
6-7
0-6
0-6
0-18
0-^
0-12
0-6
0-12
6-21
0-12
a- 6

0-6
0-1.5

0- 6

FRutT.—Average Wholesale Prtces.

Apples, half-sieve

Cobs, 100 1b....

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per casa
Melons, each

s. d. s. d.
I

.t. d. s. d.

..20-46 Pe.ichPS, dozen ... 2 0- 8

..75 0- ... Piii'"'Dple9,Eng,,Ib. 2 0-30

.. 6- 2
I

PIum=i. half-sieve ... 2 6-46
..12 0-21 1

— Si. Michael, each 2 0-60
..10-30

Veqetables.-

Artichokes, p. doz....

Eeuns, Kidney, lb. ...

Beet, red, per dozen
Carrots, per bunch...
Cauliflowers, each ...

Celery, per bundle ...

Cucumbers, each ...

Endive, per dozen ...

Green Mint, bunch...
Herbs, per bunch ...

Leeks, per bunch ...

Lettuce, per dozen ...

Mushrooms, punnet

POTATOS.—English
60s. to 80 A-

Average Retail Prices.

d. s. d.

Mustard and Cress,
punnet

Onions, per bunch

4 0-
4- ...

10-20
6- ...

4-
1 6

6
2 0- ...

4- ...

4- ...

4- ...

1 6- ...

16-26

2 6
9

4-
,

5-
Parsley, per bunch... 4- ...

Potatos, per cwt. ... 4 0-50
„ kidney, percwt. 4 0-50

Shallots, per lb. ... 6- ...

Spinach, per bushel... 3 0- ...

Tomatos, per lb. ... 9-10
Turnips, per bunch,
new ... ... 5- ...

Vegt. Marrows, each 2- ...

Myatt's, 80s. to 90s. ; Beauty of Hebron,

. ; and Regents, 100.5. per ton.

Cut Flowehs.—j

Asters, 12 bunches ... 1

— French, per bun. 1

Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations, 12 blms. 1

— dozen bunches... 4

Chrysant hemums,
12 blooms
— dozen bunches... 2

Dahlia, doz. bunches 3
Cornflower, 12 bun. 1

Eucharis, per dozen 3
Forget-me-nots, 12
bunches 2

Gardenias. 12 blooms 1

Gladiolus, doz. sprays

Average Wholesale Prices.
s.

Marguerites, 12 bun. 3
Mignonette, 12 bun. 1

Pansies, 12 bun. ... 1

Pelargoniums, 12 spr.
— scarlet, 12 spr,..,

Pinks, 12 bun 3
Poppies, 12 bun. ... 4
Primulas, double, 12

Heliotropes, 12 spr,

L-'ivender, 12 bun, ...

Lilium longiflorum,
12 blooms
- lancifolinm, 12 bl.

Lapageria, 12 blooms 1

d.
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m\ iwmi im i iimm^,
IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

'Medicated Tobacco Paper
(READY CUT UP FOR USE),

Rrdiiccfl Price 1 O per lb.;
381b8. A iipt>iii-4lH— I'liii-ia^e l*aid.

Parcels for trial, sent Free by ParcelB Post, viz.:

2 lbs. 3/4. 4 lbs. 6,8, 6 lbs. 9,9, 8lb8.13/-, 10 lbs. 1&

IMPROVED
IGATINF

la vastly superior to any other.

Price 6/6 (in iron witli heater) each,
or in Copper, 21/.

OltJIiSON'S ImproTi-d

MUSHROOM SPAWI
MOST SUPERIOR. 5/- PER BUS.

3- Circulars giving all particulars d- copies of Ueti-
mojiials, post free on application.

DICKSONS
(I.IMITFP).

Eoyal Ntiraery and Seed Establishment,

CHESTER.

PASTUPLANTA, the best Artificial Manure,
it enriches the soil with the fertilisers drawn from it by

plants; no uopleas^ut .smeJl; admirably adapted for all pot
plants. In bags : 112 lb., 195. ; 5ti lb., lis. Zd. ; 23 lb., 6s. 9rf.

;

14 lb,, 4s. ; 7 lb., 2s. Zd. In tins. Is. each. Sole Manufacturers,
PHILIP HARRIS AND CO.(Limited), 9, Bui! Ring. Birminsham.

EESON'S MANURE. — The Best ^
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers*
Reports. Sold in Tins, Is., 2s. 6rf., 5s. 6rf., and 10s. 6rf. each,
or 1 cwt. Ba^a, sealed. 13s. By all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone MiUa. Sheffield.

pOCOA-NUT FIBUE REFUSE, newly made.
\J Truck-load, (2 tons) 23s. ; in bags—20, I'is. ; 40, 2os. Free
ou to Rail. Cash with order.

J. STEVEN'S AXD CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre Merchants, Grey-
hound Yard, aud 153, High Street. Eattersea; S.W.

GISHLFRST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider. Mildew,

Thripa, Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of soft-water ; 4 to l(i ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees; aud in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlined many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes. Is., 3s., and 10s. '&d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

OKTICULTURAL GLASS,
GLASS BELLS, &c.KOCHEZ-VANDEE ELST,
Charleroi, Belgium.

Agents ; H. PUCKEKT and CO.. Ho, Cuunon St., London, E.C.

^"™"^''"''
HENRY HOPE,

Horticultural Builder and
Hot-water Engineer,

66, Lionel St., Birmingham.
Plans and Estimates ou

application.
Experienced Workmen sent to any part of the Kingdom.

HORTICULTURAL CLASS.
A large quantity of all descriptions and
sizes in stock, at the lowest possible prices,

NICHOLLS & CLARKE,
SHOllEDITCU, LONDON, E.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16,000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and OU Mlxtvu-e, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poi30noii3 Paints for Insul.. of Couservatone- &c

Prices. Pal terns, unl Testimonials, Post-free.

LA BELLE 8AUVAGE YABD. LDDGATE HILL, E.C.
BAOHELOBS WALK, DUBLDJ.-CwmujK tor Ciuh.

HILL

BLACK
& SMITH'S

VARNISH
for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

(Registered Trade Mark.)

An excellent substitute for oil paint, at one-third the cost.

Used in all Loudon Parks, at Windsor, and Kew Gardens,
and on every important estate in the Kingdom. Has stood
the test of forty years' trial. Requires no mixing ; can be
applied cold by any ordinary labourer.

Price Is. 6rf. per gallon at the manufactory, or carriage-paid
fo any railway station, Is. 8d. per gallon in casks of 36, 20, or
10 gallons.

n A TT m T /^ HI Every Cask bears the above

VA U 1 1 U Jy * Registered Trade Mark. Beware
of cheap imitations.

HILL & SMITH,
Brierley Ironworks, Dudley ;

118, Queen Victoria Street, London, K.C.

;

47. Dawson Street. Dublin.

21-OZ. Foreign of the above sizes, in 100 and 200 feet boxes,
3rdi aud 4ths qualities, always kept in stock.
A large stock of similar current sizes of 16-OZ. fflass in

200 feet boxes.
Enqhsh Glass, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

free aelii.'iery in the cmmtry in (jmintities.

GEORGE FABMILOE & SONS,
34, St. Jolin Street, West Smithfield, London, E.C.

^Xock List and Prices on application. Price l^ist of Colours,
Varnishes, Desigrisof Staijiedi); Leaded Glass. Quote Chronicle.

Autumn Requirements for the
Trade.

OUR SHOW ROOMS
are now fully furnished with every novelty in

DRIED FLOWERS, GRASSES,
AND

GENERAL SUNDRIES
Eequired for the Autumn and Winter Season.

Early inspection especially solicited.

CORRY, SOPER, FOWLER & CO.
(Limited).

16, FINSBURY STREET, B.C.

PATENT TUBULAR FLOWER STANDS
for Artistic Grouping of Cut Flowers. Have attracted

much attention at recent Horticultural Exhibitions.
Manufactured and Sold by GEORGE SMITH and CO.,

Commercial Road, Pimlico, S.W". Trade supplied.

To Nurserymen, Seed Merchants, and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offeringArch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade : also

Petersburg Mat^ and Mat Bags, Raffia Fibre. Tobacco Paper,
and Shadiug. Prices free.—4 and 5. Wormwood Street, E.C.

Estate Sales.

The best County medium for Advertising Sales of

THE WORCESTER HERALD, the largest
and leading County paper. Extensive circulation among

the upper aud middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining
counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for relerence
and distribution, plans and particulars of Estates, Catalogues
of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertisied

m the columns of the Worcester Herald. Specimen copies sent
free. Published Friday for Saturday, price 2d.

Officer, 73. High Street, Worcester.

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.

THE WORCESTER HERALD is the most
effective organ for giving publicity to announcements of

f his class. It is tlie largest and leading Agricultural paper in
the county, and circulates most extensively among Agricul-
turists in aud around Worcestershire. Specimen copies free.
Published Friday for Saturday, price 2d.

Offices. 72, High Street. Worcester,

Farms to be Let.

LiND AGENTS, ESTATE MANAGERS, and all having Farms
to Let. would do well to Advertise in

THE WORCESTER HERALD, the Largest
and Leading County Paper. Specially adapted for

bringing such notices before Tenant Farmers, Large Circula-

tion, moderate charge. Specimen free. Price 2d. Published
Friday for Saturday.

Offices. 72. High Street. Worcester.

WORKS FOR THE POSSESSORS OF GARDENS.

MRS. LOUDON'S LADIES' COMPANION TO THE FLOWER GARDEN. A

Huide to the Management and Adornment of Gardens of every size. A New Edition.

Fcap. cloth, price 7s.

HIGH-CLASS KITCHEN GARDENING. A Handy Manual for the Improved Cultivation

of all Vegetables. By AVilliam Eauley, Author of " How to Grow Mushrooms," " How

to Grow Asparagus," &c., &c. Crown 8vo, with Coloured Frontispiece, price is. 6d.

HOW TO GROW MUSHROOMS. By William Eakley. Trice Is. stitched.

THE ART OF GROWING ROSES OUT-OF-DOORS. By Rev. O. Fishee, Fourth

Edition, revised and enlarged. Price Is,

HOW TO GROW ASPARAGUS. A popular Explanation of the best Method of Culture.

By William Eauley. Price Is. stitched.

London: BRADBURY, AGNBW, & CO., Bouverie Street, E.C.
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CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMEIMMIrON COMPA
{Teleffi-eip/iio Address—"Hot-water, London." Telephone—No. 47Gy.)

Have now pleasure in bringing to the notice of Horticulturists and Gardeners generally their

NEW PATENT (No. 9090. 1888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER
"WHICH IS WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST ALL HOUND BOILER IN THE MARKET.

It combines all the advantages of

its class so well known, and by the

improved method of forming the

joints — viz., with India-rubber

Washers—THE OLD AND TOO

OFTEN INEFFECTUAL WAY
OF CAULKING THE JOINTS

IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED

WITH.

9

It can be erected in a few hours,

and may be relied upon as a

thoroughly sound and good Hot-

water Generator. It has been care-

fully tested in every possible way,

more especially with regard to power

p and durability, and the result has

been highly satisfactory.

SECTION OF PATENT JOINT

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &c.

Inspection Invited. Price List Free on Application. Illustrated Catalogue, Is.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.

NEW EDITION, CORRECTED UP TO DATE.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
By the late Sir JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P. Eeprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Price 3d., Post-free 3id.;
Twenty-five Copies 5s., Fifty 10s., and One Hundred 20s.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundi-ed Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTIOI.
From

W. RICHARDS,

4\, Wrllington Street, Sieavd,

LONDON, W.C.

Please send me "The G a e d e n e r a ' Chronicle" for

commencing , for which I enclose P. 0.0 -

1888.

Mont/is.

Please Note that all Copies Sent Direct from this Office must ba pairi for in advance
THE UNITED KINGDOM : — 12 Months, 15s. ; 6 Months, 7s. 6d. ; 3 Months. 'Ss. m. : Tost-free.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS (excepting India and China) :—Including Postage, 17.s. 6d. for Twelve Jlcnths. India and China, Ws. Sd.
Receipts for iesa than six months' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

XnL.-^

P.0.0. to be made payable at the Post Office, No. 42, DRURY LANE, London, to W. RICHARDS.
Cheques should be crossed " DHUMMOND."

O. C.
Sept. 22, 1388.
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Scale of Charges for Advertising.
Head Line charged as two.

4 Lines .
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GARDENER (1Iead_), where one or more are
kept.—Single ; no objection to compensate anyone

interesting Iiimselt in obtaining advertiser sitnation as above.
—GAKDENER, Mr. Fislier, Grove Nursery, Hitlier Green,
Lewisluim, S.E.

ARDENEH (Head). — Middle - aged,.
widower; excellent all-round espeiieuce in all branches

of gardening. Good tL'stiiiioninls from the hist and previous
employers. iModerate wapes only required'; neighbourhood of

London preferred.—JAS. UURDEN, 28, High Street, Kensing-
ton, W.

pARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married;
V_T twenty years' practical experience in good estahlish-

ments in Early and Late Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and
Vegetables, the Cultivation of Stove aud Greenliouse Plants,

Orchids. &e., also Kitchen Gardens and Pleasure Grounds.

—

J. FIXLAYSON, The Gardens, Combe Bank, Sevenoaks.

pARDENER (Head); age 32.—W. T.
\IX SCAKTH, Est]., Kiiby Castle, Darlington, Durham, will be
glad to recommend James Tullett to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring a thoroughly practical good Gardener. First-class

Fruit, Vegetable xv d Plant Grower. Sixteen yeius' good
experience. Seven years General Foreman at Ruby.—JA^IES
TULLETT, Kaby Gardens, Darlington, Durham.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 34,
married; thoroughly understands all bjanches. Excel-

lent character and testimonials.—R., 16. Alexander Square.
Loudon, S.W.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37;
twenty-two yearj' experience, nine a.% Head. Excellent

Grape, Plant, and Fruit Grower, Early and Late Forcing.—
H. C. 175, Barr Street. Hockley. Birmingham.

GARDENER (Head AVorking). — Adver-
tiser (age .SO) seeks re-engagement as above; held last

appointaaent several years. Thoroughly experienced, and
tirst-class references.-P. T., 125, Fulham Palace Road, S,W.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 28.—
W. Beswick, Besborough Court, Cork, can highly re-

commend his Foreman, Alfred Kember, who has been with him
three years, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a capable
and painstaking man.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age .30,

marrie<l, one child; is open to engagement with Lady
or Gentleman requiring the services of an experienced and
tru:*tworihy man. Sixteen years' prac'tical experience.
Higlily recommended.—C. CANNING, Warborne, Lymington.

GARDENER (Head AVorking).—Age 36,
married; thorough goOvi practical Gardener; twenty

years' expevience in Grapes, Peaches, Melon^j, Cucumbers,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gar-
dening. Abstainer. Highest references. — GARDENER,
Algarkirk Hall. Boston, Lincolnshire.

pARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37;
V3r well up in Kitchen and Flower Garden, successful Fruit
and Plant Giower has taken many prizes including Silver

Cups, Medals. &c. Eleven years' good character from present
employer. Leaving through lowcriwg establishment.—W.
RYE, Sneyd Park, Bristol.

G>
ARDENER (Head AVorking), where

T more are kept.—Age 42, ma«-ied, no incumbrance;
thoroughly competent in Early aud Late Forcing of Choice
Fruit and Flowers, including Orchids, Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. Superintend Grass Land if required. Wife good
Laundress, or otherwise. Wages moderate. Good reference.

—N., 4, Florence Cottages, Purley, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working), where two
or more are kept; age 47, married.—A Lady, wlio is

redu ing her establishment, owing to expiration of lease, can
highly recommend her Gardener, who thoroughly understands
Gardening in all its branches. No objection to Land and Stock.
Six years' personal character from present employer; and ex-

cellent testimonials.— J. PHILLIPS, The Firs, Mitcbam,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Head or Single-handed).—
Age 34, married ; nineteen years' experience. Good

character from present and previous employers. Four years
in present situation.—GARDENER, Ilford Hall, llford, Es.sex.

GARDENER (Head or Single-handed).—
Age 32, married, no family; sixteen years' practical

experience. Excellent character. Wife Plain Cook or House-
maid if required.—GARDENER, 24. Hatherley Grove, W.

p ARDENER (Head), or good FOREMAN
;

VIX age 27.—A. Ca-MPIN, Second Gardener, Malvern Hall,

Solihull, Birmingham, seeks a situation as above. Twelve
years' experience in large establishments. Exceptional re-

ferences. Leaving through death of employer.

GARDENER, having practical knowledge of
Landscape, Nursery, Fruit and Floriculture, desires

an eiifiag.'ment.— M. C. McEVOY, Broxwood, Pembridge,
Herefurd>hiri'.

ARDENER.—Age 29, single ; fifteen years'
experience in Stove aud Greenhouse Plants, Orchiils,

Roses, Chrysanthemums, Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, &c.
Good character and testimonials.—H. RICHARDSON, The
Lock, Shepperton.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
one or two are kept.—Age 24, single ; thoroughly

understands Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late Forcing, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Seven years' good character. Total
abstainer.—Address by letter, stating full particulars, to W. F.
WIGMORE, Cannon Hill, Braywick, Maidenhead, Berks.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 22, single; has
a good kno\N ledge of all branches. Good character.—A,

THOKNE, Thistlecroft, Hersham, Walton-on-Thomes.

pARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
VJX Age 22 ; good character from last employer.—W. M. D.,

Park Cottage, Park Road, East Molesey, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 18 ; used to
Glass and Gardening in general. Abstainer. Good re-

ferences.—A. C, 23, Bloomsbury Street, Kemptown, Brighton.

GARDENER (Under), Inside and Out ; age
22.—Mr. GOWKK.S, \Ivm\ G:inii iier to H. L. Powys Keck.

Esq., Stoughton Grange, Lcite ler^hire, can recommend W.
Herrick as above. Three and a lialf years' excellent character.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN (General AVorking) or

MANAGER.—Age 44 ; good reference. Well versed in
working up new business.—G. G., 2, Hyde Road, Eastbourne,
Sussex.

UOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 27 ; twelve
JL years' experience in good places. Excellent character.
—G. LILLEY, Thorney, near Peterborough. Cambs.

FOREMAN in a Nursery in the Suburbs of
London.—Used to Covent Garden Market. Good Wreath

and Bouquet Hand, witli good references. Fourteen years'
experience.—G. S., 9, Barclay Road, Leytonstone.

FOREAIAN (General, or otherwise), in the
Houses.- Age 27. — G. WOODMAN, St. Joseph's

Cottage, Stock, Ingatestone.

FOREMAN or GROWER for Market, or other-
wise.—Fruit, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Plants, Rosea, Ferns,

and Cut Flowers. Twenty years' experience.—A., 367, Seaside
Road, Eastbourne, Sussex.

To Market Growers and others.

FOREMAN PROPAGATOR, GROAVER.—
Age 27 ; well-experienued in turning out large quantities

and creditable stuff. Pelargoniums, Primulas, Bouvartlias,
Carnations, Chrysauthemums, Fuchsias, Solanums, Roses,
Eucharis, Ferns, Forced Flowers of all kinds. Cucumbers,
Bedding Stuff. &c. Best references.-LAMBERT, 47, Nevill
Road, Stoke Newingtou, N.

FOREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN.—
Age 26 ; eleven years' good experience in Grapes,

Tomatos, Cucumbers. Good Plant Grower. Good testimonials.
Abstainer.—J. L.. 10, Pert Cottages, Barkirg Side, Hford,
Essex.

l^OREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN, in
-L the Houses, in a good establishment.—Age 2.^; good
character.—G. L,, TheGardens, Kempshott Park, Basingstoke,
Hauts.

ROUND FOREMAN.—Steady, industrious
man. Able to Graft and Layer. — GEORGE iSD

WILLIAM YATES. Manchester.

EKERAL PROPAGATOR, or FOREMAN
and SALESMAN in some good Nursery.—Thoroughly

well up in Conifers, Clematis. Rhododendrons, Tea Roses,
Vines, Bouvardias, Cyclamen, Cytissus, Carnations, Poin^^ettias,

Ferns, and general Hard and Soft-wooded Plants. First-class

at Bouqutts, Wreaths, &c.— FOREMAN, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand. W.C.

ROPAGATOR and PLANT GROAVER, in
a good Nursery ; also accustomed to Fruit Culture.

—Age 24; near London preferred.—113, Queen's Koad, ^^ast

Grinstead, Sussex.

FRUIT GROWER or MANAGER for MarketT
—Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Mushrooms, Tomatos,

Cucumbers, Melons, &c. Fifteen years' experience.—GKOWER,
141, Clarendon Koad, Netting Hill, W.

ERN GROWER.—Practical ; ten years' ex-
perience in Market Growing. — W. HERBERT, The

Nursery, Wembley, Harrow.

Mushrooms.
MUSHROOM GROWER.- An experienced

young man requires a .situation for the winter months
as above. Excellent testimonials. Distance no object. —
J. B. FRANKLIN, Crewe Gardens. Kenilworth.

JOURNEYMAN, or FOREMAN, Inside.-
J. Shkfpakd, of Woolvestone Park Gardens, Ips\vii.Ii,

will be glad to recommend Two Young Men, who have been
with him some years, as above.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in Houses.—Age
iZ

; good characters.—G. FULFORD, Trafalgar, Salisbury.
Wilts.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, in a large
establishment.—Age 24 ; sis years in present place.— f".

BARROW, The Gardens, Bakombe Place, Balcombe, Sussex.

OURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 21

;

four years' good character from last sitnation ; cliietly out-
side.—A. REYNuLDS, Aubrey Cottage, Notting Hill Grove,W.

OURNEYMAN, Indoors and Out ; age 23.—
W. DiDDAMS will be pleased to recommend to any

Gardener a young man as above. Haa been with him three
years.—Poynter's Grove, Totteridge, Herts.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses,—Age 19;
five and a half years' good character from present

employer.—A. BYE, The Gardens, Northwood Hall, Rickmaus-
worth, Herts.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 26
;

thorough knowledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
and Cut Flower Trade. Well up in Soft-wooded Propagation.
Thirteen jears' experience; nine years' good character.

—

H. E., 23, Nevill Road, Stoke Newington, N.

''PO GARDENERS, &c.—A Lady highly
JL commends a Youth (age 17). Three years' good gen

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses ; age 21,
tJ abstainer.—G. Hilton, Gardener to Colonel Ainaworthy,
J. P., Smithill's Hall, Boltou, Lancashire, can strongly recom-
mend a young man for situation as above. Six years' ex-
perience. First-rate character.

To Head Gardeners.
IMPROVER; age 17.— Mr. Goddajid can
J- highly recommend W. Hobliy as above. Four years' ex-
perience.—The Gardens, Hill Court. Falfield, Gloucestershire.

To Gardeuers.
IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age

18; strong. Three and a half years' good character.—W.
HARlfY, Wliitacre Station, near Coleshill, Birmingham.

IMPROVER, in Gentleman's Garden ; age 18.
—W. Hahvey. Braxted Park, Witham, Essex, wishes to

recommend a young man as above. Five years' experience.

APPRENTICE, to complete his 5 years.—Two
and a half served. Wages rise from 9s. ^d. to 15s. per

week.—W. MOORING, Purton. Wilts.

TO NURSERYMEN.— Advertiser requires
Management of Small Nursery. Thoroughly practical

aud industrious. First-class refereuces.—C. E., 59, Thai low
Hill, West Dulwich, S.E.

'^rO NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN.—Mr.
-L C. Empson, Beechwood, near Sowerby Bridge, wishes to
hear of a situation in the Mullaud Counties, or Soutli of
England, for his late Gardener, Edward Derricutt; age 36,
married.

MARKET GARDENERS.—Young man
(age 26) requires a situation to Grow Grapes, Tomatoj,

&c. Seven years' character from present place.—E. H., Raven
Inn, Brinklow, Coventry.

' ' ' re-

„ general
experience iu her Garden. Bothy preferred.—Miss HODG-
SON, Hernewood, Sevenoaks.

^po GARDENERS.—A Youth (age 16) seeks
-L a situation in a Gentleman's Garden ; active, able, aud
well educated. Eighteen months' good training under Glass.

Bothy preferred. Good references with Premium given,

—

W. B., The Cemetery, Rothesay Road, Luton, Beds.

'^pO GARDENERS, kc.—i. Coward, Gar-
JL dener to the Right Hon. the Earl of Winehelsea, Haver-
liolme Priory, Sleaford, would like to hear of a situation for a
Lad, aged Iti, in a good Garden. Been out three years.

ANAGER and BOOK-KEEPER, or HEAD
SHOPMAN.—Age 30, married; tifteen years' experience

in leading Provincial Houses. Thorough knowledge of Seed
and Bulb Trade. First-class reference.—BRASSICA, Gardcneri"
Ckronicle'OlYicG, -11, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Q HOPMAN (Head), or MANAGER.—Age 35

;

kJ twenty years' experience in first-class Provincial Houses.
Thorough knowledge of all-round business, and used to short

journeys. Highest references. — EXCELSIOR, Gardeners'
Chronicle Office. 41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

To Florists &c.

SHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—Age 22; five

years" experience. Been Manager six teen months, active,

aud willing. Good references.—W. D. ASPLAND, 28, Calnao
Street, West Norwood, S.E.

''FRAVELLER, or otherwise. — Advertiser
-L seeks re-engagement in Seed Trade as above. Twenty-
five years' experience in Seed and Show Departments at Sutton
& Sons.—H. H. A., 183, Southampton Street. Reading.

CLERK.—Age 26 ;
good Correspondent and

Accountant. Twelve years' experience Nursery and
Seed Trade, London and Country. Excellent references.—H.,
276, Fulham Road. London, S.W.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen,

CLERK.—Age 28, trustworthy, experienced
seeks re-engagement ; knowledge of Plants and Seeds;

has specialised Botany; some outdoor experience. Satis-

factory refereuces.—Z., Gardeners' Chronicle Oflice, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

'^pO SEEDSMEN and NURSERYMEN.—
-L Wanted, by a young man, situation in a Seed or Nursery
Establishment. Well up in all braucbes; good Book-keeper;

could take charge of business in absence of principal. Excel-

lent references.~D., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Welling-

ton Street, Strand, W.C.

SEEDSMEN, &o.—A Gardener wishes to

place his daughter, age 16, where she could Learn the

Making of Crosses, &c.—E. FORNACHON, Great Abington,
Cambridge.

' ANDY-MAN.—Useful for Building and
Repairing Greenhouse-s. &c., in Carpentering, Painting,H

Glazing, Hot-water Pipes. &c. Rustic or Rockery done.—
MILLINGTON, 52, Kilburn Park Road, Maida Vale, W.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT.—
Though it is impossible, iu this climate of changing

temperature, to prevent ill health altogether, yet its form and
frequency may be much mitigated by the early adoption of

remedial measures. When hoarseness, cough, thick breathing,

and the attending slight fever indicate irritation of the throat

or chest, HoUoway's Ointment sliould be rubbed upon these

parts without delay, and his Pills taken in appropriate doses,

to promote its curative. No catarrhs or sore throats can resist

these remedies. Printed directions envelope every package of

HoUoway'smedicaments, which are suited to all ages and condi-

tions, aud to every ordinary disease to which humanity is liablt*
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CONSERVATORY
(No. 58).

A remarkably bamlsome
and impo'iing struc-

ture.

Price, Erected Com-
plete (with brick-
work) within l.i miles
of London Bridge.

Proportion-it*" pi ices in

any part of the country.

IiOughboruiish Hot- water Ap^jai-atiis (tixtd) extra as below.
Size. Price. H.W.Ap.

30 ft. byl5ft.£li:i 105.. ..£12 bs.

40ft. ,. 16ft. lol 10s.... 1310s.

Size. Price. H.W.Ap.
15ft.by9ft....£l5 10s....£-5 5K.

liOft. ,.12{t.... 62 10s.... 8.5s.

25ft.„lift.... 88 Os. 10 1.5s.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of Horticultural Build-
ings, with Prices for Erecting and Heating. FREE.
SURVTiYS MADE IN ANY PART OF THE COUNTRY

FREE UF CHARGE. Designs and Estimates FREE.

DEANE 6c
DRTICl'LTURAL BlILHEBS AXD HoT-WATER ENGINEERS,

""SK""! LONDON
CO.,
ER Engineers,

BRIDGE.

BOULTON & PAUL,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS.

Our 8 by 6 feet

2-LIGHT MELON AND CUC'JMBEE FRAMES

are £3 each, carriage paid.
Made of the best red deal. English :il-oz. glass, painted 3 coats

best colour.

3-LIGHTS, 12 by 6 feet, £4 6s.

For other sizes, see NEW PRICE LISTS. Post-free.

NORWICH.

R
PORTABLE CTJCTJMBER FRAMES.
HALLIDAY and CO. desire to

- draw special attention to their Cucumber Frames,
of which they always have a large stock, ready glazed and
painted. They are made of the best materials, and can be put
together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Prices delivered to any station in England :

—

£ s. d.

2-light frame, 8 feet by 6 feet 1 p^^vir,,, ( 3 10

3-lightframe. 12feetby6feet^p™'"»J 5 5

6-lightframe. 24feetby6feet j""^^^^ "*^( 10

The glass is nailed and puttied in. Lights and framing for

brick pits at proportionately low prices.

B. HALLIDAY & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers.

ROTAL HOKTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON,
MANCHESTER.

London Agent, Mr. H. SEELTON, Seedsman, &c.,
2. HoUoway Road. N.

H S. W\ ROBINSON,
Dennis Park Ironworks, Stourbridge.

4-in. Expansion Joint Hot-water I'ipe'*. 9foet long, 4.s. 3rf. each ;

4-in. Socket Hot-water Pipes. 9 feet long, 4s. 6rf. each.
Illustrated revised price List on application, free.

ARDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
Virgin Cork, RafBa. Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work.

Manures. &c. Cheapest Prices of

WATSON ANDSCULL.VJU.Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

GREENHOUSES.
Before ordL-ring Conservatories. Vineries. Greenhouses. &c.,

obtain an Estimate (free) from us.

Plans. Illustrated CATALOG UE. &c.. post-free, on application.
PEAKCE AND HEATLEY. The North London Horticul-

tural Works. HolloK-av Roiid. London. N.

SPHINCTER GRIP
GARDEN HOSE

The Sphincter Grip Spring Steel Galvanised Armoured Hose
is the most valuable improvement in Ho^e since 184(t. Its lasting
qu!jlities are ten times greater than any Hose not armoured.

Its complete success has caused some parties to infringe tlie

Patents owned and controlled solely by us; and we therefore
notify all such that the making, vending, or use of any armoured
wire-wound Hose not of our manufacture is an infringement of
one or more of our several Patents, any violation of which will
be promptly prosecuted. Brass plates set betweea the Hose
and wire denote our Manufacture and the Patents,

For Price Lists and partiL'ubirs of

The Original and Only Genuine Sphincter Grip
Armoured Hose,
APPLY TO THE

S.G.A. HOSE CO. (Ltd.),
63, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G.

( Unprecedentedlt) low prices.)

To Horticulturists.—Great economy in Fuel, and other
advantages secured by the use of our

SMOKELESS ANTHRACITE.— For infor-
mation as to the mode of using this coal, and prices

delivered to any railway st^ition, apply to the TRLMSARAN
CO. (Limited), m. L.^;idenhall Street. London. E.C.

ROCKERIES. FERNERIES,
WINDOW CASES. CAVES. W.ATERFALLS. WTNDOW
BOXES. AQUARIA. ARTIFICIAL KOCKWORK for Ball-
rooms. Halls, Stairciises. &c., designed and constructed, under
personal superintendence of

HARPHAM AND HOWES,
Horticultural Depot. 107. Church Street. Edgware Road, N.W.

Estimates and Illustrated Lists Free.

Greatly Keduced in Price.

SILVESTER'S PATENT TRENTHAM BOILER
Is the BEST. CHEAPEST, and MOST ECONOMICAL
BOILER EXTANT for all heating purposes, and is only
supplied by the PATENTEE. All other kinds of BOILERS,
PIPES. VALVES. HEATING and VENTILATING APPA-
RATUS manufactured by

F- SILVESTER & CO.,
CASTLE HILL WORKS, NEWCASTLE,

STAFFORDSHIRE.
Full Particulars on application.

Children's...

Ladies'
Gent's

Per doz.

. Is. 2d.

. 2s. 4^.

. 3s. 6d.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER'S
MATCHLESS

SHIRTS.
Beat Quality Long Cloth, with 4-fold

finest Linen Fronts, 35s. Qd. per half-doz.

(to measure or pattern, 2s. extra). Pat-

terns of materials used, al^o of newest

styles in Fancy Cotton, Flannel, Silk, and

Silk and Wool, sent free on application.

CAMBRIC

POCKET

HANDKERCHIEFS.

Per doz.
Hemstitched :

—

L.idiea' 2s. ll^d.
Gent's 4s. lid.

IRISH DAMASK
TABLE

OLD
SHIRTS

m.ide as good as
new, with best

material in Neck-
bands. Cuffs and
Fronts, for 14s.
the half-dozen.

FISH NAPKINS, 2s. lid. per dozen. Dinner Napkins, 5s. 6^.
per dozen. Table Cloths, 2 yards square, 2s. lid.; 2J yards by 3 yards,

5s. lid. each. Kitchen Table Cloths, ll^d. each. Strong Huckaback Towels,
4*. 6d. per dozen. Mouograms. Initials, &c., woven and embroidered.

Sa7nples and Illustrated Price Lists, post-free.

Price Lists and Samples of Linen

Collars, Cuffs, and all kinds of Linen

Goods, post-free.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER.
By Special Appointments to
H,M, the Queen and H.I.M.
the Emp^e!^3 of Germany, BELFAST.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses. Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We oaly do one class of work.
and that THE VERY LtEST.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the a-ssistance of any one out of our firm,
from the am,'ill.-f tti the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success guaranteed
in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hotbed Boxes, &c^ always in stock.

Plans, Estimates and Catalogues free. Customers waited on in any part q/ the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORE. THE BEST MATERIALS.

Editorial Communi?a^tions should be addressed to " The Editor ;
" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office. 41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden, Loudon. W.C.

Printed by WiLLlAM RtCHARD'*. at the OHice of Messrs. Bradburt. Aqvew & Co.. Lombarl Street. Precrnnt of Whitpfri^irs. City of London, in the County of .Midille.sex, and publi^^hM by the

s.iid William RicaAROS. at the OfSce. 41. Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Cj^ent Garden, in the said County. —3ATUODAr, September 22. ISSS. Agi'ui for -\taui:hC3ter—JoHS tizysv)OD.

> .•
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutch Bulbs.

Every MONDAY, THUKSUAY. and SATURDAY.
Ijreat Umeaerved Salts.

MESSRS. ruuTHEKOE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at tlie Central Sale Rooms. 67 aud

68, (Jheapbule, Loitdoii, E.G., every MONDAY, THL'KSDAY, and

SATUKUAY.at halt-pii^t 11 o'clock precisely, extensive con-

sigiimeuta of tir^t-cUsa HYACINTHS, TULil'd, CROCUS,
NaKCISSUS, aud other BULBS, from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade aud PriviiLe Buyers.

Ou view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Kingston-on-Tliames.

By order of the Execuiora of the late Mr. Thomas Jackson.

CLEARANCE SALE of the whole of the GREENHOUSE,
SroVE, and other PLANTS, a choice COLLECTION of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, large CAMELLIAS. UTEN-
SILS-in-TRADE, &.C., without reserve.

SALE, OCTOBER 1. and two following days. Instead ot

September '2b and 26, as previously advertised.

MESSRS. RKOTHEROE and MORRIS
(having sold the Freehold Estate), are instructed to

SELL by AUuriON. ou the Premises, the Kingston Nursery,

Kiiii--toii-on-Thjme5, close to the Kingston Riuhvay Station,

ou MONDAY. October 1. and two following days, without

reserve, at 12 o'clock precisely each day, the whole of the

well-grown GREENHOUSE and STUVE PLANTS, including

some thousands of Ferns, Geraniums, Fuchsias, 1000 Pot

Roses, yuu large Double White and other Camellias, from 2 to

\2 feet, particularly worthy the notice of the Trade ; Azalea

inlic:!. a large and choice assortment of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, comprising CaUleyas. Vandas, Saccolabiums,

Aerides, nd <.)doiitoglossums, priacipally O. Alexandree, also

the LIVE and DEAD STOCK, consisting of 4 Horses, 5 Cows,

2 Exhibition Plant Vans, Utensils-iu-Trade, and numerous
other effects.

May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues

may be had on the Premises ; at the various Branch Nurseries,

Norbiton and Long Ditton ; of G. C. SHERRARD, Esq..

Solicitor, 26. Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C., and Kingston; and
of the Auctioneers, 67 and 6S, Cheapside, London, E.O., aud
Leyton^tone, E.

N.B.—The whole of the Valuable Nursery Stock now grow-

ing ou the Branch Nurseries, will be lotted to suit Large and

Small Purchiisers, and Sold without reserve, on the respective

Premises, OCTOBER 15 aud following days, in the meantime
anyone desirous of having either of the productive Nurseries

transferred mny arrange to do so with the Auctioneers, which
would afford them the opportunity of purchasing only what
Stock they require at unreserved Auction Prices.

Thursday Next.

About 50.000 KENTIA SEEDS, just, received in splendid

condition, for Unreserved Sale.

MESSRS. PliOTHEROE and MORRIS will

include the above in their SALE of BULBS on

THURSDAY NEXT, Oetober i. 1838.

Ou view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. Seeger & Tropp to SELL by

AUCTION, at their Central Sale Kooms, 67 aud 68, Cheapside,

London, E.G., on FRIU.VY NEXT, October 5, at half-past

12 o'clock precisel, a tine importation of L^ELIA GOULDIANA
(described by Profes>or Reicheubach in the Gardeners' Chronicle

of January 11 list), warranted true; also fine clumps of

EPIUENDRUM VITELLINUM MAJUS. L.ELIA ANCEPS,
CATTLEYA CITr.INA, and SOBKALIA MACRANTHA
NANA. The Sale will also ii elude good healthy plants of t e

beautiful new hybrids, CYPEIPEDIUM SEEGERIANUM. C.

SPICEKIASU.M aud C. HARRI.^IANUM. &c., PAGEANUM
(C. VEirCiillaud C. HOUKEP^El ; well established plants of

ODO.NIOULOSSUM ASPERSU-M aud HU.MEANUM. semi-

establislicd plants of LMLIA PURPURATA. in flower or bud ;

two -MILI'O.SIA CLOWKSIl, grand forms, in flower; CATT-
LEY.V SANDEKIANA, tine established specimen; two MIL-
TONIA VIRGINALIS, extra fine varieties, sepals and petals

pure while, lipalso pure white, with a dark purple blotch in

the centre; a most beautiful variety of CYPKIPEUIUM BAR-
BATU.Si, in flower; CYPRIPEDIUM PURPURATUM (true),

with two flowers; a new {yj LYCASTE, in flower; a hue

plant of Uie true CATTLEYA GRANULOSA, in Hower ; ten

LiELI.A ELEGANS, among which are fine specimons; and
other OKCHIDS of value. Also a grand new CATTLEYA,
C, IMSCaooTIANA.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

The COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS formed by

A. S. Hughes, Esq.. late of Lee, without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by A. S. Hughes. Esq.. to SELL by AUCTION,

at their Central Sale Rooms, (i7 and 63, Cheapside, London,

E.C.. on FRIDAY NEXT, October 5, at half-past 12 o'Cloi-k

precisely, the COLLECTION of well-grown ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, comprising a large quantity ot Odontoglossums,

Oncidiums, Cattleyas, Dendrobiums. Cypripediums. Ccelogyne

cristata alba, Sophro itis graniiflora (a splendid variety).

Lycaste Skinnerii alba, Nepenthes, &c. ; also 30 lots of

ANGR.ECUM SESQUIPEDALE, splendid plants, another
property.

On view moruins of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
Ki-ti-ucted by Messrs. Seeger & Tropp to include in

their SALE, on FRIDAY NEXT, October 5, a grand new
Cattleya,

CATTLEYA IMSCHOOTIANA.
The pepals and petals of this npw Cattleya are pure white, lip

exactly the same as of a Cattleya aurea, with the golden
stripes through its purple lips; it is a very healthy compact
plant, with two llowers just expanded.

Ou viesv morning of Sale, aud Catalogues had.

Lea Bridge Road, £.

ANNUAL UNRESERVED SALE of Wiuter-Howering

HEATHS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. John Fraser to SELL by AUCTION,
en the Premises, the Lea Bridge Nurseries, Lea Urivige Road.

Leyton, E. (close to the Hoe Street Station, Great liastern

Riiilwiiy), ou MONDAY, October 8, at \2 oX'lock precisely, in

coiiscLiuencc uf the large quantity of lots, a large quantity of

WINTER-FLOWERINO aud other PLANTS, including :—

500 Marecha Kiel aud other

Hoses
2000 Clematis Jackmannii

and other sorts

6000 Erica hymenalis I

:i000 .. gracilis
|

iOUO fine named Hollyhocks,
|

from seed

1000 Lapageria rosea superba
|

3000 Cyclamen persicum (Fra-
i

ser's superb strain)

1000 Clematis tlammula
|

3000 Bouvardias of the finest

sorts

3000 Solanums
30U0 Genista fragrans

and considerable quantities of Epa ris. Passion-flowers, Jas-

mines, Honeysuckles, Green and ^'a^iegated Ivies, Ampelopsis

Veitchii, Escallonia pyracanthus. Tree Carnations, Clematis

iudivisa lobata. Early-flowering Chrysanthemums, &.C.

The whole of the Stock is in tha best condition, and ready

for immediate Sale.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C. ; and Leytonstone, E.

Peterboiough,

Under a Deed of Assignment.—Unrserved CLE.,VKANCE SALE
by order of the Trustee of the Estate of Mr. John House,

the Freehold Nursery having been disposed of.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

. fatructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Branch Nursery. Peterborough, a short distance from either of

the Peterborough Railway Stations, ou TUESDAY, October y, at

12 o'clock precisely. \\ ithout reserve, the wholeof the well-grown

NURSERY STOCK, consisting of a great variety of Couifera;

and Evergreen Shrubs, 2O0O Spruce Firs. lOUO Cupres>us Liiw-

soni, lUOu Aucubas, 6uO Box. iiOOo Fruit Trees, iucluding a hue

batch of Maiden Apples, 3UO0 Gooseberries aud Currants, liUOO

Limes and other Standard Trees, &c.

May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be obtained nt the Seed Shop, Church Street, Peterborough ; of

J. ADNITT. Esq., the Trustee, Oriel House, New Road, Peter-

borough ; aud uf the Auctioneers, 67 and 6y, Cheapside, E.C,
and Leytou=tone, E.

Sales lay Sample.
IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS de-

sire to announce that their SALES by SAMPLE of

NURSERY STOCK and GREENHOUSE PLANTS will com-

mence on TUESDAY, October 9, and be continued every

alternate Tuesday.

Central Auction Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

Birmingliam.
VERTEGANS" NURSERIES.

IMPORTANT SALE of one of the most valuable NURSERY,
SEED, and FLORIST'S BUSINESSES in the Provinces.

Established upwards of 30 years.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, of

London, in conjunction wiih Mr. \V. C. B. Cave, of

Birmingham, are favoured with instructions from the sole pro-

prietor, Mr. R. H. Vertegans (who is retiring from the busi-

ness), to SELL by PUBLIC AUCTION, at the Royal Nurseries.

Harborne Road, Edgbaston, on TUESDAY, the 9th day of

October next, at 2 o'Clock punctually, the various NUR-
SERIES. DWELLINGS. &c., in lots, as under, and including the

Leases. Stock, Goodwill, and Possession, as going concerns :

—

Lot 1.—The ROYAL NURSERIES, RESIDENCE, and COT-
TAGE (Hans Niemand &. Co.), Harborne Road. Edgbaston.

Lot 2.—The METCHLEY PARK NURSERY and COTTAGE,
Edgbaston.

Lot 3.—The SHELLEY NURSERIES and TWO COTTAGES,
Great Malvern.

Lot !.—The RICHMOND HILL NURSERY. Edgbaston.

Lot 5.—The CHAD VALLEY NURSERIES aud RESIDENCE,
Edgbaston, and the BIRMINGHAM MARKET HALL
BUSINESS.

Plans and particulars may be had at the several Nurseries;

also from Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Auctioneers,

67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C. ; and from Mr. W. C. B.

CAVE, of Birmingham.

The Mllford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

One mile from Milford Railway Station, aud a mile and a half

from the new Godalming Railway Station.

FOUR DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE ot beautifully grown
NURSERY STOCK in excellent condition for removal, by
order of Mr. Maurice Young.

Important to Noblemen, Gentlemen. Nurserymen, and others

extensively engaged in planting.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are in-

structed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Milford Nurseries, Milford. Surrey, on WEDNESDAY, October

10, and three following days, at iA o'Clock punctually each day
several Acres of unusuaUy well-grown NURSERY STOCK,
which has been carefully prepared for removal, including a
splendid assortment of Specimen Conifers and Evergreens,

6 to 12 feet; fine examples of Y'ouiig'a Golden Juniper,

3000 Border Shrubs, 3 to 6 feet ; 1600 Aucubas. 2 to 3 feet ; 3unu

Conifers. 1 to 4 feet ; 6000 Laurels of sorts, 2 to 3 feet ; fiOUU

Evergreen Privet, 3 to 4 feet; 5000 Ornamental and Forest

Trees, 6 to 12 feet ; 8000 choicest named Hybrid and Ponticum
Rhododendrons, 1000 Standard and Dwarf Roses, 357,000 Trtma-

planted and Seedling Forest Trees, including 60,0U0 stroug

Quick, Flowering Shrubs, Climbing Plants, &c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, London, E.G., and Leytoustoue, E.

N.B.—Goods can be loaded at Milford Station, and con-

veyed to any part of Great Britain without change ot trucks.

lee, S.E.
Ten minutes' walk from Lee, Lewisham. and Blackheath

Stations. UNRESERVED SALE, by Order of the Execu-
cntors of the late Mr. W. North, in consequence of the
expiration of the Lea^e.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to hELL by AUCTION, on the Premises the

Manor Lane Nurseries. Lee, Lee. S.E.. on WEDNESDAY,
October lu. at 12 o'Clock precisely, without reserve, the well

growu NUR'sERY STOCK, in cupital condition tor removal,

comprising thousands of Evergreen Shrubs for potting ; 200O

stroug oval-leiived Privet, 6UU Golden Yews, lOOu English and
other Yews, Dwarf Roses, louu Border Shrubs, 1000 Laurels,

500 bushy Aucubas, 3 to 4 feet; oUU Jasmiiiums in pots, 5U0

Evergreens in pots, 6000 Gooseberries and Currants, 6000 Ivies,

3 to 5 feet, and other Stock.

May be viewed auy day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheap-
side. London. E.C. and Leytonstoue. E,

Lower Norwood, S.E.
SPECniEN ESTABLlaHED SIOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLA>'TS, including several unusually fine samples of

Azaleas and Ericas, which have beeu so successfully exhi-

bited at the leading shows, and so well knowu throughout
the country, having taken numerous First-class Prizes,

By o der of Mr. H. James.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS de-
sire to call attention to the above VALUABLE PLANTS,

which they will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The
Castle Nursery, Lower Norwood. S.E.. ou THURSDAY, Octo-

ber 11 at 12 o'clock, by order of Mr. H. James.
May be viewed. Catalogues now ready and may be had on

the Premises; and of the Auctioneers. 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London, E C.
'

Lower Norwood, S.E.

~

THIRTEENTH ANNUAL SALE, a portion of the Land
having been Sold for Building Purpose ,

~\/fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
lYX instructed by Mr. H.James, to SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, the Castle Nursery, Lower Norwood, S.E.,

about two minutes' walk from the station, on THURSDAY,
October II. at 12 o'clock precisely, about 2u0 lots of beautifully

grown ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, clean healthy plants, in-

cluding Odontoglossums. Dendrobiums, Ltelias, Cattleyaa;

several splendid specimen Exhibition AZALEAS which have
been exhibited with such great success by Mr. H.James; a

quantity of STOVE aud GREENHOUSE PLANTS in variety,

FOLIAGE PLANTS. ROSES in POTS, CLIMBERS. &c.

May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues had
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 aud 68, Cheapside,

London, E.C. ; and Ley tonstone.

DorKing.
Five minutes" walk from Dorking Station, L.E. & S.C.R.,

and Box Hill. S.E.R.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Dorking
Nursery, Dorking. Surrey, on FRIDAY, October 12, at 12 o'clock

puncturtlh , bv order of ' Messrs. Ivery & Son, a great variety

of TREES and SHRUBS, in good condition for transplauting,

ranging from 1^ to o feet in height, aud particularly suitabio

for effective planting; a choice lot of handsome SPECI-
MEN PL.\NTa in the border. Flowering Trees. Conservatory,

Greenhouse. Flowering aud Foliage Plants, specimen Camel-

lias and Azaleas, Dractenas, Ferns, Sec.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Norbiton and Long Ditton, Surrey.

Bv order of the Executors of the late Mr. T. Jackson.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE ot SIX DAYS' UNRESERVED
CLEARANCE SALE of the whole of the well-grown
NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the ABO\'E, on the various Premises, on

MONDAY, October 15, and following dayfl.

Further particulars will appear next week.

Bath.—The Bathwlck Nurseries.
EXHlHATIONuf LEASE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL bv AUCTION, on the Premises as above, on

MONDAY and TUESDAY, October 15 aud 16, by order of Mr.

Edward Tilev. the w hole of the well-gruwn N URSERY^
STOCK, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, GLASS ERECTIONS, &C.

Further particulars will appear.

Sunningdale.
Very important UNRESKU\'ED SALE of beautifully growu

NURSERY STOCK, a large portion ot which is growing
on Land recently Sold, and necessitating an immediate

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. Charles Noble (who has placed in

their hands the disposal ot his long-established Business and
Freehold Estate) to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Sunningdale Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey, near the Sunning-

dale Railway Station, on MONDAY^. October 22, and five fol-

lowing days, the valuable and remarkably well grown
NURSERY STOCK, extending over about 60 Acres. Fuller

particulars will appear.
Catalogue-), when ready, had of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside. E.C.

Sunbury, Middlesex.—Preliminary Notice.
VALUABLE FREEHOLD NURSERY.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions from the owner to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, on MONDAY, October 29. the
VALUABLE FREEHOLD NURSERY, known as O.sborn's

Nursery. Sunbury. comprising 17 Acres of very productive

Land, Brick-built Residence, 21 Greenhouses, 2 miles of Hot-

water Piping, numerous Pits, Stabling, and other Trade Build-

ings. The Estate possesses extensive frontages to the public

roads, and these frontnges could be utilised for building pur-

poses, without interfering in any way with the carrying on of

the present Nursery aud Florist's Busiaess.

Particulars and Plans can be had on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 aud 63, Cheapside, E.C.

N B.—The Extensive STOCK of SToVR and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS and OUTDOOR NURSERY STOCK will be SOLD by
AUCTION, on the Premises, on MONDAY and TUESDAY,
October 29 and 30.
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Bulbs from Holland.
Ssles every MONDAY, WKUNESDAY, and SATURDAY, in

Large and Small Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVKNS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Coveot Gnrden, W.C. every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, ami
SATURDAY. : t half-past IJ o'Clock precisely each day. first-

class cousignmeiits of HYACINTHS. TULIPS. CROCUSES,
and other ISULBS, arriviug daily from -well-kuowu Farms in
Holland.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
" Thursday Next.—(Sale No."77o7.)

! I K S r - C L A S S DUTCH li U L B S .

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street. Covent

Garden. W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT. October 4. at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, 600 lots of First-class Donble and Single
HYACINTHS, TULIHS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, SCILLAS,
SNOWDROPS, and other BULBS, from well-known Farms in

Holla ikI. lotted to suit all Imyers.
On view lllo^llUl^:; ut Sale, and Catalotrufs had.

Valuable Establislied orchids.

MR. J. C. STE^'E^iS begs to announce that
he has received instructions from Robt. Warner, Esq.,

of Chelmsford, to offer for SALE hy AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms. 88. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, ou THURS-
DAY', October 11. at half-piist 12 o'clock precisely, a portion of

his well-known COLLECTION of ORCHIDS, comprising many
fine specimens of Vandas, Cypripediums, Ljslias, Cattleyas,
Odonto^'lossums Mas,i^valli.i^. .Vc.

Fiirlli'T p:irt Miihir^ iii fill are Advertisements.

Special Sale of Orchids in Flower and Bud.

MR. J. C. iSTEVENS begs to announce that
his NEST SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD

will take place at his Great Rooms. 3S, Kiug Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. on THURSDAY. October 18, and be will be
glad if Gentlemen desirous of ENTERING PLANTS FOR
THIS SALE will send particulars for Catalogue as soon as
possible.

Cheap Bulb Sales.

"\/fESSRS. SMAIL and CO. will SELL by
ItX AUCTION, at 12.3. Fenchurch Street. City, E.C.,
on MONDAY, WEDNESDAY. and FRIDAY NEXT,
October 1, 3, and h, at 12 o'clock each day. large
Consignments of First-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS.
CROCUS, and other DUTCH BULBS, specially lotted to suit
all Buyers.
Addresses of intending Purchasers Booked for Catalogues of

these Weekly Sales.

Enfield Highway. Middlesex—Larman's Farm.
TO FRUIT GROWERS, MARKET GARDENERS,

AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. FULLER, HORSEY, SONS, and
CASSELL are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at the

Mart, Tokenhouse Yard. E.C.. on WEDNESDAY. October .;!, at
2 o'clock precisely (unless previously disposed of by private
contract), in one lot, a valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTY,
land tax redeemed. 19 acres 1 rood and 30 perches, situate at
Enfield Highway, within 1^ mile of Enfield Lock Station ou
the Great Eastern Railway, with frontages to Bell Lane and
the High Road, comprising a Fruit Garden of about 15^ acres,

well-stocked with a choice variety of young Fruit Trees, con-
sisting of Pears. Apples. Plums, Currant Gooseberry, and other
Bushes. Dwelling-house, containing 10 rooms, Dairy, Wash-
houses. Coach-house, Stables, Granary, Packing Sheds, and
general Farm Buildings.
May be viewed till the Sale, by orders to be had of the

Auctioneers. Particulars and Conditions of Sale may be
obtained of Messrs. ARKCOLL AND COCKELL, Solicitors. 67.
Tooley Street. S.E. ; at the Miirt; and of Messrs. FULLER.
HORSEY. SONS, A>-D CaSSELL, 11, Billiter Square,
London. E.C.

Tansley Nurseries, near Matiock, Derbyshire
MESSRS. ELSE and SOJS beg to announce

that they are favoured by instruc:ious from Mr. James
Smith to SELL by AUCTION, at the above well-known
Nur^L-ries. without reserve, ou TUESDAY WEDNESDAY, and
THURSDAY. October 9, 10. and 11, 1888. several acres of

highly valuable NURSERY STOCK, comprising hardy Scarlet
and other Rhododendrons ; al^^o about 250,000 transplanted
Seedlings from hybrids and named sorts, in sizes up to 3 feet

;

upwards of 150,000 Willows, in sorts ; common and ornamental
Hollies; Irish, English, and Golden Y'ews ; common. Ever-
green, and oval-leaved Privets; Cupressus and Retiuosporas, iu
choice variety; Laurels, Berberis, Tree Box, Aucubas, and a
numerous variety of other Ornamental Shrubs, Forest
Trees. &C.

Tlie Home Nursery, Tansley, is 2 miles distant from the
Matlock Bridge Railway Station, Midland Railway. Con-
veyances attend all trains.

Catalogues may be had ten days prior to the Sale on appli-
cation to Mr. JA:MF:S smith, at the Nurseries; or lo the
Auctioneers. Matlock Bridge.

Whittington Nurseries, near Lichfield.
i:\IPOKTA.NT SALE uf NURSERY STOCK.
MKSSHS. WIXTEUTON and SONS are in-

structed by Mr. Ed\\ard Holmes to submit for UNRE-
SERVED COMPETITION at the above well-known Nurseries,
on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY. October 9. 10.
and U, at half-| a>t 10 o'CIock each day. a large quantity of
FRUIT TREES of the best sorts, in Standards. Pyramids, and
Dwarfs; FOREST TREES, including Scotch. Au>trian. Larch,
and Spruce Firs ; a complete collection of EVERGREEN,
DECIDUOUS, and ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, viz..

Box. Laurels. HolHes, Aucubas, Lilacs, Spiraeas. Syringas, &c.

;

a grand Collection of Coniferte, in many varieties, suitable for
pots and boxes ; a quantity of named Rhododendrons, Ghent
mollis Azaleas, and other American Plants; Herbaceous and
Rock Plants, in lots to suit all purchasers.

Particulars in Catalogues to be obtained from the place of
Sale, or the Auctioneers, Lichfield and Walton Warren,
Burton-on-Trent.

WT"ANTED, TU TAKE AT OXCE, for <a

T T term, a compact, well arranged MARKET NURSERY,
containing from 40U to 6i»0 feet of Glas?, with or without
dwelling-house; must be in thorough repair.

Particulars to A. M., Gardeners' Chronicls OfEce, 41, Wel-
lington Street. Strand, W.C.

To Florists and Nurserymen.

FOR SALE, LAND suitable for the above,
in Plots of I Acre and upwards.

Apply to Mr. J. EMBLETON. Suffolk House, Newhampton.

IP OR DISPOSAL, CHEAP, a compact
NURSERY and DWELLING HOUSE in Main Road,

8 Glfiss Houses, and about an Acre of Ground. Rent low;
small stock at valuation or otherwise. Write

H. G.. 58, Garfield Road. Lavender Hill. S.W.

I?OR SALE, a NURSERY, SEED, and CUT
X^ FLOWER BUSINESS, situated in a rising town in

Yorkshire. The Nursery is 6 acres, and is well stocked with a
first-class General Nursery Stock. There are 4 Plant Houses
and a number of Pits, all well suited for Market work. The
shop trade is mostly cash, and satisfactory reasons will be given
or shown why disposing. This is a rare opportunity for a
retiring Gardener.—Apply to S., Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C

i:pOR SALE, FREEHOLD BUILDING
JL LAND, suitable for Fruit Gruwing and Garden Purposes,
adjoining station at Ashford, Middlesex, near Richmond and
Twickenham. 20 ft. frontage, 12li ft. deep ; £20 a plot, or 6s.

per month. Water, gas. roads made—free conveyance—plans.
Mr. FIELD. 3. Bucklersbury. E.C

South Of England.

LARGE GARDEN, I'O Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and Vineries, £70uO has been spent on the

property. Seven years' lease. Twu Cottages inclusive. £150
a year. ELDRIDGE. I'urtMuouth.

LET, a Small JOBBING and FLORIST'S
NURSERY', consisting of 4 Houses and several Pits, excel-

lently situated, in most fashionable part of Leicester. An ad-
vantageous opportunity for an energetic and enterprising man.
Apply, HARRISON aki> SONS, Royal Midland Seed Estab-

lishment. Leicester.

PEACH TREES for SALE.—Extra size, rang-
ing from 5 to lu feet high, and aa much through. The

best sorta represented ; 1000 feet of south walling being en-
gaged for their growtli. For partieulara, apply to

R. GILBERT. High I'ark Garden-. Stamford.

Kent — The Garden of England.
STRAWBERRIES true to Name.

GEO. BUNYARD and CO.'S New LIST,
embracing. Noble, Waterloo, &c., and the 30 best kinds,

may now be had on application. Splendid Plants in little pots,
and Runners. The Old Nurseries. Maidstone.

ARCISSUS POETICUS PLENUS (Sweet-
scented Double White). Bulbsastalieuup, the very largest

sized only being eliminated. Very t ue, 12s. 6d. per lOOO, iree
on rail.—AMATEUR, Coly House. Long Suttou. Lincolnshire.

^VO BE SOLD, in one lot (owner giving upX keeping them) a COLLECTION of STOVE PLANTS.
For particulars apply to

J. PHILLIPS, \i. Grove Road, Commonside, Mitcham.

PEAT for ORCHIDS,
AZALEAS, HEATHS, FERNS, RHODODENDRONS, Sec.

The Best In the World.
A. JOHNSON AND CO., 23, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C,

continue to receive the highest of testimonials (unsolicited) from
large Orcliid Growers, stating the ORCHID PEAT supplied by
A. J. & Co. is by far the best they have ever used. Samples can be
seen at above address, or forwarded on application free of charge.

SAVE H ALF T H E COST.
G A R S I D E'S

ORCHIDS. siLv
BEDFORDSHIRE

E R S
Coarse and Fine,

AND,
THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,
Have just received a line Importation of

VANDA LAMELLATA BOXALLI

SCHOMBURCKIA THOiViSONiANA, New,
and now offered for the first time.

Circular with full particulars of these and other Importa-
tions, also copy of their new Illustrated and Descriptive
CATALOGUE of ORCHIDS, will be sent free on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, strong stuff, in
60-pot3, fit for potting on, Itjs. per 100 for Cash with

Order. H. ROSE. Oakfield Nursery. Hampton.

UONYMUS (Green).—50,000, all nice bushy
well-grown Specimens, P to 36 inches, £l to JElO per lOU.

J. J. CLARK,
Goklstoue Farm, Brighton.

Is admitted by the leading Nurserymen to be tU© Best
Quality obtainable in the Trade.
Cunsiimers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these

Celebrated and Extensive Pil-*, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of .Spli-n>lid SauJ, .ind thu-* >;ave half the
ordinary cost. NO TKA VKLLKRS i»K AtiKNTS.
Apply direct to tlie Proprietor for Samples and Prioe.

Free ou Rail or Canal. Ail Orders executed with the utmost
promptness a?id under personal supervision. Special Rail-

way Rates iu force to all parts.

GEO. GARSIDE. Jun., F.R.H.S.. Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

Protect your Fruit by using

'8 KILL-WASP.
Mr. C. Penny, Head Gardener to H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, says :
—" Your Kill-Wasp is simply marvellous for its

quick destruction of this our greatest enemy."

Mr. H. H. Ward, Head Gardener to the Right Hon. the
Earl of Radnor :

—" I have given it a trial, aud found it to be
everything you represent it to be. It does its work most
effectually."

To be had of all Chemists, price Is. 6d., or post-free, ls.9d.,

antl from tlie

OLD ENGLISH LAVENDER WATER CO.,
J-LILHOROUGH. SUSSEX.

The Sale by Auction of the Old-established Collection of Orchids
FOBMED BY

MONS. EOUGIER-CHAUVIERE, Hoeticulteue, 152, Eue de la

Roquette, Paris, will take place on the Premises, on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
and FRIDAY, October 10, 11, 12, and following days.

This celebrated Collection contains, among other choice kinds, some splendid specimens of the

rare CYPKIPEDIUM CALURUM and C. SUPERCILIARE (Rougier's varieties), CATTLEYA
LABIATA, PESCATOREI, and ATROPURPUREA ; the equally rare CATTLEYAS
ROUGIERI, CARRIERI, RIVIERI, HENRIETTA, DU BUYSONI, and BULLIERI ; VANDA
CCERULEA (Rougier's var.), VANDA TRICOLOR N^EVIUM, and TRICOLOR FORMOSA,
ANGR^ECUM SESQUIPEDALE, ELLISI, &c.

On view jNIonday and Tuesday, October 8 and 9.

Catalogues may be obtained from Mr.YjODEEROY LEBEUF, Horticulteur, Argenteuil, Seine-

et-Oise, who will supply all necessary information, and represent at the Sale any intending purchasers

who may honour him with their confidence.

HIPPINGILLE'S
PATENT HOT-WATER APPARATUS,

ton 67.'A;;A7/(jr.vA\s, coy.^isitv.nuinf.s, ac.

The most efflcient and economical means of beating small
Greenhouses and Conservatories ever introdaced.

ODOUKLESS, SMOKELESS. PORTABLE, SAI-E, AKD CLEANLY.
Witt bum from 18 to 20 hours without atttntion, and are so simple

a child can manage them.

Manufactured of the best material, carefully tested, and warranted sound.

Price from 21s. each.

Illustrated CATALOGUE of these, and also " RIPPINGIILE'S PATENT
JCELEBRATED OIL WARMING STOVES," together ivith the name of the

"nearest Agent, sent free on application to the Sole Manufacturers.

THE ALBION LAMP COMPANY, Aston Brook Lamp Works, BIRMINGHAM.
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THE GARDENERS'

ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and STJBSOBIPTIONS

WILL BE THANKFULLY BECEITED BY

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec,

Hoyal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, London, W.

STRA'W^BEKRY PLANTS.—Strong and well
rooted Plants of Vieomptesse Hericart de Theury (very

early). President, Sir Charles Napier, La Cou.stante, James
Veitch — the most useful sorts gro^vn — 2s. 6t/. and Zs. 6d. ;

extra strong plants, 4s. 6d. per lOu. Sorts and quality can be

relied on.—Apply to ROBERT TUWNSEND. Kose and Straw-
berry Gardens. Bloxham, near Banbury, Oxon.

W GORDON, Importer of Orchids.
• An Immense Stock of recently-imported Plants com-

pels a sale of the established plants to make room. They have
not yet flowered, but are all flowering plants, and must be sold

at a great sacrilice. Very valuable varieties are certainly to be

obtained, and great bargains. See Public Journals for hijjh

prices recently obtained. The Special Offer affords a paying
investment to anyone with glass at command, which should not

be overlooked. Such plants may never again be offered to the

public and the Trade. LILIES, Silver Banksian Medal, Silver

Medal National C'hrvsiintliemum Society, September, 1888.

JAPANESE MAPLES, Silver Banksiau Medal.
TREE P.1£0NIES, 7 Firstrclass Certificates.

,, IRIS, most gorgeous, 4 First-class Certificates.

CATAiOGUES of the above on application to

The Nurseries. Amyand Park Road, Twickenham.

OA AAA CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
OV/^V/V/V/ finest Double and Single Varieties (some
of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

climbing and bedding, from 12s. to 24s. per dozen, strong

plants ; extra strong plants, repotted into Scinch pots, 2s. 6a.

each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2s. 6d. each.

Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHAKD SMITH AMD CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester,

MALLEU AND SONS beg to offer to the
• Trade a very extensive and unusually well-grown

stock of ERICAS (Hvemalis and other varieties). EPACRIS,
SOLANUMS. GENISTAS, CYCLAMEN, BOUVARDIAS. ADI-
ANTEl'M CUNEATUM. and other FERNS ; GARDENIAS,
STEl-HANOTIS, BORONIA MEGASTIGMA. FICUS EL.^-
TICA, CROTONS, GREVILLEAS. Tea ROSES, &c.

An inspection invited.

Trade CATALOGUES forwarded on application.
Burnt Ash Lane Nurseries, Lee, S.E.

The only complete Collection of Daffodils existing.

BAKU'S NEW DAFFODIL CATALOGUE
for 1888. Now Ready. Free on application.

Containing a full Descriptive List of High-class and Distinct
Daffodils only, and also a Descriptive List of Beautiful Hardy
Daffodils, at greatly reduced prices. This Catalogue also con-

tains Barr's Specialty Collections of Iris, Lilies, Pfeonies,

Michaelmas Daisies, Plantains, Lilies, Day-Lilies, and a select

List of Showy Hardy Herbaceous Plants.
BARR AND SON, lA and Ki, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Christmas Roses—(the large-flowering variety).

100 000 ^^®' healthy and strong Plants
M,\J\J^\J\J\J to select from, all my oici groiving (not

imported), as far as unsold ;

—

Per 100. Per 1000, Per 10,000.

Extra size ... 70s. ... 600s. ... 5000s,
1st „ ... 60s. ... 500s. ... 4000s.

2nd ,, ... 40s. ... 350s. ,,. 2500s.

SPIR^A. JAPONICA, extra strong clumps. GLADIOLUS
BRENCHLEYENSIS, fine bulbs. For large quantities special
prices on application. Cases and packing free. Offered by
HERMAN BUDDENBORG, Bulb Grower, Hillegom, near

Haarlem, Holland,

Lincolnshire is Famed for the Growth of all Kinds
of Bulbs, and this season they are

unusually good.

/I A of the best kinds of DAFFODILS, including
A V/ the famed Sir William, all mixed, Is. Gd. per dozen.
KINQ NOBLE STKAWBERKY, iu small pota, £2 per 100,

9.9. per dozen.
KINO OF THE EARLIES STRAWBERRY, 2s. 6d. per 100.

R. GILBERT, High Park Gardens, Stamford.

IVE SPHAGNUM MOSS, fresh and clean,
well squeezed. 5s. per sack.

JOHN BURNS, Fern Collector. Fellside, Kendal.

The Best Present for a Gardener.
INES and VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
New Edition.

Price 5s., post-free 5s. &d.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society. Chiswick.

V

^Strawberries A Specialtv
^3 Select Ljst Free .

i Sample of Plants 3°
LovEL & Son Driffield.

EXTRA CHOICE BULBS.
Free to Destination.

CHEAP PRICES.
~

VANMEERBEEK^GO.
GROWERS

OF

Hyacintts, Tulips,
Crocus, Lilium, Nar-
cissus, Ranunculus,
Anemones, Spireeas,
Snowdrops, and all

other Bulbs and Plants,

recommend their

SPECIAL COMPLETE

COLLECTIONS FOR

AMATEURS,
put together with the

greatest care.

FOR SPRING GARDENING.
(Oiin selected, well proportioned t

Collection B containing 3496 finest flower-roots. Price 5 Gns.
D ,. 2244 „ „ „ 3 „
F ,, 1398 „ „ „ 2 „
H ,, 1036 „ ,. ,. 1 ,.

FOR INDOORS.
Collection A containing 1276 finest flower-roots. Trice 5 Gns.

C ,, 883 ,, „ ,. 3 „
E „ 613 „ „ „ 2 .,

G „ 301 ., .. .. 1 ..

We also forward, at 12'-, HALF THE COLLECTIONS
"G 'or-H." NO PACKING CHARGES.

Payment agnin^t delivery of the parcel. Jiitenstce Catalogue

free on application. Write direct to

VAN MEERBEEK & CO.,
Nurserymen, Hillegom, near Haarlem, Holland

;

or to their London Agent - Mr. EDWIN T. PAV NE,
28, Great Tower Street, E.C.

FOR ORCHIDS
AND

ORCHID GROWERS,
APPLY 10

F. SANDER & CO.,

ST. ALBANS.

ORCHIDS A SPECIALTVr
Quantity immense — Quality fine — Price Moderate.

Iiispectiou iuviltd. 297,300 feet of glass in the Nuraeries.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.

PALMS, FERNS.
KDROST begs to offer to the Trade a very

• exteusive ana unusually well-grown stock of Palms
for Decorating purposes, for Table Plants (nicely shaped), ami
for growing on. consisting of KEVTIAS. COCOS. LATANIAS,
ARECAS, CORYPHAS, PHCENIX EUTERPE, &c. ; and
further, a large quantity of extra good PTERIS TEEMULA
and DORYOPTEKIS PALMATA in 48-pot3. ADIANTLTM
VrCTORI.E. in 60-pot3. and thousands of SMALL FERNS of

the best Market varieties.

^A* IXSPECTION INVITED.

KEW NURSERY, RICHMOND, S.W.

UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Too well known to require descrip-

tion. Price. 6s. per buahel (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or 6d. i)er

cake ; free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless id sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions

enclosed, with ouraignatureattached.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON
(Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Highgate NursericB. N.

VEITCH'S CHOICE
EXHIBITION HYACINTHS,

Selected from J. V. & Sons' Magniticent Prize Groups,

lOs. Qd. per dozen.

VEITCH'S CHOICE

NAMED HYACINTHS,
FOR POTS AND GLASSES,

J. V. & Soss' Selections of the finest and most di.--ttnct

free-blooming varieties.

6s., 7s. Qd., and 9«. per dvxen.

For details see CATALOGUE, forwarded Gratia

and Post-free on application.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
Royal Exotic Nursery,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
stout Plants of the best varieties.

Particulars on application.

DICKSONS, The Nurseries, CHESTER.
(Limite.l)

BULBS.
A FEW REASONS FOR CxETTING THEM FROM

RICHARD SMITH & CO. :—

We have dealt in them for more than eighty year?.

We ha> e visited the best Bulb Farms and have selected the

best roots and the best varieties.

Tiie Bulbs we have supplied have practicalli/ ahvai/s given

satisfaction, and our prices are moderate.

Illustrated descriptive Li^t ofDutch and Home-groicn Bulbs free.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS and NURSERYMEN,

WORCESTER.

RHODODENDRONS.
All the leading hardy kinds; also our sweet-scented and

Other greenhouse varieties. Nearly all with tiower buds.

AZALEAS.
AZALEA MOLLIS and other choice varieties, well-budded

plants.

Al?o GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, in the finest possible

condition, and prices very moderate.

CATALOGUES free on application.

ISAAC DAVIES & SON. Nurserymen. Ormsklrk.

PALMS, CLEAN AND HEALTHY.

WILLIAM ICETON has a very extensive
stock of all the leading kinds, in fine condition ; 20

houses being devoted to their growth, many being fit for exhi-

bition of the following varieties :—Areca lutea, Cocos flexuosa

and Weddelliuna, Keutias of all kinds; Seaforthia elegans,

Latania borbonica Phupuix reclinata, rupicola ; also a very

large assortment of Palms in tiO's and 48'3 for table. Inspection

invited.—Putney Park Lane. S.W. j and 129 and 130, Flower
Market, Covent Garden, W.C.

" N L Y THE B E S T."

CHEAP BULBS FOR FORCING, &c.
Per luu.— .?. d.

ROMAN HYACINTHS 15

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 8

PAPER WHITE NARCISSUS 7

VAN THOL TULIPS 4

SECOND-SIZE NAMED HYACINTHS for forcing, our
own selection, assorted colours 21

UNNAMED HYACINTHS for bedding 14 6

15 per cent, discount, cash with order. Carriage paid.

NAMED HYACINTHS, best quality, equally cheap.

CARAWAY
D U R D H A JI DOWN, CLIFTON,

BRISTOL.

c o.,
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WEBBS'
COLLECTIONS

BULBS
CONSIST OF THE FINEST

SELECTED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, ETC.

From Mr. G. //. GREEN,
Gardener to the Right Hon.
the Countess of Stamford,
Enville Hall : — "I never
S.1W any (Hyacinths) .!o

better or produce finer
(nis-^os : they were aiiniired

by all who saw them."

Prices, 5s., 7s. 6d.. 10s. 6d.. 153, 2l3.. 423.. 63s.,

and 105s. eacli ; Carriage Free.

FIVE PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASFI,

For full particulars of Contents, see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
BenjftifuUy Illustrated ; Gratis and Pofit-free.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince o£ Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

" EVERGREENS."
Stock quite unequalled for superior quality.

Immense variety and great extent.

Inspection earnestly invited.

DICKSONS Nurseries, Chester.
(Limited)

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
The largest, moat complete, and profuaely

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of FERNS
ever published, containing over 120 Illustrations, and much
valuable practical information on the cultivation of Ferns, &c.
Is. ^. post-free. Smaller Catalogue of over 1300 species and
varieties free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERY, SALE, MANCHESTER.

STRAWBERRIES.
Strong Roots, 4s. per 100. Plants in small pot^, 16s. per 100 ;

ditto ill large pots, 2hs. per 100. Descriptive LIST iree.

RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-
chants, Worcester.

1b U L BS
For Out & Indoor Culture.

Large Collections of all the very Eest Varieties of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES,
NARCISSI, LILIES, SNOWDROPS, &c.

I^s' Only tlie very best kept in stock.

13" Prices extremely moderate.

lllii-«lratcd Descriptive Cnlnlogue (No. ^4S)
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

(l.iuiit4'd)

I
The Eoyal Nurseries & Seed Establishments,

I
Clxester*.

C A Pt T E R S'

CHEAPJLLBS.
"Why Send to Holland for Bulbs

When Better Quality can be obtained in England at
Less Prices? Note the Contents and compare

Carters' Box with others.

Carters' Guinea Box
Contains 1250 Bulbs,

And issent,PACKINGandCARRIAGE FREE toany station
in England and Wales on receipt of cheque or postal order
for 20s. It comprises the pick of the World, as follows :

—

i}Q Hyacinths, named,
colours

50 Tulips, double, early
50 Tulips, single, early
100 Narcissus poeticus

50 Narcissus biJlorus

2b Scilla siberica

25 Scilla campanulata
100 Crocus, white
100 Crocus, purple
100 Crocus, striped

Half the Box,
Quarter, 7;

100 Crocus, yellow
.'iO Anemones
100 Daffodils

60 Ranunculus, Persian
50 Spanish Iris

50 Triteleia uniflora
50 Snowdrops

100 Winter Aconites
3ti Star of Bethlehem
U Muscari botryoides

lis.. Carriage Free;
,, Carriage Free.

For full vnrticuhir-: of other Unj-r^:. from 'i.e. iipvnrd.^. sec

CARTERS' ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of BULBS,
Gratis and Post-free.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. th^ Prince of Wale^

237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORH, LONDON.

S P ECI A L.

HUGH LOW & CO.
Specially call the attention of their friends to

the very varied and enormous Stock of both
Indoor and Outdoor Plants and Trees growing
in their Nurseries at C^lapton and Bush Hill

Park, earnestly inviting inspection of the same.
When time is limited three and a half hours will

suffice for a flying visit to both Nurseries, by
taking the trains (very frequent) from Liverpool
Street Station of Great Eastern Railway to Bush
Hill Park Station, returning on same line to

Stoke Newington Station, which is ten minutes'
walk from Clapton Nursery.

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, E.

JERSEY FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
Carriage Paid. Strung healthy trcfs, the fmest that money can
buy. Roses wonderfully cheap. Cordons a specialite. Before
ordering be sure to write for our Illustrated CATALOGUES.
JOSHUA LE CORNU AND SON. High View Nurseries.

ROSES IN POTS;
»U the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18«. to 36s. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application,

RiCHARrsMrnr& CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

DOUBLE DAFFODILS.
SINGLE DAFFODILS.
NARCISS GOLDEN SPUR.

,, HORSFIELDII.
And many other choice varieties.

SEE OUR

Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs,
Containing LIST of all the beit varieties of HYACINTHS,

TULIPS. CKOCUS, LILIU5IS, D.A.FFOWLS, SNOWDROPS,
IRIS, &c., free on application.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
5EF-r> A>T) BL'LB MERCHiNT'.

EXETER STREET. STFAND. LONDON, W.O.

As a Supjylement

TO THE

Gardeners' Chronicle

Next Week, October 6,
WILL BE

Published an Ink Photograph

OP

VIEWin thePUBLIC GARDENS,
MADICIRA.

THE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBEPi 29, 1888.

MOTE PARK.
T^HE Mote, as this place was formerly called
-•- is a very ancient site. There are two
motes in Kent, and many others elsewhere, and
although some of these are mis-spelt and derive
their names from the moat that surrounded them,
others, like the one I am about to describe near
Maidstone, trace their origin to the Anglo-Saxon
mote, an assembly or court of justice, which used
to be held in the vicinity. The gardens of the
Dowager Lady Howard de Walden, the present
occupier of Mote Park, are so exten.sive and inter-

esting that they will not leave me space for much
historical description. It must suffice to say
that in the time of Richard II. the Mote passed
from the family of Leyborne to that of Wood-
y\\\e, one of whom was created by Henry VI.
Lord Rivers, Grafton and De La Mote. There
are few persons, perhaps, with such a minute
knowledge of history as to remember that
Elizabeth Woodville, the daughter of this noble-

man, became the wife of Edward IV., and
afterwards his widow and mother of the young
princes who were murdered by their uncle, the
Duke of Gloucester, in the Tower. But the play

of Richard III. will recall to mind the sad

history of the 'Woodvilles. Many persons doubt-

less will remember that Lord Rivers was executed

at Pomfret by that general murderer, King
Richard, and that his ghost wa.s one of the

dozen that Richard's " coward conscience " called

up on the night before the battle of Bosworth.

After several changes of ownership the Mote
passed in 1690 into the possession of the Mar-
shams, whose representative. Sir Robert Marsham,
was created Lord Romney in 1716. The third

Lord built the present square, capacious, white

house, whose east front is by far the best, because

it is most covered up by creepers. The third

Lord gave a great dinner to 3000 guests, in-

cluding that excellent farmer, George III., and
a number of the Kentish yeomanrj-. The festival

was held near the site of the old house, on a spot

where a pavilion has since been erected to com-

memorate it. The present owner of Mote Park

is the fourth Earl of Romney. It is a place of
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great beauty and delight, perfectly retired

though bounded on one side by the high road

on its entrance into Maidstone. The Len runs

for a distance of 2 miles through the park, ex-

panding into a lake before the house, and
entering the Medway at Maidstone immediately

after quitting the domain. A principal lodge

and entrance gate stands almost in the town, and
from that spot a walk or drive, whichever it may
be—only it ought to lie slow for the sake of pro-

longing the pleasure—passes up the valley of the

Len, through a charming park of 600 acres, 1 mile

to the house and 1 mile further on to the spot

where the park commences. It is a path

of changing levels free from monotony,
and the timber, planted probably about the time

when the house was built, is better than if it

were ancient, since the trees, growing as they do,

in rich, deep soil in the " rags," of Kent, are

young and vigorous, yet they are already great

and sometimes grand in size. There is a great

variety of timber, and it grows tall, as the Apples

in the orchards do in Kent. It seems that

branches run up in proportion as roots run down

:

the Oaks and Elms accordingly are taller than

on poorer soils.

In passing up the carriage-drive I observed

the Turkey Oak, Acacias, Sweet and Horse Chest-

nuts, Tulip trees, and Planes, all large handsome
trees, with the AVhite Thorn and Laburnum
sometimes growing singly, sometimes inter-

twined. I passed an Elder of unusual size,

several Cafalpas coming into flower, and Ailan-

thus glandulosa, which flowered freely last year.

The shrubberies around the house afford an

interesting lesson in arboriculture and botai y,
from the great variety of plants that have been

introduced.

The house, gardens, and shrubbery cover about

40 acres of ground, the vegetable garden occu-

pying 7 acres, and yet it does not produce more
than is required for the different establishments

of the family, though it would be difficult to

conceive a garden more productive. The garden

proper, exclusive of the park, employs twenty-

five gardeners under the care of Mr. Charles

Davies. The extensive ranges of houses, which
existed three years ago, were described in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, October 10, 1885 ; but

since that date they have Ijecome much more
extensive, so that there is much that is new to

notice. The walk round the garden with Mr.
Davies must be a rapid one. Quitting the

kitchen we cros.sed a lawn, and then entered an
orangery ventilated thoroughly and very cleverly

liy a contrivance invented by Lady Howard do
^Valden herself. We then passed along a broad

walk a qnarter of a mile in length, and pa.ssing

straight to the door of the house on the east

side. One would like to saunter here very

slowly to oV'serve not only the flowers and shruLis

which till the borders of the walk, Ijut the just

proportions both of the pathway and its borders.

The former is 1 ."i feet wide, each border is 20 feet

wide.

At the back is a row of Wellingtonias, looking
very well at present, but they do not much like the

Kentish rag, and are apt to show their objection.s

as they grow older. In front of these is a row of

Rhododendrons. Azaleas, and Kalmias, and then,
next the gravel, beds of flowers edged with the
dwarf Euonymus (radicans variegata). Heaths,
R»tinospora, and oth'T suitable evergreens. The
long borders are filled with herbaceous and other
plants, some of which are changed during the
summer, s ) a? ti produce a display of flowers

always at ' he be.st, an 1 often varying. There are
Pentstemons, and Pelargoniums, and many more
favourite plants, with the Gladiolus and Lilir.m

auratum iu pots for removal. Bulbs for spring

flowering are planted in their season.

A terraced garden on the south side of the

house is planted with banks of Rhododendron.?

and beds of Roses, Asters, Lilium auratum, her-

baceous Phloxes and Petunias, the terraces lieing

divided by lines of Hedgehog Holly, Golden Yew,
and Golden Retinospora, 6 or 8 feet high, and very

rich in colour, which is characteristic of this

spot. Leaving the terrace we entered a walk,

which passes for the length of a mile through

that part of the 40 acres, which is devoted to

shrubbery. It is a delightfully cool walk, shaded

^7 good old sorts of trees and shrulis, such as

Yews, Hollies, Box, Laburnum, and many less

common, though not perhaps less beautiful.

Five acres of orchard, planted by Jlr. Davies on
the Kentish plan, are enclosed by the shrubbery,

and we passed this orchard in our way. We
passed, too, several clumps of stately Elms, with

seats beneath, very tempting on a hot day. There
are various Conifers dotted about, Init at a certain

age they die at the top. Apple trees grow as tall

as you please and continue to bear abundantly

when as big as timber trees. It is said that their

roots run down deep into the fissures of the rag-

stone, which, on the contrary. Conifers Cdunot

tolerate.

In the course of our stroll we passed a speci-

men of that handsome shrubbery ornament, a

bank of the common Cherry Laurel cut close so as

to form a dense green ground covering. Then by
way of variety the path passes between hedges of

Rhamnus alaternus and Arbutus, and after that

we came to a Rose garden, or rather a herbaceous
garden planted with abundant Roses, Honey-
suckles, Clematis, Syringas, Peach trees. Pinks

—

anything, in fact, that is attractive and capable of

yielding a flower in its season. Remembering
the variety of the specimens it may readily be

imagined what a very delightful walk this must
prove to those who are interested in trees and
shrubs and flowers. I have omitted to mention
that the New Zealand A'eronica Traversi, with its

pale flower, is here quite hardy and grows well

under the shade. As the long path is well kept I

was glad to see a bit of it under repair, and I am
now able to say that a gravel wallc, soft to the
feet and without a weed, may be made by boiling

some tar, mixing it with gravel, spreading the
hot mixtiire 2 inches thick, and covering that

layer with an inch or two of gra\'el. Such
a path will never require weeding.

The end of the shrubbery walk brought us

close to the principal entrance of the kitchen

garden, where we commenced a two-hour walk

—

and not a lounging one—through the various

houses. There are five vineries—two Muscat
houses, two for Ilamburghs, and a late house
planted v.ith Alicante, Lady Downe's, and Gros
Colmar. Mr. Davies is evidently a master of the
art of Grape-growing. He has a large Muscat
house, who.se many hundreds of bunches would
a\'erage 3 lb. each, many of them weighing 6 lb.

ur 7 lb.

Among the flowering houses there is one con-

taining .300 tuberous Begonias, most brilliant in

appearance ; another is devoted to Fuchsias,

Campanulas, Hydrangeas, Crassulasand Phloxes.

Another is filled with Mr. Veitch's greenhouse
Rhododendrons, with Taylori in flower as well as

President, which was sent out this year, having
pale salmon-coloured corollas and purple sta-

mens.

Another house is filled with Ferns and Palms,
with the curious flaring spathe of the Anthurixim
lighting up the greenery here and there. In the
same house is Messrs. Veitch's Gymnograinma
Pearcei robusta, which receii'ed the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's First-class Certificate this year,

with several other of Messrs. Veitch's recent

introductions.

A Camellia-house, 70 feet long, came next,

and then an Azalea-house of the same size, a

Bougainvillea house, three early Peach-houses,
and a house for pot Vines, which are very
successfully grown here, each Vine in a 13-

inch pot, and bearing a high average weight of

CTrapes.

In the Tomato-house we found the crop gone
and the plants about to be cut back for fresh

growth, and to bear fruit during the winter.

Cucumbers are bearing well here in the refined

society of Gesneras and Eucharis. Another
house produces winter Cucumbers, and is now
planted with Melons. I must not omit the house
containing, among other good specimens of

Amaryllis, a capital seedling raised by Jlr.

Davies. Other houses I must pass by. I suppose
if a few of them were carried away by some
genii of the Arabian Nig/its someone on the

premises would miss them, but they are too

numerous for me to enumerate them ; nor must
I dwell upon the pits and frames, where a vast

amount of useful work is done.

I have passed on rapidly in order to mention
the series of Orchid-houses, commencing with a
house for Odoutoglossums, another for the same
coming from a warmer climate, an intermediate-

house ; then a Cattleya-house with C. Gaskelli-

ana in blossom, and Lrelia elegans Turneri (true)

with a good lip, and a Moth Orchid in blossom ;

then an East India-house, containing Calanthe
veratrifolia tectoria in flower, without a spot in

the centre, as well as Peristeria elata (dove
flower), and a variety of Cypripedlum (Slipper

Orchid) in flower. Another La.dia-house fol-

lowed, with Cattleya Leopold! in flower, and a

Lycaste-house. A house of 40 feet in length is

devoted to the varieties of Phala?nopsis, the

Butterfly Orchis, with a number of foliage

plants arranged with great taste, and Ficus repens

covering the back wall.

Kiichen-Gabden.—I must be content with
a brief visit to the kitchen garden. Apples and
Pears are grown here on cordons planted in

November five years since, and now 10 or 12
feet high, and yielding a crop every year,

through the protection of what is known in

the trade as "No. 3 shading." A single row
of cordons was left unprotected this year, and it

now carries a dozen Pears, while the protected

rows bear a full crop of about seven sieves each,

worth in many seasons as much as 30s. per sieve.

The plan of protecting fruit trees, specially

adapted as it is, to cordons and low bushes, is an
old one, but it is not so common as it should be,

and I may therefore mention the ease and cheap-

ness with which it is carried out here. Two
rows of cordons ai'e planted 10 feet apart, and
outside each row is a rail to carry the "shading,'

which also rests for additional support on a wire

that runs up the centre between the two rows.

The shading is left on from the first opening of

the blossom till the foliage becomes sufficient to

protect the young fruit. Cordons are planted

IS inches apart on walls having a wooden coping

of 18 inches, to which is fastened a fish-net that

hangs down in front of the trees. A wall

covered with Plums and Jlorello Cherries

has a border 22 feet wide planted with

bush fruit; and wall and border are both

covered with fish nets, as protection from
frost and birds. Each season the nets, covering

the length of 200 feet of wall, are put up by two
men in a day. There are wooden uprights iu

front of the border, 5 feet high, and 10 feet

apart, with wire running to the wall to carry the
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net, and a strong wire for the same purpose runs

along the wall at a height of 12 feet. Next the

ground wire netting is used to prevent the

ordinary net from rotting.

Mr. Davies strongly recommends the treatment

of Poinsettias advocated in the Gardeners'

Chronicle four years ago by Sir. Denning. He
has planted out the same plants in the kitchen

garden three years in succession. After having

been cut down they are allowed to " break ;

"

the balls are then reduced, and they are planted

outdoors eai'ly in June, and taken indoors again

the first week in September, when they are

treated in the usual way. It is found that ten

weeks of " Nature " strengthens the plants im-

mensely. They become bushy, and produce

several bracts. Solanums and Bouvardias are

treated in the same manner, the former going

outdoors in May when shabby, and coming in

again, full of berries at the end of September.

Bouvardias are turned out the first week in June,

and taken in at the end of August, to flower two
months afterwards.

The glory of the kitchen garden for ornament
and perfume is a double row of Lavender, planted

five years since, one row on each side of a central

path 600 feet in length, running through the

garden. At the end of August the Lavender was

in full blossom. Chiswick Favourite Potato

produced last year five sieves per rod, and is

yielding a large crop this year, free from disease.

Veitch's Main Crop Onion is well formed, has

good bulbs even in thi.s year of too much top,

keeps well, and is considered by Mr. Davies to be

the best Onion in cultivation. I have seen beds

this year all leaf, many bulbs of Main Crop weigh

here | lb. each. H. E.

PLANT - LIFE.
(Concluded from p. 323.)

Referring to the assigned causes of variation,

Hr. Dyer continued;

—

"Though it is difficult to establish the fact that
external causes promote variation directi)', it is

worth considering whether they may not do so indi-

rectly. Weissmann. like Lamarck before him, has
pointed out, as others have also done, the remarkable
persistence of the plants and animals of Egypt ; and
the evidence of this is now even stronger. We owe,
at Kew, to the kindness of Dr. Schweinfurth, a col-

lection of specimens of plants from Egyptian tombs
which are said to be as much as 4000 years old.

They are still perfectly identifiable, and, as one cf
my predecessors in this chair has pointed out, they
differ in no respect from their living representatives

in Egypt at this day. The explanation which
Lamarck gave of this fact 'may well,' says Sir

Charles Lyell, ' lay claim to our admiration.' He
attributed it, in effect, to the persistence of the phi -

gical geography, t( mperature, and other natural coi -

ditioDS. The explanation seems to me adequate.
The plants and animals, we may fairly assume, were,

4000 years ago, as accurately adjusted to the condi-
tions in which they then existed as the fact of their

persistence in the country shows that they must be
now. Any deviation from the type that existed then
would either, therefore, be disadvantageous or indif-

ferent. In the former case it would be speedily

eliminated, in the latter it would be swamped by
cross-breeding. But we know that if seeds of these
plants were introduced into our gardens we should
soon detect varieties amongst their progenv. Long
observation upon plants under cultivation has always
disposed me to think that a change of external con-
ditions actually stimulated variation, and so gave
natural selection wider play and a better chance of
re-establishing the adaptation of the organism to
them. Weissmann explains the remarkable fact
that organisms may for thousands of years reproduce
themselves unchanged by the principle of the per-
sistence of the germ-plaem. Yet it seems hard to
believe that the germ-plasm, while enshrined in the
individual whose race it is to perpetuate, and nou-
rished at its expense, can be wholly indifferent to all

its fortuii£s. It may be so, but in that case it would he
very unlike other living elemente of organised being".

Variation in Cultivated Plants.^

"I am bound, however, to confess that I am not

wholly satisfied with the data for the discussion of

this question which practical horticulture supplies.

That the contents of our gardens do exhibit the

results of variation in a most astonishing degree no
one will dispute. But for scientific purposes any

exact account of the treatment under which these

variations have occurred is unfortunately usually

wanting. A great deal of the most striking varia-

tion is undoubtedly due to wide crossing, and these

cases must, of course, be eliminated when the object

is to test the independent variation of the germ-

plasm. PIotFman, whose experiments I have already

referred to, doubts whether plants do as a matter of

fact vary more under cultivation than in their native

home and under natural conditions. It would be

very interesting if this could be tested by the con-

certed efforts of two cultivators, say, for example, iu

Egypt and in England. Let some annual plant be

selected, native of the former country, and let its

seed be transmitted to the latter. Then let each

cultivator select any variations that arise in regard

to some given character ; set to work, in fact, ex-

actly as any gardener would who wanted to ' improve

'

the plant, but on a preconcerted plan. A com-
parison of the success which each obtained would be

a measure of the effect of the change of the environ-

ment on variability. If it proved that, as Hoffman
supposed, the change of conditions did not affect

what we may call the rate of variation, then, as Mr.

Darwin remarks in writing to Professor Semper,
' the astonishing variations of almost all cultivated

plants must be due to selection and breeding from

the varying individuals. This idea,' he continues,
' crossed my mind many years ago, but I was afraid

to publish it, as I thought that people would say,

How he does exaggerate the importance of selection.'

From an independent consideration of the subject I

also find my mind somewhat shaken about it. Yet
I feel disposed to say with Mr. Darwin, ' I still must

believe that changed conditions give the impulse to

variability, but that they act i7i most cases in a very

indirect manner.'
" Whatever conclusions we arrive at on these

points, every one will agree that one result of the

Darwinian theory has been to give a great impulse

to the study of organisms, if I may say so, as ' going

concerns.' Interesting as are the problems which

the structure, the functions, the affinity, or the geo-

graphical distribution of a plant may afford, the

living plant in itself is evpn more interesting still.

Adaptation of form to purpose.

" Every organ will bear interrogation to trace the

meaning and origin of its form, and the part it plays

in the plant's economy. That there is here an im-

mense field for investigation there can be no doubt.

Mr. Darwin himself set us the example in a series of

masterly investigations. But the field is well-nigh

inexhaustible. The extraordinary variety of form

which plants exhibit has led to the notion that

much of it may have arisen from indifferent varia-

tion. No doubt, as Mr. Darwin has pointed out,

when one of a group of structures held together by

some morphological or physiological ne.vus varies, the

rest will vary correlatively. One variation then

may, if advantageous, become adaptive, while the

rest will be indifferent. But it appears to me that

such a principle should be applied with the greatest

caution, and from what I have myself lieard fall

from Mr. Darwin. I am led to believe that in the

later years of his life he was disposed to think that

every detail of plant structure had some adaptive

significance, if only the clue could be found to it.

As regards the forms of flowers an enormous body of

information has been collected, but the vegetative

organs have not yet yielded their secret to anything
like the same extent. My own impression is that

they will be found to be adaptive in innumerable
ways which at present are not even suspected. At
Kew we have probably a larger number of species

assembled together than are to be found anywhere
on the earth's surface. Here, then, is ample material

for observation and comparison. But the adaptive

significance will doubtless often be found by no
means to lie on the surface. Who, for example,

could possibly have guessed by inspection the pur-

pose of the glandular bodies on the leaves of Acacia
sphEerocephala, and on the pulvinus of Cecropia

peltata, which Belt in the one case, and Fritz Muller
in the other, have shown to serve as food for ants ?

So far from this explanation being far-fetched. Belt

found that the former 'tree is actually unable to

exist without its guard,' which it could not secure

without some attraction in the shapp of food. One

fact which strongly impresses me with a belief in the
adaptive significance of vegetative characters is the

fact that they are constautly ado])ted in almost
identical forms by plants of widely different afiinity.

If such forms were without significance one would
expect them to be infinitely varied. If, however,
they are really adaptive, it is intelligible that differ-

ent plants should independently avail themselves of

identical appliances and expedients.

Botanical Laroratories.

" Although this country is splendidly equipped with
appliances for the study of systematic botany, our
universities and colleges fall far behind a standard
which would be considered even tolerable on the Con-
tinent in the means of studying morphological and
physiological botany, or of making researches in these

subjects. There is not at the moment anywhere in

London an adequate botanical laboratory, and though
at most of the universities matters are not quite so bad,

still I am not aware of any one where it is possible to

do more than give the routine instruction or to allow

the students, when they have passed through this, to

work for themselves. It is not easy to see why this

should be, because on the animal side the accomoda-
tion and appliances for teaching comparative anatomy
and physiology are always adequate and often palatial.

Still less explicable to me is the tendency on the part

of those who have charge of medical education to

eliminate botanical'study from the medical curriculum,

since historically the animal histologists owe every-

thing to botanists.
" In the seventeenth century, as I have already

mentioned, Hooke first brought the microscope to
_

the investigation of organic structure, and the tissue

he examined was cork. Somewhat later, Grew, in

his Anatomy of Plants, gave the first germ of the cell

theory. During the eighteenth century the anato-

mists were not merely on a hopelessly wrong tack

themselves, but they were bent on dragging botanists

into it also. It was not till 1837, a little more than
fifty years ago, that Henle saw that the structure of

epithelium was practically the same as that of the

parenchyma plantarum, which Grew had described

150 years before. Two years later Schwann pub-

lished his immortal theory, which comprised the

ultimate facts of plant and animal anatomy under

one view. But it was to a botanist, Von Mohl, that,

in 1846, the biological world owed the first clear

description of protoplasm, and to another botanist,

Cohn (1851). the identification of this with the

sarcode of zoologists.
" I do not myself believe that any better access

can be obtained to the structure and functions of

living tissues than by the study of plants. How-
ever, I am not without hopes that the serious

botany in the laboratory will be in time better cared

for. i do not hesitate to claim for it a position

of the gi'eatest importance in ordinary scientific

education. All the essential phenomena of living

organisms can be readily demonstrated upon plants.

The necessary appliances are not so costly, and the

work of the class-room is free from many difficulties

with which the student of the animal side of biology

has to 'contend. The splendid laboratory on Ply-

mouth Sound, the erection of which we owe to the

energy and enthusiasm of Professor Ray Lankester,

is open to botanists as well as to zoologists. At Kew
we owe to private munificence a commodious labora-

tory in which much excellent work has already been

done. And this Association has made a small grant

in aid of the establishment of a laboratory in the

Royal Botanic Garden at Peradeniya in Ceylon. It

may be hoped that this will afford facilities for work
of the same kind as has yielded Dr. Treub such arich

harvest of results in the Buitenzorg Botanic Garden.'

Nectarines and Evolution.—In Downing's
Fruits and Fniit TYecs of America he says, " The
Nectarine is known in Northern India, where it is

called moondla aroo (smooth Peach). It appears to

be only a distinct accidental variety of the Peach,

and this is rendered quite certain, since there are

several well-known examples on record of both

Peaches and Nectarines having been produced on

the same branch, thus showing a disposition to

return to the natural form. Nectarines, however,

usually produce Nectarines again on sowing the

seeds ; but they also occasionally produce Peaches.

The Boston Nectarine originated from a Peach-

stone." Is this a proof of an individual creation, or

does it favour evolution ? Are there any other cases

of a similar nature [plenty. Ed., G.C^. See London
Gardcnerg' Magarir^e, i.. p. 471 : xiv., p. 5.3. W. M. B.,

Prttshnro Pa.y in " English Mechanic."
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Cultural Memoranda.

LAIPATIENS GLANDULIFERA.

For woodland walks and wild places, or shrubbery

borders, this Balsam forms a very striking object, as it

towers up from 4 to 6 feet high, and sends out numer-

ous branches from base to summit that produce a con-

stant succession of flowers of most curious shape and

appearance. This species gives no trouble in raising

young plants, as seeds are shed with great freedom

about the parent plant, and readily germinate the

following year. All that is necessary is to limit the

number of plants by thinning them out, and leaving

them the proper distance apart if they are to be

grown in masses, but being so large they look very

well as isolated specimens. As a screen in gardens

the plant fulfils a useful purpose, and growing

quickly it soon forms a blind, which might be

rendered still prettier by Nasturtiums being sown

near, so that they may climb amongst the plants.

GrPSOPHILA PANICULATA.

Although this Stitchwort is not at all showy, it is

exceedingly useful for cutting to form a basis in

vases or stands, or to mix in any arrangement of

flowers, as the sprays or heads are so light that they

help to set off the whole to advantage. The plant,

when in bloom, grows to a height of 3 feet or so,

and forms a dense bush with its many-branched

stems, with their thread-like stalks bearing innu-

merable tiny white blossoms. These seed freely, and

plants may be readily raised in that way, or divided,

the time for doing this being just when they start

to grow in the spring. J. S.

LlSIANTHDS RUSSELLIANUS.

This showy plant is now referred to the genus

Eustoma, but w^hatever its botanical position, there

is, when well grown, no doubt about its excellence

as a decorative plant ; its comparatively large rich

violet-blue flowers are freely produced from the axils

of the leaves towards the ends of the stems, which

are slender, round, and furnished with rather small,

ovoate, lanceolate, glaucus green leaves, sessile, and

opposite; altogthera neatly-balanced plant. Several

good examples are now in flower at Ashburnham

Place, and Mr. Holmes' mode of culture differs

somewhat from that usually practised. He sows

the seeds early in February, inthe ordinary way, in an

intermediate temperature, and as soon as the seedlings

are fit to be handled, they are pricked out into

48's, several plants to a pot, similar to what is prac-

tised with Rhodanthes ; they are afterwards care-

fully tended in the way of watering and airing, and

grown all through in an intermediate temperature
;

the result is neat well-flowered specimens, about a

foot in height, in about six months from time of sow-

ing. A light rich soil, inclined to be peaty, suits

them well. F. R.

DlCTAMNUS FRAXINELLA.

This is one of the finest old border plants in culti-

vation, and yet it is not seen in many gardens ; but

now that the summer bedding out fever is lower

than it was, it is to be hoped that such good things

as the one referred to will again assume their proper

place. In suitable soils the Dictamnus grows from

li to 3 feet high, when in flower, and forms a bold

striking object when the plant has attained size,

which it is not long in doing, as the crowns quickly

spread and increase in strength if proper room be

given for the branches and leaves to fully develope,

and the roots be not robbed by having others too

near them. Besides the ordinary form, which has

pale purple flowers with a deeper pencilling on the

petals, there is a white variety, which is not so ro-

bust in growth, but which is a very desirable kind to

have ; both sorts are agreeably and highly perfumed,

and the spikes are in favour with some for drying

and using as scent. There are two ways of propa-

gating the Dictamnus—the one from seed, and the

other by division of the crown or roots"; and if the

latter method is chosen the best time for doing it is

in spring, just as the plants are starting to grow^

when a portion may be sliced off by using a sharp-

edged spade or trowel ; or the plant may be taken

bodily up, and the early fleshy roots cut into lengths

and then placed in sharp sandy soil under a hand-

glass. If seed be sown, that may be treated in the

same way as regards soil and shelter, and is best

put into the ground as soon as ripe, as then it ger-

minates without loss of time.

Pledroma macranthum var. floribunda.

When this plant is grown in a pot, it makes a

fairly good specimen, and flowers freely, but gives

but a very imperfect idea of what it is capable
of when planted out, where, if given a good root-

run, it will quickly grow into a large specimen, pro-

ducing its purplish-blue flowers, more or less, for

six months of the year, which under those conditions

are of great substance, and differ from the prevailing

colours of conservatory plants. A position affording

plenty of light is to be preferred, yet it need not be

where the direct sunshine falls ; indeed, plenty of

light without being fully exposed to the sun seems to

answer best. In such a position, about two years

ago, I put out a small specimen, which has now
grown into a nice plant about 7 feet high,

and of proportionate width, which has been

flowering freely for a long time ; many of the

flowers are nearly 7 inches across. It is planted

in the usual mixture of peat and loam, with enough

coarse sand to give free outlet for the water,

but I do not think the plant is very particular

as to soil. Almost anything that is friable in

its nature will do. It is not well to give an

excess of water at the root ; therefore, a compost

which can be maintained steadily moist is best.

The plants may have a periodical washing with the

hose or garden engine, to cleanse the foliage, but

daily syringing should be avoided, as this seems to

injure the leaves. It is easily increased from cut-

tings in the jisual way in a mild propagating-pit,

taking care not to let them either shrivel or damp
off. Besides our plant, I remember seeing one planted

out in the Botanic Gardens at Glasgow, where it

was doing grandly. From what has been said it

will be seen that this is eminently suited for plant-

ing out in winter gardens or conservatories, as

independently of its beauty when flowering, it is

evergreen, having distinct characteristic foliage of

an ornamental type. F. Ross.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

PASSIFLOEA MIERSII.* (Fig. 4(5.)

We are indebted to the courtesy of Professor

Maxime Cornu, the Director of the Jardin des Plantes,

for a specimen of this pretty little Brasiliau Passion-

flower. We first met with it among the collections

of the late Mr. Miers, to whom we dedicated the

species ; but we liave not previously seen living

examples. The arrangement of the coronal threads

differs slightly from that shown in the analysis in

the Flora Brasiliensis, but in spite of this minor dis-

crepancy there can be no doubt as to the specific

identity of Professor Cornu's plant. Referring the

botanical reader to the description in the work cited,

it may suffice here to say that the species is an

elegant one, with slender wiry stems, and very free-

flowering, the leaves (of which one is shown in the

figure) claret-coloured on the under surface
; flowers

white, flushed with pink ; the outer coronal threads

whitish, barred with purple at the base ; the inner

threads violet or deep purple. The ovary is oblong-

obtuse, glaucous, green, and marked with ten longi-

tudinal yellowish lines. M. T. M.

Odontoglossummaculatum DtrVIVIERIANUM, 71. var.

This appeared among numerous specimens of

Odontoglossum maculatum. It has lemon-coloured

sepals and petals, all spotted with brown, and a

* Paxsifiora Miersii. Masters, in Flora Brasiliensis, vol.

xiii.. part 1, p. .^fl9. Passifloreae spec, n. 42.

whitish-yellow lip, spotted with same reddish-brown,

which has a very light hue of sepia. The callus and
bracts, and shape of the lip, prove it to be

O. maculatum, not 0. cordatum, though the sepals

and petals are rather long. I had a fine in florescence,

with six quite fresh large flowers, kindly sent me
by M. L. De Smet-Duvivier, Mont St. Amand-lez-
Gand. It is a beauty. H. G, Echhf.

Oncidium bobustissimum, n. sp.*

Tliis is an uncommonly intricate, critical species.

It belongs to the group of the Pulvinata, including

0. divaricatum, pulvinatum ; and sphegiferum.

It is, however, quite distinct at first sight

in its strong, straight rhachis, the side branches

of which are not zigzag at all, but straight, too.

The flowers are larger, and the lip has the

anterior part of the blade broad as the lateral

ones. The sepals and petals are yellow at the

top, brown at the inferior part. The lip has the

rounded serrate lateral lacini.-e, as well as the anterior

emarginate one, with broad cinnamon-coloured

stripes,transverse in the anterior, parallel or oblique to

the outside in the lateral ones. The transverse

wings of the column are striped with numerous light

brown stripes, which are easily overlooked. Bulb

strong, short, elliptic, ancipitous. Leaf of the

neighbours [allied species ?] much keeled outside

under the mid-line. It was imported from Brazil, and
kindly sent to me by Mr. F. Horsman, HoUybrook,
Colchester. H. G. Bchb.f.

THE GUM CISTUS.
Several kinds of Gum Cistus are very ornamental

in warm and sunny gardens during the months of

June and July. The worst of them is that none of

them are very hardy, and the flowers are very short

lived, lasting only a few hours, and are therefore

useless for cutting. On the other hand, the plants

are easily reproduced from cuttings, and easily pre-

served by a slight protection in winter, also most of

them flower very freely, even when the shrubs are

very small—not more than a year old.

Clusius, whose information was collected nearly

three centuries ago, accurately describes many kinds

of Cistus, from which Parkinson selects only three
" as fit for this our garden," translating almost liter-

ally the description of Clusius. They are, first,

Cistus mas, our C. villosus, identified by Sibthorp

with the male Cistus of Dioscorides, and of Theo-
phrastus, who spells the name Cisthus ; secondly,

C. fcemina, our C. salvisefolius, the female Cistus of

the same authors ; and, thirdly, C. ledon, our ladani-

ferus. Of more recent authorities for the genus

Cistus, Sweet published in 1825 a monograph of the

Cistineie, in which fifty-two species or varieties of

Cistus then in cultivation are figured in colours and

described. This work has been superseded by a more
complete monograph in Willkomra's Icoyies (Leipsic,

1856), in which all Sweet's figures are reviewed.

Several of the best Cistuses now in cultivation, as

well as some of those figured by Sweet, are known
to be, or suspected to be, hybrids of cultivation.

Here are a few of the most desirable kinds:—The
largest of all is Cistus ladaniferus, the old Gum
Cistus; the Ledon angustifolius of Clusius, a native

of Spain and Portugal and South-eastern France,

Clusius tells us that he has ridden for twenty miles

in a line through thickets of this bush on the slopes

of the Sierra Morena, and that it supplies the inha-

bitants of those parts with most of their faggot

wood. He also observed the variety with pure white

unspotted flowers, which we still have in cultivation.

C. cyprius seems now commoner in English gardens

than the last mentioned, being figured under the

name of C. ladaniferus in Bot. Ma^., t. 112, the most
obvious distinction being that C. cyprius bears

* Oncidium robtistissimuin, n. sp.—Aif. Oncidio divaricato,

Lindl. ; ramis ramulieque fortibus rectis, sepalia tepalisque

cuneato-oblougis aeutis; labelli laciuiis lateialibus seini-ovatis

serratis, lacmia antica cuDeafx>-dilatata elliptica emarginata,

laciniis lateralibiis oequtlatis, callo piloso in basi ; coIumnaB

alls traosversis oblongis. Ex Brasilia imp. et mis. ei Horsman,
Colchester, ff. G. Rchb.f.
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several flowers iu a cyme, the flowers of the other

epecies being always solitary. It is thought to be

the Ledon cyprium of Clusius, thougli it must be

noticed that in his otherwise accurate description he

omits to mention the purple spot on the petals,

which he says are white. He tells us that he re-

ceived seeds of the plant under the name which he

gives it from Italy, and tliat he and others raised

plants of it for their gardens in IJelgium, where it

has probably been in cultivation ever since as a

supposed Cyprian plant. Its native country seems

never to have been questioned, but E. Boissier, our

best informant about tlie plants of the Levant, failed

to find it wild either in Cyprus or anywhere else, so

that its history is somewhat uncertain. Lamarck's
Encyclopedia, published in 1786, is accepted as the

modern authority for the name. Another beautiful

Cistus, C. purpureas, referred to the same authority,

has a still more obscure history, for its native country

is not even mentioned. Willkomm says it is "pro-

bably a native of the East," and Boissier observes

that, as it never bears even a seed capsule, it may be

a hybrid, lie never saw even a pretended wild

specimen of it. Though not a free flowerer, its

habit is good, and it should be in every collection.

A rather new Cistus is sold as C. lusitanicus. No
authority for the name is given, and I cannot trace

it beyond Backhouse's nursery, but I consider it

decidedly the best Cistus in cultivation. The flowers

resemble those of C. ladaniferus, being nearly as

large, with smaller spots, and are borne in great

profusion on a very dwarf and hardy shrub.

Of the white flowered Isinds the hardiest is C. sal-

viajfolius, which forms large bushes everywhere in

the neighbourhood of Biarritz, and has a very wide

natural range. C. hirsutus is also very profuse of its

flowers, which it produces on very dwarf shrubs. It

is often wrongly called C. Florentinus, a hybrid

kind, which has much smaller flowers, few in num-
ber, and in my garden is not worth the room it

takes. C. laurifolius has large flowers, and is hardy,

but its leaves and habit are coarse and untidy. C.

corba^riensis quite covers the bush with its flowers

but for a very short period.

Of the pink-flowered kinds C. crispus is easily

grown; its flowers are vivid in colour, and are pro-

duced for long. Of the varieties of C. villosus

(which is called by Willkomm C. polymorphus), C.

creticus, which that author makes a distinct species,

is perhaps the best.

Ladanicm.—The following notes have been com-
piled from writers of widely diff'ereut dates concerning

Jadanum, the resin, or gum, of the Cistus, which was

made into an important aromatic drug in ancient and

medieval times. It is first mentioned by Herodotus

amongst the products of Arabia. He says that

ledanum, which the Arabians call " ladanum," was

collected from the beards of goats, to which it ad-

hered like glue from the shrubs on which they

grazed, and that it was very much used by the

Arabians for incense. Dioscorides repeats this state-

ment ; and Pliny, besides telling us about the goats'

beards, gives other particulars. He says the best

ladanum came from the North-west of Arabia, but

that a good quality was made in Cyprus, where it

was collected by sweeping the bushes with a rope

Jield at both ends, to which the resin adhered. The
price of the finest kind was about half-a-crown a

pound (xL assas), which seems surprisingly low,

considering the labour of collecting, and the great

value of some of the costly navos ; but numeral

letters are especially liable to be mistaken. Pliny

also tells us that the drug was much adulterated, and

that the genuine might be recognised by its wild

smell, being "redolent of a desert;*' also by its con-

taining bits of rock, and not dust, which was often

added. He also says that the gum adhered to the

beards of the goats whilst browsing on Ivy (Hedera),

^-vidently confusing the Greek word " Kissos " (Ivy)

with"Kistos" (the Cistus). In medieval times we
find the scene of the collection of ladanum changed
to Crete. Clusius gives some extracts from tlie

travels ot Peter Belon, who visited Crete about half

-a century before his time. Belon saw ladanum being

collected on the mountains by raking the bushes
with an en/<^stcri—i.c., a " working tool '—a kind of
rake with leathern teetli. [A specimen was exhibited
some years since at tlie Linnean Society, and which is

now in the Kew Museum.] The labour of collecting,

which had to be endured in the hottest sunshine, was
too great for any one except the Greek monks. This
ladanum, Clusius says, was imported to Spain
through Africa, much adulterated, though the
Spaniards, as he suggests, might collect it in abun-
dance for themselves from their endless thickets of
Cistus. Dodoens, in his Jlcrhal, where he speaks of
the virtues of ladanum, cites the same authority of
Belon about its collection. He adds that it was
called in the shops in liis time " labadauum," per-

rirt. 40, — PASSlt-LOHA MlKBSIl : WARM OREE.VHOUSK
CLiMnER: i,i:avI':s puhplk bivweath : flowers whitk.
J-'LL'SHI'D WITH I'INK: CUKOXA PURPLE.

haps to prevent its being mistaken for laudanum—

a

confusion, and which even the accurate Clusius was
not exempt from making. Tournefort, wlio visited

Crete about the year 1700, describes the same mode
of gathering ladanum as was witnessed a hundred and
fifty years earlier by Belon. In more recent times

the excessive adulteration practised has brought the

drug into disrepute, and it is no longer imported into

Western Europe, though still in use in Turkey.

As regards the particular species of Cistus from

which ladanum was collected, it is probable that

more than one kind furnished it. It is generally

stated in botanical works that it is collected in Crete
from C. creticus, a kind closely allied to C. villosus,

if not a variety of it. The two species which have
tiio widest range on continental Asia are ('. villosus
and C. salviaifolius. In our English gardens these
are amongst the least gummy and fragrant of the
whole genus; but in the hot climate of the Levant
the resinous secretions are far more abundant. Still

Clusius was right in saying that more and better
ladanum might easily have been collected in Spain
than in Crete, and the name ladaniferus may
have been applied by Linnxus to a large Cistus of
Spain, not because it was supposed to be the source
of the drug of commerce, but from the large quantitv
of ladanum which exudes from its surface. C. Wolici/

Vvd, Edge Hall, Malpaa.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.
•

LISSOCHILUS GIGANTEUS.
This Orchid, towering above its fellows, merits

more than common notice. Professor Reichenbach
(see Gardeners' Chronicle, ante p. 616) gives a very
full diagnosis, with interesting details of the plant
tliat flowered in Sir Trevor Lawrences collection

(see tig. 83, p. (J49, May l\) last)—a plant, by the way,
with which he had formed an acquaintance before

the time of flowering in one of his visits to our
country. Probably I might be allowed to supple-

ment that excellent description by giving details of,

without doubt, the most wonderful plant in this

country, splendidly grown, as reported by Mr. Robert
Todd in your last issue, and exhibited at the great

show held at Glasgow under the auspices of the

International Exhibition.

In looking at the plant as it stood in the Grand
Hall confronting the improvised throne upon which
the (^ueen sat only a few weeks previously, and
which still remains as one of the sights of the Exhi-
bition, it was a giant among its flowering fellows. It

certainly did not reach the 16 feet altitude which
our learned Professor takes as the observation of

collectors on the spot, but it much over-reached the

Burford Lodge specimen. I measured its spike, and
found it to be 7.} feet long, bearing from beginning

to end twenty-six flowers.

The plant itself is terrestrial Phaius-like in its

character, with the ripened stools level with the

fleshy roots, and with the soil in which the plant was
growing. Some old fellow, without much Orchid

knowledge, declared it to be a Curculigo, and its

linear-lanceolate leaves, although much taller, give

somewhat of a colour to the suggestion, but in diag-

nosing it we find it to be more Phaius-like, with a

prominent keel down the centre of the leaf, and from

three to four subsidiary keels m the division. In

fact it looks more like Sparganiura racemosum,
being entire at the edges, and of a pale green hue.

The matured leaves are fully 6 feet long, amplexi-

caul at the base, and from 2 feet upwards, as we
have said, linear lanceolate. The flower peduncle

resembles that of ZygopetaUim Mackayi, being quite

glabrous and round as a Sugar-cane, with internodes

12 to 18 inches apart, more like bracts, as well

described by Professor Keichenbach, only the plant

in question throws up its peduncle half as tall again

as does Sir Trevor's plant.

The flower diflers from that in the described

examjile at p. 616 in being almost concoloured. It

is exceedingly striking, however, and is as orna-

mental as any novelty in recent times. It is not

unlike the colour uf a Phahcnopsis Schilleriana,

but it is far more interesting. Its sepals are

inconspicuous, 1 by ^- inch, spathulate, and carelessly

reflexed. Petals very prominent, IJ by ^ inch,

obovate. Labellnm very conspicuous, sandal-like in

formation, with a labiate extremity gathered up in

the centre like a well-made sandal, with a bright

orange blotch at the base of the column, with

three linear lines of a russety hue, as it were, pen-

cilled out in parallel lines from base to extremity.

The column itself is arching and all but linear, with
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conspicuous pollen masses confronting the onlooker.

This particular variety is nearly all lilac ; if the

colour is high-toned at all it is at the back of the

sepals, which verj^e into rose colour. The plant has

been in Mr. Bullen's possession for about eighteen

months, was introduced from the river Benine, about

the Congo district, by Mr, Henderson, one of our

Glasgow merchants, is in the heigiit of vigour in an

11-inch pot, and, of course, is much prized. It is

the only one introduced alive at the same time as

was Mr. Linden's, and has been welt cared for by

an excellent orcbidist. for these unique specimens

we owe to the skill of Mr. Bullen. B.

ZtGOPETALUM BRiCHYPETALUM, Liudl.

Zygopetalum brachypetalum was described by

Lindley in 1S44 (ff'?;'. Ecj., xxx.. Misc., ^. 9), from

a specimen received from Mr. Waterhouse, of Halifax,

in 1840. The flowers were described as most like

those of Z. intermedium, but less than half the size,

the sepals and petals very much more brown than

green, in conseriumiceof theblotchesrunningtogether,

and the lip covered with blue veins and spots. The

type specimen and a coloured drawing of a single

flower is preserved in the Lindley Ilnrbariumat Kew.

In the Orchid-house at Kew at the present time is a

similar plant, the leaves 18 inches long, by only G to

7 lines wide, the flowers 2J inches in diameter, the

sepals and petals similar, and the lip even more suf-

fused with blue than in Lindley's sketch. It is

a very handsome plant, and although the flowers are

a shade larger than Lindley's plant, I believe both

represent the same species. The lip is not hairy as

in Z. intermedium, and I should describe it as

nearest to Z. Mackayi. The diiferences between tlie

two are not very great, and might possibly be found

to break down if a large series of specimens were

examined. The species, like its allies, is a native of

Brazil. E, A. li.

Catasetum Russelliaxum, Hook.

This rare Catasetum was originally introduced

from Guatemala, in 183S, by Mr. Skinner, and

flowered in the collection of the Duke of Bedford at

Woburn Abbey. I'Vom thence itwas transmitted to Sir

William Hooker, and by him figured and described at

t. 3777 oi t\\& Botanical Magazinr, under the above

name. The plant has the general appearance of the

genus, with swollen conical pseudobulbs. and broadly

lanceolate leaves about a foot long. The flowers

are large, and borne in a dense pendulous or arching

raceme, and although the pallid whitish-green flowers

have no striking colours to recommend them, yet

their appearance is exceedingly graceful. The inflated

or pouch-shaped base of the Up .and fimbriated

front lobe are peculiar characters, but the most
remarkable feature of the plant is the total absence

of tendrils or cirrhi on the column ; and the remark-

able way this is connect^-d with the fertilisation of

the flower I have been able to make out from a fine

plant which has just flowered in the Kew collection.

The part played by these tendrils in causing the

forcible ejection of the jjollen. when an insect visits

the flower, has been pointed out by Darwin in the

case of other species of Catasetum ; but the singular

feature of C. Russellianum is that its column is

altogether without tendrils, and its pollen is not

forcibly ejected, and yet the plant is as essentially a

male Orchid only as any of the tendrilled species ; for

the ovary and stigma are not developed. As it is

certain that the pollen has to be removed, and carried

away to a flower of the other sex (at present

apparently totally unknown), I was anxious to find

out by what means this was accomplished. On intro-

ducing a pencil into the flower, in the same way as

an insect must necessarily enter. I touched the gland-

like base of the poIIiniuTi. which lies flat along the

column, when it suddenly sprang backward from an

elastic hinge at the junction of the stipes witli the

gland, the highly viscid under surface of the latter

being now placed in so prominent a position that it

would infallibly come in contact with the insect on
its backing out of the flower, even if it did not

beconae firmly glued to it in the ver act of springing

backwards. The point, however, to be noticed is

that the glaml simply flies backwards, while the rest

of the pollinium remains in sita. Four flowers were

successively tried, and always with the same result,

though on discovering the mechanism I found it

possible to hold the pencil at such an angle that the

gland, when touched, flew back on to the pencil, and

became instantly attached to it—probably what takes

place when an insect visits the flower. In the first

trials the glands did not become attached to the

pencil, perhaps because not held at the right angle,

but it enabled me to be certain that the pollen is

not forcibly ejected. C. Bungerothii being in flower

in the same liouse, I examined it, and found one of

the tendrils curved round close to the column, the

others standing forward in the centre of the flower.

The former proved quite functionless, as Darwin

showed to be the case in C. saccatum, but on the

other being touched the pollinium was jerked out of

place, not, however, out of the flower, but on to the

apex of the lip, as I have also seen to be the case in C.

luridum. Tlie phenomena of fertilisation in this

singular genus are certainly most remarkable, and it

is much to be hoped that the female plants of C.

Russellianum and C. Bungerothii will ere long be

forthcoming in some collection. II. A. Rolfe.

Nursery Notes.

MK. G. BUNYARD AT HOME.
We meet with this estimable Kentish nurseryman

so frequently everywhere—at exhibitions, confer-

ences, and similar gatherings—where fruits espe-

cially are concerned, that it does seem like a singular

experience to meet with him, if not upon his native

heath, at least upon his limestone downs, whereon,

although exposed to all the winds and storms of

heaven, fruit trees seem to thrive as if exposure and

lime were absolute essentials to health and robust-

ness. The mist hangs thickly over Kentish hills

and valleys as we glide through fields, gardens, pas-

tures, orchards, and Hop plantations, and it is not

until the train is close upon Barraing station, just

outside of Maidstone, that we are enabled to dis-

cern the wretched plight presented by the Hops,

which here have not a flower upon them to gather.

Close by are some fine Cherry orchards, which dis-

play rude health and luxuriance, and assuming the

crop has been as Cherries have been elsewhere, then

must these fruits have been as profitable as Hops
are the reverse. And whilst ruminating upon the

nature of such an interesting illustration of the value

of fruit as a permanent crop as compared with

Hops, the train runs into Barming station, and there

stands Mr. Bunyard waiting our pleasure.

The AlUngton Nursery, which has now grown to be

of great dimensions, and severely tests the pedestrian

abilities of visitors, especially when the sun shines

out hotly, is of a gigantic (J-shape, one side of the

letter abutting upon Barming station, from which

there is immediate entrance to the nursery, whilst

the other side is a mile away, out towards Maidstone,

and from the base of the letter there is a grand look-

out o^er thf range of chalk hills, which, known as

the back-bone of Kent, shut out the sea view. All

the same, it is obvious that with no shelter nearer

on the east side, the nursery must at times be swept

by flerce cold winds, and perhaps the wonderful

health and robustness of the stock owes some of

that sturdiness to the ample exposure to which it is

subjected, as also to the splendid cultivation given.

From the Barming side the ground gradually ascends,

and the slope is literally covered with wonderful

breadths of Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,

making their second year's growth, and doing so

admirably as to elicit the warmest commendation.

Although we have had the weediest season for a

decade, the ground is as clean as a new pin, thanks

chiefiy to the use between the tree rows of the light

American hornc-hoe, with its half-do/:en cutters,

which is in almost constant employment. To have

the soil so clean amidst treej of two years' gro.vth,

such a season as the passing one has been, is indeed

a triumph of nursery cultivation. But then how
well is that labour rejiaid by the splendid growth

seen everywhere. Of course, the ample moisture of

the present year has been helpful in that direction,

but everywhere on maidens, or older trees, no
matter on what kind of stock, there is the

same grand growth—and hard woody, not pitiiy

growth.

Perhaps better growth has never been seen than

is now evident, and which the more recent warm
weather is so assisting to mature. Now, one pro-

duct of the excessive heat and drought of last year

was the remarkable development of fruit-spurs in all

directions upon maidens, so that myriads of Apples

and Pears, but especially of the former, are fruiting

wondrously, even though but in their second year's

growth. To illustrate this feature, Mr. Bunj'ard

draws our attention to a row of clioice Crabs, an

ordinary Crab stock, all in beautiful fruit, and show-
ing how effective such kinds as the Mammoth,
Transparent, Hyslop, The Fairy, John Downie,

and the old rich-coloured Siberian, may be, when in

fruit, even for decorative uses only, whilst the fruits

must possess some considerable commercial value

when properly preserved.

Possibly some day we may get a race of very deli-

cious Apples from these Crabs, which shall be aa

hardy, and as beautiful. But the Apples grow in

interest as one gets amongst them, and Ribston

Pippin, for instance, exhibits such development for

two years as makes one smile at the thought that

it is an exhausted variety. Ringer is a kind not

well known, but here fruiting with great precocity,

and strongly recommended to take the place of Lord
Suffield on poor soils, as it is hardy and robust.

But Lord Surtield, once so famous, seems in danger

of being deposed from his pride of place in other

directions, as, for instance, we look at that grand

Apple, Potts' Seedling, so fine and so good,

and cropping here so wonderfully in these little

trees. Mr. Bunyard is very sweet upon Pott's Seed-

ling, although it enjoys hardly a euphonious designa-

tion, but in a nursery and with an honest fruitist, an

Apple is an Apple for all that ; and Potts' Seedling

is one of the best. Lord Grosvenor is one of the

Suffield competitors, of which Mr. Bunyard speaks

in the highest terms, and indeed its wonderful

cropping qualities and grand fruit speaks for itself.

Still Lord Suffield is wonderfully good on tiny trees,

especially on the English Paradise, the chief Ailing-

ton dwarfing stock for Apples. Then Grenadier is

another wonderful Apple of the same tribe—a noble-

looking fruit, the little trees of which are laden with

splendid specimens, and ample evidence is afforded

that this is one of the coming culinary favourites, for

it is as firm of flesh as it is free in cropping. Perhaps

the premier Apple of the nursery just now in the

matter of precocious fruiting is the new Bismarck,

very little trees carrying from twelve to sixteen fine

fruits, and presenting really fruit wonders. What a

fortune might not be found in an acre or two of this

superb Apple! The fruits are large, slightly conical,

of a deep blood-red colour, carrying good bloom, and

on the stem side resembling handsome Norfolk Beef-

ings. It is an Australian introduction, and should

rank amongst the most formidable competitors of the

American sorts in a few years. Man.\ Codlin is also

finely fruiting in this way, so is the handsome Duchess

of Oldenburg, the well-known Cellini Pippin, Beauty

of Kent, very fine, and Stirling Castle.

An Apple too seldom met with. Golden Spire, is

another of the early culinary sorts which fruits

finely, and its deep rich hue when ripe should make
it sell well. A new Apple, Tvler's Hermit, presents

the form of fine King of Pippins, allied to the quality

and stoutness of habit of the Blenheim ; and Mr.

Bunyard forecasts for it a great future, as a beat

upon the latter, as it it is of fine flavom, fruits early,

and is a robust tree. Siuall's Admirable, a line hardy

Hawthornden, is good, so also is Saltmarsh's Queen,

literally a regal Apple ; and Domino, a fine hardy

kind, capital in shade, and a free cropper. This is

specially commended f<»r Northern culture. J2 thu
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matter of colour no Apple at present seems to excel

Colonel Vaughan, small trees being liere and there

laden with blood-red fruits, although Worcester

Tearmain runs it hard fur colour and prolificacy ;

as does also the new and beautiful Lady Sudeley. A
beautiful Apple, yet little known, isOkera, a Swedish

-variety, the fruits resembling the Dartmouth Crab,

but much finer, and richer in colour. This is of good

flavour and should make a popular desstrt variety. 80,

too, Histon Favourite is another yet comparatively

unknown kind, not unlike tiie Stirling ( 'astle, but is a

much better keeper. The new things in Apples

found at Allington are so good generally as to in-

dicate how needful it is to be cautious in assuming

that old kinds are essentially the best. Jlr. liunyard

is much pleased with Laxton's Schoolmaster, as a

fine early free fruiting kind, and one which we may
well wish to see very univeisally abroad. A collec-

tion of dwarf bush trees in pots plunged in Utter in

a sheltered place, all grandly fruiting, affords evi-

dence of the way in which the finest samples may be

obtained, especially if run in under glass to finish

up. Of these Potts' Seedling, Golden Moble, Tippets

Incomparable, like to the Costard, but much finer,

and deeper coloured ; Cox's Orange Pippin, and many
others, are in full fruit.

In the orchard-house a few trees of Emperor
Alexander, in pots, carrying wonderful fruits, show
what glass protection will do to enable Apples to

iinish.

But we must turn to some other fruits, for in the

course of our perambulations, as an eminence is

reached overlooking a wide area of trees. Air. Bun-
jard with a wave of the hand, as though he were

a general commanding his legions, points here to a

big regiment of thousands of Victoria Plums, there

to another of The Czar or Diamond, still further to a

highquarter of Cherries, and anon to vast numbers of

Pears or Apples, or perhaps to huge breadths of

stocks mustered here, till we almost expect to see

the whole army assume the movement of great

Birnara Wood and proceed to active evolutions.

Happily the illusion is soon dispelled because we are

instantly hurried away to see such breadths of

Peaches and Nectarines, Plums and Pears, and

Apples too, trained as cordons or for walls and

espaliers. The former trees are all fan-shaped, of

course, and superbly wooded stuff; the latter are

chiefly horizontal or single cordons, the horizontal

trees showing from two to six tiers of branches, to

suit an} ones pocket; indeed with half standards a

Pear or Plum wall might be covered almost at once.

In the orchard house a grand lot of standard Peaches

show what may be done also for furnishing the tops

of high walls, or rather high Peach-houses. Pears are

not in such good fruiting form as Apples this year,

but still many kinds have capital crops. Pitmaston

Duchess, Beurre Clairgeau, the latter full of rich

colour, are fruiting heavily. The trees, however, show

no lack of vigour—even on the maiden breadths the

growth is excellent. Large breadths of both Apples

and Pears as maidens on Paradise and Quince, not

only show grand growth, but really wonderful takes,

and this excellence Mr. Bunyard attributes chiefly to

the great care exercised in growing stocks, as well

as in selecting them. The bulk of the stocks are

raised at home, hence it is easy, especially in the

case of the dwarfing stocks, to eliminate any

which, prior to budding, may appear to be of an un-

satisfactory character.

One little matter, apparently trifling, yet suddenly

leads conversation into the realms of chemistry.

Mr. Rivers' recently advocated an analysis of soils

ere planting fruit trees. Mr. Bunyard pointed to a

row of maiden Apples, adjoining a breadth of Plums,

and invited us to remark upon their specially strong

growth. " Now," he said, " 1 liave found, wherever we
have unwittingly planted a Pear stock amongst
Apples, or an Apple stock amidst Pears, or where
rogues have, as it were, dropped amongst honest rows
—that the rogue always in such case grows stronger

than would result if amidst his own fellows. " Why
BO ? " we ask And the reply is, " Without doubt each

kind of fruit abstracts some diverse constituent from

the soil ; and although most soils, if well cultivated,

contain the needful constituents for all, yet when a

single tree is planted amidst others, as in the cases

mentioned, that one has a monopoly of those elements

which it needs to promote growth, and is conse-

riuently all the stronger for that monopoly. Pos-

sibly the action of the more largely grown variety

assists the single rogue in getting a good share of the

needs of existence by thus causing other elements

to become converted into vegetable fibre."

Of course, this tine nursery out on the Kentish

hills is not entirely devoted to fruit culture ;
we

are rather surprised to find Coniferai and lihodo-

dendrons, Koses, and forest trees, alike thriving

remarkably well. We may, however, only stop to

notice that beautiful silvery-blue Conifer, Abies

nobilis glauca, of whicli there are some handsome

specimens, as one worthy of special regard ; and the

\i^ry pretty little dwarf Spirica Bumalda, neat little

bushes, covered with rosy-pink flowers, and not more

tlian VI inches in height—a real shrub gem. But

Just now, what with essays and conferences, speeches

and meetings, the horticultural air is replete with

talk about fruit culture, and as Mr. Bunyard is essen-

tially a fruit cultivator for tlie million in the matter

of trees, the subject of hardy fruits dominates every-

thing else. Therefore, having had a peep into that

delightfully cool, thatched fruit room, and secured a

little very needful rest in the ailjoining office, where

the telephone puts us into communication with the

shop in the town, '1 miles away, there is a temporary

settling down to serious talk, and Mr. Bunyard

meekly submits to be put through his paces on the

subject which is just now uppermost.

The first query we put is as follows : Wliat has

been the general eft'ect of the two seasons now pass-

ing on the fruit trees, so far as can be seen now ; and

did the drought of last year check growth appreciably ?

" The effect of the drought of 1887," replies Mr. Bun-

yard, "was to ripen up the wood unusually well, and

the result is seen in many Apples bearing crops on

maiden trees. Apples grew late also, and felt the

drought less ; but Pears and Plums felt it much more,

the growth being considerably less than usual. With

respect to the eftects of the passing season the great

moisture has induced wonderfully fine growth, but

because of the hard ripened nature of the maiden

wood, or that of last year, the growth of this season

is firmer than might have been anticipated. Cold

nights and drier weather now are also checking it, and

I anticipate that by leaf-fall it will be very firm and

ripe." The next query is : At what particular period

of the year do you most favour the transplanting of

trees to orchards and gardens? ''November is natur-

ally the best month for the purpose, but if the winter

be fairly open transplanting may go on with perfect

safety up till March, provided the land has been duly

prepared, and it be not too wet. Young trees well

set with fruit-buds should, however, always be planted

early in the winter, fur it is not generally known that

even during the winter considerable root-action takes

place." Then we ask. Having regard to your wide

knowledge of fruits, not only in your own nurseries,

but also over a large poit-ion of Kent, can you suggest

any newer or less known varieties of Apples, Pears,

and Plums, specially for garden culture, and secondly

of market orchard culture ?

Jlr. Bunyard, whose knowledge of fruits seems to

be illimitable—for he has the sorts literally at the

tip of his tongue—favours us with a good list of

Cherries ; for is he not in the midst of a grand Cherry

district, also of bush fruits, and specially enjoins the

planting, both to crop and provide shelter, that won-

derful Damson, Farleigh Prolific ; whilst the Frog-

more Damson is warmly recommended as a fine

cropper. Just one other question, and we have

done. Have you found any special good qualities

amongst the newer sorts of fruits? "Yes," was the

reply, " I strongly commend of new dessert Apples

Cooling's Beauty of Bath, Lady Sudeley, Wealthy,

Tyler's Kernel, Baumann's Brunette, and Howard's

Pearmain ; and of culinary Apples Bismarck,

Graham's Royal Jubilee (very distinct in growth as

we saw). Belle Pontoise, Lady Hamilton, Newtown

Wonder, Sandringham.and Schoolmaster. Of Pears

good new kinds are Belle Potanges, Beurru Baltet

pere, Madame Leroy, and Aspasie Aucourt. Of

Plums Grand Duke, Monarch, and Late Transparent

Gage; whilst of Cherries I think much of Emperor

Francis.'

And now, being rested, and tlie train nearly

due Mr. Bunyard kindly escorts us by yet another

path back to the station, and we take leave of the

nursery and its estimable jtroprietor very much
the wiser for our all too short visit.

URSINIA PULCHRA.
Tins is a very pretty annual, better known,

perhaps, under the name of Sphenogyne speciosa.

Its dwarf habit (stems 12—IS inches), elefcantly cut

foliage, and creamy-yellow flower-heads, lilifi tliose

of a single Chrysanthemum, which are produced in

profusion and in long succession, render it a very

desirable plant. It is probably a native of South

Africa. Our illustration (tig. 47) was taken by Mr.

Weatliers from a plant which has formed a conspi-

cuous ornament on the rockery at Kew during the

wliole summer.

The Apiary.

THE OUTLOOK.
The outlook for the future is not very encouraging

except to bee-keepers who have been feeding vigor-

ously. Syrup-feeding ought to end with September.

Should October be warm, and the bees deficient in

food, they may perhaps have a little syrup given

them for the Krst few days. After syrup-feeding is

done, get some American cloth, and cut it into

pieces to fit the hive. Then put two or three pieces

of felt, or carpet, over this. I am going to take

additional precautions this time by cutting a hole in

the American cloth, and putting a basin of dry

sugar over each stock of bees. This will, no doubt,

be of use to them. Once before I mentioned tlie

Sussex plan of putting a few pounds of brandy-balls

on the top of the hives before closing up for winter.

This plan is doubtless very good, but we prefer tlie

dry sugar. Sometimes I have not used a basin for

the sugar, but laid it all over, and pressed it down.

This is recommended by Mr. Simmins, of Rotting-

dean, and all will acknowledge him to be an au-

thority. We preler the basin for several reasons
;

first, the dome-shape seems better for the bees, and

when the sugar is partly eaten, the warmest part of

the hive is that where the sugar is. It is easier to

pack tlie sugar in a basin, and by tapping it you can

discover when it is empty by the ringing sound. We
omitted to say that the glazed side of the American

cloth ought to be downwards.

All these tilings ought to be done by the first

week in October. Keep the entrances still nearly

closed, and leave them so till all danger of robbing

is at an end ; then open them to their full width.

This will cause a current of air to circulate about

the entrance, and help to keep the hive dry. Bees

oftener die of damp than cold. As a proof that we

have not dwelt too much on the feeding, it may be

observed that many stocks are already dead ;
many,

indeed, are not even taking the trouble to kill their

bees this year, knowing that they have no honey to

take, and that they will surely die. It is. however,

very foolish too allow bees to die, or to kill them
;

it

is much bettei policy, not to say more humane, to

unite those that hiive no honey with those that have.

This will make strong stocks, which will be ready to

swarm early, or else' to give the bee-keeper heavy

supers. Bee.

Vegetable Pathology.—A special laboratory

has, says the limic Huiiicule, been established in

connection with the National Agronomic Institute

of France, for the purpose of investigating the dis-

eases of plants, and of devising means to combat

their evil ell'ects. Af. I'rilleux has been appointed

IJirector of the Institute.
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Forestry.

Plaxtixg Trees, &c.—Where planting operations
are in view, great care shouM be exercised in clioosins
sucli trees as are suited to tiie soil ami situation and
as profitable trees to plant on light, poor, hillv land
nothing excels the Larch or Corsican Pine aniongst
* irs. and for deciduousspecies the Svcamore, Birch and
Beech, and a host of others. Should the situation
be much exposed to the wind, a belt should be planted
of the Austrian and Scotch Pine, Pinus I'inaster
h;-caniore. Crab, common Poplar, Ulmus alata, and
any of the Maples. The thinner and i>oorer the land
the better does the Corsican Pine seem to thrive •

and where the Larch has died out prematurely on
gravelly soils by becoming " pumped." there the ac-
commodating Corsican produces a greater rpiantity
ot timber in a given time than it would on the best
and richest of loam.
When planted on hilly declivities the Larch does

best, and is free from disease, particularly if the
aspect be west or north-west. For marshy ground
the Alder and Willow, as well as several'kinds of
Popl.ar, succeed admirably, and soon impart a
clothed appearance to the landscape.
On limestone and chalkv soils. Abies cephalonica

and A. Pinsapo, the common Yew, Wellinctonia
Austrian and Weymouth Pines, Pinus austritica, and
P. Strobus. make good timber and close shelter
Then for hardwoods we have the Beech, Spanish
Chestnut. Syearaore, Maple, and Elm, amongst
timber trees; and the Pvrus, Dogwood, Elder
Viburnum Opulus and V. lantana, amongst smaller
growing or underwood shrubby species.
Where the soil is of a deep rich loamy nature

and resting on clay or gravel, the Oak and Ash may
be planted, and with every chance of their succeed-
ing well, and yielding a large quantity of timber
Amongst copses, and in thin soils and undulatin">
grounds, the Sweet Chestnut, Hazel, and Ash ma?
form the main crop.the latter occupying the deeper and
better soils, where it will ultimately attain to fair pro-
portions, and become a valuable market commodity.

Planting on Peat Soil.—On peaty soils few in-
deed, are the trees that refuse to grow and "ive
a very satisfactory return for expenses incurred.
Rank peat bog must, however, have the water
drained off by ditching before planting is begun
or the results will not be very satisfactory. The
Scotch Fir, when planted in quantity, acts as a
powerful absorber of moisture, and (or 'this purpose
it has been largely used in the province of Ulster for
bog planting. I know well of several woods not
very far distant from the shores of Lough Neagh
planted fully twenty years ago on unreclaimed peat
bog and that are now doing splendidly. The tract
of bog at the time of being laid down' to woodland
was simply divested of all heather by burning and
afterwards wide and deep drains were cut, but 'only
along the margin and thronnl, the dampest portions
of the ground. Scotch Fir formed the main portion
of the crop, and these were planted in pits th.at had
been dug out three months previous to planting
J? or some years after planting, the ditches were half-
fnll of water, but as the Firs grew in size the
amount discharged became less and less until the
drains were, practically speaking, useless for the
purpose intended, and are now as dry as any other
portion of the woodland. That the Scotch Fir acts
as an absorber of moisture— more so than perhaps
any other tree— is fully verified by a remarkable
experiment conducted on the Continent some years
ago. '

Seaside Trces.-Yor iilanting along the sea coast
we have an excellent collection of trees and
shrubs, including such tried subjects as the
Cluster Pine (Pinus Pinaster), the Austrian (P
anstriaca), the Aleppo and Corsican (P hale-
pensis and P. Laricio), Cupressus macrocarpa,
Ihuia gigantea, the common Yew, Scotch Fir
and many others among the coniferous section!
Ihen amongst hardwoods the Willow, Elm Svca-
niore. Alder, Poplar, and Elder rank high, the latter
thiiving with luxuriance down to the very beach
Amongst shrubs the Laurustinus, Box, Thorn'
lea tree (Lycium barbarum) Esc.allonias, Pvruses
ol many kinds; Euonymus, various species; tama-
risk, and Privet are only a few of the many that
tuay be planted with the certainty of their doin"^ wellAs town trees. Platanus orientilis acerifolia.'Svca-
inores (particularly the v.arieg.ated kinds), the Lime
Ailantus, 1 horns. Sumach, Aucuba, Privet Lilacs
Pyracantha, and Euonymus are all good sub)ects.

'

F<yr,n, of Woods.—-QefoK passing from the subject

we will briefly consider what is strictly landscape
planting, as well as a few of the coniferous and
other trees that h.aye been found best suited for
the ornamentation of our p.irks and grounds. In
forming new plantations, clumps, or masses of

out of the square or rounded fashion that, unfortu-
nately, one so often sees in a day's walk over almost
any part of the country.
A wood, p.articularly that in which deciduous trees

form the main crop, may be enlivened by the plant-

FlO. 47.—UESIXIA P0LCHKA, ANXCAL (.SEE P. 355).

trees, an eye to the beautiful should always be
considered a matter of jiaramount importance', and
more particularly so as no e.xtra expense, practically
speaking, is re(|uired to render a woodland pic-
turesque, more than would be occasioned to plan it

ing of choice Conifers and deciduous trees with fine
foli.age and noble port around the margins.
Mass planting is here, perhaps, the best mode to

pursue, and many ofour hardiest Pines and Cypresses
are the trees best suited for such a work. The
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Austrian Pine is excellent for the purpose. More-
over, it succeeds anywhere, is readily transplanted,

and is of very rapid growth. At a convenient dis-

tance from the Austrian we may well introduce a
clump of the Weymouth Vine, the contrast of the

foliage of these two species being pleasing and dis-

tinct ; but do not make the clumps of equal size nor
of the same outline, else formality and sameness will

characterise the work.
Lawson's Cypress and Junipcrus virginiana make

good group or margin trees, and if a bit of greenery

is wanted in our deciduous winter landscape we
have only to introduce throughout the woodland
generally a few masses of such shade-loving subjects

as the Yew, IloUy, and evergreen Oak. The many
varieties of American Oaks and Maples are beautiful

in the autumn when their foliage is maturing, and
most of them are trees of massive proportions.

Gardoi Planting.—In conclusion, one word about
how to plant will at least be of use to the

amateur. The first step towards success in tree

and shrub planting is thorough preparation of

the ground ; the second, a right choice of trees

for particular situations; and the third, using

good, well-rooted plants, and planting in a right

and common-sense way. Where a tree is to be

planted, dig out a pit larger than the spread of the

roots by nearly a couple of feet ; well loosen up the

sides and bottom with a pick, and substitute fresh

and suitable soil for that dug out, if such be found
necessary. Now this may seem somewhat expensive,

but for valuable trees, such as specimen Conifers, &c.,

it is well expended, the results obtained compensat-
ing in a tenfold degree for the labour and cost of

proper planting. Leaf-mould, if thoroughly decom-
posed, is a valuable adjunct to any soil, and may
be employed to the extent of one quarter of the
whole bulk of new or old soil put about the roots of

trees and shrubs of all kinds. Do not plant too

deeply, and spread out the roots as much as possible.

A. D. Webster, Holwood Vark, Kent.

Plants and Their Culture.

Shading.—This should now be reduced to the

least quantity, and, where the blinds are movable,

there will be no difficulty in doing this ; and except in

the case of very soft-leaved plants growing in a

high temperature, it should not be wanted any longer.

Still, if it be left on the houses for a little while

longer, it could be let down for a short time in

the middle of the day if found necessary to do so.

Fixed shading on the glass must now be washed
off. as all plants, especially tropical plants, will

require all the light possible to mature their growth
;

and it should not be forgotten that to secure well-

ripened growth on these latter plants, a high tem-
jierature must be kept up. Sometimes when we
arrest growth by lowering the temperature we are

apt to believe that that is equal to natural ripening

of the wood, but there is much difference between
this and proper maturation. What we want is

to consolidate growth, which can only be done
under the influence of light, and a suitable temper-
ature. This ripening process is assisted when a drier

atmosphere is maintained in tlie house ; a moderate
amount of air being given when the nature of

the plants admits of it, but taking care not to sub-

ject Marantas,some soft-leaved Anihuriums, ])ieri>n-

bachias, or Cyanophyllums, to it ; at least, consider-

able discretion should be used, otherwise the leaves

are apt to take on a singed appearance at the

edges ; but hard-wooded subjects, whether of the

flowering or foliage sections, withstand the vicissi-

tudes of winter much better, if matured in plenty

of heat, light, and air. Thin out all weak and
superfluous shoots in the case of evergreen species

if now out of flower; deciduous ones may be stood

in the drier parts of the house or removed. But
whatever means are employed, the object should
be to secure well-ripened growth that will pro-

duce strong shoots and plenty of flowers and
foliage, as the case may be, in the spring. With
greenhouse subjects, it is practically the same, but
in their case there is a well-marked difference be-
tween the summer and winter temperature common
to the temperate zones.

Housing of Plants.—Although we have been enioy-
ing almost summer weather recently, yet the nights
are getting long, when frost may occur at anv time.
Tiit-refore all plants at present outside and which are

likely to be injured by it, should be housed or other-

wise protected forthwith ; but if space is not at

liberty some of the hardier things might, with some
kind of protection, be left outside a little longer.

The ordinai'y now disused greenhouse shading will

be, in the case of many plants, sulHcient covering to

ward off slight frost from Camellias, Indian and
other Azaleas, Cytisus, many species of Acacias and
Khododendrons, of course taking care to protect the
roots from excessive moisture, or cold winds, else

they are apt to decay. Indeed, protection to the
roots is quite as imjjortant as fur the foliage, for

if the roots are comfortable they will withstand
a great degree of cold; and such things as Indian
Azaleas and Camellias, if their roots are in proper
condition, are all but hardy in this country. We
have seen them growing in the open borders in

the neighbourhood of Glasgow, and also in Sussex,

where they frequently flowpr well. If those who
have Azaleas infested with red spider or thrips

would let them get a few degrees of frost, it

would much assist to clean them. However, all

tender Cape and Australian plants should be housed
as early as possible, at the same time giving tiiem

a thorough cleansing, both pots and plants, as well

as the house which is to receive them ; and in staging

them while keeping an eye to effect, try to allot

to each a suitable position, keeping the weakly
growers well up to the light, even if it does slightly

mar the general efft^ct. In all cases give plenty of

air after housing, as if kept close they would pro-

bably make fresh growth, which is not desirable for

sometime yet, that is. speaking generally. F. Hoss,

Blctvhinglcg.

Fruits Under Glass.

Melons.— Great care must be taken in watering
Melons and especially when they are on the verge of

colouring, or splitting will occur. To obviate the

necessity of watering place a good mulch of spent

hotbed or ]\Iushroom-bed manure over the roots. In
order to impart good flavour to Melons at this part

of the year a strong dry warmth must be kept up.

When they are colouring take advantage of every glint

of sunshine to ventilate freely. Plants swelling their

fruit must sufler no check and the syringe must be

dispensed with, guarding especially against moisture
lodging on the stems, or canker may soon put in an
appearance. Let the night temperature be kept as

near 75° at 10 p.m. as possble.

Cucumbers.— Plants raised from seed about the

middle of the last month will now be considerably

advanced in growth and will need a medium amount
of moisture in the atmosphere and to be ventilated

at all suitable times so that a stocky growth may
result. Pinch the shoots freely and pick off the

male blossoms and all shows of fruit until it is really

necessary to let the plants fruit, and crop after-

wards with moderation. AVhen the roots appear on

the surface afford a dressing of light rich compost
of the depth of 1.^ inch—the plants being kept in

better healtli by this means than by being allowed

to' run deeply into a bpd of heavy loam. A warmth
of 70^ to 75° will be high enough at 10 p.m. A
successional sowing may be made at once, but unless

the autumn should be very favourable it will not be

of much value.

Old plants of Cucumbers must be watered twice

a week with some weak manure-water, and all the

old injured leaves cut off, but do not do this

too closely, ratlier nip off the leaves, leaving the

footstalks. Induce as much young growth as pos-

sible before the dull weather sets in, and if the

plants should be infested with spider, thrips, or

greenfly, fumigate with tobacco and syringe with

weak petroleum—one or two applications will be

found ertectual. When petroleum is used on the

rough surface of a leaf of a Cucumber or a Melon it

is well to syringe witli clean water an hour after-

wards, the inequalities of the leaf making it likely

that some of the petroleum may be retained on it to

the injury of the leaf. Cucumber plants in frames

must have the dung linings freshened up with new
materials, and mats employed to procure the neces-

sary temperature. Strawberries will now have well

filled their pots with roots if all has gone well,

and where these have been grown on ground

trellises they will have had the advantage tliis

season ; the soil in the pots being considerably

warmer than that in the pots standing on the bare

ground, where, with the best possible drainage, they

were at times completely waterlogged. Pinch off

all the runners as they appear, and give weak manure-
water at every other watering. W. M. Baillic, Luton

Hoo.

The Kitchen Garden.

Outdoor Mushroom Beds.—This is the best time
for making these beds ; they shouhl be put up in dry
weather in a ])Ositiou sheltered from t!ie east and
north-east winds, and they will do very well if ])laced

anion;; standard Apples trees, or similar ])Iace, pro-
vided the trees do not immediately overhang the
beds, the drip from them bein^ detrimental to Mush-
room jj:rowin^. The materials should be prepared
in the same way as advised fur beds indoors, with thia

exception, that as these outside beds contain a
greater bulk of manure, more care must be taken to

prevent overlieating when made, and if this occur

failure is certain, the ammonia which should support
the growth of the Mushrooms getting dissipated

before the bed can be spawned, the bed gets dry ia

the middle, and it is soon too cold. The manure being
ready take out a trench 4 feet wide, and one spit deep

;

shovel the soil from the bottom, and make level.

Place the soil 3 or 4 feet back from the edge of

the trench ; the bed when completed should be
cone-shaped, 4 feet wide at the base, and 4 feet high,

and should be put up in sections of not more
than 10 feet at a time, spreading a layer of the

manure along the whole length of the trench to

this distance, and laying it down as firm as possible,

then another layer on top of that, treading it well

down as the work proceeds, and drawing in the

sides to the required slope ; in order to get thia

right it is best to place a stake at each corner, and
one at each end of the bed, to show the height

of the ridge. When the bed is of the required

size the sides should be dressed olf smoothly with

a fork, and the whole left firm and solid. If showery

weather ensue it will be necessary to protect the bed

with tarpaulins or Eddy's dressed canvas {1 have

found the Latter most useful for the purpose), at the

same time give as much ventilation as possible in order

to prevent overheating. As soon as the heat of the

bed declines to 85° the bed should be spawned,

inserting pieces about the size of a hen's egg just

under the surface, at six inches apart, making all

firm again with a spade (new spawn should always

be used in preference to that which has got very hard

and dry), soil should then be placed over the surface

of the beds to the thickness of ;n inch when beaten

down. In many instances the soil taken out of the

trench will do for this purpose, if freed from the

largest stones and broken down well with the spade.

The bed should then have a slight covering of the

long litter that was shaken out when preparing the

manure, in order to keep the surface from getting

dry, and should also be protected from rain as before

advised. When there is no more danger of its petting

too hot it should be at once covered over with Barley

straw, drawn straight and placed carefully so as to

exclude the winter rains ; this covering should vary

in thickness according to the weather, from 6 to "J

inches being necess.ary at times, and during very

sharp frost and heavy falls of snow the tarpaulins

may be put on over the straw, the object being to

preserve the heat of the beds as long as possible and

not to let the temperature in the soil of the bed

rise much above GO"'. Early in Peceraber the beds

should be examined to see if any Mushrooms are

ready and to place a little fresh litter on the surface,

alwaiys choosing a mild sunny day for this purpose,

and covering up the bed again as quickly as possible

to prevent the lowering of its warmth. This operation

will need to be repeated occasionally whenever the

litter on the surface of the bed has become wet and

decaved. In April and May the beds may require to

be watered with lukewarm water, but only part of

the straw covering should be removed for this pur-

pose. This will be all the attention the beds will

reciuire, and those formed in this manner will yield

Mushrooms from December to the end of Jlay if duly

attended to, unless the weather be very severe ;
the

produce is larger and of better flavour than that

grown in Mushroom-houses, but is not so nice in

appearance. W. H. Divers, Ketton Hall, Slamfurd.

Indian Figs.—Dr. King, the Superintendent of

the Koval Botanic Garden, Calcutta, has just pub-

lished the second part of his illustrated monograph

of the species of Ficus found in India, Malaya, and

China. This work forms the first volume of the

Annals of the Botanic Garden, Ca'cutla. The species,

200 in number, are very fully described, with their

synonvms, so that the monograph is of a very exhaus-

tive character, and one greatly redounding to the

credit of the author for patient examination and

discriminating judgment.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY,

WEI1XESD.4.Y, Oct.

THURSDAY, Oct. 1

SALES-
Dufeh Bulb-*, at Stevens' Rooms,
Dutch Eulhs. iit I'rotheroe &

Morris' Rooms.
Greenhouse I'lauts and Stock, ^'t

the Kingston Nurseries. King-
ston (three days) Ijy Protheroe .*c

Morris.
Dutch Bnlb^. at Vn, Fenchurch

^ Street, by Messrs. Small & Co.

f
Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

i- Dutch Bulbs, at l:':i. Fenchurch
( Street, by Messrs. Small & Co.

Rooms.
ieroe& Morris'

1 Dutch Bulbs. ,it Stevens'
- Dutch Bulbs, at Prothert

Rooms,

FRIDAY, Oct.

imported and Established Orchid-'
- ) at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.
"l Dutch Bulbs, at la:!. Fenchurch
( Street, by Messrs. Small & Co.

1 Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
SATURDAY, Oct. 11 .' Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris

'

( Rooms.

Oi R American coii.sins. a.s many
Transit of „c 1 lo •,

Fruit. "* "** Know, are great fruit growers
and great fruit eaters. Nothing

surprises them more when they visit the old country
than the relative paucity of fruit on our tables
and the high price in the shops. A\'e read occa-
sionally of Strawberry trains running distances
and carrying weights of fruit which to our
limited and circumscribed notions seem pro-
digious.

At the recent Fruit Conferences the subjects
of fruit-transit and of fruit-conser\-ation have
naturally not been lost sight of. In some
cases we have heard of fruit being sent
from Sittingbournc to London by Ijarge in

order to avoid the high charges of the rail-

way company. But it is obvious that, how-
ever suitable this mode of transit may be for
hard fruits such as Apples, or even Phmis, it is

not adapted ff>r soft fruit like Strawberries
and liaspberries, for which some quicker
mode of conveyance must be adopted unless— in
deed, the barges could be fitted with refrigerating
chambers. Sbeani barges, or even steam-tugs
might be employed to abridge the period of
transit. On these {)oiuts, however, we deemed it

desirable t> know what was done by our Trans-
atlantic f lends, and with this view we applied
to the Editor of the youngest, but by no means
the least influential, of horticultural journals
Garden and Forest, with the following results,

which will be read with interest at the present
time :—

•

"Strawberries," says Professor ,S.m;oext, "arc
brought to market in special fast freight trains, but
generally in ordinary cars, when the run is not less
than fifteen hours, the trip usually being made at
night. When the fruit is packed on Saturday night,
and not delivered until Monday morning, especially
in New .Jersey, the ordinary refrigerator cars, such
as are used to bringdressed beef from Chicago to the
seaboard, are used, tlie ice being put sometimes in the
ends of the c.w. ami somftimes on the top.

" Teaches are brouglit from Delaware and Southern
New Jersey at this season of the year to New York

and Boston in special trains, generally run at night,

in ordinary cars, when they are sent longer distances,

say from New York to Chicago.

"When the Michigan Peach 'crop falls shoit, as is

often the case, then tlie fruit is packed in refrigerator

cars. Eighteen hours is prob.iblv the maximum distance

it pays to ship without ice, and, of course, a good deal

of fruit is lost even at this distance. But fi'uit is so

cheap in this country that dealers cannot afl'ord to

spend much in getting it to market. Kefrigerator

cars have been in use in this country for years, and
all Englisli railway experts must know all about
tiiem."

Some years ago our excellent col-

Hollies league, the late Tiiumas Moouk,
published in these columns an

excellent Monograph of ( larden Hollies (see

Gardeners ChrojticleioT 187-1, l.'<7">, and ls7(>).

I lis trained eye and long practice in the deter-

mination and classification of the endless varieties

of Ferns, in which the distinctions are more
minute than in Hollies, served him in good stead,

so that, by the aid of his terse, but accurate, de-
scriptions aided by numerous figures, it is, in

general, not a \-ery difiicult, though it may pro\-e

a long task, to name a Holly. The variations

are exceedingly interesting, not only on account
of their numbers and their ornamental character,
but because they illustrate the extent to which
one .species may vary unaffected by hybridisation
and the direct action of external conditions. The
common Ivy and the Chinese I'rimrose furnish

other illu.strations of a capacity to vary, for, in

many cases, no better reason that we can assign

than " because it is their nature to." In some
instances external conditions may have some
effect, but when we see a score or a hniulred

varieties all produced under like circumstances,

perhaps all seedlings from one tree, and growing
together under like conditions, it becomes hard to

see that the circumstances can have much to do
\yith the variability. In some cases the variations

represent the form peculiar or proper to certain

stages of growth, as, for instance, in the Ivy, where,
as .Air. Shirley Hiiuierd pointed out. the forms
peculiar to the flowering or adult period are

often quite distinct from those assumed during
the " wild oat " period of liachelor growth among
Ivies. In the llolly the variation is first of all

into forms with purple or with green shoots.

As to the leaves, they vary greatly in size,

in colour, in tiatne.ss, in the amount and disposi-

tion of the .spines, in the twisted or hooded
character, and in various other matters to which
it is not necessary now to allude in detail. Are
they not all set forth in the monograph to which
we have referred ':! Turning to the Mowers, we
must remind the reader that the Holly is, bo-

tanioally speaking, polygamous. Some of the
Howers are male, bearing stamens only : some
female, bearing pistils only ; some hermaphrodite,
with both stamens and pistils, but when both are

present in the same flower it by no means follows

that the pollen exerts any influence on the pistil

with which it happens to be associated iu the

same flower, and vice versa. It may, and does

happen, that a particular tree bears male flowers

constantly, and then no berries are to be ex-

pected on that tree. Another tree may bear all

female flowers, and its pistils may ripen

into fruit by the agency of the pollen-

bearing flowers on neighbouring trees. These
characteristics are tolerably constant, but

sometimes \-agaries occur, and a plant that here-

tofore has borne stamens only becomes co\'ered

with berries, or a plant that is usually covered

with berries fails to produce any. These varia-

tions in the sexual characteristics, though com-
mon enough, always excite astonishment, some-

times even from the growers of Slulberries,

Cucumbers, and Marrows, who might be expected
to be familiar with such variations.

Mr. C^RorcHEii, of the fiardens, Ochtertyre,
lately favoured us with a series of splendid speci-

mens representative of the varieties of Holly
under his charge, and which represented a large
number of the forms described by iNIr. JIoobk.
But the point of special interest was the indi-

cation given l:)y Mr. (IitorciiEB of those forms
that do and those that do not, or have not, pro-
duced berries. "\\"e subjoin Mr. Crofcher's
list, merely stating that care must be taken not
to assume that the Hollies in the fourth column
were all exclusively male plants. The non-pro-
duction of berries may, in some cases at least,

have been due to other than structural causes.

The numbers are those of Mr. Moore's mono-
graph.

Leaves Green.
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Fig. 48.

—

rocpkllia gkata : stove climber: rrowEns cnfAMY-wimi-. i rt\r.nA\ r. (see p. 360.)
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Leaves Gold-variegated.
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distinguished by its broader leaves, larger, and inoje

-substantial flowers. The colour variations of eacit sec-

tion run parallel ; thus in botli tlie common and in the

platvphyllum types there are red-striped forms, golden

-

banded forms, warted forms, and forms with smooth
segments. It thus becomes necessary to recognise

two forms of virginale—one belonging to the ordinary

Type ; and in which the segments are warted, and one
to the platyphyllum type, in which the segments are

destitute of warts and spots. L. anratum rubro-

vitt.atuni is a favourite by reason of its deep crimson
liand. In the speciosum ty])e there is every variety,

rl'roni the clearest white of the form known as

Ivraetzeri to the rich carmine segments of Melpomene,
and the form of the flower and the direction of its

^constituent segments are also subject to as great

diversities. Of L. tigrinum, mention must be made
<>f L. tigrinum jucundum, with linear leaves and red-

spotted flowers ; and L. tigrinum I-eopoldi, with

ovate-lanceolate leaves and broader segments to the

flowers. The display will be kept up for some time lon-

ger,as many of the speciosum type,especially Kraet/.eri,

liave not yet unfolded their blooms. It was curious to

see the profusion of bloom that had been formed on L.

candidum, the common white Lily, perhaps the love-

liest of all, and which under some circumstances fails to

flower. Here in this nursery a large number were
lifted for sale, and tho.-^e that were not disposed of

were simply laid in. These have flowered in profu-

sion—an argument, some will say, for shallow plant-

ing, but what the efl'ect on the bulb may be we can-
not say. Of course, no one would visit tliis estab-

lishment without at least a glance at the Orchids.

It is not a season when mucli bloom may be expected,
but some of the Odontoglossums, such as 0. Harry-
anum, the white-lipped form of Bictonense ; Mil-
tonias, Masdevallias, may still be found in bloom,
while among La;lias, Turner!, Dayanana, bicolor,

Ilarrisoni, and others, are in flower, and there is a
rich promise of future bloom from the remarkably
sturdy and healthy inhabitants of the large Lxlia
house.

Cucumber Bibbvs Seedling.—This is an
excellent summer Cucumber, a great bearer, and
handsome, in many points resembling KoUisson's
Telegraph, when true to name. It was, we believe,

raised by .Mr. Bibbv, nurseryman. Colchester, and is

much in repute in the ICastern Counties.

The English Apple and Fruit Growing
Company, LlMITEO.—Under this title a company
is to be formed, with Messrs. IIeai.d, A. F. Barrox,
.J. Cheal, and J. Kokerts as directors, and Mr. K.
Deax as temporary Secretary. The company pro-

poses to purchase a suitable farm of .'JOO acres, in

Kent, and there carry on the cultivation and preser-
vation of hardy fruits. A capital of £.50,000 is

required, to be raised in shares of the value of

£1 each. Mr. Oelard, of 1, Cliflbrd's Inn, Fleet
Street, is the solicitor, and the bankers are the
London and County Banking Company.

The British Association.—At one of tlie

recent meetings at Bath, the Kev. K. Barrox read a
paper on the flora of Madagascar, basing his state-

ments on his own research and the investig.ations of

Mr. Baker. He referred to the ruthless manner in

which the forests are being destroyed by the natives.

Representatives of 143 orders and 080 genera have
been found

; three regions—e.astern, central, .and

western—are recognised, only comparatively few
forms being common to all three. The CoTnposite
and Leguminous plants and the Ferns are the best
represented. One Violet has been found also at
a great elevation. Fernando Po, the Cameroons,
and Abyssinia, and some other instances of equally
curious distribution, point to an earlier temperate
period. Four-Hfths of the species and one-seventh
of the genera are peculiar to the island, thus indicat-
ing its great anti.iuity—a fact to which its zoology
also bears witness.

Ttte Weather.— 'i.lr. E, ,T. Lowe stated, at the British
Association, that the efl'ect of the weather of
1888 had been to destroy large numbers of birds.

to such an extent that it had been unnecessary to

protect the fruit. Slugs and snails had been ex-

tremely abundant. All seedling plants, vegetables,

leaves, and flowers, liad been destroyed wiiolesale,

and great damage had been done to Wheat, grass,

and other agricultural crops ; but what had been

most noticeable was the destruction by cater-

pillars of all the leaves of the Oak. Thousands
of Oaks had been witliout leaf, bare like winter, and
now they were only just coming into leaf again, but

unfortunately a second crop of caterpillars was
noticed recently resuming the attack on the new
leaves. Tliere had been a great increase among
the destructive slugs of various kinds, and earwigs,

woodlice, ants, butterflies, and beetles, had also

been unusually abundant, but there had been an
absence of wasps, and only a very few moles. Snakes
and adders had been very numerous. I'larly sown
Peas were twenty-one weeks before tliey were ritfor

the table, and all fruit had been very late, many
Gooseberries being not yet ripe, and Currants still

abundant. Pears were scarcely swelling, and of Mush-
rooms there were none. There was an enormous
crop of (.)ats. The hay crop had been the latest ever

known, much remaining unharvested at the begin-

ning of the month. It was worthy of remark that

many delicate plants were ur injured by the cold of

last winter. The author explained, in concluding,

Fig. 4!>.—black canker of bulbs.

that his reason for contributing the paper was in order

that it might be a record for future comparison.

Pine Ripening in the Open Air.—We desire

to call .attention to an interesting experiment

recorded in another column, by that veteran and
venerated horticulturist, Colonel Trevor Clarke.

We need only add here, that the l*ine was a well-

formed one, 14 ounces in weigiit, very juicy, and
fuller of flavour than many a hothouse Pine that

we have tasted.

Preserving Potato Bags.—Mr. .J. A. Hogg,
in the Eii'jlisk Mechanic, says:

—"Steep the sack-

ing for twenty-four hours in a decoction of I lb. of

Oak bark in 14 lb. of boiling water. Then pass it

through running water and hang up to dry. This

cjuantity does for 8 yards of material."

BLACK CANKER OF BULBS.
OoTt frii'nds on the Continent recognise a certain

disease of bulbs under the name of " black canker " or

"black rot/' In typical cases the bulbs are studded

with minute black projecting spots, as shown in tlie

upper part of our illustration (fig. 41)); this is the

resting or hibernating state of the fungus which
causes the disease. Bulbs of Narcissus are imported

into this country in an apparently sound condition,

but really witli the fine threads of a fungus mycelium
just beneath the outer membrane ; in this condition

it is impossible to tell without a microscopic examina-

tion whether the bulbs are free from taint or nofc.

In the course of a few weeks (or perhaps months;

the spawn or mycelium beneath the membrane
becomes condensed, and congregates in little knots

(like grains of gunpowder), which speedily bfcomt-

black outside. These grains are sclerotia or litth-

nodules of hard fungus spawn. If the membrane ol

the bulb is carefully laid open with a needle, and

one of the black grains exposed, it will be seen, if

enlarged ten diameters, as shown on the lelt of iht*

illustration. If a fragment of the sclerotium is

examined under the microscope and enlarged ;iOU

diameters, it will be seen, as in the right-hand liuttom

corner, one compact mass of very fine fungus threads.

If reference is made to the Gardeners' Chrouiclr for

May 28 last year, p. 712, an illustration will lie seen

of tiie threads of the well-known sclerotium of

Anemone beds, enlarged 150 diameters ; this latter

sclerotium has threads four times the diameter of the

sclerotium of Narcissus and Hyacinth bulbs.

The black grains, or sclerotia, remain perfectly

quiescent whilst the bulb is quiescent, but as soon as

the bulb shows signs of renewed life the black grains

become active. When the bulb is planted the grains

also are obviously planted at the same time ; the

warmth and moisture favourable to the bulb is exactly

what the grains retjuire. The grains, after about nine

months' rest, produce a small fungus named IVziza

—

possibly P. ciborioides, Pr.—a fungus which some-

times grows on Oak leaves and on Clover; in the

latter position it is a cause of one form of (but not

the true) Clover sickness. This fungus produces

spores which germinate and produce a new crop of

sclerotia. The mycelium of a similar, but larger

sclerotium, is sometimes very destructive to the

Potato haulm: the Peziza of this sclerotium (P.

postuma), has been described and illustrated in the

Gardeners' Chronicle.

The life of the " black canker "of bulbs is carried on

in a passive state from year to year by the black grains,

termed sclerotia, beneath the membrane of the bulb.

As bulbs infected with the granules propagate the

disease, no bulbs exhibiting the granules of " black

canker " should be sold or planted. A very similar

sclerotium grows on Onions ; this on germination

produces a mould, or mucor. Worthington G. Smith,

Dunstable.

Notices of Books.

The Producer and Consumer. By Samuel

Kawson. (J. L. AUday, Birmingham.)

This is an essay in pamphlet form purporting to

contain " Practical Hints by a Practical Man."

From a perusal of its pages we feel convinced that

its author is animated by a desire to ameliorate the

condition of the peasantry, small farmers and others,

who are dependent on land cultivation for a liveli-

hood. The object in view is praiseworthy, and one

to which we are willing to subscribe at all times, but

whether it will be gained or furthered by the publi-

cation under notice, is quite a dift'erent m.atter ; we

rather incline to the opposite belief. In his intro-

ductory remarks the author informs his readers that

he has had " upwards of thirty years' experience as

a fruiterer and salesman in the fruit and vegetable

trades in one of our largest provincial markets ;
" and

furtlier, "for many years I have persistently urged

upon farmers and others with whom I have been in

contact in the course of journeys made into all parts

of England, the absolute necessity, if they wished to

make the land pay, for attention to fruit and vege-

table growing ; and I have brought to their notice,

again and again, the certain inroads being made by

the foreign producer, insisting that, by a proper and

careful system of cultivation, success must attend

the enterprise." We also learn that our imports of

fruit and vegetables amount in the aggregate to a

value of nearly .£l'),000,000 a year." From chap-

ter xi., which treats on fruit, vegetables, and flowers,

we glean much information regarding wholesale

prices of the two first-named ; thus we learn that

early forced Rhubarb will make about 2s. per l.T lb.
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or £15 per ton ; Seakale, 4f^. per pound ; Asparagus,

early in the season, 3s. l^d. per 100, and not less than

Is. at any time ; early Cabbage, £40 an acre
;
green

Peas and Broad Beans, about £12 an acre ; early

Potatos from the Channel Islands, £jO to £60 an

acre; Kidney Beans, £25 to £.'iO an acre; other

vegetables, such as winter Cabbage, Carrots, Par-

snips, Turnips, Cauliflowers, &c., from £10

to £20 an acre." To the above we think

the author should have appended the words :

—These prices cannot be depended upon in either a

good or bad season, as they fluctuate considerably,

and arc regulated entirely by supply and demand.
Again, the author states that '' late or old Potatos

will, with a fair crop, make £20 an acre." After

such a statement it seems almost satirical for us to

remark that vast quantities of old Potatos have this

rear been sold without realising any proflt at all, and

a reference to our columns for June 2 will show that

at that time they were unsaleable in one of our prin-

cipal markets. Concerning many kinds of fruit

prices are also given, as well as a list of those var-

ieties which are the best to grow. About two pages

are devoted to flowers, but there is nothing said

which will be of any practical utility. We note the

following as a specimen:—" Then again there are the

lovely wild flowers in their difterent seasons, too often

left to ' blush unseen and waste their sweetness on
the desert air.' and which would pay to gather if the

raeans of getting them to market were placed in the

hands of the gatherers." What would Squire Jones
or Farmer Smith say to persons whom they might
Yueet in their fields or woods gathering wild flowers

tor market ? Chapters iii. and iv. are devoted to

poultry and bee-keeping. These are succeeded by
one on " Distribution ; '" the forming ot co-operative

companies is strongly advocated, and the whole of

the remarks relative thereto rt-ad very much like a
prospectus with a view to floating a new concern. We
are also told something about wines, jams, and pickles.

Chapter vi. deals with railway rates, but nothing
PS stated that is different from what we have heard
many times before. Agricultural education is briefly

touched upon, and in chapter viii.
—"Conclusion"—the

author assures his readers " that the welfare and
prosperity of the nation has been tlie motive urging

and directing me to exert whatever small ability I

may possess." This we fully believe, but we depre-
cate the circulation of this class of literature without
the necessary precautions and warnings as likely to
lead to disappointment.

BEGONIAS AT MESSRS. LAING
AND SONS.

The Stansted Park Nursery has been, anJ is still,

gay with many thousands of tuberous Begonias
planted in long oblong beds, within view oftlie public

road. There is no endeavour to obtain effects by
contrasting colours, but rather convenience in com-
paring varying shades of p.articular decided colours

;

so that we found some beds filled with crimson,

another with bright reds, others with pink, white or

yellow—the main divisions into which the tuberous

Hegonia falls as regards its tints.

Constant selection of the best forms and brightest,

darkest, or purest tints, as may be in each main sec-

tion of colour desirable, is regularly and persistently

followed out during the flowering season out-of-

doors, several young men being employed in the

work.

The actual raising is carried out under glass,

from the fertilisation of the flowers to the gathering

of the seed, but the flowering of the progeny and
their final selection is done in the open air. There-
suit of all these labours is a plant of floriferous,

generally dwiirf bushy habit, well fitted for beds in

the flower garden, for vases, window-boxes, or for

greenhouse decoration in the summer. These Begonias
as a rule produce on a spike one male andtwo female
blooms; .and this not afl'ording a long succession
of bloom when grown in pots or baskets, Mr. Laing
has seen the need of increasing the number of
flowers on a spike, and has so far been enabled by

crossing and selection to get plants with two

males and four to six females on a spike,

thereby in some cases trebling the number

of flowers, and rendering the plant when grown

with widely divided shoots, as it is when placed

in a hanging-basket, far more effective than was

formerly possible.

Improvements in white varieties were noticed,

where the pinky colour usually observed on the back

of the petals had given place to almost pure white, a

decided gain when the plants are used in the garden

to give certain effects by contrast.

The season has not been favourable to the Be-

gonia, and growth was late, and blossoms few, it

being the middle of August before beds had even a

moderately filled appearance.

Home Correspondence

GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND. — Though this

charity has progressed far more rapidly than the

most sanguine amongst us expected, that is not a

reason for slackening pace, or getting careless in

respect of greater success. Such an idea has not en-

tered the heads of the young gardeniTS associated

together for mutual improvement in connection with

the Itoyal Horticultural Society's Garden, Chiswick,

who, according to a circular to hand, are |>ioposing

to have a suine in aid of the Fund, in the Chiswick

Vestrv Hall, on the eveningof October 17, the second

day of the Apple and Pear Conference that is to be

held at Chiswick. This is, I think, a very happy

thought, and deserving of support, and as many gar-

deners and others interested in gardening, are likely

to be in the neighbourhood .at that time, it behoves

them to strain a point in the endeavour to be present

at the ,w^nl^ and so encourage the promoters in their

laudable work. Yet another hint ; as there are

similar associations about the country, why not

follow the lead that the Chiswick Association thus

takes, and during the long evenings of the coming

winter, devise at least one meeting or entertainment

in aid of the Fund? The writer of this has already

taken steps to practise what he has here preached,

and as example is contagious, he expects to hear that

many others mean to do the same. W. W.

GIANT IRISH YEW.—I notice a correspondent

mentions a successful instance of moving an enor-

mous Irish Yew of great age. He has doubtless

recorded his success with the object of benefiting

others that may require the necessary information,

but unless he more fully describes his great feat he

will not benefit his fellow-gardeners very much. It

would be interesting to know where such a giant

Irish Yew can be seen. I was under the impression

that I had seen as fine specimens as are to be found,

but they would have to stand on each other's heads

to attain the height he gives, "oO feet." I have

also found Irish Yews that have been growing a long

time in ths same position somewhat difficult to move
successfully. -7. //. Goodacrc.

THORBURNS EVERBEARING CUCUMBER. - I

have given this American variety a trial in a cold

pit, and also planted out-of-doors on a bed of manure.

Owing to the past summer having lieen wet and

cold, this, like other out-of-doors Cucumbers, has

not done well out-of-doors ; but in the cold-pit,

where the plants were kept close, they produced egg-

shaped fruits ol 2 to :i inches long, most abundantly,

in clusters of from 3 to !) from each joint ; and

although the fruits have a rough yellowish skin, they

are crisp and palat.able enough when sliced and par-

taken of in the usual way. However, the si/.e and

appear.ance of the Everbearing Cucumber being

somewh.at against it, it is not likely to finil favour in

this country, as the Long Prickly and Stockwood

Ilidge Cucuinber are both a long way before it in point

of siV.e and appearance, in addition to being very pro-

ductive bearers. //. JK. Ward.

PASSIFLORA CONSTANCE ELLIOTT.—This fine

white hardy Passion-flower is growing freely and

blooming grandlv on the new stables recently built

at Hanger Hill House, Ealing, the residence of E. M.
Nelson, E.s'|., .J.P. This handsome block of build-

ings forms a parallelogram. The south front, which

is planted with Ivies and flowering climbing plants,

is the dwelling-houses of the coachman and grooms
;

the east wing is the harness-room and offices
;
the

west wing the coach-houses, and the north a twelve-

stalled stable, in the centre being a spacious court-

yard. The stables are fitted up with every conve-

nience ; they are lofty, airy, and commodious. ^Vitil

that thoughtfulness which is a leading quality in Mr.

Nelson's character he has, on the south front, set

apart some garden ground for the stablemen, in

which they appear to find a great deal of pkuisure

and profitable occupation, i?. J).

HELIANTHUS ATRORUBENS, Linn.—The name
of no Sunflower has ever brought so much disa|i-

pointment .as the subject of this note. Hundreds
of persons have purchased plants under the name,

and have been disappointed tiine after time with

either some other Sunflower, or a plant of quite

another genus, until many have given up purchasing

it under the name. I have myself obtained plant^

as Helianthus atroruhens from four different nursery-

men, from two as late as May, 1888. In each case

I received plants of a species of Heliopsis, which
many more, like myself, have been supplied with.

Some, not knowing the difference between the two

genera, have credited the Heliopsis species as the

true Helianthus atrorubens " Linn," while others

have also long given up purchasing under the name,

being convinced that such must have been from

the first a Heliopsis, and not deserving the former

name. Others have been led bv recent botanical

records to consider it the same as Helianthus rigidus

of recent authors and of the trade in part, but

which is rightly Helianthus diffusus. and is well

figured in Bof. Alajj., vol.xlv., t. 2020 [doubtful. Ed.
J,

and published in 1818. This and its varieties are very

handsome when in full flower, but are nearly past their

best by the time Helianthus atrorubens begins. This,

though of recent years, has been considered by some
to be not distinct, was evidently for want of set-ing a

living or dried specimen of the true plant, which is

quite a distinct species, and will be found figured

in Bui. Mm/., vol. liii., t. 2868, and published

in 182(1, and which figure is sufficiently distinct to

recognise a plant by, and had I seen it sooner I

should have detected sooner its being in my posses-

sion ; and the figure is sufficiently clear to prove

that it is other than the same, or even a variety of

H. difl'usus, although it was evidently figured from a

plant grown in a pot, and which had become im-

poverishi^d. It is this way often grown, owing to its

roots spreading in the same free manner as those of

Helianthus difl'usus and several other species : but

when pot-bound, or the soil is at all exhausted, it

assumes a very difterent character of growth ; its

leaves become much narrowed, and more evenly

serrulated, its stature dwarfed ; its involucrum reaches

not more than half its proper length, and is almost

as imbricate as in H. diffusus ; while if planted out

in rich soil in an open position, and under the same
conditions as II. diffusus, these characters alter, and
show it to be totally different from the latter and

appropriatelv named species, equally handsome,

cheap, and deserving extensive cultivation. S. Appl>-

ion, SI. .John's Sarseriev, Worcester.

ANNUAL LIFTING OF DAFFODILS.—I hope that

those who write on this subject will not suppose that

I want to have the last word, for I can assure them
that 1 read the notes of those who differ from me
with as much interest as I do tliose who agree. On
p. IS',1 Mr. Dod's remarks on N. Bernardi surely

cannot apply to Daffodils in general, for it is a well

known fact that some of the varieties collected on

the l*vrrnees do not adapt themselves to cultivation

as our garden forms do. Collected bulbs of N.

pallidus precox with me make fine bulbs the first

year ; whereas the second year, lifted or unlifted.

more so if not lifted, they are apt to get soft. 1

send you a sample of N. Bernardi bulbs collected last

vear and grown one year here they were lifted about

the middle of .Julv, and have been out of the ground
since then, .and I should be pleased if you would
rejiort on thera [planted in border. Ed.]. Meantime,
I shall wait with patience till next spring for a report

on those which Mr. Dod has left in the ground. It

may be a good theory, but I think it does agree

with practice, that a bulb will 'get rid of wet

in the ground that it cannot get rid of

in a dry state. That dreadfully wet season

187'.l taught me rather an expensive lesson. Bulbs

planted in 1878 and left in the ground till

18S0. when dug the best of them turned out to be

less in weight than when planted, while some of the

varieties disaiipeared altogether ; whereas dried

bulbs planted in 1879, and lifted in 1880 turned

out fairly well, .and I have obtained better results

since from those lifted annually than those that re-
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main more than one year, and my last four years' ex-
perience has been on both rich loam, and light sandy
soil. I eee on p. 1^63, Mr. Burbid;:;e. when quoting
me, seems to misplace my words ; he there represented

me to have said that drying or rather cleaning

and storing Narcissus bulbs was an advantage to

them ; he again says the only point of difi'ercnce be-

tween us is this question of drying, cleaning, and
storing the bulbs. I have looked over my papers,

and fail to Hnd the words in the form as set forth by
Mr. Eurbidge on p. G^J ; what I recommendei was to

dry them in trays and plant the bulbs at once after

having been cleaned (not store them); also on p. 490,

1

there stated, if stored in bulk after having been cleaned

they will btconie mildewed, and if spread out they

will get deteriorated. The only two points of ditfer-

ence between Mr. Burbidge and myself is the ques-

tion of drying and cleaning. Mr. Burbidge thinks a
bulb is being starved when out of the ground, whereas
I believe there is no more danger, but a gain by a
bulb being out of the ground a month or six weeks,
having a rest, than there is for a man having six or

seven hours sleep out of twenty four; and cleaning

is just as conducive to its health as it is for a man to

have a good wash after a night s rest before starting

work. There was a time when it was my custom to

lift and plant, but after commencing to sell, I was
obliged to dry and clean my bulbs before sending
them out to my customers. Those unsold and
planted later than those that had not been cleaned

and dried, came up earlier and flowered stronger—so

much so, that the difference was discernible oU yards

away ; therefore my custom is dig, dry, clean, and
plant. There may be soil and situations where it

may not be necessary to go to all this trouble and
expense. I have simply given my experience as I

have found it. James Walker,

A PROLIFIC OAT-PLANT.—Whilst out shooting

a few days ago, one of my sons found amongst some
young underwood an Oat-plant, which struck him as

of such unusual growth, that he subsequently fetched

it for me to see. It has apparently all sprung from
one grain, and consists of sixteen stems, each of

which carries the following number :

—

Stem, Ko. 1 ... 13ti grains Stem, No. 9 ... 7*1 grains
-1

... l'-'i> ,, ,, 10 ... 1(11 ,,

„ .'t ... lOS ,. ., n ... 152 ,.

•1 ... lo-:> „ „ 13 ... 129 ..

„ '»
... 122 „ „ 13 ... 99 ,.

ti ... lO.S „ „ 14 ... 50 ,,

7 ... 115 „ „ l.T ... SS „
S ... 130 ., ,. IG ... 124 „

A total of 1818 grains, besides many which had been
previously picked by birds. The plant is about
4J feet high. I am sending the root for your inspec-

tion. J. T. Rogers.

CHANGE OF COLOUR IN DAHLIAS.—Could you,
or any reader of the Gardeners' C/ironule, tell nie

the cause of this great change. Last year I had a
<piantity of Dahlias, many different colouis. They
were taken up and stored in the autumn ; this

season they were planted at the proper time and way,
but, to my astonishment, nineteen out of twenty
•came when in flower a lovely white. Old Subscriber.

HARDY FRUITS AT STOKE COURT, SLOUGH.—
AVhen looking through the gardens at the above
place, a few days since, I was particularly struck with
the quantities of hardy fruit hanging on the various

trees, and perhaps a few notes on some kinds that
are fruiting so freely this season m:iy be acceptable.

The kitchen garden is surrounded with high walls,

and in addition it is well sheltered on the northern
side by a broad belt of Spruce Firs. On entering a
door from the north side a row of Apple trees laden
with fruit flrst attracted attention. These trees

were at one time kept pruned and restricted in

bush form, ami very few Apples were obtained
•from them. Some twenty years since Mr.
Maher, the present gardener, not being satisfied

with the crops produced, allowed the branches
to extend, merely thinning them occasionally when
required ; and since this mode of culture was
followed good crops have annually resulted. Thr
trees are now 15 feet to liO feet high, with long
spreading branches, almost touching the ground, and
on more than one occasion the surplus from the
sixteen trees has been sold hanging for £20. The
varieties are llibston Pippin, Blenheim Orange.
Wellington, Fearn's Pippin, Dutch Mignonne, Cox's
Orange Pippin. Cornish Aromatic, and Gooseberry
Pippin, the latter a late and remarkably good keeper.
Among Pears, Bcurre Bosc, Marie Louise, and Brown
Beurre were well cropped ; and a large standard trtn-

of Knight's Monarch was carrying a heavy crop, but

in a very backward state, and not likely to come to

maturity this season. Last year the fruit from this

tree was of excellent quality, a hot season suiting

this variety. I was also surprised to flud the Peach
crop generally on the walls very good. I'art of the
trees are protected witli a coping of glass ;J feet

wide, and others with only a double thickness of

netting, the fruits under the latter being quite as

abundant asunder the portion tliat had received the
glass protection. Waterloo and Hale's Early had
already been gathered

; Crawford's Early, Goshawk,
Crimson Galande, and Dr. Hogg, very heavy crops,

nearly ripe ; Vanguard, good, and said to be a certain

cropper; Walburton Admirable, rather late, and
will need several weeks of line weather to ripen

;

Lord Napier and Pitmaston Orange Nectarines had
good crops, the former ripe. Of Plums, I noticed
Golden Drop, Kirke's, Washington, AngelinaBuidett,
and Victoria, with very heavy crops of nice fruit.

C. Hcrrin, Dropmore.

THE MUSCAT HAMBURGH GRAPE.—This, per-
haps the hnest flavoured of all Grapes, may be grown
successfully in a lower temperature than generally
accorded Muscats. Some of the best examples I

have yet seen were grown in a small span-roofed
house where very little flre-heat was used, sullioient

only, in the early season, for excluding frost from
bedding plants stored in the house. I believe im-
perfect fertilisation has also much to do with the
poor samples of this Grape often seen with small
berries. To avoid this, with a soft brush we brush
the bunches over daily when in bloom, having pre-

viously used it to set Black Hamburgh bunches so

that it is full of pollen when a]>plied to the Muscat
Hamburgh. I enclose a small bunch, the last one
of eighteen cut from a Vine growing in a Peach-
house which has been open night and day since the
Grapes commenced colouring, and where the tem-
perature through the season seldom exceeded 60°

from fire-heat. H. [The bunch was well set with
fine berries. Ed.]

DAMAGE TO THE TREES IN BATTERSEA PARK.
—Some ten days ago, when taking a walk through
Battersea Park, I was terribly grieved to see the way
in which the roots of the trees were being mutilated
by the drainage works now going on. A trench
about 4 feet deep had been cut, and was then re-

maining open, within 4 feet, or thereabouts, of the
Elms on the one side, forming the beautiful avenue
which extends from the entrance near the station

across the Park past the subtropical garden. Very
great and creditable care has been bestowed on
these trees for some twenty or twenty-five years till

they have become really handsome specimens when
the work of years is thrown away by ruthlessly

cutting off all the roots on the one side of the left-

hand row : many of these roots are as large as ones
wrist! Who is responsible for this? The act is so

inconsistent with horticutural (or arboricultural)

practice, and so at variance with other parts of the
management in the same Park, that it does not seem
credible that those who have the direct charge of the
grounds could have sanctioned it. Had the channel
for the drain been made through the centre of the
avenue little or no harm would have been done to

the trees. G. E.

NEW VEGETABLES.—Mr. Wilkes is doubtless an
excellent gardener, but I think, in the estimation
of most readers, he puts himself out of court in the
matter of capacity to distinguish between the merits
of allied varieties of vegetables when he intimates
his inability to find any appreciable difference between
New Intermediate and Long Ked Surrey Carrot.
That he should have only seen the former, now very
popular and almost universally grown Carrot at
Shrewsbury leads to the inference that in not having
grown it himself he is behind the age. But thus it

is that we find some critics railing against new
things without having grown them. I believe most
gardeners will admit that there has been with nearly
all kind.s of vegetables a remarkable advance in

quality during the past twenty years; indeed, it

would be impossible for so enterprising a body as
our seed trade ia to stand still and accept what is as
finality. Now and then such a very fine vegetable
as the Autumn (iiant Cauliflower, New Intermediate
Carrot, the Seville Longpod Bean, or similar novelty
bursts upon us suddenly, but generally improvements
are slowly progressive, as in thec.as*^ of Peas, Potatos,
Cabbages, Onions, &:c., so that the improvements
fail to strike us as being so very remarkable, and yet
they are so. Any check to this development would
mean to the seed trade stagnation and ruin. Peimit

me to say that I have not asserted that Sutton's
Little Gem Cabbage is a development from Little
Pi.xie Cabbage. I only referred to those kinds in
conjunction in a previous note to illustrate the pro-
gress of development in vegetable improvement, but
I have not the least knowledge as to whether there
is any lineal connection between the kinds named.
Sometimes kinds of very dissimilar character will
produce others equally dissimilar after intercrossing.
It is hard work to fix and maintain these breaks,
and on the whole most admirably do our seed trade
accomplish it. A. D.

HEATED BORDERS IN THE OPEN AIR.—I send
you a Pine-apple, and some Peach and Nectarine
fruits ripened in my " Ilypocaust," or heated eartli

garden, in the open air. One Peach and one Nec-
tarine, supplied by Mr. Kivers for the purpose, with
the fruit well set, were plunged in the hot earth, and
the Pine-apple, a small-fruiting sucker, was planted
right out. This was in the first part of June. The
Peach and Nectarine never suffered a check and are
now in healthy and luxuriant foliage. The fruits I
send were attacked by slugs and so dropped. The
Pine grew strongly, and the fruit, about the size of a
green Walnut when put out, had become yellow and
perhaps ripe, ten days before. R. Trevor Clarke.

Societies.

BOYAI, HORTICULTURAL.
ToESD-VY, September 25. — A small meeting took

place at the Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster,
on the above date. Dahlias and Koses being the
chief attraction, the former by Jlessrs. Turner,
Slough ; Keynes, Williams & Co., Salisbury ; West,
Brentwood: and llawlings, of Komford ; and Roses
by Messrs. W. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross.
A splendid group of Guernsey Lilies, from Baron

Schroder's garden ; a collection of hardy plants from
Mr. T. S. Ware ; Nepenthes from Mr. B. S. Williams,
Holloway ; and fruit from Messrs. J. Veitch Sc Sons'
nursery were the other items of interest.

Floral Committee.

Present: G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the chair; and
Messrs. W. Bates, II. Herbst, \V. Wilks, T. Batnes,
R. Dean, B. Wynne, J. Dorainv, II. M. Pollett, J.

O'Brien, W. Holmes, E. Hill, G' Dutfield. W. Gold-
ring, J. Walker. W. II. Lowe, and J. Praser.

Messi-s. J, Veitch & Sons, Uoyal Exotic Nurseries,
Chelsea, showea a group of hardy shrubs, the most
conspicuous object being several flower-spikes of
Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora, about 18 inches in

height : they had been cut from plants planted in

May last ; Berberis Thunbergii in fruit, and with the
autumnal red tint on its leaves, was also a pretty
object; also in berry, were Cotoneaster uniflora and
Crataegus pyracantha Lalandei, which last is a re-

markably pretty thing and very useful for decorative
purposes; Daphniphyllum glaucescens viridis was
also shown. There was also a fine Canna from
the same firm, named Geoffroy St. Hiliaire, with deep
red-brown foliage and rich scarlet tiowers of large size,

the whole plant being rather tall ; Louis Thibaut,
yellow spotted with rich red, was another prettv

Canna, Several trusses of bloom of hybrid Rhodo-
dendrons completed the group.

Several named Cannas were also sent by Messrs.
H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, and made agi od
display — Gerard Audrian. Indian -yellow flushed

orange, and Paul Bert, orange-.scarlet, being s])ecially

noticeable. The same firm also showed a collection

of fine single and double blooms of tuberous Be-
gonias, Chrysanthemum Sam. Henshaw, a lake-

coloured Japanese variety, of the style of Madame
Audiguier : and the yellow Juarezii Dahlia.

A few specimens of late flowering Asters, of the
Lilliput section, and spikes of the sweetly-scented
Hedychium Gardnerianum were sent from the
Society's Gardens at Chiswick.

In one corner of the hall a brilliant show was
made by a large group of Nerine Fothergillii, sent

by Mr. H. Ballantyne, gr. to Baron Schroder, The
Dell, Egham. The plants were well grown and
vigorous, i)resenting a sheet of bright colour.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nur-
series. Upper Holloway, N., showed a collection of

Nepenthes, in fine specimens, numbering about thirty

plants. Excelsior, with numerous large pitchers,

Mastersiana. amabilis, and Dormaniana being best

shown ;
and Hookeriana, Williamsi and intermedia
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were also good. Also an ornamental-leaved Beet,

McGregor's Favourite, with narrow leaves abont

0—8 inches in length, folded inwards, and deep

purple-brown in colour.

From Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries,

Tottenham, there came a group of miscellaneous

hardy cut flowers and plants : Shirley and Iceland

Poppies were conspicuous, especially the former,

and Gallardias, small-flowered Sunflowers, Chysan-

themum maximum, C. leucanthemutii. hybrid Prim-
roses, Catauanche co^rulea, and C. bicolor, large

Kniphotias, and Lilies were also numerous. The
following plants'were observable :—Nerine excellens,

rose, with a darker centre nerve to eacii segment,

and of dwarf habit ; Satyrium carncum. a good semi-

double form of llarpalium rigidum, Aster Towsendi,

with flowers about \h inch in diameter, disc yellow,

rays rich violet, very pretty; Lilium Wallichianum,

with segments of a pale cream-colour, darker at the

fcase, a green nerve in the lower half of each seg-

ment, leaves linear. A white Scabious, called Snow-
liall, and S. caucasica, represented by a large flowered

plant,, were good. A few Dahlias were also shown.

Professor Baldwin, a flower like Juarezii, but of a

true scarlet colour, and Lizxie Abbott, a double

decorative variety, white, suffused with deep lilac

towards the margins of the segments, were good.

Single flowers were also contributed.

A large exhibit was made by Messrs. Paul & Son,

Oheshunt, who staged a collection of Dahlias and

hardy cut flowers. Numerous Asters (Michaelmas

Daisies) were to be seen, and Helianthus multiflorus

major, a very striking bright flower; Catananche

ccerulea and C. bicolor, Asclepias tuberosa, Coreop-

sis lanceolata, Seuecio ])alcher, with various Phloxes

and Delphiniums. Dahlias were, however, the chief

portion of the firm's exhibit, and several bo.xes and

stands of good flowers were shown. Of the decora-

tive or Cactus varieties, Annie Harvey, Germania
Nova, Lady E. Dyke, Henry Patrick, and Lady
Kerrison were good exhibition and fancies: Ciiani-

ipion KoUo, .L Huntley, W. H. Williams, Chorister,

Sunbeam, and Gaiety; single flowers: Beauty of

Uplands, Mrs. H. Whitfield, White Queen, and Can-
terburv Tales. Ped Cockatoo, a bright red semi-

double" decorative ; and Scarlet Macaw, similar, but

scarlet, were distinct varieties.

A collection of very handsome Dahlia blooms was

sent by Mr. J. T. West, gr. to W. Keith, Esq., Corn-

walls, Brentwood. The flowers were large and in

good form, chiefly show and fancy, witii a few deco-

rative. The best were :—R. F. Kawlings, Shirley

llibberd, Mrs. Gladstone, Harry Keith, G. Barnes,

•Queen of the Belgians, Henry Walton, Gaiety, and

Lord Chelmsford. A capital collection was also

•sent by Messrs. Rawlings Bros., Romford, all even

and clean blooms.

The Dahlia exhibits of Messrs. Keynes, Williams

& Co., consisted of eight dozen blooms of show
^varieties of very fair quality. The best were

Matthew Campbell, orange, irregularly striped with

scarlet; Major Bartelot, of the same ground colour

as the first-named, but profusely stripeil with scarlet.

In miniature (pompon) Dahlias, likewise rather

jibundantly shown, the best varieties were Little

Darkle, a dark chestnut-purple ;
Little Ethel, white,

with a lilac centre ; Whisper, canary-yellow, lightly

tipped red ; Eurydice, a pretty thing, light puce,

with petals purple-tipped.

In decorative (hybrid Juarezii tyye) there were

some distinct-looking flowers, but the only one con-

sidered to be worthy of distinction was Honoria, a

canary-yellow flower.

Mr. C. Turner's Dahlias contained many superb

flowers, as many as six new varieties from seed

obtaining Certificates. These were, in pompon
varieties:—Lothair, yellow, heavily tipped and bor-

dered with bright scarlet ; Admiration, purple, with

white tijis; .Juliette, yellow, with an orange centre
;

Vivid Scarlet, very bright. In show varieties

—

Hugo, a crimson ; and Agnes, bright yellow, were

the only certificated examples.

Mr. R. P. Jones. The Grove, Brill, Bucks, exhibited

a small single variety of U. scabra The F'airie,

purple-white, l.J inch in diameter.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt,

showed a stand of seedling single-flowered and one

of decorative Dahlias; Red Cockade was distinct in

the former, and Qneen of Lilacs in tiie latter,

R. T. Rawlings, G. Rawlings, Queen of the Belgians,

Rev. J. Goodday, Harry Keith, Prince of Denmark,
Mrs. Rusby (decorotive), Masterpiece (single),

purple-lake with white tips.

Mr. G. Humpliries, Kington Langley, Chippenham,
also showed good even Dahlia blooms—Christy

Hidley, J. Huntley, R. T. Kawlings, Joseph Ashby,

Salamander, and Seraph were good show and fancy

varieties ; while of Cactus blooms Constantine, F. C.

Henley, Mrs. Tait, W. Pearce, S. Holland, and Mrs.

Hawkins were fine. J. Cooper, a new fancy flower,

was white, suffused with lake, with numerous small

spots of intense lake, and occasional blotches of the

same.
Messrs. W. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, contri-

buted an extensive collection of cut Roses, which

were very good at this late season of the year; Ulrich

Brunner, The Bride, Alfred Colomb, Niphetos, Coun-
tess of Uosebei^y, Anna de Diesbach, ,Souvenir de la

Malmaison, Gloire de Dijon, and other well known
varieties were well represented. Cut bunches of red

and white Lapageria were also sent.

G. F. Wilson, Esq., Weybridge, sent a few speci-

mens of Jjilies which had been flowered in the open

at f)akwood.

A plant of Cycnoches chlorochilon was sent by F.

G. Tauts, Esq. (gr. Mr. Cowley). This species was
the subject of an illustration in our issue for

Feb. 4 last.

A box of Celosia spikes from Mr. S. Ford, Leo-

nardslee Gardens, Horsham, was much admired; they

were vigorous and brightly coloured. (Strain Com-
mended.)
Pentstemons and a dwarf Carn.ation were shown

by Ml. R. Dean, Ealing; and Messrs. J. Cheal &
Son, Lowfield Nursery, Crawley, had their flower-

holders, and a good new single Dahlia Lady Monte-
liore, sulphur, with a suffused lake margin.

First-class Certificates.

Nerine excellens, from Mr. T. S. Ware.
Ijilium Wallichianum, from Mr. T. S. Ware.
Aster Towushendi, from Mr. T. S. Ware.
Harpalium rigidum semi-plenum, from Mr. T. S.

Ware.
Canna Paul Best, from Messrs. H. Cannell &

Sons.

Canna Geoffrey St. Hillaire, from Messrs. J. Veitch

& Sons.

Ornamental Beet, McGregor's F''avourite, from

Mr. B. S. Williams.

Dahlia John Cooper, from Mr. Humphries.
Dahlia Maud Fellowes, from Mr. C. Turner.

Dahlia Hugo, from Mr. C.Turner.
Dahlia Agnes, from Mr. C. Turuer.
Dahlia Juliette, from Mr. C. Turner.

D.ililia Admiration, from Mr. C. Turner.
Dahlia Vivid, from Mr. C. Turner.

Dahlia Lothair, from Mr. C. Turner.

Dahlia Pauthea, from Messrs. Kevnes, Williams

& Co.
Dahlia Honoria, from Messrs. Keynes, Williams

& Co.
Dahlia JIatthew Campbell, from Messrs. Kevnes,

Williams & Co.

Dahlia Little Darkle, from Messrs. Keynes, Wil-
liams & Co.

Dahlia Eurvdice, from IMessrs. Kevnes, Williams

&. Co.
Dahlia Little Ethel, from Messrs. Keynes, Wil-

liams & Co.

I).ihUa Whisper, from Messrs. Keynes, Williams

& ("o.

Dahlia Lady Jlontefiore, from Messrs. J. Cheal S;

Sons.
Medals.

Silver-gilt Ban7:sian.—To Mr, B. S. Williams, for

group of Nepenthes.
Silver Banksian.—To Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons,

for a collection ol cut flowers; to Messrs. J. Veitch

& Sons, fir grou|) of plants ; to Messrs. Keynes,

Williams &Co., for a collection of Dahlias ; to Mr.

T. S.Ware, for a collection of cut flowers; toMessj's.

Paul & Sons, lor a coliectiipn of Dahlias
; to Barou

Scroder, for a group of Nerines.

Bronze Banksian.—To Mr. G. Humphries, for col-

lection of Dahlias ; to Messrs. W. Paul & Son for cut

Roses : to J. F. West, Esq., for collection of Dahlias.

Fruit Committee.

Present : .Tohn Lee. Esq ,
in the chair; and Messrs.

J, Smith, G. W. Cummins. J. Cheal, T. J. Saltmarsh,

li. D. Blackmore, T. F. Rivers, W. Marshall, S. l<"ord,

II. Weir, P. Crowley, P. Barr, and T. B. Haywood.

From the nurseries of Messrs. ,T. Veitch & Sons,

Chelsea, there were twenty-six dishes of Plums, in

distinct varieties, mostly of more than ordinary

size, but conspicuous, as are most out-of-door fruits,

by want of flavour. A small collection of culinary and
de.osert Apples was from the same firm, some of the

fruits shown being of extraordinary size, especially

those ofLord Grosvenor, Red Quarrenden, Grenadier,
Stirling Castle, and Niton House, a Scotch variety,

of good appearance, and a very long keeper. A small
collection of Pears for dessert were likewise shown.
A Silver Banksian Medal was awarded.
One of the heaviest Queen Pines ever exhibited

came from Mr. Richards, gr. to Lord Norinanton,

Somerley, Ringwood. The fruit was quite sym-
metrical and nearly ripe, weighing 7 lb 6.V oz. A
(cultural Commendation was awarded.

Messrs. Hurst & Son, 15-, Houndsditch, exhibited

a massive looking Cucumber, a cross between
Telegraph and Blue Gown.
Mr. W. P. Fairgrieve, Dunkeld fiardens, Dunkeld.

N.B., sent a small collection of capital Plums, and a
few Apricots and Peaches, but it arrived too late for

the Committee. Of Plums, Pond's Seedling and
Magnum Bonum, -Jefferson, and Imperial Gage, were
excellent and large ; Pitmaston Orange Nectarine
and Hale's Early, and Early Louise Peaches were
also of good appearance, but small.

A few Melons were sent—one from Mr. C. .1.

Waite, Glenhurst Gardens, lilsher, being excellent iu

flavour ; the flesh was green, juicy, and tender.

W. Roupell, Esq., Roupell Park, S.W., showed an
American Tomato. Canadian Peach, small and round,

stated to be of a very sweet flavour.

Ci:uTIFIO.iTE.

Melon Glenhurst Perfection, from Mr. C. J.

Waite.
Medal.

Silver Banksian.—To ^Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, for

a collection of fruit.

NORTH OF SCOTLAND HORTICXTL-
TTJBAL ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of this Association was held

in the Music Hall Buildings, Aberdeen, on Friday

evening, the 21st inst., Mr. Cocker, President of the

Association, in the chair.

The Chairman gave a short .address, in which he

regretted that they had not larger attendances at

their meetings, and expressed the earnest hope that

in the future a more extended interest would be

manifested in the affairs of the Association. He
particuharly alluded to the advantage that would be
derived by young men attending the mee.ings. Mr.
Cocker was re-appointed President, Mr. Smith, Vice-

President ; and Mr. Reid, Secretary. Mr. Thomson
was appointed Treasurer in room of Mr. Wyllie,

who resigned. Members of committee were also

appointed. It was arranged to hold meetings once

in three weeks. The programme as submitted was

approved. A vote of thanks to the Chairman closed

the proceedings.

The Weather.

ME.ty TEMPERATURE OBSERVED AT CHISWIOK DITR-

Wa THE WEEK ENDINa OCT. 6. (AVERAGE OF
FORTY-FOUR YEARS.)

Sept. 30
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at varying timps, ranged from 32^ in ' England,
S.W.,' to 44^ in ' England, E., and ' England, S.,' and
to 52'' in the ' Channel Islands.' On most days the

ange of temperature was unusually large, especially

over Scotland.

"The rainfall has been much less than the mean
in all districts. At many stations measurable quan-
tities of dew were collected in the guage.

''Bright sunshine has varied considerably in dif-

ferent localities ; but on the whole it has been less

prevalent than it was last week. The percentage of

the possible amount of duration ranged from 18 to

biy in Scotland, from 26 to 39 in Ireland, and from 28

to 51 in England. In the * Channel Islands ' the

percentage was (J7."

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
duration ot the excess or defect of temperature above or
below 33° F. for the period named, and is expre.ssed in Day-
degree — a "Day-degree" signifying 1*^ continued for

tweoty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hours.]

Enquiries.
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W. Sa-msos & Co., and W. and T. Samson & Co.,

8 and 10, Portland Street, Kilmarnock, N.B.—
Dutch Flower Roots, Roses, Trees and Shrubs,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c.

T. BcTCHEB, Station Road, South Norwood, Surrey

—Dutch Bulbs, &c.

Messrs. E. H. Krelage & Son, Kleinen Houtweg,

Haarlem— Miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers,

Dutch Flower Bulbs.

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, N.B. — Dutch

Bulbs, Narcissus, and Roses.

W. Watt, Cupar-Fife, and 26, High Street, Perth-

Dutch Flower Roots.

W. Drummond & Sons, Stirling, N.B.—Bulbs and

Flower Roots.

Wm. RtJMSET, Joyning's Nursery, Waltham Cross, N.

—Roses.

Wm. Baylor Hartland, 24, Patrick Street, Cork,

Ireland — Abridged List of Dutch and Cape

Bulbs.

Edmondson Bros., 10, Dame Street, Dublin, Ireland

—Bulbs and Herbaceous Plants.

T. S. Ware, Hale F'arm Nurseries, Tottenham-
Daffodils and Lilies ; A. B. C. Bulb Guide.

A. M. C. JoNOKiNDT-CoNiNCK, Tottenham Nurseries,

Dedensvaart, near ZwoUe, Holland—Wholesale

List of Trees and Shrubs, &c.

J. Cbeal & Sons, Lowfield Nursery, Crawley, Sussex

—Trees, Roses, Fruit Trees, &c.

Isaac Daties & Son, Brook Lane Nursery, Ornskirk,

Lancashire—Rhododendrons and Azaleas.

Fruit .—Average Wholesale Prices-

CoMMH.'noiTIoss RECElVEn.—W. B.—H. A. G.—Mrs. Wil-

kinson.—W. S.-S. A.-W. S. B.-H. C—F. A.—J. S.-

G W —B. D.—M. Lemoino.—B. S. W.—C. E.—W. C—
W. B.—N. N.—H. W. W.

g» Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be named, or

asking questions demanding timeand research for their solution,

must not expect to obtain an answer to their enquiries m the

current week.

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, September 27.

TEia)E, generally speaking, aa last week. James

Webher, Wholesale Apple Market.

Plants in Pots.-

s.

Aralia SieboMi, doz. 6

Asters, per dozen ... 3

Balsams, per doz. ... 2

Chrysanthems., doz. 4

Cockscombs, per doz. 3

Coleus. dozen ... 2

Cyperus, per dozen . 4

Dracsena terminalia,

per dozen 30
— viridis, per doz. 13

Euonymua, in var.,

per dozen ... ... 6
Evergreens, in var.,

per dozen ... ... 6

Ferns, in var., doz. 4

-AvERiGE Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s.d.

Foliage plants, vari-

ous, each 2 0-10

Ficus elaatica, each . 1 *i- 7

Fuchsias, doz. ... 3 0- 6

Heliotropes, dozen... 3 0-60
Hydrangeas, dozen... 9 0-18

Liliums, var., doz. ...18 0-30

Marguerites, doz. ... 6 <J-12

Mignonette, 12 pots 3 0-60
Palms in var., each 2 6-21

d. s.d.
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CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMEiBANTlRON COMPANY
(Teles/raphic Address—"Hot-water, London." Telephone—No. 4763.

)

Have now pleasure in bringing to the notice of Horticulturists and Gardeners generally their

NEW PATENT (No. 9090, 1888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
WHICH IS "WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST ALL KOUND BOILER IN THE MARKET.

It combines all the advantages of

its class so well known, and by the

improved method of forming the

joints — viz., with India-rubber

Washers—THE OLD AND TOO

OFTEN INEFFECTUAL WAY
OF CAULKING THE JOINTS

IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED

WITH.

It can be erected in a few hours,

and may be relied upon as a

thoroughly sound and good Hot-

water Generator. It has been care-

fully tested in every possible way,

more especially with regard to power

and durability, and the result has

been highly satisfactory.

SECTION OF PATENT JOINT

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &C.

Inspection Invited. Price List Free on Application. Illustrated Catalogue, Is.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLAOKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.

MESSENGER & CCS New CATALOGUE of Greenhouses and Heating Apparatus,
Jii'^t issued, -will be fournl the most complete, prnrtu-ii. ami reliable giiiile tu ;i!l about to buiM, alter, or heat grei^nliousps.

niiij-trations of ever}' description of Glasshouse, from the largest range of Winter Ganlena to the simplest forms of Portablt
Greenhouses, Plant Protectors, and Garden Frames ; also of all the beat kind of Boilers, Hot-water Pipes, aud ail appliances for

heating. This Catalogue, possessing hundreds of illustrations of all the latest improvements iu greenhouse building and heating,
is on a scale never before attempted. It should be in the hands of every one interested in gardening, as it contains many practical
hints on the subjects of which it treats, the result of many year^' experrehce. Price 2S. pOSt-free.

A large number of the illustrations are taken from greenhouses erected by us iu various p:irts uf the country, an inspection of
this Catalogue shows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well tested by aclual use. The advantages possessed by
us enable us to carry out work with the utmo-t promptness. aTid in the very best style, at ]irii'es \vhii.'li 'lefy competition, Surveys
made and gentlemen waited on in auv part oi the country. Pliiiis and Estimates free on application.

MESSENGER & COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.

THE COHACER'S CALENDAR OF CARDEH OPERATIONS.
Post-free 3|d.Price 3d.

Twenty-five Copies, 5; ; fifty, IDs.; and one hundred, SOs.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered. Carriage Free, in London onlv.

Xot less than one hundred Carriasje Paid to any part of Great Britain.

W. RICHARDS, 41, 'WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, "W.C.

Ml EFrscTiYL SAf£ & mm&m,
IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

'Medicated Tobacco Paper'
(READY CUT UP FOR USE),

Rrdiired I'l-ice l/4> per lb.;
3Slba. A- up^iii-fita—I'niriimc Pisld.

Parcels for trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.:

2 lbs. 3/4, 4 lbs. 6/8, 6 lbs. 9 9, 81b8.13/-. 10 lba.l6/-

IMPROVED
Fumigating Pan
l8 vastly superior to any other.

t'^'s%^.

Price 6/6 (ic iron with heater) each,

or in Copper. 21 -

DICU»OIV'!S Iniprovrd

MUSHROOM SPAWI
MOST SUPERIOR. 6^- PER BUS.

ciT Circulars giving all particulars rf- copies of tesH
tnonials, post free on application.

DICKSONS
iTFn).

Seed Establlshiuent,

CHESTER.

(LlMITFD).
Royal Nursex7 and Seed Establishment,

PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
CHOICE PLANTS. FEEXS, HEATHS, AZALEAS. &c.

EPPS & CO. are now prepared to offer PEAT, as above,

of first-class quality, at lowest prices. Send for Samples. Price

List and Testimonials. DepOt for HORTICULTURAL
SU.VDRIES. LOAM. SANII. LEAF-MOCLD. SPHAGNUM,
C<lCOA FIBRE EFFUSE.

PEAT IVIOSS LITTER.
EPPS & CO., Ringwood, Hants.
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GISHURST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 18.'i9 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrips, Green Fly. and other Hlight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of soft-water ; 4 to 16 ounces as wint«r dressing for Vinee
and Orchard-house Trees; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes. Is.. 3s.. and 10s. 'od.

GISHUKSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, NEAR DUDLEY,

And iT 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &c.

IRON ROOFING AND HAY BARNS.

Special lL-5tiiii,itf,H given fur Large Contracts in Fencing,
Kooling, &c. Pergonal Surveys of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down.

Illustrated Catalogues Free by Post.

FAWKES' SLOW-COMBUSTION

HEATING APPARATUS.
Most Efficient and Cheapest in Existaice.

Requires no sunk stokehole and no brick
Betting. Will last all night without atten-

tion. Will burn house cinders, therefore

costs next to nothing for fuel. Any one
can fix it. A domestic servant can stoke it.

Complete Apparatus from £4 12s.

SUCCESS GCARAVTEED.
Enormous num

bers in use ^ll

over the countrj
Only Slow Com

bustion Appan
tus of the kind

CA I'TIOX
Beware of m

efficient incoin

pltrte Apparatiis
which will not

last all night.

Full particulars .

and Prices of ,S!i

every sized Ap-
paratus, and
numerous Testi-
monials for last

five seasons,
shoAving enorm-
ous success, post-
free on applica-

tion.

BEST CONSTRUCTED and CHEAPEST
Greenhouses, Forcing-houses, Pits, Frames, Plant

Protectors, Potting Sheds, Tool-houses, &c.

IHuxtrated Priced Catalogue post-freefrom

COMPTON 8c FAWKES
CHELWI SFORD.

BOULTON & PAUL,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS.

Our 8 by 6 feet
2-LIGHT MELON AND CUCUMBEK FRAMES

are £3 each, carriage paid.
fliade of the best red deal, English lil-oz. glass, painted 3 coats

best colour.

3-LIGHTS, 12 by 6 feet, £4 5s.

For other sizes, see NEW PRICE LISTS, PosHree.

NORWICH.

JAS. BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Ruildkhs
and Heating Enginkkhs,

PAISLEY.
HORTICULTURAL

STRUCTURES
of every description,

in either Wood or Iron,
or both combined.

Wooden Chapel.s,
Shooting Lodge",

Tennis Courts,
Cottages, &c.

Hot - water Apparatus
for warming

Buildings of every
description.

Illustrated Circulars
Post-free.

Complete Catalogue, 33.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
The above are without exception the most useful kind of

Frame for Plant Growing, and every one with a garden should
possess one. The sashes turn right over one on to the other, and
the boxes are put together with wedges, and can be taken apart
in a few minutes. Sizes and prices, carriage'paid toa ny station
in England, ready glazed and painted;

—

6 feet long, 4 feet wide, packing cases free £.2 15
12 feet long, 4 feet wide, „ „ ,, 4 15
6 feet long. 5 feet wide „ 3 15
12 feet long, 5 feet wide 6 10

The glass is nailed and puttied in.

B. HALLIBAT & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIBDLETON,
MANCHE-STER.

London it^ent : Mr. H. SKELTON, Seedsman, &c.,
2, Holloway Road, N.

GREENHOUSES.
Before ordering Conservatories, Vineries, Greenhouses, &c.,

obtain an Estimate (free) from u?.

Plans, Illustrated CATALOGUE, &c.. post-free, on application.

PEARCE AND HEATLEY. The North London Horticul-

tural Works, Holloway Road, London, N.

GARDEN REQUISITES.— sticks, Labels,
Virgin Cork, Raffia, Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work,

Manures. &c. Cheapest Pi-Jces of
WATSON AND SCULL, 90. Lower Thames Street. London. E.G.

RICHARDSON'S

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS

Mnmerona

Prize Medals and

Certificates of Merit.

Fixed in any part of the Kingdooi

with Uot^wat«r Apparatiu
complete.

Catalogna

Frca.

H(Ttli of England HortlCBUoMU Works,

DARLINGTON.

21-OZ. Foreign of the above sizes, in 100 and 200 feet boxes,
Srds and 4ths qualities, always kept in stock.
A large stock of similar current sizes of 16-OZ. elass in

200 feet boxes.
English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

free deliver!/ in the country in quantities.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. Jolin Street. West Smlthfleld, London. E.O.
stock List and Prices on application. Price L.ist of Colourg,

Varnishes, Designs of Stained if Leaded Glass. Quote Chronicle.

GARDEN HOSE
The Sphincter Grip Spring Steel Galvanised Armoured Hose

is the most valuable improvement in Hose sine* 1840. Its lasting
qualities are ten times greater than any Hose not armoured.

Its complete succeRs has caused some parties to infringe the
Patents owned and controlled solely by us ; and we therefore
notify all such that the making, vending, or use of any armoured
wire-wound Hose not of our manufacture is an infringement of

one or more of our several Patents, any violation of which \viU
be promptly prosecuted. Brass plates set between the Hose
and wire denote our Manufacture and the Patents.

For Price Lists and particulars of

The Original and Only Genuine Splilncter Grip
Armoured Hose,
AITLV TO THE

S.G.A. HOSE CO. (Ltd.),
63, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G.

C Unprecedentedly low prices.)

GLASS.—CHEAP GLASS.
8s. 6d. per 100 feet 15 oz. 13x10. 18x12. 18x14, 24x14,

14 X 13. 20 X 13. 18 X 16, 24 X 16,

12s. per 100 feet 21 oz. ... 16x13. 16x14. 20 X 16, 24 X IS. &0.
PuUy. 6.S. 6rf. percwt. ; White Lead. p;enuine. 215.; Our

Speciality. \la.M. percvt. ; Paints ground in Oil. Stone Ochre,
20s. ; Oxford Ochre. 24.'!. ; Green. 16s. ; Black. 16s. per cwt.

;

Varnish, from 5s. 6rf. per pal.—Full Price l.ist on applica-
tion to THE CHEAP WOOD COHFANT, 95, Bishopsgata
Street Within, London, E.C.
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i»S-

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Limited,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS, AND SURREY WORKS, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.,

HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent Wrought-Iron Municipal or Anffular Chambered and Tubular

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
And- others with SHELVES, and Hollow or Ordinary Cast-iron GRATE BARS.

OAnni C Dnil CDQ ^'*''"' waterway backs mill WELDED BOILERS, any of ivhioh are spt-ciiUly ailnptnl for Hi-aling Grwiilioiism, Con^irrvaloii, « Clmrclies Cliapeh
uAUULL DUILllnOT ScliooI-<. PuUic UuiUliugs, Entrance Halls, Warehousefl, Workshups, &.C. They are the neatest, cheapest, most effective. an.I durable nfany extant.

Tfie Mi'NICIl^AL and TVBL'LAH onea arc remarkablepr their great heating poicer, slotc combustion, and the length of time the fire ii/il bum utthout ra/uiriiig aitentton.

These Patterns secured the FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE-a SILVER MEDAL-at the Royal HorticiUtural Society's Exhibition, South Kensington, London, June 1, 1881.

The Best Boiler Extant.

1 t..^,.L^

. Front Elevatiqn - — Longitudinal Scctun -
SECTIONAL PLAN

The longitutliiial section gives a view of the fiie-box, water space, flues, &c. The cross section gives a view of the fire-box, water space and V'Shaped back.
The frout elevation shows it set in brickwork, which is necessary for this class of boiler.

SIZES AND PRICES
MB 1

MB 2
MBS
M B 4
MBS

3 ft. 2 in. long by 2 ft.

4 „ by2
5 „ by2
6 6 „ by 3
8 6 „ by4

in. wide by 2 ft. in.

,, by2
3 „ by2 6

,, by3
,, by3 9

deep
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
Scale of Charges for Advertising.

Uead Line charged as two.

4 Lines ..£030 15 Lines . . £0 8 6

5 „ ..036 16 „ ..090
6 „ ..040

I

17 „ ..096
7 „ ..046 I 18 „ . . 10

8 „ ..050 ' 19 „ .. 10 6

9 „ ..056 20 „ . . 11

10 „ . . 6 : 21 „ .

.

11 6

11 „ ..066
i
22 „ .

.

12

12 „ ..070 ! 23 „ .

.

12 6

13 „ . . 7 6
;

24 „ .

.

13

14 „ .. 8
I
25 „ .

.

13 6

AND SIXPENCE FOR EVERY ADDITIONAL LINE.

If set across two ColumDs, the lowest charge will be 20s.

If Bet acroAS thr*?e Coiumns the lowest charge will be 30s.

Page. £8: Half Piige. £l Uk. : Column. £:?.

Gardeners and others Wanting Situations.

26 words, including name and address, Is. 6^.,

aud 6d. for every additional line (about 9 words) or part
of a line.

THE.se ADYERTISEMENTS MUST BE PREPAID.

This 3cale does not apply to announcements of Vacant
Situations, which are charged at the ordinary scale.

IMPOHTAXT NOTICE.—Advertisers are cautioned
against having Letters addressed to Initials at Post-offices, as

all Letters so addressed are opened by the authorities and
returned to the sender.

KiRTHS, Deaths and Marriages, 5s. each insertion.

Advertisements for the current iveek must reach the Office bi/

Thursday 7ioon.

AH Subscriptions Payable in Advance.
The United Kingdo.m : 12 Months, 15s.; 6 Months,

7S. 6d.; 3 Months. 33. 9d.
Foreign (excepting India and China); including Postage,

17s. 6d. for 12 Months; India and China 19s. 6d.
Post office Orders to be made payable at the Post Office,

42, DRCTRY LANE. W.C., to W. RICHARDS.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,
41. Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

MADE WITH BOILING WATER.

E P P S ' S
G R A T E F U L- O M F O R T 1 N G

.

COCOA
MADE WITH BOILING MILK.

Acctaents all the Year Round.
Provide agaiDdt them by Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY, 64. Cornhill. London, E.C.

Hon. Evelyn Ashley, Chairman.
Annual Income, £248,000.

Invested Capital and Reserve Fund, £275,000.

Compensation Paid for 126.000 Accidents, £2,500,U00.

Moderate premiums—Favourable conditions—new concessions.

Prompt and Liberal Settlement of Claims.

West End Office :—8. Grand Hotel Buildings, W.C.
Head Office :—tJ4. Cornhill, Loudon, E.C.

WILLIAM J. VIAN. Secretary.

Completion of a great National Work,

THE PINETUM BRITANNICUM:
A Descriptive Account of Hardy Coniferous Trees Cul-

tivated in Great Britain. Dedicated, by command, to the

illustrious memory of H.R.H the Prince Consort. Illustrated

with Maps, Photographs, Facsimiles of Ih- Original Water-
colour Drawings, made expressly for the work, and 643 Engrav-

ings on Wood. Edited, with the assistance of Robert Brown.
Dr. Lindley. Dr. Maxwell T. Masters, Messrs. Peter Lawsou
& Son, by Edward Ravenscroft. Three vols., royal fulio,

with iifty-three large Coloured Plates and 643 Woodcuts
(subscription price £.'7 6s. unbound), now offered at a reduced

price, plain plates, hf. bd., £10 10s ; or, coloured plates, hf. bi.,

olive morocco, £21.

At length we are enabled to congratulite Conifer lovers,

subscribers, wuthors, anil publisher, upon the completion of the

Pinetum Britamiicum. The work is one of great magnitude
and beauty, and one that has invol^-ed labour and pecuniary

outlay, it is to be feared, beyond hope of recompense. In the

preface Mr. Ravenscroft, the tnterprising and chivalrous pub-

lisher and part author, tells the story of the book—how it grew
out of a small catalogue raisonne prepared for Messrs. Peter

Lawson Sc Son. As a considerable amount of materials liad

accumulated, the larger work, with its large-sized coloured

plates, was undertaken. Messrs. Lawson lent substantial aid

by taking 100 copies : the Emperor Napoleon distributed thirty

copies among the Schools of Agriculture and Forestry in

France, and royal patronage "was not wanting in our own
country. Such aids, however, were not sufficient to secure the

uninterrupted progress of the work. The lirm of Peter Lawson
& Son met with misfortune, the French Empire underwent
still greater disaster, and, as a consequence, the publication of

the work was necessarily for a time suspended. In order,

however, to keep faith with the remaining subscribers. Mr.
Ravenscroft lately resumed the publication, and has now, as

we have seen, brought it to a close, thu'^ fulfilling all liis

obligations to his subscribers, if not fulfilling the whole of the

ambitious programme with which he set out.
BERNARD QUARITCH, 15. Piccadilly, London. W.

%* Monthly Catalogues of valuable Books on Botany, Orni-

thologyi Entomology and other classes gratis on application.

HOKTICULTURAL GLASS,
GLASS BELLS. &c.ROCHEZ-VANDER ELST,
Charleroi, Belgium.

Agenta: H. PUCKERT AND CO.. 110. Cannon St.. London, E.C.

To Horticulturists.—Great economy in Fuel, and other

advantages secured by the use of our

SMOKELESS ANTHRACITE.— For infor-

mation as to the mode of usiaf^ this coal, and prices

delivered to auv railway station, apply to the TRIMSARAN
CO. (Limiled). 62. Leadeuhall Street . I.on.lon. E.C.

To Nurserymen. Seed MercHants, and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering Arch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade :

also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, Raffia Fibre. Tobacco Paper,

and Shading. Prices free.—4 and -S. Wormwood Street. E.C.

Autumn Requirements for the
Trade.

^:

OUR SHOW ROOMS
are now fully furnished with every novelty m

DRIED FLOWERS, GRASSES,
AM)

GENERAL SUNDRIES
Required for the Autumn and "Winter Season.

Early inspection especially solicited.

CORRY, SOPER, FOWLER & GO.
(Limited).

16, FINSBURY STREET, E.C.

ORCHID BASKETS,
RAFTS, BOATS, AND CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.
SEND FOn A

PRICE LIST
from the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
L'l, GOLDSMITH STREET,

DRURY LANE, W.C.

THE LOUGHBOROUGH GREENHOUSE
HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
^C7'r^

TTif^^^ "^^"^ '^ '^'^^ simplest.
y—^^^iP M :

illlt cheapest, and most
powerful apparatus
made. It requires no
hrick setting, nostoke-
hole, and no hol^water
fitter for tixing. The

\../''
- Boiler stands in the

wC!^, Greenhouse, the front only being outside,
^.y'-'-

,, .
so that the whole of the heatfrom the Boiler

S^_^'_' '

, ,
,- itself is utilised. It burns over twelve

hours without attention, at a nominal cost

.

Price, as enslaving, with Boiler, open feed syphon, 12ft. of

4-inch hot-water pipe, and patent joints, complete. dE4 4s.

Delivered free to any station. Discount for ciish.

Cost of apparatus complete for Greenhouses as below,

delivered free, with pipes cut and fitted ready for fixing.

ft. ft. £ s. d. I ft. ft. £ s. d.\ ft. ft. £. s. d.

10 X 6... 4 14 15 X 9... 5 10 8 25 X 12 ... 6 16 8

12 X 8... 5 1
I

20X10... 6 | 40 X 16 ... 12 12 4

Proportionate prices for other sizes. Estimates free.

Tllu'^trated List, with full particulars of these and every

de>«cription of Fu'>l. G;l^. and Oil Heating Stoves free.

DEANE & CO.,
HoRTicuLTL'itAi, Builders and Hot-water K.viiiNEERS.'

46.,KlngWimam^y^pQ^ BRIDGE.

HORTICULTURAL CLASS,
A large quantity of all descriptions and
sizes in stock, at the lowest possible prices.

NICHOLLS & CLARKE,
SHOREDITCH, LONDON. E.

ROCKERIES, FERNERIES,
WINDOW CASE.S, CAVES, WATERFALLS, WINDOW
BOXES. AQUARIA. ARTIFICIAL ROCKWORK ior Ball-

rooms. Halls. Stairci^ses. &c.. designed and couatrueted, under
persona] superintendence of

HARPHAM AND HOWES,
Horticultural Depot, 107, Church Street, Edgware Road, N.W

.

Estimates and Illustrated Lists Free.

ATENT TUBULAR FLOWER STANDS
for .Artistic Groupin};; of Cut Flowers. Have attracted

much attention at recent Horticultural Exhibitions.

Manufactured and Sold by GEORGE SMITH iSE CO.,

Commercial Road. Pimlico, S.W. Trade supplied.

SPEARMAN'S SERGES.—THE BEST IN
THE WORLD.—Pure INDIGO DYE, ROYAL NAVY

BLUE. WOADED BLACK. Also in all other colotirs and
FANCY WEAVINGS. Low quotations. No draper or tailor

sells Sl'K.ARMAN'S renowned Serges; they can only be
obtained ilirect from SPEAR.MAN, SPEARJIIAN. PLYMOUTH.
No material manufactured is so useful for Ladies' Autumn
and Winter Wear or Gentlemen's Suits. Send for patterns,

and select at home for youroelves. P.arcels carriage paid iu

Great Britain and Ireland. Goods packed for export at lowest
freights.

WANTED, a good single man, not under 35
years of age. as SINGLE-HANDED GARDEXEK, to

live and sleep in the House. Wages los. per veek aud all

found. — PROPRIETOR, Becktou Hotel, Beckton, North
Woolwich. E.

ANTED, Two practical WORKING FORE-
MEN—one for Market Garden (^'egetable3, &c.) Pro-

duce ; the other for the Cultivation of Orchard Fruit Trees, &c.

Must invest not less than£100each.—Address FRUIT FARM,
Gardaiers' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand,W.C.

ANTED, a GROUND FOREMAN. Steady,
industrious man. Able to Graft and Layer.—GEORGE

AND WILLIAM YATES, Manchester.

Outdoor tTuTsery Foreman and Salesman.

WANTED, a young MAN, as above, for a
branch Nursery.—Apply, in own handwriting, stating

wages expected, to B. MALLEli and SUNS, Burnt Ash Lane
Nurseries, Lee, S.E.

ANTED, a NURSERY PROPAGATuR—
a rising young man, who has been in a Country

Nursery, and can grow and propagate two things—Clematis
aud Rhododendrons. He must sttirt at a moderate wage, aud
he will be under close supervision until he proves his capa-

bility and reliability.—CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

WANTED, a young MAN, for Houses—one
who understands Growing Palms, &c.—Apply by letter

only, THO.MSON'S, Spark Hdl Nurseries, Birmingham.

ANTED, Two Youths as APPKENTICES
(about 16>, where Fruit and Tomatos are extensively

Grown uuder Glass. Bothy and vegetables found. State

wages.—F. KENT, Market Gardener, Lambley, Nottingham.

WANTED, a CLERK, accustomed to the
Nursery Trade and able to Correspond. Must be a

good Writer and quick at Figures.—State age and wages required

to H. G. M., frotheroe & Morris, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London, E.C.

GABDBNING APPOINTMENT.
JIk. John Robertson, late Foreman at Dysart

Gardens, Eife, has been appointed Head Gar-

dener to the Earl of Ros.slyn, Lady Anne's

House, Stamford.

WANT PLACSS.
BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he

• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent Men. competent either to fill the situation of

HE.U) GARDENER, BAILIFF. FOREMAN, or J>niRNEY-
MAN. Ladies and Geutlemen requiriug any of the above will

please send full particulars, when the best selections for tlie

different capacities will be made.

—

Holloway. N.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &c.

DI C Iv S U N y i^Limited) are always
m a poMliun to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their

business. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address " DICKSONS, CHESTER."

EICHARD SMITH and 00
' beg to announce t^at they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that they

will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with particulars,

&e,—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

C C O T C H G A R D E N E R S.O —JuHN DOWNIE (of the late firm of Downie & Laird),

Seedsman, Mi, Princes Street, Edinburgh, has at present on
his List a number of SCOTCH GARDENERS, waiting re-

engagements. He will be pleased to supply full particulars

to any Lady, Nobleman, or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy

and competent Gardener,

GARDENER (Head), where several are kept

;

married, no family.—A Ladv wishes to recommend her

late Gardener, who has been with her twelve years. Trust-

worthy aud competent in all branches.—J. MOORE, Bray,

Maidenhend.

GARDENER (Headj, where three or more
are kept.—R. Cox wishes to recommend G. Howes as

above, to any Liidy or Gentleman requiring the service of a

good practical mini, who understands all branches of the pro-

fes:^io

1

1.—G. HOWES. Hams Hall. Hirmin-;h;im.

GARDENER (Head); age 40, married, no
family.—Jamks Watso.n, Esq., late of Langley House,

wishes tu recommend his late Head Gardener, who has been

with him six } ears, to any Lady or Gentleman requiriug a

thoroughly practical man. First-class testimonials.—.\pply,

statin;i full particulars, to R. H. TAYLOR, ai, High Street,

Camden Town. N.W.

("1 ARDENER (Head).—Age 31, widower, no
!T children ; is open to engagement with Lady or Gentle-

man, requiring the services of an experienced, energetic,

trustworthy man. Eighteen years experience. Excellent

references and testimonials.—T., Royal Hotel, Southport.
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GARDENER (Hkad) ; age 26. — Mr. J.

Udalk, Elford Hall Gardenis, Tamworth, can strongly
recoinniead liia Foix*mari, Ueorge Cust, to anyone requiriug the
services of a thoroughly honest, steady, and industrious
Gardener.

GA K U E N E K (Head). — Middle - aged,
widower ; excellent all-round experience in all branches

of gardening. Good testiionials from the last aud previous

emijloyers. Moderate waRes only required ; neiglibourhood of

Loudihi preferred.—JAS. BURDEN, 28, High Street, Kensing-
ton, W.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 31.—Mr. \inden,
Harlaxton Manor, Grantham, would be pleased lo

recommend Arthur Pope, who has been for the past four years

General Foreman here, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a
thoroughly experienced man.—Full particulars on application

to the above address.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, one child;
thorough knowledge of Gardening, including Orchids,

having practised in some of the leading Private and Trade
Colleciions; Early and Late Forcing of Fruit, Stove and Green-
house Plants, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good references.

—ORCHID, 101, Crook's Road, Sheffield.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married;
twenty years' practical experience in good establish-

ments in Early and Late Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and
Vegetables, the Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Orchids, &.C., also Kituheu Gardens and Pleasure Grounds.

—

J. FINL.YVSON, The Gardens. Combe Bank, SevenoaUs.

0^ ARDENER (Head) ; age 32. —W. T.
T SCARTH, Esq., Eaby Castle. Darlington, Durham, will he

glad to recummeud James TuUett to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring a thoroughly practical good Gardener. First-class

Fruit, Vegetable a d Plant Grower. Sixteen years' good
experience. Seven years General Foreman at Raby.—JAMES
TLTLLEIT, Raby Gardens. Darlington, Durham.

GARDE.NER (Head Working).—Age 39,
married, one daughter (age 12j ; tw.-Dty-four years'

thorough experience. Good all round. Good daracter and
testimonials.—C. C. Hilllarrauce, Taunton.

ARDENER (Head AVorking).—Age 34,
ninrrii'd; thoroughly understands all bianches. Excel-

lent character and testimonials.—B., Itj, Alexander Square,

London, S.W.

r GARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
VX three children ; well up in Gardening in all itsbranchea.
Abstainer. Good references.—F. BARRETT, Downham
Market, Norfolk.

AllDENER (Head Wobkixg).—Age 40,
married, two chihlren ; thoroughly practical in all

branches. Also Land and Stock, if required. Four years'

excellent character.—W. TURNER, 6, Formosa Street, War-
rington Crescent, Maida Vale, W.

GARDENER (Head Working), where one
or two others are kept.—Age 4d. married ; understands

Vines, Greenhouse, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Can have
tnentv years' good character from present employer.—GAR-
DENER. Trafalgar, Salisbury.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 36,
ni.irn.'d; thorough good practical Gardener. Twenty

years' expiTienoe in Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants and Flower and Kitchen Gar-
dening. Abstainer.—GAKDENER, Spalding Road, Sutterton.

near Ifoston, Lincolnshire.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married, one child; over twenty years' practical ex-

perience in the Cultivation of Grapes, Pines, Peaches, Melons,
Cucumbers. Tomato-t, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early and
Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Successful

Exhibitor of Fruit and Chrysanthemums. Highest references.

—C. BLtCK, Norbury Nurseries. Streathara. Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 32, married ; abstainer. Fifteen years' practical

experience in all branches. Three years excellent character

from last employer.-J. DOBSON, Upton, Birkenhead.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed)
;

age 40. married,—A Lady wishes to recommend her
Gardener after eight and a half years' service. Thoroughly
understands all branches.-H. C, 12, Elderton Road, Lower
Sydenham, S.E.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 32, single ; fifteen years' experience in Grapes,

Peaches, Mtluns, Cucumbers. Stove and Greenhouse Plant-*,

and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Firstrclass references.

—

W. WHEELER, 3, The Nursery. George Lane, Lewisham.S.E.

ARDENER.—As:e 30, married; well up in
E;irly and Late Forcing, &c. ; successful Grape Grower.

Small jihice not objected to. Wages moderate.—2, Grove
Ruad. Mittham, Surrey.

G"^
ARDENER, under a Foreman ; age 19.

—

T R. Gilbert will be happy to recommend a thorough
good vonug man as above. At Burghley three years.—R.
GILBERT, Burghley, Stamford.

GARDENER, where one or more are kept.

—

F\ W. W>LTERS, Nurseryman, 17, Derwent Street.
Market Place, Derby, has great pleasure in recommendiug G.
Nuudy. late Foreman at Dufheld Hall, to any Lady r Gentle-
man requiring a good gardener as above. Good references can
be given.

GARDENER, having practical knowledge of
Landscape, Nursery, Fruit and Floriculture, desires

an engagement.— M. C, McEVOY, Broxwood, Pembridge,
Herefordshire.

GARDENER (AVoekinq).—Age 34, married,
no family; well up in all branches and Laying Out.

Good references.—G. L., 18, Lombard Dwellings, \'ork Road,
Eattersea. S.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or other-
wise).—Understands Vine^, Cucumbers, Flower] and

Kitchen Garden. Three years' good character from present
situation.—A. S., 2, Normau Road, Dartford, Kent.

GARDENER (Second where four or five are
kept, or good Single-handed).—Eight years' experi-

ence. Total abstainer.—E. B,, 61, Lesbourne Road, Reigate.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 25, single;
eleven years' practical experience in all branches.

Excellent references.—J. H. Y., Sandown Villa, Mill Street,

Redhill, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), or otherwise.—Age
21 :

good experience, both In and Outdoor, Seven years
as .Journeyman in good establishments; one year in present
situation, and six previous. Can be well recommended by
present and previous employers.—J. HOBSON, The Gardens,
Holmbiiry, Dorking, Surrey.

GARDENErTUndeb).—Age 20; two years'
good character,—A. B., Staines Road, Sunbury Common.

ARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 22; good character from last place.—A. B., Park

Cotta;:e. Park Road, East Molesey, Surrey.

ARDENER (Under).—Young ; not afraid
of work. Four years' experience at a Nursery. Good

character.—Mr. GRO^'E, Wyndley Nursery, Sutton.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; seven years'
experience Inside and Out. Five years at last place.

Good character. Total abstainer.—F. J., 96, Barton Terrace,
Preston, Lancashire.

1FOREMAN, in the Houses, in a Market
Nursery.—Age 24; well-up in Cut Stuff, Cucumbers,

and Tomatos.— G. SMITH, Rose Cottage, Linkfield Road,
Isleworth.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 27; twelve
years' experience in good establishments. Good character

from previous employers,—G. LILLEY, Mr. Bates, Boot
Maker, Yaxley, near Peterborough.

I^^OREMAN, in the Houses, in a large estab-
lishment.—Age 25; good experience. Good character.

Bothy preferred.—T. S., Gardeiiers' Chronicle Office, 41,

Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

To Gardeners.

FOREMAN.

—

John Rishop, Gardener, Sutton
Place, Guildford, would be pleased to recommend his

present Foreman. He has been seven years here, and I i,haU

be glad to hear of a place as above for him.—Address as above.

OREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN.—
Nine years' experience in Plant and Fruit Houiies, Con-

servatory, and General Work. Good testimonials. — F.
BLACKALL, 35. Seaton Street, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

T^X)REMAN, or EIRST JOURNEYMAN, in
-L the Houses, in a Gentleman's establishment.—Two years
in last situation. Well up in Orchids. Eleven years' experi-

ence. Good character.—W. J. BUNKER, 5, Hill Street,

Dorset Square, N.W.

T^OREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN.—
JL J C. Maci'HEKSON, Gardener to the Right Hon. the Earl
of Loudesborough, Nortberwood, Lyndhurst, Hants, would be
pleased to recommend H, Butcher as above. Good Floral
Decorator. Twelve years' experience in all branches.

I'OREMAN in Small, or FIRST JOURNEY-
MAN in Large Place ; age 24.—J. McDonald, late Gar-

dener at Leighton Hall, Salop, can confidently recommend a
young man as above.^E. P., 32, St. John's Road, Upper
Holloway. N.

To Market Growers and Others,

FOREMAN PRoi'AdATOR and GROWER.
—Age 27 ; well (.xperit'iiiTd hi turning out large quanti-

ties and creditable stuff ;—Bouvardias, Carnations, Pelargo-

niums, Primulas, Chrysanthemums, Fuchsias, Solanums, Roses,

Ferns, Forced Flowers of all kinds, Cucumbers, Tomatos.
Bedding Stuff, &c. Best references.—LAMBERT, 47, Neville

Road, Stoke Newington, N.

ENERAL PROPAGATOR, or FOREMAN
and SALESMAN in some good Nursery,—ThoroiiKhly

well up in Conifers, Clematis, Rhododendrons, Tea Roses.

Vines, Bouvardias, Cyclamen, Cytissus, Carnations, Poinsettia'^,

Ferns, and general Hard and Soft-wooded Plants. First-clatrS

at Bouquets, Wreaths, &c.—FOREMAN, 41, Wellington Street.

Strand. W.C.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 30;
JL eighteen years' experience of Stove and Greenhouse.
Soft and Hard- wooded Plants, and Forcing. Good references.

—J. B,, 4. Fairhazel Gardens. Hampstead, N.W.

GROWER, in a good Nursery.—Age 25

;

thorough experience and good references. Hease state
wages.—G. ISTED. Westham. Hastings.

GROWER, for Market.—Age 26 ; well up in
Tea Roses, Ferns, Cut Flowtrs, Tomatos. &c. Good

references.—T. H., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in Houses.—Age
23 ; good characters.—G. FULFORD, Trafalgar, Salisbury,

Wilts.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in the Houses; age
24.—Mr. Tindale, Ravensworth Castle Gardens, Gates-

head-on-Tyne, will be pleased to recommend a young man as
alove.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or Inside and
Out.—Age 18 ; five years' experience. Good character.

—

G. MARL(-)W. Manor House Gardens, Richmond.

lOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 19;
f-9 five years' experience. Good character.—W. EJjLIOTT,
Guy's Cliffe Gardens, Warwick.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Eight years'
experieucc*. Good reference from previous employers.

—

J. MILES, Woodsije, HatBeld, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN, in good Private Garden.—
Young; six years' experience, three in present situation.

—WM. ABHOTT, The Gardens. Rudding Park, Knaresborough,
Yorks.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses; age 21,
tJ abstainer.—G. Hilton, Gardener to Colonel Ainsworthy,
J.P., Smithill's Hall, Bolton, Lancashire, can strongly recom-
mend a young man for situation as above. Six years' expe-
rience. First-rate character.

JOURNEYMAN (Second), or IMPROVER
in Houses, or inside and Out.—Age 21 ; six years' expe-

rience. Excellent character from present employer.—ARTHUR
BEAD, Old Catton, Norwich, Norfolk.

IMPROVER, in the Garden and Greenhouses.
—Age 23 ; highly recommended. Suburbs preferred. Four

years in last situation.—H. MISEU3R00K, The Cedars,
Heme Hill, S.E.

IMPROVER, in the Houses.-Age 18; three
years in present sitviation. Can be well recommended by

present employer.—E. M., The Gardens, South Belmont,
Doncaster.

''pO NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, by a young
-I- man (age 20), a situation in a Nursery. Used to General
Plant Growing.—W. D., Holly Cottage, Cowlea'.e Koad,
Kingston, Surrey.

''po GARDENERS.—A Y'outh (age 16) seeks
JL a situation in a Gentleman's Garden; active, able, and
well educated. Eighteen months' good training under Glass.
Bothy preferred. Good references with Premium given.

—

W. B., The Cemetery, Rothesay Road, Luton. Beds.

To GARDENERS, &c. — Situation wanted
by respectable Youth (age 17) in Gentleman's Garden.

Four years" experience in Market Nurseries. Bothy near
London preferred.—A. A., 44, Stamford Terrace, Stamford
Hill, N.

SHOPMAN (Head). — Age 30, married

;

sliortly disengaged. Excellent references, and good expe-
rience. Provinctai town preferred.—MEILLEUIt, Gardeners'
Chronic:e Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Seed Trade.
Q HOPMAN (Head), or WAREHOUSEMAN.O —Fifteen years' experience in leading English, Irish, and
Scotch Houses. All brandies.—ALPHA, Messrs. Nutting &
Sons, Seed Merchants, London.

CHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—A young manO seeks re-engagement as above. Six years' experience,
good references.—W. S., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41,
Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

To Market Gardeners and Salesmen.

FOREMAN, SALESMAN, or CLERK.—Age
25 ; London experience. Highest references. Securities

if required.—W. W., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Strand, W.C.

Covent Garden Market.

SALESMAN, or ASSISTANT to Grower or
Commission Agent. — Thoroughly conversant with the

Trade in every detail, also Buyers both in Town and Country :

or would accept London Agency for Provincial Firm. — C.,

Garde?iers' Chroyiicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand,W.C,

''pO SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS.—Adver-
-L tiser (age 27) seeks re engagement. Twelve years-

thorough practical experience in London and Provincia
Houses. Unexceptional references.—T. Y. Z., 234, Liverpoil
Road, Islington, N.

''pO THE SEED TRADE.—Wanted, by a
JL young man (age 24), a situation in either a Wholesale
or Retail Seed E.stablibhment. Seven years' experience in

General Nursery Stock.—C. H., The Eoyal Nursery. Slough.

A:^OUNa LADY, slight knowledge of Florist's
J- Business, of good address, would give part time in an

establishment where slie could gain a thorough knowledge of

the above. Indoors preferred. Good reference.—FLORA,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand,W.C.

LABOURER, in a Nursery or Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 20 ;

good character.—A. G. CARBERT,
Bilbrough, York.

HOLLO WAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.—
Health insured, soundness secured, ease, comfort, and

longevity promoted. The benefits under disense from using
the^e incomparable medicines are known to all who have given

them a fair trial. They cannot be too hiihly commended for

the favourable infiuence they exercise over the skin. In all

eruptions, inflammations, ulcerations, the detergent qualities

of his unguent render it so efficacious in first cleansing and
purifying the diseased pnrt.then inducing renewed and Iiealthy

action, as to ultimately leave the surface in the highest health.

Holloway's Ointment works the most wonderfully beneficial

results in bad legs, chronic sores. &c.. by improving and
quickening the sluggish and imperfect circulation, removing
all corrupt matter, and increasing the disposition to heal.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Bulbs from Holland.

Sales every MONUAl". Wlii^.NKsDAV, aud SATURDAT, in
Large aud Sma 1 Luts, tu suit all Buyers.

MK. J. C. STKVE^S will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Roomd, 38. King Street

Coveiit ijarden, W.C., every MOM>A\. WEDNESDAY aud
SATLKUAY. t hait-past IL' o'CluL-k precisely each day tir-st-
dasa lULiMgumeuts uf HYACINIHS, TULIPS. CRUiJUSES.
aud other BULBS, arriviug daily from uell-kuowu Farms in
Holland.

0° yJew morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday, October 11.
ESTABLISHED OKOHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street. Covent

Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY. October 11, at half-past 12
o'clock precisely, without Uie least reserve, a portion of the
old and well-kuuwn COLLECTION of ORCHLLS, formed by
Ro ert Warner. E=q.. of BruomfieJd, Chelm&ford. who is giving
up their culture on account uf ill-health. Amongst them will
be found some hne specimens of

—

Cypripedium Sedeni
,. melanopthalmum
,, chloroiieurum
,, meirax
.. albo marginata

Trichopilia lepida
Ccelogyne cristata Lemoniaua
Lffilia elegans

,, purpurata

Vanda suavis marginata
,, ,, Keudrick's lung-

spiked variety

,, tricolor Warneri
,, „ Basaett's variety

,, ,, Dalkeith variety

„ ,, iosignia Dangstein
Variety

Cypripedium Harrisiaoum
,, villosum Warneri

Cattleyas. Odontoglossums. Calanthea, Maadevallias, &c.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

TliUTsday Next.—tSale No. 77t33.)

Ten cases of CATILEYA MEXDI-JLir just received for SALE
without reserve.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, it his Greiit Hooma. 38,

King Street, Covont Uarjen, W.O'., on THURSDAY NEXT,
October 1

1

Oa view morning of Sale, ami Catalogues had.

Special Sale of Orchids in Flower and Bud.

MK. J. C. STEVEiN'S begs to announce that
lii>NEXr SPECIAL SALEuf ORCHIDS in FLOWER

and h\j\) will take place at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street.
Covent Garden. W.C., on THURSDAY, Oetober 13, at half-
past 12 o'clock preciselj'. aud he will be glad if Gentlemen
desirous of ENTERING PLANTS FOR THIS SALE will
send List not later than Thursday next.

Dutch Bulbs.
Every MONDAY. THliUSDAV. and SATURDAY.

Great Unreserved Salts.

MESSRS. PROTHEUOE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at the Central Sule Rooms. 67 and

6S. CiiH;ip>Kle. London. E.C., every MONDAY. THURSDAY, aud
SATURDAY, at hdlf-pd,=t 11 o'clock precisely, extensive con-
signments of Iir=t-claS3 HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, aud other BULBS, Irom Holland, lotted to suit
the Trade aud Private Buyers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

lea Bridge Road, E.
ANNUAL UNRESERVED SALE of Wiuter-floworin^

HEATHS. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Fras->r to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premise'j, the Lea Bridge Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road,
Leyton, E. (close to the Hoe Street Station. Great Eastern
Railway), on MONDAY, October 8, at 12 o'Clock precisely, in
consequence of the large quantity of lots, a large quantity of
WINTER-FLOWERINO and other PLANTS, including :—
6000 Erica hymenalis
2000 ,. gracilis

40U0 fine named Hollyhocks,
from seed

1000 Lapageria rosea superba
3000 Cyclamei: persicum (Era-

ser's superb strain}
1000 Clematis Hammula

500 Marechal Niel and other
Roses

2000 Clematis Jackmaiinii
and other sorts

3000 Bouvardias of the finest
sorts

3000 Solanums
30j0 Genista fragrans

and considerable quantities of Epacris, Passion-flowers, Ja.s-
mine^, Honeysuckles. Green and Variegated Ivies, Ampelopsis
Veitchii, Escallouia pyrar.anthus. Tree Carnations, Clematis
indivisa lobata, Early-flowering Chrysanthemums, &c.
The whole of the Stock is in the best condition, and ready

for immediate Sale.

M.i,y be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the
Auctiuueers, 67 aud 68, Cheapside, E.C. ; and Leytonstone, E.

Tuesday Next.
SALE of NURSERY STiJCK ;mi,1 UREENHOUSE PLvVNIS

frum Siimple,

XrE.SSRS. PROTHERUE and MORRIS will
±»-L SELL oy AUCTION, at their Central Sile Rooms, ti? and
68. Cheapside, E.C., on TUESDAY NEXT, October 9. at half-
past 13 o'clock precisely, the following items of NURSERY
STOCK, &c., from Sample :—

200,000 strong Thorns, 2 to 4

feet
11.000 Conifers, of sorts, 2 to

4 feet
3,000 Ciipres^us Lawsonii,

IJ to 2* f. et
10,000 Thuia Lohbii, 8 inches

to 2 feet
1..500 Rhododendrons

40.000 Native Scotch Fir
500 Sweet Bays

3,000 Herbaceous plants, in
variety

1.500 Black Naples Currants
1,500 Raby Castle Red Cur-

rants
3,000 2-yr. untrained Apples
2UU Silver Queen Ivies
400 t'lematis in 60 puts

Tea Roses in 48- pots
10.000 Forest Trees
10.000 Spirant japonica (im-

ported clumps)
1,000 Azalea indica. from

Belgium

Peterborough.
Under a Deed of Assignment.— Unrserved CLEARANCE SALE

by order of the trustee of the Estate of Mr. John House,
the Freehold Nursery having been disposed of.

j\ I ES.SRS. PKOTHEKUE and MORKISare in-
-LU structed to bELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the
Branch Nursery, Peterborough, a short distance from either of
the I'etei borough Kailwiiy Stations, ou TUESDAY, October 9, at
130 Clock precisely. uuhout reserve, the wholeof the %vell-grown
NLiRSKRi STOCK, cousit-ting of a great variety of Couiferee
and Evergreen Shrubs. 2000 Spruce Firs. 1000 Cnpre.ssus Law-
soui. loon Aucubas. 6UU Box, auoo Fruit Trees, including a fine
batch of Mniden Apples. 3000 Uooseberries and Currants, 2000
Limes and other Standard Trees. &c.
May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be obtained at the Seed Shop, Church Street. Peterborough ; of
J. ADNIl'T, Esq.. the Trustee, Oriel House. New Road, Peter-
borough

; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C,
and Leytonstone, E.

Auc
amples will be on view on the morning. Catalogues of the
ctioueers, 67 and »3, Chiapside, London, E.C.

Blxmingliani.
VERTESANS' NURSERIES.

IMPORTANT SALE of oue of the most valuable NURSERY',
SEED, and FLORIST'S BUSINESSES in the Provinces.

Established upwards of 30 years.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, of
London, in. conjunction with Mr. W. C. B. Cave, of

Birmingham, are favoured with instructions from the sole pro-
prietor. Mr. R. H. \'ertegans (who is retiring from the busi-
ness), to SELL by P'JBLIC AUCTION, at the Royal Nurseries,
Harbonie Road, Edgbaston. on TUESDAY, the 91h day of
October next, at 2 o'Clock punctually, the various NUR-
SERf ES. DWELLINGS, &c., in lots, as under, aud including the
Leases, Stock, Goodwill, and Possession, as going concerns :—
Lot 1.—-The ROYAL NURSERIES, RESIDENCE, and COT-

TAGE (Hans NiemaiHl &Co.), Harborne Road, Edgbaston.
Lot 3.—The METCHLEY PARK NURSERY and COTTAGE,

Edgbaston.
Lot 3.—The SHELLEY NURSERIES and TWO COTTAGES,

Great Malvern.
Lot 4. -The RICHMOND HILL NURSERY, Edgbaston.
Lot 5-—The CHAD VALLEY NURSERIES and RESIDENCE,

Edgbaston, and the BIK.MINGHAM MARKET HALL
BUSINESS.

Plans aud particulars may be had at the several Nurseries

;

also from Messrs. PROTHEROE AN'D MORRIS, Auctioneers,
67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C. ; and from Mr. W. C. B.
CAVE, of Birmingham.

The Milford Nurseries, near Goaalming, Surrey.
One mile from .Miltord Railway Station, nuil a mile and a half

from the new Godalmiiig Railway Station.
FOUR DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE of beautifully grown

NURSEKY STOCK in excellent condition for removal, by
order of Mr. Maurice Young.

Important to Noblemen. Geutlenien. Nurserjmi-n. and others
ejrieusively eng.aged in planting.

MESSRS. PKOTHEliOE ANcMOUIUSare in-
structed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Milford Nurseries. Milford. Surrey, on WEDNESDAY, October
10, and three foUowinf^ days, at lil o'clock punctually eui-h day,
several Acres of unusually Hellgruwn NURSERY SIOUK,
which has beeu carefully prepared fur removal, including a
splendid assurtmeut of Specimen Conifers aud Evergreens,
6 to \2 feet; fine examples of Young's Golden Juniper.
300U Border Shrubs, 3 to 6 feet ; loOO Aucubas, i! to 3 feet ; 3000
Conifers, 1 to 4 feet; 6000 Laurels of sorts, 2 to 3 feet; 6000
Evergreen Privet, 3 to 4 feet; 500U Ornamental and Forest
Trees, 6 to 1;^ feet ; 8000 choicest named Hybrid aid Ponticum
Khododendrons, lOUO Standard and Dwarf Koses. 357 ,00U Trans-
planted aud Seedling Forest Trees, including 60,0U0 strong
Quick, Flowering Shrubs, Climbing Plants, Sec.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 6«,
Cheapside, London, E.C, and Leytonstoue, E.

N.B.—Goods can be loaded at Milford Station, and coa-
veyeil to any part of Great Britain without change of trucks.

Lee, 5.E.

Ten minutes' walk from Lee, Lewisham. and BLickheath
Stations. UNBESEKVED SALE, by Order of the Execu-
cutors of the late Mr. W". North, in consequence of the
expiration of the Lease.

ATESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MURRIS are
ItX instructed to bELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,
the Manur Lane Nurserieti, Lee, S.E., on WEDNESDAY',
October 10. at 13 o'clock precisely, without reserve, the well
grown NUKSEBY STOCK, iu capital condition for removal,
comprising thousands of Evergreen Shrubs fur polttug; 2000
strong oval-leaved Privet, 6UU Golden Yews, lUOO Engliah and
other Yews, Dwarf Boses, 150U Border Shrubs, lOUO Laurels,
6U(J bu^hy Aucubas, 3 to 4 feet; 6U0 Jasminums in pots, oOO
Evergreens in pots, 5000 Gooseberries and Currants, SOuO Ivies
3 to & feet, aud other St«ck.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be
the Premises

; aud of the Auctioneers. 67 and 68, Cheap-
111 FT C, onrl I j^uffkiictriiiAi IT

had I

side. Loudon. E.C. aud Leytonstone. E.

Wednesday Next.
2000 English-grown LILIU.M AURATUM. splendid bulbs also

L. HARRISII. L. ALBUM, and L. RUBRUM. spncially
suitable to the Trade ; Japanese IRIS, a large assortment
of N A KOLsSUS, and various other BULBS. Dutch FLOWER
ROOl'S. ooij CAMELLIAS au.l AZALEAS, of the best sorts
from Belgium; GREENHOUSE PLANTS, iu variety &c

MESSKS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS 'will
SELL the above by AUCT'lON, at their Central Sale

Rooms. 67 and tj3. Cheapside. E.C. on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
October 10, at half-past 13 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, aud Catalogues hail.

Wednesday Next.
2000 LILIU.M AURATU.M, English-grown, splendid bulbs,

lotted to suit the Trade.

iXFESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
i'X ^vill in.-lude the above in their SALE on WEDNESDAY
NE.KT, October 10.

_ _ Lower Norwood, S.E.THIRTEENTH ANNUAL SALE, a portion of the Land
having been Sold for Building Purposes.

V[ ESSRS. PROTHEROE and jffoRRIS are
J-'-X instructed by Mr. H. James, to SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, the Castle Nursery, Lower Norwood, S E
about two minutes' walk from the station, on THURSDAY',
October 11. at 12 o'clock precisely, about 200 lots of beautifully
grown ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, clean healthy plants in-
cluding odoiitoglossums, Dendrobinms, Ltelias, Cattleyas-
several spl.-ndid sp.cinien Exhibition AZALEAS which have
beeu exhil.ited wilh such great success by Mr. H.James: a
quantity of STO\E and GREENHOUSE PLANTS in varietyEOLIAGE PLANTS. ROSES in Pots, CLENIBERS, &c.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside
London. E.C. ; and Leytonstone.

'

Lower Norwood, S.E,
SPECIMEN^ EXHIRIITON Sl'OVE and GREENHOUSE

PL.\NTS. including several unusually fine examples of
Azaleas and Ericas, which have been so successfully exhi-
bited at the leading shows, aud so well known throughout
the country, having taken numerous First-class Prizes
By order of Mr. H. James.

ATESSRy. PROTHEROE and MORRIS de-
l.T_L sire to call attention to the above VALUABLE PLANTS
which they will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The'
Castle Nursery, Lower Norwood, S.E., on THURSDAY NEXT
October 11, at 12 o'Clock.

'

May be viewed. Catalogues now ready and may be had on
the Premises; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 63, Cheapside,
Ijondon, E C.

Friday Next.
IVTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
-LtA instructed by Messrs. F. Sander & Co., to SELL by
AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside
E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT. October 12, at half past 12 o Clock
precisely, CATTLEYA ELDORADO, in splendid condition,
with fresh green leaves, plump pseudobulbs ; the leaves and
bults are very varied, and we have no doubt that many grand
varieties will be bloomed from this importation, as aurea,
carnea, conspicua, superba, Wallisij &c
Also a few CATTLEYA SUPERBA SPLENDENS. These

two species grow together in the locality where these plants
were collected, aud from former importations we have flowered
the magnificent natural hybrid, O. Brymeriana. which com-
biue^! all the grandeur and beauty of its parents—C. Eldorado
and C. -'-uperba splendens.
CATTLEYA GASKELLIANA. just received per sa. Lome, a

raagniticent importation, in very fine condition, abundantly
furnished with healthy green leaves, and sound dormant eyes.
A very fine lot of ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM

varieties. The plants were collected in a new district in
Columbia; the varieties LOBBIANUM, LEUCOGLOSSUM.
PULCIIEKKIMUM will be found among them. Fine lot of
ODONTOiiLuSSUM LUTEO-iniRPUREUM riCEPTUUM. a
few line pluiitsuf the -splendid CATTLEYA Hi )LF( JKIHI, C.
VI()L.\(1.:\. |,,M- i.liiil^uf ONCIDUM AMPLIAI'U.M .MA.TCS,
O. HASl-Air.M UUKZLlI.d.Si'HACKLATUM M A.I IS, sulen-
diillul ul'n;iriIi)l-'ILlA sua Vis, well grown plants of a superb
new CATASKl'UM in tlower, the rare and beautiful SCHOM-
BUHOHKIV MAP.GINATA. and a quantity of olher valuable
ORCHIDS; together with a large assortment of ESTAB-
LISHED ORCHIDS, and the Orchid Albxtm complete.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Norbiton and Long Ditton, Surrey\
SIX DAYS' U.NKl'.SKKVED CLEAKANCE SALE of the

whole of the well grown NTHSKRY STUCK, by order
of the Executors of the late Mr. T. Jackson.

ll/( ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
-LlX instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the respectivR
Premises, the Branch Nurseries known as the Kingi-ton Hill
Nursery, King-ton Hill, the Norbiton Park Nursery, Norbitor,
and the Nursery, Long Ditton, Surrey, on MONDAY,
October 15, and following da\s, the whole of the well-grown
NURSERY' STOCK, extending over several acres, aud in
capital condition for removal, cum prising thou^-ands of Conifeise
and Evergreen Shrubs in the borders, for effective planting;
also 300U Standard Roses. 2000 Laurels, 2500 Privet, iOOO
Cupressns and Pinus. 3000 Green Hollies, 4000 Fruit Trees,
growing Crops, loose Utensils, &c.
May now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the respec-

tive Premises; of G. C. SHERRARD, Esq., Solicitor, i6,
Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C., and Kingston; and of the Auc-
tioneers,67 and 68, Cheapside, London, F.C.. and Leytonstone, E.
The Auctioneers desire to call altentiun to this important

Sale, being particularly worthy the atteuiion of gentlemen
who are engaged in planting. The various Nurseries are to be
let, and an opportunity is thus afforded to an ii coming tenai.t
of purchasing only what stock might be required at unre-
served auction prices.

Sunningdale.
Five minutes* walk from tlie Suimiiigtiale Railway Station,

Londo and s^.^uTll-VVe^te^n Railway,
Extensive UNRESEKVED SALE of beautifully grown NUR-

SERY STOCK, a large portion of which is growing on
Laud recently Sold, necessitating an immediate Clearance,
and :.£furdii)g a rare opportunity to Gentlemen as well ns
the Trade who are engaged in planting. The Sale will
include a targe quantity of Specimen Coniferos aijd
other Shrub-f, symmetrically grown, and adapted for
immediate effective purposes,

jljESSKS. PROTPIEROE and MORRIS are
ItJ- instructed by Mr. Charles Noble (who has placed in
their Iiands ihe dispo>ial of his long-established Business and
Freehold Estate) to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the
Sunningdale Nur-eries. Bag-hot, Surrey, on MONDAY. Octo-
ber 22, and five following days, at half-past 12 o'Clock pre-
cisely each dav. an extensive quantity of remarkably well
grown NURSERY STOCK, extending over about hii Acres,
and embracing a great as.^ortment of Evergreens and Coniferp,
including 10,000 Thuia americana and Lobbii, some thousands
of Cupressus Lawsoniana, Laurels of sorts, Green and Varie-
gated Aucubas, Mahonia aquifolia, Retiuosporas, Picea Nord-
manniana, 20'in Licn-triini ovnlifotinm, 500 Ilex Shepherdii,
and other Hollies, Ornamental and Forest Trees iu variety,
Andromeii: p, Hardy Azahaa, 1000 Berberis of sorts, Hardy
Climbers, imd utiier Plants.
May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on

the Premises ; at the Sunningdiile Hotel. Sunningdale Railway
Station : ind of the Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 67 aud 68,
Cheapside, London, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.
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DorJdng.

Five minutea' walk from Dorkiug Station, L.B. 8c S.C.K.,

and Box Hill. S.E.R.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Uorkiiifi

Nursery. Dorking, Surrey, on FRIDAY. October 12, atiao'Clotk
punctually, by onier ofMeiwra. Ivery & Son, a great variety

of TREES ami SHRUBS, in pood comiition for trauMpIanting.

ranging from 1^^ to 5 feet in height, and partieularly suitable

for effective phmtinp; a choice lot of handsome SPECI-
MEN PLANTS in the border. Flowering Trees, dmservatory.
Greenhouse, Flowering and Foliage Plants, specimen Camel-

lias and Azaleas, Dracienas, Ferns, &c.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Bath.—Expiration of Lease.

SALE of well-gruwn NURSERY STOCK, GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, and GLASS ERECTIONS, by order of Mr. E.
Lilley, the land being required for other purposes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and JIORRLS will

SELL by AirCTION. on tlie Premises, the Kathwick
Nurseries, Bath, filteen minutes' walk from the Batli Railway
Station, G. W. K., on MONDAY and TUESDAY, October 15

and 16, at twelve o'clock piecisely each day. witliout reserve,

a large assortment of well-growu NUKSEKY STOCK of the
usual description:—2000 Aucuba japouica, 2 to 3 feet; 1200

Shrubs in border, 1 to 7 feet; Dwarf Roses, 3000 Herbaceous
and Alpine Plants, 600 Standard. Pyramid, and Dwarf Fruit

Trees ; great variety of Greenhouse Plants ; a few Orchids ;

seven large Orange Trees, 7 to 10 feet, in boxes. Erections of

three Greenhouses, one Pit, and Hot-water Piping, &c.

May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises ; and
of the Auctioneers. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., and
LeytoDstone.

IsIewoTtli.

(5 minutes' walk from the Ish-worth Railway Station.)

SPECIAL TRADE SALE of beautifully grown young CONI-
FERS and GOLDEN EUONYMUS, for immediate potting,

window-boxes, or for growing on ; by order of Messrs.
Charles Lee & Son.

]V,rESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
1»X SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Wood Lane
Nursery, Isleworth. on TUESDAY, October 23, at 12 o'clock
precisely, 7000 of the best Silver and Golden EUONYMUS.
splendidly coloured ; 4000 CUPRESSUS LAWSONII ERECT.i
VIKIDIS, 1 to 3 feet; 1200 AZALEA MOLLIS and A. ALTA-
CLARENSIS. 9 to 1.5 inches ; .100 CLEMATIS JACKMANNII
SUPERBA, in pots; 1200 THUIA LOBBII. 2 to 3i feet; 1000
RETINOSPOK.IS. of sorts. IJto 1 feet; thousands of various

CONIFERS, for jiotting; hiM AUCUBAS, 2 to 2J feet; 300
Standard APPLES, of the best sorts ; .500 Standard VICTORIA
PLUMS; an assortment of GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ERICAS, &c.

May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises; at the Royal \'ineyard Nurserv

,

Hammersmith; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
Loudon, E.C, and Leytonstone.

Friday, October 26.

IJUPORTANT SALE of SELECTED DUPLICATE PLANTS
from his well-known Collections of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, by order of F. G. Tautz, Esq.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central

Sale Rooms. 67 and 68. Cheapside. London. E.C, on FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 1-6, and not Friday. October 19. as announced in

previous Advertisements, SELECTED DUPLICATE PLANTS
from this well-known collection, including a large number of

valuable CYPRIPEDIUMS.
Catalogues are in course of preparation, and further particu-

lars will appear in future Advertisements.

Sunbury, Middlesex.—Preliminary Notice.

VALUABLE FREEHOLD NURSERY.

lyTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
Jj\. favoured \vith instructions from the owner to SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premit.es, on MONDAY, October 29. the
VALUABLE FREEHOLD NIRSERY, known aa Osborn's
Nursery, Sunbury, comprising 17 Acres of very productive
Land, Brick-built Residence, 21 Greenhouses, 2 miles of Hot-
water Piping, numerous Pits, Stabling, and other Trade Build-
ings. The Estate possesses extensive frontages to the public
roads, and thet^e frontages could be utilised for building pur-
poses, without interfering in any way with the carrying on of

the present Nursery and Florist's Business.

Particulars and Plans can be had on the Premisea, and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

N.B.—The Extensive STOCK of STOV^ and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS and OUTDOOR NURSERY STOCK will be SOLD by
AUCTION, on the Premises, on MONDAY and TUESDAY',
October 29 and 30.

Tansley Nurseries, near Matlock, Derbyshire.

MESSRS. ELSE and SON beg to announce
that they are favoured by instruct ions from Mr. James

Smith to SELL by AUCTION, at the above well-known
Nurseries, witliout reserve, on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
THURSDAY. October 9, 10. and 11, 1888, several acres of
highly valuable NURSERY STOCK, comprising hardy Scarlet
and other Rhododendrons; also about 250.000 transplanted
Seedlings from hybrids and named sorts, in bizes up to 3 feet

;

upwards of 150,000 Willows, in sorts ; common imd ornamental
Hollies; Irish, Engli&h, and Golden Yews; common. Ever-
green, and oval-leaved Privet';; Cupressus and Retinosporas, in
choice variety; Laurels, Berberis. Tree Box, Aucubas, and a
numerous variety o! other Ornamental Shrubs, Forest
Trees, &c.
The Home Nursery. Tansley, is 2 miles distant from the

Matlock Bridge Railway Station, Midland Railway. Con-
veyances attend all trains.

Catalogues may be had ten days prior to the Sale on appli-
cation to Mr. .TAMES SMITH, at the Nurseries; or to the
Auo tioneers, Matlock Bridgi«

Whlttlngton Nurseries, near Lichfield.

IMPORTANT SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. WINTERTON and SONS are in-

ntriicted by Mr. Edward Holmes to submit for UNRE-
SERVED COMPETITION at the ;itM..ve well-known Nur'^ories.

on TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, October 9, 10,

and 11. at half-i ast 10 o'Clock each day, a large quantity of

FRUIT TREES of the best sorts, in Standards, Pyramids, and
Dwarfs; FOREST TREES, including Scotch, Austrian. Larch,

and Sprnce Firs ; a complete collection of EVERGREEN,
DECIDUOUS, and ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, viz..

Box, Laurels, Hollies, Aucubji-s, Lilacs, Spirnms, Syriuf^as. &c.

;

a grand collection of Conifene, iu many varieties, suitable for

pots and boxes ; a quantity of named Rhododendrons, Ghent
mollis Azaleas, and other American Plants; Herbaceous and
Rock Plants, in lot-s to suit all purchasers.

Particulars in Catalogues to be obtained from the place of

Sale, or the Auctioneers, Lichfield and Walton Warren,
Burton-on-Trent.

IdlerockB, Moddershall, near Stone, Staffordshire.

IMPORTANT and EXTENSIVE SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

MR H. WALTERS has been favoured with
instructions from Godfrey Wedgwood, Es*!,, to effect

a CLEARANCE SALE by AUCTION, without Reserve,

on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, October 11 and 12, of the
whole of the NURSERY STOCK on the above-mentioned land,

recently purchased for building purposes, and which consists

of Forest Trees in great variety, ()rnamental Trees, Shrubs,
Thorn Quicks, Evergreens, Fruit Trees, &c.
Luncheon by Ticket at the "Wild Boar" Inn, Moddershall,

at 12 o'clock.

Sale to commence each day at 1 o'Clock prompt.
Conveyances will be in attendance at the Blyth Bridge and

Stone Railway Stations on the morning of each day's Sale to
convey intending purchasers to the Nursery, and returning
each evening immediately after the Sale.

Auction Office. Stone.

WANTED, a Small FLORIST'S BUSINE.SS,
or a SHOP suital.le fur w.ni.'. St.:ite full pnrticulara to

FLORIST. 41. Wi-lliiiKloii Street, Strand. W.C.

TO BE SOLD, as a concern in working order,
an old-e,stablished SEED BUSINESS (Retail and Whole-

sale), in the best part of the City of London. Capable of much
extension.

A. B., W. Gilks, Esq., 15. Lincoln's Inn Fields. W.C.

OR SALE, a NURSERY, SEED, and CUT
FLOWER BUSINESS, situated in a risinu town in

Yorkshire. The Nursery is 6 acres, and is well stocked with a
first-class General Nursery Stock. There are 1 Plant Houses
and a number of Pits, all well suited for Market work. The
shop trade is mostly cash, and satisfactory reasons will be gi^cn
or shown why disposing. This is a rare opportunity for a
retiring Garilener.—Apply to S., Gardeners', Chronicle Otlice,

41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Florists. Nurserjraien, and Others.
Suit Growers, or admirable chance to .start a good local business.

TO BE SOLD, most compact PREMISES,
on the main roiid, about 5 miles from Marble Arch, con-

taining 8- roomed Residence, 2 Grt'i-nhouses, 85 feet long each
;

Forcing Pits; Show House 4.5 by 16 feet, and accommodation
to erect more if desired. Price £i<oO, which includes S7 years'

lease at a ground rent ; stock, plant, utensils. Greater portion

can remain.
HERBERT DRAKE, .343, Harrow Road. Paddington, W.

FOR SALE, a NURSERY and SEED
BUSINESS, in a County Town between Edinburgh and

Glasgow, in the midst of a planting country. Has been in

existence for over a century. The Nursery extends to 14 acres,

very moderately rented, and contains a well assorted stock
of Forest Trees, Shrubs. &c. The stock is light, and must be
taken at a mutual valuation. Only given up on accouut of the
great age of the proprietor. For full particulars apply to

JOHN LAMONT, 2, Hope Street. Edinburgh.

South of England.

LARGE GARDEN, I'O Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and Vineries. £7000 has been spent on the

property. Seven years' lease. Two Cottages inclusive. £150
a year. ELDRIDGE, Port.smouth.

LET, a Small JOBBING and FLORIST'S
NURSERY, consisting of 4 Houses and several Pits, excel-

lently situated, in most fashionable part of Leicester. An ad-

vantageous opportunity for an energetic andenterprising man.
Apply, HARRISON A>D SONS, Royal Midland Seed Estab-

lishment, Leicester.

O R C H I D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,
Have just received u tine Im[)Ortatiou of

ODONTOGLOSSUM RCEZLII.

„ VEXILLARIUM.
ONCIDIUIM KRAMERIANUM.

„ WELTONL
„ UNDULATUM, &c.

Circular with full particulars of these aid other Importa-
tions, also copy of their new Illustrated and Descriptive
CATALOGUE of ORCHIDS, will be sent free on application.

IHE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL,

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

JlfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
I'X HOKTlfl'LTUKAL KEGISTER contains full parti-

culars of the above, and can be obt^iined, gratis, at
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

THE GARDENERS'

ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and SUBSCRIPTIONS

WILL BE THANKFULLY RKCEIVKD BY

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec,

Royal Hortioultural Society's Gardens,
Chiswick, London, W.

HE GARDENERS' ROYAL
BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that au ADDITION will be
made to the LIST of PENSIONERS of this lustitution in
JANUARY NEXT. AU Peraous desirous of becoming Candi-
dates are re(]uire-l to seod in their application to the Com-
mittee, witli their Testimouials and Certificates, on or before the
iith NovembLT next, after which day they will not be received.
Preference will be given to those Candidates or their Wido«3
WHO have been Subscriber-- for Fifteen clear years at least.

Should there not be a sutticient number of these candidates to
fill the vacancies, then the applications of those who have not
subscribed so long or not at all will be considered.

By order, EDW. R. CUTLER, Secretary,
50. Parliament Street, London, S.W., October i. 188tt. .

P.S.—Printed Forms of Application may be obtained from
the Secretary.

NIT ED HORTICULTURAL
BENEFIT and PROVIDENT SOCIETY.

The ANNUAL DINNER of the above Society will be held on
THURSDAY, October 11, 1888, at the Cannon Street Hotel,
E.C, at 6-3Ci P.M.

Chairman.—Dr. Robert Hogg. F.L.S.
Vice-Chainnan.—H. J. Veitch, Esq., F.L.S.

Tickets, 5s. each, to be obtained of the Secretary, W.
COLLINS, 5, Martinhoe Terrace, Balham, S.W.

''PENDERS for SUPPLY of young TREES
-I- and SHRUBS, are invited by the Harris Orphanage
Committee. Particulars on application to
Mr. J. CUMMING, Clerk, 4, Chapel Street, Preston, Lancashire.

•^rHE PARKS COMiMITTEE of the Halifax
X Corporation are prepared to RECEIVE TENDERS for

the SUPPLY of 100 TREES, 14 feet to 16 feet in heif^ht. of

any of the following species :—Western Plane, Lime. Svca-
more, Wycli Elm—delivered at Savile Park, Halifax, before
November 30, laSS. Tenders, endorsed "Tender for Trees,"
must be sent to the undersigned before November 10, 18t^S.

By order. KEIt.HLEY WALTON, Town Clerk,
Town Hall, Halifax. September 21. lb»8.

Borough of Penzance.
TO LANDSCAPE GARDENERS.

THE PENZANCE TOWN COUNCIL invites
PLANS for LAYING OUT as PUBLIC WALKS and

PLEASURE GROUNDS the Morrab House Property. A Report
explanatory of the details of the plan and estimated cor.t must
accompany each design. Premiumsof Twenty imd Ten Guineas
will be given for the best and second best Designs respectively.

Should the Author of the Premiated Plan be selected to carry
out the work tlie Premium will merge in the Commission.
The Premiated Plans to become the property of the Council.
The Grounds to be laid out—4 acres in extent, and having
throughout a southern slope—can be seen on application to the
Borough Surveyor, from whom a Plan may be obtaineil on
payment of £1, which will be returned to those forwarding
designs.

Plans, &c., with distinguishing motto and name in sealed
envelope, to be sent to me at my office, Public Buildings, on
or before October 20 next.

THOS. CORNISH, Town Clerk.

Penzance, September 29. 1888.

23, Market Street (off Parliament Street). York.

CLUES BROTHERS,
SEEDSMEN, PLORISTS, & DUTCH BULB IMPORTERS.
In sucoeedint; to the business lately carried on by G. H. Hewi-
SON, at the above address, wish to intimate to his Customers
and the Public generally that their intention is to supply
everything connected with the trade of the purest quality and
on the most reasonable terms, trusting tliereby to insure the
confidence and tnpport so liberally accorded to their predecessor.

The experience of W. Clues (Manager), iu some of the leading
firms— viz. : Messrs. Downie. Laird & Laing, Florists to the
Queen, Edinburgh and London ; Messrs. Fisher. Holmes & Co.,

Sheffield; and Messrs. Edward Webb & feons, the Queen's
Seedsmen. W'ordsley, Stourbridge—will, we trust, be sufficient

guaiantee of his efficiency in the trade.—September 25, 1888.

Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Palms, Orchids,
&o. Plants g^o^^ ri ?.peci!tlly for Engli^^h use.CY U Y L S T E Iv E, Nurseryman,

• Looehristv, Ghent,- Belgium.
Wholesale CATALOGUE now reaily, and may be had,

free on application to

Mess!?. R. SILBERRAD and SON. 25. Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars, London, E.C.
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BULBS
For Out & Indoor Culture.

Large Collections of all the very Best Varieties of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSI, LILIES, SNOWDROPS, &c.

ISs" Only the very best kept in stock.

tS" Prices extremely moderate.

Illastraled Descriptive Catalogue (No. ^4S)
POST FEEE OM APPLICATION.

(Limited)

I The Eoyal Nurseries & Seed Establishments,

I
Cli.ester>.

EXTRA CHOICE BULBS.
Free to Destination.

CHEAP PBICES.

VANMEERBEEK^CO.
GROWERS

OF

Hyacintlis, Tulips,
Crocus, Lilium, Nar-
cissus, Ranunculus,
Anemones, Spireeas,
Snowdrops, and all

other Bulbs and Plants,

reconunend their

SPECIAL COMPLETE

COLLECTIONS FOR

AMATEURS,
put together with the
greatest care.

FOR SPRING GARDENING.
{Gun selected, well proportioned.)

Collection B containing 3496 tinest llo\ver-root3. Price 6 Gn3.
D .. 2244 „ ,, ,. 3 „
F „ 1398 ., ,. ., 2 ..

H .. 1036 .. ,. ., 1 .,

FOR INDOORS.
Collection A containing 1276 tino^t llower-rootg. Price 5 Gns.

C ,. 883 ,. ,. „ 3 ,,

E ,, 613 „ ,. .. 2 ,.

O „ 301 ., .. ., 1 ..

We also forward, at 12-, HALF THE COLLECTIONS
"Q"or"H." NO PACKING CHARGES.

Payment against deliver]/ of the parcel. Extensive Catalogue
free on application. }Vrits direct to

VAN MEERBEEK & CO.,
Nurserymen, HiUegom, near Haarlem. Holland

;

or to their London Agent- Mr. EDWIN T. PAVNE.
28. Great Tower Street, E.C.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF
FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.

A Large and Select Stock is now offered for Sale.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits post-free.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

(( EVERGREENS.'
Stock quite u.vequalled for superior quality.

Immense variety and great extent.

Inspection earnestly invited.

DICKSONS Nurseries, Chester.
(Limited)

SUTTON'S
INIMITABLE

BEDDING HYACINTHS
In distinct shades of colour, and to flower

simultaneously.

Scarlet. Dark Blue, Light Rose. Blue,

Light Blue, Dark Blue. Pure White, Tinted White.
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w. H. LASCELLES & co.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS,

121, BUNHILL ROW,

LONDON, E.O.

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES,

VINERIES,

PEACH HOUSES,

ORCHID HOUSES,
ERECTED with HEATING APPARATUS,

&c. , complete.

W. H. LASCELLES & CO.
will when desired visit Gardens

and prepare

SPECIAL DRAWINGS and ESTIMATES,
from instructions taken on the spot,

without charge.

CUCUMBER FRAMES.
Prices Post-free on application.

w. H. LASCELLES & co..

121, BUNHILL ROW, E.G.

ANTHONY WATERER
INVITES AN INSPECTION FHOM INTENDINii

PLANTERS TO

THE FOLLOWINC TREES,
Ilaiing xtout stroir//it sti-ms, fine heads, and

np/i'ndid roots. All have been trans-

planted uithin two years:—
ACACIA EESSONIANA. 12 to 14 feet.

„ SEMl'ERFLORENS, 12 to 14 feet.

ACER DAKVCARPIIM, 12 to lli feet.

„ ,. WIERII I.ACINIATA, 10 to 14 feet.

., NElilNIHi VAI;IEOATA, Standards, 8 to 10 tcot.

„ LEOl'dLMI. 12 to 14 feet.

„ REITENHACHII, 12 to 14 feet.

„ SCHWEULERII, 12 to 16 feet.

,. VVORLEYII, Staudarda. 12 to 14 feet.

ASH, Mountain, 10 to 14 feet.

BEECH. Common, 10 to 13 feet.

., Purple, I'yramida and Standards, 10 to 16 feet.

BIRCH, Silver, 12 to 16 feet.

CHESTNUT, Horse, 14 to 16 feet.

,, Double White, 10 to 16 feet.

„ Scarlet, 12 to 16 feet.

,, Spanish, 12 feet.

ELMS, English, 10 to 12 feet.

,. Guernsey. 12 feet.

LIMES, 12 to 16 and 20 feet.

,, Silver-leaved, 10 to 14 feet.

LIQUIDAMBAR, 6 to 10 feet.

Maple, Norway, 14 to 16 feet.

OAK, EuRlish, 10 to 14 feet.

,, Seiirlet American, 12 to 11 feet.

PLANES, 12 to 16 feet.

I'UrLAR BOLLEANA, 10 to 16 feet.

., CANADENSIS NOVA (the true Tarietj). 13 to 16 feet.

SVC.IMORE, Common, 14 to 16 feet.

„ Purple. 14 to 16 feet.

THORNS. Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 feet.

„ ., White, 8 to 10 feet.

WALNUTS, Common, 10 to 12 feet.

T

Weeping Trees.

BEECH, Weeping, Pyr.imi.ls un.l Standards, 8 to 12 feet.

,, Weeping. Purple, Pyraniui^ and Standards. 7 to 12 feet.

BIRCH, Young's Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 8 to 14 feet.

ELMS. Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 14 feet.

LARCH. Weeping, Pyramids, S to 10 feet.

OAK, Weeping, English, Standards. 10 to 12 feet.

POPLAR, Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 10 to 12 feet.

SOPHORA JAPONICA PENUULA, Standards, 8 to 9 feet.

Evergreens of large size, for Immediate effect,

ABIES CANADENSIS (Hemlock Spruce), 5 to 8 feet.

,, DOUGLASII, 5 to lOfeet.

„ ,. GLAUCA, 4 to 6 feet.

CEDRUS ATLANTICA, 4 to S feet.

,. „ GLAUCA, 3 to 7 feet.

,, DEODARA, 6 tolOteet.
„ LIBANI (Cedar of Lebanon), 4 to 7 feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERETA VLRIDIS, 5 to 8 feet.

„ „ LUTEA, 3 to 6 feet.

JUNIPER, Golden Chinese. 3 to 8 feet.

„ VIRGINIANA GLAUCA, 5 to 7 feet.

PICEA CONCOLOR, 4 to 6 feet.

,, GRANDIS, 4 to 9 feet.

„ LASIOCARPA, 4 to 8 feet.

„ MAGNIFICA, 2 to 4 feet.

„ PUSGENS GLAUCA, 3 to 4 feet.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 3 to 6 feet.

RETINOSPORA PISIFERA AUREA, 4 to 6 feet.

SPRUCE FIR. 4 to 8 feet.

„ Black and White, 4 to 7 feet.

THUIOPSIS BOREALIS, 4 to 5 feet.

., DOLABRATA, 3, 4, and6feet.
THUIA LOBBII, 4 to 6 feet.

,, OCCIDENTALIS.
„ .. LUTEA (Golden), 3 to 6 feet.

YEWS, Common, 3, 4. and 5 feet, thousands.

,, Golden, of all sizes, up to 10 feet.

We have a large quantity of Pyramids, Globes, and
Standards, in point of variety and size unequalled.

„ Golden Seedlings, 3, 4, 5, to 8 feet.

,, Irish, 5 to 10 feet.

,. ,, Golden, 3 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA JAPUNICA, 2J to 4 feet.

BAMBUSA METAKE, fine dumps, 6 to 7 feet.

BOX, Green and Variegated, 3. 4, 5, to 8 feet.

HOLLIES, Common Green,

„ Altaclarense,

„ Hodgins,
,, lauri folia,

,, myrtifolia,

,, Scottica,

,, Yellow berried and other sorts,

,, Variegated, of sorts,

,, Golden Queen, 4. 5, 6, 7 to 10 feet, hundreds of beautiful

specimens.
„ Silver (^ueen, 4 to 10 feet.

„ Weeping, Perry's, on straight stems, -with heads of ten

to hfteen years' growth.
,, New Gold Weeping, a large quantity of beautiful plants.

AZALEAS, the finest varieties known, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet.

,, MOLLIS, Seedlings and Named Varieties.

RHODODENDRONS, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 to 10 feet, thousands of

finer plants than can be found in any other Nursery.

^g" The Rhododendrons and Azaleas in Rotten

Row, and at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's

Park, are supplied by Anthony Watereb.

3, 4, 5, up to 10 feet.

Now ready. In cloth, lis. 6d.
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EARLY ENGLISH GARDENING.
IV.

TO all those interested in the primitive phases

of English gardening, there is no more valu-

able a book than Professor Thorold Rogers' i/Vs^ory

of Agriculture and Prices in England, a work

which represents the study and research of over

a quarter of a century, and of which six out of

eight goodly volumes have already appeared.

It commences with the year 12.59 and will con-

clude with 1793. Scattered throughout its pages

are numerous items, directly bearing upon the

gardening of the more remote ages of English

history. The prices paid at different times for

various commodities are exceedingly interesting

and instructive. We learn, for example, that in

1403 Mustard seed was sold at fifteen pence per

bushel, but which in 1418—probably through some

very unusual circumstance—was selling for 8s.

for the like quantity. In the former year, also,

Garlic was fetching -id. per bunch, and Onions

7d. per bushel. At about this time, also, the

wages of an unskilled labourer were threepence

and fourpence per day ; whilst women, who were

employed in the lighter agricultural works, such

as weeding, received twopence per day. Again,

in 1403, a pound of Saffron was sold for Ids. 4d.,

of Cloves for 3s. 2d., of Currants sixpence, of

Dates twopence, of Figs and Raisins and Rice

one penny. The prices of all these foreign spices

and fruits were, naturally, subjected to fluctuation,

sometimes of a very erratic character. In 1603

Saffron had fallen so low as 7s. per pound, in

some places ; whereas in others the price varied

from 10s. to 12s. In 1502 Cloves were selling for

2s. 6d., but in the year following 8s. per pound

was the market value. Other commodities were

selling at about the same prices in 1503 as in

1403. It will, of course, be understood that these

figures do not represent the currency of to-day
;
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to get at an approximate equivalent in our pre-

sent coin the figures should be multiplied by six,

or even eight.

The records whence Professor Rogers derived

his data afford the interesting facts that Id. per

day was paid in 1.326 for felling trees, and that

\rl. was paid for the hoeing of an acre of land.

Also, that in 1.502 twenty trees for gardens were

sold for id. at Oxford, but we are left to conjec-

ture as to whether these trees were ornamental

or fruit-bearing. In 1.53" a garden spade was

sold at Cambridge for 7d., and there are several

shovels mentioned in the records.

Professor Rogers is strongly inclined to

believe, from the absence of proof to the con-

trary in his researches, that there was no such

thing as horticulture until the last two decades

of the sixteenth century. He advances some

remarks of Hartlib's to the effect that English

gardening was very backward, and that the

better kinds of fruits and vegetables were

imported from Holland, though the English soil

and the English climate were quite adequate to

supply what came from a foreign land.

We may take for granted that none but rich

people indulged in the luxury of vegetables

until the seventeeth century. The diet of pre-

vious times was " copious but coarse," and

through several months of winter hundreds and

thousands of people subsisted on salted meat.

The fact is in many ways an interesting one.

It shows, for example, that the almost universal

predilection for vegetables is a comparatively re-

cent one, that the strongly urged principles of

vegetarianism are purely of modern.growth, and

that in many respects our scientific efforts to live

longer are not, after all, much more conducive

to that end than the " copious but coarse " cur-

ricuhun of the Englishman of four or more
centuries ago. It must be clearly understood

that the present writer has no wish to disparage

vegetarianism, but the fact or two indicated

above could not but induce a reflection upon
" some certain truths." " The familiar vege-

tables of our experience," writes the Professor

(iv., 6.53), " were generally unknown up to

nearly the end of the sixteenth century."

Onions were, apparently, in common use. There
are numerous entries of garden Peas, and a few
of edible Beans. I have found one record of the

purchase of Cabbage-seed. But garden roots,

the Turnip, Parsnip, and Carrot, are, as far as

my researches supply me with information, un-
known, and remained unknown until, in the

reign of James I., they were introduced from
Holland. Potatos came in at aljout the end of

the sixteenth century, for I have found pur-

chases made on the great Queen's account at two
shillings and sixpence per pound. The only

native flavours were a few wild plants."

It is perhaps of more importance to know when
a particular vegetable was actually in commerce
than the mere date of its introduction—which in

many instances occurred first in a dried state.

The following facts, therefore, are of considerable

interest and importance. In 1593 a London
merchant purchased seeds of certain pot-herbs,

such as Hyssop, Thyme, Marjoram, and Winter
Savory. There is a record of the New College,

Oxford, buying, in 1644, Cabbage plants at 1.?.

per 100, Carrot seed at 4'^. per ounce, and Turnip
seed at 2d. per ounce. The first reference to Cauli-
flower is 16.55, In 16oS the owner of Mount-
hall, near Saffron Walden, is recorded to have
bought seeds of Carrot, Radish, Cabbage,
Lettuce, Parsnip, Spinach, Colewort, curled
Radish, Succory, Cucumber, Skirret, Rounse-
falls. Clove Gillyflowers, Gillyflowers, Clover.
Sainfoin, and .\6par,igus plants. In the follow-

ing year the same individual purchased, in addi-

tion to the foregoing. Striped Lettuce, Smooth
Spinach, Parsley, Scurvy-grass, Leek, Purslane,

JIusk Million seeds, Cabbage plants. Artichoke

plants. Sandwich Peas, Winter and Summer
Savory, Sweet Marjoram, Short Cucumber,

and Turnip seed.

There is yet another important phase of early

gardening which finds place in Professor Rogers'

valuable contributions to the history of British

commerce ; and that is in reference to gar-

deners' wages. We believe we are safe in saying

that this subject has hitherto been wrapped in

the most complete obscurity. The wages were

low,—as low, in fact, as those of the ordinary

labourer. At Oxford, in 1.589 and 1.591, 6s, per

week was the amount paid; in 1599, and until

two years later, the sum had dwindled down to

4s. ; it rose to 0.5. id. in 1602, only to fall back

in 1609 to an. ; and still further, in 1610, to 4.«.

All .Souls' College gardener received 6,«. per week
in 1612 and in 1617, but he of the New College 1*-.

less in 1621. A certain Lord Spencer " beat the

record" with his munificent allowance, in 1621,

of Ss. The wages of gardeners in London
appear to have been best, for in 1593 and 1595
7,s-, Qd. and 8<. were paid to those who worked in

or near the metropolis. A movement for the
better transpired at the end of the first quarter of
the seventeenth century, when 9.s, appear to have
been the average weekly wage of a gardener.
W.R.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

CATTLEYAGUATEMALENSIS(7'. il/oore)VAK.

WISCHHUSENIANA, n. var. (SeeT. Moore,
Ftvml Maga:ine, 1861, pi. 61,)

TuE earliest record we have of this little known
variety is to be tound in Dr. Lindley's Herbarium.

There are to be seen on the same sheet flowers of

Cattleya Skinneri guatemalensis, and of Barkeria

Skinneri, with the remark—"All from one stock;

Guatemala, Skinner,"

The plant was exhibited by Messrs. J. Veitch in

March. 1861, as coming from Mr. Skinner, It has

the bulbs nearly like those of Cattleya Skinner, or

Epidendrum aurantiacum, a rather well-developed

acute spathe, and a corymboid raceme with flor/ers

as large as those of Cattleya Skinneri, sepals and
petals more acute, and an oblong acute lip, rather

obscurely trilobed in the middle, with blunt angles,

convolute at the superior half, showing then a yellow

basilar disc, with some radiating series of dark

blackish-purple spots, purple around, and at the

apicular part. The sepals and petals are light yel-

low, with light purple margins. Later on I had just

the same form from my late friend, Mr, John G.

Veitch, who imported it from Panama, and from Lord
Lcjridesborough's collection near Combe Wood, in

April, 1.S73, Both have the yellow di.sc ofthe lip. I find

a memorandum with the last, declaring it a hybrid

between Epidendrum aurantiacum and Cattleya

Skinneri, it having been collected among the two
species. This is a very good suggestion, which I

prefer by far to Mr. Skinner's first-mentioned

statement.

Finally, Mr, B, S, Williams has favoured me with an
inflorescence and a photograph of the plant prepared

by Messrs. H, Johnson & Co., of Wood Green, N.
The flowers have very light reddish-purple sepals,

rose-purple petals, and a brown lip without a yellow
disc, but at the very base with a small white place.

Column white. The lip is not so distinctly lobed,

but rhomboid or oblong-acute. It flowered with Mr.
W, Wischhusen, whose name it bears, and who sent

flowers and a photograph to Mr, B. S, Williams, who
kindly favoured me with them.

I have to thank Mr. F. Sander for a copy of the
plate quoted, and Mr, J. Godsetf for information from
the description, obtained through Mr, Nicholson at

Kew Gardens. H. G. Bchh. f.

Odontoglosstjm Andebsonianom lobatum var.

Lemoinieeianum.

This is an unusually fine variety (individual?)

Its flowers are very large. The sepals and petals

are bordered with fine yellow. There is some
yellow on the base of the unbordered lip. A very light

mauve hue spreads over the white disc of two of

the sepals.

It was kindly sent me by Mr. A. Lemoinier, of

Lille, who raised that showy Cypripedium so much
admired at the Exhibition at Ghent. H. G. Rchh.f.

Cattleya gcttata Leopoldi odoratissima, n. var,

This is very near the fine Cattleya guttata Leo-

poldi immaculata, which appeared in 1886 with Mr. A.

A. Peeters of St. Gilles, Bruxelles. The petals and

sepals are yellow on both sides. The side laciniic of

the lip are white, its disc and anterior lacinia purple.

Column very strong, purple at the top and a little at

the base. The remaining part white. There is an

angle on each basilar side in front of the column,

which is remarkable. " The plant is not distinct

from the others in growth. As soon, however, as a

ray of sun shines on the plant the whole house (23

metres in length) is fully perfumed by a delicious

smell of Heliotrope, from five flowers only." This is

what Mr. A. A. Peeters writes me about this very

remarkable novelty. H. G. Schh.f.

OnCIDICM ilACVLlLTVM (Liltdl.) PSITT.ICINUM, fiuiJ./.,

in Lhidl. "Folia Orchid." Oiicidiitm.pl. 113(1855).

This lovely variety was kindly sent me by Mr.

Alfred van Imschoot, from Mont St. Araand, Gand,

All the ground colour of the sepals, petals, and lip is

of the finest yellow; sepals and petals much blotched.

Having named it as early as 1855, I felt very pleased

to see it again after thirty-three years. H. G. Rchb.f.

Cattleya guttata mcnda, 11. var.

Cattleya guttata Leopoldi immaculata is for the

Leopold! variety what this is for the old typical

Lindleyan Cattleya guttata. It has both sepals

nearly green, without any spots. The lip and the

column are like those of the old plant. I should

have liked to name it in allusion to its green

colours, but, as so frequently happens, the colour

eventually changed to a light yellow. Messrs.

Seeger & Tropp kindly sent it to me. H. G. Bchh.f,

Aerides Houlletianum, Bckh.f.

Mr. Ortgies, the Curator of the Zurich Botanic

Gardens, kindly sends me a splendid inflorescence

and leaf of what he received from Paris as Aerides

Picotianum. There is no difference between the

two, excepting the priority of the name of Aerides

Houlletianum. H. G. Hchh. f.

Roses.

A PLEA FOR TEA AND NOISETTE ROSES.

As the period of the year is now at hand when
lovers of a garden will be considering what altera-

tions shall be made, and what additions indulged

in, and as all gardeners are lovers of Koses, I make
no apology for putting in a plea for two classes of

Roses (running very often into one another) which

have greatly increased in popularity of late years,

about which erroneous notions have prevailed, and

concerning whose beauty there cannot be, I think, a

second opinion.

Amongst the errors which have prevailed concern-

ing them is their great delicacy of constitution, and
this is a fallacy. Of course, we all can remember
the time when Tea Roses would die oif, but that was
not in all cases the fault 6f the Rose 50 much as of

the stock it was budded on. There were, it is true,

delicately constitutioned Roses in those days, such

as Vicomtesse de Cazes, La Boule d'Or, Madame
de St. Joseph. Monsieur Furtado, and when
these died off it was concluded it was owing
to their weakly constitution, but other and
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etronger ones did the same, and the cause was not

far to seek. Except on standards anil half-standards,

when the wild Brier was used, all Roses, Tea and
hybrid perpetu.al .alike, were budded on the Manetti.
Now this stock has many advantages for hybrids on
some soils, and for nurserymen it is invaluable ; it

is easily worked, and strikes from cuttings most
readily, but it has two disadvantages for Teas—it

is very strong, full of vigorous sap, and is apt to

assert its position rather too much ; moreover, it is

very precocious. The sap rises early in the season,
pushing the scion into growth, and exposing the
shoots to the attacks of those May frosts which are

so injurious to the well being'of many things, but
especially to that of the Rose. The introduction of
the seedling Brier as a stock by Mr. George Prince, of
O.xfurd, and the use of the tree cutting, very w.armly
advocated by Mr. Ben. Cant, of Colchester, have
changed the whole character of Tea Rose growing.
We get stocks more suited to the growth of the
scion, and which do not push so early in spring, and
do not expose their foster-children to the rude
embraces of King Frost.

There are, I am aware, districts where the growing
of Tea Roses is a difficulty owing to climate, and
some of our midland and northern counties are the
worst oft in this respect. It does not follow that
the further north one goes the greater the diffi-

culty there is in growing Teas. Some of the best
plants of Teas I have ever seen were some of Messrs.
Cocker & Son's, of Aberdeen

; and I have had blooms
sent to me by a lady correspondent at Christmas
time, from Forres, which bore witness to a fine cli-
mate

;
while my friend, Mr. A. Hill-Gray, has shown

how he could grow Tea Roses in the Perthshire
Highlands

; and I have seen in the south-west of
Scotland plants which it was impossible to exceed in
vigour and beauty; still I know there are many
places where it is a difficult, if not an impossible,
matter to grow Teas. These are mostly in the
nortli midland counties, which boast of some of the
coldest spots in these islands. I would, however,
say to all who love the Rose, Don't determine you
can't grow Teas until you've tried.

In making a selection of Roses in these days, I
would first of all bear in mind that the beginner
(and I am not writing for experienced growers)
requires Roses that will grow. There are so many
vigorous growers now-a-days, of all shades of colour,
that a good selection of them will give a grower all
that he can desire, even when eliminating some,
which, although vigorous, are, from some cause or
other, not effective

; thus, Riza du Pare, although of
a very taking colour, and vigorous in habit, yet has
the b.ad habit of throwing malformed flowers, "so that
not one in fifty comes as it ought to do. Then there is

Jean Ducher, which, although very beautiful, is a
fair-weather Rose, and in wet seasons you will in
vain look for a good bloom. Then, again, Marie
Guiilot, although a very fine Rose, is too difficult to
open, and it is of no use beginners worrying them-
selves, and reaping disappointment. Let me advise
then the following :—Anna Ollivier, a beautifully
shaped flower, flesh-coloured, with a deeper tinge at
the base; Caroline Kuster, bright lemon-yellow—

a

v.-ry good Rose
; Catharine Jfermet, a lovely flesh-

coloured Rose, of fine form, and one of the very
best. I may add here to it her offspring. The
Bride, which is, if possible, more lovely' than
her parents, a beautifully pure white. Etoile de
Lyon, bright sulphur-yellow, perfect in form and
vigorous in habit ; Hon. Edith Gifl^ord, white, slightly
tinted with delicate flesh colour, very like our old
English Rose Devoniensis, but better in habit, and
altogether a moat desirable Rose. Madame Cusin,
rosy-purple with yellow base; Madame Lambard]
one of the most protean Roses I know—you can
never tell what dolour it will be, sometimes bright
rose, sometimes yellow, and at other times of all

shades of the two combined: generally it comes
darkest in autumn. Madame de 'Watteville, very
distinct, pale lemon, with distinct margin of pinkish
rose, a great improvement on Hom^re. Marie van
Houtte, probably the most vigorous of all Teas,

yellowish-white, edges of the petals margined with

rose, and a wonderful combination of the two
colours. It is very vigorous, very fine, and a

grand autumnal bloomer. The petals have not

the solidity of some other Teas, and occasion-

ally the flowers are loose. Perle des Jardins, very

large, full, and well formed, bright straw, passing

into deep canary; Rubens, large flower, white, with
yellowish centre ; Souvenir de P.aul Nfiron, beauti-

ful white, with a very delicate tinge of rose in the

centre; Souvenir de Th^iese Levet, deep rosy-crim-

son, the darkest Tea in growth
; Souvenir d'un Ami,

salmon and rose ."haded, large and full ; Sunset, an
orange-coloured sport from Perle des Jardins.

For pillar or climbing Roses there are no better

Roses than the Noisettes, especially those of the

Gloire de Dijon race. " Old Glory " is very fine, but

I think some of her progeny even better—Bouquet
d'Or, for example, while very vigorous and beautiful

in flower, is ahso better covered with foliage.

Madame Berard, a 'deeper shade than Gloire, is

also a freer bloomer in autumn. Madame Emilie
Dupuy is a pale form of Gloire, while Madame
Eugene 'Verdier, deep ch.amois-yellow, good in

shape, is also a fine autumn bloomer. To these I

would add Reve d'Or, which comes between the Teas
and Noisettes, and is a most beautiful flower—

a

climbing Madame Falcot. These are all good Roses
for concealing fences, walls of houses, or training
as pillar Roses. Wild Ros''.

Fruit Register.

PEAR CLAPP'S FAVOURITE.
This early Perif, which is of American origin, is

not mentioned in the report of the Pear C mgress
held at Chiswick, as suited to the Southern Counties.
Thiit it is a variety for the South of England can be
seen in the nurseries of Messrs. J. Cheal & Son, at
Crawley. It is of medium size, handsome in shape,
rather higher in colour than Louise Bonne of Jersey,

and it does well either on the Quince or the Pear
stock, growing and cropping freely. It will take a
place amongst early market Pears, coming in just
before Williams' Bon Chrdtien. E. D.

The Wilson Junior Bljckbebkt.

There are two long rows of this Blackberry in the
gardens of Mrs. Clay, Comyn Hill, Ilfracombe. The
rows run north and south, are 4 feet apart, the canes
being trained at from 6 to 9 inches apart, to a series

of wires strained to stout posts, and are bearing

heavy crops of large conic.xl shaped fruits which are

nearly three times the size of the ordinary Black-

berry, and about three weeks earlier than it in ripen-

ing. The fruit of the Wilson Junior possesses a

pleasant sub-acid flavour. The soil at Comyn Hill

is yellow loam, from 12 to 15 inches deep, the situa-

tion high, and the air bracing. The combined effect

of these favourable conditions is very marked,

not only in the subject of this communication, but

especially so in the growth of shrubs, flowering and
otherwise, in the gardens at Comyn Hill, the keep

of which reflects credit on Mr. JohnDodds, the head

gardener there.

DiAMO.s-D Plcm.

This is agood grower, and a very free-bearing kitchen

Plum. The fruit, of a rich dark purple colour, is large,

globular, and handsome. In ordinary seasons it

ripens early in September, but this exceptionally

wet and cold season it is, like all other kinds and

varieties of fruits, a couple of weeks later than

usual in ripening. This excellent variety should be

included in every collection of Plums.

COLTJAIBI-i AXD ApSTCOT PuniS.

Considering the excellent quality of these two

golden round Plums, the wonder is that they pre not

more extensively grown than they appear to be.

During ordinarily warm summers they ripen by the

end of August. The fruit attains to a good sire, is

very juicy, and of excellent flavour. The trees, too,

are good growers and pretty free bearers.

'Victoria and Pond's Seedi.ino Pltims.

These red egg-shaned Plums are two of the

surest croppers and best all-round kitchen Plums
that I am acquainted with. During the last seven-

teen years I have not known them to miss bearing a

heavy crop of fruit. From two to half-a-dozen trees

each of the above-named varieties, according to cir-

cumstances, should be in every collection of Plums.
They are both capital varieties fur bottling in syrup
for use during the winter months. The trees, too,

are of good constitution, and, owing to the immense
crops of fruit which they annually bear, they make a
short-jointed growth every year. //. W. Ward.

THE COPENHAGEN FUNGUS
EXHIBITION, 18S8.

" Do the Copenhagen Exhibition " is an easy

enough command to be issued from the editorial

sanctum, but the special raycological correspondent

of the Gard^nTs' Chronicle had manv misgivings

before he put pen to paper to write an account of the

Danish fungus show of 1888. He did the Paris

show last year, and got into terrible hot water for hla

pains. He had then the audacity to sunpose it

possible for the French mycologists to be able to

correct certain error3 into which their English

colleagues had fallen ; but. alas ! how wrong he was !

The fierce storm of criticism which fell upon his

devoted head was something never to be for-

gotten. He would at once take leave, therefore,

to say, that " We English know everything that there

is to know about fungi," but to add, sotto voc, "at

least, some of us think we do." Some of our

British mycologists have never been really happy

since the account of the Paris show appeared in the

columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle twelve months

a^o. They have during the past year spent their

days in striving to make our Agaricus russula into

two species, and their nights in terror lest Russula

delica should, after all, have a tinge of green on its

gills.

How the Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle should

have known that a fungus exhibition was to be held

this year in Copenhagen is one of those inscrutable

mysteries which can never be solved [We dissent,

Ed.] ; but the fact is, that his special correspondent

found himself in the capital of Denmark in due

course, with his battered vasculum in one hand and

his portmanteau in the other. On his arrival the

first thing which perplexed him was that there were

two exhibitions going on simultaneously—a minor

one, known only to the general public as the " Den
nordiske Industri-, Landbrugs- og kunstud.stiUing,"

and the important one of fungi at the Botanic Gardens.

The latter began by an excursion on Sunday, Sep-

tember 23, under the direction of Dr. E. Rostrup, to

Gelskov. The party had a pleasant day, returning

in the afternoon laden with spoil for the exhibition.

Their finds included, inter alia, Peziza bulbosa, A.

ramentaceus, and Clavaria pistillaris.

On Monday morning a start was made at 8 a.m.

for the grand Beech woods at Frederiksdal ;
the

party included a Swedish botanist from Upsala, and

a small Dane, who carried two immense baskets.

The latter were in due time filled to overflowing.

The species collected included fine specimens of

Strobilomyces strobilaceua, Lactarius pirgaraenus,

Clavaria botrytis. Boletus felleus. Phallus caninus,

and Peziza succosa. Under some Spruce Fir were

found Marasmius perforans, Hvgrophorus agathos-

mus, and Thelephora palmata. An exceedingly beau-

tiful PolyporuB was found on a stump; to the

writer it recalled the P. croceus he saw at Paris

last vear, but as a portion was sent to Dr. RnbTt
Fries, of Gottenburg, we shall, in due course, authori-

tatively know its name (Dr. Fries has since reported

it to be P. croceus). Not a single specimen of

Paxillus involutus was" seen all day, but thousands

of P. atro-toraentosus were observed ; this will show

how the fungus-flora of the two countries. D^-nmark

and England. diflVrs.
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Oa returning to Copenhagen in the afternoon the

worl5 of naming and arranging the specimens was

found to be in progress by Mr. Petersen and Pro-

fessor Warming with great vigour. What aid your

special could give, of course, was given, but the

lion's share was done by the Danish mycologists.

In the collection a number of specimens appeared

from Dr. Robert Fries, from Sweden ; these included

A. depilatus, decorus, icterinus, rosellus, pessundatus,

and caperatus; Lactarius helvus, and Cortinarius

brunneus. On the tables were also Peziza onotica,

leporina corium, Geoglossum glabrum ; Boletus

radicans, Agaricns porphyreus, murinaceus, and a

host of others. The specimens were neatly arranged

on white plates, with their names, in their proper

botanical sequence ; on side tables were collections

of edible and poisonous species. Around the room

was a large number of specimens of rare species,

preserved in spirits, such as Hydnum coralloides,

erinaceum, Jlorchellfe, Gyromitrx, &c. There was

also a collection of parasitic fungi in the recent

state, and, what was of special interest, the unique

collection of Gymnosporangia and Rcesteliae, of

classical interest, from having been made by the

late Professor Oersted.

On Wednesday (September 26) an excursion was

made to Klampenbog, where the Beech forest pro-

duced again Strobilomyces strobilaceus in fine con-

dition, the rare Lactarius volemus, and the exquisite

A. euchrous, as usual, on an Alder stump. High

up on a Beech tree, far above our reach, was observed

a splendid cluster of A. aurivellus, a common Danish,

bnt a rare British species, and one with which the

writer was particularly anxious to become acquainted.

The persistent endeavours to displace the fungus by

hurling sticks and stones at it by Mr. Rostrup, jun.,

were at length rewarded with success, greatly to the

delight of your special.

In the afternoon time was found to visit the minor

exhibition, where a collection of diseased plants and

trees made by Dr. E. Rostrup was the centre of

attraction.

The last day of these" pleasant meetings always

comes too soon. This was spent at Ruderhegm, with

Dr. E. Rostrup and his son ; there we were shown

living and dying specimens of trees, principally Firs,

Pinus sylvestris injured by Cseoma pinitorquum.

P. Strobus, killed by Peridermium pini ; the ravages of

Peziza Wilkommii on young Larches ; of Agaricus

melleus and Polyporus annosus on other trees.

These with the ravages of Hypoderma microsporum,

Lophiodermum brachysporium, Melampsora pallida,

Sphjeria fimbriata, and a host of other parasites,

greatly interested, even if they somewhat confused

your special. Amongst the large fungi Boletus

felleus, Hygrophorus caprinus, and Agaricus bu-

fonius were gathered.

Later in the day the writer dined at the house of

Mr. J. L. Jensen with Dr. and Mr. Rostrup ; the

evening was spent most agreeably in the interchange

of views and the discussion of mycological problems
;

he retired late, to dream of Svampe, of Hexenbesen,

of Hetercecism, and of High-moulding.

It need not be added that the whole visit was most

enjoyable, the kindness and courtesy with which the

writer was received by his Danish friends was ex-

treme, the weather was magnificent and fungi plenti-

ful : what more could one have wished ! Charles B.

Plowright.

THE COLOUR OF GRAPES.
In an exhaustive treatise by Messrs. Thudicum

and Dupre upon wine, the colouring matter of the

skins of Grapes is more or less studied. The authors

say that the juice of most Grapes is perfectly free

from tannin ; the skin and stalks however,
contain a considerable quantity of a substance

which, though not ordinary tannin, closely re-

sembles it in its properties. It is also asserted

that the colour in wine from Grapes is produced by
the oxidising eSect of the air upon matters contained

in the fruit—the so-called extractive, or bodies not
yet known, and the tannic acid. From this circum-

stance we learn that colour is the effect of sunlight

acting upon the tannic acid of the skins, and upon
unknown bodies, that play so important a part in the

colours of wine.

Mr. D. S. Marvin, of New York, considers there

are causes outside of any chemical action and

reaction that have led up to and originated the

colour of the Grape. For instance, the influences of

birds, and occasionally animals, the interchanges of

action and reaction they have produced upon the

slow and gradual development of the fruit. He
says ;

—
" It is as yet unknown from what plant the

Grape originated, but from a careful study and
personal consideration of the varied tendencies

of the plant, the seedlings gradually diverging

and, finally, breaking in such a number of species

far away in the past, and each of these species again

into such a multitude of varieties, the varieties

sporting into so many new tints and colours of skin

and pulps an'd seeds ; we must, therefore, conclude

that these causes have exerted such an important

influence upon some one or more of the vital

economics, that the colour of the fruit had come
to be of very great importance to the development,

growth, and welfare of the plants themselves.

The writer adds ;
—

" In some varieties of Grapes,

like the Concord, for instance, there is little or no
colouring pigment in the pulp, the colouring matter,

as is supposed from its herein suggested origin, re-

siding in the skin. There are other varieties—those

of which port wines are made—in which the pigments

have spread from the skins into the pulp, and even

the seeds are dark in most of the Riparia Grapes.

John J. Willis,

PTEROCARYA FRAXINIFOLIA.
It is so .seldom in this country that we see pro-

duced the female catkins of this tree that we gladly

avail ourselves of specimens forwarded to us from

Devonshire by Sir John Walrond. The tree is a

native of the Caucasus, never attaining; any great

height, but one which, from its bold Walnut-like

foliage, is deserving of cultivation. The leaves

are from 6—10 inches in length, and bear from

seven to twelve oblong serrated leaflets. In autumn
the leaves assume a clear lemon-yellow colour. The
male flowers are borne in short sessile catkins, while

the female catkins, as may be seen from our illus-

tration (fig. 52), are pendulous elongate, reaching in

the specimens sent us from 12 to 15 inches in length,

the nuts provided on each side with a roundish or

oblong membranous wing. The plant is nearly allied

to the "Walnut, and has the same curious stalked

buds, but the nuts offer no attractions, save to the

eye. The tree is also known as P. caucasica.

THE VICTORIA REGIA IN THE
OPEN AIR.

The plant in question was raised from a seed sown
under glass January 13, 1888. Until the seed ger-

minated (which was about February 1) the tempera-

ture of the water was kept steadily at 90°, after that

time a uniform temperature of 8.5° was maintained.

By May 5 the plant had made rapid progress, having

leaves at that time 4 feet in diameter. It was then

decided that the plant should be placed in its sum-
mer quarters—a large pond 30 feet wide and 2^ feet

deep, artificially heated from the greenhouse. Good
rich soil to a depth of 12 inches was wheeled in, and
the plant carefully planted in the centre, care being

taken to first well warm both soil and water.

As the mean temperature of the month of May in

this latitude is much too low for any plant of a

tropical nature, some protection for this Lily was
necessary for the first few weeks ; this was given in

the shape of a thin cotton cloth rolled down over the

pond, the framework to support the cloth consisting

of stout galvanised iron wires stretched from side

to side.

By heating the water in the pond to 90° sufficient

heat was thrown ofi' to well warm the volume of air

under the cloth, and no difficulty was experienced in

maintaining a temperature of 65° or 70°, when
it was much more severe outside. Since warm
weather set in we have dispensed with the cloth

except on windy days, which, by the way, are very

numerous on Cape Cod, and are by far the worst

enemy we have to contend with in growing the

Victoria Regia.

When once established in its new quarters the

leaves rapidly increased in size until they reached a

diameter of 6 feet ; and June 17, five months and
four days after sowing the seed, the first flower

opened. From that date until the present time,

July 9, it has flowered every third or fourth night.

The flowers are from 10 to 12 inches in diameter,

and of a beautiful creamy-white colour the first

night, while opening on the afternoon of the second

day they rapidly change to a deep pink, and soon

start on their downward journey to the bottom of

the pond.

Since flowering no increase in size of leaf has been

observed, rather otherwise ; still considerable gain is

made in the size of the plant, which is now 23 feet

in diameter, and still increasing. James Brydon, in

the " American Florist."

Nursery Notes.

ORCHIDS IN MESSRS. VEITCH'S NURSERT,
CHELSEA.

Since visiting this nursery a few months ago I

find that nearly the whole of the older Orchid-houses

have been swept away, and have been replaced with

new ones, and others are in course of construction.

A large house has been erected at the north end of

the new Cattleya-house, and is intended for flowering

Orchids, on what may be termed the natural system.

The house has been tastefully arranged as a rock

garden with Matlock Bath stone, with an arrange-

ment of rock in the centre down which water trickles

when it is thought desirable. Ferns are planted in

crevices and pockets in the rocks ; the Orchids

themselves are not turned out of the pots, but are

placed in certain positions when they are in fiower.

This of course is the only way in which the house

can be kept gay with Orchids all the year round.

When a plant has passed out of flower it can be at

once removed to the house again to make its growth
;

whereas, if allowed to remain amongst the Ferns and

other foliage plants, it might not make a flowering

growth at all. This artistic arrangement of Orchids

in hothouses is not quite a new idea. It is nearly fifty

years since Mr. J. D. Llewellyn, of Penllergare, con-

structed what he called an epiphyte-house on this sys-

tem. Mr. Llewelyn obtained his idea first from reading

Schomburk's description of the waterfalls of Berbice

and Essequibo, on the occasion of his first discovery

of Huntleya violacea. He says, "I was delighted

with the beautiful picture which his words convey, and

thought that it might be better represented than is

usual in the stoves of this country." An arrange-

ment of rockwork was planned, with warmed water

falling over a cascade, and the Orchids grew remark-

ablv well in the moist atmosphere caused by the spray

falling over the artifical rock. A drawing of the

house after the plants were arranged and growing is

given in the first volume of the Journal of the Boyal

Horticultural Society (1846). The house, I believe, still

remains at Penllergare. In those days the number

of Orchids available was not so great as now ; and it

will be easy for Messrs. Veitch, with their fine col-

lection of these plants, to keep up the gay appearance

of their house all the year round At present the

stately forms of Cattleya maxima, C. bicolor, C. Har-

risoni, C. Bowringiana, and the lovely Ljelia elegans

may be seen rising above the Ferns and other plants

;

and overhanging the rocks, and suspended from the

roof, are examples of Cattleya pumila ; and graceful

plants, such as Oncidium Jonesianum, and the golden

O. varicosum. A good specimen, well-flowered, of

Pholidota imbricata stood on a ledge of rock ; it is

an interesting species, but not very striking in

appearance. In the other houses many species and
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varieties were observed in flower. The Odontoglos-

sum-huuse is well-furnished, and in the warmer
houses is seen a greater wealth of bloom. Cvcnoches
chlorochilum is a very robust plant, and of it there

were some strong spikes ; thf yellowish-green

flowers are not very showy, but their peculiar for-

mation produces a novel effect.

Several racemes of the lovely purple flowers of

Barkeria Lindleyana were observed; Epidendrum
Brassavola was freely in flower; its large, peculiar-

coloured flowers, have a distinct and handsome
appearance. A fine dark-coloured form of Odonto-
glossum llarryanum was in flower, and I noted a

large specimen of Oncidium microchilum, which had

an immense spike of flowers. This is a species

very seldom seen in cultivation, although it was

introduced from Guatemala so long ago as 1838.

The sepals and petals are of a yellowish-green

ground colour, heavily blotched with brown ; the

lip is crimson, with a prominent white wing on

each side.

Another uncommon Orchid in flower was Geo-

dorum candidum, which is very pretty; the flowers

are produced in a cluster at the top of the stem,

and are of greenish-white colour, the lip being of a

reddish-brown tint. Several species of Phala-nopsis

were in flower, many species of Dendrobium, and

Cypripedium. Numbers of the choice Chelsea

hybrids of the last-named are to be seen in flower

throughout the year. Some of the best at the pre-

sent time are C. grande, C. selligerum, C oanan-

thum superbum, C. albo-purpureum, C. vexillarium.

a dark form of C. Ilarrislanum, &c. The very re-

markable La-lia Novelty, described recently in these

columns, was finely in flower. It is a garden hybrid

raised by crossing Lailias elegans with Cattleya

pumila and. as usual, is intermediate in general

characteristics between the two species. The sepals

and petals are twisted, and of a light rosy-purple

colour ; lip maroon-purple, shading off'to paler purple

at the margin.

Cattleya porphyrophlebia X is also in flower in

variety, it is a Chelsea hybrid also, produced by

crossing C. intermedia with C. superba. The flowers

are of a large size ; sepals and petals clear pale lilac-

rose, lip purplish, the throat cream-coloured, with

purplish streaks in the centre. J. D.

A Middlesex Fruit-Nursery.

In view of the approaching National Apple and

Pear Conference at the lloyal Horticultural Society's

Gardens, Chiswick, the record of visits to some of

our leading fruit nurseries may be of interest. AVe

have already alluded to that of Mr. Bunyard, at

Maidstone, and in due course we shall speak of

others.

We now give some account of the well-known

fruit nurseries of Messrs. Charles Lee & Son,

situated in the parish next to Chiswick.

An inspection of the fruit quarters in the nursery

under notice would almost dispel the prevalent idea

(unfortunately too true with respect to many horti-

cultural matters) that we have passed through such

a dismal summer (?) season. The opinion of Mr.

George Cannon (the able manager here) as to the

effect of the season, in his own immediate locality,

may be summed up as follows:—There is a

good crop of riums and Cherries of all sorts,

also of Pears, but many of the latter are cracked,

and will not develope their normal size. Apples

are a thin crop, and the fruits will be below the

average size. Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots

are a thin crop--in some places quite a failure—and

will be late aud below their usual size. The partial

failure of the Apple crop was almost, if not entirely,

owing to the continuance of cold, rainy weather

during the time they were in bloom. Pears and

Plums were set in bright, dry weather before the

Apple blossom had developed.

The soil of Ealing is of a loamy nature, in most

parts resting ujjon gravel, some portions deep loam

with heavy loamy clay subsoil, rather late, not being

so warm as some of its southern neighbours, such as

Chiswick. It is, however, well suited to the cultiva-
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tion of fruit trees and Roses. Attention should be

given to the draining of the heavy soils—an important

point. The soil of this nursery is a good deep loam,

in every way suited to the cultivation of fruit trees

end Roses, as is to be seen in the healthy condition

of the stock growing in it.

Onenteringby the middle walk we come upon a fine

quantity of pyramid Apples, three to four years old,

worked upon English Paradise stock, many sorts

bearing in a remarkably free manner, the following

being the most noteworthy :—Lord Suffield, that

truly never failing sort, the largest and earliest Apple

that goes into market ; it bears well on almost any

kind of soil, but prefers a warm loam to keep the

tree healthy and to have fine clear fruit. These

remarks may also be applied to such sorts as Cox's

Orange, Duchess of Oldenburg, American Mother,

Melon Apple, and Northern Spy. A few of our best

dessert sorts delight in warm gravelly or sandy loam,

while some of the large culinary sorts, such as AVel-

lington, Ecklinville Seedling, Warner's King, Blen-

heim, Northern Greening, and Alfriston, are not so

fastidious as to soil ; they like a good heavy loam.

To refer again to Stirling Castle—twenty years'

experience of this Apple with Mr. Cannon has taught

him that it is a tree that wants all the nourishment

it can get—liberal top-dressings^and then in the

form of bush trees it will produce fruit nearly as fine

as Blenheims. We counted on one small tree thirty

of its fine fruits! Continuing sorts noted, may be

mentioned King of tlie Pippins. Cox's Orange Pippin.

Cox's Pomona, Cellini, Annie Elizabeth, J^ord

Derby, Potts' Seedling (what a fine sort I), Dutch

Mignonne. Ecklinville Seedling, Frogmore Prolific,

Winter Hawthornden. Lord Grosvenor, Manx
Codlin. Warner's King, and Stirling Castle. Prog-

more Prolific and Potts" Seedling should be noted as

never failing croppers, and deserve to be more

largely planted than is at present the case.

These excellent cookers are held in high esteem at

Ealing. A late-keeping free-bearing sort is Winter
Hawthornden. Many newly introduced sorts seem

to lack keeping qualities, with the exception of

Lane's Prince Albert (excellent here), Bramley's

Seedling, &c. So many sorts of Apples coming into

use in the autumn at one time enhances the valuable

qualities of Winter Hawthornden. Another good

keeper is Northern Greening— it is especially valu-

able on account of its keeping good until March.

Worcester Pearmain, that brilliantly coloureii

Apple, was well represented. Another good

coloured Apple is Scarlet Pearmain. What a hand-

some and fine-bearing sort is Warner's King! Lady
Henniker may also well be classed amongst the

handsome Apples. Ecklinville Seedling, that line

Apple, always bears well here. Dutch Mignonne is

a splendid sort, and is a good keeper: Peasgood's

Nonsuch was observed in good condition ; Lord

Derby, very large; Cox's Pomona, highly coloured ;

Sturmer Pippin, good late sort: llibston Pippin,

light crop; Lord Grosvenor, very free.

We noticed thousands of Apple stocks worked

this season with all the popular and new sorts, such

as Lady Sudeley, Bismarck, The Queen, Sandringham.

Brown's Codlin, Bramley's Seedling. Baumann's Red

Wiuter Reinette, Gascoigne's Scarlet Seedling. &c.

Near to the pyramid Apples arc a quantity of cordon

Apples on Paradise stocks, bearing good crops of

the sorts already referred to. We noted a few good

fruit of ]*easgood's Nonsuch; near to this fine new

sort is the old Nonsuch, very like the first-named,

but much smaller, the abundance of its fruits making

up for the size of the former.

As we journeyed through the various quarters we

were struck with the very large stock of standard

Apples grown, having clear stems and good heads, of

Buch sorts as Lord Suffield, Lane's Prince Albert,

Worcester Pearmain, Mr. Gladstone. Frogmore
Prolific, Ecklinville Seedling, Keswick Codlin, King

of the Pippins, Cellini, Potts' Seedling, Golden

Noble, Warner's King, Uanwell Souring, Irish Poach

and Blenheim Orange.

Mr. Cannon regards Blenheim Orange as the

best Apple to plant for orchard, especially where

the ground is heavy. To those having capital, and

who can therefore afford to wait, this is the Apple
to plant. It does not begin to fruit for six or seven

years after planting; by that time the tree attains

large size, and commences to bear '^\x\q fruit which

(desirable qualification to the grower!) fill the

bushel, and always command, no matter how much
the market may be glutted, a high price. It bears

well, and so makes up for lost time. Even in old

age this fine Apple is to be found doing w--ll —an

instance of which we recorded recently of a tree .jO

years old, bearing 9 bushels of fruit.

Pears are fruiting best here on the Quince

stock. Care is taken only to work such kinds as

do best on it. A good many sorts, especially late

ones, fail to grow on this stock unless double worked.

Attention is given to this operation in order to

include some of our best Pears on this stock.

Standard Pears are largely grown, also a consider-

able quantity of pyramids on Pears. On these and

horizontals we noticed some good fruits of Souvenir

du Congrus, Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurre Capiau-

raont, Beurrti Clairgeau, Beurru Diel, &c. Of other

desirable kinds that we noted as doing well may be

mentioned:—Louise Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise

d'Uccle. Marvellous, Pitmaston Duchess, Fondante

d'Autorane, Belle Julie, Forelle. or the Trout Pear,

Bergamotte d'Esperen, &c.

Amongst miscellaneous fruits worthy of note

may be recorded the fine collection of Peaches and

Nectarines—a noteworthy feature here. Very close

personal attention is given to these, every sort is

studied as to the best stocks upon which to work
them. Several thousands of fine trees are grown.

We noted a lot of good extra-sized trees with from

twenty to thirty shoots, and although the season

has not been one of the best for even growth, we
certainly never saw them so fine at Ealing before.

The same may be said of the standard, h.T,lf-stan-

dard, and trained trees. The last fortnight's fine

weather has done much to ripen the wooil. There

is evidently special attention given to this stock.

Standard Plums are plentiful, especially of such

sorts as Victoria, Black Diamond, Gisborne's, Pond's

Seedling, that largest of Plums; Orleans, Prince of

Wales, and Early I'rolific. Some of the pyramids

are also bearing well. McLaughlin's Gage is regarded

here as a fine early Gage, larger and earlier than the

old Green Gage, very richly flavoured. A large

stock is being worked up of The Czar, one of ^Ir.

Rivers' seedlings. This Plum is an immense bearer,

large, red. culinary, coming in at the end of July;

therefore a variety to be looked after, and well suited

to market growers to fill the void between ICarly

Prolific and Victoria. We not'^d a fine breadth—

quite a thicket, in fact—^of that popular market

Damson, Crittenden Cluster—very tine stock.

The Floral Nursery, ^Iaidenhead.

Mr. ( )wen is one of the few nurserymen who have

made a special culture of Chrysanthemums and Be-

gonias, his nursery at the present time being well

worth a visit by admirers of these flowers. Of

Chrysanthemums the season is yet early for the

majority of varieties, but a grand lot of plants

is in course of development, and includes many
novelties, promising a fine display at a later date.

A good selection of early-flowering novelties is

now in bloom, both indoors and in the borders out-

side. These are admirably adapted for planting in

herbaceous borders, to succeed earlier flowering

plants in the flower garden, and will continue to

flower until cut down by frost. A selection should

include the following, which are now nicely in

flower:—]Mrs. CuUingford, very free white of dwarf

habit; Fiberta, bright golden pompon; Nanum,
blush-white, good ; Frederic Marronct, orange striped

scarlet; La Vierge, fine white; Canary, dwarf yel-

low pompon ;
William Bealby, creamy-pink ; ilrs.

Burrell, primrose. Others, flowering in pots, were

Feu de Bengale, bronzy-orange ; Capucine. bufi";

Sam Ilenshaw, rosy-purple, a seedling from Comte

de Germiny ; M. Pynaert van Geert, golden-yellow ;

and Mr. William Holmes, dark crimson with golden

reverse, a fine early decorative variety.

Begonias are, however, just at this season the
leading flowers here, both indoors and out. Several

houses are filled with a magnificent collection, the

doubles being very fine. Mr. Owen has been suc-

cessful in raising some excellent varieties, and some
of very large proportions. I noted among the best

Mrs. Graham Smith, delicate flesh-colour, very good

;

Miss Hammersley, apricot; Shirley Hibberd, deep
rose; General Gordon, red; Scarlet Gem, bright

orange-scarlet, very showy; Serapis, deep pink of

drooping habit ; Dr. Livingstone, rich crimson ; Lord
Beaconsfield, primrose; Royal Purple, distinct purple;

and Davisii fl.-pl. superba, of dwarf habit, erect

flowering, and very free, a good decorative variety.

Arranged on shelves suspended on either side of the

pathway in the houses, the drooping varieties had a
very good effect.

Among single varieties, Mr. Owen's Imperial
strain includes some of the largest and best yet

raised, and is characterised by an erect habit, ren-

dering sticks in most instances unnecessary. On
comparing some of the individual blooms with that

figured in a recent work on the tuberous Begonia,

it was found that several flowers were decidedly

wider, the blooms more circular, and therefore of

better shape. Many of the best have been named,
and are increased by cuttings, for which there is

a demand, although good flowers may be obtained

from the seeds of tiiis strain—and this is the

quickest means of raising a stock. Some 23,000

plants—this year's seedlings—are planted out in soil

which is rather poor and stony, the situation exposed
and bleak, yet they are flowering freely. Some
thousands of last year's raising, similarly treated,

are now a mass of flowers, quite eclipsing the bed-

ding Pelargonium this season. Those of similar

habit and colour are grouped together as much as

possible, with a view to raising distinct batches of

seedlings. C.H.D. [We have not observed that these

flowers have done very well generally this year. It

has been too cool and rainy for them. Ed.]

Colonial Notes.

NEW ZEALAND.
Auckland.—The summer season, which commences

here about December 21 (corresponding with June in

Great Britain), has entered very bright and dry, the

past few days having been extremely warm—a rather

sudden change after the late frequent and copious

showers.

At mid-day the thermometer ranges from about
70"^ to 75° in the shade. The temperature to-day

December 24) at noon was, in complete shade, 73]-°
;

under verandah, subject to sun's rays 82.V'^. The
following are meteorological observations taken at

Auckland in December. ISSG :—Mean temperature,

f).)°'4 (average for previous twenty-one years, Go'^'2)

;

maximum temperature, 7'^'^
; minimum temperature.

A\)'^. Total rainfiiU, in month, in inches. 2o0 (aver-

age for ])revions twenty-one years, 3225) ; number
of davs on which rain fell, five (average for previous

twenty-one years, ten).

The public ganlens and recreation grounds of

Auckland, of which the Albert Park and the Domain
are the principal, have at present a very gay appear-

ance, many of the principal kinds of European

annuals and perennials, which here as at home have

to a large extent superseded much of the old familiar

bedding stuff, are forming just now quite a floral

display.

The Albert Park is beautifully laid out on an

eminence situated almost in the centre of the city,

and from the highest elevation, on which an imposing

fountain is erected, an excellent view of the spacious

harbour and the greater part of the city is obtainable.

The domain is a very fine public reserve, upwards

of 200 acres in extent, the greater portion being thickly

wooded with indigenous and other trees and shrubs.

A short time ago the City Council accepted a design

for laying out this reserve, and the work, in the

shape of carriage-drives and walks, is now being
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carried on. On a level portion of the reserve the

Auckland cricket-ground is formed, and a very fine

and commodious t;;round it is.

Government llouse grounds are nicely kept, and

contain several kinds of Kiiropean deciduous trees

and shrubs ; amongst the former are fine examples of

the Oak. A number of youn.u: trees have recently

been planted in the grounds, and appear to be doing

well; amongst others I noticed Abies Pindrow.

alba, Picea orientalis. ^lenziesii, Sinilhiana, ex-

celsa, Camphor.a officinalis, Photinia eerrulata, and

Magnolia purpurea.

Among the host of plants now in full bloom

the following are at their best:—Perennial and

annual Phloxes, Pentstemons, Hollyhocks, Begonias,

Gloxinias, Tuberoses, Lilies, Tritomas, Amaryllis,

Gladiolus, Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, Balsams,

Stocks, Aquilegias, Delphiniums. Verbenas, Helio-

tropes. Calceolarias, Pansies, Lobelias, ]\Iyosotis,

Salvias, Petunias, Clematis, and Lonicera; these are

now taking the place of Tea, coloured, and Bank-
8ian Roses, which have continued in bloom, and been

very fine up till now. Pelargoniums and Fuchsias,

in great variety, are plentiful, and flowering pro-

fusely, the late showers having been favourable to

their growth.

Other conspicuous plants now in bloom comprise

Escallonia rosea, Ceanothus, Kuellia tuberosa, Jap-

anese Hydrangea paniculata, Bouvardia splendens

and other vars. ; Magnolia grandiflora, M. purpuiea,

Ligustrum japonicum, Deutzia crenata flore-pleno,

Mock Orange, (Philadelphus grandiflorus), Laurus-

tinus, and the Glory Pea (Clianthus puniceus), also

known hereby the name of Kowhiangutukaka ; there

are here some splendid examples of this gorgeous

flowering plant.

I must not omit to mention the beautiful and pic-

tures(iue Pohutukawa (Metrosideros robusta) belong-

ing to the natural order MyrtaceiE, and allied to the

Callistemon ; scattered along and overhanging the

high cliffs and bluffs of the harbours the gnarled and
twisted branches of these trees are now covered with

charming deep crimson flowers, which are used here

at this season as Holly is at home for decorative pur-

poses, and the tree is generally known as the " Christ-

mas Tree." The timber is highly valued in ship-

building. This tree is the last that remains of the

beautiful vegetation that once clad the shores of these

bays and harbours.

Summer fruits are plentiful, and judging by the

tempting displays in, and busy appearance of the

market and fruiterers' shops on Christmas Eve, the

demand was in proportion to the supply. There
have been an abundance of Strawberries, and
the cry of "Strawberries!—fine ripe Strawberries!"

has been familiar through the streets for some
time past.

The following extract, which I take from the

AucJdand Wtekly Kcivs, will give your readers some
idea of the extent of the Strawberry industry in

Auckland :—

'* By the courtesy of Mr. B. Dawson, we have
been supplied with some figures which will show the
Strawbt-rry-consuming capacity of the inhabitants
of Auckland. There are, in all. about 1^00 acres
planted in Strawberries, the largest portion of this

area being at Northcote. The Devonport district

grows only a comparatively small quantity, while on
this side there are only two or three large growers.
Mr. W.Mason, of Ponsonby. is one of the largest.

He has IS acres under crop, and for a long time past
has supplied from 500 to (iOO boxes daily. He em-
ploys about forty bovs to pick the fruit" and he has
a 'tin-can band ' to frighten away birds and other
fruit stealers. The average crop this season has
been about 4(1 quarts per acre per dav ; some farms
have given a larger yield than this, and some less.

The average weight of a quart of Strawberries is

23 oz. This gives us 11..500 lb. or rather over
5 tons of Strawberries consumed by the Auckland
public every day during the season. Keckoning the
price of Strawberries at (id. per quart, this industry
has returned to the growers the very handsome
dividend of £200 per day as the gross receipts during
the season. Another way to look at it is that during
the season every acre under Strawberries has given
a gross return of £1 per day. Although none are so

popular as Strawberries, there are many other small

fruits which bring in very acceptable dividends to

the growers. Clearly, gold-digging and gum-scraping

are not Auckland's sole salvation."

The New Zealand Frozen !Meat and Storage Com-
pany have lately been turning their attention to the

fruit-canning industry, which promises to become an

important one to Auckland. Fruit growers have

already taken advantage of the company's demand
for Gooseberries, an instalment of something like

2 tons ot fruit being sent from the Waikato district

as a beginning. In all the company have received

about 50 tons of Gooseberries, one grower forwarding

as much as '.i tons.

The following are the prices at which fruits and

vegetables were being sold be the principal fruiterers

on Christmas Eve :

—

Fniit.—Gooseberries, 5(/. and fif/. per quart; Apples,

4d. to Gd. per lb. ; Lemons, 2d. each ; l^ine-apples,

'3d. each ; Cocoa-nuts, od. each ; Oranges, l\d. to '2d.

each ; Cherries, black and red Kentish, lOd. to Is.

per pound ; Loijuats, 5d. per pound ; Grapes, 2n. G(/.

per pound ; Plantains, 4d. to od. per pound. A few

Apricots and red Currants were offered at high

prices.

Vcgcfahlcs.—VesLS,, lOfZ. to \s. per peck ; French

Beans, \s. "Zd. to \s. 4d. per peck ; Scarlet 'Runners,

Is. lOd. to 2s. per peck ; Cabbages, 1'^. to 2d. each
;

Cauliflowers, 3d. each ; Rhubarb, 4d. per bundle
;

Potatos, 14 lb. and 16 lb. Is.; Onions, l^d. and

2d. per pound.

The advice of the Royal Horticultural Society of

Auckland has lately been asked on the subject of

exporting fruit from this province into the British

market. This being to many here an important

question, the Society have decided to call a special

meeting to discuss the matter, when, no doubt,

views will be expressed and information elicited on

the subject that will help to develope the exporta-

tion of fruit from this province to England, which,

if judiciously managed, should prove highly remune-

rative to Auckland fruit growers seeking an outside

market for their produce. Edgar Spooner, Auck-

land, N.Z.

Notes of Natal Plants.

Greyia Suthcrlandi. — There seems to be a

difficulty in flowering this fine shrub io England, but

I think if cultivators could see it, as I have often

done, in its home, the reputation it has for

shyness in blooming would vanish. It certainly

dislikes warm moist situations and rich soil. Never
have I seen it under elevations of 4000 feet, or,

in fact, growing in soil at all. Inserting its

roots between clefts of sandstone rocks it holds

on from year to year, and early in the spring,

just before the leaves expand, sends out from

the tip of each branchlet its beautiful and curious

crim.son flowers. Plenty of air at all times it must
have. In winter it can be hardly kept too dry ; in

summer it needs abundant water; with as many
stones as earth about the roots would nearly imitate

its chosen home in Natal.

Cycniunis.—^OTue ot the most lovely of South

African flowers are those which have never flowered

in Europe, and so peculiar are the conditions under

which they grow that perhaps even the skill which

flowered Lissochilus giganteus would find itself

baffled before succeeding with the plants under-

noted. Not to speak of Disa grandiflora, which Pro-

fessor McOwan once informed me could not be got

to thrive in the Cape Town Botanic Gardens, nor to

mention certain Stapelias collected by Sir U. Barkly

in remote parts of the Cape, many of which refused

to grow in Cape Town, I would refer to some lovely

members of the great order, Scrophulariacex. And
first to mention Cycniums.

C. aduensi is a prostrate creeping herb with fine

large snow-white flowers like a single Petunia,

opening in early spring. A parasite on roots of

sundry grasses. Figured in the " North " Gallery,

Kew, No. 441).

C. iuhatmii.^A robust leafless species, 2

—

3 feet

high, with very showy white flowers in pairs, 2

inches across. Flowering in midsummer, and a

parasite on roots of Labiatic, &c. In the "North'

Gallery, No. 402.

C. racemosum.—Avery lovely plant, o—1 feet high,

with erect racemes of brilliant magenta flowers, as

large as the last-named. Grows at elevations of

4000— 5000 feet, seemingly parasitic on grassroots.

Blooms also at Midsummer, and called by colonists

Christmas- flower.

Harvez/a {Aiilaya) s;j.—This is a very good thing,

though I am unable to give its specific name. A
leafless herb, 12—IS inches high, with erect pale

purple, Foxglove-like flowers, deliciously sei^nted.

Only found in dense shady busii, and is a parasite on

roots of shrubs. See the " North " Gallery, 404, for

a closely allied species.

Gmdcrla scahra.—\\sih\t like Cycnium advense

;

flowers tubular, bright rose. Parasitic on grass-roots,

and often grows in large patches with C. adoensi, the

two making a very pretty sight when in flower.

Str'uja coccinea.—A little gem, about 9 inches high,

with small, vivid-crimson flowers. I believe it is a

parasite. Colonists believe it feeds upon and kills

the roots of Indian Corn, Represented in the " North
"

Gallery, Nos. 402 and 44'J. All the above I have

tried to cultivate, but in vain. Like the English

Yellow Rattle (Rhinanthus Crista-galli) and Cow-

wheat (Melampyrum pratense) they turn black

when dried. B. W. Adlam, MariUhurg, I^ataL

THE SEED TRADE.
The Ddtch Seed Chops.—Large quantities of

vegetable seeds are grown in Holland, and, in so far

as advices up to date are to hand, it would appear

that the yield will fall considerably below general

expectations. In consequence of the long winter

it was very late in the spring before the proper

tillage of the ground could be accomplished, and the

crops cultivated. The spring, at first wet, afterwards

became dry, but. whether wet or dry, the weather

was cold and infertile, and. as in this country, it was

followed by a summer like that of our own—wanting

in warmth and sunshine. Cauliflower, which is

largely grown in Holland, is a very late crop, though

the plants developed well ; but lack of sunshine

must materially affect the yield, which will, it is

expected, be much below the average, while, for some

reason, not so much was planted as in former years.

As to Cabbages, Savoys, and Kales, the prospects of

a crop are in general bad, and especially so in the

case of Cabbage ; such a bad crop of the latter has

not been seen for several years. Swede seed is but

a moderate yield ; and Turnips, only partially

planted, show about half a crop. Many plants of

Beet perished during the winter, and those saved

will give but a small return. Corn Salad has been

sown so little, owing to the low prices obtained in

late years, that it is doubtful if the crop to be

harvested will meet the demand for seed. On the

other hand, Spinach seeds were sown more numer-

ously than is usual, but the yield does not exceed

two-thirds of an ordinary crop. Peas have furnished

less than an ordinary yield, and the seeds have suf-

fered so from rain that a considerable bulk must be

picked from them. Radish looked well early in the

season, but during the time the crop was in flower

rain fell almost incessantly ; many of the flowers

were washed off, and the seed-pods which set were

comparatively few. Then, instead of ripening the

seed, the plants went again into flower, so that not

more than half a crop can be looked for. Of the

black Spanish Radish there will be only a small

yield. Onion seeds are standing pretty well, but are

verv late in ripening. English Broad and Longpod

lieans show but a moderate yield. Kidney and Run-

ner Beans will be a small crop ; they podded so late

there is not time enough to ripen. The Cucumber

crop is regarded as a failure. Chervil was sown but

little, on account of the low price it fetched, but the

yield was a good one. Carrot is expected to prove

a pretty good crop. The result may be summed up

in the statement that crops will be below a poor

average ; all that have to be gathered ripen very
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slowly, and the weather is too uncertain to admit of

what is becoming ripe being harvested in good
character.

A NEW WALNUT.
Jdglans mandshurica (fig. 53).*—For the oppor-

tunity of illustrating; this handsome, and, as far as

gardens go, new Walnut, we are indebted to Mr. J.

van Volxem, of Brussels, who kindly sent us

fipeciraens. The tree is a native of Amurland, and
its botanical history is given in the works cited

helow. Here we need only say that it is a
Walnut of very handsome appearance, the foliage

(much reduced in our illustration) being of a verv
noble character. The fruit are obovate, somewhat
pear-shaped, the nuts much more acutely pointed

than in our ordinary Walnut, the shell hard
and very coarsely ribbed. The kernel is not
«o good to the palate as the better kinds of
Walnut ; but considering that these represent the

effect of long ages of selection and cultivation, th(^re

is reason to hope that the Mandshurian Walnut may
be improved in like way. If so, the gain will be

great, as the present tree is hardier than the common
Walnut, and ripens its fruits some 2—3 weeks earlier

in the season. As an ornamental tree, from the
great size and noble aspect of the foliage (^iO— .'{2

inches in length), it will be a great acquisition, while
its hardihood suggests it as a good stock whereon to
work the more tender kind.

" The fruit," says M. Van A^olxem, " ripens several
weeks before the ordinary kind, and the tree is

perfectly hardy in Belgium, where, as with us, the
common Walnut gets injured bv spring frosts.

Cultural Memoranda.

MICHAELMAS ASTER.

The best of these are A. nova^-angliic, A.
Drummondi, A. amethystinus, and A. novic-belgii,

and if dwarf kinds are required for rockwork, A.
alpinus and A. discolor will be found the most suit-

able, the last-named being very fioriferous. All
these Asters are readily propagated by division, for

they spread freely. The shoots in spring should be
reduced in number by pulling up tlie weakest, so as

to leave only a fair number to bloom. To have
those in borders at their best, it is necessarv
either to renew the soil or give the plants fresh

positions, the latter being the most preferable, as

the moving involves less labour ; and when replanting,

some rotten manure should be worked in below.
J.S.

HyDUAVGEA PASICCLATA.

This is one of the most showy of hardy plants, and
the wonder is. that, having been introduced some
years, it is not more known and grown tiian it

appears to be, as it is seldom one meets with it in

gardens. Not only is this Hydrangea a desirable

^hrub for beds or borders, but it is a very effective

greenhouse plant. In habit it is deciduous, and has
email hard woody shoots, which should be cut back
pretty close, as pruning it in causes the plant to
break stronger and produce finer trusses of blooms.
If grown in pots, or planted out in borders. Hy-
drangea paniculata should have rich loam soil, and
the best situation for it is in the foreground of low
evergreens, or a bed to itself on the border, where it

can get plenty of sunliglit. The way to propagate
and increase the stock is to put in cuttings of the
half-ripened wood,and if these are taken off with a
heel they strike more readily; but they should be

put in under cover of a handlight in sharp sandy soil,

and kept close till they root. J. S.

Plants and Their Culture.

SELAGiNELLAs.^These form a very accommodating
family of plants, some of which are largely used in

floral arrangements, others for planting where little

else would live; indeed, it would be difiicult to find

a greenhouse without a patch of the well known S.

Kraussiana and S. Martensii
; and perhaps it may be

* Jiujhtna inatidshurica, ^-laximowic/. Primit. Flor. Aninren-,
(18.19), p. 76; Cas. de CanduUe, in DC. Prod., xvi., l."iH (IHtiJ).

J. Sieboldiaua, Masimowkv.

under the plant stage, or some such out-of-the-way
position, yet they rarely fail to live and clothe with
pleasant greenery the bare soil or gravel. Still, the
plants enjoy good positions, and where little specimens
are required, plenty of light must be afforded them,
or else they are apt to be attenuated and straggling.
S. Kraussiana and other dvvarf-growing species grown
for the decorator's use are best grown in shallow
pans, about G inches over. Drain them well, and fill

with a light compost similar to that used for >^erns,

then dibble them full of cuttings, selecting nice stout
points of the shoots. When finished give a good
watering, and stand them in a light position close to
the glass, if in summer in an ordinary garden frame.but

named S. apus, and the varieties densa or apoda,
also Browni; these are all of a dwarf, neat habit,
more so, indeed, than S. Kraussiana, but not being so
hardy as that species, and requiring more care in
watering, they are less suited for general purposes
from liability to damp off at the centre of the masp.
To reduce this drawback as much as possible, avoid
pouring water into the centre of the plants, this

bears down the branchlets, and causes decay, that
is. if the plants are full-grown and in a matted con-
dition. Other low growing species are patula and
serpens; both are distinct from the preceding,
having a more rigid and wiry habit, but are scarcely

so hardy. S. Martensii and its variegated form, when

Fig, 53.

—

tue mandshurian walnut : leaf grea.tly ekduced.

time is saved if a little artificial warmth be afVorded
them, though it is not indispensable in the case of the
first-named species, which is nearly hardy, and
can be brought on in cold frames in the summer
time. To induce a dense, even growth thi'V should
be several times clipped over, removing all strag-

gling points, so that when they are turned
out of the pans for use, they will be sufficiently

matted together to prevent their falling to pieces;

and the best way to put them on or round plants, is

to cut through to the centre of the mass, and slip

the stem of the plant through the cut, they will thus
appear to have been grown in the pot or vase, and
will last good fur a long time. There is also a
golden and a variegated variety, either of which is

i|uite distinct, and may be included in any collection.

Of others suitable for decorative i)urposes may be

grown in small pots, make capital substitutes or
change for Ferns, and will stand a great deal of

rough usage. Other species useful for growing in pots

are S. caulescens and intequalifolia, both with Fern-
like branches. Ofa still more erect and massive habit

areS.hicmatodesand S.grandis; both require a liberal

allowance of root-room and stove heat. There are

also several species which have a trailing habit, such
as S. Galeottii. a free growing species, well adapted
for growing in baskets or in pots to hang from the
edges of shelves. S. uncinata or caisia is also

suitable for this purpose. It has a metallic steel-

grey hue, much admired by some persons. Unfortu-
nately it dies back considerably in autumn. To
keep the stock neat frequent renewals must be made.

rdargoniams.—All plants which have been cut

back and have since broken should be shaken out and
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repotted before growth is far advanced. Tiirfv loam

with some well decayed manure which has been

rubbed through a sieve, a sprinkling of soot, and

enough sharp sand to keep it open, is an excellent

compost for them. The sweepings from a veterinary

forge when thrown in a heap and allowed to lie until

well decomposed, is splendid stutf for mixing in the

compost for Pelargoniums. With olii specimen

plants it is usual to repot them into smaller jiots, and

again potting later on, which is an excellent practice ;

but good results may be had by placing them in their

Howering pots at once—a very convenient method
for large plants, but the other is preferable, generally.

After repotting water must be sparingly afforded

until the plants have fairly occupied the new
soil. At tliis stage, wlien not exposed to very

drying influences.! have known plants to go for weeks

without requiring to be watered, other than being

damped with a syringe on bright days for a short

time after potting. Specially guard against the

attacks of greenfly by occasionally fumigating with

tobacco. Zonals for winter flowering, which have

grown satisfactorily, but have not been placed in

their flowering quarters, should be removed to them
without delay, as it they are left out in cold frames

the flower-trusses will be liable to injury by damp.
The best position in which to flower these plants

during winter is in rather narrow and low houses with

a steep pitched roof; the range running east to west

would catch every ray of sunshine, and being narrow

the steep pitch of the roof would not favour drip. In

arranging the plants avoid crowding, but place them
in such a manner that the pots may be examined
readily before giving water to the plants. A mild

or rather dry air at a temperature of bO°—.5.5°, and
ventil.ation in small amount on bright days, will

maintain a brilliant display. As the pots till with

roots liijuid manure should be afforded the plants at

regular intervals.

Ixoras. — To flower Ixoras well, a minimum
temperature of 70° should be sustained, and at no

.season is t lis more requisite than the present. If

there be any deficiency of heat, not only will their

flowering period be short, but the flowers will

lack size and substance. Keep the roots in a state

of uniform moisture, but a sodden condition must be

avoided, .and in using liquid manure, it should be

largely diluted with water, and may be applied to the

plants often. Plants which are getting past their

best may as well have their shoots cut back ;
taking

any strong, clean points, which have not flowered to

make cuttings. These, if rooted quickly and grown
on, will make nice stuff with a large truss or two of

flowers each, next year. F. Boss, Blctchingley.

The Flower Garden.

Flower Beds.- Sharp frosts will have been ex-

perienced generally over these islands, and the beauty

of tender kinds of plants destroyed. No time should

be lost in taking up all plants which are to be saved.

Tuberous Begonias should have the stems cut down

to within an inch of the tubers, jdacing the lattter in

a cool dry shed for a week or two, afterwards storing

them away for the winter in sifted cinder-ashes or

cocoa-fibre refuse, in some place where they will be

safe from frost, and, at the same time, where they

will neither get too damp nor too dry. I usually put

them in an old stable at first, and afterwards under

the staging in a late vinery. Zonal Pelargoniums of

one year old should be preferred for keeping through

the winter by shortening back the strongest roots
;

cleaningand trimming the tops in theusual way, leav-

ing from four to six shoots to each, and afterwards put

them in shallow boxes, S-inch pots, or heel them in.

on Vine or Peach borders under glass, and with-

hold water for the present. Alternantheras may be

potted up into 3-inch pots, using plenty of drainage

and a sandy loam and leaf-mould compost, placing

them in warm pits or houses afterwards. Echeveria

secanda glauca in southern counties can be safely

wintered in cold frames ; and, where large quantities

are grown and this method is inconvenient, the bettrr

practice is to build them up in banks of cinder ashes

against a south wall, outside; the only protection

given being to cover them with garden mats on

frosty nights. Succulents of a more tender character

should be placed in pots or boxes, and ])ut in a cool,

airy greenhouse. Palms, Aralias. Pliormiums.

Dracamas, Grevilleas, &c., if not already moved

to their winter (piart-^rs ought to be forth-

with. Avoid overwatering all such plants during

tlie winter months, and allbrd free ventilation at all

favourable times. Clear away to the rubbish heap

all other plants not rpi|uir('il. and if the beds are to

be replanted with Wallllowi.^rs, Arabis, Myosotis,

and other spring flowering plants, it is a good

plan to give them a light dressing of old hotbed

manure, to be dug in with the staple and left in rather

a rough state for another week or ten days previous

to planting. The bfils for Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.,

will require special preparations if the best results

are desired : the beds ought to be well drained, and a

liberal dressing of rich manure and sandy loam dug

in—planting to be deferred to a later period ; mean-
time the bulbs should be in readiness, and a decision

come to in regard to the arrangement of colours,

height. &c. Beds, borders, and clumps in the winter

garden which are to be filled with Conifers and dwarf

evergreen shrubs, ought to be got in readiness before

the end of the month.

BcihUnfj Cakcularias.—If not already done, cuttings

of these should now be put in ; fortunately there is

no l.ick of them this autumn. They are best rooted

and wintered in cold frames or turf pits—the latter

are preferred by many practitioners, and should be

made about 4 feet wide inside measure. 2 feet high

at the back, and 18 inches in front, using for the

puT-pose turves about a foot in width and 2 or .'J inches

thick, beat down with a s]i:ule, or make it firm

by treading as the work proceeds. Fill the inside

afterwards with half-decayed manure, such as has been

used for linings to Cucumber or Melon frames,

and tread it down quite lirmly ; on the top of this

jilace a layer af sandy compost and leaf-monld with

a surfacing of sharp sand about half an inch deep,

and smooth over with the back of a spade, after

which the cuttings may be inserted in rows about

»3 inches apart. If the weather happens to be dry at

the time give them a light watering overhead through

a fine rose, cover with frame-lights, and keep them
shaded from bright sunshine till rooted, and on
frosty nights protect with mats. After they are

rooted attend to ventilation on all favourable occa-

sions, J Horsrjield. Hci/tr^hury,

Fruits Under Glass.

PixE-APrLES which are swelling oflT should be kept

steadily at 70°—75° at night, and 80°—85° by day.

Do not use dung-water at this season of the year.

When stimulants .are given, dust the surface of the

soil with Thomson's manure, and water alternately

with water only just coloured with guano. Large-

fruited varieties, as Cayenne, Charlotte Kothschild,

Providence, &c., should be well watered just at

at the point of commencing to colour, and no more

water afforded them, as a damp state of the soil

during the ripening stage is liable to cause blackness

at the core. Keep the bottom-heat at 85°—110° for

fruiters in all stages of swelling, and any plants

which may have started amongst the general stock

should be removed to the fruiting division at once,

as the temper.atures in the other divisions will be

too low to suit their requirements. If a few suckers

are put in as they become large enough, they are

certain to start at other times than the general stock,

and require to be looked after.

Those plants which h.ave been under special treat-

ment for the past few weeks, and are intended to

start early in the season, should now be kept per-

fectly quiet till the beginning of the year. If the

plunging-bed be in a moist condition, little or no
water will be necessary with the lowered tempera-

ture. Let the temperature for these be 00° for cold

nights, and 55° for mild ones. When the sun

shines and the thermometer exceeds 65°, give a

little ail. With the roots of the plants in a state of

partial dryness the bottom-heat may be allowed to

decline to" 75° without fear of injury. AVben the

bottom-heat is obtained by leaves and tan great care

must be taken not to exceed 80° when fresh materials

have to be added, which frequently happens .at the

decline of the year, when fresh material must be

employed to freshen up the old. Let the bed be well

trodiien to prevent as far as ]iossible a too sudden or

a great rise, and to make sure partially plunge the

pots until such time as the heat has declined to a

safer point.

Successions should not be encouraged to grow much
after this season, as the growth made now will be

lacking in substance ; and give only sufficient water

to keep the plants in a state of health. As a plant

in a state of partial dryness will stand a much lower

temperature than a wet one, 05° will be quite high
enough as the night temperature, and air should be

given to the pit when the thermometer reaches 70^*

by day. .Suckers which were potted in August will

have well filled their pots with roots. Should any
of them be likely to require more pot-room before

the winter is over it is better to give a shift into pots

oni^ size larger. Ijet the bottom-heat be lowered to

.S0° and air admitted wlien the thermometer reaches
70°. The night temperature should be 60°—65° at

present. The fires should now be started in the

afternoon to prevent a too rapid decline of the side

warmth. W. M. J3ail/ic, Luton Hoo,

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Lu'TiNO AND Root Pkonino.—The season is now
at hand when these operations will demand attention,

and in the meantime it would be well to get some
sound fibry loam coarsely chopped up, so that when
the work is taken in hand there shall be no delay.

Loam is generally all that is needed for this purpose,

unless the soil should be of a very heavy nature,

when a little lime rubble or burnt soil may be added,

to induce the trees to make plenty of fibrous roots

and short-jointed fruitful wood. It is best to take

this kind of work in hand as early in October as

circumstances will allow, and while the trees still

retain their foliage, so that advantage is taken of

some slight root-action before the total fall of the

leaf. Fruit trees, owing to loss of crop by frost and

a too rich soil, are liable to make an excessive

amount of unfruitful wood; such trees can always

be brought to a fruiting state by being root-pruned

or lifted. Por bushes and low pyramids lifting the

roots is the best, as they can then be examined readilv,

and can be laid out in a regular fashion and "lUiin

a short depth from the surface. In fact by carrying

out lifting in a systematic manner such trees

can always be kept within bounds, which is a great

desideratum in small gardens. The roots should

always be lifted with a ball of soil attached in

proportion to the size ot the tree ; the tap-roots, if

any, must be cut away, and the ends of all roots

that may be broken in the lifting neatly trimmed

with a sharp knife, when the tree may be returned

again to the same hole from which it was lifted,

or planted in another situation. When filling in

about the roots use a barrowload or more of the pre-

pared soil, place some at the bottom ofthe hole, and mix
the remainder with the staple soil, in which to lay out

the roots, and tread all moderately firm. When all

is finished give a good watering, and afterwards

mulch the surface ; and should the weather be sunny

for any length of time an occasional syringing will

be beneficial. For large trees root-pruning, and not

lifting, must be resorted to. This will consist of

taking out a trench a certain distance from the stem

and securing all the roots found as the digging pro-

ceeds, taking great care to dig out the soil under the

ball, and cut away the descending tap-roots. If the

tree is a very large one it is not advisable to

prune the roots the whole way round in one

season, but to do a part one year and the

remainder the next. The distances from the stem

at which the trench should be taken out must

always depend on the stretch of the branches,

but as a rule the distance may vary from 2 feet to

.'i feet 6 inches. The ends of the severed roots must

be neatly trimmed oiT, and when filling the trench

again, add a fair proportion of new soil—unless the

staple is unsuitable, when it wculd he advisable to

fill with new soil, proceeding as before. A. Ward,

Stoke Mith Park.

Veitchs Perfection Pea.—When walking

lately through the large well-cropped kitchen garden

at liarewood House, in this county, I was much
struck by several rows of the above-named Pea.

Owing to the wet season we have had in the North,

the haulm was fully 18 inches higher than is usual in

drier seasons— it was close on 5 feet high. Each

side of the rows was fairly thatched, for about

2 feet inches, with large, well-filled pods of Peas,

of first-class table quality. On the saime quarter

were a number of other Peas growing, including

some of the newer varieties, but Mr. Fowler, the

gardener, told me that none came up to Veitch's

Perfection as a really trustworthy Pea during the

month of September. H.J. C, Grimton, Tadcaster,

Yoris.
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Now ready, In cloth, lis. ed.
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W. RICHARDS. 41. Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SHOWS.
THURi!D,VY Oct. II—Crystal raluci- Fruit (tlirw diljs).

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

MONDAY.

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY', Oct. 10

THURSDAY, Oct. II

M EETI NGS.
Oct. 8—ClKimbre Syndirale ot Client.

Qp^ q S Royal Horticultural Society : Fruit
* * ) and Floral Committees.

c^.,. ,^ t
National Ctirysantliemum Society :

"'^'- '") Floral Committee.

SALES.
' Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

I
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

Oct H>
Kooms.

-' Greenhouse Plants, at Fraser's Nur-
1 -sery. Lea Bridge Road, by Pro-
' theroe & Morris.

^V'ertegans' Nurseries, Birraingliani,
on tjie Premises, by Protheroe &
Morris, in conjunction with
W. C. B. Cave.

Nursery Stock, at Tansley Nur-

Om- u/ series, near Matlock, by Else &
"'''

"'l
Son (three days.)

Nursery Stock, at House's Nursery.
Peterborough, by Protheroe &
Morris.

Nursery Stock from sample, at Pro-
^ theroe & Morris' Rooms.

.Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
Collection of Orchids formed by M.
Rougier-Chauviiire, at 1.^:*, Rue
de la Roquette, Paris, by MM.
Duloug & Godefroy-Lebeuf.

Nursery Stock, at Nortli's Nursery,
Lee. by Protheroe & Morris.

Miscellaneous Plants, at Protheroe
& Morris' Rooms.

Nursery Stock, at the Nurseries,
M Iford, Surrey, by Protheroe &
Morris (four days.)

Collection of Orchids formed by R.
Warner, Esq., of Chelmsford, at
Stevens' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Established Orcliidsand Greenhou-e
Plants, at Castle Nursery, Lower

I Norwood, by Protheroe & Morris.

/^Imported and Established Orchids,
j.jj at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.
~ ) Nursery Stock, at The Nurseries,

\ Dorking, by Protheroe & Morris.

i Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
I.l- Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

( Rooms.

Decidedly the most succe.ssful

'^'"?mrt"''
^""^ *'"' """* generally appre-

Conference. ciated of the Conferences that

have been held of late years by
the Royal Horticultural Society was the Apple
Congress and Exhibition held in the old gardens
at Chiswick in 1883. The story has been told so
often that we advert to it now only for the
purpose of reminding our readers that a similar

Congress, but on a more limited scale, is to be
held in the same gardens on Tuesday, ]6th inst.,

and two following days. The exhibition of
Apples and Tears will be open to the general
public on the Tuesday after 1 p.m., and the
business of the Congress will be transacted on
"Wednesday and Thursday, beginning probably
at 1 P.M., in the great Conservatory. The papers
promised are, we believe, as to subject, of
singular importance, variety, and interest; and
from the known competence of the writers they
are likely to be well handled.

The idea of holding this Conference at Chis-
wick is an excellent one. AVe earnestly hope
that the Council will see to it that this grand
opportunity is not thrown away, but that it may
be utilised not only for its specitio purpose
but as one means of developing the garden,
and rendering it the centre of all the practical
work of the Society, while the library and
offices in Victoria Street may be available
as a " house of call," as also for business pur-

poses, lectures, and smaller exhibitions of new or

interesting plants. The larger exhibitions could

then be held in various localities, as circum-

stances might suggest or dictate. But these are

matters for the future.

The second Apple Congress is about to be

inaugurated, and although we cannot exjiect it

to be so, we may still hope that it will be as suc-

cessful as the former one. In the meantime we
do not see that any special means have been

taken as yet by the authorities to make the pro-

gramme generally known to the public, and not

much, if anything, has been done to apprise the

Fellows, other than those specially interested in

pomology. There is no time to lose.

The dreary sunless summer was

Weather
succeeded, at least, in the South,

by a short spell of brilliant

weather which raised our hopes and cheered our

spirits. Kealised visions of the Indian summer
charmed us in their splendour, while other visions

of " well ripened wood " and its consequences,

gave us promise for the future. The realisation

of this promise, however, seems destined to be

visionary indeed. Some weeks ago even frost

was experienced in many places, with disastrous

results to Beech and other trees, specimens of which

reached us without any intimation at the time

of the frost to which they had been subject.

Now, Mr, Webster, writing from Kent, says :

—

" In answer to several correspondents, I may
state that the injury caused to the young (and

old occasionally) shoots of the Beech proceeded

directly from the untimely frost to whicli we
were subjected some five weeks ago. In this dis-

trict it is pitiable to see the Beeches, the branch

tips of almost every tree being quite destroyed. No
cure, save by pruning—and that would entail much
labour and consequent expense—can be recommended.

Nature will set matters right next spring.''

This frost must have been local, but now a

general visitation has occurred, and a sudden

fall of temperature all over the country, but

especially in the North, has given us experience

in many places of " snow in harvest." Great is

the wail accordingly. A week or two more of

sun and drying wind would have been so accept-

able, but it was not to be. The night of Sunday,

September 30, was generally very cold through-

out the country. Around London frost was

registered in several localities, 2^ at Chiswick.

On ( Ictober 1 , a correspondent writes from
1 )oncaster, there was a heavy fall of snow, fol-

lowed by 10° of frost. The havoc to the llower

garden may be conceived. Young t'onifers.

Cherry 1 ,aurels, Yews, standard and dwarf Roses,

had to be lightened of the weight of .snow that

rested on them. At Grimston, in the same
county, 10 and even 14° of frost were registered

on the same night. All tender vegetation was
completely cut down, and Chrysanthemums were
blackened.

On the night of October 2, in a garden near

London exposed to the North, the frost

must have been severe, though no actual

record is available. Nevertheless, sufficient indi-

cations are afforded ; the appearance of Syca-
more leaves, as if they had been boiled ; the African

Marigolds reduced to the colour and substance of

boiled Spinach, the foliage of tuberous Begonias
looking as if the}' had had an attack of Potato
disease, Sunflowers drooping their heads as if

from very heartache at the cruel treatment to

which they were exposed ; Tropieolums laid low,

their stems blanched like the vegetable remains
one sometimes sees thrown up on the sea-beach ;

white Japan Anemones reduced to the colour of

dirty rags ; the beauty of Lilium auratum and
Tritoma destroyed, and even Chrysanthemums
much injured. The great severity, however,
seems to have been limited to a small area.

"Within a few hundi-ed yards, in a more sheltered
position and in a different aspect, the havoc was
not nearly so great. At Kew also, we learn that
in one part of the garden one degree of frost

only was registered, on the same night ; while in

another part six degrees were noted, with the re-

sult that Salvias were blackened (with the ex-
ception of S. Greggi and S. Grahami), and
Anemone japoiiica, Dahlias, and bedding plants
generally sadly cut.

But why prolong the miserable catalogue ?

The end has come a little sooner than
was expected, that is all. The beds will be
cleared for the bulbs sooner than could other-
wise have been done, to the great advantage of
the bulbs, and the beautiful tint of the
evergreens, and especially of the young Conifers,

compel attention, particularly the Colorado
Spruce (I'ieea pungens glauca), whose lovely

shade of colour persists throughout all vicissi-

tudes of weather. It is worth while incidentally

to mention, that among the seedling forms of this

plant (better known under the erroneous name
of Parryana glauca) every gradation of tint is

observable ; but e\'en the green-lea\-ed plant—the
type, as it may be called—is a remarkably hand-
some Spruce. Those, however, who would know
the full beauty of this shrub, should visit a nur-
sery where large quantities are grown, as at

Knap Hill, for instance, and select individual

plants. Whether the plant will be handsome as it

becomes adult, or whethei- it will become scraggy
at the base, as so many Conifers, and especially

Spruces, do, remains to be seen. We allude to

the plant in this connection to remind any too

despondent reader that the beauty of a garden
need not by any means be destroyed because a
smart snap of frost happens to have cut off the
more tender occupants.

.\nother matter suggested by the frost may
be mentioned. The Royal Horticultural So-
ciety has lately been reinforced by a large

number of new Fellows, who, as well as many
old ones, may like to be reminded that by far the
most elaborate report on the effects of frost on
particular plants in particular localities through-
out the British Isles is that published under the
auspices of the Scientific Committee by its Secre-

tary, the Rev. George Henslow. Those who
are interested in knowing what is likely to suc-

ceed and what is not in their respective

localities, should provide themselves with a
copy of this publication, which can be
had for a small sum on application to the

Assistant-Secretary of the Society, 111, "Vic-

toria Street, London, S.AV., and to which
some who were Fellows at the time of publication

are probably entitled, but of this latter point

we are not sure. At any rate, we know that

many grumblers at the irregular appearance of

the Society's publications do not avail themselves

of their privileges when they might do .so, while

many are unaware of the value of what has been
published.

The Public Garden, Funchal, Madeira
(see tsupplementary (Sheet).—The public garden of

Funchal is of recent formation, and though it has

not yet had time for its full development, it has
greatly improved the appearance of the capital of
Madeira. Close by is the handsome little theatre

—another important improvement. The garden
is stocked with Palms, Dracaenas, Screw Pines,

Yuccas, Bamboos, .Tacarandas, Astrap.Tas, and other

inhabitants of warm climates, all growing, be it re-

membered, without any protection. Intermixed are
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Specimens of Ficus, Araucaria, Brugmansia, Hibis-

cus, Abutilon, &c. With these there is an under-

growth of Mesembryanthemum, Gazania, Euphorbia,

&c. Amongst the showy climbers are Passion-

flowers, Bougainvilleas, Tecomas, and Combrt'-

tum, besides the deliciously scented Stephanotis

and Trachelospcrmum. Here and there are small

pieces of water with plants suitable for such a habitat.

In the course of time this mingling of vegeta-

tion derived from all quarters of the globe will pro-

duce a delightful etlect. In former days there stood

on this site a house of Franciscan Friars, which was

su]»pressed by the Government more than forty years

ago. To {[uote from Mr. J. Y. Johxsox's truly

admirable Handbook for Madeira, the third edition

of which was noticed in our columns a year or two
ago;^—" The ruined monastery and its single Palm
are gone, and in their place we have a gay

promenade. The chapel of the convent was entirely

lined, both walls and ceiling, with human skulls

and thigh-bones. The skulls were supposed to

number at least ^1000." More cheerful objects now
meet the stranger's sight when he visits the spot.

National Apple and Pear Conference
AT Chiswick, October le to so, isss.—a
meeting of the Executive Committee was held in the

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens at Chiswick,

on September 27. Present:—The Rev. W. Wilks,

in the chair; Messrs. Bunyard, Cheal, Herbst,

Walker, Hibberd, I>ean. Hudson, Turner, Rivers,

W. Paul, and J. Smith. Papers to be read at the

Conference were promised by Messrs. G. Bunyard, J.

Cheal, J. Douglas. E. Tonks. S. Hibberd, J. Eraser,

W. AVildsmith, E. J. Baillie, M. Dunn, McDonald,
Tallerman, T. F, Rivers, Saunders, Bear, and W.
Paul. Great interest was manifested in the pro-

ceedings, promises of support being received from

the leading growers. It was agreed that the Con-
ference be held in the Conservatory on Wednesday
and Thursday, October 17 and LS, the first day

(October 10) being devoted to the examination of

the fruit, the General Committee meeting at 3 p.m.

for the formal opening of the proceedings. It was
agreed that no prizes be awarded, but cards of com-
mendation for special merit will be given by the

committee. It was decided that the various papers

be put in type, previous to the Conference, for the

more convenient use of the committee and. Press.

The Gardens will be opened to the public at 1 p.m.

on October 16. Notices of intention to exhibit

should be sent to Mr. A. B. Barron, Royal Horticul-

tural Society's Gardens, Chiswick, not later than,

Wednesday, October 10.

" Kew Bulletin." — The October number is

devoted to a continuation of the reports on colonial

fruits, showing the fruits produced in each colony,

the price, and the supplies available for exportation.

The National Fruit Growers' League.—
The following communication has bten received

without any name attached :^" The inaugural meet-
ing of the a National Fruit Growers'League will take

place at St. Albans on Tu-'sday next in the Corn
Exchange, at 7 p.m. Prior to the meeting a Fruit

Conference and banquet will be held, at which several

Members of Parliament are expected to take part.

The Mayor of St. Albans will preside. A Conference

to inaugurate a National Horticultural College at

Swanley, founded by the League, will take place on
the 15th inst. The grounds of the College cover

150 acres of land.

"

The Scottish Horticultural Associa-
tion: Pomological Section. -The subject of

the formation of a pomological section in connec-

tion with this Association, which was remitted at

last monthly meeting to the Council for considera-

tion, was discussed at a largely attended meeting of

that body on Friday evening, tht; 28th ult. It was
unanimously agreed that steps should be taken to

organise such a section, and the following small

committee was elected to formulate the scheme, and
report to the Council at a future meeting:— Messrs.

M. Dltms, Robertson Monuo (Secretary), Alkx.

MrKKsziK (Treasurer), Moruison, McHvttik, (iaos-

s\RT, and SuTHKin.ANu.

Code of Judging.—We understand that a

book of rules lor the guidance of judges at flower

shows is in course of preparation by a Scottish

exhibitor of great experience. It will comprise an

account of an improved method of judging, with in-

structions for the growing and showing of all kinds

of horticultural produce. We shall look lor the

])ublication with interest, as up to the present time

we know of no modern treatise on the subject,

except the admirable rules laid down by our late

friend and colleague, Thomas Moobe, and published

in these columns, but, unfortunately, never reprinted.

Monthly Stock-taking. — The following

statistics are extracted from the "Trade and Navi-

gation lleturns"for August. The reasons for their

publication are given with No. 1 of the series, pub-

lished on p. 18(1, The Returns are divided into nine

sections; we extract only such matters as concern

home growers and our friends in the colonies.

Table I. is made up of a summary of the imports

from foreign countries and British possessions for

the month of August, tlie total value amounting to

£3O,U06,14O, against £20,699,020 for August, 1887;

or an increase of £'_J07,120. The sections in this

summary with which we are concerned are as

follows :—
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snn. This knowledge, so desirable and important,

can only be imparted by specialists and teachers

devoted to such work. If we would have our pro-

fession keep pace with the industrial and material

development of our country, it is incumbent upon us

to dig deep, and lay wide the foundations on which

the future of our profession is to rest. Industrial

and scientific education is making remarkable pro-

gress the world over, and we, who have the Rood of

the profession at heart, must see to it tiiat it is kept

abreast of the times. With all our boasted achieve-

ments in plant growing and flower production, the

fact remains that it has been wrought out by an

enormous waste of time and physical forct*. How to

correct this, by what means, is the (picstion upper-

most in the minds of many thoughtful florists. Mr.

Thorpe, in his address to you at Philadelphia, ex-

pressed a desire that at no distant date there might

be established a National Experimental Garden ; if

to that could be united a school for the special train-

ing of persons for oar vocation, where a practical

and scientific education would be imparted, such an

institution would prove of incalculable benefit to

every member of the trade."

Scottish Horticultural Association.—
At a nipf'ting held last Tuesday, the lind inst., Mr.

Hugh Fkaser, Leith Walk, read an interesting

paper on the " Oaks of the World," Mr. JI. Dunn,
Dalkeith, occupying the chair. The lecturer re-

ferred to the old and historical Oak trees in the

British Isles, and spoke of the merits of Q. sessili-

flora and Q. pedunculata as timber trees. lie also

illustrated his remarks by a collection of about sixty

species and varieties of Quercus. Among the exhi-

bits were A<-rides Rohanianum {e.v Sander's impor-

tation, 1>'S(J), with three fine spikns of flower, tlie

first that has flowered in Scotland ; and Catasetum
macrocarpura, both from Captain Maxwell, of

Terregles, Dumfries (Alex. Chalmers, gardener).

Thi* former is obviously a very free-flowering species.

Mr. (trossart, gardener, Oswald House, Oswald
Road, Edinburgh, exhibited a dish of excellent Stir-

ling Castle Peach from the open wall, tiie splendid

colour of which was striking. Mr. Fairgrieve,

Dunkeld, sent ripe samples of Silver Peach from
the open air, showing the peculiarities of the variety,

and its adaptability for outdoor culture in the North.

They were handsome and well developed fruit,

having a creamy-white skin. From tlie same grower

came also samples of Hale's Early and Lord Napier
Nectarines, each very fine ; and also Cooper's

Market Apple, a handsome dessert variety of Ameri-
can origin, which appears to adapt itself well to the

climate of the North. A small branch, about 1 foot

long, of Abies nobilis, bearing six cones, was
exhibited by Mr. Eraser. It was taken from a

tree about feet high. He also exhibited a branch
of Vitis purpurea. Mr. McMorax, Tlie Gardens,
(ilasserton, Wigtonshire. exhihited some pxtraordi-
nary fruit of a variety of Fig known locally as the
Glasserton Fig. The tree is over one hundred years
old ; fruit had been gathered from it from August lil,

thp average weight being r> to 5^, oz. The tree

covers an area of 6U0 square feet of wall,

The Fernery,

Lobelia CARDINALIS.—For brilliancy of foliage

and flower this Lobelia is almost unsurpassed.
Raised from seed, I find the red Iresine-like foliage
varies a good deal, as many of the plants come green,
and others only coloured slightly, but a good per-
centage remains true, and these can always be kept
for stock. The way to increase the plant is by
division, or taking the offsets, In moist situations
it does very well outdoors, and is a striking object in
beds mixed with patches of Dactylis glomerata
varirgata. or almost anv other ydaiits with a like
foliage, white-flowered Lilies, Gladioli, &c., to afl'ord

contrast of colour. Although it will live through
some winters in the open, it is saft-r not to leave the
plants out, but to lift and lay tljem in boxes, and
etore in cold frames, when in spring they may be
split up and increased. Those intended for pots
should, about the end of ^lay, be stood outdoors in
some shady spot, and if supplied with plenty of water
and liquid manure, they will be fine and strong for
the autumn. -/. S.

GONIOPHLEBIUM subauriculatum.
Whex seen under favourable conditions, this is

one of the most beautiful of cultivated Ferns. It is

especially suited for growing in hanging baskets ; in

fact, it can only be seen to advantage when growing in

a suspended position, as the long drooping pinnate

fronds cannot properly develope except where they

are free. A peculiarity of this Fern is, that the

fronds continue to elongate for a considerai>le time

after the lower portion is fully developed. Under

good treatment the fronds will attain to 6 feet, or

even more, in length. This Fern requires a stove

temperature, and is very easily damaged by allowing

the temperature to fall too low. Discoloration of the

fronds will surely to be the result if once allowed

to feel the cold. Baskets are not only prefer-

able, by reason that they are more suitable

for suspension than pots, but also allow the creep-

ing rhizomes to spread more freely than when
confined in pots. Where pots or pans, which are the

most suitable of the two, are used, the plants should

be kept well above the surface, using good porous

soil and plenty of drainage. Although this Fern

requires some care to succeed well with it, a well-

developed specimen will amply repay any extra

attention that may be bestowed upon it.

Adiantuji mundclum.

This pretty compact-growing Adiantum is some-

times confused with A. Pacotti, but it is quite

distinct from that species or variety (whichever it

may be considered). The habit of growth is dense

and compact, the fronds are erect, the side pinn;\.-

curving inwards rather than outwards, which is the

case with A. Pacotti ; the pinnules are also smaller

and more distant, and of a lighter shade of green. A
very good example of this useful Adiantum was

exhibited at the meeting of the lioyal Horticultural

Society on the tlth inst, the exhibitor being under

the impression that it was a new variety, obtained by

crossing A. cuneatura with A. Pacotti. This is one

of the prettiest of the cuneatum section of Adian-

tums, and sf^ry useful for cutting from, especially for

button-hole work, the fronds being a nice size for

that purpose ; as a pot plant, too, it may be recom-

mended, as it forms a compact symmetrical little

plant, very useful for many purposes. Pteris.

Plant Notes.

PRIMULA RUSBYI.

The inquiry of an English correspondent concern-

ing the habitat of this new Primrose prompts me to

send to Garden and Forest a note on the beauty of

the plant, its discovery and habitat. Early on the

morning of May 4. 1881, I had left my camp at the

end of a waggon road in one of the canons of the base

of the Santa Rita Mountains of southern Arizona,

had mounted successive heights—the grassy slopes

covered with a sparse growth of Oaks and Arbutus,

the breezv ridges crowned with Pines, and the more
diflicult steeps dark with the Douglas Spruce—and

was clambering painfully up the long, bare crest of

Mount Wrightson, the monarch of that mountain

group, when I was reanimated by the exclamations

of delight of my voung assistant, then a little in

advance, over the prettiest flower he had yet seen in

Arizona, as he declared. I found it to be a Primula.

It was much smaller than P. Parryi of the mountains

of Colorado, but so nearly answering to the descrip-

tion of that species, that X puzzled over it, as I col-

lected it again and again on those summits, trying

to learn if it was really distinct, until Mr. Greene
named it and described it from specimens collected

by Mr. Rusby in New Mexico in August following.

Its habitat is the meagre soil of bare ledges, and the

verge and shelves of cliffs of summits of 1000 to

10,000 feet elevation. Its range from the mountains

about Clifton, New Mexico, southward along the

Cordilleras certainly as far as ^00 miles beyond the

boundary. The beauty of this Primula must make
it a choice addition to the list of plants for rockeries,

Sec. ; and the fact that along the northern limits of

its distribution it must be exposed to much freezing,

is a guarantee of its hardiness. Garden and Forest.

The Cape Hoya (Microloma dmbellata).

This pretty little creeper is abundant in some
parts of the Cape, where it clothes tall grass and

dwarf shrubs wMth a Dodder-like growth and pretty

button-like umbels of rosy-red urn-shaped flowers.

The leaves are linear, and the stems are thin and

wiry. The flowers are developed from the leaf-axils,

and they last several weeks. A plant of this species

has been in flower all the summer in one of the

houses devoted to Cape plants at Kew. It is planted

in a bed of loamy soil, and the shoots are twined

naturally about some twiggy branches. Although

small, yet this plant is pretty enough to be worth

growing for the decoration of the conservatory.

Some one has stated that it is hardy in the neigh-

bourhood of London, but a plant tried out-of-doors,

in a sunny border at Kew, last year, did not survive

the winter. The root is thick and tuberous. W. W,

The Bulb Garden.

NOTES ON THE LILY SEASON.

As the Lily season is now drawing to a close I

send you a note of what it has been with us. The
early blooming Lilies were very good, we never before

had such fine Lilium Browni and L. Hansoni ; L.

Szovitzianum, L. geminifolium, and some L. longi-

florum bloomed well. L. candidum simplex in afew
situations was good, but in most the leaves were

attacked, became brown, and made no growth. L.

Hnmboldti in sheltered situations was flne, but ex-

posed on the hill went off quite suddenly in a few

cold wet days, and all the buds became brown and

spoilt. L. pardalinum and L. californicum, where

moderately sheltered, was fine. L. auratum in ex-

posed situations in full sun was good and much less

afl'ected by the wet weather than most of those which

were sheltered from wind. It seems that with our

two largest beds of these the one exposed on the

hillside is finest in cold damp years, and the other

sheltered in the wood, in dry hot years. The varieties,

rubro-vittatum, platypetalum or platyphyllum, and

macranthura have had some very fine flowers, but

most had one or two damaged by the drip, or bruised

by the unusually heavy rain to which they were
exposed.

The finest growths we had were in beds in a

wood at Weybridge, here the ordinary L. auratum

had several stems from 2 to lO.f feet high, and per-

fect blooms, which showed finely among the trees ;

but even here, where bad weather has not

till this year injured them, a good many
were damaged. L Martagon dalmaticum in most

situations was good. L. tigrinum splendens flore-

pleno and Fortunei bloomed well ; but L. tigrinum

jucundum had its buds injured, as was also the cas-*

with L. Batemanni.-e. L. Leichtlinii and L. Parryi

were damaged, and had no good flowers. L. poly-

phyllum was not strong; our finest plant was damaged

by the stem being cut to the ground for exhibition

last year. L. giganteum bloomed well, L. cordi-

folium moderately, L. superbum was very fine in

some situations, but very bad in others. L.

nilgherense has grown well, but will be too late

satisfactorily. The season was a late one, and I

feared the varieties of L. speciosura (lancifolium)

could not bloom before the frost came upon them,

but the recent hot sun has brought them on fast;

those exposed on the hills had their buds damaged

by the heavy rain, but in most of the sheltered

situations they were little injured, in some not at all,

and are now blooming well. Lilium Kraraeri bloomed

well; we had one of the vi ry high-coloured varie-

ties; L. columbianum and L. avenaceum were good.

Geovgc F, Wilson, Weybridge,
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PLANTING SANDHILLS.

On p. 305 ot your last issue, " Doubtful " inquires

what trees can be |ilanted on sandhills composed

•only of sand blown from the sea in the North-west

of England. Though the sandhills ol the North-

west are unknown to me, I have had considerable

acquaintance with those thrown up on parts of the

*oast of Norfolk, and perhaps may therefore be able

to impart a little useful information to " Doubtful
"

and other of your readers who take an interest in the

subject.

If the sand shifts its position during high winds,

the first thing to be done is to take steps to fix it,

and nothing answers this purpose better in the

most exposed jiarts than the planting of roots or

tufts of llarrani-grass (Arundo arenaria). Other

good things in the same way, but rather more diffi-

cult to obtain in quantity, being Elymus glaucophyl-

lus and K. arenarius. The roots of these grasses

permeate the sand in all directions, and to great

depths, holding and binding it together, while those

parts of them which grow above ground protect the

surface from the wind. No manure is actually

necessary to be given towards the support of these

plants—Nature provides all that is requisite for their

sustenance.

The shifting sands having been specially attended

to in the first instance, steps should next be taken

towards the establishing of a taller growing vegeta-

tion, and for this purpose Furze, Broom, Tamarisks,

Escallonias, Japan Euonymuses, Sea Buckthorn,

common Elder, Willows of many sorts. Fir trees,

such as the Austrian, Corsican, Maritime, and

Highland Pine; and inside these Elms, Ash, Thorns,

Beech, Birch, and almost any other trees that grow

freely in light land may be planted. A good cover-

ing for the ground between the trees and shrubs will

be found in the common St. .John's \Vort (Hyperi-

cum calycinum), and in the Periwinkles.

To establish Eurze and Broom, in some instances

scattering seed on the ground and roughly scratching

it in will suffice ; in others planting and immediately

afterwards cutting off the tops almost level with the

ground : and again in others it may be best to sow
seeds in pots—five or six seeds to a small potr—and

when grown planting out without breaking the ball

of earth; hundreds or even thousands of pots may
be prepared at a trifling cost. Escallonias and ever-

green Oaks do not transplant freely in the usual

way, but by removing a great portion of their tops

and planting not much more than their roots success

is insured. They may also be turned out of pots

with safety, but the expense is much greater. The
Japan Euonymus transplants as easily as Privet, to

which it is nearly allied ; and of this, as well as of

Escallonias, it may truly be said that in the British

Isles the nearer tlie sea the better they thrive. Most
of these things will be much assisted by applications

of manure, and the economical manuring and soiling

of sand I purpose treating of later on. Tamarisks,

Elders, and Willows thrive under the influence of

salt blasts, and may be established in this way :—The
plants having been obtained (whether small or large

matters little), should have their tops cut ofl' close

to the roots and the stump then planted ; the tops,

then cut into lengths 18 to 24 inches long, should

next be inserted in the soil, about two-thirds or three-

quarters of their length being beneath, and one-third

or one quarter above ground. A large percentage of

them will strike root freely as the application of

manure will cause vigorous growth. When shelter

has been provided by these means and the site of the

gardens (if it be desired to form these for the choicer

products of horticultural skill), decided upon, the

next consideration is the formation of good garden

mould ; and this, if required to be done quickly, will be

a more or less dillicult work according to the dis-

trict. It is by no means necessary to wait till the

shelter trees have grown np before commencing to

form the garden, provided that all danger of sand

being blown over the site determined on has been

effectually prevented.

Materials for forming a good garden soil on sand

are, clay (this is indispensable), peat of some kind or

other, bog peat being perhaps the best for the pur-

pose, mud from ponds, rivers, &c. ; chalk such as

frost will pulverise, street and road scrapings, and

rotten rubbish of various kinds. Where materials

of this kind are difficult to obtain a good soil may be

formed (and a permanently good one if small quan-

tities of clay can be occasionally applied to the sur-

face during frosty weather), by sowing r,ra3s seeds on

the site where the garden is eventually to be, and

grazing cattle or sheep on it, feeding them at the same

time with oil-cake or other rich foods. Though this

plan may take some few years to carry out, it will in

most places be much cheaper than the other.

It should be remembered that there is nothing so

etfectual as clay in correcting the deficiencies of a

sandy soil, but thattoe.xert itsinfluencein the highest

Fig. bi.—ADVEXTITIOUS DUDS ON PHAL.E.VOPSIS

STUAKTIANA.

degree it must be thoroughly pulverised and mixed with

the sand, and that nothing pulverises clay like frost, to

which, therefore, it should be as much exposed as pos-

sible before ploughing or digging it in. Usually it may
be obtained and applied during frosty weather most

cheaply, and certainly in a manner most likely to

be effectual.

With regard to manuring these sandy tracts, there

are, of course, many methods ; and while some will

be best in some districts, others will be best in

others. Farmyard, stable, earth-closet, nightsoil,

seaweed, fish, and many other " complete " manures

(and by complete manures I mean those which con-

tain in easily assimilable form all the essential

combinations necessary to add to the poorest soil),

may be best accordingly as the facilities for obtaining

them exist. Where these natural manures cannot

be reasonably obtained, complete artificial manures

will suffice ; they must contain in proper proportions,

and in suitable combinations, nitrogen, phosphates,

potash, and lime, possibly also magnesia. If they

are applied in autumn these essentials need not be

in so soluble a condition as when applied in spring

or during a time of great root-activity. Sand has

no power to hold these soluble manurial constituents,

and therefore winter rains are apt to wash them

down and away from the roots ; but when roots are

in full activity they would seize on them as the rain

carried them in, and the above-ground portions of

the plant would quickly show the benefit derived.

In many places certain difficulties peculiar to the

locality may exist. If any such appear to exist in

" Doubtful's " locality, and he would mention them,

I would gladly endeavour to point out such ways

as seemed to me most desirable to adopt for over-

coming them.

A hint as to the fertilisation of maritime sand-hills

may be taken from the guano islands, where sea-

birds are continually adding their dung to former

deposits thereof—their bodies after death also making

further additions to the accumulations. Sea-birds,

to a greater or less extent, perform the same func-

tions all round the coasts of Britain, but unless there

is vegetation to make use of the materials they

deposit, these are eventually dissolved and carried

away by rain. Where vegetation is present it seizes

on these materials by means of its roots, as they

become washed into the ground by rain, and it

profits immensely thereby. There are many berry-

bearing plants which will be found extremely useful

in sand-waste planting, and which will help greatly

to attract and sustain game. Some of these likely

to succeed well are Cotoneaster Simonsi and

other Cotoneasters, the common English Blackberry,

Privet, and Elder, Berberis of several kinds, the

Blackthorn or Sloe, Whitethorn, common Holly

and Snowberry ; the more animal [query rabbits y]

and vegetable life (within reasonable limits)

that can be got to thrive together, the more

cjuickly will a rich surface mould be formed

from the decay of leaves, twigs, dung, &c.

This accumulation of mould will go on to some

extent without any aid from human art when once

started, but humin art may do much to increase

the rapidity of the accumulation, and to retain

it in a useful condition after production. Though

"blowing" and shifting sandhills may be fixed by

vegetation, .and luxuriant vegetation may be estab-

lished on these as well as on more level sandy wastes,

jet there are a few places of the kind where it might

not be advisable to attempt anything of the sort. I

know of one long stretch of sandbank on the coast of

Norfolk which, if it were once fixed by vegetation,

its destruction would in a few years be insured, and

disaster to the country now protected by it would

inevitably ensue. It is a most interesting spot, and

a description of it, the natural causes producing it,

and its effect, deserve treatment in a separate article.

With hardly .an exception, however, I would under-

take to cover any sandbank above high-v.ater mark

anywhere round the British Isles with more or less

luxuriant vegetation in the course of four years or

so, if the opportunity were given me ;
and in some

cases I have no doubt but that the produce might be

made to pay expenses. J. /-'. E.

I'HAL.ENOPSIS STUARTIANA.
The accompanying sketch (fig. 5-1) shows the

formation of leaf-buds on the inflorescence of this

plant subsequent to the fall of the flowers a fact

which will be more gratifying to the amateur than to

the nurseryman, as the buds afTord a ready means of

propagation. Our sketch was taken by Mr. Weathers

from a plant in the lioyal Gardens, Kew.

Horticultural Club,—The first dinner and

cnnver^aziunc for the session 1888-1889 of the Horti-

cultural Club will take place at their new rooms.

Hotel Windsor, Victoria Street. Westminster, 'on

Tuesday, 9th inst.. at 6 p.m. The subject for dis-

cussion'will be " Peaches," to be opened by Mr. T.

Francis Kivers.
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PLANT PORTRAITS.
AcALYPBA TEiCMPaiNs, Lind. et Rod., Illustration

Horticolc, September, t. 55.—Ornament.il stove
foliage plant, leaves copper-coloured.

Alseoosmia macrophtlla, Mrs. Hetlev, Xatiiv
Flnuvn of Xeui Zealand, t. 10ft.

Anthuriu.1i HooKKiu, Mrs. Iletley, Xaliix Flowers

^f New Zealand, t. 14.

Bkassia Leiliana vau. tristis, Ore/lid Allium.

t. 317.

Cattleva labiata, yak. jiAGNiiicA, Gurteii Flora,

t. 1281.

Celmisia glandolosa, Mrs, Iletley, Natioe Flowem
nf New Zealand, t. iU.

Celmisia longifolia, Mrs. Iletley, Satire Flowers
cf New Zealand, t. 2ld.

CisTus citispos. Garden, September 15, 188S.

Flowers red.

Clianthus Dampieri, Illiist. Monatshcfte, ,/'. d.

Gesamt-Interesscn des Gartenbaues, Ac, September,
1. 14.

Crocus imperati var. purpuueus, Garlenjlora,

September, t. 12SU (>),

CvRTANTnus McKennii, Garfenjlora, September,
t. 1280 (.3).

Dendrohium CuNNiNOHAMi, Mrs. Iletley, Xatin-
Flowers of New Zealand, t. 17. -Leaves linear,

flowers white, small.

Dendkobiuji maceophyllum. Illustration Horticole.

t. 57.—Flowers green, spotted and streaked witli

purple. New Guinea.

DisA LACERA, Journal of Horticulture, September (5.

DisA EACEMOSA, Journal of Horticulture, Septem-
ber 6.

EiiYTHEONiuM Hendersoni, Garden and Forest,

August 29.

Eucalyptus calophylla, Beeuj- Horticolc, Sep-
tember 16.—South-west Australia ; flowers greenish-
yellow.

FoRSTERA BiDwiLLU, Mrs. Hetley, Natice Flowers oj

New 'Zealand, t. IXc.

Fuchsia peocombens, Mrs. Hetley, Natiee Flowers

of New Zealand, t. 19a.

Gentiana saxosa, Mrs. Hetley, Natiee Flowers oJ
New Zealand, t. 24a.

L.elia puepde.\ta blenheimense, Orchid Allium,

t. 346.

LiuERTiA ixioiDEs, Mrs. Hetley, Natirr Flowers of
New Zealand, t. 2.3.

LiNc.M MoxofiVNUM, Mrs. Iletley, Natin- Floieers of
New Zealand, t. 246.

LvciuM PALLIDUM, Garden and Forest, Septem-
ber 12.—New Mexico. Hardy shrub.

Macxolia conspicua. Garden, September 22.

Metrosideros albifloea, Mrs. Hetlev, Natire
Flowers of Neie Zealand, t. 18.

Meteosideeos FLORIDA, Mrs. Hetlev, Natire
Flowers of New Zealand, t. 16.

Narcissus PACHYnuLBus, Gartenfiora, September,
t. 1280 (1).

Naecissus pseudo-Naecisscs, Horseiield's var,.

Garden, September 8.

Odostogi.ossum vExiLLAEiu.yEosEn.M, Orchid Allium,

t. 348.

Oleaeia ilicifolia, Mrs. Hetley, Native Flowers if
New Zealand, t. 21rt,

Oncidiu.m Forbesi vah. splendens, Moniteur Hor-
ticole, ,Iuly 10.

Oncidium ixteemedium. Orchid Allium, t .345.

Pimelea peostrata, Mrs. Hetley, Nalive Flowers of
New Zealand, t. 22.

Pithecoctenium buccinatorium (Bignonia chk-
eeee). Bull. Hoc. Tosc. Ortic, t. 11.

Quesnelia Wittmackiana, Garten Flora, t. 1281.
Saccolabium gdttato.m giganteum, Orchidophile,

September.

Senecio eleagntfolius, Mrs. Hetley, Natire
Flowers of New Zealand, t. 15.

Senecio Hectori, Mrs. Hetley, Native Flowers of
New Zealand, t. 20.

Senecio Huntii, Mrs. Hetlev, Native Flowers of
New Zealand, t. i;i.

Useful Inventions.

The new patent horizontal tubular boiler which is

made by the Thames Banii Iron Company is shown
in the illustration (Hg. 55.) The boiler in itself

diU'ers in no way from the ordinary type of hori-

zontal tubular boilers, which possess the advantage
of requiring but little depth for a stoke-hole, and
yield a great amount of surface to be heated by the
fire, which is incased by pipes. The great draw-
back to these boilers, however, is in the joints, which
are frequently sources of leakage. In the new boiler

of the Thames B.ink Iron Company the joints are
not caulked—a tedious and troublesome job—but are

formed by the compression of rubber rings between
the tubes and boiler castings, the soundness of the
joint being secured by wrought iron bolts and nuts,

which tie the castings together. This form of joint

provides for the expansion and contraction of the
boiler due to the changes of temperature while in

action, and by an inversion of the socket into the

waterway of castings the rubber ring is surrounded
by water, thus securing the joint from damage.
Moreover, in caulking the joints, a considerable time
is occupied, but by the new system a boiler may be
put together in an hour or two.

Messrs. Gregory & Evans, nurserymen, &c., of

Sidcup, have two of these boilers in constant use at

their nurseries, where we recently inspected them.

New
Senecio eoiiusta, Mrs. Hetley, Native Flowers of
',w Zealand, t. 21.

THE BRITISH FRUIT GROWERS'
ASSOCIATION.

On September S last, at the conclusion of tlie

Conference of fruit growers in the Crystal Palace,

Mr. J. Cheal proposed a resolution to the following

ellect, namely :—" That it is desirable an Association

of fruit growers should be formed for the promotion

of profitable fruit cultivation, and to improve the

methods of distribution—the Executive Committee
of the Conference being requested to prepare a

report on the subject, to be submitted to the next

meeting at the Crystal Palace, on October 11 this

year."

In pursuance of this resolution the Executive

Committee met at 5 p.m. on Thursday, September 27,

at Anderton's Hotel Fleet Street, T. Francis Kivers,

Esq., in the chair, twelve members being present.

A draft of the Association was then read, considered

at some length, and finally adopted.

The adjourned Conference will be resumed at

li P.M. on Thursday, October 11, at the Crystal

Palace.

The following is the draft adopted at the above

meeting, and all desirous of joining the As^ociati^n

should communicate with the Hon. Secretaries, ^Ir.

Lewis Castle, Hutham House, Mertou, Surrey; or

Mr. William Earley, Ilford Essex :^
The title will be, "The British Fruit C rowers'

Association."

Ohjccts.—To promote the prolitable culture and

the improvement of fruit in the United Kingdom,

and to facilitate the distribution to consumers.

Methods.—It is proposed to effect these objects by

the means of meetings and conferences in the metro-

polis and the provinces ; the collection from all dis-

tricts of reliable information bearing on the subjects,

its dissemination through the daily and horticultural

Press ; by the publication of annual reports, with such

others of a special character as the funds of thi*

Association may permit ; and by securing the ad-

herence of local societies to the object of the Asso-

ciation.

Membership.—A subscription of not less than bs.

annually shall entitle any person duly elected to

membership of the Association, including admission

to all conferences and general meetings, one copy of

each publication issued by the Association, and such

further privileges as may be subsequently determined.

First subscriptions to be paid at the date of joining,

and subsequently annually on January 1.

Officers.^Th^ officers of the Association shall com-

prise a President, two Vice-Presidents, a Treasurer,

and two Honorary Secretaries.

Coiniiiittecs.—The business of the Association shall

be conducted by the officers, a General Committee of

forty members, an Executive Committee of fifteen

members, live to form a quorum, and special sub-

committees to be elected by the latter, the officers

being e.v-ojficio members of all committees.

Election of Members, Officers, and Committees.—
Proposed members of the Association to be nomi-

nated by two members, and elected at any meeting.

The officers to be elected annually. Ten members
of the General Committee to retire annually, but to

be eligible for re-election; the retiring members in

the first two years to be decided by ballot, and sub-

sequently in the order of election. Nominees for the

committee to be proposed and seconded by two

members of the Association at the annual general

meeting. All elections to be effected by open

voting. The Executive Committee to be elected by
the General Committee from amongst themselves

after the business at the annual meeting.

Meetings.—The annual general meeting shall be

held in December of each year to receive the report

of the General Committee, for the election of officers,

committees, and the transaction ofany other important

business.

The General Committee shall hold at least two

meetings, and the Executive Committee shall meet

as often as necessary, in each year. The Executive

Committee to decide the dates and place* for all

meetings and conferences.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

ANGULOAS.
These plants, although not amongst the most grace-

ful of Orchids, are, when in flower, some of the most

striking—few at that time attracting more notice.

They adapt themselves freely to cultvation, and on

this account may be recommended to beginners in

Orchid cultivation, and to those who have no houses

set apart for them. In most of the species the pseudo-

bulbs are very large. We have found those of A.

Clowesii measuring 8 inches high by about 3 inches

across, bearing from the top three or four broad,

stout leaves 2 feet in length. The flowers are large

and cup-shaped, with thick, fleshy sepals and petals :

they are usually borne singly on erect scapes a foot

high, frequently, however, on vigorous plants we have

had twin-flowered scapes. The scapes are produced

from the base of the young growths, sometimes as

many as six being clustered round one growth.

Anguloas are best grown in pots, or if the speci-

mens be large, in moderately deep pans, which

should be filled to one-third their depth with drain-

age. The compost should consist of equal parts of

peat and loam, from which the earthy particles

have been shaken, with a small addition of chopped

sphagnum and silver-sand. It is well to build up

the compost, so that the bases of the pseudo-bulbs are

above the rim of the pot, for although the plants

must have abundance of water when growing, the

very young growths with the embryo flower-scapes

they enclose are liable to damp off if the water

lodges about them, lieing gross feeders, these

Orchids are much benefited by occasional waterings

with weak manure-water, and we also havefound that

the vigour of the plants is enhanced by giving the soil

a sprinkling of fish manure about three times during

the summer. Kepotting should be done in spring,

when any loose or sour soil should be picked or

syringed off", and a good shift given. They may be

grown at the cool end of the Cattleya-house, or in

the cool-house. A. Clowesii is the best known
species, and one of the freest growing. It has tulip-

like flowers, measuring 2.} inches across, with bright

golden-yellow sepals and petals, and a white lip
;

the lip is hinged, and as the flower is moved rocks to

and fro. The flowers give oflf an odour resembling

that of paregoric.

A. Ruckeri resembles the above in the shape of
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its flowers, which have sepals and petals with a

3CII0W ground colour thickly blotched with crimson ;

the lip is deep crimson. The variety sanguinea,

which is flowering now at Kew, is very rare ;
it has

flowers of a deep blood-red colour.

A. uniflora is a free-blooming species with white

flowers tinged with pink on the inner side. Like

the two preceding species it is a native of Columbia,

and flowers in July and August. There are a few

other species and hybrids in cultivation, but they

are rare, and not easily attainable.

SacCOLABIUM CfKLESTE.

This species, one of the latest acquisitions in

Saccolabiums. has recently been flowering in several

establishments near London. It is a beautiful little

Orchid, similar in habit to S. miniatum, with erect,

densely-flowered racemes, o to 4 inches high. A
distinct character is given to the species by tlie

colour of the flowers, of which the tips of the sepals

and petals and the front portion of the lip are sky-

blue—one of the rarest colours to be seen in Orchids ;

the rest of the flower is white. The plants should be

grown in sphagnum, the baskets being suspended

irom the roof in the warm house. Free supplies of

water are necessary in summer, with much less in

winter ; at no time, however, should they be allowed

to become quite dry at the root. W. B.

Home Correspondence.

SHELTER FOR ORCHARDS.—In Common with

most of readers I have read with great hiterest

your report of, and the papers read at, the Fruit

often observe in the cold nights of autumn the cattle

and even the sheep find shelter in my ]>lantation,

the trees composing it being now ;J0 feet )iigh. These

remarks on shelter apply to fruit trees as dwarfs and
cordons, as well as to standards, for an equinoctial

gale will blow down much of the finest fruit on any

kind of trees unless these are protected. J, Bust,

Krid(jc Castle.

BEDDING PELARGONIUM REV. F. M. ATKINSON.
—*.)ne of tlie most jiopular of betiding IVlargoniuins.

perhaps the most popular, is Henri Jacoby, a deej)

crimson, or almost maroon coloured variety. But it

is not a good dull weather colour; and therefore I

prefer the one which heads this paragraph, because

the flowers are of a very bright and effective shade

of crimson and it is also a good green—quite equal

to the other, and remarkably free too. Calling the

other day upon a gardener who grows bedding Pelar-

goniums he stated he should for the future discard

Henri Jacoby, and use the Kev. F. JI. Atkinson in

its place. B. D,

THE HARPALIUM RIGIDUM SEMI-PLENUM OFTHE
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S FLORAL COM-
MITTEE.

—

K}\\ p. .j04 of the Gardeners Chronicle. I

read that a First-class Certificate was granted at

the meeting of September 25 to Mr. Ware for Har-
nalium rigidum semi-plenum. I have a few remarks

to make, about this plant and its certificate. In the

first place the generic name Harpalium, authorised by

De CandoUe, is disallowed by Bentham and Hooker in

their Genera Planfarum, and is not admitted by Asa
Gray in his Flora ofNorth America, and the genus Har-
palium has been restored to Helianthus ; so I think it

fair to protest against this sanction given by the

Koyal Horticultural Society's Floral Committee to an

Fig. 55.

—

new noaizoNTAi. tcijular uoilku. (see v. 300.)

Conference held at the Crystal Palace lately.

Excellent instruction was offered to intending

growers, but one important thing was lost sight

•of—not one of the gentlemen once alluded to

the subject of shelter for orchards. Now to my mind
this ia a serious omission. In some place Nature

provides this by hills, or man has done so per-

chance by woods, and the growers of fruits are suc-

•ciessful, never dreaming that half the success is due

to situation. When a young man I grew Peaches

in the valley of the Thames, on the open walls, as

large as my tist (not a small one) and exhibited them
successfully ; but in later years I discovered that the

same could not be done in some places without a

good deal of shelter, either by planting trees or

emjdoying glass structures. Again, Apple or Pear
trees may grow on well in an orchard during the

summer if the season be genial, but just when the

crop is nearly ready for gathering there comes a

violent gale of wind, and if the orchard is not well

sheltered half the crop is blown down; and the lament-

able part ia that it is always the finest fruit which
fall. No longer ago than last week a gentleman told

me at the Brighton show that last year he had
half his fruit blown down and consequently spoiled

;

for, remember, with some few exceptions, tiie longer

fruit can be leit on the tree the longer it will keep.

Some twenty years ago Apples were very scarce in

this country, but I heard ot an orchard not far from
here, where there were ])lenty for sale. How can this

be? was the question one naturally asked oneself—
there is some good reason for this ; and sure enough,

I found the trees surrounded by a belt of Pine trees.

This had protected the blossom in the spring, and
again in the autumn ; and so satisfied was I of this

that before a month had passed a plantation of

Scotch and Austrian Pines was made around our

orchard and with the best possible results since. I

obsolete name. In the next place, as regards the
plant itself, I received after the meeting a letter from
a distinguished member of the Floral Committee
asking me to give him roots of the plant which had
been certificated, which he was told came from my
garden. I replied that I was in doubt about the
identity of the plant. I have a semi-double variety

of Helianthus rigidus, which I have given to several

friends, but this could hardly be in certificating con-
dition as late as September lio. My correspondent
then told me that the flower was labelled " Harpa-
lium ixtiflorus of Mr. Wolley Dod." This is a gross

libel on my naming, and I am sure I never called a
plant so far " out of its name," but it gave me a clue

to the truth .is I did give Mr. Ware Helianthus
lictiilorus, and I have no doubt that the certificated

plant is Helianthus hetiflorus (Persoon) of Asa
Gray's Flora of Xoith A,uerixn, vol. ii.. p. 275. The
history of this plant is as follows:—It was given to

me by Mr. W. Thompson, of Ipswich, about six or

seven years ago as H. doronicoides. This I soon
saw it could not be, but thought it then a late

semi-double form of II. rigidus. Two years

after I saw the same plant at Kew labelled

II. Uctiflorus, the Curator of the herbaceous
garden there, assuring me that the name was
certainly right. Having this clue I carefully went
through Dr. Grays description, and concluded
that the plant is H. Ixtifiorus, and nothing else,

and I wrote to Mr. W. Thompson, informing
him. of this—though he was not convinced.
In the course of Dr. Asa Gray's last visit to England,
two or three years ago. he went to Mr. Thompson's
nursery, and on being shown this Sunflower, at once
recognised it as his II. la^tiflorus. We have thus the

very best authority for establishing the name. I

must say that, as regards habit and leaf and flower,

the differences which separate it from II. rigidus are

few and slight ; the leading distinctive character, as

given by Asa (iray at the head of the species ia,

that when the fioiets of the disc are fully expanded,

the prevailing colour of the disc in H. la'tiflorua is

yellow, whil.st that of H. rigidus is black, and this

difi'erence is conspicuous at a glance. Anyhow, as

these have been made separate species we had better

follow the most recent authority in the arrangement
of the genus. Perhaps the semi-doubleness of our

ICnglish stock may be accidental, and not essential

tu the species. C. Wolley Dod.

A CURIOUS PELARGONIUM SPORT.—A vigorous

growing double zonal Pelargonium bearing bold

trusses of violet-crimson flowers, has in one of the

plant-houses at Hanger Hill House, Ealing, thrown a
very strong growing sport of the nosegay type, having

very largri and somewhat starry cerise coloured

blossoms. It is like going back to a progenitor the

onward march of the species had left hopelessly in

the rear. But who is equal to interpreting the

railomUc of a transformation ? Keally, Mother
Nature plays some curious pranks occaaionallv '

R.I).

OLD FAVOURITES UNDER NEW NAMES. -It is

frequent cause of aunoyance to gardeners when,
having procured some plant under a new name and
watched its progress toward maturity, it turns out an
old well-known variety. This is trying and vexa-

tious where annuals are concerned, but it is much
worse with orchard trees. Two or three year.-i ago a

correspondent in your paper strongly recommended
an A])ple of Freuch origin named after the rai.ser at

Amiens, "Jacques Lebel.' With some difliculty I

procured two trees, which are now in fruit. The
Apple proves to be identical in leaf, growth, and

fruit, with Bramley's Seedling. I send you an Apple
of each for inspection. If it were the fruit alone

which resembled each other, there might be a mis-

take. The growth and habit of trees is as useful in

identifying varieties as the fruit itself, and all these

are unmistakably the same. If Jacques Lebel be an

old French Apple, I can only supjiose that some
nurseryman has seeu its splendid growth, and given

it an English name ; for, whatever be its source, the

Apple is one of the best in cultivation. James Ellis.

The Gynsills, Leicester. [You must have had sent

you Bramley's Seedling, as Jacques Lebel is a

different thing. The latter was distributed by Andre
Leroy in I84'.t, it having been raised by a nurseryman

of that name at Amiens. Bramley's Seedling is of

more recent origin. Ed.]

THE JAPANESE ANEMONES.- It seems impos-

sible to praise these too highly in respect of their

value as autumn-flowering plants in the open.

Some beds of the old type, and the white and rose-

coloured varieties to be seen at the Uoyal Nursery,

Slough, are masses of bloom, and thousands ot flowers

can be cut from tliera. It seems to do well in a sun-

less as in a sunny spot, but it does a great deal

better in the lalter. When planted, it requires a

vear to establish itself, and then when it begins to

grow it dues so with great freedom, and multiplies

with wonderful rapidity ; any small piece of

root appears to make a plant, and the plant ]>uts

forth running rootlets, and so increases itself rapidly.

It is, perhaps, somewhat singular, seeing that it

bears seed, that no addition has been made to the

varieties by means of seedlings. R. D.

THE HYPOCAUST GARDEN.—I find I expressed

mvselfratlier vaguely, in my short paragraph on this

subject last wrek. I desired to convey the fact of the

quick ripening of the Pine-apple even in such a

season as we have had this year. It was in fact r\p*^

ten days before I sent it to you. I should feel greatly

indebted if you would give your opinion as to the

flavour, pro bono juihlico. I think Kingsley, who
made some experiments in this direction a few years

since, found the quality of Peaches, &c.. very good.

I may add that some Pleiones throve in the warm
earth and are now throwing up their flower-stems,

/i. T. C.
I

As we stated last week the juice was
abundant and the flavour excellent, better tlian in

manv stove pines we have tasted. Ed],

ANNUAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS. — Calling at

Gunnersbury Park, Acton, a few weeks ago. 1 was
much struck witli the beauty of some beds of

annual Chrysanthemums that Mr. Roberts had
]ilanted out. Their profusion of bloom and bril-

liance ot Cfdouring is something remarkable. It ia

nearly a century ago that Chrysanthemum carinatum,

or more popularly known as tricolor, came to us
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from Barbarv. It was no doubt much inferior to

the Hue tvpe grown in the present day, which is

represented by a large white Daisy-like flower,

having a yellow ring round a dark disc. The dark

disc is a leading feature in all the varitiea of C.

carinatum ; it is like the human eye, giving life

and ex]»ression to the blossom. In Burridge's

Chrvsanthemura (C. Burridgeanum) we get still a

slight yellowing round the disc; but added thereto

and farther from the centre, is a zone of bright

crimson—a charming variety. In the Sultan and

atro-coccineum we get two varieties, one with a

broad margin of maroon crimson, and the other of

orange-crimson, stretching away in each case

from the zone of yellow round the dark disc to the

petal edge—both very showy and striking, but vary-

ing from seed. Lord Beaconsfleld is in the same

way. but with the margin striped with gold, and a

eli-^ht edging of the same. W. E. Gladstone has a

margin of crimson and violet, but the seed progeny

varies greatly in character. <_)ne variety has an

entirely gold margin to the dark disc, while

another, named venustum has the usual golden

ring round the disc, then a very slight one of red-

dish-purple, and the margin mottled white and pale

rosv-purple. One particularly striking variety is very

large, with abroad pale crimson zone filling up pretty

•well half the space between the disc and the petal

«dge,the remainder butf, slightly will come true tinted

with orange. The typical variety, carinatum, conies true

from seeds, and any one of the others is certain to

give a variable progeny. If a packet of seeds of

newest varieties in mixture, be sown, and the plants

put out in a bed of good soil, wide enougli to allow

ample room for the plants to develope, they would

afford a striking mass, surprising on account both of

their beauty and variety. The richer the ground,

and the larger the space afforded each ]dant, the

finer will be the individual flowers, and the more
brilliant the colours. And these annual Chrysanthe-

mums are remarkably persistent bloomers : Mr.

Roberts cuts hundreds of blossoms from iiis beds,

which, bv the way, are greatly esteemed for house

decoration, while they go on flowering freely from

strong growths. There is every prospect they will

go on furnishing an abundance of flowers until the

autumnal frosts lay the plants low. 7?. B.

DAHLIAS CHANGING COLOUR.—Let me assure

"Old Subscriber" that there must be a mistake

Bomewhere about his Dahlias changing colour as he

describes it. Either the loots or cuttings got mixed
by accident, or by some mischievous person. I have

grown and flowered Dahlias by the ten thousand for

many years here at Woking, but never found them
to vary like that nnless propagated by seed, from
which latter, as is well known, you get pretty nearly

as many varieties as plants. However, amongst five

thousand seedlings from good sorts, which I raised

one year, I only got one which was an improvement.
They generally all turn out inferior to the parent.

I had better luck with sports, as, for instance, a few

years ago, I noticed on one of my Dahlia Juarezi a

iiower which was streaked with orange-scarlet. By
singling it out and propagating it by itself I succeeded

in time in getting a plant which produced nothing but
orange-pcarlet flowers, while retaining all the shape
and characteristic growth of the parent. It proved
constant, and 1 disposed of the stock of it to Mr.
Thomas Ware, of Tottenham, who I see is showing
it this season as Cactus Dahlia Professor Baldwin.
1 believe it to be tiie only other real Cactus Dahlia
besides D. Juarezi. I may add that I am at the

present time following up another sport of the same
variety, which produces flowers of a beautiful purple
colour; but I have not succeeded in fixing it as yet.

Gustav Wcrmig, JVo/Liiii/.

THE ONION SEED CROP.—It would apjjear that

the prospects of tlie seed harvest from C>nions are

worse in this country than they have been for many
years, and that mainly owing to a cold and wet
July. Tlie Onion, in England, is generally in full

bloom in July, and towards the end of August the
seed is expected to be black, which is the sign of

ripeness. This year the middle of August was
reached before the Onions were well in bloom, and
then only in the case of isolated heads. It was not
until the beginning of September that the crop was
well in flower, and the seed matures so slowly that
there is reason to fear it will be in many places a
complete failure, as, at this late period, it cannot
possibly come to perfection, and the only seeds that
ehow signs or maturing are those at the top of the
inflorescence, instead of all round it, in the form of

a perfect ball. It is those who planted early in the
season, on quick, warm lands, that are likely to
secure anything of a crop. In the case of those "who
plant out the largest and handsomest bulbs to secure
fine seed, and which require more time to come to
maturity, the outlook is gloomy in the extreme, and
what little seed may happen to ripen will be light
and poor, notwithstanding the plants have been
cared for in every possible way. The Bedfordshire
growers of Onion seed are suffering also; one of
them, in the neighbourhood of St. Xeofs, estimates
his loss at £60U. 7?. B.

THE CAPTAIN STRAWBERRY.—This variety was
put into commerce as one fruiting both in the spring
jind autumn. This it appears to do, for the strong
runners of this year are seen to be putting forth
trusses of bloom. At Gunnersbury Park Mr. lioberts
has lifted a good number, potted them, and placed
them in a heated frame, in the hope that they will

give him a few dishes of fruit at mid-winter. I>.

Societies.

ENGLISH ARBORICULTUE.AL.
The fourth annual excursion of the members of

the above Society took place on Friday week, the
place selected being the Chillingham estate, permis-
sion having been kindly granted by the Right Hon.
the Earl of Tankerville. Most of the members jour-
neyed to Wooler on the Thursday evening clii the
new line. On Friday morning many o^ the members
were astir and had a ramble through the village and
adjoining neighbourhood. The route to Chillingham
by West Weetwood, Fowberry Tower, Chatton, and
C'hillingham Barns, was an exceedingly fine one, the
country on each hand being well wooded and pic-

turesque. On arriving at Chillingham the company
was met by Mr. Noble, the land steward, and Mr.
Henderson, the gardener, who gave them a very
cordial welcome. Mr. Noble then acted as cicerone
to the party, and first conducted them to the parish

church. jS ear the chuichis the pleasantly situated

vicarage, and here dwells the llev. Joseph Hudson, a
former vicar of Hexham, and who, though in liis

ninety-seventh year, is still hale and hearty, and, in

fa-^t, accompanied his choir to Warkworth on the
Monday previous.

After inspecting the Castle and its interesting

l)ictures, the gardens, and the wild cattle in the park,

luncheon was partaken of under the shadow <»f Uass
Hill, and afterwards the majority of those present
ascended it. It is 1-00 feet above the level of the
sea, and the view to be obtained from it is extensive.

The whole of the park was visible, and the
wild cattle were distinctly seen. There is a .Saxon
camp at the top of the hill. Just adjoining the
camp there is a strip of natural wood, consisting of

Alder, Birch, and Oaks, and it is supposed to be
part of the old Caledonian forest. Descending the
Iiill and again entering the park Hebburn Castle was
visited. This was formerly a '"peel "of the better class

belonging to the family to whom it gave a name. It

is of the usual peel type—square and massive, and
is a fine specimen of an old border peel.

Leaving this interesting relic, the party journeyed
across the park and entered the Axes Wood, and
in it a nice plant of Abies nobilis glaut-a was
measured, and noted as having grown LS inches in

1887, ond oO inches in 1888. Abies Douglasii, Wel-
lingtonias, and Piceas were growing near, and doing
very well. Passing through a thicket of self-sown

Oaks, supposed to be 200 years old, attention was
fixed by Mr. Noble on a grand tree of Abies grandis,

40 feet high, and 4 feet 2 inches in girth G feet from
the ground. Balm of Gilead Silver Fir was also

doing very well, and several grand trees were
measured to 45 feet high. Entering The Dell, the
next tree measured was a splendid specimen of Wel-
lingtonia gigantea, 55 feet high, 7 feet 3 inches at

4 feet up. and 10 feet 6 inches girth at the bole.

Two seeds of this giant tree were sent to the Vicar
and given to Lord Tankerville, and two trees were
raised and nursed in the greeenhouses thirty-

five years ago, and both are living, the one
under notice being one. The English Oaks
in the front of the castle, called the Beggar's, the
King's, and tiie (^iiirches, were raised from Acorns
got from the late Lord Bagot. Passing through the

alpine garden a Spanish Chestnut was measured.
14 feet .'J inches 4 feet up. Amongst a clump of
hybrid Rhododendrons a few spikes of a grand Lilium
gigauteum, which this season yielded sixteen or

seventeen flowers on each spike, were most con-
spicuous. Passing through King James' Gate to
My Lady's Plantation an enormous Silver Fir was
measured; it is 120 feet high, and 11 feet 2 inches
4 feet up. with a clear boll of UO feet. This is not
quite so large as the famous Silver Fir at Eslington,
the seat of the Earl of liavensworth. which measures
134 feet high, and is 15 feet inches 5 feet up, and
is said to be 170 years old. and pronounced to be
the largest tree in Northumberland. Going through
the Horse Pasture the company came across a curious
old Oak, measuring 24 feet (i feet up, and altogether
a curiosity. Several other Oaks and Elms were
measured of enormous size.

At the dinner held at the Wooler Cottage Hotel,
the Chairman, Mr. Isaac Batty, Hexham, in proposing
"Success to the English Arboricultural Society,"

said, when that excursion was first talked about he
questioned the wisdom of going to Chillingham, but
among the many excellent excursions they had had
during the four years the Society had been in

existence none had been so pleasant, and none so

enjoyable as that one. and none had been more
interesting than they had had that day. Though
there had been little of arboriculture in the strict

sense of the term, yet they had all the opportunity
of enjoying themselves according to their peculiar

bent. At the earliest stage of thair proceedings he
had had the pleasure of meeting one with whom he
was associated in his earliest infancy and boyhood,
the Rev. Joseph Hudson, the old Vicar of Hexham,
who now administered the affairs of Chillingham
parish, and who, at his great age {117), was still hale

and hearty. Then they had viewed the architecture

and heard the historic associations of the old

church.

He also said, in the course of his remarks, that
while it was very pleasant to have these annuabrH^iwH.s
thev should not forget that their members were the
backbone of arboriculture in the North of England.
Their Society was proceeding along quietly and
soundly, but he thought it might go a little quicker.

He thought if each of them were to send to Mr.
Davidson two new members during the next week it

would help Mr. Davidson very much. He thought
they did not co-operate with ]\Ir. Davidson as much
as they might do. They should all back him up and
get as many members as possible. We may mention
that after dinner Jacob Wilson, Esq., of Chillingham
Barns, was elected a honorary member of the
Societv.

©ijttuarfi
F. Arthur Dickson.—The news of the death of

Mr. Francis Arthur Dickson, of Chester, on the 27th

ult., will come as a shock to a large body of friends and
acquaintances; indeed, his name was so well known,

and both he and his establishment held in such high

repute, that the feeling of regret at his loss will be

general among hoiticulturists. It is only the other

day that we mentioned the amalgamation of the

two renowned Chester firms, now known as Dicksons,

and alluded to the valuation of the stock as a

matter of interest from its extent and value.

In 1870 he was elected to the dignity of Mayor of

Chester. The birth of one of his children took

place during his year of Mayoralty, and he was pre-

sented with a silver cradle, subscribed for by fellow-

citizens and friends, the presi'Utation being made by

His Grace the Duke of Westminster in the Town
Hall. <Jn January (i, 1871, he was placed on the

Commission of the Peace for the city. He took an

active interest in all matters pertaining to agriculture

and the various agricultural bodies in Cheshire and

adjoining counties, but more particularly iu his

native city ; so much so, that in 1873, on the occasion

of the visit of the Royal Manchester, Liverpool and

North Lancashire Agricultural Society to Chester, he

was presented with an address by his colleagues and

others for his distinguished services on the local

committee.

Deceased was the son of the late Mr. Francis Dick-

son, who was one of the founders of the original

firm with which his name was connected, and was

for a great number of years associated with his father

in the conduct and maintenance of the business,

taking a prominent share of the labour in it until

some five or six years ago. A severe illness then

necessitated his going abroad, and he had in conse-
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qiience to retire from all active participation in the

work of the firm. Subsequently, about eighteen

months since, however, Mr. Dickson's health seemed

so far improved, that he took in hand the direction

of the nursery department and the supervision of

the business generally; but, finding that increased

exertion brought on a relapse of his old malady, and

acting under medical advice, he retired completely

from active work in the affairs of the concern,

and took up his residence at West Kirby.

Bat during the last few months the hidden

perms of disease of a cancerous nature, from

which the deceased gentleman suffered, made
themselves very manifest, and he gradually

grew worse during the last few weeks of his

life, enduring intense suffering.

Mr. F. A. Dickson, as we have already in timated,

was a prominent member of the newly amalgamated

firm of ''Dioksons, Limited," and his family willretain

his share in|the business, their interests being left in the

hands of his executors ; he also was a strong supporter

of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution. lie

leaves a widow and five sons and four daughters to

mourn their loss. He was in the sixty-second year of

his age. The Union Jack at the Chester Town Hall

was hoisted half-mast as soon as the death of the

respected alderman became known on Thursday

morning,

David WOOSTER.—At Bayswater, after an ill-

ness of over three years, David Wooster, in the sixty-

fourth year of his age. Comparatively few, we
expect, will recognise in this announcement the loss

of one who formerly was a very active worker in and

for horticulture. In early life he was in the employ of

Loudon, and aided that laborious man in the editing

and compilation ofmany of his careful and useful pub-

lications. To the end of his life Mr. "Wooster revered

the memory of his old employer, and he showed his

reverence by planting a memorial tree in Hyde Park,

nearly opposite the street where Loudon worked.

It was to his initiative and to his exertions mainly

that the portrait of Loudon by Linnell was secured

for the Linnean Society of London. Linnell had

been a friend and neighbour of Loudon's, whose

portrait he had painted in byegone years, and on

learning the purpose for which the portrait

was required the artist disposed of it for an

amount very much below what so good a portrait

by so famous an artist would have obtained

in the ordinary way. It was, however, characteristic

of the painter that he declined to receive a cheque

for the amount, and that even the offer of bank

notes by Mr. Wooster in person was objected to, and

solid coin of the realm alone was considered ade-

quate. Wooster subsequently became associated—in

what precise capacity we do not know—with the late

Sir Walter Trevelyan, a man of much learning and

varied tastes, with a strong bias towards natural

history and art. In such circumstances Wooster was

in his element ; the library, the gardens, the woods at

Wallington all furnished him with materials for

observation and study. Apart, however, from the

work he did for Loudon, Wooster did not publish

much beyond a work on Alpine plants, to the coloured
illustrations of which he contributed the text. Mr.
Wooster took great interest in the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, and up to the time of his illness

watched its progress with anxious heed. He was
also an occasional contributor to the columns of this

journal, while his extensive knowledge and gentle
manners make one feel that we could have better

spared a greater man.

The Weather.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following Bummary record of the weather for

the week ending Oct. 1, is furnished from the
Meteorological Office :

—

"The weather was generally fair and dry dnring the

earlier part of the period, but subsequently became
unsettled, with occasional falls of rain. At many of

our northern stations sleet or snow showers
occurred towards the end of the week.

" The temperature has been below the mean in all

districts. Over Ireland and ,the south and south-
west of England the deficit has been slight, but
over Scotland and tlie northern parts of England a
deficit of 4°— 0° is shown. The highest of the
maxima were generally recorded on the 27th. when
the thermometer rose to between 58° and 64° in

Scotland, 65° and 69° in Ireland, and 62° and 70°

in England. The lowest of the miuima, which were
registered on the last day of the period, ranged from
26° in ' Scotland, N.,' and 28° in ' Scotland, E.,' and
the ' Midland Counties,' to 35° in ' Ireland, S.,' and
39° in the ' Channel Islands.' At all the more
central stations sharp ground frost was experienced.

"The rainfall has been less than the mean in all

districts excepting the ' Channel Islands.'

" Bright sunshine has been less prevalent than of

late, especially in the north-eastern parts of the
kingdom. The percentage of the possible amount of
duration ranged from 11 in 'Scotland, E.,' and 13
in ' England, N.E.,' to .'50 in ' Scotland, N.,' and the
' Jlidland Counties,' to .'H in ' England, N.W.,' and
to 40 in ' England, E.'

"

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
duration of the eiceas or defect of temperature above or
below 33° F. for the period named, and is expressed in Day-
degree — a " Day-de;jree " signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hours.]
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late season Raspberries, but as they do not bear
well on the previous year's canes, it is good prac-

tice to cut down the canes to the ground in Febru-
ary, singling out the best to remain when they are

long enough to distinguish the strongest canes on
each stool. The distance to plant will vary with
the method adopted. Some prefer to plant in

lines at 18 inches from plant to plant, with 4 to

5 feet space between the rows. In good soil it is

perhaps better to plant stools at 5 feet apart, and
bend the fruiting canes, say six or eight from each

stool, when old, right and left, and tie them
together to a slight stake, and thus form an arch.

By this means the fruit gets more sunlight, is

readily dried after rain, and is more come-at-able
by the pickers.

Retinospora : G. tf- Sons should send such questions

to the Editor. The plant sent is Retinospora
pisifera aurea. Such sports are not uncommon.

KosE Leaves: H. T. They are affected by a minute
parasitic fungus allied to that which causes similar

spots in tlie Strawberry. Burn the leaves. It

rarely does much mischief—very different from
the orange fungus, and not so harmful.

Seedling Dipladenias: J. J. Fine flowers, but not
better than otner varieties already in commerce.

Striped French Marigolds : /. Jardinc. It is a

capital strain, and therefore worth taking care of.

Transplanting Large Apricot Trees : A Constant

Reader. It the trees are old, it will be advisable

to lift the roots all round the tree to within 4 feet

of the stem, and replant these in radial fashion in

loamy compost containing a small portion of half-

sppnt or Mushroom-bed manure, or potting-shed
refuse. In one season the roots will have pushed
numerous rootlets, into the new soiU and in

October the tree may be safely moved bodily to a
new station, or replanted in the old one, after

making due preparation by removing the ex-
hausted soil, and filling in with new. See also our
" Hardy Fruit " Calendar in this issue.

Window Boxes ; Annie Egerton. One of the latest

books on gardening, the Garden Calendar, by
T. \V. Sanders (Hamilton, Adams & Co., Pater-
noster Row), price 2s. Q(l. In this work there are

directions given for each month with regard to

the management of window-buxes.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

COMMITN-ICATIONS Recklved. — Rev. Dr. L.— C. W. D.—
C. B. P.—P. M. D. (we will endeavour toascertain).—J.R. J.

—W. T.. St. Louis. U.S.A.—G. K,. Calcutta.—E. C —\V. F..

Jamaica.—A. D.—F. G. T.—R. H. M.—G. N.—H. V.—
Nurseryman.—T. N.— H. J. C—H. H. CO.—H. T. S.—
J. G. K.—H. M.—X. N.—F. H. Froui (send the photos).—
S. A.—Canoa Ellacombe.—R. A. R.—R. C. T.—J. C. T.—
W. C—J. \V.—C. P. L.—A. D. W.—\V. B. H.—G. W.

Markets.

COVERT GARDEN, October 4.

Trade dull generally. James Webber, Wholesale

Apple Market.

Plants in Pots.—.
5.

Aralia Sieboldi, doz. 6
Asters, per dozen ... 3
Chrysanthems., doz. 4
— large plants, each 2
Cockscombs, per doz, 3
Coleus. dozen ... 2

Cyperus, per dozeu . 4

Dracaiia terminalis,
per dozen 30
— viridis, per doz.l2

Euonymu,s, in var.,

per dozen ... ... 6
Evergreens, ia var.,

per dozen" 6

Average Wholesale Prices.
d. s.d. s.d. s.d.

0-18 Ferns, in var., doz. 4 ()-18 U
0-6 Foliage plants, vari-

0-9 0U9. each 2 O-IO
0-4 Ficus elastica. each .16-70
0-6 Fuchsias, doz. ... 3 0- 6
0-4 Heliotropes, dozen... 3 0-60
0-12 Hydrangeas, dozen... 9 0-18

Liliums. var., doz. ...18 0-30
0-60 Marguerites, doz. ... 6 0-12
0-24 Mignonette, 12 pots 3 0-60

Palms in var.. each 2 6-21
0-18 Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per dozen ... 2 0-60
0-24 Solanum 9, dozen ... 9 0-15

Cut FLnwERS.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Aliutillons. 12 bun,,..

A-iterri, 12 buuche^ ...

— French, per bun.
Bouvardiaa, per bun.
Camellias, 12 blms.
Carnations, 12 blms.
— dozen bunches...
Chrysanthemums,

12 blooms
— dozen bunches...

Dahlia, doz. bunches
Cornflower, 12 bun.
Euchaxia. per dozen
Forget-me-not', 12

bujich^s
Ctardenjas. 12 blooms
Gladiolus, dOz. sprays
Heliotropeb, 12 spr.

Lilium lougiflorum,
12 blooms— UnctfoUum.iabl.

2 0-

3 0-

1 0-
6-

3 0-

1 0-

4 0-

6-
3 0-

3 U-
1 6-
3 0-

2 fr-

1 6-
6-
6-

3 0-
1 0-

r.rf.
I

4 '

6 i.i

1 6
1

4

2

Lap;igeria, 12 blooms
Vliirguentea, 12 bun.
Mignonette, 12 bun.
Pelargoniums, 12 apr.
— scarlet, 12 apr....

Pinks, 12 bun
Primulas, double, 12

sprays
Pyrethrums, 13 bun.
Sunflower, doz. bun.
Roses. Tea, per doz.
— coloured, dozen.
— rod, per dozen ...

— ,, 12 bunches
— Sairauo, dozen...

Stephanotis, 12 spr.

Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Tuberoses, \'2 blms....

Violets. 12 bunches...
— Parme, Fr.. ban.

s. d. s. d.

10-20
3 0-60
2 0-40
6-10

U 3- 6
3 0-60

9-10
2 0-40
3 0-90
10-30
2 0-40
6-10

6 0-12 U
1 U- 2
3 4
2 0-40
U 6- 1

10-20
3 0-40

Apples, half-sieve
Cobs, 100 1b....

drapes, per lb.

Lemons, per case
Melon."?, each

5. d. s. d.

..20-46

..65 0-70

..10-26

..12 0-21
-.10-30

s. d. s. d.

Peaches, dozen ... 2 0- 6
Pine-apples, Eng., lb. 16-20
Plums, half-sieve ... 2 6-46
— St. Michael, each 2 0-50

Vegetables.—.

Artichokes, p. doz....

Beans. Kidney, lb. ...

Beet, red, per dozen
Oarrotfl, per bunch...
Oaulillowers, each ...

Celery, per bundle ...

Cucumbers, each ...

Endive, per dozen ...

Green Mint, bunch...
Herbs, per bunch ...

Leeks, per bunch ...

Lettuce, per dozen ...

Mushrooms, punnet

Avebaqe Retail Prices.

s. d.s. d. s. d. s. d
Mustard and Cress,

punnet ... ... 4- ...

Onions, per bunch ... 6- ...

Parsley, per bunch... 4- ...

Potatos, per cwt. ... 4 0- 5

„ kidney, per cwt. 4 0-60
Shallots, per lb. ... 6- ...

Spinach, per bushel... 2 0- ...

Tomatoa. per lb. ... 9-10
Turnips, per bunch,
new 5- ...

Vegt. Marrows, each 1^ ...

4 0-
4- ...

10-20
6- ...

3- ...

16-20
6-09

2 0- ...

4- ...

4- ...

4- ...

1 6- ...

16-26
PoTATOS.—Myatt's finished. Beauty of Hebron, 70s. to Sus.

Regents, 7Us. to 90s. ; and Magnums, 70s. to 80s. per ton.

SEBBS.
London: Oct. 3. — Messrs. John Shaw & Sons,

seed merchants, of 37, Mark Lane, E.G., write

that a good speculative business is doing in Clover
seeds at the recent substantial advance in values.

Moreover, the tendency of rates is still upwards.
For Trifolium the sowing demand is nearly over

;

prices are now exceedingly low. Winter Tares con-
tinue in brisk request at former rates ; the supply is

moderate. Seed Kye is exceedingly cheap. The
new Essex Mustard now offering shows poor con-
dition. There is no matprial alteration in bird seeds.

Blue Peas and Haricot Beans realise last week's
figures.

COBK.
Averages.—Official statement showing the average

price of British corn, imperial measure, in the week
ended September 29:—Wheat, o'ls. 2d.; Barley,

29s, 4id.; Oats, 16*. 4^. For the corresponding

week in 1887 :—Wheat. 28s. 5d. ; Barley. 2Ss. KV.

;

Oats, 145. lOd.

FRTHT AND VEGETABLES.
Spitalfields: Oct. 3. — Good supplies of all

kinds of fruit, fresh vegetables, &c. Trade heavy,

at prices as under:—Fruit: Apples, Ss. to 5s. per

bushel ; do.. Is. Gd. to 2s, Qd. per half-bushel
;

Pears, Is. Gd. to 3s. per bushel ; Damsons, 2s. to 2s. 6(/.

per half sieve ; English Plums, Is. 9rf. to 2s. per
half-sieve ; foreign Plums, Is. to Is. 6(/. per basket

;

English Toraatos, 4s. to 6s. per peck ; foreign do.,

2s. dd. to 3s. per box of 18 lb. Vegetables : Cab-
bages, Is. to 2s. per tally; Cauliflowers, 3s. to 5s. 6d.

do. ; Vegetable Marrows, 2s. to 3s. Gd. do. ; Scarlet

Runners, Is. to Is. Qd. per sieve ; French Beans,

Is. 3(/. to 2s. per bushel ; Belgian Onions, 2s. 3^. to

2s. 6f^. per bag ; Dutch Onions, 3s. to 35. 3^. per bag

;

pickling Onions. 3s. Gi. to 4s, do. ; English Onions,

2s. per dozen bunches ; Turnips, 2s. do. ; Carrots,

Is.Gd. to Is. 9^. do.; Beetroots, 2s. to 2s. 6(/. do.;

Mint, Is. Gd. do. ; Parsley, Is. to Is. Gd. do. ; Celery,

Gs. to 9s. do. ; frame Cucumbers, 25. to 3s. per dozen
;

common do., 4'^. to Gd. do.; Endive, Is. to Is. Gd.

do.; Cos Lettuce, 4rf. to 6f^.per score ; Carrots, 25s.

to 36s. per ton.

Stratford : Oct. 2.~Both trade and supply have

been good during the past week. Prices :—Cab-
bages, 2s. to 5s. per tally ; Greens, 5s. to Gs. per dozen

bunches ; Cauliflowers, Ss. Gd. to 5s. per tally ; Carrots,

household, 30s. to 40s. per ton; do., cattle feeding,

25s, to 30s. do. ; Mangels, 17s. to 20s. do. ; Swedes,

18s. to 2ls. do. ; ( )nions : Ghent, 2s. Gd. to 3s. 'Sd.

per bag ; Dutch, .'is. Sd. to 4s. do. ; Valencias, 6s. Gd.

to 7s. per case; Apples, English, 3s. Gd. to Gs. per

bushel; Watercress, 6rf. per dozen ; Damsons, 5s. 6*/.

to 7s. per sieve ; do., 3s. to 3s. Gd. per half-sieve
;

Plums, 2s. to 3s. 'Ad. do. ; Pears, 2s. to 5s. per bushel
;

Celery, KV. tu is. per bundle; Carrots, 2s. per

dozen ; Beetroot, 2s. to 3s. do.

POTATOS.
BoEOUGH AND Spitalfields : Oct. 2. — Fully

adequate supplies and a slow trade. Very little

change in prices. Regents, 60s.' to 100s. ; Hebrons.
60s. to 90s. ; Early Roses, 50*. to 80s , Magnum
Bonums, 50s. to H30s. per ton.

Sfitalfields : Oct. 3.—Quotations :—Magnums,
50s. to 65s. ; Imperators, 60s. to 70s. ; Early Rose,

50s. to 60s.; English kidneys, 60s. to 70s. ; do.

Regents, 65s. to 75s. ; Beauty of Hebron, 755. to 80s.

;

and Champions, oOx. to 5bs. per ton.

BU LBS.

B. S. WILLIAMS'
.'iPECIALIA" SELKCTFD

HYACINTHS, for Pots and Glasses.

HYACINTHS, for Beds and Borders.

TULIPS, for Pots or Beds.

CROCUS, DAFFODILS, NARCISSUS, RANUNCULUS,
ANEMONES.

LILIUM CANDIDUM.
LlLlUM HARRISIL
LILIUM CHALCEDONICUM.

For prices and other prtrticulars see /LLUSTRATED BULB
CATALOGl'S, post-frei; on appUcatiotx.

VICTORIA & PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

PLANTING SEASON.
HARDILY-GROWN

FOREST, FRUIT,
AM) ALL nTHKR

TREES & PLANTS,
EVERGREENS, ROSES, VINES,

&0., &r.

Largest ^~ Finest Stocks in Europe.

Priced Catalogues Gratis and Post-ft-ee.

Estimates and all Particulars on application,

DICKSONS
(Ll-MITKIO.

THE NURSERIES,
Chester.

tr Addre^gorutur.
^ Dicksons Ckestei'.

WHITE POTTEBAKKER TULIPS,
RO.MAN HYACINTHS, and YELLOW CROCUS.

Low prices on applicatioD.

WATKINS AUD SIMPSON, See.i and Bulb Merchants,
Exeter Street. Strand, W.C.

AUL EiNGLEHEART."— Rooted Layers
of the above fine Crimson Bedding CLOVE CARNA-

TION are now ready to lift. The variety can be confidently

recommended as possessing all the good qualities of the "Old
Clove." with much greater vigour of constitutiou. and a dwarf
slurdy habit, which RKQUIRES NO STICKS.

Price, 2s. each, 18s. per dozen. 9s. half-dozen.

GILBERT DAVIDSON, Ammanford, R.S.O., Carmarthenshire.

FOR ORCHIDS
AND

ORCHID GROWERS,
APPLY TO

F. SANDER & CO.,

ST. ALBANS.
IHNDSO-MELY C,ROWN

PALMS AND DRAC/ENAS
at a Sacrifice to Clear House* for Winter Stock.

Twelve a^isorted PALMS and DR,A.C.^NAS, averaging, wilh
I'ol-i, 'M inche:^ 'lifil'. packed in wood case, free, IS.-.*. ;

Six. ditto. 10s.

PALMS. 6 feet lu^h, 40s. etu.li.

GARDENER, HoUy Lodge, Stamford HiU, N.
A call would oblige.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16.000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisonous Paints for Insido of Conservatories, to.

Prices. Patterns, and Testimonials, Postrfree.

LA BELLE BADVAGB YARD, LUDCATE HILL, E.O.
BACHELOBS WALK, DVBhOi.— Ditcount tor CcLih
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SHIRLEY POPPIES (the genuine strain).

The most startling novelty of the ."eiwon. Surprising

results. Sow now Eor next season's display. Sealed packets,

with descri[)tion, &c.. Is., post-free.

Also ICELAND POPPIES. Id. and Is. per packet.

JOHN K. BOX, E;ist Surrey Seed Warehouse. Croydon.

OR SALE, 3000 GENISTAS, in 48's, at

£1 per 100.

7000 LOMAEIA GIBBA FERN, at 8s. per 100, in thumb pots.

For cash only.

Post-office Order payable at High Street. Leyton.

F. BALDWIN asdSON, Edith Nursery, Burchall Road, Leyton,

STRAWBERRY PLANTS, in small pots.

Splendid stuff of all best kinds, and true to name. Price

List on application.

FRANCIS R. KI.VGHORN, Nurseryman, Richmond, Surrey.

TC A DnOCO * -^ grand stock, in ,Vin. pots, 13s. &. 18s. do/.

I tA nUOCO 1 A grand stock, in 7-in. pots, 24s. & 30s. doz.

/ Black Hamburgh and other varieties.

PDAnC \/tUCC ; Suitableforfruitinginpots,10s.6(i.each

UnArt V into") Suitable for planting vineries, 6s. and

( 7s. 6rf. each.

Fr D U ' ^ ^'"^ stock, in 5-inch pots, 12s. per dozen.

L n n O ) A fine stock, in small pots, 4s. per dozen,

Catalogties on application.

THE LIVERPOOL HOBTICULTTJRAL
COMPANY (,ToHN CtiwAK), LIMITED,

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES, GABSTON,
NEAR LIVERPOOL.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
stout Plants of the best varieties.

Particulars on application.

DICKSONS, The Nurseries, CHESTER.
(Limited)

GLADIOLUS " THE BRIDE."

WINTER ACONITES.

SNOWDROPS, Double and Single.

,,
" ELWESII GIANT."

,,
" CRIMEAN GIANT."

SKI-: oi'u

Special Wholesale Catalogue of Btdhs,

Containing LIST of all the best varieties o£ HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, LILIUMS, DAFFODILS, SNOWDROPS,
IRIS, &i'., free on application,

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SICKD AND BULB MKRCHANTS,

EXETER STREET, STRAND. LONDON. W.C.

STRAWBERRIES.
Strong Roots 4s. per 100. Plants in small pot's, igs. per 100

;

ditto iu large pot-^, 25s. per 100. Descriptive LIST iree.

RICHARU SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-
chants, Worcester.

PALMS, FERNS.
KBROST begs to offer to the Trade a very

• extensive ana unusually isell-grown stock of Palms
for Decorating purposes, for Table Plants (nicely shaped), and
for growing on, consisting of KENTIAS. COCOS, LATANIAS,
AREC.AS, CORYPHAS, PHtEXK EUTERPE, &c. ; and
further, a large quantity of extra good PTERIS TREMULA
and DORYOPTEltlS PALMATA in 43-pot3, ADIAN TUM
VICTORLE. in tjO-pots, and thousands of S.MALL FERNS of

the best Market varieties.

AN INHPECTION INVITED.

KKW NURSERY, PJCHJIOND, S.W.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
TliP hir^ost . most complete, and profusely

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of FERNS
ever publishnl. coiitaming over lliO Illustrations, and much
valuable practical information on the cultivation of Ferns, &c.
Is. 6rf. post-free. Smaller Catalogue of over 1300 species and
varieties free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERY, SALE. UANCHESTER.

ROSES IN POTS;
all the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18s. to 868. per dozen.

Dsicriptive Lift free on application.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

only complete Collection of Daffodils existing.

ARR'S NEW D.-VFFUDIL CATAL(JUUE

FOR SALE, a fine specimen OEBOTIUM
RESELL

Apply, GREAVES. Thwaite House, Oottingham. E. Yorks.

OVERT PLANTIN G.
TRUE BRAEMAR NATn'E SCOTS FIR. in sizes from

I to 4 feet.

NORWAY SPRUCE, in sizes from 1 to 2} feet. Twice trans-

planted and finely furnished.

EVERttREEN PRIVET, in sizes from 2 to 4 feet.

For earlv orders will be sold cheap.

HOOG AND WOOD. Nurseries. Coldstream, Scotland.

Roman HyaclntHs—LiUum candidum-

HURST AND SON have stocks of the above
in good condition, and will quote Lowest price on

application.
Also all kinds of Dutch, Forcing, and Miscellaneou3 Bulbs, of

which CATALOGUES can be liad.

Seed Wareheuse. 1.52. Houndsditch, London, E.

The
BARR'

for 1888. Now Read\-. Free on application.

Containing a full Descriptive List of High-class and Distinct

Daffodils only, and also a Descriptive List of Beautiful Hardy
Daffodils, at greatly reduced prices. This Catalogue also con-

tains Barr's Specialty Collections of Iris, Lilies, Pffionies,

Michaelmsus Daisies, Plantains, Lilies, Day-Lilies, and a select

List of Showy Hardy Herbaceous Plants.

BARR AMD SON, 12 and 1,3, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Dutch Bulbs Direct from the Growers.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S CATALOGUE
for 1888, containing details of their immense Collections

of New, Bare, and fine Bulbs and Plants (86 pages in English)

is now readv, and will, as usual, be sent post-free, on applica-

tion to themselves or their Agents,
Messrs. MEKTENS and CO.. .3, Cross Lane, St. Mary-at-Hill,

London, EC, from whoHi-also-cau bt»-obtained.

ANT. ROOZEN and SONS New Work. " Notes on the

Cultivation of Dutch and Cape Bnlbs." Price Is., Post-free.

SPECIAL OFFER OF FERNS.—Pteris
tremula, P. cretica. P. cretica cristata, P. serrnlata

cristata compacta. in thumbs, fit for immediate potting. Also

the same varieties, good stuff, in 48's. to offer in quantity.

Prices per 100 or 1000 on application.

K. PENGELLY. Dyson's Lane. Upper Edmonton.

Lincolnshire is Famed for the Growth of all Klnas
of Bulbs, and ttlis season they are

unusually good.

Af) of the best kinds of DAFFODILS, including
T"V' the famed Sir William, all mixed. Is. 6rf. per dozen.

KINO NOBLE STRAWBERRY, in small pots, f2 per 100,

9s. per dozen.
KING OF THE EARLIES STRAWBERRY, 2s, 6d. per 100.

K. GILBERT, High Park Gardens, Stamford.

MALLER AND SONS beg to offer to the
• Trade a very extensive and unusually well-grown

stock of ERICAS (Hyemalis and other varieties), EFAOKIS,
SOLANUMS. GENISTAS. CYCLAMEN. BOUVARDIAS. ADI-
ANTEUM CaNEATUM. and other FERNS; GARDENIAS.
STEPHANOTIS. BORONIA MEGASTiGMA. FICUS ELAS-
TICA, CROTONS, GREV'ILLEAS. Tea ROSES. &c.

An inspection invited.

Trade CATALOGUES forwarded oq application.

Burnt Ash Lane Nurseries. Lee. S.E.

W GORDON, Importer of Orchids.
• An Immense Stock of recently-imported Plants com-

pels a sale of the established plants to make room. They have
not yet flowered, but are all flowering plants, and must be sold

at a great sacrifice. Very valuable varieties are certainly to be

obtained, and great bargains. See Puhlic Journals for high
prices recently obtained. The Special Offer affords a paying
investment to anyone with glass at command, which should not

be overlooked. Such plants may never again be offered to the

public and ihe Trade. LILIES. Stiver Biinksian Medal, Silver

Medal National Chrysanthemum Society. September, I8S8.

JAPANESE MAPLES. Silver Bauksian Medal.

,. TREE P.EONIES, 7 Fir^^t-class Certificates.

„ IRIS, most gorgeous, 4 First-class Certiticatea.

CATALOGUES of the above on application to

The Nurseries, Amyand Park Road. Twickenham.

Chrlstmaa Roses—(the large-flowering variety).

"j/Ui (|(Wk tine, healthy and strong Plants
XV'' '^ '-/V7V' to select from, all mi/ owi groicing (not

imported) , as far as unsold :

—

Per 100. Per 1000. Per 10,000.

Extra size ... 70s. ... tiOOi. ... 50005.

1st ,, ... 60s. ... 600s. .,, 40005.

'2n>\ ,, ... 405. ... 3-50S, ... 2500i.

SPIR.EA JAPONICA, extra strong clumps. GLADIOLUS
BRENCHLEYENSIS, tine bulbs. For large quautities special

prices on application. Cases and packing free. Offered by
HERMAN BUDDENBORG. Bulb Grower, HiUegom, near

Haarlem, Holland.

RHODODENDRONS.
An immense Stock. 200 Named Sorts, from 1 foot to 5 feet

high, including many varietie-* of our own raising, in addition

to tlie best varieties of other raisers.

AZALEAS.
Many thousands of Azalea mollis and other choice varieties,

^veil-budded planta-

Silver-varlogated. Hodgina' and other Hollies.

Of t h(»-5e we have a surplus stock, and can offer them at low prices,

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE of the above and General

Nl RSER y STOCK free on application

.

ISAAC DAVIEB & BON, Nuraerymen. 0RM8K1RK.

QA (\(\C\ CLEMA.TIS, in Pots, of all the
QV/^V/V/V/ finest Double and Single Varietis't (soma
of tho flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

(.limbing and bedding, from 125. to 24.5. per dozen, strong

plants ; extra strong plants, repotted into Scinch pots. 25. ti'i.

•iach ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2t. Bd. each.

Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SMITH iND CO.,
Vurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

TO BE SOLD, in One Lot (owner gfiring up
keeping them), a Collection of STOVE PLANTS and

FERNS.Huitible for Private Collection. Forparticularsapply to

J. PHILLIPS. 9. Grove Road, Commonside, Mitcham.

UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Too well kno^vn to require descrip-

tion. Price, 6.?. per bushel (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or 6d. per
cake ; free by parcel post, l5.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions

enclosed, with our signature attached.

"WM. CUTBUSH AND SON
(Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
MerchantR, Hij;h|?at« Nurseries. N.

POCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, newly made.
V^ Truck-load. (2 tons) 20s. ; in bags—20, 145. ; 40, 25s. Free
on to Rail. Cash with order.

J. STEVENS AND CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre Merchants, Grey-
Iiound Yard, and 153, High Street, Battersea; S.W.

OULPHIDE of POTASSIUM (Harris).—

A

O certain cure for Mildew on Plants, Red Spider, Aphia,
&c. Enough to make 32 gallons of <!olution. free for Is. 3rf.

The only kind to use is " Harris's specially prepared Sulphide
of Potassium." Sole Manufncturers :

—

PHILIP HARRIS AND C0.(Limited),9,Bull Ring, Birmingham.

EESON'S MANURE. — The Best ^
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growera'
Reports. Sold in Tins, l5., 2s. 6rf., 55. 6d., and 10s. 6rf. each,
or 1 cwt. Bags, sealed. 13s. By all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

HOST Wmis SAFE \ ECONOMICAL

IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

"Medicated Tobacco Paper
(READY CUT UP FOR USE),

Rt'diiced Price 1 'ti per lb.;
SSIba. tV' upwardM—Cnrriatfe Paid.

Parcels for trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.:

2 lbs. 3/4, 4lbs.6;8, 6 168.9/9, 8lb8.13/-, 10 Ib8.16/-.

IMPROVED
Fumigating Pan
l6 vastly superior to any other. ^^^^^

Price 6/6 (in iron with lieater) each,

or in Copper. 21/-

DIt)K!<«Ora'M IniprOTPd

MUSHROOM SPA¥I
MOST SUPERIOR. 5/- PER BUS.

t> Circulars giving all particuUirB & c&pxes of tesH-
jnonials, post free oti application.

DICKSONS" iTEri),

Seed Establisbment,

CHESTER.

(Limited),

Royal Nursery and Seed EstabUshment,

PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
OHOICB PLANTS. FERNS. HEATHS, A2ALEAS. &i-.

EPPS & CO. are now prepared to offer PEAT, M, above,

of Itr^t-claes qnflUty, at lowest price?. Send for Sampler, Price

Li3t aii.f Teitiraonials. I)ep6t for HORTICULTURAL
SUNDRIES, LOA.M. SAND, LEAF-MOULD, SPHAGNUM,
COCOA FIBRE REFUSE,

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EPPS & CO., Bingwood, Hants.
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THOMSON'S IMPROVED VINE and PLANT
MANURE.—This valuable Manure ia made only by us.

Every bag and tin ban our name on it. To bo had of all Nursery
and Seedi-men, and direct from ih. 1 cwt. and over carriage
paid. London Agent—Mr. GEOKGE. 10, Victoria Road, Putney.
WM. THOMSON & SDNS. Clovenfords, Galashiela. N.B.

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Prize Medals.

Quality. THE BEST In the Market. (All sacki included.)

PEAT, best brown fibrous ... 55. per sack, 5 sacks for 225. 6(/.

PEAT, best black fibrous ... 4s. 6(f. ,, 5 sacks for 205.

PEAT, estra selected Orchid 7s. 6d. ,, 5 sacks for 35s.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST i Is. per bush., Ss. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... j (sacks included).

SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. 6d. per bush., 14s. half-ton, 24s. ton.

KAFFIA FIERE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb.; 28 lb., 27s.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., 85. per sack.

CHUBB'S " PERFECT " FER- ^ IM Bags.
TILIZER (the Best Food for ( . » ——

,

all kinds of Plants, Flowers, (Tins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 661b. I cwt.
Fruits, Vegetables, &c. ... j 1/6 3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-

VntGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 6/6 10/6 17/-

RUSSIAN MATS, BAMBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, chenpestand best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle. £2 per ton. Extra larpe Sample Bales, 6s, each.

COCOA-NUT FIBKE REFUSE (hy Chubbs special process),

sacks. Is. 'Ad.ench ; 10 sacks, lis.; 15 -sacks, los.; 20 sacks. IBs.;

30 sacks, 2.5s. ; 40 sacks, 30s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

28s. Limited quantities of G., special quality granulated,

in sacks only, 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

(Bankers, Union Bank of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD. MILWAIL, LONDON, E.

GARDEN REQUISITES,
of best quality, as supplied to the Roi/al Gardens, Sfc.

BEST COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, 10 sacks tor 10s., 16 for

14s., 20 for 18s., 30 for 25s. ; two ton truck, 28s. Free on rail.

RUSSIA MATS, from 12s. to 18s. per dozen.

FINEST ORCHID PEAT. 7s. per sack.

BEST BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. per sack, 5 for 22s. 6d.

BEST BLACK FIBROUS PEAT. 4s. 6d. per sack, 5 for 20s.

COARSE SILVER SAND. Is. 6rf. per bushel ; 14s. J-ton

;

PURE LEAF MOULD. 3s. per sack. (25s. per ton,

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, 3s. per sack.

BEST MUSHROOM SPAWN, 4s. per busheL
RAFFIA, LABELS, STICKS, from 1 ft. to 6 ft.. BAMBOO

CANES, 3} ft. to 12 ft., VIRGIN CORK. CHEMICAL
MANURES. NETTING. &c.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 6s. per sack. CHARCOAL, 8s. per sack

.

SPECIALITE TOBACCO PAPER and CLOTH, \0d. per lb.

;

28 lb. for 21s. Price List free by post.

W. HERBERT AND CO., Hop Exchange Warehouses, South-
wark Street, London, S.E.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

id. per bushel ; 100 for 25s. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),

40s. ; 4-bushel bags, id. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. id. per sack ; 6 sacks,

25s. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PE-AT, 6s. per sack, 5 sacks, 22s. ; sacks,

id. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND. Is. 9d. per bushel ; 15s. per half

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD. Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. »d. per sack.

MANURES. GARDEN STICKS. VIRGIN CORK. TOBACCO
CLOTH. RUSSIA MATS. &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.R.H.S.. 21. Goldsmith's Street. Drury
Lane (lately called 17A. Coal Yard). W.C.

GISHUKST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thripa, Green Fly. and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of soft-water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines

and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against

American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended

to supersede it. Boxes, Is., 'Ss., and 10s. 6d.

GISHUHSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes. 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
("Limited). London.

OSTAL BOXES, for Plants and Flowers, &c.

;

light wood; cheapest and best. WOOD TRAYS for Sow-
ing Seed, StrikingCuttings.&c. Sample -with Price List ti stamps.

C.ASBON AND CO., Box Makers, Peterborough.

US SI A M A T S — R A F F I A. —
NEW ARCHANGEL MATS and all kinds of

ST. PETERSBURG MATS, RAFFIA FIBRE, TOBACCO
PAPER and RAG, BAMBOO CANES, &c., supplied at Lower
Prices than any other Firm. The Trade only supplied.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, JamesStreet, Covent Garden, W,C.

STOVES.
Terra-Cotta I Portable ! For Coal

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT (IMPROVED),
for Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.

GREENHOUSES Heated 2i Hours for about One Penny.
without attention. ROBERTS'S PATENT TERRA-COTTA
STOVES for COAL give pure and ample heat with common
coal, or coal and coke. For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Te&timoniale sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

TEOMAS ROBERTS.
112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

SPEARMAN'S SERGES.—THE BEST IN
THE WORLD.—Pure INDIGO DYE. ROYAL NAVY

BLUE, WOADED BLACK. Also in all other colours and
FANCY WEAVINGS. Low quotations. No draper or tailor

sells SPEARMAN'S renowned Serges ; thev can only be
obtained direct from SPEARMAN, SPEARMAN. PLYMOUTH.
No material manufactured ia so useful for Ladies' Autumn
and Winter Wear or Gentlemen's Suit3. Send for patterns,

and select at home for your.-elvea. Parcels carriage paid in

Great Britain and Ireland. Goods packed for export at lowest
freights,

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
A large quantity of all desoriptions and
sizes in stock, at the lowest possible prices.

NICHOLLS & CLARKE,
SHOREDITCH, LONDON, E.

SPHINCTER GRIP
GARDEN HOSE

The Sphincter (.Jnp Spring Stefl (ialvaiii.>icd Armoured Hose
19 the most valuable improvement in Hose since 1841'. Its lasting
qualities are ten times greater than any Hose not armoured.

Its complete success has caused some parties to infringe the
Patents owned and controlled solely by us; and we therefore
notifyallsuch that the making, vending. or use of any armoured
wire-wound Hose not of our manufacture is an infringement of
one or more of our several Patents, any violation of which will

be promptly prosecuted. Brass plates set between the Hose
and wire denote our Manufacture and the Patents.

For Price Lists and particulars of

The Original and Only Genuine Spliincter Grip
Armoured Hose,
APPLY TO THi:

S.G.A. HOSE CO. (Ltd.),
63, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.G.

( Unprecedentedly low prices.)

ROOKERIES, FERNERIES,
WINDOW CASES. CAVES. WATERFALLS. WINDOW
BOXES. AQUARIA. AKTIFICIAl ROCKWORK for Ball-

rooms, ilalls. Staircases, &c., designed and constructed, under
personal auperintendence of

HARPHAM xrw HOWES,
Horticultural Depot, 107, Church Street, Edgware Road. N.W.

Estimates and Illustrated Lists Free.

Autumn Requirements for the
Trade.

OUR SHOW ROOMS
are now fully furnished with every novelty in

DRIED FLOWERS, GRASSES,
AND

GENERAL SUNDRIES
Required for the Autumn and A\'inter Season.

Early in.%pection especially solicited.

CORRY, SOPER, FOWLER & CO.
(Limit.'.l),

16, FINSBURY STREET, E.G.

ORTIGULTURAL GLASS,
GLASS BELLS. &c.BOCHEZ-VANDER ELST.
Charleroi. Belgium.

Agents; H. PUCKERTasdCO.. 110. Cannon St. .London. E.G.

To Nurserymen, Seed MercUanta, and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering Aroh-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade : also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags. Raffia Fibre. Tobacco Paper,
and Shading. Prices free.

—

i and 5. Wormwood Street. E.C.

ATENT TUBULAR FLOWER STANDS
for Artistic Grouping of Cut Flowers. Have attracted

much attention at recent Horticultural Exhibitions.

Manufactured and Sold by GEORGE S.^^TH AXD CO.,
Commercial Road, Pimlico, S.W. Traiie supplied.

GARDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
Virgin Cork. RaflBa. Mats. Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work,

Manures. &c. Cheapest Prices of

WATSON AND SCULL, ©0, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

GREENHOUSES.
Before ordering Conservatories, Vineriea, Greenhouses, &c.,

obtain an Estimate (free) from us.

Plana, Illustrated CATALOGUE, &c., post-free, on application.
PEARCE AND HEATLEY. The North London Horticul-

tural Works, HoUoway Road, London, N.

R
PORTABLE CUCTJMBEB FBAISIES.

HALLIDAY and CO. desire to

draw special attention to their Cucumber Frame?,
of which they always have a large stock, ready glazed and
painted. They are made of the best materials, and can be put
together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Prices delivered to any station in England :

—

£ s. a.

2-light frame, 8 feet by 6 feet 1 p„^vi„<r i 3 10

3-lightframe, 12feetby6feetVc'^ff f^^ 5 5

6-light frame. 24 feet by 6 feet \
^^^^ "^

( 10
The glass ia nailed and puttied in. Lights and framing for

brick pits at proportionately low pricea.

B. HALLIDAT & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers.

KOTAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS. MIDDLETON,
MANCHESTER.

London Agent, Mr. H. SKELTOH, Seedsman, ftc,

2. HoUoway Bead, N.

PORTABLE
GREENHOUSES.
No. 2, Span-roof, Tenant's

Fixture, pretty, cheap, and
well constructed, complete,

with staging, painted 2 coat«,

and carriage paid to any sta-

tion in England. Lean-to's iu

proportion.

Loughboroufih Hnl-Wid.-r Apparatus (fixed) extra as below.

Size. Price. H.W. Ap. Size. Price. H.W. Ap.

8 ft. by 6 ft. JES 10 £4 14 20 ft. by 12 ft. £29 £8
lift, by 8 ft. £11 £.n 24 ft. by 13 ft. £35 £10
14 ft. by 9 ft. £18 5 £5 10 30 ft. by 13 ft. £*3 10 £11 ft

18 ft. by 10 ft. £24 15 £6 40 ft. by 14 ft. £57 10 £12 10

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILD-
INGS, with Prices for Erecting and Heating, FREE.
SURVEYS MADE VS ANY PART OF THE COUNTRY

FREE OF CHARGE. Designs and Estimates FREE.

DEANE & CO.,
Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers,

*«^'
1;°fJ""="" \ LONDON BRID GE.

BOULTON & PAUL,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS.

Our 8 by 6 feet

2-LIGHT MELON AND CUCUMBEK FRAMES

are £3 each, carriage paid.
Made of the best red deal. Euglish 21-oz. glass, painted 3 coats

best colour.

3-LIGflTS, 12 by 6 feet, £4 6s.

For other sizes, see NEW PRICE LISTS. Post-free.

NORWICH.

21-OZ. Foreign of the above sizes, in 100 and 200 feet boxes,
3rds and 4th9 qualities, always kept in stock.
A large stock of flimilar current sizes of IB-OZ. glasa in

200 feet boxes.
English Glass, cut to buyer's sizei, at lowest prices, including

free delivery in the cmmtry in quantities.

GEOBGE FABMILOE & SONS,
S4, St. JoZm Street, West Smlthfield, London, E.O.

atock List and Prices on application. Price List of Colours,
Famishes. Designsof Stained Sf Leaded Glass. Quote CTironicIg.
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R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses. Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., coustructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, aud durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class of work,
and that the very best.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens do?ifirn->d architecturally correct without the assistance of any one out of our firm,
from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success guaranteed
in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hotbed Boxes, &c., always in stock.

FUuis, Estimates and Catalogues free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER'S
Children's..
Ladies' .,

Gent's ..

Per doK.

... Is. 2d.

... 2s. 4^d.

... 35. Qd.

Per dOZ.
Hemstitched i

—

Ladies' 2^. llfd.
Gent'B 4s. Ud.

CAMBRIC

POCKET

HANDKERCHIEFS.

IRISH DAMASK
TABLE LINEN.

FISH NAPKINS,
per dozen.

,

2.'''. lid. per dozen. Dinner Napkins, 55. 6d.
Table Cloths, 2 yards square. 2s. lid.- 2* yards by 3 yards,

6s. lid. each. Kitchen Table Cloths, IX^d. each. Strong Huckaback Towels,
4s. Qd. per dozen. Monograms, Initials. &,c., woven and embroidered,

Samples and Illustrated Price Lists, post-free.

MATCHLESS

SHIRTS.
Best Quality Long Cloth, with 4-foId

finest Linen Fronts, 35s. 6rf. per half-doz.

(to measure or pattern, 2s. extra). Pat-

terns of materials used, also of newest

styles in Fancy Cotton, Flannel, Silk, and

Silk and Wool, sent free on application.

OLD
SHIRTS

made aa pood as
new, witn best
material in Neck-
bands. Cuffs and
Front-9, for 14s.
the half-dozen.

Price Lists and Samples of Linen

Collars, Cuffs, and all kinds of Linen

Goods, postrfree.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER,
By Special Appointmenti to
H.M. the Queen and H.I.M.
the Empress of Germany, BELFAST.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Fbom

W. RICHARDS,

«, Wellinffton Street, Strand,

LONDON. W.C.

.1888.

Please send me " The Gakdkners' Chronicle " for Months,

commencmg_ _,for which 1 enclose P,0,0._

S° Please Note that all Copies sent Direct from this Office must be paid for In advance. ^
THE UNITED KtNGDOM :— 12 Mouths, 16s. ; 6 Months, 7s. 6d. ; 3 Months, 3s. id. ; Post-tree.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS (eicepting India and China) :—Including Postage, I7s. id. for 12 Months. India and China, 19s. id.

Receipts for less thcin six months' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

No. 42,

P. 0. 0. to be made payable at the Post Office,

DBUIIT LANE, London, to "W. RICHARDS.
Cheques should be crossed " DIIUMMOND." Oct. 6, 1888.

GLASS.—CHEAP GLASS.
8b. 6d. perlOO feet 16 oz. 12x10, 18x12, 18x14. 24x14,

14x12.20x12,18x16,24x16.
12s. per 100 feet 21 oz. ... 16x12, 16x14, 20x16, 24x13, &c.

Putty, 6s. 6(/. percwt.; White Lead, genuine. 21s.; Our
Speciality. 17s. 6rf. percwt. ; Paints ground in Oil. Stone Ochre.
20s.; Oxford Ochre, 24s.: Green. 16.*.; Black, 16s. percwt.

;

Varnish, from 6s. (id. per sal.— Full Price I.iat on applica-
tion to THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 95, Bishopsgate
Street Within. Lon.ion. E.G.

HILL

BLACK
& SMITH'S

VARNISH
for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

(Registered Trade Mark.)

An excellent substitute for oil paint, at one-third the cost.
Used in all London Parks, at Windsor, and Kew Gardens,

and on every important estate in the Kingdom. Has stood
the test of forty years' trial. Requires no mixing; can be
applied cold by any ordinary labourer.

Price \s. 6rf. per gallon at the manufactory, or carriage-paid
to any railway station, \s. 8d. per gallon in casks of 36, 2U, or
10 gallons.

/I A TT m T r\ "M Every Cask bears the above
t!A U 1 1 U JS , Registered Trade Mark. Beware

of cheap imitationB.

HILL & SMI TH
Brterley Ironworks, Dudley

;

118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C,

;

47, Dawson Street. Dublin.

Greatly Reduced in Price.

-.Ao^tJ-':.,!.^..

SILVESTER'S PATENT TRENTHAM BOILER
Is the BEST, CHEAPEST, and JKIST ECONOMICAL
BOILER E.\TA,VT for fill heating iiur[Bses, and i« only
supplied by the PATENTEE. All other kinds of BOILERS,
Pli'ES. VALVES, HEATING and VENTLLATING APPA-
RATUS manufactured by

F- SILVESTER & CO.,
CASTLE HILL WORK.S, NEWCASTLE,

STAFFORDSHIRE.
Full Particulars on application.

THOS. W. ROBINSON,
Deiinid Park Ironwork-i, .Stourbridge.

4-in. Expansion Joint Hot-water Pipes, 9 feet long, 4s. ."W. each ;

4-iii. Socket Hot-water Pipes. 9 feet long, 4s. tjrf. each.
Illustrated revised price List on ripplicntioji. free.

Established, a.d. 1818.

HENRY HOPE,
Hortirultural Builder nnd

Hnf-icater Evipn^'er.

66, Lionel St., Birmingham.
Plans and Estimates on

application.

Experienced Workmen sent to any part of the King lorn.
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THE GARDENER CHRONICLE
Scale of Charges for Advertising.

Head Line charged as two.

4 Lines .

.

6 „ ..

6 „ ..

7 „ ..

8 „ ..

9 „ ..

10 „ .

.

11 „ .

.

12 „ .

.

13 „ .

.

14 „ .

.

AND SIXPENCE FOR EVERY ADDITIONAL LINE.

If set across two Columna. the lowest charge will be 20s.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30s.

Page, £8: Half Page, £4 10s. ; Column. £Z.

£0
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GARDENER (Head); age 26. — Mr. J.
Udalk, Elford Hull Oiirdeii^, Taiuwortli, can siroDgly

recommend hia Foreman, lieorge Cast, to anyone requirmg the
services of a thoroughly honest, steady, and industrious
Gardener.

G>
ARDENER (Head), where three or more

I are kept.—K. Cox wislu-s to recommend (jr. Howes as
above, to any Lady or (ientJemun requiring the services of a
good practical man, ^vho understands h11 binnche.s of the pro-
fession.—G. HOWES, Hams Hall, liirmingliam.

GARDENER (Head), where one or two more
are kept —Age 3U. married; \veU up in the profession

in all its branches. Early and Late Forcing, and Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Highest references fruiu jiresent and
previous employers.— J. AL, Porlmorc Lodge, Weymouth,
Dorset.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle - aged,
widower; excellent all-round experience in all branches

of gardening. Good testimonials from the last and previous
employers. Moderate wages only required ; neighbourhood of
Luudon preferred.—JAS. iiUKDEN, 28, High Street, Kensing-
ton. W.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 37.—Miss Sheei-
DAX, 77, Eaton S(iuare, S.W., wishes to recommend a

man of high character and ability. Thorouglily experienced.
Higlily successful exhibitor at Crystal Palace and other Shows.
Winner of 5 Silver Cups. Pe^^unal charact^-r. Left through
death.—S. PULLMAN. 1^4. Lot's Kuad, CheUea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 31.—Mr. Vinden,
Harlaxton Manor, Grantham, would be pleased to

recommend Arthur Pope, who has been for the last four years
Geueiai Foreman here, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a
thoroughly experienced man.—Full particulars on application
to tlie above address.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married;
twenty years' practical experience in good establish-

ments in Early and Late Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and
Vegetables, the Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Orchids, &c ; aUo Kitclieu Gardens and Pleasure Grounds.

—

J. FINLAYSON. The Gardens, Combe Bank, Sevenoaks.

GARDENER (Head AVorking).—Age 29;
tifteen years" experience.—W. M., Shorton, Paignton.

G'lARDENER (Head Working).—Age 3i,
^ married; thoroughly understands all bianches. Excel-

lent character and testimonials.—H., 16, Alexander Square,
London, S.W".

pARDENER (Head Working).—Married

;

V_T underotiinds Gardening in all its branches. Over
eighteen years in present situation.~E. BR.VDNaM, Earls
Coiue. Essex.

GARDENER (Head Working).—In the
prime of life, unmarried; thoroughly practical in all

departments. Has ability and energy. Abstainer.—J, H.,
:w. Tetcott Eoad. King's lto:id, Chelsea. S.W.

ARDENER (Head AVoRKiNG).—rourteen
years' experience. Stove and Greeuhonse Plants, Grapes.

Cucumbers, Forcing, Melon^^, Tomato^, Peaches, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening.—GARDENER, Plumtree Rectory, Not-
tingham.

ARDENER (Head Working), where one
or two others are kept.—.\ge 46 ; thirty years' expe-

rience. Understands Vines, Greenhouse, Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Can have twenty years' good character from
present employer.—GAPvDENER, Trafalgar, Salisbury.

ARDENER (Head Working), where
several are kept.—Age 42, married, no family; tho-

roughly practical in all branches. Twenty-tive years' expe-
rience where Gardening has been well done. Land and Stock.
Good character from last and previous employers,—A. B.,
4, Thornton Road, Potters Bar,

G^
ARDENER (Head Working), where two

T or more are kept; age 47, married.—A LAlivcan highly
recommend her Gardener, who thoroughly understands Gar-
dening in all its branches, also Land and Stock. Six years'
pergonal character from present employer, and excellent testi-
monials.—J. PHILLIPd. The Firs, Mitcham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 36,
married; thorough good practical Gardener; twenty

years' experience in Grapes, Peaches, Melons. Cucumbers,
Tomiitos. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Abstainer. Highlyrecommended.— PleasestatefuU
particulars of place, GARDENER, Spalding Road, Sutterton,
near Boston, Lincolnshire.

ARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HANPKD).— Ape 34, single; abstainer. Understands

Vines, Flowers, and Fruit. Can be highly recoramendel.
Can live in house, if preferred.—GARDENER, 12, Carlyle
Street, Elm Grove, Brighton.

GARDENER (;Head, or Sinole-handed),—
Age 40, married

; Orchid Grower, and thorough prac-
tical Gardener. Established the fine collection at Summerhill
Twenty years' references.-J. COX, Summerhill. Kingswinford,
Dudley.

ARDENER (Head), or good FOREMAN;
age 27.—A. Campin, Second Gardener, Malvern Hall,

Solihull, Birmingham, seeks a situation as above. Twelve
years' experience in large establishments. Exceptional re-
ferences. Left through death of employer.

GJ^ARDENER, good.—Age 41 ; understands
hts duties. Could Manage Land, Stock, and Poultry.

Wife good Laundress, or Dairy. Good references.—JAMES
CAJtLTON, High Brooms, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

rjARDENER.—Age 25, single; thoroughly
VT experienced in nil branches. No objection to a good
Single-handed place.- J". FKAMl'TON, Longham, Wimborne.

GARDENER.—Age 37, married, one child
(age 6).—A Gentleman will recommend his Gardener,

who has been with him seventeen years.-J„ 213, Mansion
House Chambers, E.C.

ARDENER.—Age 40; used to Glass, Melons,
Cucumbers, and General Garden Work. Would be u?e-

ful. Excellent long cliaracter.—A. OAK, Lea Cottage, Buck-
hurst Hill. Essex.

GARDENER, under a Foreman; age 10.

—

R. GiLUKKT will be happy to recommend a thorough
good young man as above. At Rurehley three years.-K.
GILBERT, Burghley, Siamford.

ARDENER; age 36, married.—A good
practical Head Working Gardener requires a re-engage-

ment. Thorouglily understamls Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Vines, Peaches, Flower and Kitcheu Gardens. Three years'
good character from present employer. — GARDENER. 7,
Loveriilge Road, West Hampstead, N.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
help is given.—Age 27, married, without incumbrance;

well experienced in all branches. Good references.—M., 7,
Brandon Place, Leckhampton, Cheltenham.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
—Age 23 ; near London preferred. Understands

Houses. Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Two and a half years'
good character.-G. C, Canon Hodgson's, Crawley Down,
Sussex.

GARDENER (Second), where three or four
are kept.—Age 25, single ; six and a half years' good

character from last place.—G. W., 11, Grove Road, Ealing, VV.

rj„ARDENER (Second).— Age ^o; twelve
VJ years" experience in good e.stablishmeuts. Total abstainer.
Thoroughly recommended as to character and ability.— G.
COLLISIER, Bletchingley, Surrey

GARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's
Garden. — Age 22, single; seven years' experience.

Please state wages. Good character.—FRED. HERRINGTON,
Ditchampton, Wilton, Salisbury. Wilts.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 19; well up in
Cucumbers, Tomatos, and Grapes; willing to be useful.

Good references.—ALBERT DAY, Horeham Road. Hawkhurst.

G'J.ARDENER (Under).—Age -21 ; six years
T in present situation. Boiliy preferred.—F. A., Spring-

field Cottage, Chalvey, Slough, Bucks.

G^
ARDENER (Under), Indoors and Out.—

' Age 22; nine jears' experience; two years and four
months in present situation. Good character.—J. BARNES,
iarsouage Road, Engletield Green,

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; seveji years'
experience luside and Out. Five years at'last place.

Good character. Total abstainer.—F. J., 96, Barton Terrace,
Preston, Lanciishire.

GARDENER (Under), in Private Garden or
Nursery.—Used to Inside and Out. Good character

and reference. Distance noobiect.— J. S., Gardeners' Chronicle
Oilice, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ARDENER (Under); age 20.—W. Driver,
Head Gardener, Longford's, Minchinhampton, Glouces-

tershire, can strongly recommend a young man as above. Six
years' experience; respectable and trustworthy. Good
character.

IpUREMAN, in the Houses, in a good estab-
lishment.—Age 27; can be well recommended from

previous situations.—E. KIRBY, Milltown, A:,liaver. Chester-
field.

OREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 27; twelve
years' experience in good establishments. Excellent

characiersfrom previous employers.—G. LILLEl', Thorwey,
near Peterborou^ih, Cambs.

OREMAN (General).—Understands Vines,
Peaches, Cucumbers, Tomatos, and general routine of

Nursery, Boilers, Fittings, Glazing. &c., combined.—J. WOOD,
Meadow Cottage, Southend, Catford, S.E.

FOREMAN (Working), in a Nursery.—Can
fake entire charge. Twenty years' experience. Five

years in last situation. Left through death of employer.—
G. L., 4, Town Mead Road, Wandsworth Bridge, Fulham, S.W.

OREMAN in Small, or EIRST JOURNEY-
MAN in Large Place; age 24.—J. McDonald, late Gar-

dener at Leighton Hall, Salop, can confidently recommend a
young man as above.—E. P., 32, St. John's Road, Upner
Holloway, N.

Tj^OREMAN, or EIRST JOURNEYMAN, in
-L the Houses, in a Gentleman's &stdblishment.—Two years
in last situation. Well up in Orchids. Eleven years' experi-
ence. Good character.—W. J. BUNKER, 5, Hill Street,
Dorset Square, N.W.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN, GENERAL PROPAGATOR, or

SALESMAN.—Well up in Fruits, Roses, Rhododendrons,
Conifera, Clematis, and general routine of the trade. Sixteen
years' experience

; iirst-cJass references.—F, F., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand. W.C.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER for Market.
-^ —Age 28; thoroughly expericiicefi in raising Ferns and
Growing Plants, Cut Flowers, and Bedding Stuff in quantity—STEDMAN, 1, Ivy Cottages, West Brighton.

F
To Market Growers and Others.

OREMAW rUOPACiATUK and GROWER.
Age 27; twelve years' experience in turning out large

iiuiintities and creditable stuff—liouvardias. Trimulas, Cur-
niitiona. Ferns, Pelargoniums, Chrysautlienuims, Roses, Sola-
nums. Fuchsias, lie.lding Stuff, Forced Flowers ot all kinds.
Cucumbers, and Tomatos. Good testimouials.—LAMBERT,
17, Neville Roa d, Stoke Newinglon, N.PTo Nurserymen and others,
ROPAGATUK and CIKUWEK of Market
stuff and Cut Flowers.—Age .30 ; sixteen years' experi-

ence. Good references.—W. C. Harkley. Leicester.

PROPAGATOR and (JKOWER of Soft-
-L wooded Plants for Market.—.Age 29; fourteen years'
experience in London Nurseries.—J. P., 3, Plainmoor Terrace,
St. Mary's Church. Torquay.

/?}_ ROWER, in Nursery. —Age 24; ten
'J years' experience in Growing Tea Roses, Ferns, Cut
Flowers, Tomatos. Grapes, &c., in quantities.—T. FRY, Fram-
held. Hawkhurst. Sussex.

UERN GROWER.—Practical ; ten years' ex-
-L perience in Market Growing.—A. H., ;!, Peel Road,
Siidhurr, Middlesex.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in a good establish-
fj ment.—Age 21; good reference from last employer.—
J. B. DAY, The Gardens. Casino House. Heme Hill. S.E.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good Private place.—
Ag*^ 20 : good character, and well up in House

Decoration. Bothy preferred. — H. HOLMES, Lullineton,
Burton-oii-Treut, Derbyshire.

JOURNEYMAN, or IMPROVER imder a
fJ Foreman, in a good establishment.—Has been under his
father four years. Strong, active, and willing.-E. W., Mont-
ford Cottage, Sunbury-on-Thames.

JOURNEYMAN (Second), or IMPROVER in
Houses, or Inside and Out.—Age 21 ; six years' experi-

ence. Excellent character from present employer.—ARTHUR
READ. Old Catton. Norwich. Norfolk.

TMPROVER, in the Houses in a Gentleman's
-i- Garden.—Eight years' experience. Good character, £h
pemium will be given.—D. SPINK, 163, Broadhurst Gardens,
West Hampstead, N.W.

NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN.—
Hf.sry Parrott, Swift's House, Bicester, nine years

Head Gardener to the late Sir Thos. Peyton. Bart., offers his
services to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a cempetent
man. Age .35, married ; leaving through reduction. Good
testimonials.

'VO NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, by a young
-L man (age 2(1), a situation in the Houses. Five years in
the Trade.—FRED. GRANT. Boston Spa. Tadcasler, Yorks.

''pO NURSERYMEN, &c.—Wanted, by a young
-L man (age 20) a situation in a Nursery. Used to General
Plant Growing or Market Work.—E. T., 1, Laburnum Cottage,
Sudbury, Harrow.

•^rO MARKET NURSERYMEN.—A young
L man (abstainer) wants a situation in Large Market

Nursery. .\ny capacity; Outdoor or otherwise. Eighteen
months' experience. Moderate wages.—FLORA, 281, Essex
Koad. Islington, N.

"yO HEAD GARDENERS.—The Rev. MaudX highly recommends a youth (age 17) in a place under a
Head Gardener. Some experience.—W, HULBERT, 5, Stam-
ford Place, Milverton, Leamington.

QHOPMAN, or TRAVELLER. — Age iio
;O tirst-class experience in London and Provincial Houses.

Good references.—A. B., 46, Upper Baker Street, Regent's
Park, S.W. °

To Florists and Seedsmeiu
SHOPMAN.— Well up in Cape and Natural

Wreatlis, Anchors, Crosses, Btiu.iuets, Sprays. &c. Good
knowledge of Plants, Seeds and Bulbs. Could Manage Branch
Shop. Understands Book-keeping. Good character.—ALPHA
1, Hove Street, West Biighton.

SALESMAN, or TRAVELLER.— Age 28.O Small Salary and Commission. Thorough London practi-
cal experience.—D. BROWN, 14. Singapore Road, Ealing, W.

QHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—Twelve years'O experience; thorough knowledge of Farm and G.irden
Seeds. Bulbs. Sundries. Knows Plants well.—P. INNE3,
35. Rose Street, Garnethill, Glasgow.

^HOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—Age 23; sevenO years' exp-^rience in all branches of the trade in first-

class houses. Highest references.-C. B., Mr. Curric, Stationer,
(itrvan.

"^rO THE SEED TRADE.—Wanted, by aX young man (age 24). a situation in either a Wholesale or
Retail Seed Establishment. Seven years' experience in General
Nursery Work.— C. H., The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

OLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.—
Consumption preveuttd.—Influenza, colds, and fever

are ever prevailing in our changeable climate. Though easily
cured at first, when neglected they frequently induce serious
diseases, of which the chief and most fatal is consumption. If
Holloway's Pdls be resoried to on the first appearance of any
of these diseases, and if the symptoms be very urgent, his
Ointment shiuld al>o be well rubbed twice a day on tlie back
and chest: they will cease to cause alarm, and consumptive
tendencies will certainly be banished, and the body, freed from
all impurities, will be left in a healthier state than it was before
theilluesa. The Pilla, being free from noxiousingredieutsof any
kind, the most delicate and timid may harmlessly take them.
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CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
{Telegraphic Address—" Hot-wateb, London." Telephone—No. 4763.)

Have now pleasure in bringing to the notice of Horticulturists and Gardeners generally their

NEW PATENT (No. 9090, 1888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
WHICH IS WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST ALL ROUND BOILER IN THE MARKET.

It combines all the advantages of

its class so well known, and by the

improved method of forming the

joints — viz,, with India-rubber

Washers—THE OLD AND TOO
OFTEN INEFFECTUAL WAY
OF CAULKING THE JOINTS ^
IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED i

WITH.

It can be erected in a few hours,

and may be relied upon as a

thoroughly sound and good Hot-

water Generator. It has been care-

fully tested in every possible way,

more especially with regard to power

and durability, and the result has

been highlj' satisfactory.

SECTION OF PATENT JOINT

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OP

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &C.

Inspection Invited. Price List Free on Application. Illustrated Catalogue, Is.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON. S.E.

The Milford Nurseries, near GodaMng, Surrey.
One mile from Milford Railway Station, and a mile and a halffrom the new Godalming Railway Station.

FOUR DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE of beautifully grown NURSERY STOCK
in excellent condition for removal, by order of Mr. Madeice Young.

Important to Noblemen, Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Others Extensively Engaged in Planting.

]y[ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Milford Nurseries, Milford, Surrey, on WEDNESDAY, October 10, and

three following days, at 12 o'clock punctually each day, several Acres of unusually well -grown

NURSERY STOCK,
which has been earefully prepared for removal, including a splendid assortment of Specimen CONIFERS and EVERGREENS, 6 to 12 feet ; fini»

examples of Young's Golden JUNIPER, 3000 BORDER SHRUBS, 3 to 6 feet ; ICOO AUCUBAS, 2 to 3 feet ; 30CO CONIFERS, 1 to 4 feet
;

6000 LAURELS of sorts, 2 to 3 feet ; 0000 Evergreen PRIVET, 3 to 4 feet ; 5000 ORNAMENTAL and FOREST TREES, 6 to 12 feet ;

8000 choicest named Hybrid and Ponticum RHODODENDRONS, 1000 Standard and Dwarf ROSES, 357,000 Transplanted and Seedling FOREST

TREES, including 60,000 strong QUICK, FLOWERING SHRUBS, CLIMBING PLANTS, &c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E,C.,

and Zeytonstone, E.

N.B. Goods can be loaded at Milford Station, and conveyed to any part of Great Britain without change of trucks.

Editorial CommunicatioDS should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisement'! and Business Letters to "The Publisher." at the Office. 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden. London. W.<'
Printed by William Richards, at the Otfice of Messrs. Bradbukt. AavEW& Oo., Lombard Street. Precinct of Whit, friira. City of Londot , ia the County of M ddleses. and published by the

said William Riohadds. at the OlHi •, 41, Wellington Street, Parioh of St. Paul's, Oorent Qardon, in the said County.—Saturday, October «, looo. Ag. nt for Manchester—JoHa Hefwoop.
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p OYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
X\ NATIONAL APPLE and PEAR CONFERENCE

AND GREAT SHOW OF FRUIT,
in the Societv's Gardens, Sutton Court Road, Chiswick,

OCTOBER It), 17, 18. 19, and 20.

Opening Proceedin;^s—Tuesday, October 16, 3 o'Clock.

Conference Mi'eling—Wednesday, October 17. 1 o'clock.

Conference Meeting—Tluirsday, October 18. 1 o'Clock.

Frequent Trains from all Stations on the Metropolitan and
Metropolitan District R-iilways to Acton Green and rurnham
Green; by the North London to Gunonsbury, and by South-
Western to Chiswick Station. All within a few minutes'
walk of the Gardens.

ATIONAL CHRYSANTHEJIUM
SOCIETY.

A GENERAL MEETING ot MEMBERS of this Society will
l.e heW at Anilerton'3 Hotel. Fleet Street. City, E.C., on
.MONDAY Evening. October 15. at 7 o'clock precisely. In
otder io secure free admission to the Grand Fete. November 7

ami 8, intendinj; subscribers should send me their Names prior
lo this meeting. WILLIAM HOLMES, Hon. Sec.
Frampton Park Nurseries. Hackney. E.

New Official CATALOGUE (18S8) now ready. Is., Post-free.

ROYAL BOTANICAL and HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY [if MANCHESTER.

An EXHIBITION of AI'l'LES, PEARS. &c.. will be held in

the Gardens on OCTOBER 24, and three following days. For
Schedules, &c., apply to the undersigned.

BRUCE FINDLAY.
Royal Botanical Garden., Manchester.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY of SOUTHAMPTON.

ANXI'AT. GRAND CHRYSANTHEMUM and FRUIT SHOW",
THUHSDVY and FRIDAY, November 1 and 2. Entries Clo-e
Oclober 2o. C. S. FUIDGE, Secretary.

Hecklield Hou.'i'. Bevoir Hill, Soutlinmpton,

'JMIE

"l^rANTED, the following Numbers of the
V V GARDENERS' CHRONICLE tor 187tj:—121. 122, 124,

l'i6, 127, 129, 132, 135, 138, 141, M7. 149. 160, 151, l.'ia, 164,

1.^5, and 156.—Please state price to W. M.. Gurdeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

OMAN HYACINTHS. NARCISSUS,
LILIUM CANDIDUM, grown by Louis Bke.moxd, Fils,

Ollioules. Last consignments expected in London in a few days.
WILLIAM DENMAN . 7, Catherine Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

See large Advertisement, September 16, page 289.

REEFERS FOR WALLS.—By planting
what 19 suitable, an ugly object may easily be made

beautiful. Most being in pots, can be sent and put out at any
time. Descriptive LIST an.l advice Free.—RICHARD SMITH
AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

G^
OWEKS AND EMBERSON Comely Bank

n Nursery, Walthamstow, offer— Clove, old crimson, strong,
well rooted layers; old white, sweet-scented, as hardy as the
above. Fireman, good scarlet border Carnation, very bright
and free Howeriug. Any of the above, 125. lUO, cash with order.

r^UR SALE, several large CAMELLIAS,
-L F'or particulars, apply to

JAS. GOLD, High Ashurst, Dorking.

ORCHIDS.—Amateurs having Large Speci-
mens to DISPOSE OF in E.KCHANGE, are requested

to state value expected and sorts itesiri d, to

W. H. (who has a large stock to select from). Gardeners'
Chronicle Otf.ce, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

I?OR SALE or EXCHANGE, Specimen Plant
J of IMANTOPHYLLUM MINIATUM. 4 to 5 feet through.

For particulars apply to GARDENER, Enderby Hall, Leicester.

ESSRS. GREGORY and EVANS,
NUKSEKVMEN. Sidcup, and 285, 28(5, 287, 288, F'lower

Market, Covent Garden, London, W.C, are open to RECEI\'E
CONSIGNMENTS of Choice CUT FLOWERS in any quantity
for their Commission Department. Boxes and Labels supplied.

Telegraph Address— " CO.MMISSION, SIDCUP."

C Q UE LCH AND B A R N H A M
,O North Row, Covent Garden, W.C, are OPEN TO DIS-

POSE OF any quantity of MUSCATS and BLACK GRAPES,
TO.MATOS, CUCU.MBERS, FRE.NCH BEANS, STRAW-
BERRIES, CHOICE FLOWERS, &c. Highest .Market Prices
obtained. AccountSales daily ; cheques weekly, or as preferred
by Sender. Baskets and Labels supplied. References given.

p H I U E FLOWERS and FRUIT.
V^ Highest Market Prices guaranteed.
HENRY RIDE:; (late Wise & Rides), Fruit and Flower

Sale.iman, Coveut Garden, W.C.

ANTED, CUT WHITE BLUUM in any
quantity. Good prices sent per return.

G. PUIPPEN, F.R.HS.. Reading,

ANTED, EUCHARIS BLOOMS, Weekly
Supply, all the year round.—State lowest price per

dor.en to SINCLAIR, Wreath and Bouquet. Establishment,
Blake Street, York.

ANTED, STEPHANOTIS, EUCHARIS,
ORCHIDS, ROSES, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and other

Choice CUT FLOWERS. Best Market Prices returned. Address
S. HILL. Jun., 21, Charlotte Street, Fit?.roy Square, W..

and Covent Garden Flower Market. W.C.

ANTED, the following GERANIUMS,
carefully lifted from the liorders ;—Mrs. Pollock and

other Golden Tricolors, Henry .lacobv. West Brighton Gem,
Master Christine; and TROP.EOLUM VESUVIUS; also
ECHEVFRIAS. Good value given.

FLETCHER. SON asd CO., Florists, icChes'erfield.

ANTED, AT ONCE, for prompt cash,
strong Seedling BRIERS and MANETTI STOCKS :

price per 1000. Al.-o quantity of Cuttings or Stock Plants of

best sorts Zonal, Ivy-leaved, Tricolor, and Silver GERANIUMS.
Sorts and prices to

JOHNSt>N, Cranmer Nursery. A^lockton. Nottingham.

ANTED TO PURCHASE, SHALLOTS,
Stale fjiiantitv and lowest price for cash.

BLTLER. McCCLLUCH and CO., Covent Garden, W.C.

vv
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SUTTON'S BULB CATALOGUE,
beautifully Illustrated with numerous Engravings and

a handsome Coloured Plate, representing tlie leading Rulbou-*

Flowers, and containing accurate descriptions of the clioict;st

Narcissus, together with particulars of the best varieties of

Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.. for bediling. Now Ready: Post-free

to intending Customers.
SUTTON AND SONS. The Queen's Seedsmen, READING.

AFFODILS and NARCISSUS.—
One Hundred and Fifty Varieties to sele t from,

and the tinest Bulbs in the Trade. Hartland's Specia and
Descriptive LIST post-free, and goods generally carriage paid.

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND. F.R.H.S., Seedsman, Cork,

Roses, Fruit Trees. &c.

CHARLES TURNER'S Autumn CATA-
LOCrUE, containing full collections of Ro-es. Fruit

Trees, Coniferse, and all kinds o£ Hardy Trees and Shrubs, is

now ready, and may be had free on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

ILIUM CANDIDUM.— Strong Roots,
7s. per 100 ; 6i!. per 1000.

HOPWOOD AND SON, Belle Vue Nursery, Cheltenham.

OPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN STE-O PHANOTIS, free-dowering variety, very fine stuff. 10 to

12feet; also 2-1.000 AUCUBAS, allsizes. For particulars apply
to O. SMITH, Dell Nursery, Euck Ferry, Che.-hire.

Begonias in Flower,

JOHN DOWNIE (of the late lirm of Downie
& Laird) begs to intimate that his Grand Strain of the

above is now in full flower. Inspection invited.

Seed from the above. Is. 6d. and 2s.tid. per packet.
Beechill Nursery. Edinburgli.

Bulbs of Finest Quality only.

BARK'S BULB CATALOGUE for
Now Ready. Sent free on application.

Contains full Descriptive List of the beat Hyacinths, Tulips,

and other Dutch Bulbs in cultivation, also an intere.ytmg de-

scriptive Li.st of Cape and Californian Bulbs and Tubers, in-

cluding many beautiful rarities.

BARR AND SON, 12 and 13, King Street, Cerent Garden, W.C.

EACH TREES for SALE; 5^ feet stems
fan-trained, healthy. For particulars apply.

The GARDENEK, Sion Hill. Kidderminster.

ICKSON'S LMPROVED MUSHUOOM
SPAWN, most superior, now reduced to 5s. per bushel

of 14 cakes. Circular with Cultural Notes and List of Testi-

monials post-free on application.

DICKSONS (Limited), The Royal Seed Warehouse, CHESTER.

'^PHOMSON S IMPROVED VINE and PLANT
JL MANURE.—This valuable Manure is made only by us.

Every bag and tin has our name on it. To be haa of all Nursery

and Seedsmen, and direct from us. 1 cwt. and over carriage

paid. London Agent—Mr. GEOuOE.lO. Victoria Road. Putney.

WM. THOMSON axd SONS, Clovenfords. Gala-'hiels, N.B.

ASTUPLANTA, the best Artificial Manure.
it enriches the soil with the fertilisers drawn from it by

plants- no unpleasant smell; admirably adapted for all pot

plants. In bags ; 112 lb., 19s. ; 6ti lb., lis, 2,d. ; 2S lb.. 6s. 9d. ;

141b,, 4s.; 71b., 2s. 3d. In tins, l.^.each. SoIeManufacturers.

PHILIP HARRIS AND CO.(Limited), 9. Bull Ring.Uirmiugham.

''pURF.—Finest quality, for Tennis Lawns, &c.,
1 delivered free within 5 miles or on rail

at 10s. per lUO.

Superior Top-spit TURFS for Potting, Vine Borders, Sec,

10s. per ton.

J. J. KEEVIL, Merton Hall Road, Wimbledon.

Landscape Gardener.

JM U N R O , Northtields, Stamford,
• Advises, Designs, and Estimates for all kinds of Orna-

mental Ground Work, torest and Covert Planting, &c.

Thirty vears" practice. Many year? Nursery Manager at Dick-

son's, Chester; Lawaon's, Edinburgh : and Ocborn'd. London.

n. LASCELLES and CO.,
Horticultural Buildkks.

121. BUNHILL row, LONDON, EC.
Plans and Estimates Free.

See large Advertisement, October 6, page 377.

w
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutcli Bulbs.

Every MONDAY. THURSDAY, and SATURDAY.
Great Unreserved Sales.

j\rESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS willXTX SELL by AUCTrON, at the Central Sale Hooms. 67 and
6S. Che.Tpside. London, E.G.. every MONDAY. THURSDAY, and
SATURDAY, at half-past 11 o'Cloek precisely, extensive con-
signments of tirat-class HYACINTHS. TULIPS. CROCUS
N.ARCISSUS. and other BULBS, from Holland, lotted to suit
the Trade and Private Buyers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Norblton and Long Ditton, Surrey.
SLX DAYS' UNKESKUVED CLEARANCE SILE ot the

whole ot the well grown NURSERY STOCK, by order
of the Executors of tlie late Mr. T. Jackson.

"l/fESSRS. PKOTHEROE and MORRIS are
l.»A iustnicted to SELL by AUCTION, on the respective
Premises, the Branch Nurseries known as the Kiogston Hill
Nursery, Kiug>tou liill, the Norbitou Park Nursery. Norbiton,
and the Nursery, Long Ditton, Surrey, on MONDAY,
October 15. and following days, the whole of the well^growu
NUR'^EHY STOCK, extending over several acres, and in
capital condition for removal, comprising thou^^andsof Coniferte
and Evergreen Shrubs in the borders, for effective planting;
also 3000 Standard Roses, 2000 Laurels, 2500 Privet, bOoO
Capressiis and Piuus. 3000 Green Hollies, 4000 Fruit Trees,
growing Crops, loose Utensils. &c.
May now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the respec-

tive Premises; of G. C. SHERRARD. Esq., Solicitor 26
Lii-coln's Inn Fields, W.C.. and Kingston; and of the Auc-
tioneer3.67and63, Cheapside, London. E.C.audLeytonstone. E.
The Auctioneers desire to call attention to this important

Sale, being particularly worthy the attention of gentlemen
who are engaged in planting. The various Nurseries are to be
let, aud an opportunity is thus afforded to an incoming tenant
of purchasing only what stock might be required at unre-
served auction pricrs.

Bath.—Expiration of Lease.
SALE of -weU-griwn NURSERY STOCK. GREENHOUSE

PLANTS, and GL.\SS ERECTIONS, by order of Mr. E.
Lilley, the land being required for other purposes.

T\ TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
-l-l-L SELL by AUCTfON. on ihe Premises, the Bathwick
Nurseries, Bath, fifteen minutes* walk from the Bath Railway
Station. G. W, R , on MONDAY and TUESDAY, October 15
and 113. at twelve o'Cloc-k jtiecisely each day. without reserve
a large assortment of well-grown NURSERY STOCK of the
usual di-scription :—2000 Aucuba japonica. 2 to 3 feet; I'jOO
Shrubs in border. 1 to 7 feet ; Dw.irf Roses, 3000 Herbaceous
and Alpine Plants, 600 Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf Fruit
Trees ; great variety of Greenhouse Plants ; a few Orchids
seven large Orange Trees, 7 to 10 feet, in boxes. Erections ot
three Greenhouses, one Pit, and Hot-water Piping, &c.
aLiy now be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises; and

of the Auctioneers, 67 auu 63, Cheapside, London, E.C., and
Leytocstoiie, E.

Wednesday Next.
2000 English-grown LILIU.M AUR\TUM, splendid Bulbs-

also L. HARRtSII, LONGIFLORUAf. and others; .Jap-
anese IRIS, a large assortment of NARf^ISSUS and other
Hardy Bulbs; DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS. 500 CAMKL-LUS ,Tnd AZALEAS of the best sorts, and 700 SPIR--E4.
JAPONIC.^ from Belgium; 500 El'IMEDIU.MS (for
Forcing), in various colours; 100 GARDEXLAS. GREEN-
HOUSE PL.ANIN, a further portion of the London Stock
of Crute's PATENT POTTERY, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
-L»X SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale
Rooms. 67 and 6S. Cheapside. London, E.C.. on WED.SESDAY
NEXT, October 17, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEltOE and MORRIS are
instructed by .Mr. F. Sander to SELL by AUCTION,

uttlieir Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 63. Cheapside EC oilFRIDAY NE.\;T. October 19, at half past 12 oClock precisely
CYPRIfEDIU.M CURITSn. A splendid importation of the
above has just come to hand. Among the very few plants
ori;iinally introduced, extraordinary tine va'rieties have
flowered, and it can be imagined what marvellously beautiful
kinds m.iy be expected out of this importation. C. HOOICEILE
in very hue condition; L.ELtA PURPURATA, some e-xcep-
tionally fine masses, in grand condition, splendidly furnished
wiih healthy green leaves and sound dormant eyes. CATT-LEYA GASKELLIAN.A. Very fine importation, in grand
order.

The above choice and valuable ORCHIDS, together with
fine masses of CATTLEYA ELDORADO SPLENDENS CSUPERBA SPLENDENS, ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLA-
RIU.VI varieties, collected in a new district in Columbia
LUTEO-PURPUREU.M SCEPTHU.M, ONCIDIUM AMPLIA-
TU.M MAJUS, O. CRISPUM. 0. FOREESII, in very fine
condition; the rare 0. MARSHALLIANU.M. and others
Also about 150 Iota of choice ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
another property.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogueshad.

Lee.
Close to Grove Park Station.

Remarkably well-grown NURSERY STOCK, all tit for imme-
diate planting, consistiug of an assortment of Ornamental
and other Shrubs, including numerous healthy specimens ;

Deciduous aud FlowerinLi Shrubs. Standard. Ornamental
and Forest Trees, Fruit Trees in variety. Ivies, Ferns, &c.,
and particularly worthy the attention of Gentlemen,
Builders, aud others.

]\TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

;T
sell the above by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Oroye Park Nursery. Lee. S.E., on MONDAY, October 22, at
12 o Clock precisely, by order of Mr. G. Hind
May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues

had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheap-
side, London, E.C.; and Leytoustone.

Susnlngdale.
Five minutes' walk from the Snnningdale Railway Station,

London and South-Western Railway,
Extensive UNRESERVED SALE of beautifully grown NUR-

SERY STOCK, a large portion of which is growing on
Land recently Sold, necessitating an immediate Clearance,
and affording a rare opportunity to Gentlemen as well as
the Trade who are engaged in planting. The Sale will
include a large Quantity of Specimen Conifers? and
other Shrubs, symmetrically grown, and adapted for
immediate effective purposes

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. Charles Noble (who has placed in

their hands the disposal of his long-established Business and
Freehold EsUite) to SELL by AUCTIOX, on the Premises, the
Snnningdale Nurseries. Bagshot, Surrey, on MuNDAY. Octo-
ber 22, and five following days, at hal'f-p;ust 12 o'Clock pre-
ci->ely each day. an ex ensive quantity of remarkably well
grown NURSERY STOCK, extendint; over about 50 A^res,
and embracing a great assortment of Evergreens and Conifene,
including 10,000 Thuia americana and Lobbii, ^ome thousands
of Cupressus Lawsoniana. Laurels of sorts. Green and Varie-
gated Aucubas, Mahonia aquilolia, RetinosporaH. Picea Nord-
manniana, 2000 Ligustrum ovalifolinm, 500 Ilex Shepherdii,
and other Hollies. Ornamental and Forest Trees in variety.
Andromeda.^. Hiirdy Azaleas, iiOOO Berberis of sorts. Hardy
Climbers, and other Plants.
May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on

the Premises; at the Sunningdale Hotel, Sunningdale Railway
Station

; and of the Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 67 and 63,
Cheapside, London, E.G., and Levtonstone, E.

Islewortli.
(5 minutes' walk from the Islr'worth Railway Station.)

SPECIAL TRADE SALE ot beautifully grown youn-^ CONI-
FERS and GOLDEN EUONYxMUS. for immediate°potting,
window-boxes, or for growing on : by order of Messrs.
Chiirles Lee & Son.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Wood Lane

Nursery, Isleworth. on TUESDAY, October 23. at 12 o'Clock
precisely, 7000 of the best Silver and Golden EUONYJIUS.
spl^'ndidly coloured; 4000 CUPRESSUS LAWSONII EREOTA
VIRIDIS.l to 3 feet; 1200 AZALEA MOLLIS and A. ALTA-
CLARENSIS. 9 to 15 inches ; 500 CLEMATIS JACKMANNII
SUPERBA. in pots ; 1^00 THUIA LOBBII. 2 to ^ feet ; lOOO
RETINOSPORAS, of sorts, li to 4 feet; thousands of various
CONIFERS, for ^wtting ; 500 AUCUBAS, 2 to 2^ feet ; 500
Standard APPLES, of the best sorts; 500 Standard VICTORIA
PLUMS; au assortment of GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
ERICAS, &c.
May be viewed one week prior to the S.ile. Catalogues may

be hiid on the Premises; at the Royal Vineyard Nu^^er^,
Hammersmith, W. ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheap-
side, London, E.C., aud Leytonstoue, E.

Tuesday, October 23.—(Sale from Samples.)
NURSEUY STUCK and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS de-
sire to annoimce that their next Sample Sale will take

phice on TUESDAY. October 23. for which they will be pleased
to receive particular's of entries by Wednesday next, the 17th
iusf.

Central Auction Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.G.

Friday, October 26.
LMPORTANT SALE of SELECTED DtiPLICATE PLANTS

from his well-knonn Collections of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, by order of F. G. Tautz. Esq.

A TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
lli favoured wiih in.^triictions to SELL by AUCTION, at
their Central Sale Rooms. 67 and 6S, Cheapsi.le, London. E C
on FRIDAY, OCTOBEK L6. at half-pa-t 12 o'CIoik preciselv
SELECTED DUPLICATE PLANTS from this well-known col-
lection, including amongst many others the following :

—
Cypripedium Leeanum super- Cy^ ripedium Mrs. Charles

bum
Morganioe
Arthurianum
Ame>innum
Wallisii
Dayanum superbum, best

variety
Measuresianum, good

variety
Wallaertianum
Boissierianum
Harrisianum vivicans
M:ir?hallianum
Tuutziauum
tesselatum porphyreum
Fairreaunm

Canham
Oncidium macrauthum
Odontoglossum vexilUirium

superbum
„ „ leucoglossura. First-

class Certificate, Royal
Horticultural Society

,, brrevifolium

,, chiriguensis
Phalasnopsis Alaric
Sobralia zantholeuca
Dendrobium nobile nobilius

,, 8plendidis.siraum
CattleyaTrianre Backhousiana
Lielia anceps Dawsoni
Ceelogyne tomentosa

On view morning of Sale. Catalogues forwarded on applica-
tiou to the Auction eers. 67 and 68, Cheapside. London. E.G.

Sunbury, Middlesex.—Preliminary Notice.
VALUABLE FREEHOLD NURSERY.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions from the owner to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, on MONDAY, October 29 theVALUABLE FREEHOLD NURSERY, known ns Osborn's
Nursery, Sunbury, comprising 17 Acres of very productive
Land, Hrick-built Residence, 21 Greenhouses, 2 miles of Hot-
water Piping, numerous Pits, Stabling, and other Trade Build-
ings. The Estate possesses extensive frontages to the public
roads, and these frontages could be utilised for building pur-
poses, without interfering in any way with the carryini^on of
the present Nursery and Florist's Business.

Particulars and Plans can be had on the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 68. Cheapside, E.C.
N.B.—The Extensive STOCK of STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS and OUTDOOR NURSERY STOCK will be SOLD by
AUCTIO.V, on the Premises, on MONDAY and TUESDAY
October 29 and 30.

TueatJay, October SO.-Orohlds In Flower.

MKSSKft!. Pi;OTiIEi:uK AND .MOKUIS de-
sire to announce that their NEXT SI'ECIAL SALE

of ORCHIDS IN FLOWER will take place as above, for which
they will be glad to REOEJVE NOTICE OF ENTRIES as
early a9 possible.

Bulbs from HoUand
Sales every MONDAY, VlfEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY in

M
Large and Small Lots, to suit all Buyers.

^lr,iv„ ^- STEVENS will SELL by
Covent c °J'°^l^*r,' "^ '^'^"^ K"""'' ^8. King Street,

;^WBM?l^'"''. F;?- """'y MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, andSAIUKDAI, ;it half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day hrst-
class consignments of HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUSESand other UULBS. arriving daily from weU-known Farms in
tlolland,

On^view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tbursday Next.—(Sale No. 777^)
First Consignment of the season; 10.000 grand Bulbs o£

LILIU.VI AURATUM, just received frooT Japan, in till--
finest possible condition. Also 15,000 SEEDS of AKECA
SAPIfiA, just arrived.

AT R. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
t J" ^'^ S'^^E by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. :J8,King street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT,
October 18.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—(Sale No. 7771.)
SPECLVL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD.

A IK. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
XT-L TION. at his Great Rooms. .38. King Street. Covent
Garden, W.C. on THURSDAY NEXT. October 13. at half-
past 12 Clock precisely, a Hue COLLECTION of ORCHIDS
in FLOW ER and BUD. comprising many choice varieties.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had

WSeed Trade.
ANTED TO PURCHASE, a BUSINESS,

or PARTNERSHIP, that could be profitably worked
by a practical mau with fair capital.—Particulars, in confi-
dence to BUSINESS. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellinii-
ton Street, Strand, W.C.

FOR SALE, a NURSERY, SEED, and CUT
FLOWER BUSINESS, situated in a rising town ia

Y'orkshire. The Nursery is 6 acres, and is well stocked with a
first-class General Nursery Stock. There are I Plant Houses
and a number of Pits, all well suited for Market work. The
shop trade is mostly cash, and satisfactory reasons will be given
or shown why disposing. This is a rare opportunity for a
retiring Gardener.—Apply to S., Gardeners' Chronicle Office.
41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

X'O BE SOLD, as a concern in working order,
an old-establirhed SEED BUSINESS (Retail and Whole-

sale), in the best part of the City of Loudon. Capable ot much
extension.

A. B., W. Gilks. Esq., 15, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.

L
South of England.

AEGE GARDEN, L'U Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and Vineries. £7000 has been spent on the

property. Seven years' lease. Two Cottages inclusive £150
aytur. ELDRIUGE. Portsmouth.

one
k. or

'ro LET, a SMALL NURSERY, with
-»- Long Pit, and about 340 feet of Glass. With Stoc
without. Twelve years' Le.ise on ea>y terms. Off High Street
near Railway Station. Lewisham —Apply,

-Miss SI.MES. 154, Courthill Road, Lewisham, S.E.

R CHI D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.
(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

Have just received a line Importation of

ODONTOGLOSSUM RCEZLII.
„ VEXILLARIUM.

ONCIDIUM KRAMERIANUM.
„ UNDULATUM.

L^ELIA DAYANUM.
„ DORMANIANUM, Sec.

Circular with full particulars of these and other Importa-
tions, also copy ot their new Illustrated and DescriptiveCATALOGUE of ORCHIDS, will be sent free on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

DONTOGLOSSUiM JONESIANUM.—Good
plants, with flower spikes, bs. each ; 50s. per dozen.

F. SANDER AN'D CO., St. Albans.

ORCHIDS.—Cheap, a small and choice col-
lection, some are of cool and warmhouse Orchids, in

perfect health. Many showing for bloom. Lists returnable
Mr. STAMPER. Ulverston , Lancashire.

Grandest 'Violet.

TROUBLE VIOLET, "VICTORIA,"X^ best for pots, frames, or garden. 3 First-class Certifi-
cates. Strong clumps, at reduced price, to 10s. per dozen.
Remittance to accompany all orders. Order now from
Mr. J. CHAMBERS, the Raiser. Weatlake Nursery. Isleworth,W.

UONY'MUS (Green).—50,000, all nice bushy
well-grown Specimens, 9 to 36 inches, £1 to £10 per lOU.

J. J. CLARK,
Goldstoue Farm, Brighton.

OR SALE.— Pour Large Specimen FICUS
ELASTIUUS. in pots, from 4 to 7 feet high, healthy and

clean; also Two fine Specimen LAURUSflNUS. in pots. 4 feet
high and 5 feel through. anil well ^et with bloom—white variety.

J. GARDNER, Elsham Hall Gardens, Brigg, Lincolnshire.

E
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w INCHESTER HORTICULTURAL
. . SOCIETY.
AUTUMN SHOW, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November

13 aud M. Class 7 (Open) : Chrs'santhemums. 48 Out Bloonn

rncurved or Rellexed (not less than 18 varieties or more than 3

blooms of a variety) ; and 24 Japanese (not less than 18 varie-

ties and not more than 2 blooms of a variety). Ist Prize,

Annual Challenge Cup, value jei5(to be held for one year), ,
nd

100s. : 2nd. 70s. ; ;lrd, 45s. ; and 4th, 2bs, Particulars and

Schedule of Prizes on application to

CHALONER SUENTON, Hon. Secretary,

74, High Street, Winchester.

TIOYAL CORNWALL POLYTECHNIC
JA) CHRYSANTIIE.MUM show.— An EXHIBITION of

CIIRYSANTHK.MU.MS, FRUIT. Sic, will be held in the Poly-

technic Hall. Falmouth, on NOVEMBER 14 and twofollowmg

days. For Schedules. &c.. apply to the Hon. Secretary.

JOHN P. CREGOE, 7, Teliidy Terrace. Falmouth.

RAND FLORAL FfiTE, YORK.
JUNE 13. 19 and 20, 1889.

PRIZES nearly SIX HUNDRED POUNDS.
Schedules ready in January. Apply to

OHAS. W. SIMMONS, Sec, 13, New Street, York.

HOW to MAKE the MOST of the LAND by
the Profi'able Cultivation of Fruit. &c The HORTI-

CULTURALandTECHNICAL COLLEGE.Lim.. Swanles .Kent.

WinterSessioncommencoiOct.l?.—AddreiS.Mr. BUCKLAND.

ROSES ! ROSES ! ! ROSES ! ! !—The best and
cheapest in the World. 40 choice Perpetuals for 2\s^

Purchaser's selection from 400 best varieties. CATALOGUES
free on application. Ten acres of Roses, 100,000 grand plants

to select from. Plant now.
JAMES WALTERS. Rose Grower, Exeter.

Palms, Foliage Plants, Heath i, &o.

TTRANCIS K. KINGHORN will be pleased to

X? forward LIST of above with low prices. Leading

decorative PALMS in all sizes, great quantities, and in finest

health.
Richmond, Surrey; and 191 and 193. Flower Market, Covent

Garden, W.C.

The New Raspberry,LORD BEACONSFIELD.
(A Seedling).

The finest Raspberry and best cropper ever known. First-

class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society. Canes £i per

100; 6s. per dozen. Trade supplied ; Cash with Order.

A. FAULKNOR, Iiikpen, Hungerford.

OR SALE, TREE FERNS, viz., Cyathea
dealbata, Alsophila excelsa. Dicksonia squarrosa, D.

antarcticn, IS feet high. Also a few large CAMELLIAS.
E. BEARPARK. The Gardens, Hesslewood, Hull.

FECIAL OFFER OF FERNS.—Pteris

tremula, P. cretica. P. cretica cristata, P. serrulata

cristala compacta, in thumbs, fit for immediate potting. Also

the same varieties, good stuff, in 48"3, to offer in quantity.

Prices per 100 or 1000 on application.

R. PENGELLY, Dyson's Lane. Upper Edmonton.

The only complete Collection of Daffodils existing.

BAUR'S NEW DAFFODIL CATALOGUE
for 1888. Now Read.-. Free on application.

Containing a full Descriptive List of High-class and Distinct

Daffodils only, and also a Descriptive List of Beautiful Hardy
Daffodils, at greatly reduced prices. This Catalogue also con-

tains Barr's Specialty Collections of Iris, Lilies, Pseonies,

Michaelmas Daisies, Plantains, Lilies, Day-Lilies, and a select

List of Showy Hardy Herbaceous Plants.

BABR AND SON, 12 and 13, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

Roman Hyacinths—Lillum candldum.

HURST AND SON have stocks of the aljove

in good condition, and will quote Lowest price on
application.

Also all kinds of Dutch, Forcing, and Miscellaneous Bulbs, of

which CATALOGUES can be had.

Seed Wareheuse. 152, Houndsditch, London, E.

STRAWBERRY' PLANTS, in small pots.

Splendid stuff of all best kinds, and true to name. Price

List on application.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN, Nurseryman, Richmond. Surrey.

HIRLEY POPPIES (the genuine strain).

Tho most startling novelty of the season. Surprising

results. Sow now for next season's display. Sealed packets,

with description, &c.. Is., post-free.

Also ICELAND POPPIES, Td. and Is. per packet.
JOHN R. BOX, East Surrey Seed Warehouse, Croydon.

VEK GREEN HEDGES.
EVERGREEN HEDGES.

YEWS. En.ilish, 1} to 2 feet. .30s. per 100; 2 to 2i feet, 45s. per
100 ; 2J- to 3 feet. 65s. per 100.

HOLLIES. Green, 2 to 2J feet, 40s. per 100 ; SJ to 3 feet, OOj.

per 100.

LAURELS, Common, IJ to 2 feet, 12s. per lOO ; 2 to 3 feet,

15s. per 100 ; 2^ to 3J feet, 20s. per 100.

THUIA LOBBII. 2} to 3 feet, 30s. to 40s. per 100.

We hold immense stocks of the above, all bushy and well
rooted Plants.

Special offer for Covert Plants. &c., free on application.
JOHN PERKINS AND SON, The Old Established Nursery

and Seed Business. 52, .Market Square. Northampt n.

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS—" QUICK." NORTHAMPTON.

Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Palms, Orchids,
&c. Plants grown specially for English use.CV U Y L S T E K E, Nuhsehyman,

• Loochristy, Ghent, Belgium.
Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and may be had,

free on application to

Messrs. B. SILBERRAD and SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friari, London, E.G.

V
The Best Present for a Gardener.

INES and VINE CULTURE.
The moiHt complete and exhaustive Treatise on

(inipea and their Culture ever published.

New Edition.
Price 5s., post-free 5s. 6(i.

A. P. BARRON. Royal Horticultural Society, Chiawick.

UCHAKIS for Sale, for Cash : offers wanted :—
Two No. 12 pots, well hll.-d with Hulbs.

Seven No. 24 pots. wvH filled with Bulb^.

Forty Small Fliuits in No. 60 and 54 pol-i.

Free on rail at A-i!ocktow.
JOHNSON, Cranmer Nursery, Aslockton, Nottingham.

Christmas Roses—(the large-flowering variety).

lAA (WUJ tine, healthy and strong Plants
XV/y/^V/wV/ to select from, all my own groiving (/lot

importtd), as far as unsold
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VEITCH'S CHOICE
BEDDING HYACINTHS.

All offinest qunlifi/, at lowest prices.
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C A R T E R S'

CHEAP BULBS.
Why Send to Holland for Bulbs

When Better Quality can be obtained in England at

Less Prices? Note the Conteuts, and compare
Carters' Box with others.

Carters' Guinea Box
Contains 1250 Bulbs,

And issent, PACKrNGand CARRIAGE FREE to any station

in Englanti and Wales on receipt of cheque or postal oider

for 205. It comprises the pick of the World, as follows :

—

50 Hyacinths, named, in 9
colours

50 Tulips, double, early
50 Tulips, sinf^le. early

100 Narcissus poeticu3
50 Narcissus bi floras

25 Scilla siberica

26 SciUa campanulata
100 Crocus, white
100 Crocus, purple
100 Crocu3, striped

Half the Box. lis.. Carrii{;e Free
Quarter, 7s., Carriage Free.

100 Crocus, yellow
50 Anemones
100 Daffodils

50 Ranunculus. Persian
50 Spiinish Iris

50 Triteleia uniflora

50 Snowdrops
100 Winter Aconites
3tj Star of Bethlehem
14 Muscari botryoides

For full parUcnlarii of other Boxea. from h^. itpicard.'i. see

CARTERS' ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of BULBS,
Gratis and Post-free.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wale?.

237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.

"EVERGREENS."
Stock quite unequalled for superior quality.

Immense variety and great extent.

Inspection earnestly invited.

DICKSONS Nurseries, Chester.
(Limitpii)

TEA DnCCO * ^ grand stock, in 5-in.pots, 12s. &. 18s. doz.

I CM nUuLu') A grand stock, in 7-in. pots. 24s. & 30s. doz.

/Black Hamburgh and other varieties.

PDA DC WlljrC JSu'tableforfruitinginpota.lOl.erf.cach

UnAru finCO
"J
Suitable for planting vineries, 5s. and

(, 7s. 6d. each.

Fr n U Q » A fine stock, in 5-inch pots, 12s. per dozen.

C it n 1 A fine stock, in small pots, 4s. per dozen.

Catalogues on application,

THE LIVERPOOL HOBTICULTUB,AL
COMPANY (JoHX CoWAs), LIMITED,

THE VIKEYARD AND NURSERIES, GARSTON,
NEAR LIVERPOOL.

FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA.

CHIONODOXA LnCILI^.

„ SARDENSIS.

IRIS RETICULATA.
SEE OUR

Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs,
Containing LIST of all the best varieties of HYACINTHS.

TULIPS, CROCUS, LILIUMS. DAFFODILS, SNOWDROPS,
IRIS. &c., free on application.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEKD AND BULB MFRCHANT.S,

EXETER STREET, STRAND. LONDON. W.C.

RHODODENDRONS.
An immen'^p Stock. 200 Named Sorts, from 1 foot to S feet
high, inchniing many varieties of our own raising, in addition
to the best varieties of other raisers.

AZALEAS.
Many thousands of Azalea mollis and other choice vurieties,

well-budded plants.

SUver-vaiiegated, Hodglns' and other Hollies.

Of these wehave a surplus stock, and can otfer them at low prices.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE of the above nnd General
NUBSERY STOCKfree on application.

ISAAC DAVIES & SON, Nurserymen. ORMSKIRK.

SUTTON'S
INIMITABLE

BEDDING HYACINTHS
In distinct shades of colour, and to rto^vcr

simultaneously.

Scarlet, Dark Rose, Light Rose, Blue,

Light Blue, Dark Blue. Pure White, Tinted White.

SUTTON'S
INIMITABLE

BEDDING TULIPS.
For simultaneous flowering.

White, Yellow, Scarlet, Rose and White, Crimson,

Purple, Lilac. Bright Rose, Crimson and Gold.

I I

Amateurs frequently experience difficulty in

rhooning exact colours of Hyacinths and Tulips
for HeiMing. This difTirulty is removed I'y using
srrniN's inimitakle hyacinths and
TTLII'S. from which have resulted some of the
most brilliant displays of tliese charming (lowers
t'vt'r seen in the open ground.

I I

For full particulars see

SUTTON'S BULB CATALOGUE
Post-free to Intending Purchasers.

SUTTON'S BULBS
GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM READING,

FOR ORCHIDS
AND

ORCHID GROWERS,
APPLY TO

F. SANDER & CO.,

ST. ALBANS.

TREES, FLOWERS, AND SEEDS

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For tlie Best P.OSES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Be.t SEEDS, BULBS, &c.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best FRl'lT TKEES and GRAPE VINES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best EVERGREENS. Park and Roadside TP.EES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Br^t CAMELLIAS. AZALEAS, LAPAl iElSIAS, ic.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
clo^e to the Waltham Cross Station. Great Eastern Eailvray

(half an hour from London).
IXSPECTIOK INVITED.

Prices low as possible. Priced Catalogrues free.

Goods Ptic/u'd bij €X< erie/icrd hnmh for all parts of the World.
Observe ilu- Ch't^tian name.

WM. PAUL & SON,
Rose Growers by Appointment to Her

Majesty the Q,ueen,
Typfi, Plant. Bulh, ori'l Sefd Merrhnnii^

As a Supplement

TO THE

Gardeners' Chronicle
FOB

Next Week, October 20,
WLLL BE

Published an Ink Photograph

OF

DRAGON-TREES,
ill the Garden of (('. P. UintoUj E.vj.^ Madeira.

THE

SATURDAr, OCTOBER 13, 18S8.

A HERTFORDSHIRE FRUIT
NURSERY.

THE goal of the day's excursion was the world-

famous nursery of Messrs. Rivers & Son, at

Sawbridgeworth—a name which always conjures

up pleasant pictures in fruit-growing—an agree-

able day, spent, if you are fortunate in the day,

with a most genial, and, in fruit-lore, most

learned of our nurserymen.

Nowhere in these islands are so many object-

lessons in practical fruit-growing to be found as

here, for you are not only shown the young trees

in every stage of youthful development, as

maidens and trained in almost every fashion, but

as fully grown, and in quantity from a few rods

to several roods. This nursery, it may be stated,

is best reached—from London, at least—from the

Great Eastern Railway, Cambridge line, at

Harlow.

On the present occasion the first visit paid was

to a nursery of quite young stuff at the farm

—

for Mr. Rivers is a farmer as well as nurseryman.

Here were found on ten acres of really stiff clay

soil Apples, one and two-year old plants, budded on

Paradise and Crab, smooth in the skin, and straight

as could be wished—precisely the kind to plant

before the head is formed—that can come after-

wards. By planting young vigorous Apples

liefore the roots have rambled far from home,

there is little mutilation of roots in digging out,

as is so often, and perforce must be, the case

with trees more than two years in the lines after

being budded or grafted. From such kind of

trees the planter can form whatever form of tree

or bush he may wish, as these are in all cases the

foundation on which the superstructure—be it

round-headed orchard tree with a 6 or 7 foot

stem, a bush with lesser-sized head and stem of

2 feet or nothing at all, pyramids, cordons of

all kinds, vase, espalier, or fap-trained—is raised.

Pears nnd Plums were liVewice found in verv
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larjSre numbers in these plantations at the farm.

Amongst them some are found which do not

succeed—make growth weakly or slowly. These

are of a certainty marked for extinction ; as

nothing which must be coddled to make it a tree

is tolerated ; and it is only when a fjfreat number
of varieties of any kind of fruit is grown under
the same sort of conditions that it is easy to pick

out the ** weeds."

A great hedge—or, rather, two hedges—protect

this young nursery from the north wind. It is an

old English lane, such as all lovers of the picturesque

in scenery would admire, which skirts the nursery,

and which is bounded on either hand by these

old hedges of Ulmus glabra, U. carapestria.

Hazel, Holly, and other trees whose seeds, in

most instances, have blown thither. It is not

neat, it might even be considered but

little to the credit of the farmer by one of the

modern school, but it is a protection, and a good

one, to the nur^i'ry of young trees. Time nor space

permits us to repeat all the encomiums which

were lavished by Mr. Rivers on the lane and its

hedges, so we willget on to the main nursery grounds,

nearer to the village of Sawbridgeworth.

Phiins.—The trees were getting somewhat bare so

that the fruit still hanging on them was readily seen,

especially Plums. Of these fruits were observed

Monarch, the late variety of the future—that is if

Mr. Riv€rs' untried products of hybridisation do not

excell it in some points. It is an oval purple-

skinned fruit for kitchen use, and a very heavy

cropper. Young trees of two and three years bore

one to one and a half dozen of fine fruits ; and as

earnest of his faith in the variety, Mr. Rivers has

planted it largely for fruiting. There is doubtless

money in a Plum which, in ordinary seasons, does

not ripen before the first week in October, and in

late ones fouf-teen days later. Plum Pond's Seedling

is too well known to need much said about it here;

it is simply a late Denyer's Victoria, and a useful

kind. Autumn Compote must be classed with

Monarch as a valuable late Plum ; it is red in

colour, of medium size, and is also an excellent and
certain bearer. Late Transparent Gage should be

planted generally in the milder parts of the country,

either as a bush, standard, or pyramid, doing equally

well on them all. It is a delicious fruit with a

crackly flesh, ripe usually the first or second week of

October from free standing trees, but from trees on all

walls but those with a northern aspect it is earlier

than this.

Some other varieties of the Plum which are much
thought of at Sawbridgeworth, are, among early ones,

The Czar—large purplish fruit ripening at the end

of July : the tree is hardy and vigorous of growth
;

Early Rivers and Early Favourite, both purple and
of tnedium size. The first is a seedling from Pr^coce

de Tours, and is an enormous bearer. Grand Duke
is a very large black Plum. It is a seedling from

Autumn Compote, a red Plum, and ripens about the

middle of October. The flavour is good and it is a

trustworthy variety to plant.

Many seedling Plums are under trial, and in due

course some fine things will he distributed from

among them. This group of Plums is not the produce

of chance seedlings, but rather the result of careful,

long carried out experiments, many of them having

been initiated by the father of the present owner.

After years' of waiting some of these varieties have

turned out failures, whilst others have immediatelv

met with approval on their being brought into

commerce.
In passing, it may be stated that some of the

nursery- hedges are of Plum seedlings, Portuguese
Quince, and Medlar,- the latter budded on the

original Whitethorn plant of which the hedge con-
sisted, and allowed to grow free with but little

trimming. In good years tliese hedges, which are

both tall and thick, are filled with fiuit, and the first

two afford much food for the birds, to the benefit of

the rest of the nursery.

Some espalier tree's of various sorts of Plums were

observed, their branches running perpendicularly.

These had been planted for many years, and from

the first secured to wires stretched horizontally from

oaken posts. The trees were still very fruitful, and

had become capable of standing in position without

the wires, although these remained. Similar fences

made with upright or diagonal cordons are of Apples

and Pears, and serve as wind-breaks to protect

quarters of fruit in the same way as ordinary hedges

would do, with the additional advantage that the

hedge will bear some fruit in most years, and good

crops in favourable years. One pruning in summer
(July) is sufficient with the ordinary winter pruning

to keep these plants neat in appearance and fruitful.

Orchard Ma-tMffcment. — As has already been

said, various methods of planting trees for profit

may be observed in this nursery, and one of

these which will appeal to the intending grower

of fruit either on a large or small scale is a

quarter, it may be less than a rood, of Apple trees

standing at a distance of 9 feet between the rows and

6 feet in the rows. The trees, in many cases carry-

ing heavy loads of fruit, were simply medium-sized

standards minus the stem, for in no case was this

2 feet in height, and in many less. Thus the trees

were close to the ground, sheltering each other

better than standards would do, or being sheltered

by the hedges before mentioned ; moreover, every

part of the tree was readily reached for gather-

ing the fruit and pruning the branches; no ladder

with a man or two to use it, which is in

itself an expense, but the whole work of

gathering may be done by a boy or girl instead.

This kind of orchard planting is just what the farmer

who can come to satisfactory terms with his land-

lord, if he be not owner of the land, should plant.

And if every farmer occupying 100 or more acres of

land would carefully prepare a rood or two, and large

holders an acre of sheltered or shelterable land of

suitable quality, plant it with the right varieties

of Plums, Pears, Apples, and chiefly the first and

last, a great quantity of fruit would come on to the

market in due course. Of course ground game must

be kept out with wire netting, and other trespassers

by a steel barbed wire or two at the top. Some of

Mr. Rivers' experimental plantations of bush, stand-

ard, and pyramidal trees are intercropped with bush

fruit or nursery stock, some—the oldest- do not

admit of this being done, and are bare of all other

crops. On a farm or allotment no ground would* be

under the trees, but there would be turf under the

standards where there were no bushes, and such

would be fed ofi' by sheep, nothing larger ; or Straw-

berries might be grown, but no vegetables of coarse

gi'owth which would rob the soil to the detriment of

the permanent crop—the trees. Where dwarf trees

of any form are grown there could be no feeding off

by sheep, but the grass, if any, would have to be mown.

Trees in Pots.—In looking through the many
houses splendid Pears and Apples were observed on

trees growing in 8-inch and 10-inch pots with a sur-

facing of manure. Pears and Apples were likewise

standing in large numbers in the open, their pots

partly sunk into the soil—these likewise bore mag-
nificent fruits. As examples of what may be done

in this way in a very small space we may mention

four Pear trees—General Todtleben, Triomphe de

Jodoigne, Nouvelle Fulvie, and Madame Andrfi Leroy,

which would be standing on a paralellogram of 4 feet

X 4 feet. There were on these pyramid trees about

60 fruits worth, to the grower from ^d. to 6(£.

each ; therefore, at the lesser sum they would be

worth in London, or any large town, £1. This

speaks well for the profits of fruit-growing when pro-

perly done. Another instance of this was a house

which had pot-Vines at the sides, but not much
foliage on the roof, and was partly filled in the centre

at the time of our visit with Peaches in pots. From
this house there had been gathered this year 4000

Peaches from several successional groups of trees,

besides Grapes from one hundred pot Vines. The
Peaches had all been bloomed in the house, then

placed out-of-doors when safe, and again transferred

to the house to fruit in succession.

Pears and Apples were found in quantity, growing

in small pots—nice pyramidal stuff, well loaded with

large fruits, to keep which hanging on the trees as

long as was necessary foi- perfect ripening they were

slung each in its bag of coarse fish-netting. The
pots are partly plunged in the soil and heavily top-

dressed with manure in some cases; in others some
special manure—Thomson's or Beeson's, probably

—was given occasionally. We saw some very fine

Pitmaston Duchess, Souvenir de Congres, Marie
Louise d'Uccle, Doyenne du Comice, Beurr6 Baltet,

a nice fruit, ripening in a large span-house along

with late Peaches, Lady Palmerston, Sea Eagle,

Salway, Mr. Gladstone, and others.

A very good method of growing cordon Pears was
observed on a southerly sloping trellis of laths

enclosed by a wall of boards secured to Oak posts.

This trellis was about 1 foot from the soil at the

front, and 2 feet at the rear. The trees, which are

planted on the outside, close to the boards, may
stand 2 feet apart, and are bent at an obtuse angle,

and made fast to the trellis. There are great advan-
tages obtained in this way; the trees can be easily

protected from frost in the blooming period by
means of lights, which can be placed at about

8 inches above them. The fruit is fully exposed to

the sun, and it is impossible for the wind, however
strong, to blow it off. The score of trees would
yield on an average twelve fine Pears each, say forty

dishes.

The varieties of the Apples in pots were Emperor
Alexander, Dumelow's Seedling, Cox's Orange,

Warner's King, very large, quite 5 inches in diameter

;

the scarlet Golden Pippin, a fruit that has a more juicy

flesh than the old Golden Pippin ; King of Tomkin's

County, very fine showy fruit in pots in theopen; Lady
Henniker, Grimes' (American) Golden Pippin.

In one of the houses a pot-grown tree of a

late, showy, scarlet-fruited Cherry was noticed

—

Tardive de Winkle. It is tender, fleshy, sweet,

large, and will hang till the end of October—

a

great acquisition in sweet dessert Cherries, and

should in time run the Morello, with its tart smack,

out of the field. The general nursery stock, both out-

of-doors and under glass, was abundant and healthy.

Mar^chal Niel Rose is grown in large numbers, and
so well, that the stock is soon bought out. The
same holds goods of Vines in pots. Of fruiting

Vines, three houses are just now a splendid sight;

these consist of Gros Maroc and Madresfield Court in

one division, Mrs. Pince and Gros Colmar in another,

Muscat of Alexandria in a third. The Vmes, not-

withstanding the continuous heavy cropping—50 lb.

at least to a Vine—show no indications of failing

vigour, the bunches and berries being as large and
as well coloured as in any previous year. Nothing

is done to the borders beyond forking them over

once a year, and affording them a dressing of some

artificial manure, and perhaps that little is not

necessary, the roots being down in the good deep

loam overlying the Greensand, the latter affording

egress to the surface-water, and also supplying

moisture at call to the upper crust.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

CYPRIPEDIUM CHELSEENSE X , «. hyb.

" I HATE the pleasure of sending you herewith the

flower and leaf of one of my seedling Cypripediums

now blooming tor the first time. As you will see,

it is intermediate between the parents, Cypripedium

Lowei and Cypripedium barbatum purpureum. Its

habit and style of growth favouring Cypripedium

Lowei, as also the flower-spilie, which I have sent

you entire. The leaf is an old one, but the young

ones show somewhat the marmoration seen in those

of C. barbatum purpureum."

^Yith these very apt remarks Mr. W. Bull has sent

me a leaf, much resembling Cypripedium Lowei,

and a fine two-flowered peduncle. The plant appears

to be the inverted mule of Cypripedium calanthum,

a Sedenian work at Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons (1876).
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That is a descendant from Cypripedium venustum bi-

florum and C. Lowei, while Mr. Bell's plant is derived

from C. Lowei and venustum purpureum. The
chief characteristic lies in the staminode. Cypri-

pedium calanthum has that of C. venustum, while

C. chelseensex has that of C. Lowei. The colour

of the flower is totally distinct. There is a very

near ally of tho^e tivo, Cypripedium ptycnopterum,

one of those Orchids whnse parentage is not known.

At all events its staminode gives it a full claim for

distinction, and, excepting the petals, the whole

flower is green. The plant is very beautiful.

The leaf at hand is 1 foot long. The brown

peduncle is very long, with a shortly hairy surface,

and bears two flowers. The bracts are very short,

spathaceo-ancipitous, semi oblong, acute, greenish,

with mauve-purple veins. The dorsal sepal is

elliptic acute, with reddish veins. The inferior

part is covered with blackish-brown, the superior

is yellowish-green. The petals are very shining,

ligulate, broader towards the apex, bent in a revo-

lute manner in the middle, blunt acute at the apex,

dark purple on the anterior part, green at the

superior part, with small blackish freckles, and
ciliate at the superior margin. Lip nearly like that

of Cypripedium Lowei, with strong lateral horns,

brownish, with an inferior, ochre colored midline.

Staminode cuneate dilatate, as in Cypripedium

Lowei, forcipate at the apex, with a very small

median apiculus, light red, with a dark green median

tesselation. l^imensions of Cypripedium Lowei.

The lover of Orchid hybrids and the Cypripedists

will receive this novelty with delight. H. G. Bchb, f.

Cypripedium poi.YSTiGMATicrM x (venustum Spiceri-

anum), ht/b. Angl. Measures.

Mr. R. Measures, of The Woodlands, Streathan,

begins now to reap the fruits of his cypripedic efforts.

Fresh hybrids are now growing in his houses. This

one has leaves of the shape of those of Cypripedium

venustum, lightest green—some with broken trans-

verse stripes. The strong peduncle may become two-

fJowered. There is a prolongation of the axis next

to the flowers. As it is broken off at the top I

cannot ascertain more. The peduncle is brownish-

red, with short hairs. The wide acute bract is open

in a cup-like manner, green, with blackish-red stripes

and lines of spots. It is nearly equal to one-third of

the length of the ovary, which is very short, hairy,

and of a much lighter colour than the peduncle. The
dorsal sepal reminds me of Cypripedium Spicerianum,

both by the shape and by the margins revolute from

the middle to the base. The nerves are broad

with ramifications of purple. They end in front of a

white apicular part. The inferior sepal is narrower,

oblong apiculate, white, with a lightish ochre hue.

Lines of brownish purple spots run over it, chiefly

outside. Petals divaricate, ligulate, acute, revolved in

the middle, green at the base, light reddish-brown

from the superior mid to apex. A dark brownish-

purple line runs over the centre vein. Similar spots

occur under it, and numerous small blackish spots

stand on the basilar green area. The large lip has

strong lateral horns, and an almost rectilinear border

round the mouth. The colour is light brownish-

purple, with an ochre shade on the inferior median

area. The staminode is quite transverse elliptic.

It has a median, very obscure tooth in the middle

of the front side, and a thicker and very short one

on each side. The colour is light purple, with some

green areoles in the centre.

There can be no doubt about the descent from

Cypripedium Spicerianum. The leafspeaks of Cypri-

pedium venustum or of one of its allies by the dark

transverse bars. I cannot, however, account for those,

little blackish spots on the green base of the petals,

which are suggestive of Cypripedium hirsutissimum.

//. G.Rchb.f.

Cypripedium variopictumX (Latieencetaxum

Spicerianum), n. hyh., Angl., Mcasurr.^.

This mule was raised by Mr. H. Measures, of The
Woodlands, Streatham. It is a very effective novelty.

The parentage is the same as that of Cypripedium

radiosumx, Rchb. f, Sept., 1883

—

ecd quantum dis-

tahatahillol It is quite distinct in colour, having

the petals of C. polystigmaticura, those of C. radi-

osum are green, washed on the borders with sepia.

The lip is reddish-purple and ochre, while it is sepia-

brown with a greenish border round the mouth in C.

radiosum. The staminode is mauve with a white

border in this plant, purple with a white centre

and some green dendritic markings in the middle in

C. variopictum. If an amateur ordered the one and

obtained the other he might—and duly so—get ex-

ceedingly cross.

The leaves are shaped like those of Cypripedium

venustum, in colour green with darker, often flexuose,

margin. Peduncle thin, very long, dark purplish-

brown. Bracts ancipitous, ligulate-acute, green,

with blackish-purple lines and spots ; it is altogether

much shorter than the reddish-brown ovary. Dorsal

sepal elliptic-acute, whitish-green at the base, with

radiating veins. Lateral sepals shorter than the

lip, whitish-ochre, very pale, with brown veins. Petals

deflexed, ligulate-acute, with dark purple mid-line,

superior yellowish, partly covered with dark spots;

anterior part brownish-purple, superior margin very

hairy. Lip light ochre, purple outside. Staminode

transverse elliptical, the front having large lateral

teeth, with minute central apiculus. The centre is

white, with green dendritic marks; sides purple.

H. G. Rchh.f.

Cypripedium Savageanusi, n. hyb.

A plant of this exceedingly pretty and compact-

growing variety, the result of crossing Cypripedium

Harrisianum with C. Spicerianum, is now in bloom

at Messrs. Seeger & Tropps nursery, Lordship Lane,

S.E. The foliage is veined, as in C. Harrisianum,

but the leaves are much shorter and the veining

closer. The dorsal sepal of the flower is in form

much as in C. Harrisianum. one-third of the outer

surface being snow-white, within which is a rose-

coloured area, the base being emerald-green, the

dark line running up the centre is as in C. Spiceri-

anum. The petals and pouch are in form near to

those organs in C. Spicerianum, the petals tinged

with rose and having a dark and well defined line

up the middle of each. It is a charming flower, and

is named in honour of the grower of Mr. Kimball's

noted collection at New York. The opposite cross

resulted in C. Seegerianum, in which, in the resemb-

lance to the parents the features are the opposite to

C. Savageanum. J. O'B.

Crocosma aurea var. maculata, Baker.

This is a fine variety of Crocosma aurea, Planchon

(Tritonia aurea, Pappe.), which for garden purposes

is well worth distinguishing from the original type

as figured Bot. Mag., t. 4335. The bright orange-

yellow oblanceolate-unguiculate perianth-segments

are above 1 inch long, so that the deflexed expanded

limb is 2^ inches in diameter, and the three inner

segments have a blotch of red-brown at the top of

the concave claw. The stamens and style are as

long as the segments of the perianth. We are in-

debted for a fine living specimen to Mr. James

O'Brien, of Harrow-on-the-Hill. He is not certain

as to the exact locality where it was found wild, but

thinks it is inland from Algoa Bay. The species has

a wide range, as it has been gathered during the last

few years on the mountains of East Tropical Africa

within 6° of the equator. The Mozambique, Cro-

canthus mossambicensis of Klotsch, is a mere

form of the same species. J. G. Baker.

The Bulb Garden.

the whole of the bulbs. They may be had in

bloom from bulbs, and bud nearly the whole year

round. Few flowera are more accommodating to the

skill and attention of the cultivator, nor are they

particular as regards soil—only moderately good
free soil will suit them. Bulbs planted in August
will, if kept in a warm house, give flowers for Christ-

mas, and a succession of planting will give a succes-

sion of blooming. Plants from seed sown in March
will bloom the following autumn. I have a bed

now in bloom, the seeds of which were sown in the

open ground, just as I should have sown Radish

seed, the first week in April. They have had

no more care than a bed of hardy annuals,

not a sheet of glass, nor even a drop oi «vater from

the watering can. They have not been moved from

the seed-bed. I pulled up one of the blooming

plants to examine the bulb, when I found that it

was not larger than a Radish seed, but there wsa a

long tap-root. The bulbs increase very rapidly, not

only round the base of the parent bulb, but from

two or three joints of the blooming stem ; they are

also good seed bearers. J. C. Tomkin, Isles of Scilly,

FREESIAS FROM SEED.

These lovely Cape flowers deserve to be grown
more extensively than they are. Hitherto the

high prices of bulbs have lieen a great drawback ;

but at the present time they are within the reach of

every one, and can be bought for \s. per dozen, and
much cheaper in larger quantities. About four

years ago a friend of mind bought 500, for which :

he paid £7 lO.'. A pint measure would have held

A MYCOLOGICAL EXCURSION
IN SWEDEN.

The desire to visit Sweden, the country of the

illustrious Fries, is common to all mycologists whose

enthusiasm in the pursuit of their favourite study is

sutHcient to render them worthy of the name. It

has been the privilege of the writer during the

present autumn to accomplish this wish. As most

British mycologists are readers of the Gardeners'

Chronicle a short account of the excursion will pro-

bably be of interest. Jly object in visiting Sweden

was, not so much to find new or rare species of the

Hymenomycetes as to clear up, if possible, certain

difficulties which for many years past have troubled

me with regard to several of the commoner species.

These difficulties have increased rather than dimi-

nished during the past twenty years, in spite of

frequent communications with almost all, if not all,

our leading mycologists, either personally or by

letter, and of visiting every year one or more of our

annual fungus forays. I wish to speak for no one

but myself; others who have entered upon the study

more recently may have been much more successful

—to them the Cortinarii present no difficulties, the

Russulai are simple, and the Lactarii abundantly

distinct.

With this 'object in view I sought to find some

mycologist in Sweden who had been personally

aciiuainted with the views of Fries, who had botanised

with him, and who knew from actual contact with

him his opinions of the species as they occurred in

the field. For this purpose no one was, I knew, more

al)le to render rae help than his son. Dr. Robert

Fries, of Gottenburg, who had not only for many
years worked in the field with his father, but who
also had been his coadjutor in the Hymenomycetet

Europtpi and in the Icones Selecfte Hyyn^noynycetitm.

In Dr. Fries I may at once say I found one not only

able, but willing, to help. Arriving at Gottenburg

on a Monday evening, having secured a good room

at the hotel with plenty of light and abundance of

table-room I was ready for business. The Swedes

are early people, so a preliminary run round the

Botanic Garden before breakfast next morning was

made; this gave evidence that fungi were to be

found, A. cristatus and A. carneus being abundant

on the lawns. Later in the morning Slottsskogen

was visited. This is a place of public resort near

Gottenburg, a sort of half park, half garden. It was

too late in the year for most of the flowering plants,

but llieracium unibellatum and Silene rupestris were

in full blossom. Tlie rocks were covered with

lichens, among which Umbilicaria pustulata was very

conspicuous. Of fungi, A. fasligiatus, Russula

Integra, fellea, Lactarius cimicarius, and Marasmius

scorodonius were gathered. A large bush of Ribes

aureum was literally covered with Cronartium ribicola,

one of the Uredineaj which has not yet crossed the

silver streak, although it is abundantly common on
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the Continent. Later in the day an excursion was

made with Dr. Fries to the Pine forest at Floda.

Here ravcological treasures came in thick and fast.

Agaricus porphyrins, inamienus, rosellus, zephiru?,

acervatus, astragalinus, picreus, decorus, acerosus,

Cortinariua traganus, limonius, malicorius, cinnamo-

raeus and its variety semi-sanguineus, cinnabarinua,

sanguineus. gentilis.malachius.Hygrophoruscaprinus,

agathosmus ; Russula integra, Polyporus borealis,

pinicola, Hydnura cyathiforme, Rhizopogon luteolus,

and Helvella infula !

Of all these, perhaps, the one which interested me
most was Russula integra, for I was able to learn the

views of Elias Fries with regard to this species. In

response to my queries respecting it, Dr. Fries

replied, "My father said with regard to Integra,

that " No, my courage fails me ; I dare not say

what Dr. Fries told me, for some of our English

m_vcologist3 may have preconceived notions as to what

K. integra ought to be, and would handle me as

roughly as they did last year over Agaricus russula

and Hygrophorus erubescens. For my own part, I

should not mind this, but I should not like to seethe

name of tlie illustrious Fries dragged through the dirt.

At Floda were growing Calla palustris, Goodyera
repens.and Monotropa hypopitys, all of them in flower.

We also fouad Clavaria apiculata on a Fir stump—

a

fungus which must surely be British. Such a number
of species took most of the next day to examine and

sketch, but in the afternoon time was found to

visit Rja Skog. Here A. campanulatus, aaprellus,

vitilis, escharodes. and euchrous w>re found. I was
taken to an Oak tree, the habitat of Trametes

serpens. Only one specimen was visible, and tliat just

out of reach. However, it was secured by the assist-

ance of Master Harrold Fries, who, by an acrobatic

mauojuvre, succeeded in prising it off with a knife

while he stood upon my shoulders. On the follow-

ing day I took train alone to Jonsered. This little

station stands on the margin of a fine lake (Sjon

Aspen) surrounded by a forest of Pines. For five

hours I wandered in absolute solitude as far as

humanity was concerned. A small stream falling

into the lake led me through the Pine forest

to a charming little lake with Water Lilies upon it

—

R4fsjon (the Fox's Lake). The forest, with its under-

growth of Vacciniura vitis id;v:a, and Myrtillus, mixed
with stunted Juniper and Empetrum, recalled at

every turn our own Rothiemurchus, while a large

heap of sawdust, with Lindbladia effusa, and its

accompanying Stilbum, served only to heighten the

similarity. It was only when here and there a patch

of Cornus suecica, with its scarlet berries intervened,

that one realised the fact of being in Sweden, and
not in Scotland. An overflowing vasculum was the

result of the morning's walk. The species gathered

(which were afterwards examined by Dr. Fries)

included Agaricus flavo-brunneus, vacclnus, imbri-

catus, strobilinus, pterigenus, dryophyllus calami-

stratus, Cortinarius anfractus, malachius, paleaceus,

helvolus, brunneus, anoraalus, bolaris, pholideus,

liraoneus ; Lactarius ruber, uvidus ; Marasmius per-

forans, Polyporus nigricans, and radiatus.

The next day an excursion was made to Torp,

where I was highly gratified by making the acquaint-

ance of the true Friesian Cortinarius triumphans, a

fungus which has often been discussed at Hereford.

Of equal interest was it to gather Lactarius helvus,

which is common enough with us in England, and
probably in Scotland, although we have mistaken

it for an allied species. Agaricus pessundatus

also was found, which naturally led to a long

conversation on the relative merits of A. irabricatus,

flavo-brunneus, albo-brunneus. vaccinns, and ustalis.

A. sindonius, euthelea. columbetta, and albua, were
also found, as well as Cortinarius variecolor, evernius,

armeniacus, and Boletus cyanescens. On the follow-

ing day Floda was again visited, when Agaricus
icterinus was found growing abundantly in a Potato
field. A. caperatus, inopus, flamraans, that "noble
species," A. depilatus, and magnificent specimens of

the exquisite A. decorus were gathered.

Of course, dnring our rambles that mystic trio,

Lr\ctarius quietus, subdulcis. aTid serifluus, were men-

tioned, and I was glad to get the views ofDr.Frieson
them ; but what the views of his illustrious father were

upon these three species I dare not say. Lastly, I

had the opportunity of submitting to Dr. Fries a
specimen of Agaricus lacrymabundus. which appears

in our flora under another name. What that name
is, I must leave my mycological brethren to find out.

I dare not tell them, lest Dr. Fries and I should be

subjected to a worse flagellation than I received last

year over the green gills of Russula delica. Person-
ally I could bear even this, for I am not above
learning from Teuton or Gaul, Scot or Swede, Dane
or Dutchman, but I do not wish to subject any one
else to the vials of wrath of those who try to stem
the onward march of truth. Charles B. Plowright.

Bahama group, the plants of which are still very
imperfectly known. C. S. S., in " Gay-den and Forest."

[The Palm here alluded to was named in honour of

Prof. Sargent, the Director of the Arnold Arboretum,
Brooklyn, Mass., and Editor of the excellent publi-

cation whence our article was taken. Our illustra-

tion (fig. 56), was copied from a photograph in the

Museum at Kew. Ed.]

A NEW PALM.
On April 19, 1886, in company with Mr. C. E.

Faxon, Mr. A. H. Curtiss, and Lieut. Huljbard, of

the United states Navy, I landed from the Light-

house tender Laurel near the eastern end of Elliot's

Key, one of the larger of the Florida Reef Keys, at

the house and Pine-apple plantation of Mr. Henry
Filer.

Our attention was at once directed to a solitary

plant of a small pinnate-leaved Palm, left stand-
ing in the clearing, which, at first sight, was
mistaken for an Oreodoxa, but the large orange-
scarlet fruit at once showed that we had stumbled
upon a tree unknown before in the North American
flora, and quite unlike any of the species of Palms
known to us. Specimens of the fruit, which was not,

unfortunately, fully ripe, were sent to Dr. Wendland,
of Hanover, who provisionally pronounced our Palm
to be the representative of a new genus, for which
he proposed the name of Pseudopha;.ni.x. A short

account of this discovery, with the announcement of

Dr. Wenilland's new genus, but without characters,

was published in the issue of the Botanical Ga:ettc

for November, 1886, but it was not until a year

later that I received through Mr. Curtiss ripe

seed of the Pseudophcenix, which was sent to Dr.
Wendland, who has drawn up from it generic

characters.*

Pseudophcenix Sargenti is a slender, low tree,

20—25 feet high, with a trunk 10—12 inches in

diameter, and abruptly pinnate leaves 4 or 5 feet

long, the pinniE lanceolate-acuminate, 12—10 inches

long, bright green above and glaucous on the lower
surface. The branching spadix appears from among
the leaves ; it is (in the only specimen seen by me)
36 inches long by 30 inches broad, the main and
secondary branches light yellow-green, flattened, and
the latter thickened at the base, especially on the
upper side, into an ear-like process. The three-lobed

fruit, often one or two-lobed by abortion, is a half

to three-quarters of an inch in diameter, bright

orange-scarlet, and very showy. Only the withered

remnants of the flowers have been collected.

A few individuals were discovered scattered

through the woods in the neighbourhood of Mr.
Filer's plantation, and late in the year a grove of

them was discovered near the east end of Long's
Kty by a gentleman from Bay Biscayne, whose name
I cannot recall. There were about 200 plants, large

and small, in this grove, at the time of our visit to

Long's Key in the spring of 1887. These are the only
stations where Pseudophcenix is now known, but as

the flora of the Florida Reefs Key is Bahaman in

its constitution, and probably in is origin, it would
be a singular fact if this tree was not found in the

•* PteU'icph/anU.aov. geu., Herm. Wendl.—Oauasire affinii,

l^'ructU'i stipitatua drupaceus cerasiformis aurantiacm, e car-
pellis 1 — 3 globosia, stigmatum reaiduig basilaribus vel ia
fructibus lobatis lateralib lb vel centralibus, epiearpio coriaceo,
mesocarpio grumoso, endocarpio tenuiter vitreo-crustaceo.
Semen libiirum subgJobosiim erectum, hilo basilari, raplie
adsceiuifnte utrinque ramis, 2—3 manifestis curvatis, albumine
requabiii

; embryo baailaris* Fl. fem. in fructu ; calyx parvus
pateriformis leviter 3-denticulatu9. Petala 3 ovata obtusa,
viridia refracta. StaminodiaB manifesta apice atropurpurea.

Palma mediocris, erecta. foliis pinnatiseetia. segmentis
duriusculia ima basi valde replicatis. Speci<>^ 1. P. Sargetiti.

Herm.W'nrll. Elliotfi Key, Flotida.

NOTES ON HAKDY PLANTS.
Amonq the first of these to cross the memory is

that charming alpine, Arnebia echioides, which year
by year demonstrates its wonderful profuse blooming
propensities. On September 26 it was as finely

in flower as one is wont to see it in springtime ; and
to be able to remark this of so valuable a plant, can
only make it still more valuable. It is also worthy
of note that its flowering so late is not a mere
accident, or occasioned in any way by the remark-
able season through which we have passed, for I well

remember that when I first made the acquaintance
of this gem (nearly nine years ago), itwasinfuU flower

in the end of September. There are few plants

among the whole army of hardy subjects around which
so much interest is centred as in this; while from
a decorative point of view it is quite unique.

The flowers on first expanding are of a clear canarv-
yellow, having fine dark spots on each flower ; these

gradually deepen in colour till nearly black, when
a change takes place and the flowers assume a pale

straw colour, the spots disappearing at the same
time. It is a plant that can safely be recommended
to all by reason of its sterling worth, for anyone
may grow it perfectly in a rich light fibrous loam,
and it is perfectly hardy. When full grown and
established it is not more than 18 inches high, con-

sequently is well suited for the rockery or the front

rosv in the border among good things. Its methods
of propagation are by division, by seeds, and by root

cutting. The first named is best carried out in

early spring, and the last in winter-time, when
the plants are the least active, detaching the thicker

portions of roots, and cutting into lengths of 1 inch

or more and placing in gentle heat. Seeds are pro-

duced rather sparsely in some seasons, but ia others

a fair crop may be secured ; in either case sow as soon
as ripe in very sandy soil. Small groups of this have
a marvellous effect when in flower, and I cannot
too strongly urge all who have it to endeavour

to increase it by all means in their power.

It is destined to become one of the most popular

of hardy plants, and when sufficiently plentiful, will

make a grand plant for spring bedding. Since its

introduction the demand has more than equalled the

supply, for its cultivation and propagation were not
so readily understood as now, so that we may soon

expect to hear of it in abundance (see our figure,

vol. xxi., 1879, p. 689).

Hellebores.—A seasonable reminder with respect

to those of the niger section may prove of service.

The majority of hardy plants are usually transplanted

directly after flowering, and experience has proved

this a very satisfactory course to pursue. With the

Hellebores or Christmas Roses it is not so
;
particu-

larly is this the case on certain soils— «/;., light

sandy or gravelly soils. If any one having plants

of these will take the trouble to examine them just

now, they will find quantities of large fleshy roots

emerging from the base of the newly formed crowns ;

therefore I consider that if the planting is done
just prior to those roots being emitted, you are

going a long way towards giving your plant a fair

start: and a good start with many things besides

Hellebores is the secret of success. This season,

consequent, doubtless, on the great rainfall which
has been so generally felt, this basal root-action is

much earlier than usual ; and 1 was surprised to find

a few days ago in the varieties major and maximus,
new roots fully 8 inches long; last year at the same
date the new roots were just issuing from the

crowns, thus illustrating the necessity of earlier

planting in seasons like the present. Where large

clumps exist, and it is desired to increase the stock,
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and retain all flowers possible at the same time, I

would advise transplanting a portion of the stock

annually, early or late in September, according to

the season, till a sufficient quantity was procured.

Lilies.—For the great majority oi' J^ilies the

present season will be found excellent for making
fresh plantings; those of the candidum section

should have been planted some weeks ago, but for

those even of this section that have been dried for

importation it is not too late, though to delay

it will not improve matters. All those which

belong to the longiflorum, tigrinum, speciosum,

pardalinum, auratum, and such groups, could not be

giriale, and the crimson-banded rubro-vittatum ; all

these are grand, and when established have no equals

among the many gems of which this gorgeous
genus is composed

;
particularlv Hue have been the

spotless forms of virginale and the gaily-coloured

rubro-vittatum this season, while of platyphyllum it

may be said that we have no nobler or grander Lily

extant. J.

THE GENUS PRIMULA.
A FEW seasonable cultural remarks may be useful

at this time, when the old collection requires over-

hauling, and a few repotting, before the cold weather

not very successful in cultivating these Trimulas,

especially some of the smaller species, natives of the

European Alps. They do fairly well for a few yeais

after being imported, but gradually degenerate, and
in time fail to flower, when they are not worth look-

ing after.

I have tried various compounds of soil in which
to grow the whole of the Alpine and Himalaya
species of Primula, and find that loam with a litile

leaf-mould and decayed manure is not sufficiently

open; it does very well for a time, but by-and-bye

the mass hardens, and the finer hair-like roots

perish. I add to the loam about a third part of

Fig. 6Q.—pseudophct-nix saugenti : a new palm from Florida, (see p. 40'"^.)

taken in hand at a better time, and among these

may be included Szovitzianum, chalcedonicum

pyrenaicum, and many more. For such as Harrisithe

best results are obtained when pot-culture is resorted

to, and the plants afforded the protection of a house

or warm frame or pit. Few plants, perhaps, more
<(uickly resent the use of crude manures than
Liliums, and they should never be used ; when
manure is used at all let it be thoroughly decom-
posed ; in tliis state the varieties of L. speciosum and
longiflorum are benefited by its use; pardalinum,
californicum, and superbura, delight in moist sandy
peat—in fact, these will endure a considerable

amount of moisture at the root, and revel in full

sunlight overhead. A light very sandy loam, or

loam and peat in equal parts, seems to suit the
varieties of auratum, such as platyphyllum, vir-

sets in. I seldom have time to do much to our

plants from the time the largest proportion of them
go out of bloom in April and May. At that time

the plants are placed in a partially shaded position

out-of-doors ; and they do not require very much at-

tention through the summer months. All that they

get is to supply them with water when it is required,

and to keep the pots free from weeds. Their natural

requirements suggest a free exposure to light and

air; ours have sufiicient air, as we leave the plants

fully exposed out-of-doors up to the beginning of

November, when they are placed in glass frames, and

they get all the light possible without exposing them
to the direct rays of the sun. Even now, when the

plants are being repotted, they are again placed in

the same position out-of-doors. Many persons are

brown fibrous peat and this is quite sufficient to keep

the compost open for twelve months. Broken pieces

of limestone rock are excellent for llie smaller-

growing European species. In some instances, the

small species, such as P. AUionii, P. minima,

P. Muretiana, &c., do well planted close to a piece of

rock projecting from the surface of the soil in the

pot or pan in which the plants are placed. A single

plant of any of these is too small to occupy a pot by

itself. A dozen plants might be put out in a 4 or

5-inch pot.

I find the Auricula aphis attacks nearly the whole

of the Primula family; and the smaller alpine species

seem to be held in special favour by these trouble-

some parasites, which cluster thickly amongst the

small fibrous roots close to the surface ; and it really
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does more mischief to the plants to try to wash it

ofl'the roots, than the insect itself does if it is left

alone. Some varieties of the Auricula are attacked

by green-fly ; others by the red-spider ; both can be

destroyed by dipping the leaves in a solution of

tobacco-water and soft-soap. Use 2 oz. of soft-

soap to a gallon of rain-water, and add to each

gallon a wineglassful of tobacco liquor.

We have these Primulas in flower all the year

round now ; as some of them flower very early in the

year, and others later through the spring and summer

months. I fancy there is a great field for the

hybridist in the genus Primula, and even if no pains

are taken to hybridise the seedlings raised from

certain species and sub-species they vary considerably

from the parent stock; and, further, it is absolutely

necessary that seedlings should be raised from some of

the species at least biennially; as not only do young

plants produce the strongest flower-spikes, but in

some cases the old plants have a tendency to die

out altogether. The iollowing are a few of the best

species and varieties to cultivate to produce a suc-

cession of bloom.

Primula villosa is one of the oldest cultivated

species ; and many improved forms of it are in culti-

vation, which have been produced by natural selec-

tion. The true alpine plant was figured in the first

volume of the Butankat Magazine, t. 14 ; but pre-

vious to this (1787), the white form of it, P. villosa

nivea, had been cultivated in this country. A
specimen of it was obtained and figured later,

t. 1161. Even at that time it was grown under

the name of P. nivalis ; but Dr. Sims, the then

Editor, pointed out that the plant figured was

merely a variety of P. villosa, and that the P.

nivalis of Pallas and Willdenow was the P.

longifolia of Curtis, figured in Bot. Mag., t. S9-.

This plant had been sent from Paris to Messrs.

Grinwood & Co., nurserymen, Kensington, and the

ICditor says :
—" We have found it very liable to be

injured by the aphis plant-louse or blighter." Is this

the first notice of the Trama Auricuke ? Something

like forty species of Primula have been figured in

the Botanical Magazine, nine of them during the

last four or five years. The species P. villosa is the

most useful of all for garden culture if we except

the parents of the show Auriculas, P. auricula and

of the alpines, P. pubescens. This last species Mr.

Baker informs us was introduced into cultivation

200 years ago, by Clusius, as stated in the report of

the Primula Conference. This ought to read 300

years ago, as we read further on that, " about 1582

Clusius sent from Vienna, to his friend Van der

Dilft, specimens of P. auricula and P. pubescens."

P. marginata is another species which has been in

cultivation in England for more than a century. I

obtained from Messrs. Backhouse, of York, many

years ago, two distinct forms of it, named P. margi-

nata grandiflora and P. m. ccerulea. They are both

distinct, and superior to that grown usually as P.

marginata. It was named by Curtis, and figured in

the Bot. Mag., t. 191, and it is stated that it was

"received from the Alps in 1781, and has continued

in our gardens since unaltered by culture." This it

probably would do if no seedlings were raised from

it ; but I rind the seedlings vary considerably, espe-

cially in the form of the leaves and density of the

marginal farina. It is an easily cultivated species
;

small plants soon grow into handsome specimens.

It does well out-of-doors, on the rock garden, or as

a pot plant. The large masses of it in Messrs. Back-

house's rock garden at York have a striking effect

when in flower.

Interesting garden plants, too, are the forms of

the ordinary garden Auricula, found wild in the

mountainous districts of Southern Europe. The

original plant, pure and simple, has mealed foliage

and small trusses of yellow flowers, with a small

mealed centre. The variety Balbisii is a neater

plant, with brighter coloured flowers, but it is not so

free in growth. P. Obristii (Stein) is just another

form of P. Auricula. There is also a pretty little

variety of it we have grown for some years under

the name of marginata. P. Alliouii of the Jlari-

time Alps is one of the most desirable of the small

growing species ; its flowers are large for the size of

the plants. P. spectabilis is a useful sjiecies, both

for growing in pots and planting out in the rock

garden ; it grows very vigorously, and forms a hand-

some tuft. The little P. minima we always grow,

and it sometimes produces its pretty rosy-tinted

flowers on the smallest possible plants.

We grow all we can obtain of the Indian Prim-

roses. They seem to differ very much more in habit

and constitution from each other than the European

species do. This may be observed even in the matter

of roots. The hardy free-growing P. rosea lias quite

a m.ass of fibrous roots clustering round the base of

the crown, with scarcely any root-stock ;
while P.

capitata sends dovvn a Carrot-like root, with a few

lateral fibres diverging from it.

One of the earliest introduced Indian Primulas is P.

denticulata. It was first described by Sir James Smith

in Exotic Botany. It is also figured in the Botanical

Magazinr, from a specimen flowered by Mr. Veitch

in March, 1842. The Primulas grown as cash-

miriana and pulcherrima are merely varieties of

this. It grows well in pots, and establishes itself

freely in partially shaded places out-of-doors. Some-

times it is grown under the name of P. purpurea, but

this is a different plant altogether, and is a variety

of P. Stuartii ; we have it in cultivation, but the

plant, though a strong one, has not yet made any

attempt to flower. The true purpurea of lioyle has

flowered with the Rev. C. WoUey Dod at Malpas,

and was flgured in the Garden. P. Stuartii 1 have

not seen, but the foliage resembles Koyle's plant as

it is figured in the Botanical Magazine; the colour is

jjrimrose, and the flowers well formed. Koyle found

Stuartii also at an elevation of 9000 feet, and says it

gave a ricli yellow glow to those regions. It

flowered in the Edinburgh Botanic Gardens in the

summer of 1S47.

P. rosea is one of the most desirable of the Indian

Primulas to cultivate ; it grows anywhere, but likes

to have the roots always wet. This species might

soon be greatly improved by selecting only the very

best varieties to save seeds from. It can hold its

own with the grass and weeds at the edge of a pond,

an! is the best Primula of this type for semi-wild

places. The Auricula aphis is a pest to it in pots,

but when aphis-infested plants have been put out-of-

doors the insect disappears. The lovely deep rose

flowers are charming in early spring. P. prolifera,

with a spike of yellow flowers like P. japonica, is not

worth growing, exoept by those who want a complete

collection. The best of the recent Indian species

are P. obtusifolia, with a deep claret-coloured flowers

and a yellow eye; P. Reidii, with ivory-white

flowers. The fiist-named is a vigorous growing

plant, and will, 1 fancy, succeed as well out-of-doors

as P. denticulata ; it is very correctly figured in the

Botanical Magazine, t. 6956. It is there stated that

a dried specimen in the Kew Herbarium has yellow

flowers. This was collected by Dr. Watt, and he

also in a manuscript note, gives yellow as the colour

of the flower. Royle represents it with a long

corolla tube, and the colour of the flowers lilac.

Our plants were raised from seeds sent by Dr.

King, and have all deep claret or rich purple

flowers. P. Reidii is quite a distinct and

peculiar species. The seeds are very small

indeed, the young plants are also remarkably small

and move very slowly at first, nor does it seem as if

it would make a large plant. I will try both this

and P. obtusifolia planted out. Mr. Duthie dis-

covered the plant in 1884 on wet rocks in the

Ralam valley of the Western Himalayas, near the

glacier, at an elevation of 12,000 to 13,000 feet.

P. japonica should be grown everywhere in the wild

"arden. A large mass of it in the wood at Kew was

a striking sight in its season of bloom.

The vigorous growing P. sikkimensis seems to do

well out-of-doors, and is distinct and very beautiful

;

its drooping primrose flowers are very sweet. Primula

Parryi, a Rocky Mountain species, I cannot praise

very highly. I have large plants of it growing in

the open garden and in pots, but none of them have

produced trusses anything like the figure in Bot.

Mag., t. G1S5. It is certainly a very distinct species,

but as it does not flower until the end of May, or, as

it did this year, in June, it has to compete as a

decorative subject with more showy plants. It

seems to grow near the snow line of the Colorado

district, and flowers in July so plentifully that " it

gives the name of Primrose Creek to one of the

afllaents of the Colorado River." It does well out-

of-doors in heavy soil on the edge of a small pond.

Jos. Douglas,

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

ORCHIDS AT ALLERTON BEECHES.

Quite recently an opportunity afforded me the

pleasure of paying a visit to the garden owned by

H. Tate, Esq., an enthusiastic horticulturist, which

is situated in AUerton, a delightful suburb of Liver-

pool. The principal feature of the establishment is

the collection of Orchids, which the owner is fast

increasing to a rich and extensive one. All were in

the best possible condition, and do great credit to

Jlr. Edwards, the gardener. Just now interest

centres in the beautiful Cattleya Hardyana, a sup-

posed natural hybrid, supposed to have sprung from

C. aurea and C. gigas. 1 had an opportunity of com-

paring a flower from the original plant belonging to

G. Hardy, Esq., of Pickering Lodge, Timperley, a

flgure of which is given in Williams' Orchid Album,

vol. v., plate 231, and of the two the former is an

improvement -in regard to size of the flower and the

depth of its colour. The plant in question was pur-

chased with others as C. aurea from Mr. Sander, St.

Albans, and judging from other plants that are

pushing flowers through their sheaths, it appears

probable that Mr. Tate will be the fortunate pos-

sessor of more than one example of this fine species

of Cattleya. In the same house as the above a very

fine form of C. gigas Sanderiana was observed. The
Cattleyas generally are very vigorous and compact,

with numerous sheaths, a good number of which,

especially the Mendelii section, are as yet unflowered,

and, judging from the characteristics observed in

pseudobulb and leaf, a rich harvest of blooms in

great variety may be expected. A fine plant

of C. Trianai nivea of Backhouse, and C.

Triana; Victoria!, are sheathing up well, as

also C. Skinneri alba and other e.\cellent forms too

numerous to be mentioned. Two well-flowered

plants of Lxlia Dayana and a very flne form of

L. elegans were attractive. Amongst other L;v;lias

with bloom or coming forward were well-grown spe-

cimens of Perrinii, cinnabarina, albida, autumnalis.

Some fine plants of L. anceps morada of the Liver-

pool Horticultural Company were pushing sturdy

spikes. This variety is reputed to be darker in shade

than the well known variety, L. Barkeriana. L.

anceps alba is well done by Mr. Edwards, the newly-

made pseudobulbs being very flne, and will, in due

time, afford a fine display of flowers. Amongst

Odontoglossums a fine 0. crispum var. guttatum was

noticed in flower. Amongst a group of the favourite

O. grande some very dark forms likewise. O. Har-

ryanum, just over, is said to be one of the darkest

forms as yet flowered in this country ;
the pUant is

in superb condition, as were all the plants grown of

this favourite genus. In the warm house a well

flowered plant of Vanda Sanderiana presented a

remarkable sight, and profusely flowered examples

of Oncidium Jonesianum were observed. The Pha-

lajnopsis were very striking examples, with some

strong spikes pushing up. Cypripediums Ashbur-

toniw, cenanthum superbum (off the original plant

from the late Mrs. Morgan's collection), Harrisia-

num, insigne, and its var. violaceum punctatissi-

mum, with twenty spikes; villosum Spicerianum,

Sedeni, and others were in flower. I may add, in

conclusion, that Mr. Edwards is busy hybridising,

and that most of the crosses effected (which have

flowered) denote the employment for this purpose

of the flnest forms; therefore it is only reasonable to
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•expect some valuable results in course of time. l<\

jiskton.

Phaius bicolou.

Flowering, as this species docs, from July to
October—a time of year when Orchid flowers are
least plentiful—and possessing all the good qualities
of P. grandifolius, both as to easiness in culture and
freedom o( flowering, it is strange that it does not
become more widely cultivated than it is. It was
figured in 1844 in the Botanical Magazine, and plants
have flowered annually at Kew for many years. It
is similar to P. grandifolius in habit, the leaves being
more lanceolate, and of somewhat stifler texture.
The flowers also are similar in character, being pro-
duced on long erect spikes, and measuring 4 inches
across. In colour, however, they are quite distinct;
the sepals and petals are of a bright reddish-brown
colour; the side-lobes of the lip are rose-coloured
and folded over the column, and the broad front
lobe is yellowish-white, flushed with rose.

This Orchid comes from Ceylon, whence it was
introduced in 1837; it requires intermediate tem-
perature, and, being terrestrial, should be grown in
pots in a compost of fibry loam, leaf-mould, and
«harcoaI. During active growtli it may be watered
once a week with manure-water, this treatment con-
ducing greatly to strength, both in foliage and flower.
Through the winter months it should be kept rather
dry at the loots.

L.BLIA POKPOHATA.

An important item in the cultivation of Lailia
purpurata is abundance of light, in order to enable
the plant to produce robust and well-matured bulbs,
without which it will not flower freely. When the
growing season is over, the season of growth of this
species commences, and if the plants are not care-
fully attended to failure will creep in. This is the
best time to re-pot should it be required, but do not
•over-pot, as this is dangerous unless the plants are
carefully watered, tending to cause a greater quan-
tity of wet soil to lie about them. The plant should
be well elevated above the pot in order to allow the
roots to spread. The great secret of success in the
management of this species is to induce the plant to
j)roduce strong roots outside as well as inside the
pot. A slight syringing over the roots in the
summer months in the afternoon, just as the house
is closed, will be found highly beneficial. Slight
shade is necessary during the hottest part of the
day, but this should not be allowed to cover them at
any time when the sun is not shming; indeed, the
plants should be subjected to the influence of the
sun's rays at all times when not powerful enough to
injure the leaves. Thorough drainage is essential
to these plants, and the best potting material is good
fibrous peat from which all the fine particles have
been well shaken

; to this add some living sphag-
num moss. B. S. W., in '• Orchid Mmm," September.

Odontoglossum vexillaeium koseum.

We have frequently pointed out the fact that this
species of Odontoglossum requires somewhat different
treatment from the majority of the other kinds. It
IS free in growth, but requires to be constantly
watched, in order to prevent the thrips gaining a
lodgment in the sheathing portion of the leaves, or
these insects speedily cause the leaves to become
spotted, or turn black, which by no means improves
the appearance of the plants. This species will
amply repay any extra care bestowed upon it, as
the stronger the growths the greater the amount of
blossom

;
and when the plants are vigorous, they

not only produce flowers of larger size and deeper
colour, but they remain in perfection a greater length
of time. Mr. Vincent grows them in a temperature
slightly lower than is given to the Cattley.is ; we
grow them on one side of the house in which' our
Cattleyas and other flowering Orchids are arranged.
The Odontoglossums are placed on one side by them-
selves, so that as much water as they require can be
readily given. These plants should be kept moist at
the roots at all seasons, as they require little or no
rest, and should never be allowed to get dry ; but, as

a matter of course, very much less water is ne-
cessary during the dull months of winter. This
species requires to be shaded from the strongest
sun in summer

; but it should be fairly exposed to
the light, and, therefore, succeeds best when grown
near the glass. Pot cultivation suits it well if the
pots are well drained, and the potting material
should be good fibrous peat and sphagnum moss.
Care must be taken to maintain the soil in perfect
order, as we find the plants rapidly melt away if any
stagnant material is left about them. The repotting
should be done immediately after the flowering
season, which will be just as they begin to make new
growth, bearing in mind to keep the bulbs well above
the soil. " Orchid Alhitm," September.

Oncidiom intermedidm

is a distinct and beautiful evergreen plant, com-
pact in growth, producing light green, fleshy leaves,
a foot or more in height; the spike is erect, and
attains to about IS inches in length, and bears a
nmch-branched raceme of showy flowers, which are
very numerous. The sepals and petals are yellow,
distinctly spotted and barred with chestnut-brown.
It blooms during the months of May and June, and
continues in full beauty for several weeks.

This species requires the heat of the Cattleya-
house, and thrives best when pKaced in a position to
obtain all the sun and light possible, just giving it

sufficient shade to prevent its leaves burning.
Treated in this manner it will be found to grow and
flower most freely, and doubtless many other
Oncidiums would thrive better under the same con-
ditions than they do at present, as many species grow
naturally in exposed situations.

We find O. intermedium thrives well in a basket
suspended from the roof, and near the glass ; the
baskets sliould be well drained, and the most suitable
potting material is a mixture of good peat fibre,

living sphagnum moss, and a considerable quantity
of nodules of charcoal, in different sizes, mi.xed with
it. This mixture will enable the roots to easily
penetrate it, and throw out their tender points to
absorb the moisture, with which the atmosphere
should be well charged in the growing season. When
growth is completed the plants must not be entirely
dried, as they have but very small bulbs to support
any great drought ; but the water supply should be
considerably diminished, and the plant kept in just
that happy medium which prevents shrivelling, but
does not force it into growth prematurely. " Orchid
Album," September.

Bbassia Keiliana tbistis.

This Brassia will thrive equally well in either pot
or basket, and enjoys the temperature of the inter-
mediate house. It grows freely, and blooms pro-
fusely if properly attended to during its season of
active growth, and accorded a fair season of rest,

without being subjected to a too severe drying. The
pots should be well drained, and the potting material
should be good peat fibre with the addition of some
living sphagnum moss. The plant should be well
elevated above the rim of the pot, upon a cone-like
mound, for, as they enjoy copious waterings during
the growing season, this system causes the water to
pass away rapidly, and thus stagnation is avoided.
If grown in baskets the same material should be
used as before recommended, and the basket or
baskets suspended from the roof near the glass, in
order to afford the plants an abundance of light.

They require, however, to be shaded from the hottest
sun. These plants grow naturally in somewhat
shady pl.aces, so that if fully exposed under glass
to the sun's influence, the foliage soon becomes
yellow and permanently disfigured.

The best time for re-potting, if the plants require
it, is just as they begin to start into fresh growth,
using every care to avoid injuring the young roots,
and any roots which have been covered should net be
exposed, as the change often proves injurious. lu
the resting season much less water will be necessary,
but never allow the bulbs to shrivel.

If required, these plants may be increased by

dividing the bulbs at the time of re- potting; one or
two old bulbs should be left with each leading shoot,
these divisions being put into small pots at first, and
they should be kept in a somewhat cool place until
established. " Orchid Album," September.

Plant Notes.

PUYA LANUGINOSA.
A LABOB plant of this is now in flower in the Suc-

culent-house at Kew, and, according to Mr. Baker,
this is the first time this species has flowered in cul-
tivation. It has a stout stem and recurved, toothed,
silvery-green leaves, suggestive of P. chilensis, but
smaller. The flower-spike is stout, U inch in
diameter and 3 feet high, the topmost foot being
clothed with flowers and buds, all literally packed
together. The calyx is roundish, about the size of
a Hazel-nut, and covered with a dense coat of brown
woolly hairs

; the corolla is 2 inches long, large, very
similar to that of P. Whytei both in form and colour,
except that the new one is a paler sea-green, exactly
the colour of Ixia viridiflora. The flowers open a
few at a time, and as there are a great many buds
the Kew plant will continue in bloom for some' time.
P. chilensis is also in flower in the same house.

Tree Tomato (Cvphomandra betacea).

^
A fine specimen of this in the Temperate-house at

Kew is now bearing a grand crop of egg-like fruits,
and in the house where the succulent plants are
grown another smaller specimen may be seen with a
few ripe fruits upon it. The merits of this plant are
recognised in many of our colonies, thanks to the
authorities at Kew, who made it the subject of a
notice in a number of the Kew Bulletin for last year.
The fruit is certainly very palatable even when raw,
much more so than many Tomatos. To my taste it

suggested a combination of Tomato and the fruit of
Passiflora edulis. If this plant were taken in hand
by growers of indoor fruits it would almost certainly
prove a really valuable addition to the food plants of
England, as it has already proved in the colonies.

AnQOSANTHOS BREVIFLORnS.

This pretty bulbous plant from the Cape may now
be seen in flower in the Cape-house at Kew. It is

related to Chlidanthus fragrans and Sternbergia.
The bulb is like that of S. lutea, leaves strap-
shaped, I foot long, I inch broad, appearing
with the flowers. Scape erect, 9 inches long,
stout, bearing an umbel of nine flowers, which
are on erect stalks, tubular, 1 inch long, nearly
an inch across at the mouth, the segments united at
the base; colour bright yellow. This plant ought to
become popular as an aucumn-flowering greenhouse
plant. Apparently it requires the same treatment
as Nerine. It is a native of Natal, Grahamstown,
&c., and is the Cyrtanthus lutescens of Mr. Adlam.
A figure of it has been prepared for the Botanical
Magazine. W. Watson.

The Apiary.

SMALL SECTIONS.
Bv the time this article is before the reader, he

will doubtless have covered up his bees for thn
winter. This does not, or ought not, to mean that
therefore work is at an end. It is pleasant during
cold winter days and evenings to hear the sound of
the hammer and the saw, and the industrious

ai)iarist will no doubt use both. We read in Gltan-
inys. which comes to us from America, that a Mr.
Harraer, of the United States, has made a small
2 oz. section. These are sold at grocers' shops and
sweet-shops in America, and children as well as
adults buy them, and eat them as children about
here buy sweetmeats. There is this dilTerence only,

that honey is the most wholesome. We will endea-
vour, in our brief space, to explain how it is done.
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Take a piece of board larger than the inside of a

«tandard frame, and take another piece which will

just go in and out of a standard frame easily. The
latter ought to be about three-quarters of an inch

thick. Glue these two pieces of wood together, one
Iving on the other. Then take a saw and cut as

many squares as you can, slightly over 1 inch square,

in the top piece of wood. Make the saw-cuts quite

'through the wood, and just to touch the second
.piece. Then take a jack-plane, set coarse, and
get another piece of wood, any size, but 1^ inch

thick, and plane otF a lot of shavings. These will

.curl up, of course. Put them in water, and then lay

are filled the sections can be taken out of the frame
in a mass, and can easily be separated with a knife.

^Ve trust we have made the matter simple, so that

he who runs may read. We intend trying it our-
selves. Of course eight of them would go to a
pound, but to make it pay, eight of these sections

ought to fetch more than a single pound. Bee.

LILIUM NEPALENSE.
We give below an illustration (fig. 57)—thanks to

the courtesy of Messrs. Low, of Clapton—of a Lily

exhibited by them at the meeting of the Koyal Horti-

Plants and Their Culture.

Chrysanthemum FRUTESCENS.—If a large batch of

cuttings is now put in, they would make capital de-

corative stuff in the later spring months. Select stout

close-jointed shoots of about 5 inches long, and if

space can be afforded insert them singly in small

pots, filled with sandy loam ; water to settle the soil,

and place them where they can be kept comparatively
close for two to three weeks, when they will be rooted.

E.xcellent results may be had with an ordinary

garden frame covered at night with mats, and on the

approach of severe weather moving the cuttings to

Fig. 57.

—

lilium nepalense: colouii deep crimson, with green tips.

(them out flat to dry. This forms a lot of veneer.

When dry put double slips of veneer in every saw-

cut, after the standard frame has been laid over the

jtop piece of wood containing the saw-cuts. Then
take little pieces of foundation which will just fill

the spaces, and drop one in each square. The next
piece of advice given by Mr. Harmer we do not
agree with. He says, touch the inside of each square,

and the foundation, with a small brush just touched
with glue. We do not propose to give P^nglishmen
glue, even in homceopathic doses, so we would advise
the brush being dipped in melted wax instead.
When dry, the frame can be lifted up ; and if this is

done carefully the sections will come up with it.

These can be put away for use, and when the happy
aeaaou arrives can be hung in the hive. When they

cultural Society on September 11 last, and which
excited great attention. The plant from which our
figure was taken was nearly 4 feet in height. The
segments of the flower were greenish outside, inter-

nally intense red-crimson, and with light greenish
tips. Stamens red, greenish at the base. Mr.
Baker, to whom our drawing was submitted, remarks
that the segments, as shown, are more recurved than
usual, which he attributes to the flower not having
been drawn until it had been expanded for some
time. [This opinion is not shared by our artist. Ed.]
The plant is a native ot the Central Himalayas, and
requires greenhouse treatment. It is probable that
some considerable variation exists, as the figure in

Elwes' Monograph, and that given in our columns
July 17, 1880, do not agree well with the one now
figured.

quarters safe from frost. Low pits or houses with
the means of keeping a minimum temperature of45°

are good places to winter them, but a shelf near
the glass in a greenhouse will also do. The object

to be aimed at is to prevent them from getting drawn
—which they would very readily do— if far from the
glass or with deficient light. To induce a dwarf,
stubby habit, they should be pinched back several

times during growth, so that when they receive their

final potting further stopping would be unnecessary.
In potting, use a rich loamy compost, and pot
firmly. About the close of the year they will be
nice stuff, ready to pot on into 4S's and 32's. If it

be desired to hasten a few of them, a temperature of

bb"^ to 60° will bring them on ; care must, however,
be taken not to give warmth greater than that, or

they will become drawn and useless. Give plenty of
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iiir whenever it can be admitted with safety, and
lieep the plants clear of green and black fly and red-
spider by means of mild fumigations with tobacco

;

but, failing this, dip the plants in some of the pre-
pared insecticides.

Thorough syringing when growing is of great
assistance in keeping them clean. There are several
varieties, but those with small leaves are the freest

growers and fiowerers. Perhaps the best are the
type—frutescens and Halleri maxima, whites ; and
Etoile d'Or or Cloth of Gold, for yellow; all of
which are serviceable.

Storing Bulhoua Plants.—Caladiuras are getting
over, and may be allowed to ripen off, their space
being better occupied with other subjects. In drying
ofY the corms it is a good plan to get the plants
closely together in a warm, dry part of the house,
and give less water for a short time ; this will stop
active growth, and when the ripening is nearly
completed they may be stored away for the winter
in a place with a temperature of about C0°. 1 have
been very successful in keeping these corms healthy
by placing the pots beside the hot-water pipes in an
intermediate-house

; and if at any time they appeared
to be too dry, a damping over with a rose pot kept them
right. Sometimes when I have shaken them out or
have left them in the pots in a cold place I have lost

many ; therefore it is safer to afford them a warm
comfortable corner.

Bouvardias.—Whether planted out or grown in

pots in the usual way their treatment now will be
about the same, namely, the maintenance of a suit-

able temperature, as without a sufficiency of heat
their flowering season is soon over, and, moreover,
the flowers are of better colour and substance if a
temperature of about 60" is kept up, more or less,

according to the conditions of the weather. There-
fore, all plants which are intended for autumn and
winter flowering should now be placed where these
conditions, and as much light as possible, can
be afforded them—low houses with a steep roof and
a sunny side, are to be preferred, as the plants are
near the light and are not liable to become drawn

;

it is, moreover, a waste of fuel to heat a larger
volume of air than is required. Where this kind of
house is not available keep the plants well to the
front in a light position of the house, where, with
the temperature named, and by regular applications
of weak liquid manure or slight top-dressings of
some concentrated fertiliser, and care in watering,
good results may be obtained. Keep the plants
completely free from insects before they come into
general bloom. Late plants for succession may still

potted on, using, as before advised, a rich free compost.
Dichorisandras.—Of these plants several are very

showy subjects, some having showy blue flowers,
others ornamental foliage, as in the case of D.
musaica, which has prettily marked leaves produced
on stems rarely exceeding a foot in height, A free
open soil of peat and loam, in about equal parts,
with plenty of sharp sand, is a suitable one in which
to grow the last-named species. The plant dislikes
excess of water, either at the root or on the foliage,

yet it must not be allowed to get very dry, being
easily injured by either extreme. A dwarfer and
more easily grown but less showy species, is

undata, which has crumpled or undulated
leaves, freely marked with longitudinal stripes,

or bands of silvery-grey on a green ground on the
upper surface ; they are reddish-purple on the under
side. It grows quickly, and is easily increased from
cuttings, which, if put in now and treated in the
usual way, will make nice little plants by early
spring. Musaica may also be increased by cuttings,
but careful division of the roots is the best mode.
D. thyrsiflora is a very different plant to the fore-
going, being grown for its large trusses of dark blue
flowers, which are borne towards the end of the
growth of the current year. The plant is a capital
grower, succeeding in almost any good loamy com-
post. It grows about 3 feet high, and it is surprising
that so distinct an autumn-flowering plant is so
seldom met with. It is just now beginning to flower,
and is conspicuous and effective. After flowering,
give water and air in the usual way until the growth
is ripened; and when it begins to turn yellow and
die down the pots may be laid on their sides and
stowed away in a corner of the stove till next spring,
when they should be brought out and repotted.

D. Aubletii has a slender, trailing habit, and
requires support ; it grows about 6 feet high, and is

valuable as a climber where space is limited
; the

position need not be a sunny one. It flowers on
small axillary branchlets in the late summer and
autumn months, and after flowering it should be
treated in the way recommended for thvrsiflora.

The plants are best kept always in the stove, and as
the growth is more or less annual and herbaceous, to
maintain the stock of plants in good condition a
vigorous growth should be encouraged. D. mosaica
and D. undata look best when grown in pans, but
D. thyrsiflora and D. Aubletii are finest grown in
pots, of a size that will admit of liberal treatment.
F. Ross, Pendeli Court.

The Flower Garden.

Lawns.—The mowing machines should now be
thoroughly cleaned, oiled, and put away in a drv
place. Levelling and turfing may be done at any
time this month ; the sooner the better, however,
but do not be in a hurry to begin such work on very
frosty mornings, but wait till nearly mid-day. In
levelling inequalities avoid using rich soil, or the
consequences will be a rampant growth and a patchy
appearance for the greater part of next year. The
soil should be well trodden down as the work pro-
ceeds, immediately afterwards relaying the turf ; the
latter should either be beaten down firmly or rolled
several times with a heavy iron roller. Where there
are many large trees and deciduous shrubs it will be
next to impossible to keep the lawn in good appear-
ance during the next few weeks, nevertheless leaves
should be swept up frequently. The same remark
apply to drives, walks, and other parts of the
pleasure grounds.

Eockerici.—The present month is a very good one
for commencing new work, and also for dividing and
replanting many species on old rockeries; indeed,
the latter operation is a much more important one
than some persons suppose and it is not too much to
say that some subjects fail or are but partially suc-
cessful owing to the neglect of frequent division and
transplanting. Where past neglect has been great,
nothing short of a thorough renovating of the whole
should be attempted. In doing this the old soil

should be taken out to a depth of 6 inches, and re-
placed with suitable compost, which may consist of
three parts sandy loam, one part leaf-mould, and a
liberal addition of peat for plants that require it.

It is impossible to enter into details regarding new
work in this place, suffice it to say that stiffness in
arrangements should be avoided, and due regard paid
to the requirements of the various plants, viz., sunny
exposed positions for those that need such, and
sheltered, shaded, damp, for others ; all ofwhich may
be secured by the intelligent planter. Surface com-
posts of different kinds are also mattersof importance,
and ought to be got in readiness before planting
takes place.

Dahlias.—Take up the roots of these, and store
away in sand or cocoa fibre refuse in some cool place,
not forgetting to re-label such as require it, and to
examine them at intervals of a few weeks. J. Horse-
field, HeT/tesbury.

Fruits Under Glass.

Vines.—Examine the bunches of Grapes on Vines
which have matured their crop for some time,

removing mouldy berries before they infect others.

Grapes in late houses should have finished colouring
by this, but, where such is not the case, keep the
pipes steadily warm, and give air freely on all favour-
able opportunities. A free circulation of dry, warm
air is most conducive to the proper ripening of the
fruit. Pinch out every lateral growth, to admit sun-
light light to the interior of the house. Mid-season
Vines, from which all the fruit is now cleared, may
have the shoots cut back provisionally to five or six
eyes.

The early house should now be pruned, if it is not
already done, so as to be ready for starting when the
time comes. In pruning, do not go too close to the
main stem, but rather select good plump buds, where-
ever they may be found. Make clean cuts, and be
careful not to bruise the spur. When the sap dries

up, rub the wound with a dry cloth, and dress with
Thomson's styptic. Hub off all the loose bark
from the stem with the hand, and well scrub the rods
and spurs with warm water, soft-soap, and petroleum,
using a stiff bristled spoke-brush for the purpose : as
from its shape it can be easily manipulated amongst
the spurs. Then the stems may be coated with a
mixture of 2 oz. soft-soap, 2 oz. flowers of sulphur,
to 1 quart of tobacco-water, thickened with clay to
the consistency of paint.

Should mealy Bug have effected a lodgment in the
house, more drastic measures must be taken for its
extirpation. All the outer bark must be scraped,
special pains being bestowed upon the spurs. Every
scrap of bark removed should be caught on a sheet
and removed to a fire every time the operator leaves
his work; and wash the stems, &c., with a hard brush,
two or three times with hot water to which a strong
dose of petroleum is added. The Vines may then
be painted with a mixture of 1 quart of coal-tar,
1 of water, made of the consistency of thick paint by
adding yellow clay. When painting the canes stir
the pot frequently. All parts of the structure should
be scrubbed, and the whole of the interior painted ;

remove the soil clean away down to the roots, and
top-dress with fresh loam, well dusting the roots pre-
viously with Thomson's Vine manure. Leave the
house open night and day for the present. As soon
as tree leaves are available the outside border should
be covered with them to the depth of 18 inches,
and thatched with Wheat-straw, giving it such a
slope as will cast the water entirely off the border.
This will impart no artificial warmth, but will retain
much of the heat of the border during the winter
months.

Young Vines will require a considerable amount of
fire-heat to properly ripen the canes, and if such
Vines are not already pruned they should be seen to
at once and the plants removed from the open into
a cool house. Dress all knife wounds with styptic.
The structure for these plants should be at once got
in readiness, cleaning every part thoroughly

; paint the
woodwork when necessary. Win. M. BatUir, Luton Hoo.

The Kitchen Garden.

Late Potatos.—These should now be taken np
before the ground gets frozen, and dry sunny days
should be chosen for the work, digging up the tubers
early in the day, and allowing them to get dry before
picking them up. Care will be necessary to ensure
that no diseased ones are stored with the others. The
sets for next season should be sorted out, separate
baskets being provided for each size, and should then
be spread out in a dry loft or shed where they will

be secure from frost. To preserve the flavour of
those required for eating they should be stored as air-

tight as is possible, and secure from frost, but not so
dry as to cause shrinking ; this is best achieved b^
placing them in small heaps in a dry situation, and
covering them over with straw and earth. A ridge
or heap should be Z\ feet high ; a good covering of
straw drawn straight is placed over them, and the
whole is covered with 9 inches of soil beaten down
firmly ; a handful of straw may be left at intervals of

4 feet along the top of the ridge, projecting throagh
the soil, so that heating of the heap may be preveDked,

Enough of the tubers should be kept out when
storing in this manner for a three or four weeks'snpply.

Do not open a heap in frosty weather if it can be
avoided. I find Magnum Bonum is still the beat

cropper here as a late variety, and it is of first-rate

quality. Our soil is naturally dry, and contains a
large quantity of lime. Snowdrop has cropped vrelB

too, this season, and is also excellent, but the
tubers are more diseased than the first-nansed.

Victoria is almost destroyed with disease—scarcely

any tubers that are untouched.

Lettuces which are nearly ready for use, and those

for the early winter supply, should be lifted and
placed in cold pits. Autumn, Cauliflowers will also

require attention, breaking some of the larger leave*

over the heart, or placing the plants in a dry shed if

severe frost be anticipated. French Beans will keep
nearly a fortnight in good condition if gathered dry,

and spread out in a cool room. }V, H. Divers. Ketton

Hall, Stamford.

Flowers and Insects.—An interesting ex-

ample of mutual connection between flowers and
insects we find in the Ackentnd Gartenhau Zeitutig-.

The colonists in Australia, especially the German
ones, brought from home fruit trees, Apples, Pears,

&c., but although they flowered well and abundantly,

they bore no fruit. Lately another colonist brought
bees from Europe, and the fruit trees in his own and
his neighbour's orchards fruited well. There was an
absence in Australia of the insects necessary to

fertilise the fruit trees, these are the bees, which are

now much cultivated for the sake of fertilising

the flowers, and for honey.
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Advertisers are specially requexted to note, that,
under no circumstances whatener. can any
particular position in the paper be guaran-
teed for advertisements occupying less space
than an entire column.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

M EETI NGS,
MONDAY, Oct lo ' National Chrysanthemum Society ;

'
'

"i Anderton's Hotel, 7 p.m.

J^

Royal Horticulturnl Society : Na-
TUESDAY, Oct l(i<

^^'^''^^ Apple and Pear Coiifer-

j
enee. and Great Show of Fruit,

(. Chiswick. at 3 p.m.

/"Royal Horticultural Society: \n-
WEDNESDAY Oct n*' *^'°"^^ Apple and Pear Confer-

1 ence, and Great Show of Fruit.
(. Chiswick, at 1 p.m.

iRoyal Horticultural Society : Nr.-

THURSDAY, Oct 18/ t'onil Apple nnd Pe:ir Confer-
\ ence, and Great Show of Fruit.
V. Chiswick, at 1 p.m.

SALES.
Bulbs from Holland, at Stevens'
Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe& Morris'
Rooms.

Clearance, of Nursery Stock, at f lie

various Branch Nurseries. Kings-
/ ton Hi 11, Norbi ton , and Long

Ditton, by order of the Executor-*
of the late Mr. T. Jackson, bv
Protheroe &, Morris (six days.)

Nursery Stock. Greenhouse Plant.«.
Greenhouses, &c., at the Batli-
wick Nurseries, Bath, by Pro-
theroe & Morris (2 days.)

/'Bulbs from Holland, at Stevens
,•,) Rooms.

'J
Plants, Lilies, Bulbs, &c., at Pro-

C theroe & Morris' Rooms.
( Choice Orchids in Flower and Bud,

I

and 10,000 Japan Lilium auratum,
18^ at Stevens' Rooms.

j
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

MONDAY, Oct. 15

VTEDXESDAY. Oct.

THURSDAY, Oct.

Rooms,

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

Oct 19-}
^'^PO^'ted and Established Orchids,

* ( at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

Oct. 20

[ Eulbs from Holhind, at Stevens'
Rooms.

\ Dutch Bulbs, at
(. Morris' Rooms.

Protheroe &

.National Apple ^^ ^'^^^^ S^y^ prominence to the

and Pear arrangements of the meeting and
Conference, exhibition to be held at Chiswick

October 16 to 20. . i tj. • ,, „next week. It is specially fitting
that the meeting should be held in the old home
of the Royal Horticultural Society, where a
representati%'e collection of fruit-trees may be
seen, where the circumstances are so favourable
for the exhibition of fruit, and where we may hope
that the brilliant success achieved in the same
gardens, in 1883, may be repeated. Specially
appropriate also is the selection of our leading
pomologist for the post of Chairman on the first

day. His great knowledge, experience, and judg-
ment will prevent much of that mischievous
exaggeration and downright misstatements which
are so likely to injure a good cause, but which
have hitherto not been conspicuous by their
absence.

As no direct commercial interests are involved
in this Conference we may hope for the best
results to fruit culture, and to the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, which has rarely been occupied
to better purpose. The following is the
programme :

—

On Tuesday, 16th, the Council will attend and
formally open the Conference at y p..m. ; on Wednes-
day, 17th, the chair will be taken by Dr. E, Hogg, and
the papers to be read are " The Growtli of Apples for
Profit," Mr. G. Bunyard ;

" The Growth of Pears for
Profit," Mr. Vf. Paul; "Stocks for Apples and
Pears," Mr. T. F. Rivers ;

" The Fewest Varieties
of Pears necessary to ensure Supplies of Ripe
Fruit from August to March," Mr. W. Wild-
smith

;
and " Pruning Apple and Pear Trees,"

Mr. Shirley Hibberd. On Thursday, Shirley
Hibberd, Esq., will preside, and the papers to be
read are:—"Canker in Fruit Trees," Messrs. J.

Douglas and E. Tonks; "The Enemies of the Apple
and Pear," Mr. .T. Fraser ;

" The A'arieties of Apples
for Sussex and their Cultivation on Heavy Soils,"

Mr. J. Cheal; "The Kenovation of Old and Forma-
tion of New Orchards in the West Midlands,"
Mr. W. Coleman; "Apples and Pears suitable
for Cultivation in Scotland," .Mr. M. Dunn;
and " The Cultivation of Apples and Pears in .Tersev."
Mr. C. 15, .Saunders. T. B. Haywood, Esq., will
occupy the chair on Friday. The'papers to be read
.are ;-" Compensation for Orchard Planting," Mr.
W. E. Bear; "Fruit Production and Distribution
from a Provincial Point of View," .Mr. E. J. BaiUie

;

and "Railway Charges," Mr. D. Tallerman. The
chair will be taken at half-past 1 p.m. each day.

\'isitors from the country who propose attend-
ing the meetings may be reminded that the fiar-
dens are within five minutes' walk of the Acton
Green station on the Metropolitan District Rail-
way, and trains run in half an hour from the City
and West End stations every half hour. A'isitors
from the South will find trains from Clapham
Junction to Chiswick Station, which is within a
mile of the Gardens. The time occupied on the
journey from the City is a little over half an hour.

Doubi
Many are the theories that have

stock' '""'" promulgated as to the cause
of the production of double

flowers, but few indeed have been the practical
experiments made with a view either to confirm or
confute the assumptions that have been so freely
made. But now we find a record in the Journal
of the National Horticultural Society of Frayice
which bears so directly on the point, that
we shall be doing our readers a service
by calling attention to it. The record is

taken from one of the reports of the
German agricultural stations—institutions prac-
tically unknown here. The report in question
bears the name of Dr. Nobbe—a sufficient

guarantee of the credit that may be assigned to
the experiments.

At the outset the point is clearly raised by the
enquiry as to the reason why seeds of herbaceous
plants improved by cultivation show a tendency
to produce double flowers ? Is there any appre-
ciable relation between the nature and con-
dition of the seed and of the flowers which
result from their development ? In the
horticultural department of the experimental
station at Tharand an attempt has been
made to find an answer to these queries.
For this purpose the common .Stock was selected
as completing its development in the course of
one season. Twelve distinct varieties were
selected from the establishment of M. E. Be.vaey,
of Erfurt. Of each of the twelve varieties 100
seeds, as nearly alike as possible, were chosen.
These seeds were placed in Dr. Nobbe's germi-
nating apparatus, and submitted to a continuous
and uniform temperature of 20^ C. (= 68" F.).

After four days some of the seedlings (which must
have germinated at once) were removed from the
apparatus, and placed in the open ground. The
other seedlings, which came up after four days and
between four and nine days after the commence-
ment of the experiment, were thrown away, so
that the seedlings reserved consisted of two
classes—one in which the germination had been
accomplished within four days, and the other
those in which germination was not appreciably
commenced till after the ninth day. We need
not give in detail the arrangement for the accu-
rate comparison of the two sets of seedlings

—

suffice it to say that the seedlings were eventually
transferred to large pots, and placed side by side
half of the pot being occupied by those of slow,
growth, the second half by the quickly developed

seedlings. Moreover, some of the two sets of
seedlings were placed in large, others in small
pots

; some in sterile sandy soil, others in
rich soil, care being always taken to make
the experiments rigidly comparable. In all,

nearly (JOO seedlings were thus under obser-
vation. In each case the time of the first

appearance of the flower-bud was duly noted, and
the period when the first flower opened. From
the large mass of statistical details so obtained
the general result was arrived at that, for each
variety the period of time between the sowing
and the appearance of the lirst flower-bud was
long in proportion to the slowness of germina-
tion. In some cases an interval of five or six

days was noticed between the seedlings of the
two categories. The vigour of the plant was
uniformly superior in those cases where the ger-
mination was rapid, and, moreover, when sub-
jected to analysis the amount of dry matter as
distinguished from water was always greater in
the quickly th in in the slowly developed plants.

Rut the most remarkable results are those
relating to the production of double flowers. In
all the varieties the proportion of double flowers
was greater in the case of those that germinated
quickly than in the case of the laggards. Ten
plants of one variety with violet-brown flowers
grown rapidly produced all double flowers, while
eight plants of the same variety which had germi-
nated slowly produced all single flowers.

The following figures convey other striking

illustration of the facts now mentioned. Of one
hundred plants belonging to nine different

varieties the proportion of double flowers, accord-
ing to the period occupied in germination, was
as follows :

—

Double'*. Singles.

After rapid germination ... 82'56 17-44

After slow germination ... 27'03 72 97

It may be suggested that the superiority might
be attributable to the varying influence on the
same seeds of light, heat, or moisture ; but the
experimenters reply that the tendencies exist in

the seeds themselves, for the two categories of
seedlings were exposed to identically the same
conditions, and yet showed the differences already
mentioned. Moreover, although those seedlings
which were grown on in sterile sand were much
less vigorous than those grown in good soil, they,
nevertheless, showed corresponding inequality
as regards their flowers. Again, next to never
was a single flower found in the spikes, bearing
from ten to thirty double flowers, and conversely.

Lastly, hybridisation shows that the seeds con-
tain in themselves unaffected by other condi-
tions the essence of what will be manifested in
the plant later on. It must be added that there
is in each variety a special tendency to produce
double or single flowers as the case may be.

There are some which, however treated, never
yield any but single flowers, while others pro-
duce almost, or quite exclusively, double flowers,

and are, in consequence, doomed to disappear.

These results are so striking that we cannot
but think our great seedsmen will repeat the
experiments in due season, and avail themselves
of the valuable information thus placed at their

disposal. That our horticultural societies will

do anything so useful is, we fear, not to be hoped
for.

The Royal Horticultural Society. — It

has been decided to hold a large horticultural show
in the Temple Gardens on the Thames Embank-
ment about the end of the month of May next year,

the Benchers having kindly given their consent to
the Society to make use of the gardens for that
purpose.
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National Chrysanthemum Society.—A
grand provincial show of this yociety will lie held at

the Corn Exchange, Sheffield, on Friday and Satur-

day, November 16 and 17. Schedules for this Exhi-

tition have been forwarded to all members. Any

further particulars may be had on apjilication to

either of the Hon. Sees., Mr. W. K. Woodcock, Hon.

Sec, Sheffield Chrysanthemum Society, The Gar-

dens, Oakbrook, Sheffield ; or Mr. Willum Holmes,

Hon. Sec, National Chrysanthemum Society,

Frampton Park Nurseries, Hackney. A Chrysan-

themum Conference will probably be held on the

evening ol the first day, further particulars ol which

inst., and will be continued every Thursday at 8 p.m.,

by K. J. Harvky Giiison, Esq., M.A., F.K.S.Ed.

The object of the course will be to give an account

of the structure and uses of the various parts of

flowerinfc plants, and the jirinciples on which they

are artificially cultivated ; the origin of cultivated

from wild plants, the diseases to which plants are

liable, and the means adopted for their prevention

and cure.

The Genus PRIMULA.—Dr. Fax, of Breslau,

the latest monographer of this genus, admits 150

species grouped under sixteen sections distinguished

all the colonies ; and agricultural labourers in

Canada (in the summer months), New South Wales.

Victoria, Queensland. Tasmania, and some districts

of New Zealand ; while mechanics are only in de-

mand in very few localities, as in Melbourne for those

connected with the building trades. Intending

emigrants should write to the office, 111, Hroadway,

Westminster, S.W., as to the arrangements ( if any)

which are made by Colonial Governments, and in some

cases by private committees and individuals in the

colonies, for the reception and assistance of emigrants

on landing. The committee wish to urge the need

of careful selection in the case of emigrants, and of

Fig. 08.—nocKEEY at pinsee, peom a pen-and-ink sketch bt mb. t. wilkinsox. (see p. 416.)

will be duly announced. Visitors to Sheffield will

be admitted after 3 o'Clock on Friday at half-price,

on presentation of the return-half of the rail ticket.

The Midland Railway will convey exhibits at owner's

risk, at single rate for the double journey, provided

they remain the property of the exhibitor. A
number of cheap excursion trains will be run into

Sheffield on Saturday, November 17.— A general

meeting of the Society will be held at Anderton's

Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C., at 7 p.m., on Monday, the

15th inst., E. Sandehson, Esq., in the chair.

Mechanics' Institute, Woolton.—We learn

that a course of ten free lectures on " Elementary

Botany and the Principles of Gardening, " in con-

nection with this Institute, commenced on the lltli

one from another by the margins of the leaves folded

inwards or outwards as the case may be, the texture

of the leaves, the nature of the infloresence umbel-

late or in superposed whorls, the calyx increased

after flowering or not, and other characteristics.

Emigrants' Information Office. — This

quarter's circulars, relating to Canada, the Aus-

tralasian and South African Colonies have just been

issued. Queensland grants free passages to female

servants and selected unmarried agricultural

labourers. Western Australia and Queensland grant

assisted passages, and the two former and Natal

nominated passages at reduced rates—mainly to

female servants and agriculturists. Farmers with

capital, and female servants, will find openings in

providing those who go out with money to keep

them on arrival.

"Botanical Magazine." — The following

plants are figured in the October number of thi»

valuable publication ;

—

Howm Bdmoreana, t. 7018.—A graceful Palm, of

medium size (24 feet), with spineless, ringed, slender

stem, and a crown of pinnate leaves, each about

feet long, with linear-oblong, plicated pinna;. The

sessile flowers are borne on cylindrical spikes in-

cluded within a leathery acuminate spathe. The

fruits are olive-shaped, reddish-brown. The species

is peculiar to Lord Howes Islands off the eastern

coast of Australia, latitude 32° S., with one or two

other endemic genera of the same order.
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Bhochdendron CoUcrianum, t. 7019.—An alpine

AH'ghan Rhododendron, of which a figure was giyen
in onr columns, September 15, 18S.S, p. 297, fig. 38.

Iris A/berti. t. 7020.—A species from the moun-
tiins of Turkestan, where it was found by Dr.
Albekt Kegel. It resembles I. pallida in habit,
and, says Mr. Baker, " is interesting botanically

because it possesses a rudimentary crest and a fully

developed beard down the claw of the outer segments,
thus forming a connecting link between the two sub-
genera, Pogoniris and Evansia.

Diea racenwsa, t. 7021.—A native of the eastern
side of Table Mountain, at elevations of from 800 to
2.500 feet, and extending thence to Grahamstown.
The racemes are erect, four to nine-flowered, rosy-
red ; the dorsal sepal hooded, lateral sepals flat,

ovate, spreading, as long as the hooded sepal ; the
lip linear. Each flower measures about \i inch in

diameter.

Asaruin inacranthum, t. 7022.— A remarkably
curious plant, described by Sir Joseph Hookek, and
having cordate-ovate, many-ribbed leaves, green
above, whitish beneath, with prominent reticulations

;

petioles elongate, erect, spotted with red. The
flowers are borne in dense clusters at the ba.se of the
plant, each one about 2 inches across, with a bell-

shaped tube and a limb dividing into five oblong-
ovate wavy lobes, as long as the tube, and of a pale
brown colour, tinged with yellow and purple. It is

a native of Formosa, whence it was sent to Kew by
Mr. FoBD, the Superintendent of the Hong Kong
Botanic Garden.

Insect Life.-The United States Department
of Agriculture has commenced the publication of
periodical Bulletins devoted to the dissemination
of information concerning the life-history of those
insects in which the agriculturist is more particu-
larly interested. The Bulletins in question are
edited by Professor Rilet, the entomologist of the
Department, whose name is a guarantee that the
work will be carefully and accurately done, and with
a special relation to the wants of agriculturists.

Flowers for the Working Classes,—
At the recent exhibition of the Van lloutte Club at
Ledeberg a Silver-gilt Medal was offered for the
best six plants of different kinds specially adapted
for the decoration of the houses of the working
classes. It was stipulated that the value of the lot
should not exceed 3 francs, and that the exhibitor
should be in a position to supply within twenty-four
liours ten times the number if required to do so. The
competition, as we learn from the Eemie de I'Hortl-
cidlttre Beige, was severe. Mr. Gvzeltnck took the
1st prize, for Pelargonium Lilliput, tuberous Begonia,
Coleus var., double Petunia, Fuchsia, Dracrena con-
gesta discolor. The 2nd prize went to M. E.
Vervaene, for Tradescantia multicolor, Pourettia
mexicana, Dracasna congesta discolor, Aralia ja-
ponica. Begonia Dregei, Apapanthus umbellatus
fol. var.

Plant Collections.—We are wont to regret
the turning of private establishments into market
gardens, and the substitution of mercenary for other
considerations. However much we may regret it we
have no right to blame those who deem it right and
expedient to come into competition with the market
gardeners. But it is curious to see that the same
state of things which we lament now existed sixty-
five years ago, when we find Messrs. Loddiges ex-
pressing themselves in the following terms in the
third volume of their Botanical Cabinet ;—" For
many years have we beheld with the deepest con-
cern these and other causes gradually operating, to
the breaking up of the several respectable collections
which formerly existed in the vicinity of the metro-
polis. One by one have they fallen, and new ones
have not arisen in their stead. The buildings which,
once, filled with rare and splendid plants, delighted
and elevated the mind, in not a few instances have
been degraded into absolute potageries [sic]. The in-
tellectual pleasures which their owners had formerly
enjoyed in them were forgotten, and exchanged for

the gratification of gross and corporeal animal
cravings. And thus stoves were finally doomed to
exist only as gratification and sort of manufactories
of such things as early Potatos, French Beans, small
salad, or Mushroom,'."

The ChiSWICK Soiree.—We would remind
our readers that the Chiswick Gardeners' Mutual
Improvement Association intend to hold a suirie on
the evening of Wednesday, the 17th inst., at the
Chiswick Vestry llall, for the benefit of the Gardeners'
Orphan Fund.

Royal Horticultural Society of Aber-
deen.—The acting Directors of this Society met in

the office of the Secretary, Mi. A. M. Bvres, Bridge
Street, Aberdeen, on Wednesday evening, the 3rd
inst., Councillor Lyon, President, in the chair. The
balance-sheet for the year showed a surplus of over
£100, which was considered very satisfactory. The
annual meeting of the Society was fixed for to-day
(Saturday, 13th inst.), when, among other things,

there will be discussed the propriety of holding a
spring show.

Uva Grass (Gynerium saccharoides).—
Under the name of " Uva Grass," the large and hand-
some male flower-spikes of this plant are now ofl'ered

for sale by Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden
Market. How they are obtained is not quite clear.

Mr. GuMBLETON says he was told they were from
the Congo, and the vendors say that they came
from India. The plumes are G feet or more high,

not unlike those of Pampas-grass, but much
handsomer. They are, of course, dried, and the
flowers are grey-brown. G. saccharoides is a gigantic

Reed, native of Cumana, in Venezuela, where it is

abundant on river banks. It is one of the most
beautiful of all tropical grasses, the stems being
12 feet or more long, nearly 1 inch in diameter, the
lower part clothed with brown sheaths, the upper
bearing graceful arching leaves 1.} yard long and
an inch wide ; the edges serrate, and the midrib
channelled ; they are arranged distichously. In
habit the plant is not unlike Arundo Donax. The
panicles are terminal, and about 4 feet of the upper
part is clothed with long plumose branches of small
flowers, the branches themselves being about Ik foot

long. These measurements are taken from a fine

living example of the plant which is growing in the
tank with the Victoria Lily at Kew, and which
flowered some years ago.

Potato Flowers and Tubers.—It has been
long known that there exists a sort of relation be-
tween the production of flowers and the non-develop-
ment of tubers. Knight removed the young tubers
as soon as they appeared, and found that the pro-
duction of flowers was proportionately increased.
M. WoLLNT, as cited in the Annates Agronomiques,
arrived at similar results. Four plots were allotted

to each variety under trial. One of the four was left
untouched ; in the other three the flowers were
removed at three diff'erent periods. In the result,
the removal of the infloresence was usually found to
increase the weight of produce. Nevertheless, early
varieties, and those in which the flowers were not
removed till a later period, showed opposite results
in the shape of a lighter crop, perhaps because of the
short time which elapsed between the removal of the
flowers and the form.ition of tubers, and also by
reason of the dryness of the season (July 14—August
25, 1886).

The Weather in Scotland.—In Aberdeen-
shire the weather of the past few days has been of a
character little short of disastrous, it is to be feared,
in its effects on the harvest locally. On Saturday
last it became unseasonably cold, with cold driving
rain from the north ; and, toward the middle of the
week, it had assumed an aspect of thorough winteri-
ness, heavy and frequent showers of soft snow falling,
with increasingly strong frosts at night, which must
destroy all hope of the further maturing of the
half-ripened grain. The terrific storm wliich broke
out early on Thursday morning played sad havoc.
The wet snowflakes adhered to the grain, and caused
the stalks to become top-heavy, with the result that

large patches were flattened to the ground, while in
other places the strong wind twisted the corn and
rubbed off the grain.

English Apple and Fruit-growing Com-
pany. —We understand that Baron Rothschild and
Mr. .Maple have taken up shares in this enterprise.

GisHURSTINE.—The manager of Messrs. Price's
Patent Candle Company reminds us, by a timely
sending of their renowned Gishurstine "for water-
proofing boots, that the worst season of the year for
the gardener is at hand. We can bear testimony to.

the efficacy of the article in question.

SUTTON'S LATEST OF ALL PEAS,
The introduction of Walker's perpetual bearing

Peas was a great boon to many of ua who have to
get a large supply of vegetables all the year round ;

Until the introduction of the above variety it

was my custom to make a sowing of the early
white Peas about midsummer, for the purpose
of providing a late dish or two in the autumn ;

but in unfavourable dry seasons these get so
badly infested with mildew as to render them
almost useless. Walker's Pea sown about the end
of May was a valuable autumn vegetable, but these
sometimes get the mildew rather seriously in a dry
season. But for the last three years we have had
grand rows of superb Peas named Sutton's Latest of
All, a sample of which I enclose; these were sown
June 2, and, as you will observe, with open weather,
will produce a supply for a long time. If these were
sown in large pots and grown outside until the
approach of winter, and then put into an airy Peach-
house, they would continue to bear until nearly
Christmas. J. H. Goodacre.

BARROW POINT, PINNEE,
The gardens at Barrow Point Hill—the seat of

W. Barber, Esq., Q.C.—are chiefly noticeable for

their picturesque arrangement and the fine collec-

tion of hardy herbaceous plants. Within the com-
pass of 2.1 acres there are spacious lawns, mixed
borders of rare plants, an admirably planned rock
garden, miniature lake, with the more interesting
aquatic and bog plants, collections of alpine plants
and Lilies, and a fruit garden of espalier and bush
trees. All the year round there is something to
admire here, from early Snowdrop and winter Aco-
nite, a host of golden Daffodils, Primulas, Auriculas,
Roses and Lilies, till

—

" Heavily hangs the Hollyhock,
Heavily hangs the Tiger Lily,"

and the sad word, " Ichabod," is written across the
glories of the parterre.

The house, which was formerly the residence of
Lady Carr, has been considerably enlarged and
improved under the directions of A. P. Seddon, Esq.,.

Assoc. British Architects; and the grounds have-

been laid out under the care of the present head
gardener, Mr. J. W. Odell. A long avenue of Elms,
Chestnuts, and Oaks skirts the estate on the east,

and a wire fence separates the lawn from pleasant
meadows which stretch away to the quaint old village

of Pinner. The tower of the ancient church rises

from among the red tiled roofs and Elms, and on the
right the little " Pin," from which the village takes
its name, winds along beneath the shade of trees.

A distinguished visitor—and Barrow Point has
many visitors—very happily described it as a " garden
of surprises," from the varied attraction of its winding
walks, which open up new vistas at every turn.
Every opportunity has been taken by means of rustic

arches of rude construction to afford support to
various effective climber among these are Ivies of

several kinds. Honeysuckles, Roses, Aristolochia,

Jasmine, Tropieolum, and Clematis ; of the latter the
invaluable Jackmanni, montana, and the homely but
elegant Travellers' Joy of the hedgerows. The method
of growing climbers deserves more attention ; the
arches themselves when covered are sometimes charm-
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ing pictures, and moreover they form a framework

for objects of interest in or beyonJ tlie garden. The

arches are gayest in the timo of Roses, but till quite

lately old Gloire de Dijon has been a splendid feature

<:ombined with the deep purple ofJackman's Clematis.

To beds of light colours the larger leaved Ivies are a

suitable foil, and furnish a scries of pretty vignettes.

Another interesting feature is the rock garden

(fig. iiiS, p. 41.'i). A few years ago this was one of the

weedy and neglected spots that is seen frequently on

'the outskirts of large gardens, the receptacle for the

garden debris or an ever-smoking Valley of ilinnom.

How such an unsavoury corner may be made, not only

innocuousbut interesting and even beautiful, may here

be seen. A few Kims and Ashes served as a nucleus

Tound about which channels were excavated and the

soil, chiefly clay, thrown into irregular heaps; pleasant

shady walks wind to and fro through the little wilder-

ness of pretty wildings, among which the Fern family

thrive amazingly. Many loads of burrs and stumps

of trees gave further relief; soil was distributed over

these, and the whole planted with suitable shrubs,

hardy plants, bog plants, and alpines ;
while the

water margin affords room for Lilies, Rushes, Caltha,

and other aquatic plants. A rustic bridge spans the

water, where one may stand and watch the gambols

of the fish, and occasionally catch a glimpse of the

kingfisher as he darts past.

Among the most conspicuous of the occupants of

the rock-garden are several species of Mullein,

Lvthrum, Polygonum, Rosa rugosa, Helianthe-

inum, JIalva moschata, Fo.xgloves, Campanulas,

Day Lilies, Golden Catalpa, Globe Thistle, Lobelia

fulgens ; and on the lower slopes, Arabis, Silenes,

dwarf riiloxes. Saxifrages, and a host of pretty

things which in spring produce masses of bright

colour. One might get a dozen " bits " equally

interesting with that here shown. We must not

forget to note that several species of British Ferns

are plentifully distributed, and with admirable

*ffect.

Perhaps these gardens are at their best in May on

account of the fine collection of alpines and the

large number of Polyanthus and hardy Primulas

planted out. Among these we noticed rosea,

<lenticulata, cortusoides, and nivalis. Poppies

make a brave show, from the huge brilliant orange-

acarlet P. orientale to the varying shades of P.

nudicaule, and the still more cliaste and delicate

alpine Poppies, yellow, white, and terra cotta.

Latterly the most showy flowers were the Helianthe-

mum, Rudbeckia, Pyrethrums, Scabious, Olearia

Haastii, Lychnis Flos-Jo»is,Pentstemons,Gaillardias,

•Globe Ranunculus, the Peach-leaved Campanula,

Xychnis Sieboldi and L. Haageana, the herbaceous

Phlox of several varieties, Tritoraa uvaria, and

several fine clumps of Pampas-grass. One little

Ibed of hardy Orchids was most interesting six weeks

ago. Among them we noticed Cypripedium spec-

tabile, C. rubescens, and C. arachnites ; these were

grown in shade, facing north.

Lilies are grown along a border on the left of a

feed, near to the house ; among them are L. gigan-

teum, now bearing eight pods of seed ; L. auratum,

L. longiflorum, L. pardalinum, L. canadense spe-

<:io8um, several varieties ; L. candidum, L. colchi-

<;um, L. testaceum, and L. tigrinum. They
show to great advantage against a background of

evergreen shrubs. With these, too, and scattered

about the various borders, are some of the finest

varieties of Iris, among them being I. fimbriata

reticulata and the chaste dark beauty, I. susiana.

Perhaps the most interesting part of garden work
is the raising of seedlings of the choicer kinds of

hardy flowering plants. Easily accessible from the

house, and by the side of a pretty mixed border

€dged with dwarf cordon Apple trees, there is a

series of nursery beds, which for months in the

autumn furnish daily new delights. Among the

species were Carnations, Pyrethrums, Polyanthus,

Delphiniums, Campanulas, Antirrhinums, Pentste-

mons, and Gaillardias. Only the best specimens

are promoted to the borders, and the remainder

discarded or given away. A broad belt of Nicotiana

affinis is not only efTectivp with a background of

shrubs, but remarkably fragrant. One of the most

brilliant bits of colour is that of a scarlet Tropico-

lum, which was planted at the foot of a dead Apricot

tree, facing south. It is now a broad sheet of green,

thickly spattered over with the brilliant flowers.

Less striking in colour, though equally beautiful, and

far more tempting and tasteful, was a splendid crop

of the old Moor Park Apricot. The mixed borders,

of which there are several, have backgrounds of

flowering shrubs and Conifers. Briefly, it may be

said that the gardens of Mr. Barber are a fine

example of what intelligent effort can accomplish in

beautifying the scene in a short time. T. W., Harrow.

REPORT OF THE SEED HAR-
VEST OF 1888.

Red Clover (Trifolium pratense perenne).—Con-

tinental reports speak generally of very bad crops,

more or less damaged by wet weather. American

reports are also unsatisfactory, the sliortness of crop

in that country arising from the extreme drought at

a critical period of the development of the plant.

Very little English seed is coming forward at present,

and there are no expectations of large outputs in the

future.

White C/owr (Trifolium repens).—The crop of this

seed in Germany and Poland is reported to be one

of the worst on record, and samples show very great

damage by rain. Reports from France are some-

what similar, whilst America only expects moderate

crops, the plant being more or less burnt up.

Alsi/ce Clover (Trifolium hybridum).— It is expected

that some fair samples of English seed, but in very

small quantities, may come forward later. In Ger-

many, Poland, Sweden, and other Continental pro-

ducing districts of this article, the reports are

exceedingly unfavourable, and it is almost impossible

at present to estimate the extent of the damage

done to the Alsike crop and to the Clover harvest

generally by the wet season. It is full early yet for

reliable information as to the American and Cana-

dian crop, but the production of this article in the

States is only limited in quantity.

Trefoil (Medicago lupulina).—This seed has suf-

fered in the same disastrous manner, and high prices

are easily made for good average samples.

Lucerne (Medicago sativa).—Crop is small, and

higher prices than last year are being asked.

Timothy (Phleum pratense).—Promises to be

better and cheaper than last year. The crop is large,

and well harvested in the producing districts.

Eape.—ls a fair average crop ; but in consequence

of the wet weather there are very few samples coming

forward in a suitable condition for export.

Mustard.—Fair average crop.

Swedes and Turnips.—These, notwithstanding the

wet summer, were harvested generally in very good

condition ; the prices at the present time being

favourable to buyers.

lii/e Grasses (Lolium perenne and italicum).—The

crops in Scotland, Ireland, and France have been

seriously damaged by rains, and samples are darker

in colour than last year. We find the germination

of the samples well up to tlie average. Prices will

be certain to rule higher than last year.

Natural Grasses.

Authoxanthmn odoratum (Sweet Vernal).—A very

fair crop, again showing high standard of germina-

tion.

Jgrostis stolonifera (Florin).—A good average

crop; but, as this grass is very subject to ergot,

samples free from the impurity always command

good prices.

Alopecurus prafensis (Meadow Foxtail).—This is

again one of the short harvests, and few samples

give the average germination of the past two or

three years.

Ci/nostinis cristatus (Crested Dogstail).—Is a fair

crop in England, Ireland, Holland, and Germany,

but the colour is afiected by the continuous rains.

Daclylis ylomerata (Cocksfoot).—Very large im-

portations have arrived from New Zealand, and as

European samples have again high vitality, low

values are reached.

Fcstuca tenuifona (Fine-leaved Fescue).—This crop

is again very light, but as its principal use is for the

formation of lawns and pleasure grounds, it is not

an important factor in the supply.

festui;a ditriusmla (Hard Fescue).—Is a good aver-

age crop, the seed is again of high germination.

F. pralensis (Meadow Fescue).-Crop plentiful,

and quality very fine, with high germination.

F. elatior (Tall Fescue).— This grass becomes

more plentiful every year ; still fine samples com-

mand good prices.

Poa trivialis and P. mnioralis (Rough-stalk Mea-

dow-grass and Wood Meadow-grass).—Are fair

average crops.

P. pratensis (Smooth-stalk Meadow-grass).—Re-

ports speak of fair average crops, but, as usual,

American samples prove, under test, to be very de-

ficient in vitality.

As usual, there is no scarcity of inferior grass

seeds in the market at all sorts of prices. James

Carter ^j- Co., High Holborn, London, and Mark Lane.

Trade Notice.

SAM. DEABDS & CO.

A COMPANY, of which the Secretary, pro. tern., is

Mr. W. E. Deards, Dashwood House, 16, New Broad

Street, London, E.C., has been formed for the pur-

chase and development of the business of hot-water

engineers, heretofore carried on by Mr. S. Deards.

The share capital is fixed at £25,000.

Home Correspondence.

HARPALIUM RIGIDUM SEMI-PLENUM.—In your

issue of the Gth inst., p. 391, the Rev. C. WoUey
Dod gives us some useful information as to the

history of this beautiful hardy Sunflower. There is

no doubt that the plant certificated is identical with

the one distributed by the Rev. C. WoUey Dod as

Helianthus laitiflorus. The huge bunch of cut flowers

placed before the Royal Horticultural Society by Mr.

Ware, of Tottenham, was labelled Harpalium rigidum

8emi-pIenum(Baker), Helianthui laitiflorus (WoUey

Dod). The Floral Committee evidently adopted the

nomenclature of the new authority in preference to the

name given by the Rev. WoUey Dod, who has

undoubtedly been misinformed by his correspondent.

Harpalium rigidum is a very valuable plant. I had

a bed of thein in flower this autumn, from which

might have been selected several varieties. Although

similar in habit and time of flowering, the flowers

diSered very much in form, some having only a

single row of ray-florets, while others had two,

three, and some even having an appearance of being

double. C. S.

PROLIFEROUS SPIKE OF PHAL/ENOP8I8.—The

figure of this in last .week's Gardeners' Chronicle

(p. 389) represents a much more interesting fact

than the short note which accompanied it would

lead one to suppose. It is of course usual for Pha-

lainopsis to develope young plants on the tips of the

old flower-spikes, if these are aUowed to remain long

enough on the plants ; but the spike shown in the

figure was one which had been cut ofl" the plant

soon after the flower-buds began to expand, a heavy

fog having almost denuded the spike—a very fine

one—of almost all its buds. Instead of throwing

the spike away it was left standing with its base m
water in the house, where it had been grown, and m
time it developed young plants in the axils of the

branches of the spike, not on the ends. There were

three young plants originally, but only two attamed

any size. Growers of Phala;nopsis will see the

diti'erence between leaving the flower-spike on the

plants in the hope of getting young ones, and

removing the spike as soon as the flowers are over

and placing it in water. As a means of propagating

these plants, the flower-spikes may be turned to good

account. As an instance, I may mention that we

have only one small plant of P. gloriosa, which
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""' y^"- ^^'hen the flower, wereover the sp.ke was cut off and placed in water and

LAVINGTON CONQUEROR POTATO. - I havesentjou one root of a new Potato now under trial

U e rZ^^. ^''""e'«° Conqueror. I have grownthe 1 otato (our years, and with me it has resistedthe d.sease better than any other, and I mTy savI have grown aU the beat varieties in culUvYtio/

^IZVflV'^' T^l' h-l".. which is much inlavour of it as a Rarden Potato. The tuber reni,ir»»™ore t,me to cook than son.e others. Last year ou

iu::;:t Tst'an?" '™? ^"^^''^^^ ^^^^ -"t"

Aums '

« ,^ 'v
°''

T""" "t'?""
"' eood in colour inAugust as in November. I have seen many accounts

let r^str™'
^*™."-'"-°d other pa'pers abou<^.8ease resisting varieties. I thought I should like

-t-yf. tyffe Hall, Market Lavington. [The tuhers-n with this letter were clean^fine white sknne"

Teemed tT' "'" "^ ^''' ''"^'"^ "''^'' cooked It

short! E^O ' " '"" ""PP*^^- ^-"^ ""^ haulm was

^eite^^itT^^'rnt-B-ysii^^
remove tender plants and Ferns fronio„ehrse toanother before using the ordinary tobacco-paper I

IT'T\
"f '"« .medicated tobacco-paper, Tnd am

mend it^t?"^ "',";/' ">at I would Iik^e to recommend it to my fellow gardeners. The price isU M..,per pound, but it is cheap at that' figure!
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TRANSPLANTING FRUIT TRFPO Tl,„ ••

i'- ,

'^^ "'""'•al soil in the garden s not nf

1„ TaC ,""" *^^'=' '" treading on it. The new tree,

« incnes, within as many weeks from tho ;„ <•

gently over. This done lay on 3 or 4 inches of rnffonmanure as a mulching, which will maintain the ronN.n a more ec,uable condition than coufd otherwise

JJ If- •?'*''™ *he trees temporarily to the

:in'Ll"w^h tt s^i? '

Th^en^^f^-'^ei^'"'" " '"^^

fjr^rT^--n5?"-^^aS
brtiirbrth^-"

-"-"-""- =n^
able, If the work be done in bright sunshiny weather

and only a few sorts seem to do anything like well.An Apple called Polly, because raised in Polmassick,
a hamlet m this locality, seems to do better than anyand ,t IS a good Apple for either cooking or dessert

wn^l^h fh "u
f"^">,ng about the Vicar? or what

OUR MARKETS. -I beg to call attention to

lJT''"^rr^
amongst some of the commission

agents in the Covent Garden market. Every week

fo ,?nMT"'". T '""'"<' '" 'he several gardening
journals for cut flowers in any quantity, andTupon the
flowers being sent, a reply comes in due course thatthe market IS glutted, that there has been no sale-only realised enough to cover expenses, &c. ! Now
f this has been the case all through, why is the ad-vertisement continued ?-as, of course, it misleads

IZ :J .'°^°^ P™P'^ '^"""8 ^"'»'l quantities

r„ « 7,^''f\'u^ '? ''"'"'<^' '"'"'"'J the sime, only
to hnd that they have been altogether misled I

man" ^l^u^^
";°""%'° '^^ """^^ 'han one sales-man. In the last case I forwarded, carriage paid andboxes my own, to a large firm :-l box containing ii

Dacked 1 h'' 'f'™;"
''""'='' ^ood blooms, well

hr^^h T. u- ^ '"°"'" ™hite Cactus Dahlias
; 1box, 4 dozen Dahlias, various. In return, 1 receiveda note saying. Sorry, trade bad

; market at presentoverstocked; season bad!" and a host of other

askini' forT ""'';/ T"''^ '"" P^P- --J -™t«asking for the result of sale, as the Asters werementioned but no Dahlias. Upon which I get a replya copy of which I enclose. Another case :-I sent IS

do.en Dahlias, 3 dozen Harpalium, 2 do.en-all inseparae boxes. Reply,-" Not sold: no demand

"waned
^'""'"'-

-^''.'.^ ^"" ^'"' advertisesWanted any quantity," &c. F. W. B. [Our corre-spondent should enquire of his salesman, before'send-mg, whether the goods are likely to be saleable" Ed
]

THE LATE FROST.- On the 2nd inst. weexperienced the most destructive early frost that has

recorded Qo
"" ?'"'^ ^<'"'- ^he thermometer hererecorded 9°
;

it was no mere sudden fell of the tem-
perature which sometimes happens, but was in agardener s phrase, a thorough frost, lasting all throughthe night As might naturally be expected, aSd
particularly so, considering the soft state of vegeta-^on this season, the effects were most disastrousNot only were all tender subjects cut oH', but many'
that are hardier suffered likewise. I do not recollectany occasion when Peaches and Nectarines havebeen injured at such an early date. Late Admirableand Desse Tardive suffered considerably liere andamong late varieties of Nectarines, Albert Victor
tared the worst, some of the fruits near the summit
hiV;l''''n'';''"^frf<'°

through, and are now quite
black. Goes Golden Drop Plum Nvas somewhat
damaged. Vegetables, which were yery bountiful
are now greatly diminished by the loss of Peas'Beans Globe Artichokes, and a part of the crop ofVeitch s Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, &c. We have
also to rue the loss of so many beautiful autumn
flowers, which are cut down entirely, as Asters
uahlias, Japanese Anemones, Zinnias, &c which
are usually enjoyed for a much longer

'

period
Geo. T. Miles, IVi/combe Abbey.

^

though Hear it lin .
"""" '''"''''^ '" the wood

i'^vtir;-tLt/SSrSr--'^
pay in Cor^wan.the^tra'rrrLtTe'drhlthr;

PHLOX DRUMMONDI.-This has made one of themost useful of bedding plants during the wet andcool summer. Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, and theordinary flowering plants that are employed to fillthe flower-beds made but a poor display until thehne sunny weather of August set in ; but the PhloxDrummondi, despite the rain, seemed to be as
flonferous as ever, and in looking over collections
one IS pleased to see that a new variety occasionally
puts in appearance. The new variet'ies are much
superior to the old, and are well worth growin- forbeds and in borders, if. J9.

>'"„ lor

RUNNER AND KIDNEY BEANS.-In your report
ot the condition of the seed crops in Holland men-
tion IS made of the lateness of kidney and runner
iieans, and that the seed crop must be a moderate
one. Things are perhaps rather worse in this
country and have been made so by the recent frosts,
which following in rapid succession, completely
settled runner and dwarf Beans alike, so that their
usual season of productiveness has been shortened
at the back end fully three weeks, whilst the first
portion of the season was fully a fortnight later
thus, the pod-production season, whether for seed or
for market, has been perhaps one of the shortest on
record. On both runners and late dwarfs, where the

pods were left to ripen from the first, the proportion
(airly matured when seized by frost was about
one-third. In the case of first early dwarfs, such
as Ne 1

1
us Ultra, for instance, the growth being less

robust, the pods are nearly all ripe. Kunners, how-
ever, are likely to be the worst seed producers as
being so much more fleshy or succulent; the frostmay in addition to having checked plant growth
also have destroyed the germinative powers of the
least ripened seed. It has been no uncommon
practice to have to artificially ripen yery late
ripened seed, but in the present case the very
early and severe frosts may have rendered that
labour useless. To market growers the loss on
the sudden destruction of a crop which was still
selling very well is indeed considerable, but may be
recouped by compelling an earlier and larger demand
for Cabbages, Coleworts, and Brussels Sprouts all
ot which are very abundant and early, whilst Autumn
Giant Cauliflowers, too, are exceptionally good and
plentiful Spinach also is exceedingly abundant and
good and, so far, not injured by the frosts. I need
hardly say that with the destruction of the Beans
the Vegetable Marrows also followed suit, their case
being perhaps the worst of all. A. D.

NEW VEGETABLES.-I think "A. D." has jumped
very quickly to the conclusion that I was unable to
distinguish any differences between the dishes of
Long Red Surrey and New Intermediate Carrots
shown at Shrewsbury. If "A. D." had seen
the specimens referred to, I think even he would
hardly have classed them as intermediate I did
not measure them, but the diameter at crown
would be about 2| inches, and the length of root

1 :Z „ '°'=hes, gradually tapering the whole
length. His statement that I could only have seen
the New Intermediate Carrot there for the first time
IS on a par with some of his other statements Imay tell him that I have grown that variety as sent
out by at least two of our leading seedsmen and I
assert that, as an Intermediate Carrot—as I 'under-
stand the word-it is no improvement on James-
Scarlet, but the reverse. The latter variety as
every gardener knows, is valuable on shallow or cold
soils, where it would be impossible to grow long Car-
rots satisfactorly. By persistently selectin.' the
longest and most tapering roots of James' Inter-
mediate, the seed growers and nurserymen have
made a_great advance in the New Intefmediate as
A. D. says, but at the same time they are fast

defeating the very object the raiser of the old In-
termediate must have had in view in introducing it
,"amely, a short root for shallow soils. As to'"A. D.'s" assumption, that " most gardeners admit

"

the great advance made during the last twenty years
in most kind of vegetables, some of which is really
illusive where he says :—" But there are several good
things, and every gardener will admit the great
advance in Cauliflowers made with the intro-
duction of Veitch's Autumn Giant." I was under
the impression, from] reports of the wholesale
houses, giyeu from time to time in these
pages, that the bulk of their trade was done in
old standard varieties of vegetables, but fromA D. s point of view I am again totally wrong
as he seems to think any check to the introduction
ot new varieties would be stagnation and ruin As
regards the Cabbages—our first point of difference—
I would like to know if Little Gem has been tried at
Lhiswick, and if so, is it there reported as a distinct
variety.' John JFdies. Creswcll Hall Gardens, Stafford

APPLE CULTURE.—Of late it seems to have be-
come fashionable in some quarters to comment on
the large sums of money we pay annually for foreign
produce, chiefly for that of American and Canadian
growth, and it is thought that that money might just
as well be retained in our own country, consequently
a greatly extended cultivation of Apples is being
strongly advocated. Amongst other things it is
stated that our orchards are a ' positive disgrace,"
that bad varieties should be replaced by better, that
the best fruits of home growth are equal to those
from America, &c. Well, my own opinion is that
those who preach and advocate the above doctrine
have discovered a mare's nest which, if acted upon'
will jjrove to be a white elephant, that in years hence
It will be found to be a question of bad advice and somuch capital lost. I freely admit that in good sea-
sons the best fruits grown in Kent, Hampshire, and
one or two other counties will compare favourably
with those from America and Canada, but to general-
ise from that fact, and advocate the planting of
Apple trees in all directions with a view to curtailing
or obviating the necessity for this foreign supply
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appears to me to show a lamentable want of sound

logic. Why are we beinjif beaten in the home market?
one may ask, and as readily answer, from causes be-

yond human control, viz., climatic conditions. Those
who live the longest will learn the most on this par-

ticular point, and I can only hope that those who
hold a contrary opinion to myself may prove to be

right, and that I may be wrong. That there is room
for a further extended profitable culture of small

fruits in this country goes without saying, and it is

impossible to see at present what the end of it will

be, but the probabilities seem to be that when we
have grown sufficient for our own requirements we
may do an export trade. These remarks, I trust,

will not be taken as emanating from a dogmatic

spirit, and must be accepted for what they are worth.

Young Crab.

THE OLD MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA VINE AT
HAREWOOD CASTLE.—This fine old Vine, which
may be termed the Hampton Court Vine of the North,

so far as age and size are concerned, is this year

producing a good crop of nice, well set, useful

bunches. They are fully a month later in ripening

than usual in more genial seasons. The house it

fills is a lean-to, some GO feet long by about 26 feet

wide. It is planted outside, about the centre of the

house, the main stem being brought in under the
" pan " of the front-lights, at the top of which a
branch has been taken horizontally to each end

;

from these other branches are taken vertically under
each rafter to the top of the house. Owing to the

size of the house and the extensive root-run in the

border it is practically impossible to push it on in

the usual sense of the term amongst gardeners, hence
Mr. Fowler's anxiety to get the fruit fully ripe,

60 as to be able to keep them well into the new
jear, as is usual in more genial seasons. From an
inscription on a stone let into the back wall of the
house, I found it had been planted 105 years. H. J.

€., Griinston, October 1.

HEAVY CROP OF CROSSE MIGNONNE PEACH.—
In these days of progress Fruit Conferences have been
held in different part of the country, in order to

stimulate increased interest and culture in home
fruits. While visiting gardens this season I have
given more than usual attention to the condition of

fruit trees. The other day, at the seat of the Earl
-of Galloway, Galloway House, 1 had an opportunity
of inspecting the crop of outdoor fruits, and was
much gratified to find excellent wall fruit, especially

of Peaches, which were ripening well. The most
notable tree there is one of Grosse Mignonne, bear-
ing fine fruit. Mr. Day, the gardener there, whose
heart is in his profession, and whose skill as a fruit

grower has been recognised at the Edinburgh and
Glasgow shows this season, and also on former occa-
sions, weighed one of these in my presence, and
which fruit turned the scale at 5^ oz. This tree was
in good health, and bore a large crop of Peaches
finely finished. Such fine samples are not often seen
growing out-of-doors so far North. While visiting

the neighbouring garden at Glasserton I saw an
excellent crop of Figs outside) on the wall; many of
the fruit weighed 7 oz. This tree covered 611 square
feet of the wall, and always bears a fine crop of large

F'igs. A, Milne,

Societies.

BOYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Tuesday, October 9.—The meeting held in the

Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster, on Tuesday
last was but meagrely attended by exhibitors, and
the exhibits were few in number, if we except the
magnificent display of Ferns made by Mr. H. B.
May, of Edmonton. These filled up most effec-
tively a broad table on one side of the Hall, and
•elicited unaffected admiration from the visitors. A
little fruit was shown, viz.. Plums, from the nurseries
of Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons

; Grapes, from Messrs.
Koupell, C. Ross, Bradshaw, and the Society's
garden.

Floral Committee.

Present: G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair;
And Kev. W. Wilks, Messrs. J. Laing, H. Ilerbst,
W. Goldring, J. Walker, B. Wynne, W. Wildsmith,
W. Holmes, R. Dean, C. Noble, C. Pilcher, J.

IDominy, H. Ballantine, H. M. Pollett, J. O'Brien,
E. Hill, Shirley Hibberd, G. Uuffield, and T.
Saines.

From Messrs. ,J. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic
Nursery, Chelsea, S.W., there were a few exhibits,

the central object being a new and very fine hybrid
Nepenthes. Pollen of N. Veitchii was sent by Messrs.
Veitch to Mr. Lindsay, of the Royal Botanic Garden.
Edinburgh, who happened to have female flowers of

N. Rattlesiana in bloom at the time. The hybrid is

named Dicksoni, after the late Prof. Dickson, of

Edinburgh. The plant bore five fully developed
pitchers, which are about 9 inches long, or more,
cylindrical in shape, and pale apple-green, heavily

splashed with purple-brown, the lid being marked
with the same colour on tiie inferior surface; the
ring at the mouth very prominent and dark red. The
foliage, and the rim of the pitcher, clearly show
the parentage of N. Veitchii, while the general
form of the pitcher is like Rafllesiana. It is a

remarkably handsome variety, although the first,

pitchers that were produced were so poor that it

was almost determined to throw the plant away.
From the same nurseries tliere also came specimens
of Bouvardia President Cleveland, rich scarlet

;

Amasonia punicea, the scarlet bracts and stem, &c.,

well displaying the cream-coloured flowers ; Ama-
ryllis Autumn Beauty, a pretty flower white netted
with rose, as in A. reticulata, but paler, the leaves

variegated, and the whole plant dwarf ; several

plants of the hybrid Begonia, John Heal, and
Canna Ulrich Brunner, a plant of moderate height,

with green leaves and large flowers of deep rich

scarlet,

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, sent
plants of double tuberous Begonias: Mrs. Stark,

with light yellow flowers, and General Chichester,
warm rose, were certificated. Cut blooms of single

varieties were sent by Messrs. J. Laing & Sons,
Forest Hill.

Cut blooms of a Rose (H.P.) Denmark was
shown by Messrs. William Paul & Son, Waltham
Cross, Herts. Messrs. Paul bad received the Rose
from Messrs. Teiner, Lassen & Dithmer, of Elsinore,

who hold the stock. It resembles somewhat
Baroness Rothschild in colour, and apparently forms
a good solid flower.

Mr. Ballantine, gr. to Baron Schroder, The Dell,

Egham, contributed a specimen of Lajlia porphy-
ritis ; the plant was about 8 inches in height ; sepals

and petals dull rose, laintly reticulate ; lip deep
purple-crimson, white at the base ; column crimson
at the apex.

Mr. G. Stevens, St. John's Nursery, Putney, S.W.,
sent Chrysanthemum Elsie, a reflexed variety, very
lax, pale cream, deeper in the centre : a very pretty
flower.

Adiantum Waltoni diff'usum from Mr. A. Walton,
Edge Hill Nursery, Burnley, was Certificated. It

differs from A. Waltoni in having smaller, more
cuneate pinnules, and the whole habit is more
spreading. Mr. Walton also had several plants of

A. Farleyense, raised from spores collected from a
plant in the possession of E. Eckroyd, Esq., Edgend
House, Burnley, Lancashire.

Mr. C. Fardy, Warkworth, Northumberland, had
Gladiolus ; and Mr. S. Ford, Leonardslee, Horsham,
sent Nerine coruscans.

In the collection of Ferns exhibited in such
capital condition by Mr. H. B. May, Dyson's Lane
Nurseries, Edmonton, were many well grown large
plants ofAdiantum species and varieties, Aspleniums,
Pteris serrulata, P. tremula, Davallia tenuifolia,

Woodwardia, Nephrolepis in variety, &c. We may
specify a few of the more striking or novel of
these. The Adiantum group included—of Capillus-
veneris varieties, Daphnites, cornubiense, Draperi, a
fine tall grower; Fergusoni, slender in habit, and
also tall ; fissum, neat, and low of stature, with
divided pinnai; Veitchii, young foliage very bright

—

one of the prettiest ; Adiantum cuneatum grandiceps
is of good height, and possesses tufted fronds ; A.
tetrapiiyllum gracile has young fronds of a crimson
tint, while the old ones are green in colour—8 inches
high ; A. Lathomi, A. Farleyense, A. Legrandi, and
A. Bausei, a variety with graceful pendulous pinnai
and fronds. Of Asplenium mention may be made
of flaccidum, nobile, a pretty subject, with small
linear pinnic; laxum, a Fern of light habit, and
much divided compound fronds ; cicutarium is a
beautiful lace Fern, 1 foot in height, with a dense
habit of growth. Lastreas were many ; the best
were aristata, of dense habit, and a slight variega-
tion on the centre of the more subordinate portions
of the frond

; and erythroides, the young fronds of
which have some bronze, some crimson tints. It is

of a distinct spreading habit. In Davallias were
observed— lijiensis, a dense umbrose species with a
short triangular trond ; focniculaceum, a lace-like

frond, boldly arching, .3 feet in height ; tenuifolia
var. Veitchii, with a frond similar to the last-named,
but less tall ; elegans, a well-known species—a good
basket plant. Nephrolepis davalloides furcans is a
fine species ; N. Duth has a very dense habit of
growth

; N. pectinata has a simple frond, having
simple pinniB of almost equal length and breadth on
its entire length. It is 1| foot in height. Varieties
of Pteris tremula were numerous, Mr. May possessing
the whole stock of many of these. We may specify
the foUowingas beingthe most distinct :— Grandice])s,
tall and slender, inclining to be plumose at the ex-
tremities of the fronds ; a variety with deep fronds.
.'! feet high, not far distant from the original form

;

flaccida, 4 feet high, distinct, with arching fronds,
and^'club-shaped twisted pinna;; in the best forms
the twisting is very marked. Of Pteris serrulata
there were several new forms, also of P. cretica.
Nothoclajna chrysophylla is a very neat dwarf plant,
good for the Fern case, as are likewise Gymno-
gramma Parsonsii, a dwarf golden Fern ; 'Chei-
lanthes hirta var. EUisi, and Pteris geranifolia.

First-class Certificates.

Adiantum Waltoni diffusum, from Mr. A. Walton.
Canna Ulrich Brunner, from Messrs. J. Veitch &.

Sons.

Nepenthes Dicksoniana X , from Messrs. J.Veitch &
Sons.

Chrysanthemum Elsie, from Mr. G. Stevens.
Double Begonia General Chichester, from Messrs.

II. Cannell & Sons.

Double Begonia Mrs. Stark, from Messrs. H.
Cannell & Sons.

Lajlia porphyrites, from Baron Schroder.

Medal.

Silver-ffilt Banks'mn.—To Mr. H. B. May, for group
of Ferns.

Fruit Committee.

Present
:
Dr. R. Ho,gg, in the chair ; and Messrs. II.

J. Veitch, J. Lee, S. Ford, A. H. Pearson, J. Bur-
nett, R. D. Blackmore, W. Warren, J. Cheal, and G.
T. Miles.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, S.W., contri-
buted the chief exhibit, namely, a collection of
twenty-seven dishes of Plums, all fine clean
specimens. White Magnum Bonum, Jefferson and
Pond's Seedling were specially fine ; and Decaisne,
Kirke's, Archduke, and Coe's Golden Drop were also
good examples.

Seventeen varieties of Plums were sent from
from the Society's gardens at Chiswick, comprising
such varieties as Mirabelle Tardive. I,)rap d'Or,
White BuUace, Blue Damson, and White Damson.
There were several exhibits of Grapes. W. Rou-

pell, Esq., Harvey Lodge, Roupell Park, S.W., showed
specimens of Black Hamburgh from an unheated
house. They were freely coloured and of good
appearance. Similar specimens were also sent from
Chiswick. Mr. Roupell also had Gros Colmar,
finely coloured and heavily bloomed, which success
he attributes to allowing the plants to retain more
leaves than is generally the case ; and a bunch of
Cannon Hall Muscat, handsome and finely flavoured.
Botii Vines had been grown in pots.

Mr. T. Bradshaw, Downshire Gardens. Hills-

borough Castle, Co. Down, and Mr. C. Boss, Welford
Park Gardens, Newbury, also contributed Grapes.

Messrs. J. Carter & Co., High Holborn, London.
W.C, showed Onion New Model, a cross between
Rousham Park Hero and Magnum Bonum, a large
almost round yellow-skinded variety.

Laxton's Open Air Tomato was shown by Mr. R.
Dean, Ealing, some of the finest being ripe, others
not. It is a medium-sized fruit, and has strongly
marked ribs.

Samples of the ' Planet '' garden tools for kitchen
and market garden work were shown by Messrs.
Lloyd, Lawrence & Co., 34, Worship Street, E.G.
They are drills, hoes, ploughs, &c., in combination,
apparently well suited for what they are intended to

do. They will be shortly tried at Chiswick, when
we shall again refer to them.

Medal.

Sih-cr Banlsian.—To Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons,
for a collection of Plums.

Council Meeting.

At a meeting of the Council it was resolved that
a special general meeting of the Fellows be held at
2 P.M. on Tuesday, November 13, in the Council-
room of the Society, 111, Victoria Street, to discuss
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and pass the bye-laws. The Hon. Sec. reported that

during the recess he had received an application

from the Melbourne Exhibition Commissioners for

a representative collection of English grown Apples
and Pears to be sent out to Australia for the Exhi-
bition, and that he had arranged to comply with the

request immediately after the Chiswick Conference
in the hope that many of the exhibitors there would
allow their specimens to be sent out to the colony
for that purpose.

The following candidates were i^uly elected Fellows,
viz., Wm. Brooks, W. Dale, P. W. Eairgrieve, M. C.
Mitchell. J. R. Whitley, A. N. J. Whitley.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Floral Committee ; October 10.^Mr. E. Sander-

son, President in the Chair; there being a good at-

tendance of members.
Messrs. W. & G. Drover, nurserymen, Fareham,

sent Dorrie. Japanese, a very hne early yellow, in the

way of Mr. Garnet, but brighter in colour, and
broader in the petal. (Awarded a First-class Certi-

ficate of Merit.)

Mr. E. Molyneux, of Swanmore Park Gardens,
Bishop's Walthara, sent some very fine blooms of the

grand Japanese named after hira, the colour

bright vermilion-crimson, with a golden reverse,

broad in the petals ; large, full, aud very striking.

(TJie Certificate of Merit awarded last year was
confirmed.)

From Mr. George Stevens, St. John's Nursery,

Putney, came Japanese Anna Roudier (Delaux),

lilac-pink, a little darker than Coquette, very pretty

and bright, but not sufticiently distinct.

From Mr. K. Owen, nurseryman. Maidenhead,
came Japanese, Samuel Henshaw, an incurved

flower in the way of Comte de Germiny, but thinner,

pale rose surface to the petals, with a silvery reverse
;

one of the earliest to bloora of the Japanese type.

Also M. Leveque, deep glowing pink—very pretty,

and bright broad petals, said to be a sport from
James Salter, but more refiexed and deeper in colour.

(Commended.)
Votes of thanks were awarded to Messrs. H.

Cannell & Sons, nurserymen, Swanley, for leaves of

Beta chilensis, very varied in colour, and blooms of

double Begonias. Also to Mr. R. Owen, for a

stand of cut blooms of Japanese Chrysanthe-
mums, consisting of Mons. W. Holmes, very fine

in colour; Edward Molyneux. Mons. Dobroul, soft

pink, the edges of the long thin petals, blush

;

James Salter, Samuel Henshaw, William Cobbett,

pink, broad petals ; Miss Burgess, rosy-pink, a re-

flexed form, very pretty, in the way of Bouquet Fait

which it greatly resembles in form, but with narrow
petals, very promising ; Monsieur Leveque, Rose
Beauty, cinnamon-pink ; and George Addison (in-

curved), very like the old Lady Talfourd.

BIRMINGHAM GARDENERS' MtTTTJAL
IMROVEMENT ASSOCIATION.

The first meeting of the autumn session was held

at the Midland Institute on Tuesday evening,

October 2, the President, Sir Thomas Martineau,
occupied the chair, and more than 100 members were
present.

The President warmly congratulated the mem-
bers upon the great success of the Society, and
the excellence of the programme for the autumn
session; he likewise drew their attention to the
valuable horticultural education such societies and
meeting must be given to the younger members of

the profession. He remembered with very great

pleasure presiding at the first meeting which was
held to inaugurate that Society, inasmuch as it was
one of the most useful and one of the most successful

Societies that sprang into existence during the three

years of his mayoralty.

At the close of his remarks, Mr. R, Parker,
The Gardens, Impney Hall, Droitwich, gave a

practical, instructive, and interesting paper on
essential points in connection with the success-
ful cultivation of our hardy fruits, and a lengthy
discussion followed, which brought out much
useful information, and a suggestion from Mr. A.
Outram that a record should be kept in the library
for the use of the members of such varieties that are

known to do well in the district. A unanimous vote
of thanks was tendered to Mr. Parker for his valu-
able paper; a similar vote was tendered to Sir
Thomas Martineau for presiding. The meeting then
adjourned till October 16.

YORKSHIRE NATURALISTS' UNION
FUNGUS FORAY.

The fungus foray of the Yorkshire Naturalists'

Union is not an annual event like that of the Wool-
hope Club, or Scottish Cryptogamic Society, indeed,

it is hardly likely to be until more of the numerous
botanists who are widely scattered over the broad
shire, pay more attention to the study of fungi. It

is seven years since the Union had its last foray

—

the first ever held in the county, but it can be truly

said that more practical work has been done during
that period than since the time of James Bolton, of
Halifax, one hundred years ago.

It seems, therefore, that an organised raid on the
larger fungi, under competent guidance, can be the
means of creating an interest in the study, and there
is no doubt that the outcome of the Yorkshire
Naturalists' foray, held on September 25, will be the
means of giving a further impetus to the study of a
much neglected group of plants. In every sense the
foray was a success. The hunting ground was
everything to be desired, being of a mixed kind
and easily accessible ; fungi were abundant, each
one was in the best of humour, and this, coupled
with beautiful weather, rendered the excursions most
enjoyable.

As already intimated, mycologists in Yorkshire
are not a strong body, yet sufficient numbers put in

an appearance on the morning of the foray, in spite

of the cloudy and threatening sky, enthusiastic

enough, to carry out the programme in its entirety.

Amongst these were the Rev. W. Fowler, M.A.,
Mr. G. Massee, F.R.M.S., of Kew, W. Cheeseraan,
R. Dewhirst, W. West, F.L.S.. A. Clarke, C. Cros-
land, a few others, and the writer. Two parties were
arranged, the larger one under the able guidance of
Mr. Massee, to whom the success of the foray is due,
investigating the woods of Bramham Park, a mag-
nificent spot of nearly 2000 acres—the other scouring
the most excellent old Fir woods of Wigton Moor,
and the extensive woods (principally Beech) of Hare-
wood Park, one of the grandest and most extensive
parks in the county.

Better hunting - grounds could not have been
chosen. Both parties collected a large quantity of

fungi, and, when the baskets were filled to overflow-
ing, drove back to the Leeds Philosophical Hall, the
meeting-place, and where the show was to be held.

It is very easy to collect fungi, when there are any
fungi to collect, but to look carefully at every speci-

men picked up by a body of men during a day's

ramble, in a limited amount of time, as well as
several consignments collected a day or two before
the meeting, from various parts of the county, was
no light task. In fact, Mr. Massee was more than
fully employed, and at this particular stage the
services of other British mycologists would certainly

have been an advantage. It was impossible to get
through them all in the time allotted, yet sufficient

specimens were laid out to constitute a "show,''

which was inspected by many members and friends

who had been unable to take part in the foray.

Then the meeting was held, over which the Rev.
W. Fowler, M.A. presided, and at which Mr. Massee
was called upon to give the results of the day's work
which he did. Altogether over 200 species had been
collected, about forty of which were new to the West
Yorkshire flora, and a few others which had not
been seen in the Riding since Bolton's time. In
the Hymenomycetes, white-spored species largely

predominated and especially abundant were the
genera Hygrophorus, Russula, and Lactarius. Several

of the commonest species, e.g., A. melleus, A. fasci-

cularis, &c., were apparently absent or nearly so.

Amongst the principal finds were Lactarius aspideus,

Fr., and Russula cuprea—a species included by Fries
under Russula nitida, from which it is readily dis-

tinguished by the copper-coloured pileus and rose-

coloured stem—both new to Britain. Other species

of note were Lactarius aurantiacus, Fr., a really pretty

species with a deep orange pileus and stem and de-
current gills, a close ally of L. mitissimus, Fr.

;

Russula cuerulea, Fr. ; R. granulata, Cke. ; Hygro-
phorus hypothejus, Fr. ; H. Clarkii, Berk.; II. calyp-

ptraiformis, Berk.; and many others, that have the
merit of being rare. Later in the evening, Mr.
Massee gave an interesting address on the " Evo-
lution of Fungi," which he dealt with in a masterly
and humorous manner. A hearty vote of thanks to

Mr. Massee for his address and other services brought
the first day's meeting to a close.

Next day those members (who were not many)
who were really desirous of knowing more about
fungi again met, aud devoted most of the day to

the examioation of the more interesting forms. On
this day the public also had an opportunity of seeing
a " show " of fungi—a novelty in Yorkshire, hardly,

perhaps, so attractive as a flower show, certainly

as odorous, if not more so. Even the blind came to
see them. From our point of view the foray was
the most successful ever held in Yorkshire. H. T.

Soppitt.

NATIONAL FRUIT GROWERS'
LEAGUE.

On Tuesday evening last the second Conference of

the National Fruit Growers' League was held at St.

Albans. The Corn Exchange was utilised for an
exhibition of fruits. A meeting of the members was
held at the Liberal Club, when papers were read by
Mr. Sampson Morgan on " Fruit-growing for Profit,"

Mr. A. Bromfield on " Planting of Apple Trees,"
and by Mr. J. Gray Fleming on " A Proposed New
System of Co-operation in Horticulture." Mr.
Morgan read a letter from one of the largest truit

growers in the country in refutation of the allegation

that fruit culture was unprofitable. He had planted
Pippins and other kind of fruit, and at the end of
four years raised at the rate of 301b. or 40 lb. a tree.

This fruit sold at 205. per cwt., and as high as 2.'--.

per dozen, showing a return of £75 to £100 per

acre. The ex-Mayor of St. Albans, Mr. J. Smith,
presided over a public meeting in the evening. The
following letter from Mr. Gladstone was read :

—

" In testimony of my sympathy with the declared
purposes of the National Fruit Growers' League, I need
only point to my local action here, and my constant
endeavours by public declarations to aid in stirring

up the public mind, so that it may come to appre-
ciate the very great national importance of the
questions jointly embraced in the current phrase
' small culture/ whereof fruit-growing is undoubtedly
one of the most important to growers, to con-
^'umers, and to our rural population, whose numbers
it should increase, and whose wages it should sustain

or improve.—Yours faithfully,
" Ilawarden, Oct. S." " W. E. Gladstone.

A resolution was adopted, calling upon the Govern-
ment to provide facilities for the encouragement and
establishment of small fruit farms as advocatpd by'tlie

National Fruit Growers' League, by which the Eng-
lish labourer might be easily supported by and re-

tained upon his native land without pauperisation,

relief works, or extraneous methods. Another resr-

lution condemned the unpatriotic exportation of the
crofters and other agricultural labourers by the ex-
penditure of public money for such a purpose in fare

of the millions of acres of land lying unused in this

country, which was a public and crying scandal,

calling for an immediate remedy. Times.

CRYSTAL PALACE,
October 11, 12, and 13.—The hardy fruit show

this season, although not so fine as we have seen it,

was an excellent one. Apples were generally clean

and well coloured, and Fears were also satisfactory.

Several fine exhibits of vegetables also made a good
display. The collections of dessert fruit were also of

good average quality.

In the open class, for a collection of Apples,

the place of honour was taken by Mr. J. Crans-
ton, Kings Acre Nursery, Hereford, with re-

markably clean, fresh, and sound fruits of fine

size. There were eight competitors, and in the

collection 150 dishes. Tyler's Kernel, Blenheim
Orange, The Queen, King of the Pippins. New Haw-
thornden, Grenadier, Gascoigne's Seedling, Peas-
good's Nonsuch, Roundway Magnum Bonum, Kirke's

Fame, Red Beitigheimer, and many of the popular
sorts, as Warner's King, Stirling Castle, &:c., were
well represented. Mr. J. Watkins, Pomona Farm,
Withington, Hereford, was a capital 2nd. showing
grand fruits of Catshead, Ecklinville, Warner's King,
Lord Derby, Mere de Menage, Stirling Castle, Tom
Putt, Stoke Edith Pippin, Ilanwell Souring. Melrose,

Duchess of Oldenberg, &c., in all about 150 Jishes.

3rd, Messrs. Bunyard & Co., Maidstone, with highly-

coloured and large fruits—about 150 dishes.

Alexander was represented by specially fin** sample?,

and there were also good dishes of Beaumaris
Reinette, The Queen, Warner's King, Ecklinville,

Reinette de Canada, Duchess's Favourite (fine

colour), Lord Suffield, Small's Admirable, Lady
Sudely, and Cellini. The same exhibitor also had
baskets of Apples, containing some of the finest
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Specimens in the Bhow. The Queen, Duchess of

Oldenburg, Worcester Pearmain, Cellini, Warners
King, Grenadier, Cox's Orange, and Worcester Pear-

main may be named.
Messrs. J. Cheat & Sons, Crawley, Sussex ; H.

Berwick. Sidmouth ; and C. G. Sclater, Heavitree

Bridge, Devon, also showed well; but the Devon
fruits were not so clear and plump as the others.

The best twenty-four dishes of Apples (dessert

and kitchen) were from Mr. J. McKenzie, gr. to

T. S. W. Cornwallis, Esq., Linton Park, Maidstone,

in a good competition, with Peasgood's Nonsuch,
Ecklinville, Emperor Alexander,'Stirling Castle, and
Fearn's Pippin, &c. ; followed by Mr. A. Waterman,
gr. to H. A. Brassey, Esq., Preston Hall, Aylesford,

with very fine fruits.

Mr. C. J. Goldsmith, gr. to Mr. C. A. Hoare,
Kelsey Manor, Beckenham, led for twelve dishes of

Apples. Cellini, Ribston. Emperor Alexander, Peas-
good's Nonsuch, and Warner's King being excellent

samples.

Pears were not so numerous as Apples, but there

was nevertheless a goodly number of dishes. In

the large open collection Mr. J. Butler, gr. to A. J.

Thomas, Esq., Sittingbourne, led in a very close

competition, with over ninety dishes of fairly large

fruits, well grown ; Windsor, Marie Louise, Passe
Colmar d'Ete, Beurri5 yan Geert, BeurriS Bache-
lier, Vicar of Wiukfield, Van Mons' Leon
Leclerc, General Todtleben, Provost, Napoleon,
Winter Nelis, Baronne de Mello, Beurre Luiget,

Brockworth Park, Catillac, Pitmastou Duchesse,
and Louise Bonne being some of the finest. Messrs.

J.Cheal & Sons followed with a small collection of

uniform quality, in which there were good specimens
of Belle de Buxelles. Beurro Hardy, Duchesse
d'AngouIeme, Beurre Clairgeau, Jargonelle. Prince
Albert, and Jersey Gratiuli ; 3rd, Messrs. G. Bun-
yard & Co., with ninety dishes of fair size, but not
Bo clean. The !>est fruits were;—Beurr^ Hardv,
Doyenne Boussoch, Souvenir de Congres, Emile
d'Heyet, and Dainio, a Japanese variety, pale yellow-
green, spotted with brown.

For twelve dishes of Pears (amateurs), Mr. C. J.

Goldsmith, gr. to Mrs. C. A. Hoare, Beckenham, led.

with well-coloured fruits of Louise Bonne. Doyenne
Boussoch, Williams' Bon Chretien, and Pitmaston
Duchesse ; Mr. W. H. Chisholm, gr. to Sir F. Geary,
Bart., Tunbridge, followed closely.

The prizes offered by the Veitch Memorial Trust,

for a collection of dessert fruit brought out a good
show, in which Mr. J. H. Goodacre, Elvaston Castle
Gardens, Derby, led well, taking the £.5 prize and
Bronze Medal. He staged a handsome collection.

Gros Colmar, Gros Maroc, and Muscat Gra]>es,

Braby Gage Plum, Princess of Wales Peach,
Astrachan Apples, Powell's Late Apricot, Souvenir
du Congres and I'itmaston Duchess Pears, Read's
Scarlet Melon, and Pines Smooth Cayenne and
Queen figured well. 2nd. Mr. W. Pratt, gr. to the
Marquis of Bath, Longleat, Warminster, with better

Muscats, but weaker in black Grapes. Marie Louise,
Louise Bonne, and Pitmaston Duchess Pears, Magnum
Bonura Plums, and Pitmaston Orange Nectarine,
were good dishes. Mr. A. Evans, Lythe Hill Gardens,
Haslemere, was 3rd, with good Smooth Cayenne
and Queen Pines, and Black Ischia Fig. Mr. J. B.
Reid, gr. to E. Pettit, Esq., Broadwater, Oat-
lands Park, Weybridge, was 4th, with good hardy
fruits,

Vegetables.

Of the prizes offered by Messrs. Sutton & Sons,
Reading, Mr. T. A. Beckett, Cole Hatch Farm,
Penn, Mr. Amersham took 1st. with fine Perfection
Tomato, Autumn Giant Cauliflower, Chancellor
Potato, &c. ; Mr. J. Waite, Glenhurst Gardens,
Esher, being a close 2nd, with good Leeks and
Tomatos.
For twelve dishes of vegetables, Mr. W. Pope, gr.

to the Earl of Carnarvon, Highclere Castle, New-
bury, was placed 1st in a large and close competi-
tion, having excellent Sprouts, Reading Exhibition
Leeks, Carrots. Tomatos. and Celery ; 2nd, Mr. R.
Lye, gr. toW. H. Kingsmill, Esq., Sydmonton Court,
Newbury, with Carrots, Globe Artichoke, Celery,
Onions, and Cucumbers, as his best dishes.

For the twelve dishes in competition for the
Turner Memorial prize, Mr. C. J. Waite led in a very
good competition, having a very fine lot, the strong
features being Cardoons and Celery, Turnips,
Tomato lieading Perfection, Autumn Giant Cauli-
flower, and Prizetaker Leeks; a very fine collection.

Mr. J. Lambert, gardener to Colonel Wingfield,
Onslow, Shrewsbury, was a very close 2nd, having
enormous Cauliflowers (fine\ Tomatos and Carrots.

Globe Artichokes, Celery and Parsnips. All the
articles shown by him were of large size and clean.

3rd, Mr. W. Pope, with a close clean lot.

Mr. A. Waterman, gr. to IL A. Brassey, Esq.,

Preston Ilall, Aylesford, Kent, was first for a collec-

tion of vegetables arranged for effect, having fine

produce, the roots being very good.

MiSCELLANKOUS.

A collection of Apples from trees on the Paradise

stock came from Messrs. J. Laing & Sons, Forest
Hill, S.E., numbering in all forty-two dishes ; and
from the same firm there was sent a collection of cut
flowers of tuberous Begonias.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, con-
tributed a group of tuberous Begonias in pots, making
a good display of colour.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, had a collection

of about twenty dishes of Potatos, and also speci-

mens of the new vegetable, Stachys tuberifera,

showing its free production of tubers.

Ornamental Gourds, Pumpkins, &c., were well

shown by Mr. C. Osman, gr. at the South Metro-
politan District Schools, Sutton, who took the chief

prize for them.

Notices to Correspondents.

Blue Roses : American Correspondent. Inquiries have
been made as to this, and we are promised speci-

mens next season ! Meantime, as there are at

least twenty genera to which the name Rose is

popularly applied, it is charitable to suppose that

the blue Rose is one of the twenty, and not a true

Rose at all. That is the only explanation we can
give. A true blue and a true Rose would be worth
its weight in gold.

Books ; G, M. Native Flowers of New Zealand
(Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston & Co., Fleet

Street, E.G.) ; Garden and Forest (Tribune Build-

ing. New York).— G. C. P. Dictionary of Gar-
dening (L. Upcott Gill, 170, Strand, W.C.) ; Pro-
pagation and Improvement of Cultivated Plants,

by F. W. Burbidge (Blackwood & Sons); Uie
Kunst der PJ{an::en-ycr,u^hriing,hy M.Neumann
(Bernhard F. Voigt, Weimar.)

Cherry Laurel Leaves; J. C. B. The appearances

on the leaves sent are not due to any fungus, but

to the action of the sun shining on the leaves

when wet. By the way, is the Cherry Laurel

(Prunus Lauro-cerasus) called Bay Laurel in your
part of the world ? The Bay Laurel, or Bay, is

properly Laurus nobilis.

FuNGOFiNE : H. T. We cannot discover the adver-

tisement you allude to, and know nothing of the

fertiliser of that name.

Insects: J. R. H. You would trap many by the use

of short pieces of beanstalk stuck behind the

branches of the fruit trees on the wall, and by
bunches of dry hay placed on the ground at the

foot of it, and kept rather close by being weighted

with a board of 2 feet long. Every morning go
to each beanstalk and blow out the Insects therein,

and remove the hay suddenly, and smash the

insects found underneath it.

Names of Fruit : B. H. T. Oulin's Golden Gage.
It is very late. When sending Plums to name,
always send shoots and leaves when possible.

—

W. Hopwood. The dark fruit was smashed beyond
recognition ; the red fruit was Pond's Seedling. —
A. Barker. Pear quite decayed. — Carter, Page
^- Co. Pear Bishop's Thumb.

Names of Plants: Bosa. 1. Brunia pinifolia; 2,

Proteanana; 3, Cliffortia ruscifolia.— T. W. R. 1,

Hypericum elatum ; 2, Prunus semperfiorens.

—

A Reader. Eragrostis curvula.

—

A. L. 7 and 9,

Campanula; probably two garden hybrids, as we
are unable to identify them ; 8, Medicago echinus.
—F. W. B. Hoheria populnea, New Zealand.

—

H. J. C. The plants seem, as you say, to be

natives of Palestine. Wo will endeavour to give

you the names nest week.

—

A. B. D. Heeria rosea.
—G. H. P. 1, Polystichum angulare ; 2, Aspidium
coriaceum (capense) ; 3, Goniophlebium subauri-

culatum ; 4, Polypodium Billardieri ; 5, indeter-

minable from sterile frond- -send fertile frond
;

6, Onychium japonicum ; 7, Nipholobus lingua.

—

Camjee. Srailax aspera.

Roses : W. C. S. We cannot undertake to name
varieties of the Rose. Send to a large grower of

the plants.

The Murray Pine : Coatbridge. This is Frenela
verrucosa, a tree allied to our Cypresses.

Tomatos in Manitoba ; Correspondent. In answer
to your inquiry, we cite the following from Prof.

Maccoun's Catalogue of Canadian Plants :—" Fre-
quently spontaneous in gardens. Throughout
Ontario Tomato seeds that have lain on the
ground all winter vegetate in the spring, and are
often transplanted. Spontaneous in one or two
places near Halifax, N.S. (Lindsay). In this con-
nection I may mention that Potato seeds always
grow in the North-west after lying exposed on the
surface of the ground all winter. While at Battle-

ford, in the summer of 1879, I saw myriads of

plants in an old Potato patch, and in October
of the same year found the ground covered with

Potato-balls (fruit), the seeds of which would
certainly grow the next spring. I conclude from
the above that both the Tomato and Potato are

perfectly at home in Canada, and that in our

North-west new varieties of Potatos will yet be

produced that will supersede the diseased or weak-
ened ones of the East."

Communications Received.—W. H. Hall.—C. C. &, Co.—
J. W.—F. M., Glasnevio (very many thanks).—K. G.

—

E. Forgeotet Cie. Paris.—F. VT. B.—G. H.—A. D.—W. T.,
St. Louis.—J. E. E.—S. A.—H. C—G. M.—P. E. N.—W. S.
— H. Bolus.— Peter Hendersoa.—U. D.. Berlin.—Chambre
Sydicale, Ghent.-\V. Martin.— J. D.—Pteria.—W. M. G.—
J. A.—A. D.—W. C. W.—W. B.—S. A.—H. D. (no paper
came to hand).—H. W. Havward.— U. D.—T. C—G. W.—
W. K.-R. W. A.

©fjituarfi
Alexander Lindsay.—At Ditton Park Gar-

dens, Slough, on Saturday night last, died Mr. Alex-

ander Lindsay, for some thirty-five years Head
Gardener at Ditton, and the faithful servant ot the

Dukes of Buccleuch, and till recently of the dowager

Duchess of Buccleuch. The deceased's illness ex-

tended over a period of two months, but was happily

unaccompanied by any considerable suffering. We
hope to give some particulars of Mr. Lindsay's life

next week.

The Weather.

MEAN TEMPERATURE OBSEKVED AT CHISWICK DUR-
ING THE WEEK ENDING OCT. 2U. (AVERAaB OF
FOKTY-FOUR YEARS.)

Oct. H ...
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17°, while the mean of the f^oss minima for the
week was 21°'3.

" The rainfall has been rather more than the mean
in ' Scotland, N.,' but less in all other districts.

"Bright sunshine has been more prevalent than it

was last week, the percentage of the possible amount
of duration having ranged from 2? in ' Scotland, E.,'

to 40 in 'England, S.W.,' and 41 in 'England. E."

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
duration of the excess or defect of temperature above or
below 3J'^ F. for the period named, and is expressed in Day-
degree — a " Day-degree " signifyiag 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hours.]
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JtrST ARRIVED—Per direct P. & 0. Steamer " Peshawur,"

CARTER'S FIRST CONSIGNMENTS
JAPANESE LILIES.

BUYERS OF LILIUIV! AURATUM SHOULD OBTAIN SAMPLES AND

PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING ELSEWHERE.

237, 238, HIGH HOLBORnTlONDON, W.C.

ROSES IN POTS and OUT-OF-DOOR ROSES.

PAUL & SON,
THE "OLD" NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, N.,

ItESPECTFULLY IXVITE ORDERS FROM THEIR LARGE STOCK OF

ROSES IN POTS, now ready for delivery.

STANDARD ROSES, of kinds specially selected for the purpose.

DWARF HYBRID and TEA ROSES, each on the special stock suited for the kind.

HOSTmmn mi i mwim,.
IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

"Medicated Tobacco Paper
(READY CUT UP FOR USE).

Roduc4-<l Price 1/6 per lb.;
SSlba. A: upwnrdn—t'lirria^e I*nld.

Parcels for trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, vl2.:

2 lbs. 3/4, 4lbs.6/8, 6 lbs. 9/9, 8lb8.13/-, 10 Ib8.16/-.

The carefully prepared CATALOGUE is nolo ready.

g^ Almost every 1st Prize for Pot Roses in London, Manchester, and York, and the National

Rose iSociety, 92 Cut Roses at Darlington, and the York, Bath, Canterbury Premier 1st Prizes have

been taken by the Firm. Fifty 1st Prizes in 1888.

lilNDLEY'S SCHOOL BOTANY. A Complete Manual of Rndimentary Botany for Students,

&c. "V^'ith 400 Illustrations 8vo, cloth, price bs. 6d.

London ; Bradbury, Agnew, & Co., Bouverie Street, E.C.

IMPROVED
Fumigating Pan
is vastly superior to any other.

Price 6/6 (in iron with heater) each,
or in Copper. 21/-

DIUKi^ON'M Improrrfl

MUSHROOM SPAWI J
MOST SUPERIOR, b/- PER BUS,

O Circulars giving all particulars <Sr copies of UsU-
•nwyiials, post free on application.

DICKSONS
(LlMlTEli),

Royal Nursery and Seed Establishment,

CHESTER.
BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and

Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular
coutaiuing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'
Reports. Sold in Tins, \s., 2s. 6rf., 5s. 6rf., and 10s. 6rf. each,
or 1 cwt. Bags, sealed, 13s. By all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills. SheflieM.

PEAT for ORCHIDS,
AZAXEAS, HEATHS, FERNS, RHODODENDRONS, &c.

The Best in the World.
A. JOHNSON AND CO., J.3. Leadenhall Street, London. E.C,

continue to receive the highest of testimonials (unsolicited) from
large Orchid Growers, stating the ORCHID PEAT supplied by
A. J. & Co. is by far the best they have ever used. Sfimple.'^caQ be
seen at above address, or forwarded OD application free of charge.

CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMESIANKIrON COMPANY
(
Telegraphic Address—" Hot-wateb, London." Telephone—No. 4763.)

Have now pleasure in bringing to the notice of TTortioulturists and Gardeners generally their

NEW PATENT (No. 9090, 1888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
WHICH IS WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST ALL ROUND BOILER IN THE MARKET.

It combines all the advantages of

its class so well known, and by the

improved method of forming the

joints — viz., with India-rubber

Washers—THE OLD AND TOO

OFTEN INEFFECTUAL WAY
OF CAULKING THE JOINTS

IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED

WITH.

It can be erected in a few hours,

and may be relied upon as a

thoroughly sound and good Hot-

water Generator. It has been care-

fully tested in every possible way,

more especially with regard to power

and durability, and the result has

been highly satisfactory.

SECTION OF PATENT JOINT

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &C.

Inspection Invited. Price List Free on Application. Illustrated Catalogue, Is.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.
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PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
CHOICK PLANTS, FEKNS. HEATHS, AZALEAS, Slo.

EPPS & CO. are now prepared to oEfer PEAT, as above,

of tirst-cla^s fiuality, at lowest prices. Send for SampleM, Price

List and Te-timonials. Depfit tor HORTICULTURAL
SUNDRIES. LOAM. SAND, LEAF-MOULD, SPHAGNUM,
COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EPPS & CO., Rin^wood, Hants.

CERTAIN SUDDEN DEATH
To all Grubs, Aphis, Lice. Red Spider, Thrip, Mealy

Bug, Caterpillars, dc, dc.

PFRFFPTLV ) ^'J *^^ Hands and Skin, but \Till cure
rcKrcuiLi ( EinjTworm in Animals, and all diseases

HARMLESS ) produced bjr paissit«B.

Fir Tree OIL
(SOLUBLE) INSECTICIDE
A combination of Hydrorarhnn OilR, mnflp snluble in

Water, for destroying ALL INSECTS & PARASITES
that infest Trees and Plants, -wiiether at the lioots ot

on the Fuli:i2:e.

Sold by Snedamen and C!iemi.sts, Is.ed., 2R.6d., & 4s. 6d;

^ gallon 73. fid., 1 g-allon 123 GJ., or less in lartrer qriantitie-s.

A Treatise on FIR T?!EE OIL as an INSECTICIDE.
Its application to Plan ts and Animals, sent Post free

on receipt of address, by the Manufacturer,

Important Notice.
TTR TREE OIL. so -well-knomi as an Insecticide, is

effectual for washing household Cotton, Linen, and

"Woollen Fa'rics, and its di^infecting^, bleaching, and
cleansing qualitie-s wlien added to water for wasiiing pur-

poses, will, after the fir.st trial, reeomniend itself.

Ko Dry Soap or any suck preparations must be used

with Fir i'lee Oil.

II;ilf a winetrlass-fuU of Fir Tree Oil to 10 (gallons of

water for steeping, and the same quantity to an ordinary

size boiler for boiling, with half the usual quantity of

household soap, wU do the work splendidly, and with

half the irouble.

For washing Dogs, Pigs, and other animals, half a

wineglass-full to a bucket of water, and used with ordi-

nary soap, will do better than any of the prepared soaps

for'killirjg fleas, pre.serv-ingthe '^kin healthy, and making
the coat silky and very beautiful. One trial will be

conclusive.
P.S.— Paraffin Oil will mix with Fir Tree Oil in propor-

tion of a quarter of a pint of the former to a pint of the

latter, and become soluble in water.

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Manchester.
MHinles-ale : Hoopeb & Co. ; Corrt, Soper, Fowi.f.r & Co.

r. E, OsMAN & Cu. ; and from all the London Seed Mer-
ehant.i and Wholesale Patent Medicine Houses. NEW
VI )RK— liOIKF.R & Sovs

GARDEN
REQUISITES,

v^
Two Prize Medals.

Quality. THE BEST In the Market. (All sacks included.)

PEAT, best brown librous ... 5s. per sack, 5 sacks for 22s. Gd.

PEAT, best black fibrous ... 4s. 6'/. „ 5 sacks for 205.

PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. 6d. ,, 5 sacks for 35s.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST ) Is. per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... f (sacks included).

SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. 6rf. per bush., 14s. half-ton, 21s. ton.

RAFFIA FIBRE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb.; 28 lb., 27».

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., ts. per sack.
CHURH'S" PERFECT" FEE- ! In Bags.
TILIZER (the Best Food fori —. " >

all kinds of Plants, Flowers, (Tins. 71b, I41b. 281b, 661b. I cwt.
Fruits, Vegetables, &c. ...J 1/6 3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSllED HONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/8 6/- 12/-

VIROIM CORK rB.!St Quality only) — 3/- 5/6 10/6 17/-

RUSSIAN MAIS, BA.MBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c,

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, £2 per ton. Extra large Sample Bales, 6s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),

sacks. Is. .'irf. each ; 10 sacks. Us.; 15 sacks, 15s.; 20 sacks, 18s.;

30 sacks. 2.5s. ; 40 sacks. 30s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

38s. Limited quantities of G., special quality granulated.
in sacks only. 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

(Bankers, Vnion Bank of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND Sc CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD. MILWALL. LONDON. E.

/^iCiHUKtsT COMPOUiNi), used by leading
Vj~ Gardeners since 1869 against Red Spider, Mildew,
Tliripe, Green Fly. and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
pallon of soft-water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees; and in lather from the cake agaiiist

American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supercede it. Boxes. l.f.. 3s., and 10s. 6d.

GLSIIUKSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6(i. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). Lomioa.

EW GAKDEN MATS.— Best Large-size
ARCHANGEL MATS, 10s. per bundle of 10 mats ; alsoN

RIPPINGILLE'S»»»
HOT-WATER APPARATUS,

The most efficient and economical means of HEATING small
Greenbouees and Conservatories ever Introduced.

ODOURLESS, SMOKELESS. PORTABLE, SAFE. AND CLEANLY.
^Yill hum from 18 to 20 hours without attention, and are so simple a child

rin manage them. Manufactured of the best material, carefully tested, and
\vAKRANTED SOUND. Prlco from 21s. each.

Illustrated CATALOGUE of these, and also "EIPPINGILIE'S PATENT
CELEBKATED OIL WAKMING STOVES." together with llie uame of llie

nearest Agent, sent free on application to the Sole Manufacturers.

THE ALBION LAMP COMPANY, Aston Brook Lamp Works, BIRMINGHAM.

Large Heavy RUSSIAN 1L-\TS. 17s. id. per bundle of 2.i niiti
BRINKWORTH Avn SON.i. Importers, Rcortini;.

GROMPTON

& FAWKES,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS,

CHELMSFORD.

NEW BOOK of Photo-Litho-
graphed Sketches of Winter Gar-
dens, Ranges of Hothou&es, Viner-
ies, Architectural Conservatories,

&:C., of various Designs and Sizes,

recently constructed, erected, fitted,

and heated complete by us in differ-

ent parts of the country ; with par-
ticulars of the most succe-S-sful Hot-
water Heating Apparatus of the
century. Post-free on application.

RICHARD

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS

Numerous

Prize Medals and

Certificates of Merit.

Fixed in any part of the Kingdom
nth Hot-water ApparatUJ

complete.

Catalogue

Free.

Ntitli of England Hortlo»l*!«»l Works,

O&RLINGTON.

STOVES.
Terra-Cotta I Portable I For Coal I

ROBERTS'S PATENT (IMPROVED),
for Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.

GREENHOUSES Heated 24 Hours tor about One Peony.
wilhout attention. ROBERTS'S PATENT TERR.A-COTTA
STOVES for COAL give pure and ample heat with common
coal, or coal and coke. For Greenhouses. Bedrooms, Sco.

Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent,

yoe in use at Patentee's.

THOMAS ROBERTS,
112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S,W,

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, NEAR DUDLEY,

And at 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. LONDON, E.G.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &c.

IRON ROOFING AND HAY BARNS.

Special E^t.lmate3 given for Large Contracts in Fencing,
Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and prnctical

advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down.

Illustrated Catalogues Free by Post.

GLASS. CHEAP GLASS.
8s 6d. per 100 feet 15 oz. 12x 10, 18x 12. 18 x 14. L'4 X 14,

14 X 12. 20 X 12, 18 X 16, 2-1 X 16.

12b. per 100 feet 21 oz. ... 16x12, 16x14, 20x16, 24 x 18, &c.
Putty, 6s. 6rf. percwt.; White Lead, genuine, 21j. ; Our

Speciality, 17s. 6d. percwt. ; Paints ground in Oil. Stone Ochre,
205.; Oxford Ochre, 24s.; Green. 16s.; Black, 16s. p»r cwt.

;

Varnish, from 5s. Qd. per gal.—Full Price List on applica-

tion to THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 95. Bi^hop.^igate

Street Wilhm, Tendon. E.C.

21-OZ. Foreign of the above sizes, in 100 and 200 feet boxes,
3rds and 4th3 qualitiee. always kept in stock.
A larjie stock of aimilar current sizes of 16-OZ. glass in

200 feet boxes.
ETwlish Glass, cu± to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

fret delivery in the country in quantities.

GEOBGE FABMILOE & SONS,
34, St. Jobu Street, West Emltlifield, London, £.0.

stock Li^t and Prices on applicaimm. Price i^istof Colours,
Varnishes, Z>e!iign$ of i;taine<i ^ LsttdtdGlaf!^. ^w\\- ChronitM,
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Limited,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS, AND SURREY WORKS, BLAGKFRIAliS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.,

HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent Wrought-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered and Tubular

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
And others with SHELVES, and Hollow or Ordinary Cast-iron GRATE BARS.

OAnni E RHII CRQ ^^'"' >^'ATERWAY BACKS and WELDED BOILERS, any of «l,ich are specially ndafrfed for Heating Greenhouses. Cou-ervatorie. Chur'lies ChanelsOAUULt DUILllnO) schools, PubUc Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops. &c. They are the neatest, cheapest, most effective, and d"r"blJof'any e^tani.
The MLW/C/PAL and TVJiL'LAK ones are remarkable for their great heating power, s/ow combustion, and the length of time the /ire icill bum without requirina attention

These Patterns secured the FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE-a SILVER MEDAL-at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition, South Kensington, London June 1 1881.

r -'"-1
The Best Boiler Extant.

- FtONT ELtlVATION — LoMClTUDtNAL SecTIQn BECIIONAL PLAN

Tho longituilinal section gives a view of the fiie-box. water space, flues, &c. The cro^s section gives a view of the fire-box, water space ami V'^aped back.
The front elevation shuws it set in brickicork, which is tiecessari/ for this class oj boiler.

SIZES AND PRICES
M B 1 3 ft. 2 in. long by 2 tt. in. wide by 2 ft. in. deep

,, by2 ,, by2
,, by2 3 ,, by2 6
,, byS ,, by3
„ by4 „ by3 9 „ >

TESTIMONIALS

MB2
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Scale of Charges for Advertising.

Head Line charged as two.

4 Lines ,.£030 15 Lines

6 „
6 »
7 „
8 „
9 „
10 „
11 „
12 „
13 „
14 „

AND SIXPENCE FOR EVERY ADDITIONAL LINE.

If set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 205.

K set across three Columng the lowest charge will be 30s.

Page. £S; Half Page, £4 105.; Column. £Z.
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WANT PLACES.
Gardeners, Farm-Ball IflTs, Foresters, &c.

DI C Iv y O A' 8 {Limited) are always
ill a io>itioii to KECO.MMEND iMEN of the

highest respectubility. iii'J thorumjhlr/ practical at tli*-!!

business. All particuUirs on applicutiou,

Telegraphic aud Postal Address " DICKSONS, CHESTER."

RICHARD SMITH and 0.
' beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

appliciitions from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that they

will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with particulars,

&c.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester,

C C U T C H GAKD ENEIiS.O —John Downie (of the late firm of Downie & Laird),

Seedsman, 144. Princes Street, Edinburgh, has at present on
his List a number of SCOTCH GARDENERS, waiting re-

engagements. He will be pleased to supply full particulars

to any Lady, Noblemiin, or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy
anil competent Gardener.

ORCHID COLLECTOR. — Disengaged, an
Englishman, possesning a good knowledge of the Spanish

and French Languages, and long practice in the Collection and
Importation of Orchids.—Letters addressed, W. UEAKINS,
2, Newcastle Street. Strand. W.C.

GARDENER (Head). — Unmarried ; has
ability and energy. Thoroughly practical in all

branches, including Town Gardening, &c. In the prime of

life. Abstainer. Five years' high character, also testimonials.

—M. M,, 283, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where one of two more
are kept.—Age 30, married ; well up in the profession

in all its bram-he:*. Early and Late Forcing, and Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Highest reference:!* from present and
previous employers.—J. M., Portmore Lodge, Weymouth.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married;
twenty years' practical experience in gotJd establish-

ments in Eirly and L;ite Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and
\'egetable3, the Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Orchids, &c. ; also Kitchen Gardens and Pleasure Grounds.

—

J. FINL.1YS0N, The Gardens. Combe Bank, Sevenoaks.

ARDENER (Head). — Age 40, married
eight years, no family ;

previously with Viscount Cran-

brook. C. S. Mortimer. Esq. (sixteen years). Sir C. Pigot, Hart.

Exhibiting ac Loudon and Brighton. Sou of T. Marshall,

Head Gardener forty years to W, Peel Croughton, Esq.

—

G. MARSHALL, 3il, Thrule Road, Streatlitim, S.W,

ARDENER (Head WorkivVg).— Age 29
;

fifteen years' experience.—W. M., Shorton, Paignton.G
G1

ARDENER (Head AVoRKiNG).-~Age 30,
X married; thoroughly understands all branches. Good

character.—GARDENER, Lady Lee, Ditton House, Maiden-
head. Berk'i.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 31,
married; well-up in all branches. Seventeen years ex-

perience; can be well recommended.—C. ROUSE, Lime
Cottages. Fifth Cross Road, Twickenham.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 86,
married ; twenty-one years' practical experience in all

branches. Five years in last situation. Thoroughly energetic

and trustworthy. Excellent reference.— J. PENTLAND, Clay-

gate Post-otBce, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working).— Married,
two children (younge^st age 9) ; thoroughly experienced

in Early and Late Forcing, SiC. Highest references from
present and former employers.-T. W., MoDSon Road. KedhiU,

Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Fourteen
years' experience. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Grapes.

Cucumbers, Forcing, Melons, Tomato^, Peaches, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening.—GARDENER, Plumtree Rectory, Not-
tingham.

ARDENER (Head Working), where
more are kept.—Age 42, married, no incumbrance;

thoroughly competent in Early and Late Forcing of Choice
Fruit and Flowers, including Orchids, Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. Superintend Grass Laud if required. Wife good
Laundress, or otherwise. Wages moderate. Good reference.

—N.. 4, Florence Cottages, Pnrley, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working). — Age 36,
married ; thorough good practical Gardener. Twenty

years' experience in Grapes, Peaulies, Meluns. Cucumbers,
Tomatos, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower, and Kitt-hen

Gjrdening. Abstainer. Highly recommen led. Please state

full particulars of place.—GARDENER, Spalding Road, Sutter-

on, near Boston, Lincolnshire.

GARDENER (Head or Single-handed).—
Age 30, married, no family ; fifteen years' experience

in Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Flower atd Kitchen Gardening. Good
characters.— GARDENER, Scolswood Arkley, High Barnet,
Herts.

GARDENER (Head), or good FOREMAN
;

age 27.—A. Campin, Second Gardener, Malvern Hall,

Solihull, Birmingham, seeks a situation as above. Twelve
years' experience in large establish! I'ents. Exceptional re-

ferences. Left through death of employer.

ARDENER; age 36, married.—A good
practical Head Working Gardener requires are-engage-

ment. Thoroughly understantls Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Vines, Peaches. Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Tliree years'

good character from present employer.—G4.RDENER, 7,

Loveridge Road, West Hampstead, N.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
help is given.-Ifnderstands the Growing of Tomatos,

Viueg, Cucumbers, Mushrooms, &c., for Market.—W. G.
REED, Stouery Gardens, Purtslade, Sussex.

f^ ARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
Vj^ —Age 31, married; sixteen years' experience. Under-
stands Vines, Greenhouses, Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Good reference.-S. ALLEN, 37. Wolvesey Terrace, Winchester.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or otherwise.
—Married, no family ; understands Vines, Flower and

Kitchen Garden. Good character.—A,, 7. Wickham Lane,
Welling, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed or good
Second).—Age 28, married; experienced in all branches.

Excellent references. Six and a half years in last place.

Abstainer.—R. M., L'Sa, Elam Street, Camberwell, S.E.

GARDENER (Second), in Gentleman's
Garden —Age 22 ; seven years' experience. Good

character.-FRED. HERRINGTON, Ditchampton, Wilton,
Salisbury, Wiltshire.

GARDENER (Second).— Age 25, single

;

eleven years' practical experience in all branches.
Excellent references.—J. H. Y., Sandown Villa, Mill Street,

Redhitl, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), where two or three
are kept.—Eight years' experience. No objection to a

little outside work.—W. ASHTON, Rooksneat Gardens, God-
stone, Surrey.

ARDENER (Second or Third), in a Gentle-
man's establishment.—Age 24 ; well up in Fruit und^r

Glass and Kitchen Garden Work.— G. ISTED, Ashburuham,
near Battle, Sussex.

ARDENER (Undeb,).—Age 18i; brought
up to General Gardening.—S. A,, W. Archer, West

Leigh Gardens, Leicester.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 23; six years'
experience Inside and Out. Two years' good character

from last situation.—W. PEARCE, Lord Street, Hoddesdon,
Herts.

ARDENER (Under); age 22.—Henry
LovEK, Gardener, Sugnall Hall, Eccleshall, Stafford-

shire, wishes to recommend a young man as above. Fo'ir and
a half years in present pLice. Addres? as above.—The Gardens,
Sugnall Hall, Eccleshall, Staffordshire.

ARDENER (Under), or GROOM and
GARDENER.—J. IlOWLES, Bassett Road, Leightou

Buzzard.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in a large estab-
lishment.—Age 25; gooil character. Bothy preferred.

—

T. SKELCHEK, B.irford, Warwick.

t^OREMAN, in the Houses,—Age oO, married
;

six and a half years' excellent character from last situa-

tion.—J. E., Mr. Harbut, Peters Street, Syston, Leicester.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 27 ; twelve
years' experience in good establisliments. Good cha-

racter from previous employers.—G. LILLEY, Thorney, near
Peterborough, Cumbs,

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in private estab-
lishment.—Age 2.3 ; ten years' experience. Has obtained

practical knowledge in each department. Good testimonials
as to personal character and abilities.—H. BAZELEY, Pinkney
Green, Maidenhead.

pOREMAN PROPAGATOR and GROWER
JL (thorough).—Upwards of twenty years' experience ; also

Cut Flowers in quantity. Bouquets, Wreaths, &c.—T. S.,

31. Ballsbridge Terrace, Dublin.

OREMAN PRORAGATOR, &c.—Age 35;
well up in Plants and Choice Cut Flowers for Market.

Wife first-cliiss at Wreaths, Sec, if desired. Good references.
— G. H., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

To Nurserymen and Others.

X'^OREMAN RR(H*AGATOR or GROWER.
JC —Age 1^7; well expertt-nct-il in Bouvardnis, Primulas,

Solannms, Carnations, Ferns, Roses. Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
Chrysanthemums, Bedding Stuff. Cucumbers, Tomatos, Forced
Plants, Cut Flowers of all kinds. Good testimonials.

—

LAMBERT, 47, Neville Road, Stoke Newington, N.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER of Soft-
wooded Plants for Market.—Age 'J9; fourteen years'

experience in London Nurseries.—J. P., 3, Plaiumoor Terrace,

St. Mary's Churcli, Torquay.

To Nurserymen and Others.

PROPAGATOR and GRO^^^ER of Market
stuff anil Cut Flowers.—Age 30 ; sixteeu years' expe-

rience. Good references.-W. C, Ha kby. Leicester.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER for Market.
—Age 28 ; thoroughly experienced in raising Ferns and

Growing Plants, Cut Flowers, and Bedding Stuff in quantity,

—STEDMAN. 1, Ivy Cottages, West Brighton.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 29;
good Salesman and Boquetist. Fourteen .years' practical

experience. Can be highly recommended.— E., 2, Vigo
Crescent, Bedford Road, Northampton.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR («oft-wooded), or FORE-

MAN.—Age 28. married ;
good reference. Ten years'

experience.—G. G., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Welling-
ton Str«et, Strand, W.C.

a^O NURSERYMEN.—
J- (age 19j place in Nursery.

PROPAGATOR (Assistant), and GROWER.
—Young man with several years' experience in the trade

desires engagement aa above in good Market or General
Nursery. Moderate wages.— For full particulars of experience,

&c., apply to HORTUS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good establishment.

—

Age 23 ; seven and a half years' experience in Fruit and
Plant Houses. Good character.—H. UGLE, Eastbury Park
Gardens, near Watford, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 18;
good character from present and previous employer.—F.

FRANCIS, Stauage Park Gardens, Brampton Brian, Hereford-
bhire.

OURNEYMAN, Indoors and Out ; age 23.
— W. DiDDAMS will be pleased to recommend to any

Gardener a young man as above. Has been with him three
years.— Poynter's Grove, Totteridge, Herts.

To Gardeners.
IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age

18 ; htrong. Three and a half ye.irs' good character.—W.
HARDY, Whitacre Station, near Coleshill, Birmingham.

IMPROVER, in the Houses, in a Gentleman's
establishment.—Age 18 ; four and a half years' experi-

ence. Good character. Bothy preferred.—W, G. NAISH,
The Gardens, Bay House, Alverstoke, near Gosport, Hants.

.—AVanted by young man
ITsed to General Plant Grow-

ing, Wreath and Bouquet Work, &c. Five years' experience.
—EXJWARD NOOND. Kennels, FernhillHeath, near Worcester.

''ro NURSERYMEN, &c. — Wanted, by a
J- young man (age 20), a situation in Houses. Six jears'

experience.— P., 2, Heaton Road, Rye Lane, Peckham. S.E.

nrU) N U R S E R Y M E N.—Wanted by a
JL thoroughly practical and competant man, single. Jobbing
or General Nursery Work. Total abstainer.-^ A. B., Park
Road, Hampton Wick,

''1^0 GARDENERS and NURSERYMEN.—
JL A young man (age 21) seeks employment in Garden or

Nursery. Does not object to Cows. Disengaged.—H. CARRIER,
Lucerne Street, Teynham, near Sittingbourne, Kent.

''PRAVELLERjOr otherwise.—Advertiser seeks
JL re-engagement in Seed Trade as above. Twenty-five
years' experience in Seed and Show Departments at Sutton &
Sons.—H. H. A., 183, Southampton Street, Reading.

Seed TxadG
SHOPMAN (Head), or WAREHOUSEMAN.

—Fifteen years" experience in leading Engli-^h, Iri^h. and
Scotch Houses. All branches.—ALPHA, Messrs, Nutting &
Soc3, Seed Merchants, 106. Southwark Street, London, S.E.

QHOPMAN,—Sixteen years' experience; well
KD up in all departments, including Florist Work. Highest
references.-W. S., Mr. Tillier, Aln Cottage, Hotly Road,
Hounslow.

C HOPMAN.—Well up in AVreaths, Bouquets,O Sprays, &c. Good knowledge of Plants, Seeds, and
Bulbs. Could manage Branch Establishment. Understands
Book-keeping.—ALPHA, 1, Hove Street, West Brighton.

SHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—Young manO seeks re-engagement as above. Six years' experience.
Good reference.— W. S., Gardeners' CAronic/e Office, 41, Wel-
lington Street. Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—Twelve years*
experience ; thorough knowledge of Farm and Garden

Seeds, Bulbs. Sundries. Knows Plants well.—P. INNES,
35, Rose Street, Garuethill, Glasgow.

Seed Trade
SHOPMAN (Assistant). — Age 23; eight

years' experience. Thorough knowledge of the trade in

all its departments. — A. B.. Messrs. Nutting & Son,

106, Southwark Street. London. S.E.

'^PO FLORISTS.—Wanted, situation in the
JL Florist Department. Considerable experience in

Bouquet-}, Wreaths, and Crosses; or Manager in Florist's

Business. Five vears in present situation. Excellent re-

ferences. Age :i*5.—G. BIDE, Shark Hill Nurseries, Bir-

mingham.

To Gardeners.

COWMAN.-Age 24
;
good Milker. Used to

Garden Work. Three years in present situation.

Leaving through giving up Stock. Good character.—J. B., 4,

Highfieid Row, Winchmore Hill.

pARPE^n'ER, WHEELWRIGHT, &c.,
V^ on Gentleman's Estate. Nursery, or otherwise.—Five
years in kvst place.—J. S., 13, Dunboyiie Street, Southampton
Road. London, N.W.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS.—The Great Need.—
The blood is the life, and on its purity depends our

health, if not our existence. These Pills thoroughly cleanse

this vital fluid from all contaminations, and by that power
strengthen and invigorate the whole system, healthily stimu-

late sluggish organs, repress over-excited action, and establish

order of circulation and secretion throughout every part of the
body. The bal>amic nature of HoUoway's Pills commends
them to the favour of debilitated and nervout constitutions,

which they soon resuscitate. They dislcwJge all obstructions,

both in the bowels and elsewhere, and are, on th.it ac ount,

much sought after for promoting regularity of action in young
females and delicate persons who are naturally weak, or who,
from some cause, have become so.
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¥^ \^
Estimates on application for

CONSERVATORIES,
PLANT HOUSES,
VINERIES on F. & P.'s Patent Iron Standards,

^vO ^ It ue^^^"'
ORCHID HOUSES

^^>i^
o„-f

"^
. ^ i

"*'^ Improved Fittings,
iot \.eS'i

\o» -^.^w'^""'. PEACH HOUSES,
'^.KcO-''

.^^^S^'*""""*"**

^^^-^
&0.

FRAMES,
HEATING APPARATUS, &C.,

in any part of the country.

THE BEESTON" BOILER,
r,d. No. 102,670.

Specially designed to heat medium and small Greenhouses.
It is built into the wall of Greenhouse, the stokehole and
chimney being outside. Sizes from 24 in. by 1^ in. by 12 in.

upwards. Trices on application. ORCHID HOUSES A SPECIALTY.

SPAN FRAME SPAN FRAME
On Iron Standards,

WITH LANTERN
N'ENTILATOK.

Section No. 1.

8 ft. wide.

IMPROVED PORTABLE SPAN FRAMES.
The BEST and CHEAPEST FKAMES yet introduced.

The Lights can be set open either for ventilation or watering without the nece.ssity

of the usual inconvenient and dangerous wood prop. They can be at once removed if it

is wished to expose the contents of the Frame.

12.

16.

20.

24.

28.

32.

86.

40.

44.
48.

52.

6 ft. wide.
1
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Uragon trees in Madeira. (Supplement.)

ROYAL BOTANICAL and HORTI-
CULTrRAL SOCIETY of MANCHESTER.

An EXHIBITION of APPLES. PEARS. &c., will be held in

the Ganlen-1 on OCTOBER 24, and three following days. For

Schedules, &c., apply to the undersigned.
BRUCE FINDLAY.

Royal Botanical Gardeno, Manchester.

KINGSTON ^ S U U B I T N
CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The TWELFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION will be held in

the Drill Hull. Kingston, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
Novemb.-r 6 and 7, 188S. wIipu, in addition to valuable Money
Prizes, the Fifth Champion Challenge Vase, value 25 guinejis.

will be uffered. Entries Close November 1. Schedules and
other information of q WOODGATE.
Warren Hou-e Oardena, Kingston Kill, Surrey.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.—GRAND FETE nnd EXHIBITION.

Roval A<iiiar!Um, Wes minster.

WEDNESUAY iiml THl'KSDAY, November 7 ami 8.

Sehediile.1 (free) of

WILLIAM HOLMES, Hon. Sec.

FraiDpton Park Nnr-seriei. Hackney, E.

ATH CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,
NOVEMBEK 7 and 8, 1S8S. The Prizes include the

Veitch Memorial Prize. For Prize Schedulea, apply to

BEN. PEARSON, Sec. 14, Milvom Street, Bath.

ATFORD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

Prc^ii/ent—The Right Hon. The E.\ItL OF Claufndon.
The THIRll ANNITAL EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHE-

MUMS and other AUTUMN FLOWERS nnd FRUITS, will be

held in the Asricultiiral Hall, Watford, on TUESDAY and
WEDNE.'SDAY, November 13 and 14. 1888, when Prizes to the
value of ONE HITNDRED and TWENTY POUNDS will be com-
peted for. Entries Close on Thursday, November 8. Appli-

citions for Membership. Schedule of Prizes, Entry Forms, &.C.,

to be made t.i CHAS. It. HU.MBERT, Hon. Sec. and Treas.
Watford, Herts

IKMINGHAM and Mn)LAND COUNTIES
GREAT CHRYSANTHEMUM mid FRUIT SHOW,

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY. November 21 and 22. JE.iS

Ca-h Prizes offered for Cut Blooms, £28 Ca.sb Prizes offered for

Ora(>es. and a great many other liberal Prizes in proportion.
Scheduler and all information can be had post-free on appli-

'^''^'°'' '°
J. HUGHES. Sec.

Northwood Villas, Mctchley Lane, Harborne, Birmingham.

STEVENS, Chrysanthemum Grower,
• St. .Tohn's Nursery, Putney, beps to give notice that

his HOME SHOW of CHRYSANTHEMirMS will be open to

the General Public on MONDAY, October 22, to November 3.

Admission free. No admission on Sunday.

s UTTON'S TULIPS for BEDDING.

BUTTON'S TULIPS for FORCING,
O See _^^__
CUTTON'S BULB CATALOGUE,O containing descriptions, illustrations, and Priced List of

the Best Bulbs of the Season.

s UTTON'S BULBS genuine only direct from
SUTTON AND SONS. Reading.

1888,
Bulbs of Finest Quality only.

BARR'S BULB CATALOGUE for
Now Ready. Sent free ou application,

Contiin3 full De^^criptive List of the best Hyacinths, Tulips
and other Dutch Bulbs in cultivation, also an interesting de-

scriptive Liit of Cape and Califociiian Bulbs and Tubers, in-

cluding many beautiful raritie--*.

BARR andSON. 12 and 13, King Street. Covent Garden, W-C .

Begonias In Flower.

JOHN DOWNIE (of the late firm of Downie
&. Laird) begs to intimate that hid Grand Strum of the

above is now in full flower. Inspection invited.

Seed from the above. Is 6d. and 2s. Qd. per packet.

BeechiU Nuraery, Edinburgh.

70R SALE or EXCHANGE, 1 Large
I DA^•ALLIA MOOKEANA, 1 Large CROTON HANBURY-
ANU.M. For particulars apply to

R. DOVER, The Gardens, High Leigh, Hoddesdon, Herts.

Surplus Cut Flowers.

HOOPER AND CO. (Limited) RECEIVE and
DISPOSE of any quantity of above at best Market

Prices. Boxes. Sic, supplied.—Address, Commission Depart-

ment, HOOl'EK AND CO. (Limited), Covent Garden, W C.

C Q U E L C H AND B A R N H A M ,O North Row. Covent Garden. W.C, are OPEN TO DIS-

POSE OF nnv ciiiaiitilv of .MI'SCATS and BLACK GRAPES,
TOMATOS, "Cl'CU.MHERS. FRE.N'CH BEANS, STRAW-
BERRIES, CHOICE FLOWERS. &c. Highest .Market Prices

obtaiiie.1. Account Sales daily ; cheques weekly, or as preferred

by Sender. Baskets and Labels supplied. References ^iven.

/T^HOICE
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Bulbs from Holland.

Sales every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and SATUBDAY, iu

Large and Small Lot^, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS \yin SELL by
AUCTIcjN, at his Great Rooms, :33. King Street,

Covent irarden, W.C, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and

SATfKDAY, nt halt-past 12 o'clock precisely eacli day. first-

class coQsigiiraents of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
and other liULBS, arriving daily from well-known Farms in

Holland. .,...-. ...
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues, had. -

Thursday Next, October 26.—(SaleNo. 7777.)

SFKL'IAL SALE OF BUTCH BULBS.

ME. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Kooms, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT, October 25, at half-past 13

o'clock precisely, several lots of BULBS just received from

Holland; in line condition, includin,' HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CKOCUSES. NAI4UISSUS, SNOWDROPS, ANEMONES,
RANUNCULI. &c.

Oil view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

mursday Next.-(Sale No. 7777.)

6000 grand Bulbs of LILIU.M AUR.1TUJI, just received from

Japan, in the finest possible condition.

MR. .T. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3R,

King Street, Covent Garden, on THUKSD.AY NEXT, Oct. L'o.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dutch Bulbs.

Every MONDAY. THURSDAY, and SATURDAY.
Great Unreserved Sales.

MESSRS. PlK.lTHEilOE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at the Central Sale Rooms. 67 and

63, Cheapside, London, E.C.. every MONDAY. THURSDAY, and

3VTURDAY at half-past 11 o'clock precisely, extensive con-

signments of tirst-clasa HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, from Holland, lotted to suit

theTrade and Private Buyers.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Lee.
Close to Grove Park Station.

Renarkably well-grown NURSEKY STOCK, all lit for inmie-

di.i*-e planting, consisting of an assortment of Ornamental

and otiier Sllrubi, including numerous lieaHhy speciineni

:

11^- iluous and Flowerinj Shrubs, Stand ird. Ornamental,

and Forest Trees, Fruit Trees in variety. Ivies, Ferns, &,.,

and particularly worthy the attention of Gentlemen,

Builders, and others.

ESSRS. RROTHEROE and MORRIS willM ELL the above by AUCTION, on the Prt-mises. the

drk Nursery, Lee, S.E., on MONDAY, Oftober 22, at
SELL

Orove Park Nursery,

12 o'CloL-k preciielv, by order of Mr. G. Hind.

May be viewed' three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues

had on the Premifles, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheap-

side, London, E.G. ; aud Leytonstone, E.

SunnlDgdale.
Five minutes' walk from the Snnningdale Railway Station,

Londoo aud South-Weatem Railway.

Esteiisive I'NRESERVED SALE of beautifully grown NUR-
SERY STOCK, a large portion of which is growing on

Land recently Sold, necessitating an immediate Cleanmce,

and iiffordinp i\ rare opportunity to Gentlemen as well as

the Trade who are engaged in planting. The Sale will

include a large quantity of Specimen Conifers and

oiher Shrubs, symmetrically grown, and adapted for

immediate effective purpo-e^.

IVfKSSKS. PKOTHEROE and MORRIS are
ItX instructed by air. Charles Noble (who has placed in

their hiind^ the disposal of his long-established Business and

Freehold Estate) to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Sunningdale Nurseries. Bagshot, Surrey, on MONDAY, Octo-

ber 22, and tive following days, at half-past 12 o'clock pre-

fisely each day. an esensive quantity of remarkably well

grown Nl'RSKRY STOCK, extending over about 50 Acres,

and embracing a great assortment of Evergreens and Conifenc,

including 111. OO'J Thuia americani ami LuLbii, some thouiantis

of Cupressu>* Lawsoniana, Laurels of sorts, Green and Varie-

gated Aucnhas, Mahoiiia aquifolia, Retinosporas, Picea Nord-

manuiana, L'nnii Lii:u^trum ovaiifolium. 50iJ Ilex Shepherdii.

and other llullies. "Ornamental and Forest Trees in variety,

Androrai^das, ll.irdy Azaleas, 2000 Berheris of sorts. Hardy
Climbers, and other Plants.

May be view.'d prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on

the Premises; at the Sunningdale Hotel, Sunningdale Railway

Sta-ion : and of the Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 67 and 6!S,

C ieap,ide. London, E.G., and Le\ tonstone, E.

Isleworth.
ir^ minutes' walk from the I-l worth Railway Station.)

SPECIAL TUAUR SALE of biMutifuUy grown young CONI-
FERS and GOLDEN EUONY.MUS, foi- immediate potting,

wind'jw-bjxes, or for growing on; by order of Messrs.

Ch:irles Lee & Son.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Wood Lane

Niirserv, I4^worth, on TUESDAY, October 23, at 12 o'Clock

precise'lv, "iMtOof the be.st Silver and Golden EUONYMUS.
spl"ndid"ly col.mrerl; 40O0 CUPRESSUS LAVVSONII ERECTA
VmrnTS, 1 to^f f.-.-t; 1200 azalea mollis and A. ALTA-
CLAKENSIS, it to 15 inches ; 600 CLEMATIS JACKMANNU
SUPERBA. in pots; l.iOO THUIA LOBBII, 2 to 3^ feet ; 1000

RETINOSPOR.VS. of sorts. IJ to -1 feet; thousands of various

CONIFERS, for letting ; .^(>J AUGUBAS, 2 to 2i feet; 500

Standard APPLES, of the bpst sorrs; 500 Standard VICTORIA
PLUMS; an iissorlment of GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ERICAS, Sec.

May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises; at the Royal Vineyajd Nursery,

Hammersmith. W. ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheap-

glde, London, E.C., and Leytonstone, E.

Tuesday Next.
NURSERY STOCK and GREENHOUSE PLAI4T SALE,

from Sample,

Important to the Trade and Prnate Buyer*.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sate- Rooms,

67 and tW, Clieapside, London. E.C.. on Tl'ESDAY NEXT.
October 2:(, at liall-past 12 o'clock precisely, the following i—

1,600 Rhododendron ponti- 3,000 Stove Latanias
800 Mflrechal Niel Roses, in

48-pois, 6 to 12-feet -

"8fi0 Crotons
Adian'tum'cuneafmii

'

Aiid large (|uantities ofother
Stock

nm. IJ to 4 feet

:100 Green EuonymHS, 3 feet
Tliousands of Conilers,

- 'in various si/ea

30.000 Quick
And choice assortment of

JHiim^,—Ghe«*i*Si -Dftms©n»r^ ~ —
and other Fruit Trees I

Samples will be on view the morning of Sale. Catalogues

on application, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Wednesday Next.
6000 LILIUM, just received from Japan, the bulbs bein^ in

splendid condition, and 10,OuO Atrican TUBEROSES jast

to hand.

i\T ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

ItX include the above in their SALE at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and ^fci, Cheapside, London. E.G., on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, October 21, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues luid.

Wednesday Next.
8000 LILIUM AURATUM just received from ,);ipan, 10,000

African TUBEROSES, Japanese IRIS, a large assortment

of NARCISSUS, English-grown LILIES and other hardy

BULBS, Dutch Flower ROOTS. 500 CAMELLIAS and

AZALEAS of the begtuorts from Belgium, GREENHOUSE
PLANTS in variety. POTTERY. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the abov by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 aud 68, Cieapside, London. E.G.. on WfcDNESDAY
NEXT, October 24, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view moraing of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next. October 26.

IMPORTANT SALE of SELECTED DUPLICATE PLANTS
from his well-known Collections of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, by order of F. G. Taut/. Ehi.

MESSHS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

favoiiivd wiih instructions to SELL by AI'CTION. at

their Central Sale Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheap•^ide, London, E.G.,

on FRIDAY, October l6, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely,

SELECTED DUl'LICATE PLANTS from this wt-ll-known col-

lection, iiichiding amongst many others tlie following :
—

Cyi ripedinm leucorrliodum

,, Saundersianum
Oncidium macranthum
Odontoglossum vcxilhirinm

superbum
,, ,, leucoglo^-sum. First-

classCertiticate. Royal
Horticultural Society

,, britvifolium

„ chiriguensis
Phalaenopsis Alaric

Sobralia zantholeucu
Dendrobium nobile nobilius

,, splendidissimum
CattleyaTriauie Backhousiana
Lielia anceps Dawsoni
Crelogyne tomentoia

Cvpripedium Let-anum super-

hum
,, Morganirc

,, Arthurianum
,, Amesianum
,, WaUisii

, . Dayanum superbum, best

variety

,, Measuresianum, good
variety

,. Wallaertianum
,, Boissierianum
., Harrisianum vivicans

,, Marshallianum
,, Tautzianum
,, tesselatum porphyreum
,. Fairreannm
,, Mrs. Charles Canham

On view morning of Sale. Catalogues forwarded on applica-

tion to the Auctioneers, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.G.

Friday Next.

ONCIDIUM MACRANTHUM, direct importation of very tine

specimens coUecte'i by Mr. F. Lehmann. for Sale, without

reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

i>X include the above in their SALE on FRIDAY NEXT,
October 26.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues hail.

Sunbury. Middlesex.
Important to Gentlemen, Nurserymen. Market Gardeners,

Fruit Growers, and Others.

TVTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
ItX directed by Mr. John Turtle (who is disposing of the

Freehold Estate) to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Osborn Nursery, Sunbury, Middlesex, about 10 minutes* walk

from the Sunbury Railway Station, on MONDAY, Oct.>ber 20,

and following day, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day,

33,7000 FRUIT TREES, including

5000 Standard Apples, 2 years I
8,800 Maiden Apples

5000 Morello Cherries 10.000 \'ictoria Plums
500 Pears

i

20.iiuO Frnit Stocks.

20.000 DWARF ROSES, including the choicest nam^d
varieti

10,000 Manetti Stocks
10,000 Evergreen and Coni-

ferous Shrubs
2,000 Limes and other Orna-

mental Trees
10.000 Maidenhiiir Ferns

8,800 Spruce Firs

20.000 Quick
12,000 Glirysanthemums
1,01.10 Euciiaris

2,000 Bonvardias
&c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues hail

on the Premises; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and lii^, Cheap-
side, London, E.G.. and Leytonstone, E.

N.B.—Tlie valuable FREEHOLD NURSERY will be offered

in one lot. on the Premises, on MONDAY, October 29. at

half- past 11 o Clock precisely. See separate Advertisement.

Tuesday, October 30.—Crchlds in Flower.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS de-
sire to announce that their NEXT SPECIAL SALE

of ORCHIDS IN FLOWER will take place as above, for which

they will be glad to RECEIVE NOTICE OF ENTRIES as

early as possible.

Sunbury, Middlesex.
VALUABLE FREEHOLD NURSERY.

Advantagpously situate alwnt ten minutes' walk from the

Sunbury Railwav Statiou, and only 16 miles from London.

ivi ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
ItX instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,

Osboru's Nursery, Sunbury, Sliddle^ex. ou MONDAY, Octo-

ber 2ii. at half-past; 11 o'Clock punvtually, unless an
acceptable offer be previously made, the imjwrtaut FREE-
HOLD NURSERY, known hs Osboru's Nursery, SunI ury,

Middlesex, containing ;iu area of about 17 Acres, with the

Bric4t-+i>iit Eight-roometl -R»«titieiwe, S4-t44-w*«hon9e*^. all- of

modern and superior erection, and henled with upwards of

2i- miles of 4-inch Hot-water Piping; the excellent block of

brick-built Stables. Packing and Cart Sheds, and other Budd-
ings requisite for carrying on an extensive business. The
Estate possesses a coi manding--f-rOBtage of over 1000 feet,

which could 'oe let off or sold for building purposes, without

interfering in any way with the carrying on of the present

business.
Particular.", Plans, and Conditions of Sale may be had on the

Premises; of Messrs. RIDLEY and CHANCELLOR, Solicitors,

Dartford ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London, E.G., and Leytonstone . E.

Abbey Wood.
Byordrr of the Executrix.

TWO DAYS' CLE.ARANCE SALE of unusually -well-grown

Nl'KsEKY STUCK. Important to Gentleman, Builders.

Laud.cqie G.inlcn.T^. i.iid Oth.-rs.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premii-es. the Abbey Wood
Nur-erv, Belvedere, Keut, a short distance from the Abbey
Wood Kailwav Station, ou WEDNESDAY aud THURSDAY,
October 31 and November 1, at 12 o'Clock precisely, a large

quantitv of well-grown NURSERY STOCK, consistingof about

10,000 CupressusLawsonii, 1 to 3 feet; 5200 other Conifers

from 1 to 3 feet ; 6000 Oval-leaved Privet, 3 to 4 feet ; 6000

Green Hollies. 1 to 4 feet ; 2500 Variegate! Hollies, 1 to ofeet

;

1000 English Yews, 2 to 4 feet; 4000 Aucubas, 2600 Common
Laurels, 3 to 4 feet ; 2000 Dwarf Roses, Standard Ornamental
Trees. &c.

:^Iay be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68.

Cheapsiile. E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Leytonstone. £

.

Adjoininf the Levtonsione Railway Station.

TWO DAYS' SALE of beautifully grown NURSERY STOCK
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, arranged in lots to suit

large and small buyers.

^lESSKS. PRCiTHEROE and MORRIS will

iVL SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, tlie American
Nurseries. Leytonstone, E.. on THURSDAY and FRIDAY,
NovemI er 1 and 2, at 12 o'clock precisely each day, an exten-

sive assortment of 3O00 Conifers, Evergreens, and Deciduous

Shrubs in various sizes, carefully prepared for removal; 20tO

clean green Limes, Poplars, and other Ornamental Trees ;

2000 Rhododendrons; 3000 Fruit Trees, embracing all the

leading varieties of Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches, Nectarines,

&c. : 4IHI0 Standard aud Dwarf Rosea, and a large variety of

\\<i:-i\.i\ Creenhouse Plants aiiapted for Conservatory and House
tlecoration.

The Stock may be \ iewed any day prior to the Sale. Cata-

logues had ou the Premises ; aud of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68.

Cheapside, London, EC.

Tottenham.—Preliminary Notice-
ANNUVL SALE of remarkably well-grown NURSERY

STOCK. HERBACEOUS PLANTS, and BULBS, for the

growth of which Mr. Ware has gained a grent reputation.

1\1 ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
ItX desire to announce that the ANNUAL SALE will take

place on the Premises, the Hale Farm Nurseries. Tottenham,

on TUESDAY, November 6. 1888.

Full particiilars will appear next week.

Groombridge, Tunbridge Wells.

Great UNRESERVED SaLE of Valuable NURSERY STOCK ;

all recently transplantea, and now in splendid condition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION on the Premises lloUamby's

Nurseries, Groombridge. Tuuhridge Wells, close to the

Groombridge Station, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
November 6 and 7, at 12 o'Clock precisely each d;iy, a large

quantity of well-grown NURSERY STOCK.
* May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers. 67 a nd 68. Cheapside. London. EC.

Fincbley Road, N.W.—Preliminary Notice.
Important to Flori-.ts and others engaged in tin' Nursery aud

Furnishing Trade. The compact and old-established

NURSERY and FLORIST'S BUSINESS for SALE, by order

of Mr. W. A. Glineo, who is leaving the neighbourhood.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises.

EARLY IN NOVEMBER NEXT, as a going concern, the com-

pact Leasehold Propery, known as the WA\'EKLEY NTR-
SERY, situated in tlie Finchley Road. London, N.W., a few

minutes" walk from :MarIboruugb Road Station.

Further particulars will appear next week.
Auctioneers' Offices, 67 and liS, Cheapside, Lond.ui, E.t'.

Extensive Importations of Orchids.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Kooms, 67 and

68. Cheapside, 'London, E.G., at an early date, extensive ioi-

portationsof ORCHIDS, received direct, being the contents of

about 50 cases; amongst them will be found a large consign-

ment of Cattleya Percivaliana, also G. lobata snperba, G.

labiate. Warnerii, and Oncidium Papilio, received frt,m Mr. F.

The plants are in splendid condition. Full particulars will

appear next week. ^
Bamet.—Preliminary.

VALUABLE FREEdULU NIKSERY aud BUILDING LAND.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed to SELL by AUCTION, in NOVEMBER
NEXT, the VALUABLE FREEHOLD LAND, in the occupa-

tion of Mr. Cornwall as Nursery Grounds, containing an area

of about 9 acres.

Also about 17 acres of NURSERY STOCK, 8 Qreenhouses,

Greenhouse Plants, &c.
Fuller particulars will appear in future Advertisements,
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Royal Nurseriea. Eaton. Norwich.
The ENTIRE STOCK of about 10,000 Forest Trees and Shrub'*

—Ash, Ahier, Beech, Chestnut, Lime, Lnburnum, Poplar,

Phme, Spnuv, Wellint;tonia. Irt.OOO Evergreens—Cotone-
.ibter, Box, Broom. Borheris, Holly, Laurel, Privet, Thuias,

Yew. 35U0 Flowering Shrubs—Almond, Gueldres Roae,

Honeysuckle. Lilac, Jeysaniine, Laurnstinaf . Rhododendron,

White and Pink Thorn. O^'oO Standard and Dwarf Kose^i—

Celine Fure>*tier, Niphetoj:, Mar^chal Kiel, HomCre, Lady
Sheirifld, Louis van Houtte, J. S. Mill. La France, Sir G.

WoNeley. Sultan of Zanzibar. Blanche Moreau, Empress of

Intlia, and some hundred other names. TOO Chrysauthe-

mnms, in pot^—Christmas Number. Fair Maid of Guern-

sey, President Garfield, Virgin Queen. Mrs. Dixon, Prin-

cess Teck. 240 Maidenhair Ferns, in 8, 7, and 5-inch pota.

4i.600 Fruit Trees and Bushes—Peaches, Nectarines,

Apples, Pears. Quince, Plums, Filbert, Cobs, Goasebcrries,

Currants, Mulberries, Walnuts. 15,000 Stocks and Layers.

—Apples, Pears, Quince, Filbert. Manetti, Dcla Grifferaie,

Myrobella Mussel. 60 Vines, strong healthy plants, in

large pots, in fine condition for pushing along—Black
Hamburgh, Madre.-field Court, Golden Qu* en. Mill Hill

Hamburgh. 10,000 Rhubarb, Seakale, Asparagus, and in

variety, Yucca. Tritonia. Uvarea, Clematis, Spirtea, with a

choice collection of Double White Primula, Gardenia,

Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, aud Roses in pots. Wheelbarrows,
Tools, Hand-lights, Pots, nud other Nurserymen's Appli-

ances. The trees aud bushes are healthy, and in excellent

condition to move, recent transplanting having been

carried on to considerable extent. Purchas^Ts are to be at

liberty to remove tlieir respective lota as maybe convenient

up to the 2_'rd day of December next,

MESSHS. CLOWES and NASH are favoured
with directions to SELL the above STOCK by AUCTION

on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY. October

24. 25. and 2tj, It?88, in suitable lots for private purcliasers,

with option to the Trade.
Catalogues may be obtained or will be forwarded on applica-

tion at the Auctioneers' Otfices, Bank Chambers, Norwich.

South HUl Paric Nursery, Bromley, Kent.
IMPORTANT SALE of well-grown NURSERY STOCK, all

recently transplacted and in line condition for removal.

MESSRS. BAXTER, PAYNE, and LEPPEB
have received instructions from Messrs. Ponsford & Sons,

to SELL by AUCTION, upon the Premises, as above, on FRI-
DAY and SATURDAY. October 20 and 27, at 11 forl2 o'Clock

precisely each day, the valuable NURSERY STOCK, compris-

ing lOOU Pines, 1 to 7 feet ; lOUO Abies, 2 to 7 feet ; 1000 Picea

Nordmanniaua. 1-WO Wellingtonia, 1500 Spruce, 150 verj' fine

Cedrus Deodara, 1500 Rhododendrons in bud, 1000 Hollies, 1000

Laurels, 100 choice Rose Trees, 10,000 Specimen Ornamental
and Forest Trees. 2000 Standard, Pyramid, and Espalier Fruit

Trees; 10.000 Flowering and Deciduous Shrubs, a large Collec-

tion of Greenhouse Plants, Chrysanthemums, Marguerites,

Azaleas, Ferns, Palms, Sic.

May be viewed prior to the Sale, and Catalogues obtained

of Messrs. PONSFORD and SONS, Nurserymen, Brixton, S.W.,
and Bromley, Kent ; aud of BAXTER, PAYNE, and LEPPER,
Surveyors and Land Agents. Bromley and Beckenham, Kent,

and liy. King William Street, E.G.

''PC BE SOLD, as a concern in working order,
X an old-established SEED BUSINESS (Retail and Whole-
sale), in the best part of the City of London. Capable of much
extension.

A. B., W, Gilks. Esq., 15, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.

Bournemouth.

FOR DISPOSAL, the LEASE and GOOD-
WILL of a small compact MARKET G.4RDEN, well

slocked and in good cultivation. Admirably adapted fur the

erection of glass. For particulars apply by letter to

A. C, 187. Old Christohurch Koad, Bournemouth.

To Market Gardeners, Florists, Nurserymen, &c.
HAMPTOX-ON-THAMES.

T?OR SALE, choice FREEHOLD LAND, in
i Acre Plotii, suitable for above. Rich Garden Soil with
gravel and sand sub-soil. The land is considered by the Trade the

finest ne.ir London for Grapes and all other Market Products.

Apply, SECRETARY, Estates Investment and Villa Farm
Company, Estate Office, Tangley Park, Hamptonon-Thames.

OR SALE, a small FLORISTS BUSINESS.
Price £100. Rent low. Part let off.—Apply, A. C,

Grtrrfeners' CAronic/eOmce,41,Wellington Street, Strand.W.C.

South of England.

LARGE GARDEN, 20 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhou!*e3 and Vineries. £7000 has been spent on the

property. Seven years' lease. TSvo Cottages inclusive. £150
a year. RLDRIDGE. Portsmouth.

To Fruit Growers.

TO BE LET, with early possession, in a Town
about ;10 miles from London, on a main line, a SPAN

ROOF \'INKRY, tiO feet by 30 feet, well stocked with Vines

in full bearing; a SPAN-ROOF CUCUMBER and TOMATO
HOUSE, 60 feet by 13 feet; both hea.t«d with Hot-wttt«r

;

Potting SHED, Cold PITS, and Walled-in GARDEN', contain-

ing altogether about 60 poles. A stream forms one boundary
of the Property.
Address X.. Page's Advertising Offices, 103, Fleet Street, E.C.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticul-
tural Market Gardes and Estate Auctioneers and

A'alufrs, 67 and 63. Clieap^^ide, London, E.C, and at Leytou-
stoue, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

P.EONY ARBOREA — P. SINENSIS.—
The unique and very best selected collection in the

world—300 varieties of P. arborea ; 350 of P. sinensis, including

new, rare and very rare varieties ; also Japanese and Chinese
sorts. Special Collections well selected for Amateurs. Ask for

the Descriptive CATALOGUE of Prices, printed in English, to

L. PAILLET, Nurseryman, Chatenay (Seine), near Paris,

France. Establiehed 1827.

Note.—Beat season to plant P. sinensis, August, September,

gad October, but Peeonies may be planted also up to April.

RCHID S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.
(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

Have just received a tine Importation of

ONCIDIUM MACRANTHUM.
ODOXTOGLOSSUM HALLI.
L^LIA XAXTHIXA.

., HARPOPHYLLA.
CATTLEYA WARNERI.

And many others.
Circular with full particulars of these and other Importa-

tions, also copy of their new Illustrated and Descriptive
CATALOGUE of ORCHIDS, will be sent free on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSEBIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

Orchids.
Duplicate Plants, well grown and superb varieties, many

having obtained First class Certificates, from

MR. BRAY'S COLLECTION,
Mont S . Amand. Ghent, Belgium.

Cypripedium Arthurinm. (Enanthum superbum, cardinalis,

Crossianum superbum, Enryaudrum. GodsefEanum, Kaitnrum,
microchilum. Leeanura supeibnm, Mrs. Canham, marmoro-
phyllum, Morganoe, Meirax, nitens, i olitum, Sedeni candi-
dulum. Swanianum, vexillarium. Cattleya Mo^siee alba,

Mossiie Reineckiana, Morgante, Trianee alba, Gaskelliana alba.

Dendrobiura Leechianum, Ainsworthii.
Address as above.

NGLISH YEVi'S, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

BOX, Green, 3. 4, ,), and feet.

,, \'ariegated, .3, 4. 5. and 6 feet.

PINUS AUSTRIACA. ,!. 4. 6, and 6 feet.

All well furnished, and finely rooted. Many thousands.
ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

LIETZE, Rio de Janeiro.—New PRICE
• LIST for PALM SEEDS. Post-free to all applicants,

from ADOLPH V. ESSEN and CO., 73, Gr. Reichenstr,
Hamburg.

''PREES and SHRUBS suitable for Towns and
J Smoky Districts. CATALOGUE free on application.—
RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Worcester.

T AXTON'S NEW STRAWBERRIES. —
1-i Four FirBt-class Certificates from the Royal Horticul-
tural Society.
The cflrlic«t, largest, finest, and lut st high-quality sorts, and

tlie mo'-t pro(it;iliI'' for Market or Private Growers, as they
make thf liij^li-'^t prices in Coveiit Garden. Send for Descrip-
tive Priced LISTS, \\ ith Press and other Testimonials, to

LAXTON BROTHERS. Bedford.

FECIAL OFFER OF FERNS.—PterU
tremula, P. cretica, P. cretica cristata, P. serrulata

cristata compacta, in thumbs, fit for immediate potting. ANo
the same varieties, good stuff, in 4S's, to offer in quantity.

Prices per 100 or 1000 on application.

R. PENGELLY, Dyson's Lane, Upper Edmonton.

TNTENDING PLANTERS are invited to
-L Inspect our Stock of ROSES, RHODODENDROXS. FRUIT
TREES of all descriptions, ORNAMENTAL TREES and
SHRUBS, FOREST TREES, &c.. extending over 150 acres.

Descriptive CATALOGUE free on application.

H. LANE AND SON, Nurseries, Berkhamsted. Herts.

O FECIAL OFFER
k5 TO THE TRADE.
.WO LAPAOERIA ALBA, of various sizes.

2000 ASPIDISTRA LURIDA and VARIEGATA, fit to pot
into 48's.

200O ADIANTUM CUNEATUM in 48'3 and .12's, grown cool,

and particularly hard.
HOWABD'S Nursery, Southgate, N.

MAIDENHAIR FRONDS. — Wanted to
supply the above, matured and fresh, carriage free,

6s. per dozen bunches of 30 fronds each.

HENRY SNOW. 2, Russell Place. Old Dover Road. Blackheath.

A U L ENGLEHEAR T."—
Rooted Layers of the above fine Crismon I'^edding

CLOVE CARNATION are now ready to lift. The variety can
be confidently recommended as yiossessing all the good qualitips

of the " Old Clove," with much greater vigour of consitution,'

and a dwarf sturdy habit, which REQUIRES NO STICKS.
Price, 'Is. each, 18s. perdoien, 9s. half-dozen.

GILBERT DAVIDSON, Ammanford. RS.O., Carmarthenshire

The New Raspberry,LORD BEACONSFIELD.
(A Seedling).

The finest Raspberry and best cropper ever known. First-

class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society. Canes £2 per

100 ; 6s. per dozen. Trade supplied ; Cash with Order.

A. FAULKNOR, Inkpen. Hungerford.

HURST AND SON have good stocks of the
following, and will quote at specially Reduced Prices: —

ROMAN HYACINTHS.
LILIUaM CANDIDUaM.

.. HARRISII.
DAFFODILS, double and single.

NARCISSUS POETICUS.
,, ,. double white.

„ OBVALLARIS.
SNOWDROPS, and other sorts of Bulbs for forcing and planting.

Please write for special quotations.

Seed Warehouse : 162, Houndsditch, London, E.

THE GARDENERS'

ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and SXTBSOBIPTIONS

WILL BK THANKFULLr RECEIVED BY

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec,
Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, London, W.

OTIC E.—I, the undersigned, LOUISA
MAULE, of ihe Nurseries, Stobe Gifford, aud Stapleton

Road, Bristol, hereby give notice that the butiness of Messrs.
W. Maule & Sons, carried on as above, will be Closed from this
date. All accounts to be sent in by the 21st day of Dec., IttdS.

Dated this Uth day of October. 1888.

(Signed) LOUISA MAULE,
Southborne Villa, Coburg Road, Bristol.

Witness, Edward F. Parker, Auctioneer, Bristol.

'^FHE PARKS COMMTfTEE of the Halifax
-L Corporation are prepared to RECEIVE TENDERS for

the SUPPLY of 100 TREES, H feet to 16 feet in height, of

any of the following species :—Western Plane, Lime, Syca-
more, Wycli Elm—delivered at Savile Park, Halifax, before
November 30, 188S. Tenders, endorsed "Tender for Trees,"
must be sent to the undersigned before November 10, 1888.

By order, KEIGHLEY WALTON, Town Clerk,

Town Hall, Halifax, September 27. 1883. -, ... .

Borough of Penzance.
TO LANDSCAPE G AJ^DE N^ E S".

"

Extension of Time.

THE PENZANCE TOWN COUNCIL invites
PLANS for LAYING OUT as PUBLIC WALKS and

PLEASURE GKOUNDS the Morrab House Property. A Report
explanatory of the details of the plan and estimated cost must
accompany each design. Premiumsof Twenty and Ten Guineas
will be given for the best and second best Designs respectively.

Should the Author of the Premiated Plan be selected to carry

out the work th^ Premium will merge in the Commission.
The Premiated Plans to become the property of the Council.

The Grounds to be laid out—4 acres in extent, and having
throughout a southern slope—can be seen on application to the
Borough Surveyor, from whoai a Plan may be obtained on
payment of £l, which will be returned to those forwarding
designs.

Plans, &c., with distinguishing motto and name in sealed

envelope, to be sent to me at my office. Public Buildings, on
or betore OCTOBER 27 next, instead of 20th instant, as

previously advertised.

Penzance, October 9, 1888.

THOS. CORNISH. Town Clerk.

HOW to MAKE the MOST of the LAND by
the Profitable Cultivation of Fruit, &c. The HORTI-

CULTURALandTECHNICAL COLLEGE.Lim.. Swanlej .Kent.
WinterSe^sion commences Oct. 17.—Address. Mr.BUCKLAKD.

SMALL SHRUBS and CONIFER^.—
Araucaria imbricata, 10 to 12 inches, 50s. per 100; Abies

Douglasii. 1-yr., 4.s. per 100 ; A. orientalis, 1-yr., 30s. per 1000 ;

American Arbor-vitte. IJ foot, 60s. per 1000; Sweet Bay, 1-yr.,

30s. per 1000; Scarlet Chestnut, 1-yr., 6s. per 100 ; Cupressus
macrocarpa, 1-yr., 30s. per 1000 ; Lawsoni, 18 inches, 60.".

per 1000 ; erecta viridis, 4 inches, 30s. per 1000; do., 1 foot,

12s. per 100 ; strieta, 1 to Ij foot, 12s. per 100 ; Allumii, 1 foot,

14s. per 100; Cedrus atlantica.. 1-yr., 1-yr. transplanted, 10.--.

per 100; C. Deodara, 1-yr.. 7s. per 100 ; Escallonia macranthp,
pots. 14s. per 100; Laurel (common), 2-yr., 20s. per 1000 ; Por-

tugal Laurel, 1-yr. transplanted, 20s. per 1000 ; Colchic Laurel,

1-yr., ^5s. per 1000 ; Laurel rotundifolia, 1-yr., 25s. per 1000;

Limes, 1-yr. transplanted, 16s. per 1000; Pinus Cembra, 3-yr,,

extra, 16s. per 1000; P. insignis, 1-yr., 3s.6rf. per 100; P. eicelsa,

1-yr., 4s. per 100; P. Nordmanniana, 1-yr.. 30s. per 1000; P.

Jeffreyii, 1-yr., 8s. per 100; P. Mastersiana, 1-yr., 10s. pt r

100 ; P. Strobus, 2-yr., 2.'J. per 100; Oak, Evergreen, 1-yr., 30s.

per 1000; Scarlet Oak, 1-yr., 3s. per 100; Privet ovalifolium,

8 to 9 inches. 10s. per 1000; Retinospora plumosa, 10 to 12

inches, 10s. per 100 ; R. squarrosa, 8 to 9 inches, 8s. per 100 ;

do.. 1 foot, 12s. per 100. Thuia Lobbii, 8 to 10 inches. ;iOs. p»r

11)00 ; do., 15 inches, 45s. per 1000 ; T. dolobrata, 8 to 9 inche.-,

80s. per 1000; do., 10 inches, fine, 12s. per 100. T. Ell-

wangeriana, 6 to 8 inches, <os. per 100; Veronica Traveraii, 6 to

8 inches, fine, <6s. per 100; English Yew, 1-yr.. 1-yr. trans-

planted, 20s. per 1000 ; do., 8 to 10 inches, 7s. per 100. Irish

Yew, 6 to 9 inches. 10s. per 100.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman. Stranraer.

iJPECIMEN CONIFERS.—Trees for Avenues,
O Evergreens, and Forest Trees in great variety. CATA-
LOGUE free on apolication.— RICHARD SMTTH and CO..

Nurser>'men and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS, in small pots.

Splendid stuff of all best kinds, aud true to name. Price

List on application.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN, Nurseryman, Richmond, Surrey.

Palms, Foliage Plants. Heatlis, &c.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN \vill be pleased to

forward LIST of above with low prices. Leading

decorative PALMS in all sizes, great quantities, and in finest

health.
Richmond, Surrey ; and 191 and 193, Flower Market, Covent

Garden, W.C. ___^

EUONYMUS (Green).—50,000, all nice bushy
well-irrown Specimens, 9 to 36 Inches, £1 to *10 per 1(W,

J. J. CLAKK.
Ooldstone Farm, Btightcn,
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OA (\{\(\ CLEMATIS, in Pota, of all the
KJ\J^\j\)\J finest Double and Single Varietiea (some

of the flowera of which be<;ome 10 inches across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

climbing and bedding, from 12s. to 24s. per dozen, atrong

plants; extra strong plants, repotted into 5J^-inch pots. ys. m.
each : Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently sent out by ud, reduced price 2s. tJrf. each.

Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SMITH and CO.,

Nuraerymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

LARGE SHRUBS and CONIFERS. —
Aucuba japonica, 1^ to 2 feet. 30s. per 100; do.. 2 to 2J

feet. Ads. per luO. Berberis aquifolia. 1^ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100

;

Box tree, \\ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, 20s. per 100.

CotoneasterSimonsii, 3 to 3J feet. 10s. per 100; Deutzia cre-

nata, flore-pleno, strong, 4s. per dozen ; Escallonia macrnntha
(pots), strong, 2Js. per 100; Grisliuia littoralis, 1^ to 2 feet,

35s. per lOO; Honeysuckle (strong). 8s. per 100; Irish Ivy.

4 feet, 6s. per lUO; Laurel, common. 1*^ foot, 6s. per 100; 2 feet,

10s. per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet. 16s. per 100. Colchic Laurel, 1 to 1^

foot. 12s. per 100; 2 to 2^ feet, 16s. per luO; 3 to 3J feet,

bushy. 20s. per lOO. Tortugal Laurel, 1 to 1^ foot, 16s. per

100 ; 1^ to 2 feet. 20s. per 100. Rhododendron ponticum, 1 to

IJ foot. 22s. per 100 ; 1^ to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; 2 to 2^ feet,

35s. per 100 ; 3 feet. 50s. per 100 ; 4 to 4J feet, bushy. 80s. per

100. Abies Douglasii. 3 to 4 feet, 35s. per 100; 4 to 5 feet, 50s.

per 100; do.. 6 feet, 70s. per 100. Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 2i
feet, 30s. per dozen ; 3 to 3J feet. 48s. per dozen ; 3 to 4 feet,

60s per dozen. Cupresaus Lawsoniana, 2i feet, 20s. per 100;

:( to 4 feet. 40s. per 100. C. stricta, 2 lo2^ feet, 40s. per 100

;

5 to 6 feet, extra fine, 18:. per dozen. C. erecta viridia. 1| to

2 feet, 25s. per lOO ; do., 2 to 2J feet. 35s. per 100. Picea

Nordmanniaua. 1^ to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; do., 2 to 2J feet,

extra. 40*. per 100. Retinospora plumosa, 18 inches, 25s. per

100; 1^ to 2 feet. 30s. per 100; 2* feet, extra, 40s. per lOO.

R. squarrosa, IJ foot, bushy. 30s. per 100 ; Thuia Lobbii, Ij to

2 feet, 12s. per 100; 2 to 3 feet, 24s. per 100; 4 feet, 50s. per

100 ; 6 feet, ISs. per dozen. Thuiopsis borealis, 2J to 3 feet, 8s.

per dozen ; T. dolobrata. 1 foot, 30s. per 100 ; 1^ to 2 feet, 12s.

per dozen ; 2^ to 3 feet (tine). 30s. per dozen.
GARLIES MITCHELL. Nurseryman. Stranraer.

R. DUDWELL'S GRAND CARNATIONS.
—The finest grown. 5000 Unbloomed Seedlinp,

warranted of the highest parentage; unrivalled whether for

bedding or forcing for spring flowering. 3s. 6rf. per doz. ; 21s.

per 100. Special terms for quantities. Particulars on appli-

cation. The Cottage. Stanley Road, Oxford.

Dutcn Bulbs Direct from the Growers.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S CATALOGUE
for 1883, containing details of their immense ColU-itions

of New. Rare, and finf: Bulbs and Plants f86 page^ in Eiit-'h-^h)

19 now ready, and will, as usual, be sent post-free, on applica-

tion to themselves or their .Agents,

Messrs. MERTENS and CO., 3. Cross Lane, St. Mary-at-Hill.

Londnu, E.C, from whom alw can be obtained.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S New Work. " Notes on the

Cultivation of Dutch and Cape Bulbs." Price Is., Post-free.

WG O RDO N, Importer of Orchids.
• An Immense Stock of recently-imported Plants com-

pels a sjile of the e.->tabl shed plants tu make room. They have

not ynt Mouered, but are all flowering plants, and must be sold

at a gri^iit -niiTitiri-. Wry valuable varieties are certainly to be

obtained, ami givat bargains. See Public JournaU for hi^h

pries recently uhlained. The Special Offer affords a paying
investment to anyone with glaasat eomm:ind, which should not

be overlooked. Such plants may never again be offered to the

public ond the Trade. LILIES, Silver B.mksiau Medal. Silver

Medal National Chrysanthemum Society. September, 1888.

JAPANESE MAPLES. Silver Banksian Medal,
TREE P.EONIES, 7 Fir:.t-class Certificates,

,, IRIS, most gorgeou';, 4 First-class Certificates.

CATALOtiUKS of the above on application to

The Nurstries. Ainvand Park Road. Twickenham.

LU-iASlllOi\ED HEDGES. — English
Yews, busily, and with a profusion of fibrous roots.

lJto2feft, 6s. per dozen. 35s. per luO ; 2 to 2^ feet. Ss, per

dozen. .'SOs. per 100; 2^ to 3 feet, p.i. per dozen, 60s. perluii;

3 to ;4 feet. I2s. per dozen, S4s. per 100. Prices of larger ^\yy<

mid other E^'ergreeni*, suitable for Hedges—e.jf.. Tree Box,
Holly, Laurel. Privet Cvpre3S, .Tuuiper, Thuia, &c., on appli-

cation.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO,, Nurserymen and Seed
Mercliants, Worcester.

Christmas Roses-(the large-flowering variety).

tine, healthy ami strong I'laiits

to select from, all my own grou-ing (not

imported), as far as unsold :

—

Per 100. Per 1000. Per 10,000.

Extra si/e ... 70s. ... 600s. ... ftOOOx.

l3t „ ... 60s. ... 500s. ... 4000s.

2nd ,, ... 40.S. ... 350s. ... 2500s.

SP1K.'T:v .IAPONICA. extra strong clumps, GLADIOLtTS
BRENCHLEYENSIS, fine bulbs. For large quantities special

prices on application. Cases and packing free. Offered by
HERMAN BUDDENBORG, Bulb Grower, Hillegom, near

Haarlem, Holland,

The Best Present for a Gardener.
INES and VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
New Edition,

Price 5s., post-free 5s. 6rf.

A. V. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

100 Herbaceous and Alpine Plants for 25s.

RICIIAKD SMITH and CO.'S Selection as

above contains a most interesting and valuable assort-

ment of bea\itiful and Hardy Plants for the Border or Rock-
work, wliich produce flowers and render the garden attractive

all through the year.—RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nur^ry-
men and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

Grandest Violet.

DOUBLE VIOLET, "VICTORIA,"
best for pots, frames, or garden. 3 Firat-claas Certifi-

cates. Strong clumps, at reduced price, to 10s. per dozen.
Remittance to accompany all orders. Order now from
Mr.J. CHAMBERS, the Raiser,WeatlakeNuraery.Isleworth.W.

100,000

V

QHIRLEY POPPIES (the genuine strain).

lO The most startling novelty of the season. Surprising

results. Sow now for next season's di-<play. Sealed piickets,

with description, &c., Is., post-free.

Also ICELAND POPPIES. Id. and Is. per packet.

JOHN R. BOX, East Surrey Seed Warehouse. Croydon.
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I
PLANTING SEASON.

|

i HARDILY-GROWN I

l^lfOREST, J^RUIT,!
= & ALL OTHER =

I TREES X PLANTS, |

I Eveygreens, Roses, &c. I

I NUPtS KRIKS 400 ACJllES. |

% Largest £ Finest Stocks in Europe. I

i ' INSPECTION EARNESTLY INVITED. i

Priced Catalogues Gratis & Post Free.
Estimates & all Particulars on Application.

I (LiarlTi.^Di. =

= "ffSie ]*'Hrsej'i«\«(, i
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VALLOTA PTJRPTJB.EA, Scarborough
Lily.

NABCISSXT3, Butter and Eggs Daffodil.

,, Double "White, sweet-Ecented.

IXIA CBATEROIDES, Crimson.
SEE OIR

Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulhs,

ContaiDing LIST ot all the best varietiM ol HYACINTHS,
TItLIKS. CKdClIS. LILHIiMS, DAFfllDrL.S, SNI1VVURI)P.S,

IRIS. &c'., fret- on iipplicdtion.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
<[KD AM) BULB M FHi^II AN 1'-!.

EXoTER STaEET, STRAND. LONDON. W.C.

B. S. WILLIAMS'
Improved Mushroom Spawn,

Per bu-^hel of M lake-*. .'..s-.

Per cake. tirf. ; per cak^, frt-e l.y

Parcel Po'^t, \s.

For Outdoor and Indoor Culture.

") Victoria and Paradise
'^

Nurseries,
Ippi-r nolliiwitv, Lcm.lon, N.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF
FRUIT TREES AMD ROSES.

A Large and Select Stock is now oftVred for Sale.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue, of

Fruits post-f fee.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS Sl SON,
THE NURSERIES. SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

/ -^UTl^USH'S MILL-
V^ TRACK MUSHPvOOM SPAWN.
— Too well known to reqnire deaerip-

tiOQ. Price, ^s. per bushel (Is. e«tra
per bushel for packune), or 6d. per
cake ; free by parcel peat. Is.

None eenuine unletis in sealed pack-
ages and print^'d cultural direetions

euelosed, withouraignatureatt-aehed.

j WM. CUTBUSH AND SON
yM (Limited), Nuraerymen and Seed^ Mirf-bants. Hitihstate Nurseries. N.

^^TV^^feW^^^

Skd//^^(^uz^e

The only complete Collection of Daffodils exlatlng.

BARR'S NEW DAFFODIL CATALOGUE
for 1888. Now Ready. Free on application.

Coutaining a full Descriptive List of High-clnss and Distinct
Daffodils only, and also a Descriptive List of Beautiful Hardy
Daffodils, at greatly reduced prices. Tliis Catalogue also con-

tains Barr's Specialty Collections of Iris, Lilies. Peeonies,

Michaelmas Daisies, Plantains, Lilies, Day- Lilies, and a select

List of Showy Hardy Herbaceous Plants.

BARR iSD SON, 12 and 13, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

V E R G R E E N HEDGES.
EVERGREEN HEDGES.

YEWS, English, l' to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; 2 to 2i feet, 46s. per

100 ; 2J to 3 feet, 6.5s. per 100.

HOLLIES, Green, 2 to 2' feet, 40s. per 100 ; 2J to 3 feet, 60s.

per 100.

LAURELS, Common, IJ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100; 2 to 3 feet,

15s. per 100; 2J to .'tj feet, 20s. per 100,

THUIA LOBBII, 21 to 3 feet, 30s. to 40s. per 100.

We hold immense stocks of the above, all bushy and well
rooted Plants.

Special offer for Covert Plants, Sec, free on application.
JOHN PERKINS iXD SON, The Old Established Nursery

and Seed Business, .52, Market Square, Northampton.
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS—" QUICK," NORTHAMPTON.

TREES and SHRUBS for Game-covers and
Underwood. Intending planters should send for CATA-

LOGUE, free ou application.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

OREST TUEES,—Alder, 2 to 2A feet, Vis.
per 1000; Ash, IJ to 2 feet, 12j. per 1000; 2 to Sfeet, IB.s.

per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 20s. per 1000 ; Beech, IJ to 2 feet, 15s,

per 1000; 2 to 2J feet, 18s. per 1000; 2^ to SJ feet, 22.s. per
1000. Spanish Chestnut. 1| to 2^ feet, 2os. per 1000; Bourtree,
2 feet, 25s. per 1000; Elm. 3 to 4 feet, 18s. per 1000 ; 4 to .5 feet,

2os. per 1000. English Elm. 4 to h feet. 40s. per 1000. Larch,

1 J to 2 feet, 16s. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 25s. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet,

28s. per 1000. Scotch Fir, IJ to 2 feet, 12s. pc-r 1000; 2 to
2Jfeet, 16s. per 1000; 3 feet. 20s. per 1000. Spruce Fir. 1 to

ij feet, lOs. per 1000; IJ to 2 feet, 12.s. per 1000 ; 2 to 2J feet,

16s. per 1000. Silver Fir, 10 to 15 inches, 18s. per 1000 ; 1 to

1^ foot. 20s. per 1000. Pinus austriaca, 2-yr., 2-yr. trans-
planted, 10s. per 1000; Itol^foot. 1.5s. per 1000; 1^ to 2 feet,

18s. per 1000. Sloe or Blackthorn. 2 to 3 feet. 20s. per 1000:
Sycamore. 1 to 1} foot. 12s. per 1000; 2 to 2J feet, 16s. per
1000 ; 6 to 7 feet. &R. per 100.

G.ARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

a ONLY THE BES T."

CHEAP BULBS FOR FORGINO, &c.
IVr'bii).— s. d.

ROMAN HYACINTHS 1.5

DOUBLE RdMAN NARCIS.SIFS »
PAPER WHITE NARCISSUS 7

VAN THill, TULIPS '46
SECOND-SIZE NAMED HYACINTHS for forcing, our

own selection, assorted colours 21 II

UNNAMED HYACINTHS for bedding 14 6

1.5 fier cent, di-irount, ca.^h vith order. C'ln'itgn paid.

NAMED HYACINTHS, best quality, equally cheap.

CARAWAY CO.,
D U R D H A M DOWN. C L I F T O N,

BRISTOL.
TC A DnOCC * '^ grand stock, in ii-in. pots, 12.?. & 18s. doz.

I lA nUuLO} A grand stock, in 7-iu.pot.s, 24.<. & 30.?. do/.

( Black Haraburj^li and other varietie.s.

PDA DC UIUPQ/ Suittilileforfruitingiupots.lOs.tki. eacli

UriAr L f eRlO kSmtabte for planting vineries, 5^. and
(, 7s. 6rf. each.

Fr n U Q ' ^ *^"® stock, in 5-inch pota, 12.';. per do7en.

C n n O 1 A fine -itock, in small pots. As. per dozen.

Catalogues on application,

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL
COMPANY (.Tony Cowan), LIMITED,

THE VINEYARD AND NUKSEIIIES, GAIISTON,
NEAR LlVEllPOUL.

" EVERCREENS."
stock quite unequalled for superior quality.

Immense variety and great extent.

Inspection earnestly inviti'il.

DICKSONS Nurseries, Chester.
(Limited)

BULBS.
A FEW REASONS FOR GETTING THEM FROM

RICHARD SMITH & CO. :
—

We have dealt in them for raore th;in eighty yeHr.-i.

We have visited tlie be-it Bulb Fiirius ami have selected the

best rootH and the be^t varietiea.

The Bulbs we have supplied hove practicaUij aJivnys given

satisfaction, and our prices are moderate.

Ilhistratedtfescripiioe Lid ofDutch and Home-iji-oirn Bulbs free.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS and NURSERYMEN,

WOKCESTEB.
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VINES AND FIGS,
SUPERIOR DESCRIPTION.

Thoroughly Ripened without Bottom-heat.

PARTICILAR.'^ ON APPL/CAT/O.V.

DICKSONS
(LIMITED),

Nurseries, CHESTfiK.

t''^/;;,.J:::T\I)icksons, Choste

Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Palms. Orchids,
&c. Plants grown specially for English use.

p V U Y L S T E K E, Nurseryman,
Vy* Loochrisly, Ghent. Belgium.

Wholesale CAT.4L0GUE now ready, and may be had,
free ou application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAl) and SOX. 2o. Savage Gardens.
Cruti'lied Friars. London. E.C.

ORCHIDS AND PALMS SPECIALTIES.
The Stock is of such magnitude that without seeing it iti3 not

easy to form an adequateconception of itsunprecedentedexteut.

FRUIT TREES, ROSES, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS.
BOUVARDtAS. CYCLAMENS. ERICAS, EPACRIS,

SOLASU.MS. TREE CARNATIONS, and other

WISTER and SPRING BLOOMiyG FLAMS.
of fine quality and immense numbers.

iNSPECTtON InVIIKP.
The Glass covers an area of upwards uf 300,000 super, feet.

HUGH LOW Sc CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.

^^
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

1 nHEAL&.qONS^ aM Crawley, U Sussex-

For Cut & Inooor Culture.

Large Collections of all the very Pest Varieties of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSI, LILIES, SNOWDROPS, &c.

133" Only the very best k&pt in stock.

f^" Prices extremely moderate.

Illii.lrntcfl Ocgcriplive Cnlalogue (!Vo. SIS)
POST FBEE ON .U>PLtoATION.

(LillliKll)

The Eoyal Nurseries & Seed Establishments,

Clxestei?.

GARDEN REQUISITES,
of best qitaUty. as suppHed to the lioi/ai Gardens, ^c.

BEST COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, 10 sacks for 10s., l.i for

14i!., 20 for 18s., 30 for 25s. ; two ton truck, 28s. Free on rail.

RUSSIA M.ITS. from 12s. to 18s. per dozen.
FINEST ORCHID PEAT, 7s. per sack.
BEST BROWN FIBROUS PEAT. bs. per sack, 5 for 22s. 6d.

BEST BLACK FIBROUS PEAT. 4s. 6d. per sack, 5 for 20s.

COARSE SILVER SAND. Is. 6i/. per bushel ; 14s. |-ton

;

PURE LEAF MOULD. 3s. per sack. [2os.per ton.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, 3s. per sack.
BEST .MUSHROO.M SPAWN. 4s. per bushel.

RAFFIA. LABELS. STICKS, from 1 ft. to .1 ft.. BAMBOO
CANES, 34 ft. to 12 ft.. VIRGIN CORK, CHEMICAL
MANURES, NETTING, fa.

SPHAGNU.M MOSS, 6s. per sack. CHARCOAL, 8s. per sack.

SPECIALITY TOBACCO PAPER and CLOTH, lOd. per lb.

;

28 lb. for 21s. Price List free bv post.

W. HERBERT AND CO., Hop Exchange Warehouses, South-
wark Street. London, S.E.

EESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheape&t Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market G^o^^e^3'

Reports. Sold in Tins. 15.. 2s. 6d., 5.t. 6rf., and 10s. 6d. each,

or 1 cwt. Bags, [ieaJed. 13^. By allSeedainen. or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Boue MiUs. Sheffield.

>EAT.—Thebest in England. Firstand Second
Class. For salt- in any iiuantity. By railway truck load,

se. in casks, or sacks. Prii.'e.s moderate.
W. SHORT. Ilortit-ultunil I), pt.t. Midhurst. Sust-ex.

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Prizk Mk-dals.

Quality. THE BEST In the Market. (All sacks included.)
PE.iT. hest lirown iibrous ... 5s. per sack, 5 sacks for 22s. 6d.
FEAT, Itest black fibrous ... 4<. H(i. „ 6 sacks for 20s.

PEAT, extra selected Orchid J.s. Hd. „ 6 sacks for 36s.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST I Is. per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... ) (sacks included).
SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. id. per bush., 143. half-ton, 24». ton.
RAFFIA FIEBE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb. ; 28 lb., 27s.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., 8s. per sack.
CHUBB'S "PERFECT" KER-1 In Bios.
TLLIZER (the Best Food for ( . • ,

all kinds of Plants.'Flowers, (Tins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 5(ilb. 1 cwt.
Fruits, Vegetables, &c. ...} 1/6 .3/- 6/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BttNES, or Bone Dust 1/3 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-
VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 5/6 10/fl 17/-
RUSSIAN MATS. IIA-MBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, £2 per ton. Extra Iar;,'e Sample Bales, 6s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE d-v Chubb's special process),
sacks. Is. 3^;. each ; 10.sac lis. Its.; ir, sacks, l.'is.; 20 sacks. IKs.;

3i) sacks, 25s. : 40 sacks, 30... ; Tru< k-load, loose, free on rail,

28s. Limited quantities of G., special quality granulated,
iu sacks only. 2s. each. Terms, strictly Ca.sh with order.

(Bankers. I'm'nn B'tnk of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY EGAD. MILV/ALL, LONDON, E.

KOST mmm mi i seoishieal.

IMPROVED & ONLY GENUINE

"Medicated Tobacco Paper"
(READY CUT UP FOR USE),

Ri'duccd Prirr 16 per lb.;
381ba. A: upnai'fiN—I'ni-i'inge Paid.

Parcels for trial, sent Free by Parcels Post, viz.:

S lbs. 3/4, 4 Ib8.6/a, 6 lbs. 9,9, aiba.13/-, 10 lbs. 16/-.

IMPROVED
Fumigating Pan^^
la vastly superior to any Other. "'

' *^

Price 6/6 (in Iron with heater) each,

or in Copper, 21/-

DICKSON'S Iniprovrd

MUSHEOOM SPAWIf
MOST SUPERIOR. 5,'- PER BUS.

S3" Circulars giving all particulars <& copies of teatu
motiials, post free on application.

DICKSONS
(Li.Mrii' p).

Koyal Nursery and Seed Establisiiinent,

CHESTER.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

id. per bushel ; 100 for 25s. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),

40s. : 4-bushel bigs, id. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT. 6s. 6ii. per sack ; 6 sacks,

2.5s. ; sacks, id. each.
BL.\CK FIBROUS PEAT, 58. per sack, 5 sacks, 22«. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. 9d. per bushel ; 15s. per hall

ton ; 26s. per ton. in 2-biisliel bags, id. each.

YELLOW FERROUS LOAM. PEAT-MOULD, and LEAE-
MOULD. Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM .MOSS. 8s. ad. per sack.

MANURES. GARDEN STICKS. VERGIN CORK. TOBACCO
CLOTH, RUSSIA lUTS. &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.R.H.S., 21. Goldsmith's Street, Drury
Lane (lately called 17i. Con! Yard). W.C.

Protection of Fruit Trees from the
"Winter Moth.

NOW IS THE TIME TO APPLY

PROTECTIVE COMPOSITION,
AS RECOMMENDED E? MISS ORMEROD.

Particulars on application.

DICKSONS, The Nurseries, CHESTEK.
(Limited)

PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
CHOICE PLANTS. FERNS, HEATHS. AZALEAS. &c.

EPPS & CO. are now prepared to offer PEAT, as aboie.
of tir^t-class quality, at lowest prices. Send for Samples. Price
List an.l Testimonials. Delifit for HORTICULTURAL
SUNDRIES, LOAM, SAND, LEAF-MOULD, SPHAGNUM,
COCOA FIBRE REFUSE,

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EPPS & CO., Bingwood, Hants.

pASTUPLANTA, the best Artificial Manure.
^ it enriches the 60il with the fertilisers drawn from it by
[ilanfs; no unpleasant smell; admirably adapted for all pot
plimt-i. In bags : 112 lb., 19s. ; 56 lb.. Us. M. ; -JS lb.. 6s. 9d. ;

141b., 4s.; 7 \h., 2s.3d. In tins. Is. each. Sole Manufacturers.
PHILIP HARRIS AND CO.(Liraited). 9. BullRinK, BirmiuKham.

GISHUKST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardenera since 1869 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thripp, Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to U ounces to the
gallon of floft-water; 4 to Iti ounces as winter dre^aine for Vines
and Orchard- hoiLse Trees ; and in lather from the cake aj^ainit
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to super.-'ede it. Boxes. Is.. 3s., and lUs. 6d.

GISHUKSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, fjrf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPAN>'
(Limitedl. London.

21-OZ. Foreign of the above si7(.'i in luo ^nd 200 feet boies,
3rdji and 4th8 qualities, ah%d>3 kept in slock.
A large stock of similar current sizes of 16-OZ, elass in

200 feet boxes.
KiKjlish Glass, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

free deliceTy in the cnvntri/ in giiajitities.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smithfield, London. E.C.
Atock List and Prices on application. Price L.ist of Colours,

Varnishes, Desigjisof Stained A Leaded Glass. Quote Chronicle.

USSI A MATS— RAFFIA.—
NEW ARCHANGEL MATS and all kinds of

ST. PETERSBURG MATS, RAFFIA FIBRE, TOBACCO
PAPER and RAG. BAMBOO CANES, &c.. supplied at Lower
Prices than aiiv other Firm. The Trade only supplied.
MARENDAZ AKD FISHER. JamesStreet, Covent Garden, VT.C.

CPEARMAN'S SERGES.—THE BEST INO THE WORLD.—Pure INDIGO DYE, ROY"AL NAVY
BLUE, WOADED BLACK. Also in all other colours and
FANCY WEAVINGS. Low quotations. No draper or tailor
sells SPEARMAN'S renowned Serges; they can only be
obtained direct from SPEARMAN, SPEARMAN, PLYMOUTH.
No material manufactured is so useful for Ladies' Autumu
and Winter Wear or Gentlemen's Suits. Send for patterns,
and select at home for yourselres. Parcels carriage paid in
Great Britain and Ireland. Goods packed for export at lowest
freights.

STOVES.
Terra-Cotta ! Portatjle I For Coal I

ROBERTS'S PATENT (IMPROVED),
for Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.

GREE.VHOUSES Heate.i 24 Hours for about One Penny.
without attention. ROBERTS'S PATENT TERRA-COTIA
STOVES for COAL give pure and ample heat with common
coal, or coal and coke. For Greenhouses. Bedrooms. S:c.

Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's.

THOMAS ROBERTS,
112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

DEANE & CO.'S No. 9 RANGE OF HOUSES.
Prices given are for ERECI'INti CO.MPLETK (<vith brick-

work), within lo miles of Loudon Bridge.

Proportionate prices in any part of the Country.

Length. Width. Centre Part. Price. Estimates

24 ft. ... 8 ft. ... 10 ft. ... £13 10 tor Heating

3« ft. ... 12 ft. ... 14 ft. ... £67 10 Apparatus oa
60 ft. ... 13 ft. ... 14 ft. ... £100 application.

ILHTSTRATED CATALOGUE of Horticultural Build-
lyGs with Prices for Ere.:ting .and Heating. FREE.
SURVEYS M\DE IN ANY" PART OF THE COU-VTRY

FREE or CUAP.GF Dcs gns and Estimates FREE.

^E & CO=,
Ilorti'-ultural Builders and Hut-water Enirinecr^.

'''
"stl"!'""" \ LONDON BRID GE.
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HELLEBORUS NIGER,
OR CHRISTMAS ROSES.

I can offer a magnificent lot of Christmas Rosea, probably the

finest lot in the Trade, especially of the H.nis-^r major variety,

which is the great favourite among market ffro^ve^^. These
now offered are home-grown clumps full of flower-bud-*, and
will be ready to lift in October ; and I a\ ould advise early orders

to secure them, as tlie stock of fine clumps is very limited.

MAXIMUS.
A robust variety, the largest of the groiiji. and very orna-

mental as a foliage plant. It tlouers in Octoberand November,
the blos,soms are large and white, shaded with roe on the

exterior, and generally protluced in twos, but if shaded or a

flass placed over ihe plants, the flowers are then pure white,

y shading the flowers can be retarded even to December. It

is the most vigorous of the section, and succeeds where many
of the others fail to grow,

MAJOR.
Although this plant is frequently offered, it is seldom to be

obtained true to name, owing to its great value for cutting

purposes. The flowers are pure white under glaas. but have a

slight rosy tinge in the open; it is the greatest favourite

among market growers, producing flowers from December to

January. It is a grand variety for potting, the foliage is so

close and compact, and the flowers abundant.

RUBRA.
One of the most distinct and novel of this group. The flowers

are large, produced about the end of January, and of a lovely

colour. It is a robust grower, free blooming, and a decided

acquisition for cutting.

RIYERSTONI.
A fine distinct variety, somewhat in the way of H. maxima,

but with smaller foliage, yet a strong robust variety. The
flowers are proiluced in pairs, pure white, and blooming in the

open at ChristmHs, a little earlier than major and later than
maximus, thus forming a nice succession, and will be found a

fine addition to our list of these useful winter-blooming plants.

COLLECTED PLANTS.
These are far superior to the ordinary stuff generally offered,

which are usually dried up and half dead before received,

being collected by inexperienced men; tliose now offered are

fine healthy plants, and usually are as fresh as when first

liftfd, ynd always do well.

Prices on application.

THOMAST WARE,
HALE FARM MURSERIES,
TOTTENHAM.

JERSEY FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
Carriage Paid, Strong healthy trees, the finest that money can
buy. Roses wonderfurly cheap. Cordons a specialite. Before
ordering be sure to write for our Illustrated CATALOGL'ES.
JOSHUA LE CORNU AND SON. High View Nurseries.

RHODODENDRONS.
An immense Stock. 200 Named Sorts, from 1 foot to 5 feet

high, including many varieties of our own raising, in addition
to the best varieties of other raisers.

AZALEAS.
Many thousands of A/;ilea mollis and other choice varieties,

well- budded plants.

SUver-varleeated. Hodgins' and other HoUles.

Of ihe.>e wehavH a •.urplii> stork, iiinicanofffrtlit-niat low prici

Priced De.tcrifjtioe CATALOGUE of the above and Gvneritl

Nl H sEIi I ' .VTOOK free on appFu\tfio».

ISAAC DAVIES & SON. Nurserymen, ORMSKIRK.

ROSES~20 ACRES,
Well-rooted, many-shooted, truly named, of

matured vigorous growth, and of the best kinds.

Bushes, R. S. & Co.'s selection, 8«. per dozen
;

60«. per 100. Packing and carriage free for

cash with order.

T/iexr World-famed ROSES cannot fail tn

ffire the greatest satisfaction.

ROSES IN POTS;
al' the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18«. to 3fo. per dozen.

Vescriptive List free en application.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Mercliauts,

WORCESTER,

NOVELTY FOR 1889
SPECIAL OFFER TO THE TRADE.

(From the Gardeners' Chronicle.)

KALANCHOE CARNEA.
Awarded a First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society, January 11, 1887.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Beff to direct special attention to this Sterling Novelty

noiv offered for the first time.

This strikingly beautiful decorative plant commences to flower at Christmas, and continues in

bloom throughout January and February, and is a most welcome addition to the winter flora ; its

liright and pleasing colour being very attractive during" the dull winter months.

The plant was recently introduced from South Africa, is of easy culture, very floriferous, and

succeeds well in a temperature of 50^ to 55-; it attains a height of about 18 inches, and is of

good bushy habit.

The flowers, which are borne in large clusters, are of wax-like consistency, last a long time m
perfection, are of a beautiful delicate pink colour, and, in addition, are deliolonsTy fragrant, vhich

greatly enhanref the value of this charming plant.

Retail Price, Is. 6i. per packet Trade Price on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W,
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WEBBS
COLLECTIONS

BULBS
CONSIST OF THE FINLST

SELFXTED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, ETC.

From Mr. G. H. GREEX,
Gardener to the liight Hon.
the Coitntess of Atam/ord,
Enville Hall : — "I never
eaw any (Hyacinths) do
better or produce fiuer

trusses: they were admired
by all who saw them."

Prices. 63., 73. 6d.. 103. 6d., 15s., 21s.. 42s.. 63s.,

and 1053. each ; Carriage Free.

FIVE PER CENT, DISCOUXT FOR CASH.

For full particulars of Contents, see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beautifully Illustrated ; Gratis and Post-free.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to II.M. the Queen
and H-R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY. STOURBRIDCE.

FRUIT TREES,
SEVENTY-FOUR ACRES.

APPLES. PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES. PEACHES.
NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and other FRUIT TREES, a3
Staudiirda, Dwarfs, Pyramida, Bushes, Cordon, and Trained
Trees in great variety.
VINES, excellent Canes, 3s. 6rf.. 5s., 7s. 6^.. 10.?. 6rf.

Orchiird House Trees in pots, PEACHES. APRICOTS, NEC-
TARINES. &c.. from 5s. FIGS from 35. 6rf.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST, containing a sketch of the various
forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage,
Manure. Pruning. Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under Glass

;

aldo their Synonyms, Quality, Size, Form, Skin. Colour. Fle^h,

Flavour, Use, Growth, Duration, Season. Price, &c ,free by post.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
WORCESTER

PALMS, FERNS.
KDROST begs to offer to the Trade a very

• extensive ana unusually veil-grown stock of Pjiims
for Decorating purposes, for Table Plants (nicely shapeil). and
for growing on, consisting of KEyTIAS, COCOS, LATANIAS,
ARKCAS, CORYPHAS, PHCEN'IX EUTERPE. &c. ; and
tlUtJjej^.O laise quantity q£ jixtra,good.PTEBIS.THEMULA
and DORYOPTEKIS PALMATA in 48-pots, AUIAXTUM
VICTORI.*:. in 60-pots. and thousands of SiSIALL PERNS of
the best Market varieties.

AK INSPBCTIOX IXVITED.

KEW NURSERY, RICmiOXD, S.W.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
Specialhj low Autumn offei\

and CATALOGf'E of over 1300 species and varieties in stock,
free on application.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. Is. 6d. Post-free.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERY. %^^. MANCHESTER.

STRAWBERRIES.
Strong Roots, is. per 100. Plants in Bmall pot"", 16?. p?r 100 ;

ditto in large pots, 26?. per 100. Descripti'^e LIST iree.

RICHARI) aMITH avd CO., N'irE?T\Tnea sod 8»*d M^^r-

C A R T E E S'

CHEAP BULBS.
Why Send to Holland for Bulbs

When Better Quality can be obtained in England at
Less Prices? Note the Conteuts, and compare

Carters' Box with others.

Carters' Guinea Box
Contains 1250 Bulbs,

And issent. PACKINGand CARKIAGE FREE toany station
in England and Wales on receipt of cheque or postal order
for 20s. It comprises the pick of the World, as follows :

—
50 Hyacinths, named, in

colours
50 Tulips, double, early
50 Tulips, single, early
100 Narcissus poeticu3
50 Narcissus oiflorus

25 Scilla siberica

25 SciUa campanulata
li>0 Crocus, white
100 Crocus, purple
100 Crocns, striped

Half the Box. lis.. Carriage Free;
Quarter, 7s., Carriage Free.

100 Crocus, yellow
60 Anemones
lUO Daffodils

50 Ranunculus, Persiiiii

50 Spanish Iris

60 Triteleia uniflora

50 Snowdrops
100 Winter Aconites
3ti Star of Bethlehem
14 Muscari botryoides

For full particulars of other Boxe.<. from bs. upwards, see

CARTERS' ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Of BULBS,
Gratis and Post-free.

Seedsmen bv Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.

EXTRA CHOICE BULBS.
Free to Destination.

CHEAP PBICES.

VANMEERBEEK^GO.
GROWERS

OF

Hyacinths, Tulips,
Crocus, Lilium, Nar-
cissus, Ranunculus,
Anemones, Spiraeas,

Snowdrops, and all

other Bulbs and Plants,

ifcommend their

SPECIAL GOMPLETE

COLLECTIONS FOR

AMATEURS,

put together with the
greatest care.

FOB SPRING GARDENING.
{Own selected, icel/ proportioned.)

Collection B containing 3496 tineat riower-roots. Price 5 Gns.
U „ 2244 ,. .. .. 3 „
F ,, 1398 .. .. .. 2 ..

H „ 1036 .. .. .. 1 .,

FOR INDOORS.
Collection A containing 1276 linc^t flower-root^. Price 6 Gns.

c „ 883 ,. .. .. 3 .,

,. E ,, 613 .. .. .. 2 ..

G „ 301 •. • • 1 •
We also forward, at 12/-, HALF THE COLLECTIONS

"G"or"H." NO PACKINQ CHARGES.
Pai/tnent against delivery of the pfjrcel. Extensioe Ctitalotjite

free on applicntion. Write direct to

VAN MEERBEEK & CO.,
Nurserymen, Hlllegom, near Haarlem, Holland

;

or to their London Agent - Mr. EDWIN T. PAVNE,
28. Great Tower Street, E.C.

PALMS, CLEAN AND HEALTHV,

WILLIAM ICETON has a very extensive
stock of all the leading kinds, in fine condition; L'O

hou-^PB being devoted to their growth, many being fit for eshi-
bition of the folIoMng ^-^arieties :—Areca lutea. Coco3 flexiio?a

and Weddelliana, Kentias of all kinds; Seaforthla eleffans.

Latanla borbonica Phcenli reclinata, rupicola; also a rerv
large asscrrtment of Palms In 60*3 and 48'b for table. Inapertion
invited,—Putney Park Lane, S.W. i and 120 and 130. JIctipct

MaTl!>", OcMTit Ottiri^, 'W.O

Now ready, In cloth, lis. 6d.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Vol. III., Third Series, JAN', to JUNK, I8R8.

W, RICHAJtDS, 41, Wellinuton Street, Strand, W.C.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1888.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

CHISWICK FRUIT EXHIBITION AND
CONFERENCE.

'T'HE following are the papers read at this
*- meeting up to AVednesday night. A sum-
mary of the discussion which ensued is given in

another column, as also a full report of the

exhibition. The other papers will be printed in

our next issue.

APPLES FOR PROFIT.

By Mr. GEORGE BUNYARD, Maidstone.

The commercial growth of Apples for market
is frequently entered upon in a wrong man-
ner, because many start into the enterprise

without sound information. Beginners fight shy

of the growers of trees for sale under the unfair

notion that they would recommend those kinds

of which they held a stock ; they then procure

the "tip" from the salesmen in the various

markets, who, as far as they can (and in good

faith), give them the names of the kinds that

sell well ; fruits, so to speak, which dispose of

themselves by their names or appearance. Many
of the choicest Apples produce but a small crop,

or are so long in coming to a state of profitable

production that planters get discouraged; others

are recommended which are very slow growers,

or rarely make good orchard trees, and thus land

is not fully utilised. As the markets are sup-

plied from a large area, the salesmen have but a

general idea of the suitability of sorts to a dis-

trict, and hence much valuable time is lost. In

the short time at my disposal, I propose to give

a few hints as to the formation of a profitable

Apple orchard or plantation, where the Return

shall be speedy, and yet in the future,

for a century, shall promise a good result.

The first operation is the procuring of suit-

able land.

In a district where little fruit is grown, an

idea can be gained from the growth of the

few fruit trees ' in the cottage gardens, and

perhaps the orchards near gentlemen's seats. If

the Apples show a kindly and clean growth, \vith

an absence of lichens and canker, and if Elm
trees flourish, it will so far be favourable. Ex-

posure to prevailing winds is to bo avoided,

either by shelter-planting, or, better etill, by

taking advantage of eiieting wtiode or h«laeB i
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and a elope to the south or west is to be pre-

ferred, but in order to secure a permanent

orchard, oare must be taken to get deeply culti-

vated, or rich, deep soil, or a few years of fer-

tility will only be the precursor of decay and

disappointment.

Having settled on suitable land, the tenant or

purchaser nest proceeds to put the land in order

for planting, either by steam cultivation, or by

thorough digging or trenching— the latter,

though expensive at the start, is of permanent

benefit. This operation is best done before the

frosts set in, that the land may be purified and

sweetened by exposure. The ground should then

be set out, and standard trees, on the Crab or

free stock, of the following sorts, planted 24 feet

apart, requiring seventy-five to an acre :

—

Apples fob Standabds on Warm Loamy Soils.

1. Desserts to Pick and Sellfromthe Tree.—August:

Devon Quarrenden, Sugar-loaf Pippin. September :

Lady Sudeley. Yellow Ingestrie.

2. To Store Jrom October to Christmas.—King of

Pippins, Mabbott'sPearmain, Cox's Ortnje, Blenheim

Orange.

3. Kitchen Applet to Sell from the Tree in August

and September.—Early Julien, Keswick Codlin, Lord
Suflield, Duchess of Oldenburg, Councillor, Grena-

dier (true), Ecklinville.

4. To Store from October to December.—Warner's

King, Schoolmaster, Lord Derby, Golden Noble,

Tower of Glamis, Waltham Abbey.

6. To Keep from January to May.—Wellington

Winter Queening, Norfolk Beaufin, Lady Henniker,

Bramley's Seeding, Annie Elizabeth.

If the soil is cold but rich, omit Suffield, and

add Lord Grosvenor, and omit Cox's Orange and
King of Pippins.

So far for the top crop, the space between

being utilised by placing three two or three year

old dwarf trees between each standard, others at

6 feet apart, which, less 75 for standards, will be

1135 per acre, until the plantation is filled up.

These dwarfs will produce the best fruit from
trees on the Paradise or surface rooting stock,

and may consist of the following :
—

Apples foe Bcsh ok Fkee Pveamidal Style to

BE Geown on Paeadise Stocks.

6. Dessert kinds to sellfromthe tree.—(7.) Early:

—

Gladstone, Ked Juneating. September:—Colonel
Vaughan, Duchess Favourite, Worcester Pearmain,

Duchess of Oldenburg, Yellow Ingestrie.

(8.) To storeforscdefrom October to February.—Cox's

Orange, Cux'a Pomona, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Gas-

coyne's Scarlet, Beauty of Kent, Baumaun's Reinette.

If the soil is cold, omit Cox's Orange and Wor-
oesters, but if very rich and good warm land add
Adams' and Hubbard's Pearmains, Rossa, Non-
pareil, and Gipsy King, while for very late keep-

ing Golden Knob, Sturmer, and smaller fruit of

Mignonne are useful.

(9.) Kitchen Apples of large size to sellfrom the tree

(on dwarfs).—Lord Grosvenor, Ecklinville, Mank's
Codlin, Golden Spire, Pott's Seedling, Stirling

Castle, The Queen, Small's Admirable, Grenadier,

Councillor, Stone's.

(10.) Fiite kitclien Applet to store (on dwarfs).—
Lord Derby, Murfitt's Seedling, Winter Peach, Lane's

Prince Albert, Dutch Mignonne, Bismarck.

In six years' time the trees immediately beneath
the standards can be transferred to other land,

and will, if removed with care (in October or early

in Novem'o^r), suffer little from lifting, and in

the second year will produce heavy crops. After
the sixth season the orchard should be left with
a permanent crop of dwarf Apples and standards

at 12 feet apart. The dwarfs at some future

time cou'd be cut away, and the standards, which

would then be established and strong, should be

laid to grass, and thus fodder for sheep keep and

a top crop of Apples could be secured annually.

Until the 6 feet trees cover the land I'otatos

may be grown between the rows, or Lily of the

Valley, or Daffodils. But if land is cheap the

space may remain without crop, and the roots

will benefit greatly from the run of all the land.

Weeds must be kept down, and if standards only

are planted, no corn crop must be taken ; but in

this case soft fruit may be placed between them.

The plantation should be dug in December or

January each year, and be knocked over with a

prong hoe in March.

Oxen and horses should not be allowed in

young orchards. Shelter can be quickly ob-

tained by planting Damson or bush Plums (the

latter a Kent sort) with Crawford or Hessle

Pears as an inner line at 12 feet apart, and

this screen would pay its way. If desired. Plums

could be placed between the Apple standards

and Gooseberries and Currants, omitting the

dwarf Apples. If the land is properly prepared

the Apples should need no manure for some

years, as the use of stimulants while the trees

are young is prejudicial by inducing a sappy un-

ripened growth which lays the tree open to

damage by frost. When the trees are carrying

a heavy crop, mulching may be carried out in

June, or liquid manure can be used with advan-

tage in the growing time. Such a plantation as

described would commence to bring a return

from the dwarfs in two years, and the fruit with

a little care in thinning would command a

ready sale, because, when growing in this man-
ner, it is cleaner in appearance and much larger

in size. In three or four years the standards

would commence to fruit, and a much larger re-

turn would annually be made, and if properly

managed, at the end of fourteen years, the crop

would buy the fee-simple of the land outright.

In order to make the highest price, all fruits

should be " graded," as the Americans say, and
be of an even sample throughout, be properly

named, and packed carefully, so that the baskets

open clean and bright at the market. In the case

of choice dessert kinds it would probably pay to

pack them in light card boxes, such as those in-

troduced by Mr. Tallerraan for Cherries, &c., and

manufactured by Messrs. Johnson (figured at

p. 135, and also p. 202). In fact, we should take a

leaf out of the French books, and put up our pro-

duce in an attractive form. The pruning of the

Apples in February or March is of the simplest, no
Apples should be pruned the first year of plant-

ing ; for the first two years commence to form the

standard trees by taking out all the inner wood to

attain a bowl shape, and cut back the young
growth to four or six eyes, to a bud pointing out-

outward. The fourth or fifth year shorten, the

wood of the current year to 6 or 12 inches, and
keep the centres clear, and after that time let

them grow as they like, merely shortening the

tips to procure an evenly balanced head, and

taking out any crossing pieces of growth. The
dwarf oan be cut-in to form pyramids or basins,

as desired, for two years, and after that be allowed

to grow freely. Other matters, such aa securing

the limbs in a heavy crop, and staking the stan-

dards, will have to be attended to, and the stakes

must be removed from the standards in the winter

as soon aa the trees can do without support, as

the ties are apt to cut into the bark and produce

canker.

For Apple growing land need not be contigu-

ous to a railway station, as they will travel well

if carefully packed. Storing enables a grower to

realise a high price at a time when good Apples
are scarce ; where proper stores, such as the Hop

oasts of Kent, do not exist, a frost-proof shed will

do ; and if care is taken to store all sound fruit, a

thick covering of straw will effectually exclude

frost, and keep the fruit plump and heavy. If

1100 trees bore half a gallon each, at three years

old the crop would be about 70 bushels per acre,

which, at is. nett (carriage and salesman's

charges deducted), would give a return of £14
per acre ; at five years 1 gallon each would
double the produce ; and so on. When the top

and bottom crop come to pick, an average of

half a bushel per tree would give a return of about
£120 per acre. The risk of loss by wind is small

with dwarf trees, and the cost of picking is less

than in tall trees, and they can be readily thinned

and attended to.

A word as to old existing orchards. My recom-
mendation is, " Woodman spare that tree." If such
old trees are well manured,in two years they would
be either producing good fruit, or, if cider Apples,

they would so benefit from the improved culture

that they should pay for re-grafting with superior

kinds. I believe much may be done in this way,

as the roots soon respond to generous treatment,

and the foundation of success rests upon them.

Suitable kinds for grafting on old trees would be:^
Stone's, Lane's Prince Albert, Small's Admirable,

the new and splendid Bismarck ; or the smaller

dessert Apples, such as Duchess Favourite and
Yellow Ingestrie.

The list of fruits given is more extended than
is advisable, but it may only be possible to obtain

a part of the sorts given in the planter's locality

the fewer kinds used the better.

FRUIT CULTURE FOR PROFIT IN THK
OPEN AIR IN ENGLAND.

By WILLIAM PAUL, F.L.S.

I THINK I may safely assume that a much larger

quantity of English fruit would meet with a ready

sale if put before ttie public in a tempting state. I

think I may also assume that tiiere are thousands of

acres of land in Great Britain at present bringing little

or no profit to owners or occupiers, which if planted

with fruit trees, might be made to return a good

profit to both. Not that I think large fortunes

are to be made by the venture, but a fair remunera-

tion for the outlay of capital, and the application of

industry and skill.

To give these opinions a practical application, I

propose to say a few words on the subject under the

following heads:—1, Climate; 2. Soils; 'J, Hold-

ings; 4, Sorts.

1. Climate.

A mild equable climate free from sudden changes

of temperature, and storms of wind or rain should

be taken in preference. I do not believe in planting

Apples, Pears, Cherries, and Plums in the bottom of

valleys. This is often done on account of the

quality of the soil. But it is of little benefit to the

grower to realize a good growth and abundant flower-

ing if his crop is destroyed in the flowering state by

the spring frosts. Over the last few years there has

been a wonderful show of blossom on the fruit trees

in the valley of the Lea, but little fruit has followed

owing to the destruction of the embryo by the

severity of the spring frosts in this low situation.

This is the one point iu climate that would seem to

render it unsuitable for culture for profit, as it

can be but partially amended by shelter or any

other means.

It seems to me that many important points de-

sirable to secure success, are well known to those who
are thoroughly versed in these matters but which

have not yet taken hold of the general mind, and

till they do this they cannot be too often repeated.

Only a few years ago I was surprised to meet with

an orchard newly planted in the bottom of a moist

valley, the climate of which in spring was trying in

the extreme for early buds and blossoms. The sorts,

too, were indifferently chosen. Nevertheless the
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planter persevered with tlieir culture, until he found

that for three or four years in succession he got

plenty of blossom but little or no fruit. He has

recently destroyed them and cropped the ground

with vegetables. But what a waste of time and

money, and what a source of vexation and dis-

a])iKMntment

!

I believe in planting on slopes or upl.ands, where

tlie spring frosts are less destructive, with distant

shelter to be jirovided, if not already existing. If

cheap, quick-growing trees are planted for shelter

within a few yards of the boundaries of the planta-

tions, at the time young fruit trees are planted, the

former will afford the necessary shelter by the time

the fruit trees come into bearing.

On a farm of 2(X) acres there may be a difference

of climate that wmild render fruit culture profitable

or unprofitable, according to the position in which

the trees are planted. In the valley of the Lea I

find th.at in some years the crop is mainly or wholly

on the bottom, and in others on the top of the trees.

This I attribute to the frost being more severe in

the one case near the ground, and in the other

at a greater elevation daring the period of flowering.

2. Sons.

A light or medium loam of good depth .and well

drained is generally accepted as the most favourable

for the production of au abujidance of good fruit.

It matters not if it be poor, provided manure can be

obtained at an easy distance or at a cheap rate. A
bad soil in a good climate often yields the grower

more profitable results th.an a good soil in a bad

climate. If the ground be wet, thorough and deep

dr.ainage is an essential condition of land to be

employed in fruit culture, for it improves the climate

as well as the soil. Chalk or gravel would seem to

be a better subsoil than clay, as the latter, especially

if wet, favours the development of canker.

As to soils for the different fruits, I would prefer

for Apples a medium loam ; for Plums, Fears, and

Cherries a light warm loam. For Strawberries a

light rich loam, cool and moist, with ready access to

water. For Raspberries a deep, light loam, also cool

and moist. For Gooseberries and Currants a deep,

strong loam. But I would not convey the impression

that these soils are necessary : in well-drained soils

cultiv.ation may be safely extended even to strong or

clayey loams.

Of course, the working of the soil is, or should be,

much more costly than in ordinary farm operations,

and the cultivation of the trees by pruning and

keeping free from insects is also an item of cost in

Labour which must not be lost sight of. In estimates

of profits lately put forward it appears to me that

these facts in connection with the cultivation of

trees and soil h.ave not been sufliciently allowed for.

o. IIorDixo^-.

It is often s.aid one should not jdant fruit trees for

profit except on his own hand. But this would un-

necessarily limit the number of growers. A long

le.ase, however, is indispensable. According to cal-

culations I have made, but with which I need not

trouble you, thirty years is the shortest lease I

should advise anyone to plant under. If the lease

be for a shorter period I think the tenant should

expect from the landlord either a renewal at the

same rent .as before, or that his trees be taken at a

valuation.

It may be thought by some that this is asking too

much from the owner of the soil, but I do not think

it is more than it is his interest to concede. By such

concession he may secure a good tenant and a good

rent, and there is ample security for his rent in the

value of the trees on the soil. I will re.ad a brief

extract from a recent numberof the Sussex Ailecrtiscr

in reference to land tenure in Kent, and without

offering any opinion on the course taken by the

tenant, as I know nothing of the case beyond what is

here st,ated, I think you will all agree with me that

such a state of things is to be deplored :
—

" Land Tenure in Kent.—One of the results of

the unsatisfactory system of land tenure now prevail-

ing in this country is to be seen at Knockholt, Kent.

The lease held by Mr. Edwin Bath, of Cnrry Farm,
in that parish, expires at Michaelmas, and he is not

allowed to renew his tenancv, nor can he recover

compensation from his landlord for a valuable plan-

tation of '^() acres of Raspberries on the farm. Con-
sequently the extraordinary spectacle may now be

seen of a reaping-machine cutting down and a steam

plough following it rooting up this plantation, which

lias cost a very large exjienditure of time and money
to produce. When it is considered that the produce

of the plantation in question realised in the present

year upwards of .£l()'.ll.), and that the plantation was
vigorous and in full bearing, some idea may be

formed of the sacrifice of property involved."

Further : It has often struck me that the manner
in which the charges on land are levied is not equit-

able, and is calculated to discourage rather th.au

encourage the planting of fi-uit trees for profit. A
few words will, I think, make this plain. A man
plants fruit trees, not looking for any quantity of

fiuit for four years. During that period he receives

nothing, or next to nothing, in the shape of produce,

although rent charges on land and expenses of cul-

tivation are going on and have to be met. Then,

when his crop brings him a larger return than ordi-

nary farm produce would bring, the charges on the

land are raised. Now, it would seem only fair if the

charges on land are calculated according to the

value of the annual crop, the planter of fruit trees

should pay nothing the first four years.

4. SoHT?.

Of large fruits grown for profit Apples would seem

to stand first. Plums next, then Pears, then Cherries.

Of small fruits. Strawberries, Raspberries, Currants,

and Gooseberries are the most important ; Filberts

may also be planted to give a profitable crop in odd

sheltered spots where other fruits would not grow

well. But these different fruits do not all require

precisely the same climate and soil. The Apple is

perhaps the least particular in these respects, some

varieties of which will thrive and produce large crops

of good fruit in almost any well drained soil when
grafted or budded on the Ciab or Apple stock— the

Paradise stock I have found next to useless under

field culture on the clayey soils of Sussex. There

are fifteen sorts of Apples which "I should plant in

preference to others in my own county (Hertford-

shire), having an eye to disposal of the crop, as well

as to its production. They are ;—Blenheim Orange,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Cox's Pomona, Devonshire

Quarrenden, Ecklinville, Duchess of Oldenburg,

Irish Peach, Keswick, King of the Pippins, Lord

Sulfield, Small's Admirable, Stirling Castle, Sturmer

Pippin, Warner's King, and Wellington.

I can speak favourably ofthe Ecklinville from ex-

periments made both in Herts and Sussex. I phxnted

in Sussex four years ago two hundred Ecklinville

apples that had been cut bat:k as maidens to 'D, feet.

The soil (a quarter of an .acre) was good, and had

been subsoiled 18 inches deep a few years previously.

They grew well. The third year they produced five

bushels, the fourth year seventeen bushels, which

sold on the ground 5s. per bushel. They were planted

about (i feet by (i feet, but strong growers might be

planted U feet bv 9 feet, and small fruits or vegetables

might be grown between the trees for a few years. I

estimate the expen.ses of planting and cultivating

these two hundred Ecklinville Apple trees on a quar-

ter of an acre of ground in 1884 as follows ;

—

Cost of trees, 200 at 6Us. a hundred ... f .", u ij

Planting and Digging lo

Ponr Years' Cnltivntion, at l.ia. per year a u

Rent, Rates, &c., at I'ls. per year ... 2

Keturns in 1888 ;—

Twenty-two En^hels of .Vpple^ .Sold on the

grouQit at .5s. per Unsliel

£10 lo

£5 10

£.i 6

Xext year I expect to get the outlay back, and

look to the future for profits.

In exposed situations pyramid or bush trees are

preferable to standards, because the fruit is not so

li.able to be blown down, and in large orchards, if

the trees have stems 2.! to 3 feet, sheep could run

under them to feed, and thus help the returns.

P/k»w.—The Early Prolific, Early Orleans, The
Czar, Belgian, .and the Victoria are good ones.

I'urple and Pershore Damsons also, of which the

Farleigh is well to the front, are usually a profitable

crop.

Pears want a better climate and a warmer, richer,

and dee])er soil than Apples, and are not usually so

profitable a crop as Apples. They do well as a rule

on a subsoil of chalk. Of Pears, Aston Town, Eye-
wood, Hessle, Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurro de

Capiaumont, and Beurre d'Amanlis are the most
profitable sorts to grow in Hertfordshire ; Louise

Bonne of .Jersey, where it will grow, and Marie

Louise, where it will bear freely, are also good

varieties.

Cherries like a lighter and deeper soil than Apples.

The May Duke, Bigarreau Napoleon, and Kentish

are good sorts.

Strawberries.—Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, Sir

J. Paxton, Elton Pine, President, Sir Chas. Najiier.

Raspberries.— Carter's Prolific, Fastolf.

Currants. — Black Naples, Lee's Prolific, Red
Dutch.

Gooseberries. — Whitesmith, Warrington, Crown
Bob, Lancashire Lad.

In selecting sorts of fruits it should not be lost

sight of that some sorts flower later than others, and

the blossoms of some sorts are more frost-proof than

others, and thus the crop is often saved by late-

flowering or frost-resisting blossoms. If I were

about to plant fiuit trees for profit, I should look

closely to these matters in the selection of sorts. I

would examine all the fruit trees, and talk to all the

practical gardeners in the neighbourhood whom I

could persuade to listen to me to ascertain which

sorts produced the best and most certain crops in the

district.

In conclusion, let me say that the grower's work is

only partly done when he gathers his crops. He has

to sell them. Like other men of business, he must
be sufilciently intelligent, industrious, and energetic

to find the best market for them, and to pack tiiem

properly, if packing is needed, or he misses the

reward of liis skill and labour.

DESSERT PEARS.

TuK Fewe.st Necessary to Supply Ripe
FnuiT FROM August to Marcu.

By W. WILDS5ItTH, Hecklield, Hauls.

The subject of this paper was suggested to my
mind by the controversy anent the reduction of the

varieties of fruits— Pears in particular— that took

]i!ace in one of the horticultural journals a few

months since. The general tone of that discussion

went to show that there was a unanimous feeling in

favour of reducing the number of varieties, but to

what extent opinions differed greatly, twelve being

suggested by more than one writer as the maximum
number of varieties— a proposition that in some

respects I had a good deal of sympathy with, but the

number twelve ended, so far as I was concerned,

simply because I knew from years of experience

that no twelve kinds th.at could be named by the

greatest expert in Pear lore would suffice to give

an unbroken succession of ripe fruit throughout

the Pear season—say from the beginning of August

to the middle of March. That twelve kinds might

be selected that would extend over the Pear

season is quite another matter. I have long had

the honour to serve an employer whose favouiite

friot is tlie Pear, and consequently have had to give

special attention to it, and if one point more than

another has had to be studied it is that of quality,

a solitary flavourless fruit of an otherwise good

variety has not unseldom been the cause of the

condemnation of the variety generally. . I name
this to show thiit my experience has been gained

at some cost of labour and anxiety, and at

the risk of being considered egotistical I think this

entitles me to speak with some degree of confidence

anent this matter of limitation of sorts. Every
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fruit grower knows how precarious and how variable

the Pear is in diirerent soils, aspects, and positions,

and no twelve kinds, however good they may be in

one garden or district, will be equally so in another,

even but a mile or two away, nor even in the same
garden can they be relied on to be of the same
excellence any two consecutive years ; and it is this

precariousness that I think renders it necessary to

grow a goodly number of varieties. For the purpose
of this paper I have closely examined the pear notes

in ray diary for several years, in which is noted
date of gathering, of ripening, and dur.ation, i.e.,

time they continued fit for table, and from these

notes I have complied a list of twelve that, supposing
I was compelled to grow only that number of kinds,

would be likely to give ma the most regular (not

constant) succession of fruit. They are placed in

the order in which they ripened here: Williams' Bon
Chretien, Fondante d'Automne, Beurre Superfin,

JIarie Louise, Thompson's, Doyenn6 du Comice,
Glou Morceau, Winter Nelis, Josephine de JIalines,

Huyshe's Victoria, Eister -Bearr^ and Bergamotte
Esperen.

These twelve kinds constitute the cream of all the
varieties (nearly one hundred) that are grown here,

and out of the twelve there are but two that are at

all liable to prove of doubtful quality, and this from
a cause over which we have no control, namely, a
sunless season. The two kinds in question are

Eister Beurr6 and Bergamotte Esperen, both of them
late varieties, and requiring a longer season of sun-
ehine than the others. 1 may, however, add that I

have occasionally in a sunless season had recourse

to means that has tended to make both of the kinds

palatable, namely, by wrapping the fruit separately

in tissue paper, and placing them in shallow baskets

in a dry, warm room, for ten d.ays or a fortnight

before the fruit were required for use. And now with
respect to the question of the number of varieties
' necessary to ensure a continuous supply of ripe

fruit." I have, after considerable deliberation,

founded on the practical experience of many years,

come to the conclusion that it is next to impossible

to accomplish the feat with a less number than
twenty-five varieties. To some this number may
appear excessive, and to such I ought to explain

that my experience is given from the standpoint of

a private gentleman's gardener—say of a large gar-

den—.and from which liberal supplies of Pears are

demanded tlie season tlirough, and therefore it is

necessary to have, as it were, two strings to one bow
;

as, for instance, if Williams' Bon Chretien Pear run

short, I ought to have Beurrc de I'Assomption to

supply the lack ; or if Marie Louise be scarce, I must
eke out with Beurre Bosc, and so on, to the end of

the chapter.

I regret that I have not practically tested with how
few it is possible to keep up a constant supply, but I

am sure I should fail if I undertook the task with a

less number than twenty-five, and the following are

their names, and placed in order of ripening :—Sou-

venir du Congrus, Williams' Bon ChriStien, Beurr^

d'Amaulis, Fondante d'Automne, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Madame Treyve, Beurre Hardy, Beurre Super-

fin, Seckle, Marie Louise, I)oyenn6 du Comice,
Thompson's, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Glou Morijeau,

Winter Nelis, Comte de Laray, Beurre Bachelier,

Josephine de Malines, Winter Crassane, Huyshe's

Victoria, Olivier de Serres, Easter Beurre, Ne Plus

Meuris, Knigiit's Monarch, and Bergamotte Esperen.

All these are generally well known varieties in most
parts of Britain— proof sulKeient, I think, of their

excellence ; and I can vouch for their reliability for

this district in respect of constant and free bearing,

and their high quality.

The least meritorious in the list are :—Madame
Treyve (quickly over), Duchesse d'AngouWme
(gritty), Beurre Bachelier (mealy), and Ne Plus

Meuris (also gritty), yet I know no other four kinds

that can—all points considered — replace them.

Lest any one should conclude from what I have said

as to the number of kinds to ensure a regular suc-

cession of useful fruit, that is all that is required to

make certain of the supplies, I will undeceive them

at once by saying no. There is no fruit that gives

better returns for labour expended, and none that

more quickly resents the " let alone " policy that

one is occasionally compelled to behold. As regards

the former, nearly all our trees are grafted

on the Quince, from which stock it is no exaggera-

tion to say that we get at least double the fruit that

we do from trees on the Pear stock, and liigh feeding

is therefore a matter of necessity ; but the labour of

applying these manurial mulchings we place as a
set-oli' ag,ainst that of the time expended in root

pruning, that nearly all trees on the Pear stock require

about every alternate ye.ar, and the fruit is neither

so numerous nor so well coloured, and not superior

in quality. No, if good crops of fruit are expected
annually, water and mulch, mulch and water, must
be the order of the day all through the fruit swelling

se.ason. Those th.at must by reason of restricted

space grow only a few varieties, and whose demands
for fruit are, as a matter of course, proportionately

restricted, may do something towards lengthening
out the supply of ripe fruit by gathering the same
variety of Pear at varying intervals of from a week
to ten days. The fruit of most varieties—more
especially the earlier kinds—will then ripen at simi-

lar intervals, and thus the season of ripe fruit be

considerably extended. To those that have un-
limited room, and can therefore grow the required

number of varieties to ensure supplies, this piece-

meal gathering is not of so much consequence,

nevertheless I strongly advise its being done with
any varieties that ripen rapidly, snch as Citron des

Carmes, Jargonelle, Williams' Bon Chretien, and
Fondante d'Automne.

OX i'KUNING.
By SHIRLEY HIBHEKD.

It is commonly asserted in the books, and it forms

part of the faith of mankind, that pruning tends to

augment the vigour of trees, and as a consequence

much of the pruniug that is done has in view to

promote the end predicated for it. There can no

longer be entertained by observant men a doubt of

the fact that pruning, so far from augmenting,

actually diminishes the vigour of the subjects operated

on, and the one .sole reason that the fact is not

strikingly illustrated in the outdoor world is that

Nature is. generous, and accomplishes much in com-
pensation for the injuries that are inflicted th- the

pruning-knife. And because Nature is generous and

compensative, a certain amount of pruning may be

done without harm, and as regards the objects we
have in view in pruning fruit trees, with positive

benefit. But so long as we keep in mind that ])runing

in the abstract is objectionable, we shall be careful

to prune in a way to ensure a ma.ximum .of the

advantage for ourselves, with a minimum of disad-

vantage to the trees.

Keeping this in mind, we at once compare the

several forms of trees with a view to arrive at con-

clusions as to their relative values. For the present

we will compare the standards, the pyramids, and the

bushes. We must deal with them generally, and
make broad comparisons, for particular cases would
require particular consideration that would be scarcely

possible in connection with this Conference.

We will begin with standard orchard trees that bear

abund.antly, as many orchard trees do. It will be

observed tliat pruning neither augments the vigour

of these trees nor does it promote their fruitfulness,

for as, generally speaking, they are not pruned at all,

they teach a bold lesson of the non-necessity of

pruning. Now we will turn to the perfect pyramids,

gay of Apples and Pears, formed to an ideal model

by long years of pruning and pinching. As pyramids

they are perfect, being of even contour, dense with

foliage, with scarcely room anywhere to allow one

to thrust a hand in, and they are healthy and bright

from the ground line to the summit. It has to be

remarked of these compact, leafy trees that they

produce so little fruit as but rarely to pay a fair

return for the land they occupy. They do, indeed,

occasionally present their owner with a crop, and

often he is satisfied. But if we are to take measures

for increasing the production of fruit we shall rather

avoid than accept trees of this form, or if we must
have them we shall, having fruit in view, rather pro-

mote an open growth with room to thrust one's head
in at many places, this form of tree being favourable

to fruit production. We have in our collections

many kinds of Apples and Pears that will not, no
matter what we do for them, conform to our ideal

of the perfect pyramid. It is usual, therefore to

sufli'er these to grow as open loose bushes, and the

difference between them and the pinched pyramids
is seen, not only in the form and furnishing, but in

their superior fruitfulness.

Pursuing the comparison, it will be observed that

pruning tends to promote secondary growth that

often is immature when the season closes. This
growth, therefore has been obtained by a false system,
and its uselessness is a proper commentary on the
violence done to Nature. The perfect pyramid is for

ever loaded with immature wood that earns nothing,

and the density of the foliage so completely excludes
the light and air from the wood that fruit-spurs are

few and commonly unproductive. The free bushes

that are not pruned at all, or but moderately pruned,

are, as a rule, vastly more fruitful than the pyramids,

and the free standards are more fruitful than either.

Thus, as a matter of fact, the order of fruitfulness is

in an inverse ratio to the order of the pruning ; and
we may conclude that the pruning-knife is a deadly

enemy to Apples and Pears.

The natural growth of a frnit tree is definite and
orderly, but much of our practice appears to proceed
on the hypothesis that it is a matter of accident.

There is sent forth a certain number of long rods.

If these are cut back secondary rods appear, and by
stopping these we obtain a lot of soft spray ; and so

on for ever. But the long rods left to themselves

throw out a few side branches and form fruit-spurs

the greater part of their length. In due time the
fruit appears. Often, where the soil and climate

favour the business, and the varieties are naturally

free-bearing, the fruit may be seen to hang like ropes

of Onions, while at the same time pruned trees of

the selfsame sorts are thinly dotted with fruit, so

that we can actually count them, which in the other

case is impossible. The unpruned standards and
bushes are free to follow the course of Nature, and
we see them fruiting abundantly and frequently,

while the pruned trees fruit scantily and seldom.

The obvious lesson is that long rods, admitting light

and air freely, are more serviceable than rods sys-

tematically cut back, and thereby compelled to

become densely furnished, forming compact trees

impervious to light and air, as compared with the

free trees, that delight to display their fruits in the

fullest exposure. The leading shoots, therefore,

should never be shortened except for some special

reason.

In the year L?76 I had the honour of reading

before the Society of Arts a paper on "Fallacies in

Fruit Culture.'" One of my objects was to demon-
strate that systematic pruning and pinching of open

ground fruit trees deferred and limited the pro-

duction of fruit, although these operations were in-

tended to hasten and augment fruit production.

And I placed before the meeting for inspection and
criticism a number of trees that I h'ld in the first

inst.auce selected for their ugliness, but which, having

for some years occupied a good soil in a suitable

situation, had acquired symmetry and proportion and

fruitfulness without aid from the pruning knife, one

great point in the business being that every annual

growth had been allowed to acquire maturity, no
secondary growth being promoted by summer pinch-

ing, and no superabundance of furniture resulting

from winter pruning. Some of you will remember that

in doing this I exposed myself to what I may now
recall as a shower of hot shot ; but I live still, and

repeat the story, and if another dose of hot shot is

ready for me I will not flinch so much as to move
my eyelids, so sure am I that common sense will at

last prevail, and th.at it will be agreed all round that

Nature has something to do with the production of

fruit.
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I have the consolation, liowever, of knowinj; that

common sense has prevailed. Tlie horticultural

papers altereil their tone on the subject of pruning

from that date
;

pi-actical gardeners who lead by

intelligence and example saw and aclinowledged I

was right, and to their advantage tliey have used the

knife less freely than formerly. Jforeover, since the

year 1876 we have had a succession of Apple and

Pear Conferences, and their collective lesson appears

to be Magna est ccritas et pncMiit, for have we not

entered on a new career in fruit culture, common
sense guiding the way, because only where common
sense prevails does Nature prove herself in every

sense the friend of man. While we repudiate reason

Nature destroys our false work and does not even stop

there, for she destroys man himself, and history is in

great part the record of the price that man has paid

for adherence to unreason, superstition, and folly.

Amongst tlie many persons wl>o Iiave carried out

my proposals, I will name Jlr. .James Hudson, the

gardener at Gunnersbury House, who is known to

you, and whose work is near at hand. He had long

lamented the unfruitfulness of a collection of

good varieties of dessert Fears, but he saw no

way to treat them but to resort to the prac-

tice of pruning. He saw ray sample trees in

187G, and from, that time he allowed the trees

to manage their own affairs, since when they

have been constantly and abundantly fruitful. Mr.

J. James, then gardener at Redlees, took a similar

course, and secured equally happy results. In this

garden of the Koyal Horticultural Society you may
see collections of pyramid Pears that have been

systematically summer pruned for any number of

years, and have borne moderate crops intermittently.

But you may also see a collection of Apple trees in

the form of free Inishes that have only been lightly

winter-pruned to keep them somewhat in order, ancl

they have been constantly and abundantly fruitful,

and, in fact, have every year for several years past

illustrated ray idea of fruits displayed like ropes of

Onions. In the famous garden at Calcot, near

Keading, where the late Mr. Kichard Webb had

every year finer crops of fruit than probably could be

found in any garden of similar extent in all the home
counties, there was absolutely no pruning practised,

the trees never made more than a moderate growth,

though in land of great strength, and the fruit was of

such quality that Mi-. Webb took a high place in

great exhibitions as well as in Covent Garden

Market. When lately at Heckfield, Mr. Wildsmith
pointed out some Pear trees under reverse training

that proved more than ordinarily fruitful. This re-

verse training does not pay when it is carried out in

a severe manner by the aid of the knife and a multi-

plicity of ligatures, for that system is a mere warfare

against Nature, which can never pay. It is in this

case practised in a coaxing kind of way ; the trees

know but little of the knife, and the long rods are

bro\ight down gently, as I suggested years ago in

what I termed " pulley pruning." JIany fruitful

trees acquire a half-weeping habit from the mere
effect of the weight of the fruit which brings down
the branches. There is no merit in observing this,

but there is merit in taking from the fact a lesson

in cultivation. The reverse position of the branch
checks growth, exposes the wood and the fruit most
completely to the sun and the air, and we may say

the mere fact of fruitfulness is ])romotive of fruitful-

ness ; the half-weeping habit that the law of gravi-

tation enforces on the tree exactly suits its constitu-

tion as a fruit producer. Very much of the prevail-

ing practice in pruning promotes rigidity of growth,

and compels the tree to be a mere leaf-producer.

Now to conclude. Observation and experience

have taught me that summer pruning is too pro-

motive of useless secondary growth to be advanta-
geous ; .and it tends also to keeji the roots in action

until Late in the year, when they ought to be at rest.

The effort of the tree to ripen useless wood is detri-

mental to its more profitable duties. Prune immedi-
ately after the fruit is gathered, first cutting out all

dead wood, then cutting out cross and ill-placed

shoots that would interfere with the free play of light

and air, and then conceal the pruning knife lest any-

one should venture to cut back the long rods, and so

renew the old warfare between useless wood and use-

ful fruit.

Pyramid trees of many sorts of Pears will aciiuire

beauty of contour, and become regularly furnished,

and will produce abundance of fruit without any

pruning whatever, as I have shown by my trees that

for fifteen years continuously were never touched with

the knife. The lower branches of pyramid trees

never bear fruit, probably from proximity to the

ground and its exhalations, as well as from the low

temperature that often prevails at that level. When
left to form themselves or aided in quite an infini-

tesimal degree they remain open to light and air, and

soon become well clothed with spurs that ripen per-

fectly and do their duty. The dense, leafy pyramids

are useless in proportion to their leafiness, and very

often it may be said that the free bushes and

standards are useful in proportion to their leanness,

and it must be owned that many of the lean trees are

amongst the most profitable. Long rods pay, short

rods are more plague than profit.

A most instructive contrast between the useless

pyramids and the profitable standards has occurred

in the garden planted many years since by my friend

Mr. .J. B. Saunders, then of The Laurels, Taunton,

now of Teignmouth. Jlr. Saunders was proud of his

pinched pyramid trees, and managed them with

orthodox care. They were but moderately fruitful,

though models of form, and as handsome in leafage

as Camellias. In the ooni'se of time, my friend

having left Taunton, a portion of his beautiful garden,

of which many of the pyramid trees were occupants,

came into the possession of Mr. Godding, nursery-

man, of that town. This gentleman soon discovered

that the pyramids would never pay rent for the land

they covered, and he determined that they should

]iay liberalW, and cover no land at all. He cut them
back to sheer stems of 7 to 10 feet or so, according

to their form and stature, and allowed them to form

free heads over the gravel walks. They have done

this ; he crops the borders under them to their very

stems, and they arch over the walks, forming rustic

bowers, and their fruitfulness is such that it is

necessary to provide artificial support to save them
from self-destruction. You have never seen pinched

pyramids in the deplorable condition of needing

artificial support.

( If wall and cordon trees 1 do not propose to say

anything at this time, except that they must be

amenable to common sense, and Nature must have

some freedom even when the trees are so fettered.

Of one thing I am satisfied, that any system of prun-

ing that promotes a late summer growth is perni-

cious, for it is not in this climate that fruit trees can

make and mature useful wood after the passing of

Midsummer Day.

CANKER : ITS CAUSE AND CURE.
liy JAJIES DOrGLAS. Ilford, Esses.

This troublesome disease in fruit trees h.as very

frequently been the subject of discussion in the gar-

dening periodicals and elsewhere. Nearly every

gardener has had to deal with it in his experience of

the details of fruit culture, and as I had considerable

experience of it some twenty-five years ago, in an

old Essex garden, I may at least claim to bring it

forward as a subject for discussion.

At the outset it may be taken for granted that it

is absolutely necessary to ascertain the cause of a

disease before any attempt can be made to find a

remedy. The late Mr. Kobert Thompson, author of

the Ga.rdi')ic/s ,4.'sist<int, and Superintendent of the

Royal Horticultural Society's Garden .at Chiswick,

writes on canker with considerable diffidence. In

the work above cited, ]j. o^\, he says :

—
" The cause

of canker is imperfectly understood, and so, conse-

quently, is an effectual remedy."

His idea of the causes of canker, as summarised
in his admirable work, are :

—

1. Sudden checks to the vegetation of the tree,

especially in spring and the early part of summer.
2. Derangements of the flow of sap, from vicissi-

tudes of hetit and cold, as well as of moisture and

dryness.

3. Unskilful .and severe pruning.

4. Vitiation of the sap by deleterious substances

in the soil or subsoil.

5. Dryness at the root doubtless gives rise to a

species of canker, which manifests itself on the

younger branches and on the shoots.

Referring also to Lindley's Thniry uf H'^rtk-ulturc,

p. 110, it is stated that a Mr. Held, of Balcarr.as, had

shown " that one of the causes of canker and imma-
ture fruit, even in orchards, is the coldness of the

soil." He found that in a cankered orchard the roots

of the trees had entered the earth to the depth of

'J feet ; and he also ascertained that during the sum-
mer months the average heat of the soil at 6 inches

below the surface was 61°
; at 9 inches. at

18 inches, 50°
; and at 3 feet, 44°. He took measures

to confine the roots to the soil near the surface, and
the consequence was the disappearance of canker and
perfect ripening of the fruit.

iVnother cause has been suggested, viz., insect

agency. But this view of the matter will probably

not be sustained by practical gardeners generally.

That insects of various kinds, including that trouble-

some pest, American blight (Aphis lanigera), will

penetrate into the cankered part for shelter, is likely

enough. Indeed, I can assert they do , but they are

not there as the cause of canker, but because the

cankered part affords a secure resting-place, which
the smoother, healthier portion of the bark does not.

Indeed, I can also assert that cankered trees may be

found in the garden with insects upon the affected

part, and others near them also cankered with no
insects upon them.

My contention is that canker is caused in two ways,

and affects two different parts of the trees. Perhaps
the most serious disease is that which affects the

trunk or larger branches of the trees. This
I hold is caused by the roots pushing downwards
into col], undrained, or unsuitable soil. The
other aspect of the disease is that which lays

hold of the twiggy portion of the trees, for even the

one-year-old shoots do not escape. The immediate
cause of this is probably owing to the rupture of the

sap-vessels by frosts, when the sap is in an active

state. But I have a firm belief that the prim.ary

cause is also to be found in the condition of the roots,

which, being in an inactive state owing to unsuitable

soil, or their penetration to a great depth, prevents

the perfect ripening of the wood, or maturation of

the Ijlossom-buds in the autumn.

I come now to my own experience in our old

garden twenty-five years ago. There were upwards

of one hundred trees of various sizes, some only a

few years old, others a hundred years planted at

least. Most of them were cankered, and in places

where the old trees had been removed and young
ones planted, canker showed itself in a few years.

The soil was light, over a gravel subsoil, and was
naturally drained ; the water did not stand on the

surface for any length of time, even in very wet

weather. I was confident that want of drainage had

nothing to do with it, and that the fault was in the

cultivation. Young trees seldom do any good

planted amongst old ones, even if the soil has been

well dug up and enriched with manure where the

roots are to be placed. They require a wider and

better field for their ramifications. I found I had to

make gravel paths as well as fruit borders, and as

most of the old trees were on the wane, and the

young ones of but little value owing to their cankered

state, it was thought best to remove them. But
they were not all removed at once, as it was neces-

sary to keep u]i a supply of fruit for household use.

A space about .'10 feet wide was lined olT through the

whole length of the garden, and was cleared of all

trees and bushes. In the middle was a space 6 feet

wide for a gravel path. The borders on each side,

about 1'2 feet wide, were trenched, where possible, 2

feet deep, and we found the gravel croj)ped up in

places within a foot of the surface. Where this was

the case the gravel was taken out and used to make
the path, the soil from the path being used to fill up
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the space from whence the gravel was removed. A
good dressing of decayed farmyard manure was
worked in with the operation of trenching, and as we
could obtain good clayey loam, a barrow-load of it

was spread out over 2 square yards, and 6 inches

below the surface ; a thin layer of decayed manure
was placed on the ground before the loam. This was
easily done as the work proceeded ; one man could

wheel in the loam and manure to two at work
trenching.

When the work was finished we had a good gravel

path with Box edging on each side, and the borders,

through the trenching and manuring, were about

8 inches higher than the surrounding ground level.

I had to plant the trees soon after the trenching

was finished ; they were Apples, Pears, and Plums
on various stocks, and in considerable variety. We
planted them but 6 feet apart at first, and when they

were plantsd a portion of good decayed turfy loam
was placed round the roots. With this treatment,

as might be expected, the trees made good clean

growth even the first year.

As we manured rather too heavily by placing in

two layers of fat stuff, I thought it best to retrench

the ground the next year, lifting the trees as the

work proceeded. I found they had made a mass of

fibrous roots into the loam, and when the trees were

replanted again quite another barrowload of loam
was placed round the roots, but no manure this time.

However, round the roots of each tree some decayed

frame manure was placed, to keep the frost from

them.

The trees made good clean growth again, and

formed plenty of blossom-buds. But I found G feet

was too close even for Apple trees on the Paradise

stock, and they had ultimately to be removed from
9—12 feet apart. In the course of the next ten

years other borders were made, and in some cases the

trees which were too close to each other were thinned

out to furnish them. JIany of the old cankered

trees remained in proximity to the young ones for

quite ten years, and with some two or three unim-
portant exceptions none of the young trees cankered.

This shows, I think, if the disease has been caused

by insects they might have travelled from the old

diseased trees to the young ones. It was some seven

or eight years before any canker appeared, and then

only on the Dumelow's Seedling, or Wellington.

These trees were lifted, the canker cut out, and they

were replanted again with fresh loam under and over

the roots. The cut out portions soon healed over,

and I saw no more of the disease.

The object I had in view was to encourage the

roots up to the surface, and to keep and feed them
there. The entire border quite close to the surface

was full of roots, because it was not dug over, but

merely scratched with a fork or hoe ; and during

winter and summer there was a thin layer of manure
over it. Within the borders were the kitchen garden

squares, well manured, to be cropped with vegetables,

and the roots ran into this freely. We were well

within the London foga, being less than seven miles

from the Bank of England. In our new garden, not

much further out, we had to do the same sort of

work, but the soil was much better, being medium
clay of considerable dei>th, and nothing more was

necessary than to trench the ground twice over, in

order to incorporate the top and bottom soil well

together. We had to drain it, and find a good out-

fall for the water. In such a case the drains should

be about 6 yards apart.

I have brought this subject forward as much in

the intfrest of amateurs who own small gardens,

and who do most of the work themselves as a relaxa-

tion from sedentary occupations, as in that of

gardeners. It is quite true that some classes of

Boils are more suitable to fruit culture than others,

but my experience is that some soils are condemned
when neither the soil nor the climate, but the culture

alone, is to blame. Only the other day I met a

person who has several iiundreds of fruit trees in his

garden, most of them young ones, and a considerable

proportion are showing canker on the larger branches.

I examined the soil, and found that it,had not been

broken up more than 10 inches deep; and, further,

all sorts of vegetable crops were planted close up to

the trees. This system of culture can satisfy no one,

and it cannot be profitable. I fancy many good
gardeners will bear me out when I say that want of

preparation of the soil and subsequent neglect of the

special requirement of each class of trees is the sole

cause of canker.

Having found a cause, I would suggest the remedy.
In the first place it may be remarked that heavy

clay soils nearly always require to be drained, and a

free outfall provided for the water. Three feet depth

of drains is sufticient, with a main drain at the

lowest part of the garden 3 feet G inches deep.

Secondly, trenching, or at least stirring, the soil

to a depth of about 2 feet is necessary. But I would
not invariably throw the subsoil up to the surface,

but would always stir up the bottom to the depth of

8 or 9 inches with a fork, and if the soil could be

trenched twelve months before planting all the

better.

In the third place good healthy trees should be

selected ; they ought to be carefully lifted, and planted

as soon afterwards as possible. Care must be taken

to keep the roots in a moist state from the time they

are lifted until they are again in the ground.

Spread the roots out carefully when planting them,

and work the soil well in amongst them. Trees on

the free stocks should be planted the same depth

as they were before. Those on the Paradise and

Quince stocks, or, in fact, any dwarfing stocks, should

be planted to the union of the stock and scion. It

is also of great advantage to the trees to have a

mulching of decayed manure around the roots after

planting, and if they are exposed to high winds they

ought to have some artificial support until they are

well established.

Lastly, as to the pruning and training. I seldom

do any pruning in winter. It is a more pleasant

occupation in summer, and is a very simple oper-

ation, merely consisting in thinning out the young

wood when it is too much crowded, and pinching off"

the points of any vigorous young growths that are

likely to run out too far for the others. If they

grow too much, it is easy to dig round the circum-

ference of the roots, and to underneath to sever any

roots that are running directly downwards. This

will be enough to throw any tree into bearing. To
allow a fruit tree to form a thicket of wood in the

summer, and then to cut it all off' in the autumn, is

the right treatment for a pollard Willow, but will

not do for fruit trees of any kind. There should be

more reverence for life in the mind of the pruner

than for such reckless pruning to be pocsible.

It is quite time that a better system of fruit tree

culture should be adopted in small as well as in laige

gardens. Why should amateurs purchase fruit when
they can grow it themselves, and have all the plea-

sure as well as the profits? It is useless to sit down

and blame the climate, the soil, or anything else,

when the real cause is a bad selection of varieties, or

bad cultivation. Let the old worn-out cankered

trees be rooted'out from old gardens, and their places

filled with approved sorts likely to do well in the

neighbourhood, for each district has its special

varieties.

Preparation of the ground by trenching and

manuring is necessary, and whether the soil is light

over gravel or a clay soil over heavy clay, the results

will be satisfactory, and justify all the expenditure.

CAXKER IN FRUIT TREES.

By EDMUND TOXKS, Esf]., B.C.L.. Kiiowlr. \Varw:clt!:ihirc.

I HAVE been requested by Mr. Barron to contribute

a paper for discussion at this meeting, and as the

results of some experiments recently made by me
appear to indicate that there maybe a remedy for

that worst of all diseases affecting fruit trees— canker,

which is described in the Hcrcfonhhirr Pomona as

" the terror of all orchardists and the bane of most

orchards." I thought it right to comply with the

request. As my own experience scarcely extends

beyond my garden, and numerous duties have pre-

vented me from devoting even there that close and

continued observation which is necessary for the
proper study of such a subject, I should have hesi-

tated to intrude my crude notions in antagonism to

the authorities if their views had been clear and
definite

; but as these are very vague, both as to the

cause and the cure of the disease, I venture to state

my own. Thompson, in the Gardeners Assistant,

says :
—

" The cause is imperfectly understood, and so,

consequently, is an effectual cure ;" Mr. Fish, in

Cassclfs Popular Gardening, bb,vs:—"In f-dct it may
almost be said to be incurable;" and the Dictionary

of Gardening, the most recent publication on the

subject, says :

—
" Were the causes better known, the

remedy might generally be much easier found." Yet
these, and most of the other writers on the subject,

according to my ideas, indirectly indicate both the

cause and the remedy for the disease, the cause being

mal-nutrition, the consequence of an imperfect pro-

vision in the soil of the food required by the plant

;

the remedy, the supply of the food which is deficient.

These writers inferentially indicate this remedy : for

instance, Thompson recommends that " the soil be

ameliorated, by trenching and other means ;"' Mr.
Fish, in Popular Gardc7iing, ssljs:

—"Lift the roots

into higher places of warmth, and better and more
immediately available supplies of food ;" and the

Dictionary of Gardcnin;/ says: — "Trees that are

badly cankered may be improved by lifting and re-

planting in improved or better drained soil."

Perhaps the most convenient method of dealing

with the subject in detail is to analyse, paragraph

by paragraph, all that is stated relating to canker by

some recent and recognised authority ; that splendid

work, the Herefordshire Pomona, is possibly the best

for the purpose, as it may be assumed to contain a

summary of the most recent knowledge of all that

relates to orchard growth. The first paragraph of

the passage in that work relating to canker states

that " it is always due to direct injur}'.'' In a con-

troversy a clear and definite issue is most satisfactory,

therefore with all submission I venture to assert that

it is never due to such cause. That canker may
appear in parts which have been injured is no proof

that the injury caused the canker, although the in-

jury may determine the particular spot where the

disease makes itself visible. A well nourished and
consequently healthy tree may be injured to any ex-

tent without development of canker, while an ill-

nourished tree, or, to avoid begging the question, a

tree infected with the disease, will develop in all

parts the external signs without the slightest injury

or abrasion of any kind, and very frequently on parts

where, from their well-protected position, such as the

angles of the branches with the main stem, it is

almost impossible that injury could take place. The
coincidence of canker and an injured part is no more
proof of the former having been caused by the injury

than that a hole in a building through which the

flames of a conflagration are first visible is the cause

of the fire.

The second paragraph states that " weakness is

at the bottom of the canker." This weakness cannot

be want of apparent vigour of growth, for I have

frequently observed trees attacked which for a

number of years have made the strongest growth, yet

the disease has appeared before any external signs

of weakness were visible, the very vigour of the

growth in some cases appearing to hasten the attack

in a soil containing too limited a supply of the neces-

sary food, as that supply is sooner exhausted, and

the time arrives when the large tree can no longer

find within reach of its roots sufficient for its main-

tenance. It may be that only one element of food

is failing, but every element is indispensable for

perfect growth of the whole tree, and that failure

would fully account for arrest of growth in parts,

weakness and consequent disease.

The third paragraph is " the tree is old." This

may be expressed in other words—the tree has for a

long time been growing in the same soil. It is not

difficult to realise that in the course of many years

a tree may exhaust the most fertile soil. Many seem

to overlook the necessity of restoring to the soil

what is taken away year after year by large crops of
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fruit. However rich the soil may have been originally

each crop takes away a definite quantity of tlie food

required by the tree, until in time insufficient

remains; then the tree fails, not through age, but

through inanition. The same gardeners who leave

their fruit, trees unfed would think it most unreason-

able to expect tiiera to grow their crops of vegetables

without manure.

The fourth paragraph Is, " or the variety is very

old or very delicate." This raises the much-vexed
question whether a seminal plant has a finite life,

or one which can be prolonged indelinitely by propa-

gation. Experience seems to prove that individual

life has a limit, though there is evidence that many
seminal plants have a very prolonged existence

;

however, the limits of this paper do not allow the

present discussion of the question. It may be suffi-

cient to say tliat observation does not lead me to

believe that the age or delicacy of a variety renders

it more like to canker when the soil contains what it

requires.

The fifth paragraph suggests " that tlie soil is not

sufficiently drained." Canker, according to my ob-

9 'rvation, occurs equally on well-drained as on ill-

drained soils ; it is not a question of condition of

roots. 'My own garden formerly contained several

trees rapidly succumbing to canker, which, when
grafted with other varieties, at once put on healthy

growth, made line heads, and have since fur many
years been perfectly free from the disease. I'^ach

variety requires its own appropriate food ; Straw-
berries afford a very good ilUustration of this. I

have among my friends the reputation of growing
this fruit to perfection, yet I had the greatest diffi-

culty in finding varieties which would do fairly in my
soil, and after trial of many more than a hundred,

have so far discovered only about half-a-dozen which
are moderately successful. British Queen refused to

fruit ; Dr. Hogg bore fairly as an annual, but did

not survive to the second season— in fact all the

Queen race and many other kinds only do more or

less ill. Such being the case, it is not unreasonable

to believe that some varieties of fruit trees find in

some soils what they require, while others do not,

and in consequence become subject to canker.

The sixth paragraph is, "or it (the soil) may be

too poor." I quite agree with this, as I believe a

deficiency in the soil of the necessary food of the

tree is the cause of canker.

Seventhly, " The wood may be weak, and is not

well ripened, when a sudden frost, especially after

rain, ruptures the vessels, and this forms the chief

cause of canker." Unripe wood, which is, however,

often the result of imperfect nutrition, is productive

of much mischief of a temporary nature ; but as

canker attacks well matured wood, I cannot believe

it to be in any case its cause, although when the

real cause is at work it may appear on such wood.

In the eighth paragraph the author repeats him-
self, "Any direct injury, however, to the bark of a

tree, as from friction of one branch upon another,

the pressure of a clothes' line tied from tree to tree,

or injury from a ladder in fruit gathering, may all

c;uise it, even in healthy trees." This calls for no
further reply than that given to the first paragraph.

Finally, the author states that" Canker commences
with an enlargement of the vessels of the bark, more
apparent, by the way, in Apple than in Pear trees,

and continues to increase until, in the course of a
year or two, the alburnum dies, tlie bark cracks,

rises in large scales, and falls off, leaving the trunk
dead, and ready to break ofi" with the first wind if not

before removed. The canker shows itself quickly,

and if the cause be sought for it will often admit of

a remedy. The most usually efi'ective is a good
supply of nourishment to the trees afiected,

together with the removal of the parts injured." I

confess that the preliminary symptons described

as the enlargement of the vessels of the bark have
escaped my observation ; but there appears to be

some contradiction in the statement, as while the

first symptons of the disease are described as extend-

ing over a year or two, further on it is stated that

canker shows itself quickly. However, although I

dirter so much from the writer of the article in the

Pomona as to the causes of canker, we are agreed on

the remedy, namely, "a good supply of nourishment

to the trees,"

In 18SG my attention was specially directed to

plant food, having been requested to write a paper

on that subject for the Birmingham Gardeners'

Association. In the same year, having noticed that

a number of Apple trees in my collection had become
unsightly through canker, I marked about a do/.en

of them for destruction ; but while studying the

subject of plant food, whicli involved the considera-

tion of the analysis of various plants, I was very

much struck with those of the fruit and wood of the

Apple in "Wolti's Aschen Analyscn, the great authority

on plant analysis. I found that the fruit contained

an exceptionally large proportion of soda and the

wood of lime. This at once suggested the idea that

my soil might not contain sufficient of one or both

of these elements to supply the wants of the Apple
tree; therefore I resolved, instead of destroying the

marked trees, to give them and all my Apple trees a

good dressing of a complete artificial manure which

contained full proportions of soda and lime. In the

following season, 1H87, which was exceptionally hct

and dry, either through the drought, the manure, or

some other cause, not a spot of active canker could

be found
; all the edges of the old wounds on the

marked and other trees, almost as badly affected

had put out granulations and healed over, and the

trees, many of which had previously ceased to extend,

made healthy and vigorous growth. Last winter the

trees were again dressed with the same manure ; this

season they have been exposed to the most unfavour-

able conditions ; the soil to a great depth was almost

dust dry when they were making their first growth,

while an army of caterpillars ruined what foliage

was made. Then followed the most continuous cold

weather and rain experienced for many years. Nut-

withstanding conditions so conducive to the exten-

sion of disease, there is at the present time still no
appearance of active canker. The trees have been

carefully inspected by some experienced pomologists

who, doubtless will confirm my statement. Short as

is the time during which the trees have been sub-

mitted to the treatment, I can only conclude that

the arrest of the disease is due to the supply of

elements of food required by the trees, of which a

sufficient quantity was not previously contained \\\

the soil.

The food required hy a plant is a complicated

mixture of many elements, all of which are neces-

sary for its well-being; the complete absence of one

of them would be fatal ; a deficient supply of one

would arrest its development, and render it suhjfCt

to disease. Nothing is more instructive and con-

clusive on this point than the copies of photographs

of plants grown for the purpose of testing the etlect

of manures more or less complete to be found in

treatises on the subject. That of Ville on Artijicial

Manures, published by Longmans, contains many
such illustrations, which clearly show that when the

soil contains every element of fertility but one it

remains absolutely barren. For instance, in a soil

without potash, the Vine makes no growth.

It remains to sav that the manures necessary to

restore a tree to health vary as the soils, although

the ashes of the wood of the Apple tree contains

71 percent, of lime—an exceptionally large quantity

— it would not be necessary to supply this element

on a lime formation ; nor would soda be required in

a soil near the sea, although on other geological

formations or situations a deficiency of one or both

may be the cause of canker. Like conditions apply

to the other elements.

Various soils require such manures as will supply

their various deficiencies: but as it is most difficult

to ascertain even by analysis what may be the defi-

ciencies of a soil, the practical way of dealing with

the subject is to study the analysis of the ashes of

the plant in question, and to use a manure which is

composed of these elements; for instance.

The ashes of the wood of the Apple tree contain :

—Potash, 120; soda, 1 ; magnesia, 57 ; lirae, 710;

iron, 0; phosphorus, 40; sulphur, 29; silica, 1'8;

chlorine, 02. And those of the fruit:—Potash,

35 7; soda, 2G 1 ; magnesia, 88; lime, 4"1
; iron,

140; phosphorus, 1-36; sulphur, 01; silica, 43;
chlrone, 0. Ville lays down the rule that soils

generally contain sufiicient of all the mineral ele-

ments except potash, lime, and phosphorus, and the

gaseous element nitrogen, and says it is only neces-

sary to supply to the soil manures which contain

these four. This may be sufficient for the general

purposes of cultivation, but more recent experiments

have conclusively proved tliat the addition of a small

quantity of iron largely increases the development of

foliage, and consequently of the plant. In dealing

with a mysterious disease such as canker, I should

not leave out either iron or magnesia.

The following formula, which may be varied as

circumstances require, ia suitable for tiie Apple
tree ;

—
Siiperpho-ipliute of lime .

N i tmte of pot ash ...

Chloride of soda

Sulphate of magnesia
Sulphate of iron ...

Sulphate of lime ...

12 parti.

10 ,,

4 „

2

1 ..

This may be used at the rate of ,j lb. to the square

yard over the whole extent of soil within reach of the

roots. It need not be dug in ; one effect of the

manure may be relied on, if it does not cure canker

it will, at any rate, most certainly benefit the

trees.

I hope you will excuse me for having questioned

some of the conclusions of great horticultural autho-

rities, but it seems that some of these conclusions

have been accepted, without sufficient examination,

as being time honoured traditions handed down
througli many generations. Gardeners are, in this

respect, perhaps a little too conservative.

I think much may be learnt by occasionally

departing from these traditions and making inde-

pendent experiments in cultivation ; my own experi-

ence proves that many such experiments resulted iu

failures, but there is full compensation if only one

useful discovery be made, or one error exploded.

EENOVATIOX OF OLD AND TOEMA-
TION OF NEW OPiCHARDS IX THE
WEST MIDLANDS.
Hy W. COLEMAX, Enstnov Castle Ganl.?iH.

Five years having passed since the Royal Horticul-

tural Society inaugurated the first comprehensive

Apple Conference, the present Council has wisely de-

cided upon testing the result of that important step

by again calling togetherthose interested in Pomology.

A small minority at the lime thought the exhibition

of thous.ands of phites of Apples would not benefit the

growers, but the consumers also. Since that time

the growers' prospects have not improved, owing,

they s:iy, to tlie prevalence of low prices brought

uhout by gluts and foreign competition. Buyers, on

tlie other hand, say the supply is unevenly and

irregularly distributed, and the price is too high

when they purchase from the retailer. Growers say

fruit culture will not pay until the land each man
holds or occupies is as good as his own, or let to

him on a very long lease, indeed ; but present

owners of the soil somehow do not seem to seethe

the force of their argument, consequently the most

important work the present gathering has before

is is the flaming of a scheme of open markets in

wiiich consumers can buy first hand at fair remu-

nerative prices. This is all very well, but supposing

each householder is in a position to buy Apples say,

from dftv to day, where are those Apples to come

from? Whv, we must import them. Actually, we
must trust to the Colonies for the produce of a tree

which is indigenous to our soil, whilst thousands of

acres of land capable of producing the finest fruit is

going out of cultivation. To the Royal Horticultural

Society should attach the honour of taking the

initiative in working out this problem, but before the

body can move we must learn from ndiable men the

progress which has been made in the great fruit-

growing districts. Living as I do in the county of
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Hereford, boasting its 27.000 acres of orcharding,

where in davs gone by thousands of tons of good

fruit was lost, wasted, or couvfrted into indirterent

cider, I am able to form a pretty correct opinion of

our own progress, and although less rapid than I

could wish, I may say it is fairly satisfactory. Cider

drinking amongst the working classes since I first

knew the county has gradually decreased, conse-

quently small parcels of the rosy Tom Putt and

other useful Apples, alike good for cooking or vintage,

are now stored for daily use by all the members of the

grower's family. If not wanted, then they are sold

to dealers, who make a profit, for conveyance to

retailers, who also make another profit, and that a

heavy one from their customers. Although a slight

step forward, this state of the case is not quite satis-

factory, neither will it be until a powerful fruit-

growers' association; whicli should be the outcome

of this Conference, has established a network of

markets in all provincial towus as well as in

London markets in which producers, as in all

parts of Paris, can meet face to face with consumers

without the aid of so many middlemen. In fruit

growing counties, like Hereford, "Worcester, Glouces-

ter, Ktnt, Devon, and Somerset, these local markets

should be well supported, as we gather from statis-

tics that three-quarters of a million of money is sent

out of Eughiud annually for Apples alone. If land-

owners, hitherto blind to their own interests, and

legislators now take up the matter, I see no reason

why growers should liot go forth to the production

of an article which the public must and will have,

and so keep thu money at home. Our climate is all

that can be desired for the growth of fresh crisp

fruit, not quite so highly coloured or so large as

picked samples from the Colonies, but large enough

to command top prices when well grown, and packed,

and properly marketed. There must be no shaking

from the trees, hut the cream of the crop must be

hand-picked, and honestly packed as firsts and

seconds. The residue or refuse, which added to the

best would increase expenses and pull down prices,

would then remain at home for various purposes.

Mr. Knight, tho great physiologist and hybridist,

who worked so much in Hereford and Salop, proved

by analysis that some soils, even in these favoured

counties, were preferable to others for producing

Apples of dense gravity, and full of saccharine

matter. The late Dr. Cull, of whom Hereford should

be proud, following iu his wake, corroborated all that

Knight had said, proving, I think satisfactorily, what

past generations of shrewd men had found out for

themselves, both as regards the quality of the fruit

and the constituents of the soil which should be

chosen for Apples, also fur Pears. The conclusions

at which they arrived were these: The light thin

soils will not grow the best Apples ; therefore, those

who would plant a successful orchard, must choose a

deep, stiff sandstone loam, if they have the oppor-

tunity of doing so. All the orchard land in this

county is not alike good ; indeed, some is very bad
;

but the soil here, as iu Devonshire, which produces

the best fruit, o*ves its fertility to the plentiful supply

of lime from the marl or cormstone ; to its great

depth and sustaining nature. Scientists who will,

may peruse the first part of the Herefordshire Po-

mojia, or they may follow Mr. Uivers through his

exhaustive address delivered at the Crystal Palace

(see p. 2S9), but my remarks, necessarily brief, will

guide plain practical planters to the best spots for

new plantations.

Having been honoured by an invitation to con-

tribute a short paper upon the Apple, I have deter-

mined to confine myself to the West Midland

orchards, in which, I am pleased to repeat, some
progress has been made since the first Conference

was held in 1883. Draining, grubbing, grafting,

and planting are still going on, but much remains

to be done before we can invite inspection. Although
the Apple is a long-lived tree, and perfectly hardy

in all its parts, save its flowers, the occupants of

many of our oldest orchards, crippled by age, bad

usage, and neglect, are past recovery, and should be

cleared away ; but the ground they occupy ehovild

not be replanted if better or equally good sites can

be found for new plantations. Other orchards,

again, containing thoroughly sound young trees,

although of inferior sorts, after the grubber's axe

has passed over the land, may be converted by

grafting, and resuscitated by draining and top-dress-

ing. Some of our oldest orchards, which date back

to the Wars of the Roses, contain a great number of

wildings, or kernel fruits, of no value to the owners

even ; whilst younger plantations are crowded witli

healthy, vigorous trees, at one time supposed to be

Norman, but now proved to be English seedlings, no

better than the stocks used in large nurseries. Upon
the first I would not spend money, as they are too

old for grafting, too old to pay rent, too old for

anything save loss and disappointment. The second

I would behead, and regraft with choice varieties

which have beeu proved in the locality. Cmifining

myself to old orchards now existing or lan-

guishing in the Western Counties, I may close my
remarks u]ton this head by saying, Cut down all

useless trees, thin out the lieads of tliuse wortli

keeping; cleanse the branches and stems from moss
and insects ; regraft sound, healthy trees into good

market sorts, and see that the drainage is satisfactory.

I will not presume to inform practical men wlio may
deign to read my remarks that sound, deep, naturally

drained orchards are better than others which require

artificial treatment, and that a certain quantity of

moisture in the soil is absolutely necessary, but on

no account must it be stagnant. All gardeners are

well acquainted with the fact that soils too dry pro-

duce fruit that is small and mealy, whilst waterlogged

soils are several degrees colder than others of similar

texture that are free from this root-chilling poison.

They know, moreover, that warm summer rains run
off the surface, whilst the sun acts very slowly in

raising tlie temperature of the wet subsoil in which

deeply seated roots soon perish, and those nearest

the surface are little better oft', as they do not com-
mence fresh action much before midsummer.
Drainage, all good cultivators assert, is the first

essential in the preparation of new orchards or in the

renovation of old ones, and why?—well, simply

because the removal of stagnant, if not putrid, water

and the introduction of fresh air raises the temi»era-

ture of the soil from 3° to 5'^, a condition which not

infrequently forms the dividing line betwixt success

and failure.

8o far my remarks have been confined to old

orchards, planted haphazard upon all sorts and con-

ditions of badly-prepared land, as well as in un-

favourable situations. Tlie best of these mav be re-

tained for a time, upon the principle that half a loaf

is better than no bread; but the majority of them
must go, and young ones must spring up before we
ean hope to realize an average £10 an acre, or com-
pete with the colonists in our own markets. Some
years, as many present know, have passed since hor-

ticulturists commenced agitating, but the good seed

which was intended to put three-quarters of a million

of money into the British farmers' pocket for u long

time fell upon stony ground. Some recently has

taken root, and far-seeing landowners are now put-

ting our theory into practice by offering land upon
conditions that will induce capitalists to invest in

fruit culture precisely as they do in coal and iron.

In this and the adjoining counties good landlords ure

raising and distributing to their tenantry Applo and

Pear trees by tliousands. These mostly are .standards

on free stocks, the only class of tree suited to pasture

and araBle land. Nurserymen, again, who have

brought propagation up to a fine art, are producing

standards and dwarfs by the million, and these

surely in a few years should make their mark. Mean-

time a complete network of markets, I insist, must

be created throughout the kingdum.

From the preceding remarks, those who run may
gather the fact that I do not set much value on the

thousand of acres of ragged, decrepit, moss and

lichen laden trees, but until the new plantations come

into bearing we must make the best of them. Then,

with Gladstonian vigour, we may hew them down,

and let the Apple-sick sites go back to Hops, corn.

and pasture. Upon this principle change of site may
be worked precisely as gardeners now manage their

Strawberry plantations, and with similar results.

I venture to say, one acre of modern orcharding

will beat ten of the old—at least in the We&t Mid-

land counties.

Already I am afraid my paper is too long, but

having warmed to my subject, I should like to say a

few words upon the formation of the modern orchards

I might divide them into several parts, such as aspect,

site, soil, preparation, planting, the best style of tree

manuring, mulching, pruning, and protection, gather-

ing, storing, packing, and marketing, but my time

being limited, my words must be brief and general.

Aspect and site being so closely dovetailed together

these I will not attempt to separate. All gardeners,

I believe, are pretty well agreed that a south aspect

is best, as trees in this position ripen their wood well,

and produce fruit of the highest colour and quality.

The Apple, however, being perfectly hardy, the quality

of the soil must not be lost sight of; neither must
altitude and shelter from north and east winds be

repudiated. Under these circumstances, the soil

being deep sandstone loam resting on marl, and
naturally drained, I should not object to a point east,

or any other aspect round with the sun to full west.

The latter, however, I should prefer, and for these

reasons : although western gales in this part of the

country do some damage, it is well known that if

plants are exposed to the first rays of the moruiug
sun when they are froxen they will sutler, but if they

are shaded until they are gradually thawed by the

rising temperature of the air they will stand a few

degrees with impunity. An orchard open to the

east or south-east is almost sure to suiTer after an

attack of spring frost when in full flower or

setting, whereas one with a western aspect,

which does not receive the sun until the tem-
perature has risen and dispelled the frost often

sets and carries full crops to maturity. Hardly a

year passes in which the gardener does not find early

crops of all kinds are safer and finer upon west bor-

ders than upon others; therefore, I think, few will

deny that his experience is of great value to the

planter. The site, I may say, should be above the

line of fog, and it should not be too near or on a

level with water. If naturally drained much time

and expense will be saved, otherwise this operation

must be well carried out as a preliminary to prepara-

tion. This may be performed in two ways, viz., by

trenching two spits deep for pyramids or bushes, or

by taking out large circular stations on grass or

arable land, for standards. If trenching is decided

upon, the bottom spit, if heavy and inferior, should

not be brought to the surface, but it may be amelio-

rated by the addition of burnt clay from the drains,

bv road scrapings, or any other fresh friable material

short of rich animal manure. This, unless the staple

be very poor, I would keep back for use as a mulch

after the trees are planted. On all ordinary loams

young ti'ees grow fast enough at first, but tiie time

comes when they must be fed, otherwise they cannot

be expected to yield, year after year, fruit of the

finest quality.

In the preparation of stations for standards on

grass or tillage ground I would throw oft' the top spit

9 feet in diameter, break up the bottom, and throw

out clay or bad material to be carted away or burned.

If cold or at all unfavourable to root-growth, ex-

posure of the soil for a few weeks or months would

greatly improve its quality. Otherwise, after correct-

ing the bottom spit, that thrown oft' first, turf

included, with anything in the way of road-scrapings

or old lime rubble added, may be chopped in until

the liolc is quite full, or a liitle above the general

ground level. A stout stake should then be driven

down to the solid bottom, as a support for the tree

when planted.

Planting may be performed at any time from the

beginning of October up to the end of April. Autumn,
however, is best, as the roots at once take to the soil

and the trees make a fair growth the following

summer. October and November undoubtedly are

the best months—that is. provided the land is in
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perfect condition and the weather favourable ; hut so

important is getting the trees into the ground when
it is fairly warm and dry, that I would rather defer

planting until April than risk placing the roots in a

pasty medium. Trees of home growth, that is, from

one's own nursery, wlilcli every fruit grower should

have, may be planted much earlier than others

brought in direct from a distance. All trees should

be carefully divested of faulty or injured roots by a

clean cut with a sharp knife ; they should never be

allowed to become dry, and each root and fibre

should be spread out in a horizontal position, lightly

covered, and watered home.

In the arrangement of trees, the rows, if con-

venient, should run from north to south, or north-

east to south-west, as three out of the four sides then

receive an equal share of sun and light. The old

fault of planting them too close should be carefully

guarded against, as good fruit cannot be expected

when the heads grow into each other and the roots

are constantly shaded. Standards of upright-growing

varieties may be placed 30 feet apart each way,

whilst 40 feet will not be found too much for

spreading trees like Flanders Pippin and Blenheim
('Irange. Trees, again, of one variety, or a similar

habit of growth, and which ripen their fruit at

the same time, should be kept together, or in rows,

alternating with others of a spreading or upright

character. By observing this rule at the outset

the general and orderly appearance of the nursery

will be greatly improved, and much time and
labour will be saved when gathering the fruit. The
same rule applies also to pyramids and bushes

which, by the way. should have plenty uf room for

extension in every direction, as no extensive planter

can artord to prune close home upon villa garden
principles, especially when the best of the fruit is

cut away by the ])rocess. Thinning the shoots and
branciies annually of course is necessary, but beyond
this and maiulaining the balance by tipping a gross

shoot, 1 siiould let each tree go. The distance apart

will depend upon the kind of stock, as trees on the

French Paradise may be grown for years at distances

of 4 to G feet apart each way. On the English

Paradise or Doucin, which I like best, they grow
stronger ; consequently more room is required.

Twelve feet from row to row, and 6 feet from tree to

tree, will give them room for a long time, but

eventually it may be necessary to transplant every

alternate tree, when those left will stand equidistant,

viz., 12 feet from stem to stem. Some I know plant

mueh closer, but when it is borne in mind that a

well-developed head turns oft' not only more, but

better fruit than a small one, abundance of room is

a decided advantage. ^Moreover, plenty of space

favours a spreading growth, which keeps the heads

near the ground, safe from wind and easy of access

for pruning, manipulating, and gathering. When
standards are planted they should be well secured to

the stakes previously driven, but in a way that will

allow them to settle with the subsiding soil, other-

wise the roots will drag and strangle. If on pasture

land, they should be well protected from sheep and

cattle, and the orchard itself must be fenced and

wired round to keep out hares and rabbits.

Varieties.—The only point I must now venture to

touch upon is the selection of varieties for special

soils, situations and purposes. A few years ago we
planted very early sorts for coming in before the

American importations, but this is now over, as the

quick run, and summers hotter than our own com-
bined, enable our friends to be abreast of us at the

beginning, as for a long time they have been at the

end of the season. Our only way out of this dilemma,

as I have before observed, is high cultivation. "We

have a climate which ripens fruit crisp, tender, and
juicy, not quite so highly coloured, perhaps, but in

my opinion superior to the general run of American.
We have the soil which, thanks to yearly tenancies,

nobody cares to till ; and we have the ability. All

we want is quality, then it matters little whether we
market early or late, always provided we confine

ourselves to a few of the best sorts which do well in

the locality. This hackneyed phrase for a long time

puzzled would-be growers, who said, "Where must

we look for anything better than a Sulfield or

a Blenheim?" Well, J am not sure that any-

one requires anything better, but if they do,

they must just look into any of the great well-

known nurseries about the end of September, and

there they will find thousands of trees of all the

leading kinds carrying fruit of the highest quality.

Some of these on dwarfing stocks—just the thing for

the garden or home nursery—will be loaded with

targe, bright fruit, of which at the present time we
ought to have 100,000 tons ready for storing. They
will find also standards on free stocks specially pre-

pared for planting on pasture and arable land. From
these they may select scores or hundreds of trees of

one sort, and so on of another, but on no account

must they select one or two trees each of a hundred

sorts, as this plurality is a great drawback to com-
mercial culture. Very early sorts generally go direct

from trees to the market ; medium and late sorts

must be stored in dark, cool fruit-rooms or dry

cellars, and this accommodation, or the want of it,

must be the guide in making a selection.

Gathering, storing, and marketing hitherto in the

Western Counties has not received proper attention ;

but a great improvement is now taking jdace, and

the day, I hope, is not far distant when ruthless

shaking the boughs will be looked npon as a bar-

barous custom of the past. Apples worth growing

are worth hand-pinking, and when hand-picked they

are worth sizing—that is, dividing into two classes

before they are stored or sent to market. The best

only should be sent away ; seconds may be retained

for home use, or consumption in the neighbourhood.

There should be no mixing of sorts, or good and bad

together, but one uniform quality should prevail.

Buyers in this part of the country still stick to their

pots. I do not mean earthenware, but wicker, which

hold from o to 7 pecks each; but invariably they

sell by weight, and this, I think, is the fairest way,

as anyone can compute the value of a ton of Apples.

Before Apples are hand-picked for storing they should

be ripe, that is to say, tlie kernels should be brown

and somewhat loose in their cells. The fruit, more-

over, should be perfectly dry and free from spot or

blemish, as one black sheep soon demoralises the

flock. Once put away the less they are turned or

handled the better, especially when sweating or

during frosty weather.

If the store-room is fitted with lath shelves, the

choice varieties should be placed one, or at most two

layers, thick, but late sorts grown in great quantities

may be laid upon dry floors in greater bulk. They
may be stored also in dry flour-barrels,which should be

labelled and put away in a low even temperature for

the winter. Good aristocratic store-rooms are rather

expensive ; but a cutting driven into a dry bank and

covered with thatch, with double doors at one end,

will make a store equal to the best and most elabor-

ate in the kingdom, llesiuous wood should never be

used in the manufacture of shelves ; neither should

hay or straw be admitted within the walls ; as all these

materials impart a disagreeable flavour. Dry Fern,

on the other hand, may be used for covering pur-

poses, but very little of tills will suffice where frost,

and more especially heat-proof, stores are properly

constructed.

APPLE AND PEAR GROWING IN
JERSEY.

By CHARLES B. SAUNDERS.

The island of Jersey, being so noted for the growth

and cultivation of flue fruit, especially Apples and

Pears, I venture to ofler a few remarks upon the

modes of culture and the varieties cultivated, think-

ing they might be acceptable to the committee, and

also to the general body of horticulturists interested

in the production of these health-giving and palate-

pleasing fruits.

Jersey being the most southerly of the group of

islands in the Bay of St. Michael's, and the slope of

the land being from north to south-west, enjoys a

very favourable climate ;
the general moisture,

owing to its position and the saline air, which almost

always may be felt blowing over its surface, renders

it i)eculiarly adapted to the growth of Pears. The
soil is a good loam upon a substratum of clay

retentive of moisture, which suits the Quince stock,

upon which most of the Pear trees are budded or

grafted. There are localities along the coast of

which the soil is much mixed with sand, owing to

the continuous drift in stormy weather, whilst some
parts of the western side of the island are so much
exposed to the Atlantic Ocean as to be entirely

unlit for fruit culture, and scarcely worth cultivating,

the cereals and root crops growing upon them being

very often subject to serious injury from the force

of the westerly gales. Now it is easy to understand

why the most protected and best sheltered situations

are selected for the growth of the flnest and best

kinds of frnit. Apples are grown on the higher and
drier parts of the island, where the laud is stifl'

enough and the drainage good : hence the orchards,

where the more ordinary kinds are grown for the

manufacture of cider and general consumjition, are

generally surrounded by hedgerows from 5 to 8 feet

high, and planted with Elm and other descriptions

of forest trees. The Apple trees in these orchards

are generally grafted (J feet from the ground, and
have spreading circular heads, which are perfectly

beautiful when in bloom. Very many of us can

recollect when theWeigelas of sorts were flrst intro-

duced, that their great recommendation was that they

were as "beautiful as Appl^ blossoms," Were not

Apple blossoms beautiful before then ?

These orchard trees, which make such a beautiful

display of flowers and produce in favourable seasons

such an abundance of fruit, are much neglected, and
allowed to grow in a confused mass of branches.

To scientific horticulturists it seems a pity that,

where Nature does so much, man sh luld do so little

in the way of pruning, so as to give the trees

a more regular form and better appearance. You
will, I think, agree with me that judicious

pruning—i.e., removing weak and superfluous

branches—would have the good effects of improved

appearance, more healthy growth, and finer fruit.

The general character of the growth is so vigorous

as to render it unnecessary to prune the extremities

of the shoots, except for the sake of shaping the

trees and balancing the heads, but " thinning out " is

the style of pruning requisite.

The finer descriptions of Apple fruit are grown in

gardens sometimes against the walls, on espaliers, or

on the long cordon system. The dwarf cordon is

not much practised, nor is it desirable, inasmuch
as the growth, in spite of the Paradise stock npon
which the trees are usually worked, becomes so

strong that it requires constant cutting back to

keep it within the desired limits, and this constant

repression of growth is not conducive to fructification.

The finest Ribston Pippin Apples are grown upon

south walls in sheltered gardens, trained upon the fan

system—the strong radiating shoots being selected

to form the frame of the trees, and the lateral and
weaker branches being pinched and pruned off, so as

to get fruit spurs to form. It is an excellent system,

barring the disadvantage of the early maturity of the

fruit. Very few other sorts are thought worthy of

wall culture. The dwarf bush, the open standard?,

the rider or tall standard trees are all acceptable

forms of garden trees, where the space is suflicient;

and such varieties as Early Stibberd, Red Astrachan,

Lord Suffield, Ilawthornden, Red Quarrenden,

Hooper's Seedling, Downton King, Golden and

Walton Pippins, Grand Alexander, Cox's Po-

mona, and Orange Pippin, jCourt of Wick
Pippin, English and Dutch Codlins, &c., are

grown freely on Paradise as well as other stock, and

take but little space. It is not unusual to see crops

of fruit considerably above the weight of the trees

producing them. Planting Paradise stock Apple

trees in rows 6 feet apart, and the trees at 3 feet

apart in the rows, suggests a system of culture which

might be made remunerative, and were it not for the

constant changing of tenants from one piece of land to

another, might be advantageously practised. It is

{Fov continuation, see p. 44S).
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESUAY.

MEETINGS.
,, ,,. (Royal HorlicultviralSooiety; Fruit
^ "*

"i and Floral Committees.

^i'i7nvc-^rn V A.-.T oi * National Clirvsanthenium Society^^ED^ESDA^. iVt. -l
FloralCommiltee.

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY.

Oil. 2J -^

TlrESDAY,

WEDNESD.lY,

SATl'RDAY,

( Floral C'omrail

SHOWS.
, ( Royal Botauic of Maiiclit'ster :

\ Ajipka iiud Pears (four days),

Ocr. 2d—Exeter Apples an I Pear^>.

SALES.
''Dutch Balbs, at Steveus" Eooina.
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris"
Rooms.

Nursery Stock, at ^Ir. C. NoblfV,
Sunningflale, by Protheroe &
Morris (six days).

Nursery Stock, at the Grove Paik
Nursery, Lee, by Protheroe &
Morris.

Dutch Bulbs and Lilium auratuui.
at Smail Sc Co.'s Room-;.

Nursery Stock and Greenhouse
Plants, from sample, at Pro-

' theroe & Morris' Rooms.
Golden Euonyraus and Young Coni-

I
fers. at the Wood Lane Nllr^e^y,

' Isleworth, by Protheroe & Morris.

('Dutch Bulbs, at Steven?^' Rooms.
I Lilium auratum, African Tuberoses,

(^„„ f), Liliea, and other PJant.s, at Pro-
^^'- -'

J

theroe & Morris" Rooms.

I
Azaleas, Lilies, and Dutch Bulbs, at

' Smail &Co.'a Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, and Lilium auratum
from Japan, at Stevens" Pvooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Duplicate Plants from the Collec-

tion of F. G. Taut/, Esq.. at
Messrs. Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

j
Azaleas, Dutch Bulbs, and Lilies, at

\ Smail & Go's Rooms.

i Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Room".
Oct. S7 - Dutch Eulbi, at Protheroe & Mon-i-"

f Rooms.

Oct. i

Oct, C6

Ix spite of the many and sore
Th^ Fruit

reverses that the Royal Horticul-
Congress, ^

tural Society has had to eiidare,

there is still an amount of vitality in it which

if properly directed by those at the head of

affairs, must lead to ultimate and permanent

success. The magnificent display of Apples and

Pears that has this week been made in the

Society's gardens at C'hiswick, brought together

without fee or reward, from all parts of

Britain, must surely have convinced the Council

that the Society has only to continue in the

course it now appears to have embarked on

—

namely, that of carryii g out a strictly horticul-

tural policy—to receive the unwavering support

of horticulturists generally. The opening of the

exhibition on Tuesday was decidedly a red-letter

day in the annals of the Society, not only by

reason of the number and quality of the exhibits,

but also for the fact, that President and

Council were present in full force ; once again,

after many years of neglect, the head-quarters of

the Society was really visited by its President

and Council, all of whom, it is to be hoped were

30 impressed with the enthusiasm that their in-

vitation to exhibit had aroused amongst fruit

growers generally, that future laxity of duty, so

far as regards visits to Chiswick, are at an end.

With regard to the special aims of both

exhibits and Conference, namely, the ex-

tended and improved cultivation of Apples

and Pears, as a means of profit and an auxiU-ary

to agriculture, hoiticulturists of all grades are

in entire sympathy. To avoid disappoint-

ment and failure it may, however, be necessary

to warn those not conversant with fruit culture,

but who, enamoured by the sight of many
hundreds of dishes of splendidly coloured Apples,

and but slightly inferior Pears, may be inclined

to embark in their cultivation, that this show of

Apples and Pears is something above the averagi^

standard of excellence that they may them-

selves annually expect to realise. Dissent from

this opinion is sure to be rife, in presence of the

extremely unfavourable season we have passed

through. It will be argued, " Surely, if in such

an exceptionally cold and sunless season so high

a standard has been attained, it is only reason-

able to expect that at least as high a

rate of excellence will be possible in the

average of seasons." This is a great fallacy
;

first, because every dish shown contains selected

fruit of the particular variety ; and secondly,

because not a few of the collections have many
dishes of fruit that have not been grown in the

open air at all. What renders the exhibits of this

section the more misleading is, that the exhibitors

have, in most cases, not taken the trouble to

state that the examples were the products from

glass structures. This is a serious error, and

one that, in all future exhiljitions, should be

avoided, by the adding of a class, or classes, for

orchard-house fruit. There is one other re-

spect in which it is possible that some

intending planters may be misled, and that is,

in respect of the varieties of Apples and Pears

best adapted for certain districts. For instance,

the schedule asks for ' twenty-four varieties of

Pears best adapted for the exhibitor's district.

A difficult demand in any season for the largest

grower to comply with, and specially so in this year

of scarcity of this fruit in many parts of the

kingdom ; and to the credit of the exhibitors only

two or three have attempted the task. At the

time of writing we have not seen the jurors'

awards, or commendations of the most meritorious

exhibits or varieties; not do we know what

the readers of the various papers may have to

say on this head, but we should prefer the

decision of either body, rather than any

collection that has been got together under

such unfavourable weather conditions as have

prevailed this year. On the other hand, it may,

with truth, be asserted, that fruits that have

turned out well in such a season must of neces-

sity do so in more favourable seasons, and if

production

—

i.e., growth of fine fruit—were the

/; lale, we should not have a word to say against

this view of the matter. But we require, not

only well grown and handsome, but long-keeping

fruit, and the keeping powers can only be had

by plenty of sun-heat.

Both Exhibition and Conference are un-

doubtedly calculated to do great good, and it is

with a view of making this good a permanency

that we have thought well to allude to one or

two of what we consider the weak points of this

matter.

One result of the Conferences of 18S3 and

188.") is conspicuously apparent at the Conference

ending to-day, namely, that of the correct

naming of the fruit, there being very few wrongly

named exhibits, either amongst Apples or Pears.

Add to this the fact that fruit cultivation has

been t.alien up by, and is largely on the increase

amongst farmers, as well as professional growers

for market, and that at least a part of this increased

activity in fruit cultivation—bad season and not-

withstanding—may safely be credited to the in-

fluence of former Conferences, These are results

that may well stimulate the Council of the Royal

ITortioultural Society to continue their present

line of policj' till the numerous special societies

that have .sprang into existence owing to pre-

vious apathy shall have been merged into an

indissoluble because a united society.

This action of the Society is of the more im-

portance at this juncture, as its operations and

its decisions will, and deser\'edly, secure an

amount of credit with the general public which

other associations got up merely for private ends,

however legitimate, can never do. No one

doubts that the increased cultivation of well

selected fruit, carefully grown, and judiciously

marketed—if we may coin the word—will be of

material benefit to the depressed agriculturist,

and especially to the small cultivator ; but to

hold out the promise that fruit culture is to be

an El-Dorado—" the salvation of British agricul-

ture "—is to raise hopes that can never be realised

in this, or, indeed, in any other country.

Dragon Trees in Madeira (see Supplementary

Sfieet).—The garden with the Dragon trees shown in

our illustration is in the environs of Funchal, and is

known as the Quinta do Til, that is, the country-

house of the Oreodaphne foetens, one of the native

Laurels, the stump of an old tree remaining in the

ground. The curious but uncouth Dragon tree, a

near ally of the Lilies, is also an indigenous plant

but so few wild specimens are left on the island that

they may almost be counted on the fingers of one

hand. Trees are, however, to be seen in several

gardens, the finest being at The Mount, 1800 feet

above Funchal, but there is not one t'lat approaches

the age of the venerable tree that grew at Orotava,

in Teneriffe, and was blown down in a storm in 1868.

A branch of this celebrated tree is preserved in the

Museum at Kew, and the tree itself was ilUistr.ated at

p. 713, June 9, 1888. The house in the illustration

was erected some three generations ago by one of the

British wine merchants, who planted it on a large

scale, intending to build a palatial residence. B«tb.ad

times came, and only a part of the design was carried

into effect. There is a tank in the grounds to which

a melancholy interest is attached, for in it the

statesman Canning's only son, a captain in the navy,

was drowned 'whilst bathing. Our illustration, as

also the one that preceded it. was taken from a

photograph obligingly communicated by T. H.\ncourrr

Powell, Esq.

Fruit Drying Industry at Portici.—We
have received the following notice for publication

from the Agricultural Department, Privy Council

Ollice, 44, Parliament Street, Westminster, S.W.,

dated October 13;—

" Sii',—I am directed by the Lords of the Com-
mittee of Council for Agi'iculture to inform you that

an intimation has been received from the Italian

(iovernment that the Exhibition of Fruit Drying
Industry, which was to have taken place at Portici

during the month of September last, has been put off

until September, 1889.—I am, sir, your obedient

servant, C. L. Peel."

The United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society. — On the 13th inst. the

annual dinner of this Society took place in the

Cannon Street Hotel. There was a large attendance

of members and visitors, with Dr. Hogg in the chair,

and H. J. VEircH, Esq., in the vice-chair. The
Cliairman, in proposing prosperity to the Society,

pointed out that the Society is not a provident and

charity Society, but a trust Society, in which the

surplus funds are divided among the member.^, and

invested for them in stocks. The funds of the

Society consisted of three different accounts, viz.,

the benefit or sick fund, out of which payments were

made to sick members, who in order to enjoy this

advantage need not of necessity be totally incapaci-

tated from work. Then there was the management
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fund, which is us.'il to meet cuvrent ami ollioe

expenses, &c. ; ami lastly the benevolent I'liml, out

of whicli grants were maile in cases of unusually

heavy doctor's bills, and such like cases. lie urged

that persons wishing to aid the Society should give

to the management fund. Tliis was responded to by

Mr. N. CoLK, one of the oldest members of the

Society. H. J. Vkitch, Esq., proposed kindrrd

societies, saying that the one helped the others all

round, and did, not by any means clash. Alessrs. U.

CuTLEK and G. Deal replied. Jlr. J. Wniuirr, in

.speaking for the Trustees and officers of the Society,

said that the weakness of the organisation was in

the management fimd, and that the best way to aid

the Society was by assisting this fund, which would

enable the Society to make itself better known than

it was now. Messrs. Wheel.kr, Cu.vud, and Coll[n>

replied. It was announced that Dr. IIogq had made

a donation of £12, and that Jlr. Sheewood had be-

come a life member. The evening was pleasantly

passed, and the proceedings were enlivened by ably

rendered music under the direction of Miss Marie

Bklval, the ladies of the party being presented witli

handsome bouquets. The tables were tastefully

decorated by tlie kindness of Messrs. Laino, Can-

n'ell, Ciiakd, and others.

National Auricula Society : National
Carnation and Picotee Society—The annual

gener.al meeting of the above Societies will be held

in the room of the Horticultural Club, Hotel Windsor,

Victoria Street, on Tuesday, October 23, 188S, at

4 P.M. precisely. The business of the meeting will

be, the election of officers and committee, receiving

the Secretary's and Treasurer's reports, the election

of judges for the ensuing year, and any other neces-

siry business as may pertain to the annual general

meeting.

National Chrysanthemum Society,—In
order to add to the attractions of what is now the

great Chrysanthemum show of the year, which is to

take place at the Royal Aquarium on November 7

and 8, a large space within the building will be

devoted to horticultural sundries, including model

greenhouses, hot-water appliances, manures, &c.

Applications for space have to be made to the Hon.

Secretary, Mr. William Holjies, Framptou Park

Nurseries, Hackney, E.

"The ORCHIDEENNE."—The first meeting of this

n.'wly-established Society for encouraging the cul-

ture of Orchids among amateurs, was held on the

Itth inst. in the exhibition-hall of the " Horticul-

tare Internationale," Brussels. In spite of the

unfavourable weather, eighty-five species and varie-

ties were exhibited. The jury consisted of M. r>v.

Lansberohe, Chairman ; Secretary, M. Wallaert
;

and MM. Massange de Loutrex, F. Kegeijan, and

others. A Diploma of Honour was awarded to

M. Linden for Catasetum Bungerothii, with twenty-

t'lree flowers on two spikes. First-class Certificates to

M. Peeters, for Odontoglossum vexillarium super-

bum ; Chevalier LriGi Modigliako, for Cypripedium

S.inderianum ; M. Van Hoten, for Masdevallia

chim.Tra; M. Massakge de Louvrex, for Cypripe-

dium vexillarium ; Count De Bocssies, for Vanda
Sanderiana ; M. Massange de Louvrex, for Cypri-

pedium expansum ; M. Linden, for Oncidium cris-

pum miniatum : J. O'Brien, for a collection of dried

flowers of various species of Diaa, Satyrium, &c.,

from South Africa; E. Vervaet & Co., for cut

flowers of Cvpripedium Ilarrisianum snperbum ; M.

MiTEAU, for cut flowers of Miltonia Jloreliana.

Second-class Certificates were awarded to M. Lin-

den, for Oncidium varicosum Rogersii ; Peeters, for

Cypripedium expansnm ; Moess, for La?lia Perrini

;

Peeters, for Cypripedium regale ; and a Second-

class Cultural Certificate to M.Moens, for Oncidium

phymatocheilum.

The Fundus Forays.—We have received ac-

counts of the doings at the Woolhope Club meeting

and in the New Forest. On both occasions the

weather was all that could be wished, but the supply

of fungi in Herefordshire was but scanty. Wlien our

renders have digested the frnit served up to tliem in

such profusion, there may be achance of a hearing for

the fungi. In any case, we are compelled to postpone

the record of the meetings in question.

AnagalLIS Philipsii, //or/.—This is, says Mr.

Lynch, one of the very best of blue-flowered annuals.

It flowers all summer and produces a flower in the

axil of every leaf measuring more than an inch across,

of cobalt-blue colour. The |dant is procumbent in

habit, with strong ascending branches which are four

or five angled, bearing lanceolate leaves, opposite

below but in whorls of three or four above. The

peduncles are longer than the leaves, sepals linear-

l;inceolate, corolla rotate with finely erose margin, fila-

ments clothed with rosy hairs. The base of the corolUi

is also rosv, but without lessening the intense blue of

the floral mass. De Candoi.le says the plant is

perennial, but in the Cambridge Botanic Garden it is

annual. It is referred in the Prodromiis to A. collina

(var. fl. cceruleis), and it is also the A. Monelli var.

Willmoreana of But. Mag. t. 3380, which figure

precisely represents the plant, but without demon-

strating its ornmneiital charm-ter.

Fruit Culture in Ireland.—The following

letter, addressed to the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland,

has been handed to us for publication :
—

" What strikes me most painfully in Ireland

—

except in parts of the semi-Scotch province of Ulster

— is the remarkable absence of those accessories to

agriculture, which are indispensable to the success

of small holdings everywhere. I do not here allude

to the flax industry, peculiar to north-eastern Ulster,

but to fruit-farming and market-gardening. Had
Mr. Gladstone's famous big Gooseberry growing
remedy for the depression of British agriculture been

specially addressed to Ireland, he would undoubtedly
have been on the right track.

" For, in Ireland alone, the economic conditions

necessary to its success, already prevail, viz., farms so

subdivided as not toaflford a comfortable maintenance,

except on the intensive, or market-garden system of

cultivation, together with the prevalence of abnorm-
ally large families. In the wives and deft-fingered

children of the 300.0O0 impoverished so-called

farmers, below £10 valuation, you have ready at

hand, and crying out for employment, an abundant
supply of the personally-interested and delicate

labour, required for sowing, thinning, transplanting

and gathering the finer kinds of vegetables and all

bush fruit.

" The mild and moist climate of Ireland, where
sufficient sun lieat cannot be relied tm for rinening

the larger kinds of stone-fruit, is peculiarly favour-

able to the free growth of Currants, Cherries, Rasp-
berries, Gooseberries, Filberts, Walnuts, and fairly

adapted to Strawberry, Apple, Pear and Damson
culture.

" Most kinds of vegetables will do well everywhere

in Ireland, and her warm and moist south coast

might rival the Channel and -Scilly Isles in the pro-

duction of early Peas, Potatos, Seakale, Broccoli and
Rhubarb. The finer kinds of vegetables are unac-
countably scarce at all times in Dublin, where two-

thirds of the fruit consumed is not grown in

Ireland.
" Not only should Ireland grow^ all the fruit and

market-garden produce she needs for her own con-

sumption, but with her early springs and her weather
open to Christmas, she ought to supply the teeming
populations of the north of England and Scotland

with both early and late garden produce.
" Dairying must always, of course, be amain feature

of Irish farming ; but it, too, in the case of the

smaller holdings especially, should be combined with

fruit-growing. Every farmhouse everywhere, of

whatever sized holding, should have an orchard

attached.
" Now that the Irish farmer has no longer any-

tliing to fear from confiscation of his improvements,

he |has only himself to blame if he does not turn his

land to better account. But he still needs two things,

namely, skill and enterprise— the inestimable inherit-

ance of the foreign peasant, who beats him in the

British market.
" If the present generation of Irish farmer is well

nigh hopeless, much may be done with the next, and
it seems the most obvious duty of the State to take

the matter in hnnd.

" Were half an acre, or even a rood, of garden

ground, for the purpose of the practical application

of tile science taught within, attached to every

country school in Ireland, and the produce of the

scholar's labour allowed, as a perquisite of the school

teacher, an immense impulse would be given to gar-

dening in Ireland. Horticulture, in my opinion,

rather than agriculture, is practically adapted for

teaching in connection with the national schools.

The same teacher, at suitable times and seasons, can

both theoretically and practically, teach gardening
both to boys and girls, whereas it seems obvious that

practical farming instruction can only be imparteil

iu connection with a farm—an impossible adjunct to

all but a few schools, and requiring a special farming
instructor.

" To teach farming there should be at least one
counterpart of (ilasnevin in each i)rovince, and I

yenturi* to think that the existing ~> acre farm there,

which at ju-esent really illustrates nothing in jiar-

ticular, sliould be made a nu)del of what a ."i acre

farm should be for an industrious peasant to get a

living out of, in illustration of the combined method
of gardening and farming suggested above.

" Although I have here only dwelt upon the most
obvious and universally possible accessory to farm-
ing, I fully recognise the necessity for promoting
every feasible form of home industry iu Irisii villages,

such as wood-carving, basket-making, joinery, lace-

making, embroidery, knitting, straw-plaiting, &c.,

to eke out the family income, and employ idle hands
during the long winter evenings. W. H. (Bii'loc/c)

Halt, .LP."

Horticultural Club.—The first dinner and

coeersatione for the session I88S— 1889 took place on

Tuesday last, October 16, at the new rooms ofthe Club

at the Hotel Windsor, Victoria Street, Westminster,

when there was a very large attendance, including Mr.

John Lee, Chairman ; the Rev. W. Willcs; the Rev. F.

H. Gale ; Messrs. H. J. Veitch, J. Veitch, Str.ange,

Walker, J. H. Pearson, C. Pearson, A. H. Pearson,

Bunyard, Rivers,Druery,Girdlestone,Goldring. Morris,

&c. The subject for discussion was Peaches, and

was opened by a very interesting paper by Mr. T.

Francis Rivers. A discussion took place afterwards,

in which Messrs. Lee, G. Bunyard, II. J. Veitch,

Pearson, Goldring, and others, took part. A vote of

thanks was given to Mr. Rivers, and the Secretary

announced that at the meeting in November, Mr.

George Bunyard would read a paper on November

and December Pears ; and in December Mr. Charles

Pearson one on the Chrysanthemum. Unqualified

approbation was bestowed on the new arrangements

for the Club, and a very agreeable evening was spent.

British Fruit Growers' Association.—
The executive committee appointed at the first

t.'onference, held last month, submitted at the

meeting at the Crystal Palace on Thursday last a

draft constitution, which stated that the objects of

the Association would be to promote the profitable

culture and the improvement of fruit in the United

Kingdom and to facilitate the distribution to con-

sumers. The Chairman (Mr. T. F. Rivers) said the

inception of this Association was wholly due to

Messrs. Gordon and Castle, who a few months since

began the organisation of a society which, he thought,

had succeeded in drawing the attention of the people

of England to the important fact that a large and

lucrative industry was being silently withdrawn from

our country, to the great advantage of those who

had skilfully taken advantage of our apathy and

indifference. The United States, Canada, Australia,

and New Zealand were all on the alert to supply our

markets with a commodity which they were

supposed to be unable to furnish. Were they

to sit with folded hands and allow this to

be done ? Were they to complain that their

inability was owing to landlords, land laws,

railway rates, or middlemen ? In his opinion they

had nothing to do with it. The profits derived from

judicious fruit-cultivation were sufficient to cover the

moderate and fair rents now asked for land. The

real and fundamental cause was ignorance, not

arising from want of intelligence or energy, but from

the fact that no organised society, school, or college

had ever undertaken seriously to teach the methods

by which fruit-cultivation might become successful.
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The State spent a large sum on botanical garJens
with the most useful result, but it did not at present

give any encouragement to an industry which was of

serious importance to the land. One of the aims of

their Society would be to draw attention to this

omission, to rectify their past errors, and to place

jjomology in the rank wliich it should take as a
science of high economic value, instead of being re-

garded as liarmless and rather twaddling. The otlier

aims and ol)jects of the Society would be to invite

discussion, to hear papers, and to organise meetings
in different parts of the country, in order tliat a
special knowledge of pomology might be diffused as

widely possible and intending planters furnished with
information whicli would lead to success instead of
failure. Mr. J. Wraiinr read a paper on 'Profitable

Fruit Tarming," mainly Gooseberries, giving an in-

teresting account of liow they were grown on the
fens of Lincolnshire on an extensive scale, and with
great success pecuniarily. Mr. D. Tali.ermax read a
paper on " Pi'actical Fruit Growers' Associations,"' in

which he pointed out that fruit, was at present very
little cultivated in any county in England and
said that in four-lifths of tlie kingdom, more par-

ticularly in those districts which were in proximity
to large industrial centres of, popnlation, so far as

fruit-production was concerned, the soil was a barren
waste. If the desire of the founders of the Asso-
ciation were successfully obtaineil, it would simply
revolutionise the existing condition o( fruit culti-

vation and the course of procedure that the fruit

cultivators of the United Kingdom had hitherto fol-

lowed. Foremost among the subjects on wliich

fruit-growers required infoi-mation stood the eco-

nomical production of early and late crops. In no
way could sucli large prices he obtained in fruit-

growing as by early production. Foreign produce
which reached our shores from the South of France,
Italy, and the Mediterranean, early in the season, not
only made long prices, but also took away the edge
of the taste of the paying pulilic for fruit. With Prac-
tical Fruit Growers Associations I'ormed and at work
in all parts of the kingdom this condition of things

would not last, and sooner or later our fi'uit-growers

would produce early fruit that would successfully

and profitably compete with anything that could be

imported from abroad. The question of scientific

irrigation would also repay the Society for anv
attention which might be bestowed upon it.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

EODRIGUEZIA (BURLINGTONIA)
FKAGRANS.

Tnis charming Orchid, a native of Brazil, appears

to be better known on the Continent than in this

country, wliere it is not often seen. Tlie name is

included in the catalogue of some continental nur-

serymen, and a figure appeared in the Oic/iirlnp/iilc

in 1884. It is flowering now at Kew, and is con-

spicuous by the beauty and Hawthorn-like fragrance

of its flowers. The pendent spikes carry about ten

flowers, each flowers being 1.^ inch in length. The
sepals and petals are of a glistening white, slightly

tinged with jmrple on the outer side
; the lip is

deeply bilobed, and fringed at the margin ; it is also

white, with the exception of a few lines of yellow on

the centre. The habit of the species is that of a

large R, secunda.

"When growing, this Orcliiil like a warm, atmo-

sphere, and a free supply of water at the root. Even
in winter water should only be withheld in accord-

ance with the lessened amount of light and heat, as

it requires but little rest. The plant under notice is

growing in a basket of sphagnum, and carries four

spikes. IV. Bran.

L.i;lia Pkrrimi alba.

A large specimen of this chaste antnmn and
winter flowering Orchid, in whose large pure white

flowers no trace of colour exists saving a faint sul-

phur-yellow tinge in the middle of the labellum, is

now in flower in the collection of R. H. Measures,

Esq., at Tiie Woodlands, Streatham. The jilant in

question has fourteen flowers, and was obtained from
Messrs. F. .Sander & Co., of St. Albans, wilh a war-
rant that it has quite borne out. White I'erriuiis

are often heard of, but on examination tlie wliite has

more or less of pink in it ; however, in this case

there is not the slightest suspicion of colour, and in

si^e tlie (lowers are equal to the best type. J. (J'll.

Cattleya Hardyasa.

A specimen of this rare natural hybrid between
C. aurea and C. gigas, with over one hundred bulbs

and ten leads, now bears several spikes of gorgeous
fragrant flowers, apparently exactly the same as tlie

original plant, is in bloom with R. H. Measures,
Esq., at Streatham. The plant was a lucky specula-

tion, it being bought unflowered as C. gigas variety

out of an importation of Messrs. F. Sander & Co.
In the Woodlands collection, also, a specimen ot the

beautiful Oncidium undulatum bears sixty-eight

expanded flowers ; Cymbidiura elegans has eight

spikes carrying over three hundred blooms ; and a

large nnmber of rare Cvpripediums are in flower and
bud. J. OB.

SEASONABLE NOTES ON HAKDY
Fr.OPaSTS' FLO'WEES.

Tiu: Ai'Ricui.A.—At p. C7 I wrote of gathering

seeds, sowing them, and finishing off the repotting

of the plants. We did not finish otf the work of

potting until the end of August, and now the plants

are all much alike, whether they were repotted by
the end of May or the end of August. The plants

are all in cold frames at present, and it would be
desirable to have cold weather, with frost at night,

as it prevents flowering. In the warmer South tlie

Auricula has a greater tendency to bloom unseason-

ably than in the North ; but much can be done to

check this by careful attention to watering the

plants. In a general way the plants get too much
water in the late summer months, when they ought
to be allov.'ed to become dry at the roots before being

watered, and cei'tain varieties—even in summer

—

may not require water more than once in a week. I

saw the admirable collection of the Rev. F. D.
Horner's choice show Auriculas at Lowfields, Kirkbv

Lonsdale, in the last days of August, and there was
no signs of any autumn bloom ; he does not have

5 per cent, of it. From there I went on to Shetlield,

and saw Mr. Simonite's collection at Rough Rank,

and found his plants at least ten days in advance of

Mr. Horner's. I5oth growers raise many seedlings

every year, and have many distinct new varieties

on trial. I noticed in Mr. Horner's garden a large

bed of seedlings jilanted out in the open garden, and

sheltered from hot sunsliine with some thin material,

scrim or tiflany. These are usually planted in pots

about the end of August, and are placed in frames.

Planted out-of-doors in this manner they do not

require so much attention as they do in pots. Most
of the plants are eighteen months old from the time

they appear above ground until they j)roduce their

flowers.

The young seedlings should now be kept in a djy,

airy place, and they ought not to be watered very

frequently ; but must not be allowed to become

dust dry. When water is needed give enough to

thoroughly moi.-ten the soil, and do not water again

until they really need it. The old plants in frames

lose their leaves (the outer ones) very rapidly since

the frost set in, and these should be removed fre-

quently, as a decaying leaf will sometimes cause

the death of a valuable plant. The plants are not

quite free from greenfly, but this troublesome pest

does not increase much if at all at this season ;

but it can hold its own even when tlie plants are

exposed to frost. It is best to fumigate with tobacco-

smoke when the weather is mild. They can also be

brushed olf with a soft brush dipped into tobacco

powder, so that those insects not brushed- olf are

killed.

Alpine Auriculas in frames require very similar

treatment to the show section when tliey are grown

in frames, and out-of-doors they lose their leaves
very rapidly at this season. Slugs are troublesome
creatures, and it is well to look over the plants,

clearing away the old spent soil from around the
plants, replacing it with fresh compost.

The Carnation and PiCOTEK.

Layered plants and rooted pipings are now being
potted off or planted out for the winter. If the
latter have been managed as I advised at p. 67,
they will now be sturdy plants, and as good as the
layered ones, as regards some varieties. Carnation
growers need not be told that all are equally free in

producing roots. I began taking ofi' the layers from
our mother-plants in the last week of September,
and finished the first week of October, and found
them quite as well rooted this year as in any
previous year ; but there are always a few which can-
not be said to have formed roots at all ; but they
will, as a rule, speedily produce them in a hotbed
where there is just a gentle bottom-heat. The
pots should be plunged to the rims in cocoa-fibre
refuse. The bulk of the plants intended to be
groivn in pots are now in cold frames, freely ex-
posed to li.ght and air

; in fact, as soon as the young
plants are fairly established the lights are taken oft',

except during frost and heavy rains. The plants
do not require much water, but they must neverthe-
less not be kept too diy. We treat the yellow
Carnations and Picotees in a similar manner to the
others, as they are equally hardy, and grow even
more vigorously, whether they are planted in beds or
grown in pots.

Tree ok Perpetual klowehino Carnations

are now very useful, and should be placed in a house
or pit where they may have a gentle heat afii'orded

them, and if the plants are near the roof-glass the
flowers will open very freely. I may say that
although the flaked Carnations and Picotees have
made excellent growth this year, the tree Carnations,
on the other hand are rather weakly. Thev have
not the strong healthy foliage of ordinary years, but
doubtless they will improve with care. The seed-
lings of various types are likewise less vigorous.

'\'ery heavy rains came soon after they were planted
out, and hardened the ground so much that we had
to carefully fork it over with a hand fork. The
growth made in September was fairly good, but I

fe,ar that many of them are not strong enou'^h to

flower.

The Dahlia.

Tlie plants were cut oft very suddenly this year
;

but, fortunately, the rain has kept off, and it being a
fine drying day on the 10th, I had my collection
taken up. It is fortunate when an opportunity is

afforded to get the roots out of the ground in good
condition soon after sharp frosts. As thev are taken
up, the stems are first cut over, some 3 or 4 inches
from the surface of the ground. The roots are then
placed in the sun for an hour or two with the tuber
uppermost, to drain the water from the hollow stems,
placing them aferwaids in any house or shed which
has a dry atmosphere and is also frost proof. Even
with the greatest care, a few tubers will be lost each
year, but if it is possible to have a few pot roots of
each variety, these are more likely to pass safely

through the winter, especially in such a season as

tills, where the plants have had a bad season, as well
as a short one to ripen in. Pot roots may be keja
in a greenhouse laid on their sides under the stage,

or in any house from which frost is excluded.

The Hollyhock.

I fear we shall not get much seed from the plants

this year. The flowers were produced late, and we
had not gathered a pod when tlie first frost came.
Last year was a good one for seeds lipening out-of-

doors, but this one is just the reverse. If it is in-

tended to winter the plants in frames they should
now be taken up and potted, or the frames may be
made up with some fine loam and leaf-mould, and
the plants set out. I find in our exposed district

the plants live out-of-doors throu.gh the winter if
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they are sheltered from the north aud east winds,

but where exposed to the full force of the winds

we lose a great many each year. The small plants,

in pots, propagated from cuttings or single eyes

during the summer, ought to be placed in cold

frames. It is as well to plunge them to the nras in

some loose material. They require at all times

ample ventilation, but ought to be shut up close at

night, as one cannot tyll what the weather may be

before morning. J, Voiujlaa, Great Grearics, IlJ'-rd.

Home Correspondence.

BORDER CARNATIONS.—A new interest has of

late been created in these Carnations, and now
everybody wants to grow theni in gardens, not
fior exhibition purposes, but as ordinary border
tiowers. We have also recently begun to discover

tliat there are far more good kinds, especially

of self-colours, in the country than we had im-
agined ; and now in all directions good varieties

are being presented, so that there is abundance to

ciioose from. Last year being dry and hot proved
jieculiarly fecund of seed in good sorts, and
myriads of seedlings have been raised this year in

cunseijuence. This year seed will be scarce, but a
good seed season every few years suffices to keep seed-

lings abundant. Happily, too, kinds which are
robust—aud none others are for ordinary border
culture worth saving—soon give plenty of layers, and
in a few seasons any one variety may be largely

multiplied. It has occurred to me that a good trial

of these border Carnations out in the open ground
at the Royal Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick, might
be made next summer a matter of peculiar iuterest,

assLiniing that the Council of the Society approved,
and Mr. Barron could provide a few rods of ground
for the purpose. Tlie great advantage of having
trials conducted at Chiswick is that tiiey are open
to anyone to see; and there can be hardly a doubt but
that a trial of several hundreds of plants would
induce very many persons to go to Chiswick to see

them. Now I should like to see some clearly

defined lines laid do\\'n upon which the trial might
be conducted, and in the first place particular

colours should be asked for, consisting chiefly

of selfs. These can be better judged as

border flowers than can [the ordinary florists' flakes

and bizarres ; but still classes may be made for

flaked and speckled flowers other than florists' varie-

ties. Tlie chief colours found in self flowers are

white, yellow, salmon, rose, scarlet, crimson, and
purple. There are some colours, perhaps, hard to

class, but most of them would be found closely allied

to one or other of the colours above named. All
parti-coloured flowers might be termed fancies, and
be divided into dark and light sections—as thus :

—
rose, yellow, flesh, or scarlet markings being placed

in the liglit fancy section, and crimson and purple

markings into the dark fancy section. All plants

sent should be from layers, no pure seedlings being

admitted. "Whether named or not, each plant should
have tile description of the colour of flowers marked
on the label, and if also numbered, so much tiie

better. Tlien, further, some limit should be placed

on the number of jilants each person should be per-

mitted to send, which should not exceed two in each
class, although some may be able to send not

more than one, perhaps. The plants should be

planted in colours for the purpose of comparison
and of giving marks ; and if the Council could afl'ord

so much, a couple of medals might also be given in

each class. The awards should be made by a select

body of the Floral Committee, not less than five in

number, who should visit the trial weekly until

the awards were completed. The plants in due
course to be layered, and the senders to have the

option of purchasing the respective stocks of his

own sending at moderate charges, or leaving them,
as he may think fit. Whilst general good quality

in the flowers should not be overlooked, tlie plants

generally should be iudged as for border decoration.

'A.l>.

LATE STRAWBERRIES.—I have to-day (October

11) gathered from the open ground a dish of

good President Strawberries from plants whicii

fruited early in the season. We have had several

frosts, one of which registered 8°, and during

the night of the 1st inst., there fell 3 inches

of snow. A few Fern leaves were thrown loosely over

the plants as shelter, from the cold winds, but not

enough to exclude the light, and no other protection

was aii'orded tliem. 1 have also a bed of Hautbois,

some of them I'unners of last year, which bore fruit in

summer, and now is full of flower ; and many of the

runners of the present season have thrown up fine

bold trusses of flowers. A fortnight ago I lifted

several of the last years' jjlants, aud placed them in

boxes in a vinery, the fluwei'sof many of them have

set, and are swelling ort' tlieir fruit. In such a

chequered and unusual season we cannot speak fairly

as regards the merits or demerits of any of these

varieties, either new or old. D. Davis, Kym Park
Gardens, Tcnhurij,

LONU-LIVED CUCUMBERS.—In a recent number
your correspondent, C. Collins, expressed surprise at

a line house of Cucumbers, which was jdanted in

August, 1887. 1 suppose hira to mean that it is by

no means a common occurrence ; if so, I quite agree

with him, and will give him my experience of grow-

ing Cucumbers for two years without renewal. In

the year 18"- I w'as foreinau in the gardens at Chil-

worth jManor, Hampshire, Mr. .T. Batters being head

gardener. Cucumber and Melon growing was then a

hobby with me, and I was allowed free scope to grow
them according to my own ideas and ability.

I entered the gardens in February aud found a

Cucumber-house that had been ]>lanted the previous

February with plants struck from cuttings of Tele-

grapli. The stock had been in Mr. Batters' posses-

sion 5 years. The plants had borne good crops all

through the previous summer and winter, the vine

being gradually renewed by cutting out old shoots

and laying in new ones ; and now it was determined

to see if the plant would continue to bear still longer.

To make sure the young stock of plants from

cuttin';s was planted by the side of the old ; but the

latter by frequent top dressings of old Mush-
room-dung and liquid-manure carried a fine crop of

Cucumbers the whole of the next summer and fol-

lowing winter, and had not the supports of the bed

given way, 1 think it would have done good service

another season. Fi'om this it will be seen, that by a

careful cutting-out of old branches and laying-in of

new, keeping the foliage clean and free from aphis,

with oft-repeated manurings. Cucumber plants can
be made to produce good iruits for two or more years.

The plants may not be quite as vigorous as seedlings,

but thev are by far more productive. Our plants were

always struck from cuttings, the original plant being

raised from seed soon after the variety was sent out.

Where Cucumbers are required all the year round I

should prefer cuttings to seedlings, as I have found

them to be the more prolific of the two. The
Cucumber-house was about the same size as the one

spoken of by Mr. C. Collins, and the border of the

same width and depth. Hot-water pipes ran the

length under the bed, midw.ay between the floor and
the bed, a hole being made in the wall to admit by

means of a shutter the escape of too abundant heat

into the house, and which we found very useful in

raising the temperature of the latter, especially

during very cold weather. The plants were kept

clean by frequent use of the syringe. The branches

were kept thin, so that a good deal of light was
admitted—a vei'y necessary point, F. H. Froiul, The

Sank, St. A/bans.

PLANTING SANDHILLS.—On p. 389 of your last

issue ".J. E. E." offers suggestions as to the best

trees, shrubs, and other subjects to plant on sand-

hills situated on the north-west coast of England.

Living myself on the coast about eight miles from
Liverpool to the north, I have experienced the pre-

vailing winds spoken of by " Doubtful," also the

shifting sands. I have also been on the east coast

from Hunstanton to Yarmouth, having lived near

the first-named place for a considerable time, so that

I can speak of both shores. In the first place, I

would remind " .1. E. E." that to one gale on the

east coast we get at least ten on the north-west, and,

1 may say, these are twice as severe. To secure the

sand is by no means an easy matter, and the best

things are the grasses recommended by " .7. E. E. "

:

but then, again, it is useless to plant them without

some kind of protection. The best thing I can

recommend "Doubtful" before he'^begins to plant is

to get enough wattled hurdles to extend the whole

seaward side of his sandhills, but he must not take

in too great a width of sand at one time ; 10 yards

would be enough, and then he can plant his gi-asses

and intermix them with the common Willow, but if

he can get the latter to grow any taller than the

grass he will be mucii more fortunate than I was. I

have planted at one time or another nearly all the

plants which " J. E. E." recommends, but it has

ended in failure, so I have given it up for a bad job,

it being nothing less than waste of time and money
to go on with this kind of work. I have got my
sandhills well covered with grass, but as for getting

further I could not. If " Doubtful ' wishes to grow
ornamental trees, &c., he will have to build a wall

10 feet high, and then he can try, but 1 do not know
what success he will have even then. We have

a wall about half-way between the house and high-

water-mark, which is G feet high, and tojiped with

4 feet of good strong trellis, which is crossed, so

that only half an inch of daylight is seen between

the laths. There is a border inside about 10 or 12

yards wide, planted with ornamental trees in 2 feet

of good garden soil ; but at the present time these

look poor miserable objects, and as for getting them
to grow above the trellis, that is out of the question.

It is impossible to get a bit of Ivy or any creeper

to grow on the west or north side of the house, but

on the east things do fairly well—the Ivy especially,

which is up to the top of the house. It is a very

common occurrence to find chimney-pots, slates,

tiles, and squares of glass smashed up in all direc-

tions. This year, about the beginning of .June, we
had a terrific gale ; the trees were just out in their

first young leaf, and looking well, but, alas! the next

day after they were like a Scarlet Eunner Bean
that has had 10° of frost ; even the grass on the lawn

was as black as your hat, so violent is the wind

experienced on the west and north-west coast of the

country. If "Doubtful'-' is situated in the same
part anything he may do will be a failure, unless he

gets a strong wall built first, and even then I do not

think he will find it to pay, let alone be of profit, to

cultivate sand, for 1 know by experience that what I

grow costs five or six times its value. li. C. Townsend,

Ila,H!rJ,.

THE ONION CROP.—Not only will there be a

very poor crop of Onion seed this year, but we are

wondering from whence will come good sound bulbs

which will keep long enough to produce seed next

year. Only under exceptional circumstances has it

"been possible to secure well-ripened bulbs, and only

such will keep for six months after lifting. The best

results have been found where varieties of the Spanish

type were sown last autumn, as those mostly stood the

winter well, and were fairly well matured sound bulbs.

Those bulbs would, however, hardly keep until April

next for field planting. In most cases spring-sown

Onions have never ceased growing, and natural

ripening has been out of the question. Of course,

it has been possible to pull the bulbs, and force

ripening of a kind, but not solil maturation.

The shortness of the crop should make Onion bulbs

dear this winter, and therefore there will be greater

temptation to sell than to save for seed production.

I found white-skinned Onions, such as Tennis-ball,

to be so tender that they failed absolutely, whilst

bulbs of the type of Danver's Yellow proved far

more hardy, and have seeded fairly well, but of

course late." Bulbs of large size, such as Rousham
Park Hero, have done badly, the stems decaying

because of the excessive moisture. 1 tried a well-

matured Portugal bulb for seed production, and found

that it utterly failed to produce seed, although it

flowered. We are finding out now that we have a

disastrous Onion season, that this feverish anxiety

to get large bulbing sorts is a mistake, and that

smaller bulbing, hardier kinds, are by far more

serviceable. As Onion seed next spring may not be

too good, it will be as well to sow some in a frame

for transplanting, and thus avoid what outdoors may
be absolute failure. A. J).

ROOTS AND BUDS OF FRUIT TREES, AND
MOISTURE. -At this season, when ti'ees of all kinds

on walls and in the open are ripening their wood of

the current year, that which tends to impede the

process is dryness at the root, and this evil is very

apt to occur during dry months like the present

October, when rain has been infrequent over large

areas of the country. It is surprising how soon the

eff'ects of the heavy rainfalls have vanished from

some soils, and roots begin to suflfer from the les-

sened amount of moisture about them, and more

particularly is this so where they are not mulched.

In such cases it may yet be necessai-y to water, and

though this nmy "by some be considered against

ripemug, it is of the utmost importance that the

foliage be maintained fresh as long as possible, and

prevented from flagging. In houses it will be a great

help to the trees during bright weather if they ai|e

heavily syringed in the afternoon, but the more air

they get" the better, and lights can be taken off.

Should we get a change, and go back to dull cloudy
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skies and wet, then a r^'soft to fires must be hail, but

with warm pipes ventilation should be constant.
This applies to Vines as well as other plants, and
especially to younf:^ canes, which, now that growth is

at an end, should have all the lateral shoots removed,
leaving notliing but the principal leaves; the buds
will then have every assistance to develope and
mature. Rods bearing fruit, or from which fruit was
cut, should also have all new shoots they may have
made removed, as it is important that only the prin-

cipal foliage should remain ; and the best cultivators

rarely, if ever, allow Vines to run, or make growth,
after the first stopping takes place, unless it is to fill

up or extend the spread of the stems. Turning to

such trees as Pears, Plums, Cherries, and Apricots
on walls, or grown in other ways, all shoots that
have been made since the midsummer stopping
should bo cut out at once, as their removal will not
only assist the back buds, but in the case of Pears
help much in finishing otl' any fruit which they may
have. J. S.

BEDDING PELARGONIUMS.—On p. 391 of your
issue for October 0, " R. D." speaks in favour of

Atkinson over Jacoby. I beg to say that I have bedded
out one—viz.. Pride of Trent—which is superior to

any other scarlet I have tried. It is a vigorous
grower, throws up a strong flower-stalk, and stands
the rain better than any other ; in fact, this summer
when H. Jacoby, Vesuvius, Brighton Gem, and John
Gibbons, were nearly without a flower, Pride of
Trent was presentable

; then as a winter flowering
variety I have seen no equal to it. The raiser is

Mr. Anderson, Clifton Gardens, Xotts. Mr. Ander-
son has used it as a bedder for three years with great
satisfaction ; I have used it for two, and can speak
well of it. The Pelargonium Henry Jacoby was
raised by Messrs. Pearson, of Chilwell, and is named
after Henry Jacoby, the M.P. for Mid Derbyshire. I

invariably find it spelt Henri. A London gardener
argued with me about it. and insisted on using the
"i " instead of the "y." JV. M. Gcddcs, Thri(n>p(on.

sometimes advisable to thin out the shoots some-
what at the first break, as from its mode of branch-

ing it would get very crowded by the end of one
season. F. Ross, Blctchinglcy.

Plants and Their Culture.

Gloxinias and Achimenes. — Any pots full of

these plants had better be now transferred to their

winter quarters, the tubers being allowed to remain
undisturbed. However, if space be limited, they may
be turned out and stored in dry sand, in paper bags,

being careful to keep the sorts separate, and labelled.

Any dry room where the temperature ranges from
40°— 50° would suit very well for the Achimenes,
but Gloxinias are safer where the temperature does
not fall below JO'^. Late flowered batches of these
plants, and which have not yet lost their leaves,

should not be hurried to rest. A few weeks" atten-

tion to watering, and to affording a drier air, will

much improve the tubers. The summer-flowering
Ntegelias and Gesneras should be treated in a simi-

lar way, as also tlie plants known as Eucedonias, but
some of these are late flowerers, and may not yet be

over.

Tuberous-rooted Beffovias.—Plants which have been
standing out-of-doors, or have been removed from
the show-iiouse, should be protected from cold, and
placed where tliey can get abundance of light and
air to mature their growth, and which will enable
the tuijers to make a more vigorous start next sea-

son, better than would be tlie case if the due ripen-

ing had bten checked. "Wiien growth is quite sus-

pended stow them away in some dry place where tliey

will be safe from frost, but where a dry frame is at

command, in which to plunge the pots, no better

place need be desired, well covering pots, bulbs, and
all, with the plunging material. There they will be
safe during the winter.

Clerodoifh-on frarp-ans jlore-plow.—The deliciously

scented flowers of this plant never fail to please, but
as it is often met with, growing in small pots witii a
single head of flower, the true character of the plant
is not observable ; but if it be planted out growth is

rapid, and the plant soon grows into a large shrub,

with numerous corymbs of flowers, which last much
longer than those on a small plant ; indeed,

by taking care to have the bad pips regularly
picked off, it gives a succession of flowers

for a long period. About the close of the
year the shoots should be cut back and the plants
put into shape, at the same time giving a good ricii

top-dressing. This, with an occasional application of

liquid manure during the growing season, completes
the routine of its management, unless perhaps it be

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

FuriT Gatiikrinu.—The succession of sharp frosts

which we are now experiencing will necessitate the

ingathering of all varieties of Apples and Pears still

hanging on trees out in the open. But as regards

late Pears on walls, as the season has been ^wcM a

backward one the fruits are as yet ratlier immature,
and if the situation he somewhat sheltered it would
be well to allow them to hang another we».k or ten

days, providing, of course, that the state of the

weather will allow of this being done. The fruit will

then keep all the better, and ripen properly for being
allowed to hang a little longer.

Both Apples and Pears should be gathered care-

fully so as to avoid bruising the fruit, for they cannot
be expected to keep well if they are subjected to rough
usage. If the fruit-rooms are commodious tlie fruit

should be laid out on the shelves in a single layer

only, as they can then be inspected easily, and all

decaying fruits be at once detected and removed.
Walnuts are now dropping fast, and when they are

required they should at once be knocked ofl' the trees.

After separating them from the husks dry and store

away in a cool place.

Late varieties of Plums had better be gathered,

and if laid out thinly on a shelf in the fruit-room
they will keep in a fit state for dessert for some days.

St ru wherries.—The beds and borders should be

looked over once more, and all runners removed.
The surface ofthe soil between the rows should then be

lightly loosened with either a hoe or a fork preparatory
to their being mulched with half-decayed manure.
It is always a good plan to get this done early in the

autumn, so as to let the rains work the essence out

of the manure down to the roots, and which proves

of the greatest possible benefit to them. The manure
also helps in a great measure to protect the foliage

in bud. and prevents it from being injured by very

severe frosts. A. Ward, Stoke Edith Pari'.

The Kitchen Garden,

Box Edgings.—The present is a good time for

mending gaps in and relaying these where necessary.
Any repairs that may be required in the walks should
first be attended to, keeping the walk slightly higher
in the centre than at the sides, and putting in drains
if required. Before commencing the Box a few
pegs should be inserted along the centre of the
walk for the purpose of having fixed points to

measure from, and a line stretched parallel with
these at the sides where the Box edging will be
planted. Afterdigging the ground on the line of edging,
tramping and beating it firmly and making level, a
trench -i inches deep with a perpendicular face

against the line should be cut ; and having broken the
Box in pieces 7 to 8 inches long, place it moderately
close together along the trench, filling in the soil

with the hand, or a trowel, and finally with a spade
put back tlie remainder of the soil and tread firm.

No clipping sliould be done until April.

Prcpariuff for ^r/K/^'r.—-Every advantage should be
taken of fine days to get all weeds and rubbish
cleared out^of the garden. Brussels Sprouts, Cauli-
flowers, &c., should have their dead leaves removed.
Peas and Beans, &c., that are finished bearing
should be cleared off and weeds hoed up and raked
off clean. Some beds or rows of Parsley should be pro-
tected before hard frost occurs, and a plentiful supjdy
of dry bracken or straw got in readiness for prutect-
ing vegetables in the open. Celery should now be
earthed up finally in dry weather, leaving but little

of the top exposed to the action of frost. JV. II.

Dircrs, Kftton Hall, Stamford.

(Continued from p. 443.)

not so here, most of the fine fruit is produced on

accidental trees, either found in gardens on taking

possession, or planted by incoming tenants. Taking
into consideration tlie time necessary to get a stock

of trees into a good bearing state, few tenants would

care to adopt any system of planting or training from

which they would not derive some immediate advan-

tage.

The cultivation of the Pear has been so very re-

munerative for years past, that it has been made a

subject of more general study and system. Many of

the old gardens, established half a century or more
ago, offer evidence of the walks having pali.sades on

both sides, for the purpose of training Pear trefs

upon them, and in some oases, the palisading h; s

been double, :^o as to admit of trees being trained on
both sides, one foot or less being the intervening

space between the rows of palisades. Trees planted

in this way are generally productive, the main lateral

branches being trained and supported horizontally
;

a regular and continuous supply of sap is provided

during the growing season for the development of the

fruit. This system has and does answer well, and as

long as the trees continue healthy, they bear good
crops of fruit, the size of which much depends upon
the amount of tliinning practised. Against wallr,

both horizontal, fan, and cordon styles of training

are practised, all of which answer well in the hands

of careful attendants. Dwarf bush and pyramidal

trees are also grown, many acres of ground being

devoted to the cultivation of the celebrated Chau-
montel Pear. The great number of excellent varie-

ties grown, and their exquisite thougli varied flavour",

make the Pear a fruit of general ncceptance, though

few varieties are much grown. Citron des Carmes,
Jargonelle, Williams' Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne,
Marechal de la Cour, Beurrees d'Araanlis, andDiel.

Duchesse d'Angouleme, Doyenne du Cornice, Chau-
montel, Glou Morceau, and Easter Beurri5 are more
often met with than other varieties ; and amongst
culinary pears, the Belle de Jersey (svn. Belle
Angevine), and Catillac, or Pound Pear, are con-
sidered the best.

A rich, strong loam suits the Quince stock best, a
lighter soil suits the free stock for Pears. The
advantage of growing Pears on the Quince as a stock
is early fructification, whereas, the generally accepted
axiom respecting Pears grafted on the free or Pear
stock is, that

—

" He who plants Pears,

Plants for his heirs."

There are but few large Pear trees on the island;

occasionally one or two are met with, towering
above the Apple trees in the orchards, but such trees
are the exception, and land is so expensive in Jersey
that no room can be spared for unproductive trees
(which is the case whilst the tree is growing).
The Jersey farmer, cultivating 20 acres of land,

and making a comfortable living oflf so small a sur-

face, cannot afford to allow a single perch of it to
remain unproductive, and every square yard is made
to contribute towards the general expenses. The
space allotted to kitchen gardening and fruit culture
is generally near the homestead, the pathways being
planted on either side by bush Apple and Pear trees,

Currant and Gooseberry trees filling up the inter-
vening spaces in the rows until the trees have grown
sufUciently large to cover the whole space. These
highly cultivated and richly manured pieces of ground
are made to produce crop after crop in rapid succes-
sion. No sooner is one crop off the ground than
another replaces it (organic and not artificial manures
being used). The trees get the benefit of these
repeated dressings and the manipulation of tlie soil.

CatTLEYA DoWIANA AUREA.—A specimen of
this very striking variety is now in flower at Gun-
nersbury Park

; it has three remarkably fine blossoms,
the sepals and petals sulphur-yellow, the massive lip

4| inches in length and 2k inches broad, is grandly
reticulated with gold; the margin of the lip crimson-
purple with au edge of pale lilac-purple. This is

indeed a noble and striking Cattleva.

THE CONFERENCE.
This was held at one end of the great vinery, and

was well attended. The President took the chair,
and was well supported by his colleagues in the
Council, most of whom were present on the opening
day, together with a large and representative assem-
blage of gardeners, among whom we noticed many of
the leaders of the craft from various parts of England
and Scotland. The papers read at subsequent
meetings are given elsewhere.
The Conference was opened by an address from

Sir Trevor Lawrence, the President of the Societv,
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>vho spoke as follows :—It is ray duty, aud 1 think it

is a most agreeable duty, having the honour of hold-

ing the oflice of President of tlie Koyal Horticul-

tural Society, to make a few—and I promise they

shall be very iitw—introductory remarks in opening

the exhibition of this very extensive collection of

fruit. I should desire in the lirst place to disclaim in

the strongest possible way any pretension whatever

to be entitled to express any opinion on the

subject of fruiL-cultivation myself. At the same
time a very large amount of interest is being at the

present moment brongjit to bear upon the ijuestion

of fruit-cultivation, 1 believe in some measure due

to the observations that liave been made by gentle-

men occupying positions in the political world, very

often soraewiiat at a loss for a subject. I think 1

may venture to remind you that an address of some
considerable length was delivered lately at llawarden

by Mr. Gladstone, but I am not quite sure that those

persons who read tlie accounts of the ladies who
kept thirty or forty cliickens and made .£o per

annum out of them, or of the person?^ who made
.£40 from 1 acre of Strawberries, will not be disap-

pointed if they expect to repeat so remarkable a

success. It is a matter of importance in dealingwith

this subject that we shall not pitch our anticipations

too high, and it should not be supposed that in

extending, as reasonably as may be extended, the

cultivation of hardy fruit that any real panacea for

the troubles which have been afflicting the agricul-

tural classes of tliis country will be found. The
utmost that can be done will be done to give the

agricultural classes some help where intelligence and

skill aro brought to bear. As long as we continue

to import such large quantities of fruits and vege-

tables as we do—between six and seven millions in

value annually—that fact will be pointed to as indi-

cating a direction in which more may be done in this

conntrv ; but it must not be forgotten that the total

includes some fruits that cannot be cultivated in

this country, and it is a further matter for con-

sideration that it is by no means clear at

the present moment that wliere hardy fruits, such

as Pears and Apples can be suc'essfuUy cul-

tivated, that can be done to bring in anything

like a satisfactory profit. Since 1 have been

in the gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society

1 have asked two authorities what they thought on

that subject. One gentleman, who is a most success-

ful cultivator of fruit, told me that with all the care

and intelligence which could be brought to bear in

the cultivation of Apples and Pears, the profit to be

made would not perhaps be more than &/. a sieve.

If it be so it is not a very good profit. The other

gentleman said he was quite certain that for all the

hardy fruit that could be grown in this country a

good market could be found. I trust the latter is

the correct view. The present Conference has a

different object to those of 1883 and T8S5. Ou the

previous occasions an attempt was made to collect

every prescription of known Apple, with the view, to

a certain extent, of eliminating those varieties that

were of little value for purposes of cultivation. And
that was also the case with Pears. The present

Conference proposes to invite the exhibition of such

varieties only as find favour, or may be considered

thoroughly worthy of cultivation, and one object of

this Conference is to illustrate by facts and examples
the present state and future prospects of commercial

fruit culture in this country. I venture to think

that our object is a thoroughly practical one, and
when you pass through this conservatory and tlie

tente which are adjuncts to it you will see that, having

regard to the exseedingly unfortunate season which
we have passed, the exhibition made by the leading

fruit growers of the country is one which is emi-

nently satisfactory. It appears to me that what the

Conference can most wisely do, and that which the

papers to be read promise to do, is to draw attention

to the varieties which can best be cultivated, both

of Apples and Pears, throughout the country, having

regard to the various conditions of climate and soil.

Having read the programme for the week, which we
have already published, and remarked that the

Chairmen for the three last days of the Conference

were all excellent men, who would bring additional

light to bear on the subjects of discussion, the

Chairman went on to say:— One matter of import-

ance has been dealt with by the House nf Commons,
and that is the question of railway charges for

carriage. As Mr. Gladstone justly pointed out in

justification of the preferential rates that they have

been charging, it was owing to the fact that in

dealing with the foreign producer they dealt with a

trainful of baskets or hampers, whereas when they

came to deal with the local producer they had to

collect the fruit, wliich puts them to considerable

expense. At the same time I think the Legisla-

ture has acted perfectly right in deciding that these
preferential rates shall be considered and revised by
the Board of Trade, for, as we all of us
are sometimes ]>ainfnlly aware, the railway
companies have iiad given to them a mono-
poly of the means of transport of this country.

1 have observed in the newspapers that as a result

of one of the conferences that have lately taken
place, some attacks on the gentlemen who devote
themselves to the calling of nurserymen. We are

told that nurserymen keep large quantities of worth-
less varieties of Apples and Pears. I have no doubt
that that is the case, but what I shonld think would
be ground for blaming them would be if they repre-

sented those worthless varieties as good varieties. I

have not the least doubt tliat there is no gentleman
connected with the trade who, if I were to get him to

recommend me the very best variety for my soil,

but who would honestly and judiciously recommend
the best varieties. There are persons who desire to

make experiments for themselves, and they will not
be satisfied that such and such varieties are

worthless unless they Iiave tried them them-
selves. I cultivate a good many Orchids,

some of whicli are considered by ray friends

to be worthless varieties. At the same time I always
cultivate them, and when I go to other gentlemen to

purchase thera I should not like to be told that they

were worthless. It is really a matter of trade, and I

think the attacks which have been raade are un-
generous and uncalled for. I am quite certain that

with regard to the cultivation of hardy fruit exactly

the same conditions are necessary for success as with
every other description of gardening, that is to say,

you must display skill, care, and intelligence, and I

think you will find that has a good deal raore to do
with the result than climate. I remember at

the Conferences which took place in 18S3 and
1885 a good many of the best exhibits came
from the North of Scotland, where the climate is

represented to us who live in the South as some-
w^hat severe. However that may be we have got

to make the best we can of our climate and taking
one year with another I think on the whole
it is a very good climate, and if we do not
succeed we shall be wiser if we place the fault

on our own shoulders tlian on the shoulders

of the climate. I do not think I can add anything
else, except to say that the Koyal Horticultural

Society is extremely indebted to the very large

number of persons who have contributed to this

show. It is a most satisfactory and numerous one,

and one which is most creditable to the exhibitors.

The Society have been most anxious to do all it

could to promote the undertaking, and they hope to

do something to lead the public in wisely making
use of the feeling which exists at present in favour

of the cultivation of hardy fruits. I trust the

Conference will bear good fruit both practically and
figuratively.

Mr. SniRLEY HiBmoKD moved a hearty vote of

thanks to the Council for inaugurating the exhibition.

It had been attended with considerable difliculty. but

up to the present everything seemed to have passed oti"

smoothly, and he congratulated thera on the success

attained. While they liad been organising the exhibi-

tion other persons had been busy in the same kind of

work, and those persons appeared to him sometimes
to be freer in their mode of operation. This Society

appeared to be more fettered, -^it might be to their

advantage,—but he had no confidence in any of the

associations which had been startled lately, and he

thought the lloyal Horticultural Society rendered
them unnecessary. Political, economical, and com-
mercial questions were involved in the ques-

tion of fruit culture but this Society was
content for the present to determine the
merits of varietits. This Society should be the last

to convert itself into a political agency. They did

not want that ; bnt he thought their Fruit Com-
mittee should have their powers extended to deal

with such things as market tolls, the conveyance by
railway, and other difficulties which stood in the way
of the seller.

JIr. Cheat, seconded the motion, 'and expressed

his gratification that the ('ouncil had stepped for-

ward at this moment to place before the country in

a practical form what ought to be done, and the best

way of doing it.

The CnAiintAx, on behalf of the Council, returned

thanks for the vote, and added that the Council were
most anxious to give all assistance to growers in all

branches of horticultmre. As to whether the questions

referred to were within the province of the Society

it was a matter about which opinions might diflfer.

He was one of those persons who believed that the

more the cobbler kept to his last the better he was
likely to do his work. The questions were important
to the subject of fruit growing but they wanted to

give every assistance to persons who devoted them-
selves to the cultivation of hardy fruit—that was
clearly within their province. One great advantage
of the Conference was that it showed that the collec-

tions were more accurately named than was the case
in either 1883 or 1885, which proved that the people
understood their business a good deal belter now
than then.

THE EXfllBITION.

(October 16, 17, 18, 19 axd 20.—This meeting is

now an accomplislied fact, the fruits were numerous
beyond all expectation, and ofa quality and size wliich

the ungenial season of 1888 scarcely gave promise of.

In forming an estimate of tnese two points, the mind
naturally reverts to the Conferences of 1883 and 1885,
which were held in years when the weather during the
jieriod of growth and ripening had been almost all

that could be desired by the cultivator; and this

method of comparison allows us to perceive that the
fruit of this year lacks colour—always a desideratum
—and the size is not quite up to that commonly
observed in the years named.
Some abnormally fine specimens of both culinary

and dessert Apples and Pears were to be observed in

collections from Home, Southern, and Western
Counties, whilst in Northern, and in some Midland,
fruits of large size, seldom very observable in fruit

from these parts of England, was rendered still more
marked, owing to the cold character of the past

summer.
Although in )joint of numbers and general

excellence, the trade collections head the liat,

it is not to these we ought to look for fine

specimens ; for out of the numei'ous young trees

in nursery quarters, it is always possible to

select fine specimens for the show-table. But
when the private grower, with his comparatively
few trees can put up, say twenty-four dishes of Pears,

and the same number of Apples of good quality

we may be pretty sure that the varieties shown are

such as are suited to the soil and climate of the par-

ticular locality—good cultivation being equal in all

cases. The method of training the tree does much
to influence size and colour ; hence we found that

the best specimens were the produce of cordons,

espalier^, and pyramids—these modes of training

ailmitting the maxiraum of sunlight to reach the

fruits; the thinning of the latter can be likewise

easily carried out. And, as a rule, the converse holds

good, the produce of aged and large-headed standards

being mostly under-sized, and of good colour only

when found at the extremities of the branches.

Some of the finest fruits observed at the show
were, we understood, to be from miniature trees

grown in pots and assisted with surface dressings of

aitificial and other manures.
In our lists of varieties from various parts of the

country many of those now popular will be found

amongst them, and these of large size and general

excellence, but whether these varieties crop equally

well in all parts the exhibitors themselves afforded

no information. Local vavioties were not many, and
were chiefly noticeable in those exhibits from

Western Counties. The Home Counties, which have

never raade a speciality of fruit growing—at least,

of Apples—seera to have but few local varieties of

Apples, and none of Pears, and these few of the

former are getting rapidly supplanted by improved
varieties. Beyond the Trent, local varieties find

place in most gardens, some inherent good property,

it raay be, of prolific cropping, late flowering; the

readiness with which the wood ripens in the cool

sumraer of the North, or the smaller size of the

fruits, which prevents them being blown down by

boisterous winds, causing them to be generally

planted.

Home Counties.—Pifty varieties most worthy of

cultivation.—In this class Mr. C. Turner, Ituyal

Nurseries, Slough, exhibited Blenheim Orange, Lord
Derbv, Annie Elizabeth, llollandbury Pippin, Nel-

sons Glory, Lord ShelBidd, Broadeye Pippin,

Golden Noble, Mere de Munage. Norfolk Beaufin,

Keswick and Manks' Codlins, Ribston, Peasgood's

Nonsuch, Golden Spire, Lane's Prince Albert, Eck-
linville, Cellini, Grenadier, Bauraann's Keinette,

Scarlet Nonpareil. Cox's Orange very poor,

Wellington, Stirling Castle. Frograore Prolific,

Emperor Alexander, &c. The tickets were marked
to indicate on which kind of stock—Crab or Paradise
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—the fruit had grown. The si^e was fair only,

and in clearness of skin and colour the samples

were good.

Messrs. G. Bunyard & Co., Old Nur^^eries, Maid-
stone, showed splendid fruits of Emperor Alexander,

from a tree grown under glass—that were scarcely

approached by any others of the variety shown, Pott's

Seedling, Cox's* romona, Lady Ilenniker, New
Hawthornden, the Queen, a recent variety, Grenadier,

Golden Noble, and Lord Grosvenor were remarkable

for size and generally good points. We may like-

wise specify Beauty of Kent, Queen Caroline, Belle

Pontoise, Calville Malingre, Hormead's Pippin, and
Blenheim Orange.

Messrs. C.Lee & Son,TheNurseries,Hammersmith,
exhibited a very superior, well coloured coUectiou in

this division, the niJijority being culinary varieties.

f>ome of the finest, and evidently at home on the

medium soil of Isleworth were:—Alexander, Lord
Derby, Mere de Menage, Golden Noble, Manks Cod-
lin, Alfriston, Blenheim Orange. Beauty of Kent,

Lane's I'rince Albert, Wellington, llambledon deux

Ans, Lord Nuffield, Yorkshire Beauty, a variety always

shown in good size and of high colour ; Barchard s

Seedling, Hollandbury, Stirling Castle, Small's Admi-
rable, Lcklinville, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Warners
King, Cellini, &c. Of dessert varieties there were :

—Pearn s Pippin, high in colour, if not quite up to the

usual size ; Winter Pearraain, llosemary Russet,

Court Pendn-plat, small ; Sturmer, Margil, Dutch
Mignonne, Scarlet Pearmain, Cox's Orange, Cox's

Pomona, Kerry, Yellow Ingestre, Golden Reinette

This was a collection, one of the best, from the home
counties.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt,

Herts, had also a tine collection : very fine were

Cockle Pipjiin, King of Pii)pins. Round Winter Non-
such, Grenadier, Cheshunt Pippin, and excellent

examples were noted of Court of Wick, Ribston,

Pearns Pippin, Blenheim Orange. Royal Russet,

Cox's Orange, Cox's Pomona, Bedfordshire P'ound-

ling, American Mother, Hawthornden, Pauls New
Winter Hawthornden, Tibbett's Incomparable, and

other well-known and good earietius.

W. Roupell, Esq., Harvey Lodge, Streatham, eN-

hibited a clean large well-grown collection from

rather unpromising soil, but which by thorough

working and incorporating soot, lime, sand, manure,

and above all surface mulching the trees, he has been

enabled to grow \i^ry good apples. Of newer varieties

may be mentioned Cox's Pomona, Grenadier, Bis-

marck, Domino. Sandringham, The Queen, 15au-

mann's Winter Russet. Older ones were Sturmer,

Blenheim Orange, King of Pippins, Warner's King,

Stone's Pott's Seedling, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Bed-
fordshire Poundling, Duchess" Pavourite, Egremont
Russet, &c. Messrs. T. Rivera & Son, Sawbridge-

worth, showed a collection of uniformly finely grown
fruits, well colouied, clean and large, some of which

had doubtless been grown under advantageous con-

ditions under glass. The collection was a good

representative one, containing the most popular

varieties. The selected fruits are :—Ribston, King of

Tompkin's County, Cox's Orange, Emperor Alex-
ander, Melon, Lady Henniker, Gloria Mundi, Buck-
ingham, Betty Geeson,Mere de Menage, Washington,
Ecklinville, Cox's Pomona, Cox's Orange, School-

master, tCellini, King o' Pippins, Old Hawthornden,
Scarlet Pippin, and Tower of Glamis.

The collection shown by the Society in the class

was also a very good representative collection, in

which the most noticeable were Beauman's Red
Keinette, Cox's Pomona, Lane's Prince Albert, The
Queen, Frogmore Prolific, Cellini, Stone Apple,

Gascoigne's Seedling, Cox's Orange Pippin, Golden
Noble, Ribston, Y'ellow Ingestre, Gravenstein, Eck-
linville Seedling, and Swedi-ih Reinette.

The collection shown by Messrs. J. Veitch iS;

Sons, Chelsea, taken as a wliole was one of the

best exhibited, the fruit being large and brightly

coloured, the best were Cellini, Warner's King, The
Queen, Lord Sutfield, Bismarck. Grenadier, Sand-
ringham, Dumelow's, Stone's, Bramley's Seedlings

;

Frogmore Prolific, Blenheim Orange, Adams' Pear-

main Peasegood's Nonsuch, Norfolk, Beaufin, Annie
Elizabeth, Cox's Pomona, Baumann's Red Reinette,

Melon, Lady Henniker, Prince Albert, Braddiek's

Nonpareil, and Herefordshire Beaufin.

Messrs. IL Lane ik. Son, Great Berkhamstead,
exhibited good fruits of the more generally popular
newer varieties, and some of the less known ones,

viz., Baumann's Red Reinette, Prince Albert, Mrs.

Barron, Schoolmaster.
Messrs. W. Paul is, Sons, Waltham Cross, in

this class showed good samples clear in the skin

and fairly well coloured, of Cox's Pomona, Mabbott's

Pearmain, Golden Spire, Palmerstou Russet, Hoary
Morning, White Calville, Golden Pearmain, Stirling

Castle, and Northern Spy.

Mr. T. Bunyard, Nurseries, Ashford, Kent, showed
fruit, some of which was much over average in size,

but in some cases not in character. Excellent were
Waltham Abbey Seedling,Small's Admirable, Alex-
ander, Manx Codlin, Gloria Mundi, Golden Noble,

Hanwell Souring, Harvey's Wiltshire ]>efiance, a

large but light a])ple Cox's Orange, Belle Joseph,

Court of Wick, Prince Albert, American Mother,
Schoolmaster, King of the Pippins, Hughes' Golden
Pippin, a large crimson and green coloured fruit.

Mr. J. H. Rose, gr., Lockinge Park, Wantage,
Berks, sent many small fruits, below average in size

and appearance. Cornish Aromatic. Duchess of

Oldenburg, Worcester Pearmain, liibston Pi|ipin,

Red Quarrenden, American Mother, Eearn's Pippin,

Betty Geeson, Reinette du Canada, Cox's <.)range,

Cornish Gillifiower, Court Pendu-plat, Golden Russet,

Ribston Pearmain, Royal Russet. The collection

represents the best of our Apples fit to be grown in

most parts of the country.

Twentij-fotir varieties of Apples brt>t adapted t

)

exhihiturs district. — Messrs. W. Paul & Son,
Walthiim Cross, showed clean skinned, medium
sized fruits of Tower of Glamis, Blenheim (Jrange,

Stirling Castle, Worcester Pearmain, Ribston Pippin,

Waltham Cross Seedling, Ecklinville, Reinette du
Canada, Keswick, Pearn's, Cox's Pomona, Annie
Elizabeth, Warner's King, Golden Spire, King of the

Pippins, and Hostocker.

Pruits of fine quality generally were shown by
Messrs. Saltmarsli & Son, Chelmsford ; the following

varieties were the best :—Alexander Cellini, Summer
Orange, probably a local variety, an angular fruit of

a bronzy red colour; Royal liusset, Garret Pipj'in,

Prince Albert, Lord Sutfield, King of the Pippins,

Warner's King, The Queen, Worcestershire Pear-

main, Cox's Pearmain, Winter Hawtiiornden, Ribston
Pippin, Cox's Orange.
Messrs. John Peed & Sons, Roupell Park Nursery,

Streatham, Surrey, exhibited large specmiens ofpopu-
lar kitchen and dessert varieties. The soil is heavy
and the situation of the nursery high. Cox's Orange,

Beauty of Kent, Worcester Pearmain, New Haw-
thornden, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Priuce Albert,

Warner's King, Alexander, Cellini, Washington, The
Queen being shown.
Mr. C. Hoare, gr. to Sir R. Sutton, Bart., Benham

l*ark, Newbury, Berks, showed fair fruits, but their

general appearance points to unsuitable stocks or

soil.

Mr. R. Smith, gr. to Lady Frances Fletcher, Ken-
ward, Yalding, Kent, showed well coloured fruits,

some of very fine ([uality, judging from appearance :

Beauty of Kent, Winter Queening, Reinette du
Canada. Alexander, Warner's King, Tom Putt,

Blenheim (grange, Grand Duke Constantine, a showy
fruit: Wellington, King of the Pippins, &o.

Mr. A. Waterman, gr. to H. A. Brassey, Es(|.,

Preston Hall, Aylesford, Kent, had a very nice col-

lection of large well coloured fruits, skin clear and
smooth. Good were Gravenstein, Queen Caroline,

Lady Henniker, Alexander, Stone's Seedling, Cox's
Orange, Ribston, Prince Albert, Peasgood's Nonsuch,
Gloria Mundi, Worcester Pearmain, Tower of Glamis,
J.ord Derby, &c.

Messrs. J. Peed & Sons, Streatham, the same
district, therefore, as Mr. Roupell's, showed fine

examples of Lord Suffield, Henri Decaume, Pall

Pippin, Schoolmaster, Keswick Codlin, Warner's
King, and Winter Hawthornden.

^lessrs. G. Bunyard & Co. exhibited fruits, all of

which showed liigh colour and good development.
The finest were Cox's Orange, Tower of Glamis,
Lord Grosvenor, Pott's Seedling, Cellini, Tiie Queen,
King of the Pippins, Lord Sufiield, Small's Admirable,
Grenadier, Cox's Pomona, Worcester Pearmain,
Golden Noble.

A. H. Smee, Esq., The Grange, Wallington, Surrey
(gr., Mr. Cummins), had fruit of generally high colour,

with clear skin. This was a private grower's lot of

Apples, and contained fruit more remarkable for

their flavour and quality rather than for sizi^ Of
dessert varieties there were Court of Wick, King cf

the Pippins, Duke of Devonshire. Brownlee's Russet,

Blenheim Orange; and in culinary Apples, New
Hawthornden, Cox's Pomona, Quee.i Caroline,

Striped Beaufin, Cellini, Nelson's Codlin, Welling-

ton, Waltham Abbey Seedling, and Beauty of Kent.

These fruits were grown on land that is intersected

in all directions by watercourses, and where the aver-

age water level cannot be more than 3 feet below the

surface.

In this class Jlessrs. Lane & Son, Great Berk-

hamstead, showed fine examples of the following :--

Schoolmaster, Blenheim Orange, Stirling Castle,

Flower of Kent, Fearns, Stone's Pipjun, Emperor
Alexander, King of the Pippins, Prince Albert, The
Queen, Ecklinville, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Cellini, and
one of the Apples of the future, Baumann's Red
Russet. These fruits may be considered as being
very suitable to plant on soil that is stony, not
naturally of rich quality, but which admits of im-
provement by cultivation.

Mr. Roberts, gr. to Messrs. Rothschild, Gunners-
bury Park, Acton, showed Apples of large size, high
colour, and smooth healthy appearance, evidently

well .-iuited to the soil—loam on clay—of that dis-

trict. We mention Alfriston, I^ord Derby, Haw-
thornden, Mere de M<inage, Cox's Orange, Wortley's
Favourite, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Alexander, Ribston,
Cockle Pippin, Cox's l*oraona, Claygate Pearmain,
Adams' Pearmain, Warner's King, and Rosemary
Russet.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, Chelsea, exhibited fine,

large, high-coloured well-finished fruits from the
nursery at Langley, and from that at Fulham. The
following were some of the best samples :— Cellini,

Mannington's Pearmain, Winter Hawthornden, Kerry
Pippin, Ribston, Cox's Orange, Worcester Pearmain,
Brownlees' Russet, Beaumann's Red Russet, War-
ner'^ King, Alexander, Pott's Seedling, Scarlet Pear-
main, Reinette da Canada, and American Mother.
From the gardens of tlie Marquis of Abergavenny,

Eridge Castle, Tunbridge Wells, gr. ]\Ir. Rust,

some very fine fruit was exhibited in this class, and
varieties were observed not commonly met with in

other collections. Roundway, Magnum Bonum,
Betty Geeson, Hall-door, Wadhara Pippin, Crimson
Queening, White Paradise, Hanwell Souring,

Emperor Alexander, Lady Henniker, Ribston Pippin,

Cox's Pomona, Mere de Manage, and Queen Caroline,

were the best amongst the remainder.

Messrs. J. Laing & Sons, Stanstead Park Nurseries,

Forest Hill, S.E., on medium soil overlying gravel,

sent a collection of Apples, particularly good in

quality foi the soil there and the unfavourable
season ; Blenheim Orange, Lord Sufiield, Emperor
Alexander, Stirling Castle, Cox's Pomona, Gloria
Mundi, Celini, King of the Pippins, Lord Derby.
Atkin's No. '2, Ecklinville, Worcester, Pearmain.
Prince Albert, Warner's King, Ribston Pippin, and
Manks Codlin.

The Society's collection contained the following
as suitable tor culture round Chiswick : —Duchess
of Oldenburg, Frogmore Prolific, New Hawthornden,
Blenheim Orange, Ecklinville, King Harry, Small's
Admirable, Cox's Orange, Beauty of Kent, Warner's
King, Golden Spire, Lord Grosvenor, Bauman's
Winter Reinette, among others. These were gene-
rally clean, but deficient in colouring.

Twelve varieties of Apples f'cst adapted to the

evhibitor's district.—Mr. J. Hudson, gr., Gunnersbury
House, Acton, showed very nice fruits of Blenheim
Orange, Golden Knob, Lord Derby, Wellington,
Cornish Aromatic, Scarlet Nonpareil, Hollandbury,
and Duek's-bill.

Messrs. Paul iS; Sou, the Old Nurseries, Ches-
hunt, exhibited specimens of kitchen varieties, viz

,

Alexander, Stone's Seedling, M^re de Menage,
Alfriston, Grenadier, Cox's Pomona, Tibbett's In-
comparable, Stirling Castle, Blenheim Orange, and
Lord Sufiield,

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, exhibited fine

examples of Warner's King, Lord Sutfield, Ecklin-
ville, Sandringham, Bauman's Red Reinette, North-
ern Greening, Rosemary Russet, and King of the
Pippins.

Southern CouNTit^s.

—

Fifty varieties.—Messrs. J.

Cheal & Sons, Crawley, showed fruits of high colour,

large and thrifty looking. ]Most of the favourite

varieties grow well in the soil of Sussex, so that it is

needless to specify any but those which were remark-
able for size or novelty : such were Northern Dump-
ling, Cellini, ]More de Menage, Peasgood's Nonsuch
Domino, Blenheim Orange, Dutch Mignonne, Egre-
mont Russet, Lord Lennox and the Professor.

Messrs. Lucombe Pince & Co., Nurseries, Exeter,
ixhibited large fruit of good colour. We specify

Royal Russet, Tom Putt, Devon Quarrenden, Cox's
Pomona, Tibbett's Pearmain, Ribston, Lord Paulet's

Pearmain, Bellefleur, Lord Sufiield, Dutch Mig-
nonne, Ecklinville and Warner's King.

Mr. W. G. Pragnall, gr., Sherborne Castle, Dorset,

had a collection of medium sized fruits, not so clear

in tiie skin as some others shown, and not in charac-

ter in some cases, Ixxdy Henniker, Alfriston, King of

Pippins, Doux Argent, Gloria Mundi, Blenheim
Orange, Rosemary Russet, Reinette du Canada,
Lemon Pippin, Royal Somerset, Alexander, Nonsuch
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("ntshea'l, Adams' rearniiiin, aiul Stunner were
tlu' linest.

Messrs. R. A^'eitch & Sohs, Nurseries, Exeter, had
a collection made up chiefly of fine-looliing fruits of

over the average size. It will suthce to say that

these were the choicest varieties in dessert and
culiuary Apples, and it was remarked that local

Apples, of which Devon has so many, found no place

amongst them,
Mr. C. G. Sclater, Nurseries, Heavitree Bridge,

Devon, showed fruits of high colour and large size,

tlie varieties being tliose tabled by nurserymen
generally, the uncommon fruits being Glory of the
West, Beauty of Hants, Autumn GilHHower, Ameri-
can Grindliug, Napoleon, Dutch Codlin, and Red-
ribbed Greening, mostly of showy character.

Tu:riity-foni- rariefirs, In'fit adajttcd fur the <iis-

/rict.—Very fine were Blenheim Orange, Alexander,
Dumelow's, I'e.isgood's Nonsuch, Alfriston, Gloria
Mundi, New Hawthornden, Mere de Miiuage, and
llibston, shown by W. E. Brymer, Esq., Ilsiugton

House, Dorchester.

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, Sussex, had a
tine lot of high-coloured, large fruits. The Queen,
Duchess of Oldenburg, New Hawthornden, Prince
Albert, Warner's King. The Professor, Cox's
Pomona, and Yorksliire Beauty being some of the
most striking.

Mr. W. Gallop, Bradford Peverell, Dorset, showed
dishes of small fruits, the large ones being few, and
consisted of Nelson's Glory, Alexander, and Winter
Peach.

\^'i:sTEK^" Counties.—Fifty mridic^,—^Ir.G. Griffin,

gr., Slebeck Park, Haverfordwest, exhibited many
fruits of fine size and colour :—such were Kentish
Fillbasket, Wheeler's Kusset, King of Pi)>pins, Cox's
Pomona, Adams' Pearraain, Winter Hawthornden,
Alexander, Warner's^ King. Mr. ,T. Watkins, Po-
mona Farm, Withington, Hereford, exhibited varieties

found generally in other first-class collections, and
these were well grown, and with the good colour and
clear skins found commonly on Herefordshire
Apples—Belle Bonne, Tyler's Kernel, Crimson Cos-
tard, Scarlet Crofton, were varieties not often found in

other lots. IMessrs. R. Smith & Co., Nurseries, Wor-
cester, showed fruits, generally of a large size and
high colour, but not always exhibiting the fruit at Ms
best. The varieties are such as are found in all of
the good collections shown by the tr.ade ; Calville

Rouge, Alexander, New Northern Greening, Wor-
cester Fillbasket, and Golden Winter Pearmain.

Twenty-four varieties hed adapted to e.vhitiitur'.i

district.— "^Ir. T. Coomber, gr. to A. J. Rolls, Esq.,

The Hendre, Monmouth, showed a collection, which
contained good fruits of Alfriston, EcklinviUe,
Alexander, Blenheim Orange, Lord Suflield, and
Tibbett's Pearmain.

Messrs. .J. .Jeffries & Son, Nurseries, Cirencester,

showed clean well-grown fruits, many of them over
the average of size. We may name Potts' Seedling,

Kerry Pippin, Alexander, Small's Admirable, Grena-
dier, Gloria ^lundi. Cox's Pomona, Worcester Pear-
main, and Tower of Glamis.

Mr. Shingles, gr. to the Earl of Ducie, Tortworth,
Gloucestershire, had a collection of large and small
fruits, some apparently not liking the soil of the dis-

trict, or had suft'ered much from the weather. The
best were Winter Strawbei'ry, Mere de Menage,
Waltham Abbey Seedling, Brabant Bellefleur, Nel-
son's Glory, Hawick,. and Warner's King.
Midland Couxties. — F'/ti/ rarieties. — Messrs.

Dicksons (Limited), nurseries, Chester, had by far

the best lot from the Midlands, but the color as in

all fruit in the Jlidlands and north is deficient.

The varieties were in the main the same as all the
Nurserymen exhibited with a sprinkling of those

more locally known, viz., Wareham Russett, Jolly
Beggar, and Bellringer.

Tiocntif'four rarieties suited for the district.—
Mr. Gleeson, gr. to the Duke of Newcastle, Clumber
Park, Notts, had a collection of rather small fruits,

many being without names ; fine were Dutch
Mignonne, Lord Sufiield and King of Pippins.

Mr. W. H. Frettinghara, nurseries, Beeston,
Notts., showed ordinary varieties, and has a good
and suitable soil, where, with some attention. Apples
would grow well. Nonsuch, Blenheim Orange, King
of the Pii>pins, Beauty of Hants, Frograore Prolific,

Lord Sufiield and Spencer's favourite were the best.

Mr. A. Christie, gr. to the Earl of Warwick,
Warwick Castle, had smallish examples of large

culinary varieties ; Warner's King, Lord Suffield,

Beauty of Kent, Lord Grosvenor, and Cox's Pomona,
were the best of them.

Mr. J. Grey, gr., Normanton Park, Stamford,
showed New Hawthornden, Annie Elizabeth, War-

ner's King, Gravenstein, Smalls' Admirable. I'eas-

good's Nonsuch, and Worcester Pearmain, as his best
fi'uits.

.Mr. W. H. Divers, gr., Ketton Hall, Stamford,
showed in this class, but the fniits were generally
very small : Duke of Gloucester, Carlton Seedling,
and Golden Noble, were the best.

Mr. R. Milner, gr., Sundorne Castle, Shrewsbury,
showed excellent fruits, from cordons and pyramids,
of Stirling Castle, Gloria Mundi, Warner's King,
Dumelow's Seedling, Cellini, Ribston Pippin, and
Cox's Orange.

XouTHEitN CooxTiKs. - ."Mr. W. Chuck, gr. to

P. Thelluson, Esq., Brodsworth Hall, Doncaster,
showed fruits which indicated the adverse character
of the weather during the past season in that part
of the country. The pi-esentable fruits were Blen-
heim Orange, King of tlie Pippins, and Cellini.

Dessert Apples.—Tliej'e were several exhibits of a
collection of twelve dishe.« of dessert Apples, and
the specimens were generally of a high order of
meiit, Mr. W. Crump, gr. to Earl Beauchamp, Madres-
field Court, Malvern, showing twelve dishes remark-
able for their very high colouring

; in size they were
average. Cox's Orange Pippin, Ivingof the Pippins,
Strawberry Pippin, Blenheim Orange, May Queen,
Fearn's Pippin, Court pendu-plat, Brownlees' Kusset,
being the cliief examples; some of the finest dessert
Apples shown.

Mr. C Turner, Slough, sent a collection of clean
sound fruits, of average size, and of handsome
appearance ; he showed capital examples of Adams'
Pearmain, Cox's Orange Pippin, Scarlet Pearmain,
Ribston Pippin, King of the Pippins, and Cluster
Golden Pippin.

Messrs. Saltmarsh & Sons, Chelmsford, had good
fruits of Ribston, Duchess of Oldenburg, Garrett
Pippin, and Summer Orang.-, with large fruits of
Cox's Orange.
The collection from Jlessrs. J. 'Veitch & Sons,

Chelsea, S.W., was com]io3ed of very clean and
plump fruits, of which Mannington's Pearmain, Cox's
Orange, King of the Pippins Devonshire Quarren-
den, Margil, Ribston, Kerry Pippin, and American
Mother were good examples.
— Brymer, Esq., had examples of average ([uality,

in which Claygato Pearmain, King of the Earlies,

and Cornish Aromatic were shown.
A collection of very pretty and clean fruits were

sliown from the gardens of H. A. Brassey, Esq.,

Aylesford, Kent (gr. Jlr. A. Watenuan) ; Worcester
Pearmain, Blenheim <.>range, Ribston, Cellini, Cox's
Orange, and Cox's Pomona were the chief examples.
Mr. J. Rust, Eridge Castle Gardens, Sussex, with

Winter Queening, Sturmer Pippin, Duke of Devon-
shire, Norfolk Bearer, and Rosemary Russet ; and
Messrs. J. Peed & Sons, Streatham, completed the
display in this section. F'rom these varieties there
may be seen very well what varieties are most worthy
of cultivation in this country.
The collections of six dishes were not of such a

good general character as in the larger class of
twelve, but there were several good exhibits. The
varieties differed but little from those in the fore-

going classes. Mr. Frettingham, for example,
had Eve in his collection, and Jfr, J. Hudson, gr. to
H. J. Atkinson, Esq., M.P., Gunnersbury House, Acton
sent good fruits of Gravenstein, Court of Wick, and
Blenheim Orange, &c.

Several richly-coloured and very fine specimens
were in the collection of Messrs. Paul & Sons, Ches-
hunt, N,—Wyken, Cox's Orange (very fine), Kerry
Pippin, and Worcester Pearmain being worthy of
note.

Messrs. G. Bnnyard & Co., Maidstone, Kent, sent
Melon Apple, Margil and Keriy Pippin, in good form.
Scarlet Nonpareil and Cockle Pippin were fine fruits

in Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons' dishes of well-coloured
and fine fruits. Messrs. C. Warden and J. Roberts
also sent collections, and Mr. C. P. Sannders, Jersey,
had specially fine and good-coloured samples of
popular varieties.

Culinary Apples.—In the corresponding large class
for culinary Apples (twelve dishes), there was also a
good display, but a greater range of quality. H. A.
Brassey, Esq., contributed dishes of very fine quality,
large and clean ; Blenheim Orange, Feasgood's Non-
such, Stirling Castle, Warner's King, Gloria Mundi,
Washington, and Lane's Prince Albert were all good
fruits, but not of very high colouring. Mr. Crump
sent a gi'and lot of dishes ; Peasgood's Nonsuch
(handsome and highly coloured), Cellini (good
colour), Stirling Castle, Warner's King, Lord Derby,
Lord Sufiield, and Lane's Prince Albert, were the
chief varieties. Mr. J. Roberts, gr. to Messrs.
Rothschild, Gunnersbury Park, Acton, W., sent good

specimens of Peasgood's Nonsuch, Cox's Pomona,
Alexander (finely coloured). Beauty of Kent, Ecklin-
viUe, and Warner's King. In the collection from
Mr. W. II. Frettingham. The Nurseries, Beeston,
Notts, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Spencer's Favourite,
Duchess of Oldenburg, Lord Sufiield, and Warner's
King were very good.
Mr. C. Turner had as his best fruits Old Haw-

thornden, Frogmore Prolific, Mere de Miiuage, Kes-
wick Codlin, Stirling Castle, and Blenheim Orange,
all the dishes, however, being clean and healthy
fruits. The collection from the Society's own col-
lection was composed of good fruits of useful varie-
ties, but deficient in colouring. Stirling Castle,
Ciolden Knob, Stone Apple, Blenheim Orange, War-
ner's King, Lane's Prince Albert, and such like
varieties were shown.
There were not many exhibitors of the smaller

collections of culinary Apples, Messrs. J. Veitch &
Sons and Messrs. J. (.'heal & Sons, Crawley, Sussex,
contributing some of the best, all well-known
varieties

; Messrs. Frettingham and Middleton also
contributed.

Fruits from trained trees, <Jt-.—In the classes
for a collection of fruit from cordon, bush, or
pyramids, and from standards in orchards, there
was not observable the dirt'erence in quality which
might have been expected, but those grown on
the bushes, &c., were, if anything, smoother than the
others. Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons ; W. and E. Wells,
Hounslow; J. Grey, Normanton Park, Stamford;
and J. Watkins, Pomona Farm, Withington, Here-
ford, contributing good examples in the bush, &c.,
class ; and of fruit from the standards in orchards
Messrs. Wells, J. Watkins, R. Dean, R. Pennington,
II. Merryweather were exhibitors, the last-named
showing his varieties as Braraley's vSeedling, Domino,
and Clarke's Seedling, in good and large specimens.
The class for Apples grown on special stocks un-

fortunately did not bring out exhibits, and thus an
opportunity for comparing the eH'ects of various
stocks was lost. Messrs. R. S''eitch & .Sons, of Exeter,
who did enter, sent fruits which were all from the
English Paradise, and by tliemselves were valueless.
Market Apples.—The specimens of Apples as

grown for market were an attractive feature of the
show. They were all excellent samples, but it is

necessary to see the large baskets of the varieties in

order freely to appreciate their efi'ects. A remark-
ably handsome lot were those from Messrs. G. Bun-
yard & Co., large and finely coloui'ed, and in good
condition :—The Queen, Cellini, EcklinviUe, Warner's
King, Beauty of Kent, Grenadier, Worcester Pear-
main, Duchess of Oldenburg, Cox's Orange, Stirling
Castle, and Pott's Seedling. Messrs. Paul & Son
hail capital example of King of the Pippins, Golden
Knob, Blenheim Orange, Stirling Castle, Fleam's
Pippin, Counsellor, Wellington, and Claygate Pear-
main being the varieties shown here, and all good.
Jlessrs. W. and E. Wells also sent a good collection
of smaller size.

Miscellaneous,—The miscellaneous exhibits were
not very numerous. W. T. T. Dyer, Ivsq., C.M.G.,
Kew, Surrey, sent a few dishes of fruits. From
Messrs. Dicksons, Chester, there came a collection of
Apple?, but all the fruits were of small size. Wad-
hiir.st Pippin, Loudon Apple, Hambledon Deux Ans,
Rymer, and Flower of Kent, &c., were to be seen
here.

The Rev. W. Wilks, Shirley \'icarage, Croydon,
had a dish of Cox's (Jrange of wonderful size, being
three or four times larger than usual, of a bright
yellow colour, and altogether extremely fine and
handsome, having been grown under glass, W. T.
Manning, Esq., Blackheath, had a few dishes ; and
a dish of very large and excellent fruits of Domino
were shown by H. Miller, Esi|., Chiswick. A dish
of New Northern Greening was shown by Messrs.
J. R. Pearson & Sons, Chilwell, Notts ; the variety

is stated to keep well till June.
Scotland.—Apples from Scotland were fairly

numerous, but with the one exception of those sent
by Mr. McDonald, Perth, \vere inferior to the collec-
tions from English counties which, considering
the bad season, is not at all to be wondered at.

Mr. McDonald had some very fine, clean and
large fruits of Peasgood's Nonsuch, Cox's Orange.
Wellington, Tower of Glamis, Blenheim Orange and
EcklinviUe in his collection, only lacking colour to
make them first-rate examples.

Mr. M. Dunn, Dalkeith, contributed an extensive
collection, but the specimens had unfortunately been
damaged in transit ; they were, however, fairly good,
and mostly of medium size. Some of the best shown
were Worcester Pearmain, Lord Nelson, Orange
Pippin, Gravenstein, Carraway Reinette, Loddington,
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Scarlet Pomona, Alfriston, Golden Knob, Kcklin-

vil!e, liedlbrdsliire Foundling, Cox's Pomona and
Warner's King.

A fairly large collection was from Messrs. Dickson

& Co., 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, but the

examples were generally deficient in size and colour-

ing, and were not very clean.

Other exhibits were from Mr. W. Drummond,
Stirling (good fruits of Beauty of Montrelle, Ochil-

tree, and Dunmore).
^^'t'W or little knoii-ii Applet,—In this class Mr.

Vertegans showed a long, cylindrical Apple, yellow

streaked witli red. It is shown under the name of
'• JIalus pendula. " The fruits are about 3 or 4 inches

iu length, and 2 inches wide—probably a good

decorative sort.

Messrs. K. Veitch & Sons, E.\eter, contributed a

collection containing varieties which are not often

to be noticed on the exhibition table. They were

all well coloured fruits of average size. We may
mention Sandringham, Ottery, Kougemont, ISramley's

Seedling, Warmington, Towsington, Smiling

Beauty, .St. .lohn'.'i Favourite, and Hollow Core—all

of good prepossessing appearance.

Mr. C. Koss, Weiford Park, Newbury, had some
good samjiles of out-of-the-way fruits, as Grand
Duke Constantine, Beauman's Keinette, Lady Alice

Eyre, a pale round fruit ; and Gospatrick, a capital

variety.

In Jlessrs. G. Bunyard & Co.'s collection, Okera, a

dull red, slightly elongated fruit, was shown. It is

of Swedish origin, and appeared in this country, we
believe, for the first time in a collection of Swedish

Apples shown at the last Conference in 18X3. It is

a sweet and tender-fleshed Apple, and was shown

also by Jlessrs. J. Cheat & Sons, Crawley, and Mr.

T. Bunyard, Ashford, Kent. Messrs. G. i3unyard &
Co. also had Cardinal, Belle Pontoise, Opetien, Gos-

patrick, Evagil, and Bismarck, in good specim'-ns.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons sent several dishes. King

Harry, Ringer, Castle Magar, The Sandringham, and

Niton House, showing up well. Messrs. Cheal had

Professor and Ottershaw, and others were from Mr.

C. Turner, A. 11. Smee, Esq. (with Hemsborough,

a handsome dessert), Mr. Crump, and Mr. C. G.

Sclater, Exeter.

Peaks.

The exhibits of Pears were not so large as those

of Apples, indeed the classes were very properly

reduced, so that the large collection included thirty-

six varieties as against fifty of Apples in the corre-

sponding class. The general appearance of Pears ia

the mass is not so pretty as that of ^^pples, the

colours being of a duller hue. When the season is

considered the quality of the exhibits is of a high

order, especially in the large classes; exhibitors

seeming to place inferior samples in the smaller

classes.

HosiK CouxTiES.— 77j;)-/(/-s!.c Varieticf.—A hand-

some lot of fruits were those sliown by Messrs. C,

Lee & Son, Hammersmith, W. The entire lot was

good in quality and very clean, in fact one of the

best in the show. I'itmaston Duchess, Marie Louise

d'L'ccle, Souvenir du Congres, Louise Bonne of

Jersev, Trout. Beurre d'.^manlis, Mad. Treyve, B.

Hardy, Williams' Bon Chretien,]!. Clairgeau, Prince

of Wales, Durondeau, B. Bachelier, Doyenne du

Cumice, and B. de Capiaumont were one and all

remarkably fine and ileserve mention.

Messrs. J. 'Veitch & Sons. Chelsea, were also

exhibitors of a splendid lot, very clean and even

throughout, that was about the best coloured collec-

tion ;
Doyenne Boussoch and Louise Bonne must be

singled out as finely coloured samples, then followed

Pitmaston Duchess, Souvenir de Congres, Triomphe

de Vienne, 'Van Mons Leon le Clerc, Durondeau,

Clairgeau, and Madame Treyve were also fine.

Messrs. T. Rivers & Sons also had a lot of large

and clean fruits, some from under glass, we imagine.

This collection was remarkable for the large size of

its fruits ; Pitmaston Duchess, and General Todtleben,

were specially noticeable in this respect ; Doyenne
Boussoch was finely coloured, and of tlie others the

best were Emile d'Heyst, Duchess d'Angouleme
Lebrun, CatiUac, Gregoire l.ordillon, aud Marie

Louise d'Uccle. all large and clean.

A very creditable collection came from Messrs. G.

Bunyard' & Co., generally well coloured and of large

size. Catillac, Beurre d'Amanlis, Louise Bonne,

Comte de Flandres, Souvenir du Congres, Couseil-

ler de la Cour, Doyenne du Comice, Beurre Clair-

geau, Marie Louise d'Uccle, Beurre Hardy, and

Doyeund Boussouch were all fine samples.

Messrs. J. Peed had a finely coloured lot, Doyenne
Boussouch being the best, and good colouring was

also to be seen in Louise Bonne, Emile Heyst,

Pitmaston Duchess, Jlarie Louise d'Uccle, Beurre

Bachelier, B. Clairgeau, and B. Superfin.

An even collection of medium quality was shown
by Mr. R. Smith, gr. to Lady Fletcher, Kenward,
Yalding, Kent ; Paase Colmar, Williams' Bon
Chretien, Beurre Bachelier, and Marie Louise being

the finest shown.
Marechal de la Cour, Uvedale's St. Germain, and

Durondeau were good in the collection from Jlr. C.

Turner, Slough.

Messrs. W. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, showed an

average collection, generally wanting in size ; the

best fruits were those of Beurre Spence, B. Baltet

Pere, B. d'Amanlis, B. d'Anjou, Emile d'Heyst,

General Todtleben, Brockworth Park (Bonne d'Ezee),

Conseilleur de la Cour, and Doyenne lioussoch.

Mr. J. Roberts, Gunnersbury Park, showed superior

well-grown fruits of Beurre Clairgeau, B. Diel,

Nouvelle Fulvie, Catillac, Marie Louise d'Uccle, and
F'ondante d'Automne.

Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son, Chelmsford, showed an

average lot of fruit ; the best were Mad. Treyve,

Louise Bonne, Durondeau,Doyenne Boussoch,Beurre

Hardy, and B. Clairgeau.

Mr. C. Howe, Benham Park, showed fruits of

medium size: Beurre Kance. Do}enne Boussoch,

Triomiihe de Jodoigne, Zephirine Gregorie, Hacons
Incomparable, Gansell's Bergamotte, and Knight's

Monarch were the finest.

Messrs. J. "Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, exhibited some
excellent fruits, some of which may have been grown
under glass; the best fruits were Doyenne Merode,

lieurri5 liachelier, B. Superfin, B. d'Amanlis, B.

d'Anjou, Marie Louise, General Todtleben, Napoleon,

Conseilleur de la Cour, Alex. Lambre, F'oudante

d'Automne, Pitmaston Duchess.

In the fruits shown by the Society in this class

there were noticeable Louise Bonne. BeurriS de

Charneuses, B. Did, Jersey Gratioli, B. d'Amanlis,

Souvenir du Congres, JIadame Treyve, Napoleon,

and Vineuse— altogether a first-rate lot, of fine size,

clean and even.

In the fwcnti/-foitr best adapted to the didi-ict the

Society showed well again, with excellent fruits of

Beurre Hardy, Louise Bonne, B. Superfin, Fond.inte

d'Automne, Mari5chal de la Cour, and B. d'Amanlis ;

but here, as in all the exhibits of the Society, colour

was deficient, but the fruits themselves were fine.

Verv similar varieties were well shown in the

collection of Mr. J. Roberts, Gunnersbury House,

Acton, aud again by Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons,

Chelsea, who had fine fruits.

Mr. J. H. Rose, Lockinge Gardens, Wantage, had

Beurre Clairgeau, Louise Bonne, and Doyenno du

Comice from walls, and all extremely brightly

coloured.

Mr. A. Waterman, gr. to II. A. Brassey, Esq.,

Aylesford, showed Beurre Bachelier, Louise Bonne,

Conseilleur de la Cour, Gansele's Bergamotte, .and

Bonne d'Ezee in his collection.

Mr. Cummins, gr. to A. H. Smee, Esq., Walling-

ton, Surrey, sent a nice neat lot also in the class,

having King Edward, Beurre Koh.in, and Durondeau
in good specimens. Mr. T. F'letcher, Kingston,

Herefordshire, and Mr. Griffin, Haverfordwest, also

showed, but their exhibits do not call for special

mention.
Tav/i-e mrieties of dessert Pears best adapted to the

e.ehibifor's district.—Messrs. J. 'Veitch & Sons showed

very nice exam]des of Doyenno Merode, Williams'

Bon Chretien, Beurre d'Amanlis, B. d'Aremberg,

B. Diel, B. Bachelier, Bergamotte d'Esperen, and

Fondante d'Automne.
Mr. J. Roberts, Gunnersbury, showed excellent

fruits of Nouvelle Fulvie, Conseilleur de la Cour,

Beurre Bosc, B. Bachelier, Van Mons. Leon le

Clerc, British tiueen, Louise Bonne, and Marie

Louise d'Uccle.

Jlessrs. Saltmarsh & Sons, Chelmsford, showed
fruits of quite an average as regarded size, and clear

skinned. Beurre Hardy, B. d'Amanlis, Doyenne du

Comice, Thompson's Souvenir du Congres, Madame
Treyve, Pitmaston Duchess, and Marie Louise were

the finest.

Mr. T. Richardson, 11, Eleanor Terr.ace, Barnes,

had fair sized clear-skinned specimens of Beurre

Ranee, Bon Chr(5tien, Easter Beurre, B. Diel, B.

Bosc, and Knight's Eyewood.
Jlessrs. Paul & Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt,

showed medium-sized fruits of General Todtleben,

Fertility, Louise Bonne, Due de Morny, Beurrfi

d'Amanlis, Triomphe de Jodoigne, and Marie Louise

d'Uccle.

Twclee Fears, adapted for the district.—ilr. J.

Hudson, Acton, had Pears of good average quality

of the following varieties :—Bellissime d'Hiver, Pit-

maston Duchess, Beurr6 Clairgeau, B. d'Amanlis,
and JIarie .Louise.

SouTHEHN Counties.— T/wi;/-si.e carieties.—The
collection from Jlr. G. Pragnell, Sherborne Castle,

Dorset, showed some very fine specimens, others were
only of average quality : this was in the class for

thirty -si.x. Those best represented were :—Uvedale's
St. Germain, Pitmaston Duchess, Beurre C.lairgeau,

Esperen, Autumn Nelis, Louise Bonne, Duchesse
d'Augouleme, Doyenne du Cornice, Beurre Diel,

Jersey Gratioli, JIarie Louise, Beurre Hardy, Hessle
and Passe Colmar, which were of fine colour and
clean.

Jlessrs. J. Cheal & Sons also showed here with
good sized fruits of Belle de Bruxelles, Alexander
Lucas, Baltet Pere, Beurre Hardy, Doyenne du
Comice, &c.

Ta'enty-four varieties.—Among others they also

showed here good sized fruits, but lacking colour,

I'orelle, Conseiller de la Cour, JIadanie Treyve,
Catillac, Clairgeau, &c., were well shown.

Tieenty-fonr varieties. — Jlessrs. Lucombe, Pince
& Co. had a collection of fruits showing generally

much speckling of the skin ; Pitmaston Duchess,
Gansell's Bergamotte, and Napoleon were the better

fruits.

Ta'etve Pears. — Jlr. .S. Ford, gr., Leonardslee,

Sussex, in his collection had of fair size and
appearance — Durondeau, Beurre (Clairgeau, and
JIarie Louis d'Uccle. Jlr. Wildsmith, gr. to

Viscount Eversley, Heckfield Place, Hants, had
a collection much above the average in size this

season, and which in some cases were well coloured

fruit. The b^st w^ere—Doyenne Boussoch, Fondante
d'Automne, Beurre Bachelier. B. Hardy, Doyennd
du Comice, B. d'Ezee, Knight's Jlonarch. JIany if

not all these varieties were on the Quince. Jlr. C.

Turner, Slough, showed fine fruits of Beurre d'Aman-
lis, Hacon's Incomparable, Pitmaston Duchess, and
Doyennd Boussoch.

C. Brymer, I'^sq., Ilsington House. Dorchester,

showed medium sized fruits, with clear skin. Louise
Bonne, Beurre Sterckmanns, B. d'Amanlis, B. Ranee,
SuHblk Thorn, Glou JIorceau,and Zepherine',Gregoire

were the finest.

Si.v varieties of dessert Pears, best suited for the

district.—I'^xcellent fruits, although not so finely

coloured as some in the show were to be seen in the

collection of Jlr. W. Wildsmith, Heckfield Place
(Jardens, Winchfield. They were all good and clean,

including Pitmaston, Louise Bonne, Beurre Diel,

Doyenne du Comice, Marie Louise, and Brown
Beurre.

Western CorNTiEs.—Jlessrs. R. Smith,Wore ster,

showed in the collection of thirty—six varieties, of

smallish size generally, but a few were of good size :

Buerre Clairgeau, Pitmaston Duchess, General Tod-
tleben, Gratioli of Jersey, Colmar d'Et^, Glou Jlor-

C'-au, and Louise Bonne being the best.

In the smaller class for twenty-four best suited to

the district, Jlr. T. Coomber, Hendre. Jlonmouth,
s'lowed several fine examples, stated to have been
grown under glass on walls in several instances.

Marechal de la Cour, F'leniish Beauty, Catillac,

Durondeau, JIadame Trey ve, Beurre de Capiaumont.
Doyenne du Comice, and Bonne d'Ezee were grand
fruits, and the whole lot was very clean and neat.

Twelve Pears. — Jlr. Crump, JIadresfield Court,

Jtalvern, had fine well developed example of .Jose-

]ihine de JIalines, Doyenne du Comice, Brockworth
Park, Bergamotte d'Esperen, Pitmaston Duchess, and
Glou Jlorceau. The fruits sent by Jlr. T. Southall,

South Bank, Worcester, were very inferior.

JIiDL.\XD Counties.—The fruits from the Jlidland

districts were very few. Jlr. Parker, Impney Gar-
dens, Droitwich, however, contributed a handsome
collection of twenty-four best suited to his district,

very clean and neat all through ; Zephirin Gregoire,

Brown Beuri'e, General Todtleben, Gansell's Berga-

motte, Duchesse d'Augouleme, Pitmaston Duchess,

Hacon's Incomparable, and Beurre Diel were excel-

lent fruit.

Twelve Pears.—Jlr. R. Jlilner, Sundorne Castle,

Salop, had very nice examples of Louise Bonne,
Glou Jlorceau, Beurre Sterckmanns, B. d'Amanlis,

B. Diel, Brockworth Park, JIarie Louise d'Uccle,

and Gratioli.

Northern Counties.— Twelve Pears.—Jlr. Chuck,
Brodsworth Hall. Doncaster, had highly coloured,

rather small fruit, clear in the skin, of Beurre Diel,

Doyenne du Comice, Jlarechal de la Cour, &c.

In the collections of culinary Pears there was a

fair display, Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons and C, Turner,

Slough, being the chief exhibitors. Jlessrs. Veitch

sent Catillac, Verulam, Vicar of Winkfield, Gilles-o-
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Gilles, and Bellissime d'Hiver, in good and well-

coloured samples.

Mr. Turner had Catillac, Clairgean, Uvedale's St.

Germain, and Beurre Diel.

Messrs. W. Paul, Saltmarsh, and J. Hudson also

showed good all-round fruits here. In the Society's

collection, Uvedale's St. Germain,Vicar of Winklield,
Gillea-o-Gillea, and Besi de Louvade were to be
seen.

Fruits from Trained Trees, <.^'C.—The classes for

Pears from various forms of trees were not re-

sponded to so well as they might have been. The
fruits from walls shown by Messrs. \V. & E.
Wells, riounslow, and Mr. Charles Warden, Cla-
rendon Park, Salisbury, were fine in form and size,

but all lacked colour. Messrs. Wells had better
looking fruits iu the collection from pyramids,
bushes, or cordons, Marie Louise d'Uccle especially

so ; and here were to be seen some really magnificent
fruits from bushes under glass in pots from the Kev.
W. Wilks, Siiirley Vicarage, Croydon. Pitmaston
Duchess were beautiful, extremely large, and re-

markably clean. Beurr^Baltet p6re, Beurre Dumont,
Doyennd du Comice, Beurr6 d'Anjou, Josephine de
Malinea, and a large Andr6 Leroy were all remarkable
fruits in the collection. Mr. W. Wildsmith also

showed a fine lot of clean specimens of Pitmaston
Duchess (pyramids). General Todtleben (cordon),

Beurr^ Diel (pyramid), Duchesse d'AngouWme (open
cordon), Beurr6 Hardy (bush). The specimens in

this section going far to prove the value of trained
trees for obtaining the finest fruits. Fruits from
standards were, however, excellent from Mr. R.
Dean, Bedfont ; Messrs. Wells, and Mr. J. Watkins,
Pomona Farm, Hereford. Mr. Dean had Dr. Jules
Guyot as is best; and Souvenir du Congres from
Mr. Wells.

The Market Pears were as attractive as the market
Apples, and it was in this class that Messrs. Wells
showed some of the finest Pears to be seen in the
show. Souvenir du Congres was specially remark-
able, and others were Pitmaston Duchess, Doyenne
du Comice, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Diel, and
Hessle, all splendid samples.

Messrs. G. Bunyard & Co. also showed a fine lot

here, and they were well coloured, too, especially

Durondeau and Louise Bonne, Pitmaston Duchess,
Fertility, and Doyenni^ Boussoch were also well
shown.
In the New or little known Pears there were but

very few exhibitors. Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons were
the chief, with five dishes, containing, among
others:—Triomphe de Vienne, Princess, Beurre
rouge, De Livre, B. Baltet Pere, Williams' Victoria,

Foudante de Malines, Admiral Cecil, among others,

all looking well, and many of them creeping into
favour. Messrs. W. Paul & Son had Merissca, Nevill,

and Maude Hogg, Caroline Hogg; and A. H. Smee.
Esq., sent Breadwell, a small green fruit with a red
cheek.

Miscellaneom.—Mr. Allen, Gunton Park, Norwich,
bad some good clean fruit in a collection, the best
being Marechal de la Cuur, Beurr6 Clairgean and
Mad. Treyve, General Todtleben, Beurr6 .Superfin,

and Marie Louise d'Uccle, which were fairly large
specimens.

Messrs. Dicksons, Limited, Chester, and T. Rivers
& Sons, Sawbridgeworth, completed the chief
exhibits.

DISCUSSION ON THE PAPERS READ ON
THE SECOND DAY (WEDNESDAY).

De. Hogo in the Chair. At the opening of the
proceedings,'the Rev. W. Wilks, Shirley Vicarage,
Croydon, said they had had a request from the
Melbourne Exhibition Committee to send out to
them a representative collection of English Apples
and Pears to be shown at the Exhibition in Aus-
tralia. The request would be acceded to, and he
wished to ask growers of Apples and Pears who were
exhibiting here to be good enough to let Mr. Barron
choose one or two specimens of different sorts and
varieties which he should think worth sending out.

Of course, sending out in that way was really sending
a representation of what England could do, and he
hoped they would not fail in giving their specimens
for so good a purpose.

The Chaieman said for some time past they had
been treated to the observations of the theorist and
docirimiirs as to what was the best way of develop-
ing fruit culture [in this country, bnt they had
now come to the practical part of the exhibition,
from which he had no doubt great good would
result.

Apples foe Peofit.

Mr. BuNYAED read his pajier, printed at p. 435.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Le Maitrk
(Acton) asked whether he should prune back every
year, or let the tree grow in its own fashion ?

Mr. Shirley Hibberd asked if The Queen was a
marketable Apple ?

Mr. Weight said he had tried experiments on a
small scale with regard to pruning, and although he

had seen trees without being pruned doing well, on
the whole the advantage had been in favour of

pruning after planting. He thought it was wise to

prune in the first year.

Mr. BoNYARD said he had every faith in The Queen
becoming a very marketable Apple. It had one
objection—that of being flat—and he knew market
people had a preference tor conical Apples. It was,

however, extremely beautiful and fertile, which
placed it in the first rank. As to pruning pyramids
the remarks which applied to standard trees after the
second and third year were also intended to apply to

dwarf trees. It would be necessary to preserve the
dwarf trees by pruning, and it must be left to the
judgment of the grower and the state of his soil as to

whether he pruned in four or five years or not. In
Kent it was the custom to prune very hard indeed,

and he thought it was carried too far. He was of

opinion that they might allow Nature to have her
own way more. No Apple tree should be cut the
first year of planting. Plum trees could be cut in

the first year, but Pears and Apples and Cherries
should be allowed to grow at their own sweet will.

Mr. RouPELL maintained that removing a tree

well answered the same pur|>ose as pruning if it be
done in its growth. The effect of removing a tree

made it more fertile and obviated to some extent the
necessity or pruning.

Mr. BoNYARD said \vhen a tree was taken up the
soil was seen at once. If three or four roots were
found they were shortened down and removed—re-

moving being only a common-place name for root-

pruning.

Mr. Shieley Hibberd objected to that definition.

Lifting and root-pruning were very different. Root-
pruning as it was commonly understood was a bar-
barous business.

Mr. Pearson (Notts) said the most profitable

orchard apple in his district was the New Northern
Greening. As to grafting he had found that old

Apples were very impatient to work. Pears would
stand it very well, but apples did not like it at all.

Mr. Wood (Kent) said he grew seven acres of
Councillors [or Yorkshire Beauty] and he did not
know anything better to grow. It was one of the
best Apples they could grow in Kent.

Mr. BuNYAED said that when market growers
demanded a thing, they might be quite sure that it

was a thing worth having, he had a very high
opinion of the New Northern Greening, but he
omitted it, wishing to speak from his own experience.

FnniT CuLTCEE for Peofit.

Mr. Paul then read his paper (see p. 4.36).

A gentleman asked why Mr. Paul left Jefferson
out of the Plums ?

Mr. Paul replied that it was one of the finest

Plums, but was not a sufficient bearer.

Another gentleman asked what was the age of the
plants when put in the ground, if they were not to

be pruned until four or five years ; and Mr. Paul
replied two years.

A question wa-s asked whether it was legal for

the tenant mentioned in the paper to clear away his

Strawberries ?

Mr. Wood (Kent) said it was legal to clear away
Raspberries and Strawberries and such-like, but not
Pears or Apples.

Mr. Dean (Houuslow), replying to a further ques-
tion, said a market gardener had no power to destroy
his top trees except he replaced them by others. He
was, however, entitled to destroy what was known
as ground crop. Trees should not be looked to to
return a profit under four or five years, during which
time an income might be derived by planting under
them Violets, Wallflowers, &c.

Mr. Shirlet Hibbeed, speaking on the subject of
frost, said its effects were different according to the
strata of the atmosphere. At 10 feet abo\'e the
surface frost w-as usually less intense than imme-
diately in contact with the surface. There was more
risk up to 10 feet than above it.

Mr. Paul said that was not so always, as some-
times they had a better crop of fruit at the bottom
of trees than at the tops. Bnt as a rule the fi-ost

was more severe close to the ground, especially in

spring and autumn, than it was at certain heights

;

but he did not think it was universal.

Mr. IlorpELL said, that a cutting wind at the top
was worse than a frost at the bottom. A Duchess
Oldenburg Apple was in full bloom in 10° of frost,

and remained uninjured, while taller trees were very
much more affected, because of the wind blowing a gale.

Mr. Le Maitee (Acton) asked why British Queen
was omitted from tlie Strawberries ?

Mr. Paul replied, that he had a high opinion of
the British Queen, but he should not plant it for
market. He preferred Dr. Hogg.

Mr. Tones could quite understand why it was left

out. He grew a large number of Strawberries, but
he could not get the British Queen to fruit at all on
his ground.

Mr. T. BuNYAttD spoke as to the effect of climate
on fruit trees. Everything had been considered but
dew. He had noticed on fruit trees, that while the
lower branches had been saturated with dew the
upper branches were quite dry. He thought frost
would iiave a more injurious effect on dew-saturated
blossoms than on the dry ones. The water got in
and ruptured the germ, and there was an end of
the fruit.

Mr. Pearson, speaking on the suliject of " sticking
trees," said one source of trouble and disappoint-
ment was, that trees were planted nearly always
three times too deep. He could not consider any-
thing more unjust to the fruit tree than to have its

roots shoved down so deep, so that it could not get
sun or air. He was against deep planting, and he
would suggest that planting should be done on a
mound. The more they prepared the land the better
would be the results. Replying to a question as to
how deep he would plant, he said there was always
a mark round the tree as it grew iu the nursery, and
if they planted to the same point again they could
not go wrong.

Mr. Shirley Hibberd said he should like to point
out a source of danger in private gardens where
" sticking in " was done. Wherever a tree had been
for any considerable length of time it was dangerous
business to plant another in the same spot, for nine
times out often there would be in the soil a residue
of the old roots which would breed a mass of fungus.
Mr. Dean said his rule was to plant Plums wliere

Apples had been, as while Plums took one consti-

tuent out of the soil. Apples took another.
Mr. Wildsmith then read his paper (see p. 437) on

Dessert Pears.

Mr. Tones asked why Jargonelle was left out of
both lists?

Mr. Wildsmith said he had a conscientious
objection to the Jargonelle, as it went to sleep too
soon. Replying to a question as to the nature of
his soil, Mr. Wildsmith said it was a sandy gravelly
loam. It was not a bad loam if it was well done,
but it was no use digging it—as digging was under-
stood. He never dug a bit of ground but always
trenched, even for cabbages. He found no difiiculty

in growing Pears of a very good quality on a sandy
gravelly soil.

A gentleman instanced how he had ripened
successfully some .losepliine de Malines by placing
them on the hot air pipes for ten days, when their

owner, who had discarded the tree from which they
were taken, praised them highly.

Mr. Wildsmith said he had also ripened the late

Pear, Bergamotte Espereii, iu the same way.

Peunino.

Mr. Shieley Hibbeed then read his paper (see

p. 438).

Mr. Peaeson thought Mr. Hibberd rather meant
to talk about bad pruniug ''. gooj pruning than the
non-necessity of pruning.

Mr. Wright said the longer he lived the less he
should use the knife in pruning if his object was to

get the greatest possible amount of fruit. He re-

ferred to the Pear trees at Cardiff Castle, and said

they had been allowed to assume their natural
habits, the pruning they had been subjected to being
the taking out of a few branches here and there
so that the sun could sliine through. Those
trees were bearing 3 or 4 bushels of fruit

as good as could be found in the exhibition.

The great object was to let light shine through
the trees, which would then form natural spurs.

There were, however, in the garden some good
examples of pruning and non-pruning. On the
whole, for commercial fruit growing, people, Mr.
Hibberd, he considered, was right in his principles

and philosophy.
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Mr. Le Maitre said they had been talking abont
standard trees, but did the same remarlcs apply to

wall trees ?

Mr. Shirley Hibberd, in reply, said he was
pleased to see that the general concurrence of
opinion was with hi[n. The trees at Cardiff Castle
were very interesting, as illustrating this question.

He did not say anything about wall trees, because
he considered one subject enough at a time ; but lie

would say—give wall trees plenty of room, and do not
stunt the shoots. lu conclusion, he moved a vote
of thanks to Dr. Hogg for presiding.

Kev. W. WiLKS, Secretary, Royal Horticultural

Society, proposed a vote of thanks to the readers of

papers.

jlr. Paul returned thanks for the readers, and said

he had seen many barren trees made fruitful and
many fruitful trees made barren by the pruning
knife. They could not. however, do without pruning.
It was injudicious jtruning tliat should stand con-
demned. It would not do for the idea to get abroad
that tliey were of opinion tliat there was no necessity

for pruning, as such a wrong impression might lead to

"erious consequences.

The proceedings were adjourned till Thursdiy.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

October 16th.—A General Meeting of members of
this Society took place at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet
Street, on Monday evening, the loth inst. Mr. E.
Sanderson, President, in the chair. The Hon. Sec,
Mr. W. Holmes, reported that the Midland Kailway
Company had offered to convey exhibits to and from
the provincial show at ShelSeld on November 16
and following day, at a single fare, provided the
exhibits remained until the close of the show. Also
that they were willing to reserve one or two saloon
carriages, if a sufficient party going" from London
justified them in doing so. The Hon. Sec. also re-

ported th.it he had paid the sum of £70, prizes
awarded at the September show at tlie lioyal
Aquarium, and said he thought it would be neces-
sary to modify the classes for Dalilias. A hearty
vote of thanks was passed to those who acted as
stewards on that occasion. Mr. Harman Payne, the
chairman of the Catalogue Revision Committee re-

ported tliat their labours as revisers had come to
an end.

The following resolution was then moved by the
Hon. Secretary, seconded by Mr. Geo. Stevens, and
carried by acclamation :—" That the members of the
National Chrysanthemum Society desire to place on
record their high appreciation of the valuable work
accomplished by those who prepared and published
the edition of the National Chrysanthemum Society's
Catalogue for 18887 To each of those who consti-
tuted the specially selected committee, and who
prepared reports on the several sections, the members
give their sincere thanks, and especially to the
Revision Committee, who received these reports,
revised and tabulated them. Purther, that a Silver
Medal of the Society, duly and suitably engraved,
be presented to Messrs. Lewis Castle, C. Harman
Payne, and George Gordon, in recognition of the
admirable result of their painstaking and arduous
work ; also that a copy of this resolution be entered
upon the minutes, and a lithographed copy be pre-
pared and furnished to each member of the com-
mittee." The Hon. Secretary also proposed a reso-
lution for the appointment of a permanent Catalogue
Committee, to take such notes as may be necessary
with a view to revision of the Catalogue at a future
time, and that such committee consist of Messrs.
Payne, Castle, and Gordon.

Fruits Under Glass.

Peaches.—Where fruit is hanging on the trees in

late houses give as much sunlight as possible, so as

to impart flavour; a little artificial heat will prove

of great service, as well as of benefit to the formation

of the fruit buds. While applying heat give venti-

lation in jnoderation, and shut up with dry sun-heat
when it caxi be eecrured.

Suae^ssidr-f; Otis'!).^Tre^s in these, when thinned
of all old bearing wdod and freely syringed, should
be watered at the roots if this be found neressary,

pnd the foliaffs allo^rtd to fall naturally.

The Early House will require attention now. If it

be not already done all internal cleansing and paint-

ing should be done, and all rough snags and wounds
cut smooth with the knife, so that the earth may
close properly over them. In pruning remove all

such of the old bearing wood as can be spared, and
that which was left from the summer pruning; any
very gross shoots of this season's growth may also be

cut out. As a rule, I do not favour the shortening
back of bearing wood on Peach and Nectarine trees,

but if one side of the tree is likely to outgrow the other

it becomes a necessity for the proper balance of the

tree. Wash the shoots with a soft brush and warm
water, in which some soit soap and a few handfulls

of flowers of sulphurs have been dissolved. When
all has been thoroughly cleansed fasten the shoots to

the trellis, allowing the shoots plenty of room to

swell. Shoots from 5 to 7 inches apart will be quite

close enough. Prick up the surface of the border

and remove all the soil down to the roots. Uust the

border over with a good dressing of Thomson's
Manure and resurface with loam, lime rubbish, and
charred wood ashes

;
place a few inches of horse-

droppings on the top, and give a good soaking of

tepid water. The outside border should also be

covered with 14 to 15 inches of dry leaves, and
thatched with straw.

Figs.—The early plants in pots or tubs should now
be placed under protection, and the pruning seen to

at once. If ripe Figs are expected in April, the

plants will require to be started next month. In
pruning remove all the weakly shoots which were
left at the summer's pruning. The strong shoots

should be but as little as possible ; rather bend them
down and depend on heavy cropping and summer
pinching to reduce any grossness of shoots from all

the snags and wounds, so as to afford but little

hiding-places for insects; then well wash the wood
several times over with hot water, soft-soap, and
petroleum. If not already done, let the house
tliey are intended to occupy be well scrubbed
and painted if necessary. Wash the walls with
hot lime and fiowers of sulphur. W. M. Baiflir,

Luton Hoo.

DISBUDDING ROSES.
As " Wild Rose " does not seem to think it worth

while to comment further on the question of dis-

budding Roses, the temptation to risk breaking a

lance againat " Rosa's " protest on p. 38, is

irresistible.

" Rosa " leads off with a gibe against the exhibitors

for their insufficient taste, and then proceeds to refer

to " over full-blown Roses, however beautiful, &c."

Does "Rosa" really consider "over full-blown

Roses " at all beautiful ?' Such is certainly not the

opinion of exhibitors. Perhaps the meaning of the

word taste requires definition; for, after all, is

Marechal Niel so old that he is to be mocked as
" virtually " (why virtually ?) a bald-head ?

"Why, indeed," says Rosa, " should the amateur
who grows his Roses for their beauty in the

garden or in the house, pinch out their side

buds ? " It is quite easy to imagine that

"the rustle of their opening buds" was loud

enough to ])revent " Rosa " from hearing the Rose's

obvious answer to this question, which is simply,

that otherwise the amateur would fail in his alleged

object, as his Roses would never attain their highest

beauty either in the garden or anywhere else.

When Roses are not disbudded they are never
seen in character, that is to say, they lack colour,

depth, substance, and frequently form. This, of

course, does not apply to what may be termed cluster

or bud Roses, but it does apply most emphatically

to 'the majority of hybrid perpetuals and to many
Teas. To take a solitary instance from each class,

few amateurs who have never disbudded La France
have any conception of the richness and depth of-

colour that may be obtained in that variety when the

flower-buds are well thinned out. and of the hardly

more than semi-doubleness of Madame de Watte-^ille

when the myriad buds are all left on. growers who
have made the experiment of blooming that lovely

Rose without disbudding are only too well aware.

It has been frequently urged as an objection ag.ainst

La France in the cut etate that the flowers so soon

pBBume ft faded lilar tint; b'ut if th? flrr\tvrB are

vigorously disbudded the colour becomes so intensi-

fied that the objection no longer holds good.

As for " Rosa's " appeal to the fair sex to decide

between Roses disbudded or otherwise, it is per-

fectly certain and well known that the ladies, to_a

man (if the Hibernicism maybe pardoned) invariably

vote for the exhibitor's handsome blooms. It is not

a matter of opinion, but of well known fact, that,

however many gardens there may be in a neighbour-

hood where Roses are never disbudded, it will not be

to them, if there be a single exhibitor's garden

within reach, that when Rose blooms are wanted, the

ladies will go ; they know well enough how much
richer will be the colouring of the exhibitor's flowers,

and, more important still, how much longer they will

last in water than blooms surrounded by buds, whose

sole effect is to make the truss top-heavy and un-

manageable in any vase arrangement.

Even on the score of beauty these surrounding

buds are frequently, in the case of hybrid perpetuals,

indefensible; for the buds of many varieties are

eminently ungainly, both in form and texture, and

they nearly always afford lodgment to aphides and

mildew—neither very pleasant adjuncts to a lady's

flower. Again, in some varieties the surrounding

buds are so close to the central axis that they are

quite concealed from view by the central flower when
it is expanded, and in other varieties their peduncles

are so long that the buds stand up beside and
(especially in wet weather) frequently disfigure the

outer petals of the bloom they surround. In the

case of such varieties, moreover, these buds are some-

times the means of actually precluding the succes-

sional bloom they are alleged to ensure, for they

prevent the full expansion of the main bloom, whose

petals consequently rot without falling, aud as the

side buds attempt to develope are the cause of their

disfigurement or failure to open. After all, th?

"procession of bloom" supposed to be provided by

the side buds is not so very long, since the biids

do not open one after another, as in many
other plants, but as soon as the central bloom

has been disposed of, [the surrounding three or five

buds proceed to expand as best they can all together,

and the crowded bunch of little flowers produces no

greater efiect of colour in the garden than would one

bloom with opportunity to develope.

To say that " we hear more complaints every year

of the shortness of the Rose season " is to make a

statement impossible of substantiation ; but it is not

by allowing Rose trees to carry more blooms than

they can properly develope that the blossoming time

in the Rose garden has been and is being annually

extended, but by the increased cultivation of so-called

summer and single Roses, which bloom so early, and

add almost a month at the beginning of the Rose

time ; by the far more general planting of the Teas

that flower early and late, and add to the season at

both ends, and by the increasingly perpetual charac-

ter obtained in recent novelties.

That rose-blooms look best, in the majority of

cases at any rate, upon their parent branch, is a con-

tention that few will oppose ; but to insist that no
Rose can ever look it's best unless surrounded by

side buds is entirely beside the point, since it ai^sumcs

that all Roses have raany-flowered trusses which, of

coarse, is not the case. Not a few varieties produce,

under ordinary circumstances, solitary flowers, not-

ably all the Baroness Rothschild group and Gloire

Lyonnaise, Roses which presumably " Rosa " will

hardly consider unattractive.

However charming Gerrard Lewis' verses may be,

they clearly show that he was not a practical rosa-

rian. or he would never have propounded such a

fallacy as that a Rose bloom will last " loner summer
days " upon the plant, though only a few hours in

the cut state. While no hybrid perpetual will last

through more than one hot July day it is notorious

that by cutting a bloom In the early morning its

greatest beauty will so be longer preserved than by

any other means. Browning was undoubtedly a

closer observer ; that he knew well enough that a
burning July day was the term of a " red red Rose's

"

life, and that its beauty was too fleeting ftr any
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enjoyment of it to be long protracted, is clearly

shown in his answer to his own question

—

" Then how grace a Eose ? I know a way !

Leave it, rather.

Must you gather ?

Smell, kiss, wear it—at last throw awav !

"

Tl>cra.

Plant Notes,

SOLANDRA GRAXDIFLORA.

This plant grows freely but Bowers rarely, such,

at least is my experience of it. In the Palm-house

at Kew it makes enormous growth annually, and

although this growth is ripened and baked as much

as possible, still no flowers are produced. In the

hlucculent-house, however, it has behaved better, no

doubt because tl)e treatment it gets is more favourable

to the production of flowers. The stems are trained

along close to the roof, and from these there spring

immerous lateral branches, upon most of which

(here is now either a flower or bud. Each flower is

,5 or G inches long, trurnpet-shaped, and 4 inches

across the mouth ; the colour is creamy-white. The

.=ipecies is a native of the West Indies, where it is

common in hedges, &c. It was introduced in 1817.

It seems to be variable in its time of flowering, the

months of January, March, and July being given,

and now it is flowering in October. W. W.

ArUNDIN.V BAMBUS-TiFOLI.^.

The Arundinas are graceful plants, with slender,

reed-like stems, ^ to 4 feet in height, clothed from

the base with long narrowly lance-shaped leaves.

The above species, altliough not common in culti-

vation, is one of the prettiest Orchids flowering at

the present time. The inflorescence is a loose, ter-

minal raceme, the flowers of which open succession-

ally and measure i inches across ; in appearance

they resemble a small Lobralia. The broadly

lanceolate sepals and petals are white, flashed with

pale I'ose. the lip being rosy-purple with a white

throat. A good specimen is in flower at Kew. This

Orchid should have a place in the East India-house,

and being terrestrial requires to be grown in a com-

post of fibrous peat and loam. It has none of the

characteristic fleshiness of Orchids, either in leaf or

etem, and must, therefore, not be subjected to a

severe drying-off at any time. W. B.

BANANA CULTUEE IN
NICARAGUA.

Under the title of Baiiaiia Cidtivaiion on the Eama
River, ill the Mosquito Renerve, Republic of ^'i>'ara</ua,

a Consular Report specially devoted to this subject

has recently been issued from the Foreign Oftice, of

which the following is the substance;

—

This trade, it seems, has entirely sprung up during

the last few years, the first sliipment of Bananas for

exportation having been made in 18^3. The river

Kama flows from the junction of two small streams,

the rivers Escondido and Sequia, to the Bluefields

Lagoon, on the Atlantic coast, a distance of some

ninety miles, and previous to the year 188.3 the

banks of these rivers were uncultivated and unin-

habited. About that time the Mosquito Fruit Com-
pany cleared a tract of land, with a frontage of three

mites, on the river Rama, and commenced the

cultivation of Bananas. The first shipment, con-

sisting ot about 5W bunches, was made in the latter

part of 18S3, the fruit being sold at the vessel's side

at the rate of oO cents (Nicaraguan currency) per

bunch. The success that attended this first attempt

induced many persons, including several foreigners,

to commence the cultivation of Bananas, and now

the whole of both banks of the Kama KiVer, com-

mencing from about 20 miles from the Bluefields

Lagoon up to the junction of the rivers Escondido

and Sequia, and such parts of the last-named rivers

as are navigable for canoes have been cleared and

cultivated. The banks "f tfi= Rinia Fiver, for about

twenty miles from Bluefields, are not adapted for

cultivation, being too low and swampy. The follow-

ing figures will show the rapid growth of the exporta-

tion of Banauas from this country :—In 1883 the

number of bunches exported was 8000 ; in 1884,

40,000; in 1885, 45,147 ; in 1886, 154,434 ;
and in

1887, 255,332.

To ship the Bananas during the year 1887 there

were six steamships, each making monthly trips to

the United States, where the whole of the fruit is

sold ; two of these steamers carrying their cargo to

New Orleans, three to Baltimore and Philadelphia

alternately, and one to New York. These steamers

have not only to be fast, to enable them to arrive at

their destination before the fruit ripens—as it has to

be cut whilst still green, and handled with the

greatest care, the slightest bruise leaving a black

m.ark, and consequently depreciating the value of

the fruit—but the steamers have also to be of light

draught, to enable them to pass the bar of Bluefields

Harbour, which has only some 14 feet of water.

Once inside the bar, the steamers proceed up the

Rama River, which has a considerable depth of

water—in some places as much as 50 feet— and,

calling at the various plantations on the river banks,

purchase the Bananas that may be ready. In conse-

quence of the greater part of the planters refusing to

accept the low prices otfered by the steamers, many
of the vessels have been withdrawn, leaving, at the

present time, it is stated, only two steamers making

monthly trips—both to New Orleans—and in conse-

quence a large quantity of fruit has ripened in the

hands of the planters, and has rotted, for want of

means of transportation.

A plantation of 10,000 Bananas would cost, in-

cluding clearing the ground and planting, about

10,000 dols. currency. It would commence to give

fruit in nine or twelve months after planting, and

would last about five years ; after that time the

ground becomes exhausted, and the fruit so poor as

to be unmarketable. Tiie Bananas grown on the

Rama River are the ordinary yellow Banana, about

6 to 8 inches long, and a red variety known as the
" Patriota." This is smaller th>an the yellow form,

but has a sweeter and finer flavour.

When the Bananas are stowed away in the

steamers they have to be kept shaded from the sun,

and the temperature whilst in the tropics must be

kept as low as possible by means of a free circulation

of air ; but in spite of all precautions, some bunches

always ripen and are lost during transit, and in some

few cases owing to the steamer having been obliged

to batten down her hatches from heavy weather, or

other causes, the whole of the cargo has been lost.

According to the rules of the trade, eight clusters,

or hands (as they are technically called) to a bunch

forms a whole bunch ; bun;;hes having from five,

and under eight clusters, or hands, are counted as

half-bunches ; and, as a rule, the steamers refuse to

take at any price bunches having less than five

clusters. J. R. Jac/rson.

©faituavfi
Thomas Henderson. — Horticulturists in

England and Ireland will learn with deep regret that

Mr. Thomas Henderson died on the 10th inst. at 2,

Fairfield Terrace, Terapleague, Co. Dublin, after a

painful illness, extending over four years. The
deceased served as foreman to Mr. R. B. Matthews,

Belfast, alterwards with Mr. Hugh Dickson. Bel-

mont, proceeding from there to Messrs. ¥. & A.

Dicksons, of Chester ; his last situation was at

Pesbrook. Titchfield, Hants. He was a skilful

plantsman, ever ready to impart his knowledge to his

subordinates and less fortunate of his craft ; he was

a strict master, but one of the kindest, and generous

to a fault, while his raodeft and unassuming dis-

position gained him many friends, all of whom, I am
sure, will join me in this tribute of respect fjr a

friend taken from us at the early age of thirty-five.

He leaves a widow and two eons to mourn his loss.

ff. WpUnr.

Richard Johnson of Marbury.—The death

at the ripe age of 84 years, is announced of this fine

illustration of the gardener of the old school, practi-

cal and successful, but modest and retiring. He was
particularly skilful in fruit growing. Forol years he

acted as gardener in the service of C. H. Poole, Esq.,

Marbury Hall, Cheshire and Whitchurch, Salop.

Jlr. .Johnson leaves one son, a nurseryman at Lindow
Common, Wilmslow.

The Weather.

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
duratioii of the excess or defect of temperature above or
below 32° F. for the period named, and in expresi-ed in Diiy-

degree — a "Day-degree" signifyiuff 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other nam oer of degrees for an
inveryely proportional number of hours.]
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" The temperafiire has continued below the mean
in all districts except ' Scotland. E.' The deficit,

however, has not been so large as that of last week,
having ranged from 1° to 4° in most of our western
and northern districts to 5° or 6° over onr eastern,

central, southern, or south-western England. The
highest of the ma.xima, which were recorded on the
12th at most of the English stations, and on various
dates over Ireland and Scotland, r.anged from 56^ in

England, S.W.,' to 03° in ' England, S.,' and 6i° in

'Scotland, E.' The lowest of the minima, which
occurred generally at the beginning or towards the
end of the period varied from L'5° to 30° in most
parts of England, from 26° to 28° in Ireland, and
from 26° to 32° in Scotland. In ' England, N.E.,'

the lowest reading was 34°. and in the ' Ciiannel
Islands, 35°. During the the night of the 14th—
loth thermometers exposed on the grass over the

inland parts of south-western, southern, and south-
eastern England fell to between 21° and 24°.

"The raiiif'ali has been less than the mean. The
fall has been very slight in all districts excepting
' Scotland, N.'

" Sriifht sttnshitie shows an inrcease over some of

our more .southern and south-western districts, but
a decrease elsewhere. The percentage of the pos-

sible amount of duration ranged from 10 to 23 in

Scotland, from 24 to 40 in Ireland, and from 2-8 to

S2 over England. In the ' Channel Islands ' the
percentage was 65."

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

MEAN TEMPERATURE OBSEB\'~ED AT CHISWICK DUR-
ING THE WEEK ENBINQ OCT. 27. (AVERAGE OF
FOBTY-FOUB YEARS.)

Oct. 21 ...
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BEFORE PLACING HER ORDERS EVERY LADY SHOULD SEE

bj'SpeL'iul Appoiiilment
to tlie Queen. ROBINSON & CLEAVER'S

Bv Speriul Appointment
to the

Enipreaa of Gerniniiy.

SPECIALLY SELECTED DRESS FABRICS,
Which are the very best and in the latest fashion.

They include Selections (only) of all-^yoo], and Mixed Englibh, Scotch, Iii.sh, French, German

and other Continental fabrics, from 6d. per yard sing-le, and Is. 9|d. per yard double width, to

the very best qualities made. Also Selections in Silks (warranted to wear

well), Satins, Poplins, Velvets, Velveteens, Plushes, kc, at sut;b prices as

cannot fail to secure Patrons.

T^ a^T^TJ]g it has been remarked, usually find a tonsidtrable (imoiint of difficulty in making
' a selection from a large parcel of patterns, nnd fire ronfused and pu/zled by

the multiplicity of the materials submitted for inspection. We profCBS to have reduced i his

difficulty to a minimum, and our patterns of English. Scotch, Irish. French, German, and other
Continental dress fabrics, are so carefully ChOSen and 8UCh taste Is ShOWIl in their
selection, that we believe no intending purchaM-r can lind l!ie slightest difficulty in makiii;^

up htT mind, for she -vviU find exactly what she wants ready to lirr lian.l. Thus time and trouble
are saved by OUT method, which, 'i he fashion journals say, *' rannot be too highly recom-
mended." Indeed, the success which has attended the sale of our '' Eelections " bas now bi-corae

-1.) f^i'uerally appreciated that many Ladies prefer to send direct to lii'lfa'-t, thereby saving very
consiiierably in price, «hile securing the very hitest Novelties. Patterns, Post-frce.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER, T>'«i'''y'^w*^«'i<'"^« BELFAST.

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses. Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, aud for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We ouly do one class of work,
and that THK VKRY BFST.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed archite^-turally correct without the assistance of any one out of our firm,
from the Muallt-sl to the birge^i. Hot"Water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, er^fcted, and success guaranteed
111 all ca^es. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hotbed Boxes, &c., always in stwk.

Plans, Estimates and Catalogues free. Ciisitomers waited on in any part oj the Kingdom,

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

HORTICULTUHAL CLASS,
A large quantity of all descriptions and
sizes in stock, at the lowest possible prices.

NICHOLLS & CLARKE,
SHOREDITCH, LONDON. E.

/"1AKDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
VX Virgin Cork, Kaffia, Mats, Bamboo Canes, Kustic Work.
Maourefl. &c. Cheapest Prices of

WATSON AND SCULL. WU. Lower Thames Street. London. E.G.

pATENl~fIjBULAK FLOWKR STANDS
X for Artistir (iroiiping of Cut Flowers. Have attracted

much attinilioii at rer^iit Ilorticultural Exhibitions.
Manufactur.d and Sold by GEOKGE SMITH AND CO.,

t'ommercial Koad, I'imlico, S.W. Trade supplied.

To Nurserymen. Seed Merchants, and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SUNS are offering Arch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in tlie trade : also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bagy, Ratfia Fibre. Tobacco Paper,

and Shading. Prices free.—4 and 6. Wormwooil Street. E.G.

OSTAL BOXES, for Plants and Flowers, Sec.
;

light wood; cheapest and best. WOOD TRAYS for Sow-
ing Seed, StrikingGuttinga, &c. Sample with Price Li-^t 6stamp-i.

GASBON AND CO., Box Maker-*. Peterborough.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patrouised by IB.000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, <&c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Statloua.

Liquid Nou-PoiMOnoQS Paints for Inside of Conservatories, &o
Prices, Patterns, aud Teetimunials, Post-free.

LA BELLB SAUVAQE YARD, LUDOATE HILL, EO.
fiAUHSLUU'd WALff, DUBLU*.—/^HC'/UMI /or Cath.

FREDERICK L. MAY & CO.,
(Publishers of I^Iay's Pkess Guij'F.)

ADVERTISING AGENTS.
lliL>. l^ICCAUrLLY,

LOM>ON, \V.,

RECEIVE ADVERTISEMENTS for all Londoo. Provincial,
Continental, Colonial, and American Newspapers ami other
Publication.'^, for one or any number of insertions, aud are pre-
pared to open accounts with Sol ici tors, Auctioneer'?, and
others on approval of references.

Special advantages to Large Advertisers.
E^tablislied IS.tO.

Only Addre>w—it52. Piccadilly, London. W.

REVUE de niORTlCULTURE BELGE
et ETRANliERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review)—lythyear.—Amon^the principal Contributor.sare :

—

A. Allard. E. Andre. C. Baltct, F. Bun-enich, F. Crepin,
O. de Kei-chove de Deuterghem. P. K. de Puydt, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coniuck, .T. Kickx, T. Muore, C. Naudin, B. Oliveira,
H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert. E. Rodijras. l». Thomas. A. van Geert
Son, U. J. vau Hulle, J. van \'olx.m, H. J. Veitch, A We^t-
mael, and P. Wolkenstein.

Thi'^ iUu-*tratt'd Journal appears on the 1st of every month,
in partaof :i4 puge.s. 8vo, with t wo coloured Platen and numnrous
Engravings.

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom:—One year,
14s. payable in ad\ance.

Publishing Olfice : 1.14, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent. Belgium.

Post-oHice Orders to be made pavable to M. E. PYNAERT,
Ghent.

Farms Estates. Residences.

Any one desirous of Rentitif^ a Farm or Residence,
Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES' HERALD
supplied tree for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is retiuired, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addrei^sed " Midland Coimties
herald Ollice, Birmingham. '' The Midlajid Coimties Herald
always contaiua large numbers of advertisements relating to
Farms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

Greatly Reduced iu Price.

n

SILVESTER'S PATENT TRENTHAM BOILER
Is til.' IIKST, CHEAPEST, aud MObT ECONU.MICAJ.
BOILER EXTANT for all heating purposes, and is only
supplied bv Hie PATENTEE. All other kinds of BOILERS.
PIPES. VALVES, HEATING and VENTILATINO APPA-
RATUS manufactured by

F. SILVESTER & CO.,
CASTLE HILL WORKS, NEWCASTLE,

STAFFORDSHIRE.
Full Particulars on application.

'p H O S . W^ ROBINSON,
-L Dennis Turk Ironworks, Stourbridge.

4-in. Espansion Joint Hot-water Pipes, 9 feet long, 4^, 3rf. each
;

4-in. Socket Hot- water Pipe-^. 9,feet long, 4.';. *id. eaL-h.

Illustrated reviftd price IJ^t on application, free.

R
PORTABLE CUCTJMBER FRAMES.

II A L L I P A Y AND CO. desire to
draw special attention to their Cucumber Frame-,

of which they always have a large stock, ready glazed an^l

painted. They are made of the best materials, aud cao be piit

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Prices delivered to any station in England :

—

£ s. d.

2-light frame, 8 feet by 6 feet 1 pj^.inff i
3 10

;i-light frame, 12 feet by 6 feet >c^ff, Prfp-? 5 5
6-lightframe. IMfeetbytJfeeti*-^^^ *'^^^| 10

The glass is nailed and puttied in. Lights and framiuji for

brick pits ut proportionately low prices.

B. HALLIDAY & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers.

ROYAL HORTICriLTrRAL WORKS, MIDDLKTON,
JlANCllESTKll.

London Agent, Mr. H. SKELTON, Seedsman, &o..
2, HoUoway Road, N.

BOULTON & PAUL,
HORTICULTURAL BU ILDERS.

Our 8 by 6 feet

2-LIGHT MELON AND CUCUMBER FEAMEa

are £3 each, carilage paid.
alade of tlie tje^l reii deal. EuKli^h i;l-o/,. glais. pamteJ 'i C-JAt.

best colonr.

3-LIGHTS, 12 by 6 feet, £4 Ba.

For other »j/e-.. seeNErt' PRICE LISTS. Post-free.

NORWICH.

GREENHOUSES.
Before orderui>' Conservatories, \ ineries. Grceuhouses, &c.,

uttain an Estimate (free) from us.

Plans. Illustrated CATALOGUE. &c., post-free, on application.

FEARCE iSD HEATLEY. The North London Horticul-
tural Works, Holloway Road, London, N.
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QOOTCH GARDENERS.O —John Downie (of the late firm of Downie & Laird),

Seetiaman, 144, Princes Street, Edioburgh, has at present on
bis Liat a Dumber of SCOTCH GAROKNERS, waiting re-

engagemeiita. He will be pleased to supply full particulars

to any Lady, Noblemuu, or Qentlemau requiring a trustworthy
aud competent lianieuer.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applicatiou-i from Gardeners, seeking sitnations, and that they

will be able to supply any Lady or Geutleman with particulars,

&c.—St. .John's Nurseries, Worcester.

Gardeners, Farm-BadlifTs, Foresters, &c.

DICKS UNS {Limited) are always
in a po-ition to KECOIIMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their

business. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and I'o-tal Address • DICKSONS, CHESTER."

To Noblemen and Gentlemen requiring Land Agents,
STEWAKUS, K.AILIfFS. or GAJiDENKKS.

JAMES CAKTEU and CO. have at all

times upon iheir Kfgib^ter reliable aud competent MEN,
several of whom are personally well known to Messrs. Carter.

Enquiries shouM be made to 237 and 238. Hixli Holboru. W.C.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• ha3 at present in the Nursery aud upon his Register

some exci.'llent Mt'u, competent either to till the situation of

HEAD GARUENER, BAlLItF, FOREMAN, or JOURNEY-
MAN. Ladiea and Gentlemen requiring any of the above will

please send full partieulars, when the best selections for the
different capacities wll be made.—Holloway. N.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept.—Age 31, single at present; over three years'

character from present situation as Foreman.—H. HALL, The
Gardens, Lower VVood>ide, Hatfield, Herts.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 40, married
eight years, no tamily ; previously with Viscount Oran-

brook. O. S. Mortimer, Esq. (sixteen years). Sir C. Pigot, Bart.

Exhibiting ai London and Brighton. Son of T. Marshall,

Head Gurdeiier forty years to \V". Peel Croughtou, E^q.

—

G. MARSHALL. 39, Thrale Road, Streatham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 35, married
;

twenty years' practical experience in good establish-

meuts in Early and Late Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, and
Vegetables, the Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Orcbidg, &c. ; also Kitchen Gardens and Pie :snre Grounds.—
J. FISLAYSOX, The Gardens. Combe Bank, Seveuoaks.

GARDENER (Head); Age 34. ~ Mrs.
AxDERSUN, Waverley Abbey, Farnham, Surrey, wishes

to recommend her late Heiid Gardener (who was with her for

nearly seven years) to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a

good practiciil Gardener. Twenty years' experience in large

establijhments.— S. P., L'pper Shornes, Gravesend.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
tliree cliildren ; well-up in Gardening in all its branches.

Abstainer. Good references.—F. BARRETT, Downham Mar-
ket, Norfolk^

GARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
two children (youngest age 9); thoroughly experienced

in Early and Late Forcing, &c. Highest references from
present and former employers.—T. W., Monson Road, Redhill.

GARDENER (Head AVorking).—Age G8,
marrieil; twenty-one years' practical experience in all

branches. Five years in last situation. Thoroughly energetic

and trustworthy. Excellent reference.— J. PENTLAND, Clay-

gate Post-olfice, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Messrs.
BVNVARD & Co. can confidently recommend a thorough

practical Gardener, where three or more are kept. Many years'

experience in all its various branches. Leaving through
death. Good testimonials.—The Old Nurseries, JIaidstone.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 42,
married; thoroughly competent in all branches of the

profession. Can Superintend Grass Land if required. No
objection to Management of Fruit Farm. Six years' character

from last situation.—gardener, Terrey's Cottages, Stan-
stead, Kent.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 36,
married ; thorough good practical Gardener. Twenty

years' experience in Grapes. Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,
Tomatos, ttove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Abstainer. Highly recommended. Please state

full particulars of place—GARDENER, 2, Greenhill Cottages,
Station Road, Harrow, N.W.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
Handf.d).—Age 28. married; first-class experience.

Abstainer. Excellent references.—T. J., 113, Olinda Road,

Stamford Hill. N.

ARDENER and BAILIFF, or to Manage
a Fruit Farm.— Age .36, married; understands Gardening

iu all its branches. Eight years' good character from present

employer.— J. FIELDER, The Cottage, Swnnwick Lane, near
Southampton.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or otherwise.
—Age 2S, married; fourteen years' experience. Good

character from present and previous employers.—J. B., Betley

Cottage, Lyth Hill, near Shrewsbury.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or other-
TYise.—Age 28; experienced in Flower and Kitchen

Gardens, Vines, Foicmg, &c. Wife thoroughly experit-nced

Laundress. Personal abd previous references.—J. B., 18,

Sulina Road, Brixton Hill, S.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or FORE-
MAN, where two or three are kt'pt.-Age 26 ; nine years

experience Insiile and Ont. Good references.—B. SCALES,
318, Meanwood Road, Leeds.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 22 ; seven years' eiperieuce. Good cha-

racter.—FRED. HERRINGTON, Ditchampton. Wilton, Salis-

bury, Wiltshire.

ARDENER (Under). — Age 25, single
;

ten years' experience iu all branches. Highest reftT-

enceg. ~WM. OWEX, Kilhey, Worthington, near Wigan,
Lancashire.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 22; eight
years' experience. Inside and Out. Two years' good

character from last place.—T. BISHOP, Dovers, Reigate,
Surrey.

ARDENER (Undkr) ; age 19.—£2 will be
given to any peraon procuring Advertiser a suitable

eituatou. Five years' praidical experit-nce of Gardening in all

its branches, especially Greenhouse and Forcing Work. Good
character.-BENIANS. Tilt, Cobham, Surrey.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in good estab-
lishments.—Age 27 ; good references from previous

employers.—G. LILLEY. Thoru'^y. near Peterborough, Cambs.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in a good estab-
lishment.—Age 27 ; can be well recommended from

previous situations.—E. KIRBY, Milltown, AshQver, Chester-
field.

T^OREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 24, single
;i nine years' experience. For the last three years under

-Mr. G. WHEELER, St. John's Lodge, Regent's Park, N.W.,
\\'ho will answer any enquiries.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in Private Estab-
lishment.—Age 23; ten years' experience. Has obtained

practical knowledge in each department. Good testimonials
as to personal character and abilities.—H. BAZELEY, Piuk-
ney's Green, Mjiideuheatl.

To NurserymeiL
FOREMAN (General) and PROPAGATOR

(WohKING).—Well up in Fruits. Roses, Rhododendrons,
Conifera, Clematis, Stove, Greenhouse, and B dding Plants,
and General Routine of the Trade, Wreaths, Crosses, &c.
Good Salesman. Sixteen veais" experience. First-class

reference.—FOREMAN, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Market Growers and Others.

FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR, or GROWER.
—Age 27; well experienced in Bouvardias, Primulas,

Ferns, Solanums, Carnations, Roses. Chrysanthemums, Pelar-

goniums, Fuchsias, Bedding Stuff, Cucumbers, Tomatos,
Forced Plants, Cut Flowers of all kinds. Good testimouials.

—

LAMBERT, 47, Neville Road, Stoke Newington. N.

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Seedsmen.
FOREMAN PROPAGATOR, and GROWER.

—Age 37. married ; upwards of twenty years in London
and Provincial Retail Trade. Well up in Fruit Growing, Cut
Flowers, Furnishing, and Seed Trade. — FLORIST, Grove
Cottage, Chappell Park, Addlestouc.

To Nurserymen and Others.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER of Market
stuff and Cut Flowers.—Age 30 ; sixteen years' experi-

ence. Good reference.—W. C. BARKBY, Leicester.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER of Soft-
wooded Plants for Market.—Age 29; fourteen years'

experience in London Nurseries.—J. P., 3, Plainmoor Terrace,

St. Mary's Church, Torquay.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 29;
good Salesman and Bouquetist. Foiuteen years' practical

experience. Can be highly recommended.—E., 2, ^'igo

Crescent, Bedford Road, Xorthnmpton.

ROPAGATOR.—Well up in the Propagation
of Roses, Clematis, Rhododendrons, Conifers, and

General Hard and Soft-wooded Stuff. Six and a half vear.i'

experience.—W. CHAPLIN, St. Johu't, Woking. Surrev."

ECORATOR and GROWER of Tropical and
Temperate Plants.—Middle-aged, married; extensive

knowledge of high-class Gardening. Reference good.—G.,
Havelock Place, Wokingham, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN, or UNDER GARDENER,
in Private Garden.-Six years' experience. Total Ab-

stainer. — W. ABBOTT, The Green, Walton- le-Dale, near
Preston

OURNEYMAN (First), in a large establish-
ment.—Age 24 ; eight and a half years' experience in all

branches of Gardening. Good testimonials as to personal
character and abilities.—A, H.,2, Chesham Street, Chester.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 22
;

willing to make himself u-.'fal. I'sed to Firing. Good re-

ference.—G. GRIFFIN, Heath Lane. Oldswii, ford. Stourbridge.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good Garden.—Age 22
;

four and a half years iu present place. Well recommended.
—F. BENGOUGH,' The Gardens, Sugnall Hall, Eccleshall,

Staffordshire.

OURNEYMAN; age 22—James Horner,
The Gardens, Myton Hall, Helperby. York, can with con-

tidence recommend W. Palmer, who has been with him
two years.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Has had
good experience, and can be well recommended by present

and previous employers.—W. GIBSON, Steventon Manor,
Micheldever, Hants.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses in good Pii-
vate Garden.—Age 20 ; tliree years' experience Inside

and Out. Excellent reference'..—HEAD GARDENER, Woud
End, Cliiche»ter,

TMPROVER, or UNDER GARDENER,—
A Age 19 ; four and two years in previous situations. Strong,
aud willing.— W. BENNETT, Bridge End, Colsterworth,
Grantham.

To Oardeners.
IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden.

—

Age 18 ; strong. Three and a half years' good character.
—W. HARDY. Whitacre Station, near Coleshill, Birmingham.

IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's establishment,
Inside and Out,—Age 18 ; fonr and a half years' good cha-

racter. Bothy preferred.-W. T. NAISH, The Gardens, Bay
House, Alverstoke, Gosport. Hant-J.

To Gardeners.
IMPROVER, h\ a Gentleman's Garden.—Age

17 ; intelligent, strong —Had two years' experience.
Good character.—WALMSLEY, Schoolhouse, Orton, Peter-
borough.

IMPROVER, in a Nobleman'? or Gentleman's
Garden ; age 17.—Samuel Coulter would be pleased to

recommend a strong active young man as above. Three years'

experience,—SAMUEL COULTER, Northfield Nursery, Ealing
Dean, W.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation in Nursery.
—Age 24; ten years' experience in growing Tea Roses,

Ferns, General Cut Stuff, Grapes, Tomatos.—A, B., Cottage,
Hellenboro House, Roehampton Lane, Putney.

To GENTLEMEN, &c.—Edward Bayjian,
Gardener to the Hou. F. Levison Gower, Holmbury,

Dorking, will be pleased to recommend his Foreman to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of an experienced
and trustworthy man. Married, age 30.

To FLORISTS.—A German (age 23), eight
years' experience at largest Flower affairs of Germany,

wants situation. Good references. — Offers to address,
Mr. HANSEN, 8. Ploensgade. Christiania, Norway.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Wanted by young man
{age 19) place in Nursery. Used to General Plant Grow-

ing. Wreath and Bouquet Work, &c. Five years' experience.
—EDWARD NOOND. Kennels. FernhillHeath, near Worcester.

q^O NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, by a young
A man (ap:e 20) a aitnation in the House<i. Five ye.nrs in

the Trade.—IRED. GRANT, Boston Spa, Tadcaster, Vorka.

''po HEAD GARDENERS, &c.—The Rev.
JL Maud highly recommends a youth (age 17) in a large
place under a Head Gardener. Five years' in the House aud
Garden. Total abstainer,—W. HULBERT, 5, Stamford Place,
Jlilverton, Leamington.

^yO GARDENERS, &c.—Wanted, by a young
J- man (age 22), a situation in the Houses under a Foreman.
Two years in present place. Has had several years' experience,
aud will be well recommended.—H. F., Hall Grove, Bagshot.

''pO HEAD GARDENERS.—A young man is

JL desirous to place himself with a first-class Gardener, to
Learn the Business in all its branches.—Send particulars and
Premium required, to E. E., HilseaFarm, Hilsea, nearCosham,
Hants.

GARDENERS, &c.—Wanted a situation
in Garden by a strong, industrious, young man, willing

to be useful.—A. R., GARDENER, The Gardens, Mount
Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

QHOPMAN.—Sixteen years' experience ; well
k^ up in all departments, including Florist Work. Highest
references,—W. S., Mr. Tillier, Aln Cottage, Holly Road,
Hounslow.

CHOPMAN (Working).—Twenty years ex-O perience, wholesale and retail; quick an 1 accurate in
execution of orders, also well versed in Florists' Wor^, Sundries,
&c. Would not object to season engagement.—COCOS, 22,

Maida Vale, W.

QHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 22; well re-
yj commended. Six years' experience in two leading Scotch
houses. Knowledge of Nursery aud Florists' Trade. — J.

PARKER. 83, St. \ incent Street, Glagow.

SHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—Twelve years'
O experience; thorough knowledge of Farm and Gariien

Seeds, Bulbs. Sundries. Knows Plants well.—P. INNES,
35. Rose Street. Garnethill. Glasgow.

SSISTANT, in Seed Establishment. Whole-
ftale preferred.—Age 20; has had five year/ experience

in Shop, Warehouse, and Office Work. Can be well recom-
mended by present employers,-A. M., :\Iessrs. Fotheringhara
& Wallace, Dumfries.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS.—Weary of Life.—
Derangement of the Liperisoneof the most efficient

causes of dangerous diseases, and the most prolific source of

those melancholy forebodingswhichare worse than death itself.

A few doses of these noted Hlls act magically in dispelling low
spirits, and repelling the covert attacks made on the nerves by
excessive heat, impure atmosphere, over-indulgence, or ex-

hausting excitement. The most shattered constitution may
derive benefit from HOLLOWAY'S PILLS, which will regulate

disordered action, brace the nerves, increase the energy of the

intellectual faculties, and revive the failing memorj'. By at-

tentively studying the instructions for taking these Pills and
explicitly putting them in practice, the most desponding will

Boon feel confident of o perfect recovery.
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CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
(^Telegraphic Address—" Hot-watee, London." Telephone—No. 4763.)

Have now pleasure in bringing to the notice of Hortioulturiats and Gardeners generally their

NEW PATENT <No. 9090, 1888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
WHICH IS WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST ALL ROUND BOILEB IN THE MARKET.

It combinea all the advantages of

its class so well known, and by the

improved method of forming the

joints — viz., with India-rubber

Washers—THE OLD AND TOO

OFTEN INEFFECTUAL WAY
OF CAULKING THE JOINTS

IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED

WITH.

L ^...^

—

..~.—.. -

SECTION OF PATENT JOINT

It can be erected in a few hours,

and may be relied upon as a

thoroughly sound and good Hot-

water Generator. It has been care-

fully tested in every possible way,

more especially with regard to power

and durability, and the result hai

been highly satisfactory.

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &C.

Inspection Invited. Price List Free on Application. Illustrated Catalogue, le.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS,
GLASS BELLS. &c.ROCHEZ-VANDER ELST,
Charleroi. Belgium.

ARents: H. PUCKEKTiiJoCO., Ill), Cannon St., Lonilon. E.G.

ROOT PRUJS'ING can be better and more
scietitically performed with the new Patent "MYTI-

CUTTAH ' than by any other means. Send for Price Lists of

this noTel invention and of our other new and well-known
Pruning Tools—STANDARD MANUFACTIIRINO CO.VIPANY.
St. Alkmunds Churchyard, Derby. Sold by Seedsmen and
Ironmon^rs at home and abroad.

HILL

BLACK
& SINIITH'S

VARNISH
for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

(Re^istcrpd Tra<ie Mtirk.)

An excellent subiititut** for oil paiut, at one-third the cost.

tised in all Loudon I'orka, at Windsor, and Kew Gardfos,
and OD every important estate in the Kinttdom. Has stood

the test of forty yeara' trial. Requires no mixing; can be

applied cold by any ordinary labourer.

Price Is. 6d. per gallon at the manufactory, or carriage-paid

to any railway station. Is. %d. per gallon in caak^i of -31). :^0, or

10 gailODa.

-, , TT m -r /^ -hJ Every Cask bears the above

(JA U 11 (J Jy , Registered Trade Mark. Beware
of cheap imitations.

HILL & SMITH,
Brlerley Ironworks, Dndley

;

118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

;

47. Dawson Street, Dublin.

MESSEIiGEB. & CO.'S New CATALOGUE of Greenhouses and Heating Apparatus,
Just issui^d, will be fouml the most complete. praL'tkiil, and reliable guide to all about to build, alter, or heat green hoiLse^.

niustrMtiont of everv description of (llaa^hoiise, from the largest range of Winter tianlens to the simplest forms of I'ortubU
Greeiihou'^es, I'hmt I'rotectors, and Garden Frames ; also of all the be^t kind of Boilers, Hot-water Pipe.s, and all appliance- fnr

beating. This Cutalogue, possessing hundreds of illustrutions of all the latest improvements in greenhou.-*e building and h^'ating,

is on H !4CQle never before attempt<?d. It ^llould be in the hmids of every one interested in gardening, as it contains many prarticiAl

hints on the subjeota of which it tieat-s, the result of many year?*' experience. Price 2S. poat-ft*6e.
A larpe number of the illustrations are taken from greenhouses erected by us in various parts of the country, an inspection of

this Catalogue nhows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well te-f i-d hy actual u-e. The advantages pos^ea-sed by
us enable us to carry out work with the utmost pronqitness, and in the very best style, at prices which defy competition. Sur^-eys

made and gentlemen waited on in any part of the country. Plans and Estimates free on application.

MESSENGER & COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.

THE COHACER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d.. Post-free 3^d.

;

Twenty-five Copies, 5^; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, £jOs.

Parcels of not less than twenty-tive delivered, Carriage Free, iu London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, V/.C.

Editorial Commualcatloos should be addressed to " The Editor ;
" Adrertisemeota aod Buflluess Letters to " The Publisher." at the Olflce, 11, Wellington street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Printed by WillIaM RiohabDS, at the Office of Measrd. BradbuRT, Aon^ew 8l Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriara. City of London, In the County of Middlesex, and pu'dishe'l by the
said William Richards, at the Office. 41, WeUington Street, Parish of St. Paul's. Oovent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, October 20, 1888. Agent for Manchester—Johm Hstw:)OD.
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pRYSTAL PALACE.
\J GRAND EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, November 9 and 10.

Schedules on application to
Mr. W. G. HEAD,

Superintendent of Gardens, Crystal Palace.
Entries Close November 2.

I N G S T N ^Kd SURBITON
CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The TWELFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION will be held in

the Drill Hall. Kingston, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
November 6 and 7. 1888, when, in addition to valuable Money
Prizes, the Fifth Champion Challenge Vase, value 25 guineas,

will be offered. Entries Close November I. " ' '
'

other information of

Schedules and

G. WOODGATE.
Warren House Gardens, Kingston Hill. Surrey.

ATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.—GRAND F^TE and EXHIBITION,

Royal Aquarium, Westminster,
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, November 7 and 8,

Schedules (free) of
WILLIAM HOLMES, Hon, Sec.

Frampton Park Nurseries, Hackney, E,

ATH CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,
NOVEMBER 7 and 8, 1888. The Prizes include the

Veitch Memorial Prize, For Prize Schedules, apply to
BEN, PEARSON, Sec, 14. Milsom Street, Bath.

-WICKENHAM HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The AUTUMN SHOW of the above SOCIETY', will be held

ut the Town Hall, Twickenham, on NOVEMBER 13 and 14,

Kntries Close ou November y. All further particulars may be

oitained from
.T. .1. o. PUGH, Hon. Sec.

J, tleuth Koad. Twickenham.

T^

MR. JOHN GOODALL, formerly at the
Gardens, Bellamore Hall, Staffordshire, -will HEAR OF

SOMETHING TO HIS ADVANTAGE by Corresponding with
Mrs, ROWLEY, Hoar Cross, Burton-on-Trent.

FECIAL OFFER OF FERNS,—Pteria
tremula. P. cretica. P. cretioa cristata. P. serrulata

crifltata compacta. in thumbs, fit for immediate potting. Also
the same varieties, good stuff, in 4n's, to offer in quantity.

Prices per 100 or 1000 on application.
R. PENGELLY. Dyson's Lane. Upper Edmonton.

SPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN STE-
PHANOTIS, frt-e-flowering variety, very liue stuff, 10 to

ISfeet; also 2.5.000 AUCUB.4S, allsizes. For particulars apply
to G. SMITH. Dell Nursery, Rock Ferry, Cheshire.

NAPHALIUMS (IMMORTELLES).— A
large consignment to li.ind, all colour.^;, from Louis

ErkmonI), Fiis, Ollioules.—Samplesand price on application to

WILLIAM DENMAN, 7, Catherine Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

Cape Bulbs—Cape Bulbs,

THE CAPETOWN BOTANIC GARDENS re-

quest their Trade Correspondents to forward their Orders
for til isseasons Bulbs as early as possible. Delivery in Jan, & Feb,
—A, F. BAXTER, Sales Depart., Botanic Gardens, Capetown.

LARGE PLANTERS of THORN
QUICKS.— 1 to IJ- foot, 9s, per 1000, £40 per 100,000;

IJ to 2 feet, lis. per lOuO, JE.50 per 100,000; 2 to 2J feet, 13s,

per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet. Lis. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 18s. per 1000.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer,

SPECIMEN CONIFERS,—Trees for Avenues,O Evergreens, and Forest Trees in great variety. CATA-
LOGUE free on application. — RICHARD S.MITH and CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester,

Koses, Fruit Trees, &o.

CHARLES TURNER'S Autumn CATA-
LOGUE, containing full collections of Roses, Fruit

Trees, Coniferie, and all kinds of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, is

now ready, and may be had free on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough,

SEAKALE for Forcing. — Selected large
Crowns, none better in the Trade. 75s, per 1000 ; under

500, 8s, per 100, A remittance with all orders,

ALFRED ATWt^OD, Grower, 14, Lavender Terrace. Battersea,

S.W,. late of 51. Shillingtou Street. Battersea. S,W.

INKERTON AND CO,, Glasgow, Fbuit
Salks.me.v and Auctionekr,s, have unlimited DEMAND

FOR fine FRUITS, FLOWERS, and VEGETABLES, Weekly
Sales of Plants and Shrubs during Season,
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS,— " PI^KERTON,". GLASGOW.

ESSRS, GREGORY and EVANS,
NUHSEEV.ME.V. Sidcup, and 28,5, 286, 287, 288, Flower

Market. Covent Garden, London, W.C. are open to RECEIVE
CONSIGNMENTS of Choice CUT FLOWERS in any quantity
for their Commission Department. Boxes and Labels supplied.

Telegraph Address— ' COM-MISSION, SIDCUP."

pHOICE FLOWERS and FRUIT.
\j Highest Market Prices guaranteed.

HENRY RIDES (late Wise & Rides), Fruit and Flower
Salesman, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANTED, CUT WHITE BLOOM in any
quantity. Good prices sent per return,

G, PHIPPEN, F.R.H.S., Reading,
w
wANTED, ECHEVERIA SECUNDA

GLAUCA Offsets, or small rooted stuff,

G. PHIPPEN, F.R.H.S., The Nurseries, Reading

WANTED, STEPHAXOTIS, EUCHARIS,
ORCHIDS, ROSES, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and other

Choice CUT FLOWERS. Best Market Prices returned, Addrejs

S. HILL. Jun., 21. Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square. W,.
and Covent Garden Flower Mark et, W.C,

ANTED, 6000 Northumberland Fillbasket

and Carter's Prolific RASl'HEHRY, .5000 Presi.lent and

Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury STRAWBERRY, also 500 ROSES
for Forcing. Stale Cash to

T, SMU'M, St. Mary's, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

s UTTON'S HYACINTHS. For

^ U TT O N'S TULIPS. Full

,: UTTON'S NARCISSI. Particulars

BUTTON'S CROCUSES. See

BUTTON'S BULB CATALOGUE,O containing accurate descriptions of all the most popular
Flowering Bulbs: profusely illustrated.

C UTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY,
O DIRECT FROM SUTTON AND SONS, READING.

H
Llllum auratum.

OME-GROWN, from Seeds of our own
saving, mostly Bulbs that have flowered this year :

—

4 to 4^ inches in circumference ,,. 4s, per dozen,

5 to 6 .. ., „ .., 9s,

6to6J ,. ,. „ ... 12s.

ISAAC DAVIES and SON.
Nurserymen, Ormskirk.

Bulbs of Finest Quality only.

BARR'S BULB CATALOGUE for 1888,
Now Ready. Sent free on application.

Contains full Descriptive List of the best Hyacinths, Tulips,

and other Dutch Bulbs in cultivation, also an interesting de-

scriptive List of Cape and Californian Bulbs and Tubers, in-

cluding many beautiful rarities.

BARR AND SON, 12 and 13, King Street, Covent Garden. ^,C.

To Florists and Others.

FOR SALE, 100 bushels of Double AVhite
NARCISSUS ROOTS. For price, apply

J. NEIGHBOUR, Albion Lodge, Cranford, near Hounslow.

(ELOGYNE CRISTATA. — Some good
Plants of this beautiful winter flowering ORCHID for

Sale, well set with bloom. For price, &c., apply to

W. B. LATHAM, Botanic Gardens, Birmingliam.

''r liUlA A U Pt E A.—Six large-size Trees
JL for Sale, 5 feet high, 5 feet through, grown in tubs or

pot3. 21s. each. Apply to

S.WILKINSON, Seedsman. Sleaford.

'-no BE SOLD, CHEAP, 4 large ORANGE
i . TREES, about 9 feet high, in boxes 2 feet square, with

large bushy heads; also 2 large TREE FERNS, australis and
excelsa. For price and particulars, apply to

T. B. DOLBV, Hope Nurseries, Boston.

Landscape Gardener.JM U N R O , Northtields, Stamford,
• Advises, Designs, and Estimates for all kinds of Orna-

mental Ground Work, Forest and Covert Planting. Sic.

Thirty years' practice. Many years Nursery Manager at Dick-

son's. Chester; Liiwson's. Edinburgh ; and Oaborn'a, Loudon.

''I-'HOMSON'S IMPROVED VINE and PLANT
I MANURE.—This valuable Manure is made only by us.

Every bag and tin has our name on it. To be had of all Nursery

and Seed-smen, and direct from us. 1 cwt. and over carnage

paid. London Agent—Mr. GEORGE. 10, Victoria Road. Putney.

WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Clovenfords. Galashiels. N.B.

ASTUPLANTA, the best Artificial Manure.
it enriches the soil with the fertilisers drawn from it by

plants- no unpleasant smell; admirably adapted for all pot

plants. In bags : 112 lb.. X'^s. ; 56 lb.. \\s. Zd. ; 28 lb., 6,^. iW.

;

14 lb., \s. ; 7 lb., 2s.3rf. In tins. Is. each. Sole Manufacturers,

PHILIP HARRIS AND C0.( Limited), 9, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

ICKSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN, most superior, now reduced to 5s. per bushel

of 14 cakes. Circular with Cultural Notes and List of Testi-

monials post-free on application.

DICKSONS (Limited). The Royal Seed Warehouse. CHESTER.

n. LASCELLES and CO.,
HOBTICULTUHAL BUILDERS.

BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, B.C.
Plans and Estimr^te'* Free.

See large AdvertinemfnT, O tolier ft, page ;I77.

w
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutch Bulbs.

Every MONDAY, THIIKSDAY, and SATtJBBAY.
Great Unreserved Sales.

MESSRS. PKOTHEKOE and MORRIS, will
SELL by AUCTION, at the Central S;i!e Rooms, 67 and

68. Cheapside. London, E.C.. evory MONDAY, THURSDAY, aud
SATURDAY', at half-past H o'clock precisely, extensive con-
signments of first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUS.
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade aud Private Buyers.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Suubury, Middlesex.
Important to Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Market Gardeners,

Fruit Grower:^, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEIIOE and MORRIS are
directed by Mr. John Turtle (who i,s disposing of the

Freehold Estate) to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the
Osborn Nursery. Sunbury. Middlesex, about 10 minutes' walk
from the Sunbury Railway {Station, on MONDAY, October 29,

and following day. at 12 o'clock precisely each day,
33,70t)U FRUIT TREES, including

5000 Standard Apples, 2 years I 8,800 Maiden Apples
5000 Morello Cherries 10,000 Victoria Plums
500 Pears j 20,000 Fruit Stocks.

20,000 DW.ARF ROSES, including the choicest named
varieties.

10.000 Mauetti Stocks
10,000 Evergreen and Coni-

ferous Shrubs
2,000 Limes and other Orna-

mental Trees
10,000 Maidenhair Ferns

8,800 Spruce Firs

20,000 Quick
12,000 Chrysanthemums
1,000 Eucharis
2,000 Bouvardias

&c., &c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had
on the Premises; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheap-
side, London, E.G., and Leytonj-tone, E.
N.B.—The valuable FREEHOLD NURSERY will be offered

in one lot, on the Premises, on MONDAY. October 29. at

half-past 11 o'clock precisely. See separate Advertisement.

Sunbury, Middlesex.
VALUABLE FREEHOLD NURSERY.

Advantageously situate about ten minutes' walk from the
Sunbury Railway Station, and only 16 miles from London.

IV/fESSRS. PROTHEIIOE and MORRIS are
ItX instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,
Osborn's ^u^se^y, Sunbury, Middlesex, on MONDAY. Octo-

ber 29. at half-past 11 o'CIock punctually, unle.'^s an
acceptable offer be previously made, the important FREE-
HOLD NURSERY", known us O^born's Nursery, Sunl ury,

Middlesex, containing an area of about 17 Acres, with the

Brick-built Eight-roomed Residence. 21 Greenhouses, all of

modern and superior erection, and healed with upwards of

2^ miles of 4 inch Hot-water Piping; the excellent block of

brick-built Stables, Packing and Cirt Sheds, and other Build-

i igs requisite for carrying on an extensive business. The
E'tate possesses a coimianding frontage of over 1000 feet,

which could be let off or sold for building purposes, without
iuterfering ia any way with the carrying on of the present
business.

Particulars, Plans, and Conditions of Sale may be had on tlie

Premises; of Messrs. RIDLEY and CHANCELLOR, Solicitors,

Dartford ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C.and Leytonstone. E.

Orchids in Flower.- Tuesday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Cential Sale Rooms. 67

and 68. Cheapside. London. E.G.. on TUESDAY NEXT.
October 30, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a large number of

ORCHIDS IN FLOWER, from various collections, including
Odontoglossums. Cattleyas. Lrelias, Cypripediums. and others.

Also an assortment of well-grown ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
and a quantity of CALANTHES.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE.

6000 LILIUM AURATU.M, .500 RUBRUM and ALBUM, splen-

did Bulbs, just received from Japan ; 3000 LILY of the
VALLEY. ^000 LILIUM CANDIDUM. aoOO NARCISSUS,
.SOOAZALEASandCAMELLIAS, GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
in variety ; English-grown LILIES, and other hardy
BULBS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Ronni-^, 67 and 68. Cheapside. London. E.G.. on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, October 31, at half-past 12 o'CIock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and catalogues had.
"

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms.
67 and 68. Cheapside. London, E C, on FRIDAY NEXT.
November 2, at half-past 12 o'CIock precisely, by order of Mr.

F. Sander, a very grand lot of the magnificent CYPRIPEDIUM
CURTISIT, in excellent condition, with large and splendid

growths aud leaves; also a Hne lot of SOBRALIA XANTHO-
LEUCA. the finest species of the genus; splendid importation

of DENDROBIUM BIGIBBUM, the finest of all Australasian

Dendmbc^s; a fine lot of the rare OKNITHOCEPHALUS
GRANDIFLORUS, a grand lot of ONCII»I|iM CRISPUM. O.

SPHArEL'VTUM MAJGS. O. AMPLIATUM. (I. HASTATUM,
Roe/.lii; ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIGM variety, in

good condition ; a large importation of CATTLEYA GASKEL-
LIANA, C. ELDORADO. The Sale will include fine growing
Plants, well established, of the following rare and desirable

ORCHIDS ;—Aogreecum falcatum. Aspasia odorata, Bifrenaria

Colleyi, Brassia picturata, Catasetum Bungerothii in flower,

Cata--etum callosum, Cattleya Walkeriana, Luddemannia spe-

ciO'H, Lycaste Denningsiana, Lycaste leucantha, Myanthus
spe:io-'u^, Odontoglossum Humeanum, and many other rare

ORCHIDS in splendid condition, together with 10 Cases of

valuable IMPORTED ORCHIDS.
The Sale will also incUule a few CYPRIPEDIUMS from a

GtMitlcmaii's collection, amongst them being C. Morgan i;t*,

grande, selligerum, maju'j. and others; and an importation of

the extremely rare CCELOGYNE DAYANA.
Ou view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Abbey Wood.
By order of the Executrix.

TWO DAYS' CLEARANCE SALE of unusually well-grown
NURSERY STOCK. Important to Gentleman, Builders,
Landscape Gardeners, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Abbey Wood

Nursery, Belvedere. Kent, a short distimce from the Abbey
Wood Railway Station, ou WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY.
October 31 and November 1. at 12 o'CIock preci'^ely. a large
quantity of well-grown NURSERY STOCK, consisting of about
10,000 Cupressus Lawsonii, 1 to 8 feet; 5200 other Conifers
from 1 to 3 feet ; 6000 Oval-leaved Privet, 3 to 4 feet ; 6000
Green Hollies, 1 to 4 feet ; 2500 Variegated Hollies, 1 to 5 feet

;

1000 English Y'ews, 2 to 4 feet ; 4000 Aucubas, 2500 Common
Laurels, 3 to 4 feet ; 2000 Dwarf Roses, Standard Ornamental
Trees, &,c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Leytonstone. £.
Adjoining the Leytonstone Railway Station.

TWO DAYS' SALE of beautifully grown NURSERY STOCK
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, arranged in lots to suit

large and small buyers.

\TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
IT-L SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the American
Nurseries, Leytonstone. E., on THURSDAY and FRIDAY,
November 1 aud 2, at 12 o'CIock precisely each day, an exten-
sive assortment of 3000 Conifers. Evergreens, and Deciduous
Shrubs in various sizes, carefully prepared for removal ; 2000
clean green Limes, Poplars, and other Ornamental Trees ;

2000 Rhododendrons; 3000 Fruit lYeea, embracing all the
leading varieties of Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches, Nectarines,
&c. ; 4000 Standard and Dwarf Roses, and a large variety of

U!?eful Greenhouse Plants adapted for Conservatory aud House
decoration.
The Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Cat-a-

logues had on the Premises; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and <o^,

Cheapside, Loudon. E.G.

Tottenham.
Adjoining Tottenham Hale Station,

ANNUAL SALE of remarkably well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, and BULBS, for the
growth of which ilr. Ware has gained so great a reputation.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Hale Farm

Nurseries. Tottenham, on TUESDAY, November 6, at 11 o'CIock
precisely, in consequence of the unu'^ually large number of
lots, an extensive <iuantity of beautifuUv-grown and thriving
NURSERY STOCK, including 5000 Veronica Traversii, 8000
bu^hy Ornamental Shrubs, from I foot to 2^ feet, all weU
grown, and .-pecially suited for pots or bLises; 5000 O.-al-

leaved Privet. liLi.-hy plants. 3 to 5 feet; ot'OO well-grown
Dwaif Roses of the best sorLs. lOnO Iri-h li'ies in pots, lii.uoo

Hardy Climbers in pots, 40,000 strong Seakale and Asparagus
for forcing, 5000 Christmas Roses, 6000 Border and other Car-
nations in pots. 6000 Standard Ornamental Trees, thou^^ands of

Lilies. Spiraeas. Gladiolus, Dahlias, and other Miscellaneous
Stock.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneer, 67 and i6^, Cheapside,
E.C.. and Leytonstone.
N.B.—The Auctioneers desire to call particular attention to

this Sale, as it is not often so extensive and varied a stock is

offered in one day.

Tuesday. November 6.—(Sales by sample.)

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
de.sire to announce that their NEXT SALE will take

place as above, for which they will be glad to receive notice
of entries as soon as possible.

Groombridge, Tunbridge Wells.
Great UNRESERVED SALE of Valuable NURSERY STOCK;

all recently transplanted, and now iu splendid condition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MURRIS
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,

HoUamby's Nurseries, Groombridge. Tunbridge Wf-lls. close

to the Groombridge Station, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY.
November 6 and 7, at 12 o'CIock precisely each day, by order
of Mr. E. Hollamby. enormous quantities of CONIFERS, all

c^irefully prepared for removal; 2000 ROSES. 50,000 LARCH
FIR. 2 feet to 4 feet; 10.000 SCOTCH and SPRUCE FlhS.
60i'0 Portugal and other LAURELS. 10,000 PRIVET, 5000
CUPRESSL'S, 2000 THUIA LOBBII, 15,000 named and other
RHODODENDRONS, 40,000 COTONEASTER SIMONSII, hardy
CLIMBERS, &c.
Maybe viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

E.G., and Leytonstone.

Caterbam-
TWO DAYS' SALE of NURSERY STOCK, by order of the

Executors the late Mr. G. J. Woollett.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The

Nurseries, Caterham, Surrey, a short distanie from tlie Cater-

ham Railway Station, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY. November
8 and 9, at 12 o'CIock precisely each day, a large quantity of

well grown NURSERY STOCK, in capital condition for re-

moval, including an extensive assortment of Conifers and
Evergreen Shrubs ; 2000 Laurels of sorts, Privet. Spruce, Firs

;

1000 Standard, Pyramid, and Trained Fruit Trees; large

Forest Trees for immediate planting ; Roses, &c.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of

the Auctioneers, 67 and m, Cheapside, london, E.G. ; and
Leytonstone.

Extensive Importations of Orchids.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MURRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 and
63. Cheapside, London, E.C., AT AN EARLY DATE, extensive

importations of ORCHIDS, received direct, being the contents of

about 50 cases; amongst them will be found a large consign-

ment of Cattleya Percivaliana, also C. lobata snperb:i, C.

labiata Warnerii. and Oncidium Papilio, received frtm Mr. F.

Man.
The plants are in splendid couditiou. Full particulars will

appear next week.

Tuesday, November 13.
The First Portion of the well-known Collection of ESTAB-

LISHED ORCHIDS, formed by E. Wischhusen, Esq., of
Wood Green, who is relinquishing their cultivation.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

liuums. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C., on TUESDAY,
November 13, at half-past 12 o'CIock precisely, tlie First
Portion of this well-knoun Collection, including the following-
Cat tleya Skinnerli alba

,, Mandelii, six growths
,, Domintana
,, TriantB alba

,, fausta delicata

,, exoniensis, tweuty-one
growths, believed to be
the very finest variety
in cultivation

Coelogyne cristata alba, ten
leads

Lielia au' eps alba
Philbrickiaua, 7 growths

La?lia anceps alba

,, Hammea, eight growths
„ elegiins alba

,, Wolstenholmite
„ purpurata Lowiana, one-

half of the only known
plant

Cypripedium selligerum

,, Schroder!

,, larande
., microchilum
,. decanum superbu'u
,, Sedeni

The plants are in excellent condition, and none will be sold
privately prior to the Sale.
Catalogues may be had on application to the Gardener, or of

tlie Auctioneers. 67 and loi, Cheapside. London. E.G.

Wo^ng, Surrey.-Prelimlnary Notice.
Several acres of exceptionally well-grown NURSERY STOCK,

by order of Messrs. H. & C. Cobbett.

ATESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
I'X instructed by Messrs. H. & C. Cobbett to SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises. The Horsell Nurseries, Woking,
on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY. November 13,
14. and 15, several acres of unusually well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, carefully prepared for removal, and adapted for
immediate effect.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers, 67 aud 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., and
Leytonstone.

Finchley Road, N.W.—Preliminary Notice.
Importaut to Florist.'^ and others engaged in the Nursery and

Furnishing Trade. The compact and old-established
NURSERY and FLORIST'S BUSINESS for SALE, by order
of Mr. W. A. Clingo. who is leaving the neighbourhood.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premise.i,

EARLY IN NOVEMBER NEXT, as a going concern, the com-
pact Leasehold Propery, known as the WAVERLEl' NUR-
SERY, situated iu tlie Finchley Road, London, N,W.,afcw
minutes" walk from Marlborough Road Station.
Further particulars will appear next week.
Auctioneers' Olfices, ij7 and 6y, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Bamet.—Preliminary.
VALUABLE FREEHOLD NURSEKY and BUILDINO LAND.
VjESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
i'X instructed to SELL by AUCTION, in NOVEMBER
NEXT, the VALUABLE FREEHOLD LAND, in the occupa-
tion of Mr. Cornwall as Nursery Grounds, containing an area
of about 9 acres.

Also about 17 acres of NURSERY STOCK, S Greenhouses,
Greenhouse Plants, &c.

Fuller particulars willappear in future Advertisements.

Bulbs from Holland.
Sales every MONDAY, WEDNE.SDAY. and SATURDAY, in

Large aud Small Lots, to suit all Buyers.

|V;fR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
i'X AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,
Oovent Garden, W.C, every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, aud
SATURDAY, iit half-past Vi o'clock precisely each day. lirat-

class consignments of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
and other BULBS, arriving daily from well-known Farms in
Holland.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.—(Sale No. 7781.)

SPECIAL SALE of DUTCH BULBS.

A/fR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
i'A AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, .», King Street, Covent
Garden, Vf .C, on TUESDAY NEXT, October 30, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, several hundred lots of First-class

BULBS, just received from Holland in fine condition, in-

cluding Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Narcissus, Snowdrops,
Anemones, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday and Saturday Next.
First-class Standard and Dwarf ROSES from a well-known

EngliLh grower, including manv of the best show varieties.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38,

King Street, Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY and SATUK
DAY NEXT, October 31 and November 3.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—(Sale No. 7783.)

VALUABLE I.MPORTED and ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

ll/fR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
XiX at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street. Covent Garden,
W.C. on THURSDAY NEXT, November 1, at half-past 12
o'clock precisely. IMPORTED ORCHIDS, compiising Gdonto-
glossum crispum Alexandree. O. vesillarium, O. granile. O.
madrense. Cattleya aurea, O. gigas, Oncidium Kramerianum,
O. fuscatum, &c., by order of Messrs. Shuttleworth. Carder
& Co. Also a tine lot of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, in-

cluding many plants in Flower and Bud, and others which
have not yet llowered iu this country.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—(Sale No. 7783.)

8U00 f^rand Bulbs of LILIUM AURATUM. just received from
Japan in the finest possible condition. Also 5000 splendid
Berlin LILY' of the VALLEY' crowns for Forcing.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION at his Great Rooms. .?S,

King Sh-eet, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT
November 1.

On view morning Sale, aud Catalogues had.
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Special Sale of Orchids In Flower and Bud.

MK. .). C. STEVENS begs to announce that
lii< luxt SI'Kl'IAL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER

and BUD will t;ik.' place at his Great Koonis, ,t8. King

Street. Covoiit Oar.leii. W.C.. on THUUSD.VY. November I.'i,

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, and he will be glad if Gen-

tlemen desirons of entering Lots for this Sale will send Lists

as soon as jjossibl.'.

Hundleby Nursery, near SpUaby.

MR. R. MACKINDER ia in.structed by the
Trustees of the late Mr. J. W. Cole, to

SELL by AUCTION,
on TlU'ltSDAY, November 1. I8S3, at 11 o'clock,

the whole of the NURSERY STOCK, consisting tf Trees,

Shrubs. &c. ; also the GREENHOUSES and FRAMES, with

ROILER and HOT-WATER PIPLNG. &c.—Full detailed Cata-

In^ues to be had on application to the Auctioneer, free of cost.

THE NURSERY TO BE LET. Apply to the Trustees

of the late Mr. .T. W. COLE, or at the Holly Nursery, Spilsby.

October 16, 18S8.

QALE BY AUCTION on NOVEMBER 7, at

O 1. St. German's Villas. Exeter. PRIVATE COLLECTIO.V
of specimen Camellias. Palms, Ferns, Auriculas, and other plants.

SlNTED to purchase or RENT,
within 10 or 12 miles of Covent Garden, a NURSERY

of about 4 or 5 Acres with Glass, suitable for Plant and Cut
Flower Growing for Market.
Address LOMARIA, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wel-

lington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Grape Growers.

MESSRS. PROTHKROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by PRIVATE CONTRACT a com-

pact GRAPE GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, which is for

Sale on very advantageous terms. Arrangements can be made
to bring it within the means of persons with a moderate
amount of capital.

For particulars, apply to Messrs. PROTHEEOE & MORRIS,
67 and 63. Cheapside. London. E.G.

OR DISPOSAL, a good SEED, FLOWER,
and FRUIT BUSINESS. Trade mostly cash. Satis-

factory reasons and books shown.
SEEDSMAN. 41. WeUington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Market Gardeners, Florists, Nurserymen, &c.
HAMPTON-ON-THAMES.

IrOR SALE, choice FREEHOLD LAND, in

Acre Plots, suitable for above. Rich Garden Soil with
gravel and sand sub-soil. The land isconsidered by the Trade the

huest near London for Grapes and all other Market Products.

Apply, SECRETARY. Estates Investment and Villa Farm
Company, Estate Olhce. Tangley Park. Hampton-on-Tharaes.

South of England.

LARGE GARDEN, 20 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and Vineries. jE7000 has been spent on the

property. Seven years' lease. Two Cottages inclusive. £l.'iO

a year. ELDRIDGE. Portsmouth.

''PO BE LET, a small but genuine SEED,
i FLOWER, and FRUIT BUSINESS. Proof of Trade
given and inquiries answered. Apply, S. .T., Garde7iers'

Chronicle OHice, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

O R CHI D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HOSTIGULTURAL CO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,
Expect to receive within the Deit few days Importations

of the following and other Orchids ;

—

ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDR/E.
„ POLYXANTHUM.

ONCIDIUM MACRANTHUM.
CATTLEYA CHOCOENSIS.
VANDA SANDERIANA, &c.

Circular with full particulars of these and other Importa-
tions, also copy of their new Illustrated and Descriptive
CATALOGUE of ORCHIDS, will be sent free on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NTJRSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

NGLISH YEWS, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

BOX, Green, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

,, Variegated, 3. 4, .'i, and 6 feet.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 3, 4, .'S, and 6 feet.

All well furnished, and finely rnotpii. Many thousands.
ANTHONY WATERER. Knap Hill Nursery. Woking, Surrey.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS, in small pots.O Splendid stuff of all best kinds, and true to name. Price
List on application.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN, Nurseryman, Richmond, Surrey.

Palms, Foliage Plants, Heaths, &c.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN will be pleased to
forward LIST of above with low prices. Leading

decorative PALMS in all sizes, great quantities, and in finest

health.
Richmond, Surrey; and 191 and 192, Flower Market, Covent

Garden, W.C.

R, DODWELL'S GRAND CARNATIONS.
—The finest grown. 5000 Unbloomed Seedlings,

warranted of the higheat parentage; unrivalled whether for

bedding or forcing for spring flowering. 3s. Qd. perdoz, ; 2\s.

per 100. Special terms for quantities. Particulars on appli-

cation. The Cottage, Stanley Road, Oxford,

EXTRA CHOICE BULBS.
Free to Destination.

CHEAP PRICES.

VANMEERBEEK^CO.
GROWERS

OF

Hyacinths, Tulips,
Crocus, Lilium, Nar-
cissus, Ranunculus,
Anemones, Spiraeas,
Snowdrops, and all

other liulbs and Plants,

recommend their

SPECIAL COMPLETE

COLLECTIONS FOR

AMATEURS,
put together with the

greatest care.

FOR SPRING GARDENING.
(Oit'n selected, well proportioned.')

Collection B containing 3496 finest tlower-roots. Price 5 Gns.
D ,, 2244 ,, „ ,, 3 „
F .. 1398 .. ,, „ 2 „
H ,, 1036 ,. „ .. 1 „

FOR INDOORS.
Collection A containing 1276 finest flower-roots. Price 5 Gns.

C ,, 883 .. ., .. 3 ..

E „ 613 „ „ „ 2 ,,

G „ 301 ., ,. .. 1 ..

We also forward, at 12/-, HALF THE COLLECTIONS
"G'or"H." NO PACKING CHARGES.

Payment against delivery of the parcel. Extensive Catalogue
free on application. Write direct to

V.AN MEERBEEK & CO.,
Nurserymen, HlUegom, near Haarlem. Holland

;

or to their London Agent - Mr. EDWIN T. PA\ NE,
28, Great Tower Street, E.C.
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IEvergreens, Roses, &c. I

I
NtlRSKRIBS 400 ACRES. |

% Largest £ Finest Stocks in Europe.%
I INSPECTION EARNESTLY INVITED. |

I Priced Catalogues Gratis & Post Free. I
= Estimates & all Particulars on Application. =
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raiTTR
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Descriptiee CATALOGUES Post-free.

I nHEAL&QONS
l^aM Crawley, W Sussex.

BIRKENHEAD and WIRRAL HORTI-
CULTURAL ASSOCLATION.

Th.. SECOND ANNUAL SHOW of CHHYSANTHEMUMS.
FItUIT and PLANTS will be held in the Town Hall, Birken-
liead. on NOVEMBER 14 and 15, 1888. Scli<-dn!, - on applica-

'""' '°
.lOHN TRELFORU, S.cretsry,

71, Fountain Street, Tranmere, Rirkenhead.

RADFORD and DISTRICT CHRYSAN-
THEMUM SDCIETyS

SECO.SD ANNUAL EXHIEITIDN will take phice on
WE0NI ,MiAY and THURSDAY, November 14 and l.'i, wlien
uinvards i.l ONE HUNDRED POUNDS will be offered in
prizes. Schedules might be obtained on application to J.

COLLIER, Sec, 10, Mannheim Road. Tolles Lane, Bradford.

UDDERSFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY

The FIFTH EXHIBITION will be held in the Town Hall.
Hudder-lield, on FRIDAY and SATURDAY, November 16 and
17, 1888. Entries Close on Friday, November it. Schedules
and Entry Forms may be obtained from

JOHN BELL, Sec., Marsh, HuddersHeld.

THE GARDENERS'

ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and STJBSORIPTIONS

WILL BE THANKFULLY REOEITKD BY

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec,
Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, London, W,

OW to MAKE the MOST of the LAND by
the Profilable Cultivation of Fruit, &c. The HORTI-

CULTURAL andTECHNICAL COLLEGE,Lim.,Swanle>, Kent.
Winter Session commences Oct. 17.—Address, Mr. BUCKLAND.

CamelUas, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Palms, Orchids,
&c. Plants grown specially for English use.

p V U Y L S T E K E, Nurseryman,
V-'* Loochristy, Ghent, Belgium.

Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and may be had,
free on application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SOX, 25, Saviige Gardens,
Crutched Friars, London, E.G.

"IT^VEKGREEN HEDGES.
JjJ EVERGREEN HEDGES.
YEWS. English, 1^ to 2 feet. 30s. per 100; 2 to 2i feet, Ahs. per

lUO; 2^ to 3 feet, 655. per 100.

HOLLIES, Green, 2 to 2^ feet, 40s. per 100 ; 2J to 3 feet, bOs.

per 100.

LAURELS. Common, 1^ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet,
1.').?. per 100; 2^ to 3^ feet, 205. per 100.

THUIA LOBBU, 2\ to 3 feet, 30s. to 40s. per 100.

We hold immense stocks of the above, all bushy and well
rooted Plants.

Special offer for Covert Plants, &c., free on application.
JOHN PERKINS AND SON, The Old Established Nursery

and Seed Business, 52, Market Square, Northampton.
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS—" QUICK," NORTHAMPTON.

ROSES ! ROSES ! ! ROSES ! ! !—The best and
cheapest in the World. 40 choice Perpetuala for 21s.

Purchaser's selection from 400 best varieties. CATALOGUES
free on application. Ten acres of Roses, 100,000 grand plants
to select from. Plant now.

JAMES WALTERS, Rose Grower, Exeter.

HURST AND SON have good stocks of the
following, and will quote at specially Reduced Prices:—

ROMAN HYACINTHS.
LIHUM CANDIDUM.

„ HARKISII.
LILY OF THE VALLEY, clumps and crowns.
DAFFODILS, double and single.

NARCISSUS POETICUS.
,, ,, double white.

„ OBVALLARIS.
SNOWDROPS, and othersorts of Bulbs for forcing and planting.

Please write for^special quotations.

Seed Warehouse : ISS.fHoundsditch, London. E.

The New Raspberry.LORD B E A C O N S F I E L D.
(A Seedling).

The finest Raspberry and best cropper ever known. First-

class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society. Canes £2 per
100- Os. per dozen. Trade supplied; Cash with Order.

A. FAULKNOR, Inkpen, Hungerford.

INTENDING PLANTERS are invited to

Inspect our Stock of ROSES, RHODODENDRONS. FRUir
TREES of all descriptions. ORNAJIENTAL TREES and
SHRUBS, FOREST TREES. &c.. extendingover 160 acres.

Doseriptive CATALOGUE free on application.

H. LANE AND SON, Nurseries, Berkhamsted, Herts.

REES and SHRUBS suitable for Towns and
Smoky Districts. CATALOGUE free on application.—

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Worcester.

QTRAM'BERRY PLANTS, SIR J. PAXTON.
O — 50,0t»0 well-rooted Runners, put on rail at 4s. (iJ. p'r

1000, in quantities of not less than 2000.

W. DALE, Fruit Grower, Knockholt, Kent.
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TREES, FLOWErJaND SEEDS

PAUL'S HURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best ROSES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Beit SEEDS. BL'LBS, &c.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the B.--t FKUIT TREES ami OKAPE VIXES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Be,t l:\i;ili il;EENS. I'.irk aii.l KoaJside TREES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best C.l.MELLI.iS, AZALEAS. LAPAGERIAS, &c.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
close to the Waltham Cross Station, Great Eastern Kaihvay

(half an hour from Loudon).INSPECTION INVITED.
Prices low as possible. Priced Catalogues free.

Goods Packed by experienced hands for all parts of the World.
Observe the Christian name.

WM. PAUL & SON,
Rose Growers by Appointment to Her

Majesty the ftueen,
Tree, Plant, Bulb, atid Seed Merchant.^.

VINES AND FIGS,
SUPERIOR DESCRIPTION.

Thoroughly Ripened without Bottom-heat.

PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

DICKSONS
(LIMITED),

Nurseries, CHESTER.

^'"ty.Cw^-" \Dicltsons, Chester.

BULBS.
A FEW REASONS FOE GETTING THEM FROM

RICHARD SMITH & CO. :—
We have dealt in them for more tlian eighty years.

We have visited the best Bulb Farms and have selected the
best roots and the best varieties.

The Bulbs we have supplied have practically always given
satisfaction, and our prices are moderate.

Illustrateddescriptive ListofDutch and Home-groicn Bulbs free.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS and NURSERYMEN,

WORCESTER.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
ICING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

Specialties^

ROSES AND FRUIT TREES.
FIFTY ACRES UNDER CULTIVATION.

Crystal Palace Great Fruit Show and Confer-
ence. First Prize awarded for the finest Collec-
tion (1.50 dishes). List of sorts, also descriptive
Catalogues, ox application to

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.

COLLECTIONS ofROSES
to suit all classes and all sized gardens.

Carriage and package free anywhere in the British Isles.
i uil particulars posted immediately on application,

EWING & CO.. Sea View Nurseries Havant, Hants.

B. S. WILLIAMS'
Improved Mushroom Spawn,

Per bushel of 14 cakes, 5s.

Per cake, 6rf, ; per cake, free by
Parcel Post. Is.

For Outdoor and Indoor Culture.

Victoria and Paradise
Nurseries,

Upper IloUuway, London, N.

B.S.WILLIAMS
AUTUMN AND WINTER-FLOWERING

PLANTS.
Early Orders are solicited for the following,

which are now ready for delivery

:

—
AZALE.4 INDICA, in variety,

,, MOLLIS, seedlings and named sorts.
BOUVARDIAS. leading kinds.
CAMELLIAS, leadingkinds.
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM and C. P. GIGANTEUM.
DEUTZIA CRENATA FLORE-PLENO.

., GRACILIS.
EPACRIS, leading kinds.
ERICAS, leading kinds.
HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GEANDIFLORA.
LIL.ACS. CH.ARLES X. and other leading sorts.
PRLMULA SINENSIS ALBA-PLENA.

.. double, leading kinds.
RHODODENDRONS, of sorts.
SOLAN UMS, Williams' hybrid.
STAPHYLEA COLCHICA.
VIBURNUM OPULUS (Guelder Rose).

GRAPE VINES.
Orders are now being executed for Vines. The Canes both for

Fruiting and Planting are this year remarkably tine.

For complete List and Prices, see

ILL USTRATED BVLB CATALOG UE,
which can be had Gratis and Post-free on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

ORCHIDS AND PALMS SPECIALTIES.
The Stock is of such magnitude that without seeing it it is not

easy to form an adequate conception of its unprecedented extent.

FRUIT TREES, ROSES, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS.
BOUVARDIAS, CYCLAMENS, ERICAS, EPACRIS,

SOLANUMS, TREE CARNATIONS, and other

WINTER and SPRING BLOOMING PLANTS,
of tine quality and immense numbers.

iNSPECTtoN Invited.
The Glass covers an area of upwards of 300,000 super, feet.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.

FRUIT TREES,
SEVENTY-FOUR ACRES.

APPLES. PEARS. PLUMS, CHERRIES. PEACHES,
NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and other FRUIT TREES, as
Standards, Dwarfs, Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon, and Traintd
Trees in great %'ariety.

VINES, excellent Canes, 3s. id., 5s., 7s. 6d., 10s. id.

Or. hard House Trees in pots, PEACHES, APRICOTS, NEC-
TARINES, &c., from 5s. FIGS from 3s, 6i.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST, containing a sketch of the various
forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage,
Manure, Pruning, Lifting. Cropping. Treatment under Glass

;

also their Synonyms, Quality, Size. Form, Skin, Colour, Flesh.
Flavour, Use, Growth, Duration, Season. Price, &c , free by post.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
^\'ORCESTEK

E. P. DIXON & SONS

RAS

BEG TO OFFER

FOR COMING
SEASON.PBERRY

Baumforth's

Seedling.

2s, 6<1.

per doz.
16s.

per 100
for Planting Canes.

4s. per dozen, 213. per 100
for Fruiting Canes,

THE YORKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

HULL.
CUTBUSH'S MILL-

TRACK MUSHROOM SPAVPN.
— Too well known to require deacrip-
tion. Price, 65. per bushel (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or 6d. per
cake ; free by parcel pust. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions
enclosed, with oursiguature attached.
WM. CUTBUSH AND SON

(Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Highgate Nuraehes, N.

T ARGE PEACH TREES (Fan-trained).—

A

X-i few to dispose of. Call and see them; or write for
LIST to

W. H. DIVERS. The Gardens, Ketton Hall, Stamford.

2A AriA CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
^^^^\/yj finest Double and Single Varieties (some
of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of
every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for
climbing and bedding, from I2s. to 24s. per dozen, strong
plants ; extra strong plauts, repotted into 5|-inch pots, 2s. 6a.
each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellent for
bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2s. 6d. each.
Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

LILIUM AURATUM.—Good, plump, sound
Bulbs, 6s., 9s., Us., 18s., and 24s. per dozen.

All other good LILIES at equally low prices.
Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare

Plants. 536, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
II. CANNELL

6f SONS
OFFER £40 IN PRIZES for their New
A'arieties, competition at most of the Shows in
England this season.

CATALOGUE sent Post-free.

SWANLEY, KENT.

HYACINTHS, WHITE ROMAN.

NARCISSUS, PAPER WHITE.

SKR OUR

DOUBLE ROMAN.

Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs,
Containing LIST of all the best varieties of HYACrNTHS

TULIPS, CROCUS, LILIU.MS, DAFFODILS, SNOWDROPS,
IRIS, &e., free on application.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEED AND BULB MKRCHANT.S,

EXETER STREET. STRAND. LONDON. W.C.

ROSES-20 ACRES,
Well-rooted, many-shooted, truly named, of
matured vigorous growth, and of the best kinds.
Bushes, R. S. & C'o.'s selection, 8.s. per dozen

;

60s. per 100. Packing and carriage free for
cash with order.

These World-famed POSES cannot foil to

give the greatest satisfaction.

5
ROSES IN POTS
> 11 the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18«. to 36«. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application,

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

RHODODENDRONS.
An immense Stock. 200 Named Sorts, from 1 foot to b feet
high, including many varieties of our own raiaiug, in additioa
to the beat varieties of other raisers.

AZALEAS.
Many thousands of Azalea mollis and other choice varieties,

Mell-budded plants.

Sllver-variegated, Hodglns' and other Hollies.

Of these we have a surplus stock, and can offer them at low prices.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE of the above and General
NURSERY STOCK free m application.

ISAAC DAVIES & SON, Nurserymen, ORMSKIRK.

JERSEY FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
Carriage Paid. Stroug healthy trees, the finest that money can
buy. Ko^eg wonderfully cheap. Cordons a specialite. Before
ordering be sure to write for our Illustrated CATALOGUES.
JOSHUA LE CORNU AXD SON, High View Nurseries.
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CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
{Telegraphic Address—" Hot-water, London." Telephone—No. 4763.)

Have now pleasure in bringing to the notice of Horticulturists and Gardeners generally their

NEW PATENT (No. 9090, 1888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
WHICH IS WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST ALL ROUND BOILER IN THE MARKET.

It combines all the advantages of

its class so well known, and by the

improved method of forming the

joints — viz., with India-rubber

A^'asbers—THE OLD AND TOO

OFTEN INEFFECTUAL WAY
OF CAULKING THE JOINTS

IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED

WITH.

It can be erected in a few hours,

and may be relied upon as a

thoroughly sound and good Hot-

water Generator. It has been care-

fully tested in every possible way,

I

more especially with regard to power

3 and durability, and the result has

been highly satisfactory.

SECTION OF PATENT JOINT

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &c.

Inspection Invited. Price List Free on Application. Illustrated Catalogue, Is.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.

PATENTRIPPINGILLE'S
HOT-WATER APPARATUS,

THE ALBION LAMP

FOU GREENHOUSES. COXSEltVATORIES,
The most efficient and economical means of HEATING small

Greenhouses and Conservatories ever Introduced.
ODOBRLE.SS, SMOKELESS, PDKTABLE. .SAl-E. AND CLEANLY.

Will burn from 18 to 20 hours without attentwu. and are so simple a child

can manage them. Manufactured of the BEST MATi.RlAL, carefully tested, and
WARRANTED SOUND. Pilce froiQ 2l3. cacli.

Illustrated CATALOGUE of these, and also " RIPPINGILIE'S PATENT
ELEBRATED OIL WARMING STOVES." together with the name of the

rest Af,^ent, Heiit free on aiiphcation to the Sole Manufacturers.

COMPANY, Aston Brook Lamp Works, BIRMINGHAM.

FENCES-MYROBALANorCHERRY PLUM
(PRl'M'S .M\i;uHALAXA)

19 the best stuff for mein.liiij; olU fem-ea or making new ones.

Orows well on poorest 90il>?. Shoots ver>' hard and spiny.

Prices range from 12s. per lilOO to H^s. per 100. Full particu-

lars on application to EWING & CO., Havant, Hampshire.

STRAWS ERRIES.
strong Roots, 4s. per 100. Plants in small pots, 16s. per 100 ;

ditto in large pots. 2bs. per 100. Descriptive LIST Iree.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-
chants, Worcester.

CREEPERS FOR WALLS.—By planting
what is suitable, an ugly object may easily be made

beautiful. Most being in pots, cJin be sent and put out at any
time. Descriptive LIST and advice Free.—RICHARD SMITH
AITD CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

WINTER-FLOWERINC PLANTS
HEATHS, CAMELLIAS and other Plants,

beautifully set with Flower-buds.

Prices on application.

FERNS A SPECIALTY, dicksons
Specially low Autumn offer,

and CATALOGUE of ov^r 130O species and varieties in stock,

free on application.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, Is. 6d. Post-free.

(LIMITED). Nurseries, CHESTER.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERY. SALE, MANCHE8TBB.

The Best PreBent for a Gardener.
INES and VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhau.stive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture evt-r published.

New Edition.
Price 5s., post-free fts. fid.

A. F. BARRON, RoyaJ Horticultural Society, Chiawick.

V

TC A DflOCO ( A grand stock, in 5-in. pots. 12s. & 18s. doz.

I CA nUOLO ^ A ttrand stock, in 7-in. pots. 24s. & 30s. doz.

/'Black Hamburgh and other varieties.

PDA DC ll|||FO )Suitableforfniitinginpot3,10s.6ii.each

UnArL f I nto 1 Suitable for planting vineries, 5s. and

{ 7s. 6rf. each.

Fr p U 1 A fine stock, in 5-inch pots, 12s. per dozen.

L n n O > A fine stock, in small pots, 4s. per dozen.

Catalogues on application.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL
COMPANY (.TOHN- Cowan >, LIMITED,

THE VINEYARD AXD NI'RSKEIES, GARSTON,
NEAR LlVEKl'UOL.

100 Herbaceous and Alpine Plants for 25s.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.'S Selection as

above contains a most interesting and valuable assort-

ment of beautiful and Hardy plants for the Border or Rock-

work which produce flowers and render the garden attractive

all through the year.—RICHARD SJUTH AND CO., Nursery-

men and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

T AXTON'S NEW STRAAVBERRIES. —
X^ Four Eirst-class Certificates from the Royal Horticul-

tural Society.

The earliest, largest, finest, and latesthigh-qualitysorts. and

the most profitable for Market or Private Growers, as they

make the highest prices in Covent Garden. Send for Descrip-

tive Priced LISTS, with Press and other Testimonials, to

T. LAXTO.V. Bedford.

REES and SHRUBS for Game-covers and
Underwood. Intending planters should send for CATA-

LOGtTE, free on application.—RICHARD SMITH ASD CO.,

Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester. '

" O N L Y THE B E S T."

CHEAP BULBS FOR FORCING, &c.
Per lOU.— s. a.

15

21
14

ROMAN HYACINTHS
DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS
PAPER WHITE NARCISSUS
VAN THOL TULIPS ... :

SECOND-SIZE NAMED HYACINTHS for forcing, our

own selection, assorted colours

UNNA.MED HYACINTHS for bedding

15 per cent, discount, cash with order. Carriage paid.

NAMED HYACINTHS, best quality, equally cheap.

GAR AWAY
DURDHAM DOWN. CLIFTON

BRISTOL.

c o.,

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.

A Large and Select Stock is now offered for Sale.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits post-free.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses posWree.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NUESERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.
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WEBBS'
GOLLEGTIONS

OF

BULBS
CONSIST OF THE TINEST

SELECTED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, ETC.

From Mr. G. H. GTiEEN,
Gardener to the Eight Hon.
the Countess of iStamford,
Enville Hall: — "I never
saw any (Hyacinths) do
better or produce finer

tru*ise9 : they ^vere admired
by all Avho ?aw them."

Prices, 68., Ta, 6d.. lOs. 6d., ISa., 21s.. 423., 633..

and 106s. each ; Carriage Free.

FIVE PEE CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH,

For full partici'lnrs of Contents, see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Benutifulh/ Illustrated ,- Gratis aiid Post-free.

\

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WOROSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

HELLEBORUS NIGER,
OR CHRISTMAS ROSES.

lean offer a magnificent lot of Christmas Roses, probably the
finest lot in the Trade, especially of the H. niger major variety,

which is the great favourite among market grower?'. These
now offered are home-grown clumps full of tiower-buds, and
will be ready to lift in October ; and I would advise early orders
to secure them, as the stock of fine clumps is very limited.

MAXIMUS.
A robust variety, the largest of the group, and very orna-

mental as a foliage plant. It dowers in Octoberand November,
the blossoms are large and white, shaded with rose on the
exterior, and generally produced in twos, but if shaded or a
glass placed over the plants, the flowers are then pure white.
By shading the flowers can be retarded even to December. It

is the most vigorous of the section, and succeeds where many
of the others fail to grow.

MAJOR.
Although this plant is frequently offered, it is seldona to be

obtained true to name, owing to its great value for cutting
purposes. The flowers are pure white under glass, but have a
alight rosy tinge in the open ; it is the greatest favourite
among market growers, producing flowers from December to
January. It is a grand variety for potting, the foliage is so

close and compact, and the flowers abundant.

RUBRA.
One of the most distinct and novel of this group. The floMers

are large, produced about the end of .January, and of a lovely

colour. It is a robust grower, free lilooming, and a decided
acquisition for cutting.

RIYERSTONI.
A fine distinct variety, somewhat in the way of H. maxima,

but with smaller foliage, yet a strong robust variety. The
flowers are produced in pairs, pure white, and blooming in the
open at Christmas, a little earlier than major and later than
maximus, thus forming a nice succession, and will be found a

fine addition to our list of these useful winter-blooming plants.

COLLECTED PLANTS.
These arc far superior to th^' ordinary stuff g*^neraUy offered,

which are usually dried up and half dead before received,
being collected by inexperienced men; those now offered are
fine healthy plants, and usually are as fresh as when first

lifted, and ah\ays do well.

Prices on application.

THOMAS^ WARE,
HALE FARM NURSERIES, '

TOTTENHAM.

C A R T E R S'

CHEAP BULBS.
Why Send to Holland for Bulbs

When Better Quality can be obtained in England at
Less Prices? Note the Contents, and compare

Carters" Box with others.

Carters' Guinea Box
Contains 1250 Bulbs,

And is sent, PACKINGandCAKRIAGE FREE to any Stat ion
in England and Wales on receipt of cheque or postal o df-r

for 20s. It comprises the pick of the World, as follows :
—

50 Hyacinths, named
colours

50 Tulips, double, early
50 Tulips, single, early

100 Narcissus poeticus
50 Narcissus bifiorus

25 Scillasiberica
25 Seilla campannlata

100 Crocus, white
100 Crocus, purple
100 Crocus, striped

Half the Box, lis., Carriage Free;
Quarter, 75., Carriage Free.

100 Crocus, yellow
50 Anemones

100 Daffodils
50 Ranunculus, Persian
50 Spanish Iris

50 Triteleia uniflora

50 Snowdrops
100 Winter Aconites
36 Star of Bethlehem
14 Muscari botryoidts

Farfull particulars of other Boxes, from bs. upwnrrit. see

CARTERS* ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of BULBS,
Gratis and Post-free.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.

PALMS, CLEAN AND HEALTHY.

WILLIAM ICETON has a very extensive
stock of all the leading kinds, in fine condition ; 20

houses being devoted to their growth, many being fit for exhi-
bition of the following varieties ;—Arei.a lutea, Cocos flexuosa
and Weddelliana, Kentias of all kinds; Seaforthia elegans.
Latania borbonica Phoenix reclinata, rupicola; also a very
large assortment of Palms in 60's and 48"8 for table. Inspection
invited.—Putney Park Lane, S.W. ; and 129 and 130, Flower
Market. Covent Garden, W.C.

SANDER & CO.

STARTLING NEW

CYPRIPEDIUM.
PARTICULARS IN FUTURE ADVERTISEMENTS.
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New First Early Dessert Apple,

As a Supplement

TO THE

Gardeners' Chronicle
FOR

Next Weeky November 3,

WILL BE

Published an Ink Photograph

OF

THE FL WER GARDEN,
BELTON PABK, LINCOLN.

COOLINGS'
"
BEAUTY OF BATH."

First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society.

The " Beauty of Bath " is fit for use at the end of July and early part of August. It

immediately follows the Juneating, and is earlier than the Irish Peach, from which it is quite

distinct. The fruit is of medium size, round and flattened, the ground colour a yellowish green,

beautifully striped and spotted with crimson toward the sun ; the flesh is firm and pale yellow, and

it has a brisk, sub-acid flavour far superior to that of other Early Apples. It is a certain and free

cropper. Our stock trees have not failed once during the last six years, and it will, on this

account, be a valuable market variety.

It was awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society, August 9, 1887, and

the following are some of the extracts from the Gardening Periodicals of that week :—
The Gardeners Chronicle, August 13, 1887.—"A handsome seedling Apple, with the look of

Cox's Orange Pippin, came from Jlessrs. George Cooling & Sons, Bath. It was named Beauty of

Bath, and received the unwonted honour for an Apple—a First-class Certificate."

Journal of Horticulture, August 11,1887.

—

''A First-class Certificate was awarded to Apple,
Coolings' Beauty of Bath, a pretty Apple of medium size, 21 in. across, 1| in. deep, eye closed in a
deep basin, stalk short, thick, in a deep depression, colour bright red with numerous whitish dots.

Flesh firm, yellowish, of a brisk sub-acid flavour, rather suggestive of the Devonshire Quarrenden."

The Gardeners' Magazine, August 13, 1887.—Apple, Coolings' Beauty of Bath.—" An
early dessert variety, remarkable alike for its handsome appearance and high ijiiality. The fruits are
of medium size, roundish, slightly oblate, and of a rich reddish-crimson colour on the sunny side,

dappled with green ; flesh yellow, firm, brisl;, and richly flavoured."

In an Article on larly Dessert Apples, in " The Garden,"
writes as follows

:

of September 3, 1887, Mr. W. COLEMAM

Apple, Beauty of Bath.—" It was not until last year that its great merits were made known
to the general public. The fruits, of medium size, are round and flattened, not unlike those of the
Irish Peach, from which it is quite distinct ; ground colour yellow, richly striped and suffused with
crimson when fully ripe. Having many times had the pleasure of awarding 1st prizes to this delicious

variety, I can strongly recommend it to all lovers of first-class Early Dessert Apples. The stock is

in the hands of Messrs. Cooling & Sons, Bath."

THE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1888.

ROYAL

Mr. S. FORD, Leonardslea.
" Beauty of Bath, sent out

Dessert Apples when better known ;

should receive early notice by all."

Horsham, in "The Garden," of August IB, 1888, writes:—

by Messrs. Cooling & Sons, will prove one of our best Early
it is extremely handsome, has a brisk and agreeable flavour, and
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to gain your approval ; and if any remarks of

mine are such as to provoke hostility of thought,

you must please put them down to provincial

prejudice, or, may I say, to that simplicity which
is one of the most prominent attributes of raw
rusticity.

I appreciate the difficulty of saying anyi;hing

new on the question, but I shield myself behind

the fact that the reiteration of a truth is not a

needless undertaking until precept is put into

practice. So long as we pay our millions of

money into other hands for produce which could

come from ourselves we are quite safe in assum-

ing that there is yet reason for action.

Coming up from pastoral pursuits to this great

centre of crowding, clamouring life, how can one

express the feelings that somehow naturally force

themselves to the front ? They may be said to be

somewhat thus : Here you have in your great crowded

centre somewhere approaching 5,000,000 of souls.

This area, with its vast population, has practically

grown nothing but bricks and mortar save the trees

and flowers in its beautiful pleasure parks and its

promenades ; and if this great centre were dependent

upon its own resources for market produce for its

daily needs it would very quickly have to answer its

children's cry for bread by giving them stones.

This great multitude must take some feeding.

The open country of the shires gives garden ground
enough for all. The earnings of the provinces find

their way largely into the pockets of the land-

owners, and they, in the natural order of present

day methods, spend a large portion of their time and
the greater part of their wealth in London. There

is a kind of feeling that, seeing so much of the

wealth of the country comes here, more might be

done for us and less for the foreign coquettes who
courtyourfavourandgainyour sympathy and support

for such things as we can grow quite satisfactorily at

home.

I do not at all fear the bogey of foreign compe-
tition. This is, I remind myself, a National Con-
ference, but the subject is really universal. The
idea involved in fruit production and distribution is

too large for a nation. We cannot, for instance,

grow the Orange. We should not like to dispense

with it, therefore we invite the foreigner to send it

to us ; but we can produce Pippins ; then why should

you raise your eyes above the beautiful fertile plains,

say, of Kent and Sussex, and with the telescope of a

false economy find beyond the seas, in the broad

acres of America, Canada, Australia, and elsewhere,

the admitted beauty of fruitful plains, but also an
added imaginary beauty, really nothing beyond what
you could have seen without the glasses within the

confining hedgerows of our British orchards?

We must, however, get somewhat nearer the chief

points to be considered. We must drop figure, and

get to facts. We think we may safely start with an
aphorism. Cultivation of the land is the basis of all

economy. Mother Earth, after all, nurtures the

whole family of the human race. "The profit of the

earth is for all ; the king himself is served by the

field." The political economist and the social

scientist can touch no profounder problem than that

of production, and we cannot escape the considera-

tion of the threefold aspect of the laws of life which

all rightly civilised people recognise :

—

1. The population must be properly employed.

2. The people must be clothed and fed,

3. As a necessary condition the land must bf cul-

tivated and cropped.

Now, we have already reminded ourselves that we
have to take ourselves outside the limit-line of

streets and alleys, and get into the open country,

where we find agriculture and horticulture side by
Bide, sometimes overlapping each other, but always
mainly concerned with these four phases of occu-
pation :

—

1. Cattle production, under which I would include

the rearing and breeding of all animals for slaughter

or other purposes.

2. Wheat production, under which head I would

include all arable farming.

3. Dairy farming, under which I would include

all milk, cheese, and dairy products.

4. Fruit farming, including the production of

vegetables and other market produce of this

character.

The consideration of the question of supply im-

mediately brings before us the questiun of demand.
We ask ourselves—What is demand ? Why is it

needful to produce ? An elementary question truly,

but one which has been handled peculiarly by the

jugglers of political and other economists. Briefly,

produce is needed for the maintenance of political

life. It was easy for the French wit to sav, " Give
me the luxuries of life, let who will take its neces-

sities ;

' but necessities are—necessities ! We then

ask ourselves upon what can good health and happy
life be best maintained.

Food Requisites.

Well, I fear we should here quickly get into con-

flict of opinion. Doctors differ. I am justified,

however, upon the grounds of science and of personal

experience in asserting that men can live, and live

healthfully and happily, on cereals and fruit, so that

a wheat farm and a fruit farm would meet all national

needs. I know I strike a chord which may not be one
entirely of harmony in a meeting of this character,

when I say that man can derive all needful suste-

nance from the cereals and fruit, that is to say,

humanity has in fruits—for cereals are fruits—all

that it needs. Mark, please, I do not say it has

therein all that it craves, but all that it needs.

Now, if in any other machine than that of man (if

you permit him to be so considered for a moment),
heat, essential for its going, could be got from deal

logs, and it was being fed by the engineer with

mahogany, French polished,and refined oils, we should

consider it strange. Of course he might do it if he

liked ; but we should wonder why. Man, so far as

his means permit, may, too, feed on what he likes, but

the economist must first consider essentials, not

preferences or prejudices. But I find I must push
forward, for I dare not pursue fancy too far in a

paper of twenty minutes length.

The Labour Question.

After the determination of what is essential for the

maintenance of life we must consider the labour

question. Which of the four systems under which
we have divided the question of cultivation employs

the largest amount of labour, and in which are our

labourers the most happily and healthily engaged?

Unhesitatingly, with firmest decision, we answer, in

fruit production. Quite lately I, hy chance, be-

came the travelling companion of one of the largest

agriculturists in our county, whose farm lands had

been laid down to grass. He had given up corn for

cattle, and he told me that as a result fifteen

cottages were at that moment standing empty so far

as farm labourers are concerned. He had no further

use for them, and they had gone—where? He did

not know, but in all probability to swell the already

congested population of the towns. How are we to

get our open-faced, honest-hearted country popula-

tion back to the green lanes and the gardens ?

One of the best methods is by the development of

the industry of fruit production. But is our climate

such as to encourage safely the cultivation of hardy
fruits? Let us not commit the often rash errors of

a too eager enthusiasm. I do not know which
most to pity or blame—the blind optimist who to

every question suggesting the possibility of big profits.

Arcadian delights, and a contented population always
basking in the sunshine of ease and unconcern,
replies, " I answer enthusiastically—Yes ;

" or the
poor pessimist who says our Apples are only Crabs

;

that there is a worm at every core ; that the glory

has departed, and we are all tumbling into the Slough
of Despond.

But there is a via media. It is possible to make
the crooked straight, and the rough places plain, if

we only set ourselves heartily to find the more excel-

lent way.

Hardy fruits can be grown, and well grown, in

this much despised climate of ours ; but, like every

thing else, it must be done properly. No more
subtle sweetness, crispness, and altogether right

flavour can lurk beneath the skin of Apple or Pear
than can be found in the flesh of a British-grown

Cox's Orange, or Ribston Pippin, or some of our best

Pears ; and no sprightly sauciness of brisk acidity can
be found in the often insipid flavour of many of the

foreign sub-acid Apples to compare with that of a

Northern grown Keswick or Lord Suffield.

Consult the Taste of the People.

There are those about us, and apparently warmly
interested in this movement, who go to extremes in

both directions. In this problem of production let

us remember we have all tastes to suit, all palates to

please, and therefore a wide range for our catering.

One cannot help being amused to read of some-
body's Pippin that it is the Apple of the future for

its sweetness and syrupy juiciness, to which sugar

would be a superfluity if not an absolute detraction
;

and in another week's issue of the same journal to

be told that the merit of somebody else's seedling,

which is to be the Apple of the future, is found in

and founded on the fact that its beautiful tartness

of flavour is such as absolutely to defy the seductive

influence of sugar or syrup, bringing it to the dull

level of the popular palate which can only take its

Strawberries when reduced to a kind of saccharine

paste—which can only take Currants as preserves, or

Cherries in brandy.

So long as opinions differ so widely we need not

fear the unavoidable influence of climate in any of

the home districts upon the qualities of our British-

grown fruits.

Whilst admitting a certain amount of healthy

variation in the quality of the fruits I would venture

to say that the error of the past has been rather in

the multiplication of kinds than in the other direc-

tion. Some people have prided themselves upon
having as many varieties as they can count trees in

their orchids, but I could never see the full force of

the benefit of such possession. It is well to choose

but few kinds letting them be such as are suitable to

the district and such as commend themselves as

market favourites.

For instance, in the larger Lancashire towns
Apples of a brisk sharp flavour find much readier

sale than the sweeter fruits for which there may prob-

ably be greater demand in the South. If you can

sell at Cottonopolis Keswicks or Lord Suffields by
the ton why not grow them by the acre rather than

coddle with somebody's new seedling said to surpass

the Newtown Pippin in its sugary flavour when the

season is favourable enough for it to fruit ? Meet
the demand of the district and proceed cautiously

;

extend as rapidly as you like, but carefully.

If it is worth doing at all it is worth doing well.

Do away with worthless incumbrances of the ground.

A good fruit is as readily grown as a bad one. This

is the crux in the provinces.

Our Orchards.

If time permitted me to draw you a picture of the

typical farmer's orchard you would not wonder that

fruit growing was a feeble industry in many places.

Such so-called orchards are ,many of them, excellent

hunting-grounds for the entomologist or the crypto-

gamic botanist whose special attraction is amongst
mosses and lichens. Most of the trees are favourable

specimens of.artistic antiquity. The only evidence of

anything approaching.a pruning process which I have

ever witnessed amongst some of them was the wreck-

age of the storm or the broken boughs at Appletide

which had snapped asunder under the weight of the

ladder against them.

If the orchards are carelessly kept—or carefully

unkept—it is an equally peculiar fact that when fruit

is borne by the trees it seems to suggest no necessity

for right handling. Mark Twain in one of his

sketches enlarges, I think, upon his experience in

days when he was assumed to have the editorial

charge of an agricultural paper, and in reply to a
correspondent, he told him he thought he had him-
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self to blame for the condition of his Turnip crop, the

defects of which he had just described. " You should

wait," said Mark, " until they are nearly ripe, then

get up the tree and shake them down. lie found

that was not the ivay Turnips were treated, but the

editor had probably seen a country farmer gathering

his fruit, for that is |irecisely the method he follows

on sucii an occasion. All this and much more must
be changed before British fruit-growing tivkes the

important place to whicli it is entith'd.

Fruit as Food.

The present position of the fruit question in the

public mind seems to be that fruit is now used to

grace the tables of the wealthy or to add a kind of

fashionable linish to the dinner of the fairly well-to-

do ; but it is seldom regarded as food ])ure and simple,

though such it I'eally ought to be.

Let anyone having an interest in philanthropic work
m.ake enquiries amongst the poor of the large cities,

and he will lind that fruit is almost, if not entirely,

absent from tlie list of dietary articles from which
the food supply of those who live in the narrow
streets and the crowded alleys is derived. I have

gathered statistics in our own district, and was
startled to tind how the poor live even in a provincial

to^^n where a person placed at its centre might get

between the hedgerows and into the fields well within

half-an-hour. Ignorance and prejudice have helped

to maintain this condition of things, for they have

only the bare idea that fruit is palateable and have no
idea that is also invigorating and healthful.

For the proper and complete development of the

fruit movement in this country we must have all our

forces to the front. There is a really steady demand,
we are told, for the best fruits carefully gathered and
well packed at most remunerative prices. That
seems to meet the want in certain directions, but we
must encourage those educational and moral
movements, which have for their aim and object the

inculcation of habits of thrift and health amongst
the masses of the people.

There should be, and there must be, a very largely

increased demand for the home product, and the

home product will be then forthcoming; and this

brings us closer to some of the features we have to

face in the question of distribution.

Distribution.

This opens up as many avenues of thought as the
question of production—perhaps more, for in the

question of production we deal largely with matters

of conjecture, for we can never know the end of an
unfoUowed course, and if you advocate two methods
or fifty you would find followers for each ; but the

question of distribution brings us at once face to face

with problems of £ s. ('., and with the conditions of

market ojierations and regulations,

I do not intend to take up the time of this meeting
by attempting to deal with one of the most damaging
conditions which we meet with in the very outset,

tliat, namely, of the railway rates. Nor do 1 attempt
to touch upon that other forcible deterrent— the ques-

tion of land tenure
;
both these will be dealt with in

separate papers ; but until some sweeping change is

made in the present system of railway charges the

British fruit grower will find his industry shackled and
weighted to such an extent as to prevent his making a

profit atall coramensui'ate with that which he is help-

ing to put into the pockets of the railway shareholders.

Knowledge Needed.

Next to the railway question we require the estab-

lishment of some responsible agency to take up, in

combination, tlie conditions which cannot be success-

fully fought singlehanded, and this agency should not
be merely commercially protective, but also educa-
tional. Amongst other matters it should collect and
publish careful data as to districts, climatic influences,

meteorological notes, and such other intelligence as

would serve to guide. This body would have to be
influential and potent, for the power of monopoly'is,

as matters now stand, almost invariably against the

producer and the consumer, and in favour of some
intermediate agent, and whose presence may be neces-

sary for the discharge ofcommercial enterprise, but who
ought to be regarded more in the capacity of a

carrier or an agent rather than a trader or merchant.

Markets,

Next we require the provision of centres of sale.

Kndless time is lost by the producer in his eftbrt to

find a market, and neglect at home is consequently
unavoidable. It is essential that persons having
produce to sell should be brought into contact with
persons requiring to purchase, but we have at present

no such facility. Cheshire has its cheese fairs,

established by the order of a Council, and the staple

product of the county therefore holds its own in spite

of foreign competition. Birmingham has its Onion
fair, but I do not know of a town in England that

has its fruit fair.

POECIIASK IIV NaJIK AND BY SAMPLE.

Then we ought to be able to purchase fruits by
name as to variety. To the farmer mind not so

many years ago everything green upon the face of

the field was grass. To the mind of the average
citizen or citizen's wife anything that is round, and
that has been plucked from a tree in an orchard,

is an Apple ; it matters not whether it be a
Crab or a Golden Pippin— it is an Apple ; but we
want to initiate the public into a knowledge that

certain Apples carry with them certain qualities

and certain flavours, and wc want then to show that

precisely what they want can be supplied. There
are advertisements in connection with domestic com-
modities, which seem to suggest the grave import-
ance of your being sure you get somebody's starch

when you ask for it. The same caution should be

applied in the pomological department, and when the

cook finds out that a certain kind of Apple can be
depended upon for a certain ([uality we should find

the beginning, too, of a more definite order of

things.

Another gi-eat impetus to the home product might
be insured if at railway stations and other places

where the public gather themselves in masses English

fruit could be obtainable instead of the everlasting

French Pears and American Apples. And I should

like, if those ugly iron ////yjff?iwc»!'ff called "automatic
deliveries," or some such wonderful name are to be

tolerated, that they should, in response to the penny
and the push, give orchard Plums instead of sugar
plums, and Apples and Pears in preference to choco-
late or candy.

Another idea that has long possessed me is the

idea of the selling of fruits from sample. According
to present methods of distribution a producer
gathers his fruit and carries it away to the markets,

there to stand with a load of it until it is distributed.

Those who have learned tlie art of modern market-
ing have found out that prices decline as the day
wears on, for the grower does not desire to cart the

piece of a load home again. On the other hand,

there may be a system of " topping "—I may be
excused if I explain (for of this ray present audience
is doubtless ignorant) that this implies a process,

possibly accidental, by which the larger, better fruits

in a basket gravitate towards the top ! This is, of

course, open to the suggestion of unfairness on the
other side, but if the grower submitted samples of
his fruit just in the way the farmer does who has
grain or seeds to sell, an immediate relief would
result.

A farmer does not think of carting the yield of his

grain fields to the open markets, but asks the mer-
chant to buy upon the sample placed before him in

the market; and he can sell or hold as he then thinks

best. He would then be in a less likely position for

the imposition of injustice.

The Dotv of Societies and or the Peess.

Then I think in the interests of distribution our
leading agricultural and horticultural societies

—

agricultural societies especially—should recognise
the industry, and admit home fruit products into

their schedules of subjects for competition. I am
glad to observe that the Koyal Agricultural Society

of England has taken up the matter, and hope other

agricultural societies may now be induced to follow.
It is likely that more good will arise from sources of
this character than through minor ert'orts of less pro-
minent bodies as the subject would then be con-
sidered along with the problems of land cultivation
tn their more important and varied aspects.

I must not forget to include the all-powerful Press.
We have natural friends in the editors of horticul-
tural publications, but I am glad to see the general
Press of the country is now taking an interest in the
question. Whilst many newspaper readers are
evidently competent to take an intelligent view of
the m.atter, there are some who seem to discern in

the agitation something like the sectarian movement
of a new faith for which they have quickly set them-
selves to invent the name of the " Faddist." Well, let

it be so. If we are to get public attention called to the
question, we may hope that the long delayed interest

will be fairly and fully aroused, and whilst we rejoice

in the peace and jirosperity of a nation preferring

pruning-hooks and ploughshares to swords and spears
we shall yet the more rejoice when we gain the
greater victory and proclaim the wider conquest of
the sickle and the s]>ade.

. 1':ne3iie.s of the apple and pear.
By Mr. .7. FRASER.

[We insert woodcuts of the " Enemies" allnded to by Mr. Fraser,
and our past volumes iiliound with similar illustrations.)

Both animal and vegetable enemies are numerous,
but the former probably outnumber the latter con-
siderably. They range from the minute gall mites,
about one -hundredth of an inch in length, up to
birds, hares, rabbits, .and cattle. Vegetable enemies
are, however, none the less destructive sometimes,
and certain kinds are very difficult or impossible to
exterminate on account of their microscopic small-
ness, and more especially when hypodermal, that is,

living beneath the epidermis of the host plant.

Canker.

All diseases are attributable to some cause or
other, although it is difficult to detect what that may
be. Science may yet determine the true cause of
canker, even if it fail to suggest a cure. That canker
is something of the nature of a parasite, we have
evidence in its spreading and attacking previously un-
injured tissue (see fig. 5;i). Decay itself is brought
about by the action of living organisms, on matter that
is already dead, and efl'ects the changes that crumble
organic substances into dust. There is some truth
in the statements that cold and undrained soil,

severe pruning, extreme variations of temperature,
late growth, and unripened wood, give rise to canker,
just as bad treatment will undermine the constitution
of a human being and prepare the way for disease.

The real enemy does but take advantage of the
weakened state of the victim. Some varieties of
Apples and Pears are more prone to canker than
others, and especially in some soils that m.ay be
cold, undrained, or are underlaid by a gravelly sub-
soil. Here, again, we may point to the natural
constitution of the trees in question. Great im-
provements have been effected by drainage, by
ameliorating or supporting fresh soil, all of which
point to the fact that more or better nourishment is

needed to enable the trees to make healthy growth
in order to contend with an invisible but powerful foe.

The baneful effects of canker may to a great extent
be evaded by planting in good, well-drained soil, and
by superior cultivation. It is not sufficient that the
right materials are present in a soil, but they must
also be in a soluble condition, so that the roots may
be able to appropriate them. Good tilth promotes
early vegetation, an early maturation of the wood,
and by imparting a greater constitutional vigour to
the tree enables it the better to ward ofl" disease even
when accidentally or otherwise injured. With this

preliminary I proceed to classify the other enemies.

Animals.

Numerous as these are they may be roughly
divided into a few groups, such as insects, birds, and
other animals. Kultenbach, a German entomologist.
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says that 183 species of insects prey upon the Apple,

of which 115 are lepidoptera, thirty-two beetles,

twenty aphides, and sixteen others belonging to

different families. Of these I can only mention a

few of the more important or destructive in the

limited time at my disposal, with the view of direct-

ing attention to the fact that their successful de-

struction can only be effected by proceeding against

them by intelligent and scientific methods. Hap-

hazard raids are mostly useless, and attended by

failure, while passive and indolent indifference is

but too plainly evident in many a neglected old

garden or orchard. Scientific research is frequently

sneered at by the practical man, but until the

habits and life histories of some particular foes are

thoroughly investigated there can be no intelligent,

sensible, or effectual attack made upon them.

The Apple gi'ub (Carpocapsa pomonana)—(see fig.

G )), is the larva of a small moth which lays its eggs in

the calyx of the young and growing Apple in the month
of June or July according to the season. The larva

when hatched is white with a black head and neck

and four rows of black spots. It gnaws its way down
the frait, keeping clear of the core till it reaches

SksklsiSSSfii^^^SW'

Fig. D'.t.— ca\kf:r ix apples, showing the phesknce
ul' A ruXGUS, NECTKIA PITlSblMA.

the rind, which is pierced to permit the escape of its

excreta. When nearly full grown it sometimes

pierces the core and feeds upon the pips, generally

causing a great number of the fruits to fall prema-

turely. Soon after this it leaves the fruit, and find-

ing a secure retraat in crevices of the bark or other

hiding-place commences to spin itself a cocoon, and

after resting a time becomes transformed into the

chrvsalis state, which it retains till spring. Soon

after completing their development, the moths pair,

and egg-laying commences as formerly.

The grubs may be trapped in great numbers by

tving bands of hay or straw round the trunks of the

trees so as to afford the grubs a place of shelter in

which to form their cocoon. Collect the bands in

autumn and burn them. All fallen Apples should

be assiduously collected and given to pigs or destroyed.

The Codlin grub trap is a special structure, consist-

ing of several boards of a convenient length fastened

togethsr in the middle, and the respective pieces kept

apart by means of thin laths. The grubs readily take

to this, and from 4iiO to 800 traps can be examined

by a man pel- day and the grubs collected in a vessel.

The American blight is the work of Schizoneur.T

lanigera (fig. (31 ), an insect closely allied to the apliis

or greenfly of gardens, but differing in the absence of

the "honey-dew" secreting glands possessed by the

latter. When plentiful it proves very destructive,

causing swellings of the external tissues resembling

cankerous wounds. The insects take up their abode

in the crevices of the bark, from which they are

diflicult to eradicate. Soft soap, Gishurst compound,

or, better still, petroleum, will effect a cure if rubbed

into the crevices Of the bark every time the insects

make their appearance during the course of the sea-

son. Petroleum is the most effectual, and should be

applied by means of a hard brush, such as is used by

painters. The insect hibernates in the soil during winter

if the trunk of the tree does not afford sufficient accom-

modation, and it may be destroyed by the application

of quicklime a little beneath the surface. The Apple

Blossom Weevil ( Anthonomus pomorum— fig. (il2), is

a beetle, the female of which lays her eggs in the bloom-

buds of both Apple and Pear trees, and the grub, when

hatched, eats the stamens and pistils, rendering

-THE APPLE GRUB AND MOIU.

them completely useless. Egg-laying lasts for two

or three weeks, during which time great numbers of

the weevil may be caught by shaking the tree, be-

neath which a white cloth has been spread, as they

drop down on being alarmed. The weevil attains

perfect development in a month's time from the lay-

ing of the egg, and feeds on the foliage during the

rest of summer. It hibernates in the same way as

the American blight, and similar methods for its

destruction may be employed. Bands of tarred cloth

may also be put round the trunk of the trees affected

to intercept and catch the females on their way from

the ground to the tree, as they seldom fly. Good
liusbandry also applies here; rubbish of all kinds

should be rigidly cleared away, and crowding oftrees

prevented.

The Apple Mussel Scale (Aspidiotus conchifornii.s

— fig. 63), is allied to the true scale, and attack.s the

bark of Apple and Pear trees alike, affecting them in

a similar way to that of the American blight. The
eggs are never laid, but hatched in tlie body of tlie

mother when she dies. The latter is wingh'ss, while

the male is minute and winged. If the scale is

numerous the tree becomes unhealthy and unfruittul.

The scale is brown, and in shape like the half of a

mussel shell. Scrub the branches with a hard brush

just kept moist with petroleum, and persevere for

two, three, or more seasons, as the scale is moit
difficult to eradicate when once it obtains a footing.

Gall mites (I'hytoptus Pyri) are small acari about

the one-hundredth long by one five-hundredth of an
inch broad, that produce blisters on Pear leaves.

The tissues of the leaves are torn asunder, forming

large cavities, the cells often forming strings hold-

ing on by their ends. There is a small opening on

the under surface for the egi-ess or ingress of the

mites. My specimens of blistered leaves are from

Kelso, the first record to my knowledge of gall mites

in Scotland. I received them in August last.

The mites hibernate in the buds of the tree in

t'U.. (31.—IXSIiCrS CAl.SING AMi:KltA\ v\.\.

I'lU. 63.—THE APPLE WEi:VIL,

winter, and are most difficult of extermination.

Collect all affected leaves in spring when the mites

are still in them and burn them. When once badly

affected the trees continue so from year to year, and

unless they are valuable kinds should be grubbed up

and burnt to prevent the pest from spreading. Plant

healthy trees in their place. I had specimens from

another source affected with gall mites, mussel

scale, apparently canker as well.

Slug worms (fig. 65), are the grubs of certain sawfliea

differing in colour, and in the nature of the secretion

covering their bodies ; but the slugwonn proper is

the grub of Eriocampa limacina (or the Selandria

Cerasi of Miss (_)rmerod). It derives its name from

the black slime covering its hairy body till the last

moult, when the resinous dark coat is thrown off.

The grubs have large heads, and in the earlier stages

when slimy bear considerable resemblance to a black

slug: hence the derivation of the name slugworm,

1 collected my specimens on Pear trees at Ilolwood,

Kent, the other week. Autumn is the time they

make their appearance. They are very voracious,

and eat away the upper surface of the leaves
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which become brown ;inil ultimately drop, causing

the trees to become unhealthy. The fruit was
affected with the fungus which causes cracking,

were very much split, and entirely useless. The
sUigworms under notice attack most of tlic fruit

trees belonging to the natural order Kosacea:.

They may be destroyed with Hellebore powder mixed
with water, and applied through the rose of a
watering-pot. As they hibernate in the first 3 or 4

inches of soil, that depth should be taken off and
burnt. Both grubs and flies are extremely sluggish,

and the latter may he sliaken down on a white cloth

and removed.

BinDs.

The feathered enemies are more easy to deal with

than any of the above ; but, with the exception of

the bullfinch and the sparrow, I would not advise

the shooting of them. I'jven the latter has much
to recommend him to mercy. If the birds are killed

wholesale we destroy the balance of Nature, and
get afflicted with a plague of insects far more
difficult or impossible to exterminate. The gun
should be employed during the ripening of the fruit

to scare, not to kill. The warning cry has been
heard from many an orchard in Kent during the
past summer. Of the larger animals, rabbits and
hares are the most destructive during severe weather.
They soon destroy an orchard by barking the young
trees. To prevent injury, protect the stems of the
trees with br.anches of Blackthorn or Furze ; but the

spot in the centi-e, surrounded by a white line, and
that again by a black border. The Pear is attacked
in the same way by a vaiiety of Cladosporium den-
driticum, generally known amongst fungologists
uuder the name of Fu.sicladium pyrinum. No
remedy is known, and means to prevent its spreading
must be adopted by destroying badly affected trees
and fruits. Here, again, good cultivation greatly

Fig. ^o.—.vej'LK .mi ^si;L-bCALb:.

tends to palliate the evil by encouraging a healthv,
vigorous growth of the trees. Marie Louise aud
Louise Bonne of Jersey Pears are very subject to it,

and should not be planted in places infested with the
disease.

destructive on the Continent. Hand-picking the
leaves as the spots make their appearance, and
before tlie spores are shed, is the only remedy, and
no Juniper buslies should be allowed to grow near
them. On a large scale it is more proiitable to
uproot badly-affected specimens, and plant afresh.

Mistleto in this country is the only chlorophyll
hearing parasite that need be noticed. It is very
injurious to orchards in Herefordshire from its great
luevalence, aud prevents tlie branches infested bv it

from thickening ]]roperly below the union of the
parasite with them, ultimately causing the trees to
become stunted and unproductive. Cnt down the
Mistleto about Christmas, when a market will be
found for it to defray the expenses of the operation.

Epiphytes, such as lichens and mosses, can be
removed by scraping or scrubbing the bark of the
trees, or they may be destroyed bv sulphuric acid
much diluted in wiiter. The evil is but half remedied,
however, and the lichens will soon grow again unless
measures are taken to remove the cause by draining
or otherwise ameliorating the land, as the case may
require, and so induce a healthy, vigorous growth,
thereby enabling the trees to 'thrive, increase in
thickness, and throw off the old bark.

THURSDAYS DISCUSSION.

Mii. ToxKs' Papei!. (See ante, p. 440.)

Mr. CoLEM.\N asked if lime was used in a caustic
state ?

Mr. ToNKs replied that it was generally used as
gyp.sum, but all lime would answer the same purpose.

Mr. KouPELL said he had used lime freelv in com-

Fltr. 06.—MILDEW u.\ ArpLrs. Fili. (il.—PEAK .ML'.s,
rio. 67, -CLADOSPORIUM ON APPLv:

most sure and effective plan is to use a guard of wire
netting. Tar, grease .and oils, should not be employed,
as they are injurious by stopping up the air passages
in the bark.

Vegetable E.nemies.

Tliese are of two kinds, namely, parasites and
epiphytes. The former are the most to be dreaded,
since they attack and destroy the living tissues of
the host plants by feeding on their substance. Para-
sites may again be divided into those of a fungoid
nature and those that are green.

Mildew (fig. GG) affecting the A])ple is a white
mould belonging to the family Erysiphacero, and in

this, the early stage, it is referred to the genus Oidium.
It is one of the most easily destroyed of parasitic
fungi, from the Aict that it lives on the surface and
does not penetrate its host. Sulphur alone, or
various preparations containing sulphur, will com-
pletely destroy the fungus. Should a large number
of trees in a garden or orchard become affected, the
application of sulphur would be a tedious and costly
operation

; but if a few isolated trees only are
attacked the remedy is more easily applicable.

Cracking is caused by Cladosporium dendriticum
(fig. 07), a too widely prevalent fungus, that grows on
the le.aves, young shoots, and flowers of the Apple,
often preventing the formation of fruit. In severe
cases the latter becomes partiiilly or completelv
covered with blotches, crippling and preventing i"t

from attaining full size, .and in .all cases the fungus
reduces the market value of the produce by disfi-

guring or causing it to crack. The disease com-
mences as black spots, branching from the centre
like a small tree, while on fruit the patches soon
become irregularly rounded, with a depressed black

liust on the Pear is caused by Kiestelia cancellat.n,
as well as some other parasitic fungi. The Kcestelia
produces rugged swellings on the leaves, the blotches
finally becoming red, and showing themselves on
both surfaces of the leaves attacked. It is believed

Fig. 6-1.—slug-wukm ok sawelv.

to be an early stage of Gyranosporangiura Saliin;i',

which completes its life cycle on .Juniperus Sabina.
As in the rust of Wheat, there is an alternation' of
generations on different host plants, and descriiied
as heteroicism. It is not common in England ; is

not, I believe, recorded from Scotland
; but is very

bination with soot, which he had found gave red
Apples a more intense hue, and a darker colour to
green Apples, generally improving and benefiting
the trees. Did Jlr. Tonks positively deny the pos-
sibility of canker being introduced to the healthy
tree through a wound of any kind, or, did he hold
the opinion that a healthy tree, being strong, resisted

the disease ? From his own knowledge of surgery he
was aware of the great analogy between the animal
and the vegetable world. They all knew that a
wound exposed to the atmosphere was liable to be
affected by various germs floating about, and one
great aim was to ]u-event the atmosphere having
access to the wound. Wounds inflicted upon the
bark of trees by any cause were likely to produce
canker, but it made little |u-ogress in healthy trees,

while trees unhealthy, through inferior soil or in-

sufficient nourishment, succumbed to it.

Mr. Tones considered that his paper rei>lied to the
matters put forward. He did not believe that
canker was in any way due to germs of any sort or
description ; nor did he believe that any external
injury caused canker. Of coui'se disease might
develope in the injured parts.

Mr. Clahk asked how it was canker attacked one
sort and not another, when there was only a road-
way between the trees ?

Mr. Tones replied, because food of one variety was
quite dill'erent from the food required by another
variety. Many years ago he had a Citron des
Carmes in his garden, which, after growing fruit for

a number of years, he began to notice signs of canker
in it. One d.ay he grafted on it a Pitmaston
Duchesse. The Citron des Carmes became a
miserable object, but the Pitmaston Duchess thrived
thoroughly; showing that roots which would not
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maintain ilie Citron des Carmes in health, were per-

fectly able to support in the utmost luxuriance the
Pitmaston Duchess.

Mr. Clakk said some forty-five years ago he broke
up IS acres of meadow land, trenched it, and planted
among others 250 each of Cellini I'ippins, Welling-
tons, and Early Julienne. The Wellingtons grew
well ; the Cellini cankered after it had been bearing
three or four years. He cut otl' the heads of them
all and worked them with Mank's Codlin which began
to grow, and canker disappeared even from the stems.

Mr. ToNKs said that was simply bearing out what
he had said.

Mr. Geo. Buxtard said that the frosts of winter
and spring had a great deal to do with canker.

Mr. Joseph Cheal said he had been endeavour-
ing to get a healthy stock of Ribston Pippin. He had
managed it by selecting very healthy trees, and had
thus almost eradicated disease.

Mr. Shiijley Hibberd mentioned that a friend of

his, who, although he planted too many varieties for

a commercial purpose, had done his work well. The
ground was what was known as cold bottom fully

exposed to the spring frost. The trees cankered
very early, and his friend, who was a scientific man,
came to the conclusion that canker came owing to

small particles of ice getting in the forks of the
trees. His friend did not cure the disease. He sold

the trees, planted Ash trees, and sold walking sticks.

Mr. John- Fraskr said, if feeding would not cure

diseases it would assist the trees to grow and to

throw oft' disease.

Mr. ToKKs, in reply, said that bacteria might
be at the bo'^tom of many diseases, but authorities

on diseases were by no means agreed. Individual

experiments on the subject were extremely unreliable.

It was impossible for him to answer without conside-
ration all that had been put forward, but if this

remedy did not cure canker, it would do no harm,
and it would be worth while to try it.

Mr. Fraskr's Papeh. (See p. 469.)

"Mr. KouFELL said Mr. Fraser did not mention the

social caterpillar—one of the greatest plagues in his

part of the country. An immense quantity of those

insects got into his bush trees, and for three days he
and others were engaged in picking them off. His
neighbours who did not take that precaution, lost

their foliage and fruit. These creatures could only

be dealt with by hand-picking. He had a strong
opinion that Potatos were enemies to Apple trees,

as they produced fungoid growths.

Mr. Clark asked for information regarding the

Gooseberry caterpillar, as he had seen whole gardens
of Gooseberries cleared of leaves. The remedy was
to get up early in the morning, when the dew was
on the trees, to get a quantity of soot with a pro-

portion of lime, and dash the mixture both under
and over the leaves. He was satisfied that it would
prevent the grub living.

A gentleman asked whether petroleum had any
ill effects on the trees ?

Mr. Fraser said petroleum did no harm, pro-

vided a moist brush only were used. Hellebore
powder was also a good thing for caterpillars.

The Chairman proposed a vote of thanks to the

readers of papers, and in so doing said the day had
been a h^avy one, but a vast amount of most valu-

able information had been placed before the Confer-
ence. He would like to say that an excellent remedy
for American blight was hot brine, which should be
rubbed well into trees affected.

The vote was adopted with enthusiasm, as was one
to the Chairman, proposed by Dr. Hogg, and the

proceedings were adjourned till the morning.

FRIDAY'S DISCUSSION.

The proceedings of the Conference were resumed
and concluded on Friday last.

Mr. H. J. Veitch presided, and said that, important

as had been the papers which had been read and dis-

cussed during the past two days, he thought they

would agree with him that those to be read to-day

were equally important, and the Council invited full

discussion upon them. He, however, wished to

emphasise the remarks of the President on the

opening day, that as the Royal Horticultural Society

was a society of peace and good will, he hoped those

who spoke would carefully abstain from anything of

a political nature.

I\Ir. Baii.lie (Chester) then read his paper (p. 467).

Mr, liaillie, in replying to a vote of thanks, added
that the beautiful grounds at Chiswick seemed to

suggest a far wider sphere of usefulness, inasmuch as

they could be made the centre of national education

for the promotion and advancement of horticulture in

whose interests they were now pleading. It seemed to

him that there was a reserve at the command of the

Council that could not be got in any other centre in

England, and it would be a disgrace, if not a disaster,

if the best use, nationally, were nut made of it.

Mr. Tallerman then read his paper on the railway
difficulty in relation to fruit and how to deal with it.

At its conclusion he moved:—"That the Council of

the Royal Horticultural Society be requested to form
a committee to act on behalf of the fruit growers of

the United Kingdom inconnectionwith the approach-
ing adjustment of railway rates about to be made by
the Board of Trade, and that such committee enlist

a full amount of Parliamentary support to carry out
these views.'

i\[r. R. Dean said he would second the motion for

the sake of raising a discussion.

Mr. Shirley Hibberd observed that he was not
in opposition to Mr. Tallerman, and he agreed with
many present that the Conference would be a dead
letter if they stopped at that point. Many useful

and important matters had been discussed, but the

subjects referred to that day—market tolls, railway
rates, &c.—were at the very root of the whole ques-
tion of tlie development of fruit culture in this

countr)'. They did not want party politics there;
he did not know to which party he belonged, but he
should like always to be found on the side of reason
and justice ! All they wanted to do at present was
to continut' their inquiries, which must be conducted
with experience and judgment. He desired something
more definite than the proposal contained in Mr.
Tallerman s motion, and he would consequently move
the following amendment:

—

" A conspicuous result of the Conference this day
concluded is to make it evident that the subject of

commercial fruit culture is one of great and growing
public interest, and that there exists a corresponding
desire to remove or modify the various impediments
that law, usage, and misconception of facts have
created and sustained against it. The Royal Horti-
cultural Society having special facilities for obtain-

ing and diffusing information on all that relates to

horticulture, this Conference respectfully reijuests

the appointment by the Council of a Law and Par-

liamentary Committee for the consideration of tlie

impediments above referred to."

Mr. John Corner seconded the amendment, which
was formally supported by Mr. Geo. Bunyard,

Mr. Shirley Hibberd, on being asked by various

speakers to do so, objected to alter his amendment
in any way for any one in the world.

Mr. J. K. Fowler did not at all object to iMr.

Hibberds amendment, but he thought they would
liave much greater weight with the railway interests

than with Parliament if they concentrated their

views exactly as ]Mr. Tallerman had stated. As a

late railway director he (Mr. Fowler, certainly knew
something of the subject, and he considered that

more was expected of railway companies than they

could actually jierform. Railway companies had
been of enormous benefit to the country in the
development of agriculture and commerce, and the

manufactures of the nation, but he did not deny
that they were greatly standing in their own
light not to advance more with the times, and
to do away with the injustice which it was generally

agreed existed throughout the country. He was one
of the judges at the great Kilburn show, when a

prize was given by the Lord Mayor of London for

the best van for the transmission of meat, fruit, and
other things from different parts of the country.

The judges spent eight days in coming to a decision,

and finally awarded, after a very severe trial, the

prize to the Glamorganshire Company, greatly to the

disgust of some Americans, who had sent vans which
were expected to carry all before them. Up to the

present time, however, he believed that not a single

railway company had adopted the Glamorganshire
Company's system. He merely mentioned that cir-

cumstance to show that, if the matter were properly

placed before the companies, they would do all tlipy

could to meet the requirements of the public. He
had the greatest pleasure in supporting the motion of

Mr. Tallerman.
A(r. Hibberd's amendment was ultimately carried

with four dissentients, and the following motion by

Mr. Tallerman, seconded by Mr. P. Crawley, was
carried:—"That, in the event of the committee
being appointed, this Conference desires to urge

upon it the early consideration of railway charges

as affecting the growers of fruit and vegetables."

The Chairman proposed a vote of thanks to the

readers of papers, which was carried.

Mr. Bunyard proposed a vote of thanks to their

excellent Hon. Secretary, Rev. W. Wilks, to whom
and the Council the successful issue of that exhibi-
tion and Conference was due.

Mr. AVright had the greatest possible pleasure in

seconding the motion, which was carried with accla-
mation.

Rev. W. Wilks said it was a pleasant thing to be
thanked for doing what one liked, and he assured
them his services on behalf of horticulture and fruit

growing were always at their disposal.

Mr. Malcolm Dunn having spoken a few words of

congratulation, moved the following resolution :

—

" In view of the great public advantages that have
accrued from the previous Conferences held in these
gardens, and the marked success of the present one,

the members of the Executive Committee of this

Conference, Fellows of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and other horticulturists here assembled,
who are deeply interested in the Society's welfare,

and in the important question of developing the
progress of scientific and economical horticulture, in-

cluding especially the fruit-growing capabilities of the
country, respectfully submit for the earnest consider-

ation of the Council of the Society the desirability

of concentrating the Society's resources to the utmost
practicable extent upon the maintenance of the
Chiswick Garden, so as to enable it to fulfil its

mission as the national exponent of practical and
experimental horticulture."

Dr. Masters.—I have the greatest pleasure in

seconding this resolution. If I may address you, sir,

as one of the Council, and all the members of the
Council present, I would especially say that you must
not neglect the interests of Chiswick. You must
throw all your energies into the development of this

garden. This is no mere sentiment—although senti-

ment in this matter goes a long way. The gardeners

of the kingdom have Chiswick in their hearts. One of

the most essential requirements of a horticultural

society is, moreover, an experimental garden. I am
sorry to say that the public in general do not read—at

least do not read with appreciation. But it is a very

different thing when they come into this garden and
see for themselves what has been done, and their

minds take it in much more readily than from the

printed page. I strongly uphold an expei'imental

garden for educational purposes. It is also a great

trial ground. Nurserymen and seedsmen have a
prejudice in favour of their own seedlings, but when
they send their seeds and plants to these grounds
they are tried without favour. I have, therefore,

great pleasure in seconding the motion.
Mr. AVright thought the matter should have

the careful consideration of the Council.

i\Ir. Roui'ELL expressed the hope that now the

Loudon exhibitions were over those beautiful gardens

would receive a larger share of the public favour.

Jlr. Smee said they had not done half what they

should do, because their means were limited.

The resolution was carried with enthusiasm.

Mr. Cheal moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Barron,

the able Superintendent of the gardens.

Mr. Dean seconded the motion, which was carried

unanimously.
Mr. Bari;on having suitably acknowledged the

compliment,
Mr. Tallerman moved a vote of thanks to Mr.

Veitch for presiding.

The Chairman briefly responded, and the pro-

ceedings terminated.

DISHES EXHIBITED.

The following enumeration shows the number of

dishes of certain varieties that were exhibited, and
affords some indication of the relativepopularity of the

varieties named. The first twenty only being given :
—

Apples. : Pkaiis.
Dishes. Dishes.

1. Warner's King ... 7S 1. Marie Louise oii

2. Bienht'im Orange ... 70 2. Louise Bonne of Jersey .'i5

3. King of the Pippins... (iii ;i. Beurre Diel 5U
4. Cos's Orange I'ippiii,., tU i 4. Pitmaston Duchess ... 47
5. Dumelow's Seeillmg ,. Gri 5. Beurre d'Amanlis ... 41
6. New llawthormien ... <il 6. ,, Clairgeau ... 34

7. Lord Suthehl 56 7. Doj enue du Cornice ... 29

8. Ribston Pippin ... 54 3. Glou Morceau ... 29
9. Stirling Castle ... 53 9. Duihessed'Ajmouldme 29

10. Cox'3 Pomona ... 53 10. Marie Louise il'Uecle . 27
11. Ecklinville Seedling... 52 11. Marechnl de la Cour . 25
12. Cellini 52 12. Beurre Bachelier ... 25
13. EniiiLTOr Alexander ... 46 13. ,, Superfin 25
14. Worcej-ter Pearraain . 41 11. Bergamotte d'Esperen 24
1,1. Lane's PrinceAlhert... 33 1-^. Carter's Beurre ... 24

16. Peasgood's Nonsuch ... 32 Hi. .To'^ephine de Malines , 23
17. Aifriston 32 17. Beurre Bose 23
18. Lord Derby 30 IM. ,, Hardy 23
19. Beauty of Kent ... 30 19. Uvedale's St. Germain 22

20. Golden Noble 29
,
20. Durondeau 20
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VARIETIES CEKTIFICATED.

The following is a list of the varieties to which
Certificates of Merit were awarded. The numbers
in parentheses refer to the number of times the

variety was Certificated ; these numbers thus afford-

ing^ evidence of the degree of merit of the particuhir

varieties, as exhibited on this occasion, irom various

localities.

Adam's Pearmain (2)

Alexamior i^2)

Alfrisfon (1)
Alma Pippin (1)
Annie Elizabeth (2)

Baumaun's RihI Reluette (2)

Beauty of Kent (2)
Bismarck (2)

Blenlieim Orange (3)
Hramlev's Seedling (5)
Cellini (o)

Cockle's Pippin (3)

Court Peiidii- Plat (1)
Cox's Orange Pippin (8)

„ Pomoua (ii)

Domino (2)
Duchess of Oldenburg (2)
Ecklinville Seedling (3)
Egremont Russet (2)
Fearn's Pippin (1)

Frogmore Prolific (1)

Grtscoigne'3 Seedling (1)

„ Scarlet (1)
Golden Noble (J)

,. Spire (1)
Goapatric (2)
Gravenstein (2)
Grenadier (3)
Herefordshire Eeaufin (1)
}lormead''« Pearmain (2)
Kerry Pippin (1)
King Harry (1)
King of Tomkin's County

(1)
King of the Pippins (1)
Lady Henniker (3)
Lady Sudeley (2)
Landsberger Reinette (1)
Lane's Prince Albert (2j
Loddington House (2)

Autumn Bergamot (1)
Baronne do Jle Ito (2J
Berganiotte E'^peren (2)
Beurre d'Amanlis (0)

,, d'Anjou (1)

„ d'Aremberg (1)

,, Bachelier (8)

„ Baltet P6re (2)

„ Rose (5)

„ Clairgeau (1)

„ Diel (5)

„ Hardy (5)

„ Ranee (1)

,, Sterckmanns (2)

,. Superfiu (3)
Catillac (3)

Ciapp's Favourite (1)

Comte de Lamy (2)
Doyenne d'Alenfou (1)

,, Boussoch (7)

,, du Comice (7)

Durondeau (1)

Dr. Jules Guyot (1)

Dnchesse d'Angouleme (2)
Easter Beurre (1)
Emile d'Hey^t (1)

FoQdante d'Autumne (4)
Gansel's Bergamot (3)

Lord Derby (2)

Lord Grosvenor (2)

Lord Sullield (li)

Malibott'aPearmain (1)
Manniugton Pt-armain (I)

Melon Apple (1)

MCre de Menage (1)

Mother (2)

Mrs. Barron (2)

New Hawtliornden (2)
New Northern Greening (2)
Niton Hou<e (1)
Northern Dumpling (1)

,, Greening Ouipr'oved)

(1)
Okera or Akera (H)

Peasgood's Nonsuch (.i)

Pott^' Seedling (5)

Reinette du Canada (1)
Ril>3ton Pippin (5)
Roiieniary Russet (1)
Scarlet Nonpareil (1)

Scarlet Pearmain (1)
Schoolmaster (2)
Beaton House (1)
Small's Admirable (1)
Stirling Castle (6)
Stone's (1)

Striped Beanfin (1)

The (,>ueen(4)

The Sandringham (I)

Tibbett's Incomparable (1)

,, Pearmain (2)
Tower of Glamis (1)
Tyler's Knrnel (3)
Warner's King (10)
Wellington (4)
Winter Hawthornden (1)
Worcester Penrmain (.o)

Yellow Ingestrie (1)

General Todtleben (I)

Glou Morpeau (3)

Gratioli of Jersey (1)
Grosse Calibasse(l)
Hessle (1)

Josephine de Malines (1)
King Edward (Ij

Knight's .^lunarch (2)

Louise Bonne of Jersey (13)
Madame Therfise (1)
Marechal de la Cour (3)
Marie Benolst (1)

„ Louifie (5)

„ „ d'UccleCl)
Nouvelle Fnlvie (3)
Passe Colmar (1)

PiLmaaton Duchess (7)
President d'Osmondville il)

Seckle (2)
Souvenir du Congriis (1)
Thompson's (1)

Triomphe de Vienne (1)

Uvedale's St. Germain ( 1)

Van Mons Leon Leclerc (1)
A'ernlam (I)

Vini^use(U
Williams' Bon Chretien C2)

Winter Nelis (1)

New or Noteworthy Plants.

CATTLEYA FLAVEOLAx (INTERMEDIA x

GUTTATA ?), n.hyh., Angl.

Mr. F. Tactz, Studley House, 289, Goldhawk
Road, London, W., lias kindly sent me the tine flower

of this hybrid, which I am informed was raised by

Messrs. Backhouse, Holgate House, York.

The flower gave me at first the impression of a

yellow La^lia elegans. It is equal to a middle-sized

flower of that species, and has ligulate, rather

acuminate sepals and petals, broader in the middle,

all of a jiale clear yellow, coming very near to the

liglitest sulphur colour. The lip has much the shape

of that of a Cattleya guttata. The side laciniw are

semi-cordate at the base, oblong, prolonged into a

long semi-lanceolate apex equal to the narrow claw

of the mid-lacinia, which extends into a transversely

oblong emarginate, crenulate rugose mid-lacinia.

The whole mid-lacinia is purple as on the tops of the

white side lacini;v, both inside and outside. The
column is very plump, white, purple at the top.

Cattleya picturatax, Hchb. f., may be compared
to it from its origin, but it is widely distinct in its

smaller blunt flowers, and totally distinct lip. My
typical specimen has thirteen flowers. It is also

called " hybrida picta." Cuttleya flaveola is ex-

ceedingly elegant to my taste. It is also near Cattleya

sextus, but that has mucii broader hlunt acute sepals

and petals. H, G. Echh.f.

Catasetum fuliginosdm, Lindl.

Another species of Catasetum is revealing the

little secret which some of the species, at least, seem
so well able to keep. For a considerable time it has

been noticed that a plant in the Kew collection was
throwing up two (|uite different kinds of inflores-

cence, one on either side of the same pseudobulb,

and this plant has in consequence been watched with

an unusual amount of interest. The difference

between the two gradually became more apparent

;

the one raceme was erect, with but few short and

very stout buds near the apex, the other much
longer, gracefully arching over, and bearing a large

number of much more slender pointed buds for the

greater part of its lengtli. At length the flower.s

expanded, so totally diverse both in shape and

colour, that nothing sliort of their being borne by

the same plant would lead one to suppose they had

anything to do with eacli other. Such, however, is

the case—they are simply male and female flowers of

the same species, and the plant forms an object of

interest unsurpassed in the whole collection. A
name was next wanted for the plant, and as far as

the male flowers are concerned I was totally unable

to find one, or to matcli them with any dried specimen

or figure. The female flowers, on the contrary, seem
perfectly identical with those ofa plant which flowered

with the Duke of Northumberland at Syon House
in 1841, and which was named by Lindley C. fuligi-

nosura {Bot. Beg., xxvii., Misc., p. 78). This Lind-

ley guessed might be the female (male by a misprint)

form of C, atratura, or some such species. " This,

however," he remarks, " must remain for future

inquiry." So exactly does the Kew plant agree with

Lindley's dried specimen that I have no doubt of the

identity of the two. These female flowers are green,

with dull purple-brown spots and splashes, especially

on the Up. The spreading segments are oblong and
acute, and the very fleshy hood-shaped lip upper-
most, the column very siiort and scout, stigma and
ovary perfect, wliile the anther is reduced to a mere
abortive rudiment. The male flowers are very

similar to those of C. callosum, though quite distinct.

The sepals are narrow and concave, a little incurving
at their tips, the petals a little broader, flatter, and
a little reflexed. Both are of a lurid purple-brown,
the former faintly, the latter distinctly freckled with
spots of a darker shade. The lip is pendulous, not
uppermost, as in the other sex, of a dull green,

densely covered with very dark or nearly blackish

spots, oblong in shape, narrowing a little upwards, a
little and irregularly toothed on the margin, slightly

tridentate at the apex, with a shallow cavity behind,

on either side of which are situated the two equal

cirrhi ; finally, the slender column has the anther
alone perfectly developed. C. deltoideum, Lindl., is

very similar, but readily distinguished by the very

broad-based lip. Such is this marvellous plant—a few
more freaks, and Catasetums should become popular.

It was received at Kew from Mr. F. Sander, of St.

Albans, having been obtained by him from British

Guiana, i?. A, Rolfe.

ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS.
This handsome evergreen species is, without doubt,

one of the most ornamental plants which has been

introduced of recent years, its slender branching

foliage being very useful for cutting purposes, lasting

a long time without flagging; it is also a capital

subject for growing in pots for general decorative

uses, and when it is intended to use it in this way it

may be had either dwarf or tall as desired ; if the

latter, then insert a stake or other support in the

pot of the required height, and top the shoots at this

level, which will induce them to break lower down
and form well-furnished specimens. If very dwarf

plants are required then it is enough simply to pinch

the young growths when a foot high, and bright Ff rn-

like plants may be produced in this way. Another

useful method of growing the plant is to train a few

shoots up a piece of twine, which, when required,

can be taken down and used in a variety of ways ; but

especially is this form useful in house decorations,

where they may be twined wreath-like round
any object or along the edges of stands and baskets

of plants ; and in warm rooms, with a fair amount
of light, it is surprising how long the Asparagus
lasts in good condition. It is also a good rafter or

pillar plant for the greenhouse, and in which place

and position it is better to grow the plant for cutting

from. The lighter and airier the position is the

better, and a winter temperature, not falling below 45'^,

suits it well. A free, loamy compost is proper, and the

richer it is the more luxuriant will be the growth.

There is more than one variety of the species, and
that known as A. plumosus nanus, with its flat

Fern-like branches, is the one usually illustrated in

catalogues, and which by some is considered the best

variety ; but the variety originally introduced under

the name of consanguineus, and generally met with

as tenuissimus, is probably the most accommodating,
and it is easily distinguished from the other by

being of a more scandent habit ; it has a less

prickly stem, its branchlets are arranged in a

more verticillate manner, and the whole plant

is usually of a lighter green colour. This variety is

easily increased by cuttings, whereas the other, for

some reason which I do not know, is not easily

increased in this way. All species of Aspa-

ragus are, however, easily multiplied by divi-

sion of the rootstock and also from seeds, which
they sometimes produce in quantity. In pro-

pagation by means of cuttings, rather stout

pieces, from 4 to G inches long, should be chosen ; and
after making them in the ordinary way dibble them
firmly into small pots filled with a sandy compost,

and stand them in the propagating or other moist

house where the temperature is kept at from 60° to

^o'^. Give a good watering to the cuttings when they

are put in, and this, with an occasional moistening

with the syringe, and a slight shade from bright sun-

shine, will be generally sufiicient until rooted, when
they should be potted on intact. When single plants

are desired it is necessary to single out and pot on

the strongest plants in the usual way, but this last

method requires patience and time to make nice bits;

moreover, more care is required in potting off single

plants, the young roots being easily broken otF.

F. Hoss.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

AMARYLLIS.
It ia the resting-time witli Amaryllis—or, at least,

what is regarded as the resting period—but no bulbs

are at any time in a quiescent state ; leaf and bud

are oven now in course of development. The com-

post should be prepared for repotting them in

.January, and should consist of loam, two parts

;

peat, one part ; decayed manure, one part ; leaf-

mould, one part ; and some sharp sand added to

make the soil porous. This sliould be laid up out-

of-doors, and need not to liave protection from rain

unless there is some danger of its becoming too wet.

Some small pieces of charcoal are mi.xed with it

when potting tlie bulbs—not before. The leaves of

the Amaryllis began to decay rather early this

season on our plants, and were all removed from

the jilants by the middle of September. There is

always a certain quantity of decayed and decaying

material at the crown of the bulbs. We have

removed all this, as it too often contains the insects,

or the larva; of insects, which injure the plants.

To make certain there is no insect in hiding, the

crowns are also well dusted with tobacco-powder.

The house is kept cool now, with just enough

artificial heat to keep out the frost, and the atmo-

sphere of the house should be as dry as it is possible

to keep it. The crowns of the bulbs, especially

those of large size, are easily injured by damp ; in

fact, they ought to be occasion.ally inspected to see

if decay has appeared, The plants raised from seeds
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sown in August last are yet of a dark green colour.

A house with a temperature of 50° to 55° at night

suits these ver\' well, auil just enough water shoulil

be afibrilerf them to prevent the soil becoming too

dry, in fact, if these young plants get a liberal

supply of water during winter the bulbs get into

such bad condition by tlie time they have to be

repotted that many of them will not live, and the

remainder will make no satisfactory progress.

The CALCEOLAniA.

The winter season is a season of growth for this

plant. The Calceolaria does best in mild winters,

being rather impatient of artificial heat, and grow
healthy and quickly when the leaves show tiny dew-
drops round their margins in the early morning.
What they do suffer from is the drying frost winds
by day, and artificial heat by night, which sometimes
becomes necessary to keep out the frost.

Great attention must be paid to attacks of aphis,

which will often occur after weakening periods of
hard weatlier and tlie consequent excessive firing.

Repot tlie plants when they require it, but not befoje.

In repotting any plants at this season it ought to be
done carelully. The potting soil ought to be in a
medium state of dryness, as also the roots, and after

the plants are repotted they should not have any
w.ater for a week at least ; by tliat time the roots
will Iiave penetrated the new compost, and be in a
state to take up moisture. The plants should be
placed near the glass roof now. as full light is neces-
sary to promote a healthy development of the leaves

and a short-jointed growth.

The Cineraria

requires very much the same treatment, but it is not
so hardy as the Calceolaria, and a very few degrees
of frost will kill it. It is sensitive to cold, drving
winds, and the brittle leaves, downy 'on the under
side, soon show the effects of having been exposed
to such winds. I grow most of my plants now from
offsets, which are obtained by brealiing up the old

plants after tliey are cut down and Iiave again stirted

to grow. These make quite as good plants as seed-
lings. The potting soil for these, and also for the
Calceolarias, is of decayed turfy loam, a fourth part
of decayed manure, and as much of leaf-mould and
sand. In ordnr to have good specimens, the point
of the rising flower-stem should be pinched as soon
as it is perceived, which will cause the pl.-int to

throw out branches from the crown, and as it con-
tinues to grow these should be tied out so as to form
a spreading head of bloom. ./. Don,//as.

Pink Lord Lyon.

This is the true name of the fine early flowering

Pink, which Mr. Douglas so strongly commended a
few weeks ago. It was named by the raiser, tlie late

Mr. .Tames Clarke, of Bury St. Edmunds, after tlie

Derljy winner. Lord Lyon, and not after the cele-

br.ated Admiral and Ambassador Lord Lyons. i\Ir.

IJougLas states, and riglitly enough from liis point of

view, that pipings should be struck in a gentle

bottora-heat ; but as it is a Pink deserving to be

widely known and grown, and tlierefoie by very
many who have no command of bottora-heat, the

(juestion arises, How can it be propagated without it ?

I do it in two ways— Ist, by placing a few pipings in

pots of light sandy soil as early in the season as I

can get the cuttings, and plunging the pots up to

the rims in a bed of cocoa-fibre under the shade of

a wall. It is a slow process, but I get some of the
pipings to root. It is necessary to do it early in

the season, so as to give time for the pipings
to root and grow into size. I can also extend
my stock by dividing the plants at the end of the
summer

; it is of a free growing character, and stock
can be increased in this way. I remember once
calling upon Mr. Clark at Bury St. Edmunds, and he
showed me his method of striking Pink cuttings
He simply made up a bed among his Goose-
berry trees, put the ])ipings into it and covered
them with an ordinary liandglass, and experienced
but few failures, Those who strike Pinks from pip-

ings will find a handglass very useful for the
purpose. A kind of homely frame can be made by
taking a wooden box 6 or 8 inches in depth, making
a bed in it for pipings, and when filled laying some
putty along on the rim of the box, and a piece of

glass over it. pressing it down firmly on to it. JIany
can be struck in this way, but it is not so convenient
as the ordinary handlight. I always flower a few
plants of Lord Lyon in pots to have some early

bloom. As soon as the beauty is over they are

turned out of the pots and placed in tlie open ground
to perfect their growth, placing some good light free

soil about the roots, and giving occasional top-
dressings. I can bear testimony to the statement of
Mr. Douglas, that it is the best purple Pink in

cultivation. B. O.

Plant Notes.

B K M E L I A D S

.

So.ME kinds of these may .always be seen in flower
at Kew, and many of them deserve to take rank with
the very first of stove flowering plants; others are
too large for ordinary houses, but where space can be
afforded them they make a great show. Amongst
the large kinds now flowering at Kew are two
splendid species of Karatas. K. Legrellie, in the
Victoria-house, has rigid green leaves, 3 feet long,

1! inches broad, channelled with stout hooked spines

on the margins. The inflorescence is central, and is

in the form of a thick cone, from which spring about
twenty coloured leaves, which vary in length from
2 feet to 3 inches ; they are similar in shape to the
ordinary leaves, but their colour is a shining brilliant

scarlet. K. antiacantha is in the Water Lily-house
;

it is similar to K. Legrellie, but larger, the leaves

brownish at the base, and those on the flower-head
are a deeper shade of scarlet. Travellers say that
in the Brazilian forests these plants may be dis-

cerned by their flowers a great distance off, and it

has been suggested that they must be intended to

attract humming birds, &c., which assist in fertilis.a-

tion and in the after dissemination of the seeds, for

the coloured leaves remain till the seeds are ripe.

uT^CHMEA FULOENS.

This and its variety discolor are very handsome
when in flower, and they last about two months in

perfection. The type has leaves about 1 foot long,

channelled, smooth-edged; the inflorescence springs

from the centre of the rosette formed by the leaves,

and is 18 inches high, branching, in the upper half,

and bears from seventy to a hundred flowers, each
of which is half an inch long, egg-shaped, and
coloured a brilliant coral-red, tinted with purple at
the tip. The variety has a similar inflorescence,

but diti'ers in the foli.age, whicii is longer, deep
olive-green, with grey bands, purplish on the under

side. Certainly tliese two plants deserve to be grown
in every collection of stove plant.

PUYA LANUOINOSA,

noted a short time ago, is still very handsome.
The scape is now over 4 feet long.

BrOCCHISIA CORDYLINOIDES.

This is also in flower. It is a gisint, but the
flowers are of no horticultural value.

IIillia lonoiflora.

This a stove shrub whicli does not ajipear to be
known in English horticulture, although it was in

cultivation here at the beginning of the century. It

is Rubiaceous. a relation of Luculia andof liouvardia,

but very unlike either. Tlie habit and appearance
suggest ^Eschynanthus, the leaves being ovate
acuminate, 4 inches long, shining green, in pairs on
every part of the plant, which is 2 feet high and
freely branched. The flowers are solitary on the end
of the branches, and they are 5 inches long, tlie tube
being narrow and stalk-like, and the limb six-

spreading segments, each 2 inches long, narrow,

radiating, suggestive of a Strophanthus, or, if you
like, an octopus. The whole flower is creamy-white,
very fragrant, and it lasts about a fortnight. The
plant is well worth growing in representative collec-

tions of stove plants. There are five species of
IIillia, all of them natives of the tropics of the New
World, where they are said to be epiphytic on large

forest trees. H. longiflora is in flower in the stove

at Kew. W. Watson.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.
•

ORCHIDS AT SUitMERFIELD HOUSE,
LAWHIE PARK.

It is about two years since I last had the pleasure
of looking over the collection of Orchids of Augustus
Sillem, Esq., at Sydenham, Kent. When so long a
period has elapsed a single glance will tell whether
there has been improvement in the condition of the
plants, or the reverse. In this instance it is our
pleasant ttisk to report a decided advance in this

respect; .and especially as regards the Phalffinopsis,

which reflect great credit on the gardener, and re-

mind one of the grand plants at Mr. Partington's at

Cheshunt. The plants are grown in baskets of Teak,
suspended near the roof, and the growth made during
the present year is beyond anything I have previously

observed. For instance, a. plant of P. grandiflora

has made six large leaves during the present year
;

two of P. amabilis have made four large leaves each.

As is usual, the largest leaves are on P. Schilleriana,

and one of the largest, measured II by 5 inches,

another fine leaf was 15 inches long; P. Sanderiana
had leaves, or at least the largest leaf was 51 bv 12
inches—a wonderful growth. The plants are now
showing spikes in proportion to the size of the leaves

;

P. amabilis had a good spike, with the first flowers

(few) open ; P. violacea has very pretty yellow and
rosy-purple flowers

; a plant of P. Esmeralda had a
spike about 2 feet long, well furnished with flowers

of a rich amethyst colour.

Cypripediums, though few, are well grown here,

and especially C. Spicerianum, of which about half-

a-dozen plants were producing in the aggregate fifty-

four flowers ; and amongst them one very handsome
form. C. llaynaldianuin had two vigorous spikes with
four flowers on each ; the flowers are of the C. Lowii
form, and the plant, although its flowers are quite
distinct in colour, may be only a variety of that
species. The elegant little C. caricinum (Pe.arcei) is

quite distinct in its sedge-like growth and creeping
rhizomes. One plant of it had continued to produce
its pale greenish-yellow flowers for the last three
months.

Among the Cattleyas I observed a few good things
—a Lielia prxstans. with remarkably large and bril-

liant flowers, 41 inches across, the width of petals
being li inch

; Cattleya inarginata was also in

flower, and is very pretty. It will be known to most
orchidists that these dwarf Cattleyas and Lailias

have now been brought under the specific name of
Ladia pumila—a plant flgured in the Botanical
Ma,/ttrine. plate 3056, under the name of Cattleya
pumila.

Cymbidium giganteum was a very prominent plant,
with two good spikes. It is, when well grown, a
noble plant, and should be more common in collec-
tions. The flowers are of large size, and the sepals
and petals yellowish-green with distinct, brownish-
purple stripes; the lip is yellow, irregularly spotted,

and blotched round the margin with crimson. The
flowers last in good condition a long time.

Odontoglossum lusleayi s]deudens, true, was iu

flower. It is an nncommon plant. The flowers are
large and very handsome, with a rich yellow lip

edged with crimson blotches; the sepals and petals
brown and gold.

Miltonia Candida grandiflora, better known twentv
years ago than it is now, is a handsome form of this

species, and quite distinct; the lip is white, with a
delicate rosy flush at the base; sepals and petals

yellowish-white thickly blotched reddish-brown.
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Several varieties of Oacidium forbesii, Cattleya

Loddigesii alba, ^^amla cuTulea, Barkerias, and a

lew other jdants, made a fairly good, seasonable

disjilaj. J. Ik

C.VTrLKVA I'DJIILA.

This plant, noticed in the account of Mr. SiUeni's

Orchids, p. 474, was described by Sir W. Jackson

Hooker as one of small size, "the minute rounded

jiseudobulbs and the narrow leaves, to;,'ether with

the obtuse, short, and almost fimbriated lip, will,

I think, clearly distinguish it from tliose liitherto

described." It had been sent to a Mr. .lolin Alcard

from Es3e(iiiibo, and who flowered it just fifty years

ago. There is much confusion amongst this section

of Orchids, but Jlessrs. Veitch, in their Manual of

Orchidaceous Plants, give L. pumila specific rank, and

have e.xpunged Cattleya marginata. This was intro-

duced in 1842 by M. Pinel, a French merchant, who
sent L. pumila under this name to M. Morel of I'aris.

r.»indley also figured it under the name of Cattleya

pumila in the Botanical Iu)/istei\ 1844, t. .'i. He also

says it is a native of Brazil, and could not be found

at I'issequibo. An allusion is made to its name of

('. marginata as "expressing the appearance of a

beautiful pale border to the blood-red blotch of the

lip." C. i'inelli was also alluded to as having been

received from Messrs. Rollissons. The flower had

white sepals and rose-coloured straight, not curved,

petals. C. spectabilis of Puxton's Floimr Garden is

also L. pumila. The correct arrangement is, there-

fore, as follows :—The type form, L. pumila, L. p.

var. Dayana, L. p. var. pncstans. J. Douglas.

CVTTLETA BoWRISQIANA.

A fine batch of this useful autumn and mid-winter

flowering Orchid is now in bloom at Messrs. F.

Sander & Co.'s nursery at St. Albans. Some of the

spikes bear fourteen flowers, each being a bouquet

in itself. The importation has been prolific in fine

varieties, their colours varying from pule lilac to

bright rose. No pure white variety has yet appeared,

but tlie importation is watclied with interest for one

to unfold its flowers.'

Cultural Memoranda.

POLYGALA DALMAISIAXA.

This is a strong growing and free flowering green-

house plant, of droopin;; or trailing habit, producing

Pea-like flowers of a bright Peach colour from the

points of the shoots. From November onwards

cuttings of the young growth may be taken and

inserted round the edge of S-inch pots filled with

peaty soil and having a surfacing of silver-sand
;
put

in heat, watered, and kept close until rooting takes

place. They should then be potted off' singly into

the same sized pots, shifting them into larger pots as

they require it. Plants in 4^ inch and U inch pots

—

their flowering shoots being allowed to hang over the

edges of the st.ages in the greenhouse and conserva-

tory are efi'ective and pleasing. The shoots should

be pinched two or three times in the earlier stages

of growth to cause them to branch freely.

PiMELEA HeNDEESONI.

At the present time this pretty, hard-wooded

greenhouse plant is not met with so frequently as

it used to be some twenty )ears ago. This is to be

wondered at, as plants of it in pots ranging in size

from ih inches to 15 inches in diameter, are very

effective and useful decorative subjects. The flowers,

of a beautiful pink colour, are produced from the

point of the shoots during the summer months. The

plant is easily propagated from cuttings of the

young growth, treated as recommended for Polygala

Dalmaisiana.
Cyclamens.

Plants now developing flowers will be benefited by

being watered two or three times a week with tepid

liquid manure, and an occasional surface-dressing of

Beeson's bone manure may be afforded. Seed may

now be sown for flowering next autumn, using

seed-pans from 9 to 12 inches in diameter, and

from 3 to 5 inches deep, drained efliciently, and

filled with a mixture of three parts light sandy loam

and one of leaf-soil. In sowing the seed cover it

lightly with the soil, and place the pans on a shelf

in a stove or warm pit, where the temperature is not

likely to rise above 55°, or fall below 50°. When the

seedlings are large enough to handle prick them out

into pans or G-inch pots, and into a like kind of

soil ; water with a fine-rose pot, and place again in

heat near to the roof-glass. In due time pot them

off singly into small GO's, making the soil moderately

firm about the roots, and keep the plants in a

growing state, the object being, not to clieck growth

from the time they have started into leaf until they

have done flowering, but shifting them into larger

pots as they require it, and treating them in llie way

indicated. H. IV. Ward.

enough water. Where practicable, occasionally give

the plants a heavy syringing : this not only cleans the
foliage but keeps the buds plump. If the buds stand

too thickly take ofl' one ((uarter of the number now,
and later, if none fall, one quarter more. F, Boss,

lilctc/unijlrl/.

Plants and Their Culture.

The Consekvatoey.—The majority of the summer-

blooming soft-wood plants being now over, and

those with tender foliage being removed to warmer

quarters, as also the dwarfer and more select of the

hard-wooded plants to positions where their require-

ments can be suitably met, the opportunity is afforded

of giving those that are left and the permanent sub-

jects a thorough cleansing before re-arranging them

for the winter. One of the most important points in

the management of a conservatory is thorough

cleanliness, for, however artistically it may be

ari'anged, shortcomings in tiiis matter are almost

sure to obtrude themselve.s, and which detract very

much from the full enjoyment of this part of a

garden. Being more often than otherwise con-

tiguous to the mansion, its use as an agreeable

retreat or lounge is frequently considered of more

importance than the conditions most favourable to

plant growth ; therefore at all times endeavour

to have it sweet, clean, and tidy, with as

much show as possible. Many climbing plants,

as Bougainvillea, Passiflora, Plumbago, Bignonia,

may have their shoots thinned out and be partially

cut back, and regulated in such a manner as to

admit the fullest light possible to the plants beneath.

At the same time the glass, woodwork, floors, pots,

should be made clean. Where the house .admits of

it, much may sometimes be done to give new
interest by simply changing to fresh positions some
of the permanent inmates, and by introducing

groups of plants with either ^foliage or flowers of

one colour in prominent positions. Many other

ways and means will readily suggests themselves

to the gardener.

Ainarijllis.—As the display of bloom next year will

depend in a great measure on the preparation of the

bulbs the previous year, ellort should be made
to ripen and mature them thoroughly ; and any bulbs

which have made a late growth and have not yet

finished growing had better be encouraged in their

growth until the Last set of leaves becomes full grown,

when, as in the case of the main portion of the

stock, they may be gradually ripened by placing

them in a house having a warm, dry atmosphere.

When the leaves begin to turn yellow less and less

water may be attbrded the plant at the root, but do

not suddenly withhold water to such an extent that

the leaves flag very much, although a little flagging

would not matter. Those bulbs which have been

already matured should be kept quite dry and stored

away for the winter. If the pots are laid on their

sides they may be stored under the stages of the

greenhouse, of course keeping them dry till the time

for starting them in spring tomes round.

Camellias,—The present is an anxious time, as one

is eager to ascertain if any of them are likely to drop

their flower-buds, an evil against which precaution

should be taken. Take care, therefore, that the

soil does not get dry, and should there be any short-

comings in the supply of water at the root—and this

is speciallv to be guarded against in the case of large

plants planted out and in large tubs. It is a good

practice to form a ridge of soil about 1 foot from the

stems of plants in tubs, and sometimes it is requisite

for those in borders, and to pour the water inside of

the enclosure, thereby ensuring the proper wetting

of the centre of the bail—the outside soil usually gets

The Flower Garden.

SnuuiiS.—This month is perhaps one of the best

in the year for lifting and transpUvuting ever;^reen9,

except hollies, trees, and shi ubs ; but in the event of

inability to begin such work now, advantage may be

taken of fine open weather between now and the end
of next March. AVhere new plantations are to be made
tlie soil should be trenched two spits deep, and if of a

poor character it will be found advantageous to work
in with the staple a liberal dressing of manure.
Heavy retentive soils should be drained, or it will be

useless to attempt to grow Conifers and many of the

choicer evergreens. In transplanting large speci-

mens move them with a good ball, and in some cases

such work ought not to be done unless the plants

have undergone previous preparation, digging out a
trench at a reasonable distance from the bole and
refilling with light soil. Deciduous subjects may be

moved later.

Flower Beds.—Those which are intended for early

spring flowers may now be planted. In my opinion

a bed should be planted with two distinct species or

varieties and no more, and these should usually be

Euch as will flower simultaneously, i.e., with subjects

whose chief beauty is their flowers. The following

plants are good for the purpose:— Wallflowers

edged with Viola Blue Bell, Arabis with Polyan-

thus or double-flowered Daisies, Myosotis di.ssitiflora

and Alyssum alpestre, Erythroniums deus-canis with

Crocus,ChionodoxaLuciliic,and Snowdrops. Each and
all of the above go well together, and will be found

to make pleasing beds. By way of a change foliage-

plants should be employed as an edging; the two
first-named look well with a broad band of Stachys

lanata or variegated Vinca, and golden-leaved

Tiiyme or Sedum acre aureum might be used with

some of the others. J. Horscjield, Heyteshury.

Fruits Under Glass.

Melons.—In order to impart flavour to these

fruits at this se.ason a high and dry temperature must
be kept up in the house—70° to 7.i° at night. In

the daytime when the inside temperature reaches SO^

with sun-heat a little ventilation should be afforded,

closing the house so as to secure a temperature of

85° in the afternoon, and this should not sink below
75° at 10 P.M. Caution is required in watering to

avoid the risk of the fruit cracking.

We have still a nice crop of fruit from pots,

M'lndoe's Scarlet Premier, Penrhyn Seedling, High

Cross Hvbrid. and Golden Perfection are the sorts

W'j grow. The fruits swell well for this season,

and tlie flavour is fairly good. Fruit wliich is cut

now will keep sound much longer in a dry fruit room
than earlier in the season.

Cueumhers.—Plants raised from seeds sown in the

beginning of August will now be in full bearing ; in

fact they will show a gre.at deal more fruit than

should be allowed to remain, and it is always best,

in order to preserve the [jlants in vigorous health

during the winter, to crop with moderation. As the

nights lengthen and cold increases, a greater amount

or'Are-heat must be employed, and this means more

moisture, but it is not advisable to syringe the

plants much and it should be supplied principally

by sprinkling the paths and beds.

Where the bottom-heat is wholly dependent upon

hot-water pipes the plants must not be allowed to

suffer from dryness at the root, and when the beds

require water tlie maximum day temperature should

be reached before applying it, and the warmth of the

water should be 5° higher than that of the bed. Keep

a quantity of friable loam, leaf-mould, and spent

Mushroom-bed manure in equal parts on hand, to

place over the roots whenever they appear on the

surface. Prior to applying 2 inches of this. dust the

roots with Thomson's manure, which will be found

a sufficient stimulant without h.aving recourse to

dung-water at this season. Attend to the pincliing

aud^ training of the shoots with ngularity, and

remove all damaged leaves from the plants before

decav sets in. Ifm. BaiUie, Luton Hoo.
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Advertiserg are specially requested to note, that,

under no circumstances whatever, can any
particular position in the paper be guaran-
teed for advertisements occupying less space
than an entire column.

Now ready, In clotli, lis. 6d.
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W. RIUHAKDS. 41, Welliustou Street. Strand, W,C.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

WEDNESDAY,

THITRSDAY,

(1

Oc:t.:S0.J C

WEDNESDAY, OCT. :!!•

THrHSDAY,

FRIDAY,

SHOWS.
Oct. .^l— Hnvanl.

Nov 1 * -^'^'^r^toke aud Gosport (two day.s).

_ . ' ) Southampton (two days).

SALES.
'Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
Azaleas, Lilies, Spiraeas, and Dutch

Bulbs, at Smail's Rooms.
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Oct. 29( FruitTreeaauilOtherNurseryStoik,
at the Osborn Nursery. Sunbury,
by Protheroe & Jlorris (two days').

Freehold Estate (the Osborn Nur-
sery). Sunbury, on the Premises,
by Protheroe & Morris.

( Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

J
Orchids in Flower, at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Named Roses and Dutch Bulbs, at
Stevens' Rooms,

Azaleas, Lilies, Spirreas, and Dutch
Bulbs, at Smail's Rooms,

6000 Lilium auratum, and Other
Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

I
Rooms,

I Nursery Stock, at the Abbey Wood
I

Nurseries, by Protheroe & Morris
\ (two days),

{Imported and Establislied Orchids,
at Stevens' Rooms,

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Nursery Stock, at the American
Nurseries, Leytonstone, by Pro-
theroe & Morris (two days).

^Azaleas, Lilies, Spineas, and Dutcli

,,) Bulbs, at Smail's Rooms.
"\ Imported aud Estaljlished i.)rchids,

(. at Protheroe & Morris' Raoms.

1 Named Roses aud Dutch Bulbs, at

r,) Stevens' Rooms,
'

J
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

(. Rooms.

Nov

It is frequently a matter of sur-

'soi'li*

" prise, especially to farmers, who
are apt to lament the exhaustion

of their soils, that gardens that have been

cropped for years are so much more fertile as a

rule than are their fields. There are many causes

for this, such as better drainage, more thorough

tillage, a more \'aried rotation, to say nothing of

better shelter. But the main reason why the

soil of old gardens is so fertile is, that there is

a vast accumulation of animal and vegetable

matter, containing organic nitrogen, that is to

say, nitrogen in combination with carbon. From
an analysis of the soil at Sir John Lawes' gar-

den at Eothamsted, it was found that such soil

contained neary four times as much nitrogen in

the first 9 inches as the average of the adjoining

arable soils, and nearly five times as much as the

first !) inches of some exhausted Clover-land soil.

Such riohni'ss of soil has some disadvantages.

Many insects find their food and shelter in the

organic matter which is undergoing .spontaneous

decomposition, and hence many good gardeners,

when there is a considerable extent of old garden

ground, fallow a portion of it, adding lime or

lime rubbish, and plant green crops, such as the

more hardy of the Cabbage tribe, which always

grow luxuriantly in such soils. After a year or

two the superfluous organic matter is converted

into nitrate of lime, and is used up by the grow-

ing plants. In all soils there exist very minute
forms of underground vegetation, invisible to the

eye, and the function of which is to separate the

carbon and hydrogen from the nitrogen, and to

unite it with oxygen. IJut to effect this, lime as

a base must be present in the soil, and the com-

pound so formed is called nitrate of lime. Hence
the ads'isability of a dressing of lime or lime-

rubbish, which not only destroys many insects and

grubs in the snil, but helps the growing plants to

make use of the rich humus of the ground.

Another advantage of this course of cropping

is that nitric acid as present in the soil contains

an immense amount of oxygen, and it is only

those particles of carbon which are close to the

surface of the soil that can have free access to

oxygen ; the constant stirring which the soil

receives during the early growth of the plants

we have mentioned is doubtless the means of

continually exposing fresh surfaces to the action

of the air.

Here, then, comes in another element of suc-

cessful gardening, which materially affects the

quantity and quality of the produce grown—we
refer to the distance between the plants. A
frequent fault of many persons is to plant too

thickly ; if allowed suHicieut room the whole

crop would be uniform in height and strength,

producing a heavier and more equal sample.

The wide distances between the plants would

also allow of perfect stirring of the soil, and the

complete destruction of the weeds.

All wet soils should be well drained, and all

loose soils clayed or marled if possible ; the first

should be rendered light by repeated stirring

and the addition of long fresh stable-dung, which

tends to keep the soil open and admits the

oxygen of the air ; the latter consolidated and

enriched with well-decomposed manure, and the

digging-in of refuse animal and vegetable matter.

The crops should be varied as much as pos-

sible, alternating Cabbage, Potatos, and such-like

gross feeders, with Onions, Carrots, Peas, &c,,

increasing and economising every kind of

manure, and blending it intimately with the soil

by deep and constant stirring.

Whatever may have been the character of the

original soil, it will in time become fertile, the

only difference being that the rich alluvial soils

recjuire much less tillage and manuring to keep

up their fertility ; but if they are overcropped

and neglected they will soon become deteriorated,

and yield less than more inferior soils, which are

properly managed. Few men are aware of the

value of rich garden soil, compared to that of

the poorer classes of soil, until they reckon the

expense at which the crops are raised in either.

It may sometimes be advantageous to buy poor

land, but it is so seldom to rent it, and our advice

to all young, inexperienced gardeners, who are

intending to raise produce for the marlcet is, to

seek for land in the richest districts, and to

exercise skill and industry in keeping up its fer-

tility, rather than in producing it where it did not

exist before.

This meeting terminated on

'^Fruitcou'''
f^aturday last, the exhibition

ference. closing On the following day. A\'e

reported last weelc the proceedings

up to Thursday, and gave a full report of the

show, the general excellence of which was a sur-

prise to most folk, considering the season. In

our present issue we resume the publication of

the papers read after we went to press last week,

and we give a list of the awards made. In study-

ing these awards, which show, first, the amount
of favour enjoyed throughout the country by each

of the best known varieties, aud, secondly, the

degree of excellence of particular varieties as

shown on this occasion, the objects of the exhi-

bition and Conference must be borne in mind.

Selection, and not indiscriminate representation

of varieties, still less quantity, was the main
object. In this way it is hoped that the culti-

vator's embarrassment as to what variety to plant

will be materially lessened, and that growers for

profit—market growers—may learn what is

most likely to answer their purpose. In this

latter point there is a good deal of whimsical

caprice, which is hard to account for. An Apple
may ha\e all the qualities that may be desirable,

but if it is not in favour with the dealers or the

public, it is \'alueless as a market Apple. AVe
heard in the course of the week some curious

stories about really fine samples of Cellini Pippin

being unsaleable in the market.

The general impression is that the Congress was
a success, the show excellent, the papers practical

and to the point, and at the end a resolution was
passed urging on the Koyal Horticultural Society

the desirability of the appointment of a com-
mittee to deal with the economic and fiscal

questions raised, including railway rates; and
another urging on the Council of the Iloyal

Horticultural Society the propriety of develop-

ing the resources of Chiswick to a greater extent

than at pre.sent.

tireat satisfaction was felt at the line of policy

followed by the present Council, and especially by

the holding of so important a Conference in so

appropriate a locality as Chiswick. Those inte-

rested in fruits and fruit-culture will have a good
deal to interest them during the next few weeks,

and the Chrysanthemums will be upon us before

they or we can digest the matter properly ; but

one and all will thankfully appreciate the good
efforts the Society has made to assert itself in so

good a cause.

The New
\*egetable.

MESsn.s. Carter, showed a large

basket of the vegetable known in

the Paris markets as " Crosnes,"at

the last meeting of the Itoyal Horticultural

Society on Tuesday ; and at the Crystal I'alace

hardy fruit show Jlessrs. Sutton also showed
specimens. It really consists of the tuberous

rootstock of a species of Stachys known pro-

visionally as S. tuberifera, and closely allied

to the AVoundwort of our hedges. Its culture

is of the easiest—in fact, nothing more is requi-

site than to place the tubers in the ground, as

we can testify. AV'e placed some of ours in the

open border last autumn, whilst other tubers

were grown throughout the winter in a pot in a

cold frame, and planted out in spring. JN'either the

one nor the other received the slightest attention

on our parts, but in spite of that, our carelessness

was rewarded, as it ought not to have been, by an

abundant crop. In fla\'our, when boiled, it is

something between a .lerusalem Artichoke and

a boiled Chestnut. AVe have no doubt, that with

proper cultivation, we shall have a vegetable that

will be of great service in securing variety at the

dinner-table, though we cannot pretend to loolc

upon it as more than a delicacy, of relatively

little value as a food crop, though the profusion

with which its tubers are formed, and the ease

with which they may be multiplied by using each

joint as a " set," may possibly give it some value

in this respect.

It recjuires only little experience of what a

French cook can do to foresee the variety of

ways in which such an artist would dish up
these dainty little tubers. AVe may expect, as

usual, some prejudice to arise at first sight,

indeed, we have heard of some people objecting

to them on the ground of their resemblance to

caterpillars ! The resemblance is not very close,

but we all know how obstructive such prejudices
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are. We may add that we were indebted for

the specimens we grew to Mr. I1asking.s,

gardener to tiir IIknuy Thompson, and that the

tuliers grown on a cold clay soil, without manure

or care of any kind, were not only abundant and

delicate to the taste, but when dug out of the

ground were of a silvery whiteness, recalling in

a minor degree the pearly lustre of bre.ani or

whitebait. Jlessrs. C'ahteu's specimens were l>y

no means so bright in colour as our own—a fact

which suggests the probability that the nature of

the soil niiiy much affect the appearance of the

skin, as it does in the case of I'otatos, In any

able profusion. The plant from which our figure

(tig. 68) was taken is in the gardens of II. E. Gkben,

Esq., Kingsfortl, Colchester, and is the striatifolia

variety of II. reticulatuni, distinguished by its rathiT

broader leaves, and by a distinct white keel ruuninj;

their entire lengtii. It is a ahowy late summer

flowerer, but the flowering' season can be consi-

derably lengthened by starting at various times any

bulbs that may have been at rest during the winter

and early spring. It re(iiiiix's a distinct period of rest

in a greenhouse from October onwards until March,

when the first plants may be induced to recom-

mence growth l>y a thorough soaking of tepid water,

and by being placed in a waini pit or house where

The National Auricula and National
Carnation and Picotee Societies (Southern
Sectionj.—Tlie annual meeting of tiie members of

these societies took place at the room of the Horti-

eultural Club, Hotel Windsor, Victoria Street, S.W.,

on the 2'.M inst. The Hev. II. H. D'Ombrain in

the chair. Present also : Messrs. Shirley Ilibbcrd,

Treasurer ; .1. Douglas, .Secretary ; II. Turner, H.

Deau, T. E. Kenwood, J. Lakin, &c. The notice

convening the meeting, and the minutes of the last

annual meeting having been read, the Treasurer

presented a statement of accounts as follows :

—

National Auricula Society.—Receipts, including

balance in hand, £.33 ; and subscriptions, £.51,

Fig. 68.--HIPPEASTECM eeticulatum : flowehs bed, leaves sthiped : .much uedickd.

case, the skin is so thin that washing only is re-

rjuired before cooking, and no peeling is necessary.

The plant has not Howered anywhere so far as we
know, so we can only refer the reader to our pre-

vious article (p. l:i, .Ian, 7, 18.S8) and illustration

for the full history of the plant so far as known.

HippeaSTRUM RETICULATUM. — The original

species of the above plant, generally known in

gi.rdens as Amaryllis reticulata, but now placed

by J(r. .1. G. Baker under Ilippeastrum, was intro-

duced to this country from Brazil in I'iTT, and

flowered at Mr. Lek's nursery, Hammersmith, in

1781. The flowers are bright mauve-red, with

numerous cross lines of crimson colour ; and when
well managed, the plant produces them in consider-

the night temperature will range from uU'MlO r,-,o_ -top-

dressing with rich loamy soil, or repotting if the bulbs

are much crowded ; but tliis last should be avoided

except at intervals of three or four years, as, pro-

vided the drainage of the pots he maintained in

efficiency, the less frequent is root disturbance, the

greater will be the disposition to flower abundantly.

After making a decided start into growth the plants

should be moved into the plant stove, and there

remain until the flowers open, when by removal to a

less warm place they will remain in perfection foi-

several weeks. The plant forms an excellent vase

or indoor decorative subject, and shows well under

artificial light. Mr. Kettle, the gardener at Kings-

ford, is a very successful cultivator of this Ilippeas-

trum, if we may judge from the beauty of the speci-

mens under his care.

amounted to £91 iL's. Id; and the expenditure, in-

cluding prize money, £01 V2s. CiJ., came to

£73 14s. 0./., leaving a balance in hand of £17 I7«.4i/.

National Carnation and Picotee Society.—Receipts,

including balance, £11 fo. ; and subscriptions,

£.39 Ife. Gd., came to £J"J 7s. Expenditure, in-

cluding prize money, .£42, amounted to £52 .3s. i/.

;

leaving a balance in favour of the Treasurer of

£7 OS. lOd. The accounts were referred to the

auditors. It was resolved that the financial year

should for the future close on September 29. The

Chairman was requested to send a letterof condolence

to Mrs. Whithourn, widow of the late President

of the Auricula Society, and Mr. .Shirley Hibberd

was elected President in the place of the late -Mr.

F. Whithourn. Dr. Hogg, Dr. Masters, Mr. J. T.

D. Llewelyn, and Mr, 11. J. Veitch were re-elected
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Vice-Presidents
;
and the following, with the I?ev.

II. II. D'Onibrain as chairman, were elected a com-
mittee of management for the ensuing 3-ear—Messrs.
11. Cannell, J. James, li. Dean, c". Phillips, II.

Turner, T. S. Ware, W. L. Walker, and G. \V.

Wheelwright. The President and Vice-Presidents

of the National Carnation and Picotee Society were
also re-elected

; and the following three added to the

committee of management:—Jlessr.';. H, W. Head-
land, J. Lakin, and W. L. Walker. Mr. T. E. Hen-
wood was elected Treasurer to both Societies ; and
Mr. J. Douglas was re-elected Secretary. The matter

of appointing judges was discussed, and eventually

referred to the committee of management. The
])lace of exhibition for next year was also discussed,

and the Kev. H. II. DOmbrain and Mr. Shirley

llibberd were appointed a deputation to wait upon
the Directors of the Crystal Palace Company with a

view to holding the exhibition at Sydenham. It

may be remarked that the usual sum of £30, usually

given by the Council of the Koyal Horticultural

Society to the two Societies was not forthcoming;
therefore their financial position is in every v.'.ay

favouiable.

Nottinghamshire Horticultural and
Botanical Society.—The monthly meeting of

the Society will be held at the Arboretum Uooms,
Nottingham, on Wednesday, October 81, at

7.30 P.M. Specimen fruit will be exhibited. Mr.
M. Gleesox, Clumber Park Garden, Notts, will

read a paper on " Tlie Pine-apple," giving a short
sketch of the distribution of the plant, its introduc-
tion to Europe, and the various methods of its culti-

vation down to the present time. The Chrysanthe-
mum, fruit and Potato show will be held on Wed-
nesday and Thursday. November lil and 22, at the
Arboretum Kooms, Nottingham. The prizes offered

by Mr K. S-inkkv, Bulwell, for the best essay " (in

the Duty of the Employer to his Gardener," will be

divided as follows :— 1st prize, 20s. ; 2nd prize, l.j.<. ;

.'!rd prize, 10s ; which will be accompanied by the
First, Second, and Third-class Certificate of the
Society. The essay must not exceed fifteen minutes
in reading. It will be read by a competent person,

who will be appointed by the Committee, and must
be sent to the Secretary, sealed up, and with a
number or motto, but not the owners name, not
later than Mondiiy, December !). The competition
is open to all the members of the Society', and the
papers will be read at the meeting on Wednesday
December 12, at 7.30 p.m.

'Chambre Syndicale " OF Ghent.—At a
meeting held on the 8th iiist. tlie following awards
were made :— First- class Certificates to Odonto-
glossum maeulatum Duvivierianum, from Mr.
Desmet-Duvivier

; to Anthurium Scherzerianum
Madame Raymond de Iverchove, from Mr. L. Spae-
Vandermeulen

; to Cattleya aurea and Oncidium
ornithorhynchum album, from Mr..IulesHye-Leysen

;

to Odontoglossum species and Cypripedium
Harriaianuni (extra var.) from Messrs. Edm.
Vervaet & Co.

Relaxation of the Phylloxera Conven-
tion Regulations.—The Italian Government has
lelaxed the regulations hitherto in force with
regard to the importation of the following artieles

into the kingdom of Italy:— 1. Wine, and Grape
seeds, and these without undergoing any formalities.

Table Grapes, wine Grapes, and Grape must, must be
packed according to Art. 2 of the Convention.
2. Cut flowers, fresh or dried, with their stalks.

3. Vegetables, as Potatos, Radishes, Celery, Beet-
root, Mushrooms, Truffles, Asparagus, Artichokes,
Chicory, Endive for salads, with roots. 4. Seeds of

all kinds, .'i. Small seedling plants, shrubs, and
other nursery stock, as also greenhouse and stove
plants. These must be packed and sealed according
to, and require the usual declaration fi.Ked by Art. 3
of the Convention. The importation of these
plants is permitted at the following places only :—
By land at Ventimiglia, Modena, Luino, Chiasso,
Ala, Pontebba, and Udina. By sea at Genoa,

Leghorn, Civita Vecchia, Naples, Brindisi, Bari,

Ancona, Venice, Palermo, Messina, Catania, Cagliari,

and Porto Torres.

Eucalyptus.—Mr. Haxhury sends us from La
Mortola, near A'entimiglia, a spray of a most elegant

Eucalyptus, with slender pendulous bjanches and
linear leaves, with a rich perfume like that of the

Lemon Verbena, but more delicate, and with white

myrtle-like flowers. It is one of the most elegant

species we have seen, but unfortunately at

present we are unable to give it a name. We hojie

shortly to figure it, as in this country it would be

well worth cultivating in the conservatory or winter

garden.

ACHRAS SapotA.—Mr. Fawcett kindly sends

us fiom Jamaica a fruit of the Sapodilla Plum, in

which one of the seeds is wiinting and its place sup-

plied by a second fruit—a fruit within a fruit such as

has been figured in these columns in the case of the

Grape, where a perfect berry is sometimes met with
within the first in the place of the seed. It does not
follow in such cases that there has been any change
of one into the other, but simply a substitution.

Patent Protector Safety Lamp.—Anew
form of lamp for household use has beeu put on the

market by the "Protector Lamp and Ligliting Com-
pany, Limited, Eccles." The invention is such an
important one, as by its general use the loss of life

by mineral oil lamps will be entirely prevented, that

we .are induced to notice it on this occasion. It

would, we think, be an admirable lamp for young
gardeners, who have to attend to fires at night, and
which involves careful reading of the thermometers
in the various houses. It is said to give the light of

a sperm candle, and does not cost more than a \d.

for 120 hours burning.

Liquorice Root.—2\ report on the trade of
Damascus for 1887 states that there has been a

remarkable falling olf in the export of Liquorice root

(tilycyrrhiza glabra) both in quality, quantity, and
value. In 188fl there were 15,914 bales of the value

of £10, .31)2 exported ; whereas during last year the

exportation declined to 37711 bales, ol the value of

£H92. For the past two years there has been a
brisk competition in the trade in this article, which
hiis caused a considerable fall in the price and an
overstocking of the market. The demand conse-

quently diminished much during last year, the
United States being the only country where the
article is in retpiest.

Exotic Conifers at Great Altitudes in

Central Europe,—We learn from our corre-

spondent at Berlin that at Schloss Birg (Warten-
berg), near Donaueschingen, at an altitude of 848
metres above the sea-level, thei'e have grown for the

last eight years the following plants, and better,

perhaps for the reason that they have to endure the

rough north-east winds, and do not surt'er from frost

:

—Araucaria imbricata, Cedrus Deodara, C. atlantica,

C. Libani, Abies araabilis, A. magnifica, ^V. nobilis.

A. nobilis var. glanca and var. argentea, A. lasiocarpa

(LowianaX A. Pinsapo. Sciadopitys verticillata.

During the last winter they endured a temperature
of 2.-)° R. (^ 24^^ F. under zero). At the .same

elevation, growing very well, are Castanea vcsca,

Juglans regia, .Vzalea amtena. Rhododendron hir-

sutum and U. fen'ugineura. Ilofgiirtner Kirchner
intends to plant there a complete pinetum.

Phylloxera in France.—The Minister of
Agriculture in France states in his report of the
wine departments of the country, that flooding the
vineyards has been followed with excellent results,

and that the reinstating of the vinej-ards by means of

grafting on the American Vines has wairanted the
experiment. Moreover, the French varieties, ulien

so grafted, gain in earliness, and bear considerably,

even in tlie Medoc district, without loss of fine

flavour. After a good deal of research, a method
has been discovered by which the vineyard can be

restored to fertility in three years. Among other

results of grafting, it has been found that varieties

of jNIedoc Grapes can be got to fruit well in the

Gironde, where, by direct planting, no good result

was attainable. A'ines which have been planted in

very sandy soil, as on the banks of the Gardon, and
in the vicinity of Aigues Mortes, make great pro-

gress, and .are proof against Phyllo.-cera. We learn

that in Medoc sulphur and bi-sulphide of carbon

have been successfully employed against the Phyl-
loxera, and the Bordeaux solution (sulphate of

copper) against mildew, with similar results.

The Linnean Society of London.—The
meetings of the above Society for the season, 1888-8'.!,

have been fixed as follows ;—1888 : November 1 and
I.i, December G and 20. 1889: January 17,

February 7 and 14, March 7 and 14, April 4 and
18, May 2, (Anniversary) Fridav, Mav 24 ; June G

and 20.

Australian Association for the Ad-
vancement OF Science.- Baron von Febdinaxd
McEi.i.ER has been elected President for the ensuing
yeLir.

Acacia DECURRENS (?).—Captain Buowx sends

us from Lamlash, Arrai). a spray of an Acacia grow-

ing there in the open air under the name of A.
decurrens, but which, were it not for the paucity of

the white meal on the leaves, we should have referred

to A. dealhata. Whatever be its real name, the

tree suggests the Riviera, or the temperate-house at

Kew, rather than an island on the south-west of

Scotland.

Perth Gardeners' Ball.—What may be re-

garded as the first ball of the season took place in

the Snnill Hall of the Opera House on Friday night,

when the Perth Gardeners held their fifth annual

assembly. The hall was vtry beautifully decor.ated

for the occasion. There wore about forty coujjles

present, almost all the principal gardens in the dis-

trict having representatives.

iNDIA-RUBaER AND OPIUM AT MOZAMBIQUE.
—Thf following note on the produce of rubber at

Mozambique occurs in a recently issued Consular

report. The writer says :
—

" Rubber is obtained

mostly from the lower districts nearer the sea.

There are two qualities, difii'ering in their method of

preparation. The better is that drawn from cuts

made in the stems of vines, and made up into balls

without further preparation. The inferior quality is

got by boiling the rubber-bearing steins and roots
;

it is white, contains much moisture, and com-
mands a lower price than the other. The supply

of rubber continues to be maintained, but can-

not be expected to last very long, as in some
districts the vines have all been destroyed by the

reckless way of gatliering employed by the natives.

It has more than once been proposed to try syste-

matic planting of rubber trees, but nothing has yet

been done. There is no doubt that the supply could

be increased, as well as made more certain, were cul-

tivation gone into systematically, and the gathering

of the rubb'-r not left to the mercy of mitives. The
total export in 18S.3 was valued at £14.50. Referring

to the culti\ation of opium, it is said that at Mo])ea

it has been put on an entirely new footing. In some
other places—namely, at Chamo, on the Shire, and
Mafufa, on the Ziwa-Ziwa—opium culture has also

been under the auspices of the Mozambique Produce
Company, Limited, of London.

Spring Grove House, Isleworth. — This

place will ever be interesting to the horticulturist as

having been once tin? residence of one who is de-

servedly famous in the horticultural world—we allude

to Sir Joseph Banics, and in old times closely iden-

tified with the Horticultural Society—witness the

Banksian Medal of the present day. Amongst the

interesting reminiscences of the great naturalist, we
observed Rosa Banksi;c growing " hale and hearty

"

on the gardener's cottage. It was one of the first
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plants imported into this country witli anotlier sent

by Keuh from Cliina to the lioyal Gardens, Kew, in

1807. The estate 1ms been purchased by Anduisw

Peaiis, Esq., of the firm of A. & F. Pears. K.\ten-

sive alterations and improvements are being made
as to replanting, &c., under the superintendence of

Mr. jriCKLEwmcHT, the able head of atfairs horti-

cultural here. When completed, we liope to reler

more fully to this interesting place.

Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—We are pleased

to learn that the suin'e recently held by the Chiswick

gardeners, and which gave great satisfaction to those

present, has resulted in a balance of £10, which

will be handed over to the Fund.

Mr. John Lee.—It will be a matter of deep con-

cern to all ac(iuainted with this gentleman, the

"Father " of the dardeners' Benevolent Institution,

Chairman of its committee, and President of the

Horticultural Club, to learn that he is dangerously

ill—a (act that, in consideration of his advanced

years, gives rise to serious apprehension.

Chiswick Horticultural Society.—We
are requested to state that the Chrysanthemum show
of this Society will be held on Friday, November 16,

instead of on November 15, as previously arranged

and announced.

Nursery Notes.

ME.SSRS. CANNELL & SONS, SWANLEY.

The oft-repeated public invitation to " Come and

see," has acted on me, being by nature of a retiring dis-

position, rather as a deterrent than otherwise. It is

only right to say, that having screwed up my courage,

I liave been to see, that I am more than satisfied

with the result, and that I decidedly recommend

others to go likewise and see what Messrs. Cannell

have to show at the " Home of Flowers." Moreover,

from what I saw just after the nipping frosts we had

in the early p.art of this month, I do not think it will

much matter what time of the year the visit be paid,

as there is sure to be a blaze of bloom in some of

the houses, and sure to be something to please the

visitor interested in flowers.

Situate a few miles out of the smoke and fogs of

London, on a sandy loam, overlying the chalk, in a

famous fruit growing district, and with an undulating

surface that admits of varying aspects and exposures,

it will be seen that Messrs. Cannell's nursery is well

placed ; but a second and still larger one is to be

found at Eynsford, a few miles olF.

Perhaps because of my retiring disposition, perhaps

because of some natural perversity, but most pro-

bably because it was the nearest way, I entered the

nursery from the adjacent railway station, by an

entrance made terrible to idle beholders by the

announcement that there was no admission except

on business. On consideration, assuring myself that I

had some business, I entered the nurseiy by a

gateway evidently intended more particularly for the

egress of goods to the adjoining railway, and found

myself to my surprise among a large and repre-

sentative collection of herbaceous plants. This was

more than I had anticipated
;

particularly so as

judicious selection had been exercised, and the plants

cultivated were good of their kind, with very little

rubbish among them. Having said that the selection

was good, it will be readily understood that the

plants were among the best of their kind,

and anything like enumeration is unnecessary.

liut as a matter of physiological interest it may be

worthwhile to note a few facts as to the action of

frost. W^hile the Dahlias presented a sorry sight

indeed, and the young shoots of some pot-Vines

placed in the open air were destroyed, some plants

of Abutilon in flower and fruit were uninjured, as

were Galtonia candicans, tall Lobelias, Pentstemons,

Antirrhinums, Everlastings, Ammobium, and the

showy Senecio pulcher. The allusion to Senecio

pulcher leads oae to suggest to Mr. Caunell, who

has " improved " so many flowers, that he should

try his hand at this, and secure a little more refine-

ment and compactness of growth in this plant, and a

little less ' rough " appearance in the flowers.

Autumn Crocuses, like speciosus and longiflorus,

and Colchicums of various kinds, gave wonderful

brilliancy to the beds. A grand bank of Indian

Pinks scarcely showed a trace of the ordeal,

to which they had been subjected. Much of the

immunity noticed was no doubt attributable to the

fine Hornbeam and Poplar hedges which traverse the

nursery, and aflbrd shelter from wind and cold. The
poor Dahlias in the open sufl'ered, apparently, one

and all ; had they been more sheltered, it is possible

some might have been saved, and these might have

been selected as the progenitors of a hardy race of

Dahlias. Why not? Mr. Cannell has effected as

wonderful things as that in his time. If you want a

proof, just look into some of those serried ranks of

low double sp.an houses, filled to repletion with

Begonias and Pelargoniums. Oh, the colours ! Could

this have been October 8?— the almanac said so,

and I incline to think from what I saw that the

aspect of Mr. Cannell's houses and the dates of the

almanac will be similarly incongruous, only more

so (I), on November 8 or December 8.

To attempt anything like description of the

Begonias is out of the question. " Go and see," is

really the best recommendation we can give. It is,

however, remarkable to see how these new creations

emulate in the delicacy and variety of their tints,

now the Oleander, now the Camellia, at another

time the Gloire de Dijon Hose, while Paionies and

Hollyhocks find their colours and even their

forms closely imitated. Sturdiness of habit, size

of flower, purity of colour—these are what is

sought after and sought for not in vain. One sort

with orange-scarlet flowers is appropriately named
Mr. Upright on account of its stout erect peduncle.

Novelties in stripes may bee.vpected and if the fashion

sets in in that direction Messrs. Cannell will know
bow to fall in with the popular taste. In the mean-

time, in a Begonia named Octavia, they have a

dwarf variety with small, double white flowers, like

a small Camellia, which may be called the plant for

every one. Its compact habit, profusion and con-

tinuity of bloom will secure for it admirers among
all classes. The flowers, indeed, are not as large as

cheese-plates, as some of the modern Begonias are,

but they are none the less beautiful, while their neat,

imbricating, rounded petals, may satisfy even an

exacting florist.

Scarcely less remarkable are the zonal Pelar-

goniums, single and double, but they are not quite

so novel ; their ancestry dates back to a little

more remote time than the Begonias, which, whether

double or single, are, as it were, of yesterday.

There is almost the same diversity of colour in the

Pelargoniums as in Begonias, but clear yellow is

wanting in the Pelargoniums, though many gleam

with orange, and the Begonias do not at present

show so near an approach to purple as the Pelar-

goniums do. Moreover, the Begonias are trans-

lucent, while the Pelargoniums, though equally pure

and brilliant in colouring, are more opaque. Here,

again, I refrain, of set purpose, from quoting individual

varieties (send for a catalogue), but a notice of one

or two must sulfice. .Swanley Double White, is a

most useful plant, with the peduncles not too high

above the leaves, the flowers, in compact trusses,

white, and what they lack in " properties," is

more than made up for by the profusion and con-

tinuity of bloom ; Goldrtnder is a rich orange, and
Golden Brilliantissima is of a similar hue ; 'Venus,

one of the show varieties, has pure white flowers

all of regular pelorian shape, interesting botanically

and certainly very serviceable for decorative purposes.

Bronzes are going out of fashion, but the tartan-

plaid varieties, like Mrs. Pollock and her imitators,

such as Henry Cox, still hold their ground.

It was rather consoling to find that the Chrysan-

themums were not out, as more than 1200 sorts are

grown here ! The blaze of bloom in Begonias and

Pelargoniums was quite enough for one day, and I

was amply satisfied that there will be no falling off

next year when I saw the tubers of Dahlias, Be-

gonias and Cannas being carefully put to bed to

prepare them for ne.xt year, just as children used to

be (query are they now?), before being taken to the

theatre.

Seed stores and drying-sheds were visited, the

latter unfortunately in request this autumn, as the

rainy summer and sunless skies delayed progress

at one end of the season, while cold frosts arrested

it at the other. No doubt, however, ilr. Cannell

will be able, as usual, to hold out his hand and show

his seeds in his palm with as much well justified con-

fidence as ever. The Ramhicr.

Foreign Correspondence.

FLOWERS, &c., IN BERLIN NURSERIES.

The cultivation of pot plants has not retrogressed,

and during the spring and autumn the market was a

good one. Large decorative foliage plants fetched

higher prices in spring than in autumn ; lihododendrons

were readily sold ofl'. Azaleas pnd Camellias became

diflrcult to obtain, and Hydrangeas were much wanted.

Double Primula chinensis are losing favour, but the

single varieties sell better ; Cinerarias are less cul-

tivated. Roses, Lilacs, and other forced shrubs

found purchasers at good prices and were much in

re([ue3t, especially Roses in pots. The summer
market for Roses gets worse yearly ; but Orchid

cultivation increases. The export of bulbs diminishes,

but that of Lily of the Valley increases with lower

prices. The import of vegetables from the south and

west, and also from the north,of Cauliflower,keeps down

the prices ; also the great quantities from the urban i rri-

gation fields influence the market prices ; the forcing of

vegetables gives, in consequence of the large import,but

little returns. Mushroom growing has much increased.

The weather at the time for sending out trees and

shrubs was good, but the orders had diminished

in value. Fruit trees still hold the low prices that

prevailed last year, notwithstanding a great many
c/i"«ssres were constructed, and large quantities of trees

were employed. Roses held for some time a very low

price, owing to auction sales of produce from central

and south-west Germany, but better prices now
prevail. Park trees in large quantities were sold,

but on low terms. E.^iport was good only in early

autumn, but it retrograded, in so far as Russia is

concerned, owing to the heavy import duty on those

articles, and the e.xport to Russia will cease, the duty

being 1*. 0''. per cwt. In seeds and seed cultivation

no change has taken place, except that the seeds of

Cyclamen persicum are much more grown and sold.

The prices for flowers are low. Those of Italian

flowers somewhat higher because of the dry season

there. The importation of flowers is a little better

than last year. The prices for dried flowers and

grasses ruled about the same as last year, but those

for Pampas-grass are higher. French iinmortelles

are backward, German straw flowers—viz., Xeran-

theraum, Rhodanthe, and Acrolinium—are much

wanted.
PiCEA OBOVATA.

It may be interesting to some of your readers to

hear that the Siberian Fir tree (Picea obovata,

Lindl.), is, as I supposed a long time ago, indeed,

only a climatic vjiriety of the common Fir tree ( Picea

excelsa, L.) I found the first transitional forms near

St. Petersburg, in 1883, where long before, in 1803,

E. Kegel described them under the name Picea

e.KCelsa var. fennica. Teplouchoff found them also

in the Ural and Altai. Now I can add to these

another spontaneous growth at Oberhof, in Thu-
ringia, where it grows abundantly. If the opinion

of Dr. E. Regel should be correct—viz., that these

forms are hybrids of P. excelsa and P. obovata—this

distribution would with difticulty find any explana-

tion. But, if as I suppose, in accordance with Mr.

Teplouchofl' and others, that the P. obovata is only

a climatic variety, of the common Spruce adapted

to the cold northern and eastern continental climate,
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such a distribution is reaJily explained. For this

case tlie form found by me at Oberhof, 800—12IX)

metres above the sea level are, also adapted forms.

The habit of this tree is quite different from that of
the common Spruce, viz., columnar, like that of the

Abies pectinata. The squamm of the cones are, as

the name says, obovsite, at once distinguishing it

from Ficea excelsa, L., and typica. Udo Dammcr,
Berlin.

THE GENUS STANHOPEA.
It may be that in the years to come—probably in

the near future—the Orchid family will compete
with the Auricula and Carnation in the esteem of

the florist. In a very out-of-the-way district in

Yorkshire— Lowfiekls, near Kirkby Lonsdale—the

Rev. F. D. Horner has his home, and there he grows
the wonderful Auriculas which have made his name
a household word amongst florists. There, too, he
has, in conjunction with llrs. Horner, made quite an
unique collection of Orchids. Not a collection of

fashionable Orcliids—oh, no!—for the fashions of

this world soon pass away. The whole collection

might not be worth a single small plant of Cyin'ipe-

dium .Stonei platyta-nium in money value. The
house is only a small lean-to, 25 by 10 feet, in two
divisions, and in front of it is a cool-house, 12 by

4.} feet only; and yet in these two houses there were
in flower in December, 1887, thirty-five distinct

species of Orchids ; in .lanuary, 1888, thirty-five

species ; in February, thirty-three ; in JIarch, thirty-

two ; in April forty-two ; in May, forty-eight ; in

June, fiffly-four ; in July, forty-one ; in August,
thirty-four. The promise of bloom during the

autumn months is very good, and is in proportion to

the other months. The two little houses are not
exactly a Refiujmiih Bolanicuni, as the collection con-
tains many of the best species of Cattleya, Lrelia,

Dendrobium, Angraicum, Vanda, &c., but any
quaint and curious Orchids find here a comfort-
able home and kind treatment. Amongst others

the Stanhopeas are greatly valued. They give a
profusion of their richly-coloured, quaint, and
powerfully fragrant flowers when kept clean, and
changed into fresh Teak baskets about once in three
years. They are not over plentiful in the country,

that is, in comparison with some Orchids ; and if they
became popular they would soon become very dear.

Their culture is of the simplest, and owing to the
way in which the flowers are produced the plants

must be grown in baskets of Teak rods. The flower-

spikes push downwards and vertically under the
surface, so that the spikes come out between
the Teak rods. The flowers rapidly develope,

and soon pass away. Jlr. Horner had just

flowered the remarkably handsome S. tigrina (see

fig. 69, p. 481) ; tliis is probably the most esteemed
species in the genus, and it also varies very
much in the markings and size of the flowers.

Some varieties produce flowers 8 inches across

;

the variety at Lowfields was 7 iuclies across, and
might well be named superba, if that name had
not already been appropriated to a variety figured

in the Flore ties Serrcs, 713-.J. The sepals of
this variety are creamy-yellow, heavily blotched with
claret, and are 2 inches wide, the petals three-

quarters of an inch across, barred and blotched with
deeper claret. It is one of Messrs. Low's introduc-
tions, sent to them from Xalapa in Mexico about
the year 1835. It is well figured in the Butan'wal
Begister in 1839, and also six years later in the
Botanical Magazine, where it is stated that the
powerful fragrance this species exhales scents the
whole stove—the perfume resembling a mixture of
Melon and Vanilla. There is also a splendid figure

of it in Bateman's Orchid. Mcx, el Giialem., t. 7.

S. Wardii, also grown here, is a charming species,

deliciously scented ; it is well known in collections,
and forms a long spike of rich yellow flowers,

spotted, reddish-purple. It is figured in Lindley's
Sertiim, and in the Botanical Magazine, t. 5289 ; and
the editor states, that " one of the most striking features

of this flower is the colour of the cavity formed at

the base of the lip, lined as it were with dark
velvety purple, reflecting a silvery light, and giving

to it the appearace of being frosted."

S. grandiflora I have not seen in flower ; it is not
figured anywhere, except in the Botanist (Maund.).
The flowers are white, lightly dotted crimson, and
also sweetly scented. There is also an excellent

example of S. insignis ; this is not only an interest-

ing species, and very beautiful in itself, but on it the
genus was founded by Sir William Hooker, when
Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow in

1829, in honour of the Kight Hon. Philip Henry, Eari
Stanhope. S. grandiflora was introduced two years
before this, but was grown under the name of Cera-
tochilus grandiflorus. Twenty years ago I grew a
plant of this species 2 feet across the mass of pseudo-
bulbs. The flowers are of large size, and very fragrant.

S. oculata is also well worth space in a select collec-

tion
;
I grew it into an immense plant some years

ago, and can vouch for its easy culture. Like the
last-named, it was grown and figured by Loddiges in

the Botanical Cabinet, under the name of Ceratoclii-

lus oculatus. It produces a long spike of waxy-
white or pale yellow flowers, the sepals spotted lilac-

])urple. One spike will scent a house with its

fragrance.

Mr. Horner has not yet added the singular-looking

a S. Bucephalus to his collection, but it should have
place where six species are grown. The rich deep
yellow flowers, powerfully fragrant also, are distinctly

marked with large blood-coloured spots. It is a
native of Ecuador, and is well figured in Bot. Mai/.,

t. 5278.

Mr. Horner has several new species to flower, one
from the Koraima district, and if they are as good
as the few I have named they will be well worth
growing. I would, at any rate, urge amateurs to
include such distinct and handsome Orchids as the
Stanhopeas in their collections. Those I have named
are probably the best of them. J. Douglas.

Scotland.

A NEW FORM OF POTATO DISEASE.
Considerable interest has naturally been awakened

in the North of Scotland by the report that a new
form of Potato disease has this year been discovered.

On the farm of Balmuchy, occupied by Mr. Gordon,
the disease has appeared, and the shaws of a number
of tubers have been sent to an expert in London, in

order to get an opinion as to the nature and causes
of the fungus. The disease, it appears, instead of
beginning at the top of the plant, attacks the root
and works upwards, devouring, it is stated, all the
succulent parts of the stem. The spores of the
fungus are said to resemble the ergot of Kye ['.], and
possibly investigation may result in the discovery

that it is allied to it in character. As to the cause
of it, of course only conjecture may be hazarded,
but it is not at all improbable it may be connected
with tlie nature] of the past season. Potatos are

always of better quality in a dry season than in a
wet, and it may be taken for granted that the long
prevalent moist weather rendered the plant less

robust and more easily susceptible of attack. In
these circumstances it may be found that the disease

is not one that is likely soon to re-appear again,
unless, indeed, the conditions which gave it birth

reappear also. W. K.

Royal lIon'ricuLTonAL Society of Abebdeen.

The annual meeting of the members of this

Society was held in the Music Hall Buildings,
Aberdeen, on Saturday evening, 13th inst. There
was a large attendance, and Councillor Lyon,
chairman of the acting directors, occupied the
chair. In moving the adoption of the report, which
stated that the receipts for the season have amounted
to £456 14s. M., and the payments to £348 l.'^s. Hd.,

leaving a surplus of £107 l.'js. Orf., which, added to

£1 3s. Id. brought from last account, leaves a sum of

SIOS IDs. id, at the credit of the Society,

WOOLHOPE FUNGUS FORAY.
On Monday evening, October 1, the visitors

slowly concentrated themselves at the Speeche
House, Coleford, in the Forest of Dean, and were
met in the morning in the forest, or afterwards
at the hotel, by the Hereford contingent. Cold
it miglit be, for some of the party swept the
snow from the grass into their hands at about
10 A.M., but it was cle-ir and bright. As for

the fungi, truly they were few and far between, the
oldest excursonist venturing the opinion that it was
the worst prospect of a fungus foray which the
Woolhope Club ever experienced, bad as it was in

the previous year. The ground was moist enough, it

is true, but so cold, that only on the sunniest slopes

could the commonest of species be found, and even
these were scarce and scattered. Whether in anti-

cipation of such a result, or from a combination
of various circumstances, the company was
much smaller than usual. It included Messrs,
T. B. Acton, C. Bucknall, Dr. Oarlyle, M.
C. Cooke, T. Howse, W. Phillips, Rev. J. E.
Vize, and H. T. Wharton, in addition to the Pre-
sident, the President elect, and a few old Wool-
hopians, under the guidance of the indefatigable

H. C. Moore. The Tuesday's excursion by the
Speeche House party was made in a circuit at some
distance from the hotel, the other moiety proceeding
to Danby Beeclies, and thence by Blackpool Bridge
(where remains of the paving of the old Roman road

may be distinctly traced), and for 2 miles along the

Spruce Fir ride. No record was kept of the species

observed, but nearly everything in moderately good
condition found its way into the collecting baskets,

and yet they were not full. Rarities and novelties

were out of the question, and never, perhaps, were
common species treated with so much care and con-
sideration. Even Agaricus melleus and A. fascicularis

were treated with respect; one gentleman actually

took off liis hat in the presence of almost the only

specimen of A. rubescens encountered in the Forest.

Last year Cantharellus aurantiacus was one of the
commonest species, sometimes growing by hundreds,
but this year not a single one could be found.

There was no dearth of walking—naught but walk-
ing " on, on, for ever"—to stoop and pick up a

fungus was an event, but, alas ! it was seldom
worth the trouble of stooping. It was worthy of

note, that although the large genus Agaiicus con-
tains some 7<X) British species, the number seen

was singularly few, the proportion being very far

less than in most other genera, whilst, in the num-
ber of individuals, Lactarius and Russula exceeded it.

Coprinus was seen but once or twice, and all the

species of Cortinarius were extremely rare. Dinner at

the Speeche House Hotel, and a careful scrutiny of

all the baskets, with the inevitable " nightcaps
"

ended the first day. On the Wednesday the members
proceeded by train to Park End, which proved so

satisfactory last year; but here again they were
doomed to disappointment, for although more pro-

lific than any spot visited on the Tuesday, yet the
best was very bad, nothing of interest being found
except some very fine specimens of Russula Integra,

and a few Hygrophori. Strolling slowly back through
devious ways to Speeche House, soon after 2 o'clock,

light refreshment and waggonettes carried the party

a drive of 8 miles to Newnham Station for Hereford,

and completed the two memorable days of fungus
hunting in the Forest of Dean. Like the .bears of

the forest, in another corner of Europe, the fungi

had retreated to the mountains, and would not be
found. Thursday, being the Club day was devoted
a little excursion in the woods and lawns of Holme
Lacy, where Bracken flourished in luxurious profu-

sion, but fungi were more scarce than in the Forest

of Dean, although that was a contingency never
anticipated. How it could be possible r October
for any wooded locality to be worse than the Forest

was not credited, but such was the summary of re-

sults. Dinner, as usual, at the " Green IJragon
"

Hotel, was followed by some remarks by Dr. JM. C.

Cooke on " The Mycology of 1887-1888,'' with a
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sumamry of the books, and local lists published

during the year, with uew species wliich had for the

first time been found in this country, including Lac-

tarius aurantiacus in Epping Forest. Agaricus

(Oraphalia) chrysophyllus in Scotland, Kussula

puellaris and K. rosei])es near Morpeth ;
Rus-

Bula BarlcE and K granulosa at Kew ; Kussula

maculata and K. armeniaca at Epping; witli

llygrophorus spailiceus from Crum Forest, and

Agaricus (llyplioloina) catarius from Kew and thi'

Forest of Dean ; and lastly, tlie singular appearance

of Mutinus banibusinus at 8unningdale. A com-

parison was also instituted between the meagre

results of tlie present year's Woolhope excursions

and the unusually successful excursion recently made

in Epping Forest, but no clue could be given to the

causes of such divergence, which, like some other

until he touclied them did not discover his mistake.

The social aspect of the week was a pleasant remi-

niscence, but the scitntilic phase undoubtedly a

deplorable failure. M. C. C.

Trees and Shrubs.

P T E K C A K Y A F R A X I N I F O L I A .

At p. 380 of your issue ol' the 6th inst. I notice

your remarks in reference to Pterocarya fraxini-

lolia. Just now the trees here present a very

beautiful appearance, and wliere the climate will

admit of it I consider it a worthy subject to

plant in groups witli other choice trees and shrubs.

Our trees range from 'M to 'So feet high ; one grow-

**#=^

%'

Fig. go.—staS'hope.\ tiorika. (see p. 480.)

roots of a tree that was blown down in 1883, we have

two trees, both of wliich fruit freely. One of these

is M feet liigh, but is not so fine as the one that

was blown down. The two finest have grown beside

a small stream, and to tliis, I suppose, must be attri-

buted their fine development, thougli tlie third,

quite away from any water, has made good growth.

The mass of growth above referred to bears leaves

very nearly L' feet long and over a foot across,

i?. Irwin Lynch,

Rhu-s cotixus.

Among shrubs in the autumn season this is one of

the most ornamental, as its highly coloured inflor-

escence is very attractive ; but to have it and see it

at its best, plants must stand where they can have

full light and sun, as it is those agents that give the

rich deep tinge to the bloom. When it has this it is

of great value for table decoration, as the lovely

feathery sprays show up in fine contrast with the

cloth, and form an excellent basis for any white or

pale flowers to be mixed in with the Rhus. As a

plant for prominent positions on lawns, or the fore-

ground of shrubbery borders, the Rhus cotinus is

quite unrivalled, and those who have not specimens

of it should make a point of planting a few liushes,

the best time for doing this being in November, or

as soon as the leaves fall, when all deciduous subjects

move without much check, as they have all the

winter months to be forming fresh roots. The way
to propagate Rhus cotinus is by cuttings of the

young ripened shoots, which strike readily if taken

off with a heel and dibbled in sandy soil in any shel-

tered spot, and there covered with a hand-light to

keep them close till they callus. /. S.

plienomena associated with fungi, " no fellow can

understand." The usual snine at the residence of

Mr. Cam was Largely attended in tlie evening, the

papers read being " (In Dr. Bull's Birds uf Hcrcfurd-

sliire," by H. T. 'RHiarton, M.A., F.Z.S. ;
" Notes

and Queries on Russula," by M. C. Cooke ;
and " On

Spiders," by the Rev. J. E. 'Vize, M.A. The final

excursion on Friday, October 5, was made by train

to Pontrilas, thence by carriages to Kentcliurch

Park, returning to luncheon at 3 p.m with Mr. and

Mrs. Matthews at Pontrilas. This latter experiment

gave immense satisfaction at the close of a barren

week; the geniiil hospitality extended to the excur-

sionists compelling them to forget the immediate

past in the enjoyment of the present. The lawn was

decorated by clever models of various fungi, painted

by the hostess in such excellent style that one of the

excursioniste rushed upon them with his basket, and

ing near the margin of a lake has taken tlie form of

a bush, and covers an area of 400 square feet. The

bold yellow Walnut-like foliage, and the long pale

green catkins make the tree a very pleasing object in

garden landscape. Two plants growing on higher

and drier ground have run up with clean stems of

8 feet in height, and then branch off into a head ; the

dkameter of the thickest stem at 1 foot from the ground

is 12 inches ; the bark has niucli resemblance to that

of the Walnut, to which it is closely allied. I send

you specimens for your inspection. D. Crombk,

Gardener, Pouvrscoitrf, Ireland,

This beautiful tree, illustrated recently at p. 381, is

referred to in the accomp.vnying paragraph as seldom

producing the female catkins, and therefore some in-

formation of the trees at Cambridge maybe of interest.

Besides an immense mass, measuring 4.5 feet across

and 20 feet high in the centre, grown up frcm the

THE CHEMISTRY OF VEGETA-
TION, IN REFERENCE TO THE
GROWTH OF THE POTATO.

(Continued from p. 32(i.J

A SEW line of research, which led to very im-

portant results, was brought about in a curious way.

One evening Charles X.'s guests, at a soiree at the

Tuileries, were effected with uncontrollable fits of

coughing. An inquiry as to the condition of the air

that caused this was ordered, and it was entrusted

to Brongnart, director of the Royal porcelain manu-

factory, tit Sevres, who handed it over to his son-in-

law, Dumas, a chemist who was rising to wide repu-

tation. Most people probably know that chlorine is

used for bleaching, and that it has a very suffocating

odour. Dumas found that chlorine had been em-

ployed for bleaching the candles that were used in

such large numbers to illuminate the brilliant salom^.

His investigation as to why the chlorine was re-

tained in the candles led him to the discovery, that

the chlorine h.ad " substituted the place," chemically.

of some of the hydrogen' of the wax hydro-carbon,

and that the amount of chlorine " fi.xed " was

exactly equivalent to the amount of hydrogen

eliminated.

From this hint he extended his inquiries to changes

that may occur in other compounds, and arrived at

what was known as the law of substitutions,* and

this he later developed into a theory of chemical

tvpes. The theory w.as that certain compounds were

constructed on a certain plan or type, and with it

was expressed the belief that one " element " m.ay

entirely replace another without the type of the con-

struction being altered. This w.as in 1839.

Gerhardt, of Strasburg. who lived only forty years

(1816—18.50). and .at Leipsig, attended rather to

chemistry than learning the business for which his

father intended him, enlisted in a cavalry regi-

ment, and was bought off to study under Liebig,

at G lessen, eventually threw much of his energies

into the subject of conflicting cliemical theories.

He gave much thought to the question of types, and

it was chielly through him and his fellow worker,

Laurent, that there came the explanations which

^- Annate tic Clnmic t( Vli'jsOine. -2 >lt., Ivi., I li'
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have made it possible to arrange certain organic
compounds on the types of some of tlie simple inor-

ganic bodies.

One very important suggestion he made was that
the weights then usually assigned to oxygen, sulphur,
and carbon, ought to be taken just double. This helped
to clear up many apparent anomalies, i'or example,
where it was formerly supposed that in a compound
there were two atoms of oxygen eacli with the weiglit

(relative to hydrogen) of iS, he suggested one of 10 ;

carbon would be l'^ instead of Ij, and sulphur u-'

instead of 16.

In this rapid historic retrospect much important
work has been purposely passed over. The jiaper

would otherwise be too long.

My aim has been only to draw the attention of culti-

vators to the kind of way in which, during the fifty

years following the circulation of Dalton's first table,

our chemistry has come to be what it is ; that is, so

far as measuring by volume and weight are concerned
;

(or this, with temperature observations, is at the
bottom of chemistry.

But this is not all ; especially it is not all in

reference to plant life.

There are compounds which, so far as the relative

proportions of the weights of their constituent
elements go, appear identical. Their " chemical
composition " is the same, yet in certain physical

ways they behave differently; it cannot, therefore,

be assumed they are absolutely identical.

Leaving for the present the different names that
have been proposed for these phenomena, let us

consider one that has a bearing on starch and
sugar.

It has been just mentioned that there are certain

recognised tvpes among compounds. It is not only
a matter of convenience, but it seems to accord
with the facts of Nature, that these can be thrown
into groups, classes, series, or " families." (The use
of these terms by chemists is unfortunately by no
means uniform any more than is the use of alliance,

group, sub-order, &c., among botanists.) One class or

family all-important to the student of plant-life is that
of the carbo-hydrates. Here the hydrogen and the
oxygen (Lindley's Introd.) are present in the pru-
poftion in which they form water, i.e.—

®- -O'J

n,. 0„, or II.,„ 0,„ or II, „ 0,, retain the same i>i;i-

portiun, just double the number of II atoms compared
with the number of O.

Of these carbo-hydrates there are three gi'oups, to
which are given the names glucoses, saccharons and
amyloids (some use glucoses, sucroses and amylosesi.
They differ only in the relative amount of (7?—(^—

@

they contain.

Ghieosea ... C six

H t.M'lve .„ 13

O .six ... 6
Saccliuruii3 ... O twrlw

II twenty-two 22

O eleven .., 11

Amyloids ... C six

ten

live

(Or some nniltiple of si.x, ten and five, a^ e.g.. tweuty-fonr.
forty and twenty; in any case the H number is double tlieO.i

Now the point here to notice is that a glucose be-
comes a saccharon by the addition of II two, (J one
( there is hardly space to put the requisite number
of circles in a column of this width), or an amy-
loid by the subtraction of H two, O one. Slight
though this dirt'erence may appear to those not
accustomed to think of these matters, it completely
changes the character of the compound in many
respects.

For example, every one knows the difference
in taste between starch, which is an amyloid, and
Grape sugar, which is a glucose. What is tlie

explanation of our sensations of taste and smell
we do not at all know. But we possess them and
trust to them. Taste tells us there is some dillerence
between starch and sugar. In the process of diges-
tion we transform starch to sugar.

c
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detected by the microscope, and distinguished from

the inorganic material of which printing inli is com-
posed. Tlie excursions were, on tlie ^vhole, entirely

successful, and a source of mingled astonislmient

and pleasure to those who had thus made their first

experiment in fungus hunting. One of these was

induced to taste a morsel of the biting L.actarius

rufus, and found spitting a relief for some time

afterwards. Others made a more pleasant and

successful experiment with the Hedgehog Jlushroom,

Itydnum repandum, cutting it in slices and eating

with their sandwiches, the prevailing opinion being

that it was a decided improvement. The two days

were mild, sunny, and thoroughly enjoyable ; in fact,

they were two as genial autumnal days as any

fungus-hunter could desire. iV. C. V.

Home Correspondence.

Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending early

intelligence of local events likely to be of interest to

our readers, or of any /natters wliivh it is desirable to

bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Photographs or drawings of gardens, or of rcmarkablo

plants, trees, ^'c, are also solicited.

HARDY HYBRID CRINUM POWELLI AND ITS

VARIETIES.—This really beautiful and free-blooming

perfectly hardy plant has been very fine in my
garden this summer, and has excited the admiration of

every one who has seen it. I planted one strong bulb

when it was first sent out by Messrs. Henderson (1

cannot exactly say how many years igo, but think it

must be about seven or eight), and this has been left

undisturbed in my garden border ever since, and has

now increased into a clump of from ten to twelve

strong bulbs, which sent up this summer no less than

eighteen fine tall flower-spikes averaging 4 feet in

height, though some ofthemwerean inch ortwo taller,

and each bearing a bunch of from twelve to sixteen

beautiful deep rose-coloured flowers much more
tubular than those of its parent C. Moorei, and
closely resembling those of a Belladonna, only larger

in size, and a brighter shade of colour. Whether the

slugs have got tired of them or not I cannot

say ; but whereas in former years they used to

browse almost nightly on the buds just as they

were on the point of opening, this year, to my
great satisfaction, they did not come near them.

Of the other two varieties of this race of hjbrid.-i

one may be called intermedium for distinction's sake,

as it is of a much paler shade of pink than the type

form, and though not so fully opened, is a more per-

fectly formed and evenly beautiful flower. Its stems

also do not rise nearly so high, seldom exceeding

from 2.^ to 3 feet in height. Though I have quite

as fine a stock of this variety, which I broke up and
replanted two years ago, and which bloomed nicely

for me last year, this year, for reasans quite unknown
to me, it did not produce a single flower-spike, though

its foliage was almost as healthy and vigorous as the

others. The third variety, C. Powelli album, is, I

think, quite one of the most beautiful hardy bulbs

with which I am acquainted, as its shade

of colour is so absolutely pure and free from

anv shade or tint of colour that it leaves nothing to

desire. The form of its flowers has also the same
evenness of perfection as exists in the pink variety,

which it also resembles in its moderate height of

flower-stem of about I'l feet. It is unfortunately

still very scarce, and commands a high price at the

nurseries. Jly one bulb produced two fine spikes,

each bearing from twelve to fourteen fine flowers,

which were much admired. W. E. Gumblcton.

THE HAY CROP.—The favourable growing period

experienced since the harvesting of the first crop of

hay has induced a larger growth of aftermath than is

usual in our meadows, and although the number of

working hours when hay could be made has neces-

sarily been few, yet the splendid, bright, mid-day
sun of the present autumn has enabled much second-

crop hay of good (jnality to be secured. Sir J. 15.

Lawes' twenty-four experimental grass-plots at

Kothamsted, have yielded very variable (juantities of

aftermath, in accordance with their varying manurial
snpply, but in -^ome cases as much as o tons of

second-crop hay per acre has been obtained. And
as the present season, was unfavourable for the de-

velopment of stem-growth and seed formation in the

first-crop, we find a correspondingly larger propor-
tion of flowering stems sent up by the aftermath.

This was more especially the case with Avena elatior

(Oat-like grass), and llulcus lanatus (soft woolly

grass), and among several of the Composite species

of the weedy plants. J. J. Willis, Harpenden,

HELIANTHUS L^TILORUS.—In Order that an
obvious error in plant names may not be perpetrated,

1 again trouble you with a note, " C. S.'" tells us on

p. 417 that "theKloral Committee evidently adopted
the nomenclature of the Kew authority in preference

to the name given by the Kov. Wolley Dod." But
who is this authority wlio says that a plant

which Asa Gray in September, 1887, named for I\Ir.

W. Thompson, of Ipswich, llelianthus hvtiflorus, is

now to be called llarpalium ngidura semiplenum 'f

Surely the authority of Asa Gray, who spent a great

part of a long life in studying North American Com-
posites, is not already superseded in that class?

Of the idendity of the species I have no doubt.

The plants I ara now distributing, some of which
I gave to Mr. Ware, are part of tlie same stock from
which the .specimen was sent to Asa Gray, when last

in England, and ray plants an.swer to his description

in every ciiaracter (see Flora if North America, vol.

i., part 2, p. 275). II. Kctiflorus has the disc

yellow, not dark purple ; it resembles tall forms of

11. rigidus ; it has the leaves thinner and more
acuminate at both ends : it has the bracts of the

involucre lanceolate attenuate acute, not ovate

obtuse: they are imbricated in only two or three

series, not pluri-serially. These ai"e Aaa Gray's

characters of H. hxitiflorus contrasted with those of

H. rigidus, and, when compared by tliese, the plants

may be readily distinguished. There are other
diflferences not mentioned by Asa Gray. The young
buds of H. ketiflorus have tlie disc quite covered by
the bracts, the points of which meet in the centre,

while those of 11. rigidus have the centre of the disc

uncovered. The outer bracts of H. kctiflorus are

often spreading, whilst all the bracts of H. rigidus

are adpressed. Tlie leaves of H. kctiflorus are all

more or less di.=:tinctly petioled, but those of rigidus

are nearly or quite sessile. C. WoUcy Bod, Kilgc

Hall, Malpas.

POTATO WORTHINGTON SMITH ; REVERSION
TO ORIGINAL.—^Amongst the Fotatos in the collec-

tion of Messrs. Sutton & Sons, of Heading, is one
named Worthington Smith, raised about eighteen

years ago, a cross between Karly Coldstream and
old Early Ashleaf. All the tubers produced by the

cross were kidneys except one example—a distinct

round, and this was preserved and named Wortliing-

ton Smith. By the courtesy of Messrs. Sutton I have

been allowed to grow this excellent early round
Potato for the last four seasons, and the characters of

all the examples planted have hitherto been quite per-

manent, the globular form being always very marked.
A single plant has this year reverted and produced
all true kidneys instead of round Potatos. JV. G, S.

REMOVING THE HAULM OF POTATOS.—Has the

question of removing the haulm been worked out?
Some few years ago it was advised (I believe in the

Gardeners' Chronicle) to remove the haulra on or be-

fore the appearance of disease ; and by this pimple
plan the crop would certainly be secured. In conse-

quence of the garden here being wet and cold, and
the soil a tenacious clay, the growth of late Potatos
was long since abandoned. My remarks, therefore,

refer only to earl}' and mid-season varieties. Before

disease has made any great advance the tops are

drawn clean out by hand, without disturbing the
tubers, which is efiected by the men placing their

feet on each side of the haulm. The Potatos are

then left for the skins to get set before lifting, which
may be done at the convenience of the grower.
They will never take the disease so badly without the
haulm as if that be left on them. I drew the top of

Veitch's Ashleaf about the third week in July; of

Beauty of Hebron and Karly Rose the last week in

that month ; of Vicar of Laleham in the first week
in August. By the time the disease became general

I had not a leaf or stem of Potato in the garden, but
the crops when taken uy consisted of fair-sized

tubers. Early pulling of the haulm enables the

gardener to put in his wintrr Kales, Savoys, Broccoli,

Sec, between the Potato rows in good time. My
neighbours predicted that the Potatos would notkeap
well, some thinking they would take the disease, but
they are at present all right. I must admit that a

few are rotten—perhaps 1 per cent. I attribute this

to the fact that some of them were growing, or

rather lying in a saturated soil for some time before

they were lifted. On p. 274 it is stated that the
farmers in Lincolnshire have good crops of I^otatos.

also that many of them cut oil' the haulm : perhaps
their success may be due to this practice. Geo. Wall,

Brcakspcars, U,i:bridge,

DISEASE RESISTING POTATOS : THE TRUE
REMEDY.—I'rubably on no other .subject of equal

importance can so many and so diverse views be

propounded, with the chance tiiat—like the colour

of the chameleon—"all may be right and all may
be wrong." What might have been right last year-
one of the driest seasons on record—would indu-
bitably be quite wrong this year—one of the wettest,

during the critical months of June, July, and
August, for this crop. This applies to varieties, too

;

so I quite agree with Mr. A. Dean (p. 302), that it

may be injudicious to invite opinions as to what
kinds resisted disease best. Having so frequently

intruded on your columns on this subject—it is of

vital importance in Ireland—I will avoid reiteration,

and give my experience to prove the fact that other
circumstances than " variety " must be considered.

I had about thirty varieties from Messrs. Sutton,

Carter, Laxton, and others, most of them not yet in

commerce, in an experimental plot. Among the
number was Sutton's Abundance—probably one of

the must vigorous growers and heavy croppers in

existence ; three out of ten received from Mr. Lax-
ton, of Bedford, are similar; and the same vigour
and prolific qualities apply to Carter's King of the
Uussets, Scottish (.^ueen, and, of course, to the well-

known Champion. The soil of the plot was rich,

but I added some stable manure when planting, and
I had also tlie misfortune to plant a couple of drills

of Inglis' White Portyfold, Victorias, and Regents.
iMost people know those varieties are very prone to

disease in a moist season. Those varieties got
diseased after the Ashleaf Kidneys, and in a few
days every leaf was affected, and then the stems.

The disease rapidly spread to the aforementioned
(customary) disease resisters, and they ofl'ered prac-
tically no resistance to the progress of the disease.

When dug up, not a tuber of the Fortyfold was
sound, and the \'ictorias were not much better.

Abundance, which had enormous stalks and foliage,

and which was perfectly free from disease last year,

had GO per cent, of the tubers rotten; and other

reputed disease resisters were similarly affected.

Now, let us examine the field crop. In this field

there were many of the foregoing varieties also, but

the largest breadths were under Hero, Magnum
Bonum, Scottish (.^ueen, Beauty of Hebron, and
Scotch Champion. I have lifted roots here and
there of those, and up to the present—though the
stalks were diseased and withered more than a
month since^I have found but one diseased tuber.

This is, to my mind, very remarkable and suggestive.

There is hardly any difiference of soil or situation

between the experimental plot and the farm, and, as

I said, the same varieties badly diseased in the

former are almost wholly free in the latter. I

attribute this result to a considerable extent to two
causes :—1. Owing to an alteration 1 had to make in

my rotation of crops, the farm Potatos followed a
manured Turnip crop — very unusual; but owing
to the persistent drought last year, I had hardly any
Turnips; instead, therefore, oi manuring the same
field two years in succession, I had about a thousand
loads of compost—a considerable fraction of which
was lime—and this I used for the Potatos, with the

consequence of almost com pie te immunity from
Potato disease. This result seems exactly to con-

firm Mr. A. Dean's views (ji. 302, Gardeners

Chronicle):—"As is usually the case, the worst
evidences of disease are found in tlie highly manured
soils." 2. The bad results in the aforementioned
experimental plot I consider partly owing to the
manuring, but still more to the fact that this same
idot has been (owing to convenience) used for

Potatos several years successively, and it is more
than likely the spores of disease remained in the soil

awaiting only favourable circumstances to reappear,

moisture being an indispensable agent. From this it

may be inferred that when manure is used for the

Potato crop it should be specially prepared, and, if of

rich quality, largely mixed with lime, loam, &c., to

avert in a measure too luxuriant sappy growth.
Another recommendation—and that I have called

the " true remedy "—struck me lately when visiting

Messrs. Dickson's, of Xewtownards and Belfast, and
a large Potato grower in Scotland. It is now a
month since, and both had considerable stocks of

Potatos then saved ; that is, they lifted and stored

them the second week in August. They found, as

most growers will, that such varieties as Beauty of
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Hebron, Secontl Early, Dickson's Northern Queen
(put in commerce, I believe, this year), and in Scot-

land The Don, are ripe and with the skin "set" at

that time ; and they tind, moreover, that disease has

not reached the tubers. I asked Messrs. Dickson if

they lost any by storing thus early, and I was
assured that none were lost. Well, then, if we can

grow any second early variety that can be lifted

and stored before disease can seriously atlect them,

are we not on the right road to defy the disease?

I submit this point has not received as much atten-

tion as its importance merits. W. J. Murphy, Clonmc^,

September 11.

LATE FLOWERING ICELAND POPPIES. —All
lovers of hardy flowers are well acquainted with the

beauty of the Iceland Poppies and I am pleased to

observe that they are getting as popular as the

Canterbury Bells and "Wallflowers. Indeed these

charming Poppies sliould be largely grown wliere

cut flowers are wanteil for indoor decoration. I

have now before me some slender specimen glasses

loosely arranged with bud and flowers, ranging from

the purest satiny-white and yellow to tlie deepest

glowing orange-scarlet. What can be more beautiful

than an arrangement of these elegant Poppies in

various shades with their own buds and foliage? 1

enclose a few blooms, just to give you an idea how
splendid these Poppies are, which, notwithstanding

the fact that the flower season is over and all their

companions completely destroyed by the recent sharp

frost, are still making a grand show. C. S.

IRISH YEW.—AVe have a large upright Yew tree

here, it is in perfect health ; the height is 33 feet, and

the circumference at 15 feet from ground 58 feet. I

enclose a small photo of it, and should like to know
if there are many in the country larger. Wm. Allan,

Scaforde, Cloiojh, co. Dowif.

THE FERNS AT THE RECENT MEETING OF
THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. — The
group of Ferns shown by Mr. II. B. May, of Upper
Edmonton, on October 0, numbered upwards of 200

species and varieties, and generally stood several

plants together in one pan to show off the character-

istics of the species or variety better than single

plants would do. <_)f Adiantums there were from

fortv to fifty different varieties, including several that

were new and beautiful, viz., A. elegans, which
resembles A. cuneatum, but has a rather larger

frond, with long stipes. It is likely to become a

very popular market plant, and is especially good for

cutting. Several of the market growers have already

commenced growing it in preference to A. cuneatum.

A. fragrantissimum is another beautiful form. A.
Williamsii, now a favourite for cut fronds, the pale

green colour being much appreciated. A. mundu-
lum, A. Pacottii, and A. Legrandii, dwarf compact
varieties^distinct and valuable. A. Kegina? is a

very fine variety, intermediate between A. Vic-

toria and A. scutum, and has the broad deep green

pinnules of the former, and more of the liabit of

the latter; it forms a bold and effective plant. A.
cuneatum grandiceps is a very jirettily tasselled form,

and A. Weigandii forms a pretty and compact plant.

Among sorts remarkable for their brightly tinted

foliage may be mentioned :—A. Veitchii, A. tetra-

phyllum gracile, a perfect gem, but rather scarce at

the present time ; A. rhodophyllum, A. rubellum,

A. macrophyllum and its variety, A. m. bipin-

natum, were also well shown. Of larger growing
varieties. A. pentadactylon, A. Sancta Catherina%

A. trapeziforme were conspicuous. A formosum
and A. cardiochla;na may also be mentioned.

A. Farleyense was shown in good condition, and the

young fronds had the distinguishing bright pink

tint. Several good varieties of A Capillus-veneris

were shown, including the beautiful A. Raperi, or A.
Mariesii, as it is frequently named ; A. C.-v. mag-
nificum, A. C.-v. daphnites, A. C.-v. cornubiense,

and the curious little A. C.-v. fissuni were all worthy
of notice. Before leaving this genus I must mention
the pretty little A. reniforme, A. curvatura, A. dola-

briforrae, and A. caudatum (A. Edgworthii), two
very pretty Ferns for baskets. Aspleniums were
well represented, about eighteen sorts being shown,
the most conspicuous being A. laxum pumilum, A.
cicutarium, A. formosum, A. neo-caledonicura, A.
Belangerii, A. flaccidum, A. lucidum, and several

varieties of the A. bulbiferum type. The Cheilanthes
were represented by good specimens of C. elegans,

C. hirta Ellisii, and C. tomentosa. About a dozen
species and varieties of Davallias were shown, the

most conspicuous being D. Mooreana, a fine plant of

which occupied the centre of the group ; the beau-

tiful D. fijiensis plumosa, D. elegans, D. tenuifolia

A'eitchii, D. fceniculacea, D. Griflithiana, with con-

spicuous silvery-gi-ey rhizomes and deep green
foliages, may be regarded as one of the best of the

genus ; 1). Tyermanni, another pretty species similar

to the above but of smaller growth, and a fine variety

of D.canariensis, were worthy of notice. Of Lastreas
several beautiful species were shown ; L. aristata

variegata, L. erythrosora, remarkable for its bronzy-

tinted fronds ; L. patens, of graceful habit, and the

pretty little L. glabella, were likewise worthy
of note. Of Gymnogrammas, good forms of both the

silver and golden varieties were observed ; G.Alstonii
was the most conspicuous of the latter. In this

variety the under surface is covered heavily with

bright yellow mealiness, and the pinnules are curled

inwards at the extremities, showing off the under
surface to much advantage. G. peruviana argyro-

phylla was the best silver variety. Good crested

forms were seen in G. Parsonsii (golden), and G.
Wettenhalliana (silver). Nephrolepis, another beau-
tiful genus, was well lepresented, and some fine

seedling forms were remarked of N. davallioides fur-

cans, N. rufescens tripinnatifida, a recent addition to

this genus, which should become a favourite; N.

Bausei, another elegant variety ; and N. acuta, a bold
habited and effective Fern for baskets, and suspend-
ing generally ; N. Duffi, N. pectinata, and several

others were shown. Numerous beautiful species and
varieties were shown of variegated Pteris, viz., P.

tricolor, in beautiful condition ; P. aspericaulis, re-

markable for its deep bronzy hue; P. argyrea, P.

nemoralis variegata, similar to the last named, but of

dwarfer habit, and the young fronds of a reddish hue
;

P. cretica Mayii, and the dwarf-crested variety of P.

albo-lineata, which has often been alluded to, was
seen in good form. The dwarf-crested form of P.

serrulata (May's variety) was also good, as was
the Chiswick variety of the major form. P.

umbrosa (the true variety). P. leptophylla, P.

tremnla, and several pretty varieties of this use-

ful [Fern were included, besides many others.

The other interesting genera exhibited were,

Anemidictyon phyllitides, a pretty little Fern, the

fertile portion of the fronds standing up from the

base of the fronds in flower-like fashion ; Osmunda
palustris, Onychium japonicum, and the beautiful

Onychium auratum may be included among the most
elegant of all Ferns; Dictyogrammajaponica varie-

gata, a pretty variegated Fern, with fronds of good
substance ; Doryopteris palmata, a good variety of

Lomaria gibba, Microlepia hirta cristata, Phlebodium
glaucum (P. sporodocarpum of some), was very

pretty ; Actinopteris radiata, a little gem with small

Palm-like fronds: Pellea rotundifolia and P. terni-

folia are also worthy of note. Pu-ris.

TOMATOS RECOVERING FROM DISEASE.—You
will doubtless remember me writing to you some six

weeks since re Tomatos diseased, and I sent you
some of the foliage and fruit. You recommended
pulling thera out and burning them. I did not take

your advice, but at once put some 4-inch hot-water

l)ipes into the house and treated the plants for the

disease ; and I am pleased to say that they have
recovered, and by this post I have sent you a sample
of the fruit, which hang in clusters on the plants.

F. Case. [The plants must have recovered in an
unusual manner from the attack of Peronospora
lycopersici under the warmer treatment adopted to

have produced such fine samples of fruits as those

sent with the above note. Ed.]

LONG-LIVED CUCUMBERS. — Referring to my
recent note unent the house of long-lived Cucumbers
at Belton Park, it may, by way of re]>ly to Mr.
Froud (p. 447), be interesting to state that, if my
memory does not deceive me, the plants referred to

were, I was informed by Mr. Sage, the gardener,

raised from seed and not from cuttings, as was your
correspondent's. I certainly did express surj^ise,

and justly so, for after visiting several gardens of

repute during the past summer, it was the best house
of Cucumbers I had seen, summer or rather spring-

planted ones included. Thus it is obvious that to

keep Cucumber plants in full bearing for more
than a year is no mean performance, although Mr.
F''roud eclipses that by doubling the time, wliich

reflects credit upon him as a grower of Cucumbers.
Here, however, although it may be digressing from
the point, the question ai'ises, which is the most con-
ducive to a lengthy period of fruitfulncss- -plants

raised from seed or cuttings? Personally, I am in

favour of the latter, and should always raise plants

by that moans. It is a simple matter to do—in

fact, with the aid of a little bottom-heat nothing is

simpler to strike than a Cucumber plant. Although
Mr. Froud proved his proficiency as a Cucumber
grower by keeping them in perfect health and pro-

ductiveness for the period of nearly two years, it

by no means proves that it is an advisable plan to

follow generally. C. Collins.

Societies.

EOYAL HORTICTTLTTTBAL.
OcToiiEii 23.—The exhibits at the meeting held

at the Drill Hall last Tuesday were extremely few,

and made the smallest of the season, no large groups
being shown by the nurserymen. Messrs. J. Veitch
Si Son contributed a few plants ; Mr. W. Holmes,
Mr. Stevens, and Mr. Owen Chrysanthemums; and
an interesting hybrid Orchid came from Mr. Ballan-
tine. Exhibits of fruits and vegetables were also few.

Floral Committee.

Present: G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the chair, and
Messrs. Shirley Hibberd, W. Goldring, II. Ilerbst,

W. Bates, W. Holmes, U. Dean, C. Pilcher, J.

Dominv. II. Ballantine, H. M. PoUett, J. O'Brien,

Rev. W. Wilks, E. Hill, T. Baines, G. Duflield,

and J. Eraser.

A few plants and cut blooms of new and recent

varieties of Chrysanthemums were shown by Mr,
W. Holmes, Frampton Park Nurseries, Hackney.
Lincoln's-Inn, a Japanese refiexed flower, pretty

dull crimson-brown and yellow below ; and Sun-
flower, a bright yellow large Japanese, were Certifi-

cated—the latter being a particularly pretty flower :

the petals are rather narrow and of good length. He
also had good specimens of Quintus, a lilac Japanese
variety; Sabine, a light yellow Japanese Anemone;
Nelson, lake ; Japanese"Anemone, and Feu de Ben-
gale, a pale red-brown Japanese, the tips yellow, and
making a large head.

Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons, Chilwell, Notts,

showed good flowers of C. Delmas, dull brown-red,
broad segments reflexed, and a plant of C 'apucine, with
pale yellow-terra-cotta coloured flowers (Japanese),

very pretty and effective, and which was noticed by
the committee as a good early flowering decorative

variety which it certainly seemed to be.

Blooms of Chrysantheumm Wagstaff (a good full

white Japanese), and Edwin Molyneux, also Japanese,

with broad curled petals, rich crimson-red, with dull

yellow below were well shown by Mr. G. Stevens,

Putney, S.W.
Mr. R. Owen, Castle Hill Nursery, Maidenhead,

showed a stand of some very good blooms, Lincoln's

Inn and Magicienne being the best. The latter is a
bronzy-orange coloured Japanese of large size, and
very attractive. Others were Miss Burgess, bright

lilac Japanese ; Mons. Ch. Souchet, like Lincoln's

Inn, but brighter yellow below; Thomas Stevens,

white, suff'used with lilac—Japanese ; and Comte
Horace de Choiseuil, reflexed broad white segments.

Mr. 11. Jackson, gr. to S. A. Ralli, Esq., had a

large cluster of Lapageria alba ; and from the garden
of G. F. Wilson, Esq., there came a white form of

Primula capitata.

Messrs. Seeger & Tropp, The Nurseries, East
Dulwich,hadaCypripedium named C. Seegerianum X,
stated to be a hybrid between C. Spicerianum and C.

Ilarrisianum. The dorsal sepal is almost round,

white, with a deep lilac median line, and a few lines

of the same colour on each side, greenish at the base.

The petal, about H inch long, slightly longer than
the sepal, light brownish-green, with a dark line

running through the centre, spotted at the base with
brown-purple and hairy along the margin, the lip

projects forwards, green at the bottom and lake-

brown over the rest ; staminode livid lilac.

Mr. E. Crook, gr. to G. H. Baxter, Esq., Hutton
Park, Brentwood, had a very richly-coloured piece of

Odontoglossura Insleayi splendens, the spike bearing

five large flowers. Oncidium ]\I:mtinii was also

shown by the exhibitor, and again by Messrs. J,

Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.
The flower is of the ciispum form, the lip being

yellow, with several brown spots distributed irregu-

larly on it; the two petals brown, with a yellow

border, the sepals being brown.

Messrs. Veitch also contributed hybrid greenhouse

Rhododendrons, Yellow Perfection bearing bright

primrose-yellow coloured flowers (its parentage is

Teysmanni), and Lord Wolseley, the latter being the

seed-bearer. Rhododendron Brunette was also

shown : It is pale Indian-yellow, tinged with red

—

very pretty—and has six or aeven aegmenta in the
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corolla. They also had a plant of Alocasia
Chantrierei, which has leaves about 12 inches long by

6 inches broad, with a wavy outline, dark green, with

metallic white stripes running along the chief

nerves.

A remarkable hybrid Orchid came from the gar-

d^-ns of Baron Schroder, The Deli, Egham (gr. Mr.
Ballantine). It is the result of crossing Cattleya

citrinaand C. intermedia. The plant shows its hybrid

origin in all its particulars ; the pseudobulb is covered

with a white skin as in citrina, but is longer and
narrower than in that species. The habit and leaves

are quite intermediate, and the flowers are drooping,

but in colour are rosy-white, the lip being pale rose

on the centre lobe, and possesses an aroma of Roses.

The form of C. intermedia is discernible here, but
the segments are closed inwards. The plant bore

two flowers and is called Lamberhurst hybrid.

C. Harrisii, a cross between C. Mandelli and C. Leo-
poldi, was also shown ; the segments are lilac slightly

veined, the lip white externally and folding over the

column, the median lobe is of an intermediate form,

fringed slightly, large for the flower and deep bright

purple, and the side lobes are of the same colour.

The bloom is of fair size and open.

From the Koyal Gardens, Kew, there were fruits

of the Snake Gourd (Trichosanthes anguina), a

Chinese plant, and of the Tree Tomato (Cypho-
mandra betacea), illustrated by us in a former issue.

First-class Certificates.

Chrysanthemum Lincoln's Inn, from Mr. W.
Holmes.
Chrysanthemum Sunflower, from Mr. W. Holmes.
Chrysanthemum Lincoln's Inn, from Mr. Owen.
Chrysanthemum Magicienne, from Mr. Owen.
Chrysanthemum Edwin Molyneux, from Mr. G.

Stevens.
Chrj'santhemum Capucine (as an early-flowering

decorative __variety), from Messrs. J. R. Pearson &
Sons.

Cattleya Harrisi, from Baron Schroder.

Cattleya Lamberhurst Hybrid, from Baron
Schroder.
Oncidium Mantinii, from Mr. E. Crook.

Oncidium Mantinii, from Messrs. J. Veitch &
Sons.
Rhododendron Yellow Perfection, from Messrs. J.

Veitch & Sons.

Fruit Committee.

Present: H. Veitch, Esq., in the chair; and
Messrs. P. Crowley, G. W. Cummins, R. I). Black-

more, J. Willard, J. Smith, W. Denning, J. Cheal,

P. Barr, and W. Marshall.

Mr. Cook, Farnborough Grange Gardens, Herts,

staged a small collection of fruit in fair samples, the

mostnoticeable being Blenheim Orange, Barker's Seed-
ling, Cox's Pomona and Alfriston, Apples; Doyenne
du Comice, Conseiller de la Cour, Pitmaston
Duchess, and Beurre Diel, Pears ; and Coe's Golden
Drop Plum. A dish of very flnely-coloured

Duchess Favourite Apple was shown by Captain
Terry, Shrubland, Walton-on-Thames ; and four

varieties of Damsons came from Mr. J. Smith,

^lentraore Gardens, Leighton Buzzard ; they were
Farleigh and Shropshire (small fruits), and Worces-
tershire and Prune (large fruits).

Mr. Smyth, Basing Park Gardens, Alton, sent

seedling Grapes ; and Messrs. J. Carter & Co., High
Holborn, had tubers of Stachys tuberifera, to which
attention is called elsewhere.

Potatos were shown by Mr. W, Ellington, West
Row Gardens, Mildenhall, and by Mr. A. Selby,

Radcliffe-on-Trent, Notts—the latter staging very

large and clean tubers of Reading Giant, Sutton's

Abundance, and Satisfaction
; while Mr. Ellington

had a cross between Vicar of Laleham and School-
master, which was named Market Favourite ; it is

wedge-shaped, and has a yellow skin, spotted and
blotched with purple.

BIRMINGHAM GARDENERS' MUTUAL
IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION.

At a largely-attended meeting of this Society, held

at the Midland Institute on Tuesday evening. October

16, Mr. W. B, Latham, Curator of the Botanical

Gardens, Edgbaston, occupying the chair.

Mr. G. Barnes, Orchid grower to C. Winn, Esq.,

The Uplands, Selby Oak, read a very instructive

paper on the cultivatiou of the Odontoglossum and
Miltonia. In building a house for the purpose of

growing these lovely flowers, he specially recom-

mended the choice of a south aspect, with plenty

of top and bottom ventilation and light which can be

removed in the summer months. Abundance of

piping is another essential point to be observed, so

that the temperature can be maintained in severe

weather without creating that dry choking atmo-
sphere, so often the result of over-heated pipes.

Apply a light shading and keep a moist atmosphere
in the summer months, and by no means a dry

one in the winter, but in watering care must be

taken not to wet the young growths, likewise to give a
little air at all times even in the severest of weather.

Potting operations he recommended to be done at

the end of the summer just as they are commencing
to grow—August and beginning of »September being

the most suitable time, but it should not be done on hot

dry days, rather choosing dull moist weather, and so

avoid that drying of the roots which so often proves
injurious to this class of plants; sphagnum cut

about 2 inches long, and good sandy peat in equal

proportions, being the best material for the purpose
;

the pots should be two-thirds filled with crocks, the

plants potted firm, and care should be taken to

avoid the young growths when watering ; but in

all things in connection with the cultivation of

the Odontoglots a little variation may be neces-

sary according to the varieties to be dealt with, an
intimate knowledge of which can be best obtained by
the close observation of the cultivator,

A brief discussion followed the observations of the

speaker, being mainly in support of Mr. Barnes'
system of cultivation.

On this occasion Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading,
exhibited a very tine collection of their seedling

Potatos, these being remarkable for their size, shape,

and sm jothness ; and, what is of the greatest im-
portance, the majority of them are said to be disease

resisting. The most notable amongst those that
have been already sent out are—Ringleader, as the
best early ; Sutton's Seedling, the best second ; and
Abundance, as the best late variety, A newer
variety called Satisfaction, is likewise one of great

promise. The seedling varieties not yet in commerce
were very fine indeed, and showed what can be done
by the careful study and observation of the various

crosses.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Flohal Committee, October 24.—A meeting of

this body took place at the Royal Aquarium on the
above date, Mr. E. Sanderson, in the chair, there

being a good attendance of members.
From Mr. W. Holmes, Frampton Park Nursery,

Hackney, came the very fine yellow Japanese Sun-
flower, bright deep gold, large, striking, and a great

addition to this section (First-class Certificate)

;

Nelson, Japanese Anemone, rosy-purple, fiushed

with magenta, very fine and distinct (First-class

Certificate) ; Sabine, Japanese Anemone, pale yel-

low guard petals and deep yellow centre—the first

yellow flower in this section ; the committee wished
to see this again. Also a basket of reflexed large-

flowered Martinnaz, pink, tinted with lilac—very
pretty and pleasing ; and some others.

From Mr. Jno. Doughty, gr. to Mrs. M. Tomlin,
Angley Park, Cranbrook, came incurved Violet
Tomlin, a sport from Princess of Wales, large,

full, and of a deep lilac colour, shaded with purple
;

and also May Tomlin, a sport from the Japanese
Mdlle. Paul Dufour, reddish-cinnamon, shaded
with purple (Commended). This will, no doubt,

receive a higher award when the sport is ^quite

fixed.

From Mr. W. R. Woodcock, Oakbrook Gardens,
Sheffield, came a seedling, incurved, named Mr.
Woodcock, creamy-white, with sulphur centre (Com-
mended). It will no doubt be seen later in better

form.

From Mr. G. Stevens, St. John's Nursery, Put-
ney, came white Japanese Florence Piercey, very
pleasing. Awarded a vote of thanks.

From Mr. R. Owen, Castle Hill Nursery, Maiden-
head, came several new varieties, among them
Japanese Magicienne, in the way of Criterion, but of

a shaded orange colour, very fine and distinct (First-

clasa Certificate) ; Lincoln's Inn. orange-cerise, the
reverse gold, a reflexed Japanese, of a promising
character (Commended) ; and Pompon Maggie,
white, with a slight tint of lilac, in the way of
White Trevenna. A Commendation was awarded,
the committee desiring to s'^e it again in comparison
with White Trevenna. Mr. Owen had several other
varieties, and a vote of thanks was awarded.
From Mr. W. Piercey came incurved Japanese

Sam Henshaw, a very promising early variety

—

colour purplish-magenta, with silvery reverse. (Com-
mended as an early decorative sort.)

From Messrs. Davis & Jones, nurserymen, Cara-
berwell, came incurved large-flowering H. Shoesmith,
a bright golden-bronze sport from Mr. Bunn—a great
acquisition. (First-class Certificate.)

From Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea,
came Gladys Spaulding, a large Anemone-flowered
variety, orange-cinnamon guard florets and primrose
centre—a promising flower ; H. A. Gane and The
Moor, a bright maroon-crimson reflexed. Awarded
a vote of thanks.
From Messrs, J. Laing & Co., Stanstead Park

Nursery, Forest Hill, came Japanese Stanstead
Surprise, a large flat petalled variety in the character
of Baron Prailly, bright ruby-red—very fine and
distinct. (First-class Certificate.)

From Mr. Boyce, Archway Road, Highgate, came
Japanese Anemone Miss Mary, lilac-pink, with
sulphur centre.

It was a meeting full of interest for Chrysanthe-
mum growers.

©tjttuarfi.
W. H. Crawford. — It is with great regret

that it falls to my lot to record the death of this flne

old Irish gentleman, which took place at his resi-

dence, Lakelands, near Cork, on the night of Thurs-
day the 18th inst. Mr. Crawford was born in 1812,

so that he was seventy-six at the time of his death.

Born to great wealth, he used it liberally in enriching

his native city and her best institutions. To the

church of Ireland he was a staunch supporter, while

the Queen's College, the schools ofart, the cathedral,

and other public institutions were recipients of his

bounty. He visited the County Club on Thursday,
the day of his death, and saw his physician there,

who prescribed for him. He returned home and
dined as usual, and was last seen alive by his ser-

vants as he sat reading in his chair, before they retired

to rest.

On Friday morning he was found dead in his

chair, the immediate cause being heart disease.

Mr. Crawford was never married. Dignified in

manner and of a retiring disposition, he had eyes

and ears for all that took place around him, and
his loss to his native city will not be readily

replaced or forgotten. People of all callings and
creeds within hearing of the beautiful " bells of

Shandon " will mourn for the loss of a great man,

and a benevolent friend.

Lakelands is a fine old house, richly stored with

rare books, pictures, engravings, &c., while the sur-

rounding grounds are richly planted with a perfect

arboretum of rare shrubs and trees from all tem-
perate parts of the world. Here the magnificent

Magnolia Canipbelli flowered for the first time in the

open air, the tree being 30 or 40 feet in height. At
the entrance to the mansion stand two large tubs of

Philesia buxifolia, enormous masses, each 4 or 5 feet

in diameter. Rare trees and shrubs from the Hima-
layas or Andes meet one's eyes at every turn, while

extensive ranges of hothouses and greenhouses are

stored with rich collections of Orchids and other

choice exotics. The collection of Browneas here is

one of the finest in existence, and there is a large

house of rare Himalayan Rhododendrons and other

shrubs not often seen in cultivation. Some years

ago W. E. Gumbleton, Esq., took me to see Mr.
Crawford, and the plants of which he was so fond.

It was a cold wintry day, but we were welcomed and

shown all over the place by the owner, whose face

shone with delight as one after another of his floral

treasures drew forth some exclamation of sur-

prise.

But few amateurs have followed gardening pur-

suits with the energy and success which rewarded

Mr. Crawford—few, indeed, could aff'ord to do so;

and it is to be hoped that his successor at Lakelands

will respect the results attained at much trouble and

expense in one of the finest climates in the British

Islands, B.

Mrs. Eyre Crabbe.—On the 12th inst., at Bel-

lagio, Italy, whither she had gone but a short time

previously for the benefit of her health, at the age of
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Beventv-seTen years, this well-known and estimable

patron of horticulture, died. Mrs. Crabbe had in her

beautiful place, Glen Eyre, near Southampton, a

singularly lovely garden, replete with choice trees

and shrubs, and lai i out with great taste. Probably
n no garden in the kingdom are Camellias seen in

such plenty and in such lu.Kuriant growth in the open,

whilst numerous other things, ordinarily esteemed
tender, thrive. There also Mrs. Crabbe had the
most entire confidence in the hardiness of the

Camellia, and her confidence is at Glen Eyre
amply justified. Fifty years ago, then Mrs.
Spooner, of Southampton, Mrs. Crabbe was one
of the most active patrons of the old Hampshire
Horticultural Society, and had for an ordinarv
competitor the late Canon Meadows, of Stoneham,
and some other clerical horticulturists.

The Weather.

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combiued amount and
duration of the excess or defect of temperature above or
below 32° F. for the period named, and is expressed in Day-
degree — a "Day-degree" siguifyiae 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for an
inrer&ely proportional number of hours.]
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Books : Coiis/aiit Reader. Thompson's Ganhiier's

A'siftaut, revised by Thomas Moore, is offered by

J. Wheldon, 58, Great Queen Street. Lincoln's

Inn Fields, second-hand, price 21s.—North Bank.

Practical Treatise on the Ctdfivatian of the Grape

Vine (VV. Thomson). It is published by Black-

wood & Son, Edinburgh and London, price 5s.

—

Cinciii7iatns : the Epito,iic of Gardening is certainly

published by Adam Black & Son.

—

Draughtsman.

Thomson's 'Handii-Book of the Flower Garden.

Blackwood & Sons, London and Edinburgh ; Is. [id.

CHRYSANTirKSICM FlOWER BECO^MING ChANGED IN

Form : G. C. The change in the Chrysanthemum
is only a reversion to the natural state. The
mining larva is that of Tephritis onopordinis, and

is common on Celery and Chrysanthemums, both

cultivated and \\\\i\ species. Burn badly affected

leaves ; the grub in lesser injured leaves may be

killed by squeezing it.

Gloxinia Blooms : J. T. Colours pretty, and that

in the throat unsual. So far as could be seen

from the withered flowers, the form is good.

Makket Reports: Essex. Owing to the great pres-

sure on our space, caused by the recent Fruit Con-
ference, it has not been convenient for us to pub-

lish these as usual.

Names of Plants : C. B. U. 1, Ruellia speciosa,

syn. Dipteracanthusaflinis ; 2. Bignonia ; 3, Xylo-

phylla latifolia; 4, PelliomaDaveaueana; 5, Phyl-

laiithus nigrosus; 6, Sedum Sieboldii.

—

Humming.
TiUandsia argentea. — R. C. B. Rosa rugosa

(Japan Rose).— J. S. W. L Polypodia irioides
;

2, Asplenium bulbiferum ; 3, Polypodium glau-

cum ; 4, Adiantum tenerum ; 5, PKatylonia rotun-

difolia; 6, Polypodium pustulatum.

—

S. Eria trun-

cata.— W. S. C. P. 1, next week ; 2, Campanula
macrorhiza; 3. Iris (flower too decayed to iden-

tify ; 4, Bellidiastrum Michelii ; 6, Wahlenbergia

gracilis ; 6, Aster nov.Te-anglise var.

—

A. J. B.

Stapelia bufonia.

—

A. K. D. 1, Centaurea macro-

cephala ; 2 and 4, C. Tournefortii ; 3, C. ruthenica ;

6, C. sulphurea ( = C. calocephala var. flava) ; 6,

C. dealbata ; 7, C. tartarica. H. A. J. Agaricus

personatus, A. iiebularis, Polyporns lucidus.

—

W. Jmkins. Oncidium volvox.

Phylloxera ; S. B. No trace.

Seedling Briers: E. E. Cannot be budded or

grafted till the third or fourth year after sowing

—

the strongest in the former, and the weaker ones

in the latter.

Vine Border : G. E. Lloyd-Baker. The archway,

or tunnel, running the length of the border, may
have been made with an idea of warming the

border, either by artificial heat or by letting in

sun-heat. It might remain, but it should have a

greater number of holes made at the lowest point,

and quite as low as the floor of concrete, so that

the water may drain oft" quickly. A border 3.i- feet

deep is unnecessary, and at least 1 foot might be

tilled up with rubble, and made with a slope to the

drainage outlets. In remaking the border use a

considerable portion of turfy loam—calcareous, if

you can get it—and lime rubbish, plaster, and the

like, broken small, and mixed with it. No manure
should be used, as that tends to the souring of the

soil in the end ; and stimulants to growth are

better given in the form of surface-dressings either

of partly decayed farmyard manure, or some special

artificial kind. In making the border, place thick

turves with the grassy side downwards over the

rubbish, and do not make the border at first much
wider than is necessary to find space for the roots

either of the old Muscat Vines or new plants ; the

rest of the border can be made as required. Make
the borders or 9 inches higher than its subsequent

level, as the new soil will sink considerably; and

in case new Vines are planted, defer this operation

till the spring.

Violets : E. E. These are commonly sent to market

in large bunches, with their own foliage, the

flowers being cut with the longest possible amount
of stalk. We do not know who is the largest

grower of these flowers. There is no book on the

culture of the Violet.

C0MMU>'ICATI0XS KECEIVED.—F. W. E.—G. J. L.—J. K.—
rount Solms, Slrasburg.—T. A. B.—J. G. B.—D. L.—M. F.

J w.—J. C. B.—T. S.—D. C.—Prof Sargent Arnold, Arbo-

rrtum, Cambridge. Mass.—T. B. H.-J. G. G.—N. H. P..

J. E.. A. B. (next week.)—G. H. K.—J. T.—H. May.—
Storrie & Storrie.—N. E. B.—M. F. G. ^a few partu, aia

next week.)—W, Roberts (thank?, not now).—C. B. P. (slip-,

were eeut).—V. T.—J. C. R —Professor Keichentach.—G. C.

—M T.—Thsta.—A. D.—Hortus.— F. R J. A.—W. B.—
Wild Rose.-F. A.^I. E. E.—W. J. M.—Dr. Wigleaworth
(bhortly).

The only complete Collection of DatFodila existing.

1>AKK'« NEW DAFFODIL CATALUUUE
Xj for 1.SSS. Now Readv. Free on application.

Containing a full Descriptive List of High-class and Distinct

Daffodils only, and also a Descriptive List of Beautiful Hardy
Daffodils, at greatly reduced prices. Tliis Catalogue also con-

tains Barr's Specialty Collections of Iris, Lilies, Peonies,

Michaelmas Daisies, Plantains, Lilies, Day-Lilies, and a select

List of Showy Hardy Herbaceous Plants.

BARR AND SON, 12 and 13, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

A U L ENGLEHEAR T."—
Rooteu Layers of the above fine CrismoQ J^edJing

CLOVE CARNATION are now ready to lift. The variety liin

be confidently recommended as possessing all the good qnalitU-H

of the " Old Clove," with much greater vigour of consitutioii."

and a dwarf sturdy liabit, which REQUIRES NO STICKS.
Price, 'Js. each, 18s. per dozen, 9s. half-dozen.

GILBERT DA^'IDSON. Ammanford. R.S.O., Carmarthenshire

Christmas Roses (the large-flowering variety).

A{\i\ i\(\i\ '"*'^' healthy and strong Plants
-lUV/^ V/V/\/ to sekvl. from, all my ow.-i groiciiig (not

imported) , as far as unsold :
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BONES!-BONES!!-BONES!!!
Crushed Bones in all sizes for Vine Borders, Lawns, Potting,

Grass Lands. &c. Also BON'E JfEAL for Poultry Feeding,
GARDEN GUANO, WSSOL\'ED BONES, Special MANURES
and FERTILIZERS for all purposes.

For Prices, apply to

HARBISON, BARBER & CO. (Limited),
GARRETT LANE, WANDSWORTH, SURREY. S.W^

EESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'
Reports. Sold in Tins, Is., '2s. 6rf., hs. 6d., and 10s. 6rf. each,
or 1 cwt. Bags, sealed. ISs. Bv all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESUN. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, newly made.
Truck-load (3 tons), 20s. ; in bags—20, 14s ; 40, 25s. Free

on to Bail. Cash with order.

J. STEVENS AivD CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre Merchants. Grey-
hound Yard, and 163. High Street. Battersea. S.W.

SULPHIDE of POTASSIUM (Harris).—

A

certain cure for Mildew on Plants, Bed Spider. Aphis,
&c. Enough to make 32 gallons of solution, free for Is. 3rf.

The only kind to use is "Harris's specially prepared Sulphide
of Potassium." Sole Manufacturers :

—
PHILIP HARRIS AND CO.(Limited), 9.Bull Ring, Birmingham.

URF—TURF.—Finest, for Tennis Lawns, &c.,
at 10s. per 100. Superior Top-spit for Potting, also.

J. KEEVIL, Merton Hall Road, Wimbledon.

PEAT for ORCHIDS,
AZALEAS, HEATHS, FERNS, RHODODENDRONS, &c.

He Best In the World.
A. JOHNSON AND CO., 23, Leadenhall Street, london, E.C,

continue to receive the highest of testinionial3(unsolicited)from
large Orchid Growers, stating the ORCHID PEAT supplied by
A.J. &Co. is by far the best they have ever used. Samples can be
Been at above adiiress, or forwarded on application free of charge.

ISHURST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew.

Thrips, Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of soft-water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Haa outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes. Is.. 3s., and 10s. 'od.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

BOXES.- Light Wood BOXES
for Sending Cut Flowers or Plants bvPost or Rail. WREATH,
CROSS, and Improved BOUQUET Boxes. WOOD TRAYS for
Sowing Seed. Striking Cuttings, &-. Cheaper and better than
Pots or Pans. Samples, with Price List free. (3 stamps. Write
for Samples, stating reijuirements, to

CASBON'S Box Works. Mlllfield. Peterborough.

GLASS. CHEAP GLASS.
83. 6d. per 100 feet 15 oz. 12 x 10, 18 x 12, 18 x 14, 24 x 14,

14x12, 20x12,18x16. 24x16,
12b. per 100 feet 21 oz. ... 16x12, 16x14. 20x16, 24x18, &c.

Putty, 6s. 6d. per cwt. ; White Lead, genuine, 2l5. ; Our
Speciality, 17s. 6rf. per cwt. ; Paints ground in Oil, Stone Ochre,
205.; Oxford Ochre. 24..;.; Green, 16s.; Black, 16s. per cwt.

;

Varnish, from os. 6rf. per gal.—Full Price List on applica-
tion to THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 95. Bishopsgatc
Street Within. London. E.G.

USSI A MATS— RAFFIA.—
NEW ARCHANGEL MATS and all kinds of

ST. PETERSBURG 5IATS, RAFFIA FIBRE, TOBACCO
PAPER ami KAG, li.AMBdO CANES, &c.. supplied at Lower
Prices than any other Firm. The Trade only supplied.
MARENDAZ AND FISHER, .lamesStreet, Covent Garden, W.C.

ARDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
Virgin Cork, Raffia. Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work,

Manures, &c. Cheapest Prices of
WATSON ANB SCULL, WU, Lower Thames Street. London. E.C.

ORCHID BASKETS,
RAFTS, BOATS, AND CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.
SEND FOK A

PRICE LIST
from the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH STREET,

DRURY LANE, W.C.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS,
GLASS BELLS. &c.ROCHEZ-VANDEK ELST.
Charleroi. Belgium.

Agents: H. PUCKERT and CO.. 110, Cannon St.. London, E.C.

GOT PRUNING can be better and more
scientifically performed with the new Patent " MYTI-

CTTTTAH " than by any other means. Send for Price Lists of
this novel invention and of onr other new and well-known
PruninB Tools.—STANDARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
St. Alkmunds Churchyaro, Derby. Sold by Seedsmen and
Ironmongers at home and abroad.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, NEAR DUDLEY,

And iT 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONTJON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &C.

IRON ROOFING AND HAY BARNS.

Sp 1 1 t II t s g vt-n for L'lrge ( r t tencmg,
Roohng S. ler-^nal Sur\e)sof Estates ma le a i practical

advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down.

STOVES.
Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT (IMPROVED),
for Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &o.

GREENHOUSES He.lted 24 Hours for about One Penny,
without attention. ROBERTS'S PATENT TERRA-COTTA
STOVES for COAL give pure and ample heat "ilh common
coal, or coal and coke. For Greenhouses. Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS,
112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.IV.

THE LOUGHBOROUGH GREENHOUSE
HOT-WATER APP-ARATUS.

This is the simplest,
cheapest, and most
powerful apparatus
mide. It requires no
bnck setting, no.^toke-

hole, and no hot-water
—-^-^ fitter for tixing. The

B ler stnnds in the

iii'mrfc^wiTS^nBi iimiM"'"
Greenhouse the front only being outside,

ji^^V^^li nlllllllll' 1
sothatthewholeof theheatfromtheBoiler

'_/<?.
.111 iIHfllMllH.ill' J ^^ gjf j^ utilised It burns over twelve

hours'n-ithout attention, at a nominal cost.

^ngnving with Boiler open feed syphon, 12 ft. of

4-inch hot-water pipe, and patent jointc, complete, £4 4s.

Delivered free to any station. Discount for cash.

Cost of apparatus COMPLETE for Greenhouses as below,

delivered free, with pipes cut and fitted ready for fixing,

ft. ft. £ s. d. I ft. ft. £ s. d.\ ft. ft. £ s. d.

10 X 6... 4 14 15 X 9... 5 10 8 25 X 12 ... 6 16 8

12 X 8 ... 5 1
I

20 X 10 ... 6 ] 40 X 16 ... 12 12 4

Proportionate prices for other sizes. Estimates free.

Illustrated List, with full partifulars of these and every

description of Fuel, Gas, and Oil Heating Stoves free.

DEANE & CO.,
HORTICT-T-TUBAL BUILDERS ATTD HoT-WATER ENGINEERS.'

^^^'^I?gert!"'^° LONDON BRIDGE.
EATING APPARATUS.—Catalogues free.

Improved EXPANSION .TOINTS, half a million sold.

Write to Inventor, J. ATIWOOD, Stourbridge.

BOULTON & PAUL,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS.

Our 8 by 6 feet

2-LIGHT MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAMES

are £3 each, carriage paid.
Made of the best red deal, English 21-oz. glass, painted 3 coats

best colour.

3-LIGHTS, 12 by 6 feet, £4 68.

For other sizes, see NEW PRICE LISTS, Post-free.

NORWICH.
FAWKES' SLO'W-COMBUSTION

HEATING APPARATUS
^fost Ejficiunt m d C p h
Requires no sunk ok ho and no b k
setting. Willlasta n gh w h a u
tioa. Will burn ho nd h o

costs nest to no h g An one
can fis it. A dom an k

Complete Apparatus from £4 12s I

aUCCESS Gl 4.IiA\TEED
Enormous num

bers in use al

over the country
Only Slow Com

bustion Appara
tus of the kind.

CA VTION.
Heware of in

efficient iiicom

pU-te Apparatus
which will no
last all night.

Full particulars

and Prices of

every sized Ap-
paratus, and
numerous Testi

monials for last

five seasons
showing enorm
ous success, post-

free OQ applica
tion.

H

ES7£3alL&;^'

BEST CONSTRUCTED and CHEAPEST
GreenhouBes, Forcing houses. Pits, Frames, Plant

Protectors, Potting Sheds, Tool-houses, &c.

Illustrated Priced Catalogue po^t-frecfrom

COMPTON & FAWKES
CH ELMSFORD.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
The above are without exception the most useful kind of

Frame for Plant Growing, and every one with a garden should
possess one. The sashes turn right over one on to the other, and
the boxes are put together with wedges, and can be taken apart

in a few minutes. Sizes and prices, carriage paid to any station

in England, ready glazed and painted :

—

6 feet long, 4 feet wide, packing cases free £2 15

12 feet long, 4 feet ^vide, „ „ „ 4 15

6 feet long, 5 feet wide 3 15
12 feet long, 5 feet wide ., 6 10

The glass is nailed and puttied in.

R . HALLIDAY & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers.

KOTAL HOKTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON.
MANCHESTER.

London ^.^ent : Mr. H. SKELTON, Seedsman, &c.,

%, HoUoway Road, N.
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Limited,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS, AND SURREY WORKS, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.,

HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent WrougM-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambereil and Tubular

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
And others with SHELVES, and Hollow or Ordinary Cast-iron GRATE BARS.

CAnni C Rnil CDC ^^''"' ^^ATERWAY racks nnd WELDED HOILEES. any of which are specially adapted for Healing Greenhouses, Conservatories, Clmrches. Chapels
OAUULQ DUILLIIOt schools. Public Buildings. Entrance Halls. Warehouses, Workshops, &c. They are the neatest, cheapest, most effective, and durable of any extant.

77ic MUNICIPAL and TUBULAR one^ are remarkable Jor their great heating power, slow combustion, and the length of time the fire will intm wiifiont regiiirtTig attention.

These Patterns secured the FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE—a SILVER MEDAL-at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition, South Kensington, London June 1 1881.

. f

EiiitmliSlfetmin

lill«llllHliliH<'

fi'l"

The Best Boiler Extant.

^— FROrJT Elevation - — Longitudinal Suction SECTIONAL PLAN

The longitudinal section gives a view of the fire-box, water space, flues, &c. The cross section gives a view of the fire-box, water space and V-shaped back.
The front elevation shows it set in brickwork, which is necensary for this class 0/ boiler.

SIZES AND PRICES
M B 1 3 ft. 2 in. long by 2 ft. in. wide by 2 ft. in. deep ,

>. by2 „ by2 ,, i calculated to

,, by 2 3 ,, by2 6 ,, V heat 4-in. piping

„ byS „ by 3 ,,1 asfoiiows;—

„ by4 „ by3 9 „ -'

T E S T I IM N I A L S.

1000 ft.

MBS
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Scale of Charges for Advertising.
Head Line charged as tico.

£0 8 6

9 6

10
10 6

11

11 6

12
12 6

13
13 6

AND SIXPENCE FOR EVEBr ADDITIONAL LINE.

If set acrosa two Coliimad, the lowest charge will be 203.

If set across three Columns the lowest charjje will be 305.

Page. £S: Half Page. £1 10s.; Column. £:!.

4 Lines ,
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WANT PLACES.
Letters addressed '* Paste Restante" to initials or to Jictitious

names are not forwarded, but are at once returned to the

writers.

AOT/CK TO ADVERTISEMiS.—In many instances

Remittances in Payment of Repeat Advertisements are

received without name, address, or anything beyond the

postmark on envelope by which to identify the sender ; this

in all cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and fre-

ijurntly the sender cannot be identijitd at all.

Aiioerttsers are reiptested when Remitting to give their

Names and AtUlresses, and also a Reference to the Adver-
tustment which they wish repeated.

POSTAL ORDERS.— To Advertisers, Subscribers, and
Others.—It is very important in Remitting by Postal Order
that it should be filled in payable to No. 42. ORURY LANE,
to iV. RICIfA RD.S. as, unless the number of a Postal Order is

known, and it has been made payable at a particular office, and
to a particular person, it is impossible to prevent any person
into xvhose hands it may fallfrom negotiating it.

N.B. ~Tke best and safest meaJis of Remitti?ig is by POSl'
OFFICE ORDER.

Gardeners, Faxm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &c.

Dl U K ti U N iS {Limited) are always
in a positiou to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectabilitv. iintl thoroughly practical at their

buaines!!!. All piirtiL'ulara ou application.

Telegraphic aud Postal Address " DICKSONS, CHESTER."

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to aunounce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that they
will be able to supply any L:idy or Gentleman with particulars,

&c.—St. Jolm's Nurseries, Worcester.

SCOTCH GARDENERS.
—John Downie (of the late firm of Downie & Laird),

Seedsman, 144, Prioce^ Street, Edinburgh, has at present on
hi9 List a number of SCOTCH GARDENERS, waiting re-

engagements. He will be pleased to supply full particulars

to any Lady, Nobleman, or Gentleman requiring a truatworthy
and competent Gardener.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept.—Age 31, single at present; over three years'

character from present situation as Foreman.—H. HALL, The
Gardens, Lower Woodside, Hatfield, Herts.

GARDENER (^Head).— Age 39; practical
knowledge of the general routine of Gardening, Reno-

vation of Ground!^, &:e.— J. \V. HALL, Ivy Cottage, Beeding-
wood, Horsham, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Age .'i7, married, with family ; fifteen years'

character from former employer. Thorouglily experienced in

all branches.—S. A., Bradlield, Manuingtree.

GARDENER (Head); age 36.—The Adver-
tiser lias had twenty years' experience in the best

Noblemen's and Gentlemen's Gardens in England. For the

last tive years Foreman at Great Gearies. under Mr. Douglas.

Highly recommended.—H. Y.. Ilford, Essex.

GARDENER (Head); age 34. — Mrs.
Andeiisox, Waverley Abbey, Farnham, Surrey, wishes

to recommend her late Head Gardener (who was with her for

nearly seven years) to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a
good practical Gardener. Twenty years' experience in large

establishments.—S. P., Upper Shornes, Gravesend.

GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 31,
married ; thoroughly experienced (seventeen years) iu

Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables. Can be well recommended.

—

C. ROUSE, Fifth Cross Road, Twickenham.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 27,
married ; thoroughly experienced in the Growth of

Fruit, FIowLTs, and Veget.ibles. Can be highly recommended.
—J. D., 82, Harmood Street, Kentish Town," N.'W.

GARDENER ' (HeadWorking), where three
or four are kept.—Age 32, single; fifteen years' prac-

tical experience. Eight years' good character.—T. R., 18,

Villiers Street, Lee Street, Oldham, Lancashire.

GARDENER (Head "Working).—Age 32,
married, onechild (age 6) ; abstainer. Twenty years' good

experience in all branches. Early and Late Forcing, Flowerand
Kitchen Gardenin-];. Seven years with late employer; left

through death.—W. WOODS, 39, Ashburton Cottages, North
Road. Highgate. N.

(T^tARDENER (Head Working); age 29,
''-JX married. Abstainer.— .T. Reevks, Gardener to G. Live-

sey, Esq., Camden Park, Tunbridge Wells, is open to engage
with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a good
Gardener, with a good general knowledge of the profession.

Good persoral character from present employer.—Garden
Cottage, St. Peter's Street, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), or good FOREMAN
;

age 27.—A. Campin. Second Gardener, Malvern Hall,
Solihull, Birmingham, seeks a situation as above. Twelve
years' experience in large establishments. Exceptional re-

ferences. Left through death of employer.

rTARDENER.— Man and Wife; man Gar-
VJT dener. No objection to Horse. Wife good Cook. Ages
40 and 42.—W. S. BENCHMEER, Old Wish lload, Eastbourne.

GARDENER (Single-handed).— Married;
eight years' good experience in Kitchen and Flower

Garden. Willing to make himself useful,—F, EABLEY, Wool-
ton Hill, Newbury, Berks.

G

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
help is given.—Age 23, married, no family; eix years'

guud character.— J. WILCE, Clifton Ro.td, Netherseale, Ayliby-

de-la-Zuuch.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
another kept).—Age 40, no family; good, understanding

of all branches. Good Alilker. Wife Poultry or Dairy. Well
recommended.—til, Campden Bnilaings, Hampstead, N.W.

ARDENER (Single-handed), or other-
wise.—Age .'lo, married ; understands Stove and Green-

house Plants, Grapes, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Three
years character from present employer. Leaving through
giving-up Garden.—G. F., 1, Kingsgate Cottages, Crickle-

wood, N.W.

GARDENER (Second or Single-handed).
—Eight years' experience Indoors and Out ; can be we 1

recommended.—State wages and particulars to J. MAJOR,
Holmbury St. Mary, Dorking, Surrey.

p ARDENER (Second), or FOREMAN.—
V^ Age ]•!, married ; thirteen years' experience. Well
recommended from all previous employers aa to character and
abilities.—CLARK, 5 Leicester Road, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

GARDENER (Under), Inside or Out.—
Young ; not afraid of \vork. Good character.—G.

ABCHEK, Wexham Post Office, near Slough, Bucks.

ARDENER (Undek), in a Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 22 \ seven vear.i" experience Inside and

Out. Good character.—T. POC'OCK, 81, Lots Koad, Chel-
sea, S.W.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 23; seven years'
experience Indoors and Out ; three years good character

from last place.—W. KEEN, Maywood, Kenilworth Road,
Leamington.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 18 ; abstainer.
Used to Glass and Kitchen Garden in general.—A. C,

2'.i, Bloomsbury Stieet, Kemp Town, Brighton,

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in a Gentleman's
establishment.—Age 25; good character.—G. L., The

Gardens, Kempsholt Park, Basingstoke, Hants.

CVJREMAN.—Age 29; thoroughly practical in
J- Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines, Peaches,
Melons, Cucumbers, Fruit, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, &c.
Highest references.—C. T., 2x, Erayumaer Road, Eatiersea
Park, S.W.

To Nurserymen.
T^OREMAN (General) and PROPAGATOR
i (Working).—Well up in Fruits, Rosea, Rhododendrons,
Conifera, Clematis, Stove, Greenhouse, and Bedding Plants,

and General Routine of the Trade, Wreaths, Crosses, &c.
Good Salesman. Sixteen years' experience. First-class

reference.-FOREMAN. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To the Trade.

FOREMAN, or PROPAGATOR and
GROWER.—Age 3D, married; well-up in Growing

Plants. Ferns, Cut Flowers, Wreaths, Crosses, &c.—R.,

4, Bridge Terrace, Walton- Ie-l>jle, Preslon, Lancashire.

To Market Growers and Others.

FOREMAN PR* )PAGATOK, or GROWER.—
Age 27, married ; fourteen years' experience with Grapes,

Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Strawberries, and Cut
Flowers. Good references.—A. R., 2, ^'ictoria Terrace, Herbert
Road, Manor Park. E.

PPropagator and grower of Market
stuff, Cut Flowers, Cucumbers. Tomatos, &c.—Age 30,

married, no family
;
good reference.—W. C, Barkby, Leicester.

DECORATOR and GROWER of Tropical and
Temperate Plants.—Middle-aged, married ; extensive

knowledge of high-class Gardening. Reference good,—G.,
Havelock Place, Wokingham, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN, or UNDER GARDENER,
in Private Garden.—Six years' experience. Total Ab-

stainer.—W. ABBOTT, The Green, Walton-le-Dale, near
Preston.

TMPROVER, in the Houses.—Strongly reconi-
JL mended. No objection to have Premium stopped out of
wage? for two years.—B. WYLIE, The Rectory, Aldridge.

IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden or
Nursery.—Age 20 ; four and a half years' experience, with

knowledge of Making Sprays and Buttonholes. Bothy pre-
ferred.—RYDING, Layton Road. Blackpool.

IMPROVER, in Gentleman's Garden.—Age 18;
strong. Three and a half years' good character. Wages

no object, for a good situation.—W. IIaRDY, Whitacre, Coles-
hill, Birmingham.

IMPROVER, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden ; age 17.

—

Samuel Coulter would be pleased to
recommend a strong active young man as above. Threw years'
experience.—SAMUEL COULTER, Northfield Nursery, Ealing
Dean, W.

IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden; age 16.
—J. BarRANCE, Gardener to H. Taylor, Esq., would

be pleaded to recommend a strong, active Lad, Three years
and a half in present situation.—J. BARRANCE, The High-
stone, Hadley, Barnet.

TMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden.—A Age 20; will shortly be disengaged. Is a good all-round
hand, steady and industrious; specialty. Orchids, Stove snid
Greenhouse Plants, with some knowledge of Fruits. Highly
commended.-FRED. HORSMAN and CO., Colchester.

MARKET, or OTHERWISE.— Employment
wanted, in or near Brighton, by a successful Grower,

Fruit or Flowers. Highest references. Age '.i2. Low wages
not objected to.—T. BUDD, 25. Montpelier Street, Brighton,
Sussex.

''po NURSERYMEN.-Situation in Nursery;
-L age 1*4 : ten years' experience in growing for the
London and South of England Markets.— F., The Cottiige,
Hellenboro House, Roehamton Lane, Putney, S.W.

MA R K E T NURSERIES.— Employment
wanted in a Market Nursery. Used to Propagation of

Bedding Stuff, Cultivation of Ferns and Stove Plants. Age
28, single; superior references.—B. S., 25, Angel Road, Upper
Edmonton.

To NURSERYMEN.—A young man (age 20)
requires a situation iu Houses. Has had six years

experience.— H. KITELEY, 3, Green Cottage, Whetstone.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—A young man is

desirous to place himself with a first-class Gardener, to
Learn the Business in all its branches.—Send particulars and
Premium required, to E. E., HilseaFarm, Hilsea, nearCosham
Hants.

''po FLORISTS and FRUIT GROWERS.—
J- Wanted to place a tall youth (age 15) in a first-class

Florist's and Fruit Grower's, to Learn all Branches. Indoors
about two years. Time given.—State Terms to Mrs. EVANS,
40, Glyndon Road, Plumstead, Kent.

Wanted, appointment as

TRAVELLER, or on COMMISSION, for
Indoor and Outdoor Nursery Stock in quantities. Well

known on the Road.—TRAVELLER, care of Mr. Baines, Fern
Cottage, Southgate, N.

Seed Trade.

MANAGER, or HEAD SHOPMAN.—
Married; would not object to tra^ el. Eightten years'

experience. Wholesale and Retail.—J. Y.. Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

CnOPMAN (Head), or WAREHOUSEMAN,O —Fifteen years' experience in leading English. Irisli, and
Scotch Houses. AH branches.—ALPHA, Messrs. Nutting &
Sons. Seed Merchants, 106, Southwark Street, London, S.E.

QHOPMAN (First or SECOND).~Age 23;O seven years' experience in Leading Houses. Thorough
knowledge of the Seed, Bulb, and Plant Trade, Had full

chare for 12 months. Highest references.-A. LOW, Dal-
rymijle Street, Girvan.

^HORMAN; where good brisk trade is doneO preferred.—Age 30, married; fifteen years' experience.
Excellent references.—QUICK, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41 ,

Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN.—Age 23; seven years' experience
in First-class Houses. Seeks re-engagement in the Seed

Business.—Highest references; active, steady.—H. MASON,
Princes' Park, Liverpool.

SHOPMAN.—Sixteen years' experience ; well
up in all departments, including Florist Work. Highest

references.—W. S., Mr. Tillier, Aln Cottage, Holly Road,
Hounslow.

To Seedsmen or Seed and Implement Merchants.
^HOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—Fifteen years
KJ in last situatioQ. First-class testimonials and references.
—C. 0.. Hill View, Ballymonty, Thurles.

SHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—Twelve years'O experience ; thorough knowledge cf Farm and Garden
Seeds, Bulbs, Sundries. Knows Plants well.—P. INNES, 35,
Rose Street, Garuethill, Glasgow.

QHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—Age 23 ; wellO up in Florist Work. Has been six ears in present situa-
tion. Good references.—J. HOWELL, J. Parmenter, Brecknock
Nurseries, Camden Road, N.

SHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.— Young man
^O seeks re-engagement as above. Six years' experience;
good reference.—W. S., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

SSISTANT, in Seed Establishment.—Age
22 ; four years' experience in Warehouse and Nursery.

Good character.—W. L., 45, Ilderton Boad, New Road,
Kotlierhithe, S.E.

To Florists.

BOUQUETIST.—Well-up in AVreaths, Crosses,
Bouiiuets, &c. Good knowledge of Plants. Eight

years in present place.—THOMAS TIDMARSH, Northfield,

Birmingham.

OWMAN, or CARMAN, in private family.—
Young; wife understands Dairy. Ten years' good

character.—J. ADDISON, 3, Lower Camden. Chislehur'^t.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS. — Nervousness and
want of Energy.—When first the nerves feel unstrung,

and listlessne^s supplants energy, it is the right time to take
some alterative as Holloway's Pills to prevent disorder running
into dise;ise. These excellent Pills correct all irregularities and
weakni-ss. Theyactso kindly, yet so energetically on the func-
tions of digestion and assimilation, that the whole body is re-

vived, the blood is rendered richer and purer, the muscles
become firmer and stronger, and the nervous and ab-orbent
systems are invigorated. These Pills are suitable for all classes

and all ages. They have a most marvellous effect on persona
who are out of condition; they soon rectify whatever is in fault,

restore strength to the body and coolideuce to the mind.
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LADIES SAVE FROM 25 TO 40 PER GENT. BY PURCHASING DIRECT FROM THE DARLINGTON LOOMS.

EXQUISITE DRESS
All in the LATEST Fashion ! For Ladies, Children and Gentlemen.

PURE Wool Dress MATERIALS,
^^^ FASHIONABLE MERINOES AND CASHMERES,

» "^ s
.£""

,-9^-'

>f^•c Straight from the Weaver to the Wearer. Fresh from the Darlington Looms. All

the Latebt Novelties, Colourings, and Mixtures, at Loom Prices.

1000 PATTERNS
Sent Post free on approval to any Address in Town or Country.

HENRY PEASE and CO.'S SUCCESSORS are now ready to

deliver their New Dress Goods for the Present Season, fresh from

their Looms, comprising all the Latest Fashionable Novelties in Pure

Wool, together with their Celebrated CROSS-WARP SER(JES and

Gold Medal MERINOES ai d CASHMERES, renowned for their

Reautiful Appearance and Hard-Wearing Qualities.

These splendid goods are SOLD DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC
without the intervention of Wholesale Merchantii, Drapers, Agents,

ftr Middle-men, all intermediate profits being i-iven lo the purchaeer.

Ladies have only to see the Patterns of these Exquir-ite Speci-

alties to be convinced of their splendid value. ANT LENGTH IS

CUT—no matter how short—and any article not approv ed will be

changed within seven days.

All Parcels carriage paid to any Railway Station in Great Britain

or Ireland.

THE LATEST NOVELTY I

The Darlington Royal Victoria

"AMAZON"
COSTUME CLOTH.

Sjjeeially Djjcd and FinisJicd for

Winter Costumes.

HENRY PEASE and CO.'S SUCCESSORS have many thousaud-i

of customers on their books who enjoy to the full the advantages of

buying the best goods nt first hand.—The immense choice of piitterns.

—The ceitainty that tlie gooils are really new and of the latest

fa-hiou.— Superb quality.—Guaranteed durability—and the saving of

all but the sojall prolit charged by the manufacturer. All goods are

warranted to be equal to samples.

A Sixpenny Telegram to " SUCCESSORS, Darlington." will

bring the box of patterns by next post, and all orders are executtd

ibe -^me day as received.

'
HY. PEASE & CO.'S SUCS.

Spinners and Manufacturers,

THE MILLS,
; DAELINQTON, ENGLAND.

ESTABLLSHEB, 1752.

This Firm buy their Wools direct from the English

Farmer. After careful sorting and clenning, the wool

^ is spun into yarn, and the yarn woven iuto the various

charming fabrics for which the Firm have been renowned

since their establishment in 1752—the entire process ot

manufacture being carried on in their own Mills at

Darlington, employing more than 1000 hands.

GOOD OLB TUG may tug away at his little mistresses dress, but a Cross-Warp Serge of Darlington fame will stand all his tugging*.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington ^tr* -^, Covent Garden. London. W.C.

Printed by WlLLliM Riohardh. at the Office of Messrs. Bkadbury. Aqsew St Co.. Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the Couiifty of Middlesex, and published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Pariah of St. Paul's, Oovent Qardott, in the said County.—Saturday, October 27, 1888. Agent for Manchester—Jotti* HirwooD.
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i^ R Y 8 T A L PALACE.
\j GRAND EXHIBinON ot CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, November 9 and 10.

Schedules on application to
Mr. W. G. HEAD.

Superintendent of Gardens, Crystal Palace.
Eniries Close November 2.

I N G S T N I^ S U U li I T N
CHRYSANTHE.MLIM SOOIETY.

The TWELFTH ANNUAL EXHIB[T[ON will be held in

the Drill Hall, Kinestou, oil TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
November 6 and 7. 1883. when, in addition to valuable Money
Prizes, the Fifth Chiimpion Challenge Vase, value 25 guineas.

will be offered. Entries Close November 1. Schedules and
other information of

Warren House Gardens. Kingston Hill. Surrey.
G. WOODGATE.

N ATIO N A L C H R Y S A N T H E M U M
SOCIETY.-ORAND FlJTE and EXHIBITION.

Roval Aquarium. Westminster.
VVEDNESDAY ami THURSDAY. November 7 and 8.

Schedules (free) of

WILLIAM HOLMES, Hon. Sec.

Frampton Park Nurseries. Hackney, E.

DEVIZES GRAND CHRYSANTHEMUM
and PRIMULA SHOW, NOVEMBER ly, 188S.

For 24 Incurved Blooms—1st Prize, £10 10s.; 2nd. a Five
Guinea Cup; 3rd. 6n?. For Vi .Japanese— 1st Prize, a Five
Guinea Cup; 2nd. 40.5.; 3rd, 25s. And 19 other Prizes for

Plants and Blooms. The Challenge Cup will be given for most
points. Eight good Prizes will be given for Primulas in pots

and blooms. Schedules on application to

THOS. KING, General Manajjer, The Gardens, Devizca Castle.

sUTTON'S HYACINTHS.
Unsolicited Testimonials.

QUTTON'S HYACINTHS.O " The Hyacinths had from you last year were the fine-'t I

have ever grown, aud were the admiration of all who saw them
in flower."—Mr. R. H. Mathek, Glasgow.

BUTTON'S HYACINTHS.
y^ "The Hyacinths I had from you are in beautiful bloom.
They are splen<lid; everyone asks where I obtained them."

—

Mr. H. Blencowe, Devizes.

CUTTON'S HYACINTHS.O " Tneone hundred Hyacinths I had from your firm are now
in bloom, and 'hey are splendid. They win the admiration of

all who ^ee them."— Mr. J. Bussell, Gardener to Mrs. P.
Thur^bv Peiham. Abennnrlais P'uk.

C UTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY.O DIRECT FROM SUTTOS iND SONS, READINO.

ILYoftheVALLEY.SPIR^EAJAPUNICA,
DIELYl'KA SPECPABILIS, HELLEBORUS NIGER, &c.

Large extra selected clump^ for forcing. Price LISTS free.

DICKSON'S (Limit d). The Royal Seed Warehouse. CHESTER.

SEAKALE for Forcing. — Selected large
Crowns, none better in the Trade. 755. per 1000; under

500. 8s per 10(>. A remittance with all orders.

ALFRED aTWOdD. Grower. 14. Lavender Terrace, Battersea,
S.W., late of 51, Shiilinston Street. Battersea, S.W.

OR SALE, One Large PALM, Chamjerops
excelsa; or would EXCHANGE for EIICHAKIS

AMAZONIC.A.—Apply, R. COX, Hum's Hall, near Birmingham.

TAiK SALE or EXCHANGE, Speciman Plant
L of I.MANTOPHYLLU.M Ml.MIATU.M, 4 to 5 feet through.
For patticul.rs, apply to

GARDENER, Enderby Hall, near Leicester.

ESSRS. GREGORY and EVANS,
NURSERI-MEU, Sidcup, and 285, 286, 287, 288, Flower

Market, Coveiit Garden, London, W.C. are open to RECE1\'E
CO.S'SIGN.MENTS of Choice CUT FLOWERS in any quantity
for their Commission Department. Boxes and Labels supplied.

Telegraph Address— •• COJI.VIISSION, SIDCUP."

piNKERTON AND CO., Glasgow, Fruit
X SaLfsmev and Auctioxfebs. have unlimited DEM.AND
FOB fine FRUITS. FLOWEKS. and VEGETABLES. Weekly
Sales of Plants and Shrubs dmiog Season.

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS.— " PI^ KERTON," GLASGOW.

Surplus Cut Flowers.

HOOPER AND CO. (Limited) RECEIVE and
DISPOSE of any quantity of above at best Market

Prices. Boxes, &c., supplied.—Address, Commission Depart-
ment. HOOFER AM> CO. (Limited), Covent Garden, W.C.

r-^HOICE FLOWERS and FBUIT.
\J Highest Market Prices guaranteed.

HENRY RIDES (late Wise & Bides), Fruit and Flower
Salesman, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANTED, bXKl'HANuTlS, EUCHAUIS,
ORCHIDS, ROSES. CHRYSANTHEMUMS, aud other

Choice CUT FLOWEKS. He-it Miirket Prires returned. Address
S. HILL. Jan., 21, Charlotte Street. Fit/.roy Square, W.,

and Covent Garden Flower Market. W.C.

ANTED, Seedling BRIERS and MANET-
TI STOCKS, 'it for working. State lowest price for

cash per 1000.—B. PRIMROSE, Nurst-ryman, Bbickheath. S.E.

ANTED, a ROYAL GEORGE TEACH,
Fan-train.'d, pool, well shaped Plant, not less than

6 feet diameter. an<l 9 feet liigh.

The LIVKKPUOL HORTICULXrRAL COMPANY (John
Cowan). Limited, The Vineyard. (Jarston, Liverpool.

WrANTEU, APPLES, true to name ; 1 Peck
T T of earh variety :

—
Cockle Pippin, Cox's Oranjje Pippin. Golden Pippin, Pine,

Golden Reinette. Golden Kusset, Scarlet Crofton, The Queen,
Blenheim Orange,

Please send sample and price to

Mr. HOWES, Mertoo Hull Gardens, Thetford.

N E AV B R U S S E"L S SPROUTS.

"PRESIDENT C A R N O T."

T U H N E T 11 E U I N G T O N D I X O N,
t) SEED MERCHANT, Lord Street, GAINSBOROUGH.
For further particulars, see future Advertisements.

R, GEORGE BOND having taken charge of
the Nurseries at Calne, Wilts, all DEBTS DUE to 'he

said BUSINESS will be RECEIVED by him, and all Persons
havinjj Claims against the business kindly communicate with
bim.—Calne, October 23.

RIED PALM LEAVES.—Immense impor-
tation of CHAM.EDOREAS and ARECAS.—For Prices,

apply to WATSO.V ixD SCULL. 90, Lower Thames Street.

London, E.G.. where samples can be sef-n ; or direct to the

Importers, PETER SMITH and CO.. Hamburgh.

SPECIAL OFFER.—ENGLISH YEWS, 6ne
bushy plants, 2 to .3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5 feet, well furnished:

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 2 to 3, 3 to 4 feet; also

ERECTA VIRIUrS, IJ to 2. and 2 to 3 feet. fine.

MATTHEWS AND SO.V. Milton, Stoke-oa Trent.

Roses, Fruit Trees &c.

CHARLES TURNER'S Autumn CATA-
LOGUE, containing full collections of Roses, Fruit

Trees, Coniferte. and all kinds of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, is

now ready, and may be had free on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

To those about to Plant.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, com-
prising tine Transplanted Fruit Tree'^. Ko-cs, Hardy

Climbers, Rhododendrons, Conifers, ornnmental and Flower-
ing Trees and Shrubs, Forest Trees. &c., in large varieties and
quantities, adapted to all soils and climates. Sent free on
application 1o

GEO. JACKMAN AND SON, Woking Nursery. Surrey.

"^VO LARGE PLANTERS ^f THORN
i QUICKS.— 1 to 1^ foot. 9s. per 1000, £40 per 100,000;

1
J to 2 feet, lis. per lOoO. £.^0 per 100.000; 2 to 2| feet. Vis.

per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, 155. per lOoO ; 3 to 4 feet. 18s. per 1000.

GARLIES MITCHELL. Nurseryman. Stranraer.

SPECIMEN COMEERS.—Trees for Avenues,O Evergreens, and Forest Trees in great v.iriety. CATA-
LOGUE free on application. — RfCHARD SMITH AXD CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

T ILY OF THE VALLEY.—Finest Berlin
J.-> forcing Crowns. Consignment to hand in tine condition.

Samples ami price on application to

WILLIAM DENMAN, 7, CatherineStreet, Covent Garden.W.C

'pURF—TURF.—Finest, for Tennis Lawns, Sec.

JL at 10.«. per 100. Superior Top-spit for Potting, also.

J. KEEVIL. Merton Hall Hoad, Wimbledon.

(^ULPHiDE of POTASSIUM (Harris).—

A

tO certain cure for Mildew on Plants, Red Spider. Aphis,

&c. Enough to make 82 gallons of lolution, free for Is. 3rf.

The only kind to use is " Harris's specially prepared Sulphide
of Potassium." Sole Manufjcturers :

—

PHILIP HAKRIS AND C0.(Limited).9,Bun Ring. Birmingham.

''PIIOMSON S IMPROVED VINE and PLANT
I MANURE.—This valuable Manure is made only by us.

Every bag ;Hid tin has our name on it. To be haa of all Nursery
ami Seedsmen, and direct from us. 1 cwt. and over carriage

paid- London Agput—Mr. GEORGE. 10. Victoria Road, Putney.
WM. THOMSON and SONS, Clovenfords. Gulafhiela, N.B.

Landscape Gardener.JM U N K O , Northtields, Stamford,
• Advises, Designs, and E'-timates far all kinds of Orna-

mental Grouud Work, Foreit and Covert Planting, &c.
Thirty years' practice. M.iny years Xurijery Manager at Dick-

son's, Chester; Liwson's, P'dtnburgh ; and O.-born's, London.

w. H. LASCELLES and CO,,
HnRTICULTl'RAL BUILDERS,

B U N H I L L ROW, LONDON, E.G.
Plans and Estimates Free.

See large Advertisement on page 499.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Bulbs from Holland.

Sales every MON'DAY, WEUNESUAV, and SATURDAY, in
l.arge and Sma 1 Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J, 0. STEVENS will SELL by
AtrOTION. at his Great Rooms, .38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.O.. every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDAY, it half-past la o'clock precisely ^ach day, first-

class consigumeuts of HYACINTHS, TULIFS, CKOCUSES,
and other BULBS, arriving daily from well-known Farms in
Holland.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday and Saturday Next.
SeT9ral hundred choice-named Stand ird and Dwarf ROSES,

from a well-knowu English grower.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will iuclude the above
in his SALES by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38,

King Street. Cuvent Garden, W.C. on WEDNESDAY and
SATURDAY NEXT, November 7 and 10.

Ou view moruiiig of Sale, a, d Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—(Saie No. 7789.)

SPECIAL SALE of BULBS from Holland.

MR. J. C. S I'EVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Booms. 38, King Street. Covent Garden,

W.C. on THURSDAY NEXT. November 8. at half-past la
o'clock precisely, some hundred lots of first-class BULBS, just
received from HollAiid, in line condition, including Hyacinths,
Tulips, Crocuses Narcissus, Snowdrops, Slc.

On view morniua of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—Sale No. 7789).

6000 Grand Bulbs of LILIUM AUEATU.M, just received from
Japan, in tlie finest possible condition ; also 6000 splendid
Berlin LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS for Forcing.

"jITK. J. C. STEVENS will include the above in
irX his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 3<, King
Street. Covent Garden, on THURSDAY NEXT, November 8.

Oil view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Special Sale of orchids in Flower and Bud.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
his NEXT SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER

and BUD will take place at his Great Rooms, 38. King
Street, Covent Garden, W.C. on THURSDAY, November l.*!,

at hulf-past la o Clock precisely, and he will be glad if Gen-
tlemen desirous of entering Plants for this Sale will send Lists
not later than Thursday Next.

Dutch BiU'os.

Every MONDAY. THURSDAY, and SATURDAY.
Great Unreserved Sales.

MESSK.S. PkOTHEKOE and MORRIS will
SELL by AL'OTION, ;it the Central Sale Rooms, ti7 and

68, Cheapside. London, E.G.. every MONDAY. THURtiDAV, and
SATURDAY, at half-past 11 o'Clock precisely, extensive con-
signments of Iirst-cla.s3 HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, from Holland, lotted to suit
the Trade and Private Buyers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

TotteaHam.
Adjoining Tottenham Hale Station.

ANNUAL SALE of remarkably well-grown NURSERY
STOCK. HEKB*.0EOUS PLANTS, aud BULBS, for the
growth uf which Mr. Ware ha:^ gained so great a reputation.

MESSRS. PRoTHERUE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Hale Farm

Nurseries, Tottenham, on TUESDAY. November6.at 11 o'clock
precisely, in consetnience of the uuusuMlly large number of
Ins. an extensive quantity of beautifulIy-grown and thriviuff
NITRSEKY STOCK, including 501)1) Veronica Traversii, 80UO
buihy OnmmenUil Shrubs, from 1 foot to 2^ feet, all well
crown, and specially suited for pots or boxes; 5000 Osal-
leaved Privet, bushy plants, 3 to 5 feet; 5000 well-grown
Dwarf Roses of the best sorts. 1000 Iri^h Ivies in pots, iU.OOO
Hardy Climbers in pots, 40.000 strong Seakale and Asparagus
for forcing. SUOO Christmas Roses, 6000 Border and other Car-
nations in pots, 6U00 Standard Ornamental Trees, thousands of
Lilies, Spirteas, Gladiolus, Dahlias, and other Miscellaneous
StO'k.
Miybi? viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneer, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
E.G.. and Leytonstone, E.
N.B-— The Auctioneera desire to call particular attention to

this S lie, as it is not often so extensive and varied a stock i9
offered in one day.

Tuesday Next.—Sale by Sample.

MESSRS. PR( tTHERUE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,

67 aid 68. Cheaptide, London. E.C., on TUESDAY NEXT.
Novo nber 6, at half-pa't V2 o'Clock precisely, a large quantity
of NUttSERY SrOCK and GREENHOUSE PLANTS from
aample, including the following:—

2,000 Fruiting Raspberry
Giines

650 Raspberry Canes and
Red Currants

3,000 Dwarf Rosea
100,000 White Thorn Quick,

V to 15 inches
250 Bushy Laurels, 3 feet.

4 feet, anil « feet
300 Standard Pears of

sorts

Aucuba japonica, IJ to
;U teet

6,000 Oval leavt;d Privet
I'onticum PJiododen-

drons
C iptt-br-us L.iw5onii

15,000 Spi,-*a japonica

1,000 Double Hollyhocks in
pots

20,000 Azalea mollis
1,000 „ indica
1,500 Latania borbonica, in

4a's and 60*s

1,000 Areca lutescens
1,000 Piycoyperma Alexandra

in 43'sand 60s
200 Ficus elastica
600 Double White Primula
600 SoJanumsin32'sand48's

5.000 Strawberries in pota
l.ftOO Dracffna Veichii

12,000 Roman Hyacinths
3,000 Lilium caudidum
4,0u0 Criniaon Clover
2,000 Asparagus

AUo Limes, Poplars, and other Stindard Trees.
Sample* will be on view the morniugof Sale. Catalogues

on aoplic ition to tho Auctioueere, 67 and ^, Cheapside, E.C
ftad Liytoustoue, E.

*'

Tuesday Next.
English-grown CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS, and a fine Assort-

ment or GKEliNHOUsE PLAMS. Standard and Dwarf
Ruses of the best sorts, selected FRUIT TREES, Hardy
EVEkGKEENS, DUTCH BULBS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above at the City Auction Pwooms, 38 and S9,

Gr.icechurch Street, on TUESDAY NEXT, November 6, at
haU p^-^t 12 o'Clock precisely.
Ou view morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms,

and of the Auctio eers, 67 and 68, CTieapside, E.G., and Ley-
tonstone. E.

Groombridge, Tunbridge Wells.
Great UNRESKKVED SALE of Valuable NURSERY STOCK;

all recently transplanted, and now in splendid condition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises.

Hollnmby's Nurseries, Groombridge. Tunbridge Wells, close
to the Groombridge Station, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
November 6 and 7. at 12 o"Clock precisely each day. by order
of -Mr. E. Uullamby, euormous quantities of COMFEHS, all
carefully prepared lor removal; ;;ooO ROSES, 60.Ouo LARCH
FIR, 2 feet to 4 feet; 10,000 SCOTCH and SPRUCE FI.,S.
6000 Portugal and other LAURFLS, 10,000 PRIVET, 5u00
CUPRESSUS, 2000 THUIA LOBBII, l.i.OOO named and other
RHODODENDRONS, 40,000 COTO:<EASTER SIMONSII. hardy
CLIMBERS, &c.
Maybe viewed any day prior to the Ssle. Catalogues had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapaide,
E.G., and Leytoustone. E.

Wednesday Next.
6000 LILIUM AURATUM, splendid bulbs, just received from

Japan; 30 LILY' OF THE VALLEY. 3000 LILIUM
CANDXDUM, 30U0 NARCISSUS, BaRRS DAFFODILS,
600 AZALEAS and CAMELLIAS, GREENHOUSE
PLANTS ill variety, iiiclnding several Specimens ; English-
grown Lilies and other HARDY BULBS

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUGITON, at their Central Sale

Rooms. 67 and 68. Cheapside. E.G., on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
November 7, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On View morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Caterlxam.
TWO DAYS' SALE of NURSERY STOCK, by order of the

Executors the lale Mr. G. J. Woolleit.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The

Nurseries. Caierham. Surrey, a short distance from the Caier-
ham Railway .>!)tation, ou THURSDAY and FRIDAY. NovemLier
8 and 9, at 12 oClock precisely each day, a large qnantitv of
well grown NURSERY STOCK, in capital condition for' re-
moval, including an extensive assortment of Conifers and
Evergreen Shrubs ; 2000 Laurels of sorts. Privet, Spruce, Firs ;

lUUO Standard, Pyramid, aud Trained Fruit Trees; large
Forest Trees for immediate planting ; Roses, ic.
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of

the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, Loudon, E.G. ; and
Leytonstone, E.

Friday Next.—Notice.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS de-

sire to announce that there will BE NO SALE OF
ORCHIDS at their Auction Rooms, in consequence of the
Lord Mayor's Show.

Tuesday, November 13.
The First Portion of the well-known Collection of ESTATt

LISHED ORCHIDS, formed by E. Wischhu.en. Esq ofW ood Green, who is relinquishing their cultivation '

MESSRS. PKOTHEKOE and MOKKIS are
instructed to SEIX by AUCTIUN, at their Central SaleRooms. 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.G.. on TlfESDAYNovember 13, at half-past 13 o'clock preciaely the First

Portion of this well-kno ,i n Collection, including the following—
I.eelia anceps alba

„ flammea. eight growths
,, elegans alba

Caltleya Skinncrli alba
,, Mandelii, six growths
,, DoniinTaua
,, Trianse alba
,, fausta delicata
,, exoniensis, twenty-one

growths, believed to be
the very finest variety
in cultivation

Ccclogyne cristata alba, ten
leads

Leelia anceps alba
Philbrickiana, 7 growtha

.. Wolstenholmiu!
,, purpurata Lowiana, one-

half of the only known
plant

Cypripedium selligerum
,, Schroder!
,, larande
,, niicrochilum
,, decaniim superbum

Sedeni
The plants are in excellent condition, and none will be sold

privately prior to the Sale.
Catalogues may be had on application to the GARDENER or

of the Auctioneers. 67 and 6S, Cheap-ide. London. E.C.

Woking, Surrey.
Three days' UNRESERVED SALE of beautifully arown

NURSERY STOCK. ' "

TVTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

Tl!rH'"''M'v^''
'''

^^li-,'^''
AUCTION, on the Premise,,The Horsell Nurseries, Woking, situate about 15 minutes'walk from the Woking Railway Station, on TUESDVY

November 13, and two following days, at 12 o'clock nre.i-plv
each day. by order of Messrs. H. & C. Cobbett several acres
of well-grown NURSERY STOCK, which has been carefuUvprepared for removal, including a large quantity of Border
Shrubs in great variety, adapted for immediate effect SOOOIruit Trees, 80,000 transplanted Forest Trees, loooo'oval-
leaved Privet, 2 feet to 4 feet ; Green and Variegated HolliesPonticum Rhododendrons, 6000 Laurels of sorts 2 feet to 4 fee''
6000 Standard Ornamental Trees, 3600 Standard, Half-standard'

Sti k & "'"' '^*' Cli^Wng Plants, 7-5,000 Fruit Tree

May tie viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues obtained
oil the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 6S, Cheapside
E.G., and Leytonston, E.

v-ueapsiae,

N.B.— Puionusers can arrange with .Messrs. H. & C Colb^ttto have their lots convejed to Woking Station at the mere c-ist

?.1",^'"m'" ,T""'"''V r '""?"" "'"J' ""' ^ conveyed to aUi^arts without change of truck.

IMPORTANT to FLURlsr/and others^ngagedin tho Nur«.rr
and Furnishing Trade.

The compact and oid*estaliished .nUKSEKY and FLORTST'RBUSINESS FOR SALE, by Order of ^r. w . A. SinioWho iM leaving the neighbourhood.
AjESSRS. PKOTHERUE and MORRIS areXTJ. lUf^tiucted to SELL by AUCTION on the Pr^Tn,«..< .ha,WAVERLEY -N UKSERY, situ'ate in the knTileX^Londou'
o„^H?.»"T,fv" v™ ''?."' """' Mn'lbonugh Road Station

S^„; ^' '^'"'"^mber lo, 1888, at 2 o'clock precisely,

fh^vii^v'^-SS'!^';-"'.'-'^''
'"""pact Leasehold Property known isthe WAVERLEY N lIKSEhY, Fiiichley Road, with 11 G.eer.houses Pits Stabling, and the whole of the Stock and Utensils

„? ; ii ^f ."" ",';'"" "^ J""" unexpired at £30 per annum
;also the Florists Shop, No. 18, Fiuchley Road, acupviug liprominent position, and held for 19 years unexpired at JK.iu perannum; 4 span-roof Greenhouses iu Queens Terrace, held for

JhJS" .".?''' °","""' "Ida piece of Nursery Ground at

!, ?H t *m°'
'^''''"'"'™ l"""!. close to London Road Station,nem at JbJi; per annum.

Particulars and conditions of Sale may be had on the

P^vemT; r f
""» «'J\^'I-'^0 & CO., SoliJitors, 40, Finsbu"yPav ement L..C, -. and of the Auclioueers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,Loudon. E,C., aud LC) tonstoiie. E,

':af=iue,

MvJj^^^^',?°''^^^^'^
16.-cypripediums.

ESbRS. PKUTHERUE and MUKKIS will

v„„ t'°'','f''''u'°
""'' '^^'^'^ ^y AUCTION, on FRIDAY,

-"^ov ember 16. about twenty-five lots of choice CYPKIPEDIUMSirom a well-known private collection. Further particulars
will appear next week.

Barnet, N.
By order of the Court of Chancery. Cornwell v. Cornwoll

SALE of the old-established NURSERY BUSINESS as a eoi'nir
concern, and also about 6 acres of FREEHOLD aud COri-
td(,j IjD land,

ll/IESSKS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
J-'-l- instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Token-
house Yard, London. E,G, on FRIDAY, November 30 at
2 o Clock precisely, the following properties ;

Lot 1. — The old-established NURSERY. SEED andFLORIST'S BUSINESS, known as the HADLEY NURSERY
Baruet, N., occupying a good position in the best part of theHigh Street, witniii eight minutes' walk of the High BarnetRailway Station. Tlie Property comprises about 10 acres ofground, with eight Greenhouses, Dwelliug-liouse and Seed
Shop, the whole^ held for an unexpired term of about fifteen
jears at the moderate leutal of f6.i p r annum. The Goodwill
ol the Business carried on for to many years will be included
in this lot.

Lot 2.—About 6 acres of valuable FREEHOLD and COPY-HOLD BUILDING or NURSERY LAND, known a, the COMMON NURSERY, Burnet Common, possessing long frontages tothe mam road, and to Union Lane in the rear,
Loi 3.-TW0 .acres of LAND, opposite Lot 2, held at £7 perannum. ^ '

This Sale offers an unusual opportunity tor any one desirousof embarking into the Nursery Business. The whole of ll,eSTOCK IN TRADE wdl be .old by Auction, thus enabllgpurchasers to secure only such stock as may be required lo?carrying on the business at unreserved auction prices
Particulars and Conditions ol Sale may be had on thePremises, of Messrs. HOUGHTONS „M, BYFIELD. Solicitors

85, Gracechurch;,ireet,E.C.; and of the Auctioneers, B7 and
ti8. Cheapside. London, E.G.. and Le) ton^to ue,

M
Extensive Importations of Orcliias

ESSUa. PKOrHEi;uE and MuRRIS will

«» ou ^'^^L''r'';°"?^''''"'"^''-C«'otralS.,leRooms.67and
08. Cheapside, London, E.C, AT AN EARLY DATE extensiveimportations of ORCHIDS, received direct, being theranteuts ofabout ,>.0 cases; amongst them will be found a large consign-ment of Cattleya Percivaliana, also G. lobata superba, Clabiau. ttaruerii, and Oncidmm Papilio, received from Mr. F.

Ihe plants are in splendid conditiou. Full particulars willappear next week. ^ lu-uiars win

M„
Cheap Bulb Sales.

ESSRS. SMaIL and CU. will SELL bvAUCTION, at 123, Fenchurch Street City EC
r a^d 8 *a^' ,T''?;T'=f'^^"', '"I'J THURSDAY. No^embeV'^^;
7, and 8, at 12 o Clock each day, ame consiirnments nf

CROC?fic'^ouY,' '^^,^V,r"'
Hi-^CINTH? TULIPSCROCLS, &c., lotted to suit all buyers.

Horticultural Auction Rooms. 123, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

Rhododendrons.
For SALE by AUCTION

ai.OOO Seedling and Named RHODODENDROVS
AZALEAS, &c.,

atp CASSON'S Nursery, Thorne, Donoaster
-*- • on '

THURSDAY, the sth day of November.
Catalogue free on receipt ol post-card.

YYANTED TO PURCHASE or RENT
T T w'llhin 10 or 12 miles of Coveut Garden, a NUl SERy'

of about 4 or o Acres with Glass, suitable for P aut and GutFlower Growing for Market.
Address LO.MARIA. Gardeners' Chronicle OfEce, 41 Wel-lington Street, Strand, W.C .

"'"ve, ii, » el-

ANTED TO RENT, or PURCHASE
.

,^Sr"IM*KKETNURSERY.-W. J., Mis, Stages'Springfield Terrace, Springfield Road, Chelmsford
.

^"'""'^•

''pO BE SOLD, as a eonceru in workins order
I

1
"" o;J-"tnblished SEED BUSINESS (Retail and Wholel

SucLxten'ton,"'
"''' "' ""' "^"^ "' ^°"^-' CapabS?'o"

A. B-, W. Gilks. Esq.. 15. Lincoln's Inn Fi ' Ids. W C.

To Market Gardeners, FlorlBts, Nurserymen, &c.HAMPTO.V-O.V-THA.ME.S
T,^OR SALE, choice FREEHOLD LAND inX Acre Plots, suitable for above. Rich Garden Soil with
gravel and sand sub-soil. Theland isconsideied bv tho Trade thehnest near London for Grapes and all other Market Products

Apply, SECRETARY, Estates Investment and Vi™ FrrmCompany, Estate Office, Tangley Park, Hampton oa-ThamM/
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South of England.

LARGE GAKUEN, 20 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and Vineries. £7000 Jias been spent on (he

property. Seven years' lease. Two Cottages inclusive. £loO
a year. ELDRIDGE, PorLsmouth.

Tile Hornsey NurBory.
IMPORTANT to the TRAUE and OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instrncted TO LET. with early possession, the HORN-

SEY NURSERY, close to the Railway Station. The Tenant
will have the option of purchasing the magniticeot ipecinien
Double White Camellias, in the tiuest health and profusely set

with flower buds, and any other part of the Stock at Unre-
served Auction Prices Qt the Clearance Sale of Greenhouse
Plants, &c., which will take place on the Premises on WED-
NESDAY, November 2»th inst.

Particulars and Catalogues may be bad of Messrs, PRO-
THEROE i-VD -MORRIS, 07 and US, Cheapside, London, E.C.

'PO LET, a compact NURSERY and
-L COTTAGE.—Very cheap ; N.W. district. Low price for

Stock.—Write. H. G., 68. Garfield Road, Lavender Hill, S.W.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED Of.

MESSRS. PROTHER(>E antt MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full parti-

culars of the above, and can be obtjtined, ^atis, at
07 and tJ8. Cheapside, London, E.C.

R CHI D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.
(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

Expect to receive within the next few days Importations
of the following and other Orchids ;

—

ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDIL-E,
„ POLYXANTHUM.

ONCIDIUM MACRANTHUM,
CATTLEYA CHOCOENSIS, &c.

Circular with full particulars of these and other Importa-
tions, also copy of their new Illustrated and Descriptive
CATALOGUE of ORCHIDS, will be sent free on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

ASPBERRY CANES TO SELL,
The famous CARTER'S PROLIFIC.

The Trade supplied. For particulars, apply to
ALBERT BATH, Sevenoaks, Kent.

R

FOR 8ALE (Prices, &c., on application):

—

ROSE STOCKS, Standards, Grifferaie. Munettis ; ROSES,
Standards, good, best sorts; APPLE STOCKS, tine, 2-yr.

;

Al^PLK TRKES. fruiting bu'ihes, Blenheim Orange ; LIGUS-
TRUM OVALIFOLIUM, 5 feet ; ditto, common, strong.

R. H. PuYNTER, The Nurseries, Taunton.

R. DUDWELL'S GRAND CARNATIONS.
—The finest grown. 5000 Unbloomed Seedlings,

warranted of the highest parentage; unrivalled whether for
bedding or forcing for spring Howeriiig. 3s. 6d. perdoz. ; 21s.
per luy. Special tfrma for quantities. Particulars on appli-
cation. The Cottaj];e, Stanley Road, Oxford.

RUIT TRKEy a SPECIALTY.—APPLKS,
PEARS, PLUMS, GOOSEBERRIES, CHERRIES

CURRANTS, RASPRERKIES. STRAWUERKIES, PEACHES
NECTARINES, and all other varieties of Hiirdy Fruit Trees
can be supplied in ail forms suitab'e to grow for market or for
private cousumptioa. J. \V. has for some years paid special
attention to Fruit and Fruit Trees, and his success in their
caltivation is evidenced by i he collections (-hown by him at the
liading exhibitions. {See Press I\ otices.) Full Descriptive Cata-
logue(one of themost complete in theTrade), post-free, ti stamps.
Abridged Li^t, ontainiug list of all moat useful, post-free.
JOHN WATKINS, Fruit Tree Nurserymau, F-uit and Seed

Potato Grower, Pomona Nuraeri^s, Withington, Hereford.

ARGE SHRUBS and CONIFERS. —
Aucubi japonica. 1^ to 2 feet, 3iJs, per 100; do., 2 to 2J

feet, 40s. per luO. Berberis aquifolia, 1| to 2 teet, 12s. per 100
;

Box tree.
1 J to 2 feet, 12s. per luO ; 2 to 3 feet, 20*. per lUO.

Cutoneaster Simonsii, 3 to 3^ feet, 105. per luo ; Deuti^ia cre-
nata, tlore-pleuo, strong, 4s. per dozen ; '^scallonia macrantha
(pots), strong, 24s. per 100; Grislinia U:torali.s. 1^ to -' feet,
:i5s. per 100; Honeysuckle (strong), 8.v. per luO; Irish Ivy,
4 feet, 6s. per 100; Laurel, common. 1^ foot, 6s. per 100; 2 feet,
lOs. per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet, 16s. per 100. Colchic Laurel. 1 to IJ
foot, 12s. per 100; 2 to 2J feet, 16s. per 100; 3 to 3^ feet,
bushy. 20s. per 100. Portugal Laurel. 1 to 1^ foot, 16s. per
100; 1^ to 2 feet, 20s. per lUO. Rhododendron ponticura, 1 to
1| foot, 22s. per 100; IJ to 2 fe^t, 30s. per 100; 2 to 2^ feet,
35s. per 100 ; 3 feet, 50s. per 100 ; 4 to 4^ feet, bushy. 80.*. per
100. Abies Douglasii, 3 to 4 feet, 35s. per 100; 4 to 5 feet, 50s.
per 100; do., 6 feet, 70s. per luo. Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 2^
feet. 30s. per dozen ; 3 to 3^ feet. 48s. per dozen ; 3 to 4 feet,
60s per dozen. Cupressiis Lawsoniana, 2^ feet, 2Us. per 100;
3 to 4 feet, 40s. per 100. C. stricta, 2 to 'j\ feet, 40s. per 100 ;

5 to 6 feet, extra tine, 18s-. per dozen. C. erecta viridis, 1;^ to
2 feet, 25s. per lUO ; do., 2 to 2^ feet, 35s. per 100. Picea
Nordmanniana, Ij to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; do., 2 to 2i feet,
extra, 40.«. per lUO. Retmospora plumosa, 18 inches, 2os per
100; IJto 2 feet, 30s. per lOO ; 2J feet. eVr^,. 41)3. per luo.
E. squarrosa, 1^ foot, buahy, 30s. per loO ; Thuia Lobbii, 1^ to
a feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet. 24s. per luu ; 4 feet, 50s. per
100; ti feet, 18s. per dozeu. Tliuiopsis borenlis. 2^ to 3 fort, Us.
per dozen ; T. dolobrata. 1 foot. 3tW. per ino

; IJ to2 feet, l2s.
per dozen ; 2j to 3 fef t (tine), 30s. per dozt n.

GAELIE3 :tlITCilELL, ^uroe^>mali. Stranraer.

HELLEBORUS NIGER.
I c:in offer a magnificent lot of Christmas EOSeS, probably

the finest lot in the Trade, e'lpeciiilly uf tlu> H. niger mtijor va-
riety, which is the great favouri teaming market growers. These
now offered are liome-grown clumps full of tluwer-buds, and
will be ready to lift in October

; and I would advise early orders
to secure them, as the stock of fine clumps is very limited.

MAXIMUS.
A robust variety, the largest of the group, and very orna-

mental as a foliage plant. It flowers in Octoberaud November,
the blossoms are large and white, shaded with rose on the
exterior, and generally produced in twos, but if shaded or a
glass placed over the plants, the flowers are then pure white.
By shading the flowers can be retarded even to December. It is

the most vigorous of the section, and succeeds where many of the
others fail to grow.

MAJOR-
Although this plant is frequently offered, it is seldom to bo

obtained true to name, owing to its great value for cutting
purposes. The flowers are pure white under glass, but have-a
slight rosy tinge in the open ;-4t is the greatest favouri-te among,
market growers; producing flowers from December to January.

- .^ - JiUBRA.
One of fhe most distinct and novel of this group. The flowers

are large, produced about the end of January, and of a lovely
colour. It is a robust grower, free blooming, and a decided
ecquisitioQ for cutting.

CAUCASICUS.
A really serviceable variety, producing large, oonsptcuous

flowers, pure white, under gla^s. One of the most vigorous of
all the Christmas Roses, and one which will succeed in almost
any soil or position, flawering freely in the open ground in
January. Home-grown Clumps, Is., Is. 6d., and 2s. 6rf. each.

MADAME FOURCADE
is a Gem. certainly one of thebestflowtrsof medium size; snow
white, and produced in Ihegreate-it possible profU'sion, even the
very smallest po-isible flowering; of a goodstrong vigorous habit.
Fine strong Clumps for forcing. Is. 'od. and 2s. 6rf. each.

COLLECTED PLANTS.
These are far superior to the ordinary stuff generally offered,

which are usually dried up and half dead before received,
being collected by inexperienced men; those now offered are
fine healthy plants, and usually are as fresh as when first

lifted, and always do well.

Prices on application.

THOMASX WARE,HALE FARM NURSEKIES, '

TOTTENHAM.
FOREST TREES,—Alder, 2 to 2^ feet, 16s.

per 1000; Ash, IJ to 2 feet, 12s. per 1000; 2 to 3 feet, 16s.
per 1000; 3 to 4 feet, 20j. per 1000 ; Beech, IJ to 2 feet. 15s.
per 1000; 2 to 2J feet. 18.!. per 1000; 2i to 3J feet, 22s. per
1000. Spanish Chestnut, IJ to 2J feet, 2os. per 1000; Bourtree,
2 feet, 25s. per 1000 ; Elm. 3 to 4 feet, 18s. per 1000 ; 4to6feet,
25s. per lOOO. English Elm. 4 to 5 feet. 40s. per 1000. Larch,
1} to 2 feet. 1 lis. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet. 25s. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet,
28s. per 1000. Scotch Fir, IJ to 2 teet, 12j. per 1000; 2 to
2* feet, 16s. per 1000 ; 3 feet, 20s. per 1000. Spruce Fir, 1 to
ij feet, 10s. per lOOO; IJ to 2 feet, 12s. per 1000 ; 2 to 2J feet,
16s. per 1000. Silver Fir, 10 to 15 iuches, 18s. per 1000 : 1 to

1^ foot, 20s. per 1000. Pinus nintriaca, 2-yr., 2-yr. trans-
planted, 10s. per 1000; Itoljfoot. 1.5s. per 1000; lito2feet,
18*. per 1000. Sloe or Blacltthoni. 2 to 3 feet. 20s. per 1000;
Sycamore, 1 to IJ foot, 12s. per 1000; 2 to 2J feet, 16s. per
1000 ; 6 to 7 feet. 6s. per 100.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

q^'REES and SHRUBS for Game-covers and
-L Underwood. Intending planters should send for CATA-
LOGUE, free on application.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

CTRAWBERRY PLANTS, in small pots,
KJ splendid stuff of all best kinds, and true to name. Price
List on application.

FRANuIS R. KINGHORX, Nur-^eryman, Richmond. Surrey.

'^rO BE DISPOSED OF, for want of room,
X. several hundred AUIANTUM CUNEATUM (Maidenhair
Ferns), in .splendid condition, in 32 and 43-Bi/.e pots. Apply to

J. MARTIN, Coombe Lane Garden?. Norbilon, Surrey.

FAMINE IN MUSHROOMS.
T THE T^ A D E.

MESSRS. HURST & SON
are issuing a neat and compact little BOOK on the

cultivation of this most useful esculent.

Price, per 100, 16s. ;
per dozen, 28.

152, HOUNDSDITCH, LONDON, E.

JERSEY FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
Carnage Paid. Strung healthy t.ees. the huent that money c;in

buy. Kosea wonderfully cheap. Ctrdjus a speciality. Before
ordering be sure to write for our Illustrated CATALOGUES,
JOSHUA LE COENU A.ND SON, High View Norseriea.

BRIGHTON and HOVE
CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,

NOVEMBER W aiM 14, at the Dome, Royal PavUion,
Si hedules miiy be obtained of

MARK LONGHURST, Sec, 18, Church Road. Hore,
fR:iiiiK and Promen.Tde Cnnrerrs pacli d.ny.)

Under Distinguished Patronage,

A SCOT, SUNNINUHILL, and DISTRICT
ii- HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Presideat.—The Hou. ASHLEY PoNSOSBY.
The FIFTH ANNUAL EXHlmTlON of CHRY3AN-

THEMU.MSaiidother AUTU.MNAL FLOVVER.S, with FRUIT
and VEQETABLES, to be held at the Grand Stand, Ascot (by
kind permission of the Trustees), on TUESDAY and WEDNES-
DAY, November 13 and 14, 1888. Open to Exhibitors living
within a radius of ,5 m les of Ascot.

Prices of Admission.—First Day : Open 1 P.M., Subscribers by
Ticket : Non-subscribers, 2s. 6(f. : after 5 P.M., 1.^. Second
Day : Open 11 a.m. until 8 P.M., 1*. ; after 6 P.M., 6rf. Children

.^half-price. An efficient Band will be in attendance. The
L. & S. W. Rjiilway Company will is-sne Cheap 'tickets for the
above, for particulars ot which see Railway Company's Bills,

Ear Schedules and any further infjrmation, apply to
. , . - . J. DUDLEY, Secretary, The Rise. Suuningdale.

N.B.—Last day for Entries. November 6.

INTH GRAND CHKYSAJ^iTHEMUM
SHOW, YORK. Held in the FINE ART EXaiBITION

BUILDING, on NOVEMBER 14, 16. and IB.
Increasingly liberal Prizes for PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUIT,

and VEGETABLES. Schedules, &.<:., to be obtained of

J. LAZENBY. Feasegate, Y'ork.

'PAUiNTON and DISTKIOT GAKDKNEKS'X CHRYSANTHEMU.M, PRI.MULA, and FRUIT SHOW,
will be held on THURSDAY, November 16, iu the London
Hotel Assembly Rooms,^ wli»n several valuable Special and
other Prizes will be competed for. Schedules of Prizei and any
other information may be obtained from the following:

—

W. HOCKIN. Sec, Tauntfieid Cott 'Re, South Road, 'Taunton.
B. H. POYNTEK, Hon. Treasurer. Castle Green. Taunton.

UDDEKSFIELD CHRiSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY

The FIFTH EXHIBTTION will be held in the Town Hall,
Hudderiield. on FRIDAY and SATURDAY, November 16 and
17, 1888. Entries Close on Friday. November 9. Schedules
and Entry Forms may be obtained from

JOHN BELL, Sec. Marsh. Huddersfield.

IVERPOOL HOKTICULTUKAL
ASSOCIA'nON.

The NINTH GRAND ANNUAL CHRYSANTHEMUM,
PLANT, and FRUIT SHOW will be held in St. George's Ha 1

on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY', November 20 and 21. Tie
Society's Silver Cup and Special Prizes are offered for CLt
Blooms. Entries Close November 13. Schedules of Prizes on
application to EDWARD BRIDGE, Secretary.

3, Cedar Terrace, Huyton. neir Liverpool.

UGBY CHKYSANTHEiMUxVJ, tRUIT and
FLORICULTURAL SOCIETIES EXHIBITION, NO-

VEMBER 21 and 22, 1883. Silver Cups and upwards ot idO
given iu prizes. Open classes. Entries Clo-e November 14.

WILLIAM BRYANT, Sec, '^8. North Street. Rugby.

RISTOL CHRYSANTHEMUM and
FRUIT SHOW, NOVEMBER 21 and 22, 18S8. Schedule

°'2r!l';ie"'H..l°Bristol. ^- "^^^^^^^ ^0^'^^, Sec.

HULL and EAST RIDING
CHRYS4NTHE.VIUM SOCIETY.

The ANNUAL GKAND EXHIBITION will be held in th«
Artillery Barracks. Hull, on THURSD.lYand FRIDAY. Novem-
ber 32 and 23. Prizes JEISO tor CHRVSANTHEMU.MS alone.

CLAS3 1.-48 Blooms. IstHnze.jei.iiand.flO: :trt,£i; 4th.£2.
Class 2.—21 Blooms. 1st Prize, Veitch .Medal and £5,
The SILVER CHALLENGE VASE, value IJ Guineas, irtU

be offered with the 1st Prize in Clas 1. The 1st Prize la
Cla s 2 is offered by the VEITCH MEMORIAL TRUSTEES.
Entries Close November l.'i. Schedules from Hon. Sees.,

EDW. HARLAND. Manor Street, Hull.
JAMES DIXON, a. County Buildings, Hull.

THE GARDENERS'

ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and STJBSOBIPTIONS

WILL BE THANKFUIJJY REOEITKD BY

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec.,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,
Chiswick, London, W.

pAUNATION SOUVENIR DE LA MAL-
\J MAISON, good strong PlautB. in lar^e 6t>-put-, 403. per
100 ; (35. per dozun. Cash with order.—Address, S. HILL, Jua.,
2\, Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Squnrft, W.

Lillum auratum.
OME-GKOWi\, from Seeds of our own

s-avjiig. mostly Bulb^ tliat have tlowered this year;
4 to 4^ inches lu cireumference ... 4.«. per dozej.
6toti ,. ,. ,, ... 9*. „
etoBj ,. .. „ ... 12f.

ISAAC DAVIFS AND aON»
>urserymen, Onnskirk.

H
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VINES AND FIGS,
SUPERIOR DESCRIPTION.

Thoroughly Ripened without Bottom-heat.

PARTlCVLARi O.Y APPLICATION.

DICKSONS
(LIMITED).

Nurseries, CHESTER.

^Tr4ri'-" \ Dicksons, Chester.

FRUIT TREES,
SEVENTY-FOUB ACRES.

APPLES. PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES. PEACHES,
NECTARINES. APRICOTS, and other FRUIT TREES, as
Standards. Dwarfs, Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon, and Trained
lYees in great variety.
VINES, excellent Canes, 3s. %d., 6s.. 7s. id., 10s. id.
Orchard House Trees in pots. PEACHES. APRICOTS, NEC-

TARINES, &c. , from 6s. FIOS from 3s. M.
DliSCRIPTIVE LIST, containing a sketch of the various

forms of Trees, with Direction.* for Cultivation. Soil. Drainage,
.Manure. Pruning. Lifting. Cropping. Treatment under Glass

;

also their Synonyms. Quality. Size. Form. Skin. Colour. Fle.-h.
Flavour, Use. Growth. Duration, Season. Price. &c .free by poet.

SMITH & CO.,W R C K .S T E R

.

'
RICHARD

ORCHIDS AND PALMS SPECIALTIES.
'Ihe SiOL-K isof such magnituJt; thiit without seeing it it is not

easy to form an «ileqiiat« com ept ton of itsunprece-iented extent.
PR0IT TREES, ROSES, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS.

BOUVARDIAS. CYCLAMENS. ER[CAS. El'ACRIS,
SULANLT.MS. TKKE CARiVATIONS. and other

WINTER and SPRING BLOOMING PLANTS,
of Hue quality wnd immense numbers.

Inspection Invited.
The Glass cover^j an area of upwards of 300,000 super, feet.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
Specially low Autumn offer^

and CATALOGUE of over 13ii0 species and varieties in stock.
free on application.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, Is. 6d. Post-free.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERY, SALE. MANCHESTER.

COLLECTIONS ofROSES
to suit all classes and all sized gardens.

Carriage and package free an> where iu the British Islea.
Kull pirticulars po-tted immediately on application.

EWING & CO.. Sea Vle^v Nurser ies. Havant, Hants.

HYACINTHS, WHITE ROMAN.

NARCISSUS, PAPER WHITE.

SEE QUB

DOUBLE ROMAN.

Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs,
Containing LIST of all the beat varieties of HYACINTHS

TULIPS. CKOCUS, LILILIMS. DAFFOULLS, SNOVVDROI-s;
IKIS, &c., free on application.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
HKKD AND BULB MKKCHANTS,

EXETER STREET. STRAND. LONDON. W.C.

BULBS.
A FEW REA.SOXS FOR OETTIXG THEM FROM

RICHARD SMITH & CO. :—
We have dealt in them for more than eighty years.
We have visited the best Bulb Farms and have selected the

best roots and the be>t varieties.

The Bulbs we have supplied have practicallu always given
sutisfactiori, and our prices are moderate.

^ilustrateU descriptive List o/Dutch imd Nome-groit-n Bulbs /ree.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS and NURSERYMEN,

WORCESTER.

CUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWK.

— Too well known to require descrip-
tion. Price, 6j. per bushel (1«. extra
per bushel for package), or 6d. per
cake ; free by parcel post. \s.

None Kenuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions
enclosed, withoursignatureattached.
WM. CUTBUSH AND SON

(Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
MerchantB. HiKhgat-e NurHerieR. N.

WINTER-FLOWERINO PLANTS
HEATHS, CAMELLIAS and other Plants,

beautifully set with Flower-buds.
Prices on appKcatim.

Die KSONS
^(LIMITED). Nurseries, CHESTER.

STRAWBERRIES.
Strong Koob. 4j. per 100. Plantain small pota. 16j. per 100;

ditto in large pots. 25s. per 100. Descriptive LIST iree.
KICHARU S.VIITU AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-

chants. Wnrce.st^^r.

PALMS, CLEAN AND HEALTHY.
"ryiLLIAM ICETON has a very extensive
T T stock of all the leading kinds, in fine condition; 20

houses being devoted to their growth, many being fit for eihi-
bition of the follow ing varieties r-Areca lutea. Cocos liexuosa
and Weddelliana. Kentias of all kinds; Seaforlhia elecans.
Latonia borbonica Hhoenii reclinata, rupicoln ; also a very
large assortment of Palms in (jO's and 4S's for table. Inspection
invited.— I'utney Park Lane, Si.W. ; and 129 and 130, Flower
Market. Covent (rarden. W,G.

laiTTR
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Descriptive CATALOGUES Pori-p-ee

.^,^ONS
Crawley, W Sussex..

SPECIAL CULTURE OF
FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.

A Large and Select Stock is now offered for Sale.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of
Fruits post-free.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES. SAWBRIDOEWORTH, HERTS .

" N L Y THE B E S T."

CHEAP BULBS FOR FORCING, &c.
ROMAN HYACINTHS

''" '""'
\\ ''oDOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 8

PAPER WHIl-E NARCISSUS ... .
? n

VAN THOI, TULIPS 4 .
SECOND-SIZE NAMED HYACINTHS for forcing, our

own selection, assorted colours
°

21 nUNNAMED HYACINTHS for bedding ...
'".

," 14 g
15 yer cent, discount, cash with order. Carriage paid

NAMED HYACINTHS, best quality, equally cheap,

CARAWAY CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN. CLIFTON

BRISTOL.

/j^c^-tyA^-r's^,

^£jtdJ/^re^^Ui^

ROSES-20 ACRES,
Well-rooted, many-shooted, truly named, of
matured vigorous growth, and of the best kinds.
Bushes, R. S. & Co.'s selection, 83. per dozen

;

60s. per 100. Packing and carriage free for
cash with order.

These World-famed HOSES cannot fail to
give the greatest satisfaction.

ROSES IN POTS;
•11 the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18«. to 86». per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application,

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

O R C H I D S I

Selections of the above, from Borneo, Manilla
(Philippines), Bangkok, Java, Rangoon (Burmah),
&c., to the extent of £5 and upwards, packed
and shipped (at consignee's risk) on receipt of
order with remittance. Address,

THE ORCHID NURSERY COMPANY,
UPPER WILKS ROAD, SINGAPORE.

Special care given in packing.
NEW VARIETIES ALWAYS O N HAND.

RHODODENDRONS.
An immeii^.' Stock. 200 Nameii Sorts, from 1 foot to h feet
high, including many varieties of our own raising, in addition
to the best varieties of other raisers.

AZALEAS.
Many thouaanda of Aziilea mollia and other choice varieties,

well-budded plants.

Sllver-varlegated. Hodglns' and other Hollies.
Of .he...e wehaveaaurplu^ block, and can offer them at low prices.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGVE of the above and General
KL'Ii'iERy STOCK free on application.

ISAAC DAVIE3 &; SON, Nurserymen
, ORMSKIKK.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

Specialties,

ROSES AND FRUIT TREES.
FIFTY ACRES UNDER CULTIVATION.

CRYSTAL PALACE CREAT FRUIT SHOW
FIRST PRIZE

awarded us for the finest Collection of Apples
(150 dishes). List of sorts, also Descriptive
Catalogues, on application to

JOHN CRANSTON & C O.

TEA PnCPQ ' '^ e'^^i stock, in .>in. pots. 12.!. St lai. doz.
' LH nUUCO j A grand stock, in 7-in. pots, 24s. & 3lls-. doz.

/Black Hamburgh and other varieties.

HRAPP \/IMFQ^^"''"'''*'°'''""''"K'°P'''''"'»'''''^'";hUIIHIL winLU ^ Suitable for planting vineries, 5s. and
(. 7s. tirf. each.

FC P U Q 1 A tine stock, in .Vinch pots. 12s. per dozen.
U II n O '^ A tine stock, in small pots. 4s. per dozen.

Catalogues on application.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL
COMPANY (JoHX CoWAN), LIMITED,

THE VINEYARD AND NUliSEKIES. GARSTON
NEAR I.IVERI'dOL.

FENCES-MYROBALANorCHERRY PLUM
(I'RIMS .MVKiiU.ALANA)

is the best stuff for mending old fences or makin" new oiies.
tirows well on poorest soils. Shoots very ii.„a "iiii.i spiny.
Prices range from IL's. per liiOO to lllj. ppr'lOJ. Full particu-
lars on application to EWING & CO., Havant, Hampshire,
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SMALL SHRUBS and CONIFER.*:.—
Anuii-aria inibriiata. 10 to 12 inches, 50j. per 100; Abies

Douglasii. 1-yr.. 4s. per 100 ; A. orientalis, 1-yr., 30s. \>^t 1000 ;

Americiiu Arbor-vilii-. Ijfoot, 60s. per 10U0;"Sweet Bay, l-yr.,

.30s. per 1000 ; Scnrlet Lliestniit, lyr., 6s. per 100 ; Ciiprensus

macrocarpa, 1-yr., 30s. per lUOO ; Lawsoni. IS inches, 60?.

per 1000; erecta viridis. 4 inched. 30s. per 1000; do.. 1 foot.

12s. per 100 ; stricta. 1 to U foot. 12s. per 100 ; Allumii. 1 foot,

I4s. perlOO; Ceilrus atlantica. 1-vr., 1-yr. transplanted, 10s.

per 100 ; C. Deotlara, 1-yr. 7.?. per 100; Escallonia raucrantha,
pots. Us. per 100; Laurel (common). 2-yr., 20s. per 1000 ; Por-

tugal Laurel, 1-yr. transplanted, 20s. perlOCK) ; Colchic Laurel,

1-yr.. 2os. per 1000; Laurel rotundifolia. 1-yr.. 2.=is. per 1000;

Limes, 1-yr. transplanted. 16s. per 1000 ; Pinus Cembra. 3-yr.,

eitra. 16s. per 1000 ; P. insiguis. 1-yr., 3s. 6rf. per 100 ; P. excelsa.

1-yr. . 4s. per 100; P. Nordnaanniana, 1-yr.. 30s. per 1000; P.

Jeffreyii. l-vr.. as. per 100; P. Ma-tersiana, 1-yr.. 10s. per

100; P. Stro\)us. 2-yr.. '2s. per 100; Oak, Ei'ersreen. l-vr.. 30j.

per 1000; Scarlet Oak. 1-yr., 3s. per luO ; Privet o^alifolium,

8 to 9 inches, 10.?. per lOOO; Ketinospora plumosa. 10 to \'i

inches, 10s. per 100; R. squarrosa. 8 to 9 inches, 8s, per 100;
do.. 1 foot, 12s. per 100. Thuia Lobbii. 8 to 10 inches. 30s. per
1000; do., 15 inches, 45s. per 1000; T. dolobrata, 8 to 9 inches,

80s. per 1000; do., 10 inches, Hne. 12s. per 100. T. Ell

wangeriana, 6 to 8 inches. 6s. per 100; Veronica Traveraii. 6 to

8 inches, Hue. 6s. per 100; English Yew, 1-yr., 1-yr. trans-

planted, 20s. per 1000 ; do., 8 to 10 inches, 7s. per 100. Irish

Yew, 6 to 9 inches, lO.s. per loO.

(tARLIES MITCHELL, Nur«en'man. Stranraer.

C^LEAUANCE .SALE (at sacritice) of
J PALMS, DRACHMAS. &C.

LATAXIA BORBONICA and PH(ENrX RECLINATA, 12
iiiihes high, As. per dozen, 3ds. per 100. Package and
c.irriage free.

LATANIA BORBONICA. SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS. CORY-
PHA AUSTRALIS. and PHCENIX RECLINATA, 20 to

21 inche-* high. Is. 6(^ each, 16s. per dozen; same kinds,

2 feet 6 to 3 feet high, 3.^. to os. each.
Handsome PALMS. 4 feet high, 18s. each.

,. .. 6 feet high, 40s. each.
Twelve assorted PALMS and DRACENAS. averaging, with

pots. 24 inches high, in wood case, free, 18s. ; six do.. 10s.

KENTIAS, 3s. to 21.s. each.
DRAC.E.S'AS, 24 inches to 5 feet high, 2s. to 40s. each.

Inspection invited.
C.ARDENER, Holly Lo.^ge. Stamford Hill, X.

UONYMUS (Green).—50,000, all nice bushy
well-grown Specimens, 9 to 36 inches, £1 to £10 per IOj.

J. J. CLARK,
Goldstone Farm, Brighton.

'PKEES and SHRU13S for the Sea Coast
X. CATALOGUE fee on application.—RICHARD SMITH
AVD CO., Nurserymen and Se d Merchants, Worcester.WG O K D O N, Importer of Orchids.

• An Iranien-^e Stock of recently-imported Plants com-
pels a sale of the est,ibl shed plants to make room. They have
not yet tiowered.but are all flowering plants, and must be sold
at a great sacrifice. Very valuable varieties are certainly ti> be
obtained, and great bargains. See Public Journals for hi^h
prices recently obtained. 'I he Special Offer affords a paying
investment to anyone with glass at command, which should not
be overlooked. Such plants may never again be offered to the
public and i he Trade. LILIES. Silver Banksian Medal. Silver
Medal National Chrv^anthemum Society, September, 1888.

JAPANESE MAPLES. Silver B;tnksiun Medal.
TKEE P.EDNIES. 7 Fir-t-class Certificates.

„ IRIS, most gorgeous, 4 First-class Certificates.

C.\T.4LOGUES of tile above on application to
The Nurseries Amyand Purk Road, Twickenham.

OLD-FASHIONED HEDGES. — English
Yews, bu>hy, and with a profusion of fibrous roots,

1 J to 2 fet-t. 6s. per dozen, 35s. per 100 ; 2 to 2| feet, 8s. per
dozen. 50s. perlUO;

;;J to 3 feet, 9s. per dozen, 60s. per 100;
3 to 3J feet. 12s. per dozen. 84s. per lOu. Prices of larger sizes

and other E.-ergreens, suitable for Hedges— e.^'.. Tree Box,
HoUv, Laurel, Privet Cypress. Juniper, Thuia. &c , on appli-

catio'n.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Worcester.

" p A U L ENGLEHEAR T."—
JL Koot»*u Layers of the above fine Crismon fiedtling

CLOVE CAUNATIUN are tiow ready to lift. The variety can
be ronfidenlly recommended .xs possessing all the good qualities

of the " Old Clove," with much greater vigour of consitutiou/
aud a dwarf sturdy habit, which KEQUIKES NO STICKS.

I'rice, 2fi. each. 18?. per dozen, 95. half-dozen.
OILPERT D.WIllSON. Ammanford, R.S.O., Carmarthenshire

The only complete Collection of Daffodils existing.

BARK'S KEW DAFEODIL CATALOGUE
for 188!?. Now Read^'. Free on application.

Containing a full De-^c.-iptive List of High-class and Distinct
Diffodils only, and also a Descriptive List of Beautiful Hardy

* Daffodils, at greatly redui^ed prices. This Catalogue also con-
tains Barr's Specialty Collections of Iris. Lilies, Peeonies,

Michaelmas Daisies. Plantains. Lilies, Day-Lilies, and a select

List of Showy Hardy Herbaceous Plants.
BARR AXD SON, 12 and 13, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

KEEPERS FOU WALL8.— By planting
what is suitable, an ugly object may easily be made

beautiful. Most being in pots, can be sent and put out at anv
time. Descriptive LIST and advice Free.—RICHARD SMITH
AVD CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

LIETZE, Uio de Janeiro.—New PRICE
• LIST for PALM SEEDS, Post-free to all applicants,

from ADOLPU V. ESSEN i.ND CO., 73, Gr. Reichenstr.
Hamburg.

1 (\{M\ EUCHARIS AMAZUXICA, flowering
XV/V/V/ hulb'*. perfectl healthy and free from disease;

also 50 PANCR.VriUM FRAGRANs! Offers requested.

F. v.. Higher Feniscowles, ne:ir Blackburn.

T ARGE PEACH TREES (Fan-trained).—

A

V^ ievf to dispose of. Call and se6 them ; or write for

LIST to

W. H. DIVERS. The Gardens. Kettoo 13 11. Stamford.

c

Bulbs of Finest Quality only.

BARR'S BUl.li CA'lALUGUE for 1888,
Now Ready. Sent free ou application.

Contiin.s full Descriptive List of the best HyacinthB, Tulips,
and other Dutch Bulbs in cultivation, also an intere-tinf^ de-
pcriptive List of Cape and Californian Bulbs and Tubers, in-

cluding many beautiful rarities.

BARK ANU SON. 13 and 13. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

HUKST AND ISUN have good stocks of the
following, and will quote at specially Reduced Prices:—

R0.^1AN HYACINTHS.
LILIIIM CANDIDU.M.

„ HABRISII.
LILY OF THE VALLEY, clumps and crowns.
DAFFODIl S. double and single,
NARCISSUS POEIICUS.

,, ,, double white.
„ OBVALLAHIS

SNOWDROPS, and other sorts of Bulb? for forcing and planting.
Please «rite for ^peiial quotations.

Seed Warehouse : l.il', Houudirdilch, London, E.

NEW FORGET-ME-NOT.

MY080TIS BLUE PERFECTION
The queen of spring bedding plants. No garden should be

without this grand improvement on the old M. dissiliJlora.

Now is the time to plant to produce a sensational display next
spring.

Strong Plants, is. each ; 10s. per dozen ; 75s. per 100.

Seed, 23. 6d. per packet.

J. H. VIRGO, Florist,
VALTON-IN-GORDANO, CLEVEDON. SOMERSET.

ANTHONY WATERER
INVITES AN INSPECTION FROM INTENDING

PLANXtRS TO

THE FOLLOWING TREES,
Having stout itrnight stem t. Jt tie fiends, and splendid roots.

All nave been transplanted within tieo years

:

—
AC.iCIA BESS0NI.4.NA. 12 to 14 ftet; A. SE.MPERFLO-

RENS. la to 14 feet. ACER DASYCARPUM, 12 to Hi feet;

A. DASYCARITM WIEHII LACINIATA. In to 14 feet; A.

NFlil'Min \' \KII':i;aT.A, Stand.trd^, 8 to 10 feet; A. LEO-
POI.DH. l.Mo 11 f.et; A. REITENBACHII. 12 to 11 teet ; A.

SCHWEDLEKII, 12 to 16 feet; A. WORLEYII, Standards, 12

to 14 feet. ASH, Mouutaiu. 10 tollfeet. BEKCH, Common,
lo to 12 feet; Purple. Pyramids and S andards, It) to lli feet.

BIRCH, Silver, 12 to 16 teet. CHESTNUT, Horse, 14 to ID feet.

Double White. 10 to 16 feet; Scarlet, 12 to IB f et; Spanish,

12 teet. ELMS, English, 10 to 12 feet; Guernsey, 12 feet.

LIMES, 12 to 16 and 3(1 feet; Silver-leaved, 10 to 14 feet.

LIQUIDAMBAR, 6 to 10 feet. MAPLE, Norway, 14 to 16 feet.

OAK, English, 10 to 14 feet ; Scarlet American. 12 to 14 feet;

PLANES, 12 to 16 feet. POPLAR BOLLEA.NA, 10 to 16 feet

;

P. CANADENSIS NOVA (the true variety), 12 to 16 feet;

SYCAMORE, Common, 14 to 16 feet; Purple, 14 to 16 feet.

THORN-:, Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 feet; White, 8 to 10 feet.

WALNUTS, Common, 10 to 12 feet.

Weeping Trees.

BEECH, Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 8 to 13 feet;

Weeping. Purple, Pyramids an<l Standards, 7 to 12 ft. BIRCH,
Young's Weeping, Pyramids and Standards. 8 to 14 ft. ELMS,
Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 14 feet. LARCH,
Weeping, Pyramids. 8 to 10 feet. OAK, Weeping, English,

Stand.irds, 10 to 12 feet. POPLAR, Weeping, Pyramids, and

Standards, 10 to 12 feet. SOPHORA JAPOMCA PENllULA,
Standards, 8 to 9 feet.

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOK I NG, SURREY.

T AXTON'S NEW STRAWBEKKIE-^. —
1^ Four Firrtrclass Certificates from the Royal Horticul-

tural Society.

The earlie-st, largest, fines^, and latest high-quality sorts, and

the most profitable for Market or Private tirowers. as they

make the highest prices in Covent Garden. Send for Descrip-

tive Priced LISTS, with Press and other Testimonials, to

T . LAXTOS, B-df.rd.

INTENDING PLANTEKS are invited to

Inspect our Stock of ROSES, RIHIDODENDRI INS, FRUIT
TREES of all descriptions, ORNAMENTAL TREES and
SHRUBS, FOREST TREES, &c.. .xtendingover l.SO acres,

D soriptive CATALOGUE free on applicvition.

H. L.\NE A>P SON, Nurseries, DerkhamTted, IlcrtJ.

Special Cheap Offer.

"r\7M. P.\UL AND hUN leg to call the
» * attention of Planters to the following articles, of which

they ho d very large Blocks, and are coiicequeiitly able to offer
lit uiiUHUHlly low price!*. The qunlity of the trvtew ii in all

re^pfcia firBt-r-ite, and all are in excellent condition for
removal :

—
STANDAFU) VTCTORU PLUMS. 3. 4. and 5 years old. stout

and str.UKht. £.i per 100. £\h per lUOO.
TYRVMIDAL VICTOKIA PLLJltJ, 5 to 6 feet, fiiie fruUinj

tree-, £.h per 100.

STANDARD DAMSONS of sorts, clean, well-grown trees. £5
per 100.

PAULS' DOUBLE CRIMSON THORN, nice ptandards. with
heads, 75s. per loo ; do., etronger, £5 per 100 ; do., extra
strong. £6 per loO.

AOER NcGl^NDO VARIRGATA. pood standards, £.i per IW.
RHODODENDkON PONTICUM. fine bushes ftheae ate grow-

ing ou lonm near Ucktield, in Sussex), 1 to IJ foot hinh,
and as much through, 2l'$. per 100 ; 1^ to 3 feet, do . '.At^s.

per 100 ; 3 to 3 feet, do., extra stout, 1U05. per 100 ; 3 to 4
feet, du,, extra stout, Y^Hs. per U-O.

Priced Descriptive LIST of Fruit Trees, Hardy Trees nnd
Shrubs, Roses, &c.. post-free on application.

PAUL'S Nur-'eries, W'althnm Cro«i, TTerls.

ENGLISH YEWS, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet.
BOX, Green. 3, 4. 5, and G feet.

Viiriegated. 3. 4, 5. and 6 feet.

PINUS AUSnilACA, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet.
All well furnisheil, and tinelv rooted. Many thousand^.

ANTHONY WATERER, Kn:^p Hill Nnrsery. Woking. Surn'V.

ILIUM AUUATU.M.—Good, plump, sound
Uulbs, 6.S".. 9.V.. \\is.. 18s.. and L*4s. per dozen.

All other good LILIES at e^jually low prices.
Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Eare

Plant". .536. KingV Ruad. CheNea. London. S.W.

SPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN 8TE-
PHANOTIS. free-flowering variety, very fine i-tuff. 10 to

12 feet; also 2o.000 AUCUBAS. alUi^es. For particuUr^appIy
to G. SMITH, Dell Nursery, Rock Ferry. Che.-hire.

U(i i\i\i\ CLEMATIS, in Pots, of ail the
OV'^v7V/\7 finest Double and Single Varieties (some
of the flowers of whu-h become 10 inches acroas, and are o£

every !*hade, from pure white to the darke-it purple), for

climbing and bedding, from Via. to 24s. per dozen, strung
plants; extra strong plants, repotted into 5^inch pots. 2s. rta.

each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellent for

beddinji, rei'eittly sent out by us, reduced price 2.^. 'od. em h.

Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO..
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worce,'4t«r.

Q FECIAL OFFER. — 50,0U0 KHODODEN-O DRONS. all the early varieties, White and Scarlet, «ell
get with buds, fine plants for foreiut;. Low prices. Apply to

I .4AC MATTHEW.S AND SON, Milton Murseries, Stoke-
on-Trent.

Tlie Best Present for a Gardener.
riNES and VINE CULTURE.

The mo^t complete and exhaustive Treatise on
Grapes and their Culture evtr published.

New Edition.
Price 5\'., post-free .3.^. fid.

A. F. BARRON, R.iyal Hortr.ultnnil Siicietv. Chiswick.

Tlie New Kaspberry,

LO K D iJ E A C U iN S F I E L r.
(ASee.lling).

The finest Raspberry and best cropper ever known. First-

class Certificate, Royul Horticultural Society. Canes £2 per

100; 6s. per dozen. Trftde supplied ; Cash with Order.

A. FAULKNIIR. Iiikpen. Hunirerford.

100 Heroaceous and Alpine Plants Jor 25s.

l)lCHAltD SMITH AND CU.'S Selection as
-I V abine contains a most interesting and valuable assort-

ment of beautiful and Hardy Plants fur tlie Border or Rock-
work, which proiluce flowers and render the garden attractive

all through the vear. Descriptive CATALOGUE post-free for

6 stamps.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO , Nurserymen and Seed

Merchants, Worcester.
^

EVE KG KEEN HEDGES.
EVEROREEN HEDGES.

YEWS, English, 1
J to a feet. 30.5. per 100; 2 to 2J feet, 45s. per

100; 2} to 3 feet, fihs. per 100.

HOLLIES, Green, 2 to 2i feet, 40s. per 100 ; 2J to 3 feet, 60s.

per 100.

LAURELS, Common. 1' to 2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 teet,

1.5s. per 100; 2J to XJ feet, 20s. per 100.

THUIA LOBBII. 2^ to 3 feet, 30s. to 40s. per 100.

We hold immense stocks of the abo%"e, all bushy and well
rooted Plants.

Special offer for Covert Plants. &c., free on appltcaf ion.

JOrtN PERKINS AND SO.\, The Old Establi-hed Nursery

and Seed Business. 52, Market Squsre. Xorihampton.
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS-" QUICK." N'iRTHAMPToX.

CPECIAL OFFEE.— 30 Acres of KHODO-
O DESDROXS, Seedli g. Hybrids aud ponticum. 4 to »i in..

6 to 9 in.. 9 to 12 in.. ]2 to lo in.. 15 to 13 iu.. IS to 21 inches.

All Rood plants, at exceptional low prices. Apply to

ISAAC MATTHEWS i.vD SON, The Nurseries, Milton.

Stoke-on-Trent.

Cape Bulbs—Cape Bulbs.

THE CAPE TOWN BOl'AMC GARDENS re-

quest their Trade Correspondents to fonrard their Orders

for thisseasons Bulbs as early as possible. Pelivery in Jan. & Feb.

A.. F. BAXTER, Sales Depart., Botanic Gardens, Capetown.

ARNATIOX " GLOIRE DE NANCY?^
We are sending out for the fourth season our (rue strain

of this the jjrandest White Carnation in cultivation. i|nite

hardy, and for pot culture for cut bloom it has no equal.

Robust and free bloomer. £1 per 100. Us. tor W. «<. tor 2.5, good

ro.ted layers. W> have a tine stock of GAKDEXIAS. the bost

Borts in cultivation, from Is. to 40*. each. C -sh with Order.

E COLLINS iXD SONS, Cumberlaol Pa It Ku'Scry

Villetj'cu Juiwtioa.

\
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Our Exhibition icill comynence November Is/, and continue through the month. Admission each day free to one P.M., after one p.m. 'od. Nearest
Station, Beeston, near Nottingham, MM. (three-quarters of a mile). J. R. PEARSON & SONS, Chilwell Nurseries, Notts.

THE GREAT SUBURBAN NURSERY,
i
PAUL'S CREAT ROSE DARREN. THE GREAT HARDY NURSERY.

PAUL & SON'S
CHESHUNT

FRUIT TREES.
The Finest Standards in England.

CLOSE PROXIMITY TO LONDON
ALLOAVS

INSPECTION OF STOCK.

Large Stocks of Fine Trees of the

Leading Sorts Selected at the recent

Fruit Conference.

Descriptive Catalogues Post-free on application.

Bailway Station, Cheshunt, G.E.R.

Telegbams, "PAUL, CHESHUNT."

PAUL & SON,
THE OLD NURSERIES,

CHESHUNT.

PAUL & SON'S_
UNRIVALLED

CHESHUNT ROSES.
The Largest Stock in England.

IT IS

PAUL AND SON'S CHESHUNT ROSES
WHICH HAVE WON

Fifty First Prizes in 1888.

Fifteen Hundred First Prizes
since 1860.

No other Firm has Approached this Record in

Prizes, nor in Novelties Distributed, nor in

Continuous Quality of the Stock.

150,000 to Select from. Most Complete
Catalogue.

PAUL & SON,
THE OLD NURSERIES,

CHESHUNT.

PAUL & SON'S
CHESHUNT

TREES AND SHRUBS.
The Most Varied Collection in England.

ALL TKEES
FEEQUENTLY EEMOVED. AND IN SPLENDID ORDER

FOR TRANSPLANTING.

Conifers, Evergreens, Hollies, Shrubs,

Forest Trees, Avenue and Blind Trees,

Herbaceous and Bulbous Plants, Alpine

and Bock Plants, Violets, Hardy Florist's

Flowers.

Every REQUISITE for the HARDY GARDEN.

London Office, LIVERPOOL STREET STATION.

PAUL & SON,
THE OLD NURSERIES,

CHESHUNT.
Fourth Edition. Price Is.

ON GROWING ROSES OUT-OF-DOORS
By Rev. 0. FISHER.

London : BBADBUEY, AGNEW, & CO., Bouverie Street, E.G.
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C A R T E E S'

CHEAP BULBS.
Why Send to Holland for Bulbs

When Better Quality can be obtained in England at
Less Prices? Note the Contents, and compare

Carters' Box with others.

Carters' Guinea Box
Contains 1250 Bulbs,

And isBent.PACKr>'Gan.1 CARRIAGE FREE to any station

in England and Wales on receipt of cheque or postal ordffr

for 20s. It comprises the pick of the World, as follows :
—

50 Hyacinths, named, in 9

colours
.50 Tulips, double, early

50 Tulips, single, early
ino Narcissus poeticus

50 Narcissus birtorus

50 Scilla campanulata
100 Crocus, white
100 Crocus, purple
100 Crocus, otriped

Half the Box, ll5.. Carriige Free
Quarter, 7s., Carriage Free.

100 Crocus, yellow
50 Anemones
100 DaffodiU
50 Ranunculus, Persian
50 ypMuifth Iris

50 Snowdrops
100 Winter Aconites
Bd Star of Bethlehem
14 Muscari botryoidea

Forfull vnrtictthrs ofotker Boxes, p-om 5s. upwards, see

CARTERS' ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of BULBS,
Gratis and Post-f/ee.

Seedsmen bv Roval Warrants to H.M. the Queen
nnd'H.R.H. the Prince of Wjiles,

237 & 238, HIGH KOLBORN, LONDON.

TKEES and SHRUBS suitable for Towns and
Smoky Districts. CATALOGUE free on application.—

RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Worcester.

B.S.WIIL
ROOTS AND BULBS

FOR EARLY FORCING, &c

Extra Strong Clumps—Spelally Selected.
LILY OF THE VALLEY.
SPIRJEA AUREA VARIEGATA.

,. JAPONICA.
„ PALMATA.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS.
HELLEBORUS NIGER.

AMARYLLIS, Settiilingi and Named Varieties.
GLADIOLUS BREXCHLEYENSIS.
„ COLVILLI ALBA "THE BHIDE."

LILIUM AIIRATUM.
„ CANDIDUM.
„ CHALCEDONICtTM.
., HARRtSII.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, Berlin Single Crowns.
/Ir Prices and particulars, see llht-^trated Bulb Catalogue,

post-free on apphcjtton.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Sili!i)iiti!i:<!itMiS!iiti!i!H>:iin:iti;;)i!nnitii!i!iriiinn.:n<:.!i:i'.n:i:t:<ii.Mn:ii'ff

I PLANTING SEASON.
|

I HARDILY-GROWN I

Ifl^OREST, #RUIT,|
S A ALL OTHER =

I
TREES X PLANTS, |

IEvergreens, Roses, &c, |

I
NURSKKIKS 4UO ACIIES. |

i Largest <£ Finest Stocks in Europe, i

I INSPECTION EABNESTLT IN^^TED. =

E Priced Cataloques Gratis & Post Free, i
I Estimates * all p*RTrcuL>iP3 on application. |

= (Limited), =

I The Knrseries, |

I •^i£*^T^^'„i'l"^"}Diclisoiis Chester. I
WPmrrmmmnHIHHMHHW linilIHIHWWHHWUiaHIIWMHfHIHfHHHHIIIUlS

w. H. LASCELLES & co.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS,

121, BUNHILL ROW,

LONDON, E.O.

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES,

VINERIES,

PEACH HOUSES,

ORCHID HOUSES,
ERECTED withHEATING APPARATUS,

&c. , complete.

W. H. LASCELLES & CO.
will when desired visit Gardens

and prepare

SPECIAL DRAWINGS and ESTIMATES,
from instructions taken on the spot,

without charge.

CUCUMBER FRAMES.
Prices Post-free on application.

w. H. LASCELLES & co.,

121, BUNHILL ROW, E.C.

NEW EDITION,
Corrected up to Date,

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR

GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price Sd., Pott-free ?\d.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand,

London, W.C.

Now ready, in cloth, lis. 6d.

HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Vol. III.. Third Series. JAN. to JUNE, 1888,

W. RICHARDS. 41, Wellincton Street, Strand, W.C.
T

THE

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1&S8.

COMPENSATION FOR ORCHARD
PLANTING.'

TT is, no doubt, solely because of the great
-*- interest which for many years I have taken

in compensation for tenants' improvements, that

I have been invited by the committee of this

Conference to read a paper upon a subject of the

practical details of which I probably know less

than any person in this room. I must confess

that I felt a strong disinclination to place my
views before a body of experts, and if any-

one but your Secretary, who has been very

kind to me on more than one occasion, had
asked me to come forward, I should have

declined. For, should any one ask me what 1

know about orchard planting, I should have to

reply—Next to nothing. When I took a farm

some years ago I planted some fruit trees, and

had them in fine bearing condition by the time

that I quitted the holding, to the advantage of

my successor. More recently I have planted

some Apples and Pears in a suburban garden,

and have scarcely seen a blossom on ary of them
for the last three years. However, my subject is

not planting, but compensation for planting, and

upon that topic I have very decided views, and

few persona, I believe, have given more thought

to it. Still, as my object is to elic.t di.scussion

rather than air my own opinions, I shall be as

brief a.s possible in my remarks.

Cultivators of the soil are constantly being

told that they should grow more fruit. Ordi-

nary farming does not pay, and is not likely to

pay, it is contended, and farmers should turn

their attention to the production of vegetaliles

and fruit. Now, there is no reason to fear that

too many farmers will take that advice, the rank

and file of the class being very slow to make any

important changes in their routine. It is obvious

that if even a twentieth part of the land of the

United Kingdom were devoted to the growth of

vegetables and fruit, the market would be glutted,

unless the nation were converted to vegetarian-

* A paper fad at tbe Ctiawioit Fruit Coujfre^, by Williana

F. Bear, StreatUam.
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ism. But, as I have said, there is no reason to

fear that too many farmers will become market
gardeners and fruit growers, and there will be all

the less reason to expect this if , as I believe, a turn
in the tide of ordinary farming as a business has
set in— whether for a long or for a short period it

would be rash to predict. The fear is—to confine

myself to fruit-growing—that, in spite of the
" boom " which appears to have been started in that
industry, its development will be slower than is

deiirable. There are many re.isons why it should
be so. Enough has been said in recent years,

and said over and over again, to prove that it is

desirable to grow more fruit, and especially more
choice Apples and Pears, in this country. The
question is—How to do it ? Now, in my opinion,
Mr. liivers, in his speech as Chairman of the Fruit
Growers' Conference held the other day in the
Crystal Palace, went the right way to work to
show how not to do it. Alluding to the obstacles
to fruit-growing, he is reported to have said that
landlords, land laws, railway rates, and middle-
men have nothing to with them. A more astound-
ing assertion I have seldom read. In my opinion
they have pretty well all to do with them.
It is our land laws which render fruit-planting
an unsafe speculation, and high railway rates
and a b.ad sj-stem of distribution (the middleman
element) which renders fruit-growing less pro-
fitable than it should be. I think my friend,
Mr. Albert Bath, was on the right tack in the
paper which he read at the first Crystal Palace
Conference, and not Mr. Kivers, who declared
ignorance to be the fundamental hindrance to
extended fruit culture. No one is a more earnest
advocate of agricultural and horticultural educa-
tion than I am, and no one is less disposed to say
anything to underrate the advantages of either
branch of instruction. But, in my opinion, for
one cultivator of the soil prevented from growing
fruit by ignorance, there are twenty who are de-
terred from lack of security to capital invested
in planting, high railway rates, which render it

unprofitable to grow anything except high-priced
ear;y produce if it has to go a long distance by
rail, and our abominable system of distribution,

which gives more profit to the middleman for a
day's, or sometimes for an hour's work, in handing
fruit on to customers, than to the producer who
spends a year in growing it.

The Land-Laws.
Retarning to the question, How is fruit growing

to be increased ? I must pass by, as beyond the
range of my subject, all details relating to such
obstacles as high rail charges and the middleman's
undue share in the amount paid by consumers for
fruit. In considering how to answer the question
asked, another at once crops up—Who is to plant ?

Now our land laws are directly opposed to planting
as far as they go. By encouraging limited owner-
ship through the settlement of estates they render it

disadvantageous to most landowners to plant,
because the limited owners, who form the great
majority of the landlord class, by sinking their
capital in orchard planting, would reap only a tran-
sitory benefit themselves, and that only if they lived
several years, while they would enrich the already too
highly favoured heirs to their laud at the expense
of their younger children or other relatives. For
reasons which it would take me very wide of mv
mark to-day to state, I am not in favour of
increasing the powers and privileges of the owners
of land by making them absolute owners, and I
allude to limited ownership merely to show that
under it there ij no reason to expect extensive
orchard planting by landlords. We come now to
the tenants, and are thus brought within the precise
confines of the subject of this paper.

Mr. Rivers appears to argue that the land laws
have nothing to do with the indisposition of culti-
vators to plant fruit, because in suitable situations

and under proper management fruit-planting will

pay with laws and rents as they are. No doubt
it will, provided that the planter has a long lease,

and lives long enough to reap the fruits of his enter-

prise, or if—and this is a very large " if"—he can
induce his landlord to consent to the planting, so

that he will be entitled to compensation under the
Agricultural Holdings Act, or to arrange otherwise
to compensate him or his heirs when he quits his

holding or dies. These "ifs" and " ors," however,
are shadowy pirticles, and a substantial and dis-

agreeable " but " nearly alwa_vs comes in to put them
to flight. Without the consent of the landlord in

writing the law fails to afford the fruit planter,

whether he be a large farmer or an allotment holder,

a halfpenny of compensation for capital sunk in the
planting of fruit ; and I doubt whether that consent
can be obtained by one out of a hundred tenants.

The tenant, then, has no legal security for fruit-

planting, and if he plants without security he incurs

a very serioits risk. It may be contended, perhaps,
that a long lease affords a sufficient security ; but that

I entirely dispute, because a man may die before he
has reajied any benefit from his expenditure, and it

may ha inconvenient for his executors to carry

on his business, or he may be obliged to

remove, either from getting into dilficuliies or
frcm some less disagreeable cause. Therefore
a lease is but a delusion as security unless it

contains compensation clauses, or embodies a right

of assignment. Moreover, a lease never affords

adequate security, unless it is a very long one, even
if the holder of it farms it out. Even then, at the
end of the lease, the improving tenant— or rather,

the law—hands over to the landlord property which
rightly belongs to himself.

Cost of Planting.

It is not necessary to say before my present
audience that the expense of orchard planting is no
light one, or to point out some years must elapse
before the planter can hope to obtain a satisfactory

return on his outlay. Probably there is no gentle-
man here who could not tell me a great deal more
about the cost of planting than I can tell him. But
as there may be readers of this paper who are not
experts, and who may like to have the estimates of
experts on the cost of planting different kinds of
fruit. I submit such estimates. There is no lack of
them in print ; but most of those in my possi^ssion

are two, three, or more years old, and expenses vary
with the times. I therefore asked Mr. Charles White-
head to give me his estimates for the present time,
and I have to thank him, a busy man—though for
that matter busy men are generally the most obligini'

in affording information—fur kindly complying with
my request. In giving Mr. Whitehead's estimates I
must point out that they do not include the cost of
preparing the land, or any portion of the rent, tithe,

rates, and labour expenses after planting which fall

due before the trees come into profit.

Coit of Planting One Acre of Fruit.
Standard Apple trees, 22 feet apart (90 £ a. d. £ s d

trees) 6
Planting and staking 2 17 (i

Plums or Damsons. 18 feet opart (134 trees) 7 I.t

Planting and staking 3 15

Apples and Plums, mixed, 20 feet apart
(lOS trees) 7

Planting and staking 3 5

11 lo

Bush fruit trees under Apples. 14J0 to the
acre, 5* feet apart, at 13s. per 100 ... ft

Planting bu>li trees 2 15
Ninety Apples and planting and staking ... 8 17 6

Bn^h frnit with Plums or Damsons—H40
bu-h fruit trees 9

Planting ditto 2 15
131 flum or Damson trees, and planting

andslaking n 15

Strawberries. 30 x 18 inches = 11,616 plants.
eay. 12«. id. per 1000 7 4 3

Planting 1 15

23 10

Strawberries, 30x12 inche3=17,424 plants.
at 12s. 6ii 10 13 6

Planting 2 7 8

Kagpberries, in rows 4 feet apart, three
plants to a hill or centre=10,(*90 plants 10 17 fl

Planting 3 5

13 6

IFr. Whitehead adds :—" All these rates are
according to present cost of fruit trees and present
labour wages. The land, of course, must be deeply
ploughed, and in many cases a subsoil plough should
follow the ordinary plough. Harrowing also' ia

necessary to get a level surface. Upon land in cul-
tivation a good dressing of manure would be neces-
sary, say 20 ton per acre. Some land would require
trenching."

Mr. Albert Bath, of Sevenoaks, has also kindly
sent me some estimates, which represent the actual
cost of planting now being carried out undtr his
superintendence :

—
Cost of Manuring, Ploughing. Subsoiling Trees, and Planting,

per Acre.

Apple plantation, trees 20 x 20 feet apart £31
Plums, 20 X 20 feet jg jj
Pears about same as Apples .'.'.' " 21
Mixed plantation of Apples, Pears, Pliims, 2li

X 20 feet with bottom fruit—Currants and Goose-
berries 35 g Q

Easpberries (manuring and cultivation as above^
excepting sub<iiling) 17 5

Strawberries, ditto 13 7

Mr, Bath remarks that fruit trees and Raspberry
canes are as cheap as they were six years ago, but
that Apple trees are in great demand, and will soon
be dearer.

Although the planting of Strawberries and Rasp-
berries does not come under the head of orchard
planting, the estimates for these crops are allowed to
appear in the list. I may add that Mr. William
Vinson, of Opington, Kent., has kindly given his
estimates of the cost of planting of an acre of these
varieties of soft fruit. Including the first year's
cultivation, rent, rates, &c., he says. Raspberries cost
about £15 an acre, and Strawberries about £10.
The veriest outsider must see from these figures—

and especially from those relating to orchard planting
—that it would be very risky for a tenant to engage
in that enterprise without security as to compensa-
tion for the unexhausted value of his improvements

;

and it is to be borne in mind that Mr. Whitehead's
totals should be larger than they are, because they
do not include additional expenditure incurred while
waiting for the trees and bushes to bear.

Ti;XASt's C0MPE>fSAT10N.

How, then, should compensation be given? Per-
sonally, I am a strong advocate of the plan of allow-
ing the tenant to sell his improvements in the market,
with preemption to the landlord. Elswhere, and on
many occasions, I have shown how I would safe-
guard the just claims of landlords in making the
necessary arrangements for free sale. There is not
time to allow of my going into details upon that
topic to-day. Moreover, to do so would he needless
repetition, (or are they not written in the chronicles
of theFarmers' Alliance—an association which would
have done great things for the farmers and fruit
growers of the country if they had sufficiently sup-
j.orted it? In my opinion, free sale is far superior
to the valuation system. When told that it involves
dual ownership in land, I always say, in reply, that
where two persons invest their capital, and inex-
tricably mix it in the same piece of land, you must
have dual ownership or confiscation. There is abso-
lutely no other alternative

; and if you have a right
to compensation by valuation, you have dual owner-
ship just as much as if you have free sale. Again,
I am told that free sale has not succeeded in Ireland

;

but the reply to that is that it was a splendid success
in Ulster before Mr. Gladstone meddled with it, and,
in my opinion, muddled it. Having visited Ulster,
I say that the results of free sale there are wonderful.
Considering the disadvantages in respect of situation,
climate, and often of soil also, under which the
farmers in that province laboured, what they did,
stimulated by the security afforded to them by free

sale, long before the Land Acts were passed, is a
striking proof of the value of the principle.

It must be confessed, however, that free sale is not
popular in this country. It may further be admitted
that the system of compensation by arbitration and
valuation can be carried out more satisfactorily in

relation to fruit trees than in the case of ordinary
farm improvements. The trees are on the ground.
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ami can be counted and valued, and their condition

indicates how they have been manured and other-

wise treated. In some parts of Italy it is the prac-

tice to make an inventory of all the trees on a hold-

in_g when the tenant enters, describing the number

of trees of each kind in each enclosure, indicating

the condition of the whole in general, if not of each,

and valuing them. When the tenant quits, a similar

inventory is made, and he is entitled to receive, or

required to pay, any difference in the two valuations,

according to whether he has caused appreciation or

deterioration during his tenancy. Whether or not

any allowance is made for natural improvement on

the one hand, or deterioration similar to the reason-

able " wear and tear " in a house, on the other, I

cannot say. Perhaps some such plan could be

adopted in this country.

The simplest reform, however—and I believe that

fruit growers and farmers can get it if they will but

act together—would be that of striking out the

stipulation in the Agricultural Holdings Act which

requires the landlord's consent to entitle tlie tenant

to compensation for planting fruit trees, and for

otlier permanent improvements. But as I have

always been a friend—an unappreciated friend—to

landlords, I must state one objection to this proposal.

It would be hard to come down upon a poor, embar-

rassed landlord, or upon one fairly well-to-do, but

only a tenant for life, for £20 an acre or more on

lOU or 200 acres, in the form of compensation to an

outgoing tenant. Therefore, it seems to me that if

the tenant is to be entitled to compensation for

costly improvements made without the landlord's

consent, the latter should have the option of pre-

senting the right of free sale to the former. Or,

perhaps, as landlords have always opposed free sale,

it will be but a fitting lesson to them to malie the

amendment in the Agricultural Holdings Act just

suggested, and to leave them to sue for free sale

which, I fancy, under the altered circumstances,

many of them would very quickly demand. At any

rate, in one way or another, I contend, it is the right

and the duty of the public to insist that the law of

the land shall be so altered as to encourage, instead

of hindering, the greatest profitable development of

the resources of the soil. They should not recognise

the right of a man who is allowed to " hold an estate

inland"—the nearest approach to absolute owner-

ship recognised by the law of this country—to keep

it as a desert waste, or anything like a desert waste,

if it will pay for improvement, and there are capital-

ists able and willing to improve it. Or, to limit the

application of this principle of public right and duty

to the subject before us, I say that the people of this

country, desirous as they are to see planting increased,

should insist on their representatives in Parliament,

without unnecessary delay, so amending or adding to

the statutes as to afford to every cultivator of the

soil full security for the unexhausted value of any
improvement in the planting and culture of fruit

which he is able and willing to carry out.

Begonia uekanioides.

This has the reputation of being a small uninter-

esting plant, with wliite flowers, and a delicate

constitution, and we have never seen it grown as a

pot plant when it did not deserve that reputation
;

but when planted in a border in a warm, dry, sunny

greenhouse, it is a really charming Begonia, which is

saying a good deal in these days of Begonia wonders.

Two years ago about fifty tubers of B. geranioides

were imported direct from Natal to Kew. They

were planted in a border in a Succulent-house under

tlie conditions which have been so successful with

Streptocarpuses. The Begonias are in flower now.

They have kidney-shaped leaves, 6 inches across, on

erect stalks 8 inches long. The flowers are on erect

leafy panicles a foot high, and each flower is 1| inch

across, snow-white, with a small button-like bunch

of bright yellow stamens in the middle. Each plant

has quite a sheaf of blossom, and as every flower

faces upwards, the eff'ect is charming. The female

flowers have five segments, and a large three-winged

white ovary. These plants have been in flower about

a month, and they are still very fine.

Cassebeeea tuiphylla.

This Fern has just been added to the cultivated

collection at Kew. It is quite distinct from any

other Fern known to me, and it is pretty enough to

be noted here. The fronds are 4 inches high, erect

;

the stalks wiry and shining black, the blade trifo-

liate, each leaflet 1 j inch long, and less than a quarter

of an inch wide, crenulate, deep shining green. The
sori are in close rows along the margin of the seg-

ments, on the underside. The genus is related to

Cheilanthes. The plant at Kew is a compact little

tuft of fronds, and it appears to thrive perfectly

in a dry, sunny greenhouse. It is a native of Brazil,

ir. }Vafsoii.

Plant Notes.

OXALIS BOWEI.

There are a great number of really pretty-flowered

Wood Sorrels, and Kew is the only place in England

where a representative collection of them may
be seen. One of the very best of them is that above

named. It is a free-growing plant, with trifoliate

leaves 4 inches across on stalks 8 inches long ; the

leaflets are broad obcordate, 2^ inches across, bright

green, rather fleshy. The flowers are in umbels on

the end of drooping peduncles 1 foot long. There
are about a dozen flowers in each umbel, each having

a stalk U inch long; the corolla is fully I inch

across, perfectly circular, and coloured deep rose witli

a yellow eye. To grow this plant to perfection, it

should be planted in a border, as it is at Kew in the

succulent house, where several clumps of it have

been in flower for some weeks. Probably it would

do equally well in baskets. It is a plant which may
be recommended as a first-rate winter-flowering

greenhouse Oxalis.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

CYPRIPEDIUM CENANTHUM, JOSEPHINE
JOLIBOIS X , hyh. gall.

This comes very near to Cypripediuni ocnanthum

superbum. But its flower is larger, and the stami-

node is quite distinct. The leaf at hand is quite

of Harrisianum shape and is covered with rather

obscure, dark, interrupted, broken bars. The bract

is much shorter than the hairy, green, india-purple

ribbed ovary, green with indian-purple lines and

freckles. The dorsal sepal is very broad, adorned

with an upper white, broad margin, with numerous

india-purple veins on the light green, inferior part,

and the veins are covered with darker spots of the

same colour, which give a mouiliform appearance.

Petals nearly ciliate, ligulate acute, of a pallid ochre

ground colour, greenish at the base, where there are

numerous roundish dark, india-purple spots. The

whole traversed by ten dark, purplish-brown nerves

with some short, transverse, oblique bars in the ante-

rior part running from one longitudinal nerve to the

next. Dorsal sepal narrow, shorter than the lip, with

india-purple nerves outside on the lightest greenish

ground, quite covered with dense short purple hairs,

wliile inside these are but a few short lines of India-

purple freckles, not surpassing the base. The lip is

that of Cypripedium Harrisianum, very pallid, having

much olive colour underneath, some light brownish

-

purple above, and an ochre-coloured margin around

the mouth. The involved margins of the stalk have

numerous light, round spots ; similar ones are to be

seen in the interior, covered with very numerous dark

hairs. The staminode is yellow, finally light- red-

dish, rather retuse in front, with two large lateral

lobes and a very small apiculus in the sinus of both.

Mr. K. Measures, of The Woodlands, Streatham,

the facile prbiceps of Cypripedists, has raised this

from Cyprijiedium Harrisianum and C. insigne

Chantini.

Tliere can be no doubt if we knew how near all

these varieties of Cypripedium insigne stand one to

another, that those children of insigne and Harris-

ianum should be kept under the common name of

C. ocnanthum X . I have good reason to believe that

this is also the view of Mr. R. Measures. Allusion

)s made to a similar plant in the Journal do la Socicti

Rationale d'Horticiilturr de France, 3rd series, ix.. May,

l.SSS, p. 2'.)G. Mons. M. K. Jolibois, jardinier en

clief au Luxembourg, crossed C. Harrisianum and C.

insigne Chantini in 1882, and the first flower opened,

after a very long period in bud, on April 15, 1888.

It was dedicated to Madame .losephine Jolibois, the

mother of Mons. Jolibois. I suppose it must be the

same, though there is no full description given.

Monsieur H. Jolibois states, that some plants have

simply green leaves, while others show " lea feuilles

maculiies," which, no doubt, refers to the darker

broken bars, above-mentioned. H. G. Rchb. f.

CvpniPEDiuM Elliottiancm, n. sp.

This glorious new introduction of Messrs. Pander

& Co.'s, from the Philippines is now in bloom at the

St. Albans Nursery. The plant is of noble habit,

resembling C. Stonei ; leaves bright green, from

1 foot to 15 inches long, and U to 2 inches broad

;

the older stout purple-dotted scape, over I foot in

height, bore evidence of the presence of five flowers,

but on that in bloom only two. The bracts are spatha-

ceous, and very showy, from I—1^ inch long, whitish,

with narrow chocolate lines. The 2-inch long

ovaries bear handsome flowers, which call to mind

the beautiful C. Kothschildianum and C. pricstans,

from both of which, however, it is widely distin-

guished. The dorsal sepal is \h inch wide and 2^

long, pointed, ivory-white, with fifteen dark crimson

lines of various lengths ; the lower sepals are simi-

lar, but smaller. The lip is nearly like that of C.

Stonei in colour and shape, and has the same fold on

the under side ; ivory-white, delicately veined and

tinted rose. The petals are also white, spotted in the

upper portion with crimson blotches, which run into

three or four narrow lines to the points, the upper

portions being wavy and cili.ated, much as in C.

Sanderianum. The staminode (unless abnormal) is

narrow and curved under, as in C. Kothschildianum.

Altogether it is a very beautiful species, which seems

to embody the good features of most of its section.

James O'Brien.

The Gencs Polycvcnis.

This is a highly curious little genus of Orchids,

occasionally met with in cultivation, though perhaps

less commonly at the present time than some years

ago, when Gongoras, Catasetums, Cycnoches, and

other allied genera, were more in fashion. The rare

P. lepida is just now flowering in the Kew collection,

thus furnishing a convenient opportunity for giving

a brief account of the known species of the genus.

Polycycnis was described in 1855 by Professor

Reichenbach {Bonplamlia, iii., p. 218), the name
being derived from polys, many, and kylcnos, a swan,

in allusion to the numerous flowers on the raceme,

each having a slender, gracefully curved column, like

the neck of a swan ; in fact, the genus is very closely

allied to Cycnoches, the swan's-neck Orchids,

though at present it has not been known to play

such singular freaks as producing sometimes one

kind of flowers, and at other times totally diff'erently

ones, occasionally varying the proceedings by deve-

lojjing both kinds of flowers at once. One may per-

liaps say that it bears the same relation to Cycnoches

that Mormodes does to Catasetura, for Morraodes only

produces one kind of flowers, while its more sportive

relation has no fewer than three kinds, and more than

once accomplished the seemingly impossible feat

of presenting to Dr. Lindley flowers of two diff'erent

genera on the same inflorescence—a freak which

that accomplished botanist found not a little per-

plexing. However, we are aware of these tricks at

the present day, and shall, perhaps, learn more of

the history of this strange genus when some one will

take in hand tlie cultivation of as many of the

species as can be got together. Some of the species

are certainly handsome, all of them grotesque, and

few genera are more imperfectly known. But to

return to our subject. Polycycnis has more of the

general appearance of Gongora than of any other

genus, though its free upper sei)al readily dis-

tinguishes it ; for in Gongora the upper sepal and

column are united for some distance, one appeariuj?
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to arise from the other. The flowers are numerous,
and borne in long, more or less .arching, or pendnlnus
racemes from the base of the psendobulbs. Five
species have been described, from Costa Eica, New
Granada, and British Guiana, and all of them have
been in cultivation at one time or another. P.
vittata was the earliest known species, having been
described by Lindley in 1841, under the name of
HouUettia vittata, from a specimen collected in the
Acaray Mountains, in British Guiana, by Schom-
burgk, and which flowered in the nursery of the
Messrs. Loddiges at Hackney.

Eight years later a second species appeared, and
was described by Lindley as Cycnoches barbatum,
from a specimen sent by Linden. It also flowered
the same year in the rich collection of Mrs. Lawrence
at Ealing P.ark, this plant being the one represented
in the Botanical Maga:inc. About three years later
a third species flowered with the Messrs. Eollissons,
having been introduced by Linden from Columbia!
This was described by Lindley as Cycnoches musci-
ferum, in allusion to the flowers bearing a resem-
blance to some kinds of flies. The genus Polycvcnis
was established for the two last-named species in
18oo, and a few years later Iloulletia vittata was
added. In 1SG9 a fourth species, P. lepida, was
described in these columns, having been found by
Wallis in New Granada, at an elevation of 0000—
7000 feet above sea-level. Two years later a fifth
species was added to the list, namely, P. gratiosa,
which was introduced from Costa Ilica bv Endres!
and flowered in the nursery of Messrs. James Veitch
& Sons, at Chelsea. It would be interesting to
know what has become of the last-named plant, as I
have never come across a specimen of it. Appended
is an enumeration of the species, with their
synonymy, &c.

1. Poli/ct/cnis vittata, Rchb, f , in Wa!p. Ann., Bot
Syst., vi., p. 618 ; Houlletia vittata, Lindl. ; Bot. Eeq
xxvu., il/isc, p. 47, t. G!).—Nati,,^ of British Guiana.
Flowers yellow striped with chocolate.

2. P. bai-bata, Rchb. f., in Bonplandia, iii., p. 218.
Cycnoches barbatum, Lindl., in Jour. Hort. Soc, iv

'

p. 268
;
Bot. Mag. t. 447'J.—Native of New Granada'.

Flowers light yellow, copiously spotted and freckled
Tvith brown.

3. P. imiscifim,a, Rchb. {., in Bonplandia, iii.,

p. 218. Cynoches musciferum, Lindl., in iiHtW and
Paxt. Ft. Gard., iii., p. 28, fig. 248.—Native of New
Granada. Flowers very similar to the preceding in
colour, but much smaller.

4. P. lepida. Linden and Echb. f , in Gard. Chron.,
186!), p. 1038

;
Illustration Horticole, n. ser., p. lOo]

t. 19.—Native of New Granada. Much resembling
the preceding, but with the auricles at the base of
the lip more developed, but straight, not curved as in
that species.

5. P. gratiosa, Rchb. I., in Gard. Chron., 1871,
p. 1451.—Native of Costa Rica. Said to be in the
way of P. lepida, yet very distinct by the very short
claw of the lip, and the anterior part of the same
organ. Flowers brownish-purple. R. A. Solfe,

PLANTING SAND-HILLS.

Cattleya POHPHVROPHLEBU X , Belli), f.

1 am indebted to Messrs. James Veitch & Sons for
a two-flowered peduncle of this lovely hybrid, from a
plant which has just flowered in their nursery. It is

d^erived from two singularly pure and distinct species,
C. intermedia and C. superba, which unfortunately
have the character of being both bad growers. The
oH'spring is said to have a singularly good constitu-
tion, one of those seemingly inexplicable but fortu-
nate features which has been before observed in
similar instances. The sepals and petals are of a
beautiful and delicate lilac, the front lobe of the lip
rich amethyst-purple striated with jialer purple

;

below this are two pale sulphur blotches, which are
separated by a purple band that extends to the base
of the lip. The name alludes to the rich purple
veining of the lip. B. A. E.

Trade Notice,

ifn. A. It. JoiiNsoK, formerly of II. & F. Sharpe
and G. & W. Yates, and for the past six years with
Messrs. Carter, Page & Co., London Wall, E.C., has
been appointed Jlanager to Mr. S. F. Armitage,
seed merchant, Nottingham.

On p. 447 of your issue for October 20, Mr. E. C.
Townsend gives the results of his experience in the
planting of sand-hills on the north-west coast, and
calls in question some remarks of mine on the
same subject in the i>revious issue which I sent to
you in reply to a question bv " Doubtful ' in that of
September 29. It appears to be Mr. Townsend's
opinion that it is useless to endeavour to establish
anything but the grasses I named on the sand-hills
of the north-west, and even to do that he considers
it is necessary to take much greater precautions than
on the east coast, because the gales, he says, are ten
times as numerous and twice as severe on the north-
west as on the east coasts

; also that " it is a very
common occurrence to find chimney-pots, slates,
tiles, and squares of glass smashed up in all direc-
tions."

Now, something of this kind occasionally happens
many miles inland, and yet trees survive, and though
it is a "very common occurrence " in Mr. T.'s dis-
trict, yet, mirahile dictu, there were trees "just out
in their flrst young leaf and looking well "

at the
beginning of June this year. A terrific gale then
arose, and made them look " like a Scarlet Eunner
Bean which has had 10= of frost." I do not, how-
ever, gather from his remarks that the trees weie
killed, or even permanently injured, nor that they
remained long in the frosted Scarlet Runner condi-
tion. He also says that the grass was turned by the
same gale "as black as your hat;" but assuming
that every blade of visible grass was killed, which is

very unlikely, it by no means follows that the roots
were hurt, or that the grass did not .in the course
of a very few days again become as green as
grass ought to be. I imagine very many pos-
sessors of sand-hills would be very glad to get
them covered with trees, shrubs, aiid grass, even
though occasionally, and for short periods, the trees
might look like Scarlet Runner Beans after 10° of
frost, and the grass as black as the blackest hat that
ever had a head inside it. No; it is not the wind
that prevents the successful planting of sand-hills
when once the shifting of the sand has been over-
come, and to this extent at least I understand Mr.
Townsend has succeeded. There are many plants
that will thrive, though exposed to these sea breezes,
that do not succeed inland at all. Jlr. Townsend's
failure to get vegetation to grow other than the
maritime grasses before alluded to, and the common
Willow, about as high as the grasses, is much more
likely to be due to a want of plant-food in the sand
to give the young plants a start. This want, how-
ever, in these days of concentrated and complete
artificial manures, is one very easily supplied, even
where it is almost practically impossible (and such
lilaces are rare indeed) to make use of anv natural
manures. Let " Doubtful " not be disheartened, and
Jlr. Townsend try again. I would by no means,
however, advise either of them to put up walls to
protect their young plantations on shifting sand-
hills.

The first and greatest diliiculty in successfully
planting sand-hills has been overcome when the
shifting of the sand has been prevented, and I admit
that in some places this may be impossible, or, at
least, impracticable. Mr. Townsend has, however,
accomplished that in his district. Wh.at he has not
been successful in accomplishing is in inducinir a
varied shrub and tree growth to thrive on his sand-
hills. His letter supplies evidence that trees are not
destroyed by the numerous and severe gales to which
they are subjected, and that in early June of this
year they looked well.

Where I am now writing—a little inland from the
south coast—Japanese Euonymuses in exposed places
suflered somewhat from severe frost last winter, but
on Southsea Common, close to the sea, and fully

exposed to the "dreaded sou'-westers," it is hardly
too much to .say that on the numerous specimens of
this shrub planted there h.ardly a leaf was injured.
In some jarts of Norfolk the Japanese Euonymus is

only half hardy, but on the beach at Yarmouth and
theclirt'at Hunstanton and Cromer it survives the

wmters without injury, although unprotected in any
way. In the wind-swept Orkneys and Shetlands we
are told evergreens survive the winters which
succumb to frost in the Midlands of England
Clearly It is not the winds from any quarter that we
have to fear in planting sand-hills, always pro-
viding that the shifting of the sand can be prevented
\\ hy, all round the coasts of Britain, even, I have
no doubt, in Mr. Townsend's own district, evidences
exist that many plants and shrubs, and even tree»
thrive, m spite of the winds, better in the coast
districts than elsewhere. Plants, however, will not
grow in pure sand either near the sea or inland and
the sand-hills of the seacoast are, for the most part
nearly pure sand. On such it is necessary, just as it
is on poor sandy soils inland, to provide plant food •

this done, there are plants and shrubs specially
designed by Nature for thriving on them. J E E

THE illTCHAM PEPPERMINT
AND LAVENDER CROrS.

MiTCHAM, as is well known, has long been asso-
ciated with the gi-owth of perfume-yielding plants a
large extent of ground in that part of the county of
Surrey being under cultiv.ation of plants valued
either as perfumes or for their medicinal properties
Our contemporary, the Chcilst and Druggist in a

recent issue, stated that the Peppermint plant's this
season were mowed instead of reaped, and some
growers were using reaping-machines for the first
time. Comparing tlie present with last year's crop
after cutting, it is estimated that 1888 will prove to
be a good season, but the distillers, notwithstanding
predict small yields of the stills, estimating about
7 lb. against about 9 lb. to 11 lb. last year, " But
too much attention should not be paid to this fact •

for although individual stills are yielding less than
last season, the deficiency will, to a certain extent
be made up in the extra bulk of crop to be distilled

;'

but this will, of course, entail some extra expense on
the growers for distillation, at the same time the
nett results after the whole crop has been distilled
will equal last season." In the meantime higher
prices are asked, namely, 30s. to 325. Qd. per pound
for the best new oil.

Lavender—the Mitcham produce of which is cele-
brated all the world over, the oil being of the finest
quality, and fetching the highest price of any in the
market-is described as bearing the largest and
finest blossoms ever seen—almost, indeed, giant in
size. The bloom in many parts was three times the
size it was last vear.

PLANT-NAMES A THOUSAND
YEARS AGO.

The following list of old English plant-names is
taken from the Epinal Glossary. This Glossary is

supposed to be of the beginning of the eighth cen-
tury, so that the list of plant names is earlier in
date than those already printed in Professor Earle's
excellent little book on English Plant-Names, in
which the earliest is of the tenth century.

It should be remembered that the list does not
pretend to be a complete list of English plant-names
of that period. The plant-names are only a small
portion (about an eighth) of the entire Glossary, and
the business of the compiler was, not to give the
Latin for all English words, but to give the English
translation of certain Latin words which he met
with in his reading, of which the greater part seems
to be taken from Pliny

; so that, unless he found a
plant name in his Latin author, it would not come
into his Glossary.

Of the philological value of such lists I need say
nothing, as Professor Earle has said all that is neces-
sary. I give the list as a matter of interest for
botanical students.

I have, of course, generally given the exact words
of the old writer, but in a few cases I have not
thought it necessary to follow him so exactly as to
give his evident mistakes. In these few cases I give
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the Ldtin and old Englisli words freed from wliat

are clearly only scriptorial errors.

Tlie words of the Glossary are first given, and then

follow after eacli word (in brackets) the more usnal

form of the name, or the modern name, or the

present Latin name, or all of these. The bracketed

words are my own, given with a view to help those

readers of the Gardeners' Ckroniclc who may require

such help, and I feel sure that there are not a few

of Buch readers wlio will be interested, as I am, in

noting how, in this nineteenth century, we are in so

many cases using the same names for our plants that

were used by our forefathers more than a thousand

years ago.

ir'i(/(»a— hnutu (nut—Nux avellana).

oWmw—garlec (garlic).

nlha spiKd—h.xguthorn (hawthorn).

(i;)Mf(!™«s—biouuyrt (beewort—sweetflag? )

andlmm^iW (dill—Anethum graveolens).

(Fsculus—boecae (beechl.

aconita—thung (monkshood).

apio—merici (parsley).

nMr(i/H(te—mapuldur (apple tree).

ttcrifolius—\iO\egn (holly).

alntis—alaer i alder).

d^HCKW—fulac trea (black alder). .

abics—saeppie (lir tree? white poplar?)

nteoto—alerholt (alder wood).

alga—war (seaweed—ware).

avellanus—hwesl I hazel).

accitiila—\\ra.ms!i, (ramsons—wild garlic).

asealonmtii—ynnehec (onion ).

accitultim — geaces sur;e (cuckoo sorrel —
oxalis).

ambi/a—laee (leek).

a™jjfos.«ft~uuegbradae ( waybread-plaintain I.

absinihum— nnermoi (wormwood).

o»7<(c«5— brecr (brier).

raciraort—hindberie (hindberry—raspberry ).

beta (hetiila)—berc, arbor dicitnr (birch).

blitiim—clota; (clote—burdock).

cercylns—aesc (ash).

canis lincjiia—ribbae (ribwort—plantain).

cicuta—hymblic.x (hemlock).

corylus—haesl (hazel).

ccrashis—cisirbeam (cherry tree).

cari^cics—cuicbeam (quickwood—hawthorn ).

owKS—gelu (yellow—saffron).

ccrrfolam—cunillic (chervil).

cicK^a—uuodaeuistla; (wood whistle — hem-
lock).

ca.«^a«ra—cistenbeam (chestnut).

caltha — reade clabre vel gems Jlorii (red

clover ?)

carex—secg. (sedge).

c«<;!j/«M—popeg (poppy).

calesta—huitti clabre (white clover).

caleiculum—ieces surie (cuckoo sorrel—oxalis )

.

eardella—thistel (thistle).

caUonmchiis—haeth (heath).

cardutis—thistel (thistle).

cardainctiiu—lypbeorn (some medical seed'.

cynoglossa—ribb.xe (ribwort—plantain i.

cicer—bean.

cypa—cipae (onion).

carectuM—hreod (reed).

oolcUcum—aebordrot.'c (c.arline thistle?).

hedera— uuiilouuindae (woodbine, \\y).

crimio—hindberge (hindberry—raspberry).

heptaphi/llnib — vii /"ha — gelodwyrt (silver

weed I.

heUcboriis—thunge—woedeberge ( woodberry,
baneberry).

cscttlu^, ab edendo—boece (beech).

cdcra—itig (ivy).

ehiihtm—uualhuyrt (wallwort—elder).

fra.riiins—aesc (ash).

faguii—boecae (beech),

fusarius—uuananbeam (spindle tree).

jili.r—fearn (fern).

fraga—obet (fruit—strawberry).

fungus—suanim (mushroom).
/ecK/'(—aescthrotae (giant fennel).

gladioluni—secg (sedge).

gramen—quicic (([uick or couch-grass).

genisfcs—broom.
hihiscuni—biscopwyrt (bishopwort—vervain).

initJa—uualwyrt (wallwort—pellitory).

involuco—uuidubindae (withywind ).

loUitm—ata: (oat—tares).

h.dum—thuthistil (sow thistle).

hpntnni—lelodric (sorrel?)

lappa—cliftc (clivers —galium).
Ilgustrum—humegsugic (honeysuckle).

nuUcfoliuni—gcrwae (yarrow).

mains—apuldur (apple tree).

myrtus—wyr (myrtle).

vielarinm—milscapuhlr (sweet apple tree).

mah'a,—cotuc vel gearwan leaf (yarrow leaf

mallow).
marrubiuM—huncc vel biowyrt (honeywort

—

beewort).

nn.v—hnutbeam (nut tree).

nigra spina—alaclithorn (sloe — blackthorn).

nasturtium — tuuncressa— leecressae (garden

cress).

origanum—uuormilhc (wild marjoram).

origanum—elonae (elecampane ?).

popnlus—birciae (liirch).

plantago vel s^ptinerva — waegbradiA; (way-

bread—plantain).

pastinaca—uuahlmorie ( turnip).

papirum—eorisc (water rush, bulrush).

paliurus—sinfullae lalwais full, or perfect

—

generally given as the translation of semper-

vivum).
prunus—]t\mnx (plum).

papaver—popaeg (poppy).

pastellus—huna;gaepl (honey-apple ).

qiutiqnefolium — hraefnesfot (ravens-foot —
crowfoot).

7«i«J7)ie»(!n-'a—leciuuyrt (leechwort, plantain).

robur—aac (oak)

rKscuiw—cnioholaen (knee holly, butcher's

broom).
ramnus — thebauthorn (thief thorn, buck-

thorn).

sali.v—salch (sallow, willow).

sambucus—elinea (elder).

scirpus dc </«« matta, coiificitur (bulrush).

serpillum—bradie leac (broad leek).

sinapis— cressae (cress).

scilla—gladinae Cgladwyn).

spina alba—haegtliorn (hawthorn).

spina nigra—slaghthorn (yloe thorn).

scirpea—eorisc (water rush).

salsa—surae (sorrel).

sinfoniaca—belonae (henbell—henbane).

senccio—gundaeswelgiae (groundsel).

tilia—lind ( lime—linden).

taxus—iuu (yew).

iremutus—aespae (aspen).

thymns—haeth (heath).

tiiia—lind vel baest (lime or bass).

talumbus—giscaduuyrt (rocket? )

vohida—herba similis hcdcra, que vitibus et

fruqibus circumdari solet—uudubindie (wood-

bine).

veneria— smerwuyrt (smerewort— plant in-

tended uncertain).

ulmiis—elm.
viburna—uuidubindae (woodbine).

t'ifici«— mistel (raistleto).

vicia—fuglaes bean (fowl's bean—chickling

vetch).

Henri/ y. Ellacoube.

The Apiary.
e

GENKKAL HIXT.S.

Tnovcnt we have had some sharp frosts at niglit,

many days have been mild, and the bees have not

only had some good flights, but we have even seen

some of ours bringing in pollen, which shows breed-

ing is still going on to some extent. 'While the

weather is moderately mild .and open, the fin.al

packing for winter need not be done ; in fact, it is

better not to do it, but to allow the bees to form

themselves into a cluster through cold, .and then

when real cold weather is upon us, to cover up for

the winter. 'When doing so, see that covers are

firmly fastened on, and made water-tight. Our

honey-extractor has had a rest this summer, and

therefore does not require putting away, but all

things not required now must be stowed aw.iy in a

dry place.

Old combs not wanted again for the bees may be

melted down. It is worse than useless to keep them,

as they turn musty, and decrease in weight. There

appears to be a desire on the part of many bee-

keepers to return to the old copper for extracting

wax. I have never dissented from the use of it, and

cannot help feeling pleased at its return to favour

The usual plan is to put the comb into a bag, put it

in a copper full of water, and boil gently, taking care

to hol(l the bag down with something. There is,

however, a much better method of doing it in a

copper by means of a very simple and useful con-

trivance which any handy man could make for him-

self, or his nearest tinman could do it for him.

Bee Foods.

When planting bulbs do not forget a few Crocuses

and .Snowdrops for our pets. Another plant is call-

ing for our notice. It comes from America, as a

matter of course, so we are going to try it before

recommending it largely. It is a member of the

Teasel family, and the Americans say thousands of

bees visit it in a very short time. We wonder our-

selves how they count the bees. In Russia it is said

if you want a genuine opinion, ask six people for

one, strike an average, and then believe the opposite.

As far as American recomraend.ations are concerned,

we have better opinions ; still, it is safer to try an

experiment on a small scale hrst. If successful, it

would show our prudence, while if unsuccessful it

would look like a prophecy, according to the immor-

tal views of the immortal 'Vicar of Wakefield. See.

SHREWSBURY AND NEIGH-
BOURHOOD,

A ciHEAT number of persons (42,000) visited the

last horticultural show at Shrewsbury on the second

day. Few English towns possess greater interest to

visitors than Shrewsbury in its historic associations,

which are numerous and varied.

Considered also from a horticultural point of

view, Shrewsbury contains several places of note,

to a few only of which we can refer on the present

occasion, our notes having been taken at the end of

August.

OxsLow Hall was the former seat of the

ancestors of the present Earl of Onslow ; the pre-

sent occupant of Onslow Hall is Colonel Wingfield.

The estate consists of ifSOO acres of very good

land. The pleasure ground is about D acres, with a

first-class collection of new sorts of Khododendrons

—plants in which the Colonel is much interested.

These are a long time in getting used to the soil after

coming out of peat, but grow well when once estab-

lished. Oaks, Elms, and Larch we noted as doing

well.

On the lawn is a magnificent example of the varie-

gated Sycamore, which ]\[r. W. Barron, of Borrow-

ash—no mean authority on such matters—thinks

must have been one of the first planted in England,

and that it is one of the finest trees known to him.

Eleven large clumps of Pampas-grass standing on

the lawn were a very conspicuous feature.

Amongst plants in the houses we observed a good

collection of Ferns, and a few of the most useful

Orchids. We noted also a nice collection of Dractenas.

Plants suitable for table decoration are largely in

request, and are surprisingly well done. About 600

Clirysanthemums are grown, and these will doubtless

give a good account of themselves later on. A good

batch of Bouvardias will be useful soon.

Three Peach-houses, 70 feet in length e.ach, were

well utilised, one I hip-roofed ) being a very useful

house ; half-way up the house (in front) are Mare-

chal Niel Hoses, trained to a trellis. These bloom

well here, although every year as soon as the plants

have ceased blooming, they are cut down, and made

to break afresh from the bottom. Then Tomatos

are planted, and by the time these have been fruited

and cut the Roses have joined each other again, one

strong shoot being trained along each wire. Straw-

berries are grown overhead, and Peaches and

Nectarines on the back wall. There is an iron

trellis along the front for bedding plants.

The two other houses are filled with Peaches and

Nectarines on the back wall, and are nearly all young

trees, Alexander Peach has given some fine early
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fruit. Koj'al George and Grosse Jlignonne are con-

sidered two of the best. A-bec is found to be rather

a shy beai-er. Nectarine Feach is a good late variety,

and hangs a long time after ripening. Several other

sorts are grown, but those named have proved them-

selves to be the best.

Peaches outdoors are carrying good crops, but on

account of the sunless season it is feared the fruits

will not ripen. Amongst Nectarines, Humboldt and

I'ine-apple are the most favoured sorts.

At the end of this range is one of the oldest

Marechal Niel Roses in England. An account of it

appeared in this journal some six or seven years

since, but on .account of building operations, its roots

were obliged to be cut and confined to a small space,

so that this old favourite is not now seen in its former

splendour.

We noted some good JIuscat Grapes, that deserve

more than a passing notice. The Vines are about

thirty years old, and two years since Mr. John

Lambert, the gardener lifted them. Their roots

were tied up in damp mats for two days and

nights, in order to put in a new bottom to the

border. Nearly all the old Vine border was used again,

fresh cut loam being unobtainable. In the Muscat

class at Shrewsbury show this year, Grapes from these

Vines secured Mr. Lambert first honours, showing,

therefore, the complete success of the operation.

Pears are a favourite fruit, a good collection being

grown. Young cordons are kept, being planted in

preference to trained trees on walls.

Vegetable culture is well carried out here, Mr.

Lambert gaining the much-coveted Veitch Memorial

Medal and prize of £5 at Shrewsbury, thirteen com-

peting in the class. He has also taken the 1st prizes

in the vegetable classes at Liverpool for seven years.

Gardeners in Proud Salopia, as it is called, have not

such a " rosy " time of it as those in the South ;
in-

deed, with them it is often a case of gardening under

difficulties. Carrots, Parsnips, and such roots are

fully three weeks later here than in the South.

Mr. Lambert says the present season has been the

most trying he has ever experienced. Peas sown

for Shrewsbury show are now (end of August) only

in bloom. Autumn Onions appear to have been

treated too kindly, for ninety out of every hundred

are double-necked. The plantation of Autumn
Giant Cauliflowers, that should have been just ready

for Shrewsbury, and which, under ordinary circum-

stances, would have been quite as large again as the

ones comprised in the Stedal Collection, were

attacked by maggots at the roots, and so turned in

three weeks before the proper time It may be added,

that the kitchen garden is nearly 4 acres in extent,

some of it (recently added) is rough, subsoil clay,

with about 2 feet of rather stifi' loam.

In the neighbourhood of Onslow is a somewhat re-

markable Oak, called Glendower's Oak, famed by the

tradition that it aft'orded in its branches an observa-

tory to the Welsh chieftain,Owen Glendower, to ascer-

tain the issue of the Battle of Shrewsbury in 141.13.

Though now hollow and decayed (only one small

branch being at present'alive), it girths upwards of44

feet. This aged monarch in the tree way stands in the

grounds of Shelton Priory, Colonel Field's residence,

in which there is a good tree growth. From this

point several fine views of the town may be obtained.

H.\wiiST0NE.—Unfortunately (our time being some-

what limited), we were unable to visit this, the seat of

Lord Hill. Mr. Lambert, however, is an old Hawkstone

man (having learned his business underthat good all-

round gardener, the late Mr. Daniel Judd), and in-

formed us that it contains one of the prettiest parks

in England, a nice lot of plants are grown, and fruit is

done well. There is a fine kitchen garden (walled

in) of 4 acres. The present chief of affairs horticul-

tural, is Mr. Carr. What is called " Lord Hill's

Column ' in Shrewsbury deserves notice. It is

situate in a most commanding position, at the top of

Abbey Foregate. It was erected by public subscrip-

tion, at a cost of £5973, to commemorate the glorious

victories and well-earned laurels of a Shropshire

hero and patriot. General Lord Hill. The column

was designed by the late Mr, Edward Haycock,

architect, of Shrewsbury. It was completed on

June 18, 181(3, the anniversary of the Battle of

Waterloo. The statue of his lordship is 17 feet in

lieight, the total height of the column from the base

to tlie top of the statue is 133 feet.

Whilst in the district, we took a trip to Alton
Towers, Stati'ordshire, the princely seat of the E.arl

of Shrewsbury and Talbot. Our notes concerning

this fine place must be reserved for publication in

a future issue. B.

SPECIMEN TREES IN KEW
GARDENS.

The Persimmon.—The tree herewith figured (tig.

72, p. 505) stands close to the Temple of the Sun in the

Royal Gardens, Kew, not far from the principal gates

on Kew Green. It is one of the original denizens of

the Kew Arboretum, and, in all probability, is one of

the numerous trees presented to George III. by the

then Duke of Argyll, "which he had imported and

propag.ated in his garden, at Wliitton, near Houns-

low." The Temple of the Sun was nearly the centre

of the original botanic garden—a walled-in space of

about nine acres, planted and arranged by William

Aiton.

The Persimmon (Diospyros virginiana) is a native

of the Central and Southern United States, and has

long been known in cultivation in this country.

pounds of gum collected from the Persimmon in their

American colonies. They were doubtless misin-

formed on this subject ; a greenish gum without

taste or smell exudes from the tree, but, in several

hundred experiments, I have not been able, by
wounding the bark, to collect more than two scruples

from a single stock."

D. virginiana much resembles in general aspect D.
Ijotus, the European Date Plum, but differs from it

by the male cymes and fi.-male peduncles being rather

longer, and by the larger flowers and fruit. I have

not seen fruits of the Persimmon produced in

England, but have met with specimens fruiting

abundantly in several parts of France. The Kaki or

Chinese Date Plum, is not hardy enough to with-

stand the English winters or to ripen its wood sufti-

ciently to bear its handsome fruits ; it can, however,

be grown as an orchard-house plant. Many curious

forms—widely differing in the colour and shape of

the fruits—are cultivated in the South of France

and—apart from tlie value of the fruits themselves

—

make very beautiful bushes. The figure is from a

photograph of Mr. W. G. Smith. G.Kicholson.

llu. 71.—DAKK ol' IHI. HtllilMMOX.

having, according to Loudon, been introduced in

1G21I. The following are the measurements of the

Kew specimen which, according to many American

botanists who have seen it, is]a remarkably fine one :

—Height 60 feet, spread of branches 38 feet, girth of

trunk at 4 feet from the ground 5 feet 2 inches.

The trunk has no branches for about 15 feet, and the

deeply-fissured bark renders it a decidedly handsome

object.

There are only half a dozen genera in the order

Ebenacea-, and about 250 species, the genus Dio-

spyros embracing no fewer than 153. Nearly all are

natives of warm regions, and a number furnish

economic produce of considerable importance.

Ebony, so well known on account of its extreme

dark colour and hardness, is the heartwood of the

Ceylon, D. ebenum. One of the most beautiful of

all cabinet woods is that of D. quicsita, another

Cingalese tree ; this is so hard that edge-tools can

scarcely work it. The fruits of most of the species

are very astringent, and many are used medicinally.

From the unripe fruit of D. virginiana an indelilde

ink is made in the Southern United States.

In his North American Si/lva Michaux makes the

following statement which is of interest historically

in connection with the Persimmon ;—" In an ancient

periodical work printed at Philadelphia, I find that

the English Government, in the years 1762 and 1763,

offered a premium of £20 sterling for every 50

The Bulb Garden.

DAFFODIL LIFTING AND PLANTING.

I H.vvE read with much interest all that has been

said on this subject, and with some of the remarks I

thoroughly agree. As regards the annual lifting, I

do not agree, and would not practise it unless forced

to do so by the soil being very light or very heavy.

Most certainly, were all our summers like the wet

one of 1888, the delicate sorts like pallidus priecox,

Henry Irving, General Gordon, Lincoln Yellow,

and many of the white trumpet or '" swan's neck"
section, would be better by being lifted and dried,

and not replanted until September. But with strong

growers, like Trumpet Maximus, Golden Spur, Prin-

ceps, Horsfieldi, Emperor, and Empress, if the soil

be suitable, and they are planted on the three

years' system, I should let them remain.

Ard High, Blondin, Tenby, and particularly Henry

Irving, which has got such a very thick skin, should

be annually cleaned ; the others may remain in well

prepared beds for a couple of seasons if the alleys

are deep. The whole matter of annual lifting very

much depends on the soil and the situation, and,

with us in Ireland, the characteristics of the months

of May and June. If these are wet months the bulbs

are apt to suffer while in the dormant state. Take
the case of all the " spurius " class, notably Ard High,

the foliage of which is quite withered by May 20, if

there is much rain during the summer until vege-

tation again sets in—I mean root-action—which

generally commences in September, there is great

danger that such a bulb may rot in soils that are

heavy and cold. If the bulbs are not lifted in

time and dried the bloom will be of indifferent

quality—what we call sick or blind bulbs—I mean
such as throw up one or two stunted leaves, and

make an attempt at flowering at the surface. These

are generally bulbs that were water-logged during the

previous summer through defective drainage or

retentive soil. Bulbs pierced by the Narcissus-fiy,

and having the grub in them, will also exhibit this

stunted growth, and they do not recover.

In the case of the water-logged bulbs, if these

are lifted at once and put in the sun to dry oft', well

cleaned afterwards, and if the base of the bulbs (quite

brown, as if scalded) be trimmed with a sharp knife

until this skin is cut away and the bulbs carefully

planted on a dry border, they will recover. This

season, among some English bulbs, and especially

with Dutch ones, water-logged, badly ripened

bulbs are more observable than 1 have before

observed, and it is only the trumpet and incom-

parabilis sections, whilst dormant, th.at show appa-

rently "scalded buds." I have never observed

it in the Tazetta or poeticus sections, and would like

to hear from a grower of Mr. Walker's experience,

whether he ever had a " sick " stock of poeticus orna-

tus or majalis. And why? For this very good reason,

that their growth is active during the summer, whea

the others are' at rest ; and though late to flower and
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ripen, become active again at the roots simul-

taneously with the trumpet varieties in September.

One very good rule to go by in annual lifting

of Xarcissi is the state the bulbs are in

during the month of July. If, as Mr. Bur-

biilge would saj, they are like cricket-balls,

without a vestige of foliage or roots, there is

danger for such a section of Narcissus
_
if the soil

which we take all the top layer of soil, and on this

account the beds are well drained
; and in the alleys

we grow Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Broccoli, and early

I'otatos of dwarf growths ; and in this way the soil

gets manure without the latter coming into contact

with the bulbs ; and where the beds are this year,

the alleys will come at the next lifting. What I have

attempted to write on this subject is only for markit

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

FlQ. 7-.—THE PEEbl.MJIOS (DIO^PlROSVIHOINIAN.i) AT KEW. (sEE F. 504.)

VANDA CCERULEA.

On a small plant of this handsome Orchid at

present flowering with me is a spike often flowers, tlie

bottom bloom of which has five sepals, three petals,

and two lips. Is it a common occurrence ? [Probably

the result of the union of two flowers. Ed.] Indi-

vidually the flowers are yery tine, measuring 4 inches

across, and the one with e.Ktra sepals and petals

measures over 5 inches, of a lovely pale blue. We
have been growing the above ]>lant with another

also in bloom at the coolest end of the stove, having

failed to flower them for three years previously in

the Cattleya-house ; although the plants were treated

in every respect the way that is generally recom-

mended, viz., suspended close underneath the venti-

lator in the Cattleya-house, where they could get a

fair amount of sun, and air was also admitted by a

hole being cut in one of tlie squares, but of no use.

The plants left in the Cattleya-house are at present

showing no signs of flowering, and will in future be

grown in the stove. Erin.

CJncidium BipoLiunr,

Hitherto this plant has been rarely met with in

gardens. It is a handsome dwarf-growing species,

having ovate dark green pseudobulbs and short

lance-shaped keeled deep green leaves, borne in

pairs. The slender scapes proceed from the base of

the bulbs, and bear beautiful pendulous racemes of

from six to twenty showy flowers, and the sepals

and petals are brown faintly marked with yellow.

The lip, which is extremely large, is yellow of great

brilliancy. Providing water is kept ofl" the flowers,

they last a long time in perfection. It is of easy

culture, succeeding well upon a block horizontally

suspended, with a little sphagnum to retain mois-

ture (of which it enjoys a liberal supply), and hung

at the cool end of the Cattleya-house. A plant is

now flowering at the Vineyard and Nurseries,

Garston. F. A. [The recent importations of the

plant will make it a little less rare. Ed.]

LEptotes bicolor.

A large number of this species is now flowering at

the Vinej-ard, Garston. It is a decidedly pretty

epiphytal plant, with short rush-like leaves, and

bears white flowers blotched on the lip with purple.

It is a desirable plant, inasmuch as its flowers appear

in winter, and last a long time in perfection. It is

of easy culture, succeeding well upon blocks or in

pans suspended from the roof at the cool end of the

Cattleya-house, and enjoys when growing a liberal

supply of water. It is recorded that this species

bears fragrant fruit with the odour of the Tonquin

Bean (Dipterix odorata). This fruit, infused in

cream, gives it, when iced, a mild agreeable flavour,

sweeter than vanilla, but less penetrating.

L.^LIA RUSSELLIANA.

This is a very distinct and elegant variety of the

purpurata section. The flowers are large, the sepals

somewhat narrow, and white, sufl'used with lilac
;

the petals broader, and the lilac slightly deeper in

tint ; the lip is large, of rosy-lilac ; and has a band

of pale rose near the throat, which latter is light

yellow pencilled with rose. A nice plant of it ia

now flowering in the Vineyard Nurseries, Garston,

F.A.

Fruit Register.

be badly drained, and I would say, "Lift, dry, clean,

and do not plant nntil September." But in the case

of the poeticus and Tazetta section, and many of the

trumpets, strong growers like maximus, that grip the

soil deeply with fleshy white roots, there is less danger,

and these may be allowed to remain in the ground

for two and three years. Most certainly with me the

strong flowers do best, and the blooms are much
finer, by being left in the soil. The beds here are

4 feet wide, with alleys 18 inches wide, and from

growers and bulb-dealers. In the case of amateurs

who plant Daftbdils in beds and borders, they had

better lift all their choice bulbs annually as the

foliage dies ofl", and plant again in September—for

this reason : in such beds and borders bedding

plants may do much harm by the water needed for

these plants being unnecessary for the bulbs, as also

the manure employed, as in the case of tuberous

Begonias, &c. William Bai/ior Hartlaml, Temple Hill,

Cork.

PEAR CLAPPS FAVOURITE.

This fine American Pear is not over-estimated by

" R. D." in his note in the Gardeners Chronicle. It

is grown here on trees in pots, and on a south wall,

since it was first distributed ; and when grown

fully exposed to the sun, and well ripened, it is one

of the most beautiful Pears with which I am
acquainted, being of pleasing outline, and having a

yellow ground colour, sutVused and streaked with
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bright crimson on its sunny side, reminding one in
this respect of a well-finished Thames Bank Peach.
The length when well grown is 4} inches, and 9^
inches in circumference. The flavour is sweet and
agreeable, and it is pleasanter to my taste than the
mnsk-flavoured Williams' Bon ChrcJtien or Souvenir
du Congris. As " R. D." remarks, it deserves a
place amongst early market kinds ; it is also a good
exhibition fruit, but should be planted in private
gardens only in limited numbers, as, like most early
Pears, it has but a short seasoH. T. Cvomljer, Hcndre
Gardens.

Ca-WCELLOIi Pf\ch.

This fine late Peach does not appear to be grown
Bo much as it deserves to be. It comes in about the
same time as Barrington and Princess of Wales.
This year I gathered my lust dishes of the latter
and of the former on the loth and 17th ult., and of
Chancellor two days later, all the trees bein" on
south walls. It is a robust-grov.-ing and very free-
bearing variety. The fruit is large and of n roundish-
oval shape, the skin being somewhat downy, and of a
uniformly dark crimson next the sun ; the flesh is

a pale yellow, melting, very juicv, rich, nnd vinous
H. W. Ward.

A Ftw Good Pears.

^

Beiirrf d'Amaulis. — This fine early autumn Pear
should find a place in every garden. The tree is a
very strong grower and prolific bearer, succeeding
almost in any kind of soil, situation, or form, but,
as a matter of course, doing best in a good loamy
soil, and trained against a south or west wall ; it

also does very well as a standard. The fruit is

large and ohovate, the skin being greenish-yellow
where shaded, tinged with brownish-red next the
sun, and liberally sprinkled with russet, i'lrsh

yellowish-white, buttery, melting, and rich.

Doyenne lloufsoc/i.—Tlus is a large handsome Pear,
not often met with in gardens. It ripens in Septeuiber
and October, according as the district and season are
warm or cold. The fruit, as already stated, is large
and handsome, pyriform, having a russet skin, red-
dish-brown next the sun. The flesh is juicy and
refreshing. It is a good grower and a free bearer

;

and, by reason of its taking appearance it is an
e.xcellent f xliibition Pear.

Josejjliiiie de Malincs.^Tao much cannot be said
in praise of this very hardy, free-bearing, and
excellent Pear. The fiuit is of medium size, per-
fumed, and of delicious flavour

; and it is in season
from February to April. It succeeds in any form
or situation, in ordinarily good soil, on the Quince
stock.

Burondeau.—'VhU is another excellent Pear, well
worthy o( extended cultivation, on account of its
great fertility and hardy constitution, as much as
by reason of its large and handsome fruit, which is

of a rich russetty brown colour and delicious flavour
H. W. Ward.

BELTON PARK, GRANTHAM.
[See Sri'PLEMKXTARY SlIKKT.]

This, the Lincolnshire seat of the Earl Brown-
low, is charmingly situated about 2i miles north-
east of Grantham. The mansion is a magnificeut
stone building; in ftict, it is one of the finest iu tliat

part of the country. On the north it is bounded by
the small but picturesque village of Belton, while to
the southward extends n fine park containing
some m.agnificent timber, and well stocked
with fallow deer. Elm, Oak, and Ash, apj.a-
rently do exceptionally well, there being some
of the finest specimens of these possible to see.
There are several approaches to the mansion

; the
principal one is a straight road, upwards of a mile in
length, leading from the south side through the
park. To each side of this, at a distance of about
50 feet, extends a magnificent avenue of Elms the
entire length.

On th; right, leading to the mansions, ire some
picturesque ruins known as " The Villa," in close

proximity to which is a fine sheet of ornamental
water. Oa the same side, but more northward, is a
fine tower, and some more ruins generallv known as
Belmount. Leading to tliis from the mansion is a
fine avenue of Limes nearly a mile iu length. Many
of the trees are a special variety, being smalleriu leaf
than the ordinary kind, and a later and more profuse
bloomer, inasmuch as at the time of our visit (tlie

end of August) they were in full bloom. The other
side of the Park is skirted by the river Witham which
runs through a portion of the pleasure grounds n. ar
to the mansion, and affords a charm which is seldom
obtained from artificial lakes and streams. On its
banks conveniences are erected, which give an
adequate supply of water to the establishment iu tlje
driest of seasons-a most important thing in large
gardens.

The Pleasube Gdovxds,
as might be expected in so fine an old place, are laid
out in a very choice manner. Many grand specimens
of Beech, Oak, Plane, and Elm stand prominentlv
about, and amongst them, and iu groups, evergreen.s,
shrubs, and smaller-growing trees

; thus add"in<r to
the naturalness of the garden views. Several fair
specimens of .Sequoia gigantea (Wellingtouial were
noticeable, though, from some cause, this fine
Conifer does not grow with much luxuriance : Cedrus
IJeodara does better—but the chief features are Box
and Yew. Of the former there are man,- fine groups
and single specimens, with stems of remarkable size
The walks are designed in that picturesque and

natural style which is characteristic of good land-
scape gardening. One part of the pleasure-grounds
known as the " Wilderness," is so remarkablv weli
arranged that it deserves more than a passin.'
notice. Through this part the Kiver Withan°
winds, and the Box and Yew grow with
remarkable luxuriance. With several fine speci-
mens of the latter, however, a most sin-
gular fact occurred several winters ago, viz the
severe frost killed them outright. One of them was
measured, and the stem at 2 feet from the ground
was found to be upwards of 6 feet in circumference
Here also are fine clumps of Spiraea ariajfolia, and
not far distant are seven or eight remarkablv fine
weeping Beeches. At this point there is a bend in
the river, which is here spanned by a rustic bridge
whose sides are covered from the water's edge nearlv
to the tup with Honeysuckles, Clematis Jackraanni
and Tropajolum m.ajus. The two last named were a!

mass of bloom at the time of my visit. The plants,
I may mention, are grown in boxes placed on eacli
side of the bridge

; these, however, are hid bv masses
of Periwinkle, which, when in flower, is also efi'ective.

The Flower Gahden.

The principal part of this is as shown in the illus-
tration (see Supplement), which depicts it as seen
from the central steps in f.ont of the mansion. As
a rule summer bedding is not extensively done, in-
asmuch as the spring bedding is the principal feature
here. The centre bed, part of which can be seen on
each side of the walk, are usually planted with Crown
Imjierials and Wallflowers, with a broad edgiu" of
Pansies. The long rarrow beds which run pariUlel
with the walk are generally planted with Tulips,
Hyacinths, &c., each colour being planted in sections,
and various designs carried out. Tliis, with a ground-
work of Myosotis, Aubrietias, Arabis, Violas, &c., is

very eft'ective. The small beds are also planted in a
similar manner. To give an idea of the extent to
which spring bedding is practised, it may be stated
th.-it nearly 20,(KX) Pausies of various sorts are grown
annually, the principal kinds being Purity, The Tcrv,
Cloth of Gold, Blue King, and Cliveden Blue. In
each corner of the flower garden are some fine speci-
mens of Acer Negundo variegatum, two of which
may be seen in the illustration.

The Hon.sEs.

The houses principally devoted to plant culture
are near to the flower garden. A fine conservatory
is well filled with climbing and other plants. Camel-
lias forming a great feature liere. Ficus repeas

luxuriates on the back wall, as also does Asparagus
pluraosus nanus. Another house is filled with healthy
plants of Azaleas, Camellias, and other hardy wooded
subjects, aud a stove containing miscellaneous 1

foliaged plants and Ferns. A remarkable feature I
here is a fine plant of Poinsettia pulcherrima
planted ont in the border, having a stem nearlv as
thick as a man's arm.

Orchids, though not extensively grown, were
j

looking well, and comprised a nice collection of 1

Cielogyne cristata, Vanda tricolor, Cypripedium
insigne, C. baibatum, C.Lowi ; Calanthes'in variety,
and others; and in the same house are several seed-
lings from Anthurium Andersouii, raised by Mr.
Sage, the able gai'dener. Close by is a house well
stocked with table plants, of which large numbers are
required, and a fine specimen of Davallia Mooreana.
A similar house is devoted to Ferns for cutting
purposes.

There are seven fruit-houses—four vineries, two
Peach-houses, and a Fig-house; they are in tlie

kitchen garden, at some distance from the house.
The Vines looked remarkably well, nnd bore fine
crops, whicli, as a whole, were beautifully coloured, the
Hamburghs, Alicants, Lady Downe's, and Madresfield
Court especially. iMuscats also were good, those
grafted on the Alicante stock being, however, decidedly
the best. A novel feature in Grape culture (for which,
by the way, Jlr. Sage is the recipient of a Silver
Medal from the Eoyal Horticultural Society) is to be
seen, and consists of fruiting canes in 7 and 8-ineh
pots for table decoration. Peaches and Nectarines
are well done, the principal varieties being Barring-
ton and Pine-apple. Figs are exceptionally good,
there being a fine house devoted entirely to Brown
Turkeys. Numerous heated pits, &c., are devoted to
the culture of Melons, Cucumbers, &c., and Tomatos
are largely grown on the extension system. A fine
batch of Strawberries for forcing, comprising some
2.500 plants, was also noticeable ; likewise a healthy
lot of Chrysanthemums aud pot Boses, which are
largely grown for cut flowers. An immense quantity
of Marie Louise, Count lirazza, and Neapolitan
Violets are also grown.

The Kitchen Gardens

are very extensive and divided into several walled-in
compartments, each upwards of an acre in extent,
thus there is every facility for the production of
good fruit and vegetables. The south walls are de-
voted to Peach and Apricot culture. The other
walls are principally devoted to Pears, Plums, and
Cherries; Apples, as in most old gardens, are piin-
cipally well-established standards, which in some
seasons carry exceptionally heavy crops. This year
has, however, proved an excep'tion, for, generallv
speaking, the fruit crop, with the exception of smafl
fruits, IS but indirt'erent. (If Apples, the priuciiial
varieties fruiting this season, are Lane's Prince
Albert, Ecklinville, Lord Sufiield, and Herefordshire
Pearmain, the first named being considered the best
all-round variety for that locality.

Vegetables are well grown, especially Peas, Brussels
Sprouts, Scarlet Kunners, Celery, and Asparagns—
this last being grown extensivelv for forcing, in
order to keep a supply from before" Christmas until
the outdoor season commences. Another feature is
the extensive planting of the Kosette Colewort.
These are liberally planted upon south borders. The
foregoing will suffice to form a conception of the
magnitude of this old place, and the able manner in
which it is managed by Mr. Sage. Our illustration
IS reproduced from a photograph by Mr. H J lilies
of Grantham. C. C. -

.

Plants and Their Culture.

Ericas.—In garden parlance these are classed into
two groups, the hard and the soft-wooded respec-
tively, and for garden purposes this division is
useful, as it broadly divides the summer and the
winter-flowering groups; Hyeraalisand Willmoreana
being typical of the soft-wooded or winter-flowering
group, and Aitonia, Victoria, the manv beautiful
varieties of tricolor, and ventricosa, the summer-
flowering groups. Between the two extremes there are
species which practically unite the two flower periods,
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Ericas may be had ia flower all the year round, and,

when they are well done, few plants are more attractive.

Uufoitumitely some Ericas ai^e regarded by the craft

as " milly,"requiring an extraordinary amount ot'skill

to grow them well, and certainly some of them are

benefited by special treatment; but I have found

that where a cummon-sense sort of management
fails extraordinary measures do not avail much. A
freqnent cause of failure results from mixing them
up with other plants which overshadow and

thus rob them of a large share of the light, and there

is not that amount of ventilation so necessary to

their well being. The summer-flowering section

will now be placed in their winter quarters, and if no

Heath-house is found in the garden, it will be found

best to arrange them iu a group by themselves

in the liglitest, airiest position, in a cool gret^i-

house. In this way they are more under command
than if scattered about. Some diversity of opinion

e.Kists as to the best season to pot Ileatlis, but, all

things considered, from now onward to early spring

is the best time for the operation, as by doing it

during that period it makes a better division of

labour than when deferred entirely to the spring,

when so many other plants require potting; more-
over large Ericas with many sticks take a longer time

to pot, and train, than other plants. It must not be

forgotten also that South African plants have a

liking for growing iu our autumn, it being tln-ir

native spring time. Indeed, I have only seen tlie

very best results attained when early autumn ]>ot-

ting iifts been the rule, and this is especially tlie

case with young plants ; and it is surprising liow

much more is gained by this ordering of the wtjrk.

In potting, use clean pots, with clean crocks \\A\

placed, good turfy flbronspeat of firm texture, coarse

clean silver sand, and, if procurable, nodules of white

sandstone, and all of these should be in readiness

before commencing operations. It is important that

the compost be nicely moist without being wet, as it

may tlien be rammed firmly into the pots without

any risk of its becoming close, and subsequently

sodden. See also that the ball of the plant to be

potted is moist throughout before turning it out.

Kemove the crocks from the ball and any loose soil.

but otlierwise keep it intact. In placing it in the

new pot leave auflicient space for thoroughly

watering it, but do not plant deeply—only just low

enough to admit of a thin sprinkling of new soil being

put on the top of the ball. After potting very little

water will usually be required until the spring, but if

through any cause it should be required, give a good

watering, and give no more until the soil be again

drv. Plants which do not require potting should

have all the dead and decayed points cut out, and

the stakes should be put in order. The foregoing

remarks also apply to Aphelexis, Phceuocoma, and

Dracophyllum, as well as to all young stock of suft-

wooded Kricas.

Propaqation.—The present season offers advan-

tages for putting in cuttings of many tropical plants

which have just completed their growth, or at all

events in which it is less active, and consequently more
consolidated, as the cuttings can now be more freely

exposed to the light, and without having recourse to

mucli watering. Another point of importance is

that cuttings put in now get established by the close

of the year, and are ready to push on when the days

lengthen, and every plant grower is fully alive

to the advantages of an early start.

At the present season many things may be rooted

of the full size required,and this brings them into small

pots, and which may therefore be employed for various

indoor purposes, without turning them out of their

pots ; such are Crotons, Dracaenas, Cordylines, DiefTen-

bachias, Acalyphas ; any of these may, with ordinary

care, be rooted without the loss of a leaf, or their

making any fresh growth. In putting such cuttings

into thff cutting case their leaves should be carefully

tied up. Then there is another class of plants which
although truly stove perennials, are more satisfactory

whpn grown as young plants, and of these Cyauo-
pliyllum magnificum, Sph^rogyne latifolia, Miconia
i'eruginea may be noted as typical examples. Tliese

are most admired when grown with straight stems,

having fine leaves down to the rim of the pot ; and

this is easily done by having small young plants to

start with in the spring ; cuttings of these are nut

quite so easily rooted as the first-mentioned plants
,

still, cuttings and small bits of the stems may be

rooted, if the buds of the pieces chosen have a leaf

attached to them. A moist warm sand-bed is the

best place for them, but where this does not exist the

same conditions are attained by potting the cuttings

in moist sand, and plunging the pots in a bottom-

heat of about 80^—So'^. As soon as a few roots are

formed, pot ofl", using at first a light ratlier sandy
compost. At all times strive to prevent them
from flagging by regulating the damping and airing.

Ahvays remove at once any decaying part of the

leaves, aliould any occur. F. Bo.^s, Penddl Court.

The Hardy Frujt Garden.

Planting.—Autumn is the best time of the year

for planting fruit trees, providing the soil is of a dry

warm character, but when the soil is clayey, and
consequently somewhat cold, planting had better be

deferred until the early spring time. Much waste uf

time may be spared if the planting contemplated is

considerable, by having the digging of holes and the

preparation of the soil finished in advance. For
immediately surrounding the roots a soil such as

that recommended in a former Calendar for use in

transplanting trees will be the proper material to

employ; it being a great point to mix some fresh

soil, if only about a barrowload, to the staple when
planting. The fruit quarters, fruit wall and orchard,

should be examined, and all worn-out or worthless

trees grubbed out, being careful to leave no pieces of

roots in the soil, these being fertile sources of disease

in living roots at a later period. The holes should then

be dug out with upright sides to the depth of 2 feet,

thoroughly breaking up the subsoil ; the holes should

not be less than G feet in diameter. I assume that

the drainage of land in gardens and orchards is in

proper order, and unless that is so the trees will not

make satisfactory growth. If the subsoil be of a wet

nature it is in any case advisable to dig it out to

the depth of '2h feet, afterwards to tread the bottom
firm, and then place a layer of brickbats or stones

rammed hard, and over tiiis a layer of coal-ashes

made firm, and on this again whole turves should be

placed. Ordinarily this will suffice to keep the roots

from descending into tlie subsoil.

The following information may be useful to man^',

and it also describes the way in which the kitchen

garden here is jdanted. All round the vegetable

quarters by the side of the walks are borders 6 feet

in width, down the centre of which dwarf pyramids

and bushes of Apples, Pears; Plums, and Cherries

are planted. These are between 7 and 8 feet apart.

The Apjjles are worked on the Paradise and most
of the Pears on the Quince stock, a few only being

on Pear stocks. With the exception of Ciieiries all

are kept within bounds and from overcrowding by

summer-pincliing, also by periodical lifting and root-

pruning, which does away with a great amount of

winter-pruning. The roots of all are encouraged

and kept near to the suiface by annual mulchings.

The average height of the trees is 7 feet, so that it

will be seen that the vegetable quarters are not

unduly shaded, and that the gathering of the fruit

gives but little trouble.

Plum trees grown in this way I find are best lifted

every fourth year— this prevents the formation of

gross shoots and induces abundance of fibrous roots,

and it keeps them in a fruitful condition. The small

bush fruits are grown on separate quarters for the

convenience of netting them in summer, A. Ward,

Stoke Edith Park,

Fruits Under Glass.

Pines.—Any of these swellinij their fruit slioiild

be kept at a temperature of 70° on cuUl windy
niglits, and 7i)° on mild ones. In order to do away
with the need of hard firing, some kind of covering

should be put over the roof-glass in the evening and

removed at daybreak ; this will prevent the escape

of much of the heat, and the condensation of tiie

internal moisture on the glass. The more fire-heat

that is applied must be met by a corresponding in-

creased amount of moisture in the house, in order to

maintain a healthy state of the atmosphere. Syring-

ing must now be confined to the stems of the

plants underneath the foliage, and to damping tlie

surface of the beds and the paths. Water at the

root should be aft'orded the plants when these require

it, but it must be cautiously done, as too little \sill

lead to premature ripening and want of juiciness, and

the pulp will be stringy ; too much water, on the other

hand, will produce black discoloration at the core and
insipid flavour. Avoid applications of dung-water,

but rather have recourse to some concentrated

manure. Maintain a steady bottom-heat of 8.5° to

00° ; for fruiters the heat should not decline belov.'

the former, neither should it exceed the latter figure

mentioned.

Earlji Starters.—Queens which have been at rest

for some time must be kept quiet during the present

montli
; a warmth of .5.5° will be quite high enough

for these at night, aud bottom-heat 70° to 70° will

be ample. Afi'ord sutficient water,' to prevent the
tissue of the i)lants fi'om shrinking ; but, as a rule,

little or no water at the root will be necessary
during the present month. Admit a little fresh air

daily when the thermometer e.\ceeds (30°, but avoid
cold draughts. Where the bottom-heat for early

starters is dependent on leaves alone it should now
be seen to, choosing Spanish Chestnut, lieech,

and Oak leaves for the purpose of refreshing the
heat, aud let the new material be trodden as firmly

as possible to prevent lapid fermentation.

Sttcccssions.—These should now be at rest ; let the

bottom-heat be as near 7*)° as possible, and the

atmosiiheric temperature .5.5° to 60°, according to

the weatlier. Take advantage of all favouraliie

opportunities of admitting air at the top of the

structures, but the ventilators should be closed by
2 P.M.

S:ic/^crs.—When their pots are filled with roots

they require careful nLinagement during the next
few months ; water the plants whenever they are

getting dry, especially where the pots are jjlunged in

a bed made over hot-water pipes :
70° to 75° will be

a safe root temperature for these. In houses with
good cli-ar glass, where the plants are in close

proximity to it, and where it is found necessary to

push foi'ward any of the suckers which were shifted

into a size larger pots a little hastening of growtli

may be done ; but where the houses are heavy and
glazed with old-fashioned small panes, aud the plants

far fi'om the glass, this must not be attempted.

Strawberries.—Give every attention with water,

the pots being now crammed with roots, and when
these are allowed to get dry no after-management
will make good the injury done to the plants. Keep
the pots free from weeds, and see that the roots are

not making their way into the material on which they

are staiuling. I have placed my Strawberries on
trellises this season, and thev have well repaid the

labour. JV. M. Baillir. Luton Hon.

The Kitchen Garden.

Peas. —The warmest and most sheltered position

available should be devoted to this sowing, and the

soil should have a liberal quantity of manure dug in

before sowing the seed. In this district November
13 is quite early enough for putting the seed in the

ground. Six feet apart is about the right distance at

which to have the rows. After filling in with the

soil, I place good sifted coal ashes over the rows at

once, to the depth of 1 inch, and about 9 inches in

width ; this prevents to a certain extent the frost

from penetrating the ground, and it seems to hasten

the germination of the seed. It may be remarked
that it is important that the seed for this sowing
should be new and good. The varieties found vr-ry

suitable are Laxtons Earliest of All, Veitch's Extra

Early, Chelsea Gem (dwarf), and Standard. The
three first come into use very nearly at the sani;'

time, whilst Standard is a good hardy Marrowfat
Pea, which is fit for use very soon after the othei's,

and it is a capital cropper.

Some Broad Bcavs may also be sown in a similar

position and manner. Johnson's Wonderful is a

good hardy variety.

Seakalc and Ehidiarti.—If these be forced in the

open, the roots should now be got in rtadine^s

for forcing by clearing olV the decayed leave?

and ]dacing a small heap of coal-ashes over the

crowns to prevent slugs attacking them. The
forcing pots should then be put on, and a stake

about 4 feet in length should be placed against e^ch
root, and all can then be covered overwith fresli leav i s,

but care should be taken not to get too much heat

by making the heaps too large in the first instance,

as fresh fallen leaves—and especially Walnut and
other soft sappy leaves—heat more violently th::n

would be the case in the winter time. Good Seakalt^

and Rhubarb may be had in this way at Christmas if

well attended to; but where a Mushroom-house o:

warm shed is at hand the forcing is easier done. Ti.e

temperature there may range day and night at from
55° to GC^, a moist atmosphere and the complete

exclusion of light being the other essentials. I have

seen this operation accomplished very successfully iu

the brick pit usually found at the back of Cucumber-
houses the light being shut ovit. W. H. V'iv^'r?, Knfon
Hall, Siawford.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY,
TUESDAY,

Nov

N,)V

WEDNE3DAY, Nov

THURSDAY.

FRIDAY.

Nov

Nov

MONDAY,

M E E T I N:Q .

SATURDAY, Nov. lo] ^°j>j^J.jSota"ic Society: General

SHOWS.
.
5—Surrey (two days).

. 6—ICingston (two days).

/"National Chrysauthfmum (two

j) days).
' jBath (two days).

(_ Portsmouth (three days),

8—Tedilinfi;ton (two days).

I Crystal Palace (two days),

0-; Leicester and.̂ lidlaiid (two d;ivs).

( Hitohln.

SALES.
^ Dutch Biilbt, at Stevens' RoonjA.
' Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

. .^''^ Rooms.
( Dutch Bulbs, an.l Plants, atSmail's
^ Rooms.

("Nursery Stock, at the Goldsmith's
Park Nursery, Groombridf;e,
Sussex, by Protheroe & Morris
(two days).

Nursery Stock, from Sample, at
Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

Nov. 6 ( Roses. Greenhouse. Plants, Fruit
Trees, Bulbs, &c., at the City
Auction Rooms, by Protheroe &
Morris.

Nursery Stock, at the Hale Farm
Nurseries, "Tottenham, by Pro-

*- theroe & Morris.

/Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
[
Lilium aurafum. Azaleas, Camel-

lias. Greenhouse Plants, Euglish-
grown Lilies, Sec, at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

I

Plants and Dutch Bulbs, at Smail's
Rooms.

^ Dutch Bulbs, and oOOOLilium aura-
tum Irom Japan, at Stevens'
Rooms.

I

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

I

Nursery Stock at Woollett's Nur-
series, Caterham, by Protheioe &
Morris.

I
Plants and Dutch Bulbs, at Smail's
Rooms,

-Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

WEDNESDAY, Nov. 7

THURSDAY,

SATURDAY,

The passing, with ultimate unani-
Land ahead. -,. „ ^ -

, , i ,.
mit}', 01 two important resolution.?

respecting the future of the Royal Horticultural

Society, at the last of the interesting and practi-

cal meetings held in association with the Chiswick

Apple and Pear Conference, lead to the conviction

that the proper position of the Society in the

world of horticulture is at length being realised,

and that a course is being indicated which may
ultimately lead to excellent results. The Royal

Ilorticultnral iSociety has done much good work

in its time, but it is doubtful whether in any one

single effort it has ever accomplished so much
that is eminently practical as were the recent

exhibition and Conference. Here we saw a

wonderful display of Apples and Pears brought

together from nearly all parts of the kingdom,

without hope of any reward, and at consider-

able cost and trouble to the growers. Still

further, we saw Conferences attended, day after

day, by a large number of interested persons ; we
heard p.apers full of matter of practical value,

contributed also by gentlemen from various

localities ; and discussions of an enUvening nature

kept up throughout the three meetings, and all

for love of the old Society, and for that horti-

culture which it is its duty to represent and to

lead. AN'ith such a remarkable tribute thus paid

to the Society how very important it is that

recommendations to the Council, as embodied in

the resolutions passed so heartily at the recent

conference, should have the fullest and kindliest

consideration.

The promoters of these resolutions are persons

who, not only in connection with the recent

Conference, but in other directions, in times

past, have done much to promote the welfare of

the Royal Horticultural Society, and when sug-

gestions of the nature embodied in these resolu-

tions emanate from them it is obvious that not

only do the few speak for themselves, but they

speak practically for the body of horticulturists

at large. AN'hether the Council of the Society

feel much sympathy or not with the .spirit of Mr.

Shirley' Hibberd's proposal it would be very

unwise to ignore it altogether, or to treat it as

outside their powers. The selection of a body
of some ten or twelve persons, including members
of the Council and of the respective committees,

or even of persons outside of these bodies, would
be peculiarly fitted to render help to commercial

horticulture in the directions named, would show
that the Council has no disposition to stand in

the way of the wishes of the Fellows and horti-

culturists generally, in respect of a matter which
might prove to be ultimately of the highest

importance. It is true the reference contained

in JMr. IIibbebd's resolution covers wide ground,

and, if carried out according to the strict terms
of the resolution, would entail expense beyond
what the Society can bear, even if the charter

bogey do not prohibit it, which is doubtful !

But the Council in appointing the proposed com-
mittee, may, while giving a wide interpretation

to the resolution, and accepting its spirit, rather

than its letter, define what should be the nature
of its duties, and thus clear up what, so far, is

somewhat indistinct. The particular reference

made in Mr. Talleem.vn's addendum to the reso-

lution is very clear and decisive. It is only need-

ful to make other references as clear, and the
work of the committee may be productive of

much good. The proposal is important, because

it assumes that the Royal Horticultural Society

has duties to horticulture economical as well as

technical, and the more fully these duties are

carried out the more popular must the Society

become as a truly national horticultural organi-

sation.

The resolution proposed at the instigation of

Mr. Malcolm Dunn, acting on behalf not only
of the provincial but also of metropolitan horti-

culturists, possesses, perhaps, the greatest weight,
liecause it bears so conclusively on the technical

work of the Society. Mr. Dunn, in company with
many others from far and near, gathered together
at Chiswick for the discharge of good work, and for

taking part in the recent Conferences, and found
that, although the old and world-famed gardens

have been largely shorn of much of their ancient

area and beauty, yetthat they still remain the home
of practical horticulture, and really have no equal

in the entire kingdom. They see with so much that

is of present value, and so much which, if fostered,

might soon develope into great prospective im-

portance, also considerable dilapidation, and
poverty allied almost to starvation. A\'hat

wonder, then, if anxiety for the future of

Chiswick should give rise to a determination

to force the needs and necessities of the case

upon the attention of the Council, and invite

from that body speedy amelioration. Chiswick

has had an illustrious past, but with our now

marvellously developed horticultural Icnowledge

and practice that past ought to be utterly eclipsed

by its much more practical as well as bril-

liant future. It is very hard to learn of

colleges of horticulture being established else-

where, when we have at Chiswick the elements

which no other place can furnish so well. AVhat

if the old gardens were, under the auspices of the

Royal Horticultural Society, converted into at

once an experimental garden allied to a horti-

cultural school ? How proud would gardeners of

all sections be to find that something was at last

being accomplished in the direction of training

our rising youth to become worthy gardeners of

the future. Chiswick needs paint and putty, it

needs the labour of the carpenter and the brick-

layer, and, not least, more labour in the culti-

vation of its soil and the utilisation of its houses

to the highest of purposes ; but, beyond that, it

needs actual countenance and encouragement by

the presence of the ruling body, and by frequent

gatherings there of all who have the interests of

horticulture at heart. AVhat a line situation does

it present as a school of horticulture, because so

near to all our great teaching institutions. It is

almost next door to Kew, the noblest botanical

gardens in the world ; it is not far from South

Kensington, and its schools of art and museums

;

it is near to the metropolis, with the thousand and

one advantages thus offered to students to acquire

knowledge in geology, chemistry, botany, or other

allied .sciences. That may seem to be a large con-

ception to emanate from Mr. Dunn's resolution,

but it is, all the same, the ideal which we have

for years past, in season and out of season,

advocated. AVe wish to see the gardens devoted

to the encouragement and teaching of horticul-

ture of the highest and yet most practical order,

overlooking nothing, but promoting everything

that is relevant to it. Commercial horticulture

in all its varied phases is an important element in

gardening now—that in our proposed school of

horticulture must be well taught also. A\'ide as

may be the conception, yet all is possible if the

Royal Horticultural Society will wisely direct,

and the gardeners of the kingdom will both en-

courage and support it.

The Gardeners' Orphan Fund.~A meeting

of the committee took place at the " Caledonian
"

Hotel, Adelphi, W.C, on the 26th ult., Mr. Georqe
DE-tL Presiding, the members being present in good

numbers. The minutes of the last meeting having

been read, the Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. F. Barron,

announced tliat the sum of £.303 19s. 8d. stood to the

credit of the fund at their bankers. Subscriptions

and donations were announced to the amount of

£38 \\)s. 8d., including £7 Vis. from Mr. William

AViLD.sMiTH, of Heckfield Gardens, as small suras re-

ceived from visitors to the gardens ; £10 as the

balance remaining from an entertainment given at

the Vestry Ilall by the young men of the Chiswick

Gardens in aid of the Fund ; and £1 1 8s. Sd. received

from local secretaries. Mr. K. Dean handed in the

sum of £1 Os. 6d. from a collecting-box at the annual

exhibition of the O.xford Carnation and Picotee

Union at Oxford on August 7 last. Mr. O. Thomas,

of Chatsworth Gardens, wrote to the effect that he,

in conjunction with the gardeners of the locality,

were arranging a musical entertainment at Chester-

field on November 14, and inviting the attendance

of a representative of the committee. The Chair-

man was requested to represent the body if he

could conveniently do so. The Hon. Secretary

reported that 3000 copies of the annual report

and list of subscribers printed for circulation

were nearly paid for by the advertisements which

appear in the report. Mr. AV. Bishop, Tlie Grove,

Teddington, was appointed a local secretary for that

district. A report prepared by the Chairman and

Hon. Secretary in reference to the guardians
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appointed for the cliililren in reccijit of tlie benelits
of the Fuiui was laid on tlie table, from which it

appeared that a relation had been appointed in every
case, aud in nearly every instance tlie motlier of the
child

;
also tliat the arrangenients for placing a child

upon the Fund in accordance with the terms of tlie

gd't of Jlr. N. Shehwood had been completed. The
amount of money paid as the first quarterly allow-
ance to the eleven children now upon the Fund was
£3.5 \5s. Various accounts were ordered to be paid,
and the proceedings closed with a vote of thanks to
the Chairman.

HORTICULTUAL CLUB.—The following circular
has been issued :—" The Club has now been in
existence for twelve years, and has played no unim-
portant part in keejiing alive the interests of horti-
culture, both by g.athering together in social inter-
course those who are interested in the pursuit, and
also by the dissemination of knowledge by the papers
which have been read at the meetings, and after-
wards in tlie gardening papers. The committee have
recently come to arrangements with the Hotel Wind-
sor Company, Victoria Street, "Westminster, and
the Club has entered upon the occupancy of its

new quarters there. The situation is central, close
to the offices of the Koyal Horticultural Society, .and
within three minutes' walk of the St. .Tames' Park
Station of the District liailway. The hotel is well
known .as one of the best in London, hiis excellent
smoking and billiard rooms, swimming bath, &c.,
and special arrangements have been made with the
proprietors for the accommodation of inembei-s at a
reduced rate. The committee think, therefore, that
a better support ought to be given to the Club, and
would urge upon its members the necessity of enlist-
ing new candidates for membership. Enquiries
shouhl be addressed to the Secretary as above.

"

BoissiER's "Flora Orientaus."~M. Buseb
has published a supplementary volume containing a
sympathetic biographical notice of the ardent and
acute botanist, to whom we are indebted for this
standard work. A'arious additions are inserted,
together with an enumeration of collectors' numbers,
which will be very serviceable to botanists and her-
barium-keepers. A portrait of Boissikr, views of
his herbarium, now belonging to the town of Geneva,
and a map, are comprised in the volume.

National Chrysanthemum Society—A
l.irgely attended meeting of the committee took
place at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, E.G., on
the 29th ult., Mr. E. Sandkeson, the President, in

the chair. The Eastbourne Chrysanthemum Society
was admitted into afliliation, and eight new members
were elected, liringing the total up to o81. The
Hon. Secretary reported in reference to the pro-
vincial show at Sheffield on November 16 that every-
thing promised very favourably, and that great
interest was being shown in the exhibition through-
out the town. Also that the authorities of the
Koyal Aquarium had given permission for the
British Fruit Growers' Association to hold a meet-
ing at St. Stephen's Hall on Thursday, November 8,
and that this meeting would not interfere with their
own exhibition. It was resolved that Sir Glvek
HBxran, M.P., one of the Fellows of the Society, be
requested to open the exhibition at the Koyal
Aquarium next week, and he has since signified his
willingness to do so. The Hon. Secretary also
reported that LIO copies of the new edition of the
Society's Catalogue liad been sold, aud that he had
received an application for two dozen copies from
Mr. E. H. LiBiiEV, of the Aiiiericaii Gardai, New
York, and that the sura of £.52 10s, had been paid
for medals supplied to affiliated societies. It beinn-

deemed advisable, in the interests of the Society,

that a Foreign Corresponding Secretary should be
appointed to deal with a large amount of foreign
correspondence, Mr. C. H.iENLVN- Pav.sk was ap-
pointed to that office. As it is more than probable
that a number of novelties in vegetables will be sub-
mitted for certificates at the autumn show, it was
resolved th:it the granting of certificates shall be

left in the hands of the vegetable judges. It was
resolved that several Gold Medals of the Society
should be ordered, the cost of each not to excee.I
:> guineas. The annual dinner of tiie Society w.as
fi.xed for Thursday, December 1.3, at Andertons
Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C., the arrangements being
left in the hands of the Hon. Secretary. A vote of
thanks to the Chairman brought the proceedings to
a close.

Tropical Fruits.—The Division of Pomology
of the I'nited States Department of Agriculture has
published a report of the tropical and semi-tropical
fruits grown in the Southern States. The report
has been prepared by Mr. II. S. van Deman, chief
of the Pomological Department. The several fruits

are enumerated, and details given as to their culture,
and the insects and diseases to which they are sub-
jected.

Stock-taking
: September.—Appended are

some excerpts from tlie ' Trade Returns " for the
month of September. To save space many items
are simply noted in the general summary, the
figures being sufficiently expressive and suggestive.
We have no idea that the interdependence will ever
be reduced—rather that it will be extended, and for
the benefit of tlie nation. But we have also an idea
that we can help ourselves much more than we do
now, and that much of the educated labour now so
generously supplied to our friends and relatives
abroad could be much more profitably utilised at home.
The following table is extracted from the summary
of the imports from foreign countries and British
possessions for the month of September last com-
pared with the corresponding period in 1887, showing
the increase

( +) and decrease (— ) as the case may
be in the difi'erent sections :

—

511.—(A.) Articles of
food and drink —
dutyfree

(B.) — do., dutiable

*\'I.—Raw materials
for textile manuf<ic-
tares {including
Flax, Herap, and
jute)

*Vir.—Raw materials
for sundry industriea
and manufactures
(including wood and
timber, hewn. sawn,
split, dressed ; vege-
table materials, for
paper-making, &c.)

5rx. — Miscellaneous
articles (including
Clover, grass. Flax,
Riipe, Linseed

Total value

Difference.

O.IO.S 126
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cottages form two rectangles, anil within tlie lines

there is an expanse of some 7—8 acres facing

a village green and garden. The garden is not

enclosed in any way, but is free for the children

to play in, and one of Dr. Bahnardo's leading idt'as

is that the children shonld freely mingle and play in

the homely fashion they would do on a village green.

Hound the cii'cuniference of the green and garden

run broad gravelled roads of great width, well con-

structed, with similar roads joining them in cross

lines ; and there are thousands of yards of walks

laid with Kentish i-ag and tar paving, and tlicse

wallvs wind about in various directions, but in all

cases avoiding the old timber trees, which have been

as fully preserved as possible. Each cottage has its

garden, and it is intended that the children sliail

cultivate these ; and it is proposed to institute a

series of competitions, to incite the children to culti-

vate their gardens to the utmost. The entire recon-

struction and laying out of the grounds was
entrusted to Mr. William Holmes, of tlie Franipton

Parl< Nurseries, Hackney, who is just bringing the

work to a close . Tlie design is a line one, and

includes a large extent of grass plat, with belts of

shrubbery, large circular beds of Khododendrons.

Tlie rockwork surrounding the large basins it is

contemplated to plant witli aquatics, and tliere are

two Kose temples; whilst here and there, at promi-

nent points, scroll flower-beds have been laid down.
As much of tlie planting was done in late spring, the

wet summer has proved very helpful, and but few

failures have resulted. Tlie cottage patlis are

"granolithic"; they are carried all round by the

back odices. The drainage of each cottage, and in-

deed of the whole village, appear to be carried out

in the most complete manner. At one point—that

opposite the residence of the superintendent—

a

glimpse of the whole extent of tlie grounds can be

obtained
; the design in haying out being so arranged.

One large cottage, raised to the memory of the late

Earl Cairns, serves the purpose of a board-room, &c.

All the dwellings are planted with creepers of various

kinds, and they are fast covering the Avails.

Chiswick Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
ment Association. — At the annual general

meeting of the members of this Institution,

held on Friday evening last, October 26,

Mr. George Gordon was unanimously elected

Ohairman of the meetings during the ensuing

session. The following papers were promised

to be read on the undermentioned dates:

—

November 2, Opening Address, by the Chairman,
Air. George Gordon; November 0, "What consti-

tutes a Gardener," Mr. John Fraser ; November 2.3,

"Roses and their Cultivation," Mr. T. Bones
;

November oO, " Economic Plants of the Order

LabiaLTi," Mr. A. Parsons ; December 7, " An Orer-

snpply of Gardeners—a Eemedy," Mr. J. Barry.

High-priced Cypripediums. — Messrs. I'uo-

THEUOK ^ Moitins, of Cheapside, have sold for

150 guineas a small plant, with three leaves, of a

hybrid Cypripedium, known as Cypripedium Mar-
sluiUianum, to a gentleman resident in America.

The plant was a cross between C. venustum and C.

concolor. A small plant of C. leucorrhodum was

sold at the same time for 40 guineas.

Filmy Ferns at KEW. — Readers interested

in filmy Ferns will be pleased to learn that the

magnificent collection presented to Kew by Mrs.

Cooper Foster, in April of this year, is now safely

established in its new home, and that almost every

one of the plants has made considerable growth tliia

summer.

Chrysanthemum Shows.- -The following list

of shows for November, includes all of which notice

has been received by us. Tlie opening only is given

in the case of tv.'o-day shows, &c. :—November 5th,

Wurrey ; Gtli, Ivingston
; 7th, National, at "West-

minster, Bath, and Portsmouth; .Sth, Teddington

;

9th, Crystal Palace, Leicester, and Hitcliin ; l.'lth,

Brighton, Winchester, Devizes, Cardiff, Watford,

Hammersmith, Twickenham, and West Kent (Bex-

ley Heath) ; 14th, Market Harborough, Bradford,

Bromley, Cornwall Polytechnic (at Falmoutli), and

Ancient Society of York Florists ;
15tli, r.in-

brokeshire, Wilts, Aylesbury, Reading, Taunton,

Wimbledon, and Royal Horticultural of Ireland

;

Kith, Devon and Exeter, Sheffield, (and National

Provincial). Iluddersfield, and Chiswick ;
17th, Rams-

bottom, and Derby; 20th, Edinburgh, Oxford, J. iver-

jiool, and llanlcy ; 21st, Birmingham, and Midland

Counties, Rugby, National (Committee), Croydon,

Bristol, and Banbury ; 22nd, Hull ; 2.'3rd, Pontefract,

Bolton, and Stockport; 28th, The Hartlepools.

Publications Recvmed.— Mkhigun Ayrkul-

tiii-al Colh'if'' Annual Cakihgue,—Lacr ami Lace. (M.

.Jesartm & Co., Venice.)

—

Souvenir d'unr Excursion a

Cintra. By G. D. Saint Victoe.—jVojYA of Scotland

Hortkidtural Association Seventh Annual Jieporl

(Aberdeen).

—

Mushroom Culture Si/uplijicd (London :

Hpkst & Sox, 152, Houndsditch.

The Flower Garden.—•

—

Herbaceous Boeder.—The usual clearing-up m.ay

now be done; and this will be all the attention

that it will require for the remainder of the present

year. Cut ofl' old flower-stems to within about 2

inches of the crowns ; afterwards hand-weed and

rake over the surface, and, if the soil in the borders

is not rich, a top dressing of well-rotted manure

may be laid on about 2 inches thick. Avoid point-

ing over the surface with a fork or spade, for the

roots of the plants are so near to it that only injury

will result thereby. The present is the best time

of the year for making new, and replanting old,

borders, owing to the fact that more species of

plants may be lifted and divided than at any other

period. For the benefit of those who are taking-up

the culti^'ation of these plants for the first time,

and wlio contemplate making new borders this

autumn, a few details may be of some assistance.

First then, as to site, I would say that in all cases

where the matter is one of choice, preference should

be given for an open situation and well-drained soil

;

this, however, is not an absolute necessity, as many

perennial ])Iants ^vilI grow fairly well almost any-

where ; still it is as well to bear in mind that tiiere

are places which may be described as bad, the v.orst

possible being in the immediate vicinity of large

trees, whose roots impoverish the soil, and the

branches in the summer months shade the plants

growing near. There is nothing objectionable in

liaving a border in front of dwarf-growing shrubs,

with trees in the background,—indeed, this is

where we most frequently lind tlicui in

private gardens, neitlier is there anything to be said

against tlieir being in close proximity to a fence or

a wall with an east, west, or south aspect. Having

selected the site .and marked out the extent of the

border, the ground should be trenched over, and if

out of condition a dressing of decayed manure should

be worlced into the soil as the digging proceeds ; the

character of the soil in each case must determine

tlie matter of bringing the bottom spit to the to|)
;

in many instances it is not advisable to do so. If

the soil be of a stilV, retentive nature, and liable to

bake on tlie surface in hot weather, nothing is better

than mixing a liberal quantity of burnt clay, wood-

ashes, leaf-mould, or finely sifted coal-ashes along

with the staple on the surface.

In planting an open border—that is. one not

near a wall or shrubbery—of, sav, 12 feet wide, the

arrangement of the plants ought to be of sncli a

character that the border will present a donble face,

so to speak, the tallest growing species being in the

centre, and gradually reducing the height down to

the outside. On a border of this width seven rows of

])lants will be sufficient, and they may be arranged as

follows :— Central row: Delphiniums of sorts. Pyre-

thrum uliginosum, Helianthus rigidus ; these to bo

planted at a distance of 6 feet apart; the majority

of these will grow from 4.V to 6 feet high. The
second row may be at a distance of 2 feet from tlie

preceding, and may contain Michaelmas Daisies in

variety, Spiraea aruncus, Verbascnm nigrum, V.

blattarioides, V. niveum, Bocconia japonica, Oeno-
thera grandifiora, Papaver bracteatum, Solidago

canadense, and Lilium candidum. These will

average from 3 to 4 feet. The third row from

the centre should be at a distance of 18 inches from
the second, and may be planted thus :—Anenioin*

japonica, Aquilegia oeiulea, A. chiysantha, Aspho-
delns luteus, Dictamnus fraxinella, Achillea ptarmica

fl. -plena. Aster dumosus, A. grandiilorus, A. ainelliis,

A. a. bessrabicus, Astrantia major. Chrysanthemum
arcticum, Dielytra spectabilis, Doronicum caucasi-

cum, Geum coccineum, Hemerocallis flava, Iris

amo^na, I. K:einpferi and its varieties. Lobelia

fulgens, L. syphilitica, Lychnis chalcedonica,

CFnothera Youngi, Phlo.x, florists' varieties ; Rud-
beckia Newmanni, and Stenactis speciosus. The next

row should be 8 inches from the edge of the border,

and may be planted with such species as Campanula
collina, C. carpatica, Dracocephalum austriacuiii,

Gentiana verna, Hepatica triloba and varieties, Iberia

gibraltarica, Tussilago farfara variegata, T. fra-

grans, Veronica Candida, V. reptans, Helleborus

niger and its varieties. The above will form a fairly

good and interesting collection, and will afford a

long succession of flowers. Before planting tread the

surface down moderately firm, and as the planting

proceeds press down each plant also, and finish off

with a top-dressing of half-decayed manure. Young
plants raised from seed the current year may also be

planted out now, not forgetting to disentangle the

roots of such as are pot-bound.

Bulbs.—The majority of Dutch bulbs for flowering

in beds outside ought to be planted now, including

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, &c. Plant also a few

Anemones and Ranunculuses for early flowering. It

will be advantageous to cover all these subjects with

about 2 inches of cocoa-fibre refuse. J. Horsefield.

Heijteshury.

Forestry.

TuiBER Seleci'ion AND Mahking.—As the month
of November opens, this is by far the most important
work of the forester. So important is it indeed, that

many owner.^ prefer to keep a general oversight of

the operation themselves. Where the timber is of an
ornamental character this is no doubt desirable ; but

under other conditions it is well that the forester be

allowed as free a hand as possible, for being more
constantly in the woodlands, his acquaintance with

the wood under his charge is naturally closer. This,

however, is of course quite a matter between em-
ployer and employee, and is only remarked upon in

passing. To treat the subject in order, the first

consideration will be

Marking Instriiiuents.—These are not so unim-
portant as may at first appear, and will consist of

either knife (scribe), hammer and axe combined;
and of paint brushes. I have seen standing timber
marked with pencil, in one case especially on an
estate belonging to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners,

and the figures remained visible for several years, as

the timber was not felled as intended; but this is

not to be recommended. For timber - marking
generally there is probably no instrument so much
used as the knife or scribe. This in one form or

another is familiar enough to most who are used to

woodland work, but there is probably not one instru-

ment in ten which is thoroughly effective. The most
common pattern is that which closes like an ordinary

pocket or pruning knife, and not unfrequently is set

in the handle by the side of a knife-blade. Such an
instrument as this may do duty once, but is

totally unsuitable for any amount of work. A
great essential in a good timber scribe is thorough
rigidity, and this the ordinary hinged instru-

ment lacks to a very great extent. Another
drawback is the shortness of the " bill " or

cutting portion, and it is also very often

badly formed. The instrument I use, and which

I have given a good deal of wear in an extensive

practice, I obtained from a firm in Hereford, and
is by far the best thing which has come under my
notice. It is used by most of the railway com-
panies' inspectors, and consists of an octagonal Wal-
nut handle, about 5 inches long, somewhat Pear-

shaped. Into this the blade, about 31 inches long,

screws very firmly, and the whole instrument is

as rigid as though made in one piece. The "bill."

or cutting portion, was originally about 1.1 inch long,

and carefully turned, so that the curved edge which

makes the incision works quite smoothly. When
not in use the blade goes readily into the vest pocket,

and the handle into the coat. The cost of this instru-
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ment is Qs., and new blades can be obtained separately

when necessai y. The next most essential instrument
is the marking haaimer and axe combined. I know
of no firm which makes this a specialty, so its manu-
facture has generally to be intrusted to local people

who imperfectly unLlerstand what is necessary. This
liammer may be in various forms, tiie 'chief points

to consider being a clear and well cut letter or letters

on the face and an axe at the tail, large and keen
enough to remove Iv}', the rough bark, &c , from
the stems of the trees, and leave a surface sufficiently

smootii to obtain an effective impression from tlie

opposite end of the hammer. The blade of the axe
may either be hollow or solid. In the former case

the cutting edge will be merely a curved band of

steel, wehledat the extremities to two arms springing

from the centre of the hammer. "When made in this

way there is a considerable gain as regards light-

ness, and the whole thing looks more symmetrical,
without any great sacrihce of strength. The brush
will not need much comment, as almost uny ordinary
paint, or small white-wash brush will do for tlie

purpose. As the usage, however, on the hark,

mosses, Ivies, &c., is rather rough, one which has
been partially worn will answer, especially where
dashes of colour and not letters or figures are

required.

Mcf/ioch of Marking.—The points to be borne in

mind in carrying out this work are intelligibility, and
giving a character to the marks whicli cannot easily

be imitated or tampered with. \Vh:it 1 mean by
intelligibility is that it is necessary to consider that
the bulk of the people who have subsequently to

view, fell, and cart away the trees will not be so

well acquainted with names of fields, plantations,

hedgerows, and the like, as those to whom the mark-
ing is entrusted. Auctioneers are apt to cause a
good deal of confusion in this way. I Iiave not
unfrequently seen in a catalogue of a single sale

the numbering commence with one in half-a-dozen
places. This is most perplexing to strangers, as they
cannot be expected to know the situation from anv
description appeniled. It is a thing which often
leads to trouble and confusion, and is a caution as

necessary in private sales or sales by tender as in

auctions. Circumstances must of course suggest the
actual way ; but, speaking generally, a combination
of figures and letters in white paint, will be found
the most simple and correct, as, if carefully managed,
any repetition can be avoided. In the prevention of

tampering with, or the imitation of marks, the
hammer is most useful. In using the scribe or

paint-brush, it is obvious that no great skill would
be necessary to multiply the marks indefinitely, and
cause loss or error. If, however, a hammer with a
distinctive letter is used on each bole, either with or
without the paint mark, and proper care be taken of it

when not in use, the chance of felling the wrong
timber will be reduced to a minimum.

Selection.—ThoxigXx coming first in order I have
purposely left this until last, so as to touch upon the
tools and methods of marking. It i^, however, out
of all proportion, the most important part of the
subject, and a thing requiring more judgment in

park lands, fields, and the like, than in plantations.
In thinning or felling plantations, when the order of
work has once been laid out, it can be gone on with
methodically, and does not entail the critical ex-
amination of every individual tree or pole, as must
be done when timber is in any degree isolated. In
mixed woodlands, too, where the trees are often nf

varying ages, greater care is necessary. Where it is

possible, a second survey should be made before the
final decision is come to. When this plan is followed,
marking the trees in the first instance with a dash of
whitewash greatly aids the operation, as it is at once
seen, and when any alteration is made in the second
survey, is as easily removed. The actual trees
selected will naturally depend upon the object for
which the felling is contemplated. If merely to clear
the defective, ill-formed, and too crowded wood the
business will be greatly simplified, and the chief care
needed will be, that in removing a defective tree it

does not spoil the appearance of its neighbour or of
a group. I know a ])lace well v/hich a few years ago
was one of tlie be:it timbered estates in the district.

It is true that many of the trees had passed their
prime, and the clearance of a considerable number of
them was a necessity. In doing this, however, it does
not appear that the slightest judgment was used,
with the result that what would previously have
made, for its size, as beautiful a park as anv
in England—as the site is of a delightfully
undulating nature—has been reduced to a mere
wilderness, and looks as though a tornado had
swept through it. This is the x^9V£. to be regretted,

as there is still timber enough to make a fairly

wooded demesne, if only a little intelligence had
been used in felling. It is, however, only fair to say

that this is not the work of anv one professing any
knowledge of the subject, but I believe is the joint

effort of the estate carpenter and the merchant. I

speak of this incident at some length, as when on
occasion I have had to say some rather strong things

upon the way in which such important matters are

allowed to drift, some writers have doubted whether
they were really so bad.

One mistake amongst inexperienced men—and one
which often leads to the disfigurement of places— is

the fear of cutting down a small or young tree.

None will dispute that it is most important
to preserve every young tree possible, when it is

in the right position, yet there are many cases

where I would not for a moment hesitate to

sacrifice a young tree and preserve an old one.

This is especially so witli groups which are often

composed of trees of all ages, but which, neverthe-
less, so entirely depend upon each other tliat the

larger ones cannot be removed without entirely

destroying the effect of the others, if it does not their

existence. Under such conditions I would remove
the whole and replant, rather than leave two or
three sickly, lanky objects simply because in the
matter of years they had not come to maturity. By
doing this one would often be able to save an inter-

ference with some other group altogether, as the cubic
contents of an entire clearance would equal that of a
tree here and there from two or three groups, and
avoid the destruction of effects which it takes an
average lifetime to produce. The same thing is true

in a lesser degree of hedgerow trees, but does not
apply nearly so much to woods which depend for

beauty on their general mass. This selection ques-
tion is so many-sided that in a paper like this it is

only possible to touch upon a few of the commonest
mistakes, but there can be no doubt that many of
these mistakes could be easily avoided if owners
would only recognise that it requires a considerable
nicety of judgment in determining what trees to fell,

and that the mere ability to handle an axe or a saw is

not neccessarily a qualification. B. J. Yeo, Liinehain,

Wilts.
•

J •

NURSERY Notes.

MESSRS. BACKHOUSE & SONS', YORK.

This grand old establishment, with its fine collec-

tion of Orchids, its matchless stores of Filmy Ferns,

its complete and well-kept collection of alpine and
other hardy plants, and its large, select, and well

grown stock of most things appertaining to a first-

class nursery fully maintains its old reputation, and
that is all that need be said on the point, for that

that reputation is one of the highest that a nursery

establishment need aspire to is well known. It seems
a difficult task to undertake an enumeration of even

the most prominent of its attractions, but neverthe-

less a note of a few things t.iken at a visit on the

25th ult. will be of interest to many.

The Oechids.

Among these the York Cattleya-house has always

caused a great amount of interest by reason of the

excellent quality of the plants and flowers which
were formerly grown in the fine, well-ventilated,

roomy, span-roofed structure, without the least

attempt at shading from tlie tierce heat of tiie sun's

rays even in the hottest summer. That the plants

were fine none could gainsay, althougli most good

Orchid growers condemned the practice of growing

them unshaded. Ultimately, Messrs. Backhouse
decided to use a thin shading, and all Orchid

growers will be interested to know that it lias had a
beneficial result; less water being required, more
root is made, and improvements in all directions

have resulted.

The varieties of C. gigas, the large leafy masses of

which are well-known to visitors, are, if possible,

more robust and more floriferous than heretofore
;

and the C. Triana!s are equally good, and contain some
charming named varieties, among which the follow-

ing may be named :—C. T. The Bride, a lovely white,

with pearly tints ; C. T. Enchantress, a grand liglit

form; Aurora, Eboracensis, insignis, and the crim-

son-feathered C. T. Backhousiana. Cattleya labiata

Schrtcdera;, Laalia purpurata, Jj. elegans, and other of

the large Cattleyas and Lcelias are also well sheathed

for Hower in the large Cattleya-house ; and a good

batch of Odontogloesum citrosmum enjoys the well-

lighted situation in a corner thereof.

The varieties of Liclia anceps have many flower-

spikes, and form the principal feature in the Mexican-
house ; in which, too, is a grandly flowered lot of

O^lontoglossum grande, Litlia albida. L. pur-

imrata. L. Gouldiana, L. autumnalis, S:c. ; and a

irunber of robust plants Cypripedium Spicerianum

which have been grown in the Odontoglossum-house

for the past summer, are just expanding their flowers.

The plants are immeasurably superior to any that

have been kept in heat all the year, and so probably

would be more than one-half of the other Cypri-

prediums.

The Odontoglossums and other cool Orchids are in

splendid condition. A sprinkling ofgood things noted

in flower among the plants of 0. crispura and O.

Harryanum. 'The best white Lycaste Skinneri alba,

some pretty scarlet Sophronitis, Lailia praistans,

Odontoglossum Insleayi splendens (in bud) were
remarked in flower or approaching the flowering

stage. Among a well grown and varied collection

of Cypripediums in one of the warm houses many
were in flower or in bud ; and in another house

some plants of an importation of Cattleya aurea,

which it is expected will yield some of the beautiful

C. Hardyana, were in bud. One great advantage to

buyers of Orchids at the York Nurseries is that the

plants are fairly and even hardily grown, so that

they travel well and thrive after a journey, which
nursed-up plants often succumb to at once, or are

invalids for years.

The Disas are mai'vellously well done here, and
the greater part of a cold house is devoted to a

plantation of them. Here many yards of D. grandi-

flora m.ay be seen of a vigour altogether astonishing

to those who have only seeu oi'dinary plants. As
may be required the strongest are taken up and
potted lor sale, and when in bloom the house is a
beautiful picture of vivid scarlet flowers. Other
distinct and lovely forms of D. grandiflora, too, are

here, and notably a rich crimson form, and one with

vermilion flowers tipped with yellow. Treated also

in a similar manner are lesser quantities of the

handsome D. racemosa, the rare and lovely large

white D. crassicornis, and several species of the

grassy-leaved section.

The Filmy Ferns.—These form a display which,

for quantity and variety, is unequalled. The
collecting and growing of these lovely plants

have cost Messrs. Backhouse many years of labour,

but the result attained is such, that a very beautiful

array of them has been acquired, whose beauty must
be seen before a true idea can be formed of them.
In the matter of variety, it should be said that this

firm publish a separate catalogue of Filmy
Ferns, in which some thirty fine species and
varieties of Hymenophyllura, and fifty of Tri-

chomanes, are enumerated and described. Those
seen in the sunk, uuheated rockery, falling in

graceful masses over the rocks, or nestling in quiet

nooks, are very beautiful ; nor are the lesser speci-

mens in pots or on Tree Ferns in the houses devoted

to the plants for sale scarcely less attractive. In the

rockery is an unique mass of a very elegantly cut

form of Trichomaues radicans, collected many years

ago in a stone quarry near Leeds, and perhaps the

last recorded in Yorkshire. Very lovely too. were

great masses of Hynienophyllum ilexuosum, H. pec-

tinatum, H. caudiculatum, 11. crispatum, H. cruen-

tum, II. dichotomum, II. dilatatum, H. demissum
;

Trichomanes radicans dissectum, T. reniforme, T,

Luschnathiauum, T. meifolium ; while Lomariopsis

heteromorpha seems also to revel in the cool cave-

like atmosphere.

The general collection of Ferns and the noble

rockery with tree and other Ferns, are worthy of the

Filmies. The house of Gleichenias contains perfect

specimens of all sizes ; Niphobolus lingua corymbi-

fera is in ([uantity, so also the rare Onychium
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auratum, anil tlie miniature Tree Fern Lomaria, L.

Herminierii, with its young leaves of a crimson hue.

The British and hardy section, too, is well kept up.

In the other houses are good collections of stove

and greenhouse plants, very well grown, among them
being a fine collection of Nepenthes, one of the spe-

cimens ofN. JlastersianaandanotherofN. RafHesiana
being about 4 feet across, and grandly pitchered

;

N. Northiana and N. Veitchii are noble specimens,

all the others being good ; and one which seemed to

be a nearly green form of N. Kafflesiana, probably
new. Among fine things in quantity was a large

stock of white Lapageria, a large batch of Eogeria
gratissima, interesting Bertoloni.as and other painted-
leaved plants, well-grown Pleroma elegans, a house
of choice Cliveas, the neat Azalea rosieflora, balsama;-
flora and the large-flowered Indian species in great
numbers of well-grown specimens ; Heaths and New
Holland plants, &c.

For the extensive outdoor nursery of trees and
shrubs, which some will doubtless consider the most
important part, at present it must suffice to say that
everything is, as usual, good, and kept in perfect
order.

Ireland.

BELMONT NURSERY, BELFAST.
This nursery is pleasantly situated in a beautiful

semi-rural district about three miles from Belfast.

A fine block of some ten or twelve plant-houses con-
fronts the entrance gate, and contains a varied stock
of well-grown stove and greenhouse plants, including
masses ofFerns for cutting and other purposes. Palms,
Cycads, and Orchids, Tuberous Begonias here, as

everywhere at the present time, have taken a hold as

a floricultural fancy, and a varied and fine collection

is grown. Celebrated as the name of Dickson is in

connection with Rose-raising and growing, it would
have been surprising not to have found some portion

of the glass devoted to the Rose in the establishment
of Mr. Hugh of that name, and the visitor is not
disappointed. A large stock of Teas is grown
expressly to meet the demand for plants for early

forcing. The plants were already (beginning of

September) fully matured, and were turned out-of-

doors to rest ; fine sturdy bushy plants they were,

with short-jointed solid growth, giving great promise

of bloom. A fine batch ofMarechal Niel, and Gloire

de Dijon occupied the roof of another house, and the

vigour they exhibited in their stout long shoots was
exceptional.

In the neighbourhood of the houses, borders and
quarters were planted with Gladioli, Dahlias, Car-
nations, Picotees, &c., all of which are specialties

of Jlr. H. Dickson. The two first-named, and par-
ticularly the second, were considered backward, and
inferior to their usual form, owing to the ungenial
weather that had been experienced, j et they were
quite up to the average in growth and flowering,

though the blooms were smaller than iu ordinary
seasons.

Large numbers of fruit trees are grown, notably
Apples. Although a fairly representative collection

is grown, the following are the chief of the varie-

ties most recommended for the district, either as

bush, pyramid, or standard trees, viz. :—StirlingCastle,

Eoklinville, East Lothian Seedling, Keswick Codlin,
Lane's Prince Albert, much thought of ; I'easgood's

Nonsuch, Hawthornden, Kerry Pippin, and Irish

Peach.

Roses are much favoured here, large breadths of

them are grown, and the plants showed much vigour,

and the wood was getting well matured. A large

batch of II.P. seedlings, is regarded by Jlr. Dickson
with considerable interest. They are expected to
flower next year in character, but some of them have
this season exhibited such signs that we have reason
to hope that there will be both novelty and quality
among them. Tea Roses do finely in the open
ground. The season has been such an exceptionally
bad one that it was a matter of interest to know what
varieties flowered and maintained their character for

quality best throughout. The following are a few
out of a considerable list I noted, viz. :—Alfred
Colomb, Alfred K. Williams, Annie Wood, Baroness
Rothschild, Beauty of Waltham, Charles Lefebvre,
Comte de Rambaud, Duchess of Bedford, Duke of
Albany, Earl Dulferin, Etienne Levet, Gloire
Lyonaise, Her Majesty, Horace Vernet, Lady Mary
Fitzwilliam, Lady Helen Stewart, La France, La
Rosiere, Lord Bacon, Madame Eugene Verdier,
Madame Gabriel Luizet, Madame Victor Verdier,
Marie Baumann, Merveille de Lyon, Mrs. .lowitt,

Mrs. John Laing, Pride of Waltham, Prosper
Langier, Senateur Vaisse, Thomas Mills, Ulrich
Brunner. It will be noted that among the foregoing
thirty-one sorts only three of the most recently

introduced have stood the test of a bad season
equally well with the best of the standard varieties

of older date ; the three alluded to are in italics.

Among Tea and Noisette Roses the best during the
season were Bouquet d'Or, Catherine Mermet,
Comtesse de Nadaillac, Grace Darling, Fnoit'ois

Kriiifer, jradame de Watteville, Madame Eugene
Verdier, Madame Lambard, Madame Marie Van
Houtte, Marechal Niel, Niphetos, Perle des .Tardins,

Princess Beatrice, Rubens, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon,
The Bride ; of these only the two in italics among
the latest introductions have proved themselves
insensible to the inclemency of the weather. William
Allen Richardson had proved itself admirable, and
very profuse in buds for cutting.

The general stock outdoors is varied and of very fine

quality. Conifers, such as Picea pungens glauca,
Abies Pattoni, A. raagnifica, and A. nobilis were very
fine, some large specimens of the last named standing
in a belt in front of the proprietor's house bearing
many fine cones. Cupressus macrocarpa and Pinus
insignis, both of which thrive well and are in

great demand in the district, are grown in consider-
able breadths. The elegant Gynerium pumilum
was flowering freely and has this advantage over its

more imposing relative, G. argenteum, that it appears
to open its plumes of flowers in districts where the
latter hardly forms its sheaths. The finer sorts of
deciduous trees are also well represented in the stock,
Acer Schwedleri was in beautiful colour and placed
in fine contrast with Quercus Concordia and Acer
Negundo variegata in grand specimens harmonised
most pleasingly with the bronze-purple of Prunus
Pissardi. These with Fulham and other Oaks,
Purple Beech and other deciduous ornamental trees
and Conifers are displayed in sizes, ample enough to
exhibit their respective characteristics in a border of
about 2l)0 yards in length by 9 yards wide, extending
from the entrance gate along the south boundary of
the nursery to the east side of the proprietor's house.
A highly illustrative border it is, and one which must
prove of great use to the intending purchaser of trees.

Along the front, Olearia Haastii is found in rounded
masses of about .'3 feet high and as much through,
and flowering so profusely as to resemble snowballs.

Altogether the nursery in every department is a
most orderly and complete one. Knock is the first

railway station out of Belfast, and is the one nearest

to Belmont, the distance being about a mile.

The Newtownaeds Nobsebies.

These lie just outside the pleasantly situated little

town of that name, which is the fourth station on
the same line of railway from Belfast. As is well

known, they belong to Messrs. Alexander Dickson
& Sons, The plant-houses are numerous, and con-
tain a varied assortment of stove and greenhouse

plants in healthy condition. Specialties under glass

are a good collection of tuberous Begonias, Bouvar-
dias. Maidenhair Fern, Lomaria gibba, Pteris

tremula, &c., which are grown by the thousand, and
chiefly for furnishing. Many Roses in pots are

grown, Marechal Niel having one house of con-
siderable length to itself, A considerable stock of

pot Vines occupies another house ; they are furnished

with short-jointed, well-matured stems.

Of Chrysanthemums about 2000 are grown in pots,

the blooms beiug chiefly for cutting, and the varieties

are those most suitable for that purpose, They are

very well grown, and promise a fine harvest of

bloom. Zonal Pelargoniums, double and single,

are largely grown. The general stock out-of-

doors is similar to that found at the Belmont
Nursery. Very thriving stocks of Cupressus in

variety and various Retinosporas occujiy con-

siderable breadths, and among the former is one
sort of very free growth and highly glaucous hue,

and which is much in demand for planting in the
breezy country bordering the Clyde. It originated

in the nursery, is named Cupressus Lawsoni var.

Dicksoni, and is said to be unaft'ected by sea winds.

Roses are largely grown, and the stock is vigorous.

The seedlings of the Rose, of which there are many
here, some being already well known and favoured
by rosarians, are being annually tested to ascertain

if of any decided merit, and if their good
points have permanency. We may mention Earl
Dalferin, which has already received much attention

from Rose growers, and which has fully maintained
this season the position it had previously reached

;

Lady Helen Stewart, H.P., has proved itself to be a
most trustworthy variety, even this unpropitious

season, flowering from June to the time of my
visit in the middle of September, with promise of

a continuance of bloom to the end of the month a*

least.

Caroline Arden, H.P., which was put in commerce
this season by the raisers, will well sustain the

character of these pedigree seedling Roses. It is

come of illustrious parents, viz., A. K. Williams and
Marie Baumann. The flowers are large, full, perfectly

formed, the petals round, large, and of great sub-

stance ; the habit vigorous, and foliage bold and
massive,

Of Tea Roses raised by Messrs. Dickson & Sons,

and already put in commerce, I was well pleased

with Miss Ethel Brownlow, which was introduced

last year ; and with Lady Castlereagh, of this sea-

son's introduction. Both are of vigorous growth,

with luxuriant handsome foliage, and very profusely

blooming and branching habit. The blooms of the

former are large and full, the petals ofgreat substance,

large, smooth, bright, and of a colour which is salmon-
pink shaded yellow at the base. The latter has very

large, full, handsome flowers, the petals large, round,

and smooth, of a soft rosy-yellow colour, the rose

deepening in tint at the margin. Judging it from
all points of view, the raisers look upon the last-

named as an acquisition to its class. It has been

awarded First-class Certificates by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society of Ireland, the Glasgow and West of

Scotland Horticultural Society, and the Glasgow
Rose Society.

Among the many seedlings of Roses under test,

but not yet brought out, I noted the following as

being, in my opinion, of very high promise ;—Mr.
James Brownlow, H.P., a distinct flower, as well in

foliage as in colour, the former being peculiar,

strikingly so even at some distance ; the blooms are

large, full, and beautifully formed, and the colour a
novel shade of rosy-carmine. A striking quality of

the variety is the readiness with which it starts into

flower at any time during the season after it is cut
back ; of this I had evidence in a number of plants

that had been cut back a few weeks ago, and which
had broken freely and w.as flowering from every
shoot. I understand it has deservedly received two
First-class Certificates this season. Mrs. James Wil-
son appeared to me to be a great acquisition. It is

a remarkable vigorous, free-branching variety, and
equally free flowering. The flowei's are large, of
much substance, and in form and build closely re-
semble those of Catherine Mermet ; the coloui a pale
tint of lemon-yellow, appeared to me to be a new
one. Miss Jeanie Dickson, H.P., Is a fine variety, of
great promise as a garden or exhibition flower. In
habit it is vigorous and free, the flowers are large,

globular, the centre high, from which the petals
recurve, and thus display their delicate satin sub-
stance, the margins of each terminate in a fine
silvery tint.

A notable feature in the management of the dwarf
Rose stocks in both these nurseries is the lowness at
which they are budded. The Manettis and Briers alike
are treated in the same way. The stocks are thoroughly
disbuddecl before beJBg pUuted la the quarters iq
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Fig. 7o.—ct^ALriNiA japonica; haudy shrdb; floweio vlllow ; eeduckd one-half, dkxached i lower real size.

which thev are to be worked—a point of practice

which of course every grower carefully attends to,

but here, in order to get the bud inserted at the

lowest point in the stock the latter is laid at a very

acute angle with the soil, so much so that in baring

it, preparatory to inserting the bud, the heel is ex-

posed, and it is at that point the insertion is made.
The advantage is obvious -there is less liability to

form suckers, and when the plants are to be used in

pots there is no difficulty in burying the stock.

In a belt surrounding this nursery, composed of

miscellaneous trees and shrubs which had been
planted in the earlier years of its existence, some
remarkable specimens occur. We noted particularly

Pinus insignis, in perfect health, about 00 feet high,

with boles from 16 to '20 inches in diameter ; and
Cupressus macrocarpa was about 60 feet high and

had assumed its true arboreal character, having

spreading dense tops and boles about 18 inches

diameter, Erica codonodes was to be seen in dense

masses from 10 to 12 feet high and as much through,

which must have a very striking effect when in

flower.

CESALPINIA JAPONICA.*
The plant here figured (fig. 73) is a handsome

and very interesting one. It first flowered in 1887

in the Coombe Wood Nurseries of Messrs. Veitch,

^ f'iranjpinia japoyiira, Sieb. et Zucc F(tni. iVat.. n. .f

;

Kranehet ct Sa\atier, A'nw/ii. I'/nnt. Jap., i.. Ill; Gardeners'
Mngnzins, July 21, 1888. p. 41.3 (with ligure) ; C. criita,

Thuuberg., Fl. Jap., p. 179 ; C, sepiaria, Mtquel, Protus., p.

242 (uon Roxburgh).

who introduced it from Japan several years ago.

Certainly no other member of the genus has stood

the test of the Coombe Wood plant, which can—as

far as the South of England is concerned—be added

to our lists of hardy shrubs. No doubt, when dis-

tributed, C. japonica will be welcomed in many
gardens ; it thrives at Coombe Wood on a sloping

bank of gravelly clay and makes long shoots beset

with strong hooked prickles. These shoots should

not be cut away or pruned back but simply let alone.

During the current year flowers were much more

freely produced than in 1887, and now the cultiva-

tion of the plant is understood, it will doubtless

flower abundantly every year.

The genus Cicsalpinia contains — according to
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Bentham and Hooker—thirty-eight species, and is

distributed widely throughout all tropical regions.

Several species afford valuable products, for instance,

C. eoriaria, the pods of which are imported from the
West Indies and South America for tanning pur-
poses; others yield dye stuffs. The slate-coloured
seeds of C. Bonducella are largely made into brace-
lets, necklets, rosaries, &c. This species is a common
climber on tropical shores, and in the Kew Jluseum
are exhibited seeds that have been washed up on the
shores of Kaffraria, Tristan d'Aciinha, and St.

Helena; they are also occasionally washed up on the
Irish, Scotch, and Norwegian coasts.

The sub-order Ca>salpini;c, with its seventy-six
genera and about 500 species, is only represented in

British arboreta by the genus C:csali)inia, the Honey
Locust (Gleditschia), .St. John's Bread (Ceratonia),
and the Judas tree (Cercis). (?. NU-holson.

ROSES.

ROSES FOE WALLS AND PILLARS.

There is no more delightful purpose to which
Hoses can be put than that of covering walls and
houses, or training them to pillars; and for this

purpose Roses of a rampant habit of growth, which
are most frei|uently called climbing Roses, are
used. The term climbing is a misnomer, for they do
not cling to anything unless by artificial means ; they
have no tendrils like the Vine, no small roots to

fasten on the wall as they climb, like the Ivy or

Ampelopsis, and must be carefully tended in order

to get them to cover the required space ; but if tlie

Rose does so it is a joy— I do not sjiy for ever, but for

a long time. iUy own house has its north side

covered with climbing Devonensis, which is made
doubly lovely with the vigorous shoots of a Wistaria,
Belle Lyonnaise, which, like its parent, Gloire de
Dijon, is somewhat straggling ; and Longworth
Rambler, a dark red hybrid Tea, with close

foliage completely covering the wall, and quite

a brillant object when in its full flush of
flower ; and on the east side I have Madame
Berard, another straggling grower, and my grand
plant of Reve d'Or which was cut to the ground in

1.S80 and 1881, but is now fast re-occupying the
place it was obliged to vacate. On the front of the
house facing west I have a plant of Madame Trifle,

and one of a white summer-flowering Rose which I

found here '.wenty years ago ; while I have a few as
pillar Roses in the garden itself.

The Roses suitable for these 'pui-poses may be
roughly divided into two classes—the summer and
autumnal flowering ones ; the latter are those

—

unless where there is an abundance of room to grow
everything— that I should prefer, and advise others
to grow. By autumnal flowering is simply meant
that they will give blooms at intervals after the
tirst great bloom is over, in the same way as the
hybrid perpetuals and Teas do ; in fact, many of
them .are, as we know, what are called climbing
varieties of well known sorts : while the Noisette
Roses seem peculiarly ad,apted for these purposes.

Amongst Noisettes, Mnrechal Niel would hold a
very high place, but for the habit of hanging its head
down, and I have never yet seen it satisfactory in
this position. The outside petals become dis-

coloured, and the whole plant has a faded appear-
ance. (Jf course, when you gather the flowers they
are intensely beautiful— I only mean as a wall or
pillar Rose. There was one on a cottage not far
from this, and although it bloomed for some years
most vigorously, yet at a distance it had the appear-
ance of decay. The very first of the Noisettes for
this purpose is one;which, unfortunately, is too tender
for general culture— I mean Cloth of Gold or Chro-
matella. I have often delighted in one which used
to flourish on tlie front of a|house in this parish where
it held up its magnificent goblets, not so deep in
colour as the Marcchal Niel, but with a short foot-
stalk and with petals of great substance

; while those
who have seen it in the South of France or in warm

except in some y<^yy

climes can never use superlatives enough in speaking
of it. It will not, however, give much siitisfaction

out-of-doors in this country

favoured spots.

The Gloire de Dijon race contributes some of the
very best of the Roses suitable for this purpose.
Gloire itself is a normal favourite, and since the
d.ay when it appeared as a stray seedling in Jacotofs
garden walk at Dijon, has run a very successful
course, and people who do not know any other Rose
are safe when they talk of Gloire de Dijon. It will

grow anywhere, and is an universal favourite, except
in the exhibition box, where it generally manages to

open too much, and spoil the appearance of the stand.

Madame Berard is a beautiful daughter of this Rose,
somewhat lighter in colour, but especially valuable
for its autumnal blooming, in which respect it

exceeds its parent. Bouquet d'Or is another Rose of

this race, which dift'ers somewhat from the two
previously named in that its foliage is more dense
and its growth not so straggling ; Belle Lyonnaise
h.as the straggling propensities of its parent, but is

richer in colour, having, however, a very unfortunate
propensity of coming into quartered or cleft flowers,

which detracts from the beauty of their appearance.
I think, however, as far as I have been able to judge,
that the deepest-coloured, and freest autumnal bloomer
of this race is JIadame Eugene Verdier, good shajie,

very rich in colour, and a decided autumn bloomer,
I gathered one the other day of the most intense
3-ellow. Madame Emile Dupuy is another of this

type which has been a good deal overlooked ; it is of
a pale fawn, the form good, and the foliage ample

;

it is, I think, one of the best of the pale-coloured
Roses of this section.

There are two new flowers in this class, of which
I have heard a good deal, but cannot say anything
from personal knowledge ; to one there attaches a
melancholy interest, as it (Henriette de Beauveau) is

the last Rose sent out by old Lacharme ; it is said
to be of a bright yellow colour, very free, of good
form, and in all respects a desirable Rose ; the other
is, if its classification be correct—that is, if it is to
be counted amongst the Dijon race—quite a new
break as far as colour is concerned, for Souvenir de
Madame Metral is described as bright cherry-red

with darker shading, of good form, large size, dis-

tinct and good. This sounds well, but it will have to be
seen whether it is really a pure Noisette of the Dijon
I'ace, or whether there is not some mixture of
other races whicli wouldjiake it—like Reine Marie
Henriette or Cheshunt Hybrid— a hybrid Tea.
There is, indeed, amongst these so-called climbing
Roses the same perplexity that exists in the non
climbers ; for example, that most useful

Reve d'Or, to which class is it to be assigned

generally placed among the Noisettes ; but it is very
much en rapport with the Teas. The Noisette Roses
are supposed to bloom in clusters, and so Reve d'( >r

does at times ; but it just as often sends out a single
bloom, while it is oftentimes stated to be best desig-

nated a climbing Madame Falcot, and that Rose is

unquestionably a pure Tea. Before leaving the class

of Dijon Teas, I may say that in a favourable autumn
all those mentioned are giving nice blooms, which malie plants, which are strong enough for plant-
would be better, but that we have very dense mist in ing out early in October, or in April, as may be
tlie mornings, which, settling on the buds, prevents desired. S. J. S.

them from opening as they should ;do, especially as
THE GREAT CHISWICK VINERY.— It Was a very

fortunate circumstance that the Apple-Exhibition
at Chiswick, held in this really grand building,
should have had overhead the accompaniment of
literally thousands of bunches of fine and richlv-
coloured Grapes. The Hampton Court and Cum-
berland Lodge 'Vines may be remarkable for the
dimensions of each, but the houses they cover are
insignificant, after all, as spectacles, compared with
the lofty expanse of the Vine-covered roof the great
house at Chiswick. Considering how old the Vines
are which furnish this huge house, it is a matter for
surprise that bunches and berries should be so large,
and should so admirably colour and ripen. It is'

calculated that the house has produced this year
some i; tons of Grapes; that is, of course, an enor-
mous bulk, although not at all excessive, for the
wondrous roof area. Some considerable allowance
also has to be made for the varieties planted in the

COLOMI.AL AND FOREIGN,

SAIIARANPUR AND MUSSOORIE.
The report of the Government Botanical Gardens

for the year ending :,Iarch, 1888, is before us, from
which we see that (he cultivation and distribution
of Date I'alms and Oranges, both matters of much
importance to this part of India, is being vigorously
prosecuted.

Mr. W. Gollan is now the Superintendent of the
Government Botanical Gardens of the North-west
Provinces, Jlr. Duthie having been appointed to the
superintendency of the Botanical Department for
.Nortliern India.

Fnuir IN New South Wales.

Last week we had the pleasure of tasting somo
deliciously flavoured Grapes and Apples from the
famous Calrossy Garden at Tamworth. At this
season of the year it is quite astonishing to see well-
preserved Grapes, and Mr. J. Patterson is the only
gentleman we know who takes the trouble to have
Grapes almost all the year round. The Apples were
of different varieties, and we must admit that at no
time have we seen such a choice collection of Apples
as those we saw last week from Calrossy. A nice,
large, waxen-like Apple with blush cheeks was a
seedling, which Jlr. Patterson has named Home
Rule, while the other varieties were what we feel
sure would be protit.able for export.-ition, and in
lOngland would bring high prices. Some Australian
Apples lately sold in England brought from 2(/. to
Is. id. each wholesale, and Pe.ars brought as high as
i. &d. each, or £5 the case. What will any fruit
growers say to these facts ? The Hunter lUv'er can
produce excellent fruits in .abundance, and we think
that our gardeners would do well to consider tlie

advisableness of sending to England some of the
productions of their garden.?, in preference to selling
all their produce here and then complaining of the
low prices. We shall not be surprised to learn that
Mr. Patterson is the first Northerner to try the ex-
periment of exportation, and we hope that others
will think the matter over, for we feel sure that a
good trade could be established in sending fruits to
tlie mother country, ifaitland Mercury, July 17.

Home Correspondence.

ic i.uu-
^^-^ ^°^° LYONS.— I quite agree with " R. D.'ic iiuu

^p _jy jj ji^^j j^i^j^ I'mk deserves to be widely known,
^ itose,

,.jnj j,lso that it is the best of its colour. Having
.

It IS been successful in propagating this and other varie-
ties of Pinks without bottom-heat, my method may
be of use to others who may be desirous of increas-
ing their stock. About the last week in June I put
the cuttings in a bed of sandy soil ; this I surround
with a plain fiat frame (four 6-inch boards nailed at
the corners), then close down with an ordinary light,
and keep it close and .shaded with calico for about
three weeks; and then inure the plants, now rooted,
to air and light. About 80 per cent form roots, and
make plants, which

the air is perfectly still, without a breath ol wind to
blow the damp off. But St. Luke has been true to his
word this year, and his " little summer " has been a
great boon after the inclement season we have had.
Wild Rose.

(To be continued.)

Rose M.^eguerite de St. Ajund.

Let this be noted as a beautiful autumnal Rose.
A pieceof dwarf plants of this variety might have been
seen recently in the Royal Nursery, at Slough, flower-
ing freely

; and with a very pleasant and soft shade of
pink. The freedom with which it was blooming
nearly at the close of September, was something
remarkable. It is a delightful Rose, well worth
planting for its autumn-blooming. li. P.
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house, which are more choice than productive. To
Fellows these excellent Grapes have been selling at

\s. per pound, a very low price indeed when com-

pared with the different quality of the Grapes offered

at such price in shops. The Fellows, therefore, have

in return for their annual subscriptions some very

material financial privileges in the matter of fruit

and flower purchase, and can thus easily recouj)

themselves, plus their'other privileges as IVUows, if

they wish to do so. Tutting the actual weight of the

Grape cro]i at 4000 lb., however, that would give

£'20U—not a bad result ; although it is evident that,

were the Grapes sold at shop-rates, the retain would

be ranch larger. The Grape corridor, planted its

entire length with Alicante and Gros Colmar

Grapes, shows just now a grand crop, which will cer-

tainly secure a much higher price per pound. AViththe

fine show of Apples below, and the Grape crop

above, the great vinery at Chiswick was last week a

noble sight indeed. .V.

ASTER HYBRIDS.—I enclose you two seedling

Asters ; one, named John Loraine Baldwin, is 5 feet

high, and has the largest flower of any of the Kxvis

family. The parents are also enclosed, viz., lievis

and s'peciosus. It takes the size of its bloom from

the latter, and its habit from the former. There is

also enclosed an improved seedling of Novi Belgii

var. densura, having larger blooms. It is only 4 feet

in height. As comparison both the forms are

enclosed. E. J. Lmrc, iShiri:ncii:to)i Hall. [In reference

to the subject of the above note an Aster grower

gays :
—" Aster Novi Belgii var. densus is correct.

The seedling is a mere form, and corresponds with a

variety of Aster N. Belgii, known in gardens as

versicolor maximus. John Loraine Baldwin is no

hybrid, but a seedling form of A. N. Belgii. The
supposed parents are, first, an old well known variety

of A. N. Belgii (not liiivis, as stated). The other

supposed parent is not an Aster at all, but Erigeron

epeciosus."]

PROLIFEROUS SPIKE OF PHAL/ENOPSIS.—I was

much interested on reading Mr. Watson's remarks in

the Gardeners' Chronicle of October 13, p. 417, on

young growth being developed from cut flower-spikes

that had been placed in water instead of letting them

remain on the plant, which is generally done, and

which we here have been in the habit of doing with-

out ever succeeding in obtaining a plant. We have

a plant of Angrrecum Leonii, which developed a

young gi'owth on the top of a flower-spike two years

a'^o. The young plant has since grown very rapidly,

and last spring bore a spike of three flowers. I have

never heard of Angnccum Leonii having done so

before, and I should be pleased to hear if Mr. Watson

or any grower of Orchids has met with a similar

occurrence. Erin. [We have before us, from Mr.

Odell, an adventitious bud with roots, produced upon

a flower stem of Phaius grandifolius after it been cut

oflfand thrown under the stage. Ed.]

QfSHURSTINE.—In your issue for the 13th ult.

you speak of the efficacy of Gishurstine. There is

no doubt but this is a good article for waterproofing

and softening boots, and would probably be largely

used by gardeners if it was sold at a reasonable price

by the'horticultural trade. This, however, seems to

me to be far from the case. Gishurstine is supplied

from Trice's Patent Candle Company in tins of two

sizes, mounted with the company's paper, with the

prices Qd. and Is. per tin printed on it, being what I

consider too high a price for the said article. I think

all readers of the Gardeners'' Chronicle \\\\\ agree" with

me when I say that a chemist's shop is not one's

ideal of an establishment for cheap goods, yet I

always buy my Gishurstine from a chemist, and

though marked with the company's paper and prices

as above stated, I can there procure either of the

sizes at -5 per cent, below the stated price, viz., at

4.V'^, and %i. per tin, being Zd. in the shilling less than

the prices demanded by the horticultural trade.

Undoubtedly the chemist referred to sells at a paying

profit, and if so, what must be the profits of the

horticultural trade? Looking fairly at the facts

mentioned, I can hardly think the trade have so

much pity for gardeners in general as one might

suppose from reading reports of speeches published

after such dinners as are held, say, for instance, in

connection with the Gardeners' Benevolent Society.

Let us hope the trade will take the hint, and not be

above chemists' prices. Hortm.

HELIANTHUS L/ETIFLORUS.^In my note on

p. 483, 1 wrote " nev: authority, " not " Kew authority ;"

it appears there was a misprint in the note from

wjiich I copied the words. As now printed it might
imply a disrespect for the Kew authority, which I did

not intend. The case, however, is " Asa Gray vcr.<i/s

Kew," and to settle it I propose to sentl dried speci-

mens to Harvard to be compared with the authorised

type preserved there. C. U'"/lc// Dod, Edrjc. Hall,

Malpas,

INSECT PREVENTIVES.— I notice that on p. 472
of your last issue soot, lime, and Hellebore powder
are all recommended for the destruction of cater-

pillars, but perhaps it is not generally known that

g;is-tar is a first-rate preventive, which is better tlian

cure. I have had whole plots of Gooseberry bushes
devastated by them, and also Cabbage and Cauli-

flower. Since I commenced to use gas-tar the cater-

pillars have not made their appearance, and it is

both a safe and a cheap remedy for the Gooseberry
caterpillar and all others affecting green crops which
are subject to attack. John. Mclntosk, Glennavhan.
[Please say how do you apply gas-tar ? Ec]

THE NATIONAL APPLE AND PEAR CONFERENCE.
—I was somewhat surprised to find that compara-
tively few market-growers put in an appearance, or

appeared to take any part in the Conference, par-

ticularly as they are chiefly concerned in this very

important matter. There are a number of large

private establishments about the country managml
by experienced gardeners, where the finest Grapes,

Peaches, Nectarines, and hardy fruits of the best and
improved varieties are grown, and in order to help

defray the garden expenses, the surplus is sold to

supply the best shops. We cannot look to these to

supply our markets in sufficient quantities for the
million, but must depend upon the market gardeners;

therefore it is all-important to get at these gentle-

men. I feel sure that had more market gardeners
attended we should have heard from them many
useful suggestions, and much information as to the

effect of soil upon the different sorts of Apples and
Tears grown for market in different parts of the

country. Mr. Clark, a retired market gardener of

Twickenham, however, attended, and entered
into the discussion. He gave some useful

information upon the destruction of the Apple
and Gooseberry caterpillar, and mentioned two
market Apples (Mank's Codlin and Early Julien) he
used to grow in his neighbourhood with great success.

He said " Mank's Codlin brought him more money
from the market than any other sort," and strongly
recommended it to lie largely planted, observing also

that Cellini Tippin Apple was planted in the same
ground, but failed through canker. This points to

the necessity of taking into consideration the nature
of the soil, shelter, &c., before deciding upon the

kinds of fruit to be planted. The soil in the neigh-

bourhood of Kew, Chiswick, Twickenham, and many
parts of Isleworth, where ALank's Codlin does so

well, is of a light, warm, sandy loam, well suited to

many kinds which fail to do well in heavier soils.

In heavy soils I have found Mank's do very badl}'.

being sometimes quite a failure. I can point at

this moment to 1 acre of this sort in Ealing, planted

twenty years ago in good but heayy loam, which has
never borne a good crop; the trees are now rotten

with canker. What a serious loss ! In the same
ground there are some Lord Suffield ; they are not
flourishing, as they would be in warmer soil, but
even they have borne fairly well. There are also

in the neighbourhood of Ealing Cellini bearing well,

which clearly points out how necessary it is for

planters to pay more attention to the nature of the
soil and to the selection of suitable sorts. I would
warn that gentleman who at the Congress asked
for information as to what to grow in the

heavy soils of Sussex not to take Mr. Clark's

hint (grow ^Mank's), lest he should sustain a
loss similar to that my friend at Ealing experienced.

I may be told that had the ground upon which
this unfortunate acre of ^Nlank's been better drained
and received more liberal dressing of manure failure

would have been avoided ; but you cannot alter the
nature of a heavy soil to that of a light one without
time ani expense. It is all very well in private and
small villa gardens, where suitable soil can be sup-
plied or made up, but when the market gardener has
to deal with broad acres, with a view to the maxi-
mum amount of return for the minimum amount of

outlay, he must select the most suitable sorts of
Apples and Pears for the natural soils of the place
requiring but ordinary treatment in the preparation
for planting. Now, had this been observed, and the
best hardy strong growing sorts been selected for

the orchard in question, such as Keswick Codlin,
Ecklinville Seedling, Pott's Seedling, Stirling Castle,

or Blenheim Orange, instead of Mank's, success
would have been certain, instead of failure and loss,

I am writing with no prejudice against planting this
excidlent free-bearing market sort, but only to point
out the source of danger in planting this or any
other sort in unsuitable soil. I would conclude by
saying, in the words of Mr. Bunyard, that when a
•;ood sort is found to be doing well and to suit the
market, then go ahead and plant it, like the " one
Apple" man at Woking, w!io grows only one sort
Cox's Orange Pippin), finding it does well on the
light sandy soil of that place. Gfortfc Cannon^ Lev's

Xar!i':rij, EMinfj, Ocfohcr 2-'i.

BORDER CARNATIONS. — Your correspondent
" A. D.'s

" suggestion (p. 447) as to a Chiswick trial

of border Carnations should be heartily entertained
by all growers of these valuable and now popular
flowers. Certain it is that many fine varieties exist
which meantime are only known locally; and some
of these, when judged from comjiarison with popu-
larly known and advertised sorts, vastly superior as
truly refined flowers, and at the same time free and
vigorous in constitution. The popular Gloire de
Nancy, for instance, is lacking in one of the first

qualities of a commendable flower—the calyx almost
always bursts (at least, with us) ; but may not other
whites exist with all Nancy's glories and none of
her defects!-' And if such is the case, what a wealth
of joy and beauty is being hidden and withheld !

Another defect in many of our now popular border
Carnations is the waste of flowers consequent on
cutting a bloom with a stalk long enough to con-
veniently place in water ; the buds are crowded at

the top, and cutting one open bloom often means
the removal of four or five unexpanded buds. May
there not be local varieties—one here and anothtr
there—in all the leading colours, which have not
these defects ? As to the grouping of colours sug-
gested by " A. D.," this should be one of the prime
factors in all comparative tests of florists' flowers.

We have practised this for years in all our stock
plantations of such popular flowers as Carnations,
Dahlias, Tansies, Pyrethrums, Phloxe.«, &c. The
results are that all synonymous and inferior forms
are at once recognised, and any errors in nomen-
clature are quickly detected, as when a white form
appears in a group of scarlets, and vice t:crsd. S. i)- 5.,

Dundee. [Some Carnation flowers sent with this

note, on October 22, were fresh and sweet, and of

charming tints, both selfs and others. They did not
show at all that they had had to endure on two
occasions S^ of frost. Ed.)

REMOVAL OF POTATO HAULM.— 1 can endorse
wiiat your correspondent, Mr. Wall, says at p. 483
respecting the removal of Potato haulm as being a
means of preventing the tubers becoming diseased.

1 had here this season a patch of Myatt's Ashleaf so

attacked with disease, and as the haulm was already
showing signs of ripeness, I determined to try the
experimi^nt. Unlike your correspondent, I iiad the
haulm cut (instead of pulled) close to the ground,
cleared awa)', and burnt, leaving the tubers undis-
turbed for ten days, so as to allow their skins to set.

When lifted there were from 37 bushels only
2 bushels diseased, and not more than half a bushel
of tubers have since gone bad. Our other varieties,

nine in number, including early and late kinds, were
left to take their chance, and in each case numbers
were diseased varying from one-quarter to two-thirds

of the crop. In my opinion the removal of the
haulm, either by pulling or cutting (I would prefer

the latter, the tubers being less disturbed) as soon
as spots of the disease are detected, would be a safe

plan to adopt in all cases where the crops are ap-
proaching ripeness. Tom Sfoiu\

MALVA MOSCHATA ALBA.—The typical form of

M. moschata is by no means devoid of merit as a
garden plant, and a well-gi-own plant, covered with
bright pink flowers and beautifully dissected leaves,

is infinitely preferable to many of the weedy occu-
pants of the herbaceous border. The white form is

a dangerous rival to the white flowers of the hardv
plant-garden ; there is a certain refinement .about

the exquisite satin-like petals that is very attractive

and pleasing. This is a plant that should have a
good soil and plenty of room ; under these condi-
tions it forms very handsome specimens. The best
results are obtained from one year old plants; if left

in the borders after the first \ear they are apt to

become too leafy. When grown on rich heavy soil

the seedlings should be transplanted before they form
their long tap-roots ; this tends to produce a flori-

ferous gi'owth and less foliage. On light soils the
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seed should be sown where the plants are to remain.

Autumn- sown plants make a rine display early the

following summer. The photograph sent was taken
from an autumn-sown plant this summer, fjrowing in

the gardens of Mr. Geo. Clarke, Pinner. J. W. Othll.

SCABIOSA SNOWBALL.—When this charming
novelty first came iimler my notice last spring, 1

was rather doubtful as to itr! real merit, as it is

quite a common occurrence to find white-flowering

varieties amongst the mixed German Scabious, of

which I gi-ow a large quantity for cutting purposes.

Young seedlings planted out in the beginning of May
soon formed nice compact bushes about 2 feet high.

The large pure wliite flowers are freely produced in

unending succession from the beginning of August
until October, and are not unlike a white pompon
Dahlia. For cutting purposes the flowers are simply

lovely : they not only come in most useful for ordi-

nary flower-glasses, but are as well adapted for

making up wreaths, crosses, and other choice

designs. I often compared flowers of the new variety

with white forms I had in a bed of selected mixed
German Scabious, but the Snowball surpassed them
by far in form and pureness of colour. I am sure this

beautiful hardy annual is quite as deserving of

popularity as its predecessors. C. 8.

Societies.

HORTICULTURAIi AND BOTANICAL
OF MANCHESTER.

An exhibition of fruit, flowers, and vegetables was

opened on Friday, Oct. 26, at the Botanical Gardens,

Old Trafford, and remained open till Saturday.

The range of permanent glass is now extensive,

immense additions having been made by retaining

portions of the structure provided for the Jubilee

Exhibition of 1887. The exliibits were set out

partly in the annexe and partly in the Palm-
house. Apples and I'ears were the main features

of the sliow. It has not been a particularly good

season for these fruits, but except a general want
of colour there was little to complain of in the

quality of the exhibits. The Society's Gold Medal
for the best collection of Apples was taken by Mr. .J.

Watkins, Whittington, Hereford, and the Gold
Medal for Pears by Mr. A. .1. Thomas, Sitting-

bourne. A collection of Apjiles and Pears, sent

for exhibition by Messrs. .1. Veitch & Sons,

Chelsea, secured a First-class Certificate. The
Messrs. Dickson (Limited), Chester, and Messrs. J.

Cranston & Co., Hereford, also sent collections for

exhibition. Next in interest to the Apples and
I'ears were the Potatos. The collection for which
Messrs. Dickson & Hobinson, Manchester, were

awarded the Society's Gold Medal, included

more than lUO varieties, and was in many respects a

remarkable exhibit. Messrs. Dickson & Robinson

also received a certificate for Onions. Another fine

collection of Potatos, also comprising over a hundred
varieties, was shown by Messrs. Dickson, Brown &
Tait, Manchester, to whom was awarded a First-

class Certificate. Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading,

were also exhibitors in this section. A certificate

for seedling Tomatos was taken by Messrs. Dickson,

Brown & Tait.

The exhibits of flowers were not numerous.
Except a few Cyclamens and Heaths, tliis depart-

ment was represented solely by a collection of

Gladioli, Ro«e3, Dahlias, Clirysanthemums, and

other hardy flowers, grown in the open air at

Llandudno by Mr. S. Barlow. The collection

spoke volumes for the climate of the popular

watering-place. The following is a list of tlie

awards :

—

Kttrscru'iien. — Collection of Apples.—1st (the

Society's Gold Medal), Mr. J. 'Watkins, Hereford
;

2nd (the Society's Silver Medal), Messrs. John Cheal

& Sons, Crawley, Sussex ; ;3rd (the Society's Silver

Jledal), Messrs. J. Cranston & Co., Hereford.

Collection of Pears.—1st (the Society's Gold
Medal), Mr. A. J. Thomas, Rodmersham, Sitting-

bourne ; 2nd (the Society's Silver Medal), Messrs.

J. Cheal & Sons.
Afitahiii-s— Twenty-four dishes of Apples.— 1st,

Earl of Harrington, Elvaston Castle Derby.
Twelve dislies of Apples, distinct varieties.— 1st,

Jlr. R. 11. C. Neville, \A'ellingore Hall ; 2nd, Earl

of Harrington.
Six dishes of dessert Apples.— 1st, Earl of Har-

rington.

Six dishes of culinary Apples.—1st, Mr. K. H. C.

Neville.

Twelve dishes of Pears.—1st, Mr. J. Butler, Sit-

tingbourne ; 2nd, Earl of Harrington.

Six dishes of Pears.—1st, Mr. J. Butler.

One dish of Apples.—1st, Earl of Harrington.

One dish of Pears.—1st, Mr. J. Butler.

Eighteen dishes of Apples.—1st, Mr. S. Barlow ;

Middleton ; 2nd, Colonel Wingfield, Shrewsbury.
Nine dishes of Apples, distinct varieties.— 1st, Mr.

J. Such, Jlount Pleasant; 2nd, Colonel Wingfield

;

3rd, Mr. S. Barlow.
Four dishes of dessert Apples.—1st, Colonel Wing-

field ; 2nd, Mr. S. Barlow.
Fruits Grown within 20 miles of Manchester.—

Twenty-four dishes Apples. — 1st, Jlr. A. Smith
Barry, Marburv Hall ; 2nd, Mr. R. P. Gill, Wood-
heys Hall ; 3rd, Mr. S. Lord, Oakleigh.
Twelve dishes Apples, distinct varieties.— 1st, Mr.

A. Smith Barry; 2nd, Mrs. Grundy, Lymm ; 3rd,

Mr. S. Lord.
Six dishes Dessert Apples.—1st, Mr. R. P. Gill

;

2nd, Mr. S. Lord.
Six dishes Culinary Apples.—1st, Mr. J. Watts,

Abney Hall ; 2nd, Mr. A. Smith Barry.

Six dishes Pears.— 1st, Mr. A. Smith Barry ; 2nd,

Mr. J. Watts, Cheadle.
One dish Apples.—1st, Mr. R. P. Gill ; 2nd, Mr.

S. Lord.
One dish Pears.—1st, Mr. S. Lord.

Oi}e>i Classes.—Collection of Potatos. — 1st (the

Society's Gold Medal), Messrs. Dickson & Robinson,

Manchester.

DEVONSHIRE POMOLOGICAL.
October 2i5 and 26.—The fourth annual exhibi-

tion of Api)les and Pears was held in Exeter on the

above dat(.'S. The Lower Market, Fore Street, as on
previous occasions was used for making the display

of fruit, tlie long ranges of stalls being draped and
festooned with bunting and evergreens, which so

altered the appearance of the market, that those who
frequent it daily would not have recognised it ; this

was the handiwork of a few energetic members of

the committee. The Society until this season was
without a title, so as their labours in the past had

been recognised by ])atrons from all parts of the

county, " The Devonshire Pomological Society " was
adopted as a most appropriate name ; a name calcu-

lated to draw support fiom the wliole of the agricul-

tural and horticultural element in the county. That
good work has been done by these exhibitions was
proved by the grand display held this past week com-
posed of all the ]>rincipal varieties, new and old, in

cultivation, and which showed tliat since these exhi-

bitions commenced, exhibitors have taken note of

many varieties of superior merit and have added

them to their collection, and are now able to compete
with those of Kent and other favoured counties.

Sir T. Acland, in declaring the show open,

said that he could not claim to be an active

promoter of this show, although he was much
honoured by the invitation to be its Pre-

sident. In former times he had endeavoured, with

the help of his friend Mr. Belfield, to promote a

knowledge of fruit grov/ing through tlie Journal

of the Bath and West of England Society, a

Society which, at its meeting in Exeter in 1889,

would gladly help on the good work. He (Sir T.

Acland) had rather a preference for the early

English title—Apple and Pear show. As to the

word pomology, he had searched in vain for its

origin in Greek. He could only find poma, which
means drink ; and he feared his temperance friends

would not like that for one object, though the

making of pure and good cider was not to be

despised. He read a passage from Lord Carnarvon's

pleasing translation of the Odyssey, book vii. ;
—

" Hard by the gates, without the courtyard, lies

A goodly orchard, some four acres wide.

Fenced in on either hand ; within its pale

The tall trees stand and blossom : thus tlie Pear,

The bright hued Apple, and Pomegranate grow.

The blooming Olive and the luscious Fig,

Whose fruit, the livelong year, nor falls nor fades

In winter's cold or summer heat ; but age.

The soft west wind ripens or brings to birth

Each in due season. Pear to Pear s\icceeds.

And Fig and Apple, and the clustering Gr.ape

Their harvest yield.''

This 'showed tliat the poet wlio wrote or rallier

sang 1(XI0 years before the Christian era was not

ignorant ot Apples and Pears, From Greek he

turned to Latin, and then referred to an article on
Pomona in the Kdinhtm/h Review, 1S33, to which his

attention had been directed by Mr. Josiah Godwin, a
man witli a cultivated mind, formerly a leading man
in the Exeter press. Pomona was a coy goddess
difticult to win. She was courted by "Verturanus, a
versatile deity. An old classical authority said that

he won his suit by appearing in the guise of an old

woman. This might represent the old traditions of

Exeter city, semper fidelis ; but it did not represent

the energy ofthe mayor, who, when Art, or Commerce,
or Literature wanted his help was ever ready.

A more recent classical authorit}' said that "Vertum-
nus won his suit as a handsome young man. Any-
how, they were much indebted to the i\Ia3'0r for the
present most useful and beautiful exhibition. Sir

Stafl'ord and Lady Northcote were present, whose
hereditary interest in the trade of England and the
welfare of her colonies were well known. To come
to a more practical view of the exhibition, there
could be no doubt that there was much need for

encouraging the growth of fruit on small holdings

as well as on farms. He had noticed in the Gar-
deners' Chronicle some speeches laying blame on the
landlords for not encouraging fruit growing. To this

even this exhibition might afford an answer. But
he (Sir T.), was used to being told that all the evils

of Society were caused by the wicked landlords. He
thought the statements he referred to were some-
what exaggerated. However, there might be need
for some alteration in the law as to compensation
for the planting of fruit trees. His own gardener,

Mr. Garland, had been doing a good deal to intro-

duce better sorts of fruit for sale ; he believed that

his tenants and neighbours were becoming every

year alive to the profit to be derived from this

source. If he might venture to urge what he had
been told by practical judges, it were better not to

think too much about multiplying new sorts, but to

find out the few which are most marketable, and to

bring them forward, in the best condition, at the

season when they were most marketable.

The display of fruit, good for the season, was not

so large as usual, neither were size and quality so

conspicuous as in former years ; colour, more espe-

cially was absent to a very great extent, and this is

due in a great measure to the sunless and rainless

season, for at no time during the whole of last winter,

spring, or summer did rain fall in sufficient quantity

to reach the roots of the trees. Many varieties did

not commence their last swelling until the middle of

October. Jlr. J. J. Pengelly, the Secretary, worked
most indefatigably in carrying out the details and
arrangements for the show.

Mr. W. Blackmore, Duryard, Exeter, exhibited a
seedling Apple, which was submitted to the judges,

who thought so highly of it that a Certificate was
given, and named (^ueen of the Exe. The parents

are Cox's Tirange Pippin and Blenheim Orange ; the
fruit is characteristic of each, and said to be an
excellent keeper, and of very good flavour.

A large assortment of foreign fruit, comprising
magnificent Doyenne du Comice, Glou Jlorceau,

Belle de Gany Pears, and Warner's King Apples, was
exhibited by Jlr. J. Stokes.

Apples.

Open Classes,—Twenty-four dishes, distinct varie-

ties.—1st, Jlessrs. Buny.ard & Co., The Old Nurseries,

Jlaidstone, with capital fruits of the following kinds :

—Lord Derby, Kentish Filbasket, Belle Dubois,
Gospatrick, Tippet's Incomparable, Loddington, very

fine ; Emperor Alexander, especially large
;
Queen,

CelUni, Pott's Seedling, Queen Caroline, Cox's

Pomona, Peasgood's Nonsuch, EcklinviUe, Stirling

Castle, Warner's King, Grenadier, Lord Sufiield,

Beauty of Kent, Small's Admirable, New Hawthorn-
den, Tyler's Kernel, Tower of Glamis, and Bismarck,

fine colour. 2nd, Mr. C. G. Sclater, Heavitree
Nurseries, who had especially fine Peasgood's Non-
such. Warner's King, Loddington, Lady Henniker,

and Lane's Prince Albert.

Twelve dishes dessert, distinct.—1st, Jlr. Sclater,

who had clean .ind nicely coloured fruit, including

Worcester Pearraain, Blenheim Orange, King of the

Pippins, Braddick's Nonpareil, Beauty of Wilts,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Autumn Pearmain, Ribston
Pippin, Cornish (iilliflower. Court Pendu-Plat, and
Gravenstein. 2nd, Mr. D. C. Powell, whose best

were Worcester Pearmain, Baumann's Red Reinette,

Gravenstein, and Claygate Pearmain.
Twelve dishes culinary, distinct.—1st, Jlr. D. C.

Powell, with a fine clean lot of fruit. His collection

comprised Blenheim Orange, Jlcre de Manage, AI-
friston, Small's Admirable, Peasgood's Nonsuch,

Loddington, Grsvenstein, EcklinviUe, Warner's
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King, Lord Dpi by. Golden Nnhlp. and Brabant Bel-

leflnur. 2nd, Messrs. Bunyard & Co.
Twelve dishes cider Apples, distinct.—This class

was very interesting to the farming community, as

several were of those varieties from which the best

cider is made in the county ; 1st.—Mr. W. Gihbings,

Topsham ; 2iid, I\Ir. W. Selater ; 3rd. ISIr. P. Slade.

Ainatcttr C'/o.^^'yi.— Twelve dishes of Apples, dis-

tinct.— 1st, Mr. K. Yeo., gr. to R. B. James, Esq.

;

2nd. Mr. Garland, gr. to Sir T. C. Acland.
Nine dishes, dessert, distinct.^ 1st. Mr. A. C.

Williams, with nice fruit, the best being Gravenstein,

Blenheim Orange, Ribston, Cornish Gilli flower.

King of Pippins, Cox's Orange Pippin, Quarrenden,
Margil, and Court Pendu-Plat.

Nine dishes, culinary, distinct.—Mr. R. Yeo was
again let with good fruit of the following:—Pott's

Seedling, Winter Hawthornden, Lord Suffield, Royal
Pearman, New Hawthorden, Ecklinville, and Cellini.

Nine dishes, distinct.—Ist, Mr. E. Prothero, who
had very good fruit of Warner' King, Pcasgood's, and
Emperor Alexander.
One dish of Apples grown by Devonshire cot-

tagers.— 1st, Mr. C. Scadding, with Lord Suffield;

2nd, Mr. J. Hitchcock, with Warner's King; 3rd,

J. Potter, with Warner's King.
Heaviest five of any one variety.—The dishes

exhibited were not remarkable for their size this

season, but were fairly pood fruit. 1st. Mr. W. Black-

more, with Warners King; 2nd, Messrs. Bunyard
& Co., with Warner's King; 3rd, Mr. G. H. Mouns-
den, gr. to F. Bradshaw, Esq., for Bedfordshire

Foundling.
The exhibitors who took prizes in the smaller

classes were chiefly those who won honours in the

more important competitions.

Pears.

Among Pears some exhibitors staged excellent

fruit, but on the whole there was a falling off, as in

the Apple classes, and from the same causes.

Twelve dishes of Pears, distinct.— 1st, Messrs.

Bunyard & Co., whose collection included General
Todtleben, Catillac, Calebasse Grosse, Beurr^ Clair-

geau, B. Kance, B. Superlin, B. Hardy. Pitmaston
Duchess, Doyenn^ du Cornice, Durondeau, Conseiller
de la Cour, and Louise Bonne ot Jersey.

Six dishes, distinct.— 1st, Mr. Powell, all dessert
varieties, including Pitmaston Duchess, Marie Louise,

Beurr^ Superfin. Louise Bonne of Jersey, Muirfowl's
Egg, and Beurr« C'lairgeau.

Three dishes, distinct.—1st, Mr. Powell, with Pit-

maston Duchess, Beurr6 Superfin, and Muirfowl's

Egg. 2nd, Mr. Garland, who had Pitmaston Duchess,
very fine.

Non-competing Fruit.

Messrs. R. T. Veitch & Son staged a hundred
dishes of Apples, including all the best varieties in

cultivation, and forty dishes of Pears. The collec-

tion of Apples included Bramley's Seedling, which
received a Certificate of Merit at the late Chlswick
Apple Congress, and fine fruits of other leading

varieties. Pears: Glou Mnrceau (Certificate of

Merit, Chiswick), Beurr6 Bachelier, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Beurre Kance, Muirsfowl's Egg, Beurre
Diel, Marie Louise. Flemish Beauty. The same firm

kindly lent a splendid lot of Palms, Japanese Maples,
Bouvardias, &;c., for the decoration of the tablas.

Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co. stagtd fifty dishes

of Apples and eighteen dishes of Pear."*, including
many of the best varieties. Mr. C. G. Selater put
up fifty varieties of very fine fruit of Apples and
baskets of various kinds of fruit, as usually sold in

the markets, making a very pretty stand indeed, all

well coloured fruit. Mr. D. C. Powell staged fifty

varieties of Apples and eighteen varietifs of Pears,
Mr. Randall. Exebridge, had thirty varieties Apples
and six of Pears, very nice fruit; with a variety of
dinner-table plants. Messrs. Jarman & Co., Chard,
put up forty-four varieties of Apples, capital fruit,

and twenty-one varieties of Pears.

The Weather.

MEAN TEMVEBATITKE OBSERVED AT CHISWICK DtTR-
INO THE WEEK ENDLNO NOV. 10. (AVERAGE OF
FORTY-FOUR YEARS.)

Nov. 4 ... .
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SEEDS.
London: Oct. 31.—Mpssrs. John Shaw & Sons,

seed merchants, of 37, Mark Lane. B.C., write that

the market for Clover seeds has this week assumed

a somewhat quieter appearance. Mail advices just

received speak badly of the American crop of red ;

France will, however, have some good seed to spare.

Alsike, white, and Trefoil all keep steady. In Winter

Tares the tendency is still downward, and the supply

now exceeds the demand. Rye is also cheaper.

More money is asked for blue Peas. Haricot Beans

are likewise higher. For bird seeds the sale is slow.

The Black Apricot (Pedxds dastcaepa).— Can

any correspondent say where this is now cultivated ?

J.'D. H.

Veronica eeicifolia. — Is there a variety of

Veronica with the above name? If so, would you

sav where it is to be obtained. I cannot find it in

any published list. J. C. B., Kelso.

COBN.
Averoffes.—Official statement showing the average

price of British corn, imperial measure, in the week

ended October 27 : — Wheat, 32s. 2d. Barley,

29s. Sd. ; Oats, 16s. 5d. For the corresponding

week in 1887 :—Wheat, SOs. Id. ; Barley, 29s. 7d.

;

( )ats, 15s. 5d.

FBXTIT AND VEGETABLES.
Spitalfields : Oct. 31.—Supplies not quite so

plentiful owing to inclement weather. Trade mo-
derately active at prices as under :— Fruit: Damsons,

35. to 3s. 6d. per half-sieve : English Plums, 2s. 6f'.

to 3s. do. ; Pears, 3s. to 4s. 6d. per bushel ; Apples,

3s. to 6s. do.; Is. 9o!, to 2s. Sd. per half-bushel;

English Tomatos, 3s. 6d,.toos. per peck. Vegetables :

Savovs, 3s. 6d. to 5s. 6d. per tally ; Cabbages, Is. 9d.

to 2s'. 9d. do.; Cauliflowers, 3s. to 5s. 6fZ do. ;
Brussels

Sprouts, 2s. to 2s. 6d. per half-sieve ;
Greens, Is. 6^^.

to 2.'. Gd. per dozen bunches ; Turnips, Is. dd. to

2s. 3f/. do. ; Carrots, Is. 6'^. to 2s. do. ; Onions, Is. 9d.

to 2s. 3d. do. ; Beetroots, 2s. to 2s. &d. do. ; Mint, Is.

to Is. 6d. do. ; Parsley, Is. to Is. 6d. do. ; Celery, 4s.

to 9s. per dozen bundles ; Horser.idish, Qd. to Is. 2d.

per bundle: Dutch Onions, 2s. 6f^ to 3s. per bag;

Belgian Onions, 2s. to 2s. 9d, do.
;
pickling Onions,

4s. to 4s. 6d. do. ; frame Cucumbers, 4s. to 55. per

dozen ; Endive, Is. 3d. to Is. dd. do. ; Cos Lettuces,

id. to 8d. per score of 22 ; Carrots, 245. to 35s.

per ton.

Stbatfohd, Oct. 30.—Both trade and supply have

been good during the past week. Quotations :

—

Cabbages, 3s. to 45. per tally; Turnips, 35s. to 405.

per ton ; Carrots, household, 355. to 405. do. ; Man-
gels, 15s. to 20s. do. ; Swedes, 175. to 22s. do

;

Celery, lOd. to Is. per roll ; Apples, English, 2s. to 7s.

per Hat ; American, 4s. 6d. to 8s. per hamper ;
Jersey,

35. Gd, per half barrel ; Pears, 2s. &d. to 5s. per

sieve ; Carrots, 2s. to 35. per dozen bunches ; Tur-

nips 3s. to 3s. 6d. do. ;
Walnuts, 5s. to 125. per bag

;

do., 135. to 155. per sack.

POTATOS.
Borough and Spitalfields: Oct. 30,—Adequate

supplies and quiet trade, with very little variation in

prices. Regents, 60s. to SOs. ; Helirons, 60s. to

90s.; Early Roses, 50s. to SOs; Magnum Bonums,
SOs. to 100s. per ton.

Spitalfields : Oct. 31.—Quotations :—Beauty of

Hebron, 85s. to 100s. ; English Regents, SOs. to 90s.

;

Champions. 60s. to 65s. ; Imperators, 70s. to 85s,
;

Magnums, 60s. to SOs. per ton.

SrRATFOBD : Oct. 31 :—Quotations : — Best Yorks,

8'is !to 90s. ; Lincolns, 70s. to 755. ; dark Cambs, 60s.

to 62s. Qd. per ton.

Imports.—The imports into London last week con-

sisted of 10 bags from Harlingen, 8 from Ostend, 400

bags 207 cases from Hamburg, 5 bags 3 casks from

Bremen, and 109 bags from Amsterdam.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the

prices obtained at the various metropolitan markets

during the past week :—Clover, prime, 90s. to

144s. ; inferior, 6'J5. to SOs. ; hay, prime, 905. to 130s. ;

inferior, 50s. to 60s. ; and straw, 34s. to 488. per

load.

Enquiries.
4

" He that questianetk muck shall learn mnck."—TiAOO'S.

Carica aueaijtiaca.—In the year 1873 this plant

was put into commerce by Mr. William Bull, who
inserted a figure of it in his Catalogue for that year.

Any reader who may have the plant in cultivation

will confer a favour on the editor by communicatiug
with hitn on the subject.

Notices to Correspondents.—•

—

Intelligent Readers, do please Note ttiat letters

relating to Advertisements, or to the supply of

the Paper, should he addressed to the PaBLiSHER,

and that all communications intended for publica-

tion, as well as specimens and plants for naming,

should be addressed to the Editor. Such com-
munications should be written on one side only

of the paper, and sent as early in the week as pos-

sible. Correspondents sending newspapers should

be careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the

Editor to see.

Ampelopsis Veitohii: H. G. G. The plant is noto-

riously variable ; under glass the leaves become as

big as soup-plates. Another time send your ques-

tion to the editor, not to the publisher.

Books : Ilhert. The best for your purpose is Thom-
son's Handy Book of the Flower Garden. (W.

Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh ;
new and enlarged

edition, 5s.).—H. A. Taylcr. Vines and Vine

Culture. By A. F. Barron, "Chiswick. The Garden

Calendar. By T. W. Sanders (Hamilton, Adams,
& Co.), is a good general book.

Chrysanthemums : X. The flowers are badly aflfected

with a fungus (Botrytis or Polyactis). Burn the

plants. In a dry season perhaps little harm would

result, but such a summer as we have lately p.assed

through made things very ple.asant for these fungi.

Ci.-idee Path : ./. W. S. The proportion is about a

small bucketful of tar to one barrowful of dry coal-

ashes, cleaned from the fine particles. The coal-

ashes should be screened through a three-quarter-

inch mesh, to take out the larger pieces. Cold

tar will do. It should be laid on a hard bottom,

and the walk should be bordered with roofing tiles

or slates.

CoREEcnoNS.—In our obituary notice last week of

Mrs. Crabbe, we named Canon Meadows as one of

her competitors ; it should have been " Canon
Beadon," who died at the age of 101, being at the time

of his death the oldest clergyman.—Mr. Buchan

informs us that it was to Mrs. Crabbe we are in-

debted for the introduction of AUamanda Schottii,

from whom the original seed was obtained about

forty years ago.

Decaying Ferns : Palmata. Damp and want of air

may have something to do with it. Do not

sprinkle overhead, but water the pans by sinking

them nearly to the brim in water. Apply a little

powdered bhack sulphur and charcoal, and remove

to a more airy place.

Dendeoeicsi supeebiens : G. W. It. Put the plant in

a put, giving it room. Keep much cooler and

more airy than you have it, and give the heat _\ou

now give, wiih plenty of water when growing. If

growing now, keep in heat ; if not, remove uutil it

starts.

Insects : J. Hamilton. The insects are the male and

female of the South American grasshopper (Co]iio-

phora cornuta), very destructive to young shoots

and buds. Eggs or the insects have come over

with imported plants.—^ Constant Header. A
larva of Melolontha vulgaris (the cockchafer).

Muscat of Aiexandeia Ripe by Octobee : Young

Gardener. Start the house by shutting it up with

sun-heat on April 1 ; in a fortnight apply a little

fire-heat to keep up a night temperature of 45° to

50°, but keep as near as you can to the lesser

warmth ; the day temperature may be 10° to 15°

higher. As the Vines near the blooming stage

gradually raise the temperature until, when in

flower, the night warmth may reach 65° to 68°.

The whole method of growing Grapes cannot be

described in a paragraph. You should get Mr.

Barron's Vines and Vine Culture, price !Sa. 3d.,

post-free, of Mr. Barron, Chiswick.

Names or Fruit : J. Barnett. 1, Early Nonpareil

;

2. Brabant Bellefleur; 3, Warner's King; 5, Old

Nonpareil.—J. S, 1, King of the. Pippins ; 3,

Eearn's Pippin ; 4, King of the Pippins ; 5, Coi'e

Orange Pippin ; 6, Pear Flemish Beauty ; 8,

Beurr^ Sterckmans ; 9, Beauty of Kent.— C. Cundy.

1, Pear Dr. Jules Guvot- 2, Apple Golden

Reinette; 3, Pigfonette!— C. F. P. 2. Beurr^

Claiigeau ; 3, Beani Bosc ; 4, Beuri(5 d'Amanlis;

5, Beuir6 Hardy ; 6, not known; 7, Marie Louise.

— Whitton. Apple Scarlet Nonpareil.

—

J.E.Nel-

son. 1, Beurre d'Amanlis; 2, Spice Apple ; 3,

London Pippin; 4, Hambledon Deuxans ; 5, Wil-

liams' Bon ChiStien; Plum .Tefi'erson. — B. M. 0.

Pear Urbaniste. — W. DiddatnK. Landsberger

Reinette.— ./oA;j Prince. 1, Duchesse d'Angou-

Ifime ; 2, Braddick's Nonpareil ; 3, Brownlee's

Russet; 4. Sturmer Pippin ; 5, Haiuhledon Deux
ans; 6, Dumelow's Seedling. — IK. rroK^toM. I,

Beurre Bosc ; 2, Beurr^ d'Aremberg; 3, Beuri^ de

Capiauraont; 4, Beurr^ d'Amanlis; 5, Madame
Treyve; Apple Queen Caroline.—K. C if. Pear

Louise Bonne of Jersey ; Apple next week.

Names of Plants ; J. Humphrey. I, 2, and 3, va-

rieties of Epiphyllum truncatum ; 4, Cereus Mal-

lisoni, a hybrid from C. speciosis'lmus and C.

flagelliformis.—J". H. 5, Oncidium praetextum.

—

G. Martin. 1, imperfect unexpanded buds only

sent—you must think we are wizards ; 2, Pleiore

(Coelogyne) lagenaria; 3, not recognised ;_ 4,

Goodyera sp —leaf should have been sent with

flower; 5. Pleione (Ccelogyne) Wallichiana.

—

— G. N. Hibiscus sp., which we will endeavour

to give j-ou a name for next week.

—

F. G. 1,

Thuja occidentalis var. ; 7. Retinospora obtusa ;

8, Cupressus Lawsoniana ; 9, Juniperus sp ; U,
12, forms of Thuja occidentalis; 1.3, Biota

orientalis. We give the specific names, but to

ascertain the variety you should apply to some
nursery where they are grown.— Vesta. Probably

the Sheep's Fescue, Festuca ovina.

—

F. T. Clarkia

pulchella.

—

B. R. 0. 1, Aster, specimen insuf-

ficient; 2, Solidago nemoralis — W. S. C. P. 1,

Carduus defioratus.— S. F. S. Mesembryanthe-

nium blandum. Treat in the same w.ay as for the

other species of the genus ; it needs no special

culture.

—

H. J. C. I, Statice, specimen insuf-

ficient; 2, Ballota acetabulosa ; 3, Verhascum,

perhaps V. sinaiticum ; specimen insufficient;

4, Blepharis edulis; 5, Centaurea hyalolepis

;

6 we do not recognise from the scrap sent. Pro-

bably from the locality you name.— ff. M. All

varieties are forms of 'Pleione (Coilogyne) Wal-
lichiana.— Old Su'scriber. 1, Adiantum Capillus-

veneris; 2, A. macrophyllum ; 3. Pteris cretica.

—

A. Paterson. Oncidium trulliferum ;
Dendrobium

longicornu ;
Zygopetalum Mack.ayi (small variety)

;

Rodriguesia planifolia. Thanks for the monstrous

bloom : it is O. Forbesii, not O. crispum.— Cofonrf

Cooper. 2, Cattleya bicolor.

Pears : G. Beninyton. Pitmaston Duchess is fine in

appearance, and does best on the Pear stock. It

should be grown on an east or west wall, or as

an esp.alier, if the district be a warm one. Owing
to its size, it is apt to get blown off free standing

trees. The flavour is not first-rate, hut it is a

showy fruit, and looks well at table. Doyenne de

Boussoch is a good-looking fruit, and does well on

the Quince as a bush—not a pyramid— the

habit being too diffuse. As regards flavour

it is fairly good, but there are better ones.

In cold soils it requires a wall to mature

it properly. Coming in at the same time

(October), Conseiller de la Cour and JIarie Louise

are better. The former on the Quince is very

good. Glou iMoi<;pau is a very variable variety.

The fruit is finest in deep, weil-drained soils ; in

shallow and cold ones it comes malformed, cracks,

and is often very gritty at the core, and is then

best grown on a wall as an oblique cordon on the

Quince, or as a fan or horizontal-trained tree on

the Pear stock. The roots in cold soils must be

kept near the surface by top-dressing with decayed

manure, and being lifted at intervals of five or six

years. The season has been very unfavourable

for most varieties of Pears in any but the finest

soils and situations.

Pine-apple : M. F. G. The accounts of Pine-apple

culture by the old fathers of the craft are scattered

through the garden literature of the past fifty or

sixty years, and we may only indicate a few names

of gardeners and the weights of the fruits shown

by them. Mr. Hatch, an Enville, 7 lb. 8 oz.,

shown at the Rov.al Horticultural Society, Novem-
ber 3, 1841. Sir H. S. Clarke's gardener, showed

the same variety the following year; it weighed

7 lb. 7 oz. Mr. Lumsden, the same year, showed

Black Antigua, of 5 )b. 4 oz. ; Mr. Foster, a Mont-

eerrat of 6 lb. C oi. ; and Mr. Linwood. Greea
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Antigua, of 5 lb. 12 o^. In 1843, Mr. Murray
showed a Queen, of 6 lb. 4 or,. ; and the next year

Mr. Mills showed a Providence. 14 lb. 4 oz. In

1845, the heaviest Queen of that year, a fruit of

6 lb. 11 W... was shown by Mr. Hewitt; Mr.

Barnes, of Bicton, showed two Queens in 1846,

weighinE 7 lb. 4 oz. and 7 lb. 2 oz. respectively;

and M. Telvilain, Meudon, one of 8 lb. Mr. Flem-

ing, of Trentham, showed several Eiplev Queens

in 1849. of 7| lb., 7 lb., and 7 lb., 10 oz.
' In 1873

Mr. Sandford showed a Queen weighing 8 lb. 4 oz.

;

and in 1878, Mr. Miles, a new Pine-apple, Lord

Carrington, weighing 7r| lb. On September 25,

this year, Mr. Richards, gardener, Somerley, showed

at the Drill Hall, James Street, a Queen of

7 lb. 6.} oz. in weight. Fish, Ingrain, Ayres,

Frost, Bailey, McEwen, Miller, Spencer, and

Dods, were great men in Pine growing, and showed
continually very large fruits.

PrRpLE Beech from Seed : Young Njirseryman.

The seeds are sometimes employed— a certain pro-

portion nearly always coming true.

Vines: Foreman. We do not see any Phylloxera,

but some of the roots are in a bad state. Send
some further specimens later on.

Yew Tree : Hatter. We cannot advise you. If the

tree belongs to your neighbour, why not confer

with him as to its removal in a legitimate way ?

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

M. V. Le:moine, Rue du Montet, 134, Nancy,
!Mpurthe et Moselle— Extracts from Price List,

and Supplement to List of Kovelties.

Messrs. J. C. Wheeler & Soxs, Kingsholm, Glou-

cester—Fruit and Forest Trees, Roses, Flower
Roots, &c.

Martin Grashoff, Quedlinburg, Germany—Phloxes.

Jasies Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen — Perennials,

Alpines, Bulbs, &c. ; also Roses.

W. P. Laied & Si-NCLAiR, Dundee—Roses, also

F'orest Trees. Ornamental Trees. &c.

W. H. Hudson, West Green Rnad, Tottenham, Lon-
don—Dutch Bulbs.

Gablies Mitchell, Stranraer— Forest and Orna-
mental Trees.

Geo. Cooling & Sons, Bath—Roses, Fruit Trees, &c.

DiCESONS (Limited), Chester—Roses, also Hardy
Border Plants, &c.

W. Drcjimond & 8oNs, Stirling and Dublin—Forest,

Ornamental and Fruit Trees, &c.

Storrie & Storrie, Clarendon Park Nurseries, Perth

Road, Dundee—Florists' Flowers.

Lons Leroy, Angers, France—Wholesale List of

Roses, Fruit Trees, Conifers, Azaleas, &c.

R. J. Lootmans & Sons, Oudenbosch, Holland—
Ornamental and Forest Trees. Conifers, &c.

Williams Brothers, Wilhelmshue, Heneratgoda,

Ceylon—Seeds of Tropical Plants.

J. Galvin, Mount Talbot Nurseries, Roscommon

—

Forest Trees, Roses, &c.

Thos. Cripps & Son. Tunbridge Wells, Kent

—

Nursery Stock (Wholesale).

F. Rtr.MER, Quedlinburg — Novelties in Mimulus,
Phlox Drummondii, and Viola.

V. DOPPLEB, Erfurt—Own Novelties for 1888—9.
F.BoEVENiCH (Pere), Ghentbrugge, Belgium—Vege-

table Seeds, Trees, Shrubs, and other Outdoor
Plants.

Anthony Watereb. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking

—

Rhododendrons, Conifers, Roses, &c.
Edward Stanford, 2fi and 27, Cockspur Street,

Charing Cross—Books, Maps, &c.

Communications Received.—A. o. w. {next week).—E. M.
H.—D. M.—Dr. B.. Lvons.—C. N., Antibes — L. W. G..
(rrammed).—J. T. B.—t. R. A. B.—Dr. Costerun, Amster-
dam.—\V. B.—Sir T. A.—Count Solms, Sirasburg.—E. &
Co.—Dr. V. D.. B.Tlin.—W. R. McN—G. B.—D. C—G. C.
—W. S.—C. S. S- BrooWine, Massi.—H. C. Geneva.—O. T. M.—"Beckenham post mark. Conifers (no letter.)— H. C. (with
Willow foliaRe : next week).—E. J. 1,.—FA. W. & Sons.—
A. Outram (thanks; will have it engraved).—P. D. W. (no
Grapes to hand.—G. M. (if you wiU send the photograph we
can then decide,—G. B.—W. R — S. .T. S.—J. J. W.—T. L.—
A. J. T.—W. H.—G. H.—Sir J. B. Lawes.— H. Correvon.-
B. A. R.—C. T. & S.—H. W. W.—J. D—M. T.—W. E.—
G. H. R.—Hexham.—J. H. S.—W. & J. B.—Fruit from
Wrtotnn . rno letter.)—C. W. D.—Notts.—R. A. R.—R. W. A.
—B. C. T.-J. C.

Q* Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be named, or

asking questions demanding timeand research for their solution,

ntiict not exuect to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the

current week.

DIED.—On October 31, at his residence, Ronton
House, Brixton Road, HbhuV Lee, F.L.S., F.G.S.,

F.Z.S., &c., aged eisty-lvro.

Palms, Foliage Plants, Heathi, &o.

FRANCIS R. XINCiHORN will be pleased to
forward LIST of above with low prices. Leading

decorative PALMS in all sizes, great quantities, and in tine?t

health.
Richmond, Surrey; and 191 and 193, Flower Market. Covent

Garden, W.C.

^FECIAL OFFER.—500,000 LARCH FIR,O 1^ to 2 feet, and 15 to 18 inches; SCOTCH FIR, IJ to

2 feet, and 15 to 18 inche? ; TilORN QUICK, 4 and n inches,

tine; Common and Portup;al LAURELS, and other General
Nursery Stock. For p^rticuliir-^ iind price apply to

ISAAC MATTHEWS axu SON. Milton. Stokc-oii-Treut.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

id. per bushel ; luo for 2^>s. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),

405.; 4-bushel bigs. id. each.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, bs. id. per sack ; 6 sacks,

25.5. : sacks. Ad. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT. is. per sack. 5 sacks, 22j. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, ls.9d. per bushel; \is. per halt

ton ; 2tjs. per ton, in 2-bu.shel bags, id. each.
i'ELLOW FIBROUS LOA.M, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAT-

MOULD, 1.!. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8.!. M. per sack.
MANURES. GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA JL4.TS, &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.R.H.S., 31, Goldsmith's Street. Drury
Lane (lately called 17a. Coal Yard), W.C.

GARDEN REQUISITES,
of best gicahti/, as supphett to the lioi/al Gardens, i^c.

BEST COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, 10 sacks for 10s., 1-5 for

14s., 2lHor 18s., 30for 2.5s. ; two ton truck, 28s. Freeourail.
RUSSIA MATS, from 12s. to 18.S. per dozen.
FINEST ORCHID PE.AT. 7.-. per tack.
BEST BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, .is. per sack, 5 for 32s. 6i.

BEST BLACK FIBKOUS PEAT. 4s. 6d. per sack, 5 for 20s.

COARSE SILVER SAND. Is. 6d. per bushel; I4s. J-ton

;

PURE LEAF MOULD, 3s. per sack. [2iis. per ton,
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM. 3s. per sack.
BEST MUSHKOOM SPAWN, 4s. per bushel.
RAFFIA, LABELS, STICKS, from 1 ft. to 6 ft., BAMBOO

CANES, .« ft. to 12 ft.. VIRGIN CORK, CHEMICAL
MANUHES, NEl'TLNG. &c.

SPHAGNU.M MOSS, 6s. per sack. CHARCOAL, 8s. per sack.
SPECIALITli TOBACCO PAPER and CLOTH, Wd. per lb.

;

28 lb. for 21s. Price List free by post.
W. HERBERT and CO., Hop Exchange Warehouses. South-

wark Street, London, S.E.

PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
CHOICE PLANTS, FERNS, HEATHS. AZALEAS, &c.

EPPS & CO. are now prepared to offer PEAT, a,s above,
of lirst-cl.'u.s quality, at lowest prices. Send for Samples. Price
List and Testimonials. Depat for HORTICULTURAL
SUNDRIES. LOAM. SAND, LEAF-MOULD, SPHAGNUM,
COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EPPS & CO., Bingwood, Hants,

GARDEN
REQUISITES,

v^Two Phizic Mf.dals.

Quality, THE BEST In the Market. (AH sacks included.)
PEAT, best brown fibrous ... 6s. per sack, 6 sacks for 23s. 6d.
PEAT, best black fibrous ... 4s. 6d. „ 6 sacks for 20s.
PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. Si. ,, 6 sacks for 3.=is.

LOAM, PREPARED CO.MPOST I Is. per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... ( (sacks included).
SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. 6rf. per bush., 14s. half-ton, 245. ton.
RAFFIA FIERE, best only 1.!. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb. ; 28 lb.. 27s.
SPHAGNUM .Ml )SS, all selected, ,3s. per bush., ts. per sack.
CHUBlfS • PERFECT" FER-

)
IN Bags.

TILIZER (the Best Food for ( ,

all kinds of Pbints, Flowers. ("Tins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 561b. 1 cwt.
Fruits, Vegetables, &c. ...; 1/6 3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 23/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 8/- 12/-
VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality onlv) — 3/- .1/6 10/6 17/-
RUSSIAN MATS, BAMBOO CA'NES, PERUVIAN GUANO.
NITRATE of SODA., HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT .MOSS LITTER, cheiipe.it and best Bedding tor Horses ami
Cattle, £_' per ton. Extra liir^^e Sample Bales, 6s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),
sacks. Is. 3rf. each ; lO.-acks, lis.; I.t sacks, l.^s.; 20 sacks, 185.;

30 sacks, 2.=is. ; 40 sacks. 30s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail.

28s. Limited quantities of G., special quality eranulated.
in sacks only. 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

(Bankers. I nion Bank of London.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FEBKY ROAD, MILWALL, LONDON, E.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by Iri.OOO of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OtTTDOOK, WORK, CONSEBVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and OU Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisonous Paints for Inside of Couservatoriea, &«,

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Postrfreo.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (qSy),
Is. per B.if. lOfor 8s., .10 for 2115.. Truck (over 2 i.imh) 20s. f.o r.
Splendid VellowFibrousLOAM. 10>'.perum. PEAT. TOBACCO
PAPER. &c.—J. JIEAR3 AND CO.. 3, Bury Court. London. E.C.

B0NES!-B0NES!!-B0NE8!!!
Crushed Bones in all sizes fur Vine Borders, Lawn^, Potting,

Grass Lands. &c. Also BONE .MEAL for Poultry Feeding.
GARDEN GUANO, DISSOLVED BONES, Special MANURES
and FERTILIZERS for all purposes.

For Prices, apply to

HARRISON, BARBER & CO. (Limited).
GARRETT LANE, WANDSWORTH. Si:HREY. S.W.

PA8TUPLAiM'A, the best Artiticial Manure,
it enriches the soil with the fertili-ers drawn from it by

plants; no unpleasant smell; admirably ad.npted for all pot
plants. In bags : 112 lb., 19s. ; 66 lb., lis, 3d. ; 3.< lb., 6s. 9ti. ;

14 lb, 4s.
; 7 lb., 2s. 3(^. In tins. Is.earh. Sole Mnnufaeturers,

PHILIPHARRISAHnCO.d.imited). 9. BullRincr. Birmineham.

BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'
Reports. Sold in Tins, \s., 2s. 6rf.. Ss. tirf., and 10.?. 6rf. each,
or 1 cwt. Bags, sealed. 13s. By all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills. Slieliipla.

ISHUKST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrips, (Ireen Fly. and other Blight. \ Xo 2 onnces to the
gallon of soft-water; 4 to 16 ounces a<i winter dressing for Vines
and Orthard-hoube Trees ; and in lather from the cake against
American Bliglit. Has outlived many preparations iutendci
to supercede it. Boxes. \s.. 3s.. and 10s. Qd.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes. 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholfsale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). London.

OAHDEIS KEyUlSlTES.— Sticks, Labels,
VJ Virem Cork, Ratfia. Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work,
Manures, &c. Chenpest Prices of
WATSON iNP SCULL. WJ. Lower Thames Street. London. E.C.

Greatly Reduced in Price.

SILVESTER'S PATENT TRENTHAM BOILER
IS the BEST, CHEAPEST, and MOST ECO.NO.MICAL
BOILER EXTANT for all heating purimses, and is only
supplied by the PATENTEE. All other kinds of BOILERS.
PIPES, VALVES, HEATING and VENTILATING APPA-
RATUS manufactured by

F. SILVESTER & CO.,
CASTLE HILL WORKS, NEWCASTLE,

STAFFOKDSHIRE.
Full Particulars on application.

HILL

BLACK
& SMITH'S

VARNISH
for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

(Registered Trade Mark.)

An excellent substitute for oil pamt. at one-third the cost.

Used in all London Parks, at Winfi-tor, and Kew Gardens,
and on every important estate in the Kingdom. Has stood
the test of forty years' trial. Requires no mixing; can be
applied cold by any ordinary labourer.

Price Is. 6rf. per gallon at the manufactory, or carriage-paid

to any railway station, I*. 8d. per gallon in caskfl of 36, 20, or

10 gallons.

__ . -r-r m T /-\ Tki Every Cask bears the above

GA U 1 I O Jy » Registered Trade Mark. Beware
of cheap imitations.

LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL. RC.
BACHKLOB'S WALK, mjaLm.—Ouenuni for CiuK,

HILL & SMI TH
Brierley Ironworks, Dudley

;

118, Queen Victoria Street, London, EC, ;

47, Dawson Street, Dut>ll2i.
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THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
(Established 1841)

CONTAINS ARTICLES ON ALL DEPARTMENTS OF

GARDENING,
NOTICES OF ALL HORTICULTURAL MATTERS of CURRENT INTEREST,

REPORTS of EXHIBITIONS, REVIEWS of BOOKS, and

HOME, COLONIAL, and FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

Original Illustrations by W. H. FITCH, E.L.S., W. G. SMITH, F.L.S., W. J. WELCH, and Others.

Among the Contributors to recent Volumes the following, out of many hundreds,
may be named :

—

ALPINE PLANTS :-

BACKHOUSE. J.

BALL. J.. F.K.S.
CHUECHILL. O. C. Clifton, nristol.

COBREVON. H., Geneva.
DEWAE. D., Ke«.
DOU. Re>-. C. W.
JE.VKINS, E.

AMATEUR GARDENING;—
BADGER, E. W.
B(]YLE, Hon. Mr. E. V, B.
• S. BRIGID."
BRIGHT, the late H. A. ( " Notes

from a Lancashire Garden").
CLARKE, Col. Trevor.
EWBANK, Rev. H., Ryde.
LOWNE, B. T.
OWEN. Miss, Knockmullen.
PHILBRICK. Q.C.
THOMSON. W.
WEIR. HARRISON.

ARBORETUM :-

BARRON. W.. Borrowash.
LAVALLEE, Alphonse. the late.

NICHOLSON, G., Curator, Royal Oar-
dens, Kew.

SAKOENT, Prof., Boston. U.S.A.
WEBSTER, A. D.
YOUNG, Maurice.

BEE-KEEPING —
CHITTY, W.
ROBINSON, J. F.

CHEMISTRY :-

CHURCH. Prof., Kew.
DEHERAIN, Prof., Paris.
DYER, Beruiird.
GILBERT. Prof.. Kothamsted.
LAWES. Sir J., Ro'hdmsted.
WARINGTON, R. liothamsted.
WILLIS, J. J.

DISEASES OF PLANTS :-

ARTHUR, Prof.. New York.
BASTIAN. Dr. Charlton. F.R.S.
BEIJEHINCK. Prof.. Wageningen.
BERKELEY. Rev. M. J., F.R.S.
COBBOLD. T. S.. F.R.S., the late.
COOKE. Dr. M. C.
MURRAY. G., British Mnseum.
PAGET. Sir James, F.R.S.
PHILIPPS, W.
PLOWRIGHT, C. B.. CPungf).
SMITH. W. G.
SORAUER, Prof.. Proskau.
WARD. Prof. MarshaU, School of

Forestry.

FERNS :-

BAKER. J. O., EoyaJ Gardem, Kew.
DRUERY. C.
HEMSLEY. A.
MOORE, T., Botinie Gardens, Chelsea.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS :-

DEAN. E.. EaUug.
DODWELL. E. S.. Oiford.
D'OMBRAIN, Rev. H. H.
DOUGLAS. J., nford.
DOWNIE. J.. Edinburgh..
HORNER. Rev. F. D.
MOLYNEUX, E.
PAUL. O., Paialey.
TUBN££, a, the lata.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

ANDRE, E.. Pans.
ANTOINE, F., the late, Vienna.
BENNET. H.. M.D.. .Mcntoue.
BERGJIAN. E.. Fi-rri6res.

BONA VIA. C. Lucknow.
CARUEL. Prof.. Florence.
CASPARY. Prof.. Kupnigsberg.
DE MAR. J. A., Boston, U.S.A.
DRUDE. Prof., Dresden.
DUCHARTRE. Prof.. Paris.

EICHLER. Prof., Director, Imperial
Botanic Gardens, Berlin.

FENZI. Cnv. E., Florence.
HANBURY, T., Mentono.
HENRIQUEZ. Prof., Coimbra.
JOLY. C, Paris.

KOLB. Max. Munich.
KRELAGE. E. H.. Haariem.
LANGE, Prof., Cojjenhagen.
MEEHAN. T.. Philadelphia.
MONTEIRO. Chev.. Li-bon.
MORREN, the late Prof., Liege.
NAUDIN, C. Autibes.
NELSON. C. J.. Orange Free State.
OLIVEIRA, J. D,'. Oporto.
OLIVER. Captain S. P.. Madagascar.
PLANCHON, Prof.. Montpellier.
PYNAERT, E., Ghent.
BEGEL, E., St. Petersburg.
RODIGAS. E., Ghent.
SURINGAR. Prof., Leyden.
TROUBETZKOI. Prince (Eucalyptus).
VILMORIN. H. de, Paris.
WrTT.MACK. Dr., Beriin.
WOLKENSTEIN, St. Petersburg.

FORESTRY :-

BRACE. C. J.. France.
FRANCE, C. S., Aberdeen.
MICHIE, C. Y.. Cullen, Aberdeen.
WEBSTER, A. D., Carnarvonshire.

FRUIT CULTURE :-

BARRON. A. F.. Chiswick.
BLACK3I0RE. R. D.
BUNYARD. G.. JIaidstone, Kent.
CHEAL. J., Crawley. Sussex.
RIVERS. T. F.
W.ARD, E., Hewell Grange.

GARDEN BOTANY :-

BAKER. J. G., F.R.S.
BALFOUR. Prof.. Oxford.
BALL. J.. F.R.S.
BENTHAM. the late G.. F.R.S.
BROWN. N. E., Herbarium, Kew.
BURBIDGE, F. W., BoUnio Gardens,

Dublin.
CLARKE. Col. Trevor.
CLARKE. 0. B.. F.R.S.
COOKE, Dr. (Fungi).
CORNU. Prof. Max. Paris.

DECAISNE. the late Prof., Paris.
DE CANDOLLE, A.. Geneva.
DYER. W. T. T.. Director, Royal

Gardens. Kew.
EILACOMBE. Rev. Canon.
ELWES. H. J. (Lili6>). [fers).

ENGELMANN, the late Dr. G. (Coni-
FRASCHET, Paris.

GRAY. Prof. Asa. Boston, U.S.A.
HEMSLEY, W. B., Kew.
HOOKER, Sir J. D.. K.C.S.I., late

Direclxjr, Royal Gardens, Kew.
JACKSON, MuHBum. Royal Gardens,

Kew (Economic Botany).
LEIOUTLK. Max. Baden-Baden.
MAW, G. (Crocus). [Oardena, Kew.
U0BBI3, D., AKietaiil Pisictor, Boyal

GARDEN BOTANY ;-

NAUDIN, C, Antilws.
OLI\'ER, Prof.. F.R.S.
RIDLEY, H.. British Museum.
ROLFE. Royal Gardens, Kew.
S.MITH. W. G. (Fungi).
STEIN. Breslau Gardens.
STRICKLAND. Sir C.

TODARO, Baron. Palermo.
WATSON, Sereno, Boston, U.S.A.

GARDEN INSECTS I-

WACLACHLAN, R.. F.R.S., Pres. Ent.
Soc.

MICHAEL, A. E., F.R.S.
WESTWOOD, Prof., F.E.S.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS :-

BARR. P., Covent Garden.
CREWE. Rev. H. Harpur, the late.

DOD, Rev. C. W.
ELLACO.MBE. Rev. Canon.
ELWES. H. J.. Cirencester.

HARTLAND. Baylor. Cork.
PERRY. Tottenham.
POTTER, W.. York.
WILSON, G. F., F.R.S.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES :-

ADLAM, H.. Natal.
BANCROFT. G.. M.D., Queensland.
BENNETT. G.. M.D.. Sydney.
BONAVIA, Dr.. N. W. P., India.

COOPER. Sir Dan,, Bart.. Sydney.
DUTHIE. J. F., Sahanmpore.
HART. J.. Jamaica.
IM THURN, Everard, British Guiana.
KING, Dr.. Director, Royal Botanic

Gardens, Calcutta.
MACnWAN, Prof.. Cape Town
MUELLER, Baron Sir Ferd. V.,

Melbourne.
MURTON. H. J.. Si.am.

PRESTO. H.. Trinidad.
SCHOMBURGK. Dr., Adelaide.
SMITH, T., New Zealand.
SYME. G.. Jamaica.
TRIMEN, H., Ceylon.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING :-

ANDRE. E., Paris.

BOSCAWEN. Hon. and Rev. J. T.
BURVENICH, F.. Ghent.
JACKMAN. J.. Woking.
JULIAN. G. Richards.

ORCHIDS :-

ANDERSON. J.. Meadowbank.
BACKHOUSE, L. York.
BRADSHAW, A.. Waddesdon Gardens.
BULL. W.
BULLEN. R., Botanic Gardens,

Glasgow.
EUYSSON. M. Le Comte.
CRAWSHAY. De B.
LAWRENCE. Sir Trevor. Bart.. M.P..

President. Roval Hortioultujal Soo.

LEE. W.. Downside.
LI>'DEN. Lucien. Ghent.
O'BRIEN, James.
PFITZER, Prof., Heidelberg.
REIOHENBACH, Prof.. Hamburgh.
RIDLEY, H. N., British Museum.
SANDER, r.
SMEE. A. H.
SWAN, W.. Howiok Hous», Preston.

VETTCH, H.
WILLIAMS. B. 8.

WOCLTOiUI, O,, Svtnulde.

PRACTICAL GARDENING ;-

ATKINS, J.

AUSTEN, J.. Witley Court Gardens.
BAILLIE, W. M., Luton Hoo Gardens.
BAINES, T.
BAKER, G. [O.-sford.

BAXTER. W. H., Botanic Gardens.
BLAIR, T.. Shmbland Gardens.
CARMICHAEL. A.M.. Henley in Aiden.
CHALLIS. T.
CHRISTIE. A., Warwick Ca.stle.

COLEMAN. W., Eastnor Castle
Gardens.

COO.MBER, J., The Hendre.
COOMBER, W.. Regent's Park.
CROSSLING, R., St. Pagan's Castle

Gardens.
CULVERWELL. W., Thorpe Perrow.
DEAN. A. (Potatos, &c.).
DEWAR. D.. Royal Gardens, Kew.
DOUGLAS, J., Great Gearies, Ilford.

DUNN. M., Dalkeith.
EARLEY. W.. Ilford.

EVANS. A., Lythe Hill Gardens.
FINDLAY. B.. Manchester.
FISH. D. T., Hnrdwicke Gardens.
FOWLER. A., Castle Kennedy
ERASER, J., Kew. [Gardens.
GIBSON, W. M. (Town Gardening).
GRIEVE, P., Bury St. Edmunds.
HARRIS, G., Alnwick Ca-stle.

HEMSLEY. A. (Market Plants).

HUDSON. J. (Stove Plantii).

INGRAM, W., Belvoir Gardens.
LYNCH, E. J., Botanic Gardens,

Cambridge.
MacINDOE. J.. Button Hall.
MELVILLE. D.. Dunrobin Gardens.
MILES. G. T., Wycombe Abljcy

Gardens.
MILLER, W., Coomba Abbey.
MOORE. F. W.. Glasnevin Botanic
O'BRIEN. T. [Garden.
RICHARDS. G. H.. Someriey Gardens
ROBERTS. J.. Gunnersbury.
RUST. J.. Fridge Caatle.

SAUL. M., York.
SHEPPARD. J.. Wolverston Gardens
SMITH. J., Mentmore Gardens.
SMYTHE, W., Basing Park.
TEMI'LE. M„ Carron House. N.B.
THOMAS, O.. Chatsworth Gardens.
THOJISON, W.. Clovenford (Vines).

WALLIS, J., Keele Gardens.
WARD, E..He\vell Grange, Bromsgrove.
WARD. H. W.. Longford Castle

Gardens.
WATSON. W., Royal Gardens, Kew.
WEBSTER. J., Gordon Castle Gardens.
WILDSMTTH, W,. Heckfleld Gardens
WLLSON, D.
WILSON, G. r. aUles).

ROSES :-

BENNIITT. H.
D'OMBRAIN. Rev. H. H.
FISH. D. T.. Hardwick. Bury St.

FISHER. Rev. O. [Edmunds.
GPRDLESTON, I. W.
PAUL, G.. Cheshunt.
PAUL, W., Waltham Ooss.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY —
BENNETT. A. W.
BOULOEK, Prof.

DARWIN, Chajlos, the late.

FOSTER, Prof. Michael.
OARDItlEB. W., Osmblldg*.
OLAISHEB, Junw (mMMa|r.)
JfSSSiOW, »»T, »,
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rii'atc name] EVERY LADY IS DELIGHTED WITH [Card. Chron.

ROBINSON
QUALITY

& CLEAVER'S

SPECIALLY SELECTED
ALL OVER

DRESS FADRICS.

They are THE VERY BEST, by far THE CHEAPEST, and in THE LATEST FASHION.

A Po'it-cnrd, Letter, or Telegram
brings Tatterns, Post-free. ROBINSON & CLEAVER, Hy Appijiiitnieiit3 to the

t^iieeii ami the
Knipre^s of OtTruany, BELFAST,

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETOM, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, GreenJiouaes. Peacli Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plun, are the

perfev'tioii of growing houses, and ior practica,! utility, euuiiumy. iiud durubility cutinot be equalled. We ouly do one class of work,
and that thk vkrv bkst.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens de'^ls^neii !i^lhit^^tunlIly correct without the assistance of any one out of our firm,

from the smallest to th.> l;irj^.'st. Hot-Water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success guaranteed
in all cartes. Melon Frames. Sasties, Hotbed Boxes, &c., iiiways m stock.

Plans, Jistiinates and Catalogues free. Customers waited on in amy part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim ia mid always hni been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

SPEAUMANS SEliGES.—THE UEST IX
THE WORLD—Pure INDIGO DYE, ROYAL NAVY

BLUE, WOADEl) BLACK. Also in all other colours and
FAN'CY WEAVINGS. Low quotations. No draper or tailor

sells SPEARMAN'S renowned Seiges; thev can onlv be
obtained direct from SPEAR.MAN. SPEARMAN. PLYMOUTH.
No material manufactured is so useful for Ladies' Autumn
and Winter Wear or Gentlemen's Suits. Send for patterns,

and ^elfct at home for your-elvea. Parcels carriage paid in

Great Britain and Ireland. Goods packed for export at lowest
freights.

WATERPROOF TREE LABELS,
a.i.l all quiihue" of

DIRECTION LABELS,
for Nurserymen, Se'd^men, and Florists.

Samples and PRICE LUiyT on application.

FISHER, CLARK & CO.,

LABF.L MANUFACTl'KERS. r»OSTON. LINCOLNSHrRE.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
A large quantity of all descriptions and
sizes in stock, at the lowest possible prices.

NICHOLLS & CLARKE,
SHORKDITCH. LONDON. E.

To Nurserymen. Seed Mercbants, and Florists.

JBLACKHUKX AND bONtS are offering A rch-
• angel MatH lower than any other house lu the trade : alao

Petersburg Mats and .Mat Bags, Ralfia Fibre. Tobacco Paper,

and Shading. Prices free.—4 and .S. Wormwood Street. li^.C.

US SI A MATS— RAFFIA. —
NEW ARCHANGKL MATS and all kinds of

ST. PETEKSnURD MATS. RAFFIA FIBRE. TOBACCO
PAPER and HAtl, BAMBOO CANES, &c., supplied at Lower
trices than any other Firm. The Trade only supplied.

J4iVKg}<PAZ A.>-p t'ISfipK, James Street, Covent aarden , W.C.

PORTABLE CUCUMBEK FRAMES.
^^ HALLIDAY and CO. desire to

XV, draw special attention to their Cucumber Frames,

of which they always have a large stock, ready gla?.ed and

painted. They are made of the best materials, and can be put

togetluT an<t tiikcn apart in a few minutes by any one.

Pri.-es deliver.'d to any station in England :— "

2-liKlit frame, 8 feet by Ij feet
j packing i

3-light frame, 12 feet by B feet
f-^

j^- <

24 feet by 6 feet 1 ( 10

£ s. d.

3 10

^ ^ ^
^ ^ _^___ ^^__ _

6 5

6-light frame, _. ..^- ~j ,

The glass is nailed and puttied in. Lights and framing for

brick pits at proportionately low prices.

B. HALLIDAY & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON,
MANCHESTER.

London Agent, Mr. H. SKELTON, Seedsman, fee,

2, HoUoway Koad. N.

21-OZ. Foreign of the aKive ^i/es. in 100 and 200 feet boxes,

Srds and 4tha qualities, always kept in stock.

A large stock of similar current sizes of 16-OZ. glass in

200 feet boxes.
Ennlixh Glass, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

free delivery in the country in ijuantities.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthfield, London. E.G.

.stock List and fru-es on a (>plication. Price I.Ut of Colours,

Varm&kes, De.'iigriso/ ^itained ^ Leaded Class. Qitote Chronicle.

THOMAS'S
FITTINGS FOR WIRING WALLS

straining Bolt and Holdfast.— No. fcjo.

As illustrated abuve, price 3S. and 43. per du/.eri.

Driving Ey«d.—No. 631. Terminal Holdlasts.—No. 633.

2 2> 3 3} inches.

3d.. 4d., 5d , 7d. per doz.

No. 632a.

^i, 23, 6d.

Best Galvanised Wire, 1/3, 1/6, 1/9 per 100 yards.
Jtttistruled CA 1 HLOGCt: on a/.'p(iC'itwn

J. J. THOMAS &. CO.,
87, Queen Victoria Street, London, EC

CONSERVATORY
(No. 58 ^

A renmrkaliJy l.andsome
i.nd inipo-iiiig struc-
ture.

Price. Erected Com-
PLhTE (witti britl -

work) uitliiti l.^miks
of London iir:dge.

ProportioiiHte prices in
any parttif thecouDtry.

Lougliburuu^'h IIot-uattT Appiralu<' (fixed) extra as below.
Si/e. I'rice. H.W.Ap. I Size. Price. H.W.Ap.

15ft,by9ft....£45 105....£rt5s. 30ft. by 1.5ft, £li;i li'.«!....£l2 5s.
21) ft. ,.12 ft.... 63 10s.... 80s. 40ft. .. Itjft. 151 lOS.... 131US.
•35ft.. ,14ft.... f8 Os. 10 \os.

\

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of HoRTtcULTURAL EuiLD-
IXUS. with Pnees for Erecting and Heating. FKEE.
SURVEYS MADE IN ANY PART OK THE COUNTRY

FREE OF CHARGE. Designs and Estimates FREE.

DEANE & CO.,"""""" " ' "'"LIiEKS AND Hi.iT- WATER EN(iINEERS,

LONDON BRIDGE.
HoRTICUL'lL'HAL BuiLIiEKS AND HoTWATF.R KNlilNEFRS,

'

46a, King William
(.

Street,

BOULTON & PAUL,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS.

Our 8 by 6 feet

2-LIGHT MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAMES

are £3 each, carriage paid.
Made of the be?t red deui, Kii<ili--)i I'l-uz.. gta>.s, painted 3 coata

be>t ruloiir.

3-LIGflTS, 12 by 6 feet. £4 5s.

For other 8i/:es, «eeNEVV PRICE LlbTS, Post-free.

NORWICH.
"1>00T PRUNING can be better and more
-IV s("ientific:illy performed with the new Pafeiit AIYTI-
CUTTAH " than by any other meant. Send for Piiee Li-itt of

thi^ novel invention and of our other new and «elI-knowu
PruninjrTools.-STANDARD MANUFACTURISG COMPANY.
St. Alkmunds Churchyarn. Derby. Sold h)' Seedsmeu and
Iroumun^erd at ))uaje and abroad.
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Scale of Charges for Advertising.

Head Line charged ai two.

4 Linea
6 „
6 „
7 „
8 „
9 „
10 „n „
18 „
13 „
14 „

ASD SIXPENCE FOR EVKUY ADDITIONAL LINE.

If det across two Columns, the lowest eharpe will be 20s.

If set aero** three Columns tlie lowest charge will be 30s.

Page, £3; Half Pn^e, £4 10s. ; Culumti, SS.

£0
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WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAK-
UtNER—Mu-t have a thoruujih esperit-nce in all

branches buth iudoor uud uut. be particultr, tuly. ami siblc to

do Fiural Uuooratious. A marneil man wiihout encumbraiicw

preferred, the wile to look ailer Lodge (iiites, or, if ^vilh

family, the wife to uuilertake Lniuilry. Age between :iO and

40. A good ch irai^ler from la-jt employer imli^peiisable. \vlio?e

gardens I L is absolutely iiecessary advertiser sliould iiisptrct —
Apply by letter to H. W., iititea, Heudy & Co., 3/, Walbrook,

Lundori, E.C- ^^
Gardener, with Wile to take Laundry.

"lA/'AiSTED, a married MAN, withuut family,

V V competent as a Gardeuer. and whose Wile can under-

take the work of the Lauudry.—Write, giving full particulara

as lo at;e, experience, and all other deluila, UlCKtiONS
(Limited), Chester.

ANTED, a NUKSKKY PKUPAGATUK—
a ri?iijg young man, who has been iu a Country

IT . I .,_^>.. n..,^ !... .r .uiTTiit^ tii/.i Iliiii>r>i—PliJniJit.m
T T a ri?iijg young uuiu, ^i uu iui3 uccu m i

Kursery, and can grow and propagate two Ihiugs-

nnd Khododeudrony. He must atait at a moderate ...g,-,

kvill be under clo-e supervision until he provea hid capa-

I—Clematis
wage, aud

bility nnJ reliiibaity.—C HARLES MUBLK, Buashot.

YUUiNG GERMAN WiOPAGATOR
MaV UEAK of a SIl'UATION ia a Cuuiilry Nursery.

—AppUciitioii, with refereiici^a and w.iged requireil, to B. N..

Gniiiiners' Ctiromcle Uttice. 41. Wellniglon Street Mtrnnil, WO .

WAM'lED, a youag MAN, with a knowledge
ot' Nursery Work, luiioora and Out. Must bo quick

nud willing. \Vage3 to cuniuience at 16s. per week.—Apply,
witli relereuces, co M.\.NAljLK, Kose ^u^at•nes, Stiudygale,

Slietfield^

WAiSTED, a Young MAN, for Kitchen
Gardens and Cieneral Outside Work. Must be

struU". good workman, uiid perfectly sober.—Apply. wilU

purlRulara. to E. BLKIU-N'. Uead Gurdeuer, Ben Kliyddiug.

by Leedd.

THe seecl traae.

WANTED, THUEE or FOUR ASSIST-
ANTS, for Shop and Warehouse.— Apply, statiug age.

experieuee, wages required. tOf^ether with copies ot lestl-

moaials. to DAMELS BKOi., Kojal Korlolk Seed Kstablish-

meut. Norwich.

QAKDENIWQ APPOINTMENT.
Mr. Alexander Henbest, late Gardener to

H. L. Gaskell, Esq., E-iddiugtou Hail, has I een

appoiuied Gardener to A. K.ennaed, Esq,,

Crawley Court, ^Vioohester.

WANT PLACES.
Letters addressed " i^sle Jiestante" to initials or to fictitious

naints am mt forcuarded, but am at once returned to the

writers.

NOTlCt^ TO ADV EH'i l^EHcS.—ln many luata/ices

Utinittancds in tayment of Repeat Adoei tisements are

Ttceived witliout Tiame, adJ.ress, or anything beyond the

postmark on encdope by which to identify the sender ; this

III ail caries causes a oery yreat deal o/ trouble, and fre-

quentiy tfte sender can/toC be ideniijicd at all.

A.dvertiiiers are reijuested when Hcntttitig to give their

Names a/id Addresses, and alio a Hejerence to t/ie Adver^

tisement which thet/ wi.':h repeated. _^^
t^O^I AL. uliUtLKCi.—lo AavtrCiser^, JitOscrtOera, and

Others.— It IS very important in Remitting by postal Order

thiU it should be fitled in payable to i\'o. iJ. DHUHi' LAiSK,
ti [i'. E/C/JAliO^. as, unless the number of a l^stal Order is

known, and it has been made payable at a particular office, and

to a particular person, it is impossible to prevent any person

ijito whose hands it may fallfrom negotiating it.

N B. -The best and safest means of Hemitting is by POiSl-

OFFICE OHDEH.

<; (J U 1' U H GAKDENEKS.
lO —John Uownie (of the late firm of Dowuie & Laird),

Seedsman, 144. Princes Street, Edinburgh, haa at present on

his List a number of SCOTCH GARUENEKS, waiting re-

engagemeuta. He ^viU be pleased to supply full particulars

to any Lady, Nobleman, or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy

and competent tj.irdeuer.

Ki G H A K U a i\l 1 T H AND CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that they

will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with particulars,

&c.—St. John's Nur^ries. Worcester.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAINu AND isUiNG can at preseat
reuoramend with every conlideiice several eneff^elic and

practical MEN of tested ulullty and Hrat-rate cbaructer. Ludies

an i Gentleman in w:jnt of GAhDENERS and liAlLlfFS, and

KEAU GAllDliNEKS for tir^t-rate Establi&hmenti or Sui^l-

handed Situatiu s, can be suited and have full particulars by

applying at Stau-tead Park and Rutland Park .Nurseries,

Fori— t Hill, London, S.E.

To Noblemen and GeuUemen requiring Land Agents,
STEWARDS, BAILU'ES, or GARDENERS.

JAMES CAKTEK and CO. have at all

times upon iheir Register reliable and competent 3IEN,

several of whom are peraOoaMy well kuo\vii to Messrs. Carter.

Enquiries should be made to -'37 and 2:W. His^h Holtiorn. W.C.

J AND R. THYNE, Nurserymen, Glasgow,
• Gin always RECu.UMEND MliN ot known chiuacter

and ability as GAKDKNKKS to any Lady or Gentleman re-

quiring such. Applications solicited,

G'^AKDENEH (Head). — Age 3D; practical
% knowledge of the general routine of Gardeiiin^,'. Reno-

vation of Gruui.ds. &c.— J. W. HALL, Ivy Cottage, Eeedmg-
wiiud, llor>lii'm, Su-ist-x.

G^
AUDENEK (Head).—Age 36; twenty-one

A years' practical experience in nrst-class establishments.
ExceptK.n (1 te'limunialaaud references.—W. ANU J. liRUWN,
NnrstTyinen, Graiitliani.

/ "^ AKDENEK (Head) ; age 35, married.

—

VJ John F. Raouett, late Head Gardener for Lord
Hylton, is at liberty to engage with anyone requiring a sound
practical Gardener, versed in all b aiiches of thy profession.

Teelutaller.—Merstham Ganlens. Redhill.

G^
AKDENEK (Head).—Age 33; eighteen

% years' practical expeiieiice in ad branches; live years

ill last siiuation. Higlicst relereuces as to character .ind

abilities from present and previou-. employers.—W. SCOTT,
The Gardens, Snerborne hoiije, Northleach, Gloucestershire.

G^
AKDENEK (Head).—Age 35, married;

I twenty ytars' practical exp rieuce in Early and Late
Eurciug ot Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, the Cullivatiou of

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, U.cnids. &.c., also Kitchen
Gardens and Pleasure Grounds. Good character,—J. FINLAV-
SUN, Tlie Gardens. Combd Ran , Scvenoaks. ^^^

GAKDENEK (Head).—Age 36, married;
tliorouglily expeneuieJ in Early and Late Forcing of

Fruit, Flowers, aJid Vegetables; also Flower and Eitchen
Gardening, F ur years in laat place as Head. Excellent cha-

racter and testimuuials,—J. B., The Cotuige, Holland':* Road,
Teignraonth, De von. ____^
/ "^ AKDENEK (Head), where two or more are
VJf kept ; age .'JO, married — .\. LaDV wishes to recommend
her Head Garueuer as above ; tlioruugti practical experience in

all brunches. Early and Late Forcing. Flower and Kiicheu

Garden. Highest references Irom pr«^vious employers.—J. M.,

1:7, Myrtle Terrace. Weymoulli, Dorset.

G-^
AKDENEK (Head Working).—Age 31,

T single at pre-eut; nUeeu years' experience iu all branches.

Excellent retereiice-i.—D. C.iRSTAiKS, Muirheld Gaideus,

Luaiihead. Edinburgh.

G^
AKDENEK (Head Woukinq).—Age 39,

r married, one dau^luer (age Icfj ; tweuty-tonr years'

experience. Good all round references and testimonial^.

—

C. C. m, St. John's Road. Upper Hollowi^y. N.

G"i
AKDENEK (Head Working), where three

f or four are kept.—Ago 3-', single ; hlteen ye.irs' prac-

tical experience. Eight years" good character.—T. ll., 18,

Villiers street. Lee Sireet, Uldluim, Lancashire.

/'I AKDENEK (Head Working).— Age 43,
VJT married; understands Vines, Cucumbers, Melons. &.c.

;

Flower and Kitchen Gai den. Good Rose Gruwer. Twenty-two
and a half years' excellent character. Kear London preferred.

—H GODDARD, lierkswell, Covenlry.

G"!
AKDENEK (Head Working); age 29,

T Married; abstainer.—J. REEVES. Gardener to O. Livesey,

Esq . Camden Park, Tunbridj:e \\ ells, is open to engage with

any Lady or Geutiemau requiring a Gardener with a good

practical knowledge of the pioEes-ion. Good pergonal charac-

ter irom present emplojer.—Garden Cottage, St. Peter's Street,

Tuiib.idgd Wells.

G>
AKDENEK (Head Working or good

r SlNGLE-HANUED).—Age^, married (;ichildreo); seven-

teen years' experience ludoorsaud Out. Three years' character.

—W. HOW.lRD, 11, Claremont Villas, Rroomsleigh Street,

Mill Lane, N.W.

/^AKDENEK (Head or good Sinqle-
VX HANDED). — Experienced iu all branches. Highly

recommeiidcd.-G. A.. Kmg^^tanley. Stonehju-e. Glouce^ier.

G^
AKDENEK.—Practical experience from early

T life in all branches; gojd le^tiniODials. Abstainer.—

G. HODGSON. Hi. Castl gate. G'-gntham.

G-^
AKDENEK; unmarried.—A Gentleman

X wishes to recommend his Gardener, who has been wixh

hiiu four years. He is steady, hone>t, obliging, and sober.

First-class Fruit. Plant, and tJrchid Grower.—R. B. WHITE,
Arddarroch, Gaieloch Head, N.B.

Oaxdeners, Foresters, Land Stewards.

B. LAiKD AND sO>^ can recoimneud with
every contideiiGe Scotchmen tho-ouglily qualiiied as

GARDENERS, tUKtSTERS, or LAND Sl'FVV aRDs, either tor

large or small e.-tablishmeuts. and will be pleaded to furnish full

pjirticularsouLpplicaLiou.—17, Feederick Street, Edinburgh.

R

(S AUDENER.—First-class Grower of Chrysan-

T tliemums. Cucumbers, Melons, Tomatos. and Winter

Floivers Well up to atove. tire nhouse. Fruit, Flower, and

Pleasure Gardens. A kuo.vledge of Orciiids. Where under

cue kept preferred.-G.AKUE.NEK, 3. Ked Cottage. 1 lluey

lioad, Waiiste:-d. E.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 23,

married; eight years' experience iu Houses, Kitchen

and Flower Oardeus.—tt. EAULEY, Wooltou Hill, Newbury,

Berk<.

GARDENER (.Thibd or Eoubth), where
others are kept, or to Assist in a Garden ; age 18.—

A

LiUY strougly recommends a young man as above.— iljs.

CKUXALL, Shustoke. Coleshill. Warwickshire.

GARDENER (Under); age 22.— H. Law
can recommend a young man asabove. Seven yrars ei-

perience.—H. LAW, Gardeuer, West Clitf Hotel, Folkestone,

Kent

Trade.

FOREMAN (WoEKi.N-o).—Age 31, single ;

ihjrougb exponeuce in all branches. Firstola-s

Wroaths. itc. Good Salesman. Excellent relerencea.—M., »,

Grove Place, Acton, W.

To N rserymen.

FOREMAN, or as FOREMAN and rROPA-
GATOR, or as GROWER, where Cut Bloomsare required

in quantity.—ALPHA, 1711, Higbgate Koad, SpaikDrook,
Birmingtiam.

NURSERY FOREMAN (Gkohnd or
General).—Upwards of twenty years' active practice

in all departments. Highest references.— T. HOLMES, 84.
Davies Street. Berkeley Square. W.

Nurseiymen.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER, or GROWER
and SALESMAN.—Age 2'^, married; good all-round man.

State wages.—O. ARCHER, 1, Harold's Cottages, Talbot Koad,
Twickenham.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 29;
good Salesman and Bouquetist. Fourteen years' practical

experience. Can be highly recommended.—E., 2, Vigo
Crescent, Bedford hoad. Nortbamplon.

PROPAGATOR (Second).—Age 22; under-
JL stands Solt-wouded Stuff. Tomatos. &c. Hittheet refer-

ences.—J. HOLLIS, Fern Bank Kursery Fairhoit Koad,
Maitor Road, Stoke Newington, N.

To Nuraerymen.

PROPAGATOR (Assistant), Hardy.— Voung;
five years' experience, three and a half with Messrs.

Veitch iSt Sons.—ASSISTANT, 51, Aberdeen Koad, Upper
Edmonton.

JOURNEYMAN, Indoors.—Young; hve years'
good character.— J. SMITH, The Gardens, JN'ewstead

Abbey, Notts.

lOURNEVMAN, in the Houses.-Age 20;
tj six years' experience. Two nud a half years' good
character from last bituation. — W. DAVEV, Alphingion,
Exeler.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Out.—Age 20
;

live years' good character from present situation. lu-
duslriouj) and obliging.—W. F'., Moreton Gardens, Bideford,
Devou.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside in a good Private
Garden.—Age 21 ; two years' in present situation.—For

character, apply to G. 0. MaYNARD, Cole Orton Gardens,
Ashby-dela-Zuuch.

I OUKNEYMAN, in a good Garden.—Age 22;
CJ lour and a half years m present place. Well recoo

-

mended.—F. liENiiUUGH, The Gardens, Sugnall Hall,
Eccleshali, Staffordshire.

TMPROVER, or UNDER GARDENER.—
JL Age 19 ; four and two years in previous situations. Steady
and willing to be eenerally useful.—W. BENNETT, Bridge
End, C'olatenorth, Grantham, Lincoln.

IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden.

—

Age 17; btrong and active. Good character from present
employer. Two ye irs iu the Garden.—F. NA\LOR, Keppel
CoLtagei, Sudbury, Middlesex.

'^rO MARKET NUKSEKYMEN.— AVanted,
X. by a young man (,agel8), a situation in a Market Nursery ;

liv e years' experience ;
quiCK at Potting, Tying, and Watering.

Good character. — R. P., 'i, Lime Cottage*, Whitta Road,
Manor Park, E.

'1^0 HEAD GARDENERS.—Wanted to place
-L a Lad (ago 14) under good Head Gardener, where he
would be taught and seen alter. Premium will be given.

—

State all particulars to Mr. BAKER, 71, Brook Street,

Grosvenor Square. W.

''rO HEAD GARDENERS.—tetrong youth
JL (age 17), anxious to Learn, Bothy. Liberal Premium.
—W. T., 15, Portland Terrace, Pit.'ville. Cheltenbiim.

^yo FRUITERERS and EEOKlSTS.— Man
I and Wife require Management. Fruiterers and Florists.

Thorough Salesman, Buyer. Educated. Twenty years'

experience. Undeniable character. — GLENFIELD, Kent
Villa. o7. Crystal Palace Road, East Dulwich. S.E.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser is open for a re-

engagemcnt. Whole-»alo or Retail. Eifihteen years'

experience. Married —J. X., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

T'RAVELLEK, in the Nursery and Seed
Tride. -Experienced in all brandies. Good connection

ill the Midlands and Northern Counties. Good reference.

—

RELIABLE, loti, Woodhouse Lane. LdfiJA.

SHOPMAN; where good brisk trade is done
preferred.—Age iJU. married; fifteen years' experience.

Excellent references.—QUICK, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41,

Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS are strongly recom-
mended to all persons who are much reduced in power

and condition, whose stomachs are weak, and whose nerves aitt

shattered. The beueticial effects of these Pills will be per-

ceptible after a few days' trial, though a more extended courco

may be requied to re-establish perfect health. Hoiloway'*

medicine act= On the org>ins of digestion, and induces com| Iet«

regularity in the stomach, liver, pancreas and kidneys. This

trdatmeii't is both safe and certain in result, and is thoroui hly

coM-i'sloiit with ob^erVation,eXijerience,and common sense. The
puriication of the blood, the removal of all noxiou>ini:ittor from

ine aecretujus, and i he excilenieut of gontleactiou iu tho bi-wels,

artt the souiCttS of Uic curalivo powers of Hoilowjy'a PUis.
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SANDER & CO.
WILL OFFER FOR SALE THE NEW

CYPRIPEDIUM

ELLIOTTIANUM,
AT

MESSRS. PROTHEEOE and MORRIS'S Aiiction Rooms, Cheapsido, E.G., ou the 16tli of NOVEMBER next.

A description, by Professor Dr. Reichexcvcii, of tins brilliant XovcUy will shortly appear in the Gardeners^

Chronicle, and a Coloured Drawing by iNIoox will be on view on the day of Sale, painted from a plant that

flowered at St. Albans. The Plants are in splendid order and condition, and among them will be found many grand

masses. We would draw the attention of Buyers to the many distinct-looking forms among the Plants offered.

CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES ON COMPANY
(Telegraphic Address—" IIot-tvater, London." Telephone—^o. 4763.)

Have now pleasure in bringing to the notice of Horticulturists and Gardeners generally their

NEW PATENT (No 9090, 1888) HORIZOiyiAL TUBULAR BOILER,
WHICH IS WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST ALL ROUND BOILER IN THE MARKET.

It combines all the advantages of

its class so well known, and by the

improved method of forming the

joints — viz., with India-rubber

Washers—THE OLD AND TOO

OFTEN INEFFECTUAL WAY
OF CAULKING THE JOINTS

IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED

WITH.

SECTION OF PATENT JOINT

It can be erected in a few hours,

and may be relied upon as a

thoroughly sound and good Hot-

water Generator. It has been care-

fully tested in every possible way,

more especially with regard to power

and durability, and the result has

been highly satisfactory.

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &C.

Inspection Invited. Price List Free on Application. Illustrated Catalogue, Is.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.

Editorial Oommunioatioiij shoulj be acLiressed to " The Biiitor ; " Advertiaemeats ao.l Business Letters to " The Publisher," nt the OIBoe, 41, Wellington Street. OoveQt Oarden. Loudon. W.C.

Printed l,v William KloaiBiis. at the oflra o! Messrs. BmDRUKr, AnxEW k Co., Lombard Street. Precinct of Whitetriars, Citv of London, in the Conoty of Middlesex, and pnMishe.1 by the

tald William RioBards. at the Offlce. 41. Wdllanton Street. PariBh of St. Paul's. Coyent Oardeu. in the said County.—SilURDiY, November 3, 1888. Ap> t for .Manchester—John Hiyw jod.
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Now ready, in clotb, lis. 6d.

I^HE GARDENEHS' CIIRONICLE,
I Vol. III., Third Series, JAN. to JUXE. 18SS.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellingtoii Street, Strand, W.C.

R I G II T O X ^^7d HOVE
CHEYSANTHEMUJl SHOW,

NOVE.MBER 13 and U, at the Dome, Royal Pavilion.

Si hedujea may be obtained of

MARK LONQHURST. Sec . 13. Church Road, Hove.
(Bands Hnd Promenade Concerts each day.)

TWICKENHAM HORTICULTURAL
X. S O C I E T Y.
The AUTUMN SHOW of the above SOCIETY, will be heW

at the Town Hall, Twiel<enham. on NOVEMBER 13 and U.
Kutries Close on November y. All furtlier particulars may be
obtained from

_, j ^ ppgg „ g
Z, Heath RoluI, Twickenham. *

NINTH GRAND CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOW, Y'ORK. Held in the FINE ART EXHIBITION

BUILDING, on NOVEMDEK 14, 15. and U.
Increasingly liberal Prices for PLANTS, FLOWERS. FRUIT,

and VEOETABLES. Schedules. &c.. to be obtained of

J. L.^ZENBY, Feasegate, Y"ork.

'PAUNTON and DISTRICT GARDENEU.V
J- CHRYSANTHE.MU.M, PRIMULA, and FRUIT SHOW,
will be held oil THURSDAY. November 16, in the London
Hotel Atsembly Rooms, uhi-n several valuable Special and
other Prizes will h't competed for. Schedules of Prizes and any
other information may be obtained from the following:—
W. HOCKLN. Sec, Tauntfield Cott ge. South Road, Taunton.
R. H. POVNTEK. Hon. Treasurer, Castle Green. Taunton.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

FIRST PROVINCIAL SHOW, Sheffield Corn Exchange.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, Nov. ISand 17. Schedules (free) of

W. K. WOODCOCK. Hon. Se-

ShefEeld; and WestRidingChrysmlhemum Society, Sheffeli

WANTED, the following Numbers of the
• GARDENERS' CHKONICLK " :-Nos. 63 and 69. 1875

;

No. 209. 1877 ; No. :.'ia, 1878 ; also Title and Index to vol. vi., ls;ij.

Please state price to J. H. H.. Gardeners' Ckromcle Office,

41, Wellington street. Strand. W.C.

T ILIUM AURATUM.—CARTERS'.

'(^HE GOLDEN-RAYED LILY OF JAPAN
JL can now be purchased iu Cases containing 60 fine Eulb^,

just as received from the Japanese Bulb Farms, unopened a"d
unexamined, at 2Ji5. per Case ; sent Free loany Railway Station

in England and Wales ou receipt of Postal Order for 'dZs. 9rf.

Cases containing 100 tine Bulbs, price 40«. Fine and sound
Bulbs per dozen. 4s.. 65., 0^., 1.5., and ISs. Mammoth Bulbs.

2s. t)(/. and .3s. 6rf. each. AH sent pacliins Q^d carnage free.

CARTERS'. Royal Seedsmen by Seale i Warrants, 237 and
233. HIGii HOLBORN. W.C.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.—Finest Berlin
forcing Crowns. Consignment to hand iu fine condition.

Samtdea nud price on application to

WILLIAM DENMAN. 7, Catheriue Street, Covent Garden.W.C.

^ AN MEERBEEK and CO.,

TTILTEGOxM, near HAAMJEMThOLLAND,

IROWEKS of DUTCH BULBS. Goods
d'diveredpntirelyfree tode^tiiiation. Nopackingcharges,

NGLISH CATALOGUE gratis and post-free
on application. Cheap prices.

C^HRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS, stroni; and
V7 health v. from Is. per dozen, over lOObest varieties. List free.

—The GARDENER. Tlie Lod<je, Porchester Square. Loudon. W.

t Q, U E L C H AND B A R N H A M ,O North Row, Covent GarJeu, W.C, are OPF.N TO DIS-
POSE OF any quantity of MUSCATS and BLACK GRAPES,
T0M.\T03. CUCUMBERS. FRENCH BEANS, STRAW-
BERRIES, CHOICE FLUVVEKS, &c. Highest Market Prices

obtained. AccountSalesdaily ; cheques weekly, or as preferred

by Sender. Baskets and Labels supplied. References given.

INKERTON AND CO., Glasgow, Fhuit
SaLKSME.v and Auctioneers, have unlimited DEMAND

FOR fine FRUITS, FLOWEKS. and VEGETABLES. Weekly
Sales of Plants and Shrubs duiiug Season.

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS.-" PI WCERTON," GLASGOW.

ESSRS. GREGORY and EVANS,
NURSERy.MEH. Sidcup. and 286, 286, 287, 288. Flower

Market. Covent Garden. London. W.C, ore open to RECENT:
CONSIQN.MENTS of Choice CUT FLOWERS in any quantity

for their Commission Department, Boxes and Labels supplied.

Telegraph Address— " COMMISSION, SIDCUP."

G

QHO
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutcli Bulbs.

Evory MONDAY, THURSDAY, and SATUEDAY.
Great Uureserved Sales.

MESSRS. PKOTIIEROE and MORBIS will

SELL by AUCTION, ut tlie Ceutral Sale Rooms, 67 aud
68, Cheiipside. London, E.C., every MONDAY. THUKSDAY, aud
SATUKDAY, at hall-past 11 o'clock precisely, extensive con-

signments of iirst-clasa HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CKOCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, from Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Private Buyers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalosues had.

Tuesday, November 13.

The First Portion of the well-known Collection of ESTAB-
LISHED ORCHIDS, formed by E. Wisehhusen. Esq., of

Wood Oreen. who is relinquishing their cultivation.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, (37 and 6S, Cheapside, London, E.C.. on TUESDAY",
November 13, at half-pa=t 12 o'clock precisely, the First

Portion of this well-known Collection, including the following

—

Lselia anceps alba
,, flammea, eight growths

elegans

Cattleya Skinuerli alba

,, Maudelii, si:£ growths
„ Duminiana
„ Triauae alba
„ fauata delicata

„ exouiensis, twenty-one
growths, believed to be

Wolstenholmise
purpurata Lowiana, one-
half of the only known
plant

the very finest variety Cypripedium selligerum
Schroder!
larande
microchilum
decanum superbum
Sedeui

in cultivation

Ccelogj'ne criatata alba, ten
lead-*

Leelia an pps alba

„ Philbrickiana, 7 growths

The plants are in excellent condition, and none will be sold

privately prior to the Sale.

Cataloitues may be had on application to the GARDENER, or

of the Auctioneers, 67 and 63, Cheap?ide, London, E.C.

Woking. Surrey,

Three days' UNRESERVED SALE of beautifully grown
NURSERY STOCK.

IVfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
ItX instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,

The Horsell Nurseries, Woking, situate about 15 minutes'
walk from the Woking Railway Station, on TUESDAY,
November 13, and two following days, at 12 o'clock precisely

each day, by order of Messrs. H. Si C. Cobbett several acn^a

of well-grown NURSERY STOCK, which has been carefully

prepared for removal, inclu^iing a larf^e quantity of Border
Shrubs in great viiriety, adapted for immediate effect, gODO

Fruit Trees, 80.000 transplanted Forest Trees. 10,000 ovul-

le.wed Privet, 2 to 4 feet ; (jreeuand Varietjaled Hollies, Punli-

CJm Rhodotieudroiis, 5000 Laurels of sorts. J to 4 fee', OODO Staii-

d ird Ornamental Trees, 3500 Standard. Half-standard, and Dwarf
Ki^es, 1500 Climbing Plants, 75,000 Fi-uit Tree Stocks, &c.

Maybe viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalo;iues> obtained

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

'E.C., and Levtonston, E.
N.U.— Purchasers can arrmge with Me?sr~. H. & C. Cobbett

to have their lots convejed to Woking Station at the mere cost

of labour and material, whence they can be conveyed to all

parts without change of truck,

Tuesday Next.

English-grown CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS, and a fine assort-

ment of GREENHOUSE PLANTS, SUndard and Dwtirf

ROSES, of the be,t sorts ; selected FRUIT TREES, Hardy
EVERGREENS, DUTCH BULBS, See,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at the City Auction

Rooms. 33 and 39, Gracechurch Street. E.C, on TUESDAY
NEXT. November 13, at half-past 12 oClock preci.^ely,

On view morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms ; and
of the Auctioneers, 67 and 6S, Cheapside, London, E.C, and
Leytonstone, E.

Wednesday Next.
8000 LILIUM ALTRATUM, from Japan; splendid Bulbs, just

received; 3000 LILY OF THE VALLEY; Barr's DAFFO-
DILS, 500 AZALEAS and CAMELLIAS, Greenhouse
Plants in variety, very fine EUCHARIS plants, English-

grown LILIES, and other Hardy Bulbs.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Room^, 07 and 63, Cheapside, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
November 14, at half-past 12o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

Flnchley Road. N.W.
Important tj Florists and others engaged in the Nursery

and Furnishins Trade.

Tlie compT't and old-e.stablished NURSERY and FLORIST'S
BUSINESS FOR SALE, by Order of Mr. W. A. Clingo,

who is 1< avin:.; t!ie neighbourhood.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instrui^ted to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Waverley Nursery, situate in the Finchley Road, London,

N.W.. a few minutes' walk from Marlborough Road Station,

on THURSDAY, November 15, 1888. at 2 o'clock precisely,

as going cjuc^rnt, the ompact Leasehold Property known as

the WAVERLEY NURSEKY, Finchley Road, with 11 Green-
houses. Pit-i. Stabling, and the whole of the Stock and Utensils

in Trade, held for about 12 years unexpired at £80 per annum
;

also the Florist's Shop, No. 13, Finchley Road, occupying a

prominent position, and held for 19 years unexpired at £50 per

annum ; 4 span-roof Greenhouses in Queen's Terrace, held for

15 years at £t-i per annum : and a piece of Nursery Ground at

th> cornier of AL'xui<lra Road, close to London Road Station,

held at £-'0 per annum.
Partxiilars and conditions of Sale may be had on the

Pemises; of Messrs. GOWING AND CO., Solicitors, 40. Fin.>*huiy

P ivement. E.C. ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
Lindon, E.C, and Leytonstone, E,

Friday Next.
Hi^'hly important SALE, by order of Messrs. V. Sander St Co.

The new and specially mngnifiu'ent

CYPRIPEDIUM ELLIOTTIANUM.
The new

ODONTOGLOSSUM HUNNEWELLIANUM,
CATTLEYA SUPERBA,

from a hitherto unsearched district. This is apparently quite

a new type.

SOPHRONITIS GPvANDlFLORA ROSEA,
the new rose-coloured variety.

ZYGOPETAIUM CRINITUM GRANDIFLORUM,
Very splendid dwarf-tlowered kind.

L-ELIA PUMILA (El Spirito Santo var.).

CATTLEY'A SCHRODER.E.
Thi-* grand Cattleya is very scarce in its native habitat.

CATTLEYA SCHOFIELDIANA,
the true, large, brilliantly coloured kind.

Grand importations of the above, and many other splendid
ORCHID:?, for description of which see Catalogue.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions from Messrs, F. Sander Sc

Co. to SELL the above valuable ORCHIDS by AUCTION, at

their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside. E.C. on
FRIDAV NEXT, Novejiber 16, at half-past 12 o'clock

precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next,~CypripediuniB.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include in their SALE, on FRIDAY NEXT, November 16,

about 40 lots of choice CYFRIPEDIUMS from n \vell-known

private collection, including C. Sedeni candidulum. C.

Measuresiauum, Leeanum, and others, many of them large

plants.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Sales from Sample.—Tuesday, November 20.

ME.'^SRS. PROTHEliOE and M( )RRIS
desire to announce that their NEXT SAMPLE SALE

will take place as above, for which they will be glad to

BECEFVE NOTICE OF ENTRIES as early as possible.

Lee, S.E.

Adjoining the Lee Railway Station. Important Unreserved
Sale of unusually well grown NURSERY STOCK, carefully

prepared for removal, and affording an excellent oppor-

tunity for procuring Shrubs and Trees for immediate
effective planting.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer Be. Sons to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, at the Burnt Ash Hill Nurseries,

Lee. S.E., on WEDNESDAY and THUKSDAY, November 21

and 22. at 12 o'Clock precisely each dav. a larc^e quantity of

remarkably well-grown NURSERY STOCK, including ;i -^i-len-

did assortment of well-rooted Coniferre and E\er^i-.Tii Slimbs,

1.5O0 Laurels, Privet, and Yews: lOtiO Gnn-n Ib-Uies, l.u.shy

plants; 5000 Standard and Ornamental Trees; 3000 Stand.ird and
Pyramid Fruit Trees, 5000 Re i, White, and Black Currants;
1000 Standard and Dwarf Roses, and other Stock.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be bad on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.
N.B.—The Auctioneers desire to call special attention to

this Sale, the Stock being in a particularly healthy condition.

Friday, November 23.

EXTENSIVE IMPORTATION of ORCHIDS.

Tl/F ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

l.T_L SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and
63, Cheapside, E.C, on FRIDAY, November ,23. at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, extensive importations of ORCHIDS,
received direct, being the contents of about .'iO cases, and
including a large consignment of Cattleya Percivaliana, C.

lobata superba, C labiata. Warnerii. and Oncidium Papilio,

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday, Nov. 27.

ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

desire to announce that their NEXT SALE of ORCHIDS
in FLOWER, will take place as above, for which they will he

glad to RECEIVE NOTICE OF ENTRIES as soon as possible.

Bamet, N.

By order of the Court of Chancery. Cornwell v. Cornwell.

SALE of the old-established NURSERY BUSINESS as a going

concern, and also about 6 acres of FREEHOLD and COPY-
HOLD LAND.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at the :\Iart, Token-

house Yard, London, E.C, on FRIDAY, November 30, at

2 o'clock precisely, the following properties r
—

Lot 1. —The old-established NURSEKY. SEED, and
FLORIST'S BUSINESS, known as the HADLEY NURSERY,
BLirnet, N,, occupving a good position in the best part of the

High Street, within eight minutes' walk of the High Barnet
Railway Station. The Property comprises about 10 acres o£

ground, with eight Greenhouses, Dwelling-house, and Seed

Shop, the whole held for an unexpired term of about fifteen

years at the moderate rental of £65 p^r annum. The Goodwill

of the Business carried on for so many years will be included

in this lot.

Lot 2.—About 6 acres of valuable FREEHOLD and COPY-
HOLD BUILDING or NURSERY LAND, known as the COM-
MON NURSERY, Barnet Common, possessing long frontages to

the main road, and to Union Lane in the rear.

Lot 3.—Two acres of LAND, opposite Lot 2, held at £7 per

annum.
This Sale offers an unusual opportunity for any one desirous

of embarking into the Nursery Business. The whole of the

STOCK IN TRADE will be Sold by Auction, thus enabling

purchasers to secure only such stock as may be required for

carrying on the business at unreserved auction prices.

Particulars and Conditions of Sale may be had on the

Premises, of Messrs. HOUGHTONS AND BYFIELD, Solicitors.

85, Gracecliurch Street, E.C; and at Barnet, Herts; of

Messrs. MONTAGU SCOTT AND BAKER. Solicitors. 10.

Gray's Inn Squire, W.C, and HatH^ld ; and of the Auctio-

neers, 67 and ^iS, Cheapside, London, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Bulbs fl<om Holland,
Sales every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, in

Large and Small Lots, to suit all Buyers,

\,fR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
ItX AnCTION. at hia Great Koonw, 38. King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C, every .VIONDAY. \VEDNESD.\Y, nud
SATURDAY, itt half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day, tirst-

dasa couaigumeuts o£ HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCCSES,
and other BULBS, arriviug daily from well-kuowa Farms iu
Holland.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogueg had.

Wednesday and Saturday Next.
Pyramid and Dwarf-trained FRUIT TREES ; also several

hundred choiee named Standard and Dwarf ROSE TREES,
from a well-known English grower.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALES by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 33.

King Street. Covent Garden. W.C. on WEU.NESD.iY and
SATURDAY' NEXT, November 14 and 17.

On view morning of Sale, a: d Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—(Sale No. 7795.)

5000 GRAND BULBS of ULIU.M AUR.4.TU.M. just received
from Japan in the linest possible condition.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include th« above
in his SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Booms,

3a, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT,
November 15.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tliursday Next.— (sale No. 77ii.5.)

SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT, November \h. at halt-

past 12 oClock precisely, a line COLLECTION of ORCHIDS
in Flower and Bud, comprising many choice species and rare
varieties.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Cbeap Bulb Sales.

AfESSRS. SJIAIL AND CU. will SELL by
1»X AUCTION, at 1^3, Fenchurch Street. City, E.C,
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY', and FRIDAY, at 12 o'clock
each day. large -consignments of GL.A.DIOLI. SPIR.EA,
DIELYTR.4. DUTCH BULBS, Stc, lotted lo suit all bnyers.

Horticultural Auction Rooms, ll'.'j. Fenchurcli Street. E.C

The Hewlett Koad Nursery, Cheltenham.
ToGENTLEJIEN, PLANTERS, NURSERY.MEN, and OTHERS.

MESSRS. ENGALL, SANDERS and CO.
are instructed by the Executors of the late Mr. W.

Hopwood, to SELL hy AUCflON, at their No. 2 Nursery,
situate as above, on THURSDAY, November 15, 188S, com-
mencing at 11 o'clock prompt, a quantity of well-grown

^URSt-Rl' STUCK,
comprising the contents o£ 2 .-pecimen Borders, wliich include

a quantity of choice Ever;^reeii and Flowering Shrubs ; also a

bed of about luuO strong English Y'ew-^, 20,000 Evergreen
Privet, Tree Box, healthy Laurels, a bed of extra large oval-

leaf Privet, also beds of Thuia Lobbii, American Arbor-vita-,

Cuprerfsus Lawsonii, strong Spruce Firs for Christmas Tree^,

Ivyinp--t3, Standard Ornamental Trees, dwarf and standard
Roses, strong standard Fruit Tree-i, including Apple, Pear,
Damson and Plum, Gooseberry and Currant Trees, and a
quantity of other useful Nursery Stock.

The Lots may be viewed 3 diiys prior lo sale on application

at the Nursery, or at the Offices, 68, High Street.

The Auctioneers beg to call special attention to this sale, as

it affords an unusual opportunity to persons in want of stock.

The whole of the lots are well-grown, strong and healthy.
Further particulars and Catalogues may be had on application

to Mr. HOPWOOD, at the Belle Vue Nursery. 5S,High Street;

or from the Auctioneers, No. 1, Promenade, Cheltenham.

Coombe Bank, Sundridge. Sevenoaks.
lilPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE HUTHOL'SE and other

|\TR. JOHN WHITENS instructed by ^\. H.
jJX. Spottiswoode, Esq. (the Mansion and Grounds having
been let for a term) to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises as

above, on FRIDAY, November 23, 1SS8, at 12 o'clock precisely,

the whole of the CONTENTS of the HOTHOUSES. VINERIES.
FORCING i*ITS, FRAMES. &c., comprising choice Specimen
Plants. Azaleas, Palms, Camellias, Rhododendrons. Aloes,

Cacti, Orchids, Ferns, Begonias, Pelargoniums. Chrysanthe-

mums, Bedding Geraniums, and other plants. Fuchsias, Pri-

mulas, Eucharis. Strawberry plants, &c.

May be viewed on the day prior to and morning of Sale ; and
Catalogues may be had at the Inns in the neighbourhood, and

of the Auctioneer, 53. Loudon Road, Seveuoaks.

ANTED TO KENT, a small FLOIUST
or MARKET GARDEN BUSINESS, with Glass,

Dwelling-house, and a few acres of Land.— 11. W.B.. Gardeners'

Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Sirand, W.C.

Headingley Nurseries, Leeds.

SALE by PKIVATE CONTKACT, oneof the
most valuable NURSERIES in the district, as a going

concern, by order of the Executors of the lute Mr. Samuel
Hartley. The Nursery contains an area of S acres, and is

well stocked with a general assortment of Nursery Stock,

also the Greenhouses, with well grown Greenhouse ami Stove

Plants. The owner will grant a Lease of the House, Land,
and Out-buildings. Application to be made to

Mr. W. Y. FEARNLEY, Hi, Chapel Lane, Headingley. Leeds.

The Homsey Nursery.
IMPORTANT to the TRADE and OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed TO LET, with early possession, the HORN-

SEY NURSERY, close to the Railway Stat;on. The Tenant
will have the option of purchasing the magniticent specimen

Double White Camellias, iu the finest health and profusely set

with flower buds, and any other part of the Stock at Unre-

served Auction Prices at the Clearance Sale of Greenhouse

Plants, &.C., which will take place on the Premises on WED-
NESDAY. November 28th inst.

Particulars and Catalogues may be had of Messrs. PRO-
THEROE AND MORRIS, tJ7 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.
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FOR DISPOSAL, a good SEED, FLOWER,
nnd FRUIT BUSINESS. Terms mostly Cash. Near

Manchester; Books shown.
FLORIST, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

''PO BE SOLD, as a going concern, a valuable
-L FUEEHOLD NUKSERY anti BUSINESS, containing
about 4 acres. I'S large and well built Greenhouses (all fully
stocked). 2 Coach-houses, 2 Stables, Larpe Olfice. 4 Sheds, a
Vans, Cart, and 2Horses, and other requisites. Situate within
4 miles of West End. A first-class opportunity for the promo-
tion of a company, there being every convenience for carrying
on an extensive business. Further particulars of

Messrs. W. EYUMANN AND SON, Auctioneers, &o., Acton.W.

Florists, Nurserymen, and Otbers.
Suit Growers, or admirable chance to start a Rood local business.

''pO BE SOLD, most compact PREMISES, on
J- the maio road, about 6 miles from Marble Arch, con-
taining 8-roomed Kesideuce, large Greenhouses and Forcing
Pits. The whole standing in about half nn acre of ground.
Lease 87 years, at a crouna rent. Price £P00. Mortgage can
be had, ^vIHLh incliHie^ all stock and utensils.

HEKBKUT DRAKE. ;J4:J, Harrow Road, Paddingtou. W.

To Market Gardeners. Florists. Nursennaieii, &c.
HAMPTON-ON-THAMES.

FOR SALE, choice FREEHOLD LAND, in
Acre Plots, suitable for above. Rich Garden Soil with

gravel and sand sub-soil. The land is considered by the Trade the
tiuest near London for Grapes and all other Market Products.
Apply, SECRETARY, Estate.-* Investment and Villa Farm

Company, Estate Ofiice, Tangley Park, Hampton- on-Thamea.

South of England.

LARGE GARDEN, 1^0 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and Vineries. £7000 has been spent on tlie

property. Seven years' lease. Two Cottages inclusive. £\bO
a year. ELDRIDGE, Portsmouth.

O R CHI D S.
THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,
ABE CONSTANTLY RECEIVING

IMPORTATIONS OF ORCHIDS
from various parts ot the WorlJ,

AND THEY HAVE AN IMMENSE STOCK OF

Established and Scmi-estahlished

ORCHIDS.
Full particulars sent free on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GARSTON, LIVERPOOL.

\H\ l\{\{\ DWARF ROSES.—Cheaper than
^^\j^\j\J\J ever! All the best leading varieties.
Warranted true to name. The beat money can buy. Sample
dozen from 3s. ; 22s. per 100, packing free, for Cash with order.
Send for a List.

A. J. AND C. ALLEN', Stone Hills Nursery, Norwich.

I:j'OU SALE, splendid ASPARAGUS ROOTS
for forcing. Apply to

ROBERT KJRK. Gardener. Acomb. York.

'X'O PURCHASERS of BAYS.—Several thou-
-L sand BAYS, from 1* to 2 feet high, to be Sold Cheap.—
Apply to H. GRDIES, 19. Upton Road, Ryde, Isle of Wight.

CELOGYNE CRISTATA, with bloom-spikes,
well grown, at reduced prices.

Trustees ot the late J. STEVENSON, Timperley, Cheshire.

QPECIAL OFFER. — 50,000 RHODODEN-O DRONS, all the early varieties. White and Scarlet, well
set with buds, fine plants for forcing. Low prices. Apply to
I-iAAC MATTHEWS AND SON, Milton Nurseries, Stoke-

on-Trent.

The only complete Collection of Daffodils existing,

BARK'S NEW DAFFODIL CATALOGUE
for 188S. Now Ready. Free on application.

Containing a full Descriptive List of High-class and Distinct
Daffoilils only, and also a Descriptive List of Beautiful Hardy
Daffodils, at greatly reduced prices. This Catalogue also con-
tains B;irr'3 Specialty Collections of Iris, Lilies, Pffionies,

Michaelmas Daisies, Plantains, Lilies, Day-Lilies, and a select
List of Showy Hardy Herbaceous Plants.
BARK AN'D SON. 12 and 13, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

SPECLMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN STE-
PHANOTIS, free-flowering variety, very fine stuff, 10 to

12feet; al3o25.0iiOAUCUBAS, all sizes. For particulars apply
to G. SMITH, DfU Nursery. Rock Ferry, Cheshire.

SPECIAL OFFER,—500,000 LARCH FIR,
IJ to 2 feet, and 15 to 18 inches; SCOTCH FIR. li to

2 feet, and 15 to 13 inches; THORN QUICK. 4 and 5 inches,
fine; Common and Portugal LAL'RELS, and other Geaerai
Nursery Stock. For particulars and price apply to

ISAAC MATTHEWS AND SON, Milton, Stoke-on-Trent.

Palms, Foliage Plants, Heaths, &c.

FRANCIS R. ICINGHORN will be pleased to
forward LIST of above with low prices. Leading

decorative PALMS in all sizes, great quantities, and in tinest

health.
Richmond. Surrey; and 191 and 192, Flower Market, Covent

Garden, W.C.

Special Cheap Offer.

WM. PAUL AND SUN beg to call the
attention of Planters to the following articles, of which

they hold very large stocks, and are consequently able to offer

at unusually low prices. The quality of the trees is in all

respects first-rate, and all are in excellent conditiou for

removal :
—

STANDARD VICTORIA PLU.MSi, :{, 4, and 5 years old, stout
and straij;ht, £o pi^r Hn). £|,'. per lOOO.

PYRAMIDAL VICTUKIA I'LU.MS, 5 to 6 feet, fme fruiting
tree?. £5 per lUO.

STANDARD DAMSONS of sorts, clean, well-grown trees, £5
per 100.

PAULS' DOUBLE CRIMSON THORN, nice sbiiidards, with
heads, Ihs. per 100; do., stronger, £5 per 100; do., extra
strong, £6 per 100.

ACER NEGUNDO VARIEG.\TA. good standards, £5 per lOU.

RHODODENDRON PUNTICUM. fine bushes (these are grow-
ing on loam near UckftcId, iu Sussex). 1 to 1^ foot high,
aud as much through, 25s. per 100 ; J^ to 2 feet, do., ySs.

per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, do., extra stout, 100s. per 100 ; 3 to 4

feet, do., extra stout. \20s. per 100.
Priced Descriptive LIST of Fruit Trees, Hardy Trees and

Shrubs, Roses, &c., post-free on application.
PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross, Herts.

Bulbs Of Finest Quality only.

BARR'S BULB CATALOGUE for 1888,
Now Ready. Sent free on application.

Cont'-iins full Descriptive List of the best Hyacinths, Tulips,
and other Dutch Bulbs in cultivation, also an interesting de-
scriptive List of Cape and Califomian Bulbs and Tubers, in-

cluding many beautiful rarities.

BARK AND SON, 12 and 1.3, King Street, Covent Garden, V7.C.

REEPERS FOR WALLS.—By planting
what is suitable, an ugly object may easily be made

beautiful. Most being in pots, can be sent and put out at any
time. Descriptive LIST and advice Free.—RICHARD SMITH
AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

A U L ENGLEHEAK T."—
Rooted Layers of the above fine Crismon iledding

CLOVE CARNATION are now ready to lift. The variety can
be confidently recommended as possessing all the good qualities
of the " Old Clove," with much greater vigour of constitution,
and a dwarf sturdy habit, which REQUIRES NO STICKS.

Price. 2s. each, 18s, per dozen. 9s. half-dozen.
GILBERT DAVIDSON, Ammanford. R.S.O.. Carmarthenshire.

OLD-FASHIONED HEDGES. — English
Yews, bushy, and with a profusion of fibrous roots,

1^ to 2 feet, 65. per dozen, Zhs. per 100 ; 2 to 2^ feet, Ss. per
dozen, 50s, per 100; 2^ to 3 feet, !»':. per dozen, tjOs. per 100 ;

3 to y^ feet, 12s. per dozen. 84s. per 100. Prices of larger sizes

and other Ei'ergreens, suitable for Hedges

—

e.g.. Tree Box,
Holly, Laurel, Privet Cypress, Juniper, Thuia, &c., on appli-

cation.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Worcester.

W GORDON, Importer, of Orchids.
• An Immense Stock ot recently-imported Plants com-

pels a sale of the established plants to make room. They have
not yet flowered, but are all flowering plants, and must be sold

at a great sacrifice. Very valuable varieties are certai nly to be
obtained, and great bargains. See Public Journals for high
prices recently obtained. The Special Offer affords a paying
investment to anyone with glass at command, which should not
be overlooked. Such plants may never again be offered to the
public and the Trade. LILIES. Silver Banksian Medal, Silver

Medal National Chryi^anthemum Society. September, ldS3.

JAPANESE MAPLES. Silver Banksian Medal.
TREE PJEONIES. 7 Fir^t-class Certificates.

,, IRIS, most gorgeous, 4 First-class Certificates.

CATALOGUES of the above on application to
The Nurseries. Amyaud Park Road, Twickenham,

OSES ! KOSES ! ! ROSE.S ! ! !—The best and
cheapest in the World. 40 choice Perpetuals for 21s.

Purcha-ser's selection from 400 best varieties. CATALOGUES
free on application. Ten acres of Roses, 100,000 grand plants
to select from. Plant now.

JAMES WALTERS. Rose Grower. Exeter.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS, in small pots.
Splendid stuff of all best kinds, and true to name. Price

List on application,
FRANCIS R. KINGHORN. Nurseryman, Richmond, Surrey.

''FREES and SHRUBS for Game-covers and
J- Underwood. Intending planters should send for CATA-
LOGUE, free on .ipplication.—KICHAKD SMITH and CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

To those about to Plant.

AUESCKIPTIVE CATALOGUE, com-
prising tine Transplanted Fruit Trees, Roses, Hardy

Climbers, Rhododendrons, Conifers. Ornamental and Flower-
ing Trees and Shrubs, Forest Trees. &c., in large varieties and
quantities, adapted to all soils and climates. Sent free on
application to

GEO. JACKJIAN kJSD SON. WoWng Nursery, Surrey.

Orchard Planting.

HLANE AND SON have a large stock of
• fine healthy vell-grown Standard PEARS, PLUMS,

APPLES. DAMSONS, CHERRIES, WALNUTS, &c. An in-

spection is solicited. Special prices for quantities. Descriptive
CATALOGUE free. Fruit Trees, Rost-s, Rhododendrons, Trees
and Shrubs, &c.

The Nurseries, Berkhamjted. Herts.

URF—TURF.—Finest, for Tennis Lawns, &c.,
at 10s. per 100. Superior Top-spit for Potting, also.

J. KEEVIL. Merton Hall Road. Wimbledon.

100 Herbaceous and Alpine Plants for 25b.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.'S Selection as
above contains a most interesting and valuable a.«sort-

ment of beautiful and Hardy Plants for the Border or Rock-
work, \vliich produce flowers and render the parden attractive
all through the year. Descriptive CATALOGUE post-free for

6 stamps.—RICHARD SMITH AXD CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Worcester.

HUDDERSFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY

The FFFTH EXHIBITION will be held in the Town Hall,
lludderlield, on FRIDAY and SATURDAY, November 10 and
17, 1888. Entries Close on Friday, November 9. Schedules
and Entry Forms may be obtained from

JOHN BELL, Sec, Marsh, Huddersfield.

IRMINGHAM GREAT CHRYSANTHE-
MU.M and FRUIT SHOW, will be held in the Town Hall,

on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, November 21 and 22. £iQO
offered in Prizes, including jE.^2 for Cut Blooms, and £l*8 for
Grapes. Entries Close November 14. Schedules and all infor-

mation can be had post-free on application to
J. HUGHES, Sec.

Northwood Villas, Metchley Lane, Herborne, Birmingham.

U L L and EAST RIDING
CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The ANNUAL GRAND EXHIBITION will be held in the
Artillery Barracks. Hull, on THURSDAY and FRID.VY, Novem-
ber 22 and 23. Prizes £180 for CHRYSANTHEMU.MS alone.
Class!.—48 Blooms. IstPrizcil,";; 2nd,£10; 3rJ,£,5i 4th,£2.
Class 2.-24 Blooms. 1st Prize. Veitch Medal and £5.
The SILVER CHALLENGE VASE, value 1.5 Guineas, will

be offered with the Ist Prize in Clas-1. The 1st Prize iu

Cla 8 2 is offered by the VEITCH MEMORIAL TRUSTEES.
Entries Close November \h. Schedules from Hon. Sees.,

EDW. HARLAND, Manor Street, Hull.
JAMES DIXON, 2, County Bniidings, Hull.

ONTEFRACT CHRYSANTHEMUM and
BIRD SHOW, NOVEMBER 23 and 24, 1888. £100

offered in Prizes. THOS. GLOVER, Sec.

THE GARDENERS'
ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and SUBSCRIPTIONS
WULL BE THANKFULLY RECEITED BT

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,
Chiswiok, London, W.

'X'HE PARKS, &c., COMMITTEE of theX METROPOLITAN BOARD of WORKS will meet at the
OlEce of the Board. Spring Gurdeas, S.W'., on WEDNESDAY,
November 14, 188?. at Twelve o'clock at noon, and «iU then
be prepared to OPEN TENDERS by persona who may be
willing to contract for preparing for and GRA\'ELL1_NG bome
of the FOOTPATHS in l-iNSBURY PARK. &c. Persons
desirous to submit Tenders may inspect Ihe Plan and obtain
Specification, Form of Tender, and other particulais, on per=ounl
application at the Ollice of the Superiatendiog Architect of
the Board, at Spring Gardens, between the hours of 9 A.M.
and 4 P.M. {or on Saturdays between the hours of 9 A.M. and
2 P.M.), until Tuesday, November 13. 18SS. The Tenders,
which must be in the form supplied from this Oltice, atd bo
addressed to " The Clerk of the Board." and endorsed " T* nder
for Gravelling Paths, Finsbury Park," are to be delivertd at
the Office before 4 o clock on the la;-t-mentioned day, and no
Tender will be received after that hour. Any Tender whit h ia

not fully filled up in every particuL-ir will be rejVcted.
The Committee do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

or any Tender. J. E. WAKEFIELD. Clerk of the Board.
Spring Gardens, S.W., November 5, 1S3S.

DRIED PALM LEAVES.—Immense impor-
tation of CHAMJEDOREAS and ARECAS.—For Prices,

apply to WATSON an'D SCULL, 90, Lower Thames Street,
London, E.C., where samples can be seen; or direct to the
Importers, PETER SMITH AND CO., Hamburgh.

LEARANCE SALE (at sacri6ce) of
PALMS, DRACAENAS, &c.

LATANIA BORBONICA and PHCENIX RECLINATA. 12
inches high, 4s. per dozen, 30s. per 100. Package and
carri;ige free.

LATANIA BORBONICA, SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS, CORY-
PHA AUSTRALIS, and PHtENIX RECLINATA, 20 to
24 inches high. Is. 6rf. each. His. per dozen ; same kinds,
2 feet (j to 3 feet high. 'As. to os. each.

Handsome PALMS, 4 feet high, 185. each.

,, ,, 6 feet high, 40s. each.

Twelve assorted PALMS and DRACAENAS, averaging, with
pots, 24 inches high, in wood case, free, l&j. ; six do., lOs,

KENTIAS, 3s. to 21s. each.
DRAaENAS, 24 inches to 5 feet high, 2s. to 40*. each.

Inspection invited.

GARDENER, Holly Lodge, Stamford Hill, N.

I M E and OTHER TREE S.
The following Trees must be sold, to clear the ground :

—

330 LIMES. 10 to 13 feet.

625 HORSE CHESTNUTS, 12 to 14 feet.

380 WALNUTS, 6 to 12. to 18 feet.

110 SYCAMORES, 6 to 10 feet.

Offers for a part or the whole to be sent to the
MANAGER, C^ilcot Gardens, Reading. Berks.

(J/i {\i\i\ CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
OV/^V/V/V/ finest Double and Single Varieties (some
of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of
every shade, from pure white to the darkest pirple), for

elimbing and bedding, from 12s. to 24s. per doz'n, strong
plants; extra strong plants, repotted into 5J inch pjts. 2s. 6aT

each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excpllent for

bedding, recently sent out by us, reducfd price 2s. 6£^. each.
Descriptive LIST on appUcation.—RICHARD SMITH XHD CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Wortcbter.
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Rosea, Fruit Trees. &c.

CHARLES TUENKR'S Autumn CATA-
LOGUE, tOutaiuiDj^ full coHections of Roses, Fruit

Trees, Coaiferee. and all kinds of Hardy Trees aad Shrubs, is

now ready, and may be had free on opplii-atioQ.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

''PO LARGE PLANTERS of THORN
-L QUICKS.— 1 to 1} too'. 9s. P" l"**". *!" P" 100,000;

1} to 2 feet. llj. per 1000, £50 per 100.000; 2 to 2J feet. 13s.

per lOOO ; 2 to 3 feet. 16s. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 18s. per 1000.

QARLIES MITCHELL, Nuxserymau. Stranraer.

Cape Bulbs—Cape Bulbs.

THE CAPETOWN BOTANIC GARDENS re-

quest their Trade Correspondents to forward their Orders

for thiaseasooa Balb^as early as possible. Delivery in Jan. & Feb.

—A. F. BAXTER, Sales Depart., Botanic Gardens, Capetown.

REES and SHRUBS for the Sea Coast.
CATALOGUE free on application.—RICHARD SMITH

AND CO., NiirserymeQ and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

SPECIAL OFFER OF FERNS.—Pteris
k^ tremula, P. oretica. P. cretica cristata. P. serrulata

cristatfl compacta. in thumb'^, fit for immediafe potting. Also

the same vtirieties, good stuff, in 48"9, to offer in quantity.
Prices per JOO or lUOU on application.

R. PENGELTA". Dyson's Lane, Upper Edmonton.

SEAKALE for Forcing. — Selected large
Crowns, none better in the Trade, 75s. per 1000; uuder

600, 85. per 100. A remittance with all order?.

ALFRED ATWOUD. Grower, 14, Lavender Terrace. Battersea,

.W.. late of ol, Shillingtou Street. Battersea. S.W.

SPECIAL OFFER.—30 Acres of RHODO-
DENDR0N3, Seedlii g. Hybrids and ponticum, 4 tot; in.,

6 to 9 in., 9 to 12 in., 12 to 15 in.. 15 to 18 in., IS to 24 inches.

All good plants, at exceptional low prices. Apply to

ISAAC MATTHEWS AND SON, The Kurseries, Milton,
Stoke-on-Trent,

ILIUM AURATUM.—Good, plump, sound
Bulbs, '&S., 9s.. 12s., ISs., and 24s. per dozen.

All other good LILIES at equally low prices.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
Plants. 536. King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

VERGREEN HEDGES.
EVERGREEN HEDGES.

YEWS. English, 1^ to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; 2 to 2^ feet, 45s. per

100; 2^ to 3 feet, 65s. per 100.

HOLLIKS, Green, 2 to 2J feet. 40s. per 100 ; 2^ to 3 feet, 60s.

per 100.

LAURELS. Common, 1* to 2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet,

16s. per 100; 2* to yj feet, 203. per 100.

THUIA LOBBII, 2\ to 3 feet. 30s. to 40s. per 100.

We hold immense stocks of the above, all bushy and well
rooted Plants.

Special offer for Covert Plants, &c., free on applicatiou.

JOHN PERKINS AND SON, The Old Eatablusht-d Nursery
and Seed Business, 62, Market Square. Northampton.
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS—" QUICK," NORTHAMPTON.

'^pREES and SHRUBS suitable for Towns and
J Smoky Districts. CATALOGUE free on application.

—

RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Worcester.

To the Trade.

EOSES.—A large quantity of Dwarf Roses on
Sweet Brier, for Sale, on account of expiration of lease.

A good proportion are varieties of recent introduction. Also

V, quantity of extra-sized MareL'hal Niel, Perle des Jardins, Ni-
phetos, W. F. Bennett, and The Bride.

JAMES L. BOYSON. Caen. Calvados, Frnnc^'.

ENT GROWN FRUIT TREES,—
Thousands of Standard. Pyramid, Bush and Espaliir

Fruit Trees, comprising raorit of the best sorts of Apples. Pears.

Plums and Cherrie-*. strong healthy trees with fibrous roots,

3ij0 SCOTCH FIRS. 5 to 6 feet, well furnished.

50) KENT COB NUTS, large bashes, 5 feet.

600 LAVENDER, 3 yr. transplanted, very bushy.
600 SWEET BRIEKS. 4 feet, well furnished.

Price LISTS of above and General Nursery Stock post-free
on application to

VESANnDALTON.Nurserjineoand FruitGrowers.Gravesend

f-pHREE LARGE ORANGE TREES to be
A Sold cheap. One St. Michael's. 2 Taugierine in IS-incli

pots, 6 feet high from rim of pot. 10 feet in circumference.
Also 200 CUPRESSU3 MACROCiRPA. and 2O0 best mixed
GOOSEBERRIES, 2 years old.— .A pply. W. BOONE. Commercial
Inn, B ohopsteigiiton. Teignmonth. Devon.

INES— VINES— VINES.— Good strong,
well-ripeuedplanting Canes of Homburgh. GrosColman,

GiOiMaroc. Muscat of Alexandria, and Alicante. 5 to 11 ft., from
3s. 6d. each ; also a few GlenfieM Black RASPBERRY CANES,
strong clumps. Is. Gd.—BAKI'LETT. Cliambery. Hampton.

To Fruit Growers and Nurserymen-

FOR SALE, RASPBERRY CANES,
100,000 of the famous Carter's Prolific Raspberry. For

particnlar apply to ALBERT BATH. Sevenoaks. Kent.

Having Grown
ADIANTUM CUNEATUM ELEGANS five

years, I have proved its value as a Cut Frond for Market.
Will put on Rail Pl:ints in 8-inch pots, 7s. 6rf. each, ca^h.

E. TUDGKY. Home Farm. W;jltnn-oii-Thames.

ARNATION "GLOIRE DE NANCY."—
We are sending out for the fourth seiison our true strain

of this the grandest While Curnation in cultivation, quite
nardv, and for pot culture for cut bloom it ha-* no equal.

Robust and free bloomer. £l per 100. 11.?. for 50, 6.^. for 25, good
rooted layers. We have a fine stock of GARDENIAS, the best

sorts in cultivation, from \x. to 40s. earh. Cash with Order.

E COLLINS AND SONS, Cumberland Park Ntiisery,
Willeaden Junction.

The Best Present for a Gardener.
\*riNES and VINE CULTURE.

The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on
Grapes and their Culture ever published.

New Edition.
Price 5s,, post-free 5s. 6rf.

A. F. BARRON. Royal Horticultural Society, Chlsmck.

SMOKE-RESiSTING TREES & SHRUBS.
SEE NEW HAEDY

PLANT CATALOGUE
on application.

DICKSONS(irf.), TheNurseries, CHESTER

JERSEY FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
Carriage Paid. Strong healthy trees, the finest that money can

buy, Rose3 wonderfully cheap. Cordons a sp^cialite. Before

ordering be sure to write for our Illustrated CATALOGl'ES.
JOSHUA LE CORNU AND SON, High View Nurseries.

COLLECTIONS ofROSES
to suit all classes and all sized garden-;.

Carriage and package free anywhere in the Briti-.Ii I-nbs.

Full particulars posted immediately on application.

EWING & CO.. Sea View Nurseries. Havant, Hunt-*.

PEAT.—The best in England. First and Second
Class. For sale in any quantity. By railway truck load,

loose, in casks, or sacks. Prices mo<lerate.

W. SHORT, Horticultural DepOt, Midhnrst, Sussex.

EESON'S MANURE. — The Best ^
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'

Reports. Sold in Tins, Is., 2s. 6rf., 5s. 6rf., and 10s. ^d. each,

or 1 cwt. Ba^s. sealed. 133. By all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

^ULPHIDE of POTASSIUxM (Harris).—

A

O certain cure for Mildew on Plants, Red Spider. Aphis.

&c. Enough to make 32 gallons of solution, free for Is. Zd.

The only kind to use is *' Harris's speci.ally prepared Sulphide
of Potassium." Sole Manufacturers :

—

PHILIP HARRIS AND CO. (Limited). 9, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

REFUSE (quaUty)jCOCOA-NUT FIBRE
Is. I>er Bap, 10 for Ss., 30 for 20s.. Truck (over 3 tons) 20s. f.o.r.

Splendid Yellow Fibrous LO.IM, lOs.perton. PEAT, TOBACCO
PAPER, Stc—J. MEARS a-td CO., 3, Bury Court, London, E,C.

PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
CHOICB PLANTS, FERNS, HEATHS, AZALEAS. &c.

EPFS & CO. are now prepared to offer PEAT, as above,
of firat-class qualitv, at lowest prices. Send for Samples, Price

List and Testimonials. Depot for HORTICULTURAL
SUNDRIES. LOAM. SAND, LEAF-MOULD, SPHAQNUM,
COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EPPS & CO., Bingrwood, Hants.

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Pkize Mepals.
Quality. THE BEST in the Market. (All sack.s included.)
PEAT, best brown tibroua ... 5s. per sack, 6 sacks for 22s. 6rf.

PEAT, best black tibrous ... 4s. 6rf. ,, b sacks for 20s.

PEAT, extra selpcted Orchid 7s. 6ii. ,, 6 sacks for 35s.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST I Is. per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... f (sacks included).
SILVER SAND, coarse, l.s-. 6rf. per bush.. Us. half-ton, 24s. ton.
RAFFIA FIPRE, best only Ls. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb. ; 28 lb., 2;s.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., is. per sack.
CHUBB'S " PERFECT" PER-") In Bags.
TILIZER (the Best Food for I , ' ^
all kinds of Plants.'Flowers, f Tins. 71b, 141b. 281b. Mb. 1 cwt.
Fruits, Vegetables, &c. ... j 1/6 3/- 6/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- S/6 6/- 12/-
VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 6/6 10/6 17/-
RUSSIAN MATS, BAiMBOO CANES. PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HOKTICULTirRAL CHAKCO.AL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, £2 per ton. Extra large Sample Bales, 6s. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFOSE (by Chubb's special process),
sacks. Is. .3rf. each ; lO.^acks, lis.; 15 sacks, 15s.; 20 sacks, ISs.;

30 sacks, 25s. ; 40 sacks. 3os. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail,

28s. Limited quantities of G., special quality granulatid,
in Backs only, 2s. each. Terms, strictly Cash with order.

(Bankers, L'nion Bank of Umdon.)

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD, MILWALL. LONDON. E.

New Edition, Corrected up to Date,

PAXTON^S CALENDAR.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

(TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY-SIXTH THOUSAND.)

By the late Sir JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P., Reprinted from the Gardeners Chronicle.

Price 3d., Post-free 3Jd. ;

Twenty-five Copies, 5s. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, 20s.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

WORKS FOR THE POSSESSORS OF GARDENS.

MBS. LOUDON'S LADIES' COMPANION TO THE FLOWER GARDEN. A
Guide to the Management and Adornment of Gaidens of every siie. A New Evlition.

Fcap. cloth, price "is.

HIGH-CLASS KITCHEN GARDENING. A Handy Manual for the Improved Cultivation

of all Vegetables. P.y William Earlet, Author of " How to Grow Mushrooms," " How
to Cirow Asparagus," &c., &c. Crown 8vo, with Coloured Frontispiece, price 4«. Qd.

HOW TO GROW MUSHROOMS. P.y William EiELEr. Price Is. stitched.

THE ART OF GROWING ROSES OUT-OF-DOORS. By Rev. 0. Fisher. Fourth

Edition, revised and enlarged. Price \s.

HOW TO GROW ASPARAGUS. A popular Explanation of the best Method of Culture.

By William Eaelby. Price \s. stitched.

London: BRADBURY, AGNEW, & CO., Bouverie Street, E.C.
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Limited.
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS, AHO SURREY WORKS, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.,

HOETICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, caU Spsclal Attention to their Patent WrougUt-Iron Municipal or Anffulax Chambered and Tubular

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
And others -with SHELVES, and Hollow or Ordinary Cast-iron GRATE BARS.

mnnl r nnil rnn With WATERWAY BACKS and WELDED BOILERS, anr ot which are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Conservatories, Churches. Chapels

SADULt bUILbnO) Scliools, Public BuiWinga. Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops. &c. They are the neatest, cheapest, moat effective, and durable of any extant.

Tht MU\IC1PAL and TUBULAR one? ure remarkable /or their great heating power, slow combustion, and the length of time the fire will bum without requiring attention.

These Patterns secured the FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE-a SILVER MEDAl-at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition, South Kensington. London June 1 1881.

The Best Boiler Extant.

. f^ONT '^L'^VATION

SECTIONAL PLAN

The longitudinal section gives a view of the fi.e-boi, water space, flues, &c. The cross section gives a view of the Sr^boi. water space and V-sh.iped back.
"

The front elevation shows it set in brickwork, which is necessary for this class o) boiler.

MBl
MB2
MBS
m;b4
MBS

3 ft-

4
5
6
8

S I z
2 in. long by 2 ft.

ES AND PRICE
in. wide by 2 ft. in. deep >

by 2
by 2
by 3
by 4

Messrs. THOS. GREEN and SON. Ltd.. NORTH STREET, LEEDS,

,, by 2 ,, ; Calculated to

,, by 2 6 " ( heat 4-™- PiP'"?

,, by 3 ,, \ as follows 1-

„ by3 9 „ •'

TESTIMONIALS.
Re HEATING APPARATUS. Borough Engineer's Office. JIunicljlal Buildings, Leeds.^yoJiiMry 9, 1886.

s.
, 1000 ft.

,1280
2200
Uooo
7000

Price £15
„ 21
„ 3.3

„ 60
85

building
coQnections, &c.Sentlemev -I have great pe"ure^nbearrngte7t^oi^ and sTtlrfactory working of the Hot^water Heating Apparatus you erected in hese public

The bmldin^s are four !to?eys high, and we have a total length of about 28.000 feet of piping ,n them, varying in si/.e from 1? in, to 6 in. diameter, with their com

offices and roomr^n^U be In operatioS at one time or separately, and the heat regulated by means of the valves to the temperature required even in the coldest weather.
. , . ,,offices ami r^oom^s^can^all^be^n op a^

Pattern Boilers. No.^^l, worL the whole of thil piping easily, although we have ''"'" °' ''^='? ^^*»'^„They «e very p^werfuKami economical in^hecon^^

tion of fuel, and I am pleased to be able to report of them and the apparatu3 so favourably. I am. Gentlemen, yours truly. IHOb.. UHWiO^. Jiorougn tUfemeer.

Morley House. Bagot. St. Saviour's. Jersey. November V)th, 1886.

GESTLEME^.-The large Municipal Boiler which you sent me last year is doing its work satisfactorily; it is healing 6.000 feet of 4-inch pipe in one of my vineries, and I am quite sure that

it has power to work a much greater length, while in cost of fuel it compares favourably with my other Boilers.

.i""--Pi^UrJf^^ 'T%r- ^^-^^uT"'
^''"' "° "'" °' ""' '''""° """' " --P-^*-'='

™'',i„^°rfaThTu?,y!
'"''•

(signed, G. W. BASHFORD.
THOS GREEN akd SON, Ltd.. LEEDS.

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER REFERENCES CAN BE GIVEN IF REaXTIRED.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Fbom To

W. RICHARDS,

41, Wellington Steeet, SiaAND,

LONDON, W.C.

1888.

Please send me "The Gardeners' Chronicle" for

, for which I enclose P. 0.0

Months,

commencing

E^^ Please Note that all Copies Sent Direct from this Ofttce must be paid for in advance. ^^J
THE UNITED KINGDOM : — 12 Months, 15«. ; 6 Months, 7*. 6d. ; 8 Months. 5s. 9d. ; Post-free.

FOREIGN SUBSCEXPl'IONS (encepting India and China) :—Including Postage, 17«. 6d. for Twelve Months. India and China, 19«. 6d.

Receipts for less than six months' subscription will not b« sent unless specially asbed for.

P.0.0. to be made pat/able at the Post Office, No. 42, DRURY LANE, London, to W. RICHARDS
Cheques should be crossed >' DRUMMOND."

G. 0.,

N(TV. 10, 1888.
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BULBS
For Out & Indoor Culture.

large Collections of all the very Eest Varieties of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSI, LILIES, SNOWDROPS, &c.

I^s" Only the very best Jcept in stoclc.

V^r Prices extremely vioderatc.

Kllii*>lrnlct1 De!ici-i|>tirc Cninloguc (IVo. 31^)
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

(l.iuiili'tl)

I
The Eoyal Nurseries & Seed Establishments,

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
Bpecially loio Autumn offer^

and CATALOGUE of over 1300 species and varieties in stock,
free on application.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. Is. 6d. Post-free.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERY. SALE, MANCHESTER.

" N L Y THE B E S T."

CHEAP BULBS FOR FORGING, &c.
Per \W.—s. d.

15ROMAN HYACINTHS
DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS
PAPER WHITE NARCISSUS
VAN THOI. TULIPS
SECOND-SIZE NAMED HYACINTHS tor forcing, our

own selection, assorted colours
UNNAMED HYACINTHS for bedding

15 per cent, discount, cash icith order. Carriage paid.

NAJVIED HYACIiNTHS. best quality, equally cheap.

8
7

21 n

U 6

CARAWAY CO.,
D U R D H A :\I DOWN, CLIFTON,

BRISTOL.

ORCHIDS AND PALMS SPECIALTIES.
The Stock is of such magnitude that without seeing it it is not

easy to form an adequate conception of its unprecedented extent.

FRUIT TREES, ROSES, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS.
BOUVARDIAS. CYCLAMENS, ERICAS. EPACRIS,

SOLANUMS. TREE CARNATIONS, and other

)YINTER and SPRING BLOOMING PLANTS,
of fine quality and immense numbers.

Inspection Invited.
The Glass covers an tirca of upwards of 300,000 super, feet.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, K
Tr A DnCPC * ^ grand stock, in 5-in. pots, 125. & 185. doz.

I LM nUOtO ) A grand stock, in 7-in. pots, 24s, & 30s. doz.

/Elack Hamburgh and other varieties.

PRADP V^MPQ' Suitable for fruitiiigin pots, 10s,(irf, each
unArL VlEaLO 1 Suitable for planting vineries, 5s. and

V 7s. I3(/. each.

Fr n U Q ) A fine stock, in 5-inch pots. 12s. per dozen.

L n R ^ A line stock, in small pots, 4s. per dozen.

Catalogues on application.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL
COMPANY (JoHS Cowan), LIMITED,

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES, GARSTON,
NEAR LIVERPOOL.

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAIVIENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Descriptiva CATALOGUES Post-Jree.

nHEAL&gONS
a*v Crawlcj, 1=1 Sussex..

SEED POTATOS.

HIGHEST AWARD .

At the National Chrysanthemum Society's

Show, Nov. 7 and 8, the Hijjhest Award,

SILVER-GILT MEDAL,
WAS AWARDED TO

SUTTON & SONS,
READING.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
To Denmark and Australia.

WE HAVE THE LARGEST and MOST
COMPLETE COLLECTION in existence of all the

newest and oldest Varieties in cultivation ; and perhaps we
nre the only Firm who grow expressly for Amateurs so as to
enuble them to be successful. All are clean, stronff, healthy,
country grown (so very different to those from smolty towns),
and give unbounded satisfaction to wherever sent.
Our continuous bank of Flowers, 1300 feet long, consisting

of 275 new and 1025 old varieties, is one of the most interesting
si gilts in England. 10,000 strong established plants (warranted
true to name) now ready for all parts of the globe. Send for
ours—the best D.'scriptive and Illustrated CATALOGUE.

:\Ip. p. E. T. Borregaard, Aarhus, Dmmark, November 1,

ItibS.'
—"The Chrysanthemums we had from you are turning

out first-rate ; and our friends as well as ourselves are lookin"
forward for what is to come next."
Mr. \V. F. McLaine. Hoss Street, Poorak. Melbourne,

Australia, September 6, 1888.-—"The Chrysanthemums came
safe to hand, and are all breaking nicely."

H. CANNELL & SONS,
SWANLEY, KENT.

FENCES-MYROBALANorCHERRY PLUM
(FRUNUS MYROBALANA)

is the best ttuff for mending old fence.'i or making new ones.
Grows well on poorest soils. Shoots very hard and ppiny.
Prices range from 125. per 1000 to 10s. per 100. Full particu-
lars on application to EWING & CO., Havant, Hampshire.

NEW

LOVELY

SHIRLEY

POPPY.

Fairest amongst Flora's offerings comes
the Shirley Poppy, revelling in the most
delicate colours Nature has been pleased

to bestow. Originating from Papaver

Rhoeag, it is perfectly hardy and will

grow anywhere.

Opinions of the Press during the past

season have been mcst lavish in its praise.

For Early Flowering Sow at once.

Price, Is. per Packet, Post-free.

THOS. BUTCHER,
Seed JIerchant and Grower.

GEORGE STREET, CROYDON

STRAWBERRIES.
strong Roots, 4?. per 100. Plants in small pots. lOs. per 100 ;

ditto in large potn, 2i^s. per 100. Descriptive LIST tree.

RICHAR1> SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-
chants, Worcester.

RHODODENDRONS.
An immense Stock. 200 Named Sorts, from 1 foot to 5 feet

high, including many varieties of our own raising, in addition
to the best \'arietie3 of other raisers.

AZALEAS.
Many thousands of Azalea mollis and other choice varieties,

well-budded plants.

Silver-vaxlesated, Hodgins' and other HoUiea.

Of ho:e we have aaurplus stock; and can offer them at low pric'

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE of the above and General

NURSERY STOCK free on application.

ISAAC DAVIDS Si. SON, Nursex7ineD, OKMSIUKK.

BiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinuiniiiiiiiiMtiiiiiniiiiimiiiiiitii[imiiirmiiniiirniiinr;iiiiitrg

I
PLANTING SEASON.

|

i HARDILY-GROWN I

|#OREST, ^RUIT,|
= 4 ALL OTHER =

I TREES X PLANTS, |

I Evergreens, Roses, &c.l

I
NTTK'sKKIBS 400 ACRES. I

= Largest £ Finest Stocks in Europe. =

% INSPECTION EAENESTLY INVITED. i

I Priced Catalogues Gratis & Post Free. I
I Estimates « all Particulars on Application. =

I JDioksoIn-s i

I (I.I^^TED\ =

I Tlie ]>'ui'iserie!B, I

'BiiirmiiiiiniiiiMiiiiiriiMriiiiiMiiiiiMiiiiriniiiMiniiitiiMiMiitiiiirnimiiiiiitmii^

HYACINTHS, WHITE ROMAN.

NARCISSUS, PAPER WHITE.

DOUBLE ROMAN.
UR

Special Wholesale Catalogue of Bulbs,
Containing LIST of all the best varieties of HYACINTHS

TULIPS, CROCUS, LILIUMS, DAFFODILS, SNOWDROPS,
IRIS, &c,, free on application.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEED AND BULB MERCHANTS,

EXETER STREET. STRAND. LONDON, W.C.

e7p. DIXON & SONS

SEE OUR

BEG TO OFFER

FOR COMING
SEASON.Raspberry

Baumforth's

Seedling.

23. 6d,
per doz

16s.
per 100

for Planting Canes.

43. per dozen, 213. per 100
for Fruiting Canes.

THE YORKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

HULL,.

ROSES-20 acre¥,
Well-rooted, many-shooted, truly named, of

matured vigorous growth, and of the best kinds.

Bushes, R. S. & Co.'s selection, 8s. per dozen
;

60s. per 100. I'aclsiiig and carriage free for

cash with order.

These World-fumed MOSES cannot fail to

give the greatest satisfaction.

ROSES IN POTS;
all the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18«. to 36«. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application,

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.
UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Too well known to require descrip-

tion. .Price, 6s. per bushel (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or ^d. per
caie ; free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directiODB
enclosed, with oursignatureattached.
WM. CUTBUSH AND SON

(Limited), Nuraerymen and Se«d
Mercbauta, Highgate Kiusehes, If.
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TREES, FLOWERS, AND SEEDS

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For th.' B.'^l ROSES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM GROSS,
R.r the Heat SEKUS, Bl'LBS, &c.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
I'or the Host fKUIT TKEES and GKAPE VINES.

PAUL'SNURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Bnl EVERGREENS. I'lirk auii Roa.Lside TKEES.

PAUL'SNURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best CA.Mi;LLI.A.S, AZALE.iS. LATAGEUIAS, S:c.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
clom to the Waltham Cross Stiitiou. Great Eastern Railway

(half an hour from London).
INSPECTION INVITED.

Prices low as possible. Priced Catalogues free.

Goods Packed by en criericed h/nid'i for all parts of the IVorld.

Ob-'ienm the Chn.fUan name.

WM. PAUL & SON,
Rose Growers by Appointment to Her

Majesty the Queen,
Tree, Plant, Bulb, and Seed Merchants.

FRUIT TREES,
SEVENTY-FOUR ACRES.

APPLES. PEARS. PLUMS. CHERRIES. PEACHES,
NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and other FRUIT TREES, as
Standards. Twarfs. Pyramids. Bushes. Cordon, and Trained
Trees in great variety.
^'INES. excellent Canes. 3.?. 6rf.. 5s., 7.i. id., 10s. ii.

Orehard House Trees in pots. PEACHES, APRICOTS. NEC-
TARINES. &c,, from 5s. FIGS from 3.s. 6i.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST, containing a sketch of tho various
forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage,
Manure. Prunini;. Lifting, Cropping. Treatment under Glass ;

also their Synonyms. Quality. Size. Form. Skin, Colour, Flesh.
Flavour, Use. Growth, Duration. Season. Price, &c .free tjy post.

RICHARD SMITH &
WORCESTER.

CO.,

SPECIAL CULTURE OF
FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.

A Large and Select Stock is now offered for Sale.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits post-free.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

WINTER-FLOWERING PLANTS
HEATHS, CAMELLIAS and other Plants,

beautifully set with Flower-buds.

Prices on application.

Die KSONS
(LIMITED). Nurseries, CHESTER.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

ROSES

Spccialiies,

AND FRUIT TREES.
nriY ACRES UNDER CULTIVATION.

CRYSTAL PALACE GREAT FRUIT SHOW
FIRST PRIZE

awarded us for the finest Collection of Apples
(1.50 dishes). List of sorts, also Descriptive

Catalogues, ou application to

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.

HELLEBORUS NIGER.
I can otfer a magnificent lot of Christmas Roses, j>robably

the tinest lot in the Trade, etperiiiUy uf tlif 11. mjifr major va-
rii-(.y, which is the great favourite among niarkft ^^ru\\t-rs. These
iiuw offered are home-grown clumps lull of tlower-buds, and
will be ready to lift in October ; and I would advise early orders
to secure them, as the stock of fine clumps is very Umitetl.

MAXIMUS.
A robust variety, the largest of the group, and very orna-

mental aa a foliage plant. It flowers in Octoberand November,
the blossoms are large Jind white, shaded with rose on the
exterior, and generally produced in twos, but if shaded or a
glus.-* placed over the plants, the flowera are then pure white,
Hy shading the (lowers can be retarded even to December. It is

the most vigorous of the section, and succeeds where many of the
uthcrs fail to grow.

MAJOR.
Although this plant is frequently offered, it is seldom to be

obtained true to name, owing to its great value for cutting
purposes. The flowers are pure white under glass, but have a
slight rosy tinge in the open ; it is the greatest favourite among
market growers, producing flowers from December to January.

RUBRA.
One of the most distinct and novel of this group. The flowers

are large, produced about the end of .January, and of a lovely
colour. It is a robust grower, free blooming, and a decided
aciiuisition for cutting.

CAUCASICUS.
A really serviceable variety, produciug large, conspicuous

flowers, pure white, under glass. One of the most vigorous of
all the Christmas Koses. and one which will succeed in almo.st
any eeil or position, flowering freely in the open ground in

January. Home-grown Clumps. Is., is. 6rf.. and 2s. 6rf. each.

MADAME FOURCADE
isaGem.certainly oneof the best flowers of medium size; snow
white, and produced in the greate-'t poi^sible profa-iion, even the
very smallest possible flowering ; of a good strong vigorous habit

.

Fine strong Clumps for forcing. Is. Gd. and 2s. 6rf. each.

COLLECTED PLANTS.
These are far superior to the ordinary stuff generally offered,

wliich are usually dried up and half dead before received,
being collected by inexperienced men ; those now offered are
fine healthy plants, and usually are as fresh as when first

lifted, and always do well.

Prices on application.

THOMAS^ WARE,
HALE FARM NURSERIES, '

TOTTENHAM.

BULBS.
A FEW RE.4S0NS FOR OETTING THEM FROM

RICHARD SMITH & CO.:—
We have dealt in them for more than eighty years.

We have visited the best Bulb Farms and have selected the
best roots and the best varieties. . -

The Bulbs we have supplied have practically always given
satisfaction, and our prices are moderate.

Ilbistrated descriptive List ofDutch and Home-grown Bulbs free.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS and NURSERYMEN,

•WORCESTER.

ANTHONY WATERER
INVITES AN LVSPECTION FROM INTENDING

PLANTERS TO

THE FOLLOWING TREES,
Having stout straight stems, fine heads, and splendid roots.

AH have been transplanted within two years

:

—
ACACIA BESSONIANA. 12 to 11 feet; A. SEMPERFLO-

RENS. 12 to 14 feet. ACER D.\SYCARPUM, 12 to 16 feet;

A. DASYCARPUM WIERII L.ACINI.\TA. 10 to 14 feet: A.
NEGUNUO V.4RrEG.4TA. Standnr.ls 8 to 10 feet; A. LEO-
POLDII, 12 to 14 feet; A. REITE.VliAOHII. 12 to 14 feet ; A.
SCHWEDLERII, 12 to 16 feet; A. WORLEYII, Standards. 12
to 14 feet. ASH. Mountain. 10 to 14 feet. BEECH, Common,
111 to 12 feet; Purple, Pyramids ami Standards, 10 to 16 feet.

BIRCH. Silver. 12 to 16 feet. CHESTNUT. Horse, 14 to 16 feet.

Uonble White. 10 to 16 feet; Scarlet. 12 to 16 f- et; Spanish.
12 feet. ELMS. English, 10 to 12 feet; Guernsey. 12 feet.

LIMES, 12 to 16 and 30 feet; Silver-leaved. 10 to 14 feet.

LIQUIDAMBAR. 6 to 10 feet. MAPLE. Norway. 14 to 16 feet.

OAK. English. 10 to 14 feet ; Scarlet American, 13 to 14 feet

;

PLANES, 12 to IS feet. POPLAR BOLLEANA. 10 to 16 feet

;

P. CANADENSIS NOVA (the tru.< variety). 12 to 16 feet;

SYCAMORE. Common, U to 16 feet; Purple, 14 to 16 feet.

THORNS. Double Scarlet. 8 to 10 feet; White, 8 to 10 feet.

WALNUTS, Common, 10 to 13 feet.

Weeping Trees.
BEECFI. Weeping, Pyramids .".nd Standards, S to 12 feet;

Weeping. Purple, Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 13 ft. BIRCH.
Young's weeping. Pyramids and Standards, 8 to 14 ft. ELMS.
Weeping. Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 14 feet. LARCH,
Weeping, Pyramids. 8 to 10 feet. OAK, Weeping, English,
Standards. 10 to 12 feet. POPLAR. Weeping. Pyramids, and
Standards. 10 to 12 feet. SOPHOKA JAPONICA PENDULA.

,

Standards. 6 to 9 ftet.

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOK»~G. SUBKEY.

As a Supplement

TO THE

Gardeners' Curonicle
fOB

Next Week, JVovember 17,

WILL BE

Published an l7ik Fhofor/raph

OF A

GROUP of ORCHIDS.

THE

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1888.

THE DOUGLAS FIR IN SCOT-
L.\ND.

A MONGST the exotic timber trees which have
-^^ been introduced into Europe during the

present century, the Douglas Fir has attracted

more notice than any other species, owing to its

remarkably quick growth during early youth.

Specimens growing in free positions are believed

to have laid on a mean annual increment of as

much as 3 cubic feet, while only 1 cubic foot, at

the outside, could be expected of a Larch tree ; and
even in a few fully stocked woods the increment

appeared exceeedingly great.

In the Gardeners' Chronicle of October 8,

1887, p.. 427, an extract from the Perthshire

Constitutional was published, which drew atten-

tion to the oldest pure wood of Douglas Fir,

situated at Taymount in Perthshire, on the estate

of the Earl of Mansfield. The plantation in

question is spoken of in glowing terms, but only

a few scanty measurements are given, so that it is

difficult for the reader to arrive at any definite

idea on the progress of the plantation, whereby

he can compare it with that of our indigenous

timber trees. Besides being of very rapid growth,

it has been claimed for the Douglas Fir that it is

not liable to disease—an advantage, which, if it

really did exist, would be of great weight.

Such general statements are often misleading,

and I determined to take the first opportunity to

inquire somewhat more fully into this matter.

Accordingly during a short tour in Scotland in

July last, I measured a sample plot in the Tay-

mount Douglas Fir plantation, and I also mea-

sured, by way of comparison, a sample plot in an

adjoining Scotch Pine plantation. The results

of these measurements seem to me of sufEcieut

interest to deserve publication.

The plantation of Taymount is situated about

7 miles to the north of Perth, in 56^" northern

latitude, and at an elevation of about 200 feet

above the level of the sea. The ground slopes

very gently towards the south-east and the

soil consists of so-called "stiff till," which in this

case, may be described as a loamy clay, retaining
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moisture well. The quality of the locality may
eafely be given as first or best quality for the
growth of trees. The rainfall has been put down
at 28 inches annually. The area of the plantation

amounts to 8 acres, and this was planted by 3Ir.

AVilliam M'Corquodale, the senior wood manager
in Scotland, in the spring: of 1860, in the follow-

ing manner :—Douglas Fir, four years old,

9 by 9 feet ; Larch, four years old, one between
every two Douglas Firs, and an additional

line between every two lines of Fir, so that

the plants stood 4^ by 4| feet, each acre

containing 21.51 plants, of which 538 were
Douglas Fir, and 1613 Larch. The plants of

Douglas Fir were two years' seedlings, and two
years' transplanted. The plantation took a good
start, and the Firs are said to have taken the
lead at once. The Larch were gradually
thinned out, until the last disappeared before

the year 1880, since which time the planta-

tion was one of pure Douglas Fir. The first

regular thinning of the Douglas Fir occurred
in 1887. Before that thinning, about 277
trees remained per acre, the remaining 261
having gradually disappeared during the pre-

vious twenty-seven years. Of the 277 trees

seventy-five per acre were thinned out in

1887, so that now, in 1888, the countings showed
202 trees per acre.

Ko accurate statistics are in my possession

regarding the material removed by thinning up
to date. At the present moment the area is

well stocked, and any small interruption of the
leaf canopy by the thinning of 1887 will disap-

pear by the end of 1889, when the cover over-

head will, barring accidents, be again perfect.

Thus, the thinning of 1887, though fairly heavy,
was by no means too heavy.

On a sample plot, measuring four-tenths of an
acre of average appearance, all trees were
carefully measured by myself personally on July
20, 1888, at height of chest, or 4 feet 6 inches

from the ground ; a selected sample tree

Wis felled by the kind permission of Mr.
M'Corquodale, carefully measured, and thus the
cubic contents or volume of the tree ascer-

tained, separated according to solid wood and
branches. The former includes all wood over
8 inches diameter at the small end. In the
present case none of the branches measured as

much as 3 inches in diameter, so that the solid

wood represents the stem of the tree from the
ground up to a diameter of 3 inches. The
following table shows the growing stock per
acre :

—

Diameter of Tree
at 4 feet 6 inches
above the ground,

in inches.
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time Cypiipedium 8amlerianum, C. Kothschildianuni,

and C. Elliottianura I //. G. Rvhh.f.

Cattleya labiata Warscewiczii rochellensis,

n. rar. ; or, shorter, Cattleva rochellensis.

When my good friend, tlie late Joseph von Wars-

cewicz, returned from his second voyage to tropical

America in November, 1853, he told me his best plant

was a new Cattleya, bearing 5—10 flowers on one

raceme, with very tall bulbs. I have in my herba-

rium my friend's original treasure. He complains of

the impossibility of doing Ju.stice to the colours,

alluding to the poorness of his colour-box. The
plant was discovered in the province of Medellin, at

the height of COOO—80U0 feet. My forty-seven

typical flowers are so well preserved that they even

now show the superior disc of the lip to have a broad

yellow area. The specimen introduced into the

trade latterly by Director Linden, gathered by the

late Benito Koezl, is, in my opinion, a sub-variety of

this, having two distinct spots on the disc in lieu of

the confluent ones.

My friend, Joseph von Warscewicz, declared Catt-

leyas to be the greatest treasures of his razzias.

During the first journey he discovered Cattleya Dowi-

ana (his Cattleya Lawrenceana, dedicated to his well-

wisher, Mrs. Lawrence, of Ealing), and on his second

journey Cattleya Warscewiczii. We cannot under-

stand now-a-days, how it was possible that his im-

ported Cattleyas did not flower. As to Cattleya

Lawrenceana, I saw small plants at Berlin. Mr.

Mathieu and Mr. Naner (then having his excellent

head gardener, Mr. Gireoud, now of Sagon), had little

pieces which, by the way, died after six or ten years.

As to Cattleya Warscewiczii, I never heard of a living

plant imported by J. de Warscewicz : hence I suppose

it was lost in the Magdalena Kiver, with so many
other fine plants, the steamer having been wrecked.

xVnd now I have before me a glorious specimen

from Messrs. Liebrecht & Wadley, florists and nur-

serymen, 409, Fifth Avenue, Rose Hill Nurseries,

New Kochelle, New York, through the hands of my
countryman. Professor Demcker, of lloboken, who is

so enthusiastic in spreading the love for natural history

in the United States. It resembles Cattleya Warsce-

wiczii, as there is a light yellow confluent hue (not two

eyes) on the upper part of the disc. There is also

an exceedingly light, evanescent purplish hue on the

anterior disc of the lip ; with these exceptions all the

flower before me is snow-white. This beautiful

plant attracted the admiration of all the specialists ;

but it disappeared from the botanical world to make
a fresh di-lnit in the celebrated collection of Mr.

Frederick L. Ames, of North Easton, Massachusetts,

where Mr. Joseph Godsefl', of the Sanderian firm,

was so fortunate as to see it in full flower. It is to

be hoped that the stock of Cattleya Warscewiczii of

Messrs. Liebrecht & Wadley may contain more such

vestal beauties, though from a remark in one of their

letters, I conclude they are not very hopeful as to

this ; all the better, then, for Mr. Frederick Ames,
as, most probably, no collector is free from the worthy

ambition of possessing some unique treasure—and

this is one! H. G.Bchh.f.

L.iiLiA EUTERPE X, n. hyh.

This is a new and very beautiful hybrid, raised

by Mr. Seden, and which has just flowered in the

establishment of Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea,

from whom I received it. It was raised from L;clia

pamila Dayana, fertilised with the pollen of L.

crispa, the seed having been sown in 1881. The
following note has been supplied to me by Mr. Kent
as to the present strength of the plant :

—
" Six

somewhat slender stems, 2—4 inches long, mono-
phyllous. Leaves leathery, rigid, narrow, oblong-

obtuse, 6—7 inches long." The flower me.isures

3.V inches in expanse, the sepals narrowly lanceolate,

acute
:

petals twice as broad, and more obtuse,

somewhat crisped ; all the segments of a bright rosy-

lilac. Lip somewhat three-lobed, the front lobe

beautifully crisped, crimson-purple, with a little

white variegation, and the veins of a deeper colour

than the rest, giving a brilliant effect. The side-

lobes are also deep crimson-purple at their apex,

while a band of the same colour extends down the

centre of the lip to the base, the rest of the lip being

white, with light yellow veins. The front of the

column below the stigma is crimson-purple, but the

remainder of the column white. The ]iolIen masses

are eight in number, and quite equal, as would be

expected from both the parents being typical Lajlias.

It is a beautiful addition to the autunm-flowering

group, the very decided colouring of the lip forming

a decided contrast with the lighter-coloured sepals

and petals. R. A. Rulfe.

Dendrophylax Fawcetti, Rolfc, n. sp.

This remarkable and not less beautiful Orchid is

now flowering in the Kew collection, and for the

first time. Imagine a tuft of roots, long, flexuose,

cylindrical, and greenish in colour, spreading in all

directions from a very short tuft-like caudex, no

leaves whatever, flowers 2 inches in diameter, the

large bilobed lip pure white, the lanceolate acute

segments of a most delicate greenish-white, and a

slender pendulous spur 7 inches long, and you have

the new plant ; almost a counterpart of D. funalis,

Benth. (the old Angnccum funale, Lindl., Bot.Ma//.,

t. 4295), except some slight differences, and the

all conscience—Limodorura funale, Sw. ; Epiden-
drum funale, Sw. ; OSceoclades funalis, Lindl. ; Tri-

chocentrum funale, Lindl. ; and Aeranthns funalis,

lichb. f. R. A. Rolfc.

Fig. 74.—begonia davisi.

gigantic spur, three times at least a."i long. It was

found by Jlr. W. Fawcett, 1\L.S., Director of the

Jamaica Botanic Garden, in the Cayman Islands,

West Indies, during his recent trip to investigate

the disease which is destroying the Cocoa-nut Palm
there. Both living and dried specimens were trans-

mitted to Kew during the ])ast summer. Notwith-

standing its leafless condition—for the green roots

do the work of assimilating nutriment—the plant

has thoroughly established itself on a block, and
young roots are pushing in all directions. The
peduncle is but 2 inches long on this plant, but on
a dried one sent home is at least 23 inches, or over

ten times as long. It is hardly necessary to say

that the plant is dedicated to its discoverer, with

the hope that if other such novelties should be lurk-

ing in the West Indies, he will let us hear of them.

Respecting this small genus there are, beside our

novelty, I), hymenantlia, Rchb. f., the original

species, a native of Cuba, with flowers, including the

spur, but half an inch long ; D. Lindenii, Benth., with

spur nearly as long as in our present species, but

remarkably attenuated, acute lobes to the lip, a

native of Cuba and Florida, in the latter locality

said to grow on the stem of the Royal Palm ; D.

Sallei, Benth., a native of San Domingo ; and D.

funalis, Benth., a native of Jamaica. This latter

rejoices in the following n/msrs—quite sufficient in

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS.*
Tliere are a good many florists' flowers culti-

vateJ in our gardens of wliich we do not know
the origin. We may know the wild species or
be able to give more or less exact " guesses at

truth " in the matter, but, the exact method
pursued by the earliest growers is, but too often,

lost in the obscurity of the past. This is more
or less true of some of the most popular garden
flowers of to-day, The Tulip, the Auricula, the

races of double Primroses, the Pink, the Carnation,

the double, or Turban Ranunculus, and even double

Pajonies, and double Itoses, seem like Topsey, to
" have growed " up into the horticultural horizon,

and no one can say to-day how, why or wherefore

they sprang into existence. As we have said we can
put our fingers pretty correctly on their wild proto-

types in some cases, but, even the wisest of us could

not stand a very severe cross-examination as to

when, where, and why the developments we now ad-

mire came into existence. Even among fruits, and
vegetables we have in many cases quite lost sight of

the original species or prototype, and the common
Onion, the most cosmopolitan of all vegetables, may
be cited as a case in point. Again as, in some sort

analogous to the seemingly accidental or spontaneous

cropping up of double flowers, we have those fruits

which, like the Zaute or Corinth Grape, the Sultana

Kaisin Grape, the Banana, and in a lesser degree

the Piae-apple, and the Mangosteen are most often

seedless, and so are and have for many centuries

been propagated by vegetative methods, i.e., by

cuttings, suckers, or other methods of division

rather than by seeds.

Nowadays, thanks to a more awakened interest

and to improved facilities for recording newly accom-
plished facts, there are some flowers in our gardens,

the origm of which is tolerably well known. The
hybrid Nepenthes and Orchids, and the greenhouse

Rhododendrons of Veitch stand out clear and definite

in this connection. The florists' Pansy slipped

into existence years ago in a surreptitious sort

of way, and the history of its more modern
race or offshoot—the tufted or bedding Viola

—

might be a great deal clearer than it really is ;

but it is quite a relief to think of one of the latest of

all the gardener's creations, vi^., the tuberous

Begonia, since we can confidently trace its origin and

development during the past twenty years or more,

that is, from the introduction of B. boliviensis,

B. Pearcei, B. Veitchii, and one or two other wild

species of South America, until we come down to the

most recent seedling varieties of Laing and Cannell,

or of Lemoine and Crousse. In a word, the tuberous

Begonias must be numbered amongst the most

remarkable products of our time, so beautiful, so

variable in form, and in colour, so easily raised from

seeds, and so readily to be grown to perfection with-

out much if any artificial heat, that we do not wonder

that nurserymen and amateurs alike home made a

specialty of such a bright and pleasing race of florist's

flowers, nor can we wonder that the proprietors of

the Gardcnbuj World should have so promptly and so

well fulfilled a public want in publishing the neat

and reliable handbook now before us entitled 77;c

Tahcrou^ Begonia, its History and. Cultivation— a. book

that is likely to lend an impetus to the more extended

and better cultivation of the flowers, of which it

treats in detail and at considerable length. As well

pointed out in its pages, these flowers possess a

tivofold chord of interest for amateurs, and for

practical purposes may be divided into two sections,

viz., those best adapted for greenhouse or con*

* The TicberoKs Begonia, iU History and CuHivation.

lUiistratea, Edited by B. Wynin?, F.R.H.S. London: Gar-

dening Morld Office, 17, Calherine Street, Strand. \S'.C.

Pp. 104 and Index. Price U,
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servatory culture in pots, and those of busliy ami
floriferous habit, which lend themselves perfectly to

various pliases of open-air culture as planted out in

beds and borders.

The worlv really begins with a well written intro-

ductory chapter, followed by one containing a brief

sketch of the order or family to which these plants

naturally belonp;, in which, however, we tiiid no
reference to the investigation of the nature of the

tuber by M. Ducliartre, nor to the monograph of the

late JI. Fournier in the Journal of the National

Horticultural Society of France, and which contains

much the fullest and best account of the botanv of

the subject. The history and morphology of the

plants was also treated at length in these columns,
with illustrations, on August 2G, 18S'2. The Iiistorv

of the tuberous Begonia is sketched, and chapters

provided dealing with propagation from seed or

cuttings, cultivation in pots; on double-flowered

kinds, and on Begonias for exhibition and for late

autumnal flowering. The chapter on the new race

of winter flowering Begonias will be read with
interest, and as being both suggestive and prophetic

of better things to come. Then we have a dis-

sertation on Begonias for beds during the summer
season, and valuable chapters on hybi-idisation and
seed saving; the best form of Begonia-house, and,
flnally, a select list or catalogue of the very finest

varieties at present in cultivation, both single and
double-flowered.

The book is tolerably well illustrated with wood-
cuts of some of the species and varieties described,

and there are good portraits of Jlr. Laing. Mr.
Cannell, and last, but by no means least, one of the
late Mr. Richard I'earce, the Veitchian traveller and
collector in Bolivia and Peru, to whose courage and
ability the introduction of most of the original types

was due, and whose name will be evei- green in the

memory of all who grow such other of liis introduc-

tions Lapageria alba, Ilippeastrum Leopoldi, and
I[. pardinum. The sudden death of Mr. Pearce was
a loss to British horticulture, and one more addition

to that army of martyrs to science and duty, who
have sprung from the ranks of the gardening frater-

nity. It is most interesting to know that all these
varieties of hybrid and cross-bred Begonias, now
so numerous, so varied and so beautiful, are the

descendants of six wild species, all introduced in the

following order from Peru and Bolivia, where they

grow at a considerable elevation above the sea.

1. B. holivicn.iis was the first of the whole group
discovered by the Lite Kichard Pearce in Bolivia,

and sent to Chelsea by liim in ISlU. In 1867 it was
figured and described in the Botanical Mar/cuiiir,

t. 51)57, as "a tuberous-rooted deciduous kind,

attaining an average height of 2 feet." Its stems
were fleshy, but rather slender, the leaves rather

small and deflected, with serrate margins, and its

vermilion-red flowers were pendulous from the axils

of the ascending stem. Oar illustration (fig. I'l,

p. 5-36), shows the natural size of leaf and flowers.

Curiously enough the plant seems to have dis-

appeared from cultivation.

2. B. Pearcci was introduced in 18(35, having pre-

viously been collected at La Paz in Bolivia by its

discoverer, after whom it is most appropriated
named. It is a plant of dwarf habit, having dark

blotched leaves of a rich velvet-like green tint, and
pure yellow flowers about an inch or more across.

It is figured in the Botanical Maya-inc, t. o5io, and
its marked characters of leafage and colour of flower

are as a rule very easily detected in its progenv of

to-day.

3. B. I'cifc/iii, a bold and distinct plant, also found
by Mr. Pearci', was introduced in 18(i7, and it was
figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 3GG3, where its

habit is said to be that of " Saxifraga ciliata, and
immense flowers of a vivid cinnabar-red tliat no
colourist can produce." This plant was found grow-
ing near Cuzco in Peru, at an elevation of lL',3110

feet. It is a bold and etTective plant, even in its

original state, being moreover fjuite hardy in many
localities in Kngland and Ireland, and although now
surpassed by suiue of its semiuohlef.wndauls one pau

never forget that it ia to this species that most of

their superior qualities are due. Our illustration

(fig. 7G, p. .JoGl, shows a male and a female flowers

of B. Veitch of the natural size.

4. B. rosicjlira.—Another Andean species, found
at an altitude of IL'.OUO feet, introduced by Messrs.

Veitch to Chelsea, where it bloomed in 1S(J7, It

has orbicular fleshy leaves, similar to those of B.

Veitchii, and two to three-flowered scapes of pale

rosy flowers about 2 inches in diameter. It has been

of for less moment than its all}-, B. Veitchii, as a

parent, but to its paler flowered varieties we are

indebted for the Queen of Whites of 1878, and for

rosea superba, a variety sent out in 1880. B. rosa;-

flora is figured in the Botanical Mai/azim, t. 5GS0.

5. B. I)ari,<ii (fig. 74). — Another renuirkable

Veitchian introduction from Peru discovered by
Mr. Walter Davis, near Chupe, at an elev.ation of

10.000 feet. It first flowered at Chelsea in 1S7G, and
wa> distributed in 1879. This is a distinct species of

d.varf and compact habit, its leaves being tufted, and
from among them its erect scapes rise to a height of

G to 9 inches, each bearing three flowers of a brilliant

orange-scarlet colour. By crossing the progeny of

B Veitchii and B. boliviensis with B. Uavisii, some
remarkably brilliant tinted forms have been derived

of both the single and the double blossomed types.

B. Davisii is figured in the Botanical Mai/azine, at

t. G252.

G B. Clarh'i.—This plant somewhat resembles

B. Veitchii, and, like it, is supposed to have come
from Peru, but it is very much less hardy— a fact

which suggests the possibility of its naturally growing

at a lower altitude. It first flowered with Colonel

Trevor Clarke, at Welton Place, Uaventry, he having

previously received it from Messrs. E. G. Henderson
S; Sons. Growing 2 feet in height, it bears flowers

of a bright rosy-red colour 2 inches or more in

diameter, and its leaves are 6 or 8 inches across, and
of a dull green colour. Like B. rosa^flora it has been

but very slightly employed by the hybridisers. It is

figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 5075. There
are two other species, both with great potentialities

as winter bloomeis, viz., B. Frfcbelii and B,

socotrana, and as such deserving of notice. Messrs.

A'eitch have a series of hybrids from B. Frtcbelii,

whilst I\lr. John Heal has succeeded in rearing a

variety of considerable merit which hears his name,

by crossing the female flowei's of B. socotrana (a

species introduced from Socotra by Professor

Balfour), see fig. 77, with the pollen of a hvbrid

named Viscountess Doneraile. This (John Ileal)

is one of the most remarkable of all the hybrids

produced since Mr. Seden raised the original hybrid

B. Sedeni in 18G0 or 1870. Viscountess Doneraile

was raised between B. Monarch (= B. Sedeni X B.

intermedia) and B. Sedeni (= B. boliviensis X
species ?) so that John Heal contains within itself

the characteristic of li. socotrana (section Augustia),
B. Sedeni (section Barya), and Monarch (section

lluszia). It is a dwarf habited plant, and botanically

interesting as its paniculate inflorescence produces
rosy crimson male flowers only. Since John Heal
Wiis raised INIessrs. Veitch have brought forward
two other hybrids, viz., Adonis with rose-coloured
flowers, and Winter Gem, and as these begin
blooming in October and November, and continue
during a great part of the winter it is now possible

to enjoy the flowers of one or other of the sections
of the tuberous Begonia all the year round.

(Jne might say much more as to the peculiar merits,

and especially as to the botanical peculiarities of
these flowers, as developed by their prime intro-

ducers, Jlessrs. Veitch, and by such noted raisers as

^lessrs. Laing and Cannell, but for the present we
must refer our readers to the book itself, as the most
complete and reliable epitome of all that is jiracti-

cally known to-day of the now popular tuberous-
rooted section of the genus Begonia.

IVIelONS.—Alphonse Karr owns to a weakness
for M.Iuus, but has not yet experienced the fate of
P<.)pe Paul, who died one morning after having eaten
two large Melons for supper the night before. The
Kinperor Albert of Austria in 1459. according to the
saini- authoiity, died from eating too freely of

Melon.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.
—— -

ORCHIDS AT GHYLLBANK, ST. HELENS.
WiiETHEn the ecclesiastical looking edifice devoted

to the manufacture of Beecham's pills has a benign
influence on and acts as an antidote to the poison
ejected into the air of St. Helens from hundreds of
tall chimnies of copper, glass, and other factories

which abound in the neighbourhood is not yet
proved, but certain is it that the collection of
Orchids which W. J. Thomson, Esq., has got
together in that smoke-laden district does not seem
in the least to resent the unpleasant state of things
in the atmosphere around them. Assiduous care on
the part of the enthusiastic owner and his careful
gardener may have doubtless mucli to do with
the good condition of the plants, but still no more
pointed instance could be found anywhere of the
adaptability of these plants for growing in un-
wholesome surroundings, such as are found at
St. Helens. Good showy things are appreciated
at Ghyllbank, and in its houses handsome re-
jiresentatives of the showy Cattleyas, Lalias,
Odontoglossums, &c., are to be found, but here
also find a home a large number of interesting

things, such as CirrhopetaUiras, Sarcanthus, Epiden-
drum, and others usually denominated botanical
curiosities, but which somehow or other never fail to

attract a barge amount of attention when in bloom.
A glance at the plants now in bloom will serve as a
sample of the constantly changing display to be
found here. We may notice, first, a giant pl.ant of the
graceful Cymbidium elegans, with ten flower-spikes;
then a C. Lowianum to match, sending up its

spikes beside it; beside these were some pans of
Pleione lagenaria and P. maculata, with over fifty

expanded flowers on each
; some fine La^iia pra;-

stans, a magnificent Swan Orchid (Cycnoches
chlorochilon), the pretty Catastum roseo-album, and
overhead the pretty lonopsis utrieularioides, with its

graceful sprays of lilac and white flowers ; and the
neat little Leptotes bicolor. Some rare and curious
Polystachyas, too, were in bloom, some well flowered
Oncidium unguiculntum, a noble example of Odon-
toglossura I lO-Skinneri, and the singular Epiden-
drum nmbellatum, with its large greenish-white
flowers and fleshy leaves arranged like a large green
Nanodes.

The collection contains many rare Angr;ecnms,
and in the East Indian-house a plant of the hand-
some ivory-white A. Chailluianum had three fine

sprays often flowers each; and the pretty A. pes-
tusum, and the curious A. ichneumoneum were in

bloom. In the same house were PhaUunopsis San-
deriana, P. Lowi, P. cornu-cervi, and P. Schroderiana,
and a magnificently bloomed lot of Eucharis ama-
znnica, which arranged well with the Orchids.
The Cattleyas and Ladias are very stout, healthy,

and well sheathed for bloom. Some nice plants of
the jiretty and fragrant C. luteolawci-e in flower, and
also good examples of C. Eldorado, a species which
when grown well forms a handsome plant.

The Odontoglossum-house contained representa-
tives of most of the good things called cold-house
plants, and som3 were in bloom ; while in flower in

other houses were the true Paphinia grandis with
disproportionately large crimson and white flowers,

considering the small size of the pkjit ; Vanda
cecrulea, (iaieandra Baueri, Dendrobium sanguino-
lentum, Kestrepia antennifera, Miltonia Moreliana,
M. Candida, Epidendrutu vitellinum, &c.

Among the collection of choice Cypripediums in

flower were large plants of C. Sedeni, C. S. candidu-
lum, C. Spicerianam, C. Leeanum, C. ealurum, C.
Argus, C. Pearcei, &c.

In a district devoted almost solely to business,

Ghyllbank and its Orchids make a bright spot, the

pleasure of which can only be known to their genial

owner and his friends.

C.iTTLEV.t BOWRINGI.IXA.

This lovely Orchid will no doubt in the near future

be extensively grown, flowering as it does when
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Cattlpya flowers are scarcest. Several plants of it

liavo been in great beauty in our collection for the

past three weeks ; ami among them are throe distinct

vai ieties, varying from light rose to a deep rosy-purple,

not unlike a good dark form of Cattleya Skinneri.

U is a very free-Howering species, and we have at the

jiresent time as many as sixteen flowers on a spike.

Erin.

L-lil.IA ANCEPS.

" The range of Lxlia .anceps extends in the State

of Vera Cruz on the Atlantic coast from Jalapa, its

northern limit, to Orizaba southwards. It grows on

the eastern side of the Cordilleras, and is most

abundant in the neighbourhood of Cordova. Leav-

ing these districts it is not found again until, in a

southerly direction, the Pacilic coast is reached.

The original localities for this La^lia are on the

Atljintic coast, and in those the typical form prevails.

It is from the Pacilic side that the numerous white

varieties recently discovered and imported h.ave

come.

Generally this Lajlia is found growing on trees on

the outskirts of virgin forests, but occasionally on

rocks fully exposed to sun and air. The plants cling

to the rocks by means of their roots, and these are

nourished by decayed moss find detritus. Wherever

the plants grow fully exposed their bulbs and leaves

assume a ruddy tinge, while those in partial shade

are green, and do not flower so .abundantly.

The climate of this part of Mexico is peculiar.

There is a distinct rainy season extending from May
ti Uctober. During this period the plants are

ilrenched daily with rains for several hours, and

throughout the night are thoroughly saturated.

Early in the morning a cold, drying wind blows

and dries the plants, which afterwards are fully ex-

posed to the fierce sun, until the daily storm

drenches them afresh. After the rainy season has

ceased (in November) the plants flower, and the

new growths formed during the rainy season

are fully developed, and become firm or ripened.

Now the plant.s owing to the dryness, are at rest, but

about the end of February the new bulbs begin to

show signs of activity by sending out roots, and

these are fucouraged by the " short rainy season
"

which occurs about that time. But the rain then

is only like fine mist, and does not saturate the

plants ; and this goes on until the return of the

long rainy season. The new bulbs begin to

form about March, and are well advanced before the

heavy rains come. These are the main points in the

observations gathered from collectors, and from them

growers may glean hints as to the treatment of

I.^lia anceps, though, of course, due allowance

must always be made for the artificial conditions

under which Orchids are cultivated in Europe, and

the wide dilference in the power of a Mexican sun

and clear atmosphere. It would be difficult to

imitate closely the natural conditions, but the main

principles of cultur.al treatment maybe founded upon

the clim.atic peculiarities of their native habit.ats."

iSande/6 " Rckhenbachia,."

WALL FKUIT-TREE BORDERS.
Thksk, when skirting the fruit-walls, are almost

invariably made far too narrow. The object of a

specially made border for our fruit trees is that it

sliould be a better place for the growth of the trees,

and the ripening of wood and fruit, than could be

found in the unsheltered border away from the wall.

For this purpose it should be made from 1.1 to 'Z feet

higher next to the wall th.an the rest of the surround-

ing ground ; this admits not only of .an increase in

the depth of soil, but it renders the border warmer,

and if the drainage of the garden generally is good,

such a border is .also drier th.an the rest of the soil. I

should always advocate the laying in of rubble drains,

V-shaped at the bottom, at a depth from the surface

of 4 feet, in lines -5 feet apart, running crosswise of

the border, and emptying into a pipe-drain under the

walk. The draining of fruit borders should not end

with the south border, but should extend to all

aspects ; the northern one especially should be well

done, as here the evaporation is less than elsewhere,

and this border, .as a place for late Cherries, Plums

and Pears, bush fruits. Strawberries, salads aiul other

vegetables, renders it .almost as important as the

south border, but in a retarding in contradistinction

to a hastening sense.

Wheie space allows of its being done, the whole

of the fiuit borders should measure from front

to back :20 feet, and the south border might be

advantageously of 3(j feet, with a rise of 2 feet from

the walk ; and to give sullicient space to train the

trees this wall should be built so much higher than

the others. The space reserved for the trees on any

border should not be less than 7 feet, and for I'tar

trees on the Pear stock it should be more than th.it.

This part of the border should be level, not slopinir,

like the rest, otherwise, owing to the trampling of

the soil in attending In thi- trees the rain would run

oil' and the trees suller from want of water at the

root especially near the wall itself, thereby entailing

much labour in watering if the trees are to be ki-|it

in health.

To prevent the encroachment of the cropped part

of the border on the tree portion of it, it is always

best to plant a line of Violets, alpine Strawberrie-«,

Hepaticas, Polyanthuses, or any low-growing peren-

nial plant. This line serves as a hint to the m j3t

ignorant gardener-labourer that digging ended there.

All roots found i.utsile of this fence should be cut

off annually, for if allowed to get into the richly

manured crojtping groiud, ttiong growth and its

usual concomitant unfruitfulness are certain to

result. The trampling of the soil of the fruit tree

border above alluded to, which occasions a hard and

usually an impervious crust, could be averted in

great measui'e by placing a line of close trellis—say.

1.5 foot wide—or else broad rough hard-wood slabs on

the soil on which to walk, and then with sli.^ht

mulching of horse-dung (on the south border only),

.and a very slight jirieking up of the soil in tlie

month of April, and one again in July or August,

a border made as described would be so genial a

medium for the roots of fruit trees, that in only the

worst of subsoils would it be thought necessary to put

in impervious bottoms of concrete, rubble, coal-ashes,

or stone slabs, beneath the trees, and there would be,

moreover, not any fear that the soil would become
either waterlogged or too dry. As a site for push-

ing forward early crops there is no better place

than a warm, deep border, facing south, and having

a slope that increases the angle at which the sun's

rays impinge upon it. F. M.

Fruit Register.—_.« —
P V. A K S .

I NOTICE that Doyenne Boussoch is favourably

spoken of by ^^^•. Wan], but its good looks are about
its only recommentlation, and it is to be hoped that

sorts having real quality and high flavour iviU take

their proper place at exhibitions, and be placed

before such as have mere sixc aud showy appearance
to gain the awards. Beurru d'Amaulis is more
passable than the one just referred to, but that is not
first-rate, and as it comes in at the same time as

Beurru Supertin and Fondante d'Automne, it is far

better to grow these in its place. What is wanted
is a much abridged list of varieties, and no garden,
however large, need have more than twelve or fifteen

sorts; and if these are judiciously selected ihev
will give more snti^>faction than any collection. Mv
selection would be as follows, taking them ia tlie

order of ripening:—First, Williams' Bon Chrcti;'n,

Fondante d'Automne, Beurrc Superrin, Marie LnI;i^.>,

Doyenn^ du Cornice, Glou Morceau, Winter Ni-li.'^,

Josephine de Malines, Bergamot Ksperen, Ceurre
Uance. Glou Morceau requires agood situation togrow
it really well, but in favourable soils or districts it

succeeds admirably on tlie (Quince, coming quite clear

in the skin without any cracking. Bergamot Esperen
and Beurre Ranee also need warm aspects, and siiould

be left oa the trees as long as they will hang, as that

makes a great ditierence to their finish and keeping.

J. S/fC/)pard, Ipswich,

Peau Madame TnEiVE.

At Mereworth Castle, Kent, this deliciously-

flavoured free-bearing Pear generally ripens from the

middle to the end of September. The fruits when
ripe are not, however, as handsome in colour as

many other things, being of a somewhat greenish

yellow on the shaded side, but on the side next the

sun frequently the fruit becomes a bright crimson

colour, marked with numerous russet dots. It is

one of the most reliable kinds we grow, and bears

annually marvellous crops of good-sized fruits, clean

in the skin and of good shape. In its slightly per-

fumed flavour there is something extremely pleasant

to the taste, which difi'urs considerably from that

found in other Pears. The flesh is almost white,

free of grit, full of juice, and with but very small

core, and in its season keeps as well as any other

Pear which ripens about the same time.

Peau Triomphk de Vienne.

Tills is another fine prolific variety, and of remark-
ably good quality, ripening about the same time as

the above sort. Mr. Bunyard, in his Fruit CatalogU'

,

mentions that this is a new variety. It is of grei^t

excellence, and our standard trees have borne good
crops for three years running. The fruit is of a
russetty brown, large, and handsome in colour. The
flesh is rather gritty, buf it is very rich and melting,

I do not find the flavour of any Pear or Peach this

season equal to what it was in the last. H. Markham^
Mereworth Castle.

GoLDES Eagle Peach.

In many establishments where Peaches are in

demand late ones are as much appreciated as early

ones. As this is the ease here I have been to some
trouble and expenst^ to find the best varieties, and
encloso you samples gathered tliis day from a tree

carrying seven dozen handsome fruit. Your im-
partial opinion as to quality will afford the best

guarantee. It will be sufiicient for me to say that

we have fruited Golden Eagle for three years, and
it has been highly satisfactory. Grown in a late

Peach-'iouse and started naturally it makes a good
succession to Walburton Admirable, and Princess of

Wales. I am not much in favour of yellow-flesh

Peaches, but as this is so useful I cannot despise it

Owing to the severe weather we have used a little fire-

heat this year. Tiie tree is not a gross growing
variety, but medium, rather Willow-like shoots,

quite free from mildew or fly. I enclose samples of

Apricots also, as a novelty; we have been gathering

a long time. When put in a warm place for a few

days they make an uncommon dish of dessert of fair

quality. J. II. Goodacrc. [The Golden Eagle is a

fine showy fruit, but of inditferent flavour. The
matter of flavour is doubtless due to want of sun-

heat and light and free ventilation—all unprocurable

things during an English October. Ed.]

Roses.

TEA AND NOISETTE ROSES,

" Wild Kose " does good service in combating the

mischievous superstition that the Tea-scented Hoses
are too tender for general cultivation in this country.

There ni.ay be some few bleak situations in the .Mid-

lands where the plants require considerable protec-

tion in winter, but there is abundant proof that

north, south, east, and west these most beautiful of

all Uoses may be successfully grown upon the native

Brier seedling or cutting stock, and in all probability

their culture on their own roots is destined to

become considerably extended.

Whether " Wild liose '' has got the true reason
for the failure of the Tea-scented Roses upon the
Manetti stock seems doubtful, because Uo.sa multi-
flora, which grows just as early in the season as

Mauetti, and is even more vigorous, makes aq
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excellent stock for Teas. At any rate, another

possible explanation might be, that the Manetti as a

stock is short-lived, and unquestionably in many
soils and situations perishes after two or tliree years ;

many hybrid perpetuals budded on it appear to thrive

continuously because in that time they are able to

establish themselves upon their own roots and are

independent of the stock ; but the Tea-scented Roses,

not so readily converting themselves into own-root

plants, must needs perish with the stock.

Perhaps, however, the difficulty arises from some
inherent lack of sympathy between stock and scion,

just as some fruit trees will grow on certain stocks

for a year or two, and then fail altogether, although

it is not at all apparent outwardly in what way the

stock on which failure ensues is less well adapted to

the scion than the stock, which eventually becomes
the supporter of a continuously fertile tree. The
point is one which, in all probability, must remain a

matter of speculation, since nobody any longer

grows Teas on Manetti, and therefore direct obser-

vation is impracticable.

The importance of keeping he essential qualities

of vigour and a good constitution prominently in

view in making a selection of varieties for a small

collection cannot well be over-estimated, but con-

sidering that Jean Ducher possesses these qualities

in a marked degree, that it is a most free and per-

petual bloomer, large and constant in form, and that

for the last half-dozen years it has always been one

of the most prominent and magnificent of its class
;

until, in fact, the past season, when practically none
of the Teas except Madame Lambard were seen to

conspicuous advantage— it might have been thought

that " Wild Rose " would have found it in his heart to

include it even in the most select list, especially

when it is seen that he recommends so difficult an

opener as Etoile de Lyon, such a victim to mildew

as Madame Cusin, and two such moderate growers as

Souvenir de Paul N^ron and Sunset.

Etoile de Lyon is a very beautiful Rose when at

its best, and the habit and striking red foliage of

the plant render it attractive even when not in

flower, until mildew, to which the variety unluckily

is prone, appears ; and there is little question that

it is also the finest yellow Rose next to Mar&hal
Niel for cultivation under glass. But out-of-

doors, although a careful cultivator will get a

fair number of good blooms during the season, he

will find that they take a considerable amount of
' getting "

; and many are the complaints of growers

as to the number of unopened buds that are liable to

disfigure the plants. The petals are very numerous

and very thin, so that in case of wet they stick

together, and it is probably the fact that the variety

is one of those for which our climate is not

sufficiently hot and dry. If a poll could be taken of

growers who have cultivated both -Jean Ducher and

Etoile de Lyon, say for three years, as to which of

the two they would discatd if it were necessary to

give-up either, it would probably be a very safe

prophecy to make, that it would not be Jean Ducher
that would be dismissed.

"Wild Rose" says he writes for beginners, but as

many people begin Rose-growing with a view to ex-

hibiting, it will at all events be as well to point out

that for many years Jean Ducher has never failed to

be among the twelve Teas most frequently exhibited

with success (in several seasons being almost at the

top of the list), a distinction attained but once by

Etoile de Lyon, which, as a general rule, is exhibited

successfully just about half as often as Jean Ducher.

The flowers of Madame Cusin are very beautiful

when grown under glass, but out-of-doors the colour

is not always so pleasing, the foliage is small and in-

significant, and the plant, not over-vigorous or free

at any time, gets smothered with mildew. It might

well be replaced in a small collection by Ethel

Brownlow, a flower somewhat similar in form, but

more pleasing in colour, a handsome plant, resisting

mildew, and an exceedingly free and perpetual

bloomer.

Etoile de Lyon might be replaced by the strangely

neglected Amasone, which is invaluable either for

exhibition or for cutting in all seasons ; some culti-

vators have called it thin, but when it is generously

grown it is certainly not so, and it is one of the

richest of all the yellows, giving exceptionally fine

flowers in autumn.

Souvenir de Paul Xoron, one of the loveliest of all

Roses, is certainly not a good furnishing plant, tlie

leaves being small, .and set at long interv.ils upon
the stem, while it is the experience of many rosarians

that it is a slender grower, and very diflicult to get

the blooms of any size. There is no Rose exactly

of its colour or character to take its place, but for

freedom and constancy a useful substitute might be

found in the charming Souvenir de Gabrielle Drevet,

which is quite ever-blooming and always attractive

in form and colour.

If "Wild Rose's " beginner be an intending exhi-

bitor he will do well to avoid Sunset, and instead to

plant Francisca Krliger, a beautiful Rose, somevvhat

analogous in its sliades of orange and coppery-yellow,

most constant in form, and a vigorous grower,

flowering freely early and late. If only buds for

is vigorous and most handsome, clothed with
abundant foliage which is almost evergreen, and it is

a most reliable autumnal ; the flowers, produced in

the utmost profusion, are unique in form and colour,

approaching more nearly than any other Rose to

tliat of burnished copper, lighted with touches of

nankeen-yellow and apricot. In fact, Ophirie is

almost an ideal pillar Rose, the growth not being

inordinately long, being always a dense mass of

foli.age, which, resisting mildew, continues green and
bright, while the plant produces its trusses of charm-
ing flowers until cut ofi' by winter frosts.

Wliatever varieties may be planted, however,

there is no question that Tea-scented Roses should

be cultivated everywhere. They are essentially the

universal Roses ; they will grow on hot gravelly

soils where other Roses will scarcely live through a

year ; magnificent plants may be seen in the deep

sandy peat wliere Rhododendrons luxuriate, but

where the most careful cultivation of hybrid per-

petuals results only in comparative failure ; and yet

all they want to thrive in perfection on strong heavy

Fig. 75.—begonia boliviexsis : floweus scarlet. Fig. 76.

—

begonia veitchu; flowers red.

(the PR0GENIT0B3 OF THE TUBKROUS BEGONIA. SEE P. 534.)

bou(iuets or cutting be wanted Madame Charles is

more beautiful in colour than Sunset, whose chief

value is as an early forcing Rose to supply abundant

buds for buttonhole bouquets soon after Christmas.

There is one other Tea which may confidently be

recommended as a good grower, producing both in

summer and autumn consistently fine flowers of

pleasing flesh-colour with yellow and rosy tints : it

is called Comtesse de Panisse, and is not nearly so

much grown as it deserves.

That in his selection of the six best climbers,
" Wild Rose " should include Madame Eugene Ver-

dier is a cause of surprise, for beautiful and distinct

as is tlie rich chamois-yellow colour of this Hose, yet

the growth is not particularly free or vigorous for its

class ; it gets badly cut back in the winter by frost

;

the few flowers do not open until extraordinarily late

in the season ; and, in spite of the cultivation of

about a dozen plants ever since the variety was sent

out—that is to say, for flve or six years—I have not

yet obtained a first-rate bloom, nor seen one at an

exhibition, nor in anyone else's garden. As far as my
experience of it goes, this variety has one recommen-
dation only—that of distinctness of colour. On the

other hand, why should not the beautiful Ophirie be

recommended for universal cultivation ? The plant

land is to have it well drained, in order tliat their

roots may not lie wet in winter. Under these cir-

cumstances let everyone be enjoined to plant Teas

—

the best varieties if possible, on seedling Brier stocks

if possible (at any rate, to begin with), in a good
situation and soil if possible— but, any wav, " plant

Teas!" Victa.

CHISWICK.
The latter part of your leading article last week

brings under the attention of the horticultural world

a question of vital moment to the lioyal Horticul-

tural Society, the solution of which cannot be for a

moment deferred—I mean the future destiny of the

Chiswick garden.

It is impossible, however, to plunge into the dis-

cussion of this matter without ascertaining, by a

reference to the past, the present actual position of

affairs. For many years past the primary element

in the work of the Chiswick garden has been the

supply of decorative plants for the conservatoiy

and grounds at South Kensington. I do not mean
to say that its proper functions have been alto-

gether neglected, and it is to the credit of Mr.

Barron that every year much useful work has
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actually been done. But it has been in great measure

subsidiary to the decorative work, which, of course,

has been neither useful nor interesting to horticul-

turists jjenei'ally. AH this ha^, however, come to an

end, and there is now no administrative obstacle in tlie

way of devoting Chiswick to any purpose by which

the interests proper of horticulture may be served.

The present is undoubtedly the proper time to

approach the question. The past year has been in

every way a critical one in the fortunes of the

Society. It had to start in new quarters, and on

lines which were necessarily largely experimental and

tentative. It had to face a large defection of its

members, and it was sorely hampered with debt.

By the self-sacriiicing exertions of a number of gen-

into, but the problem, as a whole, has not been

faced.

But the time has now arrived when this must be

done, if it is ever to be done at all. IVIy object,

then is to raise a discussion of the whole subject. I

dare say it will be thought that I ought in the first

place to communicate my views to my fellow-members

of Council rather than to yonr columns. But this is

a matter in which the Council can only act as our

executive. It must look to the general body of

Fellows and to the horticultural world to decide the

policy which in the future is to be pursued in the

management of the Chiswick garden.

What that policy should be I myself have very

little doubt. Probably, however, my own views will

Fia. 77.—BKGONIA SOCOTnANA : FLOWEKS PINK. (sF.E P. .034.)

tlemen, some on the Council and some off it, the

Society has been pulled through. Its work has been

kept going in the new quarters, its debt has been paid

off, and it has received a large accession of nfw
members. I do not pretend that all its arrange-

ments are still everything that can be desired—no

doubt they are not so ; but I challenge any fair-

minded man, looking at the retrospect of the year's

work, to say how any better result could have been

attained in tlie time.

With the continuous work in the virtual recon-

struction of the Society which the Council has had

before it, its meetings often lasting three hours at

a stretch, it was practically impossible that the

Chiswick problem could be radically dealt with. It

has not been neglected ; on the contrary, a vast

amount of detailed administration has been gone

not command universal consent—in horticulture, I

observe, that the views of any one person very seldom

do. Still, I propose to state them in order that they

may, if possible, elicit something better. For be it

observed what is wanted at tiie present moment is a

policy ; and if one can be framed, which will com-
mand the general assent of horticulturists, and be

in its essential features horticultural, I for my part

am quite prepared to accept it.

My own policy, then, is for the Society to make
Chiswick a horticultural Kew. The latter establish-

ment is, by virtue of the conditions enforced by the

House of Commons when the Royal Gardens became

national, treated throughout from a botanical point

of view. There are large branches of horticulture

which are, therefore, altogether excluded from its

scope. Chiswick, in my view, in position fiud func-

tions, should be treated as the natural complement
of Kew. Very likely this suggestion will at once

provoke an outcry. Very well ; but let us examine

it a little more in detail.

I do not know how it is with otlier people, but I

myself always feel, when I visit C-hiswick, impressed

with its extreme dulness. There is the great vinery,

of course, and when the Grapes are ripe in the

autumn this is a beautiful spectacle. Then there are

the pyramid fruit trees, and the trials which happen

to be going on. But all these are very eoon inspected,

and the eye searches in vain in going round the

garden for anything to excite and stimulate

interest.

How is this to be remedied 'i It seems to me that

if, instead of the botanical collections which we have

at ICew, an attempt weie made to get up horticultural

collections, a great deal that would be extremely

novel and interesting to visitors might be shown in a

very small space. For example, two years ago we
grew a collection of Gourds at Kew, from seeds

obligingly given us by Mr. Barr. It was quite

remarkable how much interest they excited. At
Berlin, I am told, there is a Gourd garden which is

very ranch admired. Why, then, should not a

standard collection of every distinct kind of Gourd

be grown every year at Chiswick ? And if Gourds,

why not other kinds of vegetables ? My plan

would involve their growing in a scientific way with

proper labels all the distinct sorts of vegetables

described in Vilmorin-Andrieux's Les Plantes Pofa-

geres. And I would go farther ; with the horticul-

tural resources of Chiswick there should be no diffi-

culty in growing all the odd plants in Pailleux and

Bois" Lc Potoqer J'tm curicicv. This is what I mean

by making Chiswick a horticultural Kew. I would

make it the home of every sort of vegetable to be

found in European gardens. I am sure if intelligently

carried out that the plan would be found both in-

teresting and useful. I should like to see it carried

out at Kew, if it were possible; but then it is not

possible.

The annual trials of vegetables [and flowers]

should of course be continued ; and nothing could

be better than the astonishing collection of Tomatos

which Mr. Barron has so successfully cultivated this

year. But the results of these trials should be

promptly published in the Juiiriia I of the Society.

Another department which I would develope at

Chiswick is that of herbaceous plants. We grow at

Kew an enormous collection arranged in systematic

order for convenient access. We are often told that

the general effect is unsatisfactory. I cannot help

th.it. It is not contemplated that it should be other-

wise. At Chiswick this might, however, be

managed. The best herbaceous plants might be

grown, so as to show them to the greatest possible

advantage. Again, in the case of those which have

been long known in gardens and have broken away

into numerous varieties, it is impossible for us at

Kew to grow more than a few select kinds. But at

Chiswick from time to time collections miglit be got

together—say, one year of Peonies, another of Irises,

a third of Larkspurs, and so on. At Kew. moreover,

although we take great pains with our herbaceous

department, we do not always find it either

practicable or desirable to represent every given

species by its best horticultural form. This

need, however, present no difticulty at Chiswick.

The division of labour between the two establish-

ments is obvious; taking the same subject, one

would represent its botanical, its other the horticnl-

tural aspect.

Chiswick has not now sufficient space to do ranch

iu the way of hardy shrubs ; still it might do some-

t'ling with the best. And with its large area of

glass it might show in the way of greenhouse plants

everything that was new and fresh of purely horti-

cultural interest. The Fellows ought to be able to

see from time to time what is valuable, interesting

and novel ; they should have, in f^ict, a standard per-

manently put before them on which they could rely.

As to fruit, I have little to suggest, except to

maintain and expand the existing collection. All
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o3d and out-of-the-way fruits should be got together

and grown, so that the Fellows might know of some

oie place where they may certainly count upon
seeing all that they may happen to hear of.

The old orchard-house collection seems to have

disappeared. I rather regret this. It was always a

very pretty sight, and the recent Conference showed

that in a year like the past it is only und^r glass that

many of our hardy fruits show the utmost they are

capable of.

But besides growing a standard named collec-

tion, there should be illustrations of every kind

of experimental treatment. The advantage of dif-

ferent kinds of stocks should be shown to the eye as

well as the merits of dift'erent methods of training

and grafting.

I am afraid this letter has run to an inordinate

length, and yet I have by no means exhausted all

the suggestions that occur to me. Throughout the

summer I would have " Chiswick dayK "—not shows,

but days when particular features of the garden

work were in their most interesting stage, and at

their best. To these the Fellows should be sum-
moned by post-card, so that tliey might have the

opportunity of having their attention pointedly

called to the work that was going on. Eventually,

I should like to see a handy Guidebook, giving a

brief account of ihe most interesting features of the

garden.

If Chiswick were energetically worked in the spirit

which I have indicated in these remarks, and made
a really living thing, I cannot doubt that it would

become an extremely interesting place, in its way as

attractive as Kew. When I say make it a horticul-

tu'-al Kew, I mean make it a place where there is

something to see which would give a definite im-

pression of intelligible work being carried on. W. T.

Thiselion Dyer.

THE WHEAT CROP OF 1888.

In estimating the produce of the Wheat crop of the

United Kingdom last year, I adopted without modifi-

cation the indication of the usual selected plots in

the experimental field at Rothanisted; observing;,

however, that the figure so arrived at probably

under rather than over-estimated the crop of the

country. The yield so indicated was ^Sg bushels per

acre, at the standard weight of 61 lb. per bushel

;

and as compared v/ith the requirements estimated on

that basis, the actual nett imports within the harvest-

year showed a deficiency which is too great to be ex-

plained by the reduction of stocks in the granaiies.

and, in the bauds of farmers, there can be little doubt

that the yield of the country was in fact higher than

was assumed according to the estimate adopted.

The Wheat crop of the present year, which has

hardly yet been secured over the whole of the British

Islands, was at one time supposed by some to promise

to be one of the worst of the present century, and

probably as bad as that of 1870. Very little con-

sideration of the characters of the two seasons is,

however, sufficient to show that tlie year just past wa^

much more favourable to the Wheat crop than that

of 1878-9.

First, as to the rainfall. Taking the records of

Greenwich in illustration, there v. as, during the

harvest-year, September 1, 1878, to August 31, 1879,

an excess of rain in every month, excepting October,

December, and March, and there was also an excess

iti September, 1870 ; the total excess for tlie

harvest-year amounting to about 10 inches, and coni-

jiared with the season just past there was a consider-

able excess in January, February, April, May and

again in the harvest months of August and Sep-

tember, Furtlier, whilst the harvest-year 1878—
commenced with a wet soil, that of 1887—8 com-
menced with the soil in a very dry condition, owing
to the drought of the previous summer ; and not-

withstanding there was an excess of rain in March,
1888—when, indeed, it was much wanted^there was,

taking the whole period up to nearly the end of June,

so great a deficiency compared with the average that

fears were entertained that there would be a

deficient supply of water both in the country districts

and in some of our large towns. la June, July, and
August, there was, however, a considerable excess of

rain, and it was during this period that so much

anxiety as to our cereal crops prevailed. At Ilotliam-

sted there was a very heavy thunderstorm on June

2G, which gave more than 3 inches of rain in a few

hours; aud there were' heavy thunder-showi^rs about

the same time in other localities. lu July there was

more or less fall almost every day of the

month; whilst in August there was again a

considerable excess. As to temperature, both

seasons were below the average almost througli-

out the liarvest year. The winter months of

November, December, and January showed much
lower mean temperatures in 1878-0 than in 1887->^;

but February and March were upon the whole

colder in 1888 than in 1879. April, May, and June

were, however, on the average warmer in 1888 than

in 1870. Whilst, therefore, the mean temperature

was belov/ the average in both seasons, both in the

winter and the summer, not only was it not so low

duriag the growing months of 1888 as in those of

1870; but there was a very great diflerenee in the

rainfall of the two seasons; for whilst in 1878-0

there was a great excess of rain throughout the

winter, spring, summer, and autumn, there was in

the season just pasta considerable deficiency througli-

out the winter and spring, and only an excess in

June, July, and part of August, September again

being upon the whole a dry month. The great

influence on the subsequent growth of Wheat, of

the weather before the period of active abovegrouud

growth, was clearly illustrated iu our paper on " Our
Climate and our Wheat Crops " in the case of the

season of 1854. The summer of that year was com-
paratively cold and sunless, yet the Wheat crop was

one of the best of the present century. The early

winter had been unusually cold, but the remainder

aud the early spring were warmer than the average,

and the season was extremely dry from seed time to

harvest, the mild spring and the dryness obviously

compensating fur the deficiency of temperature during

the summer months.

The following table gives the produce of Wheat
in 18S8 on selected plots in the experimental field

at Uothamsted, which has now grown the crop for

forty-five years in succession. The plots are the

same as to description and quantities of manure

applied as have been adopted in the estimates of the

yield of the country at large from 1852 up to the

present time.

Artificial

Manures.

lis 31 S

Bmhel
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country. Tliere cau, at any rate, be no doubt tliat

the average produce of the harvest of 1888 is infeiiui'

to tliat of 1887 both in quantity and in ijuality. But

notwithstanding the irregularities and deficiencies

whicli have been referred to, it is certain tliat in

many cases mucli more than average crops liave been

obtained. I propose tlierefore to base my estimate

of the produce of the United Kingdom this year un

the experimental results without modilication, leav-

ing it to others, and to the future, to determine

whether any deduction from the estimate so arrived

at should be made.

Taking the average population of the I'nited

Kingdom for the harvest year, 1888-11, at rathei- over

157;' millions (,'17,771,17.'>), the estimated requirement

for consumption, at 5'6o bushels per head would be

about 26? million quarters (2i;,G75,8t)2). The area

under wheat is reported to have been 2,663,430 acres,

or nearly 300,000 acres more than last year. This

area at 26^ bushels per acre would yield nearly

million quarters (8,947,480), and deducting 2 bushels

per acre for seed, there would remain rather over

8} million quarters (8,281,621) available for consump-

tion, and there would accordingly be required about

18J million quarters (18,304,1:71) to be provided

tiom stocks and im|)ort. It is admitted that the

Wheat crop not only of America, but of some other

countries whence we derive supplies, will be below

the average. But during the last two months of the

past harvest year onr imports were at the rate of

about 21 million quarters per annum, whilst, with

our late harvest, and the rise in prices, the supplies

have been very liberal since, and there seems no
reason to fear that there will be any difficulty in

obtaining sufficient supplies to meet such require-

ments as the foregoing estimates show to be probable.

J. B. LawiS, Itvfliamsh'd, October 24.

Plants and Their Culture.

LiBONiAs.—Although theso do fairly well when
kept in an ordinary greenhouse at a temperature of

from 40"^—50*^, yet they are much improved, and

young stock in particular, by being kept in a tem-

perature not exceeding 55°. Here, with due atten-

tion to watering and full exposure to light a genial

buoyant air about them, they do not so readily shod

their leaves—a fatality occurring under lower tem-

])erature without fail. Kept too warm, the plant

makes soft growth and rarely flowers. Sturdy well

matured growth is the sort to flower well. Largo

old plants of L. floribunda are very useful during lie

early spring months, but penrhosiensis is already

sliowing flower. It is a rather neater subject, and,

flowering as it does, so much in advance of flori-

bunda, renders it a very desirable plant.

Solanuiii. capsicdstrum.—Outdoor plants have not

done so well this year, and the few which have set

well are late, but they will still colour well. A few

may be hastened by placing them along with the

Libonias, guarding against their getting dry :it tlie

roots, as they are very impatient and much injured

if the soil be kept too dry.

Cold Pits and Franf's.—All plants intended to bo

wintered in these structures should now be sys-

tematically arranged for the winter, in all cases

keeping those requiring similar treatment together,

as far as practicable. In this way those whicli

require more warmth may be properly protected

without having to cover others which are more
hardy. It is also good practice to completely plunge

the pots, as by doing so there is less fear of breaka^.'e,

the rorpta keep uninjured, and watering is nnu-h

reduced. An important point in the managenx nt

of this class of structures during winter is to main-

tain a sweet, dryish atmosphere in them, as in tlie

majority of cases the losses which occur are due

more to dampness than to cold ; therefore, whenever
tlie days are flne, ventilate freely and early when
there is no frost, but in dull or rainy weather give

little or no air, specially guarding against opeuin^c

during fogs. These concluding remarks are very

ajjplicable to Violets and Auriculas.

PoinsdtuLS.—'Yhes^ like a position somewhat drii r

than most winter-flowering subjects, and agood brisk

stove temperature is beneflcial, care being taken to

nflbrd them all the light possible. Under these con-

ditions the bracts develope with a firmer texture, and

are rendered more lasting when removed to cooler

positions. Late struck and succeasional plants may

be repotted as they require it, taking care not to

over-put, fur large htads may be produced in vory

small pots, anil 5 or 6-inch puts are convenient sizes.

A free, loamy compost suits the Poinsettia; hut in

peat the plants are ditlicult to keep in good condition.

Euphorhia Jacquinurjlora .— Th is pretty winter

bloomer flourishes similar to Toinsettia pulchotrinia,

but there is tins important diHerence, that K.Jacquinia;-

flora gives, when growth is rapid, a succession of

flowers, breaking back as the points are removed, but

it requires to be kept in a light place, and in a

warmth of 00° as a mininmum. /''. lioss, BU'tchingleij.

The Flower Garden.

Beddini; Pf.AXTS : Indoous,—It will bo advisable

to look over autumn rooted Pelargoniums where
they are being wintered in badly heated and venti-

lated structures, or there will be a large number of

the jdants die from damping ofF. Pick off all decay-

ing flowers and loaves, but not the leaf-stalks, and
in watering keep the soil rather dry than otherwise,

affording plenty of ventilation on every favourable

occasion. Old plants of Pelargoniums and various

other bedding subjects should be cleaned and the

soil in the pots slightly stirred with a stick. Pumi-
gate to keep down aphis. The above plants

should be placed as near the glass as is practicable,

and a night temperature of from 45° to 50° in

severe weather may be kejit u]i. Iresines, Coleus,

Alternantheras, and other tender subjects should

have 10° more warmth. Should mildew make its

appearance, dust the leaves over slightly with

sulphur.

Frame Ground.—Although comparatively little

work will require to be done here for some time

nothing must be left to chance, i.e., in the way of

covering the frames with mats at night ; it is hardly

safe at this time of the year to trust to the favourable

appearance of the weather, even for a single occasion,

and it is as well to bear that fact in mind in regard

to such half-hardy plants as some Echeverias, and
the shrubby Calceolarias.

Autumn rooted cuttings in jiots of Plilox, Pent-
atemon, and young stock of iiardy perennials, shoiild

be plunged in sifted cinder ashes or cocoa-flbre refuse.

Take off the lights on bright days and be careful with

the water-can, as over-watering is sure to be produc-
tive of a sour soil, dogged-drainage, and consequently

sickly-looking plants. Examine the pots occasionally

for earthworms, and keep the surface soil free from
moss.

Miscellaneous.—Such work as filling certain b(-ds

in the winter garden with Conifers, Aucubas,
lierberis a(iuifolia, &c., should be pushed forward

without delay. Some very eflective arrangements of

these subjects may be made wltii the various tints and
forms of the foliage of these plants. If not already

done, take upTigridias and Gladiolus. and store away
in a cool place safe from frost, neither too damp
nor too dry. J. Ilorsefield Hcyteshiiry.

Fruits Under Glass.

ViNKS.—The Vines in the early house must now
be pruned, dressed, and cleaned, the ventilators

being closed at night, and everything got in readiness

for a start about the middle of the month : tlie night

temperature may be kept steadily at :M° on cold

nights, but on mild ones it mav run up to .'lo^. On
dull days raise the heat to GO', syringe the Vin.s

frequently with tepid water, and if a bed of warm
tree leaves be placed within the Vinery, and a portion

be forked overevery morning, it will aid in maintain-

ing an atmosphere genial to the breaking the Vines.

The best mode of securing the earliest supply of

tir.apes without weakening the permanent Vines i-<.

unquestionably, from well-ripened pot Vines. If

these be plunged in a bed of leaves having a tempe-

rature of 7.5° to 8.5°, and be frequently syringed with

tepid water, thev will break much easier than Vines

with their roots' in the soil of a border; and if these

pot Vines be not cropped too heavily, they will pro-

duce a respectable crop of good fruit. Let the

tempernture for starting be .50°, gradually increasing

it to o5° by the end of the month. It is November
when the leaves fall from the Vine, and it is perhaps

the wor.st month in the year for keeping hanging

Grapes ; therefore, where the leaves are falling it is

better to cut the bunches, leaving 7 or 8 inches of

shoot to the bunch, and insert them in bottles of

water in the Grape-room. This room should be on
the noith side of the garden wall or other buildings,

should be quite dark, ^vith heat at command, so that

a steady temperature of 45° may be ensured. With
this degree of warmth, and well-linished fruit, there

will be scarcely a bad berry visible during the next
three months. Look over all Grapes hanging on the

Vines twice or thrice a week, and remove all decay-

ing berries.

Proceed with the preparation of succession-houses,

and cover the outside borders with dry leaves as they

are collected— this will ret.ain much of the solar

heat. lO^iiecial care must be taken to cover securely

any borders the soil of whicli has been renewed
during the past twelve months, and is lull of young
roots. It may be accepted as a fact that if the tem-

perature in these borders declines below a certain

point every young root will assuredly perish. Pro-

ceed with the collection of materials and the forma-

tion of new borders or renovation of old ones during

the coming winter and spring. Keep all the mate-

rials in as dry a condition as possible, thereby pre-

serving all the fertilising properties and securing a

more workable state of the material.

Young Vines which were planted during the past

season will require an extra amount of fire-heat to

properly ripen the canes, therefore continue to apply

artificial heat and ventilation until the foliage has

fallen naturally, when the Vines should be cut back

to the first wire, and the house thrown open, except

during frost. Win. il. Ilai/lie, I.uton Hoo,

The Kitchen Garden.

Protection of Bkoccoli.—Protecting materials

will be necessary, the luxuriant growth o( the

plants this season making them very susceptible to

frost. As the most tender part of the plant is the

soft portion of the stem, from whence the leaves

spring, and this gets mucli exposed when snow or

severe frost causes the Uaves to droop; the aim

should be to protect this part. In places that are well

sheltered or naturally warm, a covering of dry bracken

put over the plant in frosty we.ather will often prove

efiectual in averting loss; and if the heads «re

formed, as will be the case with some early varietie.",

tying the leaves together at the top with matting

will help to save the heads; or, better still, such

plants m.ay be lifted and placed in a shed or green-

house with a little damp soil around their root.".

This practice of lilting reduces the size of the heat's

to a certain extent, but that does not matter much,

small heads being required as well as large ones.

If any Autumn Giant Cavdiflowers remain until now,

and Veitch's Self-protecting Autumn liroccoliis corn-

in" in, these should both be lifted, and in the case "f

the latter as soon as the heads are formed. It will

be advisable this year to lay all the late liroccolis,

taking out a portion of soil behind, and some in

frontof each plant, and then pressingthe latter down,

cover the stem with the soil taken from the nc-xt

plant, as the work proceeds. When treated in this

v/av, the heads of the plants should lie towards the

south, as when laid the other way the sun is apt to draw

the leaves of the later varieties up again before the

winter is over, and e.^ipose the head. Broccoli treatt-d

in this way are, comparatively speaking, safe from

frost, as the leaves cannot drop down and expose

the stem ; but to make them as secure as possibln,

thev can easily be covered over with bracken or diy

litter when severe frost is expected.

Asparagus beds should now be cleared of wei ("s

and rubbish, and advantage t.aken of the first ha;.!

frost to get a quantity of decomposed manure spn ad

over theui ; and where beds are old, and produi e

only weak shoots, the roots may be lifted in a f.nt-

niiiht's time, and afterwards as required for torcing.

EiiJU'C and Cliicori/, ijc, will be useful for sala,is

now that Lettuces are scarcer ; a very quick and ch an

wav of blanching them for use is to take up the roots

as required about a fortnight before they are wanted,

and put them in a Mushroom-house or a similarlv

dark and warm place. Endive may also be w, II

blanched by being covered with pieces of slate or

tiles, iust leaving beyond the cover a fringe of leaves,

litter being placed over the plants in frosty weather.

White Turnips should be stored now before they

get damaged by severe frost, and be placed in a coid

cellar after the tops are removed ; but the roots are

best when placed in small heaps and covered with

soil. The v:iriety. Chirk Castle, keeps idump and

firm longer than any other, H'. II. Vivrs, Ketton Hull,

Stamford,
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY.

TUESDAY,

Kuv. 13

WEDNESDAY, Nov. M'

Nov. 15'

FKIDAY.

SATURDAY.

MONDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

M EETI NGS.
Nov. V2—" Cliainbre Syndicalo " of Ghent.

i'Royal Horticultural Society : Scieii-

N »v I"^^
titic, Fruit and Floral Cominit-

. o\
.
i.i<

^^^^^ j^ij^^ Special Oeneral Meeting
(, of Fellows.

SHOWS.
Briylitoii. Wiiiche.st -r. Cardiff.
Watford, Twiclc'.nhain (two
days eat'li), aud\V*;stKent, Ham-
mersmith, aud Kevizes (oue day
eaclj),

'Ancient Socifi.y of York Flori-^ts

and Royal Cornwall PolytechniL-

(three Jaya) ; and Market Har-
boroi. |b, Bradford, and Bromley

. (two days).

Wilts (two days), and Royal Horti-
i cultural of Ireland, Pembroke,

I

Aylesbury, R<?ading, Wimbledon,
1^ and Taunton.

/Sheffield (Provincial Show of the

v-ir- ikJ National Chrysanthemum So-
i^u\.JD<

ciety), and Hudderstield (two
(, days), and Devon and Chiswick

Nov. 17—Ram&bottom and Derby.

SALES.
/"Dutch Bulbg, at Stevens' Boom^.

vnt- io J Dut<:h Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
i>o\. i_<

jioo^jg_

( Plants and Bulbs, at Smail's Rooms.

' First Portion of the Collection of

Orchids formed by E. Wisch-
hansen, Esq., Wood Gtreen, at
Protheroe & Morris" Rooms.

Xfiv ^'^.^ Greenhouse Plants, Roses. Fruit
r«u\. 1,1 xrees, &c., at the City Auction

I
Rooms, by Protheroe & Morris.

I
Nursery Stock at Cobbett's Nur.'iery,

I Woking, by Protheroe & Morris
V (three days).

I

Dutch Bulbs. Roses, and Fruit
Trees, at Stevens' Rooms.

Lilium auratum from Japan. Camel-
lias, A/aleas, &e., at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Diitch Bulbs and Plants, at Smail's
Rooms.

1

Orchids in Flower, and .'iOOO Lilium
auratum, at Stevens' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris"
Rooms.

Leasehold Nursery and Shop at the
Waverley Nursery, Finchley
Road, by Protheroe & Morris.

/"Imported Orcliids, at Protheroe &
v.^- ,,.J Morris' Rooms.
jNov. ib^

jj^j^jj g^jj^^ ^^j Plants, at Smail's

(^ Rooms.

/Roses. Fruit Trees. Dutch Bulbs,

Vrv 17 J &c.. at Stevens' Rooms.
.-^o\. ii< DutchBulb3,atProtheroe& Morris'

(, Rooms.

The meeting on Tuesday next at
The Future of

^^ ^ ^^ j^ j jj ^._
Chl3\VlCK. '

cultural Society, 111, Victoria

Street, is likely to be one of great importance

as regards the future operations of the Society,

and in particular as to the destiny of Chiswiclc.

On this account we earnestly hope that those

who have the interest of the Society at heart

will be present, or respond to the invitation ol'

the Council, and communicate their views as to

what should be done. The Council deserve, and

will receive, the warmest thanks for what they

have done during the past year to resuscitate

the Society. Their labours, as we know, have

been very heavy, but they have their reward in

the fact that the Society is, by their exertions,

free from debt, and that it is altogether in a more
healthy state than it has been for years past. One
sign of the spirit that animates the Council is shown

in the tendency they manifest of confiding in the

Fellows and calling them into consultation when
circumstances render it desirable. To discuss

the whole subject either in these colmnns or at

the meeting would take up far too much space

and time. There are, however, a few points that

are of urgent importance at this present moment,
and these may be, nay, must be, treated of at once,

leaving the other matters for subsequent discus-

sion. The main points, we take it, are these

—

What shall be done at Chiswick 't Shall all the

fortnightly meetings be held there during the

summer, or shall those meetings be confined, as

they were with one or two exceptions this year,

to the Drill Hall r'

Our own notions as to what should lie done at

Chiswick are, brietly, that it should be made
more fully and completely an experimental gar-

den and trial ground than it already is. There

is no need to grow there what may be seen in any

nursery, in any florist's shop, or on any green-

grocer's stall ; but there is need to grow there

novelties for trial, or old things for comparison.

Selections of subjects in all departments chosen

with a view of testing their applicability to

various horticultural purposes should be culti-

vated. Standard collections of the best flowers,

fruits, and \egetables should be maintained for

the purpose of reference, and the establishment

of correct nomenclature.

Scientific experiments, too, as far as can be

done, should be carried out—not such experi-

ments as bear wholly on abstract science—the

laboratory and grounds at Kew are the fit places

for such investigation—but experiments that

have a direct bearing on practical horticulture.

Among these may be mentioned, by way of

illustration, hybridisation, and cross-breeding;

methods of pruning, the use of manures, the

selection of stocks for grafting. These and like

matters should be carried on at Chiswick as far

as means will allow, as systematically as so many
experiments in the laboratory, and recorded as

accurately.

Before leaving the subject of what should

be done at Chiswick, we desire especially to call

attention to the important letter of Mr. Dvkr
in another column. We do not wish to make
any comment on his letter further than to ex-

press our substantial agreement with his \-iews,

and to point out that, although the letter is

written by the Director of the Royal Gardens,

Kew, and although he speaks of Chiswicl; as the

Kew of Horticulture, we do not understand him
to mean that Chiswick is to be made a depart-

ment of Kew. Mr. Dyer merely asserts that

Chiswick should be to horticulture what Kew
is to botany. "W^e may indeed look forward to

the establishment of a training school at Chiswick,

which might be worked in conjunction with

Kew, Chiswick students having the privilege of

attending the lectures, &c., at Kew, and Kew
employes being allowed to pass a certain time

in the fruit-houses and vegetable-quarters at

Chiswick ; thus each might supply what the

other lacks. The consideration of this project,

however, must be deferred. Sufficient for the

moment is the work we have in hand.

Having stated in outline what, in our opinion,

should be done at Chiswick, we have next to con-

sider whether any, or all, or none, of the fortnightly

meetings shall be held at Chiswick during the

next summer. And here it is necessary for a

moment to recall the circumstances of the case.

In the early part of this year the Committee
appointed by the Fellows selected as an appro-

priate meeting-place for the Society in its then

urgent need, the offices in A'ictoria Street as a fit

place for the Lindley Library, for the Council

meetings, and for the transaction of the ordinary

business of the Society. Of the fitness of the

choice made by the Fellows' Committee, and
recommended by them for adoption, we have

heard no two opinions. The room is well

situate, convenient, and the library is housed as

it has never been before—it is arranged, cata-

logued, and a\'ailable for use.

As to the Drill Hall, that also was selected by

the Committee, and there is no doubt that in

many respects it is eminently suitable and con-
venient

; but it has some disadvantages, and the
Fellows and general public have not hitherto

taken to it very kindly. Under these circumstances
it has become a question whether the Drill Hall
shall be abandoned, as it can readily be, and the
fortnightly meetings held at Chiswick, in accord-

ance with the spirit of the resolution so warmly
supported at the Apple Conference. To this latter

course objections are raised : it is said that the
exhibitors would not come, the conuuittees would
not come, the public would not come. Of course
there is some force in all these objections, but
none of them is fatal, for none is absolute. "\\"e

believe, on the contrary, that if it could be

arranged for some (not all) meetings to be held

in the course of the summer at Chiswick, that

exhibitors would come, that the committees
would come, and that the public would come.
This latter contingency of course depends on the

adequacy of the announcements made. Mean-
while it must not be forgotten that Chiswick is

the centre of a vast garden-loving population.

Such meetings might be held alternately with
similar gatherings in the Drill Hall, while the

Temple Gardens, the Crystal Palace, and other

places, might be made available for the " big

shows," where the requirements of exhibitors

would be specially considered. During the three

or four winter months, the room in Victoria

Street would probably suflice for the committt e

meetings.

These are the matters to be discussed on Tues-
day next, and with Chiswick trembling in the

balance, we repeat the expression of our hopes

that the Fellows will consider it a duty to attend.

If they vote straight for the proper development

and utilisation of Chiswick, all the better—accord-

ing to ourthinking—otherwisethe Society will be

more than ever a certificate factory, and a society

for the holding of flower-shows—both things

desirable in their way, but both together totally

inadequate, as fulfilments of what are set forth

as the aims and duties of the Society.

At this season what should we do

themums."" Without the Chrysanthemum P

This is a question that any one
who visited the great show at the Aquarium at

Westminster may well ask ? The display was in-

deed, remarkable, and having seen it, there is

no room for surprise at the great popularity

the flower enjoys. From this point of view, in-

deed, it runs the Eose hard. And when we
consider that the Rose comes in the full

tide of the flower-season, while the " mum "

comes at a time when it has, of necessity,

the field to itself there is the less reason

to wonder at the enthusiasm the flower ex-

cites. Tn form and in colour it has something

to satisfy all tastes, and this at the yery dullest

season of the year. Another question we feel

disposed to ask is—Where should we be without

the "Japs"? The formal meaningless globes

and incurved varieties, as inelegant in shape, but

as brilliant in colour, as show Dahlias, are more
than balanced by the tassels, and rays, and
quills, and fringes of other sections ; so that if

one object to the formality and want of signi-

ficance of the one, there is plenty in the abandon

and suggestiveness of the other to satisfy the

veriest stickler for Nature versus Art in the

floral world.

The Anemone-flowered section holds the

mean between the two ; and while their

form satisfies the demands of the most
exacting there is enough to supply the re-

quirements of those who, consciously or un-
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Fig. 7i3.

—

nepenthes dicksonianaX : htcbeb apple-obeen, sfotiec with ceimsos, (see p. 643.)
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consciously, love to see in a flower some mani-

festation of its origin and history, some expression

of its adaptation to circumstances and to the

purposes it is adapted to fnlKll. Abstract

beauty is one thing, and men will differ \'ery

materially as to what it is, and nf what elements

it is constituted, but beauty of appropriateness

and adaptation is another matter, and one that

all caa appreciate. To those who know what

a. flower is, what it has been, why it is

as we now see it, and what may fairly

be expected of it in the future, the interest

is enhanced tenfold. A flower that may be

successfully imitated in wax or paper is not much

of a flower after all. It has the same relation

to other flowers as the wax models at Madame

TrssAun's to the living men. liut all this, as

we have said, is very much a matter of ta.ste

and individual appreciation, and the National

Chrysanthemum Society show.s its wisdom in

catering for all.

The details of this great show are given in

another column ; here we can only express our

general impression that the cut flowers were

superb, while the groups were not so fine as we

have seen them on former occasions. The season,

no doubt, ha.i nuich to answer for in this par-

ticular. Many growers were surprised by the

sudden severe frosts in the early part of Octo-

ber, and the effects of this are visible in the

bare leafless stalks, and in some cases by the

crippled flowers. These latter were, of course, not

noticeable in the exhibition room, but they are evi-

dent enough in the collections of the growers, and

they go far to emphasise the fact that the Chry-

santhemum is not quite hardy, and that the

cultivator must be wary and get his plants under

cover in due season.

As far as novelties are concerned the French

are inundating us with flowers, which differ

from what we have already as tweedle-dum from

tweedle-dee, but our American cousins are send-

ing us plants of a distinct and valuable character

so far as regards robustness of habit and dwarf

stature. These are desirable qualities, for, however

beautiful and extraordinary cut blooms may be,

the like flowers seen like mops at the top of a

long stem are not quite so attractive. Another
point is worth notice, and that is the foliage.

The leaves of a Chrysanthemum are distinct and
handsome in appearance ; moreover, they are

exceedmgly variable, and this is the more inte-

resting, in that it is a natural variation, which

has not been (consciously at least) selected by

the florist. The philosophers should take heed

of this, they attribute the variation in the flowers

to the processes of selection and protection exer-

cised by the gardener, or, in Kature by insects

or otherwise, but there is nearly as much
variation, though no one has observed it system-

atically, in the foliage ; and this, as v.-e ha\-e

said, has not been selected by the florist. To
what, then, is this variation attributable!-' Verily

there are many things not dreamt of in our

philosophy !

Royal HoRTicuuTUfiAL Society.—"A special

meetiui; of the Coaucil was held ou "Weiluesday,

October 31, at 1 p.m.. when it was lesolved that

a cordial vote of thanks be sent to all those who

were kind enough to read papers, or to exhibit fruit,

or in any other way to assist in making the late

Apple and Pear Conference at Chiswick a success.

It was resolved that a report of the Conference be

forthwith prepared with a view to its publication

as a number of the Jutti-iud of the Society. Tlie

two resolutions passed at the Chis\uck Confei-ence

were then read and considered, and v,rith reference to

the suggested Sub-Committee ou Law and Tarlia-

mentary Matters, it was resolved, " That the Govern-

ment having, at the suggestion of the Council of the

Ivoyal Horticultural Society and others, expressly

included horticulture in the bill tor the establish-

ment of a ministry of agriculture, it would

be unadvisabie to appoint a separate Law and

Parliaraentary Committee, the Council considerin.g

itself to be in a position to fulfil the duties of

such proposed committee more advantageously

than a subsidiary body." AVith reference to

the second Conference resolution, relatin,:,^ to

tlie Society's garden at Ciiiswick, the following

resolution was passed, viz. :
—

" That the Council ot

the Royal Horticultural Sjciety fully appreciate the

value attaching to Chiswick Garden, and are anxious

to e.^teud and develop its resources to the greatest

possible e-xtent in every direction for the advance-

ment of horticulture, as far as the means placed in

tiieir hands will allow." It was resolved to invite

the members of the present Fruit and Floral Com-
mittees, and, also the principal exhibitors, to attend a

meeting in the Council-room on Tuesday, Xovember

\-i, at ll'oO A.M., to discuss as to the best jjlace in

which to hold the fortnightly meetings for 16^\).

It was further resolved to hold a general meeting of

the Fellows of the Society in the Council-room on

Tuesday, November 13, at 2 p.m., iu order to submit

to them the draft o( new bye-laws with a view to

their adoption. It was determined that at the two

next meetings of the Society on November 13 and

December 11, any tender plant may be placed iu the

Council-room where they will be free from exposure

to cold. liy kiud permission of the Treasurer and

lienchers, a grand flower show will be held by the

Iloyal Horticultural Society, in the Inner Temple

Gardens, on May 30 and 31, ISSO. It was resolved

to contribute £10 to the funds of both the Auricula

and Carnation Societies, if their exhibitions are held

under the auspice of the Iloyal Horticultural Society

in the year 1830."

National Auricula Society (Southern
Section), National Carnation and PiCotee

Society (Southern Section). — We have

received the following disclaimer from Mr. J.

DoDOLAs, Barklngslde, Ilford, for publication: —
" The annual general meetings of the above Societies

were held on October 23, and irraccurate reports of

these meetings were sent to the gardening papers.

In certain papers articles have been written founded

upon these erroneous paragraphs, and I, as Honorary

Secretary of the above Societies, beg to say that not

a line was either written or prompted by me con-

cerning the meeting. The inaccuracies I compltiln

of are— first, the st.atement that it had been decided

to hold the annual displays at the Crystal I'alace
;

whereas nothing of the kind was decided at the

meetings. The Societies are also termed ' naiioiiid

societies,' but, to be correct, the meetings were of

the ' southern sections ' only. As some of the criti-

cisms are adverse, it is only fair to the Northern

Sections to say that they are not included. I

decidedly object to the publications of the proceed-

ings of any societies such as have appeared in the

gardening papers, even when they are not inaccurate.

It was decided at the meeting this year, us It was

also last year, to communicate with the Directors of

the Crvstal I'alace to ascertain on what terms they

would receive the Societies, and at the same time it

was decided that a similar application should be

made to the Council of the Uuyal Horticultural

Society. 1 thought it best while negotiations were

pending to make no public statement, but other

persons evidently differed from me in this respect
;

Imt when it had been Anally decided where the exhi-

bitions would be held, I should have sent the usu:il

report to the gardening Press."

MinA L0I3ATA, or, more properly, according to

Bentham and Hooker, Ipomrea versicolor. The spe-

cific name of this beautiful climbing plant is very

applicable to sliades of colour that the flowers pass

through. It is considered by some to be rather tender,

but it stands In the open at Cambridge, growing and

flowering profusely. Seeds should be sown in Februai y
or March in heat, and grown on singly in jiots with

a small stake, hardening them oft', and finally |ilaiit-

ins them out into the border or elsewhere. \A'hea

idanted in the open a f.^w tivig

suitable for them to ti'ail over.

ehes are very

BiRTOLONIA COMTE DE KERCHOVE.—This is

one ot Mr. Uleu's seedlings, with cordate ovate

acute leaves, with an olive-green velvety ground

traversed by brilliant rose-coloured nerves. It was

exhibited with others at the last Ghent Quinqueu-

nial, where they naturally excited great admiration.

The plant is now figured iu the November number

of the Bi'rin- dc I'llortkltlturc Bclijr.

BOTANICAL Department, Natural History

IVIUSEUM.— Mr. Ai.riiEo IIexdle has been appointed

Assistant in the Department of Botany in place of

Mr. KiDLKv, wlio has been chosen as Superintendent

of the Botanical Department, Singapore.

"Familiar Trees."—This work, published

by ilessrs. Caisell, continues to merit praise,

bjth for the iuiiirmatioa it contains and the way iu

which the numbers are got up. The pjqier, print,

&c., are good, and there are pretty and numerous

illustrations. The value of the coloured plates

(which are issued every month), is enhanced by tiie

fact that the German and French synonyms of the

trees ligured are given, in addition to the Euglisli

names. Mr. BoiaoEB, the Editor, knows how to

combine accuracy of statement with iacility of ex-

position.

Manchister Horticultural Improve-

ment Society.—The first meeting of the pre-

sent winter session of the Manchester Horti-

cultural Improvement Society was held on

Thursday evening, (jctober 31, at the Prince's

Cafe, Oxford Street, Mr. Bruce Findlav. the

retiring President, la the chair. Mr. 11. TAir,

Treasurer, submitted his annual statement of ac-

counts, which showed a balance in hand of about

£.5. Tlie balance was, he said, not a large one, but

they must remember that the subscription fee was

only a small one. The President addressed a lew

words of encouragement, and the Honorary Secre-

tary (Mr. W. B. Upiohs) con jratulated the mem-

bers on the prospect of a pleasant session. Papers

had been promised by Mr. Gleeson on the Pine-

apple, Mr. MKeller on vegetables, Mr. R. Plant

on the Horse-radish, Jlr. .]. Booth on " Modern G.ir-

deners and Gardening," Jlr. Birkenhead on " The

Functions of Leaves under the Infiuence of Sun-

light," Mr. R. Talt, jun., on " Liliums and Cycla-

mens ;" Mr. W. Elkin ou " Floral Decorative Work,

"

Mr. Wallace Adams on " The Mixed Border," and

Mr. Samuel Barlow on " Garden Gossip." The (olbiw-

ing were elected oHieers for the ensuing year:—Pre-

sident. Mr. Bruce F'indlay ; 'Vice-President, Mr. A.

Stansfield ;
Treasurer, Jlr. K. Talt ; and Honorary

Secretary, Mr. W. B. Upjohn. Messrs. J. Brlddoii,

W. Elkin, G. Lunt, W. Plant, and F. Uouinson,

were elected members of the committee.

Mr. D. T. Fish has been elected member of

the Town Council of the town of Bury St. Edmunds.

Royal Horticultural Society of Aber-
deen.—At a recent meeting of the acting directors

of this Society Mr. James Mukkay Gaiiden, Advo-

cate, Aberdeen, was appointed chairman, and Mr.

Alexandek Robson (of Messrs. W. Smith & Sox

Vice-Chairman. The annual supper was fixed fur

Friday, December 11. It was unanimously agreed

that an illuminated address be presented to Coun-

cillor Lyon, late Chairman of the Society, thanking

him lor the warm interest he has taken in the

welfare of the Society. It was resolved to have

another meeting soon to prepare a pri/.e schedule

for 1889.

Fringed Cyclamen.- Mr. Coopeh sends us

f oni the garden of tiie Right Hon. J. Chamuehlaiv

tlie finest specimen we have yet seen of this curious

and beautiful anomaly already figured by us. From

the inner surface of each petal arises, not one single

petalline lobe, but a wdiole tuft of them. The five

stamens are opposite to the petals. The whole
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flower is bell-shaped, the indiv'ulual petals not bcir;;

rcjlexeil as usual. It was raised from seed ol' a

(lower like that figured, and is a distinct advauce

on it.

Royal Microscopical Society.—The ne.xt

nieciiuij of the Soeii'ty will be held on Wednesday,
Ilie Hth in-it.. at .S oclock jirecisely, when the fol-

I'l.virig pa|)er will be read by 'Mr. W. \Vk.st;—" Li.-st

of Desniids from Afassachusetts, l\S.A."

Phcenix DACTYLIFERA.—A large female speci-

men of this, the Date I'alm, luis been sent to the

I'oyal Garden, Kew, from the Cambridge Botanic

(iarden. The plant has been growing in a box in

the Palm-house, and when packed in its case mea-
sured 3,1 feet in length, weighing upwards of 4.V tons.

It arrived safely at its new home by rail, and has

been planted out in that fine and large conservatory

in the pleasure-grounds known as the Temperate-
house.

Large Orchid Sale in America. — The
largest iind finest collection of Urchidsever offered

at a public sale in ^Vmeiiea by a nurseryman or

dealer was (we quote from Garden and Funvl,

of New York), disposed of by auction, at the rooms
of Vouso & Elliott, of that city, on Tuesday of

last week. The sale included the entire stock which
Messrs. F. Sander & Co., of St. Albans, England,
had collected at their establishment in Jersey City,

and consisted of more than 1000 lots. The total

amouut realised was about 7000 dols., and it would have
been considerably more if the sale had been con-
cluded. The day was too short, however, and
souje 200 of the lots catalogued were not
reached. As a rule satisfactory prices v.-ere ob-
tained, but some of the very finest Orchids sold

for less than their real value. This was true of
the superb specimen of Vauda .Sanderiana, which
brought only 230 dols. The oiiginal plant of Cypri-
jiediuiu Boxalli atratum, which was certificated bv
the Royal Horticultural Society of England, sold for

lliO dols.; Cypripedium Chantinii, Philbrick's variety,

brought 160 dols. ; and a wonderful specimen of

Cattleya Mossia; sold for 115 dols. Perhaps the

Cypripediums, all things considered, were sold to the
best advantage. It was noted that the bidding was
quite as brisk when darkness put an end to the sale

as it was at the beginning. It was noted, too, that

a larger proportion of pl.ants than is usually the
case went to the trade about New York and Phila-

delphia, sliowing a confidence on the part of alert

dealers that the demand for Orchids, and the best

Orchids, is steadily growing in this countiy.

MusSAENDA BORBONICA.—An interesting com-
municatiou has rccmtly been made to the Societe

ri'Acclimatation of Paris by M. L.vpevreue, a health

odicer of the Erench Navy, Concerning a shrub, pre-

viously uudescribed, belonging to the order Rubiacca",

and f'jund on the island of Reunion. It forms a busit

of i) feet in heigiit, with a short stem, and numerous
branches. The berries are round, slightly pressed

together at the points, of the size of a Cherry, and
of a blue-green colour, changing to violet when ripe.

They contain two seeds, in form resembling those of

Coffee, and showing still closer resemblance in

chemical composition. According to the analyses

made, Mussaenda seed contaius caffeiu, an aromatic

essence, aither, oil, and the otiier substances in

greater or lesser proportions which are found in

Coffee. They ofi'er, therefore, a good substitute for

the latter, or of Chicory, sweet Acorns, and other

substances generally mixed with Coffee. It is stated

that of Mussaenda seeds ,3,000,000 kilogrammes can

be obtained annually. It will be remembered that

Mussnen<la is a near ally of the Coffee.

Cassell's "Popular Educator."—We iiave

received the first part of the new editiou of Cassell's

Popular Ediieafor. The monthly numbers of this

useful work are issued in a more convenient size than

before, and contain much new matter; the old

articles have been revised and brought up to date.

The subjects treated of include science, art, and

languages, and there are bi^sides instructive and in-

teresting essays on more general subjects. To the

practical utility of this woi'k we can ourselves testify,

having found the first edition a valuable aid when as

an amateur teaching langu.iges and certain sciences

to a class of artizan students ; hence we can strongly

recommend its use in garden libraries. The botanical

jjortion, however, in the former editions was inferior

and much behind the age. \Ve trust this may be

rectllii^d in the new edition.

The Apple Audit. Some results of the late

Chiswick Conference will be specially intcrestin;;.

The object was to ascertain not how many sorts are

ill cultivation, but which are the best suited com-

mercially for special purposes in different localities,

The double audit taken shows, first, by the number

of dishes exhibited, what is the popular verdict ; and

the second, by the numbei- of certificates awarded,

the merits of the particular variety as shown on that

occasion from various localities. Thus, Warner's

King was exhibited by seventy-eight exhibitors, and

received ten certificates, a percentage consiaerably

less than Peasgood's Nonsuch. Here are a few

figures relating to the mo.?t important kinds:

—
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are ileep, witli long fringe-like cilia at the edges,

and they reach from end to end of the pitcher.

The plant is evidently of vigorous habit, " free,"

and likely to increase in beauty with age. For the

rest, see our figure, or, better still, pay a visit to

Messrs. Veitch's Nepenthes-house, preparing yourself

beforehand (if you liave not been there before) for a

startling surprise, and a sight as full of interest as

it is of beauty.

CHEYSANTHEMUMS.
There will probably be observable in the shows

just commenced a great range in the quality of the

blooms staged, and close round London the quality

of the blooms will have been affected by the

frosts on October .j and succeeding nights, although

closer in again the damage is not so apparent. Then

the cold damp sunless season has had the effect in

many cases of causing damping in the blooms.

Nevertheless, we can confidently look for some tirst-

rate flowers, and the exhibits will be generally either

very good or bad, and only in a few cases of medium

quality.

Mk. Uwen's, JIaidenhead.

At Mr. Owen's nurseries, Maidenhead, the eti'ects

of the frosts are very distressing, whole rows con-

taining hundreds of plants being rendered useless,

and there are included in these several of the very

latest varieties, and therefore a distinct public loss

is occasioned, for Jlr. Oiven procures almost every

new variety each season, and gives opportunities for

comparing their merits. There are, however, some

few plants which have fared better, and besides tlie

very well known varieties we may single out G.

Daniels (new this season), a reflexed Japanese,

almost white above, with rose-pink reverse ;
it is of

large size, and in all probability will be a favourite

when better known ; the petals are large, about

half an inch wide, but are rather sappy, which m.iy

be attributed to the season. Another Japanese is

Fimbriatum, blush, with white lacerated tips—

a

pretty flower, which is now two years old ; it bears

very large blooms, one measuring 10 inches across.

Miss Gordon, reflexed Japanese, is a rich pale pink,

and has good-sized petals. Gorgeous, a fine solid

chrome-yellow flower, after the style of Thunberg.

Avalanche shows up well as a pure white Japanese ;

it is a light looking flower, rather short in the

petal. Elsie is creamy-white when fully expanded
,

but lemon coloured on opening ; the petals are very

drooping, and it is a good reflexed Japanese variety,

of medium size. Alcyon, another ofthe same section,

rose-coloured, has recurved tips, which display a

lighter tint of the same colour. Florence Tercy

(Japanese) has tubular and spathulated long white

petals, giving an appearance of lightness and airi-

ness which is very pleasing. Duke of Berwick, a

Japanese, cream-coloured, with faint rose traces,

is to be noticed as a dwarf and early variety.

One of last year's varieties, which is striking, is

Marie Ouvray, a deep red maroon, fluted and

twisted ; it is a free flowerer, but is too small for

exhibition purposes. Jules Barigny, a rosy-coloured

Japanese flower, white reverse, has uo centre, but is

a pretty colour and a good decorative variety. Hol-

born Beauty is a Japanese, with petals of good

breadth, yellow, and a strong grower. M. Duboul is

bright rose with a paler centre ; the petals have an

irregular twist, and are drawn in to narrow points,

making a very conspicuous bloom. Sarah Owen,

W. Holmes, and Lincoln's Inn are well grown, and

also Capucine for decorative purposes.

Among the incurved, M. le Baron d'Avene must

be named; it is quite new, and in colour is rosy-

lilac, tipped with white ; also George Anderson,

rosy-lilac, and white striations—a pretty combina-

tion ; and an American novelty, E. S. Renwick,

soft pink on both surfaces—a promising flower.

There is also Jubilee, a pale pink, stated to be a

sport from Princess ofTeck. A deep rich and bright

yellow show Anemone is J. Thorpe, Jun., which has

a good-sized flower with a good number of ray petals.

Before leaving the nursery reference should be

made to the Chrysanthemum coronarium Cloth of

Gold, a strong variety, with flowers of bright yellow,

measiuing y inches in diameter.

The Roval Nuesekies, Slouoh.

Mr. C. Turner was also unfortunate in feeling the

frost, but not to such .an extent as at Maidenhead.

Large quantities of Boule de Neige, Princess ofTeck,

and ilrs. N. Davis, suffered most, and after being

frosted the plants were taken inside, being previously

cut-back till the pith became white ; they are break-

ing away now, but what will follow ? There was a

fine lot of bright blooms in the house, the best varie-

ties in each section being represented by large and

clean blooms :—these included such varieties as

Madame Blanche Pigny, Vf. Holmes. .1. Mahood,

Lord Alcester, CuUingfordi, Comte de Germiuy,

Madame de Sevin, Mdlle. Lacroix, 'Val d'Andorre,

&c. Besides these, there were novelties worthy of

special mention, such were :—Madame Barez (.Japa-

nese),short petals of rosy-purple, very closely lined on

a whitish-yellow ground, the colouring being more

intense at the tips of the petals, it is a promising

variety, and is stated to be early. Monsieur L. Lang-

lois, tubular and spathulate, petals of coppery-yellow

and red-brown, a pleasing colour; Amy Furze,

white, splashed rosy-purple, short in the petal

(Japanese). Another pretty Japanese is M. Levigne,

pale pink on white, with the petals long and twisted.

Madame Louise Lacroi-x, pure pearly-white (also

Japanese), is a flat flower, adapting it well for wreath

work. Carew Underwood, the bronze sport from

Baronne de Frailly, was well represented. In one

house were very large quantities of Lady Selbourue

and G. Glenny, which are grown for cutting purposes.

We noticed also the early Neapolitan Violet, Lady

H. Campbell, which was in full flower. It is earlier

than Marie Louise, and is of a slightly lighter

colour. Mention may also be made of a pyramid

tree of Crataegus Lalandei in full berry—a pretty

and conspicuous object.

Mr. W. Holmes, Feampton Park Ndeseby,

Hackney, has a good display of blooms in a house

erected for the purpose. Marguerite (Japanese),

cream coloured, with purple-carmine at the base, is

a very distinct flower. It is new, and will pro-

bably develope into a capital flower. Tisiphone,

another Japanese, has fine hair-like petals of gold

and red-brown with the petal very much twisted. It

is a flower about which opinions are likely to differ

widely. JIandarin is a great acquisition to the

Japanese section, being a full flower of fluted petals,

and in colour a delicate cream. Triomphante, a

reflexed .Japanese, with broad petals of lilac-pink,

with a cream centre, is a solid-looking flower.

Marquis of Devonshire, the sport from Bouquet

Fait, which, when seen last year, was considered to

be like William Robinson, is evidently distinct as

seen here ; the colour is a warm terra-cotta. Others

were Sunflower, a beautiful yellow, certificated this

year by the Royal Horticultural Society ; Avalanche,

pure white ; JIadame Ch. Souchet, bright yellow

and Carter pink, like 0. J. Quintus, but of larger

size, all Japanese ; and Nielsen, the largest Japanese

Anemone. There were also several splendid blooms

of W. Holmes.

FiNSBUEY Park.

The usual annual exhibition at Finsbury Park is

now open to the public, and a capital display of

blooms of fine quality may be seen there in a house

100x18 feet, with the plants arranged in a double

sloping mass ; in the centre E. Molyneux, Mons.

Tarin, Jladame de S(Svin, Thunberg, Lord Alcester,

Mrs. liundle, Mons. Delaux, G. Glenny, W. Holmes

are prominent ; and also Samuel Morley, rich red-

brown (reflexed Japanese) ; Komeo, magenta-brown

(fluted Japanese); Mr. J. Laing, bright red-brown,

with a gold margin, the petals attaining a fine point

(reflexed Japanese) ; Lady Lawrence, a new large

white Japanese with broad petals, likely to be a good

flower; Dr. Dor (Japanese), deep cream, with just a

very faint suspicion of rose— a very attractive

variety; and Gorgeous (reflexed Japanese), bright

yellow, were very good. Mr. Maudlin, under whose

charge the plants have been grown, is to be con-

gratulated on the display.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea.

A large houseful of new and old varieties reward

the visitor at this estaldishment. Here also the

early frosts have left their mark in the shape oi

crippled bloom-buds ; and the fogs have disflgured

the foliage, which, at an early period of the autumn,

was very healthy-looking and abundant. The new

varieties were chiefly placed in the Camellia corridor

—at least the earliest in bloom were so placed.

These were Madame J. Laing, a fine chestnut-

coloured Japanese, with thread-florets reflexed

;

Belle Pauline, of the same class, lilac, with

long thread-florets ; William Stevens, orange

and lemon-yellow — a good flower, and large

Charles Gibson, an orange sport from Prin-

cess of Teck, in form equalling the original

flower ; E. Molyneux, crimson-brown (Japanese),

with the reverse of the floret of dead gold colour, a

showy fine bloom ; Anne Clarke (.Tapanese), the

thread-like floret, divided at the tip, centre of flower

white, the margin, lilac-coloured ; J. J. Hillier is very

similar to Madame J. Laing, but it is later in flower-

ing, and the chestnut colour has a shade of crimson in

it ; Moonlight is a full white flower with dividedflorets,

which are twisted ; Charlotte de Montcabrur is

delicate mauve-coloured, full, and with thread-like

florets ; L'Or de Japan is a fine thing in deep yellow,

the points of the florets turn up ; C. Orchard is a

crimson-orange, with the reverse of the florets dead

yellow : the flower is very full. Other good varieties

were Alfred Chantrier, yellow, with a pink suffusion

over the straight florets ; it is an early flowerer, W.
Holmes, rich crimson-brown—a fine globular bloom

;

The Moor, one of Mr. Sadler's seedlings, a reflexed

Japanese, close-petalled, small flower, and nearly the

same colour as the last named ; it may come yet finer

than now seen. Tlie American-raised flowers are

Mabel Douglas, a medium-sized flower, reflexed, soft

yellow, thread florets—a pretty Japanese variety
;

Puritan, a pure white flower, with flat florets turning

upwards, large—a fine flower; Mrs. Langtry, a very

large, starry, white Japanese ; and President Hyde, a

reflexed yellow, with a button-like centre, dwarf in

habit, as are most ofthe American varieties.

ATHROTAXIS SELAGINOIDES.
The species of these curious Tasmanian Conifers

are sadly confused in gardens, but we trust that the

figures and descriptions of the species which have

been given in these columns from time to time may

aid in their more ready discrimination, and in the

establishment of correct nomenclature. The present

species is widely different from the others, and may

be recognised by its loosely packed relatively large

curved linear-lanceolate leaves and cones of the

size of a Cherry.

For the specimen from which our fig. 79 was taken

we are indebted to the kindness of the Director of

the Royal Botanic Garden, Glasnevin. We have

seen it in various gardens under the name of Gun-

niana and Doniana, but the name adopted is the

correct one. The three species are very easily recog-

nised :

—

A. cupressoides has relatively small, closely ap-

pressed, ovate leaves, with a prominent midrib, and

the cone-bearing branches sharply bent downwards

at the apex, so that the cones, which are about the

size of a large pea, are nodding. It is usually, but

erroneously, called A. selaginoides, and we have also

seen it under the name of C. imbricata. It was

originally described by Don, and subsequently by Sir

Joseph Hooker in The Flora of Tasinania. It was

figured also in these columns, 1885, vol. xxiv. p. 273.

A. laxifolia has the same general habit, but the

leaves are loosely packed—not at all appressed—and

oblong obtuse leaves, longer than those of E.

cupressoides. The cones also are not bent down-

wards, and are larger, being of the size of a small

Cherry. The spegies was originally described by
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Sir Joseph Hooker in the Icones Planlariiiii, and was

figured b_v us on November 7, 18S5.

A- seUvginoides curiously resembles Lycopodiiira

!Selagoin aiipeanince. Its leaves are loosely disposed,

about half an inch in length, narrowly lanceolate

acute, and the cones are as large as a Cherry (see

tig. 7X). In each case the seeds are provided with

rather deep oblong obtuse wings. Tlie microscopical

structure of tlie leaf ana other characters have been

given in previous numbers, to which we may refer

the reader. They are trees for the gardens of the

plant lover and cojinoisseitr, but not likely to be of

value for timber.

Home Correspondence.

WALL TREE BORDERS.—Fruit and its prolitable

cultivation are in the ascendant, and certainly " hold

the held " in every gardening periodical. Among
others I beg to submit my ideas in regard to the

cultivation of fruit trees on walls. From time im-

memorial the general custom has been to make a

border for the roots of from 10 to 12, or 14 feet

wide ; and every year this land is in great measure

manured and dug. often twice, for the production of

all kinds of vegetables. Now, as it is considered a

barbarous practice to dig among our trees and shrubs,

cutting and mutilating the roots, surely it must be

equally so to do it to our fruit trees on the walls.

My experience leads me to think that if it were

otherwise there would be fewer dead branches

and less gumming, especially on Apricots, Cherries,

and Peaches. I h.ave seen splendid crops, in a garden

in the west, of Apricots, Cherries, and Grapes when
the trees were planted under the roadway or path.

Now, my system would be this—to have a narrow

border :i or 4 feet from the wall, then a broad walk
ti or 7 feet wide, well made with brick-rubble and

old mortar for the foundation, well rammed. I

have no doubt myself of what the result would be.

A. J. Tciiq^le, Nostcll Priory^ Wakefield.

STANHOPEA SACCATA.—I would wish to add to

the list of interesting and beautiful Stanhopeas men-
tioned at p. 480 by Mr. Douglas as growing at Low-
lands, Jlr. Horner's residence, the name of one quite

worthy of being added to any collection where these

curious and beautiful Orchids are grown. This is .S.

saccata. I have twice flowered this species, which

bears compact blooms of medium size of a clear

shaded primrose-yellow colour, the lip having a
remarkable bag or pouch of brilliant orange colour,

whence its name, which has the authority of Pro-

fessor Reichenbach. is derived. I find that it thrives

in a basket hung close to the roof in the stove. Any
g-ower of Stanhopeas would do well to secure this

beautiful species. J. T, Toe, Biverston,

PLANTING SANDHILLS.—I Iiave noted with some
interest the correspondence on the above subject,

and I am sure that, generally speaking, one point is

overlooked by many planters, and that is the fact

tliat although grasses have succeeded in holding the

sand, it yet takes some years before such sands

become converted into soil sufficiently good to sup-

port the free growth of other plants, and unless

means are taken to provide the necessary pabulum for

the growth of trees, &c., time must be allowed for

natural causes to provide the material for such
growth. To expect plants to grow freely where they

can obtain no real nourishment is not a sensible

thing, and therefore some method must be adopted

to secure the end in view. In the natural course of

events, if we have gi'ass which is suitable for the food

of animals, they could be grazed on the sandhills, and
by adding such things as corn or oilcake to their

dietary, the soil would be enriched, and a greater

quantity of forage would be produced, while the en-

richment ofthe newly-forming soil would in time give

facility fur the employment of a wider variety of

forage plants, which again would tend to make the

pasturage more valuable, and while making it more
valuable, would be also rendering it increasingly

more suitable to the growth of plants of larger

growth. Time would of course be necessary, and
tills is just what is not allowed as a rule, and there-

fore after the sands are once bound, some method of

enriching them other tiian by natural causes must be

adopted. In the artificial enrichment of the soil,

dressings ofclay, river mud, and other heavy materials

may be used if obtainable, as well as thoroughly-

rotted seaweed, animal matter of .all kinds, and in

fact anything which will tend to bind and enrich the
saud ;

while deep-rooting plants, such as Seakale, may
be used in moder.ition on the bound sands, all these

items being serviceable in forming a soil in which
trees will grow. However, before having large trees,

bushes of Tamarisk or other subjects should be
]ilauted to afi'ord some break or shelter for the trees

;

and these latter should not be too large specimens
when first set out. Time and perseverance are the
chief things in I'eclaiming sands, and given these, the
work of reclamation will proceed vigorously after the
sands are once rendered stable and free from shifting

by the initial process of binding with grass and other
plants. Walter J, May, Walluti-on-T/iames.

PRESERVING MELONS.—As the Melon season has

been a very bad one, owing to our continuous sunless

skies, a note on preserving them, I tiiink, will not be

out of place. Jlelons in frames set their fruit well with

me this year', but they did not ripen well ; in fact, tliey

would not finish on the Vine, but decayed at the

stalk ; and therefor'e to preserve them I took them to

a dry vinery, laid them on a shelf for a few days till

they were perfectly dry, thence to a cupboard be-

side the fireplace in my room, where they were placed.
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enveloped in wadding about six times thick. In
the middle of September I put in one which was
quite green ; and on October 29 on examining it I

fourul it quite ripe and of a fine flavour. Another
method for jireserving very late fruits is to cut them
when not over-ripe, with a clean cloth wipe them,
then lay them for twenty-four hours in a dry place,

afterwards burying them in sifted ashdustand inclose

them in a cask or a perfectly air-tight box, where they
may be kept sound until December, or even January.
G. Howes, Merlon.

ASTER HYBRIDS.—Under this head, on p. 515,
my friend, Jlr. 10. J. Lowe, mentions two new seed-
ling JNlichaelmas Daisies, which he supposes to be
hybrids. As I have long been collecting all the
best forms of this flower I may be allowed to say
that any one ivho raises or calls attention to an
improved variety of Michaelmas Daisy deserves the
thanks of all growers of hardy herbaceous plants.

The merits of Michaelnras I->aisies for garden deco-
ration were never more conspicuous tlian this

autumn, when most of us liad nearly all our flowers

prematurely killed on October 1. Since that date
to the present time these late flowering perennial
Asters have made such a display with me in all my
border's that the lost flowers were hardly missed.
From time to time I come across new or improved
forms, and I feel convinced that many exist which
have not yet found tlieir way to nurseries, and that
others might easily be raised. It makes little dif-

ference to the gardener wliether botanists consider

these varieties to be hybrids, or garden developments
of a species, provided they are good. I have little

doubt that there are many hybrid Asters in cultiva-
tion ; tlrr-ee years ago I retained the services
of a trained botanist to name my Asters,
taking the Kew herbarium as the standard, and
several of my best he gave up as coming
under no name or description. One which Max
Leichtlin seirt me a few years ago as his " best
Michaelmas Daisy," has been sent to two or three
experts, none of whom ventured to assign it a name
or a parentage. In early seasons many Michaelmas
Daisies ripen seed, and brushing them when they
first flower with pollen from the best kinds, would
be likely to produce good developments, whether of
the same species or of hybribs. As for a cross

between Aster and Erigeron, which Mr. Lowe men-
tions, there is no reason why it should not succeed.
Asa Uray tells us that there is no natural line of
division between them, and that the separation of
these two species is purely arbitrary. I hope,
ther-efore, that Mr. Lowe and others will not be
discouraged because their attempts to make this

cross have not yet been successful. C. Wolley Dod.

DISEASE-RESISTING POTATOS.—I should like to
supplement the rem.arks of Mr. Murphy of Clonmel,
in a recent issue of this journal upon the subject of
disease-resisting Potato, by statingthat in this neigh-
bourhood every kind of Potiito has this season been
more or less affected by disease. There are consider-
able differences, however, as to the extent of the
ravages, some varieties having escaped with .about I

per cent, of bad, while others are from 75 to 80 per
cent, diseased. Arrd in some cases labour is not being
spent to lift and remove the tubers from the ground,
which is certainly a mistake, [a crime rather], if

it is intended to grow another crop of Pot.atos in tha
immediate vicinity next year. The advantages of
early varieties and of early-lifting have been clearly
demonstrated in the present season, Ashleaf Kidneys,
Myatt's Improved, Early Rose, and the like, that
harvested at the beginning of August .are keeping
capitally

;
it being quite an exception to find a bad

tuber during sorting. But in gardens where these
varieties have been left in the ground until Septem-
ber, they too have become diseased. From many
rnquir-ies that I have made in this district, where
the soil is of a moderately heavy loam rest-
ing upon clay and chalk, I find that of the
late varieties and those left in the ground the
longest, nothing this year approaches Beauty of
Hebron and Magnum Bonum for disease resistance.
In my own garden I had a plot of Dakota Reds
which are a very late variety, and were not lifted

until the haulms had been completely cut doivn by
the frosts of September. In these but few were
diseased, while a plot of Prime Minister grown by
their side were three-quarters bad. In one of Sir J.
B. Lawes' experimental fields at Rothamsted, where
Scotch Champion has now been grown for nine
years in succession on the same land, and for four
years previous to that the Rock variety was grown,
and with the same description of manure applied to
each plot of ground year after year, we find this year
a smaller crop per acre than usual, and no kind of ai-ti-

ficial manure that has been used appears to preserve
the tubers from disease, although great diflerences are
manifest in the quantities of bad developed, ranging
from a few pounds to nearly a ton of diseased per
acre. Potash salts seem to be a powerful pre-
servative, but when these are applied together with
lar'ge quantities of stimulating nitrogenous manures
then the good eft'ect of these salts appears to be neutral-
ized. Peat-moss manur'e has been found in this neigh-
bourhood a capital dressing for the growth of Potatos,
keeping the tubers beautifully clean and bright-

skinned, and by keeping the soil open and assisting

drainage, helps to promote disease-resistance. J^
Willis, Harpenden.

LONQLIVED CUCUMBERS.— Having for many
years taken a deep interest in Cucumber growing,
and with a large siiare of success— cultivators manage
then in various ways both from seeds and cuttings—

I

quite agree with vour correspondent, Mr. Froud, at

p. 447, th.at tliere is very little difficulty in keeping
Cucumber plants in good health for two years, pro-
vided they are grown in a jjroperly constructed arrd

well-heated houses. Twenty years ago I had the
good fortune to raise a variety named Blue Gown,
and in order to keep it true all the other seedlings
were destroyed. It soon spread and filled the whole
house, IG feet by 10, producing some of the finest

Circumbers I have ever seen, and continued to bear
for two years. Of course a little fresh soil and
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liquid manure were supplied occasionally as required,

and the older brandies cut away fiom time to time,

and young ones laid in. I Iiave on many occasions

allowed one plant to till this same house, and am
generally able to cut the brst fiuit for exhibition

I'rom plants grown on this method of extension. I

prefer pdants struck from cuttings for fruiting In

summer, but seedlings for winter, as they have more

vigour than cuttings, and in my opinion are more

hardy. T. Lockic, Uaklcij Court, Winihor.

TUSSILAGO FRAGRANS.—In an able .and prac-

ticable article on the formation o( new herbaceous

borders (p. 510), Jlr. Ilorsefield gives a list of plants

which he truly says will form "a fairly good and

interesting collection;" there are, however, two

species in that list that I would warn intending

planters against introducing into their border; '1'.

fragrans is one of these ; it is a weedy looking plant,

with dingy pale lilac flowers, very sweet, and pro-

duced in mid-winter. In a newly formed border the

creeping rootstock would quickly run riot and

become a nuisance, monopolising the ground to the

detriment of the other plants ; in fact, it is utterly

unfit for a front-row plant, or any other |)ai t of the

border. The flowers are ceitainly very ivelcome in

the winter, and for these it could be planted in some

semi-wild place. T. farfara variegata is a veiy

pretty plant, but it h.as the same objectionable

characteristic root as the former plant, and in rich

soil there is always a danger of its reverting to the

green type, which is a most difficult jilant to ejadi-

cate. J. W. Odc/l.

GAS-TAR.—The way to use the gas-tar referred

to in your last number, is to put a small piece of hay

or straw- rope round the stem of the bush close to the

ground, and it should be about 3 or 4 inches high
;

when the leaves are nearly fully expanded give the

rjpes a good coat of gas-tar : as it does not take much
time to do a lot of them, it may be repeated once or

twice during the summer, and if some fresh gas-lime

is sown under the bushes, it will be all the better, as

it will kill any grub that may be near the surface of

the earth, and i feel sure, that any of your readers

who may give it a trial, will be highly pleased with

the result. Bushes treated in this manner were not

attacked, and others l»ft to chance, were completely

defoilated. J. M'Intosh.

Violas as Bedding Plants.— I think that if

the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society could

be induced to invite collections of these at one of

their spring meetings, to be shown in bloom in jiots

or ])ans, a very interesting exhibit might be ob-

tained. A large number of varieties is now being

cultivated, including some chiirming new varieties,

and it is necessary the public should have an oppor-

tunitv of seeing them. If classes could be jirovided

for them at the Temple show, and sufficient induce-

ments oilered to biing growers from a distance, a

delightful fe.iture would be secured. When it is

remembered what a leading feature Tansies and

Violas in pots make at the grrat Whitsun show at

Manchester, and how much public notice they attract,

it seems desirable that opportunity should also be

aftbrded for such a display in London. B. D.

Societies.

NATIONAL CHKYSANTHEMUM.
Tiu grent mttropolitan show of tlie season, lieUl

at the Ivoyal Aqiuirium, Westminster, on Wednesilay

anil Thursilay last, brought together more than oOO

entries, resulting in the largest sliow the Society hns

yet helil. The quality was excellent as regards the

cut blooms, and less in plants in the groujts. The
large number of entries caused severe competition in

most of the classes.

Cten.

Incitrrrd.— 1''0T forty-eight blooms, not less than

twenty-four yarieties, the place of honour was ac-

corded to Mr. r. J)oughty, gr. to Jlrs. i\I. Timlin,

Angley Talk, Cranbrook, for a stand of a truly

superb lot of blooms of large size, even, clean,

and solid, and of very tine substance, out of

which the following varieties mny be selectrd for

name: — Golden Empress, Empress of Indin,

Cherub, Norman Davis, Jardin des Plantes Violet

Tomlin, Charles Gibson, Emily Dale, Princess of

Wales, Alfred Salter, and Mrs. Halliburton. I\lr.

J. llorsiield, lleytc^bury, AVilis, was L'ud, foUu\sing

closely with a beautiful solid and clean lot of large

blooms, of which Empress of India, Jeanne d'Arc,

l5ron/,e Queen, and Lord Alcester, were the finest, and
PrinceAHVed, Jardiu des Plantes, Baron Beust, Golden
Eagle, and Mrs. Rundle were also highly creditable,

the .'ird place being accorded to Mr. J. ^IcKeny.ie,

gr. to T. y. Cornwallis, E^q., Linton Park, Maid-
stone, who also showed large Ijlooms of very good

form Lord Alce.?ter, Golden Empress, JJarbara, Jiir-

din des Plantes, Mrs. Heale, Cherub, Hero of Stuke

Newington, Lady Talford, and Princess of Wales
being the finest shown.

Twenty-four, distinct.—In this sm-^ller class Mr.

Sullivan, gr. to D. B. Chapman, Esq., Downshiie
House, Ivoehampton, led with some capital flowers,

but the general quality here was behind that of the

forty-eight's—Barbara, Empress of India, Jardin des

Plantes, Nil Desparandum, Golden Empress, John
Salter, were the best—they were all rather inclined

to be rather flat but in other respects they were good.

2nd, Mr. J. Doughty, with large blooms, but weak in

the centre—Mrs. "Hamilton, 'Mv. liunn, Cherub,

Princess of Teck, White Venus, and Jardin des

Plantes, being the finest samples. Mr. A. Ives. gr. to

E. C. Jukes, Esq., Hope House, Winchmore Hill, was

3rd, with blooms of good form and colour, but smaller

than the foregoing— Lord Alcester and Golden

Empress being good exceptions, however ;
and Mi".

Bunn, Lord Wolseley, and Le Grand were the best

of the others.

Twelve incurved.—Mr. T. Skinner, gr. to J. Aird,

Esq., I'jast Sutton Park, Staplehurst, was 1st in tliis

class, from which those competing in the twenty-

four were excluded ; he had blooms of good average

size and quality and of even form—Lady Hardinge,

Empress of India, Princess of Wales, Queen of

England, Emily Dale, and Jardin des Plantes being

shown well.

Six blooms of any one variety.—Here there were

eleven entries, and the competition was very close,

Mr. J. Doughty leading with enormous heavy Golden
Emjiress ; while Mr. F, J. Thorne, gr. to J. T.

jNIackenzie, Esq., Sunningdale Park, Suuningd;ile,

followed with Empress of India, but a shade smaller

;

and with the same variety Mr. J. Hewitt, gr to

II. B. Mackeson, Esq., Hill Side, Ilythe, Kent,

was yrd.

Japanese, forty-eight blooms.—This was the lead-

ing class of the section, not less than twenty-four

varieties were to be shown. Here Mr. J. McKenzie
was a decided l&t, with a most wonderful lot of

blooms, all large, vigorous, and brightly coloured,

some being exceptionally large. E. Molyneux v,as

a conspicuous bloom, and, indeed, showed up well

all through the exhibition ; others were Madame J.

Laing, Criterion, Val d'Andorre, Soleil Levant,

]\Iadarae de Sevin, Madame C. Andiguier, Comtes-e

de Beauregard, Elaine, L'Adorable, Jlons. Brunet,

and Baronne de Prailly. 2nd, Mr. W. Pack-
man, gr. to C. E. Shea, Esq., The Elms, Foots Cray,

Kent, with a very flne lot of uniformly good size and

bright colour—Jeanne Delaux, E. I\Iolynenx, Crite-

rion, Soleil Levant, C. Orchard, ^Nlons. Ereeman,
Elaine, Martha Harding, La Tiomphante, and Conite

de Germiny. being the most noticeable samples. The
;ird was Air. Munro, gr. to E. J. C. Paul. Esq.,

Twickenham, who followed closely on the L'nd lot

with Boule d'Gr, F. A. Davis, INlagnum Bonum, Val
d'Andorre, Duchess of Albany, M. Marrouch, E.

Molyneux, and Madame C. Audignier, as the best.

These prizes were awarded in a keen race of four-

teen competitors.

Twenty-four, distinct.--The best were from Mr.

C. Cox, gr. to J. Trotter, Esq., Brickenden Grange,

Hertford, who led with an even stand of blooms of

Hue size and very bright colours, of which the best

were E. IMoIyneux, Carew Underwood, Peter the

Great, Criterion, Madame C. Audignier, Kiilph

Brocklebank, Soleil Levant, Mens. Tarin, and Le
Triomphante. :2nd, Mr. J. Brown, gr, to ^Irs.

Waterlow. Great Doods, Pveigate, with a fair even

lot, Willi LOr de Japon, Margot. Madame de Sevin,

Dr. Macary, Carew Underwood, C. Orchard, Madame
Baco, and Duchess of Albany, being the best repre-

sented. Mr. J. C. Waite, Glenhurst Gardens, Esher,

was ^rd, with finely-coloured blooms of even average

size, of which Duchess of Albany, Criterion, and Mrs.

II. Cannell, were good.

Twelve distinct.—There was a capital show and
an excellent competition in this class, from which
exhibitors in the foregoing class were debarred.

Sixteen lots were staged, and the leading prize was
taken by ]\Ir. S. Skinner, for a stand of very Iiand-

some blooms, slightly above the average for size,

E. Jlolyneux, Golden" Dragon, C. Underwood, E. A.
Davis, JIadame de l^igny, and Madame C. Audiguiei'

being fine examples. A close 2nd was made by Mr.
C Edwards, gr. to W. Owen, Esq., The Elms,
Castle Bar, Ealing, with smaller blooms, but very

good, especially in Madame C. Audignier, Boule d Or,

Val d'Andorre, Madame J. Laing, Crilerion, and
Soleil Levant. Following very closely indeed upon
this lot was a stand from Jlr. S. Simpson, St. John's
Nursery, Chelmsford, whose blooms of Japonais,

Madame Audignier, Val d'Andorre, and Maiden's
Blush were the best.

Six blooms (one white variety).^As many as seven-
teen exhibitors staged in this class, and the result

was one of the features of the occasion. Competition
ran close indeed, and a place of well-desei ved
honour was taken by Jlr. J. McKenzie. with Jleg

Merrilies, very pure ibr that variety; Jlr. W. Ju[)p,

gr. to G. Boulton, Esq., Eastbourne, with Avalanche,
was a near 2nd ; and 3rd, Mr. W. Bussell, gr. to

Dr. C. H. Lewis, with flne samples of Mdlle.
Lacroix.

Six Japanese, any colour, one variety.—The four-

teen entries produced a number of most beautiful

and handsome blooms, Mr. J. McKenzie leading well

with superb examples of E. Jlolyneux, vejy large,

and gloriously coloured ; 2nil, Mr. J. Doughty, with
large, and highly coloured Belle Paule; ord, Mr. J.

Hewett, Maiden's Blush being the variety ; other
exhibits here were also very creditable.

Twelve reflexed, large-flowered. — These were
shown to the number of six lots, tlie 1st prize falling

to Jlr. C. Cox, gr. to J. Trotter, E.?q., Hereford ; the
best blooms were Dr. Sharpe, Cloth of Gold, White
Christine, King of Crimsons, and Chevalier Domage.
2nd, Mr. Howe, gr. to H. Tait, Esq., Park Hill,

Streatham Common—Chevalier Domage, Cloth of

Gold, and Dr. Sharpe being his best blooms. Jlr.

Hill, gr., Buckborough Park, Hythe, was 3rd, for a
very good dozen, tlie varieties chiefly those already
noted.

Twelve Japanese reflexed.—In a good competition
the 1st place was taken by Mr. J. Hewett, with
large and full fine flowers of good substance— indeed,

the blooms were all good in this class; Criterion,

Jlaiden's Blush, Amy Furze, Jeanne Delaux, and
Val d'Andorre were the best. 2nd, Jlr. J. Kipling,

gr. to Lord Lytton, Knebworth, with excellent even
blooms of not over-large size ; we noticed two very
good flowers of Jeanne Delaux. Mr, D. Hill, gi. to

F. I). Brockman, Esq., Beachborough Park, Hythe,
followed closely, with Amy Furze, Maiden's Blush,
F. A. Davis, and Val d'Andorre, a good form, and
bright.

Twelve Anemone, large flowered.—In this class

the entries numbered five, and the blooms generally

were of excellent quality without any great dis-

parity between the various lots. 1st, Jlr. M. Sul-
livan, gr. to D. B. Cliapmau, Esq., Downshire House,
lloehampton, with well furnished blooms of Nouvelle
Alvede. Lady Margaret, Acfjuisition. and Thorpe
Junior, a flower much like Gli'ick, but having an
orange-yellow centre instead of being all of one
shade of yellow. 2nd, Jlr. Ives, gr. to E, C. Jukes,
Esq., Hope House, Wimbledon, smaller blooms, and
l>erhaps they were less dressed; 3rd, Mr. M. Russell,

gr. to C. H. Lewis, Esq., Hentield, with nice flowers,

but too small.

Twelve Japanese Anemones.—The best stand of

these was that put up by Jlr. Ives, Hope House,
whose Madame Cabrol, Jeanne Marty, La Deuil,

very tine crimson ; Sa'ur Dorothy Souelle, and
JIadame Bertha Pi,gny were fine large flowers.

There were three nice stands of the pretty Ane-
mone pompons, so useful as cut blooms and when,
grown as small plants. Ist, Jlr. R. Whibley, King
Edward's School, Southwark ; 2nd, Jlr. HiUier, 3,

Priory Road, Wandsworth.
Pompons as cut flowers were sparsely shown, Jlr.

Russell, of Henfield, taking 1st ; and Jlr. Duncan,
gr.. Warnham Court, Sussex. 2nd.

M. DchxKx's Pi-hcs.—JI. Simon Delaux, Toulouse,
France, ofl'ered prizes for the best and largest

varieties sent out by him in the years 18S7 and 1888,
and Jlessrs. Davis & Jones, Lilford Nurseries, Cam-
berwell, contributed a collection of about fifty

varieties in small examples ; M. Bergman, a reflexed

Japanese, very bright yellow, the petals curled—very
pretty ; Mdlle. Louise Leroy, white, fluted and
pointed, Japanese reflexed ; Madame Meyard, Jlr.

Drake, and Othello may be selected as the best.

Jlr. \\. Holmes, Frampton Park Nurseries, Hack-
ney, was a good 2nd in this division, with smallish

bright flowers of Jlrs. J. J. Ilillier, Lincoln's Inn,

Leader, and JIdlle. Louise Lacroix. 3rd. Mr. Owen,
Maidenhead, with Lucien Baltet and Malibran,
among others, These were the only exhibitors.

A'liafcarn wk<j do not cmploj foAd A^iniitants,—
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Twelve incurved.—This suiaU competition brought
some sliilfuUy gi-own and manipulated floweia, a ffw
perhaps boiiiy a tride over-blown. The 1st pri/.c

was taken by KusscU Bradbury, ICsq., Wealdstouo,
Harrow, v.diose best bloom was Empress of India,
which was about twice as large as a specimen <if (i.

Glenny, the smallest. L'lul, Mr. (i. V. Clarke, Fifli-

pool Koad, Uitchin, with large blooms, but a little

rough looking ; ^rd, Dr. Walker, 12. Linglield Koad,
\Vimbledon, whose blooms were i'air and even as
regards size.

!Six Incurved.— In this class were nine entries.

1st. Jlr. F. Lihiscock, South Street, Bishop's Stort-
furd, whose flowers were magnificent

—

.Vlfied Salter,

ICmpress oT India, and the golden variely, (,lueeii of
England and Prince of Wales, being tiie finer one.=.

2ud, llussell Bradbury, Esq., with neat but much
smaller flowers—Jeanne d'Arc, Nil Dpsperaudum,ai',d
Hefulgence were his best; Mr. Walker, Wimbledon,
took the 3rd prize.

There were eleven entries in the class for twelve
Japanese, and Mr. T. Carrnthers, Eeiqate, Surrey,
contributed a stand of very fine flowers of good
average size, which do hira great credit, the best
being Soleil Levant, LOrdu Japon, Mons. Freeman,
and Val d'Andorre. Jl. II. Briscoe Ironside, Esf|.,

The Firs, Foot's Cray, Kent, had a hue bloom of
Mons. J. Eaing and .1. ."\Iahood, and Val d'Andorre
were also good ; he was a close 2nd ; Kussell Brad-
bury, Esq., Wealdstone, Harrow, coming in as a
creditable ord, having Madame H. liendatler,
Dormillon, and Peter the Great in fine examples.

In the smaller class there were the same number of
entries, the place of honour being taken by ^Ir. H.
F'ineham, Union House, Craubrook, who ha 1 a very
spleudid lot, in which JIdlle. Lacroix, Belle Paule,
Carew Underwood, and Dormillon figured well. Mr.
Glascock was 2ud, with M. JIarrouch and K. Brocklc-
bauk ; and, ord, H. Briscoe Ironside, Esq.. following
closely, showing good specimens of W. Holmes, E.
Molyneux and I'aule Dutour.

Aiiiateurti employing one Gardener, and Sin'/le-

hznded Gardeners.—Twelve incurved.—la this com-
petition there were seven entries, and the flowers
were generally of fair quality, if not ofBrobdignangian
proportions. 1st, Mr. Emery, gr. to K. W. Tweedie,
Esq.. Avoc.i, Eastbourne—the usual good varieties

finding place on the stands ; 2ud, Mr. Todd, gr. to
Dr. Southey, Sutton 'Vallance, Kent, with full-

formed, smooth blooms; iird, Mr. W. Rogers, Elwick
Koad, Ashford, Kent— a nice even lot of blooms less

fully blown than those which took the better prize.

Six incurved.—Here there were ten entries, Mr.
Emery taking the 1st pkace. Jlr. G. Jordan, gr. to

theliev. H.Berners, llawkstead Ilectory, Ipswich, the
2nd, with fair blooms that were even as to size ; and
Mr. Todd the third.

Twelve Japanese Distinct.—In the leading class

for Japanese blooms, Mr. Todd was 1st with a stand
ofvery fine solid flowers of good substance—JIargaret
]\Iarronch, Soeiel Levant, Jeanne Delau.x, Criterion,
Dormillon and Madame Laing were the best. Mr. A.
Emery followed with large bright samples of E.
Molyneux, Soeiel Levant, Madame Baco, Madame J.

Laing, Avalanche, and Jlaidens Blush. 3rd, E.
Mawley, Esq. Kosehank, Berkhamstead, for an even
clean, and vigorous lot of blooms, in which Comte de
Germiny, M. JIarrouch, JIartha Harding, Peter the
Great, Madame B. Kendatler and Bc;lle Panle may be
named.

Six Japanese Distinct.- There were fourteen l.jts

stiged here and a Hue lot ot blooms were shown
;

competition was keen, and Mr. ICmery led with
Madame Baco, E. Molyneux and Avalanche in fine

specimens, large and bright. 2.id, >.lr. Todd, who
followed closely with i\Iaidcn's Blush. Madam.; de
Sivin, and J. Delaux as his best. 3id, Mr. T. Caryer,
gr. to A. J. Meissner, Highgate, with fair and very
bright blooms of Soeiel Levant and Belle Paule as
his chief.

Metropolitan daifcs.—Twenty-four incurved, not
lees than eighteen varieties.—Here Jlr. Gilbey was
1st, with line globular, full flowers of the" best
varieties -the back row being composed of very
fine flowers ; 2ud, F. Bingham, Esq., (5, Bethune
Koad, Stoke Newington, whose stand was but few
points behind .Mr. Gilbey's, only the front row
exhibiting weakness.
Twelve incurved, distinct.—In this competition

Mr. Gilbey succeeded in taking the 1st pl.ace. with
medium-sized flowers of very fair quality : Jtr. U.
Nichols, Verandah House, Upper Clapton, was 2nd,
with full regular sized blooms, of fair size.

Japanese—.Mr. Buck, gr. to — Seligman, Esq.,
South KHnsingtou, w.as the leader, with twelve dis-

tinct good-quality blooms, Crilciion, Val d'Andorre,

and Mdlle. Laoroix being good sized samples ; Mr.
Gilbey was 2nd, with small flowers; the same exhi-
bitors taking tiie corresponding places in the class

for six distinct, and showing blooms of the same
quality as in the larger.

TuK SoCIETIlJs' ClIALLBNGE TllOPUV,

This is a prize oft'ered to be competed for hy
gardening societies, the collection to be made \\\i of
blooms selected from the collections belonging to the
members of the Society. There is a cash prize of

y.U) to go to the growers, and a trophy to be held by
tile President of the Avinniug society for one year.

On this occasion there was a good disi)Iay here,

the cLiss consisting of twenty-four incurved and
twenty-four .lapanese Idooms. The successful

society was " Tlie Weald o( Kent Gardeners' and
Cottagers' JIutnal Improvement Society,'" and all

the blooms were the contribution of one member,
Mr. Doughty, whose name appears elsewdiere in tlie

prize list ; he had a fine lot of large, clear, even and
bright blooms of high tpiality—E, Molyneux, Cannv
Underwood, JIadauie B. Itendatler, Madame de
Sevin, Belle Paule, Madame Baco, Madame C.
Audiguier, Dormillon, Criterion, Boule d'Or, and
Gi"andifloi"a were good Japanese; and of incurved,
Lord Alcester, Golden liinpress. Bronze (^ueen.

Hero of .Stoke Newington, A. Salter, Jardin des
J'lantes, Violet Tomlin, and Empress Eugenie.
Other exhibits were good also.

Geohps 01' Pr.vxrs Pots.

The groups were this year not quite up to the last

year's standard in vigour and substance. In the
group to be arranged in 100 square feet, Messrs.
Davis & Jones were 1-t with a well-bahuiceil

group of neat and good plants, well flowered and
bright; 2nd, Mr. J. Judd, gr. to F. W, Prior, Esq.,

Gordon House, Blackheath, wdth plants bearing
smaller blooms ; 3rd, Mr. J. Townsend, Providence
Nursery, Putney, who had some good incurved
varieties. For a decorative group of Japanese in

U:i square feet, .Messrs. ,1. Laing & Son, i"ore^t

Hill, S.E., led with a tasteful arrangement of well-
flowered dwarf ]dants, chiefly in 48 pots, and three or
four blooms on a plant, and good samples of the
popular varieties were to be noticed with some few of
the more recent. Mr. J. W . Witty, London Ceme-
tery Co., Highgate, was second with plants not so
well flowered; pIso dwarf Messrs. Davis & Jones
being a fair 3rd. with small flowered plants.

Trained Plants.—Mr. J. Brooks, gr. to W.
Reynolds, Esq., The (Jrauge, Highgate, led for nine
trained specimens with dwarf plants, well flowered,
of Elaine, W. Robinson, Margot, Mad. B. Rendatler,
Bouquet Fait and Lady Selbonrne. It may be
remai ked that this section of the show was a decided
improvement in quality over last year, 2nd. Jlr.

Easey, gr. to J. W. .lones, Esq., The Grange, High-
bury, with standards bearing rather smaller blooms

—

I'Africaine, Jlargot, and Cliristiau (Golden) being
the best. Mr. W. D.ivey, gr. to C. 0. Paine, Esq.,
Cedar House, Stamford ilill, N., was 3rd, following
closely with similar plants.

The best four standards were from Mr. S. Gilbey,
gr. to B. B. Booth, Esq., The Cazenoves, Upper
Clapton, with Margot, JNIadame B. Eendatler, and
Dr. Sharpe, in fine condition. Mr. Daveywas2nd,
with less vigorous plants ; and 3rd, Mr. G. II,

Cooper, nurseryman, Sydenham Road, Croydon, with
srnall-headed plants. This exhibitor also showed in

the class for six trained pompons, where he showed
a reftexed, and was disqualified, but was awarded an
extra prize; and he was also again to the fore with
six trained specimens, large-flowering varieties,

having Madame B. Rendatler, Margot, and Mdlle.
Lacroix, as the best ; 2nd, Jlr. Easey, with good low
standards; and 3rd, Mr. II. Lovegrove, gr. to II.

Spicer, Esq.. Highbury, who showed well. The best
four were from Mr. F'. F.. Wright, gr. to Jliss

Oxley, The Lawn, Upper Clapton, having Bouquet
Fait, Source d'Or. and Margot, as tine samples of
low pyramids ; Mr. Lovegrove coming 2nd, with
fair samples ; and in the class for prizes oft'ered by
Jlessrs. Wood & Son, Mr. G. H. Cooper added one
more honour to his list.

Frdits and Vegetables.

Appks.—These were largely and finely shown, and
there was much more colour in them than might have
b^en expected. Mr. C. .1. (ir)ldsmith, The Gardens,
Kel-:ey Manor, Beckenhatn, was placed tii'st with
excellent fruit of lied Reinette, Gascoignes, Ribston,

Blenheim Orange, Co.x's Orange Pippin and Wor-

cester Pearmain. Mr. F. Miller, Northlands,
JIa'-gate, was a capital second, with dishes of
Ciilin.iry Apples. Mr. J. McKenzie, The Gardens,
Linton Park, Maidstone, was 1st with grand
samples of Peasgoods' N'onsuch, .Stones, New Haw-
thornden. Emperor Alexander, Stirling Castle and
Gloria Mundi. Mr. F. Miller, was again 2nd, with
a very fine lot, indeed the Culinary varieties were
particularly fine.

ream.—These were finely shown in dishes of 6.

Mr. C. J. Goldsmith coming in 1st, with Duchesse
d'.Vngonlrme, Pitmaston, Duchess Beurre, Diel
Durandeau. Beurre Bachelier, and Louise Bonne of
Jersey ; 2nd, Mr. W. Allan, The Gardens, Guuton
Park, Norwich.

Grapes.—The best three bunches of white Grapes
^va3 JIuscat of Alexandria, from Mr. A. LutF, The
Gardens, Oakfield, Wimbledon ; Mr. C. J. Goldsmith
being 2nd, with the same variety.
The best three bunches of black Grapes were very

finely fruited black Alicante from Jlr. Howe, Park
Ilill. Gardens. Streatham Common ; Jlr. J. Batten
Hollywood House Gardens, Wimbledon Park, being
2iid, with Gros Maroc.
The best three bunches of Gros Colman were shown

by Jlr. J. Lambert, Onslow Gardens, Shrewsbury
;

Mr. J. Craven, Osborn, Potter's Bar, being 2ad.
Three very fine Providence Pine-apples from Mr.

C. Ross, The Clardens, Welford Park, Banbury, were
highly commended.

Pofatos.—These are very finely shown all round.
The samples were large, clean, and remarkably fine
in sh.ape. The best twelve dishes came from Mr. J.
Hughes, the Gardens, Eydon Hall, Byfield, who had
splendidly finished examples of Chancellor, Snow-
dro]i. Abundance, Sutton's Thirty-six, Purple Per-
fection, Queen of the Valley, London Hern,
Adirond.ick. and Reading Ruby. 2nd, Jlr. E. S.
Wiles, the Gardens. Edgcote Park, B,anbuiy.

Jlr. Wiles had the best six dishes, having Satis-
faction, Snowdrop, and Jlr. Breesie, of splendid
quality. Jlr. Hughes was 2nd.
The special prizes oft'ered by Jlessrs. Sutton &

Sons for three dishes brought a very keen compe-
tition, and here Jlr. E. S. Wiles was 1st. and Jlr. G.
(Tolilsmith, Floore Gardens, Weedon, 2nd.

Jlr. Wiles was also 1st in the class for nine va-
rieties, the special prizes offered by Jlr. C. Fidler,
staging some very fine tubers ; Mr. L. Harris,
Bradenshaw, High Wycombe, being 2nd.

Jlr. F'idlers three dishes were also well competed
for, Mr. J. Hughes being 1st, .and Jlr. E. S. Wiles
2nd.
With three dishes, Jlr. L. Harris was 1st, and Mr.

R. I>ye, Sydmonton Court Gardens, Newbery, 2nd.

Vei/etahles.—These were also numerouslv and very
finely represented. Messrs. Sutton & Son's prizes
for six dishes brought great competition ; the best
coming from Mr. L. Haines, The (iardens. ColeshiU,
Shrivenham. Mr. C. J. Waite, The Gardens, Glen-
hurst, 15sher, being 2nd.

Jlessrs. Webb & Sons also oft'ered special prizes for
six dishes, Jlr. .1. Hughes being 1st, and Jlr. R. Lye,
2nd.

The best nine specimens of llousham Park Onion
came from Jlr. N. Kneller, JIalshanger Gardens,
Basingstoke; Jlr. A. Jliller, the Gardens, Rood
Ashton. Trowbridge, being 2nd.

Jlr. T. Doherty, the (iardens, Wroxton Abbey,
Binliury, had the best six specimens of Deverill's
Auglo-Sp.anish Union, Jlr. A. Jliller being 2nd.

Jlr. Doherty was also 1st with Improved Wroxton,
Jlr. C. W. Howard, Bridge, Canterbury, being 2nd.

Really the Onions were wonderfully fine.

Miscellaneous Eehihits.—These filled a gi-eat space
of tabling. Of Potatos, Messrs. .Sutton & Sons and
C. Fidler had very large representative collections of
great merit ; and Messrs. H. Deveril & Sons, very
fine samples of their new Onions and vegetables.
Of Apples and Pears, highly meritorious collections
came from Jlessrs. James Veitch & Sons, T. Rivers
& Son, G. Bunyard & Co., C. Lee & Son, and Messrs.
J. Laing & Co. A long table of very handsome
Ferns was si't up very tasti'fully by Jlr. B. Mav,
Dyson's Lane Nursery, Edmonton. Messrs. H.
Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, contributed a very
extensive collection of blooms of tuberous Begonias
and j'lants of B. The Octavia in flower, and only
about u—.'^ inches high. The colour is pure white.
Also a number of bunches of zon.al Pelargoniums,
and a large number of cut Chrysanthemums, in
luding the leading favourites. Jlessrs. Hooper &
Co., Covent Garden, sent a collection of Primulas
in pots.
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The Floral Committee met on Thursday. At this

gathering, there was a good attendance. The Presi-

dent, Mr. E. Saunderson, in the chair. A large number
of new varieties were sent for inspection. First-

class Certificates were awarded to the following

varieties;—James Weston (Japanese Anemone), the

grand petals pure white, with primrose centre, very

pretty and pleasing, from Mr, J. Ridout, gr. to T.

B. Haywood, Esq., Woodhatch, lieigate; George
Daniels (Japanese), delicate pink, very fine

;

Avalanche (Japanese), pure white, very fine and
pleasing; F^imbriatum (Japanese), delicate blush,

pale primrose and white centre ; and Miss Girten
(Japanese), delicate silvery peach, darker in

the centre—all from Jlr. K. Owen, nurseryman,
Maidenhead. To Florence Percy (Japanese), a

charming i)ure white variety, from Mr. E.

Molyneux, The Gardens, Swanmore Park, Bishops
Waltham ; to Alfred Lyme (incurved), a pretty

silvery-lilac sport from the white; Novelty, a very

full and fine flower, from Mr. J. I.}Tne ; to Othello

(Japanese), orange-buff, with a dark reddish-brown
centre, fine and full ; from Mr. George Stevens, St

.John's Nursery, Putney ; and to Mons. Bernard
(Japanese), dark magenta, with silvery reverse

;

from Messrs. J. Laing & Co., Stanstead Park
Nursery, Forest Hill.

A golden sport from Mrs. Heale (incurved) came
from Mr. H. 11. Hayes, which the committee wished

to see again in better condition ; the same re([uest

was made respecting Miss Mary Byass (Japanese), a
charming flesh-coloured sport from Madame J.

Laing ; one flower only being produced. Mr. W.
Holmes, Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney, sent Mrs.

J. J. Hillier (.Japanese), a very pretty variety

in the way of Faustine. The committee wished also

to see this again. Albert Victor (Japanese), from

Mr. J. Kidout. is a very promising variety, but shown
on this occasion in poor form. A yellow-flowered

single annual Chrysanthemum named Golden F^leece,

from Mr. li. Owen, was Commended,
A vote of thanks was passi'd to Mr. E. Baxter,

gr. to R. C, L. Bevan, Esq., F^ast Barnet, for a basket

of seedling winter-flowering Pinks, that promise to

be very useful for cutting from.

FVom IL'. G. Braid, Winchmore Hill, came a

bright deep red Primula sinensis, of good colour.

KINGSTON AND SXJBBITON.

NovKMBEi! 6.—Despite the unfavourable nature of

the weather, the Kingston Chrysanthemum Society

was able to hold an excellent show on the above
date, whicli promises well for the general quality of

exhibition blooms. It is true that in former years

there have been fine shows at Kingston, but the exhi-

bition of this year was very satisfactory in all

sections, and the entries were numerous, and the
competition keen.

For a collection of forty-eight cut blooms,
twenty-four Japanese and twenty-four incurved,

there was offered (for the first time) a fifth Chal-

lenge Vase, presented by Sir W. Ellis, Bart., M.P.,

the vase becoming the property of the exhibitor

who shall win it twice. Here Mr. E. Coombs, gr. to

T. W. Furze, Esq. Teddington, staged a magnificent

lot, and was especially strong in the Japanese,

having bloom of large size, clear and bright, the

best being Val d'Andorre, Mons. F'reeraan, Ed.
Molyneux, F'air Maid of Guernsey, Mons. Delaux,
MadameC. Audiguier, Soleil Levant, and Madame J,

Laing.
The incurved flowers were also of a high order,

and uniformly neat, excellent samples of Lord Al-
cester. Princess of Wales, James Salter, Queen of

England, Golden Eagle, Beauty, Mr. Bunn, Reful-

gence, and Lord Wolseley, being shown. In the 2nd
prize lot, from Mr. J. Quarterraan, gr.to C. E. Smith,

Esq., Cobhara, there were some fine -Japanese

blooms, of which S. Molyneux, .Jeanne Delaux,

Soleil Levant, Carew Underwood, and Madame
0. Audiguier, were the best. Incurved blooms were
rather flat. Princess of Teck, however, being good.

The 3rd place was accorded to Mr. R. Cawte, gr. to

T. J. Robinson, Esq., Brookleigh, I'^sher, with Lord
Alcester, as the best incurved, and Brocklebank, C.

Orchard, E. Molyneux, and Baronne de Frailly, as

the leading .Japanese, which were .ill of high merit,

but tlie incurved were not fully developed.
IncKrrcd. — In the leading class for (twenty-

four the best stand was set up by Mr. C. Gibson,
gr. to .1. Worraald, Esq., Morden Park, Surrey, the
back row containing a grand lot of blooms, Alfred
Salter, Empress of India, Lord Alcester, Princess of

Wales, and Jardin des Plantes, being particularly

noticeable. Sir. Coombs followed well with a neat
lot of smaller flowers, with strong blooms of Lord
Alcester and Princess of Wales

; 3rd, Mr. Sullivan,

gr. to D. B. Chapman, Esq., Downshire House, Uoe-
hampton, also having an even, clean stand ; 4th
place being accorded to Mr. Allen, gr. to Sir G.
Russell, M.P., Sallowfield Park, Reading, whose ex-
cellent blooms of Lord Alcester was selected as the
premier incurved of the show; it was very even and
clean, measuring across its face from edge to edge,
10 inches.

The stands of twelve incurved brought out a good
display, and a keen competition, Mr. C. Slade, gr. to

Lady Bowater, Richmond Park, taking the leading
honours with large well grown blooms, Lord Alcester,

Empress of India, Golden Empress, Mr. Bunn, and
Alfred Salter, being the best ; Mr. W. Reed, gr. to

E. Pettit, Esq., Oatlands Park, Surrey, following
closely with an even and clean lot—Barbara, Mr.
Bunn, and Lord Alcester, showing up well.

In the minor class for six incurved (one variety),

the 1st place was given to j\Irs. J. Daniels, Inglewood,
Kew Gardens, for solid and heavy blooms of Empress
of India, which would have looked better if they had
not been displayed on blue paper over the stands

;

Mr. Coombs followed with Golden Empress of India.

There were fourteen competitors.

Japanese.—The colours of the blooms in this sec-

tion were beautifully bright, and the blooms generally

of fine size ; the best twenty-four were those of

Mr. C. Gibson—a very beautiful stand of bright, even,

and large blooms, strong in the following ;—E.
Molyneux, C.Andiguier, Sarah Owen, Vald'Andorrre,
Maiden's Blush, Criterion, Carew Underwood,
Madame >J. I>aing, Yellow Dragon, and Mrs. J,

Wright.
Very closely following was Mr. J. Munro, gr. to

E. T. Paul, Esq., Cambridge House, Twickenham,
with large and clean specimens of 1". A. Davis,
M. Marrouch, I'air Maid of Guernsey, Val
d'Andorre, Madame C. Audiguier, Magnum Bonum,
Domino, and a specially fine bloom of Boule d'Or,

measuring 10 inches across, selected as the premier
Japanese in the show.
Mr. C. Beckett, gr. to F. H. Bryant, Esq., Juniper

Hill, Dorking, was a capital 3rd, with F. A. I^avis,

Madame C. Audiguier, Soleil Levant, Avalanche,
and Hamlet, in fine specimens.

In a very close and large competition for twelve

Japanese, distinct, Mr. .T. Snow, with large, bright

flowers, led, having, as his finest, E. Molyneux,
.Soleil Levant, F. A. Davis, Madame C. Andiguier,

and Brocklebank ; 2nd, Mr. .1. Williams, gr. to J.

Pearson, Esq., The Grange, Kingston, with Soleil

Levant, E. Molyneux, Hamlet, and Duchess of

Albany, as the best. Mr. R. Cawte was ord, showing
very clean and neat, but rather smaller blooms.

Mr. J. Snow, South Park Gardens, Wadhurst,
.Sussex, had the best six blooms of one variety,

taking the first place with excellent large samples of

E. Molyneux. Mr. C. Beckett and Mr. Coombs were
respectively 2nd and 3rd, with Madame C. Audiguier
and Duchess of Albany. There were many exhibitors,

and the prize winners all had highly creditable

blooms.
Bejlcved, Aiie?nones and Pompons.—Mr. Cawte and

Mr. C. Gibson were the prize-winners in the order

named for twelve reflexed blooms, the former having
bright, even, and good-sized flowers of CuUingfordi,

Chevalier Domage, Amy l\irze. Dr. Sharpe, and
King of Crimsons ; Mr. Gibson's lot being very fine,

but of smaller size.

Mr. Sullivan took the leading honours in the class

for twelve Anemone-flowered varieties, and also for

twelve Jaj^anese ditto, and in both instances he led

well, his finest varieties being Lady Margaret, Gluck,
Acquisition, Emperor, Jeanne Marty, Bacchus, Mar-
guerite SoUeville, and M.argouline, all being large

and clean. Mr. G. Woodgate, gr, to the Lady Wol-
verton. Warren House, Kingston, followed in the

Japanese flowered, and Mr. Coombs in the other sec-

tion, e.ach having clean and bright samples. Mr. C.

Slade took 1st for Anemone pompons, having An-
touius, Astarte, Miss Nightingale, and Astrea.

Amateurs.—In the section confined to amateurs
who do not employ a gardener on more than one day
per week, there were some highly creditable exhibits.

Dr. Walker, of Wimbledon, leading for incurved

varieties ; and Mr. Smithers, who followed here, led

for Japanese with fine blooms; pompons being best

represented by Mr. E. Drovet, The Firs, Teddington.
Plants in pots were fairly numerous, and several

were good specimens, evidencing careful cultivation,

especially in the case of trained incurved, but it is

needless to particularise here, Messrs. Cawte and

Reed dividing the chief prizes between them, the
former leading in the majority of cases.

Groups.—There were two classes provided for
these, Mr. G. Springthorpe, gr. to R. H. Alexander,
Esq., Gift'ord House, Roehampton, receiving 1st, for
a group of Chrysanthemums in pots arranged for
eft'ect in 50 square feet, who had some really fine
blooms here, fairly well mixed, but the Japanese
varieties in the greater part. Jlr. H. W. Pitcher,
gr. to Mrs. Dunnage, Albury House, Surbiton, was
2nd, but was a long way behind.

F'or the group of miscellaneous plants arranged for
eff'ect in 100 square feet, Mr. J. Buss, gr. to A.
Aston, Esq., West Hill Lodge, Epsom, was awarded
1st, for a tasteful and neat arrangement of Crotons,
small Palms, Bouvardias, Chrysanthemums, Odon-
toglossum grande, and Adiantums as a base. 2nd,
Mr. T. A. Glover, gr. to F. Ellis, Esq., Manor House,
W^allington, with a pretty combination of Crotons,
Dracaenas, Pandanus, yellow Oncidiums, Cypripe-
diums, and Araucaria excelsa as a centre, but the
whole arrangement was too flat.

Fruit.—Grapes were very fine, especially the black
varieties, where, out of fifteen competitors, Mr. C.
Griftin, gr. to Miss Christy, Coombe Bank, Kingston,
led with three fine bunches of Black Alicante, closely
followed by Jlr. T. Batten, gr. to A. Venables, Esq.,
Hollywood, Wimbledon, with Gros Maroc, in fine

condition
; and 3rd, iNIr. Bowerman, gr. to C. Hoare,

Esq., Hackwood Park, Basingstoke, with Black
Alicante, all three exhibits being well finished, and
large in the berry. Mr. Griftin and Jlr. Bowerman
were 1st and 2nd in a good competition for white
Grapes, having excellent large, and finely coloured
JIuscat of Alexandria. Jlr. W. Bates, Poulett
Lodge, Twickenham, and Jlr. Glover were respect-
ively 1st for Apples and for Pears (four dishes),

with clean fruit in both cases.

SOUTHAMPTON CHRYSANTHEMUM.
NovEJiBER 1 AND 2.—The show of the Royal

Southampton Horticultural Society lield as usual in

the Victoria Skating Rink was a fine affair ; the
competition keen, and the flowers, &c., of the first

quality, particularly when the earliness of the date
and the lateness of the season are considered. Cut
bloom was the most important section, and as many
as 1,040 blooms were exhibited.

The specimen plants and groups were all that could
be desired. F'ruit was meritorious and made a fine

show, particularly the Grapes ; and the vegetables
shown were good and in large quantities.

Cut blooms, in twenty-four varieties class.—Eleven
competed, the first prize falling to Jlr. E. Jlolyneux,
gr. to W. 11. Myers, Esq., Swanmore Park, Bishop's
Waltham, for capital specimens of the Japanese
varieties, such as Edwin Jlolyneux, Golden Dragon.
The incurved varieties were full, solid, and well

finished — Empress of India, Lord Alcester. and
Queen of England being most conspicuous. 2nd,

Jlessrs. W. and G. Drover, of Fareham, the Japanese
were good, but less even than in the 1st prize stand,

while the incurved flowers were rather weak in the

back row.

Jlr. Jlolyneux won easily in the twelve blooms class

with flowers identical in quality to those in the
previous competition ; 2nd. Jlr. Neville, gr. to F. W.
Flight, Esq., Twyford, Winchester.
For twelve incurved, distinct varieties, Jlr. Ingle-

field was 1st with moderate flowers ; 2. Jlr. C.

Wade, gr. to Sir F. Bathurst, 2nd.

Twelve Japanese.— 1st, Jlr. Inglefield, with clean,

even, fresh blooms. Jlr. C. Brooks, gr. to II. A.
Simmonds, Esq., Red Rice, Andovei-, was 2nd.

Eleven competitors entered.

Messrs. Drover staged the best among nine lots

of twelve Anemone-flowered varieties.

Jlr. Allen was 1st for twelve reflexed \arieties,

with neat, fresh, not over-large blooms.

Plants were best staged by Jlr. W. Joy, nursery-

man, Shirley, and Mr. Wills, gr. to Jlr.s. Pe.arce, The
Firs, Bassett, the former taking leading honours for

four .Jap.anese varieties, and for the best white
flowered variety to be grown with Ichthemic Guano,
the prize in this case being given by Jlr. W. Col-

chester, to a fine plant of Lady Selborne, fully 5 feet

in diameter and freely flowered ; the other varieties

were Bouquet F'ait, Mdlle. Bertie Rendatler as the

be.'t.

Jlr. Wills took leading honours for the best four

varieties, incurved or reflexed ; and the 1st jirize for

a single specimen, incurved or reflexed, with Dr.
Sharpe,
Mr, Busby, gr. to F. Willan, Esq., ThomhiU Park
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Bitterne, Southampton, staged the best group, occu-

pying a space 10 ft'et by 6 feet, the plants being

dwarf, well clothed with foliage, and with blooms of

good quality.

Fruit made a capital display, especially the Grapes,

the competition being keen, while the bestPine-apple,

a Smooth Cayenne, came from Mr. Richards, Somer-
ley, Kingwood.

Fruits and vegetables were shown in great quan-

tities and of generally fine quality, moreover some
few Orchids were exhibited by local cultivators.

way in a 9-inch pot, which bore 140 blooms of good
size.

The papers announced for next monthly meeting,
December 4, were:—^"The Culture of Asparagus,"
by Mr. Alex. Porter, Leuchie ; and " Decorative
P'alms," by Mr. C. J. McKenzie, Warriston Nursery.

HAVANT CHRYSANTHEMUM.
OcroBEB 31.—The Havant Chrysanthemum So-

ciety was the first to start the show season of the

Chrysanthemum by holding its show at this rather

early date ; but, as the result proved, the Chrysan-

themums shown, particularly the cut blooms, in

which much rivalry existed in the neighbourhood

amongst local growers, were very fine.

Cut blooms being the most important part of the

exhibition, we will notice first the twenty-four dis-

tinct varieties, half to be incurved, and the remainder

Japanese. Mr. C. Penford, gr. to Sir F. Fitzwygram,

Bart., Leigh Park, Havant, was 1st, showing Edwin
Molyneux, Carew Underwood, Martha Hardinge,

Thunberg, Golden Empress, and Princess of Wales
;

2nd, Mr. A. Payne, gr. to Mrs. Smith, The Oaks,

Emsworth, whose incurved flowers were his best.

The winners of the best eighteen varieties were

—Mr. W. Roberts, gr. to E. K. Longcroft, Esq.,

Havant, 1st, with massive specimens of Lord Alcester

and Empress of India, Belle Paule, and other fine

varieties ; and Mr. J. Agate, Havant, 2nd, he also

showing well.

In the twelve Japanese, Mr. A. Payne won the 1st

place, flowers of C. Audiguier and Balmorean being

very noteworthy.

In the incurved class, Mr. C. Penford staged the

best twelve. Very fine were Princess of Wales,

Jean d'Arc, Lord Wolseley, and Pince Alfred.

For twelve large Anemones, 1st, Mr. Woodgine,
gr. to Captain Boyd, Emsworth.

Mr. Penford staged the best twelve reflexed blooms
in six varieties—a neat lot. King of Crimsons, Dr.

Sharpe, and CuUingfordii being the best.

For twelve Japanese Anemones, Mr. Penford took

leading honours with a good stand, Bacchus, Mar-
garet, Villageoise, and Fabian de Mediana being

the best.

Mr. Roberts had the best group of Chrysanthe-
mums—40 square feet—a capital lot, well arranged

and carrying massive blooms.

Mr. Agate had the best group of pompons, well

arranged and consisting of some of the leading

varieties.

Mr. N. Fuller, gr. to Sir F. Clarke Jervois, Bart.,

Idsworth House, Horndean, staged the only collec-

tion of specimens in six varieties which were creditable.

Fruit and vegetables were likewise shown.

SCOTTISH HORTICTILTUB,AL
ASSOCIATION.

This Society held its ordinary monthly meeting

on the 6th inst. in 5, St. Andrew Square, Edin-

burgh, Mr. Malcolm Dunn, Dalkeith Gardens, in the

chair. A paper was read by Mr. Henderson,

Secretary of the Edinburgh Cemetery Company on

the subject of " Cemetery Decorations." In con-

trasting the old churchyards with the modern ceme-
tery the writer gave an interesting resume of the

progress that had been made during the past

generation in taste and in sanitary conditions in

relation to burial places. The paper was listened

to with much interest, and after appreciative and
critical remarks by Messrs. Hugh Fraser, Riddell,

Laird, Sutherland, McKenzie, and others, which
were wound up by the Chairman, a cordial vote of

thanks was given to the writer.

Of exhibits on the table were six pots of Calanthe
Veitchii from Mr. Smith, The Gardens, Dysart
House, which were remarkable examples of superior

culture. The spikes were exceptionally strong and
floriferous and the lower part of the stems clothed

with large foliaceous bracts. A Cultural Certificate

was awarded to the exhibit. Messrs. Dicksons & Co.

exhibited a collection of pompon and Cactus Dahlias,

and French and African Marigolds, In beautiful

fresh condition, from their Pilrig Nurseries, as

showing the mildness of the season ; and Messrs.

Munro S: Fer/juson showed a notable plant ofMadame
DesgrangtB Chrysanthemum, grown in a natural

BATH FLORAL FETE.
At this show, reported at the time incur columns,

there were tents devoted to plants of botanical

interest, on account of the British Association

which was holding its meeting in this city at the

same time. The most conspicuous feature was that

of British Ferns, the unique varieties of Colonel

Jones of Clifton (mostly from the Clifton Zoological

Gardens), and of Mr. E. J. Lowe, F.R.S., of Shire-

newton Hall, near Chepstow, made a grand display,

numbering some hundreds of well-grown plants. All

the lstand2ud prizes were taken by these two gentle-

men who between them also secured thirty First-class

Certificates for very distinct new varieties. New
Ferns also came from twelve other well-known
growers. Such a collection has never before been
brought together. A complete list of the certificates,

for which we could not find space at the time, is now
added, in order that a record may be secured of

plants that may never again be exhibited.

FiRST-cL.\ss Certifcates.

To Colonel Jones, of Clifton, for Athyrium filix-

foemina .var. uuco-Craigii, Polystichum aculeatura

var. polydactylum, P. angulare var. frondoso-crucia-

tum, P. a. var. acutilobum-cruciatum, P. a. var.

cruciato-polydactylum, P. a. var. frondoso-bulbi-

ferura, P. a. var. decompositum magnificum poly-

dactylum, P. a. var. divisilobum-polydactylum, P. a.

var. decompositum splendens polydactylum, P. a.

var. multilobum polydactylum, P. a. var. injequale

variegatum polydactylum, P. a. var. divisilobum

elegans, P. a. var. latifolium grandiceps, P. a. var.

polydactylum grande, P. a. var. divisilobum plumo-
sura robustum, P. a. var. folioso-cristatum ; Scolo-

pendrium vulgare var. crispum latissimum, S. v. var.

crispum robustum, and Lastrea pseudo-mas var.

grandiceps.

To Mr. Fitt, The Frythe Gardens, Welwyn, Herts,

for Lastrea pseudo-mas var. ramo-cristatura.

To C. T. Druery, E?q., Forest Gate, Essex, for

Blechnum spicant var. concinnum, and B. s. var.

ramo cristatum.

To Mr. James Moly, Charmouth, Devon, for

Polystichum angulare var. lineatum, P, a. var. cris-

tato-gracile, P. a. var. latifolium, P. a. var. grandi-

ceps, and Scolopendrium vulgare var. variegatum.

To E. J. Lowe, E-iq., F.R.S., Shirenewton Hall,

Chepstow, for Trichomanes radicaus var. cnstata,

Polystichum angulare var. flabelli-pinnulum (of

Wills), P. a. var. coronare, P. a. var rotundato-cru-

ciatum, P. aculeatum var. cruciatum, Scolopendrium

vulgare var. mirum, S. v. var. adornatum, S. v. var.

cicutum, Athyrium fllix-fosmina var. mirandum, and

A. f.-f. var. trossula.

To Mrs. Grant, Hillesdon House, Collumpton,

Devon, for Scolopendrium vulgare var. crispum

variegatum (of Grant).

To Mr. Moule, of Ilfracombe, for Scolopendrium

vulgare var. coronans, S. v. var. crispum fertile, and
Cystopteris fragilis var. sempervirens cristata.

To Mrs. Abbott, The Priory, Abbots Leigh, near

Bristol, for Polystichum angulare var. grandiceps

(of Abbott).

To E. F. Fox, Esq., Brislington, Bristol, for Poly-

stichum aculeatum v.ar. corymbiferum, P. angulare

var. congesto polydactylum, and P. aculeatum var.

corvmbiferum cruciatum.

To Messrs. W. & J. Birkenhead, Sale, near Man-
chester, for Cheilanthes Eatonii, C. gracillima,

Nothochlaana MuUcrii, N. Newberryi, Adiantum
Fergusoni and Selaginella Oregana.

To Messrs. F. W. & H. Stansfield, Sale, near

Manchester, for Athyrium filix-fceminavar. laciniato-

ramulosum, A. f.-f. var. congestum laciniato-crista-

tum, A. f.-f. var. congestum-excurrens, A. f.-f. var.

angustato-congestam, A. f.-f. var. unco-glomeratum,

A. f.-f. var. plumosum-divaricatum, and Polystichum

angulare var. pulcherrimum.
To Mr. J. M. Barnes, of Milnthorpe, Westmore-

land, forPolypodium vulgare var. mnltifldo-elegantis-

sinaum, P. v. var. folioso-comubienee, P. v. var. bifido-

grandiceps ; Lastrea propinqua var. grandiceps, L.

montana var. coronans ; Athyrium fllix-foemina var.

regale (of Barnes), and A. f.-f. plumosum (of Barnes).

To Mr. Garnet, of Bow-ness, Windermere, fbr

Athyrium filix-faemina var. sttigerum-criatatum.

To Mr. Gill, The Fernery, Lynton, Devon, for

Lastrea seraula var. cristata.

To W. C. Carbonell, Esq., of Usk, for Polysti-

chum angulare var. divisilobum-grandiceps.

To E. .1. Lowe, Esq., for Dahlia Lily, a hybrid be-
tween White Queen and glabrata, white and pointed
petals, half the size of White Queen, and shape of a
Lily. Small foliage.

LEDBURY FRUIT SHOW.
October 25. — This show was held in Ledbury

Park, Herefordshire, the seat of M. Biddulph, Esq.,

M.P. ; and as this place is situated in the centre

of a large fruit-growing district a good show was
naturally anticipated, no less than 3000 dishes of

fruit were staged on tables placed within.

The success of the show is doubtless in great

measure due to the support given to it by the

resident gentry, coupled with the eff"ort3 of an
energetic committee, whose liberality in the way of

prizes was sufficient to attract the attention of

eminent growers, as may be gathered from the fact

of the following well-known names : — Messrs.

Bunyard & Co., Maidstone; Messrs. Cranstone &
Co., Hereford ; and Messrs. Wildsmith, Heckfield

;

Child, Croome Court; and Denning, Holm Lacey,

appearing in the prize list subsequently.

Large and interesting collections of Apples and
Pears were staged by Messrs. Veitch & Sons. Chel-

sea ; Wheeler & Co., Gltucester; Paul & Son,

Cheshunt ; and by Mr. J. Watkins, of Pomona Farm,
New Hereford. Jlr. Wm. Coleman also sent a nice

collection of Apples and Pears from the Eistnor
Castle Gardens.

E-Kcepting two classes for Grapes and two for

Toraatos, the rest were confined to dessert, culinary,

and cider Apples, and dessert and perry-making

Pears.

The awards of the judges were as follows :
—

Class 1, three bunches black Grapes, Jfr. Davis,

gr. to M. Biddulph, Esq., MP., Ledbury Park, and
Mr. Walter Child, gr. to the Earl of Coventry, were

awarded equal 1st—the former for excellent ex-

amples of Black Alicante, and the latter for beauti-

fully finished Gros Colmar, rather small in berry and
bunch ; Mr. S. T. Wright being 2nd, with Gros
Colmar ; and Mr. ,T. Corbett, 3rd. Mr. Davies also

had the best dish of White Muscats, very large taper-

ing bunches.

As is customary the collection of Apples and
Pears excited considerable interest amongst the

growers present, and the princpal prizetakers were :

—Messrs. Bunyard & Co., Maidstone ; Messrs. Cran-

ston & Co., Hereford ; Mr. J. Watkins, Withington,

near Hereford ; Mr. C. Denning, ilr. W. Wildsmith.

Mr. Walter Child. Mr. S. T. Wright, and Mr. Davis.

Pears.—The following were the varieties shown
and the number of dishes ;

—

JIarie Louise, 22; Pitmaston Duchess, 16 ; Louise

Bonne of Jersey, 12 ; Josephine de Malines, 6

;

stewing Pears, 22 ; Doyenn^ du Cornice, 73.

At a conference which was held in an adjoining

tent, and which was well attended, Mr. W. Cole-

man read an excellent paper on fruit-growing in that

particular district.

The Weather.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather for

the week ending Nov. 5, is furnished from the

Meteorological Office :

—

" The weather has been very dull and unsettled in

all parts of the kingdom, with much rain over Eng-

land, and a considerable quantity over Ireland and

Scotland also. In the metropolis a dense black fog

was experienced for a time on November 1, and again

during the morning of the 3rd.
" The temperature has been above the mean in all

districts ; in ' England, N.E.,' ' England, S.,' and
' Scotland, W.,' the excess has been 3°, and in the other

districts 1° or 2°. The highest of the maxima,

which were generally recorded during the earlier

days of the period, ranged from 53° in ' Scotland, N..'

to 59° in ' Scotland. W.,' 61° in the ' Channel

Islands,' and 63° in ' Ireland, S.' The lowest of the

minima were registered on the 1st, when they varied

from 33° over Scotland to 38° in ' England, E.,' and
' England, N.W.,' and to 41° in the ' Channel

Islands.'
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" The rainfall has been rather less than the mean
in ' Scotland, N.,' and ' Scotland, W.,' and about
equal to it in ' Ireland, N.,' but in all other districts

an excess is shown, especially over central and
eastern England.

" Sriffhf siimhhie shows a slight increase in the
'Grazing Districts," and in the extreme north of
Scotland : but has again been very deficient gene-
rally. In most parts of England and Scotland, and
also in the ' Channel Islands,' the percentage of the
possible amount of duration has not exceeded 15

;

but in Ireland it has ranged from 25 to 28, while in
' Scotland, N.,' 38 per cent has been recorded."

MEAN TEMPEKATnRK OBSERVED AT CHISWICK DirR-
ING THE WEEK ENDINQ NOV. 17. (AVEKAGK OF
FORTI-FOITR YEARS.)

Nov. 11 ...
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Notices to Correspondents.—•

—

Intelligent Readers, do please Note tkat letters

relating to Advertisements, or to the supply oj
the Paper, should he addressed to the Publisher,
and that all communications intended for publica-
tion, as well as specimens and plants for naming,
should be addressed to the Editor. Such com-
munications should be written on one side only

of the paper, and sent as early in the week as pos-
sible. Correspondents sending newspapers should
be careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the
Editor to see.

Books: W. H. J). Chemistry of the Farm, by K.
Warrington, is the best book for you, published
by Messrs. Bradbury Agnew & Co., Bouverie
Street, London, E.C. There is no book, so far as
we know, which treats of the analyses of fruits

and vegetables.—£. M. The British Moss Flora
is published by the author, R. Braithwaite, 303,
Clapham Road, S.W.

Cheysanthejiums : A. C. Nice well-formed flowers,

but not better than others already in commerce.

Embossed Rose Labels ; Mr. Roffei-s. You would be
able to get these labels from any large horticul-

tural siindriesman.

Galls on Spruce: Q. B, The galls are produced
by Chermes Abietis. There is no available remedy
but to burn all the galls in the young state.

Garden-walk Sceapee and Broom: M.H.S. Any
ironmonger will supply you with a wheeled hoe" or
scraper, but we know of no implement combining
a scraper and broom.

Grapes : E. J. L. The Vines have been greatly
mismanaged. The splitting of the berries was the
result of mildew attacking them, which prevented
further growth in the skin of the berry. We have
never remarked a worse case, and it is evident the
man does not know anything about the treatment
of the Vine.

Marechal Niel Rose on Roof : Poor Geordie. Your
Rose will bloom well enough if you thin out the
weaker shoots, cutting clean away to the old wood.
Do not spare the knife, but so cut these away that
the stronger Willow-like shoots stand a foot or
more apart ; and do not cut the latter at all.

From the points of these you will get your earliest

blooms next season. By cutting out as we advise
you will be enabled to use the ventilators at the
back of the house, and more light will fall on the
plants beneath the Rose.

Names of Fruit : W. W. 1 and 4, Beurre Ranee
;

2, Nouveau Poitean ; 3, Van Mons L^on Leclerc
;

5, Beurr6 Hardy ; 6. Duchesse d'Angouleme ; 7,

Poyenn^ Oris ; S, Winter Nelis ; 9 and 13, Beurr^
Plel: 10, Chaumontelle

; 11, Beurr^ Capiaumont

;

12, Jersey Gratioli ; 14 and 15, wild seedling. —
W.Fisher. 1, Warner's King; 2, Hawthornden

;

3, Waltham Abbey SneAlmg. — A Weekly Sub-
scriber. 1, Passe Colmar; 2, Duchesse d'Angou-
leme ; 3, Chaumontelle ; 4, DoyennS Gris.

—

Tho-
mas Matheson. Pear Vicar of Winkfield.— Notts.

1, Jersey Gratioli ; 2, rotten ; 3. Fondante d'Au-
tomne; 4, Beurre Superfin.

—

J. Earl. 1, Belle de
Bruxelles ; 2, Chaumontel ; 3, Doyenne Boussoch.— N. N. P. Apple Hanwell Souring. — A. B. ]

,

Aston Town ; 2, Autumn Bergamot. — Hexham.
Apple Gloria Mundi.

—

R. Bidley. Apple Brabant
Bellefleur. — W. ij- H. Brown. 1, Pitmaston Du-
chess ; 2, Marie Louise d'Uccle ; 3, Bowood ; 4,
llambledon Deux ans.— Wooton. There was found
no letter; we prefer the letter to be enclosed in

the box, and not sent separately, as it is some-
times difficult to identify the -package to which the
letter relates. 1, Beauty of Kent; 2, New Haw-
thornden'; 3, Royal Somerset ; 4, Hanwell Souring

;

5, Uamblcdon Deux ans ; 6, Emille d'HSyst.

Names of Plants : J. Mantin. The name of Orchid"
omitted in our last issue is Saccolabium calceo-

lare, probably.

—

F.H., Manchester. The two plants
you send without numbers are Restiaceous plants
from South Africa, now coming into use for the
same decorative purposes as Pampas and other
grasses. The one with the blunt spikelets is

Tbanmochortua giganteusi the other. is T. elon-
gatus. Tha two Heaths we hope to name next
week.

—

G. W. Aster Townshendi; Helenium au-
tumnale, yellow.

—

R. A. G. 1 and 2, fruits next
week; 3, gcirpus lacustris

; 4, Typha latifolia
; 5,

Aatenuaria tomentum ; 6 Acaljpha Macafeeana

;

7, not found; 8, Acalypha musaca. — R. L. 1,

Aster Reevesii ; 2, Francoa sonchifolia; 3 and 4,

Davallia dissecta, probably—both barren fronds,

send fertile one ; 6, Pteris scaberula ; 6, Adian-
tum hispidulum.

—

Camjee. Lockhartia acuta.

—

A. 0. W. Dianthus Seguieri.—iV. B. 1, Dendro-
biura bigibbum ; 2, Oncidiura tigrinum ; o, O.
verucosura ; 4, O. flexuosum.

—

H. 0. 1, S.ilix

fragilis ; 2, S. Smithiana ; 3, S. aquatica (ciuerea)
;

4, S. caprea.

Report of the Apple Congress, 1884 : W. Jordan.
It is out of print.

ToMATOs Autocrat, Prize Belle, and The Queen :

if. The only variety mentioned in any of the
American lists of late date is The Queen. It is

a yellow fruit of great excellence in America.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Thomas Smith, Daisy Hill Nursery, Newry—Alpines,

Bulbs, and Border Plants, &c.
Ben Reid & Co., Aberdeen—Roses ; also Forest

Trees.

Robert Mack & Son, North of England Rose
Nurseries, Catterick Bridge and Scorton, York-
shire—Roses.

M. Bbuant. Boulevard St. Cyprien, a Poitiers,
Vienne, France— Autumn and Winter Price
Current of Fruits, Roses, Trees, Shrubs, &c.

Charles Sharpe 8c Co., Sleaford, Lincolnshire

—

Agricultural Seeds, &c.

Commuxioatio>'S KEbi;iVED.—p. Midilleton.—W. Gill.—
P. D. W. (no Grapes to hand).-,I. H.—T. Gill (next week.—W. N.—M. J. B.—K. A. G.—H. G. R.—J. S.—W. P.—
A. M.—W. W.—P. E. N.—W. B. H.—J. E. J.—W. B.—
D. E.

@" Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be named, or
asking guestioJis demanding time and research for t/ieir solution,
must not expect to obtain an answsr to tfieir enquiries in the
current week.

The Pine Forests of Western France.—
In a report on the agriculture of the Gironde, the
British Consul at Bordeaux refers to the forests

which cover about a third of the department,

especially the Landes district, where the soil is

wholly unfitted for ordinary cultivation. Hence
forests of Pines (the pin maritime) have in recent
times been planted, and the wood and resin obtained
from them have now become an important and, in

in some instances, the sole source of revenue of the

inhabitants of those districts. In the parts distant

from towns and other inhabited places resin is chiefly

produced, while in places nearer to Bordeaux or

other shipping ports, where means of transportation

exist, the production of pit props, railway sleepers,

telegraph poles, and wood (or fuel forms the chief

business. The collection of resin affords a living to

a large number of the very poorest persons, and the
recent decline in the exportation of this article from
Bordeaux has been a great misfortune to the inhabit-

ants of some parts of the Landes district. The de-

cline has been caused by the annually increasing

competition of the United States, which has become
the chief exporter of resin to the almost entire

exclusion of Bordeaux. A new kind of oil, called

Pine-oil, is now made from the refuse of

resin after the latter has been emploj'ed in

making turpentine. This is used as an illuminant in

some private houses in Bordeaux, and burns very

brightly ; it is cheaper than refined petroleum, and
is not explosive. The trees do not appear to suffer

by the extraction of the resin, if it is done carefully,

and the wood is even better fitted then for certain

purposes, such as paper-making and the manufacture
of pyroligneous acids, than it was before. The
export of pit props made from the Landes Pines is

an important branch of trade between Bordeaux and
English ports adjacent to coal districts. One
hundred and eeventy-five thousand tons of pit props
are now shipped annually to England from Bor-
deaux, while ten years ago the shipments did not
reach half that quantity. Railway sleepers and tele-

graph poles are likewise made in large quantities in

these Pine forests ; they are used chiefly in France.
Besides, a large quantity of young Pines finds its

way to England every year to be converted into
paper. The Landes is a sandy district in which
nothing but Pines will grow, and tha foreeta are all

of recent origin.

SAVE H ALF TH E COST.
G A R S I D E'S

BEDFOEDSIIinP,

SILVER SAND,
Coarse and Fine, '

13 Qflnutted by the leading Nurserymen to be thG Best
Quality obtainable in the Trade.
Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner o£ these

Celebrated and Extensive X'it-:i, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus sare half the
ordinary cost. NO TKAVELLEKS OR AGENTS.
Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price.

tree uii Ii;iil or Canal. ALL Orders executed with Uie utmost
promptness and u/ider personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts.

GEO. GARSIDE, Jun.. F.R.H.5.. Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

ORCHID BASKETS,
RAFTS, BOATS, AND CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.
SEND FOE A

PRICE LIST
from the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH STREET,

DRURY LANE. W.C.

BONES l-BONESM-BONES!!!
Cruabed Bones ia all sizes for Vine Borders. Lawns, Potting,

Grass Lands. &c. Also BONE MEAL for Poultry Feeding,
GARDEN GUANO, DISSOLVED BONES, Special MANURES
and FERTILIZERS for all purposes.

For Prices, apply to

HARBISON, BARBEE & CO. (Limited),
GARRETT LANE, WANDSWORTH, SURREY. S.W.

PEAT for ORCHIDS,
AZALEAS, HEATHS, FERNS, RHODODENDRONS, &c.

The Best In the World.
A. JOHNSON AND CO., 23, Leadeiiliall Street, London, E.C^

continue to receive the highest of testimonials (unsolicited) from
large Orchid Growers, stating the ORCHID PEAT supplied by
A. J. & Co. is by far the best they have ever used. Samples can be
seen at above address, or forwarded on application free of charge

"HUGHES'Soluble

REE OIL
FLORISTS AND NURSERYMEN SHOULD NOT

BE WITHOUT IT.

Unsurpassed as an insecticide, it kills effectually all
parasites aud insects wlii h inf'e-t plants whether at tUe
roots or on the foliage, without injury to tender plants-
such as ferns, et-^., itu^eclas directed. Used as a WASH
it irnp.irts the plo^s nnd lustre to the foliage which is so
desirable on exhibition specimens.
Dog Fanciers should not be without it! It makes a

silky Coat and produces healthy Skin Action; kills fleas,
and is excellent for wasliing dogs.
Housewives should not be without it! Used with

ordinary household soap it is an efff>ctual DISQf-
FECTANT, BLEACHER, & CLEAXER OF FABRICS.
It kills insect life on man. animal, or plant, ^rithout
injury to the skin, wherever parasites may appear.

Sold by Seedsmen and Chemists, Is. 6d.. 2:?. 6d. &:4s. fid.;

^gallon 7s. 6d.,l gallon 12s. 6d.,or less in larger quantities.

A Treatise on FIR TREE OIL as an INSECTISIDE,
its application to Plants and Animals, sent Post free
on receipt of address, by the Manufacturer,

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Maneliester.
'WnoLEs.\LF. from all the London Seed Merchants,

and Patent Medif^in*? Houses.
NEW YORK—RoT.KEB & Sons.

BOXES -Ligtt Wood BOXES
for Sending Cut Floweri or Plants bvPost or Rail. WREATH,
CROSS, and Improved BOUQUET Boxes. WOOD TRAYS for
Sowing Seed. Striking Cuttings. &.'. Cheaper aud better than
Pots or Pans. Samples, with Price List free, (? stamps. Write
for Samples, stating requirements, to

CASBON'S Bos Works, Willfield. Peterborough.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronieed by 16.000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clertfy. for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, <fcc.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Frea to all stations.
Liquid Non-PoiBonou3 Paints for Inside of Conaervatorieg, &o,

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

LA BELLE SAUVAGB YARD, LnOOATE HILL, E.0,
BACHELOBS WALK, DUBLIN.—Ducounf lor CazK.
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GISHimST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 18.^9 a^tainst Bed Spider, Mildew,

Thrips, Green Fly. and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
g>illOD of soft- water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes, Is., 35., and 10s. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxea, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CAKDLE COMPANY
^Limited), London.

STOVES.
Terra-Cotta I Portable I For Coal 1

EOBERTS'S PATENT (IMPROVED),
for GreenhouBes, Bedrooms, &c.

GREENHOUSES Heated 24 Hours for about One Penny.
without attention. EOBERTS'S PATENT TERKA-COTTA
STOVES for COAL give pure and ample heat with common
coal, or coal and coke. For Greenhouses. Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

TEOMAS ROBERTS.
112, 'Victoria Street, Westminster, S.'W.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
The above are without exception the most useful kind of

Frame for Plant Growing, and every one with a garden should

possess one. The sashes turn rightover oneon to theother, and

the boxe=i are put together with wedges, and ran be taken apari

in a few minutes. Sizes and prices, carriage paid to any statior

in Kiiffland. ready glazed and painted :

—

A feet loTi?, 4 f^^et wide, packing cases free £2 15

12 feet long. 4 feet wide 4 15

6 feet long, 5 feet wide, ,, ,. .. 3 16

12 feet long, 5 feet wide 6 10

The glass is nailed and puttied in.

R. HALLIDAY <fe CO. ,

Hothouse Builders and Engineers.

KOYAt HORTICOXTITRAL WORKS. MTODLETON,
MANCHESTER.

London 4^ent : Mr. H. SEELTON, Seedsman, &c.,

2, HoUoway Road, N.

21-OZ. Foreign of the above sizes, in 100 and 200 feet boxes,
3rds and 4ths qualities, always kept in stock.
A large stock of similar current sizes of 16-OZ. firlass in

200 feet boxes.
Enghsh Glass, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

free aclivery in the cmmtry in quantities.

GEORGE FABMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smithfield, London, E.C.

!:ftock List and Prices on application. Price List of Colours,
Varnishes, Designs of stained & LeadedGlass. QwoX^e Chronicle.

THE LOUGHBOROUGH GREENHOUSE
HOT-WATEB APPARATUS.

This is the simplest,

cheapest, and most
powerful apparatus
made. It requires no
hrick setting, nofitoke-

hole, and no hot-water
titter for fixing. The
Boiler stands in the

Greenhouse the front only belne outside,
»o that the wliole of the heatfrom the Boiler
tself Is utili--6d. It bums over twelve
hours without att«ntion,at a nominal cost.

ng. with Boiler, open feed syphon, 12ft. of

4-inch hot-water pipe, and patent jointt, complete, £4 4fi.

Delivered free to any station. Discount for cash.
Cost of apparatus complete for Greenhouses as below,

delivered free, with pipes cut and fitlod ready for fixing.
ft. ft. £ 8. d.\ ft. ft. £, s. d.\ ft. ft. £ s. d.

]0 X 6... 4 14 15 V 9... 6 10 8 25 X 13 ... 6 16 8
UX 8... 5 1 130X10... 6

I
40 X 16... 12 13 4

Proportionate prices for othpr sizes. Estimates free,

niurtrated List, with full partioulajs of these and eivery

description of Fuel, Gas. and Oil Heating Staves ft^&e.

DEANE ^ CO.,
HOBTTCITLTrRAL BUILDERS A^^^ HOT-WATETt EKOr^EKRS,^

"^^^"^^"f LONDON BRIDGE.

RIPPINGILLE'«™
HOT-WATER APPARATUS,

FOR GRKEKHOUSES. CONSEBVATORIES. t,c.
'

The most efficient and economical means of HEATING small
Greenhouses and Conseryatorles ever introduced.

ODOURLESS, SMOKELESS, PORTABLE, SAFE. AND CLEANLY.
Will burn from 18 to 20 hutu-s without attention, and are .^o simple a child

cin manage them. Manufactured of the EKST MATERIAL, carefully tested, and
WARRANTED SOUND. Price ftTom 21s, each.
A IlluBtrated CATALOGUE f.f these, and also " RTPPINGILLE'S PATENT
CELEBRATED OIL 'WARMING STOVES." together with the name of the
nearest Ageut. sent free on application to the Sole Manufacturers.

THE ALBION LAMP COMPANY, Aston Brook Lamp Works, BIRMINGHAM.

MESSENGER & CO.'S New CATALOGUE of Greenhouses and Heating Apparatus,
Ju.-;t issued, will be found the most complete, practical, and reliable guide to all about to build, alter, or heat greenhouse'!,

niustrations of every description of Glasshouse, from the largest range of Winter Gardens to the simplest forms of Portable
Greenhouses, Plant Protectors, and Garden Frames ; also of all the best kind of Boilers, Hot- water Pipes, and all appliances for

h(\iting. This Catalogue, possessing hundred'* of illustrations of all the latest improvements in greenhouse building and heating,
1-^ on a scale never before attempted. It should be in the hands of every one inlere?-ted in gardi'ning. as it contains many practical
hints on the eubiects of which it treats, the result of many years' experieucj^. Price 2s. p08t-fr6e.

A laree number of the illustrations are taken from greenhouses erected by us in various p;irts of the country, an inspection of

this Catalogue shows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well tested by actual use. The advantages possessed by
us enable us to carry out work with the utmost promptness, and in the very best style, at prices which defy competition. Surveys
made and gentlemen waited on in any part of the country. Plans and Estimates free on application.

MESSENGER & COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.

To Nurserymen. Seed Merchants, and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offeringArch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade: also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, Kaffia Fibre, Tobacco Paper,
and Shailinf^. Prices free.—4 and h. Wormwood Street. E.G.

RICHARDSON'S

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS

NumeTous

Prize Medals and

Oertmcates of Marlt.

Fiaed in any part of the Kingdom
with Botrwater Appajattu

complete.

Catalogiu

FTM.

SItirth of England Hortlcsl>n9>iU Works,

DARLINGTON.

CPEARMAN'S SERGES.—THE BEST INO THE WORLD.—Pure INDIOO DYE. ROYAL NAVY
BLUE. WOADED BLACK. Also in all other colours and
FANCY WEAVINGS. Low quotations. No draper or tailor

sells SPEARMAN'S renowned Serges; they can only be
obtained direct from SPEARMAN, SPEARMAN, PLYMOUTH.
No material manufactured is so useful for Ladies' Autumn
and Winter Wear or Gentlemen's Suits. Send for patterns,

and select at home for yourselves. Parcels carriage paid in

Great Britain and Ireland. Goods packed for export at lowest

freiRhts.

JAS. BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders
and Heating Engineehs,

PAISLEY.
HORTICULTURAL

STRUCTURES
of every description,

in either Wood or Iron.

or both combined.

Wooden Chapels,
Shooting Lodges. CottagM,

Tenuis Courts, VerandaiiB, &c.

Hot-water Apparatus
for warming Churohea,

Schools. Public Buildings,

Mansions. Hame^ Rooms,
Dryinix Booms, Hothouses, and
Buildings of every Pescriptlon.

Illustrated Circuhm
Postrfree.

complete OataJosue, 8a.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS,
GLASS BKLLS. &o.KOCHEZ-VANDKS EL3T,
Charleroi. Belgixun.

Af^nte : E. PUCKESX AjrcCOu UO,Caap«iSt.,LosdoD, B.C.

^^
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CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

{Telegraphic Address—" Hot-waieu, London." Telephone—No. 4763.)

Have now pleasure in bringing to the notice of Ilorliculturiats and Gardeners generally their

NEW PATENT (No. 9090, 1888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER.
WHICH IS WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST ALL BOUND BOILER IN THE MARKET.

It oombinea all the advantages of

its class so well known, and by the

improved method of forming the

joints — viz., with India-rubber

Washers—THE OLD AND TOO

OFTEN INEFFECTUAL WAY
OF CAULKING THE JOINTS

IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED

WITH.

It can be erected in a few hours,

and may be relied upon as a

thoroughly sound and good Hot-

water Generator. It has been care-

fully tested in every possible way,

more especially with regard to power

and durability, and the result has

been highly satisfactory.

THE
SECTION OF PATENT JOINT

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

PIPES,
Inspection Invited.

UPPER GROUND

BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
CONMECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &C.

Price List Free on Application. Illustrated Catalogue, Is.

S.E.STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON,

HILL a SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, NEAR DUDLEY,

Ahd at 118, QUEEN VIOTORU STREET, LONDON, E.O.

IRON FENCIHC, HURDLES, GATES, &c.

Si^Lijl 1 1 II I
t,

\ II lur I ir^, ttmni Is in Fencing,
Rooliiif^ i.i_ iLnuiiii bijr\e\3of KiIjIls m ide an 1 prictival

advic« ^wea as to the best and mont ecoDOmiL^ Feuces to put
down.

niustrafp.d Catalogues Free by Pout.

U S S 1 A M A T S — K A !•' h' L A. —
NEW AIICHANGEL MATS an.1 »ll kin.ls of

ST. PETERSBl'RO MATS. RAFFIA FIBRE, TOBACCO
PAPER aud RAG, BAMEuO CANE-i, Sec, suiiplieii at Lower
Priced than any olh^r Firm. The Trade only hui.filicil.

MARF.NDAZ and H tSHER, .Tames St r,..-r. Coven t G.ir>'en. W.C.

HORTICULTURAL CLASS.
A large qaantity of all descriptions and

sizes in stock, at the lowest possible prices.

NICHOLLS & CLARKE,
SnOKEDITCH, LONDON, E.

BOULTON & PAUL,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS.

Our 8 by 6 feet

2-LiaHT MELON AiVD CUCUISIBEB FRAMBS

are £3 each, carriage paid.
.Made of the be.t red deal, English Jl-ui. glass, painted 3 coats

best eolour.

3-LIGflTS, 12 by 6 feet, £4 6a,

For other sizee, see NEW PRICE LISTS, Postrtree,

NORWICH.
I^OOT PRUNING can be better and more
v ecientitic-iUy performeil uilhlhenew Patent "MYTI-

CUTTAH " than by auy oth't mciuis. Send for Price Lista of

this uovel inveiitiuii ntifi of "ur otiier new and well-kno^n
PruninpTools.—STANDARD MA.SUFACTURING CO.WPANY.
St. Alkmiui'la CliuM.-hvi.ro, i)>.'jtiy, SuM by Sp.-il-.tn->ii aiiH

Trniito.inL't"'- !>t Ivitiim .nl !.-." '

THOMAS'S
FiniNCS FOR WIRING WALLS

straining Bolt and Holdfast.—No. 635.
As illuatrated above, price 33. and 43. per duzeu.

Driving E>e3.— .No. 631. Terminal Uolillasta.—No. 633.

Per doz,

^ 2S.

^, 23. 6d.
2 2J 3 3J Inches.

No. 632a.

3d., 4a., 5d , 7d. per doz. \m T

Best Galvanised Wire, 1/3, 1/6, 1/9 per 100 yards.
Illustrated CATfiLOOi't^ on ayplicatum.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.
87. Queen Victoria Street. London. EC

WATERPROOF TREE LABELS,
ami all qii.ttuie? uf

DIRECTION LABELS,
for Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists.

Samples and PRICE LIST on application.

FISHEK, CLARK & CO.,

r.ABEL MANUFACTURERS. BOSTON, LINCOLNSHIRE.

/"^AKDKN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
\T Vir«;in Cork, Raffia, Mats, Bamhoo Canes, Rustic Work,
Manures. &c. Cheapest Prices of

WATSON AND SCULL. W. Lower Thames Street. Tx>ndon. E.C.

EATING APPARATUS.— Catalogues free.
Improved EXPANSION .lOINTS, half a million sold.

Write to luveutor, J. ATTWOOD. Stourbridge.
H
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''po GENTLEMEN and GARDENERS.—

A

JL Bargain,—The complete Work of the " DICTIONAEY o£
HORTICULTORE/'comijriMng 24 parts, by O. NICUOLSOK, with
2000 Ilhistratious; price. 30s. (oc^t 4Ss.) ; notsoiloj. Owner
going abroail.—.\pply,FENVVICK. IS.Chaucer Road, Acton,W.

GABDBNING APPOINTMENTS.
Me. R. C. FiiASER, lately Head Gardener at

The ^\'oodlands, Streatham, has been appointed
Head Gardener and Orchid Grower to R. B.
White, Esq., Arddarroch.

Mr. James M'Ghee, Gardener at Phy.sgill,

has been appointed to succeed the late Mr.
McMoKRAN, as Gardener to R. H. Jounsto.v
Stewart, Esq., at Glasserton, AVigtownshire.
Mr. McMoKEAN held this appointment for the
long period of fortj--three years.

Mr. C. Lame has been appointed as Head
Gardener to R. Smith, Esq., J. P., Dilworth
House, Longridge, Preston, Lancashire.

Mr. D. DowDESWELL has been appointed Gar-
dener to E. M. Twopenny, Esq., Woodstock
Park, Sittingbourne.

WANTED, a FOREMAN — a strong,
healthy, activo JIan—for the Houses; not uuder 2\, not

nEraid of or above his work. Must have had good experience
with Vines, Peaches, Strawberries, Forcing Cucumbers and
Plants genefLilly. Abstainer. Wa^^es, 13s. weekly, and botliy.

—Apply, by letttr only, with piirticiilar:> of experience, refer-

ences. &c., to FOREMAN, J. W". Vickers, 5, Nicholas Lane. E. C.

WANTED, a married Han with good
chanicter, aa MARKET GARDEN FORE.MAN, one

that has filled the same position before. Must well unili-r-

stand the Management of People. (Without family jireferred.)

^r. SMITH AND SOX, Market Gardeners, Sipson, near West
Drayton.

ANTED, an experienced BAILIFF, for
Home Farm of 30CJ acres.—Married ; to live in and take

care of mansion.—Apply, with copies of three testimonials, to
Mr. T. W. MILLYARD. Land Agent, Estate Office, Saltmarshe
Castle, Worcester.

WANTED a TRAVELLEIR, by a first-class
house in the Midlind^; an energetic and thorout!;hly

experienced man, with a thorough knowledge of Garden and
Farm Seed Trade. One who has h^id.experience in attending
Markets preferred. All applic^itions treated in the stricte-^t

confidence. Liberal Salary.—State age, where last employed,
and all particular's, to M. C, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41,
Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

WA:^'TED, a CLERK, in Nursery Trade ; no
knowledge of Seed Trade required.—THOS. HEWITT

AND CO., Nur=erie^, Solihull.

ANTED, a SlrlOPMAN for lletail Seed
Trade in Lancashire. One accustomed to Travel.

—

Apply, with particulars, to Boi C, Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellnr^ton Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a MAN, used to London Furnish-
ing, and to make liimself generally useful.—State

abilitie-^ and wages reiiuired to G. S., Gardeners' Chronlcfe
Office. 41, Wellington Strewn, Strand, W. C.

WANT PLACES.
BS, WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he

• has at present in the Nnrsery and upon his Register
some excellent Men, competent either to till the situation of

HEAD GARDENER. BAILIFF. FOREMAN, or JOURNEY-
MAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the above will

please send full particulars, when the best selections for the
different capacities wdl be made.—HoUoway. N.

J AND R. THYNE, Nurserymen, Glasgow,
• can always RECOMMEND MEN of known character

and ability as GARDENERS to any Lady or Gentleman re-

quiring such. Applications solicited.

I C H A R D SMITH and C~0.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that they
will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with particulars.
&c.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

C T G H GARD ENERS.—John Dowihe (of the late firm of Downie & Laird),
Seedsman, 144. Princes Street. Edinburgh, has at present on
his List a number of SCOTCH GARDENERS, waiting re-

engagements. He will be pleased to supply full particulars
to any Lady, Nobleman, or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy
and competent Gardener.

uNDEH GARDENERS. — Several strong
well-trained young Scotchmen, anxious to find situa-

tions in England. — Particulars from M.,
Advertising Agents. E iinburgh.

Keith S: Co.,

GARDENER (Head) ; age 30, married when
suited.—D. MacKAV. Gardener to the Right Hon. Sir

Massey Lope-«. liart., can wjth confidence recommend his Fore-
man. E. Dawe. to imy Lady or Gentleman requiring a
thoroughly practical good Gardener. Fifteen years' practical
experience.—Maristow, Roborough, Devon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, two
children; thoroughly experienced in all branches.

First-class references. Two years in last place.—W. HOLD-
CROFT, Barton, near Burton-on-Trent.

GARDENER (Head); age 33, married.—Henrv Gkav, for the last nine-and-a-half years
Gardener to Griffitii Thomas, Esq., Park House, Englelicld
Green, Staines, is open to a re- engagement. Death of employer
cause of leaving.—Address as above.

rj^ARDENER (Head); age 48. — J.
VJ Dauncev. for nineteen years Gardener to the late
J. Bramstou Staue, Esq., Bucklield Park, is now at liberty to
offer his services to any Lady or Geutleman requiring a
thorough practical man. Death cause of leaving.—26, Gros-
venor Terrace, Grosvenor Park, Camberwell, S.E.

ARDENER (Head).— Age 35, married;
twenty years' practical experience in Early and Late

Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, the Cultivation of
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, &c. ; also Kitchen
Gardens and Plea.sure Grounds. Good charailTer.-J. FINLAY-
SON, The Gardens Combe Bank, SevenoaJis.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married
;VX thoroughly experienced in Early and Late Forcing of

Fruit. Flowers, and Vegetables; also Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Four years in last place as Head. Excellent cha-
racter and testimonials.—J. B., The Cottage, Holland's Road,
Teignmouth, Devon.

ARDENER (Head) ; age 34.—Mrs. Ander-
sox, Waverley Abbey, Farnham, Surrey, wishes to

recommend her late Head Gardener (who was with her for
nearly seven years) to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a
good practical Gardener. Twenty years' experience in large
establishments.— S. P., Upper Shorne, Gravesend, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), where another is kept.
Age 2S, married, no family ; sixteen years' experience

in the general routine of Gardening. Can have excellent
chnracter from present situation. Suburbs of London preferred.
—J. THURGOOD, The Lodge, Loudwater House, Rickmans-
worth, Herts.

ARDENER (Head AVorking), where three
or four are kept.—Age 32. single; fifteen years' prac-

tical experience. Eight years" good character.—T. R., 18,
Villiers Street, Lee Street. Oldliam. Lancashire.

GARDENER, (Head Working), where one
or more are kept.—Age 40. married ; thoroughly expe-

rienced in all branches. Good cliaracter from present em-
ployer.—C. B., Lawn Gardens. Swindon.

ARDENER (Head Woeking).—Age 29,
married; twelve years' thorough experience in Growing

of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables. Can be well recommended
by last employer.—J. D.. 82, Harmood Street, Kentish Town,
London, N.W.

GARDENER (Head AVorking).—Age L>0,

married; abstainer; thoroughly experienced in Flowers,
Fruit and Vegetables; good at Chry-santhemums. First-class
personal character.-J. K., Garden Cottage, St. Peter's Street,
Tunbridge Wells.

/^ARDENER (Head Working), where one
V_J or two Others are kept.—Age \6, married ; thirty years'
experience. Understands Vines, Greenhouse, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Cm have twenty years' good character
from present limployer.—GARDENER. Trafalgar, Sali-bury.

ARDENER (nE.iD Wobkinq), where
several are kept.— .A.ge 4:i, married, no family; llio-

loughly practical in all branclu^s. Twenty-live years' experi-
ence where Gardening has been well done. Land and Stock.
Good character from last and previous employers.—A. B., 4,

Thornton Koad. Potter's Bar.

pi ARDENER (Head AVorking) ; Scotch.—
\Ia Age 28, single at present; fourteen years' practicai
knowledge in all branches. Six years English experience.
Character and ability will bear strictest investigation from
present and previous employers.—D. BROWN, 12, Church
Walk. Kensington. W.

ARDENER.— General Desbon, Bath-
ampton House, Bath, wishes to recommend his Gardener.

Understands Vines, Melons, Cucunibens. and General routine.

—

E. PERKINS. Almondsbnry. Gloucestershire.

G^
ARDENER (Single-handed). —Age 26,

A mairied; twoand a half years in present situation. Good
experience Indoors and Out. Leaving through death.— J.
PERKINS, Park House, Engletield Green.

GARDENER (Second), where three or four
are kept.—Age 24j ; good character.—F. LANCASTER,

Kelsey Manor, Beckenham.

ARDENER (Under) ; as Second in the
Houses, and Outdoor Work occasionaliy if required.

—

Been accustomed to Vine an<i Plant Culture. Good references.
—W. BUSU. Golding Hill, Louglilon, Eisex.

ARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 22 ; seven vears' experience Inside and

Out. • Good character.—T. POCOOK, 81. Lota Road, Chel-
sea, S.W.

ARDENER (Under); age 22.—C. Gold-
SMITH, Kelsey, Manor Garden-J, Beckenham. can with

confidence recommend a steady, sober, and trustworthy young
man for the Kitchen Gardens. Leaving through no fault.-
Apply as above.

Ij^OREMAN, in a good establishment.

—

Age 31J; highly recommended as to character and ability
in all branches. Furnishing included.—J. p., 2a, Brynmaer
Road, Battersea Park, London, S.W.

F^
^ „ Trade.OREMAN (Working).—Thorough ex-

perience in all branches. First-class Wreaths. &c. Good
Salegman. Excellent references.—M., 9, Grove Place. Acton,W.

l^'OREMAN, or SECOND.—Age 27, married;X thirteen years' experience. Well recommended from all
previous employer.^.—FOREMAN', 4, Dovedale Place, Pinner
Road. Sudbury, Harrow, N.W.

I7OREMAN PROPAGATOR and GROWER,
J- thorough.—Twenty years' experience in General Nursery
Trade. Good at Bouquets, Wreaths, &c.—T. S., Mr. Hamilton,
Seedsman, 3, Henry Street, Dublin.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN PROPAGATOR and GROWER.

-Thoroughly well-up in Propagating and Growing of
Roses, Teas, Rhododendrons, Couiferte, Clematis, Bouvardias,
Poin^ettias, Carnations. Double Primulas, and general Hard
and Soft-wooded Plants, Bedding Stuff, Sic; etficient at
Wreaths, Bouquets, S:c.- FOREMAN, 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

o
-

JOURNEYMAN, Indoors.—Young; five years'
good character.—J. SMITH, The Gardens, ^'ew&tead

Abbey, Notts.

TOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 20;
tl six years' experience. Two-and-a-half years' good cha
racter from last fcituatiou.—W. DAVEl", Alphington, Exeter-

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 22;
seven years' experience. Four-and-a-half vears in present

place. Good character.— F. RENGOUGH, 'The Gardens,
Sugnall Hall, Eccleshall. Staffordshire.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out, in a good
Private Garden.-Age 21; live years' experience in the

profession. Good references.—W. G. BOND, Broomfield,
Chelmsford, Essex.

TOURNEYMAN, Inside or Out.—Age 20
;

tJ five years' good character from present situation. In-
dustrious aud obliging.—W. H., Moreton Gardens, Bideford,
Devon.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses; age 22.~
J. MiLSOM, Gardener to Itie Right Hon. Sir Harry

Veroey, Bart., will be pleased to recommend a young man as
above. Five years'good character.—Ciaydon Gardens, \V iuslow,
Bucks.

^VO ORCHID GROWERS.—A. Mulligan,
JL Orchid Collector to R. B. White, Esq., Arddarroch,
seeks re-engagement for any class of Orchids,—A. M., R. K.
White, Esq., Arddarroch, Garelochheud, Dumbartonshire.

SEEDSMEN.—A respectable young man
requires a situation as IMPKOVER in the abo\ e.

—

W. W.. McHattie & Co.. Chester.

MARKET NURSERY.—Employment wanted
in a Market Nursery, Eleven j ears' experience ; first-

class references. Good knowledge of Soft-wcoded Stxiff and of
Cultivation of Ferns aud Pulms.—B. S., 2b, Angel Terrace,
Upper Edmonton.

''PO HEAD GARDENERS.— Situation wanted
-I- in a good establishment by a young man (age 23) ; eight
years' experience in various branches of Horticulture,
Decorating, Forcing, &c. First-clas^ references.—H.. Mrs.
Hotlge, Chaple End, VValthamstow.

''(^O MARKET NUltSERYMEN.—A young
-L man (age 20), would be glad to Iiear of a situation in a
Market Nursery. Well up in general routine.—H. S.. 9, Ful-
well Road, Fulwell Terrace. Djjper Teddiugton, Middlesex.

n^RAVELLER, in the Nursery and Seed
-L Trade.—Experienced in all branches. Good connection
in the Midlands and Northern Counties. Good reference.

—

RELIABLE, 156, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds.

SHOPMAN, or MANAGER. — Age 30;O thorough knowledge of Seed, Bulb, Plant, and Flower
Trade. Good references. — SEEDSMAN, 35. Tetcott Road,
King's Road. Chelsea, London, S.W.

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN, or situation in large House.

—

Good knowledge of Trade, esjjecially Seed and Bulb
DL-partmeuts, Oifice routine, &c. iiight years' experience;
part time in large London Houses. Willing to assi.--t in any
department. First-class references.—JL, Gardeners Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

Seed Trade.
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SAN
Cyphipedium Elliotiianom,

n. sp.

This ia the nearest ally of

Cypripedium Rothsohildianum. Its

remarkable leaves are broader, ap-

parently stiffer. The spikes at hand

are two-flowered — Mr. J. Godseff,

however, has seen them with five.

The primary peduncle would appear

to be much stronger, as in the named

species ; it is reddish and covered with

very short hairs. The fine bracts are

those of Cypripedium Rothschildi-

anum, yet white with red dark purple

longitudinal stripes. Ovaries white,

with red ribs. Both sepals white,

with dark red longitudinal stripes.

Petals longer by one-third, with

dense, short, blackish cilia?, undu-

late at base, white, full of Indian

purple stripes and freckles, free of

them at apicular end. Lip's fashion

that of Cypripedium Stonei ; colour

reddish-brown. Staminode angulate,

both shanks finally contiguous, well

bifid at apex, hairy at major part.

The best mark of distinction is the

sharp bifid apicular part of stami-

node. I have the impression the

colours are much richer, the flowers

greater, the peduncle stronger, the

leaves broader and stiffer. This ex-

ceedingly elegant, surprising species

is dedicated to Mr. Elliott, of the firm

of Young & Elliott, at New York, at

the suggestion of Mr. J. Godseff, who

knows the absent Mr. Sander's views.

Vi'hat success of the firm to have im-

ported in so short time Cypripedium

Sanderianum, Rothsohildianum, and

EUiottianum I

H. G. RCHB., P.

L»U.
"Gardeners' Chronicle," November 3.

Cypripedidm Elliottiakum, n. sp.

"This glorious new introduction of

Messrs. Sander & Co.'s, from the Philip-

pines is now in bloom at the St. Albans
Nursery. The plant is of noble habit,

resembling C. Stonei; leaves bright

green, from 1 foot to 15 inches long.

and 1.} to 2 in. broad; the older stout

purple-dotted scape, overl foot in height,

bore evidence of the presence of tive

flowers, but on that in bloom only two.

The bracts are spathaceous, and very

showy, from 1—1^ inch long, whitish,

with narrow chocolate lines. The 2-inc]i

longovaries bear handsomeflowers, which
call to mind the beautiful C. Kothschikl-

ianum and C.praistans, from both ofwhich,

however, it is widely distinguished. The
dorsal sepal is l]^ inch wide and 2^^ long;

pointed, ivory-white, with fifteen daik
crimson lines of various lengtlis ; the

lower sepals are similar, but smaller. The
lip is nearly like that of C. Stonei in

colour and shape, and has the same fuhl

on the under side; ivory-white, delicately

veined and tinted rose. The petals art^

also white, spotted in the upper portion

with crimson blotches, which run intd

three or four narrow lines to the points,

the upper portions being wavy and cili-

ated, much as in C. Sanderianum. The
staminode (unless abnormal) is narrow
and curved under, as in C. Rothschildi-

anura. Altogether it is a very beautiful

Bpecies, which seems to embody the gooil

features of most of its section. Jainoi

" Garden." November 3.

Cypripedium Elliottianum.

" This 13 the name of a grana new species of

Slipper Orchid imported from the Philippiner-,

by Mr. Sander, of St. Albans, and whiLh opeiiul

its flowers in the case on iti journey home, m)

that we are able to judge of its great beauty aiiil

distinctness. The collector eays he has teen it

with tive flowers on a scape ; so here is anothtr.-

grand beauty to add to our collection of theHf
tleservediy popular Slipper Orchids. It is a boM-
growiug species, the leaves being two-ranked,
13 inches long by 3 inches broad, with one obtu-^-^

apex, deep green and leathery in texture. Scaji-"

erect, bearing five flowers, which, judgiug from
those opened iu the case during the journey
home, are very large; the upper ana lower
Eepala are large, ovate, and pure white, bande t

with diatinct lines of rich chocolate, which ex-
tend from b.i9e to apex ; the petals are broad at
the base, leugtliened into tail-like points. In tlie

specimen before me they are about 4 inches Ion;:,

but these delicate members have been injurt-<l

in their confinement, and, I should imagine, it

will pro. e to be oue of the longest-tailed of thij

Eastern kinds ; the colour is pure white, markt-d
at the base with large spots and blotches of

chocolate; lip eome«hat in shape like that uf

C. Stonei. pure white beneath, suffused ai'd

netted with rose in front, the upper eilge beJug
yellow. The stamiuode is very iieculiitr, beii.g

beut down .ike a large bird's beak, biQd at the
apex, with thick, mossy, chocolate hairs. The
bracts OD the scape ure large, streaked with
chocolate, like the dorsal sepal. It isagranil
addition to our cultivated (Jypripedlums, and
should have a great future before it.

" W. H. G."

CYPRIPEDIUM ELLIOTTIANUM, Rchb. i

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL by AUCTION, at the Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, E.G., on FRIDAY, November 16, by dii-ection of Mr. F. Sander, St. Albans, the entire importation,

consisting of nearly 1000 Plants of this extremely magnificent CYPRIPEDIUM. See p. 526 for full particular^i.

Elitorial Communication should be addreeaed to " The Editor
; " Advertisements and Business Utters to • The Pubhaher." at the Office 41, WeUinxton Street Covent Qarden London W.._

Prlnte J bv WlLLIiM RtOHlBD,. at the OIBce of Messrs. BRiDBtniT. Aqxew & Co., Lombard Street, Preeinct of Whitefriars. O.tv of London m theT^unty of Middlesex, »°^ P""''°«l''5'
'"*

Slid William Kicsaeds. at the Office, 41, WeUington Street, Pariah of 3t. Paul's, Corent aardeu, in the said County.-SAIimDAy, November 10, 1888. Agent for Manchester—JOHM HirWDOl..
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Bulbs from HollEind.

Sales every MONDAY, WKUNESUAY, and SATUKDAY, in
Lar^e and Small Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDAY. ;t half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day. first-

class consignments of HYACINTHS, TULire, CROCUSES,
Bad other liULBS, arriving daily from well-known Farms in
Holland.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.—(Sale No. 7802.)- - - -

2000 grand Bulbs of LILIU.M AUKATUM, just received from
Japan, in tlie finest poLsible conaition.

MR. J. 0. STEVENS will include the
above in his SAIE by AUCTION, at bis Great Rooms.

33, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY
NEXT. November 21.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday and Saturday Next.
Several hundred choice named .Standard and Dwarf ROSE

TREES, from a well-kuown Englisll Grower; BORDER
PLANTS in variety. &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above in
his SALES by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3a, King

Street. Covent Garden. W.C, on WEDNESDAY and SATUK-
DAY NEXT. November 21 and 24.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Cheap Bulb Sales,

MESSRS. SilAIL AND CO. will SELL by
AUCTION, at 123. Fenchurch Street, City, E.C.,

every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and FRIDAY, at 12 o'clock
each day, large consignments of GLADIOLI, SPIR,EA,
DIELYTRA. DUTCH BULBS, &c.. lotted to suit all buyers.

Horticultural Auction Rooms, 123. Fenchurch Street. E.C.

Dutch Bulbs.
Every MONDAY. THURSDAY, and SATURDAY.

Great I'nreserved Sales.

MESSRS. PROTIiEKUE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at the Central Sale Rooms. 67 and

68. Cheapside. London. E.C, every MONDAY. THURSDAY, and
SATURDAY", at half-past 11 o'clock precisely, extensive con-
signments of first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, from Holland, lotted to suit
the Trade and Private Buyers.

On vieiv morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next. —Sale by Sample.

MESSRS. I'ROTilEROE and MORRLS
will SELL by AUCTION. «t their Central Sale Rooms.

G7 and iiS. Clieapside, London, EC, on TUESDAY NEXT.
November 20, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, large qu:intities

of NURSERY STOCK, from sample, including the following:—
20,000 Scotch Fir
],'iUO Laurels
200 Gooseberries
200 Sycamores

2,00 J Beech
3.000 Privet
3.000 Standard Roses
.=i,000 Asparagus
1,000 Hollyhocks

300 Cupressus Lawionii
3.000 Fruit Trees
150 Dwarf Roses
200 Limes

3,000 Spruce Firs
1,000 Austrian pine
1,000 Sea Kale
7,000 Strawberries
300 Crimson Cloves

300 Geranium Niphetos and Queen.
Samples will be on view oa morning of Sale. Catalogues

had on application to the Auctioneers.

Tuesday Next.
English-grown CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS, and a line assort-

ment of GREEXHOUSK PLANTS. Standard and Dwarf
ROSES, of the beat sorts ; sel.-cted FRUIT TREES, Hardy
EVEKGREENS, Dutch BULBS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at the City Auction

Rooms, 33 and 39, Gracechurch Street, E.C, on TUESDAY
NEXT, November 20, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.
On view morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms

;

and of the Auctioneers, III and 63, Cheapside, London, E.G.,
and Le.'toustone, E.

Wednesday Next.
8000 LILIUM AURATL^.M from .lapan. splendid bulbs, just

received ; 300O LILY OF THE VALLEY, BARR'S DAF-
FODILS, 500 AZ.A.LEAS and CAMELLIAS, GREENHOUSE
PLANTS in variety, very fine EUCHARIS Plants, English-
c;rown LILIES and olher HARDY BULBS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms. 67 and 63, Cheapside. E.C. on WED.SESDAY NEXT,
November 21, at half-paat 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

Lee, S.E.
-Adjoining the Lee Railway SUition.

IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of unusually well-grown
NURSERY STOCK, carefully prepared for removal, and
affording an excellent opportunity for proeuriug Shrubs
and Trees for immediate effective planting.

"\/rESSRS. PROTI-IEROE and MOREIS are
JJX. in-^tnicted by Messrs. B. Mailer & Sons to SELL by
AUCTION, OQ the Premi'ies. at the Burnt Ash Hill Nurseriea,
Lee. S.E., on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY. November 21
and 22. at 12 o'Clock preuisely each dav, a large quantity of
remarkably well-grown NUKSEltY STOCK. iiK-ludiug a splen-
did assortment of well-rooted Coniferte and Evergreen Shrubs.
1500 Laurels, Privet, and Yews; 1000 Green Hollies, bushy
plants; 5000 Standard and Ornamental Trees; 30ini Standard and
Pyramid Fruit Trees, 6000 Bed. White, and Black Currants;
1000 Standard and Dwarf Roses, and other Stock.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,
Cheapiide, E.C. and Leytonstone, E.
N.B.—Tiie Auctioneers rle.-ire to call special attention to

this Sale, the Sttck being in a particularly healthy condition.

Finchley Roaa, N.W.
Important to Florists and others engaged in the Nursery and

Furnishing Trade.
SALE POSTPONED from November 15 to THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER 22.

The compact and old-established NURSERY and FLORISTS'
BUSINESS for SALE, by order of Mr. W. A. Clingo, who
is leaving the neighbourhood.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Waverley Nurseries, situate in the Fincbley Road, London,
N.W.. a few minutes' walk from Marlborough Road station,
on THUl;SDAY NEXT, November 22, 1SS8, at 2 o'Clock pre-
cisely, in one lot, as a going concern, the compact Leasehold
Property known as the WAVERLEY NURSERY, Finchley
Road, N.W.. with II GREENHOUSES. PITS. STABLINGS,
and the whole of the STOCK and UTENSILS in TRADE, held
for about 12 years unexpired at £30 per annum ; also the
FLORISTS' SHOP, No. 18, Finchley Road, occupying a pro-
minent position, and held for 19 years unexpired at £.^Ll per
annum

; 4 span-roof GREENHOUSES in Queen's Terrace, held
for \h years at £45 per annum ; and a piece of NURSERY
GROUND at the corner of Alexandra Road, close to London
Road Station, held at £iO per annum.

Particulars and conditions of Sale may be had on the Pre-
mises, of Messrs. GOWING and CO., Solicitors, 40, Finsbury
Pavement. E.G. ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Friday Next.
DENDROBIUM TREACHERIANU.M.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,

67 and 63. Cheapside, London, E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT,
November 23. at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, an importation
of the extremely rare, handsome, and distinct new DENDRO-
BIUM TREACHERIANUM, fiom Northern Borneo, of which
only a few plants at present exist in this country. It has been
flowered by W. E. Brymer, Esq.. of Dorchester, from wbose
plant a drawing was made, and appeared in Vol. VI. of tlie

Orchid Album, Part 72. Drawing will be shown at Sale.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
EXTENSIVE IMPORTATION of ORCHIDS.

Fifty Cases, the whole for Sale, without the least reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 and

63. Cheapside, E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT, November 23, at half-
past 12 o'clock precisely, extensive importations of ORCHIDS,
received direct for unreserved Sale, being the contents of about
50 cases, including the following r

—

A very line lot of VANDA SANDERIANA, 300 CYPRIPE-
DIUM NIVEUM, 100 PHALJENOPSIS AMABILIS. and others,
from Mr. Roei eleii.

Two Cases of a NEW ODONTOGLOSSUM. dried Howers of
which will be shown at the lime of Sale.

23 Cases of CATTLEYA PERCIVALLIANA, collected in
bloom, and consisting of the finest varieties, and masses of
extra size.

One Case of very large ONCIUIUM PAPILIO ; also CATT-
DEYA LOBATA SUPERBA and C- LABIATA WARNERII.

200 CATTLEYA DOWIANA, LJELIA GOULDIANA, and
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS in variety.
Also an importation of the extremely rare, handsome, and

distinct new DENDROBIUM TREACHERIANU.M.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
VANDA SANDERIANA.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include in their SALE on FRIDAY NEXT, a fine lot

of VANDA SANDERIANA: also 300 CYPRIPEDIU-M NI-
VEUM. and other ORCHIDS, from Mr. C Ktt'belen.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday, November 27.

SEJII-ESTABLISHED and IJIPORTED ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,

67 and 6S, Cheapside, London, E.C, on TUESDAY. Novem-
ber 27, at half-past 12 o'clock preciselv, by order of R. B.
White, Esq.. 200 ODONTOGSOSSUM CRISPUM. semi-estab-
lished, clumps of great strength, undowered, from this year's
importation. Several plants from the same importation have
already opened flowers of fine variety. Fiftv specimen plants
of CATTLEYA MENDELII, semi-established, also uiltlo%vered
in England; and about fifty lots of miscellaneous IMPORTED
ORCHIDS, including Oncidiums, Epidendrums, Cliysis, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday, Novemljer 27.

ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

desire to announce that their NEXT SALE of ORCHIDS
in FLOWER, will take place as above, for w hich they will ie
glad to RECEIVE NOTICE OF ENTRIES as soon as possible.

Hornsey Nursery.
SALE as the whole of the extensive Stock of FERNS. Specimen

White and other CAMELLIAS. HORSE, CARTS. &c., by
order of Mr. J. Page, who is relinquishing the busines-s.

MESSRS. PKOTHEKOE and MOKUIS will
:SELL by AUCTION, on the Premise^ the Hornsey

Nursery, Hornsey, N., on WEDNESDAY', November 28, at
12 o'clock precisely, the whole the extensive STOCK of about
50.000 FEKNS, of sorta. in Lots to suit the Trade and Private
Buyers, consisting of Pteris, in variety ; Adiantums and others;
PALMS. DRAC.ENAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, Iirge White
AZALEAS, for forcing; magniiicent Specimen Double White
and other CAMELLIAS, profusely set with bud, and olher
Stock ; Grey Horse. Four-wlieeled Van, Tumbril Cart, two
light Carts, Rollers, Heaps of Loam and Manures, &c.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

on tliepr.'raises. and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 6(J, Clieapaide,
E.C, and Levtonstone, E.
N.B.—The'NURSERY TO BE LET, with early possession—

an tniu->u;tl opportunity for a young beginner. Full particulars
of the Auctioneers.

Cypripedium expansum
,. mehinthophalmnm
,, Fraserii

,, leucorrhodum
', Wallaertianum
,, Hartwegiauuui
,, pluneurum
,, regale.

Barnet, N.

By order of the Court of Chancery. Cornwell v. Cornwell.

SALE of the old-established NURSERY BUSIN'ESS as a
going concern, and also about 6 acres of FREEHOLD and
COl-YHOLD LAND.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Token-

house Yard, London, E.G., on FRIDAY, November 30, at
2 o'clock precisely, the following properties ;

—

Lot 1.— The old-established NURSERY, SEED, and
FLORIST'S BUSINESS, known as the HADLEY NURSERY,
Barnet, N.. occupying a good position in the best part of the
High Street, within eight minutes' walk of the High Barnet
Railway Station. T^e Property comprises about lU acres oE
Ground, with eight Greenhouses. Dwelling-house, and Seed
Shop, the whole held for an unexpired term of about fifteen
years at the moderate rental of £65 p^r annum. The Goodwill
of the Business carried on for so many years will be included
in this lot.

Lot 2.—About 6 acres of valuable FREEHOLD and COPY-
HOLD BUILDING or NURSERY LAND, known as the COM-
MON NURSERY, Barnet Common, possessing long frontages to
the main road, and to Union Lane in the rear.

Lot 3.—Two acres of LAND, opposite Lot 2, held at £7 per
annum.

This Sale offers an unusual opportunity for any one desirous
of embarking into the Nursery Bu.siuess. The whole of the
STOCK IN TRADE will be Sold by Auction, thus enabling
purchasers to secure only such stock as may be required for
carrying on the business at unreserved auction prices.

Particulars and Conditions of Sale may be had on the
Premises, of Messrs. HOUGHTONS asd BYFIELD, Solicitors,
85, Gracechurch Street. E.C; and at Barnet. Herts; of
Messrs. MONTAGU SCOTT akd BAKER, Solicitors, lU.
Gray's Inn Squire, W.C, and Hattii Id ; and of the Auctio-
neers, (57 and tiS, Cheapside, Loudon, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Friday, December 7.

Selected DUPLICATE PLANTS from the well-known collec-
tion of R. .T. Measures, Esq.. consisting almost entirely of
rare and valuable hybrid Ci'PRIPEDIUMS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions from R. J. Measure-, Esq.,

to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and
68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on FRIDAY", December 7,

1888, at haif-pa-st l:i o'Clock precisely, selected DUPLICATE
PLANTS from his well known Collection, including the
following :

—

Cypripedium Measuresianum
,, apiculatum
,, Thibautianum
,, Germiuyanum
„ orjihanum
,, reticulatum
,, Carrierii

,, U'ltiiamsii

,. Turpe
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

West Wickham, Kent, close to S.E. Station.
NURSERY STOCK SALE.

MR. AV. LEVENS is instructed by Mr. Cook,
to SELL by AUCTION, at West Wickhnm Nursery,

on SATURDAY'. November 17. at 12 o'Clock prompt, about
40,000 welt-grown FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES,
&c. ; also about 800 Standard and Dwarf ROSE TREES of the
best varieties. On view prior to Sale.

Catalogues of the Auctioneer, Railway Bridge, Beckeuham.

Broom Farm, Parson's Green, Fnlliam, S.W.
Without Reserve.—Without Reserve.

ToMARKET G.4JIDENERS, NURSERYMEN, and SEEDSMEN.

MR. R. J. STEEL is favoured with instruc-
tions from Mr. A. W. Taylor to SELL by AUCTION

Without Reserve on the above farm on THURSDAY. November
22, 1S8S. at 1 o'clock precisely, in convenient lots. 7 Acres of
SEAKALE of the well-known Fulham strain. The crowns
being well grown are particularly adapted for forcing for the
Trade, and an unusual opportunity is now given for growers to
obtain .-iets of this justly-famous strain of Seakale.
May be viewed day prior and morning of Sale. Catalogues of

the Auctioneer. 28, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. ; and
Hanwell, Middlesex.

Coombe Bank, Sundrldge. Sevenoaks.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE HOTHOUSE and other

PLANTS.

MR. JOHN WHITE is instructed by W. H.
Spottiswoode, Esq. (the Mansion and Grounds having

been let for a term) to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises as
above, on FRIDAY, November 2.3, 188S. at 12 o'Clock precisely,
the wliole of the CONTENTS of the HOTHOUSES, VINERIES,
FORCING PITS, FRAMES, &c., comprising choice Specimen
Plants, Azaleas, Palms, Camellias, Rhododendrons, Aloes,
Cacti, Orchids, Ferns, Begonias. Pelargoniums, Chrysanthe-
mums, Bedding Geraniums, and other plants, Fuchsias, Pri-
mulas, Eucharis. Strawberry plants. &c.
May be viewed on the day prior to and morning of Sale ; and

Catalogues may be had at the Inns in the neighbourhood, and
of the Auctioneer. 53, Loudon Road, Sevenoaks.

Penge Nursery.
Within 10 Minutes' Walk of Three Railway Stations on the

London, Brighton, and South-Coast, and London, Chat-
ham, and Dover Railways.

MR. W. LEVENS is instructed to SELL on
the Premises as above, on SATURDAY. November 24,

1888, and FOLLOWING SATURDAY, at 11 for 12 o'Clock. about
15U0 Standanl and Dwarf ROSES, 15,000 Evergreen SHRUBS,
of the usual varieties (including very tine Aucubas), FRUIT
and FOREST TREES, Quantity of White, Pink, and Scarlet
P.EONIKS, &;c. The whole are well rooted, and adapted for
immediate planting.
May be viewed any day previous to the Sale. Purchasers

will be allowed one month to clear their Lots. Catalogues
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneer, Railway Bridge,
Beckenham.
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Laxton.a Nursery, Klmbolton Road, Bedford.

MESSRS. STAl'FUKi) and KUGEliS have
been favoured with iustruclious to SELL by AUCTION,

OQ FRIDAY, November 23, J8S8, at U o'clock VJunetuHlly. the

whole of the valuable Stock of FKUIT TREES, comprising

from -lUOO to 5000 of the choicest and beat sorts of Apples,

Pears, Plums, Apricots, Cherries, Peaches, &c. ; 1000 Goose-

berries and Currants. Raspberries, Shrubs, &c. ; ,500 ROSES,
about 80 Bushels of the best sorts of POTATOS, oO Bushels of

White Spanish ONIONS, 7 Bushelsol Seed PEAS, BEANS, &c. ;

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, ASPARAGUS PLANTS, HERBS,
SEEDS, &c. ; number of TOOLS, and numerous Effects.

Catalogues may be obtained of Mr. LAXl'ON, or of the

Auctioneers, Bedford.

A\rANTED TO PURCHASE, SEED and
Y V FLORAL BUSINESS with or without Nursery, or

woiihi euter into PARTNERSHIP when mutul contidenoe

estublished.
ABSTAINER, Garderiers' Chronicle Office, 41, W^'Uington

Street. Strand. W.C. ^_^
To Market Gardeners. Florists. Nurserymen, &c.

HAMPTON-ON-THA.MES.

Foil SALE, choice FREEHOLD LAND, in

Acre Plots, suitable for above. Rich Garden Soil with
gravel and sand sub-soil. The land is considered by the Trade the

tinest near London for Grapes and all other Market Products.

Apply, SECRETARY, Estates Investment and Villa Farm
Company. Estate Utiice. Tangley I'ark. Hamptonon-Thames.

T?OR SALE, or TO BE LET, seven nearly new
A/ and extensive GREENHOUSES, with Heating Apparatus
complete. Forcing Pit^, and Potting Sheds, conveniently

situate in Colchester. There is a good Garden attached.

For full particulars, apply to Mr. CHAS. E. BLAND,
Crouch Street, Colchester.

Soutb of England.

LARGE GARDEN, 20 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses aud Vineries. £7000 has been spent on the

prop-Tty. Seven years' lease. Two Cottages inclusive. £150
a year. ELDRIDGE, Portsmouth.

Important Notice.

'^PO BE LET, for a Term of Years, being a rare
-L opportunity fur an energetic man with a small capital to

take to an old-established business, d nice compact little

NURSERY of 3 acres, with 4 suitable Glas.shouses. Seed Shop,

Shells, and Stabling on the same ; sufficient with a little out-

lay for carrying oii a good Plant and Fruit Trade, together

with the Market Garden Business combined, if required. The
premises occupy a commanding position, being close to a

Railway Station and Market Town, and having other advan-
tage.^. The stock on place not being large could be taken to at

a low Trade valuation to suit purchaser, and possession could

be had at once by agreement wilh Trustees.—Further par-

ticulars from A. W. GODWIN. R;ulway Station, Ashbourn.

''PO LET, GARDEN, GLASSHOUSES, and
JL LAND. Good Garden, with high walls, several Glass-

houses, heated with Hot Water; 3 acres of first-class Tillage,

Garden Land, Cottage, Stable, &c.
A. Z., Gardeners' Chronicle, Othce, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticul-
TURAX jVLarket Garden and Estate Auctioxeers and

Valuers, 67 and tin. Cheapside. London, E.G., and at Leyton-

stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

O R C H I D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.
(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

art: CON.STANTLV RECEIVING

IMPORTATIONS OF ORCHIDS
from various parU of the A\'orld,

AND THEY HAVE AN IMMENSE STOCK OF

Established and Semi-established

ORCHIDS.
Full particulars sent free oil application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GAKSTON, LIVEKPOOL.

C^ LOVES.—Look at Prices.—C L O V E S.
\J True old Crimson CjiKNATION, splendiJly rooted, strong

DlMnts. 2s. dor.., 12s. 100. Ground roots ivhite CACTUS
DAHLIA, 4s. doz. ; splendid seeding CARNATIONS, 2s. 6rf.

do?... IBs. 100; IRIS RETICULATA, 3s. doz.; MADONNA
LLLY. 2s. 6d. doz., ; PANTHER LILY, 5s. doz. ; WALL-
FLOWERS, blood, yellow, tine, 3s. per 100 ; GERMAN
SCABIOUS, Is. tjd. doz. ; all strong, packed free.

MANAGER, Nurseries. Sandy Lane, Chester.

rFo LARGE PLANTERS ^f THORN
X QUICKS.— 1 tol^foot. 9s. per 1000, £40 per 100.000;

1^ to 2 feet. lis. per lOUO. £50 per 100,000; 2 to 2^ feet. 13s.

per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, 15*. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 18s, per 1000.

GARLIES MITCHELL. Nurseryman. Stranraer.

Roses. Fruit Trees. &c.

CHARLES TURNER'S Autumn CATA-
LOGUE, containing full collections of Roses, Fruit

Trees, ConiierEB, and all kinds of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, is

now ready, and may be had free on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

L

OA (\(\r\ CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
0\/^\/V/V/ fiuest Double and Single Varieties (some

of the flowers of ^vbich become lo inches across, and are of

every shade, from pure white t^ the darkest purple), for

climbing and bedding, from 12s. to 24s. per dozen, strong

plants ; extra strong plants, repotted into Scinch pots. 2s. tio.

each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnilicent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2s. tid. each.

Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SMITH and CO.,

Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

I M E and OTHER TREES.
The follo^vinff Trees must be sold, to clear the ground :—

330 LIMKS, 10 10 13tei-t.

(525 HORSE CHE.STNUTS, 12 to 14 feet.

380 WALNUTS, 6 to 12, to 18 feet.

110 SYCAMORES, 6 to 10 feet.

Offers for a part or the whole to be sent to the
MANAGER, Calcot Gardens. Reading, Berks.

LEARANCE SALE (at sacrifice) of
PALMS, DRAC.1SNAS, &c.

LATANIA BORBONICA and PHCENDC RECLINATA, 12

inches high, 4s, per dozen, 30s. per 100. Package and
carriage free.

LATANIA BORBONICA, SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS, CORY-
PHA AUSTBALIS, and PHaCNrX RECLINATA, 20 to

24 inches high. Is. 6d. each, Kjs. per dozen ; same kinds,

2 feet 6 to 3 feet high, 3s. to .^s. each.

Handsome PALMS, 4 feet high, ISs. each.

,, ,, 6 feet high, 40s. each.

Twelve assorted PALMS and DRACAENAS, averaging, with
pots, 24 inches high, in wood case, free, 18s. ; six do., 10s.

KENTIAS, 3s. to 21s. each.

DKAC.ESAS, 24 iuches to 5 feet high, 2s. to 40s. each.

Inspection invited.

GARDENER, Holly Lodge, Stamford Hill, N.

DRIED PALM LEAVES.—Immense impor-
tation of CHAM.EDOREAS and ARECAS.—For Prices,

apply to WATSON AND SCULL, 90, Loner Thames Street,

Loudon, E.G., where samples can Ije seen; or direct to the

Importers, PETER S.^IITH ANI> CO., Hamburgh.

A LIETZE, Rio de ,Janeiro.—New PRICE
^^« LIST for PALM SEEDS. Post-free to all applicants,

from ADOLPH V. ESSEN am* CO., 73, Gr. Reichenstr,

Hamburg.

•)/i i\(\l\ DWARF RUSES.—Cheaper than
fj\Jef\J\J\J ever I All the best leading varieties.

Warranted true to name. The best money can buy. Sample
dozen from 3s. ; 22s. per 100, packing free, for Cash with order.

Send for a List.

A. J. AND C. ALLEN, Stone Hills Nursery, Norwich.

CPECIAL OFFER.—500,000 LARCH FIR,
O U to 2 feet, and 15 to 18 inches; SCOTCH FIR, IJ to

2 feet, and 15 to 18 inches ; THORN QUICK, 4 and 5 inches,

tine; Common and Portugal LAURELS, and other General

Nursery Stock. For particulars and price apply to

ISAAC MATTHEWS AND SON, Milton, Stoke-on-Trent.

ALF-SPECIMEX STEPHANOTIS, free-

fiowering variety, very tine stuff, 10 to 12 feet ; also

25,000 AUCUBAS, all si/.es. For particulars apply to

G. SMITH, Dell Nursery, Ruck Ferry. Cheshire.

QPECIAL OFFER. — 50,000 RHODODEN-
O DRONS, all the early varieties. White and Scarlet, well

set with buds, tine plants for forcing. Low prices. Apply to

ISAAC MATTHEWS AND SON, Milton Nurseries, Stoke-

on-Trent.

FOREST TREES.—Alder, 2 to SJ feet, 16s.

per 1000 ; Ash, IJ to 2 feet. IL'S. per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, 16s.

per 1000; 3 to 4 feet, 20s. per 1000; Beech, IJ to 2 feet, 16s.

per 1000; 2 to 2i feet, 18s. per 1000; 2i to 3J feet, 22s. per

1000. Spanish Chestnut, IJ to 2J feet, 20s. per 1000; Bourtree,

2 feet 25s. per 1000 ; Elm, 3 to 4 feet, 185. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet,

25s. per 1000. English Elm. 4 to 5 feet. 40s. per 1000. Larch,

li to 2 feet, 16s. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet. 25s. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet,

28s. per 1000. Scotch Fir, IJ to 2 feet, 12s. per 1000; 2 to

2i feet, 16s. per lllOO ; 3 feet. 20s. per 1000. Spruce Fir, 1 to

li feet, ins. per 1000 ; IJ to 2 feet, 12s. per 1000
; 2 to 3J feet,

16s. per 1000. Silver Fir, 10 to 15 inches, 18s. per 1000 ; 1 to

U foot, 20s. per 1000. Pinus austriaca, 2-yr., 2-yr. trans-

planted, 10s. per 101)0; 1 to IJ foot. 15s. per 1000; ij to2 feet,

18s per 1000. Sloe or Blackthorn. 2 to 3 feet, 20s. per 1000;

Sycamore, 1 to IJ foot, 1L>>-. per 1000; 2 to 2J feet, 16s. per

1000; 6 to 7 feet, 6s. per 100.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman. Stranraer.

REEFERS FOR WALLS.—By planting
what is suitable, an ugly object may easily be made

beautiful. Most beiug in pots, can be sent and put out at any

time. Descriptive LIST aud adv.ce Free.-RICHARD SMITH
AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

Special Cheap Offer.

WM. PAUL AND SON beg to call the
attention of Planters to the follow ing articles, of which

they hold very large stocks, and are consequently able to offer

at unusually low prices. The quality of the trees is in all

respects iirst-rate, and all are in excellent condition for

removal ;

—

STANDARD VICTORIA PLUMS. 3, 4, and 5 years old, stout

and straight, £!> per 100. £45 per 1000.

PYRAMIDAL VICTORIA PLUMS, 5 to 6 feet, tine fruiting

trees. £b per 100.

STANDARD DAMSONS of sorts, clean, well-grown trees. So
per 100.

PAULS' DOUBLE CRIMSON THORN, nice standards, with

heads, 75s. per 100; do., stronger, £5 per 100; do., citra

strong, £6 per 100.

ACER NKGUNDO VARIEGATA, good standards, £5 per 100.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, fine bushes (these are grow-

ing on loam near Uckfield, in Sussex), 1 to IJ foot high,

and aa much through, 25s. per 100 ; IJ to 2 feet, do.. 35s.

per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet. do., extra stout, 100s. per 100 ; 3 to 4

feet, do., extra stout, 120s. per 100.

Priced Descriptive LIST of Fruit Trees. Hardy Trees and

Shrubs, Roses, &c.. post-free on application.

PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltliam Cross, Herts.

THE GARDENERS'
ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and SUBSCRIPTIONS

WILL BE THANKFULLY KECEIVED BT

A. F. BARROJSl, Hon. Sec,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, London, W.

LARGE SHRUBS and CONIFERS. —
Aucuba japonica, 1* to 2 feet, 30a'. per 100 ; do., 2 to 2^

feet. 40s. per lUO. Berberia aquifolia, 1^ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100

;

Box tree, 1^ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet. 205. per 100.

Cotoneaster Simonsii, 3 to 3f feet, 10s. per 100; Deutzia cre-

nata, flore-pleno, strong. 4s. per dozen; Escallouia macrantha
(pots), strong, 24s. per 100; Grislinia littoralis, 1^ to 2 feet,

35s, per 100; Honeysuckle (strong), 8s, per lOO ; Irish Ivy,

4 feet, 6s, per 100 ; Laurel, common, IJ foot, 6s, per 100 ; 2 feer,

10s, per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet, 16s. per 100. Colchic Laurel, 1 to 1^
foot. 12s. per 100; 2 to 2^ feet. 16s. per 100; 3 to 3^ feet,

bushy, 20s. per 100. Portugal Laurel, 1 to 1^ foot. 16s. per
100 ; 1^ to 2 feet. 20s. per 100. Rhododendron ponticura, 1 to

1^ foot. 22s. per 100 ; 1^ to 2 feet, 30s. per 100 ; 2 to 2^ feet,

36s. per 100 ; 3 feet, 50s. per 100 ; 4 to 4^ feet, buahy. 80s. per
100. Abies Douglasii, 3 to 4 feet, 35s. per 100 ; 4 to 5 feet, 50s.

per 100 ; do., 6 feet, 70s. per 100. Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 2^
leet, 30s. per dozen ; 3 to 3^ feet. 48s. per dozen ; 3 to 4 feet,

60s per dozen. Cupressus Lawsoniana, 24 feet, 20s. per 100;
3 to 4 feet, 40s. per 100. C. stricta, 2 to 2} feet, 40s. per 100

;

o to 6 feet, extra fine, 18s. per dozen. C. erecta viridis, 1^ to
2 feet. 25s. per 100; do., 2 to 2J feet, 35s. per H)0. Picea
Nordmauniana, li to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; do.. 2 to 2J feet,

extra, 40.*. per 100. Retinospora plumosa, IS inches, 26s. per
100; 1^ to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; 2J feet, extra, 4Us. per 100.

R. squurrosa, 1| foot, bushy, 30s. per 100 ; Thuia Lobbii, 1^ to

2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, 24s. per 100 ; 4 feet. 50s. per

100 ; 6 feet, 18s. per dozen. Tliuiopsis borealis. 2^ to 3 feet, 8s.

per dozen ; T. dolobrata. 1 foot, 30s. per 100; 1^- to 2 feet, 12s.

per dozen ; 2^ to 3 feet (fine), 30s. per dozen.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman. Stranraer.

pARNATION "GLOIRE DE NANCY."—
\^ We are sending out for the fourth seasou our true strain

of this the grandest White Carnation in cultivation, quite

nardy. and lor pot culture for cut bloom it has no equal.

Robust and free bloomer. £l per 100, lis. for 50. 6s. for 25, good
rooted layers. We have a fine stock of GARDENIAS, the best

sorts in cultivation, from is. to 40s. each. Cash witli Order.

E COLLINS AND SONS, Cumberland Park Nuraer)-,

Willesden Junction.

Having Grown
ADIANTUM CUNEATUM ELEGANS five

years, I have proved its value as a Cut Frond for Market.
Will put on Rail Plants in 8-inch pots, 7s. 6(^ each, cash.

E. TUDGEY, Home Farm, Walton-on-Thames.

VINES— VINES— VINES.— Good strong,
well-ripened planting Canes of Hamburgh, GrosColman,

GrosMaroc. Muscat of Alexandria, and Alicante, .'i to 1 1 ft., from
3s. 6rf. each ; also a few GlenfieUi Black RASPBERRY CANES,
strong clumps, Is. 6(i.—BARTLETT, Chambery, Hampton.

ENT GROWN ERUIT TREES.—
Thousands of Standard, Pyramid, Bush and Espalier

Fruit Trees, comprising most of the best sorts of Apples, Pears,

Plums and Cherries, strong liealthy trees with fibrous roots.

."JuO SCOTCH FIRS, 5 to 6 feet, well furnished.

.500 KENT COB NUTS, large bushes. 5 feet.

500 LAVENDER, .3-yr. transplanted, very bushy.

500 SWEET BRIEKS, 4 feet, well furnished.

Price LISTS of above and General Nursery Stock post-free

on application to

EVES AND DALTON.Nurserym-Mi aud Fruit Growers. Gravesend

To the Trade.

ROSES.—A large quantity of Dwarf Rosea on
Sweet Brier, for Sale, on account of expiration of lease.

A good proportion are varieties of recent introduction. Also

a quantity of extra-sized Marechal Niel, Perle des Jardius, Ni-

phetos, W. F. Bennett, and The Bride.

JAMES L. BOYSON. Caen. Calvados, France.

''FREES and SHRUBS suitable for Towns and
J Smokv Districts. CATALOGUE free on application.—

RICHARD SiUTH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

Worcester.

EVERGREEN HEDGES.
EVEEGEEEN HEDGES.

YEWS, English, IJ to 2 feet. 30s. per 100; 2 to 2J feet, 46s. per

100 ; 24 to 3 feet, 65s. per 100.

IIOLLIES, Greeu, 2 to 2J feet, 40s. per 100 ; 2} to 3 feet, 60s.

per 100.

LAURELS, Common, IJ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100 j 2 to 3 feet,

15s. per 100 ; 2i to SJ feet, 20s. per 100.

THUIA LOBBII, 21 to 3 feet, 30s. to 40s. per 100.

We hold immense stocks of the above, all bushy and well
rooted Plants.

Special offer for Covert Plants. &c., free on application.

JOHN PERKINS and SON, The Old Established Nursery

and Seed Business, 62, Market Square. Northampton.
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS—" gUICK," NURTIIAJIPTON.

Palms, FollMe Plants, Heaths, &o.

FRANCIS R. KINGIlURN will be pleased to

forward LIST of above with low prices. Leading

decorative PALMS in all sizes, great quantities, and in finest

health.
Richmond. Surrey; and 191 and 192, Flower Market, Covent

Garden, W.C.
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100 Herbaceous and Alpine Plants for 25s.

EICII.\l;lJ SMITH AND CO.'S Selection as
above contains a mo^t iuteresting and valuable aisort-

ment of beautiful and Hardy Plants for the Border or Rock-
work, which produce flowers and render the garden attractive

all through the year. Descriptive CATALOGUE post-free for

6 stamps.—KICHAKD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants. Worcester.

Orchard Planting.

HLANE AND SOX have a large stock of
• fine healthy well-Rrown Standard PEARS, PLUMS,

APPLES. DAMSONS. CHERRIES. WALNUTS, &c. An in-

spection is solicited. Special prices for quantities. Descriptive
CATALOGUE free. Fruit Trees, Roses, Rhododendrons, Trees
and Shrubs, &c.

The Nurseries, Berkhanisted, Herts.

To tliose about to Plant.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, com-
prising tine Transplanted Fruit Trees, Ro.ses. Hardy

Climbers, Rhododendrons, Conifers, Ornamental and Flower-
ing Trees and Shrubs, Forest Trees, &c„ in large varieties and
quantities, adapted to all soils and climates. Sent free ou
application to

GEO. JACKJUN" AND SON, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

OBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity
Road, Wandsworth, S.W., begs to call the attention of

Gentlemen and others Planting, to his large and varied stofk

of FOREST and ORNAIIENTAL TREES, also FRUIT TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, and CLIMBING PLANTS. &c., whiih are
in tine condition for transplanting, and being grown near
London, are especially adapted for Town and Suburban Plant-
ing. Also extra-tine ASPARAGUS. SEAKALE. and RHU-
BARB for Forcing. All goods delivered free by own vans
within a radius of 6 mile.s. CATALOGUES free on appli-
cation, and a personal inspection of the stock solicited.

REES and SHRUBS for Game-covers and
Underwood. Intending planters should send for CATA-

LOGUE, free on application.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

REES, SHRUBS, POT PLANTS, &c.—R. C.
begs to offer the following, good and well furnished, such

as:—Cupressus Lawsoniana, I to 7 feet; ditto erecta viridis,

1 to 5 feet; Thuia Lobbii. 2 to (5 feet; Aucuba jajKiuica, 1^ to
3 feet ; Box tree, 1 to y feet ; Birch, Silver, 3 to lu feet; Deut/ja
of sorts; Ribes of sorts; Retinospora. of sorts, 1 to 5 feet;
Laurels. of sorts, 1 to .3 feet; Lilacs, White and Pink. 2 to 3 ft.;

Ash. Mountain; Poplar; Privet, for hedges ; American Arbor-
viti«, for hedges, 3 to 5 feet ; Plum Stocks, of sorts, for working
on; Rhododendron Stocks, for grafting on; Roses, Dwarf, on
Manetti ; Holly, Common, for hedges. 2 to 4 feet ; ditto. Vari-
egated, specimen plants; Yews. Engli-.h, for hedges, i! to 6 ft.;

ditto, Variegated, specimen plants; Firs, Spruce, Christmas
tree^. 2 to 4 ft., and many other sorts, grown by R, COLLYER,
Cart Honie Lane Nursery, Woking Station, Surrey.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
AT THE NATIONAL GREAT SHOAV

last week we were awarded the highest
honours, " The Society's Silcer-yilt Medal."

It is remarkable that the greater proportion of
first prizes went to Kent, and from whence nearly
all the best blooms came.

What is even more remarkable, of the many
thousands of growers from all parts of Europe
whom we have had the pleasure of supplying,
not a complaint was heard ; all was praise and
gratitude for the fine, fresh, stout, clean cuttings
andplants which carried them to victory. Send
for ours, the best Illustrated and Descriptive
CATALO(_; UE—post-free.

H. CANNELL & SONS,
SWANLEY, KENT,

ROSES-20 ACRES,
Well-rooted, many-shooted, truly named, of
matured vigorous growth, and of the best kinds.
Bushes, R. S. tfe Co.'s selection, 8.s\ per dozen

;

60s. per 100. Packing and carriage free for
cash with order.

These World-famed ROSES cannot fail to

gire the greatest satisfaction.

ROSES IN POTS;
• 11 the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18«. to 86s. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application.

riohardImith & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

ruiTTR
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Descriptice CATALOGUES Post-free.

.1 HHEAL&SONSWiM Crawley, W Sussex.

BULBS.
A FEW REASONS FOR GETTING THEM FROM

BICHABD SMITH & CO. :—
We have dealt in them for more than eighty years.
We have visited the best Bulb Farms and have selected the

best roots and the best varieties.

The Bulbs we have supplied have practically always given
satisfaction, and our prices are moderate.

Illustrated descriptive List of[hitch and Home-grown Bulbs free.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS and NURSERYMEN,

WORCESTER.

BULBS
For Out & Indoor Culture.

Large Collections of all the very £eat Varieties of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CBOCUSES,
NARCISSI, LILIES, SNOWDROPS, &c.

13*" Only the very best kept in stock.

$^ Prices extremely moderate.

IlIiiMmled Descriplire Cntalogue (No. J48)
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

xczs.so3\rs
(Liniilrd)

The Boyal Nurseries Se Seed Establishments,

Clxester*.

FENCES-MYROBALANorCHERRY PLUM
(FKl'NnS MYK(.)IiALANA)

is the best stuff for mending old feiiued or making new ones.
Grows well on poorest soils. Shoots very hard and epiny.
Prices range from 125. per 1000 to 10s. per'lOO. Full particu-
lars on application to EWING & CO ., Havant, Hampshire.

UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Too well bnowTi to require descrip-
tion. Price, 6s. per bushel (Is. extra
per bushel tor package), or 6d. per
cake ; free by parcel post, la.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directioni
enclosed, with oursignature attached.
WM. CUTEUSH AND SON

[
j (Limited), Nurserymen and Seed

'-J Merchants. Hifshgate Nurseries. N.

FERNS A SPECIALTY.
Speciall// low Autumn of.

and CATALOGUE of over 1300 species and varieties in stock,
free on application.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, Is. 6d. Post-free.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD,
FERN NURSERT, SALE, UANCHESTER.

nnURF—TURF.-Finest, for Tennis Lawns, &c.,
J- at 10s, per 100. Superior Top-spit for PottinK also

J. KEEVIL. Merton Hall Road, Wimbledon .

"VX/" GORDON, Importer of Orchids,
T T • An Immense Stock of recently-imported Plants com-

pels a sale of the established plants to make room. They have
not yet (lowered, but are all (lowering plants, and must be sold
at a great sacrifice. Very valuable varieties are certainly tu be
obtained, and great bargains. See Public Journals for hiuh
prices recently obtained. The Special Offer affords a payiSg
investment to anyone with glass at command, which should not
be overlooked. Such plants may never again be offered to the
public and the Trade. LILIES. Silver Bunksian Medal. Silver
Medal National Chrysanthemum Society, September 1888
JAPANESE MAPLES. Sliver Banksian.Uedal. '

TREE P.EONIES, 7 First-class Certificates.

"
,^ . a. . T

'"^' ™°''' gorgeous, 4 First-class Certificates.
CATALOGUES of the above on application to

The Nurseries. Amyand Park Road, Twickenham.

" p A U L ENGLEHEAR T."—
-•- Rooted Layers of the above fine Crismon Reddini;CLOVE CARNATION are now ready to lift. The variety ca5

be confidently recommended as possessing all the good qualities
of the •• Old Clove." with much greater vigour of constitution
and a dwarf sturdy habit, which REQUIRES NO STICKS.

Price, ys, each, 18s. per dozen, 9s. half-dozen
GILBERT DAVIDSON, Ammanford, R.S.O ., Carmarthenshire.

(^EA-COAST P L A N T S'.
*^ Direct from Sea-coast Nursery, where tliorouKhlv
acclimatised. New Hardy Tree CATALOGUE on application

DICKSONS (Limited), The Nurseries, CHESTER. '

ARR'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS
should now be potted for Indoor Flowering, or planted

out in beds, borders, or naturalised in Orchard^ Meadows
Woods, &c. CATALOGUE on application. Abundance of
Bedding HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS, SNOWDROPSANEMONE FULGENS, &c., in fine condition.

BARR AKD SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

f''OI{ SALE, Cheap, 8000 OAKS, 10 to 15 feet
30s. per 100 ; 700 CHESTNUTS. 10 to 15 feet 35i!

per 100. Apply to
'

THOS. HEULEY, The Gardens, Putteridge Park, Luton, Beds.

Telegrams " Tucker," Nurseries, Farlngdon
OVERT for GAME.-3000 LAURELS, 3

to 4 feet. 16s, per 100; 3000 do., 4 to 5 feet, 20s. per 100
iSOOO Evergreen PRn'ET. 3 to 4 feet, 4s. per 100 ; 3000 do 4 to
."i feet. 6s, per 100. The whole of the above are good bushy
plants, well rooted, and would make good covert at once
30.000 LARCH. 3 to 4 feet. 30s, per 1000 ; 20,000 do.. 4 to .'i feet'
40s. per 1000. Eitra strong transplanted, and put on rail for
Cash. CATALOGUES of General Nursery Stock free by post

R, Ti:CKER. Nurseries, Faringdon, Berks.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

Specialties,

ROSES AND FRUIT TREES,
FIFTY ACRES UNDER CULTIVATION.

CRYSTAL PALACE GREAT FRUIT SHOW
FIRST PKIZE

awarded us for the finest Collection of Apples
(1.50 dishes). List of sorts, also Descriptive
Catalogues, on application to

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.
SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A Large and Select Stock is now offered for Sale.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of
Fruits post-free.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NPRSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

FRUIT trees!
SEVENTY-FOUR ACRES.

APPLES. PEARS. PLUMS. CHERRIES. PEACHES
NECTARINES. APRICOTS, an.l other FRUIT TREES a^
Standarils. Dwarfs. Pyramids. Bushes, Cordon, and Trai'ntd
Trees in great variety.
VINES, excellent Canes. 3s. %d., 5s,. 7.s. 6rf,. 10s, &d.
Orchard House Trees in pots. PEACHES, APRICOTs' NEC-

TARINES, &c,, from 6s. FIGS from ,3s. Si.
DESCRIPTIVE LIST, containing a sketch of the various

forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage
Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under Glass

'

also their Synonyms, Quality, Size, Form, Skin. Colour, Flesh'
Flavour, Use, Growth, Duration, Season. Price, &c , free by post."

RICHARD SMITF& CO.,WORCESTER. '
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SMALL SHRUBS and CONIFERS.

—

Araucaria imbricata. 10 to 12 iochea, 50s. per 100 ; Abies

Douglasii, 1-yr., 4s. per KlO ; A. orientalis. 1-yr., 30.?. per 1000 ;

Araerictin Arbor-vitie, 1^ foot, 60s. per 1000; Sweet Bay, 1-yr.,

30s. per 1000; Scurlet Chestnut, 1-yr., f,s. per 100; Cupressus
mncrocarpa, 1-yr., 30s. per luoo ; Lawaoni, 18 inchea, 60s.

perlOOO; erecta viridia. 4 inches, 30s. per 1000; do.. 1 foot,

V2s. per 100; stricta, 1 to ^ foot- 12s. per 100; Allumii. 1 foot,

14s. per 100; Cedrus ntlantica, l-yr., 1-yr. transplant^jti, lOs.

per 100 ; C. Deodara, 1-yr.. 7s. per 100 ; Escallonia macrantha,

pota. 14j. per 100; Laurel (common), 2-yr.. 20s. per 1000 ; Por-

tugal Laurel, 1-yr. transplanted, 20.?. per 1000 ; Colchic Laurel,

1-yr., 2os. per lOOO; Laurel rotundifoiia, 1-yr., 2.5s. per 1000;

Limes. 1-yr. transplanted, 16s. per 1000 ; Pinus Cembra, 3-yr.,

extra, 16s. per 1000; P. insignia. 1-yr.. 3s. 6rf. per 100; P. excelsa.

1-yr.. 4s. per 100; P. Nordmanniana. 1-yr.. 30s. per 1000; P.

Jeffreyii. 1-yr., Sf^. per 100; P. Mastersiana, 1-yr.. 10s. per

100; P. Strobus, 2-yr.. 2s. per 100 ; Oak. EverRreen. I-yr., 30s.

per 1000; Scarlet Oak, 1-yr., 3s. per 100; Privet ovalitolium,

8 to 9 inches, 10s. per 1000; Retinospora plumosa, 10 to 12

inches, 10s. per 100 ; R. squarrosa, 8 to 9 inches, 8s. per 100

;

do., 1 foot, 12s. per 100. Thuia Lobbii, 8 to 10 inches, 30s. per

1000; do., 15 inches, 4fSs. per 1000 ; T. dolobrata, 8 to 9 inches,

80s. per 1000; do.. 10 inches, fine, 12s. per 100. T. Ell-

wangeriana, 6 to 8 inches, i^s, per 100; Veronica Traveraii, 6 to

8 inches, fine. <6s. per 100; English Yew, 1-yr., 1-yr. trans-

planted, 20s. per 1000 ; do., 8 to 10 inches, 7s. per 100. Irish

Yew, 6 to 9 inches, 10s. per 100.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nuraeryman. Stranraer.

P/EONY ARBOREA — P. SINENSIS.—
The unique and very best selected collection in the

world—300 varieties of P. arborea ; 350 of P. sinensis, including

new, rare and very rare varieties ; also Japanese and Chinese

sorts. Special Collectiona well selected for Amateurs. Ask for

the Descriptive CATALOGUE of Prices, printed in English, to

L. PAILLET, Nurseryman, Chatenay (Seine), near Pans,
France. Established 1827-

NoTK.—Best sea.son to plant P. sinensis. August, September,
and October, but Puonies may be planted also up to April.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

TIN ES and VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.

New Edition.

Price .'is,, po^it-free .\s. 6rf.

A. F. BARRON. Royal Horticultural Society. Chis-wick.

SPECIALLY CHEAP OFFER of HER-
HACEOUS PLANTS.—A fair -^election of 100 named sorts,

40s. per 1000; also lOOnamed sortain small plants, 50s per .^000.

Seedling CARNATIONS, line. POLYANTHUS, PANSIES.
and Double WALLFLOWERS, 5s, per 1000; Dark Blood and
other Single Wallflowers 2s. per 1000.

Red and White THRIFT and other Border Edgings, 6s. per

100 yards, and others under usual Trade Prices.

S. SMITH, Jun., Nurseryman, Tansley, Matlock, Derbyshire.

''FO FRUIT GROWERS.—On offer, at the
J- Quarrv Farm. Bardon Hill, near Leicester, a quantity

of short useful RASPBERRY CANES (red). Would divide up
into many thousand plants. There are 3.i rows, covering

about 2^ acre-f

Price for the lot. on rail at Bardon Hill Station, to be sent to

,T. B. ELLIS, The GynaiUs. near Leicester.

(_»ffers by the thousind will be considered, if the lot is not

disftosed uf.

\

SPECIAL OFFER.—30 Acres of RHODO-
DENDRONS. Seoiiliiig. Hybrids nnd pontioura. 4 to 6 in..

6 to 9 in.. 9 to 13 in.. 12 to \h in.. 15 to 18 in.. 18 to 24 iachea.

All Rood plants, at exceptional low prices. Apply to

ISAAC MATTHEWS AND HON, The Nurseries, Milton,

Stoke-on-Trent.

rPREES and SHRUBS for the Sea Coast.

JL CATALOGUE free on application.—KICHARD SMITH
AND CO., Nurserymen and Sefd Merchants. Worcester.

LD-FASHIONED HEDGES. — English
Yews, bushy, and with a profusion of fibrous roots,

li to 2 feet. 6s. per dozen. 35s. per 100 ; 2 to 2^ feet, 8s. per

dozen. ."iOs. per 100; 2J to 3 feet, 9s. per dozen, 60s. per 100;

3 to 3^ feet, 12s. per dozen, 84s. per 100. Prices of larger sizes

and other E/ergreens, suitable for Hedges—c.^.. Tree Box,

Holly, Laurel, Privet Cypress, Juniper. Thuia, &c., on appli-

cation.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed

Merchants, Worcester. ^
LILIUM AURATUM.—Good, plump, sound

Bulbs. 6s., 9s., 12s.. 18s., and 24s. per dozen.

All other good LILIES at equally low prices.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, ,'S36. King's Road, Chelsea. London , S.W.

L HARDY'S NEW PRIMROSE
• NOVELTIES.—Choice varieties of about thirty beau-

tiful colours, from pure white to dark maroon. Strong plants,

5s. per 100, 45s. per 1000. _
HARDY'S NEW "PRIMROSE POLYANTHUS" NOVTi:L-

TIES. in about eight splendid colours, mixed.—These are very

beautiful, forming magnificent trusses or flowers. Strong

plants, 5s. per 100, 4.=.s. per 1000.

POLYANTHUS.—Hardy's Finest Selected Gold-laced Show
Flowers. Strong plants. 5s. per 100. 45s. per 1000.

STRAWBERKIES.—Vicomtesse H. de Thury. President, Sir

Joseph Paxton. Strong plants, 2s. 6(/. per 100, l.?s. per 1000 ;

ditto, in pot'i, 10s. per 100.

Cash. Extra plants for carriage. Package free.

H.T. HARDY, F.RH.S.. Stour Valley Nurseries, Bures, Suffolk.

WEEPING ASH.—Special, extra large heads,

5 aud 6 feet in diameter; 12 to 20 feet clear ^^tenis.

In fine cuuditiou for removing, as they are root-prune.l

periodically. " These are undoubtedly the finest :^pecimens in the

world."—Oau be seen, and prices obtained of JAMES YOUNO,
Clay Street Nursery, Forest Road, Walthamstow, Essex.

TC A DnOrO S a grand stock, in 5- in. pots, 12s.& IBs. doz,.

I tA nlluLU 1 A grand stock, in 7-iu. pots, 24s. & 3Us. do/..

(•Black Hamburgh and other varieties.

OD A DC \/iy CO ) Suitiibleforfruitinginpot3.10s.Brf.each

utlArn VlntU) Suitable for planting vineries, 5s. aud

(_ 7s. 'od. each.

Fn D U ^ ^ ^"® stock, iu 5-inch pots, 13s. per dozen.

L n 11 O "^ A tine stock, in small pots, is. per dozen.

Catalogues on application.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL
COMPANY (Jons Cowan), LIMITED,

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES, GARSTON,
NEAR LIVERPOOL.

Cape Bulbs—Cape Bulbs.

THE OAPl-n 1 )\VN li( HAMi; GARDENS re-

qii.-l f Ii.-ir Tniiif C.rn-spDiid.Tits to forward their Orders
forthi«s.Ms,ms|-;iill.,:ise;irly ;is|iu^siblH. Delivery in Jan. & Feb.
—A. F. BAXTER, Sales Depart., Botanic Gardens, Capetown.

AUOUT 100,000 fine young LARCH TREES,
and about 100.000 fine young ASH TREES, {just ready

and in prime condition for transplanting) to be Sold, Cheap.
Selections can be made from the growths of three, four, or five

yenrs. C;Ln be vii-werl any day on application by letter to

'Mr. J. CLAltKE, Farmhouse, Youngsbury. near Ware. Herts.

BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'

Reports. Sold in Tins. Is., 2s. 6rf., .'is. 6rf., and 10s. 6rf. each,

or 1 cwt. Bags, sealed. 1.3s. By allSeedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

PASTUPLANTA, the best Artificial Manure.
It enriches the soil with the fertilisers drawn from it by

plants; no unpleasant smell; admirably adapted for all pot
plants. In bags : 112 lb., 19s. ; 56 lb., lis, 3rf. ; 28 lb., 6s. 9rf. ;

14 lb., 4s. ; 7 lb., 2s. 3rf. In tins. Is. each. SoleManufacturem,
PHILIP HARRIS AND CO.(Limited), 9. Bull Ring, Birmingham.

BONES !-BONES!!-BONES!!!
Crushpii Bones in all sizes for Vine Borders, Lawns, Potting,

Gniss Lands. &c. Also BONE MEAL for Poultry Feeding.

GAB' EN GITANO, DISSOLVED BONES, Special JrlANUBES
ant" /EBTILIZEES for all purposes.

For Prices, apply to

HARRISON, BARBER & CO. (Limited),

GARBETT LANE. WANDSWORTH. SURHEY. S.W.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE CutV),
Is. per B iR. 10 for 8s., 30 for 20s.. Truck (over 2 tons) 20s. f.o.r.

Splendid Yellow Fibrous LOAM. 10s. per Ion. PEAT, TOBACCO
PAPER. &c.— .T. MEARS iXD CO.. .*, Bury Court. London. E.C.

GARDEN REQUISITES,
ofbzit quality, as sitfjptind to the Royal Gardens, \c,

BEST COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, 10 sacks for 10s., 15 for

14s., 20 for l.Ss., .10 for 2.5s. ; two ton truck, 28s. Free on rail.

RUSSIA .MATS, from 12s. to 18s. per dozen.

FINEST OKCIIII) PEAT. 7s. per sack.

BEST BP.OWN KIRROUS PEAT, 6s. per sack. .5 for 22s. %d.

BEST BLACK FIliKOUS PEAT, 4s. M. per sack, b for 20s.

COARSE SILVER SAND. Is. tid. per bushel; 14s. ^-ton ;

PURE LEAF MOULD, 3s. per sack. [25s. per ton,

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM. 3s. per .sack.

BEST MUSHROOM SPAWN, 4s. per bushel.

BAFFIA, LABELS, STICKS, from 1 ft. to i ft., BAMBOO
CANES. 3J ft. to 12 ft.. VIRGIN CORK, CHEMICAL
MANURES, NETTING. &c.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 6s. per sack. CHARCOAL, 8s. per sack.

SPECIALITB TOBACCO PAPER and CLOTH, \0d. per lb.

;

28 lb. for 21s. Price List free by post.

W. HERBERT AND CCi., Hop Exchange Warehouses, South-
wark Street, London, S.E.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.

From To

W. RICHARDS,

41, Wellington Street, Strand,

LONDON, W.C.

1888.

Please send me "The Gardeners' Chronicle" for Months,

commmcmg for which I enclose P. 0.0.

^^ Please Note that all Oopiea Sent Direct from this Office must be paid for in advance, ^fe^
^"^

THE UNITED KINGDOM :- 12 Months, los.; 6 Months. 7s. 6d.; 3 Months. 3^ M.
;

Po^W^^^' ^
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS (excepting India and China) :-Inoluding Postage, 17*. 6d. for Twelve Months. India and Lhma, lys. M.

Eeceipta for less than sii months' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked lor.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the Post Office, No. 42, DRURY LANE, London, to W. RICHARDS.
Chequen nhould be eroded " DRUMMOND."

Nov. 17. i'888.
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SPECIAL ISSUE OF 25,000 SHARES
Of £1 each, payable, 2s on application, os. on allotment^ 5s. one month thereafter, and the balance of 10s. per share,

if reqiiii-ed, in Calls of not more than 5s. each, of which at least two months' notice will be given ; but subscribers

may pay up in full on allotment, if they so desire, with full participation in profits in proportion to the amount paid.

ONLY 10- PER SHARE HAS BEEN CALLED UP ON FIRST ISSUE.

Applications will be received on and after MONDAY, up to 4 p.m. THURSDAY, November S2.

Three-fourths of the purchase money is in Vendors' Shares, tvhich do not ranJc for Dividend until a Dividend of 10 per

Cent, has heen jxiid on the Ordinary Shares now offeredfor subscription.

Registered, and in operation since May, 1888. Incorporated under the Companies' Acts 1862 to 1886, whereby the liability of each
Shareholder is limited to the amount remaining unpaid on his Shares.

THE
SPHINCTER

GRIP

ARMOURED
HOSE COMPY.

(LIMITED).
During the few months in which these Hoses have been offered in England, so great has been the demand that, with existing plant and resources, it

has been found difficult to keep the market supplied ; and the trade now being done shows a considerable margin of profit. Orders for this Hose are daily

received by the Company, which are now being executed as rapidly as possible. Over fifty orders and contracts are now in hand.

CAPITAL jeiOO.OOO IW SHARES OF il EACH.
DIRECTORS.

COLONEL JA^IES T. GRIFFIN (Chairman. Blackman \'eDtilating Company), Oneota. Nether-

hall Gardens, Hampstead, N.W., Chairman.
G. NELSON ARNOLD, Esq., M.I.M.E (Messrs. Willans, Arnold & Colley, Spanish Steel Works,

Sheffield), Ranmoor Mount, Sheffield.

.TOHN B. KYSHE, Esq., .^.^Princes Terrace, Princes Square, W.
WALTER S. B. McLAKEN, Esq., M.P. (Director of Bolckow, Vauchau & Co., Limited,

St. James' Lodge. Delahay Street, S.W.
M. MOW.ATT, Esq. (63, Cornhill, E.C., Merchant), 47, Granville Park, Dlackheath, S,E.

BANKERS.
NATIONAL PROVINCIAL BANK OF ENGLAND, Bishopsgate St. Within.'.E.C. and Branches.

SOLICITORS.
Messrs. KEBLY, SOX and VERDEN, 14, Great Winchester Street, E.C.

broe:ers.
Messrs. SCRUTTON AXD SUN, 75, Old Broad Street, E.C.

Messrs. H. L. HORTON and CO., Bartholomew House, Bartholomew Lane, E.C.

AUDITORS.
Messrs. MONKHOUSE, GODDAED ami CO.. 28 and 13, St. Swithin's Lane, E.C.

GENERAL MANAGER and SECRETARY.
Mr. F. MARTEN HALE.

OFFICES.
«:;. FORE .STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Works: FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C.

ABRIDGED PROSPECTUS.
PATENTS ACQUIRED.—The Company has purchased the well known Coi'LTArs" Patents,

for the United Kiogdom and France, together with the rights for the same invention in Austria,

Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Russia, Turkey, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Aus-
tralia, India, and the Colonies (except Canada), with the right to acquire the valuable German
Patents, and to develope and extend the already large sale of Sphincter Hose.

The new issue of £25,000 is made for the expre.=s purpose of enabling the Company to extend
and further develope its business in England, the Continent, Colonies, and other countries

covered by its Patents, and to inoreaie the exi-.tinf; plant to meet the demand which has ensued.
WHAT IS THE SPHIXCTER GRIP ARMOURED HOSE ?—The Sphincter Grip Armour pro-

cesa differs in many essential and important features from other processes ot coiling or adapting
steel wires into a spiral form, eitlier as an armour strictly speaking, or for the purpose of a

spring. Under it the wire is wound around the hose, with a perfect grip, without any tendency
to expand and open backwards after it has been placed in its intended position. It has been
found hitherto impossible to obtain this holdiu" tendency without fastening and securing the
wire at eacli end, whereas Hose may be armoured under these patents in any length and in any
size, and can be cut anywhere without loosening or uncoiling, the Sphincter Grip of the wire
being self-holding through its entire lenglh.

The Company's Books contain many hundred current accounts with some of the leading
Noblemen and Gentry, and most important Brewers, Distillers. Railway and Steamship. Mining
and Gas, and Water Companies, Town Councils, and Municipal Corporations, Builders, Con-
tractors, Mills, and Factories, &c. (List of users to complete Prospectus.)

The Company have established Agencies in various parts of the United Kingdom, and have
orders in hand or executed for Australia, India, the Cape, South America, and the Continent.

SOME ADVANTAGES OF THE SPHINCTER GRIP HOSE OVER OTHERS.— It cannot
Kink. More Ho^e is destroyed by the sudden concussion through kinking when a full velocity

of water is rushing through it than in actual Wear. "Kinking Destroys Ho-^e." It will stand
practically unlimited pressure. The armour is a perfect protection from abrasion. It is more
flexible than other hoses. The How of water is never obstructed or interrupted. Its advantages
over other so-called armoured hose are that—There is no oil or other obnoxious preparation in

the manufacture of ,the Hose ; there is no inside spiral wire to diminish and resist the flow of

water; it cannot collapse in ordinary use ; the Sphincter Grip Armoured Hose can be cut any-
where without loosening or uncoiling, as it is self-holding throughout its entire length. The
cost to the consumer of Sphincter Grip Hose is no greater than that of ordinary first-class hose,

and for high pressures will actually be less, while its lasting qualities are many times greater.

As a Steam Hose it supplies a long-felt want, as it will stand practically unlimited pressure,
and may be used with safety and impunity.

The Company will have the virtual monopoly of this branch of the trade; and as an illus-

tration of the profit that may be rt-asonably anticipated, the well-known article of Garden Hose
may be instanced, of which upwards of 6.000,000 feet are annually manufactured in the United
Kingdom. The armouring of even a portion of this would be a considerable source of profit on
tie capital employed, while the hose for Railway. Mining, Manufacturing, and other purposes.
of which a far arger quantity is sold, would yield a proportionate profit. In addition to this

there will be the trade profits to be realised on the hose itself, and from other works which the
Company have and will embody in their undertaking.

See Complete Prospectus for other Sources of Profit and particulars as to the general business
and operations of the Company.

COST OF PRODUCTION.—The cost of armouring hoseis small. The presence of the armour
impartins enormous strength renders the hose practically indestructible, and allows the uj^e of a
lighter rubber and leas material than would be required in an imarmoured hoso answering a
etmilpr purpose ; hcoce thla Hears cnn b« manufactured and put in the market at aa'cheap a rate
ti any oth«r h»9.

The price paid for the Armoured Hose Patents is £5000 in cash by instalments, and £15,000
in fully paid up shares. See note above.

The Cimpany's present plant is now in full operation, and from the Hose business alone the
Directors have every reason to expect that a dividend will be declared at the next ordinary
General Meeting.

No promotion money has been or will be paid.
Trade and other contracts have been entered into, particulars of which can be had on

application.
Prospectuses and Forms of Application for Shares may be obtained at the offices of the

Company, of the Bankers, Brokers, and Solicitors, where the Memorandum and Articles of

Association can be seen. Where no allotment is made the deposit will be returned in full, and
where a less number of shares are allotted thau applied for, the balance of the deposit will be
applied towards the payment due on allotment.

LONDON, November, 1888.

FORM OF APPLICATION FOR SHARES, AT PAR.
To be sent to the Secretary, Mr. F. MARTEN HALE, at the Offices 0/

the Company, 63, Fore Street, London, E.C, who nill procure and

forward Bankers' receipt.

ENTITLED Tq BE PAID UP IN FULL.

To the DIRECTORS of

THE SPHINCTER CRIP ARMOUR HOSE COMPANY, LIMITED.

Gkntlumex,—

Enclosed remittance £ being the required deposit of Two Shillings per

Share. I beg to request that you will allot me Ordinary Shares

of £1 each in the above-named Company, upon the terms of the Company's Prospectus, dated

November, 1888, and I hereby agree to accept the same or any smaller number that may be

allotted to me, and I authorise you to register me as the holder of the said Shares.

Dated this day of

Name in full (with additions)

Address

Profession or Occupation.,

Signatura ih.i ti..t.ii..<
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I
PLANTING SEASON. |

I HARDILY-GROWN I

|^OREST,^RUIT,|
= A ALL OTHER =

I TREES X PLANTS, |

I
Evergreens, Roses, &c.

j

I NURSERIES 400 ACRES. |

^Largest A Finest Stocks in Eurojie.i
i INSPECTION EABNK8TLT INVITED. I

I Priced Catalogues Gratis a Post Free.
H Estimates * all particulari on application.

E (LlMITEnl, =

I Tlie ]Viii*!Nei'i('!^, i

i "^^liiiiiEH^^^^IKcfeons Chester. I

BiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiuiiiiiiiHminiiiiininiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiitmiiiiiiHtiiil

STRAWBERRIES.
strong Roots, 4s. ppr 100. Plant3 in small pots, Hjs. per 100

;

ditto in large pot-». 2bs. per 100. Descriptive LIST Iree.

RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-
chants. Wnrrester.

NEW CARNATION, GERMANIA.
TIlis is, witlioiit doubt, the finest Yellow Carnation. 'My

stock is true from layers. Post-free, Ss. each.

NEW CARNATION, BLUSHING BRIDE.
This i.s )i very lovely variety, of delicate bUiih-pinlt colour.

A fine bold llower. and delightfully fragrant.

Fo^t-Eree, 3.^. each.

100 Splendid Border CARNATIONS, in Hfty choice sorts,

25s.. one dozen, 4s. Gd. The true Old Crimson CLOVE, spice-

Bcented, 20s. per 100, one dozen. 3s.

Address,—THOS. BUTCHER,
THE NURSERIES, SOUTH NORWOOD.

For CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS address

-

THE SEED WAREHOUSE, GEORGE STREET, CROYDON.

ANTHONY WATERER
INVITES AN INSPECTION FROM INTENDING

PLANTERS TO

THE FOLLOWING TREES,
Having stoitt straight i'^e»i.s. Jijii: /leaih, and splendid roots.

All have Ijeen transplanted tuithin tu.0 years

:

—
ACACIA BESSONIANA. 12 to 14 feet; A. SEMPEEFLO-

KENS. 12 to 14 feet; ACER DASYCARPUM, 13 to 16 feet;

A. DASYCARPUM WIERII LACINIATA, 10 to 14 feet; A.
NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, Standards, 8 to 10 feet; A. LEO-
POLDII, 12 to 14 feet; A. REITENBAOHII. 12 to 14 feet ; A.
SCHWEDLERII, 12 to 16 feet; A. WORLEYII, Standards, 12

to 14 feet. ASH, Mountain, 10 to 14 feet. BEECK, Common,
10 to 12 feet; Purple, Pyramids and Standards. 10 to 16 feet.

BIRCH, Silver, 12 to 16 feet. CHESTNUT, Horse, 14 to 16 feet.

Double White, 10 to 16 feet; Scarlet, 12 to 16 f et; Spanish,

12 feet. ELMS, English, 10 to 12 feet ; Guernsey, 12 feet.

LIJIES, 12 to 16 and 20 feet; Silver-leaved, 10 to 14 feet.

LIQUIDAMBAR. 6 to 10 feet. MAPLE, Norway, 14 to 16 feet.

OAK, English, 10 to 14 feet ; Scarlet American. 13 to 14 feet

;

PLANES, 12 to 16 feet. POPLAR BOLLEANA, 10 to 16 feet

;

P. CANADENSIS NOVA (the true variety), 12 to 16 feet

;

SYCAMORE, Common, 14 to 16 feet ; Purple. 14 to 16 feet,

THORNS. Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 feet; White, S to 10 feet.

WALNUTS, Common, 10 to 12 feet.

Weeping Trees.
BEECH, Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 8 to 12 feet

;

Weeping, Purple, Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 12 ft. BIRCH,
Youiig's Weeping, Pyramids and Standards. 8 to 14 ft. ELMS,
Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 14 feet. LARCH,
Weeping, Pyramids, 8 to 10 feet. OAK, Weeping, English,
Standards, 10 to 12 feet. POPLAR. Weeping, Pyramids, and
Standards. 10 to 12 feet. SOPHORA .TAPONICA PEXDULA,
Standards. 8 to 9 feet.

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

ORCHIDS AND PALMS SPECIALTIES.
The Stocli is of such magnitude that without seeing it it is not

easy to form an adequate conception of itsunprecedented extent.

FRUIT TREES, ROSES, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS.
BOUVARDIAS, CYCLAMENS. ERICAS, EPACRIS,

SOLANUMS, TREE CARNATIONS, and other

WINTER and SPRING BLOOMING PLANTS.
of fine quality and immenee numbers.

Inspectcon Invited.
The Glass covers an area of upwards of 300,000 super, feet.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.

Bulb Planting slioidtl be complcled

witliout delay.

SUTTON'S HYACINTHS,
SUTTON'S TULIPS,
SUTTON'S CROCUSES,

j

Are the Best Quality, and oflfered at

Moderate Prices.

SUTTON'S BULBS
GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM READING.

203. Value Carnage Free.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.,

SEED MERCHANTS,
SLEAFORD,

Have Registered the above Trade Marks—with

which Seeds sent out from their Establishment

will be Marked.

Special Offer of their Select Stocks (Home-groum)
of Garden and Field Seeds on application.

PLANTING SEASOM.

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE

invite inspection of their large and

select stock of Forest Trees, Shrubs,

Plants, Poses, Fruit Trees, Sfc,

tvhicli is of superior quality.

Catalogues and Special Prices on

application.

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE,
Nurserymen and Seedsmen to the Queen and H.R.H.

the Prince of Wales,

CARLISLE.

SMOKE-RESISTINC TREES & SHRUBS.

SEE NEW HAKUY

PLANT CATALOGUE
on application.

DICKSONS(irf.), The Nurseries, CHESTER

COLLECTIONS ofROSES
to suit all clasaei and all bixed gardens.

Carriaj;e and package free anywhere in the British Tales.

Fall particulars posted immediately on applictttion.

BWlNf* *5 GO,j Sea View Nurti«rie8, Havant) Hante.

NEW EDITION,
Corrected up to Date,

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
Of

GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3(i., Post-free Z\d.

W. RICHAJtDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand,

London, W.C,

Now ready. In cloth, lis. 6d.

HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Vol. III.. Third Series. JAN. to .lUNE, 1883.

W. RICHARDS. 41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1888.

THE EARLY HISTORY OF VINE
CULTURE IN ENGLAND.

'T^HE exact period at which the Vine was firstX introduced into England is uncertain, but
from a remark in the I'ita Agricola of Tacitus

(ch. xiv.), to the effect that our climate was not
suited to it, it is evident that it had been tried,

though without success, some time before the

end of the first century a.d.

Notwithstanding this failure, however, it was
again brought to England about the year 280
A.D., when it appears that a licence was granted
by the Emperor Probus to the pri vincials of

England to plant vineyards
; and the Britons are

expressly mentioned by Vopiscus among the

natives who partook of it.* The very early

existence of the Grape Vine in England is also

indicated by the name of Wiunal, in Hampshire
—a name which is derived from the Celtic
" gwinllan," a vineyard. That the cultivation of

the Mne was not afterwards abandoned is proved
by a passage in Bede's Ecclesiastical HistoryJ' t
(eighth century), which refers to Vine-growing

in England ; and by the confirmation of a grant

of a vineyard by King Edwith to Glastonbury

Abbey in the tenth century.]: It seems probable,

however, that some of the vineyards planted

here by the Romans were afterwards neglected

during the anarchy and devastation which
succeeded their immediate period, since " old

Vines " are not infrequently mentioned as

landmarks in Anglo-Saion charters. § These
" old Vines " were probably " survivals " of

the Roman vineyards. Vineyards are also

mentioned in the Laws of Alfred,
||
and are not

unfrequently represented in Anglo-Saxon illiuni-

*• " Gallus omnibus, et Hispanis, ac Eritanuis hiuo permisit

ut vites habereut vinumque conficerunt." Hist^ Avyustir

Script., vi., ed. Casaub. fol. Paris. 1630. p. 240.

t Monumenta Hist. Britan., fol. 1848. p. 108. "Virens

etiam in quibus locis germinans."

I W. de Gray Birch. Cartularum Sajonicum, vol. iii.. p. £9.

This vineyard was situated at PathenesbergU. in Mera. CO.

Somerset. It is also mentioned in Domesday, vol. i., f. 90 a,

col. 1.

§ See Kemble. Codex Diplomaticus, vol. v.. 1147. 1177. &et

1 LL. Anglo.-Vax., Wilk.. p. 31 1 LL, Aalf., 36.
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nated manuscripts. Thus, for instance, there is

a vignette in a celebrated illuminated calendar

which represents a party of Anglo-Saxon gar-

deners pruning their Vines with large pruning

knives, and planting them in order. This

operation, the calendar informs us, took place in

February. Another important fact which throws

some light upon the early cultivation of the Vine

in this country is, that the Anglo-Saxons called

the tenth month of the year, not October, but
" Wyn month"—the month in which they crushed

their Grapes and made their wine.

In the Domesday Book thirty-eight vineyards

are mentioned. They were distributed over the

counties of Berks, Essex, Hampshire, Hertford,

Dorset, Middlesex, Norfolk, Suffolk, "Wiltshire,

and Kent. Some of these vineyards, the book
tells us, were in existence in Edward the Con-
fessor's time; others were but "newly planted.*

Some, we are told, bore Grapes ; others did not.f

The largest vineyard mentioned in Domesday was

that situated at Bitesham, in Berkshire.^ It

consisted of twelve arpends. Another, on the

property of Alberio der Ver, at Belcamp, in

Essex, § consisted of eleven arpends, though we
are told that only one bore. Another, which
was situated at Rageneia, in the same county, con-

sisted of six arpends, " yielding 20 modii or

barells of wine, if the season was favourable."]!

At the time of the Domesday Survey, vineyards

were situated in the heart of London. One in

Holborne belonged to "William the Conqueror's

chamberlain, who paid " vJ5. yearly for the

ground whereon his vineyard is situated." It

has very generally been thought that at the time

of the Norman Conquest only the larger

monasteries possessed vineyards. This, how-
ever, is not the fact, for several entries

in the Domesday Book undoubtedly show
that several of the ]aity possessed them. The
accounts of Ely Church inform us that Amines

were largely grown, and wine manufactured, near

Ely, at the time of the Norman Conquest.tT In

fact, the Isle of Ely was so famous for its Vines
about this time, that the Normans called it

" L'lle de Vignes."

William, of Malmesbury (twelfth century), speak-
ing of Gloucestershire, says :

—
" The country is

planted thicker with vineyard than any other in

England, more plentiful in crops, and more pleasant

in flavour. For the wines do not offend the mouth
with sharpness, since they do not yield to the French
in sweetness."** The same author also speaks of the
vineyards at Ely. Another writer of the twelfth

century, Henry of Huntingdon, also mentioned that

Vines were grown, and that wine was made in

England in hia tinae, but he notes that vineyards
were " rare/'i t In the reigns of Rufus, Henry L, and
Stephen, the ground now known as East Smithfield

was occupied as a vineyard, and held by the con-

* As at Weatminater, "four arpenni of vineyard newly
planted (vinea novella)," tome i., f. 175 B. ; or as at Ware, " a
vineyard very lately planted (vinea nuprime plantata),"
tome i., f. 13S b.

t A3 at Deepdene, in Essex, " two arpenni of vineyard
which bear (vioese portantes) ; and two others, which do not
bear (vinete ni portantes)," tome ii., f. 73 B.

X Tome i., f. 60 b. In Domesday the vineyards are generally
measured by the " arpenni"; but in four instances (tome i.,

f. 69 b., 86 b., 212. ii., f. 71). they are measured by the acre.

The arpend equalled about a furlong.

t Tome ii., f. 77. "xj arpenni vinete j portat."

II
Tome ii., f, 43 b., " vj arpenni viueas reddit xx modios

vini si bene procedit." A modius was nearly 2 gallons English
measure.

% This, and the succeediug statement, is quoted on the
authority of Holinshed . see his Chronicles (ed. 1587), vol. i.,

p. 3: confer also Gale, Histonj of Ely, vol. ii., ch. ii. An
entry, dated 1319, in the register in the archives of Ely church ,

relates that " 7 dolia musti "were made from the vineyards
that year.

** De Gesta Pontif, bk. iv.

tt Monummta hht. Britan, fol. 1348, p. 693. " Vinera
fertilia est, s'ed raro."

stables of the Tower.* "This land originally

belonged," says Stowe (Survey, ed, 1589, p. 46, 124),
" to the Priory of the Holy Trinity within Aldgate,

and they did not recover it till the second year of

Stephen, when the same was adjudged and restored

to the church."

We learn from the Saxon Chronicle t that in 1137

Martin, Abbot of Peterborough, planted an extensive

vineyard within the walls of his own town. In the

middle of the twelfth century among the append-

ages to Windsor Castle was a vineyard, and the pay

of the vintager and the expenses of gathering the

Grapes are among the regular annual charges relat-

ingto Windsor on its Pipe Rolls from the commence-
ment of the series in 1155. Neckhara, writing at

the close of the twelfth century, devote? a whole

chapter to the cultivation of the Vine. John de

Garlande, writing a few years later, also mentions

the Vine, and notes that it was cultivated in rows.}

Somner tells us that in the year 1285 both the

abbey and priory of, and many of the manors be-

longing to, Canterbury, were plentifully furnished

with vineyards.

§

From a manuscript in the British Museum we also

learn that the monks ofSpalding Priory planted a vine-

yard for their own use about the end of the thirteenth

century.
I!
Among other expenses of Edward I. for

1272 occur the following :—" To Richard Wolward,
keeper of the King's house at Westminster, one mark
to repair the King's vineyard there." Another entry

on the same roll, four years later, runs :^" Pay to

K. W., keeper of their house at AVestminster, one
mark, there to dress our Vine's as heretofore in the

preceding years he hath been accustomed to do." In

1265 one Vine was bought for the King's garden at

Woodstock. In 1294 a lock and key {price 4(/.) was
buuifht for the "vinary"at Hampstead,^ and in

1296 there was a vineyard belonging to the Earl of

Lincoln in Holborn, which, judging from the number
of men employed in it, must have been a large

one.**

The Vine seems also to have been extensively cul-

tivated at Ledl'ury, near Hereford, by tlie monks
under Bishop Swinlield, and that wine was made
there as late as 1289, is proved by the Bishop's house-

hold accounts. From these it appears that the vine-

yard yielded seven pipes (dolia) of white wine and
nearly one of verjuice.tt

At the commencent of the fourteenth century the

Vine was to be found in almost every burgher's

garden. In 1311 a certain Hugh de Stowe raised

two bars under his Vines opposite his tenement in

Chero. Lambert tells us that when Edward II. was
at Bockinfield in 1316, Bishop Hanson sent thither
' a present of his drinks withal, both wine
and Grapes of his own growth in his vinery at

Haling near Rochester."}} It is just possible that

this vineyard was still in existence and produced ex-

cellent Grapes at the commencement of the sixteentJi

century, for we find in October, 1.502, the Dowager
Queen, Elizabeth of York,§§ receiving presents of

Grapes from the Bishop of Rochester. Stowe men-
tions that in the times of Richard II., Vines were
cultivated in great plenty in the Little Park of

Windsor, and remarks that there was existing in his

time an old manuscript roll in the Gatehouse

* Holinshed, Chroji., p. 111. Various parts of London, by
their names; give evident proof of their having been formerly
planted with Grape Vines, as Vine Street in Hatton Garden,
St. Giles', and Piceadilly; the Vineyard by Houndsditch, and
also by Coldbath Fields, and even within the walls of the
City, there is a street still called Vine Street.

t Ingram's edition, p. 368.

I
'• Antes et phalanges." the " antes " being the first row.

^ Antitj. Cant., ed. 1610, p. 286.

II
MSS. Cole, vol. xliii., £. 93.

*! This and the preceding entry is taken from Professor
Rogers' Agricultural Prices.

*** See ArckcEological Journal, vol. v.. p. '2'i9.

tt Household Accojints of Biskop Siuinfield ia Chronicles and
Memorials, series, " 1289, March 2. In septem dolcis vini albi

de vinea de Ledebyri de tempore vindemiabus proximo viij.li."

See also J/.SA'. Beg. Cant., I. 33 b.

l\ Dictionnriuin Anglic Topographicum et Ifistoricum,p. 68.

^ Iloinelioli Accounts of Elizabeth of York, -^.^2. A plot of
gronnl near to the city of Rochester m still called the " Vine-
yard."

of Windsor Castle, " in which, among other things

is to be seen the yearly account and charges of

planting the Vines."* Lamberde also says, that in

the records " it moreover appeareth that the tythe

hath been payed of wine pressed out of the Grapes

that grew in the Little Park there, to the Abbot of

Waltham, which ^vas parson both of the Old and
New Wyndsor, and that accompts have been made
of the charges of planting the Vines that grew in the

said park, as also of making the wines, whereof
some partes were spent in the household and some
sold for the King's profit. "t The Grape Vine was
also largely cultivated about Cambridge in the

fourteenth century, and several interesting itemi

referring to the vineyard occur in the accounts ofthe

various colleges. Willis, in his Architectural History

of Cambridge, considers that the Vine was generally

planted for the sake of the shade it afforded. That
this was not always so, however, is proved by many
entries on the accounts which refer to the vineyards.

The accounts of the Guild of Corpus Christi in 1348

contain a charge for " splentes for the vineyard,"

and one of the pieces of ground composing the

site of the Physic Hostel included a plot of

Vines (parcella des Vynes) in 1369. In the early

fifteenth century vineyards were attached to several

of the colleges. At King's Hall in 1418-19 a charge

occurs for pruning the vineyard, and a similar

charge occurs in 1452. In this instance the Vinea

were attached to poles which rested on forked sticks,

as shown by charges for " crutches " and " rails." J

The culture of the Vine was carried on by the

laity with equal ardour at the commencement of the

fifteenth century, for the poet Lydgate tells us that

it was one of his chief amusements when a boy,

besides stealing Apples in " other mannes orchards,"

" To plucke Grapes in other manne's Vines."
Miliar Poems, p. 255.

In another poem the same poet tells us of the
" Vinettes running in the casements.'' showing that

Vines were then, as now, trained over the walls of

the houses. After the middle of the fifteenth century,

however, Vine culture was neglected, "partly by
slothfulness, not liking anything long that is pain-

ful
;
partly by civil discord long continuing, it was

left, and so with time lost, as appeareth by a number
of places in this realme, that keeps still the name of

vineyard ; and upon many cUtfs and hills are yet to

be seen roots and old remains of Vines." § It is

probable, however, that many other causes, besides

this of "not liking anything long that is i)ainful,"

interfered with the culture of the Vine in the middle

of the fifteenth and early years of the sixteenth

century. A writer in the Biographia Britannica

—a book which was published in the seventeenth

century—afiirms that " we have still upon record a

treaty of peace between France and England, in

which it is stipulated that we should root up our

vineyards, and be their customers for all our wine."||

" If such extirpation of the English vineyards was
" not owing to this," says another writer, " it might
be to the increased intercourse with the Continent

and the falling of Gascony into the hands of the

English, when wine was imported cheaper and better

than we could make it." The suppression of the

monasteries in England in the early part of the six-

teenth century must also have contributed much
towards the loss of our vineyards. In the seven-

teenth century several attempts to cultivate the

Grape Vine on a large scale for making wine were

made in England, but all these attempts failed. The
cause of this failure was probably carelessness, for

Master Barnaby Goodge, a celebrated gardener of

the period, was of the opinion, or rather of the " per-

* Annals, ed. 1681, p. 143.

t In some accounts of Windsor which are still preserved in

the Record Office, for the year 1405, is an entry for "600
paiills or poles for proping Vines."

I There are several other references to the vineyards of the
coU^iges in Willis and Clark's Architectural History of Cam-
bridge, vol. iii., to which the reader is referred.

§ Barnaby Goodge. HoIIinshed also remarks, " the fault
whereof is not our soils, but the negligence of our country-
men. "'

II
Kippis, Biogr. Brit,, vol. iii., p. 2.
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Buiision," that " if diligence and good Iinsbandry bad

been used, we might have had a reasonable good

wine growing in many places of this realme." Percy

Nciohvrry.

CROCOSMA AUEEA VAR. MACU-
LATA, Bakek.

Km EiJENCE to our illustration of the typical plant

at p. 304 will serve to mark the ililTerence between

it and its finer and handsomely coloured ally, which

we here jmurtray (fig. 80). and which is in every

respect the finest form of the variable Crocosnia

aurea that has yet appeared. A glance, too, at the

illustration of a bed of it at p. 305 shows what a

beautiful object it is under favourable situations.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

L.T.LIA PERRINII (Lindl.) VAK. ALBA
(O'Br.), sujira, p. 446.

How joyful were we about La:lia Perrinii nivea,

and how we delighted in Lxlia Perrinii irrorata!

This plant does not produce such an emharras dc

ridiessc of flowers as does L.-clia anceps. And now

Mr. K. H. Measures, of the Woodlands, Streatham,

S.W., has most kindly sent two inflorescences, one

two, one three-flowered. These flowers are snow-

white without any purple or yellow marks, and they

remain snow-white. Trom Mr. R. H. Measures I

quote what follows :

—

Fro. 80.—CROCOSMA acbea var. maculata : flowees oeange, with a puhplish-eed spot.

After a careful search amongst numerous specimens

from all parts of South and East Africa, and finding

nothing like it, Mr. J. G. Baker named and described

the plant in the Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 407, from

material supplied by its introducer, Mr. James O'Brien,

of Harrow-on-the-Hill, who had previously received a
I'irst-class Certificate for it at the Royal Horticultural

Society. Mr. O'Brien informs us that it was in

bloom for over four months, and was still in good
condition. In h.abit it seems to be stronger than
the plain yellow Crocosraa, and grows to a height

of 3—4 feet. Single stems cut with their graceful

leaves and placed in water for indoor decoration

open their buds for weeks in succession. The plant

is perfectly hardy in sheltered situations, and is a

fine subject for the cold frame, greenhouse, or con-
servatory. There is one peculiarity about C. .aurea

var. maculata which should be noted, viz., the

stalked and incurved character of the perianth seg-

ments up to the blotches, as it seems to show that it

"might possibly be a wild hybrid.

" A jilant was obtained by one of Mr. F. S.ander's

collectors, and said to be absolutely white, but

neither Mr. Sander nor myself believed that. I

have grown it now for two seasons, and it flowers

from eight leading growths, forming a sight worth

taking a long journey to enjoy. The bulbs in

shape are identical with those of Lailia Perrinii,

but are pale green in colour. The leaf is much
broader and larger than in La?lia Perrinii. It is, in

fact, identical with a well grown robust leaf of Liclia

purpurata."

To this I m.ay add, that the lip is distinct from

that shown in any sketch or portrait from that

of any wild-grown or garden specimens I have heard

of in the genus La^lia Perrinii. Those altogether show

remarkably well distinct side lacini.-c— Mr. R. II.

Measures' plant, on the contrary, has a three-lobed

lip, or even one which is rather confluent, hence

nearly rhombic, I have also the impression that

the goitrous swellings of the ovaries are unusually

prominent. //. G. Rchb. f.

PECASCniSTIA FICIFOLIA, Moft., Sp. MOD.*

This handsome Ilibiscus-like shrub was discovered

in Burmah by Jlr. J. Bonham Carter. Seeds were
brought home by that gentleman, and the plant has

recently flowered in his garden. A flower was
obligingly forwarded to us for determination, when a
reference to our monograph of Indian Jlalvnce.'C,

published iu Sir Joseph Hooker's Flora of British

India, and to the Herbarium at Kew. showed that we
had to do with a hitherto undescribed species. It is

well adapted for stove culture, being handsome alike

in foliage and in flower. The shrub is more or less

hoary, the leaves are light green above, hoary

beneath, wedge-shaped at the base, and dividing

above the middle into three oblong remotely toothed

lobes. The flower is nearly 4 inches across, and pro-

bably will become larger under cultivation. In colour

it is coppery-red merging into yellow, and with a rosy

spot at the base. The floral characters are those of

Decaschistia, a genus which differs from Hibiscus

mainly in having ten styles and a ten-celled ovary,

with one ovule in each cell. iMost probably an
imperfect specimen collected at Rangoon by the late

Dr. Maingay, and preserved in the Kew Herbarium,

belongs to the same species, but this cannot at

present be asserted with certainty. M, T. M.

The seeds of the plant in question were gathered

on August 6, 1887, on a plateau composed of a red

clayey soil, about 3.50 feet above the Irrawaddy, and

about 8 miles from Thabaitkine, on the road from

that place to the Ruby Mines. The plateau was
sparsely timbered with poor Teak trees, and the

scarcity of undergrowth was very suggestive of great

poverty or very small depth of soil ; indeed, besides

the plant under discussion, there seemed scarcely a

dozen otiier kinds, scattered at wide intervals, and
with not even grass or weeds between them. The
bushes from which I gathered the seeds were from
2—4 feet high, and seemed to have nearly done
flowering, as I saw only very few blossoms ; these,

however, were much larger and much brighter in

colour (though I should say much the same among
themselves) than the flower I sent you. J. Bonham
Carter.

VniESEA 'WlTTJIACKIANA, 11. hyt). (= 'V. BarILLETII

X Moerekiana).

This nice new Vriesea is a fine and interesting

acquisition. It was raised by Mr. Kittel, Curator of

the gardens of the Count Magnis, at Eckersdorf, near

Gliitz, Silesia. The Gartenflora gives a coloured plate

(1283) of the new hybrid, as well as of the parents.

An idea of the plant may be obtained if the inflores-

cence of 'Vriesea Barilletii be taken, giving to it the

colour of 'V. Morreninna X. Mr. Kittel raised two
forms, which differ more or less in the cl ise arrange-

ment of the flowers. This plant is the more inte-

resting, as V. Morreniana is itself a hybrid, viz., V,

psittacina X carinata. 'V. Morreniana X has the

delightfully bright colour of the bracts, and so has

v. Wittmackiana X. The latter hybrid has also en

the upper half of the bracts the numerous red spots

of the female parent. Dr. Bammer.

Leeds Horticultural Society.—The Chry-

santhemuiu show of this Society, to be held on

November 21 and 22, in the Town Hall, Leeds, will,

it is said, be worthy of the district, judging by the

hearty support it has met with from exhibitors.

* Dceasc/iistift ficifoUa, Mast., sp. nov.—Frutico-a, cano
toropntos,-! ;

petiolis J poll, long.; stipulis n?quilongi3 linear!

subulatis slellnto-pilosis deciiiuig : foliisji x 4 poll. Jate obo-

vatia ba3i cuneatia .3-nerv 13 (uervis parara divergeiitihu^),

antice fere ad medium Sloljis.lobis sub^qualibussubparalleliba*

obloiigis obtusis obscure deiitatis basin versU3 anRustatis, a

seae bioubusellipticisseparatis ; bracteolis 10 lineari-subuiatia,

aepalis dimidio brevioribus ; calyce campanulato ^ poll, long.,

sepalifl deltoideo-lanceolatis promineuter ;i-nervii3; corolla

diiira. 4 poll, ba^i breviter tubulata superne patente; petalis

imbricati- oblongis "rubro-fiavidis basi purpureis. Cajt. ut ia

congeneribus. In Burmah detesit dom. J. Bonham Carter,

iude semina reportavit plantamqne nun,- primo florentem

horto pvio coluit. M. T, jV.
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Nursery Notes.

THE FRUIT NURSERIES OF MESSRS.
J. VEITCH AND SONS.

liANGLET, Slough.—Here in a position peculiarly

favourable for successful fruit-tree cultivation the

Chelsea firm have a nursery that is well worthy of a

visit from those who have an interest in pomology.

The soil is loamy, similar to that which is used for

brick-making; it lites over gravel, and ib is evitlt-nt

that the trees find in it the constituents of vigorous

growth. Large (juantities of fruit trees are grown,

very noticeable being the quarters devoted to liori-

zontal and fan-trained Pears, comprising all the best

varieties both on Pear and Quince stocks.

In a season such as the present when, speaking

generally, Apples and Pears are somewhat scarce,

and not of the best quality, we have thought it well

(as it may prove instructive) to give lists of those

which grow and also fruit so well here, pointing out

by so doing such varieties as seem best adapted for

general cultivation. It may be mentioned that all

the fruit has been grown without any special care

or attention.

Pears.—These were noted in all sizes from trees

having two to five and seven tiers of branches,

amongst which the following varieties were note-

worthy by reason of the crops of fine fruit they were

carrying, viz. ;—Summer Beurrc d'Arembnrg, Winter

Nelis, one of the best late Fears, Passe Colmar,

Olivier de Serres, Jargonelle, Glou mortjeau,

Duchesse d'Angouleme, General Todtleben, Sou-

venir du Congres, Beurre Giffard, Beurre de

Jonghe, &c. Large quarters are devoted to pyra-

mids in all sizes, and in excellent condition, both on

Quince and Pear, many being good crops of fruit,

the list including the names of our best Pears, and

Bome others which, if amateur growers would exercise

a wiser discretion, would very soon be consigned to

the rubbish-heap.

Apples.—In this section are to be seen fine quar-

ters of horizontal-trained trees on both Crab and

Paradise stocks, many bearing, for such small trees,

enormous crops. The varieties most notable in the col-

lection were those whJch have repeatedly been brought

under notice in the accounts of the late Conference

at Chiswick, and which were to be found in certain

numbers in almost every collection of moderate size.

We noted several large quarters of pyramid Apples on

Paradise and on Crab stocks—good, stout, well-shaped

trees, and in many cases heavily cropped with fine

fruit. Amongst others, specially noticeable may be

mentioned the following sorts (trees only three years

old were carrying good crops):—Domino, agood early

Apple, considered to be an improvement on Keswick

Codlin ; Baumann's Red Reinette, very large and

highly coloured, a good keeper; Cox's Pomona, Niton

House, larger than the famous Stirling Castle, and

keeping good till iNIarch, therefore valuable; Prince

Albert, very prolific ; Warner's King, indeed a grand

Apple ; Stone's or Loddington Seedling, very fine
;

Ringer, large and fragrant ; Pott's Seedling, excel-

lent, the coming Apple ; Frogmore Prolific, very

fine ; The Queen, large and handsome ; and School-

master, &c.

Several quarters of Apples on Crab are being

grown as standards—each quarter holding about

6000 trees—amongst others, the Sandringham (intro-

duced by the firm) is very conspicuous from its clear,

straight, clean stem, and compact habit. It is con-

sidered here to be one of the coming Apples for

orchard planting—the fruit, too, being of good size

and quality ; it is of handsome appearance, is a

good keeper, and may, therefore, fairly lay claim to

being a valuable Apple. Tyler's Kernel, Mrs. Barron,

Barnack Beauty, King Harry, Gascoigne's Seedling,

and Septem!)er Beauty, are varieties of recent intro-

duction which promise to be of great value to growers

for market as well as private gardeners. King of

Tompkins' County is likely to be very valuable,

especially in warm districts, being large and hand-
some, and late in the season, and of fair quality as a

dessert Apple. Bismarck (another introduction of

the firm) is an extraordinary bearer, last year's

maidens being in many cases loaded with fine fruit.

Washington ts a very beautiful American Anple, but

wants apparently a warmer climate.

A great feature at Langley is the trial border,

which runs the whole length of the portion devoted

to fruit trees, in which are planted, with tlie view

of testing, the best old as well as new, about 350

varieties of Apples. Similar borders are planted

with Plums (containing all the best sorts), the crops

of which have been very large this season, as visitors

to the Royal Horticultural Society's meetings have
witnessed. Archduke promises to be an acquisition,

fruiting freely on either standards, pyramids, or

cordons, and hanging very late. Pears are being

tested in the same way, also Cherries ; the whole

length of borders thus planted is upwards of

1000 yards.

Regarding stocks for Apple trees in use here, it

may prove of interest to note that the English Para-

dise is that principally use]. The French Paradise

forms very prolific little trees, but they are subject

to canker, and in dry hot seasons the fruit is a]>t to

be covered with spots which penetrate to the centre,

rendering the fruit quite useless.

Amongst miscellaneous fruits all the best Goose-

berries and Currants are grown. Of Raspberries

there is a good collection, including the fine new
variety named Superlative ; this is very distinct in

its strong robust growth.

The Fulham Nurseries.

Pears are here found in large quantities, fan and
horizontal trained, both on Pear and Quince stocks.

Apples are here also grown in quantity, very notice-

able being the standard trees of extra size for

orchard planting, pyramids on Crab stocks, and a

fine piece of young pyramids on the Paradise of the

leading varieties; dessert and Morello Cherries in

large fruiting trees, standard and dwarf-trained.

Referring to the trained Cherries here, it is com-
puted that if they were walled they would cover a

line of wall extending from Fulham to Chiswick.

Standard and half-standard maiden and one-year

trained Peaches are here in large numbers ; while

round the walls, fences, and borders are fine fruiting

trees of the latter in considerable numbers ; varving

from 1^ to 5h feet stems, with heads from 5 to 10 feet

wide and 4 to 6 feet in height of stem ; and the

trained Peaches and Nectarines are exceedingly fine

healthy stock. IMulberries, standard and trained

for walls, were likewise noticed.

The larger nursery at Fulham— for there are two

—

is called Southfields, to distinguish it from the one

above noticed, which once formed part of the land

in occupation of the late firm of Messrs. Osborn &
Sons. Here, in the presence of gas and other factories,

and lying in the Thames Valley close to the manu-
facturing districts of Wandsworth and Battersea, it

would be thought that the surroundings are not such

as are suitable for successful fruit culture, and yet

the stock is in a wonderfully thriving condition.

The greater portion of the soil is sand and humus,
the remainder loam over gravel.

Horizontal trained Apples both on Crab and Para-

dise have borne large fruit. Trees on latter stock

are very suitable for small gardens, and for soils

where trees on Crab grow too vigorously, and where
large and highly coloured varieties are selected such

trees are very ornamental. Pyramid Apples, prin-

cipally on Paradise, are here in quantity, most of

which have borne well. Pears trained on Quince
(quite young trees) have borne well. Pyramids on
both stocks are here in quantity in all sizes. About
4 acres are used for the cultivation of Peaches and
Nectarines, the soil being favourable for the produc-

tion of bearing wood and fibrous roots. Large
numbers of extra sized trees with fifty and in one

piece up to a hundred shoots on each tree, some of

which are 12 and 13 feet across, were remarked.

Standard trained Peaches and Nectarines are also a

grand stock from one-year trained to trees that will

carry next season good crops, many of the trees

being 6 feet and 8 feet across. Plums, dwarf trained

in all sizes, from young trees with nine shoots to

trees 7 feet and 8 feet across, the larger being trans-

planted, are literally bristling with flower-buds, and
many of the trees have borne finely this season.

Pyramid Plums are also here in quantity— lurge

treesand standards of fruiting sizes. Cherries on the

Mahalebstock succeed remarkably well in the light soil

here, the Morellos and a good collection of Dakes
being grown on it as cordons, pyramids, and trained

trees. Many of the latter are extra sized, being

from 8 to 10 feet across, and have borne well in

open quarters. Apricots, standard and dwarf trained,

are grown in quantity, and include some large trees.

Amongst cordons, Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries

have borne well, even trees transplanted this spring

bearing good fruit. The candelabra or palmette

form of trained Pears and Plums is very ornamental

— there are many in this nursery. Gooseberries and
Currants grown as cordons have been wonderfully

prolific. Pyramid Gooseberries of some sorts were

very fine. A house of Peach trees in pots struck us as

very remarkable from their healthy appearance and
vigorous growth. Figs in pots form an especial feature,

four houses being devoted to their culture. Vio-

lette Sepor, a new variety introduced by the firm,

is a kind which by reason of its many good quali-

ties will undoubtedly make way when more widely

known.

It now only remains to be stated that the nurseries

which we have of necessity so very hastily and im-
perfectly described are under the sujjervision of

Mr. Merle—Messrs. Veitch's fruit foreman.

The Aioburth Nurseries of Messrs. R. P. Ker
& Son, of Liverpool.

These enjoy a high reputation locally and gene-

rally. Starting from Basnett Street, in which the

ofiice and seed-houses are situated, a pleasant drive

by Sefton Park, and along a shady road towards

West Derby, brings the visitor to Aigburth, where
the nursery grounds, comprising an extent of 14
acres, are situated. They are compact, convenient,

and well kept. The visitor sees there the best things

intelligently cultivated by the manager, Mr. Ranger
and presented to view in the best condition.

On entering from the West Derby Road, the

visitor sees the office on the right, and on the left a
pleasant piece of fiower-garden ; and then, following

a path lined on either side with choice evergreen

and deciduous shrubs, the houses are reached, of

which there are several. The contents show that a

general stock of stove and greenhouse plants is main-
tained, including many flowering subjects suitable

for cutting from. Clcthra arboroa is largely grown
;

it is starved in small pots, and then flowers abund-
antly. Dracaena cannjcfolia is noticeable; it is a

good hardy type of the D. rubra section, and stands

well ; and of D. lineata there are some very fine

specimens. There are hundi-eds of small decorative

plants and Ferns, and Adiantum cuneatum is largely

grown. Palms are much grown, and plants of all

sizes, from exhibition specimens down to those

representing model table plants, were found. Kentia
is the species mainly grown, these plants being in so

much request for decorative purpose.

From the Palm-house radiate eight or nine

others, forming a kind of glazed star if looked at

from above. Here are two houses of Cyclamen
persicum, which are as fine as any found in the

neighbourhood of London. Messrs. Ker & Sons

have been selecting for years, their aim being to get

the large fiowers of the giganteum type associated

with the dwarf compact habit of the C. persicum

type. One could but look with amazement on plants

of such size, and so finely developed, by the first

week in August. The plants were in 5-inch, 6-inch,

and 7-inch pots, and it was said the flowers are of

the highest quality—equal, at least, to anything

grown in the neighbourhood of London.

Greenhouse Rhododendrons form another leading

lecture, and are much in demand. For decorative

purposes the best are Duchess of Connaught, Duchess

of Teck (which has pale buff flowers), and Princess
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Koyal, of a cliarming shade of pink. It may be said

of some of them that they are almost jierpetiial

flowerers. Next cani'? a large batch of winter-

flowering Begonias, the best being M. Lemoine's new

varieties of the seraperflorens section, such as elpgans,

gigantea, carminca, and rosea, which are the very

best for winter work. Double and single varieties

are also grown, and they increase in popuUirity year

after year. Cyperus distans is noticeable as a fine

decorative subioct ; it is of dense growth, and valu-

able for furnishing. Pourettia (Puya) mexicana is

valuable as a house plant ; it is of sluw growth, and

stands well. Here is the best form of Ficus elastica

albo-v.iriegata I have yet seen, each leaf liaving a

distinct well-delined bordering of white on either

side, young and old plants alike being well marked.

It is in great demand.

In the Lapageria-house is growing one of the

original jilants sent out by Messrs. Vt-itch &
Sons to compete for the Davis Medal, and it is a

very fine variety. It occupies the middle of the

house, at each end being a strong plant of L. rosea

superba. A large number of layers of the white

variety had been laid down.

In the stove- houses could be seen Eucharis Can-

dida in flower, a quantity of Cocos AVeddelliana, and
other choice Palms requiring heat. Cocoloba

pubescens is noticeable as a large-leaved stove-

plant with bold foliage—an old West Indian plant

not often met with. Dracaenas lineata and Drou-

settii are worthy of mention as very elegant forms

among the collection grown here ; Selaginella

Emiliana is a remarkably pretty form ; and Adian-

tum cuneatum fragrantissimum, a desirable scented

form. Amaryllis of the best pedigree are a good

feature also; there is a numerous collection, and

among them very fine seedlings of Messrs. Ker's

own raising. Bouvardias are also largely grown,

and especially for cutting from. President Garfield

and Alfred Neuner are the best doubles, and

among the single varieties a recent introduction,

President Cleveland, is noticeable for its fine

colour and excellent habit of growth. It is

only possible in a brief sketch to dwell upon the

leading features in such a comprehensive collection

of stove and greenhouse plants as is found in this

nursery.

The most remarkable plants are the Crotons. They
are growing in a span-roofed house 12 feet in width,

which is glazed with 20-inch panes of glass, the

bars being stronger than is usual to bear the weight,

and the glass goes down to the side stages. Light

is therefore admitted on all sides as well as above,

and there is no stinting of it. Every species and
variety appears to grow freely and colour beautifully.

Thorough cleanliness appears to be a leading condi-

tion to excellence. The principle worked upon is

that prevention is better than cure, and no plant is

allowed to go into the house without subjecting it to

a close inspection ; all new varieties brought in are

placed in quarantine before being allowed to join

the others. Shade is given on the sunny side by

means of a blind through June, July, and August,

and in bright weather they are syringed about once

a day.

The collection comprises over fifty sorts. Two
new varieties were particularly noticeable : one is

Aigburth Gem, a most elegant narrow-leaved variety
;

the old leaves dark crimson and Aloe-green, the

younger ones green and fiery gold—a charming
table plant; the other Aigburthiensis, like the pre-

ceding, a free growing branching variety, with an
abundance of elegant narrow leaves of a bright prira-

rose-yellow, narrowly margined with green: also an
exc^uisite table plant. It is impossible to do justice

to this department of the nursery in a sketch of this

character; but out of the collection the following

can be selected as fine exhibition varieties, dis-

playing great diversity of character :—Aigbur-

thensis, Neumani?, Queen Victoria, a grand show
Croton; Huwkeri, Bergmannii, AVarreni, inter-

ruptus aureus, Ruberrimus, Mortefontainensis,

Baron Frederick de Selliere, Baroness Rothschild,

and Evansianus. I hope to refer to this collection

of Crotona again, dealing with some particulars of an
interesting character.

Vines in pots are extensively cultivated, and
occupy a large specimen house with hotwater-pipes

underneath the stages : the main body Crom eyes, and
a very fine lot of plants indeed. There may be

diflierences of opinion as to which are best for plant-

ing and forcing, cut-backs, or young ]>Iants from

eyes
;
judging from the appearance of the canes the

latter appear the most promising. The Vines are

not put outside, but finished oil* in heat. The canes

are carried uj)right into theroof of the house, fastened

to wires running the length of it. How sucli line

plants were developed from eyes in so short a lime

seems marvellous
;
and they certainly display high

cultivation. All the leading varieties are grown.

Outdoors repartment.—In the open nursery there

is a large collection of trees and shrubs. Some very

fine bushes of OleariaHastii in full bloom were espe-

cially noticeable. It is a good sea-side plant, per-

fectly hardy, and flowering freely
;
quite tiny plants

in cutting beds were seen in bloom. Cornus mas
variegata stands better at Aigburth than does Acer
Negundo variegata, and is being much used in its

place in the Liverpool district for dwarf effects.

Veronica Traversi was blooming freely, and is found

to do well under the shade of trees—a fact worthy
of being noted. A large specimen of Genista atro-

virens, quite a standard tree, with the remains of its

summer service of golden flowers, is worthy of men-
tion for its summer floral service. The white-

flowered Rhododendron blanduin is largely grown
because so useful in many ways, and especially as a

forcer. Such varieties of Rhododendrons as do not

readily unite with the stock when grafted are raised

from layers. Rhododendron Cynthia, an excellent

doer, bearing large trusses of crimson flowers, and
having a capital habit of growth, should be noted as

a plant well adapted to Lancashire. Some sorts do

not set their buds well so far north. Brayanum and

Madame Wagner represent varieties that always set

well for bloom. R. caucasicum and Cunningham's
white, though frequently confounded, are distinct.

A very fine and useful variety for the district is The
Queen. Helen Waterer is remarkable for its noble

foliage. R. caucasicum jjictum and compactum are

perfectly hardy, and stand well. In selecting their

collection of hardy Rhododendrons the Messrs. Ker
have paid strict attention to sorts suitable for the

county. Skimmia oblata makes a capital town
plant for Liverpool. It is perfectly hardy, and is

not affected by dust and smoke.

Of forest trees there is a large and varied collec-

tion : in a group of standard Lilacs and of her-

baceous plants there is a numerous selection also.

Fruit trees are to be found here also, and of Apples

and Pears such varieties as are suited to the locality.

In walking round the nursery, the visitor cannot

fail to notice in the shrubbery borders not a few

novelties, as constant additions of new subjects are

made. Crataegus Lelandei is noticeable as a great

acquisition, as it bears clusters of rich Orange berries

even on young plants. Here is Prunus Pissardi, its

claret-purple foliage gleaming amidst green sur-

roundings at all points. Hodgens' Holly is largely

grown; it is a very fine plant for Lancashire—this

and the Old Silver are the best for the district : the

Golden and Silver Queens are found too tender.

Cytisus Alkekengi gives racemes of yellow flowers

very early in the year. Fraxinus lentiscifolia pen-

dula has very elegant foliage, and makes a capital

weeping tree. Rhamnus alaternus decorus makes
a good town shrub— it is Bay-leaved, and they are

of a thick leathery substance. Genista pr.xcox

makes an excellent standard worked on the common
Laburnum, and is a charming spring-blooming plant.

Ligustrum sinense, L. glabrum, and L. latifoHum

novum are all good free-blooming Privets ; L.

ovalifolium stands best. Some make a late growth,

and do not mature their foliage, and the frost cuts

it back.

Standard and pyramidal Bays in tubs are a fine

feature; they are numerous, and well cultivated.

The Willow-leaved pendulous Pear, with its silvery

foliage, is a very attractive tree. Limonia trifoliata,

with its long spines—and, indeed, a pretty represen-
tative of the Orange family— is found to be hardy in

this locality. What a charming tree the Fern-leaved
Cratrcgus oxyacantha makes ! So does the trans-
parent Crab when fruiting.

At Basnett Street, Liverpool, are the spacious
shop and offices of the firm. A large seed business
is done, and a considerable bulb tiade ; and that in
agricultural seeds is rapidly increasing. J'isiior.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

niAL.ENOPSIS ANTENNIFEKA, RM. f.

When I gave my enumeration of species of Pha-
iKnopis in the Gardeners' Chronicle (n. s., vol. xxvi.,

pp. 108, 212, and 276), I had not seen this decidedly
pretty species

; but at the present time I am more
fortunite, as a good plant is now flowering in the
Kew collection, and side by side with it is a jilant of
P. Esmeralda, also in flower (so that species has not
been lost to cultivation, as suggested in these
columns some time ago, though X cannot lay my
hands on the reference at the present moment).
Consequently I have been able to compare the two
together, first satisfying myself that they are cor-
rectly named, by comparing them with the original
original descriptions of the species. The result is

that I believe P. antennifera is only a colour variety
of the earlier described P. Esmeralda. The only
diflerence in shape I am .able to detect is, that in the
former the stigma is a little broader than in the last-

named species, and this is probably only such a
minute difference as would be detected in different

individuals of the same species. As to colour the
two present the following differences :—P. antenni-
fera has the sepals and petals light rosy-purple, the
front lobe of the lip and the column deep amethyst-
purple, while the side lobes of the lip are sepia-

brown, inclining a little towards orange. P. Esmer-
alda can best be described by saying that every part
is sever.al shades lighter, a little inclining towards
yellowish or whitish in places. The remarkable
linear appendages on the stalk of the lip are pre-
cisely alike in both, white at the base, the chib-shapeil

apex being of a deep orange. Our stock of know-
ledge as to the variability of many Orchids is gra-
dually increasing, and I suspect that many variations

of P. Esmeralda would be found in a large series of
specimens. /?. A. R.

Arachnanthe Clahkei.

A good plant of this handsome species is now
flowering in the Kew collection. It was described in

these columns in 1886 (n. s., vol. xxvi., p. 552) as
Esmeralda Clarkei, Echh. /. It is so closely allied

to Arachnanthe Cathcartii, that the two species must
be placed together, and as Esmeralda is referred to

Arachnanthe in the Genera Plantariim, it is clear

that this species must also be placed there

by those who adopt this system. Its habit

very closely resembles that of the species just

named, while the peduncle bears two or three

very handsome flowers of over 3 inches in

diameter. The sepals are linear-oblong, cuneate at

the base, the lateral ones being somewhat curved in

a falcate manner. The petals are a little broader,

and likewise somewhat curved. In colour both these

sets of organs are of a bright'and warm sepia-brown,

with transverse bars of light yellow, giving them a
brilliant effect. Tlie pendulous lip is articulated to

the foot of the column in a very delicate manner,
and a slight touch or breatli of wind sets it oscil-

lating backwards and forwards, though it moves in

a small part of a circle unless violently shaken. The
effect of this is very curious, and obviously has some
connection with the fertilisation of the flower. The
front lobe of the lip is large, broadly roundish, with

a small lobule at its apex, the colour warm sepia-

brown, with seven to nine radiating white raised

keels, while the side-lobes are much smaller,

roundish, and white with radiating broad lines. The
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gland 13 highly curious, being exactly hippocrepiform
in shape, in which respect it differs somewhat from
the other species of the genus. It is a Himalayan
plant, and for its discovery we are indebted to Mr.
C. B. Clarke, F.U.S., the well-known Indian botanist.

B. A. Eolfe.

Orchids at The Fins, Stdenham.

The collection of C. Dorman, Esq., is a very select

one, and contains a number of very scarce species,

but the middle of October is not the time to see n
great number in flower. Of Cattleyas in flower I

observed Bowringiana. The past season has seen
large importations of tills plant, and it may be ob-
tained at a cheap rate. It is near to, and requires

the same treatment .as, C. Skinneri, but its growth
is r.ather more vigorous. At the base of the stems
there is a peculiar swelling, from which a number of

roots proceed.

Cattleya luteola was in flower; it is a distinct
species, and is one of the eraallest growing of
Cattleyas, grown under the name of C. Holfordii.

It was in flower about the middle of August, and
still in good condition when I saw it. Good forms
of Lajlia elegans and L. Perrinii were in flower. The
latter species requires a warm Cattleya-house tem-
perature, and when well grown is a handsome plant

;

and always flowers in the autumn months. The
handsome Comparettia macroplectron was in flower

in the Cattleya-house, and is also a species that may
be depended upon to flower in October ; it should
be grown in a basket rather than on a block,

the pendulous spikes of bright rosy-tinted flowers

making a pleasing feature. In another house L.xlia

pnmila var. praistans was in flower, and also

Cattleya eldorado splendens, a handsome form of the
species with rose-pink sepals and petals, and a hand-
some orange blotch on the lip.

In the warmest house some handsome Cypripe-
diums were noteworthy; C. Sanderianum is quite a
wonderful plant, and even more quaint in appearance
than C. caudatum ; the yellow dorsal sepal is marked
with distinct purplish-brown lines ; the lateral sepals

have tail-like appendages, 26 inches in length ; they
are richly marked at the top, and when the sun
shines on the flower the effect is very beautiful. C.
Warneri was very pretty

; it is a neat growing and
very distinct form of barbatum ; the dorsal sepal is

rosy-purple at the base, the top part is white, lightly

striped reenish. C. purpuratum is very pretty, and
1 i much like C. barbutum

; it also blooms in Novem-
ber. There is a handsome specimen of C. leucorrho-
dum showing flower—still a rare plant, and one of

the most beautiful of hybrid forms. Vanda San-
d^riaua had six handsome blooms on one spike, and
fiere was also in this house a nice healthy lot of
Antectochili. There were not many species—in
fact, a good collection of these beautiful foliaged

plants is not now to be seen anywhere. A. Lowii,
now classed under Dossinia, and grown as D. mar-
n\orata, had large, healthy well-marked foliage.

There were two varieties of it. A. petola, a pretty

little plant, is now Macodes petola ; A. Dawsonianus
also classed with Goodyera^this species is very free

in growth. They all succeed well as grown here in

a glass frame where they are by themselves, and if the
leaves are kept free from insect pests, and the plants
are potted on as they require it, the leaves speedily
increase in numbers.

The cool-house contained a nice lot of flowering
plants for this season of the year, amongst them
the pretty little Oncidium Phalwnopsis; it has white
flowers prettily spotted reddish-violet. Odontoglos-
Bum CErstedii majus is a very small growing plants
flowering freely, the pure white flowers, with yellow
blotch on the lip, are sweetly scented and freely

produced. 0. Dormanianum, whitish and densely
spotted brown ; is very distinct and pretty. There
was also in flower a pure white form of O. crispum,
flowers of good form and exquisite purity. Mas-
devallia Rrezlii had not yet passed out of bloom
but was producing a few of its quaint blossoms.
LiElia autumnalis was nicely in flower, beautiful to
look at but offensive to smell, J, Dmu/lae.

Orchids at \Voolton Wood, Liverpool.

The fact that the collection belonging to Ilolbrook
Gaskell, Esq., is rapidly progressing into something
like its former excellence, and that under the un-
doubted skill of Mr. Todd, who is not only a clever

Orchid grower but equally good at any other bianch
of gardening, is likely to become better than even
in its palmiest d.iys, cannot fail to interest all con-

cerned in Orchid growing. Generally speaking
Orchids need not decline under cultivation, although
unfortunately they are often allowed to do so, but
that they are amenable to good culture even when
in poor condition has been proven by Mr, Todd on
many a valuable specimen. The Woolton Wood
collection contains many rare species and varieties,

and more especially among the showier genera ; the

houses are well adapted for Orchid culture, and
under proper management they should be bright

with flowers more or less all the year round. At
present the plants .are quite fulfilling their duties,

and some noble examples are in bloom. In the

centre of a group in one of the large span-houses a

splendid example of our old friend, Cattleya Lod-
digesii has two dozen of fine flowers open ; with it

are some good masses of La;lia Perrinii, a number
of the best varieties of Cypripedium insigne and C.

Sedeni, a Large plant of C. vexillarium, C. jav.ani-

cum, lichly flowered pans of Pleione, Cattleya aurea,

Miltonia canJida grandiflora, Oncidium pra'textum,

some lonopsis, Cirrhopetalum ornatissimum, with

other pretty things in flower, and the handsome
Lajlia superbiens Quelsneriana in spike.

Passing to the next range we find in flower a

splendid form of the rare Dendrobium Phal.T-

nopsis, Cypripedium Daj'anum, C. Dominianum,
C. ajnanthum superbum, C. caudatum, which
bore flowers with petals 30 inches long; and the

charming Odontoglossum Londesboroughianum, with
its golden flowers, which many fail to get it to pro-

duce, but which Mr. Todd succeeds with by keeping
the plants dry after maturing the growth.

In the next division Cypripedium .Spicerianura

was fine, a good batch of Odontoglossum Koezli

thriving, and some interesting Anasctochili, Berto-
lonias, Sonerilas, &., appeared.

An unshaded span-house has been used all

summer for the varieties of L.-clia anceps and other

Mexican Lajlias, which are now sending up a large

quantity of flower-spikes, and with them have been
kept some large specimens of Ccelogyne cristata,

which are very healthy and vigorous, notwithstand-
ing the fact that they are supposed not to like sun-
light. In the same house is a Ltclia albida with over

fifty spikes, and some rare white L. anceps. Sarra-
cenias occupy part of another division with good
specimens in flower of Oncidium tigrinum and 0.
unguiculatum, and a robust lot of the tine white
Dendrobium Jamesianum.
In another house among a profusion of healthy

specimens in flower are some Masdevallia chim;cra
and jr. bella; the snow-white and fragrant Maxillaria
venusta in large specimens ; Mesospinidium vulcani-
cum, the pretty pink Odontoglossum Cervantesi
morada, and some showy O. grande. The cool
houses never looked better than they do now, the
Odontoglossums are very vigorous and sound, not
many of the white species are open ; but of O.
crispum, O.Andersoninanum,&c.,many are in bud ; the
same applies to the well grown Mtisdevallias in their

house, only a stray bloom or two appearing on the
bright coloured species, while that charming and
rare species, M. Gaskelliana, which is almost per-
petual flowering, bears but one. In shape it is

something like M. nycterina, but of a cream colour
prettily mottled with rosy-red, the long tails being
red. It is a distinct and very pretty species, its

flowers appearing all the more attractive by contrast
with its narrrow bright green leaves. For the rest
of the garden under glass it may be said that the
Calanthes are grown to perfection, so also the large
and grandly flowered lot of Eucharis amazonica in
the stores. The Phalsenopsis are improving but are
still a " far cry ''

off their glorious condition of a few
years ago before their house was altered for improve-
ment, Vanda Sanderiana, too, is in bloom.

The rockery-house, as re-arranged, is one of the
greatest successes which this garden has achieved.
The rockery, built under Mr. Gaskell's own super-
vision, was always a fine one, but it was spoilt by
planting miscellaneous jdants. All this h.as been
done away with, the rockery rearranged, and, with
the exception of a few giiind Tree Ferns, planted
as a cool filmy-fernery, some grand Todeas, rare
Hymenophyllums, Trichomanes, and such things,
giving the house a most beautiful appearance, and
returning a good reward for the trouble and expense
of the work of renovation. Woolton Wood is a
fine garden, and its owner is as great an enthusiast
as ever. J, O'B,

KODRIGDEZIA SECUNDA.

We find this plant to thrive best in the Cattleya-
house in a small hanging basket, or suspended on a
block of wood ; but in wiiatever way it may be
grown it should have very little soil about its roots.

The drainage must be maintained in thoroughly
efficient order, for although an atmosphere well
charged with moisture is very conducive to its well-
being, the roots prefer absorption from the air to
having a quantity of wet sour material constantly
about them. It requires a considerable amount of
moisture during the growing season, and at no time
in the year should it sutler from drought, as its

diminutive bulbs cannot support it in health for any
length of time without water; inattention to these
small matters often causes the cultivator much
loss or disappointment. This species does not like

to be disturbed, so that if the plant is thriving in any
particular position, allow it to rem.ain, for frequently
it is found that one part of the house is more suit-

able than another for different plants. It will not
require re-basketing often, but when this is neces-
sary the new material should be placed about it just
after new growths appear. The Orchid Album, October.

THE DOUGLAS FIR IN SCOT-
LAND.

CContiiuccd from pag& 032.)

Althouoh the Taymount plantation gives some
valuable information respecting the early develop-

ment of Douglas Fir compared with that of Scotch
Pine, it leaves us as yet completely in the dark as to

the further progress of production with advancing
age. We have detailed and accurate information of

the rate of increment of various European Conifers,

such as Scotch Pine, Spruce and Silver Fir, but our
oldest pure plantation of Douglas Fir consists of

trees now only thirty-two years old. As regards the

production per acre in its native Iiome nothing reliable

is available.

Hough, in his Ele/iieiifs of Forestry, (1882), tells us

that the Douglas Fir reaches in Oregon to the

enormous size of 200—300 feet in height, and from
15—20 feet in diameter ; he adds, however, that the

tree is more commonly about 1.50 feet high and from
4—8 feet in diameter. In America the trees are

said to stand near each otlier, but this they certainly

do not in the Scotch plantations ; on the contrary,

here an acre can, owing to the spreading nature of

the branches, accommodate only a small number of

trees compared with other species. On the whole,

the matter requires considerable further investiga-

tion. This could best be done by a competent
forester proceeding to North America and makingsuit-

able measurements on tlie spot. Such a step was
actually taken, in 188-5, by Dr. H. Mayr, a Bavarian
forester and botanist. He visited the localities in

which the Douglas Fir thrives best, and he has

promised to publish the information which he has

gathered. So far, however, he has only favoured us

with a few notes published in forest journals, and, as

he has proceeded to -Japan, as Professor of Forest

Botany in the Japanese F^orest School, his experience

of the Douglas Fir may not become available for

years to come.

Pending further investigation, I may be permitted

to gather together what useful information is avail-

able at present, and to draw such conclusions as

may appear permissible. The following * information

is at my disposal :

—

** Much general iuformation is, no doubt, available, but for

the present object only actual measurements can be used.
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(1.) Jleasurements in tlie Taymoiint plantation.

(2.) Height growtli of two Douglas Firs on tlie

same estate, planted in 1834.

(3.) Information supplied by Di'. II. Mayr.

(4.) Examination of a section of a full-grown

Douglas Fir, deposited in the Cooper's Hill Forest

Museum.
(Ad. 1.) The details of the measurements made in

the Taymount plantation have been given above.

(Ad. 2.) The Douglas Firs, planted in the year

1834, were about four years old when planted, so that

the trees were about fifty-seven years old in 1SS7,

wlien they showed a height of about 90 feet.

(Ad. 3.) Dr. Mayr informs us in the Al/c/e-

mcine Fm-st uml Jcigd Zcitinig of February, IS.'^i;,

p. 01, that the Douglas Fir reaches the highest degree

of perfection ia the moist valleys of the Cascade

Uange Mountains, which run parallel to the Pacific

coast. He found that in those localities the average

height of full-grown mature Douglas Firs, grown on

soil of the best quality, amounts to 213 feet, with a

diameter of GV feet, measured at 64 feet above the

ground. In the same locality, on gravelly soil, the

trees only reached an average height of 14.8 feet,

and a diameter of 2 feet. Again, in the Kocky

Mountains, in Montana, at the same elevation and

degree of latitude as on the west coast, the Douglas

Fir reaches, on best soils only, the same dimensions as

on the gravelly soil of the Cascade Range Mountains,

that is to say a height ofl48feet,anda diameter ofabout

2 6 feet. The latter dimensions are not more than

what our Silver Fir will attain in localities of the

first quaality. The part of the Cascade Range, where

the Douglas Fir grows, has an annual rainfall of about

2'6 feet while in Montana only 24 inches fall. Dr.

Mayr believes that the development of the Douglas

Fir is proportionate to the rainfall, respectively to

the degree of moisture in the air.

(Ad. 4.) Tiie cross-section in question was sent

from America for exhibition in Europe ; it was then

made over to Kew, and by the kindness of the

Director of Kew Gardens it was lately presented to

the Cooper's Hill Forest Museum. The section

shows a total diameter, including the bark, of 7 feet

9 inches, and the counting of the concentric rings

indicates a total age of 51.5 years. A careful exami-

nation ol the section has yielded the results exhibited

in the subjoined table ;^

In the first place, it shows that the tree was still

making good increment at an age of 515 years, which

is higher than that usually attained by the European

Larch, Scotch Pine, Spruce and Silver Fir. Secondly,

it shows, that the enormously rapid increase of the

diameter during the first twenty-five years is sud-

denly followed by a much smaller and an approxi-

mately even increment during each of the following

nineteen periods of twenty-flve years. I have re-

presented the progress of the diameter increment

graphically in the appended drawing, ivhich will

give a clear idea of it
:

—
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Vp.iesia WittmackianaX, Gartcnfiora, t. 12S3,

October.—A hybrid between V. Barilleti and V.

Jlorreniana. Leaves bruad, spineless, with a central

two-ranked close spike of oblong boat-shaped bracts,

red at the base, yellow at the tips.

Cultural Memoranda.

EUELLA PORTELL.E.

This is a very useful decorative stove plant, having

dark green elliptic-ovate sub-acute leaves narrowing

into a slender petiole and a light green mid-rib on

either side of which is a narrow white band. The
iiowers, of a bright rose-pink, are from \k—2 inches

long, and nearly as much broad, hairy, and terminal.

The habit is dwarf and compact. It is easily pro-

pagated by cuttings put in now, and again in the

spring for successional bloom. If the points of the

young shoots are inserted in 3-inch pots tilled with

light sandy soil placed iu heat, watered and kept

close, they will soon root ; after which the points of

the shoots should be pinched out, to induce the

growths from the base. Pot them ofl' singly a week
or ten days later into small GO's, and grow them on

in a light position near to the glass. Thus treated

nice little plants for flowering next autumn and

winter will be secured.

Centradenia rosea.

This spring flowering stove plant is of a dwarf

spreading habit and very easy culture. Small plants

pf it come in very useful for standing round the

edges of the staging in stoves and warm greenhouses,

or for intermixin'^' with other plants in house deco-

ration. Cuttings put in in the ordinary way, in peaty

soil having a surfacing of silver-sand and placed in

heat, will soon take root. They should then be

potted ofl' singly into GO's, returned to a light position

in heat, and watered, afterwards shifting them into

4S's as they require it. It produces close heads of

pinkish-white flowers. H. }V. Ward.

OXALIS BOWIEI.

This pretty Wood Sorrel was commonly cultivated

in gardens some years ago, but scarcely ever as a

winter bloomer (see p. 501), rather to flower in early

summer and on occasionally till August. The bright

cerise-pink of the flowers is of a shade of colour

seldom met with in greenhouse plants, and the plant

on that account, and because of its easy culture, was

a favourite with many. The tubers, which are

elongated, Pear-shaped, and about \h inch long,

were potted in autumn if freshly bought in, and kept

in a vinery at rest, by preference, but at any rate in

a place where the frost did not enter. The soil, a

light peaty mixture with plenty of silver-sand in it,

was maintained in a dry condition until early in llie

month of March, when the increasing warmth
required that water should be supplied to the soil,

which was best done by submerging the pots in a

tub for a few moments, afterwards placing them in a

greenhouse or newly-started vinery for a short time,

and affording water in moderate quantities as the

soil got dry. After a little foliage was made the

pots were placed in a shallow pit, and kept close to

the glass till flowers appeared. It is very essential

that the plants be placed near the light, as the leaf-

stalks rapidly become drawn when placed far from it,

and the beauty of the plant spoiled.

Hy starting the stock of tubers at two or three

times, at intervals of a fortnight, the succession of

flowering plants may be extended into late summer.
As a rule, tubers that have flowered had better be

rested in their flowering-pots, starting them when
n^quired, as it is found that to keep a compost, and
especially a peaty one, in a quite dry condition

throughout the winter, does not improve its con-

dition. The drying ofl' of the tubers in the autumn
should be practised in a gradual way, as with

Achimeues and other similar subjects. F, M.

Fleiones.

. During the past few weeks these plants have been

the brightest objects in the Orchid house, and as

some species are now going out of flower, it may be

well to remind those who cultivate tliem that this is

the best time to repot them. Although no leaf-

growth is apparent they commence to root immedi-

ately, and if disturbed later on some of tlie young
roots are sure to be broken. A compost of loam and

peat fibre (two parts of the latter to one of the

former) with chopped sphagnum and a little silver-

sand, is one that suits them perfectly. Well-drained

pans, about 5 inches deep, are well adapted for their

culture. After potting, the pans should be placed on

a cool, airy shelf, and no water must be given until

the young leaves are pushing from the buds, and even

then very carefully. Over-watering during the earlier

stages of growth is one of the greatest errors in their

cultivation. When in full activity, however, Pleiones

can scarcely have too much, and manure-water may
be frequently given. The most useful species are P.

lagenaria, maculata, and Walllichiana; another dis-

tinct and desirable species is P. humilis. All these

are natives of the Himalayas. W. B.

Farfugium gilwde.

This easily grown plant is propagated by division,

the crowns being potted up in small pots in a

mixture of three parts light sandy loam and one

of sweet leaf-mould, afterwards grown un in a

close pit, giving them a position near to the glass to

ensure sturdy growth. Shift into larger pots before

the roots become matted. It is a dwarf-growmg
broad-leaved subject, and the fact of its dark green

surface being marbled over with yellow renders it a

decorative plant of some value. It succeeds in a
greenhouse, and requires copious supplies of water

after the pots have become well filled with roots.

Hibiscus hosa sinensis.

There are now many excellent varieties of this

native of the South Sea Islands in cultivation,

among which may be mentioned II. rosa sinensis

magniflcus, 11. rosa sinensis fulgidus, H. rosa sinensis

kermesinus, H, rosa sinensis miniatns semi-plenus,

and H. rosa sinensis vivicans, all of which produce

flowers of great size and brilliancy of colour. The
Hibiscus is a remarkably showy stove plant. It is

of iree growing and vigorous habit, and therefore of

easy culture. Cuttings of the young growths having

two or three joints, inserted round the edges of

G-inch pots filled with peaty soil, with a sprinkling

of silver-sand added, plunged to the rim in sawJust,

in a hand-light placed anywhere in heat, watered

and kept close, will soon emit root?. They should

then be pinched, and a couple of weeks later be

potted ofl" singly into 3-inch pots, returned to heat

and watered, afterwards shifting tliem into larger

pots as occasion may arise, using tliree parts of peat

and one of fibry loam and sharp sand, and in a

rougher state at each subsequent potting. After the

pots have become filled with roots, an occasional

surface-dressing with Beesou's bone-manure before

giving water at the roots, will prove beneficial to the

plants. H. W. Ward.

Plant Notes,

CLETHBA ARBOREA.
Greenhouse hard-wooded plants in general do not

receive so mucli attention as many of thera deserve
;

tlie above-named plant, for instance, is one of that

class. It is easily managed, and well repays the

small amount of labour that it is necessary to bestow
upon it by producing an abundance of pretty white

flowers borne at the ends of the branches. It is not
of a dense habit, and grows from 8 to 10 feet in

heiglit. Madeira is its native country, and it belongs

to the Heath family. The flowers last in perfection

a length of time. Many of the plants of this genus
are deciduous, but this is evergreen. It is benefited by
being put out in the open in a shady part during the

summer months. A mixture of rough loam, peat,

and sand (peat predominating), is a suitable compost
to pot it with. W, H.

lllCHAnDlA Lehmanni.

We received rhizomes of this plant from the Cape
of (jood Hope, some few months ago, under the
name of K. icthiopica var. rosea. These have since

flowered, and specimens have been sent to the Kew
Herbarium, and Mr. N. E. Brown has referred it to

the above species. We were somewhat sceptical as to

its being rose-coloured with us, however permanent
that colour may be in its own habitat ; as many
plants that hail from these bright sunny lands with

most beautiful coloured and tinted flowers are quite a
failure when an attempt is made to reproduce
them in our ever-changing clime. Many instances

might be cited of plants that are most gorgeous in

colour in their own homes, but which when introduced
and grown in our country arc almost worthless be-
cause they lack the colour they possess in their own
countries. In this plant we noticed one flower

which had a slight tendency to become rose-coloured,

but the rest are white, and with age have a ten-

dency to become green. The leaves are long and
narrow, tapering at each end, measuring some
14 inches in length at most, and from 1 to 4 inches

iu width at the widest part, the petioles being a little

longer than the length of the leaves. As far as we
are able to judge from our plants, they do not
seem very floriferous, but we cannot say definitely as

to its capabilities in this direction, as the rhizomes
we received were not all of equal vigour. It cer-

tainly is a plant well worth growing, and next year
we hope to be in a position to say something more
of its merits. W, Ilanvw, Botanic Garden, Cain-

bridt/e.

DORONICUM PLANTAGINEUM EXCELSUM.

This is by far the finest Leopard's-bane, and un-
doubtedly one of the most showy and useful hardy
perennials we possess. It should be grown in every

garden, if only for the sake of its lovely flowers for

cutting— a use for which they are particularly well

adapted. They last for a week in water, and their

rich golden yellow colour makes them highly attrac-

tive. It has been so frequently described, that little

need be added to what has been said before. I

enclose a few blooms cut from an open bed, which
has been in continuous flower ever since spring, and
even now in November they look as gay as ever.

To procure a good supply of cut flowers in early

spring, I am now potting up a number of plants in

large pots, which I keep in a cool frame during the

winter. In early spring I place them in a green-

house, with but little heat, where they soon send up
numerous flower-stems. Thus treated, I always

manage to have an abundance of these beautiful

blooms before the early spring-flowering varieties,

such as D. austriacum, U. caucasicum, and others,

make their appearance. C, S,

GEOUP OF ODONTOGLOSSUMS.
[See Supplementary Sheet.]

No genus of Orchids lends itself more readily to

the skill of a tasteful arranger of plants than the

Odontoglossum, it being almost impossible to arrange

its arching sprays of handsome flowers in a stitF or

ungraceful manner, even when set up without special

skill in arranging. A few broad foliage plants at

the back, a plant or two of Adiantum Farleyense

and A. cuneatum, a few dwarf Selaginellas, some
Isolepis, and variegated Panicum, or so, for the

front, the floral part of the arrangement being made
up with the handsome snow-white or quaintly

blotched Odontoglossum crispum and O. Pescatorei,

and a few rich brown and yellow O. triumphana

and 0. Ilallii, form a display sufficiently striking

to give a good excuse for the enthusiasm of any
lover of Orchids. Such a group we depict in our

Supplementary Sheet, and such a group is to be met
with in scores of our gardens, now that Orchid

growing has become a general and not an exclusive

fancy in our gardens. Many photographs of efTective

grouping of Orchids have been sent to us, and from

time to time reproduced, acknowledgment to the

sender being at the same time made. Unfortu-
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nately, in this case we are unable to do so, as the

original bore no mark wliereby to identify it ; all

we can say Is, that we thank the sender, and shall be

glad to state from whose collection the photograph

came should the information be forwarded to us.

Plants and Their Culture, tep

TiTCAinNiA conALLixA.—Many of the Bronie-

liacfx aro wortliy of more extended culliva-

tiou, as in the case of this species, with its

long, arching, plicate leaves of a glaucous-green

colour on the upper surface, and densely covered

with a white powder on the under-side ; but

although thus ornamental when not flowering, it is

much more so during that period. The red Howers

are produced iu massive racemes about 2 feet long.

Both peduncle and flowers are red, and the latter is

of considerable size and substance ; the three inner

pieces of the perianth are the largest, and edged

with white. A curious point about the inflores-

cence is, that shortly after it emerges from the base

of the plant it is suddenly bent downwards, wliich

gives it the appearance of being pendulous, but

although the raceme is thus bent down, the indi-

vidual flowers are bent back towards the base

of the peduncle, and therefore maintain an erect

position, which gives them a singular appear-

ance. They are thus freed from the dense mass
of foliage, and are thus seen to the best advantage.

The plant is of easy culture, growing freely in the

stove in a free flbrous compost. It flowers at various

seasons, but usually in spring ; however, a large

plant growing against the back wall of our Bromeliad-

house is, and has been, in flower for some long time,

and has had over a dozen of its beautiful racemes of

blooms. It is figured in the But. Mug., t. 6000.

The plant is propagated by division, or from seeds

when these are obtainable ; but it is practically of

caulescent habit, and is readily divided.

Flower Fun'uig.—This department will now require

much forethought and energetic management where

large quantities of cut flowers are required regularly.

It is indispensable to success to look well ahead, and

make timely provision for probable requirements.

Of course it rarely happens that a quantity of forced

sturt' turns out just according to expectations under

the best management ; therefore it is well to put

into heat more than are likely to be required, but to

avoid over-abundance, especially when Chrysanthe-

mums or other flowers are in season ;
though there

should always be so much material in hand that

by retarding or accelerating, as circumstances may
require, an unbroken supply may be sustained.

In the meantime the earliest batch of lioman

Hyacinths and paper-white Narcissus may be

removed fi'om the plunging material when sulli-

ciently rooted, and if the leaves are much advanced

carefully inure them to the light, and after a few

days they may be placed in the forcing house if

required soon, if not place them well up to the light

in the greenhouse ; in either case the flower-spikes

will be improved by a watering with weak liquid

manure occasionally. Where specimen potfuUs are

grown, see that the flower-spikes are artbrded some

slight sui)port at an early stage, otherwise they will

be apt to break ofl". Of shrubs for forcing one of

the best is the common Lilac, and the white variety

is usually most prized. Lilac is easily brought into

bloom in an ordinary forcing or intermediate house,

or other place where the temperature is kept at about

60°. But as the flowers expand care should be

taken not to wet them, as they are easily spoiled.

The plants should be lefc out until the leaves have

fallen, and I think they seem to force better when
they have had a good frost before being lifted.

Secure a plentiful supply of Lily of the Valley and
Spiraja Japonica ; both are best when started in the

dark and in plunging material, as the latter keeps

them more uniformly moist at the root. F. Ross,

Pendel Court.

Fruits Under Glass.

Peaches.—The early house should now be shut

up, the trees being syringed morning and afternoon

—the night temperature not being allowed to rise

higher than 50°, and a ridge of warm leaves in the

centre of the house, will secure this amount of

warmth, unless the nights be very cold. It is, how-

ever, better to force trees in pots thus early in pre-

ference to e.xciting permanent ti'ees. If the requi-

site number of these be available, and are now
plunged in warm leaves, they will speedily respond to

the process of forcing. The day temperature should

not exceed 55° without sun in the earlier stages, and
00° with sun-heat, and with ventilation; but should

the thermometer run up to 05° for a short time after

closing, and very lightly dewing he atVordeil with

pid water, no harm will accrue. When airing,

guard against cold draughts.

Successioii-hoiiscs.—G'i\e attention to the thorough

cleansing of the trees, and doing the little pruning

which will be required. Well wash the shoots with

a little petroleum, soft-soap, and warm water, laying

the shoots on the palm of the left hand, and working

the brush upwards. Top-di-ess as formeily directed,

and carefully guard against a too dry state of the soil

at the roots. When the trees are in bad soil, no

time should be lost in having matters put right, the

best plan being to lift the roots, and replant them in

better soil. Let the drainage also be seen to. Avoid

adding manure to the soil when replanting, but still, if

the soil be of a light nature, a little well rotted manure

will do no harm if the trees are of a good age ;
but

if they are young it will produce grossness ;
on the

contrary, if the soil be heavy, a liberal amount of

charred soil should be added, along with plenty of

old mortar rubbish, using as a manure, bone-meal.

Where the trees have been lifted during the present

season and are full of young roots protection must

be afforded such, else wet will seriously injure them.

Ilecently planted trees will require a little warmth in

the apparatus, with a free current of air even after

the leaves may have dropped, in order to properly

ripen the growth. In pruning such trees let the

knife be used as little as possible even should the

shoots be 4 or 5 feet long. The best plan to reduce

such grossness is to divert the flow of sap into as

many channels as possible, and this can be accom-

plished when the trees commence to grow by leaving

as many side shoots as are requisite for the furnish-

ing of the trellis ; cutting back such shoots aggra-

vates in a large measure the tendency to grossness,

as the harder a tree is ]iruned the more does it

extend itself, and as long as this tendency remains

there is little certainty of obtaining a crop of fruit.

t)n the otl]er hand most of the lateral growths from

a strong shoot will set any quantity of fruit buds.

W. M. Baillie, Luton Hoo.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Varieties of Peahs to Plant.—This matter re-

quires careful consideration, as there are many varie-

ties which fail to give satisfaction in the open ground,

and in any but very good climates, but which, when
they are

' accorded a wall to grow on, bring their

fruit to perfection. When there is in the garden

much extent of wall with a southern aspect the

choicer late-ripening varieties of Pears may be

planted on it, whilst for earlier varieties the other

aspects will suffice provided the soil is suited to

Pears. The following is a list of select varieties

which succeed well either as pyramids or bushes on

the Quince, and which seldom fail to bear good

crops, viz.: — Souvenir du Congres, Colmar d'Ete,

Beurre d'Amanlis, Thompson's, Louise Bonne,

Flemish Beauty, Beurn5 Hardy, Beurro Superin,

Pitmaston Duchess, Marie Louise, Doyenne du

Cornice, Marechal de la Cour, Durondeau, Seckle

and Dana's Hovey.
For growing against walls, as cordons, &c :—Beurr^

Giff\ird, Summer Beurro d'Aremberg, Beurre de

I'Assomption, Duchesse d'Orleans, Jersey Gratioli,

Bonne d'Ezie (Brockworth Park), Winter Nelis,

Bergamotte d'Esperen and Pitmaston Duchess. The
following will be improved by planting on a south

aspect:—Gansel's Bergamotte, Marie Louise, Beurro

Superfin, Knight's Jlonarch. Glou Morcjeau, Passe

Colmar, Olivier de Series and Marie Benoist. For

growing as standards in the garden and orchard ;

—

Williams' Bon Chr(5lien, Windsor, Swan's Egg,

Autumn Bergamotte, Fertility, Jargonelle (this does

well on west aspect in northern counties), Beurr(5

de Capiaumont, and Louise Bonne, are about the

best.

Apples.—This fruit is not so fastidious as to soil as

the Pear, and it will grow in almost any kind of soil,

providing it is not a wet one, but where Apples are

not usually in England jilanted, is against walls ;
but

if this can be done, a few of the choice dessert kinds

so treated will repay the trouble taken. Some of

the finest and most highly-coloured fruits of Ribston

Pijipin and Peasgood's Nouaucn U/^vjr saw'-weleX
grown against a wall. ' , ^ •.

,

The following is a list of the best anil most sure-

'

cropping culinary Apples in the West, and perhaj s

generally over the country:—Lord SutKeld, Potts*'

Seedling, Stirling Castle, Cellini, Cox's Pomona,
Small's Admirable, Echlinville Seedlini», Warner's
King, Prince Albert, Beauty of Kent, New Nnrti»£jyi«

Greening. Mere de Menage, Yorkshire Beauty,

Winter Hawthornden, Ilanwell Souring, Welling-
ton, French Crab, and Norfolk Beautin; and for

dessert :— June.ating, Worcester Pearmain, Ked As-
trachan, Quarrenden, Fearn's, Cox's Oninge, Kib-

ston, and King Pippins; Seek-no-Further, Pine-

apple Keinette, lleinette du Canada, Duchess cf

Oldenburg, Herefordshire, and Lamb Aljbey Peai-

inains. Summer, and Franklin's Golden Pippirs,

Ashmead's Kernel, Scarlet Nonpareil, and Blenheim
Orange.
Of newer varieties the following are worthy of a

place in any collection :—Beauty of Bath, School-

master, The Queen, Sandringham, Bismarck, King
of Tomkins County—in warm parts of the count) y
only ; Gascoigne's Scarlet Seedling, and Lady
Sudeley. A. Ward, Sto/cc Edith Park.

The Kitchen Garden.

S.mall Salad.—This is easily grown during tie

summer months by the merest novice, but its culti-

vation in winter is a very diflferent matter ; even in

the best regulated establishments it is capricious at

times, and not always to be had when required. The
best system of cultivation I h.ave met with is to

sow in boxes about .3 inches deep, and nearly of the

size of large blue roofing slates; the size of the

latter varies a little with the sort, .and they foim

one of the best coverings for the seed-boxes. These
should be filled with a light compost, pressing all in

firmly with a brick to within three-quarters of an

inch of the top, leaving a smooth even surl;ice. A
very slight sprinkling of fine soil should be evenly

distributed over this, and the whole well soaked with

tepid water. As soon as this has drained through

the box the seed may be sown, and in doing this it

is well to sow more thinly than is usual during the

summer months. No soil should be placed over the-

seed, but the slate placed over the box at once,

before tlie surface soil gets dry, and kept there

until the young plants are almost touching it

;

the boxes should then be placed where they will

receive a good bottom- heat—for instance, over

the pipes of a forcing house, where a minimum
temperature of 65° is m.aintained, with a couple of

bricks beneatli to keep them from touching the pipes.

Here they should remain until the seed is germinated

and ready for the slates to come ofi'. If the latter fit

the boxes closely no water should be required after

the seed is sown. Damping-off, which is often very

troublesome in the winter season, is almost certain

to ensue if any water is given. The sLrtes should

be removed gradually by raising them a little in

the first instance, so as to inure the plants by

degrees to the air and light. After the slates are

removed the boxes should still remain in the same

house at this part of the year, as any check to the

growth causes d.amping at once. It is very import-

ant that none but new seed should be sown during

the winter months, that which is old or has been in

a damp place is sure to cause disappointment. The
above remarks apply to both Mustard and Cress.

The former should be sown about eight days before

required for use, and the latter requires three or four

days longer before it is ready. W. H. Bioers, Ketton

Hall, Stamford.

Prize Show of Onions.—Encouraged by the

success of their .annual shows of Leeks and Cab-

b.iges, Messrs. Stuiirt & Mein, seedsmen, Kelso,

resolved to hold a show of Onions on the same lines,

viz., that the exhibits be grown from seed supplied

by the firm. The competition, which took place on

Friday, November 2, in Messrs. Stiuart & Mein's

premises, was open to the United Kingdom, and a

good number of exhibits were sent from various

parts of England and Scotland. Some heavy, well-

matured bulbs were shown. The following were the

prize-takers :
— 1st, Mr. E. S. Wiles, Edgeeote Gar-

dens, Banburv; 2nd, Mr. S. Buglaa, Old Town,

Ayton ; 3rd, Mr. Charles Harris, Crossford, Lanark.

The 1st prize lot weighed 18.J lb., averaging over

1 lb. per bulb.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
•

MEETING.
WEDNESDAY Nov SI .!

^'ot'oonl Chrysantliemum Society i

* * ( Floral Committee.

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY, Nov
»r

THURSDAY,

FKIDAY,

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

Nov.

Nov.

WEDNESDAY, Nov. 21 (

SHOWS.
OQ ( Edinburgh, Liverpool, Heuley (two"

1 days each), aud Ojfford.

Eirmingham, Rugby (two days
each), Croydon, "Bristol, nud
Biinbury.

22—Hull (two days).

23 j Pootefract, Bolton, and Stockport
\ (two days each).

SALES.
/ Dutch Bulbs, at Steven^i' Rooms.
I Dutch Bulbs aud Lily cf the Valley,

Nov. 19' at Smaiiv Rooms.

j
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &

V. Morris' Rooms.

/Nursery Stock from sample, at Pro-

^ theroe Si, Morris' Rooms.
Nov, 20< Roses. Plants. &c.. at the City Auc-

( tiou llooms, by Protheroe &
N Morris,

Dutch Bulbs, Lilium nuratum, and
niimed Staiulard aud Dwarf Roses,
Ht Stevens' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs and Lily of the
^'aiicy, at Smail a Rooms,

Lilium auratum. Azaleas, English
prown Lilies, &c., at Protheroe
& Slorris' Rooms.

Nursery Stock, at the Burnt Ash
Hill Nurseries, Lee, by Protheroe
& Morris (two days.)

("Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

Not, 22< E°°™'''

J
Leasehold Nurseries, at Finchley

I Roud, by Protheroe & Morris,

(^Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

Nov ^2< Rooms.
• '

) Dutch Bulbs and Lily of the Valley,
V. at Smails' Rooms.

[Imported Orchids, at Protheroe &
1 Morris' Rooms,

Nov. 51 J Dutch Bulbs and named Standard
and Dwarf R ses, at Stevens'

\ Rooms.

A Palh'ative ^ TSEFUL piece of work has been
for the Potato accomplished at Chiswick this

Disease. jedLX, and one which illustrates our
contention as to the use that may be made of the
gardens as an experimental station. To make the
matter intelligible we must go back to the years
1884 and 1885. In those years very elaborate
experiments were carried out in order to test

the value of the Jensenian system of moulding
as a preventative of the spread of the Potato
disease, and the results were as elaborately clas-

sified and noted under the direction and personal
superintendence of a sub-committee of the Scien-
tific Committee of the Koyal Horticultural
Society. A summary of the results obtained was
given ill our columns, January 0, 1886, p. 51,
showing:—1, the methods of conducting the
experiments

; 2, the amount of produce under
the varied pouditions of the experiments ; 3, the

comparative effects of long or of short
periods of earthing-up or of not earthing-

up at all; 4, the consequences of bending
the haulm ; and, 5, the results obtained from
planting whole tubers and cut sets respectively.

Interesting as these results were, they failed of

their primary object because the development of
the fungus in those years was so slight that no
trustworthy information was afforded by the
experiments as to the effect of the new system
of moulding in preventing the spread of the
disease. Discouraged by such a result, the sub-
committee, consisting, as it did, of busy men, all

living at a distance from the garden, and all

fully occupied with their own concerns, did not
attempt to repeat the experiments in 188G or
1887 ; and so far it is fortunate they did not, as

the amount of disease in those years was also
inappreciable. This year, however, circumstances
turned out somewhat differently, and what hap-
pened was detailed in a short report presented
to the Scientific Committee at its meeting on
Tuesday last ;

—

" During the present season the Potato disease set
in at Chiswick with virulence about July 29. Up to
that time no attempt had been made to check its

course or to note the conditions under which it

occurred
; but, at the suggestion of Mr. rLowniGHT,

two rows in juxtaposition were submitted to ex-
periment on August 10. The rows were .30 yards
in length, the variety selected was Schoolmaster, and
the conditions were as absolutely identical as possible,

except that the one row was left moulded in
the ordinary way, while the other was 'high-
moulded '—that is to say, banked up on one side
to form a ridge, while the haulm was slightly
bent over to the other side. In the ordinary
system of moulding, a furrow is left along the top
of the ridge into which it is surmised that the spores
must fall, washed off by rain or otherwise from the
foliage. The high moulding, it is supposed, obviates
this by securing the fall of the spores on the ground
between the rows, and not on the rows themselves,

" As the disease appeared to be equally severe
on both rows, and was, moreover, far advanced,
but little expectation was indulged in that the
results would be of any value. Nevertheless,
on September 29, the Potatos in the two rows
were lifted and e-xamined, as dug, by Mr. Baeros
and Dr. Masters. It speedily became apparent tliat

there was a considerable difference between the two
rows, and that the tubers from the high-moulded
row afforded a cleaner and more even sample.
With a view to put this general impression to a
numerical test, fifty tubers from each row were taken
indiscriminately, twenty-five by one observer, the
remainder by the other, so as to equalise, as far as
possible, the 'personal equation.'

" These hundred Potatos were then examined with
a more careful scrutiny, each one being cut open to
ascertain whether or no it was diseased. The result
was as follows :

—

" Out of fifty taken from the row moulded in
the ordinary way, thirteen were found diseased, or
26 per cent.

" Out of fifty taken from the high-moulded row
five only were noted as diseased, or 10 per cent.

"No doubt a more careful examination by the
microscope would have indicated a larger proportion
of disease in each case, but it is not likely that it

would have very materially altered the proportion
either in one direction or the other. In order, how-
ever, to obtain further information upon this point,

twenty-five tubers from each row were put aside for
future examination, and these being examined on
November 10, gave the following results :

—
" Of the twenty-five taken from the row earthed

up in the usual way thirteen were diseased and
twelve sound.

" Of tlie twenty-five taken from the row earthed-
up in the .Jensenian manner on August 10—when, as
before said, the haulms of both rows appeared

equally rotten with disease—all the tubers were
sound,"

Of course it will be urged that this is only one
experiment, and one only on a small scale, and
that results might be different under other cir-

cumstances. Probably they would. Neverthe-
less, the experiment of 1888, surprising as it is

in the uniformity of its result, is in strict accord-

ance with the indications afforded by previous
trials in the same direction at Chiswick and
elsewhere, and we venture to think it is one well

worthy the attention of practical men. It must
further be recollected that the early experiments
at Chiswick were conducted at an expenditure of

time and labour which would have been quite
impracticable from a commercial point of view

;

indeed, the cost of the experiment for the pur-
pose of those experiments was designedly put
out of consideration ; but in 1888 the startling

results obtained were gained by an expenditure
which need not have exceeded, or only to a trifling

amount, that ordinarily expended. The experi-

ment, in fact, shows that even in the most
advanced state of disease, so far as the haulm
is concerned, a large proportion of the crop
may be saved—one far larger than when the
ordinary system is practised.

The Koyal ANYONE who chanced to look in

Horticultural at the Drill Hall on Tuesday last
Society, would have imagined that the old

Society was indeed at its last gasp. Anyone,
however, who happened to step across the street

to the oflices at 111, Victoria Street, would have
come to a very different conclusion. From morn-
ing till a late hour in the afternoon, business of
a very serious and important character, was in
progress, and that it was both serious and
important was proved not only by the
numbers present, but by the character of the
work done. The first business of a day
crowded with work was the consideration of
the question as to whether the meetings, or any
of them, should be held at Chiswick, or whether
all the meetings (as distinguished from exhi-
bitions) should be held in the Drill Hall, or
elsewhere. The meeting was opened by a speech
from the President setting forth the objects of
the meeting, a speech in which the claims of
Chiswick certainly were not advocated with much
zeal. Probably the President's remarks were
based not entirely on his own personal convictions,
but on the results of certain letters from influen-
tial exhibitors and others, the general result of
which may be summed up in the statement th.at

of twenty-nine letters received, eighteen were
against meeting at Chiswick for various reasons
assigned, and eleven in favour. This verdict
presumably came from the trade and professional
exhibitors, who were naturally thinking of " big
shows," and of their own interests in connection
therewith. The exhibitors of this class have
been such staunch supporters of the Society, and
their claims are so legitimate, that there is not
one word to be said against them. Nevertheless,
the Society does not exist for the sake of the'
exhibitors, nor does it appeal for public support
because it holds flower-shows in which the inte-
rests of trade and professional exhibitors are more
particularly involved. These do not by any means
constitute the whole, or even the greater part of
the objects for which the Society exists. Nor
can a word be alleged against the propriety of
holding occasional shows, large and small, in
more central localities, and therefore more
generally accessible to the exhi'oitors and to the
general public. If big flower-shows and the
award of prizes aud certificates to clever gar.
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deners and successful traders were all that
were aimed at, the shows might be hi'ld

at the Crystal Palace, the Aquarium, or any
other con\-enient locality. The work of organis-

ing them and of awarding them might be under-
taken, as indeed, it is already, by special societies

like the Itose Society, the Chrysanthemum
Society, and the now numerous organisations

which threaten to outgrow their original limita-

tions and to become general in their aim. Cieneral,

however, only in the flower-show sense—not
general in so far as the interests of horticulture

in a wide sense are concerned. ISut in the case

of the premier society the public has a right to

look for broader aims and a more comprehensive
scope. If these be not forthcoming, the Society,

were such aa operation possible, might as well

—

nay, rather had much better—be dissolved. Hor-
ticulture, as far as its public manifestations are

concerned, would then be reduced simply to the

bazaar element. Doesanyone wish this? Wethink
not, and we are supported in our opinion, first, by
the unanimous vote in support of ilr. ^Ialcoi.m

Duxx's resolution at the Chiswick Apple Con-
gress, and specially—(specially because the meet-

ing was convened for the express purpose of

taking the vote on this particular subject)

—

because, the same verdict, after various other

proposals had been made, was pronounced on
De. Ma.stei!s' resolution on Tuesday last. This

was to the effect, that the Council be requested to

make arrange rents for the holding of a certain

number of meetings at Chiswick during the en-

suing sunmier and autumn. This proposal was
advocated because it does not clash with any
other, but particularly on the ground that it is

desirable that the Fellows and the public

should have an opportunity of seeing what the

Society does at Chiswick. There is ample op-

portunity of seeing what the exhibitors can do,

either at Chiswick' or anywhere else; but what
the Fellows have a right to demand is, that the

Society itself shall do something towards carry-

ing out the object for which it was founded

—

the advancement of horticulture, and that they
shall have the chance of seeing and appre-

ciating what the Society is doing. Of course

this implies that the Society is already doing
something at Chiswick. Those few who frequent

that establishment know that a good deal is

done, but they also know and feel that a good
deal more might advantageously, and we may
add proHtably, be done there. The articles and
letters in our last and in our present issues in-

dicate what might and ought to be done.

That this view is substantially correct and in

harmony with the feeling of the general body
of horticulturists is shown, as we have said, not
only by the results of the meeting at the Apple
Congress, but specially by the vote taken on
Tuesday last. In spite of the objections and
doubts raised in all good faith by the Fresident
and Secretary, Dr. MA.STEns' resolution was car-

ried with one dissentient only.

It remains now for the Council to do their

utmost to develope the resources of Chiswick,

and to make arrangements for the holding of

certain meetings during the year in the old

home of the Society. This can be done with-

out in any way interfering with the wishes

of the exhibitors as to any meetings or shows
which it may be deemed desirable to hold
elsewhere. It pledges the Society to nothing
fur^hir than that some meetings should be

held at Chiswick. It may here be stated that

some meetings of the Committees are already

held during the season at Chiswick to

inspect th^' trials of flowers, fruits, and
vegetables, thattake place there annually. Ex-

tend these meetings, give the Fellows an
opportunity of seeing and appreciating what is

being done iu their interests and in that of hor-

ticulture, and the desired result will be obtained
;

only the scheme must be entered into in no
half-hearted way, but with a resolute intention

to achieve success as far as that may be possible.

The meeting of the Scientific Committee on
this occasion was noteworthy for the report of

some recent trials of the eflioacy of the .lensen

.system of moulding, as narrated in another

article. The doings of the other two committees
are also reported in another column.

Here, too, we may allude to the meeting held

to conllrm the bye-laws. This meeting was well

attended, and various points were discussed

rather unnecessarily this time, as the laws in

question had been, line Ijy line, examined and
re-examined by the Council, by the Committee of

Fellows, and by the solicitors. The bye-laws are

not all that could be desired ; exception was taken
to some of them—justly, perhaps, in the abstract

—but still, after the assurance that all had been
done in the way of scrutiny and re\'ision that the

charter would permit, it was ill-timed to persist

in raising objections against the repeated expres-

sions of opinion of the President and Secretary,

who, knowing all that had been 'done, were in a

position to speak with authority that ought to

have been beyond question. At length, how-
ever, the bye-laws were passed, and now the
Society must get on as best it can till the oppor-

tunity comes for applying for a new charter.

That opportunity, it is universally admitted,

does not present itself at the present time.

Lastly, and by no means least, the thanks of

the community are due to the Council, who have,

since they took office, laboured, with an assiduity

beyond all praise to put the Society on a better

footing, and who have succeeded to a degree
that is not only astonishing, considering the
time at their disposal, but which waf3 considered

by many to be impossible.

Gift of a Public Park.—Sir John Haudy
Thcrshv. of Orinerod House, Bni-nley, who was High
Sheriff of Lancashire in the Jubilee year, has pre-

sented to the town of Burnley, through the Mayor
(Alderman Sctcliffk), 28 acres of land, near the
centre of the town, as the site for a public park.

The value of the land is estimated at over £25,000.

Horticultural Exhibition, Berlin, 1390.—
With the year 1890 a period of five years will have
elapsed since the last great exiiibitionof the Vu'eins

cHr hij'ordening dcs Gurtcnhaites in den Preussis-

chcn Staaten was held, and now we find before us the

provisional programme of another still more exten-

sive. In one direction the exhibition is intended to

illustrate the intimate con nectionbetween architecture

and horticulture, and in this department it has already

received the support of many competent persons.

The schedule above-mentioned falls into eight chief

divisions, viz., flowers and plants, and under these

are decorative group novelties of the warm-house,
of the greenhouse, of open-air plants, and of Or-
chids. Warm-house plants take 235 classes, green-

house and out-of-doors plants, 377 classes ; nursery

commodities, 81 ; fruit, including articles made from
the same, 25 ; vegetables, Ki ; and garden plants,

classes. Under the head of architecture and tools,

implements, engines used in horticulture, there are

36 classes. The following section of the exhibition

includes in its 59 classes plant morphology, anatomy
of plants, growth of plants, plivsiology, instruments,

and raetliods of research : useful and poisonous

fungi, olhcinal and important technical plants, seeds,

plant geography, &c. The exhibition, which will be

open to all nations, will be lield in the large pre-

mises of the Eoyal Exhibition buildings at the

Lehrter Railway Station,

Chrysanthemums at Moor Park, Rick-
MANSWORTH.—A fiiie display of nearly 1000 plants

in 200 varieties has been arranged in the various

large houses of this well-known garden. The most
beautiful varieties of the Chrysanthemum, in re-

flexed, Japanese, Anemone, &c., are well represented,

exhibiting a fine display of colour. The groups are

edged with well-grown plants of various wintsr-

fiowering plants and bulbs, which form a tasteful

finish. Lord Euurv has kindly permitted the collec-

tion to be open to inspection by the public for the

ne.xt week or so—a privilege lovers of the Queen of

Autumn will be delighted with many of the new
sorts that Mr. Mundell has grown this year.

Carnations at Chiswick. — We learn that

the proposal made in tliese columns recently with
respect to having a trial of border Carnations at

Chiswick next summer has been duly considered,

bnt it being thought too late to arrange for its con-

duct next year, it has been determined to hold
such trial in 1800. In the meantime it is to be
hoped that proper conditions governing the trial will

be elaborated and published in due course, and thus

ensure the success of what could hardly prove to be

other than of exceeding interest to all horti-

culturists.

Botanical Magazine.—The following plants

are figured in the November jiart :

—

Phaius Wallichii, t. 7023.—A large-flowered

terrestrial Orchid, native of tropical India, with

plaited leaves, and erect racemes of flowers, perianth

2k inches across, segments spreading lanceolate,

chocolate-brown, with a narrow yellow edge
;

lip convolute, limb oblong, spreading, fl.at, violet, with

a yellow blotch, and purple nerves. The colour of

the flower is variable, as is also the tip of the lip.

Peumus frayrans, t. 7024.—A Myrtle-like shrub

belonging to the order Monimiace.'e, and remarkable

for the delicious fragrance of its foliage and wood,

and much valued in Chili for the m,anufacture of

charcoal. The aromatic fruits are eaten ; they at-

tain the size and appearance of black haws, and the

bark is used for tanning purposes. Kew.
/m Koro/iowi, t. 7025.—A species from Turkestan,

with lilac ovate-acute standards, with a purple fringe

at the base, and erect, oblong-aoute, lilac standards.

At the same time is figured a self-coloured variety

from Professor Foster.

Calanthe striata, t. 7026.—A Japanese species,

with leaves plicated, with erect, many-flowered

racemes; flowers \\ inch across, segment, spreading,

oblong, brown in the centre with narrow yellow

margins ; lip broad, roundish, deeply 3-lobed, with

three projecting reels on the central lobe. Kew.
Agave Ellc/iicctiajia, t. 7027.—Leaves narrow, lan-

ceola-acute, very fleshy, spineless, with a long, erect,

cylindrical raceme of greenish flowers with very

long projecting stamens and style. Kew.

The Celebration of the Centenary of
THE Introduction of the Chrysanthemum
TO Europe. — It having been suggested that

as the Chrysanthemum was introduced to Europe

in 1789, its centeiiary should be celebrated, a

preliminary meeting of rejjresentatives of Chry-

santhemum .Societies, judges and others, was

held at the Crystal Palaee on the 9th inst, Mr. E.

Sandkrson,President of tlie National Chrysanthemum,

in the chair. After some discussion it was proposed by

Mr. John' Laing, seconded by Mr. Willi.vm E.^uley,

and carried unanimously :
—

" Th.at considering the

year 1889 is the centenary of the introduction of the

Chinese Chrysanthemum to Europe, it is advisable

that the National Chrysanthemum Society be re-

quested to prepare a scheme for the proper celebra-

tion of this event."

Extraordinary Carrots.—At Waereghem, in

Western Flanders, according to the BitUti in d'Arbori-

culture, a Carrot has been lately exhibited 1 metre

45 centimetres long ; while at Beveren, in the same
province, a Turnip has been shown measuring more

fhan 1 metre in circumference. These giants recftl
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the advertisements of the Mangels of such Jimen-

sions that sheep were grazing phxciiily on the roots

while overshadowed completely by the foliage.

Teddington Chrysanthemum Show.—This
was held on the 8th inst., iiud was well attended.

Mr. G. A. Bishop, The Grove Gardens, Teddington,

won the Challenge Cup, with a good stand, and

other leading exhibits were from Messrs. Munro,

Bates, Coombs, and Allen. In the section for fruits

and vegetables the chief prizes were taken by Messrs.

Bates, G. Smith, C. Garrod, \V. Pain, T. Furrow,

and J. Furrow. Cottagers and amateurs were well

represented, and table decorations, bouquets, sprays,

&c., were pretty.

PHAL/ENOPSIS AMETHYSTINA.—Of this little

gem— for such it must be described, being both

small and elegant—two plants may now be seen

flowering at Kew. An erect peduncle of but a

few inches high is thrown out of the tuft of leaves,

on which the flowers are borne. The sepals and
petals are white, the front lobe of the lip rosy-

purple, while the side lobes are beautifully marked
with radiating lines of the same colour on a white

ground. A woodcut of the plant may be found in

the Ganlenm' Chronicle for 1S70, p. 1731. The
native country has been somewhat vaguely stated as

Sondaic Islands.

Insecticides.—Mr. A. J. Cook, the Professor

of Zoology and Entomology at the Agricultural Col-

lege of Michigan, relates in the Bidletin of the Col-

lege for September, that, " it pays remarkably well

to spray " Apple trees to prevent the injuries inflicted

by the Codlin moth. The poison used is arsenite of

lime (London Purple), used in the proportion of one

pound to ICK) gallons of water. The spray should not

be used till after the blossoms fall from the trees.

" Spraying with insecticides is becomingexceedingly

profitable," says the Professor, The pump used is a

force-pnmp, which might be bought by one farmer

and lent out to his neighbours, or purchased by

co-operation. The spraying may be repeated once

or twice in the course of the season. Obviously, it

should not be used except when the fruit is in a very

young immature state.

Juliette DORDON.—Among the new Chrysan-

themums this is remarkable for the concentric way
in which its colours are arranged ; thus, the centre

is white, surrounded by a broad belt of lilac, while

the tips of the florets are white, thus forming a

third circle outside the others.

Truro Chrysanthemum Society. — The
Truro people have established a society for tlie

encouragement of the cultivation of the Chrysantlie-

mum, and held their first exhibition on Tuesday and
Wednesday, November 6 and 7. The show was
regarded as a success by its authors, but the account

of it sent to us would seem to ])oint to the fact that

a few cultivators took the lion's share of the prizes

—

a matter that will probably right itself in the future,

when more comjietitors enter the field, and methods
of growing and showing the flower are better under-

stood.

Devizes Castle Gardens. — Mr. Thomas
King, who has had charge of these gardens for so

many years, has made arrangements to take these

into his own hands, for the purpose of growing fruit

and flowers for market. As tlie present proprietor

of the Castle does not at present intend to make it

his residence this arrangement has been come to.

Sphincter Grip Armoured Hose Co.—This
Company, with its r.ather grim title, is making a
special issue of 25,000 shares of £1 each, in order

to develope the resources of the Company, and
enable it to meet the great demand upon its manu-
facturing capacity. The office of the Company is

63, Fore Street, B.C.

Publications Received.—A'aricc Flowers of
New Zealand, by Mrs. C. Hetley. part iii. (London :

Sampson Low & Co).

—

Ciiltnral TJireetions for the

Bose, by J. Cranston, 7th ed. (Hereford : King's
Acre Nurseries).— The Iiivisihle Powers of Nature, by
E. M. Caillard. (London: .1. Murray, Albemarle
Street).

—

The Orchids of the Cape Peninsula, by
Harry Bolus, F.L.S. (Cape Town, Cape of Good
Hope.)

C H I S W I C K

.

Dear old Chiswick, " the Kew of liorLicnlture !

"

Your leading articles (p. 540), and Mr. Dyer's

remarkable letter ia your last issue (p. 5.1!ti), will, it

is to be hoped, induce the Council of the Iloyal

Horticultural Society and the Fellows generally to

strain every nerve to raise their classical old garden

into an institution of national importance and utility.

Some portions of Mr. Dyer's letter might have been

left unwritten with advantage, especially the innuendo

that "in horticulture " opinions very seldom agree,

seeing that the same is quite as true " iu botany
"

or any other pursuit, as in gardening. After all, is

not a healthy, frank, and courteous difference of

opinion the very life and strength of any body of

men working for a common cause ? While I object

strongly to some points in the letter referred to, I

cordially agree with Mr. Dyer's main policy, that

Chiswick should become to all intents and purposes

t le Kew of horticulture. This much is also,

as I presume, the idea of the majority of those in any

way interested in the question now raised.

j\Ir. Dyer's suggestions in the main are so good

that I wish he had gone a step further in his

suggestions, and given us his views as to the ways

and means necessary for carrying out horticultural

work and experiment in the Chiswick garden. Mr,

Barron has done all that a man crippled for want of

necessary funds could do to make Chiswick interest-

ing, and the main difficulty with which the best

friends of Chiswick have to deal is the qucbtlon of

funds. Money may, as wrongly applied, be " the

root of all evil," but the want of it is, and has been

of late years, equally against the Chiswick garden

ever being "energetically worked in the spirit"

which Mr. Dyer advocates so as to make of it " a

really living thing." If a policy were all that

the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society

wanted at the present moment, Mr. Dyer's letter

full as it is of acute suggestiveness, would be most
satisfactory ; but, as I have said, how can the requi-

site funds be obtained to restore Chiswick, and raise

it to its proper position as an educational establish-

ment on a par with Kew? Chiswick for gardening,

and Kew for botany, is a dream we should like to

wake up and find a true one. We are all very

proud of Kew as the finest botanical garden in the

world, and some of us know what it has cost Mr.
Dyer to bring it up to its preient rate of etliciency,

but we do not forget that Kew has the benefit of

a Government grant of £20,000 a-year, more or

less. If "dear old Chiswick," under Mr. Barron's

superintendence, could have had a half or a quarter

of this sum annually for the past twenty years, there

would have been little necessity for a policy to-day.

This brings me to a point worth some attention

from the real friends of the Iloyal Horticultural

Society at the present time. Mr. Dyer has distinctly

shown that between Kew and Chiswick a division of

labour and public utility could be carried on with

national advantage. This being true, it follows that

Chiswick may be as deserving of a Government
grant on the one side as Kew is on the other. Now
comes the vital question.—Can a Government grant

be obtained for the Chiswick garden by the lioyal

Horticultural Society? Of course, I know that it

will be a difficult thing to obtain ; but the results are

so promising, that such a subsidy from the State is

worth striving for. But while working for and
awaiting State aid, we must do the best we can for

ourselves; and the Society must—as I believe it now
really does (see p. 542)—recognise the main fact

that its own claim for support and usefulness is

entirely based on its garden at Chiswick and the

work it can do therein. At present, I am afraid

the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society

are in much the same plight as the Israelites

in Egypt, that is to say, we are all

like the taskmasters eagerly demanding our tale of

bricks, while denying the straw with which to make
or bake them ! The strenuous exertions made by
the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society and

others interested during the past year, are known only

to a few, but it is the general desire of all the friends of

gardening that their efforts be successful. Amongst
the failures the gloomy and deserted "Drill llalT' is,

perhaps, the worst, and the one to be least regretted.

My own notion is that, better attended and certainly

more profitable meetings could be arranged in the

Chiswick Garden—a garden, I am sorry to add,

almost unkown to and unvisited by gardeneis and

the owners of gardens, as a body, when they take

a holiday in town. The holding of meetings at

Chiswick would lead to the advertisment of the

Society's garden, which would soon become popular,

and it might even derive some profit as a place of

public resort by residents in its now populous and

not unhealthy neighbourhood. It is pleasant to

know that at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society's Council, held on October 31, the following

resolution was passed—" That the Cuuncil of the

Royal Horticultural Society fully appreciate the

value attached to Chiswick garden, and are anxious

to extend and develope its resources to the greatest

possible extent for the advancement of horticulture

as far as the meins placed in their hands will allow."

The italics are my own, and really prove, or at least

indicate, pretty clearly, that a want of sufficient

fund ia at the bottom of the whole difficulty. F. W,

Burhidqc.

Suggestions for making Chiswick Garden

more useful and more attractive are now taking a

practical form. AVe may hope that Mr. Thiselton

Dyer's article in the Gardeners' Chronicle, and the

Editor's comments upon it will be carefully considered

by the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society.

While entirely agreeing with the proposals to

establish trial grounds for fruit trees and vegetables,

I leave this part of the subject to experts in kitchen

gardening; but hardy herbaceous gardening is my
particular hobby, and I cannot lose so good an oppor-

tunity of pleading for this being made a specialty at

Chiswick.
J

There is not, as far as I know, any public garden I

in England where a collection of clioice and unconi- '

mon hardy plants is grown in such a way as to

display them to the best advantage, and to make
them attractive to visitors. As Mr. Dyer says, Kew
cannot be expected to supply this want. Botanic

gardens must contain curious and rare as well as

decorative plants, and when, for the sake of helping

to instruct, specimens are grouped together in

natural classes, the difficulty of making them orna-

mental is increased. Strangers who go to Kew only

to see beautiful flowers are not edified by whole beds

of Hemlocks, and Figworts, and Goosefoots, and
Docks, which all the same help to make our national

botanic garden contain the best collection of living

hardy plants in the world. But visitors would very

gladly go to Chiswick to learn what hardy plants

are ornamental, and how they may be best displayed,

and from Chiswick all weedy subjects would be

excluded.

What I wish to propose may be done with very

little expense and labour, if only sufficient space in

a suitable situation can be supplied. As I have only

been in Chiswick garden once in my life, I cannot

from memory enter into local details, but I remem-
ber thinking that there was a great deal of room in

the flower garden for more and for better flowers.

This was perhaps ten years ago, and it may be

different now. However, we should want for our

purpose three or four long borders, either backed

by shrubberies or open on both sides, and entirely

free from the roots of trees. Aspect is of some im-

portance, a long front to the east being by far the

best. We will suppose these borders to be each

40 yards long, and about 3 yards wide, and four in

number, so we ask for just one-tenth of an acre of

surface. Allowing an average of 2 feet square for

each specimen—some would take much more, and
some much less—we should have room for more than

1000 plants. This would probably be twice as many
vai'ieties as we should wish to grow at once, but

some kinds might be grown in more than one place.

The selection of plants would be an important

matter of detail; still more important would be the
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amount of space assigned to each plant, to show it

otf to tlie best advantage, but the whole of each

border shouUl be planted at one time, and no vacant

S|)ace8 left, but all vacancies noticed each spring

should be at once lilled with sometliing suitable to

them. The duration of each border should average

perhaps four years ; the borders should then be

replanted in turn, one each year, leaving unmoved

all such plants as continue in the same s])ot for

many years without deteriorating, such as Oriental

I'oppies and Fraxinellas. This renev.'al of at least

one of the borders each year would give the oppor-

tunity for excluding plants of doubtful merit and

introducing new varieties.

There would be uo difficulty in furnishing tlie

borders. It would not, for instance, be a hard con-

dition to make that a specimen of every hardy ]i!ant

receiving a certificate from the Society should be

sent to the garden ; or, still better, that the plant

should be proved in the garden before granting the

certificate, which, of course, would be given to him

who sent it first. A further question would be

—

what florists' flowers, if any, should be admitted to

these mixed borders ? Such plants as florists' Irises,

as well as Pieonies and Phloxes, and all the Carna-

tion tribe, are better when grown by themselves.

Perhaps an ornamental border would hardly be com-

plete without Delphiniums; if, however, room should

be found for a very limited number of the choicest

kinds, they should be from time to time superseded

as fast as improvements take place. Nearly all

bulbs should be excluded. If once introduced, it is

hardly possible to prevent their becoming mixed

witi) the soil in digging, and Crocuses, Snowdrops,

D.illbdils, and Squills coming up from an unknown
depth all over the border, and defying extraction,

spoil its appearance. Exceptions might be might be

made to this rule.

Varieties improved by cultivation from specific

types, other than florists's flowers, should be espe-

cially encouraged, and so should any hybrids of merit

;

but every unknown plant sent should be giown for

at least a year in some spare piece of ground to test

it before being promoted to show borders. The
Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle has shown how

great an advantage it would be to have an oppor-

tunity of reducing garden plants to a uniform stan-

dard of nomenclature. The climate of Chiswick also

aB'ords a fair standard for testing their hardiness.

The cost of maintaining these borders would be

small. On starting them we should want one or two

tons of hurdle bar-iron, of various thickness, and cut

into various lengths, worth about £7 a ton ;
after

this the only material required annually would be

a few pounds of soft string. But besides weeding

and watering, a little skilled labour—that is, a

simultaneous use of the hands and the head, com-

bined with some knowledge of the habit of each

plant—will be required once a week through the

summer for tying up the tall specimens. Pew but

experts know the enormous difference in the effect

produced by good and bad tying. It really takes

very little more time to tie well than to tie badly,

but it takes more rods. A clever hand can make his

Michaelmas Daisies in October half cover the area

of a border, where in August there seemed hardly

room for their stalks to grow up amongst the other

flowers.

But perhaps I have said enough for the present.

I should like to have proposed the purchase of

50 tons of rough limestone, to construct a mound

like those on which the Saxifrages are grown at

Kew, so that a few hundred hardy dwarf alpine

plants might be added to our collection ; but this

might be thought asking for too much at once.

C. Wolley Dod.

Mr. Dyer's note (p. 53G), though no doubt

unintentionally, and written with a difl'erent object,

hardly, I think, does justice to the work carried on

in Chiswick Garden. I entirely agree with what he

writes about the great vinery, and the astonishing,

successfully cultivated collection of Toraatos. There

is the additional interest attached to this last that

it is grown ia the old orchard-house, built out of the

surplus from the first country show held at Bury
St. Edmu!ids, where Mr. Pish helped so well ; but

my proclivities father take me to the herbaceous

border, and to the long ranges of frames containing

jdants for distribution by ballot to the Pellows, and
alpine and other hardy plants which Mr. Barron
grows so well. My Wisley garden has many inter-

esting plants which came from these frames, and I

hope that they have received .an equivalent from it.

I also owe to them and to Mr. Barron the lesson

how to grow successfully one of the prettiest of the

early flowering Saxiirag. s (S. Burseriana). The
judging flowers, fruit and vegetables, grown for

comparison, has been for a long time valuable work,

one or two instances in past days have fixed them-
selves in my memory owing to not very pleasant

attendant circumstances. One was where the Prnit

Committee, of which I was then a member, had on
a very hot day, in a long Vine-house with a very

high temperature, to taste and judge Muscats, with

the result, if I remember rightly, of reducing the

number of names from above thirty to about si.x.

On another occasion we had to taste above a hundred

sorts of Lancashire Gooseberries. I was one of those

who held out to the end, but could not bear the

sight of a Gooseberry for some time afterwards !

Another trial, that of Peas, I mention that I may
answer a question which has often been put to me,

what I have to do with G. F. Wilson Pea ? After

the committee had selected this as one of the finest

before them Messrs. Carter's (the grower's^ represen-

tative asked if he might name it after the chairman ?

Of course I was happy to have so pleasant an asso-

ciation. This is all I had to do with the Pea.

Some of the trials of annuals have been very good.

When I visit Chiswick the impression on my mind is

how much a little more money to spend, would im-

prove matters. As to cost of labour for the work done,

this is a matter in which I have had some experience,

and have often wondered how ]\Ir. Barron could get

on as well as he did with the money allowed him, I be-

lieve the explanation of this to be, that his happy
disposition attaches young men to him, so that he

gets a good deal of active willing service without

payment. Of course we are all agreed that the

garden should as speedily as possible be shaped to

meet the altered circumstances, and that the being

clear of South Kensington requirements, will give

more power for purely horticultural work. I do not

fear that Chiswick will be "made a department of

Kew
;

'' these, with so great a garden on their

shoulders, are not likely to wish to have the work
and responsibilty of another. When comparing

any part of the work of the two gai-dens it should

be remembered that one has a good Government
grant and that the other has lived in a state of

chronic poverty!; for, even in days when a good deal

of money came in from South Kensington, most of it

went back again in some form or other. Though not

thinking Chiswick a suitable place for the " fort-

nightly " shows, I have, in common with many others,

a great attachment to it, from remembering it in the

days of its glory, and its great exhibitions when
there were no great shows to be seen elsewhere

—

when the Duke of Devonshire's grounds were opened

to the visitors, and when my old friend Mr. Kucker
used to compete with Mrs. Lawrence for the great

Orchid Medal, though even this memory is not

wholly pleasant. I mention this, as it shows the class

and number of the visitors. Turnham Green used

to be covered with waiting carriages, and as a boy I

had to hunt out ours and to go under the horses

heads, which was unpleasant. George F. Wilson.

I have read with great interest all that has

been said lately in the Gardeners' Chronicle about

the future policy of the Royal Horticultural Society,

and especially in respect to the development of the

resources of Chiswick ; and consider that the horti-

cultural community is very much indebted to you
for your advocacy of a reasonable line of procedure

for the Society, and for a practicable application of

the valuable resources which the Society commands
in the Chiswick Garden. I am strongly in favour of

making Chiswick the general place of meeting ; in

fact, the " home of the Society," and, of course, of

the " fortnightly meetings. " I notice in the Gar-
deners' Chronicle for Saturday last that you think

there should still be a divided " home," if I may so

call it, with all the consequent expense attending it,

for which there may be satisfactory reasons; although,

in my ignorance of details, lam not aware of them.

1 notice your reference to the excellent accommoda-
tion for the Lindley Library and the ordinary

business of the Council in the present ofiices in

Victoria Street ; and as they have been so recently

ac(juired, and are found to suit the purpose so well,

that undoubtedly forms a strong argument in favour

of allowing them to remain where they are, at least

for a time ; but I may point out that a very little outlay

would convert the office at Chiswick into a capital

Council-room, and a small addition to the building

would furnish all the needful accommodation for the

whole management of the Society. The exhibits

could be displayed to great advantage in the con-

servatory, or when it was not available, in one of

the other large glass-houses : or, failing them, in a

tent erected on the lawn adjoining the Council-

room. Indeed, few places of the kind have

so many facilities for accommodating a show

of fruit, plants, flowers, or vegetables, either big

or small. In respect to the locality, I am
not aware of a better in or near London, and

most certainly there is not one so generally popular

among horticulturists. To all of us outside of

London it is ([uite as accessible and as easily found

as the present offices in Westminster and the Drill

Hall, while there is nothing to attract us at West-

minster at all comparable to what Chiswick offers,

and the near chance of getting a sight of Kew, not

to mention the notable private gardens, market

gardens, and nurseries with which the locality is so

thickly strewn. Mr. Dyer's article gives a fairly

good sketch of what we should like to see done at

Chiswick, but of course entirely free from all Kew
interference, X. [See also letter on p. 577. Ed.]

FRUIT-FARMING.
Read Gladstone's advice about fruit-farming, jam.

Cherries, Apples, and all the rest of it, with great

interest. Why do the poor congregate in big towns,

instead of doing this sort of thing in the country ?

So improvident ! Believe there's a fortune to be

made out of growing fruit and vegetables for London

market, and mean to try.

Ilave bought a small farm. Nice light soil.

Owner (who seems very anxious to get aivay),

describes it as a " pebbly loam." More pebbles than

loam, apparently. "Scratch your loam, and you

find pebbles." Owner shows me orchard, paddock,

cart-shed, &c., and induces me to take over his live

and dead stock at valuation.

Settle at farm. Twenty miles out of town. Nearest

rail 2^ miles ; cartage to railway costs more than I

expected. Have to pay gardener, too
;
pay him more

(I fancy) than either of us expected. Buy some books

on fruit-farming, and feel rather proud of my position.

Shall talk (to friends who don't know much about

me), of "my place in the country." Hope they

won't come down and find me hoeing Mangel Wurzels.

Rather disappointed with perusal of the books.

Find Apples don't like a " pebbly loam." Also only

a few kinds of Apples have any sale nowadays. Call

in a horticultural expert, and ask him to inspect my
orchard.

Expert comes. Condemns orchard root and branch.

Says, " only thing to be done is to grub up these 'ere

trees, and plant noo ones." Well, then, what ad-

vantage do I get out of the old trees ? " None

whatever," lie replies ;
" might just as well have

bought a bit of meadow." Depressed. I think of

riddle
—" What's the good of Acres when you can't

get a Bob out of them ? " Riddle depresses me still

further.

Give up Apples. Plant no end of Cherries and

Gooseberries. Gardener says, " important for fruit

to go off directly it's ripe." Jline goes off before it's
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ripe. Goes off altogether ; boys steal it. Also

plant Cabbages and Jlushroooms. Gardener says,

' A fine opening for JIushrooms." Spend a month

or two buying spawn, making beds, &c. What a lot

of attention Mushrooms do want ! Call this " small

culture," indeed ! Find that the opening for Mush-
rooms has closed when I come to sell them. Buyers

offer a price which just about covers cost of carriage

to town. I ask why? They e.\plain that " public

fancy has changed ; Mushrooms not in vogue

—

Tomatos are."

Try Tomatos. Try 'em out-of-doors, and get 'em

nipped by frost. Try again under glass, l^utting up

glass very expensive. Gardener suggests Grapes.

After buying one or two choice varieties, find gar-

dener doesn't understand planting them ! Buy book

on Grape-culture. While book coming, put Grape-

plants in cellar. Cellar doesn't suit them, it seems.

Finally, when book arrives, plants have to be thrown

away. Result of first year's fruit-growing—loss of

£.300. Not making fortune yet.

" Can small farms be made to answer ?," somebody

wants to know. Yes, if you dont mind the answer

being " No."'

This year try Asparagus in corner of large field.

'Very successful. Think of making a " corner " in

Asparagus in London vegetable market. Gardener

falls in with idea, and we keep crop back for a time.

Consequence is, when we oft'er it nobody wants to

buy ! Have to eat most of it myself. Get perfectly

sick of Asparagus in a week. Sick of gardener too.

Dismiss him. He tells me, just as he's going, that

"them Pertaters has the disease awful bad, and

thei-e ain't a Cherry on the trees because of cater-

pillars." Winds up by saying, " There's a bill coming

in lor " them Sparrergrass beds."

There is, indeed. Such a bill ! Seems that nothing

will grow on the " pebbly loam," but that first one

has to " make " the soil, and afterwards grow things.

Always thought farms h.'vd good soil to begin with

What's the good of the Creation, if the ground has

to be made all over again ?

Losses increasing. As last despei'ate resource try-

jam. Erect small jam factory. Have one or two

fields of Strawberries. Find a man who says he

understands all about jam-making. " Get equal

quantities of jam and sugar, and boil 'em up

together," he says. It sounds very simple. Sugar

bill enormous. When jam made, it really does look

and taste very nice indeed. Send it to London,

Letter in a few days from agent to say he can't sell

my jam at any price. Too pure. Public like it

with more " flavour " in it. And this comes of

making real home-made jam. What a fool the

public must be ! Sell my farm at tearful sacrifice,

and live in a "flat"—rather a suitable residence.

Turn Tory. I'nderstand noiv why poor congregate

in large towns. Wonder if they've all been fruit-

farmers like me, and made as much out of it? Punch,

Trees and Shrubs.

YELLOW-BEERIED YEW.

At Clontarf Castle, near Dublin, the seat of

J. E. 'V. 'Vernon, Esq., D.L., there is, amongst many
other rare trees and shrubs, a fine specimen of

yellow-berried English Yew, which in this neigh-

bourhood is unique as to its golden berries. The
tree is about 50 feet high, with laterals on the grass

between 30 and 40 feet in length. At present the

whole tree is densely covered with yellow fruit. Its

beauty can easily be imagined, especially in contrast

with many other varieties near it with red berries.

The only difference observable in this specimen from

the common English Yew is a somewhat denser

growth and a lighter green colour. I have never

seen or heard of a yellow-berried Yew anywhere else

in Ireland, but do not know whether it is also unique

in England. W. }Vatso7t, Clu)itarf Nurse}-//, Dtihtin.

[The yellow-berried yew originated, according to

Loudon, about 1817, near Dublin. The Clontarf

tree above mentioned is also described by Loudon,
Arboretum, p. 2068. Ed.]

MAXILLARIA FUSCATA.
Not a new, but a very rare and quaint, species, is

here depicted, whose likeness most orchidists will

here see for the first time. The flower from which
the illustration (fig. SI) was taken was from a plant

which recently flowered in the collection of Sir

Trevor Lawrence, Bart., which is as famous for

handsome and curious things not found elsewhere.

In habit and appearance M. fuscata resembles a

small-growing M. grandiflora, and its flowers are

numerously produced, and in the same manner. The
form of the sepals is peculiar, they being curled in-

wards, and partly concave at the base especially the

upper one, all three being milk-white at tlie base,

the outer portion yellow, marked with chestnut-red.

The petals are white outside, and yellow within, and
have also a few reddish spots, so also tlie curiously

formed labellum. Apart from its botanical interest,

it is a sufficiently showy garden plant.

Vegetables.

NEAL'S NB PLUS ULTRA RUNNER BEAN.

This is a great improvement on the old Runner

—

in fact, upon any other variety which I have grown
or seen. Last year I gave it a fair trial against the

old variety, and for productiveness the Ne Plus

Ultra is far ahead of it, producing more pods, which
are straighter, longer, and more fleshy. The Ne
Plus Ultra is a strong grower, and the plants com-
mence to form pods much nearer to the ground than

other varieties, and the flavour and colour when
cooked are all that one could desire.

This new variety will, no doubt, soon become a

great market favourite, the pods, in addition to being

larger and of a very fleshy nature, have not such a

tendency to curl round at the ends when fully grown,

and they are quite devoid of the ruddy tint, which is

a drawback with the old variety. Mr. Neal, the

raiser, must be congratulated upon the result of his

careful selection for a number of years before intro-

ducing it into commerce, and Mr. Deverill, seeds-

man, Banbury (of great Onion notoriety), is lucky

to have had the first opportunity of distributing such

an acquisition. G. H. Eichards.

Home Correspondence.

^p°* Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending early

intelligence of local events likely to he of interest to

our readers, or of any Tnatters which it is desirable to

bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Photographs or drawings of gardens, or of remarkablo
plants, trees, <fc., are also solicited.

THE NATIONAL CARNATION SOCIETY.—I very

much I'egret to observe that the e.Kecutive of the

National Carnation Society even proposes to take its

annual shows to the Crystal Palace. No doubt the

hope of getting from the Palace authorities some
donation to the Society's small income is tempting,

but one fails to see what connection there is between

that vast place of amusement and the Carnation. I

had hoped having reference to my recent advocacy of

an outdoor trial of border Carnations at Chiswick
;

that the National Society, the assumed patron of

Carnation culture in this country, would have

readily supported such a proposal, and have goue a

little farther and asked the sanction of the Council to

hold its annual show of florists' flowers in a tent at

Chiswick. The show of the pot-grown flowers in the

one case and the trial of border varieties out in the

garden conjointly would then have proved mutually

helpful, and doubly attractive to lovers of abeautiful

hardy flower. It cannot be said that the Crystal

Palace is more accessible than is Chiswick. That
would be an absurd suggestion. The Crystal Palace

is created to furnish shareholders with dividends

—

the Royal Horticultural Society to promote and

foster horticulture. As to which should receive the

encouragement of allied societies in such case it is

not diflicult to determine, .(. D.

RHYNCHOSPERMUM (TRACHELELOSPERMUM)
JASMINOIDES VARIEGATUM.—This is one of the best

variegated greenhouse climbers we have, and it is very

suitable to cover pillars and trellises in the con-

servatory. It is a plant which can be easily limited

to a small space, or extended to cover a large one.

I have a plant here which was planted nine years ago

between two windows in the conservatory, where it

now has a pleasing effect with its tliree coloured

leaves and shoots, which keep the same colour the

whole year round. It is an easily-managed plant

when planted in light loam and peat ; and cuttings

root freely if put in sandy peat in heat. lV„i. Smyth,

Basing Park, Alton.

DIANTHUS SEGUIERI.—The Dianthus sent here-

with is one of the best autumn flowers I know. I

found it three years ago on the lower slopes of the hills

by lliva on the Lago di Garda. It appears to me to

be Dianthus Seguieri var. collinus, of Koch's

Taschenhuch der Deutshen u. Swei^er Flora = D. col-

linus, W. K. It is certainly well worthy of cultiva-

tion, being showy, hardy, and indifferent to smoke,
as shown by the way it flourishes on a sandstone

rockery in my garden here. Alfred 0. Walker. [The
plant is correctly named as to the species. We pre-

fer not to give an opinion as to varietiesof this kind.

It is an excellent border plant. Ed.]

THE POTATO DISEASE.—Mr. Murphy's facts in

relation to the efl'ects of the Potato disease in

Ireland shows farther, if proof were needed, that

there is nothing new under the sun. He thinks the

saviour of our Potato crops henceforth is to be found

in early ripening sorts. The same thing was said

years ago ; but then such is the erratic nature of the

disease visitation, that early ripeners are sometimes
the chief sufferers, as this year for instance, all first

and second early ripeners in the South of Eng-
land were by far the worst diseased, whilst the

robust late ripeners were the least injured. That
fine late Potato, Abundance, diseased with Mr,
Murphy 6'.) per cent., is with me absolutely free

from disease. Magnum Bonum, Chancellor, Governor
and some seedlings, also, were absolutely clean

;

Prime Minister, Schoolmaster, and a few otherstrong

growers, nearly so ; coloured Potatos, are in the
majority of cases here, the greatest sufferers, but why
it would be difficult to say. The inference drawn by
Mr. Murphy from certain results in field land, that soil

which has recently considerably grown Potatos, and,

as he advances, has become full of the fungus spores,

is hardly supported by facts. My worst disease this

year was found in ground trenched last winter,

which had carried flowers for three years previousli-,

and was, in my opinion, due solely to the heavy
dressing of raw manure applied in the spring. Crops
of some kinds in ground which has carried Potatos

two years in succession previously, were, of sorts

above named, quite free from disease, but these had
no raw manure added. The i-emedy for the disease

is more likely to be found in deep culture with an
abnegation of raw manures, and the planting of sorts

of known robust growth. All the same, adverse
seasons tell us from time to time that no absolute
rule can be devised which shall effectually cope with
disease attacks. A. D.

BEGONIA CLkRV-V.—Apropos of Mr. Wynne's
capital Begonia book, reviewed in your last issue,

the history of B. Clarkei and B. ciuuabarina may
be of interest, as it is rather a curious one.
Two unknown tubers were one day given to me
by my old ally in such things, James Carter, at

his shop in Ilolborn. They had been sent to

him by a friend in Bolivia. The said tubers grew
and prospered. The first to flower was cinna-
barina, which I gave in the following year to Mr.
Arthur Henderson, who e^hiuiLca ilwilu success.

The next year I presente 1 tu the Royal Horticultural
Society a hundred seedlin;? tubers of it. These
were distributed, but the plant was difficult to grow,
and soon went out of cu'sivation. Seeds were sent
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home about the same time by Bridges, but I do not
thinl< any plants were reared from them. B.CIarlcei
flowered the ft)lIowing year. I showed it to various
gardening friends, but it did not attract much notice,
being leggy in habit, and rather delicate ; tlie

flowei's, however, bad an exquisite fragrance. Sub-
sequently I gave almost my last plant to Mr. Harry
Veitch, who made some use of it in hybridising. In
the same year Sir .Iose]»!i Hooker, to wiiom I showed
it, figured and named it after myself, li. T. Clarke.

LILY DISEASE.—I have always appreciated the
neat drawings of interesting fungi which Air. Worth-
ington G. Smith ])roduces in such large numbers ; but
it was with considerable surprise that I saw the figure

on p. 184 of the Gardeners' Chronicle, and read the
remarks on the disease of Lilies which was tiiere re-

garded as due to the presence of a Tcronospora. I

was surprised, in the first place, because I have had
an enormous quantity of material of this Lily disease
through my hands during the last three years, and
have devoted much attention to it, this year espe-
cially, that it seems incredible that I should have
missed a Peronospora, had there been one present.
In the second place, because thesymptoms of the dis-

ease, so far as described by Mr. W. G. Smith, are just
those due to the fungus I have been investigating

;

and when I mention that I have made more than a
hundred cultures of the fungus under all kinds of con-
ditions, besides examining some hundreds of prepa-
rations, it will be allowed that I have some claim
to a hearing when I state my conviction, that the
fungus in question is distinctly and positively not
a Peronospora at all. Thirdly, because Mr. W. G.
Smith's figure referred to, and the original draw-
ing of Ovularia elliptica enable me to be still

more definitely certain that the Lily disease is the
same in all the cases, and that the (on other grounds
extremely improbable) view that there are two very
simil.ar Lily diseases rife this year cannot be main-
tained. Moreover, the neat drawing of Mr. W. G.
Smith itself bears witness to its not being a Perono-
spora—a point which, together with the paragraph
about spores that " produce a convolute mass of
mycelium as at b, which, on the opening of the
spore, protrudes as a germinal thread ;

" and tlie

sentence, " On coming to rest tlie zoospores in turn
open and produce a germinal thread," 1 leave to the
judgment of mycologists. No one is better aware
than Mr. W. G. Smith that fungi are difficult things
to deal with at sight, and it is one of the most
lamentable of facts that so-called species are being
introduced almost every week on crude and incom-
plete evidence, in just that department of botany
where the greatest care is needed in getting at the
truth. H. Marshall Ward.

PURPLE PINK LORD LYON OF? PLATO.—At
p. 474, in your issue of October 27, 1888, " K. D."
alludes to this fine variety of early flowering and
useful forcing Fink, and too much can hardly be
said in its favour, so that Mr. Douglas was quite
correct in pronouncing it to be the best purple Pink
in cultivation. As stated by " K. D." it was raised

by the late Mr. James Clarke, of Bury St. Edmunds,
who was in his d.ay a very successful amateur culti-

vator, as well as the raiser of many fine varieties of
the Pink and other florists' flowers, including the
well known Derby Day and many others. It may
not, however, be known to "R. D.," Mr. Douglas,
and other admirers of this fine variety, that it,

or, at least, oue so like it in all respects that
no one could Jperceive any diffei-ence, existed in

Bury St. Edmunds years before Mr. Clarke raised
from seed the variety sent out under the name of
Lord Lyon. Tliis variety in question was raised by
Mr. Roland Dalton, an eminent surgeon in Bury
St. Edinunds, as well as a very successful amateur
florist, and the raiser of many fine varieties of the
Pink, Carnation, and other fiorists' flowers, including
his Isabella Dalton, a remarkably fine yellow Picotee,
and many others, and these, with the I'ink in ques-
tion, which he named Plato, he generously distri-

buted among his flower-loving friends. There is not
the least doubt of Mr. Clarke having raised from
seed the variety sent out under the name of Lord
Lyon, and this, we believe, was done before he knew
of the existence of Dalton 's Plato or of tlie identity
of the two. The writer of this had plants given him
by Mr. Clarke of his Pink named Lord Lyon, and
also plants of Plato given to him by Mr. Dalton, and
grew them for years side by side, but could never
perceive in them the slightest difference in flower,

foliage, or habit of growth. Mr. Dalton is still alive,

and although far advanced in years, still takes a
lively interest in horticulture, and particularly in

florists' flowers, and could, no doubt, corroborate
what has just been said regarding his favourite Pink,
Plato, which was never, we believe, sent out by any
member of the trade. P. ff.

CERTIFICATED APPLES AT CHISWICK.—The
list of Apples certificated at the recent Conference
at Chiswick, whilst very interesting and valuable,
must also be regarded in relation to the time any
variety named in it has been in commerce. Several
sorts, for instance, would hardly be exhibited by
other than nurserymen, and where such get, in rela-
tion to tiie number of dishes shown, a good record,
it may reasonably be inferred that the kind is

even of greater merit than the limited number of
certificates granted it indicates. Blenheim Orange,
without doubt a grand Apple, and represented by no
less than 170 dishes, comes out none the less so indif-

ferently this season as to obtain only three certifi-

cates ; while that splendid kind, Tyler's Kernel, out
only some four or five years, and of which only a few
dishes were staged, obtained as many certificates.

Bismarck, again, out only about two years, gets two
certificates, whilst the popular King of the Pippins,
with sixty-nine dishes, gets one certificate only.
Lady Sudely and Jlrs. Barron, both quite new, get
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two certificates ; so also do such fine kinds as Lord
Derby and Lord Grosvenor, whilst Saltmarsh's
Queen, Grenadier, and Potts' Seedling relatively

stand well with certificates also. It may thus be
inferred that, in regard to newer Apples, we are

improving in appearance. Without doubt there was
a desire to deal with particularly good dishes liberally

in the matter of certificates, but some would have
received a much larger number had the season been
more favourable to the development of form and colour
in the fruits. That so many fine samples of various
kinds, old and new, were produced under such ad-
verse climatic conditions as the recent season presented
must be regarded at once as the dominant feature of

the show of Apples, and a triumph of British hardy
fruit culture. If the Conference be repeated in

some five years' time, after a really favourable season,

without doubt many of the more recently introduced
Apples will figure largely, but no two of the number
will, I think, take higher rank than will Bismarck
and Tyler's Kernel. A. D.

WALNUTS OF 1888,-1 find that veiy few of the
Walnuts of the present season, grown in this neigh-
bourhood, are of any value. The fruit from many of
the trees contains no kernel, but merely an empty
skin ; while that from other trees contains a soft

kernel with an insipid taste, and enclosed in a blue
fuDgoid-lookiDg ekin, How far is this general ?

Perhaps other readers will .state their experience.
J. J. Willis, Harpen'len.

CHISWICK (gee also \i. 574).- Mr. Dyer's admirable
letter in your columns last v/eek, coming, as it does,
from one occupying so distinguished a position, and
from one who is also a prominent member of the
Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, com-
mands the earnest attention of all horticulturists.

It is the natural corrollary of your recent articles
upon Chiswick, and materially helps to indicate a
path through which the Council may eventually
push the garden at Chiswick into prominence and
usefulness. It may seem, perhaps, somewiiat hyper-
critical to find fault with an expression, or even
a term, but knowing something of the " touchiness

"

of the gardening community, and the sentiment
of jealousy which exists, lest Chiswick should become
ultimately a branch of Kew and be under Kew
control, I can but regret that Mr. Dyer should
have alluded to Chiswick as a horticultural Kew.
That Mr. Dyer felt something the same as I do,
seems evident by his closing sentence, in which he
strives to define what he really means by the term,
and it is exactly of the nature all reading his
previous observations intelligently would arrive at.

What Kew is to botany, or rather is in relation
to practical educational botany, let Chiswick be
made in relation to horticulture. We cannot hope
that it will ever become as that is—a Goveniment
establishment, and probably it is best that it never
should beso, as in such case it might fail to meet the
requirements of active or progressive horticulture.
Apart from the term thus taken exception to, there
seems to be nothing in Mr. Dyer's letter which
will not meet with universal approval. The stumbling
block to progress now that sheer indifference to
Chiswick no longer exi,sts, is the financial position.
The Society wants money, and in view of the
nobility of the object aimed at, assuming that
Mr. Dyer's proposals be accepted by the Council,
it does seem as if a special Chiswick fund might be
raised with considerable success. Before any appeal
is made to the country, however, a scheme of an ex-
act and practical nature, not too ambitious, but still

very clear and decided in character, should be prepared
and published

; and witli sucli a programme it does
seem that a ready response would result. Of course,
it is evident that under the proposed change Chis-
wick could hardly be the market garden that it now
is, and must of necessity submit to a large deduction
from its present income as derived from the sale of
marketable produce. It is to the shame of horticul-
ture such should be the case, but Chiswick in doing
so is in good company. It is very obvious that nothing
but a strong determination to m.ike Chiswick a living
and practical horticultural reality, will serve to
resuscitate the Royal Horticultural Society, or to
place it on that elevation which it is so desirable
it should occupy. If Chiswick fails to attract sup-
port it is hard to tell through what other force it is

to be secured. For that reason proposals to re-

organise Chiswick, should be bold and of a thoroughly
practical, yet liberal nature. I'ossibly the large sur-
rounding population might be made to help in the
revival, and it is to be hoped that horticulturists

universally would be only too ready to help the old
Society to accomplish so much good work at the old

home. Spade,

MINA LOBATA..—Referring to the remarks at

p. 542 of your last issue, as to the hardiness of this

beautiful climber, we may mention, that during the
month of August we saw it gi'owing magnificently,

the plant literally covering a large piece of trellis

with its pretty orange and red blossoms. The
situation was quite an exposed one in the open
air, near the Hart/. ^Mountains, in Germany; we are,

therefore, of the opinion that the plant will prove
hardy in every part of England. James Carter ij- Co.

THE TRADESCANTIAS.—Permit me to put in a
plea on behalf of this group of hardy perennials.

They are hardy, distinct in character, and remark-
ably handsome, continuing in flower from May until

September, and doing well in any good garden soil.

The type is T. virginica, a native of South America,
producing deep violet-blue flowers, with anthers of
golden-yellow. Very fine clumps of this are to be
found in cottage gardens, where, being let alone, they
flourish and bloom amazingly. Of the varieties

there are alba major, with handsome pure white
single flowers ; the double purple, azurea, rich deep
blue, one of the very finest, and a double form of
this also ; rubra, deej) bright carmine, very effective

and showy ; a double form of this, and another
named delicata, soft blush-pink, This makes
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eight varieties,—a very good Bolection indeed.

Uuder the name of T. subaspera, shot-purple,

is one well worth cultivating. I have seen

bunches of cut flowers of Tradescanti.-is, and espe-

cially of the rich deep blue variety used in stands of

bunches of cut flowers of hardy perennials ;
the blue,

white, and carmine afford an excellent contrast. At the

great Whitsun show at Manchester, where collections

of hardy flowers are shown in pots, the Tradescantias

play an important part. As a matter of course,

nearly all of them have to be forced into flower, but

the Tradescantias bear forcing well. As they grow

to a height of from 1:2 to 18 inches, they should

occupy about tlie third row in the herbaceous border

;

but ample room should be given them, as in suitable

soil they make large tufts when they are well-estab-

lished. As the Tradescantias do not appear to seed,

the sole mode of propagation is by means of division

of the roots. B. 1).

WALL TREE BORDERS.-—There is no rule with-

out its exception, but in the case of wall tree

borders the rule is to plant the borders perpetually

with vegetables or flowers, and the exception is to

find the border left unoccupied. That wall trees do

not suffer appreciably under such double cropping of

the borders is evident from the fact that almost

universally good vegetable crops are taken off the

holders, which are annually dug and manured up to

within 3 feet of the tree stems, and yet trees do well

and produce abundant crops of fruit. There seems

to be no doubt whatever that wall trees, especially

the tenderer stone-fruits, suffer far more from

climatic conditions and frequent changes of tempe-

rature than from defective cultivation of iruit

borders. The fact is that gardeners cannot aflTord,

even if they would, to dispense with cropping of

their wall tree borders. These, and especially the

warmer ones, are invaluable for the growth of early

vegetables ; indeed, are indispensable. It is just

possible that borders of, say, from 10 to 12 feet in

width, if not thus surface moulded and cropped,

would, if left constantly hard or mulched, soon become

close and sour and inimical to root development

(Vine borders do not become so). I know very well

that at Ditton Park, Slough, witli its 400 yards length

of 10 feet wall, and double that length of cultiv.Ued

border, the walls carrying superb trees of all ordi-

nary kinds, and presenting, on the whole, one

of the best examples of wall tree culture in the

kingdom, all the borders up to within 3 feet

of the trees are close cropped. Perhaps the

chief secret of success there lies in the fact

that prior to planting new trees, a foot depth of

rubble and rough turf was always placed well

below ; and thus the roots were kept out of the sub-

soil, and induced to run deep in the well-manured

soil beneath the vegetable crop. A. D.

Societies.

LINNEAN.
TuE first meeting of the session 1888—89 took

place on Thursday evening, November 1, Mr. William

Carruthers, I'.K.S., President, in the chair. The
following were elected Pellows of the Society :

—

William Overend Priestley, M.D., F.K.C.P.; John

Way, M.D. ; and .John Evans, Esq.

Professor Bower exhibited and made remarks upon

some adventitious buds on a leaf of Gnetum gnemon.

Mr. John Young exhibited (1) a rare bird, Plu-

vianellus sociabilis, unobserved for fifty years, and

lately rediscovered by him in Patagonia
; (2) a cluster

of nests formed of lichen (Usuea) by a swift, as sup-

posed of the genus CoUocalia, from a cave in Eimes,

one of the Society Islands; (3) remarkably elon-

gated tail feathers of domestic cock (11 feet in

length) artificially produced by the Japanese
; (4),

nest and eggs of the snow bunting (Plectrophanes

nivalis) taken during the past summer in Scotland.

Mr. Thomas Christy exhibited a new method
of tiansmitting light to a microscope by means of

a curved rod of glass.

The Hev. K. Baron read a paper on the " Flora of

JIadagascar," in which he gave an interesting account

of his explorations and collections in that island.

In a second paper entitled, " Further Contributions

to the Flora of Madagascar," Mr, J. G. Baker, F.H,S.,

described the principal novelties brought home by

Mr. Baron, and paid a well deserved tribute to his

energy and ability as a botanical explorerer. The
next meeting of the Society will be held on
November 15.

BOYAL HORTIOULTTIBAL.
TrESDAV, Koirmhcr 13.—At this meeting of the

above Society there was but a small assemblage of

garden productions, apart from a trade group of

Cyclamens in bloom, the interest centering in the

various business mentioned elsewhere.

Floral Committee.

Present : G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the chair ;
.and

Jlessrs. Kev. W. Wilks, J. O'Brien, J. Lairg, J.

Walker, G. Dudield, H. Herbst, B. Wynne, C. Noble,

C. Pilcher, J. Dominy, II. Ballantine, II. M. I'ollctt.

From the Koyal Gardens, Kevv, came a small but

beautiful collection of Nymphxa blooms, viz., N,

lotus devouiensis, bright pink ; N. 1. pubescens, very

light rose, anthers orange-coloured ; N. lotus, Linn.,

white and yellow ; N. kewensis X , of the colour of

N. 1. devoniensis, but with more breadth in the petal
;

and lastly, N. Urtgiesiana, flowers of light pink, with

anthers of an orange hue.

Mr. 11. Ballantine, Baron Schroder's gardener,

exhibited L;clia Victoria (L. crispa X L. Uominyi).

The petals and sepals are purplish-rose, lip

dark purple — this colour running down into the

lower end of the throat where it is margined with a

yellow suffusion. The spike was twin flowered.

Some beautiful flowers of warm-house Rhododen-

drons were shown by Messrs. J. Veitcli & Sons,

most of them being recent hybrids. We may men-
tion a few of the best:—Maiden's Blush, pale flesh;

Duchess of Edinburgh, scarlet ; Primrose, the colour

of its namesake ; Aurora, salmon ;
Empress, crim-

son ; President, orange ; Rose Perfection, one of the

choicest and with a large truss, too ; Princess

Alexandra, a pretty white ; and Princess Christian,

yellow.

Mr. W. Cummins, of The Grange, Wallington,

showed Disa graminifolia, a slender-habited plant,

with two flowers of a deep shade of blue.

From the garden of B. D. Knox, Esq., Caversham

Park, Heading (gr., Mr, Lawrence), came a small

species of Oncidium, with a small compact spike of

yellow and brown flowers, which individually

measured half an inch across.

Mr. G. Stevens, nurseryman. Putney, showed
Japanese Chrysanthemum Mr. Garner, an orange-

coloured flower, with florets slightly twisted ;
and

also the better-known Avalanche.

A Japanese Chrysanthemum named Charles

Delmas, of a chestnut-brown colour, was shown by

Messrs. J. R. Pearson, Chillwell, Notts.

Mr. W. Warren, of Norton Gardens, Isleworth,

staged 240 Cyclamens, in good bloom—excellent

market stuff.

From Dropmore came fine cones of Pinus Lam-
bertiana.

FiEsT-CLAss Certificates.

Chrysanthemum Mr. Garner, from Mr. G.Stevens.

Chrysanthemum Avalanche, from Mr. G. Stevens.

Ltelia Victoria X, from Baron Schroder.

Medals.

Sih'cr Banhian.—To Mr. W. Warren, for group

of Cyclamens.

Fruit Committee.

Present ; II. J. Veitch, Esq., in the chair ; and

Messrs. P. Crowlev, G. W. Cummins, R. D. Black-

more, J. Smith, W. Warren, S. Ford, A, I'earson,

AV. Marshall, J. WiUard, J. Cheal, J. Roberts, and

P. Barr.

Chiswick sent a collection of Beetroots, consisting

of Egvptian, Pine-apple, Improved Bl.ick, I'rag-

nell's. Nutting's Dwiirf, and Veitch's Selected Red,

Dewar's, Dell's Crimson and Drac.xna-leaved, all of

these being from seeds obtained from Messrs. J.

Veitch & Sons, Chelsea. Most of the roots appeared

to be of good colour, and none was too large for

ordinary use.

, EUacombe's Victoria and Covent Garden Red
came from Messrs. Rutley & Silverlock, seedsmen,

Victoria Embankment.
Dobhie & Sons' New Purple is a Beetroot of good

colour and shape.

Chiswick likewise sent alarge collection of Onions,

amongst them being some few blood-red Onions

which, in some instances, were raised from Messrs.

Vilmorin & Co.'s seeds.

There was a remarkable similarity in shape and

color amongst all of them, and the bulbs did not

show to advantage when compared with the larger

yellow and brown-skinned bulbs of more popular

varieties of Onions, Southport red Globe (Veitch)

and Red Mczieres (Vilmorin) approached nearest to

the perfection in form seen in the first-named. Thirty

v.arieties or strains of varieties of light-skinned

Onions were shown, a few being of French origin.

Mr. J. Willard, gr. to Lady Burdett Coutts- Bart-

let, Holly Lodge, Highgate, exhibited some examples

of the new vegetables mentioned in our columns

recently.—Asp.aragus Chicory. By sowings m.ade

twice or thrice during late spring and summer a

succession of edible flower-stalks can be ob-

tained, the removal of the first stalk resulting in

the formation of a number of others. It may be

forced and blanched in the open by using a Seakale-

pot to cover it; but it would seem that some kind of

ventilation is then necessary to pre,ser\'e the plant

from the effects of damp.
Messrs. J. Carter & Co., High llolborn, showed a

boxful of tubers of Stachys tuberifera; also some
cooked tubers.

Mr. Tozer, Leamington, showed a seedling Pot.ato,

raised in 1887 from seed ; it is a long, slender, white

tuber.

W. Roupell, Esq., Streatham, showed sixty varieties

of Apjdes and received a Bronze Bauksiau Medal.

Some of the fruit was of remarkable goodness,

notably Peasgood's Nonsuch Apple, Pitmaston,

Duchess, and 13altet Pere Pears.

II. A. Lane, Esq., Mileham, Streatham, exhibited

a small collection of Apples and Pears.

A seedling Grape, the produce of a cross of Gros

Colmar with an unknown variety, was shown by

E. II. Woodall, Esq., St. Michael's House, Scar-

borough. It is a large black fruit, with crisp flesh,

and indifferent flavour.

First-class Certificates.

Stachys tuberifera, from Messrs. James Carter

& Co.
Onion Southport Red Globe, from Messrs. James

Veitch & Son.
Medal.

Bronze Banhian.—To Mr. W. Roupell, for collec-

tion of Apples.

PORTSMOXJTH CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHO'«r.

NovEJinER 7, 8, and 9.—The fourth annual exhi-

bition of the Portsmouth Chrysanthemum Society

was held as usual in the capacious Drill llall. Land-

port. The entries were more numerous than on any

former occasion, and the show itself was a great

success.

Cut Blooms.—These were the most important part

of the exhibition, as many as 1800 being staged in

the various classes. The competition in the class

for thirty-six incurved and Japanese was close, a

handsome Challenge Trophy, valued at £25, and £0
in money, being the prizes for the best stand.

Messrs. W. & G. Drover, Fareham, secured the 1st

place rather easily, the incurved blooms being large,

fresh, and well finished ; the Japanese were of good

quality, and were well put up. Tiie more noticeable

blooms were E. Molyneux, Boule d'Or, M. J. M.
Pigny, Fimbriatum, Madame Baco, and Avalanche

among Japanese varieties; the best incurved were

Lord Alcester, the premier bloom in the show

;

Golden Empress, Empress of India, and Mrs. Ship-

man. 2nd, Mr. W. Neville, gr. to F. W. Flight,

Esq., Twyford, Winchester, with a neat collection of

smaller flowers ; 3rd, Mr. Penfold, gr. to Sir F. Fitia

Wygram, Leigh Park, Ilavant.

In the class for twenty-four incurved and Japanese

varieties there were seven competitors. 1st, Mr. E.

Molyneux, gr. to W. II. Myers, Esq., Swanmore
Park, Bishop's Waltham, with blooms in his cus-

tomary well-finished style, the varieties, however,

containing no novelties ; 2nd, Mr. G. Trinder, gr. to

Sir Henry St. Mildmay, Bart., Dogmersfield Park,

who staged well ; Boule d'Or in this stand, taking

honours as the premier Japanese bloom in the show.

For twelve Japanese blooms, distinct, 1st, Mr.

Inglefield, gr. to Sir J. W. Kelk, Tedworth, JNIarl-

borough, with massive clean bloom, E. Molyneux

and Ralph Brocklebank being the best. Mr. E.

Molyneux was a close 2nd.

For the same number of incurved varieties the last

named exhibitor was 1st, with blooms of medium
size, fresh, and well finished ; 2nd, Messrs. Drover,

whose blooms were marked by a slight want of

freshness.

For twelve blooms each of Mrs. G. Rundle, Mrs.

Dixon, and G. Glenny there were three competitors.

The last-named exhibitors were 1st, with symmetrical

and fresh blooms.
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For the best twelve reflexed blooms, in not loss

than eight varieties, Mr. W. Woodliiie, gr. to

Captain Bo^-d, Kmsworth, was 1st, the blooms being

of medium size.

Messrs. Drover were easily victors in the large-

flowered Anemone class against five others; the

blooms were conspicuous by the fulness of their

centres and thtdr capital colour. The same firm

had the best twelve Japanese Anemone blooms we
have so far seen this season, notably Fabian de

Mediana, Jlarjonline, and Jeanne Marty.

Messrs. Neville and Kussell's pompons were attrac-

tive for the quality and variety of the blooms shown.

A new class was formed for twelve bunches of

fimbriated varieties, three blooms to a bunch. The
exhibits of these made an attractive feature, especi-

ally the winning stand of Mr. Hatch's, Victoria Tark.

Chardoneret is a dark purple variety which showed
to gr'.'at advantage. Mr. Agate, Havant, was lind.

For growers on l^ortsea Island a Silver Cup was
ofiered for twenty-four blooms in equal numbers of

incurved, Japanese, reflexed, and Anemone varieties.

The much coveted prize was taken by Mr. Hatch.
The best tivo blooms in separate classes were

shown by Mr. K. Molyneux, who had fine examples
of E. Molyneux and Empress of India.

The display made by the amateurs was extensive

and tiie rivalry very keen.

Plants.—Eight specimens, one half to be Japanese
and the other to be either incurved or reflexed at

the option of the exhibitor.—Mr. W.Joy, nurseryman,

Shirley, Southampton, was well to the front with

very fine examples measuring 4 feet in diameter,

neatly trained, and well flowered ; 2nd, Mr. E. Wills,

gr. to Mrs. Pearce, The Firs, Bassett, Southampton,
with neat and smaller plants.

Twelve competed in the class for a group of

Chrysanthemums arranged in a space of 50 square

feet, and so very meritorious were the exhibits that

six awards were made, the 1st going to Mr. N. Gate,

gr. to G. Cook, Esq., Gosport, whose blooms were
exceptionally fine, although the arrangement of the

plants might have been improved on. Mr. Hatch
was 2nd, with plants artistically arranged.

Fruit.—The exiiibits under this head were, on the

whole, creditable, and what was lacking in quantity

was made up in quality. For six bunches of black

and white Grapes Mr. E. Molyneux was easily 1st,

with Alicante and Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. Fen-
ford, to whom was awarded the 2nd prize, depended
upon Barbarossa and Muscat of Alexandria, and the

latter variety was rather small in the bunch.

Mr. W. Tait, gr. to General Napier, Cosham, was
1st, for two bunches of black Grapes, the sort staged

being Alicante, good both in bunch and colour.

Mr. Covell secured 1st honours for the same
number of bunches of white Grapes.

A bunch of Trebbiano weighing 5 lb. 12 oz. secured

the 1st prize for Mr. Molyneux in another class, and

one of Black Alicante of 4 lb. in weight gained the

2nd prize for Mr. Smith, gr. to Mrs. Learmouth,
Cosham,
Hardy fruits were well shown by Mr. J. Watkins,

Wellington, Hereford; Mr. Jacob, Fetworth ; and
Mr. Trinder.

The vegetables of Mr. J. Cox, gr. to R. Iv. Wynd-
ham, Corhampton House, Bishop's Waltham ; and
those of some others were excellent.

BATH CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.
November 7 and 8.—^The show—the fourth of the

season—which the Bath Floral Ft-te Committee lield

in the Assembly Kooras on the above date, must be

classed as one of the best Chrysanthemum shows
held in Bath.

Playits.—The Veitch Memorial Medal and £5 in

money, offered as 1st prize for eight plants, four

Japanese and four large-flowered varieties (Anemone
excluded) on one stem, was well won by R. B. Cater,

Esq. ; Kev. E. Handley was a good 2nd. In the

class for six distinct varieties (Japanese and Ane-
mones excluded), Mr. W. S. Tredwell was 1st. The
flowers on the plants shown in this class w'ere not
fully developed. Mr. E. B. Titley had the best four

plants uf pompons pyramidally trained. Mr. R.
B. Cater had the best specimen (Anemone ex-
cluded) showing a Mrs. G. Rundle, 7 feet high, in

fine condition, but the flowers were hardly expanded.
Dr. Budd was 2nd with the same variety. Mr. E. B.

Tilley had the best specimen Anemone, showing
George Sander, Mr. T. Joly being 2nd with FU-ur

de Marie, which promised to be a splendid specimen
a week hence. Mr. W. J. Brown was 1st for a flat-

trained plant, showing a good plant of Mrs. G.

Rundle, 6 feet over; Mr. Cater being 2nd with the

same variety. Mr. W. J. Brown was awarded a Silver

Medal for the best Chrysanthemum plant in the show
for a finely-flowered Mrs. G. Rundle.

Groups.—Mr. R. B. Cater had the best group of

Chrysanthemum plants arranged for effect. Messrs.

Cooling & Sons were a good Ist for a group of

miscellaneous plants put up for effect. Mr. A. A.
Walters had the best six table plants, as well as the

best dozen Cyclamens, showing well in both classes.

Mr. W. Pumphrey had the best six Bouvardias
;

and Mr. Cater had the best six plants of Orchids,

staging good ]dants, including Oncidium tigrinum

and Odontoglossum Sanderlanum, with excellent

spikes of flower.

Cut Flowers.—With twenty-four blooms, distinct

varieties, (Anemones and Japanese excluded) Mr.
John Aplin, gr. to Mrs. B. Baker, Hasfield Court,

Gloucester, was 1st, being closely pressed by Mr.
Ward, Longford Castle, and Mr. Horsefield, Ileytes-

bury. Mr. Aplin's best blooms were Queen of

England, Alfred Salter, Lord AVolseley, Lord
Alcester, Golden Empress, Pink Venus, Wliite

Venus, and Mr. Bunn. JMr. Ward's best bloom was
Empress of India, which won the Silver Medal given

by the National Chrysanthemum Society for the

best bloom in the show. Last year this medal was
awarded to a bloom of Lord Alcester in the Long-
ford stand. Mr, Horsefield was 1st, with twelve

blooms of a like description to those staged in the

preceding class with large solid blooms of the most
popular varieties. Lord Wolseley and Golden Em-
press being especially good. Mr. Ward was a very

close 2nd, and Mr. A. Cole a good 3rd. Six lots

were put up. Major Clark and Dr. Bndd were 1st

and 2nd for stands of six blooms, showing well. With
twenty-four blooms of Japanese, distinct, Mr. Lucas,
gr. to Wilfred Marshal, Esq., Taunton, was 1st, Mr.
Ward a good 2Dd. Mr. Lucas' best blooms were
Boule d'Or, a grand bloom with very long richly

coloured florets ; Baron de Frailly, Val d'Andorre,

J. K. Pigny, Avalanche, W. Robinson, and Elaine,

Mr. Ward s best blooms being Grandiflora, E. Moly-
neux, Duchess of Albany, and Thunberg. With
twelve blooms, Mr. Lucas was Isfc, Mr. Aphin 2nd,

both showing well. Mr. Ward had the best twelve
blooms of large flowered Anemones, showing Fabian
de Mediana, Madame Clos, Sccur Dorothee SouiUe,
Acquisition, See.

Miscc//anrous.^Vrimii\a.a were shown well by Mr.
W. S. Tredwell who was 1st, staging large well

flowered plants. With six plants, any colour, single

flower, Mr. J. Inwick was 1st, and Mr. Inwick was
also 1st for four doubles. Mr. E. E. Bryant was 1st

for six ornamental foliage plants, his best being
Crotons.

Fruit was plentiful and of first-rate quality. Grapes
being shown in fine condition and finish. Mr.
Taylor.gr. to ^Tr. Alderman Chatfin, Bath, was 1st, for

four bunches, showing two grand clusters of Muscat
of Alexandria, weighing about 3 lb. each, well

coloured but slightly shrivelled ; Alicante and Lady
Downe's, splendidly coloured. 2nd, Mr. J. Jones,
showing two well coloured Gros Colmar, one fairly

well coloured Alnwick Seedling, and one Lady
Downe's.
For three bunches of black Grapes Mr. Pymra, gr.

to Mrs. Goldsmith, Trowbridge, was 1st, staging

unusually large bunches of Gros Colmar, splendidly

coloured ; Mr. Jones being 2nd, with good examples
of Black Alicante.

With three bunches of white Grapes, Mr. Taylor
and Mr. Green, gr. to Earl Cowley, were 1st and 2nd,
both showing Muscats.
Mr. Pratt, gr, to the Marquis of Bath. Longleat,

was 1st for a collection of fruit, showing large well

coloured bunches of Alicante and Muscat Grapes,
Late Admirable Peaches, Coe's Golden Drop
Plums, &c.

Messrs. Pragnell, Weaver, E. Hall, Finder, Payne,
and Aplin exhibited excellent examples of Pears
and Apples; and the first-named gardener was very
successful with vegetables.

OBYSTAL PALACE.
NovEMnER 9 .\ND 10.—This was the last Chrysan-

themum show of the year at this place. The blooms
were generally of good quality, and the competition
close in some cases.

Cut Bloonis.—In the large class for forty-eight cut
blooms, twelve incurved and twelve Japanese. Messrs.
W. & G. Drover, Fareham, led, with uniformly good
blooms; the Japanese were of fine size too, but the
incurved were not very large, but even and clean, the

most conspicuous blooms being Belle Poule, Ralph
Brocklebank, E. Molyneux, Boule d'Or (deep colour),
J. Delaux, Lord Alcester, Golden Empress, Barbara
(flne). Prince Alfred, and Empress Eugenie. Mr, J.

Horsefield, gr.to Lord Heytesbury, Heytesbury, Wilts,
was 2nd, also with good bloonis; Jeanne d'Arc was
very fine here, and Barbara, Lord Alcester, Jardin
des Plantes, Queen of England, Val d'Andorre, Carew
Underwood, E. Molyneux, and BLdle Paule. Messrs.
W. Ray & Co., Sittingbourne, were 3rd, having
Jardin des Plantes, Refulgens, Roi de Japonais, and
Criterion as their finest.

]\Ir. M. Sullivan, gr. to D. B. Chapman, Esq.,

Downsliire House, Roehampton, was the leader for

eighteen incurved blooms, distinct, with rather small
but fair samples, Mr. Bunn, J. Salter, Empress, and
Jardin des Plantes were shown. 2nd, Mr. A. G,
Hookings, gr. to Sir H. Thompson, West Moulsey,
who followed closely, having Lord Alcester, Cherub,
Empress of India, and Jardin des Plantes as his

best.

There were fifteen entries of six blooms (one
variety), Mr. J. Doughty, gr. to Mrs. Tomlin, Angley
Park, Cranbrook, leading, with fine blooms of Golden
Empress, of large size; and i\lr. Hewett, gr. to

II. B. Mackeson, Esq., Ilythe, was a close 2nd, with
Lord Alcester, in fine form.

The best eighteen Japanese were from Mr. W.
Packman, gr, to C. E. Shea, Esq., The Elms, Foot's
Cray, Kent, who had bright even blooms of fair size,

embracing the usual most popular varieties; a very
close 2nd was Mr. T. Glen, gr. to Mrs. Moutifiore,
Worth Park, Crawley, with uniformly bright blooms
slightly smaller than the foregoing. Messrs. W.
& G. Drover were the most successlul (out of four-
teen competitors) in the class for six Japanese, one
variety, with fine blooms of Boule d'Or, and Mr.
Doughty with Belle Poule, very finely coloured, was
2nd. Messrs. Drover were also 1st in the three classes
for reflexed. Anemone and Japanese Anemone
blooms, showing well in each instance.

For twelve pompons and also for twelve pompon
Anemones. Mr. Duncan, gr. to C. T. Lucas, Esq.,
Warnham Court, Horsham, was placed 1st with bright
flowers of good size in both cases, and Mr. E. Chad-
wick, gr. to E. M. Nelson, Esq., Hanger Hill House,
Ealing, was similarly jdaced, leading easily, for

twelve single varieties, staging a very pretty stand
of blooms.
Pot Plants.—These were well shown on the whole,

but the competition was not close. Messrs. Davis &
Jones, Camberwell, had a neat group of well-flowered
incurved varieties, in which class they were the only
exhibitors, and the 1st place was justly accorded.
For a group of Japanese flowered plants, Messrs. J.

Laing& Sons, Forest Hill, S.E., led well with a number
of large flowered plants, in which besides the popular
varieties there was Mons. Bernard, a long petalled re-

flexed Jap., after the style of ^fadame de Scvin, but of
deeper colour. Among other recent introductions
Messrs. Davis & Jones were 2nd, with the ordinary
varieties in smaller flowered specimens. The best
group from an amateur was that of Mr. F. Ball, gVt

to Sirll. Doulton, The Woodlands, Tooting Common,
with tall grown plants bearing large, bright, and
clean blooms—Lord Alcester, Empress, and Peter
the Great being prominent. Mr. J. Gravett, gi\ to
Dr. Hetley, Upper Norwood, was a fair 2nd with
several good Japanese specimens.

Six trained incurved plants were verj'good from
Mr. E. Cherry, gr. to Mr. Gabriel, Norfolk House,
Streatham, who had bush-trained plants, strong and
well flowered. Golden Empress and Queen of Eng-
land being the best, and the same exhibitor led again
for six trained Japanese, and for six trained pompons,
with low trained jdants in both instances. Of the
Japanese, L'lle des Plaisirs, Lady Selbourne, and
Cossack were the best ; all, however, being stong,
well-flowered, and healthy. Mr. W. Clarke, gr. to

J. H. Lile, Esq., Devon House, Brixton Hill, was
2nd for Japanese with very fine plants of Margofc
and Source d'Or.

Primulas. — Mr. J. Rodbourn, gr. to Baroness
Heath, Coombe House, Croydon, led for twelve
Chinese Primulas red, and for the same number of
doubles, having well-flowered plants. Jlr, A. Carter,
gr. to Alderman Evans, Ewell Grove, Ewell, Surrf^v,

occupying the 1st place for white Primulas, with tlie

best lot of all, the plants bearing large flowers of
good clean colour.

Special Prices.—These were offered bv Messrs.
Sutton & Sons, Reading; Messrs. J.Carter Sc Co.,
High Holborn, London ; and by Mr. C. Fidler,
Reading. ]\Ir. W. H. Smith, Horpit Warborough,
Shrivenham, took the leading prizes oft'ered for

Potatos by Messrs. Sutton, with clean and sound
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tubers ; and Mr. Cherry ami Jlr. G. GolJsmitli, grs.

to Sir E. G. Luder, Bart., Flore, Weedon, were ^nd

in different classes, the last-named leading for Onions

with large bulbs but rather soft. Mr. Ridgewell,

Histon Road, Cambridge, took both the Ist's offered

by Mr. Fidler for Potatos, showing sound healthy

tubers.

Non-competing Exhibits.—A centre of attraction

here was a large collection of Apples grown in

Nova Scotia (Port William), and exhibited by Messrs.

Nothard & Lowe, Tooley Street, London. They
were samples of fruit now arriving for sale in the

English market, and were remarkable for their high

colouring ; the following were the leading varieties :

—Gravenstein, Willoughby, Yellow Bellefleur, King
Pippin, Blenheim Orange, Two Ounce Pippin,

Emperor Alexander, Baldwin, Bailey's Golden,

Ribston Pippin, Pennock, and Northern Spy.

An extensive collection of Potatos was sent from

Messrs. .Sutton & Sons, embracing a large number
ot varieties, all well-grown and clean.

Mr. Fidler also sent a collection of Potatos, and

Jlessrs. Sutton, and also Messrs. Carter had Stachys

tuberifera.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, had

Dahlias, Pelargoniums, and Begonias.

Apples were shown by Messrs. J. Laing & Sons,

and by Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, both

having clean and well-grown fruits. Messrs. Cheal

also had Pears.

HITCHIN CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Nov. 9.—This Society held its third annual exhi-

bition of Chrysanthemums in the Corn Exchange on

Nov. 9. There was a fair amount of entries ; and

perhaps the best lot of blooms that has ever been

shown at Hitchin was on this occasion put up by

Mr. R. Adams, gr. to G. B. llodson, Esq., Erogmore
Hall, Hertford. Mr. J. Kipling, gr. to the Earl

of Lytton, Knebworth, also showed well.

For forty-eight incurved, 1st, Mr. Adams; 2nd,

Mr. Kipling. For forty-eight .Japanese, 1st, Mr.

Adams ; 2nd, Mr. Springhani, gr. to J. II. Tnke, Esq.,

Hitchin. I'or twenty-four Japanese, Mr. J. Anning,

gr. to W. 8. Brown, Esq., Digswell House, Welwyr,
was 1st, For twelve incurved, 1st, Mr. Jos. Upchurch,

gr. to T. S. Lucas, Esq. ; 2ud, Mr. Anning. For six

trained specimens in pots, Mr. Springhani was 1st,

Jlr. Upchurch 2nd. For three trained specimens,

Mr. Millard, gr. to W. Ransome, Esq., was 1st. I"or

twelve Japanese, Mr. E. Osman was 1st, and Mr.

Sharp 2nd.

In the amateurs class, Mr. Wm. Abbiss was 1st,

with three specimens ; Mr. W. G. P. Clark, was 1st

for nine incurved ; Mr. E. Catton, 2nd. Mr. Wm.
Abbiss was 1st for six incurved ; Mr. A. E. Halsey,

2nd. Mr. G. P. Clark was 1st with nine Japanese
;

and Mr. W. Abbiss, 2nd.

Groups.—These were nicely arranged, and most of

the plants were loaded with line flowers—1st, E. Mr.

Osman ; 2nd, Mr. W. Springtiam.

Medals.— Jlr. Adams was awarded the 'Silver

Medal for the best bloom in the show. There was

some difference of opinion as to which should take

it, the Japanese or the incurved ; it was in the

end given for a nice bloom of Empress of India.

Jlr. Springhani had a similar award for the

best plant in the show; and for the best bloom
in the amateurs class, Jlr. W. G. P. Clark took

the Bronze Jledal for Golden Emperor. A Corres-

pondent.

TWICKENHAN HOE.TICTJLTXIRAL.

NovEMEER 1.3.—Favoured with almost summer-
like weather this show was held in the Twickenham
Town Hall, on the above date. The entries showed

some falling off, but the exhibits were excellent.

Amongst material not for competition were an inter-

esting collection of Lycastes and Cypripediums,

backed by African JIarigolds in pots, sent by Jlr. Hem y
Little, which received higli commendation. Jlr.

Bates, Ponlett Lodge Gardens, had a tine Cypripe-

dium insigne, some decorative plants, and a line

lot of blooms of Japanese and incurved Chrysanthe-

mums, one flower of Jlaiden's Blush being half blush

and half rich yellow. Jlr. Howard, Teddington,

exhibited four tine plants of Calanthe vestita, caiTy-

ing numerous spikes of bloom. Jlessrs. Hooper &
Co., Twickenham, had a box of twenty-four bunches
of Gloxinia flov/ers from late-sown seedlings, won-
derously rich in colour and marking—a very fine

strain.

Mr. Eordham, a local florist, showed a group of

Chrysanthemums faced witii foli:ige and flowering

plants, and specially pleasing, a quantity of Per-
nettyas in pots, very fully berried.

Jlr. Walker, of Whitton, and Jlr. Warren, of Isle-

worth, both exhibited plants of their fine strains of

Cyclamen in bloom. The latter showed fully a
hundred plants in numerous colours.

Very remarkable as well as interesting were the

fine collections of Apples and Pears, with vege-
tables, shown by Jlr. Walter Jlann and Jlr. W.
Poupart, market growers, of Twickenham. Jlr.

Jlann had superb JIarket Red Celery, Cauliflowers,

Beet, Tomatos, &c., and many dishes of fruits. Jlr.

Poupart showed fifty dishes of Apples, all leading
market kinds, and twenty-five sorts of Pears, as

also some of his famous Celery.

In the competitive classes the 1st prize for an
arranged group of plants, here neatly faced with
Ferns, fell to Mr. J. Parsons, gr. to T. Twining,
Esq., Twickenham, whose grouping was as excellent

as his flowers were good. Jlr. Street, gr. to Lady
Freake, was 2nd, his plants having capital flowers,

being too crowded, and Mr. Waldie, gr. to J. Big-
wood, Esq., M.P., was 3rd. The best trained plants

came from Mr. Fallows, gr. to the Misses Vaughan,
who had Jlrs. G. Rundle, George Gleuny, Lord
Wolseley, and L'lle des Plaisirs. Scarlet Pelargo-
niums, Chinese Primroses, and Cyclamens were
moderate in quality.

Table plants were excellent, the best six coming
from Jlr. Parsons. Jlr. Filsell was placed 1st, with
a table-stand of flowers, but Jlr. W. Brown's seemed
to be the more elegant. A very charming stand of

berries and hardy foliage from Miss Redspey, St.

Margarets, took 1st place in its class.

The chief places in the cut flower competitions

were taken by Jlr. Coombs, gr. to W. Furze, Esq.,

Teddington, who was in form with incurved flowers,

and Mr. JIunro, gr. to J. D. Paul, Esq., Twick-
enham, who was equally strong in Japanese.

Mr. Coombs was 1st, and Jlr. Jtunro 2nd, with
twenty-four flowers, half incurved, and half Jap-
anese. Jlr. Coombs also came 1st with twelve fine

incurved flowers, Mr. Davis being 2nd ; and Jlr.

Coombs also took 1st place in the class for six in-

curved, one variety with purple flowers of Queen of

England, Jlr. JIunro coming 2nd with White Em-
press. Jlr. JIunro was 1st for twelve Japanese, in

two classes, all beautiful flowers ; and also had the

best six of one variety in grand flowers of Boule
d'Or.

Of fruits, Jlr. Street had the best Grapes in Ali-

cante. Mr. Hardham, fruiterer, showed grand Gros
Colmar, but not for competition. Jlr. Smith, Whit-
ton Park Gardens, had the best four dishes of

Apples ; Jlr. Fitzwater, gr. to H. Labouchere, Esq.,

Jl.P., being 2nd—all capital samples. Jlr. Davis
was 1st for four dishes of Pears, with Jlr. Garrod,

gr. to J. R. Tind.ill, Esq., 2nd.

The best collection of vegetables, really capital

samples, came from the Metropolitan Police (Orphan-

age, Jlr. Stroud, Superintendent, being the exhi-

bitor.

MOLESEY CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.
The annual exhibition under the auspices of the

East and West Jlolesey and Hampton Court Chry-
santhemum Society was held at the Conservative

Hall, Walton Road, East Jlolesey, on Tuesday and
Wednesday, Nov. 1-3 and 14. The finest group of

Chrysanthemums was shown by Jlr. Hookings, gr. to

Sir H. Thompson, while Mr. Peters, gr. to A. Keel-
ing, Esq., was next best. In the class for smaller

groups Jlr. Brazier, gr. to II. Jenkyns, Esq., came ofl'

1st ; Jlr. A. Jlasters, gr. to R. Earp, Esq., 2nd ; and
Mr. Tarrant, gr. to Mrs. Gilliot, 3rd. The class for

twenty-four blooms, distinct, (twelve incurved and
twelve Japanese) produced keen competition. Jlr.

Hookings was again successful, Jlr. Turnei', gr. to

F. Francis, Esq., taking 2nd place. The former col-

lection included fine specimens of Jlaiden's Blush,
Japonais, Ralph Brocklebank, Golden Empress of

India, and Prince of Wales, Jlr. Turner's two
dozen had among them commendable specimens.

Jlr. Hookings was also the winner of the 1st prizes

in the class for the best si.x incurved blooms of one
variety, and that for Japanese ditto. Empress of

India was the winner of the first-mentioned ; and of

the Japanese, JIadame C. Audiguier.

The amateur and cottager's classes produced some
interesting exhibits; and some fine fruit was shown,
Messsrs. Turner, Gower, Brazier, and Hayes being
to the fore in the latter department.

Several local gardeners lent plants, &c., not for

comnetition.

BRIGHTON AND HOVE CHRYSAN-
THEMUM.

November 13 and 14.—The above exhibition was,

without doubt, the best the Society has ever brought

together, the flowers and plants being of great merit,

and strong competition ruled throughout.

Cut Blooms.—In the highest class, that for forty-

eight, half to be Japanese, and half incurved, W.
& G. Drover, florists, Fareham, were 1st—Edwin
Jlolyneux, Avalanche, being amongst the fine Japa-

nese varieties shown ; whilst the incurved contained

the usual fine varieties. This was a good all-round

exhibit, with scarcely a weak bloom in it. Jlr.

Hopkins, gr. to Robert Thornton, Esq., High Cross,

Framfield, was 2nd, his best blooms being Thunberg,
Carew L^nderwood, and Belle Etoile ; and John
Salter, Bronze Queen, and Golden Empress in in-

curves. There were eight competitors.

For twenty-four incurved, the last named exhi-

bitor was 1st, with even blooms, John Salter

being again in fine condition ; 2nd, Jlr. JI. Russell,

gr. to Dr. Lewis, Henfield. 'The same number com-
peted as in the former class.

Twenty-four, Japanese.—1st, Jlessrs. Drover, with

another extra fine lot of blooms ; the 2nd prize going
to J[r. F. Glen, gr. to Jlrs. Jlontefiore, Worth Park,

Crawley, for an exhibit scarcely inferior. There
were seven entries.

For twelve incurved, 1st, Mr. Fowler, gr. to Jlrs,

Hall, Henfield, with very even flowers. Nine
competed. The same exhibitor was also the winner

for twelve riapanese with another extra strong lot.

Thunbcrg was very fine — Jlr. Jupp, gr. to G.
Boulton, Esq., Torfield, Eastbourne ; and Jlr. Snow,
South Park, Wadhurst, taking two respective 2ad
prizes.

For six incurved, Jlr. Hall was again 1st, and for

a similar number of Japanese Jlr. Snow was 1st, his

Duchess of Albany and Edwin Jlolyneux being extra

fine.

Messrs. Drover took another 1st for six reflexed

blooms in the best known varieties.

Jlr. Glen won the 1st for six Japanese, any variety,

with grandly developed blooms of Mdlle. Lacroix.

Jlr. A. W. Fieldwick, an amateur grower, also showed
well in this class.

For twelve pompons Jlr. Russell was a strong 1st,

with remarkably fine blooms in trusses of three each.

With an excellent bouquet Mr. Jliller, Southdown
Nursery, Shoreham, stood 1st, with an arrangement
devoid of formality. Jlr. Geere, Hurstpierpoint, was
a good 2nd. There were thirteen entries.

For table decorations in Chrysanthemums, Jlr.

Kent was 1st, and Jlr. Spottiswood, gr. to Mrs.
Duddell, Queen's Park, Brighton, 2nd.

The several classes provided for amateur growers
brought forth many examples, scarcely inferior to

those shown by professional gardeners.

Plants.—For four dwarfs, 1st, Jlr. Jleachen, gr. to

Jlrs. Armstrong, Withdeane, with a well-grown lot

in abundant bloom, the best being Source d'Or and
Bouquet Fait ; 2nd, Jlr. Hill, gr. to JI. Wallis, Esq.,

Withdeane, who had a fine plant of Princess of

Wales.
Jlr. Hill was 1st for a fine set of four standards;

Roseum superbum, Jlrs. Dixon, and Peter the Great
were extra good. 2nd, Jlr, Scutt, gr, to G. T. Jen-
kins, Esq., Burgess Hill, for four that were very

freely flowered, but scarcely good enough in quality.

Jlr. Jleachen .again won with four capital pyramids,

and Jlr. Hill for a single specimen of the same.

With groups there was also a strong competition.

In the larger class (100 square feet), arranged in a
semi-circle, Jlr. Bunney, gr. to W. Campion, Esq.,

Danny Park, Hurst, came off victorious, with an
effective group, composed of plants that displayed

the best of culture—Source d'Or, JIdlle. Lacroix,

Val d'Andorre, and Jlrs. Geo. Rundle were here used

to the best advant.tge ; Jlr. Taylor, gr. to Jlajor

Wav, Wick Hall, Hove, following, with a capital

exhibit of the best decorative kinds, including,

besides those already mentioned, good plants of

CuUingfordii.

In the smaller class of groups (60 feet), Jlr. G.
House, gr. to F. Jlowatt, Esq., Withdeane Hall, was
1st, and staged many plants therein with extra fine

blooms ; 2nd, Jlr. W. Collins, gr. to R. Clowes, Esq.,

Hassocks, with a group containing an abundant
display of bloom.
Pompons in six v.arietie3 were shown in good

order and abundantly bloomed by Mr. Godby, gr. to

Dr. Jloore, Burgess Hill ; and Jlr. Bunney was again

1st, this time for twelve plants in 6 inch pots with

excellent examples of decorative plants.

Primulas, single and double, were shown in large
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numbers. For the former Mr. Wickham, pr. to J.

Humphrey, Esq., Keymer, was 1st, with twelve whites

in capital orJer.

For double kinds, Mr. Tullett, foreman at the

West Brighton Nurseries (Mr. \V. Miles), was placed

1st, with twelve grandly flowered plants ; Mr.
Bunney being a good 2iid.

For twelve Cyclamens, Mr. Tullett was an easy win-

ner, with very floriferous examples of the best strains.

Mr. Meachen secured a 1st for six pots of Mig-
nonette among several good exhibits.

With six table plants, Mr. Snow gained the 1st

award, with plants of medium size ; Mr. Turner
being 2nd, with very light examples.

Fruit : Grapes.—Muscat of Alexandria was shown
in fine condition by Mr. Goldsmith, gr. to Mrs.

C. A. lioare, Kelaey Manor, Beckenham; being

followed by Mr. Spottiswood, with larger bunches,
but not quite so well up in colour.

Black Grapes were best represented by Black
Alicante, the 1st award going to Mr. Buxton, gr. to

J. Butler, Esq., Withdrane ; Mr. George Miles, Vic-
toria Nursery, following him closely. Some well-

kept Black Hamburgha were shown by Mr. Godby.
Mr. Goldsmith was 1st with four dishes of Pears,

showing fine examples of Fitmaston Duchess,
Duchesse d'Angouleme, Durondeau, and BeurreDiel

;

Mr. Cornwell, gr. to F. G. Courthorpe, Esq., Lewes,
being a good 2nd.
With dessert Apples, Mr. Goldsmith was 1st,

showing standard varieties, in good form. Messrs.

Goldsmith, Duncan, and Bunney showed good fruit.

I'egcfahlcs.—These were shown in large numbers,
and of first-rate quality, the 1st prize winners being
Mr. W. May, gr. to G. Neanie, Esq., Littlehamptou,
who was strong in roots ; and by Mr. Goldsmith,
who had a good all-round collection in the class for

Me&srs. Sutton & Sons* prizes ; in the latter class

Mr. Spottiswood staged a capital lot, and secured the
2nd prize.

Miscellaneous Exhibits were shown in good num-
bers, the chief of which were a group of large

decorative plants, in whicb some finely grown Tree
Ferns were most conspicuous. These were finished

off with small flowering and foliage plants, and
formed the central point of decoration in the dome
on the orchestral platform, and came from the West
Brighton Nurseries, being arranged by Mr.
Longhurst.

Messrs. Balchin, of Cliftonville and Hassocks, had
groups of finely-grown Ericas, foliage plants, and
some forty or more dishes of the best varieties of
Apples of Sussex growth.

Messrs. Cheal & Son also showed from their

Crawley Nurseries between eighty and ninety dishes
of Apples and Pears of the best kinds.

Some fine Grapes and a huge cross in white
Chrysanthemums came from Mr. AV. Miles

; the cross,

being arranged on black velvet, produced a splendid
effect.

The Colonies were represented by many fine dishes

of Apples, remarkable for their colour ; these were
exhibited by Mr. Starr, of Port William, Nova
Scotia.

DEVIZES CHRYSANTHEMXTM.
NovEsmER 13.—This took place as usual in the

Corn Exchange, in connection with the annual
bazaar in aid of the Benevolent Society, the exhibits

being as usual admirably arranged by Mr. T. King,
of Devizes Castle Gardens. The exhibition has to

be kept within certain bounds, but the plants were
very fine indeed, and the cut flowers, both incurved
and Japanese, highly finished.

Plants.—The beet four specimens, grandly grown
and flowered, came from Mr. Hale, gr. to C. N. May,
Esq., The Elms, Devizes, the varieties Empress of
India, Mrs. Dixon, G. Glenny, and Lord Alcester

;

2nd, Mr. Clack, gr. to C. E. Colston, Esq., Roundway
Park, Devizes, his best specimens being Barbara and
Mrs. G. Rundle. Mr. May was also Ist with a plant
each of Mrs. G. Rundle, Mrs. Dixon, and G. Glenny.
superbly grown and bloomed. Mr. Colston being
2nd. With four specimens of Japanese varieties Mr.
May was again Ist, having admirable grown and
flowered specimens of Blanche Fleurie, Bouquet
Fait, Soleil Levant, and Madame Bertha Rendaller.
2nd, Mr. Coliton, his two best specimens being
Madame S^vin and Madame Bertha Rendatler.
Mr. May had the best four specimen Pompons ; the
varieties being Mdlle. Marthe, Golden Mdlle.
Marthe, Soeur Melaine, and Black Douglas. 2nd,
Mr. ColBton.

Cvt BliSoms.—There were six collections of twenty

-

four blooms of incurved varieties in eighteen varie-

ties, and here Messrs. W. and G. Drover, nursery-

men, Fareham, were placed 1st, having large and
finely finished flowers of Lord Alcester, Alfred
Salter, Empress of India, Queen of England. Golden
Queen, Lord Wolseley, Jt-anne d'Arc. Princess of

Wales, Nil Desperandum, and Mr. W. Shijjman.
2nd. Mr. J. Horaefield, gr. to Lord Ileytesbury,

Wiltshire, who also had some excellent blooms, his

best flowers being Empress of India, Jeanne d'Arc,

Golden Empress, Queen of England, Bronze Queen,
Mrs. W. Shipman, Mrs. Ileale. Jardin des Plantes,

and Alfred Salter.

The best twelve varieties, distinct, came from Mr.
W. Thomas, gr. to Wilfrid Marshall, Esq., Taunton,
a very good lot, the leading varieties Golden Queen,
Jeanne d'Arc, Baron Beust, Lord Wolseley, &c.

;

2nd, Mr. G. lugleford, gr. to Sir J. W. Kelk, Bt.,

Tedworth, Wilts.

Mr. May had the best twelve shown with 4 inches
of stem and foliage, having excellent examples, some
of the varieties already named, including Mr. Bunn.
There was no other exhibitor in this class.

Mr. May also exhibited the twelve best Anemone-
flowered varieties, not less than four varieties, show-
ing good blooms of Lady Margaret, Fabian de Medi-
ana, Sojur Dorothee Souille, Gluck, and Mrs. Pethers.

The cut blooms of Japanese varieties were
numerous and very fine. Messrs. W. & G. Drover
were again 1st, with finely finished blooms of Mar-
guerite Marrouch, Gloriosum, Belle Paule, Jean
Delaux, Edwin Molyneux, Ralph Brocklebank, Ava-
lanche, Sec.,; 2nd, Mr. G. Inglefield.

Mr. May also had the best twelve reflexed varie-

ties, showing some very fine blooms of Amy Furzp,
Chevalier Domage, King of Crimsons, CulUngfordi,
Mr. Forsyth, and" Dr. Sharpe ; 2nd, Mr. W. Allen,
The Gardens, Shallowfield Park, Reading.

Baskets of hardy autumn foliage, including berries,

were a charming feature, a goodly number of baskets
being prettily arranged. The best came from Mr.
Thomas Lewis. Devizes; Messrs. K. J. Medlicott,
Dfcvizes, being 2nd.

Primulas, both single and double-flowered, formed
a pleasing exhibition of themselves, but space for-

bids our mentioning the names of the exhibitors of
these.

THE BRITISH FRUIT GROWERS'
ASSOCIATION".

A MEETING of the above Association was held in
the Royal Aquarium, on Thursday last, November
8, to discuss the subject of railway rates in relation
to fruit transit. Mr. T. F. Rivers took the chair at
5 P.M. In the course of a few introductory remarks
the Chairman congratulated the Association on the
encouraging success which has attended its formation.
We have, he said, succeeded in drawing public
attention to the necessity of thoroughly examining
the possible outcome of the decadence of industrial
fruit-growing in this country, and I hope of arresting
the serious loss which would undoubtedly occur if

measures were not taken to arrest such loss before
the evil had gone too far to mend. It is proposed
in the ensuing year to hold meetings in the pro-
vincial districts to invite the co-operation of all who
are willing to help us in the good work by reailing

papers and assembling to discuss matters which are
of vital importance to this particular industry.
We intend to deal with matters of important interest
in a thoroughly impartial spirit. One of the im-
portant points is the cost of the conveyance of fruit,

and we shall be glad if we can, by obtaining infor-

mation, enable growers, handicapped by distance
from the centres of distribution, to compete with
those more happily situated. We trust that we shall

be able to obtain by reports from competent persons
sufficient knowledge on this head to submit our case
to the Board of Trade. There are good grounds for

believing that the cost of the transport of fruit is

much greater than it need be, and that this cost
presses heavily on one of our native industries. I
must remind those who make the reports that the
facts must be accurate, and that a case which is to
be submitted to the Board of Trade must be very
clear and distinct.

We also hope by inquiry and discussion to raise

the standard of quality of fruits sent to market, and
as planting is likely to be carried on for some years
on a more extensive scale than has hitherto been
known, any information as to the relative value of

sorts in different districts will be of very great
importance to the planter, and it will, I hope, be one
of ,the aims and objects of the Society to classify

and determine as far as possible the suitability of

sorts of fruits to different localities ; the fewer sorts

the better, both for the fruit tree grower and the
planter. It is, I think, known to many that a very
decided liking is exhibited by certain fruits to par-
ticular districts. I may instance the Winesour Plum
in Yorkshire, the Ajjple orchards of Herefordshire
and Devonshire, the BuUaces of East Anglia, and in

my own district the singular success of the Early
Prolific Plum. A society which can visit the dif-

ferent fruit-growing districts will be able to gather
more facts than a society which is fixed permanently
in any one locality, and will, I imagine, much extend
its sphere of usefulness.

Mr. Watkins of Hereford remarked in a letter

that the present rates are amongst the greatest

hindrances to the extension of fruit-cultivation.

Mr. J. Udale. Tamworth, wrote—" Railway rates for

the transit of fruit and vegetables under some cir-

cumstances are quite prohibitive. Twelve months
ago I was in the habit of sending all classes of fruit

to two fruiterers in Birmingham. Choice fruit was
sent by passenger train, coarse fruit and vegetables
by goods train, thinking it would be much cheaper.
However, after one or two consignments had been
delivered at the ordinary goods rate, I received
notice from my customer that the railway company
had a higher tariff for fruit and vegetables, and that
they demanded extra payment of either Is. Si. or
Is. 6d. on previous payments for the same weight of

the same class of goods in the same hamper. This
additional charge, in conjunction with the rate upon
returned empties, caused me to cease sending such
goods to Birmingham, and I dispose of them nearer
home. This excessive charge by the railway com-
pany causes a direct loss to four classes of the

community :— 1st, the grower ; 2nd, the railway

companies themselves; 3rd, the fruiterer ; 4th, the
public. My experience is, that the railway rates are

prohibitive of the rapid transport and wider distri-

bution of all classes of garden produce except fruit

and flowers of the highest quality, beyond a distance

of twenty miles ; and I liave long been of opinion

that the time had come when it was desirable that

growers should combine for the purposes of dealing

with railway rates, selecting the most suitable mar-
kets, and disposing of their own produce, if possible,

direct to the consumer."
From Mr. W. E. Bear a suggestive letter was re-

ceived in which he said
—"It seems to me that the

only really important thing for your Association to

do in this connection, is to form a Parliamentary
Committee, and to get the Association recognised as

a body entitled to be represented before the Board
of Trade. All members who have real grievances

should send details to the Committee, and those that

prove on examination to be valid should be brought
before the Board of Trade. It is no use to read a

paper showing that rates on fruit are too high

;

everybody knows that. The time has come to get

such rates reduced."

Mr. Albert Bath said he had made some careful

comparisons between the rates per ton for fruit con-

veyed by rail from diff"erent stations at an equal

distance from London, and he showed, by a series of

figures, the extraordinary disproportion that existed

on some lines. He contended that a system of

equalisation was needpd in the interest of growers

who had to send their fruit long distances.

Mr. R. Dean followed with some facts and figures

relating to the irregularities of railway charges,

showing how the foreign preferential rates press

very heavily on the home producer, the difference

in a railway rate often meaning the whole of the

profit. It was stated that English Potatos and fruit

cost 235. 4d. per ton to bring from Selling (near

Faversham) to London, yet foreign produce of the

same character were brought to London via Selling

for 20s. per ton.

Mr. Figgures, of the Railway Clearing Office, re-

marked that the railway companies were mostly

willing to make any reasonable concessions, and that

there was a danger if rates were much decreased it

would have a tendency to flood some markets, with

a consequent reduction in prices to the producers.

He thought the best plan was to encourage people

to send their goods to the nearest markets. The
business of the meeting was concluded by a resolu-

tion, to the effect " that the Executive Committee
of the British Fruit Growers' Association be re-

quested to collect all available information on the

subject of railway rates in fruit transit and distribu-

tion, to enter into communication for this object

with the Railway and Canal Traders' Association,

and to submit the results in the form of a report at

the earliett convenient meeting."
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The Weather.

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
duration o£ the excess or defect of temperature above op
below 32° F. for the period named, and is expressed in Day-
degree — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hours.]
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remedy for the redundancy,

none.

Moreover, there is

CoREECTioNS.—In our report of the National Chyrsan-

themum Society, in our last issue, p. 547 (mis-

cellaneous Exhibits), for G. Bunyard & Co., read,

T. Bunyard, Ashford, had a collection of Apples
;

and on the same page in the twelve Japanese

blooms, Metropolitan class, for Buck read Beech.

FiiuiT FOR Pnoi'iT : G. C. We cannot, in these p.ages,

afford you the special information you seek, but

refer you to tlie recent numbers of the Gardeners'

Chronkle dealing with this matter, viz., the issues

for October 6, 13, 20 and 27.

GnAPEs: P. D. W. Tliey appear to have been rubbed

severely with the hand, or to have been syringed

heavily continuously. Red-spider will damage
Grapes sometimes by consuming the bloom on the

berries.

" LnrFENTLicHESLEDE": Dr. L. We are quite nn-

able to surmise what is meant. There is, probably,

some error in transcription.

Mustard and Cress : T. Smith. See our " Kitchen

Garden " calendar in this issue.

Names of Fruit: D. B. 1, local Cider Apple; 2,

Blenheim Orange.— W. P. 1, rotten; 2, Beurr6

Capiaumout ; 3 and 4, not recognised ; 5, Ribston

Pippin ; fi, Warner's King.

—

M. J. B. 1, Haw-
thornden ; 2, Fearn's Pippin ; 3, not recognised

;

4, Cox's Orange Pippin.— W. N. 1, Grange's

Pearmain ; 2, unknown ; 3. Scarlet Nonpareil ; 4.

Wadhurst Pippin ; 5, Golden Reinette ; 6, Royal
Russet.— G. S. Apples : 1 , Peasgood's Nonsuch

;

others unknown.— S. D. 1, Marie Louise d'Uccle
;

2, Beurr(S Gris ; 3, Thompson's ; 4, Emile d'Heyst

;

.5, Beurre Bosc ; 6, unknown.— t/. T. Pear : King
Edward.—& Pope. 1, Wadhurst Pippin

; 2, War-
ner's King; 3, Ilambledon Deux Ans.— W. W.

1, Beurre Capiaumont ; 2, Passe Colmar.

Names of Plants : P. I>. W. Embothrium cocci-

neum ; Athrotaxis laxifolia ; Thnia gigantea.

—

F.S.M. Single tlower, Odontoglossumtripudiaus;

the other is Oncidium prffitextum. — H. G. E.

Ciinum Mooreanum. — J. Fisher. 1, Epidendrum
sp., cannot determine without flower ; 2, Brassa-

vola Digbyana. Your other question next week.
— .7. B. li'uij. 1, Eria pubescens ; 2, Catasetum
fuliginosum ; 3, Cattleya Dowiana aurea. — G.

Mantin. 1, Goodyera sp. : send a leaf with Bower,

otherwise we cannot determine the species ; 2,

PhaUenopsis Esmeralda ; 3, Odontoglossum grande

(fine flower).

—

T. Gell. Matricaria multiflora

(South Africa).

—

F. H. 3, Erica propendens (a

rare plant) ; 4, E. spumosa.

—

P. H. Gosse. Poly-

gala cham:ebuxus.

—

Constant Reeuler. The Oak is

one of the innumerable seedling forms of the

common Evergreen Oak.

—

A. C. H. Both Picea

Morinda.

—

J. H. Cymbidium Lowiauum.

—

South

Devon. 1, Thuiopsis nutkaensis (borealis) ; 2,

Juniperus recurva ; 3, Cupressus, next week ; 4,

Lamium purpureum, golden-leaved variety ; 5,

Geranium sanguineum.

—

E. M. Pleione, next

week.

Perversion of French Names : E. P. W. It is

not fair to expect an ordinary gardener to be a

French scholar, and we do not think your pro-

posed scheme would jdo anything to lessen the

torturings of which you complain. As you are

going to try the effect of inducing your gardener

to pronounce Dupuis .Jamain as " Dupwee -Jam-

mang," and Gloire de Dijon as " Glwore der

Deejon," and so forth, you will soon be enabled to

judge for yourself how your proposed plan will

work ; but we are quite certain no Frenchman
would recognise French as you propose it should

be spoken in English gardens, any better than

according to present arrangements.

Planting S.andbills: A. D. W. The MS. is mis-

laid, and if found it shall be returned to you.

Poultry : W.Chitty. The articles you would supply

do not come within the scope of the paper.

Solanums : G. H. We suppose you mean the ordi-

nary berried species, which is easily raised from

seed or cuttings. Young plants raised from either

may be planted out in moderately good ground in

the full sunshine, or they may be kept in pots, giving

only slight shifts as they seem to require them.

Let the pots stand on a bed of coal-ashes, or

plunge them in the same to the rim. The essen-

tials are—syringing to keep down red-spider, care-

ful .'watering, and not permitting them to suffer

from dryness at the root, which is fatal to leaf and

bloom. The drainage of the pot should be efficient,

and the compost, sandy loara and leaf-mould.

Alter August is out, the plants in the open ground

should be potted, and all of tiiem be put into franii\s.

so as to be quite under control. From November
onwards treat them as greenhouse plants, and
some, even a little warmer, iffthe berries are

wanted to colour early. They require in the

winter months plenty of light and ventilation, but

not draughts of cold air.

The Heaviest Bunch of Grapes : F. H. F. On
September 16, 1875, at Glasgow show, Mr. Carron

showed a bunch of Trebbiano of 26 lb. 4 oz. in

weight.

Tomato Culture ; A. N. Y. W. There is no book
which treats of this subject, nor is there any need

of one. Any book on gardening matters treats the

subject explicitly enough.

Vines : E. M. They are not, as you suppose,

affected with Phylloxera, but seem to have suffered

at tlie root from some deleterious substance, or

from excessive heat at the root. Your note gives

no clue as to cause, and we cannot assist you
further.

CATALOGUE.? RECEIVED.

Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle—Trees and Shrubs.

William Etherington, The Gardens, Swanscombe,
Kent—Chrysanthemums.

Enoch White, Royal Bournemouth and Victoria

Nurseries, Bournemouth—Roses, Fruit Trees,

&c.
The Liverpool Horticultural Company, The

Vineyard and Nurseries, Garston, near Liver-

pool—Ornamental and Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

Thomas Kennedy & Co., KXi and lO.S, High Street,

Dumfries, N.B.—Forest, Fruit, and Ornamental
Trees.

James Back.house & Sox, Tlie Nurseries, York

—

Roses.

E^aLE Cappe, Rue de I'Eglise, Vesinet, Seine-et-

Oise, France—Hybrid Begonias, Orchids, Bro-

meliads, &c.

Rittergut, Zijschen, near Merseburg, Germany

—

Shrubs, Forest Trees, Roses, &c.

Communications Received.—E. Steward.—0. T,—J. D.—
A. H.—W. B. H.—J. Veitch & Sons.—J. K. J.—H. M.—
S. M.—J. Peed.—J. Eust.—E. C—E.—E. .J.—J. S.—Theta.—
VV. E.—S. C.-^T. Carter & Co.—Sutton & Sons.—J. Geddes,

W. W., L'Allegro (neit week).—J. T. B.—W. T. T. D.—
.T. C—P. W.—b. .T. Y.—C. H.—N. B.—M. D.—H. H. D'O.-
C W. D.—R. H. M.

^" Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be named, or

asking questions demanding timeand researctl for ttieir solution,

must not expect to olitain an answer to their enquiries in the

current week.

The Cork Industry in Spain.—The British

consul at Barcelona, in a report just published, states

that during the past year there has been much im-
provement in the cork industry, because there has

been an extraordinary demand for the superior kinds

of corks for champagne. The export of corks to

England, the Continent, and the United States, has

been greater than in former years. Gerona is the

most important centre of the cork industry in Spain,

and an idea of the magnitude of the manufacture

may be gathered from the following figures :—In

1885 the export of cork in pieces amounted to

15,883 cwt., while the number of corks exported was

1,1.37,217,000, representing a total value of about

£600,000. In 1886 this increased to 19,635 cwt. of

pieces, 16,357 squares, and 1,194,902,000 corks, of a

total value of £710,000. The corks are made with

diminutive machines of the simplest kind. Hun-
dreds of fiictories are scattered over the province of

Gerona, the town of Palamos alone having forty. In

some places the Cork trees have been suffering from
the invasion of a pest which threatened to destroy

them. A voracious caterpillar, or worm, appeared

by millions in the Cork forests, and in a very short

time stripped the trees of all the leaves from the

tips of the branches to the trunks. These worms
are now in their turn attacked and devoured by
another insect, a species of beetle of a dark green

colour, and armed with a horn with which it cuts

the worms up. Another insect in the form of a

crab ieanejrejo) pursues the worms and destroys

them. Moreover, when the caterpillar has passed

through its metamorphosis, and the butterflies have

deposited their eggs, another insect, until now un-

known, attacks and pierces the bags containing the

new germs, and destroys them. It is hoped that by

means of these three agencies the complete extinc-

tion of the destructive caterpillors may be accom-
plished,

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Prize Medals.
Quality. THE BEST In the Market. (All sacks included.)
PEAT, best brown fibrous ... 5s. per sack, .5 sacks for 225. 6(i.

PEAT, best black librous ... 4s. 6d. ,, 5 sacks for 204.
PEAT, extra selc-tcd Orcliid 7s. id. ,, 5 sacks for 35s.

LOA.M, PREPARED COMPOST Ms. per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... ) (sacks included).
SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. id. per bush., 14s. hall-ton. 24s. ton.
RAFFIA FItRE. best, only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb. ; 23 lb., 37s.

SPHA(}NUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., 8s. per sack.
CHUBB'S"PERFECT"FER-1 IK Bags.
TILIZER (the Best Food for ( . —^ ,

all kinds of Plants, Flowers, (Tins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 561b. 1 cwt.
Fruits, VeKetables, &c. ...) 1/6 3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/3 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-
VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- .5/6 10/6 17/-
RUSSIAN MATS, BAMBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, £j per ton. Extra large Sample Bales. 6s. each. Also
prcparril f.,r I'nnUrv IViis, K.ibbits. &c., in Sacks, ls.6rf. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),
sacks, 1,,. l'/...,,ili

; lusu, ks. Vis. id.\ 15 sacks, I7s.6rf.; 20 sacks,
2b.v. :

j:> s;h ks, L'lv. ; :ii) sacks, 27s. ; 40 sacks, 35s. ; 50 sacks,
40s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail, 30s. Limited quantities
of G.. special rjualitv f^ranulated in sacks only. 2s. id. each.

SPECIAL MANURES, fur Farniirs, Agriculturists, Market
Gardeners, ami nlbrrx (concentr.ated into a Dry Powder).

CHUBB'S "PRODUCTI'VE" MANURE, in bags, £3 per ton
(bags includrd); >L,mi,lc 1 cwt. bags. 4^.. producing extra-
ortlinary results, and worth four or Ii\i. tiiii..^ the actual cost.

Try it against anv oth..r nimur... iin niatt.T what price.

CHUBB'S " COMPOUND SOOT and SEWAGE" MANURE,
in bags, £2 per ton (bags included) ; sample 1 cwt. bag,

3s., made principally (by special process) from London
Soot and Sewage w ith other fertilizing agents.

Terms strictly Cash icithorder. Bankers. Union Bank ofLondon.

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD, MILWALL, LONDON, E.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

id. per bushel ; 100 for 2os. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),

40s. ; 4-bushel bags, id. eacli.

LIGHT BROWN FLBROUS PEAT, 5s. 6d. per sack ; 5 sacks,

2.5s. ; sacks, id. each. '

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. per sack, 5 sacks, 22s. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, 1.!. 9d. per bushel ; 15s. per half

ton : 26s. per ton, in 3-bushel bags, id. eack.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. id. per sack.

MAMURES. GARDEN STICKS, VIRGLN CORK, TOBACCO
CLOTH. RUSSIA MATS. &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.R.H.S., 21, Goldsmith's Street, Druiy
Lane (lat,.ly Killed 17a, Coal Yard), W.C.

PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
CHOICE PLANTS, FERNS, HEATHS, jlZALEAS, &c.

EPFS & CO. are now prepared to offer PEAT, as above,

of hrst-class quality, at lowest prices. Send for Samples, Price

List and Testimonials. DepOt for HORTICULTURAL
SUXDREES. LOAM. S.1ND, LEAl'-MOULD, SPHAGNUM,
COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EPPS & CO., Bingwood, Hants.

ISHUKST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeaers since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrips, Greeu Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of soft-'svater ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes. Is., 35., and 10s. 6d.

GISHUllSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Tjimited), London.

GAIIDEN KEQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
Virgin Cork, Raffia, Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work,

Manures, &c. Cheapest Prices of

WATSON AND SCULL. 90. Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.

BOXES - Light Wood BOXES
for Sending Cut Flowers or Plants bv Post or Rail. WREATH,
CROSS, and Improved BOUQUET Boxes. WOOD TRAYS for

Sowing Seed, Striking Cuttings, &c-. Cheaper and better than
Pots or Pans. Samples, with Price List free, 6 stamps. Write
for Samples, stating requirements, to

CASBON'S Box Works. Wlllfield. Peterborough.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16,000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 (Mrt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Statlona
Liquid Non-Poisonoua PainU for Inside of Conservatoriea, &o.

Prices, Patt^ma, and Teetimonials, Poatrfreo.

JJt. BELLB BAUTAOB YARD, LVDOATE EIU, &e,
Bj^OBBIiOB'S walk, OVBUK.—Di—nnt t*t CuA.
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^ PA"I*EJ\I T **

^0 PAGATOR
A simple ana (.'ue.;Uial meuu,-ui u tilling tin- Hul.-«iiter Pi p--^

in a Greenhouse for Hortii-ultural Purposes. To beiug obtaiued
cf all Nu'serymen ami Horticultural Sunclriesmen, or direct
from the Patentees and sole Manufacturers.

GARDEN POTS.
Ours are unsurpassed by any in the Trade. £h Orders car-

riage paid to any goods station on the L.B. & S.C, S.E.. or
L.C.D. Railways. Send for Price LIST. ORCHID POTTERY
of every description. Samples carriage free.

THOS. PASCALL & SONS,
SOUTH NORWOOD POTTERY, SURREY, S. E.

RUSSIA MATS— EAFFIA.—
NEW ARCHANGEL MATS and all kinds of

ST. PETERSBUKG MATS, RAFFIA FIBRE, TOBACCO
PAPER and RAG, BAMBOO CANES, &c., supplied at Lower
Prices than any other Firm. The Trade only supplied.
MAKENDAZ A.XD FISHEK, JamesStreet, Covent Garden. W.O.

To Nurserymen. Seed Merchants, and Flortsts.

J BLACKBURN and S(JNS are offering Arch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade: also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags. Raffia Fibre. Tobacco Paper,
and Shading. Prices free.—4 and 5. Wormwood Street. E.G.

ROOT PRUNING can be better and more
BcisDtifioally performed with the new Pat«nt " MYTI-

CUTTAH " than by any other means. Send for Price Lista of
thia novel invention and of our other new and well-known
Pruning Tools.—STANDARD MANUFACTURING COMPANT.
St. Alkmund'9 Churchyaro, Derby. Sold by Seedsmen and
Ironmonscers at home and abroad.

STOVES.
Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT (IMPROVED),
for Greenhouses, Bedrooms, ftc.

GREENHOUSES Heated 24 Hours for about One Peony,
without attention. KIIBERTS'S PATENT TERRA-COTTA
STOVES for CO.AL give pure and ample heat with common
coal, or coal and coke. For Greenhouses. Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS.
112. Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

WATERPROOF TREE
ipiiilities of

LABELS,

DIRECTION LABELS,
for Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists.

Samples and PRICE LIST on application.

FISHER. CLARE & CO..

LABEL MANUFACTrRERS. Ito.^roN. TJNCOLNSHIEE.

Sl-OZ. Foreign of the above sizes, in 100 and 200 feet boxes,
Srds and 4th3 qualities, always kept in stock.
A larce stock of similar current sizea of 16-OZ plaas in

300 feet boxes.
English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

free delivery in the country in (^tiantities.

GEORGE FAKMILOE & SONS,
34, St. Jolm Street, West Smithfleld. London, K.C.

iitack List and Prices on application. Price L.ist of Colours,
Varnishes. Designs ot Stained i, f^adedGlass. QMote Chronicle.

Established, a.d. 1818.

HENRY HOPE,
Horticultural Builder aiui

Hot-water Engineer,

66, Lionel St., Birmingham.
Plans and Estimates on

application.
Experienced Workmen sent to any part of the Kingdom.

BOULTON&PAUL,
NORWICH.HORTICULTURAL

BUILDERS,

No. 75.^MELON & CUCUMBER FRAMES
A large stock of the Frames reaiiy, nuide of the niont durable

red deal, wnd are the best to be had. The Frames are 24 inches
high at back, and 13 inches high in front, bolted at the
corners, easily taken to pieces if required. The Lights are
2 inches thick, with iron bar across, and one handle at the top.

Glazed with best English 21-oz. glass and painted four coats.

CASH PRICES. Carriage Paid.
Leiii^th. Wi.

1 Light Frame, 4 ft. by 6 ft.

,

^ „ M S » Ity 6 „ .

3 „ „ 12 „ by 6 „ ,

Price.

: 0.

; 0.

: 5 0.

. 10 0.

I 15 0.

i 0.

Packing
Cases.

3.S. Orf.

3s. 6d.

4s. Od.

is. 6d.

5s. Od.

5s. 6d.

4 „ „ 16 „ bv 6
5 „ „ 20 „ by 6
G „ „ 24 „ by 6

Half allowed for Cases if returned at once, carriage paid, and
in good order. Carriage paid to any station in England and
Wales. Also to Dublin, Cork, Londonderry, Glasgow, and
Edinburgh, or stiilions equivalent.

CATALOGUES POST FREE.

PORTABLE
GREENHOUSES.
No. 2, Span-roof, Tenant's

Fixture, pretty, cheap, and
well constructed, complete,
with staging, painteil 2 coats,

and carriage paid to any sta-

tion in England. Lean-to's in

proportion.

Loughborough Hot-Water Apparatus (fixed) extra as below.
Size. Price, K.W. Ap.

8 ft. bv 6 ft. £8 10 JM 14

11 ft. by 8 ft. £11 £.5

14 ft. by 9 ft. £1S .5 £5 10

18 ft. by 10 ft. £24 I.t £6

Size. Price, H.W. Ap.
20 ft. by 12 ft. £29 £8
24 ft. by 13 ft. £35 £10
30 ft. by 13 it. £l3 10 £11 .=.

40 ft. by 14 ft. £57 10 £12 10

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of HoRTICUlTURiL BUILD-
INGS, with Prices for Erecting and Heating, FREE.
SURVEYS MADE

FREE OF CHARGE.
IN ANY PART OF THE COUNTRY
Designs and Estimates FREE.

DEANE &
Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineer-

*'^-
"stler"""" \ LONDON BRID GE.

CO.,

HOS. W. ROBINSO
Dennis Park Iron vorks.jSfourtridge.

N

4-in. Expansion Joint Hot- water i'lpey, tllYvt luii^, 4^ od tiiLh ;

4-in. Socket Hot-water Pipes, 9,feet long, 4i bd each.
Illustrated revised price List on application, free

Greatly Reduced in Price.

SILVESTER'S PATENT TRENTHAM BOILER
Is the BEST. CHEAPEST, and MOST ECONO>UCAL
BOILER EXTANT for all heating purposes, and is only
supplied by the PATENTEE. All other kinds of BOILERS.
PIPES. VALVES, HEATING and VENTILATING APPA-
RATUS manufactured by

F. SILVESTER & CO.,
CASTLE HILL WOP.KS, NEWCASTLE,

STAFFORDSHIRE.
Full Particulars on application.

ANTHRACITE.
-LM- Be^t quality. Horticultural and general purposes.

HOCK.\DAY AND CO., Colliery Proprietors, SYDNEY.

CPEARMAN'S SERGES.—THE BEST INO THE WORLD.—Pure INDIGO DYE. ROYAL NAVY
BLUE, U'OADED BLACK. Also in all other colours and
FANCY WEAVINGS. Low quotations. No draper or tailor

sells SPEARMAN'S renowned Serges; they can only be
obtained direct from SPEARMAN, SPEARMAN, PLYMOUTH.
No material manufactured is so useful for Ladies' Autumn
and Winter Wear or Gentlemen's Suits. Send for patterns,

and select at home for yourselves. Parcels carriage paid in

Great Britain and Ireland. Goods packed for export at lowest
freights.

H^
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R. HALLIDAY &, CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenliouses. Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., conaLruLtcd uu our improved plan, are the

perfeotiou of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cuiiiiot be equalled. We only do one class of work,
and tlmt the very best.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of any one out of our firm,

from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success guaranteed
in all casea. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hotbed Boxes, &c., always in stock.

Plans, Estimates and Catalogues free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
T> HALLIDAY and CO. desire to
-*-*^» draw special attention to their Cucumber Frames,
of which they always have a large stock, ready glazed and
painted. They are made of the best materials, and can be put
together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Prices delivered to any station in England :— £ s d
2-Iight frame, 8 feet by 6 feet 1 tj , - ( 3 10
3-lightframe, 12feetby6feetL^^*=^Te J 550
ti-hghtframe. 24feetby6feetj^^^^ *^^^( 10

The glass is nailed and puttied in. Lights and framing for
brick pits at proportionately low prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers,

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON
MANCHESTER.

London Agent, Mr. H. SKELTON, Seedsman. &c

.

2, HoUoway Road, N.

Pleaae nauie] EVERY LADY IS DELIGHTED WITH [Gard. Chron.

ROBINSON
QUALITY

& CLEAVER'S

SPECIALLY SELECTED DRESS FABRICS.

They are THE VERY BEST, by far THE CHEAPEST, and in THE LATEST FASHION.

A Post-card, Letter, or Telegram
brings Patterns, Post-free. ROBINSON 6c CLEAVER, By Appointments to the

Queen and the
Emprt'ss of Germany, BELFAST.

CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT

THE THAMES BANK lON COMPANY
{Telegraphic Address—" Hot-water, London." Telephone—No, 476.3.)

Have now pleasure in bringing to the notice of Horticulturists and Gardeners generally their

NEW PATENT (No. 9090, 1888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
WHICH IS WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST ALL ROUND BOILER IN THE MARKET.

It combines all the advantages of

its class so well known, and by the

improved method of forming the

joints — viz., with India-rubber

Washers—THE OLD AND TOO

OFTEN INEFFECTUAL WAY
OF CAULKING THE JOINTS

IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED

WITH.

It can be erected in a few hours,

and may be relied upon as a

thoroughly sound and good Hot-

water Generator. It has been care-

fully tested in every possible way,

more especially with regard to power

and durability, and the result hai

been highly satisfactory.

SECTi

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &c.

Inspection Invited. Price List Free on Application. Illustrated Catalogue, Is.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.
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WANTED, a HEAD SHOPMAN, in a Retail
T T SL^ed ami Nursery Uusiuess, in Loudou, who is well up

to his dutie-i, and is able to produce first-class refereuces.

—

Apply, Willi all particulars, to Z., Hurst & Son, 15:^,

Huuiidsditcli, E.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, a smart ASSISTANT, for the
Vegetable Seed nepartment.—Apply, with all par-

ticulars to SEED ASSISTANT, Gardeners' Chronicle Ulilct', 41,

WelliugtonStroet, Strand, W.C.

ANTKD, a JUNIOU ASSISTANT, in

Retail VegetJible Seed Department.—Apply iii own
handwritinfj. with full particulars and references, to B. S.

WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Hollo-

way, London, N.

GABDENINO APPOINTMENTS.
Me. McDougall, lately with Mr. C. R. Law-

son, Nunnykirk Hall Gardens, Morpeth, has

been appointed Head Gardener to L. E. Ames,
Esq., Linden Hall, Morpeth.

Mr. F. Singleton, for the past four years

Foreman at Inwood House Gardens, llenstridge,

Blandiord, has been engaged as Gardener to J.

MuRiiAV, Esq., Mastriok Hall, Bournemouth.

Mr. JoKN Bracher, for the past six years in

the gardens at Inwood House, has been engaged
as Gardener to H. B. Batien, Esq., Hollands
House, Yeovil, Somerset.

WANT PLACES.
Letters addressed '* Paste liestante" to ifiitials or to fictitio^ts

names are 7iQt forwarded, biet are at once returned to tke

writers.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.—In many mstances
Remittances in Payment of Repeat Aduertisements are
received without name, address, or anything beyond tke

postmark on envelope by which to identify the sender ; this

in all cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and fre-

quently the sender cannot be identijitd at all.

Adverttsei-s are requested when Remitting to give their

Names and Addresses, and also a Reference to the Adver-
tisement which they tvtsh repeated.

POaTAL ORDERS.—'To Advertisers, Subscribers, and
Others.— It is very important in Remitting by Postal Order
that It should be filled m payable to iVo. 4li, DHC/RY LjLNE,
to W. RICHARDS, as, unlessthe number of a Postal Order is

known, and it has beeyi made payable at a particular office, and
to a particular person, it is impossible to prevent any person
into whose hands it may fallfrom negotiating it.

N.B. —The best and safest means of Remitting is by POST-
OFFICE ORDER. __^^_^^_^^_^__

Gardeners, Foresters, Laud Stewards.
"p B. LAIKD AND SONS can recommend with
XV • every confidence Scotchmen thoroughly qualilied as

GARDENEKS, FORESTERS, or LA>"D STEWARDS, either for

large or small esLablishment:^. and \\ ill be pleaded to furni&h full

particuliirs on ;ipplicatiou. — 17, Frederick Street. Edinburgh.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen requiring Land Agents,
STEWARDS, BAILIFFS, or GARDENERS.

JAMES CAKTEK and CO. have at all

times upon their Register reliable and competent MEN,
several of whom are persoually well known to Messrs. Carter.

Enquiries should be made to 2'il and L'38. Hifjh llolboru. W.C.

(SCOTCH GAKD ENERS.
kj —John Dowsie (of the late firm of Downie & Laird),

Seedsman, 144, Princes Street, Edinburgh, has at present on
his List a number of SCOTCH GARDENERS, waiting re-

engagements. He will be pleased to supply fall particulars

to any Lady, Nobleman, or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy
and competent Gardener.

ICH ARD SMITH and (Tol
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that they
will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with particulars,

&c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

J AND li. THYNE, Nurserymen, Glasgow,
• can always RECOMMEND MEN of known character

and ability as G.\RDENERS to any Lady or Gentleman re-

quiring such. Applications solicited.

Gy
AKDENER (Head). — Age 30, single

;

I eleven years' experience. Excellent references; last five

years at Wa'ddesdon Gardens, Barou de Rothschild. M.P.

—

M. C, Gordon Villa, Goldworth Road, Woking, Surrey.

AKDENKK (Head) ; age 32.—The Adver-
TISER has had twenty years' experience in the best

Noblemen's and Gentlemen'3 Gardens in England. For the

last five years Foreman at Great Gearies, under Mr. Douglas.
Highly recommended.—H. Y., Great Gearies, Ilford, Essex:.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 36; twenty-one
years' practical experience in first-class establishments.

Exceptional testimonials ami references from present and
previous employers. — W. AN'D J. BROWN, Nurserymen,
Grantham.

GARDENER (Head), where another is kept.
Age 28. married, no family ; sixteen years' experience

in the general routine of Gardening. Can have excellent

character from present situation. Suburbsof London preferred.

—J. THURGOOD, The Lodge, Loudwater House, Rickmans-
worth, Herts.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 35, married;
twenty years' practical experience in Early and Late

Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, the Cultivaticn of

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, &.c. ; also Kitchen
Gardens and Pleasure Grounds. Good character.—J. FINLAY-
SON, The Gardens Combe Bauk, Seveuoaks.

ARDENER (Head) ; age 30, married when
suited.—D. Mackay, Gardener to the Right Hon. Sir

Massey Lopes, Bart., can with confidence recommend his Fore-
man, E. Dawe, to imy Lady or Gentleman requiring a
thoroughly practical good Gardener. Fifteen years' practical
experience —Maristow, Roborongh, Devon.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 34.— Mrs.
AXDERSOX, Waverley Abbey, Farnham, Surrey, wishes

to recommend her Head Gardener (who was with her for

nearly seven years) to any Lady ur Gentleman requiring a good
practical Gardener. Twenty yt:-ars' experience in large esta-
blishments.— S. P., Upper Shornf, Gravesend, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept; age 30, married.—A Lady wishes to recommend

her Head Gardener as above ; thorougli practical experience in
all branches, Early and Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen
Garden. Higliest references from previous employer.— J. M.,
21, Myrtle Terrace, Weymoutli, Dorset.

ARDENER (Head).— G. Hall, for nine
years Gardener to the late Lord de Tabley, Tabley

House, and previously Foreman at the Duke of Cleveland's,
Raby Castle, is open for re-engagement. Left through death
of employer. Twenty-tw o year.^' hrst-class experience. Refer-
ences of the highest order. — G. HALL, 11, Tipping Street,
Altrineham.

GARDENER (Head Woeking).—Alfred
Kember, Bcsborough Court, Cork, offers his si'rvices as

above. Thoroughly acquainted witli every branch of Garden-
ing ; and first-class references. English and Protestant.

GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 29;
abstainer; thoroughly experienced in Flowers, Fruit,

and Vegetables; good at (Jhrysanthemimis. First-class per-
sonal character.—J, R., 10, Cromwell Road, Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35, no
family; thoroughly experienced in Early and Late

Furcing of Fruits, Flowers, aud V.'getables, and Growiig for

Exhibition, &,c., aud general routine of Gardening.—GEO.
HOLLIS, Wittou, NortH Walshaui. Norfolk.

GARDENER (Head Working).—In the
prime of life, unmarried ; trustworthy, and thoroughly

competent in all branches. Abstainer. Five years' excellent
character, also testimonials.—M. M., 283, King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working), where one
or two others are kept.—Age 46, married ; thirty years'

experience. Understands Vines. Greenhouse, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Can ha\e twenty years' good character
from present employer.—GARDENER, Trafalgar, Salisbury.

G-t ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 41,
^ married, no family; tlioroughly trustworthy. Expe-

rienced in Stove and Greenhouse plants, Vines, Flowers,
Fruits, and \'egetables. Fifteen years in present siuation.
Leaving through death.—W. GROSSMAN, Ferudale, South
Wales.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married over twelve years, no family ; twenty years'

good practical experience in Frui*;, Flowers, and Vegetables,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Good character. Wife no
objection to help in the house when required.—F. RAPLEY,
The Lodge, Chiltley, Lipliook, Hants.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).
—Married; eight years' experience in Houses, Kitchen

and Flower Garden. Good cliaracter from last ani previous
employers.—F. EARLEY, Wooltou Hill, Newbury. Berks.

GARDENER (Single-handed). — Middle-
aged, married, three children (youngest 10 years) ; good

character. Understands tlie Management of Sheep and Cattle

;

can Milk, besides tlie ordinary Garden Work.—GARDENER,
Chetwode Manor, Buckingham.

GARDENER, (Second), where four or five

are kept.—Eiglit years' f;ootl character.—VV. H., [Mr.
Goodman, Postman, .53, Prince Street. Swindon, Wilts.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Garden.—Age I'J ; Rood character.—EGBERT WOOD-

MAN. Esher Post OIEce, Surrey.

G-<
ARDENER (Under).—Age 22 ; four years'

JT good character.—J. Masu.v, The Gardens, Donuiugton
Grove, can with confidence recommend a young man as above.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 24; four
y. ars in last place. Well recommended.—C. TINDALL,

Dorrington. Lincoln.

To Florists and Market Gardeners.

FOREMAN (Working).—Age -U, married,
no family ; good Propagator and Grower. Thorough

energetic and pushing man, of long and varied experience.
Good character Irom present employer. Kent or Midhind
Counties preferred.—A. T., 41, Wellington Street. Strani. W.C.

FOREMAN, or SECOND.—Age 27, married
;

thirteen years' experience. Well recommended from all

previous employers.—FORP'MAN, 4, Dovedale Place, Pinner
Road, Sudbury, Harrow, N.W.

FOREMAN and PROrAGATOR.—Age 34;
high references.—G. L., 2, Sharp's Buildings, Tower

HiU, E.

lyURSERY FOREMAN (Genekal).—Prac-
.*-* tical knowledge of tlie business in all its branches.
References, &c., J. MUNRO, Northlields, Stamford, late of the
Upton Nurseries, Chester.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 19;
t> five years' experience. Good character.—W. ELLIOTT,
Tlie Gardens. Guy 's Cliff. Warwick.

JOURNEYMAN; age 21.—Mr. Benneld,
Gardener to Sir P. Rudcliffe, can recommend a youth a3

above. Abstainer; Catholic—The Gardens, Kudding Park,
Knaresborough, Yorkshire.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses ; age 22.—Mr.
Mllso.m, Gardener to the Eight. Hon. Sir Harry Veruey,

Bart., will be pleased to recommend a yoimg man as above.
Five years' good character.—Claydon Gardens, Winslow. Bucks.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 22;
seven years' experience. Four-and-a-half years in present

place. Good character. — F. BFNGOUGH, The Gardens,
Sugnall Hall, Eccleshall, Staffordshire.

ARKET GARDENING, under Glass.—

A

young Gentleman with Farming experience wishes
to learn above business, near London. Moderate premium.

—

Apply C. M., Barrow & Co., 99. Gresham Street, E.G.

NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by
young man well up in Soft-wooded Stuff and Ferns.

Good references.—RYNOR, 51, Thorne Street, Wandsworth
Road. S.W.

''(^0 NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted in a
-L Nursery by a young Man willing to make himself
generally useful. Five years' first-class reference; age 20.—
JAMES THOMSON, Law Nursery. Apperley, Leeds,

O NURSERYMEN and Others.—Lad re-
quires situation in Market Nursery. Four years'

experience ; reference*. Can Drive and "take Fires.-C.,
IS, Hatcham Park Road, New Cross, S.E.

^rO GENTLEMEN and GARDENERS.—
-1- Wanted, by a youth (age 17), a situation in a Gentle-
man's Garden. Good character. Seventeen months' experi
ence.—W. H. HOTTING, Swavesey Road. Billinghurst, Sussex"

NURSERYMEN, &c. — A young Man
(age 19) desires re-engagement in a Nursery or Private

Establishment. Total abstainer. Good references.-J., 81,
Talfourd Road, Peckham, S.E.

HEAD GARDENERS.—Strong youth
(age 17), anxious to Learn. Bothy. Liberal Premium.

—W. T., 15, Portland Terrace, Pitville, Cheltenham.

To Head Gardeners.

COWMAN.—Married ; willing to fill up time
in Garden. Wife good Poultry and Dairywoman. Well

up in Rearing Poultry.—J. EDWICK, Wharton Grange,
Framfield, Sussex.

''ro ORCHID GROWERS.—A. Milmcax,X Orchid Collector to R. B. White, Esq., Arddarroch,
seeks re-engagement for any class of Orchids.—A. M., R. B.
White, Esq.. Arddarroch, Garelochhead, Dumbartonshire.

To Nurserymen.
''PRAVELLER, or MANAGER and TRA-
-L VELLER.—Trustworthy; experienced in every branch.
—M. C, .303, Wharfdale Avenue, Meanwood Road, Le?ds.

SHOPMAN, or MANAGER. — Age 30

;

kj thorough knowledge of Seed, Bulb, Plant, and Flower
Trade. Good references. — SEEDSMAN, ^5, Tetcott Rjad,
King's Road. Chelsea, London, S.W.

SHOPMAN.—Eight years experience. Good
knowledge of Book-keeping, Nursery Stock, Seeds. &c.,

Disengaged end of November. Well recommended.

—

ALPHA,
Messrs. Laird & Sons, Seedsmen, Edinburgh.

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN, or situation in large House.

—

Good knowledge of Trade, especially Seed and Bulb
Departments, Office routine, &c. Eight years" experience;
part time in large London Houses. Willing to assist in any
department. First-class references.—M., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office. 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

HOPMAN (First or Second).—Age 23;
seven years' experience. Thorough knowledge of Seeds,

Bulbs.JPlants, and Sundries. First-class references.—A. LOW,
21, East Cross Causeway, Edinburgh.

''PO NURSERYMEN.—Advertiser (age 29)
-L desires situation in Cut Flower Department. Used to

Management. Good at Bouquets. Fnnfra' Deiigus, See.—
T. VIGOR, 143, Sherlock Street, Birmingham.

FLORISTS.—AVanted a situation for a
young Girl (age 17) in a West-end Florist Business.

Had eighteen months experience, and able to make Button-
holes and Wreaths.-G. CHAPMAN. Id. Halsey Street, S.W.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.—
Counsel for the Delicate.—Those to whom seasons of

changeable temperatures are protracted periods of trial should

seek "he earliest opportunity of removing all obstacles to good
health. This cooling Ointment perseveringly rubbe<l upon
the skin, is the most reliable remedy for overcoming all

diseases of the throat and chest. Quinsey, relaxed tonsils, sore

throat, swollen glands, ordinary catarrh, and bronchitis,

usually prevailing at this season, may be arrested as soon as

discovered, and every sympton banished by HoUoway's simple
and effective treatment. This Ointment and Pills are highly
commended for the facility with which they succesfully conquer
intluenza ; the allay in an incredibly short time the distressing

fever and teasing cough.
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NONE IS GENUINE THAT DOES NOT BEAR OUR NAME ON THE SACK.

THOMSON'S
IMPROVED

VINE, PLANT, AND VEGETABLE

MANU
AWARDED ONLY MEDAL FOR ARTIFICIAL

AT EDINBURGH INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1886.

MANURES

This Manure, on its own merits, has come rapidly into extensive use. The materials it is composed of are of

the highest mamirial value, and so balanced as to combine immediate with lasting effects. It is a safe and certain

Manure for every fruit-bearing plant from the Yine downwards, as well as for Pot Plants and Vegetables.

TERMS.
1 ton .

10 cwts
5 „

1 cwt. ... £100
56 lbs. 10
28 , 6

Directions for use are jj/m-eii in eneli. SkcI,', ami printed on the Tins.

Orders above 1 cwt. Carriage Paid to all Stations. Can be had of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

£18
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutch Bulba.

Every MONDAY. THUKS1>AY, ami SATURDAY.
Great L^nrcstTved Sales.

MESSRS. PKUTHEKUE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at the Central Sale Rooms, 67 and

68, Cheapside, London, E.G., every MONDAY, THURSDAY, and
SATURDAY, at hulf-past 11 o'Clock precisely, extensive con-

Bignmeuts ot tir^t-class HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, irom Holland, lotted to suit

the Trade and Private Buyers.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.
English-grown CAMELLIAS ;uid AZALE.AS. and a fine assort-

ment o£ GUdEMlOUSK l'L\NTS. Standard and Dwarf
ROSES of the best sort-s ^--lected FRUIT TREES, Hardy
EVERGREENS, DU IVH BL^LBS, Sec.

MES6KS. PlIOTHEKUE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at the Ci^y Auction
Rooms, 38 and 39, Oraeechurch Street. E.C.. on TUESDAY
NEXT, November 1^7, at IialE-past \2 o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had at the Rooms
;

and of the Auutiuueeis, 67 and 68, Cheapside, Loudon, E.G.

;

and Le> tonstone. E.

Tuesday Next.
ORCHIDS 111 FLOWER.
ESTABLI3HKD ORCHIDS.

SEMI-ESTABLISHED and IMPORTED ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PKOTHEKUE and Mv>RRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,
67 and 6S, Cheap=ide, London. E.G.. on TUESDAY NEXT,
November '21. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a large quan-
tity of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD from va/ ions collec-

tions, consisting of Cattleyas, La;lias, Odontoglossunis, Onci-

diuras, &c. .

Alsoa tine lot of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, including Catt-

leya Wagnerii (true), C. calumihata, Dendrobium Sehroderi

(Lrue), Cypripedium 'MOrgliliiai, C. iEnantliUs .auperbutn, C
caraniale, O. Amesiauiim. C. Leeauum superbum, C. alnium,
Cuelogyne cristata alba, and others; IMPORTED ORCHIDS
in variety, tlie Onhid Album. &c.
Together with 2U0 ODoNTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM. semi-

established plants of great strength, all undowered, from this

year's importation. Several plants from the same importation

have already opened liowers of tine variety. Fifty specimen
plants of CATTLEYA MENDELII, semi-established, also un-

flOT\ered in England ; and other ORCHIDS, by order of R. B.

White, Esq.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
8000 LILIUM AURATUM, from Japau, splendid Bulbs, just

received; 3u00 LILIES of the VALLEY, Barr's DAFFO-
DILS, 500 AZALEAS and CAMELLIAS, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS in variety, including some
liue .>-pecimen3; very fine EUCHARIS plants, English-
grown LILIES, and other hirdy Bu.bs, &e.

MESSKS. PKUTHEKOE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at tlieir Central Sale

Kooms. 67 and 6S. Cheapside, E.C., on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
November 28. at hall-past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hornsey Nursery.
SALE as the whole ot the exteiiMve Stock of FERNS. Specimen

White and other CAMELLIAS, HORSE, CARTS, &c., by
order of Mr. J. Page, who is relinquishing the busines..*.

IITESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

ItX sell by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Hornsey
Nursery, Hornsey, N., on WEDNESDAY. November 28, at

12 o'clock precisely, the whole of the extensive stock of about
50,0U0 FERNS, of sorts, in Lots to suit the Trade and Private
Buyers, consisting of Pteris, in variety ; Adiantums and others

;

PALMS. DRACAENAS, CdRYSANTHEMUMS, Hrge White
AZALEAS, for forcing; magnilicent Specimen Double White
and other CAMELLIAS, profusely set with bud, and other
Stock ; Grey Horse. Fuur-wJieeled Van, Tumbril Cart, two
light Carts. Rollers, Heaps of Loam and Manures, &c.
May be viewed t«o days prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

on the premises, and of tlie Auctioneers, 67 and 63, Cheapaide,

E.G., and Leyco. stune, E.
N.B.—The NURSERY TO BE LET, with early possession—

an unusual opportunity for a young beginner. Full particulars

of the Auctioneers.

Baruet, N.
By order of the Court of Chauotry. Cornwell u. Cornwell.

SALE of the old-established NURSERY BUSINESS as a
going concern, and also about 6 acres of FREEHOLD and
COPYHOLD LAND.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Token-

house Yard, London, E.G., on FRIDAY, November 30, at

2 o'clock precisely, the following properties :
—

Lot 1.— The old-established NURSERY. SEED, and
FLORIST'S BUSINESS, known as the HADLEY NfrRSERY,
Earnet, N., occupying a good position in the best pa'tof the
Hi;^h Street, wittiin eight minutes' walk of the High Karnet
Ridway Station. The Property comprises about 10 acres of

Ground, with eight Greenhouses, Dwelling-house, and Seed
Shjp, the wliole held for an unexpired term of about fifteen

ye irs ;it. the moderate rental of £65 p'r annum. The Goodwill
of the Business carried on for so many years will be included
in this lot.

Ljt 2.—About 6 acres of valuable FREEHOLD and COPY'-
HOLD BUILDING or NURSERY LAND, known 'as the COM-
MoX NURSERY, BLifnet Common, possessing long frontages to

the main road, and to Union Lane in the rear.

Lot 3.—Two acres of LAND, opposite Lot 2, held at JE7 per
annum.

This Sale offers an unusual opportunity for any one desirous
of embarking into the Nursery Business. The whole of the
SroCK IN TRADE will be Sold by Auction, thus enabling
parclnisers to secure only such stock as may be required for

cirrying on the business at unreserved auction prices.

Particulars and Conditions of Sale may be had on the
Premises, of Messrs. HOUGHTONS and BYFIELD, Solicitors,

85. Gracechurch S'reet, E.G. ; and at Barnet, Herts ; of

Messrs. MONTAGU SCOTT and BAKER, Solicitors, 10,

Gray's Inn Squire, W.G., and Hattit Id ; and of the Auctio-
neers, 67 and 68, Cbeapside, Loudon, E.G., and Leytonstone, £.

Friday Next.
ESTABLISHED and IMPORTED ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,

67 and 6S, Cheapside, London. E.G.. on FRIDAY NEXT.
November ;^0, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a qnantity of

choice well-grown ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, by order of

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., including the following rare varieties;

—Agansia cyanea, Ballea Lalindii, Gattleya Rothschildiana,
G. Walkeriana, Cypripedium Ashburtonioe expansum, G. Lee-
anum superbum, C. Barletti, C, Curtisii. G. Laforcadii, C.
vexillarium, Dendrobium nobile Sandersiana, Lielia anceps
alba. L. a. Dawsonii, Lycaste Skinnrii alba, grand specimen
plant, 11 liowers; Odontoglossum Humeanum, O. Pardiuum,
Oncidium splendidum, Maxillaria Sanderiana, Trichopilia
Galliatiana, together with a large importation of Cattleya
Gaskelliana, a grand lot of Laelia harpopliylla, Odontoglossum
vexillarium, a fine lot of Oncidium crispum, Rodrigueziaplani-
folta, Stanhopea Wardiana, line masses of Zvgopetalum crini-

tum granditlorum, and many other splendid ORCHIDS.;
Also a quantity of ESTABLISHED OliCHIUS, many in

Flower and Bud, and a small importation of CATTLEYA
GITRINA.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday, December 4.—Sale by Sample.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

desire to announce that their NEXT SAMPLE SALE
will take place as above, for which they will be glad to
RECEIVE NOTICE OF ENTRIES as soon as po-sible.

Beci£enham.—The Gardens, Kelsey Manor.
About a mile from Beckenliuni .Iiuiriiuu station.

Clearance Sale of STOVE and OIlEEMlnr.sK PLANTS,
Handsome DRESDEN CHINA, FOUNTAIN, HORSES.
CARRIAGES, and Effects.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions from C. A. R. Hoare, Esq.,

(whoisgiving-up the Gardens) to SELL by AUCTION, on the
. Premises as above, on THURi'DAY and FRIDAY, December 6
and 7, at 12 o'clock preciaely.eai;hjda..., the whole of the choice

Collection of STOVE and .GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including
very fine specimen Camellias and Azaleas, large-PALMS, about
200 ORCHIDS, sper-imeu Eucharis in splendid condition, 2

powerful CARTHORSES, Brown COB, several Sets of HAR-
NESS, Convertible WAGGONETTE, CARRIAGES, 2 CARTS,
Market WAGGON, large Iron Field ROLLER. 1 MOWING
>L\CHINES, a handsome Self-acting :i tier Dresden China
FOUNTAIN, standing 6 feet high, a large quantity of Oak
Panelling, several 2-light Boxes and numerous other effects.

May be viewed on presentation of Catalogue the day prior to

the Sale. Catalogues may be had of Mr. Goldsmith, the Head
Gardener, at the Gardens; and of the Auctioneers, Estate
Agents and Valuers, 67 and 6S, Cheapside, E. C.

Friday, December 7.

Selected DUPLICATE PLANTS from the well-known collec-

tion o£ R. J. Measures, Esq., consisting almost entirely of

rare and valuable hybrid CYPRIPEUIUMS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions from R. J. Measure-;, Esq.,

to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 and 68,

Cheapside, London. E.G., on FRID.A.Y, December 7. 188.S, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, selected DUPLICATE PLANTS
from his well known Collection, including the following

Cypripedium expansum
,, melanthophalmum
,, Fraserii

,. leucorrhodum

,, Wallaertianum
,, Hartwegianum
,, pluneurum
,. regale.

Cypripedium Measuresianum
,, apiculatum
,, Thibautianum
,, Germinyanum
,, orphanum
,, retioulatum

Garrierii

,, Willtamsii
,, Turpe

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

Barnet, N.
In the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division,

Cornwell v. Cornwell,
Six days' Clearance Sale of the whole of the extensive and well-

grown NURSEkY STOCK and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS (the
persons appointed by Mr. Justice Stirling, the ,)udge

to whose Court the cause is attached) will SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, the Hadley Nursery, High Street Barnet,
and the Common Nursery, Barnet Common, within a short

distance of the High Barnet Railway Station, on MONDAY,
December 10, and five following days, at 12 o'Clock punctually
each day, the whole of the unusually well-grown NURSERY
STOCK and GREENHOUSE
lowing ;

—

20,000 Conifers, of sorts

500 Specimen Conifers
3,500 Aucubas
3.000 Laurels
2,000 Green and Variegated

Hollies

6.000 Ivies

5,000 Stardard Ornamental
Trees

1,500 Euonymus
6,000 Fruit 'l"ree3

PLANTS, including the fol-

10,000 Standard Roses
10,0Ulj Dwarf Roses.
1,000 Standard, Rosea. Qloire

de Dijon
10.000 Privet - >

.3,000 Fruit Trees
6.000 Gooseberries and Cur-

rants
6,000 Fruit Stocks
2,.^00 Tea Roses, in pots
250 Camellias and Azaleas

and large quantities of other Stock.
,

Grey BIARE, 4 CARTS, Spring VAN. HARNESS, UTENSILS
in Trade, &c.

May be viewed oxxs wee^ prior Id the Sale. Catalogues may
be obtained at the Home Nursery, High Street, Baruet ; of

Messrs. HOUGHTON"UTDTrTFIELD, Solicitors, 85,. Grace-
church Street, E.C.. and Barnet; of Messrs. MoNTaGU-
SCOTT AND BAKER. Solicitors, 10. Gray's Inn S(|uare, W.C.
and Hatfiold ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, E.G., and Leytonstone.

Bulbs from Holland.
Sales every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and SATUKDAY, in

Large and Small Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C, STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Kooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Ganlen, W.C, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDAY, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day, lirst-

class consipimenta of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
and other liULBS, arriving daily from well-known Farms in

Holland.
On view moroing of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next- (Sale No. 7807.)
SIECIaL sale of BULBS from Holland.

MR. J. C, STEVENS will SELL by
A UCTION, at his Great Bi oms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY ^EXT, November 27, at hulf-patt
12 o'clock precisely, several hundred Lots of lirst-class BULBS
just arrived from Holland, in fine condition, comprising
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Gladioli, Narcissus, Anemones,
Snowdrops, &c.

On view rooming of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday and Saturday Next.
Choice Dwarf-trained and Pyramid FRUIT TREES, severa

hundred tirst-class Standard and Dwarf RCiSES, hardy
Ornamental SHRUBS and CONIFERS, BORDER PLANTS
in great variety. &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above in
his SALES hy AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King

Street. Covent Garden. W.C, on WEDNESDAY and S.iTUR-
DAY NEXT, November 28 and December 1.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—(Sale No. 780!i.)

6000 grand Bulbs of LILIUM AUKATUM and other LILIES,
IRIS, &c.. from Japan, in the finest possible condition

;

also 20,000 extra fine Double South African TUBEROSES,
just received direct; 2500 AMARYLLIS, Home-grown
LILIUMS in great variety, several thousand Berlin LILY'
of the VALLEY Crowns for Forcing, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT, November 29,
at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Special Sale of Orchids In FlO'wer and Bud.

MK. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
his NEXT SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS jo. FLOWER

and BUD, will take place at his Great Rooms, 33, King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, December 13, at lialf-

ptist 12 o'CHock precisely, and be will be glad if Gentlemen .de-

sirous of Entering Plants for this S le, will SEND LIST AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE.

Penge Nursery.
Within 10 Minutes' Walk of Three Railway Stations on the

London. Brighton, and SouLh-Coast, and London, Chat-
ham, and Dover Railwavs.

MR. W, LEVENS 'is instructed to SELL on
the Premises as above, on SATURDAY', November 24.

1888. and FOLLOWING SATURDAY, at 11 for 12 o'Clock, about
150t) Standard and Dwarf ROSES, 15,000 Evergreen SHRUBS,
of the usual varieties {including very fine Aucubas), FRUIT
and FOREST TREES. Quantity of White, Pink, and Scarlet
P^EONIES. &.C. The whole are well rooted, and adapted for

immediate planting.
May be viewed any day previous to the Sale. Purchasers

will ie allowed one month to clear their Lots. Catalogues
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneer, Railway Bridge,
Beckenham.

Cheap Bulb Sales.

MESSRS. SMAIL and CO. will SELL by
AUCTION, at 123, Fenchurch Street, City, E.G..

every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and FRIDAY, at 12 o'Clock
each day, large consignments of GLADIOLI. LILY OF THE
VALLEY, DIELYTRA, DUTCH BULBS. &c., specially lotted

to suit all buyers.
Horticultural Auction Rooms, 123, Fenchurch Street, E.G.

GREAT AUCTION SALE
5000 LILIUH AURATUM,

LILIUM SPECIOSUM RUBRUM,
LILIUM SPECIOSUM ALBUM

LILIUM LONGIFLORUM EXIMIUM,
just arrived in splendid condition.

DUTCH BULBS, BUSH ROSES. &c.

Friday, November 30, at 12 o'Clock.

MESSKS. SMAIL and CO.,
123. Fenchurch Street, City. E.G.

Clieddleton, near Leek.

PROSPECT COTTAGE, with an old-estab-
lished Nursery, containing about 8 Acres; and GAR-

DENER'S COTTAGE. STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS,
situate at Heath House, Cheddleton, near Leek, for many
years in the occupation of Mr. Grosvenor, will shortly be

SOLD by PUBLIC AUCTION.
CHALLINOR AxVD CO., Leek, November 8, 1888.

To Market Gardeners. Florists. Nurserymen, &c.
HAMPTON-ON-THAMES.

FOR SALE, choice FREEHOLD LAND, in

Acre Plots, suitable for above. Rich Garden Soil with
gravel and sand sub-soil. The land isconsidered by theTrade the

finest near London for€hrapes and all other Market Products.

•Apply, SEGHETARY', Estates Investment and Villa Farm
Company, Estate Office, Tangley Park. Hampton on-Thames.

URSERY PREMISES.—Most compact, on
the Main Road, 5 miles from Marble Arch. Lease of 87

years at a Ground Rent for Disposal. Comfortable living

accomodation ;
plenty of Glass. Price £900, which includes

good Stock. Portion can remain on mortgage if desired.

HERBERT DRAKE, 343. Harrow Road, Paddington, W.

O GRAPE and TOMATO GROWERS.—
A splendid Range of GLASSHOUSES for SALE, well

stocked with 150 Vines, over 2000 Maidenhair Ferns, &c.,-

and ample scope for Tomato Growing. Good opportunity.

Satisfactory reasons for disposal.

Apply, HARTLEY ASD CO., 18, Highgate, Kendal.
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TO BE SOLD, as a Going Concern, a valuable
FREEHOLD NURSERY and BUSINESS, containing

about 4 acres, twenty-eight large and well-built Greenlioust a

(all fully stocked), two Coach-houses, two Stables, large Office,

four Sheds, three Van , Cart, and two Horses, ami other reiiui-

sites. Situate within 4 miles o£ West End. A hrst-clasa

opportunity for the promotion of a Company, there being every

convenience for carrying on an extensive business.

Further particuhira of Messrs. W. EYDMANN and SON,
Auctioneers, Acton,

South of England.

LARGE GARDEN, 20 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and Vineries. £7000 has been spent on the

property. Seven years' lease. Two Cottages inclusive. £150

ft year. ELDRIDOE. Portsmouth.

O R CHI D S.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.
(JOHN COWAN), Limited,

ARK CONSTANTLY RECEIVING

IMPORTATIONS OF ORCHIDS
from various parts of the World,

AND THEV HAVE AN IMMENSE STOCK OF

Estahlished and 8emi-estahlishcd

ORCHIDS.
Full particulars sent free on application.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
UAKSTUN, LIVERPOOL.

Palme, Foliage Plants, Heaths, &c.

FRANCIS R. KINGHOHN will be pleased to
forward LIST of above with low prices. Leading

decorative PALMS in all sizes, great quantities, and in finest

health.
Richmond, Surrey; and 191 and 192, Flower Market, Covent

Garden. W.C.

EVERGREEN HEDGES.
EVERGEEEN HEDGES.

YEWS, English. IJ to 2 feet. 30s. per 100; 2 to 2J feet, 45s. per

lUl); L'^ to 3 feet, <o^s. per 100.

HOLLIES, Green, 2 to 2i feet, 40s. per 100 ; 2J to 3 feet, 60s.

per 100.

LAURELS, Common, IJ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet,

ISs. per 100 ; 2* to 3J feet, 20s. per 100.

THUIA LOBBII, 2J to 3 feet. 30s. to 40s. per 100.

We liold immense stocks of the above, all bushy and well
rooted Plants.

Special offer for Covert Plants. &c., free on application.

JOHN PERKINS AND SON, The Old Established Nursery
and Seed Business. 52, Market Square. Northampton.
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS—" QUICK," NORTHAMPTON.

REES and SHRUBS suitable for Towns and
Smoky Districts. CATALOGUE free on application.

—

RICHARD SJUTH AUD CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Worcester.

T^ENT GROWN FRUIT TREES.—
l\ Thousands of Standard, Pyramid, Bush and Espalier

Fruit Trees, comprising moj<t of Ihe best sorts of Apples, Fears,

Plums and Cherries, strong healthy trees with fibrous roots.

3u0 SCOTCH FIRS. 5 to 6 feet, well furnished.

50U KENT COB NUTS, large bushes, 5 feet.

500 LAVENDER, 3 yr, tran^iplanted. very bushy.

500 SWEET BUIEKS, 4 feet, well furnished.

Price LISTS of ;ibove and General Nursery Stock post-free

on application to

EVES AND DALTON, Nurserymen and Fruit Growers. Gravesend

INES— VINES— VINES.— Good strong,
well-ripened planting Canes of Hamburgh. GrosColman,

GrosMaroc, Muscat of Alexandria, and Alicante, 5 to lift., from
3s. 6(/. each ; also a few Glenfield Black RASPBERRY CANES,
strong clumps. Is. 6rf.—BARTLETT, Chambery, Hampton.

Having Grown
ADIANTUM CUNlvVTUM ELEGANS five

years, I have provcil its value as a Cut Frond for Market.

Will put on Rail Plants in 8-inch pots, 7s. &d. each, cash.

E. TUDGEY, Home Farm, Walton-on-Thames.

CARNATION "GLOIRE DE NANCY."—
We are sending out for the fourth season our true strain

of this the grandest White Carnation in cultivation, quite

nardy, and for pot culture for cut bloom it has no equal.

Robust and free bloomer. £l per 100, lis. for 50. 6s. for 25. good

rooted layers. We have a fine stock of GARDENIAS, the best

eorts in cultivation, from Is. to 40s. each. Cash with Order.

E COLLINS AND SONS, Cumberland Park Nursery,
Willesden Junction.

CLEARANCE SALE (at sacrifice) of
PALMS, DRAC-E^AS, &c.

LATANIA BORBONICA and PH(ENIX RECLINATA, 12

inches high, 4s. per dozen, 30s. per 100. Package and
carriage free.

LATANIA BORBONICA, SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS, CORY-
PHA AUSTRALIS, and PHCENIX RECLINATA, 20 to

24 inches high, \s. 6rf. each, 16s. per dozen; same kinds,

2 feet 6 to 3 feet high, St. to 5s. each.

Handsome PALMS, 4 feet high, 18s. each.

,, ,, t) feet high, 405. each.

Twelve assorted PALMS and DRAC/ENAS, averaging, with
pots, 24 inches high, in wood case, free, 18s. ; six do., 10s.

KENTIAS, 3s. to 21s. each.

DRAC-ENAS, 24 inches to 5 feet high, 2s. to 40s. each.
Inspection invited.

GARDENER, Holly Lodge, Stamford Hill, N.

TF YOU CANNOT GET FRUIT TREES
X TRUE TO NAME,

Write to GEORGE BUNYARD Axn CO.

TF YOU WANT ANY CHOICE SORTS that
A your Local Firms cannot Supply,

Write to GEORGE BUNYAED AND CO.

OR FRUIT TREES by the Dozen, Hundred,
or Thousand,

Write to GEOROE BUNYARD AND CO.

SEND INTO KENT, and get the FINEST
TREES—No Starveling.s. No Blight-at

GEORGE BUNYARD AND CD'S.

TLLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF FRUIT
-L TREES, 800 Kinds. Six Stamps.

SKELETON LIST—Names and Prices—also all Outdoor
Stock. Gratis.

ROSE LIST, CONIFER and SHRUB LISTS, Free.

One Hundred Acres Nursery. Liberal terms.

GEORGE BUNYARD and CO.,
PO.MOLOQISTS and GENERAL NURSERYMEN,

VTAIDSTONE, KENT,

OLD-FASHIONED HEDGES. — English
Yews, bushy, and with a profusion of fibrous roots,

1| to 2 feet, 6s. per dozen, 35s. per 100 ; 2 to 2^ feet, 8s. per
dozen. 50s. per 100; 2J to 3 feet, 9s. per dozen, 60s. per 100 ;

3 to 3^ feet, 12s. per dozen, Q^-i. per 100. Prices of larger sizes

and other Etfergreens, suitable for Hedges

—

e.g.. Tree Box,
Holly, Laurel, Privet Cypress, Juniper, Thuia, &c., on appli-

cation.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Worcester.

HL HARDY'S NEW PRIMROSE
• NOVELTIES.—Choice varieties of about thirty beau-

tiful colours, from pure white to dark maroon. Strong plants,

5s. per 100, 45s. per 1000.

HARDY'S NEW "PRIMROSE POLYANTHUS" NOVEL-
TIES, in about eight splendid colours, mixed.—These are very
beautiful, forming magnificent trusses or flowers. Strong
plant.s. 5s. per 100. 45s. per 1000.

POLYANTHUS.—Hardy's Finest Selected Gold-laced Show
Flowera. Strong plants. 5s, per 100, 45s. per 1000.
STRAWBERRIES.—Vicomtesse H. de Thury, President. Sir

Joseph Paxton. Strong plants, 2s. 6rf. per 100, 15s. per 1000 ;

ditto, in pots, 10s. per 100.

Cash. Extra plants for carriage. Package free.

H. I. HARDY, F.R H.S.. Stour Valley Nurseries, Bures, Suffolk.

ILIUM AURATUM.—Good, plump, sound
Bulbs, 6s., 9s., 12s., 18s., and 24s. per dozen.

All other good LILIES at equally Xovf prices.

Mr. V7ILLIAM BULL'S E-.tabIi^hment for New and Rare
Plants, .536, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

REES and SHRUBS for the Sea Coast.
CATALOGUE fiee on application.—RICHARD SMITH

AND CO., Nurserymen and Se?d Merchants, Worcester.

SPECIAL OFFER.—ao Acres of RHODO-
DENDRONS. Seedling. Hybrids and ponticum, 4 to 6 in.,

6 to 9 in.. 9 to 12 in., 12 to 1.5 in.. 1.5 to 18 in., 18 to 21 inches.

All good plants, at exceptional low prices. Apply to
ISAAC MATTHEWS AND SON, The Nurseries, Milton,

Stoke-on-Trent.

HEASANT-EYE NARCISSUS (Poeticns)
for sale.—About 10 Bushels of Bulbs.—For price, apply,

JOHN NEIGHBOUR, Albion Lodge. Crantord, Hounslow.

OSES! ROSES!! ROSES !!!—The best and
cheapest in the World. 40 choice Perpetuals for 21s.

Purchaser's selection from 400 be-,t varieties. CATALOGUES
free on application. Ten acres of Roses, 100,000 grand plants

to select from. Plant now.
JAMES WALTERS, Rose Grower, Exeter.

''PO FRUIT GROWERS.—On offer, at the
JL Quarrv Farm, Burdon Hill, near Leicester, a quantity
of short useful RASPBERRY CANES (red). Would divide up
into many thousand plants. There are 35 rows, covering
about 2^ acres.

Price for the lot, on rail at Bardon Hill Station, to be sent to

J. B. ELLIS, The Gynsills, near Leicester.

OHers by the thousand will be considered, if the lot is not
disposed of.

The New Raspberry,LORD BEACONSFIELD.
(A Seedling.)

The finest Raspberry and best cropper ever known. First-

class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society. Canes £2 per
100 ; 6s. per dozen. Trade supplied ; Cash with Order.

A. FAULKNOR, Inkpen. Hungerford.

100 Herbaceous and Alpine Plants for 258.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.'S Selection as
above contains a most interesting and valuable assort-

ment of beautiful and Hardy Plants for the Border or Rock-
work, which produce flowers and render the garden attractive

all through the year. Descriptive CATALOGUE post-free for

6 stamps.—RICHARD SMITH ASD CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Worcester.

ARR'S SPRINC4-FL0\VERINCt BULBS
should now be potted for Indoor Flowering, or planted

out in beds, borders, or naturalised in Orchard-', Meadows,
Woods, &c. CATALOGUE on application. Abundance of

Bedding HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, SNOWDROPS,
ANEMONE FULGENS, &c., in fine condition.

BARR AND SON, 12, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

SPECIAL OFFER. —50,000 RHODODEN-
DRONS, all the early varieties, White and Scarlet, well

set with buds, fine plants for forcing. Low prices. Apply to
ISAAC MATTHEWS and SON, Milton Nurseries, Stoke-

on-Trent.

THE GARDENERS'
ORPHAN FUND.

DOITATIONS and SUBS0KIPTION3

WILL BE THAKEFULLT BEOEITED BY

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec,

Royal Hortioultural Society's Gardens,
Chiswick, London, W.

CREEPERS FOR WALLS.— By planting
what 19 suitable, an ugly object may easily be made

beautiful. Most being in pots, can be sent and put out at any
time. Descriptive LIST and advice Free.—RICHAKD SMITH
AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

'1"'URF—TURF.—Finest, for Tennis Lawns, &c.,
JL at 105. per 100. Superior Top-spit for Potting, also.

J. KEEVIL, Merton Hall Road, Wimbledon.

To those about to Plant.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, com-
prising fine Transplanted Fruit Trees, Roses, Hardy

Climbers, Rhododendrons, Conifers, Ornamental and Flower-
ing Trees and Shrubs, Forest Trees, &c., in large varieties and
quantities, adapted to all soils and climates. Sent frte oa
application to

GEO. JACKMAN and SON, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

Orchard Planting.HLANE AND SON have a large stock of
• fine healthy well-grown Standard PEARS, PLUMS,

APPLES. DAMSONS, CHERRIES, WALNUTS, &c. An in-

spection is solicited. Special prices for quautities. Descriptive
CATALOGUE free. Fruit Trees, Roses, Rhododendrons, Trees
and Shrubs, &c.

The Nurseries, Berkhamsted, Herts.

REES and SHRUBS for Game-covers and
Underwood. Intending planters should send for CATA-

LOGUE, free on application.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

Cape Bulbs—Cape Bulbs.

THE CAPETOWN BOTANIC GARDENS re-
quest their Trade Correspondents to forward their Orders

for this seasons Bulbs as early as possible. Delivery in.Ian, & Feb.
—A. F. BAXTER, Sales Depart., Botanic Gardens, Capetown.

UEA-GOAST PLANTS.O Direct from Sea-coast Nursery, where thoroughly
acclimatised. New Hardy Tree CATALOGUE on application.

DICKSONS (Limited), The Nurseries, CHESTER.

ALF-SPECIMEN STEPHANOTIS, free-
flowering variety, very fine stuff, 10 to 12 feet ; also

25,000 AUCUBAS, all sizes. For particulars apply to

G. SAUTH, Dell Nursery, Rock Ferry, Cheshire.

IME and OTHER TREES.
The following Trees must be sold, to clear the ground :

—

330 LIMES. 10 to 13 feet.

625 HOBSE CHESTNUTS. 13 to 14 feet.

380 WALNUTS, 6 to 12, to 18 feet.

110 SYCAMORES, 6 to 10 feet.

Offers for a part or the whole to be sent to the
MANAGER, Calcot Gardens, Reading, Berks.

UBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity
Road, Wandsworth, S.W., begs to call the attention of

Gentlemen and others Planting, to his large and varied stock

of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, also FRUIT TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, and CLI.MBINQ PLANTS, Stc, which are
in tine condition for transplanting, and being grown near
London, are especially adapted for Town and Suburban Plant-

ing. Also eilra-fine ASPARAGUS, SEAKALE, and RHU-
BARB for Forcing. All goods delivered free by own vans
within a radius of Smiles. CATALOGUES free on appli-

cation, and a personal inspection of the stock solicited.

SPECIALLY CHEAP OFFER of HER-
BACEOUS PLANTS.—A fair selection of 100 named sorts,

40s. per 1000 ; also 100 named sorts in small plants. 50s. per 5000,

Seedling CARNATIONS, fine, POLYANTHUS. PANSIES,
and Double WALLFLOWERS. 5s. per 1000; Dark Blood and
other Single Wallftowers 25. per 1000.

Red and White THRIFT and other Border Edgings, 6s. per

100 yards, and others under usual Trade Prices.

S, SMITH, Jun., Nurseryman. Tansley, Matlock, Derbyshire.

Wf GORDON, Immense stock of ORCHIDS

;

V T • best value and cheapest house in the Trade.

The best cut of ORCHID PEAT in commerce; selected

turves, 1 bushel, 2s., 3 bushel sack, 5s., carriage forward.

LILIES, Enormous Importations, Silver Bank:^ian Medal,
Silver Medal, National Chrysauthemum Society, 1888.

LILIUM AURATUM, Imported Bulbs, Gd., 9d., Is. U. 6d.

each; 35.'!., 45s., 70s., 90s. per 100. Home-grown bulbs, 9rf ,

Is., Is. 6d., 2s. each. Special Trade quotation for quantities.

JAPANESE MAPLES. Silver Banksian Medal.

TREE PiEONIES, 7 First-class Certificates.

„ IRIS, most gorgeous, 4 First-class Certificates.

CATALOGUE of the above on application to

The Nurseries. Amyand Park Road, Twickenham.

STRAWBERRIES.—Best named sorts, strongO plants, .3s. per 100; in pots, 12s. per 100.

THOMAS HEWITT ANT> CO., Seed Merchants and Nuraerj-
men, Solihull.
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QPECIAL OFFER.—500,000 LARCH FIR,
O IJ to 2 feet, and 16 to 18 inches ; SCOTCH FIR, IJ to

2 feet, and 15 to 18 inches ; THORN QUICK, 4 and 5 inches,

line; Common and Portugal LAUKELS, and other General

Nursery Stock. For particulars and price apply to

ISAAC MATTHEWS AND SON. Milton, Stolte-on-Trent.

Sin (\i\i\ CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
OV/^Vv'l/ finest Double and Single Varieties (some

of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of

everv shade, from pure white to the darliest purple), for

elim'bmg and bedding, from Vis. to 24s. per dozen, strong

plants ; extra strong plants, repotted into 5J-inch pots, 2s. ^a.

each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2s. 6if. each.

Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO..

Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

I M E S—splendid— L I M E S!
LIMES, 2 to 3 feet, 7s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 10s. ; 4 to 6 feet. 15s.

;

6 to 8 feet. 20s. ; 8 to 10 fe'^-t. 30s. ; 10 to 13 feet, tiOs. ; lower

rate per 1000. English YEWS, bushy, 3 to 4 feet. 100s. ; 4 to

6 feet, 120s. per 100. Purple BEECH, 4 to 5 feet. 7os. per 100

;

5 to t) feet, 100s. per 100.

JOHN WRIGHT, The Nurseries, Pontefract.

ANTED, offers for 5 APRICOTS, fan-

trained. 7 to U feet high, 5 to 9 feet across; 5

PEACHES and NECTARINES. 7 to 8 feet high, 8 to 12 feet

acro33. All extra-tine fruiting trees, with very large fibrous

roots. Apply to

R. W. PR'JCTOR, Nurseryman, Ashgate Road, Chesterfield.

STEPHANOTIS FLUKIBUNDA. — Strong
plants, 20 feet long, make good show specimens next

season, £2 2s., packed and put on mil; smaller plants from
10s. erf. EUCHAKIS AMAZONICA, same prices.

"W. FISHER, Grove Nursery, Hither Green, Lewisham, S.E.

SPECIMEN CONIFERS.—Trees for Avenues,
Evergreens, and Forest Trees in great variety. CATA-

LOGUE free on application. — RICHARD SMITH and CO.,

Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

PECIAL OFFER OF FERNS.—Pteris

tremula, P. cretica, P. cretica cristata, P. serrulata

cristata compacta, in thumbs, fit for immediate potting. Also

the same varieties, good stuff, in 4S'3, to offer in quantity.

Prices per 100 or 1000 on application.

R. PENGELLY. Dyson's Lane, Upper Edmonton.

Telegrams " Tucker," Nurseries, Faringdon.

COVERT for GAME.—3000 LAURELS, 3

to 4 feet, 15s. per 100; 3000 do., 4 to 5 feet, 20s. i er 100.

5000 Evergreen PRIVET. 3 to 4 feet, 4s. per 100 ; 3000 do., 4 to

5 feet, 6s. per 100. The whole of the above are good bushy

plants, well rooted, and would make good covert at once.

30,000 LARCH, 3 to 4 feet, 30s. per lOuO ; 20,000 do.. 4 to 5 feet,

40s. per 1000. Extra stroiifT trauspbmfed, and put on rail for

Cd^. CATALOGUES of General Nursery Stock free by post.

R. TUCKER, Nurserit's, Faiingdon, Berks.

RANGES, LEMONS, &o.—A splendid col

lection ; fine healthy plants, in fruiting condition

OSES FOR FORCING.—Extra-sized plants,
ill pots, of :

—
NIPHETOS
WM. A. KICHAHDSON
MARECHAL NIIL
CELINE FDRESTIER
KEIXE MARIE HENRIETTE
GLOIRE DE DIJON, &c.

Full oarticularson application. DescriptiveCATALOGUES free.

TH'3MAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

RHODODENDRON PONTIGUM,
For Parks, Plantations, and Coverts.

AN IMMENSE STOCK OF ALL SIZES,

VERY LOW QUOTATIONS.

o
R

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.,
KIXGS ACRE NURSERIES, near HEREFORD.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF
FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.

A Large and Select Stock is now offered for Sale.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits post-free.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.C^ UTBUSH'S MILL-

TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWW.
—Too well known to require descrip-
tion. Price. 6s. per bushel (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or 6rf. per
cake ; free by part-el post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages ami printed cultural directions

^ enclosed, with our si g;natiire attached.

j
WM. CUTBUSH AND SON

j (Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Highgate Nurseries, N,

COLLECTIONS ofROSES
to suit all classes and all sized gardens.

Carriage and package free anywhere in the British Isles.

Full particulars posted immediately on application.

EWING & CO.. Sea View Nurseries. HaVUnt, Hants.

FENCES-MYROBALANorCHERRY PLUM
(PUUNUS MYKUIJALANA)

is the host stuff for mending oM femes or making new ores.

Grows Wi-W on poorest soils. Shoots very liard and spiny.

Prices range from 12s. per 1000 to 10,?. per 100. Full particu-

lars on application to EWING & CO., Havant, Hampi^hire.

^ULPHIDE of POTASSIUM (Harris).—

A

O certain cure for Mildew on Plants. Red Spider. Aphis,

&c. Enough to make 32 gallons of nolution, free for Is. Zd.

The only kind to use is " Harris's specially prepared Sulphide

of Potassium." Sole Manufacturers :

—

PHILIP HARRIS AND C0.(Limited).9.Bull Ring. Birmingham.

HUGHES' Soluble

Fir Tree OIL
FLORISTS AND NURSERYMEN SHOULD NOT

BE WITHOUT IT,

Unsurpassed as an insecticide, it kills effectually all

parasites aud insects which infest i)hLnts whether at the

roots or on the foliage, without inju/y to tender plants

—

Buch as ferns, etc., if used as directed. Used as a WASH
it imp irts the g-losa and lustre to the foliage which is so

dcwirible on exhibition specimens.
Dog Fanciers should not be witliout it! It makes a

BJIky Coat and produces healthy Skin Action; kills fleas,

and is excellent for washing dogs.
Housewives should not be without it! Used with

ordin:irv househnld soap it is an effectual DISIX-
FEOTANT, BLEACHER, & CLEANER OF FABRICS.
It kills insect life on man. animal, or plant, without
injury to the skin, wherever parasites may appear.

S'.ild by Seedsmen and Chemists, l3.6d.,2s. 6d. & 4s. ed.;

\ gallon 7s. 6d. , 1 gallon 12s. 6d. , or less in larger quantities.
" A Treatise on FIR TREE OIL as an INS^CTISIDE,
its application to Plants and Animals, sent Post frea
on receipt of address, by the Manufacturer,

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Manchester.
Wnnr.ESALF from all the London Seed Merchants,

and Patent Sfediriine Himses.
NEW YORK-RoLKER & Suns.

PEAT for ORCHIDS,
AZAI.EAS, HEATHS. FEKNS. RHODODENDRONS, &c.

The Best in tbe World.
A. JOHNSON iNl) CO.. 23. Leadeuliall Slreet, London. E.C,

continue to receive the highest of testimonials < un^oliciteii)from
large Orchid Growers, stating the ORCHID PEAT supplied by
A. J. Sc Co. is by far the best they have ever used. Samples can be
seen fit above address, or forwarded on application free of charge.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE Ci'ruU
Is. per Bag, 10 for 8s.. 30 for 20s.. Truck (over 2 tons) 20.?. f.o.r.

Splendid Yellow Fibrous LOAM. lOs.perton. PEAT, TOBACCO
PAPER. &c.—J. MEARS and CO., 3, Bury Court. London, E.G.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, newly made.
\J Truck-load (2 tons), 23s.; in bags—20, 14s. to 165.; 40. 25s.
to 28.S. Free on to Rail. Cash with order.

J. STEVENS AND CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre Merchants, Grey-
hound Yard, and 153. High Street. Battersea. S.W.

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Prize Medals.
Quality, THE BEST In the Market, (au sacks included.)
PEAT, best brown librous ... 5s. per sack, 6 sacks for 22s. 6d.
PEAT, best black fibrous ... 4s. <6d. ,, 5 sacks for 20s.
PEAT, eitra selected Orchid ts. 6rf. ,, 5 sacks for 35s.
LOAM. PREPARED COMPOST ) Is. per bush., 3s. per Back
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... f (sacks included).
SILVER SAND, coarse, Is. 6d. per buah., 149. half-ton, 24s. ton.
RAFFIA FIBRE, best only Is. per lb.
TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb.; 28 lb 27s
SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., Ss. per sack
CHUBB'S" PERFECT" FEB- ~\ In Bags
TILIZER (the Best Food for ( * ^
all kinds of Plants, Flowers, TTins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 561b. Icwt.
Fruits, Vegetables. &c. ...} 1/6 3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-
VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 5/6 10/6 17/-
RUSSIAN MATS. BAMBOO CANES. PERUVIAN GUANO
NITRATE of SODA. HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

'

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses an.*
Cattle, £2 perton. Extra large Sample Bales, <os. each. Aho
prepared for Poultry Pens, Rabbits, &c.. iu Sacks, ls.6rf. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process
,

sacks, Is. 4d. each; lOsacks, 12s. 6(i.; losacks, 17s.6(i.; 20 sacks,
20s. ; 25 sacks, 24s. ; 30 sacks, 27s. ; 40 sacks, 35s. ; 50 sacks,
40s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail, 30s. Limited quantitif

a

of G., special quality granulated in sacks only, 2s. Gd. eacl^,

SPECIAL MANURES, for Farmers, Agriculturists, Market
Gardeners, ami uther'^ icnncentrated into a Dry Powder).

CHUBB'S "PRODUCTIVE" MANURE, in bags. £3 per ton
(bags included); sample Icwt. bags. 4s., producing extra-
ordinary results, and worth four or five times the actual cost.
Try it against any other manure, no matter what price

CHUBB'S "COMPOUND SOOT and SEWAGE " MANURE,
in bags. £2 per ton (bags included); sample Icwt. bag,

3s., made priiaipally (by special process) from Lonri'"''

Soot and Sewage with other fertilizing agents.

Terms strictly Cash witkorder. Bankers. Union Bank ofLojidon.

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD. MILWAIL. LONDON, E.

PEAT FOR orchids;
CHOICE PLANTS, FERNS, HEATHS, AZALEAS, &c.

EPPS ft CO. are now prepared to offer PEAT, as above,
of tirst-class quality, at lowest prices. Send for Samples, Price
List and TestiQionials. Depot for HO RTIC U LT irR.\ L
SU.NDRtES. LOAM. SAND, LEAF-MOULD, SPHAGNUM,
COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EPPS & CO., Ringwood, Hants.

New Edition, Corrected up to Date.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

(TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY-SIXTH THOUSAND.)

By the late Sib JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P., Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Price 3d., Post-free 8^d.
;

Twenty-five Copies, 5s. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, 20s.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in Zo?ido7i only.

Not less than one hundi-ed Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

W, RIOHAilDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, AV.C.
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THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
(Established 1841)

CONTAINS ARTICLES ON ALL DEPARTMENTS OF

GARDENING,
NOTICES OF ALL HORTICULTURAL MATTERS of CURRENT INTEREST,

EEPOETS of EXHIBITIONS, EEVIEWS of BOOKS, and

HOME, COLONIAL, and FOKEIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

Original Illustrations by W. H. FITCH, F.L.S., W, G. SMITH, F.L.S., W. J. WELCH, and Others.

Among the Contributors to recent Volumes the following, out of many hundreds,
may be named :

—

ALPINE PLANTS :-

I'.ACKIIUUSE. J.

HALL, J.. F.R.S.
CHI:RCHILL, G. C, Clifton, Bristol.

COKREVON, H., Geneva.
DEWAR, D., Kew.
DOD, Kcv. C. W.
.TENKINS, E.

AMATEUR GARDENING :-

BADGER. E. W.
BOYLE, Hon. Mrs. E. V. B.
• S. BRIGID."
BRIGHT, the late H. A. ("Notes

from a Lanciishire Garden").
CLARKE, Col. Trevor.
EWBANK, Rev. H., Ryde.
LOWNE, B. T.
OWEN, Miss, Knockmullea.
PHILBRICK. Q.C.
THOMSON, W.
WEIK, H^VKRISON.

ARBORETUM :-

BARRO.V, W.. Borrowash.
LAVALLEE, Alphonse, the late.

NICHOLSON, G.. Curator, Royal Gar-
dens, Kew.

SAKGENT, Prof., Boston. U.S.A.
WEBSTER. A. D.
YOUNG, Maurice.

BEE-KEEPING :—

CHITTY. W.
ROBINSON, J. F.

CHEMISTRY ;-

crn'RCH, Prof., Kew.
DEHERAIN, Prof., Paris.

DYER. Bernard.
GILBERT, Prof., Rothamsted.
LAWES, Sir J., Rotjj^msted.
WARINGTON, R. Kothamated.
WILLIS, J. J.

DISEASES OF PLANTS ;-

ARTHUR, Prof., New York.
BASTIAN, Dr. Charlton, F.R.S.
BELTERINCK, Prof., Wageningen.
BERKELEY, Rev. M. J., F.R.S.
COBBOLU, T. S., F.R.S., the late.

COOKE, Dr. M. C.
MURRAY. G., British Museum.
PAGET, Sir .Tames, F.R.S.
PHILIPPS, W.
PLOWRIGHT, C. B.. (Fungi).
S.MTTH, W. G.
SORAUER, Prof., Proskau.
WARD, Prof. MarshaU, School of

Forestry.

FERNS :-

BAKER, J. G., Royal Gardens, Kew.
DRUERY. C.
HEMSLEY, A.
MOORE, T., Botanic Gardens, Chelsea.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS :-

DEAN, R., Ealing.
DODWELL, E. S., Oiford.
D'OMBRAIN, Rev. H. H.
D0UGL.4S, J., HforJ.
DOWNIE. J., Edinburgh.
HORNER, Rev. F. D.
MOLYNEUX, E.
PAUL, G., Paisley.
TUKNER, C, the late.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

ANDRE, E., Pari*.

ANTOINE, F., the late, Vienna.
BENNET, H., M.D., Mentone.
BERGMAN, E., F.'rri6res.

BONAVIA, C Lucknow.
CARUEL, Prof., Florence.
CASPARY, Prof., Kcenigsberg.
DE MAR. J. A., Boston, U.S.A.
DRUDE, Prof.. Dresden.
DUCHARTRE, Prof., Paris.

EICHLER, Prof.. Director, Imperial
Botanic Gardens, Berlin.

FENZI, Cav. E., Florence,
HANEURY. T.. Mentone.
HENMQUEZ, Prof., Coimbra.
JOLY, C. Paris.
KOLB, Max, Munich.
KRELAGE, E. H.. Haarlem.
LANGE. Prof., Copenhagen.
MEEH.AN, T., PhiladelpTiia.
MONTELRO, Chev., Lisbon.
MORREN, the late Prof., Liege.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
NELSON, C. J., Orange Free State.
OLUTELRA, J. D.', Oporto.
OLn'ER, Captain S. P., Madagascar.
PLANCHON, Prof., Montpellier.
FYN.AEET. E., Ghent.
KEGEL. E., St. Petersburg.
RODIGAS, E., Ghent.
SURINGAK, Prof., Leyden.
TROUBETZKOI, Prince (Eucalyptus).
VIIMORIN. H. de. Paris.

WITTMACK, Dr., Berlin.
WOLKENSTEIN, St. Petersburg.

FORESTRY :-

BRACE, C. J., France.
FRANCE, C. S., Aberdeen.
SnCHIE, C. Y., Cullen, Aberdeen.
WEBSTER, A. D., Carnarvonshire.

FRUIT CULTURE:—
BAKRON, A. F., Chiswick.
BLACKJIORE. R. D.
BUNYAKD, G., Maidstone, Kent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley, Sussex.
RIVERS, T. F.
WAKD, E., Hewell Grange.

GARDEN BOTANY :-

BAKER, J. G., F.R.S.
BALFOUR, Prof., Oxford.
BALL, J.. F.R.S.
BENTHAM, the late G., F.R.S.
BROWN, N. E.. Herbarium, Kew.
BUBBIDGE, F. W., Botanic Gardens.

Dublin.
CLARKE, Col. Trevor.
CLAKKE, C. B., F'.R.S.

COOKE, Dr. (Fungi).
CORNU. Prof. -Max, Paris.
DECAISNE. the late Prof., Paris.
DE CANDOLLE. A., Geneva.
DY"ER, W. T. T., Director, Royal

Gardens, Kew.
ELLACOMBE. Rev. Canon.
ELWES, H. J. (Lilies). [fers).

ENGELMANN, the late Dr. G. (Ooni-
FRANCHET, Paris.

GRAY", Prof. Asa, Boston, U.S.A.
HEMSLEY, W. B., Kew,
HOOKER, Sir J. D., K.C.S.L, late

Director, Royal Gardens, Kew.
JACKSON, Museum, P.oyal Gardens,

Kew (Economic Botany).
LEICHTLIN. Max, Baden-Baden.
MAW, G. (Crocus). [Gajdens, Kew,
MORRIS, D., Assistant Director, Royal

GARDEN BOTANY:—
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
OLU'ER, Prof., F.R.S.
RIDLEY. H., British Museum.
ROLFE, Royal Gardens, Kew.
SMITH, W. G. (Fungi).
STEIN, Breslau Gardens.
STRICKLAND, Sir 0.

TODARO, Baron, Palermo.
WATSON, Sereno, Boston, U.S.A.

GARDEN INSECTS :-

JIACLACHLAN, R., F.R.S. , Pres. Ent.
Soc.

jnCHAEL, A. E., F.R.S.
n'ESTWOOD, Prof., F.R.S.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS :-

BARR, P., Covent Garden.
CRE^^'F;. Rev. H. Harpur, the late.

DOD, Rev. C. W.
ELLACOJIBE, Kev. Canon.
ELWES, H. J.. Cirencester.

HARTLAND, Baylor, Cork.
PERRY', Tottenham.
POTTER, W., Y'ork.

WILSON, G. F., F.R.S.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES:-
ADLAM. H., Natal.
BANCROFT. G.. M.D.. Queensland.
BENNETT, G., M.D., Sydney.
BONAVIA, Dr., N. W. P., India.

COOPER, Sir Dan,, Bart., Sydney.
DUTHEE. J. F.. Saharunpore.
HART. J., Jamaica.
IM THITRN, Everard, British Guiana.
KING, Dr., Director, Royal Botanic

Gardens, Calcutta.
MACOWAN, Prof., Cape Town
MUELLER, Baron Sir Ferd. V.,

Melbourne.
MURTON, H. J., Siam.
PRESTO, H., Trinidad.
SCHOMBURGK, Dr., Adelaide.
SMITH, T., New Zealand.
SYME, G., Jamaica.
TRIMEN. H., Ceylon.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING :-

ANDRE, E,, Paris.

BOSCAWEN, Hon. and Rev. J. T.
BURVENICH, F., Ghent,
JACKMAN, J., Woking.
JULIAN, G. Richards.

ORCHIDS :—

ANDERSON, J., Meadowbank.
BACKHOUSE, 1., York.
ERADSHAW, A., Waddesdon Gardens.
BULL. W.
BULLEN, R., Botanic Gardens,

Glasgow.
BUYSSON, M. Le Comte.
CRAWSHAY. De B.
LAWRENCE, Sir Trevor, Bart., M.P.,

President. Roval Horticultural Soc.

LEE, W., Downside.
LINDEN, Luoien, Ghent.
O'BRIEN, James.
PFITZEE, Prof.. Heidelberg.
REICHENBACH. Prof., Hamburgh.
RIDLEY', H. N., British Museum.
SANDER, F.
SMEE. A. H.
SWAN, W., Howick House, Preston.
VEITCH, H.
WILLIA.MS, B. S.

WOOLFOED. C. Downside,

PRACTICAL GARDENING :-

ATKINS. 1.

AUSTEN, J., Witlev Court Gardens.
B.AILLIE, W. M., Luton Hoo Gardens.
B-AINES, T.
B.AKER. G. [Oxford.
BAXTER. W. H., Botanic Gardens,
BLAIK, T., Shrublond Gardens.
C.ARMICHAEL, A.M., Henley in Arden.
CHAILIS, T.
CHRISTIE, A., Warwick Castle.
COLEMAN, W., Eastnor Castle

Gardens.
COOMBER, J., The Hendre.
COOMBER, W., Regent's Park.
CROSSLES'G, R., St. Pagan's Castle

Gardens.
CUL\'ERWELL, W., Thorpe Perrow.
DEAN, A. (Potatos, &c.).
DEWAR, D., Royal Gardens, Kew.
DOUGLAS, J.. Great Gearies. Ilford.

DUNN. M., Dalkeith.
EARLEY, W., nford.
EVANS, A., Lvthe Hill Gardens.
FINDLAY, B., Manchester.
FISH, D. T., Hardwicke Gardens.
FOWLER, A., Castle Kennedy
ERASER, J., Kew. [Gardens.
GIBSON, W. SI. (Town Gardening).
GRIE\'E, P., r.urv St. Edmunds.
HARRIS, G., Alnwick Castle.

HEJISLEY, A. (Market Plants).
HUDSON, J. (Stove Planti,).

INGRAM, W., Belvoir Gardens.
LYNCH, K. J., Botanic Gardens,

Cambridge.
MacINDOE, J., Button Hall.
MELVILLE. D., Dunrobin Gardens.
MILES, G. T., Wycombe Abbey

Gardens.
MILLER, W,. Coombe Abbey.
MOORE, F. W., Glasnevin Botanic
O'BREEN, T. [Garden.
RICHARDS. G. H.. Somerley Gardens
ROBERTS, J., Gunnersbury.
RUST, J., Eridge Castle.

SAUL, M., York.
SHEPPjVRD, J., Wolverston Gardens
SMITH, J., Mentmore Gardens.
Sjn'THE, W., Basing Park.
TEMPLE. M„ Carron House, N.B.
THOMAS, O., Chatsworth Gardens.
THOMSON, W., Clorenford (Vines).
WALLIS, J.. Keele Gardens.
WARD. E., Hew pU Grange, BromsgTOvp.
W.iRD, H. W., Longford Castle

Gardens.
WATSON, W.. Royal Gardens, Kew.
WEBSTER, J., Gordon Castle Gardens.
WILDS5LITH, W., Heckfield Gardens
WILSON, D.
WILSON, G. F. (Lilies).

ROSES :-

BENXETT, H.
DOMERAIN, Rev. H. H.
FISH. D. T., Hardwick. Bury St.

FISHER, Rev. O. [Edmunds.
GIRDLESTON, I. W.
PAUL, G., Cheshunt.
PAUL, W.. Waltham Cross.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY;—
BENNETT, A. W.
liOULGER. Prof.

DARWIN, Charles, the late.

FOSTER, Prof. Michael.
GARDINER. W., Cambridge.
GLAJSHER. James (Meteorology.)
HENSLOW, Rev. G.
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I
PLANTING SEASON.;

i HARDILY-GROWN I

I^OREST, ^RUIT,|
S A ALL OTHER =

I
TREES S PLANTS, [

IEvergreens, Roses, &c. i

I
NUKSKHIKS 40U ACRES. |

^Largest <£ Finest Stocks in Europe.

%

i INSPECTION EABNESTLY IKVITED. =
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ANTHONY WATERER
INTITES AN INSPECTION FROM INTENDING

PLANTERS TO

THE FOLLOWING TREES,
Hamnfi stout straight stems, fine heads, and splendid roots.

All have been transplanted tctthin two years :—
ACACIA BESSONIANA. 12 to 14 feet; A. SEMPEBFLO-

KENS, 12 to 14 feet; ACER DASYCAEPUM, 12 to 16 feet;

A. DASYCAEPUM WIERII LACINIATA, 10 to 14 teet ; A.

NEGUNDO VAKIEGATA, Standards, 8 to 10 teet ; A. LEO-
POLDII, 12 to U feet ; A . REITENBACHII, 12 to 14 feet ; A

.

SOHWEDLERII, 12 to 16 feet; A. WORLEYII, Standards, 12

to 14 feet. ASH, Mountain, 10 to 14 feet. BEECH, Common,
10 to 12 feet; Purple. Pyramids and Standards, 10 to 16 feet,

BIRCH, Silver, 12 to 16 teet. CHESTNUT, Horse, 14 to 16 feet.

Double White, 10 to 16 feet ; Scarlet, 12 to 16 f et; Spanish,

12 feet. ELMS, English, 10 to 12 feet ; Guernsey, 12 feet.

LIMES, 12 to 16 and 20 feet ; Silver-leaved, 10 to 14 feet.

LIQUIDAMBAR, 6 to 10 feet, MAPLE, Norway, 14 to 16 feet.

OAK, English, 10 to 14 feet ; Scarlet American, 12 to 14 feet

;

PLANES, 12 to 16 feet. POPLAR BULLEANA, 10 to 16 feet

;

P. CANADENSIS NOVA (the true variety), 12 to 16 feet;

SYCAMORE, Common, 14 to 16 feet ; Purple, 14 to 16 feet,

THORNS, Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 feet ; White, 8 to 10 feet.

WALNUTS, Common, 10 to 12 feet.

Weeping Trees.
BEECH, Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 8 to 12 feet

;

Weeping, Purple, Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 12 ft. BIRCH,
Young's Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 8 to 14 ft. ELMS,
Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 14 feet. LARCH,
Weeping, Pyramids, 8 to 10 feet. OAK, Weeping, English.

Standards, 10 to 12 feet, POPLAR, Weeping, Pyramids, and
Standards, 10 to 12 feet. SOPHORA JAPONICA PENDULA,
Standards, 8 to 9 feet,

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING. SURREY.

TEA DnCCC ' ^ grand stock, in 5-iii. pots, 12s. & 18s. doz.

I LA nUOLO't A grand stock, in 7-in. pots, 24s. & 30s. doz.

/Black Hamburj^h and other varieties.

PDADE l/IUCQ JSuitableforfruitinginpots.lOs.erf.each

UnArL VlnLO') Suitable for planting vineries, 5s. and
(, 7s. 6d. each.

Fr n U Q ^ A fine stock, in 5-inch pots, 12s. per dozen.

L n n 1 A fine stock, in small pots, 4s. per dozen.

Catalogues on application.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL
COMPANY (John Cowan), LIMITED,

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES, GAitSTON,
NEAR LIVERK)OL.

STRAWBERRIES.
strong Roots, 4s. per 100. Plants in small pots, 16s. per 100

;

ditto in large pots, 25s. per 100. Descriptive LIST Iree,

RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-
chants, Worcester.

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

.&QONS
Crawly, %J Sussex,

NOVELTY FOR 1889.
SPECIAL OFFER TO THE TRADE.

KALANCHOE CARNEA.
Awarded a First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society, January 11, 1887.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Bet/ to direct special attention to this Sterling Novelty,

now offered for t/ie first time.

This strikingly beautiful decorative plant commences to flower at Christmas, and continues

in bloom throughout January and February, and is a most welcome addition to the winter

flora ; its bright and pleasing colour being very attractive during the dull winter months.
The plant was recently introduced from South Africa, is of easy culture, very floriferous,

and succeeds well in a temperature of 50° to 55° ; it attains a height of about IS inches, and
is of good bushy habit.

The flowers, which are borne in large clusters, are of wax-like consistency, last a long time

in perfection, are of a beautiful delicate pink colour, and, in addition, are deliciously fragrant,

which greatly enhances the value of this charming plant.

Retail Price, Is. 6d. per packet. Trade Price on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Ready, November 24,

THE GARDEN ANNUAL,
ALMANACK, AND ADDRESS BOOK FOR 1889.

Tbe most Complete and Accurate Beference Book for tbe use of all Interested in Gardens yet Published.

The Alphabetical Lists of all Branches of the Horticultural Trade have been corrected up to the

10th of Koveniber. The Lists of Gardens and Country Seats (containing over 7900), have been very

carefully and extensively revised, and are admitted to be the most complete ever published.

PRICE, ONE SHILLING. POST-FREE, ONE SHILLING AND THREEPENCE.

Of all Booksellers, Newsagents, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, or from the

Puhlishing Office :—

•

37, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

NEW EDITION OF THE ROSE GARDE N.

"

On the 26th of November will be published, Price 21s.,

THE ROSE GARDEN,
By WILLIAM PAUL, F.L.S., &c.

Ninth Edition, Royal 4to, with 20 Coloured Pla^.es, Sixt»;en Whole-Page Engravings, and numerous Woodcuta
in Illustration of the Text, by W. H. Fitch. Worthingtox Smith, and others.

T/ie sajne, Imperial 8i'o, with Woodcuts only^ IO5. %d.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR
ROSES IN POTS, 6th edition, illustrated, 2s.

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE, 6th edition,

illustrated, Is.

THE ROSE ANNUAL, parts, 24 coloured

plates, 24s.

AMERICAN PLANTS, illustrated, 2s.

AN HOUR WITH THE HOLLYHOCK, Is.

VILLA GARDENING,3dedition,illustrated,2s.

LECTURE ON THE HYACINTH, %d.

THE FUTURE OF EPPING FOREST, Q,d.

London : W. KENT & CO., Paternoster Bow, E.C. ; or from
The Author, Waltham Cross, Herts.
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CHEAP OFFER OF
Bcnidifulhj Hardy

FLAG IRISES,
IN MANY BEAUTIFUL SHADES.

BLUES. BLUE and WHITE. LILACS, MAU\-ES.
ROSES. CRIMSONS. BRONZES, QOLDEN YELLOW,
PRIMROSE. WHITE. &c. Invaluable for shrubbury
bonliTs and to surround lakua, &c.

LAKGE CLUMPS (each Clump worth
6 to 7 plants), per 100 Clumps, 45s.

Not less than 50 Clumps supplied at this price.

BARR & SON,
12 and 13, KING STREET, COVENT

GARDEN, W.C.

SMOKE-RESISTING TREES & SHRUBS.
SEE NEW HARDY

PLANT CATALOGUE
on application.

-DlCKSONSiLd.), TheNurseries, CHESTER

FRUIT TREES,
SEVENTY-FOUR ACRES.

APPLES, PEARS. PLUMS. CHERRIES, PEACHES,
NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and other FRUIT TREES, as
Standards, Dwarfs, Pyramids, Bushes. Cordon, and Trained
Trees in great variety.

A'INES, excellent Canes, 3.!. 6d., 5s., 7s. 6d., 10s. 6i.

Orohard House Trees in pots, PEACHES, APRICOTS, NEC-
TARINES, &c., from 5s. FIGS from 3s. 6d.

DESCRIPTI\"E LIST, containing a sketch of the various
forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage,
Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping. Treatment under Glass

;

also their Synonyms, Quality, Size, Form, Skin. Colour, Flesh,
Flavour, Use, Growth, Duration, Season. Price, &c., free by post.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
WORCESTER

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

Specialties,

ROSES AND FRUIT TREES.
FIFTY ACRES UNDER CULTIVATION.

CRYSTAL PALACE GREAT FRUIT SHOW
rmsT PRIZE

awarded us for the finest Collection of Apples
(150 dishes). List of sorts, also Descriptive

Catalogues, on application to

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.

PLAHTING SEASON.

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE
invite inspection of their large and

select stock of Forest Trees, Shrubs,

Plants, Hoses, Fruit Trees, Sf'c,

which is of superior quality.

Catalogues and Special Prices on

application.

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE,
Nxireerymen and Seedsmen to the Queen and H.R.H.

the Prince of Wales,

CARLISLE.

TREES, FLOWERSrAND SEEDS

PAULS NURSERIES, WALTHANI CROSS,
For the Rest ROSES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best SEEDS, BULBS, &r.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best FRl'I'I' TKKES and OBAl'E \I.\ES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best EVERGREENS, Park and Riiadsiae TREES.

PAULS NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best CAMELLIAS. AZALEAS, L^iPAGERIAS, &c.

PAUL'S NURSERIEVWALTHAM CROSS,
close to the Waltham Cross Station. Great Eastern Railway

(half an hour from London).INSPECTION INVITED.
Prices low as possible. Priced Catalogues free.

Goods Packed by eiferienced hniidx for all parts of the World.
Observe the Christian name.

WM. PAUL & SON,
Rose Growers by Appointment to Her

Majesty the Queen,
Tree, Plant, Bulb, and Seed Merchants.

AMATEURS' ROSES.

Tea Moses on Seedling Brier and Brier

Cuttings.

EXTRA FINE GEOUND PLANTS.

HYBRID PERPETUALS on SEEDLING BRIER,
BRIER CUTTINGS, and MANETTI.

An Immense Stock.

Special Quotations and Discriptive Catalogues on application.

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.,
KING'S ACRE NURSERIES, near HEREFORD.

ROSES-20 ACRES,
AVell-rooted, many-shootud, truly named, of
matured vigorous growth, and of the best kinds.

Bushes, R. S. & Co.'s selection, 8s. per dozen
;

60s. per 100. Packing and carriage free for
cash with order.

These World-famed MOSES cannot fail to

give the greatest satisfaction.

ROSES IN POTS;
sU the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18«. to 36s. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application,

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

NEW CARNATION, GERMANIA.
Thi3 is. without doubt, the finest Yellow Carnation. My

stock ii true from layers. Post-free, 3s. each.

NEW CABNATION, BLUSHING BBIDE.
Thia is a very lovely variety, of delicate blush-pink colour.

A fiue bold flower, and delightfully fragrant.

Post-free. 3fi. each.

100 Splendid Border CARNATIONS, in fifty choice sorts.
26s.. ore dozen. 4s. 6rf. The true Old Crimson CLOVE, 8pic*-
Bcented, 20fi. per 100, one dozen, 3s.

Address,—THOS. BUTCHER,
THE NURSERIES, SOUTH NORWOOD.

For CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS address

-

THE SEED WAREHOUSE. GEORGE STREET, CROYDON.

As a Supplement

TO THE

Gardeners' Chronicle
VOB

Next Week, December 1,

WILL BE

Published an Ink Photograph

OF

A GARDEN VIEW,
SPRING WOOD, DARTFOSD.

THE

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1888,

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM.
TT has been remarked by competent observers
-^ that the incurved varieties of the flower

show some slight falling off as regards quality,

while a corresponding advance has been noted in

Japanese varieties. The progress of the latter

during recent years has been marvellous, and
one may well ask the reason for this pheno-
menon. The ground for it is not far to seek, as

those who undertake the raismg of new Japanese
varieties are not bound down by any rules or

to any form of flower or petal ; the last may be

narrow or the reverse, twisted, straight, reflexed

or curled inwards, or all of them together on the
same flower. The new seedling must be an object

of beauty in itself, and commend itself to the

public, who are willing to pay for it ; but as usual

with the demand comes the old cry of over-

production ; there are far too many candidates

for popular favour—too many seedlings sent

out from one firm. The good old English

custom of selecting something like half-a-dozen

new varieties from a large batch of seedlings to

send out is being departed from here, as in other

things. Last year as many as 130 new varieties

were sent out as the production of one firm ; but

here again purchasers have to a large extent the

selection in their own bands ; they can refuse to

purchase new varieties until they themselves

have seen the flowers, or until they have been seen

by some one competent to form an opinion. There

are so many really good varieties already in culti-

vation, and most collections are already so over-

crowded with names, that there cannot be any great

hurry to increase their number. I act on this

principle, and never purchase a new plant until I

have seen it ; others may not have so many oppor-

tunities to 666 and judge for themselves ; but the

horticultural Press well supplies this want.

A word as to the slow progress in raising new
incurved varieties. As a matter of fact, there

are not any attempts being made that I can

hear of to raise seedlings from incurved flowers.

The subject is talked about at the exhibitions

every year, but no one seems to be enterprising
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enough to make the attempt. I have been told

that seeds cannot be obtained. Probably not, in

this country ; but there are other things besides

Chrysanthemums of which no seeds can be ob-
tained in England. They can, however, be
obtained on the northern or southern shores of
the Mediterranean. There is yet ample room in
incurved flowers for greater diversity of colour,
on the lines of more brilliancy, and, moreover,
decided shades of crimson, pink, and rich purple
are required, with the size and the form of
Empress of India. Such flowers should be worth
years of patient hybridising to obtain.

Mr. Holmes, with his keen insight into the fitness
of things, has reminded us that for all practical pur-
poses the year 1889 marks the centenary of the
introduction of the Chrysanthemum into Europe.
It had been introduced two centuries ago, and was
also cultivated about the middle of the last century
by Miller, of the Botanic Gardens, Chelsea. The
plant was evidently lost to cultivation until it was
re-introduced by a certain Blanchard, of Marseilles,
in the year 1789. When it was introduced to Eng-
land, I am unable to say—probably very soon after,
for we find it was cultivated by Colvill, nurseryman,'
King's Eoad, Chelsea, in 1795: a purple-flowered
variety flowered with him in November of that year,
and it was figured in the Botanical Magazine for
1796. It has no distinctive name, and is merely
designated C. indicum.

Mr. F. VV. Burbidge, in his excellent treatise on
the Chrysanthemum, states, in a note at p. 3, that the
Botanical Magazine figure resembles in all respects
very closely the variety named Dr. Sharpe. I have
Dr. Sharpe now in flower, and have compared it with
the plate, and the resemblance is very striking, and is

equally marked in the half-opened buds. No other
variety was known to Curtis as being cultivated in
England. His remark, that " We rejoice in the
opportunity afl'orded us of presenting our readers
with a coloured engraving of a plant recently intro-
duced to this country, which, as an ornamental
one, promises to become an acquisition highly valu-
able," were prophetic.

If it is intended to commemorate the introduction
of this plant by a centenary celebration, no doubt
the united wisdom of those best able to judge will
be called iuto requisition, and something be done
worthy of the occasion. The probability is, that
some extension of the ordinary flower-shows might
be suggested; this is all very well in its way, and
may be a good adjunct to something else. A
Conference might be attempted, and a complete
collection of varieties might be grown in one place.
At a preliminary meeting held at the Crystal Palace,
at which Mr. Sanderson presided, it was thought that
suflicient time would not be available to organise
the whole thing iu one year, and that it would be
better to celebrate the centenary in 1890. It was
stated at the meeting that the plant was intro-
duced from France to England in that year, con-
sequently it would be even more suitable than the
earlier date.

At some shows where I have acted as judge, the
specimen plants have not been of such good quality
as they were about fifteen years ago. Some varieties
do not make very strong growth, and yet when well
managed they make excellent specimens. A pretty
variety named Little Pet, with blush coloured in-
curved flowers

; Aurea multiflora, yellow ; Lady
Hardinge, peach colour ; Antonelli, Dr. Sharpe
(reflexed), and one or two others are of this
class, and should be grown from old roots. The plan
is to grow the varieties required with tall stems to
produce large blooms, and at this season of the
year they will sometimes produce shoots from the
old stems, an inch or two above the surface of the
ground. The old stem should he cut over close
to the top growth, the plant dug out of the pot
with a trowel, and the shoots that are pushing
from the base of the plant removed. It should be
potted in a 7-inch pot, in good soil and be placed
near the glass in a greenhouse. The plants should

be kept from frost during the winter, so that they
may be kept growing in what may be termed a cool
greenhouse temperature. They should be put into
9-inch pots, and about the end of May into 11-inch
pots, and in these they will produce their flowers.
Mrs. George Rundle, and the sports from it do best
from cuttings put in at once. All the pompon sec-
tion succeed best from cuttings. J. Douglas.

EUCALYPTUS VIMINALIS.
The specimen figured at fig. 82 was obligingly

sent to us by Captain Brown and the Rev. D.
Landsborough, from the Island of Arran, under the
name of E. amygdalina. On referring the specimen
however, to M. Naudin, of Antibes-who not only
has a special Eucalyptus herbarium, but also culti-
vates a large number of species in the open air-we
were mformed by that eminent botanist that the
specimen m question was E. viminali^. Turning to
Baron von Mueller's Eucalyptographia, we find this
called the Manna Eucalypt, by reason of the manna-
like substance which exudes in drops from the stem
n consequence of the puncture of a kind of grass-
hopper (Cicada mrerens). The manna in question
13. however, of little medicinal value. The tree in a
wild state extends through New South Wales, Vic-
toria, and Tasmania, attaining a height in some
cases of 320 feet, with a base of 17 feet in diameter,
it grows in poor soil, and flowers when in a young
state. The branches are slender and pendulous.
1 he leaves are linear-lanceolate, and the flowers
are borne in axillary three-flowered shortlv stalked
cymes. The flower-tube is obconical, the flower
whitish. The tree from which our figure was taken
was sown in 1872, and is now 30 feet iu height and
lb inches m girth at 5 feet from the ground, and it
would probably hftye been larger, but that it was
transplanted ten years ago.

New or Noteworthy Plants.
>

L.ELIA PACHYSTELE, n. hyb. ,mt. (!).

Mb. R. H. Measohes has kindly sent me an inflor-
escence, originally three, then two-flowered, of a plant
that IS said to have the growth ofa middle-sized Lajlia
elegans. It was imported by Mr. Horsman, Colchester
and appears to flower twice a year. ' No one who has
seen it here can tell us what to call it." These are
the ipsissima verba of Mr. R. H. Measures.
The flowers are equal to those of a rather good

Lslia elegans. The petals are broader than the
sepals, and wavy, wholly light rose. The lip is
very narrow. Side-laeinia; long, narrow, nearlv
rectangular, white, with light purple borders, broadest
on the projecting angles. Mid-line of the disc with a
purple line from the base of the mid-lacinia to the
base of the lip, then divided into two shanks. Mid-
lacinia narrow, oblong, acute, projected, rose, with
darker purple veins, which looks exceedingly pretty,
and which gives a peculiar aspect to the plant!
Column very plump, white, with purple on the hack]
and with two broad ligulate marks running from the
stigma to the base. Pollinia very unequal H G
Bchh.f. 4 • . .

CatTLEYA CASSANDRA X , «. hyb.

This is another of Mr. Seden's hybrids, for which
I am indebted to Messrs. Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea,
from whom I have just received a three-flowered
peduncle. It was raised from Cattleya Loddigesii,
fertilised with the pollen of one of the fibrins of
Ltelia elegans; itself a Lajlia-Cattleya, that is, a
natural hybrid between the two genera. The seed
was sown in 1877 ; so that it has taken eleven years
to reach the flowering stage.

At present the plant is said to have a stoutish
rhizome, as in L. elegans, with seven sub-clavate or
sub-cylindrical pseudobulbs, 7—9 inches long, and
diphyllous. Leaves oval-oblong, spreading, 6—6
inches long. The flowers measure 3^ inches across,

the sepals are acute, the petals twice as broad, and
more obtuse

; all of a delicate rosy-lilac. The lip is
very strongly three-lobed, and has much of the appear-
ance of the mother plant ; the side lobes very large,
and the front one constricted at the base into a very
short and broad claw, broadly rounded in front, and
very much crisped. In colour this front lobe is
bright amethyst-purple, while the side-lobes are
nearly white

; the exceptions being a little rosy-lilac
at their apex, and more faintly along the margin
behind

;
a little rosy-purple running down the centre

of the lip, principally along the minute keels
; and

the radiating veins of a very pale yellow. The column
is much like that of C. Loddigesii in shape, white,
with a little rose down the face. Four of the pollen-
masses are excessively rudimentary

; doubtless due
to the fact that it has three-fourths Cattleya blood
in It. Except the front lobe of the lip the flower is
very delicately coloured. R. A. Eolfe.

CVCXOCHES VERSICOLOR, n. Sp.*

Something very like this was known to me nearly
thirty years ago from a sketch. Much later came a
description of a similar plant. Finally Sir Trevor
Lawrence, Bart., M.P., P.R.H.S., surprised me in the
most agreeable manner by sending me aseven-flowered
inflorescence, whose comparatively short green rachis
aff'urds a fine contrast to the yellowish bracts. The
pedicels are erect, the ovaries bent in a retrorse
way. The sepals and petals are ligulate acute, petals
a little broader. The colour is exceedingly interest-
ing; it begins of a fine dark garlic-green, with
darker veins, and a certain texture of velvet ; finally,
the whole is of a deep brown. The lip is quite
characteristic

;
it is oblong acute, having an excava-

tion between the middle and the base, and on each
side is an erect introrse tooth. The inner surface of
the lip is convex, the outside surface is quite flat

;

the colour is whitish, ultimately yellowish, with a
few purple spots on the anterior half inside. The
substance is very thick, and reminds me of ivorv.
The thin curved column is clavate at the apex, with
three teeth at the apex behind. It is green, with
some small black spots at the base. Sir Trevor
received it from Brazil. The flowers are nearly
equal to those of Cycuoches Egertonianum, but are
in a stiff" upright raceme.
A Cycnoches Haagii has been described by Barbosa

Rodriguez (Genera et Species Orchidearum Novarum,
1882, p. 221). It is said to have a labellum obova-
tiim acuminatum ventricosnm. The sepals and petals
are said to be spotted at the upper margin and the
apex of the green column is stated to be white. Those
are verv considerable diflferences provided the terms
are correctly used.

Jly first acquaintance with a species of this
aflinity was made by copying a sketch of Wallis', re-
presenting such a plant and with more than usual care
Wallis noted what follows: " Very fine epiphyte; lip
exceedingly thick, like china, with red spots and two
processes. Sepals and petals reddish-green, shining
like velvet. Column very thin, green, with small
black spots. Not much smell. Bulbs and leaves of
Catasetum."

Wallis represented a cross section of the lip, which
shows a longitudinal keel on the mid-line underneath,
and the two teeth on the inner surface are median.
There is no indication of a grove between the teeth
and the blade of the lip is almost circular and apicu-
late (not acute). There may thus be three nearly
allied species. H. G. Rchb. f.

Colonial Tobacco.—The London Chamber
of Commerce, Botolph House, Eastcheap, E.C., oft'era

a prize for the best specimen of colonial grown
Tobacco, of not less than 400 lb.

* Cymches versicolor, n. sp.—Racemo paucifloro stricto;
bracteis pedicellos lonRe con eequantibu? flavis; pedicellis
cum ovarii^ genuflexis; aepalis tepalisque cuneato-ligulatfa
acutig

:
labello ebor.aceo oblongo acuto, extiis pianissimo, intus

coQvexo cum callis dentiformibiis conniventibus geminis, supra
excavatiouem antebasilarem ; columna gracillima et apicem
versus ampliata. apice postice tridentata. Ex Brasilia imp.
ill. Equea Trevor Lawrence. H. G. Echb. f.

i
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NURSERY Notes.

ST. OSYTH PKIOKY.

VisiTous to Clacton-oD-Sea (which is a rajjidly

" improving " and even now a very popular seaside

resort), wlio are admirers of beautiful flowers, and

interested in objects of historic antiquity, should

not fail to visit the village of St. Osyth, with its

.ancient Priory, and the seed grounds of Messrs.

Carter & Co., the well-known seed merchants of

High Ilolborn. St. Osyth lies some four or five

raands a fine view of the German Ocean. It has a

very extended and fine sloping beach, with an excel-

lent pier nearly 1300 feet long. The houses are of

superior character, and the streets, as well as the

footpaths, are wide, the latter lieing mostly formed

of cement. The streets are all planted with trees,

as are also numerous avenues, which are expected to

ere long form part of the town. The trees consist

mostly of the Elm, the Lime, and species of the Poplar,

.and, notwithstanding the proximity of many of them
to the sea, they all appear to be doing succeeding

well, although several other sjjecies have, we believe,

been tried, but which were not found to do so well.

is fixed a strong stake, which stands some 5 or 6
feet high, secured at the top .and in the middle by a
light wooden frame, of similar dimensions to the

space on whicii the tree stands; by means of soft

string the stenii are secured to these stakes, in such

a way as to prevent them from chafing upon tl.e

stakes, while a broad splint is perpendicularly fixtd

between each stake, and this effectually preserves the

stems of the trees from external injury. Altogether,

this appears to be a very cheap, and certainly a mist
effectual tree protector.

The seed - grounds of Messrs. Carter & Co.

are some 100 acres or more in extent, and lie oueach

YVJ. 82.—EUCALYPTUS VIMINAtlS ; FLOWEHS WHITE. (sEE P. o'Jlj.)

miles north-west from Clacton-on-Sea, and about

the latter a few words may here be said. It is some

seventy miles from London, and has, as it were,

sprung into healthy existence as a watering place

within the last fourteen or fifteen years. It is

considered an exceedingly salubrious locality, on

account of its invigorating bi-eezes, pure air, com-

bined with the advantages of an abundant supply of

excellent water, a moderate rainfall, and its (so said)

comparative immunity from violent atmospheric

disturbances.

The town appears to be very judiciously laid out,

with a southern aspect, and stands upon cliffs some
411 or .W feet above the level of the sea, and com-

The Elm appears to be the tree most extensively

used, and very close to the sea are several stunted

specimens of some variety of this tree, having very

small leaves, which at a distance have more the aspect

of Scotch Firs than deciduous trees; these have evi-

dently been hedgerow trees a few years ago. A line

of Fig trees is also growing vigorously in front of

the "Royal" Hotel, which is close to the sea, but

they are bearing no fruit this season. The street

trees are all planted on the margins of the footpaths,

which are about 2.5 feet wide, and are thus placed at

a proper distance from the buildings. Each tree stands

in the centre of a small triangular space some
IS inches in the side, and in each angle thus formed

side of the public ro.ad, just before entering the

village of St. Osyth, and are entirely devoted to the

production of flower-seeds, and of choice culinary

vegetables. The land is light but rich, and doubtless

well adapted to this [purpose ; and notwithstanding

the cold and sunless character of the present season,

which can hardly be considered to have been

favourable for the purpose of seed growing, few

if any of the crops at the time of our visit (early in

August) appeared to have suffered from the unfavour-'

able weather.

Those of your readers who may have seen and

admired beds or isolated plants of some of our

finest annual flowers, m.ay imagine the effect pro-
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duced by something like a quarter or even half an

acre of such varieties as some of our finest Del-

phiniums, Godetias, Phlox Drummondi, &c. Con-
spicuous among many fine tilings we were struck by

a very splendid variety of Godetia named the Lady
Satin Rose, not yet sent out, as well as a beautiful

variety of the same species named Princess of Wales,

and several otjiers. There was also a great breadth

of the pretty Rhodanthe Manglesii, and a new
variety of the same named Purple Queen. Mimulus
grandiflorus and Jliraulus Brilliant, several very fine

varieties of Nasturtium, including Cloth of Gold,

with very pretty flowers and still prettier golden

foliage ; together with llelichrysum Fire Ball,

Kschscholtzia Mandarin, Antirrhinum Ruby Gem,
not yet out; Klimulus Brilliant. Viola lutea, and

several fine bedding Pansies, including Carter's

fancy striped. Lord Beaconsfield, and a very fine pure

white variety. There were also immense breadths

of the finest varieties of Mignonette ; and the newest

and best sort of Sweet Peas. These, with many
other varieties of the latest introduced, and best

annual and other flowering plants, too numerous to

mention, are cultivated here with the greatest

care, and also subjected to a vigilant system of

" roguing "—a term well understood in the trade, and

which means the prompt removal and destruction of

all plants which may happen to show symptoms of

inferiority, or deviation from the true type, in form,

colour, or habit of growth.

Nearly all, however, at the time of our visit, were

aglow with bright and beautiful colours, and many
of them difl'using the most delicious perfume, render-

ing this approach to the ancient village of St. Osyth

so pleasant that the traveller may well be ex-

cused if he lingers in passing through the same.

To the kindness of Mr. Gardener, who has for some
twenty or more years been the successful manager
of this extensive and interesting seed farm, we were

indebted for what our time permitted us to see of

the same.

The Village and Manor House.

St. Osyth is a somewhat large and very ancient

village. Its Saxon name appears to have been
" Chick," and it derives its present name of St. Osyth

from the Lady Osyth, who was the daughter of

Frithwald, the first Christian king of Kast Anglia,

and of his wife ^YaIbu^ga, who was daughter to

Penda, king of Mercia. Slie is said to have founded

a church and a nunnery here, the latter being sup-

posed to have been one of the earliest monastic

establishment in England. She was murdered, and
h-^r nunnery plundered and destroyed by the Danes,
about the year 6.53, in one of their not infrequent

incursions on the east coast.

The church of St. Osyth stands in the village, and
is a very ancient structure, and it is also said to be

one of the largest in the county of Essex, originallv

built of rubble and flint, in the same style as the

external walls of the ancient Priory, from which it is

only a short distance. The tower of the church is a

very massive structure, and the interior arrangement
consists of a nave and two aisles, with a very lofty

timbered roof, while, in the centre of the chancel is

a singular inclosure of an oval or horseshoe form
;

this is known as the fold, into which communicants
enter and kneel. It is said there is only one other

church in England in which this is to be found.

The church also contains many sculptured monu-
ments to the memory of former owners of the manor
and Priory, &c. ; and conspicuous on the north wall

is one to the memory of the founder of Charing

Cross Hospital, while a window on this wall also

presents a figure of St. Osyth, and another on the

south wall represents her martyrdom.

The Priory and its manor appears to have had
many owners. King Canute granted it to the great

Earl Godwin, who, it appears, gave it to Christ's

Church at Canterbury, and soon after the Norman
Conquest it became the property of the Bishops of

London, one of whom founded the monastry. After
the dissolution Henry VIII. granted it to his

favourite, Thomas, Lord Cromwell, and after his

execution it again reverted to the crown. It sub-

sequently came into the family of Darcy, and Lord
D.ircy wa5 created Earl Rivers in the year 11)41.

It afterwards passed by marriage to the tliird Earl

of Rochford, who built the principal part of the

present mansion. In 18.37 the Priory and estate

became the property of the present owner, Sir John
Henry Johnson, who has made considerable altera-

tions and greatly improved the property.

The gardens, pleasure grounds and glass structures

now cover some 9 acres of land, and everything is

kept in excellent order. The mansion is in the form

ol a vast quadrangle, and being built at sundry periods

is of various styles of architecture. The noble gate-

house or entrance to the grounds is a very handsome
structure in the late Norman stvle. It is built of

fiint and hewn stone, covered with beautiful tracery

On the right are the extensive ruins of the ancient

monastery, the chapel of which has been restored, and

is unique in character and in good preservation, as

is also a lofty tower from which charming views are

to be obtained of the surrounding country, including

the estuary of the Colne and Blackwater, the German
Ocean and the island of Jlersea.

The gateway alluded to faces the south, and
towards the east, in the ancient wall, may be

observed what must have been the principal entrance

to the monastery, but which is now built up. The
glass structures consist of a central conservatory,

from which extend to the right and left houses

for the cultivation of Grapes, Peaches, and other

exotic fruits. The conservatoiy contains some fine

specimens of old-fashioned plants in good condition.

On a wall near to this, some 30 or more feet high

are trained some very fine climbing plants, including

a magnificent specimen of the Wistaria sinensis,

which, in addition to clothing a large portion of this

lofty wall, extends itself at a right angle from the

same, so as to form a canopy or covering for a broad
walk, and must, when in full flower (which was
lately the case) have been an object of great beautv.

Another portion of this high wall is covered to the

top with healthy Fig trees bearing abundance of

fruit, which, notwithstanding the unfavourable

season, had every appearance of ripening soon.

The grounds also contain many examples of beau-

tiful trees, such as a gigantic Tulip tree ( Liriodendron

tulipifera), supposed to have been planted more than

a hundred years, and blooming profusely ; also a
very fine example of the Cedrus Deodara, which was
planted in ISGl. On the west side of the mansion
is a fine geometric flower garden, the beds of which
are well filled with the most choice varieties of

bedding plants, adjoining which is a fine lawn or

tennis ground. This very beautiful and interesting

garden establishment has for many years been
under the care and management of Mr. Howard, and
the excellent condition in which all is kept does him
credit, while his intelligence and civility leave a
very favourable impression upon all who mav visit

St. Osyth Priory. P. G.

THE DOUGLAS FIR IN SCOT-
LAND.

CConduded from page o^^.)

Assuming, then, that the average tree in the Tay-
mount plantation will show a future development
similar to that shown on the above mentioned cross-

section, I have endeavoured to forecast the volume
of solid wood, or growing stocks (3 inches and upwards
in diameter), which an acre of land belonging to the
first quality is likely to contain at various periods.

In order to facilitate my task I shall commence
by giving such data for the Silver Fir, obtained by
careful and extensive measurements on the Con-
tinent. The volume, or cubic contents of a stand-
ing tree, is best calculated by the following formula:

« X /i X /.

Here » represents the sectional area taken at a
convenient height above the ground, usually the height
of the chest of a man, or about 4^- feet ; h indicates

the height or length of bole ; and ,/' indicates a

certain coefficient called " the form figure." The
product of 5 X A represents a cylinder with a base

equal to that of the tree at 4 feet 6 inches from the

gi-ound, and a length equal to the height of the tree,

fie volume of which is considerably larger than that

of the tree, as the latter tapers from the base

u,)wards ; hence./" is a fraction of 1, and as the pro-

duct, s X h, is thus reduced by multiplying it with/,

t'le latter is sometimes called the reducing factor.

During late years a large number of Silver Fir

woods, of varying age, from early youth up to

maturity, have been carefully measured, arranged

in different qualities—best, middling, and inferior

—

by ascertaining their height, sectional area at height

of chest, and their cubic contents ; by dividing with

the product of height by sectional area {h X s) into

tbe volume, the form figure has been ascer-

tained. The tables thus constructed can now be

applied to the measurement of standing woods with-

out any fellings whatever, by merely measuring the

height and sectional area, and by taking the form
figures from the tables.

The following extract shows the mean volume of
solid wood in a well-stocked Silver Fir wood growing
in a locality classed as belonging to the first quality

up to an age of 140 years, beyond which age no
figures are available :

—
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old luis a mean heiglit of 90 feet ; mean annual height

growth (from thirtj-seconil to fifty-seventh year)

= 14 inches; both grown in Perthsliire. (3). Mature

Douglas Firs in the most favourable localities of

North America are reported to reach a mean height

of 213 feet ; such trees are often up to 500 years

old, but it is not known, at what age the heiglit

growth ceases : let us asswnie that it is veiy sligiit

after the age of 250 years. With these facts before

us, the heights up to an age of 140 years may be

estimated as follows :

—

At the age of Zi v

100

125

HO

lUo

125

111

150

(c) FofiU Fif/niw—The form hgures for Silver Fir

are :
—

At the age o£ ;{-J yuirs

50 ,.

111.) .,

IL'5 ..

110

•65

•47

•17

lii

The form figure of the Taymount plantation

shows '3d for an age of thirty-two years. This is

very considerably below the form-figure for Silver

Fir, and it is in accordance witli the facts of the case.

The Douglas Fir is a much more tapering tree than

the Silver Fir, and the highest form figures which

can be expected may perhaps be placed as follows :

—

At the age of 32 years .

50 „ ..

75 ,. ..

100 ,. .

l-'5 „ ..

HO ,, ..

•39

•33

•33

•3T

•3B

•35

By utilising the figures tlius estimated the following

table for the Douglas Fir has been calculated :

—
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thp tree in Great Britain and Ireland looks at present

very encouraging;, and I trust that experiments will

be continued ; but I deprecate altogether rush-

ing into extensive plantings, as advocated by the

correspondent of the Perthshire Constitutional, until

time has shown that the tree really deserves to

supersede the species hitherto cultivated by us, and

of which we know what to expect. My personal

opinion is that the Douglas Fir will just as little

revolutionise our sylvicultural operations as the Wey-
mouth Pine has been able to do, though great things

were expected of it at one time. There is a great

difference between nursing up a single tree in a fine

soil and under otherwise favourable conditions, and
the growing of a species on a large scale for economic

purposes ; in the former case only exceptional

results present themselves to the eye, while in the

latter case averages must be looked for and reckoned

with. W. Schlich, Coopers Hill, Ocfobar, IS^S.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings,

HYBRID ORCHIDS AT THE DELL, EGHAM.

It is at such a time as the present, when there is

A hiatus in the supply of Orchid flowers, that the

value of some of the hybrids of Messrs. J. Veitch

& Sons (so far as the showier genera are con-

cerned) is ai>parent. Viewing the collection be-

longing to Baron Schroder this week, the houses

gay with beautiful flowers, supplied for the

greater part by the hybrids, the thought involun-

tarily arose—What a difTerence it would make if all

these home-raised garden plants were non-existent.

The blooming period of the great section of Cattleya

and Liclia is over until the flowers on the specimens

of Cattleya Triana; expand; the grand masses of

coloured aud white L. anceps (among which are

several L. a. Dawsoni with six to seven spikes each),

producing their wealth of bloom, and the other

late winter-flowering things appear, yet here

was a fine display of bloom which, although

varied, had been running concurrently with the show

of imported species, and now remained to carry on

until others came. Viewing these hybrids iu flower,

one is struck with their peculiarly intense bril-

liancy and richness of colour, which in most cases

has surpassed that of the parents. The favourite

genus, Cypripedium, now so rich in hybrids, gives a

great variety of handsome things, whose individual

beauties increase in proportion as the plants gain in

strength

.

At present at The Dell a good opportunity occurs

to see together a good plant of the rare C. Tairrie-

anum which has hud five flowers, and beside it a

large specimen of C. Arthurianuni X , a variety

the produce of the first-named and C. insigne ; and

also C. vexillarium X, the result of the same crossed

with C. barbatum. All three have lovely flowers,

the hybrids having the charming curves of outline of

C. Fairrieanum. C. conanthum superbum X , too,

stands out as a leading variety ; and C. Harrisianum

superbum X is the finest of the section . Many
hybrids of C. Sedeni X are in bloom, as well as other

fine species aud hybrids, of which C. Charles Can-

ham X , if not showy, is at least a massive and distinct

flower.

Of hybrid Cattleyas and Lailias, C. Victoria, which
is here in flower, is a fine thing, resembling C. ex-

onienaisx, but with a greater lip expansion; Cattleya

Dominiana x, a cross between C. maxima and C.

intermedia, was bearing handsome flowers, resemb-

ling the charming C. Harrisii, a species which has

also bloomed at The Dell, and which has C. Mendelii

for one of its parents. The latter was raised by the

late Dr. Harris, of Lamberhurst, whose hybrids have

passed into the hands of Messrs. J, Veitch & Sons,

and who also raised C. Lamberhurst hybrid == C.

citrina x C. intermedia, both of which, shown by

Baron Schroder, were certificated at the Koyal Hor-
ticultural Society's meeting, October 23 last. Cattleya

Novelty x , an exquisitely coloured flower, and the

beautiful L. Dominiana X, C. porphyrophlebia,

and others were just out of bloom, while well-

advanced in bud were large plants of L. Bella X,
L. Veitchiana X, L. Canhamiana X, L. lilacina X,
C. Jlastersoniie X , C. fausta, C. Bella, and others.

The handsome little Sophro-Cattleya liatemanniana

has flowered here several times, but the still more
interesting Veitchian cross between Sophronites

grandifiora and Cattleya Trian?e has unfortunately

dropped its buds.

The Calanthes now make a fine show, but the

bright magenta C. Veitchii superba holds its

own among them all, and makes the best show by

reason of its being grown in quantity. Other

hybrids were remarked, the best white being

C. Hallii X, which, as seen here, is purer in colour

than either C. Cooksonii or C. Barkerii, which were

placed beside it. C. Alexandra' x, C. lentiginosa x,
and C.Sandhurstiana X are finely-coloured varieties

and the beautiful hybrid cross between CaUnthe
and Phaius—I'haio-Calanthe Sedeni—bore a stout

spike of its beautiful creamy-white and pink flowers.

Among the hybrid Dendrobes rendered so popular

by the I), heterocarpum hybrids, of which U. splen-

didissimum grandiflorumxis the best, the perennial

flowering D. rhodostoma, with its rich claret-crimson-

tipped petals, is profusely in flower ; Dendrobium
PhaUenopsis superba, too, is in flower, and is worth a

journey to see.

In flower were Epidendrum Wallisii,a fine variety ;

an autumn-flowering C. labiata, which for richness

of colour in the labellum far excels the original

variety ; Cypripedium Argus nigro-maculata, the best

variety of that species; and the very rare CJdonto-

glossum Warscewiczii, a plant with eight spikes in

bud. Considering the varied collection, and the

large number of varieties difiicult to grow, Mr. H.

Ballantiue keeps The Dell collection up to the best

possible mark of excellence, and its generous owner

gets the gratification from his plants which he so

well deserves. J. O'B.

Thar'^ CALLOSrS.

Besides P. grandifolius, which is one of the best

known Orchids, and P. Wallichii, a very meritorious

species, there are several other species of Phaius

fully deserving of attention, but which are rarely

met with. One of them is P. bicolor, which was

noted in these columns a few weeks ago, and another

is the subject of this note. P. callosus has long been

known to botanists, and reference is made to it in

the volume of the Gardeners' Chronicle, for 1848. A
plant of it which was imported from Java last year

is now flowering at Kew. The flowers measure

3 inches across, and on the plant under notice are

borne on a stout radical scape 18 inches high,

which carries eight flowers ; fully established plants,

however, would probably produce double or treble

that number. The sepals aud petals are broadly

lanceolate, and of a dull reddish-brown, the tips

being whitish ; the lip is tubular, the front portion

not being so spreading as in P. grandifolius ; it is of

a yellowish-white, tinged with pink, aud is slightly

pubescent.

By growing tlie four species 1 have mentioned

above, all of which require the same general treat-

ment, a succession of flowers could be kept up for

probably ten months in the year, and this, with

plants of the stately and effective appearance of P.

grandifolius would be of no small advantage for

conservatory decoration. }V. B.

CiELOGYNE OCELLAIA.

An exceedingly pretty species with flowers much
resembling those of C. corymbosa ; in the latter,

however, the flower-scapes are produced along with

the young growth, whereas in C. ocellata they rise

from the apices of the developed pseudobulbs. The
species is figured in theBotanical Mai/a-iiie (t. 3761)),

but the figure does not convey a just idea of its cha-

racteristics. The flowers are 2.^ inches in diameter,

and three or four occur on a raceme. 'I'he sepals

and petals are of pure white ; the lip, the side lobes

of which enclose the column, has also a white

ground, but is marked on the middle lobe with two

round, eye-like yellow spots; each side lobe being

also marked with a blotch of yellow and striped with

reddish-brown. It is stated in the Orchid Grower's

Manual to flower in February and March, but several

plants are now in flower at Kew. It may be grown
in pots of fibrous peat and sphagnum, but it succeeds

equally well when grown on rafts and suspended from

the roof, in which case peat fibre should be fastened

about the roots and sphagnum placed on the

surface. Being from Northern India it requires

cool, moist conditions. It was introduced in 18:^2.

T. B.

TrICHOPILIA TOUTILI-i.

Basket or pot culture suits these plants well, but

if well elevated above the pot's rim they perhaps

flower most abundantly in this manner. In potting,

above all, provide good drainage, and for soil use

good fibrous peat, through which may be worked
some moderately-sized nodules of charcoal, which
will allow tiie roots to penetrate it better, and at the

same time assist in carrying away the water more
quickly. The species is a free-growing plant, which

requires a medium supply of water to its roots during

the season of growth, but it enjoys an atmosphere

well charged with moisture ; and although the water

supply to the roots must be considerably reduced

through the winter months, it must never be entirely

withheld, as the slightest amount of shrivelling is

injurious. This plant should be grown at the cool

end of the Cattleya-house, well exposed to the sun

and light, but should have the sun screened from it

during the hotter part of the day, in order to pre-

serve the colour of its foliage, which forms such an

admirable background for its blossoms. It is not

very liable to the attacks of insects, but scale,

and even thrips, will sometimes aflect it. more
especially if the plant is in a slightly bad state of

health ; but watchful care on the part of the culti-

vator will prevent these pests from gaining a lodg-

ment. The plants may be increased, if necessary,

by division ; but it is far better to have one fine

plant than several small ones. The division should

be made just a« the new growths appear, and several

old bulbs should be left at the back of the leading

growth. The divisions may ^be ])otted, and treated

in exactly the same manner as the established plants.

" Orel/id Albuiii,'' October.

CvPUTPEDIUM FlTCHIAKU-M

is a distinct and pretty variety, and compact in its

habit. The leaves are oblong acute, from 4—

G

inches in length by about \h inch in breadth, and

prettily variegated ; the ground colour is greyish-

green, marbled and spotted with deep olive-green.

The scape rises well above the foliage, and bears a

single large and handsome flower. Dorsal petal some-

what ovate cuneate, white, conspicuously veined with

bright green, the lower sepal being similar in colour,

l)ut smaller; petals long and strap-shaped, with

blunt ends, green towards the base, the apical por-

tion and the margins being suft'used with deep red,

and bearing a few black hairy warts on the edge
;

lip large, dull red, veined in front with green, the

inner surface profusely spotted with dots and spots

of red. It blooms in the winter months, and con-

tinues in perfection for fully six weeks. " Orchid

Album.,''' October.

THE RELATION BETWEEN
BLOSSOMIXO AND THE DEVELOl'-
MENT OF TUHEKS IN THE POTATO.'

Is the climate of Germany the blooming of

ilirt'erent varieties of Potatos is very much restricted.

Most of the varieties do not flower, excepting here

and there in the course of years ; a small number

only flower regularly and bear fruit. It is not so in

Chili, the habitat of the Potato. There it flowers

abundantly, but the tubers remain small, while in

the temperate zone the formation of the tubers is

favoured at the expense of fertilisation.

» I!y E. Wollny, Fcrsrii. anf J. Gcb. dfr Jijn'.nHiirphtjaik,

X., m. 2U—218.'
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This fact seems to hulicate a sort oi balance

between the two modes of reproduction by the

tubers, and by tlie seeds : the energy of the one

seems to brinp; about the decadence of the other.

In fact, Knight and Langenthal have found that they

may increase the blooming by detaching the young

tubers as they appear. Inversely, they found that

suppressing the flowers favoured the development of

the tubers of many varieties. An anonymous English

the number as well as size of the tubers. However,

the early varieties, and the plants which had not

been topped till late, gave a contrary result, one

crop being poor, probably because there remained

some little time between the operation and the

maturity of the tubers, and the season had been

especially dry from July 14 to August 2.3.

These experiments enable us to understaittl why

the I'otato does not thrive alike in Chili and Ger-

''^''"'h I'

y''
'

^^

FlO. 8.".—C^LAXDIilNIA OPPOSITIFOLU ; rLKSH-COI.OVRED.

behind a'screen of a'solution'of Isulphate of quinine.

But it seems to us that it is necessary to divide the

problem into two, and to distinguish one im-
mediate influence and another indirect influence, the

ertt'Ct of which is itself accumulated by hereditv, in

order to become a race-characteristic. These two
features necessarily combine, and act in the same
way in our country. We do not think, however,
that these things are brought about by purely

physical iufluence.

There are, in fact, many examples of plants being
reproduced artificially or naturally by budding, root

grafting, tubers, &c., .and which in flowering do not
produce fruit, or which, producing fruits, are none.the

less sterile, as seeds are not formed in them. Lysi-

machia nummularia, a creeping plant; the Tarragor,

which flowers but does not set seed ; Garlic rocambole,

which produces bulbs in place of flowers ; a variety

of Ficaria ranunculoides, which produces tubercles

in the axils of the leaves; and Sugar-cane and
llananas which are nearly always sterile. A^'Straif

in Annahs Af/i'onoiinfjurs, xiv., pp. 383—4.

author has obtained by this method an increase in

harvest of 2670 lb. per acre.

Wollny recognises that, from his experiments, the

development of the flower is prejudicial to that of

the tubers. Experiments were conducted in 1886 on

many varieties that produce flowers. Four plots

were pl.antedwith each variety, one acting as a dupli-

cate or control, being left to itself; the inflorescence

on the other three was cut at three difl"erent periods.

The inflorescence oftenest cut off produced the crop

of greatest weight; it alaP:e:ferci§ed au infli}?nee_oo

many. It is probable that dryness and sunlight

induce bloom, and humidity, and a sky more or less

cloudy, the formation of tubers. In fact, ia dry

years a great number of varieties flower, while the

same varieties do not bloom when the weather is

moist and the sky is obscure.

The influence of light upon the production of

flowers is a fact that has beeu long known, and very

recently Sachs has shown that it is the chemical rays

which provoke flowering. Plants of Nasturtium, a

flowering plant of the first. class, produced no flowers

CALANDEINIA. OPPOSITIFOLIA,
S. Watson, sp. nov.

The contrast between the rich deep maroon of the

so-called C. umbellata and the pure white or rose-

blush of the present species is striking in the

extreme, and as we have no reason to doubt its com-
parative hardiness, it will, no doubt, prove a gi'eat

acquisition to the outdoor garden. The plant from

which the sketch (fig. 83) was made was grown
through the winter in an unheated house, and, in con-

sequence, may be a little drawn, although the descrip-

tion from wild plants gives the scape as 3—10 inchf s

high. The tuberous root is very thick and fleshy, the

lower leaves oblanceolate, narrowed to the scaly

margined underground base; from 2

—

^ inches long,

thick, succulent. The flower-stem is branching,

with one terminal three-flowered umbel ; the

pedicels 1 or 2 inches long, sepals round, short,

acutely dentate ; flowers over 1 inch iu diameter,

pure white, in some blush-rose, the latter espe-

cially very lovely. It was collected by Thomas
Howell at Waldo, Oregon, and in the coast moun-
tains of Del Norte County, California, near Smith

River, and published in the Proceet^tnc/s of the

American Acadcm)/ of Aiis and Sciences, vol, xxii,,

p. .3.3.5. D,

Fruit Register.

PEARS.
It would be scarcely safe for a gardener to limit

liis varieties to flfteen, in view of the uncertainty at

cropping in some of those named by Mr. Sheppard

in these pages on November 10. I would like to add

tlargonelle, a Pear which everyone likes ; Eyewood,

piquant in flavour, and a good grower and cropper.

In both of these the spurs are naturally long, and

should be shortened only when they have become

unsightly. I think the Pears with long spurs and

long stalks to the fruits usually have pendulous

blossoms, and are thus rendered less liable to injury

from snow and frost when open. Beurre Diel is an

excellent hardy Pear, and Marie Louise d'L'ccle ia

also good, and equally hardy ;
Monarch should not

be omitted ; Hacon's Incomparable also, where it

does well, is welcome for its tender flesh and

pleasant flavour. It usually crops well every other

vear ; but by thinning out the fruits when too

abundantly borne, this Pear, and others with the

same peculiarity, may be made to crop fairly well

every year when not prevented by frost from setting

their blooms. Beurnj d'Aremberg is another variety

which bears well and pretty constantly. Well grown

and ripened it is excellent, but as it is a very fri6

setter the fruits ought to be thinned on wall treer,

pyramids, &c. Nouveau Poiteau audJEaster Beunfi

can hardly be qmitted, although the period at which
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the latter ripens in store is very uncertain, and

Noveau Poiteau is in season with Marie Louise.

In all large establishments there are many
persons about who are fond of the Pear, and it

would often be the means of saving the gardener'^

best fruit if he were to consider this, and provide

for it by planting those varieties which are free

bearers, and which, if not first-rate, are of fair

quality. Such are Beurre de Capiaumont, Aston
Town, Sumnipr Franc Heal, Thompson's, Jersey

Gratioli, Windsor. Autumn Bergamotte, Vigneuse,

Louise Bonne, Bishop's Thumb, Souvenir du Con-
gres, Beurr^ Clairgeau, and Brown Beurr*;. I am
sorry to leave oft' with these varieties, m iny deli-

cious Pears being even now omitted, but the lists

—Mr. Sheppard's and this—seem to be rather too

'abundantly found in autumn Pears, In ordering

the Pear trees from the nurseryman do not forget

to add some trees—bushes rather—of variousQuinces.

The fruits are very generally liked as preserves and in

other ways. F. M.

Peah Bbukre Henri Couucelle.

A small Pear ; a seedling from Bergamotte Espe-
ren, raised by M, Arsene Sannier, which makes up

for its sraaU size and indifferent appearance by its

exquisite flavour. Its form is like that of Berga-

motte Espereu, but it is late, and does well on
the Quince, and is very fruitful. BuUdin d'Arbori-

cnliure.

Plant Notes.

IMPATIEXS HAWKEin.
This is a bold free-flowering species bearing

red flowers on longish stalks, which stand out

well above the foliage. Perhaps this might be

placed with such as I. Hookeri, which is a strong

grower, bearing large flowers, and it is a credit to

any cultivator who succeeds in flowering this plant

;

but the one in question has certainly the merit of

being free-flowering, as plants with us have been
continually blooming from the early part of the year,

and promise to continue throughout the winter.

Some say that it requires a large amount of pot-

room, and compare it unfavourably with I. Sultani

and Episcopi ; but to us it seems unnecessary to

make this comparison, as both kinds may be re-

girded as strikingly ditVerent, Those who have
seen it in flower in this neighbourhood are much
impressed with its large handsome flowers. Cut-
tings strike freely, and if these, when rooted,

are potted into strong fibrous yellow loam, together

with some coarse sand, and grown in a light

position in a warm house, the nodes are produced
closer together than would otherwise be the case

if they received contrary treatment. If it could

be crossed with I. Sultani or one of its varieties

doubtless the result would prove satisfactorv, but

.unfortunately these large flowering kinds do not, as

far as our experience goes, intermingle with these

smaller Howering species. There is a difference

between the pollens of these two species both in

colour and shape. In I. Sultani the pollen grains

are reddish and barrel-shaped, while those of I.

Hawkeri are round and yellowish ; but whether these

differences are sutlicient to prevent a cross being
made between the two we are unable to state.

Sechium edule.

This is by no means a free-flowering plant in this

country, that is, as far as our experience goes, and
therefore it is not likely to become very popular. A
'specimen is now flowering profusely in one of the

warm-houses of the Cambridge Botanic Gardens. It

18 a member of the Cucumber family, and is a much
esteemed vegetable in the tro|)ics. The fruit is

about 4 iuclies in length, and is furnished with a

number of small harmless prickles ; it contains onlv
'one seed, whicli germinates within the fruit, and
'never separates from it. The shoots are long,

almost of'au indefinite length, one we measured

being more than 25 feet in. length. The tendrils are

from three to Jive-cleft, but are more generally pro-

duced in fours, and when out of flower it is not

unlike a Cucumber plant. It has monoecious flowers,

of dull white colour; the male flowers are in

racemes, while the others are solitary. Both male

and f/^male flowers have a number of secreting

g'ands in the tube of the corolla, about which many
small reddish-coloured ants were particularly busy.

(Can you inform me tlie name of this ant, as it

seems most common amongst stove plants, but, its

name is not widely known ?) The fruits are some-

times imported and sold in Covent Garden under

the name of Chayotes. It has been introduced into

Madeira and other Atlantic Islands, from whence

we received our seed some two years ago. The
root is also spoken of as being edible, resem-

bling a Yam both in flavour and form. Unfortunately

tlie plant at Cambridge cannot be fruited, owing to

the proposed demolition of the house in which it is

planted out. W.Harrow, Cambridge Botanic Gardens.

SPECIMEN TREES TN KEW
GAPtDENS.— II,

The Stone Pine (figs. 84 and So, pp. (i04 and

GOo).—One of the most characteristic trees at Kew
is Pinus pinea. It is to be found on the lawn, to the

left, not far from the entrance from Kew Green,

and near the Director's office. It is not remarkable

for the height of its trunk, but the head, as

will be seen from our illustration, is very character-

istic. The French call this Pine the Parasol Pine,

from its umbrella-shaped head. In some places

along the Riviera, and especially in Italy, the Stone

Pine forms a marked feature of the landscape. ]\I.

Joly has lately described a specimen near St. Tropez

which has a height of 16 metres, while the diameter

of the head is 26 metres. The leaves are in pairs,

each 4—5 inches long, and of a dark green colour,

while the rich brown cones, of the size of a Cocoa-

nut, take three years to ripen, and are remark-

able for their prominent scales, the apices of

which are dome-shaped and ribbed, reminding one

of the dome of the cathedral of Florence. The
seeds are oblong-ovoid, and are a favourite delicacy

with the Italians. The wing of the seed is rela-

tively narrow, forming a hatched-shaped mem-
branous process surmounting the seed. This tree

is remarkable for the occasional development of

shoots with long single leaves instead of the usual

pair—leaves similar, in fact, to those which are pro-

duced on the young plant ia succession to the

cotyledons.

lu this country the tree is somewhat spring-tender,

on which account we rarely meet with fine specimens,

but we have received cones from Mr. Powell, of

Drinkstone Park, and others. Messrs. Dammann, of

Portici, have also favoured us with specimens of a

golden-leaved variety. The Uavenna forest, once

80 celebrated and rendered popularly known by

Leigh Hunt and Byron, was composed of this tree.

These groves of stately Pines rose terrace alter

terrace for mile after mile along the Adriatic ahoie,

but were killed in the winter of 1870-80, as gra-

phically narrated in our columns June 4, 1881,

p. 736. Such a wave of intense cold had not been

known along the Adriatic for centuries, and that v/as

proved by the Pines, which had grown up with tlie

city's growth. Our correspondents at the time speak

of gaunt bare trunks, attesting the destructiveness of

the frost and to the severe loss of tlie peasants, whose

living largely depended on the collection of the seeds.

It is, however, quite possible that young seedlings

protected by a mulching of the fallen leaves, may
have survived, and if so that they are now gradually

bidding fair to replace the trees that were killed.

Perhaps some correspondent may be able to say

whether or no this surmise is correct. In the mean
time the following extract will suliice to give an idea

of the former impressions of these forests :

—

"This pinetnm stretches along the shore of the

Adriatic for about 40 miles, forming a belt of variable

width between the great marsh and the tumbling
sea. From a distance the bare stems and velvet

crowns of the Pine trees stand up like Palms that
cover an oasis on Arabian sands; but at a nearer
view the trunks detach themselves from an inferior

f irest growth of Juniper, and Thorn, and Ash, and
Oak, the tall roofs of the stately Firs shooting their

breadth of sheltering greenery above the lower and
less sturdy brushwood. It is hardly possible to

imagine a more beautiful and impressive scene than
that presented by these long alleys of imperial

Pines. Ttiey grow so thickly one behind another
that we might compare them to the pipes of a great

organ, or the pillars of a Gothic church, or the

basaltic columns of the Giant's Causeway. Their
tops are evergreen, and laden with heavy cones,

from which Kavenna draws considerable wealth.

Scores of peasants are quartered on the outskirts of

the forest, whose business it is to scale the Pines
and rob them of their fruit at certain seasons of the

year. Afterwards they dry the Fir cones in the sun

until the nuts which they contain fall out. The
empty husks are sold for firewood, and the kernels

in their strong shells reserved for exj)Ortation. You
may see tlie peasants—men, women, and boys--
sorting them by millions—drying and sifting them
on the open spaces of the wood, and packing them
in sacks to send abroad through Italy."

The Flower Garden.

Plantixo.—Although this is generally considered

one of the best months in the year for planting

deciduous subjects and most evergreens, one cannot
advise a continuance of that operation in wet or

retentive soils, lu hilly districts and on sandy and
gravelly soils the case is difterent, and there need be

no more delay than is occasioned by the unfavour-

able weather. Stake and tie such as require it as the

work proceeds, and finish oft" with a mulching of half-

decayed materials to keep out frost. In new plant-

ing the soil should be trenched two spits deep

beforehand, and, if poor, a heavy dressing of decayed

manure should be worked in with the staple. Where
Khododendrons, Azaleas, and other shrubs preferring

a peaty soil are going to be planted, and the natural

soil of the locality is unsuitable, the best way to

ensure success it to clear out the old soil to a depth

of 2 feet, and replace it with peat ; by doing this the

first cost may be great, but as a set-off against this is

the success of the planting.

Roses.—As soon as the soil is in a state fit to be

trodden upon planting may be done so far as

regards II. P. 's, but Tea and all tender varieties

of the Kose will be better for being left till the

spring. In planting new beds take out most of the

old soil to a depth of 2 feet, and replace it with good
turfy loam if obtainable, and a liberal admixture of

rich manure. When setting out the plants allow a

space of from 2 to 3 feet between the dwarfs;

see that each one is labelled, and tliat a mulclx is

aftorded the plants, (_)ld plants that are unsatisfac-

tory but which are worth saving may be lifted, re-

jilanting in fresh soil. Cut oft' all suckers and
shorten with a sharp knife any thick straggling

roots. In severe weather some blight protection to

Tea varieties should be afforded.

Turfing may still be done whenever there is an
absence of frost. . Never beat turf when it is frozen,

this operation always destroying the appearance of

it for a long time ; neither let it lay iu stock f^r a
long time, but open out the turves to the light.

The aspect of the garden will be rendered inviting

if the lawn be kept in good order by sweeping and
rolling at short intervals, hut do not sweep the grass

wlien it is wet, or the worm-ca-its will give it a

smeared apjiearance. The same directions apply

equally to walks made of binding materials. Shell

and sea-sand walks need only to be raked smoothly at

this season. The edges of the turf .should be cut

with the shears for the last time this season. J.

Horsejicld, Ilcr/fesburi/.

Plants and Their Culture.

Pandanos.—Although a somewhat large and varied

genus there are only about half-a-duzen commonly met
with. They form distinct and telling decorative

subjects, and are of very easy culture; in fact, with

a moderate amount of dryish heat, light, and water,

good-sized specimens may be grown.; but yety large
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specimens can be rapidly raised, if treated liberally,

in large pots with rich loamy soil and an abundance
of heat— indeed, large plants are only too easily

grown, which often renders them unfit for ordinary

decorative uses. JSome of them can, however, be kept

down to a small size for a few years by occasionally

making cuttings of the tops. In doing this strip

the leaves olf the stem so far as it is lirm, and then
cut clean across. Put the cuttings into as small-

sized pots as possible, using sandy ioara for a com-
post. If they are now stood in a dry part of the

propagating-house, and occasionally be-dewed with

the syringe, they will soon root, and should then be

shifted into the size of pot finally required. I have
found them do remarkably well placed near or over

the hot-water pipes. Two of the best known— P.

utilis and P. Vandermeeschii— in a small state, can
in this way readily be kept for a year or two. They
are both best, liowever, when propao;ated from seeds,

wliioh germinate readily. P. utilis is the more
graceful of the two plants, the leaves being iiicely

recurved, and of a pleasing green colour. P. Van-
dermeerschii is more rigid, and stronger in its habit,

witli a whitish, glaucous bloom on the leaves, and
both are densely armed \vith short red spines. The
old stocks of the plants which have been cut down
may be thrown away, as they do not readily break
into fresh growth. Another broad green-leaved
species is P. oruatus. Quite different from
these is P. graminifolius, an elegant, narrow,
recurved-leaved species, which branches freely,

and is very useful for table decoration. Uf
the variegated lorm the two best are I*. Veitchii

and P. javanicus variegatus. The former, although
not the best coloured, is, nevertheless, the most
serviceable plant; but javanicus is so formidably
armed with spines that not only is it dilKcult to

handle, but it is very liable to tear the leaves of
other plants with which it may come in contact

;

both are striped with white on a green ground.
The last-named three are easily increast^d from
otfsets, which may be put in at any time of the year
and treated in the way advised for the other cuttings.

If grown in plenty of light and heat they will after-

wards stand a very low temperature without injury,

provided they are dry at the root. Under these con-
ditions we have successfully wintered them in a
temperature not much over 50°

: P. javanicus, being
more tender, must be kept in the stove. F. Ross,

Fendell Court, Bletchiiighy.

Fruits Under Glass.
Figs.—The earliest trees which are to supply

fruit in April will now be ready for the start.

These early trees, which should be in pots and tubs,

may be stood on a solid foundation, with a good
depth of fermenting leaves surrounding them. This
may be thought to lessen the need for the cus-
tomary syrin{iing, but it will be as well to con-
tinue it, in order to keep the trees free from
red-spider and other insects. A slight syringing
once or twice a w^'ek with rain-water at a tempera-
ture of 90'^, with a little petroleum added to it, will

keep matters riglit in this direction. The house
should be started with a night temperature of 50°,

increasing it to 55° during the day when there is no
sun-heat, and to (>0° when the sun shines brightly.

All successional houses should be cleansed, and the
trees scrubbed with a bru^h and soapy-water con-
taining a little quantity of petroleum, being careful

not to injure the embryo fruit in the operation.

Where it is found necessary to increase the stock,

short stocky shoots may be detached with a heel,

about the middle of January or beginning of February,
and placed in sandy loam in 48's, plunging them in

bottom-heat, and in all other respects treating them
as Vine eyes. Any plants struck last year may now
be shifted into \LVa and stored away in a cool
house until the turn of the year.

Melons.—Where fruit is still swelling a steady
temperature of 75° should be maintained, and when
the fruits show colour a dry and genial atmosphere
is required.

Ciu-umbcrs.—A night temperature of 65° to 70°
will now be sufficient for these ; allow a little venti-

lation on all favourable nights. Do not pinch the
point so mu:;h as previously recommended, but rather

encouiage a slight extension of the bine. Be careful

not to overcrop, and continue to supply slight, rich

top-dressings. If greenfly appears, fumigate slightly

on three successive niglits, and well syringe with
tepid water the first tiling in the morning. Syring-
ing the plants overhead generally should now be

discontinued.

Strmvben'ies.—Where ripe fruit is in request in

February no time should be lost in getting the ne-

cessary quantity of plants in readiness. The best

method of starting these probably is to insert a

quantity of 4-inch diameter drain-pipes into a bed of

leaves in a pit with a rather flat roof, standing each
pot within the pipe—the heat ascends the pipes

around the roots and hastens the forcing process. The
pots may also be plunged to half their height in a bed

of leaves; but this plan results in the loss of roots,

which soon make their way outside the pots. No time

should now be lost in storing the whole stock lor the

winter, and I find no sysfem better than standing

the pots on a good depth of cinder ashes and packing
them all round with leaves. I consider this superior

to wintering in frames. IVm. M. Baillic, Luton Hoo,

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Plums ^Plum trees will succeed in all districts in

any suitable soil, and may be grown as standards or

pyramids, or against walls, with the exception of the

north aspect. Pyramids may be planted from 6 feet

to 8 feet apart, and to keep them in a fruitful state

they should be lifted every fonr years. A few of

the choice kinds, such as Jefierson's, Coe'a Golden
Drop, (iolden Gage, and others, should be grown
against a wall with a north-western aspect, as the

fruits from trees in this position are valuable late in

the season. For the earliest crop Rivers' Early
Prolific is undoubtedly the best variety, grown either

as a standard, fan- trained against a wall, or as a

cordon. For growing as pyramids, bushes, and
against walls the following are the best, viz. :

—

Rivers' Early Prolific, Early Orleans, .luly, Bryanston,

Golden and Green Gages, Angelina Burdett, Belle de

Septembre, Autumn Compote, Prince of Wales,

Coe'a Golden Drop. Jnfft'rson's, Denyer's Victoria,

Orleans, Belle de Louvain, Black Imperial. Kirk's,

Pond's Seedling. Red, Yellow, and Purple Magnum
Bonum, Late Orleans, and Coe's Late Red. For
standards, the three varieties of Magnum Bonums,
Orleans. Victoria, Prince of Wales, Prince Englebert,

Early Prolific, Green Gage, Pershore, Belgian Purple,

and Monarch. Damsons are best grown as standards

or bushes. I have tried them in a pyramidal form,

but without success, for the few fruit they bore did

not compensate for the trouble taken in the way of

root-pruning and other measures to induce them to

bear. The best varieties of Damsons are Mitchel-

son's, King of Damsons, Farleigh Prolific, and the

Prince or Shropshire.

Cherries.—These like a well-drained open soil, and
succeed when grown in the same way as Plums,
with the exception of the Morello, which, in midland
and northern counties should be accorded a wall,

and for late crops one facing north. For private

gardens the most profitable method of growing
Cherries is as bushes. Grown in this form they bear

excellent crops yearly, and moreover the fruit is

easily protected from birds. In forming a collection

half-a-dozen trees of the Kentish Black should be

included, as it isa very useful fruit, continuing in use

until the Morellos are ready for gathering. Fur
growing against walls the following are well proved

varieties, viz.:—May Duke, Werder's Early Black,

Rivers' Early, Elton, Black Eagle, Bigarreau,

Governor Wood, Downton. Bigarreau Napoleon,

Florence, Royal Duke, and Late Duke. For north
walls, Kentish and Morello. As standards and
busltes, Black and White Heart, Belle Agathe,
Kentish, the Bigarreaus, May Duke, Downton, and
Elton can be recommended.

A/trivots delight in a deep, rich, and well-drained

loam, and they succeed only in this country outdoors

when grown against walls facing south, south-west,

and west. As the trees require a great deal of

water during the various stages of growth, it is most
essential that the borders should be well drained. I

find maidens are the best for planting ; they giow
away more rapidly, and are not so subject to gum-
ming and losing their branches when they become
established, as on the two and three year old trees.

It is always best to plant the trees where they are

to remain, for they are very impatient of being lifted

after tliey get beyond a certain size. Of sorts, the
following are the best:—Moor Park, Hemskirk,
Kaisha, and the Large Early ; the latter is an excel-

lent variety, and the individual fruits can be grown
as large as Peach by judicious thinning and careful

attention to watering the border.

Peaches and Nectarines require to be grown on the

same aspects as Apricots. The soil should consist

of a good mellow loam, with an admixture of lime-

rubble if of a heavy nature. The following is a
list of good varieties, viz.:— Alexander, Belle Beauce,

Barriugton, Noblesse, Grosse Mignonne, R'jyal

(Jeorirt^, Stirling Castle, Bellegarde, Alexamha
Noblesse. Prince of Wales, Walburton, and Late
Admiiable.
Of Nectarines, Balgowan, EIruge, Hardwick Seed-

ling. Lord Napier, Downton Improved, Newton, Pine-
apple, River's Orange, Violette Hative, ami Hum-
boldt are a few of the best varieties. A, Ward, ^tukc

Edith Park, Hereford.

Transplantino and Managing Young Fbtjit

Thees.— The season of the year has now arrived

when the transplanting of fruit trees should be taken
in hand and carried out with all the expedition pos-

sible, as it makes a great difierence in the welfare

and speedy establishment of the plants whether the

operation is conducted now or later, for at this time
of year the roots soon get to work again, and when
the buds start they will do so strongly ; whereas if the

removal of the trees is left till the spring they must of

neces-sity break weakly, and make slow progress after-

wards. In gardens where there are many wall trees

to maintain in a fruitful state, it is a good plan to

keepbu}'ing in, or working up a few young plants

every year, so as to get them trained and grown on
to a suitable size and shape for filling gaps as such

occur, or take the place of others that are not doing

satisfactorily, as by managing in that way there is

little loss of time in filling up vacancies, and little

difference in the supply of fruit, as trees of the stamp
referred to soon come into full bearing, for being on
the spot, they can be lifted and replanted with

but little check to the plants. In starting with

maidens, or two-year old stuff, it is not neces-

sary to have walls to train on, as any fence, hurdleF,

stakes, or rails, answer for a backing or support very

well, and most of the trees obtained from nurseries

are put into shape on the one or the other. The
first act of gardeners on receiving fruit trees from

the raisers, after unpacking, used to be to cut them
back, but this barbarous system is now only prac-

tised by the few, and cannot be too strongly. coHt.

demned, as it serves no useful purpose, instead oi

which, tlie plant beheaded has to do the same work
over again, and is little, if any, better or bigger at

the end of a season's growth than when brought in

[The tree must have a basis of shoots to the number of

4 to 5 on each side.] With plants treated more natur-

ally there is none of this and all that is needful is

to cut out any misplaced shoot that will not be re-

quired for a main branch, and then all the rest may
be laid in to the light or left, keeping the middle

portion of the tree clear and open, as the -hiug is to.

get the sides filled up first, for the centre is sure to

furnish easily after, the tendency of growth being

towards that part where the chief rush of sap sets in

and flows, causing strong shoots to emerge. In

preparing for tlie planting, it is very important

that the ground be trenched or well broken up to a

good depth, but on no account should manure of any

kind be used for stone fruits, as it only forces rank

shoots, which in the case of Apricots, Cherries,

Plums, Peaches, and Nectarines is to be avoided, for

wood of tliat kind is apt to gum, and seldom gets

ripened.

The safest and best help that the tree can have

is a little fresh turfy loam chopped up moder-

ately fine, and if of a calcareous nature all the better,

but if not, a small quantity of dust chalk should be

added and well mixed with the soil, as that suits the

trees when the fruit is stoning, and also assists in

consoldidatingand hardening the wood. Applts and

l^ears like rather stiif land, and where it is not

naturally of that character it may be much iinprovrd

by working in some clay that has been exposed to

the air and become pulverised, or a dressing may be

put on and left for the action of frost to shiver it,

after which it will mix in and do an immensity of

good to the trees. In planting these it is always

advisable to keep them above the ordinary level, and

it is essential to the well doing of Pears on the

Quince stock that th^ junction or part where they

are worked be buried, as otherwise the swelling of

the stock is so slow that the tiee on it is starved.

With the planting complete the next thing is to

mulch, and this should always be done with both

small trees and big ones, as the mulching is a great

protection against frost, and conserves the warmth

in the cround by intercepting radiation of the heat,

and this uniforniity of temperature assists matenajly

in the quick formation of roots and the re-establish-

ment of the plants after removal. </. S.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SHOWS.
WEDNESDAY. Nov. 28—The Hartlepools (two days), Lutoii.

SALES.
Rooma.
& Morris'

WEDNESDAY, Ncv. :S

THURSDAY.

i Rooms.

I

Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Room^.
Orchids, established, imported, and

in flower, at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Bulbs, Roses, and other Plants, at
tile City Auction Rooms, by
Protheroe & 3Iorris,

Dutch Bulbs, at,"Stevens' Rooms.
Lilies, Greenhouse Plants, and

Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Clearance of Greenhouse Plants and
Ferns, at the Hornsey Nurseries,
by Protheroe & Morris

Plants and Bulbs, at Smail's Rooms.

f I.ilium auTatuni and African Tube-
Sbeveiis' Rooms.

I, at Protheroe & Morris'

C
I.ilium auTati

oqJ roses, at Sbt

•^'^l Dutch Bulbs,!

(. Rooms.

Saturday;

I-

Imported and Established Orchids,
at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

, Freehold and Leaseliold Nurseries,

IBarnet, at the Auction Mart, by
Protlieroe & Morris

, Bulbs and Plants, at Smail's Rooms,

1 Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
' Dutch Bulbs, at Protlieroe &
( Morris' Rooms,

More about

Begonias,

foundations were not laid and their plan sketched

out very long before, yet the materials out of which

they are framed have been stored up ready for use

some time before, so that we doubt not our gar-

deners, by clever adaptations, which they so well

know how to practise, will, relying on these facts,

be able so to manage their plants as to have

them early or late at will. In the meantime, a

better prospect of doing this is afforded by

cross-breeding and hybridisation..

We have already alluded to the brilliant

results in the way of autumn-Howeriug Begoiiias,

of which John Heale and '' Adonis " afford

illustr.itions ; and we have alluded to the crosses

with B. Froebeli raised in Messrs. Veitch's

establishment, and to which we look forward

with eager interest.

M. Lf.moine, of Nancy, has also been at

work, using the large white-flowered Begonia
octopetala as one of the parents, and the result,

according to a photograph which we have before

In a recent article relating to a

serviceable little book lately pub-

lished at the Gardening World

office, we took an opportunity of summarising

the chief points in the history of the tuberous

Begonias as we now know them. Although we
have them of almost every shade of colour

except blue, and of all sizes from that of a shil-

ling to that of a saucer, we are still not satisfied,

nor, indeed, ought we to Ije ; till it is clear that

we have exhausted all the possibilities of the

case, and then we must, as the modern cant

phrase has it, make a new departure. Every
one who sees the tuberous Begonias must
wish that their season could be prolonged.

And there are already indications that

this result will be attained to. " Oh ! but," some
will say, " how are we to get light enough under

our gloomy, often foggy skies to develope the

flowers P " Such objectors forget the fact, that

the flowers are not necessarily made under those

pnpropitious auspices, and that even if their

Fig, S-1.— PIXl'S PINEA, (SF.E p, 6lM.)

us, is so striking, that we lose no time in letting

our readers know what they may expect to see

in the near future. It is best to let M, Lemoine
speak for himself :—

" I beg to send you a photograph taken from a

specimen of a new race of autumn flowering tuberous

Begonias, which may, perhaps, have some interest to

you. It is the result of a cross which I made some

years ago between the white-flowered Begonia

octopetala and some of the finest of the tuberous

section. As you may judge from the photograph, the

result is a magnificent one, and the new race, ' octo-

petala-Lemoiuea ' is one of the handsomest which I

have ever raised. The root is somewhat irregularly

lengthened, black, intermediate in shape between

the long root in B. octopetala and the spherical corm

of a tuberous Begonia. The herbaceous stem is very

short, so that the leaves seem to be radical ; these

are broad undulated, of a glossy green, with round,

hairy stalks. The plant bears from six to eight erect

flower-stalks, thick and hairy, about 2 feet high, and

each supporting from five to seven flowers, which

open at the same time. The individual blooms, male

and female, attain the size of 3 inches or more across,

and are composed of six to eight large oval petaUl
which give them somewhat of the shape of AnemoneI
japonica or Anemone fulgens.

*' A nearly complete range of colours, from I

pure white to scarlet, with various shades of pinkl

and carmine, is to be found in this new class, which I

produces a beautiful show of blooms at a season I

when the brightness of the tuberous Begonias is over.f

The photograph was taken on November 10 in myl
nursery, from a variety with pink flowers, one-sixthi

natural size, /'. Lemoine."

The Late Dr. Asa Gray.—We have receivedl

a " chronologically arranged list of the writings '' ofl

this botanist, as beloved as he was eminent. DrJ
Gray began to write in 1S.'54, his first article, as itl

happens, being devoted to mineralogy. From that!

time, year by year, the roll of contributions in the!

shape of books, articles, memoirs, reviews, audi
obituary notices was unceasing till the present!

year, which has tliree entries, one being the!
" Botanical Necrology for 1887." In a few yearal

only two or three original contributions tol

stience are noted, but in [many years tiiey reachl

to as many as twenty. Even more numerousl
are the "botanical notices" and book reviews,!

issued during the same years. The whole record!

with inde.x occupies no fewer than sixty-seven octaTol

pages of small, unleaded type. When we remember!
that by far the greater and more important part on

this is the record of actual work and iuvestigaticnsl

carried on by the author himself, investigations!

generally necessitating a large expenditure of time

and labour, we can but feel astonishment at thri

patience and perseverance thus conspicuously mani-l

tested. Nor must the quantity alone be consideredJ

far more important is the quality ; and here, although!

many of the criticisms are of relatively ephemeral!

interest, the record of actual work done is such as tol

secure for Asa Geat a place amongst the highest sol

long as botany endures.

The Royal Medal.—One of the Royal Medalsj

in the gift of the Koyal Society, has this year been

awarded to Baron Sir Ferdinand vox Mceller. o^

Melbourne, in recognition of his long and unwearied

labours as an explorer, a collector, and an investi-l

gator of the Australian flora. Sir Ferdin.vnd haffl

found time to do much towards popularising the

science by his educational writings, and has alsd

worked hard in the development of the economid

resources of the great Australian continent, so thad

the compliment is thoroughly well earned.

A Rose Conference is in course of organisaJ

tion by the Council of the Koyal Ilorticultura]

Society. It will probably be held at Chiswick in tha

last week of June next.

The LINNEAN : Nofcnher 15.—Mr. W. CarrcJ
THEBS. F.K.S., President, in the chair. On
behalf of Mr. H. Bolus. F.L.S., Mr. J. G. Baker"
exhibited a specimen of Eriospermum folioliferum. a

plant showing a very remarkable type of leaf-struc-

ture. It was figured by Andrews, in his Botanist's

Repository, in 1807. and lost sight of until recently

refound by Mr. Bolus in Namaqualand. Professor

Stewart exhibited a substance which had been

picked up on the sea-shore, the nature of which it

had puzzled many to determine, its structure being

regarded by some as animal, by others as vegetable.

He proposed to submit it to careful microscopical

examination. Mr. J. E. Harting exhibited a South

American bat from Trinidad (Noctilis leporinus),

alleged to be of piscivorous habits, and remarked

upon a similar habit which had been observed in a

species of Pteropus in India. A paper was read by

Mr. B. D. Jackson, on behalf of Mr. H. Chichester

Hart, on " The Mountain llange of Plants in Ire-

land." which was criticised by Mr. J. G. Baker, who
gave an interesting sketch of the characteristics of

the Irish flora. Two papers were then read by Mr.

Sladen on the mammals and birds collected by Mr.

H. N. Ridley, in Fernando Noronha, in the -deter-
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mination of wliich the author had been assisted bj-

Mr. CI. Thom.^s and Mr. R. B. Sh.vrpe. The ne.\t

meeting of the Society will be held on December U.

Horticultural Club.—The second monthly

meeting and dinner of the session was held at the

Hotel Windsor, Victoria Street, Westminster, on

Tuesday evening, 20th inst., when there was a very

large attendance of the members, Mr. Harry .]. Veitch

occupying the chair. There were present the Hevs.

W. Wilks, F. H. Gale, and I". K. Burnside, Messrs. A.

Moss, T.W. Girdlestone, E. E. West, Bunyard, H. J.

Pearson, A.Pearson, J. Walker, W. B. May, A. F.

Barron, K. B. Cater, W. F. Cooling, P. Crowley, W. J.

Jefferies, the Hon. Secretary, and .ifter dinner a paper

seconded by Mr. G. Wheeleb, and resolved, that the

best thanks of the meeting be given to Messrs.

Williams, L.vino, C.vnnell, Lowe, and Cn.vnD,

for plants and cut flowers ; to ilr. Thojipson, of

Clovenfords, for fruit, and to other friends for kindly

assistance.

Chambre Syndicale of Ghent.—At a meet-

ing held on the 12th inst., the following awards were

made :

—

First-class Certij'icatcs.—To Odontoglossum grande,

from M. Maurice Metdepenningen ; to Cattleya Bow-
ringiana, Odontoglossum Alexandr;t3 var. extra,

Cypripedium Haynaldianum, and to Oncidium Caven-

dishianum, from M,.T. Bray ; to Ccelogyne speciosaand

—the white, the dull green, and the dark brown. Re-
specting Ramie fibre, the Assistant Director reports

the result of recent trials made in Paris of machinery

adapted to clean tJie libre and free it from gummy
matter. Unfortunately the results were not satisfac-

tory, and " the exploitation of Ramie (Boehmeria
nivea), in spite of years of labour and the expendi-

ture of large suras of money upon it, cannot be said

to have yet emerged from the experimental stage."

Botany at the Universities.—The reader-

ship in botany in Cambridge rniversity has been

conferred on Mr. Fhancis Darwin, wlio now fills tl e

office vacated by Dr. Vines. The latter gentleman

is now Sherardian Professor of Hotany at Oxford.

Fio. 83.—rixL's pisea :n the eotal gakdexs, kew. (see p. 6u2.)

was read by Jlr. G. Bunyard, on " November and De-

cember Pears," an interesting discussion, in which

Messrs. Veitch, Pearson, Barron, and others took

part, followed, and a vote of thanks was accorded to

,^[r. Bunyard. The Secretary was requested on be-

half of the Club to write a letter to Mr. .John Lee,

expressive of their sincere sympathy with him in his

serious illness, and expressing the hope that he might

soon again be amongst them.

United Horticultural Benefit and Pro-

vident Society.—The usual monthly meeting of

the above Society was held at the Caledonian Hotel,

Adelphi Terrace, Stiand, on Monday evening,

November 12, Mr. J. Wheeler in the chair. Two
new members were elected. The committee are

glad to say that the annual dinner was a decided

success ; and it was proposed by Mr. J. lU'DSOX. and

L;clia autuinnalis, from M. Louis Desmet-Duvivier ;

to Bouvardia President Cleveland, from M. Ed.

Pynaert-Van Geert and from M. F. Desbois ; to

Cypripedium regale, from M. Jules Hye-Leysen ; to

C. Madame G. Vincke, fromM. G. Vincke-Dujardin,

of Bruges ; to Vriesia Delanghei, from M. Delanghe-

Vervaene.

Cultural Commendation.—To Oncidium ornitho-

rhyncum from M. Alf. Van Imschoot.

Commendation for Xorelly.—To Cypripedium Jlrs.

Canham, from M. James Bray.

"Kew Bulletin.'—The November number is

occupied with articles concerning Lagos rubber

(Ficus Vogelii), Liberian Coffee (Coffea liberica),

various food grains of India, including the huskless

Barley of North-west India. It appears that three

varieties of huskless Barley are cultivated in Thibet

It is time that in our great universities there should

be, not one, but at least three Professors of Botany,

so impossible has it become for any one man to teach

effectively all departments of the science, much less

make independent researches—as to our thinking an

University Professor may be expected to do, and indeed

generally does.

Pierre Thomas Ducouran.—The name of

this naturalist will not be familiar to many, and, so

far as this country is concerned, it is to Mr. Peter

Bakr that the rescue from oblivion of the name and

deeds of a remarkable man is due. Jfr. Bakr nar-

rated in our columns on March 10, 18S.?, his astonish-

ment at the inspection of a series of drawings of

plants, insects, birds, &c., of the neighbourhood of

Bayonne, which he made in passing through Biarritz.

M. DccooRAS was bom at Biarritz in J.810, and at
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first taught mathematics at Bayonne, and was after-

wards engaged in commercial pursuits at Paris and

Xancy, and retired to Biarritz in 16iw, where, until

his death in 1874, he occupied himself in arranging

his numerous notes on natural history. Many of the

drawings were executed by his daughter. A short

note on Mr. Dccodrau's career is given in the

Courvirr dv Bai/onnc, a copy of which is before us.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent In-

stitution.—At a meeting of the committee, held

on Thursday, the 15th inst , it was determined to

hold the fiftieth annual general meeting of the

subscribers at ynii'sox's, Strand, on Wednesday,

January 16 next, and to add on that occasion four-

teen pensioners to the list, five without election,

under Rule 0. and nine by election among the sub-

scribers. The voting-jiapers will be issued on or

about December 15. The usual annual friendly

dinner of the members will take place after the

meeting, and the Very Reverend S. Reynolds

Hole, Dean of Rochester, has consented to preside.

A special committee has been appointed to con-

sider the best manner of celebrating the year

1S8!*, that being the fiftieth, or Jubilee Vear of the

Institution. On November 28, 1888, E. 11. Cl'tler

will enter upon his seventieth year, and in Januaiy

will complete his forty-sixth year as Secretary of the

Institution.

Type Writers.—Type writing seems to be

making advances in this country, some of our

nurserymen having adopted the system, and most of

the United States firms correspond in this manner.

Editors would often be glad if more of their corre-

spondents wrote by machinery. The Remington Co.

held a meeting at Anderton's Hotel lately, when the

latest improvements in their machine were demon-
strated to members of the Tress. In the new pattern

(No. 5) the action is simplified, and new characters

are introduced.

CyprIPEDIUM INSIGNE SANDERyE. — A small

plant with a single growth and one flower of this

superb variety realised 70 guineas by fair compe-
tition, without reserve, at Messrs. Protiikroe &
Morris' auction rooms, on Friday, November Ifi.

It is a \\ne and distinct variety, the like of which has

not been seen, or anything resembling it. It will be

best described by saying that it is a C. insigne with

clear, citron-yellow, waxlike, and shining flowers,

the upper third of the dorsal sepal being pure white,

the only and almost imperceptible marking being

some ten or twelve brown dots, like fly-spots, up the

median rib of the same.

The Copley Medal.—The Coflev Medal of

t)ie Royal Society, the highest award in the gift of

the Society, has this year been awarded to Professor

HexLEY.

The Weather Plant.—We have had so many
inquiiii s about this, and our friends have sent us so

many newspaper-cuttings referring to it, that we
think it right to state that the plant in question be-

longs to tlie same family as the extraordinary Goose-
berry and the Rlue Rose. AU plants, to be precise

all protoplasm, is sensitive to physical impressions,

in some instances more so than others. That the

plant in question should be able to forecast the state

of the weather and give presage of earthijuakes is

nothing compared to what is narrated in old books
as to the sensitiveness, if we remember right, of

some species of < )xalis the leaves of which closed

at the approach of the wicked and vicious, but re-

mained unaffected in the presence of the pure and
virtuous. The Weather Plant is no other than the

well-known Abrus precatorius, sometimes called the

Paternoster Pea, the seeds of which are like small

beans but of a brilliant scarlet, with a patch of black

at one end. They are used for beads and ro.saries

(whence the name), and also for diamond weights, the
weight of the Koh-i-noor having been ascertained bv
their means. The pinnate leaves of the plant are, no
doubt, flensitive to light, heat, electricity, or any

other force that would alter the tension of their

])rotojdasm. The statement that an observatory has

discarded both aneroid and mercurial barometers in

favour of the Weather Plant as an indicator of forth-

coming we.ather is one of those statements that we
should receive with an open mind, so that wliat

passed into one ear might speedily escape by the

other! When we receive information from some
other source than newspaper gossip we shall be

bound to accord the matter more consideration.

The Gardeners' Orphan Fund. On Wed-
nesday, the 14th inst.. a grand concert, promoted by

the gardenei's in and around Chesterfield, was given

in the Stephenson Memorial Hall, Chesterfield, the

proceeds of which are to be handed over to the

above fund. In addition to the usual attractions

the large hall was very tastefully decorated with

autumnal foliage and flowers. The concert was
under distinguished patronage. The decorations

were ably carried out hy the committee under the

direction of IFr. Owev Thomas, of Chatsworth (the

local hon. secretary to the Pund), assisted by Mr.

Fo.sTER, chief Orchid grower at Chatsworth. The
chair was taken by the Hon. and Rev. R. E. Audeu-
LRv, Vicar of Chesterfield, who spoke in very

favourable terms of the objects of the Society. A
\)a\\ was given in the same hall on Friday, the imo-

ceeds of which are also to be added to the fund.

Industrial Exhibition, Paris, -We read in

the Devon and L\fdcr Gametic o( November 20, that

awards have just been made at the Industial Ex-
hibition now being held in Paris in connection witii

the manufacture of cider and perry, and the result is

eminently satisfactory to the county of Devon, con-

sidering that the competition was an open one. The
first prize (Diploma and Gold Medal) has been

awarded toMessrs. Robert Veitch& Son, of the Royal

Nurseries, Exeter, for a collection of Apples suit-

able for making cider. These Apples were collected

from cider districts, and included all the standard

varieties, as well as some new sorts raised by leading

cider-makers. The second prize for cider has been

awarded to Mr. Ch.\i!Les Ham, of Exeter, as also

another prize for Apples used in the process of

manufacture.

Institute Road. -The road long-talked of

across the whilom Koyal Horticultural Gardens at

South Kensington, is now an accomplished fact. All

the better—the sooner the memory of the " Com-
missioners and all their works "

is banished from the

minds of horticulturists the more charitable they are

likely to feel towards their oppressors.

Cherries.— Our EnfjUsh Homey as quoted in

Xutes and Qaen'rs (1861). p. 148, contains the fol-

liHving :—" Cherries grew in Holborn in the same
century (thirteeth) ; Henuy III. ordered them to be

planted at Westminster; and Giles de Andesaed,
liie Royal Gardener in the reign of Edward I., also

planted some Cherry trees in the same garden."

The Late Mr, Court.—The New York
Florists' Club at a recent meeting adopted a resolu-

tion of sympathy and condolence on the occasion of

the death of Mr. Cotrt.

Board of Agriculture.—The Government
proposes to withdraw their proposed Bill for the

establishment of an Agricultural Department, but

hope to reintroduce it another session.

The Natural History Museum.—Accord-
ing to statements in the House of Commons, the

Museum will shortly be opened in the evenings,

thanks to the possibilities of electric lighting.

The Flower Trade.—No. G1 of the Cobden
Club Leaflets, says a contemporary, has some very

wholesome truths for English flower growers ; but

it is, jierhaps, just a trifle hard on tiicm in some of its

criticisms. The flower trade of London, it is pointed

out, is estimated at the value of £5000 a-day, and the

fact that the whole of this very considerable business

is not done exclusively by English growers seems to

be attributed entirely to neglect and want of energy.

This is hardly fair, because it cannot he denied that the

growers of the Riviera have a very decided advantage

over our own people in the matter of climate. But,

says the leaflet, *' if we have not the suitable climate

we can make it." That is true to a certain extent,

but only to a certain extent. To make the climate

of Southern France under English skies is rather

troublesume and expensive, and, moreover, cannot

be entirely accomplished at any price. It is always

possible to get a certain degree of heat and moisture,

but unfortunately it is not always possible to get

sunlight, and without that fioricuUurc is grievously

handicapped. There are, however, some important

suggestions, and many curious and interesting facta

embodied in this little leaflet. Otto of Roses, we
learn, is exported from one locality in Roumelia to

the value of £41,000 a year, and it has been calcu-

lated that to make this there are grown in that one

place alone no less than 10,104,000.000 of blooms.

Roses grow there, and are dealt with very much as

Hops are in Kent.

Chrysanthemum Conference at Shef-
field.—Advantage was taken of the presence of so

many Chrysanthemum fanciers at Sheflield to liold

a conference on the evening of Friday, the 16th

inst. ]\Ir. John Wright was voted to the chair, and

having briefly opened the proceedings, he stated that

was t!ie first meeting of Chrysanthemum growers in

conference, which he thought was a fitting accom-

paniment to the first Provincial Show of the National

Chrysanthemum Society. Papers were read by Mr.

W. TuNNiNGTOx, of Livcrpool, whom the Chairman

introduced as an authority on the incurved Chry-

santhemum ; ami Mr. Molvsft'X.

The Chrysanthemum Centenary.—A cor-

respondent writes:—"Whilst no one can question

the right of the National Chrysanthemum Society to

lesd in the proposed centenary celebration of t!ie

Chrysanthemum, it would be very interesting if

that body would inform the public what grounds it

has for assuming that 17S0 was the exact year in

which the Chrysanthemum was first introduced into

England. The evidence on that point should be

incontestible. I hear that, owing to the needs of

the case, the celebration must he deferred to 1890,

which so far may be a wise step, as it will leave the

exact date of the introduction of the Chrysanthe-

mum here less open to question, whilst it will give

ample time for the promoters of the celebration to

dejtl with the matter in a broad spirit. It would be

an excellent idea could Chinese and Japanese gar-

deners be imported over hero early in the }ear for

the purpose of producing examples of their methods
of culture of what is now the most popular of garden

flowers,"

The Collection of Chrysanthemums in

the gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society,

Chiswick, numbering about 2.300 varieties, is now in

line condition for inspection and criticism. The
plants are arranged in the great vinery, and the

arrangement is such that while they form a gigantic

bank of flowers extending the whole length of the

house, every plant is easily accessible for ascertain-

ing its name and character. This display is as

creditable to Mr. A. F. Barron as any he has

accomplished.

Colnbrook Chrysanthemum Society.—
This Society, which has its home on the borders of

Middlesex and Rucks, seems to exist very much for the

benelit of one exhibitor. Judging by the prize list pub-

lished, which shows that this favoured individual had

no competitor in the ten open classes, was placed 1st in

ten others, with invariably only one competitor, and

came 2nd only once, thus presenting a sort of Gar-

deners' Benefit Society, rather than a good Iccal

Chrysanthemum Society. It is fair to the Society

to say that, in the amateur, small gardener, and cot-

tager classes, the competition was fairly good. Very
considerable reconstruction seem ; nei dful in the

case of a Societv of this nature, as it is absurd to
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regard it as established in the interests of horticul-

ture. Tint the exhibitor in question put up good

stuff' is doubtless the fact, but that uearly all other

gardeners in the Society's wide district should hold

aloof from exhibiting needs explanation.

M. BoissiERS Herbarium.—In our notice of

this collection some time nince (p. 509), we stated

that this herbarium was now the property of the

town of Geneva. We are, however, informed that

this is an error, and that the herbarium remains in

the possession of the family.

Vanda CceruleA.—^A large specimen of a fine

form of this species is now in flower at Priorwood,

Melrose, in the collection of Alkx. Cthle, Ksq. The
Howers, wliich are veined with dark blue on a sky-

blue ground, are 4 inches across, the larger lower

segments '2 inches, the whole well rounded. The

plant is about 4 feet high, measuring from the top of

the pot, and it has twenty-four leaves on each side,

and two spikes, one with fifteen and the other with

sixteen flowers.

MasdevALLIA MACRURA. — Even considei ing

the gfiius to wliich it belongs, this species is a

remarkable one. In tlie si/.e of its flowers it in

probably exceeded only by some of the varieties of

>[. chimtera. A plant now flowering at Kew has

flowers measuring 10 inches across the sepals. The

long scapes produce several flowers, but singly, and

at intervals.

Hammersmith Horticultural Society.—
The autumn show was held on November 1'), at

the Athen:\;ura, Shepherd's Bush. Sir Trevor
Lawrence, M.P., visited the show in the evening,

and distributed the prizes. Mr. Lampard, Chiswick,

took the Is!: prize for his group of Chrysanthemums

arranged for effect, whilst Mr. Wood, Chiswick, took

six prizes for cut blooms, taking the 1st prize in each

case. Mr. Thompson' was a 1st prize winner for a

group of Chrysanthemums, and took the Certificate

for his premier bloom, Japanese. Messrs. Jones,

WooDHOUsE, Brohlev, Nelson, and others, also took

prizes. In the fruit classes, Messrs. Addison and

Wood were the principal winners, Mr. Davison taking

1st for a collection of vegetables.

Cambridge Horticultural Society. -A
show of Chrysanthemums was held by this Society

in the Corn Exchange on the 15th and IGth inst.

Cut blooms were very fine for the season, and the

entries for these and specimen plants more numerous

than in previous years. Unfortunately the show-

failed to arouse much interest among the towns-

people, and vi&itors were few in number.

Bromley District. — Tlie annual show of

Chrysanthemums took place at the Drill Hall on

November 14 and the following day. Competition

in all the larger classes was very weak, but showed

improvement in the smaller ones, prizes going in

most cases to the gardeners of the neighbourhood.

Trimulas, Grapes, &c., were likewise shown.

Buckingham.—Tliis show was held on Xovem-
1 t^r 2J in the Town Hall, the whole of the fifty-nine

clashes being well taken up generally, Messrs. Cor-
deroy. Price, Taill>y, Walter, Tipler, and Bedford,

dividing the honours for plants and cut blooms, and
in the fruit division cood specimens were contributed

by Messrs. Walter, Tailby. Price, and Holton. Cot-

tagers were ^vell represented.

TAXODIUM DISTICHUM.—In the grounds of

Shoreham Cottage, t!ie seat of E. Cliaplin, Esq.,

near Sevenoaks, a pair of these beautiful trees

is growing, one of which is said to be about

I'oity years old. It is nearly 60 feet high, and

the stem measures, at 1 foot from the ground, a

little over '* i'-'-' ^n circumference, and, like the one at

Castle Hill, Eti^lefield, mentioned some few weeks

ago in tliese columns, it. .'•tands on the bank of the

river. Tfie tree is in splendid health, and is cer-

i.iinly a beautiful object when in leaf. A large

quantity of its roots are to be seen in the water just

iu front of the bank on wliich it stands. '/, HodtjKon.

TIIK THILVT.MKXT OF BANKS
AND SLOPKS.

It is not an uncommon mistake to find the slopes

in gardens, and by the sides of roads whei'e the sur-

rounding ground is either higher or lower than the

road, or parterre, made at too abrupt an angle, as at

ff, 6, c, and (/, c (fig. 8(5, copied from diagrams by J.

C. Olmsted, published iu Gardcti and Forest, Sep-

tember 5, 1888). It is only in the panelled

garden—a mode of laying out a flower parterre not

often adopted at the present day—that sucii sharp

slopes are admissible, and in such jdaces t!iey are

not diilicult to keep iu good order, owing to their

usually small depth; but iu banks of four, five, and

more feet in depth there are no means of preserving

them in a presentable rondition. The slopes are

then difficult to mow, the grass becomes im-

poverished by the insuperable obstacle the slope

presents of being manured properly ; and it is very

apt to become disfigured liy a few days warm sun-

shine, and especially when the slope is southerly, as

it frequently is in terraeed gardens.

Moreover, a bank of tliis character always needs

to be backed by hard materials, if its contour is to

preserved perfectly — another cause for its dying

out during sunny weather, even when the pre-

caution is taken to cover the material so employed

with clay.

In park land, whicli is mostly fed ofl' by stock, the

trampling of the animals in wet weather very soon

destroys the first neat appearance of a steep bank;

the grass then grows tufty, the rains wash out the

It sliould be borne in mind that a slope falling to

a road or path should not terminate directly at tliese

objects, but there should be a margin of level turf

varying fntm a few feet to twenty, according to the

scale on which surrounding objects, paths, buildings,

borders, etc., are laid out.

Fig. 86.—TVi'KS OF sloi'ks.

soil between the tufts, and a continuous carpet of

green turf is lost.

In diagram (/, e, there is some improvement on

a, b, c ; the line is softer, but it meets the grass plot

at the bottom at an unpleasant angle, and is only

less formal than an inclined plane. To make it les-f

so the top of the slope may be thrown back from its

base, but it will still have an ungraceful aspect.

The diagram /, ,;", k, represents the form a bank

of soil of uniform texture would assume after

a long interval of rainy weather, the soil being

washed out near the foot of the slope and deposited

on the level at a short distance from it. That is the

l-'sson taiiglit by Xature iu this matter, and it is a

jiretty safe rule to follow iu making a turf bank. A
c.-o.ss-section of sufh a bank is an " ogee," an archi-

tectural term meaning something moulded inward

at the bottom and outward at the top, or, more
broadly speaking, any reversed curve. The line

y". //,/(, is a regular " ogee," tiie concave portion,./",//,

being ec|ual to the convex portion y. h. In practice

the proportions of a curve may be varied, and they

ma}' sometimes be made to follow the lines /, of, n,

and 0, p, q, and yet be of graceful proportions.

Another rule in making slopes is illustrated by
the diagrams, viz., tliat wlien a broad surface of

tarf has to terminate at a steep slope it would be

better to connect the former with the latter by

means of a convex curve, as at m, n, completing tlie

"ogee" bv a short concave curve as at I, m. But, on
the contrary, when the surface is intended to ter-

minate at a steep slope rising to a fence, shrub

border, or other marked boundary, the long concave
curve of o, -p, q, is more s^uitable,

Home Correspondence.

VIOLAS AS BEDDING plants. - I consider " R.D."
(p. 54f)) has done well in drawing attention to these

plants, and I would much like to see the suggestion
adopted either by the Koyal Horticultural, or lloyal

Botanic, or both. For years they have been quite

a feature at the great Whit week show at Old
Trafibrd; but we do not see them around London
figuring so conspicuously as in northern counties.

Their value in the garden is annually becoming more
and more apparent, while tlie list of really first-class

varieties, exclusive of novelties, is somewhat con-

siderable. The middle of May would make a good
time to show them, using pans of about 12 inches

diameter. A collection of these would make a
most interesting display, which might also prove
instructive, seeing it would afi'ord abundant oppor-

tunity fur comparing their habits, whether dwarf,

compact, or rambling, as also their flowers, and the

freedom with which they are produced : a dwarf
compact habit with profuse flowering being of

greater moment with them tlian the actual si/.e of

the flowers individually, but so much the better if

size was also included with the two just named. V,

PEARS.—I fail to see clearly how it is possible to

keep up a constant supply of fruit during the whole

of the Pear season year after year with only twelve

or even lifteen varieties, as remarked by Mr. Shep-

pard (p. 535). It is true that within that number
all the very best of quality might be placed, and the

greater part of the task might be got throui^h pro-

vided we could really depend upon them all crop-

ping constantly. But here and in other gardens

where a goodly number of varieties are grown to

keep up a regular supply, we should, if we were to

limit ourselves to that number— viz., twelve or fifteen

—be as often without fruit as with. To double that

number, I think, would be nearer the mark, and
none too many. I am no advocate for growing more
varieties than are really needful, but as tlie Pear

is not to be depended on for cropping annually, and
I am a firm believer in having more than one string

to my bow. H. Markka'ii.

CHISWICK.—I entirely agree with Mr. Dyer's

lemarks as to what should be done at Chiswick, and
had 1 known there was to be a meeting to consider

it I should certainly have attended, but I had no

notice. [It was a meeting of the committees only.]

I am indebted to the Scientific Committee for some
of the pleasantest and most profitable hours I have

sjient in the Society, but I believe the Society will

never flourish so long as the Floral Committee exists

on its present footing. It seems absurd to have a

committee composed so largely of persons interested

in commercial horticulture. What chance has an

interesting plant exhibited by an amateur? Still

more absurd is it to give medals to nurserymen for

advertising themselves and their goods. Surely also

the nurserymen in the neighbourhood of London
have so great advantages as to locality that they

might at least waive their privilege of voting on the

exhibits of their less fortunate brethren in the

provinces, who feel themselves unfairly handicapped

by the Society. Over the Sea.
'

I am pretty confident that a few years will

see the management of the Koyal Horticultural So-

ciety conducted in such a way as to meet our hearty

approval. At present we have very little to diftVr

with the Council about, as it is apparent to us that

whatever was the case formerly, there is now a strong

feeling in the Council that the views of the general

body of horticulturists throughout the country should

be met and carried out as far as practicable. As this

feeling spreads among us. horticulturists will gladly

become Fellows, in the confident expectation that

they will reap benefit for themselves and confer it

upon otiiers. Except on the score of expense I see

no objection to the " oflice " remaining in London,

nor, indeed, .should I object to an oflice being kept

open for the society in every district of the kingdom
if it would advance the Society's aims and interests.

The exhil'itors' view of the matter is a selfish one,
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and, as usual in such cases, tlicy will stand in their

own light. I still think Chiswiclc the place for the

Society's chief worlc. Head Gardener.

lietire to Chiswick, but retire; pour iiiieii.r

saiiler.—It would be cheaper and more accessible.

Clear out of the llrill Hall. L.

In the name of common sense don't have

shows at Chiswick. It is much too inaccessible and

nobody will come. H.
Chiswick's the place, with a few big shows in

London, in the suburbs, or, in spite of the Liverpool

fiasco, in the provinces.—Now-a-days Chiswick is

as accessible to most of us from the country as any

place in central London would be. M.
I see that at the meeting of the Fellows of

the Royal Horticultural Society on the 13th inst., two

resolutions were carried, one, that some of the meet-

ings next year should be held in the Chiswick Gar-

dens, the other that the Drill Hall should still be

kept on. Now, I am glad to see that it is proposed

that some of the Shows next year shall be held at

the Gardens, and in a letter to the Secretary I advo-

cated that proposition ; but on the other hand I

much regret that it is proposed to rent the Drill

Hall again next year, for with the exception of, I

think,the National Auricula Show and the Carnation

and Picotee Show, the fortnightly shows at the Drill

Hall have been most decided failures, as far as my ex-

perience of them goes ; indeed, at two of them, if

not more, the flowers and fruits that were adver-

tised were not shown at all ! (I allude to the .absence

of the Strawberries, Dahlias, and Chrysanthemums.)

It would be much better, in my opinion, if the meet-

ings were monthly instead of fortnightly, and held in

the Council-room, and the shows held in Chiswick

Gardens, and the rent of the Drill Hall saved and

spent upon Chiswick Gardens instead. What on

earth is the use of keeping up the gardens at Chis-

wick with the vineries, &c., if the Society will not

hold its shows there'/ " .1 FcUow," Union Club, Tra-

fa/i/ar Sfjitare, SJ}'.

TABLE PLANTS.—What Constitutes good table

plants, and by what rule, or rules, are they .judged

at shows ? Is it absolutely necessary that some of

them should be about 11 inches, and some 22 inches

high? I only once before saw such judging ?.s that

which took place at the National Chrysanthemum
Society's show at the Aquarium on November 7

last. I could not believe my eyes, and felt sure that

some mistake had been made in putting on the

tickets ; but no—that was not so. In my opinion

the best plants in the class for eight were put out of

court altogether, and got no prize. I cannot now
say whose they were, but a finer and better lot I

have seldom seen. I will give a list of them, so that

some correspondents may express their opinion about
them :—Croton Countess, C. Warrenii, C. Chelsoni,

Cocos Weddelliana. Dracajna angustata, D. superba,

Geonoma gracilis, Pandanus Veitchii. These plants

were well grown, well coloured, and regular as

regarded size, which was, I think, as near the right

one as possible. Why these were passed over, I do
not understand, unless the judges inadvervently

overlooked them. The 1st prize lot consisted of

Dracicna Perceyi, D. superba, Croton Laingii, C.

Countess, C. aigburthensis, 11 inches high; C. Mrs.
Dorman, 12 inches high; Cocos Weddelliana, 22
inches high; Aralia leptophylla, !"> inclies, whicli

had lost its leaves at the bottom. Now, I think, if

these are compared with the first- named plants,

which got no prize, it will be seen that those were
by far the best, and that if they had been properly

judged the first prize lot should not have been in the

first three lots. Now, sir, there is nothing which
will do the show more harm than that the labours of

the grower should be submitted to such judgment.
Horfits. [The prize lot consisted of four genera, and
the other of three only, which may have influenced

the judges, supposing that quality and adherence to

the regulations were equal. ISut the Chrysanthemum
Society was stepping outside its province altogether.

Ed.]

pitmaston duchess and other pears.—
It may seem unnecessary to write anything respecting

this well-known Pear, but it lias behaved so well here

this wet sunless summer that I feel I must bear tes-

timony to its excellence. We finished our last fruit

on the 9th of this month, and throughout they were
excellent in flavour and cut as smooth as a Marie
Louise. I would lecoramend it to be planted largely

for market' as it is of taking appearance and is as

good as it looks. Many persons think that it is a
seedling from the Duchesse d'Angouleme, but that

is not so ; it was raised at Pitmaston, near Worcester,

and the old gardener who sowed the pips and ultim-

ately planted it on the front of his cottage, told a

friend of mine that they had no record of its

parentage but that it was simply the best of a great

many seedlings raised in Mr. Williams' garden.

While I am on the subject of Pears I would also like

to sound the praises of another Pear, viz.. Knight's

Monarch. We have it fine this year from a south

wall, and from the same shelf one can get a supply

for a month or six weeks— it ripens so differently

to any other with which I am acquainted.

The flavour is excellent. Many years ago,

when the Royal Horticultural Society held a

fruit show in St. James' Hall, Mr. Ingram
of the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, I remember, took

the 1st prize with the Monarch, as the best flavoured

Pear in the room ; and at the same time and place

there were prizes for the best jars of stewed I'ears

where the Catillac carried all before it. It is now
a settled question beyond doubt that the Quince

is the stock for Pears ; the fruit is larger and

clearer than from the Pear stock. I have been

much struck with the Quince trees in the garden

here to-day. They are still full of foliage, while

every Pear tree in the garden is leafless. May not

this autumn growth, this prolonged vigour be of

great service to the proper finishing of a heavy crop

when used as a stock for the Pear ? J. Riift, Eridgc

Cattle, i\'.c. 12.

SINGLE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Having read many
reports of the recent Chrysanthemum shows, I have

not yet been enabled to find that in any of them a

class was set apart for single-flowered seedlings

of Chrysanthemums, notwithstanding our having

such pretty varieties as America, blush, shading to

white ; Miss Cannell, pure white, yellow centre

;

Canariense, a good yellow ; Scarlet Gem, Aurora,

maroon-chesnut ; Miss Rose, white and blush, and

many others ; when staged in the same way as the

pompon, which are very effective. I hope those who
are interested in the preparation of the future

schedules will give this class careful consideration.

T. Hosier.

NEMATOID WORMS.—When delicate bulbs, such

as the white Hoop Petticoat Dafl'odil, or other plants

of weak growth, die off prematurely, I have often

found ou examination that their roots are infested

with nematoids—that is, very small, thread-like

worms, white in colour, and less than half an inch

long. I have generally considered these to be the

consequence of vegetable decay, but I am assured

that in many cases they are the cause of it. I am
recommended to try the efl'ect of a weak solution of

sulphate of copper. If any readers of the Gardeners'

Chroiiieh have suffered from these tiny depredators,

and have got rid of them, their experience may be

of use to others. C. JVolleii Bod.

TRADESCANTIAS.—The chief object of this note

is to remark on the statement of " K. D. " made on

p. 577, that " Tradescantias do not appear to seed."

In ray garden in Cheshire, where the soil and climate

are not very favourable for producing seeds, these

Spiderworts seed to such an extent, and the seed-

lings come up so promiscuously, that I find them a

great nuisance. It is true that the colours of flowers

in seedlings vary much, but all are inferior to the

blue of the type. The flowers of this plant open
only in sunshine, and only one at a time on each
stalk ; and in wet weather it becomes to])-heavy and
untidy. It is true that the individual flowers are

beautiful, and the plant may deserve a place in

sunny gardens ; but after tolerating it for ten years,

I have expelled it from my newer and choicer borders

as a second-rate plant. C. JVo/tei/ Dod.

CANKER IN APPLES.—With regard to this sub-

ject and Mr. Tonks' discourse on " Canker of the

Apple Tree " at the recent Apple Conference at

Chiswick, I have thought the following statement,

copied from exhibitors' remarks, would be interest-

ing:—Mr. J. Deans, gardener to Granville W.
Leveson Gower, Esq., Tetsey Place, Godstone,

Surrey (Apple Congress report, p. 38), says:
—"The

situation is well sheltered and facing south, 4U0 feet

above sea level ; soil is prepared, and consists of

road-scrapings with loam, and is mulched annually

with stable manure. A great many of the v.arieties of

Apples canker very badly here, whether the season

be wet or dry, aiid every spring we have to cut

out cankered" wood. It seems hopeless to try to

obtain a good-shaped tree in the prepared soil

;

but on the chalk, which is very dry, we have two

specimen trees—a Ribston Pippin, and a Blenheim

Orange, planted fifty years, and growing vigorously

without a spot of canker, but they give no fruit.

Why is this ? " This seems a strong case in support

of Mr. Tonks' theory, and if any of those who
are growing Apples on chalk would give further

information on this very important subject, it might
prove of great advantage to fruit growers generally.

Jo!in Peed, Streatham.

STACHYS TUBERIFERA.—I .send you a box con-

taining two stems of this. I have now cultivated

this new vegetable for six years, at present exten-

sively. It is as hardy as Knot-grass, not affected by

frost in the least. As a salad it is sent to the break-

fast table every morning with the Radishes. The
tubers are now quite matured, and are employed for

a second-course vegetable. An intelligent cook

will find it useful in many ways ; as it is tender, its

delicate aroma can be brought out in various ways.

It ramifies beneath the surface of the soil all round the

stem, as may be seen in the specimens which I send to

you. The soil should be of a free porous nature, and
on heavv soils sifted coal-ashes and leaf-mould mi.xed

with the staple assists it materially. The ground

should not be hoed too deeply, only scratching the

surface, as it is easy to hurt the tubers. The plant

is even more profitable than French Beans, and at

this season and during the winter the tubers are

welcomed as a variety in vegetables. It should now
be stored in dryish earth or sand—not in damp
materials, as with the latter growth is apt to recom-

mence. I recommend every one to plant it ; it

gives an abundant return for a very little outlay for
*' seed " and labour, and requires the least possible

amount of attention. It nuiy not be necessary even

to replant the ground, as the small tubers left in the

ground are suBicient to stock it. Merely give a

good dressing of manure, and fork over the gronnd,

and a heavy crop will grow. P. Midd/eton. [The

number of good-sized tubers ou the roots sent was

extraordinary. Ed.]

PLANT PORTRAITS.
-EsCDLUs TOKBISATA, Eet'iie Hortioolc, Novembei' 1.

—Fruits top-shaped, spineless.

C.VTTLEYA LABiATA vAK. MAGXiFicA, Gartenflora,

September lo.

CypEiPEDiusi MEAScnEsiAsm, Eeviie de I'Horti-

cnUnrc Beige, November.
Epidendrum nemokale, Lindenia, t. 153.

Epidendecm NEMonALE, Orchidophile, October.

—

Flowers large, reddish-violet, sepals and petals

narrow, spreading, lip broadly obovate acute,

whitish, with violet veins.

Mesospixidicsi vfLCANicrii, Lindenia, t. 154.

Phlox nana, Garden and Forest, October 24.

Quesxelia MAGXIFICA, Gartevflora, September 15.

Stanhopea Ruckeri, Revue de rHortiruUure Beige,

November.—Flowers white, lip with two orange

spots at the base.

SvuixiiA pcBEscENS, Gardeuund Forest, October 24.

Societies.

EDINBUKGH BOTANICAL.
Novemhek 8.—The first meeting of the session

was held in 5, St. Andrew Square, Dr. Craig, Presi-

dent in the chair.

The President in his opening address referred to

the losses in membership during the List session,

especially noting the decease of Professor Dickson

and Dr. Boswell. He also deprecated as a down
thrust to Scottish botanical science, the proposed

transfer of the Royal Botanic Garden from Govern-

ment to the University, as at present proposed in the

Universities (Scotland) Bill now before Parliament.

The President next gave in the report of the

excursion of the Scottish Alpine Club to Sutherland-

shire during the closing days of July and the opening

one, of August last.

Professor Bayley-Balfour exhibited agynantherous

Foxglove, discovered by the late Professor Dickson

two years ago. The stamens of each flower, usually

five, had all been converted into carpel-like processes,

bearing ovules in an exposed position. The Pro-

fessor also exhibited specimens of AVallflower and

Poppy with stamens similarly modified.

Mr. Lindsay reported on the weather and vegeta-

tion of the Royal Botanic Garden for July, August,

September, and October.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Scientific Committee.

November 13.—Present : Dr. M. T. Masters, in

the chair; Mr. Pascoe, Mr. W. G. Smith, Mr.

Michael, Professor Boulger, Professor A. Churcli,

Professor Scott, and Kev. G. Henslow, Hon. Sec.

A report on the experiments made at Cliisw'ick

with reference to high moulding of potatos was read

(see ante p. 57-).

Potato Hrvcrswi! .—"Slr.W . G.Smith mentioned that

eighteen years ago Mr. Fenn crossed two long sorts

of kidney Potatos, viz., the Early Coldstream and the

Early Ashleaf, the result being :i variety of a globular

form, which he called " W. G. Smith." After

eighteen years, during which this had come true, one

plant suddenly reverted to the original type, being

aS inches long, the round tuber being only about

-i\ inches in diameter.

Ivy Blotsoms, Malfur,nci1.—X>r. JIasters exhibited

specimens and drawings by Mr. W. G. Smith of a very

unusual condition of Ivy dowers, in which the " disc
"

on the summit of the ovary had become hypertrophied

into a thick ring or cuji, the style occupying the depres-

sion in the centre, the border of the ring supported

about ten anthers, all being supernumerary, as the

normal number was present at the outside'of the base

of the ring. The specimens were sent by Mr. Archer

Briggs.

Oak Tiiiihcr, DiJW-tice.—Vr. Mastei-s exhibited for

Mr. Burbidge specimens of Oak-wood which was used

for spokes of wheels, which was found to break off

short. It was referred to Professor Marshall Ward
for examination and report.

Finns Laiiihcrtiana.—Dr. Masters exhibited a branch

of this species, received from Mr. C. Herrin, of Drop-

more, Maidenhead, with two cones about 1 foot long.

The size when growing naturally in California is said

to be double that of the present specimen.

Cleidorfamoas Lawn Plants.—ilr. Henslow showed

specimens of several species of plants which are

propagated by cleistogamous flower-buds. By that

means, while retaining a dwarf habit, they are able

to multiply very rapidly, and to extend over con-

siderable areas in a tennis-lawn. Although none of

them are perennials, they remain so rtduced in size

that they are not exterminated by the mowing-
machine periodically cutting them down. The result

is that each species has more or less completely

covered certain patches of fround, to the almost

entire exclusion of everything else. The plants in

question are Cerastium glomeratum, Montia fontana,

Trifolium procumbens, Sagina procumbens, Akhe-
milla arvensis, Veronica arvensis, and Poa annua.

Mr. Henslow added that he had observed many years

ago Trifolium subterranean, flourishing in the same
way on the close-cut grass in Kew Gardens, on the

site of the present rockery.

Bunic.v crispns, cfi/no-inona'cious. — Mr. Henslow
exhibited specimens of this plant, which bears her-

maphrodite flowers on longer, with female flowers on

shorter pedicels, thereby forming whorls along the

main peduncle. It does not appear to have been

described in any work as being in this condition.

Cotyledon irinbiiirifs, abnormal.—^Mr. Henslow exhi-

bited a specimen and leaves of this plant, found

growing in a wall at St. Ives, Cornwall, the pecu-

liarity being that it bore a flat, expanded, rosulate

arrangement of leaves exactly like the House Leek,

Echeveria, or several sorts of Saxifrage. The leaves

were spathulate and not peltate at all. Some few

growing freely were funnel-shaped.

Raspberry and Blarkberry Uybrkl.—Mr. Henslow
drew attention to the foliage of a supposed hybrid

received from Messrs. Viccars, Collyer, of Leicester.

The plant blossomed, but bore no fruit this season.

The flowers were exactly like that of the Raspberry,

as well as the tomentose under surface of the leaves
;

but the method of forming the quinate leaf out of

the ternate agreed with that of the Blackberry as

follows :—The simplest form of leaf is a single oval

leaflet near the flowers. This becomes lobed at the

base, and so two leaflets are given off, forming the

ternate leaf. From the basal pair in the case of

the Blackberry two more are given off', and thus

form a quinate leaf, the lower four leaflets being

nearly " palmate." In the Kaspberry, however,

the second pair of leaflets are given off' from the

terminal leaflet, just as were the primary pair. Con-
sequently the five leaflets now form a more decidedly

pinnate leaf. In the hybrid in question, although

in all other features it agrees with the Raspberry,

yet in this one particular it resembles the Black-

berry. As no fruit was produced a comparison

could not be made with them.

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND COUN-
TIES GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

At a largely attended meeting of members at

the Midland Institute, on Tuesday, November 1.'3,

Mr. W. B. Grove gave a lecture on " Edible Fungi,"

illustrated by photographs, in the oxyhydrogen

lantern, of the' species referred to. These were, first,

Agaricus arvensis (the Iloise Mushroom), a species

which is eaten in many ])arts of England, and some-

times hardly distinguished from A. canipestris. It may
be known by its larger size, thicker flesh, and yellow

juice when wounded. Then the Parasol Mushroom
(A. procerus), and the False Parasol (A. rachodes).

were described, and tlie hatter one illustrated by

a photograph of a group which, afterwards, had

been eaten by the photographer ; A. nebularis, the

Clouded Mushroom ; A. ostreatus, the Oyster Mush-

room ;
Coprinus comatus, the Maned Mushroom, or

Wig-cap; the Beefsteak, Fistulina hepatica; the

Morell, the Truffie, and the Giant Putf-ball were

then illnstrated and described ; and, finally, the F'airy

Champignon (M.irasmius oreades). Two common
poisonous fungi, A.semiglobatus and Coprinus mica-

ceus, were introduced, in order to warn would-be

consumers against them, and a slide, illustrative of

the ett'ects of eating poisonous species, brought the

lecturo to a close.

Mr. Grove recommended the eating of all the

species named, each having its own distinctive

flavour ; but it was necessary that the tyro should

be shown how to distinguish the species by careful

discriminating attention, either from coloured plates

or, preferably, by the aid of a better instructed friend.

Good cooking was also necessary, if the true flavour

was to be obtained.

TORQUAY CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Xov. 10.—This was held in the Bath Saloons.

The competition in the classes for plants was not so

strong as usual. Mr. II. Yelland, gr. to Miss Loch.

Villa Como, taking the 1st ]irize in the open class

for twelve plants, distinct, and in the amateur classes

for twelve plants, and also in other classes.

Orchids were shown much better than usual, Mr.

Jledland, gr. to Moreton Sparks, taking 1st for three

distinct.

The open classes of Chrysanthemums were very good,

and there was a fair competition throughout. Sir. Dol-

ling, gr. to Mrs.Wild.Whitehill House, Newton Abbot,

took the 1st prize in the principal class for twelve

.lapanese and twelve incurved, distinct, his Japanese

being the better of the two ; and he alsp led in five

other classes.

Mr. Cocks, gr. to AVyndham Fizherbert, Esq., Kings-

near, was a very successful exhibitor, and had the best

incurved bloom in the show, in Empress of India. Mr.

John Styles, gr. to Miss Fripp, took 1st in the

amateur classes for twelve incurved blooms.

Grapes were excellent, es|)ecially those shown by

Mr. Marsh, gr. to Sir Thos. Freak, Dartmouth. He
was 1st for two bunches black Grapes, with fine ex-

amples of Black Alicante and for white Grapes.

JIuscat of Alexandria Large and good. He also took

1st for the heaviest bunch, with Gros Colmar, weigh-

ing 3 lb. 13 oz.

Vegetables were excellent, and remarkably clean.

Mr. Coles, gr. to W. B. Fortescue, Acton Hall, taking

1st for a choice collection.

Messrs. Veitch, Messrs. Lucombe & Pinoe, of

Exeter, each arranged stands of decorative plants,

Chrysanthemums, &c.

CLONMEL CHRYSANTHEMUM AND
FRUIT SHOW.

This now annually recurring event was held in

the large Assembly-room of the Court-house,Clonmel,

on Tuesday, November 13. Notwithstanding the

generally unfavourable season, and that almost all

the local growers lost some of their finest blooms
through premature damping off, the show was an

unexpected success.

Groups.—The requirement for admission into this

section was that competitors were each to furnish a

sufficient number of plants to occupy a space of

t>0 square feet, and the prize was to be awarded only

to that collection which should best illustrate quality

and effect. It speaks largely for the extent to which
the culture of this flower is carried when we state

that no fewer than four local amateurs entered the

field as competitors in this section, and their several

groups were tastefully displayed ; the prizes going

to Mrs. Malcomson, Minella, Clonmel fgr., Jlr. .1

Crehan) ; 2nd, Thomas PheIan,Esq., Spring Gardens
(Mr. Ualpin), and highly commended. Dr. W. II.

Garner (Mr. O'Shea).
Cat Blooms.—Twenty-four incurved blooms, not

less than nine varieties. After close com|)etition

the 1st prize went to Mr. Raymond de la Poer, of

Kilcronagh, Kilkenny (gr. Mr. Crawford), and 2ud to

Ml'. Thomas Phelan. Particularly good in the 1st

were Cherub, Princess of Wales, Lord Alcester, and
.fohn Salter ; and in the 2nd exhibit, Jardin des

Plantes, Prince Alfred, and Lord Wolseley.

For twelve incurved thei'e were (wf; entries, and
after careful criticism, Mr. F. Clibborn (Mr. Crow-
ley) was placed 1st, Mrs. Malcomson 2nd, and Dr.

(iarner, highly commended. In the 1st, .loan d'Arc

(almost perfect). Golden Empress, and Blush Queen,
were particularly noticeable ; and in the 2nd were

Novelty, Lord Wolseley, and Blush Queen. Many
of the blooms were very fine.

Next came twenty-four Japanese, and for this the

com|>etition was close between Mr. R. de la Poer,

Mr. T. Phelan, and Dr. Garner, but ultimately the

prizes went in the order named.
Then came the class for twelve Japanese,

and this was the most closely contested at

the show, 1st prize ultimately going to Mis.

Malcomson, with grand blooms of ]\Ions. Jarin,

Fanny Boucharlet, Dormilion, Val d'Andorre, and
Elaine—very fine. ^Ir. Clibborn was 2nd. with

Edwin Jlolyneux, Ralph Brocklebank, and Gloriosum,

among others. 'Sir. II. S. Boyd was highly com-
mended, while two other stands were very little be-

hind in point of merit. In the reflexed class, Mi*, de

la Poer had again the premier position, with some
well-done blooms of the golden, white, and jdnk

Christine, Cullingfordi, and King of Crimsons ; Jlrs.

Malcomson was 2nd, and Mr. Phelan highly com-
mended. Grandly shown by Mr. Phelan was the

new Amy F'urze. In -Vnemone Japanese, Mr. de la

Poer once more was peerless ; while in pompons Mrs.

Malcomson and Mr. Boyd divided the honours in the

order named.
In the incurved section the best bloom in the show

was adjudged to Raymond de la Poer's Princess of

Wales— a perfect bloom—Mrs. Heal almost dis-

puting the honour in the stand. In the Japane.^e

the premier position went by general consent to the

new introduction, Ralph Brocklebank, in Mr. Clib-

born's collection, next being the telling new variety

Edwin Molyneux.
The Silver Cup Competilion.— Special, value £.3,

given by Raymond de la Poer, Esq. This was the

blue ribbon of the show, and for it entered five

stands of twenty-four each, incurved and Japanese,

to contain eighteen distinct varieties, by the donor,

Mr. F. Clibborn, Mrs. Malcomson, Dr. Garner, and
the Hon. Dudley F. Fortescue, Summerville—the

cup, with 1st prize, and the 2nd and 3rd prizes going

in the order named.
Fruit was shown in some considerable quantity

and also miscellaneous exhibits. From " Clonmvl

Chronicle.'^

YORK CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Xov. 14, 1.5, AND Ilj.—The annual Chrysanthi-

mum show, held under the auspices of the Ancient
Society of York l-'lorists, was opened in the York-
shire Fine Art and Industrial Institution. Since the

Society extended its enterprise to the holding of a

show of Chrysanthemums in the autumn, no floral

exhibition in the district, always excepting the

Yorkshire Gala show, has so quickly achieved popu-

larity or so well sustained its position. The Society

gave this year upwards of £100 in prizes, and the

premiums off'ered were large enough to attract the

best growers of the district. This year the range of

competition has been extended, several competitors

from beyond the previous area having entered the

lists. The entries, therefore, showed a considerable

increase on any previous year's total. The nipping

frost which occurred on the first night of October

pl.ayed havoc with all the gardens in the locality,

and a great many flowers were spoiled. Notwith-

standing this accident, the display was quite up to

the average.

The four groups set out for competition for Mr.
Alderman Rymer's prize were of a high order of

merit, the foliage and blooms being arranged and
mingled with good eff'ect. The 1st prize was awarded

to Mr. T. M. Weddall, of Selby ; 2nd, Mr. J. T.

Ilingston. The smaller groups did not produce so

good a competition, but they were very effective. The
Chrysanthemums in pots were for the most part well

grown, and bore a mass of well formed blooms ; and
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the best varieties were stronjjly represented. There
was also a capital show of Palms and Dracicnas, and

a very pretty display of Primulas and decorative

foliage plants.

Among the cut flowers the display of new Japanese
Chrysanthemums shown (not- for competition) by

Mr. T. 15. ]\Iorton, Darlington, were noticeable, the

blooms being very large and perfect in form. In

proximity to these were staged the collections of

Chrysanthemums in the class for the ex-City yheriH's

prize. Each entry consisted of eighteen incurved

and eighteen Japanese, the whole including not less

than twenty-four varieties. The premier prize was
awarded to Mr. W. B. Kichardson, J. P., for a really

grand lot, in which the only weak point was in some
of the Japanese varieties. The other cut Chrysan-
themums formed a splendid show.

In one of the classes for reflexed Chrysanthemums
a difliculty arose, the judges considering that two of

the exhibits were really Japanese, and they were
therefore disqualified, but in order to mark the

merit of the flowers, were awarded special prizes.

A lovely lot of cut flowers were shown, and the

bouquet classes were well filled. Fruit presented anex-
ceedinglyfine show, the Grapes being of remarkable
quantity, size, and bloom. The Apples and Pears
were of excellent quatlity. In these classes Mr.
Goodacre, gr. to the Earl of Harrington, Elvaston

Castle, had no less than eighty plates of Apples and
fifty of Pears. ISIessrs. Backhouse & Sons, York, sent

a very extensive collection of Apples, not for competi-

tion, and also some fine Dalkeith Sprouts. The vege-

tables were good, especially the colletions for which
Messrs. Deverill & Co., Banbury, and Messrs. Stanley

& Son, Wath-upon-Dearne, oflered the prizes. The
former firm had also an exhibition, not for competi-
tion, a large assortment of vegetables, of which
Onions of extremely large growth were the leading

feature, and for their splendid productions no less

than six certificates were awarded.
We append a few of the more important prizes in

the three main sections of the exhibition :

—

Cut F/oircrs.—Thirty-six Chrysanthemums, eighteen

incurved, not less than twelve varieties, and eighteen

Japanese, not less than twelve varieties, or more than
two blooms of one variety— 1st, Silver Cup. value £5,
given by the ex-City Sheriff' (S. Border, Esq,), and
£6 by the Society, W. B. Richardson ; -nd, 11. J.

Kobinson. Twenty-four Chrysanthemums, distinct,

twelve incurved, and twelve Japanese— 1st, W. B.
Kichardson ; 2nd, G. Whitehead. Twelve Chrysan-
themums, incurved, distinct^lst, W. B. Kichard-
son ; 2nd, Miss Steward. Twelve Chrysanthemums,
reflexed, not less than six varieties^lst, ^liss

Steward. Twelve Chrysanthemums, Japanese, dis-

tinct— 1st, A. Milnthorpe; 2nd, T. Smith, Beverley.

Six Chrysanthemums, ditto, one variety—1st. Miss
Steward; 2nd, T. Smith, (Beverley). Twelve
bunches of cut flowers, not less than eight varieties

—1st, :\Irs. Lloyd : 2nd, T. F. AVood.
Fruits.—Six bunches of Grapes, three varieties, two

bunches of each.—1st prize (Vice-President and
Stewards' prize), Mr. Goodacre, gr. to the Earl of

Harrington; 2nd, R. C. Neville. Two bunches of

black Grapes— 1st, Lord Hotham. Two bunches
of white Grapes.— 1st, R. C. IS'eville. Extra for Vine
in pot.—Mrs. Gutch. Extra for three Pines.— Sir J.

W. Pease, Bart. Assortment of Apples, grown
North of the Trent, correctly named.— 1st (given by
Messrs. Backhouse & Sons, York), Mr. Goodacre ;

2nd, J. W. Hutchinson. Assortment of Pears, grown
North of the Trent, correctly named.— £1 iys. (given

by Messrs. Backliouse & Son).— 1st, Mr. Goodacre.

J'c^c^rtWr.s.—Collections of vegetables were shown
chiefly in response to off'ers of prizes by Messrs.
Deverill, of Banbury. Uxon. ; and Afessrs. C. StanUy
& Son, Wath-upon-Dearne, Yorkshire, In the first-

named Mr. J. Kirk was the head prize-taker, and in

the second Mr. S. Hardcastle. For an exhibit con-
sisting of nine kinds of vegetables—Society's prize

—

Mr. J. Whitehead was 1st: and Mr. S. Hardcastle
2nd. Beside the above large competitions there were
very numerous small ones, consisting of single

dishes of seasonable vegetables.

WINCHESTER.

trained, was easily 1st ; Mr. Wills, gj. to Mrs. Pearce,
Bassett, was a good 2nd. All the plants staged by
growers residing within a radius of 5 miles from
Winchester—a special class—showed a marked im-
provement upon those of last year; the best being
shown by Mr. J, Kaines, The Cedars, Hyde Park
Road.
Mr. G. Wareham. gr. to Mrs. E. Gunner, Heath-

field, Winchester, staged the best groups of Chry-
santhemums, a well arranged group of plants, freely

flowL'red.

The best miscellaneou.s group of plants, occupy-
ing a space 56 square feet, was that of Messrs.
Jeffrey & Jones, AVinchester, and consisted of Palms,
Ferns, Bouvardias, and other flowering plants, put
together very successfully.

Ci(t Blooms.—These formed by far the more im-
portant part of the exhibition, and the principal

class was one for forty-eight blooms, half to be
Japanese in not less than eighteen varieties, and the
same number of incurved blooms. It was considered
by some persons that the judges made a serious error

in their award of 1st honours, which was given to

Mr. Neville, gr. to F. AV. Flight, Esq., Twyford,
Winchester. His incurved flowers were of medium
size and beautifully finished, while the blooms of
Japanese were especially weak ; the stand of Japanese
varieties from the winner of the 2nd prize, Mr. E.
Molyneux, Swanmore Park, was so much in ad-
vance of the 1st prize stand, as also was the back
row of the incurved blooms, that those present
able to form an opinion were unable to justify the
award. Messrs. Drover & Son, nurserymen, Fare-
ham, were 3rd.

For twenty-four blooms in not less than eighteen
varieties Mr. Trinder was 1st, with good blooms in

both incurved and Japanese varieties.

For twelve incurved Mr. Neville was 1st, and fur

twelve Japanese, distinct, Mr. Molyneux was 1st,

both exhibitors staging well.

Mr. Neville staged the best twelve reflexed and
twelve Anemones.

Mr. Shenton (gr., Mr. T. Annells), Twyford. AVin-
chester, staged the best six incurved, neat blooms,
and the best twelve pompons, distinct, in bunches of
three.

Fruit.—The exhibits in point of quality were in
point of numbers more extensive than usual. The
best three bunches of Grapes, distinct varieties, were
shown by Mr. C. Warder, gr. to Sir F. Bathurst,
Clarendon Park, Salisbury, and were good examples
of Alicante, Gros Colmar, and Muscat of Alexandria,
Mr. Molyneux, gr. to AV. H. Jlyers, Esq., Swanmore
Park, Bishop's Waltham, was a close 2nd.
For two bunches of Grapes, black varieties, the

two last exhibitors changed places. Mr. ilolyneux
staged Alicante in good condition.

Mr. AVarden took 1st honours for two bunches of
white Grapes with Muscat of Alexandria, followed
by Mr. Molyneux.
':Mr. G. Best, gr. to C. AV. Chute, Esip, The Vyne,

Basingstoke, staged the best dessert Apples in three
varieties, well coloured medium-sized examples ; and
Jlr. Trinder, gr. to Sir H. St. Mildmay, Dogmersfield
Park, the best culinary varieties, and Pears.
The arrangements by Mr. C. Shenton, the Hon.

Secretary, gave complete satisfaction.

KENT COUNTY.

November 13 and 14.—The Winchester Horticul-
tural Society's show of the Chrysanthemum, held
in the Guildhall on the dates named, was a very good
one, notwithstanding the damaging effects of the
early October frosts.

For eiglit specimens—a very fine class—Mrs. W,
Joy, Shirley, Southampton, with plants 5 feet in

diameter, profusely flowered without being tooclosely

NovHMUEK 14 AXD 15,—Thls Society made an
excellent commencement at Blackheath, and thanks
are due to the Honorary Secretary, Mr. Needs, for

its inauguration this year.
For a group Mr. J.'Hudd,gr. to F. AA''. Prior. Esq..

Blackheath, easily secured 1st ivith a tasteful
arrangement. Messrs. Dobson, J. Hudd, and Khoden,
were also awarded prizes, in the order of their
names, for groups.
Japanese cut blooms were keenly contested by

simie of the leading growers. Mr. Packman, gr. to
E. E. Shea, Esq., Foots Cray, won 1st with twentv-
four Japanese, showing magnificent blooms, Mr. R.
Leadbetter, gr. to A. G. Hubbuck, Esq., Chislehurst,
being a good 2nd. Mr. W. Packman led again for

eighteen Japanese.
In the open class for twelve Japanese, 'Mr. Pannell,

Ashley House Gardens, Caterham, was 1st witli fine

blooms of pojiular varieties; Mr. H. Shoesmith, gr.

to M. Hodgson, Esq., was a very close 2nd.
For six blooms of one white Japanese variety, ^fr.

Packman again secured the premier place with
sjdendid blooms of Avalanche ; and in a correspond-
ing class for coloured Japanese flowers he again led

with splendid blooms of Mr. Ralph Brocklebank.

In the gentlemen's gardeners' class. Mr. J. Hudd
was the chief winner.

In the amateur classes, Jlr. Briscoe Ironside,

Foots Cray, and Messrs. Douet, Banneter, Shepley,
and Fielding all contributed good stands of well-
grown blooms, particularly tiie first-named.

Incurved blooms were eipialiy well shown. Jlr.

H. Shoesmith worthily secured tlie post of honour
for eighteen varieties, having superb blooms of the
usual exhiI>ition varieties; Mr. Packman was 2nd
with smaller but neat blooms.
In the open class for twelve, Mr. J. Pannell led

with finely-finished blooms.
Mr. H. Shoesmith was again 1st in the gentlemt-n's

gardeners' class for twelve incurved ; and he led

also for six blooms of one variety, with Lord Alces-
ter, in prime condition.

In the amateur classes Mr. Shepley and Mr. Douet
staged some good blooms.
For Japanese Anemones, Mr. F. .Aloore, gr. to J.

AV. Pickersgill, Esq., Blendon Hall, Bexley, gained
tlie chief award, having some nice blooms of J.

Thorpe Junior, Sun fl lower, Louis Bonamy, and
Laing's Anemone. Mr. F. Moore again led with
pompons, followed by Messrs. Davis & Jones, Cam-
berwell.

The special prizes were keenly contested, Mr. AV.

Packman taking 1st for the President's prize for

twenty-four blooms of Japanese, reflexed and in-

curved in equal numbers, staging some splendid
blooms Mr. F. Moore was a capital 2nd—a par-
ticularly fine bloom of Stanstead White was on his

boards.

Misceltancoufi.— ilessrs. Davis & Jones, of Cam-
berwell; and Messrs. John Laing & Sons, of I'orest

Hill, exhibited, not for competition, groups of Chry-
santhemums effectively arranged ; and JMr. AVick-
ham Jones, Foot's Cray, showed a few stands of good
cut blooms. Messrs. Davis & Jones staged also a
few stands of Miss Annie Lowe, A''iolet Tomlin, and
Mrs. AValters. Messrs. John Laing & Sons showed,
not for competition, a large exhibit of the best sorts

of Apples.

MARKET HA-RBOROXTGH.
The district Chrysanthemum Society of this town

held their Annual Show ou AA''eduesday and Thurs-
day, November 14 and 1.'), and the committee is to
be congratulated on the success which has again
attended them in bringing together so capital an
exhibition.

The specimen plants in the incurved and Japanese
varieties were very meritorious, and were shown in

great numbers aud of fine quality.

The majority of the prizes for plants were taken
by S. Symington. Esq., Brookland House, Market
Harborough (gr. Mr. H. Dunkley). For a group,
^lessrs. Plowman & Son were awarded premier
honours. K H. P. Hutchinson, Esq., Husbands
Bosworth (gr., Mr. AA^. Rainbow), was 2nd in that

class, and G. H. K. Fisher, Esq., Market Harborough
(gr., Mr. AV. Norman), 3rd. In cut blooms, S. Sym-
ington, Esq. (gr.,Mr. J. Clarke), G. L. AVatson, Esq ,

Rockingham Castle (gr.,^Ir. H. Watt), and Sir F. F.
Turville, K.C.M.G. (gr., Mr. W. Duncan), were the
most successful exhibitors.

In the exhibits of amateurs an improvement on
previous shows was noted; and the most admired
were the plants of Mr. S. Branston and the groups of
Messrs. Bott, Branston, and Dalbv.

EA.LING CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOAV.

Tnis annual display of the favourite winter flower

was held at Ealing on the 14th inst., but like to so

many other suburban displays, had to suffer in

attractiveness from the lack of good plants, owing to

the October frosts. All the .«amc, the Lyric Hall, in

which the show was held, made a pretty picture. One
chief decorative group was shown by Mr. Chadwick,
gr. to E. M. Nelson, Esq., Hanger Hill, but was not
for competition ; it was \try gay, and effectively

arranged.

]\Ir. AA'igmore, gr. to F. Hicks, Esij., and Mr. Viner,

gr. to R. D. Dawes, Esq., had the best large com-
j)etitive groups; and Mr. A. H. Johnson the best

smaller group.
The cut flower classes were fairly well contested,

some of the blooms being of great excellence. Mr.
Hudson, gr. to A. H. Atkinson, Esq , M.P., Gunners-
bury House, showed a lot of very fine blooms, not

for competition, as also did Air. Chadwick. Miss
H. B. Smith arranged a lovely basket of Chrysanthe-
mums, and some beautiful bouquets and sprays for
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ladies. The ladies' table stands and bouquets were
a very gay feature. Tiie premier flowers of the

show, taking the National Society's Bronze Medals,

both shown by i\Ir. Owen, of Ealing, were Boule
d'Or and White Queen of England.

Fruits were in good form. Messrs. Lee & Sons
showed a fine collection of Apples and I'ears grown
at their Ealing nursery. The culinary and dessert

Apples in competition were exceedingly good, I'otts'

Seedling, Emperor Ale.xander, Peasgood's Xonsuch,
and Wellington being amongst the finest ot the

former, and Blenheim (>range. King of the IMppins,

and Cox's Orange Bippin of the latter. Bears also

were very good, and generally well presei'ved.

Potatos were in excellent form also, whilst the

competition in the vegetable classes was remar'Kable,

no less than twelve collections of si.\ kinds being
staged in the open class, Mr. Chadwick coming 1st.

The cottagers' exhibits in this section were first-rate,

and hard to excel this season.

The classes for cooked Potatos, served hot, were
well contested, the 1st prize in each case (ailing to

Mr. E. Cachett, of Acton, a railway signalman, whose
samples were of the best description.

WATFORD CHRYSANTHEMUM.
NovEirnEit 13 and 14.—The fourth annual exhibi-

tion of Chrysanthemums at the Agricultural Hall was
by far the best yet held by the Society, the entries

being larger, and the exhibits more meritorious than
previously, amongst the competitors being many
who had exhibited at the National in the previous

week. The central gronj) of plants in the hall came
from Lord Clarendon's garden, and were not in the

competition. The grouji was arranged skilfully and
with much taste by iSlr. Myers.

In the group class the 1st prize was awarded to

Mr. Dinsmore, gr. to T. F. Blackwell, Esq., for a

very nice group of flowering plants. Orchids, and
Ferns ; the 2nd and ord Iteing awarded to Mr. Cox,
gr. to Mrs. Brown, and to Mr. Condie, gr. to S.

Blackwell, Esq., in the order named. In cut flowers

the competition was severe, the entries nnmbering
nearly 20U, and our remarks must necessarily be

limited to the open classes.

T(vcnfi/-fui(r jupanrsc.—The flowers were superb,

as is shown by the fact, that the winning lot. that of

Mr. Edwin Beckett, gr. to H. H. Gibbs, Esq., was
awarded also the prize for the exhibit in the show, and
one of his blooms. Album fimbriato, was adjudged the

premier flower amongst the Japanese, Mr. Beckett's

other fine blooms were S. Olver, Sunflower, Madame
C. Audiguier, and E. Jlolyneux. Second honours
were taken by Jlr. Cox, gr. to J. Trotter, E?([.

Tu>rnli/-four inciireed.—Mr. Beckett was again 1st

;

and secured the prize for the best incurved flower in

the show with a fine example of Princess of Wales.
Mr. E. Sanderson, President of the "National," was
2nd with a remarkably fine stand of flowers of high

finish; and was 2nd to Mr. Beckett's only in point of

size.

Tii'ehe inciii-ivd.—Mr. E. Sanderson was 1st with a

fine lot of the leading varieties ; 2nd, Mr. Mundell,
gr. to Lord Ebury.

Twe/vc Japcimse.—1st, Jlrs. Brightmen ; 2nd, Jlr.

Kirby, gr. to Sir A. Charles.

Six incurved, one variefy.—A keen contest occurred

in this class, the blooms being in all cases well set-

up, and with a degree of finish that will be explained

by reference to the names of the winners. 1st, Mr.
Beckett, with Princess of Wales : 2nd, Mr. San-
derson with Princess of Teck ; and 3i-d, Mr. Mundell
with Golden I'^mpress. In the same section for

distinct Japanese, Mr. Beckett ,igain won 1st place

with a stand of the pure white Avalanche ; and Mr.
Henty 2nd.

In the amateurs' classes a keen competition took

place in cut blooms, Mr. R. Bradberry a successful

exhibitor at the Aquarium, taking 1st honours in

incurved, and Mr. Lansley and Mr. Sturman being

equally successful with Japanese.
Plants.—Mr. Kirby, gr. to Sir A. Charles secured

Ist place with a group of plants well flowered, but

rather too tall for good effect.

Fruit.—A fine collection, not for competition, was
shown by Messrs. Lane. In the competing classes

Messrs. Beckett, Brown, and Barnes were the chief

prize-takers.

Vcrjctahlrs.—These were well shown in collec-

tions. Mr. Beckett again was foremost, with Mr.
Henty 2nd.

Table plants. Cyclamens and Primulas, were shown.
Some Bouvardias and Pernettyas, not for competi-

tion were exhibited by Messrs. Ctitbnsh, and a group

of mixed plants by Mr. Darby, florist, of Watford.
Table decorations, floral devices, and berried plants,

all helped to make up a really first-class show.

"WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
Nov. 14.—This was the fourth annual exhibition

held in the Victoria llall. It is gratifying to see

the quality of the exhibits improve each year, still

there is room for improvenjcnt.
For six Chrysanthemums, large flowered, distinct

varieties (Japanese excluded; Mr. Brooks led, with
nice healthy and well trained jdants.

Mr. Holland, gr. to W. Ash, Esq., had the best
si.x Japanese, distinct, with very nice specimens,
well grown fine and fresh flowers of Kendatler,
Source d'Or, Margot.

Mr. Holland led with three standards, any variety,

having very nicely grown specimens and well
flowerel.

For a group of Chrysanthemums, arranged for

eft'ect in a space 10 by 5 feet, not much taste was
displayed in the airangeinent. Mr. W. Brook
was Ist, having a splendid lot of plants ,in great
variety.

For six stove or greenhouse plants Mr. Brooks,
with Latania borbonica, Seaforthia elegans, Phcenix
dactylifera, &:c., was 1st.

Cut flowers were shown very well, with good com-
petition in most of the classes. Mr. Miller (Clifton)

was placed Ist for twenty-four large flowering,

Japanese excluded, with popular varieties; and for

twelve ditto Mr. Holland led.

Mr. Miller came to the front with a capital stand
in the cl.ass for twenty-four Japanese. E. Molyneux,
and Soleil Levant were good. Mr. Dufferin had the
best twelve ditto.

For two bunches of black Grapes Mr. Uufl'erin

led with excellent bunches of Blac's Alicante ; and
Mr. Coates for white with Muscat of Alexandria.

READING CHRYSANTHEMUM.
As is usual this Society held a fine and extensive

exhibition in the Municipal Buildings on the I5th inst.,

both Town Halls being utilised for the purpose, and
there were quite enough exhibits to occupy all avail-

able space. Some plauts of Crotons of large size

and fine colour, staged by Mr. Lees, gr. to Mrs.
Marsland, White Knights, Reading, greatly helped
the appearance of the halls.

Groups of Chrysanthemums arranged for efl'ect.

—

There were nine of the.se placed round the sides of

the old Town Hall, and they were a striking feature.

The appearance of these groups would be greatly

enhanced if some low plants were employed to cover
the nakedness of the pots and stems of the Chrysan-
themums. The best came from Jlr. II. Perkins, gr.

to the Right Hon. W. II. Smith, Greenlands, Henley-
on-Thames, having well grown plants on single stems
of incurved and -lapanese varieties—the flowers large
and well finished, and nicely fresh. Mr. Turton, gr.

to John Hargreaves, Esq., .Maiden Erleigh, Reading,
who had strongly grown plants carrying large

flowers, but there was a nakedness about the plants

that greatly detracted from their appearance. Mr.
Hawkins, gr. to W. Crosslade, Esq., Earley, was 3rd

;

and several other prizes were awarded.

.Specimen Plants,—The best six, .Japanese varie-

ties excluded, came from .'Mr. Surman, gr. to C. W.
Witherington, Esc|., fairly well grown and bloomed,
the Bundle type being conspicuous. Mr. Booker,
gr. to R. Tompkins, Esti , Reading, had the liest

three, having well-grown and bloomed specimens of
Mrs. G. Hundle, Mrs. Dixon, and Emperor of China.
There was but one collection of six specimen
Japanese, Mr. Surman being 1st with excellent
plants, large, well grown, and finely flowered, con-
sisting of Mdlle. Lacroix, Madame IJertier Rendat-
ter, Bouquet Fait. Red Dragon, James Salter, and
Lady Selborne. Mr. Powell, gr. to G. Gillingan,

Esq., Reading, had the three best specimens, showing
in good condition, Elaine, Val d'Andorre, and Red
Dragon; Mr. I"ranklin, gr. to F. Lucas, Esq., Read-
ing, was a good 2nd.

A very good feature was found in a class for six

short table or window or table plauts, and very
charming they were—small, well-grown and bloonietl,

Mr. Surman was 1st—Mrs, Dixon, Mrs. Geo. Rundle,
•Tames .Salter, Lady .Selborne, Madame Bertier Ren-
datler, and Bouquet Tait ; Mr. Franklin was 2nd,
also with very nice small ])Iants.

Mr. Armitage, gr. to N. Clarke, Esq , Reading,
had the best three standards, with shield-shaped

heads, very formal and ugly in appearance ; Mr.
Franklin being 2nd.
The best standard was King of Crimsons, from

.Mr. W. T. Abery, nurseryman, Tilehurst, with King
"f Crimsons ; Jlr. J. Leslie, Reading, being 2nd, with
Mrs. G. Rundle.
The three best specimen i)ompon varieties came

from Mr. Franklin—well grown and bloomed plants
of Sieur Maline, Rose Trevenna, and President
Decaisne ; Mr. Surman was 2nd.
Pompon varieties as table plants were a good

feature also, Mr. Franklin being again Ist, and Mr.
Surman 2nd.

Mr. Booker had the best standard, Mr. W. T.
Abery being 2nd.

Cut BtooiHs,—Some excellent flowers were shown
in the class for eighteen incurved varieties, Mr.
Allen, gr. to Sir G. Russell, Swallowfield Park,
Reading, being 1st with finely-finished blooms of
Lord Alcester, Alfred Salter, Jeanne d'Arc, Lord
Wolseley, Princess Alexandra, Jardin des Plantes,
Golden Empress, Prince Alfred, Lord Eversley,
(.lueen of England, Princess Teck, Cherub, Bronze
J.ardin des Plantes, Empress Eugenie, Bronze Queen,
Emily Dale, and Barbaia. 2nd, Mr. Neville, gr. to
F. W. Flight, Esq., Twyford, Hants, having a good
lot of blooms also.

The best twelve varieties, which included flowers
already named, came from Mr. Brooks, gr. to H. A.
Simonds, Esq., Andover, Jlr. Basket, gr. to W. J.
Palmer, Esq., Reading, being 2nd.

Mr. Allen had the best twelve reflexed large
flowers, a very fine lot indeed, including Alma,
Cloth of Gold, Pink Christine, Cullingfordi, Mdlle.
Tezier, Amy Furze, Golden Christine, Pink Christine,
and King of Crimsons. 2nd, .Mr. Brooks.

Stands of twelve Japanese varieties were remark-
ably fine, the best coming from Mr. Lane, gr. to Miss
Banning .Smith, Ascot, who had Ed. Molyneux,
Mdlle. B. Pigny, \a\ d'Andorre, Soleil Levant,
JIadame J. Laing, Criterion, Belle Paule, Ralph
Brocklebank, .Jeanne Delaux,Thunberg, Sarah Owen,
and Avalanche. 2nd, V. W. Flight, Esq. Mr. Bas-
kelt had the twelve best Anemone-flowered, the
varieties being Lady Margaret, Minnie Chate, Madame
Thcrese Clos, Madame Clos, Fleur de Jlarie, Mar-
guerite SoUeville, Bacchus, Soeur Dorothee Souille,

and Marguerite Vill.ageoise ; 2nd, Mr. J^ees, gr. to
Jlrs. Marsland, The Wilderness, Reading.

Stands of twelve blooms shown with 9 inches of
stem and foliage were a good feature, the flowers
very fine. Mr. Allen was 1st with Mdlle. M. J.

Pigny, Lord -VIcestiT, I^ord Wolseley, Thunberg,
E. Molyneux, Empress of India, Jeanne Delaux,
JIadame J. Laing, and Golden Empress, the mix-
ture of Japanese and incurved varieties being very
effective.

Mr. Surman was the only exhibitor of six bunches
of pompon varieties, having President, Adele
Prisette, White Trevenna, St. Michael, Sour
Melaine, and Rose Trevenna.

Tahlc Decorations.—These are always a remark-
ably good feature at Reading. Mr. W. T. Abery
had the best table vase of Chysanthemums, Mr.
Brooks being 2nd. The best large hall vase of
Chrysanthemums—a very fine feature indeed—came
also from Mr. Abery ; Mr. Brooks being again 2nd.
Miss Phillips, of Reading, a well known decorator,
had the best stand of cut flowers and foliage ; Mr.
House, gr. to .J. O. Taylor, Esc]., Reading, being 2nd.
The best stand of autumn flowers, leaves, and berries

was a charmingly arranged basket from Miss L.
Phillips, of Reading ; Mr. Brooker being 2nd. Mr.
Aberry had the best vase of everlastings, Mr.
Dockerill, gr. to G. W. Palmer, Esq., Rending,
being 2nd.

Miscellaneous Plants.—These included subjects for

table decoration. Berried plants : Mr. Dockerill was
1st with two admirable specimens of Rivina humi-
lis. Zonal Pelagoniums: Mr. Baskett showed three

finely grown and flowered specimens. Double and
Single Chinese Primroses; The Reading strains were
to the fore in both classes. Poinsettias. Violets,

Capsicums, &c. A magnificent specimen of Eucharis
amazonica came from Mr. Butcher, gr. to G. Palmer,
Esq., Reading, well grown and bloomed ; Mr. Irvine,

gr. to H. Ackroyd, Esq., Elmwood, being 2nd with a
very fine plant also.

Orchids.—Several collections of three plants com-
peted; Mr. Pound, gr. to G. May, Esq., Caversham,
Reading, being a good 1st with excellent pieces of
Vanda ccvrulea, V. tricolor, and Oncidium Rogersii.

Jlr. Woolford, gr. to W. A. Palmer, Esq., Reading,
came 2nd with Cypripedium Spicerianum, C. in-
signes, and Dendrobium Dearei.

Fruit.—A very good exhibition resulted, the
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season considered. The two best bunches of Black
Alicante came from Mr. .Jennings, Forest Lodge,
Farnborough, good-sized and well-coloured ; Mr.
Cooper, Sunninghill, being 2nd. Mr. Ashman, gr.

to C. T. D. Crews, Esq., iSunninghill, had the best
two bunches of Gros Colmar, very fine and well-
coloured ; Mr. Cooper being 2nd, with good
examples also. Tlie best two bunches of any other
black grape were JIadresKeld Court, fine in colour but
somewhat straggling in bunch, from Mr. Lees, tlie

Wilderness Gardens. Jlr. Piston, gr. to the Hon. C.
S. Irby, Taplow, had Gros Maroc, well finished. Mr.
Dockerill had the best two bunches of White Mus-
cat. Mr. Turton was 1st with two bunches of any
other white, having excellant Trebliiano, large in

bunch and fine in quality.

Other Fruits.—Mr. Perkins, of Greenland?, was
the only exhibitor of six dishes of fruit, having good
White Muscat and Alnwick Seedling Grapes, Cox's
Orange Pippin Apjiles, Forelle Pears, Melon, and
Bananas. Mr Turton had the best six dishes of
Dessert Apjiles, showing in good form

; 2nd, Mr.
Paxton, witli a good lot also. Mr. Perkins had the
best dish of Cox's Orange Pijipin, large and fine.

Mr. Turton had the best six dishes of Culinary
Ajiples. Mr. Irvine had the best dish of Golden
Noble. Mr. Turton had the best four dishes of
dessert Pears ; Mr. Woolford was 2nd. Some good
Cucumbers, Tomatos, and Mushrooms were also
shown.

Miscellaiicuiis E.ihihits.—'Slr. K. Owens, nursery-
man. Maidenhead, had a stand ot cut blooms of
Chrysanthemums, including such new varieties as
fimbriatum, blush, awarded a First-class Certificate

of Merit; Jolm Thorpe, dark cerise; and George
Daniels, light pink, broad in the petal, but wanting
in substance.

Mr. J. Watkins, Pomona Farm, Withington, near
Hereford, had a fine collection of seventy-five dishes
of Apples, many of the sorts being brilliantly

coloured.

"WILTS HORTICULTURAL.
Nov. 15 AND 16.—The third annual Chrysanthe-

mum exhibition was held in the Salisbury Market
House. The show, taken altogether, was an excellent
one, but, unfortunately for the Society, the weather
was x^Tj unpropitious on both days.

Fot Plants.—VoT the best group of Chrysanthe-
mums, arranged for eflect in a serai-circle (space not
to exceed 10 feet in diameter), a 10 guinea cup and
a small money prize was given. This was well won
by Mr. Brown, Portland Place, Salisbury ; Mr.
Chalk, gr. to G. Kead, Esq., West Wood, Salisbury,

was 2nd. Mr. Brown was also 1st, for a very taste-

fully arranged group of miscellaneous plants. It

consisted of Palms, Crotons, Draca;nas, Eucharis
amazonica, Cypripediums, and a nice piece of Ladia
anceps, &c., edged with small plants of Pteris cretica,

albo-lineata. Mr. Carry, gr. to Col. Pepper, Milford
Hill, Salisbury, was 2nd.

For'agroupof Chrysanthemums arranged in asenii-

circle, 8 feet in diameter, open only to those who do
not keep a regular gardener— 1st prize, a challenge
cup, value 5 guineas, and a small money prize—Mr.
Charles Haskins, Poultry Cross, Salisbury, with a
very creditable group of well-grown plants, taste-
fully arranged.

Mr. Brown had the best six specimen plants of
Chrysanthemums, and Mr. Haskins the best four,

both showing creditably grown plants. Mr. Frank
Pearce, Salisbury, had the best trained specimen
plant, with Elaine. Mr. Brown had the best two
flowering plants (not Chrysanthemums), showing
well-flowered plants of Oncidium ornithorhyncuni.
and a standard Epiphyllum truncatura, supporting a
neat head of very bright flowers.

Cut Flowers. — For twenty-four blooms the l>t

prize (a 10 guinea Cup and £1), went to Mr. H. W.
Ward, gr. to the Earl of Radnor, Longford Castle,
Salisbury, fora solid and fresh lot of blooms, of which
Boulc d'Or, Thunberg, Mdlle. Lacroix, Duchess of
Albany, Empress of India, Lord Alcester, and
Alfred Salter were the best. Mr. Inglefield, gr.

to Sir J. W. Keith, Bart., Tedworth House, Marl-
borough, was a very close 2nd, showing, among
others, grand blooms of Mons. A. Elliot, Baron de
Frailly, Bronze Queen, and Jeanne d'Arc. Mr.
Flight. Cornstiles, Twyford, Winchester, was 3rd.
Four stands were staged.

A 5 guinea Cup and 10s. as 1st prize for eighteen
blooms (open only to amateurs), went to Mr.
Annalls, gr. to Chaloner Shenton, Esi]., The Glen,
Golden Common, Winchester, for a meritorious lot
of blooms, his best being Edwin Molyneux, Glorio-

sum, Baron de Frailly, Madame Audiguier, and Lord
Alcester

; Mr. C. Haskins was a good 2nd.
Among seven good stands of twelve incurved

varieties, Mr. Inglefield led the way with a dozen
large solid blooms. Lord Wolselev, Golden Empress,
Queen of England, and Jardin des Pl.antes, being his
best blooms, Mr. Flight following closelv.

Mr. Inglefield was again Ist for a like number of
Japanese, with a grand lot of blooms, Baron de
Frailly, Ralph Brocklebank, Meg Merrilies, and
Duchess of Albany, being his best ; Mr. Ward was
a close 2nd : eight stands were put up.

Mr. Ward was 1st in a good competition for
twelve reflexed, with even, fresh blooms—Cloth of

Gold (very deep), Pink Christine, King of Crim-
sons, and CuUingfordii, bein^- the most noticeable

;

Mr. Inglefield was a good 2nd.
Mr. Flight was 1st for twelve Anemone-flowered

varieties, showing large, even blooms of leading
varieties. The ladies' classes were well represented.

Fruit.—Mr. Ward was 1st, for a collection of fruit,

six kinds, showing Gros Guillaume and Trebbiano
Grapes—the bunches of the latter being fine

—

Cayenne Pine, Hero of Lockinge Jlelon, Glou Mor-
ceau. Pears, and Ribston Apples. Mr. Warden was
a very close 2nd, showing splendidly coloured
Alicante and 'Muscat of Alexandria Grapes as his
liest dishes. Mr. Warden was a good 1st for White
Jluscats, Black Alicantes, and with Gros Colmar. In
the class for any other black Grape, Mr. Ward was
1st. In the class for any other white Grape, with
good examples of Trebbiano. Mr. W. Scott, Exeter,
was 1st for three dishes of dessert Apples, with
good examples. Mr. Smith, gr. to the Bishop of
Salisbury, the Palace, Salisbury, was a good 1st tor a
like number of kitchen varieties ; and Mr. R. West.
Northlands, Salisbury, had the best three dishes of
Pears.

Non-competiny Ex-hihiis.—Mr. Ward put up three
nice Queen Pine-apples, and two stands of Chrysan-
themums ; and the Messrs. Keynes. Williams & Co.
arranged two pretty groups of miscellanous plants.

IPSWICH AND EAST OP ENGLAND.
November 15 axd 1(1.—This was held in the

Corn Exchange, but though good, was not charac-
terised by the keen competition in the cut flower
department oi former years, as none of the profes-
sional London growers put in an appearance. The
Rev. H. Berners, of Rose fame, was to the fore in

many of the classes, and this gentleman took the
National Chrysanthemum Society's .Silver Medal for

the best bloom in the Show; this was named
Princess Imperial, but it is an open question whether
it is really distinct from Lord Alcester. Be this as
it may, the bloom referred to was exceptionally fine,

and well deserved the award.
In the open class for twenty-four, twelve incurved

and twelve Japanese, Mr. John Rolfe, gr. to Jlrs.

Rendale, of Hill House, Lawford, was 1st; the 2nd
and 3rd prizes falling to Mr. R. Burrell and Mr.
Miller.

In the amateurs" class for the same number of
flowers, Mr. II. Lister, gr. to Lord Broke, of Easton's
Lodge. Dunmow, was a good 1st ; Mr. Palmer, gr.

to T. H. Powell, Esq., of Drinkstone, coming in 2nd.
For the best twelve incurved in the open class, the

Rev. H, A. Berners. of Harkstead, was 1st. In the
open class for twelve Japanese, the Rev H. C.
Hales, of Lawford Place, came in 1st. In the ^ma-
teurs' class for twelve Japanese, Mr. I'almer took
1st. For the best twelve incurved, Mr. Lester was
1st. The most noteworthy blooms in all these
stands were— Criterion (very fine), Mrs. Wright,
Jlons, J. Laing, Mons. H. Payne, Jleg Merrilies,

Prince of Wales, Empress of India, Golden Empress,
Eord Alcester, M. Marrouch, Jeanne Delaux,
Mdlle. Lacroix, B.aron de Frailly, Bellegarde.
For twentv pot plants, the space allowed for

grouping was 40 feet, and the competition was strong,

but the judges looked less to size of blooms than to
the dwarfness and compactness of the specimens,
else the 3rd lot would have stood 1st. The 1st place
fell to Mr. A. Double, gr. to E. M. Miller, Esq.. the
2nd to Mr. Holdens, gr. to C. A. D. Malford, Esq.,
of West Lodge, Bergholt, and the 3rd to Mr. Jordan,
gr. to the Rev. H. A. Berners, of Harkstead.

In the smaller classes, Mr. Chenery, gr. to Mrs.
Booth, carried nearly all before him ; and quite a
feature in the show was the group contributed by
|iersons residing in the borough at a rental not
above £12.

In the fruit department, for the best collection of
six dishes, Pines excluded, there were seven exhiliits.

the 1st prize being taken by Sir. Rogers, gr. to Lord
Rendlesham, the 2nd by Mr. Sheppard, gr. to Cap-
tain Berners. of Woolverstone Park.
For three bunches of Alicante Grapes, Mr.

Chenery was 1st.

In the class for black of any other variety, Mr.
SIcMillan was placed 1st ; Mr. Tebenham, gr. to
Lady North, coming 1st for Muscats.

In the class for white, of any other kind, Mr.
Sheppard was 1st, with Golden Queen.

Pears and Apples were remarkably fine for the
seasons, and Mr. Shepjjard scored a"n easy victory
in the two classes, for six of each and single do. of
tivelve : 1st for dessert Apples, Mr. Andrews.
The collections of vegetables were numerous and

line, and in this class Mr. Andrews was placed 1st

:

Mr. Cresswell, gr. to G. W. Charters, Esq., of Stoke
I'ark, 3ad ; but in the classes for Potatos, the latter
carried off" both the premier awards,

TIVERTON.
NovEMuEi! 15.—The .innu.al exhibit was held in

the Drill Hall ; an excellent lot of groups and
trained plants was staged. The Apples and Pears
were also of very fine quality.

Mr. Lake, gr. to E. iloyle, Esq., was placed 1st,
with a group of Chrysanthemums arranged for eft'ect,

taking the Silver Medal of the National Society.
For thirty-six cut blooms of Chrysanthemums,

eighteen incurved and eighteen Japanese. Jlr. Barnes
led, with a magnificent lot of Japanese ; 2nd, Mr.
Sparks, whose incurved were his best. Mr, Barnes
also took several other prizes.

The principal prize-takers for fruit w.-re :—Mr.
J.ames, gr. to Sir J. Walrond, Bart.; Jlr. Peebbs,
Mr. H. Salmon, gr. to W. Dunsford, Es ]. ; Mr. J.
Mogridge, gr. to Mrs. Ord ; and Mr. Sparks ; and in
this division Apples and Pears were fine.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, of Exeter, staged a collec-
tion of excellent and clean fruit; Mr. C. Sclater,
sent a fine lot; Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co., alto
put up a collection of merit ; and Messrs. Jarman &
Co., of Chard, also exhibited.

CHISWICK HORTICULTURAL.
November 16.—This was a very pretty show, of

moderate dimensions; the exhibits were of very fine

quality. Jlr. E. Coombes, Kingston, was the leading
exhibitor in the chief class, for twenty-four cut
blooms of Chrysanthemums, twelve each of Japanese
and incurved ; the incurved blooms were of very
fine quality, and decidedly superior to his Japanese,
which, however, were large and bright ; Lord Alces-
ter, Jardin des Plantes, and Queen of England,
with Duchess of Albany, Boule d'Or, and Madame
J. Laing were the best. Mr. C. J. Waite, the Glen-
hurst Gardens, Esher, followed, with a very creditable
lot. strong in Japanese.
The last named exhibitor swept the board com-

pletely in the fruit and vegetable classes, showing
strongly in many cases, and well in all; his CaiTOts
in competition for Messrs. Sutton's prizes, were
magnificent, clean, and of good even form ; and
his Black Alicante Grapes were also tine. He also

led for Chinese Primulas, for twelve refiexed

Chrysanthemum blooms, and for Sutton's prize fur

Primulas.

Mr. Coombes had the best stand of Pompons, and
was a capital 2nd with large blooms in the class for

twelve incurved blooms, following — Sanderson,
Esq., St. Mary's Road, Harlesden, N.W., who had
remarkably even well coloured blooms of medium
size, of which Mrs. Brunlees, Hero of Stoke
Newington, and Lord Alcester were conspicuous.

The same exhibitor was also leader in the class for

si.x blooms of one variety, incurved, showing Hero
of Stoke Newington, in neat, solid specimens ; and
he again led in the amateurs' class for si.x distinct

incurved.

Jlr. Munro, gr. to E. C. Paul, Twickenham, was
the leading exhibitor of twelve Japanese blooms,
distinct, and a fine lot he staged, Comte de Ger-
miny, Boule d'Or, and Gloriosum, being conspicuous
examples,

Messrs. W. Fromow & Sons, nurserymen, Chis-
wick, staged the best six blooms of one variety of

Japanese, with JIdlle. Lacroi.x, clean, and of fair

size.

A pretty lot single-flowered were sent by Mr.
Chadwick, gr. to E, M. Nelson, Esq., Ealing, which
secured the 1st place in that class.

E. H. Douet, Esq , Teddington, was the leading
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pxhibitor of Japanese and pompon blooms in the
amateur section, showing very creditably.

Messrs. Fromow & Sons had the leading group of
Chrysanthemums ; and Mr. F. Mears, gr. to J. T.
Thornycroft, Esq., Chiswick, was liud. both exhibitors
showing strong plants with bright flowers.

Mr. A. Wright, gr. to E, II. Watts, Esq., Devon-
hurst, Chiswick, showed specimen plants.

Non-cnmpeting Exhibits were fairly numerous. The
Royal Horticultural Society had three baskets of
very excellent Grapes; they were Black Alicante,
Alnwick Seedling, and Gros Colmar. Mr. May, gr.

to the Marquis of Bute, Chiswick House, had an
extensive group of Chrysanthemums. Messrs. C.
Lee & Son, Hammersmith, had a varied collection of
Apples, including the most popular varieties. Orchids
were sent by Mr. Cowley, gr. to F. G. Tautz, Esq.,
Shepherd's Bush, W., and by Messrs. Fromow, who
had a number of plants of Sonerila Hendersoni, and
Odontoglossum grande was fine. Crotons were shown
by the same firm.

PEMBROKESHIRE.
November 15.— This show was held in the

Market House, Pembroke, and a show ot good
general quality was got together, the exhibits being
very numerous. Mr. W. B. Fisner, gr. to the Earl
of Cawdor, Stackpole Court, Pembroke, carried off

the principal awards in the open classes for Chrysan-
themums, and Messrs. Crichton and French were
also successful. Mr. J. Dumble, gr. to Sir E. G.
Philips, Bart., Pembroke, had the best bloom, in

Lord Alcester ; and he also took many other honours,
and the National Chrysanthemum Society's Medals
were awarded to Mr. Fisher and Mr. F. J. Skyrme,
Monkton, the last named being the most successful
amateur; Mr. T. Crofton, Monkton. also showing
well. In the fruit and vegetable section Messrs.
Clayton, Williams, Crichton, and Croft were the
leaders.

THE PROVINCIAL SHOW OF THE
NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.

November 16 and 17.—This exhibition took place
in conjunction with the fourth annual show of the
Sheflield and West Riding Chrysanthemum Society,

and the Sheffield and Hallamshire Gardeners' Mutual
Improvement Society, and was held in the spacious
Corn Exchange upon the above dates. We must
confess to a feeling of disappointment with the
exhibition which had but few features of a high-
class character, the plants being of a poor
description generally. The Hallamshire growers
say, and with a great deal of truth, that they
have had to contend with a remarkably untoward
season ; that frost, wet, and the absence of sunshine,
had greatly affected the plants, and that not a fev/

that had expected to exhibit found themselves unable
to do 80. As an exhibition it fell much below
Keading, for instance ; but this is, perhaps, hardly a
fair comparison. But all that could have been done
was doubtless done to make the exhibition worthy of
its name, only one Southern grower competed, which
was a disappointment.

In the classes for thirty-six blooms of incurved
varieties, twenty-four, twelve, and six, there was not
a single exhibitor ; and there was a similar absence
in the classes for twenty-four Japanese, six Japanese,
twelve reflexed, twelve reflexed Japanese, twelve
large Anemone, twelve large Japanese Anemone,
twelve pompons, and twelve Anemone pompons. It

will thus be seen that in the yery classes in which a
large display was reasonably looked for there was the
entire absence of any interest. Perhaps the Southern
growers were somewhat afraid of meeting the North,
and vice versa. The arrangements were, on the
whole, good; but it will be found necessary in the
future, if other provincial shows are held, that the
executive in London have a fuller knowledge of

matters than appeared to be the case at Sheffield,

Plants.—Groups of Chrysanthemums arranged for

effect. That from Mr. J. Redmill. gr. to J. G. Low-
wood, Esq., Glossop Road, comprising fairly grown
and bloomed plants, edged with Palms, &c. Mr.
B. T. Bromhead, Bromhall Park, was the only exhi-

bitor of six trained specimens.
With three plants, Mrs. H. Wilson Westbrook,

was 1st; and Mr. Uedmill 2nd.
Mr. B. P. Bromhead had the best three pompons,

Mrs. Wilson being 2nd ; but in the next class, for one
specimen, the positions were reversed.

In the class for a group of miscellaneous plants

there were several entries, and they came in very

useful as relieving the dead cold appearance of the
Exchange walls. The best, a tastefully arranged
one came from Mr. W. Collier, gi*. to Jolm Eaton,
Esq., ShaiTow Bank. Palms, Crotons, Dracienas,
Bouvardias. Chrysanthemums and Gloxinias being
mingled with excellent effect ; Mrs. H. Wilson was
a good 2nd.

There were also plant classes, the competition
open to growers residing within a radius of 20 miles
of Sheffield parish church ; and, wide as the district

is, the plants produced were poor. Here, as before,

the honours were divided between Messrs. Lowood
and Bromhead.

MisccUancojis Plants.— The best twenty pots of
British Ferns came from Mr. J. Eadon, Carnfield
Koad ; Mr. J. Newsham, Meersbrook, being 2nd ; the
latter the best three Filmy Ferns, having good
examples of Trichomanes radicans, Hymenophyllum
tunbridgense, and H. Wilsoni. Mr. Bromhead had
the best six exotic Ferns ; Mr. J. Eadon being 2nd.
Chinese Primroses were of indifferent quality. Mrs.
H. Wilson had the best six, double and single ; Mr.
H. F. Mosely being 2nd. Mr. John Spaight, gr. to

Mrs. Fawcett, Clark House, Sheffield, had the
best four pots of Roman Hyacinths ; Mr. John
Taylor, gr. to Thomas Eyre, Esq., Hillsborough,
Sheffield, being 2nd. Some fine Epiphyllums
were shown by Mr. J. Spaight; Mr. D. B.

Fellows being 2nd. Mr. J. Spaight had the
best specimen Epiphyllum ; Mr. Lowood being 2nd.
Classes were provided for Orchids, bur none were
exhibited. Mr. D. B. Fellows had the best speci-

men Camellia, Mr. Lowood being 2nd. The best

specimen stove or greenhouse plant was Epacris
exoniensis, from Mrs. H. Wilson. Mr. Spaight had
the best three plants of Selaginellas, Mr. R. Howarth
being 2nd. Mr. J. C. Lowood had the three best

pots of Mignonette,
Cut Flowers.—The greatest interest in the cut

flower classes centred in that for the best represen-

tative collection of large-fiowering Chrysanthemums,
not more than 12 blooms of any section. There
were three competitors, and the judges were under
the necessity of disqualifying each, putting on record

their reasons for so doing. They then at the request

of the representatives of the parent Society awarded
the prizes. The most valuable, that of a Silver

Cup, value 15 guineas, and £10 in cash,

was awarded to Mr. R. Packman, The Gar-
dens, Impney Hall, Droitwich, who had some
very fine blooms. His twelve Japanese were
Avalanche, Madame C. Andiguier, E. Molyneux,
Baronne de Frailly, Boule d'Ur, Meg Merrilies,

Ralph Brocklebank. Val d'Andorre, Jeanne Delaux,
Yellow Dragon, Madame John Laing, and Thunberg.
His twelve incurved were Lord Alcester, Queen of

England, Empress of India. Eord Wolseley, Alfred
Salter, Prince Alfred, Golden Empress, Golden
Queen of England, John Salter, Jeanne d'Arc,

Princess of Wales, and Mrs. Heale. His best

reflexed Japanese flowers were Val d'Andorre, Amy
Farze, Jeanne Delaux, Maiden's Blush, Madame J.

Laing, Criterion, and L'Adorable. His best reflexed

large- flowering were King of Crimsons, Irene,

Chevalier Domage, Cullingfordi, Golden Christine,

the pink, peach, and white varieties also. His best

anemone-flowered were Mrs. Pethers, Acquisition,

Fleur de Marie, Gluck, Empress, and Lady
Margaret. But he staged but six blooms of

Japanese anemones, whereas the schedule re-

quired twelve. 2nd, Mr. Packman, gr. to

C. Shea, Esq., Foot's Cray, Kent, the only Southern
grower who competed, who had of Japanese varieties,

Boule d'Or, Hamlet, Gloriosura, Ralph Brocklebank,
Madame J. M. Pigny, Marsa, Meg Merrilies,

Martha Harding, F'lorence Piercy, and Avalanche.
His reflexed Japanese were Criterion, Val d'Andorre,
Elaine, L'Adorable, and a sport from Madame J.

Laing. His incurved. Mrs. Heale, Golden Empress,
Queen of England, Lord Alcester, Baron Beust,
Jardin des Plantes, Jeanne d'Arc John Salter,

Cherub, and Mrs. W. Shipman. His reflexed large

flowering, Mrs. Forsyth, Cullingfordi, Dr. Sharpe,

Golden Christine, and Chevalier Domage. His
Japanese Anemone-flowered, Fabian de Mediana,
Soeur Doroth^e Souille, Minnie Chate, Jean Marty,
and Mons. Cabrol.

,
His large-flowered Anemone

varieties, Miss Annie Lowe, Gluck, Lady Margaret,
Georges Sand, Alveole, and La Marguerite. The
.'^rd prize went to Mr. T. B. Morton, nurseryman,
Darlington.

Mr. Parker was the only exhibitor of thirty-six

Japanese blooms, not less than eighteen varieties,

and very fine they were ;
the sorts, Boule d'Or,

Martha Hardinge, Maiden's Blush, Japonais, Baronne
de Frailly, Comte de Germiny, Madame B. Pigny,

Duchess of Albany, Meg Merrilies, Ralph Brockle-
bank, Jeanne Delaux, Madame C. Andiguier,
Avalanche, Thunberg, Marguerite de Marrough, E.
Molyneux, Madame J. Laing. Mdlle. Lacroix, Mona.
Burnet, Fair Maid, and Ferdinand Ferol.
The best twelve Japanese came from Mr. Arthur

Wilson, Hull.
In the distinct classes for cut blooms the leading

prize-winners were Messrs. J. G. Lowood, R. P.
Bromhead, and Mrs. Wilson, these three being the
only exhibitors who had flowers up to anything like
exhibition mark.
Hand bouquets of Chrysanthemums, also of mis-

cellaneous flowers, button-holes, and stands of six
bunches of cut flowers did not call for special
remark.
There was also a section of classes for cut Chry-

santhemums, and also plants from amateurs and
cottagers, but they also contained nothing of special
merit.

Honorary Awards. — Certificates of Merit were
awarded to Messrs. Fisher, Son & Sibray, Hands-
worth Nursery, Sheffield, for a large group of valu-
able plants arranged for effect ; also for blooms of
greenhouse Rhododendrons and Lapagerias. To
Messrs. Henry Cannell & Sons, nurserymen, Swan-
ley, for a large collection of cut blooms of single
and double zonal Pelargoniums of the highest quality,

that seemed to excite the wonder of the Sheffield

people ; also of cut Chrysanthemums of various
types, among them a large, deep golden, single variety
of great excellence, named Sir Thomas Symonds.
To Alessrs. Geo. Bunyard & Co., nurserymen, Maid-
stone, for an extensive collection of Apples and
Pears, including many of the newer sorts. To Messrs.
Hiram Shaw & Son, nurserymen, Sheffield, for a
large group of plants. To Mr. Seagrave, nursery-
men, Sheffield, for the same; and to Messrs. Davis
& Jones, Chrysanthemum Nursery, Camberwell,
for a collection of the newer varieties of Chrysan-
themums.

First-class Certificates of Merit were awarded to

Mr. E, Beckett, The Gardens, Aldenham House,
Elstree, for a very fine Golden Japanese Chrysanthe-
mum named Sunflower, and to Messrs. Fisher, Son, &
Sibray, for Lapageria rosea maculata, a large number
of flowers being shown, all regularly maculated with
white.

A representative stand of garden requisites was
arranged by Messrs. W. Wood & Son, horticultural

sundriesraen. Wood Green, which attracted a good
deal of attention.

The premium bloom of incurved Chrysanthe-
mums was Lord Alcester, in Mr. Parker's stand

from Impney Gardens ; and the premier Japanese
Avalanche, also shown by Mr. Parker.

CHESHUNT CHBYSANTHEMTTM.
Nov. 16 AND 17.—The flfth exhibition of this

Society was held in St. Mary's Hall, Cheshunt.
The groups of plants were very good, the miscella-

neous collections attracting more attention even,

than those set apart wholly for Chrysanthemums.
The cut blooms were numerous and very good, the

Japanese section being especially so. The 1st prize

group of plants was composed mostly of good ex-
amples of incurved and Japanese varieties, and was
from Mr. W. Collins, gr. to J. W. Carlisle, Esq.,

Ponsbourne Park. The group of miscellaneous

plants to which the 1st prize was awarded was a
meritorious one from Mr. B. Searin, gr. to J. C.

Partington, Esq., Heatou House. It was well ar-

ranged and mainly made up of Orchids of grand
quality, Odontoglossum crispum with long graceful

spikes; Cattleya Bowringiana in several good forms,

one of them very richly coloured. Chinese Primulas

were excellent in quality, and it was a close contest

between Mr. H. Bryant, gr. to E. H. Clarke, Esq.,

and A. Rowden, gr. to T Walton, Esq., for the Ist

prize ; the first-named leading with handsome and
distinct examples.
The best blooms were sent from Mr. T. Bettes-

worth, gr. to R. Ewing, Esq., Burton Grange. His

flowers won 1st prize in the class for twelve Japanese

and twelve incurved blooms, and he led also for

twelve Japanese. Mrs. Wheeler was very fine, large

in size, and incurved ; the inside of the petals crim-

son, outer a clear buff colour. Boule d'Or, Meg
Merrilies, and R. Brocklebank were also good. Mr.

Collins was 1st, with a stand of excellent reflexed

blooms. The same exhibitor leading for some ex-

cellent Alicante Grapes. Mr. Bettesworth was 1st

for six dishes of Apples. The best Pears were sent

from Mr. J. Nicholson, gr. to W. Mills, Esq.,
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Sewardatone Lodge—they were clean and well

ripened fruits.

Tlie most interesting exhibits of Chrysanthemums
was that from the nursery of Messrs. Paul & Son,

Chislehurst. Some distinct new varieties were ex-

hibited, such as William Earley, Japanese, is an
excelent variety, with reflexed petals, the flower full,

well formed, and of a rich purple colour; Marsa, D.

Stiggall, Japanese, petals straight, the, flower, rich

crimson, jshading to maroon at the centre ; Mods.

Garner, Japanese, deep yellow, orange-yellow mar-

gin, twisted petals ; Joseph Arch, full purple re-

flexed ; Mons. V. Morel, blush, petals broad and
pointed, very distinct ; L'Amie Layton, purplish-rose

florets, buff centre, distinct large Anemone variety
;

Grande Alveola, another good large flowered Ane-
mone, with pale peach flowers, good centre ; Miss

A. Lowe, a primrose-coloured large flowered Ane-
mone.

D£BBY CHRYSANTHEMUM ASSO-
CIATION.

Nov. 17.—In conjunction with this was held also

the annual Chrysanthemum show of the Midland

Railway Horticultural and Cottage Garden Society,

in the spacious Drill Hall, and here, as at Sheflield,

it was contended that the season had seriously

affected the Chrysanthemums, and especially the

plants. The latter were poor for a place like Derby,

but the Association is young, and has been in opera-

tion four years only.

The best things were found in the open classes,

and in that for twelve cut blooms of incurved

varieties, Mr. A. H. Fowkes, Northampton, was 1st,

with some very good blooms ; Mr. W. G. Marshall,

Taunton, being 2nd. Mr. Fowkes also had the best

twelve blooms of Japanese varieties, Mr. Marshall

being 2nd once more.
There was a class for a group of Chrysanthemums

arranged for effect, the best coming from Mr. J. II.

Biggs, of Derby ; Mr. F. Bancroft, the Hon.
Secretary of the Society, being 2nd.

The best bouquet of Chrysanthemums came from

Mr. J. H, Goodacre, Elvaston Castle Gardens.

In the classes for cut blooms, open to members of

the Society, the principal prize-winners were :—Mr.

F. Bancroft, Mr. H. Bancroft, Mr. C. Carrington,

Mr. W. Fowkes, and Mr. E. Litchfield. The flowers

shown were fairly good, but they fell short of what
one might fairly expect to see in the North. The
same can be said of all the flowers shown from the

immediate locality.

Messrs. Richard Smith & Co., St. John's Nursery,

Worcester, contributed a collection of fifty dishes of

Apples and Fears of an interesting character ; and
Mr. E. Cooling, nurseryman, Derby, contributed some
large plants of green-leaved Dractenas and Palms,
also crosses, wreaths, &c.

although as a whole there were in these fewer

exhibits than last year. About 100 bunches of

Grapes were shown. Pears and Apples were good,

the display being enhanced by non-competing lots of

fruit from Messrs. T. Rivers & Sons, Messrs. R.

Smith & Co., and Messrs. Cranston & Co.

Among the principal prize-winners were the Right

Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, M.P. (gr., Mr. Cooper),

who took a large number of Ists, including the

principal honours awarded for Chrysanthemums in

pots. Mr. J. Corbett, M.P. (gr., Mr. Parker), was
equally successful in winning the principal honours

for cut blooms. Another very successful exhibitor

of Chrysanthemums was Sir Thomas Martineau (gr.,

Sfr. Brasier) ; Mr. D. Lindsey, gr. to Sir T.Edwards-
Moss, Bart., also won several prizes.

The fruit prizes were mainly won by distant exhi-

bitors, the chief of whom were the Marquis of Bath
(gr., Mr. Pratt), the Earl of Harrington (gr., Mr.

Goodacre), the Earl of Shrewsbury (gr., Mr. Rabone),

Mr. Gilman, Ingestre ; the Duke of Newcastle (gr.,

Mr. Gleeson), Sir J. E. Moss, Bart., Mr. J. Corbett,

M.P., and the Hon. A. C. G. Calthorpe.
I* Some special prizes, offered by Messrs. Sutton &
Sons, for vegetables, six distinct varieties, brought a
few fine exhibits, and this department of the show
will in future years possibly develope into an
attractive feature.

DEVON AND EXETER HORTICTTL-
TURAL.

November 16.—The annual exhibition of Chrysan-

themums was held in the Victoria Hall, Exeter, on
Friday, November 16, and wilt certainly rank as the

best autumn exhibition the Society has yet held.

The quality of the exhibits was excellent, every-

where the arrangements of the exhibits in tlie hall

were effective. The Society may congratulate them-
selves on having had an exhibition second to no
county show. The Chrysanthemums in the groups,

for quality of bloom were models of perfection. The
cut blooms were excellent, the Japanese being per-

haps the best ; but the incurved varieties were shown
in better form than on any previous occasion, the

only deficiency to bring them to perfection was the

art of dressing them ; all other ([ualities being

present.

Fruit, especially Grapes, was equal to anything
previously seen here.

BIRMINaHAM AND MIDLAND
COUNTIES.

Thi twenty-eighth exhibition of Chrysanthemums
took place at the Town Hall, Birmingham, on
Wednesday and Thursday, November 21 and 22, and
was of surprising excellence, considering the injury

caused to the plants by early frosts. Chrysanthe-
mums in pots as groups, &c., were attractive.

Florists' work was better than usual. The local

nursery trade contributed decorative plants. In
the fruit classes there was a very fair display.

Law Notes.

SANDER V. THE DUCHESS OF MONTROSE.

This was an action before Mr. .'ustice Denman
and a special jury to recover £1730 65. id. ioT

Orchids supplied, and for work done in connection

with a conservatory belonging to the Duchess of

Montrose.

Mr. Reid, Q.C., in opening the case for the plain-

tiff, said that he carried on business at St. Albans,

and was one of the largest Orchid growers in the

world. The Duchess of Montrose had a place called

Sefton Lodge, which was at or near Newmarket, and

at the beginning of 1887, or the end of 1886, she

was desirous of embellishing the house. Accord-

ingly, she had a large conservatory constructed. It

was divided into three parts. The central part had

a dome, and was intended for a Palm-house, and

there were two other departments. The conserva-

tory was constructed by a firm at Birmingham, but

the place did not give satisfaction to the Duchess,

and she made some complaints to the plaintiff'. All

he did in connection with the house itself was to give

advice and assistance gratuitously to the Duchess as

to the work to be done. She arranged with the

plaintiff that he should supply the central house with

a rockery ; and that there should be a lake and also

fountains. Unfortunately there was no contract as

to price, and, therefore, it would be necessary to call

witnesses as to the value of the work done. The

plaintiff sent in his account with respect to it, and it

amounted to £554, but there was a small mistake,

which arose from the plaintiff's book-keeper not

being at the time in good health. £16 16*. was in-

cluded in the account which should not have been

included, and that sum would have to be deducted.

On the other hand, and for the same reason, that

£554 by no means included the whole outlay to

which the plaintiff had been put. There were two

wings to the conservatory, one of which the Duchess

had filled with Geraniums and other plants, and for the

decoration of the other wing she contracted with the

plaintiff that he should supply 1000 Orchids at one

guinea each. The learned counsel said that

he believed that this was a very moderate

figure indeed, for sometimes they fetched as much as

£40, £50, and £100 for one plant. The Duchess

left it to Mr. Sander's judgment to provide 1000

Orchids for 1000 guineas, according to to his judg-

ment, the object being to get Orchids that would

bloom when certain Newmarket races were to

be run about the beginning of July. Mr.

Sander did his best to supply Orchids to

execute this order, and to have the Orchids sent

in in June. He heard of no complaint until later

on, and indeed, the Duchess expressed great satisfac-

tion when the 1000 Orchids had been placed in one

of these side houses. She communicated with the

foreman of the plaintiff, and said that she would like

some more colour, many of them being white—and

necessarily so, because those would be the plants

that would be in blossom at the time required. She

also told the foreman that Mr. Sandar was to send

some more Orchids with colour, to an amount not

to exceed 200 guineas in value. He, in fact, sent

down £126 worth of coloured Orchids, because even

his large collection could not supply more than that

quantity of coloured Orchids that would bloom at

the time required. In July the plaintiff sent an

invoice for furnishing the conservatory. That was

the central part of it, and the amount was £554,

This was followed by another invoice, charging

the Duchess with £1050 for the 1000 Orchids,

and with £126 for the latter parcel of Orchids.

No letter was received from the Duchess at

that time, but on July 10 the plaintiff wrote

Bending an invoice for the total amount of

£1730, of which he said a large proportion had

been expended in labour and materials, and this

being money out of pocket, he asked for £500 upon

account. Soon afterwards the Duchess said that she

had asked her clerk to write and explain to the

plaintiff that the arrangement was that the plaintiff

should fill the Orchid-houses for £1000, that he had

stated the same to the Duke of Marlborough, and

that the money was to be supplied for furnishing

both houses. It was added that the Duke of Marl-

borough and the Duchess of Jlontrose agreed that

the plaintiff had not fulfilled the conditions of the

agreement, and that he could take back all the white,

unless the plaintiffadhered to the understanding with

the Duke ofMarlborough that there sliould be coloured

Orchids. The learned counsel added that no doubt

the plaintiff had had conversations with the Duke

of Marlborough, but the Duke was perfectly aware

that the agreement was to supply 1000 plants

for 1000 guineas, and that the plaintiff was

not to furnish the two houses for £1000. To

this communication the plaintiff' answered that her

Grace had ordered of him 1000 Orchids at £1 Is.

each ; that he had spoken to the Duke of Marl-

borough several times about the matter, and that he

fully agreed with the plaintiff that it was the best to

induce her Grace to have 1000 plants at the price

named, and that he had supplied her with plants which

were worth much more. He added that he would

gladly refer the matter to the Duke of Marlborough,

and abide by his decision, feeling that he had done

bis very best for her Grace, but in the meantime he

should be glad to have a cheque for £500. This

money was not forwarded, and in February of this

year the plaintiff was reluctantly obliged to issue a

writ, and subsequently there was an order that upon

payment of £700 her Grace should have leave to

defend the action.

Mr. Sander, the plaintiff, was examined in support

of his counsel. In the course of his evidence he

stated that the Orchids were supplied by a certain

time, because the Prince of Wales was going down

to Newmarket.
Cross-examined by Mr. Fhilbrick.—I was to select

a thousand plants, choosing the size and colour. I

got the order in Belgrave Square. I did not book

the order. I carried it in my head. I have no scrap

of writing about the bargain. I received the order

in the morning and executed it in the afternoon.

My manager picked out the Orchids for the £126. It

was left entirely in our hands. The value of Orchids

depends upon the size and variety. I have known

bulbs sold at Is. a-piece ; but what I sold to the

Duchess were fine established plants. The design of

the rockeries was left to me. I had had a previous

transaction with the Duchess. She came down to

my nursery with the Duke of Marlborough. She

bought four Orchids for 16 guineas, which she has

never paid me for.

Mr. Fhilbrick : Did the Duke of Marlborough say

that the Duchess would be a valuable customer?

—

Witness : Yea ; and I thought she would be quite a

new market for us. I had a correspondence with
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Taylor, the head gardener of the Duchess, at Sefton

Lodge.

Mr. Philbrick ; Did your manager receive the fol-

lowing letter from him ? :
—" Dear Sir,—Your letter

to hand. I can assure you her Grace is delighted

with the Palm-house. She is continually taking

gentlemen and ladies into the place, and spends most

of her time there. I consider you have greatly

pleased her, and Mr. Sander must keep the pot

boiling now she is right ; so don't spare coming."

—

Witness : Yes, he did.

Mr. Philbeick : Did he also write you the follow-

ing letter ? :
—

" Sir,—Your letter came duly to hand.

Tiie Duchess sent for Clarke about the tiles, to give

an estimate; but nothing is decided at present. I

am sure I shall get the old gal round about the

Orchids. I had one or two long chats with her, and
I think that I quite talked her round. I shall ask

her to give you more orders for Orchids when I see

her again to speak to her on tlie matter. We was
very full of company ; had the Prince of Wales here

again ; the house was full, and will be again this next
week. All things are looking well, and the old gal

was very pleased. I only hope she may continue so."

—Witness : Yes, he did.

James Collins was called and examined by Mr.
Reid.—I have had twenty-five years' experience in

Orchid growing. I was sent to Newmarket to

arrange the Orchids. They were worth £1000 and
more. One of the houses was full of greenhouse
plants. The Duchess came on Sunday, July 3, and
saw me on the Monday. I saw her Grace alone, and
she said the arrangement of the Palm-house and
Orchid-house was simply beautiful. She said the
Prince of Wales was going to dine with her on
Thursday night, and she should like some more
colour. She asked me to order coloured to the
amount of £200. She sent a message to Mr. Sander
to say she was much pleased. I gave the order to the
manager. He fixed the price, and I took them to

Newmarket the next Wednesday. The price was
rather under than over. After I had arranged this

last the Duchess said she thought it was a great

improvement.

Cross-examined by Mr. Philbrick.—She did not
complain of too much white. She merely suggested
that some colour would improve. She did not say
she was disappointed and wanted more colour. I

unpacked them and arranged them on the shelves.

I was there six weeks taking care of them. It

requires great skill to arrange Orchids and the

colours.

Mr. Coningsby, the foreman of the plaintift"s

Orchid-houses, said that the plaintiff told him to

pick out 1000 Orchids to the value of 1000 guineas,

and he was very careful in selecting them. There

was not a single plant in the 1000 that was worth

less than a guinea.

Several experts were examined, and stated that

in their opinion the prices charged for the work
done and for the Orchids supplied were fair, and

indeed lower than usual.

Upon the conclusion of the evidence for the

plaintiff the further hearing of the case was

adjourned. As we are going to press, we learn the

jnry gave a verdict in favour of Mr. Sander for the

full amount claimed, with costs.

Taro (Caladium ESCULENTUM).—This is

be.st grown on low ground near to water. In

Hainan the beds are made about 4 feet wide,

with a trench on each side to collect water.

Plants are raised from the small Taros about the size

of a Plum growing on a parent root, and these are

set about February or March in two rows at each

side of he bed, and between these rows holes are

dug about the site of a Dutch cheese, which are kept

full of human manure. Two kinds of Taro are

known, the early maturing about July, and the late,

which is ready about October ; the first weighs about

6 oz., and the second about 2 lb. Of some kinds of

Taros the leaves only are eaten as vegetables.

They are gathered as soon as they appear, which is

once every few days.

The Weather.

[Acciunulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
duration of the excess or dt-fect of temperature above or
below 32° F. for the period named, and is expressed in Day-
degree — a "Day-degree" si^^nifyiHg 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hours.]
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SEEDS.
London: Nov. 21.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons,

seed merchants, of 37, Mark Lane, E.G., report
to-days market without any strikinfj feature. Clover
seeds generally are quiet, but firm. The present lull

coming after so much excitement and activity is re-
garded as quite healthy. Some small orders still

come to hand for Winter Vetches. Blue Peas are
in good demand at full prices ; choice samples are in-
quired for. In Haricot Beans the tendency con-
linues upwards. There is no change in either Mus-
tard or Kape seed. Bird seeds are steady. Feeding
Linseed hardens in value.

CORN.
Averages.—Official statement showing the average

price of British corn, imperial measure, in the week
ended November 17: — Wheat, ols. l\d.\ Barley,
27s. lOf^. ; Oats, 165. ^d. For the corresponding
week in 1887 :—Wheat, SOs. Gd. ; Barley, 29s. M.

;

Oats, 15s. Qd.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Spitalfields : Nov. 21.—Good supplies of all

kinds of farm and market garden produce. Dull
trade, except for best samples, which realise fair

prices. Quotations as under :—Pears, 2s. Gd. to
3s. 6(/. per bushel; English Apples, 3s. to 5s. do.;
do.. Is. 6rf. to 2s, Qd. per half-bushel; American do..

IOj. to 18s. per barrel ; Cauliflowers, 3s. Gd to 6s. 6(7,

per tally ; Savoys, 2s. to 3s. Gd. do. ; Cabbages,
is. 5d. to 25. Gd. do. ; Brussels Sprouts, Is. to Is. Gd.
]ier half-sieve

; Greens, Is. Gd. to 2s. Gd. per dozen
hunches ; Turnips, Is. 'dd. to 2s. do. ; Carrots, Is. M.
to 25. Gd. do.; Parsley, 2s. to 2s. Gd. do.; Horse-
radish, \Gd. to Is. 2d. per bundle ; Celery, 4s. to 125.
]ier dozen bundles

; Endive, Is. Gd. to 2s. per dozen
;

Cos Lettuces, id. to 8<i. per score of 22; English
Onions, 45. to 55. per cwt. ; Belgian Onions, 3s. to
3s. Gd. per bag ; Dutch Onions, &. Gd. to 4s. Sd. do.

;

pickling Onions, 45. to 55. do. ; Carrots, 2Us. to 305.
per ton.

POTATOS.
BOBOUOH AND SpiTALFlELDS : Nov. 20. — With

moderate supplies the trade has been firmer, and a
fair weight of supply cleared off.—Regents, Scotch,
85s. to 105s. ; English, 65s. to 100s. ; Hebrons, 60s.
to 110s. ; Magnum Bonums, 65s. to 100s. per ton.

Spitalfields: Nov. 21.—Quotations :—Beauty of
Hebron, 80s. to 100s. ; Magnums, 65s. to 70s. ; Im-
perators, 80s. to 90s. ; Champions, 65s. to 70s.

;

Regents, 60s. to 90s. per ton.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the

prices obtained at the various metropolitan markets
during the past week :—Clover, prime, old, 1205.
to 144s.; new, 80s. to llOs. ; inferior, 45s. to 7.5s.;

prime meadow hay, 120s. to ISOs. ; good new hay,
80s. to 100s, ; inforior, 405. to 70s. ; old straw, 42s.
to 48s. ; new, 29s. to 44s. per load.

Notices to Correspondents.
—.—•

—

Caepet-bed Designs: Carpet Bed. We have no in-
tention of illustrating the designs you mention.
Send to Messrs. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent,
for a book of patterns.

CoRKECTioN,—In "Douglas Fir," p. 569, col. a,
Cascade Range rainfall-instead of 2 feet 6 inches,
read 64 inches.

CoKECGATED Ieon Tobs : H. H. S. We have no ex-
perience of plant tubs made of this material, but
should think it is about one of the worst to use for
the purpose. Unless galvanised, they will not last
long ; and when galvanised, the roots coming in
contact with the surface would be injured. Use
slate sides, or Oak staves which have been charred
on the inner side. The latter will last ten years
if made of sound material well dried before being
made-up.

Names of Fboits : Constant Subscriber. The large
number you send is quite unreasonable. You
should confine yourself to six specimens at one
time. Apples: 1, Warner's King; 2, Colonel
Vaughan; 8, Blenheim Orange; 12, Sam's Crab

;

13, Dunielow's Seedling. Pears: 1, Beurr^ Hardy,
2, Williams' Bon Chretien

; 3, Soldat d'Esperen
;

4, Uvedale's St. Germain
; 5, Colmar d'Aremberg

;

6, Beurr^ Superfin
; 7, Marie Louise d'UccIe.—

/?. A. G. Apple: 1, Hambledon Deux Ans

;

Pear : 2, Bishop's Thumb.—B. Mann. Blenheim
Orange.—A. M. Pear, not known.— P. C. 1,

BeurriS Bosc ; 2, Comte de Lamy ; 3, Seckle,
true.

—

James Geddes. 8, Louise Bonne of Jersey
;

9, Seckle
; 4, Brown Beurre ; 24, not recognised

;

25, Bergamot Cadette.

—

L'Allegro. Pear, rotten.
Apple, King of the Pippins.'— fl'. P. Reynolds.
Apple, Tyler's Kernel. — G. Massey. Apple,
Fearn's Pippin.

Names of Plants: C. W. K. Cypripedium barba-
tum var., Cypripedium Crossianum, the greenish
flower.— Hull. Gongora galeata (Acropera Lod-
digesii).—£. M. Pleione lagenaria.— G. Mantin.
It is impossible to name Orchids from the miser-
able withered scraps you send. The pollen
masses are wanting in "many cases. You must
send fresh material together with leaves if you
expect us to do anything.

—

J. Need/iam, Rugby.
1, Diplacus glutinosus; 2, Helleborus fetidu's.—
P. D. W. You did not affix numbers to your spe-
cimens, but the one with cones is the true Thuia
gigantea (of which T. Lobbi is a garden synonym),
and the other is Libocedrus decurrens. The name
Lobbi should be abandoned, as it is altogether
irregular and not recognised, save in nursery
catalogues. — W. H. C. Apparently a starved
Clarkia.

Oechids feom British Hondueas : J. F., Hull. There
are many Orchids indigenous to British Honduras
which it would be interesting to get over for your-
self and friends, but which would scarcely be
profitable commercially. Cattleya Bowringiana is

one of the best ; Ltelia (Brassavola) Digbyana, also
pretty, if not free-flowering; Brassavolavenosa is

a fragrant species, and Schomburgkias and Epi-
dendrums are plentiful, the latter in several species.

Pecnino Evergeeens and Privet: L. C. The best
periods of the year for merely cutting back young
growth of evergreens which do not flower in the
spring, or from which flowers are not desired, are
April and August—late if in the South and West,
but early in the month in the North-midland and
North. All pruning of evergreens should be done
with the knife or secateur. Cutting back old
limbs or heading back severely may be done in late
autumn and winter—preferably the former. Prune
Privet any time between March and the end of
July, once, twice, or thrice, as may seem desirable.
Ordinarily the second pruning is done in Julv, and,
except in warm moist districts, a third will seldom
be required. Old plants may be cut-in hard in
late autumn ; or, where a bare look in the plants
is objected to during winter, the work may be done
in March.

Scarlet Egg-fruit Fit to Eat : R. E. W. Yes

;

when cooked it is as good to eat as the others.

Vines: A. B. C. Mildew attacking the decaying
foliage. It is of no consequence if you burn the
foliage and clean the canes. The Fuschias are
affected with Scale ; use Gishurst Compound.
Y'our question should have been addressed to the
Editor and not to the Publisher.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
IIowDEN & Co., Inverness Nurseries, Inverness, N.B.

Trees and Shrubs, Herbaceous Plants, &c.
W. Smith & Son, 18, Market Street, and 103,

Hadden Street, Aberdeen, N.B.—Trees, Shrubs,'
Koses, &c.

DicKSONS (Limited), The Nurseries, Chester—Forest
and Ornamental Trees, &c.

A. LiKTZE, 644, Kio de Janeiro, Brazil—Seeds of
Palms.

The Tha.iies Bank Iron Co., Upper Ground Street,
London, S.E.—Trade List.

WooD^ & Ingram, The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

—

Nursery Stock.
Kelway & Son, Langport, Somerset —Wholesale

List of Gladioli.

CoMMUSlCATlons Received.— Thames Biinlc Iron Co —J
Dooovaii.—J. H. S.— R. H., Stockport.— H. VV W —g'
Howes.—A. H.—R. C. W.—B.—W. Clark.—R. A. R —W W—F. R — A. D.-H. E.—J. E. J.—F. A.-J. Scorrer.-.7. J

'w'—Theta.—VV. Collett.-W. S.—Wild Rose.-N. E. B —J. G.R.— H. H. (we liave no knowledge).—S. W.—C. W KW. H.—G. W.—A. B.—W. S.—Semi-double Cyclamens are
not uncommon).—A. H.—F. W. B.-Soreno Watjon. Boston— V". L. Nancy.—O. T.—W. G. S —H. O., Genera.—J T B—M. I>. '

DIED.—At Bedford, on the 17th inst, Jane
Maeia, the dearly loved wife of Thomas Laxton,
aged fifty-four years.

BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'
Reports. Sold in Tins, Is., 2s. Qd., 5s. 6rf., and 10s. 6(/. each,
or 1 cwt. BbKs. sealed, I3s. By allSeedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

BONES !-BONES!!-BONES!!!
Crushed Bones in all si.ies for Vine Borders, Lawns. Potting,

Gra,ss Lands, &c. Also BONE MEAL for Poultry Feeding,
GARDEX GUANO, DISSOLVED BONES, Special MANURES
and FERTILIZERS for all jnirposes.

For Prices, apply to

HAERISON, BARBER & CO. (Umlted),
OARRETT L.AXE. •VVAXDSVVORTH. SURREY. S.W.

SAVE H ALF TH E COST.
G A R S I D E'S

BEDFOKDSHIBE

SILVER SAND,
Coarse and Fine, '

Tg admitted by the Ifadinp Nurserymen to be ttlG B6St
Quality obtainable in the Trade.
Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of those

Celebrated and Extensive Pitn, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost. NO TRAVELLERS OR AGENTS.
Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price.

Free on Kail or Canal. Alt Orders executed ivith the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts.

GEO. GARSIDE. Jun.. F.R.H.S.. Leighton Buzzard. Beds.

tJ^lSUUK8T COMPOUND, used by leading
I Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrips, Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of soft^water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s., and 10s. Gd.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes. 6rf. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CAJJDLE COMPAJJT
(Limited). London.

ORCHID BASKETS,
RAFTS, BOATS, AND CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.
SEND FOR A

PRICE LIST
from the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH STREET,

DRORY LANE. W.C.

DELAY NOT ! TLME FLIES !

EVERY LADY IS DELIGHTED WITH

ROBINSON & CLEAVER'S

SPECIALLY SELECTED
ALL OVER

DRESS
THE
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CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
iTelegrapMc Address -"HOT-WATER, LONDON." Telephone-No. i,7ii3)

Have MOW pli-asure in bringing to the notice of Ilorticnltnrists and (laiilencrs generally their

NEW PATENT (No. 9090, 18881 HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
Which is, without doubt, the Best All-round Boiler in the Market.

/( eombities all the ad-

vantages 0/ its class so well

A/JOH'M, ivul by the improved

method of forming the

joints — vi:., with India-

rubber Washers, the Old

and too often ineffect-
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GASDEIflira APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. J. IIarhison, late Head Gardener at

Watlington Park, Oxon. has been appointed as

Head Gardener to Sir A. Payton, liart., Swifts

House, Bicester, Oxon.

Mr. G. Dawsom, lately Foreman at Ewenny
Priory, Bridgend, has been engaged as Gardener
to llrs. Saunders Davies, Kilwendy Park,

Boncath, Pembrokeshire, South AVales.

Mr. W. A. Cook has been appointed Gardener
to Major Heneage, Compton Bassett, Calne,

Wilts, in place of Mr. Allen, who retires after

forty-nine years' service.

WANTED, a PARTNER (with capital),
active or otherwise, in a well-estalilislni'tl Xur>LTy aiul

Florist's Business.—R. M.. Gardeners' Chronicle Oliice, U,
Wellinjiton Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER, for a Gentleman's establishment, wliere the

:hief part of the produce i3 sold.—Must be thoroughly compe-
tent iu all branches, including Packing Fruit and Flowers,
and Making Bouquets, Wreaths, &c., and with special know-
ledge of Growing Chrysanthemums, Roses, Violets, and Stove
Plants. Must be a married man, and between 30 and 40 years
of Hge.—Address, enclosing photograph, to J. P., Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, by a Lady, a strong, active, single
Man, as GARDENER, who understands Vines, Cucum-

bers, &c. Wages, at iirst, 18s, per week.—M. P. Taylor's,

Ohtgwell, Essex.

ANTED, a competent PROPAGATOR.
One who is thoroughly experienced in Roses, Cle-

matis, &c.—Apply, stating lull particulars, to H. ENOLISH,
Clevedon Nurseries, Clevedon.

ANTED, afewreallytirst-class CUCUMBER
GROWERS. None but Al men need apply.—Stale

particulars of experience, wages required, and send copies of

testimonials to F. ROBINSON. The Nursery, Ponder's End.

ANTED, for the Counter, a HEAD SHOP-
MAN, to take entire charge of Retail Work in Bulbs,

Vegetable and Flower Seeds. The latter work to be peri-oual.

No one need apply unless able to produce tirst-class reference.-),

and have at least 12 years' experience.—WM. BAYLOR HAKT-
LAND. Seedsman, 24, Patrick Street, Cork.

ANTED, a SHOPMAN, for Florist's Shop.
He must be a good Salesman, and be able to arrange

tastefully.-Slate full particidara to H. ENGLISH, Clevedon
Nurseries. Clevedon.

ANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
about 20, of good address, active and industrious, for

Seed and Bulb Trade.—KER AND SONS, Basnett Street,

Liverpool.

ANTED, AT ONCE, good COUNTER
HAND. — Apply by letter only, stating experience and

salary required, to COOPER, TABER and CO. (Limited), 90,

Southwark Street, London, S.E.

ANTED, a SECOND or good THIRD
HAND, for Retail Seed Counter.—Apply, with age,

reference, .ind salary required, and when at liberty, to

S. F. ARMITAGE, Nottingham.

ANTED, a JUNIOR CLERK.—State age,
experience, salary required.—PARKER and SOMS,

Nursery Seedsmen, Bristul.

WANT PLACES.
Letters addressed "Paste Bestante" to initials or to Jictitiotis

Tiames are not forwarded, but are at once returned to the

writers.

POSTAL OHDKH^'S.— To Advertisers, Subscribers, and
Others.— It is veri/ important in Remitting bi/ Postal Order

that it should be filled in payable at No. 42, DRURY LANE,
to W.RICHARDS, as, unless the number of a Postal Order is

known, and it has been made payable at a particular office, and
to a particular person, it is impossible to prevent any person

into whose hands it may fallfrom negotiating it.

N.B. -The best and safest means ofBemittmg is by P0S7-
OFFICB MONEY ORDER.

J AND R. THYNE, Nurserymen, Glasgow,
• can always RECOMMEND MEN of known character

and ability as OARDENERS to any Lady or Gentleman re-

fiuiring such. Applications solicited.

ICHARD SMITH and CO^
beg to announce that they are constantly receivInK

applications from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that they

will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with particulars,

Jtc.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

C O T C H . GARD ENERS.
—John Downie (of the late firm of Downie & Laird),

Seedsman. 144, Princea Street. Edinburgh, has at present on

his list a number of SCOTCH GARDENERS, waiting re-

engftgements. He will be pleased to supply full particulars

bo any Lady, Nobleman, or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy

and competent Gardener.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 43 ; thoroughly
experienced in all branches of the profe-ssion. Highly

•ecommended from tirst-class establisliments.—T. M., 5, Station

Terrace, Camberwell, S.E.

GARDENER (Head),—Mr. Osman, Gardener
to Charles Keyser, Esq., Warren House, Great Stan-

more. Middlesex, can with confidence recommend a thorough
practical man as above. Sixteen years' experience in all
branches.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 30, married when
suited.— D. Mackay, Gardener to the Right Hon. Sir

Massey Lopes, Bart., can with confidence recommend his Fore-
man. E. Dawe, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a
thoroughly practical good Gardener. Fifteen years' practical
experience.—Ma ristow, Roborough, Devon.

GARDENER (Head).— G. Hall, for nine
years Gardener to the late Lord de Tabley. Tabley

House, and previously Foreman at the Duke of Cleveland's,
Raby Castle, is open for re-eugim luent. Left through death
of employer. Twenty-two yeara'Iirst-class experience. Refer-
ences of the highest order. —G. HALL, 11, Tipping Street,
Altrinchara.

GARDEN]-:!! (Head Working).—Alfred
Ki..\ini;n, Ur^borough Court, Cork, offers liis services as

above. Th'imii^lily acquainted with every branch of Garden-
ing ; a-nd hrst-class references. English and Protestant.

ARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 39,
married, one daughter (age 13) ; twenty-four years'

experience. Good all-round references and testimonials,

—

C. C, 84. St. John's Road. Upper HoUoway, N.

GARDENER (Head Working), where more
are kept.—Married, no family; successful Grower of

Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables. Good character.—E.ATKINS,
Hargraves Gardens, Stunstead, Essex.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
DO family ; has had a great deal of experience in some

of the best establishments iu England. Some knowledge of
Farming, if required.—WILLIAM THOMPSON, Finedpn
Hall, Wellingborough.

p ARDENER <Head Working). — In the
VJ^ prime of life, single ; tru--it^i orthy, aud thoroughly com-
petent in all branches. Abstainer. Five years' excellent
character, and high testimonials.—J. H., 39, Tetcott Road,
King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

r^ ARDENER (Head Working), where one
V_T or two others are kept.—Age hi, married ; thirty years'
experience. Understands Vines, Greenhouse, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening, Can have twenty years' good character
from present employer.—GARDENER, Trafalgar, Salisbury.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 30,
married, two children.

—

Gkorgk Picker, over ten years
Gardener to A. S. Leslie Melville. Esq., of Bran.ston Hall,
Lincoln, is open to engage with anj Lady or Gentleman wliere
three to six are employed in the garden. Highest reference.

—

Address tlie Gardens.

GARDENER (Head Working).—No young
family; strong, active, and thoroughly experiouceil iu

all branches. Highly respectable. Strongly recommended by
present and late employers. Wife could Manage a Dairy if

required. Present gardens could be seenif required.—H. J. M.,
Mr. J. W. Silver. Norbury Nurseri.'s, Streatham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working), where
more are kept.—Age 'M, married when suited ; practical

in Orchids. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Furnishing. Early
and Late Forcing, Fruit. Flowers and Vegetables, Flower,
Fruit, and Kitchen Gardening, Pleasure Grounds, Carpet
Bedding. &c. Highest references as to character andabilities,
—GARDENER, 2x. Brynmaer Road, Battersea Park. S.W.

ARDENER.—Age 40, married ; no objection
to Horse. Wife good Cook.—W. S., Old Spa House,

South Norwood Hill. S.W.

GGARDENER (good AVorking).—No family

;

T thoroughly experienced. Wife good Laundress; take
care of house if retiuired. Good character.—J. J., 2, Leeson
Road, Heme Hill, Brixton, S.E.

GARDENER (Single-handed). —Age 30,
married ; fifteen years in first-chiss establishments. Well

versed in all its branches. Good cliaracter from previous
places.—A., Pinkneys Green, Maidenhead, Berks.

ARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 26,
married; two and a half years in present situation.

Good experience Indoors and Out. Leaving through death.
—J. PERKINS, Park House, Englelield Green.

GARDENER (Second), where four or five are
kept.—Eight years' good characler.—W. H., Mr. Good-

man, Po=tman, 33, Prince Street, Swindon, Wilts.

GARDENER (Second), in Nursery or Private
Establishment.—Age 2i ; experienced in Plant Growing

and Propagating. Good references.-EDWARD A. BUSH,
Cleve, Yatton, Bristol.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 19; good character.—ROBERT WOOD-

MAN, Esher Post-ofBce, Surrey.

ARDENER (Under), ia the Nursery.-
Young, steady; eight years' experience.—M. BUCK-

LAND, '612, Borough Road, Birkenhead.

ARDENER (Under). —Age 20; seven
years" experience. Two years' Nursery experience.

Good references.-J. RYNOR, 51. Thorne Street, Wandsworth
Road, S.W.

"POREMAN, in the Houses.—Good experience
JL in Plants and Fruit. Foreman in last.two situations.

Well recommended from past and previous Gardeners.—W. H.,

60, Queen Street, Camden Town, N.W.

G

F^T,^,,
To the Trade.

OREMAN (General), and PROPAGATOR.
—Age 30 ; Fruits, Ro^es, Rhododendrons, Coniferee,

Clematis, und General Routine of the Trade,— F. A., 11, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

T^OREUAN, or SECOND. — Age 25; nine
-*- years' practical experience in Fruit aud Plants, Good
references. Three years in last situation.—A. K., 13, Thurston
Road. Copse Hill, Wimbledon, Surrey.

P'OREMAN, or SECOND.—Age 27, married ;
-L tliirfeen years' experience. Well recommended from all
previous employers.—FORK.MAN, 4, Dovedale Place, Pinner
Road, Sudbury, Harrow, N.W.

FOREMAN, or FIRST JOURNEYMAN, in
the Houses. Experienced from early life in good places.

Good testimonials. Total abstainer.—T. COLLINS, 10, Clarence
Road, Birkdale, Southport.

I7OREMAN PROPAGATOR and GROWER.
-L —Ag« 34; thoroughly experienced. Efficient in the Cut
Flower Trade. Good referenc s. — L., Gardeners' Chronicle
OHice, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Out.—Age 21
;

four years iu present situation ; two under Ghiss.
Thorough good character. Industrious and obliging.—H. C,
Moreton Gardens, Bideford, De\'on.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, in a good
establishment.—Age 18; four years' good character from

present situation,—W. BAKER, Weston Gardens, Shifnal,
Salop.

JOURNEY'MAN (or good Single-handed).—
Age 23; has a knowledge of Plant and Fruit Growing. A

Premium of £2 will t e given to anyone procuring advertiser a
situation —E. ROBERTS, Welsh Frankton, Ellesmere, Salop.

TO GENTLEMEN. &c.—Edward Bayman,
Gardener to the Hon. F. Levison Gower, Holmbury,

Dorking, will be pleased to recommend his Foreman to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of an experienced
and trustworthy man. Married, age 30.

ROWERS for MARKET.—Advertiser
can recommend a reliable young man, accustomed to

Growing Roses, Ferns, Tomatos, Cut Flowers, &c., extensively
for Market. -The MANAGER, The Vineries, Framfield, Sussex.

^rO MARKET GROWERS. — Wanted, a
J- situation in a Market Growing Establishment. Under-
stands Growing Grapes, Tomatos, Melons, Cucumbers, Straw-
berries, &,c. Age 30. -Apply, with particulars, to E. C, 71,
Grayshott Road, Lavender Hill, London, S.W.

'^rO NURSERY'MEN, &c.—A young Man
J- (age 19) desires re engagement in a Nursery or Private

J., 81,

(ago la)

Establishment. Total abstainer
Talfounl Road. Peckham, S.E,

CHOPMAN, or MANAGER. — Age 30;
V^ thorough knowledge of Seed, Blub, Plant, and Flower
Trade. Good references. — SEEDS.MAN, 35, Tetcott Road,
King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Seed Trade.
^HOPMAN.—Age '26

; eight years' experience.
kJ Excellent references — F. W. B., 371, High Street,
Cheltenham.

SHOPMAN, or SECOND, or as BOOK-
KEEPER.—Advertiser, with nine years' good experienc;

iu all departments, desires engagement. Good leferences.

—

CERES, 216, Sussex Road, Ford, Devonport.

NURSERYMEN.—Advertiser (age 20)
desires situation in Cut Flower Departmenc. Good at

Bouquets, Funeral Designs, &c. Also knowledge of Growing.
—T. J. VIGOR. 61, Conybere Street, Birmingham.

ASSISTANT.—Age 22 ; six years' experience.
Good reference.— ASSISTANT, Gardeners' Chronicle,

Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

CLERK, or other position of Trust in a
Nursery.—A youth, well educated, good Writer and

Arithmetician, seeks situation. Excellent references,—A. S.,

Walhampton Gardens, Lymington, Haut^.

PPRENTICE.—AViU any wholesale Seeds-
man or Florist take an active Boy, who wishes to learn

the business as Apprentice. Give two years Indoors.—Mrs.
CAMPION, Urmston, Manchester.

To Head Gardeners.

COWMAN.—Married ; willing to fill up time
in Garden. Wife good Poultry and Dairywom^n. Well

up in Rearing Poultry.—J. EDWICK, Wharton Grange,
F'ramfield, Sussex.

STOKER, or ODD MAN, in Nursery or
Private.—.A.ge 33; good reference.—T. SIMMONDS,

East View Cottages, Staraver Road, Staines.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS.
— Hiliousness and Dyspepsia.—There is no organ in the

human body more liable to derangement than the Liver ; food,

fatigue, climate, anxiety, all disorder its action and render its

secretion, the Bile, more or less depraved, superabundant or

scanty. The *irst symptoms should receive attention. A pain

in the side or on the top of the shoulder, a harsh cough and
difficulty of breathing, restlessness at night, alarming dreams,

dry mouth, furred tongue with morning squeamishness, are

signs of Liver disease, which are removed without delay by
friction with Holloway's inestimable Ointment over the pit of

the stomach and right side. The Pills should ba taken without
delay. Peers and paupers will alike be cured.
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BOIJLTON&PAUrSoRSrcr

ITo. 73.—SPAN-ROOF GARDEN FRAME.
This Frame is strong and very handy to use. Plants grow

very strong and quickly in this form, owing to is ample light
and ventilation. The sides of the Frames are 14 inches high,
the ridge is 2 feet 3 inches. Lights turn (juite over. Glazed
with 21-oz. English glass, and painted four <oats.

CASH PRICES. Carriage Paid.
Length. Width. I'rice.

1 Light Frame, 4 ft. by 6 ft. . . £2 17 6.

2 „ „ 8 „ by6 „ ., 4 7 6.

3 „ „ 12 „ by6 „ .. 5 17 6.

4 „ „ 16 „ by6 „ .. 7 7 6.

5 ,. „ 20 „ by6 „ .. 8 17 6.

6 „ „ 24 „ by 6 „ . . 10 7 6.
Half allowed for cases if returned at oncp, carriage paid and

in good order. Carriage is paid to fiiiy station in Eiieland and
Waleg, U> DiibHn, Cork. Derry, Glasgow, and Edinburgh, or
stations eq .ivalent.

CATALOGUES POST-FREE.

Packing
Case3.

3s. Od.

4s. Qd.

4s. 6d.

5s. Od.

5s. 0(7.

Cs. Orf.

HORTICULTURAL
TIMBER.

SASH BARS, LIGHTS, & c.
SESD FOR PRICE LIST TO

TUCKER, TOTTENHA
PATENTRIPPINGILLE'

HOT-WATER APPARATUS,
FOR GKEENHOUSK.S. COXSKKVATOrnPf; a,. 'FOR GUKEKHOL'XK.-i. CONSERVATORIES

The moat efficient and economical means of HEATING small
Greenhouses and Conservatories ever introduced

ODOURLK-SS, SMOKELESS, POKTABLE, SAFE, AND CLEANLY.
Will hum from 18 to 20 hvurs without attrition, and are so simple a childcm manage them. Manufactured of the ukst material, carefully tested and

wARUA.vTEiisoii.ND. PrlcB from 21s. Bach.
Illustrated CATALOGUK of these, and also "RIPPINGILtE'S PATFNT

ELEBRATED OIL WARMING STOVES," together "rl, the"me o. the
•-artat Aj.'etit, sent free on application to llie Sole Munufiiclurers.

TilE ALBION LAMP COMPANY, Aston Brook Lamp Works, BIRMINGHAM.

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Limited,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS, AND SURREY WORKS, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON S EHORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN. caU Special Attention to their Patent Wrought-Iron Municipal or Angulai Chambered and TubularHOT-WATER BOILERS

And others -with

SADDLE BOILERS,
"•"

Schools. Pnlilic Iluildiugs,

J-he Ml WICIFJL and TVnri.Al! ones arc i

Ordinary Cast-iron
:ipted for H

GRATE BARS.SHELVES, and Hollow or
WATEKWAY BACKS and WELDED BOILERS, any of which are specially

Entrance HalN, Warehouses, Workshops, &c. They are Ih
- ' - - ^ "-• ""- •^mnrkablejor tln'ir rjrcat heating power, slow combustion, and the lennth of time the ftre i,-in I ...... „.;/;,.,, * .- .^

'
^

These Patterns secured the FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE-a SILVER MEDAL-at the Royal Horticultural SocieVs Exhibition slthKensJ^^XLondot^ 1, 1881,

ting Greenhouses, Conservatories, Churches, Chapels,
neatest, cheapest, most effective, and durable of any extant

:gth of time the
"

Best Boiler Extant.

11 I II IH'ill'l

— Front Elevation— — LoNCITUO.-MAL Section
The longitudinal section gives a view of the (ire-box, water space, flues.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Bulbs from Holland.

Sales every MONDAY. WKUNESUAY, nnd SATURDAY, in

Laree ami Small Lot^. to suit all Buyers,

MR, J, C. STEVKNS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 3«, King Street,

Coveut Garden, W.C, every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and

SATURDAY, ;it half-past 12 o'clock precisely each clay, first-

class consignments of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
and other JiULBS, arriving daily from well-known Farms in

Holland.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday Next.—(Sale No. 7S13.)

BULBS from Holland.

IV/rR. J. C. STEVENS will BELL by AUCTION,
I'X at his Great Rooms. 33, King Street. Covent Garden,

W.C on MONDAY NE.KT. December 3. at half-past 12 o'clock

precisely. 6ill) lots of first-class BULBS, just received from Hol-

land, comprising Hvacinths, Tulips, Crocuses. Narcissus. Snow-

drops, Anemones, Lily of the N'alley in Crowns and Clumps,

Spinea japonica, &c.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

lyednesday and Saturday Next.

Choice Dwarf-trained and Pyramid FRUIT TREES, several

hundred first-class Standard and Dwarf ROSES, HARDY
ORNAME.NTAL SHRUBS and CONIFERS; BORDER
PLANTS in great variety; LILY of the VALLEY in

Crowns and Clumps ; SPiR.T:A JAPONICA ; several hun-

dred lots of Dutch BULBS, just arrived in fine conilitioii,

consisting of Hyacinths. Tulips, Narcissus, Crocuses, &c..

Home-grown Liliums.

MR, J. C, STEA'ENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Groat Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
NEXT, December o and 8, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely

each day.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—(Sale No. 7816.)

6000 Grand Bull's of LILU'.AI AURATUM. 2000 L. LONGI-
FLORU.M. ISiiO L. KRAMERI, L. SPECIOSUMROSEUM,
just received from .Tapaii in the finest possible condition;

ills, a line lot of Home-grown LILIES, har.ly Japanese

IRIS, l.WO extra strong clumps of HELLEBOHUS NIGER,
Firstclnss Double South African TUBEROSES,
AJI/MiVLLIS SPECIES, and other South African roots

iii-t to hand, &c.

IXfR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the
i,tX above by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, ,33. King

Street, Covent Garden, W.C, onTHURSDAY NEXT.December
6, at half-pnst 12o'Cloc< precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Special Sale of Orclilds in Flower and Bud.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that

his NEXT SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER
nnd BUD, will take place at his (ireat Rooms, 3S, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on THURSDAY. December 13, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, and he will be glad if Gentlemen de-

sirous of Entering Plants for this Sale, will SEND LIST NOT
LATER THAN THURSDAY NEXT.

Cheap Bulb Sales.

MESSRS. SMAIL and CO. will SELL by
AUCTION, at 123, Feiichurch Street, City, E.G.,

every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and FRIDAY, at 12 o'clock

each day, large consignments of LILIUM AURATUM, LILY
OF THE VALLEY. DUTCH BULBS. Sec, specially lotted

to suit all buyers.
Horticultural Auction Rooms, 123, Fenchurch Street, E.G.

Dutch Bulbs.
MONDAY. THURSDAY, and SATURDAY NEXT.

Great Unreserved Sales.

MESSRS. PROTIIEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at the Central Sijle Rooms, B7 and

68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on MONDAY, THURSDAY, and

SATURDAY NEXT, December :!, 6, and 3, at hiilf-pa-t

11 o'clock precisely each duv. extensive quantities of lir^t-

claaa HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS. NARCISSUS, and
other BULBS, from Holland, in lots to suit Large and Small

Bayers.

Tuesday Next, December 4.-Sale by Sample.
niPORTANT to the TRADK uiid PRIVATE ISUYERS.

MESSRS. PROTIIEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,

67 and 6.S. Cheapj^ide, London. E.G., on TUESDAY NEXT,
December 1, at half-pn^t 12 o'clock precisely, large .[uantitie-.

of NURSERY STOCK by SAMPLE, includiug the following ;
—

10,000 Dwarf Roses
5,000 Asparagus
1.000 Seakale
500 Hardy Primulas

20,000 Scotch Fir

300.000 Quick
3,000 Laurel
500 Ht'tiiio-pora plumosa.
50(.l Ciiiires--ni Lawsoni
150 Ficus ela^tica

7,000 Azalea mollis
3,000 Pansies
200 Eucalyptus
600 Dracmia Veitcliii

2,0u0 Dwarf-trained and
Standani Fruit Trees

Tiiousands of Chri.stmas Roses
Quantity of Silver Ivies

liiousands of Strawberry
Plants

Wedneeday Next.

80OO LILIUM AURATUM, 1000 LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM
RUBRUM and ALBU.M, and 40J > LILIUM LONGt-
FLORUM, just received from.Tapan, in splendid condition ;

3000 Rerliu Crowns LILY of the VALLEY, RARR'S
DAFFODILS, Enslisli-t^rowu LILIES, .Tapane.^e IKIS.

600 AZAL^:AS and CAMKLLtAS from Belgium, STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS in variety, 1000 SPIR-T:a
.lAPONICA, various hardy RULES, Standard and Dwarf
ROSES from Englisli Nurseries, &o.

MESSRS. PROTIIEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at tluir Central Sale

Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C on WEDNESDAY
JiEXT, December o, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Beckcnliam.—The Gardens, Kelsey Manor.
Al'Out a mile from Bcckenham Junction Station.

CLEAHANCE SALE of STOVE nnd GREENHOUSE I'l.ANTS,
Han.lsome DRESDEN CHINA, FOUNTAIN, HORSES,
CARRIAGES, and Etfects.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions from C. A. R. Hoare, Esq.,

(who is giving-up the Gardens) to SELL by AUCTION, on the

I'remisesas above, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, December 6

and 7, at 12 o'clock precisely each day. the whole of the choice

Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including

very line specimen Camellias and Azaleas, large P.ALMS, about

20U ORCHIDS, specimeo Eucharis in splendid condition, 2

powerful CARTHORSES, Brown COB, several Sets of HAR-
NESS, Convertible WAGGONETTE. CARRIAGES, 2 CARTS,
Market WAGGON, large Iron Field ROLLER, 4 MOWING
MACHINES, a handsome Self-acting 3 tier Dresden China
FOUNTAIN, standing feet high, a large quantity of OAK
PANELLING, several 2-light BOXES and numerous other

effects.

May be viewed on presentation of Catalogue the day prior to

the Sale. Catalogues may be had of Mr. GOLDSMITH, the

He.ad Gardener, at the Gardens ; and of the Auctioneers,

Estate Agents and Valuers, 67 and 63. Cheapside. E.C.

Friday, December 7.

SELECTED DUPLICATE PLANTS fiom the well-known
collection of It. .1. Measures. Esq.. consisting almost
entirely of rare and valuable hybrid CYPKIPEDIUMS.

MESSRS. I'ROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured -with instruction<R from It. J. ;\Ic;tsiire-, Esq.,

to SELL by AUCTION, at their Centr;il Sale Rooms. 67 and 6S,

Cheapside. London, E.C, on FRIDAY, December 7, 18«8. at

half-past IL' o'clock precisely, selected DUPLICATE PLANTS
from his well known Collection, including the following :—

Cypripediura Measuresianum Cypripedium espiinsum

,, apiculatum ., mehmthophalmum
,, Thibautianum ,, Fraserii

,
, Germinyanum

,
, leucorrhoduni

,, orphanum ,, Wallaertiannm
,, reticulatum ,, Hartwegianum
,, Carrierii ,, pluneurum
,, Williani&ii ,, regale.

,, Turpe
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

"
Friday Next.

IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED OPXHIDS.

MESSRS. RROTHEROE and MOitRIS will

include in their SALE by AUTION. on FRIDAY NEXT.
December 7. imported ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPL'M (ALEX-
ANDR^F:* uf tlie best type, and a quantity of E?t.ibli.sh*'d un-

flowered Plants. O. GRANDE, O. VEXlLLARIU.vJ, OATT-
LEYA AUREA. &c.. from Messrs. Shuttleworth. Carter & Co.,

and also a selection of well grown ESTAHLISHEH ORCHIDS.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Barnet, N.
In the High Court of Justice, Cliancery Division,

Cornwellr. Cornwell.

SIX DAYS' CLEARANCE SALF: of the whole of the extensive

an.i well-growu NURSERY STOCK and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS.

ll/fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS (the
Jl.tX persons appointed by Mr. Justice Stirling, the Judge

to whose Court the cause is attached) will SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, the Hadley Nursery. High Street Barmt.
and the Common Nursery, Barnet Common, within a short

distance of the High Barnet Railway Station, on MONDAY,
December 10, and live following days, at 12 o'clock punctually

eiich day, the whole of the unusually well-grown NlfRSEKY
STOCK and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including the fol-

lowing :

—

20,000 Conifers, of sorts

500 Specimen Conifers
3,.500 Aucubas
y.OOO Laurels
2,000 Green and Variegated

Hollies

6.000 Ivies

5,U00 Standard Ornamental
Trees

l,.'i00 Euonymu'i
6,U0U Fruit Trees

10.000 Standard Roses
10,OOiJ Dwarf Rosen
l.OL'O Standard Roses, Gloire

de Dijou
10,000 Privet
3,000 Fruit Trees
6,000 Gooseberries and Cur-

rants
6,000 Fruit Stocks
2,500 Tea Roses, in pots
250 Camellias and Azaleas

jud large quantities of other Stock.

Grey MARE, l CARTS, Spring VAN, HARNESS, UTENSILS
in Trade, &c.

May be vicMcd one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be obtained at the Home Nursery, High Street, Rarnft ; of

Messrs. HOUGHTON and BYFIELD, Solicitors, i^:\ Grace-

church Street. E.G., and Barnet; of Mes.^rs. MONTAGU-
SCO FT A>D BAKER. Solicitors, 10, Gray's Inn Sijuare, W.C,
and Hatfield ; and of the Auctioneers and ^''aluers, 67 and 68,

Cheapbide, E.G., and Leytonstone.

Orchicls In Flower —Friday, December 21.

MESSRS. rKUTHEKOK and MORRIS
dfsire to ;inuounce that tluir NEXT SPECIAL SALE of

ORCHIDS in FLOWER will take place as above, for which
they will U' glad to RECEIVE NOTICE OF ENTRIES as

early as iiossible.

Under Distraint for Rent.

]\/rR. CHARLES WILSON will SELL by
JJJl AUCTION, on the Premises, Dartmouth Park Nursery.

York Rise, Kentish Town, N.W., on TUESDAY, Dei-ember ^,

at 11 o'clock sharp, tlie Stock of a Nurseryman and Florist,

consisting of a large variety of Flowering and other PLANTS.
BULBS. SHRUBS and TREES, MANURE, the GREENHOUSE
and HEATING APPARATUS, and other Effectsof th" Nursery
(established '.ib years).

On view Saturday and Monday. Catalogues on the Premises,

and of the Auctioneer

—

Odices :—122, Kentish Town Road, N.W.

To Market Gardeners. Florists. Nurserymen, &c.
HAMPTON-ON-'l HAMES.

FOR SALE, choice FREEHOLD LAND, in

Acre Plots, suitable for above. Rich Garden Soil with
gravel and sand sub-soil. The land isconsidered by the Trade the

tinest near London for Grapes and all other JIarket Products.

Apply, SECRETARY, Estates Investment and Villa Farm
Company, Estate Office, Tongley Park, Hampton on-Thames.

Soutb of England.

LARGE GARDEN, '20 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and Vineries. £7000 has been spent on the

property. Seven years' lease. Two Cottagea inclusive. £150

a year. ELDRIDGE, Pm-tsmouth.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSlNFSSl'^S to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full parti-

culars of the above, and can be obt.-.ned, gratis, at

67 and 63. Cheapside, London, E.C.

ORCHIDS.
THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,
Have just recei\ed a line importation of the folloMing

ORCHIDS :-
MAXILLARIA SANUEIUANA,
ODONTOGLOSSUM POLYXANTHUM,
ON'CIEIUM MACRANTHUM HASTIFER-

UM, &c., Sec, &c.

Circular irith full jmrtimtars on cipplicatiuii.

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GARSTON, LIVERPOOL.

10 000 UAFFODILS, Double Yellows or
Av°^V/v"_/ Telamonius plenus, for p'iiiil^ing in iieuly

pl.intt-.l Orclinriis. 175. 6^. per 1000. c.^sh for immediate reply.

W.VI. IHYLOR HAETLAND. F R.H.S.. Seedsman. Cork.

ADIANTUM CUiSEATUM ELEGAXS.—
This is one of the most useful Ferns for cutting (see

recent report in Gxrdenera' Chronicle). Strong plants in

6-incli pots, }H^. per dozen, offered by the raiser.

G

H

AS. KERSHAW. Slead Syke Nurseries. Bnghon se.

B~R()CCOLI SEED.—Eor Sale, a quantity of

Gordon's Celebrated NIDDRIE LATE WHITE, true

stock.—Price oti application to

P. GEMMELL. Juu., Market Gardens, The Crooks, Murray-
field, Edinburgh.

miYriANT'HEMUMS.—600 best sorts, true
to name, strong Cuttinps now ready, ls.6rf. perdoz.,105,

per 100. Mauy of the best Prizes nnd Silver Cups are takeu by
my customers. For price of new sorts, see Catalogue (:i stamps),

of WM. ETHERINGTON, Chrysanthemum Grower, Swans-
combe, Kent.

ALE-SPECIMEN STEPIIANOTIS, free-

flowering variety, very fine stuff, 10 to 12 feet ; also

26,000 AUCUBAS. all sizes. For particulars apply to

G. SMITH, Dell Nursery. Rock Ferry, Cheshire.

lo the Trade.
SEED P t» T A T O S .

HAND F. SHARPE'S Special Triced List of

• SEED POTATOS will be issued in a few days. In the

meantime they will be pleased to givequotationsf.rany varie-

ties their friends may require.

Seed Growing Establisliment, Wisbech.

FOREST TREES, grown in the celebrated
Windlestrawlee Nurseries (formerly The LaWiOU

Nursery Company, and recently acquired bv u^).

SEEDLING and TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES of alt

kinds, fine well-rooted and well-grown stuff. Samples and
prices on application.

TREES for AVENUES, VILLAS, and PARK decoration,

consisting of Poplars, Beech, Rircli, Sycamore, Ash, Limes,

Elms. &c., all selected, grown singly, and have been regularly

transplanted, and can be strongly recommended as being of

first-class quality.

AI«o a splendid stock of EVERGREEN and FLOWERING
SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c.

Special quotations given, and Catalogues sent on application.

All Orders for Plants or Seeds in England carriage paid.

Trade LISTS on application.

IRELAND AND THOMSON. Nurserymen. Edinburgh.

REES and SHRUBS suitable for Towns and
Smoky Districts. CATALOGUE free on application.—

RICHARD SMITH ASU CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

Worcester.

'PO BE SOLD, cheap, about 11,000 large Stools
JL of BHUB.VRB. the remaining stoclt of the late Mr.
Martin. May be seen and partit;ular^ from

T. YOUNO. New Villas, Floilden Road, Camterwell. S.E.

PECIAL OFFER OE FERNS.—Pteris
tremula. P. cretica. P. cretica cristata. P. serrulata

cristata compaota. in thumbs, fit for immediate potting. Also

the same varieties, good stuff, in 4.H"s, to offer in quantity.
Prices per 100 or 1000 on application.

R. PENGELLY. Dv^on's L;i nc. l'pp.T E.lmonton.

Telegrams "Tucker," Nurseries, Fartngdon.

CO\"KRT for GAME.— 3000 L.VURELS, S
to 4 feet, l.^s. per 100 ; 3000 do.. 4 to 5 feet, 20s. - er 100.

5000 Evergreen I'KIVET. 3 to 4 feet. 4.!. p.T 100 ; 3000 do.. 4 to

.T feet, 6s. per 100. The whole of the above are good bushy

plants, well rooted, and would malie good covert at once.

30.000 LARCH, 3 to 4 feet, 30.i. per 1000 ; 20.000 do.. 4 to .i feet,

40s. per 1000. Extra strong transplmted, and put on rail for

C.ish. CATALOGUES of General Niirs.'ry Stock free by post.

R. TirCKER . Nurseries. I aringdon.Berks.

LILY OF THE VALLEY Crowns, home-
grown, 4s per 100 ; extra large. Is. per dozen, 6s. per

100, post-free.—C. PERKINS, Budleigh Salterton, Devon,
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FOREST TREES.—Alder, l' to 2i feet, \6s.
per 1000 ; Ash,

1 J to 2 feet, 12.!. per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, Ifn.

per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 20.!. per 1000 ; Beeill, IJ to 3 feet, l.i.i'.

per 1000; 2 to 2J feet. l.S.<. per 1000; 2J to 3J feet, 22s. per
1000. Spanish Chestnut, IJ to 2J feet, 2o.s-. per 1000; Bourtree,
2 feet, 25s. per 1000 ; Elm. .'I to 4 feet, 18s. per 1000 ; 4 to .5 feet,

2.^s. per KWO. English Elm. 4 to 5 feet, 40s. per 1000. Larch,
U to 2 feet, 16s. per 1000; 4 to 5 feet, 2Ss. per 1000. ScotcIiFir,
l}to2feet, 12s.p?rI0OO; 2to2ifcet, llis.perlOOO; 3 feet, 20s.

per 1000. Spruce Fir, 1 to IJ (ect, 10s. per ItXiU; IJ to 2 feet,

12.!. per 1000 ; 2 to 2^ feet, Itis. per 1000. Silver Fir, 10 to
l.T inches, 18s. per 1000 ; 1 to 1} foot, 20s. per 1000. I'inus

austriaca, 1 to 1^ foot, l.is. per 1000; IJ to 2 feet, 18s. per 1000.

Sloe or Blackthorn, 2 to 3 feet, 20s. per 1000 ; Sycamore,
1 to IJ foot. 12s. per 1000; 2 to 2J feet, 16s. per loOO ;

6 to 7 feet. 6s. per 100.

tJ.lRLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

WT" GORDON, Inuiienseatock of OllCIIIDS

;

T T • best value and cheapest house ia the Trade.

ThH best cut of ORCHID PEAT in tomnierL-e ; selected
tur\es, 1 lju?liel, 2s., 3 bushel sack. o>'.. carriage forward.

LILIES, Enormous Importations, Silver Bank-iaii Medal,
Silver Sleilal, National Chry-autheniura Society, IS3».

LILIITM AURATUM. Imported Bulbs. M., ^d.. Is., Is. <nri.

each; y'l.?., 45s., 70s., luis. per 100. Home-grown bulbs, {H.,

Is., \s. 6rf., 25. each. Special Trade quotation for (juantities.

JAPANESE MAPLES, Silver Banksian Medal.

TREE P.EONIES, 7 First-class Certificateg.

,, IRIS, most gorgeous, 4 First-class Certilicatea.

CATALOGUE of the above on application to

The Nurseries, Amyand Park Road, Twickenham.

OBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, IVhiity
Road, Wandsworth, S.W., begs to call the attention of

Gentlemen and others Planting, to his large and varieii stock
of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TKEES. also FRUIT TREES,
SK1U;US, ROSES, and CLIMBINti PLANTS. &c., Mhich are
ill line condition for transplanting, and being grown near
London, are especially adaptcil for Town and Siibiirbin Plant-
ing. Also extra-fine ASPARAGUS. SEAKALE. and RHU-
R.lRE for Forcing. All goods delivered free by own vans
within a radius of 6 miles. CATALOGUES free on appli-

cation, and a personal inspection of the stock solicited.

Cape Bulbs—Cape Bulbs.

THE CAPETOWiN BOTANIC GARDENS re-
(juest their Trade Correspondents to forward their Orders

for thisseasonsBulb'sas early as possible. Delivery in Jan. & Feb.
—A. F. BAXTER, Sales Depart., Botanic Gardens. Capetown.

''TREES and SHRUBS for Game-covers and
-L Underwood. Intending planters should send for CATA-
LOGUE, free on application.—RICHARD SlJIl'H and CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed iVIerchants, Worcester.

To those about to Plant.

ADESCRI1'T1^'E CATALOGUE, com-
prising line Transplanted Fruit Trees. Ro^cs, Hartly

Climbers, Rhododendrons, Conifers, Ornamental and Flower-
ing Trees and Shrubs, Forest Trees, &c., in large varieties and
quantities, adapted to all soils aud climates. Sent free on
application to

GEO. JACKMAN and SON. WoXing Nursery, Surrey.

EACOiNSFIELD"VELLO'\V PRIMROSE.
The large Irish Yellow variety. Trade price, .is. per

ounce. Retail, 6fi. and 1.5. per packet.
WM. BAYLOR HAHTLAND, F.R.H.S.. Seedsman, Cork.

CREEPERS FOR WALLS.—By planting
|

what is suitable, an ugly object may ea-sily be made
beautiful. Most being in pots, can be Bent and put out nt any
time. Descriptive LIST and advice Free.—RICHARD SMITH
AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

Cl'ECIAL OFFER. — .J0,000 RHODODEN-
KJ DRONS, all the early varieties, White and Scarlet, well
set with buds, line plants for forcing. Low prices. Applv to

I-;AAC MATTHEWS AXD SON, Milton Nuraeries, Stoke-
on-Trent.

pRlMULA OBCONICA.— The beat market,
i or "all the year round" blooming plant in cultirntion.

Now is the time to sow. Seed, per packet, 6rf. and Is. Large
Market Growers Packets 2.?. 6'/.

W.M. BAYLOR HARTLANI), F.R.H.S., Seedsman. Cork.

Cn AAA MAIDENHAIR FERNS, with
' }\J »i\j\j\J beiutitul Fronds. !) to 12 inches long, 6forl.t.,

free ; Cut Fronds, 4 do/en, la., free. PEAT, 2s. 6rf. per sack.
TURNER, Thatto Heath, St. Helens.

F YOU CANNOT GET FRUIT TREES
TRUE TO NAME,

Write to GEORGE BUNYARD ant CO.
1

IF YOU WANT ANY CHOICE SORTS that
L your Local Firms cannot Supply,

Write to QEOROE BUNYAED ANli CO.

I70R FRUIT TREES by the Dozen, Hundred,
L or Thousand,

Write to GEORGE BUNYAKD AxD CO.

SEND INTO KENT, and get the FINEST
J TREES—Xo Starvelings, No Blisht-at

GEORGE BUNYARD Axn CO'S.

LLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF FRUIT
TRKF.S. 811O Kinds, Six Stamps.

SKELETON LIST—Names and Prices—also all Outdoor
Stock, Gratis.

ROSE LIST, CONIFER anil SHRUB LISTS. Free.
One Hundred Acres Nursery. Liberal terms.

I

GEORGE BUNYARD and CO.,
PO-MOLOGISTS and GENERAL NURSERYMEN,

"IV TAIDSTONE, KENT,

pLEARANCE SALE (at sacri5ce) of
\J PALMS, IIRAC.ENAS, &c.
LATANIA BORBONICA und l'Ha.;N-lX RECLINATA, 12

inclies higll, is. per do/cii, ;\\'s. per 100. Package and
carriage free.

LATANIA BORBONICA, SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS, CORY-
PHA AUSTRALIS, and PHQCNIX RECLINATA, :'fl to
L'4 inches high. Is. tirf. each, Ifis. per dor.eu ; same kinds,
2 feet li to 3 feet high, 3s. to 5s. each.

Handsome PALMS, 4 feet high, l.Ss. each.
., ,. 6 feet high. 40.t. each.

Twelve assorted PALMS and DltAWENAS, averaging, with
pots, 24 inches high, in wood case, free, 18s. : sis do., 10s.

KENTIAS, 3s. to 21s. eacli.

DRAC.ENAS, 24 inches to h feet liigh, 2s. to 40s. each.
Inspection invited.

GARDENER, Holly Lodge, Stamford Hill, N.

\{){) 000 HARDY HEATHS.—The present
^^'-'1^'-'^ is a most suitable time for planting tlicse
beautiful plants, -(vhich ciii be sniiplied as follow- :

—
.An as-orinient of 10 varielies, 16s. per 100.

20 ,, 18.S.

.'0 „ 20s.

40 ,, 22s.
If l.'^s than tifty plants are ordered, price .3.s. per du/cn.

Special quotation per 1000. and Descriptive CATALOGUE may
Lie liad free on applnntion to
.lA.MES SMIl'H AXD SONS, Darlev Dale Nurseries, near

Matlock.

pARNATION "GLOIRE DE NANCY."—
V_/ We are sending out for tlie fourth seaBOn our true strain
of this the grandest White Carnation in cultivation, quite
nardy, and for pot culture for cut bloom it has no eijual.
Robust an<i free bloomer. £1 perloo. lis. for 50, ^s. tovih, good
routed layers. We have a fine sto. k of GARDENIAS, the be.,t
sorts in cultivation, fn m Is. lo 411s. each. Cash with Order.
E COLLINS AN*D SON^j, Cumberland Park Nursery,

Willesden Junction.

VIOLETS.—Marie Louise and Comte lirazza.
Extradarge selecse<l cluiniM (from open), full of bloom

and bud, 20s. per 100 ; special -juotations per 1000. Cash ^^ itli

order.—JOHN ROBERTS, The Gardens, Tan-y-Bwlcli, R.S.O.,
North Wales.

VEKGREEN HEDGES"
EVERGREEN HEDGES.

YEWS. English, IJ to 2 feet. ;!0s. per 100; 2 to 21 feet, 4.1s. per
100; 2i to 3 feet, 6.5s. per 100.

HOLLIES, Green, 2 to 2i feet, 40s. per lOO ; 2^ to 3 feet, 60s.
per 100.

LAURELS, Common, IJ to 2 feet, 12s. per loO; 2 to 3 feet.
lis. per 100 ; 2i to 3J feet, 20s. per 100.

THUIA LOBBII, 21 to 3 feet, 3Hs. to 40s. per 100.
We hold immense stocks of the above, all bushy and well

rooted Plants.
Special offer for Covert Plants. S;c., free on application.

JOH.N PERKINS AM) .SON, The Old Established Nursery
and Seed Business, .53, .Market Square. Northampton.
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS-" l^UICK." NORTHAMPTON.

RANGES, LEMONS, &c.—A splendicfctJ-
lection ; fine healthy plants, in fruiting condition

ROSES FOR FORCING.—Extra-sized plants,
ill pots, of ;

—
NIPHETOS
W.M. A. RICHARDSON
MAEECHAL NIFL
CELINE FORESTIER
EEINE .MARIE HENRIETTE
GLUIRE DE DIJON, &c.

Full partieularson application. DescriptiveCATALOGUESfree.
THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Savvbridgeworth, Herts.

QMALL SHUUHS a^d CONIFER.E. —O Araucaria imbricata, 10 to 12 inches, 50*. per 100 ; Abies
Donglasii, l-yr., 4.5. per 100 ; A. orientalis, 1-yr., .30.t. per lUtKj

;

American Arbor-vitte, IJ foot, cOs. per luOO; Sweet Bay, 1-yr.,
.30.*. per 1000 ; Scarlet Chestnut, 1-yr., 6s. per 100 ; Cupre';^as
macrocarpa, 1-yr., 305. per 1000 ; Lawsoni, 18 inches, 60.«.

per 1000 ; erecta viridis, 4 inches, :W.?. per 1000; do., 1 foot,
12s. per 100; stricta, 1 to 1^ foot. 12,s-. per 100; Allumii, 1 foot,

Hy. per 100; Cedrua atlantica, l-yr., 1-yr. transplanted, lu,';.

per 100 ; C. Deodara, l-yr.. 7s. per lOu ; Escallonia macranthii,
pots, 14s. per 100 ; Laurel (common), 2-yr., 205. per 1000 ; Por-
tugal Laurel, l-yr. transplanted, 20^. per lOOO ; Colehic Laurel,
l-yr., 25s. per loOO ; Laurel rotundifoli;i, l-yr., 25s. per 1000;
Limes, l-yr. transplanted, 16.<;. per 1000 ; Pinus Cembra, 3-vr.,
extra, 16s."per 1000; P. insignis, l-yr., 3.5. 6(^. per 100; P. exce'lsa.

lyr., 4s. per 100; P. Nordmanniana, l-yr.. 30s. per 1000; P.
Jeffreyii, l-yr., 8-^. per 100; P. ^Jlastersiana, l-yr., 10s. per
100; P. Stro'bus. 2-yr.. 25. per lOO ; Oak, Evergreen, l-vr"., 30s.
per 1000; Scarlet Oak, l-yr., 3^-. per 100; Privet ovalifoliiim,

8 to 9 inches, 10s. per lOUO; Retinospora plumosa, 10 to 12
inchea, lOs. per 100 ; R. stjuarros;i, 8 to 9 inches. 8s. per lOu

;

do.. 1 foot. 12s. per 100. Thuia Lobbii. 8 to 10 inches, 30s. per
1000 ; do., 15 inches, 45s. per lOOO ; T. dolobrata, 8 to 9 inches,
80s. per 1000; do., 10 inches, fine, 12s. per 100. T. Ell
wangeriana, 6 to 8 inches, 65. per 100; Veronica Traveraii, 6 to
8 inches, fine, 6s. per 100; English Yew, l-yr., l-vr. trans-
planted, 20s. per 1000 ; do.. 8 to' 10 inches, 75. per 100, Irish
Yew, 6 to 9 inches, ]0,\-. per 100.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman. Stranraer.

LD-FASHIONED HEDGES. — Engirsh
Yew3, bushy, and witli a profusion of fibrous roots,

1 J to 2 feet, 6s. per dozen, 3os. per 100 ; 2 to 2^ feet, 8s. per
doJien, 50s. per loo ; 2|^ to 3 feet, 9-t. per dozen, 60s. per luo ;

3 to 3^ feet, 12s. per dozen, ^U. per 100. Prices of larger ^ize-*

ami other E^erg^ren-, 'nit^iMi^ for Hfdges

—

e.g.. Tree Box,
Holly, Laurel, Pri\et Cvprtss. .luniper, Tliuia, &e., on appli-
cation.—RICHARD SMITH AM> CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Worcester.

The New Raspberry,LORD BEACONSFIELD.
(A Seedling )

The finest Raspberry and best crupper ever known. First-
class Certificate, Royal Horticultural yociety. Canes £2 per
100; 6s. per dozen. Trade supplied; Ca^h with Order.

A. FAULKNOR, Inkpen, Hungerford.

THE GARDENERS'
ORPHAN FU ND.

DONATIONS and SUBSCRIPTIONS
WELL BE THANKFULLY RECEIVED BT

A. F. BARROJV, Hon. Sec,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,
Chiswick, London, W.

LARGE SHRUBS and CONIFER.E.

—

Aucub.i japouica, IJ to 2 feet, 305. per 100; tio., 2 to 2J
feet, 40s. per 100. lierberia .iquifolia, 1} to 3 feet, 12s. per 100

;

Bo.x tree, IJ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100: 2 to 3 feet, 20s. per 100.
Cotoueaster Simoiisii, 3 to g^eet, 10s. per 100; Deutzia cre-
nata, (lore-pleno, .strong, 4s. per dozen ; Escallonia macrantlm
(pots), strong, 24s. per 100; Orislinia littoralis. 1} to 2 feet,
3os. per 100; Honeysuckle (strong), Ss. per 100; Irish Ivy,
4 feet, Gs. per 100 ; Laurel, common, 1 J foot, 6s. per 100; 2 feet,
lOs. per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet, ISs. per 100. CoKliic Laurel, 1 to li
foot, 12». per 100; 2 to 2J feet. 16s. per 100; 3 to 3i feet,
bushy, 20s. per 100. Portugal Laurel, 1 to IJ foot, lijs. per
100 ; IJ to 2 feet, 20s. per 100. Rhododendron poiilieura, 1 to
IJ foot, 22s. per 100; IJ to 2 feet, Mis. per 100; 2 to 2t feet,
3.1S. per 100 ; 3 feet, .50s. per 100 ; 4 to 4J feet, busjiy. 80s. per
100. Abies Douglasii, 3 to 4 feet, 3bs. per 100; 4 to 5 feet, yOS.
per 100; do., 6 feet, 70s. per 100. Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 2*
feet, 30s. per dozen ; 3 to 3J feet. 48s. per dozen ; 3 to 4 feet,
60s per dozen. Cupressus Lawsoniana, 2^ feet, 20s. per 100;
3 to 4 feet. 40s. per 100. C. stricta, 2 to 21 feet, 40s. per 100

;

5 to 6 feet, extra hue, 18s-. per dozen. C. erecta viridis, 1^ to
3 feet, 25s. per 100; do., 2 to 2J feet, 3.5s. per 100. Picea
Nordmanniana, I^ to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; do., 2 to 2J feet,
extra, 40^. per loo. Ketinospora plumosa, 18 inches, 25s. per
100; IJto 2 feet, 30s. per 100; 2i feet, extra, 40s. per 100.
K. squarrosa. IJ foot, bushy, 30«. per 100; Thuia Lobbii. IJ to
2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet. 24s. per 100 ; 4 feet, .50s. per
100 ; 6 feet, 18s. per doren. Tliuiopsis borealis, 2J to 3 feet, Sg.
per dozen ; T. dolobratn, 1 foot, 30s. per 100 ; 1| to 2 feet, 12s.
per dozen ; 2J to 3 feet (hue). 30s. per dozen.

OARLIKS MITCHELL, Nurseryman. Stranraer.

SPECIMEN CONIFERS.—Trees for Avenues,^ Evergreens, and Forest Trees in great variety. CATA-
LOGUE free on application. — RICHARD SMITH and CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

FOR SALE. 10,000 GENISTAS, in 3-inch
pots, at 10s. per 100. Prices to the Trade on application.

20.000 well-rooted cuttings of Genistas, at ^s. per 100. FERN,
Lomaria gibba, out of thumb-pots. 5s. per 100; out of boxes,
2s. Qd. per 100. sent on by Parcel Post.

Money Orders payable at LeytOD Green.
T. BALDWIN AND SOX. Edith Nursery, BurchallRoad.Leyton,

J. HARDY'S NEW PRIMROSE
• NOVELTIES.—Choice varieties of about thirty beau-

tiful colours, from pure white to dark maroon. Strong plants,
bs. per 100, 46s. per lOOO.
HARDY'S NEW "PRIMROSE POLYANTHUS" NOVEL-

TIES, in about eiglit splendid colours, mixed.—These are very
beautiful, forming magnificent trusses or flowers. Strong
plants, 5s. per 100, 45,t. per 1000.
POLYANTHUS.—Hardy's Finest Selected Gold-laced Show

Flowers. Strong plants, 5s. per 100. ibt. per 1000.
STRAWBERRIES.—Vicomtesse H. de Thurv, President, Sir

.To^^eph Paxton. Strong plants, 2s. tV/. per 100, 15s. per 1000 ;

ditto, in pots, 10s. per 100.

Cash. Extra plants for carriage. Package free.
H. I. HARDY, F.R H.S.. Stour Valley Nurseries, Bures, Suffolk.

Q.() ()l)n CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
yjyj^yjyjyj finest Double and Single Varieties (some
of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, aud are of
every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for
climbing and bedding, from 12s. to 24s. per dozen, Btrong
plants ; extra strong plants, repotted into Scinch pots, 2s. 6/i.

each; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellent for
bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2.^. 6ii. each.
Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SMITH and CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester,

Palms, Foliage Plants, Heaths, &c.

FRANCIS K. KINGHURN will be pleased to
forward LIST of above with low prices. Leatling

decorative PALMS in all sizes, great quantities, and in fiiieat

health.
Richmond, Surrey; and 191 and 192, Flower Market, Covent

Garden, W.C.

100 Herbaceous and Alpine Plants for 20s.
T>ICHAR]) SMITH and CO.S Sel.-ction as
-IV above contains a most iiil'Ti.-'tiiig and v;du!itile a,ssort-

ment of beautiful and Hardy Plants for the Border or Rock-
work, which produce flowers and render tlie garden attractive
all through the year. Desrriptive CATALOGUE post-free for
tj stamps.—RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Menrhants, Worcester.

CrECIAL OFFER.—.500,000 LARCH FIR,O 1^ to 2 feet, and lo to 18 inches; SCOTCH FIR, U to
2 feet, and 15 to 18 inches; THORX QUICK, 4 and 5 iiic)i(-«,

line : Common and Portu;^al L.\URELS, and otiier General
Nursery Stock, For particulars and price apply to

ISAAC MATTHE\V.S AND SON, Milton, StoIte-on-Trcnt.

SPECIAL OFFER.—yO Acres of RHOIX>
DENDROXS. Sccdli..g. Hybrids and ponticum, 4 to 6 in.,

6 to 9 in.. 9 to 12 in., 13 to 1.5 in., 1.5 to 13 in., 18 to 24 inches.
All (tood plants, at exceptional low prices. Apply to
I.SAAC 5IATTHEWS AND SON, The Nurseries, Milton,

Stoke-on-Trent.
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CHEAP OFFER OF
Bcautifullii Hardy

FLAG IRISES,
IN MANY BEAUTIFUL SHADES.

DLI-KS, BLUE .ir<l WHITE, MLACS. MAUVES,
KOSES. CRLMSONS. IIRONZES, GOLDEN YELLU« ,

PKIMKn^E, WHITE, .t.-. Invaluable for shrubbery

bordern luui to surrouinl lake-i, &e.

LARGE CLUMPS (each Clump worth

o to 7 plants), per 100 Clumps, 45s.

Not less than 50 Clumps supplied at this price.

BARR & SON,
1-2 and 13, KING STREET, COVENT

GARDEN, AV.C.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
OUR STOCK of both OLD and NEW

VARIETIES is the largest, most complete, anil in

the finest possible condition, giown expressly for amateurs and

professionals to win. As a i)roof we are proud to see by the

i\ew Yitrk Herald that plants supplied by us have again

carried off the American great prize " Gold Medal."

Altliongh we have a large stock of most of the following, v\-e

should be glad to purchase or exchange from anyone having

them to spare.

ANEMONE.—Souvenir de Madame Blandineries, Sabine,

Ke'sOD. Dame Blanche, Kuche Toulousaine, Mens, rankoncke.

JAP.ANE3E.—Avalanche, Alba fimbriata, Anna KoiuliSre.

Bertha Flight, Condor, Cliarlie Sharman, Duke of Berwick.

Florence Percy (Allen), Feu de Bengale, Hamlet (Uelanx).

Marsa, Mawet Postula, Miss Gorton, Mons. Bernard, M. le

Compte Foucher de Careil, Madame Bare/.. M. Chas. Sonchat,

Madjrae Louise Lerov. Mrs. J. Wright, Mr. Garnar, Mrs. VV ,

Walters, Mrs. F. .Ta'meson, Priscilla, Sunflower, Stanstead

White. Sarah Owen, Alcion, Dr. Dor, Carew I'nderwood.

rAutomne, M. Bergman,

l3" Tlia Best Bronze Sport from Mr. Bunn,

oertlfloated at Hull, will be sent out by us early

la the Spring, 1889.

CATALrjGl'ES F R E t:

.

H. CANNELL & SONS,
SWANLEY, KENT.

ECKFORD'S NOVELTIES

IN CULINARY AND SWEET PEAS
FOR 1 8 8 'J .

In reply to numerous enrpiiries regarding the above, which

will be dulv advertised, H. E. begs to state that tliey will be

distributed' by the following Agents, viz. :—

Jlessrs. HUKST, 152, Houndsditeh, London, E., Wliolesale

Agents for Great Britain and Europe ; Jlessrs. ROBERT HEN-
DERSON AND CO., 3.5 and 37, Cortlandt Street, New York, as

Wholesale and Retail Agents for the United States and

Canada; and Ketail by HENRY ECKFORD, Boreatlon, Eas-

church, Salop^ ^

RHODODENDRON PONTIGUM,

For Parks, Plan fa fions, and Coverts.

AN IMMENSE STOCK OE ALL SIZES,

VERY LOW aUOTATIONS.

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.,
KtXG'S ACHE XUKSKIilE.S, near IIEKEFOKD.

ANTHONY WATERER
INVin:^ AN INSrECTION FH^iM INTi:M'IVti

I'LANTK-KS Tit

THE FOLLOWING TREES,
Havinri stout strair^lit stem.'!, fine henih, and spleiulid roots.

Alt have been transptatited within tiLO years:—
ACACIA BESSONIANA. 12 to 14 feet; A. SEMPERFLO-

REN'S 12 to M feet; ACER DASYCARPUM, 12 to 16 feet;

A D^SYCARPU.M WIERII LACINIATA. 10 to 14 feet; A.

NEGUNDO VARIEGATA. Standards, 8 to 10 feet; A. LEU-

POLDII 12 to 14 feet; A. REITENBACHII, 12 to 14 feet ;
A.

SCHWEDLERII, 12 to 16 feet; A. WORLEYII. Standards, 12

to 14 feet. ASH, Mountain, ID to 14 feet. BEECH, Common,

10 Ui 12 feet- Purple, Pyramids and Standards, 10 to II) feet.

BIRCH, Silver, 12 to 16 feet. CHESTNUT, Horse, 14 to 16 feet.

Double White. 10 to 16 feet; Scarlet, 12 to 16 f.et; Spanish,

1> feet ELMS, English, 10 to 12 feet ; Guernsey, 12 feet.

LnlE.'i 12 to 16 and 20 feet ; Silver-leaved, 10 to 14 feet.

Llt.irlHAMBAli. 6 to 10 feet. MAPLE, Norway, 14 to Ihfeet.

<)\k I'n-'lisli, 10 tollfeet; Scarlet American, 12 to 11 feet
;

rL\NFs"l2 to 16 feet. POPLAR liOLLEANA, 10 to 16 feet

;

P CANADENSIS NOVA (the true variety!, 12 to 16 feet;

SYCAMIIRE, Common. 14 to 16 feet; Purple, 14 to 16 feet.

TH0KN3. Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 feet ; White, S to 10 feet.

WALNUTS, Common, 10 to 12 feet.

Weeping Trees.

BEECH. Weeping. Pyramids and Standards, 8 to 12 feet;

Weeping, Purple, Pvramids and Standards, 7 to 12 ft. BIRCH.

Young's Weeping, Pyramids and Standards. 8 to 14 ft. ELMS.

Weeping. Pvramids and Standards, 7 to 14 feet. LARCH,
Weeping, Pvramids, 8 to 10 feet. OAK, Weeping, English.

Standards, lij to 12 feet, POPLAR, Weeping Pyramids and

Standards, 10 to 12 feet. SOPHOKA JAPOMCA PENDULA,
Standards, 8 to 9 feet.

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURKEY.

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Defcriptire CATALOGUES Posf-p-ee.

I HHEAL^QONS
^ BW Crawley, W Suss tot.

ROSES-20 ACRES,
"\\'eU-rooted, many-shooted, truly named, of

matured vigorous growth, and of the best kinds.

Bushes, R. S, & Co.'s selection, 8s. per dozen
;

60s. per 100. Packing and carriage free for

cash with order.

These WorUl-famed ROSES cannot fail to

give the greatest satisfaction.

ROSES IN POTS;
M the best New and Old English »nd Foreign

sorts, from 18«. to 36«, per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application.

RICHARDliril & CO,,

Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
WORCESTER.

AMATEURS' ROSES.

Tea Roses on Seedling Brier and Brier

Cutltnjjs.

EXTRA FINE GROUND PLANTS.

HYBRID PEIU'ETUALS on .SEEDLING BUIEK,

BRIER CUTTINGS, and MANETTl.

An Immense Stock.

Special QmtatioHS and Descriptiee Catalogues on appliartion.

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.,
KING S ACRE NURSERIES, near IIEREFUKD,

I \ A grand stock, in .i-in. pots, 12.!. & ISs. doz.

TEA ROSES \ A graiid stock! in '7-in'. pits! 24s. & SOS. doz

1 Blaclt Hanibiirgll and other varieties

GRAPE VINES
Sni table for fruiting in pots, 10s. 6d. each

Suitable for planting vineries, 5s. and

7s. 6d. each.

Fr D U < A line slock, in .5-inch pots, 12s. per dozen,

L II n 'I A fine stock, in small pots, 4s. per dozen.

Catalogues on application.

THE LIVERPOOL HOBTICTJLTTJBAL
COMPANY (J0H.-4 CowaM, limited,

THE VINEYAKD AND NPRSERIES, OARSTON,
NEAR LIVERPOOL.

COLLECTIONS ofROSES
to suit all cla.sses and nil sized gardens.

Carriage and package free anywhere 111 the British Isles.

Pull particulars posted immediately on application.

EWINQ & CO,, Sea View Nurseries, EayUHt, Hunts.

3iiiniiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniininiiiMiiiNiiiiiiiMMiniiniiiiniiiinmiiii<iNiiii;i>niirg

I PLANTING SEASON.
|

i HARDILY-GROWN I

I^OREST, ;ffRUIT,|
= A ALL OTHER. =

I TREES X PLANTS,
f

I Evergreens, Roses, &c.|

I NURSERI ES 400 ACRKS. |

\Lar(jcst cC Finest Stocks in Europe.:
= INSPECTION EAltNESTLT INVITED. 1

I Priced Catalogues Gratis * Post Free, |
= Estimates a all particulars on applicaticn. =

lOZSlSOiN'S I
(l.lMrrrTK. =

I Tlie ^Wtirsei'ios, |

I Chcester^i
f "^^^liS^JiE"'" I

Msons Chester. I

^lllliiiiiliiniiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiililllllliiiii"ii""iiiiiii""i"i"i"i"" iiiiiiiiiiiS

STRAWBERRIES.
strong Root!>. 4s. per 100. I'hints in small put-i. KV^. per 100;

(iiUo in h\Tiic pots. I2ri.f. per 100. Descriptive LIST iree.

RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-

chants. Worcester.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.

A Large and Select Stock is now offered for Sale.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits post-free.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Hoses post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
KING'S ACRE, near IIEItEFOlU).

Spccialllcs,

ROSES AND FRUIT TREES.
FIFTV ACRE,3 UNDER crLTIVATloN.

CRYSTAL PALACE GREAT FRUIT SHOW
FIRST PRIZE

awarded us for the finest Collection of Apples

(1.50 dishes). List of sorts, also Descriptive

Catalogues, on application to

JOHN C R A NSTON & CO.

FRUIT TREES,
SEVENTY-FOUR ACRES.

APPLES PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES, PEACHES,
NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and other FRUIT TREES, as

Standardi., Dwarfs, Pyramids, Hughes, Cordon, and Traiod

Tree-i in grt'at variety. ,. ,„ .,
A'lXES. e.xcellent Canes, 3.S. 6rf., 6s., iS. bd., lO.s. bd.

Onhard House Trees in pots, PEACHES, APRICOTS, NEC-

TARINES, &e., from is. FIGS from 3s. 6d.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST, eontaining a sketch of the various

forms of Trees, with Direetions for Cultivation, Soil. Drainage,

Manure. Pruning, Lifting, Cropping. Treatment under G ass;

also their Synonvms, Quality, Size, Form, Skm, Colour, Flesh,

Flavour Use, Growth, Duration. Season. Price.&c .free hy post.
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F. C. LEHMANN IdH'O'M German Consul at Pojuiyan fCaiicaJ, Repiihlic of Colomhia,

begs io offev the folio wine/ ORCHIDS, ^"c. ,'—

No.

1.-

o _

li.-

4,-

f).-

0.-

7.~

8.-

a
10.-

11.-

12.-

13.-

14.-

ir,.-

lu.-

17.-

is.-

10.-

20.-

21.-

22.-

23.-

24.-

25.-

26.-

27.-

28.-

29.-

30.-

31.-

32.

33.-

34.-

35.-

36.-

37.-

38.-

30.-

40.-

41.-

42.-

43.-

44.-

4.5.-

46.-

47.-

48.-

49.

50.

51.-

52.

53.-

54.

56.

57.-

58.-

50.

60.

61.

02.

63.

-ADA sp. new. Flowers mange-scarlet, lip

pure white

-AXGULOAsp. Flowers white.lip rose-spotted

-liATEMANNIA WALLISII, Itchb. f. . .

- „ aff. B. GUSTAVr, Rchb. f

-PATASETUiM EXPANSl'M, Pvchb. f. ..

- „ LEHMANXI, Egl
-

., OCHKACEUM, Kchb. f

-CATTLEYA AUREA
,. t'HOCOEXSIS

-
,, „ large selected masses

- .. „ var. ALBA, tl each.

- ,. GIGAS
-

., .MAXIMA
- ., „ var. BACKHOUSKI
- ., tuian.f;
-

,, ,, masses of from 50 to 100 Ijulbs, .

-
., „ var. ALBA, £3 each.

- „ „ var. ALBIDA. Sepals and
pet-ilspure %vhite, the expanded part of the lip

^oft pink, £2 eacli.

-COMPARETTIA FALCATA.R.pp.etEndl.
-

., SPEC insA, Rchb. f

-CYCNOCJIES LKIIJIANXI, Rchb. f. ..

-IIOULLETIA ClIRYSAXTHA (?)
- „ spec. (?) . . . . . . . . . .

-LUDDEMANXIA LEHMANXI, Rchb. f.

-LVCASTE BEXNINGIAXA, Rchb. f. (?)

- „ MESOCHL-EXA, Rchb. f. . .

- „ spec. Sepals brown, petals and lip white
- ,, spec. Flowers white
- „ XYTRIOPHORA, Lindl. et Rchb. f. . .

-MASUEVALLIAS.—These plants, not tra-
veiling unless attended to pensoimlly on the

i

voyage, the naming of species has been
|

omitted here. Special arrangements for large I

orders may be m;ide.

-MAXILLARIA FRACTIFLEXA, Rchb. f.

- „ GRAXDIFLORA, Lindl
- „ LEHMANXIA, Rchb. f

- „ LEPIDOTA. Lindl
- ., „ var. ALBIDA, Rchb. f

- ,. LUTEO ALBA
- „ SAXDERIAXA, Rchb. f

-
,. .spec. aff. M. FRACTIFLEXA

- „ spec. aff. M. LEHMANXI. — Flowers
115—18 cm. (6—7 inclie-s) across; sepals white, at

the apex rose
;

petals white, streaked with
rose ; lip rose, streaked with purple, the inside

yellow. This is the rarest and most beautiful

of the genus
-

,, spec. Flowers as large as the pre-
ceding, but very distinct, ^'erv rare

-ME,S0SPIX1DIUM SAXGUIXEUM,
Eclib. f

- „ ROSEUM, Rchb. f

- „ VULCAXICUM, Rchb. f

-ODONTOQLOSSUM ANGUSTATUM,
Lindl

-
., CIRRHOSUM, Lindl

-
., CLAVICEPS, Rchb. f

- „ CRISPUM, Lindl
- „ „ var. LEHMAXXI, Rchb. f.

-
,. CRISTATELLUM, Rchb. f

-
., EDUARDI, Rchb. f

- ., EPIDEXDROIDES, H. B. Kth. . .

- ., HALLI, Lindl
- „ var. XAXTHOGLOSSUM, Rchb. f.. ,

- „ HARRYAX UM, Rchb. f

- „ LEHMANXI, Rchb. f

- „ LUTEO-PURPUREUM, Lindl.
- „ „ var. Flowers smaller
- .. „ var. SCEPTRUil
- „ PARDINUM, Lindl
-

., POLYXAXTHUM, Rchb. f

- „ RAMOSISSIMUM. Lindl
- „ „ var. XAXTHIXUM

PRICE.

Per 100. Per 1000.

9 (iO I)

15

20
20
25
20 i

15
I

40
15 100

35

15 100

12 75

15 100

18 '125

75

5 - 35
10

20
8

8

40
40
15

15

15

12

10
I

10 , 60
15 75
6 40
10

8
20 ,100

8

PRICE.

30

50

6 , 35
8

I

40
10 ' 60

8
6

10

8

6
9
8
20
7

7
15

6
6
7
8
10
8

50
40
50
50
40
60
50
100

45
45
100

55
40
40
50
55
75
GO

iVo.

lil.-

65.-

66.-

67,-

68,-

69..

70.-

71.

72.

73.-

74.

75.

76.-

77.-

78,-

79,-

80,

81,

82,

83,

84,

—
„ (,-
„ (— „ (

-
,- (

.- „ (

88,-

89,-

90,-

02,-

93.-

91.-

95,-

96,-

97.-

98.-

99.-

100.-

101.-

102.-

103.-

104.-

10.5.-

; 106.-

107,-

108,-

' 109,—

110.—
HI.—
112.—

;

11.3.—

' 114.—
115—.

' 116.—
117. ,

118.-

119.-

120.-

121.-

122.-

123.-

124.-

125.-

-0 D N T G L O S S U M R (

- „ VEXILLARIUM, Rchb. f,

- „ „ var. RUBELLI'M
- „ „ var. LEHMANNI, Rchb. f,

- „ WALLISI, Rchb. f. .

-ONCIDIUM AURIFERUM, Rchb. f,

- „ JAMESONI, Lindl. .

.

- .. KRAMERI, Rchb, f,

-
.; XUBIGEXUM, Lindl,

- „ OBRYZATUM. Rchb, f,

- ,. (ILIVACELM H,B, Kth,
LATl'.M vnr. MACROCHILrJI

- „ PYRAMIDALE, Lindl

-ONCIDIUM VIRGULATUM, Rchb. f. . .

- „ WELTOXI (FUSCATUM,Rchb. f.)

- „ XANTHOCEXTROX, Rchb. f.

- „ (CYRTGCHILUM) MACRAX-
THUM, Lindl

„ var, HASTIFERUM , ,

SERRATUM, Lindl,

spec, nov,—spike 50—80 cm,
hi't^h.

' Sepals chesfnnt-brown ;
petals yellow,

spotted with brown. Very rare

spec. , ,

UXDULATUM, Lindl, ,

,

-PAPHIXIA RUGOSA
-PERISTERIA ELATA
-RESTREPIA AXTEXXIFERA,H.B.Kth.
- „ GUTTILATA, Lindl

-RODRIGUEZIA SECUXDA, H, P.. Kth..

.

-
.,

(BURLIXGTOXIA) XEU-GRANA-
DENSIS

-SCHOMBURGKIA UNDULATA (?) .

.

-SELENIPICDIUM (CYPRIPEDIUM)
HARTWEGI. Rchb. f

-
., ( „ ) RETICULATUM, Rchb. f.

-,,(„) WALLISI, Rch. f.

- „ ( „ ) ROEZLI, Rchb. f

-STANHOPEA BICEPHALUS, Lindl. . .

- „ CONNATA, Kltzsch
- „ spec.—Flowers orange, spotted with purple
- „ spec—Flowers white, with a little purple

in the interior of the hypochil

-
., TRICORXIS, Lindl

-TRICHOCENTRUM spec. — Flowers pale

yellow ; lip spotted with red

-
,, spec, nov

- „ TIGRIXUM
-TRICHOPILIA FRAGRAXS, Rchb. f. . ,

- ., LAXA, Rchb. f

-UROPEDIUM LINDEXI, Lindl.

-ZYGOPETALUM (BOLLEA) CCELESTE,
Kchb, f

(PESCATOREA) DAYAXUM,

„ „ KL.^BO'CHdRUM, Rchb. f." ,",'

„ ,, LEILMANNI, Rchb, f

„ ., ROEZLI ^EUGLOSSA), Rchb. f.

„ (KEFERSTEINIA) GRAMINEUM,
Rchb, f

., ,, spec,

„ (WARSCEWICZELLA) VELA-
Tl'M, Rchb. f

„ „ spec,

„ (CHOXDRORHYXCHA) CHESTER-
TONI. Rchb. f

EUCHARIS GRANDIFLORA, Planch.
(5HSTERSI. llak.)

„ SAM)l':i!lANA, Bak
HIPPEA.STRUM (AMARYLLIS) SOL-

ANDR.EFLORUM, Herb., var. ALBUM
PH^^DRANASSA CHLORACEA, Herb.

„ LEHMANXI, Rgl

„ SCHIZANTHA, Bak
„ VENTRICOSA, Bak.

STENOMESSON AURAXTL\CUM.

.

3 E Z L I

,
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REG?,-*r?~S^<rRADE MARK

SHARPE'S VICTOR POTATO.

CAUTION.

"'URF—TURF.—Finest, for Tennis Lawns, &c.,
. nt 10s. per 100. Superior Top-spit tor PottinK. al^o.

.7. KEEV'IL. Mertoii Hall Road, WimbleJoii.

"yREES and SHRUBS for the Sea Coast.
J- C.\TALOGirE fjpe on application.—RICHARD SMITHAND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merelmuts, Woreester.

MESSRS. CHARLES SHARPE and CO.,
Sleaford, Liiicolnsliire, wi!>h to caution buyers of tlie

above Potato to see that tbey art- supplied with tho true variety,
as man)' spurious stocks are offered under the name of ^ictor,
and great disappointment has ensued.
The true VICTOR, as soki by Messrs. Charlks Sharpe

& ro., is a medium-sized flatfish oral, smootli-skinued variety,
with vt-ry shallow eyes aud yellow flesh—ex(r«roe[y early,
producing Totatos fit for use in eight or ten weeks from planting.
Large quantities of ii later, rougli-skinned. rountl white-lleshed
Potato have been sold for it by some hous'S.

To secure the true kind apply either to Charles Suakpe
& Co., or to a firm supplied dirt-ct from them.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

CO.,CHARLES SHARPE and
Seed Growers and Merchants

SLEAFORD, LINCOLNSHIRE-C"* UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Too well known to require descrip-
tion. Price, 6i. per bushel (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or ^. per
cake ; free by parcel post, \s.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directiona
enclosed, with oursignatureattached.
WM. CUTBUSH AKD SON

(Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants. Highgate Nurseries. N.

NOVELTY_FOR 1889.
SPECIAL OFFER TO THE TRADE.

KALANCHOE CARNEA.
Awarded a First-class Certificate, Boyal Horticultural Society, January 11, 1887.

JAMES VEITCH& SONS
Be(j to direct special attention to this Sterling Novelti/,

110X0 offered for the first time.

This strikingly beautiful decorath-e plant commences to flower at Christmas, and continues
in bloom throughout January and February, and is a most welcome addition to the winter
flora

;
Its bright and pleasing colour being very attractive during the dull winter months

1 he plant was recently introduced from South Africa, is of easy culture, verv floriferous
and succeeds well in a temperature of 50^0 55^; it attains a height of aboit 18 inches and
IS 01 good bushy habit. '

.
'^^^ flowers, which are borne in large clusters, are of wax-like consistency, last a long time

in perfection, are of a beautiful delicate pink colour, and, in addition, are dehciously fra^nantwhich greatly enhances the value of this charming plant. °
'

Retail Price. Is. 6d. per packet . Trade Price on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

FOSTER AND PEARSON, BEESTON, NOTTS.

ORCHID HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
Established 1841.

22 FIRST PRIZES.

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION
FOB

CONSERVATORIE S,

PLANT HOUSES,
VINERIES, on F. & P.'s Iron Standards

ORCHID HOUSES,
AVith Improved Fittings,

PEACH HOUSES,
FRAMES,
HEATING APPARATUS, &c

,

in any part of the couutry.

TESTIMONIALS.
From Eight Hon. LORD BUKTON, Rangemore, near

Burton-on-Trent.
' Messrs. Foster & Pearson, ot Beeston, near Nottingham, hare put m anumber of houses for us, both in Statfordshire and Scotland. We have every

reason to be highly satisfied with the stvie aud quality of their work
espteially as compared with that ot others whom we have previously em-
ployed. Their charges appear to be reasonable—BuKTo.v."

From J. W. BtTRGESS, Esq., ArcWtect, Chlslehurst, Kent.
' Gentlemen.—I am exceedingly pleased with the Couservatorv vou

have erected here." ' '

In the Construction of these Houses only the best Archangel and Petersburgh Timber is used
^^*^Q'^ being Seasoned in our own Sheds for Two Years, ensuring great Durability.

'
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w. H. LASCELLES & co.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS,

121, BUNHILL ROW,

LONDON, E.G.

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES,

VINERIES,

PEACH HOUSES,

ORCHID HOUSES,
ERECTED with HEATING APPARATUS,

&c., complete.

W. H. LASCELLES & CO.
will when desired visit Gardens

and prepare

SPECIAL DRAWINGS and ESTIMATES,
from instructions taken on the spot,

without charge.

CUCUMBER FRAMES.
Prices Post-free on application.

w. H. LASCELLES & co..

121, BUNHILL ROW, E.C.

ECKFORD'S CULINARY PEAS,
SkNT nir AN'li

WILLIAM BULL F.L.S.,

;U>, KING'S IIUAI), CHELSEA, S.AV.

BARONESS (Eckford).—A splendid main crop wrinkled Peii'

att.uniiig a liL'iglit of 4 feot. and bearing a profusion of

larpe s.iuaro-ended pods, filled with fine Poaa of first-rate

iHiality; it is of robust liabit, with foliage of a briijlit

l^ieen colour In sealed Pint Packets, 2s. each.

EMPRESS (Eckford).—Awarded a First-class Certificate by the

Koyul HortK'uUurnl Society. A magnificent wriiikli^d

main crop Pea, of robust hitbit and vigorous constitution,

the growth reiu'hiug a heiglit of about 5 feet. The ]ioii-,

borne generally in pairs, are of large size, with square einl.-j,

and are well filled with tS— 7 very large Peas of a rit.h

sugary flavour, In sealed Pint Packets, 2s. each.

VULCAN (Eckford).—A fine dwjirf late main crop Pea, of

good rulni-L ciinstitution and free tranehing habit, grow-
ing about l.s inches liigli. with very dark green foliage.

Tlie pods, are produced in the most prolific manner, each
containing 7—H fine Peas of a bright green colour and
delicious tiavour. Ta sealed Pint Packets, 2s, each.

DIGNITY (Eckford).—A magnificent main crop Pea, of robust

growth, freely producing very long square-ended pods, con-

taining about S large wrinkled Peas of superior flavour.

This is a grand Pea for Exhibition purposes, and cannot be

too highly recommended. It attains a height of i—o feet.

In sealed Pint Packets, Is. Gd. each.

MAGNIFICENT (Eckford).—Awarded a First-class Certifi-

cute by the Royal Horticultural Society. A grand main
crop wrinkled Pea, of robust habit, growing about 5 feet in

height, and producing in the most profuse manner large

square-ended pots, (containing 6—8 fine Peas of delicious

flavour. In sealed Pint Packet?, Is. Qd. each.

VICTOR (Eckford). — A dwarf second early Pea of robust

growth, attaining a height of 2^ feet, the pods being most
prolilically j.reduced in pairs, each pod containing an
average of ti -7 brge wrinkled Peas of exquisite flavour.

In sealed Pint I'ark.-ts, Is. &l. each.

DUKE OF C0N^AUGaT(Eckford».~First-clas3 Certificate.

A must excellent, distinct main crop wrinkled Pea,

attiiining a height of 4—5 feet, producing in the most
iiliiindiint manner, long, square-ended, bright green pods,

well filled with 7 or 8 large Peas of very superior flavour

Grand \ariety for Exhibition. In sealed Quarts, 2s. each.

PROGRESS (Eckford).—A splendid late variety, growing to

a height of 5 feet, very vigorous and productive, bearing

a profusion of dark green pods of medium size, well filled

with 7 or 8 bright green Peas of excellent flavour. This

extremely proline wrinkled variety can be strongly reconi

mended as a marked advance on those already in cultiva-

tion. In sealed Quarts, 2s. each.

Respecting Eckford's Peas Mr. Charles Penny, Gardener
to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, writes :

—" Your new Peas
are first-class is every particular, and I can confideutly

recommended them."

ECKFORD'S SWEET PEAS.
BOREATTON.—A very fine dark Pea. with bold stout flowers,

the standiinl being a rich shining bronzy-crimson, the

wings of ii beautiful crimson-purple shaded with rose. In

sealed Packets, Is. *^d. each.

CARDINAL..—A splendid robust growing variety, producing

bright, shining crimson-scarlet flowers, very distinct and
handsome. In sealed Packets, Is. each.

DUCHESS OF EDINBURGH.— A very distinct and beau-

tiful variety; the staudanl light scarlet, flushed with
criin-on.slightlysplushed at the edge with creamy-white;

wingi tlcep rose. In sealed Packets, Is. each.

INDIGO KING.—The standard of this charming variety is

of a dark maroon-purple, with clear indigo-blue wings.

In sealed Packets, Is. each.

ISA ECKFORD.—A most charming variety, the flowers being

a I^aiitiful creamy-white heavily auffused with rosy-pink.

In sealed Packets, Is. each.

PRINCESS OF WALES. — A lovely variety, shaded and
striped with mauve on a white ground, in a most pleasing

manner : flowers of great substance and perfect shape. It

has been awarded a Firfit-class Certificate by the Royal

Horticultural Society. In sealed Packets, Is. each.

QUEEN OF THE ISLES-—Very distinct and handsome : the

large and stout standard being bright scarlet flushed and

mottled with white; wiug^ flaked and margined with

rosy-purple. In sealed Packets, Is. each.

THE QUEEN.—A very beautiful variety, the light rosy-pink

standard being iu charming contrast to the wings, which

are light mauve. In sealed Packets, Is. each.

ECKFORD'S MIXED NEW SWEET PEAS. -This special

strain of mixed Sweet Peas is saved from choice n.nmed

and unnamed varieties of Mr. ECKFORD'S raising. These

are of various colours, and the mixture lacludes many of

great merit. In sealed Packets, Is. each.

Soit out and Sold by

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
Establishmeat tor New nnil Rare Plants

nnd Seed^.

636, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA,
LONDON, S.W.

NEW EDITION,
Corrected up to Date,

TUE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
«/

GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3(i., Post-free Z^d.

W. EICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand,

London, W.C.

Now ready. In cloth, lli. 6d.

rpHE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
J- Vol. in.. Third Series, J.\X. to JUNE. 1883.

W. RICH.IRDS. 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.
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ST. AUDEIES,
AT the spot where the Quantoclss terminate

between the end of the ridge and the

Bristol Channel, is the village of East Quantox-

head ; and, less than two miles distant, under the

shelter of those famous hills of Somerset, lies

West Quantoxhead, a little village with a

beautiful park sloping to the sea, and enclosing

within its pales a handsome and costly modern

church, and a mansion well placed and pleasing

to look upon—the pride of the country-side.

This is St. Audries, the residence of Sir Alex-

ander Acland Hood, Bart.

It is not surprising that Washington Irving

should have been charmed with an English

country-house, so delightful and retired, and yet,

like Audley End, in full view from the high road.

In his graceful description of St. Audries,

Irving .spoke of " vast lawns that extend like

sheets of vivid green, with here and there clumps

of gigantic trees heaping up rich piles of foliage

;

the solemn pomp of groves and woodland glades;

the brook, taught to wind in the most natural

meanderings, or expand in the glassy lake."

The site is ancient, the house modern— built on

the foundations of several predecessors. There

was probably a St. Audries manor-house here in

the century of the Conquest—there has certainly

been a house here for at least 500 years. In the

present century the place has been in posses-

sion of several owners, whose terra has been

short. The last ;of these fugitive possessors

sold it to Sir Peregrine Acland, Bart., in 1836,

and it passed to the present owner by his

marriage with Sir Peregrine's only daughter.

Both these latest owners added to the house,

which contains many works of art and valuable

paintings, including Turner's picture of Rose

Hill, the residence of the famous Mr. Fuller,

M.P. for Sussex, Lady Acland Hood's great

uncle. I must not dwell on these matters, but

perhaps I may mention that, among the curiosi-
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ties of St. Audries, Sir Alexander Hood pos-

sesses a singular memento of a most remarkable

experience in the married life of one of its

former owners. The relic explains the Imsiness

precisely and concisely. It consists of a glass

case containing the garments of three babies

which on three successive Sundays were pre-

sented to Mr. Palmer, of St. Audries, by his

prolific spouse, whom he had married rather late

in life. The case stands beneath the portrait of

the thrice made happy gentleman, and an in-

scription sets forth the dates of the three births,

June r>, 12, and 10, 14S0. It should further be

stated that all these children were boys, and

lived to be men, two of them becoming persons

of some distinction.

There are both red and fallow deer in the

park at St. Audries. The latter were gathered

in groups around the house ; the former seemed

to prefer the high ridge of the Quan-
toeks, which rises here abruptly above this

well-sheltered domain. As I passed through
the park, leaving the house on my left, I

could see them on the hill above, tall, stately

fellows, their figures showing large against

the sky-line. There were several stags in

close company, tossing their heads defiantly, for

the period of the year (October 20) is the

season of their rivalry. At the time I have

just mentioned there had been 12 of frost in

the neighbourhood of London, and the beauty of

the gardens had been sadly maired by the

destruction of many of the more tender bedding

plants, and of Fuchsias and Pelargoniums. Here
on the west coast the same plants which home
reports spoke of as having been already de-

stroyed, were not in the least injured. The
gardens attached to the entrance lodges of the

park were particularly smart, and I ought to add

that the lodges themselves are models of sub-

stantial, comfortable, and ornamental buildings.

I have mentioned that the mansion is placed

immediately under the south-west front of the

Quantocks. A little winding valley, enclosing

most of the park, and about a mile long, runs

down from the house to the sea. The sides of

this " vast lawn of vivid green " are covered with

timber and " rich piles of foliage." Some of the

most stately of the trees stand near the house at

the upper end of the valley, and beneath these the

deer were gathered. I noticed that the Arbutus
unedo—a very beautiful shrub when well grown

—

is particularly flourishing about here, and attains

a great size. The Laurustinus is another charac-

teristic shrub at St. Audries, and the Euonymus is

plentiful, finding, in a park bounded on one side

by the sea, exactly the situation that suits it.

The church, as I have said, stands near the

house, within the park. It is an exceedingly
handsome building, large enough for the parish,

though small, and appropriately though highly
decorated, " all marble within," I was told.

The natural beauties of this site would ha\'e

btien concealed by any consideralile expansion of

the ground devoted to shrubberies and gardens.

St. Audries is exceedingly well kept up, and you
cannot approach its precincts without perceiving

in the tasteful beltings, handsome lodges and
excellent cottages, that you are nearing the
grounds of some great country house whose
owner understands the duties of his station.

Mr. McCulloch, the head gardener, was not at

home, but his foreman, Henry Martin, who seeks

and deserves a better place, for which his charac-
ter and knowledge well fit him, showed me
through the grounds and hothouses, and through
the conservatories opening into the li\'ing rooms.
The gardening is well done. I was particularly

pleased with the Chrysanthemums Mrs. Halli-
burton and Peter the Great, representing the
whites and yellows, with many others. Some of

these stood 9 feet high, in 18 inch pots, having
been specially grown for a position in the hall.

Another thing, most pleasing to reliect upon, I

would gratefully refer to—the kind and liberal
spirit which gives admittance to chanco callers
like myself, U, K

NEW OR Noteworthy Plants. Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

EL'CIIAIUS GRANDIFLORA (Planch.) air.

MOOREI, Sa/ai:-'

This is a new variety of Eucharis, for our knnw-

Icilge of which we are indebteil to Mr. \V. Moore, of

(ilasnevin, wlio received it from Jlessrs. Sander & Co.,

of St. Albans. It dift'ers from E. gr.iniliflora by its

ranch smaller leaves, abruptly rounded at the base,

ivnd by its staminal cup being pure white inside,

only marked by a fine yellow line where tlie six fila-

ments run down, and by the teetli between the fila-

ments being larger and more acute. For the present

I prefer to consider it a variety, and not a distinct

species. J. G. BaJ^er.

MaSDEVALLIA NIDIFICA, licJth.f,

This lovely little gem flowered on the Continent

with M. Ortgies, of Zurich, I believe, and with llerr

Oberhofgiirtner Wendland, of Ilerrenhausen. Now it

lias made its English debut with Mr. S. Courtauld,

Rocking Place, Braintree, Essex. It is a very elegant,

tiny plant, with leaves which have a very thin

petiole and a cuneate, oblong, apiculate bhide with

a reddish hue, scarcely reaching 2 inches in height,

usually shorter. Some wild-grown specimens of

Consul Lehmann's are taller. The very thin, hard

peduncles are reddish, with dark, purple spots. The
cucullate bract exceeds the winged, purple ovary,

has a purple keel on the back, and is whitish. The
outer perigone, excepting the purple upper tail, is

yellow, with five very conspicuous, indian-purple,

longitudinal stripes. The lateral tails are yellow,

longer than the body of the perigone, terete, very

thin, the one ascending, the two descending. The
body of the sepals forms a curved, sub-cylindrical

mass, constricted between the chin and the fiee

parts of the lateral sepals. Petals with a descending

angular tooth, ligulate, with an obli(pie keel terminat-

ing in an apex of the denticulate, blunt, superior parts.

Lateral lacinix of the lip half oblong, acute in front,

covering with their apices the base of the median

lacinia, which is very variable, varying from ligulate-

acute to rhombic, and is often microscopically

toothed in front; mid-lacinia light yellow, side-

laciniiB and disc white ; column rosy, with purple

spots.

Tliis appears to have been met with since Pro-

fessor Jameson by Consul Lehmann only, and I have

no doubt that Mr. S. Courtauld's plant is of Leli-

nianniau origin. It is exceedingly difiicult to find

this species, as this excellent collector informed me.

H. a. Echb. f.

AEUNDINA BAMBUS.EFOLIA.
Although the Arundina bainbustefolia has the

making of an elegant plant in it, even when not in

flower, it is seldom met with in good condition in col-

lections, probably, because it is usually not suj)plied

with nearly enough water when growing, and is also,

in many instances, placed in sunny situations, which,

as a shade-loving plant, it resents. Those who have

grown it best find that it succeeds admirably when
placed in well-drained pans, a proportion of loam fibre

being added to the peat and sand in which it is

potted, and an unrestricted supply of rain-water given

to it while growing. Even after the production of

the handsome rosy-petalled and crimson-lipped

flowers announces the termination of the growths,

the plants, being terrestrial, should not be dried off.

A shady corner in the intermediate-house suits it

best, it is a uative of Tropical Asia, and is allit-d to

Blctia. We are indebted to Mr. Weathers, Kew, for

the sketch. (See fig. 87.)

^ Kiicharit f/rnndi/ltji-a (Planch.) var. Mooyei. Baker.

—

Petiole 7—S inches louf:, flat on the face in the lower half.

Blade pale green, obtusely cuspidate, ti—7 inches long by
about 5 inches broad, abruptly rounded at llie base. Flowers
about (5 inches an nmbel :

pedicels very -hort; ovary!,—J inch
long

;
perianth pure white ; tube covered, under 2 inciies long,

cylindrical in tlie lower two-thirds, funnel-shaped in the upper
tiiird; expanded limb 3 inches in diameter; segments oblong,

ft— 1 inch broad. Staminal cup Huch deep, f inch in diameter,
not at all green inside, faintly streaked witli yellow along
the decurreut filaments ; marginal teeth lancenlate-deltoid,

^ iucU iong ; free liluuieuta I iuch luug. J. C. BaUr.

ARACHNANTHE LOWEI.

I AM indebted to Mr. B. S. Williams, of the Vic-

toria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Ilolloway, N.,

for a fair raceme of this &i)lendid plant, or rather

one of the branches of the raceme. It measures

<U feet in length, and bears thirty-two flowers ; the

three basal ones being orange, the remainder of the

other kind.

I carefully examined e.ach kind of flower, but

found the pollen-masses and other organs equally

perfect in each. The raison d'etre of the two
kinds of flowers on this remarkable plant seems

as much of a mystery as ever. The floral envelopes

are, of course, the parts of the flower which serve to

attract insects for its fertilisation, and as the dilTer-

ence in the two kinds seems to be confined to these

p.^rts, the possibility suggests itself of some curious

rflation which may exist between the plant and its

insect fertilisers, but this does not help matters much.

The question seems one for investigation on the

spot, if anyone should be fortunate enough to haye

that opportunity.

MaSDEVALLIA PLATrRILACHIS.

This very remarkable Masdevallia, described by

me at p. 178, August 18 last, still continues to

flower in the Kew collection, though the racemes

are now nearly, exhausted. Its remarkable flattened

peduncles, in fact the whole structure of the flower,

is remarkable, v;hile the colour is quite dis-

tinct from any other I have seen. Its history, as

already pointed out, is rather curious, and I have

not yet heard of any other plant being in the country,

or whether it appeared accidentally in a batch of

other species from Costa Rica. I should like to

point out that the name wss incorrectly spelt at the

page above cited through the accidental omission of

a letter in the type. It should be as given above.

Cattleva Dowiana aurea.

Two specimens which I have received through

Jlessrs. James Veitch & Sons will illustrate the

variability in colour of this charming plant, which

is now classed a5 a variety of C. labiata. The flrst is

from the collection of Baron Schroder, The Dell,

near Egham. The segments are of a very deep

yellow, while the markings on the lip, which extend

quite to the apex, are also of a very deep shade ; the

whole coloration being very brilliant. The second

specimen came from the collection of Lord Roths-

child, Triug Park, Herts. Here the segments are

unusually pale, almost sulphur-yellow, the markings

at the apex of the lip being also of a very pale tint.

Behind this they run into light orange near the

middle, and into reddish-purple near the base. This

unusual paleness of the lip is believed not to be due

to any weather influence, and is probably, like the

former one, simply another instance of colour

variation ; not of much importance Irom a botanical

point of view, perhaps, but a point which often

enhances their value consUlerably as garden plants.

SOI'HROXITIS CEnXUA.

This compact little plant, which is the species on

which the genus was founded by Lindley, in 1827, is

now flowering in the Kew collection, the plant being

established on a block. It grows but a few inches high,

the pseudobulbs measuring but about half an iuch

and the leathery oval-oblong leaves about twice this

length. The peduncles are few-flowered, the flowers

being of a light cinnabar-red, with the base of lip

and the column orange-yellow.

It is figured in the Botanical Register, t. 1120, also

in the Botanical Magazine, t. 3(377. The species is a

native of Brazil, and was originally discovered by

Mr. William Harrison, a Liverpool and Brazilian

merchant, growing upon trees at Botafogo, near Rio

de Janeiro. By him it was sent to his sister, Mrs.

Arnold Harrison, of Aigburth, near Liverpool, ia

whose stove it first flowered, in 182G. li. A. E,
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Obchids Ar FuiKGiLLA, Sei'Ton Pahk, Liverpool.

The month of November is not one in which
flowers may be expected in great numbers, even in

the most varied of collections
;
however, there are at

present in the Orchid houses of Keginald Young,
Esq., numbers of plants of various species in bloom.

A very rich collection is being formed by Mr.

Fine specimens of Oncidium macranthum, 0.

ornithorhynchuni, U. cheirophorum, 0. maxiUaria
venusta, were flowering profusely. A specially tine

v.ariety of Masdevallia bella was flowering, together

witli compact masses of the useful il. tovarensis and
the pretty and interesting Restrepia antennifera.

Cattleya gigas was in flower, the width across tlie

flowers being 9^ inches
; also C, gigas Sanderiana, C.

Fig. 87.—AEDKDINA BAMBUS.EFOLIA : COLOHR 01 I'LOWEH, PALE MAGENTA AND HOSE. (sEE P. 628.)

Young, and Jlr. Poyntz, the gardener, is managing
them very well. Amongst Odontoglots a very fine

0. crispuni virginale was in flower, as well as the

ordinary type of 0. crispum. Many examples of 0.

Pescatorei, 0. Edwardii, 0. Cervantesi decorum, 0.

Sanderianura, O. aspersum, O. grande, were in flower,

or pushing their flower-spikes. Several compact and

well-flowered Sophronotisgrandiflorawere remarked,

and also a tine plant of Oncidium crispum, with fifty-

tive flowers on a single spike.

guttata, and a splendid specimen of C. Bowringiana,

very dark in colour, and out of one of Mr. Sander's

importations. Cattleyas all round were in good con-

dition ; and those in sheath included some which are

very distinct. A number of C. Mendelii were as yet

unflowered, and a rich find in point of variety may
reasonably be expected shortly. Cattleya Eldorado

and its varieties are well represented, and formed part

of the now famous importation of the Liverpool

Horticultural Company of 188(5. C, Eldorado splen-

dens is reported to be superior to the originiil plant

in every point ; it is figured in the Orchid Album, vol.

vii., pi. yiO. There are plants in the collection of C.
E. Wallisii and C. E. crocata, and its sub-variety

rosea.

The new and beautiful Cattleya chrysotoxa was
just over; it was remarked that C. Bungarothii
enjoys tlie treatment afforded it. Prominent
amongst a fine batch of Calanthes is a fine form of

C. Veitchii, which justly merits its varietal name
superba. Several fine masses of Cadogyne cristata,

C. c. Lemoiniana, Chatsworth, Trentham, maxima,
and C. Massangeana were growing with much vigour,

and will yield great numbers of flowers a few weeks
hence.

Strong plants of Angrajcum sesfpiipedale, A. San-
derianum, Cymbydium Lowianum, C. eburneum, Mil-
tonia Candida grandiflora, and Oncidium Cavendishi-
anum were pushing spikes of commensurate strength.

Lailias are great favourites with Mr. Young, and
several excellent forms of L. anceps morado were
observed in flower, which will be followed by others.

One very compact specimen carrying nineteen, and
another of the recently introduced L. a. grandiflora

(true), thirteen spikes; L.albidavar. sulphurea, L.fur-
furacea, and L. autumnalis atro-rubens were very
fine, and flowering as they do at this season of the

year, these species should be very extensively grown
by all who admire winter flowers. \Varner'3 form of
Lailia gigantea is one of the finest and rarest of the

genus, and was represented by a vigorous specimen.

The Dendrobiums grown are many, and consist of
fine specimens of D. Brymerianum, U. Leechianum,
a remarkable one of D. Ainsworthii, U. A. var.

rosea, D. luteocarpum, D. Wardianum Lowii, D.
Dearei, D. formosum giganteum, D. crassmode var.

liarberianuni. All of these were showing a profu-

sion of flowers.

Cypripediums in flower v/ere C. Spiccrianum mag-
nificum, C. Lowianum, a -'0-inch panful ; a fine mass
of C. Godefroy:e, C. barbatum pulcherrimuni, C. Ash-
burtoniffi, and C. ve.xillarium superbum. Noticeable

amongst those not in flower were large plants of
C. Argus, cenanthura superbum, Leeanum, Measuresi-
anum, Druryi, Robelinii, Morganeanum, Schrodera;,

grande, Curtisii, Sanderianum, bellatulum, Selli-

gerum majus, and others.

Other Orchids of interest were the scarce Oncidium
Lanceauum var. Louvrexianum, apical lobe pure
white; Vanda Sanderiana, Renanthera coccinea,

Cymbidium Hookerianum, and Brassia Iveiliana

tristis, all of which were in good trim. F. Ashlon.

Ansellia africana.

Several varieties of this species of Orchid exist

which vary considerably both in height and in the

depth of colour of the flowers, but the variety called

nilotica is probably the best, being dwarfer in habit,

with darker and more distinctly marked flowers. It

is also the most compact in habit. It does not,

however, appear to be so plentiful as the typical

form, examples of which are now flowering in the

warm Orchid-houses at West Mount, HiUhead,

Glasgow. Their reed-like stems — about 3 feet

high, with numerous branched-drooping racemes of

flowers nearly a foot long, and as much over—were

conspicuous objects in the house. The flowers are

freely spotted with reddish-brown on a yellowish-

green ground. The flower-spikes are not very useful

for cuttings, but if kept free from damp, in a mode-
rately warm temperature, the flowers will last for a

long time in perfection. Mr. Wilson grows his

plants in plenty of material, and affords them much
light and heat while making their growth, and

obtains healthy, free-flowering specimens.

Maxillaria (Lycaste) picta.

Although not so showy as some other members of

the genus, yet, owing to the delicious perfume of its

flowers, it is a favourite subject with many. The
plant grows and flowers freely, and is neat in habit.

The flowers, borne on moderately stout peduncles,

are spotted and lined with purple-brown on a pale

_\ellowish ground. Not unlike M. acutipelala, but
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differing from that species by being more incurved,

and tlie petals and sepals not so acutely pointed. A
good specimen, in a basket, >va5 in flower recently .it

the Koyal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh. Like most

other Maxillarias, tlie cool or intermediate-house is

the proper place for it. F. R.

Odontoglossum Cervantesii mokada.

A very tine and highly coloured form of this plant

is now flowering at Allerton Beeches, the residence

of H. T.ate, Esq., jun. The plant is of easy culture,

and the specimen here mentioned is suspended in

the cool house. F. A.

THE JENSENIAN SYSTEM AT
L'lIISAVICK.

The report of the sra.^ll trial of the Jensenian

theory with respect to the earth-protection of

Fotatos from disease, furnished at p. .57-, is both

very interesting and valuable. It is interesting,

because it exhibits something very practical done in

a quiet unassuming w.ay, and with excellent results.

It is valuable, because it natur.ally points to means

whereby the I'eronospora can be successfully corn-

batted.

From the first announcement of Mr. Jensen's

theory of high-moulding I have had considerable

taith in it, but for the credit of that distinguislied

man it did prove unfortunate that several successive

seasons were favourable to the Potato, and unfavour-

able to the disease ; lience, trials of the protective

earthing system proved little or nothing. Mow
that we have had a really bad season it would

seem, with the exception of this single, somewhat

late entered upon trial of the method at Chiswick,

no one else had tested high-moulding, and yet the

season proved to be exceptionally one in which the

plan would be subjected to the severest test. That

the trial at Chiswick was h.ardly a fair one because

entered upon late, is certain, although in this case,

unavoidable. Mr. .Jensen has laid it down that the

actual protective earthing should be done before

disease spots ajipear on the foliage, or, at least,

directly evidences of such are presented that would,

according to his belief, ensure that the protective

earthing was applied ere the fungus spores had been

washed into the soil. Mr. .Jensen stated that some

4 to 5 inches of soil should cover the forming

tubers, to prevent the spores being washed through

the soil into contact with the tubers. That may

be an essential precaution, but I believe is not so

necessary to the success of the protective moulding

as is the prevention of the rush of moisture inci-

dental to heavy rains, which in the ordinary method

of earthing inv.ariably flows into the basin formed in

the soil by the swelling tubers through the cavity

around the stems. Tliat cavity is always existent,

and is enlarged in windy weather by the motion

of the stems. The foliage and stems of the haulm

act as conductors of moisture, and a far larger

quantity of rain is thus carried to tlie tubei's than

would be the case were there no stems, but only

cavities. The .Jensenian moulding system in throw-

ing the haulm on to one side of tlie ridge, and

obliterating cavities at the base of the haulm, diverts

the rain into the furrows, and thus the tubers are

left fa'rly dry. I had ample evidence during the

past summer, when occasionally lifting roots of

I'otatos after rain, of the way in which moisture

will gather in the tuber basin. Tlien the soil ex-

terior to the tuber basin would be fairly pulverised,

and workable, but that about the tubers Nvould be

literally like mud. The swelling tubers naturally

force the soil outwards, and others form a soit of

basin, the walls of which are harder than the ad-

joining soil, and thus the moisture running down the

stems is retained, and through its instrumentality

the fungoid spores are brought into reaily contact

with the tubers. That some sorts escape disease

appreciably under the same conditions of culture

can only be due, I think, to the tubers possessing

stouter skins, so that the action of the spores

is to some extent resisted, nn the other hand

it has been proved conclusively over and over that

Potatos grown in richly-manured soils sufter from

disease with double severity compared with Potatos

grown on unnranured soil. The reason seems to be

found in the rapid growth of tubers in the rich soil,

promoting the development of thin skins and soft

watery flcsli. It is difficult to furnish any other

theory in relation to this diversity of result. The
Jensenian system of protective earthing seems to be

entirely opjtosed to the theory put fortii a few years

since by Mi'. Wilson, to the effect that I'eronospora

spores or sclerotia were wintered or stored in the

seed tubers, and developed activity after the plants

had made due growth in the summer. Were such tlie

case it seems impossible that protective earthing

could in any way check tlie activity of the spores.

Then there is some belief that the spores are wintered

in the soil, but, if that be correct, it is as difticult to

understand how the protective earthing can secure

for the growing tubers comparative immunity from

harm. It does seem absolutely certain that the

spores float about in the air, and settling on the

foliage and sterns, pi'oduce the well-known black

spots, or are washed into the tuber basin and thus

affect the tubers. But what becomes of all those

spores wliich fall upon the soil remote from the

tubers, or from whence they come, still seems to be

veiled in uncertainty. If the protective mould-

ing be widely tried next year under essential

weather conditions, and it be found as generally

successful as it has proved to be at Chiswick this

year, very much will have been done to clear uji

the ignorance which still prevails as to the action of

the I'otato fungus. A. D.

MARKET GAKDENlNa AROUND
NEW VOUK.

AVk believe that mucli may be learnt by our hor-

ticulturists by a careful study of the methods adopted

bv successful cultivators in other countries, and

probably nowhere is the business of market garden-

ing better done than in tlie vicinity of New York.

Mr. I'eter llendeson tells us that the reason for

this is possibly to be found in the fact that Ne.v

York, beinji; the great dept't for all the nation-

alities of Europe it gets from them the various

methods there practised; in addition to this, and

which may even have more to do with it, the high

])rice of labour forces them to adopt plans entirely

untliought of elsewhere. Certain it is that, as far as

the ])ractical work in use for cultivation is con-

cerned, their methods in nearly all operations are

mostly expeditiously accomplished.

In the immediate suburbs of New York, where the

lauds are ra]tidly being purchased for building sitey,

many the market gardeners pay as high as lUO duls.

(£20 IG.-'. ^d.) rent per acre, annually, and that, too,

in most cases, without a lease. All such lands, of

course, are cultivated to their fullest capacity, and

even at present low prices bring an average gross

income of over £'200 per acre.

A great advantage is found in having the lands for

growing vegetables as near to the city as possible.

The saving in hauling of manure is one important

item ; but another, and one of far more consequence,

is that, if the grower is near enough to the city to

make two or three trips a day, in such a fluctuating

market as New York, it is greatly to his advantage.

Whatever kind of horticultural product is grown^
whether fruit, flowers, or vegetables—he that i^^ nearest

the market, other things being e(|ual, has decidedly

the best of it- so much so that in most cases it is con-

sidered by .Mr. Henderson better to pay £10, or even

Jt-'O jier acre rent, if within one or two miles of the

market of a large city, than to get land ten or twelve

miles away for nothing.

Many important improvements have in n-cent

years been made in culture under glass, particularly

in the methods in use in stnrting plants of Cabbage,

Cauliflowery, and Lettuce ; the old plan of sowing

the seeds for these plants in the open air in Septem-

ber and pricking them out in October, and keeping

them in cold frames, is gradually giving way to sow-

ing in greenhouses or hotbeds in February and

pricking out in March, which gives a far healthier and

nearly as strong a plant by the first week in April as

those that have stood the winter.

The plan adopted in the preparation of the seed-

bed appears well worthy of imitation. Only 2 inches

in depth of soil is used, which is made up as fol-

lows :—The first layer, of about an inch, consists of

good friable loam, run through a half-inch sieve.

This is patted down with a spade, and made per-

fectly level and moderately firm. On this is spread

about one-fourth of an inch of sphagnum (moss

from the swampsj, having been dried and run through

a sieve, so that it is of the condition ot fine sawdust.

On the top of the moss the ordinary soil is again

strewn to a depth of about three-fourths of an inch,

This being levelled, the seed is sown very thicklv

and then pressed into the soil with a smooth board.

On this fine moss is again sifted, thick enough to

cover the seed only. The bed is freely watered with

a fine rose. The plants are pricked out into hotbeds

just as the rough leaf appears. The advantages of

this method may thus be expressed ;—When the

seeds of most plants germinate, and they are thickly

sown, the stems strike down into the soil, the roots

forming a tap-root with few fibres, unless arrested by

something. Here, then, comes the value of the one-

fourth of an inch of sifted moss, placed three-quarters

uf an inch from the top. As soon as the rootlets touch

the moss they ramify in all directions, so that when a

bunch of seedlings is lifted up and pulled apart, there

is a mass of rootlets attached to each, to which the

moss less or more adheres. To the practical gardener

the advantage of this is obvious ; the tiny seedling

has to begin with a mass of rootlets ready to work
which strike into the soil at once. The advantage

of the moss covering of the seed is not so apparent

in the matter of a free-germinating seed, such as

Cabbage, as in many others; but in many families of

plants it is pronounced to be of the greatest value.

With regard to general culture, it need only be

said that every year brings out some improvement in

varieties. Within the past dozen years many im-

portant advances have been made in earliness and

in the quality of the vegetables grown.

Quite a number of the market gardeners are

now getting to grow Strawberries in conjunction

with their vegetable crops, by following the pot-

layering system, by which a crop of fruit is obtained

in less than a year from the time of planting.

The (juestion of fertilisers for the use of the

market garden is now becoming a very serious one

for the maiket gardeners in such cities as New York,

where the manure from the stables does not increase

in the ratio of the increase of the lands cultivated,

as perhaps half of all the products grown are shipped

to adjacent towns and cities.

Still there are few market gardeners who do not

use stable manure, which costs, when fit to go on

the land, from 2 dols. (^5. 4(7.) to 3 dols. (12.s. 6'7.)

per ton. This is put on in spring at the rate of from

30 to 7o tons per acre, to which is often supplemented

lialf a ton of IVruvian guano or bone-du-^t, which is

harrowed into the land after the stable manure has

been ploughed in.

A great variety of fertilisers are used besides

Peruvian guano and bone-dust, such as fish guano,

dried blood, blood and bone fertilisers, together with

superphosphate of lime ; but the majority of culti-

vators prefer pure bone-meal or Veruvian guano to

all others. Garden and Fun-af.

CHKILANT HES.
Thk most useful species of this genirs are those

which ai"e sometimes found uirder a separate generic

name, viz., Myriopteris, yet I believe they are better

known as Cheilanthes, and are gener.ally found under

that name in nursery catalogues. Although the

Cheilantlies can hardly be classed with Ferns useful

for ordinai'y decoi-ative |iurposes, the peculiar beauty

of their somewhat slender fi'onds render's them indis-

pensable in a collection ; they also art'oid distinc

shades of colour, C. elegans is one of the most
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beautiful; the tinely cut fronds are about 1 foot loug

anil \!. inches broad, of a pale glaucous green on the

upper surface, and densely covered with greyish-

brown scales underneath. It is commonly called

the Lace-Fern. C. tomentosa, a very distinct

species, with rather long narrow fronds, not quite so

finely cut as the above, thickly covered with silvery-

grey scales or hairs, the whole plant having a greyish-

green appearance. C. hirta (EUisiana) is another

desirable variety ; it has larger fronds than either of

the above, with a bright green surface, and brownisli

underneath.

All of the above may be readily obtained from

spores, and are of free growth. They will succeed well

in any ordinary compost ; and a good loamy soil will

suit them bi?tter than peat. They succeed best in

an intermediate temperature, though C. elegans may
be grown in the stove, and the other two in a low

temperature, and although they like a fairly shady

position they should not be grown under tiie shade of

other plants or too closely together, or they will get

drawn up, and when separated the fronds will not

support themselves. A few young plants grown

together in shallow pans make the best display
;

this is the best way to treat all of the smaller grow-

ing Ferns, especially if a succession of young plants

can be obtained. A few fresh young plants grown
together always have a better appearance than older

specimens grown singly. Ptirh.

Plant Notes.

PLANTS FLOWERING AT KKW.
The following interesting plants are now in flower

in the Palm-house at Kew :
—

Batthinia toiti^ntuea var. gla/jra.—This is one of the

few species of the very large genus Bauhinia wliich

are amenable to stove cultivation and which flower an-
nually. It is a bush 6 feet high, with long switch-like

branches and leaves 3 inches across. These are bi-

lobed, as are all Bauhinias, and they always have a

healthy look. The flowers are in pairs on the ends

of the branches, each one being 1 inch across, and
deep cupped, composed of five ovate petals which are

canary-yellow in colour, the u|)per one having an
additional blotch of purple. This species is figured

in Bot. Mag., t. 5.560. It is a native of India, &c.

Carladofiru rotiimUMia.—A large tuft of this

stemless, tall-leaved species is a conspicuous orna-
ment in one of the beds. The leaf-stalks are 8 feet

high, 1 inch in diameter at base, half an inch at top,

round, smooth, shining green. The blade is 3 feet

across, palmate, split to the base into about four

divisions, which are again sjilit into narrow segments
at tlie top. The flower-st.alk rises from the sheath-
ing base of the youngest leaf, and is about a yard
high, as thick as the leaf-stalk, and it bears three
overlapping boat-sha])ed sheaths, 8 inches long and
:iV inches wide, green, falling oft' as soon as they un-
fold. They enclose a spadix inches long by I.^

inch through, which is covered with flowpjs, with
long white filaments attached to them, and hanging
down in the most graceful manner. Afterwards the
fruits, or rather the whole spadix, ripens, curves
downwards, and the fruits split away at the base, re-

vealing the most brilliant scarlet and yellow colours.
It is diflicult to describe the peculiar cliaracter of
these flower> and fruits. A figure has been made
for tlie Botaiikal Min/a:i>K. An allied species, C.
palmata, is the source of the well known Panama
hats, which are manufactured from its leaves.

ran<la,ims vem„iicii6.—lt is only rarely that the
cultivated species of Pandanus flower. In the Palm-
house at Kew the very large P. odoratissinms has
borne cones several times, and a male plant of tjie

same species has only lately borne a magnificent fn-
florescence. P. ceramicus is a small kind when
compared with that species. The plant now in fruit

is 10 feet high, the stem naked, 1,V inch in diameter,
covered with abortive spiuc-roots, and bearing at the
top a crown of graceful green leaves, each one a yard
long, and 1.^ inch wide, chanmlled, the keel spinv

only near the apex, and the margins clothed with

fine white spines. The fruit (they are really flowers,

but one doesn't like to use the term for a solid cone,

made up of little nuts) are in clusters on curving

peduncles a foot long ; each cone is 2.V inch long, by

1^ inch through, green at first, ripening to a rich

scarlet colour of great attractiveness. This species

is generally known in gardens as P. ceramensis.

Liciia/a yrandis.—The large specimen of this is

again flowering freely. It has bloomed every year

for the last five years, but it has never ripened seed,

althougli the flowers were carefully poUenised last

year. The older name, vi/.., Pritchardia graudis, is

that generally used for this I'alm, although it is not

a bit like a Pritchardia.

XanlhvmuM ruhmia.--'Y\u^ grand Aroid attains

gigantic proportions wlu^n liberally treated anil

allowed plenty of space. The plant now flowering has
astern 4 feet long, 6 inclies in diameter, nearly erect,

and bearing six leaves, the blade of which is 4.^^ feet by

3 feet, and the stalk 5 feet long, 6 inches in diameter
at base, narrowing to an inch where it joins the
blade. The flowers spring from the sheath ot the

young leaf, the scape being stout, 1 foot long, the

boat-shaped spathe being 1 foot, and the erect spadix

8 inches, the whole not unlike a gigantic Caladium
inflorescence. For large plant-stoves this Aroid is as

useful as a Jlusa, and as easily grown.
Begonia sofofrana and two of its ofl'spring, \\z.,

B. John Heal and B. Adonis, are now flowering side

by side in the Begonia-house at Kew. As winter
blooming kinds these are of first-rate excellence, for

they bloom freely, remain in perfection several weeks,
and are large flowered and brightly coloured. There
is no reason whatever why these three plants should

not be the forerunners of a race of winter-flowering

Begonias as useful and beautiful as the race which
owes its origin to two or three South American
species. Everyone knows that the Messrs. Veitch
set the ball rolling which resulted in the grand
summer blooming Begonias, and it is to them that

we owe this new and very promising race. B.

Adonis is very much like an ordinary tuberous
Begonia, except that it is flowering now when
they are all at rest, and it retains its blooms
longer. These are 1^ inch across, rosy-red, paler in

the centre.

liliipsa/is Houlletianus.—There is only one reallv

good garden plant amongst the numerous species of
Khipsalis known, and that is the above named. The
stems are flat, like a knife-blade

; each " blade '

is

about inches long, sinuately lobed or toothed, with
a flower springing from each sinus. This flower may
be called a small white Epiphyllum-like flower. The
stem is thin and cylindrical below, so that the flat-

tened portion looks like a long leaf with a thin stalk.

A well grown plant when in bloom is a pretty and
unusual picture ; such a plant may now be seen in

the collection at Kew.

Ipomiea tcriiata—This is now flowering freelv in

the stove at Kew. As will be remembered, it was
introduced a few years ago as " the white-flowered
I. Horsfalliai, "and was then named I. Thompsoniana.
It afterwards proved to be the old I. ternata, of
which Jacquin publislied a good figure in 1797 from
a cultivated plant. Of course it is not nearly so
attractive as I. llorsfalliic, of which a very large
example, covered with bunches of bright crimson
blossoms, may be seen in the same house with I.

ternata. /('. JC.

STE;uji.;isTRA CONCISN.V v.\n. mcltii-'loha.

This is a neat small plant, attaining a height of
al.'out 2 or o inches. It should be treated as a stove-
plant, and several of its tuberous rhizomes put into
pans just below the surface of the soil. A mixture
of peaty sandy soil suits their re(|uirements, and this

should be raised well above the rim, mound-shaped,
with several small pieces of s.andstone inserted here
and there over the surface, between which the rhizomes
may be planted. It is very floriferous, continuing in

flower for a long period, the colour being of a lilac-

blue. To propagate it, each small stem should be se-
]>arated and put into small pots, or, if sufiicient can be

procured, made up into a ]>ermanent pan and put into

a close case for a few days, which is best done in the

spring time ; or the rhizomes may be cut into two or

three jjieces. This is figured in But. Mug., t. 5'2o3',

but this genus, together with Gloxinia and a few

others, is now placed with that of Sinningia.

TonREYA MVnlSTIC.^.

In .any collection of Conifers the above-named de-

serves a place, not so much on account of its appear-

ance as a tree, for as such it cannot be compared
with many of the beautiful Pines and Piceas, but it

is worth planting tor the sake of its curious appear-

ance when in fruit, especially from July to the end

of October.

A plant in the collection here, about 20 feet in

height and the same in diameter of branches, has

borne fruit regularly the last eleven years, some
years more abuiulantly than others ; but this year I

have never seen it better, many hundreds of its

curiously nutmeg-shaped fruits, about Ik inch long

having been produced near the extremities of the

branches, giving the tree a cpiite distinct appearance

from any other Conifer.

A thick husk, similar to a Walnut, encloses the

solitary fruit, and when ripe, peels oft' in the same
manner. This husk has a unpleasant and peculiar

smell, and the tree has, no doubt, on that account
been called the Ftetid Yew.

It is a native of California, and is said to attain a

height of 40 or .50 feet. It thrives well in a gravelly

subsoil, and is very hardy, our winter not appearing

to injure it at all. Its wood seems hard and durable

like the Yew, but the trunk is small in comparison
with the sjiread of branches. A. Harding, Orton Hall,

Hunts.

THE CHEMISTRY OF VEGETA-
TION, IN. EEFERENCE TO THE
GROWTH OF THE POTATO.

CContifiiimt from p. 4si.J

Now to get an idea of the passage of starch from
the leaves to the tuber—which journey it cannot, it is

said, perforin as starch—let us for a moment, as we
used to as little children, "just pretend." We
will pretend there are groups of happy little beings
in parties in a leaf made up of six Cs, ten lis, and
five Os, and they want to go a long journey
exploring. They don't know what lias become of
little beings like them before. They all have hold
of one another and they find, try how they will, they
can't get away as they are. And then pretend that
some .good fairy tells them that if they get two more
little IPs and one more little (.) to join them, they
will be as if they were something quite dift'erent,

and able to get about. People won't know them.
And they do ; and then they journey ever so far and
ever so long. And then they get to a place where
they want to stop. But some of them want to be as

they were before. And the good fairy tells them
that to do so they must say good-bye to two little

IPs and one little O; and tliey do, and find they
are just what they were before : and so they settled .

down in their new home, and—well—lived happily

ever after, and never wanted to go any more jour-

neys.

But although it is so commonly believed starch

molecules cannot, or do not, go as siicli from one
jiart of a plant to another, Sachs distinctly speaks of
finding starch in the petioles.*

Now although the grouping, or, as it is often called,

the " linkage " of atoms in molecules of inorganic
compounds has been arrived at in many cases with what
appears to be tolerable certainty, the case is very dif-

ferent with organic. It has indeed been suggested that

the composition of soluble starch may be C,.,j. H,„

,

"i,«) I' (I'lie relative proportions, G, 10, 5, still

remain.')

* Mnrjiull W.ir.I'^ tr.ln.*ljllioa of t!u: ^'orlp^unsen eililion

or 1SS7. p. SOT.

t Horace T. llrowii and John Horoil, "Coiitribiitiou^ to tfie

Hialory uf Starch iiiid it^- Tnui-formation.*," Jovm. Ck^jii.

•Yj:., .\5.\v., isril, pp. .3il6— ii."il. Til., reference is to p. lilll,
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Analysis with the combustion-tube, as mentioned
above, which gives the carbon of a compound as car-

bonic acid, and hydrogen as water, makes known the

total amount of carbon and hydrogen in the weighed
quantity examined, but it does not tell anything

about the molecular arrangement. Tliis is work yet

to be done.

The polariscope, to which brief reference must be

made, has revealed to us that bodies having the same
chemical composition (as regards weight proportion)

may have very different physical properties. The
natural inference is, that they are not identical in

the form of their composition.

Perhaps the polariscope is not familiar to all

cultivators, even under its trade name, saccharometer,

which is one form of it. Most people, I suppose,

have seen Iceland spar in an optician's window. There
is generally a wafer or spot of colour under it. In

certain directions this appears double. Now, without
entering into questions of optical axes, or the wave
theory of light in connection with the subject, what
has been found can be done is this. Leaving ont all

details (which, with the theoretical explananation

can be found in popular form in Mr. Spottiswoode's

lectures to his workpeople),* a slice of the spar cut in a

particular direction is fixed in a tube which admits

light on to it. There must be no other light in the

room powerful enough to interfere with what has to

be watched. Another slice is in another tube, so

fixed that it can be turned round. The two tubes are

placed so that the light, after passing the first, passes

on through the second to some white surface. Some
coloured light is used—say yellow. The light is seen

on the white surface—a white wall, or sheet of paper.

Then the further tube is gradually turned round,

still kept in the position that the light enters it ; but

as it is turned, and with it of course the slice of

spar, the light fades till it disappears. This takes

place at half a full turn round.

If a glass vessel with flat sides containing dis-

solved sugar be then placed between the two tubes

the light will reappear, passing on to the white

surface. But a certain amount of turning of the

tube will stop it again.

Different solutions are found to have different

effects in this respect, and they have been care-

fully examined with apparatus, in which the

amount of turning given is indicated on a

scale marked olf in degrees. They have also

been examined with lights of different colours,

and in this way their action on what is called

polarised light is known. Now, with regard to

the action of solutions of the carbo-hydrates it lias

been found that even those which have tlie same
chemical constitution behave differently. Just as at

a meeting it all depends on whether you are on the

platform or in the hall which you call right or left,

80 it depends on whether you are in front of or

behind the tube you would say it turned right or left.

But it is conventionally agreed which is called right

and left. The practical point is that some solutions

give the light a " right hand twist "and some a "left

hand twist." The second tube has to be gradually

turned right or left to gradually cut off the light or

lit it pass again. I hope this makes the facts clear,

though the language is far from scientilic. But then,

as regards using scientific language, we know what
we mean by a Potato-apple, though it is not an
Apple, and even " tuber " is not a proper word to

use if it is rightly used for some plants other than
Fotatos,

However, leaving out questions of " specific rota-

tory power," and the numbers used to express this,

the broad fact is, that some turn the light to the

right and some to the left. The plus sign ( + ) is used

for right and the minus sign ( - ) for left. Dextro
and lievo are sometimes used in naming combinations.

Now let us look at what has been found with regard

to some of the carbo-hydrates.

Among the glucoses, all of which have the same
chemical composition, as given above, dextrose

(Grape sugar) is +, while levulose (fruit sugar) is —
;

* W. SpottisTToode, F.R.S., Pohriaation of Light : Atttttre

veriea.

some others are -t- or — . Among the amyloids,
starch is +, while inuline is — , and dextrine is very

jiowerfully + . Temperature affects " rotatory power."
Composition, as shown by weight proportions, is not.

then, a full explanation of differences. Though the

polariscope is used in testing the strength of sac-

charine solutions, I am not aware that it has been
applied in starch manufacture.

What is the significance of such facts as these

appears to have received but little attention. What
their study may in time practically lead to it is

impossible to guess. What is the physiological

effect between + and a — sugar is not known. It

has been wantonly suggested that babies cry when
their milk has — sugar, and laugh when it has +.
It has also been suggested there is a + Potato
starch and a — , and that both are grown in Ireland,

and give a right or left-handed light in which public

events are viewed. This can hardly be considered a
serious political suggestion, for there is no hint

whether it is the Unionist or Home Rule districts

that furnish the hypothetical — starcli.

Before passing on from this part of our subject,

there are one or two points to mention.

Though both starch and dextrine belong to the

group amyloids, that is, they have the H and the O
present in the same proportion, and both are +
starch forms with iodine a deep blue compound,
which dextrine does not. Dextrine is called British

gum, and can be formed from starch when heated to

about 150° C.

Cellulose, the colourless material of the woody
fibre of young plants, has the same composition, but

I I I \ I I I I I I I

Fig. 8S.—chloroi'Uvll spectrum.

it behaves differently with sulphuric acid, or on
boiling.

The addition of nitric acid and water to starch

affords an example of a substitution product. The
acid is NO, added to starch C,„ H.„ 0;„ ; the result

is C,.;, H,„ (N0„), 0^„, where N0„ has substituted

the pl.ace of our 11.

Reference has been already made to some early

observations on the effect of light on plants in decom-
posing the carbonic acid of the air, and so obtaining

their carbon. The connection of this with the

influence of chlorophyll has in recent years received

considerable attention, especially with the aid of the

spectroscope. Though the latest forms of this

instrument are complicated and costly, the principle

may be readily understood. It is easy to do as

Newton did, let light into a dark room through a

circular hole in a shutter, and hold a glass prism in

the path of the light. An ordinary candelabra drop

does very well. The coloured spectrum formed on a

wall beyond is no doubt familiar to everybody.

Wollaston used a straight slit instead of a round

hole, and got his spectrum more clearly defined.

What is seen is what is called in ordinary language

"all the colours of tlie rainbow." In a spectrum

caught on white paper from a good prism in strong

light it is not diflicult, with attention, to see there

are dark shades or lines in various parts of the

spectrum. It is on the presence of these lines that

the work of spectroscropy is based. Quartz prisms

or a wedge-shaped bottle containing a solution of

bisulpdide of carbon, is used instead of a glass

prism ; the source of light is in a lantern, and

a tube with lenses collects and focuses the

light on to a narrow slit. The electric light

gives the spectrum complete, but different bodies are

found on ignition to give only parts, in some cases

very small parts of it, bright bands only here and

there. The position and number of these bands

diflers for different bodies, but is always constant for

the same body. Hence it has been possible, taking the

complete spectrum as a standard and marking it off

into degrees (see lig. 88), to map the position of the

b.ands and lines which occur in spectra from different

sources. So characteristic are these that by looking at

the spectrum any one familiar with this kind of work
can tell what body or mixture of bodies is being used

as a source of light. Different solutions also put in the

path of the light are found to " cut out '—obliterate

—

part of the spectrum ; and as the behaviour of so

many has been studied it is possible to recognise

certain solutions in this way. The applications of

spectrum analysis at the present day are many—from
reading the constitution of heavenly bodies to

detecting the presence of minute quantities of bodies

which ordinary analysis would fail to do. In plant

physiology its two chief uses are a study of the

effects of dirtiirent portions of the solar spectrum,

and of solutions obtained from difleront parts of

plants.

It was to the development of the daguerrotype

])rocess of taking pictures we are largely indebted

for the impetus given to the study of the action of

different parts of the solar spectrum.

Recent Woek.

There have been already mentioned ;

—

a. The discovery of " fixed air."

Ii. The recognition by Lavoisier that this is (7) (T) {^)

and its being named carbonic acid.
^

c. The recognition of the distinction between

©='5=0 CO, and >0=(o) CO.

d. The many investigations of the composition of

the atmosphere.

e. The determination of the fact that plants obtain

their carbon from the CO^ of the atmosphere.

/. That intensity of light has an influence on tlie

amount of carbon fixed. And
rf. That the colour of light has also an influence.

It now remains to notice the more recent work
which has been effected with the refined appliances

which modern science has devised. This work has

in part confirmed and in part modified the conclusions

drawn from earlier work. It has narrowed the

questions still under discussion and given to them
greater piecision. Much of our increased knowledge

of the various forms of solar energy has come
from the subjects being taken up from a purely

physical point of study. Starch and its modifications

has also been studied from a purely chemical point of

view. But it is with it only in connection with the

growing plant we are at present concerned.

Recent work has mainly centered round the

questions ;

—
1. Wliat is the true function of chlorophyll? (chloro-

phyll is mentioned above under S^nebier) and
what is it ?

'2. What is the connection between chlorophyll,

light action, and starch formation ?

3. Is starch the first carbon compound formed in a
plant ?

4. What is the constitution of starch-forming bodies

themselves ?

Around these are clustered many subsidiary ques-

tions.

Memoirs and papers on these points are numerous,

all of them, however, from foreign sources. Many
of their questions overlap, and are treated in the

same paper, and the work on the different lines has

been going on more or less simultaneously. A
retrospect in chronological order is therefore hardly

possible.

As already mentioned, S^nebier drew attention to

connection of plant growth and coloured light.

H. von Mohl first pointed out (18.3G) the common
association of starcli with chloropliyll, and though

but vaguely, this was enough to direct attention to

the subject. Subsequently Bi.ihm, with improved

iodine test, found a means of more easily determining

its presence in chlorophyll corpuscles. Trom gradu-

ally extending examination of a wide range of
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plants it woulil anpeav tliat in some starch is not

found at all, some other carbon compound instead

being present.

Sachs, writing in 188:2, claims that he was the

earliest investigator to lay down that the first defi-

nitely established product of assimilation is starch.

He says that in 1802 he came to the conclusion that

the enclosed starch, which liad been observed in tlie

chlorophyll corpuscles by Xageli and Mohl, is to be

regarded as the first evident product of assimilation

formed by the decomposition of carl>onic acid, and

gives references to his papers of 1862 in Flora nnd

Botanmhe Zettimg. He points out that the action in

a leaf is lo'-al. By placing one-lialf of a leaf in

in the leaves is perhaps of secondary importance.

The paper (of which an abstract has been given in

English) is, however, of interest, since among other

things it gives a description of the method of study-

ing the chemical effect nf light on cells with the

Iielp of the microscope. The plates show, magnified

700 or 800 times, the appearances of the cells as

chemical changes occur in them, and he especially

points out the care he took that the effects of heat

and of light should not be confounded. Though he

speaks of the relation between the action of chlo-

rophyll and the formation of carbon compounds

being wholly hypothetical, and not supported by

experiment, it may be noted that Sachs, who has

SZiABCOHbF G H
Fia. 90.—DECOMPOSITION OF CARBONIC ACID, AND ASSIMILATION OF CARBON.

Dotted line = h»>.at ; tine line = briglitness; tliick line = a^Mmilation. From a paper by W. Pfeffer, Die Wirkwirj

farhigen Lickte an/ die Zersntzung cUr KQhleasiiute in Pflanzen, p. 46, bd. i., "Arbeitea den IJot. In3t, ia

Wursburg," 1874.

atmosphere deprived of carbonic acid, while the

other half is in ordinary atmosphere, there is no
starch formed in the first half, wliile in the second
there is. Similarly, if a portion of a leaf is shielded

from light action, no starch formation takes place

there. This limits the question of starch formation

to the action of individual cells, and reduces the

study of this part of the question to the action of

light and decomposition of carbonic acid in each

cell.

Pringsheim, however, in a lengthy paper published

in Leipzic, 1881, urged that hypochlorin is the

primary product of assimilation resulting from de-

composition of carbonic acid. To the cultivator

whose chief consideration is the formation of starch

in the tuber, the question of details of its formation

since written, maintains that starch is the first

visible product.

With regard to the chlorophyll itself, researches

with the spectroscope have shown that it is probably

not so simple a body as was at first proposed.

Fig. 89 gives the spectrum (a) of the e.itract of

green leaves obtained by their solution in alcohol
;
(d)

of the blue constituent, which is soluble in benzol
;

and (c) of the yellow constituent. The letters refer

to the position of the lines (known as Fraunhofer's)

so commonly used in mapping spectra, and the
figures to Kraus' absorption bands.

But whatever may be the outcome of present re-

search, the fact seems well established that the

action of light with chlorophyll is essential to the

formation of starch, and, further, that light which is

intense enough to produce the green colouring

matter of plants, is not necessarily enough to affect

the decomposition of carbonic acid followed by for-

mation of starch. It would be an interesting point

to know the relative amount of starch-forming work
efi'ected by Potato leaves fully exposed, and by those

shaded by others, as this might be found to point to

the value or not of full-foliage plants.

The kind of light, or " part of the spectrum," which

has the greatest influence on the decomposition of

carbonic acid and assimilation of carbon, has been

studied by Draper and by Pfeffer.* Pfetfer hsa

represented the results of his researches by a diagram

(fig. 90). A. is the band at the red end of the

spectrum, and the letters follow to h in the vioUt

end. The figures 1, 2, 3, are in the " infra red."

The height of the thick line shows the varying

amount of assimilation, and it will be seen that its

maximum is between d and e, where the yellow and
blue of the spectrum begin to mingle into green.

Outside c and f the ertects are but slight. Iq

experiments with artificial cultivations, or in grow-

ing under tinted glass, such knowledge ia of import-

ance.

The method of development of starch-grains has

been carefully studied by A. F. \V. Schimper.t Even
for those who would not trouble to read the paper

the plate Is of interest. But in no illustration does

he refer to the Potato. He does, however, in passing,

mention starch grains in the stem of the Potato.

Amid all the activity of work it seems strange

that with our Potato crops, second in importance only

to our cereals, the study of the formation of tubeis

is practically untouched. Beautiful Potatos may
be met with at shows ; at certain places good table

Potatos may be purchased ; but our general market

supply is certainly not so good but that it might be

improved. W. S. M.
(To be concluded,)

The Apiary.

Beekeepkhs will again need reminding that,

winter coming upon us, the long evenings may be

usefully employed In reading up the subject, though

books without practice is not advocated.

The month has been stormy generally, but the

weather has been mild, and bees have had a great

many flights. This Is good for them, but as a con-

sequence there is an immense demand on the stores,

and woe betide the man who has not fed his bees !

I know a cottager who acts on the " let 'em alone '

system. Already he has about thirty stocks out of

fifty dead. It is absolute nonsense to let them

alone. If fodder were scarce would the farmer

starve his cows ? It is too late now to give liquid

food, but candy may be put under the quilt just

over the cluster, and this will save many a stock.

Entrances may now be opened to their full width, a3

all danger of robbing may be considered at an end

till spring, and air is beneficial to the hive in assist-

ing to keep it dry. The bees should not be dis-

turbed unless they are starving, and then only as

above directed. If It is necessary to move hives. It

had better be postponed till the bees are absolutely

gone to rest. That will be in about another month.

Bee.

EXPERIMENTS IN HYBRIDIS-
ING BARLEY. \

The author stated the results he has obtained by

crossing Ilordeum vulgare, II. hexastlchum, II. dl-

stichura, II. Zeocriton, and H.trifurcatum, as made by

him since 1884 on a large scale. He illustrates his

subject with specimens. He described the precau-

tions to be taken in such crossing experiments, and

deduced the following conclusions;— (1), All the

* Draper, Ann. de Cfiemie ct de physique, 1814. p. 214, &c.

t lint. Zeit., No. .n2, 1880; Traiisl. in Q. J. ilic. Sci., 1881,

p. 291, witli plate xix.

I By M. Reyeriuck : before Rayal Academy of Sciences,

Amsterdam, Holland, June 30, 183S.
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above mentioned Barleys may be crossed with facility,

indiscriminately. (2), The hybrids thus obtained

are very perfectly self-fertile; those produced from

H. vulgare (fem.) and 11. distichuiu (m.), and those

from II. vulgare (fern.) and II. Zeocriton (m.) even

cleistogamous. (3), The hybrids of the first genera-

tion partake in general of a middle shape between the

parents. Au exception to this rule was made by

those of H. nudum (fem ) and II. trifurcatum (m.),

a great part of which proved to belong to the not ex-

pected common intermediate form betweenll. vulgare

and II. distichum. A few specimens belonged to the

expected cornutnm form. (4), The seedlings from

hvbrids obtained by self fertilisation are very various.

Some new varieties were also secured. It was re-

markable thut the third generation of a cross be-

tween H. vulgare (fem.) and H. Zeocriton (m.) pro-

duced H. hexastichum. (5), In the present summer,

a cross effected in 1884 between H. distichum (fem.)

and H. trifurcatum (m.) produced a form almost

completely without awns. Ahrkhjeil Jrom " Nature,"

Aagni-t 2.

The Herbaceous Border.

At p. 510, your correspondent, Mr. J. Horsefield,

has given instructions respecting the above, and as

his remarks are intended " for the benefit of those

who are taking up the cultivation o( these plants for

the first time," it may be as well if a good repre-

sentative list of first-eliiss plants be given at the

start, so as to encourage the growing of these plants,

and make each newly-formed collection sufficiently

attractive, that all who become acquainted witli it

may feel disposed to attempt something of a similar

kind. Though it was not to be expected that Mr.

Horsefield could, in his article, include all the good

things to be found now among hardy perennials, yet

it appears quite necessary that only good things

should be named, and not those which, from a de-

corative standpoint, are valueless. If we would have

the culture of hardy plants extended, even as

fivr as their merits deserve, we must encourage

new beginners, and not include any weedy subject

which may hereafter prove disappointing. Some of

those mentioned in the list referred to are only fit

for a botanical garden— for example, the Veratrums
;

others, as the Tussilagos, should only be found in

out-of-the-way corners ; for no plant could be more

out of place than Tussilago fragrans would be

in the front, especially in company with Hepaticas

and Gentiana verna—the last-named quite unfitted

for the beginner, and often very troublesome to the

experienced ; others, again, are misplaced, such as

Aquilegia cicrulea and Aster dumosus ;
these two

rarely attain 1 foot in height, and yet they are given

as companions plants fully 3 feet high—for example.

Anemone japonica (wliicli is very often 3.} feet),

Aquilegia chrysantha, AsphodeUis luteus, and so

forth, all of which are calculated to disappoint a

beginner. And really there is an endless number

of first-rate showy boi-der plants not mentioned at

all. Take the front row nearest tlie edge : here you

may have Snowdrops, Winter Aconite, Christmas

Rose, I'olyanthus, bedding Violas, Phloxes amtena,

Nelsoni, frondosa, setacea, Vivid, Tlie Bride, and

otliers; Saxifraga Wallacei, Cheiranthus alpinus,

Gentiana acaulis. Pink Mrs. Sinkins, Iberis cori-

folia. Iris nudicaulis and I. puraila vars.. Campanulas

turbinata, cari>atica, and alba ; while, if greater

effect were needed in spring, Chionodoxa, Erythro-

nium, Triteleia uniflora. Crocus in variety. Anemone
fulgens, and such like, may be added, all these being

not more than 9 inclies high on .in average. The
next row, if rows are the order of planting, should con-

tain Lychnis fulgens and llaageana, Iceland Poppies,

Aquilegia cterulea. Anemone sylvestris. Aster dumo-

sus, Trumpet Daft'odils, such as princeps, Ilorsfieldi,

spurius, rugilobus, Henry Irving, liolden Spur, and

so forth ; Orobus vernus, Ilelleborus orientale vars.,

H. niger maximus, ileum coccineum pi.. Iris Vic-

torine, Aruebia echioides, Onosma taurica, and the

like. Behind these should appear Senecio pulcher,

Aster bessarabica, A. longifolius formosus, TroUius iu

variety. Iris germanica, and allied sections, a dozen

good assorted kinds of about 2 feet high ; a few

clumps also of Spanish and English Iris, the double

crimson form of Pa.-onia tenuifolia, Ilelenium pumi-

lum, Kudbeckia Newraanii, Anthericums in variety,

Ilemerocallis Tlmnbergi, double white Kocket,

Lychnis viscaria flore-plena, perennial Cornflowers,

Potentilhis, a dozen good Carnations in vai'iety, and

many more. Another batch of increased height are

single and double Pyrethrums, Coreopsis lanceolatu,

Piconies in variety, Gaillardias, Irises L'Innocence,

Madame Chereau, Hortense, pallida, Walneri, and

Imogene ; Lilium dahuricum in variety, L. tigrinum

and its forms (these will attain 7 feet high and even

more when established and well suited), Ilemero-

callis flava, Stenactis speciosa, Ilelenium autumnale,

Leucanthemum maximum, some good and distinct

herbaceous Phloxes, Lychnis vespertina, L. chalce-

donica, Doronicums, Oenothera Youngi, Kudbeckia

purpurea, and otliers. Another row may be planted

with Galega ofiicinalis and alba, Pyrethrum uligi-

nosum, Iris sibirica, single and double Sunflowers,

Aster ericoides. Anemone japonica alba, Spira-a

venusta, .S. I'lmaria plena, Dictamnus fra.xiuella,

Tritoma uvaria. Iris Kiempferi, Lilium can-

didum and speciosum forms, and Delphiniums.

While if ])lants of statelier growth were needed

the want may be supplied with Hollyhocks,

the taller Delphiniums, Bocconia cordata. Iris

ochroleuca. Lilium pardalinum (a peat lover), Tri-

toma nobilis. Aster nova;-anglia\ and tlie variety

rubra, and the like ; always allowing a greater space

for the taller subjects to develope themselves. Boc-

conia cordata and Pyrethrum uliginosum make good

isolated specimens, as do Gynerium and Tritoma.

In the foregoing we have a good assortment, as

varied in colour as in height, and in the seasons in

wliich they flower ; and, best of all, all may be grown

successfully by any one in fairly well enriched soil.

Those who desire to get the full beauty of Tussilago

fragrans should ])lant it in some out-of-the-way

corner; give it a few soakings of liquid manure
during the season, and annually in October pot up,

say, six of the flowering crowns in a large 32-pot

;

water well, and place in a frame and shade for a few

days :
they make excellent pot-plants for conser-

vatory or cool greenhouses, and, despite their dingi-

ness of colour, the flowers impart a delicious perfume,

which renders them worthy of the appropriate name
of winter Heliotrope ; thus treated this variety is

far too good to be cast aside as worthless. E,

Jenkins.

SPEINGWOOD, DARTFORD.
[Sek Supplembntahy Sheet.]

Springwood, Dartford, in Kent, is the residence

of T. Honychurch, Esq. ; the gardens, which are of

small dimensions, are kept in excellent conditions of

neatness and order by Mr. H. Davis, the gardener,

who is carrying out several improvements. The

gardens are utilitarian to a degree, flowers suitable

for cutting and decorative purposes receiving much
attention, and consist of Dahlias (singles especially),

Tuberoses, Marie Louise and Neapolitan Violets,

which are favourites ; Pelargoniums, Primulas,

Fuchsias, &c., with which also the conservatory

attached to the house was furnished when we visited

it. One feature in the conservatory is tlie very fine

plants of Passion-fiowers, which are trained over tlie

roof, the hybrid Van Volxemi being particularly

noticeable, Howering freely, and giving life and

brightness to the whole.

Immediately outside this structure, and in an

angle formed by it and the residence, is a fine

vigorous specimen of Magnolia grandiflora, about

2.") feet high, growing freely, and bearing a number

of flowers in its proper season. The beds about the

lawn are furnished chiefly with snb-tropical plants

and a few small Conifers, the lawn itself extending

for about 100 yards in length, and at one side of it

towards the far end is a collection of Koses.

After reaching the end of the lawn we emerge on

" The \Vood,"' of which the illustration (see Supple-

ment) is a representation, the view being taken at its

limit. The wood consists of young trees of varied

nature, as Birch, Lime, Elm, Beech, &c., with an

undergrowth of Ivy and Brambles, which are allowed

to grow freely. The walks are edged with a slight

rockwork, in whicli are planted bulbs of Snowdrops
and Daflbdils, and throughout the rest of the ground

the wild SciUa nutans, which forms a conspicuous

object in the surrounding country, is to be seen

cropping up in abundance. The walks are carpeted

with moss, and the whole makes a quiet, cool, and

pleasant retreat during the summer months.

The garden is a good type of a modern suburban

residence, of which many examples may be seen

around the outlying districts of London and other

large towns.

Forestry.

IIedgruow and Field Tisiber.—There are very

few timber trees common to this country, whether

native or introduced, which do not occasionally occur

in our hed^rerows, Speaking broadly, however, three

species have the monopoly, viz., the Oak, Elm, and

Ash. Of these, the Elm is by far the most common.
This, no doubt, arises from the fact that the Kim
propagates itself so freely from suckers, whereas the

others are produced from seedlings only. Tiiough

but comparatively little is said of this class of timber

in forestry publications, it is a subject which deserves

attention, as from liedgerow and field trees a large

proportion of the supply of home-grown timber is

drawn, especially in this part of England. The few

writers who touch upon the matter at all, as a

rule, speak in a condemnatory sense. One cannot

deny that there are certain well-founded objections

to growing timber in these positions, but when the

question is looked into fairly and disjiassionately, it

will be seen that a little judgment is all that is

necessary to put the whole thing on a satisfactory

footing. The greatest opponent of the cultivation of

the hedgerow and field tree is, without doubt, the

arable farmer, and in view of the many difticulties

this gentleman has of late years had to contend with,

his objections are entitled to consideration. Any-
thing which can be done to remove any drawback to

the successful growtli of crops every reasonable land-

owner is ready to do.

Removal or Lopping.—Overhanging trees, either in

the cultivated fields themselves or in the hedgerows
between the fields, certainly do not tend to increase

the productiveness of the land they overshadow, and
where the surrounding conditions admit of it their

numbers should be kept within such bounds as will

be just sufficient to relieve the dreariness of a tree-

less landscape. In thus, however, meeting his wishes

the occupier should be very clearly made to under-

stand that under no pretence whatever, would he be

allowed to interfere with what timber remained,

either in lopping, or in that very favourite amuse-
ment of driving nails into the boles of standing trees

in lieu of posts. This extremely interesting and time-

honoured abuse would chiefly occur where the side

of the cultivated field was next to pasture land, or by

the side of a public or private roadway. This

assumes wider dimensions where trees grow between

pasture fields, and the fences have to be kept intact.

Bad, however, as this is, the lopping part is by

far the more serious, as the ruin of thousands of

trees, both as regards their ornamental and market-

able value, is being annually accomplished through

this pernicious practice being allowed to go on

unchecked. There are, of course cases where there

is no alternative but to lop ofi' overhanging limbs—
for instance, by the side of highways. This, if done
carefully and neatly, and if the limb be removed as

nearly as possible to the body of the tree, will only

result in a single sound knot, and the operation will

not need to be repeated. It is the senseless habit

of continual lopping wiiich is so lamentable, and
which has so much to do with the relatively small

prices obtainable for what would otherwise be good
lots of hedgerow timber.

Pastures and Meadoios.—l must now say a word with

regard to pastures and meadows, as here the condi-

tions are so different, and it is chiefly upon the

fences which surround land of this nature, tliat we
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have to depend for the bulk of this chissof timber— in

other words, for our supply of Elm. On all soils suited

to it, in and around grass fields, tlie growth of the

Elm should be encouraged. There may, perhaps, be

some objection to sucii trees, as the Asli and the

Oak being largely grown upon grass land?, as the

pasturage underneath is not improved by their pre-

sence. Fortunately there is no necessity for their being
largely cultivated in these positions, as both of them
produce clearer timber when grown collectively in

woods and coppices. The Elm, however, is pecu-
liarly the lield and hedgerow tree, as it springs

naturally from the soil
;
produces the most useful

timber when partially or entirely isolated, and its

leaves act as a manure to the grass under-
neath it.

How to Improve Hedgerows,—It can no doubt be
said with truth that there is a great deal of Elm
standing in our English fields and hedgerows
which is neither good nor useful, but, whilst conced-
ing this, I must point out that it is largely due
to preventible causes. It arises from neglect on
the one hand, and ignorant manipulation on
V^e other. It cannot be e-Kpected that, in the
C.lse of a tree to a very large e.\.tent naturally

reproducing itself by means of suckers, that
no attention whatever will be necessary to

preserve and direct, when small, the growth of

the most promising young trees, and to re-

move the weaker and unnecessary ones, which,
if left in existence, would only overcrowd and
hamper the progress of what would, in due
course, become good timber trees. The exjie-

rience needful to make this selection properly
is not dirticult to gain by careful observation.

Not unfrequently two or more large and thriving

trees may be found upon a space which may
almost be reckoned by inches. The great thing

to be regarded when trees are starting into

growth at close quarters like this is that each
is equally vigorous, and has a fair chance of

keeping pace with its neighbour. When trees are

growing thus in close proximity, and it becomes
clear that one or more is losing ground and is

becoming dwarfed and stunted, the sooner it is

removed the better. Where many years have been
allonred to p.iss without attention to this important
matter, much may be done even now to remedy
the neglect. It cannot, however, be so easy or so

satisfactory as a periodical inspection when the

trees are young. By ignorant manipulation or

interference I mean the plan of lopping of which
I have spoken, and also the nailing, both very
reprehensible practices.

In closing I would remark, that even when a slight

loss occurs in crop, before removing a tree its

prospective value should be weighed against any
damage it may be, or supposed to be, doing. The
consideration, too, of what our English landscape

would be without its fairest ornament has its prac-
tical as well as sentimental side. D. J. Yeo, Lyneham,
Wilts.

the root, and the Howers will oin-n without any

fresh growth being made— which is very desirable.

As soon as the flowers are well expanded, remove

the plants to a cooler and airier atmosphere. Small

well-flowered pieces may be cut from the plants and

used as miniature plants for table or other decora-

tions. Such pieces need not be sacrihced, as after

the flowers have faded they can be used to increase

the stock of plants, either to be grown on their own
roots or grafted on the Pereskia aculeata or other

stock. The main batch of plants will be safe if kept

ratlier dry at a temperature of 45°—50° for the

present.

Stcphamtis flurihuiida.—The present is a good

season to thin out and cut away all weak and

superfluous growths, cleaning and putting in order

the plants for the next season. Where Stephanotis

is grown as a plant in a pot, it sometimes does

not flower satisfactorily. (.)f course this may
arise from various causes, and one of the most

frequent is that of not giving the plants a proper

period of rest, but by keeping them in a warm
moist house, they are more or less kept in a

growing condition, with the result of much weak

growth. The plants do not then flower so freely,

and, indeed, I have found the plant flowers best

when kept rather dry in winter, and in a tempera-

ture of 50° to 55°. This is more easily done with

pot plants than with those jilanted out in a stove.

Stovks.—East Lothian Stocks when grown for

winter flowering are scarcely excelled by any other

plants. Those which were sown late and grown

in pots for this purpose should be potted on as they

retiuire it, using sound loam with a little leaf-mould

and sand. The best place to grow the plants is a

cool frame with a rather steep-pitched roof, the pots

to be plunged in cinders. Here, with attention to

ventilation, the plants may stand during the winter,

and may be drawn upon as occasion requires. For

indoor work the white variety is generally preferred,

and a scarlet form is also very good. F. Euss,

BielMngley.

Plants and Their Culture.

Epacrises.—To prolong the season of these useful

plants, a portion of the stock may be hastened by
giving it a few degrees more heat, selecting those with
the flower-buds well advanced ; strong forcing should
however not be practised, or the flowers would lose

in colour and substance, and much of their lasting

properties when cut. A temperature of about 55°

will be sufficient, by which, with a good light, airy

position, flowers of flue quality may be produced.
With an increase of temperature more water will be
required, and it may occasionally be tinged with weak
liquid manure, but the Epacris dislikes strong doses of
manure as well as any superabundance of water at the
root, the latter evil showing itself by falling leaves
and poor flowers. At present the main stock of plants
should be in a night temperature of not less than
45°; and great care should be exercised in watering
the plants. They do best when the soil is kept
uniformly moist, without being wet ; and this condi-
tion of the soil it is not difficult to maintain if the
drainage be good, and the soil lirm, yet elastic.

Epiphylhuns.—Those which are now resting after

finishing their growth may, if required, be moved
into warmer (quarters, wliere with little further

attention their flowers will soon expand.
A shelf near the glass in a warm pit is the best

position to bring them on, and if it be moderately
(BOist, the plar^ts will require biit little water at

Antwerp. The two best autumnal varieties are

October Hed and lielle de Fontenay. The first-

named bears medium-sized fruits, very rich in

flavour, and on that account of use in thedesseit.

The fruit of the last-named is very large, of a dark

colour, and with some acidity, and conse(|uentIy of

much culinary value where Currants are kept till

late.

A few red and white Currants should if possible be

planted on a northern aspect, and for this purjjose

the White Dutch and Kaby Castle Ked are the two
best varieties to plant.

rhtuling.—This should be pushed on without loss

of time and while the mild weather lasts. Examine
the roots of bought-in plants, and trim off the ends

of all those that are broken or much bruised, and

give them a mud bath if found to be dry. Avoid
planting too deeply, but plant as near to the surface

as is consistent with safety. In planting, spread the

roots out at various depths, work some small

quantity of fresh soil amongst them, giving the bush

a gentle shake to and fro as the work proceeds, after-

wards treading the soil firmly and evenly. A mulch
of half-dccayed manure may then be spread over the

ground. AU young stuff should have some tempo-

rary support to which the stem or canes may be

loosely fixed to prevent wind-waving, the final

tying being left till the spring months. Trees

on walls should have the largest branches likewise

loosely fastened to the same. A. Ward, Stoke

Edtlh I'o.rk.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Bush Fruits.—When large quantities of fruits of

Currants, Gooseberries, and Raspberries are re-

quired by the household, it is of importance that new
plantations be made from time to time ; therefore,

when a break of bushes or canes begins to show signs

of becoming worn out, a corresponding area should

be planted with young bushes of stools without loss

of time, and wdien these come into bearing the old

plantation may be grubbed up. In small gardens

the bush fruits are best when planted in quarters by

themselves, as they can then be protected from the

birds more economically than when distributed

about the garden.

Currants and Goosebei-ries succeed in almost

any kind of soil, but the Black Currant prefers one

that is rather retentive, and a position that is shady

and cool.

For Raspberries the ground should be heavily

manured and trenched previous to planting ; but the

spade should not be allowed to be used amongst the

plants afterwards for fear of destroying the roots

near the surface. The autumn-bearing varieties are

best planted so that they can be trained to a trellis,

which may consist of four horizontal wires made
secure at each end to iron or oaken posts. The
height of the post needs not to exceed 5 feet.

The distances at which Gooseberry and Currant

bushes may be planted are 5 feet between the bushes,

and lit feet between the rows; and Raspberries at 3
feet from stool to stool, and 5 feet between the rows.

The best varieties for planting, taking Gooseberries

first, are:—
Red varieties.—Whinham's Industry. Ironmonger,

Nutmeg, Talfourd, Speedwell, Rough Red, Scotch,

Warrington, Champagne, Slaughterman, Crown Bob,

and Rifleman.

White, vellow, and green varieties.—Whitesmith,

Transparent, Green Walnut, Pitmaston Green Gaee,

Champagne, Catherine, Criterion, Leader, Rum-
bullion, Ringer, and Vellow Ball.

Of Currants, Raby Castle, Cherry, Dutch, and

Gloire de Versailles are the best reds ; and the best

whites are Transparent and Dutch. The best black

varieties are Naples, Lee's Prolific, and Carter's

Champion.
Of Raspberries, Baumforth's Seedling, Lord Bea-

consfteld. Carter's Prolific, Fillbasket, and Fastolf

are the best red varieties ; and the best yellow is the

Fruits Under Glass.

The Pine-apple.—Fruiters should be kept at a

night temperature of (55° to 70° according to the

weather—if cold and windy let the lower figure be

taken. Where any difliculty is experienced in main-

taining the requisite temperature, a covering of

Frigi Domo, or mats, should be used ; the former is

the handiest, and best Allow a day temperature of

10° higher, and 5° more with sun-heat. Keep the

bottom-heat steadily at 90° ; examine the plants once

a week, and water only such as are found to be dry.

When the fruit is half coloured give no more water

to the plant until the fruit is cut. Let the atmo-

spheric moisture be wholly supplied by sprinkling

the paths and surface of the beds, the vapour pans

being at this season entirely dispensed with.

Earhi Fruiters.—A selection should be made from

those "plants which have been at rest for the past

few weeks, and the selected plants plunged in the

compartment prepared for their reception about the

end of the month. In choosing those which are

most likely to start without making any growth, it

will be found that those which have the shortest

leaves in the centre, and in which the latter is spread

open, and which are thickest at the collars, will start

into fruit the more certainly. A few of the short

leaves may be removed from the collar, and the sur-

face-soil pricked over with a sharp-pointed stick and

removed down to the roots. Have in readiness

some fibry loam to which a fair proportion of

Thomson's manure has been added, and squeeze

this firmlv round the collars and over the surface

of the ball, leaving about 1.^ inch in depth for water.

The bottom-heat lor these' plants may not exceed

00°, nor be less than 85°, when the plants are plunged

in the hotbed, a good soaking of water should be

aH"orded them at a temperature of 90°, and unless

the weather be such as to entail hard firing no

more need be given until the plants are in flower.

Do not syringe the plants overhead, but maintain a

nice moist state of the air by sprinkling the paths a.nd

other surfaces. Let the night temperature be 65°

or 70°, according to the state of the weather, 80° by

day with 5° increase with sun-heat, when air should

be admitted. Shut up about I p.m.. and afterwards

allow the temperature to run up to 95°. The fruiters

to be started about the middle of the month of

February should at present be kept at rest, and air

admitted to them at all suitable times. For a night

temperature 55° to 60°
; by day 65° to 70° with aun-

heat, and ventilation in fine weather.

Succession 6Yoc/.- should be examined once a week,

to see that no plant suffers from an over-dry state of

the soil. The watering must be done with care,

using clear water. The night temperature should be

ke|it at from 55° to 60°. Suckers recently shifted

which are still growing, must be very carefully tended

and all growth, as far as circumstances will permit,

should be discouraged ; bottom-heat of 8.5°, and a

night temperature of 60° to 65° will be sufficient

for them. W. M, Baillie, lutan Hco.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK,

WEDNESDAY.

THURSDAY

MEETINGS.
Die .-,.'

^'iitioiial Clirj^nuthemiim Society :

i Floral Committee.

DfT. 6—Liuneau Society.

SALES.

IIOXDAY,

TUESDAY,

WED.VESDAY, Dkc. S,

THURSDAY, Dkc.

FRIDAY,

SATt'KD.lY,

(Diitcli Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
( Dutch Riilb?, atProtheroe & Morris'

Dec. 3 < Rooms.
(Bulbs, Lily of tlio Valley, &c., at

Smail's Rooms.

Die 4 ,' ^'ursery Stock, from sample, at
( Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

/"Roses, Fruit Trees, Shrubs. Border
Plants, and Dutch Bulbs, at

I Stevens' Rooms.
Lilies from Japan, Greenhouse

Plants. &c., at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms,

Dutch and other Bulbs, at Smail's
Rooms.

ILilium
anratum and other Bulbs,

at Stevens' Rooms.
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Plants and Effects, at the Gardens
Kelsey JIanor. Beckenham. by
Protheroe & Morris (two days),

J'

ir\brid Cypripediunis, from the
collection of R, J. Jleasures, Esn
and other Orchids, at Protheroe

, & Morris' Rooms.
Dutch and other Bulbs, at Smail's

', Rooms,

/Roses, Fruit Trees. Shrubs. Border
' Plants, and Dutch Bulbs, at

Dvc. 8< Stevens' Rooms.

I
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &

\ Morns' Rooms,

Dec. 7

Certificates at -^MON'G the many points which
the Royal Horti- require the consideration of horti-
cultural Society,

culturists in the thorough revision
that is now goinoj on is the system followed in
granting C'rtilicates by the Floral Committee.
These are now sought after for their commercial
value--a matter of gi-eat importanca to the
trader, but one in which the Society, as such
has, or ought to have, no concern. The com-
mercial value of a plant is something outside
the Society's purview

; still we must take things
as we find them, and endeavour to amend them
a3 best we may. Under existing circum-
stances it often happens that a certificate is
granted on the aivard of a very small proportion
of those present, the majorits^ not voting. Fre-
quently also it happens that a multipticity of
certificates is awarded to the same set of plants-
say Dahlias, or Horists' flowers generally—espe-
cially at the beginning of a meeting where
one or two only would be adequate. \^arious
methods of counteracting the injurious effects
arising from this unsystematic and profuse
cirtificate granting may be suggested. One is,
that some means should be allowed to give iha
committee the power of indulging in second

thoughts, and of revising judgments made, per-
haps on insuflicient con.sideration, or imperfect
evidence. Such power of revision might be exer-
cised if the awards were always made at one meet-
ing, subject to confirmation or rejection at the
next. Again, it may be suggested that, in many
cases, a sub-committee of specialists should report
to the general body on the merits of plants shown
for certificates, and that on the reception of
their report the whole committee should vote.
This plan is, we are aware, sometimes adopted
now, but too often it is acted on somewhat
capriciously although, it requires to be done
regularly and systematically.

To avoid the unseemliness now often witnessed
of a certificate being awarded on the \erdict of
two or three out of twenty or thirty then present,
it may be suggested that no oertifi'cate should be'
granted unless it has gained an absolute majority
of votes—that is to say, the vote of at least half of
those present with one over.
The names of those present at the meetings

should continue to be publicly reported, but in
addition the names of the voters for or against a
particular proposal should be recorded.
Again, the commercial test—if it be sanc-

tioned at all-should at least only be
applied in those cases in which it is fairly
appropriate. The distinction may be dillicult to
formulate, but practically there would rarely
if ever, be any doubt at all upon the subject'
Certain plants have, or are likely to have, a
regular market-price, and may fitly be judged'by
those competent to form an opinion on such
matters. Certain other plants have little present
and possibly less pi-ospective market value, because
they cannot be, or are not likely to be, grown
and propagated wholesale for comm.^rcial pur-
poses, but only on a limited scale by amateurs
The intrinsic interest and value of this last

class of plants can only be indirectly estimated
in pounds, shillings, and pence. That, however
affords no reason why they should be lightly
esteemed by a society representing all depart-
ments of horticulture. Rather may we not say
with truth, that commercial interests need no
encouragement from the Society ? The mo.st
important duty the Society has to fulfil is
on the other hand, to foster the interests of the'
science and art of horticulture generally and
specially as illustrated by the class of plan'ts we
have in view.

Bearing these things in mind, it may further be
suggested that in all cases the grounds on which
the certificate is awarded should be recorded. A
First-class Botanical Certificate shonld at least
rank as high as a First-class Floral or Fruit Cer-
tificate, though granted for a different purpose
As It IS, Certificates by the dozen are awarded to
Chrysanthemums, Dahlias, or other already well-
known and popular florists' flowers, of which we
have thousands already, while either no award at
all, or, at least, no higher form of award is
granted to no\-elties of far greater importance
and rarity.

Take, for the sake of illustration, the Be.^o-
nias. First-class Certificates are awarde 1 to new
varieties, year after year, and will continue
to be awarded as long as the "improve-
ment" continues. There is, of course no
objection to be raised to the judicious Main-
tenance of this practice ; our point is, that the
original plants B. Veitohii, B. boliviensis, &c
when first introduced could have gained no
higher award. Plants of that character when
first exhibited are often treated as mere botanical
curiosities, and either passed over or awarded a
Botanical Certificate. This award, by some
people, is looked on rather as a badge of dis-

honour than as a mark of distinction, and yet on
consideration there is no one who will not see
that the importance, even from a commercial
point of view, of the original introduction, must
be higher than that of the offspring from it.

The two classes of plants should, in fact, not
be looked at from the same point of view, but
each should be treated according to its merits,
and the Botanical Certificate should take, at
least, equal rank with the other. As it is im-
possible to make people appreciate things by tell-
ing them they ought to do so, we suggest that
newly introduced plants, new hybrids, and, in
fact, all plants not yet in commerce, and not 'be-
longing to groups in general culti\'ation, should
be subjected to the examination of a special sub-
committee of experts, chosen from any or all the
three committees, and who should be empowered
to grant Botanical Certificates. After all, much
must depend on the wide, if not necessarily deep
knowledge, of the chairman, his broad sympathies
and his tact.

PINUS PiNEA.—The following notes sent by Mr.
Geo. Nicholson-, Royal Gardens, Kew, of the dimen-
sions of the specimen at Kew, figured in our last
week s issue, m.ay be of interest. Height .about
.io feet, spread of branches 40 feet, gbth of stem at
4 feet from the ground, 6 feet. Mr. Nicholson con-
tinues :—• I regret I am unable to give any details as
to the age or history of this particular tree. With re-
gard to the two forms of leaves which are not unfre-
t|uently produced by some trees, it mi,ght be as well
to refer those interested in the subject to the figure
published in these columns for July 14, 188.3 p 45—
which gives a better idea of this peculikrity than any
description. In an interestingaccount of the juvenile
forms of Conifers—a resume of which is given by Mr
Hemsley in the Gardeners' Chronicle of March 12,
1881, p. 3.33—published in Kegel's Gartenflora for
December, 1880, by Herr W. Hochstetter, the
Superintendent of the Royal Gardens, at Tubingen,
that writer informs us that he has succeeded in fixing
the juvenile forms of P. Pinea and P. canariensis by
cuttings. They form 'incomparably beautiful'
bushes, with spirally arranged solitary needles."

Society of American Florists.-We have
now before us the report of the fourth annual conven-
tion, held at New York in August last. The gather-
ing was evidently a successful one, and the record is
both amusing and instructive. To our taste there is
too much " voicing " in the report, and many things
that doubtless were appropriate and effective at the
time seem to us not worth reproducing in tvp,-. But
tastes dift'er, and while the Americans are mostly
good speakers, we " er-er—er " so much, as to have
provoked the just sarcasm, that we of all people best
illustrate the truth of the statement that to err is
human !

Eel Worms.- Much destruction is done to
Cucumbers by the lodgment in the roots of minute
worms. It is not only the Cucumbers that are
affected but many other plants, while the leaves of
cereals, of Carnations, and even of Orchids, are
affected bycreaturesof thisdescription. Dr. Charlton
Bastian some years since published an elaborate trea-
tise on the species and varieties ; and cert.ain Dutch
naturalists have taken up the work. Dr. J. Ritzema
Bos is the latest of the.se, and he has iust published
a treatise in French on the " Anguilluie de la Tige "

(Tytenatris devastatrix), and on the disease it pro-
duces. This worm occurs in the stems and leaves of
various plants, but never in the roots. It is curious
but satisfactory to read that decomposing organic
matter, such as farmyard manure, acts injuriously on
the creatures. A 1 per cent, solution of carbolic
acid kills the creatures, as also certain other acids
and caustic potash, all used at a strength of 1 per
cent. Dr. Bos treats in succession of the disease in
Barley, Onions, and Hyacinths.
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National Chrysanthemum Society : Nm'.

21.—A meeting ofthe I'lnrnl rommittee was held at

the Royal Ai|uririiun on this day. Mr. E. Sandehson

in the chair, tliere being a good attendance of mem-
bers. At the outset of the proceedings the following

resolution was unanimously passed :

—
" That a ]iro-

test be entered against a system that li.as been, iind

is still adopted by certain exhibitors, of sending up

for adjudication flowers that have been re-named

since imported." First-class Certificates of Merit

were awarded to Miss M. A. Haggas ; a golden

sport from Mrs. Ileale, an incurved flower of the

finest quality that promises to take a high place as

an exhibition variety, shown by Messrs. D.ivis &
Jones of Camberwell, but obtained by Mr. T. E.

HA(ia.is, of Keighley, Yorkshire. To L'Automne,

an incurved variety, said to be raised by a French

amateur cultivator, the colour a charming shade

of bud', with broad florets well arranged, and

forming a full and handsome symmetrical flower.

Shown by Mr. G. S. Addison, of Thornton Heath.

To Alcion (reflexed J.apanese), rosy-carmine, with a

bright silvery reverse—a good sized full flower, of

decided promise; from Messrs. H. C.vnxeli. & Sons,

Swanley. To Miss Wheeler, a Japanese variety of

American origin, in the w.ay of Edwin Jfolyneux,

but not so good, though of mucli distinctness of

character; the florets crimson, with a golden reverse
;

from Mr. T. Betteswoeth, Burton Grange, Cheshunt.

From Mr. HiDorx, gr. to T. B. IIafwood, Esq., Wood-
hatch, Ileigate, came large Anemone-flowered La
Margaret, dull purple—a distinct and symmetrical

variety. From Messrs. ,Ta5Ies Veitch & Son, Royal

Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea, came several new Japanese

varieties, mainly raised by Mr. Alfred Salter,

William Elliott, Mrs. 11. Thompson, and Europe

being the most promising. Messrs. Drover, nur-

serymen, Fareham, had large Anemone-flowered

Nilson, bright rosy-crimson, new in colour, and a

very strong grower. Messrs. ^Cannell & Soxs had

several new Japanese varieties, such as Unko and

^lons. Baco, which the committee desired to see

again. A stand of blooms of the useful white

Japanese Florence Piercy came from Mr. Hookings,

gr. to Sir W. Thompson, West Moulsey ; it promises to

make a very acceptable mid-season variety. A sport

from Ralph Brocklebank, a pale yellow Japanese

variety, named Mrs. Bevan Edwards, came from ^Ii-.

Brockbank, gr. to H. Brocklebank, Esq., Childwall

,
Hall, Liverpool ; it is of a rather deeper shade than

the variety from wdiich it is sported ; the latter is

itself a sport from the white Meg Merrilies. The
Japanese, like the incurved varieties, are being

somewhat largely added to by means of sports.

ROTHAMSTED AND ITS WORK. —The Pall

Mall Gazette, under date November -2, has a portrait

of Sir J. B. L.vwes, Bart., and gives a short raio/u'

of tiie work that is being carried on at Rothamsted,

and says :
—

" Whoever seeks to learn of the mar-

vellous workings of plant-life in all its forms must
look for inspiration and guidance to the world-famous

laboratory at the little Hertfordshire town " (Har-

penden).

•The Native Flowers of New Zealand."
—We have already had occasion to mention this work,

and have now to announce its completion with the

third part. The portraits are faithful representa-

tions, well drawn and not exaggerated as to colour,

but the absence of botanical detail either in the

plates or in the text detracts very materially from

their value. New Zealand plants have a fades or

appearance of their own recognisable even in dried

specimens, but which cannot be reproduced by the

brush of the artist, still less described in words.

The only means of appreciating this is to cultivate

the plants, and fortunately many New Zealand plants,

such as Veronica Traversii, V. Hulkeana, Olearias,

and many otliei's are hardy_ in ordinary winters

in most parts of England, while in the south-

west and in the corresponding districts of Ireland

the greater part of the New Zealand flora might be

grown. The present work will, we hope, stimulate

many of our plant lovers to grow many of the beau-

tiful representatives ofthe New Zealand flora. Mrs.

Hetley's drawings have been rejn'oduced in chromo-

litliography by Messrs. Leiuuton ; and her book,

which is dedicated to the (,Il-een, is publislied by

Sampson Low & Co. We trust that the autiioress

may achieve such a measure of success as will induce

her to continue her useful labour, for Sir Joseph

Hooker's New Zealand Flora is, we believe, not to

be had except fortuitously, .and must in any case be

costly. With Sir Joseph Hooker's smaller handbook

and a good series of plates a very complete idea of

the New Zealand flora might be obtained.

Paris Exhibition, isso. - One of the horti-

cultural attractions at tliis will be the exhibit of

Brazil. A pavilion is to be erected, and to be kept

furnished during the exhibition with Brazilian

Grchids in flower, among whicii are several of the

most beautiful. The contract for the plants has

been given to The Horticulture Internationale

(Messrs. Linden) of Brussels.

Penzance Chrysanthemum.—The first show
of this Society was held on the 21st ult. Compe-
tition was slack in several classes, and the 1st with-

held. Groups, &c., were good, Mrs. Harvev generally

leading, and Mr. W. Thojias was also successful, the

latter having the best cut blooms. Jlessrs. SniPsoN

and PoppiN were the chief amateurs. Vases, table

decorations, ^c. (ladies only) were keenly contested,

and fruit was shown by Messrs. T. S. BoLETHn and

E. BOLETHO.

Stock-taking : October.—The following is

extracted from tlie tabulated summary of imports

from foreign countries and British possessions for

the month of October, published in the " Trade and

Navigation Eeturns " by the Board of Trade :

—
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This exhibitor had a close competitor iu Mr. W.
Smitli, gr. to J. Wliitehead, Esq., Duxbury Hall.

Among Apples, a fine group for culinary purposes

was exhibited by Mr. Kirkman, and a collection of

Apples came from Mr. John Watkins, Withington,

not for competition. The vegetables were not numer-

ous, but some line Cauliflowers and I'otatos were

shown. The amateur exhibits were very creditable.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent In-

stitution.—A legacy of £.Whas been bequeathed

to thi.s Institution by the late Mrs. S.irah C.vmehox,

who was the widow of the late Mr. Geobok
C.\^iEuos, for many years the respected head gardener

to the Duke of Uichmon'D, at Ooodwood Park, Sussex.

He was a life member of the Institution, and died

in 1870.

National Rose Society.—The annual meet-
ing of this Society will be held at the rooms of the
Horticultural Club, Hotel Windsor, Victoria Street,

Westminster, on Thursday, December 6, at 3 p.m.,

for the purpose of receiving the Treasurers' accounts,
electing ofticers for the ensuing year, sanctioning the
arrangements for 1889, and general business. The
annual dinner will take place the same evening at

P.M. at the same place. The chair will be taken by
Dr. lloBEET Hogg, one of the Vice-Presidents of the
Society, and a large attendance of members is

expected.

Hartlepool Show : .Yue. 28 and li'j.—The first

annual exhibition of this newly-formed Societv far

exceeded the expectations of the committee. The
chief exhibitors and prize-takers were Messrs. J.

Short, Darlington ; T. Pattison, A. Taylor, liobert

Pool, Rink Gardens, West Hartlepool; J. Hall,
gr. to Alderman George Pyman, J. P. ; Maunder
Bros., Seaton Carew ; T. Gibbon, George Prince, W.
Snowball, B. C. Laycock, W. JI. Burns, and J. Bain-
bridge, all of West Hartlepool. There were also
miscellaneous collections of cut flowers, fruits, and
vegetables.

Roses.

NEW KOSES.
It may perhapa be of interest to supplement

"Wild Rose's" account of new Roses in 1888

(pp. 20G-7), witii a few notes on somp additional

varieties not therein mentioned, but which, never-

theless, appear likely to prove valuable. There is

now little doubt tliat both this year and last will be

recorded as considerably above the average in the

novelties of interest distributed, and may compen-
sate for the great dearth of Continental addition of

value during the two previous seasons. The varie-

ties generally distributed in this country for the Hrst

time last spring, include some very attractive Roses,
and on the principle of last come first served, shall

head the list :

—
Germain"- Caillot (Fernet tils-Ducher). — This

beautiful Rose was figured in the Journal des Roses

just a year ago, and the plate, allowing for the ten-

dency in France to figure Roses in a state that, in

this country, would be considered rather too full-

blown, is one of the best that has been publislied in

M. Scipion Cochet's periodical, and gives a very
good idea of the erect habit, the beautiful colour,

and the texture of the substantial petals of this most
promising novelty. The reputed ofifspring of

Baroness Ruthschild and Madame Falcot (a cross,

by the way, from which all these French hybrid

Teas seem to be raised), Germaine Caillot follows

the former in a robust, erect habit of growth, and in

having abundant foliage right up to the flower-buds.

The flowers are large, full, WfU-formed, and of a

most delicate flesh-colour; and, judging from blooms
seen under glass in the spring, and out-of-doors this

autumn, the variety may be described as quite first-

rate.

Gloire de Margottin (Margottin).—This brilliant

hybrid perpetual has certainly a great many merits,

even if the question of its availability for exhibition

be regarded as an open one. On this point even, a
favourable ojiinion has lately been expressed by a

great authority, and for the rest, the variety ia

vigorous, free, perpetual, forces most easily, and has
fragrant flowers of the most brilliant crimson colour,

Gloire den Pulyantha (Guillot).—A very beautiful

miniature pink Rose, raised from Mignonette, upon

which it is a great improvement. It makes a most

charming early forcing Rose in pots, and to plants

so grown and exhibited by Messrs. Taul tS; Son, of

Cheshunt, a First-class Certificate was awarded by

the Royal Horticultural Society.

Golden Fairy (Bennett).—An addition to the pretty

miniature ever-blooming Poiyantha Hoses, which, if

its habit of growth be more compact and bushy

than that of Berle d'Or, will be valuable, the flowers

being of a similar tawny orange colour.

Henrictte de Beauvau ( Lacharme).—This, a climb-

ing Dijon Tea, recalling in its deep red stems and

dark foliage. Level's Madame Eugene Verdier. The
flowers are clear yellow, of good size and form, and

the variety is likely to be useful both for exhibition

a'ld as a vigorous climber.

Kruuprinzcs&in. Victoria (VoUert).—This Bourbon

comes from Germany, and is said to be a sport

from Souvenir de la Malmaison. The flowers are

very pretty, especially in bud and half-expanded, of

a pale lemon tint deeper in the centre, but becoming
nearly white in the full-bloom flower. It is recom-

mended for forcing, and certainly was charming

under glass in the spring, as it has been since out-of-

doors.

Laiiretif Mcs^iniy (Guillot).—Only a China Rose,

but so bright and pretty in colour as to be well

worth growing. Most free and perpetual, tlie colour

being of the brightest rose with a yellow shade in t!ie

centre of the flower—invaluable for bedding.

L'Idcal (Nabonnand). — This vigorous Noisette

has been likened in a general way to William Allen

Richardson, but the flowers are nut of a self-

colour as in that popular variety. Rose, yellow, and

orange are among the mingled shades of the strik-

ingly tinted flowers which in the bud state, will be

in great demand for cutting. The plant is a climber,

and a thorough autumnal Rose.

Madame Haste (Guillot).—A beautiful Tea scented

Rose that is likely to maintain the reputation of its

celebrated raiser. The plant is vigorous and free, tlu?

flowers large, well formed, and of a delicate pale lemon

shade, while they are carried erect, and abundantly

produced in autumn. The firm of Guillot have

raised and sent out many of the most beautiful of

all the Teas, and there seems every probability that

it will be amongst these that Madame Hoste will

rank.

Princess dc Sayan.—(Dubreuil).—A most brilliant

crimson Tea, flowering abundantly early and late.

If only the flowers can be grown large enougli for

exhibition, this variety will make a most striking

addition in a box of Teas and Xoisettes, for there is

nothing dull or heavy about the colour, and the

plant is a pure Tea.

h\'d Pet (Parker).—A China Rose tliat is always

covered with rich crimson flowers of good form,

though not individually very large. The colour

becomfs especially rich in autumn, and the variety

is admirably adapted for bedding.

Of the Roses sent out the previous year it will

probably prove that the liybrid perpetuals of value

will exceed the Tea-scented varieties, althougit the

latter are not by any means lacking in interest.

Chateau des Bergeries (Ledechaux).—A pretty pale

yellow Tea, growing well, and blooming freely, with

flowers of good ^ize and form. Some ca])it:il blooms

of it were produced early in the season.

Cloudinc Ferreau {hsMih^xi) may be described as

an erect-growing Souvenir d'un Ami, the globular

rosy flowers being produced with very stitf stems

upon a vigorous bushy plant, which is always well

clothed with handsome foliage.

Coiide dc Paris (Leveque).—A very promising rich

crimson hybrid perpetual, with large, well-formed

flowers; very free, of a vigorous habit of growth,

and thoroughly perpetual.

Dr. Antoniu Jv^y (Besson).—One of three probably

valuable additions to the salmon-rose colours, of

which the^flowers are very large, full, and abundantly

produced.

Dr. Grill (Bonnaire).—A most free-blooming and

charming tawny-orange Tea-scented Rose, whose

flowers are well formed, and of good size. One of

the prettiest of the French Tees of its year.

Madaaic Bois (C. Levet).—A Rose of Victor Ver-

dier race, but fragrant, more vigorous than the type,

and producing most freely very fine flowers of great

depth, and with a maguificent petal, bright, fresh

salmony-rose colour. A novelty that has been

greatly admired in the garden in spite of the bad

weather, and from which there were cut many beauti-

ful blooms early in June.

Madaine Dcsir (Pernet pere).—Somewhat in the

same line of colour as the preceding, but a Rose of

very great fulness, that will be seen to greater advan-

tage in a hotter season than the past.

Maduine Edonard de Bonnirrcsde H'icrre (L^vOque)

is a handsome and free dark-crimson hybrid perpetual,

well formed, vigorous, and a free autumnal. Its

chief fault lies in its name, which wants "editing."'

it has been suggested that Madame de Wierre should

be adopted as a more reasonable and a sufficient

appellation, and it may be hoped that the suggestion

will be acted upon.

Madame Eticnne (Bernaix).—Another rosy Tea of

considerable promise, that seemed likely at one time

to prove the best Tea of its year. The plant is

perhaps rather lacking in vigour, but the flowers are

of good size, well formed, and distinct.

Madame Henri Fereire (Vilin) was one of the most

conspicuous of the nev/er Roses at the exhibitions

this year, being frequently very finely shown by

Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt. The flowers are

large, and very rich in tolour, being of a deep vel-

vetty crimson, shaded with almost black, while the

plant grows vigorously, and blooms well in autumn,

and is beyond question a very striking variety.

Madame Juscph Dehols (Guillot).—A most beauti-

ful and refined variety of the highest type of beauty,

the flowers being large, erect, pure white shaded

with carnation in the centre, and freely produced

both early and late. The plant is not a tall grower,

but has the robust stiff growth of the Captain

Christy race, and appears certain in a fine season to

take a prominent position as a first-rate exhibition

Rose.

Miulamc Treyve- Marie (Liabaud).- -A flower of

the form of Marie Raumann—not so fine, but carried

erect, very free, and of a charming shade of fresh

rose colour, that proves attractive to almost every- ,

body. Probably the best Rose sent out by its raiser

since Madame Gabriel Luizet, ten years before.

These are the pick of the 1886—87 Roses, and

with those previously described by " Wild Rose,"

must be held to constitute the most promising lot of

novelties sent out for several seasons.

Of the 1885—86 varieties. Max Singer (Lacharme),

said to be a seedling from Rosa multiflora and

(ieneial Jacqueminot, is a very useful red, climbing

Rose, producing througliout the season endless

trusses of well-formed bright cherry-coloured flowers.

Presumably " Wild Rose " considers it unnecessary

to mention The Bride, of the same date, as

being already generally known and admired ; but it

is worth noting that this Rose, the most valuable

contribution that has yet been made by America, is

already regarded as one of the best twelve varieties

of all the Teas and Noisettes.

" Wild Rose's remarks about the other Roses sent

from America, and about Pride of Reigate, may be

fully endorsed, as well as his recommendation of

Gloire Lyonnaise (Guillot, 188.^), Victor Hugo
(Schwartz, 1884), Lord Bacon (Wm. Paul, 1882),

especially valuable in the North, Susanne-Marie

Rhodocanachi (Leveque, ISS-'i), a charming Rose

that has become very "popular ; Comtesse de Frig-

neuse (Guillot, lS8o), Souvenir de Gabrielle Drevet

(Guillot, 1884), and Viscountess Folkestone (Ben-

nett, 1886), a most lovely Rose, whose delicate flesh-

coloured flowers, of great size and beauty, and of de-

licious fragrance, combined with a vigorous and ever-

blooming habit, have already secured it almost

universal admiration, and render it a Rose for every-

one to grow, whether for its beauty in the garden,

for cutting, for forcing, or for exhibition. Its con»
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staucv, great size, and line I'oriii will ensure its

beini]: in constant demand for the last-named purpose,

and for the rest, its ever-bloominpf character and
line fragrance would be almost sufficient recom-
mendation even were its flowers less exquisite than
tliey are. T/n/a.

Foreign Correspondence.

PINKS AT HAVKNNA.
I \v\s at Ravenna for the second time some four

years agu,. and found not a single tree alive, bleached

trunks in profusion, hut no seedlings—as you suggested

might be coming up. There is little chance of the

forest being re-established, as the sandy soil is favour-

able to the formation ot vineyards and not propitious

for riiylloxera. Peasants were busy rooting up the

dead trees and planting Vines. On my first visit I

was struck, by seeing in the forest numbers of Vines

which seemed to have reverted to the wild state,

and bore small sour black berries. J". va7i VoLvcm.

over the surface for incorporating with the second

spit; this layer will also often prevent the work
being delayed by frost. At this season of the year

especially, it is best to use all manure in a tolerably

fresh state, as its manurial properties are apt to be

weakened by the winter rains and snow before the

ground is cropped. This itaving been done, the

portion of manure on the next 2 feet space should be

put into the trench that is open, and well worked in

among the soil of the second spit; the good soil on
the next space is then placed on the top of this, and

the remainder treated as before. It is necessary to

take especial care that each trench is of the same
width as the first one, and if the plot is destined for

small seeds in the spring, or the ground is adhesive

in texture, it is a good plan to lay the top spit up in

ridges as the work proceeds, and if any manure be

considered necessary for the top spit, it may be added

when the ridges are levelled down in the spring

;

this, however, is only required in very poor soil. IJy

placing the bulk of the manure at the bottom of the

trench the roots are induced to travel downwards,
which gives the plants a better chance of growing

well should the summer prove dry and warm, /f

.

B. Divers, Ketton Hall, Sfa-»fonl,

Scotland.

The Kitchen Garden.

In' getting the soil ready for next year's crops,

and which many gardens require for special crops,

the aim should he, to get a soil of uniform quality

and fair depth, and containing the elements neces-
sary for successful growili. It is essential that the
texture should be such that it may readily be worked in

fine weather, and not liable to dry out quickly, or to

I'etain, on the contrary, an excess of water. There-
fore, the first thing to do is to obtain a good outfall

for the drainage, and then lay in 2-inch drainpipes,

not less than 3 feet deep, and from 12 to 20 feet

apart, according to the nature of the soil, tiie former
distance being for clay soils, and the latter forsandy.
The main drain should consist of 6-inch pipes, and
should have a regular fall throughout its length.

This should be laid in first, and the branches arranged
to join it at right angles if possible, with a good fall to

the main, and before filling in the soil a good coating of

small stones should be placed over the top of all the
pipes to a depth of 6 inches. As a rule all soils

with a subsoil of clay require draining, in order to

cultivate them to the best advantage ; but if they rest

on gravel, sand, or are near to the rock, they are often

drained enough naturally to meet all requirements.

Where a so-called " pan " or concrete-like stratum
is present at a short depth, this must be removed in

all cases if successful cultivation is to be carried out.

If drainage by pipes is from any cause impossible,

much good may be done by opening drains as for

pipes and making a V-shaped bottom to the trench,

which may be filled with broken stones, brickbats,

&c. ; and if the soil be clayey fine coal-ashes, charred
refuse, mortar rubbish, road grit, and burnt earth

may be mixed with it—the last-named material

especially adding to its fertility. Burnt earth is

prepared by collecting some logs of wood with some
small pieces to give the fire a good start, and
when it is well alight give a good covering

of turf over all, when it should be left until

the fire begins to burn through at the sides ; some
coal refuse should then be thrown over it, and
another layer of turf put on and allowed to partially

burn through as before. The fire will now consume
anything in the way of garden rubbish, soil, or turf,

and if now carefully replenished with slack occasion-

ally, a large heap of burnt earth will soon be made.
It is a good plan to trench a portion of the kitchen

garden each year, but only in very few cases is it

advisable to bring the previously untouched subsoil

to the top, and what is called bastard trenching is

therefore that most commonly employed.
This is performed as follows:—Supposing the plot

of ground to be operated on is 24 feet wide, a mark
is cut down the centre with a spade, thus making
two plots, each 12 feet wide. Two spaces, each
2 feet wide, are then m.irked off at the end of one
of these plots, the good soil is then dug out clean,

from the first space and deposited on the other plot

of ground close at hand, or if there is room, just on
one side. This saves wheeling the soil to the other

end of the plot, which would have to be done if all

was taken in one strip instead of two. A good
dressing of manure, or whatever it is intended to be

mixed with the soil, should then be spread all

Useful Inventions.

THE ORCHID FLOWER HOLDER.

It is a fact well known to growers of Orchids

that the plants are liable to be much reduced in

vigour through their

flowers being left on

them too long after they

have reached maturity.

The object of this simple

contrivance is to enable

growers to relieve their

plants by cutting ofl* the

spilies, putting them in

tlie tubes flUed with

water, and inserting them
in a natural position in

the pots. Tlie wire being

pliable, the tubes can be

placed in any convenient

position, so that a na-

tural effect can be ob-

tained by showing the

flotver-apikes in conjunc-

tion with the plants, at

the same time relieving

the latter of the heavy

strain upon them.

For floral decorators

the Orchid-flower holder

will be found mose use-

ful, inasmuch as, being

made of any length, it

will enable them to ar-

range for the distribution

of any kind of flowers,

which without it could

not be utilised.

The inventor is Cap-
tain Maxwell, of Ter-

regles, Dumfries, and the

seller is Mr. Alfred Out-

ram, 7, Moore Park Eoad, Fulham, London.

Fii: 91.—OHCHID-FLOWER
HOLDER.

Root Show at Hexham.—On November 2ii,

Messrs. W. Fell & Co., seedsmen, Hexham, held a

root sliow. The display was very good. The results

were;—For twelve Swedes, 1st, Mr. W. Charlton,

Felt House, We.xford, Ireland. The heaviest nine

Turnips ware from Mr. J. A. Cowing, High Morley;

weight, 10 stone V2 lb. Messrs. J. A. Cowing, .].

Errington, Dukesfield, and W. Charlton, took other

Ist prizes. Protests were lodged against the exhibits

of Mr. Charlton, on the ground that the roots were

not shown with the tops on, and these wei-e upheld

by the Judges so far as the classes of Swedes and

liangels were concerned. Under these circumstances

the Ist prize for the beat twelve Swedes was awarded

to Mr. Glaister, Red Flatt. A dinner in connection

with the show was held.

UORTICLLTUUAL LECTURES AT THE
HERIOTT-WATT COLLEGE, EDINBURGH.

A COURSE of lectures on horticulture has been

instituted in the lleriot-Watt College for the

session of 1888—89, to provide systematic instruc-

tion in the application of certain branches of science

to the practice of gardening. The lectures are to be

delivered by Mr. John Wilson, B.Sc. of St. Andrew's,

at 7 o'clock every Friday evening, from the Itith

ult. to March 7, 18K9. These lectures should prove a

great boon to the large number of young gardeners

who come from the country for employment in tlie

numerous nurseries around Edinburgh during the

winter season ; and the fee, 5s. for the course, is so

small that they .all may take advantage of it. The

lectures will also afl'ord a valuable source of instruc-

tion to the gardeners more permanently employed

in and about Edinburgh. The facilities which the

Heriot-Watt College affords to all who are anxious

to acquire information and instruction are inesti-

mable to young gardeners who are so fortunate as

to be within reach of such a valuable institution,

where all branches of modern science are taught.

Along with horticulture young gardeners can take a

course of botany, chemistry, geology, drawing,

mathematics, languages, or, indeed, almost any

branch of learning in which he may wish to be

instructed.

The subjects of iustruction selected for the lectures

during the present session include the following :
—

1. General Principles of Horticulture.

2. Seed, Germination, Root and Leaf Action, In-

fluence of Light and Heat, Soils, Manures.

3. Propagation by Buds, Cuttings, Layers, Graft-

ing, Inarching. Effects of Stock on Scion. Sports

or Bud ^'ariation. Formation of Flowers and

Fruit.

4. General Treatment of Plants. Planting, Train-

ing, Pruning, and its Effects.

5. Landscape Gardening. Formation of Gardens ;

Materials and Appliances.

6. Garden Structures ; Heating and 'Ventilating.

7. Culture of (a) Stove Plants
;

(b) Greenhouse

Plants ; (c) Ornamental Shrubs, Alpine and Herba-

ceous Plants
;

(d) Fruit under Glass ;
(f ) Hardy

Flowers; (/) Culinary Vegetables.

8. Improvement of Plants by Crossing, Hybridis-

ing, and Selection. Fertilisation. Single and

Double Flowers.

9. Town or Domestic Gardening, its utility in

affording a healthy recreation.

10. Diseases of Plants, their cure or prevention.

Insecticides, &c.

With such an excellent variety of subjects, in the

hands of a skilful lecturer the course must be both

interesting and instructive, and should draw many
students fiom all classes of society.

The opening lecture of the course was delivered b)

Mr. Wilson on tlie evening of Friday, IGth ult.,

and the following gentlemen were present, among
others, at the inauguration:— F. Grant Ogilvie,

M..V.. B.Sc, Principal of the College, Bailie

Walcot, R. Lindsay, Royal Botanic Garden ; M.

Dunn, Dalkeith ; D. P. Laird, A. D. Mackenzie,

A. Milne ; K. Bell, Jilorton Hall ; R. Grossart,

A. Laing. and a goodly number of young men who

had already entered, or intended entering, as students.

The Principal having formally opened the class,

introduced the lecturer to the students in a few

well-chosen remarks, in which he expressed his deep

interest in the subject of horticulture, and .anticipated

a large amount of usefulness and success to flow from

the lectures. Bailie Walcot, who occupied the chair,

addressed the audience on the great educational ad-

vantages offered by the College, and its rise and pro-

gi-ess since he attended its classes nearly forty years

ago, pointing out the special value to gardeners of a

course of study of the various branches of science

connected with their profession, all of which are now

so successfully taught at the College,
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Mr, Wilson tiieii proceeded to deliver his lecture,

which was listened to by the audience with the

closest attention, and drew forth their applause on

several occasions. After indicating the various

heads of study which it was intended to follow in the

present course, he briefly alluded to the practice of

gardening in ancient and mediaeval times, aad passing

on to the consideration of the art as it now existed,

he held that it might be fairly assumed that it was
in as active a state of progress as ever it had been,

and that there was a growing desire to help it still

further on. The formation of the class, he said, was
an indication of the progressive tendencies of the

time. Depression of trade undoubtedly had done
much to affect pure gardening, but not to such an
extent as to justify the phrase, too often heard from
faint-hearted men, that " gardening is done." har-
dening must be subject to modification through the

inevitable alteration of social conditions. It was for

them to accept the inevitable, and to be fully

equipped to make the most they could of the altered

circumstances. The lecturer then narrated the sub-

jects of study, making a i^w cogent remarks on each
section, and bringing out the special points for

the observation of the students with force and
clearness.

In concluding, he alluded to several recent move-
ments connected with horticultural education,

specially referring to the scheme proposed by Pro-
fessor Bayley-Balfour of instituting a course of

lectures for gardeners at the Koyal Botanic Garden,
to which he wished every success, and the excellent

practical work done by the Scottish Horticultural

Association since it was established ten years ago.

Mr. Dunn, Dalkeith Palace, in moving a vote of

thanks to Bailie AValcot for presiding, said that for

some time it had been the aim of several of them,
who were directly interested in the advancement of

gardening, to establish a course of study, or horti-

cultural class, such as had just been opened. Ki--

cently, Mr. D. P. Laird took the matter up, and,

with the ready aid of the Principal of the College,

matters were soon brought to a successful issue; and
to ilr. Lindsay, Koyal Botanic Garden, was due the

credit of discovering the able lecturer to whom they
had just been listening with so much pleasure and
advantage. He thought all interested in the matter
had good reason to congratulate themselves on the

successful inauguration of the class. Mr. Laird and
the Chairman having acknowledged Mr. Dunn's
remarks, the proceedings closed.

An Adtumx A''i->it to a ISco'ich '6\:tM Paum.

The trip from Glasgow to liothesay ('/(/ Wemysa
Bay occupies about two-and-a-half or three hours,

and carries the visitor through some of the most
beautiful scenery in the West of Scotland. The
natural attractions of the burgh itself, and the lovely

crescent-shaped Bay of Kothesay, witli its back-

ground of wooded slopes merging into the picturesque-

environment of the rugged hills of Arran beyond,

tempt me to dwell a little on their cliarms, but the

more practical object of my visit must be first

attended to.

The othces and glass structures of Messrs. Dobbie
& Co. are situated in the High Street, at no great

distance from the boat-pier.

The premise's consist of a number of detached

gardens and fields, most of them walled-in, and
extending to from 1 to 3 or 4 acres each, several of

them being a mile or more distant from the otiiers.

The costs of management and working are of course

increased by such an arrangement, but the power to

isolate particular sorts one from the other is increased

also, and the choice of soil and situation is all that

could be desired.

Immediately in rear of the well-appuinted oflices

is a walled-in garden of considerable extent, on one
side of which is a range of glasshouses of about
400 feet in length, and a range of pits runs

parallel with the former to the same length. The
pits were filled entirely with young stock of selected

fancy Pansiea and Violas. The houses are used
principally in spring for propagating ami growing

young stock of named and selected florists' tiowers^

and Piiloxt-s, Pentstemons, Pansies, Violas, &c. The
testing of Tomatos, Cucumbers, and Melons, is also

carried out during summer in thera. I was fortunate

in seeing the crop of Tomatos, consisting of some
seven varieties, which were growing in one compart-

ment of the range under the same conditions, so as

to test their relative merits. The following varie-

ties struck me as being very good :—Earley's De-
fiance, said to be the earliest in cultivation ;

Canadian
Victor, productive and excellent ; and Dobbie's

Prolific, which excelled the others in productive-

ness, in the size of its clusters of fruits, and in

the si/e and fine colour of the fruits ; some
weighed in my presence turned the scale at from
.^ to 12 oz.

The chief purposes to which the various divisions

of this range are put in autumn is the drying of

flower and vegetable seeds—a big task here, espe-

cially in a moist cold season. The whole space from

roof to ftoor, except the pathway, is occupied with

the flower-heads of French and African Marigolds,

globe, quilled, and Victoria Asters, &c. The florets

of all such are first trimmed closely with scissors,

and two, three, or four heads are then tied together

and attached to strands of stout twine strained from

the dividing walls of each compartment, stakes being

employed for intermediate support. The bunches

are placed sufficiently far ajtart to prevent their

touching each other. On the stages in other com-
partments were trays filled with seed-pods of Pansy
Mignonette, Antirrhinum, Pentstemon, and other

plants which do not lend themselves to the bunching

method of drying; but Leek, Parsley, and other

vegetable seeds were being dried in a large shed, the

internal arrangements of which were well devised

for the purpose, notably the drying by means of

flues. Skeleton shelves surrounded the sides and

ends of the building, supporting trays for such things

as may not be bunched and hung up, while on the

roof and upper part of the sides, supports for strands

of twine or wire in many tiers, were arranged for

bunches of Leeks and such like. I cannot dwell on

the details of cleaning and preparing the seeds for

sale, whch found employment for many workpeople

at the time of my visit; it must suffice to say, that

everything I saw of the harvesting of seeds, im-

pressed me with the conviction that choice seed

saving taxes the ingenuity, the attention, and re-

resources of all who are engaged on it largely, and

with a determination to excel.

In a run rountl the several gardens I found it was

too late to see many of the flowers in good form ;

but the remains of African and French Marigolds,

Antirrhinums, Mignonette—the latter Dobbie's Giant,

bearing s]iikes, upright and sturdy, a foot long

satisfied me that the samples seen at the flower-shows

during the season had not exhausted supplies of good

things at home. So also with various specialties in

vegetables with which the name of the firm is asso-

ciated.

pFvVCH GliOWlNi.! AT DuXIEPACE, STIBLINCiSHIltE.

While I have travelled long distances this season

to see hardy fruits in their best dress, and taken part

iu discussion as to the best methods of cultivating

Peaches, I was unaware that objects of great interest

and of high cultural order were within a few miles of

me. At Duniepace House, near Larbert, there have

been l*eaches grown for several years which have

created considerable wonderment and given tangible

proof that cultivation, when rightly mastered, can

achieve results which are not generally supposed attain-

able, in Scotland at least, under any system ofmanage-
ment. The kinds of Peaches referred to are Koyal

George and Noblesse ;
and when these are at their

best they are second to none. Take three fine trees on

a wall, 17 feet high, a Koyal George 17 feet wide, bore

.'150 fruit of good size and perfect in colour ; another of

the same kind, 14 feet wide, had 300 equally good
;

and a Noblesse about the same size as the last-named

(perhaps less), matured 190 really good-sized fruit.

Now, when we consider that there are no advantages

in climate, altitude, or shelter which can be taken

into account, cultivation must claim much credit.

The position is low, and it is very subject to spring

frosts. Nets are used for protection till after the

fruit is set, The trees are kept thin, the roots near

the surface, and a fair extent of run for the roots,

over which light crops only are grown. The fruit

was a month later in ripening this year than usual,

Mr. ]\Ienzies, Mr. Harvey Brown's gardener, is not

willing to take all the credit of growing such fine

fruit in a season so adverse as the past has been ; as

he says, "Man, we have real guid loam, " and the

roots are well looked after and kept near the surface.

I thoroughly believe that root management has a

deal to do with success in the cultivation of every

plant. Climatic influence cannot be ignored, but

healthy food, with all the functions in order to

assimilate it, has a given result, which any cultivator

may be proud of. M. Trn<ph.

Entomology.

CALLIDIUM (GRACILIA) PYGMyEA.

During the years 18G8—1874 there was published

at Munich an elaborate catalogue of all the then

described species of beetles (Coleoptera), in twelve

volumes, by the Baron von Harold and H. Gemminger,
amounting to 77,001 species, to which numbers at

least 20,000 more must now be added of species

either omitted by the authors of the Catalogue or

subsequently described, raising the total list to about

100,000 species. Of this vast number as many as

from 28,0(X) to 30,000 agree in a peculiarity in the

formation of the last part of each foot (called the

tarsus), which, instead of being formed of five free

slender joints, consists of three dilated basal joints,

of which the third is bilobed, forming a pair of pads

liaving the real fourth joint very minute and united

to the base of the slender fifth or claw-bearing joint.

This peculiar structure prevails in the three great

families of which the Linnean genera, Curculio (or

weevils), Chrysomela (or plant beetles), and Cerambyx
(or long-horned beetles), are the representatives; all

of which are plant feeders, the dilated pads of the

tarsi enabling them to keep a firm footing on the

stems or leaves of the plants on which they subsist

iu the larva state. This remarkable generalisation

is well represented in the numerous illustrations

which have been published in our articles on the

dirterent species of beetles belonging to these three

groups which infest plants or trees in one or other

of their states.

We here give a further illustration of one of the

long-horned species, Gracilia pygm.'ca, which, as the

specific name implies, is comparatively of small size,

being only a quarter of an inch long, of which

several individuals were forwarded to us in the

early summer of this year, which had occurred iu

considerable numbers in a newly-built house, where

they were very destructive, as may be seen by the

piece of wood figured on the left-hand side of our

woodcut (fig. 92), which shows, in the shaded por-

tions, the burrows formed by the larvie (of which

the head with its two small but powerful pointed

terminal jaws is shown, greatly magnified, iu the

lower part of the cut (after Schiodte).

The larva is about a quarter of an inch long,

slender in form, but with a much widened head ; it

is white, like the larv:\i of the Buprestid;xi, with a few

whitish hairs on the sides of the segments of the

body; it is furuiehed with three pairs of small,

slender four-jointed feet, attached to the three seg-

ments following the head ; the antenn:u are very

small, the fourth or terniiual joint resembling a

small tubercle.

The beetle is narrow in form, rather flattened on

the back, of a dark uniform reddish-brown colour,

covered with a fine slight greyish pubescence ; the

antennai are equal in length r.i ihe entire bcdy,

and are nearly cylindrical or filiform, slightly more
slender at the tips.

The lignivorous larva; of this be -tie, according to

Mons, E, Perris ^iffrf, Cokopt,, p, 4C(i) ia very
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prtrtial to Chestnut wood, but will equally attack

young shoots of Oak, unbarked Osiers \ised in basket-

making, Whitethorn t\vigs, the dead branches of the

Spindle tree, Rose slioots, tlie wood of barrels, and

even Briers, and when the period of its transformation

to the pupa state approaches, it buries itself more
deeply iu the wood. In its ravages it is often

accompanied by the larvffi of another longicorn

beetle — I'hjmatodes thoracicus, especially in its

attacks of the wood of barrels. The pupa is to be

met with in April : it is (piite smooth, without

roughness or hairs of any kind, and tlie ]>erfect insect

appears about the middle of May. /. 0. )('.

Home Correspondenoe.

^p" Correspondents willgreatly oblige by sending early

intelligence of local events likdy to be of interest to

our readers, or of any niatters xiliich it is desirable to

briny under the notice of horticulturists.

Photographs or drawings of gardens, or of ranarkabh
plants, trees, ^'c, are also solicited.

PRIMULA NIVEA.—Since the publication of the

synonym list, and on becoming a little better

acquainted ^vith the numerous species and hybrids

of this genus, I now consider the proper place

of P. nivea of gardens to be under P. pubes-
cens. \Yhether the plant we grow at the present

day is the original nivea I am unable to decide, but
that the plant we grow has nothing whatever to do
either with P. viscosa or P. villosa, anybody taking
the trouble to examine them will see for himself. I am
perfectly aware that P. viscosa, a common plant in

gardens (under various names), is very variable, and
it has been one of the parents of many beautiful

hybrids ; but the true plant as found wild in Switzer-

land, a plant of which was brought to Kew by Mrs.
T. Thistelton Dyer, is as distinct from P. nivea as

pubescens is from Auricula. The type viscosa is

entirely covered with viscous hairs, quite sticky to

the touch, and, what I take to be a strong charac-

teristic, it is totally devoid of meal ; indeed, with
meal it would not be viscosa at all. On the other

hand, P. pubescens, which is a hybrid itseU (hirsuta

and Auricula) is a mucii stronger plant than viscosa,

with the large teeth of hirsuta, and the meal of the

Auricula. P. nivea answers in every detail to the

latter description, and as experiment has proved
with seed from typical pubescens, one-third of which
produced white flowers, answering in every way to the

plant grown in gardens. As ^Vlr. Douglas says, it

never ripens seed iu quantity, and the produce is

never to be depended upou, A few capsules of seed

saved by Colonel Beddome, and sown the same year,

resulted in a full crop of purple P. pubescens, a

plant of whicli was compared with our type, and
answered admirably in every detail. The plant

figured in the Bulanical Maga~ine as P. villosa is

viscosa, the true villosa being quite distinct, and an
acknowledged species on the Continent. D. Bervar.

PEARS.—Mr. II. Markhani states that he does not

see clearly how it is jtossible to keep up a constant
supply of fruit during the whole of the Pear season,

year after year, with only twelve or liteen varieties

as selected and remarked on by me, but I can easily

enlighten him on that head, and now assure him that

it can be done, unless his provisos come in. These
are that we cannot depend on the whole of those I

mention cropping annually, which is very true, but
when these fail, what about the others 'f And as I take

it, that all are equal as regards free-bearing, and a

spring that is adverse or fatal to one would be so to

the rest, unless they happen to be exceptionally

favoured with shelter. The sorts in ray list are those

that not only contains the best quality, as Mr. H.
JIarkham admits, but they will, excepting the Wil-
liams, remain longiu use, and by looking carefully over
them and picking out for daily consumption the most
forward, the one kind will more than carry on the
supply till others come in. J. Shcppard.

" F. ^I." remarks that it would be scarcely

safe for a gardener to limit his varieties of Pears to

twelve or fifteen, but I feel sure that those who do
so will give greater satisfaction to their employers
or consumers of the fruit than they will by growing
a greater number of kinds, as wlio, I would ask,

would be satisfied with the flavour and quality of a
Eeurr6 Diel, Marie Louise d'Uccle, and Hacon's
^ueomparable after tasting a real Marie Louise or

Doyenne du Cornice?—and as all ripen at the same
time why grow such as are inferior? Beurru d'Arem-
berg is very good, but then it is not equal to Glou
Morceau, which is in season with it ; and iiere again

the question comes, Why cultivate an inferior kind?

As to Beurru de Clapiaumont, and most of the others

mentioned by " F. M. ' as desirable, the sooner they

make way for sorts of higher quality the better ; and

ray advice to those who have them is to use them for

stocks if not too old, and put grafts on them in

March, taking the scions from Williams' Bon
Chrijtien, Fondante d'Automne, Beurre Superfin,

Marie Louise, Doyenne du Comice, Glou Morceau,
Josephine de Malines, Bergamot Esperens. Beurre

Kauce, or Easter Beurre for latest supply, but the

three last are not certain, as so much with them
depends on the soil, situation, and aspect, which
should be warm and sunny to have either of them
up to the mark. J. Shcppard

.

I have been much interested in reading

the discussion on the above subject in your columns,
and heartily endorse all that " F. M." and Mr.
Markham have said as to tlie limiting of the number
of Pears grown, in auy one place or garden, to

fifteen, as recommended by Mr. Sheppard ; but my
object in writing is to draw attention to the merits

of that most excellent Pear, Durondean, or De
Tongre, which I find is not mentioned by either of

your correspondents. This is, I consider, a first-class
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Pear, the tree being hardy in constitution, and when
worked on the Quince stock it bears abundantly,
and, in my opinion, is far away ahead of either

Beurre Clarigeau or Beurre Bosc. The fruits gi'ow

to a large size, and are very highly coloured, the
flesh being tender, very juicy, and of excellent

flavour. It succeeds well grown as a pyramid in

warm localities, but in colder parts of the country it

requires a wall with a south-western or western
aspect. There are two other varieties of Pear I

would likewise mention—the Seckel and Dana's
Hovey. The fruit? of both kinds, I will acknow-
ledge, are small iu si/ce, but what other varie-

ties can surpass them for their houeyed sweetness?
I am glad to see the Knight's Monarch mentioned
both by "F. M." and Mr. Rust, as it is a capital

Pear, and of good quality. Perhaps it is not gener-
ally known that there are two varieties of this Pear

;

but such is the case, and I gi'ow them both here.

The one comes into use about the end of the
present month, and the other (which is the true

variety) the middle or end uf December. An excel-

lent representation is given of both in the Hcrefurd-
skire Pomona—the spurious variety on plate 4. and
the true variety on plate .")1

; and I think I cannot
do better than quote part of Dr. Bull's explanation
contained therein, as to the way in which the
spurious variety became distributed :

—
" The error

arose from Mr. Knight's gardener accidentally send-
ing wrong grafts under the name of Monarch to tlie

London Horticultural Society ; they were distributed

over the country, and propagated by the nurserymen

for some years before the error was discovered, and
thus was created a confusion which has lasted half
a century." Monarch was raised by the late Thomas
Andrew Knight, o( Dowuton Castle, near Ludlow.
A. Ward, Stoke Edith Park.

MINA LOBATA.— This beautiful climber, men-
tioned at pp. 54l* and b^l , has not proved itself hardy
here ; seeds were sown about the middle of Marcl), the
plants, which were transplanted iu June, grew away
vigorously, and were literally covered with trusses

of beautiful flowers, being the admiration of every-
one who saw them growing. An abundance of seed-
pods were formed, but the early frosts cut it to the
ground, and on examining the roots to-day (Xov. 19)
I find them to be quite destroyed, so 1 think it may be
fairly termed a half hardy climber. John Sroase,

Foliejon Park, Windsor,

FUCHSIA COUNTESS OF ABERDEEN.—Xotwith-
standing the many Hue varieties of Fuchsias which
have been introduced in recent years, this fine

novelty stands at present quite unique—both sepals

and petals being ahnost pure white, there being but
the faintest tinge of pink in them, but when viewed
at a short distance they appear to be white. The
flowers are not so large, nor have they so much sub-
stance as could be desired, yet as this is but the
flrst of a new race of Fuchsias, it may not be long
before larger flowers and other self coloured varieties

will be produced. Judging from what we recently
saw of the plant in the gardens at Castle Newe,
StrathdoD, the jdant has a neat and floriferous

habit, and, as Mr. I'irie told ns, it grew quite as
freely as any of the others, of which he has a large
collection. Indeed, there is little doubt but what
the plant will soon be found in all good collections

of Fuchsias. F, Iloss.

WALNUTS.—Mr. J. J. Willis' remarks iu your
issue of November 10 concerning the Walnut crop of

this year I can fully bear out. My trees bore a
good crop, but the shells never hardened ; the
outer green shell withered up, and we have been
unable to find one good nut. The kernels which
formed were soft and insipid. li. C, WlKiaiKs. Ahcrybt-

witk, [The nuts spoken of by our correspondent and
others were simply ill ripened owing to the wet
summer. Ed,]

JUDGING TABLE PLANTS.~As I have won many
1st prizes for table plants at the best shows, I will

write a line in reply to " Hortus." It is not easy,

without seeing the plants, to decide between the
collections, but had I been judging, it is more than
probable I should have hesitated before giving the
1st prize to either o( tlie collections in question.
There should be eight species in a collection of
eight. Tliree Crotons and two Dracamas are far too
monotonous. I seldom liad even two of a kind

—

three, never. During the latter part of my exhibit-

ing career, I think I may say I was rarely beaten in

this class. Judges difier greatly, unfortunately, in

their ideas as to the size desirable in table plants,

and I have been disappointed to hear that though
ray plants were very beautiful, they were either too
small or too large. The schedule should limit the maxi-
mum height— condition, quality, colour, variety, are

the principal points with judges, but there are minor
ones, such as the style of setting the plants up, neat
and legible labels, clean pots, clean plants ! Light-

leaved, feathery, graceful plants should alone be
exhibited. I have sat at table, where I could hardly
see my opposite neighbours, owing to the size and
density of the "plants decorating (?) the table. They
are, however, going, if not gone out of fashion, and I

am glad of it, for flowers are so much more delightful.

To decorate a dinner table properly, which I in-

variably did with my own hands, requires taste, ex-
perience, and a knowledge ofcolour and arrangement,
not, I am afraid, too common with those who under-
take it. In my experience, ladies are the best judges

in these matters. May I relate a good story against

myself ! Nobody enjoyed his own discomfiture at the

time more than I did ? It liappened at ^lanchester.

I had staged my six stove and greenhouse plants,

and on looking round the various lots, some half-

dozen in number, I satisfied myself that I was a good
1st. So I was. I found a certain friend's collection

however, badly staged, and I asked him if I might
re-stage them for him. "Oh! certainly," said he.

I did it in a few minutes assisted by one of my men
and friend " Smith," shall I say ? When 1 had done
it. I found I had quietly ]>ut him 1st and myself liad,

which turnei out to be the case, and we enjoyed so

hearty a laugh at my jolly innocence. Well, if these
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lines catch the eye of friend " Smith," he will re-

member it perfectly. It shows how much Jepencls

upon good staging. I have lost many a prize in my
time, through the bad staging of my men, when my
plants were far the best. Alas ! those happy days
are past for me, but their memory is fresh and green,

I am pleased to think. T. M. Shutt/cworth, Preston.

There has just occurred a similar case to that

which " Censor" notes at our late Chrysanthemum
show. On these occasions much discussion takes

place and valuable time is wasted over the most
trivial points, and it is time some one took up the

matter in the horticultural Press. We want a for-

mula of judging to guide both exhibitor and judge,

and sucli I am sure would be much valued by them,
and would be the means of avoiding the heartburn-
ing so freely engendered among the exhibitors and
others. B. H. Foynter, Taunton.

LACHENALIAS FOR BASKETS.— It Would be diffi-

cult to hiid anytliing more adapted for growing
in baskets for greenhouse or conservatory decora-

tion than these. Every successful cultivator knows
full well that they require plenty of light, and air on
suitable occasions, and by so growing them they gain
these two important items. By treating them in

this way, it reduces the labour attached to their

culture. The ]:iulbs should be picked over, and tiiose

of a flowering age selected. Wire baskets lined with
turfy pieces of loam should be used, pointing the
bulbs between the wires at every 2 or .3 inches

;

and the centie of the basket to be filled up with a

compost of loam, leaf-mould, and sand, finishing the
planting by putting a few bulbs about the top of the

basket. As soon as they commence to grow they
should never suffer from want of water, but when the
foliage after flowering has become ripe, they should be

allowed to take their rest and watering should cease
;

when ripened ofl' they can be stored away in any
dry quarter. If grown in this way, the baskets need
not be disturbed for two or even three years—of

course this matter depending upon the quality of the

material used when making up the baskets. When
in flower the baskets are completely hidden by tlie

arching foliage. Tiie Lachenalias most commonly
cultivated are L. tricolor, L. pendula, and L. Nelsoni,

all of which are equally suited for basket-work. IF.

Harrou:, Botanic Gardens, Caiiihvhltjr.

WATERING.—In the cultivation of plants in pots

this is an important feature, as it is the medium by
which food is conveyed to the plant. It is easy to

see how growth may be influenced by the amount of
moisture taken up, for no matter how much avail-

able food may be in the soil, it is practically useless

unless there be a sufficiency of water to dissolve it.

All growing plants should have an adequate supply
of water. This varies according to the character of

the plant and the soil; but those plants which have
hard wood and hair-like roots are more susceptible

to fluctuations either way than those with larger
roots, and which have generally more recuperative
power. However, it is during the winter, and espe-
cially in dull foggy weather, that most difficulty is

found in preventing loss by damping oft', and to

remedy which we keep tlieni dry, and often kill their

roots by so doing, as is sometimes the case with
Primulas. These losses by damping usuallv arise

from improper con.Iitions of the air in the houses
rather than from a su]ierabundance of water at
the root. At the same time it is (|uite possible
for a plant to go off" by reason of its getting too much
water at the root, particularly where there is deficient
drainage. Indeed the roots ofsome jilantsare readily

destroyed by a water-logged soil, they are practically

suffocated by drowning, and this brings us to see the
advantages of giving waterings, such as will com-
pletely moisten the whole mass, and then disappear
by means of the drainage at the bottom of the pot.

The interstices of the soil being thus tilled with water,
are in turn filled ^with air, as the water becomes
absorbed or passes out. It is therefore both watered
and aerated by tlie opei'iition when thoroughly dry,

and only partially so when the water has not reached
every part. The soil at the same time is more
effectively fertilised by the combined disintegrating
and solvent powers of the air and the water. It is

therefore evident that .although a good deal of dis-

crimination is required in watering a plant, yet much
evil m.ay be prevented by acting decisively, and either
doing it thoroughly, or not at all, and never giving
driblets. By adopting this plan I have seen where
there was no other alteration in the course of culti-
vation followed, a marked improvement in a short time.
As to water, that from a river, pond, or the clouds is

better than tliat from :niv ..thi-r source. .\\i<\A

water artificially heated, unless in winter, by filling

up the cisterns at night for the morrow's use ; by so
doing sufficient time will elapse to take the chill

from it before using it. If the cisterns are provided
with hot-water pipes, cut them off .at the first oppor-
tunity; and also, when there is any connection
with the water circulating in the pipes or boiler.

Such waters, if not positively injurious, are certainly
not in any way necessary or beneficial to plants.
/'. Ross.

JUDGING AT WINCHESTER SHOW.—Referring to
the remark in your report of this show, that the
decision in the large class for forty-eight blooms was
considered by " some persons " to be a serious error,

allow me to point out that there are generally two
sides to a question. From enquiries made from com-
petent and disinterested individuals I learn that tlie

award gave very general satisfaction until late in the
evening, when the :.'nd prize man suddenly came on
the scene. I understood that no previous complaint
had been heard. I do not often take notice of
remarks of this description when they concern myself,
but 1 feel that this particular instance is one of much
importance to competitors at Chrysanthemum shows,
and should be brought before their notice in your
pages. With all deference to your reporter I tiiink

he has not given a fair report upon this exhibit, for

he points out the merits of Mr. Molyneux's blooms,
but entiiely leaves out their serious delects. Tlie
Japanese blooms are spoken of as being so much in

advance of Jlr. Flight's. They were certainly heavier
in point of size, but on the other hand they were
decidedly weak in point of freshness. In the in-

curved iSlooras, it is true Mr. Molyneux showed a
splendid back row, but why does not the report give an
account of the other rows?—for wliatever the back
row blooms may have been there was a great falling
off' in the front and middle rows, which contained
many rough, uneven, and stale blooms ; indeed, the
whole of Mr. Molyneux's exhibit showed want of
freshness, which was greatly enhanced by the contrast
with the exceedingly fresh lot in the Ist prize stand
close beside them. I cannot agree that Mr. Flight's
.Japanese blooms were " especially weak." Many of
the blooms were as lieavy as those in ^Ir. Molyneux's
stand, while the whole exhibit was cliai'acterised by
its exceeding freshness and uniform good quality.

As I said before, tiiis is an important decision, in

which size of bloom and presti;/c in the exhibitor
fade before freshness, which should be the great
desideratum to aim at by any person who attempts
to set a good example to his fellow exhibitors. I

would ask would stale fruit or vegetables be tolerated
at exhibitions?—then why should show blooms of
Chrysanthemums? Xor/itun Varis.

WALL FRUIT TREE BORDERS.— I quite agree
with "F. M. ' that fruit tree borders are generally made
too narrow, but the width they should be ilejiends

almost entirely on the height of the walls and the

size of the garden they enclose, as where the lattei- is

large, the borders should, as a matter of course, be in

proper proportion. Taking the walls at from 10— li
feet, and the garden at about two acres, laid out
nearly square, or a little longer than broad, a l.'j-feet

border would be ample for any kind of trees, and
would work in witli the quarters and look very well.

This is what ours are liere, and the 5 feet next to the
walls is held sacred to the roots, and is never touched
by spade or fork, further than just to break the crust

by the aid of the last-named tool, just before the
nmlching is put on in the spring, and that is done to

let the water in when it rains, or the trees require it

artificially, as otherwise much of it would be lost by
finding its way oft' the surface or down the cracks in

the soil. As to the treading, which " F. M." appears
to object to, I rather like it, as I hold that borders for

stone fruits, and especially Peaches and Xectarines,
cannot well be too firm, as in that condition the trees

growing in them make less wood, and that of medium
strength and more solid and fruitful. With regai d

to borders being from l.\ to - feet higher next the
wall, the rise, in my opinion, should be ruled by the
conditions of the ground, whether light or heavy, and
also as to sulisoil and natural drainage; for if the
ground be light, such a rise would be bad for the
trees in more ways than one, as it would lav the
roots high and dry, and take from the height of the
wall, and there would in that case be much loss of
surface for training. Many years ago, when I took
charge here, I found the borders all elevated far

beyond wluit 1 considered they should be, and bv
degrees, as trees were replaced and could be removed',

we lowered them, and continued on all round till the
whole was dune, and the iin]irovement has been

great, as the trees suft'er so much less from drought.
In making the alteration I need hardly say that we
did not take away the top soil, but cast that aside
and removed the subsoil, which was a sandy gravel,
and the pan or bottom of this was broken up and
rubbish-heap stuff' was worked in, which has been
of great benefit to the tree roots, as now they can
strike down and be independent of weather. As to
drains, their utility depends on whether the rainfall
can get away properly or on tlie natural lie of the
garden, whether flat or wet ; and if in this latter con-
dition, or the subsoil be heavy and retentive, then
drains that will carry off' the superabundant water
are necessary

;
but instead of placing them across

the border, 1 should only have them along the
front, as there, with proper falls and outlets,
they would do all tlnit is requisite for the
welfare and health of the trees. In a garden
that has a gravelly subsoil, or such as
water can pass freely through drains are worse than
useless, and here, except for carrying off' water from
the surface of walks, we have not one on the place,
and not a particle of any kind of rubble or material
under one of our trees, l^ike most gardeners we have
to crop our borders, but, as I stated above, we do not
g;o nearer the wall than 5 feet or so, and we only put
light crops on, such as early Peas, Cauliflowers,
Lettuces, Parsley, and French Beans, and use some
for seed-sowing to raise plants for putting out during
summer to yield the supply of vegetables. The
digging we give the borders is light, and the manur-
ing very moderate, and the little that the roots of the
trees get cut does perhaps more good than harm, as
the severance of any strong ones leads to their
makingmore fibres. J. Slitpiiard. [Uur correspondent
resides on a very dry soil, and in dry East Anglia.
Ed.]

LOBELIA CARDINALI3.—This \,\ml is much ad-
mired here for bedding purposes ; but 1 find some
difficulty in keeping the plants through the winter,
either in a cold frame or cool-house. The [ilants

rot in the middle during the winter, and, instead of
being able to divide them into numerous phants in

the spring, I find a difficulty in retaining eveu a
small stock. I have tried keeping them drv, moist,
and half-way between the two, but the results have
always been the same. I have several times seen
the advice—lift the roots, place them in cold frames,
and in the spring divide the roots. Does your cor-
respondent " J. 8." find his roots rotten in the
centre ? 1 have found that the best way to keep the
roots, through the winter is by pulling them to
pieces at lifting time, placing them thickly together
in boxes of moderately moist soil, and placing the
boxes in a cold frame safe from frost. Early in
April the plants should be transplanted to other
boxes, or into the soil in a sod frame, for instance,
whence they can be planted direct to the beds. We
prefer the plants with single stems, as they can be
more uniformly arranged in the beds in" masses.
Some of the plants, when in bloom, reach a height
of 4 feet. The eft'ect of such a bed, with well grown
even spikes of bloom, when the sun shines upon it,

must be seen to be realised. The bed is carpeted
with Antennaria tomentosa, which forms a capital
contract to the dark-coloured foliage and bright
crimson spikes of the Lobelia.

Societies.

EDINBURGH CHRYSANTHEMUM.
The third annual show of Chrysanthemums, under

the auspices of the Scottish Horticultural Associa-
tion, was held in the Music Hall, Edinburgh, on
the 20th and 21st ult. It was opened by Councillor
Colston. Mr. Thomson, Clovenfords, in replying to

Mr. Colston's remarks, said that, as it was intended
next year to hold the centenary of the Chrysanthe-
mum, and exhibitions in connection with it would
be held in EngUand, he did not see why they should
not next year hold a great International Chrysan-
themum Show. If it could be arranged that the
Town Council of Edinburgh would award a Cup with
the City arms upon it, he believed other gentlemen
would follow suit, and such an exhibition of Chry-
santhemums would be got up as had probaby never
been seen in the country. Councillor Colston, in

acknowledging the motion, said with regard to the
subject of the Cup that if a proper representation
was made to the Lord Provost, nmgistrates, and
Town Council, they would not be backward in con-
siil'^iing ii. \l the dinner to tiie judges, over whicli
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Mr Thomson presided, further allusion was luaile

to this subject, and the Chairman stated that a large

amount could be raised without difficulty for such a

show, aud pledged his own firm to the amount of

£o towards it.

Cut Blooms.

Tlie show was the best the Society has yet held,

the entries in most classes being a considerable

increase on those of last year. The success that has

attended the efforts of the Council of the Associa-

tion to meet the public desire for the popularising o

the Chrysanthemum is creditable and gratifying, and

proof also that the Royal Caledonian Horticultural

Society erred when three years ago it declined to

take the matter up. There was a marked improve-

ment in the nuality and finish of the cut blooms,

especially the incurved varieties. The competition

for a Chillenge Cup offered by the Society for thirty-

six blooms, eighteen Japanese sorts and eighteen in-

curved, was the chief point of interest in the show.

For this there were five entries, every one of which

wis highly meritorious and where so much excel-

lence was' brought together there was naturally a

difficult piece of work for the judges. BetNveen the

1st and 2nd lots there was little to choose, but .\lr.

McHattie, of Newbattle Gardens, was awarded the

1st prize for a fine stand in which the principal

flowers were:—Criterion, Duchess of Albany, 1'..

Molvneux, M. II. Fabre, Duchess of Manchester,

Jeanne d'Arc, Lord Alcester. The 2nd prize was

awarded to Mr. Carruthers, gr. to Mrs. Fleming,

UiUwood, Corstorphine, who tabled a hne lot, the

most prominent varieties being Gloriosum, Mdlle.

Lacroix, Amy Furze, Barbara, tiueen of England,

Jardin des Flantes, Pink Venus, Jeanne d Arc.

Mr Hepburn, gr. to T. Burnley, Esq., Ericht Bank,

Kirn, Argyleshire, was placed 3rd with a stand ot

great merit.

In the cLass for twenty-four blooms, twelve Japanese

and twelve incurved, .Mr. Hepburn was placed 1st,

with Prince Alfred, Jeanne d'Aic, Golden Beverley,

John Salter. Elaine, and Boule d'Or as conspicuous

blooms, and the whole fine. This competitor was

the only one competing with dressed blooms; and on

this point there was conflicting opinions, some hold-

iii.r that the practice led to artistic results, others

that the undressed flowers were the most effective

because natural. The 2od prize in this class went to

Mr Carruthers, whose stand contained grand

samples of Pink Venus, White Venus, Prince Alfred,

Lord Alcester, Duke of Albany, Mdlle Lacroix,

•ind Queen of England ; and Mr. John Foster, gr. to

Jlrs. Roberts, Wehvood Park, Selkirk, was 3rd with

also a verv excellent lot.
,. ^. .

The class of twelve blooms incurved, distinct,

broucrht Mr. A. McMillan, Trinity, Edinburgh, to

the "front, Mr. Donward, Townhead, Thornhill.

Dumfries, being a good 2nd.

Fur six blooms incurved, distinct, Mr. Peter

Matheson, gr. to Mr. Uutram Dahling Mohr Kirn,

Vrgyle stood 1st with a very line stand of well-

finished blooms; 2nd, Mr. Gumming, St. Roipie,

Grange Loan, Edinburgh ; Mr. Rushton, 3rd.

In six blooms incurved, one variety, Mr. Carruthers

took the 1st prize, Mr. Foster making a close 2nd ;

Mr. Kirie, gr., Sunderland Hall, Selkirk, being ord,

competition being keen. „ ,,
Twelve Japanese, distinct, placed Mr. Rushton

1st with splendid examples of Flaine, Mrs. John

Lai'nf Belle Paule, Boule d'Or, Soleil, Levant
;
and

Mr Matheson pressed him hard with fine blooms ot

Madame Rendatler, Belle Paule, Mdlle. Lacroix.

Mr Jardine made a close 3rd in this class.

Among plants (Chrysanthemums) there was less

keen competition, Mr. Jardine, of Ravelston Hall,

Elinbur^h: Mr. Gumming, Jlr. Foote, Parsons

Green Edinburgh; Mr. Carruthers, Mr. Ferguson,

Wliitehouse Loan, Edinburgli ;
Jlr. Donaldson,

Ormelie, Murrayfield, Edinburgh, being the principal

competitors.
FlIUIT.

In this portion of the show the display w'as not

lar-'e luit the (pialitv was excellent. Jlr. Murray,

CuLeau Castle, Maybole, was placed 1st in the

class of two bunches of black Grapes, with mag-

nificent well coloured .and highly bloomed Black

Alicante- Mr. McHattie, Newbattle, being 2nd, with

good Gros Colmar. In white Grapes Mr. JIcHattie

was a very easv 1st, with two bunches, splendidly

coloured, o'f Muscat of Alexandria, the fine amber tint

of which was much admired and commented upon.

The 2nd prize in this class went to Mr. Adam Dufl,

Clifton Hall Gardens, Ratho, for two beautiful

bunches of Rivers' Xew Siveetwater, a handsome-

looking Giape, new to this .piarter.

The best collections of Apples and Pears came

from Mr. Dav, Galloway House, and were very hne

fruit ; and the 2nd best from Jlr. McHattie.

Miscellanous plants were represented by Irmuila

sinensis, the best coming from Mr. Ball, gr., & en-

bourne, Oswald Road, Edinburgh, who also taWed

the best six Primula obconica in 5-incli pots, which

were models in their way; and zonal Pelargoniums,

the best six of which came from Jlr. Rushton

Cultural Certificates were awarded to .Mr. w.

Jlurrav, Cnlzean, for two bunches of Barbarossa

Grapesweighing each 111b., and for six splendid

I'iues, ihe sorts being Charlotte Rothschild, Prince

Albert, Smooth Cayenne, and (^ueen.
^ i «

Jlessrs. Methven & Sons, and Messrs. Laul .\,

Sons decorated the orchestra, with admirable effect,

with choice Palms and other foliage plants. Jlessrs.

Dicksons & I'o., occupied a table with a choice

assortment of stove and greenhouse plants, and

exhibited fine samples of lied llawthornden Apples.

Jlessrs. Ireland & Thomson had a very attractive

table of select stove and greenhouse plants, in-

cluding some excellent Nepenthes. Messrs. James

Dickson & Sons had a miscellaneous table of plants

and dried flowers; Jlr. Henry Erskine a beautilul

display of wreaths and other objects ot the florists

ut Messrs. Methven & Sons made a beautiful dis-

play of cut blooms of Chrysanthemums, interspersed

with small Ferns and Palms, &c., which was much

admired ;
and Messrs. Laird & Sons exhibited over

100 blooms Chrysanthemums, which were equal to

anything in point of quality that was to be found in

the competing lists.
, , r

Jlr Fairgrieve, Dunkeld, exhibited a model ofa new

fruit tree protector ; the leading feature of which is

a movable screen of canvas suspended from the top

of the wall, attached there to a 3-inch batten, ami

having a roller 4 inches in diameter at bottom. 1 he

screen is recommended to be fitted up >n 20 feet

lengths, and to have the rope and pulley fixed at the

centre 10 feet from either ends. The pulley is fixed

to the batten at the top, and a groove is made in the

roller at the exact centre which in hauling up or let-

ting down the screen serves to prevent uneiiual move-

ment at either end .and consequent entanglement.

BANBURY CHRYSANTHEMUM.
NovEJiuEE 21.—This exhibition took place, as

usual, in the Exchange Hall, and a pretty and bright

display resulted. Prizes were also offered for winter-

flowering plants, and fruit and Onions-always a

strong point at Banbury. Plants of Chrysanthe-

mums were somewhat poor, and showed signs of

having been kept too long, and the judges wisely

held back the 1st prizes in consequence.

Gvoiips of Cltri/sanlheiuu„u^.—One of the best seen

this season came from Jlr. Baskett, gr. to \V. Mew-

burn Esq., Wvkeham Park, Banbury, the plants

being well grown and finely bloomed, and included

fine decorative Japanese and incurved varieties. Jlr.

T. Cummings, gr. to J. Gillett, Esq., was 2nd, with

some finely bloomed plants.

Tables of Winter-Jhweriiii/ Plants.— Ihese proved a

very pleasing feature, and the arrangement and

efl'e'ct were decidedly in advance of last year. Jlr.

Doherty was a good' 1st, with foliage and flowering

plants, including Calanthe Veitchii and other

Orchids, nicely blended ; Jlr. P. J. Perry, nursery-

man. Banbury, being 2nd.
, , , , r

Cut Flowers were remarkably good, the lateness ot

the season considered. The best twenty four in-

curved, distinct varieties, came from Mr. ^\ .
Allen,

The Gardens, Swallowfield Park, Reading -nice

fresh blooms, not over large, but of good quality-

Empress ot India, Princess Teck, Lord \\ olseley.

Hero of Stoke Newingtou, Lord Alcester, Emily

Dale Golden Empress, Golden John .Salter, (Jueen

of England, Princess of M'al.s, Cherub, Jlrs. Norman

Davis, aud Lord Eversley being the leading ones
;

Jlr. G. Xeal, gr. to P. Southby, Bampton, was 2nd.

i; N Byass, Esr|., Banbury, had the best twelve

blooms of incurved : the Rev. E. E. Elliott being 2nd.

Jlr. F. J. Jlyers, Banburv, had the best nine.

}a;ra«csc.—Stands of twenty-four varieties were a

good feature, Jlr. Tipler. gr. to S. (JuUiver, Esq.,

Aylesbury, being 1st, with some finely developed

blooms of JIadame J. Laing, Mons. Tarin, Ralph

Brocklebank, JIadame C. Audiguier, Val d Andorre,

Elaine Glorinsum. Jeanne Delaux, Saruia, Duchess

of Albany, Thunberg, Mdlle. Lacroix, &c.
;

2nd,

Jlr. Allen.

Mr. Symington, Banbury, had the best twelve :

R, N. Bvass, Esq., being 2ud.

Tlie Rpv. F,\V. Cartwright was 1st with nine blooms

i?c/f.i-«;..—Jlr. Baskett had the best stand of twelve

blooms—Cloth of Gold, Amy Furze, Cullingfordi,

King of Crimsons, Phidias, JIadame M. 'lezin,

being very fine ; Jlr. Xeal was 2nd.

Ancmonc-floiKi-ed.—'Tbesit included the Japanese

forms also, and Mr. Neal was 1st, having fine

examples of Empress. Lady Jlargaret, Grand Alveole,

i;luck, Jliss Annie Lowe, Fleur de JIarie, tieorges

Sand, Duchess of Edinburgh, &c. ; 2nd, Mr. Allen.

Jlr. Allen had the best twelve blooms of any one

variety being 1st also with fine Golden Christine,

Jlr. R'. N. Byass being 2nd with the white incurved

Isabella Bot^t.

/<V„,,7 —There were several stands of three bunches

of Grapes, Jlr. J. Hughes, gr. to Col. Cartxvright,

Byfield, being 1st with well-finished Alicante, Jlr.

F. J. Myers being 2nd with the same variety.

Some very fine bunches of Gros Colmar, shown by

Mr. E. Crump, Leamington, were highly commended,

not being eligible to compete in the Grape class.

The best eight dishes of Apples and Pears came

from Jlr. R. N. Bvass—a very good lot of dessert

and culinary varieti'es. Captain Bunyon being 2iid.

Jlr. J. Green also had the best six dishes ot Pears,

Jliss Percy being 2nd.

Potiitos.—'VhdBi: were numerous, and very good.

The best nine dishes came from Jlr. A. Cartwright,

who had very fine examples; 2nd, Jlr. V. S. Cross,

also with a fine lot. Jlr. A. Batchelur had the best

six dishes. The best round Potato was Satisfaction,

Reading Giant the best kidney.

Several classes were set apart for amateurs

plants, flowers, and fruits, the leading prize-takers

being Miss Gillett, Jlr. C. F. Edmunds, Jlr. C.

Gillett, Mr. W. Rowles, Mr. R. C. Rainbow, and

Jlr. W. Dale.

Oh/uhs.—These were very fine. Mr. Doherty was

1st with twelve marvellous examples of Lord

Keeper, the heaviest bulbs weighing 2 lb.
;

Jlr.

Neal was 2ad with Anglo-Spanish.

YEOVIL.

Novemhek 21.—This exhibition was held in the

Town Hall, and, t.aking it altogether, was a very

good one.

g„„^js _Mr. Grossman, gr. to J. Brutton, Esq.,

Yeovil, won the Silver Cup for the best arranged

group of Chrysanthemums, his plants being in fine

condition, the flowers large, plentiful, and fresh.

Mr. W. Appleby, gr. to T. \Y . Dampiei-Bide, Esq.,

Yeovil being a 'very close 2nd. Mr. S. Kidley, gr to

H A. Helyar, Esq., Coker Court, Yeovil, and Jlr.

G. Taylor, gr. to Captain JIarsh, Yeovil, were 1st and

2nd ill that order with excellent arrangements.

Cut Flourrs -Open Classes.—The competition in

these classes was not quite so keen as it would have

been if the Bristol show had not been on the same

dav Jlr. C. Lucas, gr. to John JIarsliall, Esq
,

Taunton, was 1st for twenty-four blooms, distinct,

twelve .Japanese and twelve incurved, with large,

fresh and well-formed blooms of Baronne de Prailly,

Boule d'Or, Japonais, Ralph Brocklebank, Lord

Alcester, Jeanne d'Arc, Lord Wolseley, Jardin des

Plantes.
, „ , • »•

Jlr. Lucas was also 1st for twelve reflexed varieties

—an excellent stand.

Mr. W. Cocks, gr. to W. Eitzlierbert Uyndham,

Esii Kinn-swear, South Devon, was 1st for six in-

curved and six Japanese, showing large well-finished

blooms in both stands.
. „ i

Jlr H. Cnpp, gr. to W. Drax, Esq., Holnest Park,

Sherborne, had the best twelve bunches of pompons.

Mr. Cocks staged an excellent stand of Japanese

rnot for competition), in which Mons. .1. Laing,

Belle Panic, and Jlrs. Cannell were conspicuous.

Fniit was a fairly good display, the quantity being

(rood Jlr Llovd was 1st for a collection of SIX kinds

Sf fruit with 'good Black Alicante and Trebbiano

Grapes, Glou JIor.;eau Pear, Ribston Pippin Apples,

and VicomtesseHericartdeThuiy Strawberry; Mr.

Grossman was a good 2nd. Mr. Lloyd was 1st for

two bunches of Black Alicante and two bunches of

Mrs. Pince in the any other black class. Mr. L ross-

man was 1st for two bunches of Jluscats :
and Jlr.

Dvley cr. to R. Stamer Randle, Esti., Maperton

Houie Wincinton, occupied alike position with two

bunches of Fosters Seedling in the any other white

Grape class, all stagingshapely well-finished bunches.

Jlr Daley hail the best three dishes of dessert

Annies ; ind Jlr, Lloyd had the best three dishra

of culinary, as well as the best dish of dessert

Pears. Jlr. Kidley had the best dish of culinary

I'er/rta'i/es.—'there were four excellent collections
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of eight kinds, and three collections of six kinds of

salading. llr. Bowers was 1st in both classes ; Mr.
Copp being linil in the former class, and Mr. Lloj'd

2nd in the latter.

Tnuh Collections.—Messrs. Scott & Co. (Merriott
and Yeovil), and Messrs. Uobei't Veitch & Son
(Exeter), put up two admirable collections of Apples,
not for compttitiun.

ST. ALBANS CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 20 -ixD 21.—The second annual show

was held in the Town Hall, and there were *ome
fine examples on view. For three trained speci-

mens of Japanese, Mr. Edwin Beckett, gr. to H.
Hicks Gibbs, Esq., Aldenham House, Elstree, was
1st, with well flowered plants. He also had the

best incurved.

In the competing group, on a space of 40 square

feet, Mr. F. H. Froud, gr. to G. N. JIartin.Esq., The
Bank, St. Albans, was awarded Ist for a capital

selection nicely arranged ; the Ven. the Archdeacon
Lawrence (gr.. Mr. .1. Kisher), St. Alljans, coming
2nd.

Among non-competing exhibits were a group of

foliage and stove plants from Mr. .J. Watson, New
Zealand Nursery, St. -\lbans ; an assortment of

Coleus, Lilies, Chrysunthemutns, and foliage plants,

shown by Mr. Freeman, gr. to Horace Slade, Esq.,

Hatfield Road, St. Albans ; an efi'ectively arranged
group of Chrysantliemums and miscellaneous plants,

by Mr. T. Nutting, gr. to J. liUmdell Maple, Esq.,

M.F., Childwickbury ; and a corresponding group
from Mr. W. F, Emptage, gr. to J. S. Hill, Esii.,

Hawkswick.
For cut flowers Mr. E. Beckett led easily in both

sections, with fine blooms. He .also had a collection

of Anemone-flowered Chrysanthemums.
There were some excellent vegetables, the most

noticeable being those from Jlr. Beckett. He also

contributed fruit, in good examples of Black
Alicante aud Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, and
Black Jamaica Pine-ap]ile.

LEEDS.
Nov. 20 AND 21.—In spite of previous drawbacks

the Leeds Chrysanthemum Society determined to

make one more try, and the result was a creditable

display. Tlie groups of plants were arranged round
the sides of the hall, the principal prizes being
taken by Mr. H. Featherstone, nurseryman. Kirk-

stall ; and Mr, Eastwood, gr. to Mrs. Tetley, Leeds.

Grapes were the only fruit staged, the best Muscat
of Alexandria and Alicante coming from Mr.
Midgeley, gr. to H. Mason, Esq., Bankfields.Bingley.

Mr. Featherstone was the principal exhibitor in

tlie classes for bouquets, &c.

There was a good show of cut blooms. In the

principal class for thirty-six distinct varieties,

eighteen to be Japanese and eighteen incurved, Mr.
T. B. Morton, nurseryman, Darlington, took premier
honours with a good lot, the Japanese being espe-

cially heavy and well arranged—Etoile de Lyon, a
new pink variety, being large and eftective, and also

Mdlle. Louise Leroy, a new white variety. Incurved
varieties were represented by the usual leading sorts

;

Mi-. jNIidgeley was 2nd.

For twenty-four bloom.*, twelve Japanese and
twelve incurved, Mr. T. Barclay, gr. to 1\. Clough,
.Esq., Keighley, was 1st, staging capital examples of

leading varieties.

Mr. Morton succeeded in ^vinning 1st honours for

twelve Japanese and twelve incui'ved in separate

classes, with blooms similar in name and quality to

the larger classes; Messrs. Midgeley and Barclay
followed closely.

Anemone-flowered and reflexed varieties were best

staged by Mr. Morton, the former's being full-centred

specimens, while the latter 's were bright and good.

Mr. Grix, gr. to .Sir James Kitson, Gledhow Hall,

Leeds, was successful in securing 1st honours in the
special class promoted by the members of the Leeds
Paxton Society for eighteen blooms, distinct varie-

ties, any section, staging a mixed lot of incurved and
Japanese.

Messrs. Clibran & Sons, Altrincham, t^heshire,

contributed five do/.en blooms, Japanese and incurved,

of leading varieties, along witii a mixed collection

of decorative stove and greenhouse plants not for

competion, which created some interest, as did the
collection of manures and other horticultural sun-
dries, from Messrs. W. Wood & Sons, Wood Green,
London.

BRISTOL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
NovEMuEB 21 AXD 22.—The twentv-fifth exhi-

bition of this Society took place in the Drill Hall,
Clifton, and may be regarded as being one of the
best shows held this season. Specimen plants of
Chrysanthemums were especiallv good. Fruits and
vegetables were excellent,
P/aH/s.—These exhibits were an imposing display

by themselves, so numerous were they, and of such
good iiuality. There were five competitors for the
Silver Cup, to be awarded for eiglity-four large-
flowered distinct varieties, tlie prize going to Mr. J.
Lee, gr. to T. M. Miller, Esq., Bristol; his plants
were from 4 to 5 feet in diameter, well flowered, and
neatly trained, Mrs. G. Rundle, Frince Alfred, and
Mrs. Forsythe being of especial excellence.

Mr. J. Ayres, gr. to T. W. Gibson, Esq., Clifton, was
1st for six Japanese ; and Mr. A. Ambrose, gr. to
G. A. Tilney, Esq., Sneyd Park, was 1st with leading
varieties, such as Mdlle. Jlelanie Fabre and Fair
Maid of Guernsey, freely flowered.

Trained standard plants were staged in capital
condition, and consisted of Lord Wolseley, Empress
of India, Bronze Jardin des Plantes, aud others,
carrying from twenty to thirty large blooms, quite
equal in quality to the cut blooms shown as such,
ilr. Cole, gr. to W. F. Threadwell, Esq., Bath, took
the 1st, and Mr. H. Hawking, gr. to Joseph Leacli,
Esq., the 2nd ]irizes.

A group of Chrysanthemums occupying a space
12 feet by 7 feet brought six competitors. The best
plants, having both fine flowers and good foliage,
were staged by Mr. A. Parkes, gr. to Captain Alcock,
Bristol

;
the 2nd prize falling to Jlr. A. Ambrose.

Cut blooms were shown in large numbers, and the
class for thirty-six distinct, twelve to be Japanese
and the remainder incurved, was the largest. Mr.
Thomas, gr. to W. Marshall, Esq., Taunton, was the
best among six exhibitors, the blooms being large
and solid

; tlie best of the Japanese varieties were
Boule d'Ur, E. Molyneux, M. J. JI. Pigny, Thun-
berg, and Duchess of Albany; and of "incurved
flowers. Empress of India, Jean d'Arc, Mrs. Hi/ale,
Jardin des Plantes, and Hero of Stoke Newingtoii.
Mr. A. Parkes showed well, and was a good 2iid.
For twelve incurved, 1st, Mr. C. Cooper, gr. to

C. L. CoUard, Esq., Taunton; the medium blooms
he showed possessed freshness and finish. The
leading variety shown was JPrincess of Wales, very
fine. Jlr. W. Carpenter, gr. to A. Cole, Esq., showed
in good form, and took the 2nd prize.

Tlie best six incurved blooms were those of Mr.
A. Parkes—fine fresh blooms.
Anemone-flowered were shown in twelve varieties

in capital condition by Mr. C. Lucas, gr. to J. Mar-
shall, Esq., Taunton ; Lady Margaret, Fleur de
Marie, and Gluck were the best, all of them were full-
centred, and fresli blooms. Jlr. E. Miller, gr. to F.
Sargent, Esq., Old Sneyd Park, Bristol, was 2nd.
Mr. Cooper had the best twelve Japanese varie-

ties, aud was 1st for eighteen Japanese, and for the
same number of incurved varieties ; the best among
the former being Boule d'Or, Baronne de Praillv.
Carew Underwood. Edwin Jlolyneux, Val d'Andorre,
and Thunberg. Jlr. Carpenter and Mr. Thomas were
respectively 2nd in these classes, both showing
well.

^ Mr. .J. Asplin, gr. to W. M. Blake, Esq., Hasfield
Court, Tewkesbury, was 1st for six blooms of varie-
ties of recent introduction ; Alice Bird, a bright
yellow being one of the more conspicuous blooms
shown.
FruU.—A good show was made in this section.

For a collection of six dishes, Pines excluded.— 1st,

.Mr. W. Iggulden. gr. to the Earl of Cork, Marston
House, Frome.
Black Hamburgh Grapes were best shown by Mr.

Bannister, gr. to H. St. Vincent Ames, Esq., Cote
House, Westbury-on-Trym.
For two bunches Muscat of Alexandria, Mr. W.

Coates was 1st with capital bunches, having large
berries of good colour; .Mr. J. Gibson, gr. to Earl
Cowley, Draycott Park, who was 2nd, showed
well.

In the Alicante class there were fifteen competi-
tors, the 1st prize being taken by Mr. Iggulden with
large bunches, compact, and of good colour

; Mr. F.
Crocker, gr. to Mrs. M. H. Miles, Ham Green House,
Bristol, was 2Dd, he failing to'gain 1st place by want
of size in the berries.

Nine competitors showed Lady Downe's ; the best
were those of Mr. Crocker, Mr. J. Gibson being
placed 2nd with smaller bunches.
Eight exhibitors showed Gros Colmar. Mr.

Iggulden's, which were food in all points, were

placed 1st ; and those of Mr. Gibson 2nd. Mrs.
Pince was best staged by Mr. J. Wilkinson, Bristol

;

and in the class for any other variety of black
Grapes, the bunches of Gros Maroc, shown by Mr.
Crocker, were pronounced to be fine on all points,
and received 1st honours, the Black Barbarossa,
shown by Mr. Iggulden, obtaining the 2nd place.
Mr. Wilkinson staged Trebbiano in good con-

dition in the class for any other white Grapes, taking
the 1st prize ; and Mr. Iggulden followed with Golden
Queen.

Pears made a good show, and the 1st prizes for
six and for four varieties were secured by Mr. W. H.
Bannister. Apples were also good.

Vegetables in ten distinct varieties brought eight
competitors, the best, those from Mr. W. H. Bannister,
were of especial excellence. We give the names of
the most noteworthy kinds, viz,, Veitch's Matchless
Carrots, Perfection Brussels Sprouts, Danver's
Yellow Onion, Hackwood Park Tomato, and Chan-
cellor Potato; Mr. G. Pragnell, gr. to C. D. W.
Digby, Esq., Sherborne Castle, Dorset, was a
close 2nd.
The classes for miscellaneous productions were

filled generally in a very creditable manner. The
bank of jdants—10 feet by 5 feet—put up by Mr. W.
Coates, was very telling." Plants with ornamental
foliage, shown by Jlr. A. Hancock, gr. to ^^. Somers,
Esq., Clifton, were excellent, and the specimen of
Cycas revoluta especially so.

Mr. J. Harris, gr. to Dr. Trotnian, secured the 1st
place for the best stove or greenhouse plant with a
well bloomed Eucharis amazonica.
A specimen of Cypripedium insigne with thirty-

six blooms obtained for Mr. J. Coles the 1st prize
in the class for a single Orchid.

Poinsettias were well'shown by Mr. Cole ; and Mr.
G. Price, gr. to S. Budget, Esq.,' Bristol, was 1st for
table plants.

ISLE OF THANET.
NovKsniEit 21 AND 22.—The second annual exhi-

bition was held at the Hall-by-the-Sea. Margate;
the competition in many cases was very keen, in
this respect showing an imiirovement on last year's
show.
For a group of miscellaneous plants, arranged for

efi'ect, the 1st honours were awarded to Mr. J. Gos-
deii, gr. to Mr. J. Atkinson, Westbrook, Margate,
wlio showed a charmingly arranged group of beauti-
ful plants. Mr. F. lioberts, gr. to Mr. Sebag Moiite-
fiore, was 2nd.

Tliere were six groups of Chrysanthemums in

competition, which was very close, the first honours
falling to Mr. J. Cornford, gr. to Mr. H. H. Powell
Cotton, who showed a very neatly arranged group of
excellent plants. Two very fine groups were shown
by Mr. E. Bishop, gr. to Jlrs. Gray, of Birchington
Hall, and Mr. F. lioberts, who were awarded 2nd aad
^rd prizes respectively.

Mr. Cornford showed four very fine specimens
(incurved), for which he received 1st honours; but
forsi.x trained specimens (incurved), single .Japanese,
and three specimens (reflexed), Mr. D. Fairweather,
gr. to Mr. W. J. Jarrett, Westgate, led.

Mr. W. lies, gr. to Jlr. A. K. llayden, Birching-
ton, showed some very nice plants, and secured 1st

]ilace for four Japanese and for three pompons.
Tiiere was a y^yy fine show of cut blooms, the

most successful competitor being Mr. D. Fairweather.
Jlr. J. Cornford was also very successful, and his

group of twenty-four incurved was excellent.

I'or thirty-six blooms the 1st prize was awarded
to a capital collection by Jlr. T. Skinner, East
Sutton Park.
Mr. J. Gosden, was 1st for a very pretty collection

of plants suitable for table decorations.

The display of fruit Avas exceptionally good. Mr.
D. Fairweather had excellent Grapes, while Apples
shown by Mr. F. Miller, gr. to Mr. J. T. Friend,
Northdown, and the Pears by Jlr. W. C. Barber and
Mr. (.). Wilkin were also good. There was also a
very good sliow of vegetables.

Aiuateufs.—The show of plants in pots was very
weak, being scarcely up to the average of those
siiown by cottagers, and in some classes the judges
did not think the exhibits worthy of a 1st prize.

There was, however, a very good show of cut blooms,
Jlr. Gaines carrying off m-iny of the prizes ; but in

two classes he had to succumb to Mr. li. Pepper.
Jlr. J. Knight was also a successful exhibitor. Mr.
Jarman, gr. to .1. Farmer, Esq., JIargate, had a
grand group, not for competition, of Chrvsanthe-
mums which was singled out as the best group in
the show.
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The Weather.

[Accumulated temperature indicates the combined amount and
dur;itioa of the excess or defect of temperature above or

below aj*^ F. for the period uamed, and i^ expresst-d in Day-
degree — a "Day-degree" siguifyiiig 1° coutiuued for

twenty-four hours, or any other numoer of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hours.]
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Wait. Doyenne Boussoch. — Jno*Jones. Grape,

Madresfield Court.—^. G. X. 1, HoUandbury

;

2, Beauty of Kent ; 0, liound Winter Nonsuch
;

4, Grange's Pearraain ;
"i, like Crimson Queening;

6, Adam's Pearraain.— W. C. 1, not recognised:

2, Triomphe de Jodoigne ; 3, Strijted Beaufin.

—

A, N. Apple, Ringer ; Pear, Beurri5 Clairgeau.

Names of Plants: A. M. Abies (or Picea) cepha-
lonica.

—

C. IV, K. That is strange. No. 1 is an
indifterent variety of Oncidiura Forbesii ; and 2

is a fine variety which comes near to O. Forbesii

Borwickiana, illusti-ated in Ganlencrs' Chronicl'^,

p. b'^lo, vol. xi.. 1870.

—

H. G. K. We cannot
name plants from such scraps ; send better,

and we will endeavour to comjdy with your
wish.—C W. Str'ukland. Laehenalia pendula.

—

iS'. W. Ma.xillaria picta.

—

Suhscrihcr. 1, Lastrea
glabella; 2, Adiantum concinnum latum; .'t,

Polypodiura appendiculatura ; 4, Pteris serru-

lata ;
.">, Lomaria spicant ; 6, Polypodium vul-

gare ; 7, Blechnum occidentale.— W, F. C. Piece

of plant, Ptdargontum glutinosum ; Fern, Pteria

serrulata.

—

G. M., Pans. 1, not recognised; 2,

Oncidium sp. ; 3, Phal;i?nopsis rosea ; 4, not re-

cognised ; 5, Odontoglossum constrictum ; (>,

Goodyera pubescens.— J. /?. Stanhopea grandi-

flora (Lindley).— 7\ Hcjfer. Polypodium querci-

folium.

—

J, liigij. Specimen quite insufficient.

Naming Plants : G. M. We are always desirous to

oblige our correspondents by naming specimens for

them, but we must request them to furnish us with
good specimens properly packed and in number not
exceeding six at a time. As you say, some of the

specimens sent were, indeed, in a bad state, and on
arrival others were decayed beyond recognition.

We never like to make guesses at a plant's name
as it is unsatisfactory to all concerned and some-
times results in grave errors.

Odontoglossum pclchkllum : L. C. We can find

no record of your communications iiaving been
received by us either at tlie beginning of the year

or in October. We " boycott '" no one, but are

always pleased to aft'ord our correspondents the
desired information with the least possible delay.

Can you not send another flower ?

Oxford ]\fAiiKET: Bohln. We know of no market
so called.

Pear IJeurhk Superieur : W. Inynctn. The fruits,

if small, were of delicious flavour. It should cer-

tainly not fail in any garden.

Palm Sehds : J. L. R. These are sometimes to be

picked up at the horticultural sale rooms. English
nurserymen do not generally deal in them. Try
Hurst & Co.. wholesale seedsmen, Houndsditch,
E. ; or Hr. Strauss, Eberfeld, Cologne, llhenish

Prussia.

Pears: C. W. JV. The omission of name of place is,

no doubt, to most persons a serious one. Our cor-

respondent, " F. M.," was doubtless writing for

gardeners who know what varieties of Pears will

grow well in certain parts of England without
usually requiring to be placed on a wall. As a

general rule, it may be stated that few varieties, and
these none of them very good ones, will grow with-

out a wall on which to train them in pans north of

the Ilumber. Even in the warmer parts of England
and Ireland thei'e are few Pears which are not the

better for being so grown, although in sheltered

walled-in gardens excellent fruits are obtained

from espaliers, cordon?, pyramids, &c.

Raleioh and thh Potato : H. Fincham. An account

of the Potato Conference and Exhibition is to be

found in our issue for December 4, 188(). The
Royal Horticultural Society was not engaged in

that undertaking.

Terms OF Tenancy: One perph.ccd. Your case is

such a grave one, that you would only do yourself

justice by taking proper legal advice. We cannot
venture to advise, especially as you have had no
agreement in respect of the holding.

Travelling Expenses: H.F. You cannot claim them,
but it is customary to reimburse the young gardener

when he has been put to any expense in reaching
his situation.

W.alndts: W. C'olktl. The Nuts were unripe at the

end of the season, thiit is all.

Communications Rixeivkd. — .T. E. P. (nest wt-ek).— D.
Crombie— .T. E.—F. S. & Co.—E. J.—E. V. & S.—R. D.—
W. Ingram (next week).—F. \V. B.—W. C. -J. van V.—R.
H. v.—J. Trotmiiu.—D. & J.—Dr. W. Schlich.—W. Jinks—
T. F. D.-H. W. W.—J. W.—G. N.—BobUe & Co.—W. C—
J. Y.-J. R. J.-A. D,-H. M.-J, G. B.-E. & F. N.

E

EXGLISH YEWS, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

BOX, Greeu, 3, 4, 5. and feet.
Variegated, 3, 4, 6, and 6 feet.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 3, 4. .i, and 6 feet.

All well furnished, and finely rooted. Many thousands.
ANTHONY WATERER. Knap Hill Nur.sery, Woking, Surrey.

UONYMUS (Green).—50,000, all nice bushy
well-growu Speeimens, 9 to 36 inches, £1 to JEIO per ILIU.

J. J. CLARK.
Goldstone Farm, Brighton.

Q EAKALE for Forcing, selected large Crowu.s,O ms. per 101)0; under 500, 9.«. per 100. A reniittanee
with all orders.—.ALFRED ATWOOD, Grower, 11, Lnvender
Terrace, Battersea, .S.W.

To the Trade.
\'EOETABI,E and AGRIOfLTl'RAL SEEDS.

H. AND F. SHARPE are now prepared to give
SPECIAL QUOTATIONS for all the best kinds of

VEGETABLE and FIELD SEEDS grown this season from care-
fully selected stocks. The quality is very good, and the prices
will be found advantaeeous to purchasers.

.Seed Growing Establishment, \V!i.l.cch.

NEW FORGET-ME-NOT,
BLUE PERFECTION.

Tin. i,!Li:t:x of Spring i3Ei>i)i.NG rLAM>.
No (iani'-ii tihouM be without lliis grund improvement uu

tlie ol.l M. liisftifillora. No^v is the tinit' to pliiiit to produce
a seu-atiouiil display next epring.
Strong pIaut.-^, l-V, f.':H>!i, 10s. per doz. Sued. 2^. ^Vl. per paeket.

Trade Price on application.

J. H. VIRGO, Florist, Waltou-in-Gordano, Clevedon.
SOMERSET.

FENCES-MYROBALANorCHERRY PLUM
(PKUNL^S MYROBALANA>

is the be^t btuff for mending old fences or making new oi.es.

tirowa well on poorest soils. Shoots very hard and spinv.
Prices range from 12s. per 1000 to 10s. per'lOO. Full particu-
lars on application to EWING & CO., Havant, Hamp^^ihire.

ECONOMYInTHE GARDEXr—Sentira!tis
our new Fertilizing Moss (16 pages) Pampldet. containing

much valuable matter.—Send address to
\V. WOOIJ AND SON, Wood Green. N.

OUCUID PEAT, best quality; JUIOWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO.

DODENDBON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices to
WALKER ASD CO., Farnborough, Hants.

ASTUPLANTA, the best Artificial Manure.
It enriches the soil with the fertilisers drawn from it liy

p!ant.s; no unpleasant smell; admirably adapted for all jKj't

plants. In bags : 112 lb., 19s. ; 5(5 lb., lis. 'M. ; 28 lb., Gs. 9d.
;

14 lb., is. ; 7 lb., 2s. 3U. In tins, 1,?. each. Sole Manufacturers,
PHILIPHARRISANDC0.(Limited).9.BullRin!;, Birmingham.

BENTLEY'S INSECTICIDE.
Is superseding the use of Other Insecticides.

Used bv nearly all the Leading tJardeneri.

1 Gallon, 9i.: i Gallon. 5s.; 1 Quart. 3s. Gd. ; 1 Piut, 2s.
Te-itimoniuls and full particulars upon application.

J. BENTLEY.
Chemical Works, Barrow-on-Humber, Hull.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBEE EEFUSE.

id. per bushel ; 100 for 25s. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),

40s. ; 4-bu9heI bag^s, id. each.
LIGHT BROWN FLBROUS PEAT, 6s. 6d. per sack ; 6 sacks,

25s. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. per sack, 5 sacks, 22s. ; sacks,

4</. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. M. per bushel ; 15s. per half

ton : 2(is. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id. ea^Ii.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, 1.5. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s, 6d. per sack.
MANURES. GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.R.H.S., 21, Goldsmith's Street, Drury
Lane (lately called 17A. Coal Yard), W.C.

PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
CHOICE PL.INTS, FERNS, HEATHS, AZALEAS, &c.

EPFS & CO. are now prepared to offer PEAT, as above,
of first-class quality, at lowest prices. Send for Samples. Price
List and Testimonials. Depot for HORTICULTURAL
SUNDRIES. LOAM. SAND, LEAF-MOULD, SPHAGNUM,
COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EPPS & CO., Bingwood, Hants.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16,000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR •WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenliouses, Frames, &c.

I Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisonous Paints for Inside of Conservatories, &o.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free,

LA BELLE SADVAQB TAKD, LUDOATE HILL. E,0.

BAOHBLOB'S WALK, DXTBUS.—Dummt tir CmA.

STANDEN'S
oralis MANURE

Exceeds all others in ncncnd fcrliUsincj

properties and staijiiiij powers.
It promotes a rapid, healthy, ami robust growth to

plants generally.
It is a clean and dry powder, with very little smell.

It is consequently particularly adaptable for ladies

interested in plant culture.
The highly fertilising properties of this ilannre

render its money value, in comparison with
other manures, at least double ; and users will

find that very small quantities will produce
favourable and lasting results.

Sold in Tins, 1 -, 2 6d, 5 6, and 10 6 each
;

and in Kegs (free) at Reduced Prices,
28 lbs., 126; 56 lbs., 23 -

; 112 lbs,,

42 - each.

SOLE MANUFACIUEEIiS:

CORRY.SOPER, FOWLER & CO.
(LiMniiu),

16, Finsbury Street, London, E.G.
.SOLD By ALL SEEDSMUX AXD NCK.'yEEyMLW.

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Prize Mkdals.
Quality, THE BEST In the Market. (All sacks included.)
PEAT, best brown fibrous ... 5s. per sack, 5 sacks for 22s. 6d.
PEAT, best black fibrous ... is. tyd. ,, 5 sacks for 20s.
PEAT, eitra selected Orchid 7s. 6d. ,, 6 sacks for 35s.
LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST ) Is. per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... ( (sacks included).
SILVER SAND, coarse, Is. 6d. per bush.. Us. half-ton, 243. ton.
RAFFIA FIBRE, best only Is. per lb.
TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb. ; 28 lb., 27s.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s. per bush., is. per sack.
CHUBH-S" PERFECT "FER--) In Bags.
TILIZEE (the Best Food for ( . • ,
all kinds of Plants, Flowers, ("Tins. 71b. 141b. 281b. b61b. 1 civt.
Fruits, Vegetables, &c. ...) 1/6 3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-
VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 5/6 10/6 17/-
RUSSIAN MATS. BAMBOO CANES. PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bed.iing tor Horses and
Cattle, £2 per ton. Extra large Sample Bales, 6s. each. Also
prepared for Poultry Pens. Babbits, &c.. inSacks, ls.6rf. encll.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubbs special process),
sacks. Is. 4rf. each ; lusacks, 12s.6(/.; 15sack3,17s.6t/.; 208ack3,
2ns. ; 25 sacks, 24s. ; 30 sacks, 27s. ; 40 sacks, 35s. ; 50 sacks,
40s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail, 30s. Limited quantities
of G., special quality granulated in sacks only, 2s. Qd. each.

SPECIAL MANURES , for Farmers, Agriculturists, Market
Gardeners, ami others (concentrated into a Dry Powder).

CHUBBS " PRpDUCTIVfi " .MANURE, in biiijs, £3 per tOU
(bags included); sample 1 cwt. bags, 4s., pru.iuiiiig exira-
ordinary results, aud worth four or five tinirs tUejictual co-t.
Try it a^aiijst :inv ofli.T niaiiun\ no tnattcr \vhat price.

CHUBB'S " COMPOUND SOOT and SEWAGE" MANURE,
in bags, £2 per ton (ba-^s ini'lnded): sample 1 cwt. bag.

3s., made principally (by special process) from London
Soot and Sewage with other fertilizing agents.

Terms strictly Cask latkortler. Hankers, UnionBankofLondon.

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD, MILWALL. LONDON. E.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE CmV),
1 J. per Bag. 10 for 8s., 30 for 20s.. Truck (over 2 tons) 20.s. f.o.r.

Splendid Yellow Fibrous LOAM. lo.<. per Ion. PE.AT, TOBACCO
PAPER. Sic—J. MEABS ami CO., 3, Bury Court. London, E.C.

BONES!-BONES!!-BONES!!!
Crushed Bones in all sizes for Mne Borders, Law ns. Potting,

Grasi Lauds, &c. Also BONE MEAL for Poultry Feeding,
GARDEN GUANO, DISSOLVED BONES, Special MANURES
and FERTILIZERS for all purposes.

For Prices, apply to

HARRISON. BARBER & CO. (Limited).
GARRETT LANE. WANDSWORTH. SURREY. S.W.

GlSHUKST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thripg, Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of soft-water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes, l5., 35., and 10s. 6d.

GISHUKSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes. 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PKICK'3 PATENT CANPiiE CQ^i^AifX
(Limited), London.
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THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
(Established 1841)

CONTAINS AKTICLES ON ALL DEPARTMENTS OF

GARDENING,
NOTICES OF ALL HORTICULTURAL MATTERS of CURRENT INTEREST,

EEPOETS of EXHIBITIONS, REVIEWS of BOOKS, and

HOME, COLONIAL, and FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

Original Illustrations by W. H. FITCH, F.L.S., W. G. SMITH, F.L.S., W. J. WEI-CH, and Others.

Among the Contibutors to recent Volumes the following:, out of many hundreds may be named ;—

ALPINE PLANTS :-

BACKHOUSE. J.

BALL, J., F.Ii.S.

CHl'KCHILL, G. C, Clifton. BristoL
CORREVUX. H.. Geneva.
DEWAR. U., Keiv.
DOD. Rev. V. V,'.

.lENKINS, E.

AMATEUR GARDENING :-

BADGER. E. W.
BOYLE. Hon. lira. E. V. B.
'• S. BRIGID."
BRIGHT, tlie late H. A. ("Notes

from a Lauea>;liire Garden").
CLARKE. Col. Trevor.
EWEAXK. Rev. H., Ryde.
LOWNE. B. T.
THOJISOX, W.
WEIR, Harrisoii.

ARBORETUM -
BARRON. W.. Borrowash.
LAVALLEE. Alplina^. the late.

NICHULSOX, G., Curator, Royal Gar-
dens, Kew.

SARGENT. Prof., Boston. U.S.A.
SYME, G.
YEO. D. J.. Lvueham.
YOUNG, Mauriee.

BEE-KEEPING :-

CHrrTY, w.
EOBIXSOX, J. F.

CHEMISTRY :-

CHURCH. Prof.. Kew.
DEHERAIX, Prof.. Paris.

DY'ER. Bernard.
GILBERT. Prof., Rothamsted.
LAWES. Sir .7. B., Rotliaunted.
MITCHELL. W. S,

WARINOTOX. K. Rolham^ted.
WILLIS, J. J.

DISEASES or PLANTS :-

ARTHUR, Prof., Xew York.
BASTIAX. Dr. Charlton. F.R.S.

BOS. Dr. Rit/ema, Wageningen.
BERKELEY, Rev. M. J., F.R.S.
COOKE, Dr. M. C.
ilURRAY. O.. Briti-h Ma^eum.
PAGET. Sir James, F.R.S.
PHILIPPS, W.
PLOWRIGHT, C. B., (Fungi).
S-MITH. W. G.
SOR.IUEB. Prof.. Proskau. [Forestry.

WARD, Prof. Marshall, Sehool of

FERNS :-

BAKER, J. 6., Royal Gardens, Kew.
DRUERY, C.
MOORE, T. (the late), Bot.inic Gardens,
HEMSLEY, A. (Chelsea.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS :-

llEAX. R.. Ealing.
DODWELL. E. S.. Oxford.
DOMBUAIX. Rev. H. H.
DOUGLAS, .1.. Ilford.

DOWNIE, .1., Ediulmrgh.
HORNER, Rev. F. V.
MOLYNEUX, E.
PAUL. O., Paisley.

TURNER, C, the late.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE ;-
ADLA.M, R. VV., Natal.

ANDRE. E.. Paris.

ANTOrXE. F., the late, Vienna.
BEXXET, H.. M.D.. Mentone.
BEKO.MAN, E., FerriSres.

BONAVIA, C, Lucknow,

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE ;

CARUEL, Prof., Florence.

CASPARY, Prof.. Koenigsberg.

DAM.MAB, Dr. Udo. Berlin.

DE MAR. .1. A.. Boston. U.S.A.

DRUDE. Prof., Dresden.
DUCH.ARTRE. Prof.. Paris.

EICHLER. the late. Prof.. Director.

Imperial Botanic Gardens. Berlin.

EXGLER. Prof.. Breslan.

FENZI. Cav. E., Florence.
HANBURY, T.. Mentone.
HART. J. H.. Trinidad.
HEXRIQUEZ, Prof., Coimbra.
JOLY. C, Paris.

.7ENMAN. .7. S.. British Guiana.
KOLB, Max. Munich.
KHELAGE, E. H., Haarlem,
LANGE. Prof., Copenhagen.
LEHMANN, H.. Popayan.
MEEHAN, T., Philadelphia.

MONTEIRO. Chev., Lisbon.

MORREN, the late Prof., Liege.

NAUDIN, C, Antibes.

NELSON. C. J.. Orange Free State.

OLI\T!IRA. .1. D.'. Oporto.

OLn'ER. Captain S. P.. Madagascar.
PLAXCHON. Prof.. Montpellier.

PYNAERT. E.. Ghent.
KEGEL. E.. St. Petersburg.
EODIGAS. E., Ghent.
SURLXGAR, Prof., Leyden.
TROUBETZKOI, Prince (Eucalyptus).

\'ILMORIN, H. de. Paris.

WITTMACK. Dr., Berlin.

WOLKEXSTEIX. St. Petersburg.

FORESTRY :-

BRACE. C. .1.. France.
FRAXCE. C. S., Aberdeen.
MICHIE. C. Y'.. Cullen, Aberdeen.
SCHLICH, Dr. Superintendent. Forest

Department, Cooper's Hill.;

WEBSTER. A. D.. Bromley.

FRUIT CULTURE ;-
BARROX. A. F.. Chiswick.
BLACKMORE. R. D.
BUXYAED, G., Maidstone. Kent.
CHEAL, .7., Crawley, Sussex.
RIVERS, T. F.
WARD. E.. Hewell Grange.
WILDSMITH, W., Heckfield Gardens.

GARDEN BOTANY :-

BAKER. .1. G.. F.R.S.
BALFOUR. Prof. .Edinburgh.

BALL. J.. F.R.S.
BENTHAM. the late G., F.R.S.
BOLUS, H., Cape Town.
BROWN. N. E.. Herbarium. Kew.
BURBIDGE. F. W., Botanic Gardens,
CLARKE, Col. Trevor. [Dublin.

CLARICE, C. B., F.R.S.
COOKE, Dr. (Fungi).
CORNU. Prof. Max. Paris.

DEC.ilSNE. the late Prof., Paris.

DE CANDOLLE, A., Geneva.
DYER, W. T. T., Director, Royal

Gardens, Kew.
ELLACO.MBE. Rev. Canon.
ELWES. H. J. (Lilies). [fers).

ENGEL.MAXN. the late Dr. G. (Coni-
FRANCHET. Paris. [U.S.A.
GRAY'. Prof. Asa, the late, Boston,
HEMSLEY, W. B., Kew.
HOOKER, Sir .7. D., K.C.S.I., late

Director, Royal Gardens, Kew.
.lACKSON. Museum. Royal Gardens,

Kew (Economic Botany).
LEICHTLIN. Max. Baden-Iiaden.
LINDSAY', R., Royal Botanic Gardens,

Edinburgh.
MAW. Q. (Crocus).

MOOHE, F., Koyal Gardens, Ctlasnevin.

GARDEN BOTANY :-

MORRIS. D.. Assistant Director. Kew.
N.AUDIX, C. Antibes.
OLI\'ER, Prof., F.R.S.
ROLFE, R. A.. The Herbarium, Kew.
SMITH, W. G. (Fungi).
STEIN. Ereslau Gardens.
STRICKLAND. Sir C.

TODABO. Baron. Palermo.
WATSOX, Sereno. Boston, U.S.A.

GARDEN INSECTS :-

McLACHLAX, R., F.R.S., Pres. Ent.

Soc.
MICHjIEL, A. E.. F.R.S.
WESTWOOD. Prof.. F.R.S.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS :-

BARR. P.. CuvcntOanleu.
CREWE, Rev. H. Harpur, the lale.

DOD, Rev. C. W.
ELLACOMBE. Rev. Canon.
ELWES. H. .7.. Cirencester.

HARTLAXD. Baylor, Cork.
PERRY'. Tottenham.
POTTER, W., York.
WELSON, G. F., F.R.S.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES •-

BAXCROFT. O.. M.D.. l.u u,laud.

BENNETT. G.. M.D.. .Svduey.

BOXA\'IA. Dr., N. W. P.. India.

COOPER. Sir Dan., Bait., Sydney.
DUTHIE, J. F.. Saharunpore.
FAWCETT, W. . Superi ntendcnt Botani-

cal Department .faniaica

H.ART, J. H.. Superintcniieni, Botanical
Department, Triiiida.l.

IM THURX, Everani, British Guiana.
KING, Dr.. Director, Royal Botanic

Gardens. Calcutta.
MACOWAN, Prof.. Cape Town
MUELLER, Baron Sir Fenl. von,

Melbourne.
MURTOX. H. J.. Sium.
RIDLEY. H. N.. Superintendent Botan-

ical Department. Singapore.
SCIIOMBUBGK, Dr.. Adelaide.

SMITH. T.. New Zealand.
TREVIEN. H., Ceylon.
WOOD, Medley, Botanic Garden, Dur-

LANDSCAPE GARDENING ;-

ANDRE. E.. Pans.
BOSCAWEX. Hon. and Rev. ,7. T.

BURVEXICH. F.. Ghent.
JACKMjUI. .7.. Woking.
JUIJAX, G. Richards.

ORCHIDS :-
ANDERSON. J., Meadowbank.
BACKHOUSE. .7., York.
BULL. W.
BULLEN. E., Botanic Gardens,

Glasgow.
EUYSSON, M. Le Comte.
CEAWSHAY, De B.
LAWRENCE. Sir Trevor, Bart., M.P.,

President, Eoval Horticultural Soc.

LEE. W., Downside.
LINDEN. Lucien, Brussels.

O'BRIEN, James.
PFrrZEE, Prof., Heidelberg.

REICHENBACH, Prof.. Hamburgh.
RLDLEY, H. N., Singapore.
SANDER, F.
SMEE, A. H.
SWAN, \V.. Staines.
VEITCH. H. J.

WILLIAiMS. B. S.

WOOLFOED, C.

PRACTICAL GARDENING :-

ATKINS. J.

AUSTEN. J.. Witley Court Gardens.

EAILLIE, W. M., Luton Hoo Gardens.

EAIXES. T.
BAXTER. W. H., Botanic Gardens,

Oxford.
BLAIR. T.. Shrublond Gardens.
CARMICHAEL, A.M., Henlevin Arden.
CHALLIS. T.
CHRISTIE, A., Warwick Ca»tle.

COLEMAN, W., Eastnor Castle

Gardens.
COOMBER. J..TheHendre. Monmouth.
COOMBEE. W.. Eegent's Park.

CROSSLING, E., St. Fagau's Castle

Gardens.
CUL\'EEWELL, W., Thorpe Perrow.
DEAN, A. (Putatos, &c.).

DEWAR, D., Royal Garilens, Kew.
DIVERS, W. H.. Ketton.
DOUGLAS, J.. Great Gearies, Ilford.

DUNX. M., Dalkeith.
EARLEY', W.. Hford.
E^'AXS. A., Lythe Hill Gardens.
FINDLAY. B.. Manchester.
FISH. D. T., Hardwicke Gardens.
FOWLER, A., Castle Kennedy

Gardens.
OIBSOX, W. M. (Town Gardening).
(;RIE\'£. p.. Bury St. Edmunds.
HEM.SLEY, A. (ilarket Plants).

HERRIN, C, Dropmore.
HUDSON, J. (Stove Plajits).

INGRAM. W., Belvoir Gardens.
LYNCH. R. J., Botanic Gardens,

Cambridge.
McINDOE. J.. Hutton Hall.

J1EL\'ILLE. D.. Duurobin Gardens.

MILES, G. T., Wycombe Abbey
Gardens.

MILLER. W.. Coombe Abbev.
MOORE. F. W.. Eoyal Botanic Garden,
O'BEIEN. T. [Glasnevin.

POWELL, D. C, Powderham Castle.

EICHARDS, G. H., Somerley Gardens
EGBERTS. J.. Gunnersbury.
ROSS, F., PendcU Court, Bletchingley.

RUST, J.. Bridge Castle.

SAUL, M.. Y'ork.

SHEPPARD. J.. Wolverston Gardens
S-\IITH, J., Mentmore Gardens.
SMYTHE. W., Basing Park.

TEMPLE. 711.. Caj-roii House. N.B.
THOMAS. 0-. Cbatsworth Gardens.
THOMSON. W.. Clovenford (Vines).

WALLIS, J.. Keele Gardens.
WARD. E.. Hew ell Grange. Bromsgrove.
W.ARD. H. W., Longford Castle

Gardens.
WARD. A., Stoke Edith Park.
WATSON. W., Roval Gardens, Kew.
WEBSTER. J.. Gordon Castle (iardeus

WILDS.MITH, W., Heckfield Gardens
WILSON, D.
WILSON, G. F. (Lilies).

ROSES :-
BENNETT. H.
D'OMBEALN. Rev. H. H.
FISH. D. T.. Hardwick, Bury St
FISHER, Rev. O. CEdmunda
GIEDLESTON. T. W.
PAUL, G.. Cheshunt.
PAUL, W., Waltham Cross.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY :-

BENNETT. A. W.
liOULGER. Prof.

DARWIN, Charles, the lale.

FOSTER. Prof. Michael.
GARDINER. W.. Cambridge.
GLAISHBR, James (Meteorology.)
HENSLOW, fev. O.
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BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers"

Reports. Sold m Tins, U., 2<; 6d , 5s. b'^ , and Hh. 6ii each,

or 1 cwt. BiiiT'*. «eTV i Hs P\ ill '^.^(^l^ni.Mi, or apply direct to

•vV. K. Hti.l,i>t)N t irli . ik 1. 1-- \IilN. Sheffield

Made in superior e.irt lien w^ire, U in. long. 6^ in, deep,and6in.
wide. luside, 2^ inches from the top, is a perforated movable
false bottom, upon which tlie soil for cuttings or se^ds is placed,
the lower half being filled with water, which is repleniji^lied

when required through the funnel. It fits evenly on 1-iuch
hot-water pipe*, and will be found a >-imidt' aud effectual means
of utilising tliem for propagating purpose^. With the false
bottom remo\ed it forms an effective vaporiser. Price .I.*, each.,
or three for Sv. i\,l., six carriage and package free to any sta-
tion in Gnat liiitain for £l !•;. Sole makers and pat^-ntees,
T. PASCALL AND SON'S, South Norwood Pottery,Surrey. S.E.

Garden Pots i ^P^^'f
"^^ unsurpassed by any in the Trade.

I

£•-> orders rarnage paid tu any fioods station
within luO miles of London. Samples carriage frer. ("ircliid

i'otterv of every description. Send for Price Li-^t.—THOS PAS-
CALL & SONS, South Norwood Pottery, Surrey, S.E.

To Nurserymen. Seed Merchants, and Florists.

JBLACKIJURN AND yONS are offering Arch-
• angel Mats lower tlian any other house in the trade: alw

Petersburg Mats aud flLit Bags, Raffia fibre. Tobacco Paper,
and Shading. Prices free.—4 and 5. Wormwood Street, E.C.

(GARDEN REQUISITES. ^Sticks, Labels,
VX Virgin Cork, Raffia. Mats, Bamboo Caues, Rustic Work
M.inures. &c. Cheapest Prices of

WATSON AND SCULL, yu. Lower Thames SI reef. I/jndon.K.O.

PORTABLE CXTCUMBER FRAMES.
r> H A L L I D A Y and CO. desire to
-AV» draw special attention to their Cueumber Frames,
of which they always have a large stock, ready glazed and
painted. They are made of the best materials, and can be put
together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Prices delivered to any station in England i

—

£ s. d.

2-light frame, 8 feet by 6 feet
) p„.vin<r ( 3 10

3-Iightframe.l2feetby6feetlcais^^^^^ 5 5

frlight frame, 24 feet by b feet 1 ( 10 u U

The glass is nailed and puttied in. Lights and framing for

brick pits at proportionately low prices.

R. hallidaY & CO.,
Hothou^^e Builders and Eiipineera.

ROYAL HOKTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON,
JLINCHESTEK.

London Agent, Mr. H. SKELTON, Seedsman, &c.,

2, HoUoway Road, N.

GLASS. CHEAP GLASS.
8s. 6d. per 100 feet 15 oz. 12x10, 18x12,18x14,24x14,

14x12. 20x12, 13X16, 24x16,
128. per 100 teet 21 oz. ... 16x12, 16X14. 20x16, 24x18. &c.

Putty, ^s. 6d. percwt. ; Whit* Lead, genuiue, 21s.; Our
Speciality, 17s. 6ti. perewt. ; Paints ground in Oil. .Stone Ochre,

20s,; Osforii Ochre. 24s.; Green, 16s.; Black, 16s. per cwt.

;

Varnish, from .^s. Gd. per gal.—Full Price List on applica-

tion to THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 95, Bishopsgate
Street Wiihni. Lniidon, E.t'.

DEANE & CO S No 9 RANGE OF HOUSES.
Pnc-s gu.n . . f r III-lUNiT t JAIILFIE \ tli Ijriek-

vork), Avithin 15 miles of London Bridge.

Proportionate prices in any part of the Country.

Length. Width. Centre Part. Price. Estimates
24 ft. ... 8 ft. ... 10 ft. ... fit.3 10 for Heating
?,6 ft. ... 12 ft. ... 14 ft. ... £67 10 Apjiaratus on
60ft. ... 12ft. ... lift. ... flOO application.

ILLUSTRATED C.ITALOGUE of HORTICI l.Tl RAL BlILD-
IXfts, with Prices for Erecting and Heating. FREE.
SURVEYS MADE IX ANY PART OF THE COUNTRY

FREE OF CHARiiF. Designs and Estimates FREE.

DEANE & CO.,
Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Enf,'iueers,

46., Ki-« WUliam
j. _^ QJYDQN BRID GE,

HORTICULTURAL
TIMBER.

SASH BARS, LIGHTS, &,C.
SEUT) FOR PRICE LIST TO

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
RUSSIA .MATS— R A F F 1 A. —

NEW ARCHANciEL MATS an.l all kinds of

ST. PETERSBURU MATS, RAFFIA FIBRE, TOBACCO
PAPER and RAQ, BAMBOO CANES, &c., supplied at Lower
Prices than any other Firm. The Trade only supplied.
MARENDAZ iSD FISHER. JamesStreet, Covent Garden, W.C.

SAVE YOUR FIRE
and keep a fixed temperature under glass, by using

"FlilGI HOMO," made of prepared hair and
wool : a perfect nou-couductor of cold.

' FRIGI DOMOi
REGISTERED "^ TRADE MARKI
^0R PRICE LIST &. PARTICULARS ADDRESS-

|

RENJAMirjrOGINGTON
13 SDa/<E ST Kk LondonBfi/DS£

HILL

BLACK
& SMITH'S

VARNISH
for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

(Registered Trade Mark.)

An excellent substitute for oil paint, at one-third the cost.

Used iu all Loudon Parks, at Windsor, and Kew Gardens,

aud ou every important estate in the Kingdom. Has stood

the test of forty years' trial. Requires no mixing ; can be

applied cold by any ordinary labourer.

Price l.t. 6rf. per gallon at the manufactory, or carriage-paid

to any railway station, \s. 8i. per gallou in caskH of 3ij, 2U, or

10 gallons.

^ J TT rT% -r /-\ Tkt Every Cask bears the above

CA U 1 1 fs ,
Registered Trade Mark. Beware
of cheap imitations.

HILL & SMITH,
Brlerley Ironworks, Dudley

;

118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

;

47, Dawson Street, Dublin.

1
STOCK

I
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CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Telegraphic Address "HOT-WATER, LONDON." Telephone-No. 4,763)

Ha\ ' now pliMsuie in biint;ing to thi- notin' of HoitirnUniists ;inJ 1 lanli'm-rs !,'i-neiallv their

NEW PATENT (No 9090. 1888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
Which is, without dotibt, the Best AU-round Boiler in the Market.

It combines till the ad-

vantages of its class so icell

/monn, and by the improved

method of forming the

Joints — vi;., icUk Indi'.i-

rtibber IHw/itcs the Old

and too often InefTect-
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
• -

Scale of Charges for Advertising.
Head Line charged as tico,

4 Lines ..£030 15 Lines . . £0 8 6
6 „ ..036 16 „ ..090
6 „ ..040 17 „ ..096
7 „ ..046 18 „ . . 10
8 „ . . 5

,

19 „ . . 10 6
9 „ ..056 20 „ . . 11
10 „ ..060 21 „ .

.

11 6
11 „ . . 6 6 22 „ .

.

12
12 „ . . 7 23 ,. .

.

13 6
13 „ ..076 24 „ .

.

13
14 „ . . 8 25 „ .

.

13 6
A.VD SIXPENCE FOR EVERY ADDITIOXAL LINE.

If set acro93 two Columug. the lowest charge will be 20s.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30s.
Page. £S; Half Page. £1 10s.; Column, £3.

Gardenera and others Wanting Situations.
26 words, inclLiilnig name and address. Is. 6d,,

and 6rf. for every additional line (about 9 words) or part
of a line.

THESE ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PREPAID.
This scale does not apply to announcements of Vacant

Situations, which are charged at the ordinary scale.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.-Advertisers are cantimed
against having Letters addressed to Initials at Post-ojices, as
ali Letters so addressed are opened hi/ the authorities and
returned to the sender.

Births. Deaths and Marriages. Ss. each insertion.

Advertisements for the current u-eeic must reach the Office by
Thursday noon.

All Subscriptions Payable In Advance.
The United Kimodom : 12 Months, 15s. : 6 Months,

73. 6d. : 3 Months. 33. 9d.
Foreign (excepting India and Cliina); including Postage,

173. 6d. for 12 Months; ludia and China 19s. 6d.
Post office Orders to be made payable at the Post Office,

42, DRURY LANE, W.C. to W. Richards.

PuBLisHiNO Office and Office for Advertisements,
41, Wellington Street, Strand. London. W.C.

THE BEST REMEDY FOR INDIGESTION.

CAMOMILE PILLS.
Are conjidently rfcoinmeuded as a simple hut certain

remedy for

^-HNDIGESTION^:;-^
See Testimonial, eelectcd from hundreds:—

CROYDON, 1885.

" Having been a sufferer from Indi-

gestion for many years, I am happy to

say that I have at last not only been
relieved but perfectly cured by using
Norton's Pills, and confidently recom-
mend them to allsufferingfrom the same.

"
J. WILKINSON."

Fey other Testimonials, see Monthly Magazines.

Sold everywhere, price is. i^d., 2s. gd. and lis.

POWELL'S

SUREST COUGH MEDICINE.

TRY IT.
Persons who siifhr from a CHRONIC INFLA.MMATORY

CONDITION of the mucous inemlirane, periodically aysuniin"
an acute aspect, in the form of COUtiH. C.tTARRH, BRON-
CHITIS, and ASTHMA, will lind POWELL'S BALSAM of
ANISEED a friend indeed. Sold by Ch.-mists throughout tliew orld. Is. lirf. and 2s. 3rf. per bottle. See Trade Mark—Llo\,
hET, and .MoL-SK. Established 70 years.

IViADE WITH BOILING WATER.

E P P S ' S
G R A T E F U L-C OMFORTING.COCOA
IVIADE WITH BOILING MILK.

Accidents all tbe Tear Round.
Provide aeainst them by Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
CO.MPANY. 6-1, Cornhill, London, E.C.

Hon. Evelyn Ashley, Chairman.
Annual Income, £:i48,000.

Invested Capital and Reserve Fund, £27-^^,000.

Compensation Paid for 126.000 Accidents. £2.500.000.
Moderate premiums—Favourable conditions—new concessions.

Prompt and Liberal Settlement of Claims.
West End Office ;—8. Grand Hotel Buildings, W.C.

Head Office :—64. Cornhill. London. E.C.
WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

Now In the Press.

GILBERT'S KOYAL FAMILY of the
BRASSIC.V TRIBE. Price and particulars, apply to
R. (ilLBERT. High Park llnrdcns, Stamford.

Price 23. 6d., Post-free.

DISEASES of the VEINS ; More especially
of ^'enosity. ^'aricocele. Hfrmorrhoids, and \'.irirn,se

AVin-i, and their Medical Treatment. By J. COMPTON
BURNETT, M.D.
J. EPPS axdCO., 170, Piccadilly, and 48, Threadneedle Street.

I^KANCIS MOORE'S ALMANAC, besides
X- the usual Calendar, contains a full account of the
Ki_lip-ies iinrl Astronomical Phenomena of the Year, Lists of the
Members of the Government, Houses of Parliament, B;inlii'rs,

Public (llhces ;iiiil Iii^titutious, a List of the Priutipnl Bu>ine«-,
Fairs tlirouf^liuut Englanit and WBle'<, Po-.tal and other useful
luforniatiuii. Price iit. —The STATIONERS' COMPANY,
Stitioners' Hall, Ludgate Hill, E.C.

Now Ready, the Seventh Edition, revised and enlarged,
price y.s. lad., post-free.

pULTURAL DIRECTIONS for the ROSE,
\J by John CKA>^r<ix, King's Acre Nurseries, near Here-
ford, containing every infortuation relative to Kose Culture;
a choice seletlion of all the finest Roses, fully described ; a .select

List of sorts adapted to various circumstances, situations, soils,

and climates ; a eomplete Catalogue of varieties of Roses intro-
duced up to the present time ; and a Calendar of Operations to
be performed during each month throughout the year,

"Destined to become tlie fruit garden of tlic

Universe."—J/or«/H£? Post.

THE AUSTRALIAN IRRIGATION
COLONIES. Illustrated ; 3s. M., all Booksellers.

CHAFFEY BROS. (Ltd.), 35, Queen \'ictoria Street, E.C.
PamphVt free.

DR. SMILES'S WORKS.
LIVES OF THE ENGINEERS. Illustrated.

o vols. Is. (jrf. eacli.

"We cannot but refer to the captivating and instructive
volumes, wliich Mr. Smiles hai devoted to tlie 'Live* of
the Engineers." a record not before attempted of the
aLliievements of a race of men who have conferred tlie

liighest honour and the most extensive benefits on Ihcir
country."— jE'(///:&)/r^/i Jievieiv.

LIFE OF GEORGE STEPHENSON. AVith
Illustrations. I'ls., 7s. 6t^., or 2s. 6rf.

"We have read this hook with uumingled satisfaction.
We hardly ever remember to have read a biography so
tlioroughly unaffected. . . . It is an artless attempt
to set out the character and career of one of the most in-
genious, lionest, resolute, homely, and kind-hearted of
human beings. The entire style of the work is unam-
bitious, lucid, thoroughly manly, and good."— .SV/^^n/a//

Sevietc.

JAMES NASMYTH, ENGINEER : an Ai'to-
uioi.BAPHV. Illustrated. 6s.

" The whole range of literary biography may be searched
in vain for a more interesting record of an active, useful,
successful, and happy life, than is presented by the delight-
ful autobiography of James Nasmyth."

—

Edhthunjh licvit ir.

A few copies of the Large Paper Edition, witli Portrait
etched by Rjijen, Svo. 16s., may still be obtained.

LIFE AND LABOUR; or, Chahactkristics
OF Men <'i- Imu'strv, Talext, and Gkmi-s. ti.s'.

MEN OF INVENTION AND INDUSTRY. 6s.

SELF-HELP.
CHARACTER.

SELF-HELP

6s. each.

IN

THRIFT.

DUTY.
FRENCH, is.

INDUSTRIAL BIOGRAPHY. 6...

LIFE OF THOMAS EDWARD, Scotch
Natub.ilist. Illustrated by Gkokgi; Reiii, U.S.A. 6s.

LIFE OF ROISERT DICK : Geologist and
BOTAM^T. Illustrated. 125.

JOHN MURRAY, Albermarle Street, W.

AMERICAN HORTICULTURAL INTERESTS
ARE BEST REPRESENTED IN

THE AMERICAN GARDEN,
%ViIICH INCLl'DDS ;

—
THE AMERICAN GARDEN ... 16tli Year.

,

THE GARDENERS' MONTHLY 30tll Year. '
Uiiited

ana HORTICDLTURIST 42nd Year. ' .!,"

THE FLORAL CABINET ... I7tli Year )

MaJiing the Largest, Best, Ol lest. Lieeliest, Handsontest
Gardening .Magazine in America.

THE LEADING AMERICAN JOURNAL FOR
HORTICULTURAL ADVERTISEMENTS.

Subscription Price for England
and Countries iu the l.'i.iversal Postal I'nion. 10s.

E. H. LIBBY', Publisher, 751, Broadway,
New York, U.S.A.

WAMED, by a Gentleman in Sussex, a
HEAD WORKING GARDENER, married, and without

young children. JIuat have n thorough InowledKe of hia
profesMon in all its branches, acquire.l in first-claSi Private
Gardens. State age. send copies of testimonmls. and applv inown handwriting, to BEACOXHILL. .Mr. Keadini 'I'TFulham Road. S.W. "' "

W. T.,.r,_
Gardener, Laundress.

ANTED, for Surrey, a married couple,
without children — man as SECOND GARDENER

accustomed to glass; Wife to take charge of Laundry and
Dairy with assistant.—Apply, by letter, to Mrs. COHEN 3
Devonshire Place. Portland Place, London, W.

WANTED, a FOREMAN. Must be well-u^
T T 111 Irnit and j^lant Growing in general, esj-eeially

Chrysanthemuuis. Wages, ISs. per week, and bothy.—Applv.
with full particulars, to J. COUNFURD, Queex Park. Birch-
ington, Kent.

VyANTED, a good PLANT GROWER and
» » SALESMAN for the Indoor Department ; a marriedman preferred.—Applicants to state age and wages expected

to IISHES. SON, AXD SIBEAY, Handswortli Nurseries,
Sheliield.

"IirANTED, AT ONCE, a trustworthy MAN,
* T able to Clrow Flowers for Market, and 'look after

Small Nursery^ALFRED liALL. Florist. Park,tone. Dorset.

WANTED, a young MANTto Gro^Tiid
Propagate Chrysjxnthemurns and Clematis in rjnantitv.

Must be quick at Potting and Tyeing. Onewhohiis been m
a Market Nursery preferred.—State age and wages expected.—S. S.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street!
Strand, W.C.

''PO C4ARDENERS. — The Managers of theX Jvfnsington and Chelsea School District KEQUIRE for
their Cottiiszt? Home School, at lianstead, Surrev. a rt-spectable
married couple, to take charge of and act as' FATHER and
MOTHER of a Hou-He containing about thirtv-eight Roys. The
Man also undertaking th*- Cultivation of the KilchenGarden
and Grounds attached to the School, and imparting a know-
ledge of Gardening to the Roys j.laced under Iiim. -Joint salary
at commencement, £-.W per ainmm, rising jE! aiinnall\- to Jfitil

Ijer annum. Avith furnished :ippartments. Loard. wa^hin"-,
uniform, medical attendance, and anallownnc- of £>( per annum
in leu of beer. Candidates, \\\\o must be between 2S and 45
years of age, must be able to read and write, and must furnish
sati-.f:ictory personal referencesas to sobriety and respectability,
as well as to the man's capability as a Gardener. Preference
will be given to Candidates without children, or whose children
do not need to reside with them.
Forms of application mny be obtained by forwarding a

stamped, addres*ed, foolscap envelope to the undersigned? to
whom applications, accompanied by copiesof three testimonials
of recent date, must be delivered, by or before 10 A.M., on
Monday, December 10, next. By order.

J.NO. H. RUTHERGLEN. Clerk to the Managers,
Guardians' Offices, :Marloes Road. Kensington. W",,

November 24, ItJSS.

WANTED, MAN, to take charge of Pleasure
Ground , Must have a. knowledge of Herbaceous

Plants.-Send references and salary reriuired to A. BR.W,
Florul Hall, Ricliniond.

WANTED, for a Market Nursery, a young
MAN. -well up in Potting and Watering. Situation

permanent to a suitable person. Wages commencing at I8s.—
State ag.' and what experience, to Tl'RNER BROS., Allerton,
Liverpool.

ANTED, for the Counter, a HEAD SHOP-
MAN, to take entire charge of Retail Work iu Bulbs,

A'cgetable and Flower Seeds. Tlu' latter work to be personal.
No one need apply unless able to produce tirst-cla.ss reference?,
ind have at least 12 years' experience.—W^f. BAYLOR HART-
LAND, Seedsman. :'4. Patrick Street, Cork.

ANTED, a SHOPMAN, used to General
Flori-t and Seed Traile,—Send reference and salary

expected, to A. BRAY. Floral Hall. Kichmonil.

ANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT, in
Retail \"egetable Seed Department. Age from 17 to

20.—Apply in own handwriting, with full particulars and
references, to B. S. W'lLLIAMS, Victoria and Pitradise Nur-
series, Upper Holloway. London, N.
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WANTED, a young MAN, accustomed to
Pi.ikiii^' Bulb-". I'luiils, Flowirs, &l-.—WILLIAM

DEN.MAX.7, Oitliiirhi.' Strci-t, Lomlmi, \V,C.

GAItDBNING APPOINTMENTS.
Ml!. J. LiND.sAV, lati^ Jlfacl Uardeiier, J'jxton

Park, succeeds his father, the late Mr. Alex-
ander Lindsay, as Head Gardener to the

Duchess of ]5uccleuch, Ditton Park, Slough.

Mr. J. McDonald, late of Leyton Hall, Salop,

has been appointed Head Gardener, to the JOarl of

GAixsuoRoriiH. Extoii Park, O.ikh.-iin, Putland.

WANT PLACES.
Letters addressed "Paste Restantc" to iintia/s or to Jictitioiis

names are not fortvarded, but are at once returned to the

loriters.

NOTlCt: TO ADVEHTISERS.~In many itistances

Hemittances in Payment 0/ Repeat Advertisements are
received without Jiame, address, or anything beyond the

postmark on envelope by which to identify the sender ; this

in all cases causes a very great deal 0/ trouble, and fre-

quently the sender cannot be idetitijitd at all.

Advertisers are requested ichen Remitting to give their

T^^ames and Addresses, and also a Reference to the Adver-
tisement which they ivtsh repeated.

POSTAL ORDEH.S.— To Advcrti.'^ers, Subscribers, and
Others.—It is very important in Remitting by Postal Order
that it should be /ifled in payable at No. -12. DRURV LANK,
to \V. RICHARDS, as, unless the number of a Postal Order is

known, and it has been made payable at a particular office, and
to a particular person, it is impossible to prevent any person
into w/wse hands it may fallfrom negotiating it.

N.B. —The best and safest ineans of Remitting is by POS'I-
OFFJCE MONEY ORDER.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nursery and upon Iiis Kt*gister

some excellent Men, competent eithfr to fill the situation of
HKAD GARDENER, liAlLIfF, FOREMAN, or JOURNEY-
MAN. Ladies anil GeuHemeii requiring any of the above will

please send full partii'uhirs, ^vhen the best selections for the
different caparities will be made.—HoUoway. N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAINIt and yo^'ti can at present
recommend with every confidence several truer;ietic and

practical MEN of tested ability and first-rate character. Lailies

and Uerjllnncn 111 ammiI of GAUUENEIiS and HAILIb'FS, and
HKAU GAlIliENiaJS for Jirst-rate EsUibli>bnieiitH or Siiij^l

handed Situatiui.^. can be suited and have full particulars by
applying at Staustead Park and Butland Park Jvurseries,

Forest Hill, London, S.E.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen requiring Land Agents,
STEWARDS. BAfLIFFS. or GARDENERS.

JAMKS CAUTEK and CO. have at all

times upon their Register reliable and competent MEN,
several of whom are personally well known to Messrs. Carter.
Enquiries should be made to S.il and 233, High Holborn, W.C.

Gardeners, Foresters. Land Stewards.

RB. LAIKD AND SUiN'y can recommend with
• every confidence Scotchmen thoroughly qualilied as

GvVRUENERS, FORESTERS, or LAND STEWARDS, either for

large or small establishments, and will be pleased tofuriiisli full

pprticulars on application.— 17, Frederick Street, Eilinburgh.

ICHARD SMITH and (Ta
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that tbey
will be able to aupplyany Lady or Gentleman with particulars,

&c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

GARXENEU (Head).—Age 34, married, two
children; sixteen years' practical experience. Seven

years in present situation as Head, Good character. — J.

HARTLAND, Canon Frome. Ledbury.

GARDENER (Head)Tage 30, married when
suited.—D, Mackav, Gardener to the Right Hon. Sir

Massey Lopes, Bart., can with confidence recommend his Fore-
man, E. Dawe, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a
thoroughly practical good Gardener. Fifteen years' practical
experience.—!Maristow, Roborou^h, Devon.

ARDEXER (Head).— G. Hall, for nine
years Gardener to the late Lord de Tabley, Tabley

House, and previously Foreman at the Duke of Cleveland's,
Raby Castle, ia open for re-engagement. Left through death
of employer. Twenty-two year:>' tirst-class experience. Refer-
ences of the highest order. — G. HALL, 11, Tipping Street,
Altrincham.

GARDENER (Head AVorking).—Alfred
Kk.mukk, Desborough Court. Cork, offers his services as

above. Thoroughly acquainted with every branch of Garden-
ing ; and lirst-class references. English and Protectant.

ARDENER (Head AVobkinq).—In the
prime of life, single, and an abstainer; trustworthy,

energetic, and thoroughly practical in all branches. Five
years' high character, also testimonials.—J. H., .'Jit, Telcott
Road, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

ARDENER (Head Working).— Age 49,
small family ; thoroughly romiietent to take Charge of

Large or Small E^tablislimeut. Wife 'ould undertake Dairy.
Can be highly recommended ; twelve years in two last places.
Unexceptionable character.—J.\MES JiVA^'S, Chibou Park
G'rdens, Lenham, near Maid^tone^

GARDENER (Head AVorking). — Age 30,
married, no family; understands the profession, Stove

and Greenhouse. Vines, Peaches, &c. Abstainer.—KNIGHT,
2, .A.nn's Terrace, Ealing Dean, W.

G
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i i PRESIDENT CARNOT."
NEW AND SELECT STOCK OF BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

JOHN ETHEEINGTON DIXON, haTiog
*J inirchascd the entire Stock of this extniordinary

variety, purposes sending it out for season 1889. It

has proved, by all who have grown it to be the best
extant for size of knobs and habit of growth. It

grows similar to a pyramid, aud has been selected

with the greatest care possible, so that it may be
depended upon as something specially good.

TESTIMONIALS.
I'roiii Jlr. ALbERT WIPF, Gnntener to Nathanikl Clavtox, Esq., J, P., EastcliJ!

Gardens, Lincoln.
" Sin.— Your strain of BriLssels Sprouts is the best in cultivation. I tri.-i] it the first

\.-iir iilongsi.le three of thi- leading strains, but it proved so muih superior tO the
Others that I have grown no other since."

" The exhibit of your strain of Brussels Sprouts at our Chrysanthemum Sjiow ivill not
• av.ly be forgotten,by those who were present, tlrawing hijh encomiums from the Judge,
Mr. .7. ^\ RIGHT, Journal of Horticulture. January b, 1888,"

^

The Fern Aitrseries, Leamington. Oct. 16, 1888.
' Utcvr SiH,—Your Brussels Sprouts, 'President Carnot,' are, witjiout a doubt the

I'csl we have ever grown for crop and quality,—Yours truly, KAPEE AXD IKWIN,"
Benthij Road, Doncaster, Oct. 21. 1888.

" I'liAIl Sir,—Your ' President Carnot ' Brussels Sprouts are the best I have ever
^rowii.—Yours truly, JNO. TURNER,"

^i. Midland lioad, Wellingborough, Oct. '20. \iiS.
" Sir.—I consider ' President Carnot ' Brussels Sprouts are just what we reijuire, being"""* ..- • i;„e sprouts, and excellent (luality.—Y'ours respectfully, GEORGE< nmpact in growth

DULGLAS."
Wantage, Oct. 2.5, 1888,

"IIICAR Sir,—Your llrns-els Sprout, 'President Carnot' i

^ri at excellence.—Y'ours trulv, W. CAUDWELL."
undoubtedly a variety of

1, 'Sepulclire Street, Sadbitry, Suffolk, Oct. 24, 1888,
" Dkak Sir.— I believe the Brussels Sprouts ' President Carnot ' to be a very good one

I liave grown it by llie side of several others and find it much the best.— I am dear Sir
yours truly, C. CANDY." '

Swanley, Kent, Oct, 2i>, 1888.
;nicAR Sir,—It is rather early to speak of Brussels Sprouts, however, we can «ee

sulliciently that your 'President Carnot' is a very fine selection; every plant is well
studded witli close, round, hard heads of Greens; we are of opinion it will prove the best
111 our trial ground, where we iiave all the best varieties of vegetables in cultivation—\ours truly, H.'CANNELL AMI SONS."

Ordmll Lodge, Bet/ord, Oct. 1,5, 1888.
"Dear SiR.-Y'our Brussels Sprouts, 'President Carnot,' are the largest and best Ihave ever grown. You deserve much praise from all lovers of this most useful vegetable

lor lutroducing such an excellent variety.—Yours truly. THUS. BESCOBY."
i\'orth Walsham, Oct. 16, 1888.

" Dear Sih,—Tlie ' President Carnot ' Brussels Sprouts are, in my opinion, as good ascan be, being urge and firm buttons, I may add, I shall grow a larger quantity anotheryear.—lam. Sir, yours truly, A. D. HEALEY."
o i .

Aberdeen, Oct. 215. 188.8.

,„:,Z ^'i''^
Sin.-Hwing to an exceptionally dry season at the time of planting outuany of oar plants were lost, but those which remain are excellent sprouters. We likethe President Carnot' Brnssel Sprouts, and can confidently recommend them to ourcustoraers.—We are, yours faithfully, .T. MAVOR AND SONS."

,. ^ ,
Brigg A'or, V2, ISSS.

"
Pi"^" ^'"•.— I 'i'l'^ ™y gardener is very well satisfied with the 'President Carnot

'

urusael Sprouts tiley are the best we have this year.—Yours truly, D, J BRIGGS "

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
.\ BkodiiI.vonaOIAN Brussels Sl-Rori.—To local vegetarians a paradi-i' i-. -iiortly in

store in the shape of a succulent Sprout of mammoth proportions, the only seed in existence of
which has been secured by Jlr. John Etheringtox DiX"X. Seedsman", Lord Street This
new variety is known as the PRESIDENT CARNOT BRUSSELS SPROUT, and the plants are
of huge size and symmetrical proportions. The Sprouts being of excellent fla%'onr, market
gardeners will put in a strong demand for the limited quantity of this seed in the market.

—

From the " Retford and Gainsford Tiinc," December W, 1887,

Jlr. ,1, El ION liixiiN has some extrnordiiiary "BRUSSELS SPROUTS" of a new
variety, as may be judged by the name " PRESIDENT CARNOT," the seed of ivliich will be

spring in scaled packets. The product of the first year's growth
sent out during the coming
are of a truly wonderful size, firm in the heart, the plant being of a pyramidal shape, aifd very
tluckly studded with largo sprouts.—/"rom He " ifc(/bro(, Worltsop, and Gain^bomuah A'cics

"

December 21, 1887.

Price 2s. 6d. per Packet, Free by Post.

JOHN ETHERINGTON DIXON,
(Second ^^on of the Lite Kdnuiiid Philip Dixon, S'eed Mnx-hant, Hull)

SEED MERCHANT, ETC., 21 & 23, LORD STREET, GAINSBOROUGH.

e

SOLE -WHOLESALE AGENTS—

MESSRS. HURST & SON, 152, HOUNDSDITCH, LONDON, E.

PMn?ed ,?w,?r , . « B^n= . „,^I , n n m""* V'-J,
^'"' ^= '"''

'
Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London. W.C,

said wHiiam rT™.™ ,t ?ht nme i,'" w^'ir
"^ ^«|'"'

?'\^°?'i'":'i»J^^,*
°»" I'Ombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by the

faid WILLIAM Richards, at the OlBce, 41, WeUington Street, Parish of »t, Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County,-SATURDAV, December 1, 1888, Agen(«or Manohester-JoHS HiTWOOD,
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CL. BEGS TO INFORM his numerous
• Correspondents that HE HAS ODTAINEU THE

VOLUMES he was in want of.

T^TlTuTi" A u rTaTt u m.—
XU THE GOLDEN-RAYED LILY OF JAPAN can now be

purchased in Cases containing .=.0 fine Bulbs, just as received

from the Japanese Bulb Farni>, unopened and unexamined

at 2.5s. perCase ; sent Free to any Railway Station in England

and Wales on receipt of Postal Order for 23s. 9d. Cases con-

taining 100 fine Bulbs, price 40s. Fine and sound Bulbs per

dozen. 4s., ^s., 9.?., 12s.. and ISs. Mammoth Bulbs, 2s. 6d. and

,3s. 6rf. each. All sent packing and carriage fn-e.

CARTERS", Royal Seedsmen by Seale 1 Warrants, 237 and

2.38, HIGH HOLBORN. W.C.

A/" A N M E E r. B E E K and CO.,

TTILLEGOM:, near HAARLEM, HOLLAND,

^ROWERS of DUTCH BULBS. Goods
delivered entirely free to destination. No packing charges.

66.1

661
669
67-3

rVHE GARDENEllS' CHRONICLE
_L IN AMERICA.

. ^. o r

The Subscription to America, including Postage, is S4.dO lor

^Tg^uUoTimerica :-E. H. LIBBY, " The American fianien."

761, Broadway, New York, to whom .Imencau Orders may

be sent.

ICiniOND (Surrey) HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The COMMITTEE have fixed WEDNESDAY, June I'o, a> tlie

date of the next Sl-MMEE EXHIBITION.^^^^^^
^^_^^ ^^^,^

KINGSTON and S U R B I T X
CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The THIRTEENTH ANNfAL EXHIBITION of the above

Society will be held on November 12 and 13, 18811.

GEO. WOODGATE, Hon. Sec.

Warren House Gardens, Kingston Hill.

A LARUE LIST of CYPRIPEDIUM
A. disposable for the Trade, i, sent free on demand by

ED. PYNAEKT, Nurseryman, Glient, BelRann^^

iyactntHs. Tulipa, Crocus, &c.-Surplu3 Stock.

HURST AND SON offer the above on behalt

of Customers. Good Bulbs of best varieties. Prices and

particulars on application.
152, Houndsditch, E.

C E E D TRADE, 1868-9.—
O Before placing your Orders please write tor our SPECIAL

PRICES, which, owing to crops having proved better than

expected, are exceedingly low. „,,,,, ri ,

HOVVCBOFT AND WATKINS, Seed Merchants. Covent

Garden, London, W.C.

TO I5E S( )LD, cheap, about 11,000 large Stools

of RHUBARB, the remaining stock of the late Mr.

Martin. May be seen and particnhirs from „ „ „
T, YOUNG, New Villas, Floddeu Road, Camberwell, S.E.

G
ENGLISH CATALOGUE gratis and post-free

on application. Cheap prices.
^

AFFODILS a SPECIALTY.—Barr's

Daffodils should now be potted for Indoor Eluwering, or

planted out in b.-ds, or naturali/.d in Orchards, Meadows,

and Woods, lllustrateci CATALOGUE free on application.

BARK ANli SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Cape Bulbs Cape Bulbs.

THE CAPETOWN BOTANIC GARDENS re-

quest their Trade Correspondents to forward tlieir Orders

for thisseasons Bulbsas eiirlv as possible. Delivery in .Ian. & Feb.

—A. F. BAXTER, Sales Depart.. Botanic Gardens, Capetown.

UONYMUS (Green).—50,000, all nice bushy
well-grown Specimens, 9 to Si inches, JBl to JSIO per lOU.

J. J. CL.VRK,
Goldstoue Farm, Brighton. ^^

E
WANTED, the Names of Growers who can

supply in .luautily EUCHARIS, GARDENIAS. STE-

PHANOTIS. LILY of the VALLEY, WHITE CAMELLIAS,
and otlier CHOICE FLOWERS, as in season tliroughout the

year. Cash will be sent wlien ordering.

Address, CHOICE FLOWERS. Messrs. Corry, Soper, Fowler

& Co., 16, Finsbury Street, London, E.G.

ESSRS. GREGORY and EVANS,
Nurserymen. Sidcup, and 285, 286, 287, 288, Flower

Market. Covent Garden, London. W.C, are open to RECEIVE
CONSIGNMENTS of Choice CUT FLOWERS in any quantity

for their Commission Department. Boxes and Labels supplied.

Telegraph Address— " COMMISSION, SIllCUP."

T^HOICE FLOWERS and FRUIT.
\J Highest Market Prices guaranteed. Prompt casli.

HENRY BIDES (late Wise Sc Kides), Fruit and Flower

Salesman, Covent Garden, W.C. ^^

Q U E L H AND B A R N HAM,
North Bow. Covent Garden. W.C, are OPEN TO DIS-

POSE OF any quantity of MUSCATS and BLACK GRAPES,
TOMATOS. CUCUMBEK.S, FRENCH BEANS, STRAW-
BERRIES, CHOICE FLOWERS. &c. Highest Market Prices

obtained. Account Sales daily; chequesweekly.or as preferred

by Sender. Baskets and Labis supplied. References given.
^

ANTOdT^EPHANOTIS, EUCHARIS,
ORCHIDS, ROSES, CHRYS.INTHEMU.MS, and other

Choice CUT FLOWERS. Best Market Prices returned. Address

S. HILL. Jan.. 21, Charlotte Street, Fit/.roy Square, W.,

and Covent Garden Flower )larket, W.C.

nUT cmnmNTHEilUMS.—WANTED,
\J Consignments of above.-FBEDERICK WISE (late Wise

& Rides), Flower Market, Covent Garden, W.C ^^
ANTEI)7SpeciarCUTTlXm'ERS, packed
with care. Send sample, or by dozen—po..t or train.

Best price for good tilings. Cash prompt.

W R1\ENHILL, Floral Salesman. 157, Norwood Road,

Heme Hill. S.E.—Post parcels can be sent to 167, Praed

Street, W.

s

[Regt. as a Newspaper. [ PR'C^E^^gj^*

THE GARDEN ANNUAL, ALMANACK,
X and ADDRESS BOOK for 1881'. The most Complete and

Accurate Reference Book for the use of all Interested in Gardens

yet published. The Alphabetical Lists of all Branches of the

Horticultural Trade have been corre, t.d up to the luth of

November. The List' of Gardens and Cjuntry beats (contain-

ing over TSlOo;, have been very carefully and extensive y

revised, and are admitted to be the most complete ever pub-

lished. Price Is. ;
post-free Is. M.-Of all Booksellers News-

agents, Nurservmen and Seedsmen, or from the Publishing

Oftice, .37, Soutiiampton Street, Covent Garden, London, W .L.

OUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE for 188'J

O will be ready December 20. Price l.s'., post-free. Beau-

tifully Illustrated' with Coloured Plates of Suttou s Gloxinias,

Sutton's Primulas, Sutton's Toraatos. and a Photograph repre-

senting a House of Sutton's Hero of Lockinge Melon (grown by

Jlr. .T. H. Goodacre). A very useful Christmas Present for all

interested ill Ganlening.
SUTTON AM) SO.NS, Royal Seed Establishment, Beading.

N
D
EW BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

IXON'S PRESIDENT CARNOT."
Price 2s. id. per Packet, post-free^

^

TOHN " ETHERINGTON DIXON,
d SEED MERCHANT, Lord Street, GAINSBOROUGH.
For further particulars, see Advertisement in December!, I88B.

Wholesale Agents—Messrs. HURST ami SON, lo2. Hounds-

ditch, London, E. : and Messrs. COOPER, TABER AXD CO.

(Limited), 90. Southwark Street, London, S.E.

V
The Best Present for a Gardener. .,,„.„

INES and VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.

New Edition.

Price 5s., post-free 55. 6(/.

A F BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

o

B

iRCHIDS a SPECIALTY.-See New Inter-

leaved CATALOGUE, post-free on aiiplication.

FRED HOUS.MA.N and CO., Colchester.
^

ILY OF THE VALLEY, fine Forcing

Crowns or Clumps; SPIR.EA JAPONICA, DIELYTRA
SPECTABILIS. HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GRAND!-
FLORA. &c. Price and samples on application.

WILLIAM DENMAN, 7. Catherine Street. Covent Garden.W .C

ARR'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS
should now be potted for Indoor Flowering, or planted

out in beds, borders, or naturalised in Orchards, Meadows,

Woods, &c. CATALOGUE on application. Abundanc^e of

Bedding HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, SNOWDROPS,
A.NEMONE FULIiENS, &c., in tine condition.

BARB AXD SON. 12. King Stree t. Covent Garden. W.C.

T ^lOLETS.—Marie Louise and Cointe Brazza.

V Extra-large selected clumps (from open), full of bloom

and bud. 20(. jier IdO ; special quotations per luuO. Cash with

order.—.lOHN ROBERTS, The Gardens, Tan-y-Bwlch, R.S.O.,

Nortli Wales.

ICKSON^S IMPROVED MUSHIIOOM
SPAWN, most superior, now reduced to .is. p. r Imshel

of 14 cakes. Circular with Cultural Notes and List of Testi-

monials post-free on application.
, _ .

"

pucoTirn
DIOKSONS (.Limited), The Royal Seed Warehouse, CHESTER.

NICOTINE SO.\P.—-\n effectual eradicator

of all insect pests affecting plants, without injury

to foliage. .lars. \s. 6(i., 3,... 5s. 6rf. ; Tins 16... 6(/., 2os., foJ.

All See Isnien and Florists.
^ _

THOJISON'S IMPROVED VINE and PLANT
MANURE.—This valuable Manure is made only by us.

Every bag and tin has our name on it. To be had of all Nursery

and Seedsmen, and direct from us. 1 cwt. and over carnage

paid. London Agent-Mr. GEORGE. 10. Victoria Road. Putney.

WM. THOMSON AN-n SONS. Clovenfords, Galashiels, N.B.^

ASTUPLAN'rA, the best Artificial Manure.

It enriches the soil with the fertilisers drawn from it by

plants; no unpleasant smell; admirably adapted for all pot

piant,s. In bags : 112 lb,. 19s. ; 56 lb., lU. 3,( ; 28 lb 6s. 9</.

;

HIb 4< 71b.. 2.!.:W. In tins, 1.1. each. Sole Manufacturers.

PHILIP HARRIS AND CO.(L(mited), 9, Bull Ring, Birmingham.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Barnet, N.

Ill tlje Higli Court of Justae, C iiimrry Division,
Cornwell v. Corn«flI.

SIX DAYS' CLEAKANC'E SALE of the whole of the eitensiv..
and M-ell-gro»u NUKSEliY STOCK and GREENHOl'SE
PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS (the
persona appointed by Mr. .Tustit-e Stirliiijr, the Jtid^e

to who-e Court the cau?e is attached) will SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, the Hadley Nursery, High Street, Barnet, and
the Common Nurserv, Barnet Common, w itliin a short distance
of the High Barnet Railway Station, on MONDAY, December 10.
and five following days, at VJ o'clock punctually each ilay. the
whole of the uinisuallv well-grown NURSERY STOCK and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including the following :—
20,000 Conifers, of sorts lo.iiOO Slamhird Roses

500 Specimen Conifers
[

10.uo > Dwarf Koses
.l.'iOO Aucubas I l.ouu Standard Roses, Uloire
y.uUO Laurels de Dijon
2.000 Green and Variegated 10.000 Privet

Hollies : 3.OO0 Fruit Trees
6.000 Ivies I 6,000 Gooseberries and Cur-
•i.OoO Standard Oruau'ental rants

Trees I 6 000 Fruit Stocks
1,500 Euonynius : 2,500 Tea Roses, iu pots
6,000 Fruit Trees 2o0 Camellias and A/aleas

and large 'juantities of other Stock.

Grcv M.iRE, 4 CARTS, Spring VAN, HARNESS, UTENSILS
in Trade, &c.

May be vie\\ed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be obtained at the Home Nurserv, High Street, Barnet; of
Messrs. HOUGHTON AM) BVlfELD. Solicitors, fn. Grace-
church Street, E.C., and Barnet ; of Messrs. MoNTAGU-
SCOrr AND BAKEK. Solicitors, 10, Gray's Inn Square, W.C,
and Hatlield ; anti of the Auctioneers and \'aluers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, E.C., and Leytonstone, E.

Monday Next.-The Hadley Nuraeries, Barnet, N.
VALUABLE LEASEHOLD INTEREST.

AfESSRS. I'ROTHEUOE and MORRIS will
ItA SELL by AUCTION, on the I'rcmises, the Hadley
Nurseries, High Street. Barnet, N., on MONDAY NEXT,
Dcceuber 10, at 12 o'clock Jirccisely, immediately preceding
the Sale of the Stock, the Valuable LEASEHOLD PROPERTY,
comprising 5| acres of Land, eight Greenhouses, Dwelling-
house, and Seed Sliop, held at a very moderate Ground Rent.
The Sale presents an unusual opportunity to any one desirous

of securing a First-class Nursery, as fjie whole of the Stock
will be Disposed of by Auction, thus enabling the Purchaser
to secure only such items as may bs necessary for continuing
the business.

Dutch Bulbs.-Monday and Thursday Next.
GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at th.ir Central Sale Rooms, 07

and 63, Cheapside, London, E.Con JIONDAY and THURS-
DAY NEXT, December 10 and i:). at halt-past 11 o'clock pre-
ciselv, extensive ([uantilies of first-class HY'ACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCHSU3, anil otiier BULBS from
Holland in lots to suit large and small Buyers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,
V.B._The Sale on TInirsday Next will include about too

lotiof lirst-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS, and CROCUS, being
the surplus selected Stock of a London Seed-man.

Tuesday Next,
New ODONTOGLOSSU.MS, received direct, for I'nrescrveil

S.ile.

\rESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
i»-L SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 and
W, Cheapside. London, E.C., on TUESDAY NE.XT, Decem-
ber 11, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, R Cases, containing
about 3000 plants of ODONTOGLOSSU.MS, described by the
render as being new. The vendor writes that these Orchids
are quite unknown in Europe, and were found in a cold region
about 8000 to 9000 feet above the sea-level. They bloom in
.Tuly and August, grow very freely, and have a large variation
in the rtowers. Dried flowers will be shi.'wn at the time of
Sale.

The Sale will nl»o include a quantity of imported ODONTO-
GLOSSU.M ALEXANDR.E. and other ESTABLISHED and
SEMI-E3TABLHHED ORCHIDS, from Mr. G, T. White ; and
about 100 lots of various ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS and other
PROPERTIES.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.
Knglish-grown CAJIELLIAS and AZALEAS, and a line assort-

ment of GREENHOUSE PLANTS, Standard and Dwarf
ROSES of the best sorts, selected FRUIT TREES, Hardy
EVERGREENS, DUTCH BULBS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at the Ci;.y Auction

Rooms, 3S and 39. Gracechurch Street. E.C., on TUESD.\Y
NEXT, December 11, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had at the Rooms

;

nnd of the Auctioneers, 67 and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C. ;

and Leytonstone, E.

Wednesday Next, December 12.
l.-.,nori LILIU.M Al'RATUM, SO.OOO Crowns LILY of the

VALLEY, BARR'S HAKFODILS. English - grown
LILIES. JAPANESE IRIS, .son AZALEAS .and CAMEL-
LIAS from Belgium, STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS in variety, SPIR-TCA .lAPONICA, various
H.IRDY BULBS, Standard and Dwarf ROSES from
English nurseries, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at tlieir Central Sale

Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, K.C., on WEDNESDVT
NEXT, D.>cemb.-r 12, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, iin.l Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.—Great Sale of Llllum auratum.
Important to the Trade, l.'i.ooo splendid Bulbs, just received

from Japan, in excellent condition, and a consignment of
various other LILIES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and Mt)RRIS
will SELL theabove by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside. London, EC, on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, December 12, at half-past 12 o'clock, precisely, without
rese^^'e.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
1100 PHAL.ENol'SlS REGNIEltll. AERIDES MrTRATUM.

CYPBIl'EDIUM LAWRENCEANU.M, diicct inqxirtations
for Unreserved Sales.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AI'CTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 and

68, Cheapside, London, E.C on FRIDAY NEXT. December U,
at halt-past 12 o'clock precisely, 8 cases of CYPRIPEDIUM
LAWRENCEANUM, also 1100 PH »L.T;\0PSIS REGNIERII,
and 2 cases of AERIDES MITRATU.M. These plants have
arri\ed in excellent condition and will be sold withoutreserve.

Also about 200 lots of ODONTOGLOSSU.MS and other
IMPORTED ORCHIDS, from Messrs. Shuttleworth. Carder &
Co., and about 100 lots of various ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Cyprlpedlum Inslgne Horam nlanum.
|\/rESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
l^-l- to announce that the whole Stock of this beautiful
new variety, named by Dr. Eeichenbach, and described in
Gardeners' Chronicle, December 15, will be offered for S.VLE
at their Rooms in about three weeks. The plant has been
divided into six. but each plant represents two plants. These,
together with other new p'ants from Messrs. F. Horsman &
Co., will be fully advertised later on.

Sales by Sample,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
de-ire to announce that their NEXT SALE bv SAMPLE

will take Jdace on TUESDAY', December 18, for which they
will be glad to RECEIVE NOTICE OF ENTRIES as soon as
possible.

Orchids In Flower.—Friday, December 21.

AfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
I'X desire to announce that their NEXT SPECIAL SALE of
ORCHIDS in FLOWER will take place ns above, for which
they will le glad to RECEIVE NOTICE OF ENTRIES as
early as possible.

Monday Next.—(Sale No. 7S20.)

About .500 lots of Firstclass BULBS, just received from Hol-
land, in splendid condition for present planting, consisting
of Doubl and Single Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Nar-
cissus, Scillas, Snowdrops, Anemones, Ranunculi, Ixias,
Sparaxis, Gladioli, Liliums, Spiraea japonica, Lily of the
Valley Crowns for Forcing, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on MONDAY NE.XT, December 10, at
half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday and Saturday Next.
Choice Dwarf-trained and Pyramid FRUIT TREES, several

hundred First-class Standard and Dwarf ROSES, Hardv
ORNAME.NTAL SHRUBS and CONIFERS; BORDER
PLANTS in great variety; LILY of I he VALLEY in
Crown* and Clumps; SPIR.El .TAPONICA ; several
hundred lots of BULBS just received from Holland, in
splendid condition for present planting, comprising
Hyacinths, Tulips. Crocuses, Snowdrops, Narcissus, Daffo-
dils, Scillas, -Anenionies, Gladioli, Lilies, 5:c,

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street.

Covent Garden. W.C, on WEDNESDAY and S.VTURDAY
NEXT, December 12 and 15, at half-past 12 o'ClOLdi precisely
each day.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—(Sale No. 7823).

6000 splendid Bulbs of LILIU.M AURATU.M, just received
from Japan in the finest possible condition, .5000 Double
.SOUTH AFRICAN TUBEROSES, TERRESTRIAL llR-
CHIDS, &c.

\/TR. J. C. STEA'ENS will include the aljove
I'X in his SALE by AUCTION at his Great Rooms. 3R, King
Street, Covent Garden, on THURSDAY NEXT. December 13.

tin view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—(Sale No. 7S23.)
SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD

MR. J. C. STEVENS ivill SELL bv
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. .38, King Street

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT, December isi
at half-past 12 o'Cloc i precisely, a fine Collection of ORCHIDS
in F'LOWER and BUD, comprising fine splendid ])lants of
I.ycaste Skiiineri alba, two of which have over 40 bulbs each.
with many spikes ; a fine specimen plant of Ccelogyne 3Ias-
sangeana, choice Cypripediums, Ladia anceps Barkerii, Den-
drobium nobile, Cuttleyas, Oncidiums, Calauthes, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Japan Lily Bulb Sale,

MESSRS. EUWARB BARBER and CO,
will offer at the London Commercial Sale Rooms

Mincing Lane, E,C., on MONDAY. December 17, at 2i'.m,1
in original packages^ and without reserve, a choice Collection
of about 230 Cases of assorted JAPAN LILY ROOTS,
comprising :

—
Lilium longillormn,

]
Lilium lancifoliura rubruni,

Lilium tigrinum, Lilium auratum.
Lilium lancifolium album,

|

Just received direct from .Japan.
The goods will be on show at the Warehouse, and Catiilogne-

and full particulars may be had prior to and on the day ot
Sale, of EDWARD BARBER ami CO., Colonial Broker-
32, F.-nchurch Street, E.C

Cheap Bulb Sales.

MESSRS. SMAIL AND CO. will SELL bf
AUCTION, at 123, Fenchurch Street, City, E.t^

every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and FRIDAY, at 12 o'Clock
each day, hirge consignments of LILIU.M AURATU.M, LILY
OF THE VALLEY, DUTCH BULBS, &c., specially lotted
to suit all buyers.

Horticultural Auction Rooms. 123, Fenchurch Street. E.C.

A very choice and varied assortment of Greenhousei
CONSERV.ITORY. STOVE. SPECIMEN, and TROPICAL
PLANTS, PALMS, FERNS, &c., including Eucharis;
Hoyas, Pot Roses, .\zaleas. Camellias. Daphnes, Lapa-
gerias, several thousand pots ot Primulas, Cinerarias,
Cyclame'ns, and Herbaceous Calceolarias, Lilium, including
auratum, and Bedding-out Plants generally ; Garden
Tools, Outdoor Effects, Stc.

MESSRS. E. AND H. LUMLEY will SELL
the above by AUCTfON, at Mitcham Hall, Miteham,

Surrey, on FRIDAY', December 14, at 12 o'clock.
Catalogues at 22, St. James's Street, S.W.

T^^ (.) R I) I S I' O SAL, a well-establishedX FRUITERER and FLORIST'S BUSINESS; capital Shop
and House. Lease 20 years. Taking £2000 per annum;
Family Trade. Price on application.

FRUITERER, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

To Market Gardeners. Florists. Nurserymen, &^.~
HA.MHTON-i 1N-THAME5.

ipOR SAl E, choice FREEHOLD LAND, in
Acre Plots, suitable for above. Rich Garden Soil with

gr.ivel and sand sub-soil. The land isconsidered bv the Trade the
finest near London for Grapes and all other Market Products.
Apply, SECRETARY, Estates Investment and Villa Farm

Company, Estate Otlice, Tangley Park. Hampton on-Thames.

South of England.
r ARGE GARDEN, 20 Acres, with Twenty
-I—i Greenhouses and Viueries. £7000 has been spent on the
property. Seven years' lease. Two Cottages inclusive. £1-50
a year. ELDRIDGE, Portsmouth.

'pO BE LET, NURSERY, Lancashire, not farX from Liverpool, as a going concern in full working order ;

stock at a fair valuation. About tuoo feet of Glass and half an
acre of Land. Ren low. Good opportunity for anyone w isliing
to commence i usine.s wiili only small capital".— T. D. C,
GarrfeMer.i' C'/iroaic/eOdicc. 41. Weill iigtou Street. Strand, W.C.

To Nurserymen, &c. - North of England.
"

''pO LET, from .January 1, ItiSll, theX VINERIES, PEACH ORCHARD. CONSERVATORY
and FORCING HOUSES, with KITCHEN GARDEN and
COTTAGE adjoining.
Apply to .Mr. W. H. SCAIFE. Dock Office, West Hartlepool.

''pO LET, a MARKET GARDEN, aboutX 4 lures, close to Eton College, where a larRe business
has been done, containing Cottaj^e. Mushroom and Forcint;
Hou?e, Show House, and 2 hirge Greenhouses stocked n ith
Peach Trees and Vines; a large racge of Pits. Stables. Barn,
Dairy, Pijtaeries, and Outhou^e.

Kiiquire, Mr. MARTIN', Castle View. Slough.

R CHI D S.
THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,
Have just received tine imjiortatioi]-! of the following

ORCHIDS :-
MAXILL.\RIA S.\NDERL\NA,
ODOXTOGLOSSUM POLYXA>-THUM,
CYPRIPEDIUM LAAVRENCEANUM,

&c., &c., &o.

Circular with full particulars on application,

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES,
GARSTON, LIVERPOOL.

FOR SALE, 10,000 GENISTAS, in^Viiidi
pots, at 10s. per 100. Prices to the Trade on application.

20.000 well-rooted cuttings of Genistas, at os. per 100. FERN,
Lomaria giljlja, out of tliumb-pots, 5s. per 100; out of boxes,
29. 6rf. per 100, sent on by Parcel Post.

Money Orders payable at Leyton Green.
T. BALDWIN AXP SON, Edith Nursery,

B

nrchall Road. leyton.

^PECIAL OFFER,—500,000 LARCH FIR,O IJ to 2 feet, and 15 to 18 inches; SCOTCH FIR, 14 to
2 feet, and 15 to 18 inches; THORN QUICK, 4 and 5 inches,
line ; Common and Portngid LAURELS, and other General
Nursery Stoclt. For particuliirs and price apply to

ISAAC MATTHEWS and SON. Jlilton, Stol(e-on-Trent.

" 1> H, ELLIOT."—Strong rooted layers of
-il» tliis very line new yellow-gronnd CARNATION,

which lias this antnrnn (where%'er exhibited) been awardcil
J-'fjt'r FirstelaXX Ccrtt/fcaiex. Full particulars on application.

3s. 6rf. each. 6s. 6d. per pair.
L.AINO AMD MATHER, Nurserymen. Kelso, Scotland.

To the Trade.
SEED P 1 1 T A T o S .

HAND F. SIIARPE'S Special I'l'iced List of
• SEED PoT.ATc IS will be issued in a few days. Inthe

meantime they w ill l..- pleased to giveqnotationsforany varie-
ties their friends ranv rc.juire.

Seed Growing Establishment, VVishech.
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METROPOLITAN BOARD OF
V'ORKS will meet nt the OfBce of the Hoard, Spring

Gardens, S.W,. on KIirOAY, the llth day of January. 18K9 at

Twelve o'Clook nt uoon, anl will then be prepared to OPEN
TENDERS by persons who mny be willing to contr.irt for com-
pleting the HYING OUT of DITLWICH PARK. Dnlwich. in

the County of Surrey. Persons desirous to submit Tenders may
obtain copies of the Drawings and Specifications (with Form of

Tender) on payment of three guineas. Application to he made
!it the Cilice of the Superintending Architect of the Hoard,

at SpringGardens, between the hoursof Nine A.M. and Four p. M,
(or on Saturdnya between the hours of Nine A.M. ant 1 Two p.m.),

until Thursday, the 10th day of .January, 1889. The Tender*",

which must be ou the form supplied from this Office, and be
addrsssedto "The Clerk of the Hoard," and endorsed "Tender
for Works, Dulwich Park," are to be deli%'ered at the Office

before Four o'CIock on the hist-meutioued day, and no Tender
will be received after that hour. The parties tendering must
be ill attendance at the board, at Twelve o'Clock on the llth
January, 18^9. Any Tender which is not fully lilh'd up in every
partieiiJar will be rrjected.

The Hoard do not l»ind themselves to accept the lowest or

onv Tender.
J. E. WAKEFIELD. Clerk of the Board.

Spring Ganh'ns, S.W., December tj, 188^.

CIIRYSANTHEMUiMS a Specialty. Awards
at Crystal Palace and Brighton. W. RAY ASI) CO.'S

CATALOGUE is no^v ready, pt>st-free. Cuttings, general eol-

J'ction. \s. 3rf. per do/en, all lie ilthy, strong, and true to name.
W. K. & Co. make a special selection of New Varieties, see Cata-
logue.—Mount Pleasant Nursery, Green Street, Sittiugbourne.

C-'leries—Celeries—Celeries.

WRIGHT'.S Grove Red. Grove Pink (syn.
Clayworth Pri/ei. Gruv.' Wliit.\ an. I Giant White

CELERIES. Prices ou application,
W. WRIGHT, SeedMum. Retford.

P OSES ! ROSES ! ! ROSES ! ! !—The best and
AV cheapest in the World. 40 choice Perpetuals for 2\x.

Purchaser's selection from -100 best varieties. CATALOGUES
free on application. Ten acres of Roses, 1i_h),000 grand plants
to select from. Plant now.

,IAMES WALTERS. Kose Grower. Exeter.

15IES AMAHILIS, True, and other North
American Seeds and Plants collected personally by

WILLIAM STEWART, 28, Esplanade. Greenock, Scotland.
Price LIST and Samples on application.

QPECIAL OFFER.—ENGLISH YEWS, fineO bu-jhy plants. 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5 feet, well furnished
;

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA. 2 to 3, 3 to 4 feet; also
EEECTA VIKIUIS, IJ to 2, and 2 to 3 feet, fine.

MATTHEWS anu .SON, Milton. Stoke-on-Trent.

PINES roil SALE.—Large stock of Fruiting
and Suecessions; clean, liealtliy, and well-grown Plants.

For further particulars apply to
T. LLOYD, Head Gardener, Peutre, Bonealh, E. S. 0., Soutli

Wale«.

^TlTnOO 15WARF ROSES.— Cheaper than'Jw^V/W ever. All the best leadini; vartelies. War-
ranted true to name. The best money can buy. Sample do;en
from 3s-.; 22s. per 100—packing free for cash with order.
Send for a LIST.

A. J. AM. C. ALLEN", Stone Hills Kursery. Xorwich.

ALF-SPECIMEN STEPHANOTIS, free-
flowering variety, very fine stuff. 10 to 12 feet ; also

26,000 AfCUBAS, all sizes. For particulars apply to
G. SMITH, Dell Nursery, Kock Ferry. Cheshire.

pIIRYSANTHEMUMS.—600 best sorts, true
\J to name, strong Cuttinps now ready, \s.^d. perdoir.. lOs.
per lUO. Many of the best Prizes and Silver Cups are taken by
my customers. For price of new sorts, see Catalogue (2 stamps),
Of W.M. ETHERINGTON, Chrysanthemum Grower, Swaus-
combe, Kent.

^PECIAL OFFER.—30 Acres of RHODO-
KJ DENDRONS, Seedling, Hybrids and ponticum. 4 to 6 in.,

6 to 9 in., 9 to 12 in., 12 to 15 in., 15 to 18 iu., 18 to 2i inches.
All good plants, at exceptional low prices, Apply to
ISAAC M.\TTHEWS and SON. The Nurseries, Milton.

Stoke-on-Trent.

CREEPERS FOR WALLS.—By planting
what is suitable, an ugly obiect may easily be made

beautiful. Most being in pots, can be sent and put out at any
time. Descriptive LIST and advice Free.—RICHARD SMITH
AKD CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

Roaes. Fruit Trees, &c.
CHARLES TURNER'S Autumn CATA-
\J LOGUE, containing full collections of Koses, Fruit
Trees. Coniferte. and all kinds of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, is
now ready, and may be had free on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

^I»ECIAL OFFER. — 50,000 RHODODEN-^ DRONS. all the early varieties. White and Scarlet, well
set with buds, line plants for forcin;;. Low prices. Apply to
ISAAC MATTHEWS and SON, Milton Nurseries, Stoke-

on-Trent.

'•PHORXS—THCJUNS—THORNS. — Seedling
-L and Transplanted Thorns of all sizes. Samples and

prices on application.
IRELAND AXD THOMSON, Nurser>men, Edinburgh.

'T'O KOSE GROAVERS.-Good BRIERSloTX Sale by the 100 or 1000, Standard or Halt-standard,
delivered to Headconi Station, S. E. R.

A. HATCHER, Nurberyman, Tenterden, Kent.

HRYSANTHEMUMS.—Having taken this
season :il First Prizes, £25 Cup Portsmouth, Silver Cup

Devizes, can offer good Cuttings. See Oantening Papers
Catalogue, :W.—W. i 0. DROVER, Florist, Fareham,

LiUum Auratum.
HURST AND ^Ui\ have just received, from

.lapnu. a large consignment of the above in excellcTit

condition, and will imote low prices on application.

Seed Warehouse, ir>,', Houndsditch, London. E.C.

For Sale.

lOO ODOXTOGLOSSUMS, in variety, in-
*'V/v/ cludinp Alexandra; (Sanders' finest variety), Harry-
anum. Pescatorei, triuraphans, vexillarium, &c., all well-

established plants, in fine condition. To be sold cheap. For
particular? apply to

IRELAND AND THOMSON. Nurserymen, Edinbtiri,'h-

BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Writ« for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers"
Reports. Sold in Tins, Is.. 25. ^d., -Ss. ir,d., and 10s. 6rf. each,
or 1 cwt. BaRS. sealed. 13s. By all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills, Shetlield.

ORCHID TEAT, best quality ; BROWN
FfBROUS rE4T for Stove and Greenhouse USB. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples ai.d Prices to
WALKER Asn CO.. Farnborough, Hants.

B^E~HTLEY'S INSECTICIDE.
Is superceding the use of other Insecticides.

U.sed hv nearly nil tlie Lf-iding Gardeners.
1 tiallon. 9.5.; J Gallon. 5.?. ; 1 Quart, 'is.^d.; 1 Pint, 2s.

Te-timouials and full particular-; upon application.

J. BENTLEY.
Chemical Works, Barrow-on-Humber. Hull.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (.Sy),
It. per Bag. 10 fur Bs.. 30 for 2nv., Truck tover 2tons) 2us. f.o.r.

Splendni Yellow Fibrous LOA.M. 10--. perton. PEAT. TOBACCO
PAPER, Sic— .1. MEARS iND CO., :i. Bury Court, London, E.C.

PEAT for ORCHIDS,
AZALEAS, HEATHS, FERNS, RHODODENDROKS, &c.

Tlio Best In the World.
A. JOHNSON AND CO., 23, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.,

continue to receive the liighest of testimonials f unsolicited) from
large Orchid Growers, stating the ORCHID PEAT supplied by
A. J. & Co. is by far the best they have ever used. Samples can be
seen at above adiiress. or forwarded on application frccuf charpe.

A Revised and Enlarged Cheap Edition.

NOW READY.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE

:

THE BEST 13U01C ON GRAPES
EVER PUBLISHED,

ARCHIBALD F. BARRON,
Slperintkndent of the Royal Horticultural Socif.tv's

Gardkns, Sixretahy uf iHK Fkuit Co.mmittek, &c.

Chapter.
I.

II.

III.

IV.
V.

VI.
VII.
VIII.
LX.
X.
XI.

XII.
XIII.
XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVIL
XVIII.
XIX.
XX.
XXI.

XXII.
XXIII.
XXIV.
XXV.
XXVI.
XXVII.

CONTENTS.
Historical Sketi.li.

I'ropaj'ation of the Vine,
Hybri<iising nnd Riiisinp; Vines from Seed.
Vine Borders : tluir funnation, soils, &c.
Struclure-^ for Grape Growing.
H.Mtiii^of Vineries.
riiiritin<; \"\.i\'_-s ; wlien and how to ilo it.

The lii-iiinil Management ot Vineries.
I'riiniiif; and Training the Vine.
Ui^buiiding and Stopping the Shoots.
Settmt^ the Fruit.
Tliinning the Fruit.
Keepin*; the Fruit.
racking Grapes.
Pot Culture of Vines.
Fruiting ^''ines iu Pots.
Pot Vines as Decorative Table Plants.
Ground Vineries.
Tlie Great Grap.; Conservatory at Chisujck.
A'ineson Open WalN.
Commercial Grape Culture,
Diseases and other Injuries.

>'oxious Insects.

Selections of Grapes for Special PurposPs.
The Cla-ssilication of Grape ^'ine3.

The Varieties of European Grapes.
The Varieties of American Grapes.

Plates I.—XXX. : Illustrations of the best kinds of Grapes.

c

"JOURNAL or HGRTICULTURE " OFFICE,
171, FLEET .STREET, LONDON, E.C.

To be had also of A. F. liAHRON, Royal Horticultural

Gardens, Chisu-i':/>. I^ndon, IF.

Demy 8vo, Handsomely Bound In Cloth.

Price 5a. ; FOit-frse, en. 6d.

THE GARDENERS'
ORPHAN FU ND.

DONATIONS and SUBSOBIPTIONS

WItL BE THAIfttrULLT REdCITED Et

A. F. BARROI^, Hon. Sec,

Royal Hortionltural Society's Gardens,
Chiswick, London, W.

QULPIIIDE of POTASSIUM (Harris).—

A

KJ certain cure for Mil.Iew ou Plants, Red Spider. AphN.
So. Enough to make S2 gallons of solution, free for Is.m
The only kind to uae ia " Harris's specially prepared Sulphide
of I'otiussium." Sole Manuf icturers :—
FHILIP HARRIS AND UO.(Limited). 9. Ball Ring, BirminKham.

GARDEN
REQUISITES. ^Two Fhize MKDiLS. ^c^^

QuaUty. THE BEST In the Market. {All sack« included.)

„i:.Z' J*''
,''™»",hl"-ou9

... OS. per sack, 6 sacks for 22s. Sd.

„?.„• *""" "^'"^^ hbrous ... 4s. Hd. „ 5 sacks for 20s.
PtAT, extra seje.tcd Orchid 7s. 6d. „ 6 sacks for :»<LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST (Is. per bush., is. per sackLEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... \ (sacks included)
SILVER SAND, coarse, Is. id. per bush., 14s. half-ton. 2is tonRAFFIA FIPRE, best only ... Is per lb
TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is' lb -28 lb 27.
SPHAGNU.M MOSS, all .selected, 3s. per bush., fs per ^kCHUBD'S" PERFECT" FEH-'i lit Bags
TILIZER (the Best Food for ( ^_
all kimlsof Plants, Flowers, ("Tins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 661b Icwt
Fruits. Vegetables. &c. ...) 1/6 3/- 6/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRIISHED RONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 61- 12/-
VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality onlv) - 3- .V6 10/6 17/-
KUSSIAN MATS. BAMBOO CANES. PERUVIAN OUANO
NITRATE of SODA. HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c

'

PEAT MOSS UTTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle, f2 perton. Extra larpe Sample Bales. 6s. each. Also
prepared lor roiillry IViis. Rabbits, &c., inS.acks, 1.5.6'/. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBEE REFUSE (by Chubbs special process)
sacks. Is. 4'i. each

; lOsacks. 12s. 6i.; I.i sacks, 17s. 6rf.- 208ack3
20s. ; 2.=p sacks, 24s. ; ;io sacks, 27s. ; 40 sacks, :fbs. ; 50 sacks
40s.; Truck-load, loose, free on rail, 30s. Limited ijuantitiejj
of G.. sp.-.ial ii'iality granulated in .sacknonly. 2s. id. each

SPECIAL MANURES, for Farmers, Agriculturists, Market
Giirdeiii-rs. .itiil nllirrs iconcentrated into a Dry Powder)

CHl'BliS "PRODUCTIVfi" MANURE. inb.ags, £3 perjon
(bigs inrlii,l,..l); s:iniiile Icwt. bngs. 4s.. producing extra-
ordinary r.'. nil -.an. I worth fuur or li\c tinn-s I In- actual cost
Try it a-nin-l :inv oiIi-t in iniir,-. no nialt.T wli,-,( price

CHUBB'S"COMPOUND_SOOT and SEWAGE "MANURE,
'" bags, £2 per ton (bags included); sample Icwt. bag,

3s., made jiriiicipally (by special process) from LonrtAT>

Soot and Sewage w ith other fertilizing agents.
~"

Terms siricttt/ Cash icithorder. Bankers. L'nion Bank ofLondonCHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD, MILWALL, LONDON, K.

SAVE H A LF T H E COST.
G A R S I D E'S

BEDFORDSHIRE

SILVER SAND,
Coarse and Fine, '

Is admitted by tlie Itr-inlniK Nurserymen to be the Best
Quality obtainable in the Trade.
Consumers shouUl Buy Direct from the O^nier of tliei^c

Celebrated and Extensive I'lts, «'liii.'h contntn a jiractically in-
exhaiittble supjilv of Splernlhl S:-iiid. and lliii-- -iive Jialf tlie
ordinary eost. NO TKAVKLf.KKS OR AtiKNTS.
Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price.

Free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under -personal supervision. Special Rail-
way R;ite.s in foree to all parts.

GEO. GARSIDE. Jun., F.R.H.S., Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
CIIOICK PLANTS, FERNS, HEATHS. AZALE.IS, iic.

EPPS & CO. are now prepared to olfer PEAT, as above,
of lir^t-cla.ss quality, at lowest prices. Send for Samples. Price
list and Testimonials. Depfitfor HO RTIC LI LT U R A I,

SUNDRIES. LOAM. SAND, LEAF-MOULD, SPHAONU.M
COCt)A FIBRE REFUSE.

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EPPS & CO., Ringwood, Hants.

BONES!-BONES!!-BONES!!!
Crushed Bones in all sizes fnr \"ine H.irdets. Lawns, Potting

Gra.ss Lauds. &c. Ahso HiiXK :\IEVL for Poultry Feeding'
GARDEN GUANO. ULSSHLVED BONES, Special .MANURES
and FERTILIZERS for all purirascs.

For Prices, apply to

HARRISON, BARBER & CO. (Limited),
QARRETT LANE, WANDSWORTH, SURREY, S.W.
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HUGHES' Soluble

Fir Tree OIL
FLORISTS AND NURSERYMEN SHOULD NOT

BE WITHOUT IT.

Unsurpassed as an insecticide, it kills eSectually all

parasites aud inspcts wlii -li infe-t plants whether at the

roots or on the foliage, without injiuy to tender plants-

such as ferns, etc., it n^cd as directed. U.sed as a \\ ASH
it imparts the gloss ^nil lustre to the foliage which is so

desirable on exhibition specimens.

Dog Fanciers should not be without it! It makes a

silky Coat and produces healthy Skin Action ; kills fleas,

and is excellent for washing dogs.
Housewives should not be without it ! Used witji

ordinary household soap it is an effectual DISIN'-

FECT\NT, BLEACHEE. & CLEANER OF FABRICS.
It kills insect life on man, animal, or plant, without

injury to the skin, wherever parasites may appear.

Sold by Seedsmenand Cliemists, Is. Gd., 2s. 6d. & 43. 6d.;

J gallon 7s. Gd., 1 giiUon lis. 6d.,or less in larger quantities.
" A Treatise on FIR TREE OIL as an INSECTISIDE,
its application to Plants and Animals, sent Post free

on receipt of address, by the Manufacturer,

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Manchester,
AViiiH.Es\i,i^. from all the London Seed Merchants,

aud Patent :M''dicinP Houses.
NEW YORK—RoLKEB & S0X3.

piSHURST COMPOUND, used by leading
VllT Gardeners since 18.59 against Red Spider. Mildew,
Thrips, Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the

gallon of soft^water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines

and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against

American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended

to supersede it. Boxes. l5., Zs., and 10s. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and l5., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS,
GLASS BELLS, &c.ROCHEZ-VANDER ELST,
Charleroi, Belgium.

Agents: H. PUCKERT and CO., 110, Cannon St., London, E.G.

N T H R A I T E~.
Best quality. Horticultural and general purjxises.

HOCKAUAY AM) CO., Colliery Proijrictors, SYDNEY.

PEARMAN'S SERGES.—THE BEST IN
THE WORLD.-Pure INDIGO DYE, ROYAL NAVY

BLUE, WOADED BLACK. Also in all other colours and
FANCY WEAVINOS. Low quotations. No draper or tailor

sells SPEARMAN'S renowned Serges; they can only be

obtained direct from SPE.-VRMAN, SPEARMAN, PLY.MOUTH.
No material manufactured is so useful for Ladies" Autumn
and Winter Wear or Gentlemen's Suits. Send for patterns,

and select at home for yourselves. Parcels carriage paid in

Great Britain and Ireland. Goods packed for export at lowest
freights.

T^USSIA MATS— RAFFIA.

—

AV NEW ARCHANGEL MATS and all kinds of

ST. PETERSBirRO MATS, RAFFIA FIBRE, TOBACCO
PAPER and RAG, BA.MBIlO CANES, &c., supplied at Lower
Prices than any other Firm. The Trade only supplied.
MARENDAZ ANn FISH ER, .lames Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

GLASS. CHEAP GLASS.
83. 6d. per 100 feet 15 07,. 12x10, 18x12,18x14,24x14,

14 X 12. 20 X 12. 18 X 16, 24 X 16,

12s. per 100 feet 21 oz. ... 16x12, 16x 14. 20x 16, 24x 18, &c.
Putty, <os. 6rf. percwt. ; White Lead, genuine, 21s.; Our

Speciality, 17s.6(i. percwt. ; Paints ground in Oil, Stone Ochre,
20s.; Oxford Ochre, 24^.; Green, 16s.; Black, 16s, percwt.

;

Varnish, from ha. tjd. per gal.—Full Price List on applica-

tion to THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 95, Bishopsgate
Street Within. London. B.C.

ORCHID BASKETS,
RAFTS, BOATS, AND CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.
si:np for a

PRICE LIST
from the Largest JIanufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH STREET,

DRURY LANE. W.C.STOVES.
Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT (IMPROVED),
for Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.

GREENHOUSES Ileal. -d 24 Hours for about One Penny.
without attention. KdllERT.SS PATENT TERRA-COTTA
STOVES for COAL give pure and ample heat with common
c:)al, or coal and coke. For Greenhouses. Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS,
112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

THE LOUGHBOROUGH GREENHOUSE
HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

Till-' I the simplest,

the ii t and mo-it

1 0A\<-rful apparatus
m I ie It requires no
I riLksettiiij^, nostoke-

hol an i no hot-water
httpr for fixing. The
Boil r stands in the

fr lit 1 1 hcini^ outside.

Ell 1 tfrunitheHoiler
i It 1 r over twelve

t nominal cost.

Greenhouip 11

th tff

t If H U\

_ _ I ur n th ut It

Prifi'"; a^'eii^ravinR, with Boiler, Open feed syphon. 12ft. of

4-ineh hot-water pipe, and patent joints, i-omplete, £i is.

Delivered free to any station. Discount for ca.tli.

Cost of apparatus COMPLETE for Greenhouses as below,
delivered free, with pipes cut and fitted ready for fixing.

ft. ft. £ s, d. I ft. ft. £ s. d.
I

ft. ft. £ s. d.

lux li ... 4 14 15 X 9... 5 10 8 25 X 12 ... 6 16 8

12 X 8... 5 1
I
20X10... 6 1 40 X 16 ... 12 12 4

Proportionat e prices for other sizes. Estimates free.

Illustrated List, with full particulars of these and every
ilescription of Fuel, Gas, and Oil Heating Stoves free,

DEANE & CO.,
tlttRTiori-TiKAL Builders and Hot-water F.N^iiNEF.Rs,'

46v,KlngWimamtLQf|[JQ(| BRIDGE.Street t

JAS. BOYD & SONS,
HoRTICl'LTLKAL lU [LDKRS

and IlKA'J'IMi KMilNKKK.-^,

PAISLEY.
HORTICULTURAL

STRUCTURES
of every description,

in either Wood or Iron,

or both combined.

Wooden Chapels,
Shooting Lodges, Cottages,

^" Tennis Courts, Verandahs, &c.

Hot-water Apparatus
for warming Chnrches,

Schools, Public Buildings,
^Mansions, Hariie-s Room.s,

Drying Rooms, Hothouses, and
Buildings of every Description.

lUnstrnied Circulars

Post-free.

Complete Catalogue. 3g.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
The above are without eiception the most useful kind ol

Frame for Plant Growing, and every one with a garden should

possess one. The sashes turn right over one on to the other, and

the boxes ore put together with wedges, and ean be taken apart

in a tew minutes. Sizes and priees. earriage paid to any station

in England, ready glazed and painted:— „„ ,, n
6 feet long, 4 feet wide, packing cases free t^ 15 u

12 feet long, 4 feet wide 1 }? „
fi feet long, 5 feet wide J J'

"

12 feet long, 6 feet wide, „ , .., ... 6 10 u

The glass is nailed and puttied in.

B. HAI-LIDAY & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers,

ROYAl, HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON,
MANCHESTER.

London Agent : Mr. H. SKELTON. Seedsman, ice.,

2, Holloway Road. N.

^ PA-pENT **

PROPAGATOR
Matie in -upirair earthen ware, 14 iu.long.tij in. deep,and 6 in.

wide. In-ide, 2| inches from tlie top, is a perforated movable
false bottom, upon which the soil for cuttings or seeds is placed,

the lower liaU being filled with water, wliich is replenished

when required through the funnel. It lits evenly on 4-inch

hot-water pipe.s, and will be found a simple and effectual means
of utilising them for propagating purposes. With the false

bottom removed it forms an effective vaporiser. Price.*!.?, each ;

six carriage and package free to any station in Great Britain

for £1 Is.; or two for 8.s-. 6(/. Sole makers and patentees,

T. PASCALL AND SONS, South Norwood I'ottery,Surrey. S.E.

/^o*.ria« Dft+« I

**"" ^^^ unsurpassed byany in the Trade.
Ijaraen rOLS.

|

£- orders larriage paid tn any gonds stalion

\\ithiri loO niih'S of London. Saniph's rarruigH frp,^ Orchid
I'olterv of every description. Send for I'ri.'.' Li^t.-THOS. PAS-
CALL & SONS, Soutli Norwood Pottery, Surrey, S.E.

BOULTON&PAUL,
HORTtCULTrKAL

HUILHERS. NORWICH.

No. 75.—MELON & CTJCTJMBEB FRAMES
A large stoek of the Frames ready, made of the most durable

red deal, and are the best to be had. The Frames are 21 inches

high at back, and 1,3 inches high in front, bolted at the

corners, easily taken to pieces if reijuired. The Lights are

2 inches thick, with iron bar across, and one handle at the top.

Glazed w ith best English 21-oz. glass and painted four coats.

CASH PRICES. Carriage Paid. Packing
L.-ugth. Wi.llli. Pri..-e. Cases.

1 Light I'l-anie, 4 ft. bv (i ft. . . £2 0.. 3.«. Od.

'2
., .. ''^ ,, liy „ . . .3 0. .3s. ed.

:) „ ., f2 „ bvO .. .. 4 o O.As.Ot/.

4 „ ., 1(3 „ bVu „ .. 5 10 0..4». 6rA

r, ., „ 20 „ by 6 ., . . 0. 10 0. . os, Ott.

(J ., ., 24 „ by G „ ., 8 0,.5s. dd.

Half allowed for Cases if returned at once, carriage paid, and

ill good order. Carriage paid to any station in England and

Wales. Also to Dublin, Cork, Londonderry, Glasgow, aud

Kdiiiburgb, or stations equivalent.

CATALOGUES POST FREE.

THOMAS'S
FITTINGS FOR WIRING WALLS

straining Bolt and Holdfast.—No. 635.
As illustrated above, priie 3S. and 43. per do/.en.

Driving Eyes.—No. 631, Terminal Holdfasts.—No. 633.

2 2> 3 3} indies.

3d.,4d., 5d , 7d. per doz

Best Galvanised Wire, 13, 1/6, 1/9 per 100 yards.
lUi'^tr'fh'd CATALftGlE on a/jpUaitum.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.
87, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G.

T//osfw:^7mmA/som
REVISED
PRICES

li»^.FREE

SAVE YOUR FIRE
and keep a fixed temperature under glass, by nsirg
' I'lUGI DOJIO," made of prepared hair and
wool : a perfect non-conductor of cold.

PROTECT YOUR PLANTS]

'FRIG DOMO'j
registereT "^ ^ADE mark!
For price list & particulars Address- I

BENJAMINFDGINGTONSDuKE ST- Li LondonBf^/oa£\

GARDEN REQUISITES,— Sticks, Labels,
Virgin Cork, Rafiia. Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work,

Manures, &c. Cheapest Prices of

WATSON AND SCULL. 90, Lower Thames Street, London, K.C.
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AVEEKS'S
PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR IS

THE PRINCE OF BOILERS.
If has Ike hwfje^f record of any IIol-n'iLlcr Boiler extant.

It has Ilolh'W Fiirniire Bars, which last 11 //e/trs tojii/cr than solid

oncf:, ami adit 20 jier rent, of power.

It tias J'acitifiex for tieimj ea^itij repaired.

It lias means of reiiiovinij sediment.

II has proved a real loon to Gardeners.

It has been a source of proft to emptotjers,

A 10 years' conditional guarantee given with every Patent Duplex Upright

Tubular Boiler when fixed by J. Weeks & Co.

Trice LIST and rAitTirri.Ans v&v.v. o.v ai'pi.h'ation' to

J. WEEKS & CO., HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS, &c.,

KINIG'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

SCIENTIFIC PRUNING and TRIMMING MADE SAFE, EASY, and RAPID.
^^ Til.- Nrw :in.i lii^' iiiiMi. Il;nia lu WwwA I niiirr jf^^ [-.

lANT PRUNER.
The Xfir anil Latest Iiivciitiunfur Svimtijiv l'n<iiiii(/

and Training on a large scale.

Tlie great s^lcce^^ of the ' Stanilaril" Tree Primer anil llie

"Mytimittah" has iiirluoeil us to give our attention to the pro-

iliL.tion of a somewhat similar Implement, but of a much more

l»iu(iliil roDstnution. In the Giant Pruner you have a tool

. ,iim! I(. of EASILY cntting a branch 7 inches iu circumference,

\Mt h an exerting pressure of
1 J tons.

Prices and Lengths in fnture AdvertisemeDts.

For Illustrated Price LISTS of above and other Novelties in

Pruning Tools, Fruit and Flower Gatherers, &c., apyly to the I'nn-

ipal Ironmongers and Seedsmen at home and abrojid ; or of the

MYTICUTTAH

"

<Regi>;tered Trade Mark mid Titlf).

Pattnteil in. Great Tiritat'ii. France, and Cer.aavi/.

Hitherto, strictly correct Pruning could only be

done by holding the brauLli witli one hand and

n^ing ;i Knife with the other, hut then only for

snvill branches, wherens the " Myticuttah " itself

}l<.^i^ the branch, cuttin" over an inch indiameter,

;uid in case of prickly bushes, &c., it saves the

hiiiMisfrora injury. Ganlen and Lopping Shears,

whirh liack and bruise the branch, are entirely

sup.T^-.-ded by this new Patent, and its many
advantages ^vill at once oonunend it t j tlu'

practical Uardum-r or Fnrt'^t-'r.
V^^g^!gaBgtta?-|--t'i:<H!*»ai iipal Ironmonger-, and Seeddraen at home ana abnwiii ; or 01 uie -a^ — r

—.. «.-»* n. r*t\ rxmrwi

Sole Proprietors and .Makers : THE STANDARD MANUFACTURING COIVIPANY, ST. ALKMUNDS CHURCHYARD, DERBY.

J Xe/o Edition. Frap. Vtoth. Price Is.

MRS. LOUDON'S LADIES' COMPANION TO THE FLOWER GARDEN,
A COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE MANAGEilEXT AND ADOliXilEX^T

OF GAEDEXS OF EVEEY SIZE.

Croirn Sro, with Coloured Frontispieee, Price is. Gd.

HIGH-CLASS KITCHEN GARDENING.
A HAXDY MANUAL FOR THE IMFROVED CULTIVATION OF ALL VEGETAELES.

By ^VILLIAM EARLKY. Author of "How to Grow Mushrooms," "How to Cirow Asparagus," Sec, &c,

Price Is. stitched.

HOW TO GROW ASPARAGUS.
A POPULAR EXPLANATION OF THE BEST METHOD OF CULTURE.

By WILLLVM EARLEV.

Fourth Edition. Price Is.

ON GROWING ROSES OUT-OF-DOORS.
By Rev. 0. FISHER.

London : BBADBTTRY, AGNEW, & CO., Bouveri« Street, E,C.
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fF YOU CANNOT GET FRUIT TREES
L TRl'E TO NAME,

Write to GEORGE BUNYARD iXD CO.

[F YOU WANT ANY CHOICE SORTS that
L your Local Firms cainiot Supply,

Write to GEORGE BU^•YARD and CO.

FOR FRUIT TREES by the Dozen, Hundred,
or Tbousanfl,

Write to GEORGE BUNYAED axd CO.

iEND INTO KENT, and get the FINEST
J TREES—N'o Starvliiift^, Xo BliKlit-ot

GEORGE BLNYARD ASI. CO'S,

[LLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF FRUIT
L TKEKS, 800 Kinds. Sii stamps,

SKELETON LIST—Names and Prices— also all Outdoor
stock. Gratia.

ROSE LIST. CONIFER and SHRl'B LISTS. Free.
One Hundred Acres Nursery. Liberal terms.

GEORGE BUiNYARD and CO.,
PO.MOLOGI.STS and GENERAL NURSERYJIEN,

MAIDSTONE, KENT.

To those about to Plant,

ADESCRUnTVE CATALOGUE, com-
prising fine Traii^plantpii Fruit Trees, Roses, Hanly

CHmber.-i, Khododendrony, Conifers. Ornamental and Flower-
ing Trees and Shrubs, Forest Trees, &c., in Iwrge varieties and
quantities, adapted to all soiU and climates. Sent free on
application to

GEO. JACKMAN' AN'D SON. WoVing Nursery. Surrey.

TKEES and SHKUBS for Game-covers and
Underwood. Intending planters should send for CATA-

LOGUE, free on application.—RICHAKU SMITH ASD CO.,
Nufderymeu and Seed Merchants, Worceitcr.

OBERT NEAL, The Niuseries, Trinity
Road. Wandsworth. S.W., begs to ciU the atteniion of

Gentl'-men and oihers Planting, to hi:* largo and varied stock
of FOKKST and ORN'AMKXTAL TREES, also FRUIT TREES.
SHRUBS. ROSES, and CLIMBING PLANTS. &e,. -which are
in tine condition for trausplantiug, and being grown near
Loaidon, are especially ad ipteil for Town and Snburbin Plant-
ing Also extra-fine SEAKALE, and RHUB\RB for Forcing,
All goodd delivered fiee by own vans within a radius of

6 mile-i. CATALOGUES free on application, and a personal
inspection of the stock Mjlicited.

Wr GORDON, Immense stock of ORCHIDS

;

T T • best value and cheapest house in the Trade.

The best cut of OROIID PEAT in commerce; selected
tui-ves, 1 bu-hel, 2s,, 3 bushel sack, 5s., carriage forward.

LILIES, Euormou.s Importations, Silver B:ink-iau Medal,
Silver .Meilal, National Chrysanlhemum Society, I858.

LILIUM AURATUM, Imported Bulb:^. 6d.'. ^d„ Is.. \s. 6d.
each; 3^.^., 45s., 7Us., HOs. pt-r 100. Home-grown bulbs. S.hi

,

1*.. Is. 6rf., 'As. each. Special Trade quotalion for quantitii'S.

JAPANESE MAPLES. Silver Bankbian Medal.

TREE P.EONIES, 7 First-class Certificates.

,, IRIS. rao:it gorgeous, 4 First-class Certificates.

CATALOGUE of the above on application to

The Nurserie-s, Amyand Park Road, Twickenham.

a^KEES and SHKUBS suitable for Towns a^
J Smoky Districts. CATALOGUE free on application.—
RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Worcester.

I. HARDY'S NEW PRIMROSE
• NOVELTIES.—Chuice varieties of about thirty beau-

tiful colours, from pure white to dark maroon. Strong plants,
6s. per 100. 45.^. per lOOO.

HARDVS NEW "PRIMROSE POLYANTHUS" NOVEL-
TIES, in about eight splendid colours, mixed.—These are very
beautiful, forming magnificent trusses. Strong plants, 5s,
per 100, 45s. per 1000.

POLYANTHUS.—Hardy's Finest Selected Gold-laced Show
Flowers. Strong plants. 5.«. per 100, 45s. per luOO.
STRAWBERRIES.— VicomtesseH. deThury. President. Sir

Jo^epli Paxton. Strong plants, 2s. per luu, 12s. per 1000
;

ditto, out Kii pots. Ss. per 100.

Cn^h. Extra plants for carriLige. Packao'e free.
H.I. HARDY, F.R H S., Stour Valley Nurseries, Bures, Suffolk.

LD-FASHIONED HEDGES. — English
Yews, bushy, and with a profusion of fibrous roots.

IJ to 2 feet, 6s. per doz«n, 3.n5. per 100 ; 2 to 2^ feet. 8s. per
dozeo. 50s. per 100; 2^ to 3 feet, 9s. per dozen, 60s. per 100

;

3 to yj feet, 12s. per dozen, S4s. per lOO. Prices of larger sizes
and other Ev-ergreens. suitable for Hedges—t.^.. Tree Box,
Holly. Laurel, Privet Cvpress. Juniper, Thuia, &c.. on appli-
cation.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Worcester.

VENUE TREES.—Well rooted, with stout
straight stems and good heads.

ELMS, Huntingdon, 10 to 12 feet, 1,'is. per do2., 100s. per 100;
12 to 14 feet, 2Is. perdoz.. IfiOs. per 100.

LOIES. crimson twigged, tf to 10 feet, 125. per doz., 90s. per
100 ; 10 to 12 feet. 1«t. per do7.

MAPLE. Norway, 10 to 12 feet. 18s. per do/., 130s. per 100.
POPLAR. Black Italian, S to 10 feet. Ss. per do7.. 50s. per 100;

10 to 12 feet, 10s. per doz., 65s. per 100 ; 12 to IJ feetj
12s. per doz.

„ Balsam, 8 to 10 feet, ]2j. per doz.; 10 to 12 feot, 18s.
per doz.

CATALOGUES of Forest, Fruit and Ornamental Tref-s,
Rose'j. &c , post-free upon application.
INO. -TEl-KERIKS ANn SON. Royal Nnr-ones. Cirencester.

CPKCIMEN CONIFERS.—Trees for Avenues,
*^ Evergreens, and Forc'^t Treea in great variety. CATA-LOGUE free ou application.— RICHARD SMITH AXD CO
nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worce-tfr.

__ 100 Herbaceous and Alpine Plants for 25s.
T)ICHARD SMITH and CO.'S Selection aa
-LV above contains a most interesting and valuable assort-
ment of beautiful and Hardy Plants for the Border or Rock-
work, which produce flowers and render the garden attractive
all through the year. Dnscriptive CATALOGUE post-free for
6 stamps.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.. Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants. Worcester.

T I M E and T H E R TREES.
X-i The foUowiiifr Trees must be sold, to clear the ffrouuil —

3:10 LIMES, 10 to 13 feet.
6-.'6 HORSE CHESTNUTS. 12 to \i feet.
:!H0 WALXITS. li to 12. to IS feel.
110 SYCAMOKES, 6 to 10 feet.

Offers for a part or the whole to be sent to the
MAXAGIC R, Calcot Gardens, Remliiig, Berks.

FRUIT TREES,
SEVENTY-POUB ACRES.

APPLES. I'EAKS, PLU.MS, CHERRIES, PEACHES.
NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and other FRUIT TREES, as
Standards, Dwarfs, Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon, and Trained
Trees in great variety.
VINES, excellent Canes, as. 6rf.. 5s.. 7s. 6(f., 10s. 6rf.

Orchard House Trees in pots, PEACHES, APRICOTS, NEC-
TARINES, &C., from OS. FlOS from 3s. id.
DESCRIPTIVE LIST, containing a sketch of the various

forms of Trees, nidi Dirctioiis for Cultivation, Soil, lirainage,
Manure, Pruning, LilhiiK, Cropping, Treatment under tila'ss

;

also their Synonyms, (^luality, Si/e, Form, Skin. Colour, Flesh,
Flavour, Use, Growth, Duration, Season. Price. &e., free by post.

RICHARD" SMrnr& CO.,WORCESTER.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF
FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.

A Large and Select Stock is now offered for Sale.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of
Fruits post-free.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NnRSERIES, SAWBKIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

STRAWBERRIES.
strong Root-^, 4s. ppr 100. Plants in small pots Iti.t. per 100;

ditto in large pot-<. L'os. per luu. Descriptive LIST ree.
RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-

chants. Worcester.

AMATEURS' ROSES.

Tea Roses on Seedling Brier and Brier
Cuttings.

EXTRA FINE GROUND PLANTS.
HYBRID PERPETUALS on SEEDLIXG BRIER,

BRIER CUTTINGS, and MANETTI.

An Immense Stock.

Special Qtiotations and Descriptive Catalogue! on application.

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.,
KING'S ACRE NURSERIES, near HEREFORD.

rO IT TREES
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-Jree.

.1 rHEAL&QONSWiM Craw^ley, *J Sussex.

pUTBUSH'S MILL-
\J TRACK MUSHROOM SPA\rN.
— Too well known to require descrip-
tion. Price. 6s. per bushel (Ij. extra
per bushel for package), or 6d. per
cake ; free by parcel post, \s.

None eeuuine unless in sealed pack-
Ages ana printed cultural directions
enclosed, with oursignature attached.
WM. CUTB03H AND SON

(Limited), Nurserymen and Seed
McTcbants, Higbgate Nurseries, N.

10 000 IJAFFODILS, Double Yellows or
*^^-^ ^y^y^yj Telumonius plenus, for planting in newly
planted Orchards, 17s. 6(i. per 1000, cash for immediate reply.
WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, F.R.H.S.. Seedsman. Cork.

EACOiNSFlELD" iELLOW PRIMROSE.
The large Iri>h Yellow variety. Trade price, hs. per

ounce. Retail. 6(i. and U. per pack t.

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, F.R.H.S.. Seedsman. Cork.

pRIMULA OBCONICA.— The best market,
-^ or " all the year round " blooming plant in cultivation.
Now is the time to sow. Seed, per packet, 6ti. and \s. Large
Market Grower-i Packet*, 2s. 6rf.

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, F.R.H.S.. Seedsman. Cork.

To the Trade.
^'EGETABLE and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

HAND F. tSHARPE are now prepared to give
• SPECIAL QUOT.iTIONS for all the best kinds of

VEGETABLE and FIELD SEEDS grown thiss^-a.-^on from c.tr.^-

fully selected stocksi. The (juality i^ very good, and the prices
will be found advantageous to purchasers.

Seed Growing Establishment, W^itbecb.

NGLISH YEWS, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet.
BOX, Green, .3, 4, .i, and feet.

Variegated. 3, 4, 5. and 6 feet.
PIXtIS AUSTEIAC.4. 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

All well furnished. ;ind Jinely rooted. Many thou>an(U.
AXTHONY WATERER . Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

^ The New Baspberry,
T ORD BEACON SFIELD.
*-'

_
(A Seedling.)

Thetiuest Raspberry and best cropper ever known. First-
class Certilicate, Royal Horticultural Society. Canes Si per
IfX); 65. per dozen. Trade supplied ; Cash with Order.

A. FAt'LKKOR, Inkpen, Hungerford.

'"rUEES and SHKUBS for the Sea Coast.X CATALOGUE fiec on application.—RICHARD SMITH
AND CO., Nurserymen aud Seed Merchants. Worcester.

V E rIj keen h~e does.
EVERGREEN HEDGES.

YEWS. English, IJ to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; 2 to 2} feet, 46;!. per
100 ; 21 to 3 feet, 6.5s. per 100,

HOLLIES, Green, 2 to 2J feet, 40s. per 100 : 2i to 3 feet, 60s.
per 100.

LAURELS, Common. 1 j to 2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet,
l«s. per 100; 2i to ;ij feet, 20s. per 100.

THUIA LOBBII. 21 to 3 feet. ,30s. to 40s. per 100.
We hold immense stocks of the above, all bushy and well

rooted Plants.
Special offer for Covert Plants. &c., free on application.

JOHN PERKINS iXD SON, The Old Established Nursery
and Seed Business. 52. .Market Square. Northampton.
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS-" QUICK," NORTHAMPTON,

?^AKNATION "GLOIKE DE NANCY,"—
\~J We are sending out for the fourth season our true strain
of this the grande.st White Carnation in cultivation, qnite
nardy. and lor pot culture for cut bloom it haa no equal.
Kobu.st aud free bloomer. £l per lOu, lis. for 50, B.s-. for 2b, good
rooted layers. We have a fine stock of GARDENIAS the best
sorts in cultivation, from Is. to 40s. each. Cdsh w itli Order.
E COLLINS AND SONS, Cumberland Park Nursery,

Willesden Junction.

LEARANCE SALE (at sacritice) of
PALMS. DRAC^ESAS, &c.

LATANIA BORBONICA and PHCENIX RECLINATA, 12
inches high, 4s. per dozen, 30s. per lOD. Package and
carriage free.

LATANIA BORBONICA. SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS, CORY-
PHA AUSTRALIS, and PHCENIX RECLINATA, 20 to
2-1 inches high, Is.Qd. each, 16s. per dozen ; same kiudd,
2 feet tJ to 3 feet high, 3s. to 5s. each.

Handsome PALMS, 4 feet high. ISj. eaoh.
• • .. 6 feet high. 40s. earh.

Twelve assorted PALMS and DRAC.EN'AS. averaging, with
pots, 24 inches high, in wood case, free, ISs. : six do., \0s.

KENTIAS. 3s. to 21s. each.
DEAC.ENAS. 24 inches to 5 feet high, 2s. to 40s. each.

Inspection invited.
QARDENER. Holly Lodge. Stamford Hill, N.

SO 000 CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
^yf^^y^yj finest Double and Single Varieties (some
of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of
every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for
dimbing and bedding, from 12s. to 24s. per dozen, strong
plants ; extra strong plants, repotted into fi^inch pots, 2s. 6a.
each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellent for
bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2s. 6d. each.
Descriptive LIST onapplication.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

Palms, Foliage Plants, Heaths, &c.
FRANCIS K. KINGHUUN will be pleased to

forward LIST of above with low prices. Leading
decorative PALMS in all sizes, great quantities, and in finest
health.
Richmond, Surrey; and 191 and 192, Flower Market, Covent

Ganlen, W.C.

lANT ASPARAGUS.—Grand clumps for
Forcing; 2s. dozen. 15s. IdO. £,1 per 1000,

WILL TAY'LER. Osborn Nursery, Hampton. Middlesex.

QTRAWBEURY PLANTS, in small pots.O Splendid stuff of all best kinds, aud true to name. Price
List on application.
FRANuIS R. KINGHORN. Nurseryman. Richmond. Surrey.

X^ARIEGATED ALOE.—Wanted a Purchaser
T for a Specimen Plant in a pot, \f> years old, 3 feet high,

and about 5 feet across. Too large for the small conservatory
of its present owner. An offer desired as it stands. Within
14 miles of London, in Kent.
Apply to D.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellinetou

Stre-t, Strand, W.C.
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CHEAP OFFER OF
Beantifulhi IIard>j

FLAG IRISES,
IN MANY 15EAUTIFUL SHADES.

Hr.I'ES. BLrE nn.l WHITE, LILACS. MAUVF.S.
RUSKS. OltlMSONS. URONZES, (illLDEN YELLOW,
PUIMHOSK, WHITE, &c. Invaluable tur hlirubbt-ry

lionliTS mill to siirrouinl lakes, ie.

LARGE CLUMPS (each Clump worth
5 to 7 plants), per 100 Clumps, 45s.

I^iit leiiA than .50 Cluinjis si/pph'et/ at thin prife.

BARR & SON,
12 and 1.3, KIN(i STREET. fDVE.NT

GAKDEX, W.C,

TREES, FLOWERS, AND SEEDS

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best HOSES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
Fur the l;.',l SEEDS, IIULBS, &i-.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Ee^t FKI II' TUKES ami GRAl'E \INES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
FortheBe^t l:VEi;i .l;KENS, I>.irk auil Koa.Kide TREES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, LAPAGERIAS, Sic.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM GROSS,
close to the Waltham Cross Stjitioii. Great Eastern RaihvHv

(luilf ;iii lioiir from London).
I X S P K C T ION I X V I T E D.

Prices low as possible. Priced Catalogues free.
Goods Packed by ex ueriencfid hmids for all parts of the ITor/t/.

Observe the Christian vame.

WM. PAUL & SON,
Hose Growers by Appointment to Her

Majesty the Gueen,
Tree, Plant, Jlii/Zi, anil Seer/ Merchants.

ROSES-20 ACRES,
Well-rooted, niany-shooted, truly named, of

matured vigorous growth, and of the best lcind.s.

Bushes, R. S. & Co.'s selection, 8s. per dozen
;

60.5. per 100. Packing and carriage free for

cash with order.

These World-fameiJ ROSEfi cannot fail to

give the greatest satisfaction.

ROSES IN POTS;
11 the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18«. to 86«. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application,

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

Tr 1 DnOCO j ^ grand stock, in 5-iQ. pots, 12*. & IRs. do2.

I LA nUOLO ( A grand stock, in T-in. pota, 24^. & 30s. doz.

(Black Hamburgh and other varieties.

PDADC UIUCC '^uitfil>leforfruitlnginpots.l05.6ti.each

UnArC VlnLO^ Suitable for planting riaeries, 5s. and
(. 75. ad. each.

Fr p y Q 1 A fine stock, in 5-inch pota. 12s. per dozen.

L n n 1 A 6iie stock, in small pots, 4s. per do7en.

Catalogues on application.

Siiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiriiiiitiiiinniiiini[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiiiiff

I PLANTING SEASON.
|

I HARDILY-GROWN 1

I^OREST, ;^RUIT,|
= i ALL OTHER I

f
TREES X PLANTS, I

jEvergreens, Roses, &c.
[

I
NURSKRIIOS 400 ACR ES. |

\Largest (6 Finest Stocks in Eiirojie.^
= I.NBPECTION EAIINESTLT INVITED. §

= Priced Catalogues Gratis « Post Free, i
= Estimates ± all Particularb on Application. 5

(LlMITTD),

I The ]Vui*!>ierie«,

I •^Ifrtt.^-'^nDicksonrciester. I
flinilllllilliiliiiiiiMiiiiniiiiiiiniriiiiiiiiiniiililiiiiiiillllllllMiniiMiiiiiiiiiiiiMiii

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTTJRAL
COMPANY (JoH.-( Cowis), LIMITED,

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES, QAESTON,
NKA£ LIVERPOOL.

ORCHIDS AND PALMS
s r E e I A L T I E ,s

.

Tile Stock is of MiclinKJKiiil ude Hull, withuiil ^.eillK il, it Knot
easy to form an ailequiite .uiieeiit ion of its uiipre,.-,l.-iiteil extent.

FRUIT TREES. ROSES, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS.
BOUVARDIAS, CYCLAMENS, ERICAS, El'ACRIS,

SOLANUMS, TREE CARNATIONS, and other

WINTER and SPRING BLOOMING PL.iNTS,
of fine (luality ami immense numbers.

iNsi'KCTlov Invited.
The Glass covers an area of upwards of 300,000 super, feet.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CL.\PTON NUltSEltV, l.OXD ON, X,

ANTHONY WATERER
INVITF.'^ AN INSPFCTIiiX FROM IXTENDING

I'l.ANTK.rt.S TO

THE FOLLOWING TREES,
Hai'tng stout straight steins, fhifi heads, and splendid roots.

All have been transjil'inted within tuo years :—
ACACIA BESSONIANA. 12 to 14 feet; A. SE.MPERFLO-

RENS, 12 to 14 feet; ACEH DA-SyCARPrM, 12 to 16 feet;
.*.. DASYCARPUM WIElill LAITNIATA, 10 to 14 feet: A.
NEGUNDO VARIEGATA. St.indards. 8 to 10 feet ; A. LEO-
POLDII, 12 to 14 feet ; A. REITENBACHII, 12 to 14 feet ; A.
SCHWEDLERII, 12 to Iij feet; A. WORLEYII, Standards, 12
to 14 feet. ASH, Mountain, 10 to 14 feet. BEECH, Common,
10 to 12 feet; Purple, Pyramids and Standards, 10 to Iti feet.

BIRCH, Silver, 12 to 16 feel. CHESTNUT, Horse, 14 to Iti feel.

Double White, 10 to 16 feet ; Srarlet, 12 to 16 f et; Spanish,
12 feet. ELMS, Engli.sh, 10 to 12 feet; Guernsey, 12 l.el.

LIMES, 12 to 16 and 20 feet; Silver-leaved, 10 to 14 feet.

LIl^lUIDAMBAR, 6 to 10 feel. MAPLE, Norway, 14 to 16 feet,

OAK. English, 111 to 14 feet ; Scarlet American, 12 to 14 feet
;

PLANES, 12 to 16 feet. POPLAR BOLLEANA, 10 to 16 feet
;

P. CANADENSIS NOVA (the true varietv), 12 to 16 feet;
SYCAMORE, Common, 14 to 16 feet; Purple, 14 to 16 feet.

THORNS, Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 feet ; White, 8 to 10 feet.

WALNUTS, Common, 10 to 12 feet.

Weeping Trees.
BEECH. Weepiiijf. Pyramids and Standards, 8 to 12 feet

;

Weeping, Purple, Pyramids anil Standards, 7 to 12 ft. BIRCH,
Y'oung's Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 8 to 14 ft. ELMS,
Weeping. Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 14 feet. LARCH,
Weeping, Pyramiils, rt to 10 feet. OAK, Weeping, English,
Standards, 10 to 12 feet. POPLAR, Waeping, Pyramids, ami
Standards, 10 to 12 feet. SOPHORA JAPONICA PENDl'LA,
Standards, 8 to 9 feet.

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKINU, .SURREY.

rhododendIon pontigum,
For Parks, Plantations, and Coverts.

AN IMMENSE STOCK OF ALL SIZES.

VERY LOW GtrOTATIONS.

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.,
KIXG-S ACRE NURSERIES, near HEREFORD.

NEW FORGET-ME-NOT,
BLUE PERFECTION.

The Queen- of Spring Beiiding Plant.9.
No Garden should be without this grand imjirovement on

the old M. dissitiflorn. Now is the time to plant to produce
a sensational display next tpring.

Strong plants. Is. each, 105. per doz. Seed. 2s. &d, per packet.
Trade Price on application.

J. E. VIRQO, Florist, Walton-in-Gordano, Clevedon,
S0.MKR8ET.

As a Supplement

TO THK

Gardeners' Curonicle

Next Week, Dec cutler I'>,

WILL BK

Publiahed an Ink 'Photoyraph

OF i. FEW

FIGS (FICIJS ROXBURGIIIJ,
CALCUTTA BOTANIC OAltDI'NS.

ECEMBER

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1888,

NOVEMBER IN THE GARDEN.
XTOW good the saints have been to us this
-* -*- year ! One after the other they have

given us their little summers ; St, Michael, ,St,

Luke, and St. Martin (only that St. Martin's

seems to have begun earlier than u.sual), so that

now, in the middle of November, its dark hours

are quite lit up by the blossoms in the garden.

Although sharp frost, with snow in many
parts on October l,took from us all tender plants,

yet the soft sunlit days that succeeded enriched

and prolonged the blossoming of all hardy

flowers.

To-day, after a wild storm from the south,

the air is soft and balmy. The robin sings in

the old Apple tree, among who.se yet unfallen

amber leaves are twisted sprays of purple

Clematis. The crested wren darts here and

there among the branches, resting still a moment
or two to warble forth her few low, tlute-like

notes. The thrushes hop leisurely over the close

mown grass, and the blackbirds hurry from the

fragrant Escallonia bushes with their noisy,

startled cry. Let us look around and see what

flowers are left ns iu the heart of November.

Being constantly wind-swept, the walk down

the middle of the garden affords the most shelter,

for wherever the wind strikes the walls and

rebounds with added force there is blackness and

destruction to plant life. Thus, in the very

centre, are placed our greatest treasures, sure

that there they will tind the most protection,

and utmost calm that is possible on a storm-

beaten lull.

On either side of this walk is a broad border

filled with old-fashioned flowers, arranged in

large groups of colours, .\lthough the position

of each plant has been thought over, and planned

with regard to its neighbour, the whole cflfeot is

that of the most natural and simple possible, no

trace of design remaining apparent; on the con»
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trary, the flowers look as if tossed from Nature's

lap. At the back of the border is a trellis with

various oliiiibing plants, and Hoses tiingiug over

it their wild wreaths of glossy foliage, still

sprinkled with the buds and blossoms of the old

Gloire de Uijon, Reve d'Or, Safrano, and W. A.
Richardson. These deep bronzy-leaved Roses
make a beautiful background, and how valuable

that ever is! .Tust now the Marguerites are shining

out from it in a mass of starry-white blossoms, and
Chrysanthemum Madame Desgranges looks like

clustered snowflakes, while long-growing white
Pansies remind one of the fluttering butterflies of

.Tune. How noticeable the healthy vigour of Pansy
plants from cuttings made each year in the

month of May. from those left undisturbed from
one year to the other. Helleborus maximus, the

earliest of its race, is in full blossom. The
Malva bears its milk - white flowers above
its rich green leafage. Cyclamens and Iberis

clothe the ground beneath, while from the Prim-
rose tufts peep out already the double white

buds.

From the abundant suraraer moisture, Schizostylis

coccinea is much finer than usual. Large patches of

it, with several dozen flowering-spikes open together,

are very striking, with their fire-light glow, espe-

cially if near the winter Jessamine, that has let fall

all its summer leaves to be replaced by golden blos-

soms along its brown green stems.

The Schizostylis well repays division in early

spring and replanting in rich soil, for if let remain
in clumps for any length of time, the centre dwindles,

and only the outer rootlets tliat run on into fresh

soil bear vigorous flower-stalks. For indoor gather-

ing this plant is invaluable, as the blossoms open out
in water one after the other, and only need to have the
withered ones removed to continue fresh and bright

for a considerable time. The old China Roses,
though always viilued, seem more to be prized this

month than any other in which they bloom,
their hardy constitution resisting rough weather,
and their blossoms content to expand in the
slant rays of sunlight from which warmth is fast

waning. How cheerful are their clusters of
dainty crimson buds ! How fresh and delicate the
petals of the expanded blooms ! How firm and glossy

the deep green foliage I Near to these China lioses

are pink Chrysanthemums, Anemone japonica, and
Erigeron roseum, with its pink silken fringe .ind

soft eye of gold. Lobelia fulgens, though storm-
tossed, still bears its fine bronzed foliage unharmed.
AVith moisture and rich soil this is a re.ally noble
plant, but if placed in the vicinity of hungry neigh-
bours, it makes no effort for itself, and the ill-effect

is seen in weak growth. Given a covering of leaf-

mould, it remains here safe all winter in the open
ground. Low growing Fuchsias and Carnations yet
linger, while crimson-stained Polyanthuses are push-
ing up through their thick-set leaves side by side

with the autumn Cyclamens.
The Agapanthus Lily, now past its best, has been

beautiful, [surrounded by Agathaja ccelestis, wliose
charming shade of blue just niatclies that of the
African Lily. This Daisy seeds freely, and a boxful
sown in autumn, wintered in a cold frame, and
pricked oflT into small pots, will give nice little

sturdy plants for the open ground in May. The
blue butterfly blossoms of Linum provinciale still

hover around it. Tliis is the best of the blue Flaxes,
constant in bloom, of a compact growth and pleasant
foliage. Stray Campanula blossoms are still to be
found, and little sprays of Forget-me-Not wander
here and there.

Michaelmas Daisies have been especially fine in all
their varying shades of blue, mauve, and amethyst.
Divided each spring, replanted in rich soil and with
only a few stems left, the flowers are so much larger,
and the branched growth so much prettier, that one
hardly recognises them as the same plants which one
generally sees tied to a stake in a thick mass like a
broom enough to disfigure any flower border. The

double lilac Colchicums are still in flower, they have

made a spring bulb bed very beautiful since October
began, having with them Cyclamen hedenefolium,

whose purple-pink blossoms blend with those of

the autumn Crocus admirably. These Cyclamens
form a tliatch over a border of Hyacinths, that

spring up in i>rofusion between the corms in their

own season.

Melladores, the Roman Ranunculus, have been
quite a feature in the garden this autumn. From
.seed sown in spring and grown quickly on, they, like

the Anemone coronaria, begin to blossom in August
or .September. No doubt their flowers will yield to

the first heavy frost, as they have not i\\? line re-

sisting pc wer of the Anemones. These Melladores

are of a clear yellow, gold colour, slashed with chest-

nut-red and pure crimson. Spring and autunm
have indeed met together in the garden when I

gather these Ranunculus with a handful of yellow

O.xlips and sweet Violets, and see around me the

Chrysanthemum, late Roses, the Cactus Dahlia, and
Datura sanguinea. These latter two had their young
leaves blackened on October 1, but have since

recovered.

As the Helianthus blossoms are fading the Doro-
nicums spring up anew, with fresh flowering stems
that bear large, gold-edged blossoms. The yellow

Daisy, Etoile d'Or, is covered with bloom. Gold
and orange-brown Calceolarias are yet fine, tall

yellow Chrysanthemums are letting fall their weigl t

of blossom beside the Rudbeckias, and the old

yellow Auriculas are pushing up their powdertd
heads.

Sunshine, and flowers such as 1 have not couuted
over, make bright the hours of " dark November.

'

L. A. L.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

LILIUM (ARCHELIRION) HENRYI, Baker, n.sp*

The two parts of the world from which new and
interesting plants are at present pouring in at the

most rapid rate are Western China and Madagascar.
We have just received at Kew from our indefatigable

correspondent, Dr, Henry, a fine series of dried

specimens of Lilies of the province of
Ichang. Amongst them are L. giganteum, L.
tigrinum, L. longiflornm, L. Bronnii, and a fifth

species which is evidently new, and which I propose

to name after its discoverer. In general habit it

most resembles tigrinum, but the fully-developed

leaves more recall those of auratum and the narrow
perianth-segments those of polyphyllum. As to its

horticultural merits I will not venture at present to

express any opinion. Both this and its geographical
neiglibour, L. Davidi, of Duchartre, still remain to
be introduced in a living state.

Bulb globose, 2 inches diameter; outer scales

ovate, fleshy, 'Ik inches long by half as broad. .Stem
2—n feet long below the inflorescence, I inch thick
at the base, furnished with close erecto-patent sub-
sessile leaves np to the very top. Fully developed
leaves lanceolate, 6—8 inches long, 1— l} inch

broad below the middle, tapering gradually to a long
point, moderately firm in texture ; upper gradually
smaller, those of the uppermost half foot of the
stem ovate, 1—1} inch long. Inflorescence a la.x

corymb sometimes a foot in breadth, consisting of
four to eight flowers, bracteated .at the base bv a
whorl of small ovate leaces. Perianth yellow, ^—'M
inches long ; segments lanceolate, sub-obtuse, |—

j

inch broad below the middle, spreading from the
middle when the flower is fully expanded, marked
in the lower half with a few irregularly-scattered

minute red-brown spots, furnished at the base with
a sort of linear nectary J inch long, which is some-

* Lilunn {Archelifion) Henryi. Baker, n. pp.—Bnlbo globoso
tunii'ifl maj^nis ovatis. caulo 2—a pedali crebrp foliitto, foliis

alternia lanceolatis semipedalibus supremia reduotis ovati.i,

floribu. 4—8 in corynibum latum dispositis, perianthio hiteo
segm.>nti3 lanceolatis flore expanso ad medium pahilig infra
medium punctis parvis paucig rubro-brunneis decoratis ad
un^nem paree papillo-i.^, staminibu? limho-fe.inilongis.

times, but not always, fringed with a few subulate

concolorous papilUc. Stamens as long as the

perianth-segments ; anthers linear, j inch long.

Ovary sub-cylindrical, an inch long. Capsule oblong,

obtusely-angled. J. G. Baker.

L.ELIA ANCEPS AmESUNA.

With the wide range of beauty which the new
white and coloured varieties of Ladia anceps im-
ported of late years have brought us, it takes a very

fine novelty indeed to rank as first-class among
them. Such a one, about which there can be no
two opinions, is now in flower in the Orchid esta-

blishment of F. Sander & Co., of St. Albans, and has
been dedicated by them to that enthusistic orchidist

F. L. Ames, Esq., of Boston, Mass., U.S.A. The
outline of this superb flower is exactly that of L. a.

Dawsoni, and it has the same firm substance and wax-
like appearance of the petals, and which are 1.1 inch in

width, the flower in its full expanse being 4 inches. The
sepals and petals are pure white, with a delicate pearly

blush on the outer halves ; the sepals have at the

apices an emerald-green dot, and the petals a crim-

son feather at their tips, alter the manner of Cattleya

Trian-T; Backhousiana. The labellum is altogether

extraordinary. The side lobes forming the tube are

white outside, and yellow inside streaked with

purple ; the mouth of the tube being prettily turned

back so far as its blush-white margin extends—about

one-eighth of an inch ; a raised rich orange-coloured

keel of three ridges extends up the middle of the

labellum, finishing in one ridge on the front lobe, whose
rich violet-crimson colour excels that of all other

Mexican Laslias. The plant may be a cross between

one of the Dawsoni type and a coloured L. anceps
;

but where such a rich and dark labellum comes from

it is impossible to say. It appears that this treasure

was bought by E. Harvey, Esq., of Riverdale, Aig-

burth, Liverpool, from St. Albans, in July, 1883, and it

now finds its way back again at 200 guineas. J. OB.

PLANTING SANDHILLS.
This interesting and important operation is com-

mented upon at pp. 38'.l, 447, and 543, and valu-

able information, success and failure, have been

recorded. Your corrfspondent at p. 447, recommends
the best plan suitable for such an object, viz., by
using wattled bundles on the seaward side of the

plantations, lint evidently he has abandoned his useful

and good work. Still, after all, planting has been

successful in such positions, and under such difficulties

as boisterous winds, shifting sands, and all the other

evils mentioned.

The best recommendation I can suggest, is to

follow Nature's plan ; and the best illustration

of this is found in a description of how this very

thing has been accomplished on the sea coast of

France.

By Nature's plan. I mean, first, suitable shelter

;

2ndly, sowing seed and trusting to seedlings in the

first instance, instead of planting ; and 3rdly, supple-

menting this by planting better and more varied

shrubs and trees when the planting is sufficiently

advanced to shelter both the trees and that which

they would be intended to decorate —a residence or

garden.

This information is derived from a report by

Major J. Bailey, R.E,, on forestry in France, and this

particular extract refers to " the dunes of the west

coast of France." The winds that blow con-

tinuously from the ocean on the west coast carry

with them enormous quantities of sand, which, ad-

vancing steadily over the country at the average rate

of some 14 feet per annum, in the form of moving
hills, called dunes, bury under them the fields and
villages they reach. It has been calculated that

nearly 00 cubic yards of sand per yard of coast-line

are thus .annually transported inland. Works to

arrest the destructive effects of this invasion of sand
have been in progress since 1780 ; they were originally

carried out under the Department of Public Work,
but since 1862 they have been placed under the
Forest Department. The total area of the dunes is

I
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said to be 224,1.54 acres, a part of which belongs to
the State, ami a part to private owners, while a much
smaller part is communal property.

Now follows the plan. In exposed situations the
protective works consist of a wooden palisade (I
would also add turf walls), erected at a short distance
above high-water mark, and destined to promote
the formation of an artificial dune, with a view to
prevent fresh arrivals of sand from being blown over
the country.

Under the shelter thus formed seeds of various
kinds, principally those of the maritime Pine
(I'inus maritiraa)—so far north I would sug-
gest I'inus austriaca and sylvestris also—Broom,
common Whin or Gorse, and Arundo arenaria are
sown, the seeds being covered with brushwood to
lirevent the sand in which they are sown from
moving, and the sowing is thus continued inland in

successive belts, until a crop of trees is raised on
the entire area.

In less exposed situations a walled fence is sub-
stituted for the wooden pallisades. In the Depart-
ments of Gironde and Landes forests of the maritime
Pine have been most successfully raised in this

manner, the trees being tapped for resin, and the
wood of those which have been exhausted being sold
for sleepers and other purposes.

North of the Loire the maritime Pine is not sown,
as in that region it does not yield a sufficient quan-
tity of resin to repay the cost of its introduction,

and here it is sought merely to establish a crop of
grass on the ground. The French law of 1810 rela-

tive to the treatment of the dunes, which is still in

force, provides that the Goverraent can order the
planting up of any area which in the public interest
recjuires to be so dealt with. " Surely one of the
pressing reforms in our own country."
When the land or any part of it belongs to com-

mons or private owners who cannot or do not wish
to undertake the work, the State can execute it,

reimbursingitself with interest from the subsequent
yield of the forests. As soon as the money so
advanced has been recovered, the land is restored to
the owners, who are bound to maintain the works in

good condition, and not to fell any trees without the
sanction of the Forest Department. Before the De-
partment took over the work of re-afforesting in

1862, 111,787 acres had been dealt with, and the
entire area—more than 224,000 acres—has now
been completed. The works have to be carefully
maintained, in order to prevent a recurrence of
the evil.

Referring now to p. 545, Major Bailey's remarks
are worth repeating. Forests are not so exhausting
to the soil as agricultural crops. In the case of the
latter the entire plant, except the roots, which also are
sometimes taken, is removed, whereas with a crop of
trees the leaves, flowers, and fruit, which are far
richer in nutritive elements than the wood, are
annually returned to the soil, and thus serve to
maintain its productive power, as well as by their
protective action to keep it in a good physical con-
dition. Hence forests can flourish on comparatively
poor soil. Wm. Clark, Carlisle.

LlI.Y OK THK VaT.LEY.

All home-grown, and imported crowns and clumps
sliould now be potted. Several " crowHo " may be
packed closely together in 41-inch pots, in a compost
consisting of about three parts light sandy lojim and
one of leaf-mould, working it around the roots in
the process of potting, keeping the crowns just above
the surface of the soil. The same remark applies to
the potting of the " clumps," which should be potted

.

according to their size, into 4A, 6, and 7-inch pots.
Tiie great secret in the early forcing of Lilv of the
Valley is to exclude light and air from the" crowns
until they have shown the flower-spikes, when they
should be gradually inured to light, by placing them
on a shelf, in the forcing-house, with an inverted
flower-pot placed over them for a few d.ays. The
plan of plunging the pits a few inches underneath a
covering of leaf-soil, in the Mushroom-house, or in a
box of sawdust placed under the staging in a forcing-
house, or anywhere in a temperature not below 50°
or 55°, keeping the material in which the pots are
plunged on the moist side, is, I find from long ex-
perience of its use, a capital one.

Clitea mikiata

flowers during the winter .and spring months, and
is easily increased by divisions of the crown being
potted any time after the plants h.ive flowered. Use
a mixture of four parts sandy, fibry loam and one of
leaf-soil, with a dash of sharp sand, putting the
plants in a moist, warm pit or house, and giving
sufficient water at the roots to settle the soil. After
the roots have pushed well into the soil, occasional
applications of we.-ik, tepid, liquid manure will prove
beneficial. Unless the plants are intended to be
flowered in small pots, they should be shifted into
larger pots as soon as the roots have reached the
side of the pots.

AgAPANTHUS UMBELLATtS.

This is of very easy culture. Divisions of the
crowns potted into 6-inch pots in any kind of mode-
rately rich mould, and placed in a minimum tempe-
rature of from 50°-60°, and watered, will soon
become established, requiring frequent shifts into
larger pots until the desired size has been attained
to. They are gross feeders, and, therefore, should
h.ave copious supplies of weak liquid manure during
the period of growth. This will aid the production
of flowers. Large plants stood out-of-doors have a
good effect.

CHRVSANTHEMU^tS.

Cuttings for next year should be taken as soon as
they have made between 1 and 2 inches of growth.
Insert round the sides of 3-inch pots filled with any
kind of mould surfaced with sand, and placed in a
cold frame near to the glass, or, better still, a pit where
a little heai can be employed occasionally to dry up
excessive moisture, and so prevent the cuttings from
damping off. None but good .sturdy cuttings from
the base of the plant should be taken. As soon as
the cuttings are rooted, sutHcient air must be given
to insure a stocky growth. H. W. Ward.

Cultural Memoranda. plants in flowee at kew.
SPIR.EA JAPONICA.

This winter and spring-flowering plant is almost
indispensable as a decorative subject, and no time
should be lost in potting up the desired number of
clumps. The soil used may consist of three parts
light sandy loam .and one of leaf-mould. Stand the
pots on fine coal-ashes in a cold pit, whence small
batches can be drawn for forcing. The Spir.T!a is a
moisture-loving plant when in growth, therefore it
should be well watered once, and sometimes twice a
day. Liquid manure applied at the roots three or
four times a week, will also have a satisfactory result

;

failing this an occasional surface-dressingof Beeson's
manure before giving water at the roots will answer
the same purpose.

The following are the most interesting of the
plants now flowering in the Koyal Gardens, Kew :—

Gladiolus rccurrus. — This plant commenced to
flower early last mouth. It belongs to the small-
bulbed Kush-leaved kinds, of which G. tristes is the
best known representative. The former has leaves
a foot long, a scape IS inches long, bearing two or
three flowers which have spreading recurved seg-
ments 1 inch long, and coloureil yellow, thickly
spotted with brown. The flowers are dull in colour
but very powerfully fragrant, and they remain fresh
a fortnight or more. This species was the first
Gladiolus to flower last winter, as it is this.

^
H,emanth«s Baurii flowered for the first time at

Kew in 1883, and it has been in bloom every year
since. The plant now flowering lias two short broad

j-ecurved leaves, and a short erect scape projecting
from the centre. The broad, petal-like spathe-
valves are pure white, margined with emerald-green,
and enclose the cluster of white erect flowers. This
species bears some resemblance to II. albiflos, but
the latter has longer scapes, shorter spathe-valves,
and usually three or four leaves. H. Baurii ia

figured in Bol. May., t. 6.375.

Eeinwardtia tetragyna is a most valuable winter
flowering plant, much superior to K. trigyna (Linum)
both in the manner of flowering, in the shade of
yellow, and in the length of time it lasts. There are
several groups of it in Hower in the Begonia-house.
For warm conservatories this plant deserves a i ery
strong recommendation.

Tlmnhcrgia laurifulia.—This is an old stove flower-
ing climber, which produces its large handsome
lilac-and-white flowers at various seasons. A fine
example of it is in bloom in the Victoria-house.
Its neighbour is Ipomoia Briggsii, a very pretty and
floriferous form of I. llorsfallia'.

J'ilis ]jf(.rop/iora, better known as V. gongylodes
is also in this house, and is interesting just now on
account of the swollen bulb-like char.acter of the
terminal internodes or joints of the principal shoots.
These, [when ripe, dehisce naturally, and falling to
the ground, soon develope into plants. They are a
near .approach to propagiition by cuttings on the
part of Nature herself.

Bromcliads.—The most attractive of these plants
now are Billbergia vittata Bakeri, a hybrid, .also

known as B. Cappei .and B. Brenteana. It is a
handsome plant, 18 inches high, with semi-erect
leaves, and an arching br.anched panicle of blue
flowers, subtended by large boat-shaped bracts of
brilliant crimson. -lOchmea calyculata is a dense-
growing plant with erect dark green leaves, about a
foot long, and compact heads of yellow flowers on
peduncles a little longer th.an the leaves. ^K.
Barlei has stout leaves arranged in a vasiform
m.anner, and margined with large spinous teeth.

The inflorescence is a long, arching, branched
panicle, with small flowers and large crimson bracts.
A',, mexicana is a strong grower, nearly a yard
across, with grey-green leaves and a stout panicle of
flowers, the small blue petals just protruding beyond
the grey nut-like calyx.

Liieiilia grafisslDia is annually an attraction in tlie

greenhouse (No. 4). It is very good this year, the
heads of bloom being large and full. A second
plant, with smaller leaves, looser flower-heads, and
the corolla smaller, is called variety glabra. It is

what is cultivated in some g.ardens—as, for instance
Birmingham Botanic Gardens—as L. Pinciana, but
it is not that plant. Is true L. Pinciana in cultiva-

tion anywhere ? It has white flowers, larger th.an

those of L. gratissima, .and with a raised callus,

almost a corona, about the base of the lobes of the
corolla.

Plero/iM iiiacra ntha {Laslamlra). — A flrst-class

winter-flowering plant, if grown in a sunny position

in a warm greenhouse
; indeed, it is rarely out of

flower. Two plants in the greenhouse (No. 4) are
now covered with large purple-blue flowers.

Callisteimn rigulus.—The large bush of this hand-
some Australian plant is now flowering freely in the
south octagon of the Temperate-house. What
beautiful flowers it bears I Exactly the form of a
bottle-brush, the bristle-like stamens bright crimson,
and each one tipped with a golden anther. It will

continue to flower for some weeks yet. These
plants, and the equally handsome Beaufortias, are
rarely seen in English gardens now. There were
some pretty examples of them exhibited at Ghent
this year.

LUiiim nilffherrensc.—A little group of this largp-

flowered Indian Lily is flowering in the Temperate-
house. It is an interesting species, not so pure a
white as L. longiflorum, but well worth growing for
the sake of its flowers at this season. It is almost
hardy. The flowers are 8 inches long, narrow in the
tube, 5 inches across the limb, segments recurved,
the three inner ones 2 inches across. Colour creamy.
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white tinged witli green in the throat, wholly green

on the tube.

Dracanafragmm var. Lindeni.—This is the well-

known D. Lindeni of gardens. It is handsomest

when young, old plants becoming much greener.

The plant now flowering in the Talm-house is 7 feet

high. The inflorescence is terminal, and in the

form of tin erect branched panicle, with small white

pale yellow flowers.

Occ/iii7s.—Amongst Masdevallias in flower .ire M.

palvinaris, a very remarkable species, with tall

peduncles, bearing the purple-brown flowers reversed

(lip upwards), and with two oblong, fleshy, yellow

processes on the inside of the two upper sepals.

M. Moorei, or melanoxantha has large flowers with

a chinned cup 1 inch across, and tliree tailed sep.ils

3 inches long. Colour purple on lower sepals, upper

creamy-yellow with purple lines. The labellum is

large, and black-purple. IM. platyglossa, with dull

yellow papery pendant flowers ; M. cucullata, with

large deep black-purple flowers; M. polysticta, M.

Carderi, M. bella, M. Wallisii, M. macrura, M.

melanopus, and others, are also now in flower. A
rose-coloured variety of Sophronitis grandiflora is

blooming close to flowering examples of tlie type.

Cirrhopetalum Wightianum, with a long peduncle,

suddenly bent at the upper end, and bearing yellow

flowers, in whicli the only conspicuous parts are the

two long sepals, united by their inner edges and

projecting outwards ; Fholidota conchoidea, like F.

imbricata, but larger ; Cattleya labiata, autumn-

flowering variety; Huntleya marginata, Cadogyne

Gardneriana, C. rigida, Polystachya laxiflora, Cata-

setum Garnettianum, C. fuliginosum, C. macro-

carpum ;
Bolbophyllum striatum, and a very fine

variety of Odontoglossum Harryanum with nine

flowers on a spike, are the most noteworthy of the

Orchids now in bloom. )V.

NOTES FROM A NATURALIST
IN MEXICO.

When at last one arrives at the so-called Valley

of Mexico—which is not a valley in the usu.il sense

of the word, but rather a high-lying plateau, con-

taining large lakes which receive the drainage of the

hills around, and h.ive no natural outlet—one ex-

pects to see a view of unparalleled grandeur, but this

is, like many other popular impressions, by no

means the case. The distant cone of Popocatapetl

and the more picturesque mountain of Ixtaccihuall,

which, though somewhat lower, has more snow at

present on it, are no doubt very high and remark-

able mountains ; but their distance, the haze through

which they are seen, and the want of beautiful fore-

ground in the view, make the scene, in my opinion,

infinitely inferior in grandeur and in impressiveness

to many of far less reputation, both in the Alps, the

Pyrenees, and the Himalayas.

As to the climate, one must not be too critical at

this season, especially when one has just left a winter

of unusual severity, both in the United States and

Europe, but it is not my idea of a tropical or even a

very nice climate. Bright sun and continual almost

cloudless sky, cool air, even cold in the morning,

with glare and dust, are the characteristics on the

plateau and highlands of Mexico for five or six

months of the year.

Pine forests, which I had always expected to find

one of the features of the country, are diminishing

yearly through the unchecked devastations of fire,

charcoal-burners, goats and sheep, and I have not

yet seen a tract of forest which has not been much

injured in this way, or of which the more accessible

parts have not been, in a great measure, destroyed.

To find this one must go up to 8000 or 0000 feet on

the slopes in the environs of the City of Mexico, so

tempting to a naturalist at this season. We lost no

time in going on to Ori/.aba, about two-thirds of the

way in distance to the east coast, and at little more

than half the elevation of Mexico City.

Here, in the midst of CoflTee plantations. Sugar-

cane and Bananas, with the volcanic peak of Orizaba,

17,0iX) feet liigh, at a short distance, one can find, by

looking for them, some really charming bits of forest,

but always in deep gorges or barrancas, and never in

easily accessible situations. Birds, as in the Valley

of Mexico, are numerous and varied, but not espe-

cially striking in colour, size, or form. Butterflies

are fairly numerous, but mostly belong to the family

of Hesperid;p, which alone are common at this sea-

son. Moths, excepting a few day-flying ^Kgeriad;c,

are scarce, and other insects, excepting dragon-flies,

not very showy or numerous. Orchids are fairly

abundant, but few showy ones are now in flower, and

though the gardens and plantations round the town

are full of beautiful, showy plants in flower, of a

more or less tropical character, such as Hibiscus,

Erythrina and Datura, yet most of them are exotics.

A fortnight's stay in Orizaba enabled me to explore

the environs pretty thoroughly without finding a

single spot within five or six miles wliicli could be

called a first-class collecting ground, thougli at the

same time I feel sure that Orizaba would yield a very

large number of plants, birds, and insects, to a resi-

dent collector. Tuxpango, about three hours to the

south-east, is the best place I found, and here are

some very picturesque waterfalls, and a lovely

tropical gorge, with some fine Cofiee plantations

under the shade of the forest, which pleased us more

than any spot yet visited. On the mountains around

Orizaba, which, however, are very steep and pathless,

there are some rich and interesting spots in which I

found a few fine plants and rare insects ; but the

sky, though generally bright in the morning hours,

usually clouded by noon, and the weather was not

nearly so hot as one would expect in latitude 10'^, at

4000 feet elevation.

Going on from Orizaba towards Vera Cruz, one

passes through a very rich and fertile country, where

Bananas, Pine-apples, Coft'ee and Sugar are largely

grown about Cordoba, and here in the plantation of

M. Tonel, a Belgian gentleman, who has been settled

in Mexico for many years, I saw a large number of

species of Palms, and very nuany interesting and

beautiful tropical and sub-tropical plants. Indeed,

I should say this was by far the most interesting

garden in Mexico, as tlie proprietor has a Belgian

gardener, and goes to much trouble and expense in

making his plantation rather a bokanic garden tlian

an ordinary CoS'ee plantation. But still there is no

virgin forest until one gets on towards Attoyac,

wliere tlie railway passes through some scenery of

tlie true tropical cliaracter, and in the few hours I

was able to spend here I saw what I had been hoping

for so long. As, however, Attoyac is said to be very

unhealthy at all seasons, and there is no accommo-

dation for a stay, I could only regret my inability to

give it a thorough exploration, though probably

there is no great amount of novelty to be expected,

this part of Mexico having been better worked by

naturalists than any other.

Below Attoyac you get into the dry plains border-

ing the coast, which are for the most part covered

with low, thorny, or scrubby forest, or coarse wiry

grass, and infested with small insects called " pino-

lillos," which, judging from theamount of precaution

and trouble the inhabitants take to get rid of them,

must be very disagreeable indeed. A gentleman

who got into the tram-car on our w.ay up to .Jalapa,

two stations out of Vera Cruz, had got amongst

these "pinolillos" in passing through some bush,

and spent over half an hour, with the .assistance of

several other passengers, in picking them out of his

clothes. A m.agnificent yellow-flowered tree, figured

in Brologsa's Ccntralc America, was the most con-

spicuous ornament, at this season, of these dry, low-

country jungles, for I can hardly call them forests,

ami here alone have I as yet seen Palms growing as

a conspicuous feature in the scenery, though several

divarf and slender climbing Palms were common in

the gorges about Orizaba and Attoyac. together with

two fine plants belonging or allied to the Musacea?,

both in flower at this season.

Vera Cruz, though unusually cool and healthy for

the time of year, owing to the heavy northerly gales

which have prevailed during most of the month of

March, and which account for the cloudy, cold wea-

ther at Cordoba and Orizaba, is not a place that

would tempt any one travelling for pleasure to stay

in ; and as its hotels are detestable, we lost no time

in getting off' to Jalapa, which lies on the eastern

slope of the mountains about fifty miles north of

Orizaba.

The old road up to Jalapa is said to give an excel-

lent idea of the gradual change of climate and

vegetation from the coast upwards ; but if this is

true, I cannot s.iy the same of the new tramway,

which takes one over the forty miles and 5000 feet

of ascent in about eleven hours, mules being the

motive power, as on many other lines of Mexico.

The first half of the way is all through the dry coast

jungle, or chapparal, as it is here called, full of

Mimosas and other thorny trees and bushes. Brome-

liaceie are very conspicuous and abundant, as in

most parts of this region, and several very fine

arborescent Bonaparteas and gigantic Cereus were

common at about -0(J0 feet. But on the whole line

there is not a single mile of forest which can be

called fine or luxuriant, and water is so scarce that

the villages on the route are both few and poor.

One fair-sized river is crossed at Puente Naciona),

and here we saw some lovely flowering trees, though

the speed of the mules, except on steep ascents, did

not allow much botanising. A very graceful, fea-

thery Bamboo, growing about 15 feet high, appeared

at about 3(-)00 feet in one place only on the road,

growing gregariously among shrubs and trees, but

beyond this 1 saw nothing very striking. When we

got up to about 4000 feet, an open, grassy country,

with occasional trees, and small groves in the

ravines, was entered, which, through the influence

of a small driving rain and dense mist, made the

country look more like the Highlands of Scotland

than Mexico ; but, notwithstanding the cold, hedges

of wild Pine-apples showed that the mean tempera-

ture must be high.

Jalapa itself, when reached, is decidedly the most

enjoyable place of residence for a naturalist th.at I

have yet seen in America. The climate is damper

and cooler than that of any place of simiLar elevation

I have seen. There are numerous bits of very

charming country of varied char.acter within a walk

of the town. A very tolerable hotel, cure, and law-

abiding inhabitants, a capital naturalist's servant,

named Alyssio Trujillo, who accompanied us for

some time, and can both shoot and skin birds well,

and fine weather, all combined to render our stay at

Jalapa a bright and delightful sojourn. There is

between Jalapa and Coantepec a good deal of real

virgin forest, abounding in plants, birds, and insects,

and having at least two broad and good roads

through it, without which collecting in a virgin

forest is so difficult and incomplete. At this season

the forest, which consisted largely of Planes, Oiiks,

Liquidambars, and other trees of a temperate aspect,

was dry and pleasant to go about in, and numerous

small clearings in it made a variety which, if not

carried to the extent which it generally is, is favour-

able to all animal life.

On the north side of the town, at about an hour's

distance, is a delightful p.ark-like, grazing country,

covered with groves of trees, and intersected by

richly-wooded gorges, a very paradise for birds, and

having in fine weather a perfect climate, though it is
,

said that the rainy days in the year outnumber the '

fine ones. Farther on towards the north we did not i

go, but Mr. Godman, who spent a month in and (

about Jlisantla, three days' ride north of Jalapa,

describes the deep descent from the table-land to the

dense forest as very fine, .and the country extremely

rich and productive to a naturalist. North-west of

Jalapa is the Confre de Perote, a volcanic mountain

13,000 or 14,000 feet high, with fine Pine forests on

its' slopes, but at this season the high country was

too cold to visit for collecting pur|)oses, and I am

unable to say whether the Pine forests on this slope

are as much damper and richer in herbaceous plants

and accompanying insects than those of the central

plateau, as one would expect them to be.

We returned from Jalapa to Cordoba on horse-
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back ; a ride which for varied vegetation, beautiful

Bceneiy, and general interest, would be hard to beat

in Mexico; and though on two of tlie five nights

spent on the road our lodgings were of a very primi-

tive character, yet a lady was able to enjoy it tho-

roughly. Some of the barrancas— five crossed on

this ride— .ire very deep and perpendicular; two

livers have to be passed on rafts, the horses swim-

ming or wading, but the ride along the edge of the

Barranca de los Pescados, ascending from -000 to

about oOlXI feet, on the second day, has many very

fine views indeed, and the peak of Orizaba, both on

this and the next day, is an object of culminating

importance.^ In the Uak forest near Las Balsas,

Bromeliaceie, Orchids, and other epiphytes were in

the greatest abundance. 1 gathered thirteen or

fourteen species of Orchids in an hour from the

low trees without getting oft' my horse. This was

between 3000 and 4(X«) feel, but a few miles further

on we got into a region where, though the forest was

much finer and denser with green undergrowth,

Orchids were not so numerous or varied.

We saw a fine dark crimson Hibiscus, with a trail-

ing habit, in this part of Mexico only, and a splendid

Gesneriaceous pliint of great size growing in the

damp, shady ravines, together with many Tree-ferns

and other large and handsome Ferns, which seemed

more abundant about San Bartolo than anywhere I

have yet been. In fact, we thought San Bartolo as

good a place for collecting as any in this part of the

country. It is charmingly situated in the midst of a

good deal of virgin forest, at about oOUO feet, and

within easy reach of deep, hot gorges, full of purely

tropical vegetation, and close under the high slopes

of the volcano of Orizaba.

Beyond Huatusco, where we slept on the third

night from Jalapa and found very fair quarters, the

country becomes less broken and picturesque, though

still very pretty. Keturning to the high plateau of

Mexico, we found the contrast between the dry,

dusty, windy climate, and the region we had just

left, even more striking than at first. Hound Pueblo,

where we stayed a week, there is little or no indi-

genous vegetation, except here and tliere on dry

rocky hills, and in the few places where the soil is

too poor for cultivation. The Malinche, an extinct

volcano of 1.3,000 feet, is covered on its lower slopes

with stunted Pines, which are fast succumbing to

the attacks of the woodman and charcoal-burner

;

but the only spot where we have found any forest at

all likely to contain much of interest is at El Pinal,

about twenty-five miles out on the railway leading

to Los Llanos, and here are a good many birds and

insects quite different from those yet seen, and some

Vaccini;c and other plants, which are apparently

quite at home on the dry sandy granite 6( which

these hills seem to be mostly composed. H. J. Elwcs,

CircHcostcr, in " Garden ami Forest,"

Orchid Notes and Gleanings,

ORCHIDS AT BURFOKD LODGE, DORKING.

The hybrid Calanthes in Sir Trevor Lawrence's

collection always make a bright feature; at this

season of the year, and each year seems to add new
beauties. There is a brilliancy of colour in the

coloured varieties and a softness of tints in the

paler ones, which also include some sulphur-yellow

tinted forms, and wliich seem to be peculiar to the

Burford strain and are unapproached by any other.

Among many now in bloom, Calanthe burfordiensis

is the richest in colour, its flowers being like C.

Sandhurstiana, but far more brilliant—a vermilion

hue tinging its carmine-crimson flowers. C. Veitchii

splendens is almo-st as line in colour, but has a light

eye in place of the dark crimson of C. burfordiensis]

C. V. lactea is a charming niilk-wiiite flower ; C. V.
rosea, a delicate pink ; C.aniabihs, a very distinct and

delicately-tinted kind, and C. nivea, a profuse flower-

ing white. These are all hybrids from C. Veitchii,

which gives a race with good constitution, profuse to

flower, and pi-oducing their flowers at a most desirable

season. Sir Trevor Lawrence also has many new and

delicately tinted unnamed kinds of the same strain.

Of the C. vestita section the Burford seedling named

C. V. aurantiaca, with very large flowers with orange

eye, faintly suff'used with pink, excells all the rest,

and now that there are large specimens of it with

many spikes of flowers, they exceed all expectation.

The pretty C. bella and the curious hybrid raised

here between Limatodes labrosa and C. vestita are

also in bloom, the latter with purplish sepals and

petals, and yellow lij) marked with purple.

Garden hybrids have now become one of the most

interesting features iu several Orchid collections,

and especially at Burford where so many fine things

have been raised, and a numerous progeny is coming

on, especially of Cypripediums, of which the Burford

variety of C. Leeanum named maculatum now in

bloom ofters a good example. Turning to the Den-
drobium crosses the grand hybrids raised between D.

Eindlayanum and D. Ainsworthii, named respectively

D. chrysodiscus and D. melamodlscus, and the no
less beautiful D. chlorostele (D. Linawianum X D,
Wardianum), are showing well for flower, and other

nurslings expectantly watched : with them the

perpetual flowering D. rhodostoma is producing

its rich claret-tipped flowers, and the D. splen-

didissimum grandiflorum has in the past season

proved again its superiority over all the Ainsworthii

family.

In the numerous Orchid-houses at Burford, wliose

occupants Mr. Bickerstaffe fails not to keep up to

the mark—and that is not an easy task where rare

things abound— plenty of oft-noted things are in

bloom, but among the rarer and remarkable were

the scarlet Epidendium cinnabarinum Moseni, the

curious true E. sccptrum, with numerous spikes
;

the richly tinted best variety of K. phoeniceum,

E. Wallisii, and other Epidendrums. Cypripedium

Harrisianum superbum (Burford variety), a richly

coloured giant among the Ilarrisianums, C. II.

nigrum, C. nitens, C. insigne Moorei, and many
other varieties of C. insigne, and others.

At present three distinct varieties of Mormodes
buccinator are in flower—one with clear yellow,

another with white flowers spotted with pink, a

third with handsomely mottled cinnamon and choco-

late-coloured flowers, and there is yet another, which

has reddish-purple blooms. Well might Lindley call

it the most variable of the Mormodes. Cycnoches

chlorochilon is in bloom, the new and singular C.

versicolor, just over; and Catasetuni Bungerothii,

C. macrocarpum, and others of these curious Orchids,

are in flower or bud.

La^lia anceps (white and coloured) are well

advanced in bud ; L. a. Sanderiana, wJiich is one of

the finest, having five spikes ; the richly coloured

L. a. Frotheroeanum, too, introduced by Mr. E.

Ilorsman, of Colchester, is a grandly formed flower
;

there will be a fine show of Mexican L^lias soon,

and already some superb L. autumnalis atro-rubens

are open and a large specimen of L. Gouldiana with

five spikes is well advanced. The Masdevallias have

some chimeras, M. Iiieroglyphica, a large pot of M.
racemosa Crossii, M. Chelsonii, the pretty M. ludi-

bunda rosea, and others in bloom, and other extra

fine or rare things in bloom or bud are Vanda
Amesiana, Spathoglotis angustorum, Dendrobiuni

strebloceras, Odontoglossum Ilarryanuni, O. Krameri,

Cattleya maxima Backhousiana, with t\ne\y veined

lip, sepals and petals; Sophronitis grandiflora coc-

cinea, Esmeralda Clarkei ; Aurides Lawrenceana,

AngrECCum Chailluanura, A. pertusum, Lycastes,

Maxillarias, IMeiones, &c.

Orchids at Casti.e Hill, Englkfikld Green.

The small but increasing collection belonging to

G. C. Raphael, Ivs^., now that it is under the care

of such a grower as ]\rr. Swan has proved himself to

be, bids fair to rank among the more important

ones. Upwards of fifty distinct species and varieties

of Cypripedium are represented by very fine and

healthy specimens, among which a good display of

bloom is given by the varieties of C. insigne and C.

Spicerianum, and lesser quantity by some of the

hybrid forms, and the Calanthes very eflectively

arranged along with them.

In the cool-house the pretty violet Odontoglossum

Edwardii has a very strong spike, and many 'otlier

Odontoglossums are in flower, as well as Masde-

vallia chimcera and other Masdevallias, and fine pans

ofPleione; and the plants of Cattleya citrina sus-

pended overhead exhibit extraordinary vigour. The
Phahcnopsis and Angrxcums, too, in the house here

devoted to them are very promising for a good show

of flowers in their seasons.

Orchids at The Grangk, Hackuridge.

The great success which has attended the experi-

ments of growing Orchids for the four warm months

in the open air in the Fern Valley in the noted

garden of A. II. Smee, Esq., whose doings in that

direction have been repeatedly recorded, must have

done much good by showing that it is at least un-

necessary to give many Orchids the high tempera-

ture to which they are subjected in some gardenp,

The whole of the Orchids at The Grange are grown

under very cool treatment, and it is only a repre-

sentative selection which is placed outdoors in

summer, but when this selection is returned to the

houses for the winter the improvement by outdoor

sojourn is very marked in many cases, and deteriora-

tions infrequent. It is also advanced that the plan's

grown outdoors in summer are much less liable to

be injured by cold in winter. If we may take a great

specimen of a fine variety of Odontoglossum luteo-

purpureum with two very large spikes now in bloom

as one example, the summer holiday in the open a'r

is beneficial, and that it is so, is also borne out ly

some fine Lycastes and other things now in bloom,

and the stout growths of Dendrobium AVardianum

and other Dendrobes made in the open air, but M-.

Cummins (the gardener here) who takes such an

interest in these experiments, remarks that they

require as much attention when growing out-of-dooi s

as if they were kept in the houses.

Disas, Satyriums, and other Cape terrestrial

Orchids, too, are very successfully managed in

frames from which the frost only is excluded by

covering up in hard weather. Here many fine

Satyriums and Disas have flowered, and notably tl^e

blue one, which growers now begin to understand,

A fine variety of D. graminifolia is now in. bloom,

and the rare D. lacera (see fig. 03, p. GCA), wilh its

beautiful blue and purple flowers, remained in flower

over six weeks.

The flowering Orchid-house is that which wbs

illustrated in M// Garden as the fernery, but now
the flowering Orchids are set up in it, and

are delightfully eflfective when so arranged. At
present some great masses of several varieties of

Oncidium projtextura—one with two spikes of over a

hundred flowers—are very effective; and (.)ncidium

Forbesii, O. abortivum, O. raniferum, O. varicosum,

and a varied display of Odontoglossums look well

with their sprays hanging over the frondage of the

Ferns. Many varieties of the pretty Barkeria

elegans, Cattleya Dormaniana, Masdevallia macrura,

and some pretty, less known Masdevallias and Res-

trepias, Epidendrum xanthinum, (.Jrnithidium coc-

cineum, L;clia anceps Prothertuauum, the richest of

the coloured L. anceps; Cattleyas, large specimens of

Cypripediums are here in bloom in this well-airanged

house ; and that delicately tinted Lycaste Smeeana,

as well as a new and very handsome species of

Lycaste, with flowers of the L, macrophylla type,

but with sepals shining reddish brown, i>etals white

dotted with pink, lip white marked with rich crim-

son. It is proposed to call this L. Cumminii, after

the custodian of the garden. The liouses contain-

ing the general collection are in fine order, and

brightened with the scarlet flowers of Sophronitis,

Calanthes, and other showy things. •/. OB.

DKNononirM Cii:loi;vne.

Referring to the account in the Gardeners' ChrO-

nicle on Xovember 12, 18S7, of the flowering of this

plant, I have one which is now flowering for the

second year. I should describe the sepals and petals

as more of a brownish-green ;
tlie lip in my plant U
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a deep black, and has the same texture as a bat's

wing, and the sepals all curl upwards at the tip.

OncuiDs IN THE Open Air in Scotland.

On June 1 I turned out about 200 cool Orchids,
Masdevallias and Odontoglossums, placing them
along the edge of a burn flowing through a wooded
Klen ; there they remained till the middle of Sep-
tember, getting occasionally watered when too dry.

All did very well, some even flowering, and the
Masdevallia blooms were very fine. They were then
brought in to a frame, and are now making very
strong growths in the Odontoglossum-house. I

found out that in this cold climate they do not do
so well when placed on or near the ground, and next
year I shall place them on planks suspended between
the Fir trees. Walter T. Ogili:y, Arndean, Dollar, y.B.

DISA LACEEA, S\v.,

AND VAU. JU'LTIFIDA, N. E. Bli. (.v. VAI!.).

The blue-flowered species of the genus Disa h.we
long been a desire with the European Orchid growers,
but hitherto very little success appears to have
attended their importation

; this year, however, some
of the imported plants have flowered ; one has been
figured in the Juiinial of Horticulture and Cottage
Gardener for September (5, 1888, p. 220, fig. 24, under
the name of Disa lacera

; of another, an illustration
is given accompanying this (fig, 03), which flowered
in the Botanic Garden, Trinity College, Dublin, and
was noticed in this volume on p. 215 ; it was sent by
Mr. Y. \\. Burbidge, as Disa graminifolia. A third
flowered with Mr. F. G. Tautz, under the name of D.
graminifolia; a fourth plant has just flowered at the
Koyal Gardens, Kew ; and has been figured for the
Botanical Magazine, and others, of which I have no
knowledge, may have flowered elsewhere.

It is not easy to form an opinion as to what these
four plants should be called; for if all of thim
were placed side by side when in flower, I think
nearly every gardener would at least consider them
to be four distinct varieties, for on compsiring
the figure here given with that in the Journal of
Horticulture, striking diflerences at once become
apparent. The plant which flowered at Kew is more
like that here figured (which appears to me to have
lost its freshness when it was drawn, as the flowers
stem to l^have began to close up), but has a less
deeply fringed lip, and a more angular hook to the
apex of the petals

; th.Tt which Mr. Tautz flowered
dirt'ers from all in having the lip entire, or with a
slight crenation at the apex only, and a longer hook to
the apex of the petals. Of the Journal of Horticulture
plant I have seen no specimen, so will leave that
out of the question

; but the other three, it is

quite clear, must either be considered as distinct
species, or varieties of one species. I incline to
the latter view, and propose to refer them to Disa
lacera, Swartz. Mr. Bolus, however, who lias also
seen them, and whose knowledge of South African
Orchids in a living state is unrivalled, is inclined to
refer those with the fringed lip to D. purpurascens.
Bolus, and that with the entire lip to D. lacera, .as

he considers the lip of South African Orchids as
being comparatively constant in character and less
variable than the petals. In this I cannot agree
with him, as D. purpurascens h.as a differently shaped
flower, .and the ajjiciil portion of the petals is hatchet-
shaped, whilst in these three it is hooked, as it is in
D. lacera, and although the hook varies considerably
in length, and the abruptness with which it is bent
down, it makes no approach to the squarish or some-
what hatchet-shaped termination of the petals of D.
purpurascens; and considering how variable the lip
often is, even .among South African Orchids— as, for
example, in Disa spathulata—and as the general
appearance of the plants, the size of the flowers, and
the hooked petals, .all accord with the plant con-

J prefer I
^'"'"''^' ^° ''^ '''"' "'^^ l'*'^*'™ of Swartz,

In th
''"'^ """^ "' ^rieties of that species.

Sivartz t.^^S'"*' description of D. lacera given by
' there is ,io mention made of the colour of

the flowers, but Thunberg describes them as whitish,
which certainly does not agree with the colour of
the plant now understood as D. lacera

; but Swartz
described from a specimen or specimens collected by
Sparrraann, and Thunberg may either have described
a dirt'erent plant, or conjectured the colour from the
dried specimens

; it is impossible to decide which,
as there is no specimen now existing of D. lacera in
the herbaria of Swartz and Thunberg, both of which
I have had the opportunity of examining. The

rill. 113.—DISA LACEKA VAK. Ml'LTIFIDA.

description of .'^wartz, however, so far as it goes,
80 well agrees with the plant now called D. lacera,
that I see no reason why that name should not be
maintained for it.

Until we know more about these plants I think it

best not to give them a too prolific nomenclature,
and am disposed to group all the forms of D. lacera
that I have seen, living and dried, in the following
manner :—I would call all those specimens which
have lip entire, or crenate, or fringed at the apex
only, Disa lacera ; and all those that have the lip

more or less deeply fringed all round I propose to
call Disa lacera var, multifida, regarding the hooked

petals as the character binding all these together.
The following are briefly the ch.aracters :—
D. lacer.a, Swartz.—Dorsal sepal helmet-shaped,

with a broadly ovate or triangular-ovate opening,
sometimes apiculate at the apex, somewhat abruptly
contracted behind into a conical spur

},

—\ inch long,
which makes a very obtuse angle with the back of
the sepal. Later.al sepals obliquely oblong, .acute or
sub-obtuse, concave (somewhat boat-shaped ), directed
forward and a little spreading. Tetals with a broad
oblong or elliptic oblong basal lobe or auricle, and a
linear, very abruptly hooked, acute apical portion
the hook varying in length and angle of deflection
Lip oblong, lacerate or fringed at the apex only, or
nearly or quite entire.

Var. multifida, N, E. Br. (fig. 93).—Lip oblong-
ovate, fringed all round from base to apex. (See
small figure at left-hand corner.)
The colour in both forms is of a rather bright

bluish-purple in all parts, but not of .an uniform tint
throughout

; in the plant here figured the fringe of
the lip was of a reddish-violet colour.

The true Disa graminifolia, I believe, h.as not yet
flowered in this country—at least, I find no record of
t

;
since, if it had, there can be little doult,

that it would have been figured, as from all I can
learn, its brilliancy of colour far surpasses that of the
other blue species, and would be sure to have been
written about.

P.S.—Since writing the above I have received,
through the kindness of the Editor, another flower,
grown by Mr. Cummins, of Hackbridge. This flower
only confirms my opinion that the plants here com-
mented upon are quite distinct from D. purpuras-
cens, which is very similar indeed to D. gramini-
folia, but flowers at a different season. Mr. Cummins'
flower has a nearly entire lip, like that of the
flowers received from Mr. Tautz 's collection, but the
petals diflfer from those of all the other floweis
seen, in having the hooked portion much broader,
somewhat rectangular, and 3—4 toothed in front.
The colour of this flower also diff'ers a little from
that of the others I have seen, the dorsal sepal being
bluish-purple, the lateral sepals blue, and the lip
reddish-purple

; the petals are bluish-purple, as in
the other flowers. From what I have seen of Disa
lacera, living and dried, I consider it to be an exceed-
ingly variable species as to lip, petals, and colour

;

but at the same time it appears to me readily dis-
tinguished from D. graminifolia and D. purpurascens
by the bluish-purple, more or less hooked petals, for
in those two species the petals have a yellowish-
green hatchet-shaped apex. N. E. Brown, Herharium,
Kew.

[For the sake of comparison, and also to show
the adaptability of Disa for pot culture, we give (at
fig. 04) Disa grandiflora, which was grown by Mr.
}y" Panning. Lord Londesborough's gardener at
Norbiton, and figured in tlie Gardeners' Chronicle for
April 3, 1875. The plant was rather more than
3 feet in height. Ed.]

BEDDING VIOLAS, OLD AND
NE'W.

It is many years, probably, since bedding Violas
generally have been so well suited as during the now
past cold, sunless, rainy summer of 1888. If many
things in the garden have signally failed, these, on
the other hand, have been equally successful in pro-
ducing their bright pleasing flowers in greater pro-
fusion than ever. If I rightly remember, it w.as a
more than usually wet summer in 1,S79, and Violas
did splendidly that year—at least, with me in
Cheshire. But saying this I do not v/ish it to be
understood that these charming bedding plants do
well only in wet seasons— far from it; I merely
mention it as a fact that they do better than in
exceptionally dry seasons. What these Violas real'y
delight in is w.arm, showery weather, and when th s
is not forthcoming, copious waterings should be
given them late in the evening. In northern dis-
tricts this is hardly needed, but in southern counties,
to ensure their doing well in all sorts of weather,
special treatment must be given them,
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As one much interested in this truly beautiful

group of plants, I may be permitted to briefly

detail my practice, whicli I doubt not, if followed,

would prove helpful to growers, or would-be growers.

are required to be at their best, will, to a great

extent, regulate that of tlie planting ; but assuming

tliat they are required— aa they are in most cases—for

early spring and summer display, then there is no

Fig. 94.—PISA onANDiFLORA : floweks crimson and pink, (see p. 664.)

of these plants, particularly in the South. By many,

the most important fact in regard to their culture is

lost sight of, and that is the right time for planting.

Many people imagine—and rightly, too, so far as it

goes—that Violas will transplant readily for several

months in the year. Quite so, but only with a cer-

tain amount of success. Of course the season they

time for planting them to guarantee these results like

early autumn. Any one who requires Violas to make
an early display should plant early in October, from
cuttings taken in the end of July, or early in August,

these are the right stamp for producing the best

effect. Those of your readers who have planted

largely from summer-struck plants during the

month of October, will well need reminding of
the superiority of the system. Many people plant
from divided stock, but these always lack the
vigour and energy of strong, uewly-rooted stock.
Provided cuttings of the right sort have been selected,
i.e., those from near the base of the plants, and
which have flowered but little, plants of the right
kind will be forthcoming also as a natural conse-
quence. These inserted at the time stated will be
in fine condition for planting out during the month
of October. It is such as these that, if cared for
after planting, will be found bristling with under-
ground shoots before the end of the year—the best
possible promise of a rich bloom in the future. Even
the newly rooted plants will exhibit this tendency to
break freely from the base, and from this fact I glean
that they should be buried just below the surface, as
they are too young and tender at this time to endure
continuous change ; in fact, they are benefited by
being earthed up as the young shoots are made, with
refuse from the rubbish fires, road scrapings, leaf-

soil, or well-decayed manure. This method is of
real value in low-lying foggy places, where damp
and a raw cold atmosphere are frequent in winter
time, as they suffer more from continued damp
and cold than from actual hard frost in drier

districts.

Few plants enjoy a richer soil more than Violas

;

and in planting them I use cow manure wet from
the sheds

; in this state it is of great value when the
summer comes in, keeping the ground moist and
cool about their roots, which by that time will have
got down to it. Those, therefore, who would grow
Violas to perfection should manure freely, especially

when the soil is gravelly, and consequently dry. I

do not believe that gardeners generally are aware of
the many and various purposes to which Violas may
with advantage be put, otherwise they would be

grown by thousands where only scores are at present

grown. Take, for example, some of our London
parks and public gardens, and here you will find a
vast number of either empty beds or at least bare sur-

faces in that portion occupied by bulbs, with no other

chance but that this "monotony must prevail till the
bulbs push through the soil three months hence. How
much more natural and pleasing the efl'ect if, mean-
while, such beds as these, after the Tulips, &c.,

are planted, were carpeted with such things as Violas
or even Myosotis dissitifiora, or some such simple
plant ; Limnanthes Douglasi, again, would here and
there make a change if necessary, though among
Violas there is an almost endless variety of form and
colouring. A natural carpet such as this would
make a very pleasing and desirable change, and the
effect would be enhanced by studiously avoiding a
yellow Tulip and a yellow Viola appearing on tie
same bed, or in short any two of like colour. The
Violas may readily be planted after the bulbs, ard
thus, instead of a bare surface to gaze upon, the
public would have something to relieve the monotony
for the moment, and which would burst into blcom
in the earliest days of spring.

This plan need not be nonopolised by public
gardens, for it is quite as desirable in any garden,

and I doubt if anyone will gainsay its usefulness

and effectiveness. Again, take a bed of standard ( r

dwarf Roses, and what more delightful companions
have we than these and Violas ?—the latter crowded
with endless buds and flowers, while the Roses are

only bursting as it were into new life. Is it

impossible for those who have the management tf

these large public gardens, to make an attempt at

what I describe ? or are they content to continue
their round of carpet designs year by year, which
entails a gi'eat amount of labour annually, while

little if any change or improvement is noticeable?

Slowly, but still surely, the bedding Viola is be-

coming more popular, and it only meaiis a little

waiting to see these useful flowers in much mere
general use than now, and their hardiness and frec-

flowering properties cannot but assist in popularising

them. The great improvements of late years among
these has brought us many fine varieties, a briff

notation of which, as well as of some of the older,
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though equally good forms, mny sevvp to exhibit

their diversity of colour.

New Varieties.—Sir Joseph Terry, rich black-violet

self; a very free and continuous bloomer; Ethel

Baxter, bright rosy-peuce, with darker veins, the

upper petals shaded lilac, also an excellent variety

;

Mrs. Baxter, rich rosy-purple, shaded with lilac and

lavender : a fine bedder ; Jlerchistoa Castle, rich

crimson, shaded with violet, and margined with

white—a most distinct shade ;
Spotted Gem, a rosy-

purple flower, flushed with white—very free and

distinct.

The following are among the best of the older

varieties:—Whites ; Countess of Hopetoun, JaltVay-

anum, Pilrig Park, Champion, and .Mrs. Smith, the

first being decidedly the best white Viola yet raised.

Yellows : Ardw.di fiem. Bullion, Golden Prince

Improved, and Golden Queen of Spring. Lavender

or mauve shades ; elegans and Duchess of Albany

are the best. Then we have excellent kinds in

Bronze Queen, True Blue, Cliveden Purple compacta.

Queen of Lilacs, and (^ueen of Purples, .all of which

enjoy descriptive names and are tirst-rate bedders.

Archie Grant is a bold, handsome kind, with rich,

violet, purple-blue dowers; while Countess of Kin-

tore, a most popular market variety, has purple,

slate-blue and white flowers, .an excellent bedder in

every respect. There are many other good kinds,

but the above will be ample to select from, while

those who select from them may have the satisfac-

tion that they are all excellent bedders, free

bloomers, and possessed of sound, vigorous consti-

tution. Tiula.

HARDY FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
THE AUIUCULA.

December is the resting period for these plants,

but whether it is so will greatly depend upon the

weather. It was cold enough in October, but from

the middle to the end of November the weather has

been exceptionally mild, and the appearance of the

plants is more like spring than November. I like

my plants to put on their best dress in April, not in

November and December. No plant known to me
likes less to be excited at unseasonable times

;
and

they seldom afford first-class trusses of bloom in

April unless they have a season of perfect rest in

December and .January, and this resting period can

only be obtained if the weather be cold. All we can

do at present is to remove the lights from the frames

entirely when jiossible, .admitting air freely when the

lights cannot be removed. It is favour.able weather

for seedlings and small offsets; these are looking

very well, and none of them have died offfrom damp.

I am of course careful to remove all dead and decay-

ing leaves, alike from the old and the young plants.

I have so often urged tlie importance of destroying

all the aphis tribe, that nothing further need be said

on th.at head. Of one thing I am more and

more convinced as the years go on, that grave

errors are committed by standing the pots on, or

plunging tliem in, ashes or cocoa-fibre refuse.

I have only just heard of an amateur who

has lost some of his plants, and had others

injured, by merely st.anding the pots containing

the plants on ashes which must have contained

deleterious substances. Some years ago I placed a

frame full of plants on cocoa fibre refuse, and about

an equal number on trellis-work in the frame, the

trellis being of wood—the plants did best on the

wooden trellis. JMr. Horner grows his best plants

on a wooden trellis all the yeai- round ; so also does

Mr. Simonite, of Sheffield. All our plants have

this year been grown in a similar manner. I merely

mention this as one of the details of the work, worth

the notice of amateurs. It may be a small matter,

but attention to the smallest details of our work

brings success in the long run. Out-of-doors, plants

look remarkably well, and, in my own case, have for

some time been almost smothered with decayed

leaves blown into them from Lime and other trees

near. As long as the leaves are dry there would be

no danger of the plants being injured, but if a long-

continued period of rainy weather set in, decay of

the main stems may be engendered, and the plants

might die. It is better, therefore, to clear off all

these leaves together with the decaying leaves of

the plants and leave the latter without this protec-

tion. Pot plants should not be allowed to suffer

from excessive drought, although quite the minimum

of water is required in December and January.

Caunations and PiC0T1£ES.

At p. 44(3 of the present volume I made some

comments upon taking off the layers for potting or

planting-out. At that time many growers were com-

plaining about the layers being badly rooted and the

weather being very cold ; the prospect of getting the

plants well established before the winter was not very

promising, but November has been much better than

October for the plants, and if they have been well

cared for they will now be in a good condition to

pass through the winter. All my pot plants are well

established, and at present they look very promising.

The whole collection has been thoroughly cleaned,

and the surface soil stirred up, removing weeds, and

killing any insects found on the leaves. Where the

plants are well established, the lights are removed

entirely from the frames to allow the air to play

freely around them. I have a number not so well

established, and these have been placed in a small

frame by themselves where they can he kept closer
;

the plants always keep more plump, and produce

roots more freely in a close frame.

Out-of-doors plants are looking very well, the

seedlings better than one could expect, after the way

they were deluged with rain, in some cases being

under water for two days, about August 1. The
ground became excessively hard afterwards, but since

it has been stirred up the plants have become well

established, and are now quite vigorous, although of

small size.

TiiEE OE Perpetual Flowering Carnations.

These plants require a night temperature of 55°,

less or more, to develope the flowers perfectly. The
plants are not so strong this season as usual, and

the best is the yellow fringed variety, Andalusia.

This has always flowered freely with me at this time

of the year. Besides the perpetual flowering varieties

we potted up a number of plants of the oi'dinary

kind of Carnations, and included a few of the ordi-

nary Picotees. Tliese were plants that spindled for

bloom soon after layering. We have been able to

cut blooms out-of-doors during the last week in

November in sheltered places, so mild has been the

weather. I saw in Jlessrs. Paul's nursery at Cheshunt

some very dwarf varieties flowering most freely ; they

had been dug up fi'om the open ground and potted

some time in October. The plants were about 1 foot

high and a mass of bloom. The best of them were

Albertine Carle, blush ; Alegatiere, scarlet ; Jean

Sisley, buff, scarlet stripes ; Madame Carle, pure

white, i7. Douglas.

Trees and Shrubs.

NOTES FROM COOMBE WOOD.
Daphne Mezereon autdmnalis. — A fortnight

ago, on a visit to the Coombe Wood nurseries of

Messrs. Veitch, we noticed a number of plants of

this handsome Mezereon in full bloom. Scarcely

a fully expanded flower was to be found on any of

the plants of the typical species, and in addition

to its precocity in the matter of flowering, the

individual blossoms were decidedly larger, and ot a

deeper shiide of colour, than those of the old-

f.ishioned but deservedly popular Daphne Mezereon.

We were informed that the variety whose name
figures at the beginning of this note had already been

in flower a week or two previous to our visit. Does

any reader of these columns know the history and

origin of this fine variety ? If so, he would doubt-

less confer a favour on many readers by publishing

the facts.

LiausTRCM Massalonqhianum.

In vol. xvi., p. 149, of the Gardeners' Chroniole is

given a figure of this handsome Privet, which we
recently saw flowering freely in pots. Although not

as hardy as many of the Privets, it is a plant well

worth growing for the beauty of its compact panicles

of white flowers with reddish-brown anthers. Its

floriferousness, compact habit, and the peculiar

aspect of its long narrow leaves, make it a vei'y de-

sirable plant for corridor or cool conservatory decora-

tion. It is a native of the Khasia Hills.

Hymenanthera crassii-olia.

One of the most remarkable of hardy shrubs now
to be seen in the nursery is the plant figured in the

Gardeners' Chronicle for 1875, vol. iii., p. 237. Messrs.

Veitch's finest specimen is a dense bush, nearly

5 feet high, and as much through, laden with sina'l

white berries. It is a native of New Zealand, and is

remarkable as being the only member of the \'iolt-t

family (of a shrubby nature) which is hardy in the

climate of Britain.

CvDONIA JAPONICA MoEaLOOSEI.

Among the numerous forms of the old .Japan

Quince this is perh.aps the most continuous flowerer.

At any rate it is the only one in the nursery which

exhibited quite a profusion of scarlet flowers. It is

said to be almost always in flower, and the effect it

produced on a dull November day can be readily ima-

gined. Evidently there are two plants—quite distinct

fi'om each other—cultivated under the name given at

the head of this note in different nurseries; for on

consulting the descriptive catalogue of one of the

principal German establishments, Cydonia japonica

Moerloosei, we found, was credited with having

white flowers washed with carmine. Whatever may
be the right name of the Coombe Wood plant, it is a

good thing.

M.AONOLIA ORAXDIFLORA.

Without a doubt this is truly a very fine shiub,

and its white, sweet-scented, cup-shaped, very fra-

grant flowers of large size never fail to elicit admira-

tion, whether viewed on the plant, or when cut.

Unfortunately as cut flowers they are of short dura-

tion. In a fair-sized room two flowers are suffi-

cient to scent it, and any more would be less

pleasant. The blooms are not very much inferior

to those of the Victoria Regia, to which, at first

sight, they bear a considerable resemblance. It is

somewhat strange that although the plant has been

in this country for over 150 years, 5'et fine specimens

are rather the exception than the rule in gardens —
a fact which may be due to its being too tender

to do well in the colder and rougher parts of the

kingdom. At all events, as a flowering shrub, or

half tree in the open, bub with the i»rotection of a

wall, in a warm position, it will grow vigorously and

flower freely, attaining large dimensions. Good
examples of the plant on a wall may be seen in the

Earl of Ashburnham's gardens at Ashburnham
Place, Battle, Sussex, where, amongst others, two

large plants of the Exmouth variety have been in

splendid flower this past season. The plants cover

a great expanse of a wall, which is about 20 feet

high, and not a few of the blooms were nearly a foot

across. Mr. Holmes, the gardener, informed me that

these specimens were more or less in flower for the

greater part of the year, and that the variety is much
superior to the ordinary form of M. grandifiora in

tire quantity and quality of its flowers. F, lioss.

Plants and Their Culture.

Aspidistra li'rida.—There are few plants can so

well withstand the adverse conditions to which they

are exposed in house decoration ; but it is of much
importance that the leaves be kept free from dust

by frequently sponging them. Notwithstanding its

enduring qualities it is desirable to occasionally

renew a portion of the stock; and this, owing

to the comparatively slow rate at which it can

be propagated, is possibly a great drawback. Seeds
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may sometimes be obtained, but the general practice

IS to cut up the creeping rootstock into small pieces

with one leaf or more attached. These pieces should

then be either potted singly into pots slightly

larger than the pieces, then sinking the pots in plung-

ing material over a gentle bottom- heat, or the pieces

mav be planted thickly in the plunging material, if

this be leaf-soil, and potted up afterwards ;
but by

potting at once they become sooner established. A
moderately moist atmosphere at about G0°, will

accelerate rooting, but they may also be successfully

grown on in an ordinary greenhouse, taking care,

however, not to break them up into very small

pieces, as latent buds do not start so readily under

cool treatment as under warm. Moreover, in warmth,

finer and larger leaves are developed, especially in

the case of the variegated variety, which is by lar

the more prized. They delight in a rich loamy com-

post, well-drained pots, and a good exposure to liglit,

with copious syringings. While the plants are

small and not yet established the leaves should be

held upright with sticks to prevent the pieces being

moved.
rrtftecosfs.—The fragrant blossoms of the Tuberose

are usually much appreciated, and they are alike

useful for "boutiuets of all kinds, button-holes, and

sprays. To keep up a steady supply nearly all that

is necessary is to put in, or rather start successional

lots of bulbs .It intervals. There is now, owing to

the early arrival of African bulbs, not much difficulty

in maintaining an unbroken supply, as by the time

the last of the Americans are out of bloom

Africans are ready to take their places. Sometimes

disappointment is experienced when roots miss to

flower, and in some cases this arises from the bulbs

not being properly ripened ; but I have known cases

where the failure was attributable to mismanage-

ment. A common cause of loss to flower is by

attempting to force them into flower before

the bulbs have had time to make roots
;

and when this happens, even if flowers are

produced, thev are not of the fine quality obtained

from well-routed plants, therefore see that root-

growth is well in advance of the top. In potting, a

convenient plan is to place three bulbs in a 32-pot

;

this size being sufficiently large to grow them well, and

as they grow tall, and require staking, one stick in-

serted'in the centre of the pot is suflicient for the

three flower-stems. If grown singly, pots of a si/.a

smaller may be used. A strong, rich, loamy soil

suits them, and after being potted, plunge them in a

mild bottom-heat, but avoid watering much until

the roots appear freely round the ball ; indeed, if the

soil be properly moist at the time of potting watering

will rarelv be needed until the bulbs are well rooted,

after which they may be pushed on in a moist stove.

By potting up a quantity at one time, a long succes-

sion of bloom can be maintained by plunging them

where only an intermediate temperature, or under

G0°, is kept, there they will come on slowly, and may

be hastened by introducing them as required into

the forcing-house. There are several varieties, and

although all are good, the Pearl, on .account of its

dwarfe"r habit, is often preferred to any other. After

flowering, if they are to be kept for another year,

plenty oi' heat, light, and water, until their leaves

begin to show signs of ripening oft', when drier and

airier conditions should be maintained. But im-

ported bulbs are now so cheap that it is scarcely

worth while to keep old ones.

fKcAsiVts.—Late struck cuttings should be potted

on as they require it, for if allowed to get into

a stunted condition, it is difficult to start them

freely afterwards. A loamy compost, with a good pro-

portion of leaf-mould, or decomposed manure, and

rough sand to make it porous, will grow Fuchsias

well. After potting they are much assisted by a few

degrees more warmth for a fortnight, with a moist

atmosphere, as this enables the root to lay hold of

the new soil readily ; but as soon as they begin to

grow, the less fire-heat there is employed the better,

and where greenhouse pits are found, no better posi-

tion need be desired for them. Being placed on

shelves near the glass in a greenhouse answers well,

and while the plants are in pots not exceeding small

60's, it is a convenient practice to place them in

shallow boxes before standing them on the shelves.

The pots are then not so liable to be knocked oft" the

shelf, nor are the plants so much trouble to keep

moist. F. Boss, Bktchinglcy.

The Flower Garden.

Genee.^i, WonK.— See that all is neat and orderly

in the flower garden and pleasure grounds, not

neglecting the more distant parts of the grounds.

Clumps and shrubberies should receive timely atten-

tion, staking and tying any branches that may have

become misplaced by wind, shortening back strag-

glin" shoots, but not carrying out a general pruning

of evergreens or deciduous shrubs for the present,

that operation being better deferred to a later season.

•Kake and clean the ground under shrubs, and lightly

point over the surface with a fork. The present time

is opportune for repairing drives and walks, and any

defective drains should be put in order, and catch-

pits cleaned out. Gravel walks which have long been

laid should be turned, and re-surfaced with a layer ot

fresh gravel, and the latter, if of a rough character,

should be passed through a half-inch screen or sieve

before using. The walks should be 2 or 3 inches

higher in the centre thiin at the sides, and must be

we^U rolled at frequent intervals. In the case ot

shrubs, border plants, hardy perennials, and bulbs ot

doubtful hardiness, it will be advisable to have

means at hand for protecting such, for notwithstand-

ing the mildness of the season, a change to severe

weather may occur without much premonitorv

warning. As a material for the purpose. Spruce 1< ir

branches, when used sparingly, are very good lor

Hyacinths, Tulips, and similar subjects I do not

know of anvthing to equal coarsely-sifted leaf-

mould, coal-ashes, or cocoa-nut fibre refuse, a 1. or

3-inch layer of which will ward off many degrees ot

frost. This may also be used for protecting the

crowns of tender species of herbaceous plants. Put

handlights over Helleboros niger if clear and well-

developed flowers are required for decorative pur-

poses not forgetting, however, to afford ample venti-

lation by tilting up the tops of the lights in the As.\-

t\me. . . , ,,, J
Fmmc GroiHiii—Frames containing half-hardy

perennial as well as young stock should be ventilated

daily, taking oft" the lights entirely in the day lime

in fine weather; keep the plants free from decaying

leaves and the surface soil from moss, paying due

attention to the covering up of the frames at nights.

J Horsefield, Heytcsbury.

Grapes hanging on any Vines will require to be l^r»-

quently examined, and all decaying and mouldy

berries cut out, as these soon coranuinicate decay to

the sound ones ; the night temperature in such houses

may be kej.t at about 4,"i''—not higher, and when the

weather permits of it being done plentiful ventilation

should be aftbrded, but in wet and foggy weather the

ventilors must be keiit shut. Look over the bunches

in the Grape-room once a week, and keep up a steady

temperature of 45°.

Prune and cleanse late vineries, removing the top-

dressing of soil down to the roots, and re-surface with

sound loam, lime rubbish broken small, and Thom-

son's "Vine manure, afterwards giving a copious

watering with tepid water. Secure the requisite

quantity of shoots for making Vine eyes, and lay

them in soil for the present. The shoots selected

should be of medium strength, and well ripened.

W. M. BailUe, Litton Hoo.

Fruits Under Glass.

Publications Received.—PfaM^i'n^ and Agri-

cultural Industries of Ceylon, by J. Ferguson (Lon-

don : J. Iladdon & Co.).— TXe Garden Annual (37,

Southampton Street, Strand),

Vines.—If the buds on the early Vines are on

the move the temperature may be advanced to .to

on cold nights, and to 60° on mild ones
;
and the

latter figure should not be exceeded until such time

as the Vines approach the fiowering stage. \\ hen-

ever the leaves begin to unfold discontinue syringing

the Vines, and let the .-vtmospheric moisture be

wholly supplied by sprinkling the paths and borders,

and by turning over a portion ofthe fermenting mate-

rial every morning. Guard against spilling water

on the hot pipes, this proceeding raising a cloud of

steam, which is highly prejudicial to the young

foliage of the Vine.
, :, , , , » j

Pot ^'iiies which were recommended to be started

on a bed of fermenting leaves will require slight

additions to be made from time to time to the

materials of the bed, so that the heat may be main-

tained. This should not, however, exceed So .

When the leaves unfold discontinue syringing, as in

the case of planted out Vines, and supply the neces-

sary humidity as above advised. Tie the rods to their

supports in time, and where two shoots spring from

one joint rub oft' the weaker ;
stop the shoots at the

sfcond or third leaf beyond the bunch, and remove

all the bunches excepting the best six as soon as

their size can be distinguished. When the foliage

is fairly developed assistance with weak manure-

water may safely be aft'orded the plants, and as soon

as the roots are discernible through the surface-soil

an inch in depth of rich loam, horse droppings, bone-

meal or Thomson's manure, should be placed over

them' and when this has got washed in by watering

another similar dressing may be given, and repeated

when it should appear needful. If Vines which are

confined in a 12-inch pot suff'er from scarcity of

water, or insufticient root food, the produce will not

be worth much. Advance the temperature to t)0

when the buds have burst, and when the leaves are

fully developed raise the night temperature to 6.0 —
10° higher by dav if cloudy, and 5° higher than that

with sunheat. Vines started this month require a

treatment precisely similarto those startedlast month.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pbuninq.—The leaves now being oflT the trees,

pruning may be commenced, and where a large

number of fruit trees is grown advantage should be

taken of the open weather to push on with it. Apple,

Pear, and Plum trees in the open quarters should first

receive attention, the prunings and leaves raked up,

and the borders made tidy. If these trees received

proper attention during the summer, but little will re-

main to be done beyond shortening back and spurring-

in any young growths that were then overlooked
;

but where the pruning was not done at that season

it must be seen to now. All trees which have filled

their allotted space should have the young wood

spurred-in to two or four buds, according to the

variety. For medium and weakly growers spur-in to

two biids, and the stronger growers to four buds. It

frequently happens that when the trees have become

fully established they are found to be crowded with

branches, and in consequence sunlight is excluded

from the inner parts of the tree, and the quality of

the crop much impaired. In such a case some of

the worst placed and oldest branches should be sawn

clean out, taking care to pare the surface of the

wounds with a knife or chisel. Attend to the

training of young growing trees, thinning and regu-

lation- the branches. For the purpose of training,

stake's about 3 feet in length should be provided,

and these to the number of six or seven should be

driven in the ground at regular intervals round the

tree, and by means of strong twine the branches can

then be placed in anv desired position. After one

or two years the ties can be removed, as the

branches will then have become set in the wished-

for form. If it is desired to propagate any particular

variety the scions should be selected and cut off

before the tree is pruned, labelled and laid in a shady

place.
, 1 , .

Pears and Plums on walls should next be taken in

hand and with these—young trees excepted—the

principal part of the pruning will consist of merely

spurring-in the voung wood to two or three buds, and

leaving a sulhcient number of young shoots to fill up

gaps caused by loss of branches. Unless well looked

after, old trees are in course of time apt to become

crowded with spurs, and as a natural consequence

the produce is inferior. These spurs should be

reduced in number and length ;
and when the

work is finished they should stand at 4 or 5

inches apart on the branches. With young trees

the wood that has been laid in during the summer

will require to be regulated and thinned, bearing in

mind that only sufficient should be retained for

forming the main branches, the number depending

on the style of training adopted. When a certain

number of the trees have been pruned, the nailing of

such should be began. Examine old shreds and make

good deficiencies ; but in nailing use no more shreds

than are necessary to make the trees secure, and see

that they are not fastened too tightly round the

branches. For fastening the main branches tarred

twine is preferable to wide shreds.

Tlw Fniit-roo/n.—Uemoye all specked and decay-

in" fruit, and as regards Pears do not trouble about

fining up the gaps caused bv the removal of decayed

fruit for the less thev are handled and moved about

the better. Allow a' free circulation of air to pass

through the room by keeping the ventilators open

on all favourable occasions. Endeavour to use up

all the earlier varieties of Apples and Pears for pre-

sent consumption, reserving the late keeping varieties

tor future use. A. JVard, Sto/ce Eiith Park,
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

ifONDAY.

TUESDAY,

MONDAT.

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY, Dec. l:

THURSDAY. DEC-

FEIDAY,

MEETINGS.
DiX'. lO-Chambre Syndicnie of Ghent.

i Royal Horticultural Society : Seieu-
Dec. 11-' tific. Fruit and Floral Com-

( mittees.

SALES.
Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
Dutch Bulbs. atProtheroe& Morris'
Rooms.

Clearance of the whole of the Nur-
sery Stock and Greenhouse Plants,

iat
the Hadley Nursery, Barnet,

and Leasehold of Nursery (six
days) by Protheroe & Morris.

Dut,Lh Bulbs. Lily of the Valley
V Roots, &,c., at Smail's Rooms.

/ Estiiblislied and Imported OroliidR
\ at Protheroe &. Morris' Rooms.

Dec. IW Roses. Greenhouse Plants. Bulbs
i &.C.. at the City Auction Rooms.

by Protheroe & Morris.

Roses, Fruit Trees, Shrubs, Bulbs,
&c., at Stevens' Rooms.

15,0U0 Lilium auratum and other
Bulbs and Plants, at Protheroe
& Morris' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs. Lily of the Valley,
and Roses, at Smail's Rooms.

/Orchids in Flower. 5000 Lilliim
,o) aurnlum, &c.. at Stevens' Rooms.

J
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe 8l Morris'

L Rooms.

/"Imported and Established Orchids,

j^ J at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.
j
Lilium auratum, Dutch Bulbs,

(, Rose-i, Sec, at Smail's Rooms.

Cape Orchids. ^"^'^ *'^'''^« y^^'^ ^'""^ ^^'- N. E.

Brown published in our columns
a notice on the terrestrial Orchids of the Cape of

Good Hope (see Gard. C/iron., August 2-2, 1885),
which excited some attention among orohidists.

Mr. Brown's article was avowedly based, to a
considerable extent, upon the notes of Mr. Harry
Bolus— a hard-working and eminent botanist
resident at Cape Town, and specially conversant
with the most interesting Hora of that peninsula.

Since the time to which we refer Mr. Bolus has
contributed various articles to the Linnean
Society, and now we have before us a very valu-
able work on the Orchids of the Cape Peninsula,
and which is described as an offprint from the
Transactions of the South African Philosophical
Society. The work in question is modestly de-
nominated an attempt to describe " the Orchids
growing on the peninsula of the Cape of Good
Hope, to give their names and synonyms, to
arrange them as far as possible in groups, to
adduce the stations where they have been found,
and their further distribution so far as known.
To this is added a list of collectors, and of books
and papers already puljlished upon the subject of
South African Orchidology."

The Cape peninsula is as remarkable for the
singularity as for the beauty of its flora. The
Cape Heaths, the Proteads, are known and ap-
preciated among horticulturists, while they are
botanically interesting in that they are for the
most part peculiar to the Cape, and not found

elsewhere. In the corre.sponding corner of the
Australian continent, however, occurs a flora

equally characterised by singularity and beauty.
Proteads and Restios abound as at the Cape,
but while the larger groups or genera are the
same the species are all different, while the place
that the Heaths occupy at the Cape is tilled by
the nearly allied yet quite distinct Epacrids of
Australia. A\'e cannot pursue the subject further
now, but we have probably said enough to indi-
cate one of the reasons why the Cape flora is so
interesting. Botanists belong to that group of
inquisitive people who want to "know the
reason why," and, of course, the near relation-
ship, coupled with the absolute distinctness of
the two floras above-mentioned, offers a problem
of no little interest, the solution of which is

probably to be found in the original land-con-
nection of the two countries now so widely
separated. If this were so the original flora

was probably different from both those now
existing, and divergences have taken place sub-
sequently. The collection and investigation of
evidence in support or refutation of these hypo-
theses necessarily adds largely to our knowledge,
and on this account may appease the hunger
for facts of those people who complacently
prefer an ounce of fact to a ton of theory,
ignoring the truth that reasonable speculations
are eminently serviceable in bringing to light
facts which, but for their assistance, would
remain latent. Turning, however, to Mr. Bolus'
book we find the Cape peninsula described as—

" A tract of land about 40 miles long, varying in
width from about 3 to 11 miles, and connected with
the continent by a broad and low sandy isthmus,
II miles wide. In area it is rather larger than tlie

Isle of Wight. A great part of its surface is occu-
pied by a central mountain range, running north and
south from Table Mountain, which attains an eleva-
tion of 3502 feet, to the southern extremity at Cape
Point. . . . The exposed rocks are, for the most
part, sandstone on the mountains, with patches of
the underlying clay slate, and also granite ; on the
low ground are sandy downs of considerable extent.
The climate is temperate, the mean annual tempera-
ture 61° F. Frosts on the low ground are rare, and
even on the mountain-tops snow is an unusual occur-
rence, and never lies for more than a few hours. The
annual average rainfall varies in different localities

from 23 to about 60 inches, and two-thirds of it falls

during the winter months of Jlay, June, July, and
August, the warmth of the summer months being
tempered by the prevalent southerly winds of that
season. In many respects the climate resembles
that of the Riviera.

" The steep ravines of the mountains are filled

with indigenous shrubs or trees, while their sides
are in many places dotted with the Silver Tree
(Leucadendron argenteum) ; at their feet are scat-
tered bushes or copses of imported Pines and Oak,
all else, including the sandy downs of the isthmus, is

covered with a Heath-like growth of small dull-
coloured shrublets, from 1 to.3 feet in height, yet not
closely, but interspersed with a great variety of herbs,
Kestiacea grasses and bulbous plants. Stretches of
grasses or grass-like plants, occur in a few places,
where the bushes by continued burning and grazing
have been eradicated, but are not common

; surface
water, except for a few months of the rainy season, is

deficient, and aquatic plants, though not absolutely
wanting, are not abundant in species or individuals.

"

We cite the foregoing paragraph as sup-
plying cultivators with some details which
may be of value to them. Mr. Bolus pursues
his subject by giving special detailswith reference
to the number and distribution of Orchids in the
peninsula, and the resemblances or differences to
be discovered between the Cape Orchids and those
of Chili and South-west Australia. The total.

like the proportional number of Orchids in this
corner of South-west Africa, is very large and
only surpassed by that of some parts of Australia.
Most of the 102 species are confined to the

mountains or to the flats, as the low sandy downs
of the isthmus are termed. The majority of the
species flower in early spring and summer.
An interesting appendix to this portion of the

introduction consists in a list of the chief col-
lectors on the Cape peninsula, with brief biogra-
phical details. This is followed by a correponding
list of botanical writers who have treated of
Cape Orchids. The bulk of the volume comprises
a detailed systematic account of the ten genera
and 102 species, founded upon actual comparative
investigation of the living plants, and therefore
most valuable to the student, for whose con-
venience also analytical keys are added.
Of Satyrium eighteen species are enumerated,

while it may surprise some Orchid lovers to hear
that Disa comprises no fewer than forty-six species,
natives of this particular region. Of these the
best known and the most beautiful is the species
here called, in compliance with the law of priority,
D. uniflora, but which is better known in gardens as
D. grandiflora {fig. 04). This plant grows along the
margins of streams (which frequently become dry
in summer), on I'able Mountain, at an elevation of
from 1100 to 3300 feet, flowering from January
to March. As this plant is such a universal
fa\'ourite the following particulars, given by
Mr. BoLi-.s, may be of interest :—

" This beautiful flower is the object of universal
admiration, and the name which has been given to
it—' The Pride >f Table MoHntain '—indicates the
honour in which it held. It is, indeed, the queen of
terrestrial Orchids in the Southern Hemisphere, as
Cypripedium spectabile m.iy be said to reign, though
with less magnificence, in the Northern. The first

mention hitherto discovered of this pl.-vnt is in the
Historia Plantanim of our old English botanist,
John Eat, in the third volume of which, published
in 1704, p. 680, it is enumerated as ' Orchis africana .

flore singulari herbaceo, D. Oldenlaxd, Mus. Pet.
2S0,' and, after a brief description, Ray adds that he
received a dried specimen from D. Pktiveb, amongst
other rare plants sent by D. Oldenland. This,
however, was before the time of Linn.tsus. The first

botanist to describe and publish it under the Lin-
nean binomial system as Disa uniflora was Behoios
in 1767.

"Linn.-ecs the younger, with the laxer notions
which prevailed in his day in regard to the law
of priority of nomenclature, thinking that Bee-
oius' name was inappropriate (since the plant
has usually more than one flower) changed
the name to Disa grandiflora. By the latter name
the species has been so long and widely known,
that to revert to the older one will cause inconveni-
ence for a time. But Bergids not merely established
the species

; he also founded the genus upon this
species, which has always been recognised

; and, be-
sides, gave an .adequate figure, which le.ft no sufficient

reason for disregarding his name. Botanists are
bound to admit such a claim, even at the cost of in-

convenience.

"The earliest record of the flowering of this plant
in Europe appears to have been in the Botanical
Register for 1825, when it was figured from life. It
is still abundant on Table Mountain, although of
late years large quantities of the tubers have been
annually exported to Europe, and much needless
destruction arising from wasteful gathering by un-
skilled hands resulted; but the summit of the
mountains being Crown land, the Government has
recently intervened and restricted the removal of
tubers within reasonable limits; so that, if the
supervision be continued, there will be little reason
to fear the extinction of this truly noble species."

Among other species of Disa are D. megaceras,
the macrantha of gardens; the rose-coloured
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Disa racemosa,'figuredjii the Ganhnefx' Chronicle,
18SS, fig. 81, p. 5!_I2

; and various blue-Howered
species, which forjii the subject of a note by Mr.
N. E. fjiiowN.

Our notice of this book has extended to such
a length, that we cannot add any further parti-
culars concerning it, except to say that the
author has carefully consulted the requirements
of students by supplying an index, and, best of
all, by supplying a series of thirty-six partially
coloured lithographic illustrations, in which the
botanical details are so clearly given, and in so
workmanlike a way, as to give every confidence
in their accuracy. As this book is likely to |be
in demand among Orchid lovers, we regret to
note the omission of any publisher's name.

Fia, 95,—NEPENTHES EOTESCENS: COEOCB OF TITCBSB. QBEEN, FirSHED WITH

Nepenthes rufescens x (hyh. mv., in hort.
Veitch cjjecta;. fig. 95).—This is stated to be a
cross between N. Courtii X out of N. zeylanica
rubra. N. Courtii itself is a cross between an un-
named Bornean species and N. Dominiana X,
this latter being also a cross between N. EafHes-
iana and the same undetermined Bornean species

;

so that our present plant is very mueli crossed,
and combines the blood, if one may so say, of three
species and of two hybrids. The stem is cylin-
dric, reddish in colour, closely covered witli decur-
rent, broad, sheathing leaf-stalks, ciliate at the
margins, and each about 1 inch long. The leaves
measure about 12 inches in length by 2} inches in
breadth

; at the base they taper gradually towards
the stalk, while at the apex they are rather acute.
Two ribs run througli the leaf parallel to tlie mar-
gin, and at a slight distance from it. The midrib
is red. The pitcher itseif is cylindric, green, flushed
with red, 7.1 inches long, by 2 in width

; the mouth
1j inch across, surrounded by a reflexed regularly
ribbed rim; the lid, 2 inches long by \\ inch wide,
is oblong and spurred. The wings are \ inch deep,
fringed. The plant was raised in IVfessrs. Veitch's
nursery at Chelsea, and is an interesting addition to
the genus.

Royal Horticultural Society. -It is anti-
cipated that there will be at least six vacancies on
the Council to be filled at the annual general meet-
ing in February next. We understand that the
following gentlemen have signified their wish to be
relieved of the work which during the present year
has been very heavy, viz., Mr. Thiselton Dyer, Pro-
fessor Michael Foster, Dr. Hogg, Sir Edmund Loder,
Jlr. Harry Veitch, and Mr. G. F. Wilson.

National Auricula and Primula So-
ciety (Southern Section), and National
Carnation and Picotee Society (Southern
Section).—Mr. J. Douglas inferras us that a com-
mittee meeting of the above societies will be held at
the Horticultural Club, Hotel Windsor, Victoria
Street, Westminster, at 4 p.m. on Tuesday, Decem-
ber 11, to make final arrangements for the exhibitions.

Jlembers are urgently invited to attend.

Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—We are informed
by Jlr. BiUiKON that he has received £31 from Mr.
O. Thomas, Chatsworth, as the result of the floral

concert, held at Chesterfield, on November 14, in aid
of the Fund. This result must be extremely satis-

factory to the promoters and all concerned.—The usual
monthly meeting of the committee took pl.aceat the
Caledouian Hotel, Adelphi, W.C., on Friday, the
30th ult., Mr. George Deal presiding, there being,

as usual, a good attendance, including Mr. George
Bishop, Local Secretary for the Teddington district.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read,
the Chairman reported that the sub-committee
appointed to open negotiations with the City Com-
panies with a view of obtaining support from their
funds, has commenced work, but nothing definite had
at present transpired. The balance at the bank in
favour of the Fund was announced to be £254 7s. Tid.

Mr. W, Bates handed in the sum of £2, obtained
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through a collecting box at the recent exhibition of

Chrysanthemums at Twickeuliam ; Mr. G. Bishop

the sum of £3 Gs., similarly collected at the Ted-
dington Crysanthemum show ; Mr. G. W. Cummins
the sum of 14s. 9r?. from the collecting box at The
Grange Gardens, Wallirgton, and 6s, Td. obtained at

the local Chrysanthemum show ; Mr. Garnett, St.

John's Gardens, Wakefield, the sum of £3, as a

donation from the funds of the Yorkshire Associa-

tion of Horticulturists ; Mr. E. Scott, Moorficlds,

Manningham, the sum of £1 10.s. (3./., the proceeds

of a box at the exhibition of the Bradford Chrysan-
themum Society ; Mr. Wooderson, Bexley Heath,

the sum of 1 guinea, from the Chrysanthemum Com-
mittee of Bexley; and Mr. II. .J. Clayton, The Gar-
dens, Grimston Park, Tadcaster, wrote stating that

the committee of the York Tloral Gala had voted

the sum of £5 to the Orphan Fund. It was thought
that if the gardening Press would give publicity to

contributions of this nature, others might be

induced to exert themselves in the same direc-

tion. A letter was read from Jlr. Owen Thomas.
The Gardens, Chatsworth, stating, in reference to

the recent entertainment proposed in aid of the Fund
by the gardeners of the Chesterfield district, that it

proved a great success, 700 to SCO persons having
been present, and the decorations made with autumn
foliage and berries were unique, and greatly appre-

ciated by the company. Mr. Druramond, nursery-

man, Stirling, local secretary for that district, wrote
expressing his regret that his eflbrts to obtain sub-

scriptions from gardeners in Scotland had met with

so little success, they appearing to think that the

Institution is essentially an English one, and not

intended for the Scotch. The committee regretted

that this prejudice existed, but desired it to be

widely known they were desirous of receiving appli-

cations from the friends of necessitous orphan
children from e\ery jisirt of Great Britain and
Ireland. Another gross of collecting boxes was
ordered at a cost of £S 10s., the Secretary reporting

that the sum of £15 18-<. had been obtained through
this means. A hearty vote of thanks was passed to

Messrs. Bates, Bishop, Cummins, Garnett, and Scott
for the contributions received through their agency.
The proposal to hold another Covent Garden
file on behalf of the Fund was mentioned, but
deferred for further consideration. A cordial vote

of thanks to the chairman concluded the proceedings.

The letter read from Mr. Drummoud, seedsman, of

Stirling, referring to the difliculty he has experienced

in obtaining contributions to the fund from Scotch
gardeners, owing to the prejudice which exists

against the fund on account of its being considered

an essentially English institution, conveys an im-
pression that is altogether incorrect. It will be

remembered that the committee announced in all the

leading gardening papers their intention to elect six

children upon the Fund, and applications were
invited in the most open manner. We are greatly

mistaken if it is not the earnest desire of the

committee to make their Fund a blessing in all parts

of the United Kingdom, however remote. An appli-

cation from the northernmost parts of Scotland will,

we are sure, be as favourably entertained upon its

merits as would be one from Middlesex. Let our

Scotch brethren put forth two or three candidates at

the next election, and so practically test whether the

feeling of exclusiveness really exists. Scotchmen
are to be found upon the committee.

The National Chrysanthemum Society.
—A meeting of the general committee took place at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C., on the 3rd

inst., Mr. E. Sanderson, President, in the chair,

nearly the whole of the members of the committee

being present, including several representatives of

local societies. The minutes of the last meeting

having been read, the Hon. Secretary, Mr. William
Holmes, announced that the arrangements for the

annual dinner on the 13th had been made. A cordial

vote of thanks was passed to the members who
had acted as stewards of the November exhibition at

the Royal Aquarium. Mr. C. H. Payne, the Foreign

Corresponding Hon. Secretary, announced that »

growing interest in the Chrys.anthemum on the Con-
tinent and the United States was shown in the appli-

cations he had received for catalogues, including some
from Barbadoes and Constantinople. He had also

received applications for membership from foreigners,

and suggested that Americans should be required to

pay an annual subscription of a dollar, and French

and Belgian members five francs each, to cover cost

of post,age of documents, &c. Eventually Mr. Payne
was requested to prepare a scheme for foreign mem-
bership, and bring up the same at the next meeting

of the committee. The Society having ofiered for com-
petition among societies affiliated with it a Cliallenge

Trophy, to be in the custody of the President of the

society winning the same for the space of the year,

a sub-committee, consisting of Messrs. E. Sandeii-

SON', II. Ballantine, and E. C. Jukes, was appfiinted

to procure a salver, at a cost not exceeding £1.5. A
letter was read suggesting that a Chrysanthemum
Conference should take place on the day of the

annual dinner. Eventually it was un.animously

resolved that it should take place at the

Royal Aquarium in connection with the winter

shows on .January 9 and 10, and a sub-

committee, consisting of Messrs. C. II. Payne, L.

Castle, and G. GonDON, were a]ipointed to make
arrangements for carrying out the same. The Hon.
Secretary announced in reference to a provincial

show in 1881), that he had received applications from

York, Leeds, Hull, Derby, and Brighton, in each case

a further application would be received, setting forth

the proposed terms upon which such an exhibition

could be held. The question of the proposed cele-

bration of the centenary of the importation of the

Ciirysanthemum to Europe was postponed for the

consideration of tiie new committee to be appointed

in January next. Thirty-four new members were

elected, including two new Fellows; bringing the

total membership u]j to (i.'lO. The Hull and East

Riding Chrysanthemum Society was admitted into

afliliation. A vote of thanks to the Chairman closed

the proceedings.

BromeliacE/'E.—We are pleased to announce
that Mr. J. G. Baker has in the press this winter a

Haiidhou/t' of Bfuiiteliacecp, on the same plan as his

Handbooks of the Fern Allies and Amaryllideivi.

Upwards of 700 species are now known, which is

twice as many as Mr. Bentham estimated in 1883.

About lI30 of them have been, at one time or

another, in cultivation, and of nearly all of tliese fine

coloured figures, life-size, are contained in the splen-

did collection which was made by the late Professor

Edward Morren, and after his death purchased by

the BExrHAM Trustees and presented to the Kew
library. The London herbaria contain specimens of

about half the knov/n species. Mr. Baker has visited

Paris ; and also had the loan of the entire Berlin col-

lection, and has found in these more than a hundred

undescribed species. Dr. Witmack is going to pub-

lish very shortly a pajier on Lehmann's Bromeliacere,

of which about thirty are new. The collections

made by Andl-e in New Grenada and Ecuador have

now been thoroughly worked out by himself, and are

found to contain about sixty novelties.

Plants in Flower in the Open Air at
Kew.—It is almost unprecedented to see so many
Alpine and herbaceous plants in flower at this time

of the year at Kew. Many plants are growing fast,

such as Clematis, with young shoots 3 or 4 inches

long. Rhododendrons are just bursting into flower
;

a Smilax we also noticed covered with flowers

—

indeed almost all plants are in such an advanced state

as one only expects to see abont February. Many
species of Wahlenbergia saxicola, Schizostylis

coccinea, Brodiaia Leichtlinii, Crocus Clusii, C.

ocholeucus, C. Cambessidesii, C. serotinus, and
many others, including C. alatavicus albus and C,

Korolkowi, spring flowering ; Lychnis pyrenaica,

Arabis procurrens, Anemone blanda, Lithospermum
prostratum, Sternbergia lutea. Campanula Porten-

schlagiana, Polygala chamiebuxus, Triteleia uni-

ftora, Helleborus niger, and other species ; Aubrictia

deltoidea and yars., Viola odorata, V, tricolor vars.,

Symphytum tuberosum, Grindelia lanceolata, Apo-
nogeton distachyon, &c.

Botanical Magazine.—The December number,
which completes the si.xty-fourth volume of the third

series, contains illustrations of

—

Begonia Scharjfli, t. 7023.—An introduction of

Messrs Haage & Schmidt, of Erfurt, from the Islai d

of St. Catherine, South Brazil. It is one of the

grandest species of this popular genus. The plant

is about 18 inches high and hairy, the branches,

flower-stalks, and the under surface of the leaves are

blood-red, the leaves are dark green on the upper

surface, with reddish nerves, and are about 1 foot

long, very obliquely ovate-cordate, with rounded lobes,

and an acute sinus. The flowers are white with n

few red hairs outside, the male flowers being 2}
inches in diameter ; sepals round, petals narrow.

The females have elliptic segments, and measure

nearly 2 inches in diameter.

Iris Siiimrowi, t. 7029.—A native of Central Asia,

being gathered wild in Turkestan by Dr. Regel
in 1885. The segments of the perianth are

closely veined with oblique claret-purple lines on a

ground of greenish-yellow. The outer oblong-

cuneate with a lilac-blue beard ; inner oblong with a

long claw, sometimes bearded. The glaucous green

leaves are ultimately 1 foot long and a quarter of an

inch broad. The flowers are borne singly, on a

peduncle 1 foot long, bearing much reduced leaves.

Ventapera siciila, t. 7030.—An ericaceous shrub,

with pale pink flowers. A native of Sicily, and also

recorded very recently from Cyprus and from Barci.

Illustrated in our columns for September 22 of this

year, p. 335, fig. 45.

Hexisia lidentafa, t. 7031.—This Orchid is an

introduction from the United States of Columbia,

Panama, and Nicaragua. It has flowers of scarlet,

about 1 inch in diameter, and borne from between

the leaves in few-flowered racemes ; the segments

are ovate-oblong, obtuse, petals smaller than the

sepals. The lip is sharply deflexed from the claw,

\yhich is adnate to the column ; it has straight sides

and a triangular .apex, which is bifid, and darker than

the rest of the flower. It is pointed out that the

lip is not erect in the specimen figured, whereas in

the Genera PlantaruM it is stated to be one of the

characters of the genus.

Pri/iiiUa Bmhyi, t. 7032.—This is a very pretty

recently discovered American Primrose, and was intro-

duced into this country by Mr. A. Dean, Bedfont, in

1885. It was first found on the Mogollon Moutains,

in New Mexico, by a traveller whose name it bears.

It has also been found on the summit of Mount
Wrightson, in Arizona. The drooping flowers are

bright rose-red, with a darker eye, and yellow in the

tube, which is not thickened. The leaves are

3—5 inches long, narrowly spathulate, subacute,

callously crenulate, and narrowed to a slender

petiole
;
pale green above.

Hardy Flowers in December.—Mr. Bur-
bidge kindly sends us from Dublin a bouquet that

would not pass muster in Covent Garden, nor obtain

a Certificate from the Floral Committee—one to

which little or no commercial value could be assigned,

but which, nevertheless, is of great interest. We will

begin with Primroses and Polyanthuses, of which

there is a good bunch to lure us on. Then there is

a seedling single quilled pompon Chrysanthemum, of

a lilac colour, and delicious aroma, the quills showy

and attractive, but the real work is done by the less

conspicuous flowers in the centre. Amicia zygomeris,

a curious Leguminous plant, with huge stipules,

encasing, as in a box, the young pinnate leaves, and

with racemes of yellow Pea-shaped flowers, the upper

sepals very large in proportion to the other three,

and forming two side pieces like cheeks to the

flower, or again reminding one of those plates of

gold with which Dutch ladies are wont to bedeck

their temples. Doubtless these two side pieces, like

the stipules in the case of the leaves, are in some
way connected with the protection of the flower-bud

in the young stage, or with the fertilisation of the

flower, or both. Senecio pulcher is very showy with
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its brilliant lilac ftower-hpads, but there is a lack of

refinement and " finish " about the plant that seems

to call for the aiJ of the florist. Eurybia argvro-

phylla is remarkable for its bold, Holly-like

foliage, the under surface of the leaves being

covered with white, felted down ; when crushed

the leaves emit a fruity odour. Then there is

that strange, straggling skeleton Bramble, Kubus

australis, that no one would value it for its

appearance alone, but so curious that the botanist

would find it as much to his catholic tastes as the

most gorgeous Cattleya. The leaves, in fact, are re-

duced to their ribs, and these having nothing to carry

stretch out rampantly bearing at tlieir tips just an

apology for a leaflet which enables one to say that

these miniature scaftold poles really are leaves.

There is not much leaf-green (chlorophyll) in the

plant, but wli.it there is, must needs work hard.

Another straggler equally interesting, but more

beautiful is the Cuscuta verrucosa, a leafless

twiner with clusters of white, bell-shaped fra-

grant flowers about half the size of those of

the Lily of the Valley. If the skeleton Bramble
had but little chlorophyll, this has still less,

but it makes up for its own deficiencies by appro-

l)riating the property of its neighbours, its neighbour

in this case being the pretty Calceolaria violacea.

In fact, the plant is a Dodder, such as is common
enough on heaths and in Clover llelds, and which

sometimes appears in the I'elargonium-house to the

astonishment of the gardener, the mystery being

readily explicable Irom the fact that the seeds are

introduced with the peat used for potting. Ficus

diversifolia has curious thick wedge-shaped leaves,

the raid-rib of which branches with two equal divi-

sions .above the base. Our correspondent asks

why ? The only suggestion that occurs to us

is that the plant, as its name implies, some-

times produces lobed leaves, and this branching

of the mid-rib affords an indication of a pro-

pensity which would otherwise not be suspected

from the very reniforni leaves of the specimen before

us. fireat water pores e.xist on the under surface

here and there, and a purplish blotch (gland ?) in

the fork of the mid-rib. In point of fact there are

all sorts of " whys " to be asked respecting this

curious plant, to not a few of which it would be

difficult to find an answer, all the more interesting

to the searcher after truth. The specimen before

us bears several of its small ovate " figs," the marvels

of which have been descanted on from time to time

in our colums by Dr. George King and i\Ir.

Hemslev. Lastly, we may mention the " Buffalo-

grass " Stenotaphrum americanuni, remarkable as a

forage plant and for the thick flattened rachis on

which the florets are borne.

H. Alois KrOPATSCH.—This well-known cor-

resp.ondent on horticultural matters in the pages of

a contemporary has been appointed as Head Gar-

dener at the Imperial Gardens at Laxenburg, near

Modling, Upper Austria, in place of II. J. Ehrlicu,

who has been transferred to the Prater, Vienna.

A Good Lacquer for Labels.—The Eevne

deVHoiiicuhurr lidge ei Ktrang'^re gives the following

as a means by which garden labels of wood may be

rendered hasting:—After writing the name on the

labels they are to be coated with a solution of gum
arable digested in 30 per cent, pure alcohol, using a

soft camel-hair pencil, and observing to cover the

edges of the label thoroughly. When this lacquer is

dry it is brushed over with another made from mastic

ten parts, two-tenths fluid storax, and thirty-five

parts alcohol.

RetINOSPORA PLUMOSA.—In a garden at Can-

terbury the other day we noticed a shrub of this

denomination covered with unmistakable cones of

R, pisifera. Earlier in the year we saw at Wolver-

ston I'ark a bush of R. squarrosa, of which Mr.

Sheppard kindly sent us a specimen, and which was

also covered with cones of R. pisifera. These cases

afford proof that both plumosa and squarrosa are

only forms of 11, pisifera. Cats have nine lives,

greenfly nobody knows how many, and many plants

live under many different guises.

PANDANUS FURCATUS.—Of this rather rarely

met-with plant, Mr. H.iiuiow, Cambridge Botanic

Garden, says
—

" It is only in very large glass struc-

tures that the large growing sjiecies of this genus

can be accommodated, and this is one that requires

a good deal of room to develope its foliage which,

when this is effected, gives the plant a handsome

appearance. Both margins of the leaves are set with

numerous sharp redilish-browii spines, as is also the

keel, and here some spines point towards the apex

while others are reversed, as if to make the plant

extra secure against invasion. Your correspondent,

' \V. W.,' p. 031, mentions, that ' It is only rarely that

cultivated species of Pandanus flower.' A female

specimen, some 10 feet or more in height, planted out

in a cool stove here, h.as flowered twice during the past

three years. There is nothing remarkably handsome

in these huge, ponderous, cone-like inflorescences.

Previous to its last time of flowering, a cone was

allowed to remain on the plant, which, when ripe,

scented the whole house with a very powerful per-

fume resembling that of Pine-apple and Melons,

quite a mixture, but tlie flavour was rather inferior,

and not to be compared to its odour."

Seaside Shrubs.—For a genuine evergreen

with silver and golden varieties (the v.ariegation

being either temporary or permanent), commend us

to the Japan Spindle tree, Euonyraus japonicus ; but

if variety be needed, Ligustrum ovalifolinm may be

introduced. It is all but evergreen, and bears the

sea blast with impunity. Tamarisks and Austrian

Pines do thoroughly well on the Kentish coast, but

the Pinaster cafinot be recommended, its gaunt,

straggling branches being suggestive of nightmare or

other horrors rather than of shelter or elegance such

as one looks for in a tree. Cnpressus macrocarpa

and Pinus insignis are quite at home in some sea-

side places, and Ribes alpinum is in such a hurry to

set up business that its buds are already half open.

Floral Design.—Some of our earliest attempts

at handwriting, if it may be so called, |were made

with the aid of Mustard and Cress duly sown in the

forms of letters. We were reminded of this the

other day by seeing the name of a hotel at one of

the south coast towns picked out with alpine Auri-

culas. In this mild season most of the Auriculas

were in bloom, so thai the floral caligraph was every

bit as distinct as it would usually be in spring ; and,

indeed, much more so than it is likely to be next

spring.

Royal Society Medallists.—At the anni-

versary meeting of the Royal Society, held at

Burlington House on St. Andrew's Day, the Medals

awarded by the Council were, according to custom,

formally presented after the delivery of the pre-

sidential address. The Copley Medal, the most

ancient of the Society (dating from 1730) was given

to Professor Huxley ; the Rumford (which dates

from 1880) to Professor Taccuini ; and of the

two Royal Medals (fir.st founded in 1820 by

George IV., and continued by each succeeding

sovereign), one was given to Professor Osborxe

Reynolds, and the other to Baron vox Mijlleb, as

was mentioned by us in our issue for November 24

;

while the Davy Medal (originated in 1877) was given

to Mr. W. CiiOOKEs.

English Apple and Fruit Growing Co.—
We are requested by Mr. A. F. B.iubon to state timt

he is not, as advertised, a director of this company,

his position in that respect having terminated some

time ago, other duties requiring all his attention.

Carter's Provident Sick Fund.—The third

annual meeting was held recently in the warehouses

of the flrm at High Holborn, Mr. C. H. Sharm^vn in

the chair. The number of subscribers during the

year had been 289—making a total of 449, there was

no case of death to be recorded ; but fifty-three

members had become chargeable to the funds, by

reason of sickness, and the payments on that head

were in excess of tfie previous year. Nevertheless,

a further sum of £25 could be carried to the reserve

fund, £10 to the Hospital Saturday Fund, and a

bonus distributed to the members at Christmas

which will amount to rather more than half the

year's subscription, and a working balance would

still be held in hand. Tlie executive officers were

all re-elected.

Pulque.—This product of the young flower-

spike of Agave americana is such an important

article of consumption in Mexico that it forms the

principal item in the goods traffic of the Mexican
Railway Company, the report of the company show-

ing that in the half year ending December 31, 1887,

they carried no less than 41,007 tons, which brought

in for freight as much as £35,370.

Roses.

ROSES FOR WALLS AND FENCES.

Besides the Noisettes of the Gloire de Dijon type

which I have already enumerated there are others of

a dift'erent character, which will be found very

suitable for these purposes ; it is well for those who
are able, to give them the benefit of a wall, but a

substitute for it may be found. I have a letter before

me from a friend in Ireland who says that he has

erected a wooden wall about 14 feet high, has

painted it a terra-cotta colour, and placed wire along

it; on this wire he has trained fruit trees, which are

doing well, and look very handsome. There is no

reason whatever why the same should not be done

for the purpose of growing Roses ; it will last, if well

attended to, for a great number of years, and of

course the comparative cheapness with which it can

be done is much in its favour. As the place where

my friend has raised his wall is in the wind-swept

county of Clare, there is evidently stability as well

as cheapness about it, and lovers of Roses may be

tempted to imitate the example.

The Roses already mentioned are nearly all yellow,

but there are amongst the Noisettes, Roses of other

shades of colour which are very effective. There is

Aiiut'C Vihert, a very old Rose—indeed, one of the

oldest we have in cultivation ; it was sent out by

Vibert in 1827. It is said by Ketten in their cata

'

logue to have been a sport of the Noisette " Repens
;

"

it is pure white, sufficiently full, very free flowering,

and blooms in clusters. This is also another white

^velI known to many.

Laumrqiie.—This was raised in 1830 ; it has a

slight sart'ron tinge in the centre, which has no doubt

been the origin of the yellow sport sent out by Ducher

in 1809 under the name of Lamarque .laime, like the

type, but with bright yellow flowers. As a white

climbing Rose, Lamarque has long been valued.

FeUenlh-rci is a light crimson Noisette, very bright

and eft'ective, blooming in clusters.

Narcisse is a Rose which 1 have seen in some
situations, notably at a friend's house near Maidstone,

as a capital Rose for covering a wall ; the plant I

allude to was always full of flower, and I have seen

some exhibition blooms cut from it.

Solfatcrre. — Sulphur-yellow, of long straggling

bare habit, the flowers very light, but very apt soon

to open too much and show the eye. There is a flue

plant of it on a house close to me, facing the

south, which always blooms freely ; it suffered in the

severe winter a few years ago, but has made a fresh

start and is now doing well.

Ojt/urie.—A light nankeen copper-yellow, very dis-

tinct and full.

Reoe d'Or.—I have already mentioned this, but it

is impossible to give a list of climbing Roses without

again referring to it ; my plant is on the east side

of my house, but withal it flowers most freely, and is

a delight when in full flower ; the foliage, too, is

close, and almost evergreen. Nor would the list be

complete without naming

William Allen Bichardson—ior although not
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actually a climbing Rose, its growth is so vigorous,

and its flowers or buds so charming that it is impos-
sible to pass it by. Who has not .admired the deep
orange buds (for as an expanded flower it is worth
little), and how many fair dames have rejoiced in it

as forming such "loves of blooms" for a breast or
shoulder bouquet ? Sometimes it loses its colour on
a wall in hot weather, and is perhaps more suitable

for a pillar.

Amongst Tea Roses, as distinguished from
Noisettes, it is somewhat remarkable that there
has not been a greater starting off into climbing
varieties than there has. As far as I am aware there
is but one of those in commerce which has developed
this rampant habit. You may have strong growers,
such as Marie van Iloutte, Catherine Mermet, and
others which will soon cover a space on a wall or
fence, but they are not climbers.

Climhiiuj Lcvonkiisis is the only one as yet in

commerce, and is one of the most remarkable
instances of divergence from the type that can be
seen. Devoniensis itself is a moderate grower, but
here is a Rose which has no one knows how (although
we do know where) is, in Mr. Pavitt's garden in

Bath, developed into the most rampant climber,
sending out shoots 15 to 20 feet long in a season,
and retaining the beautiful flower of its type.

I have said that there is only one in commerce,
but I hope that shortly we shall have another :

—

C'liMbhiff MjiJietos.—This was exhibited by Messrs.
Keynes, Williams & Co,, at one of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's meetings, and was awarded a First-

class Certificate, and deservedly so. It retains the
character of the type as far as bloom is concerned,
and we know that there is no such popular Rose,
even surpassing Marechal Niel, as it comes in so
usefully for wreaths for either weddings or funerals,

and I am informed that shoots from plants worked
in May have attained the length of 15 feet. How
beautiful it will be climbing up the rafters of a Tea-
house !

Passing on to hybrid perpetuals, of these there are
a few which are distinct Roses, and others which are
only rampant sports of previous varieties, thus
amongst the former we have :

—

Princess Louise Victoria, raised by Mr. Knight of
Battle, who, like Mr. Ward, the raiser of John Hopper,
must rest his reputation as a raiser on one Rose. It

was sent out a good many years ago, and is a very
strong grower, of a light pink or rosy-flesh colour,

and of good form ; it does not attain'exhibition size,

but if allowed to grow it will furnish a large number
of particularly fresh and light blooms, which I saw
excellently employed in one of the prettiest baskets
of Roses I ever saw exhibited at Eltham by Miss
Bloxam last July—baskets of Roses are generally
" lumpy," but this was light and graceful.

Longworth Haiidiler has been in some catalogues
put down amongst the hybrid Teas, but that really

means hybrid perpetuals, and is a very free-flowering
deep crimson Rose ; the foliage is very ample and
completely covers the wall—its growth is rapid and
it blooms freely in the autum. Another is:—

Heine Marie Hcnriette, a deep carmine, but a flower
that soon fades off into dull magenta ; it has a long
pointed bud, and is very pretty before it opens
fully.

Of the new series of Hungarian Roses I know
nothing

; they are said to be hardy, but they all have
the character of lilac-purple attached to them, and
we know what that means. Amongst the sports which
have arisen in the hybrid perpetuals—sports in
growth, not in bloom—may be mentioned climbing
Charles Lefebvre, climbing Captain Christy, climbing
Pride of Waltham, climbing Jules JIargottin, climbing
Bessie .lohnston, climbing Edouard Morren, climbing
Countess of Oxford, and climbing Mdlle. Eugene
Verdier

; as I have said, the blooms of these partake
of the character of the types.

It will thus be seen that there is a great variety of
climbing Roses to choose from. I have not men-
tioned the summer-flowering, such as the Ayrshire
and Prairie Roses, or the species of single-flowering
Roses, many of which are very beautiful, but rather
fleeting in their ch.aracter. Wild Rose.

PHILLYREA DECORA.*
The genus Phillyrea belongs to the Olive family,

and is a near ally of Osmanthus. It contains four
species, all of which are in cultivation. The three
Mediterranean plants, viz., P. latifolia, P. angusti-
folia, and P. media, although distinct enough in their

typical states, are united by so many intermediates,

that Oaruel and Timbal have merged them under
one species, with the respective names of P. vulgaris,

Caruel, and P. variabilis, Timbal. By far the best
plant of the whole lot—and a considerable number of
forms have received distinctive names— is the one
figured (fig 116). It is a strikingly handsome shrub,
of whose claims to specific rank there can oe no
doubt. It is also much the hardiest, having stood
many years at Kew without ever being in the slightest

degree injui-ed by frost, though more than once
within the last fifteen years the other three have been
badly cut during severe winters. Another point in

favour of P. decora is the fact that it is an excellent
town shrub, its rigid glossy leaves seeming quite at
home in the smoky dust-laden atmosphere of London.
From its general aspect the subject of the present

notes might be mistaken by a casual observer for a
fine form of the Portugal Laurel, the dark green
leaves varying from 2.} to

4.J-
inches in length by a

width of 1 or 1.} inch. The pure wliite flowers,
fully double the size of those of P. latifolia, are borne
in May in clusters in the axils of the leaves, and the
reddish-purple fruits ripen in September. According
to its discoverer it attains a height of 10 feet. The
figure in the Butanical Moc/a;iiie was prepared from
specimens which flowered in 1883 in the nursery of
Mr. Anthony Waterer, at Knap Hill, and the fruit-

ing twig here represented was taken a month ago
from a plant in tlie Kew Arboretum.

Fruits, no doubt collected in 1866 by Balansa—the
discoverer of the species— in the native habitat of
plant, viz., Lazistan (the Pontus of the ancients) on
the south-east shore of the Black Sea, were offered at

15 francs per hundred in the Supplement to the Cata-
logue of Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. for 1867.
The description there given is a good one, and ante-
dates by some dozen years that under another name in

Boissier's Flora Orientalis. Besides, the plant being
as frequently met with under the name of P. decora
as under P. Vilmoriniana, we have another reason
for following the laws of botanical nomenclature and
accepting the older name. Geo, Nicholson.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CULTURE.
The following papers were read at the Chrysan-

themum Conference held at Sheffield on Friday,
November IG. We append an abstract of the more
practical extracts of Mr. Tunnington's " A Chat
about Chrysanthemums."

The Best Time to Strike Cuttinl/s.

This is a point on which a variety of opinions
exist. My e.xpeiieuce has led me to divide the plants

into two sections, and to treat them differently.

In this matter I have found that Japanese require a
longer season of growth than the incurved section,

except a few varieties, such as Barbara, ICve, Mabel
Ward, &c., which should be rooted with the Japanese

;

those we strike in December, and the incurved by
the end of January or any time during February.
I have always succeeded in obtaining better flowers

with broader florets by late than early striking. This
applies especially to the Empress and Queen group.
All the growers about Liverpool do not strike their

cuttings on the same principle. Some insert them
in cold frames, some place them thickly together in

pots and place them on a ahelf, and are not particular
about flagging, and so on. I make up a slight hot-
bed in a vinery about to be started, with leaves and

* PtitUyrea decora, Boiss. at Bal., in Vilmorin-Audrieiix et
Cie., Supplement aux catalogues, ou liste des plautes qui
paraissent pour la premiere foi-* sur nos catalogues (1867).
P. Vtlinoriniana, Boisg.. Flm-a Orietitali--, vol. iv., p. 37, (1879)

;

Botanical Magazine, 6800. P. VilmoriensL'!, Cardcners'
Chronicle, ser. ii,, vol. xx., p. -194. P, lauri/olta, Hort,

a small quantity of manure. Particular care is

taken that the heat is only of the gentlest descrip-
tion, in order to prevent the cuttings from flagging,

and at the same time assist them to root in less than
half the time than would be the case by cool treat-
ment. Weak growers are rooted singly in small
pots, and also those intended for trained specimens.
Others are rooted together in 6 or 6-inch pots. By
the time the plants are rooted hotbeds are made for
them in cold frames of the same description as for

rooting them
; they are potted singly and plunged.

They become established by the time the beds cool
down, which avoids checking the young plants.
Weak plants, as well as tliose for trained standards,
are potted on and encouraged by a little bottom-heat.
Under this treatment they gain strength and make
rapid progress. The object to be attained is strong
but sturdy growth from the time the plants are
hardened to cool-frame treatment to the time they
are placed out in May. This is achieved by giving
abundance of air and the removal of the lights as
the season advances, when the weather is favourable.
The weather must guide the cultivator whether he
is to place the plants outside early in May or towards
the end of that month. A sheltered spot should be
found for them, or a temporary protection should be
given to them in the case of late frosts or cold
cutting winds. Every care, however, must be taken J
of them at this stage, for they are easily injured. 1 I
have seen the leaves blown off' them, and plants sub-
jected to such cruel treatment seldom recover.

PoTTixa.

Before potting is commenced we place in the
position the plants are intended to occupy, old
boards, 1 yard apart, on which we stand the plants,

pot to pot, until July, when they are placed 6—9
inches apart, according to the number of shoots that
the plants are allowed to carry. The plants are
placed in their flowering-pots during May as they
are turned outside. We have found 9 and 10-inch
pots most suitable, and if larger are used two plants
may be placed in them with good results. In drain-
ing the pots oyster shells are preferred to crocks,
whole ones at the base, and for the top they are
broken up moderately fine. Over this a good pinch
of soot is scattered to keep out worms and act as a
stimulant to the plant. In potting, the soil that I

shall recommend should be pressed firmly into the
pots. When potting is finished room should be
left in the pot for the addition of at least 2 inches of
soil. We use turf green from the field chopped
about the size of an egg. To this is added one
8-inch potfnl of soot, the same quantity of pounded
oyster shells, the same quantity of bone-meal, and a
small quantity of leaf-mould to each barrowful of

sod.

The Mat Bnc.

There appears to be a good deal of misconception
about the May bud. In my opinion it is the result

of a check or early striking, and I scarcely remember
an example of this when the old stools have been
cared for and the plants struck at the time sug-
gested. My advice is, avoid this bud. In nine cases

out of ten it throws the bud that should appear from
the middle of July wrong. If the plants show this

tendency help them out of it as quickly as possible

by removing the points of the plants, and select

three or four shoots to carry one bloom each. In
the case of doubtful kinds that occasionally go blind
stop them in May and run up five or six shoots, and
when you have secured the right-time buds and
observe them swelling, thin out the shoots to three
or four. If we do not stop them we always run up
more shoots than we intend to retain—that is, from
the natural break in July. We stop some and grow
others without, and then seldom fail to secure a
good flower at the time it is wanted.

Feeding.

We feed very little before the bud is secured.
What we are in the habit of using is liquid from the
farmyard diluted with water and, a little soot dusted

on the sm face of the soil during showery weather.

cs
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A few years ago we had in the garden a cesspool, the
contents of which, liberally diluted with water, I

found an invaluable food for the Chrysanthemum.
To those who have not used it my advice is give it a

trial. At one time we had practically only natural

liquids, but nowadays we can malie liquid from such
a variety of special maures, or dust them on the sur-

face of the soil, and most if not all of them are

useful for a change.

Taking thk Bud.

I have said I am a little later than most growers
in securing buds. For the incurved 1 do not care to

take them before the last week in August, or the
first three weeks in September, though some of tlie

Japanese might be taken earlier. The aim of the

cultivator should be to secure them during the latter

vator has a slightly different method, and all plans

answer the purpose, as long as the plants are not
broken, and each shoot is secured separately, so that

light and air can reach them on all sides. One other

matter of importance is, that we allow all the shoots
of our plants to sway loose 18 inches above the

tie, which saves many jioints from breaking. Some
aay birds will break the shoots if they alight upon
them, but in over twenty years I have observed a
solitary robin on these plants, and the shoot it rested

on did not break. Damage is mostly caused by wind
and rain, when the plants are tied too near the top.

RiPENiNO THE Wood.

I do not attach much importance to this ; all that

I have ever found to be necessary is to stand the
plants sulliciently far apart so that light'and air can

the limit of the pot by placing pieces of turf above
the rim. The soil when the Howers are expanding
should be full of active roots. This keeps the lower
foliage in a healthy condition to the last. Here lies

the secret of large flowers possessing depth, solidity,

and breadth of petal.

Al-TER IIousiNii.

Now begins one of the most critical periods in the
plant's life, and many plants go wrong from the day
they are housed. Many a young grower has had all

that could be desired in the way of plants, and evil

results have followed a continu.ition of the treat-

ment the plants received outside. The same strong
feeding must not be continued for a time. The
plants sulk after losing what they delight in—namely,
night dews. If bright weather continues, consider-

FlG. 9t5.—FHILLYEEA DECORA: FLOWEHS WHITE, FRUIT KEDDISH-PCEPLB. (sEE P. 672.)

dates. When plants have been pinched in their
earlier stages some of the shoots will show before

others, although on the same plant. This can be
regulated to a very large extent in July ; for in-

stance, if they show early in that month allow
them to grow on until the middle of that month.
They must then be pushed to make the next growth
by clearing out lateral growths from the axils of the
leaves. At this stage examine the remaining shoots
on the plant, and if small growths h.ave commenced
showing in the axils of the leaves rest assured that a
bud is forming. My plan is to clear out all growths
as in the preceding case, take out the point of the
plant, and do for it whiit it would otherwise do for
itself. But if left alone it would come in too late

to be of service for showing.

Staki.vq and Tying.

This may be passed over, for nearly every culti-

play all round them. The ripening of the wood
depends largely upon the time the bud is taken.

Ripening commences r.apidly after bud-formation
and the leaves below it have fully expanded. If

the buds are taken too early in August the wood
in some seasons ripens too much, .and the result is a
flat flower and a multitude of narrow petals. Over-
ripened wood is, in my opinion, the cause of smaller
flowers in the South, and narrower petals than we
are in the habit of producing.

TOP-DRESSINO.

I advis'jd room in the pots for 2 inches of soil, and
this space is to be filled up with rich material as a
top-dressing for the plants. This is an important
matter. It keeps the roots in full activity, and they
are therefore capable of taking up food much more
freely than they could possibly do if the roots became
sluggish. We top-dress to the extent of exceeding

ably more moisture is evaporated from the foliage,

and any failure in making up for these deficiencies
will prove detrimental to the plants. Syringe them
thoroughly two or three times a day, according tothe
weather. When they are accustomed to their new
iiuarters we feed again on the same principle as be-
fore housing, and continue to do so until the flowers
are reidy for cutting. We fumig.ate with tobacco-
smoke after housing, for neither pUants nor flowers
will thrive if fly exist upon them.

I shall pass over the subject of dressing, for

enough has been written about it,—in fact, sutticient

to frighten a beginner. My advice is, grow the

flower fully out, as, however good the dresser may
be, he cannot m.xke a good bloom out of a bad one.

Kkepino the Bloo.ms.

After they are expanded, put them into a dark

outhouse as dry aa possible. Once I had occasion
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to place some plants in a certain shed, and there was

some lime in a corner that was just falling. This I

had always thought assisted in keeping them by

absorbing the moisture in the atmosphere. The

flowers kept three weeks, and were staged in good

condition afterwards. I give this for what it is

worth, and think it well worth trying. My lest

advice is, beware of fogs if real success is to be

attained, for in one night they will undo the work

of the whole season.

INFLUENCE OF WOOD RIPENING ON
BUDS AND BLOOMS.*

The ripening of the wood of Clirysanthemums is

a very important matter in the growth of these

plants for the production of high-class blooms

;

indeed, without perfectly ripened wood it is impos-

sible to have blooms of the finest quality in all

respects. Let it be understood that what I mean by

perfectly ripened wood is wood that is ripened suffi-

ciently by natural means as the result of correct

treatment throughout. Sun is essential for the

maturation of plants in all stages of their growth
;

but in some seasons and districts there may be too

much of it, and in others not enough, and we must

make the best of both circumstances. Wood-ripen-

ing does not consist in merely hardening the wood,

but storing it with nutriment for the blooms. Fore •

ing the ripening, so to say, by drought or in other

ways, contracts the sap vessels unduly, impeding the

free flow of nourishment for the blooms at a critical

time, and those persons who practise such methods

in cultivation act erroneously, and fail to produce

the best blooms.

Seasons vary so much that the locality in which

growers reside is a very important factor in the pro-

duction of good or bad blooms. Circumstances

occur over which cultivators have no control, which

prevent them showing the ability they may be

admitted to possess. They cannot, for instance,

excel during a cold wet summer in a low damp
district. The higher and drier the locality the

harder the' wood and the greater the disposition of the

plants to set buds prematurely. Where buds are per-

sistently formed long before the time we wish to see

them much valuable time is lost in the growth ofthe

plants in their various stages during the time the buds

are forming. Moreover, high and dry localities pre-

dispose to narrow petals, and rather small but solid

blooms ; while reverse conditions are conducive to

the formatiou of broader petals and larger blooms.

Where the locality is high the air, althougli mucli

rain may be registered, is drier than in the lowlands,

and it is this dry air that precipitates bud formation

that gives so much trouble to some growers. The
proper time to " take " buds of some varieties is

upset altogether under such conditions. They form

either too early or too late for producing the finest

blooms.

Then the question of dew is important. During

a hot and dry summer, as in 1887, the absence of

dews in high-lying districts is much felt. Dew
invigorates, and its scarcity or absence has been the

cause of many small blooms. We can regulate and

control moisture in the soil, but have practically no

power over it in the atmosphere. We may do our

best, and may do some good, but, after all, the

most we can do is but little in providing compen-

sation for what we may consider the shortcomings

of Nature.

When the growth of plants is soft and gross, the

latter particularly, and the wood pale green instead

of brown in colour, a want of ripeness is evident.

Such plants produce blooms large in diameter, but

they are usually lacking in depth and solidity of the

petals. This is more noticeable in the incurved

section th.an in the .Japanese family. Blooms which

are composed of extra broad florets are seldom if

ever as solid as medium-sized blooms, having nar-

rower petals ; neither can the former be considered

of such high quality as those deeper in build

* A paper re<id at the Chrysanthemum Couference by Mr.
E. Molyneux, SLanmore Park Gardens, Bishops Waltham.

and consequently flrm and likely to stand fresh

a long time. Blooms having unusually broad

florets often show decided roughness and irregularity,

and the dresser is not able to present such blooms in

the same highly finished condition as when the petals

are narrower and the blooms more solid.

The present season is considered to have been a

bad one for the growth of large high-class blooms,

especially in the incurved section. This is borne

out by examples wliich have been staged at various

exhibitions. It cannot be said they have been of the

highest quality, or as they have been shown in some

past seasons. Some stands have been extra heavy

in the size of the blooms, owing to the immense

breadth ol their florets, but many of the blooms

1 icked depth in proportion to diameter, conse-

([uently, they were not so solid as they would have

been had the blooms been deeper in proportion to

their breadth. After a summer like the past one,

we expect to see large blooms which lack solidity

and closeness of the petals, a condition which is

owing mainly to the unripened state of the wood. I

am not in favour of extra large blooms of the in-

curved section, which are only large in one way—
diameter, for the reasons stated—they lack depth

and solidity. My idea of an incurved bloom is one

not great in diameter alone, but deep and firm in

build, consequently of a better shape. Such blooms

are never seen with extra broad petals, but they

carry wliat is known as a good " slioulder," being

more I Irange-shaped. Such blooms as I have

described are the result of perfectly ripened wood,

and are seldom met with after a season like the past.

Where prizes are off"ered for the premier incurved

bloom in a show, this honour generally falls to a

specimen of the character indicated, and not to a

flower which has merely two points in its favour

—

extra width of bloom and broadness of florets

Blooms which are generally chosen for this honour

are usually remarkable for solidity and high finish,

which two latter qualities cannot be obtained from

blooms which have e.xtra broad and thin florets. Tlie

ripened character of the wood is the all-important

factor in the production of blooms of the highest

possible standard of excellence, and the complete

maturation we seek is obtained, as far as seasons

allow, by careful treatment from the beginning.

CCLTUKE.

The method of culture I advise as the most likely

to obtain the desired end is that of growing the

plants from the first stage on to the culminating

point in a regular steady manner, not by starts and

stops, such as applying water regularly for a time,

then neglecting the plants for a few days. Regular

attention to potting is important, or before they

become so root-bound many roots must be broken in

the process, causing a check to the steady progressive

growth that is so desirable in plants for producing

the finest blooms. Crowding the plants in their

younger stages of growth is most hurtful, and

antagonistic to the development of vigorous wood
and foliage. Sufficient space should always be

allowed the plants. When in their summer
quarters they should be arranged in an open position

where the sun can shine directly on them, but the

position should be protected from north, east, and

south-westerly winds, which are often so destructive

early in the season when the plants are first placed

out of doors. Many plants have been so injured by

a loss of their lower leaves during Jlay, that they

have never recovered the desired strength. South-

westerly winds, which are prevalent during the end

of August and the early part of September, often do

much damage to the buds and leaves where the

plants are much exposed. Tiie flower-buds and

their peduncles are at that time so tender that

the skin may be much injured by being whipped

about, so to speak, that a check occurs to the

development of the blooms owing to the tissues

being broken, thus checking the full and regular

flow of sap.

Some growers set too much store on plants with

extra thick stems and gross green leaves. These

are, perhaps, pleasant to look upon during the

summer by the uninitiated, but when the test of

good culture comes to be looked for, blooms pos-

sessing the desirable characteristics are generally

missing. Very exuberant plants produce blooms

devoid of solidity and other essentials as a rule.

It is possible in some seasons to have the plants

ripened too much in dry localities. The summer of

1887 was a most trying one to contend with in high

and dry districts, where not a drop of rain fell for

eleven weeks, and scarcely any dew during a greater

part of that time. Tiie remedy in tiiis case is to

shade the pots from the sun during the hottest

parts of the day, by boards set on edge in front of

them, by Tern, cocoa-nut fibre, or mats. Thus the

roots may be kept in a cooler state than they otherwise

would be with the sun shining directly on the pots

most of the day. In tlie absence of shade to the

pots the roots on the sunny side are almost sure to

be killed, and we all know what that means. Plants

in low-lying districts invariably produce the broadest

florets, and the largest but not the best wearing

blooms. The advantage of those which are more
solid in character is oltcn exemplified when the two

kinds have stood two days at a siiow and home
the heat of crowded rooms. Those which are

firm remain so longer than those which are more

or less loose. These latter quickly show an " eye,"

which proves their weakness .and non-sustaining

form.

Flower-buds are generally produced upon plants

at a more regular time in the various stages of

growth when the plants are steadily, hence properly,

ripened than when they are not, except in very high

and dry localities, where they ripen their growth too

early, causing premature bud formation ; this must

be counteracted as much as possible, though it can-

not always be prevented. Growers in the extreme

southern counties often experience too early bud

formation, caused by a too early ripening of the

wood which their northern brethren are strangers to.

This generally occurs with the whole of the Queen

group. The plants forming flower-buds at times

between the end of March and the same time in

April, causing a serious interruption in their future

growth, and preventing the formation of buds at the

time most desirable for the district in which thi

grower resides.

Vegetables.

The past season, although it has been anything

but favourable for fruit, has been one of the best that

gardeners have experienced for many years past, for

during the whole of the summer months the supply

of all kinds, save Tomatos, was most abundant, and

had it not been for the early October frosts, Scar-

let Runners, Beans, and Peas, would have continued

in full bearing to a very late period, and it was rather

distressing to see rows of these, so full of blossom

and pods, cut off in a night ; but we have reason to re-

joice over that that was left, for have we not Veitch's

Autumn Giant Cauliflower, Brussels Sprouts, Broc-

coli, and Spring Cabbage, in fine order; Celery,

Spinach, Endive, and Lettuce, all looking at their

best, and consequently, with a favourable winter, the

promise of a full supply for some time to come.

The one great danger with Cabbages is, that after

the spell of warm weather we have had they may be-

come too " proud," and run, as the growth has

been very rapid, and, that being so, it will be ad-

visable to save all plants now standing on the seed-

beds, and prick them out at once, if not already done,

as the check from rcraoval will be of great benefit

to them, and they will lift with good balls for trans-

planting in spring.

Yonng Cauliflowers, too, excepting those sown

late, are also too vigorous, and are almost sure to

bolt, but gardeners now do not place so much depend-

ence on autumn raised plants tliat they once did,

as we now have not only earlier kinds, which,

ivhen sown in sjiring, come in quickly, but we have

much later Broccoli, and between the two the space
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ii bridged over, and we have either the ono or the

other to cut. However, I like to save some plants

through the winter, and not having n large stock,

of handlights to spare in which to plant, I gene-

rally have a few hundred potted, as one can never

make sure of them standing when pricked out under

walls, or in frames, and if they do, they do not trans-

plant half so well when turned out in the s]tring

—and the potting takes up but a very short

time.

The way we manage is to use GO-sized pots, in

which we drop a good pinch of half-rotten leaves

over the hole, and then finish the potting with light

rich soil, after which they are plunged or stood in a

cold frame near the glass, and there get plenty

of air, by tilting the lights at the back, both diiy

and night, unless the weather is very severe. By
treating them thus, the plants are kept sturdy and

strong, and from having no coddling, or check in

turning them out, there is not that tendency to " bolt
'

which is so usual with others pricked out. As to

Celery, I never like earthing it up till it has com-

pleted its growth, for the double reason that it

cannot well be watered afterwards, and the soiling,

therefore, checks growth ; but what we do—and

it is of great advantage and benefit to the plants

when the earthing comes on— is to tie them round

with a piece of Raflia, or strong matting, which keeps

the leaf-stalks upright and close together, and the

soiling can after that, go on at a rapid rate, as all

that the man, carrying out the work, has to do, is to

chop down and "push forward the earth with the

spade. This season has quite shown the advantage

of this system, as during October we had little or no

rainfall, and Celery stood in need of water as much,

or perhaps more, than at any period since it was
planted out, and the growth of late has been rapid.

The earthing-up with us is now nearly completed,

and as we grow nearly all the Incomparable or Sand-

ringham Dwarf White, there is not much top for the

frost to act on, and what there is will by-and-by be

covered with Bracken, or long straw. Endive soon

suffers from frost, and is much more tender than

Lettuce ; but any one having dry sheds, either light

or dark, may safely winter a good deal of this salad,

or a lot may be laid in, and stored in spare pits or

frames. Parsnips are best either left in the ground

where they are, or dug and laid closely in rows. J. S.

Veitch's Little Gem Lettuce.

The seed of this Lettuce was obtained last Janu-

ary, and were sown soon afterwards, and by June 21

we had White Heart Lettuce very compact and firm.

The same variety was grown all through the sum-
mer, and we have plenty of splendid stuff now.

As there are so many different varieties of Lettuces,

care should be taken to get this one true to name.

R. C. T.

Home Correspondence.

„ Correspondents will cjreatlt/ oblige hy sending early
intelligenee of local events likely to he of interest to

our readers, or of any matters which it is desirable to
bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Photographs or drawings of gardens, or of remariabU
plants, trees, 4'C., are also solicited.

Foreign Correspondence.

.ESCULUS TURBINATA.

As I do not take in the Sevuc Horticolc (see Gar-
deners' Chronicle, Nov. 24, 1888, p. 608), nor know
where to look for it, may I ask you ;

—

1. Is it the Sapindacese given in Phon^o Zon Fon
(Kew Library), fasc. 63, fig. 17, or something

akin to jEsculus indica, Bot, Mag., 85, fig. 5117,

which is very much like tlie Horse Chestnut I saw
in blossom in Japan (probably the Al. sinensis, which
has not yet flowered with me) ?

'2. Does the Bevue Horticolc say where it can be

got at for love or money ? J. Van VoLrrm.

[Mr. N. E. Brown, Kew, to whom we forwarded the

above note, in his reply, says :
—

" It was some time
before I could find out which of the Japanese books
was meant, as we do not understand Japanese, .and

our books are not labelled in English ; but having

now compared the figures indicated, I see no reason

why they may not represent (he same species. The
Bevue Horticolc only states that tlie plant figured

came from the Segrez Arboretum." Ed.]

PEARS.—I sliould like to add my word of com-
mendation to those of Mr. Kust, of Eridge, on
p. 608, as to the good properties of Pitmastou
Ducliess. I crown-grafted it on to a rather wild-
growing twenty or thirty year old Marechal de la
t^our bush three years ago, and this season I gathered
at least a peck—nearer a peck and a-half—of good
medium-sized fruit from it. To my surprise and
gratification, they ripened so slowly that I was able
to use every fruit. I expected that it would go
sleepy, but was agreeably convinced to the con-
trary. The fruit, for the season, was good, as no
fruit, inside or outside, has been up to even its

average quality in the year 1888. I am now
putting it by degrees on to a fifty to sixty year
old Crassane Pear tree, which, try as I will, I cannot
get to fruit. It is tlic largest Fear tree, surely, in exiit-
ence. I shall be glad to get the Duchess all over it.

I am glad to hear the true history of this Pear, as

many growers believe it to be a sort of sport of
Duchesse d'Angonlcme. Mr. Rust's note on its

origin sets the matter right. Whilst on the
subject of Pears, and the limitation of varie-

ties to grow, it appears to me, that the reriuirements
of the family for wliom tlie gardener has to pro-
vide, as to quantity required, and the fertility of
Pears in the neighbourliood must settle verv largely

the question of varieties a gardener grows. Eor
instance, our consumption here goes somewhat on
these lines. , We begin our season in August with
Doyenne d'Etfi, and Green Chisels—both orchard
grown. By the time these are done, and they do not
keep very long as everybody knows, Jargonelles are
in ; then Clapp's Favourite, and Windsors, followed
by Williams' Bon Chretien, and Beurre d'Amanlis.
After these come Louise Bonne de Jersey, Fond.ante
de Cliarneuses, a great favourite here, then Marie
Louise, Pitnuaston Duchess, Beurre Diel, Brown
Beurre, Autumn Nelis, Welbeck Bergamot. I say
nothing for Beurre de Capiaumont and Hessels : I
always market these kinds. Beurre d'Aremberg,
Doyenne Gris, Marechal de la Cour, Beurr^ d'Anjou,
(eating now in prime condition). Winter Nelis, Easter
Beurre, Josephine de JIalines, Bergamotte d'Esperen,
with Ne PlusMeuris, and Beurr6Stercknianns; these
fill up the Pear season well. In addition to these twenty,
five varieties we have added lately Beurre superfin,
Fondante d'Automne, Beurre Hardy, Emile de
Heyste, Doyenne du Cornice, D. Boussoch, Souvenir
de Congres, Marie Louise d'UccIe (thirty-three
varieties), in order that the house supply may not
in anywise be interrupted ; and to these we must put
the stewing Pears, CatiUac, Verulam, Triomphe de
Jodoigne, Vicar of Winkfield (some seasons this is

fit for table—last year, for instance), and Beurr(5
Brettineau, thirty-eight varieties, which we count
upon year by year to keep our establishment supplied.
It may be urged that it would be wiser to grow
more of certain safe cropping varieties, but I do not
see that, for the very simple reason of the short
keeping qualities of Pears. To be " ripe at 12 o'clock
and rotten at 1 " is unfortun.ately too true of too
many varieties, and this season this habit has been
annoying in the last degree. Mr. Wildsmith, in his
paper at the recent Conference at Chiswick, gave a
best twelve varieties of Pears, but said, and very
wisely said, he should not like to be expected to
keep a table supplied with less than twenty-five
varieties. He gives his twenty-five, and a most
useful twenty-five they are. To sum up ; the question
of number of varieties must depend on household
consumption and the fertility of Pears in each par-
ticular neighbourhood. Lists of varieties are useful
as showing which do well in the ra.n.jority of
instances. I have mentioned none but what do" well
with us here in Notts. .V. //. P.

I should not have ventured to express my
views upon this very important subject were I not
well acquainted witii the difficulty of keeping up a
regular supply of Pears throughout the Pear season

;

and .as I have repeatedly proved that we cannot
place sufficient de]iendence in any one varietv
eropping annually, I consider that twelve or fil"-

teen sorts are not enough, and that twenty-four are

none too many, and further-, I think it would be very
unwise of any gardener who attempts to follow that
cjurse. I am in possession of all the varieties enu-
merated by your cor-respondent, Mr. Sheppard, at p.
bSo ; and although I fully agree that his list contains
the cream of varieties of Pears, I can assure liim
that with us, and growing under precisely the same
circumstances, they all do not crop alike, and that
while one Pear bears satisfactorily one season, it not
unfrequently misses another. Taking, for instance,
this season, Marie Louise, Beurre d'Arember"-,
Louise Bonne of Jersey, and Pitmaston Duchess have
borne splendid crops of fruit ; while on the same wall
Glou Morceau, Doyenne du Cornice, Winter Nelis,
and several other good varieties have nearly failed to
crop ; conse(piently I have been obliged to use Pears
which, I may say, for the past two or three years I
could very well have managed without. Emile
d'Heyst was fit for use just after Marie Louise was
over, and has done us capital service, as also have
Iluysh's Victoria. Beurre d'Aremberg we shall find
very useful in place of Glou Jforceau, and they will
keep good till Passe Colmar and Josephine de Malinea
are fit for use, which completes our list for this year.
Beurre Ranee with us is never fit for the table, b.-ing
coarse, green and watery. Tlie following is a lisl

of those which find the most favour here, and although
in some of them we find a deficiency in honey
sweetness, they do mi disgrace the dessert: —
Doyenne d'Ete, very early, sweet .and refreshing
when gathered from trees; Clapp's Favourite")
Jargonelle, William Bon Chretien— I believe
we have two soi'ts of this, one being of much better
colour and flavour, and keeps longer; Madame
Trey ve, a very heavy cropper on espaliers, and becomes
fit for use jirst after Willianrs' ; Triomphe de 'Vienne,
good on standards

; Jersey Grattioli, a remarkably
certain cr-opper on espaliers; Fondante d'Automne,
Louise Bonne of Jersey, Pitmaston Duchess, Duron-
deau, Marie Louise, Thompson's, Enrile d'Heyst,
Beur-re Superfin, Doyenne du Cornice, Huj-sh's 'Vic-
toria, Conseiller de la Cour, Winter Nelis, Glou
Morceau, Beurre de Jonghe, Beurre d'Arem-
berg, Passe Colmar, and Josephine de Malrues.
H. Markha,n, Mereworth Castle.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—In con-
nection with your leader of December 1, p. 636, it

rniglit help those who ai-e considering the systenr'of
floral certicates to state how they are now awarded,
and why members are not asked to vote on plants
with which they are not familiar. When a beautiful
Orchid is exhibited, the award of a certificate often
depends on its being sufficiently distinct from others
already in cultivation, the judgment in this case
mainly rests with the Orchid experts on the com-
mittee, as the majority of the other members have
not sufficient knowledge of the subject, and, ther-efore,
in many cases do not vote, and, I think, wisely. Many
of the Orchid experts act similarly in the case of
rare alpines and other hardy plants. Some flowers
bring out many voters. Chrysanthemums, for in-
stance, but even here the opinion of the experts as to
novelty carries great weight. Alpines, perhaps, have
fewest voters, though with them I have never known
"a verdict of two or three out of twenty or thirty
then present.'' Friends h.ave asked me if it was right
that a.single Dahlia should get a Frrst-class Certifi-
cate, and that a grand new Orchid, such as Cattleya
exoniensis, should only get the same award ? I have
for years suggested that some special distinction
should be devised for plants of very exceptional
merit ; but this has to be done by the Council, not by
the committee. At present a First-class Certificate
means only that the plant is considered a novelty of
great merit, or a very great advance on plants of its

class. There is no comparison with plants of other
classes, any more than when the same words of
praise—What a remark.ably fine flower -are given to
a Cattleya and a Primrose. Ag.ain, I have been told
that too many Certificates have been given at one
meeting to Dahlias, and, off'hand, this may appear to
be correct

;
but, those on the spot see ditferently.

Once or twice in the season the principal growers
make a great efi'ort, and send up the cream of their
seedlings, selected from a vast number. As Dahlias
are of many colours, red, white, crimson, purple,
variegated, &c., each colour stands on its own merits.
It sometimes happens that gre.at impi-ovements in
colour or form have been made inmost of the colours:
in this case many certificates are necessarily
awarded. As I cannot fall in with many of the
suggestions which have been adopted in connection
with the Floral Committee, I have given up my
seat after this year, but, though freed from i-espon-
sibility, I need hardly say that I wish to see it as
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efficient as possible, and hope that it will keep as
free f/om undue influence as I now believe it to be.
George F, Wilson.

The very few certificates ordinarily granted
by the Fruit Committee of the Koyal Horticul-
tural Society, probably save those awards from
criticism. Although it is just possible that some-
times vegetables and even fruit may get certi-

ficated almost too freely at Chiswick. iiuch is

human nature that we are usually very good-
natured in dispensing of that which costs us no-
thing, and the giving not only pleases, but possibly
benefits some one else ; lience many certificates

are granted out of pure good nature. But it must
be admitted that the Floral Committee not only does
not err on the side of selfishness, but sometimes
seems to have extraordinary outbreaks o( good
nature, so that certificates fall about " thick as leaves
in Valombrosa," hence too many of these same
awards obtain much criticism. JJut the weakest
element in the awards is, as you have pointed out, too
often found in the fact that they are made by a very
small minority of the committee present, and it is

obvious that whilst in such cases the granting is a
poor compliment to either the object certificated or
to the exhibitor. The proposal that such awards
should be made only on the authority of a full

majority of the committee, seems to offer a very
valuable improvement upon the present system, as
not only would awards then have tangible worth, but
negligent members of the committee would be forced
to discharge on one side or the other the duties they
have undertaken. That all such awards would be re-
garded with considerable respect may be taken
for granted

; but with regard to the proposal
to publish the names of the members of the com-
mittee voting, I think that would, if sought to
be enforced, create a revolt. The present method of
voting does not always prove advantageous, as,

although fairly private, yet no member can vote
without the knowledge of all the others at the table,
and possibly a desire to please, or to refrain from dis-
pleasing, may lead to votes being given somewhat par-
tially ; also it doubtless leads now to th.at abstention
from voting which seems to be so unfortunate. Now, I
venture to propose that, if voting be enforced on all

the members present at any meeting, and such enforc-
ing will be needful if a full majority of votes alone
will carry Certificates, then voting by ballot should
be adopted, each member being provided with small
pieces of paper or cards, on which shall be printed
" for " or "against," which sh.all be dropped into a
box, passed round the table, and, being shaken up,
should be turned out on to the table, and be assorted
and counted by the chairman. The work would be
very easily accomplished, as twenty or so votes could
be counted in so many seconds, and the result would
be the real opinions of the members as to the
merits of the respective exhibits without fear or
favour. It is little less than a scandal when a certi-
ficate is lost by seven votes against, and six for,

when the very next plant perhaps gets a certificate
by five votes for, and four against. Compulsory
voting would not only keep the members more
tlioroughly up to their work, but would also check
that tendency to break away into gossip, and
that upon irrelevant subjects, which a strong
chairman should inst.antly repress, even at the
expense of giving offence. It would not only be right
to record the number of votes given in each case, but
they should also be published, so that both exhibitors
and the public might learn how large a proportion
of the committee favoured the granting of the certi-
ficate. The method of recording votes proposed
would, I believe, do very much in the provinces to
strengthen confidence in the decisions of the com-
mittee. Without doubt certificates are eagerly sought
for, not only by the trade, but also by amateur
horticulturists, and as the Royal Horticultural
Society is just now in gre.it need of help, as well as of
confidence, such action in relation to the committee,
which would strengthen confidence in them, would
also materially assist the Society in its efl'orts to win
the confidence of the horticultural community. The
proposal to appoint sub-committees having special
knowledge to examine and report when such things
as Orchids, florists flowers, h.ardy plants. Ferns, &c.,
are sent, is an excellent one ; and provided the full

committee would, after all, give to their recom-
mendations full consideration if it was thought that
the awards were made by small or select bodies of
specialists rather than by the whole of the Floral
Committee, the result would hardly jjrove unaccept-
able. The Council of the Koyal Horticultural
Society is very conservative in its actions, and hesi-
tates to adopt broad views. Hesitancy kills, whilst

boldness and breadth of view bring life and renewed
confldence. A determined plunge, therefore, into a
path of healthy publicity might be productive of the
most satisfactory results. Spade.

I have a rooted aversion to bush-fighting,
and I think the Irish way of settling landlords
most objectionable

; the old English highwayman's
" Your money or your life," is far preferable, to my
mind, as writing under pseudonyms always savours
of cowardice more or less ; let me, however, briefly
review your correspondent (p. 607). " (l/ver the
sea," appears to me very much .at sea ! The com-
position of the Floral Committee under his guidance
would be a doubtful one. As a rule, the ubiquitous
gentlemen, known as " the trade," are fifty to one more
alive to the value of a new plant than the amateurs

;

they know the horticultural world, and can tell
almost at a glance the value, or want of value, of
any plant placed upon the table, for after all, "the
trade '' may be selfish in their judgments, but these
judgments usually result in the right estim.ate of
value and beauty. Having to cater for the taste of the
hour, the trade cannot afford to have fads, and if
they award a first-class for a third-class production,
they are soon brought to a sense of their error by
the fact that the thing will not sell, and after .all,

money's worth must be the ultimate test of general
value and utility. As a rule amateurs .are specialists,
and specialists are valuable when we do not get too
many of them, but the composition of the Flor.al Com-
mittee is a very cosmopolitan one. They are specialists
for hardy trees, for fJrchids, for Roses, for Ferns,
for herbaceous plants generally, and also for parti-
cular ones, as per example for Chrvsanthemums, and
almost every section of the vegetable world ; but if

we let the amateur element predominate where will
the new plants come from ? Pray tell me the result
(without the trade), to the Begonias, the lovely green-
house hybrid Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and Koses, or
(iladioli, indeed, of every beautiful plant or tree
which lends itself to hybridisation ? Where would
the present race of the most magnificent and useful
flowering hardy shrubs in existence—the Rhoden-
drons—have been without the trade? My position
will doubtless be assailed by young England with its

exuberant specialism, but my three-quarters of a
century experience can stand the onslaught. I next
come to " Head Gardener " and agree with him in
every particular even to the exhibitor's "selfishness."
.lust so ; who is not selfish ? Next comes "L,,"" Cer-
tainly Chiswick; but no Drill Hall." Then," II., '"In
the name of common sense don't have shows at
Chiswick:" To " H.

" I will answer. In the name of
sound sense go to Chiswick, and if the shows are
worth coming to, the people will be sure to come ; at
all events people will not come to the Drill Hall I

With " M.," I cordially agree : and now I come to
"A Fellow," and I beg to say to him, " You are a very
good fellow, indeed, and have put the matter well to
the fore." May such good fellows increase, and when
the Drill Hall has gone back to its former obscurity
and been forgotten, the Royal Horticultural Society
may cease to be a laughing stock to its best friends !

Just a few lines more : the threats of one or two ex -

hibitors who say that they will not exhibit at.Chiswick
are worth very little, the loss of these few would be
made up by twenty to one for each defaulter, I feel
certain, and perhaps the presence of these loud-
voiced gentlemen who will condescend to exhibit in
London may not be absolutely essential to the stabil ity

of the Royal Horticultural Society, at any rate the
subject is worth considering. Charles Noble.

PROLIFEROUS ORCHIDS.—I saw in two recent
Gardeners' Chronicles a figure and account of the
development of leaf-buds in the inflorescence of
PhahTnopsis. I have just found here a somewhat
similar case in a little endemic Oberonia, viz.,

Oberonia longi-bracteata, Lindl. It is a small plant
with sword-shaped distichous leaves and a raceme
of minute orange flowers. In the lowest axils of the
inflorescence the flowers (especially when the plant
grows upon rocks and the inflorescence nods so as
to touch the damp stone) are replaced by axillary
buds which reproduce the plant. This is not an
unusual or exceptional occurrence, but very common

;

in fact, almost invariable in damp rock'v spots. I
have seen whole patches of the plant layering thus.
Another little Orchid peculiar to Ceylon behaves in
a somewhat similar way, viz., Podochilus saxatilis
—a little white-flowered Orchid, with stems about
3 inches long, covered with short distichous recurved
leaves. 'The flowers appear in short few flowered
racemes in the upper axils, and very frequently if

the apex of the stem touches the tree or rock on
which the plant grows, roots are emitted from it.

and eventually a stem is formed at this point, and
the plant thus reproduces itself by layering. I have
no doubt but that similar methods of reproduction
occur constantly in damp tropical forests in other
and more important species of Orchids. Henry N.
Siillei/, Pemdenya, Ccyloji,

BEURRE SUPERIEUR.—Since my notes on the
Pears of this season I have had a communication
from Jlr. Bunyard, who tells me that he is unable to
find Beurr6 superieur in my list of Pears, and he is
disposed to think it one of the synonyms of Comte
de Lamy. Tliis may be the case. I have grown B.
superieur for thirty-five years, and have always found
it .as I have described it—a Pear of great excellence,
but I have not grown Compte de Lamy. W. Inaram
ISelvoir, Grantham, Dec. 2.

WEATHER IN YORKSHIRE.—We have here in the
north of Yorkshire, passed one of the worst seasons.
Some say the season is unprecedented. So far as my
experience goes, I have seen nothing like it in the
last forty years. In the spring everything was late,
and what fruit escaped the frost was nearly all
spoiled by the coldness of a sunless summer, so much
so that Apples and Pears were not more than half
their usual size. Farmers, too, suffered terribly from
the same cause. Turnips and Mangels are only half
the weight on the same ground. To add to this
cal.amity, on October 2 we had 14° of frost, with a
great quantity of unripe corn standing in the fields.
The question now is. Will the unripe frozen corn
make seed, or malt ? I am trying the experiment
now with some such corn for a farmer. Field Beans
in many places were frozen to a pulp, and were a
dead loss to the grower. I'nripe Plums were spoiled
on the trees, while the ripe fruit fared better and
could be used for tarts, &c., but the flavour was very
inferior. Pears and Apples grew very little after
the frost, and are certainly the worst I h.ave ever seen
here. Beans, Peas, French Beans, and in fact every-
thing tender shared the same fate. In consequence
of the early frost the flower garden could be cleared
off, and the spring plants planted out early. Since
( Ictober 2 we have had a warm wave passing over
us, so that in the North we .are getting quite a St.
Martin's summer. Grass and plants in the spring
garden are in a flue growing state ; Polyanthuses
by the thousand are in fine bloom, the yellows show-
ing olf like a Calceolaria in summer—whites, too, are
very conspicuous at this dull season ; Pansies are
also very gay, in fact every bed is now showing its
proper colour ; 'Violets are in good bloom ; Peach
trees are showing a new growth at the points : late
Cauliflowers and Spinach are giving a good supply,
Williani Ciilverifell, Thorpe Perrow.

THE WEATHER IN WALES.-1 have Sent for your
information a list of outdoor plants at present in
flower in these gardens. The present mild weather
if it continue will soon do damage to vegetation

—

last night gave a temperature of 50° as the lowest,
and a warm rain of 0.37 inch, and it is making
many plants begin to move. The stormcock was
singing his loudest, and the thrush is in full
song, presaging windy and perhiips cold weather—which cannot come too soon. Red Currants
are swelling their buds fast; 'Vicomtesse H. de
Thury Strawberry is almost in full bloom, and
other varieties are getting forward. The frosts
at the end of September and beginning of
October ruined all outdoor vegetation which was
making up time for the paralysis of the cold wet
dripping months of July and August, and the wood
in fruit trees, &c., is indifferently matured. P. Middle-
ton, Wynnsfay, Dec. i. [Our correspondent obligingly
sent us names of about eighty diff'erent plants of which
we note Broad Beans, Peas, Foxgloves, Roses,
Scabious, Hydrangeas, Polyanthus, Auriculas, Cur-
rants, Ivy, perennial and annual species of Campa-
nula, Nicotiana aftinis, Laurustinus, Sunflowers,
Cydoniajaponica, Phloxes. We reiterate the wish
of our correspondent that a seasonable change would
soon occur. Ed,]

SOILING DOWN MUSHROOM BEDS.—Mr. Perkins,
the gardener at Greenlands, Henley, adopts a very
simple and practical way of covering his Mushroom-
beds. The beds are made up in the usual way, but
instead of putting sifted soil on the surface of the
manure he places turves cut fresh from a pasture, and
about 2 inches in thickness. All the long unsightlv
blades of gr,a33, &c., are cut off, then the turf is

laid on the bed in the same position as it grew
in the field, presenting at once a natural corering
and tidy appearance. Another advantage is, the
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turf does not become so ((uickly dry as loose soil,

and can be more etl'ectually watered when dry.

That the beds do well with this covering there is no
doubt, judging from the quality and quantity of

Mushrooms to be seen, and Mr. I'erkins assures me
that the same beds have been in bearing for more
than four weeks. I do not see why the same turves

should not be used for two or more beds, as the

ammonia, &c., from the fresh beds would be absorbed
by the turf, and enable it to bring other crops to

maturity. T. F. D., Valentines.

FLOWERING POTATOS. — The connection be-

tween riowt-ring and tubering of Potatos in this

country is probably very slight. We have many
kinds which Hower freely, but very few whicli fruit.

Very many of our finest kinds may, under tlie

influence of bright sunny weather, be seen carrying
literally masses of bloom, giving ior the moment a
charming appearance ; but very soon all fall, for the
simple reason that all are devoid of pollen. Just a

few kinds, and mainly those fast passing into

oblivion, will fruit freely, but I have not found
relative to other kinds that these free fruiters have
been exceptioualiy poor tuber producers. If anyone
would like to test this matter fully let them obtain
tubers of Woodstock Kidney, Kadstock Beauty,
American Purple Kidney, and in a lesser fruiting

degree Reading Kusset, and they will have a quartet
oftlie freest fruiters I have ever met with; on the
other hand, I have had Magnum Bonum, Chancellor,
Prime Minister, The Dean, and others to bloom with
greater apparent profusion than have either of those

named above, and yet not produce a single fruit. The
why and the wherefore of this remarkable lack of
fruitfulness presents a very interesting subject for

inquiry. Many a time in attempting to make
crosses between varieties I have been battled by the
impossibility, after testing scores of flowers, of obtain-
ing a small grain of pollen. Woodstock Kidney has
been such a fecund pollen producer, that it Jias been
more largely utilised than any other as a pollen

parent; but we do not want Woodstock Kidney
progeny per])etually. From Kadstock Beauty I have
removed clusters of twenty fruits, weighing half a

pound per cluster. A very interesting experiment
in the case of these two kinds would be found in

allowing one row of each of a given length to carry
all the fruit possible, and one equal row of each to

have all the bloom removed ; then the tubers and
fruit in the one case to be weighed against the tubers
in the other case. Such a test might prove very
instructive. A.D.

STACHYS TUBERIFERA. - Referring to your
notices of this ])Iant. or " Crosnes " of the Parisian
markets, we are informed on reliable authority that

in France they are stored in wood shavings to keep
them through the winter ; but of course the French
climate is very different from ours. J. Wrench tf- Sons.

I have grown the above plant this year
for the first time, and find it a real acquisi-

tion as a second course vegetable. Our family

and the company staying here are very pleased
with it, as is also the cook. It grows without
much attention, is perfectly hardy, and very prolific.

Cannot you, Mr. Editor, give it a more homely name
as becoming a modest vegetable? Cooks cannot
very well write " Stachys tuberifera" on X\\^\v menu
cards. O. Thomas. [Most uionu cards being written

in that language, why not adopt the French word,
" Crosnes ? ' Er.]

FRUIT TREE BORDERS.—It is pleasant to find an
old hand like Mr. Sheppard conceding, if sometimes
with reservations, all the points I lay the most stress

upon, namely, a border fur the roots of the trees to

be left uncropped, and a slope given to the cropping
part of the border. We differ mainly in detail, and
that may be due to the fact that Mr. Sheppard is

living on a dry soil in a part of England which enjoys

a warmer or at least a drier climate than other parts

of the country, lie would go to .'> feet, but I pnfer
7 feet as the width of my fruit borders, if I had to

make a large garden, or renew an old one that would
admit of its being done. In small gardens it is

advisable that the borders should be made of lesser

width, and consequently with lesser fall from wall to
path than that which was recommended in my note.

Mr. Sheppard wants no drains in a soil resting on
gravel, but he should not condemn their employment
in heavy land, nor the use of platforms of hard
materials under the trees in clayey, shallow, and even
wet soils. I know very well a large kitchen garden
near London where no preparations were
made for wall trees or Vines, and the produce

was very fine, especially Grapes, Peaches, aud Pears
;

but there were specially favourable circumstances in

a deep light loam overlying sand or gravel, and the

water-level 80— 100 feet from the surface. Similar

inattention to draining and other means to 'good
cultivation would result in disaster where the water-

level is much nearer the surface, the soil heavy, and
overlying clay, as is the case over much of the

country. I would not use a board gangway on any
border, were it not tliat in wet weatlier it is not

possible to walk on a border without doing harm to

it. besides bringing mud from it on to the walks.

Trampling a border in dry weather results, as Mr.
Sheppard says, in good only, the soil gets con-

solidated, and the roots ramify to a much greater

extent than in loose soil. /•'. -V.

PEAR KNIGHTS MONARCH.—In your last week's

issue, p. Oil. mention is madeoftwovarietiesofPear; I

have never known but one— fruit roundish with a

short stalk, and easily known from the fact that

it persists in shedding its fruit when nearly ready for

gathering. I find it an excellent plan to hang a net

under those growing on the walls, in the same way as

one does for Peaches ; into these the fruits drop,

when they should be carried to the fruit room and
placed in the coolest place, aud brought forward in

November, when they will ripen splendidly. The
tree grows well as a standard ; and then to preserve

the fruit from being bruised plenty of long mulching
ought to be laid underneath the tree. The spurious

variety is Althorpe Crassane. The ^Monarch was
raised some sixty years ago by the late J. Andrew
Knight, who wished' to present the Royal Horticul-

tural Society with scions of his seedling, and his

gardener unfortunately took them from the wrong
tree, hence the confusion. J. lin^t, Kridge Castls.

JUDGING AT WINCHESTER SHOW.—Allow me
as a disinterested (in tliis case) exhibitor of Chry-
santhemums of some years' standing to corroborate

the criticism contained in the report which you give

of the Winchester show on p. (110 of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, in reference to the Cup class for forty-

eight blooms. I am one of the persons referred to by
your reporter, who considered that the judges made a

serious error in their award of the 1st prize at this

show. I thought that they did not attach sufficient

importance to the Japanese blooms of the 2nd prize

stand, which were so very much superior to those of

the same section in the stand which they placed 1st.

I will admit that the front and middle row flowers of

the stands of incurved varieties which were placed

2nd were not equal to the similar rows of the 1st

prize stand ; but the fact is beyond dispute that the
blooms in the back row of incurved flowers in Mr.
Molyneux's stand were certainly superior to those of

the back row in ^Ir. Flight's stand ; this and the
superiority of the Japanese, certainly outweighed the
defects of the two rows of incurved named, and
entitled ]\Ir. Molyneux, in my opinion, to 1st honours.
E. Wills, Bassett, Southaiiipt<ni. [We accepted our
reporter's comments in good faith, and believe that

he only stated what he consiaered to be true of these

stands. Ed.]

HERBACEOUS BORDERS.—I am much obliged to

your correspondent, Mr. E. Jenkins, for his criticism

anent my notes (p. 510), as he gives me an oppor-
tunity of stating what cannot very well be put into

brief Calendarial notes without incurring the risk of

erasure by the editorial pen, viz., that statements
contained in a Calender of operations ought to be of

such a character as will be applicable to most parts

of the British Isles, and sliould contain instructions

that may be followed in garden both large and small.

With that object in view my previous notes were
written, and I still adliere to what is stated therein.

That Mr. Jenkins should take exception to advice on
a certain point, and at the same time advocate a pre-

cisely similar practice, only in a much more aggravated
form, appears to me inexplicable and very incon-

sistent. One point of contention is, that I advise

Aquilegia cierulea and Aster dumosus — plants

from 12 to 15 inches high—as companion plants in

the same row with others that grow from 3 to o.V

feet, such as Anemone japonica, Aquilegiachrysantha,
and Asphodelus luteus. We have in the above a
difference in the two extremes of 2]- feet. How does
the matter stand in your correspondent's case ?—as

follows. He writes :
—

" Another row may be planted
with Galega ofKcinalis and G. alba, Pyrethnim
uliginosum, Iris sibirica, &c." The difference in

height of the two last species is from 3 to 4 feet, some-
times more, for whereas I. sibirica only attains a height
of about 3 feet, P. uliginosus will in some localities

grow (5 feet. He gives a very excellent list certainly,

but one which I myself would not recommend for

beginners, as the result would probably be a certain

amount of disappointment, besides money thrown
away. It is much better to commence to grow hardy
perennials with those of easy culture, and which will

grow almost anywhere, but I fear that this much
cannot be said of some of the species mentioned in

Mr. Jenkins' list. Space will only admit of my
giving one instance, viz., Onosma taurica. Now,
this plant, when grown well, is certainly a gem, but

it is a " mifly " subject, and will not grow every-

where ; in fact, it is quite unsuited for growing in

the open in many parts of England, and even in such

a favoured part as South Wilts it requires a cold

frame for its home during the winter. Mr. Jenkins
states that Veratrums are only fit for a botanical

garden, and thereby implies that they are unsuitable

for private gardens. Will he kindly explain why ?

I will merely say that a plant of V. nigrum when in

flower in the gardens here some time ago—7—8 feet

high—was as much admired by all who saw it as any
other plant in our collection. I rather incline to the

opinion that your correspondent is under a mis-

apprehension regarding some of the above-named
species. J. Horsefwlil.

IPOMCEA CCERULEA is one of the prettiest

creepers grown, and certainly not so often met with

as it deserves to be. It is very easily grown, thriving

well in any warm house. At the present time a plant

of this species is flowering very profusely on the roof

of the conservatory at Greenlands, Berkshire, and
the effect is very pleasing, viewed in contrast to

the frosted glass of the roof. Being an annual it can
be had in flower at difl'erent seasons by varying the

time of sowing the seed. I know no flower, creeper

or otherwise, that has such a pleasing blue colour.

What a beautiful companion plant for Clerodendron
Balfourianum, or one of the vellow AUamandas.
T. F. I)., J'alenfine.'i.

ZINNIA HAAGEANA.—Seed catalogues will soon

be in our hands, and in marking off the list of

annuals wanted for the coming year, this should by
no means be omitted, that is, where Zinnias are

appreciated. It is very suitable for beds or borders,

and some we remember to have seen, planted last

season in the border, were very attractive. It grows
from 12 to 18 inches in height, the leaves an-

smaller and quite distinct from Z. elegan3,and again

it is much more compact. The ray florets are bor-

dered with with a band of bright yellow, the inner

portion being of a much darker hue. W. Harrow.

Societies.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
December 5.—A meeting of the Floral Com-

mittee of the above took place at tlie Royal Aqua-
rium on this date, there being a large attendance of

members, and a goodly number of flowers being

staged. Messrs. James Carter & Co., Ilolborn, sent

Japanese Holborn Nugget, golden-yellow, good in

colour, but wanting in substance. Mr. C. Harman
Payne exhibited, for Jlr. Ghys, a French amateur, a

large Anemone-flowered variety named Triomphe
d'Anzim, of a pale deep blush colour, the ray florets

quilled. As one flower only was shown, it could not

be dealt with, and a vote of thanks was passed.

Mr. Mursell, Tower House Gardens, Streatham, had
Japanese W. G. Drover, which is said to be the

same as Frank Thompson, From Mr. E. Beckett,

The Gardens, Elstree Park, came a Japanese
variety named Mr. W. A. Harris, delicate blush,

regarded as a great improvement upon Hiver
Fleur; awarded a First-class Certificate of INIerit

;

and a bright pale pink variety named Madame
Dubrieul, large in size, but wanting in substance.

This exhibitor also had Charles Sharman. purplish-

rose, commended for its colour ; and Pelican, a

large white Japanese some very line blooms being

shown ; it is a variety difficult to get, not

being a good grower. A vote of thanks was una-

nimously passed. j\Iessrs. Veitch & Sons, Chel-

sea, sent a late- flowering Japanese named
J. H. Mann, delicate blush, a reflexed variety,

with very broad petals. From Mr. Uussel, Harfleld,

Sussex, came a yellow sport from the incurved

Princess of Wales, named ]\Ir. Coleman, but

the flowers were too old : the committee wishes

to see it again next year. From Messrs. J.
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Laing & Co., Forest Hill, and Messrs. Henry Cannell
& Son, came Japanese lOtoile de L}'ou, bright soft

pink, a very tine flower with broad petals, and
quite distinct : a First-class Certilicate of Jferit
was awarded. Mr. K. Owen, niir.serynian, Maiden-
head, had blooms of some American varieties from
plants received in July last—J. Collins, salmon,
being new in colour ; a vote of thanks was
awarded. Also a dull deep pink sport from the
wliite Japanese, Mrs. Carey, named hily Owen,
which was not in good character. Mr. H. Elliott,

Springtield Nursery, Jersey, sent some new varieties

of his own raising, and a First-class Certilicate
was awarded to a large Anemoue-flowered Ca-sar,
pale rosy-pink guard ]ietals, with a citran-
coloured centre, very distinct. A yellow re-

flexed variety named Jersey Nugget, is identical
with sample of Solomon. Messrs. H. Cannell & Son
had incurved Perle Precieuse, pale rosy-pink with a
silvery reverse

; and a large-flowered Anemone
nam^d Uuche Toulousiana, not in good character ;

also a sport from Hero of Stoke Xewington (incurved)
named Lady Dorothy, which while promising, was
not in good form. A Fir.st-class Certificate of Merit
was awarded to Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, for
Chinese Primrose Cannell's Pink, large, clear, deli-

cate cerise-pink ;—a finely formed flower of large size

and great beauty. Beauty of Kent, striped : and
Bridesmaid, delicate blush-pink, were very fine also.

Scotland.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSO-
CIATION.

The ordinary monthly meeting was held on the
4th inst. at 5, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, Mr.
M. Dunn, Dalkeith, in the chair. After the usual
preliminary busines.s a paper on the " Culture
of Asparagus " was read by Mr. Porter, gardener,
Lenchie, in which he contended that light soil,

liberally enriched, was necessary to success. The
Fi-ench system of growing Asparagus was, he thought,
good, and his own did not differ much from it.

Asparagus culture was declining in England, and the
French were beating us, as imported Asparagus couid
be supplied cheaper. From a calculation he had
made, he believed that £12(3 per acre could be made
by Asparagus culture.

Among exhibits there were Orchid blooms from
Dr. Paterson, Bridge of Allan ; Cattleya Gaskel-
liana, which, with growing experience of it, Dr.
Paterson is disposed to think is the old single
sheathed autumn flowering variety of C. labiata,
and he has some ot the forms finer even than the
old double sheathed form. Cymbidium giganteum
was a fine exhibit from the same—a fine spike and
a splendid variety. Dr. Paterson also sent some
good samples of Tea Roses, as showing the mildness
of the season at Bridge of Allan.
Messrs. Laird & Sons tabled thirty-six blooms of

Chrysanthemums, ,rapanese and incurved.
Messrs. Munro & Ferguson exhibited a stand of

cut flowers in large bunches of tender and hardy
border flowers, as showing the mildness of the
season at Piers Hill, near Edinburgh, where their
nursery is situated. The stand contained very
presentable samples of Prunella grandiflora. double
and single Primroses, Carnations. Helleborus niger
augustifolia, H. olympicus albus, Veronica rupestris.
Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, Daisies, Roses, Trades-
cantia virginica, East Lothian Stocks, Hepatica
angulosa. Wallflower, Anemone japonica, Antirrhi-
nums, Pentstenions, Sweet Peas, Centaurea Cyanus,
irarguerites. Mignonette, Helianthus multiflorus,
Centaurea montana alba, Geum coccineum plenum,
Sciibiosa caucasia, Chrysanthemum segetum, Fink,
and French Marigolds.

'

Mr. Fairgreive exhibited his patent fruit tree
protector.

Mr. Dunn, Dalkeith, had some seedling Japanese
Chrysanthemums, raised from seeds received Irom
New York, sown in March last ; the plants were in
S-inch pots, about 2 feet high, with several stems
bearing blooms of from 4 to 7 inches in diameter,
in various colours, which suggested to Chrysanthe-
mum growers present fresh possibilities in the
culture of this popular flower.

THE CULTIVATION OF USEFUL
PLANTS IN HAINAN.

A ^ ERv interesting report on agriculture in Hainan
(China) during the year \Rrq has recently been
issued from the Foreign Otfice. The report deals in

detail with the principal articles of culture, especially

food plants, and is of a most practical and useful

nature. Naturally it commences with a considera-
tion of Rice, which is described as being grown in

low muddy ground near water, so that the flelds can
be watered if the rainfall is insufticient. The weeds
and stubble of the last crop are ploughed up, and
when, after about ten days, these are rotted away,
the fields are watered either by rain or by hand.
After being made smooth the young plants are
planted out. Three months after planting the Rice
blossoms, and in four months it is fit for cutting.
The mode of sowing is as follows :—" The grain is

soaked for several days, and then sown in the finest

soil. Tlie first crop is ready for planting out in

twenty days, and the second in about a mouth, when
the shoots are dug out with a trowel, a handful at a
time together with the earth, and planted in tlie

fields about '.) inches apart. In the second crop the
shoots, which are allowed to grow much longer
than in the first, are cut off at the top when
planted out." The fields are very freely manured
just before the blossoming period, and thoroughlv
irrigated. " Threshing is done in tlie fields.

A large tub is taken, with an instrument
like a ladder of four rung.s inside it, against which
the grain is beaten, being taken up in bundles with
both hands and threshed against it. Another plan
is to take the paddy into the village and beat it out
with flails. About 80 lb. of Rice grain is used for
sowing 1 acre, and this yields, on an average, about
4000 lb. on the first crop, and 5000 lb. on the second.
In the most favourable years as much as 8000 lb. per
acre has been harvested, but this is the limit. In
bad years, again, the yield may be next to nothing."

ShsaMUM (SeSAMUM INDICI'M).

This plant is grown best on high dry ground-
excess of moisture is very detrimental to it. It does
not require watering—the dew alone is sutficient to

nourish it. In making the beds, therefore, the
centres should be higher than the sides, so tli.it the
w.iter may run off'. In the first mouth of every year
it is sown broadcast, not in lines, nor does it matter
whether thickly or sparingly sown. In about ten
days it begins to shoot, and in two and a half months
it blooms, and at the expiration of another two and
a half months it is ready for harvesting. The entire

plants, roots and all, are carefully taken out of the
ground, put on a cement floor, and threshed with a
flail. Two kinds are known—one with black, and
the other with white seeds. Sesamum does not
generally re(|aire manure, but in the poorest soils

aslies .and ox-manure may be used.

(iiioi-\D Nuts (Adachis kypog.e.i).

This plant is best grown in a soil of coarse sand
and mud. They should be set deep, and the ground
pressed down firmly over them. The ground is

ploughed about April, and trenches dug about
10 inches apart, into which ashes, lime, and rubbish,

are thrown. Tiie seeds are sown about 10 inches

apart, and, as e.ach is put in, the sides of the trench
are turned over it with the foot, and stamped down
firm. About every ten days the ground is weeded,
and in about two months the plants are sufliciently

grown to be sprinkled with liquid manure. In four

months they come into flower ; the flower-stalk then
bends over, and as the flower falls oil', the flower-

stalk buries itself in the ground, and produces the
pods, which ripen about the end of October, beario"'

the well-known seeds known as Ground-nuts. The
harvest, however, takes place at a later date, when
the seeds yield more oil, and a better price can be
obtained for it. Ground-nuts are harvested by
ploughing them up with an o.x-plough, when the
stalks and seeds clinging to the plough are gathered

into heaps. For the remainder which are still left in.

the ground, two men lift the earth with a large

Bamboo sieve. The pods are perfectly dried in the
sun until the thin skin which covers the seed can
be broken by rubbing, when they can be stored.

Great care has to be taken to thoroughly dry the
seeds to prevent their germination, in which case

they are useless. The residue of the seeds after the
expression of the oil is made into cakes, which are
used for manuring the land.

CoCOA-NCT (CoCOS NrClFERi).

The Cocoa-nut does best near salt water. The
ground is ploughed up and the weeds removed, and
Cocoa-nuts which have already sprouted are put in

several feet apart. .Salt is put in with them, but no
manure. They bear fruit after ten years. If they
do not flourish salt is again put to the roots. For
the first few years after planting sweet Potatos are
sown on the ground, but when the trees grow tall

and the foliage shades the ground, this cultivation
is given up, .and cattle are turned out to feed on the
ground. Each tree bears from seventy to eighty
nuts per annum.

Indigo.

This plant, it is stated, can be grown on the hill-

sides and in the poorest soil. It does not appear,
however, whether the plant referred to is Indigofera
or Polygonum, from which some of the Chinese
indigo is prepared. About July or August the
plants attain a height of 2 feet, when they are taken
up, root and all, and put into the vat, and soaked
together with stone lime. This is stirred several

times a day, and in ten days it is drawn off as liquid

indigo. /. R. J.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
AxTiigniuM Chamberlaini, Illustration Horticole,

I. 62, e.K Mast., in Gardeners' Chronicle.

AitisTOTELiA RACEMOSA, Hetlcy, Natii'e Flnvers of
Neil- Zealand, t. 26.

Calanthe M.4SCCA, Orchid Album, t. 354.

Calceolaria Sinclairii, Hetley, Floiecrs of Krm
Zealand, t. 27 (2).

Cattleya Gaskelliana alba, Orchid Album, t.

3.5-3.

CvpnirEDitJM Asnnvmo^i^X, Illustration Harli-
c-le, t. 61.

DisA R.icKUOsA, Orchid Album, t. 3.56.

Earixa MrcRON-ATA, Hetlev, Floicers of J\>«i Zm-
land, t. 28.

EpPHEAsiA Mosuoi, Hetlev, Flowers of Xew Zea-
land, t. 27 (I).

Frei-cexetia Baxksii, Hetlev, Flowers of Kew
Zealand, t. 36.

GxAPHALicM GRAXDiCEPS, Iletlev, Floivers of Kew
Zealand, t. 31 (2).

Gn.aphalicji uellidioides, KetXev, Flowers of Sew
Zealand, t. 31 (I).

LoRANTHtTs CoLEKsoi, Hetley, Flowers of it'ev: Zea-
land, t. 30.

Lvc.isTE Skinxeri ai-ba, Lindenia, t. 1.53.—Said to

have been introduced into Belgium by Linden from
Mexico prior to its introduction to England by
Skinner, and to have been first exhibited as Maxil-
laria virginalis. If Lindley was right in putting the
plant in a new genus Lycaste, it was optional for

him to adopt a new specific name, even if the former
name had been authentically registered, and not
been a mere provisional name.
Mervta Sinclairii, Mrs. Hetley, Xatice Flowers of

Xew Zealand, t. 25.

Metrosideros tomentosa, Hetley, Flowers of Xew
Zealand, t. 29.

Odoxtoolossdm Eoqekes, Orchid Album, t. 355.
Olearia ixsigxis, Hetley, Flowers of Xew Zealand,

t. 35.

Phebalium xcDi'M, Hetley, Floivers of Xew Zealand
t, 32.

Plaqianthps Lyalu, Hetley, Flowers of Xew Zea-
land, t. 34.

QoiNTiNiA sebbata, Hetlej, Flowers ofXew Zealand,
t. 33.
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Sexecio uLASTiFOLirs, Hetley, Flowers of New
Zealand, t. 31 (3).

Wahlexueikha sAxicoLA, lletlcy, Ftawcra of New
Zealand, t. 31 (4).

Warrea lixdeniasa, Liiidenia, t, ISi'i.—Dlseovereil
by Linden in Venezuela.

Law Notes.

ACTION FOR SEEO.S.

In the City of London Court on Wednesday, Xov. fi,

before Mr. Eardley Wilraot, sitting as Deputy Judge
for llr. Commissioner Kerr, nn action was brought by
Mr. Thomas Clark, seed merchant, of 10, Mincing
Lane, E.C., to recover payment of an account for

seeds supplied to the defendants, Messrs. Praschkauei-

& Co,. Limited, seed merchants, of 109, Fenchurch
Street, E.C. The plaintiffs, it appeared, sold 100
bags of seed to the defendants, for which they now
refused to pay. The defence was that when the seed

was bought a samjde of it was given to the defend-

ants, but that the bulk was very inferior to the sam-
ple. They had paid £60 on account of the seeds

before they took delivery of them.
The learned Deputy .Judge said if they were not

according to sample the defendants should have re-

fused the seeds. The defendants said as soon as they
got the sample and compared it with the bulk, tliey

asked for an allowance. They were also willing to

go to arbitration, but the plaintiff told them they
were not entitled to any consideration, whether the
bulk was equal to the sample or not. The seed was
still in their wharf awaiting the trial of this case ;

and even now they would go to arbitration. Tha
learned Deputy Judge found for the plaintiff, and
said if the defendants did not like the bulk they
should not have kept it—they should have sent it

back. Judgment was entered "for £4 18s. 5d. for the
plaintiff, less £1 &., paid into Court ; and costs were
allowed.

The Weather.

MBAN TEMPERATURE OBSERVED AT CHISWICK DtTR-ma THE WEEK ENDJUa DEC. 15. (AVEKAQK OF
FOBTY-FOUB VKABS.)

Dec. 9 ...
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Mangels, 10s. to 18«. do. ;
Swedes, 17s. to 20«. do.

;

Apples, English. 2s. 6rf. to 6s. per bushel ;
Watercress,

Vid. per dozen ; Beetroot, Qd. to Is. per dozen ;
Celery,

»d. to Is. per roll ; Sprouts, Is. to Is. M. per half-

sieve ; Horseradish, Is. to Is. 'Id. per bundle; Wal-
nuts, 3s. 6dXo is. per bag ; Pears, :is.to 4s. per bushel

;

Sage, Is. Grf. per dozen bunches ; Thjme, Is. Qd. do.

POTATOS.
Borough and Spitalfields : Dec. 4. —Although

tresh arrivals have not beea heavy, London stocks

have rather accumulated from lack of demand, and

cause a dull trade
;
prices are rather easier, except

for best samples. Quotations ;—Regents, Scotch,

8.')s. to llos. ; English, GOs. to .SOs. ; Hebrons, 60s.

to 110s.; Magnum Bonums, 00s. to 100s. per ton.

Spitalfields: Dec. .").—Quotations :—Beauty of

Hebron, 'Ms. to 100s. ; Magnums, (J5s. to S.is.
; Im-

perators, 7os. to 85s. ; Champions, 00s. to 6.5s.
;

Regents, Sos. to 100s. per ton.

Steatford : Dec. 4.—Quotations;— Light soil

Oos. to 8.5s. ; dark do., 0.5s. to 7.5s. ; White Elephants,

70s. to OOs. ; Beauty of Hebron, 00s. to 7os. per ton.

HAY.
Avemf/cs.—The following are the averages of the

prices obtained at the various metropolitan markets

during the past week:—Clover, old, prime, 120s.

to 147s. new, 80s. to 110s. ; inferior, 30s. to 84s.

;

prime meadow hay, 120s. to 130s.
;
good new hay,

80s. to 100s. ; infei-ior, 30s. to 70s. ; old straw, 40s.

to 48s. ; new, 28s. to 44s. per load.

Notices to Correspondents.—•

—

Intelligent Readers, do please Note that letters

relating to Advertisements, or to the suppli/ of

the Paper, should be addressed to the Poblisiier,

and that all communications intended for publica-

tion, as well as specimens and plants for naming,

should be addressed to the Editor. Such com-
munications should be ivritten on one side only

of the paper, and sent as early in the week as pos-

sible. Correspondents sending newspapers should

be careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the

Editor to see.

Galls ON OucHiD Roots : Thus. Denny. The insect

which causes these galls is Isosoma orchidiarum.

We do not know of any remedy. You might try

some sticky compound tliat will keep moist spread

on pieces of cardboard or paper. The other ijues-

tion next week.

Gardenias : //. B. .V. Your plants are attacked by

the root-worms illustrated iu our issue for April 11,

1887, p. 480. You had better burn the plants and

the soil in which they are growing.

Lawn Slope; Gardener. Do not make a regular

slope, it is both unnatural .ind ugly. See our issue

for November 24 last ; there are there examples of

good slopes applicable to your case, A terrace is

but an ungainly \v.iy of getting over the difficulty,

and they are, moreover, expensive to make and to

keep in order, and dwarf the height of the mansion

when looked at from any point below.

LiLiuM Auii.vrrji: C.B.B. Roots dug up in August,

before being thoroughly ripened, are not likely to

keep well through the winter, and still less so if

they are stored in the open, in sand, under straw

and hurdles. In a very mild winter no harm
might arise.

Lrpiss; R. V. .J S. The dwarf pale pink Lupin

sent is a very prettily coloured one, but the pieces

sent give no idea of the appearance of the plant.

Mealv-biti ox A'iNKs : ./. //. If. There are many
recipes, some gardeners jjin their faith on petro-

leum emulsion, petroleum diluted with water, Gis-

hurst compound, and coal tar. Whichever is

used must, with the exception of the first-named,

be largely diluted with some innocent medium,

as clay, cow-dung, soot, and with nothing of a

viscid nature, otherwise injury would be done.

After rubbing ott' the loose bark with the hand,

say, petroleum emulsion may be nsed ; this must be

rubbed with a soft brush into every part, especi-

ally the crevices about old spurs. Then should

follow washing the walls and woodwork witli hot-

water and petroleum, at the rate of half a pint to

2 gallons of the former. Lime-washing should

succeed the ffiishing of the walls; and painting

the woodwork might also be done, if it is getting

worn ofi", or the attack of bug be severe. The soil

of the borders should be taken away to the depth

of 4 inches and renewed with fresh compost.

Washing the Vines with emulsion, cleaning the

walls, &c, and renewing the surface soil, supple-

mented by a sharp outlook for the insect during

the period of growth will have to be followed up
for several years in succession.

Names of Plants : Ahcle Fairall. Origanum Dictam-
nus.

—

J. B. 1, Croton pictum ; 2, Uendrobium
Pierardi ; .3, Epidendrum cochleatuin ; 4, Cypri-

pedium venustum ; .5, Croton variegatum ; 6, C.

undulatuin.— IV. .V. 1, Thoniasia solanacea ; 2,

Pittospermum undulatum ; 3, Dacrydium cupres-

siuum ; 4, Michaelia (Magnolia) fuscata : o,

Semele (liuscus) androgyna. ./. S. 1, Gongora
galeata ; 2, Acacia dealbata ; 3, Begonia nitida

alba ; 4, Adiantum excisum ; 5, Adiantum hisjji-

dulum ; 6, Adiantum Capillus-veneris var., maybe
A. Mariesii,—//. C. Odontoglossuni Insleayi.

—

fV. F. C. 1, Picea Nordmanni.ana ; 2, Pinus ex-

celsa ; 3, Abies pinsapo ; 4, Cedrus atlantica.

Orchids : J. P. Ctelogyne cristata will groiv best in

a cool-house, although, during the flowering ])eriod,

a warm-house is best for it. Potting and dividing

the pseudobulbs is best done in early summer.
The resting time is after flowering. As the plant

is evergreen it must not be kept totally dry

at the root when at rest. They grow best in

well-drained pots. Thunias ; the old stems of

these plants may be cut up like a Dieffenbachia

and propagated ; this is best done when growth

is completed. Pot the plants just before growth

commences, using coarse peat and sphagnum
in e(iual parts, and well drained pots—no bottom-

heat. Newly imported Cypripediums, after clean-

ing them and cutting away all damaged parts, may
be potted into fresh crocks and charcoal, and kept

moist in a shady house until roots appear, when
they nuiy be repotted in the usual way.

RoMNEVA Coflteei ; T. G. C. It is a half-hardy

perennial, and does best in a frame or in the green-

house. It may be raised from seeds sown in the

spring.

Seeds of Ardm .tvTHiopicum : J. M. The produc-

tion of seed is not rare. They have small com-
mercial value. It would take from two to three

years to get a flowering plant from seed.

To Skeletonise Leaves: E. Longley. Take 6 oz.

of washing soda, and put into 2 quarts of boiling

water. Slack 3 oz. of quicklime, and add to the

other, lioil the whole for 15 minutes. Let it

settle, and then pour off the clear fluid. Put this

on the tire and boil; while boiling put in the

leaves, and boil for one hour or so. Take out a

leaf, and if the epidermis comes away easily when
rubbed by the finger and thumb (under clean

water), the leaves are ready. After the epider-

mis is removed, put the skeletons into a solution

of a wineglassful of chloride of lime to a (|uart of

water, in order to bleach them ; some will be

finished in about 10 minutes, others about an

hour ; when white, throw them into pure water to

clean out the bleach, and float out on to slips of

paper. Tlie best leaves to commence with .are

llollv. Poplar, Ivy, Laurel, &c., and should have

no signs of decay in them.

Winter JFoth (Cheimatobia bkumata) : G. P. C.

The smear you have used is very efficacious, for

the piece sent is covered with the males and the

almost wingless female. As prevention is better

than cure, we advise all gardeners to place a

broad band of rag or paper smeared with boiled

train-oil, bird-lime, size, or cold coal-tar, round

their Apple tree stems during this month, when
many of these insignificant but very destructive

insects will be caught. It is best, when the trap-

ping of the moth is begun early in November,

renewing the smear as often as it hardens.

FAWKES' SLOW-COMBUSTION

HEATING APPARATUS.
Most EJficient and Cheapest in Existtnce.

Requires no sunk stokehole aiul no brick

setting. Will Icust all night without atten-

tiou. Will burn house cinders, therefore

costs nest to nothing fur fuel. Any one

can fix it. A domestic serv;intcanstoke it.

Complete Apparatus from £4 12s.

SVC 'CESS G I -A RAMEED.
Enormous num-

bers in use all

over the country.
Only Slow Com-

bustion Appara-
tus of the kind.

CAVTIOX.
Beware of in-

eJficicJLt incom
plete Apparatnx
ichlcli will not

last all night.

Full particulars

and Prices of

every sized Ap-
paratus, and
numerous Testi

monials for last

five seasons,

showing enorm
ou3 success, post-

free on applica

tion.

CATALOGUES RECEIVER
DiCKSONs & Co., 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh,

N.B.— Forest Trees.

Martin Ouashoff, Quedlinburg, Germany—Whole-
sale Seed List.

CoMMU.MCirloxs Kf.cf.ivfd.—G. P.—Dickson'^.— U. C. &.

Sons,-R. H.-J. S.—E. P. Ghent —T. H.-W. K.-P. L. S.

—ProtfS'jnr M'O., C'npe Town.—.1. V. X.—R. D.—V.. .1.—

D J Y —R A R.—.1. P. (too soon after former ri^port.)

—

.1. B.-A. D. W.-Pteris.-H. M.-J. C.-E. C—M. T.—

.T. 1!.—D. E. & T.—W. H. S.—T. D.— ,T. Trotmnn.—A. N.—
H. Coriler.—S. T. & S. (next week.)—H. 0. R.-L. Linden.

BEST CONSTRUCTED and CHEAPEST
Greenhouses, Forcing-houses. Pits, Frames, Plant

protectors, Potting Sheds, Tool-liouses, &c.

mu<:r,ite<l Pri<e<l Catiitogne post-jra poia

COMPTON & FAWKES
CH E LM SFORD .

/CONSERVATORY for Sale, with Heating
\J Apparatus, complete, (or £25. Cost£5i).—Tolio seen.an.l

apply, L. S.. Day Dawn, NetlierlialUlarden*. Hanipstead. N.W.

RICHARDSON^

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS

Momeroos

Prize Uedals and

Certificates of Merit.

ixed in any part of the Kiogdoni

with Hot-wEt«r Apparfttuj

complete.

CataJogna

Free.

Xurtli of England HortlcuXtoHU Works,

DARLINGTON.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16.000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OITTDOOB WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
GreenhouseB, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Statlona

Liquid Non-PoiaonouH Paints for Inside of Conservatories, &0,

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

LA BELLE 8AUVA0E YARD, LUDGATE HILt, E.O.

BAOHKL(^B'S fiiiii^t DUBLIN.—Z)uwtix( t<ir C(uh
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RIPPINGILLE'S
HOT-WATER APPARATUS,

loR i;i<Ki:.\iiiii'.'ii:s, cij.\,^li:i rjdH/f.s. ,\r.

The most efficient and economical means of HEATING small
Greenhouses and Conservatories ever Introduced.

ODOUKLESS, SJIuKELESS. PORTAliLE, SAFE. AND CLEANLY.
Will b/tni from into 2(i Iwnrf' v:lthout attention, n7id (ti'e so simple a chili!

cin mannqe them. JMiiiiufiictured uf tlie BicsT maikkial, carefully tested , and
ivARKANTii) sovM.. PrlcB ftom 21s. each.

IllM,tr:itr,l CATALOGUE of IIiim-. and ul-n " RIPPINGIHE'S PATENT
CELEBRATED OIL WARMING STOVES." t,.K.tlitr ^^ith llie name of tin-

nean-^l A^ent, sent free on al'plii'ation to the .Sole M;;nufaeturers.

THE ALBION LAMP COMPANY, Aston Brook Lamp "Works. BIKMINGHAM.

HORTICULTURAL
TIMBER.

SASH BARS, LIGHTS, &,C.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST TO

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S "WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES BANK IRON COIVIPANY
I Telegraphic Address -" HOT-WATER, LONDON." Telephone No. 4,7,3)

Have now pk-asure in bringing to the notice of Horticulturists and (iardener.s generally their

NEW PATENT (No 9090, \m HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
Which isj without doubt, the Best All-round Boiler in the Market.

/( combines all the ad-

vantages of its class so ivell

knoirn, and by the improved

iii'stltod uf forming the

joints — yu., ivith htdia-

riibber ^yllshers, the Old

and too often ineffect-

ual way of caulking

tbe joints is entirely

dispensed witU.

It can be erected in a feic

/loitrs, and may be relied

if/jo7ias a t/iorot/ghli/ sound

and goad Hot-icattr Gene-

rator, It has been care-

fully tested in eoery possible

icat/, more especialli/ tcit/i

regard to power and dttra-

biliti/, and the result has

been highly satisfactory.

ACTION or PATENT JOINT

THE LARGEST AND MnST C'OMI'LKTE .STOCK OV

HOT-WATER BOILERS ofEVERY DESCRIPTION
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &c.

INSPECTION INVITED. PKICE LIST ON APPLIC.VTION. ILLl'STKATEU CATALOGUE, 1,5.

uppp:r (i hound street, BLACKFRIARS, [.OXDON, s.k.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.

W. RICHARDS,

11, Wellington Street, Strand,

LONDON, W.C.

_1888.

Please send me " The Gardenebs' Chronicle " for _

commencing ,for which 1 enclose P.0.0.

Months,

Ei" Please Note that all Copies sent Direct from this Office must be paid for In advanoe. .^
THE UNITED KIXGDO.M :

— 12 Months. 1,5s.; 6 Months, 7.5. 6d.; 3 Months. .3.5. M. ; Pos1>free.
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS (exceptinj; India and China) :—Including Postage, Us. id. for 12 Months. India and China, 19s. 6''.

Receipts for less than six mouths' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

P.0.0. to be made pat/able at the Post Office,

DRURY LANE, London, to W. RICHARDS.
Cheques should be crossed " DRUMMOND,"

No. 42, C,
Dec. S 1888.

SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW, LONDON,
December 10 to 14, Stand No. 128.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, NEAR DUDLEY,

And at IlK, QUEEN VICTOIUA STREET, LONIIUN, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &G.

IRON ROOFING AND HAY BARNS.

special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing,
Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical

advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down.

Illustrated Catalogues Free by Post.

To Nurserymen. Seed Merchants, and Florists.

JBLACKIJUKN ani> S()N8 areofferin^ Arch-
• angel M;its lower tlinn ;iny ulher liou'^e in th<'tr;iiie: also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, R;iffia Fibre, Tobacco Paper,
and Shading. Prices free.

—

i and 5. Wormwood Street. E.G.

21-OZ. Foreign of the above sizes, in 100 and 200 feet boxea,
Srda and 4th9 qualities, always kept in stock.

A large stock of similar current sizes of 16-OZ. elass in
200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including
free delivery in the cmmtry in quantities,

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smithfleld, London, E.C.

^itcck List and Prices on appUcatwn. Price L.ist of Cokinrs,

yamisfies. Designs of .Stained .\ Leaded Glass. Quote Chronicle.

DELAY NOT: TIMEFLIEsl
~

EVERY LADY IS DELIGHTED WITH

ROBINSON & CLEAVER'S
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WANTED, married Man, as SECOND GAR-
DKNEK, to do Stove itnii Greenhouse, itnil to assint at

General Work. Wagea, 1?J. 6i^—Mr. Ll'CAS, Beenhnm
House, Keadin!?.

To tbe Cape at once.

WANTED, a good Cieneral PROPAGATOK.
In and Outdoor man. This «ill be a good opening for

a good steady working mm.— .'ni, Kver^leigh Koad, Shaftes-
bury Estate, Wandsworth, S.W.

\\7ANTED, AT ONCE, a WORKING PRO-
T t rAGATllR and GROWER of Cut Flowers.—P. J.

PI;K1!Y, Tlie Nursery, Banbury.

WANTED, a good PLANT GROWER and
S.ALES.\1.\N for the Indoor Department ; a married

man preferred.—Applicants to state age and wages expected
to FISHES, SON. AND SIBK.AY. lIand-,worth Nur.-ories,
Sheflield.

WANTED, a (.'],ERK, in the Nursery.
Wages 2>s., to increase.—THOMAS HEWITT xiiv

CO., Solihull.

WANTED, a JUNIOR SHOPMAN. Must
hiivL' :t thorough knoivlcilge of Seed'- and Bulbs, and

accustomvit to ymart Counter Trade.—State whert- experieme
gained, salary, itc, TH0M30X, I'O. High Street, Birmingham.

WANTED, as DECORATOR for a A\'est
Eiul FlorisL, a young Man with a little experience,

liuud wa;?es vill be given.—W: JI., 20, South Audley Street,
tTro-\eni.'r fc'iuam. \V.

GABDENINQ APPOIXIMENTS.
Mr. Wii.i.iam Spinks, for many .years manager

of Messrs. Hans Niemand's nurseries, Edgbaston,
has been appointed manager of Thoji.is Hewitt
& Co.'s Nurseries, .Solihill.

Mn. James Smaht, late Fruit Foreman to

his Grace the Duke of Portland, Melbeck
Abbey, Worksop, Notts, has been appointed
Head Gardener to Sir Ralph Payne Gai.lwey,
Thirkleby Park, Thir.sk.

WANT PLACES.
Letters addressed "Paste Restantc" to initials or to Jictitians

names are not forwarded, but are at once returned to the
writers.

NOTICE TO ADVEHTISERS.—Iti many instances
Remittances in Payment of Repeat Advertisements are
received without name, address, or anything beyond the
postmark on envelope by which to identify the seiider ; this
in all cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and fre-
quently the sender cannot be identified at all.

Advertisers are requested when Remitting to give their
Karnes aJid Addresses, and also a Reference to the Adver-
tisement which they wish repeated.

POSTAL ORDERS.—To Advertisers, Subscribers, and
Others.— It is very important in Remitting by Postal Order
that it should be filled in payable at Ao. iJ, DRURY LANE,
to W. RICHARDS, as, unless the number of a Postal Order is

known, and it has been made payable at a particular office, and
to a particular person, it is impossible to prevent any person
into whose hands it may fallfrom negotiating it.

N.B. —The best and safest means of Remitting is by POSl-
OFFICE MONEY ORDER.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that they
will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with particulars.
&c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 29, married ;

fifteen years' practical experience ; tour and a half
years' good cliaracter from last plac.— C. BECKENHAM,
•2, Bedford Cottages, Hiuton Road, Soutli Beddington, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Mr. Pope will have
pleasure in recommending his Head Gardener to any

Lady or gentleman requiring an etlicient man in all branches
of Gardening.—Westlif Id, Bonchurch. Isle of AVight.

GARDENER (Head); age 35, married.—
JuHN F. Raggktt, late Head Gardener to Lord Hylton,

is at liberty to engage with anyone requiring a thorough
practicalmanupinall branches. Teetotaller.—Address, F. J.K.,
Gardeners' Chronicle OiVn:^,A\, Wellingtou Street, Strand. W.C.

AKDENER (Head); age 32.—The Adver-
tiyer has liail twenty years' experience in the best Noble-

men's and Gentlemen's Gardens in England. For the last five

years Foreman at Great Gearie? under Mr. Douglas. Highly
recommended.—H. YOUNG. Great Gearies, Ilford, Essex.

GARDENER (Head).- Age .31 in February,
married.—W. S. SitouBKllK-r, Esq., Albury Hall, Ware,

Hert-^, will be pleased to recommend his Head Gardener,
A. Brooks, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a thorough
practical man Indoors and Out. who has beenMith him four
year3; leaving without fault. Sixteen years' experience.

GARDENER (Head AVoniaNo).—Age 3'J,
marrieii, one dauj^hter (a;^e l;i) ; t«enty-four years'

•iperience. Good all-round retereneeg and testimonials —
C, C. 84, St. .Tolin's Road, I'ppcr Holloway, N.

G1
ARDENER (Head Working).—No family ;

' has had a great deal of experience in all branches uf

Gard.'ning. Good cliaracter from lust and present employer.

—

WILLIAM THDMSdN. Fint-don Hall. Wellingborough.

GARDENER (Head "Working).—Alfred
Kkmdkr, Besborougli Court, Cork, offers his services Bm

above. Tlioroughly acquainted witli every branch of Garden-
ing ; and first-class references. English and Protestant.

p ARDENER (Head Working).—Married

;

VT thoroughly experienced in Fruit, Plants, and \'ege-

taiiles. Can be -v-vW recommended from all previous employers.
-GARDENER, 4, Dovedale Place, Harrow, N.W.

GARDENER (Head AVorking) ; no youiig
family.—A. Akeks DoLGLAy, Esq., M.P . will be

pleased to recommend his Gardener to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring a thoroughly practicnl man in all branches.

—

.1. EVANS, Chilstou Park, Maid,tone.

ARDENER (Head Working). — In the
prime of life, single, and au abstainer; trustworthy,

energetic, and thoroughly practical in all branches. Five
years' high character, also testimonials.—J. H., 39, Tetcote
Road, King's Koad, Clielsea, S.W.

ARDENER (Head~"Working), where one
or two others are kept.—Age Ii5, married ; thirty years'

experience. Understands Vines, Greenhouse, Flower and
Kitclieu Gardening. Can have twenty years' good character
from present employer.—GARDENER, Trafalgar, Salisbury.

ARDENER (Head AVorking),—Age iV,
married, abstainer; thoronglily experienced iu Early

and Late Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, and the
general routine of a good establishment. Good personal cha-
racter as above.—J. REEX'P-S, 10, Cromwell Road, Tuubridge
Wells.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
SiMtLE-handed).—Married, no family ; thoroughly

exper;eiiced. First-class references.—J T. B., 9, Maxwell Road,
King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

ARDENER.—Single; fifteen years' expe-
rience in all-round Gardening; has been two year:* as

Head in last place,—G. H., 1, Higli Street, Highgate, N.

GARDENER, where another is kept, or good
SlNGLE-HAXIiKD.—Age 28, single; twelve years' ex-

perience in all branches of Gardening. Good character.

—

J. SIMPSON, Hartley, Wintney, Winchfield.

/TJJI ARDENER, where a second is kept, or
^^ thorough good Single-haxdeii ; age 36, married.—
E. Mahtix, Esq., The Elms, Hampton, Middlesex, will be
pleaseil to thoro\ighly recommend his Gardener to any Lady
or Gentleman requiring the services of an experienced and
trustworthy man.— Letters to be addressed to the GARDENER,
at the Lodge as above.

ARDEXEU (good Working).—No family;
tlioroughly experienced in all branches. Wife good

Laundress,—J. J., 2, Leeson Road. Heme Hill, Brixton, S.W.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
—Age 23 ; seven years' experience Inside and Out. Good

character.—G. FERGLfSON. Gosbury Hill, Hook, Surbiton,
Surrey.

ARDENER (Under),—Age 25; two years'
good character.—H. TRASK. 59, Queen Street, Yeovil.G

GARDENER (Under), Indoors and Out.—
Three years' experience; good cliaracter from present

and previous employers,—G. LOCtKER, The Gardens, eare of

P. Karslake, Whiteknights. Reading.

FOREMAN.— Thirteen years' experience in
first-class establishments.—Address, with full particulars

of glass, wages, &c.. C. J., 35, Tetcott Road, King's Road,
Chelsea, Loudon, S.W.

To Nurserymen.

GROUND FOREMAN.—A young man of
good, practical experience, and thoroughly efficient in

all branches, seeks re-engagement as above, or could take entire
management. Highest references. — ULML'S, Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

P"Propagator and groaver of Sott-
wooded Plants for Market.—Age 29; fourteen years'

experience.—A. B., 13, Peerless Buildiugs, Peerless Street,
City Road, E.G.

ROPAGATOR arid GROWER. — Tho-
roughly experienced in the Plant Department, also in

the Cut Flower Trade, Rose Growing, &c., and the Nursery
Trade generally. Sati--facfory references.—G. L., Gardeners'
Chronicle Oliice. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

OURNEYMAN.—Has been trained in Fruit
and Kitchen Garden, and Hothouse Departments.—ABEL

HUTCHINSON. Belvoir Gardens. Grantham.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 20
;

seven years' experience. Accustomed to Orchids. Good
character.—J. T., Laing & Mather, Nurserymen, Kelso.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age ^~;
six years' experience; year and eight months in pre.sent

situation. Good character. Abstainer.—W. DAVIES, The
Gardens, Downton Castle, Ludluw.

IMPROVER, under glas.s preferred.—Age 21

;

well recommended. Five years in last situation.—H. F.,
Agents, Kingsley, Alton, Hants.

IMPROVER, under a Foreman, in the Houses.
—Age 17; three years' experience.—E. HARVEY, Mr.

Pounsett, High Street, Wnllingford,

GROWERS for MARKET.— Advertiser
can recommend a reliable young man, accustomed to

Growing Roses. Ferns, Tomatos. Cut Flowers, &c., extensively
for Market.—Tlie MANAGER, The Viueries. FramfieUI,Su)-sex.

'^rO FRUIT GROWERS.—The Advertiser,
JL thoroughly experiencp<l iu Market Work, could under-
take entire Management of a large place in the «ay cf Fruit
Growing, combined \\ith Growing under Glass. Grapes, Cut
Flowers, Tomatos, and all requirements of a First-class Trade
demand.—VERAX, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

'l^O NURSERYMEN.—AVanted, a situation
JL in a Nursery. Age 24 ; ten years" experience in Orowing
Pot and Choice Cut Stuff for the London and South uf England
Markets. Good character.—T. FRY, Cottage, Hellenborough
House, Roehampton Lane, Putney. S.W.

T".
NURSERYMEN. — The Advertiser,

young man accustomed to work, seeks re-engagement in
the Hardy Propagating Department of a good firm as Second.
Has had five years' thorough practical experience in present
situation, where all kinds of Haidy Plants are Propagated iu
great quant ty by the best known methods. Age 21. Charuc-
ter and ability will bear strict investigation.—NAYLOR,
Messrs. Charles Lee & Son, Wood Lane Nurseries, Isleworth.

''PC NURSERYMEN.- -Wanted, a Situation,
J- by a young man cige 'J'J) ; good Propagator and Groucr
of Hard anil SulL-\\uuLled Plants, &c. Good references. Cue
with a view of Partnership prefer.ed.—F. E., 41, Wellingtou
Street. Strand, W.C.

CEED TRADE.—Gentleman, young, who has
KJ just relimjuished a Partnership iu the Seed Trade, is open
to treat with any party in want of a MANAGER or TRAVEL-
LER. Advertiser is a thorough practical Seedrniau, with a
wide and varied experience, and having a first-class connec-
tion, is able to introduce custom. Character and bu^iue?^
qualifications will bear the strictest scrutiny. No exorbitant
salary aiked, but a permanent situation if found suitable.--

SEEDSMAN, Gardeners' Chro?ticle Office, II, Wellington
Street, Str;jnd, W.C.

To Gentlemen. Nurserymen. Florists, &c.

MANAGER, of Decorative and Cut Flower
Department, or iu a Private place.—Retjuired by one

of the most eminent Floral Artists and Decorators a position
as above. Distance no object. Highest testimonials.— Please
state full particulars to A., Gardeners' Chronicle Office,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Nurserymen.
SALESMAN, MANAGER, or TRAVELLER.

—Mucli esperieiiLe. Well knowa. — Z., Gardeners'
Chromde OIHcB, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

CHOP MAN, or MANAGER.—Age 30;^ thorough kno^^ ledge of Seed, Bulb, Plant, and Flower
Trade. Good references.-SEEDiiMAN, 35, Tetcott Road,
King's Road, CheUea, London, S.W.

CHOPMAN (Head), or WAREHOUSEMAN.O Fifteen years experience iu English, Irish, and Scotch
houses in all branches.—C, Hurst & Son, 152, Houndsditch,
London, E.

SHOPMAN.—Age 30, single : good experience
of both the Loudon Wholesale and Fro\-iucial Retail Trade.

Good references.—C. W. S., 17, Raw son Street, Leicester.

To Nurserymen.

CUjERK, or Working in large Nursery; age
•' -'1.

—

Gray & Sons, of Chertsey, can recommend a young
man as above; two years' experience; well educated.

CEED TRADE.—Advertiser, age 21, seeks a
V^ situation; good knowledge of all Seeds, Bulbs, &c.

—

OMEGA. Hamilton. 11, Canon Street, Edinburgh.

Seed, Bulb, and Plant Trade.
IMPROVER.—Age 21 ; four and a half years'

experience in present situation in good City Firm, where
bri>k Counter Trade is done. Good reference.—W. B., 16,
Derby Buildings, King's Cross Road, N.W.

IMPKOA'ER, in Retail Seed Department.—
Age 19 ; salary not so much a consideration. Good re-

ferences.—SEEDS.MAN. Messrs. Rutley & Silverlock, Victoria
Embankment. Loudon, W.C.

To Head Gardeners.

C10WMAN.—Married ; willing to iill up time
'' in Garden. Wife gootl Poultry and Dairv^oman. Well

up in Rearing Poultry.—J. EDWICK, Wharton Grange,
Framfield, Sussex.

ASSISTANT'S situation in Florist and Seed
Business; or MAID in Private Gentleman's Establish-

ment, wanted by Gardener'sdaughter. References given and
required.—W. CLARK, Fruit Grower, Hemingford, Hunts.

'^rO FLORISTS.—Wanted, a Situation for an
JL exjicrienced young Girl, in a West End Florist Business.
Able to tiike any branch of the business. Good references.^
G. CHAPMAN. !.'>, Halsey Street. Chelsea. S.W.

HOLLOWAVS OINTMENT and PILLS
combine both s-'initive and sanative powers in a high

degree ; by the former term is understood their ability to pre-
serve health, by the latter their capability to restore health.
With these remedies at hand, no invalid need be at fault fo
guide himself or herself safely thrnngU the many trials to
wliich every one is subjected during our long and ofttimcs
inclement winter.^. Coughs, colds, ulcerated throats, quinsey,
whooping cough, can be successfully treated by well rubbing this
Ointment upon the chest, and by taking the Pills. During
damp, foggy weather, asthmatical sufferers will experience
th*" utmost possible relief from the inunction of the Ointment,
and all tender-chested persons will stve endless miiery l^'

adopting this treatment.
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Limited,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS, AND SURREY WORKS, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.,

HOBTICULTUEAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent Wrought-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered and Tubular

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
And others with SHELVES, and Hollow or Ordinary Cast-iron GRATE BARS.

OAnni C nnil CDQ ^^'"h waterway backs and WKLDKD liOILERS, any of which are specially adapted for Healing Greenhouses, Conservatories, Clnirches, Chapels,
OAUULL DUILtnOl schools, Publlc BulWings, Entrance Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c. They are the neatest, cheapest, most effective, and durable of any extant.

The MrxiClPAL and TUBULAR ones are remarkable Jor their great heating power, stow combastion, and the length of time the fire v-ill bum without requiring attention.

These Patterns secured the FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE-a SILVER MEDAL-at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition, South Kensington, London, June 1, 1881.

ir^Kiiiirror

II
1 1 mi II I The Best Bo

— Front Elevation -^ — LoNCiTuoiNAL Section
SECTIONAL PLAN

The lougitudinal section gives a view of the fite-box, water space, flues, &c. The cross section gtve« a view of tlie fire-boa, water ^paoe and V'^^aped back.
The frout elevation shows it set in brickwork, which is iiecess^art/ for this class 0/ boiler.

SIZES AND PRICES.
MBl
MB2
MBS
m:b4
MBS

3 ft. 2 in. long by 2 ft. in. wide by 2 ft. in. deep
4
5
6
8

by 2
by 2
by 3
by 4

3
by a
by 2
by 3
by 3

Calculated to

heat 4-in. piping

as follows :

—

, 1000 ft.

1280
^2200
/4000
^ 7000

Price £15
„ 21
„ 32
„ 60

85

TESTIMONIAL S.
Messrs. THOS. GREEN axp son. Ltd., NORTH STREET, LEEDS. Re HEATING APPARATUS- Horoiigh Engineer's Oflice, Municipal Buildings. Leeds. January 9, 18S6.

G-EXTLEMEN,—I have gn-;it. plfii-iire in bearing te'^timony to the efficiency and s:i M-^fiK.'tory working ut the Hot-watpr Heating Apparatus you erected in these public buildings.

The buildings are four -turovs Iiigh, and we have a ttHallength of about 2S,00M f''>-l tif piping in lli.in. varyin;: in -i/.f from li in. to 6 in. diameter, wttli their connections, &c. The several

ofHces and rooms can all be in operation at one time or separately, and the heat regulated by niean^ of the valver^ tu the tempi'rature required, even in the coldest weather.

Two of your Patent Municipal Pattern Boiler-?, No. 4, work the whole of this piping easily, although we have three of them tixed. They are very powerful and economical in tlie consump-
tion of fuel, and I am pleased to be able to report uf them and the apparatus so favourably. I am, Gentlemen, yours truly, THOS. HEW'SON, Borough Engineer.

Morley House, Bagot, St. Saviour's, Jersey, November \{ith, 1886.

Gentlemen,—The large Municipal Boiler which you sent me last year is doing its work satisfactorily; it is heating 5.000 feet of 4-inch pipe in one of my vineries, and I am quite sure that
it has power to work a much greater length, while in cost of fuel it compares favourably with my other Boilers.

I have now five of your Boilers in use, and I cannot speak too well of their heating powers, or their comparatively small consumption of fuel.

Me.^srs.. THOS GREEN and SON, Ltd., LEEDS. Yours faithfully, (Signed) G. W. BASHFORD.

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER REFERENCES CAN BE GIVEN IF REaUIRED.

NEW EDITION, CORRECTED UP TO DATE.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

By the late Sm JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P. Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Price 3d., Post-free 3M.;

Twenty-five Copies 5s., Fifty 10s., and One Hundred 20s.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hnncbed Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

I

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor
; " AdTertisements and Business Letters to "The Publi»her," at the Offlc^e, 41. Wellington Street, Oorent Qarden, London. W.C.

Printed by William Richards, at the Offlce ot Messrs. Bbadburt. Aosf.w & Co.. Lombard Street. Prerinct of Whitefriars. City ot London, in the County of MiddleMi. and puMiahM ijy me
said William Richards, at the Offlce, 41, WellinRton Street, Parish ot 3t. Paul's. Coyent Qarden, in the said County.—Saturday. December 8. 1888. Agent for Manchester—JOHS HXTWOOD.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Monday Next.—(Sale No. l&^l,)

About 500 lot? of Fir^t-olass BULBS, just received from llul-

land, in splendid condition for presi-nt planting, consisting

oi Doubl and Single Hyacinths, Tulip?, Crocuses, >'ar-

ci?>us, Scillus, Snowdrops, Ani'mones, Ranunculi, Isia-,

Sparaxi?, Gladioli. Liliumg, Spirrea japonica, Lily of the

Valley Crowns for Forcing, &c.

]\rR. j. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
i-'i liv AUCTION, at his Great Roohm, .33, King Street,

Coveot Garden, W.C ou MONDAY NEXT, December 17, at

half-past \2 o'clock precisely.

On Tiew moraing of Sale, an.l Catalognes had.

Wednesday and Saturday Next.
Clioice Dwarf-trained and Pyramid FRUIT TREES, several

hundred First-class Standard and Dwarf ROSES, Hardy
Urnamcnlal SHRUBS and CONIFERS : BORDER PLANTS
in great varietv; LILY of Itic V.\LLEY in Crowns and
Clumps; SPIR.EV JAPONIC*; several hundred lots of

BULBS just received from Holland, in splendid condition

fur present planting, comprising Hyacinths, Tulips,

Crocuses, Snowdrops, Narcissus, DaffoiliU, SciUas, .-Vne-

niones. Gladioli, Lilies, &c.

MK. J. C. STE^ENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, .'18, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY Decem-
ber ly and 2'.. at half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalognes had.

Thursday Next.—(Sale No. ts-to.)

I-MI'ORTANT SALE of LILIUMS from Japan. L'O.OOU gran.l

Bulbs of Liliura auratum, L'uuO L. Kraraeri, luou L. longi-

tlorum, 200 L. auratum niaerauthum, and other Bulbs,

just received direct from Japan in the tinost possible con-

dition ; .JOOO Double South Atricau TUBEROSES, lo,Oi»i

Berlin LILY of the VALLEY Crowns, Home-grown
LILIES, Japanese IRIS, &c.

MK. J. C. STE^'ENS will SELL the abo\e
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, as. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.on THURSDAY NEXT, December 20,

at half-pas* 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday Next.-Japan Lily Bulb Sale.

MESSRS. EDWARD r..\KBEU and CO.
will oflVr at the London C'ommercial Sale Koonis.

Mincing Lane. E.G., on MOXDAY, December 17. at 2 p.m.,

in original packages, and A%ithuut re-^erve, a choice CoUerliou

of about -SM} Cases uf a-^orted JAPAN LILY ROOTS,
comprising :

—
Lilium lougillnrum.

I

Lilium lancifolium rubrum,
Liiium auratum.Lilium tigriiuim,

Lilium laucifolium album,
|

Just received direct from .Japan.

TJie good? will be on show at the Warehouse, and Catalogues

and tull pnrticulars may be liad prior to and on the day of

Sale, of EUWAKD ItARBER ami CO., Colonial Brokers,

32, Fenchurch Street, E.C. ^^_____^^____
Tuesday Next.

Important to the Trade aud Private liuyer^.

SALE of NURSERY STOCK and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
from sample.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 and
68. Clieapside, London. E.G., on TUESDAY NEXT, Decem-
ber ]H. at half-piist 12 o'clock precisely, large quantities of

NURSERY STOCK and GREENHOUSE PLANTS from
Sample, including the following :

—
10.000 Dwarf Ro-es 15,li00 Pinn^ au^triaca

0,000 Asparagus I.IAIO Dwarf - trained and

1,000 Seakale Standard Fruit Trees

.'lUO Hardv Primula-* ;i,00"t Laurels

2 >,m-iO Scotch Firs 3.uOU Punsies

7,000 Azaba Mollis loO.OOO (^lick

600 Dmcu-iri >'eitclii TJiou<ands of Forest Trees

."•.UtiO Poplars

Samples will be on view tlie morning of tlic Sale, and Cata-

biL'ues forwarded on ajiplication.

Wednesday Next. December 19.

i:.,'i,M Llt.IUM AURATr\r and ^a^iolls ulli-r Lilies fi-oni

.r;iv-"i. b'.' (.'ruwu- LILY l)K IIIE ^ALLKY, BARR'S
DAtFuDII>s, Kiiizlish-growii LILIES, Japanese IRIS, uOO

V/\LEAS and CAMELLIAS from Belgium, STOVE
;.iid GREENHOUSE PLANTS in variety, SPIR.ICA
JAl'ONICA, various H.VRDY BULBS, Standard and
Dwarf ROSES from English nur'-eries, .'cc.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL liie above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Room«, 67 and tjS, Cheapside, London, E.G., at half-past 12

o'clock preci-elv.

On vit.-\v morning of Sale and Cal;ilu;;ues lia'l.

Wednesday Next.-Great Sale of Lilium auratum.
Important to the Trade.

ir>,ijui) s\dendid BULBS just received from Japan in esoellent

loniiition- al-n ;i consignment of LILIUM MACRAN-
I IKM, Sl'K(_'Ii)SrM ALBUM und RUBRUM, KRAMERI
and riiRDiri'I.irM. iusttohand.

MESSPtS. PRUTliEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms. 67 aud 63, Clieapside, London. E.G., on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, December 19, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely witJiout

reserve.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DutcU BiUbs.-Thursday Next.
FINAL SALE uf tb.- SKASnN, without rc-^erve.

lyTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

ItJL sell by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Roomsi,

H7 aud 68. Gheapside, London, E.G., ou THURSDAY NEXT,
DtTcmber 20, at half-past U o'Clock precisely, a large ciuautity

of iirst-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS,
anil other DUTCH Bl'LBS; al-« an assortment of English-

grown LILH^S, and various otli.T BULBS.
(Hi vi.w morning of Salt', ami Catab-gM.^^ Iiad.

Friday Next.—December 21.

Highly important Sale by order of Mi-«rs, F. Sander & Co., of

the new aud magniHceut CYPRIPEDIUM ELLIOTT-
1-VNUM, a very large-flowered, free-growing species,
bearing as many as live of its matfniticent tlowers on a

single spike. The tlowers arc ofa s^uperb, rich, ro>y-

crimson and white in colour, with chocolate, crimson
markings, lines and spots. Many varieties, widely distinct

in form and colouring, may be expected from the plants
now offered. It is a grand addition to our cultivated
Cypripediums, and has a great future before it.

CATTLEYA AMETHYSTOGLOSSA. a large importation in

line condition, and among thetu very tine masses.
CATTLEYA MAXIMA PERUVIENSIS.—Tlie most brilliant

variety of this tiue Gattleya ever imiiorted.
The now and superb ODONTOGLOSSU.M HUNNEWELL-

lANUM, Laelia anceps white.
All the line superb white forms are containeJ in the lot offered

together Willi a fine lot of GATTLEYA SCHRODER.E.
DENDRUBU .\I BIGIBBUM, L.ELIA HARPOPHYLLA.
ZYGOPET.ALUM CRINITUM ORANDIFLOEUM, and
many othiT splenJid ORCHIDS.

ATESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
1*X SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Ceutral Sale

Room^, 67 and 63. Cheapside. E.G.. on FRIDAY NEXT.
December 21, at lialf-pa.-t 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, aud Cutalogues Iiad.

Friday Next.—Orchids in Flower.
FOR CHRISTMAS DEGOKATIUN.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

iuclu'lein their SALE on FRIDAY NEXT. December 21.

a large quautity of ORCHIDS in FLUWEii for Chitslmas
decoration.

Ou view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

In Chancery—Barnet, Herts.

''PO RE SOLD, a choice piece of EREEHOLD
X aud COPYHOLD L.VND, :• a. 3 r. 11 p.. containing a

frontage of about 670 feet to the Main Road aud Well House
Road, and from its high aud healthy position it is most
eligible for cither Building. Nursery. Florist, or Market Gardeu
purposes. No rea-^ouablc offer refused.

Apply to PROTHEROE ANi> MORRIS, Estate Agents,

67 and 6S, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Price only £300.
The HADLEY NURSERY. HaJk-y. about 10 minutes' walk

from the High Baruet Railway Station.

TO RE SOLD, with Possession, the LEASE
of the above old-est.ibliehed NURSERY (is years uucx-

pired), comprising nearly 6 Acres of excellent Nur?ery ground,
Dwelling-House, Seed Shop, the ereciiou of b modern Green-

houses, Pits, Stable, Cart Sheds. Low Ground Rent of £ti.5 per

annum.
Apply to PROTHEROE AKD MOBKIS, Estate Agents, 67

and ^'i, Cheapside, London, E.C.

OR DISPOSAL, a wefl-established
FRUITERER and FLORIST'S BUSINESS ; capital Shop

aud House. Lease 20 years. Taking JEiUUO per aiiuuui

;

Family Trade. Priie on application. London, N.W.
FRUITERER, 11. Wclbngtou Street. Strand, W.C.

To Market Gardeners. Florists. Nursenrmen, &c.
HAMPTON-ON-THA.^IES.

FOR SALE, choice EREEHOLD LAND, in

Acre Plots, suitable for above. Rich Garden Soil with
gravel and paud sub-soil. The land isconsidercd by the Trade llie

hnest near London for Grapes and all other Market Products.

Apply. SECRETARY, Estates Investment and Villa Farm
Company. Estate Office. Tangley Park, Hampton- on-Thames.

South of England.

LARGE GARDEN, 20 Acres, with Twenty
Greeuhouses and Vineries. £7000 lias been spent on tlie

property. Seven vears' lease. Two Cottages inclusive. £150
a year. ELDBIDGE, Portsmouth.

NURSEIIYMEN and FLORISTS, .Ix.—
Splendid opportnaity for any possessing good capital to

establish a first-rate business in one of our most fashionable

watering-places and residential tow ns in the Soutli. Shoji and
Greenhouse witU large frontage in commanding position.

Apply to X. X.. Mr. J. Hill, 12. Alplia Street, Peckham. S.E.

'^ro RETTeT, or LEASE S(»Llt, a compact
X NURSERY, walled iu, with Dwelling House. .xfensiM-

Gla?'. iu perfect order, with best Heating Apparatus. Potting

Sheds, and everv convenience. Close to Railway Statiuii,

S. W. R.. trn mifes from town.
Terms, apply to J., care of Messrs. Hooper 5c Co., Limited,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

''PO RE LET, NURSERY. Lancashire, not far

X from Liverpool, as a going concern iu full working order ;

stock at a fair valuation. About 8000 feet of Glass and half an

acre of Land. Rent low. Goodopportunity for.nnyone wishing

to commence 1 u.Hiness with only small capital.—T. D. C.,

(..(ir(/cHcrs'C7(ro)itc7cOffice,41,WellingtonStreet,Stran.l.W.C.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticul-
tural Market Garden and Estate Auctionkfrs and

Valuers, 67 and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C, and at Leyton-

8tone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

rrOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES and
r ROSES.—Large Stock of Sceilling and Trausplnnted

Forest Trees. Samples and prices with Catalogues. Free on

applicition. _,. ,

IRELAND AXD THOMSON, Nurserymen, Edinburgh.

For Sale.

\l\l\ ODOXTOGLOSSUMS, in variety, m-
» 'V'V eluding Alexandra! (Samler's finest variety). Harry-

anum, Tescalorci, triuraphaus, vcxiUarium, &!., all well-

e-taMished plants, in fine condition. To be sold cheap. For

particulars apply to
IRFLAMi AMI TllOMSnX, Nur-erynvn, Edinlmri'h

R CHI D S.
THE IIVERPOOL HORTICUITURAL CO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,
H.-iVL- iust received fine iui]iurtation-< of the following

ORCHIDS :-
CATTLEYA SANlJERIANA,
ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDRJ),

LIXDEXI,
kc, &c., &c.

Cn'ctiiur irith fall jicu'ticalars on applicafi'jit,

THE VINEYARD AND miRSERIES,
GAKSTON, LIVERPOOL.

r MIRLSTMAS EL6\VEi{S, in Bloom, for
V^ Table or Greenhouse Decoration, all extra fine Plants, in

IU and 48-i.ots, at per dozen. Splendid OYCLAJIEN", 12s., ISs ,

andaK.; h'rand POIXSETTIAS, ISs., 21s., aud 3US. ; SOLA-
Nf.MS, lull ut Berries, (Is., 12s., aud 18s, ; PRIMULAS, finest

varieties, 6s., 9s., nud I2s. Also LILIES, TULIPS, AZA-
LEAS. &c.

Mrs. JIORLE, 162, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

IruR S.VLE, a line lot of healthy Specimen
AZALEAS, eoiered with Flinver-l.u.ls ; also 1 Sv i-

niens of CLEKODENDRONS, ANl'HL'RIL'.M SCHIiRZKKIA
,M-.MS, Si)ecimpn CROTOKS, FERNS, &e., all in the bet o(

condition.—For price and particulars, applv to

U. H. COLE, The tiardens, Woodbauk, Dumfries.

LARGE LIST of CYPRIPEDIU.M
disposable for the Trade, is sent free on demand by

ED. PYNAERT, Nurseryman, Ulient, Belgium.

"FlLY OF THE VALLEY.—Strong forcing
i J crowns. Price and sample on application.

I'. ^'AN TIL, J/.., Bulb Grower, Hillegom, Haarlem. Holland.

QEAKALE Jor Forcing.—Superior, selected,O large Crowns, ><0j-. per lOuu ; under oiKl i".^. per IW. A
remittance with all orders.—ALFRED ATWOOD, Grower, H,
Lavender Terrace, Battersea, S.W.

o

N-

RCHIDS a SPECIALTY.— See New Inter-
leaved CATALOGUE, post-free on application.

FRED HORSMAN AMJ Cu., Colchester.

^rO BE SOLD, cheap, about 11,000 large Stools
X of RHUBARB, the remaining stock of ihe late Mr.
Martin. May be seen and particulars from

T. YOUNG. New Villas, Flodden Road, Camberwell, S.E.

i'lHRVSANTHEMUMS A SPECIALTY.—
V7 Awards at Crystal Ralace and Brighton. W. Ray AM>
Cu.'d CATALOGrn is now ready, post-free. Cuttings, general

collection. Is. Sd. per dozen, all healthy, strong, and true to

name. W. R. & Co. make a special cheap selection of new
varieties. See CATALOGUE.

Mount rieusant. Green Street, yittiugbourue.

BIES AMABILIS, True, and other North
American Seeds and Plants collected personally by

WILLIAM STEWART, 28, Esplanade, Greenock, Scotland.
Price LIST uyii\ Samples on application.

~
Begonia Scharffli.

JOHN LAING AND SUNS have great pleasure
in offering plants of this, the finest species of the genus.

(Sec Otirdmcrs' Chronide, 'pagf&lO.) Price os. and 7s. 6(/. each.

The Nurseries, Forest Hill, S.E.

~ j:VRCisSUS EMPEROR and EMPRESS.
The largest of all DAFFODILS. I2s. per do?en each.

THOM.VS CRIPPS AM' SON, 'rheTvmbridjreWfdlsNnrsorie-,

Kent .

tA.MELLIAS EOR SALE.— A few largo
Camellia Plants, about!* to 12feel in lieight, in full bud ;

aUo P.VLMS, OLEANDER, DRAC.ENAS, &c.

II. F. C, 16, Wickham Road, Brockley, S.E.

CELOGY'NE CRISTATA with bloom-spikes,
well gro" n, at red\iced prices.

Trustees of the late ,T. STE\'ENSON, Timperley, Che-hire.

Fruit Trees.

-(\ (UU\ I'LUMS and DAMSONS, all fine-

f /w.) V'v' V' grown trees—For price apply to

FLETCHER BROS., Ottershaw Nurseries, Chertsey. Surrey^

HRYSANTHEMU-MS.—Having taken this

season 21 First Prizes, £2o Cup Portsmouth, Silver Cup
Devi;:e3, can Oder good Cuttings. See Gardening Papers.

Catalogue, 3rf.—W. anp O. DUOVER, Florist, Fareham.

Roses, Fruit Trees, &o.

CHARLES TURNER'S Autumn CATA-
LOGUE, containing full collections of Rosea, Fruit

Trees, Conifera?, and all kinds of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, is

now ready, and may be had free on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

CHRYSANTHEMUJIS to and from all parts

of the Globe. By far the best collection of new aud old

varieties in commerce. Descriptive Catalogue with Cultural

Directions bv E. Jlolyncux and C. Orchard. Acknowledged in

Europe and America as the best Descriptive Catalogue. Pnce

6(^. • free to customers. .Awarded 3 Medals and 20 First-cIass

Certificates. I never exhibit for prizes in competition with

Gardeners or Amateurs. Open to purchase new varieties of

merit.- R. OWEN, F.N.C.S.. Iloral Nur-ery, Maulenhead.

o
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CREEPERS FOR WALLS.— By planting

what is suitaHe, au ugly obioct may easily be made

beautiful. Most being in pots, can be sent and put out at any

time. Descriptive LIST an.i advice Free.-RICHARD SMITH
AND CO.. Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

FOR SALE, 10,000 GENISTAS, in .3-inch

pots, at 10s. per 100. Prices to the Trade on application.

20.000 well-rooted cuttings of Genistas, at os. per 100. FEKN.
Lomaria gibba, out of thumb-pots, 5s. per 100 j out of boxes,

2s. 6(/. per 100, sent on by Parcel Post.

Moni-v Orders payable at Leyton Green.

T. BAinVVI.N' A-ND SOX, Edilh Xursery,linrchallBoad. Leyton.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—600 best sorts, true

to name, strong Cuttings now ready, U.6d. per doz. ,10s.

per 100. Many of the best Prizes and Silver t'ups are taken by

my customers. For price of new sorts, see Catalogue (2 stamps),

ofVVM. ETIIERINGTON, Chrysanthemum Grower, Swans-

combe, Kent.

ALF-SPECIMEN STEPHANOTIS, free-

floworing variety, very fine stuff, 10 to 12 feet ;
also

2.=> 000 AUCUBAS, all sizes. For particulars apply to

G. S.MITH, Dell Nursery, Rock Ferry, Cheshire.

•>A IU\i\ DWARF KOSES,— Cheaper than
f)V/ijV'v/Vy ever. All the best leading varieics. War-

ranted true to name. The best money can buy. Sample dozen

from 3s.; 22s. per 100—packing froe for cash with order.

Senil for a LIST.
A. J. iXli C. ALLEN, Stone Hills Nursery, >orwicli.

To the Trade.
SEED P O T A T O S .

HAND F. SHARPE'S Special Priced List of

• SEED POT.ITOS will be issued in a few days. lutiie

meanlinie they will be pleaseil to givei|uotationsforany varie-

ties their frieiids may require.

Seed Growiug Establishment, Wisbech.

' p n, ELLIOT" CARNATION,— Strong
1\» rooted liyers of this very lino new yellow-ground

CARNATION, which has this autumn (wherever exhibited)

been awarded Fot'r First-class Certi/icntes. Full particulars

on application. 3s. fit. each, 6s. «</. per pair.

KviNO AMI MATHER, Nurserymen. Kelso, Scotlaud.

P'.EONY ARBOREA — P. SINENSIS,—
The unique and very best selected collection in the

world—300 varieties of P. arborea ; .150 of P. sinensis, including

new rare and very rare varieties ; also Japanese and Chinese

sorts Special CoUectious well selected for Amateurs. Ask for

the Descriptive CATALOGUE of Prices, printed in English, to

L PAILLET, Nurservnian, Cliatenay (Seme), near Paris,

France. Establi.bcd 1S27.
, , „ . i,

XoTE.—Best season to plant P. sinensis, August, September,

and October, but Paonies may be planted also up to April.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, fine Forcing
Crowns or Clumps; SP1R.EA JAPONICA, DIELYTRA

SPECTABILIS, HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GRANDI-
PLORA. &c. Price and samples on application.

WILLIAM DENM-\N, 7, Catherine Street, Covent Garden,W.C,

Q E E D TRADE, 1688-0,-
O Before iilacing your Orders please write for our SPECIAL
PRICES, which, owing to crops lia\ing proved better than

expected, are exceedingly low.

IIOWCROI'T AN'D WATKINS, Seed Merchants. Coveiit

Garden, London, W.C^

Lllium auratum.

HURST AND SON ha\-e just received, from
Japan, a large consignment of the above in excellent

condition, and will quote low prices on application.

Seed Warehouse, 152, Houndsilitcli, Loudon, E.G.

To those about to Plant.

ADESCRIPTI^'E CATALOGUE, com-
prising fine TrausphinU'd Fruit Trees, Roses, Hardy

Climbers Rhododendrons, Conifers, Ornameutal and Flower-

in.' Trees an.l Shrubs, Forest Trees, &c., in large varieties and

quantities, adapted to all soils and climates. Sent free on

aliplication to

GEO. JACKaH.N AND SON, Woking >ursery, Surrey.

Orchid Seeds. — Palm Seeds
Seeds of Forest Tree-, Shrubs, Aquatic-, S:c.

Choicest Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

J)arr,ptn-e Catnlorjue dS-Sfl), Is., post-free (re/nalal to

fcsiomers).

JARMAN & CO.,
CH.\KU, SOMERSETSHIRE.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM,

For rarks, Flantations, and Covert',.

AN IMMENSE STOCK OF ALL SIZES,

VERY LOW aUOTATIONS.

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.,
KING'S ACRE NURSERIES, near HEREFORD,

STRAWBERRIES.
strong Roots, 4s. per 100. Plants in small pots, 16s. per 100 ;

ditto inlarge pots, 2os. per 100. Descriptive LIST iree.

RICHARD SMITH Axn CO., >ursBrymen and Seed Mer-

chants, Worcester.

PASTUPLANTA, the best Artificial Manure,
It enriches the soil with tlie fertilisers drawn from it by

plants; no unpleasant smell; admirably adapted for all pot

plants. In bags : 112 lb., 19s. ; 56 lb„ Us. 3d. : 28 lb., 6s.9rf.
;

Ulb -Is. ; 71b., 2s. Si, In tins. Is. each. Sole Manufacturers,

PIIILIPHARRISANDC0,(Limited),9, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

EESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners" and Market Growers'

Reports. Sold in Tins, Is,, 2s. lid., 5s, id., and lOs. id. each.

or 1 cwt . Bags, sealed, 13s. By all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills, ShelEeW.

BONES!-BONES!!-BONES!!!
Crushed Bones in all sizes for \'iiie Borders, Lawns, Potting,

Grass Lauds, &c. Also BONE JIEAL for Poultry Feeding,

GARDEN GUANO, DISSOLVED BONES, Special MANURES
and FERTILIZERS for all purposes.

For Prices, apply to

HAKEISON, BARBER & CO, (Limited),

GARRETT LANE, WANDSWORTH, SURREY, S.W.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

id, per bushel ; loo for 2.js. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),

40s. ; 4-bushel bags, id. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6s, id. per sack ; 6 sacks,

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. per sack, 6 sacks, 22s. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SIL\'ER SAND, Is. tli. per bushel ; 16s. per half

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s, 6i(. per sack.

MANURES. GAKDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO
CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, &o. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.R.H.S., 21, Goldsmith's Street. Drury
Lane (lately called 17a, Coal Yard), W.C.

BENTLEY'S INSECTICIDE.
Is superseding the use of other Insecticides.

Used by ncarlv all the Leading Gardeners.

1 Gallon, ils.
; J Galloii, is.; 1 IJuart, 3s. 6J. ; 1 Pint, 2s.

Testimonials and full particulars upon application.

J. BENTLEY,
Chemical Works, Barro-«r-on-Humber, Hull.

ORCHID PE.\T, )iest rjuality ; LROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices to

WAL1\I:R ami CO.. Fariiborough, Hants.

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two PKIZfc". MKDAL3.

Quality, THE BEST In the Market. (AU sacks included.)

PEAT, best bro" u Hbrous ... 6s. per sack, 5 sacks for 22s. 6ci.

PEAT, best blaik fibrous ... 4s. id. ,, 5 sacks for 20s,

PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. id. „ 6 sacks for 36s.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST ^ Is. per bush., 3s. per sack

LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ,.. ) (sacks included).

SILVER SAND, coarse, Is. id. per hush., 148. haU-ton, 24s, ton.

RAFFIA FIERE. best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb.; 28 lb., 27s,

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 3s, per bush., fs. per sack.

CHUBB'S"PERFECT"FER-'i Lf Bags.
TILIZER (the Best Food for ( .

all kinds of Plants, Flow ers, (Tins. 71b. 141b. 281b. 561h. 1 cwt.

Fruits, Vegetables, &c. ...J 1/6 3/- 6/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/3 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-

VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 6/6 10/6 17/-

RUSSIAN MATS, BAMBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO,
NITRATE of SODA, HOR'l'ICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c,

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses aud

Cattle, £2 per ton. Extra large Sample Bales. 6s. each. Als.j

prepare, 1 forrmillrvPcn-. R;ilil>i(s,&c., inSacks, l,s.6ii. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRiS REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),

sacks, Is, 4rf. each; losacks, 12s. 6q!.; losacks, 17s.6t/.; 203acks,

20s. ; 26 sacks, 24s. ; 30 sacks, 27s. ; 40 sacks, 3.5s. ; 50 sacks,

40s. : Truck-load, loose, free on rail, 30s. Limited quantities

of O., special quality granulated in sacks only, 2s. lid. each.

SPECIAL MANURES, fnr Farmers, Agriculturists, Market

Gardeners aial otii.rs (,-oii.eiitrated into a Dry Powder).

CHUBB'S "PRODUCTIVE" JIANURE. in bags, £3 per ton

(bags indudrdi; - imple 1 cwt. bags, 4s., producing extra-

ordinary results, aiiii \Mirt!i four or five times theartu.il cu-1.

Try it against niiv uIIi.t in:tiHir.\ \\n matter what price.

CUU BBS "COMPOUND SOOT and SEWAGE "MANURE,
in hag°, £2 per ton tl'iijs iniludedl; s:,niple 1 cwt. bag,

3s, made principally (by special process) from London

Soot and Sewage " ith other fertilizing agents.

Terms strictli/ f.i<A «-'it/i order. Bunkers. Vnion BankofLondon.

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD. MILWALL. LONDON. E.

PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
CHOICE PLANTS, KERNS, HEATHS, AZALEAS, &c.

EPPS & CO are now prepared to offer PEAT, as above,

of fir,t-clas3 quality, at lowest prices. Send for Samples Prii-e

List and Testimonials. Dep(.t for HORTIC U LTl RA L

SUNDRIES. LOAM, SAND, LEAF-MOULD, SPH.WNL.M,
COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EPPS <fe CO., Bingwood, Hants.

THE GARDENERS'
ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and SUBSCRIPTIONS

WILL BE THANKFULLY RECEIVED ET

A. F. BABROJSf, Hon. Sec,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, London, W.

GISHUKST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners eince 1859 a.gaiu9t Red Spider, Mildew,

Thripa, Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the

gallon of soft-water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressinc for Vinea
and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended

to supersede it. Boxes. \s., 3s., and Ids. Qd.

GISHURSimE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, Gd. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

SPEARMAN'S SERGES.—THE BEST IN
THE WOULD.—Pure INDIGO DYE, ROYAL NAVY

BLUE, WOADED BLACK. Also in all other colours and
FANCY WEAVINGS. Low quotations. No draper or tailor

sells SPEARMAN'S ivnowned Seig'?s; they can only he

obtained direct from SPE.\RMAN, SPEARMAN, I'LYMOrXH.
No material manufactured is so useful for Ladies' Autumn
and Winter Wear or Gentlemen's Suits. Send for patterns,

and select at home for your=elves. Parcels carriage paid in

Great Britain aud Ireland. Goods packed for export at lowe--)t

freights.

HILL

BLACK
& SMITH'S

VARNISH
for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

(Registered Trade Mark.)

An excellent substitute for oil paint, at cue-third the cost.

Used in all London Parks, at Windsor, and Kew Gardens,

aud on every important e.9tate in the Kingdom. Has stoo'i

the test of forty years' trial. Requires no mixing; can be

applied cold by any ordinary labourer.

Price Is. 6rf. per gallon at the manufactory, or carriage-paid

to any railway station, Is. 8rf. per gallon in casks of 36, 20, or

10 gallons.

M -r-r^ m -r y^ -hy Every Cask bears the above

CA JJTI JS , Registered Trade Mark. Beware
of cheap imitations.

HILL & SMI TH,
Brlerley Ironworks, Dudley ;

118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

;

47. Dawson Street. Dublin.

THOMAS'S
FITTINGS FOR WIRING WALLS

straining Bolt and Holdfast.-No. 635.

As illustrated above, i.rice 33. aii'l 48. per dozen.

Driving Eyes.—No. 631. Terminal Holdfasts.—>0. 633.

No. 6321.f^,,^.. 6d.2 2^ 3 Sg inclies.

3d., 4d., Bd., 7d. per doi.

Best Galvanised Wire, 1'3, 16, 1.9 per 100 yards.
Iltvstriited CATALOGt'K on ai'i'ltaition.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
87, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.
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KU S S I A M A T S — R A F F I A. —
NRW ARCHAXGEL MATS and all kinds of

ST. PETERSBURG MATS. RAFFIA FrBRE. TOBACCO
I'APER and BAG. BAMBOO CANES, &c., supplied at Lower
Prices than any other Firm. The Trade only supplied.
MARENDAZ ASD FISHER, JamesStreet, Covent Garden, W.C.

GLASS.—CHEAP GLASS.
8s. 6d. per 100 feet 15 oz. 12 x 10. 18 x 12, 18 x 14. 24 x 14,

14x12. 20x12, 18x16, 24x16,
12s. pep 100 feet 21 oz. ... 16x12. 16x14, 20x16, 24x18, &c.

Putty, 6.S. 6rf. percwt. ; White Lead, genuine, 21s.; Our
Speciality, 17s. 6rf. percwt. ; Paints ground in Oil. Stone Ochre,
20s.: Oxford Ochre. 24s.; Green, 16s.; Black, 16s. per cwt.

;

Varnish, from 5v-. 6'^. jier gal,—Full Price List on applica-
tion to THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 95, Bishopsgate
Street Within, London, E.G.

Greatly Reduced in Price

SILVESTER'S PATENT
Is the BEST. CHEAPEST, and MOST ECONOMICAL
BOILER EXTANT for all heating purposes, and is onlv
supplied by the PATENTEE. All other kinds of BOILERS.
PIPES, VALVES, HEATING and VENTILATING APPA-
RATUS manufactured by

F, SILVESTER & CO.,
CASTLE HILL WORKS, NEWCASTLE,

STAFFORDSHIRE.
Full Particulars on application.

TRENTHAM BOILER

ROBINSON & CLEAVER'S

ROYAL IRISH

DAMASK TABLE LINEN.

FISH NAPKINS, 2s. H((. per tlozen.
WNNER NAPKINS, ,5s. 6i(. perdo/.-,,.

Samples, post-free.
TABLE CLOTHS. 2 yds. square, 2s. 1],;.

;

21 yards bv .3 yards, .is. \\d. each.
ROYAL IRISH LINEN SHEETING.

Fully Bleached, 2 yds. w id-. Is. 1 \d.
per yard

; SJ- yards wide, 2s. iid. per
yard (tile most duraldearticle made).

SUKPLK'E LINEN, 7J. per vd ; Linen
Ilu~ter-, OS. 3,1., Glass Clolh-, 4s. Hd.
per do/en.

FINE LINEvS and Linen Diaper, 8irf.

per yd. Frilled Linen PillowOases,
from I.s. i^d. each.

ROLLER TOWELLING, ISincbeswi.lc,
^d. per Yard.

KITCHEN TABLE CLOTHS, in./.
each.

STRONG HUCKABACK TOWELS,
4s. id. 1 er dozen.

MONOGRAMS, Crests. Coats of Arms,
Initials, &c.. Woven and Embroi-
dered.

Samples atul /nustrnted Price Lints, post
free to iitii/ part nf the World, h'j

ROBINSON & CLEAVER,

Telegraphic A.ldress, "LINEN," Belfast.

^ PAT»ENT **

PROPAGATO/^
Made in superior earthen ware, 1-1 in. long, 6j in. deep, anil ti in

wide. Inside, 2i inches from tlie top, is a perforated'movable
false bottom, upon which the soil for cuttings or seeds is placed
the lower halt being tilled with water, which is replenished
when required through the funnel. It tits evenly on 4-iuch
hot-waterpipes. and will be found a simple and effectual means
of utilising them for propagating purposes. With the false
bottom removed it forms an effective vaporiser. Price .Ss each
SIX carriage and p.ackage free to any .station in Great Britain
for ±1 Is.

; or two for 8s. 6i(. Sole makers and patentees
T. PASCALL AKD SONS, South Norwood Pottery,Surrey, S.e!

Garden Pots
I

„.°"" '"^ unsurpassed by any in the Trade!
•

I
±-3 orders carnage paid to any goods station

within 100 miles of London. Samples carriage free Orchid
Pottery otevery description. Send for Price List.—THOS PAS-CALL & SONS, South Norwood Pottery, Surrey,"!.

HORTICULTURAL CLASI
A large quantity of all descriptions and
sizes m stock, at the lowest possible prices

NICHOLLS & CLARKE,
SHOREDITCH, LONDON, E.

Q.ARDEN REQUISITES. -Sticks, LabelsV^ Virgin Cork, Raffia, Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic WorkManures, &e. Cheapest Prices of
WATSON AMD SCULL, 90. Lower Thames Street. London, E.C.

J
To Nurserymen. Seed Merchants, and HorlstsBLACKBURN and SONS are offering Arch-
. angelMatslowerthananyotherhouseinthetSdealso

andThad,7,J^''p
"°^^'^'

^-"^S
J*'""--' ^"'-' Tobac'o Papl^and Shading. Prices free.-4 and 5. Wormwood S treet. E.C.

A DVERTISEMENTS
-t *- Inserted in the BAIL YKEWS and in all

LO.N-DOX, rKO\-DJCIAL, and FOREIGN NEWSPAPER.?.
Exceptional Terms for a Scries.

CONTRACTORS tor |],e SPECIAL CORNER POSITIONS
On PAGES 2, 3, and 6 of the GLOBE

TliQ SPECIAL CORNERS of (he EVEKIKG .'iT iKD im,
And the SPECIAL CORNERS on FRONT PAGE of the

PEOPLE.
Sole Agents for all AilverCi-craents in the

OmCJALGOVEHmiEKT POLICE GAZETTE

WILLING'S 125, STRAND, LONDON, W,C.

WORKS OF AUTHORITY ON BOTANY.
LINDLEY'S ELEMENTS OF BOTANY. AVith Illustrations. 8vo, cloth, price Os.

LINDLEY'S MEDICAL AND CECONOMICAL BOTANY, ^\ith numerous Illustra-
tioiis. 8vo, cloth, price o.v.

LINDLEY'S DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY. For Self-Instruction and the Use of Schools.
Price Is., sewed,

SIB JOSEPH PAXTON'S BOTANICAL DICTIONARY. Comprising the Names, Historj,
and Culture of all Plants known in Britain, together with a full Explanation of Technical
Terms. Medium 8vo, cloth, price l'.5s.

BOTANY FOR BEGINNERS. An Introduction to the Study of Plants. By Majcwell T.
Master,s, M.I)., F.R.S., late Lecturer on Botany at St. George's Hospital. With upwards
of 100 Illustrations. Price 3s. Hd.

WORKS FOR THE POSSESSORS OF GARDENS.
MRS. LOUDON'S LADIES' COMPANION TO THE FLOWER GARDFN. A

Guide to the Management and Adornment of Gardens of every size. A New E>lition,
Fcap, cloth, price 7s.

HIGH-CLASS KITCHEN GARDENING. A Handy Manual for the Improved Cultivation
of all Vegetables. By A\'illiam Earley, Author of " How to Grow Mushrooms," " How
to Grow A.sparagus," &c., &c. Crown 8vo, with Coloured Frontispiece, price 4s. iid.

HOW TO GROW MUSHROOMS. By William Earley. Price Is. stitched.

THE ART OF GROWING ROSES OUX-OF-DOORS. By Rev. 0. Fisher. Fourth
Edition, revised and enlarged. Price Is,

HOW TO GROW ASPARAGUS. A popular Explanation of the best M.thod of Culture.
By 'William Eabley. Price Is. stitched.

Tilc ;n.„li .Vldrcss-'. wn.LIXG'S. London."
telephone No. 277.1. London: BRADBUEY, AQNEW, & CO., BouveHe Street. E.C.
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THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
(Established 1841)

CONTAINS ARTICLES ON ALL DEPARTMENTS OF

GARDENING,
NOTICES OF ALL HORTICULTURAL MATTERS of CURRENT INTEREST,

EEPOETS of EXHIBITIONS, EEVIEWS of BOOKS, and

HOME, COLONIAL, and FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Original Illustrations by W. H. fItCH, F.L.S., W. 0. SMITH, F.L.S., W. J. WELCH, and Otliors.

Among the Contibutors to recent Volumes the following, out of many hundreds may be named :—

ALPINE PLANTS ;-
BACKHOUSE. .T.

BALL. .T.. F.R.S.
CHUKCHILL, G. C, Clifton, BristoL
CORREVOX, H., Geneva.
DEWAR. D., Kew.
DOD. Rev. C. W.
JENKINS, E.

AMATEUR GARDENING :-

UAlHiEK, E. W.
Boyle. Hon. Mrs. E. V. B.
• S. BRIUIU."
BRIGHT, the late H. A. ( " Notes

from a Lancashire Garden").
CLARKE, Col. Trevor.
EWBANK, Rev. H., Ryde.
LOWNE. B. T.
THO.MSON, W.
WEIR. Harrison.

ARBORETUM :-
liAKlinx. W,, Borro«a.<h.
LAX ALLEE, Alphonse, tlie late.

NICHOLSON, G., Curator, Royal Gar-
den's, Kew.

SARGENT, Prof., Boston. U.S.A.
SYME, G.
YEO, D. J., Lvneham.
YOUNG, Maurice.

BEE-KEEPING :—
OHITTY, W.
ROBINSON, J. F.

CHEMISTRY :-
CHURCH. Prof.. Kew.
DEHERAIN, Prof., Paris.

DYER. B.Tnar.l.
GILBERT, Prof.. Rothamsted.
LAWES, Sir .T. B., Rotham~ted.
MITCHELL, W. S.

WARIXGTOX, K. Koth.im,led.
WILLIS, J. J.

DISEASES OF PLANTS :-
AKTlirit. Prof.. New Y'ork.

IIA.SI lAX. llr. Charlton, F.R.S.
BOS. I>r. Kitzema, Wajieningpn.
BERKELEY'. Rev. M. .J., F.R.S.
COOKE, l)r. M. C.
MURR.AV. G., British Mnsaum.
PAGET, Sir ,7ame3. F.R.S.
PHILIPHS, W.
PLOWRIGHT. C. B., (Fungi).
SMITH, W. O.
SORAUER, Prof., Pro5ka\i. [Forestry.

WARD, Prof. Marshall, School of

FERNS :-

BAKER, J. G., Royal Gardens, Kew.
DRl'ERY. C.
MOORE, T. (the late). Botanic Gardens,
HEMSLEY, A, [Chelsea.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS :-

DEAN. R., Ealing.
DOUWELL. E. S., Oxford,
D'O.MBRAIN, Eev, H. H.
DOUGLAS, J., nford.
DOWNIE, J., Edinburgh,
HORNER, Rev. F, U,
MOLYNEUX, E.
PAUL, G., Paisley.
TURNER, C, the late.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-
AllLAM, R. W., Niital.

ANURE. E.. Paris.

ANTOINE, F., the late, Vienna.
BENNET, H.. M.D., MiMitone.
BERGMAN, E,, Ferri^res,

BONAX'IA, C, Luckuow.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

CARUKL. I'rot., Florence.

C.ISI'ARY, Prof., Ka"nigsberg,

DAMMAR, Dr. Udo, Berlin.

DE MAR, .1. A., Boston, U.S.A.
DRUDE, Prof., Dresden.
DUCHARTRE, Prof., Paris.

EICHLER, the late. Prof., Director,

Imperial Botanic Gardens, Berlin,

ENGLER, Prof., Breslau.
FENZI, Cav. E., Florence.
HANBURY, T.. Mentone.
HART. .T. H.. Trinidad.
HENRIQUEZ, Prof., Coimbra.
JOLY, C, Paris,

JENMAN, .r. S., British Guiana.
KOLB, Max, Munich.
KRELAGE, E. H., Haarlem,
LANGE. Prof., Copenhagen.
LEHMANN, H., Popayan,
MEEHAN, T., Philadelphia.
MONTEIRO, Cliev., Lisbon.

MORREX, the late Prof., Liege.
NAUDIX, C, Antibes,
NELSON, C, J,, Orange Free State.

GLmjIRA, J. D.'. Oporto.
OLIVER. Captain S. P.. Jladagascar.
PLANCIION, Prof., Montpellier,
PYNAERT, E., Ghent.
EEGEL, E., St. Petersburg.
RODIGAS. E., Ghent.
SUEIXGAR. Prof., Leyden.
TEOUBETZKOI, Prince (Eucalyptus).
VILMORIN. H. de, Paris.
WITT.MACK. Dr., Berlin.

WOLXENSTEIN, St, Petersburg.

FORESTRY :-

BR.ACE. C. J., France.
FRANCE, C. S., Aberdeen,
MICHIE, C. Y'., CuUen. Aberdeen.
SCHLICH, Dr. Superintendent, Forest

Department, Cooper's Hill.'

WEBSTER, A. D.. Bromley.

FRUIT CULTURE :-

BARRON, A. F., Chiswick,
BLACKMORE, R, D.
BUNYARD, G., Maidstone, Kent.
CHEAL. .!.. Crawley, Sussex.
RIVERS. T. V.
WARD. E., Hewell Orange.
WILDSMITH. W., Hecktield Gardens,

GARDEN BOTANY :-

BAKER, .T. G., F,R.S.
BALFOl'R. Prof. .Edinburgh,
BALL, .T., F.R.S.
BENTH-\-.\r. the late G., F.R.S.
BOLUS, H,, Cape Town.
BROWN, N, E,, Herbarium, Kew.
BURBIDGE. F. W., Botanic Gardens,
CLARKE, Col. Trevor. [Dublin.
CLARKE, C. B., F.R.S.
COOKE, Dr. (Fungi).
CORNU. Prof. Mai, Paris,

DECAISNE, the late Prof., Paris.

DE CAXDOLLE, A., Geneva,
DYER, W. T. T., Director, Royal

Gardens. Kew.
ELLACOJIBE. Rev. Canon.
ELWES. H. J. (Lilies). [fers).

ENGELMANN. the late Dr. G. (Coni-
FRANCHET, Paris. [U.S.A.
GRAY', Prof. Asa, the late, Boston,
HE.MSLEY, W. B., Kew,
HOOKER, Sir ,1. D.. K.C.S.I., late

Dire^-tor, Royal Gardens. Kew.
JACKSON. Museum. Royal Gardens,

Kew (Economic Botanv).
LEICHTLIN. Max. Baden-flsiden.
LINDSAY, H., Royal Botanic Gardens,

Edinburgli.
MAW. G. (Crocus).

Jl )oKE, F,, Royal Gardens, Glasnevin,

GARDEN BOTANY :-
MORRIS, D.. Assistant Director, Kew.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes,
OLIVER, Prof., F.R.S.
ROLFE, R. A., The Herbarium, Kew.
SMITH, W. G. (Fungi).
STEIN, Breshiu Gardens.
STRICKLAND, Sir C.

TODAEO, Baron, Palermo.
WATSON, Sereno, Boston, U,S.A.

GARDEN INSECTS :-

McL.ACHLAN, R., F.R.S., Pres. Eut.
Soc.

MICHAEL, A, E„ F.R.S.
WESTWOOD, Prof,. F.R.S.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS :-

BAER. P., Covent Garden,
CREWE, Eev. H. Harpiir, the late.

DOD, Rev. C. W.
ELLACOMBE, Eev. Canon.
ELWES, H. J., Cirencester.
HARTLAND, Baylor, Cork.
PERRY'. Tottenham.
POTTER. W.. York.
WILSON, G. F.. F.R.S.

INDU AND THE COLONIES :-

BANCROFT. G.. M.D.. Queensland.
BENN'ETT, G., M.D., Sydney.
BONAVIA. Dr., N, W. P., India.

COOPEE, Sir Dan,, Bart., Sydney.
DUTHIE. J. F., Sahanuipore.
FAWCETT.W.,SuperinteuduntBotani-

cal Department .laniaica

HART, J. H.. Superintendent, Botanical
Department, Trinida<l.

IM THURN, Everard, British Guiana.
KING. Dr., Director, Royal Botanic

Gardens, Calcutta.
MACi.lWAN, Prof.. Cape Town
MIELLER. Baron Sir Ferd. von,

Jlelbourne.
MURTOX, H. J., Siam.
RIDLEY'. H. N., Superiiitcn.iint Botan-

ii'ul Department, .Sin^'apore,

I

SCHIlMlU'KGK. Dr., Adelaide,

I
SMITH, T.. New Zeahiud.
TRDIEN. H., Ceylon.

I

WOOD, Medley, Botanic Garden, Dnr-

i
ban,

LANDSCAPE GARDENING :-

AXIlRE, E., Paris.

BOSCAWEN, Hon. and Rev. J. T.

BURVENICH, F.. Ghent.
JACKMAN. J., Woking.
JULIAN, G, Richards,

ORCHIDS :-

ANDERSON, J.. Meadowbank.
BACKHOUSE, J., York.
BULL, W.
BULLEN, R.t Botanic Gardens,

Glasgow.
BUYSSON, JI. Le Comte.
CEAWSHAY. De B.
LAWRENCE. Sir Trevor. Bart., JI.P.,

President, Eoval Horticultural Soc,

LEE, W., Downside,
LINDEN, Lncien, Brussels.

O'BEIEN, James,
PFTTZER, Prof., Heidelberg.
KEICHENBACH, Prof., Hamburgh,
RIDLEY, H. N., Singapore.
SANDER, F,
SMEE, A. H,
SWAN, W., Staines,

VEITCH, H. J.

WILLIAMS. B. S.

WOOLIOIID, C.

PRACTICAL GARDENING -
ATKIN.';, J.

Al'STEX. .r., Witlev Court Gardens.
BAILLIE, W, M., Luton Hoo Gardens.
B.IINES, T,
BAXTER, W, H., Botanic Gardens,

Oxford.
BLAIR, T.. Shrubland Gardens.
CA RMICHAEL, A. M., Henley in Arden.
CHALLIS, T,
CHRISTIE, A., Warwick Castle.

COLE.MAN, W., Eastnor Castle

Gardens.
COOJLBER. J.. The Hendre, Monmouth.
COOMBER. W., Regent's Park.
CROSSLING, R., St. Pagan's Castla

Gardens.
CULVEltWELL, W., Thorpe Perrow.
DEAN, A. (Potatos, &c.).

DEWAR, D., Roval Gardens. Kew.
DIVERS, W. H., K.tlon.
DOUGLAS, J., Great Gearies, Illord.

DUNN, M., Dalkeith,
EARLEY, W., Hford.
EVANS. A., Lytlie Hill Gardens.
FINDLAY. B.. Manchester.
FISH, D. T., Hardwicke Gardens.
FOWLER. A., Castle Kennedy

Gardens.
GIBSON, W. M. (Town Gardening).
GRIEVE. P., Bury St. Edmunds.
HE5ISLEY, A. (Market Plants).

HERRIN, C, Dropmore.
HUDSON, J. (Stove Plants).

INGRAM, W., Belvoir Gardens.
LYNCH. R. J., Botanic Gardens,

Cambridge.
MoINDOE. J.. Hutton Hall.
MELVILLE, D., Dunrobin Gardens.
JULES, G. T., Wycombe Abbey

Gardens.
MILLER, W., Coombe Abbey.
MOORE. F. W.. Royal Botanic Garden,
O'BRIEN, T, [Glasne\in,

POWELL, D. C, Powderham Castle.

RICHARDS, G. H., Somcrley Gardens
ROBERTS, J., Gunnersbury.
ROSS, F., Pendell Court, Bletchingley.
RUST, J.. Bridge Castle.

SAUL, M., York.
SHEPPAKD, J.. Wolverston Gardens
SMITH, J., Mentmore Gardens,
SMYTHE, W., Basing Park.
TEMPLE, M„ Carron House. N.B.
THOMAS, O.. Chatsworth Gardens.
THOMSON. W.. Cloveuford (Vines).

WALLIS, J., Keele Gardens.
WARD, E.. Hew ell Grange, Bromsgrove.
WARD, H. W., Longford Castle

Gardens.
WARD. A.. Stoke Edith Park.
WA'ISOX, W., R.ival Gard.ns, Kew.
Wi;i!STEK. J., (ior.lciii Casllo Garilens

WILIiSMITH, W., Hecktield Gardens
WIL.SOX, D.
WILSON, Q. F. (Lilies).

ROSES ;-
BENNETT. H.
D'OMBRAIN. Rev. H. H.
FISH. D. T., Hardwick, Bury St
FISHER. Rev. O. [Edmunds
GIRDLESTON. T. W.
PAUL, G., Cheshnut,
PAUL, W., Wallham Cross. ,

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY :-

BEX'NETT, A. W.
BOULGER, Prof.

DAEWIN, Charles, the late.

FOSTER. Prof. Michael.
GABDINER, W.. Cambridge.
GLAISHER. James (Meteorology.)
UENSLOW, Rev. Q.
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CUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHltOOM SPAWN.

—Too well known to require descrip-

tion. Price, 65. per bushel (Is. extra
per bxishel for package), or 6d. pe;
cake ; free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack
agea and printed cultural direction^

\ enclosed, withoursignatureattacbed
1 WM. CUTBUSH AND SON

'2 ('Limited), Nurserymen and Seec
-' MerrbrttiU. HiKhtfMt-*" NnrBeriea. N.

FOREST TREES.—Alder, 2 to 21 feet, 16s.
per 1000; Asli, IJto2feet. 12s. per 1000; 2 to 3feet, Ifc.

per 1000 ; ,3 to 4 feet. 20s. per 1000 ; Beech, 1} to 2 feet. I.ns.

per 1000; 2 to SJ fert. 13s. per UlOO ; 2J to 3} feet. 22s. per
1000. Spanisli Chestnut. 1^ to 2^ feet. 20s. perlOOO; Bourtree.
2 feet. 25s. per 1000 : Elm. 3 to t feet. I8s. per 1000 ; 4 to feet.
26s. per 1000. English Elm. 4 to 5 feet, 40s. per 1000. Larch.
H to 2 feet. 16s. per 1000 ; 4 to 6 feet, 28s. per 1000. ScotchFir,
lito2feet. 12s. p;rlOOO; 2 to 2^ feet. 16s. per 1000 ; 3 feet, 20s.
per 1000. Spruce Fir, 1 to IJ feet, lOs. per 1000; IJ to 2 feet.
I2s. per 1000 ; 2 to 2J feet. 16s. per 1000. SiWer Fir, 10 to
1.5 inches. 18s. per 1000 ; 1 to IJ foot. 20s. per 1000. Pinui
austriaca. 1 to 1^ foot. l.=>s. per 1000 ; 1 J to 2 feet, ISs. per 1000.
Sloe or Blackthorn, 2 to 3 feet, 20s. per 1000 ; Sycamore.
1 to IJ foot. 12s. per 1000 ; 2 to 2J feet, 16s, per 1000 ;

6 to 7 feet. 6s. per 100.

<1AKLIE.S .MirCHELL. Nurseryman, Stranraer,

100 Herbaceous and Alpine Plants for 25s.

IMCHAKD SMITH and CO.'S Selection as
1' above contains a most interesting and valuable assort-

ment of beautiful .ind Hurdy Plants for the Border or Rock-
work, which produce Ho\\ers'and render the garden attractive
all through the year. Descriptive CATALOUl'E post-free for
6 stamps.—EICHAU0 S-MITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Worcester.

SiiiiininilMrntMiiuitniniiMriiriituinililiillrijiiitiiiiililiMliiiininiiiiniillllli'S

I
PLANTING SEASON.

|

i HARDILY.GROWN I

I^OREST, ^RUIT,|
= & ALL OTHER =

I TREES S PLANTS, I

IEvergreens , Roses, &c, [

I
NUii_st-:Kit:s -ioo aci^es. I

\Largcst & Finest Stocks in Eunpe.l
I iKSPECTION EAT.XIiSTLT INVITrD. 1

I Priced Catalogues Gratis & Post Free. I
g Estimates a /ll p,\rticulars om application. i

{LiMITKDt, =

Tlie IV»ri<«eries, I

Chester. I

I •^^'K?^i,£^^^^^^sons Oiester. |
•iiMiriniiiiiiiinitiiiiMiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiii&

100 000 HARDY HEATHS.-The present
^\j\^ •f^J^JyJ is a most suit;ible time for planting these
beautiful plants, which can be supplied as follows :

—
An assortment of 10 varieties, 16s. per IOO.

20 ,, IBs.

.30 „ 20«.
40 ,, 22s.

If less than liftv plants are ordered, price 3s. per dozen
Special quotation per 1000, and Descriptive CAT.ALOOUE may
be had free on application to
JAMES SMITH AND SONS, Darlev Dale Nurseries, near

Matlock.

A VENUE TREES.—A\'ell rooted, with sto'^t
-^^ straight stems and good heads.
ELMS, Huntingdon, 10 to 12 feet, l.'is. per doz.. 100s. per 100;

12 to 14 feet, 21s. per doz., loOs. per 100.
LIMES, crimson twigged, S to 10 feet, 12s. per doz., W)s i>er

100 ; 10 to 12 feet, 18s. per doz.
MAPLE. Norway, 10 to 12 feet. 18s. per doz.. 1.30s. per 100.
POPLAR. Black Italian, 8 to 10 feet, Ss. per doz., 50s. per 100

10 to 12 feet, 10s. per doz., 65s. per 100 ; 12 to 14 feet]
12s. per doz.

,, Balsam, 8 to 10 feet, lis. per do/.. ; 10 to 12 feet, l-ij

per doz.
CATALOGUES of Forest. Fruit .tod Ornamental TrecJ,

P.oses, &c., post-free upon application.
JNO. JEFFERIES and SON. Royal Nurseries. Cirencester.

-yREES and SHRUBS for the Sea Coast.
-1- C.VTALOQUE fiee on application.—RICHARD S.MITH
i.xD CO., Nurserymen and Se d ^lercbants, Worcester,

/«

^^

S£juIMa^reApu^B

OLD-FASHIONED HEDGES. — English
Yews, bu.ihy. and with a profusion of fibrous roots,

IJ to 2 feet, Os. pe'r dozen, .'t'ls. per 100 ; 2 to 2} feel, 8s. per
dozen. 60s. per 100; 2J to 3 feet, 9s. per dozen, 60s. per liir»

;

3 to 3j feet. 12s. per dozen, 81s. per 100. Prices of larger ^i/*-.

and other Ercrgreens, suitable for Hedges—e.^.. Tree Box,
Holly, Laurel. Privet Cypress, Juniper, Thuia, &c., on appli-

cation.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Worcester.

I. HARDY'S NEW PRIMROSE
• NOVELTIES.—Choice varieties of about thirty beau-

tiful colours, from pure white to dark maroon. Strong pl:ints,

OS. per 100, los. per 1000.

HARDVS NEW "PRIMROSE POLYANTHUS" NOVEL-
TIES, in about eight splendid colours, mixed.—These are very
beautiful, forming magniticent trusses. Strong plants, Ss.

per 100. 45s. per 1000.

POLYANTHUS.—Hardy'3 Finest Selected Gold-laced Show
Flowers, Strong plants, 6s. per 100, 45s. per 1000.
STRAWBERRIES.-Vicomtesse H. de Thury, President, Sir

Joseph Paxton. Strong planta, 2s, per 100, 12v. jier lOOU ;

ditto, out of pots, Ss. per 100.

Cash. Extra plants for carriage. Package free.

H. I. HARDY, F.R.H.S.. Stour Valley Nurseries, Buros, Suffolk.

REES and SHRUBS suitable for Towns and
Smoky Districts. CATALOGUE free on applieiition.—

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mcreluints
Worcester.

OMALL SHRUBS and CONIFER.E. —O Araucaria imbricata, 10 to 12 inches, 50s. per 100 ; Abie^
Douglasii, l-yr., 4s. per 100 ; A. orientalis, 1-yr.. 30s. per 1000 ;

American Arbor-vita\ \\ foot, 00s. per 1000; Sweet Bay, 1-yr.,
30s. per 1000 ; Scarlet Chestnut, 1-yr., tis. per 100 ; Cupressu-i
macrocarpa, 1-yr., 305. per 1000 ; Lawsoni, 18 inches, 60.^;.

per 1000 ; erecta viridis, 4 inches, 'Ms. per 1000; do., 1 foot.
12s. per 100; stricta, i to 1* foot, 12j;. per 100 ; AUumii. 1 foot.
14s. per 100; Cedrus atlantiea, l-yr., 1-yr. transplanted, 10s.
per 100 ; C. Deodara, l-yr., 7s. per 100 ; Escallonia macrautha,
pots. 14s. per 100; Laurel (common), 2-yr., 20s. per lOOO ; Por-
tugal Laurel, l-yr. transplanted, 20.s. per 1000 ; Colchic Laurel,
l-yr., 25s. per 1000; Laurel rotundifolia, l-yr., 25s. per lOOO

;

Limes, l-yr. transplanted, 16s. per 1000; Pinus Cembra. 3-yr.,
extra, 16s. per 1000 ; P. insignis, l-yr. , 3s. 6</. per 100 ; P. excelsa.
l-yr., 4s. per 100; P. Nordmanniana, l-vr., 305. perlOoO; P.
Jeffreyii, l-yr., 'is. per 100; I*. Mastersiana, l-yr., los. per
100; P. Strobus, 2-yr., 2s. per 100; Oak, Evergreen, l-vr., 30s.
per 1000; Scarlet Oak, l-yr., 3s. per lUO ; Privet ovalifolium,
tito9 inches, 10s. per 1000; Retinospora plumosa, 10 to 12
inches, 10s. per 100; R. squarrosa, 8 to 9 inches, 8s. per 100;
do., 1 foot. 12s. per 100. Thuia Lobbii. 8 to 10 inches, yOs. per
1000; do., 15 inches, 45s. per 1000; T. dolobrata, 8 to 9 iuches.
80s. per 1000; do.. 10 inches, tine. 12s. per 100. T. Ell
wangeriana, 6 to 8 inches, 8s. per lOO; Veronica Travernii, 6 to
8 inches, fine. 6s. per 100; English Yew, l-yr., l-vr. transi-
planted, 20s. per 1000 ; do., 8 to 10 inches, 7s. per 100. Irish
Yew, 6 to 9 inches, 10s. per 100.

GARLIES MITCHELL. Nurseryman, Stranraer.

TYT" GORDON, Immense stock of ORCHIDS;
T T • best value and cheapest house in the Trade.

The best cut of ORCHID PEAT in commerce ; selected
turves, 1 bushel, 2s., 3 bushel sack, 5s., carriage forward.

LILIES, Enormous Importations, Silver Banksian Modal.
Silver Medal, National Chrysanthemum Society, 18S8.

LILIUM AURATUM. Imported Bulbs, 6^., 9rf., Is., \s.U.
each; 35s., 4.^s., 70s., 90s. per 100. Home-growu bulbs, iirf.,

Is., Is. 6(/., 2s. each. Special Trade quotation for quantities.

JAPANESE MAPLES, Silver Bauksian Medal.

TREE P.EONIES, 7 Fir3^clas3 Certificates.

,, IRIS, most gorgeous, 4 First-class Certificates.

CATALOGUE of the above on application to

The Nurseries, Amyand Park Road, Twickenham.

OBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, ^Trinit^
Road, Wandsworth, S.W., begs to call the attention of

|

Oentlemi^n and otliers Planting, to his large and varied stork
of FORKST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, also FRUIT TREES
SHRUBS. ROSES, and CLI.VIBING PLANTS. &c., which are
in line condition for transplanting, and being grown near
London, are especially adapti-d for Town and Suburban Plnnt-
ing. Also exlra-fineSEAKALE, and RHUBARB for Forcing.
All goods delivered free by own vans within a radius of
6 miles. CAT.-VLOGUES free on application, and a personal
inspection of the stock solicited.

REES and SHRUBS for Game-covers aiS
Underwood. Intending planters should send for CATA-

LOGUE, free on application.-RICHARD SMITH and CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

TF YOU CANNOT GET FRUIT TREESA TEUE TO NAME.
Write to GEORGE BUNYARD and CO.

F YOU WANT ANY CHOICE SORTS that
your Local Finns cannot Supply.

Write to GEORGE BUXTARD and CO,

C'OR FRUIT TREES by the Dozen, Ilundri?d,
L or Ttiousand,

Write to GEORGE BUNYARD axd CO.

iEND INTO KENT, and get the FINEST
J TREES—So Starvi-linRS, No Blicht-at

GEORGE BUNYAHU axd CD'S.

[LLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF FRUIT
L THEKS, 800 Kinds, Sii Stamps.

SKELETON LIST—Names and Prices—also all Outdoor
Stock, Gratis,

ROSE LIST, CONIFER and SHRUB LISTS, Free.
One Hundred Acres Nursery. Liberal terms.

I

GEORGE BUNYARD and CO.,
PO.MOLOGISTS and GEN'EEAL NURSERYMEN,

TRADE MARK

CHARLES SHARPE and GO,
Seed Growers and Merchants,

SLEAFORD,
Will liui'c niiu-h iih'amre in sending

on application, special quolations for
their home-saved slocks of Farm and
(iardcn Seeds.

REQ? TRADE MARK

Iteremhi-r, 1888.

CHOICE EARLY FLOWERS.
SWEET-SCENTED RHODODENDRONS, well-Uidtied plants,

2.S. 6(/. to 3i-. f(A each ; a few large, 5s. to 7a-. M. eai-h.
Tliese are very free-Llooming, and one tni-s of floweis

will give a d.heious fragrance in a greenhouse.
RHODODENDRON DAVIESI. a plant of bushy halit and hand-

some foliage, bearing good trusses of bright orange llower-.
Awarded Kirst-chiss C<TtificT?le at the London and Man-
chester Exhibitions. Fine plants, with buds, 05., 's. ijd..
to 105. 6(1. each.

AZALEAS, HARDY, our own-raised Sweet-scented, alsoGIient
and Mollis varieties. Many thousands, full of buds, which
are offered cheap.

CATALOGUE Free on application.
ISAAC DAVIES AXI. SON, yurserymen. Orm=kirk.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF
FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.

A Large and Select Stock is now offered for Sale.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of
Fruits post-free.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTg^ERTS.

ROSES-20 ACRES,
^ell-rooted, many-shooted, truly named, of
matured vigorous growth, and of the best kinds.
Bushes, R. S. & C'o.'s selection, Ss. per dozen ;

60.S'. per 100. Packing and carriage free for
cash with order.

T/iese World-famed ROSES cannot fail to

give the greatest satisfaction.

ROSES IN POTS;
ell the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from l&s. to 863. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application,

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

^UlTTR

"jy/TAIDSTOXE, KENT.

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Desrriptii-e CATALOGUES Post-free.

nHEAI.>,qONS
B^ Crajvlej, '^ W Sussexi
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CTRAWBERRY PLANTS, in small pots.

O Splendid ahitf o£ all best kimls, and true to name. Price

List on application.

FRANCIS E. KINGHOBS. Nurseryman. Richmond, Surrey.

fth i\Ci(\ CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
OV^V/V/V/ finest Doable and Single Varieties (some

Of the flowers of which become 10 inches across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

climbing and bedding, from V2s. to 21s. per dozen, strong

plants; extra strong plants, repotted into 5i-inch pots, 2s. 6d

each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnilicent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2s. 6(*. each.

Descriptive LIST onapplication.—RICHARD SMITH ASD CO..

Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

LARGE SHRUBS and CONIFER^:, —
Aucubi japonica, IJ to 2 feet, .10s. per 100; do., 2 to 2J

feet, 4ns. per luii. Berberis aquifolia, IJ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100

;

Box tree, IJ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, 20s. per 100.

Cotoneaster Simonsii, i to 3J feet, 10s. per 100; Deutzia crc-

uata, llore-pleno, strong, 4s. per dozen; Escallonia macrantha

(pots), strong, 21s. per 100; Grislinia littoralis, ly to 2 feet,

36s. per 100; Honeysuckle (strong), 8s. per 100; Irish Ivy,

4 feet. 6s. per 100 ; Laurel, common, IJ foot, 6s. per 100 ; 2 feet,

10s, per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet, Itis. per 100. Colcliio Laurel. 1 to 15

foot, 12s. per 100; 2 to 2J feet. Ills, per 100; 3 to 3J feet,

bushy, 20s. per 100. Portugal Laurel, 1 to IJ foot, IBs. per

100 : li- to 3 feet, 20.S. per 100. Rhododendron pouticum, 1 to

IJ foot, 22s. per 100 ; IJ to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; 2 to 2| feet,

3.'i«, per 100 ; 3 feet, ."lOs. per 100 ; 4 to 4J feet, bushy, »os. per

100. Abies Dougla.,ii, 3 to 4 feet, 3.'.s. per 100; 4 to :> foet, 50s.

per 100 ; Jo., 6 feet, Vos. per 100. Araucaria imbricata , 2 to 2}

feet, 30s. per dozen ; 3 to 3^ feet, 48s. per doxen ; 3 to 4 feet,

tiOs per dozen. Cupressus Lawsoniana, 2J- feet, 20s, per 100;

.3 to 1 feet. Ills, per 100. C. stricta, 2 to 2i feet, 405. per 100

;

.S to 6 feet, extra tine, l.•^.. per dozen. C. erecta viridis, I.t to
> feet. 2.is. per liiH ; do., 2 to 2J feet, 3os. per 100. Picea

Nordmanniana, IJ to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; do., 2 to 2i feet,

extra, 40.-. per loO. Ketinospora plumosa, 18 inches, 2os. per

inrt; i; to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; 2J feet, extra, 40s. per lt«i.

R. squ'arrosa, 1} foot, bushy, 30s. per 100 ; Thuia Lolibii, IJ- to

2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, 24s. per 100 ; 4 feet, i^Os. per

Inii ; 6 feet, 18s. jier dozen. Thuiopsis borealis, 2^ to 3 feet, 8s.

per dozen ; T. dolobrata. 1 foot, 30s. per 100 ; 1
J-
to 2 feet, 12s.

per dozen ; 2.) to 3 feet (line), 30s. per dozen.

GARLIES MITCHELL. Nurseryman. Stranraer.

CLEARANCE SALE (at sacrifice) of

PALMS, DEAC.ENAS, &c.

LATANIA BORBONJCA and PIICENIX RECLINATA, 12

inches high, 4s. per dozen, 30s. per 100. Package and

carriage free.

LATANIA BtiRBONICA, SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS, COR-i-

PHA AUSTRALIS, and PHIF.XDC RECLINATA, 20 to

24 inches high. Is. 6rf. each, IBs. per dozen; same kinds,

2 feet 6 to 3 feet high, 3s. to 5s. each.

Handsome PALMS, 4 feet high, ISs. each.

,, ,, 6 feet high, 40s. each.

Twelve assorted PALMS and DltACENAS, averaging, with

pots, 24 inches high, in wood case, free, 1S.<. ; six do., 10.s.

KENTI.iS, .3s. to 21s. each.

DRAC.ENA.S, 24 inches to 6 feet high, 2s. to 40s. each.

Inspection invited.

GARDENER. Holly Lodge, Stamford Hill, N.

CARNATION "QLOIRE DE NANCY,"—
We are sending out for the fourth seasou our true strain

of this the grandest White Carnation in cultivation, quite

iiardy. and for pot culture for cut bloom it has no equal.

Robust and free bloomer. £lperlOO. lis. for 50, 6s. for 2.5, good

rooted layers. We have a fine stock of GARDENIAS, the best

sorts in cultivation, from Is. to 40s. each. Cash with Order.

E COLLINS AND SONS, Cumberland Park Nursery,

Willesden Junction.

EV E R G R E E N HEDGES.
EVERGREEN HFDGES.

YEWS, English, 1} to 2 feet. 30s. per 100; 2 to 2) feet, 43s. per

100; 2J to 3 feet, «3s. per 100.

HOLLIES, Green, 2 to 2J feet, 40s. per 100 ; 2} to 3 feet, 60s.

per 100.

LAl'RELS. Common, 1} to 2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet,

ISs. per 100; 2i to 3^ feet, 20s. per 100.

Tlll'lA LOllBII, 2J to 3 feet, 30s. to 40s. per 100.

We hold immense stocks of the above, all bushy and well

rooted Plants.

Special offer for Covert Plants, &c., free on application.

.lOHN PERKINS AND SON. The Old Estahlish..d Nursery

and Seed Business. 52, Market Square, Northampton.
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS-" QUICK," NORTHAMPTON.

ENgTlISU yews, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

BOX, Green, 3, 4, .5, and feet.

,, Variegated, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

PINUS AUSTRIACA. 3, 4, .5, and 6 feet.

All well furnished, and finely rooted. Many thousands.

ANTHONY WATERER. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

To the Trade.
\-EGETABLE and AGRICULTrKAL SEEDS.

HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to give

• SPECIAL QUOTATIONS for all the best kinds of

VEGETABLE and FIELD SEEDS grown this s.vason from care-

fully selected stocks. The quality is very good, and the prices

will be found advautageous to jiurchasers.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

in (\(\i\ DAFFODILS, Double Yellows or
1' '^VUU Telamonius plenus, for planting in newly

planted Orchards, 17s. 6*^. p-r 1000, cash for immediate reply.

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, F R.H. S., Seedsman. Cork.

EACONSFIELD" YELLOW PRIMROSE.
The large Irish Y'ellow variety. Trade price, 6s. per

ounce. Retail. 6rf. and Is. per pack t.

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, F.R.H.S., Seedsman, Cork,

TC A DnOCO I ^ grand stock, in5-in. pots, 12s. & 18s. doz.

I tA ifUOLO I A grand stock, in 7-in. pots, 24s. & 30s. doz.

/Black Hamburgh and other varieties.

HDAnC IIIUCCJ Suitable for fruiting in pots, 10s. id. each

UnArL I into ) Suitable for planting vineries, 6s. and

(_ 7s. 'ad. each,

Fr n 11 ' '^ fine stock, in 5-inch pots, 12s. per dozen.

L II n 't
A fine stock, in small pots, 4s. per dozen.

Catalogues on application.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL
COMPANY (John Cowan), LIMITED,

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES. GARSTON,
NEAR LIVERPOOL.

AMATEURS^ ROSES.
Tea Roses on Needling Brier and Brier

Clt/filll/S.

EXTRA FINE GROUND PLANTS.

IIVBIUl) TEIU'ETUALS on SKEDLIMi lililEl!,

CrjEU CUTTINGS, anil MASETTI.

An Immense Stock.

PRIMULA OBCONICA.— The best market,
or " .all the year round" blooming plant in cultivation.

Now is the time to sow. Seed, psr packet. (5rf. an-l Is. Large

Market Growers Packet. 2s. 6rf.

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, F,R.H,S., Seedsman, Cork.

.^^ecinl Quotation.^ and De.^a'ijjtife C<iiii!o</ttes on application.

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.,
KlXli'S ACRE NlIiSE KlES, near HEREFORD.

ANTHOW WATERER
INVITES AN INSPECTION FROM INTENPING

PLANTERS TO

THE FOLLOWING TREES,
Harinij stout straigld stems, line hemh, and splendid roots.

All have beeii tratisplanted within tv.o years:—

ACACIA BESSONIANA, 12 to 14 feet; A. SEMPERFLO-
RENS, 12 to 14 feet; ACER DASYC.ARPUM, 12 to 10 feet;

A. DASYCARPUM WIERII LACINIATA, 10 to 14 feet; A.

NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, Standar.ls, 8 to 10 feet ; A. LEO-
POLDII, 12 to 14 feet; A. REITENBACHII. 13 to 14 feet

;
A.

SCHWEDLERII, 12 to 16 feet; A. WuKLEYlI, Standards, 12

to 14 feet. ASH, Mountain, 10 to 1 1 feet. BEECH, Common,
10 to 12 feet; Purple, Pyramids and Standards, 10 to 10 feet.

BIRCH, Silver, 12 to 10 feet. CHESTNUT, Horse, 11 to 16 feet.

Double White, 10 to 16 feet; Scarlet, 12 to 16 fret; Spanish,

12 feet. ELMS. English, 10 to 13 feet; Guernsey, 12 feet.

LIMES. 12 to 16 and 20 feet ; Silver-leaved, 10 to 14 feet.

LIQUID.IMBAR, 6 to 10 feet. MAPLE, Norway, 14 to 16 feet.

OAK, Eii»lish, 10 to 14 feet; Scarl.t American, 12 to 1 1 feet

;

PLANES, 12 to 10 feet. POPLAR BOLLEANA, 10 to 16 feet

;

P. CAN.\DENSIS NOVA (the true variety), 12 to 16 feet;

SYCAMORE, Common, 14 to 16 feet ; Purple, 14 to 16 feet.

THORNS, Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 feet ; White, S to 10 feet.

WALNUTS, Common, 10 to 12 feet.

Weeping Trees.

BEECH, Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 8 to 12 feet;

Weeping, Purple, Pvraniids and Standards, 7 to 12 ft. BIRCH,
Young's Weeping. Pyramids and Standards, 3 to 1 i ft. ELMS,
Weepin", Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 14 feet. LARCH,
Weeping, Pyramids, 8 to 10 feet. OAK, Weeping, English,

Standards, 10 to 12 feet. POPLAR, Weeping, I'yramids, and

Standards, 10 to 12 feet. SOPHORA .lAPONICA PENDULA,
Standards, S to S feet.

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKlNli. SIRKEY.

FRUIT TREES,
SEVENTY-FOUR ACRES.

APPLES, PEARS, PLU.MS, CHERRIES, PEACHES,
NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and other FRUIT TREES, as

Standards, Dwarfs, Pyramids, Bu«hes, Cordon, and Trained

Trees in great variety.

\'INES, excellent Canes, 3s. 6i/., is., 7s. id., 10s. 6rf.

Orcharil House Trees in pots, PEACHES, APRICOTS, NEC-
TARINES, &e., from 6s. FIGS from 3s. M.
DESCRIPTH'E LIST, containing a sketch of the various

forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage,

Manure, Pruning. Lilting, Cropping, Treatment under Glass

;

also their Synonyms, Quality, Size, Form, Skin. Colour, Flesh,

Flavour, Use, Growth, Duration, Season. Price,&c., tree by post.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
W ORCESTER.

ORCHIDS AND PALMS
SPECIALTIES.

The Stock is of such magnitude that, without seeing it , it is not

easy to form an adeiluate conception of its unprecedented extent.

FEUIT TREES, ROSES, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS.
BOUVARDIAS. CYCLAMENS. ERICAS, EPACRIS,

SOLANU.MS, TREE CARNATIONS, and other

WINTER and SPRING BLOOillNG PLANTS.
of fine quality and immense numbers.

iNSPECTiON I.VVITF.D.

The Glass covers an area of upwards of 300,000 super, feet.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.

NEW EDITION,
Corrected up to Date,

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
0/

GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free Shd.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Stranil,

London, W.C,

Now ready. In clotli, lis. 6d.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Vol. III., Third Series, JAN. to JUNE, WSS.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1.", 1888.

HAMPTON COURT GARDENS.
A MONO the few gardens of medieval Kng.

-^ *- land which .still remain to xi.s, there are

iiiiiie which can be held to vie in historic

anti artistie charms with the (Queen's palace

gardens of Hampton Court. I'pon these gar-

dens the skill of many great garden artists

has been spent; within the precincts of their

walls numerous stirring events have taken place

;

and the splendours of many successive f'ourt.s

havi' been witnessed, ^\'e are told by the hi.s-

torian of the palace, ]Mr. Ernest Law, that it

was in these gardens that " Wolsey paced

in anxious meditation a few weeks before his

fall."

It was in these gardens also that IlHnry N'llf.

made love to Anne Boleyn and to Catherine

Howard, and George II. to Mrs, Howard and

Mary liellenden. In the Pri\-y Garden we may
still walk along the paths on which it was the

custom of (,>ueeu Elizabeth to take her daily

morning walk, or we ma_y sit beneath the bower

where Queen Mary sat at needlework with her

maids of honour. Nor do the gardens lack-

literary associations. The Lime trees in the

fountain garden ha\-e sheltered from the noon-

day sun Tope and Ilervey, Swift anil .\dili.son,

Walpole and liolingbroke.

Nothwithstanding, howe\er, all these historic

associations of the gardens, no writer has ever

attempted to chronicle their past. Mr. Ernest

Law has, indeed, given us a few notices relating

to the gardens in his charming work, T/ie History

of Hampton Court in Tudor Times ; but these

notices are far too scanty, and hehas by no means

exhausted all the documents which refer to

the gardens in those times," The work, how-

• Mr. Law has just published a little guide (price Is.) to the

palace, and at the end of this guide is given i short sketch of

th.- history of the gar.lens. To this little work the author ot

the present paper is much indebted.
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ever, supplies us with references to some of

the original accounts relating to the gardens which
still exist in the Record Office and elsewhere, and
it is by the aid of these that it is proposed, in the
following paper, to give, in a detailed form, a

history of the palace gardens.

We naturally go back to the time of Wolsey
in recalling the original wealth and splendour
of the gardens, but we find them noticed at a
very much earlier period. In the report of the
Prior of the Knights Hospitallers in England
to the Grand blaster, in the year 1338, there is

mentioned as belonging to the order a " camera"
or mansion-house, " gardens and a dove-cot " at
Hampton. This mansion-house, Jlr. l^aw has
shown, with great probability, stood on the site

of A\'olsey's palace. A\e hear little further of
the gardens until the commencement of the six-

teenth century, when we read of the house being
still inhabited by the order, that it had gardens,
and that it was occasionally visited by members
of the royal family and high ecclesiastical

functionaries. One of the royal personages who
visited the mansion in the early years of the
sixteenth century was Elizabeth of York. She
came here, history tells us, " to recruit her
health," for the air of Hampton, her physicians
agreed, was the best air which could be procured
within an easy distance of London. On this
visit it is probable that she spent much of her
time in the gardens, and we may picture to our-
selves the Dowager Queen sitting with her maids
in the Rose and Honeysuckle-covered arbours
(these were connnon features in the gardens of
those days), or resting under the Pear and Apple
trees of the orchard.

In the year l.",14—the year in which Cardinal
Wolsey 's tenancy began—the history of the
palace really commences. " Xo sooner " we are
told by Mr. Ernest Law, "did that famous
ecclesiastic enter into the possession of the place
than he began with characteristic energy to
plan the erection of a vast and sumptuous
edifice, and surround it with gardens and parks,
which were to be an appanage in every way
worthy of the princely residence he was project-
ing." The land which "Wolsey bought for his
palace, gardens, and park consisted of some
2000 acres, and on this land, in the south-west
corner, was situated the old manor-house. Imme-
diately around the house he laid out the gardens
and orchards ( svhioh he separated by bride walls')
and outside these, to the north-east, he laid out
his two great parks. The accounts of expenses
incurred for laying out these gardens, which
were rendered Ijy AN'olsey's head gardener to the
clerk- of works, are still preserved in the Record
Office, but they throw very little light on the
plan of the gardens at that time. There are
however, many curious entries for wages of the
gardeners employed and for implements used.
Some of these entries refer to the shovels, spades,
barrows, seeds, and even to the " plants " bought
" for the use of my lord's garthing." The head
gardener employed was .lohn Chapman—one of
the most celebrated gardeners of his time.f The
accounts, which were rendered fortnightly, are
all signed by him in a very clear hand. This
circumstance shows that the gardeners of that
time were taken from a superior class. The
expenses in lolo averaged 80s. per fortnight, but
this amount was sometimes expanded by' the

* Chapter House Accounts. C. ;. f. 721.
t .Tolin Chapman was first emp"l,.j>.,l by Wolsey as gardener

Hampton Court, and very soon after ,vas promoted to the posi-
tion o£he,ul gardener. When Henry Vm. took possession of thepalace he ^yas again promote.l-this fme to the position of

H°H' ri". f"'
''"'''^""•' "ill, a salary of 12/,. a year.He died about the year i:.lii.

•• - je.ir.

addition of women to the ordinary staff of
labourers, for weeding in the " old garden.''"

Although these accounts throw but little light on
the manner in which the gardens were laid out, we
gain a fair idea as to what tliey were like at this
period from the following lines in the metrical life

of Wolsey written by Cavendish :

—

" My galleries were fayre, both large and longe.
To walk in them when that it liked me best

;

Jly gardens sweet enclosed with walles strong,
Embanked with benches to sit and take my reste

;

The knottis so enknotted it cannot be expressed,'
With arbours and alleys so pleasant and so dulce
The pestilent airs with flavours to repulse.

"

Here we liave a description of tlie stjle of garden-
ing in vogue in England in the opening years of the
sixteenth century—the gardens secured by high walls
like those described by Chaucer in the Rumaunt uf the
Rose : the grass banks some 3 feet high placed all
around the walls on which one might sit and rest

;

the " kuottis " or beds in whicli plants were laid out
in difl'erent patterns, somewhat like those in our
modern so-called carpet-beds

; tlie arboursi or
little suiumer-houses, and the alleys made of
trellis -work over which twined or crept the
Vine, Rose, and Honeysuckle, and above all,
the sweet-scented flowers, which must have made
the gardens of that time and of Elizabeth so de-
lightful. In such a garden, we are informed by his
biographer, Cavendish, Wolsey used to walk towards
evening, "and read his evensong and other divine
service with his chaplain." This old garden of
Wolsey was situated to the south of the base-court
and probably covered the plot of ground now
known as tlie Pond Garden. An orchard is also
mentioned in Wolsey 's accounts. This was probably
situated on tlie plot of ground afterwards kuown as
the " Ould Orchard," now known as the Wilderness.
Not many years passed before Cardinal Wolsey was

banished by Henry VIII. to Esher, and he had to
give up the palace and gardens to the king. This
was in i:i:;;i, and immediately the king gave orders
" for enlarging and improving the palace and its sur-
roundings.' It was not, however, till ir.30 that any
large alterations were made in the gardens. In the
early part of that year a large number of labourers
were employed for " bringing the earth and manure

"

to the Privy Orchard.} A number of orchard trees
were then planted, and under,'them>ere set " sixteen
bushels of Strawberry roots."§ In' planting-out the
trees little spaces appear to have been left here and
there, which were freely open to the sun. In the
centre of each of these open spaces was fixed a
"brasyn sundial" and seven of these are entered in
the accounts as having been bought for this purpose
of a " clockmaker of Westraynster."||

CTo be continued.)

riNUS LAEICIO.
So much has been said in these columns of late

years respecting the Corsican Pine and its near allies
(see especially Dec. 15, 1883, Jan. 5, and Eeb.ICi, Ig'^I),
that it is unnecessary now to do more than refer the
reader to them. In the course of these articles men-
tion was made of the fine tree near the Kew Green
entrance gateway to the Royal Gardens at Kew.
The tjee, of which we now give an illustration
(fig. 07), forms a conspicuous object from a distance,
though, unfortunately, its leader has been destroyed.'
According to a statement of the late veteran Curator,
John Smith (primus), in the Garden, the tree in
question was brought from the South of Europe and
planted, in 1814, by Mr. R. A. Salisbury, a noted
botanist of his time. In 182') the tree was 20 feet
high, and in 188.5 it had attained a height of 88 feet,
and was 12 feet in girth .at the base. A cone and a
shoot are shown on p. 705. The present height of the
tree is 01 feet

; spread of branches, GO feet; and stem
girth at 4 feet from the ground, 9 feet.

* Cliapter House Accounts, C. ;. f. 6ii,i, 811, &c. This men-
tion of the " old garden " shows that Wolsey did not entirely
alter the surroundings of the old manor-house.

t In the accounts preserved in tlie Reiord Offlcu (c. J) is the
following item relating to the arbour of Wolsey; "for'twii;-
gera to bind the arbour, virf."

; Chapter House Accounts, C. I f. 422.

* /*'', t. l-'.'i,
( //,„!, I, 401.

New or Noteworthy Plants.
>—

I

CATASETUM GAUNETTIANUM, RJfe, n. sp.

This littlegem ofa Catasetum is now flowering in the
Kew collection, the whole plant being under G inches
high, and its wants seem to be amply provided for
within the limits of a shallow pan of about 3 inches
diameter, in which it is suspended. It was piesented
in February of the present year by P. F. Garnctt,
Esq., of Aigburth, near Liverpool, with the informa-
tion that it was collected in some locality in the
vicinity of the River Amazon. It is allied to C.
barbatum, Lindl., and in general aspect is much like

a miniature edition of this plant. The pseudobulbs
in the imported plants were conical, 2 inches long,
and with five black rings ; but in the two growths since
made they are compressed-ovate, 1 inch long by
half an inch broad, and bearing three leaves. It

may, however, be noted, that while the new pseudo-
bulbs are not fully developed, they are strong enough
for each to throw up a raceme almost as strong as
one sent from the wild habitat. The leaves are
lanceolate, 4 inches long by G to 8 lines broad,
acute, and a little undulate. The erect peduncle
equals the leaves, and has four sheathing bracts
below the flowers, while the flowering bracts are
ovate; one raceme bears seven flowers, the other
four, while the wild raceme appears to have had
nine

; the pedicels three-quarters of an inch long, the
diameter of the flower, from the tip of the upper
sepal, ]J inch, and the colour very light green,
heavily blotched with dark chocolate-brown, the
blotches somewhat transversely arranged, and the
lip white. Sepals lanceolate-linear, acute, 10 lines
long, concave. Petals similar, but slightly convex,
and a little reflexed. These are subparallel with the
upper sepal, as in C. callosum, while the lateral

sepals make an angle of about 00^ with each other.
Lip three-qunrters of an inch long, linear, from a
somewhat broader base, the apex divided into about
seven somewhat diverging bristles, a similar number
of shorter ones on either side near the base, and
some half-dozen others on the margin below the
middle. A blunt conical spur is situate near the
middle, and a strong curved horn a (piarter of an
inch high on basal angle. Under side of lip faint

green, with a few reddish-purple spots
; column light

green, antenna; slender, subparallel. It is a singular
and very elegant little plant. S. A. Rolfc.

Trichosma suavis, Lindl.

This name being accepted and well known in the
gardening world I retain it, though the plant has no
genuine marks of distinction from Eria, as Dr.
Griffith, myself, .and finally Dr. Lindley stated (see

contributions to Indian Orchidology, ii. Eria, § VI.).
The dark brown lines on the white ground of the
lip remind one of Ccelogyne, though a side view of
the flower shows the most distinct Kria or JIaxillaria
shape. Dr. Lindley himself at first called it a
Ccelogyne, and proposed his genus Tricliosma later,

cancelling the original name himself, in accordance
with my opinions.

I have now at hand a little wonder of beauty, a
trilabellia, as I call it, a tripetalia would likewise
deserve the name of peloria. If the word peloria
be used one does not know which of the two, sepals
or petals, is intended. The three petals have the same
colour and the keels of the lip, but there is the single
mark of distinction that they are not trifid, but entire.

I have to thank for this most agreeable surprise
our enthusiastic orchidist, Mr. Fred. Tautz, Gold-
hawk Road, London, whose collection is so rich in
rare and well-grown Orchids. H. G. RM.f.

Cypkipedium iksigxe (Wal/.) Sa^df.rje
(Hort. Satul.)

Baron von Schroder had the kindness tn send
me this surprisingly beautiful novelty, which was
imported with other varieties by Mr. F. Sander, and
dedicated by him to Mrs. Sander, a great lover of
Orchids. It is very beautiful ; the odd sepal has the
upper part white, the white colour descending on
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both sides on to the margin. The lower part is

light yellowish-green, with a few small brown spots

on each side of moderately dark tint. The broad

connate sepal is of a light yellow, with two very

small brown spots at the base. Petals nearly undu-

late, rather broad and blunt, sulphur-coloured. Lip

thing like it before. It was kindly sent to me by

Mr. Horsraan, of Colchester, whose name it justly

Its general floral character may be indicated

by stating its narrow, and yet not too narrow, shape.

The odd sepal ia blunt, cuneate-oblong, and tlie

Vi'', yr.—TUKCCIiSICAN- llNli, llNl'

ilarker sulphur- coloured. Staminode bright yellow,

with the knob of an orange colour. Peduncle and br.ict

liglit green. This is decidedly a most remarkable

plant, and a fresh ornament to the collection of

Baron von Schroder. H. G. Rchh. f.

CtPRIPEDICM INSKINE (Ifa??.), VAR HOESMANIANfM,

n. lar.

A remarkably elegant variety. I never saw any-

S LARRIO, Ar KEW. (sEE 1'. O'J-.)

ZyOOPETALCM MAUOlNATUM, BM.J,

A plant of this old but apparently rare species is

now flowering in the Kew collection, having been

sent from New Grenada l)y Patin. It belongs to Uie

section Warscewiczella, and i.s also known as W.

marginata. It grows inches high, and its narrowly

cuneate-oblong leaves are flabellatcly arranged, as in

this section of the genus. Its flowers are solitary,

large, and fragrant, the colour white, with a broad

band of maroon-purple round the lip, a few streaks

of the same colour on the curiously toothed disc,

and three irregular violet lines in front of the same.

The incurved side-lobes just meet at their tips, which

is one of the characters by which it may be distin-

guished from the closely allied Z. velatum. It was

introduced in 1853 by Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston,

and is described in these columns at p, 047 of that

year, as Warrea quadrata, by Dr. Lindley. It is

also well figured at 1. 1760 of the Botanical McKia.-inf,

under the same name, Sir William Hooker having

obtained a plant from the same source. E. A. HuLic.

upper part is quite white, the lower like the re-

mainder of the flower, has likewise the usual colours.

The lower sepals are narrow, oblong-ligulate, acute.

The petals are directed forwards, and are spreading

at the top. The lip is very remarkable in hav-

ing a beak in the middle of the mouth, and

rather low side-partitions. In these days of Cypri-

pediums it might prove exceedingly valuable for

hybridisation. H. G. EM.f.

DISA CULTURE.
Now that some of the rarer Disas are flowering in

our gardens, a lew notes as to a general plan of cul-

ture;for the diff'erent sections, and especially of the

grassy-leaved ones, including graminifolia and D.

lacera, figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 664,

mav be of use in helping to secure a better under-

standing of these beautiful plants. Por years I have

grown Cape terrestrials, and have never lost an

opportunity of getting information from my numerous

South African correspondents as to their habits and

surroundings in their native home. The result of

these experiences conclusively prove to me that

before success can be attained with certainty, the

genus Disa, for cultural purposes, must be divided

into two distinct sections.

Section I may be called the grandiflora division, aa

that species is best known to us; under it come

1). uuiflora, commonly known as grandiflora,

IX racemosa (illustrated in the Gardeners Chronicle,

May l:i, 1888), U. venosa, which 1 have

now secured after years of steady endeavour;

D. sagittalis, D. cornuta, D. crassicornis, D. poly-

gonoides, and others of like habit. These

are leafy plants inhabiting more or less marshy

places, and they will all thrive grown togetlier with

D. grandiflora (uuiflora), with some little dirterences

which the following observations as to their mode

of growth may point out :—D. grandiflora, D. race-

mosa, IX venosa, and 1). sagittalis are strictly ever-

green, and are always growing either above or below

ground ; thev increase by tlie old tuljers producing

n-w ones, and also by leafy growths borne on stolons

or running underground stems. These require keep-

ing moist all the year with but little variation.

Some time in October is the best for repotting them,

and the material used, peat, sphagnum moss, crocks,

Ind charco.-il, and some think added loam and fibre

beneficial.

D. crassicornis, D. cornuta, and IX poly-

gonoides have no stolons, but perpetuate themselves

by direct increase from tuber to tulier after the

manner of Satyrium, or by seed—a mode of propa-

gation which is a safe and certain means of guardirg

acainst destruction to the old stock, which is much

resorted to by South African terrestrial Orchids in

their wild state. D. crassicornis, one of the hand-

somest and sweetest of the genus, grows on the

Boschberg, and in other places, at an altitude of

over 4lX»0 feet, principally in loamy soil, and in

moist shady situations, where it frequently gets ice

and snow about it. Under cultivation 1 flnd it take

kindly to turfy-yellow loam and a little sphagnum

moss, and this may be one of the essentials to its

good culture.
.

D polygonoides and cornuta grow in boggy,

sandy peat, and these two last lose their foliage

after flowering, and for a time should have a

limited supply of water, but>ot be kept quite dry

for the new tubers immediately begin to grow after
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the old fuliage decays. All the above grow well
together in a cool-house.

Scctioii 2.—Xow we come to the grassv-leaved
section whose greatest misfortune, I believe, has
bjen their generic name, Disa, causing gardeners to
come to the conclusion that they require growing
with and on the same lines as the beautiful D.
grandiflora, whose culture is now well understood by
so many. The grassy-leaved section comprises D.
graminifolia, ]). lacera, D. barbata, D. lugens, D.
venuf ta, D. spatulata, D. Zeyherii, and D. ferruginea,
a'ld others, the tivo last named having broader and
3 >fter leaves than the others named, which are rather
h ird and rush-like. All these grow in very different

s tuations to the grandiflora section, and are always
found in the open.growingwith Heaths, Agapanthus,
&c., and generally in sandy peat of precisely the
same quality as that used for potting Heaths and
New Holland plants in this country. The presence
of the Heath with this section of Disa should in
i'.self be a sufficient guide to their culture, and those
who grow the grassy-leaved and blue Disas in the
same way as D. grandiflora need only ask themselves
how Cape Heaths would fare under such treatment.
None of the Disas of this section have stolons, but
increase by the old tubers making one or more new
ones, the progress of which I have watched by keep-
ing the tubers in sphagnum and uncovering and in-
specting them frequently. This section of Disa
will grow with D. grandiflora if placed on a shelf or
in some situation where the air is not too moist, or
they may be grown in a cold frame or with Cape
bulbs. They are all deciduous, and the main point
of difference from the evergreen section is that they
require a distinct period of rest and even absolute
drying ofl'at the end of the summer or at .any period
commencing si.x weeks before the flowering time
of each species

; indeed, it is the neglect
of this drying off which has been the chief
reason of the blue Disas not flowering in
gardens, for I find that so tenacious of life are they
that they survive healthy in the tubers under the
most inconsistent treatment, although the flowers
are not produced. In point of fact, they require a
season of growth and rest, like the Nerine; and, like
the Nerine, a drying off until the flower-spikes
appear is necessary, otherwise the energies of the
plants are diverted to the object of growth instead
of the production of flowers. All this section of
Disa will do best potted in sandy peat, and kept
below the r'm of the pot as in ordinary plants, and,
above all things, a pure clear air not heavily charged
with moisture is essential. Generally speaking,
the grassy leaved Disas are winter-flowering.

A South African correspondent says:—"In the
case of the blue Disa the flower-spikes always
precede the leaves. It comes into flower in South
Africa in December, January, and February, which
are the hottest and driest months

; after being in
flower six or eight weeks the flowers fade and up
come the leaves, which remain green for about six
months." With respect to the remarks about their
flowering in the hot weather, we must recollect that
our winter is the Cape summer, but as bearing on this
I le.irn that a great number of African terrestrial
Orchids grow in shady places, or, as in the case of
these grassy-leaved Disas and Satyriums on southern
slopes, which, we must also remember, is the shady
aspect in the Cape. With the Disas as with other
Orchids, we must not consider the question of heat in

,
thewinter.orattempttoimitatewhattheygetat home,
as we can better secure the good culture of the plants
by acclimatisation to our temperate culture. In my
opinion a clear light, but not direct sunlight, in the
summer, and a clear pure air, are of the highest
importance to the culture of these plants

; and when
the theory of proper management is grasped, all of
them I believe can be as well grown by the amateur
with a cold frame as by the gardener with greater
resources; indeed I have several species, including a
large specimen of D. racemosa, with fifty or si.xty
growths which have never known a single degree of
artificial heat since they were imported eighteen
months ago.

In a future number I will give a few notes of the
culture of Lissochilus, Disperis, Huttonrea, kc, but
I must here state that I believe by far too much
water is given to all Cape terrestrial Orchids (except
the marsh-growing ones) under cultivation, and that
they succeed best when watered simplv as Heaths or
other plants. James O'Bri-n, ILirnw-on the lliU.

PLANTS CERTIFICATED
Driiixa THE Half Year Exoryo Dec. .31, 1838.

BV THE ROVAL HOUTICULTUKAL SOCIETV.
The foUowinq received First clat.% Certifioitesr—

Artiantitm versaillense ... Williams. Aue. 28.
., Waltoiii diffusum ... Walton, Oet. H.

Allium pedemoiitanuni ... Ware, July 10
Aiiguloa Ruikori albi C. Dorraan, July 21.
A^ter Toivushendi Ware, Sept. 2.5.
Beet (ornamentalj Mcjre^'.^r's

Favourite Williams, Sept. 25,
BegODia C. Showcll Canne 1. Aug 1

1

„ General Ohichesler ... Canuell, Oct. SI.

,. Mrs. Lascelles Cannell, Aug. 28.
.. Mr^. Lynch Cannell, Aug. 28.
„ Mr). Stark Cannell Oct. 9.
,, The Lady Cannell. Aug. 28.

Campanula isophylln albi ... Ware, Aug. 28
Ciuna Admiral Courbet ... Cannell, Aug. 28.

.. Capricieux Cannell. Aug. 28.

.. Francesquc Morel ... Ware. Aug. 28.
" S^f'S"^ ^'- «»'•"<! - J. Veitch & Sons. Sept. 25
,, Paul Bert Cannell, Sept, 2.\
„ Madame Just Cannell, Aug. 28
., UlnchBrunncr J. Veitch & Sons, Oct 9

Carnation R. H. Elliot ... Laiug & Mather. Aug. U
• Elaine j. Douglas, July 2i.

'

,. trermania Hooper & Co., July 10.
,, Madame Carle May. Sept. 11.
.. Scarlet Bed. ler K. Dean, July 24

C.irpenteria c.alifornica ... Miss Jekyll, July 10
Cittleya Harris! Baron Schroder. Oct. 2.T

., Lamberhurst, hybrid ... Baron Schroder, Oct 23
t lirysinthemum Avalanche ... O. Stevens, Nov. 1.3

.. Capucine J- R. Peaison & Son's. Oct. 23
• JS'sj? ,

Stereni, Oct. 9.
.. Ii. Molynem O. Stevens. Oct. 2.3.

.. Lincoln's Inn ' ^- Holmes. Oct. 2.3.

,, . .

"
* R. Owen. Oct. 23.

., Magicienne H. Owen. Oct. 23.
" ^'- ^^"S' ,

O. Stevens. Nov. 1.3.

„ Mrs H. Hawkins ... Hawkins & Bennett, Sept. 11Suntlower W. Holmes. Oct. 2.3.
C.iilogyne sandermna Baron F.deRothschild.Julylo
Croton Aigburlh Oem Ker & Son, Aug. u.

"">'"
Dihlia Admiration Turner, Sept 25

•• ^8"''' , Turner, Sept. 26.
„ Beiuty of Brentwood ... We,st. Aug 28
.. Duchess of Albany ... Cheal. AngustM
• Eurydice Keynes. Williams S: Co

Sept. 2.5.

„ Honona Keynes, Williams & Co
„ Sept. 25.

•• "V" Turner, Sept. 25.
,. .lohn Cooper Humphries, Sept. 26.

;"'"•"« ; Turner, Sept. 28.
., Lady Monteflore cheil, Sept. 25.
.. Little Darkle Keynes. Willi.ams & Co..

.. Little Ethel Keynes. ^Williams & Co
T .t •

Sept. 25.
,. Lol.hair Turner. Sept. 35.
., Matthew Campbell ... Keynes, Williams & Co

,. J ^ ,, S"?Pt- 26.
'

" """d/fllo^ves Turner, Sept. 26.
• Mikado Oirdlestone, Sept. 11.
• P»°'hca Keynes, Williams & Oo

... . .
Sept. 25.

„ Victoria Cheal, August 2.8.

••
,Vr'. Turner, Sept. 25.

„ Whisper Keynes, Williams & Co
_

, ,
. . „ Sept. 25.

Delphinium Horns Kehvay, August 28.
„ Prince of N.aples Kelway, July 10
,, Ustane Kelway. July 10.Dianthusspen ens R. Dean, Sept. 11.Eremurus 01g»... Ware. Sept. H.

Escilloma Philippiana ... .t. Veitoh & Sons. July 10.Oaillardia 8plendidi3.>ima pie-
'

„"'?.'!"'» Kelway, Aug. 2S.
Oladio us accia Kelway, AuS. 28.

" "«*" Kelway, Sept. II.
" Bullion Kelway. Aug. 28.
•• CastTO Kelway. Sept. 11.
" Sfl"" Kelway. Aug. 28.
" M"'!^ Kehvay. Aug. 28.
" M.»R» Kehvay. AuS. 28.
., Nicon .. Kelway. Aug. 28.Oyranogramma Dearcei ro-
binta ... J. Veitch & Sons. July 10.Harpaluim rigidum semi-
plenum

, Ware. Sept. 26.
In. Enterprise Gordon. July 24.

.. Kaiser Wilhelm Gordon. July 24.
Lseha Amesiana X Baron Schroder. July 24

" I""'? >''''" Baron Schroder. Oct' 9
'

., Victoria X Baron Schroder. Nor. 13.Lastrtea montana ramo-coro- " 'o.

-."""' ••, Birkenhead, ,Tuly 21.Lihura nepalense Low, Sept. 11.
,, Wallichianum Ware, Sept. 25.

Nerine eicellens Ware, Sept. 25,
Nepenthes Dicksoniana X ... J. VeitCh 4 Sons. Oct 9
Jsothoclma Muelleri Birkenhead. July 24.Odontoglossum Karwinski ... Vanner. Aug. 28.

Oncidium Mantinil i E. Crook, (i,t. 23.

„ ... , ( J. Veitch & .Sons. Oct. 23.
„ ornithorynchum Williams.Sept.il.

Oreocome CandoIIel
Ostrowskya magnifica... '.W

Papaver orieutale var. Blush-
ing Queen

Primula. Swanley Pink !!!

I'runus domestica varicgata ...
Pteris tremula elegans
Rhododendron Purity ...

.. SouvenirdeJ.H. Mangles
,, Yellow Perfection

Romneya Coulteri
Rose Cheshunt Scarlet

,, Duchess of Albnny
Saccolabium cceleste
Scolopendrium vulgare cri.-tu-
latum ...

Skimmia Formani
Stii irtia pseuilo-Camellia .'.'.'

Tritonia aurea maculata

VEGETABLES.
Cabbage. Ellam's Dwarf Early J. \'eitch & Sons. July

" Vt^PJ!?',, Vilraorin&Co.. Julv9

Ch'i -o? ^'f ' ^"'5' ''""'='
•• "'""•i"' & Simpsoi July 9Chicory Asparagus Willard. Dec. H ^

Se> ™.°Af^''?'''
^'""^ '"°'"' J- '"'•'"l' ^ Sons. Nov. 13.Pea Ihe Abbot Hur,t & Son. July 26

FRUIT.
Melon Qlenhurst Perfection ... C. J. W.aite, Sept 25

mShVI ?"I'"'"t"" - J- Veitch & Sons July 26.

Strawberry Counts. ;.. },"iy 9
^ '^''" ^°^- ^'^

,. King of the Rirlies ... Laxton. Julvfl
•• J"ff3 July 9.

" ^o'^^« Lniton. JuIyD.

BOTAKICAL CERTIFICATES.

C. Noble, July 24.
J. Veitch & Sons, July 10.

Ware, Aug. 14.
Cannell, Dec. 11.
Paul & Son, July 10.
H. B. AMay, July 10.
J. Veitch &Sou9, July 24.
J. Veilch & Sons, July 10.
J. Veitch & Song, Oct. 23.
Ware, Sept. 11.
Paul & Son. July 24.
W. Paul & Son, July 24.
Williams, July 24.

Birkenhead, July 24.
Foreman. Dec. II.
J. Veitch & Son-i, July 24
OUrien, Sep-. 11.

Disa graminifolia
., lacera

Lpeliamonophylla
Tricbocentrum Ella

Tautz, Sept. H.
Smee, Aug. 23.
Williams. Sept. II.
White, Aug. 28.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.
-#

CCELOGYNE MASSANGEANA.
Although not long introduced, this species ha?

become a much valued one; certainly its merits en-
title It to be so, for it grows and blooms freely, and
Its flowers are e.xtremely handsome, and continue a
long time in perfection. The pendent scapes are
from one to i feet long, sometimes producing con-
siderably over twenty flowers, and as each of these is
from 2 to 3 inches across, a flowering plant when
suspended has a very pleasing efl-ect. The sepals and
petals are narrow, oblong, and of a light, almost
transparent, yellow

; the lip is three-Iobed, the lateral
lobes on the inner side being of arich maroon-brown
beauflully veined with yellow; the central lobe is
reddish-brown at the front, having a margin of creamy-
white and three yellow ridges traversing the whole
length This Orchid is best grown in a ba.ket of
peat fibre and sphagnum, and requires a position at
the warm end of the Cattleya-house. It is figured in
vol.xvn ol the Gardeners' Chromdo{Ua.K-h 18, 1SS2).

CcELOaV.VE GAnDXERIANA.

This handsome species is quite distinct from the
other Ccelogynes in cultivation, and worth growing
on account of its flowering during the winter. It
has dark green, somewhat flask-shaped pseudobulbs
each bearing two broad lanceolate leaves. The
flowers, borne on drooping racemes, are pure white
with the exception of the apical lobe of the lip'
which is yellow. The flowers do not open widely'
and each is clasped at the base by a large, stout,'
greenish bract

;
the sepals and petals are narrow

about 2 inches long. It is a native of Khasva,
having been originally introduced about fifty yekrs
ago. It succeeds well grown in the Cattleya-house
in a compost of peat and sphagnum. W. B.

Disa (onANDirtOEA) uxiflora.

The very interesting notes on Disas in last week's
Gardeners Chronicle recall to my mind an experi-
ment I tried in their culture last summer, with the
view of testing their behaviour under outdoor treat-
ment. About tJiirty small plants were placed in a
cold frame the second week in Mav. Towards the
middle of June the light was taken'entirely off, and
the plants exposed to the weather day and n'ight
with the exception of slight shade in sunny weather'
On October 1 we had l;3= of frost, to which the
plants were exposed with only the glass protection
Of a cold frame. Their foliage and the soil in their
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pots was frozen quite hard, and I fully expected to

see them all killed ; but after adopting the usual

treatment with frozen plants, I was pleased to see

they had suflered no harm, and are now as healthy

as those grown in the usual way. The only value

this experiment possesses is that it shows that D.

grandiflora may be successfully grown in a cold

frame, and also that a few degrees of frost will

do it no harm, if grown under cold treatment.

Ovrn Thoma$,

I'latvclinis uncata.

This species and its allies are better known in

gardens under the name Dendrochilum. Although

individually the flowers are small, and not brightly

coloured, the genus contains some of the most ele-

gant of Orchids. Of the above species there is a

plant now in flower at Kew ; the flowers are pale-

gieen, and not more than half an inch across; but

nothing could be more graceful than the numerous,

arching racemes springing from the apices of the small

pointed pseudobulbs. The flowers are arranged in

two opposite rows, and forty or more may be counted

on a scape. It is a native of the Philippine Islands,

whence it was introduced by Messrs. Low. It should

have a moist position in the intermediate-house.

P. Cobbiana is of a similarly graceful habit; its

leaves are larger, and the lip is orange-yellow. It is

also found in the Philippines.

AcAMPE DENTATA, Liildl,

This appears to be the showiest species of this

singular little genus, and a well-bloomed specimen

in the Kew collection shows it to be at least equal to

some species of Saccolabium, to which the genus is

closely allied. The plant is 8 inches high, the leaves

distichous, linear-oblong, and unequally bilobed. The
panicle is erect, 6 inches high, with numerous
branches, and the flowers, which much resemble
those of A. papulosa, are yellow, spotted and barred

with brown inside, straw coloured and unspotted out-

side, and the lip white. The plant bears three

racemes, and although the flowers are small, still,

seen, in the mass, they are quite as effective as some
others more commonly met with in collections, and
far more so than any other Acampe I have seen. It

is a native of Sikkim, and has also been reported

from Jloulraein, though I have not seen wild speci-

mens from the latter. R. A. R.

PLANTS IN FLOWER AT KEW.
The following are the most interesting of the

plants flowering this week at Kew :

—

Randia macrantlia. — K large-flowered shrub, very
similar to Gardenia Stanleyana, now referred to
Randia. The former has oblong shining green leaves
in fascicles, the largest 6 inches long by 2 inches
broad. The flowers are terminal on the stronger
branches, with a very short pedicel, six linear calyx
lobes three-quarters of an inch long, and a narrow
tubular corolla, 9 inches long, the lower inches no
thicker than a goosequill, widening towards the
mouth, where it becomes 1 inch across ; the five ovate
corolla lobes are spreading and slightly recurved,
pure ivory-white. The upper part of the flower is

not unlike the flower of Lilium longiflorum. The
Kew plant is 5 feet high and bear eight flowers. K.
Stanleyana is similar in habit, with flowers of a
creamy-yellow colour blotched with dark brown. The
genus is a large one, and is widely distributed in the
tropics. JIany of the species bear small insigni-
flcant flowers.

Sirditzia \ko/ai.~The large specimen of this in
the Palm-house is again in flower. It is 25 feet
high, with a naked stem, a head of large distichous
leaves, and two scapes, one on each side of the stem
about 1.5 feetTrom the gi-ound. The large boat-shaped
deep purple bracts, 1 foot long and 3 inches deep, with
a cluster of flowers projecting from them, and the
white sepals and blue halberd-like petals, are exceed-
ingly interesting. A very copious secretion of a gum-
like substance almost fills the bract by the time the

flowers are all expanded. There is little difference

between this and S. augusta.

Impafifiis Hoolicriniia,—This is one of the hand-
somest of the tropical species of Impatiens, and it

would become as popular in gardens as I. Hawkeri and
I. Sultani if it flowered more freely than it does. The
Kew plant tried to bloom last year but the buds were

destroyed by the fogs. This year, however, it has

escaped, and it is now gay with numerous racemes of

large prettily marked flowers. It is 2 feet high and
nearly a yard through ; each branch bears two or

more racemes, and these have each two or three

flowers lA inch across, the segments recurved, pure

white, the two lower ones blotched and spotted with

crimson, and suggesting the lip of an Orchid. The
8])ur is narrow, 2 inches long, and curved. This
species lately flowered at Glasnevin, as also did the

richly coloured, quaint-flowered I. Jerdonia;, of which
Mr. Moore possesses a very fine variety. Both these

species are Indian and tropical.

Hihiscm SKrai'cHSis.—This species has lately been
sent to Kew, by the Kev. II. Goldie, of Old Calabar,

well-known as the introducer of the gigantic-flowered

Aristolochia Goldieana. The Hibiscus is a thin-

stenied, many-branched plant, covered with soft

hairs, and scattered, short, brown prickles, which
extend even to the principal nerves of the leaves.

These latter are long petioled, variously lobed and
toothed, from 1 to 2 inches across. The flowers are
freely produced on short peduncles from the axils of
the leaves. A large involucre of very extraordinary
character subtends each flower. It is composed of
numerous narrow, spoon-shaped bracteoles, each
having a long spur-like filament rising from the
"spoon-blade," and pointing towards the flower.
The petals form a cup 2 inches across, and coloured
bright yellow, with blotches of crimson at the base.
This species is very near H. lurcatus, and both of
them are common in the tropics of Asia, Africa, and
Australia.

Bifnria, glauca.—This handsome little greenhouse
shrub is likely to prove useful as a winter-flowering
plant. The Kew plants were raised from seed sent
from Bogota, in 1879, the finest plant flowering
when about seven years old. But they are flowering
more freely now, and, like all plants raised from
seed, when once they get to a flowering age cuttings
from them will probably flower almost as soon as
struck. The Befaria is about 3 feet high, and bears
a terminal head of flowers which are arranged on
several erect racemes. Each flower is about I inch
across, shallow, bell-shaped, with prominent stamens
and stigma, and coloured pale pink. Probably this
plant would hybridise with Rhododendron. It may
be seen in the Temperate-house.

Solaiirha graticlijlora continues to develope its

large funnel-shaped creamy-white flowers in the
Succulent-house. Apparently this species varies
considerably in the form of its flowers, as well as in
colour. To bloom it a poor sandy soil appears to
answer better than a rich compost, the latter inducing
too vigorous and sappy a growth for flowers.

Canarina campanula is a delightful old greenhouse
plant, which flowers all through the winter, and goes
to rest during summer. It has a large tuberous root-
stock, and annual many-branched stems with
opposite hastate leaves, 2 inches long, and bell-
shaped nodding, brown-yellow flowers like those of
the common Canterbury Bells. It is exceptional
amongst Campanulacea? in the colour of its flowers.
The rootstock is said to be used as food in the
Canary Islands, where the plant is a native.

Begonia Srharffii.—'V\ns plant is referred to here
for the purpose of correcting an omission in the
description lately published in t\ie Botanical Maqa:ine,
where a figure of B. Scharllii lately appeared (t.7028)!
It will be remembered that at one of the meetings
of the Royal Horticultural Society held in July a
large-leaved noble-flowered Begonia was shown from
Kew, under the name of B. Ilaageana. Plants and
cuttings from this have since been distributed under
the latter name, which had been given in compliment
to the senior member of the firm of Messrs. Haage
& Schmidt, Erfurt, who sent the plant to Kew. The
name was .altered by ."^ir .Toseph Hooker, at the
request of Messrs. Haage & Schmidt. Readers will
therefore understand that Begonia Scharffii is the
proper name of the plant hitherto known as B.
Haageana. Plants of it are still in flower in the
Begonia-house.

Protca cgnaruidce and P. nana, two very interesting
Proteads from the Cape, will shortly flower here. W.

THE AGRICULTURAL RETURNS
FOR 1883.

In the (for the present) shelved Bill designed to

assist in the establishment of a Ministry of Rural

Aff^iirs, design.ited the " Bi:xrd of Agriculture," we
find in clause II a small section which says :

—
" The

expression 'agriculture' includes horticulture and
forestry." It is quite natural, tlierefore, to look in a

Government agricultural return for such matters as

we are interested in. Truth to tell, we are not in

this instance disappointed. From beginning to end
the 200 odd pages are brimful of interest and informa-

tion to those who care for the manipulation of figures.

So far as memory serves us, there appears to be a

difference in the tabular arrangements here and there

compared with those of preceding years, which may
make certain conclusions more troublesome to arrive

at ; but for the general reader the present arrange-

ment of crops in counties, &c., appears to be very

concise and compact.

NonsERiEs, Woods, Plantations, &c.

In the " Editorial Summary "
it is stated under

this head that in land used by nurserymen for the

growth of trees, shrubs, &c., the returns show a

slight decrease from the acreage of IS87. The land

used by nurserymen in England amounts to 10,49(5

acres compared with 10,669 in l.'^87 ;
Wales foots up

292 against 277 acres ; and Scotland, 1477 acres

against 1.532 last year. Possibly th.at decrease is

only temporary, owing to the rapid development of

our larger cities and towns, and the rooting up of

old concerns. Next year's figures will very likely tell

a dilTerent tale.

Of the average of woods and plantations a special

return has been obtained lor this year. The last

return n as made in 1880, in which certain corrections,

due to subsequent inquiries, were made and inserted

in the returns published in 1881. Since that date

the acreage appears to have increased in Great

Britain from 2,458,300 acres to 2,560,700 acres, or

nearly 4"2 per cent. In many of the northern

counties and in Scotland large additions are recorded.

The increase in England has been nearly 52,300 acres
;

in Wales, 4800 acres ; and in Scotland 45,400. The
total increase in Great Britain has been about

102,400 acres.

S.MALL FnClT CCLTCRE.

Under this heading we note that the extent of

land returned as under the culture of small fruit,

such as Gooseberries, Currants, Strawberries, &c.,

whether in orchards or in market gardens, amounts
this year to 36,700 acres. In many countries the

collecting officers report that the practice among
farmers of appropriating land to the growth both of

fruit and vegetables has further extended in order to

meet the demand for them ; and though the addi-

tional quantities of land may, as regards individual

occupiers, be relatively small, in the aggregate they

become considerable. It is stated in a report from
the county of Norfolk that from only one small

station on the Eastern and Midland Railway nearly

100 tons of fruit are sent weekly to Manchester
and other towns in the North of England at certain
periods of the year ; and this is cited as a single

illustration only of what is being done throughout
that county.

OncuAEDS, MAnKKT Gardens, &c.

A decrease is recorded this year of 3056 acres in
the area of orchards in Great Britain, it being now
199,178 acres; but the smaller extent shown must
be considered in connection with the newly ascer-
tained acreage of small fruit, the opparent deficiency
having doubtless arisen from part of the land which
should last year have been returned as growing
small fruit having then in some cases been placed
in the orchard column of the schedule sent out to
occupiers, &c. The acreage now returned may, it

is confidently believed, be taken to represent more
accurately than in any preceding year, the actual
area so covered

; the land under grass, or upon which
small fruit is grown, or which is left fallow in
orchard, as may happen to be the case, being indudeei
under these several heads in the returns.
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The acreage under market gardens is this j'ear

07,383 acres as compared with 62,660 in 1887—an
increase of 4717 acres.

IMPOIiT:^,

From a statement showing the value of products
imported into this country we extract the following
few lines, which may be read in connection with our
monthly summary of reports under the heading of
" stock-taking:"

—

Imports enumerated. 1886.

Fruit (raw), including
Apples, &c., and other
fruit not otherwise de-

scribed

Vegetables—including Po-
^ tiitos, Onions, iiud " un-

j

enumerated"

3,63o,650

1837.

3,27.'?,904

Difference.

—361,746

+34o,302

From a statement showing the values of certain
imports we extract the following " yearly averages

"

under the heading of " fruits, nuts, and vegetables " :

—

Years.
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githered and dried out in South Africa to use among
clothes and lines as Woodruffe is in some parts of

Europe. IMost of the other Satyriums are also very

fragrant when in bloom, Ja>nes O'Bi-icn.

Fio. 88.— SATYRjUJi cAnxErM : flowers pale pink, bracts brownish.

THE CHEMISTRY OF VEGETA-
TION, IN REFERENCE TO THE
GROWTH OF THE POTATO.

(Co/ictmled from p. 6:i.'{.

)

Growino under Control.—Tliis question may
perhaps be put:—Supposing we did linow with

exactness all the conditions under whicii a tuber is

formed, and the limits of the variations which may
be reached without materially affecting results,

and did know the extent to which its forma-

tion, chemical composition, and period of maturing

could be controlled, if the Potato were grown in

houses where not only soil, temperature, and moisture

of air, but also the colour and over intensity of the

light could be arranged, how could all this knowledge

help the cultivator 'who grows by the acre in the

open, where his crop is exposed to climatal condi-

tions which are so variable and so different in their

variability from year to year, and so much beyond

control ? With our present partial knowledge, or,

more correctly, want of knowledge, a complete

answer to such a question cannot be given. AVe do

not yet know enough of conditions and of results of

conditions to know what we might do, but some few

suggestions may be given that may help eventually

to answer the question.

It is a well established fact plants do acquire

" habit," that " habit '' is transmissible by seeds or

cuttings, and that it may become intensified in

successive years. This intensifying in the ease of pro-

pagation by seeds appears to depend on a less direct

connection with the parent plant than in the case of

cuttings ; but as likeness of the offspring to the

parent (with probabilities of " sport," which seem about

equal in either cases) comes about from both means

of propagation, the difference is probably more

apparent than real. Be this as it may, a newly-

aciiuired " habit," it seems, is sometimes inherited,

and if the conditions that started it remain natur-

ally, or are by art made to remain the same, the

habit is intensified. In the case of diiecious plants,

and of artificial cross-fertilisation, there are two

factors to consider in seed-propation ; in monteciovs

plants and with cuttings, only one. In Potato

growth, propagation by cuttings is the rule (as the

tubers are but underground stems), artificial cross-

fertilisation, to endeavour to produce a new " variety,"

quite the exception. But, judging by analogy from

other plants, " habit " in the Potato might be inten-

sified by either method of propagation. Potatos are,

as a rule, grown in such a haphazard way, and witliout

any record of observations, that there seem no data

for knowing what the limits of this intensifying are.

Direct experiments continued over a series of yeais

would decide this with at least some certainty.

Now, we have seen the way in which our modern

theories of chemistry have influenced the investiga-

tion as to how starch is first formed in plants—that

is, in plants generally. There have been no direct

observations on the Potato so far as I can find, but

there is no reason for supposing it ofters any excep-

tion to the rule. The " reserve material " of a seed

starts a young plant if grown from seed, of a stem

if grown from a cutting (from a swollen stem in the

case ofthe Potato). Then when the independent plant

has grown far enough to " feed " itself it forms starch

by decomposing carbonic acid and water. But only

under certain conditions. The surface of the leaf must

be moist; and light waves of certain lengths only

and of certain combined " intensity " can effect this

decomposition.

We need not trouble for practical purposes much

about Pringslieim's hypochlorin. Sachs has re-

peatedly asserted and re-aftirmed that starch is the

first visible product formed. Pringsheira says hypo-

chlorine precedes it. As a scientific study the subject

is of interest, but practically both agree in this, that
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the leaf is the organ in which the starch is formed,
and there is no apparent important difference in

these results as to the conditions under which it is

formed. From this first formed carbo-hydrate all

the others found in a plant are formed. What we
want from a Potato is this starch in the form in

which we can use it as food.

In the case of timber trees the rapid transference

of carbo-hydrates to growing branches is a gain to

the stateliaess of the tree. So, too, we appreciate a

wealth of carbo-hydrates in leaves on plants culti-

vated for luxuriant folia?e. But we do not grow
Potatos for stateliness, or for liandsome foliage, or

for bright-hued flowers. We want the plants to put

as much of their starcii into their tubers as they can.

What is the ratio between the rate of decomposition

of C 0„ and IT O (carbonic acid and water), with its

change to starch, i\ H,„ 0., and the rate of tuber for-

mation, is a subject no one seems to have worked at. In
other words, we do not know, for the formation of, say,

a pound of starch in so many weeks, what leaf area and
what duration of the wave lengths is wanted. If

much is used up in the leaves and stems there is less

to go to tlie tubers, but the amount at any time in the

leaves and stem relative to that in the tubers is so

disproportionate it is perhaps of little importance.

A dense foliage, however, makes leaves in tlie shade

inactive as starch formers, and the more the leaves

the better chance there is for the fungus.

Now, is it an altogether impracticable suggestion

that experiments should be made in growing Potatos

in houses where conditions in accordance with our

present knowledge could be under control ? The full

intensity of light could not in our climate be always

a 'Cured, but over-intensity could be guarded against.

Coloured glass is not now very cosHy. Cultivation

in solutions of salts of dirt'erent strengths and in

different proportions is easily effected, and in pots

Bjils of different and definitely weighed mixtures

could be easily arranged.

It seems hardly rash to predict that different re-

sults would happen in different cases, and that dif-

ferent " habit " might in a few years be established

with some degree of permanency. How long a habit

might last when tubers so produced were used for cul-

tivation in the open seems a very doubtful question.

How long does any variety last? It b.is been said,

at the outside not more than twenty years. That
appears to be in the case of keeping on, year after

year, taking from the open. But might not "breed-

ing" keeping up the strain? It would be time to

consider what points to breed to when the limits of

cjntrol have been worked out. Supposing experi-

ments proved that it was possible to lead to a habit

of a few large or many small tubers who should

decide the standard of a good Potato? A commit-
tee of cultivators, or of cooks ? For boiling, steam-

ing, baking, roasting, chipping, mashing, and the

more mysterious elegant ways of preparing, known
only to accomplished chefs, I am told difierent quali-

ties are preferred. Probably there would be many
standards. But the first thing is to learn how far

we can control ; then how far it is possible to induce

habit; then to what extent that habit is permanent,
and how conditions in the open cliange it ; then

whether any results arise sulHciently good to make
breeding or rearing establishments under be control

worth keeping up.

A question to which it seems at present possible

to get but a very partial reply is, what happens
to tubers during the time they are pitted or kept in

cellars ?

The principal fact that seems to be known is, that

they loose weight. But why ? What is it they loose ?

Is it that it is only water that is lost, ie.,Y{.fi,

which is contained as water in the tuber, and which
can be driven off by drying?—or is it that the tubers,

when first lifted, contain a glucose (C„H,„0„) which
gives up from each molecule H„0, and so becomes
an amyloid (OJIj^Oj) starch ? The question pro-
bably has bearings on th difference between the
" mealy " and " waxy " condition of a tuber.

As a preliminary step to answering the question,
information might be collected in this way.

When a crop is lifted set apart a number of tubers
for observation. They should be all from one part of
the crop, so that the conditions under which they
grow should be similar. They should also be of
about the same size and weight. In crops on sloping

land, where conditions of soil and drainage are

different at the top and at the bottom, a second set

might with advantage be kept. Kach tuber should
be numbered or in some way marked. Weigh and
enter the weight of each tuber when first lifted, and
at regular intervals weigh and record the weights.

This would give the rate of loss of weight.

To make the record of value the thermometer read-

ings (highest and lowest, day and night) of the
place wliere the tubers are kept should be registered.

This would give loss of weight with regard to tem-
perature. These observations would need regularity,

but would give but little trouble. A record of the

hygrometric condition of the air would add to the

value of the observations.

Another set of observations that would be very

helpful, though rather more troublesome, is on whether
there is any change in the starch in tubers during
keeping. All that is requisite is at fi.xed intervals

to take a tuber, slice it, and treat it with iodine.

The blue colour will show the area of starch. A
record should be kept either by a pencil sketch, or,

better still, by a photograph. The results will show,
as in the woodcut from a photograph at p. 91,

July 28. Different tubers, even from the same plot

of ground, may, of course, somewhat vary at the

outset, but the average results of a large number
of observations would indicate the nature of the

changes taking place. W. S. M.

The Apiary.

AVe are having curious weather for the time of

year. Rain has been very general, and probably in

many cases beneficial, but not pleasant fur us or the

bees, If neglected before, do not fail to open the

entrances to their full width now, otherwise the

hives will probably get very damp. If bricks are

used to stand hives upon, there ought to be pieces

of slate between the bricks and the hives, otherwise

the damp will ascend right through the bricks into

the hives. We found this out once by painful expe-

rience, to the loss of a hive and a colony. Should
the rain unfortunately be changed into snow, more
care still will be required. The entrance must then

be shaded, and the suow brushed off the covers every

day.

The honey harvest in America seems to have

been as bad, or worse than here, and from the United
States we hear that they have never had such a bad
year for a very long time. Let ua hope that things

are now on the turn. The present is a good time to be

making preparations for another season, especially

as regards frames and sections. It seems that in the

near future wooden sections are to be more or less

replaced by glass. For some time tliis has exer-

cised the minds of beekeepers, but a totally satis-

factory section seems to be a thing of the future.

Oar Scotch friends think it is not advisable to have

glass sections too small, as the honeycomb looks so

beautiful in them that they meet with a very ready

sale. In Scotland for a long time past they have

used a kind of glass frame bar holding 4 or 5 lb., and,

filled with heather honey, have found a ready sale.

These are days when the study of antiquities

receives a large amount of attention. Bees have in

all ages received a large amount of attention, but it

is astonishing what mistakes were made by our fore-

fathers about them. The Kev. John Thorley years

ago said the princesses were not only " proclaimed

queen, but crowned as well." While we read the fol-

lowing curious medical recipe in the British Bee

Journal of this week, taken from a work printed in

1607 :
—

" The hart of an ape, sod and dried, where

of the weight of a groat drunk in a draught of stale

bunny sod (seethe) in water called m^Uicraton^

etrengtheneth the heart, emboldeneth and driveth

away the pulse and pusillanimity thereof, sharpeneth

one's understanding, and is soueraigne against the

falling euill." What would the modern physicians

say to this ? Echo answers, what ? Bfp.

FICUS ROXBURGHII.
[See Supplementary Sheet.]

The genus Ficus has been the occasion of late

of considerable correspondence in the pages of

our own and other periodicals by various writers,

including Dr. King, the eminent Director of the

Calcutta Botanic Gardens, and who has recently

written an elaborate monograph of the Species

of Ficus of the Indo-Malayan and Chinese Countries,

published by L. Keeve & Co., London. Our

illustration (see Supplement) is copied from the

frontispiece to this work, and the tree, of which

it is a picture, is now growing in the Botanic

Garden at Calcutta.

This species of Ficus was named by the late Dr.

Wallich in honour of the illustrious Roxburgh, for

many years the Superintendent, and to a large extent

the founder of the Botanic Garden at Calcutta, and

the father of Indian botany. Ficus Koxburghii is a

native of the lower and outer Himal.ayas from Nepal

to Bhotan, being found at elevations of from 1000 to

3000 feet. It is a tree from 15 to 25 feet in height,

and with a wide spreading head. The leaves are

large, measuring from 1 to 1.} foot in length, and

from 12 to 15 inches in breadth. The most striking

feature in the tree is, however, the great abund-

ance of its handsome russet-red Figs. These Figs

in shape and size much resemble Dutch Turnips.

They are carried in enormous bunches on the stem,

especially near its base, and smaller bunches on the

main branches. The mass of Figs borne at the collar

of the stem on this singular tree at the time when it

was photogaphed, weighed, as Dr. King informs us,

about a hundredweight. It must, when in full per-

fection, have presented a remarkable spectacle, and

one whicli would have produced a sensation at a fruit

show in this country. The fruit, however, although

eaten by the unfastidious Indian labourer, is quite

unpalatable to a European being insipid and sloppy.

Plants and Their Culture.

Abali.i and Panax.—This is a group of plants

chiefly characterised by their elegance, particularly

a? small plants ; but when they attain larger size

than can be accommodated in a 48-sized pot, they

are not nearly so captivating ; in fact, their general

appearance becomes altogether changed. To give

an example: the well known Aralia reticulata, when

young, has long, narrow, almost linear leaves ; but

planted out in a cool greenhouse it soon begins to

assume its adult habit of growtli, and at 12 or more

feet high the leaves will be from 4 to 6 inches in

width, and a yard or more in length, and all other

parts of the plant developed in the same propor-

tion. The plant in this condition is very effec-

tive, altogether different from the same plant

growing in a •tS-pot. The same sort of meta-

morphosis takes place when Aralia Veitchii is

planted out under like conditions, the individual

leaflets soon measure an inch across, and otlit-r parts

become correspondingly developed. This is merely a

sample of what generally takes place, when the.«e plant s

are allowed to develope, and shows the desirability of

having them in a young state for most indoor purposes.

Therefore batches of cuttings should be put in

periodically. These plants are not nearly sodiflicult

to propagate, as was at one time believed, indeed,

many of them strike almost as freely as Willows. A
frequent cause of failure results from the cuttings

being kept too close and moist, such as would take

place in a close propagating case, especially where

much bottom-heat was applied. In such a position,

unless the greatest care is taken in airing, shading and

Other details, damping off is liable to occur, but this
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is line 11101V tu the cuttiuss Ijt'ing exposed to too much
hfat than to damping, iu the ordinary sense of the

term. That which I have found to answer best is a

propagating case or frame, stood on some moisture-
holding material, such as sand, sawdust, or cocoa-
nut fibre refuse, in a position where the greatest

amount of light may be liad without the sun's rays

falling directly on it. By so doing the evil of shading
is altogether avoided; more air may be given, and
watering is greatly lessened. A pit facing north,

and a temperature of 60*^ to 65°, answers very well.

If bottom-heat be employed it should be of a very

gentle kind, not much exceeding the temperature of

the house. But excellent results may be obtained
by merely using a hand-light or bell-glass to cover

the cuttings, not forgetting to arrange for a moderate
circulation of air about the cuttings, I have always
found it best to insert the cuttings singly in small

pots (thumbs) filled with a sandy compost, and it is a

good practice to place a pinch of sharp sand at the base,

and around the cutting. As to the size ofthe cuttings,

that will depend on the variety— free-rooting sorts

like A. reticulata, tilicifolia, Guilfoylei, and lepto-

phlla, may be taken of large size, remembering that 1 to

2 inches of stem above the soil is quite enough
;

if, however, cuttings are scarce, the stem may be cut

into lengths of two or three joints, which, if they

have leaves, will root as readily as tops; tliose

without leaves should be planted thickly together

in shallow pans; and this is also the method to

pursue with root cuttings, but stems are to be pre-

ferred. In the case of A. Veitchii elegantissima

and A. V. gracilliraa grafting is the readiest mode of

propagation. Take rooted cuttings of A. reticulata,

which makes the best stock, although Guilfoylei is

often used ; cut them over an inch above the surface

of the soil, and graft by any method that is pre-

ferred. Tliat which gives the least trouble is cleft-

grafting, which is done by splitting the stem with a

thin-bladed knife down the centre to the surface

of the soil ; cut the scion like a wedge, and insert it

in the cleft, being careful that the bark (cambium)
of both stock and scion exactly coincide, at least at

one side : tie with a piece of bast, and stand the

grafted stocks where water cannot touch them.
A little grafting wax is useful for them, but

it is not absolutely necessary. A slightly drier

frame than that recommended for cuttings would suit,

but care should be taken that they do not damp off.

In all cases tie up the leaves, otherwise they are apt

to get broken. If well watered when put in, gentle

dewings should, with judicious airing, suffice until the

cuttings or grafts are well established. If A. Veitchii

is grown in a greenhouse with a minimum tem-

perature of 45°, it will stand much more hard usage,

as well as remain of a suitable size for a longer period

than when the ]dant is grown in a stove. A
leptophylla, A. ternata, Pseudopanax crassifoHa, and
Panax Victoriie, are all useful, and the last-named

is a beautiful variegated plant, which likes an inter-

mediate temperature. Panax laciniatum, P. pluma-
tum, and Elajodendron Chabrieri, are desirable

species and varieties, and they are easily increased

from cuttings. For furnishing cold or exposed
positions, Aralia japonica is very useful, for,

being nearly hardy, it can be placed where other

plants would succumb. There is also a variegated

form of it, but it is reputed tender. Both are easily

raised from cuttings, but seeds of the green ones are

sometimes obtainable. The llice - paper plant,

Aralia papyrifera, is a bold, effective plant, but it is a

coarse grower, with leaves darker green on the upper
surface, and whitish umlerneath. Tall specimens

with good heads of foliage make fine conservatory

plants. There are several half-hardy species well

worth growing. F. Ross, Fendcll Court, Bldchinylcy.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Manuring.—A general survey should now be

taken to ascertain which are those fruit trees that

stand in need of manure, as by so doing matters

will be greatly facilitated ; and then, on the first

frosty morning, the manure may be wheeled to the

different trees. Any Apple and Pear trees that are

in the habit of carrying heavy crops yearly must be

well looked after, for as the majority of these trees

are grown on the dwarfing stock, they are soon

exhausted unless well manured every year or two.

It can generally be seen at a glance when trees are

getting into a starved condition by the deterioration

of the crop in point of size and quality ; the

fruits sometimes crack, and the trees make little or

no growth. Any trees which are in this condition

should have the surface-soil removed to the depth of

5 or IJ inches, and then aj>ply a good coating of

manure equally all over the roots, after which 2 inches

of the soil should be returned to the top of the

manure, both to hold it down and to prevent birds

from scratching it about. All bush fruit quarters

are greatly improved by heavy dressings of manure,
and for digging-in round the roots of red and white

Currants and Gooseberries— well rotted farmyard
manure is the best. Black Currant borders should

have the surface-soil lightly pointed over, and then

a good dressing of stable-manure, applied such as lias

been laying in the manure-yard for a few weeks,

while for Raspberries old hot-bed material is with-

out doubt the best stimulant they can have. Old-
establ ished Apple trees i n orchards are greatly

benefited by a surface-mulch of manure. This, if

only placed on the turf, will do a great amount of

good as the rains will wash the manurial properties

down to the roots. The finest Blenheim Orange
Apples grown in this neighbourhood are gathered

from trees mulched with farmyard manure in this

manner. Failing manure the turf on the surface

should be dug in round about the trees with beneficial

results.

The top-dressing and renovating of wall tree

borders when required should receive attention, and
the soil prepared so as to be in readiness. Sound
loam well chopped, and the parings fron the sides of

roads and drives, to which may be added burnt earth,

and wood ashes, all well mixed together, and placed

in a heap for a short time before use, will form an
excellent compost for the purpose. A small quan-
tity of manure may be added for cordon trees.

Biish Fruits.—The pruning of these should now be

done, but in districts where birds are troublesome,

it is there best deferred till the spring. With regard

to the pruning of Gooseberries, the purposes for

which the fruits are required should be taken into

consideration. A good general rule to follow is to

leave rather more wood in those trees which are

expected to furnish fruit for gathering in a green

state, and for bottling purposes, than in those trees

on which the fruit will be left to hang and ripen for

dessert. Spur-in closelv all cross shoots, and those

not required for furnishing the tree ; and remove a

few of the oldest and under branches yearly, and
leave a corresponding number of young growths to

supply their places. These remarks apply also to red

and white Currants, which should always be closely

spurred in, and the branches kept well regulated and
clear of each other. Black Currants do not require

any spurring, but a good general thinning of the

wood instead, removing as much of the old wood as

is possible. A very good plan is to thin every other

bush rather severely ; this will induce them to break
away, and make plenty of stout growths, which will

bear exceptionally fine fruit the year after.

If cuttings of any of the above are required, select

medium-sized, straight, well-ripen-ed shoots to the

required number, tie them in bundles, label them,
and heel them in under a north wall, until such time
as they can be properly made. A. Ward, Stoke Edith

Park.

Fruits Under Glass.

Pkachhs.—Uiuler the genial influences of tlie mild

weather, and with the assistance of the bed of

fermenting leaves in tlie house, little or no artilicial

heat will have been re(|uired, and the buds will have

made rapid progress. I Hnd that the ditHcuIfcy has

been to keep the temperatures at 50° at night when
the apparatus has been resorted to—by day 55° will

be quite high enough when the sun is obscured, and

in the intervals of sunshine G0° will not do harm.

Ventilation must be aft'orded every day, and at the top

of the house if possible, but more or less according to

the state of the weather. Maintain a genial state of

the atmosphere by turning a portion of the leaf bed

and sprinkling it occasionally with tepid water.

Allow the buds to get dry before darkness sets in,

and as the blossoms expand advance the night tem-

perature to 55°, and allow the flowers to get perfectly

dry by the middle of the day ; and pass over them a

Pampas-grass plume to disperse the pollen.

Succession Huitscs.—The second house should be

got in readiness if not already done; and it may be

started about the end of December. Place a bed of

fermenting material in the house, as advised for that

started early, and avoid frequent syringings. Let

the necessary pruning and dressing be attended to in

the later liouses, and where red-spider and scale have

been prevalent, let the trees be syringed thoroughly

with protoleum and raiu-water at a temperature of

DO'. A 60-pot full of petroleum to 4 gallons of water

will speedily loosen the scale from the shoots : and

then the usual washing with a spoke-brush will

destroy any eggs whicii may have remained. Wlien
using the brush keep the fruit-bearing shoot on the

palm of the hand, and be careful to draw the brush

up towards the point of the shoot. As each tree is

scrubbed give another syringing with the mi-xture.

Figs.—The early trees, which were ])laced in a

bed of fermenting leaves about the middle of

November, will now be unfolding their leaves, and
the young Figs making progress. If the temperature

of the bed decline below 85° additional material

should be employed to raise it to, but not to exceed
that figure. At this stage the night temperature

may be 55°, and the day temperature 00° if cloudy,

and 65° with sun-heat. Syringe the tree with tepid-

water on the mornings of fine days. Air the house
daily when the weather is mild . Keep the roots in

a medium state as reg.irds moisture
; and where

the trees are not potted in the autumn, give fre-

quent waterings with clear manure-water, and soot

alternately.

Suuci-'ssioii Hotcses.—Tlie Fig trees may be put in

readiness in the manner previously advised, cleaning,

training, top-dressing as may be required. The
trees will then be in a thorough state of readiness

for the start at any period after the New Year.

W. M. Baillic, Luton Hoo.

The Kitchen Garden.

Pe.\s.—Seeds of these now germinating should be
protected as soon as they appear by means of Spruce
Fir boughs, about 18 inches long, placed on each
side of the rows. When Spruce Fir cannot be
obtained, Box, or Laurel, or Yew, may be used
instead. A sharp look-out should be kept for mice,
which do a great deal of mischief to Peas in a short
time. Where cats could not be employed to reduce
their number, Collin & PuUinger's patent traps have
been employed with success. They should be kejit

clean and baited occasionally
; one trap will often

catch, four or five in one night without any attention.

Slugs are also troublesome in mild, showery weather,
and it is well to put a few fresh-sifted coal-ashes on
each side of the rows of Peas. The above remarks
apply to Broad Beans also.

Cauliflowers in handlights and frames should have
plenty of air at all times when the we.ather is mild,
as any encouragement of growth at this season re-

sults usually in buttoning in the spring. Lettuces
iu frames siiould also have abundance of air in mild
weather.and the larger plants be keptclear of decaying
leaves, &c. ; these and Cauliflowers also should have
the surface of the soil stirred occasionally, and an
occasional dusting with lime if slugs prove trouble-

some.

Seakak and lihttharh,—A sufficient quantity of

these roots sliould be prepared for forcing, and the

earlier successions gradually brought on by kee])-

ing up a steady temperature of (j5°—70°. Khnbarb is

improved in flavour if the pit or house in which it is

being forwarded is ventilated for a few days before

gathering the stalks.

Globe Artichokes.—The stems and crowns of these

plants should be protected before severe frost comes,

by pulling away some of the older leaves and placing

a heap of coal ashes, dry litter, or short straw around
them. On the first indications of hard weather setting

in, a plentiful supply of Celery. Brussels Sprouts,

Savoys, Horse Kadish, &c., should be got into the

sheds, so as to be ready for use ; and any roots of

Parsnips or Jerusalem Artichokes remaining in the

ground should be stored. Celery in rows outside

should be covered witir straw or bracken ; Parsley

protected by frames if possible, or by straw hurdles.

Chicory roots should be dug up and laid in closely,

ready for forcing as soon as the supply of Endive is

exhausted, and any of the latter remaining outside

should be protected from severe frost. W. H, Divers,

JCetton Hall, Stamford,
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

THURSDAY,

MONDAY.

TUESDAY, •!

WEDNESDAY, Dec. 19

THURSDAY,

SATUEDAY.

MEETING.
DEC. 20—Linneau Society.

SALES.
Drc. 1 7—Dutch Bulfe, at Stevens' Roonia.

Nursery Stock and Greenhouse
Plants, Qt Protlieroe & Morris'
Rooms.

1.^,000 Lilium auratum and other
Bulbs, Greentiouse Plants, &o., at
Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

Roses, Fruit Trees. Shrubs, Border

I

Plants, Dutch Bulbs, &c., at
' Stevens' Rooms.

/Large quantity of Dutch Bulbs and

J
English-frrown Lilies, at Pro-

Dfc. 20 < theroe & Morris' Rooms.
I Lilium nuratum from Japan, at
^ Stevens' Rooms.

/Sale by order of Messrs. F. Sander
& Co., of Cypripedium Elliott-

ianum. Cattleya amethysto-
glossa. and numerous otherchoice
Orchids; also many Orchids in
bloom, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

i

Roses, Fruit Trees, Shrubs, Border
Plants, Dutch Bulbs, &c., at
Stevens' Rooms.

\* Our Almanac—Secretaries of societies and
others would greatly oblige by forwarding imme-
diately, or as early as possible, to the Editor,

notices of fixtures for the ensuing year, for insertion

in the Almanac to be published in the first number
of the new year. Communications should reach us

not later than the 2flth inst.

Horticultural ^J^K- 'ToHN Dawson, the Secretary

Shows in of the Koyiil Horticultural So-
bygone days, ciety of Perthshire, has done

good service by publishing his address on the

history of the Society, which dates from 1808,

and which, therefore, may claim to be the oldest

existing horticultural society in Scotland. It

appears that the minutes and other proceedings

of the Society are still in existence, and from
them Mr. Dawson has compiled a very amusing
and interesting history. The first show of

which any detailed account remains was hidd

on ,Tuly l.'i, 1813, and consisted of Pinks and Let-

tuces, Melons and Strawberries, with three judges
for each of these two groups. In order to pre\ent
disputes and altercations the exhibits were locked
up after the decision of the judges and not re-

stored to their owners till after dinner. Harmony
then prevailed and the members joined in the

chorus " We'll rival the lads about Lunan \vi' Flora,
Pomona, and a'." A second show was held a month
later, comprising Carnations and Cauliflowers
only. In 181G three shows were held, the first

in April, for Seakale or Colewort, Broccoli, and Cu-
cumbers, Polyanthuses and Auriculas; the second

in June, for Tulips, Ranunculuses, and Anemones

;

and the third in August, for Melons and Carna-
tions. At this meeting the first mention of

Roses is made ; they were not, however, shown
in competition on that occasion, though the
.specimens of seedling Roses then shown by
Messrs. Dickson & Bkown were declared to be
worthy of the highest praise. Discontented ex-

hibitors wei'e not unknown in those days ; indeed,

they were proportionately more numerous then
than now ; and the Perth Society seems to have
had no little trouble with one cantankerous ex-

hibitor, who, year after year, made himself

foolish, and proved a source of vexation to the
Committee, till at length things came to such a

pass that the President declined to receive any
apology from him, or to remain a member of the

Society with him ; and we find the committee,
with characteristic Scottish use of the future

tense, expressing their regret that "one or two of

the brethren are still determined that they xhall

not be pleased "—(the italics&ve ours) ; after which
nothing more is heard of the discontented one
for some time. In 1821 Turnips, Dahlias, and
Hollyhocks were shown. In 1824 Carnations
were distinguished at these shows into flakes,

bizarres, and Picotees. In 1825 Lettuces were
in like manner distinguished as Cos and Cabbage,
while the Pansies of our days were foreshadowed
by the Violets of that time. In 1831 the can-
tankerous exhibitor again appeared, but was
disqualified, according to the record before us,

because his collection of herbaceous plants in-

cluded Gladiolus cardinalis, " which was held to

be Liliaceous, and by the rule all bulbous roots

were excluded." This seems to show that the
botanical knowledge of the judges was some-
what at fault; at any rate, according to

our present knowledge, there are three distinct

misstatements in the rule we have quoted.
Pelargoniums and Irises appeared for the first

time in 1833, and in the summer show of that

year Messrs. Jackson k Turnbull exhibited

upwards of 300 named Roses and " a numerous
assortment of Ayrshire and China Roses." In
1840 seedling Pansies and Larkspurs were shown,
Campanula pyramidalis in 1844, and in 1848 an
extra prize for Ferns—their first appearance at

these shows. These extracts must sutlice to

illustrate what was done in the way of busines--.

Refreshment was, of course, needed after worl,-,

and " the evening was spent in as friendly and
entertaining a manner as the circumstances of

the times would permit of." Some of the enter-

tainment consisted of snuff, for which 2s. li/.

was paid. At this time the expenses of feasting

were only 32.«. 4'/. less than the whole amount
awarded as prize money. At present the more
reasonable course of each member paying for his

dinner is adopted, exceptions being nuade in

favour of the judges, otticials, and distinguished

strangers. It would not be fair to Mr. Dawson
to reprint more of his pamphlet, which may be
had from the Secretary to the Society, but we
commend it to the notice of our readers, and
hope the Society may long continue to " tend
their flowers "

—

"Hoses and Lilies and a'.

Daisies and Violets and a"

;

.See what a profusion of beauty

And sweetness a garden can shaw."

The Royal Horticultural Society.—
Much needless alarm has been felt at the oflicial

statement made last week to the effect that as many
as si.x members of the Council propose to resin-n

their seats at the next annual meeting, the number
comprising some of the most active and energetic
of the Council. These resignations are taken in

some quarters as an indication of a divided policy, and
a sign that the ship is really at last sinking. In point

of fact, thanks to the gentlemen mentioned and their

colleagues, the .Society exhibits far more buoyancy
than has been the case for years. Greatly as we
regret the approaching resignations, and earnestly as we
hope that some of them, at least, will be withdrawn, we
deprecate any ill omen being deduced from what is

a natural occurrence. Those who know what
exertions have been made to place the Society on a

better basis, and who are aware of the labour and
time that have been expended in so doing, will feel

no surprise that these gentlemen feel it incumbent
on them to retire, at the end of a yeai" of reconstruc-

tion, now happily largely effected. The marvel has

been that men, so eminent, so heavily weighted

with other duties, and so disinterested, could be

induced to sacrifice so much for the benefit of

horticulturists. It will be the duty of the Fellows

at large to fill the v,acancies ; and though the task

will be dinicult, we have no doubt that it can be

accomplished, but success will only be arrived at by

unity of purpose and co-operation. Disintegration

and dismemberment would simply ruin the Society,

to the great detriment of liorticulture. This ten-

dency should, in the best interests of horticulture,

be instantly checked, and one way of effecting this

is by refraining from attaching a significance to the

retirements from the Council, which is not justified

by the facts of the case.

Mr. G. F. Wilson.—The meeting of the Floral

Committee on the 11th inst., was not only the last

of the year, but was the last occasion on which Mr.

G. F. Wilson will preside as Chairman, that gentle-

man having signified his wish to retire from the

Council. J[r. Wilson has presided over the com-
mittee for many years with marked impartiality and

courtesy, while his extensive knowledge of Lilies

and herbaceous plants has always been at the service

of the committee. Mr. Wilson has fairly earned

the right to retire, as he has given up much time

and labour to the service of the Society, and

is one of the few amateurs who are sulBciently

interested in horticulture to take an active part in

the maintenance of the representative Society. The
cordial thanks of all who know and appreciate the

value of Mr. Wilson's services will be tendered to

him, with the hope that he may for many years to

come continue to take an active, if less responsible,

part in the work of the Society.

Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—We understand

that Mr. \. J. Brown, Honorary Local Secretary

t) the Fund for the county of Sussex, is, in co-

operation with Mr. Hall, Lord Bolton's gardener,

making arrangements for an entertainment in aid

of the funds of the above charity.

Devon Rosery Gardeners' Relief Fund.
—We are requested l>y Messrs. Curtis, S.^ndforo &
Co., Torquay—who, it will be remembered, were the

originators of the Fund—to call attention to the fact

that there is one bed vacant at the convalescent

home there for gardeners from the North. The
home is free, but the committee think that the

gardeners' employers should be asked, and would, no
doubt, be willing to contribute to the Fund; but this

is not a sine quit iton.

Paris Industrial Exhibition. — We have

received from M. Oluirb's Baltet, the President

of the ,Tury, a list of awards made at the Paris

Industrial Exhibition to English exhibitors in

the section of perry and cider. For collections

of fruits, a Gold Medal to Messrs. R. Veitch &
Sons, Exeter ; Silver-gilt, to Mr. J. Watkins,
Hereford ; Silver, to Mr. .Jones, Ledbury ; and a

Bronze Medal to Mr. Ham, Exeter. Messrs.

Bulmer & Co., Credenhill, Hereford, was awarded

a Gold Medal for perry : and a Silver-gilt and
Silver to Mr. Watkins and Mr. Jones, Hereford,

respectively. For cider, Messrs. Bulmer and Mr.

Ham each received a Silver-gilt Medal ; Mr.
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Bosley, of Devonshire, a Silver Jlediil ; and Bronze
ones were accorded to Mr. Watkins and Mr. Jones.

Books of the Season,—Among the many
useful manuals i-ssued at this .season, two wliich

are greatly valued by gardeners, and wliich now lay

before us, are the Horticiiltitral Dircdonj and Year
Book, published at the office of the Journal of Horti-

culture, 171, Fleet Street ; and the Garden Anuualand
Almanac, published, at the ^office of the Garden,

37, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C. A handy
strong pocket-book and diary is issued by J. Weeks
& Co., the liorticultiiral builders, of King's Road,
Chelsea.

DiSA LACERA VAR. MULTIFIDA.—It having

been stated in >Ir. Baow.v's note on this plant in

our last issue that the engraving was taken from a

plant grown by Mr. F. W. Bcrbidoe, Trinity College

Gardens, Dublin, that gentleman writes to disclaim

the honour of having done so, stating that this is

due to Mr. BuDFono, gardener at Stratl'au House. Co.

Kildare.

Phylloxera Laws in Russia.—In order to

protect Vines in Kussia against the introduction of

the Phylloxera, the Minister of the Interior, in con-

junction with the Jlinister of Finance, has found it

necessary to modify as follows the law relative to the

importation, to Russia, of living plants, fruits, and
vegetables :

—

Article 1.—The importation, into Russia, of living

plants (except Vines) coming from Germany, Bel-

gium, Holland, Denmark, England, Sweden, and
Norway, is permitted at the following frontier stations

of Wiertzbolov (Wirballen), Alexandrovo, and
Jllava ; at all the White Sea ports, and also three of

the Baltic, at Libau, Riga, and St, Petersburg ; and at

the Black Sea ports of Odessa and Batoura.

Article 2.—Consignments of living plants should

be accompanied with certificates from the local

authorities of the countries from whence they come
testifying : a. that the p.ackages do not contain Vine
plants;/.', that the individual or business-firm sending

the plants is not engaged in Vine culture.

Remark 1.—Consignments of living plants will be

delivered by the customs-house authorities to the

consignees, if these packages be proved by written

attestation not to contain Vine plants.

Remark 2.—The Imperial Botanic Garden of St.

Petersburg and the Imperial Universities have the

right of importing living plants from all countries

without producing the aforementioned affirma-

tions. These importations must be authorised by

the Finance Jlinister for the Botanic Garden on the

requisition of the " Minister of Domains,'' and for

the universities by the mutual consent of the

Finance Minister and the Minister of Domains, pro-

vided that the universities fulfil the obligations

imposed by Article 1277 of the Custom-house rules.

Article 3.—The introduction of foreign Grapes

of all descriptions, and marc of Grapes, is authorised

through all custom-houses through which living

plants can be imported, with the exception of the

port of Batoum,

Remark 3.—Grapes sent from abroad must not be

packed in Vine leaves.

Article 4.—The importation of fruits and vege-

tables of all species from foreign sources is autho-

rised at all the custom-houses with the exception of

those on the south-west frontier of the countiy, as

far as, and including the custom-house of, Volot-

chisk.

Article I').—The present law shall be in operation

two months after its publication ; that is to say, ou
Xovember 24 (December 6).

Tulips at the Paris Exhibition. i889.—In

the last week of November the firm ofK. II. Krklage

& Son", Haarlem, Holland, planted in the Hor-

ticultural part of the Pa) is Exhibition six beds, each

having an area of about 22.5 square feet, with late

Tulips selected from tht!r new collection of breeders.

A large number of the 1 ulbs are of the most diverse

and splendid colours, and in more than 7(X) varieties.

Messrs. Krel.\ge are the first foreign exhibitors

whose exhibit is already installed. The Tulip beds

have received a place of honour in the large grass

plot which surrounds the fountain in front of the

Palace of the Trocadero. These bulbs, flowering

usually about the middle of Jlay, may be expected

to be in bloom at about the time fi.xed (or the

opening of the Exhibition.

The Season.—At one of the towns on the

Kentish coast thisw'eek we noticed as still in bloom
Hoses of several kinds. Daisies, Pansies, Hollyhocks,

African Marigolds, French JIarigolds, common
Marigolds, Marguerites, Godetias, Fuchsias, Clarkia,

Silene pendula, Saponaria ocymoides, Chrvsanthe-

mums carinatum, in several forms, Convolvulus

minor, Iberis amara. Wallflower, Rockets. Vero-

nica Andersoni, and others; Antirrhinums, Mig--

nonette, Centaurea Cyanus (Corn-flower(, Poppies

(P. somniferumj. Larkspurs, Eschscholtzias, Core-

opsis, CoUinsia bicolor, Xigella, blue Nemophila,

blue Passion - flowers, Pelargoniums, Tamarisk,

Ligustrum ovalifolium, Primroses, Auricul.as,

Tritonias, Hydrangeas, and, of course, ordinary

ChiTsanthemums — these latter vigorous, full of

bloom, and with a richness of colour which

is conferred by sea air only. From Corn-

wall, on the other side of the kingdom, Mr. Bos-

CAWEN sends us blooms of the Lemon-scented
Verbena (Aloysia), of Jackman's Clematis, Solanum
jasminoides, Rhyncospermum jasmiuoides, while a

turkey hatched a brood of nine beneath an Abies

Xordmanniana — certainly a very unusual occurrence

at this season. From Mr, II. Hardv, Bures, Suffolk,

come flowers of many various kindsof plants gathered

in the open air, and which were mostly fresh and

quite unblemished. We remark in the collection before

US, Indian Pink, Kudbeckia, Sweet William, Holly-

hock, varieties of Calendula, Carnations, Pansy,

Stocks, and others more or less tender.

Cosmos BIPINNATUS.—Although introduced in

nStO, this pretty half-hardy annual is very seldom
grown in this country, and is but little known. The
seed may be sown in the open border in April, and
it will eventually grow to about 3 feet high, bearing

a quantity of claret-coloured flowers similar to single

Dahlias in form and size, the finely cut foliage add-

ing greatly to the distinct and pleasing character of

the plant.

Smithfield Club Show.—This annual event

opened on Monday, December 10, at the Agricul-

tural Hall, Islington, and the usual complement to

the show of live stock—which, by the way, was larger

than in the previous year— was made by the seed

trade which had large displays of Mangtls,
Swedes, Kohl Rabi, grass seeds, seed corn,

Potatos, &c. We remarked in the galleries

stands of these farm products set up by Messr.s.

Gibbs & Co., whose specimens of Robinson's C*x-

heart Cabbage were very f\ne; ; and the various

fodder grass plants shown in the dried state. A
small stand of roots, seeds, &c., was exhibited by

Messrs. Oakshot & Millard, of Reading; that of

Messrs. Webb & Sons, Kinver, Stourbridge, was
of great extent, and was arranged as a bank
rising from the floor to a height of 1.5 feet-
roots of various kinds were the most important items

on this stand ; although farm seeds were likewise

largely shown, including fine samples of Kinver

Chevalier Barley and Challenger Wheat. Messrs.

Raynbird, Caldecott, Bawtrey, Dowling & Co.,

Basingstoke, showed an excellent lot of cereal and
other seeds, roots, &c. The exhibit of Messrs.

Carter & Co., Holborn, of roots and seeds was very

extensive, especially the sections of grass seeds and
Potatos. Carter's Imperial Globe Turnips were remark
able for size and fine form. A smaller stand was set up
by Jlr. .lohn King, Coggeshall, Essex, consisting of

Potatos, Kohl Rabi, and other field roots. Messrs.

Sutton & Sons, Reading, h.ad their usual large

stand well filled with fine specimens of all

the kinds of roots grown on the farm

;

large quantities of seeds of all kinds, with special

grass mixtures for certain kinds of soil. Their
Intermediate Carrot is a very superior strain.

Messrs. Hari-isou & Son, Leicester, showed a stand
of farm seeds and roots, and a very fine strain of
Leek. Forest trees, grasses, and the new hedge
plant, the Cherry Plum—Myrobella is the trade
name — were exhibited by Dicksons (Limited),
Chester, and, lastly, the Agricultural and Horticul-

tural Association made an interesting exhibit of

roots of all kinds, seeds, manures, feeding stuft's. &c.

The New Vegetable.—a name is wanted for

the tubers of Stuchys tuberifera. The name used in

the Paris markets is Crosnes, from the locality

whence they were introduced into the market, and
which would be pronounced as if written Crones in

English. Old Crones is not a complimenjary epithet

for a new vegetable ofsuch merit. Messrs. Carter, we
see, adopt the name Chinese Artichoke, which would
be appropriate but for the tact that they are neither

of Chinese origin, nor are they Artichokes. Why net

call them Stachys ?—not a very difficult word to

pronounce.

Lycium barbarum as a Seaside Plant. -
For holding up slipping banks there are few plants

to surpass this. It forms a profusion of long, thin,

underground runners, which interlace, and from
which .are sent up a profusion of leaf-buds, which
form new pknts. This is another instance of a plant,

native of a warm temperate, or even subtropical

country, which is nevertheless hardy here, like the

blue Passion-flower of Brazil or the Tritomas of

South Africa.

New Uses for Mexican Fibre.—It is stated

in the October number of the Bru^hmakcr, that

Me.xican fibre, or Ixtle (Agave heteraeantha), which

has of late been so largely used for scrubbing and
nail-bnishes, has, for many 'years past, been also

used in the manufacture of corsets, principally in

Norfolk, iSuft'olk, and Essex, especially in the very

large factory at Haverhill in Essex. It is also said

to be woven into cloth suitable for window-blinds,

screens, &c., and in hot climates, when it is used to

keep the doors and windows open at night, these

blinds would be very useful. Quite recently the

fibre has found favour in unexpected quarters,

as it is now being \'&Ty largely used in the manufac-

ture of artificial flowers. Notwithstanding these

uses, and others which may yet be found for it, the

great demand for it is still for brushraaking—

a

demand that is increasing both in this country and

in every part of Europe.

The National Auricula and Carnation
and picotee Societies.—a largely attended

meeting of the committee of the London Societies

took place, by the permission of the Horticultural

Club, in their rooms at the Hotel \Vindsor, on

Tuesday, the 11th inst., the Rev. 11. H. D'Omrrain

in the chair. The minutes of the last meeting

having been read, it was resolved that the oft'er of

the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, to

give the sum of £10 to each of the Societies, be

accepted; and it was arranged that the exhibition of

the National Auricula Society should take place in

the Drill Hall. Westminster, on Tuesday, April 23,

in connection with the meeting of the Royal Hor-

ticultural Society on that d,ate ; and that of the

National Carnation and Picotee .Society on Tuesday,

.Inly 23, also in conjunction with a meeting of the

Society. The Council having expressed a desire

that something in the form of a conference should

take place at e.ach of the shows, having reference to

the particular flowers exhibited, by way of im-

parting additional interest to the Society's

meetings, a sub-committee, consisting of the Rev,

11. H. D'Omurmx, H. Selfe Leonard, U. Dk.vs.-,

and J. Doiiii.As was appointed to make the neces-

sary arrangements, and report at a future meeting

of the committee. The schedule of prizes offered at

the exhibition of the National Auricula Society was

passed in the form in which it appeared at the last
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show, anil a few alterations were made in that of the

Carnatiou and Picotee Society. It was decided that

yellow-ground Howers be no longer shown with sell's

and fancies, as there is a class for them ; that for

twelve blooms was reinforced by one for six blooms,

it being understood that yellow self* can also be

shown as yellow-ground flowers. Mr. Doculas
having drawn attention to the fact that there is in

the hands of the Treasurer a balance from the two
Societies amounting to £40, suggested that a portion

of this should be invested as a reserve fund, and
eventually it was agreed that £'J5 should be set apart

for the purpose of forming a reserve fund, it being

left to the Kev. 11. II. D'Omurain, II. S. Lkonahd,

and J. Douglas, to make the best investment they

could. The proceedings closed with votes of thanks

the Horticultural Club, and also to the Chairmain

for presiding.

The Produce of Cork in Spain. — The
Cork trade in Spain seems to be in a flourishing

state. The e.xportation to other parts of the Con-
tinent, as well as to England and America, was
greater last year than it has been for several years

past. It is stated that there has been the fjreatest

demand for the superior kinds of corks, such as those

for champagne bottles. Gerona is the most im-

portant centre in Spain for the production of cork,

hundreds of cork manufactories being scattered

over the province. In the town of Palamos
alone there are forty, and the exportation thence

is considerable. From St Felin de Guixols

(Gerona), it is reported that the Cork trees

have been suffering from the attacks of a pest

which threatened to destroy them. A voracious

caterpillar or worm has, it is reported, been attack-

ing the Cork forests in millions during the past

year or two. In a very short space of time it

stripped the trees of all their leaves from the tips of

the branches to the trunks. These worms are now
in their turn said to be attacked and devoured " by

another insect, a species of beetle of a dark green

colour, and armed with a horn, with which it cuts

the worms up. Another insect, in the form of a crab

{can^/rejo), pursues tlie worms, and destroys them ; and
thirdly, when the caterpillar has passed through its

metamorphosis, and tiie butterflies have deposited

their ep;gs, another insect, until now unknown,
attacks and pierces the bags containing the new
genus, and destroys them ; all of which will con-

tribute, no doubt, to the complete extinction of these

destructive caterjullars."

Mildness of the Season.—Mr. Tomkins,

writing December 10 from St. Mary, Scilly Isles,

says :
—

" In consequence of the mildness of the

season Narcissus are in a very forward state, from
Early Paper White to the late-flowering varieties.

Here and there may be seen a stray bloom of Early

Paper White and Soleil d'Or; should the weather
continue fine Covent Garden will in all probability

receive consignments during the first week in January.

I am cutting fromthe open ground Christmas Koses,

white Arums, and Freesiaa."

The Edinburgh Chrysanthemum Show.—
Notwithstanding the inclement weather which pre-

vailed on both days of the above show of the

Scottish Horticultural Association, it is gratifying

to find from an informal report to the Council by

Mr. McKenzie, the Treasurer, that the receipts

cover the expenditure, and leave a few pounds of a

balance in favour of the show.

Royal Caledonian Horticultural So-
ciety.—The annual meeting of this Society was
held in a side room of the Music Hall, Edinburgh,
on the 6th inst., H. II. Nokrie, Esq., Coltbridge

Hall, in the chair. The attendance of members was
larger than usual in recent years. The minutes of

the last annual meeting having been read and
adopted the Treasurer—Mr. Neill Fraseu—gave
an abstract of the accounts for the year ending

November 30 last. The total receipts for the year

were shown to have been £1358 3^'^. \()d., and the

payments £1002 \Ss. G(/,, leaving a balance in favour

of receipts of £255 5s. 4(7. The funds on h:md on

November 30 last were £11 17 12s., being an increase on

the previous year of £238 13s. The report was

approved. The Marquis of Lothian was unanimously

re-elected President of the Society for the year. Sir

James Gibson Craig, on the recommendation of the

Council, was elected Vice-President in the room of the

Earl of Stair, retiring from the oftice. To fill the

vacancies on the Council created by the retiring mem-
bers—Mr. James Alexander, nurseryman ; and Mr.

McLeod, gardener—the names of Mr. John JIetuvkn

and Mr. John Lamont were put up for the former,

and those of Mr. Malcolm Dunn, Dalkeith, and Mr.

Gordon, of Niddrie, for the latter vacancy ; but as

both Mr. La-mont and Mr. Dunn declined to have

their names put to the vote, Mr. Methven and Mr.

Gordon were duly elected. The meeting terminated

with a hearty vote of thanks to the Chairman,

Seedlings of Sugar-cane.—The Sugar-cane

has been cultivated for so long a period that its

native country is unknown. Bentham states that
" we have no authentic record of any really wild

station for the common Sugar-cane." Further, ac-

cording to the Kew BaUefiii for December, the Sugar-

cane so rarely produces mature seeds that no one

appears to have ever seen them. In botanicnl works

the subject is often mentioned, but apparently only

to restate the fact that observers in all rnuntrii s

" have never seen the seed of the Sugar-cane." The
authorities at Kew have been working at this subject

for several years. It was felt that if a Sugar-cane

producing ripe seeds could be found, a most interest-

ing and important line of inquiry would be opened

for improving the saccharine qualities of the Sugar-

cane iu the same way as that so successfully adopted

with regard to the Beet. Hitherto the Sugar-cane

has been reproduced under cultivation solely by

means of buds and suckers. The improvement of

the cane has therefore been restricted to chance

variations occurring at wide intervals, and probably

escaping altogether the observation of the planter.

Now all this is likely to be changed. It appears that

at Barbados seedlings of Sugar-canes have been

Biiccesafully raised by Professor Harrison, and

among these seedlings are several difierent kinds

indicating hybridity of a definite sort, such as would

be expected to arise from the crossing of diftVrent

varieties. It is to be hoped this subject will be fullv

and clearly followed up as a definite field of investi-

gation. In any case the possibility of improving so

important and valuable a plant as the Sugar-cane

possess general interest.

The Scottish Primula and Auricula
Society.—This Society held its second annual

meeting in 5, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on

the 6th inst., Mr. Malcolm Dunn occupied the chair.

The Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. William Straton,

Dundee, submitted his report for the year, which

was in every way satisfactory, there being a balance

in the Treasurer's hands of £10 4s. G(/. to tlie Society's

credit. The question whether in the light of the

experience of the past two shows, in which the

classes were open to all comers, a reconstruction of

the schedule sliould not be determined upon, so that

growers in late and unfavourable localities may not

find themselves pitted against those from the southern

and favourable districts, was discussed, and the feel-

ing of the meeting being in favour of somesuch altera-

tion, it was remitted to the Council to fully consider

and give effect to the matter in next year's schedule.

The date of the show for next year was fixed for

May 9, and the meeting closed with a cordial vote

of thanks to the Secretary and the Chairman.

ClerODENDRON nutans.—This is a white-

flowering kind, not generally catalogued in gar-

dening book?, but it should be grown in all stove

collections. It is much admired, and coming into

flower during the months of November and

December wakes it nXX the more appreciable.

Notices of Books.

The Principles of Agricultural Practice
AS an Instructional Subject. By John

Wrightson, &c. (('hapman & Hall.

J

This work embodies the substance of a course of

lectures given to science-teachers with a view to

show them that the principles of agriculture are

capable of being taught in the lecture-hall or the

school-room, although agriculture, as the author

tells us, is an occupation requiring experience for

its successful prosecution. This is, of course, quite

true, but the value of the experience, and the power

of applying it to useful ends, depend very materially

upon the training that the farmer has had in tl.e

principles of his art as well as in the practice. The

book before us is peculiar in its object. It is net

professedly concerned with the teaching of agricul-

tural principles, though in point of fact it docs

teach a great deal of them. It is rather de-

signed to instruct other people how and what to

teach. For this purpose the experience of a

teacher, a farmer, and an examiner, must needs

be of value, and Professor Wrightson combines

all the requisites; for instance, he is in an excellent

position to show in what degree chemical analysis is

valuable to the farmer or gardener, and in what

respects it is worse than useless. Tlie analysis of

the ash of plants, upon which so much stress is laid

by chemists, is really of very secondary importance

to the cultivator, inasmuch as it shows rather the

results of cremation tlian the composition, still

less the action, of the living [plant. An ordinary

science-teacher, fresh from the chemical laboratory,

is not likely to recognise this, and he might, from

his point oi view, recommend silica as a manure for

Wheat, or nitrogenous fertilisers for Clover, though,

from a practical point of view, very unnecessarily so.

So, too, a teacher, fresh from the lecture-room, might
easily fall into the prevalent notion that weeds

arc wholly objectionable, when, in point of

fact, they are valuable as indicating a highly

fertile soil : weeds will not grow luxuriantly on a

poor soil, and the farmer may judge by their presence

and condition of the quality of his soil. It is his

business cither to substitute some other plant for the

weed, or, if he can, to turn the weed itself to account,

and thus avail himself of the richness of the soil

to useful instead of useless purpose. With reference

to this point Professor Wrightson tell us that the

presence of Bracken is a good sign wiiile that of

Heath is a very bad one, but it may be pointed out

that the two often grow together, and, moreover, the

presence of the Heath does not necessarily indicate

a bad soil, but only a soil ill-adapted for plants which

are not provided with the very fine fibrous roots

which are characteristic of Heaths. Incidentally we
may mention with reference to the suitability of par-

ticular soilslforparticularplantsaremark made by Mr.

Wrightson that Trifolium incarnatum "will not

grow at all upon white chalky soil.' We will not

presume to question t!ie general accuracy of the

Professors dictitiii, but it is certainly within our

knowledge that the plant is sometimes grown on

the chalky hillsides in Kent, both nc-ar to and at a

distance from the sea, and that, to all appearance,

it thrives as well as its near ally, the Sainfoin.

In dealing with the subject of grassland Professor

Wrightson points out that it often happens that tiie

seeds swept up from the hayloft often produce more

satisfactory results than more expensive purchased

seed. This may well be, for the seed is probably all

new and good, it is native of the soil, and it is

mixed with other seeds, producing an association of

herbage, if we may so speak, which is but imperfectly

imitated by the seedsman. There is, we are con-

vinced, much in the association of particular plants

in pasture, and particularly in meadow-land, wliich

is not yet appreciated either by the botanist or the

farmer. From this point of view the weeds found

in pasture-lands may not be all evil. In certain

seasons and under certain circumstances they may
protect and shelter young seedling grasses and
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Clovers atcritical times; tlieyraayaiford food for slugs

and insects tha'j would othernise prey on the grasses,

and in a variety of ways they may prove beneficial

rather than the reverse. These things are matters

requiring observation. The great value of scientific

training for cultivators of the soil seems to be that

it affords a broader and more varied basis for the

experience of the practical man to work upon.

Uoutine practice has, of course, much in its favour

as the outcome of experience ; but that experience

is much too limited in its range, and while it is not

calculated to further progress, still less is it adapted

to new conditions and altered circumstances. Pro-

fessor WrightBon's work reads like a series of essays

rather thanacontinuous treatise; but, in any case, it

is one whicii we can most cordially recommend to

the attention of the thougiitful cultivator.

The Book of the Farm. By Henry Stephens.

Pourth edition, by James Macdonald. (Black-

wood Si. Sons.)

The fact that this standard work now reappears

iu a fourth edition is a sufficient guarantee that it is

adapted for the purpose it was intended to fulfil.

Moreover, the editor tells us that he has carefully

revised the greater portion, while some part of the

book has been entirely re-written. The eminently

practical spirit in which the work is conceived will

commend itself to many. It is divided into three

heads—Initiation, or instruction in first principles
;

Practice, detailing the entire series of operations on
the farm, whatever be its nature ; and Realisation,

under which are included the details concerning the

stocking of the farm and the various financial trans-

actions connected with it, comprising, we presume,

the art of marketing. Tlie volume before us opens
with a statement as to the difierent kinds of farms,

and the duties ot the several persons who conduct
its business. Then follows a section on the sciences

applicable to agriculture, occupying some twenty
pages, and therefore, as may readily be sur-

mised, meagre in the extreme, the section re-

lating to botany occupying about three columns :

while the subject of germs is dismissed in a

dozen lines, and under the heading, " Productions

of Nitrates in Soils," not one word is said as to the

action of the aforesaid germs. Such cursory treat-

ment of the general principles upon which all culti-

vation, whether of animals or plants, depends, is, it

must be admitted, unsatisfactory; but it must not

induce the reader to suppose that the other portions

of the volume are treated with equal inadequacy. On
the contrary, the explanations are full and clear, and
the precepts excellent.

Trees and Shrubs.

ESCALLOXIA X[ACRANTIIA.

This beautiful, flowering shrub is frequently met
with as a wall plant, and in that form it has no

chance of showing its floriferousness. such as is the

case when growing unrestrained. Tiie otlier dav,

wlien passing Battle station, we noticed a specimen

which had been planted against a low wall, but

owing, I suppose, to want of time or knowledge, the

plant had long since been allowed to outgrow its

original boundary, and had risen much higher, as

well as taken possession of a part of the opposite

side of the wall. The plant was flowering very pro-

fusely. Its long racemes of red flowers, backed by

the bright green foliage, had a peculiarly graceful

effect. We thus had an opportunity of seeing this

fine old shrub in finer condition than usual. /''. 7?,

[The shrub in question is twenty years old. For sea-

side planting it is highly to be recommended. Ed.]

Athhotaxis (the Jointed Yew).

This is a very interesting genus of small trees or

shrubs, natives of New Zealand, and as they occupy

but small space, and are very distinct in character

and appearance from other ornameqtal plants, on

this account tliey are well worthy of the attention

of amateurs and others who possess places of small

e.\tent.

A. cuprcssoides I have found to be the hardiest and

the easiest grown of any of the group ; and although

all of them are improved by shelter, yet this species

in particular should never be confined, as it is apt

to get drawn up, and then presents a slender lanky

appearance. When properly grown it is a very orna-

mental plant, and is well furnished with branches,

which are often divided into threes, and occasionally

forked. The leaves are of a glossy-green colour,

without footstalks, imbricated, and lie close to the

twig or branch. It seldom requires pruning, with

the exception of cutting bsick or pinching out the

terminal bud, or cutting off' a rival leader at the top

when it occurs. All the species like a rich free open

soil, thoroughly drained, well trenched, broken up

and pulverised to a depth of about 20 inches. Strong

adhesive clay soil is inimical to their proper growth ;

therefore, when it is desirable to plant a specimen

on such soil, the site should be prepared for it by

adding to and mixing a quantity of bog-earth or

other loose material witli the staple, so as to render it

more genial. On the other hand, light sandy soil

should have a quantity of clayey loam incorporated

with it. When planting the trees the roots should

be carefully spread out iu all directions from the

base of the stem, covered with fine soil, and finished

in the ordinary way. 1 need hardly s.ay that the

plants should be protected from rabbits and vermin

of every kind, and I h.ave found it an advantage to

stick a few Spruce Fir branches into the ground

around the plant, to afford additional shelter until

such time as the roots become established.

A. taxifulia (the loose-leaved Jointed Yew).

—

This is not such a free grower as the former, but

where it thrives it forms a pretty little specimen

bush, whose proper place is the lawn. The leaves

are rather thick and fleshy, sharp-pointed, and of a

yellowish-colour, and stand out from the br.anch or

twig. The lateral branches often assume a pendent

habit, rendering the plant still more interesting. It

may be jdanted with success in closer and more

shady places than A. cupressoides will endure, as it is

not so apt to be drawn up under such-like conditions.

A. selar/inoides (the Cypress-like .Tointed Yew).

—

This pretty little tree is said to attain a height of

about 30 feet in its native habitat, but in this

country it is of very slow growth, and even under

the most favourable circumslances as regards soil,

site, and shelter, it only attains the size of a small

bush. Its habit of growth and general contour are

quite distinct, and those who have a partiality for

variety and have but limited space, should give it a

trial in a sheltered situation. Under favourable

conditions it has an upright habit of growth, and is

generally well furnished with flexible twigs and

branches of a lively green colour. These plants are

seldom to be seen even in first-class collections,

whicli may he partly accounted for from the I'act that

their hardiness cannot be depended upon when
planted on exposed places or at high elevations

above tlie sea-level. I have been enabled to grow
by far the finest specimens of these trees in Ireland,

where the climate is milder, frosts less intense, and

of shorter duration than in this country; notwith-

standing which, there are many parts of this country

where its successful cultivation would be a certainty.

J. B. Webster. [We have ventured to alter the names
given by the writer, iu conformity with the results of

our investigations into the botany of the genus. 8ee

Nov. 10, 1888, p. 545. Ed.]

Sambucus hacemosa.

Whether it be owing to climate, or whether this

species is more commonly planted in the North
than it is in the South, its bright scarlet fruits

are very rarely seen in South-country gardens.

Whatever the reason for this, there can be no doubt
about its ornamental value as a bright-coloured

autumn-berried shrub; and of this I was reminded
recently when visiting the gardens at Crathes Castle,

Kincardineshire, where in a recently formed shrub-

berv it was observed in fine condition. The plants

had been well cut back tlie previous year, and the

sturdy growths which they had made this year bor?

clusters of brilliant red fruits, which were all the

more conspicuous .as the early frosts had nearly

stripped the plants of their foliage. F. Boss.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

It is high time the English growers of Chrysan-

themums, and especially those who cultivate for

exhibition, should enter a protest against nearly,

if not quite, all, the so-called new and incurved

varieties being sent to this country from France and

America. The one exception to the general con-

demnation is Delaux's I'erle Precieuse, sent out in

1887, and considered to be good enough to be

included in the last edition of the National Society's

Catalogue. It is there described as rose-purple, with

a silvery back to the florets, which are broad, and of

medium size, and a mid-season variety. It is a very

pretty variety, with a broad solid petal, of good form,

but does not come large enough to be included

among the exhibition flowers. The Frencli raisers

appear to be coming round to the conviction that

the long lists of Japanese varieties they have been

announcing for years past—so many of them being

of only second-rate quality—are no longer bought

up so eagerly as they once were by our growers,

and they seem to be turning their attention to the

incurved section ; but as yet with indifferent results.

Another danger tlireatens the grower, that of

some exhibitors renaming imported flowers. A
strong protest was entered against the practice at the

meeting of the Floral Committee of the National

Chrysanthemum Society on the 2Ist ult. This is,

indeed, a misleading and unjust proceeding, which

cannot be too strongly condemned.

The recently-published Catalogue of the National

Chrysanthemum Society coutains a list of eighty

incurved varieties, more than one -fourth of which

have originated as sports. Indeed so sportive is

the Chrysanthemum, tliat of recent years we have

obtained finer incurved forms from sports than from

seedlings. Three new forms in tliis section are

announced for distribution iu the spring of next year

—all sports; they are Miss M. A. Ilaggas, which

gives exhibitors what thcv have desired to obtain—

a

golden Princess of Wales. This sport came from

Mrs. Heale, which is itself a very fine pure white

sport from the delicate rose-tinted Princess of Wales.

The second is H. Shoesmith, a bronze-coloured sport

from the well-known golden Mr. Bnnn, which in its

turn is a sport from Golden Beverley, being much

deeper in colour, and a favourite early variety.

Lastly is Miss Violet Tomlin, which gives us a com-

panion to the purple-coloured Refulgens, but a much

more reliable flower for exhibition purposes.

Refulgens, tliough of a fine tint of purple-maroon, is

invariably small, and frequently comes with an open

centre. Tlie new form is a sport from Princess of

Wales, and is of a briglit purple-violet shade, and

quite as fine.

Exliihitors of Chrysanthemums now possess

three valuable groups of incurved Chrysanthe-

mums most useful for show purposes. They

are the " Queens," under which heading may

be placed Alfred Salter, Bronze Queen of England,

Emily Dale, Empress of India, Golden Empress of

India, Golden Queen of England, Lord Alcester,

and Queen of England — a group which gives the

largest and finest back-row flowers of the incurved

section. Then Princess of Teck gives a smaller but

scarcely less useful set; they are— Charles Gib-

son, Hero of Stoke Newington, Lord Eversley, and

Mrs. Norman Davis. Now we have a third series,

of wliich Princess of Wales is the original type.

They are the new varieties described above, viz..

Miss M. A. Ilaggas, and Miss Violet Tomlin, Mrs.

Cobay, and Mrs. Heale ; while another fine sport is

promised for next season.

It has been suggested that it would add a new

interest to om- Chrysanthemum exhibitions if prizes

were offered for the membeis of these different
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groups. The National Chrj-sauthemum Society might

fitly comprise sucli classes in its schedule of prizes

for 1880, only tliat the schedule appears to be already

sufficiently bulimy. It. D.

The YELL0^v PicorKE .\nd Caunatiok.

A notion prevails that these choice plants are

more dillicult to cultivate than other varieties of the

Carnation and Picotee. rrobal)ly vears ago this

might have been the case ; and even in recent years

some varieties have been found with a delicate con-

stitution, wliile otliers are more robust. My own
experience extends to something lilte tliirty years,

and within those years the earliest known to me,

which I was also able to cultivate, were Prince of

Orange (Perlvins) and Ascot Yellow (Standisli).

These two varieties I obtained at one tin\e, and the

rirst named was an illustration of a vigorous growing

v.ariety, and one which kept up its vigour until now
;

whereas the Ascot Yellow, though vigorous at first,

speedily declined, and I believe it has now gone out

of cultivation.

Some fifteen years ago Mr. Charles Turner, of

Slough, raised about i.")0 seedlings from Perkins'

Prince of Orange. It was a sight not soon to be

forgotten to see that lot of seedlings in flower, and a

selection of them ^vas sent out, after being exhibited

in capital form at the various London exhibitions.

I allude to them because we obtained a number of

the best varieties when they were sent out, and had
a good opportunity to study their character as

regards constitution. Most of them were vigorous,

but a few were not so, and very difiicult to increase.

Seedlings have been raised from the vigorous

growing varieties, and an .advance has again been
made, both in (|uality of the flowers and vigour of

constitution. The point for raisers to attend to is to

raise plants that will grow well out-of-doors, and
make useful border plants. The varieties of fifty

years ago were weakly constitutioned, as we learn

from Hogg, who writes, in his Pmctwal Tiralifc,

that "The yellow Picotee is at all times a difticult

flower to grow in this country, on account of our
moist atmosphere and long winters. The Dutch
florists have bad success with it for the same
reason." Hogg gives a coloured plate of a yellow
Picotee in his treatise

; but it is a fringed edged
thing, flaked with crimson, and well marked with
red lines. An earlier ]]late of a true yellow Picotee,
raised by Hogg, is figured in the Floriailtiiml Cabinet

for the year 18;35. It is named Publicola ; the
ground colour is deep yellow, with a heavy scarlet

edge, but those early plates are not very truthful.

Many varieties were grown by Hogg, all of which
are now lost to cultivation.

A grower in the Midlands, of the name of Smith,
greatly improved the yellow Picotee after the death
of Hogg. Jfr. Simonite and the Rev. V. D. Horner,
who saw the flowers when in the raiser's hands, have
told me that they possessed the best (lualities of the
white ground varieties, but in some instances were
of a paler yellow than Hogg's strain is represented
to be, owing to his crossing with the best white
ground forms to obtain i|uality of bloom. My own
batch of seedlings of the Prince of Orange type I

need not say anything about, because thev have been
exhibited so frequently, .and have been grown in our
own garden, and also in Mr. Turner's nursery at
Slough. Mr. Dodwell is sending out no fewer than
fifty-one varieties this season. I have not seen any
of them, but as far as I can make out they are nei-
ther flaked Carnations nor edged Picotees. They
will doubtless be grown somewhere else next year,
and we shall be able to criticise them. I merely
mention them because they are in existence, but it

is surprising if such a large number are sufficiently

distinct from each other.

Out of many hundreds of yellow ground varieties,

I have raised several that are decidedly flaked Car-
nations

; but a flaked Carnation on a yellow ground
is a poor thing of decidedly sickly aspect when com-
pared with the lovely bizarres and flakes on white
grounds already in existence. I cannot say what
yellow ground flaked Carnations may be capable of

in the future, but at present I am not much taken

with them ; and yet, if we may trust to the veracity

of a coloured plate of one in the old Hortkidttiral

Segister, vol. v., for the year 18.35, the contrast of

colours in crimson and gold is very beautiful. "What

we want is the rich yellow ground and decided

crimson flakes. The variety is named Ivodger's

I'nique Golden-crimson Bizarre. It was raised in

Kent, from seeds obtained from Brussels, and was

evidently of weak constitution, slow to increase, and

was soon lost to cultivation. They expected good

prices for choice flowers at that time, as this one was
sold at a guinea per pair.

The yellow sells are greatly valued as border

plants, and amongst a numerous family of them I

still think highly of King of Yellows, raised by Dr.

Abercrombie, and sent out many years ago from

Slough. The market growers tell me it is the best

to grow for cut blooms, as the petals do not curl up

in the rather impure London atmosphere, whereas

Pride of Penshurst has this serious fault. I find a

large number ol yellow selfs amongst the seedling

Picotees ; but one yellow is very like another, and it

is only when we obtain one with persistent flowers

of the character of King of Y'ellows, or one of a

richer, deeper yellow, like Ernest Benary, that it is

worth while propagating them. Of course a raiser

of seedlings must be careful not to save too many of

them ; and unless he has a perfect knowledge of the

varieties already in existence, he is apt to think

rather too much of his own productions.

Raisers of seedling plants of any kind are well

aware that it is not diflicult to raise varieties as

good as the parents ; the difficulty is to surpass the

parents and be also distinct in colour. There is

ample room for improvement in all the sections of

the yellow Carnation and Picotee, and whatever

diverse opinions may be held as to the decorative

qualities of the Picotee in preference to the Carna-

tion, or vice vei'^ti, there can only be one mind as to

the necessity of maintaining constitutional vigour in

the plants, so that they may grow freely out-of-

doors. One of the members of the Carnation Society

has told me that he has some yellow Picotees which

have a perpetual flowering habit. If we can get

them to produce flowers all the year round it will be

an unquestionable boon. As far as regards the cul-

tural requirements of yellow Carnations and Picotees,

I do not find them more difficult to manage than

others. There are weakly constitutioned varieties

in every section, but as a rule they pass out of ex-

istence within the next decade after they have been

raised, whether they are yellow or white ground

varieties ; indeed, I have found far more diflicult

subjects amongst the white ground than in the other

section ; in fact. Ascot Yellow was the only one that

I could not keep life in, and it did not lack for

coddling in pots. It was a true perpetual bloomer.

The late Mr. Standish, of Ascot, brought it to one

of the winter meetings of the Royal Horticultural

Society, where it obtained a First-class Certificate

for its perpetual blooming habit.

In regard to the general treatment and propaga-

tion of yellow Carnations and Picotees, I recommend
that they be propagated by layering if they are

intended to flower at the usual Carnation time, in

.Tuly and August. They also ought to be layered at

that date, and treated in the way recommended in

previous numbers. Those of a perpetual flowering

habit—or if they are not of that character, but are

intended to be forced—I recommend raising the

plants from cuttings in the spring months. They

may be propagated, as the cuttings can be obtained

from January to the end of April. They will strike

freely in a mild hotbed, or in a forcing- house. If the

atmosphere of the house is likely to be dry, the

cuttings may flag a little, and in that case they

ought to be covered by a bell-glass ; because they

will not be likely to make strong healthy specimens

if the cuttings are not kept in a plump condition

until roots are formed. The young plants should

also be potted oft' as soon as they are fairly rooted,

and be grown on while the weather is cold in a light

airy position in the greenhouse, to be inured to the

open air while the weather is warm during suuimer.

J, I)oii;/ias.

WiNTER-FLOWERIXG CaEN.ATIONS.

I think we may now safely get rid of the desig-

nation Tree Carnations as a kind of floral anachron-

ism, and employ instead the happier and more
fitting term, winter-flowering. The fact is that the

long, lank, drawn habit of growth that characterised

the Tree Carnations twenty-flve years ago has quite

disappeared, and the new varieties constantly being

introduced are of a dwarf and free growth, and in

many cases do not exceed 2 feet in height, and are

even dwarfer. The tall habit of growth seen in past

varieties was caused to a large extent by improper

treatment : they were wintered in a warm greenhouse,

and summered in glass-covered frames, and so

induced to assume a lanky growth until it was

assumed to be a natural characteristic. I can re-

member winter-flowering Carnations 4 feet in height,

that produced three or four flowers only at the tips,

and the stems were naked, and quite devoid of any-

think like grass.

The new varieties being sent out from Slough and

elsewhere show quite a new type. We have now
many fine varieties of dwarf, free bushy growth,

that put up several flower-stems, and that carry a

number of blooms undreamt of by those who knew
the winter-flowering Carnation in its early stages of

development. This is a decided gain ; any one has

only to visit the Royal, Nursery, Slough during the

winter to see how marvellously free of bloom many
of the new varieties are ; and Mr. Turner states he

can cut bushels of flowers during the autumn, winter,

and early spring seasons.

The system adopted of planting out the seedlings

during summer is a good one ; and as compared with

the old plan of keeping them in pots, saves a good

deal of time and labour. The seed is sown in

February, or about that time ; it germinates in a

gentle bottom-heat, the plants, as soon as they are

large enough to handle, are pricked oft', and finally

placed singly in pots, and then planted out in a well-

prepared bed in the open ground. Here the plants

grow freely and strongly, and throw up many flower-

stems ; in October the plants are lifted, potted, and

when somewhat established, carried into a house

where some artificial heat can be employed to assist

them in getting into bloom.

It must not be supposed that anything like forcing

takes place. Air is given freely, except where it

might be hazardous to do so, and the artificial heat

applied is simply for the purpose of keeping the

atmosphere dry, and assist the flowers to expand.

Hundreds of flowers are cut from the airy, roomy

Carnation-house at Slough during the winter.

The best thing to do with the plants after they

have gone out of bloom is to again plant them out

in the open, so that they can make young growths

from which to procure cuttings. By August there

should be plenty of these, and the best thing to do

is to pipe them as one would Pinks—strike them in

a bottom-heat, and by November have them rooted

and potted singly in pots to stand the winter. This

is much better than leaving it until spring before

cuttings are struck, as the plants are so much
stronger, and bloom earlier, and much more freely

in consequence. There is, I think, another advan-

tage about i^lanting out for the summer. A little

seed may be obtained from the later blooms.

The summer flowering Carnations will sometimes

show a tendency to assume the winter flowering

character. I have an instructive illustration of

that tendency just now in the case of the fine yellow

self-coloured Germania. A strong plant threw up

five vigorous flower-stems, which bloomed in the

summer, and towards the end of the summer threw

up a third which has now developed three fine buds.

The grass was duly Inyered, rooted, and potted off",

and the old plant is now breaking out into growth at

almost every point. The plant is now under glass,

but whether I shall succeed in getting the flowers to

expand in an nnheated hou^e remains to be seen.

But this plant will give me a good supply of pipings
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by spring, and I can either root them in heat, or

]>lace the plants out in the open to bloom through

tlie summer.

Some seedlings fi'ora summer blooming Carnations

show the winter blooming habit ; they failed to

(lower during tlie summer, but they threw up llower-

stems late, and I lifted the plants and potted them,

and they are now coming on to flower in my cold

Iiouse. But whether I shall succeed in flowering

tliem with only sucli solar heat as may be vouch-

safed during the winter, remains to be seen. E. I).

for twelve plants of Primula sinensis and some truly

marvellous plants were staged by Mr. Hall, gardener

to C. N. May, Esq., Elm Lodge, Devizes, in 8-Inch

pots, the foli.age showing a diameter of from -' to li.V

eet ; and having many flower-stems crowned with

line blossoms. Some line plants were brought from

Birmingham by one of the leading Primula culti-

vators there, but they fell decidedly short of the

home-grown specimens. There was nothing of a

drawn character about the foliage ; it was short,

stout, and robust.

I'lU. O'J.—PINUS LARICIO, CORSICAN PINE. (bEE P. 6'J2.)

Pl(IJIUL.\ SINENSIS FIMBKIATA AS AN ExHIlilTION I'LANr.

It is a fi'eriuent custom for compilers of schedules

of prizes to make classes for plants of Primula sinensis

at Chrysanthemum shows held during November, but

those who are accustomed to visit Chrysantliemura

shows have to admit that Chinese Primroses are one

ofthe poorest offeatures generally. I think it is because

little or no en"ort is put forth to grow the plants to

anything like perfection. The invariable rule seems

to be to cultivate Primulas simply as a part of the

routine of winter decoration, and not to put forth any

attempt to draw out the possibilities of develoi)ment

lying within the plants. But when it is attempted

as at Birmingham and other places, it is surprising

what results follow. At the recent Chrysanthemum
show held at Devizes, handsome prizes were oft'ered

Mr. Jlay states that the seed from which these

plants were grown was sown the first week in

December, in a stove in which the day temperature

was about G5^ ; when the plants were large enough
to handle, they were potted singly in small pots, tlie

compost used being made up of one-third leaf-mould

and two-thirds loam, to which was added enough
silver-sand to keep it nicely open, and a little

charcoal to keep it sweet. The young plants are

kept growing on in the same temperature, repotting

them when necessary, till they are placed in the

lilooming pots, which should be well filled with roots

by the end of May. Then the plants are placed in a

cold frame until the end of .July, as a kind of summer
rest ; then they are placed in a gentle heat, to e.xcite

thera into growth and bloom. As the autumn

advances a little more heat is given, with weak liquid

manure about twice a week. That such huge plants

could be obtained in eleven months is really sur-

prising, and it appeared to be a new revelation in

regard to Primula culture ; but the fact illustrates

what can be done with the Chinese Primrose under
high-class cultiv.ation. /?. D.

Cultural Memoranda.

TILLANDSIA LIXDENIANA.
This is a pretty compact growing inmate of the

stove, and produces, from the crown, which is sur-

rounded by upright recurved leaves, erect flattened

spikes of lovely blue flowers. The species is increased
by potting up the suckers which spring from the base
of the plants, in small pots, using peaty soil. These
should then be given water, to settle the soil

about the roots, and be placed in a moist warm house
or pit to develope themselves.

The Alocasia.

Of these plants there are now many handsome
species and hybrids in cultivation. The leaves of
many of these are large, with rich markings, and all

of them possess more or less beauty and stateliness.

They are increased by potting divisions of the
crowns, suckers, and offsets in a mi.xture of peat
and loam, growing them on in a warm stove, and
keeping them moist at the roots.

liONDELETIA SPECIOSA.

If cuttings of this somewhat slender-growing sub-
ject of the stove are put in now in small pots filled

with peaty soil, and be treated as indicated above,
stojiping them once or twice when growth has com-
menced, after each shift into larger pots, they will

iittain to useful dimensions by ne.xt summer, when
they will produce bright red trusses of Verbena-like
flowers from the points of the young shoots.

Bulbs—Hvacinths, &t.

Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, and Jonquils, which
are now showing flower, will now be assisted by
giving them frequent waterings of tepid liquid

manure until the last pip and flower has been
opened, when applications of clear water will suffice.

From the time the flower-spike appears, until the
plants have done flowering, the soil in which they
are growing should not be allowed to get drv. H. W.
Wan}.

Fruit Register.

PEAKS IN 18S8 AT B E L V O 1 K .

The late season, although ungenial and unfavour-

able, has not been without its lessons to those who
cultivate Pears, as well as to others who desire

information to assist them in selecting suitable kinds

likely to repay the trouble of growing under all cir-

cumstances of weather. Deriving many of our

Pears from countries enjoying a higher summer tem-
perature than our own, it is not surprising that a

dull, cold season such as that of 1888 should affect

unfavourably the quality of fruit. As to what extent

this has been the case, and what kinds have proved

most capable of elaborating the saccharine juices

tliat help to give Pears the qualities we seek in them,

it is important that information should be obtained,

and thiit from difterent parts of the United King-

dom. As a rule, English-raised Pears and Apples

do best in our climate, and this fact should stimulate

those who have the opportunity to pursue the prac-

tice of crossing and raising seedling fruits—Pears

especially. When we have a National Horticultural

Society supported as Kew is, I hope fruit tree im-

provement will be one of the works taken in hand.

I add a few notes descriptive of the influences

of the late season on the Pears grown at Belvoir. 1

may mention that we are in the North Midland dis-

trict, 110 miles north of London ; the altitude of the
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garden is 'lil feet above sea-level ; our rainTiiU

averages 2-t inches, and our soil is modified lias clay.

Jargonelle was fairly good in quality, and less

affected than many others, and this applies to both

wall and standard trees, ^yilliams' Bon Chnitieu

(wall). — This fruit was small, very unequal in

quality, many more softened, but shrivelled. Fertility

(wall) was good, but the tree too small to produce a

fair sample, but it is a promising fruit. Dunmore

(standard) was juicy, and of good quality. Berga-

motte d'Antomne (east wall) failed to develope

ordinary good qualities, and did not keep. Beurrci

d'Anianlis (wall) was interior in qu.-ility, and did not

properly ripen. Beurre superfin (south wall), though

not so large as usual, was good in quality, melting,

and the skin clear and bright yellow ; undoubtedly

one of our best Pears. Marie Louise (wall), altbougli

small, .ind irregular in ripening, still maintained

its character as a high-class Pear. Some failed to

soften, but even then were good. British Queen

(west) is a seedling from the foregoing, and showing

very much the character and qualities of its parent.

Huyshe's Victoria (west)—an English Pear—was

uicy, piquant, and fairly good. It is growing in favour

with me. Marochal de la Cour bore abundantly
;

was melting, juicy, but had less flavour than in good

seasons. Beurre Supreme (east).—A rather small

Pear, but one that never fails in quality or produc-

tiveness. In spite of the bad season, and an eastern

exposure, it is one of the best November

Pears this year. It seems little known. Pit-

maston Duchess (west), although large and handsome,

is of only second-rate quality in this latitude. It

proved a melting Pear this season. La France (west).

—A rather promising Pear, sent me by my old friend,

Ferdinand Jamin, of Bourg la Heine. It proved

juicy and agreeable. Beurr^ Diel is not usually a

melting Pear, but this season it has proved so.

Beurrd Duboisson.—Small this year, but true to its

character, a constant cropper. It is sweet and

melting, but less high in flavour than usual. BeurriS

Hardy.—This useful Pear lacks its usual juicy

sweetness this season, but it is still passable. The
above represents the early and late autumn Pears.

The result of the season on the winter Pears has

yet to be noticed. William Ingram, Bclroir, Nov. 27.

Home Correspondence.

_ Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending early

intelligence of local events likely to he of interest to

our readers, or of any matters vmich it is desirable to

bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Photographs or drawings of gardens, or of remarkahh
plants, trees, if"C., are also solicited.

ANEMONES.—In "November in the Garden,"

Gardeners Chronicle for December 8, " L. A. L." has

given us a very interesting account of the plants still

blooming in his garden, but the frost of the early

part of October was much less destructive with

him than with us, for not only did it leave all

the Dahlias a mass of rottenness, but every

flower and bud on the Japanese Anemones was
destroyed, showing them to be much less hardy

than the varieties of A. coronaria which are

still in full bloom with us. I would like to draw
the attention of your readers to a great success we
have this year achieved with the last-named flower

as an autumn blooming plant. Early in August,

1887, 1 obtained apacket ofnew seed, which was sown
at once in boxes ; the seed grew readily and stood in

the open air until late in the autumn, and during the

winter had only the protection afforded by an

unheated orchard-house. Early in the following

spring they were planted out, part on a sunny
border, and the remainder between fruit trees,

where they would obtain partial shade. As
they had grown so well all the winter, being at

the time of planting 3 or 4 inches high, I expected

they would have gone on with renewed vigour when
transferred to the open ground ; but in this I was
disappointed, as they made very little progress above
the surface all the summer; but I am inclined to the

idea that they were not dormant beneath the surface,

Jor by the end of September they began to grow

with amazing vigour, sending up stout leaf-stalks,

that bore no resemblance to those made before they

were planted out, and which they still retained
;

these leaves were soon followed by flowers, so that

they made a good show by the end of October, and

all through November we have been gathering three

or four dozen blooms a week. I need not say how

very useful we have found them for the decoration of

the rooms, being so very distinct from other flowers

blooming .at this season of the year. G. B. [It will

make matters clearer to our correspondent when we

tell him that " L. A. L." writes from Ireland, whose

climate is milder than ours. Ed.]

THE REDUCTION OF THE VARIETIES OF PEARS.

—My idea anent this question was brought so

prominently before your readers a few weeks since

that I thought it unnecessary to take any part in

the discussion now going on until I read the notice

at p. 1)75 of last Saturday's issue. A single paragraph

in a note on that page, signed " N. H. P.," seems to

me to settle the whole matter. It reads thus :

—
" It

a]ipears to me that the requirements of the family

for whom the gardener has to provide as to quantity

required, and the fertility of Pears in the neighbour-

hood must settle very largely the question of varie-

ties a gardener grows." With this opinion I entirely

coincide. The demand for the fruit here is not what

I consider excessive ; still, we are expected to have

a supply good in quality and tidy to look at from

August to March ; and 1 say advisedly, and after many
vears' experience, that not twelve kinds, nor double

"that number, in some years, will ensure a constant

supply of dessert fruit the season through. I note

that Mr. Sheppard, at p. 6-11, does not say plainly

that he has accomplished the feat with twelve varie-

ties, and also fails to say in what manner " greater

satisfaction " would be given to our employers if we

grew but twelve kinds. I can only surmise that he

means there are not more than twelve or fifteen varie-

ties of first-rate qualities. I certainly could name half a

hundred to which that designation would ni'i'ly. Of
course, it does not follow that I would grow them

all, or advise others to do so ;
I would rather say.

Lose no opportunity of learning, both by your own
experience and from the practice of others, as to

what varieties do best in your neighbourhood, and

havingsettled that point, then, if needs be, reduce the

number of kinds. No fruits diflTer so much as Pears do

in dirt'erent soils, aspects, and climates, and it is a

part (and, to me, a very interesting part) of the

gardener's duty to make right selection of kinds from

practical observation. I will quote a case in point

from Mr. Sheppard's list of twelve varieties at p. 53.3

—Beurre Ranee—named in that list. No matter in

what form or position it is grown, it is here in no sea-

son fit for dessert, but is one of the best we have for

stewing; on the other hand. Doyenne Boussoch,

which is not good with Mr. Sheppard, is invari-

ablv good here. It is these erratic freaks that Pears

alone, of all fruits, seem to have licence to take,

which m.ake it desirable—not imperative, to grow a

goodly number of varieties, and only by doing so is

it possible to avoid a break in the regular supply of

good fruit, jr. Wildsmith.

I am very glad that Mr. Markham (p. 67.5)

has put a black mark against Beurre de Kance

—

not Beurre Ranee. Never in my life did I but once

taste this Pear good, and that was when there had

been a very hot, dry autumn, when it was really ex-

cellent, from a south wall. I do not say that it

might not be better from an orchard-house, but

certainly it cannot be recommended for planting

generally, and I am very sorry to say the same of

Easter Bcurro. Once I saw and tasted some fruit of

this Pear from the Royal Horticultural Society's

Garden truly magnificent, and the flavour most
excellent, but very few places can grow this kind

well. Yet another Pear I must scratch, it is Easter

or Marcli Bergamot. I have never seen this fit for

anything but stewing. I should like to plead for

a good old Pear called Bezi Vact, discovered about

1(X) years ago at the Abbey of St. Waust. It requires

an east or west wall to grow on, and it is then

excellent at Christmas. I mention this kind because

I do not remember once seeing it at the Chiswick

Conference, and it would be a great pity to sec it

go out of cultivation. J. Bust, Eridye Castle.

I think Mr. Rust entirely mistaken in st.iting

the spurious variety of this Pear to be Althorpe

Crassane, as one glance at the coloured plate of it

in the Herefordshire Pomona is sufficient to convince

any one that it is not that variety. I grow several

trees of Althorpe Crassane here, and I find on com-
paring specimens of the fruit with the coloured plate

of this variety in the Pomo7ia that I have the true

one. There is a very wide difference between
Altliorpe Crassane and the spurious of Knight's

Monarch, both in shape and the colour of the skin,

as well as in flavour. A. Ward.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—On
Tuesday I paid a visit to tlie Drill Hall, St. James's,

to see the last of this season's Royal Society's

shows. The i)icnu served was principally composed
of Turnips and Sprouts from Chiswick, a nice

lot of red-berried evergreens, two or three pots of

Primulas and Cyclamens, three Orchids, and a fiw

miscellaneous things ; a more miserable display

could not xery well be conceived, and I deeply

regretted having been at the expense and trouble to

wend my way to such an exhibition. What I cannct

understand is the excessive modesty displayed by the

executive. The public know nothing whatever of

these shows. Short crisp paragraphs are never in-

serted in the London morning and evening papers (?).

They are not advertised, nor do they ever appear in

the free list devoted to announcing lectures, meetin£s,

exhibitions, &c., which are scanned daily by the

general public. Where lies the fault':* Surely the

executive should know that the only way to make
our exhibitions a success, a good display is essential,

and the power of the Press utilised in every possible

way. My sincere advice is. Advertise, advertise,

advertise ! A Fellow. [The meeting in question was
one of committees only. " A Fellow " clearly docs

not read the papers very closely. Ed.]

STACHYS TUBERIFERA.— It has had a place in the

menu here for some years as Stachys, and I think

this name more sensible than " Crosnes du Japon
"

of the French, or " Choro Gi " of the Japanese, from
whom it was introduced by M. Paillieux. The cook
here obligingly gives one good recipe for second

course :
—" Soak in cold water five minutes, rub

well with Lemon, throw into boiling water with a

pinch of salt for ten minutes. Strain and shake up
with cream, or maitre d'hutel butter—must be

served up at once." It is almost in daily demand
here, and in various ways. The housekeeper says,

from her experience, that it is an excellent ingre-

dient in mixed pickles, but not so good as a pickle,

by itself. Our yield this year is at the rate of about

5 tons jier acre. I believe it capable of doing much
more. P. M., Wynnstay Gardens, Ruahon.

CARNATIONS.—I find that several of my layered

plants are failing in the centre, the leader dying oflT.

The plants are quite healthy at the base, and
vigorous in growth, but they fail in this important

particular. 1 attribute it to the effects of frost—the

sharp frost which destroyed so many tender things

in October, affecting the plants when the growth was
soft and young. In nearly every case it has attacked

plants that I received somewhat late in the spring,

and which did not start into growth until beyond the

usual time. All that are affected in this way are

potted off, and placed in a close frame to induce

side-growths, and so secure another leader. On
the whole, the young plants— except any such as are

affected as I have just mentioned—look remarkably
well, and appear as if they will be well forward when
the time comes round for the spring potting. R. D,

[This looks like the effect of Nematoid worms. Ed.]

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS.—There has been
a lull this season in the excitement connected with
international horticultural exhibitions, which, how-
ever, may soon pass away, as we frequently hear that

it has been mooted by some enterprising horticul-

turists that an international exhibition may take

place with a class of exhibits such as have

not been represented in an international sense;

but leaving that matter for the present, we are very

desirous to learn when the first international

horticultural exhibition was held in Britain or

Ireland ? Most of these grand shows have been for

exhibiting the productions of fruit gardens, and only

one which we visited fairly represented foreign

horticulture. It was the first we had the pleasure of

witnessing, and was held during October, 1862, in

the Royal Horticultural Societies Garden at South
Kensington. Well do I remember the display of

Pears in the centre of the large conservatory

—

most of them foreign—which represented the

strength of the fruit salesmen of Covent Garden
;

and to add more fully to the international character

of the exhibition, immense displays of Grapes from
tlie Continent were tabled. These fruits were care-

fully labelled, and this aspect afforded much instruc-

tion, and created a deal of interest. There was a

good display of home-grown produce, and the Grapes
of Mr. Drummond (Black Hamburghs and Muscats)
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will never be forgotten by me. This was the only
exhibition which we could really call " internatimal

"

in character. We have visited ten since that time,

all good, but would be specially obliged bv informa-
tion as to when the first was held, llioiiis. [Does our
correspondent forget the International of 181)6 ? Ed.]

DISA LACERA.—I quite agree with Mr. N. K.
Brown in placing all the varieties of blue Disa
which have recently flowered under this species, and
I can give confirmatory evidence to his theory that

it is impossible to call one set D. purpurascens and
the other D. lacera. The whole of the specimens
noted as having flowered (I do not know about the
Kew one), and also others, among which I may
record one which flowered with Messrs. .Tames Veitch
& Sons last summer, and which I immediately pro-

nounced to be D. lacera, were imported by me from
one spot in South Africa, where they all grew
together, and, according to my corresjiondent, there
displayed that variability of colour which Jlr. Brown
suspects, as well as the ditt'erences in the fringing of

the lip, of which we have evidence. So unreliable

does this feature appear, and so common is the appa-
rently uncut labellum that men with good botanical
knowledge on the spot who have the means of seeing
thousands in flower regard them all as D. gramini-
folia; indeed, a passage in a recent letter from a
correspondent there, from whom I had asked infor-

mation, deals with it as admitting of no doubt,
simply saying. " Your Disa lacera is 1). gramini-
folia." This conclusion is probably arrived at by
the general appearance of the flowers, and not by
comparative analysis. The last one which flowered

with Mr. A. H. Smee, I must confess, deceived me,
for the lip exhibited an apparently smooth edge.

Examination since, however, reveals the barest
trace of a rudimentary fringe, and this feature will

always be more or less developed in O. lacera.

James O'Brien.

LARGE AND SHOWY APPLES.—The double and
horizontal trained cordonsgenerally occupy a position

at no great distance fiom walks, and are used in a great
many gardens for the purpose of forming an edging
to them. When this is the object, it seems to me
that, the trees being immediately under the eye, and
as the cordon, when in a healthy condition, gener-
ally produces fine fruit according to the variety, it

is well to plant a selection of large, and those having
an attractive appearance. Trees neatly trained, and
when well cropped with fine specimen fruit, it is

needless to say, are viewed by one and all with a
wonderful amount of interest, and when planted
close to the sides of walks as an edging they take up
very little room, and the little trees are easily

managed. For my own part, I do not care to see

the horizontal-trained cordon too close to the
ground, as is very often the case. Fourteen inches
high is, in my opinion, none too much to look well,

and about 8 to 10 inches away from the sides of the
walks. It is by no me.ins a difficult task to form
good rows of trees, neither does it take a long period
of time to bring them into bearing. All that is

required is to stretch out horizontally a good stout
single iron wire (not galvanised), fixing it firmly at

each end at the height required, stout wood or iron
posts being used at intervals as supports. It is,

however, necessary to have one end fitted with the

handy French invention—a raidhseur—so that the
wire may be readily tightened. In commencing with
maiden trees, and which are probably the best in the
end, I would plant double cordons at 10 feet, and
single at 6 to 8 feet apart. For the double cordon
it will be necessary to cut the tree down to the
height of the wire, and subsequently to train two
shoots, resulting from this cutting-back, in oppo-
site directions, endeavouring to obtain an evenly
balanced tree. Such a cordon should, with
attention as regards summer pruning, soon come
into bearing. Trees after having been planted
a few years, often make strong and unfruitful

growth, and it is well to check this kind of growth
r/ithout del.-iy by digging around the trees in the
autumn and pruning tiiera, or replanting—the latter

being really the best method. A list of large and
good varieties of Apples suitable for all save the
least favoured parts of Britain can be selected from
the fruit catalogues of most of the important nur-
serymen, so that an enumeration of them here is not
wanted. H. Markham, Mercworth Castle, Maidstone.

8TACHYS TUBERI FERA.—Referring to Mr. Thomas'
excellent suggestion, we would state, that as there
appears to be some slight obscurity with regard to
the actual origin of this plant, we have decided to

call it "the Chinese Artichoke," and think it a

favourable name by which it can be recognised in
future. James Carter cj- Co.

PRIMULA RUSBYI.—Permit me to state that I
was the introducer and first exhibitor of this species.
I obtained it from Passaic, New Jersey, U.S.A., early
in spring. The plants soon came into flower, and
were exhibited "at one of the meetings of the Koyal
Horticultural Society, obtaining a First-class Certifi-
cate of Merit. I did not succeed with it afterwards.
I think it proved too delicate for our climate, though
probably I did not understand the treatment it

required. I do not think it has been exhibited at one
of the meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society's
since probably with the exception of the Primula
Conference. li. Dean, F,ating. )K.

FIRM SOIL FOR FRUIT TREES.—We hare noticed
in many of the best fruit districts throughout England
(especially Kent, Oxfordshire, and Worcestershire),
that in positions where trees had unlimited space to
grow (often on farm buildings and houses in streets)
the fruit was of much excellence and little pruning
was required. But on examination of the roots we
found that in every case the soil was almost firm as
a rock—had not been disturbed for many years, and
in numerous cases there was a gravel path or cart-
road over them. We always believe in allowing a
root run in proportion to the dimensions of the
branches

; but at the same time have many proofs to
which we could refer, that large trees can remain
healthy for many years and bear excellent crops of
fruit, also in limited spaces. The best Jargonelle
I'ears we ever saw were grown on a tradesman's house,
with an aspect to the west and which had only a few
feet outwards for the roots to subsist in—and the
trnflicto the dwelling-house was over them. The finest
Apricots we have ever seen are grown in Oxfordshire,
and many of the trees have subsisted in the path-
ways to dwelling-houses

; and we know where some
are doing remarkably well under the cansew.ay of
streets. In the West of England (in Bath district)
Figs are to be found, year by year, bearing immense
crops of the finest fruit ever seen, where the roots are
encased in soil which has never been exposed to the
light of day during the memory of the oldest in-
habitants, and it is firm like concrete. In Essex and
SuH'olk (a county in which our friend, Mr. Sheppard,
has done a deal of grand gardening), we have seen
vineries which have been loaded year after year with
bunches of white Grapes outside (chiefly on dwel-
ling-houses), and scarcely a yard of ground in which
the roots could extend outwards, and that had been
trampled as a path for many years. We have always
had strong faith in firm soil for fruit trees. M. T. N. B.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS ON WALLS.—I do not think
that the many lovers of the Chrysanthemum have
yet arrived at what may he termed the real value of
these flowers when grown in suitable positions and
in favoured localities .as wall plants. Chrysanthemums
are not climbers certainly, but, if by confining our-
selves to a few good free-flowering and comparatively
hardy kinds we can have the walls of our dwellings
enlivened with their flowers I think that few would
siiy nay, and particularly those who do not possess a
greenhouse, .and, in short, h.ave not the means at
disposal for building one. There are many, doubt-
less, who would embrace them in the manner here
stated, if they had any faith in its eflicacy. Of this
there need be little doubt in all warm sheltered
positions, especially on south walls. Quite recently I
have seensome very passable bloomsgrowingon pl.ants
which have been planted against the dwelling-house
wall, and which have been nailed in position as the
growth was made. The varieties which did best
were Alfred Salter, Venus, Mrs. Dixon, Julia
Lagravere—the two last doing equally well with an
eastern aspect ; while Jladame Desgrange in a similar
position flowered during the recent frosts with its

wonted freedom, and hardly a petal was injured. I doubt
not there are many other kinds which would make a
really creditable display if grown as here indicated,
selecting some of the semi-early kinds, as James
Salter and Lady Selborne, Mdlle. Lacroix, Mrs.
Rundle, L'Or du Rhin, Blanche Columb, and such
things. In such positions the wood is almost sure
to be well matured—a primary point in conection
with their flowering. Annual planting does not
appear essential, since pl.ants may remain unremoved
for two or more years. This fact enhances their
value somewhat, since it enables the grower who may
desire to increase the size of the plants .and the
space they will cover to train in more shoots from
the base of the plants than would be possible were
they moved yearly. I do not claim that there is

anything original in the above, as many cottagers
adopt it in various parts of the country, and I
believe it is not altogether unknown in Ireland, and
my father also adopted it at least twenty years ago.
Autumn flowering wall iilants are by no means
numerous, and if Chrysanthemums may be added, so
much the better. ./.

ARALIA SIEBOLDII.—A large clump of this hand-
some Japanese plant which appears to have been with
us just about half a century, has been an object of
considerable interest in a sunny forecourt garden of
a villa residence at Ealing. Two plants were origin-
ally planted out, and they have so increased by means
of throwing out stems that they form quite a thicket,
and they have borne many panicles of their peculiar
white flowers during the autumn, and helped by the
sunny weather they have been as fine as under glass.
The late Jlr. Jlongredien wrote of this plant twenty
years ago—" A splendid addition to our fine-foliaged
plants, and, if it should prove hardy, no garden ought
to be without it," That it m,ay be regarded as hardy
in the South and West of England, and in the more
Southern MidKand Counties there can be no doubt

;

and probably farther North than is generally imagined!
But what is the nature of the secretion which exudes
from the blossoms that proves so attractive to the
blow-flies? R. D.

YELLOW-BERRIED YEWS.—In your issue of the
17th ult., p. 570, Mr. Watson, of the Clontarf Nur-
sery, gives an account of the fine old yellow-berried
Yews at Clontarf Castle, near Dublin, and .admits
being in doubt as to the existence of any others in
Ireland, but should he pay a visit to Powerscourt,
I should be happy to show him a fine old .speci-
men. Our best tree is about 40 feet high, with
wide-spreading branches, having a clear stem of 5
feet to the nearest boughs, and 20 inches in diameter,
now in full berry. There is also another old tree,
which was transplanted some eighteen or twenty
years ago, and pruned down to about 20 feet from the
ground, but it is making very slow growth. The age
of the foregoing Yews is not' certain, as there .are no
data as to time of planting, but Lord Powerscourt,
who takes especial interest in all matters concerning
trees and shrubs, tells me they cannot be less than
one hundred years old if not 150 years. There are
some nice bushes here raised from seed of the old
trees I speak of, .S feet and 12 feet through, with
dense dark green foliage, and studded profusely with
these yellow berries, which are much admired at the
present time. 1 send a specimen of some for your
inspection. D. CronMe.

CHISWICK TRIALS.—Your Correspondent from
"Over the Sea," after animadverting recently on
the fact of one of the committees of the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society largely composed of persons in-
terested in commercial horticulture, inquires " What
chance has an interesting plant exhibited by an
amateur ? " As I am an amateur, and have lately
been " in touch " with one of the committees, through
its secretary, Mr. A. F. Barron, it may be of interest to
your readers to hear my experience. The subject of
our correspondence was early dwarf Rhubarb, of
which I claim to possess a kind difl'ering from any
other I have seen or heard of, and which for many
years I have studied to cultivate in the best way. I
do not force it, but treat it in such a manner as a
long and patient experience has led me to adopt,
and, as grown by me in the open ground, it seldom
fails to supply me with a dish of Rhubarb
before February is out, as I have said, without
forcing. Having published these facts elsewhere,
and having, of cour.se, my statements challenged, I
accepted the challenge made in the Journal
of Horticidtnre (.fuly 5, 1888, p. 10) to send
a root of my Rhubarb to Chiswick for trial. What
person who had succeeded in growing a vegetable in
the open, a very long month in advance ofany grower
known, would submit his vegetable for adjudica-
tion without supplying cultural directions? With
regard to Rhubarb as grown in England for early
consumption I have come to the conclusion that the
usual mode is unscientific. The plant naturally
contains oxalic acid, which from its unwholesomeness
leads the best physicians to strike this vegetable off"

the dietary of many patients. Believing that this
oxalic acid is largely developed by any known
mode of forcing 1 have given up forcing altogether,
and have printed my mode of treatment. I inquired,
therefore, of the Chiswick authorities if, in the event
of my sending (as I was willing to do), a root of my
early Rhubarb for adjudication, the committee would
cause to be followed my printed cultural direc-
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tions—forwarding them two copies. I suppose it was

consiJered presumption in an amateur venturing

to instruct horticulturists how to grow Uhuburb.

Certain it is that the committee wouhi have none

of mv advice. I was informed that the root I might

send"would " be planted with the others, and treated

in the same manner." A gracious approval was
vouchsafed in a lofty and royal way to my directions,

which " are very good, and much to the point," but

the committee would have none of them—they would

be ignored; the Rhubarb root "would receive the

same attention as others." Xow, an eminent society

in the gardening line might with due self-respect

have sent me some such answer as the following :

—

" Being many of us commercial horticulturists, we
consider in our official capacity that you as an

amateur are ('' jiriori disqualified from testifying to

anv fact whatever in the vegetable kingdom ; but as

we' are not tied hand and foot with red tape, we do

not disdain to take a light even from a flint

;

and as you say you have for many years

studied the growing of Rhubarb, and have certainly

made out a. prima facie case, we will grow your Rhu-

barb, and honourably follow your cultural directions."

Perhaps some such answer to me may still be forth-

coming, for " Head Gardener " is pretty confident

that " a few years will see the management of the

Royal Horticultural Society conducted in such a

way as to meet with our hearty approval." W. 11.

Seivell, M.A., Yaxley Vicarage, Snfolk, Nov. 28.

Walnuts of laSS.—Referring to J. J. Willis'

reruarks on the non-value of the Walnut crop, at

p. 677, I may say that it is exactly the same cry

hereabouts—plenty'of nuts, but nothing in them. The
same stands good with the Filberts and Cob-nuts, no

doubt owing to the want of sun- heat to mature the

kernel [or, more probably, from imperfect fertili-

sation]. D. C, Poirei-Sfoiirf, L-cland.

EARLY MARKET PEAS.—JIarket growers of Peas

seem this season to be endowed with considerable

meteorological faith, as a mild, or at least an open,

winter is looked for. That the weather so far has

been exceptionally soft and genial for the time of

year there can be no doubt, and a green Yuletide is

far from improbable : but the worst winter weather

invariably comes after the New Year is in, and there

is yet plenty of time for severe frost. However, it

seems that faith in a mild winter has been helped by

the recent generally excellent condition of the soil,

which on gravel has worked admirably. Stimu-

lated by such admirable encouragement, large

breadths of Peas have been sown so early that rows

are now showing in all directions, whilst other sow-

ings are proceeding. By means of broad drills,

which sow three rows at once, several acres ot

ground are soon got over. Drilling sows Peas, perhaps,

rather more thinly tlian when done by hand, and not

quite so deep, so that the rows come through quickly

and with great success. The customary width for

Sangster's, Eclipse, William I., Sunrise, and similar

kinds, is about 'Si inches, as that distance enables tlie

horse-hoe, one of the most useful of field-cultivating

implements ever made, to be freely employed. It by

no means follows that a good Pea plant in December

means a good ci'op in the following summer. Even

if the breadths escape the hard frosts of the early

part of the year, they often suffer severely from

the effects of bitter keen east winds in March and

April ; whilst, if they escape these, and ffower early,

phey may but find May frosts, severely injuring the

trecocious bloom. Again, it has often been found that

breadths sown in the month of February in light soil

have been quite as early in cropping as those breadths

sown in November, thus illustrating the old adage,

" More haste, less speed." A. D.

REMARKABLE DISCOVERY IN AGRICULTURE. -

This is the heading of an article in a cinjiilnr now

before me ; it refers to the discoveries of M. George

A'ille, of Paris, who affirms that he has made him-

self acquainted with the process by which Nature

converts the seed into the plant, the plant into the

flower, the flower into the fruit. His secret lies, it is

said, in the exact measurement in the degree of ozone

and ammonia supplied by Nature to each plant. We
as gardeners have much to learn as regards chemical

manures and their application, which few will deny.

Vegetables, fruits, and plants have been, and are still

grown, which for quality and excellence one would

imagine it impossible to surpass ; and this simply by

growing or planting in suitable soils and by the use of

ordinary farmyard and other common manures
;
but

it seems as if cultivators in perspective will use none

of these old-fashioned abominations, but will rely

principally upon chemical manures for supplying the

crop with that which is necessary for the building-up

of its various parts. M. Ville has even gone farther

than this, for it is said that he has grown plants

which are generally cultivated in the best manured
and most laboured soils in the calcine refuse of the

porcelain ovens, and which has been, besides, washed
in distilled water and recalcined, which, says ^I.

Ville " is simply to display the power of my chemical

manure," and the results are said to prove that

the most dry and barren soils may be productive ot

crops as rich as those planted in the most fertile

ground." "Nature," says he, "gives to the plant

nine-tentlis of what is necessary to its nourishment,

that is to say, air and water; the tenth part is

administered by me in the shape of lime, phosphate,

nitrogen, and potash." The field of experiment is laid

out in square patches, each planted with a different

sjjecies of vegetable produce. For instance, the

Beetroot without manure is poor and unhealthy

;

in the next square it has undergone half manuring,

and begins to look stronger and more promising

;

in the third square it has been submitted to complete

treatment, and the produce is superb. The same
result is obtained with the Vine, Wheat, and Maize,

and all kinds of vegetable and fruit trees as well,

jr. Ville observes that but one ingredient is neces-

sary for the production of every plant in Nature, and

that is lime ('.) \ but every other kind is peculiar to the

species of plant under cultivation. A Vine covered

with fruit was exhibited early in June, and by its

side another on which the buds were just beginning

to be seen. Grapes from the fruitful Vine were sent

to the Prince of Wales, who, on his visit to Paris,

had expressed himself highly interested in M. Ville's

experiment. Another instance ot the success of

the system is quoted. At Arboussier, in the island

of Guadeloupe, the crop of Sugar has hitherto been

estimated at 40,000,000 of canes. It has increased

to 100,000,000 ever since the adoption of M. Mile's

system. May I ask if any of M. Ville's experiments

have been repeated in England by any of the

numerous readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle! If so

it would be interesting and beneficial to learn with

what results. W. Harrow.

Societies.

BOYAL HOBTICULTTTBAL.
Tuesday, Deceinbcr 11.—The last meeting of the

waning year was held in the Drill Hall, James

Street, Westminster, on the above date, and may be

said to have been remarkable for the fewness of the

exhibits.

The plant of greatest interest was Skimmia Fore-

manni, X a robust growing hardy plant, raised by Mr.

Foreman, Eskbank, Midlothian. The other points

of interest were the vegetables from the Society's

Garden, consisting of Brussel Sprouts and yellow and

white Turnips.

Scientific Committee.

Present ; G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.,in the chair
;
Hon.

and Rev. J. T. Boscawen, Professor Church, Dr.

Scott, Mr. Morris, Mr. O'Brien, .and Rev. G. Hens-

low (Hon. Sec).

Oak Wood, Df/cc/in-.—Specimens of Oak wood,

forwarded by Mr. Burbidge, which had been used for

spokes of wheels, but found to be remarkably brittle,

and consequently useless, were submitted to Pro-

fessor H. Marshall Ward for examination and report.

The following communication wiis received from

him :

—"I have cut numerous sections of the pieces

of (.»ak, and have made a very thorough examination

ol the wood, but must say I can find no traces of

fungi or pronounced decomposition. Nevertheless,

the tracheides of the wood seem to be abnormally

short, and have occasionally granular ' deposits ' in

them—also in the medullary rsiy cells—which I

should like to know more about. I cannot explain

tlie matter, but should be glad of further specimens

for examination."

Iry, Staminody of the Pistil.—ilr. llenslow sub-

mitted some specimens of abnormal Ivy blossoms to

a microscopical examination, which were exhibited

at the last meeting by Dr. Masters, together with

drawings by Mr. G. W. Smith. The dried condition

ol the flowers precluded a very ex.act determination

of the abnormality ; but there appeared to him to be

little doubt but that stamens repl.aced the carpels.

The sepals, petals, and stamens were normal, but

above the superior disc—which is normally formed

by the upper and exposed part of the carpels

—was a crown of supernumerary anthers. The
vascular cords which normally represent the dorsal

ribs of the carpels bore the anthers. In the centre

was a depression in lieu of the ovarian cells, and

app.arently some minute and rudimentary anthers

occupying their place. These seemed to be due to

staminody of the placental cords, which normally

occupy the centre of the inferior ovary.

Siachf/s tiiherifera: Analysis of the Tubers.—Pro-

fessor Church gave an account of an analysis of the

tubers of this new vegetable which he had himself

made, and by which he confirmed those of Dr. A. v.

Planta, recorded in Landwirthschaftliehe rcrsuch-

stationen, Nos. 5 and 6, 1888. It appears that they

contain 78 per cent, of water, I'o per cent, of albu-

minoids, 17 per cent, of non-albuminoids or amides,

I(j G per cent, of sugars, '7 per cent, of fibre, '1 per

cent, of ash, "l per cent, of fat, and a trace only of

starch. Comparing this analysis with that of Potatos,

it appears that the water is in larger quantity, it

being 7.5 per cent, in them; the flesh-forming

albuminoids are rather more than in Potatos, while

the sugars replace the starch, of which there is some

15 per cent, in the aver.age analysis of the Potato.

SatyriuM sp. with " Supertuhe ration."—Mr. O'Brien

exhibited palmate tubers of some South African

species, which showed two years' growth, having been

plunged in moss only ; the tubers, instead of deve-

loping a leafy axis, had formed fresh tubers only, the

stem and leaves being produced in miniature, being

about half an inch in height. Mr. Wilson men-

tioned the fact that Lilies sometimes behave in the

same way, and that the process was identical with
" supertuberation " in Potatos, in which case the

"eyes "gave rise to fresh tubers instead of stems,

when situated too deep and with too much heat,

according to the experience of Mr. Boscawen. Mr,

O'Brien remarked that the importance of the know-

ledge of the above phenomena lay in the fact that it

was often supposed that tubers and bulbs were lost

or decayed, from the non-appearance of the flowering

stems, while they might still be present in the soil,

but were for two or three years simply reproducing

bulbs at the expense of the old one, without flowering

at all.

Lime u'ith Contorted Boughs.—Mr. G. Swailes for-

warded a yonng lime tree grown from a Layer, the

only one of 500 which exhibited the peculiar growth,

A graft taken from it in the spring exhibits the same

peculiarity. Dr. Hogg remarked, that it appeared to

resemble the " contorted " variety of the Hawthorn.

The curving and twisting was apparent even in

many of the minutest twigs. It w,as thought by

some to be due to mischief or injury by insects ;
but

the above facts seem to point to other causes. It

was referred to Chiswick, to be grown, to prove the

constancy of the feature or otherwise.

Christia.—This is a new production for antiseptic

bandages, invented and patented by Mr. T. Christy,

of 25, Lime Street. It is constructed of thin whitey-

brown paper, expressly made of JIanilla Hemp
(Musa textilis), which consists purely of remarkably

long liber-fibres, which doubtless tend to give it

greater tenacity. It is then subjected to a process

with glycerine, olive oil, and other substances, which

render it tr.anslucent, with the appearance of oiled

silk. It subsequently is treated with salicj-lic acid,

carbolic acid, or other disinfectant, and rendered

antiseptic. Its adv.antages are—great tenacit_y, ex-

treme lightness, being not more than one-third of

the weight of oiled silk or gutta-percha sheeting,

antiseptic, and perfectly impervious to moisture. It

was thought that it would prove exceedingly

useful in horticulture, <;/., for binding up in bud-

ding, sending specimens by post when the exclusion

of air is essential, while strips would be serviceable

for tying plants to stakes, &c.

Korsamhi Nuts.—Mr. Henslow showed specimens,

received from Mr. Christy, of the seeds of Schleichera

trijuga, of the order Sapi'ndacere. It was supposed to

be the source of Macassar oil, but this was strongly

doubted. Mr. Morris observed that it is called the

" India Oak tree," and is abundant in India and

Ceylon, and is valuable for its timber.

Juniperus occidentalis. — A specimen, collected

in eastern Oregon, U.S.A., by Mr. William

Stewart, was forwarded by him from Greenock, N.B.

It was first found by Douglas in the Story Islands

in the Columbia River. It was also found in the
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Klamet Mountains, in the (Jregon territory, at uOOO
feet. It grows from 40—80 feet high, and, like other
species, varies in foliage in passing from the young
to the older stages. The specimen sent was spring-

leaved, or in the characteristic condition of the young
stage. It is remarkable for the strong and disagree-

able odour when bruised (Gordon's Pincfitni, p. 103).

Ci'iitenari/ of the Dahlia.—Mr.Iienslow called atten-

tion to the fact that the year 1880, besides being the
centenary of the Chrysanthemum in Europe, was also

that of the Dahlia iu England. It was introduced
by the Marchioness of Bute in 1780, and figured witli

single and double forms iu Bot. ISIay., vol xliv., t.

188.5, and Bvt. Hr,/., vol. i., t. 53.

Floral Committee.

Present: G. F. Wilson, Esq., iu the chair; and
Messrs. W. Bates. H. Ilerljst, \V. Holmes, B.Wynne,
K. Dean, .1. Dominv, II. JI. Pollett, J. O'Brien, U.
Ballantine, W. Wilkes, and E. Hill.

The exhibit ofSkimmiaForemannix by Mr. Fore-
man, of Eskbank Nurseries, Midlothian, was a

welcome addition, and it is evidently a valuable
shrub for the open ground, window-boxes, &c. It is

said to have been raised by crossing .S. oblata with
S. fragrans. The habit is dwarf and dense, con-
stitution vigorous, and foliage dark green, and it has

the propensity to berry in an extraordinary degree.

Another seedling from the same cross was shown,
with leaves as large as those of a common Laurel.

The fruits of S. Foremanni endure for two years, and
the plant is of extreme hardiness, having withstood
3'2^ of frost without any protection. Some of the

plants shown measured '2 feet iu height and as much
in diameter, but it will, we were informed by Mr.
Foreman, reach much greater dimensions.

Messrs. Heath & Son, Cheltenham, showed two
Masdevallias, one being the result of crossing il.

Lindeni and M. Veitchii, the flower scarlet, with two
lines of a darker hue on the side segments and one
in the centre of the apical hood ; the other, the
result 'of crossing M. ignea rubescens and M. 'Veitchii,

had flowers of a rather lighter hue.

A small panful of Pleione maculata was furnished

by Mr. Howe, The Gardens, NunfieUl, Dumfries.
The flowers, not numerously produced, were white,

with a primrose-yellow stain on the upper suiface

of the lip.

Some few Cyclamen blooms ofthe giganteum type,

as well as a well-grown plant of the same, named
Rosetta, a fine large rosy-purple flower with a darker
eye, were shown by Mr. Odell, florist. Gold's Green,
Hillingdon.

A Tree Carnation, pure white, and with fimbriated

edges to the petals, was shown by Messrs. Collins,

Brothers, & Gabriel, 39, Waterloo Road. It is

named White Andalusian, and is a pretty addition

to the section.

An excellent pink-flowered Primula sinensis,

Swanley Pink, came from the Home of Flowers,

Swanley. It is a regularly-shaped flower, with over-
lapping segments, of great substance—the colour a
soft shade of pink. Many blooms of Mr. Cannell's
strains of Primula sinensis were likewise shown by
him. Primula sinensis Great Western, a fine crim-
son flower of good quality, came from Messrs. .James
& Son, Farnham Royal, Slough. The mild character
of the winter, hitherto, was well shown in Jlr. 11.

Dean's boxful of hardy Primroses gathered from the
open ground. He also exhibited a number of flower-

ing plants in pots of Primula obconica.

FiBST-CLAss Certificates.

Skimmia Foreman! X from Mr. Foreman.
Primula Swanley Pink, from H. Cannell & Sons.

Fruit Committee.

Present : Dr. R. Hogg, in the chair ; and Messrs,

H. "Veitch, W. Warren. W. Denning, J. Burnett, P.

Crowlev, G. T. Miles, Harrison Weir, J. Wright, R.
D. Blackmore, S. Ford, C. Howe, C. Ross, W. Mar-
shall, and P. Barr.

Mr. Campbell, Priory Road, Roehampton, received

a Cultural Certificate for some very good examples
of blanched Batavian Endive.
The Society's Gardens contributed a large assort-

ment of various strains of Brussels Sprouts which
have been grown there on trial. The quality was
very varied, and ranged from very bad to very good.

We specify a few strains which may be classed in

the former category, viz., Wroxton, Dalkeith, Burgh-
ley, very tall, but with hard small Sprouts ; Wrench's
King, French Superior Dwarf, sent by Jlr. P. Barr

;

Rosebery, very good. A collection of Turnips was
likewise sent from Chiswick, but in these the ([uality

was not so varied as was the case witli the Brussels

Sprouts. English strains with one exception

—

Yellow Finland—were superior to any Continental

ones shown. The best as regards appearance were
Early Milan, Red Globe (Veitch), Model (Watkins),

Snowball (ibid), Silver Ball. (Rutley & Silver-

lock), Snowball (Nutting). The 'V'ellow Finland

(Vilmorin), was very nice, being quite small (2 inches

in diameter), and with a beautifully smooth skin ;

the English strain of the same (Rutley & Silverlock)

was not quite so full in appearance, nor so delicate-

looking. Some strains of Golden Ball Turnips were

excellent.

Seedling A]iples were shown by Mr. W. Black-

more and Messrs. W. J. Brown, but there was nothing

which calls for comment.
Mr. J. Willard, llolly Lodge, Highgate, sent Aspa-

ragus Chicory in tlie green state ; and iMr. R. Gilbert,

Burghley, Stamford, showed his Chou de Burghley
and Universal Savoy, each excellent of their kind.

Powdered calcined sea-shells, rich in phosphate of

lime, alkali, and other manurial ingredients, were
shown by Mr. A. Dean, Bedfont. '\Ve thought the

price—7s. 6d. per cwt.—for wliat is little more than
lime, almost prohibitive except for pot pl.ants, still

the stufl' should be more valuable as a manure than

shells simply crushed.
Cold Stomi/c.—The report of the sub-committee

appointed to conduct experiments in the cold storage

of fruit was presented, and was not, on the whole, of a

favourable character, the keeping properties of some
kinds of fruit]being materially prolonged, whiieothers,

notably Melons and Tomatos, entirely failed. The
chamber was not considered suitable, the atmosphere
not being sufHciently dry for the purpose, nor so

sweet as was desirable. With a dry atmosphere and
equable low temperature there is no doubt that the

keeping of hardy fruit can be materially prolonged.

The report is placed before the Council of the Society

for consideration.

FinsT-cLAss Certificate.

Asparagus Chicory, from Mr. J. Willard,

Colonial and Foreign.

LINNEAN.
December 6.—Mr. W. Carruthers, F.R.S., Presi-

dent, in the chair. The following were elected

Fellows :—II. E. D'Alton, of Victoria ; P. Goyen, of

Otago, New Zealand ; G. A. Grierson, Lecturer on

Botany, Sheffield School of Pharmacy ; Maurice
Holtze, Superintendent, Botiinic Garden, Port Dar-
win ; R. W. HuUatt, Singapore ; J. C. Lisbon, M.D.,
Fellow, Bombay University ; J. H. Lace, Forest

Department of India; Professor J. B. L. Mackay,
Director, School of Mines, Sandhurst, Australia

; E.

W. Mayhew, Fi'emantle, West Australia ; Digby S.

W. NichoUs, Cowbridge, Gl.amorganshire ; D. T.

Playfair, M.D. ; 1). I'rain, M.B. ; Clement Reid,

F.G.S. ; A. B. Rendle, B.A., B.Sc, and Peter

Yates, M.D.
Mr. W. II. Beeby exhibited and made some remarks

on specimens of Valeriana Mikanii and sambucifolia,

and a series of Potamogeton fluitans. Mr. K. W.
Oliver described the nature and growth of leaf

emergences in Eriospermum folioliferum. Mr. IC.

M. Holmes exhibited specimens of a new Assafcetida

plant, Ferula fdtidissima, and a monstrosity of Zea
Mays. Mr. .J. G. Baker, exhibited a curious variety

of Vicia sepium found in North Y'orkshire. Mr. T.

Christy exhibited specimens of an undetermined

species of Echium received from Persia, and employed
medicinally as a good alter.itive.

The first paper read was one by Dr. Costerus, on
" Malformation in Fuchsia globosa," upon which Pro-

fessor Bower offered some critical remarks.

The next paper was by Mr. B. T. Lowne, who
gave an admirable demonstration of the mode of

development of tlie egg of the blow-fly. His

conclusions were criticised by Professor Stewart,

Professor Howes, and Mr. A. R. Hammond.
In continuation of the repoi'ts on the collections

made by Mr. Ridley in Fernando Noronha, a paper

was read on behalf of Mr. Boulenger, enumerating
the fishes and reptiles which had been identified by

him.
An evening meeting will be held on December 20,

at 8 P.M., when the following papers will be read :

—

1. "The Natural History of the Kangaroo Island

Grass Tree." By .T. O. G. Tepper, F.L.S. 2.

" Apyocistis a Volvocinea." By Spencer Moore,
F.L.S. ; 3. " On some New Species of Shells." By
G. B. Sowerby, F.L.S.

A FEW ALPINE CRUCIFERS.

TuE family of Crucifers does not contain many
ornamental species, and with the exception of Stocks

and Wallflowers, horticulture is only indebted to it

for good and useful vegetables. But amongst alpine

and rock plants we have now more than one species

of this order valuable either on account of its

flowers or its foliage. Dentaria, Alyssum, ^Ethionema,

Draba, jVrabis, &c., are all of them beautiful, free-

blooming, and interesting.

Alyssum.

As an instance we will take Alyssum. This
genus (I mean the true Alyssums, and not A,
spinosum, L. ; A. maritimum, Lamark, which are

now included in the genus Lobularia) contains

only species with yellow flowers, this yellow

varying from a deep to a clear shade. The
plants are usually vigorous, robust in habit, with

foliage more or less silver or whitish, the flower-

stems strong and well covered with blooms. The
one longest known in gardens is the charming
Alyssum saxatile, which grows on dry slopes

in South Austria, by the Mediterranean, and on
the isles of Cyprus and Candia. The plants are

covered with golden-yellow flowers ; during the

months of May, .June, and .July they form one of

the best edgings known. It is a bright variety, and
widely distributed in gardens. There is also a variety

with variegated foliage. A. gemonense (A.medium
Host., A.petrieum, And.), of Transylvania, is a species

nearly allied to the preceding ; the foliage, however,

is narrower and more crowded, and the racemes of

flowers elongated instead of being disposed

in umbels. It is found only on calcareous soil

A. orientale is found in Crete, Greece, and Turkey
;

the foliage is downy, tlie flower of a golden-yellow

colour. This plant requires a dry, sunny situation,

A. leucadeum grows in Italy, forms tufts with many
offsets, produces but few flowers, and rarely seeds.

A. montanum is a plant common in the Alps, in

Northern Italy, on the Pyrenees, and in Germany.

Its yellow flowers form dense, elegant, much-divided

panicles, and it is one of the best ornaments on the

rockery from May to August: it likes to grow in

crevices of the rocks, in a sunny situation, and also

does well on old walls. A. atlanticum ; found in

diffusum, from the Abruzzi (A. sibiricum, Willd.)ai'e

Crete and North Africa; .V.altaicum, from Siberia : A,

species, much resembling A. montanum. A. alpestre

is a very rare plant in the Valais ; the flowers are smal I

,

clear, yellow, and the foliage is greyish-green ; it pre-

fers a dry, sunny situation. A Lapeyrousianum and A.

pyrenaicum, from the Pyrenees, are very similar to

the above, as also is A. tortuosum (found in Hun-
gary), which seems to be only variety of it. A.

alpestre (A. argenteum, tiaudin) must not be con-

fused with A. argenteum, Witm. The plant of

Gaudin is very rare being scarcely ever seen out of

Piedmont. A. argenteum, Witm., is from Germany,

Verviers, and Southern Europe ; there is also a

Hungarian variety. A. murale, and A. argenteum,

Witm., are botli pretty plants, with silvei-y foliage,

with masses of small flowers in elegant pannicles,

whicli cover the rocks during the great part of

summer. A. cuneifolium is found on the Apennines

and Pyrenees ; it is dwarf and [compact in habit.

Flowers small, arranged in small, compact, clusters.

They are golden-yellow in colour. A. Wulfeninura

(from Carinthia and Carniola) is, according to A,

Kerner, the same species as Rochelii. I have both in

my alpine garden, and am quite of the same opinion

as is the Austrian botiinist. This plant is interme-

diate between A. montanum and A. alpestre; the

flowers are relatively large, and of a brilliant yellow

colour. The plant grows on gravel soil by the

borders of streams among the Alps of Carinthia

and Carniola. Alyssum ovirense is found on

the limestone rocks amongst the Ovir Moun-

tains in the Venetian Alps. This plant is a

very interesting one, and is always found to-
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gether with Linaria alpina, Thlaspi rotundifoliuin

and Saxifraga biflora, at altitudes of from 6501)

to 7150 feet. The flowers are lar;,'e and of a

vivid and brilliant orange-yellow. The foliage is

thick and handsome. The plant has only recently

been cultivated. A. Wierzbickii, from Southern and

Eastern Europe, is an excellent plant for decorating

rockeries and borders. The flowers are of a vivid

and bright yellow colour, erect and arranged in

clusters ; they open in succession, from April and

May until .July and August. This species is little

known now, but it will probably become very useful

as a decorative plant for gardens. I have received,

under the name of Alyssum MoUendorfianum, from

Austria, a little gem which has not yet flowered in

the alpine garden, because the seedlings are only

those of last winter, but which, as regards the foliage,

is certainly the best species of the genus. The leaves

are comparatively large, rounded, and shining, of an

ash-grey colour, with bright silverish-white spots

The stems are trailing, thick, shoit, and spj-eading

over the soil. This is an excellent plant for rockeries,

not only for its flowers (with which 1 am not yet

acquainted >, but it will be sought for on account of

its ornamental foliage. I have also received from

the same source a very free-blooming variety of A.

Wulfenianum, by which the Austrian botanists make
a species under the name of A. Ileinzii, and which is

much to be recommended on account of its golden

flowers and silver foliage.

All the iVlyssums require sun, and do best when
growing between rocks or on gravel soil. Some
of them are excellent perennials.

Di;Aii.\.

The genus llraba is quite different— first, because

there are some species with white and some with

yellow flowers ; also the form of the plants is in

clusters or small rosettes, not very spreading. Like

Alyssums, Drabas are rock plants, but the latter

grow as well in the North as in the South, while

Alyssums are species native of the sunny slopes of

the mountains of Southern Europe. Drabas, on the

contrary, are nearly all included in the Northern

flora, and in that of the high altitudes. Draba
aizoides is a native of the Alps and Pyrenees, and
with its varieties aflinis and elongata, is beyond

doubt to be highly recommended for its hardiness,

its faculty of adapting itself to our climate, and for

its early blooming qualities. With Saxifraga Bur-

seriana, and Androsace Eaggeri, it is among the

first spring blossoms, and its bright yellow corolla

enlivens the rockeries on the first fine days of Feb-
ruary and March. Draba bratdiycarpa, from the

Alps of Eastern and Southern Europe, is synonymous
w ith D. Ai/.oon. It is a finer and larger species than

D. aizoides, is more decorative, but also more liable

to damp off. When under cultivation it is generally

attacked by a little winged insect which attacks

and rapidly destroys Crucifers. In these two species

the foliage grows in rosettes, the leaves are bordered

with hairs more or less long ; and the flowers are

yellow, gi-owing in little clusters on the tops of the

stems. The plant prefers to grow on limestone

rocks. D. bruniifolia. from the Caucasus, is a

similar species, but one of which the foliage is

shorter, spreading over the soil. The leaves are

almost destitute of iiairs, and the plant forms a sort

of low turf, that is to say, the tufts of leaves are

quite inconspicuous. The flowers are of a bright

yellow-ochre colour and not numerous, but there is a

succession of themon the plant during allthe summer.
1). alpina, from Lapland and Scandinavia, synonym,
D. pauciflora—a species with downy, hairy leaves.

The flowers are pale yellow. D. cuspidata, from
Toria and Italy, has small yellow blooms, synony-
mous with D. taurica; D. Gmelini, habitat Ural
and Siberia ; D. olympica, from Mount Olympus and
Corsica ; and D. rupestris, of Scotland and Xorway,
are all species with yellow flowers, more or less

similar to each other, and very easily cultivated. A
certain number of white-flowered species are inter-
esting, hut less ornamental. The principal are D.
toraentosa, of the higher regions of the Alps and

Pyrenees, with silvery-white foliage, and which
requires to gi-ow on rocks and stones ; D. fladnizensis.

from Carniolia; D. incana, from the Alps; D.

muricella, of Arctic America; D. contorta, from

the Pyrenees, &c. Petrocallis pyrenaica (Draba
pyrenaica, L.), from the Alps and Pyrenees, is an
excellent species, growing in compact clumps, bear-

ing lilac flowers, growing in cushion-like tufts. It

is met with at an altitude of from G500 to 7150 feet,

and almost always on calcareous soil. The cultiva-

tion of this species is not easy. It likes a vertical

position, that it may not rot, and a semi-shaded

situation. It succeeds well on old walls. Henry
CorirffiH. Liirc/fi/r thi Jard'in Afpin, Gt'ucva,

{To be continued.)

The Herbaceous Border.

LIATRIS.

Few hardy border plants are prettier than the

Liatris, or Button Snake-root. They belong to

Compositiu, have flower-heads of various shades of

purple, and some are white. The species are natives

of North America. The former are perfectly hardy
in this country, and [sufficiently so, in fact, to suc-

ceed in bog-gardens if a slight protection during our
winter months be given in the case of the lattei-.

The species already introduced, and now iu pos-

session of nurserymen, whilst limited in number, are

nevertheless an excellent selection, .and consist of

the following ;
—

L. pycnostachya, or dense spiked, a tuberous-

rooted form, pale purple in colour, growing to an
average height of .'i feet, the spikes of bloom
being some 14 inches higher, very broad, and
enlarging from base to apex with much eflect, so as

to have received in its native home the name of
Kansas Gay Feather. It is best treated as a bien-

nial, sowing the seeds in the spring. L. elegans is a

robust grower, and in some soils reaches a height of

4 feet. It has spotted glabrous leaves .and purplish

blossoms. L. spicata is not so tall as the above, and
rarely exceeds 2 feet in height. The flower-heads

measure from inches to 1| foot in length, and are

covered with sessile purple flowers. L. punctata is

a recent desirable introduction, exhibiting some
variety in the colour of its flowers, as the name
indicates. L. odoratissima (Trillsa odoratissimai.

which seems never to have received recognition at

the hands of English botanists, is a species desirable

enough to be imported from America, where it is

known as the Vanilla plant, owing to its Vanilla-

like scent. Although an inhabitant of the Southern

States, and consequently tender, it would be an
interesting introduction. U'llliairt Earki/, liford.

The Fernery.

D D I A S

.

The Doodias .are not quite so showy as many Ferns,

yet they are very desirable on account of their

having a symmetrical habit of growth, forming
neat compact little plants ; and some of the varieties

are rendered additionally attractive when growing by

the young fronds being brightly tinted with red.

1*. aspera and its variety, D. a. multifida, are both

very pretty, especially the latter, which grows only

a few inches high, the fronds being prettily recurved,

and terminating in a branching ci'cst ; the tvjie

gi'ows a little larger, and is not quite so dense in

habit ; in both the young fronds are brightly tinted

with red. D. media is sometimes confused with D.
aspera, but may be distinguished by being of more
erect growth ; the fronds also have a more even

surface, and are rather larger. D. Kunthiana has

larger and more spreading fronds, otherwise it closely

resembles D. media, of which, I believe, it is a

variety. D. blechnoides is another very pretty

species, with rather long narrow fronds. D. caudata

is a distinct little Fern, and very pretty when

properly cared for, but as its appearance as a weed
in all sorts of odd corners, it does not often get the

attention which is accorded to those more difficult to

obtain.

The Doodias are generally regarded as greenhouse

Ferns, but, with the exception of D. blechnoides and
1). caudata, all the above succeed better in rather

a higher temperature. They should have a light

open position, but do not like a dry atmosphere;

they require more water than most Ferns, and if

allowed to become a little too dry the fronds shrivel

up very quickly. To have the Doodias in good con-

dition the plants must be grown on freely without

receiving a check in any way, for when once they get

a little stunted, they will rarely start afresh, and
make pretty plants, and, like many other Ferns,

they lose their beauty alter they get a certain

;ige ; therefore, young plants, which may easily be

obtained from spores, should be grown. D. blech-

noides and D. caudata are very useful for small fancy

])0ts ; the other sorts named above may also be used

for the same purpose, but do not stand well enough

to be of any great service. In the Fernery, however,

they are all well worthy of a place, and when proper

attention is bestowed upon them, they have a very

ilifferent appearance to the stunted specimens often

seen in collections. Pterin.

Scotland.

BOYAL IIOBTICULTUBAL SOCIETY OF
ABERDEEN.

A MEETING of the acting Directors of this Society

was held on the 6th inst. in the Secretary's office.

Bridge Street, Aberdeen, Mr. Alex. Bobson, Vice-

Chairman, presiding. A list of donations and

special prizes was submitted, and considered emi-

nently satisfactory. The best thanks of the .Society

were ordered to be conveyed to the Town Council

of Aberdeen, the Earl of Aberdeen, Sir "William

Cunlift'e Brooks, Bart., M.P., Lord Provost Hender-

son, Dr. Campbell, M.P., Councillor Lyon, James
Murray Gorden, Thomas Ogilvie, Andrew .Murray

.Fun., and others, who have so liberally contributed

to the prize fund. 'Ihe following gentlemen were

elected Honorary Directors;— Sir Arthur Grant,

Hart. ; Dr. Campbell, M.P, ; J. D. Milne, Thomas
• Igilvie, Andrew Murray, .Inn., John Leith. A. K.

(iray, John Fyfe, Charles Smith, F. B. Kelly, and

Wm. Falconer, Baillie Gordon, Baillie Crombie.

Councillor Lyon, A. 0. Gill, of Fairfield, and A. M,
Ogston, of Ardoe, were elected Honorary Vice-

Presidents.

On the motion of the Secretary, Mr. A. M.
Byres, a cordial vote of thanks was accorded to Mr.

Alex. Bobson for his efforts in connection with the

prize fund. The prizes were then allocated over the

different classes in the schedule, and the schedule

ordered to be printed. The annual dinner was fixed

for Friday evening, L'lst inst., James JIurray Gorden,

Chairman of Acting Directors, in the chair. Ex-
Dean of Guild Walker, and Mr. Thomas Ogilvie

will act as croupiers. The usual votes of thanks

terminated the proceedings.

NOBTH or SCOTL-IND lIoiirrccLTrH.ii. SOCIETV.

The members of this Association held their

monthly meeting on the 7th inst., in the hall of the

Christian- Institute, Aberdeen. There was a good
attend.ance, and Mr. D. M. Smith, Vice-President of

the Association occupied the chair. Mr. Wyllie
(of Messrs. Smith & Sons. Aberdeen) read a number
of papers on " New Plants, Fruit, Flowers, and
Vegetables of the Season." The papers, which were
contributed by Mr. Fraser, Kew Green, Surrey ; Mr.

R. Lindsay, Royal Botanical Gardens, Edinburgh
;

and several local gardeners, treated the subjects

they dealt with in a most interesting and exhaustive

manner, and an entertaining and lengthy discussion

followed, at the close of which Mr. Wyllie was

heartily thanked for reading the papers. A special

vote of thanks was awarded the contributors.
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The Weather.

[Accumulated temperature iudicates the combined amount and
duratiou of the excess or defect of temperature above or
below 32° ¥. for the period uamed. and is expressed in Day-
degree — a " Day-degree " signifyiae 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other uumcier of degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hours.]
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PBUIT AND VSQETABLES.
Spitalfields : Dec. VI — Good supplies of all

kinds of fresh vegetables, Apples, Pears, &c. Trade
still veiy heavy. Quotations :—Pears, .'is. to &s. per
bushel

; English Apples, 2s. 6d. to Os. do. ; do., Is. •id.

to 3s,. per half-bushel; American do., 10s. Gd. to 21s.
per barrel

; Guernsey Broccoli, 5s. to 7s. per tally
;

Cauliflowers, 4s. to (is. do. ; Cabbages, Is. M. to 2s.
do.

; Savoys, Is. 'M. to 2s. 6(/. do. ; Spinach, Is. 6d. to
Is. M. per bushel ; Brussels Sprouts, Is. to Is. 'M.
per half-sieve; Parsnips, <jd. to 8<^. per score of 22;
Seakale, Is. ",d. to Is. iid. per punnet ; Greens, Is. to
Is. .3c/. per dozen bunches

; Turnips, Is. (W. to Is. '.)d.

do.; Carrots. Is. :id. to Is. \)d. do.; Horseradish,
lit?, to Is. 'Id. per bundle ; Celery, 8s. to 12s. per
dozen bundles ; English Onions, 4s. to bs. per cwt.

;

Belgian do., 2s. '.)d. to 3s. per bag ; Dutch do., 3s. to
3s. 6d. do. ; pickling do, 4s. (!/. to bs. 6d. do. ; En-
dive, Is. ft/, to 2s. i)er dozen ; Carrots, 24s. to 30s.
per ton; Mistlelo, 2I>. to ."Us. per large crate ; do.,
fo. 6i/. to 10s. per small crate; Parsley, Is. ft?, per
dozen bunches.

Stratfobd, Dec. 11.—Both trade and supply have
been good during the past week :—Cabbages, 2s. to
3s. per tally; Savoys, Is. ft/, to .'is.lo. ; Cauliflowers,
Is. to Is. G</. dozen ; Turnips, 20s. to 45s. per ton

;

Carrots, houshold, 2Gs. to 32s. do. ; do , cattle feed-
ing, 22s. to 26s. do. ; Mangels, 10s. to 18s. do.

;

Swedes, 17s. to 20s. do. ; Onions, Dutch, 3s. to
3s. ft/, per bag ; Watercress, (!(/. per dozen ; Apples,
English, 3s. to 3s. ft/, per bushel ; Chestnuts, Ss. to
9s. per bag ; Lemons, 5s. li(/. to 7s. per bo.\

; Beet-
root, 2s. per dozen bunches ; Parsnips, 8f/. to lOo!, per
score

; Celeiy, per roll. Is. ; Carrots, 2s. to 2s. ft/, per
dozen bunches ; Parsley, 2s. do, ; Holly, ft/, to Is. per
bundle; IIor.seradi?h, Is. to ].*. 2r/. do"

POTATOS.
BoEonoH AND Spitalfields: Dre. 11.—For best

qualities the market is firm, liut other sorts are dull
of sale.—Regents, Scotch, 80,s-. to ] l.'Js. ; English,
60s. to 80s. ; Hebi-ons, 6.")s. to UUs. ; Magnum Bonums,
60s. to 100s. per ton.

Spitalfields : Dec. 12.—Quotations :—Beauty of
Hebron, 00s. to 100s. ; Magnums, 65s. to 85s. ; Im-
perators, 75s, to S5s. ; Champions, liOs. to 65s.

;

and Regents, Sos. to 100s. per ton.

Stratford : Dec. 11. — Quotations : — Regents'
80s. to 110s.; Bats, light soil, 60s. to DOs. ; do., dark
soil, 5os. to 70s. ; Beauty of Hebron, 65s. to 70s.

;

Scotch Magnums, 80s. to 100s. jier ton.

Imports.—The imports into London last week con-
sisted of ll.()06 bags from Hamburg, 151 from
Rotterdam, 576 from Stettin, 4 from Ostend, and 55
bo.Kes from Malta.

HAT.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the

prices obtained at the various metiopolitan markets
during the past week :—Clover, old, prime, 120s.
to 147.«. new, 80s. to 110s. ; inferior, 30s. to 75s.;
prime meadow hay, ll.'is. to 13.')S. ; gooil new hay,
60s. to lOOs. ; inferior, .'iO.s. to 7.5s.; old straw, 40s.
to 48s. ; new, 28s. to 42s. per load.

Notices to Correspondents.

Agricultural Chemistry and Vkoktahle Phy-
siology : A. N. J. W. Either at the Birkbeck
Institution, Chancery Lane, W.C. ; or at the Poly-
technic, Regent Street, W.

British Plants : H. L. We do not know of any
one who grows complete collections of these
plants for sale. You might find many at Mr.
Ware's nursery, Tottenham, N.

Carnations Diseased : T. D. The Carnations are
infested with microscopic eel-worms, called nema-
todes. The disease is almost identical with one
of the worst forms of Cucumber-disease. For
description and illustration of Carnation-disease
see Gardeners' Chronicle of December 3, 1881.
p. 721.

Efi-ects of Frost ; A. B. The Cherry Laurel (not
Bay Laurel) leaves sent have been injured by frost.

Erratum.—At p. 678, col. a, for " sample of Solo-
mon," read Temple of Solomon.

Names of Pl.ants : J. E. 1, Thuiopsis borealis
variegata

; 2, Cupressus Lawsoniana electa viridis
;

3, C. L. lutea ; 4, Abies Pinsapo
; 5, Tsuga Mer-

tensiana ; 6, Pinus Strobus.— 7?. B. 1, Cupressus
sempervirens

; 2, Juniperus
; 3, Thuiopsis dola-

brata
; 4, Cupressus Lawsoniana ; 5, perhaps

Picea Alcockiana, but impossible to say from the
specimen sent; 6, Juniperus; 7, Retinospora
filifera

; 8 and ',), .luniperus
; 10, Sciadopitys verti-

cillata, variegated form; 11, Tsuga japonica, pro-
bably

; 12, .Juniperus ; 13, a variety of Thuia
orientalis

; 14, Cryptomeria japonica'; 15, Thui-
opsis borealis

; 16, Retinospora pisifera. Another
time do not send more than si.x. The .Junipers
we cannot name.— if. L. Pittosporum tenui-
foliuin.— .Hi^. Corder. Odontoglossoni [nsleavi,
probably.—a: N. E. Next week.— /K. P. 'J.
Odontoglossum crispum, yellow tinted ; it may not
be constant.—J. P. 1, Zygopetalum Mackavi ; 2,

JIaxillaria gracilis.—//. .7. /?. Nerine hum'ilis.—
J. M. L. Pretty, but nothing reuiarknble. -IF.
H. K. Epidendrum cochleatum. — .S'. Tcii//,'r.

Canavalia ensiformis.

Names of Fruits : J. H. I. 53, Warner's King
;

others so much bruised that they cannot be iden-
tified.—/; /;. P. 1, King of the Pippins ; 2, Ecklin-
viUe Seedling.

Orchids ; J. P. Dendrobium luteolum does best in
a basket in the warm house. If you would make
a good show of the plants, place them together.
Zygopetalum ilackayi should be kept tolerably
dry in a cool house whilst flowering. We advise
you to buy a manual on Orchid growing.

Petroleum Stoves: Correspondent. There is Rip-
pingille's hot-water apparatus, as advertised in
our columns. Apply to the Albion Lamp Co.,
Aston Brook Works, Birmingham.

Vines : Grapes. It is usual to build a wall round a
Vine border, to prevent the roots straying into
the adjoining land ; but it is of questionable use,
except in the case of the neighbouring soil being
of bad quality. The conditions of a small walled"
in area are not so healthy as those of an uncon-
fined one. Numerous cases can be cited of Vines
which have borne excellent crops, and the gar-
dener has not been able to say where their roots
were, and contrariwise, the whereabouts of every
root almost is known, and the crop is of miserable
quality. Foster's Seedling, Black Hamburgh, and
Lady Downe's, will do very well together in the
same house, but Madresfield Court would be better
by itself— or at any rate where it could be aftbi ded
more heat than is necessary for the others.— Enrjiiirer. The roots have been long dead, and
are covered with small insects ; but these are not
the cause, but the result of decay. Examine the
border. The state of the soil anl drainage may
be at fault.

CATALOGUES RECER-ED.
EwiNO & Co., Sea View Nurseries, llavant—Cheap

Collections of Roses.
R. GiLUBRT, Burleigh (iardens, Stamford—Straw-

berries and Novelties.
Curtis, Sandford & Co., Devon Rosery, Torquay-

Trees, Shrubs, Alpines, &c.
Samuel Fox Armit.uie, High Street, Nottingham.—

F'ruit Trees, Roses, &c.
DicK^oxs & Co., 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, N.U.—Fruit Trees.
L.UNo & M.ATiiER, Kelso, N.B. — Carnations and

Picotees, &c.

CoMMU.viOiTIO.vs Received.-M. Dunn.—N. E. B —P L S
E. .1.—F. A.—H. II.—F. & P.—Hiiage & Schmi.U,.—H. Burry
(next week).-W. Fisher.—F. S.— .T. A. H.—W. E.—F. II.

—G. M.—Ed. Nieoll.—Messrs. B.nelthouse.-E. V. & Co —
C. C—P. N,- JI. D.—E. A. R.-.I. B.—H. G. Kchb. f. (tour)—Lucien Linden, Brussels.— ,7. C. K.—R. D —W R —F S
& Co.—T. C—.7. T. R.—Dicksons.—Baron X. Mucller.'-H! c'
N. \'.—W. C. & Sons.—A. N.—G. P.

Enquiries.—•

—

" He that questionettt mucti shall learn much."—Baoos.

Scarlet Wallflower.—About three or four
months since there appeared an account of such
a plant being exhibited at the Royal Horticultural
Society, and afterwards advertised in this paper,
seed of the above, by a firm of seedsmen. Being
desirous of procuring seed, I should deem it a great
favour if any of our readers could give me the
address. I should also be glad to hear of anv novel-
ties in Wallflowers, and where seed or plants can
be obtained. Arthur. [The term scarlet must he
taken relativelv.l

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
RH A L L I D A Y and CO. desire to

• draw special attention to their Cucumber Frames,
of which they always have a large stock, ready glazed and
painted. They are made of the best materials, and can be put
together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Prices delivered to any station in England ;

—

£, s. d.

a-light frame, 8 feet by 6 feet 1 p^ v„„ ( 3 10
3-lightframe.l2feetby6feetV(.™7J J 550
6-lightframp. 34feetby6feet^'^'*^^^ ""^^l 10

The glass is nailed and puttied in. Lights and framing for
brick pits at proportionately low prices.

R. HAL LIDAY & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON,
MANCHESTER.

London Agent, Mr. H. SEELTON, Seedsman, &e„
2. Holloway Road, N.

SAVE YOUR FIRE
and keep a fixed temperature under glass, by using
" FRIGI DOMO," made of prepared hair and
wool : a perfect non-conductor of cold.

PROTECT YOUR PLANTS^

:FR G DOMOH
REGISTERED ^ T^ADE MARK!

IPOR
PRICE LIST &. PARTICULARS ACkDRESS-l

RENJAMIWrDGINGTON

THOS. W. KOBINSON
Dennis Park Ironworks, Stonrbrirlse.

1-iu. Expansion Joint Hot water Pipes, Qfeet long, 4s. 3fi. eacli
4-in. Socket Hot-water Pipes. 9,feet long, -Is. 6rf. each.

JUu^tratcd revised jmce Li-^t on appUcntion, free.

2I-0Z. Foreign of the above sizes, in 100 and 200 feet boxes,
3rds and 4ths qiuilities, always kept in stock.
A large stock of similar current sizes of 15-OZ. (ilaas in

200 feet boxes.
English Glass, cu± to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

free delicery in the cnuntry in quantities.

GEORGE FABMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthfleld, London, E.C,
atock List and Prices on application. Price l^ist of Colours,

Varnishes, Desigtus of .Stained \ leaded Glass. Quote Chronicle'.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16,000 o£ the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mixture, Free to all Statlona
Liquid Non-Poisonou3 Paints for Inside of Conservatories, Sto,

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

LA BELLB SAUVAGB TAKD, LUDQATB Hlli, EO.
I!-1.CHEL<>R'S W.ILK, IIVBWS.—Discmnitfor Call.
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CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
iTelegraphlo Address -" HOT-WATER, LONDON." Telephone -No. 4,7d3)

Ilavt' lunv pleasure in In-inging to the notice of ] loitieulturists ami ( lardcneis generally their

NEW PATENT (No 9090, 1888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
Which is, without doiibt, the Best All-round Boiler in the Market.

It combines all the ad-

vantages of its class soKcIl

/x/ioicn, ami hy the improved

method of forming the

joints — viz., with India-

rubber Washers, the Old

and too often ineffect-
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
Scale of Charges for Advertising.

4 Lm
Head Line charged as tu:o.

£0 3 15 Lines ..£08
6
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YOUNG LADIES who WANT TO BE
IN'DEPENDENT, and make theirown wayiii the world,

sliould \< r.le tor a rruspfi'tua of the SCIENTIFIC DRESS
CLTTING .VSS0CI.4TI(iN. J71'. KeRent Strert, Loudon, \V.

Situations found for all I'upils at good salaries.

I~
>EVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
\i et ETRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultuml

Kevitnv)—13tliyear.—Amoiisthe principal ContrilHitorsari^ :
—

A. Allan), E. Andre. C. Baltet, F. liurvruicli. F. Crepin,
O. ']. K.Tchove .le l>otitrrgUrm, P. E. de I'liydt, A. :M. O.
.TuML-^kiiidl Couinik. J. Kickx/r. Moore, C. Naudiu, B. Oliveira,

H. tirlgios, E. Pynaert. E. Rodigas, O. Thomas, A. vali Geert
Son. li. J. van Kulle. J. viiu Volxem, H. J. A'eitch, A West-
niael, and P. Wolkeusti'in.

This illustrated Jonrnal appears on the Isfc of every month,
in i)arts of 24 pages. 8vo, with two coloured Plates and numerous
Engravings.

IVrms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year.

14s. payable in advance.

Publishing OfBce : 134, Rue de Bniielles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post-office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,
Ghent.

Belgian.

1>ULLET1N d'ARBORICULTUKE,
> de FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly hortii-nltural work, with superb Coloured

Plates iiiui Illustrations. Published since 186.=i, by F. BruvK-
KicH, F. Pay>"aert, E. Rodigas, and H. J. VAX Hulle,
Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian Govern-
ment at Glieut. I'ost-paid, lOs'. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

Farms Estates, Residences.

Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence,

I'urchasing an Estate, cau have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES' HEKALD
supplied free for six weeks on statiug Ihc purpose for

which the paper is required, forw arding name and address, and
sis halfpennv stamps for postage, addrescfd " Midland Cottntics

Herald Office, Birmingham." The Midland Comities Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

Farms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

GAKDENING APPOINTMENT.
Mr. Charles Martix, formerly Foreman at

Ilolkar Gardens, Lancashire, succeeds Mr. Meu-
ritt as Head Gardener at The Hoc, "W'elwyn,

Herts.

WANTED, a PARTNER, in an old-estab-
lished country bu-incss. to take the work of Propagator

and Salesman in the Houses. Capital re'inired,'£250.—W.S. S.,

Gardeners' Chronicle Ullicc, 41, Wellington Street, Strand,W.C.

ANTED, a HEAD AYORKING GAR-
CENER, where ten or twelve are kept.—Abstainer and

Christian preferred. Good character. Thoroughly up to

Tomatos, Cucumbers, Mushrooms. Grapes, Peaches. Straw-
berries, Chrysanthemums, for Market.—Write age. &c., to A.,

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Siraud. W.C.

WANTED, a FOREMAN, for the Houses,
—Not under 2ri years of age; good knowledge of Plants.

Orchids, .Sic. Wages 20.s. per week, bothy, and vegetables.—

W.M. REID, Tlie Gardens, Norbury Hall, Ashbourn.

WANTED, for the West of England, a steady
young Man, as WORKING FOREMAN in the

Houses. Must be vt-ll up in tJrowing Cut Flowers. Tomatos,
Cucumbers, Ferns, &c., in quantitic.-* for Market. —.A.pply,

!-tatiug wage?, reference, &c., lu W., B. Read, 47, Hart Street,

Covont Garden, W.C.

WT'ANTED, a young MAN, thoroughly hard-
Vt working. Must be i|uick, ^sith a good general know-

1-dgc of Nursery Work, hisidc and Out —Full particnlars, and
wages rojuired, to W. H.-VT, Manager, Sandygate Ro-^e

Nurseries, Sheffield.

WANTED, a young MAN, quick at Potting
and Tying for Market.—Applv at CHILD'S Nursiry,

Neu Eltham. Kent.

WANTED, a good smart JOBBING HAND;
also a smart YOUTH, age 16 to 20. Good Morals

and Education. Home comforts ; future studied.—RAVEN-
HILL, 157, Norwood Ruad, Heme Hill, S.E.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a SECOND
SHOPMAN, of good address, for a pushing Counter

Trade. None but a tlioronghly competent man need apply.—
Slate age and salary exp-jcted to N. S., Gardeners' Chronicle

Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

ANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
with a good knowledge of Seed and Bulb Trade.

—

Apply, stating age. references, and sjilary required, to B. A.,

Gardeners' ChroJiicle OlH.-e, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, an ASSISTANT, in a Retail Seed
and Fruit Sli<v. Must be steady, pushing, and

industrious. Character strictly enquired into.—H. BOXOLU,
Banbury.

ANTED, a DAY STOKER, A steady man,
who has had good experience in management of Fires

in a large establishment. -Particular^ and references to HUGH
low .\SV CO., Cla-idoii Niirs.ry, London, E.

WANT PLACES.
NOTICE TO ADVEHTIfitJias.—In many nistances

lismittanccs in Payment oj Repeat Advertisements are

received without 7iame, addrea:^, or anything bvyond the

postmark on envelope by which to identify the .^em/iT ; this

in all cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and fre-

quently the sender cannot be identified at all.

Advertisers are requested when Remitting to give their

Names and Addresses, and also a Reference to the Adver-
tisement ivhich they wi^h repeated.

POSTAL ORDERS.— To Advertisers, Subscribers, and
Others.—It is vcn/ important in Remitting by Postal Order
that it should be /i'iled in payable at Xo. 42, DRURY LANE,
to ]V. RICHARDS, as, unless the number of a Postal Order is

known, and it has been made payable at a particular office, and
to a particular person, it is impossible to prevent any person

into whose ha7ids it may fallfrom negotiating it.

N.B. -The be^t and safest means of Remitting is by POSl-
OFFICE MONET ORDER.

Gardeners, Foresters, Land Stewards.

11 B. LAIRD AND SONS can recommend with
-V» every confidence Scotchmen thoroughly qualitied as

GARDENERS, FORESTERS, or LAND STEWARDS, either for

large or small establishments, and \\ ill be pleased tofurnish full

p;t.rticulars on application.— 17, Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen requiring Land Agents,
STEWARDS, BAILIFFS, or GARDENERS.

JAMES CARTER and CO. have at all

times upon their Register reliable and competent MEN,
several of whom are personally well known to Mes-^rs. Carter.

Enquiries should be made to 237 and 238, High Holborn. W.C.

I C H A 11 D SMITH and Ca
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that they
will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with particulars.

&c.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

GARDENER (Head).—Mr. Pope will have
pleasure in recommending his Head Gardener to any

Lady or Gentleman ri'quiring an eilicieut man in all branches
of Gardening.—Wcstfield, Bonclmrch, Isle of Wiglit.

GARDENER (Head).—Cuaiiles Denning,
for past fivu years Gardener (o the Earl of Chestcrtield,

Holme Lacy, Hereford, seeks re-engagement. Leaving through
place changing hands. Had over twenty years' experience in

all branches of Gardening in some of theleadinggardens in the
country.—Address as above.

ARDENER (Head); age 30, married when
suited.—D. Mackat, Gardener to the Right Hon. Sir

Masscy Lopes, Bart., can ^\ith conlidenue recommend bis

Foreman, E. Dawe (previous Foreman to the Right Hon. Earl

of Portsmouth), to any Lady or Gentleman renniring a tho-

roughly practical good Gardener. Fitteeu years' practical ex-

perience.—PITT. Chudleigh, Devon.

ARDENER (Head AVoeking).—Alfred
Kembeb, Besborongh Court. Cork, offers his services as

above. Thoroughly acquainted witli every branch of Garden-
ing; and first-class references. English and Protestant.

ARDENER (Head Wokkinq).—Age 20;
two years* character. Just left the service of Lord

Lansdowne, who is leaving England for India. Previously
two and a half years with Viscount Eversley (under Mr.
Wildsmith), wiio would be pleased also to answer inquiries.-
GARDENER, U. Burnaby Street, Chelsea. S.W.

f^ ARDENER (Head Working, or good
vX Single-handed).-Married, no family ; thoroughly
experienced. First-class references.-J. T. B., 9, Maxwell Road",

King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head AVorking, or good
SiNGi,i>HA>DED).—Age 29, single ; ten years' practical

experience. Can be well recommended.—W. RICHARDSON,
\'erandah Cottage, Mahern Wells.

GARDENER.—Single ; fifteen years' expe-
rience in all-rouud Gardening; has been two vears as

Head in last phuc—G. H.. 1, Higli Street, Highgate, N.

ARDENER.—Good all-round man. Several
years in present situation. Excellent peisonal character.

—GARDENER, John Hart, Esq.. Lochinver, Reigate.

GARDENER, where a Second is kept, or
thorough good Sixgle-handkd ; age ;;t3, married.—

E. Maktin, Esq., The Elms, Hampton, Middlesex, ^\ill be

pleased to thorouglily recommend his Gardener to any Lady
or Gentleman requiring tjie services of an experienced
and trustworthy man. — Letters to be addressed to tlie

GARDENER, at the Lodge as above.

GARDENER (Second), where four or five are
kept.—Age 22 ; eight years' character.—H. G. GOOD-

MAN, 33, Prince Street, Swindon, Wilts.

GARDENER (Second), where two or more
are kept.—Age 2i ; four and a half years in last place.

Good character.—T. SKINGLE, 32, Northfields, Ealing, W.

ARDENER (Third), in a Gentleman's
establishment ; age iO.—A GARDENER wishes to recom-

mend a steaily, obliging young man as above. Knowledge of

Garden Work.—GARDENER. Shute Lodge, Andover, Hants.

GARDENER (Under), in the Houses, in a
Gentleman's or Nobleman's place.—Age 20 ; good refer-

ence. Total abstainer.—E. H., 17, Regent Street, Briton
Ferry, Glamorganshire.

ARDENER (Under). — Age 2.3 ; four
years' experience in Kitchen Gardening. Two years'

good character. Abstainer.— W. HILLM.\N, New Hou?^e
Cottag ii.-ar Havwani's H.alb, Su".,

J^"'OREMAN.— Thirteen years' experience in
first-class establishments.—Add rc-*><, with full particulars

of Glass, wages, &c., C. J., 3.'j, Tetcolt Road, King's Road
Chelsea, London, S.W.

FfJREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—Age 34
thuniughly I'xperienced in the Plant and Cut Flower

Department, also Rose Growing, and the Nursery Trade genc-
rally. Satisfactory references.— L., Gardeners' Chronicle Offi*:!!!

11, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

T^X)REMAN, or FOREMAN and SALESMAN,
-M- in good Market Nursery, near London preferred.—
Twenty -five years' experience.—W. SMITH, 17, Westvillo
Road, Shepherd's Bush, W.

ARDY PLANT IUKEMaN and S.UJES-
MAN.—Age 25; good commercial knowledge of Hardy

Stuff. First-class testimonials, lastly from a leading London
firm.—E. 0., Gardeners' Chronicle Oflice, U, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

To Nurserymen.

GGROUND FOREMAN.—A young man, of
' good practical experience, and thorouglily ellicient in

all brauchts, seeks re-engagemcnt as above, or could take entire
Management. Highest references. — rL.MCS. Gardeners
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

])ROPAGATOR and GRO"\\^ER for 3Iarket o~r

JL otherwise.—Age 31 ; sixteen years' experience in the
Cut Flower and Plant Trade.—R. A. E., 4, ^'ictoria Street

,

Lincoln.

T AND STEWARD, or LAND STEWARD
-l-i and GARDENER.—Situation wanted by a ]>ractical man
of twenty years' experience in the various branches of Estat--
Managi^ment. First-cIa-'S testimonials and references.—I. K. .

James Veitch & Sons, King's Road, Clielsea, S.W.

JOURNEYMAN : age 2L—Mr. Hart wishes to
recummend a young man as above. English, Protestant

—J. LITTON. The Gardens, Birr Castle, Parsonstown, Ireland

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Out.—Age :.'l

four years in present situation; two under glass. Thorough
gCKKl charai-ter. Industrious and obliging.—H. C, ^lorcton
Gardens, Bideford, Devon.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses; age 21.--
A. Rydon, Gardener to Sir Wm. Ogg, Oaktifld. South

Duhvieh, desires to recommend au energetic, painstaking
young man as above.

TMPROVER.—Age 17; strong, active. l'"i\^
-I- years in last situjitioii. Cau be highly recommeiKled.—
H. DUDMAN, Fit/l.>n, .St-lham. Lu.Js«urlli, Sussex.

Seed, Bulb, anO'lant Trade.
7 MPKOVER.—Age I'L ; four and a half years
JL experience in present situation in good City Firm, i\here
brisk Counter Trade is dune. Good reference.—W. B.. 1(5

Derby Buildings, King's Cross Road, W.C.

FRUIT GROWERS. — The Advertiser,
thoroughly experienced in Market Work, could under-

take entire Management of a large place in the way of Fruit
Growing, combined with Growing under Glass, Grapes. Cut
Flowers, Tomatos, and all requirements of a First-class "Trade
demand.—VERAX. 41, WelliuKton Street, Strand. W.C.

''rO GENTLEMEN and NURSERYMEN.--
J- —Wanted re-engagement in Private Establishment or
Nursery; two years' experience in the former and four in the
latter in one of the leading tirms. Age ?2.—E. G- SPENCER,
4, Francois Terrace, Cadoxton, Neath. Glamorganshire.

GARDENERS.—Wanted to place a Lad in
a good garden, witli premium. Age 17.—W. PRICE,

Mr. Trussler. Enfield. Middlesex.

IIFAXAGER, or SHOPMAN. — Thorough
XtX knowledge of the Seed Trade, Wholesale and Retail.
Seventeen years' experience. Good references.—J. CORNI'A".
Boston, Lincolnshire.

SHOPMAN, or MANAGER. — Age 30 :

thorough knowledge of Seed. Rnlb, Plant and Flower
Trade. Good references.— SEEDSMAN, :ir., Tetcolt Road.
King's Road, Chelsea. London, S.W.

To Seedsmen and Florists.

SHOPMAN.—Age -J^, siiij,'!..*: thorough know-
ledge of Seed-^, Dull'-, I'hiiit-, ^r. Good reference.—

G. C. G., North Street, (iuildford, Surrey.

QHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 22; six years'O experience. Good knowledge of Seed, Plant and Nursftry

Trade.—XSSISTA^'V, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Strand. W.C.

TO SEEDSMEN.— "Wanted, to Apprentice a
Youth (age l"ii, to Learn tlie Retail S^ed Business.

—

Apply, stating premium required, to R. TOWNSEND, Seeds-

man. Thanet House, StroufK

I.j^LORISTS —Young Lady desires re-engage-
ment. Thoroughly competent. Wreaths, Crosses,

Sprays. Buttonholes. Can JIanage Branch Business.—Par-
ticulars to A. R., 73, Victor Road, Harrow Road, W.

HOLLOAVAY'S RILLS.—In bilious disorders,
sick hea<Iache, indigestion, and affections of the ner\e!t.

these famous Pills, now highly appreciated in all quarter^ of

tlie world, arc regarded as a perfect remedy. Tliey purify

the blooil, regulate the secretions, give tone to the stomaeh,
re--tore the appetite, and renovate the system. After a course
of the-e Pills, the once emaciated and feeble patient is so

changed that his friends are both wonder-strickenand delighted.

Tlie^e cheap preservativeiof life and health are a blessing to

mankind. It would be hardly possililo to o\erstatr the good
that tlii*y have effeeted in diseases which, through maltreatment
or neglect, had gained such a mastery over the sy'>tem that

tlwir eradication ficenie*! perfectly bop-dt^s'^.
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FOSTER AND PEARSON, BEESTON, NOTTS.

ORCHID HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
Edahlishcd 1841.

22 FIRST PRIZES.

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION
FOR

CONSERVATORIES,
PLANT HOUSES,
VINERIES, on F. & P.'s Iron Standards

ORCHID HOUSES,
With Impro-\'od Fittings,

PEACH HOUSES,
FRAMES,
HEATING APPARATUS, &c,,

iu any part of the country.

TESTIMONIALS.
From Eight Hon. LORD BURTON, Rangemore, near

Biirton-on-Trent.
" Messrs. Foster & Pearson, of Beeston, nfarNottiiigham, have put up a

number of liouses for us, both in Staffordshire and Scotland. We have every
reason to be higlily satisfied « itli the style aud quality of their work,
especially as compared with that of others whom we have previously em-
ployed. Their charges appear to be reasonable

—

Burton."

From J. W. BURGESS, Esq., Architect, Chislehurst, Kent.

"Gentlemen,—I am exceedingly pleased with the Conservatory you
liave erected here."

In the Construction of these Houses only the best Archangel and Petersburgh Timber is used,
after being Seasoned in our own Sheds for Two Years, ensuring great Durability.

SCIENTIFIC PRUNING and TRIMMING MADE SAFE, EASY, and RAPID.

THE GIANT PRUiyER.
The I^cic and Latest J}i cention /or ^icl'///ti/ic Pruning

and Training on a large scale.

Tlie great siicces-i of the "Standard" Tree Pruner and the
"Myticuttah" has induced us to give our attention to the pro-

duction of a somewliat similar Implement, but of a much more
powerful conitruetiou. In tlie Giant Pruner yon have a tool

cupul'le of EASILY cutting a branch 7 iuchea iu circumference,
with an exerting pressure of 1| ton-^.

Prices and Lengths in future Advertisements,

For Illu-itratod Price LISTS of above and other Novelties in

Pruning Tools, Fruit and Flower Gatherers, &,, apply to the Priu-
ipal Ironmongers and Seedsmen at liome and abruad ; or of the

((
HH Hand to Haii.l I'nui.-r

MYTICUTTAH

"

(Registered Trade Mark and Title).

Patented in Great Britain, France, and Gernianij,

Hitherto, strictly correct Pruning could only be
(lone by holding the branch with one hand aud
usin" a Knife with the other, but then only for

small branches, whereas the "Myticuttah" itself

holds the branch, cutting over an inch in diameter,
and in c:ise of prickly bushes, &c., it saves the
hands from injury. Garden and Lopping Shears,
which hack and bruise the branch, are entirely
superceded by this new Patent, and its many
advantages will at once commend it to the

practical Gardener or Foroter.

Sole Proprkiors and 3ia]cers : JHE STANDARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, ST. ALKMUND'S CHURCHYARD, DERBY.

NEW EDITION, CORRECTED UP TO DATE.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
By the late Sir JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P. Eeprmted from the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Price 3d., Post-free Sid.;

Twenty-five Copies 5s., Fifty 10s., and One Hundred 20s.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hunch-ed Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Eflitorial Commimications ahouW be adiireiwd to " The Editor
;
" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Offlce. 41, WellingtOft Street, Covent Garden, London W.C.

Printed by WlLLIiM RccHiRrs, at the 0/Bce o£ Messrs. BRiDBURT, AONEW & Co.. Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitetriars, City of London, in the County ot Middlesei. and published by the

said William Kichatids, at the Offlce, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Corent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, December l.'i, 1888. Agent for Manchester—JOHM HIYWOOD.
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
IN AMERICA.

The Subscription to America, including Postage, is S4.30 for

Twelve Months.
Agent for America :—E. H. LIEBY, " Tlie American Garden,"

751, Broadway, New York, to whom American Orders may
be eent.

SPECIiMEN CONIFERS.—Trees for Avenues,
Evergreens, and Forest Trees in great variety. CATA-

LOGUE free on application.— RICHARD SMITH AND CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

LEARANCE SALE 0~F
SPRING FLOWERING BULBS.

Hyacinths, Daffodils (Narcissi). Tulips, Crocus, Snowdrops,
Winter Aconites, Chionodoxa, Scillas, Spanish Irises, early

flowering Gladioli. Alliums. Star of Bethlehem, Alstrsemeria-s,

&c. All in splendid condition, at reduced prices.

LIST free on application to

BARR AND SON. 12 and 13. King Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

Palms, Foliage Plants. Heaths. &c.

FRANCIS R. KINGHOKN will be pleased to
forward LIST of above with low prices. Leading

decorative PALMS in all sizes, great quantities, and in finest

health.
Richmond, Surrey ; and 191 and 192, Flower Market, Covent

Garden. W.C.

UONYMUS (Green).~60,000, all nice bushy
well-grown Specimens, 9 to 36 inches, £l to £10 per 100.

J. J. CLARK,
Qoldstone Farm, Brighton.

ARGE TRAINED PEACHES
anl NECTARINES, in full bearing, for immediate

furnishing of Peach-houses. Particulars on application.

DICKSONS r^imireiO. The Royal Seed Warehouse. CHESTER.

HRYSANTHEMUMS to and from all parts
of the Globe. By far the best collection of new and old

varieties in commerce. Descriptive Catalogue with Cultural

Directions bv E. Molyneui and C. Orchard. Acknowledged in

Europe and America as the best Descriptive Catalogue. Price

6rf. ; frtie to customers. Awarded 3 Medals and 20 First-class

Certificates. I never exhibit for prizes in competition with
Gardeners or Amateurs. Open to purchase new varieties of

merit.- R. OWEN, F.N.C.S., Floral Nursery, Mai.Ieuhead.

V

A

pARTER'S VADE MECUM for 1889
\J is Now Ready, and will reach Messrs. CARTER'S
Customers within the next few days. Piice ONE SHILLING
(post-free) to unknown Correspondents. It contains 7 elegant

Coloured Illustrations, and will be found a most thorough
Book of Reference by all whodesire to cultivate successfully the

choicest Vegetables and the prettiest Flowers.

JAMES CARTER AND CO., The Queen's Seedsmen by Royal
Warrant. 237 and 238. HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.

ILIUM A U R A T U M.—
THE GOLDEN-RAYED LILY OF JAPAN can now be

purchased in Cases containing 50 fine Bulbs, just as received

from the Japanese Bulb Farms, unopened and unexamined,
at 2hs. perCase ; sent Free to any Railway Station in England
and Wales on receipt of Postal Order for 23s. 9rf. Cases con-

taining 100 fine Bulbs, price 40s. Fine and sound Bulbs per
dozen, 45., 6s., 9s., 12s., and 18s. Mammoth Bulbs, 2s. 6rf. and
S."!. 6rf. each. All sent packing and carriage free.

CARTERS', Royal Seedsmen by Sealel Warrants, 237 and
23S, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.

The Best Present for a Gardener.
INES and VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
New Edition.

Price 5s., post-free hs. Qd.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

LARGE LIST ^f CYPRIPEDIUM
disposable for the Trade, 19 sent free on demand by

ED. P Y N A E R T, Nurseryman, Ghent. Belgium.

pHOICE FLOWERS and FRUIT,
\J Highest Market Prices guaranteed. Prompt cash.

HENRY RIDES (late Wise & Rides). Fruit and Flower
Salesman, Covent Garden, W.C.

ESSRS. GREGORY and EVANS,
NUBSEHYMEN, Sidcup, and 285, 286, 287, 288, Flower

Market, Co%'ent Garden, London, W.C are open to RECEIVE
CONSIGN.MENTS of Choice CUT FLOWERS in any quantity
for their Commission Department. Boxes and Labels supplied.

Telegraph Address— " COMMISSION, SITICUP."

Q QUE LCH AND B A R N H A M
,O North Row, Covent Garden, W.C, are OPEN TO DIS-

POSE OF any quantity of MUSCATS and BLACK GRAPES,
TOMATOS, CUCUMBERS, FRENCH BEANS, STRAW-
BERRIES, CHOICE FLOWERS, &c. Highest Market Prices

obtained. AccountSales daily ; cheques weekly, or as preferred

by Sender. Baskets and Labels supplied. References j^iven.

RICE AND CO. will be pleased to RECEIVE
and DISPOSE of any quantity of Choice OUT FLOWERS

at best Market Prices. Reference : London and County Bank,
(30, Castle Street, Long Acre, W.C, and Flower Market, Covent
Garden, W.C. Telegraphic Adi)Re.ss—Adiantum, London,

Wanted, Large Falms.

WANTED, extra large I'ALMS, such as
LATANIA BORBONICA, CHAM.a:ROPS of sorts,

KENTIAS, &c. ; any size up to 20 feet hisjh ; must be in pots
or tubs. Good value given in Cash, or PLANTS IN
EXCHANGE. Apply, with full particulars to

WILLS AMD SEQAR. Florists by Royal Warrants to Her
Majesty the Queen and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, South
Kensington, London, S.W.

ANTED, ARUMS, EUCHARIS,
ORCHIDS, ROSES, CAMELLIAS, CHRYSANTHE-

MUMS, and other CHOICE CUT FLOWERS. Best Market
Prices returned.—Address, S. HILL, .7un., 21, Charlotte Street,

Fitzroy Square, W. ; and Covent Garden Flower Market, W.C.

ANTED, GARDENIA FLORIBUNDA,
one or two large Plants; must be healthy and free-

flowering.—Size and price to P., Gardeners' Ckronicte Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

ANTED, CUT FLOWERS and CHOICE
GRAPES.—The West of England Cut Flower and Fruit

Supply are now in a position to give the highest possible prices

for Choice Cut Flowers and Grapes.—The West of England Cut
Flower and Fruit Supply, 5 and t>, Barrs Street. Bristol.

WANTED, Lowest Trade Price for several

hundred APPLE TREES. Bush and Standard.—State
kinds to STADDON, 29, St. Ann's Well Road, Nottingham.

THE GARDEN ANNUAL, ALMANACK,
and ADDRESS BOOK for 1889. The most Complete and

Accurate Reference Book for the use of all Interested in Gardens
yet published. The Alphabetical Lists of all Branches of the

Horticultural Trade have been corrected up to the 10th of

November. The Lists of Gardens and Country Seat-3 (contain-

ing over 7900), have been very carefully and exten.sively

revised, and are admitted to be the most complete ever pub-

lished. Price Is. ; post-free Is. 3fi.—Of all Booksellers. News-
agents, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, or from the Publishing

Office. 37. Southampton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE for 1839.
—Now ready: price Is., post-free. Beautifully Illus-

trated with Coloured Plates of Sutton's Gloxinias, Sutton's

Primulas, Sutton's Tomatos, and a Photograph of a House of

Sutton's Hero of Lockinge Melon (grown from Sutton's Seed

by Mr. J. H. Goodacre, The Gardens, Elvaston Castle). The
book contains also the most complete List, with accurate

descriptions of the best Vegetables, Potatos, and Flowers,

including many Novelties of proved merit.

SUTTON AND SONS. Royal Seed Establishment, Reading.

In Full Flower.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.—8000, in 6-inch
pots, flowered to perfection. 2s. 6rf. each, 27s. per dozen.

Free on rail here for cash with order.

JOHNSON, Aslockton, Nottingham.

E W BRUSSELS SPROUTS.N
DIXON'S PRESIDENT CARNOT."

Price 2s. 6rf. per Packet, post-free.

JOHN ETHERINGTON DIXON,
SEED MERCHANT, Lord Street, GAINSBOROUGH.

For further particulars, see Advertisement in December 1 , 1888.

Wholesale Agents—Messrs. HURST AKD SON. 16J, Hounds-
ditch, London, E. ; and Messrs. COOPER, TAEER axd CO.
(Limited). 90, Southwark Street, London, S.E.

oRGHIDS a SPECIALTY.— See New Inter-
leaved CATALOGUE, post-free on application,

FRED HORSMilN and CO., Colchester.

REES and SHRUBS for the Sea Coast.
CATALOGUE free on application.—RICHARD SMITH

AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

Lillum auratum.

HURST AND SON have received direct from
Japan, a large consignment of the above in excellent

condition, and will quote low prices on application.

Seed .Warehouse. 152, Houndsditch, London, E.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS, in small pots.

Splendid stuff of all best kinds, and true to name. Price

List on iipplication.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN, Nurseryman, Richmond, Surrey.

1 1 on 000 GARDEN POTS, 3^ in. diam.,
L^ JLV/ v'i) V/V/ V/ in stock, ready for immediate delivery;

carriage and breakage free on £10 orders; half carriage on £ri.

Acknowledged by the trade to be the best pots manufactured.

Largest Stock and Largest Manufacturers in United Kingdom.
RICHARD SANKEYa.M'SON. Bui well Potteries. Nottingham.

IIOMSO^' 'S IMPROVED VINE and PLANT
MANURE.—This valuable Manure is made only by U9.

Every bag and tin has our name on it. To be had of alt Nursery

and Seedsmen, and direct from us. 1 cwt. and over carriage

paid. London Agent—Mr. GEORGE, 10, Victoria Road. Putney.

WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Clovenfords. Galashiels. N.B.

ASTUPLANTA, the best Artificial Manure.
It enriches the soil with the fertilisers drawn from it by

plants- no unpleasant smell; admirably a-lapted for all pot

plants. In bags: 112 1b., 19s.; 66 lb., lU, 3/. ; 28 lb., 6s. 9rf.

;

141b 4.9.; 7lh.,2s.3d. In tins. Is. each. Sjte Manufacturers,

PHILIP HARRISAKDC0.(Limited),9.BullRing. Birmingham .

NICOTINE SOAP.—An effectual eradicator

of all insect pests affecting plants, without injury

to foliage. Jars, Is. tfrf., 3s.. 5s. 6d. ; Tins 15s. 6d., 2os., <fbs.

Alt See lemen and Florists.

H R T E,i N T
\ Best quality. Horticultural and general purposes.

HOCKAUAi" AND CO., Colliery Proprietors, LYDNEY.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Cliristinas Holidays.—Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that, in conwquenot^ of the CHRISTMAS

H0LID.1YS. therf wiU bo NO ,SALE .it their Booms during
NEXT WEEK.

Sample Sale.—January 1st, 1889.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announci- that their NEXT SALE of NURSERY

STOCK and GREENHOUSE PLANTS from Sample, will take
place at their .Vuction Rooms an above, for which they will be
glad to RECEIVE NOTICE OF EiNTRIES aa soon as possible.

PreUmlnary Notice —Friday, January 11, 1889.
ODONTOCLoSSIUI ALEXANDR.B, fine estiiblished Plants,

ail nntlowered in this country, specially selectefl, "

NAMED cy PRI PE D I tl MS. "
"'

For Sale, without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central

Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Clieapside, London, E.G., on FRIDAY,
January 11, 18S9, by order of Messrs. Shuttlewortli, Carder & Co.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Preliminary Notice.
THE BARVINS PARK COLLECTION of ORCHIDS.—Unre-

served Sale of the whole of this exten-^ive Collection of

Established ORCHIDS, by order of the Proprietor, in con-

sequence of his leaving the neighbourhood and selling the
EstLite. The collection ircludes a large number of Odon-
togla>,sum Alexandrce, ail uuflowered, principally selected

from Messrs. Shuttleworth, Carder & Co. "s importation of

the broad-petal PACHO varieties. Seven days' Sale.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that they have been favoured with instruc-

tions to SELL by PUBLIC AUCTION, at their Rooms, in

JANUARY and FEBRUARY NEXT, the whole of this extensive
COLLECTION of ORCHIDS.

Full particulars will appear in due course.

Tiuraday Next.—(Sale No. 7833.)

10,000 GRAND BULBS of LILIUJt AURATUM (some in cases

as received), L. Krameri, L. longiflorum, aud other
LILIES just received from Japan, in the finest possible

condition ; .SOOO splendid Berlin LILY of the VALLEY,
Crowns; several hundred fjILY' of the \'ALLEY Clumps;
Home-grown LILIES, Hardy Japanese IRIS, First-class

Double South African TUBEROSES and AMARYLLIS,
fine Clumps of HELLEBORUS NIGER. LILIU.VI HAR-
EISII, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C. on THURSDAY NEXT, December 27, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Saturday, December 29.—(Sale No, 7s.i5.

)

CHOICE -NAMED STANDARD AND DWARF ROSES,
Pyramid and Dwarf-trained FRUIT TREES, consisting of

APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES. &c. ; Hardy
Ornamental SHRUBS and CONIFERS in great variety

;

BORDER PLANTS in variety. A&o several hundred
Lots of First-class BITLBS. comprising Hyacinths, Tulips,
Crocuses, Narcissus, Scillas, Snowdrops, Iris, Anemones,
Ranunculi, Liliums, Gladioli, Ixias, Sparaatis, &e.

;

Spirffia japonica ; Lily of the Valley in Crowns and
Climbers. &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, .38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on SATURDAY, December 29, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Special Sale of Orchids In Flower and Bud.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
his NEXT SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER

aud BUD, will take place at his Great Rooms, 33, King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, January 17, at half-
past 12 o'clock precisely, and he will be glad if Gentlemen de-
sirous of Entering Plants for this Sale, will SEND LIST AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE.

Preliminary Notice.

MESSRS. PINKERTON and CO. have been
favoured with instructions by James L. Boynon. Esq.,

Caen, France, to SELL by AUCTION, at an EARLY DATE,
his large and very valuable Stock of

CHOICE ROSES. &c.
Many Prizes have been taken for Rose Growing by Mr.

Boyson, including Paris. May, 1SS7, and May. 1888.
The Auctioneers recommend intending Planters to wait this

Sale. Catalogues on application.
PINKERTUN AND CO., Auctioneers. Ba?jiar, Glasgow.

WANTED TO RENT, RANGE of GLASS,
suitable for Growing Cut Flowers, Fruit, Tomatos,

&e., extensively for Market. Full particulars,
G. H,, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

In Cnancery.—Bamet, Herts.

''PO BE SOLD, a choice piece of FREEHOLD
-L and COPYHOLD LAND. 5 a. 3 r. 14 p., containing a
frontage of about U70 feet to the Main Road and Well House
Road, and from its high and healthy position it is most
eligible for either Building. Nursery, Florist, or Market Garden
purposes. No reasonable offer refused.
Apply to PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, E«tnte Agents,

67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C.

To market Gardenere. Florists. Nurserymen, &c.
H AM PrON-ON-T HAMES.

FOR SALE, choice FREEHOLD LAND, in
Acre Plots, suitable for above. Rich Garden Soil with

gravel and sand sub-soil. The land isconsidered by theTrade the
finest near London for Grapes and all other Market Products.
Apply, SECRETARY, Estates Investment and Villa Farm

Company, Estate Office, Tangley Park, Hamptonon-Thames,

South of England.

LARGE GARDEN, 20 Acres, with Twenty
Greenhouses and Vineries. £7000 has been spent on the

property. Seven years" lease. Two Cottages inclusive. £150
a year. ELDRIDGE, Portsmouth.

R CHI D S.
THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL CO.

(JOHN COWAN), Limited,
Expect to receive in the course of the next few days

a fine Importation of

O R C H I D S,
consisting of specially fine masses of

DENDROBIIJM WARDIANUM, D. THYRSIFLORUM, D.
DEVONIANIIM, D. CRASSINOUE, D. HARVEY'ANUM, D.
INFtrNDIUULUM, D, BRYMERIANUM, D. SUAVISSIMUM,
D. IIF.TEKOCARPU.M, D. PRIMIILINUM, CYMBIDIUM
EBURNEUM, VANDA CCERULEA, &c., &C.

Circular ivith full j^c^rticulan^ on appliration.

TH£ VINEYARD AND NXTBSEBIES,
GARSTON, LIVERPOOL,

Begonia Scharffll,

JOHN LAING AND SONS have great pleasure
in offering plants of this, the finest species of the genus,

(See Garifcaers CArontc^e, page 670.) Price 5s. and 7s. 6rf. each.
The Nurseries, Forest Hill, S.E.

Select Garden Seeds.

OUR CATALOGUE of Select Vegetable
Seeds, Flower See is. Seed Potatos. &c., is now ready,

and may be had post-free on application.
DICKSONS (Limited). The Royal Seed Warehotise. CHESTER.

CREEPERS FOR WALLS.—By planting
what is suitable, an ugly object may easily be made

beautiful. Most being in pots, can be sent and put out at any
time. Descriptive LIST and advice Free.—RICHARD SMITH
AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants. Worcester.

T ILY OF THE VALLEY, fine Forcing
-Li Crowns or Clumps; SPIRJEA JAPONICA, DIELYTRA
SPECTABILIS. HYDRANGEA PANICITLATA GRA^DI-
PLORA &c. Price and samples on application.
WILLIAM DENMAN. 7. Catherine Street. Covent Garden.W.C.

To the Trade.
NUTTING AND SONs' Wholesale CATA-

LOGUE of Garden and Flower Seeds for 1S89 has been
posted to all their Customers. If not duly received please in-

form them, and another shall be sent.
Seed Warehouses, U16, Southwark Street. London. E.C.

The Festive Season.

SPECIAL CUT FLOWERS.
Sjiecial prices.

W. RAVENHILL, Floral Salesman, 157, Norwood Road,
Heme Hill, S.E.. and Covent Garden, W.C.

pHRYSANTHEMUMS.—600 best sorts, true
V-/ to name, strong Cuttings now ready. Is. 6rf. perdoz., lO.f.

per 100. Many of the best Prizes and Silver Cups are taken by
my customers. For price of new .sorts, see Catalogue (2 stamps),
of VVM. ETHERINGTON, Chrysanthemum Grower, Swans-
combe, Kent.

VENUE TREES.—Well rooted, with stout
straight stems and good heads.

ELMS, Huntingdon. 10 to 12 feet, lbs. per doz., 100s. per 100;
12 to 14 feet. 21s. per doz., 150s. per 100.

LIMES, crimson twigged, 8 to 10 feet, 12s. per doz., 90s. per
100 ; 10 to 12 feet. 18s. per doz.

MAPLE, Norway, 10 to 12 feet, 18s. per doz., 130s. per 100.
POPLAR, Black Italian, 8 to 10 feet. 8s. per doz., 50s. per 100

;

10 to 12 feet, 10s. per doz., 65s. per 100 ; 12 to 14 feet,
12s, per doz.

„ Balsam, 8 to 10 feet, 12s. per doz. ; 10 to 12 feet. 18s.

per tloz.

CATALOGUES of Forest. Frviit and Ornamental Trees,
Roses, &o., post-free upon application.
JNO. .TEFFERIES and SON, Royal Nurseries. Cirencester.

I M E and OTHER TREE S.
The following Trees must be sold, to clear the ground :

—

Xm LI.MES, 111 to I.i feet.

620 HORSE CHESTNUTS, 12 to 14 feet.
.•ISO WALNUTS. « t.i 12, to 18 feet.

110 SY'CAMORES, 6 to 10 feet.

Offers for a part or the whole to be sent to the
MANAGER, Calcot Gardens. Reading, Berks.

To those about to Plant.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, com-
prising fine Transplanted Fruit Trees, Roses, Hardy

Climbers. Rhododendrons, Conifers, Ornamental and Flower-
ing Trees and Shrubs, Forest Trees, &c., in large varieties and
quantities, adapted to all soils and climates. Sent free on
application to

GEO. .TACKMAN ANI> SON, Woking Nursery. Surrey.

To tbe Trade.
SEED POTATOS

HAND F. SHARPE'S Special Priced List of
• SEED POTATOS will be issued in a few days. In the

meantime they will be pleased to givequotations forany varie-
ties their friends may require.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

ALF-SPECIMEN STEPHANOTIS, free-
flowering variety, very fine stuff, 10 to 12 feet ; also

25,000 AUCUBAS, all sires. For particulars apply to
G. SMITH, Dell Nursery, Kock Ferry, Cheshire.

THE FIRST GAEDENERS IN ENGLAND
PRONOUNCI':

OAKSHOTT & MILLARD'S NOVELTIES
For 1889,

To be the BEST. For particulars see

OAKSHOTT & MILLARD'S SPRING ANNUAL for 1889,
Now ready.

The present edition has been practically ^^ritten by practica
men, is full of most u-eful information, and should be read by
all Purchasers of Seeds before buying elsewhere.

6(^. post-free. Gratis to intending purchaser^i.

OAKSHOTT & MILLARD,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, READING.

RHODODENDRON PONTIGUM,
Fo)- Parks, Plantations, and Coverts.

AN IMMENSE STOCK OF ALL SIZES.

VERY LOW QUOTATIONS.

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.,
KINGS ACRE NURSERIES, near HEREFORD.

ORCHID SEEDS.—PALM SEEDS.
Seeds of Forest Trees, Shrubs, Aquatics, &c.

Choicest Vegetable and Flower Seeds.
Descriptive Catalogue ("18^9), Is., poit-free {refunded to

ciistomer-i).

JARMAN & CO.,
CHARD. SOMERSETSHIRE.

TREES, FLOWERS, AND SEEDS

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,

PAUL'S NURSERIEsTwALTHAIVI CROSS,
Kiir tlic llct SEEDS, Bl'I.liS, Slc.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best FRUIT TREES aud GRAPE VINES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM GROSS,
For the Best E\'ERGREENS, Park and Roadside TREES.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
For the Best CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, LAPAGERIAS, &c.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS,
close to the Waltham Cross Station, Great Eastern Railway

(half an hourfrom London).INSPECTION INVITED.
Prices low as possible. Priced Catalogues free.

Goods Packed hy experimced hands fof all parts of the World.
Oi.s/T!'? the Christian 7iame.

WM. PAUL & SON
Rose Growers by Appointment to Her

Majesty the Q,ueen,
Tree, Plant, L'li/h, and Seed Merchants.

Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiniiiiiininiiiniiriitiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiitiiff

I
PLANTING SEASON.

|

I HARDILY-GROWN I

I^OREST, ^RUIT,|
& ALL OTHER

I
TREES S PLANTS,

IEvergreens, Roses, &c.]

I NURSERIES 400 ACRES. |

\Largest £ Finest Stocks in Europe.]
I I-VSPECTION EARNESTLY INVITED. =

Priced Catalogues Gratis & Post Free.
Estimates a all particulars on Application.

iLrjIITED), =

i The Mnrseries, I

I '^if*T^:f|,(°';ii"^"}Dicksons Chester. [
iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiniiiKil
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I
F YOU CANNOT GET FRUIT TREES

TRUE TO NAME,
Write to GEORGE BUNYAiiD AND CO.

TF YOU WANT ANY CHOICE SORTS that
X your Local Firms cannot Supply,

Write to GEORGE BUNYARD and CO.

OR FRUIT TREES by the Dozen, Hundred,
or Tliousand,

Write to GEORGE BUNYARD and CO.

QEND INTO KENT, and get the FINEST
kj TREES—No Starvi'lings, No Blight—at

GEORGE BUNYARD AXD GO'S.

TLLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF FRUIT
A TREES. 800 Kinds, Six Stamps.

SKELETON LIST—Names and Prices—also all Outdoor
Stock. Gratis.

ROSE LIST, CONTFER and SHRUB LISTS, Free.
One Hundred Acres Nursery. Liberal terms.

GEORGE BUNYARD and CO.,
PO.MOLOGISTS and GENERAL NURSERYMEN,

"VTAIDSTONE, KENT.

ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity
Road, Wandsworth, S.W., begs to call the attention of

Gentlemen and others Planting, to his large and varied stock

of FOREST and ORNAI^IENTAX TREES, also FRUIT TREES,
SHRLBS, ROSES, and CLIMBING PLANTS, &c., which are

in tine condition for transplanting, and being grown near
London, are especially adapted for Town and Suburban Plant-

ing. Also extra-fine SEAKALE, and RHUBARB for Forcing.
All goods delivered free by own vans within a radius of

6 miIe-1. CATALOGUES free on application, and a personal
inspection of tlie stock solicited.

X\r GORDON, Immense stock of ORCHIDS
;

T T • best value and cheapest house in the Trade.

The best cut of ORCHID PEAT in commerce; selected

turves, 1 bushal, 2s., 3 bushel sack, 5s.. carriage forward.

LILIES, Enormous Importations. Silver Eanksian Medal,
Silver Jledal, National Clirysanthemum Society, 18S8.

LILItni AURATUM, Imported Bulbs. Gd., 9d., Is.^.U. &d.

ej,ch; .'iSs., iriS., 70s., 90s. per 100. Home-grown bulbs, 9d.,

Is., Is. 6rf., 2s, each. Special Trade quotation for quantities.

JAPANESE MAPLES, Silver Bauksiau Medal.

,, TREE PiEONIES, 7 First-class Certificates.

,, IRIS, most gorgeous, 4 First-class Certificates.

CAT.ALOGUE of the above on application to

The Nurseries, Amyand Park Road, Twickenham.

ILIUM AURATUM.
First quality only. Healthy bulb*. Warranted.

Large importation just received.

Tlie Original Case. 72 Bulbs, £2.

DE NEDERL, EN INDISCBE TUINEOUW MAATSCHIJ,
ZEIST, Tlie Netherlands.

Wholesale Importer and Exporter of Orchids and Seeds.

Fruit Trees.
CA AAA PLUMS and DAMSONS, all fine-
'J\j9f\J\J\J grown trees—For price apply to
FLETCHER BROS., Ottershaw Nurseries, Cliertsey, Surrey.

TAy'HOLESALE SEED CATALOGUE for
T T 1889.—We have now published our Catalogue of

Vegetable and Flower Seeds, containing also all the best
Novelties of the season. May be had on application. Any of

our customers not having received one by post will oblige by
letting us know, when another e^hall at once be posted.

WATKINS AND SIMPSON, Seed and Bulb Merchants,
Exeter Street, Strand, London, W.C. ; Seed and Trial Grounds,
Feltham and Twickenham, Middlesex.

HI. HARDY'S NEW PRIMROSE
• NOVELTIES.—Choice varieties of about thirty beau-

tiful colours, from pure white to dark maroon. Strong plants,
6s. per 100, 4.'i.?. per 1000.

HARDY'S NEW "PRIMROSE POLYANTHUS " NOVEL-
TIES, in about eight splendid colours, mixed.—These are very
beautiful, forming magnificent trusses. Strong plants, 5s.

per 100, iitx. per 1000.

POLYANTHUS.—Hardy's Finest Selected Gold-laced Show
Flowers. Strong plants, 5s. per 100, 45s. per 1000.

STRAWBERRIES.— Vicomtesse H. dc Thury, President, Sir
Joseph Paxton. Strong plants, 2s, per 100, 12s. per 1000;
ditto, out of pots, 8s. per 100.

Cash. Extra plants for carriage. Package free.

H. I. HARDY. F.R.H.S.. Stour Valley Nurseries, Bures, Suffolk.

LB-FASHIONED HEDGES. — English
Yews, bushy, and with a profusion of fibrous roots,

Ij to 2 feet, 6s. per dozen, 35s. per 100 ; 2 to 2^ feet, 8s. per
dozen. .^Os. per 100 ; 2f to 3 feet, 9s. per dozen, 60s. per 100 ;

3 to '.i^ feet, 12s. per dozen, 84s. per 100. Prices of larger sizes

and other E\'ergreens, suitable for Hedges

—

e.g., Tree Box,
Holly, Laurel, Privet Cypress, Juniper, Thuia, &c., on appU-
ration.—RICHARD SMITH AKD CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Worcester.

LEAKANCE SALE (at sacrifice) of
PALMS, DRACAENAS. &c.

LATANIA BORBONICA and PHCENIX RECLINATA, 12
inches high, 4s. per dozen, 30s. per 100. Package and
carriage free.

LATANIA BORBONICA, SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS, CORY-
PHA AUSTRALIS, and PHCENIX RECLINATA, 20 to
24 inches high. Is. 6rf. each, 16s. per dozen ; same kinds,
2 feet 6 to 3 feet high, 3s. to os. each.

Handsome PALMS, 4 feet high, 18s. each.

,, ,, 6 feet high, 40s. each.
Twelve assorted PALMS and DRACAENAS, averaging, with

pots, 24 inches high, in wood case, free, 18s, ; six do., 10s.

KENTIAS, .Is. to 21s. each.
DEACaiNAS, 24 inches to 5 feet high, 2s. to 40s. each.

Inspection invited.

GARDENER, Holly Lodge, Stamford Hill, N.

lUlTTRErs
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Besa-iptiiv CATALOGUES Post-free.

I nHEAL&CONS
WliM Crawley, W Sussex.

ROSES-20 ACRES,
Well-rooted, many-shooted, truly named, of

matured vigorous growth, and of the best kinds.

Bushes, R. S. & Co.'s selection, 8«. per dozen
;

60s. per 100. Packing and carriage free for

cash with order.

These World-famed ROSES cannot fail to

give the greatest satisfaction.

ROSES IN POTS;
sll the best New and Old English and Foreign

sorts, from 18s, to 36s. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application,

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

WORCESTER.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF
FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.

A Large and Select Stock is now offered for Sale.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits post-free.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

CHOICE EARLY FLOWERS.
SWEET-SCENTED RHODODENDPJ iNS. welI-biuUIe.1 plants.

2.S-. 6rf. to 3s. (jrf. each ; a few large. 5.«. to 7s. ^d. each.

These are very free-blooming, and one triis;? of flowers

will give a dplicioua fragranir in a greenhouse.
RHODODENDRON DA^'IESI, a plant of bushy habit and hand-

some foliage, bearing good trusses of bright orange flowers.

Awarded First-class Certificate at the London and Man-
chester Exhibitions. Fine plant.s, with buds, 5.'!., 75. 6(/.,

to 10s, tif/. each.
AZALEAS, HARDY, our own-raised Sweet-scented, alsoGhent

and Mollis varieties. Many thousands, fall of buds, which
are offered cheap.

CATALOGUE Free on application.

ISAAC DAVIES AND SON, Nurserymen. Ormskirk.

TRADE MARK

CHARLES SHARPE and CO,
Seed Growers and Merchants,

SLEAFORD,
TT7// linvc much pleasure In .sendinff

on ajjplieafion, spec/nl quofafions for

their home-saved stocks of Farm and

Garden Seeds.

TRADE MARK1ARK y)

December, 1888.

THE GARDENERS'

ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and SUBSOBIFTIONS

WILL BE THANKFULLY RECEIVED BY

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec.,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,
Chiswick, London, W,

BEACONSFIELD" YELLOW PRIMROSE.
The large Irish Yellow variety. Trade price, 5s. per

ounce. Retail, titf. and \s. per packet.
WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, F.R.H.S., Seedsman, Cork.

RIMULA OBCONICA.— The best market,
and " all the year round " blooming plant in cultivation.

Now is the time to sow. Seed Crop 1888. Per packet, 6(/. and Is.

Large Market Growers Packet'^, 2s. 6(/. Trade price on applica-
tion.—WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, F.R.II.S., Seedsman. Cork.

100 Herbaceous and Alpine Plants for 253.

r>ICHAKD SMITH and CO.'S Selection aa
V above contains a most interesting and valuable assort-

ment of beautiful and Hardy Plants for the Border or Rock-
work, which produce flowers and render the garden attractive
all through the year. Descriptive CATALOGUE post-free for

6 stamps.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.. Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Worcester.

TVTARCISSUS EMPEROR and EMPRESS.
X 1 The largest of all DAFFODILS. 12.!. per dozen each.
THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, The Tunbriilgc Wells Nurseries,

Kent.

OX—BOX—BOX.—For sale, a quantity of
Dwarf Box-edging, in excellent condition for planting.

For price, &c., apply to
The GAKDENER, The Grange, Stourbridge.

E W CHRYSANTHEMUM
" STANSTEAB SURPRISE."

We have pleasure in offering this fine Japanese Seedling of

our own raising. It is a rich rosy crimson, with silvery

reverse ; immense flower and good keeper.

Figured iu tlie Journal if J/ortictfltvre of November 8 last,

and received a First-class Certificate from the National Chry-
iantlieniura Society. Early orders solicited for February
delivery as strong plants at 7s. 6rf. eacli, 3 for los.

.JOHN LAING AN-D SONS, Begonia Specialists and Nnrserj--

meo. Forest Hill, S.E.

To the Trade.
VEGETABLE and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to give
• SPECIAL QUOTATIONS for all the best kinds of

VEGET/UILE and FIELD SEEDS grown thissea-^on from care-

fully selected stocks. The quality is very good, and the prices

will be found advantageous to purchasers.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

NGLISH YEWS, 3, 4, 0, and 6 feet.

BOX, Green, 3, 4, 5, and C feet.

,, Variegated, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

PLVUS AUSTRIACA, 3, 4, .=., and 6 feet.

All well furnished, and linely rooted. Many thousands.

ANTHONY WATEKER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

REES and SHRUBS snitable for Towna and
Smoky Districts. CATALOGUE free on application.—

RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Worcester.

E VER GREEN HEDGES,
EVERGREEN HEDGES.

YEWS, English, IJ to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; 2 to 2} feet, 4.is. per

100 ; 2J to 3 feet, 65s. per 100.

HOLLIES, Green, 2 to 2' feet, 40s. per 100; 2J to 3 feet, 60s.

per 100.

LAURELS, Common, 1§ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet,

l.ns. per 100; 2i to 3J feet, 20s. per 100.

THUIA LOBBII. 2J to 3 feet, 30s. to 40s. per 100.

W'e hold immense stocks of the above, all bushy and well
rooted Plants.

Special offer for Covert Plants. &c., free on application.

JOHN PERKINS AXD SON, The Old Established Nursery

and Seed Business, 52, Market Square. Northampton.
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS—" QUICK," NORTHAMPTON.

pARNATION "GLOIRE DE NANCY."—
\.J We are sending out for the fourth season our true strain

of this the grandest White Carnation in cultivation, quite

nardy, and for pot culture for cut bloom it haa no equal.

Robust and free bloomer. £l per 100, Us. for 50, 6s. for 2.1, good

rooted layers. We Iiave a fine stock of GAKDEXIAS, the best

sorts in cultivation, from Is. to 40s. each. Cash with Order.

E. COLLINS AND SONS, Cumberland Park Nursery,

Willesden Junction.

OA (\t\(\ CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
Ov/^\/V/V/ finest Double and Single Varieties (some

of the flowers of which become 10 inchea across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

climbing and bedding, from 12s. to 24s. per dozen, strong

plants ; extra strong plants, repotted into ,5J-inch pots, 2s. 6d.

each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellentfor

bedding, recently sent out by us, reduced price 2s. tjrf. each.

Descriptive LIST on apphcation.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.,

Nuraerymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.
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Palms, Healthy, in Quantity.

WICETON, Putney, S.W., has a very tine

• stock of the above to offer in all sizes ; also a few fiue

extra large fruiting PEACH TREES, &c.

129 and 1.30, Flower Market Covent Garden, W.C.

TREES and SHRUBS for Game-covers and
Underwood. lutending planters should send for CATA-

LOGUE, free on application.—RICHARD SMITH and CO.,

Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester.

CHRYSANTHEJIUMS.—Having taken this

season 21 First Prizes. £25 Cup Portsmouth, Silver Cup
Devizes, can o£fer good Cuttings. See Gardenini? Papers.

Catalogue, 3rf.—W. and G. DROVER, Florist, Fareham.

ABIES AMABILIS, True, and other North
American Seeds and Plant^^ collected personally by

WILLIAJI STEWART, 28, Esplanade, Greenock. Scotland.

Price LIST and Samples on application.

FOR SALE, a fine lot of healthy Specimen
AZALEAS, covered with Flower-buds; also tine Speci-

mens of CLERODENDRONS. AXTHURIUM SCHERZERIA-
NUMS. Specimen CROTONS. FERNS, &c., all in the best of

condition.—For price and particulars, apply to

G. H. COLE, The Gardens, Woodbank, Dumfries.

T ILY OF THE VALLEY and ROMAN
A-i HYACINTHS, 2s. per dozen; Scarlet and Yellow
TULIPS. Is. per dozen; White POTTBACKEK, Is. id. per

dozen. All on Roots, or Cut. Cash with Order.

W. ICETON, Putney, S.W.

ROSES! ROSES!! ROSES !!!—The best and
cheapest in the World. 40 choice Perpetuals for 21s.

Purchaser's selection from 400 best varieties. CATALOGUES
free on application. Ten acres of Rosea, 100,000 grand plants

to select from. Plant now.
JAMES WALTERS. Rose Grower. Exeter.

BEFORE ORDERING SEEDS
"WRITE FOR

CHARLES SHARPE & GO.'S

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
For 1889,

Post-free on application.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.,
Seed Growers and Merchants,

SLEAFORD.

CANNELL'SSEEDS
SPERFECT ONLY - DIRECT FROM 2ZWANLEY — KENT.

WE GROAV ALL OUR OWN SEEDS
(many acres) in by far the most sunny and favourable

spot in England. They will be found not only much the beat

but cheapest, and the most reliable. Our great aim is to pro-

duce, offer, and supply, at the least possible co^t.

rONCE for ours, very

much the

best of all

CATALOGUES

Bev. C. E. WALKEK, March Rectory, Cambridgeskire.—
Messrs. Cannell's seeds deserve their world-wide reputation.

STRAWBERRIES.
Strong Roots, 4s. per 100. Plants in small pots, 16s. per 100 ;

ditto in large pots, 25s. per 100. Descriptive LIST free.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-
chants, Worcester.

UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Too well known to require descrip-
tion. Price, 6s. per bushel (la. extra
per bushel for package), or 6d. per
cake ; free by parcel post, la.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural directions
enclosed, with oursignature attached.
WM. CUTBUSH AND SON

(Limited), Nuraerymen and Seed
Merchants, Highgate Nuraeries. N.

n>a*<Bik-<«A

ORCHID PEAT, best quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. EHO-

DODENDKON and AZAIEA PEAT. Samples and Prices to

WALKER iSD CO., Farnborough, Hants.

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Prize Medals.
Quallt7, THE BEST In the Market. (All sacks included.)

PEAT, best brown fibrous ... 5s. per sack. 6 sacks for 22s. fld.

PEAT, best black fibrous ... 4s. 6(i. ,, 5 sacks for 20s.

PEAT, extra selected Orchid 7s. 6rf. ,. 5 sacks for 35s.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST Ms. per bush.. 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PEAT MOULD ... f (sacks included).

SILVER SAND, coarse. Is. 6d. per bush., Hs. half-ton. 2A$. ton.

RAFFIA FIERE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb. ; 28 lb., 21a.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 35. per bush., gs. per sack.

CHUBB'S" PERFECT" FER-1 In Bags.
TILIZER (the Best Food for ( .— * ^

all kinds of Plants, Flowers, fTina. 71b. 14lb. 281b. 661b. Icwt.
Fruits, Vegetables, &c. ... j 1/6 3/- 6/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/2 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-

VIRGIN CORK (Beat Quality only) — 3/- 5/6 10/6 17/-

RUSSIAN MATS, BAMBOO CANES. PERUVIAN GUANO.
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCOAL, &c.

PEAT MOSS LITTER, cheapest and best Bedding for Horses and
Cattle. £2 per ton. Extra large Sample Bales, 6s. each. Al.-^o

prepareil forPouttry Pens, Rabbit?, &c., inSacks, l.?.6t/. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (by Chubb's special process),

sacks. Is. 4(i.eacli; 10sack3,12s.6d.; ISsacks, 17s.6(f.; 20 sacks,

20s, ; 25 9ack.H, 2is. ; 30 sacks, 275. ; 40 sacks, 35s. ; 50 sacks,

40s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail, .30s. Limited quantities

of G., special quality granulated in sacks only, 2s. 6rf. each.

SPECIAL MANURES, for Farmers, Agriculturists, Market

Gardeners, and others (concentrated into a Dry Powder).

CHUBB'S " PRODUCTIVE " MANURE, in bags. £3 per ton
(bags included); sample Icwt. bags, 4.?., producing extra-

ordinary results, and worth four or five time-^ the actual co.st.

Try it against any other manure, no matter what price.

CHUBB'S " COMPOUND SOOT and SEWAGE " MANURE,
in bags, £2 per tOn (bags included); sample Icwt. bag,

3s., made principally {by special process) from London

Soot and Sewage ^vith other fertilizing agents.

Terms strictly Cash with order. Bankers, Union Bank ofLenidon.

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FEKEY ROAD, MILWALL. LONDON, K.

SAVE H ALF TH E COST,
G A R S I D E'S

BEDFORDSHIRE

SILVER SAND,
Coarse and Fine,

Is admitted by the leading Nurserymen to be the Best
Quality obtainable in the Trade.
Consumers should Buy Direct from tJie Owner of these

Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the

ordinary cost. NO TRAVELLERS OR AGENTS.
Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price,

Frt-e on liiul or Canal. All Orders executed irtth the utmost

promptites.t and under personal supervision. Special Rail-

way Hates in force t^^ all parts.

GEO. GARSIDE, Jun., F.E.H.S., Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

PEAT for ORCHIDS,
AZALEAS, UEATHS, FEKNS. KHODODENDKONS, &c.

The Beat In the World.
A. JOHNSON AMD CO.. 23. Leadenhall Street, London. E.C.,

continue to receive the highest of testimonials (unsolicited) from
large Orchid Growers, stating the ORCHID PEAT supplied by
A. J. & Co. is by far the best they have ever used. Samples can be
seen at above address, or forwarded on application free of charge.

HUGHES' Soluble

Fir Tree OIL
FLORISTS AND NURSERYMEN SHOULD NOT

BE WITHOUT IT.

Unsurpassed as an insecticide, it kills effectually all

parasites aud insects which infest plants whether at the
roots or on the foliage, without injurj- to tender plants-
such as ferns, etc., if used as directed. Used asa WASH
it imparts the erloss and lustre to the foliage which is so
desirable on exhibition specimens.
Dog Fanciers should not be without it! It makes a

silky Coat and produces healthy Skin Action ; kills fleas,

and is excellent for washing dogs.
Housewives should not be without it! Used with

ordinary household soap it is an effectual DISIN-
FECTANT. BLEACHER. & CLEANER OF FABRICS.
It kills insect life on man, animal, or plant, without
injury to the skin, wherever parasites may appear.

Sold by Seedsmen and Chemists, Is. 6d..2s. (M. & 4s, fid.;

i gallon 7s, 6d.,l gallon 12s. 6d. , or less in larger quantitios,

A Treatise on FIR TREE OIL as an INSECTISlDE,
Its application to Plants and Animals, sent Post frea
on receipt of address, by the Manufacturer,

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, Manchester.
Whole.salf. from all the London Seed Merchants,

and Patent Medicine Houses.
NEW YORK—RoLEKB & Sons.

BENTLEY'S INSECTICIDE.
Is superseding the use of other Insecticides.

Used by nearly all the Leading Gardeners.
1 Gallon. 95.; ^ Gallon, 5s.; 1 Quart, ."^s. tirf. ; 1 Pint. 2s.

Testimonials and full particulars upon application.

J. BENTLEY,
Chemical Worka. Barrow-on-Humber. Hull.

BONES !-BONES!!-BONES!!!
Crushed Bones in all sizes for Vine Borders, Lawns, Potting,

Grass Lands. &c. Also BONE MEAL for Poultry Feeding,
GARDEN GUANO, DISSOLVED BONES, Special MANURES
and FERTILIZERS for all purposes.

For Prices, apply to

HAERISOK, BARBER & CO. (Umlted),
GARRETT LA>'E. WANDSWORTH, SURREY, S.W.

PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
CHOICE PLANTS, FERNS, HEATHS, AZALEAS, &c.

EPPS & CO. are now prepared to offer PEAT, as above,
of lirst-class quality, at lowest prices. Send for Samples, Price
List and Testimonials. Dei>6t tor HORTICULTURAL
SUNDRLES. LOAM. SAND, LEAF-MOULD, SPHAGNUM.
COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EFFS & CO., Bing-wood, Hants,

BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'
Reports. Sold in Tina, l5., 2s. 6d., .5s. 6rf.. aud 10.';. 6rf. each,
or 1 cwt. Bags, sealed, 13s. By all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone MiUs. Sheffield.

SULPHIDE of POTASSIUM (Harris).—

A

certain cure for Mildew on Plants. Red Spider, Aphis.
&c. Enough to make 32 gallons of 'solution, free for Is. 3rf.

The only kind to use is " Harris's specially prepared Sulphide
of Potassium." Sole Manufacturers :

—

PHILIP HARRIS AND CO.(Limited). 9. Bull Ring.Birmingham.

JENSEN'S GUANOS are the most perfect
Fertilisers. Promote and Sustain all Growth**. Do not

Kxhaust, but Enrich the Soil. Aualyses Guaranteed.
Six Prize Medals awarded in 1888.

.7. JENSEN AND CO. .(Limited), 109, Fenchurch Street. London.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrips, Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the
gallon of soft-water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines
and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against
American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended
to supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s., and 10s. 'od.

GISHUKSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). London.

Q ANKEY'S " MARKET POT," or LONGO TOMS, the best " Garden Pot" for Bedding Plants and
Market Work. The 3-in. Market Pot holds as much soil as an
ordinary 3^in. pot. thus saving half an ini-h in room for each pot.

Five sizes. 3 in., 3| in.. 4 in., 4j in., and 4^ in.; no rims, nearly

upright, an inch to li inches deeper than usual, very strong and
much lighter in weight—the very pot for Market Growers ;

great

eronomvinroom and weight. Largest Stock in I'nitedKingdon .

RICHARD SANKEY AND SON, Bulwell Potteri.-s. Nottinghan .

'^ PAMNT **

PROPAGATOR
Made in superior earthen ware. 14 iu. long, 6^ in. deep,and6in.

wide. luBide, 2^ inches from the top, is a perforated movable
fcil.He bottom, upon which the soil for cuttings or seeds is placed,
the lower half being filled with water, which is replenished
when required through the funnel. It tits evenly on 4-iuch
hot-water pipes, and will be found a simple and effectual mean.>t
of utilising them for propagating purposes. With the false
bottom removed it forms an effective vaporiser. Price 3s. each

;

six carriage and package free to any station in Great Britain
for £1 Is. : or two for 8.s. ^Sd. Sole makers and patentees,
T. PASCALL AND SONS, South Norwood Pottery,Surrey. S.E.

Garden Pots I

^^^^ ^^^ unsurpassed by any in the Trade.
•

I
£o orders carriage paid to any goods station

within 100 miles of London. Sample^ carriage free. Orchid
Pottery of everv description. Send for Price List.—THOS. PAS-
CALL & SONS, South Norwood Pottery. Surrey, S.E.

STOVES.
Terra-Cotta ! Portable I For Coal

!

ROBEKTS'S PATENT (IMPROVED),
for Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.

GREENHOUSES Heated 24 Hours for about One Penny,
without attention. ROBERTS'S PATENT TERRA-COTTA
STOVES for COAL give pure and ample heat with common
coal, or coal and coke. For Greenhouses. Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's.

THOMAS ROBERTS,
112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.
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THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
(Established 1841)

CONTAINS ARTICLES ON ALL DEPARTMENTS OF

GARDENING,
NOTICES OF ALL HORTICULTURAL MATTERS of CURRENT INTEREST,

EEPORTS of EXHIBITIONS, REVIEWS of BOOKS, and

HOME, COLONIAL, and FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Original lUustrations by W. H. FITCH, F.L.8., W. G. SMITH, F.L.S., W. J. WELCH, and Others.

Among the Contributors to recent Volumes the following, out of many hundreds may be named :—

A'JINE PLANTS :-

BACKHOUSE, J.

BALL, J., F.K.S.
CHURCHILL, G. C, Clifton, BristoL
CORREVON, H., Geneva.
DEWAR, D., Kew.
DOD, Rev. C. W.
JENKINS, E.

AMATEUR GARDENING :-

BADGER, E. W.
BOYLE, Hon. Mrs. E. V. B.
" S. BRI61D."
BRIGHT, the late H. A. ( " Notes

from a Lancashire Garden").
CLARKE, Col. Trevor.
EWBANK, Rev. H., Ryde.
LOWNE. B. T.
THOMSON, W.
WEIR, Harrison.

ARBORETUM :-

BARRON. W., Borrowash.
LAVALLEE. Alphonse, the late.

NICHOLSON, G., Curator, Royal Gar-
dens, Kew.

SARGENT, Prof., Boston. U.S.A.
SYME. G.
YEO, D. J., Lyneham.
YOUNG. Maurice.

BEE-KEEPING :-
CHTTTY, W.
KOBINSON, J. F.

CHEMISTRY :-
CHURCH, Prof., Kew.
DEHERAIN, Prof., Paris.

DYER. Bernard.
GILBERT. Prof., Rothamsted.
LAWES. Sir J. B.. Rothamsted.
MITCHELL, W. S.

WARINGTON, R. Rothamsted.
WILLIS, J. J.

DISEASES OF PLANTS :—

ARTHUR, Prof.. New York.
BASTIAN, Dr. Charlton, F.R.S.
BOS, Dr. Ritzema, Wageningen.
BERKELEY. Rev. M. J., F.R.S.
COOKE, Dr. M. C.
MURRAY. G., British Museum.
PAGET, Sir James, F.R.S.
PHILIPPS, W.
PLOWRIGHT, C. B.. (Fungi).
SJIITH, W. 6.
SORAUER, Prof., Proskau. [Forestry.
WARD, Prof. Marshall, School of

FZENS :-

BAKER, J. G., Eoyal Gardens, Kew.
DRUERY. C.
MOORE, T. (the late). Botanic Gardens,
HEMSLEY, A. [Chelsea.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS :-

DEAN. R.. Ealing.
DODWELL. E. S.. Oxford.
DOMBRADf. R«v. H. H.
DOUGLAS. J., nford.
DOWNIE. J., Edinburgh.
HOKNEK, Rev. F. D.
MOLYNEUX. E.
PAUL. G., Paisley.
TURNER, C, the late.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-
ADLAM. R. W.. Niital.

ANDRE. E., Paris.

ANTOINE, F., the late. Vienna.
BENNET. H., M.D.. Mentone.
BERGMAN, E.. FeiriSres.
BONAVLA, C, Lucknow.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

CARUEL, Prof., Florence.

CASPABY, Prof., Ktpnigsberg.
DAMMAR, Dr. Udo. Berlin.

DE MAR. J. A., Boston. U.S.A.
DRUDE. Prof., Dresden.
DUCHARTRE. Prof., Paris.

EICHLER. the late, Prof., Director,

Imperial Botanic Gardens, Berlin.

ENGLEK. Prof., Breslau.
FENZI. Cav. E.. Florence.

HANBURY. T., Mentone.
HART. J. H.. Trinidad.
HENRIQUEZ, Prof., Coimbra.
JOLY', C, Paris.

JENMAN. J. S., British Guiana.
KOLB. Max. Munich.
KRELAGE. E. H., Haarlem.
LANGE, ITot.. Copenhagen.
LEHMANN. H.. Popayaii.

MEEHAN. T., Philadelphia.
MONTEIRO. Chev., Lis-bon.

MORREN, the late Prof., Liege.

NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
NELSON, C. J.. Orange Free State.

OLIVEIRA, J. D.', Oporto.
OLIVER. Captain S. P., Madagascar.
PLANCHON. Prof., Montpellier.
PYNAERT, E.. Ghent.
REGEL, E., St. Petersburg.
EODIGAS. E.. Ghent.
SURINGAR. Prof., Leyden.
TROUBETZKOI, Prince (Eucalyptus).
VILMORIN. H. de. Paris.

WITTMACK. Dr., Berlin.

WOLKENSTEIN. St. Petersburg.

FORESTRY ;-

BRACE. C. J., France.
FRANCE. C. S., Aberdeen.
MICHIE, C. Y., Cullen. Aberdeen.
SCHLICH. Dr. Superintendent. Forest

Department, Cooper's Hill.'

WEBSTER. A. D.. Bromley.

FRUIT CULTURE:—
BARRON, A. F.. Chiswick.
BLACKJIORE. R. D.
BUNYARD, G., Maidstone. Kent.
CHEAL. J., Crawley, Sussex.
EH'ERS. T. F.
WARD. E., Hewell Grange.
WILDSMITH, W.. Hecklield Gardens.

GARDEN BOTANY :-

BAKER. J. G.. F.R.S.
BALFOUR. Prof., Edinburgh.
BALL, J.. F.R.S.
BENTHAM. the late G., F.R.S.
BOLUS, H.. Cape Town.
BROWN. N. E.. Hsrbarium, Kew.
BURBIDGE. F. W., Botanic Gardens,
CLARKE, Col. Trevor. [Dublin.
CLARKE. C. B.. F.R.S.
COOKE. Dr. (Fungi).
CORNU, Prof. Max, Paris.

DEOAISNE, the late Prof.. Paris.

DE CANDOLLE, A., Geneva.
DYER, W. T. T., Director. Royal

Gardens, Kew.
ELLACOMBE. Rev. Canon.
ELWES. H. J. (Lilies). [fers).

ENGELMANN. the late Dr. G. (Coni-
FRANCHET. Paris. [U.S.A.
GRAY. Prof. Asa. the late. Boston.
HEMSLEY. W. B.. Kew.
HOOKER. Sir J. D.. K.C.S.I., late

Director. Royal Gardens. "Kew.
JACKSON, Museum, Royal Gardens,

Kew (Economic Botany).
LEICHTLIN, Max. Baden-Baden.
LINDSAY. R.. Royal Botanic Gardens,

Edinburgh.
MAW. G. (Crocus).
MOORE, F., Royal Gardens, Glasnevin,

GARDEN BOTANY :-

MORRIS. D.. Assistant Director, Kew.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
OLn'ER, Prof., F.R.S.
ROLFE. R. A., The Herbarium, Kew.
SMITH, W. G. (Fungi).
STEIN, Breslau Gardens.
STRICKLAND, Sir C.
TODARO, Baron, Palermo.
WATSON. Sereuo. Boston. U.S.A.

GARDEN INSECTS :-

McLACHLAN, R., F.E.S., Pres. Ent.
Soc.

MICHAEL, A. E.. F.R.S.
WESTWOOD. Prof., F.R.S.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS ;-

BARR. P., Covent Garden.
CREWE. Rev. H. Harpur, the late.

DOD. Rev. C. W.
ELLACOjrBE. Rev. Canon.
ELWES, H. J.. Cirencester.

HARTLAND. Baylor. Cork.
PERRY, Tottenham.
POTTER, W., York.
WILSON, G. F.. F.R.S.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES ;-

BANCROFT, G.. M.D., Queensland.
BENNETT, O., M.D.. Sydney.
BONA VIA. Dr.. N. W. P., India.

COOPER, Sir Dan,, Bart.. Sydney.
DUTHIE. J. F., Saharunpore.
FAWCETT, W.. Superintendent Botani-

cal Department Jamaica
HART, J. H.. Superintendent, Botanical

Department, Trinidad.

IM THURN, Everard, British Guiana.
KING. Dr.. Director, Royal Botanic

Gardens, Calcutta.
MACOWAN, Prof., Cape Town
MUELLER, Baron Sir Ferd. von,

Melbourne.
MURTON. H. J., Siam.
RIDLEY. H. N.. Superintendent Botan-

ical Department, Singapore.

SCHO.MBURGK, Dr., Adelaide.

S:\nTH. T.. New Zealand.

TRDIEN. H.. Csylon.
WOOD, Medley, Botanic Garden, Dur-

LANDSCAPE GARDENING !-

ANDRE, E.. Paris.

BOSCAWEN. Hon. and Rev. J. T.
BURVENICH. F.. Ghent.
JACKMAN. J., Woking.
JULIAN, G. Richards.

ORCHIDS -
ANDERSON. J., Meadowbank.
BACKHOUSE, J., York.
BULL, W.
BULLEN, R., Botanic Gardens,

Glasgow.
BUYSSON. M. La Comte.
CRAWSHAY. De B.
LAWRENCE. Sir Trevor. Bart.. M.P.,

President, Royal Horticultural Soc.

LEE. W.. Downside.
LINTiEN. Lucien, Brussels.

O'BRIEN, James.
PFPTZER. Prof.. Heidelberg.
REICHENBACH, Prof., Hamburgh.
RIDLEY. H. N., Singapore.
SANDER, F.
SMEE. A. H.
SWAN. W., Staines.
VEITCH, H. J.

WILLIAMS. B. S.

WOOLFORD, C.

PRACTICAL GARDENING :-

ATKINS, J.

AUSTEN, J.. Witlcy Court Gardens.
BAILLIE, W. M., Luton Hoo Gardens.
BAINES, T.
BAXTER, W. H., Botanic Gardens,

Oxford.
BLAIR. T., Shrubland Gardens.
CARMICHAEL. A.M. .Henley in Arden.
CHALLIS, T.
CHRISTIE, A., Warwick Castle.

COLEM.AN, W., Eastnor Castle

G.ardens.
COOMBER. J.. The Hendre, Monmouth.
COOMBER. W.. Regent's Park.

CROSSLING, B., St. Fagan's Castle

Gardens.
CULVERWELL. W., Thorpe Pcrrow.
DEAN, A. (Potatos, &c.).

DEWAR, D., Royal Gardens, Kew.
DIVERS. W. H., Ketton.
DOUGLAS, J., Great Oearies, nford.

DUNN. M.. Dalkeith.
EARLEY. W.. Ilford.

EVANS. A., Lythe Hill Gardens.
FINDLAY. B., Manchester.
FISH. D. T., Hardwicke Gardens.

FOWLER, A., Castle Kennedy
Gardens.

GIBSON. W. M. (Town Gardening).
GRIEVE. P., Bury St. Edmunds.
HEMSLEY. A. (Market Plants).

HERRIN. C, Dropmore.
HUDSON, J. (Stove Plants).

INGRAM, W., Belvoir Gardens.
LYNCH. R. J., Botanic Gardens,

Cambridge.
McINDOE. J., Hutton Hall.

MELVILLE, D., Dunrobin Gardens.

MILES, G. T., Wycombe Abbey
Gardens.

MILLER. W., Coombe Abbey.
MOORE. F. W.. Royal Botanic Garden.
O'BRIEN, T. [Glasnevin.

POWELL. D. C., Powderham Castle.

RICHARDS, G. H.. Somerley Gardens
ROBERTS, J.. Gunnersbnry.
ROSS. F., Pendell Court, Bletchingley.

RUST, J., Fridge Castle.

SAUL, M., York.
SHEPPARD, J., Wolverston Gardens
SMITH, J.. Meutmore Gardens.
SMYTHE, W.. Basing Park.

TEMPLE. M,, Carron House, N.B.

THO.MAS. O.. Chatsworth Gardens.

THOMSON, W.. Clovenford (Vines).

WALLIS, J.. Keele Gardens.

WARD. E., Hewell Grange, Bromsgrove.

WARD, H. W., Longford Cast!*

Gardens.
WARD. A.. Stoke Edith Park.

WATSON. W., Royal Gardens, Kew.
WEBSTER. J., Gordon Castle Gardens
WILDSMITH, W., Heckfield Gardens
WILSON. D.
WILSON. G. F. (Lilies).

ROSES :-
BENNETT. H.
DOMBRAIN. Rev. H. H.
FISH. D. T.. Hardwick, Bury St

FISHER. Rev. O. [Edmunda
GIRDLESTON. T. W.
PAUL. G.. Chesbunt.
PAUL. W.. Waltham Cross.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY —
BEN^NETT, A. W.
BOULGER. Prof.

D.ARWTN, Charlies, the late.

FOSTER. Prof. Michael.

GARDINER, W.. Cambridge.
GLAISHER, James (Meteorology.)

HKNSK^Wj Rev. Q.
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ORCHIDS AND PALMS
SPECIALTIES.

The Stock is of such magiiitiuie that, without seeing it, it is not
easy to form an adequate eonropf ion of its unprcfedented extent,

FRUIT TREES, ROSES, AZALEAS. CAMELLIAS.
BOUVAEDIAS, CYCLAMENS. ERICAS, EPACRIS,

SOLANUMS, TREE CARNATIONS, and other

WINTER and SPRING BLOOMING PLANTS,
of fine quality and immense numbers.

lKSPKCT(ON LVVITKD.
The Glass covers an area of upwards of 300,000 super, feet.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.

FRUIT TREES,
SEVENTY-FOUR ACRES.

APPLES. PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES. PEACHES,
NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and other FRUIT TREES, as
Standards, Dwarfs, Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon, and Trained
Trees in great variety.

VINES, excellent Canes, 3^. 6rf.. 5s.. 75. ^d., 10s. 6rf.

Orchard House Trees in pots, PEACHES, APRICOTS, NEC-
TARINES. &c.. from 5s. FIGS from 3s. 6d.

DESCRIPTI\'E LIST, containing a sketch of the various
forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage,
Manure. Pruning, Lifting. Cropping, Treatment under Glass ;

also their Synonyms. Quality, Size, Form, Skin, Colour. Flesh,
Flavour, Use, Growth, Duration, Season. Price, &c., free by post.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
WORCESTER.

ANTHONY WATERER
INVITES AN INSPECTION FROM INTENDING

PLANTERS TO

THE FOLLOWING TREES,
Having stout straight stems, fine hefrls, and splendid roots.

All have been transplanted witliin two years :—
ACACIA BESSOXLA.NA. 12 to H teet; A. SEMPERFLO-

RENS. 12 to 14 teet; ACER DASYCARPUM, 12 to 16 feet;

A. DASYCARPUM WIERII LACINIATA, 10 to U feet; A.
NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, .Stind.Tnls, 8 to 10 teet ; A. LEO-
POLDII. 12 to 14 teet; A. REITENBACHII, 12 to li feet ; A.
SCHWEDLERII, 12 to 16 feet; A. WORLEYIl, Staodarda, 12

to 14 teet. ASH, Mountain. 10 to 14 feet, BEECH, Common,
10 to 12 feet; Purple. Pyramids and Standards, 10 to 16 feet.

BIRCH. Silver, 121016 teet. CHESTNUT. Horse, 14 to 16 feet.

Double White. 10 to 16 feet; Scarlet, 12 to 16 f. et; Spanish,
12 teet. ELMS. English, 10 to 12 teet ; Guernsey, 13 feet.

LIMES. 12 to 16 aud 20 feet; Silver-leaved, 10 to 14 feet.

LIQUIDAMBAR, 6 to 10 feet. MAPLE, Norway, 14 to 16 feel.

OAK. English. 10 to 14 feet ; Scarlet American, 12 to 14 feet

;

PLANES. 12 to 16 feet. POPLAR BOLLE.ANA, 10 to 16 teet

;

P. CANADENSIS NOVA (the true variety). 12 to 16 feet;
SYCAMORE, Common, 14 to 16 feet; Purple, 14 to 16 feet.

THORNS, Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 feet ; White, 8 to 10 teet.

WAXNUTS, Common, 10 to 12 feet.

Weeping Trees.
BEECH, Weeping, Pyrumula and Standards, 8 to 12 feet;

Weeping, Purple, Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 12 ft. BIKCH,
Young's Weeping, Pyramids aud Standards, 8 to 14 ft. ELMS,
Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 14 feet. LARCH,
Weeping, Pyramids, 8 to 10 feet. OAK, Weeping, English,
Standards, 10 to 12 teet. POPLAR, Weeping, Pyramids, and
Standards, 10 to 12 feet. SOPHORA JAPONICA PENDULA,
Standards, 8 to 9 feet.

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

AMATEURS' ROSES.

Tea Roses on Seedling Brier and Brier

Cuttings.

EXTRA FINE GROUND FLINTS.

HYBRID PERPETUALS on SEEDLING BRIER,

BRIER CUTTINGS, and MANETTI.

An luimense Stock.

iSpccial Quotations and Descriptive Catalogues on application.

JOHN CRANSTON &, CO.,
KINGS ACRE NURSERIES, near HEREFORD.

TCA DflCCOi^ grand stock, in 5-in. pots, 12s. & 18s. doz.

I LA nUuLO t
A grand stock, in 7-in.pot!i, 24s. & 30s. doz.

/"Black Hamburgh and other varieties.

PR A DP i/IIJCQ^^""'*''''°'''™"''"?'°p°'*'"'''-*''-^'^''UnArt VIIiLO) Suitable tor planting vineries, .'is! aud
(, 7s. 6d. eoch.

Fr p U Q 3 A fine stock, in 5-inch pots, 123. per dozen.
L n n I A fine stock, iu small pots, 4s. per dozen.

Catalogues on application.

THE LIVERPOOL HOBTICTJLTTJBAL
COMPANY (JoH.v CowiN), LIMITED,

THE VINEYARIl AND NURSEHTES, G.ABSTON,
NEAR LIVERPOOL.

GENUINE SEEDS.

JAMES YEITCH & SONS
llECi TO AKNOUMOE THAT TIIi:iK

GATALOCUE of CARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for 1889,

Has 7101V been Posted to all their Customers. Anyone not haviny received the same, a Duplicate Copy

will immediately be forwarded Post-free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA. LONDON, S.W.

THE EARLIEST OF ALL POTATOS,
"SHARPE'S VICTOR."

Sharpe's \*ICTOR is a seedling raised from the Alma Kidney
aod the old early short-top round Potato. It is earlier thau
any present variety, and having a very short top, it is especially

suitable for frame cultivation. Its precocity is such, that it can
be had tit for the table in ei;iht weeks or less from the time of

planting, and there is eo difficulty in securing new Potatos for

the table every day iu the year. Victor is a flattened roundish
oval in shape, witli a beautiful clear skin and extremely shallow
eyes, being one of the handsomest as well as the heaviest

cropper of auy variety adapted for frame work, or for a first

early crop outdoors. It is dry and mealy when cooked, and
the flavour and ths quality of the f\esh are superior to nearly
every other variety at present in use. Several seasons' trials

have fully continued all that has been said in favour of the
X'ictcr Potato. It is proved to be the earliest, most prolific,

iiiid l"-t tl;ivoured of all the early Potatos; and for pot culture
is unrivalled.

Price 6d. per Pound.
(^uanii'ics of 4 lb. and over delivered Free.

CHARLES SHARPE &. CO,
Seed Growers and Merchants, Sleaford.

SHARl'E'j DESCRIPTH'E CATALOGUE tor IHSil Post-free

on appliciition.

HORTICULTURAL
TIMBER.

SASH BARS, LIGHTS, &C.
SSNl) FOR PRICE LIST TO

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM,
CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
(Telegraphic Address-" HOT-WATER, LONDON." Telephone- No. 4,763)

Have now pleasure iu bringing to the notice of Horticulturists and Gardeners generally their

NEW PATENT (No 9090, I888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
"Which, is, without doubt, the Best All-round Boiler in the Market.

It combines all the ad-

vantages of its class so icell

Icnoicn, and by the improved

method of forming the

joints — viz., with India-

rtthber W<iAhi:ri^, the Old

and too often ineffect-

ual way of caulking

the joints Is entirely

dispensed with. - -

It can be erected in a few
hours, and maij be relied

upon as a thoroitghly sound

and good Hot-water Gene-

rator, It has been care-

fully tested in every possible

ivay, more especially with

.regard i^ pou-er-nnd dura-

bility, and the result, haft

been highly sat i.ifadory.

'ACTION OF PATENT JOINT

THE LABGEST AND yOaT-.COKPL"ETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS ofEVERY DESCRIPTION
PIPES, CONNECTIONS, VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR, &C.

INSPECTION INVITED. PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION. ILLUSTRATED CAT.tLUGUE. Is.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLAGKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.
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Notice to Advertisers.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

JANUARY 5, 1889,

WILL CONTAIN AS A

SUPPLEMENT

INK PHOTOGRAPH

GRAND CASCADE

WILHELMSHOHE, near CASSELL ;

Sheet Almanac.

As a large EXIBA circulation of tKis

Number is guaranteed, it will be a very

valuable medium for Advertisements.

l(^" AiJrerti.<ers dpnirons of securing space in

this Number are requested to communicate not

later than DECEMBMR 31, with the Publisher,

W. RICHARDS,

il, AV-ELLINGTON STREET, STKAKD,

tONDON, W.C.

ECKFORD'S NOVELTIES

SWEET PEAS FOR 1889.

ECKFORD'S NEW SWEET PEA QUEEN OF ENG-
LAND.—White, of larjii! fii^e ami good substance. lu

sealed Packets of 25 ^eeds, Is. each.

ECKFORD'S NEW SWEET PEA DELIGHT.-Wings
white, standards white, beautifully crested with crimson.

Small. Very pretty. Dwarf habit. In sealed Packets,

25 seeds, Is. each.

ECKFORD'S NEW SWEET PEAS.-A mixture of eight

distinct varieties, '6 seeds u£ each. In sealed Packets, Is.

each.

ECKFORD'S NEW MIXED SWEET PEAS.-Special strain,

saved from choice unnamed varieties of Mr. Eekford's

raising, and includes many of great merit. In sealed

Packets of 25 seeds, 'od. each.

These Novelties ca?i be had onlyfrom H^ E.j and
the underyiamed Agents.

VARIETIES SENT OUT IN 1888.

ECKFORD'S NEW SWEET PEA SPLENDOUR.-Awarded
a Firat-claas Certificate by the Royitl Horticultural So-

ciety. Colour rich bright pinkish-rose, shaded with crim-

son. Flowers large, and of the finest form. A superbly

distinct variety. In sealed Packets of 25 seeds. Is. each.

ECKFORD'S NEW SWEET PEA APPLE BL0S80M,-
The standards briglit pinkish-rose, the wings blash, a
beautiful shade of Apple blossom. Very pretty and dis-

tinct. In sealed Packets of 25 seeds, Is. each.

ECKFORD'S NOVETIES IN
CULINARY PEAS for |889.

ECKFORD'S NEW CULINARY PEA THE DON.-
Awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticul-

tural Society under tlie name of Quality. A Wrinkled
Marrow, producing abundantly deep green, square ended,

well-tilled pods. A Ne Plus Ultra like Pea, of exquisite

flavour, coming into use earlier than Fame. Height 4 feet.

In sealed Half-piut Packet-s, 2i. 6'/. each.

ECKFORD.S NEW CULINARY PEA HEROINE. - A
Wrinkled Marrow, of robust growth. Height, 2^ feet.

Second early, producing most abundantly long pointed,
well filled pods. Flavour ex(juisite. Fine for field

culture. In sealed Half-pint Packets, 2s. i6d. each.

ECKFORD'S NEW CULINARY PEA ESSENTIAL.-A
Wrinkled (the early) Marrow. Height 5 feet. Produces
abundantly square handsome, well filled deep green pods,

the Pels retaining their beautiful deep green colour when
cooked. Exquisite flavour. A great acquisition. If

sown in pots in January and planted out in March may be
had very early. Stock limited. In sealed trial Packets,

2s. 6ii. each.

VARIETIES SENT OUT IN 1888.

ECKFORD'S NEW CULINARY PEA FAME.—Awarded a
First>class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society.

A Main Crop Wrinkled Pea, growing 4 feet, producing
profusely deep green, si|uare-ended. well-filled pods. An
improved Ne Plus Ultra, coming into use much earlier than
the fine old variety of tliat n ime. Flavour exquisite. la
sealed Half-pint Packets, 2s. each,

ECKFORD'S NEW CULINARY PEA SHROPSHIRE
HERO.—Awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal
Horticultural Society. A Wrinkled Pea of robust growth.
Height 2J feet. Second early. Produces abundantly
long, square, handsome, well-filled pods ; well adapted for

Market Growers, Flavour exquisite. A great acquisition.

In sealed Half-pint Packets, 2s. each.

Wholesale Agents for the above ;
—

Messrs. HURST and SON, 152, Houndsditch,
London, E., for Great Britain and Europe

;

Messrs. PETER HENDERSON and CO., 35
and 37, Cortlandt Street, New York, for the

United States and Canada.

Retail of—

HENRY ECKFORD,
BOREATTON, BASCHURCH.

PANSY.
H. Eckford ofiers seed of the Boreatton Strain.

Higbly coiomendeii by the Royal Horticultural Society.

In Ifi.. 2s. 6rf.. «»d bs. Packets,

Price to the Trade on application.

NEW EDITION,
Corrected up to Date,

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
"f

GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price Zd., Post-free ^d.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand,

London, W.C.

Now ready, In clotli, 11b. 6d.

TSE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Vol. in.. Third Series, JAN. to JUNE. 1888.

W. RICHAKDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3:3; 1888.

KNIGHTSHAYES,
T^HE Devonshire seat of Sir John H. Heath-
^ cote-Amory, Bart., is charmingly situated

within sight of Tiverton, but not too near it, in

the narrow valley of the Exe, and high up on
the bank, from which it looks across a fertile,

sloping park, full of large timber, down to the

river, across the country southwards—a beauti-

fully wooded, rich and pastoral country—and
down the little valley to the half-hidden town
whose several shafts and towers are seen among
the trees.

We are here in the pleasant county of Ue\on,

in the latitude of Apple orchards and of

good cider and perry. Sir John's home-farm,

which I came down here to visit for the sake of

its Devon cattle and prize-winning Devonshire

breed of sheep, has not less than 30 acres in

Apple orchards, which produce in good seasons

no fewer than 400 to .500 hogsheads of cider,

though this year, unfortunately, not more than

60 hogsheads are expected ; and the haymakers,

thinking of sunshine and heat next year

—

though they have been very sparingly vouch-

safed in the present season—are beginning to

fear that the customary four quarts per head per

diem may fail them, and that the seasonei

barrels they bear about for the holding of all

this liquor, and of considerably more sometimes

in long days, it is said, may have to be filled with

something inferior to their usual beverage.

There is no better test of climate than the

character of the vegetation. We are not only in

a pastoral district here, but in what farmers call

a " grassy " country—that is, grasses and weeds

spring very freely in the corn stubbles : a proof

of a humid atmosphere. Ferns and mosses grow

freely in the laaes. Barley is sovTi a month

later tbao ixi ^sses that it may not bo injured by

those destrnetive hoar frosts which cold and
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moisture occasion in unsheltered fields. But the

winter is far milder than in Essex. A Devon-
shire gentleman told me that his Peaches and
Apricots throve the worse, he thought, for want
of a colder winter, which would ensure the com-
plete rest of the trees. I think he may be right,

for a laird in Orkney told me that the Tamarisk,

which forms good seaside hedges on the Sussex

coast, is not sufficiently put to rest in Orkney,

where the Gulf Stream rarely allows of twenty-

four hours frost, and where the little lochs, ex-

posed as they are, are seldom covered with ice as

thick as a sixpence.

But you may see at a glance that tender shrubs

thrive at Knightshayes, and that the winters must
be mild. The house, which is a large one, built

by the present owners on an old site, is exceed-

ingly well clothed with ornamental shrubs and
creepers, which I could not examine with Mr.
Peebles, who manages the fine gardens here, and
seemed very willing to show me round, till the

daylight was almost spent. By dint of straining

one's eyes and feeling the foliage, we made out

several things, till presently I laid hold of some-
thing very prickly, when we both agreed it was
time to desist.

But even in the gathering darkness I

could see that the front and sides of the

great house were beautifully covered to a con-

siderable height—painted, so to speak, in the

best possible colours for house walls by the

tasteful hand of the planter. I may mention
among the wall plants various Magnolias, Myrtles,

Escallonia— always a welcome shrub with the

most cheerful bright green leaves—Viburnum
Sieboldi, Stauntonia latifolia, and Azara macro-
phylla, only two years planted, but 12 feet high

and 6 feet across, with leaves bright and glossy,

and small pale berries, which I could not dis-

tinguish in the dusk. There were specimens of

Berberis, common perhaps, but beautiful, and a

number of Eoses, some of them with very sharp

prickles, I should think ! Then another ever-

green grows here which is comparatively rare,

though I planted it, and had it killed by frost,

only forty miles from Middlesex, thirty years

ago. I mean that exquisite flowering shrub
Desfontainea spinosa, which all should grow who
can.

The demand for flowers at the town house and
here was suggested, and the skill of the gar-

dener displayed to my eyes by the sight of 500
pots of Chrysanthemums, which were then out-

doors, to be flowered in the various houses. All
the leading sorts are here, especially those which
are particularly suitable for decorative purposes.

The plants are all in 14-inch pots, and their size

and vigour are so great that each pot has been
furnished with about twenty-five canes, to which
the stems are tied. One of the greenhouses is

beautifully decorated with Palms and foliage

plants, Adiantums, and two specimens of that

most graceful of all trees—if, in deference to

Humboldt's opinion, we except the Tree Ferns

—

the Araucaria excelsa, in full foliage , the lower
branches drooping over the pots. Two trees of

this species are here in good foliage, though
they stood in the drawing-room two months
during last winter.

Mr. Peebles is a great fancier and successful

raiser of the Coleus, and has sent out this year
two new kinds—C. majesticus and C. Miss Jane
Thomson, a light coloured beauty. Last year
he brought out Lady Amory, which is now in Mr.
B. S. Williams' catalogue, and he has now half-

a-dozou unnamed sorts of different strains, which
will shortly be consigned to Mr. Williams to be
exhibited by him at the meetings of the Koyal
Horticultural Society. The gorgeous colouring

of these seedlings is far beyond ray powers of

description. Who shall name the shades of

colour which their leaves present ?

A plant to arrest the attention, and one which
the ancients would have worshipped, stands in

one of the houses. It is a three-year-old Alla-

manda, which I may describe as columnar in

shape, growing in a No. 1 pot, 11 feet high, and
loaded with hundreds of the well-known pale

soft yellow blossoms of this beautiful climber.

In order to keep the plant upright and to give

it the form of an Azalea on exhibition its

branches have been tied to several stakes set in

the pot.

The vinery is divided into five houses, and
among them is a house of Muscats that was
a credit to the gardener who grew them. They
were in the highest perfection, ripe and ripening,

almost every bunch fit to be cut as a specimen,
and the number of bunches so great that the

cutting of 40 lb. the other day caused no gap in

the crop of many hundredweights. The second
house contains White Syrian, Golden Queen,
and other sorts, three years planted ; and
another is remarkable for Muscat canes of this

year's growth 20 feet long.

The second crop of Figs was ripening in one
of the houses. Peaches abound here. The
houses being wide, they are planted on trellises

12 feet apart, and crossing the houses from front

to back, so that the sun is always on the fruit. In
the case of one tree ten Peaches were touched
by the extended fingers in spreading out the
hand ; two dozen had been taken from that tree

in the morning, and a big crop remained of

Peaches of good size. The same tree bore a
great crop last year.

I omitted to mention before leaving the vinery

that Black Alicante is a great favourite here as

a late Grape, and is well grown. White Fron-
tignan is grown here as a '• tasty " Grape. The
sorts of Peaches are Hale's Early, Noblesse,

Bellegarde, Dr. Hogg, Grosse Mignonne, Sea
Eagle, &c. H. E.

handsome evergreens ; while the red berries of A'
Unedo give it an additional claim to the attention of
the planter. The present species rarely fruits in

this country, and, indeed, is somewhat tender when
young.

SPECIMEN TREES IN KEW
GARDENS.

Ahbutcs Andbachne.—The usual height of this

ornamental evergreen tree is cited at 10—14 feet, but
the specimen which we now figure (fig. 100), and which
is growing in the Royal Gardens, Kew, has a height of

20 feet, a spread of branches of 20 feet, and a girth,

at 2 feet from the ground, of 3 feet 8 inches, so that
it cannot be much inferior in size to the native
specimens in Greece. A peculiarity of this tree is

that the outer bark peels off in large flakes,

leaving the newer bark exposed. The smoothness
and rich brown-pink hue of the newly-exposed
surface is very beautiful. We have not as yet heard
of the occurrence, but we have no doulit that some
indignant ratepayer will some day indict the autho-
rities at Kew for their barbarity in removing the

bark of this tree, just as it is not uncommon to see

protests in the newspapers against the supposed
mischievousness of little wanton boys in removing the
bark from the Plane trees in the London parks.

The present species is a native of the Levant, and
was mentioned by old Greek writers. The proper
spelling is said to be adrachne, or in modern Greek,
adrachla. The fruit is similar to that of the Irish

Arbutus Unedo, and the wood is used for fuel and
other purposes in its native country. The leaves are

longer than those of the common Arbutus, not so

jagged at the edges, and smoother on the surface

;

the flowers are white and bell-shaped, something like

those of the Lily of the Valley in size, form, and colour,

and arranged in dense terminal panicles. Arbutus
Unedo, the common Strawberry tree of Killarney,

U. hybrida, and U. procera, are all worth growing as

New or Noteworthy Plants.

CLEISOSTOMA RINGENS, n. sp.*

This very interesting little gem was imported with
Phalrenopsis Sanderiana, no doubt by Mr. F. Sander.
1 had it from Mr. James O'Brien. It has very few
ligulate, emarginate leaves which are equal to those
of a small Phalrenopsis graadiflora, Lindl. (O'Br.)

Thus they are 3—4 inches in length, li inch in

breadth. The leaf in my herbarium is shorter.

Even in the dried state it shows very well the
strong and cartilaginous state it had when alive.

I believe the leaf had a purple hue above, but
I say this from memory only, having made no note
about it. The purple peduncle bears very few flowers

(I saw two), which I found one-sided, and which are
the size of those of Phalcenopsis Parishii. The
stalked ovaries are light ochre-yellow. The sepals

are ligulate, blunt acute. The petals much narrower,
acute, of the same length. Spur of the lip very
large, broad, cylindrical, emarginate at the retuse

apex. Side lacinia retuse very short. Mid-lacinia
oblong apiculate, or three-Iobed, blunt or emargi-
nate, full of very inconspicuous small warts. There
is a large callus under the column. It is oblong, like

an anchor near the column, having on each side a
projecting shank-curved downwards and an emargi-
nate bilobed end towards the extremity of the spurs.

There is also a Sarcanthoid septum in the spur.

Column slender with a very long rostellar beak.
Sepals and petals ochre-yellow, base of the column
purple in front. Mid-lacinia of lip purple. There is

an orange spot on each side of the side-lacinice. Alas!
I had no other. I always waited for fuller materials.

Mr. O'Brien, however, who appears to have an un-
rivalled memory, has regularly praised his pet, I

believe every third month since September, 1883 ; so
that finally I do what is wanted. H. G. Rchb.f.

Cyphipedium Burfordiensb X , n. kyb. AngL,
orlg, diibi.

This appears to be a totally unknown hybrid,

though it is a very difficult task to aflirm fiis. The
leaves are said to be like those of Cypripedium
Barteli X , hut to be about one-third broader, one-
third shorter, as well as a little thicker. The
peduncle is dark reddish-brown, covered with short

velvetty hairs. The bract is less than half the

length of the ovary ; it has a very sharp dorsal keel

and dark lines of nerves. The ovary is a little

lighter than the peduncle. The upper sepal is

very large cuneate elliptical acute, of a very

light rosy mauve hue, excepting the tip, which
is adorned with a white nearly rhombic patch.

There are seventeen strong dark purple nerves. The
connate sepal is whitish oblong ligulate acute, exceed-
ing the length of the lip. Descending petals light

greenish at the base, with superior border of the
lightest purple, and brownish-purple on the anterior

or exterior somewhat dilated part, its nerves green.

There are some purple hairs at the base and cilia;

around the border. Near the superior margin
are two very dark mauve-purple lines, and this

is, as far as I know, quite novel. In addition

to these there are very few (four in the flower

at hand) mauve-purple e.xceedingly short narrow
spots or lines. The Up is of the shape of that

of Cypripedium Argus, brown-ocbre-colored under-
neath, with a yellow border around the mouth

* Cieisoitoma ringens, n. 6p.—Foliis Ugulatis apice bilobia

brevibus, valde cartila^neis racemo paucifloro. sdcundifloro

;

sepalis ligulatis obtuga acutis ; tepali3 laQCeis acutia, labelli

oalcari amplo apice retuso nuac emarginato. callo carnoso sub
columna basi sub columua utrinque retrorsum unicruria,

cruribu3 calcaris apice spectalibus. apice versus calcariB

apicem emirgiaato, septo Sarcautbideo procalcari ; columna
gracilis. Ex insulis Philippinis. H. G. ItcKb.f.
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of the spur ; the inSexed margins of the stalk ochre

coloured, with small red spots. The greatest part of

the lip is reddish-brown of the usual tint. The
s aiiiinode is nearly like that of Cypripedium Argus,

but tlie lateral teeth are shorter than in Cjpri-

pidium Argus. Both the vexillar dorsal sepal and

the lines on the petals are very remarkable. It was

kindly sent me by Sir Trevor Lawrence, and is a

seedling raised at Burford Lodge. It remains in

flower a very long time. When I obtained the

flower through Mr. F. Sander it had been expanded

for four weeks, and then it was kept in good order in

a glass for three weeks.

Cypripedium Barteti, of which Mr. Sander kindly

sent me fresh leaves, has the light garlic-green colour

with darker, but with very light angular markings

all be correct, as I do not [doubt, I can never

believe in the plant being a variety of Dendrobium
cariniferum. I had, however, no other materials. (.)ri

January 17, lx><J, Mr. F. Sander sent me a few

dried flowers collected in Upper Burmah by his

traveller, Mr. Michalitz. If the collector had added

a piece of the stem and leaves naming might have

been possible. "What an immense sum has been lost by

the neglect to send sulHcient materials ! and with what

gratitude must we regard such collectors as the two

Lobbs, Fortune, Lehniann, Forstermann, and others,

whokept in view the interests of their patrons, of their

own honour, .and of science. Mr. Michalitz, except-

ing this lack, is, as I learn, a very careful collector,

and informed Mr. F. Sander that he had been told

by Mr. Bo.xall that the plant was my Dendrobium

indication may be understood from the poor garden

plant not displaying the full extent of its black

hairy surface, its ornament in its natural state.

The thickness of the stem at hand is that of a

large goosefpiill. Leaf-blades 3 to 4 inches long by
4 lines in breadth at the l>roadest diameter ; linear

ligulate, cuneate at the base, and tapering into a
narrow, sharply, bidentate apex. The leaf-blades are

rather thin, and when dried prominently nerved. Tiie

leaves of Dendrobium cariniferum have the blades

three or four times broader, blunt bilobed at the apex
which is very little narrower. The short ligulate acute

bracts of Dendrobium Wattii are quite covered with

black hairs at the period of the development of the

flowers—three in one raceme in the specimen kindly

given me by Sir Trevor Lawrence. The flowers are

3^^1lTI;fefei:j!^::^:.u'nl^)Vl:!^iiai;FM'J^,:.l'ji^',^M^Tl't^iii^^l^'i''l^^ 'fcj'l':iltfti^-'1:Vl'^VJ»f''r''-VM'»JI.J"^'IT^1V'''|.'.i.Ii:i'-:<''K"l

FiJ. 100. ARBUTUS ANDBACUNE AT KBW, (sEE F. 724.)

like those found in the group of Cypripedium

venustum.

It is supposed to be a hybrid between Cyprijiedium

Argus and C. philippinense (huvigatum). There is

much resemblance to Cypripedium Argus. The
latter species might have given the verv thick leaves.

H. G. Bchh. f.

Dendrobiusi Wattii, Uchh. f. : DENDEOBinM CARI-

NiFERu.M VAn. W.iTTii, Hoo/c. /., But. Moff,, 1883,

t. 6715.

This is regarded as a variety of my Dendrobium
cariniferum, by Sir Joseph Hooker, who gave a

careful description as well as several remarks, and

a very good portrait was made by Miss Smith in the

magazine above noted.

My knowledge of the plant began with the inspec-

tion of the documents published by Sir Joseph. If

vlrgineum (see Crardcncrs Chronicle^ xxii., n.9.,

October 5, 1884, p. 5:i0), a plant that has so far

proved a monopoly with Jlessrs. H. Low & Go. This

was a mistake. Dendrobium virgineum has the

broad leaves of D. cariniferum, but a short blunt

chin, shorter, blunt acute sepals and petals, and two

callous lines on the disc of the lip, between the side

laciniic, reaching only to the base of the mid-lacinia.

And now, after five years' suspense, by the kindness

of Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., 1 have nearly fully

satisfactory materials at hand ! An old stem, the

fine leaves, and a three-flowered raceme on the old

stem. I lack only the young sheaths, which are said

by Sir Joseph to be faintly hairy. The old furrowed

stem is more than a foot long, covered with light ochre

or sepia coloured sheaths, covered with very small

black points. If those are, as I feel inclined to

believe, the bases of the fallen hairs, then Sir .Joseph's

equal in size to those of a good Dendrobium carini-

ferum. They are of the purest snow white. The
thickened median ligulate patch on the disc is of a fine

cinnabar colour, running on to the superior part ol the

anterior lacinia, white at the base only. There are few

nerves on the lateral laciniai covered with cinnabar

colour. The mentum (chin) is sordid reddish-

brown. The stalked ovary is quite white. There is

some light brown colour at the base of the column

where the lip ceases to be adnate. The whole flower

lacks the plump shape of that of Dendrobium

cariniferum. Its slender chin is quite straight.

The dorsal sepal is lanceolate- acute. The lateral

sepals are triangular acute without the least

vestige of the keels th.at induced me to give the name
of cariniferum. Petals oblong apiculate (acute in

Dendrobium cariniferum). This character has been

very well represented by Miss .Smith, I.e. The
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lip is narrower than in Dondrobium carinif(?nim,

mid-lacinia protruded, cuneate, obovate, emarginate,

apiculate, toothed on the borders without the slightest

vestige of hairs, or of the strong asperities whioii are

60 abundant on the inner surface of the lip of I)en-

drobiuni cariniferum. The culour of the flowers of

the last-named plant is white with mentum and tips

of the sepals, side-lacini.'e and disc ochre-coloured.

My variety, lateritium, kindly sent me by Mr. F.

Sander in lS8-i, has the disi.s of the lij) brick-red.

The Kew plant is stated by Sir Joseph Hooker
to have been sent by Dr. Watt, F.L.S., from
jVInnipore.

I may be permitted to suggest the possibility of the

plant being a hybrid between D(_mdrobinm Jamesia-

num, Rchb. f., and D. flexuosum, Griff. H.G.Hchb.f.

DEVONHURST, CHISWICK.
This, the pretty suburban residence of E. H. Watts,

Esq., will long be a famous spot, it having formed at

one time a part of the Arboretum of the Horticul-

tural Society in its early days when its collectors

sent home the rare, beautiful, and fine trees, which

now enrich our collections, such trees as probably

will not be found in a place of its extent (11 acres)

elsewhere in the country. I will note some of the

more striking specimens observed on the occasion of

a recent visit to the place. On the west side of the

house stands a ^Mahaleb Cherry, one of the finest

specimens in the country. It has a large spreading

head, and its branches sweep the ground ; its height

is 35 feet, 50 feet tlirough the branches, the principal

of which are bound together with iron rods. When in

flower, it is entirely covered with its beautifully

scented white flowers, and forms a fine object. On
the south side of the house are fine specimens of

Beeches—purple, and the cut-leaved (Fagus syl-

vatica incisa). The trees have had plenty of room

in which to develope, and are now grand specimens,

from 60 to 70 feet in height.

A little further south is a fine variety of the

Copper Beech, which in the early summer presents

a great contrast to the foliage of the surrounding

trees. Adjoining the Beech trees on the lawn is a

fine symmetrical specimen of the Horse Chestnut,

aliout 70 feet in height. In close company is also

found a fine example of ^Esculus rubicunda. about

45 feet high, with a dense round head. The tree

flowers freely, generally producing large quantities

of fruit. A little to the south of the last mentioned

is a tree of Ailantus glandulosa, about 70 feet in

height. It is branched out in three main stems

close to the ground. Adjoining is a notable group

of three trees of Gleditschia—G. triacanthos is the

tallest, being about 60 feet in height. This tree

generally produces fruit freely every season, but this

year has proved an exception to the rule. When in

fruit, it forms a very ornamental tree, its long pods

being very conspicuous when the sun is shining ; G.

sinensis is about 30 feet in height—this, when in

flower, emits a strong perfume, somewhat resembling

that of Mignonette, the stem of the tree is thickly

covered with long prickly spines, giving it a dis-

tinctive aspect ; G. sinensis inermis, 35 feet high

—

the flowers of this are incomplete, therefore produc-

ing no fruit.

A fine group of eight Fraxinns next attract atten-

tion, F. angustifolius, being the tallest, about b'y feet

in height. Near here is a good specimen of Finns

Pallaaiana, which, with a good specimen of the

Scotch Fir, about 70 feet in height, are nearly all

the Conifers which have survived the London fog

and smoke. But it may be remembered that Cedrua

Ivibani and C. atlantica are exceptions, and grow

fairly well here—the last named generally coning

freely: this year, however, it has not done so.

Near some Ash trees are two Oaks planted close

together— Quercus cerris fulhamensis, and Q. c.

fulhamensis latifolia. Curiously enough, the last

named retains its leaves in a withered state until

8pring. Close by here is a specimen of Pyrus sorbus,

about 55 feet in height, which generally produces fruit

freely. Along the south side of the grounds are some

large trees of Pavia rubra, P. flava, and P. caruea.

The stocks (common Horse Chestnut) these are

worked on have grown much larger than the scions.

There are also some Elms which have attained con-

siderable dimensions. Ulmus campestiis foliis

variegatis sends up its variegated suckers freely at

a considerable distance from the main stem. On
the east side of the ground are fine large Elms,
including varieties of U. montana and campestris,

the highest being about 80 feet. Here also are a few

fine trees of Tilia alba, which, when the wind is

blowing, forms a pleasing object in the landscape,

the silvery iinder-side of the leaf looking very pretty

as it is turned up by the wind.

In this quarter, too, we find some good specimens
of the Oak, there being over two dozen varieties

—

Q. ceiris, Q. peduncularis, Q. sessillflora, Q. Ilex, Q.
suber, &c., all forming large trees. Towards the

lawn tennis ground are some fine Maples, including

Acer Pseudo-pIatanuSjthe golden Acer (or Corstophine
Plane), remarkably pretty in early spring, with its

golden-yellow foliage, showing to great advantage
amongst the surrounding sombre foliage. A. p. -p.

variegata, A. heteropliyllum. A, macrophyllum, a

noble example, being 7- feet high, 10 feet in girth,

diameter of spread of branches, 60 feet ; A. monspes-
sulanum, A. palmatum, A. platanoides, and the
Ash-leaved Maple. A. negundo fraxinifolium. which
has a spread of branches 66 feet though. Here is

also a line specimen of the Butter Nut (Gary amora),
also two fine clumps of Quercns Ilex, and a good
specimen of the Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus). Close

by the house is a very handsome tree of the Sweet
Chestnut.

Along the east side of the grounds is a deep belt

of evergreen and flowering shrubs, and amongst
them are planted standard trees of Apples and Plums,
which, when in flower, produce a most pleasing

eflect. and when in fruit are likewise very orna-

mental, to say nothing of their use. This idea

might advantageously be followed in similar

positions in a great many more instances than at

present appears to be the fashion.

Regardmg Apples, we noted a nice quarter of

young pyramids on the Paradise stock, planted about
four years, showing flower-buds remarkably well.

The attractions of Devonhurst are not wholly
confined to the outdoor department. There is a nice

range of glass. Mr. Watts is taking up the culti-

vation of Orchids. The Cattleyas are looking very
healthy, and are showing well for flower. Cypri-

pediums.Odontoglossums, Lcelias, &c.,give a welcome
glow of colour.

Foliage plants are well done. A good table plant

is Aralia Chabrierii, a charming show species, repre-

sented here by an extremely graceful example. It

only remains to be added that the place is under the

excellent management of Mr. Alexander Wright. B.
[We are indebted to Mr. Wright for the following

measurements of trees in this garden :—Quercus
suber : height, 35 feet

;
girth of stem, 6 feet 6 inches

;

spread of branches, 4f) feet. Q. sessiliflora, 60

—

65 feet; girth, 7 feet 6 inches. Q. Ilex var. latifolia,

38 feet; spread, b^ feet. Acer Negundo, 40 feet;

girth, at 4 feet, 6 feet 9 inches ; spread, 66 feet.

A. monspessulanum, 30 feet
;
girth, 5 feet; spread,

45 feet. CedrusLibani, 50feet ;
girth, 5 feet 6 inches;

spread, 40 feet. C. atlantica, 52 feet; girth, 4 feet.

Pinus Pallasiana, 60 feet. Ulmus campestris, Sb feet

;

girth, 9 feet. Pavia flava, 45 feet
;
girth, b\ feet. Ed.]

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

L.ELIA AUTUMNAL19.
A HEMAHKAnLE and very handsome monster of

LiElia autiiranalis has been sent me by Jlr. John
Cowan, manager of the Liverpool Horticultural Co.,

Garston, near Liverpool, to report upon, with the

information tliat the flower is the only one produced

by the plant, which is an imported one, now flower-

ing; for the first time in this country. Its peculiarity

consists in the fact that the dorsal sepal is ^vholly

united with the back of the column, for the whole

length of the latter, and in a very singular manner
too ; while the lip and remaining segments are quite

normally developed. The column is of tlie usual

siie, and the anther quite perfect, but there is a

dorsal keel-like growth throughout its length, to

which the sepal is attached along the central line.

The sepal itself is also very peculiar. It can best be

described by saying that there it a second super-

numerary sepal, three-fourths as long as the ordinary

one, and correspondingly narrower, in front of the

ordinary sepal : and, like the column, only adnate to

it along its central line. It extends beyond the

column half-way to the apex of the ordinary sepal, in

this part its margin being quite straight, but from
the apex of the column downwards the margin on
either side is strongly and regularly crispo-undulate,

into about seven folds, like a goffered frill, as it would
be termed in tlie laundry. This supernumerary
growth, which is coloured like the sepal, is doubtless

analogous to the corona of Xarcissus. It is pro-

bably a case of accidental union of organs, rather

than a permanent one.

CatASETHM TA«t;LAnE(i/)«K.) VAE. SEnRl'LATA, Rchh.f,

A flower of this remarkable Catasetum has been
forwarded to me by Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, of

Chelsea, for identification ; and proves to be the

above-named, of which a figure may be found at t.

1223 of the Garfcnjiora. The expanse of flower is

over 2} inches, the narrow sepals very pallid green,

the petals broader, and densely puncticulate, with

pale purple-brown on a pale green ground. The lip

is a highly remarkably organ, in colour somewhat
like the petals but paler ; with a conical spur uuder-

neath, and a very large fleshy crest on the front and
centre, to which the name tabulare applies. In this

variety the margin of the lip is serrulate, and the

crest smooth and of a light cream colour ; while in

the type the same organ is more rugose and hairy,

and the whole flower of a darker colour. The
arrangements for eff'ecting fertilization are, in the

male (for the female is, I believe, at present

unknown) exceedingly remarkable. The great table-

like crest serves as a landing-stage for the insect

;

one antenna is curved round at the base of the

column, and doubtless functionless as in several

others with a similar arrangement ; while tlie

other stands forward in the mouth of the spur, ready

at the moment that the insect tries to push its head
inside, to convey the stimulus to the anther, and
precipitate the poUinium on to the shoulders of the

insects. Will none of our great importers look out

for the females of this singular genus ?

L.icLiA Chawshayana, Eclih.f.

This beautiful plant was described as probably a
natural hybrid between L. albida and L. anceps or

L. autumnalis. Some time ago I received a flower

said to be an authentic one, on which point I am
quite satisfied ; and I then thought its hybrid

character probable, the jilant having the general

appearance of L. albida, with the colour of L.

autumnalis, though I could not find the slightest trace

of L. anceps blood in it. I have now received a

three-flowered peduncle from Baron Schroder, The
Dell, Egham, Surrey, through Messrs. Veitch & Sons,

of Chelsea, and I am inclined to think it is only a

most beautiful rose-coloured form of L. albida. The
shape of the segments and lip, and even the yellow

crest, appear quite identical, while the approach to

L. autumnalis is in colour only. Other rose-

coloured forms of L. albida are known, if. A, Bolfe.

Maxillaria grandifloba.

Numerous as the species of M.ixillaria are, very

few of them find a place in collections outside

botanic gardens. There are, however, some eight or

nine which will well repay cultivation, and of these,

with the exception of M. Sanderiana, the above is

probably the best. It very much resembles M.
venusta both in habit and shape of flower, but it is

superior to that species in not developing its flowers

face downwards, so that they cannot be properly seen

unless lifted up. The flat, two-edged pseudobulbs

bear single, leathery, dark green leaves, 12 to 14

inches long. The flowers are produced singly on

erect scapes G inches long, and measures 3^ inches

long, and measure 3.} inches in diameter. The
sepals and petals are pure white, and firm in tex-

ture, the latter being smaller than the sepals,

and recurved. The side-lobes of the lip are erect,

and rosy-purple, the triangular front lobe being of a
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beautiful soft yellow. Like the flowers of many
other Maxillarias, these give oH' a pleasant fragrance.

Coming from the Andes of Paraguay and Peru, this

species require a cool, moist atmosphere, and should

be grown in pots in a'compost of peat and si)hagnum.

It is flowering now at Kew. W. 11.

DENDROBIU.M PRIMULINDM.

A lovely variety of this Dendrobe is now flowering

most profusely, having ninety-seven flowers on nine

growths, in Jlrs. Arbuthnot's collection, Bexley

(gardener, Mr. Mitchell). It is growing in a 3;-'-sized

pot, with a little peat and moss, and it looks remark-

ably chaste when hanging beside the Kophronitis

grandiflora. John Caroill.

PH.\I„liN0P5IS INTEKMEDI.i PoRTEI.

In the fine gardens of Mrs. Perrin, Davenham,
Malvern, under the care of Mr. A. Bradshaw, a

noble specimen of this rare white and rose species

bears a live-bi'iinched spike of fifty-nine flowers.

Each flower is over 2 inches in width, and excellent

culture has made the rosy-crimson front lobe of the

labelUim, and the spotting on the side lobes very

bright and showy. A branched spike of P. amabilis,

3 feet in length, has twenty-seven flowers, and others

are good, a large-flowered rose variety of P. Esme-
ralda, with forty-seven flowers, being especially

attractive.

Cattleya Exonieksis X

.

A noble specimen of this handsome and fragrant

production of Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, is in

flower in Jlrs. Perrin's gardens, at Davenham,

Malvern, with fourteen flowers. It is the best

variety, with very rich crimson and yellow in the

labellum, and petals also keep flatly expanded. It is

a fine and valuable specimen, and it and the other

Orchids here has been skilfully managed by Mr.

Bradshaw.
JIiMATUKE Orchids.

The object of the present note is to point out a

few of the smaller Orchids, some of which rarely find

a place in collections, but which, requiring little

space and attention, are nevertheless objects both of

interest and beauty. Many plant-houses might not

only serve their present purposes, but also afford

room for most of these little gems, and thus greatly

add to their attractions. Two yards of copper wire

strung about 1) inches ironi the roof-glass would hold

a dozen or twenty of them, and alter the plants were

obtained, a few shallow pans made for suspending,

and some peat fibre and sphagnum, would complete

the outlay.

Amongst cool Orchids tliere are several remark-

able little Masdevallias, M. triaristella and M.

trichsete are easily grown and free-flowering; JI.

muscosa has the almost unique power of jerking

up the column at the slightest touch. The
genus Pleurothallis has not an enviable repu-

tation amongst Oichid growers but some of its

smallest representatives are very pretty. P.

macroblepharis and P. Barberiana are similar in

general appesirance, but are quite district ; they have

transparent whitish flowers thickly and beautifully

spotted with purple, the latter is scarcely ever out of

flower. 1*. ornatus is a minute species, with leaves

half an inch across and purple flowers, the sepals of

which are furnished at the edges with numerous

club-shaped appendages that twirl about at the

slightest breath of air. Sophronitis grandiflora is a

well-known species, with bright scarlet flowers ; S.

violacea is equally beautiful, but is seldom grown.

It has purplish-violet flowers, and blooms in

February (t. OSSO, Bot. Ma/j.) Sarcochilus Ilart-

manni is an Australian species, well worth culti-

vating for its dense spikes of white flowers, which

are produced in spring, .and last a long time in

beauty. Odontoglossura has a charming represen-

tative in O. Qirstedii, whose white flowers are delight-

fully fragrant.

In a little higher temperature might be grown

Lnclia pumila, with its beautiful rosy-crimson flowers,

and L. monophylla, a species found on the mountains

of Jamaica; it has slender stems, 5 or 6 inches

high, bearing solitary, bright scarlet flowers, and
differs from other Lrelias in requiring a shady posi-

tion in summer. Mystacidium fiiicorne is a Cape
Orchid, a good idea of whose beauty is given in a

ligure in the Gardeners' Chronicle for July ;!0, 18^7
;

its flowers are white and fragrant. Angrajcum fal-

catum does well in an intermediate-house grown in

sphagnum alone; its white, scented flowers and long

slender spur are always admired. Promenxa citrina

lias rich yellow flowers, the lip being spotted with

crimson; P. stapelioides has peculiar looking green-

ish-yellow flowers, thickly marked with blackish-

purple.

In the warm house might be grown various species

of Bolbophyllum whose hinged labellums are very

interesting
; the small but lovely Angrrecums from

Madagascar, Dendrobium Jenkinsii, and many others.

Indeed, the list I have given might easily be trebled.

W.B.

DRIED FRUITS.
The winter season brings round an increased

trade in dried fruits, which take the place to a large

extent of fresh fruits. Kaisins, Currants, Figs, and
Dates, appear in quantities in the gi'ocers' shops.

The preparation and commerce in these give

employment to thousands of people in various

countries. The dried species of Prunus of them-
selves furnish an extensive trade on the Continent,

on which we .ire dependent for our supplies.

The common Plum, or Prune, is grown in gresit

abundance about Bordeaux. One firm alone ex-

ports this article to the value of about £1.3,000.

The dried Plums are the " Pruneau or Prunes

siSches " of the French. The best are the large

black ones received from Bordeaux. Prunelloes,

or Prunes du BrignoUes, are received from tlie

neighbourhood of BrignoUes (Var), whence their

name. They are somewhat larger than the common
Prune. Of French Plums and Prunelloes we received

14,388 cwt. in 1885, valued at £51,474, nearly all

from France ; all of these but 2000 cwt. were taken

for consumption here. The duty on all sacchai ine

preserved fruits is 7.^'- per cwt. Of Prunes we re-

ceived in the same year 27,504 cwt., valued at

£32,122. All but 3000 cwt. came from France, and

were for home consumption.

To give .in idea of the commerce in fruit in the

department of the Gironde, it may be stated that a

single confectioner in Bordeaux lias been known to

purchase .is many as 40<.)0 lb. of Reine Claude

(Green Gages) every day for a fortnight, besides

large quantities of Peaches and Pears; and he

has expended as much as £800 in the purchase

of Apricots. There is also a species of wild

Prune which grows about Labresne and Bou iliac

which is very prolific. It ripens in the month of

July, and as many as 2000 baskets may be gathered

in a day.

The preparation of Prunes is a largely developed

industry in the central .and southern departments of

France. At Agen and Tours they collect the fruit

as it ripens and falls to the ground. They are then

exposed on trays to the sun, after which they are

passed successively through an oven three times at

different heats. In Provence after the Prunes are

collected they are plunged into boiling water,

drained, and then dried in the sun.

The Prunelloes are first peeled and then placed in

thin bags, wrapped round with straw, and dried in

the sun till the princip.al part of the moisture has

evaporated. As Prunes contain much sugar this

forms, on those of good quality, an efilorescence on

the surface. The best Prunes come from Nancy,

Tours, BrignoUes, and Agen.

Dried or preserved Plums reached us in 1885 to

the amount of 7G48 cwt., of the value of £11,111!,

and they were nearly all consumed in this country.

The bulk of these supplies came from Germany and

Austria, France and Portugal supplying the re-

m.ainder.

The Plum crop is the most important of the pro-

vince of Bosnia, and is chiefly gathered in the north.

The annual produce is about 120,000 cwt., of which

half is available for export. They realise on an aver-

age £1 per cwt.

Tliere is a preserving factory in Slavonia wliich

turns out annually 240,000 boxes of preserved fruits.

Slavonia produces annually about 30 tons of dried

fruit and 2(X)0 tons of " compotes " of Prunes, which
are found on almost every dinner-table in Germany.
From the Plum they iilso distil a kind of 'brandy,

called " Hlivovica," or " Slibowitz," and make large

quantities of sweetmeats. Hungary carries on an

e.xtensive trade in dried fruits. P. L. S,

Cultural Memoranda.

EUKVCLES AUSTKALASICA.
In habit this plant resembles Eucharis amazonica,

except that the leaves are broader, shorter, rounder,

and more deeply channelled. It produces large heads

of beautiful white flowers borne on stout stalks.

Propagation is by offsets, which should be potted

into 3-inch pots, in a mixture of four parts sound

loam to one of leaf-soil and sharp sand. Place the

plants in a stove, or warm pit near to the glass, to

prevent them making a weakly growth, aifording

water at the roots. After the latter have pushed

into the soil, warm liquid manure should be afforded

them, alternating it with clear tepid water. //. W,
Ward. [There are two species in gardens, viz

,

amboinensis, with white flowers on a many-flowered

umbel : season of flowering, March ; Australasica

is its synonym ; and Cunningham!, the Brisbane

Lily, also with white flowers, which are less crowded

than those of amboinensis. Ed.]

DiELVTRA SPECTAIJIL13.

The gracefulness of this plant and its delicate rose-

coloured flowers render it a very effective plant for

the conservatory or for cutting; when, as in the

latter case, it is mixed with its own beautiful leaves,

it is very beautiful. Plants which were transplanted in

the open during the last or the previous spring are

tliose best adapted for the purpose of being forced

The stools should be taken up if they are still in the

border and potted, using ordinary mould and pots no

larger than are required to hold the roots witlmut

injury, leaving the crowns a little abuve the surface.

Place tlie potted roots in a Peach-house or vinery

or any house in which the temperature is about .jO*^.

Settle the soil by giving the pots a good watering,

afterwards covering each crown with an inverted

flower-pot until they have made 9 or 10 inches of

growth, and the flower-spikes have got well above

the foliage. The inverted pots must then be removed

by degrees, and tepid liquid manure occasionally

given to assist development. When the plants have

done flowering they should be hardened off bi^foie

being again planted in the open ground in spring.

H. IV. W.

Antigonon leptopus.

At first sight the flower of this plant might readily

be mistaken for those of a small species of Bougain-

villea ; but on closer inspection it can be easily seen

that, instead of the coloured flower-bracts being the

most showy part, as in Bougainvillea, it is the usual

floral envelope—a perianth of Ave pieces—which is llie

showy part in this plant, the three outer petals being

larger than the two inner. They are all a bright rose

colour, the individual flowers being about half-an-inch

across. They are prodviced on axillary and terminal

one-sided racemes, which run out into slender,

branched, hooked tendrils ; and as is often the case

in plants belonging to this order, the commencement

of the inflorescence soon marks the point on the

shoots where leaf-growth ceases, so that the end of

the shoots for a foot or more is entirely made up of

flowering branchlets which are disposed in a graceful

manner. The plant is said to be indigenous to

Mexico, but we are told that it is now widely distributed

in tropical countries. The plant was introduced to

England some twenty years ago, but it is not nearly
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so often met with as might be expected. It is a

plant easily grown, and is well adapted for training

up a rafter or similar position in the stove. To grow

it freely it should be planted out in the usual way in well

drained rich soil, in a sunny position. A specimen

is now flowering freely in the aquatic-house liere,

which is planted out in the ordinary way, behind the

hot-water pipes, and trained on strings along the roof.

During the time of growth the growing points should

be trained a little to prevent confusion ; but as the

flowering period approaches the points should be

allowed to hang down for the sake of a better eflfect.

Care must be taken not to injure the 'points of the

shoots when the plant is growing early in the year.

After flowering it should be pruned. F. Boss, Pen-

dell Court.

MON'STKR.V DELICIOSA.

The large dark green leaves of this plant are ren-

dered very attractive by the way in which they are

perforated, and many curious remarks are made by

those who see them for the first time. In looking

at these perforations one naturally wants to know of

what advantage or use they are to the plant ? Can
it be for the purpose of allowing light to pass through

on to the leaf or leaves below ? The spathes are

very conspicuous ; in colour tliey are of a creamy
whiteness, shaped like a boat with the spadix passing

up the centre ; a spathe we measured a short

while ago was from 11 to 12 inches in length and

8 inches in diameter. The fruit, when ripe,

gives of!' an agreeable odour, and its flavour

would be very good were it not for the

raphides, which are very abundant in the fruit

(also the leaves), and these leave a painful stinging

sensation in the mouth, especially when one eats

without knowing the consequence. It flowers and
fruits in a temperature which does not fall lower

than 4.')° in winter. It requires to be grown on a

wall, or can be made to cover tlie stumps or stems of

old trees ; and these, if covered with the small creeping

kinds of Ficuses, give it a much more ornamental

eflfect. Wherever planted the places should be

syringed occasionally until the plants become
attached. IV. H.

PLANTS IN FLOWER AT KEW.
Alpinia mutica.—Apparently this species flowers

more freely than the older A. nutans, which it re-

sembles in foliage, size, and habit, but dift'ers in

having an erect instead of nodding raceme of flowers.

The first-mentioned was introduced from Borneo, by

Mr. Bull, in 1882. The Kew specimen is a large one,

having many stems, 8 feet high, leafy to the base

and evergreen. The racemes attain a length of

8 inches, and bear about a score of flowers, which

open in pairs; the calyx is half an inch long, tubular,

and toothed
; the corolla is composed of three oblong

petals, 1| inch long, and a fourth one, large, and
lip-like, folded like the labellum of a Phaius, and
coloured yellow, with numerous spots and lines of

crimson. The flowers, as well as the leaves, exhale

a strong, aromatic odour. These strong growing

Alpinias are first-rate plants for large, moist stoves,

or aquaria.

Phakria laurifolia is a robust Laurel-like stove

shrub, which was introduced from Ceylon many
years ago. The genus is related to Daphne, the

flowers being very similar to those of D. indica. but

pure white. They are produced in terminal heads

on the principal branches, remaining fresh a long

while. Like the flowers of Daphne too, they are also

deliciously fragrant. The leaves are lanceolate,

6 inches long, and shining green. The Kew plant

now flowering is in the I'alra-house ; it is about a

yard liigh. Although not so good a plant as Daphne
indica, yet this Phaleria is worth growing in good
collections. It is figured in the Botanical Magazine,

t. 5787.

Greyia Sutherland. — Th^Kevi ]>\iltA is flowering

exceptionally early this season, and it has been excep-

tional also in not losing its leaves as usual in the

autumn. It is a shrub 7 feet high, freely branched,

with shining green kidney-shaped leaves and terminal

racemes of crimson flowers, like those of Melianthus,

The genus is monotypic, and is a native of Katal,

where it flowers in February, and makes a brilliant

display, but it does not flower freely nor regularly

in England.

A(/ave dasylirloides.—This is one of the hand-

somest and most distinct of Agaves, considered as

greenhouse plants. It is more like a Yucca than

such species as A. americana, the leaves being ." feet

long, 1 inch broad, rigid, with a long pungent tip,

and very glaucous, almost silvery in colour. A
healthy, full-sized plant bears about eighty leaves,

and is J feet high. Tlie spike is 8 feet long, arching,

almost drooping, so that if not supported it would

trail on the ground. The flowers are very numerous,

tubular, 1 inch long and half as broad, greenish-

yellow ; they expand in whorls from the base

onwards. This species is allied to A. striata, and is

sometimes cultivated under the name of A. dealbata.

It is figured in Botanical Magazine, t. 571(5.

Aloe ciliaris.—Many species of Aloe are in flower

or bud just now, but the most distinct and note-

worthy is that here named, which deserves to be a

popular garden plant. It has thin scandent stems,

scarcely half an inch in diameter, branching freely,

the upper foot or so clothed with lance-shaped leaves

5 inches long, 1 inch broad at the base, gradually

narrowing upwards ; the margins are clothed with

small soft teeth, those at the base being white and

almost hair-like. The flowers are developed near

the top of the leafy shoots, each raceme being

10 inches long, the upper half bearing many tubular

flowors 1 inch long, yellow and pink, pale green at

the mouth. These flowers are quite as beautiful as

the best of Lachenalias, for which they might easily

be mistaken ; they also remain fresh a long time

when cut and placed in water.

Lachcnalia pendtila.—The first species to bloom

this winter, and also one of the handsomest. A
group of plants in the Cape-house is a pretty picture

in brown-purple and yellow. This has much larger

flowers than any of the others, and it is easily grown.

The genus might be turned to good account by

hybridists ; certainly there are both variety and

elegance as well as bright colours sufliicient to work

upon.

Frewias.—K large, well-flowered group of these

delightful Cape bulbous plants in the conservatory

here, prove their value, if proof be needed, as winter-

flowering greenhouse plants. Nothing could be

prettier, and certainly nothing is more pleasantly

scented than the flowers, and they last a long while.

It has already been stated in the Gardeners' Chronicle

that the best treatment for Freesias is not to rest

them, but keep them growing on all summer, shifting

them into larger pots if necessary, but without dis-

turbing the old ball of soil. Some of the Kew plants

were treated in this way, and they are much finer

than those which were rested. After what we were

told by Professor McOwan in regard to the n.atural

conditions of Freesias, it is extraordinary tliat the

no-rest treatment has been more successful than tlie

usual dry-rest treatment for Cape bulbs in general.

The large, white-flowered form known as F. refracta

alba, has proved by far the best garden plant. W.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
AciDANTKKnA BicotoR, Garden ami Forest, Decem-

ber ij ; woodcut.

Alocasia Chanthikri, Illustration Horticole, t. (j-l.

ANDnosACE LANnoiNOSA, lUmtrtcrtc Monalshefte,

December.

Angr.hcum Sandebianum, Revue Horticole, Novem-

ber IG.

Apple Schutteh's Reinette, Bulletin d'Arboricul-

ture, ^x., November.
Chohisia speciosa, Le Jardin, December 5 ; wood-

cut.

CvcKOCHES CHLOROCHEiLON, Illustration Horticole,

t. 65.

Cypripedium JIastersianum, Lindenia t. 151).

Echinocactus texexsis. Gartenjlnra, December,

t. 1280.

L.TiLiA ciNNABARiNA, OrchidophHc, November.
Leptotes bicolor, Lindenia, t. 1.57.

OooNTOciLOssDM CONSTRICTOJI, Illustration Horti-

cole, t. 60.

Odontoglossum Halli, Lindenia, t. 158.

Vanda co'.rulea, Lindenia, t. 160.

Zygopetalum Sanderiancm, Gartenflora, t. 1287.

STAPELIA GIGANTEA.
When I described this grand species in the Gar-

deners Chronicle for 1877, vol. vii., p. 6S4 and p. 693,

f. 112, it had not then flowered in this country

to my knowledge, nor does it appear to have done so

since until the present season, when, to my gratifica-

tion, it fioweredjlast month in the garden of Sir George
Macleay, at Pendell Court, and has been drawn for

the Botanical Magazine. The flower was not as large

as that represented in the figure, which is here re-

peated (fig. 101), but measured about 11 inches in

diameter when the lobes are fully spread out. The
colour of the flower is pale yellow, marked with pale

reddish transverse lines, and thinly covered with

erect pale purple hairs, which are scarcely visible,

except when the flower is seen sideways. The bars

represented on the underside of the petals in the

engraving should have been omitted. The odour is

disagreeable, as in the other species of the genus,

although I have been told of one that is sweet scented

^about which I should like to have substantial

evidence, as all the species I have seen living, be-

longing to all the genera of the tribe Stapelieae,

have been either disagreeably scented or odourless.

Although S. gigantea was originally discovered in

Zululaud by Mr. Plant, and introduced into Europe
by Mr. Cooper from the Botanic Garden, at Durban,

Natal, it has since been found in Namaqualand, which

is quite on the other side of the continent — an

interesting fact in the geographical distribution of

these plants, which are usually local, and, so far as I

can learn, do not exist in any great numbers in any

one locality. N. E. Brown, Herbarium, Kew.

VIOLAS,
The correspondence in your columns is most sea-

sonable. It is now that people are making up their

minds as to what they will have for spring and early

summer flowers next year. Xo doabt in the South,

Violas must bloom in April, May, and the first week
or two in Jane, to be of any use. After that, in an

ordinary year, their season is practically over in all

the southern counties. We would advise planting

early in March, if plants are sufliciently rooted and

the weather favourable. In Scotland, it is difticult

to get plants sufficiently wellVooted so early as that,

and it is always difficult for Scotch nurserymen to

execute orders for Pansies and Violas as early as

growers in the South of England would like, unless

they have batches of plants struck in August.

In selecting a piece of ground to grow Violas, it

ought to be remembered that they cannot endure the

full blaze of the noonday sun. Choose, therefore,

a slightly shaded position, a border facing west or

east rather than due south, is preferable. We do not

mean to say Violas will not grow facing south ; the

fact is, many of the most useful varieties will grow

almost anywhere ; but we are advising planting where

the best all-round results are likely to be obtained.

In a border slightly shaded from the noonday sun in

July, plants after flowering, will grow well and

make clumps for the following year, from which it

will be possible to gather flowers, literally in bas-

ketfuls.

Regarding manure, we would recommend that old

well-decomposed cow manure be dug into the ground

now, and that it be left in a rough state until plant-

ing time. We quite approve of autumn planting in

the South, but it is too late now to attempt this, and

it will be much better to defer until March.
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FlO, 101.—STAPELIA tilQANTEA: PALE YELLOW, WITH BEBDISH LINES. (sEE P. 728.)
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From the catalogue of any nurseryman who makes

a specialty of Violas, the names of the best varieties

can easily be gleaned. There are a few we might

mention which ought to be in every collection how-

ever small. They are fine free growers, and are beau-

tiful either as bedders or as cut flowers for glasses.

These are—Countess of ICintore, bluish-purple and

white; Countess of Ilopetoun, pure white; Archi-

bald Grant, dark rosy-purple ; Bullion, bright golden-

yellow ; Skylark (or its improved form, Blue Cloud),

white, with a band of blue on top petals ;
Columbine,

white, margined with rosy-lilac.

Noiv there are half-a-dozen sorts which will do

well in the liands of either amateur or professional.

Of course we could enumerate many more—some,

perhaps, prettier, if we went into the new class, which

should, strictly speaking, be termed "fancy Violas;"

but we could not name more useful varieties.

As to exhibiting them, they could either be shown

grown in pots or pans, as suggested by Mr. K. .lenkins,

or in sprays for cut blooms, or in glasses mixed with

Adiantum fronds. We conceive that were this pro-

perly done, and brought under the notice of the

public at the London sliows, Violas would at once

spring into the front rank as flowers suitable for

glasses, and for table and other decorations. DohUe

^ Co., Hothesai/.

The Bulb Garden.

AUTUMN AND WINTER FLOWERING
CROCUS.

DuHixa November and the early days of December

the garden has been gay with Primroses, Polyan-

thuses and Auriculas, even the laced Polyanthuses

are in bloom, George IV. being very fine, the flowers

of large size and markings good. Many species of

Crocus have perfect flowers, which in ordinary

seasons are crippled by frost. The best amongst

them has been C. longiflorus, not alone for its lovely

lilac colour, veined with purple, but for the number

of flowers it has produced. Its corms increase quite as

freely as those of the common C. vernus, so that there

is no wonder tliat it is common where it grows wild,

in Southern Italy, Sicily, and Malta. It has many

synonyms, and is described by Herbert under the

name of C. odorus var. longiflorus, and figured in

Bot. Eeq., 1844, vol. xxx., t. 3, fig. 5, as C. odorus

var. melitensis. This is beautifully figured and

described by Herbert.

C. Boryanus was opening its flowers slowly on

December 10, when the wind changed and frost

checked their further development. This species

seldom flowers well out-of-doors, owing to its bloom-

ing at mid-winter. The flowers are very pretty,

white, with a rich purple stripe externally. Mr.

Maw figures the normal form, with pure white

flowers, and remarks that " an occasional variety is

sometimes found with delicate lilac featherings on

the outer surface of the outer segments." The plant is

dwarf, and not of robust habit. Mr. Maw retains the

name of C. Boryi (Gay), for this species, and rejects

Herbert's name of C. Boryanus. C. lievigatus has

been in flower for a long period ; it is a very pretty

species, and one of the best for gardens.

We have also in flower the variety striatus ; the

flowers are of a blue-lilac colour, the outer surface

of the segments striped purple. The leaves come

with or before the flowers. Mr. Maw says it flowers

from the end of September to Christmas, and often

into the spring. C. ancyrensis is now in flower, and

is a pretty little thing with prettily formed golden-

yellow flowers, very distinct from any other variety,

but feeble in growth, and so we grow it under glass.

Mr. Maw gives the above as its specific name, while

Herbert describes it as a variety of C. reticulatus

and Baker as a variety of C. susianus. C. asturicus,

tliough an October flowering species, retained its

flowers until December. It reminds one of C. nudi-

florus, but it is variable in its colouring.

We had also in flower a very pretty free-growing

species on the first days of December, under the

name of C. Tournefortii splendens. The species C.

Tournefortii, of Gay, has been described under

many different names, and the work of Mr. Maw, in

investigating this interesting genus of plants, and

bringing those that are not of specific rank under

tlieir true names, must have been laborious, had it

not been a labour of love. This species has been

figured in But. Mag., t. 0770, as C. Orphaaides. It

had been sent from Greece to Kew by Professor

Orphanides, of Athens, under the name of C. phole-

gandrus, and the new name was given by Hooker.

It is figured in Bot. Beg. for the year 1S45, t. .'17. from

a drawing by Herbert ; but his delineation is not bo

happy as usual.

C. Clusii is one of our most valued species, and

its purplish flowers are very pretty. It flowers

with us in December. Mr. Maw give? three figures

of it, one marked October 3, another November, and

a third December 10.

I think these autumn and winter-flowering Crocuses

are the most lovely of the season in wliich they are

produced ; and one cannot wonder at the enthusiasm

of such ardent cultivators as Mr. Maw and the late

Rev. Ilarpur-Crewe, leading them to devote so much

of their time to study the life-history of the plant.

The Crocus was also a favourite flower of Dean Her-

bert, and liis papers on the genus Crocus in the second

volume of the Juiimal of the Boyal Horlicidtiiral

Society give evidence of laborious research. The

plants can be cultivated in pots, and in that state

can be moved anywhere when in flower. J. Douglas.

Forestry.

Marketing Home-grown Timber.—As we have

just entered upon the season when the bulk of home-

grown wood is placed upon the market, a word or two

with regard to it and supplementary to my remarks

a few weeks ago upon selecting and marking, may be

acceptable. 'The subject is broadly divided into two

heads, viz., auction sales and sales by private con-

tract, as the semi-private plan of offering by tender

really comes under the latter heading.

Auctions.—The obvious advantage of selling in this

way is the publicity obtained and the competition

generally induced. The set-off against this advan-

tage is, of course, the one considerable expense which

a public sale entails. The desirability of this plan

of disposal certainly depends much upon surrounding

circumstances, and no hard and fast rule can

be laid down ; but speaking from experience I

should say that private bargains, when they can be

made, are generally satisfactory. Beyond the mere

question of expense, another great drawback

to auction sales, especially when divided into

small lots, is the number of diflferent purchasers who,

by buying a lot or two, obtain access to a place.

Some I know look upon this as a gain, on tlie ground

that the timber is more readily cleared. This, so

far as it goes, may be true, but it is far more easy to

control the operations of one or two respectable mer-

chants than of a whole host of small traders. This

is much more important than the saving of a few

weeks in clearing, as large buyers are almost always

ready to meet the wishes of sellers in moving what

is most in the way and at the proper seasons.

Where there are game preserves, for instance, it is

very convenient to arrange matters in this way.

When, however, an auction is decided on, care

should be taken that the conditions of sale are care-

fully framed, as by this precaution the evil of the

variety of customers, may, to some extent, be

minimised. These conditions will, of course, vary

according to the necessities of the case, and whether

the timber is standing or felled. I will take, for

example two different estates, in which the sales are

treated in different ways. In both cases the trees

are standing, but in the first the vendor reserves to

himself the felling, the purchaser having the option

of sending a man to look after his interest if he desires

it. In the other, the more general plan of allowing

the purchaser to bear the expense is followed. The

conditions stated are, that in the hedgerows the trees

may be sawn ofl', and the stools left, but the pur-

chaser has to replace any earth removed, and make
good the fences. All trees standing in the open fields

or park lands to be rooted up.

In the case of the hedgerows, it would no doubt

be better if the roots were out of the way, and the

banks made good and replanted. The cost of this,

however, is relatively very heavy, and if insisted

upon would make a corresponding loss on the pro-

ceeds of the sale. On the whole it is wise, unless in

special cases, to allow the ])urchasers the option of

sawing off all trees which are not actually in the

open.

Private Treaty Sales.—As I have pointed out above,

this is the way of selling I most favour. There are, of

course, many persons who think otherwise, and argue

that when competition is done away with sellers do

not get a full price. This objection really amounts to

but little, as buyers are perfectly aware that it is

easy to have an auction if the seller so elects. The
real reason of the majority of auctions is the lack of

knowledge on the part of the seller and liis agent of

what the particular lot they liave to offer is woi'th.

It is not surprising that they should be in doubt, as

their practice is so small. A much cheaper plan,

however, than an auction would be to secure the

services of a capable valuer who would fix upon a

price. The merchant could tiien either accept or re-

fuse. It would not be often that business did not

result.

Selling when Felled.—I have hitherto dwelt entirely

upon selling standing, and this is becoming more and

more common. In felling before selling, the owner

is at the mercy of the market, as the timber must be

disposed of in some way within a limited time. The
e.xact contents of a felled tree can of course be more

easily found than the contents of a standing one, but

the dirt'erence is not at all in proportion to the extra

trouble and cost. D. J. IVn, Lynehani, Wilts.

Plants and Their Culture.

JusTiciA spEciosA.—The bright carmine-coloured

flowers of this plant, although not thought much
of when cut, are in the winter of much decorative

value. Any plants which were grown in cool

frames in summer, and will now be in an inter-

mediate-house, will be showing the colour of their

flowers in the order in which they were last stopped.

When wanted at an early date a little more warmth

will bring them on, and it will be found that the

flowers and foliage will be improved by weak liquid

manure aft'orded the plants at regular intervals.

Fumigate slightly if greenfly appears, or syringe

with weak tobacco solution. After they have flowered,

unless kept for some little time and partially rested,

it is better to throw them away, young plants being

easily raised. When old jdants can be accommo-

dated they will, when reintroduced into heat at a

later period, flower again freely. Of course, if

desired the plant may be rapidly grown into a large

specimen, but large specimens are not generally so

serviceable as small ones. The late struck plants

should be repotted as soon as they require it ; for if

deferred too long the bottom leaves drop oft'. Any
light rich soil suits the plant, and while growing

keep the plants near the glass.

Lai'henafias and other bulbous plants should now
be growing where they may get all the light and sun-

shine possible. These and other small growers do
verv well in the greenhouse on shelves near the roof.

Cyrtanthus enjoys a few degrees more warmtli

than others, and as the plants are small, they would
be likely to suffer if placed amongst stronger

growers. Even such large bulbs as those of Albuca,

Ornithogalum, Hiemanthus, Crinum Jloorei, Bruns-

vigia, soon get into bad healtli when crowded or

shaded by other plants. Be careful not to over-

water any bulbous species not in vigorous growth.

Cinerarias.—Those showing flower should be care-

fully examined for aphides, and if any traces be found,

slight fumigation must be done at once. The best

practice is to fumigate for two or three nights

in succession, and see that the foliage is dry,

Ou the morning after the last fumigation, if the
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plant be moderately syriDged, it will still further

clean them, and help them to overcome the ill-eflects

of the smoking. Succession plants sht uld be kept
steadily growing, and to prevent *' drawing," aftbrd

the house or pit plenty of air whenever practicable,

guarding against admitting frosty air. These plants

will not suffer so long as the temperature does not
droj) below freezing, but 40° should be the minimum.
A close warm atmosphere is always injuiiuus, and
speedily ruins the prospect of good bloom on Cine-
rarias. The latest seedlings will now be iit to pot
off, and probably into their flowering pots. Use, as
before recommended, a rich loamy soil, with a small
quantity of bone-dust or tish guano. Stand the
plants on a moist surface, but do not regularly

syringe them.
Hei'haceoKs Calceolarias require a similar course of

treatment, but the potting soil used may be of a
much heavier nature. ^)i\e of the best places in

which to winter the Calceolaria is a light span-roofed
frame with a floor of ciml ashes, and sufticient hot-
water pipe to keep out the lowest degree of frost we
may have. F. Ross, PenJcll Court, lilelchuif/lf//.

The Flower Garden.

Trees axd Shrubs.—Push forward all planting
operations when the soil is in a suitable condition.

Mulch newly-planted stuff, and stake all such as

need it. In gardens where the planting operations

have already been brought to a close it will be

advisable to make a thorough inspection of the

established plants, noting those that are not flourish-

ing, and adopting measures to meet each case. Large
unhealthy specimens must have the surface soil

taken away down to the roots, and without injury to

any of the latter ; and replace it with good sound loam
and leaf-mould, mixed with some of the staple,

adding thereto peat for such as need it. A mulch-
ing of manure is in all cases of sickly trees, Sec, of

great benefit. In the event of hard weather,

get in readiness for next season, shreds, labels, and
stakes. Give attention after frost to all autumn-
planted perennials in beds and borders, and let the

soil be pressed down firmly with the hands about
the spring bedders.

Indoors.—Zonal Palargoniums and kindred sub-
jects which do nut require a high temperature,

should be watered sparingly at this time of the

year, and top ventilation afforded on all favourable

occasions to prevent loss from damping. If wintered
in light airy houses, and stood on shelves compara-
tively near to the glass, such plants will give little

trouble. Keep the soil in the pots stirred and the

plants clean.

Alternantheras, Colens, and Iresenes will require

closely looking after for some little time to come,
and ought to be in a temperature of not less than
60°. Verbenas and other small plants liable to get

attacked by aphides should be fumigated with
tobacco paper occasionally, to keep them clean.

Examine tubt-rous Begonias, Dahalias, (Uadiolus
and Cannas, and let none suffer from extremes of

damp or dryness, and for some few weeks to come
keep them in a dark and cool place where they
will be secure from frost. •/. Horsejield, Heyfeshury.

Fruits Under Glass.

Plums and Cheriiies,—These must be kept cool,

and the house well ventilated if they are under cover.

If attention to pinching wasgiven duringgrowth there

will be little pruning now necessary beyond trimming
rough cuts. Get the trees cleaned as a safi-guard

against insect enemies, and top-dress the balls with

loam, bone-dust, and lime rubbish. Pj-ior to resur-

facing, remove all the soil as far as it is safe, and ram
in the fresh material. Give every attention to

watering, but guard against excess, and do not let the

night temperature exceeduO^. The forcing of Plums
and Cherries, if it can be so called, must be carried

out with the utmost caution, else the crop may be

suddenly and entirely lost.

Melui'is.—A large heap of leaves and stable litter

should now be in a proper state of fermentation, and

ready to form into the bed for the earliest Melons.

If composed largely of leaves, so much the better, as

the he.at will be steady and lasting. Let the Melon-
house be thoroughly cleaned, and every surface well

coated with hot limewash, into which a handlul of

flowers of sulphur has been stirred. When the fer-

menting material is brought in let it be trodden quite

firmly, so as to prevent mueli immediate subsidence,

as well as to equalise and prolong its warmth. On
the top, place a few turves grassy side downwards,

and at intervals of 2 feet construct little mounds of

loam, leaf-mould, and old Mushroom-bed manure;
into each of these drop two or three seeds—Pen-
rhyn Seedling and Best of All will be found reliable

varieties. Let the night temperature be kept at

6.5°—70°, being ruled in this matter by the prevail-

ing weather. Allow a rise of 70°—S0° by day.

Cucumbers. — Guard against overcropping, and
keep an outlook for thrips and aphides. Allow the

plants to grow freely, so as to induce root action
;

attend to top-dressing with loan), leaf-mould, and

spent Mushroom-bed manure, at the same tempera-

ture as that of the house. Whenever the roots

appear on the surface, keep the night temperature at

6,")° on cold nights, and 70° on mild ones, but when
cold winds and frosts prevail, have recourse to cover-

ing the glass with Frigi Domo or mats. During
dull days raise the temperature to 75° by fire-heat,

and during steady sunshine at S5°, with air. Admit
a little daily when the weather permits its being

done safely. Where there is no Cucumber pit no

time should be lost in getting a hot-bed made, if

this be not already done. It will require to be about

feet high, and 4 feet wider than the box, to pro-

duce the retjuisite temperature. When the heat

subsides to 1)0° the seeds may be placed in a little

mound in the centre of each light. Some loose

litter in as dry a state as possible shaken around the

bed will prevent the escape of heat. The glass will

require covering up with mats, and in very hard

weather, with litter as well under the mats to secure

a temperature of 70° to 75°
; a trifle of ventilation

must be aftorded day and night.

Strawberries.—The Strawberry plants recommended
to be placed on a bed of leaves last month, will have

made a start to grow, and when the flower-spikes are

discernible remove the jdants to a shelf close to the

glass and afford them a temperature of 50°—55°.

Do not exceed the latter figure until the plants are

out of bloom and the fruit set. Keep the roots in a

moist state, but not wet. Introduce successions from

the open ground every fortnight. In the absence of

pit accommodation the shelves at the top of Peach-
houses may be made use of for the plants. Examine
each pot, to ascertain the state of the drainage, and to

see ifworms are in the soil, pick ofi' decayed leaves and
scrub the pots clean. Where the plants are started

in houses, wire shelves are the best, as every facility is

thereby afforded for syringing ; this is important, as

the slightest check soon causes red-spider to ])ut in

appearance. Aphides must also be destroyed by

fumigation before the blossoms open. W. M, Baillie,

Luton Hoo.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Cherries.—The pruning of all Cherry trees should

now be done, the trees on walls being nailed or tied

soon afterwards. The pruning of dessert Cherries

should always be done as far as possible in the

summer, as the too free use of the pruning-knife in

winter is conducive to gumming. Summer-pruned
trees will now only require to have the spurs

shortened back to two buds. Young trees will

require their branches to be thinned and regulated,

and in Bigarreans a space of 8 or 9 inches should be

left between each main branch, but those in the

varieties of Duke Cherries may be left closer together.

In nailing trees leave ample room in the shreds for

the swelling of the wood, and avoid driving the nails

where they will come in contact with the bark, this

being a fruitful source of gumming. The Morello

and Kentish varieties require a different sort of

pruning, as these bear on the young wood of the

preceding year. Look the trees carefully over,

removing sucii of the oldest branches as can con-

veniently be spared, and retaining as many of the

young shoots as may be laid in without undue
crowding. Bushes will require a general thinning,

the removal of dead wood, and for dessert varieties

the spurs should be shortened back as advised for

wall trees. Where Vines are grown against walls

out-of-doors they should now be pruned to two or

three eyes, and nailed anew to the wall.

Insects.—The present is without doubt the best

time in the whole year in which to exterminate the

insects which are injurious to fruit trees, as more
drastic measures may be used now the trees arc at

rest than when growing. In this district the wintpr

moth is again very prevalent, and the males may be

seen flying about In great numbera in the gloaming.
The caterpillars of this moth cause more destruction to

our Apple trees than any other insect we have in

this country ; and trees that have been badly infested

with them last spring and summer should receive

special attention. As soon as the trees are pruned,

the prunings, leaves, and auy rubbish laying about

under the trees, sliould be raked up and burnt ; then
bind a broad strip of brown paper or old cloth

round the stems, and secure it there by means ot

twine, after which smear it with cart-grease, gas-tar,

or something of a sticky nature, renewine it again

and again as it gets hard. The female moth, which
has abortive wings and cannot therefore fly, will thus
be prevented from crawling up the trees, and they
will be found sticking on the band. I find that

cart-grease is the best thing for the purpose, as it

remains effective for a considerable time before

hardening.
For Apple and Pear trees that are affected with the

mussel scale, or American blight, a good dressing of

the stems and branches with petroleum emulsion,

applied in a cold state, is very efticacious. For
making petroleum emulsion the fullowinfjare the in-

gredients :—To 1 pint of petroleum add k lb. of soft-

soap, and place in a bucket, over which pour

^ gallon of boiling water, and by the forcible use of

a syringe, mix the whole well together for about ten

minutes. A painter's brush should be used for

applying it, avoiding as much as possible the buds.

For brown scale, paint the trees with the following

home-made mixture :—Take equal quantities of

sulphur, soft-soap, soot, clay, and add suflicient

water so that when all is well mixed together it will

be of the same consistency as paint.

As soon as the nailing of Cherry and Plum trees

is completed the walls as well as the trees should

be thoroughly washed by means of the garden-
engine, with soap-suds or soft-soapy water. Choose,

if possible, a mild day for doing it, so that the trees

become dry again before nightfall.

Gooseberry and Currant bushes that have been
attacked by the caterpillar should, after pruning,

have all the soil under the bushes removed to the

depth of 4 or 5 inches taken away and buried deeply

in another part of tlie garden. Place fresh soil

under the bushes, and give the surface a good dress-

ing of newly-slaked lime or spent gas-lime. The
bushes may be either dusted over or syringed with a

mixture of soot and lime, as a means for preventing

bud-picking by the birds. A. Ward, Stoke Edith Park,

The Kitchen Garden.

Outdoor Mushroom Beds.—These beds, if made
early in the autumn, will require examining occa-

sionally to remove any Mushrooms that may be fit

for use ; but this work should only be carried out on
mild days, uncovering only a small space at each time,

and returning the litter as quickly as possible. The
thickness of the covering of litter, mats, &c., should

be varied, according as the outside temperature is

high or low, and the length of time the beds have
been made. Succession beds may still be made, if

]>recautions can be taken against getting the mate-
rials wetted by rain or snow.

The Mush room- house.—As the beds become ex-

hausted they should be removed, and new ones made
up, the new materials for which will assist in keep-

ing up the temperature, as well as affording a genial

atmosphere for those beds now cropping. Any beds

which are not coming into bearing as soon as was
expected may be hastened by having a covering ofclean

straw placed over them. It is frequently the case that

in Mushroom-houses, through delects in construction,

it is almost impossible to get any produce without this

covering. Any beds that require water should always

haveaslight covering of hay put on previously, and the

waterwarmedtoatemperatureofSo^. Itisagood plan

to put a little liquid-manure oratablespoonful of car-

bonate of ammonia into each gallon of water, the

hay be removed again after a few hours or left on
according to circumstances. Beds that have ceased

bearing may often be restored to partial fertility aj^ain

in a few days by this means. A steady temperature of

^^i)^ should be maintained in the house ; and that

without the aid of fire-heat, if possible. This may
not always be achieved, although much may be done
to raise the warmth of the house by building up new
beds as previously alluded to. In no case ht the hot-

water pipes get too hot—but merely warm, and dry-

ness in the air must be counteracted by keeping the

floor wet. iV. II. Divers, Kctton Hull, Stamfuid,
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Adverfifers are ^peciaUy reque^ied to note, that,

under no circumstances irhaterer, can any
particular position in the paper l>e guaran-
teed for adverti!<ements occupying less space

than an entire column.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SALES-
THfRsTHV Tirr .„ ( Liliums from Japan, Dutch Bulto,TULKSDAi, PEC. .'7-j &c., at Stevens' Eooma.

KiTrlKTHv Tir^ .) Fniit Trefis, Shrub-i. Border Plants,
SATURDAl, Dec. 29^ and Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

%* Our Almanac. - Secretaries of societies

and others would (treatly oblige by forw.arding im-

mediately to the Editor notices of fixtures for the

ensuing year, for insertion in the Almanac to be

published in the first number of the new year.

Communications should reach us not later than the

29th inst.

The figure of General Ooedon

and most self-sacrificing of our race.

Round his name will gather, and have already

gathered, traditions and myths, such as are now
almost inseparably mixed up with the history of

the world's greatest men ; but, so far as we know
at least, no one has assigned him a place among
the botanists. That he was no mean observer,

however, and that he was well able to appreciate

the facts of Nature, is apparent from an article

in the current number of the XInirersal Seview,

attributed on the cover to " .Tames Heitten and

General GonDON," and having for its subject

" The Forbidden Fruit and the Garden of Eden."

The Forbidden Fruit, in the opinion of General

Gordon, was none other than the douljle Cocoa-

nut (Lodoicea seychellarum), whilst the Garden

of Eden was conterminous with the Seychelles

Islands.

In this almost grotesquely absurd conclusion,

it might naturally be supposed that the learned

Editor of the Journal of Botany supplied the

facts, and the late General the—well, we will not

say fiction, as that might be taken offensively

—

the fancy. This would not be wholly correct.

The botanical details are of course correctly

given by Mr. Beittex, who takes care not to

identify himself with the General's fancies ; but

the rough outline sketches of the details of the

flower and fruit made by General Gordon show
that, however fanciful might be his interpreta-

tion of the facts, he had an eye to seize on, and

a hand to represent, the leading features of this

extraordinary tree.

Some of these drawings are reproduced in the

article before us, while a series of them may be

seen in No. 1 ^Museum at Kew, together with

specimens of the wood and other portions of the

tree collected by the General.

Myths of all sorts have gradually accreted

round this extraordinary tree, but verily this

—

the latest— is the most fantastic of all. In

olden times the curious shape of the fruits,

their frequent discovery floating on the surface

of the Indian Ocean, and the ignorance of

their source, naturally gave rise to superstitious

fables, and invested the nuts with a price that

vies with those formerly given for a Tulip bulb,

or shall we say for a rare Orchid now-a-days

!

Even RuMPHics, an acute naturalist, could only

conceive that they were the product of a tree

growing at the bottom of the sea.

However interesting the myths and legends

collected by RuMPHifs may be to students of folk-

lore and ethnology, they have lost their interest

since the discovery of the real nature and origin

of these singular nuts. To botanists they must
always remain subjects of great interest, from
their peculiar structure, and from the fact that

they are natives of the Seychelles Islands, and no-

where else, and therefore afford basis for theories

and speculations which are more or less in

accordance with the scientific knowledge of

the day, but some of which are doubtless destined

to be proved as fantastic as we believe General
Gordon's notions to have been. The Palm pro-
ducing these nuts was figured by the late Sir

'S\'ii,LiAM Hooker in the Botanical Magazine,
t. 2734— 8, and the botanical history is now pretty

well known. A summary of it may be found
in the Treasury of Botany and other text-books.

Those who want to see what the tree is like

should \-isit the Marianne North Gallery at Kew,
and inspect the various articles made from the

Palm in question in that establishment.

It may be of interest now to repeat the figure

already given in our columns (fig. 102) repre-

senting the mode of germination of this Palm

Via. 102. — QERMIN-ATIOX OF THE DOUBLE COCOA-NUT,
LODOICEA SEYCHELLARUM, AND BOWL-SHAPED BASE OF

THE STEM (LEAF) THROUGH WHICH THi: ROOTS PRO-

TRUDE; DOTH MUCH REDU«ED IX .SIZE,

and the huge bowl at the base of the stem through

which the roots protrude. On botanical grounds

we feel disposed to say that the identification of

the double Cocoa-nut with the Forbidden Fruit is,

after all, supported by as good evidence as in the

case of any of the other alleged sources of the

sin and misery of the human race. Poor Eve
must have been dreadfully disappointed with the

flavour of the nut unless it was better in Paradise

than it is said to be now. Probably as much,
or really as little, may be said in behalf of the

General's conclusions by the botanist as can be

adduced by the geographer in favour of the view

that the Seychelles Islands were the scene of the

event which had such direful consequences :^

" Through 300 years one wild superstition after

another has twined itself about this fruit, and now,
towards the end of the nineteenth century on the

very summit of progress and civilisation, there comes
a plain God-fearing soldier, and sees in it the un-

conscious instrument of ' man's first disobedience.

Some had sought for the seat of Eden by geography,

and had failed ; some had interpreted by allegory
;

some, alas ! had disbelieved it altogether ; but he

would seek it by the plainest of all evidence, the

evidence of the Maker himself, as embodied in His

work. In the rumoured uses of the fruit, in its mystic

shape, its duplication of form, its methods of life and

propagation, in one and all of these Gordon saw, or

thought he saw, an occult meaning only to be in-

terpreted in one way. He even went so far as to

draw out a chart to overcome the geographical

difficulties of the question, and prove that the

Pison and Gihon were to be identified with the

waters surrounding the Seychelles Islands !

"

A New PasSION-FlOWER (fig. 103).—Those
who have had the advantage of visiting the rich'y

stocked and interesting garden of Mr. T. B. Hay-
wood at lieigate, especially during the autumn
months, must have been struck with the beauty ai.d

free-flowering property of a hybrid Passion-flower

raised in that establishment. Trained fan-wise

under the rafters of a greenhouse, the plant affords

testimony alike of its own decorative merits and to

the skill of Mr. Ridoct, the gardener. We leam
that the hybrid in question, which we propose to

call the woodhatch hybrid, was raised between

Passiflora racemosa (the P. princeps of gardens'^,

and P. quadrangularis. The foliage, as will be

seen from our illustration, partakes more of the

character of P. racemosa, but the leaves being inter-

spersed among the flowers, the plants have not tl e

racemose character which is so remarkable in P,

racemosa. The colour of the flowers is different from

either of the parents. The sepals are remarkable f(r

the very deep [wing, like that of princeps, prolonged

at the apex into a curved horn. In colour they are

of a dull purple, while the petals are of a pale rosy-

purple hue. The outermost threads of the corona

are about half the length of the petals, white, with a

purple base. The succeeding filaments are much
shorter, also deep purple in colour, and slightly

capitate at the tips. The ovary is oblong and

glaucescant.

The Royal Horticultural Society.—The
following communication has been received by

us ;
" With a view to retrenchment of office ex-

penditure, and with the hope of being able to

devote more money to Chiswick, the Council of

the Royal Horticultural Society have decided to

leave the position of Assistant Secretary vacant for

the present. Mr. Charles J. Ghahame, who has so

well filled that office during the past year, fully con-

curs in the propriety of this step, and having the

Society's welfare at heart, is in entire accord with

the Council's decision. The Hon. Secretary, tl e

Rev. W. WiLKs, has most kindly undertaken to be

responsible for all official correspondence ; and, con-

sidering the main objects he has in view—viz., tie

rehabilitation of Chiswick, and the resuscitation of

the Society's Journal—we are sure that he will meet
with every indulgence at the hands of Fellows and

others if sometimes he lindi it impossible to keep

the correspondence quite up to date."

Rev, G. Henslow.—We learn that the Council

of the Royal Horticultural Society have nomi-
nated this gentleman as an Honorary Fellow, in

acknowledgment of his long services as Secretary of

the Scientific Committee. This is a compliment
that has been more than earned, as any one who
examines the "Frost Report"—the preparation cf

which fell to his share—will admit ; and this is only

one of the many services rendered by its author to

scientific horticulture during many years.

"All Known Ferns."—Dr. Lorenzo Yates,

Santa Barbara, California, proposes, if a sufficient

number of subscribers be forthcoming, to publish a

work under the above title, in which the name,
synonym, habitat, affinity, bibliography, &c., of all

the known species of Fern will be enumerated,

including more (han 600 which have been published
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since Mr. Bakkk's edition of the Synopsis Filicum.

Dr. Yates will receive assistance from Mr. Baked.

The National Dahlia Show.—The usual

annual meeting- of the supporters of this exhibition

took place, hv kind permission, at the llorticultiiral

£114 10s. Gd; including £103 10s. paid as prize

money ; and the balance was made up by a pro rata

deduction from the prize money of the trade exhi-

bitors in accordance with the provisions of Kule 10.

The accounts were July passed. A conversation

tlien took place on the advisability of forming a per-

amount of money as last year towards the com-

pilation of a prize .schedule, and also supply as

heretofore cards, the necessary staging, take the

entries, and print the schedule of prizes. This offer

was accepted, with hearty thanks to the Crystal

Palace authorities ; and the first Friday and Satur-

^=- ^-
.iiJliilHIlii

a^ w '1 r''^

FlQ. 103.— PASSION-FLOWER ; WOODHATCU HYBRID.

Club, Hotel Windsor, Victoria Street, Westminster,

on the 14th inst., Mr. Harry Turner in the chair,

present also iMessrs. E. Mawley, T. W. Girdlestone,

W. II. Williams, J. Burrell, George Harris, A.

Rawlings, K. Uean, J. T. West, and H. Glasscock,

Hon. Secretary ami Treasurer. The balance-sheet

showed subscri|.itions for the past year, amounting to

£59 lOs, 6(/., and the usual gift of £50 from the Crystal

Palace Company, The expenditure amounted to

manent society, with proper rules and regulations

and a properly constituted e.'cecutive. It was thought

that if this step were taken, several of the exhibitors

who do not now subscribe to the prize fund might be

induced to do so. Eventually the matter was left in

the hands of the committee. Mr. H. Glasscock re-

ported that he had received from Mr. W. G. Head, on

behalf ofthe Crystal Palace Company, a communica-

tion to the effect that the Directors would give the same

day in September were named as the most suitable

days for the show in 1889, subject to the approval of

the ^lanager of the Crystal Palace. It was resolved

that for the future the 'udges should be selected

from the exhibitors, the amateurs to judge the

traders' flowers, and vice versa ; the luncheon to the

judges to be discontinued as a charge upon the

balance-sheet. The schedule of prizes as offered last

year was passed as that for the show ia September
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next. The Hon. Secretary stated that he had been

in communication with the Trustees of the Turner

Memorial Fund, with a view of obtaining a grant for

the exhibition ne.\t year, but he iiad been informed

that tire money had Ijeen voted fur the promotion of

Tulip culture. Jfr. Glasscock intimated that owing

to age and increasing inftrmities he should have

to resign the post of Hon. Secretary and Trea-

surer, and proposed that Mr. T. W. Girdlestone

should be elected in his stead. Mr. Girdlestone

having consented, tlie proposal was seconded and the

election carried unanimously. A cordial vote of

thanks was jiassed to Mr. Glasscock for his past

services. In revising the list of olHcers and com-
mittee, the name of Mr. 11. Glasscock was placed

among the vice-presidents. The following were

added to the committee: -Messrs. W. II. Apthorpe

and J. Burrell, Cambridge; .1. Cheal, Crawley; .1.

Gilbert, Ipswich ; W. Holmes, Hackney ; Geo. l*aul,

Cheshunt ; T. .1. S.iltmarsh, Chelmsford ; .7. H.

Tranter. Henley-on-Tliames ; and J. Walker, Thame.
The proceedings closed with thanks to the Horti-

cultural Club for the use of the room for the meeting,

and to the Chairman for presiding.

Horticultural Club. — The usual monthly
dinner and meeting of the Club took place at the

Hotel Windsor on Tuesday evening. The Hon. and
Key. J. T. Bosc.iwEX presided, in the .absence of Mr.
JoBx Lee, who is, we are glad to say, making rapid

progress towards recovery. There were present also

Dr. Hogg, Messrs. Lindsell, H. J. Pearson*, C. E.

Pe.irson, Walkeb, H. Toexer, &c. The subject

for discussion was " The Chrysanthemum," opened
by Mr. C. Pearsox with a most practical paper on
its culture, illustrated by some very fine examples.

An interesting discussion followed, in which Dr.
Hogg and Mr. P. Denxy took part.

New Chrysanthemums.—The number of re-

puted new \arieties from all sources is so great

as to become not only embarrassing in the matter of

choice, but positively perplexing because of the huge-
ne.ss of the lists of new varieties. Tlie Chrysanthe-
mum is now probably the most popular flower of the

day, and when a subject reaches to such a height of

popularity, a perfect avalanclie of novelties is certain

to descend upon the market. A list of new Chrysan-
themums for LSS'J has just come to hand, and forthe

information of cultivators it gives lists of new
varieties for l.'^88-8'.l. Thus Mr. Waterer sends from
America twenty new varieties

; Spaulding, twenty-

three
; J. Goode & Co., nine ; making si.xty-one

varieties from America alone. There are six new
varieties imported direct from Japan, some of them
bearing names very diihcult to spell, and still more
difficult to pronounce ; one from China; the Delaux
(France) collection, always a numerous one,

consists of thirty-seven varieties ; Audiguier
sends us five ; lieydellet, thirty-three ; Kozain
twelve ; K. Lacroix, eight : Iloste, eight : other

raisers (foreign), four ; while, finally Messrs. Cannell,

Carter, .Stevens and others, make up an additional

fifty-seven. This gives a list of two hundred and
forty-one varieties of difierent sections, but mainly
.lapanese. It will probably be found that other cata-

logue makers publish forms not included in the fore-

going. This is one of the penalties that has to be

paid for the popularity the flower ci-eated to a large

extent, or at least fostered, by the striking success

of the National Chrysanthemum Society. Eeally it

is necessary to revise tiie catalogue of the Society

every year. But who is equal to the cultivation of

all these new varieties so as to understand whetlier

they are distinct or not ?—or, if distinct, of any value ?

Probably of every hundred not more than a dozen in

each will be fitted to take their place among the
crack flowers of the day.

" The Journal of Botany."—The December
number contains articles on " The movements of the

chlorophyll grains according to the direction and
intensity of the light," by Mr. Spencer Moore ; Jlr.

George Morr.w continues his '• Catftlogue of West

Indian Algai "
; Professor Badington contributes a

sensible article on " Botanical Nomenclature," and

there are numerous other matters interesting to the

botanist. The horticulturist will be glad to have

recourse to the convenient biographical inde.x of

British and Irish botanists compiled by Mr. James

Britpex and Protessor Boulgee. In tlie present

instalment we find notices of John Formes, collector

in East Africa for the Horticultural Society

;

William Fohsyth, Uobert Fortune, John Fuasee
UoBEur I'uEUER, aud others. To indicate the nature

of these notices we transcribe one relative to a man
famous amongst other things for his introduction

of the Catawba Uhodondron :

—

" Fraser, John (de. 1750—1811 : //. Toiiinncloich.

Inverness, IT.'iO; d. Sloane Square, Chelsea, iOth

April, 1811 ;
')«!. Old Burial-ground, Chelsea. Hosier

and Collector, F. L. S., 1810. Published Walters
Flora Carotiniaiia. To Newfoundland, 1780 ; South-

ern States. 178.3; and seven times across Atlantic

between 1780 and 1810. Established nursery at

Sloane Square, ITXi. Collector to the Czar, 1798.

Herbarium presented to Linn. Roc, 1.849. Comp.
But. Mat/., ii., ;iOll; Pritz. llL'; .Lacks. lL'2, 14.");

Lasegue, 109; Cat/. Ga,-d., viii., 2."iO ; London,
Ai-horetiim, 119; Faulkner, Chehca, ii., 41. Litho.

portr. in Comp. Bol. Mag. Frasera, Walt.

"Fraser, John (/. 1799—1852): F. L. S., 1810.

A. L. S., 1848. Son of preceding. Accompanitd
his father in his travels, and subsequently to X.
America. Introduced Dahlia [.Subse((uently to

Lady Bute. F^d.] Had nursery at the Hermitage,

Eamsgate, 1817—183.5. Comp. Bot. Mag., ii., 302;

Pritz. 112."

Royal Visit to Ealing,—The decorations in

the streets of this pretty suburb on the opening ofthe

Jubilee Victoria Memorial Hall and Public Library on

.Saturday last, by their Royal Highnesses the Prince

and Princess ot Wales, deserve mention, as they

were very successfully accomplished by Messrs. C.

Lee Si Son, Hammersmith. The manager of the

Ealing branch, Mr. George Cannon, superintended

the arrangements of all the designs, and had the

honour, with the members of the Local Board, of

being presented to the Koyal party.

International Centenary Chrysanthe-
mum Show in EdinBURUH.—A largely attended

meeting of the Council of the Scottish Horticultural

Association was held in 5, St. Andrew Square,

Edinburgh, on the 13th inst., Mr. D. P. Laird in

the chair, to consider the propriety of holding an
International Centenary Chrysanthemum Show next

year, under the auspices of the Association, in Edin-

burgh. It was unanimously decided to proceed with

the project, and that the show should be held in the

Waverley Market on a Thursday, i'riday, and Satur-

day in November, 1889. It was further proposed

that a guarantee fund should at once be opened in

support of the undertaking, towards which a sum of

about .£60 was subscribed by the members of the

Council present. The matter is being taken up

with great enthusiasm by the members, and they

confidently rely on the cordial support of the patrons

of horticulture, gardeners, and the trade everywhere.

Messrs. Wm. Thomson & Sons, Clovenfords, as

already intimated, have signified their intention of

giving 5 guineas towards the prize list. A small

committee, consisting of Messrs. KonEirrsoN

MuNRO, Secretary ; McKenzie, treasurer ; D. P.

Laird, and M. Todd, was appointed to conduct pre-

liminary matters, and a meeting of the Council was
arranged to be held on an early day 1 1 receive its

re])ort.

The National Chrysanthemum Society.
—The annual dinner of this Society took place at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C., on the

13th inst., the President of the Society (Mr. E.

Sanderson) being in the chair, a large number
of members and their friends being present. In pro-

posing "Success to the National Chrysanthemum
Society " the Chairman gave a restt/u*' of its opera-

tions during the past year, mentioning the fact that

at the great November show at the Royal Aquarium
there were .5l>4 distinct exhibits, that the sum of

£250 was paid in prizes, and that the membership
of the Society had reached over 600. Sir Louis
Pellv, M.P., and the Rev. W. Wilks, Hon. Secretary
of the Royal Horticultural Society, responded to the

toast of " Our Patrons, Fellows, aud Guests," the
former stating that while the Emperors of Japan
selected as their crest the Chrysanthemum, the
Empresses took that of the Mulberry, because so

useful in maintaining the silkworms, as so many of
their choicest fabrics were woven from the silk

thereby produced. In response to the toast of " Tlie

Hon. Secretary and Committees," Mr. W.
Holmes stated that this was the eleventh
year of his holding office, and he had watched
the development of the Society with satisfac-

tion and honest pride. Eleven years ago the Society,

then known as the Borough of Hackney, numbered
fifty-five members, with an income of £75 per year

;

now it had 6.'13 members, and its income for 1888
amounted to nearly £1000. This result had been
brought about by means of unceasing and energetic

work on the part of the executive committee. The
year now drawing to a close had brought its quota
of success. The exhibition held in the Royal Aqua-
rium in November was the best ever seen there

;

tlie catalogue of Chrysanthemums, though deficient,

was yet acknowledged to be a publication redound-
ing to the credit of the Society. The provincial
show at Sheflield, though wanting in some features,

was a distinct success as an experiment ; and the
Conference at Sheffield was the first one held in

connection with the Chrysanthemum. Mr. George
Gordon also responded on behalf of the committee
in a spirited address. The musical arrangements,
carried out by Miss JIauie Belval, gave the
great est satisfaction.

British Grasses. — We are informed that
Messrs. Laixg & Mathee, seedsmen, Kelso, N.B.,

have issued for the use of teachers and students of

agriculture in the border counties, an illustrated

manual of the principal grasses used in the district.

Chambre Syndicale of Ghent.—At the
monthly meeting of this Society on Monday, Decem-
ber 10, the following plants received Certificates,

viz. :—Cypripedium cardinale, shown by MM. Ed.
Vervaet & Co. ; Anthuriura Andreanum atro-san-

guineum, shown by M. Ed. Pynaert, Van Geert
;

Andromeda japonica foliis albo-marginata, shown by
MM. F. Desbois & Co.; and Vriesea Marise, shown
by M. Truft'aut, of Versailles. Pandanus Desme-
tianus, shown by M. L. Desmet-Duvivier ; and
Euonyraus pulchellus foliis albo-marginatis, shown
by MM. i\ Desbois, & Co., were commended.

Canadian Plants.— Professor M.^coun has

just issued, for the Geological and Natural History

Survey of Canada, the fourth part of his Catalogue of
Canadian Plants, comprising the Endogens. No
descriptions are given, but a complete list of Cana-
dian plants, with synonyms prepared by a compe-
tent botanist, is likely to be very valuable to growers

of herbaceous plants. To local naturalists the care-

ful mention of localities will be very serviceable, and
will furnish the material for an account of the
geographical distribution of the species. The work,
which is creditable to the Dominion and to the

author, is published at Montreal by Dawson
Bbothers.

Chrysanthemums at Ghent.—The President

(Comte de Kekchove) of the " Societe Royale d'Agri-

culture et de Botanique de Gaud " informs us that

in the year 1889 there will be held at Ghent a
" Grande Exposition Internationale " to celebrate

the centenary of the introduction of the Chinese
Chrysanthemum into Europe." This exhibition

will, it is proposed, remain open from November 23
to December 1 ; and all who are interested (either

as amateurs or professionals) in these beautiful and
popular plants are invited to enter their names as

soon as possible as exhibitors, either of growing
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specimens or cut flowers. Attention is directed to

tlie fact that exhibitors need not necessarily be

members of the Society or natives of Belgium.

Vitality of Gardeners.—We learn from a

Derbyshire paper that there have been great doings in

Chesterfield to commemorate the Great Revolution

of 1G88. The chief item on the programme seems

to have been a grand procession of local celebrities

and societies, which paraded the town with much
ceremony. The following extract may interest our

readers;—"Carriage containing Mr. Adam Scott,

Chesterfield (formerly gardener to the late Duke of

Devonshire), aged 98 years ; Mr. Allison Clark

(farmer, Calow), aged ill' years ; Mr. George Parker,

Brimington (formerly gardener to Mr George

Stephenson), aged 88 years ; Mr. William Barlow,

Chesterfield (formerly gardener to ]\lr. (ieorge

Stephenson, Tapton), aged 67—or a total number of

years of .'>4;">.'' The average age of these Chesterfield

gardeners is, therefore, over 86 years. These figures

surely say something lor the salubrity ot Chester-

field and the neighbourhood, more for the

wholesomeness of gardening as a pursuit, and most,

perhaps, for the steady character of the men.

Pomology in Belgium.—We hear from M.Em.
KoDUiAS, the Secretary of the " Cercle d'Arboricul-

ture de Belgique," that there will be held in the city

of Ghent during September, 1889, a great fruit show
and national pomological conference. There is no
doubt but that a Congress summoned to discuss such

popular topics will meet with widely spread approval

and support.

The Season.—As showing the extreme for-

wardness as w'ell as lateness of tlie flowering of

plants in the open ground, we publish a list fur-

nished us by Lady Nouthiiodiine's gardener at

Betteshanger, Sandwich; and another, shorter, of

Chrysanthemums from so far distant a place as

Daventry Hall, Cockermouth. At Betteshanger the

following were in flower : — Montbretia, Macartney

Rase, Abutilous, various ; Pelargoniums, various ; St.

John's ^A'ort, Clematis, various ; llelichryaums,

various ; Carnations, Anemones, East Lothian Stocks,

Wallflowers, Agathaia ctelestis, Daisy, yellow and
white ; Marigold, Honeysuckle, Pentstemon, Godetia,

Verbena, summer Chrysanthemum, Ageratum, Mig-

nonette, Roses, six certainly, more probably ; Scabious,

Antirrhinums, Pheasant-eye Narcissus, Veronica,

Strawberry, Violets, Pansies, Polyanthus, Primroses,

yellow and red; Evening Primrose, Senecio pulcher,

Cobcea scandens, Petunias, various ; Sweet Peas,

Gaillardia, Tobacco, Calceolarias, Gazania splendens,

Alonsoa, Berberis Darwinii, Salvia patens. Mr.

J. Tait writes :
—" I send you from Cockermouth a

few Chrysanthemum blooms, just to show you what

we can have in a mild season. The blooms of -James

Salter, Jlargot, La Cliarmeuse, Mons. Crousse are

from a soutli wall ; those of La Vierge and Novelty

are from a west wall. Wild Primroses are in bloom
iri the woods, but while I write it is freezing keenly.

We had a sharp frost (10^) in the beginning of

October, but since the frosts have been slight. Our
thermometer registered 9.}° of frost on morning of

'Jth of present month,"

BrOMELIACE/E.—M. Ed. Axdrk, in the Eei'iie

Horticoh', gives a descriptive list of Bromeliacere met
with by him in his South American travels, among
which are no fewer than eighty-three new species. A
more detailed work on the same subject is in the

Press.

Skimmia Foremanni.—We have before us

shoots of this brilliant shrub, sent us by its raiser,

Mr. Foreman, of Eskbank, Dalkeith, and bearing

dense pyramidal panicles of bright coral-red berries,

each the size of a small Pea. The leaves are about
.'5 inches long by 1 in width, oblong acute, shortly

stalked, deep green, leathery, and studded with

minute oil glands. The plant is stated to be a

hybrid between S. fragrans and S. oblata, and has

the inflorescence of the former and something of

the leaves of the latter. We regret that it should

have received a Latin name, which will lead to con-

fusion, as people will naturally consider it a species,

and in conversation must naturally omit the X sign

of hybridity.

The tjuestion whether this is a true hybrid or no

cannot indeed be definitely solved till we know for

certain what the plant called S. fragrans is. Some

say it is a species, others that it is a sexual form of

S. iaponica. A facetious correspondent who holds

this last view asks, with reference to Foremann's

Skimmia, whether we have ever seen a hybrid

between a bull and a cow ? To which we are con-

strained to answer No ; though if the bull were of one

species and the cow of another, the oft'spring would

be hybrid, and so it may be witli reference to tlie

Skimmia alluded to. We simply told the tale

related to us. Be this as it may, the shrub is one of

the most brilliantly-berried shrubs we know, and

will be very valuable at this season. Like its con-

geners, it is probably hardy

.

Conference on Fruit Growing.—a meeting

of members of Parliament was held on Wednesday,

December 19, at the Westminster Palace Hotel, for

the purpose of considering the extension of fruit-

growing as a solution of the land problem, and a

reme-'y for agricultural distress.—Mr. Picrox, M.P.,

presided over a limited audience, which included less

than a score of members.—Mr. Sampson JIorgan

having read a paper on the subject, Siu Wii.i-ued

liAwsoN, M.P., said he was glad to welcome the

extension of fruit-eating, but so far as his experience

went on his own estates, fruit-growing had not

proved a success. He doubted whether the soil and

climate of Cumberland were suitable for fruit-

growing. Mr. T, B. Potter, JLP., said he had been

abroad a great deal, and he could not see why a great

deal of the fruit and flowers imported into this

country from the South of France should not be

grown at home. It was a question worthy of the

attention of the Legislature and the general public.

Mr. Handel Cossiiam, M.P., in moving a reso-

lution advocating fruit-growing in the interests

alike of rural districts and congested towns,

by giving employment to labour, said he was afraid

our climate did not give the proper sweetness to

fruit. He had tried fruit-growing in the shape of

Grapes, but they cost him ten times as much as he

could buy them for. Land tenure, in his opinion,

was the principal obstacle to success. Mr. Radclitie

CooK-E, M.P., seconded the resolution, but difi'ered

from the proposer as to the obstacle. After detail-

ing valuable experiences of fruit-growing in Here-

fordshire, he pointed out that the movement was well

worthy of support, and that it would be most unfor-

tunate to check it by connecting it with political

" fads." Mr. Channino, M.P., Mr. Seale Havne,
M.P., and Mr. .)asper More. M.P,, supported the

resolution, which was carried." Morning Pod.

Notices oi- Books.

The Rose Garden, &c. By William Taul, F.L.S.

Ninth edition, 4to, coloured plates. (Kent k
Co.)

To attempt any criticism of a work in its ninth

edition may seem a work of supererogation, but there

are some features about this edition which may
justify us in doing something more than mention the

publication of this new issue, and reiterating the praise

already bestowed upon it. And, first of all, let us have

our Englishman's privilege. Here it is. We really

do not care one jot whether Sappho loved the Kose,

whether she'praised it or no, and to whom she com-

pared it. We are quite ready to take it for granted

that she did do what was attributed to her — but,

what then ? We do not learn anything from

that fact, and our imaginations and emotions are

not stirred by it. Poetical allusions to the Rose

are very common. Many of them have no

special quality entitling them to reproduction, at

any rate in such a book as this, while some are

80 exquisitely beautiful that we do not wonder at

the temptation to quote them being too great to be

resisted. Nevertheless, we doubt whether the general

public, and even rosarians, would not prefer to get

their poetry from other sources—best of all, from

the Hoses theraselves^—^and trust to Mr. Paul's book

for the science and the practice connected with

tlie subject. Most of the quotations connected

with the Hose are moreover so terribly hackneyed,

that they create about as much poetic feeling in the

reader as the bud of a Mareihal Niel or a Niphetos

empaled on wire in a greengrocer's shop. By far

tlie best, most varied, and least worn series of

quotations are tho.se amassed by the fine taste

and graceful imaginings of the authoress of the

series of articles in our columns, and which have

been republished in the authoress' Days and Hours

ill a Garden, and especially in her Ros Rosarum,

both publi.shed by Elliot Stock.

Adverting, however, to the other chapters of the

book, we really have Uttle to say further than this,

that we feel disposed to praise the book in this its

ninth edition nine times more than we did before;

but having already exhausted our superlatives this

is a difficult matter.

Mr. Paul's books have always struck us, not

only by their excellence as practical handbooks,

but for their suggestiveness, qualities which

were remarkably observable also in the works

of another great Kosarian, Thomas Kivers. It is

this combination of thought with experience that

renders Mr. l\iurs Ruse Garden so valuable a

production, and so superior to the cut and dry per-

formances of routine practitioners. Like Oliver Twist,

however, we want more, and we could have wished

that Mr. Paul could have told us why Roses do not

do well in smoky towns ? Probably there is some
anatomical peculiarity which may explain the

fact—certainly the Japanese Rosa rugosa does

better than most Roses in such localities, and

this is a Rose whose foliage, even to the naked eye,

presents marked peculiarities. As for the influence

of the sea air, that does bat heighten the colour of the

flowers. As we write, in a Kentish watering-place

in mid December, Gloire de Dijon adorns many a

porch in the town (Oh, what a benefactor was the

man who invented that Rose 1), and several hybrid

perpetuals are still to be found in the gardens, while

in the adjacent warren Scotch Roses, Dog Roses,

and wild Sweet Brier form huge bushes. Even on

the bleak, wind-swept chalk hills the Scotch Rose

maybe found -small, indeed, but characteristic in

its spines if not in its flowers.

Into the details of culture it would be impertinent

for us to enter, the name of the author is sufficient to

prove that they are adequately dealt with, and we do

not note nor expect any particular novelty in this

direction, but the chapters on cross-breeding and

hybridising we may specially commend as a standing

example to be followed, and as a protest against the

haphazard unbusiness-like—that is, unscientific-

practices, usually followed.

The descriptive lists, of course, require con-

stant revision, and this has been done in this

edition, apparently with great judgment. Twenty
coloured plates of leading varieties from the

pencil of Fitch are given, as well as numerous

woodcuts by W. G. Smith and others. The
botanical appendix, originally written by our

friend and colleague, the late Mr. Thomas Moore,

has been revised by Mr. Baker, the most competent

person to undertake that work. Mr. Arthur Paul

contributes an article on the insects feeding on the

Rose, and containing a valuable account of those in-

sects. We demur, however, to the implication that,

because the Rose belongs to the Linnean class,

Icosandria polygj'nia, it therefore does not need (even

relatively to other flowers) the agency of insects ; and

is it not time that the Linnean classes were laid on

the shelf among other antiquarian and historical

records ? The order llosacece, wide as it is, is a far

more compact grouj) than the Linnean groups just

mentioned, which include many things that require a

wide stretch of the imaginatiou to see their aflinity
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with the Kose. The fungi ami moulds affecting

Koses are only incidentally mentioned, and the

reader may be referred to the list given in our Rose

Supplement some years since.

It remains to be said that the ((uarto edition before

us is well and attractively got up ; but for those who
do not mind dispensing with tiie coloured plates,

the 8vo. edition, otherwise identical, will be suitable.

In one form or another it is quite indispensable to

the library of a rosarian.

MARKET APPLES.
Much attention and consideration have of late

been given to the Apple, and it is to be hoped that

the readers of the articles on the subject, and the

country in general will derive benefit therefrom. A
remarkable fact connected with some recent discus-

sions may be noticed in reference to the varieties

most generally recommended for planting. These

comprise varieties which are very limited in number,

and mainly of recent introduction, somewhat large

in size, and seldom include the names of well-known

and tried fruits.

I will admit that large fruits are the best for

marketing, and have thus decided advantages, thougli

unless they are also hardy, and good croppers as

mature trees, they are wanting in essentials. For

my own part, I prefer to place reliance more on the

older and well tested kinds than on newer ones,

some of which produce a few good specimens, but

which are not good growers and bearers.

I am bold enough to say that Blenheim Orange,

although not a good bearer when young, is not to

be set aside in favour of any other, its handsome

form and great merits having obtained for it general

favour—so much so that its name has become a

household word ; and, however plentiful the crop of

Apples may be in any particular year, this variety

will always command a ready sale at paying prices.

The Apple named iJumelow's Seedling, now so

generally called Wellington, or Xormanton Wonder,

has become very popular owing to its excellence as

a good keeper and cooking variety. The variety has

obtained a degree of favour to which its excessive

acidity does not entitle it. Certainly it has the

merit of being clear-skinned, and it often has a

pretty red tinge on the sunny side. During the pre-

sent season this Apple has sold at 7s. or &s. per

sieve, and (x*. per sieve net has been returned me
from the Borough Market. I have never known it

so acid as it is this season, and I tliink its generally

acid juice will eventually tell against it for general

cultivation, for when cooked a very large quantity

of sugar is needed to make it palatable. Against

this variety I would place Waltham Abbey Seedling, a

most vigorous-growing variety, a nearly constant

bearer, somewhat resembling Dumelow's Seedling in

appearance, but when ripe of a more yellow colour,

and sometimes assuming the form of Golden Noble.

It is excellent when cooked, the Iruit turning to a

rich amber, and requiring scarcely any sugar.

Again, old Dredge's Fame is a much neglected

variety. It is a free and healthy grower, an early

cropper, and it might be termed a constant and heavy

cropper. The fruit is above the middle size, the skin

green, mottled, and much striped with red ; it is in

season from (!)ctol>er to March, and is adapted either

for cooking or dessert. Winter Pearmain again

seems quite lost sight of, whilst King of the Pippins

receives very general praise, though of the two names

I believe the former to be the correct one ; whether

this be so or not, the variety is such a heavy cropper

as a standard, as to cause the fruit sometimes to be

too small to fetch a fair market price. Hence it

would be preferable to plant Cox's Orange Pippin

instead.

Norfolk Beetin lias been recommended, whilst

Striped Beefiu is nearly identical. It is a supe-

rior variety, beautifully striped or coloured with red
;

better adapted for the market, and an equally good

cropper, but it seems to be quite forgotten. A young
tree which I have here bore an excessive crop this

season, and though the fruits, owing to the great

number, were very small, the net price I got from the

Borough Market was is. per sieve for some thirty half

sieves.

Much has been said in favour of Lord .Sutlield

—

it is a fine acquisition as an early variety, but owing

to its loose habit of growth high winds cause much
loss in exposed places. Though fruiting at a some-

what younger period than other varieties, it possesses

many good points. The sturdy, ever sure Hawthorn-
den is often overlooked by fraraers of lists, but it is

a valuable fruit. ^ly trees bear abundantly, and I

can usually gather fruit during .luly and the first

fortnight in August, the net returns for which have

this year been o.s. per sieve.

The fact really is that growers of small trees can

form no real estimate of the capacity of the same
trees when fully grown. Most growers of small

trees, of necessity, Iiave to transplant them periodic-

ally, a proceeding predisposing them to early bearing.

As regards the peculiarities of the ciopping of

Apple trees this year, I observed that the healthier

any tree happened to be, the less fruit did it carry.

All the trees bloomed profusely, and in size the

blooms were never finer ; still an exceptional

scarcity of pollen was noticeable. Out of a planta-

tion of Dumelow's Seedling, the three weakest

carried very heavy crops, although the trees were

but a dozen years old, and one of them produced

o bushels of very fine fruit. Beyond this I remarked

that the largest and healthiest trees produced freely

upon the weakest branches—especially ujton such

branches as wiien young had been injured by

American blight, so that wounds or burrs exist near

their base.

I find it difficult to reconcile the two facts of

large healthy trees laden with very fine bloom,

which expanded at a late and veiy favourable season,

bearing a very thin crop of fruit, wliilst trees about

equal in size, adjoining, of the same variety, planted

alike, bloomed together, and bore heavy crops of

very fine fruit. The trees grow on grass land, and

tlie wood of each tree is well ripened, and the fruit

buds prominent on all alike each autumn—and as

they now are—all are treated alike, receiving a

thin mulcliing of very finely sifted ashes in November,
with a slight dressing also of stable manure about

midwinter, with triennial thinnings of the shoots.

Nevertheless, the fact of the extreme fruitfulness

of the brandies injured by American blight proves

that less than a full quota of support from the roots

suffices ; and towards this end our efi'orts should be

directed. William Earley, Itfonl.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.
I HOPE we may have the nomenclature of the

various Helleborus niger a settled question before the

nineteenth century comes to a close, otherwise we shall

only have confusion, and that in another generation.

I do not mean a settlement from the botanical

point of view—but from that of the florist. There
is not a doubt but that we have two varieties of

Helleborus maximus or altifolius, the one not so

early or so robust as the other, the weaker plant

coming from Austrian Tyrol, bordering on Italy,

and I believe recognisable to some as Helleborus

altifolius of Heine. This plant is now made to fit

that of Jlr. Poti's Riverston variety, of which latter

the Gardeners' Chro7ucle gave its readers a full-

page illustration. I take a great interest in all

the Hellebore group, and must say that this variety

of altifolius, though very beautiful, is not Mr. Poe's

plant, and, sending it out as a match, will only cause

confusion. The Riverston Hellebore has got strong

vigorous foliage, the leaves a glossy or shining shade of

green. The leaf-stalkjs apple-green ; and the flower-

stem mottled purple. The blooms are very large,

pure white, with the style or stigma pinkish-purple.

It flowers early, in fact it was in flower on

November 5. The flowers appear in pairs, and are

of the size of those of H. maximus.
Then we liave another introduction, a rather late-

flowering variety, with interesting dark foliage and
flower-stems, and the blooms purple on the outside,

a greenish white when first opening, the entire bloom
toning otf purplish. This plant, named caucasicus (?)

is, when grown under glass, an excellent variety
;

the flowers are then almost white, and it is a profuse

bloomer, and one which I confidently recommend for

its vigorous growth and continuous habit of flower-

ing. It is made to fit H. vernalis, but any one

looking at the plate of vernalis, as referred to by

Mr. Brockbank, of Manchester, in your paper last

year, will at once see that vernalis has apple-green

foliage and leaf-stalk, and the flower-stems at the

base slightly mottled with pink. The true vernalis

flowers with me in January and February, and the

climate is much more changeable than in London.

H. caucasicus is vernal in its blooming, but it is not

the plant figured as vernalis. This variety of cau-

casicus has come into my possession througli different

channels, and is no doubt a collected plant. The
last consignment of the common form of niger

reached me from the Channel Islands. If we were

to stick by the old botanists, it should, indeed, be

designated the Black Hellebore. It is dark as any
" nigger " in flower-stem, root, and leaf-stalk.

" Apple Blossom " is a good name for H. rubra. I

am glad to see it adopted. Some of my own seedling

Christmas Roses, sown July, 1887, will flower this

season. JK. B. Ha rfland, Cor/:.

CRATAEGUS MEXICANA
CARRIE PJI.

VAR.

Foil the specimen from which our illustration (see

fig. 104), was taken we are indebted to the courtesy of

W. G. Gumbleton, Esq., Queenstown, Co. Cork. It is a

very handsome free-flowering Thorn, which origin-

ated, according to M. Carriere (see Revue Horticole,

1883, p. 108 c, ic color) as a seedling from C. mexi-

cana. The foliage turns in autumn of a rich bronzy-

red, and remains on the tree for a long period.

According to the plate in the Hemte Hortivole the

haws are about three quarters of an inch long, oblong

obtuse, and of a deep scarlet hue. It appears that

some differences of opinion arose among the Paris

botanists as to the name to be applied to this hand-

some species. We are unable to oflfer any opinion

of our own upon the subject, and hence confine our-

selves to the reproduction of the statement made by

M. Carriere, and to the chronicling the good opinion

which Mr. Gumbleton—no mean judge—expressed
to us as to the value of tliis tree for ornamental

purposes.

Useful Inventions.

SUBSOIL BORER.

There are often occasions when an exact know-
ledge of the distribution—the thickness, slope, and

area—of a varying subsoil is of value. It may be

useful in deep draining, in well sinking, and in

seeking suitable material for altering levels, for

mixing with surface-soil or for making roads and

paths.

la many parts of the country subsoils vary much
in thickness and in character within the distance of

a few yards, and in such cases the maps published

by the Geological Survey, even the new maps which

give the " drift " distribution, are of but small prac-

tical use. An exact detailed knowledge of the area is

what is wanted, and this can be ascertained only by

actual trials.

It has long been felt that our old methods for

deep boring are cumbersome and costly, and only the

prospect of considerable profit leads to their employ-

ment, while the methods for shallow boring are

mostly unsatisfactory from their failing to bring up
good samples of the materials bored into.

A revised, and, in the northern part, much modi-

fied, map of the Isle of Wight, i ase I on the recent

survey work of Mr. Clement Keid and Mr. A
Strahan, and prepared by H. M. Geological Survey,

has drawn attention to a new form of borer that has

been emploved 14 this \79rfc, and also in part of the
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Norfolk survey. It was devised by MM. E. Van den

Broeck and A. Rutot, Conservators in the Royal

Natural History JIuseura of Belgium, and is described

by them with woodcuts and two plates in the Bul-

letin dc la Socicti- Beige dc G^ologie, tfc". (Memoirs, Seance

du 20 Mai, 1888), tome 11. pp. 135—1%.
Its great advantages as experienced in Belgium and

by the officers of our own Geological Survey, are that

i . can be used rapidly, it brings up good samples of

the materials pierced, it requires but two men to

. 'h'-

idea was that, entirely abandoning all methods for

bringing up a "core," samples of a boring should be

obtained in the " worms " of some form of screw-

borer. Different objections were found to difVerent

forms specially made and tried. The form adopted

and now used is that known as a "worm auger,"

having two spirals commencing and ending on oppo-

site sides. It is rather more than '1 inches in diameter

and in its length there are five complete revolutions

of the spirals, the tip of the borer ending in reflexed

4^^0I

Fig. 104,

—

ckat-eghs mexicana vak. caeuiekii : flowees white flushed with hose, (see p. TolJ.)

C vrry and work the ai)paratus even when a depth of

14 or 16 yards has to be bored and that it requires

uo fixed frameworit. It is essentially a hand-borer.

MM. Broecli and Rutot style it " Vn nuuvel apparei/

portat if dc &ondagc pour rcconnaisance rapide du ter-

rain/' Although designed for geological work there

is much in its easy use to recommend it for readily

answering many questions connected with land

culture.

The device does not appear to be registered or

in any way " protected," though its present form has

been arrived at only by a long series of trials with

experimental and now discarded forms. The leading

" knife edges.'' The borer terminates a rod, the

other end of which is arranged to receive a movable

cross-handle. When the borer has been made to

penetrate to nearly the depths of the rod of which

it forms a part, the handle is removed, and another

rod is affixed, and the handle put to the top of this,

and when this has been worked to its depth another

is added, and so on. Experience has shown that the

small amount of skill that has to be acquired to work

the borer lies almost exclusively in attaining the

knack of removing the spiral specimens of material

brought up in cases where it is wished to keep an

exact record of the sequence in inches. Though

this may be of importance in geological work in

tracing the gradual thinning out of any particular

bed, this is not likely to be needed for ordinary

borings.

Those who may wish to have a borer made can,

no doubt, receive permission to see one of the Survey

instruments by writing to the offices, which are at

the Geological JIuseum, in Jermyn Street, London.

HAMPTON COURT GARDENS.
(Continued from p. 692.)

The next mention of Hampton Court Gardens
occurs in the Privy Purse Expenses of Henry VIII.

for 15.30—1533.* From these expenses we gather

that Pears (p. 249), D-amsons (p. 65), Medlars

(p. 176), Cherries (p. 225), Apples, and Strawberries

were cultivated in the orchard, and bore fruit

abundantly. Cucumbers and Melons (p. 264) were

also grown, and we learn that John Chapman
supplied the queen with Roses (p. 148) from the

flower garden, and the " king's table " with " herbes
"

(p. 39) from the kitchen garden.

In 1533 the gardens underwent considerable altera-

tion, and were to a great extent relaid by a gardener

named Edw.ird GryfFyth. From the accounts we
learn that a commencement was made by digging up
the greater portion of the old gardens and levelling

the ground. The ground was then manured and
carefully measured out into several plots, and these

plots were then surrounded by brick walls.t The
largest of these plots was made into the ' King's New
Garden."

This garden, from what we can gather from the

accounts, appears to have been laid out into a

number of square or oblong plots of grass separated

by gravel walks. At certain intervals along these

walks little mounds were raised, and on these mounds
were placed " brasyn sundials." Some fifty-six

of these sundials were entered as having been

bought for this garden. J The flower-beds were

cut in the grass in oblong forms, and were surrounded

by rails in a very curious manner. From the accounts

we learn that 200 posts " for bearing up the rayls,"

and " 1900 yards in length of rayl " were bought for

this purpose. The posts were driven into the ground

at the four corners of the beds, and the rails were

fixed on these, whilst the whole of the woodwork was

painted with *' white and green wrought with fine

antic." Each post, also, was surmounted by the

'' Kinge's or " Queen e's beastes" carved in wood.

These beasts were the heraldic lions and greyhounds

(the lion of Henry Vlll and the greyhound of Anne
Boleyn), and each had fixed on the top of its head a

small " iron vayne. " The arrangement of the posts

and " rayls," the manner of painting them, and the

forms of the "Kinge's and Queene's beasts" may
be well seen in the background of one of Henry
VIll.'s great family pictures at Hampton Court.

Over the rails in this garden were, in all prob-

ability, trained Roses, S and trees of Yew, Cypress,

and Juniper were planted in the centre of each bed.

Around the walls of the garden were planted Apple,

Tear, and Damson trees, and under these trees were

prob."ibly planted the " Violets and Prymroses, Sweet

Williams. Gillifer slips, Mynt, and other sweete

floweres,'' mentioned in the accounts as having

been pui'chased for the King's New Garden. This

garden occupied the plots of ground now known as

the Privy Garden.

The " Mount, ' a common feature in the gardens

of this period,: was next taken in hand by the gardener,

GryflTyth. It was situated in the southern end of

the King's New Garden. At the top of it was built

•^ See Privy Piir^e Eipenses of Henry VIII., edit.^d by

N. H. Nicolas. London. 1827. 8vo.

t Chapter House Accounts, C. 5. f. 42.

I
Ch.ipter House Accounts, CJ, f. 148, 16S>. They cost is. id

each.

^ Some 500 are entered on the accounts as having been

bought for this purpose.

I
Lelaud mentions one in the ordiard at Wresshill Caj^tle,

" writhen about iu degrees like turnings of cocltilshells to

come to the top wthout payn."—/(tViprnry, vol. i.. f. 60.
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a little pavilion of trellis-work, over-roofed with

planks, and around this trellis-work were trained

plants of Honeysuckle and Thorn. At the top of

the pavilion was lixed " a great vayne with a crown."

It was reached from the King's New Garden by a

winding path set on either side with Quicksets. Six

loads of these, containing in all about 24,400 plants,

two loads of Ash poles " for the Quicksets in the

Mount in the King's New Garden,'* and " two bundles

of rods to bind the same," were bought for this

purpose. At fixed distances about this winding path

were placed more " Kinge's and Queene's beasts.

'

These appear to have been difl'erent from the ones

in the King's New Garden, for they were made of

freestone and not of wood. They comprised in all

" two lyons, two dragons, two greyhounds, a lybert,

a gryrt'yth, and sixteen badgers." From the accounts

we also learn that a " border of Ilosemary three years

old," and three Fear trees, were bought for " setting

about the Mount in the Kinge's New Garden." There

is also an entry for " Quicksetts for the triangle at the

Mount."

Another of the plots laid out by Henry "VIII., was

that known as the Pond Garden. There is no mention

in the accounts of any plants having been bought for

this garden, but we learn that around the ponds were

placed the inevitable "Kinge's and Queene's beastes.'

The entry which refers to these "beastes" runs thus:

—

" Paid to Harry Corrant of Kingstone, carver, for

making and entayling thirty-eight of the Kinge's and

queene's beastes in freestone, bearing shields with the

Kinge's arms and the Queene's, that is to say, four

dragons, six tigers, five greyhounds, five harts, four

badgers, serving to stand aboutthe ponds in the pond

yard at twenty-six shillings the pece, xlix //. viii.i'."

These beasts were not placed upon wooden posts

like those in the King's New Garden, but stood upon
freestone bases and were painted in oils. Among
the same accounts are also charges for "labourers

ladyng of water out of ye Temmes, to fyll tliepondes

in the nyghttymes." Although the king's and queen's

beasts have been removed, a portion of this garden

has undergone very little change since Tudor times.

It includes several little gardens separated from each

other by low walls. At the southern end, in the

centre of the wall, is a little arbour made of trellis-

work, whilst around the walls are banks and shady

nooks, such as were in vogue in Tudor times. In

the centre is a sunken parterre, with a beautiful little

fountain, " perhaps," says Mr. Law, " a ' survival ' of

one of the original ponds." Indeed, this garden

retains more of the old-fashioned spirit than almost

any other in England.

The fourth plot of gi'ound was converted into the

"little garden," but the accounts do not give us any
idea as to the manner in which it was laid out. All

that they tell us about this garden is, that " Ixvii.

Apple trees ' were bought to be planted in it, " of a

gardener of S. Jones Street, London, at virf. the

pece.''*

About the same year (lo.'JS) in which all these

alterations were made, the " Great Orchard " was
planted. In 1.5^4 large additions were made to this

orchard, and a number of trees were planted. From
the Chapter House Accounts we learn that " 200
yong trees of Oak and Elm, five score to every

hundred ;
' " (iOO Cherry trees, at 6d. the hundred ;

"

" five Service trees, at lid. the pece
;

" " four

Holly trees, at 3d. the pece
;

" and a number
(not specified) of Apple and Pear trees,

'
' at Gd. the

pece," were bought and planted in this orchard.

Thirty-four bushels of " Strawberry, Prymrose, and
"Violet roots, at 'M. the bushell," were also bought,

and were planted beneath the trees.

After the death of Henry "VIH. we hear nothing
further of the gardens until the year 1561, and even
then only a side light is thrown on them. When
Sir 'William Cecill was laying out the garden at

Burleigh House, he wrote to Armigall Wood, asking
for his advice as to what plants he should plant in

the garden, and where he should obtain them. In
the reply,!' dated Jlarch 7, 15(51, Wood tells Cecill

* Chapter House Accounts, C. g. f. 41.

t Statt /^(z/jcrjt {Domestic"), vol. xvi., Xo. 26.

that the gardener at Greenwich will provide him
" with all that he can of Lavender, Spike, Hyssop,

Thyme, Rosemary, and Sage, " bat that if more is

necessary, to send to] Hampton Court or llichmond.

We thus see that the Hampton Court gardens were,

in the middle [of the sixteentli century, one of the

principal nurseries, as it were, for collecting plants,

and that it was from these gardens that plants were

distributed to other parts of the kindom. Five years'

after the above letter was written, some alterations

were carried out in the gardens under the direc-

tion of Sir William Cecill ; but what those

alterations were, or how far they extended, we do

not know.*

In 1.58.3 extensive alterations were made in the

gardens. The King's New Garden appears to have

been entirely relaid, and its name was altered into

the " Privy Garden. " the name which it still retains.

In the spring of this year (1583) Elizabeth sent over

to France^for a French gardener named John Markye,
" to repair the old gardens, and to relay plots there."

The accounts and expenses incurred by this gardener

are still preserved among the declared accounts t in

the Audit Odice, and in them are some interesting

entries. They are headed after the usual endorse-

ment " for dowers, herbs, plants, trees, earths, and
sundry other monies paid for the entertainment, &c.,

of the French gardener, Rowland, his servant, and
for sundry other gardeners and for sundry other

things." Implements for carrying out the works
were the first things bought. Watering-pots,
brooms, shears, baskets, pails " to water the garden,"

and " ladders for the Frenchman and his man to

work upon the hedges," are all entered on the first

folio of these accounts. Several experienced gar-

deners and a great number of labourers were then
engaged for "digging," "manuring" (twenty-two
loads of horsedung were used in the spring of 1583),

and for " bringing 120 loads of new earth into the

gardens for making new beds." These " new beds
"

were planted with " slippes of Bjx " in geometrical

figures, or in " figures like lace patterns "—a style of

gardening which appears to h.ave been about this

time introduced from France. A large ([uantity of

plants were also bought for the Privy Garden, and
on the accounts are entered "double Prymroses and
Daysies bought by agreement," " Lavender slippes

and Daysies, and sundry slippes for borders,

viiis. vif/.," and " two bushels of Strawberry roots."

Besides these plants seeds were also bought, as

appears from the fidlowing entries in the accounts :

—

" Garden seeds of divers sorts bought at divers

times, iis."

" Sundry sorts of herbes seedes provided for the

furnishing of the garden, as appeareth by a book
superscribed by the hand of the said Rowland, par-

ticularly mentioning their several n.atures with the

town's names were they were bought, cs. ]d."

Several other alterations were made in the other
gardens in 1584 by the same French gardener. A
" Box hedge xiii. yards in length," and eight Box trees

were planted in the Mount, besides some " xv. lodes

of Holly trees with their rootes taken out of the

earth, at xiiti. the lode." In the orchard a quantity
of trees was also planted; " clxxvii trees bought by
agreement; " " one Bay tree and one Muster (?) tree

at xv(?. the pece, "
" xxxiv Bay trees at xii?. the

pece," and a quantity of Beech and Juniper trees are

entered in the accounts as having been bought for

this purpose. The salary of the F''rench gardener, or

rather the money paid for his " entertainment, " was
iii.s. the day. Robert Comte, " the French gardener's

man," received " \s. v'ld." and " John, the F'rench

gardener's servant, xiirj. the day. One other entry in

these accounts is worth noting. It runs thus :

—

" For the French gardener, his servant, and Roger
Overton rydynge to Kew, Rychmond, and Mortlake,
and divers other places to view the gardens there for

herbes and flowers." In all, the expenses during
1583 and 1584 for " maintaining, repairing, and alter-

ing the gardens," were 84.3//. 7s. 5;^.

(To be contumed.)

* See State Papers (Domestic), vol. xxxix.. No. 64.

t Works of Buildings, Bdle, 2481, No. 64.

A POPULAR PEAR.
I HAD recently an opportunity of turning over the

solid quarto volumes forming the first series of the

TransOijiions of the Horticitltural Society of London
(181(1). In vol. ii., p. 250, is a descriptive account,

accompanied by a hand-coloured engraving, of the

Williams' Bon Chretien Pear, which, under its

American name of the Bartlett, is a well-known and
popular fruit in nearly all good fruit gardens of the

L^nited States. The specimens figured by Mr. Wil-
liam Hooker, F.H.S., a well-known horticultural

artist of the time, were laid before the Horticultural

Society in August, 1815, by Mr. Richard Williams,

a nurseryman of Turnham Green, at that time a
quiet little village quite near to the Horticultural

Society's Chiswick garden, and only 3 or 4 miles

from London.
Mr. Hooker, in his account of what he then calls

" a new Pear," says ;

—

" This Pear, which has been called by Mr. Alton
(in his Epitome of the Hortiis Kewensis, 1814),
Williams' Bon Chretien, appears to have sprung from
seed in the g,arden of Mr. Wheeler, a schoolmaster
at Aldermaston. in Berkshire, aliout twenty years
ago [i.e., about the year 17'J4. and was suffered to
remain in order to prove the value of its fruit. Sub-
sequently grafts have been dispersed, and many trees
are now in Mr. Williams' nursery and other gardens
round London. 1 have added the following descrip-
tion :—The trees of this variety are of vigorous
growth and fertile habit ; their branches remarkably
erect and straight, until bent by the weight of fruit.

Leaves broad, deep green, very sharply serrated.
Fruit of an irregular pyramidal and " somewhat
truncated form

;
large, being from 3 to 41 inches

in length and 2 to 3 inches in width in the widest
part near the head. Tlie eye is inserted on the
summit, and never suuk in a hollow cavity, as in the
other varieties called Bon Chretiens. The stalk is

very gross and fleshy, about three-quarters of an inch
in length. The colour of the fruit is pale green,
spotted over with a mixture of darker green and
russet-brown, becoming yellowish, and faintly tinged
with red on the side ne.xt the sun when fully

ripe. The flesh is whitish, very tender and deli-
cate, abounding with juice, which is sweet and
agreeably perfumed. Ripens in August when trained
to a west wall, but on standard trees it is fi-om three
weeks to a month later. This Pear I would recom-
mend to the notice of the Horticultural Society as
superior to any of its season with which I am
acciuainted. It immediately succeeds the .Jargonelle,
and is earlier th.an, and much superior to the Doy-
enne, or white Beurre, and i-esembles in fliivour the
Summer Musked Bon Chretien. Its merits over tlie

latter variety are that on standard trees as well as
when trained, it seldom fails to produce fruit in
abundance. The drawing which accompanies this
was taken from specimens which ripened on a west
wall, and may be considered of an average size ; but
I have seen fruit of this variety weighing from ten to
twelve ounces.''

So much for its English history ; and on turning
to Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America,,

p. 421, we find its history in America pretty clearly

given.

" This noble Pear," says Downing, " is justly one of
the most popular of all the summer varieties. Its
size, beauty, and excellence, entitle it to this estima-
tion, apart from the fact that it bears very early,
regularly, and abundantly. It is an English variety,
originated about 1770 in Berkshire, and was after-
wards propagated by a London grower of the name of
Williams. When first introduced to this country
(17"Jy) its name was lost, and having been cultivated
and disseminated by Enoch Bartlett, Esq., of Dor-
chester, near Boston, it became so universally known
as ' Bartlett Pear ' that it is impossible to di'spossess

it now. The first imported tree in Jlr. Bartlett's
grounds was sent from England in 1700. It suits
our climate most admirably, ripening better here
than in England, and has the unusual property of
matnriny perfectly in the house, ecen if it is picked
before it is .fully grown. It has no competitor as a
market fruit."

The italics in Mr. Downing's account of this, the
summer Pear of England and America, as well as of
France and the Gbanael Islands, are mv own, since
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this jjioperty of ripening, after it is piclved and

transported hundreds or thousands of miles, is the

point in a good marliet fruit when combined with

the other sterling excellencies of this standard Pear.

No other Pear is so largely grown and sold in our

markets, and it is with some considerable pride that

we claim it as a representative fruit of English

origin. F, W. Burhidgr..

Scotland.

EDINBURGH BOTANICAL SOCIETY.

Decejibkr 13.—The Society held its second winter

meeting in 5, St. Andrew Square, Dr. Craig, Pre-

sident, in the chair.

Amongst other interesting papers were " Ob-
servations on the Wood of Certain Resin-pro-

ducing Trees," by Mr. Galletly, Curator of the

Jfuseum of Science and Art. }'rofessor Ilalfour

communicated a paper by Dr. J. E. T. Aitchison on

the " Source of the Budsha, or Royal Salep of

Southern Afghanistan," wiiich was shown to consist

mainly of Alliums, chiefly of Allium Macleanii. Pro-

fessor Balfour referred to the Salepmentioned in Elia's

Essays, and desiderated information on the subject.

Dr. Cleghorn exhibited a choice collection of native

drawings of Indian plants which had been presented

to the Library by the late William Gorrie, Esii., and
at the same time laid on the table a classificatory

catalogue of the series. Mr. George Bird gave his

botanical experiences of the Dovrefeld, Norway, in

.July, 1888 ; while Mr. Sewell gave similar observa-

tions made during the voyage of the Labrador to the

Kara Sea, this summer. The bright glowing carpet

of the Tundras was not visible in September last in

Spitzbergen ; though travellers may be right enough
regarding this in latitudes some o(X) miles south of

this northerly point.

Mr. Lindsay, curator, gave in his report for No-
vember on temperature and vegetation at the Royal

Botanic Gardens.
" The past month of November has been remark-

able for the extreme mildness of weather which
prevailed ; very seldom has there been so little frost

to record during November. As a set-off, storms of

wind and rain have been unusually frequent, which
proved much more harmful th.an any seasonable

amount of frost could have done. The severe gale

on the llSth fortunately passed over without doing

any very serious damage to the garden, further than

the loss of one or two common trees. Broken
branches were scattered about in all directions, until

it became rather alarming.
" The thermometer was at or below the freezing-

point on nine mornings, indicating collectively 20°

of frost as against 49° for the corresponding month
last year. The lowest readings occurred on the 1st,

30°
i
16th, 20°; 21st, 29°; 27th, 25°; 29th, 30°.

The lowest day temperature was 36° on the 20th,

and the highest, 57° on the 25th. Rain fell on
seventeen days.

" Owing to the abnormal mildness, early spring-

flowering bulbous plants, such as Scillas, Narcissus,

Iris, and the like are already far advanced in growth
;

buds are also starting into growth on Ribes, Syringa
Pyrus and other shrubs. At the close of the month
fairly good summer Roses were in flower in conjunc-
tion with Christmas Roses and Primroses. The
Holly is the most conspicuous plant in fruit out-of-

doors, the berries being abundant and well coloured.

On the rock garden a good many plants are still

in flower, but eight sjiecies only began to flower

during November, viz., Gynerium argenteum, Schizo-

stylis coccinea, Parochastus communis, Tricyrtis

hirta, Gypsophila Rokojecka, Kniphofia Saundersi,

and Aster species."

Mr. BuUen gave in a Report on Temperature and
Vegetation for the same month, in the Botanic
Garden, Glasgow.

The fine dry weather of the previous two montlis

was continued for the first twelve days of this

month. On the night of the 12th rain began to fall,

and the weather became gradually worse until the

night of the 15th, whi'n we experienced a violent

storm, wiiich continued witli more or less severity

the following day, doing much damage to property,

and uprooting trees in great numbers in many places,

particularly where exjiosed to the south-west. Pro-

fessor Grant, of the Glasgow Observatory, records

that the wind was blowing with a velocity of 58

miles an hour. The maximum pressure registered

by Oster's anemometer amounted to 291bs. on the

square foot. Since the above date the rainfall has

been very heavy, and gales of considerable severity

have been frequent: the mean temperature has been

higti. The lowest temperature registered was 29°.

The thermometer was at or below the freezing

point six times only, with a total of 10° as against

51° for November last year,

Mr. Lindsay exhibited and made some remarks on

Veronica Ilectori, V. Lloganioides, V. pinguifolia

var., Olearia nummularifolia, and Tmesipteris For-

sterii. These plants formed part of a collection

received lately from New Zealand by Jlr. M. Dunn,

Dalkeith I'alace Gardens. They were in a healthy,

thriving condition after their long journey, and being

of great botanical interest, Mr. Dunn had kindly

presented them to the Royal Botanic Garden.

Living plants were also exhibited of Diapensia

lapponica, Cassiope hypnoides, and Tofieldia borealis

collected on the Dovrefeld, Norway, by Mr. G. Bird,

and a number of interesting Alpine plants collected

by Mr. P. Sewell on the desolate tundra regions to

the extreme north of the L'rals, during theexpedition

of the Labrador, amongst which were Eritrichium

nanum, Diapensia lapponica, Papaver nudicaule,

Artemisia borealis var., Wormskioldii, I'olemonium

cieruleum var., Pedicularis sp., &c.

The Honey HAnvEvr is the Nobth.

Like the cereal harvest, the production of honey

in 1888, in the North of Scotland, has proved the

season to be one of the most unpropitious experienced

in the memory of the present generation. Indeed,

beekeepers have found aj)iculture disappointing in

every respect. The cold, damp, and ungenial summer
gave no encouragement for swarming, which ^\'as

consequently very limited ; and such as did take

place was of a broken and unsatisfactory nature. The
autumn was equally backward, with the result that

both the Clover and Heather periods were totally

unproductive, unless in very rare cases ; and tha

harvest is, therefore, little short of an absolute

failure. Extracted honey sells at lOr'. per pound,

and comb honey at Is. per pound. Feeding by .arti-

ficial means will have to lie resorted to during the

whole winter, and unless it be carefully attended to,

the loss will seriously afl'ect the brooding and
honey production of not a few ensuing years, even

though bee- culture should be favoured by more
auspicious circumstances. W. K.

Nursery Notes.

CYPRIPEDIUMS AT MESSRS. HUGH
LOW & CO.S.

At the Clapton nurseries great provision has been

of late years made for these favourite plants, a block

of six commodious houses being devoted to them
alone, in addition to those tliey used to occupy. At
present a very interesting series of Cypripedium
insigne varieties are in flower on imported plants,

most of them having the C. villosum shaped pouch
known in the admitted hybrid, C. nitens, and
equally noticeable in that highest example of the C.

JIaulei ty])e, C. insigne punctatum violaceum, a spe-

cimen of which is also now in flower at Clapton.

The new importations take after this strain, but their

dorsal sepals are variously marked, and have different

proportions of white on them. Some hiive no
purple spots on the dorsal sepal, others have small

purple dots ; some have but two large purple blotches,

and some have coloured markings large and small.

Some novelties may be e.xpected out of them. In

the other Cypripedium-houses large quantities of

C. Spicerianum.C. Lawrenceanum, C. Haynaldianum,
C. callosum, C. niveum, C. Sedeni, C. Argus, C.

ciliolare, C. javanicum, C. Sanderianum, and others

are in flower and bud, and in the other houses a

great display of spikes of most of the AngrKCunis
(especially A. citratum and A. sesquipedale), Pha-
l.Tnopsis, Dendrobes make now some show, and

promise a great display in the New Year. A large

batch of the pretty Ijielia peduncularis is in bloom,

a white variety being among them ; with other

(.)dontoglossums the rare O. tentaculatum is in

flower ; the beautiful new A'anda Araesiana is in

great vigour, and a noble lot of V. Parishii and V. P.

Marriottiana are sending up spikes. It appears that

the greater the stock at Clapton gets the better the

plants are managed, and the more orderly the houses

are kept. The quantity of plants, such as Phalx-

nopsis, Angrrecuras, Cattleyas, Odontoglossuras, and
other things which are now cultivated there is sur-

prising.

Home Correspondencf.

EFFECTS OF FOG ON FLOWERS.^It would be
interesting, and probably productive of good, if those
Avho have observed the damage done to flowers and
plants by heavy fogs in winter would send notes of
their experience to the Gonh^ncrs Chrotiiclc. Appa-
rently no one has ever tried to find out \vhat it is in

the fog of London which destroys flowers, especiallv

white ones, and makes the leaves of many jilants

drop oH'. The w.iy the plants are aft'ected is curious.

Thus—Impatiens Hookeri lost every bud, but retained
its expanded flowers. Begonia socotrana was not
aft'ected, whilst the hybrids from it and the tuberous
kinds I'aised by Messrs. Veitch lost every flower.

Dipladenia boliviensis lost all its leaves, Iponuca
Briggsii many leaves but no flowers, white-flowered
Calanthes have shrivelled as if blasted, whilst the
pink-fiowered kinds are much less afi'ected. Kandia
macrantha has held its buds, but they have changed
to a yellowish colour, and appear to be unable to
expand. Chrysanthemums, especially white-flowei-ed

kinds, look as if they had been in the fire. These
disasters have been noted at Kew as the result of the

foggy weather e.xperienced up to Sunday last. W,

SHELL DUST.—What is the chemical difierence

between shells and bones ? The latter are at least

classed as amongst our most valuable of manures, and
probably give phosphates in as great proportion as

any material available for manure production. There
is considerable similarity between shells and bones,

but the chief point so far as their respective m.anurial

properties, is what identity is there between them
in such relation ? 1 ask tiiis question because I

I note in your report of the recent meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society's committee, that you
consider calcined shells or shell-dust so produced to

be little better than lime. My estimate of the
manurial properties of this substance is based upon the
experience of others who, in employing it for ordinary
garden crops, but especially for Asparagus, Seakale,

Potatos, &c., have found it to be vahiable. The
material, if but lime, is certainly far heavier relatively,

probably three times as heavy, thus showing that it

contains matter other than oi-dinary lime. The shell-

dust was not sent me for sale or in any trading
aspect, but solel} to show what sort of stuff it was,

especially as it enjoyed the reputation of being such
excellent ai'tificial manure. I appended a price

solely because the sender, in reply to a query put by
me, stated tliat such figure was about the C'tst of pro-

duction. The shells have to be gathered fr-oni

the seashore, and are calcined in a kiln constructed by
the manufacturer, who is a sea pilot, and conducts this

inanuf-icture for his own and neighbours' purposes,

when his vocation admits of his being ashore. He
is also an enthusiastic gardener. A desirable course

would be obtaining a chemical test of the value of the
dust as manure, especially when compared with bone-
dust. A. Dean.

PRESERVING FORCED FRENCH BEANS.—Where
forcing is carried on, regularity in supply must be
the main object ; and this is sometimes unattainable,
owing to one lot of plants not turning out so profit-

able as another ; and it is therefore an advantage to
preserve some when there is plenty to he used in

times of scarcity. The lai'gest Beans should be cut
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with stalks, put in a pan or basin, and boiling water

poured on them. In tliis they must remain for three

minutes only ; then take them out, tie a piece of

raffia round the stalks, and hang them up to dry.

With this treatment they will keep for a month or

more, and the only preparation they require is to

soak them twelve hours in cold water before cooking.

The Beans will come as fresh to table as if just picked

from the plants, and far superior to the bottled ones.

G. Howes, Mertoii.

PEARS.—Whether there are too many Pears in

cultivation or not seems to be a matter of no great

moment, as all growers can suit themselves both as

to number and sorts. It would be a much greater

evil if we had too few kinds than too many, but with

50 many we can not only make selections of the best

for cropping or for flavour, but we can also select

best sorts for diverse soils and localities. But there

is just now matter of greater importance to discuss

than is the subject of numbers. What we want to

know is how manv Pears are there which are

good now, and will be so up to the end of March.

To keep a table supplied with Pears up to the end of

November is by no means difficult, but nearly two-

thirds and possiblv nearly three-fourths of all Pears

are over or useless by the time December comes in,

so that it is of the first consequence we should know

what kinds are keeping not only sound, but good ;

that is are good dessert fruits now. Is it possible to

give a list of 12 kinds, all good, which are not

only productive, but keep their fruits m good table

condition for any appreciable time after Christmas.

If 12 be too manv, then we must be thankful if six

kinds can be found, but not one should be recom-

mended which is not soft fleshed, pleasant

flavoured, and really fit for table when ripe. Then

it is worth learning further under what form of

culture or training are the best keeping fruits pro-

duced. Do wall fruits, or those from dwarf bushes

or espaliers keep best? This branch of Pear culti-

vation is of the first importance, and at this season

specially worthy of the fullest attention and dis-

cussion. -^' -^.

Under this heading, Mr.Wildsmith states, that

a single paragraph in a note by " N. H.P.," referring

to the above subject, in his opinion, settles the whole

matter, but in what way I fail to see. It may be

as well to repeat the paragraph, which runs as follows :

—" It appears to me that the requirements of the

family for whom the gardener has to provide as to

quantity required, and the fertility of Pears in the

neighbourhood must settle very largely the question

of varieties a gardener grows." Taking this as it

stands, we will suppose the requirements to be large

as to quantity, and if so, I maintain that they can just

as well be supplied by growing more trees of the best

kinds named by me, than a greaty variety of inferior

sorts, ripening at the same time, which, as 1 before

remarked only bring about complaints as to quality

when sent in for dessert ; for who, after one day,

tasting a Jtarie Louise, Doyenne du Comice, Glou

Morceau, or Winter Nelis, would touch a Doyenne

Boussach, Beun-e de Capiaumont, or almost any

other ont of the list? If any employer did so, or

any of his guests, who happened to be judges ot

Pears did so, I think the dissatisfaction I spoke

of would come in, and the gardener would most

likely be made aware of it by being asked to

send in the same kind they had been using before.

Then the question arises, what is the use of others

left on hand in the fruit room ? Instead of the

twelve or fifteen varieties I stand out for, as being of

first-rate quality, Mr. Wildsmith states that he can

name at least fifty, but by what standard he adjudi-

cates them first-rate against those I have enume-

rated I am at a loss to conceive. That there are

many good kinds other than this twelve or fifteen

I readily admit, but most, if not all, are autumn

ripeners, and are not to be compared with Beurre

Superfin, JIarie Louise, Doyenn6 du Comice, and

Glou Morceau ; then why cumber the shelves with

their fruit? Many argue the matter, and try to

meet it by asserting that the choice Pears named are

not of equal quality in all soils and districts, which

is correct, but surely what tells against the best

operates in an equal degree against the others, and

makes the bad sorts still worse, and renders them

more unfit for table. As to Beurre Kance, 1 only named

that as one of the very latest, which we can only re-

main at all satisfied with till a better sort is pro-

duced to come in at the same time, and 1 distinctly

stated that it and others, ripening after January,

were uncertain, and wanted fine seasons and warm

sunny aspects to get them at all up to the mark. I

am glad to have the occasion to break a lance with

Mr. Wildsmith, who has so distinguished himself as

a gardener, and I am proud to have had him here for

a time. J. S/ieppan!.

DISEASED VINE ROOTS.—I enclose specimens

of fungi growing upon decayed Vine roots and

should be glad of your opinion of the small fungus

present on the roots, and whether it is the cause of

the decay noticed, or is simply a consequence of it.

I may here explain that we are renewing the border

entirely, in order to put in a fresh lot of young
Vines, and at the same time have the bottom con-

creted, the old border having been made upon an

open gravel and sandy bottom, out of which the Vine

roots could not be kept, and which was the cause

yearly of shanking more or less. Three years ago

the roots were lifted and replanted near to the

surface ; they were all at that time in as healthy a

condition as could be desired. The border was

made up of the best loam to be found in the place,

and I thought all would then go on right ; but, to my
disappointment, shanking has rather increased since

the removal. I then determined to have all cleared

out. In doing this I was very mucli astonished

to find a quantity of the roots in the condition of

those sent. About half of the roots are inside of the

house, and are apparently in a more healthy condi-

tion. The curious part of this little annoyance

Fit.. 105.—COXIOCVUK I'ALLlU.i.

is that we cannot trace any cause whatever in our

treatment that would produce it. And 1 should feel

very grateful to have your ideas upon the subject,

which my long experience fails to give. John Websler.

[The growth on the Vine roots belongs to a lichen

named Coniocybe pallida; the same growth has

been described as a fungus under the name of Kffis-

leria hypogica, by Dr. Thumen, in his work on

Diseases of the Vine, and by Mr. Berkeley as a fungus

under tlie name of Sphinctrina coremioides. At

first sight the plant greatly resembles a Coremuim

(=Penicillium) or even the doubtful Vibrissea lutea.

There is an illustrated account of this lichen, as

found growing on Pear roots, in the Gardeners'

Chroniele for .January 13, 1872, p. 40.]

CAMELLIAS DROPPING THEIR BUDS.—" What is

the cause of Camellia buds turning black and

dropping, and how may it be averted ?
" was a ques-

tion put to me a few days ago by a friend. Many
causes may contribute to bring about this annoying

loss of flowers, but to be able to give any advice on

the matter, we must first find out, if possible, the

true cause of the mischief. If the plants are pot-

bound great care must be taken to see that the

water does not escape between the side of the pot or

tub and the ball, as it very often does when the soil

is filled with roots. In that case the interior ot the

ball may be dust-dry, if not the whole ball of soil,

On the other hand it is necessary to guard against

the soil becoming too wet ; and I have found the

Camellia as sensitive to neglect on this side as the

others. It is often found that, when these plants

that have been standing out-of-doorsare housed in the

early autumn, if the house is not kept as cool as

possible, and all the air given them by day and

night for some time afterwards, they will drop their

buds more or less ; and in some smoky localties

Camellias do much better when kept under glass

the year round. In the neighbourhood of Glasgow I

never practised putting out my plants during the

summer and I certainly had as fine a crop of flowers

as could possibly be desired, whilst my neighbours,

who stood their "plants outside during summer, had

rarely a dozen good blooms off two or three dozen

plants. Therefore, I am of opinion that the cause

of failure in my friend's case is chiefly due to him

being compelled to put them out during summer, as

many others have to do. In this garden there are

about six dozen plants which are now carrying

a very large number of buds, and some of the plants

are in full bloom ; but all of them were kept inside

during the past summer. ./. Mcintosh, Gknmaclian.

NEMATOID WORMS.— I have read with much inte-

rest the Kev. C. \^'olley Dod's letter at p. (508 on these

little depredators. In the spring of this year the

same little worm gave me much trouble, and I may
say thousands of bedding plants been destroyed, and

these chiefly pelargoniums. I have little doubt but

that nematodes were the cause of the loss. The
potting soil consisted of the materials—partly—of

an old hotbed, and I am led to believe that

this is where we got such a brood of the worms

from. There seems to be no question but that

they are bred in decaying vegetable substance.

Can their presence be due to anything contained

in the excrement of the animals kept here?

For their destruction, the Horticultural and Agri-

cultural Chemical Co.'s worm destroyer was used.

This substance will kill ordinary worms in pots, and

it was used in a stronger state than was advised in the

directions accompanying it, but I am not prepared

to say that this dose actually killed them, but it

enfeebles them, and they come to the surface of the

soil, and sides of the pots. I should be glad to hear

if a weak solution of sulphate of copper has been

tried, and with what effect. J. Young, garicner. Zoo-

loqical Gardens, Loudon.

NATIONAL CARNATION AND PICOTEE SOCIETY.

—There are several inaccuracies in the report of the

last committee meeting which I should like to cor-

rect. It is not the case that the yellow selfs may be

shown in the class for yellow grounds, but the \yord

Picotee was struck out, in order to allow Carnations

to be shown as well. The sum in the Treasurer's

hands was not £40, but £30, and it was to be in-

vested in the names of Jlr. llibberd and Mr.

Leonard, neither Mr. Douglas nor myself having any-

thing to do with it. No reference is made to the

fact that the scarlet and rose-edged Picotees are to

be divided. Chairman of Commitee.

LILIUM NEILGHERENSE. — A fine specimen of

this Lily is now in bloom iu the conservatory here.

It is U feet high in its pot, has five flowers on the

stem, and scents the house. In Elwes' Monograph

it is said, "Though I have not seen more than three

flowers on a single stem, I believe it is capable of

producing far more." Perhaps some of your readers

who kuow the Lily in its own country will inform

us how many flowers they have observed in its wild

state. George F. Wilson.

STACHYS TUBERIFERA, KNOT-ROOT.—We pro-

pose the name of " Knot-roots " for Stachys tuberi-

fera. The appearance of the washed roots is like

that of a series of five or six simple knots tied on

a piece of string. Sliiart ij- Mein.

CHRYSANTHEMUM GRAFTING.—During the past

season 1 have grafted a few varieties, and carefully

watched them from the beginning till the end. They

were stood together in rows—the grafted on one side,

and those on their own roots on the other—both

plants having the same treatment afforded them.

Those on their own roots were much more ad-

vanced than tlie others in the first part of the season,

but as time went on the grafted plants began to over-

haul them, surpassing them in build and foliage, the

latter being much more leathery. This I thought

was a great improvement. The next was the bud on

the self-growing plants, which made its appearance

on April 30; this fact will be thought to be due

to early striking, but the cuttings were put in on

January 14, which I think ia a good time for striking
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Chrysanthemums. The first bud on the f3:rafted

plant did not show till June 5; then I knew which
bud I had to look forward to for the crown bud,

which bud I have not been able to save on the self-

grown varieties, as it forms too early. The variety

was Mrs. W. Shipman,, a shy grower—but still it

forms buds freely. I topped some of the plants of

this variety on March VI, and I got the crown bud
on August 20, which made a passable flower, but

nothing like in size those obtained from the grafted

jilants, which in measurement stood Zk inches in

depth, and 11 inches round— I think that a good
flower for the past season. John Salter was another
improvement. It had good petals ; and I have sent

the whole stool to let you see for yourself how strong

it was. Lady Carey was very fine, though it did not

have quite the same kind of treatment as the above
varieties ; and it was also broken off by the wind in

!May, which saved me the trouble of picking it,

which I should have had to do as it was growing
away too fast. Two other varieties, J. Ueleaux and
Criterion, I have also grafted the last two seasons, as

on their own roots they did not make enough roots

to please me. I should like to hear the opinions of

others on this method. W. G. Adams. [The stool

sent of John Salter on Elaine was strong and well-

rooted. Ed.]

ECHEVERIA RETUSA.—"We have here upwards of

one hundred plants of the above in full bloom,
making a fine show, with their glaucous foliage and
bright coloured flowers, and which will continue in

good condition for a length of time. Considering
the ease with which Echeverias can be grown it is

surprising they are not more common. 1 find that

in a cool house they would not have flowered until

much later, but by being placed in a warm greenhouse
about October they come in nicely for brightening

up the conservatory at Christmas, and as the flowers,

when cut, last a long time in perfection it makes
them doubly valuable. H. Scxstons.

EARLY RHUBARB.—Your correpondent, Mr. H.
Sewell, is evidently a person who declines to

submit to the rules which have to govern ordinary

people. He objects to his Rhubarb being treated

at Chiswick as other Rhubarbs are, ignoring the

fact that all things sent there for trial have to be

tested under ordinary garden cultivation only,

as the object in view in sending such things to

Chiswick is to ascertain first, whether they are

diverse or otherwise from similar things, and also

how far, if diverse, improved features may be shown.

It is impossible for that work of comparison to be

carried out with fairness and usefulness if some
special form of treatment or of cultivation be given

to any one plant, let it be what it may, that is

not given to all others. Now, as Mr. Sewell

seems to be, in relation to the cultivation of Rhubarb,

the depositary of an important discovery, especially in

promoting very early and healthy growth, and as this

discovery does not at his own showing apply specially

to some new sort of Rhubarb, but to ordinary Rhu-
barbs, why does he not unselfishly publish the nature

of his particular knowledge, so that gardeners uni-

versally might put it into practice ? Why, with all

the rivalry, the Rhubarb grower for a judge, "submit
to the insults of the prejudiced and the trade

biassed " Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society? Of course, in expecting such a

course to be taken I am aware that gardeners are a

rather sceptical race, and they have found ample
reason in relation to horticultural discoveries to be

so: still, they are not prejudiced people, and will

readily accept any improvement in the art of cultiva-

tion come from whence it may. It is interesting to

find that forced Rhubarb contains oxalic acid. I sup-

pose it is just because it contains something nanghty
that we eat it so greedily. The world has not yet

become so nervous as to be frightened from its early

forced Rhubarb because it contains this terrible in-

gredient. A. D.

CHRYSANTHEMUM MRS. COBAY.—I note that

your correspondent, " R. D.," on p. 703 of your last

issue, makes mention of Mrs. Cobay, a variety with

which I am unacquainted, and I, therefore, should be

much obliged if he will describe the characteristics

of the flower, as I am always interested in the intro-

duction of new varieties. E. M.

NEAL'S NE PLUS ULTRA RUNNER BEAN.—There
is no mistake in this being very far ahead of any
other runner Beau that has come under my notice,

I have grown it for the last two seasons side by side

with other varieties, but it surpasses them all for

cropping, as also for exhibition. With me the bine

and foliage are distinct, growing to some 12 or 14 feet,

producing masses or clusters of splendid Beans, 10,

12, and 13 inches long, and as straight as possible.

I would strongly advise gardeners to give it a trial,

taking every care to procure the true stock. Those
staged by Mr. Richards, of Somerley Gardens, at the

Aquarium, last September, and by Mr. Waite, of

Glenhurst Gardens, at Southampton, were simply
perfection. J. Hughes, Eydon Hall Gardens.

Societies.

YORK FLORISTS'.

This body held its annual dinner at the "Uld
George Inn, York, on the evening of Friday, Decem-
ber 14, the City Sheriff, Councillor Matthews, pre-

siding. After the usual loyal toasts were given and
duly responded to the Chairman announced that he

had received several letters from gentlemen unable ot

attend the meeting, and also a congratulatory

telegram from the National Chrysanthemum Society,

with which the York society is affiliated.

The Chairman then proposed the toast of the

evening, " Success to the Ancient Society of Y''ork

Florists and all lovers of a garden." He believed

the Society was first established in 1720, and he

need not tell them that it had had a somewhat
chequered career. If it had not been for a few

enthusiastic lovers of flowers it would not have been

in existence. The establishment of the Chrysanthe-

mum show, nine years ago, had contributed greatly

to its strength. Its minor shows, by the kindness of

successive Lord Mayors, held in the Guildhall, had

been of such excellence that they had been tho-

roughly enjoyed and looked forward to with pleasure

by the citizens generally. These shows, to which

the public were admitted free of charge, were

undoubtedly a great boon. Not long ago special

prizes began to be offered by prominent citizens;

and, though they had not the presence of the Lord
Mayor, his lordship had generously intimated his

intention to follow the example of his predecessors

in this respect. The Society was never in a better

condition. It numbered upwards of 400. It had

made rapid strides in the last few years, and he hoped

it would go on prosperously. He should have

pleasure in giving the usual Sherifl"s prize at the

next exhibition.

Mr. Fielding, Treasurer of the Society, informed

the meeting that the Society was in a good financial

position, and possessed at the termination of the last

year a balance of £150 ; while the annual income
by donations, &c., had been £120. From causes

known the money from the Chrysanthemum show
had not been solarge as last season ; but they had no
great cause of complaint. The amount received was

£140 ; and they would be able to pay their way, with

possibly a £10 or £20 to add to the balance.

Alderman Sir Joseph Terry, in the course of his

remarks, said, that they had been affiliated to the

National Society, and the latter Society, had their

provincial show, but neither the Vice-President

(Mr. Cowper) nor himself thought it equal to their

own. They hoped to have this show in Y'ork next

year. Abstract from the " Yorkshire Chronicle,"

December 15.

BOTANY FOR GARDENERS.
The last of a series of ten lectures on elementary

botany and the principles of gardening, by Professor

K. .J. Harvey Gibson, M.A., F.R.S.Ed., was delivered

on the 13th inst. in the Mechanics'! Institute,

Woolton. Mr. Holbrook Gaskell presided, and there

was a crowded attendance of the working gardeners

of the district. The lectures have been well attended,

and appreciated by the hearers, the language em-

ployed being as free as possible from technical

phraseology. The leading points of the lectures

have been illustrated by artistic photographs cast on

a screen by means of the oxyhydrogen light.

The Chairman, who was very cordially received,

said that a very interesting, instructive, and brilliant

course of lectures was now, he was sorry to say,

concluded. He was quite sure that all of them

must feel very much indebted to Mr. Harvey Gibson

for his kindness in coming out to Woolton to give

them such masterly addresses on a subject which so

deeply touched them. In the old days botany was
not treated in the way in which it was at the present
day by such men as Mr. Gibson. The naming and
classification of the various vegetable productions of

the globe constituted a large part of the science, and
it certainly was a dry affair. But now they had it

explained in a most attractive manner ; indeed, to

listen to Mr. Gibson was as enjoyable as reading a
romance.

It may be mentioned here that Mr. H. Gaskell has
given £5000 towards the endowment of a Chair of

Botany at the University College.

Mr. Gaskell, in conclusion, proposed a vote of

thanks to the Kev. George Beaumont and the com-
mittee of the Mechanics' Institute for their kindness

and liberality in letting them the hall gratuitously

for these lectures.

The Kev. G. Beaumont, after returning thanks,

suggested, as a practical outcome of the lectures

,

the formation|of a Gardeners' Association in connec-
tion with the Woolton Mechanics' Institute. They
were surrounded by gardens and gardeners, and if

such a society was formed, to embrace all the gar-

deners of Liverpool and the district, with the object

of studying botany and gardening, as well as for

mutual help, he would say, on behalf of the Me-
chanics' Institute, that they would be delighted to

give them fire, light, and room. But if the gar-

deners did not see their way to do that, he hoped
that they would engage Professor Gibson to form

a class for the study of some particular branch of

the profession which would be of practical impoJt-

ance to gardeners in their work.

The Chairman thought that the suggestion of

the Rev. Mr. Beaumont was an excellent one, and
all he could say was that if the project was taken up
and they stood in need of any financial assistance

he should be very pleased to come to their aid.

Colonial and Foreign.

NOVA SCOTIA FRUIT CROPS: APPLE
ORCHARDS, PEARS.

Fruit culture is extending throughout^the pro-

vince, but principally in the two counties of Anna-
polis and Kings, which have long been known for

their established orchards. The most successful

orchard Apple this year is the Gravenstein, making
an all round crop of 120 per cent, in Annapolis

County, and 121 per cent, in King's, the average

quality in the former being 103, and in the latter

112. The poorest cropper in King's County is the

Blue Pearmain, and in Annapolis the Nonpareil.

The Apple of poorest quality in Annapolis is the

Flushing Spitzenburg, 60 ; in King's County the

once famous Bishop Pippin also 60. The Baldwin is

low in quality as well as in quantity this year. Other

leading varieties give full or fair crops. Land-
owners throughout the whole province ought to feel

encouraged to plant orchards, as at once a source of

revenue and a means of increasing the value of their

lands. A correspondent at Round Hill writes :

—

" Lands favourably situated where orchards have

been planted have increased in value within a few

years nearly 100 per cent." In Annapolis County a

correspondent writes ;
—

" We are raising a quantity

of Pears ; Bartlett, Clapp's Favourite, Louise Bonne

de Jersey. Winter Nelis, the principal kinds. The
crop this year was good in quantity and quality."

From the " Provincial Government Crop Report"

November.
Natal.

Considering that Alberta magna (E. Mey) is one of

the finest flowering shrubs native to Natal , it is strange

that hitherto, so far as my knowledge goes, it has not

been cultivated in Europe or elsewhere. One of the

Rubiaceffi, and placed in the Flora Capensis halfway

between Gardenia and Pavetta, it will probably

strike freely from cuttings, and being found along

with Greyia Sutherlandi at elevations from 4000 to

5000 feet, in places where snow falls nearly every

winter, it may prove half-hardy in the Sonth of
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England. It is a large shrub, 5—10 feet high, with

deep green shining evergreen leaves like those ofRho-

dodendron ponticum. Flowers bright red, in dense

terminal erect panicles 6 inches long, somewhat like

Habrothamnus elegans, blooming in autumn, and

followed by the beautiful fruits, consisting of a small

dry ovary, each one crowned with two enlarged

crimson calyx lobes, nearly an inch long, which are

persistent, and not unlike a miniature Poinsettia

pulcherrima. Through the winter it is a line sight to

see this shrub, tipped with glowing fire, fringing the

edges of our flat-topped mountains. Planted out in

a rockery in a temperate house, or even in the open,

it ought to thrive well. It is figured in Harvey's

Tkrsaurus Capcnsis, t. 45, but no mention is made of

the striking appearance it presents when fruiting,

which is so different from the flowers that till lately

I thought the plant was dimorphous. R. W. Adlam,

Maritsburff.

The Weather.

TRADE MEMORANDA.
A MAN about 5 feet 8 inches high, with darkish

complexion, with dark, long beard and moustache,

moderately stout, with something rather peculiar in

the look of his eyes, and who states he is gardener to a

gentleman at West Ilampstead, is busy in the neigh-

bourhood of London and the suburbs, giving orders

for shr^^a, plants, &c. His method is to call at a

nursery and select shrubs, and next morning to for-

ward a letter, professing to come from his employer,

stating that his gardener had not selected all the shrubs

that he .would require, and that he would send him
over again to-day ; and stating, moreover, how pleased

he was with the last lot of shrubs he received. The
man comes, selects more shrubs, and directs them to

be sent by a certain day ; but before the day arrives,

a telegram comes, requesting the shrubs not to be sent

that day, after which comes a second letter from the

mythical employer, in which he tells his gardener he
has made up his mind to have all the planting done by
the nurserymau ; but that all shrubs marked were to

be sent, after he had an interview, and explained

what he required done in the park and gardens,

making an appointment on a certain day and hour.

With this letter comes one from the said gardener,

telling a tale of grief and woe—how, when he got
home from the nursery he found a letter stating that

his wife's mother was dead, that she had no relatives,

and not a penny to bury her, and that he was in a
fearful fix. To help him would I lend him a certain

small sum ? it would be such a favour, for he did not

know what to do. The money was to be sent to

Epping. The writer sent a small crosssed cheque,
thinking it would be a little protection in case of

fraud, but the man was equal to the occasion, for

knowing I had a relative in the same line, he
doubled back from Epping to London, and got him
to cash the cheque, and gave him also a bogas order.

The fellow gets well up in his part in every way,
knows the name of your late foreman (cor-
rectly), is well up in the names of plants, shrubs,
&c., and does not scruple to take anything he can
get. His order was, he told me, to take b.ack six
best bunches of Grapes, and the same number of
bunches to be sent weekly. There is no such place
or gentleman of the name given at West Ilampstead,
and the address of the second letter, viz.. Grand
Hotel, Eastbourne, is also a fabrication, no such
person, I was informed, had ever stayed there.
A Victim.

Another Rogue.

It would be as well to caution nurserymen and
those connected with the trade to make inquiry
before executing any orders they may receive from
the neighbourhood of Bristol from unknown cus-
tomers, as a certain individual is giving large orders
for goods, while the chances of getting paid for them
are very doubtful, as I am informed to-day (December
14) by a nurseryman who paid a personal visit, having
received a good order, but, being suspicious, did not
Bend the goods; and, I need not say, does not intend
doing BO. A. 0.

[Accumulated temperatiu'e indicates the combined amount and
duration of the excess or defect of temperature above or
below 32° F. for the period named, and is expressed in Day-
degree — a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number o£ degrees for an
inversely proportional number of hoiu"s.]
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scriptions of Clover seeds the tone is quiet but tirm.

Offerings from France have of late fallen off some-
what, whilat cable advices from America report
values tiiere as exceedingly strong. Alsike, white,

and Trefoil are held at farmer rates. In Kye-grasses
there is no change. Choice samples of Blue I'eas

have become scarce ; Haricot lieans are now good
and cheap. For Hemp and Canaryseed the trade is

slow.

Enquiries.

CORN.
Averages,—Official statement showing tlie average

price of British corn, imperial measure, in the week
ended December 15 :—Wheat, 30s. lOi. ; Bai'Iey,

275. \d.; Oats, 16^. \0d. For the corresponding week
in 1887 :—Wheat, Sis. 2d. ; Barley, 2'Js. Iff. ; Oats,
IGs. -Id.

CATTLE.
London : Dec. 17.—The supply of cattle for the

Cliristmas trade at the Metropolitan Cattle Market
to-day was rather larger than in several recent years.

There were on oiTer 7518 beasts and 12,890 sheep.
Respecting cattle, it is stated that altogether the
show, on the score of both magnitude and merit will

rank among the best exhibitions of|thekind for years
past, all the various breeds being fully and well re-
presented. Partly from the foggy weather, but more
from the diminished attendance of country buyers,
the trade dragged very heavily, and was very dis-

appointing to sellers. For the best Scots 6s. was
the current top price. In exceptional cases 5s. 2<f.

may have been made, but there were very many cases
where 4s. \0d., and even 4s. Sd. per stone had to be
taken for really prime beasts to effect even a partial

clearance. The sheep were an excellent collection,
in which the Down breeds were the most largely re-
presented. The trade was fairly good, and prices
were fairly supported; 13 to 12 stone half-breds and
Downs sold at 5s. 8ff. to 5s. lOrf. ; 11 to 10 stones,

6s. to 6s. 2d.
; and small choice 8 stones. 6s. id. per

8 lb., sinking the offal.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Si'iTALFiELDS I I)ec. I'J— Very good supply of all

kinds of fresh vegetables. Apples, &c. Trade very
dull. Quotations :—Pears, 2s. iid. to 5s. per bushel

;

English Apples, 3s. to 5s. do. ; do.. Is. 6A to 2s. dd.

per half-bushel; American Apples, 8s. to 12s. >id.

per barrel ; Savoys, Is. fid. to 3s. per tally ; Cabbages,
Is. dd. to 2s. Qd. do. ; Guernsey Cauliflowers, Is. Gd.

to 25. per dozen ; Guernsey Broccoli, Is. to Is. dd. do.;

Spinach, Is. to Is. od. per bushel ; Brussels Sprouts,
Is. to Is. 'id. per half-sieve ; Seakale, Is. to Is. '3d.

per punnet ; Parsnips, Qd. to 8;^. per score ; Greens,
Is. to Is. \)d. per dozen bunches ; Turnips, Is. ^l. to

Is. 9(/. do. ; Carrots, Is. 6t^. to Is. 'dd. do. ; Beetroots,
Sd. to 9(i. per dozen ; Parsley, Is. Qd. to 2s. 6rf. per
dozen bunches ; Horseradish, Is. to Is. 2d. per
bundle ; Celery, 6s. to 12s. per dozen bundles

;

English Onions, 4s. 3d. to 4s. \)d. per cwt. ; Dutch
do., 2s. 'id. to 3s. per bag ; Belgian do., 2s. dd. to os.

do. ;
pickling do, 4s. to 4s. 'Jd. do. ; Endive, Is. Gd.

per dozen ; Carrots, 26s. to 32s. per ton ; Mistleto,
30s. to 50s. per large crate ; do., 9s. to 15s. per
small crate ; Holly, 45. 6fZ. to 8s. &d. per dozen
bundles.

POTATOS.
BoHCUGH AND SpiTALFiELDS : Dec. 18. —There has

been a fairly good demand for best qualities, for

which prices are rather firmer, but secondary sorts

do not move off so readily.—Regents, Scotch, 80s. to

125s. ; English, 60s. to 90s. ; Hebrons, 70s. to 110s.

;

Magnum Bonums, 60s. to 100s. per ton.

SpiTALFiELDs : Dcc. I'J.—Quotations :—Beauty of

Hebron, 70s. to 85s. ; Magnums, 60s. to 85s. ; Im-
perators, &bs. to 85s. ; Regents, 80s. to 95s. ; Cham-
pions, 6O5. to 65s. per ton.

Stkatfohd : 'Dec. 13.— Quotations: — Scotch
Magnums, 80s. to 100s.; English, do., 65s. to 70s.;

Regents, 80s. to 90s. per ton.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the

prices obtained at the various metropolitan markets
during the past week :—Clover, old, prime, 120s.

to 145s.
;
good second, 81s. to 110s. ; inferior, 45s.

to 75s.
;
prime meadow hay, 120s. to 130s.

; good new
hay, 6O3. to 100s. ; inferior, 406. to 70s. ; old straw,

42s. to 495. ; new, 298. to 42«. per load.

*^ He that questiontth miicfi shall learn much."—Bacon.

Christmas Roses and Slugs. — Our Christmas
Roses are this year very plentiful and fine, but the

appearance of the blooms is, as usual, much impaired
by the ravages of a small black slug. Can anything
be done to destroy or trap this pest ? Leirion.

Notices to Correspondents.

AoDuEssEy, &c. : G. Mantbi. For the South African
Philosophical Society address to Prof. McOwan.
Botanic Gardens, Cape Town, South Africa. The
address of the Garden and Forest is Tribune Build-

ings, New York, U.S.A. My Garden is a book by
A. Smee, containing an account of horticulture, at

his residence, The Grange, Hackbridge. We have
never heard of the " Union Centrale des Sciences

Natxirelles d'Angleterre." " Indian Orchidology " is

a paper published many years ago mt\ie Journal of

the Linnean Society. An account of the Indian

Orchids is in course of publication in the Flora of

British India, by Sir J. Hooker (published by L.

Keeve & Co., Covent Garden). The last part

issued contains few of the^Orchids.

Ahum Flower : B. Primrose. The doubling of the

spathe of the flowers oi this aquatic is by no
means a rare occurrence.

Bkes : C. R. Apply to Mr. Neighbour, 149, Regent
Street, London, W.C.

Books: G.Matthews.—Ferns: Select Ferns, hy '\^. S.

Williams, Paradise Nursery, Upper Holloway, N.
Bee-keeping: Bcc-Jcccping, by A. Rushbridge, E.

W. Allen, Ave Maria Lane', E.G. Roses; The

Rose Garden, by W. Paul : The Rose Amateurs
Guide, by T. F. Rivers, Longmans, Green & Co.,

London ; and Roses in Puts, by Shirley Hibberd,

Kent & Co., Paternoster Row. Orchids: The
Orchid Growers Manual, by B. S. Williams, Hollo-

way, published and sold by the same.

Certificated Plant : H. J. B. The list published

in our last number only contains, as is stated, the

names of plants certificated during the latter half

year. Your plant was shown early in the year,

and you will find we record it in the list of certifi-

cates for the first half year, published in our issue

for June 30 last, p. 799.

Correction.—In report of the Royal Horticultural

Society, in our last issue, at p. 709, col. a, third

line from the bottom, for " former," read latter.

Cvpripedium: H.J.R. The forms you name have not

been botanically described, so far as we know.
They are probably forms of C. priestans, except the

one said to come from Nepal.

Hot-water Pipes: A Head Gardener. Lamp-black
and boiled Linseed-oil may be used to paint hot-

water pipes without any ill-effect being observed

on plants ; but it is always advisable to heat the

pipes several times whilst the house ia empty of

plants. It is nonsense to say that painted pipes

give off an appreciably le.ss amount of heat than
unpainted.

Insects : J. C. The very minute white scale-like

insects on the leaves sent are the immature states

of a tiny four-winged fly belonging to the genus
Aleyrodes, which has the same habits as the

Aphides. /. 0. W.—E. M. A form of cockroach.

As the trap has failed to catch them, why not try

arsenic in treacle? or, drive them away by placing

carbolic acid in their haunts. Are you sure they
have ever got into the traps ? for it seems to be

next to impossible that such a creature could

escape after once getting in.

Life History of Mignonette ; Reseda. We know
of no work where you will find what you require.

Names of Fruit ; H. Burry. Your Pear is Jose-

phine de Malines.— W. H. Cutbush. Apple Hol-
landbury. — A. Neilson. 1, Beurr^ Ranee; 2,

Winter Crassane ; 3, Colonel Vaughan. — W.
Fisher. Large fruit, Warner's King ; small, Non-
such.—F. S. 1, Vicar of Winkfield ; 2, Easter

Beurr6; 3, Josephine de Malines.

Names of Plants : G. M. 1, Sophronitis grandi-

flora ; 2, Bifrenaria raceraosa, probably, but pol-

linia absent, and flower withered ; 3, Cattleya

luteola ; 4 and 6, not recognised with sufficient

certainty; 5,Rodrigue2iaplanifolia.

—

IV.M. Cypri-

pedium insigne var. ; Lailia peduncularis ; Vandatri-
color.

—

M. Burn-c. 1, Monochaitum ensiferum ; 2,

M. sericeum ; 3, leaf of Hijemanthus coccineus, pro-
bably ; 4, Diplacus glutinosus ; 5, Salvia species :

send again when in bloom.

—

F. Rylands : The
name Eurybia is probably correct, but we cannot
tell the species from such a small, unflowered
piece.

—

K. 0. U.: 1, Abutilon Boule de Niege ; 2,

A. striatum ; 3, Abutilon—a rose-coloured hybrid.

Patagonia: J. C. G. A good many numbers of the
Gardeners' Chronicle would not suffice to tell you all

youwish to know. Climate temperate to antarctic
;

good in Argentine Republic, villainous in Southern
Patagonia. Spanish and Italian languages, be-

sides the native tongues. No particularly " ferox-

ious " animals. Lapageria, Philesia, are two well

known garden plants from this region. You
should consult the books of travel of Darwin,
Ball, Hooker, &c., besides botanical books descrip-

tive of the flora.

Plant Cultuhe, &c. : N, N. E. 1, Sobralias may
be repotted any time after flowering and before

new growths commence. 2, It is natural for the
leaves of deciduous Dendrobes to turn " yellow
and fall off when drying them." It is an indica-

tion of the ripening of the pseudobulbs necessary
before flowering. 3, Phalainopsis should be kept
moist all the year round, but have the least water
between the months of October and March.
Direct sunlight is injurious to them in hot wea-
ther. As near as possible to a temperature of 00^

Pahr. by night, and 70° by day, all the year round,
is the best for them, but of course in summer that

will sometimes be exceeded. 4, We know of no
work such as you describe, but we do all we can
to meet the want iu these columns.

Rating Greenhouses: A Constant Suhscrlhcr. If

you turn to our issues, vol. xxiv., pp. 155, 183, 498,

720, 758, and Slfi, vol. i., 3rd series, pp. 422, 650,
and 676, you will find very useful information for

your guidance,

Skimmia : M. B. The germination of the embryo
while still in the fruit is not uncommon in Oranges
and Lemons, to which the Skimmia is nearly

allied. A similar phenomenon often occurs in

Pernethya.

Strawberry Pauline: Thirty-five Years' Subscriber,

This variety is not grown largely for market pur-
poses, so far as we know, but being large, early,

and of good flavour, and a heavy bearer, it should
give satisfaction to growers for market. If you
have runners for sale, advertise them in our
columns.

Wasps' Nest: C.W.W. A nest of 12 inches by
11 inches is of an unusual size. Y'ou do not say
if it was a hanging nest or a nest built in the
ground ; the former seldom reach the dimensions
given. There are persons who will buy anything,
so there is hope for your cottager if it be adver-
tised.

Propagation of Ficus: H. P. The be.st time to

make cuttings of any species of Ficus is from the

middle of February to the end of March ; and the
place—a moderate hotbed of 75'^ to 80° bottom
warmth ; and if many are to be struck, the bed
may be prepared with light saiidy loam, covered

with a layer of sand, no pots or pans being
employed. The best part of a shoot for a cutting

is not the soft point, but a piece lower down, which
has began to get woody, and which may be cut with

three or four leaves. After the cuttings are made
by removing the bottom leaf, the wound at the top

being closed with grafting wax, they should be
lightly potted head downwards, covering all parts

except the base, with some light eartli, and left for

twenty-four or thirty-six hours, so that the milky
piece may exude, and the wound get dry. This

proceeding holds good with all hardwood exotics

with milky juice, some—Euphorbias for example,

not being inserted in the soil for twenty-eight days

after being made. The buds of Ficus if furnished

with a leaf may be used to raise plants, but it is a

slow job, We have no experience of seedling

Ficus, but should suppose that, provided the seed

be good, strong plants might be raised in three

years from time of sowing the seed.

Communications Eeceived —M. B. M. (maay thajikij : no
room).—T. S.—A. 0. W.—H. J. R.—D. T. F.—J. B. & Soaa.

W. D. (seat to the authority concerned).—G. H.—Gishurst
Compomid.—J. H. B.—J. H. J.—A. N. .T.—L. W.—E.

Xo^v-QBeDd—E. C—F. &. P.— .T. V. Sc Sods.—p. C. P.—J. G.

BaJier.—S. J. S.—E. W.—J. K. J.—B—W. J. M—W. H.—
A. T). W.—T. C, (photograph resen-e4 for coasi^leratloB).
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BOULTONfiPAUr'No^fST

No. 74.—THREE-aUABTEB, SPAN
GARDEN FRAME.

The most useful of all Frames that are made, owing to the

extra height and convenience for attention. They are 13

inches hi{^ at front, 24 inches high at back, and 32 inches at

the ridge, bolted at the corners, easily taken to pieces if required.

The Lights are 2 inches thick, fitted with set-oiies, and arranged

to turn over, back and front, for ventilating. Glazed with best

2I-0Z. English glass, and painted four coats.

CASH PRICES, Carriage Paid. Packing
Length. Width. Price. Cases,

1 Light Frame, 4 ft. by 6 ft.. .£2 15 0. . 3s. Od.

2 „ „ 8 ,, by 6 „ .. 4 7 6..4s. Orf.

3 „ „ 12 „ by 6 „ . . 6 0. . 5... Orf.

4 „ „ 16„by6„.. 7 12 6..fo.0rf.

5 „ „ 20 „ by 6 „ . . 9 5 0.. 7s. Od.

a „ „ 24 „ by 6 „ ..10 17 6.. 8s. Orf.

Half allowed for cases if returned at cuce, carriage paid, and

in good order. Carriage is paid to any station in England and

Wales, to Dublin. Cork. Derrv. Glasiiow. and Edinburgh, or

stations equivalent. CATALOGUES POST-FREE^
^

21-OZ. Foreign of the above sizes, in 100 and 200 feet boxes,

3rds and 4th3 qualities, always kept in etcck.

A large stock of similar current sizes of 16-OZ, glass in

200 feet Doxes.
English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes, at lowest prices, including

free delivery in the country in quantities.

GEOBGE FAB.MILOE & SONS,
S4. St. John Street. West Smltlifleld, London, E.G.

dtock List and Prices on application. Price L.ist of Colours,

yamishes. Designs of ^^ained & Leaded Glass. Quote Chronicle.

RICHARDSON'S

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS

MnmeroaB

Prize Medala and

CerUflcateB of Uerlt.

Fixed in any part of the Kingdom
rith Hot-w&t«r l.pparatiu

complete.

Catalogu*

FrM.

Hortli of England HortlcsUonl Works,

DARLINGTON.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronised by 16.000 of the Nobility. Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOK WORK, CONSEKVATOBIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil SUxture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-Poisououa Paints for Inside of Ck)nservatories, &o.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

LA BBLLB SAUVAGB TAKD, LUDOATE HILL. B.O.
BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN. —Discount for Cask.

MESSENGER & CO.'S New CATALOGUE of Greenhouses and Heating Apparatus,
Just issut-d, will be found the mo^^t complete, practical, and reliable guide to^iirabout to build.|alter.Jor heat greenhouses.

niustrations of every description of Glasshouse, from the largest range of Winter Gardens to the fiimple.'it forms of Portable

Greenhouses, Plant Protectors, and Garden Frames ; also of all the beat kind of Boilers, Hot-water Pipes, and all appliances for

heating. This Catalogue, possessing hundreds of illustrations of all the latest improvements in greenhouse building and heating,

is on a scale never before attempted. It sliould be in the hands of every one interested in gardening, as it contains many practical

hints on the subjects of which it treats, the result of many years' experience. Price 2S. poSt-frec.
A large number of the illustrations are taken from greenhouses erected by ua in various parts of the country, an inspection of

this Catalogue shows, therefore, buildings the efficiency of which has been well te.sted by actual use. The advantages possessed by

us enable us to carry out work with the utmost promptness, and in the very best style, at prices which defy competition. Surveys
made and gentlemen waited on in any part of the country. Plans and Estimates free on application.

MESSENGER & COMPANY, LOUGHBOROUGH.

WIRING FOR GARDEN WALLS.
GALVANISED WIKE,

H B.W.G., 2s. per 100 yards.

^^^H

THOMAS'S
FITTINGS FOR WIRING WALLS

GALVANISED EYES, 1^ in. from shoulder to eye, Id. per doz.

TERMINALS, with Winders, 8s. per dozen.

,. ,, without Winders, 2s. Hd. per doz.

Complete Catalogue of all kinds of Iron and Wire Fencing tree.

BAYLISS, JONES, & BAYLISS,
WOLVERHAMPTON,

And 139 and 141, CANNON STEEKT, LONDON, E.C.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, NEAR DUDLEY,

And at 118, QUEEN VICTOKLA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &c.

IRON ROOFING AND HAY BARNS.

straining Bolt and Holdfast.—No. 635.
As illustrated above, price 3S. and 48. per dozen.

Driving Eyes.—No. 631. Terminal Holdfasts.—No. 633.

Per doz.

2s.

No. 632a
'-^^-^^ 2B. 6d.

2 2i 3 3j inches.

3d., 4d., 5d., 7d. per doz.

Best Galvanised Wire, 1/3, 1/6, 1/9 per 100 yards.
/Illustrated CATMLOGUK on application.

J. J. THOMAS & CO..
87, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

SANKEY'S FAMOUS GAE.DEN POTS.
Best, cheapest, lightest, strongest.

SANKEY'S FAMOUS GARDEN POTS.
Best colour, shape, and finish; enormouH stocks.

SANKEY'S FAMOUS GARDEN POTS.
No waiting ; orders executed within one hour of letter or
telegram. Thirty different sizes. Carriage and breakage
free on £10 orders ; half carriage on £5.

RICHARD SANKEY and SON, Buiwell Potteries, Nottinghan .

Special lr.-t;jjattfn Riven for Large Contracts in Fencing,
Roofing, &,c. Perftoual Sur^'eya of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to the best and moat economical Fences to put
down.

Illustrated Catalogues Free by Post.

AKDEN REQUISITES.— Sticks, Labels,
Virgin Cork, Raffia, Mats, Bamboo Canes, Rustic Work,

ManiireB, See. Cheax>est Prices of

WATSON AJfD SCULL, 90, Lower Thamee Street, London, E.C.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.,
The above are without exception the most useful kind of

Frame for Plant Growing, and every one with a garden ehould

possess one. The sashes tumrightoveroneon to the other, and

the boxes are put together with wedges, and can be taken apart

in a few minutes. Sizes and prices, carriage paid to any station

in England, ready glazed and painted :

—

b feet long, 4 feet wide, packing cases free £2 15

12 feet long, 4 feet wide 4 15

6 feet long. 5 feet wide, „ „ .. 3 15

13 feet long. 5 feet wide ,. 6 10

Tne glass is nailed and puttied in.

B. HAIiLIDAY & CO.,
Hothouse Builders and Engineers.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS. MIDDLKTGN.
MANCHESTER.

London A^ent : Mr. H. SKELTON. SeedBman, &c.,

2. HoUoway Road, N.
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Limited,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS, AND SURREY WORKS, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.,

HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent Wrouglit-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered and Tubular

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
And others with SHELVES, and Hollow or Ordinary Cast-iron GRATE BARS.

QAnni C Rnil CRQ ^'"^ waterway backs aii.l WELDED BOILERS, any of which are specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Conservatories Churches ChapelsOHUULL liUILLnO? Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls, Warehoases, Workshops, &c. They are the neatest, cheapest, most effective, and durable of any extant.
'

The MI'NICIPAL and TVBl'LAIi ones iire remarknble Jor their great heating potver, shjr combustion, and the length of time the fire wiH fnirn witlioiit reiniiring attention.

These Patterns secured the FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE-a SILVER MEDAL-at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition, South Kensington, London, June 1 1881.

The Best B

^^ ^ ^ SECTIONAL PLAN

The longitudinal section gives a view of the fire-boi, water space, flues, &c. The cross section gives a view of the fire-box, water space and V-sliaped back.
The front elevation shows it set in brichvor/{, which is necessary _^r this class of boiler.

SIZES AND PRICES
MBl
n[B2
MBS
MB4
MBS

3 ft.

4
5
6
8

2 in. long by 2 ft. in. wide by 2 ft.

„ by2 „ by2
„ by2 3 „ by2

6 ,, by3 ,, by3
6 „ by4 ,, by3

in.
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Head Line charged as two.

4 Lines .
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Estate Sales.
The best County medium tor Advertising Sales of

Estates is

'"FHE WORCESTER HERALD, the largest
JL and leading County paper. Extensive circulation among
the upper and midiile classes in Worcestershire and adjoining
counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference
aud distribution, plans and particulars of Estates, Catalogues
of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised
in the columns of the Worcester Herald. Specimen copies sent
free. Published Friday for Saturday, price '2d.

Offices, 72, High Street, Worcester.

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.

THE WOKCESTER HERALD is the most
effective organ for giving publicity to announcements of

this class. It is the largest and leading Agricultural paper in

the county, and circulates most extensively among Agricul-
turists in and around Worcestershire. Specimen copies free.

Published Friday for Saturday, price '2d.

Offices, 72, High Street. Worcester.

Farms to be Let.
LAND AOENTS. ESTATE MANAGERS, and all having Farms

to Let, would do well to Advertise in

THE WORCESTER HERALD, the Largest
and Leading County Paper. Specially adapted for

bringing such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large Circula-
tion, moderate charge. Specimen free. Price 2d. Published
Friday for Saturday.

Offices. 72. High Street. Worcester.

THE LOUGHBOROUGH GREENHOUSE
HOT-WATER APPAE.ATUS.

This is the simplest,
cheapest, and most
powerful apparatus
made. It requires no
brick setting, nostoke-

. hole, and no hot-water
'litter for fixing. The
Boiler stands in the

Greenhouse, the front only being outside,
so that the whole of the heat from the Boiler
itself is utilised. It burns over twelve
hours without attention , at a nominal cost.

•,', witli Boiler, open feed syphon, 12 ft. of

4-inch liot ;^ati.T pipe. an<i patent joints, complete, £i -l.i.

Delivereti free to any Citation. Discount for cash.

Ccst of apparatus cojiplete for Greenhouses as below,
delivered free, with pipes cut and fitted readv for fixing.

ft. ft. £ s. d.\ ft. ft. £ .?. d.
I

ft. 'ft. £ s. d.

10 X 6... 4 14 15 X 9... 5 10 8 2.'i x 13 ... 6 16 8
12 X 8 ... 5 1

I

20 X 10 ... (5 | 40 x 16 ... 12 12 4

Proportion.ife prices for other sizes. Estimates free.

Illustrated List, with fnll particulars of these and every
description of Fuel, (i;i'^, and (.HI Heating Stoves free.

DEANE & CO.
T-WATER EnGINKKRS,'

LONDON BRIDGE
HORTICULTL'KAL Hl'IL7>ER^ AND H

46i, King WiUiam I
Street (

JAS. BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders
and Heating Engineers,

PAISLEY.
HORTICULTURAL

STRUCTURES
of every description,

in either Wood or Iron,
or both combined.

Wooden Chapels,
Shooting Lodges,
Tennis Courts,
Cottages, &c.

Hot - water Apparatus
for warming

Buildings of every
description.

Illustrated Circulars
Post-free.

Complete Catalogue, 3s.

SANKEY'S "MARKET POT," or LONG
TOMS, the best " Garden Pot" for Bedding Plants and

Market Work. The 3 in. Market Pot holds as much soil 33 an
ordinary 3^ in. pot. thus saving half an inch in room for each pot.
Five sizes, 3 in.. 3^ in.. 4 in., 4j in., and 4f in.; no rims, nearly
upright, an inch t(i 1^ in. deeper than usual, very strong and
much lighter in weight—the very pot for Market Grower-

; great
economy in room and weight. Largest Stock in United Kingdom.
RICHARD SANKEY and SON, Bulwell Potteries, Nottingham.

FREDERICK L. MAY & CO.,
(Publishers of Mav"s Prfss Guidf.)

ADVERTISING AGENTS.
102. PICCADILLY.

London. W..
RECEH'E ADVERTISEMENTS for all London, Provincial,
Continental. Colonial, and American Newspapers and other
Publications, for one or any number of insertions, and are pre-
pared to open accounts with Solicitors, Auctioneers, and
others on approval of references.

Special advantages to Large Advertisers.
Established 18o0.

Only Address—162, PICCADILLY, London, W.

To NurserTinen. Seed MerchantB. and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering Arch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade : also

Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, Raffia Fibre, Tobacco Paper,
and Shading. Prices free.^ and &. Wormwood Street, E.C.

ORCHID BASKETS,
RAFTS, BOATS, AND CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.
SEND FOR A

PRICE LIST
from the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH STREET,

DRUEY LANE. W.C.

wANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER, age about 40, married, with experience of

;ood Garden, Stove, and Greenhouse ; also to Superintend
^mall Home Farm and Stock.—Address full particulars of last
place. Sec, to C. M., Cardington, Bedford.

WANTED, agoodWORKING GARDENER,
experienced with Fruit, Vegetables, and Flowers.

Non-Smoker and Total Abstainer preferred. Lad kept to help.
—Address, stating wages required, and references, DELTA,
Bright's Library, Arcade, Bournemouth.

WANTED, a NURSERY FOREMAN and
PROPAGATOR, from 30 to 35 years of age, experi-

enced in Growing Pot Plants and Cut Bloom for (.ovent
Garden. Only those need apply who can give exceptional
references. — Address by letter only, C. H., Messrs. Chas.
Barker & Sons, 8. Birchin Lane, E.C.

WANTED, January 1, a SHOPMAN, well
up in Garden and Flower Seeds, also Agricultural. A

good Salesman.—Apply, with references and salary wanted, to
C. DALY AND SON. Seed Merchants, Coleraine.

ANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
with a good knowledge of Seed and Bulb Trade.—

Apply, stating age. references, and salary required, to B, A,,
Gflr(/e7ier.'i'C/i7W»WeOmce. 41. Wellington Street, Strand.W.C.

WANTED, a JUNIOR SHOPMAN. Must
have a thorough knowledge of the Seed Business, and

accustomed to smart Counter Trade.—State where experience
gainfd, salary, &c., to GEO. and W. YATES, 28, Market Place,
Manchester.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, AT ONCE, a JUNIOR
COUNTER HAND; one with some knowledge of

Plants and Flowers preferred.—State age, ex erience. and
salary expected, to SEEDS, Messrs. Hurst & Son, lr>2. Hounds-
ditch, London, E.

OABDJENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. C. J. Mills, for some time Foreman at

Dropmore Gardens, is engaged as Head Gar-
dener at Antony House, the seat of Colonel
Polk-Cai!EW, Antony, near Devonport.

Mr. C: Blick, for the past live years Gai'dener
to T. Nabbubgh, Esq., Summerfield, Elstree,

has been appointed Gardener to JIaetin R.
SsiiTH, Esq., The Warren, Hayes Common, Kent.

WANT PLACES.
Letters addressed "Paste Eestante" to initials or to fictitious

names are not forwarded, but are at once returned to the
writers.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.—In mani/ instances
Remittances in Payment of Repeat Advertisements are
received without name, address, or anything beyomt the
jxtstmark on envelope by which to identify the sender : this
in all cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and fre-
quently the sender cannot be identified at all.

Advertisers are requested when Remitting to give their
A'ames and Addresses, and also a Reference to the AdveV'
tisements luhich they wish repeated.

POSTAL ORDERS.~To Advertisers, Subscribers, and
Others.— It is very important in remitting by Postal Order
that it should be filled in payable at No. 42. DRl'RV
LANE, to W, lilCHARDS, as, unless the number of a
Postal Order is know7i, and it has been made payable at a
particular office, and to a particular person, it is impossible
to prevent any person into whose hands it may fall from
negotiating it,

N.Ii.— The best and, safest means of Remitting is by
POST-OFFICE MONEY ORDER.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent M(Mi. competent either to fill the situatiun of
HEAD GAKDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN, or JOURNEY-
MAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the above will
please send full particulars, when the best selections for the
different capacities wi 1 be made.—HoUoway, N.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Ganieners, seeking situations, and that they
will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with particulars,
&.C.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

^T ANAGER.—The Advertiser, thorougly
-L experienced in Market Work, could undertake entire

Manag.'nient of a large place in the way of Fruit Growing,
ronibiiied with Growing under Glass, Grapea, Cut Flowers,
Toniatos, and all requirements of a First-class Trade demand.
—VERAX, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 30, married when
suited.—D. Mackay. Gardener to the Right Hon. Sir

Massey Lopes, Bart., can with confidence recommend his Fore-
man, E. Dawe (previous Foreman to the Right Hon. Earl of
Portsmouth), to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a thoroughly
practical good Gardener. Fifteen years' practical experience.
—Pitt Gardens, Chudleigh, Devon.

GARDENER (Head Working), where more
are kept,—Married, no family ; successful Grower of

Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables. Good character.—E. ATKINS,
Hargreave.s Gardens, Stanstead, Essex.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 30,
unmarried.—Mr. NlEMAX, of the Portman Floral Hall,

Orchard Street, W., can, with confidence, higldy recommend a
thoroughly experienced man as above.

ARDENER (Head Wobkinq).—Axfbed
Kembee, Besborough Court. Cork, offers his services as

above. Thoroughly acquainted with every branch of Garden-
ing ; and first-class references. English and Protestant.

GARDENER (Head Working), where three
or more are kept.—Married, no family; thoroughly ex-

perienced in all branches of gardening. Good references.

—

H. LITTLE. Oxton Lawn, Birkenhead.

ARDENER (Third), in a Gentleman's
establishment ; age 20.—A Gardenek wishes to recom-

mend a steady, obliging young man za above. Knowledge of
Garden Work.—GARDENER. Shute Lodge, Ando^er, Hants.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 21; good
character. Not afraid of work.-E., Hanover House,

Totton, Hants.

GARDENER (Under). — A Gentleman
wishes to recommend a lad as above, nearly 19 ; well up

in his work. Excellent character given. Only leaving to im-
prove his position.—E. KNIGHT, Esq., Saxlingham Hall,
Norwich.

POREMAN and PROPAGATOR, or
-L manager.-Twenty years' experience in Growing for
Covent Garden, Ro-es, Bouvardias, Carnations, Eucharin,
Gardenias, doutde Primulas, Pelargoniums, Ferns, and uU
kinds of Stove and Greenhouse Plants. First-class references.
"R. F., I, Canbury Terrace, Canbury Park Road, Kingston-on-
Thames.

FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—Age 34

;

thorouglily experienced in the Plant and Cut Flower
Department; also Rose Growing ami the Nursery Trade
generally.—J, L.. Gnrrleiiers' Clironich OSRce, 41, WellinKloii
Street. .Strand, W.C.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER for Market or
otherwise.—Age .31 ; sixteen years' experience in the

Cut Flower and Plant Trade.—R. A. E., 4, Victoria Street,
Lincoln.

AND STEWARD, or LAND STEWARD
and GARDENER.—Situation wanted by a practical man

of twenty years' experience in the various branches of Estate
Management. First-class testimonials and references.—I. K.

,

James Veitch & Sons, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

TOURNEYMAN.— H. AV. Ward, Longford
fJ Ca-stle, Salisbury, will be pleased to recommend a liighly
respectable young man, who has had two years' experience at
Longford.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses; age 25.—
W. H. Lisle, The Gardens, Hesleyside, Bellingham,

Northumberland, will be glad to recommend Edward Slate
(who has been with him three years), to any Head Gardener
in want of a trustworthy young man.

IMPROVER, in the Houses.—Age 17 ; three
years' experience. Good character.—E. HARVEY, Prest-

bury Court, Cheltenham.

SALESMAN, or TRAVELLER. — Thirty
years' practical experience in Nursery and Seed

Trades. Ten years' travelling for onejof the largest firms in the
Trade.—H. S., Messrs. Nutting & Sons, lOtS, Sonthwark Street,
London, S.E.

TO SEEDSMEN.—Wanted, to Apprentice a
Youth (age 16), to Learn the Retail St^ed Business.—

Apply, stating premium required, to R. TOWNSEND, Seeds-
man, Thanet House, Stroud.

HOLLOWA V'S PILLS.—The hour of danger.
— Disfas.' c.mmonly comes on with slight symptoms,

which, whi-n neglected, increase in intensity and gradually
grow dangerous, a condition which betrays the grossest remiss-
ness, when these Pills, taken in accordance with their accom-
panying directions, would not only have checked but conquered
the incipient disorder. Patients daily forward details of the
most remarkable and instructive cases, in which timely atten-
tion to Holloway's advice has no doubt saved them from severe
illnesses. These Pills act primarily on the digestive organs,
whicli they stimulate when slow and imperfect; and secondly
upon the blood, which is puritied by them, whence is derived
the general tone they impart, and their power of subjugating
hypochondriasis, dyspepsia, and nervous complaints.
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NEW PEA, ''SHARPE'S QUEEN."
Our New Pea—Queen—in habit, cropping qualities, colour and flavour is the perfection of a

p^iforevervDurpose, and by successive sowings, so continuous a crop can be obtained, that it

„1ri ho nlmost unnecessary to cultivate any other variety. The Queen is a blue wrinkled

Marrow Pea about 2 to -Ji feet in height, of a sturdy branching habit
;

it requires to be sown

thtnl?ras the pods are produced from the very bottom of the plant to the top. The pods are

Price 2s. 6d. per Pint Sealed Packet

large, green, slightly curved, and so filled -with Peas that when opened it would appear im-
possible they could be contained in the pod. The Peas are large, oval, deep green, and ot .i

delicious flavour when cooked.
We feel we cannot say too much in its praise, and are confident our customers will agree

with us that it is one of the very best Peas ever sent out.

Is. 6d. per Half-Pint Sealed Packet.

For full description (\f the above, see SHARPH'S SEED LIST for 1889, Post-free on application. Trade Prices on demand.

CHARLES 8HARPE & CO., SEED GROWERS AND MERCHANTS, SLEAFORD.

AVEEKS'S
PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR IS

THE PRINCE OF BOILERS.
It has the longest record of any Hot-water Boiler extant.

It has Holloiv Furnace Bars, which last 11 years longer than solid

ones, and add 20 per cent, of potver.

It has facilities for being easily repaired.

It has means of removing sediment.

^"^ It has proved a real boon to Gardeners.

It has been a source of profit to employers.

A 10 years' conditional guarantee given with every Patent Duplex Upright

Tubular Boiler when fixed by J. Weeks & Co.

Price LIST and pARTicuLAns free on application to

J. WEEKS & CO., HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS, &c.,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

SCIENTIFIC PRUNING and TRIMMING MADE SAFE, EASY, and RAPID.
^"^

^..^ The New and Iiitr-nious Haml to Hand I'mner >A^ M

THE GIANT PRUNER.
The Neio and Latest Invention for Scientific Prumnff

and Training on a large scale.

The great success of the "Standard" Tree Pruner and the

"Myticuttah" has induced us to give our attention to the pro-

duction ot a somewhat similar Implement, but of a much more

powerful construction. In the Giant Pruner you have a tool

capaUe of EASILY cutting a branch 7 inches in circumference,

with an exerting pressure of 1| tons.

Prices and Lengths in future Advertisements.

For Illustrated Price LISTS of above and other Novelties in

Pruning Tools, Fruit and Flower Gatherers. &c.. apply to the Prin-

ipal Ironmongers and Seedsmen at home a iid abroad ; or of the

MYTICUTTAH

"

(Registered Trade Mark and Title).

Patented in Great Britain. France, and German'/.

Hitherto, strictly correct Pruning could only be

done by holding the branch with one hand and
using a Knife with the other, but then only for

small branches, whereas the ' Mytiouttah " itself

holds the branch, cutting over an inch in diameter,

and in caw of prickly bushes, &c., it save-* the

hands from injury. Garden and Lopping Shears,

which hack and bruise the branch, are entirt^ly

superseded by this new Patent, and its many
advantages will at once commend it to the

practical Gardener or Forester.

Sole Proprietors and Makers : THE STANDARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, ST. ALKMUND'S CHURCHYARD, DERBY.

'

^ 7] ji ..mu ,ij-. .. ,j !.„„„„.. „„H Ttiisinesa Letters to "The Publisher," at the Offlce, 41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden. London. W.C.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ;

Ad^^.s^mente and Biwine^ Letters M
Vhitetriars, Citv of London, in the Cottnty of Middlesex, and published by the

Printed by WILLIAM RiOHiHDS, at the Offlce of Messrs. BRiDBURT AOJEW a. Co.,
^f"''"^/''^f'/''^??,°„^ty J^S„^^ December 22, 1S88. Agent for Manchester-JoHN HSTWOOD.

lid WILLLIM RIOHABCS, at the OIBco. 41. Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Oarden, in the said county, bil ukpay, Kccemotr
,
. oo. «
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Wednesday and Saturday Next.

FIRST-CLASS NAMED DWARF ROSES, from France ; Choice
Name.l Pyramid and Dwarf- trained FRUIT TREES;
BORDER PLANTS in great variety. Several hundred
Lota of BULBS, from Holland, for present planting,
comprising Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Narcissus, Snow-
drops. &c. Also Lilies, Lily of the Valley in Clumps
and Crowns, Spirrea japonica, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Grfiit Rooms, 33, King Street,

Covent Garilen, W.O., on WEDNESDAY ami SATURDAY,
January 2 and 5, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—(Sale No. 7838.)

10.000 GRAND BULBS of LILIUM AURATUM (some in cases
as received), L. Krameri, L. longiflorum, just received
from Japan in the finest possible condition. Also splendid
Berlin LILY of the ^'ALLEY, Crowns; LILY of the
VALLEY Clumps; First class Double South African
TUBEROSES and A5IARYLLIS, fine Clumps of HELLE-
BOKUS NIGER. L. HARRISII, &c.. and a general assort-

ment of Dutch BULBS for present planting.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY NEXT, January 3, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Special Sale of Orchidp In Flower and Bud.

MR. J, C. STEVENS begs to announce that
his NEXT SPECIAL SALE of ORCHIDS in FLOWER

and BUD, will take place at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, January 17, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, and he will be glad if Gentlemen de-
sirous of Entering Plants for this Sale, will SEND LIST AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE.

Tuesday Next.

Important to the Trade and Private Buyers.

SALE of NURSERY STOCK and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
from Sample.

MESSRS. PEOTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 63, Cheapside, London, E.G., on TUESDAY NEXT,
January 1, at half-past 1'2 o'Clock precisely, large quantities

of NUKSEKY STOCK and GREENHOUSE PLANTS from
Sample,

Samples will bs on view the morning of Sale. Catalogues
on tipplicaiion to the Auctioneers, 67 and tiS, Cheapside, K.C.

Tuesday Next.
Important to th"-- Trade aud Private Buyers.

SALE of NURSERY STOCK aud GREENHOUSE PLANTS
from Sample.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 aud

68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on TUESDAY NEXT, Jauuary 1,

at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, large quantities of NURStRY
STOCK from Sample, including the following :

—
10,000 Dwarf Rotes
5.000 Asparagus
1,000 Seakale
3,000 Carnations
1,000 Dwarf - trained and

Standard Fruit Trees
Thousands of Forest Trees

2,000 Latania borbonica

5,000 Currants of sorts

5,000 Gooseberries
5.000 Raspberries

10,000 Pinus austriaca
a,000 Pansies

lOO.UUO Quick
Large collection of herbaceous

plants

Samples will be on view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues
forwards I on application.

Wednesday Next.

10,000 LILIUM AURATUM, spl.-ndid bulbs, just received from
Japan; English grown LILIHS, Japanese IRIS, LILY
OF THE VALLEY, SPIR.T:AS, AZALEAS. and
CAMELLIAS from Belgium, STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, various hardy BULBS, ROSES, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and QS. Cheapside, London, E.G., on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, January 2, 1889, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.—Dutch Bulbs.

The SURPLUS STOCK of a L-ndon Seedsman, without
reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SKLL by AUCTION, nt their Central Sale Rooms,

67 and liS, Cheapside, E.O., on THURSDAY NEXT, January 3,

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a large quantity of H'YA-
CI.NTHS. TULIPS. CROCUS. NARCISSUS, and other DUTCH
BULBS, of the best quality, being the surplus stock of a
London Seedsman ; also various other BULBS.

On view morning of Sale, aud Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

CATTLEYA TRIAN.E.
EPIDENDRUM AMABILE,
CATTLEYA AMETHYSTOOLOSSA, and
CATTLEYA JLAXI.VIA PERUVIENSIS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
i[i>lructed by Mr. F. Sander to SELL by AUCTION,

at their Central i^ale Rooms. 67 and 68. Cheapside. London.
E.C.. on FRIDAY NEXT. January 4. at half-past 12 o Clock
precisely, a splendid importation of CATTLEl'A TRIANiE.
with fresh green leaves and dormant eyes; also a grand lot of

EPIDENDRUM AMABILE. seen in bloom by the Collector.
ho states that finer varieties were never seen ; also

CATTLEYA AJIETHYSTOGLOSSA. CATTLEY'A M.iXIMA
PERUVIENSIS, and many other useful and choice ORCHIDS.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Preliminary Notice.

THE BARVINS PARK COLLECTION of ORCHIDS.—Unre-
served Sale of the whole of this extensive Collection of
Established ORCHIDS, by order nf the Proprietor, in con-
sequence of his leaving the neighbourhood and selling the
Estate. The collection iccludes a large number of Odon-
toglossum Alexandrte, all unHowered, principally selected
from Messrs. Shuttleworth, Carder & Co.'s importation of
the broad-petal PACHO varieties. Seven days' Sale.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that they have been favoured with instruc-

tions to SELL by PUBLIC AUCTION, at their Rooms, in
JANUARY and FEBRUARY NEXT, the whole of this extensive
COLLECTION of ORCHIDS.

Full particulars will appear in due course.

To Market Gardeners. Florists, Nurserymen, &c.
HAMPTON-ON-THAMES.

FOR SALE, choice FREEHOLD LAND, in
Acre Plots, suitable for above. Rich Garden Soil with

gravel and sand sub-soil. The land isconsidered by theTrade the
finest near London for Grapes and all other Market Products.
Apply, SECRETARY', Estates Investment and Villa Farm

Company, Estate Office, Taugley Park, Hampton on-Thames.

South of England.
LARGE GARDEN, 20 Acres, with Twenty

Greenhouses and Vineries. £7000 has been spent on the
property. Seven years' lease. Two Cottages inclusive. £150
a year. ELDRIDGE, Portsmouth.

QEAKALE for Forcing.—.Superior, selected,O large Crowns, SOs. per 1000; under ."lOO. 9s. per 100. A
remittance with all orders.—ALFRED ATWOOD, Grower, 14,
Lavender Terrace, Battersea, S.W.

SMALL SHRUBS and CONIFERS. —
Araucaria imbricata, 10 to 13 inches, 5U5. per 100; Abies

Douglasii. 1-yr., As. per 100 ; A. orientalis, 1-yr., SOs. per 1000 ;

American Arbor-vitie, 1^ foot, 60s. per 1000; Sweet Bay, 1-yr.,
30s, per 1000; Scarlet Chestnut, 1-yr., 6s, per 100; Cupressus
macrocarpa, 1-yr., SOs. per 1000; Lawsoni, 18 inches, 60.?.

per 1000 ; erecta viridis, 4 inches, 30s. per 1000; do., 1 foot.
13s. per 100 ; stricta, 1 to 1-^ foot, 12s. per 100 ; AUumii, 1 foot,
14s. per 100; Cedrus atlantica, 1-yr., 1-yr. transplanted, 10s,
per 100 ; C. Deodara, l-yr„ 7s. per 100; Escallonia macrantha,
pots, 14s. per 100; Laurel (common), 2-yr.. 20s, per 1000 ; Por-
tugal Laurel, 1-yr. transplanted, 20s. per lOOO ; Colchic Laurel,
1-yr., 25s. per liiiio ; Laurel rotuudifolia, 1-yr., 2os. per 1000;
Limes, 1-yr. traiwphmted, 10s. per 1000 ; Pinus Cembra, 3-yr.,
extra, Itis. per luuo ; P, insignia, 1-yr., 3s. 6rf. per 100; P, excelsa,
1-yr., 4s, per luo; P. Xordmaniiiana, 1-yr., 30s. per 1000; P.
Jfffreyii, 1-yp., 8~'{. per 100 ; P. Miustersiana. 1-yr,, 10s. per
100; P. Strobus, 2-yr., 3s. per 100; Oak. Evergreen, 1-yr., 30s.
per 1000; Scarlet Oak, 1-yr., 3s, per luO ; Privet ovalifolium,
8 to 9 inches, 10s. per 1000; Itetinospora plumosa, 10 to 12
inches, 10s. per 100; R, squarrosa, 8 to 9 inches, 8s. per 100;
do., 1 foot, 12s. per 100. Thuia Lobbii, 8 to 10 inches, 30s. per
1000 ; do,, 15 inches, 4.5s, per 1000 ; T. dolobrata, 8 to 9 inches,
SOs. per 1000; do., 10 inches, fine, 12s. per 100. T. EU-
wangeriana, 6 to 8 inches, 6s. per 100; Veronica Traveraii, 6 to
8 inches, hue, 6s. per 100; English Yew, 1-yr., l-vr, trans-
planted, 20s. per 1000 ; do., 8 to 10 inches, 7s. per 100, Irish
Yew, 6 to 9 inches, ]0s. per 100.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

Lilium auratum.
HURST AND ISDN have received direct from

Japan, a large consignment of the above in excellent
condition, and will ([note low prices on application.

Seed Warehouse, 1-S3, Houndsditch, Loudon, E.

REES and SHRUBS for the Sea Coast.
CATALOGUE fiee on application.—RICHARD SMITH

AND CO., Nurserymen and Se^d Merchants. Worcester.

ICKSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN, most superior, now reduced to .5s. per bushel

of 14 cakes. Circular with Cultural Kotes and List of Testi-
monials post-free on application.
DICKSONS (Limited). The Royal Seed Warehouse, CHESTER.

H U I C E GERMAN
FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS.
CATALNGUES free on application.

FRED. KOEMER, Seed Grower, Quedlinburg, Germanv.

c

ANDRE LEROY'S Nurseries at Angers,
France, the largest and richest in Europe in Collections

ot FRUIT and ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, CA-
MELLIAS, ROSES, SEEDLINGS, STOCK FRUir TREES,
&c. CATALOGUES sent on application. Freight from
Angers to London is very moderate. Medal of Honour at the
Universal Exhibition at Paris, 1878.
Orders must be addressed to Messrs. WATSON AX'I) SCULL,

flO, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

""rREES and SHRUBS for Game-covers and
-L Underwood. Intending planters should send for CATA-
LOGUE, free on application.—RICHARD S.MIXH AND CO.,
Nurserymen aud Seed Merchants, Worcester,

TEA DflQCQ*'^ grand stock, in 5-in. pota, 125. & IBs. doz.
I CM nUOLU t A grand stock, in 7-iu. pots, 21s. & 30s. doz.

J
Black Hamburgh and other varieties.

PRAPP UIMPQ )^i''t:iWeforfruitinKinpots.lOs.t!rf.each

UnMrC wBnEO ^ Suitable for planting vineries, 5s. and
i. Is. Gd. each.

Fr p U Q ) A tine stock, in 5-inch pots, 125. per dozen.
L n n ^ A tine stock, tu small pots, .15, per dozen.

Catalogues on application.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL
COMPANY (JoHX CowAs), LIMITED,

THE VINEYARD AND NURSEiaES, QABSTON,
NEAR LIVEBPOOL.

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, about 8000 nice
stools ot RHUBARB, fit for Forcing, the remaining Stock

of the late Mr. Martin. For particulars, &c., apply to
T. YOUNG.

New Villas. Flodden Rord, Camberwell, S.E.

EGONIAS a SPECIALTY.—Awarded Four
Gold Medals. Seed saved from Prize Plants. In beauti-

fully illustrated Packeta, choice mixed. Single or Double
varieties. Is., 25. ?d., and 5s. per packet. Collections—Single,
12 named varieties, separate, 5s. 6rf. ; 6 ditto, as. Tubers,
Named Singles, from 12s. to 42s. per doz. ; Unnamed Seedlings,
12s. to 21s per doz ; Bedding, choicest, 6s. and Sis. per doz.

;

choicest Named Doubles, from 42s. per doz.; Unnanjed, very
choice, 24s. and 305. per doz. ; choicest Mixed, 185. per doz.
Order direct from us, to procure our splendid strain.
CATALOGUES gratis.

JOHN LAING AXD SONS, Begonia Growers, Forest Hill, S,E.

To the Trade.
AND F. SHARPE'S Wholesale CATA-H. LOGUE of VEGETABLE SEEDS for 1889 has been

forwarded to their customers, if those who have not received
it will kindly inform them another one shall be sent.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech,

OBEUT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity
Road. Wandsworth, S,W., begs to call the attention of

Gentlemen and oihers Planting, to his large and varied stock
of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, also FRUIT TREES,
SHRUBS. ROSES, and CLIMBING PLANTS, &c., which are
in fine condition for transplanting, and being gro\\ n near
London, are especially adapted for Town and Suburban Plant-
ing, Also extra-fine SEAKALE. and RHUBARB for Forcing.
All goods delivered free by own vans within a radius of
e mile.s, CATALOGUES free on application, and a personal
inspection of the stock solicited.

FOR SALE, a fine lot of healthy Specimen
AZALEAS, covered with Flower-buds ; also tine Speci-

mens of CLERODENDRONS, ANTHURIUM SCHEBZEKIA
NUMS, Specimen CROTONS. FERNS, &c., all in the best o
condition,—For price and particulars, apply to

G, H. COLE. The Gardens. Woodbank. Dumfries,

A BIES AMAIULIS, True, and other North^X American Seeds and Plants collected personally by
WILLIAM STEWART, 28. Esplanade, Greenock. Scotland.

Price LIST and Samples on application.

To those about to Plant.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, com-
prising fine Transplanted Fruit Trees, Roses, Hardy

Climbers, Rhododendrons, Conifers, Ornamental and Flower-
ing Trees and Shrubs, Forest Trees. &c,, in large varieties and
quantities, adapted to all soils and climates. Sent free ou
application to

GEO. JACKMAN and SON, Woking Nursery, Surrey,

pHRYSANTHEMUMS.—600 best sorts, true
V-/ to name, strong Cuttings now ready, \s.icd. per doz., 10s.
per 100, Many of the best Prizes and Silver Cups are taken by
ray customers. For price of new sorts, see Catalogue (2 stamps),
of WM. ETHERINGTON, Chrysanthemum Grower, Swans-
combe. Kent.

To the Trade!
lyUTTING AND SONS' Wholesale CATA-
-Ll LOGUE of Garden and Flower Seeds for 1SS9 has been
posted to all their Customers, If not duly received please in-
form them, and another shall be sent.

Seed Warehouses, 106, Southwark Street, London, E.C.

T ILY OF THE VALLEY, fine Forcing
A-i Crowns or Clumps; SPIK/EA JAPONICA, DIELYTRA
SPEOTABILIS, HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GRA.VDI-
FLORA. &c. Price and samples on application.
WILLIAM DENIMAN, 7. Catherin e Street. Covent Garden,W.C.

pREEPERS FOR WALLS.—By planting
\J what is suitable, an ugly object may easily be made
beautiful. Most being in pots, can be sent and put out at any
time. Descriptive LIST aud advice Free.—RICHARD SMITH
AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Worcester,

To the Trade.
SEED POTATO S.

HAND F. SHARP'S Special Priced LIST of
• SEED POTATOS has been sent out. It comprises all

the finest varieties in cultivation, including several novelties.
The quality is very fine, and the prices will be found ex-
tremely low.

Seed Growing Establishment Wisbech.

TF YOU CANNOT GET FRUIT TREESX TRUE TO NAME,
Write to GEORGE BUNYARD AKD CO.

TF YOU WANT ANY CHOICE SORTS that
J- your Local Firms cannot Supply,

Write to GEORGE BUNYARD axd CO.

FOR FRUIT TREES by the Dozen, Hundred,
or Thousand,

Writ* to GEORGE BUNl'ARD ktsti 00.

CEND INTO KENT, and get the FINEST
KJ TREES—No Starvelings. No Blight— at

GEORGE BUNYARD AND CO'S.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF FRUIT
TREES, 800 Kinds, Six Stamps.

SKELETON LIST—Names and Prices—also all Outdoor
Stock. Gratis.

ROSE LIST, CONIFER and SHRUB LISTS. Free.
One Hundred Acres Nursery. Liberal terms.

G
M

EORGE BUNYARD and CO.,
POMOLOGISTS and GENERAL NURSERYMEN,

AIDSTUNE, KENT.
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OA nr.A CLEMATIS, in Pots, of all the
OV/^VVV/ finest Double and Single Varieties (some
of the flowers of whuh become 10 inrhes across, and are of

every shade, from pure white to the darkest purple), for

climbing and bedding, from 12s. to 'Hs. per do/en, strong

plants : extra strong plants, repotted into 5J-inch pots, 25. 6a.

each ; Beauty of Worcester, a magnificent purple, excellent for

bedding, recently sent cut by us, reduced price 2s. 6d, each.

Descriptive LIST on application.—RICHARD SMITH AND CO.,

Nurserymen ami Seed Merchants. Worcester.

OREST TREKS.—Alder, -2 to 2^ feet, IGs.

per 1000 ; Ash, 1* to 2 teet. 12s. per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet. 16.?.

per 1000 ; 3 to 4 Teet, 20,«. per 1000 ; Beech, IJ to 2 feet, 15s.

per 1000; 2 to 2J feet. 18s. per 1000; 2J to 3^ feet, 22s. per

1000. Spanish Chestnut, IJ to 2J teet, 2os. per 1000; Bourtrce,

2 feet, 2.'ts. per 1000 ; Elm, 3 to 4 feet, 18s. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet,

25s. per 1000. English Elm. 4 to S feet, 40s. per 1000. Lareli,

U to 2 feet, Itjs. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet, 28.!. per 1000. Scotch Fir,

lito2feet, 12s. per 1000; 2 to 2J feet, 16s. per 1000 ; 3 feet, 20s.

per 1000. Spruce Fir, 1 to 1 J teet, 10s. per 1000; IJ to 2 feet,

12s. per 1000; 2 to 2^ feet, 16s. per 1000. Silver Fir. 10 to

15 inches, 18s. per 1000 ; 1 to IJ foot, 20s. per 1000. I'inus

nustriaca, 1 to IJ toot, 15s. per 1000; IJ to 2 feet. 18s. per 1000.

Sloe or Blnekthorn. 2 to 3 feet, 20s. per 1000 ; Sycamore,

1 to U foot, 12s. per 1000; 2 to 25 feet, 16s. per 1000;

6 to 7 feet. 6s. per 100.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

C^
ARNATION " GLOIRB DE NANCY."—
We are sending out for the fourth season our true strain

of this the grandest White Carnation iu cultivation, quite

nardy, and for pot culture for cut bloom it has no eijual.

Robust and free bloomer. £1 per 100, lis. for 50, ^s. for 25, good

rooted layers. We have a line stock of GAKDENIAS, the best

sorts in cultivation, from Is. to 40s. each. Cash with Order.

E. COLLINS AND SONS, Cumberland Park Nursery,

Willesden Junction.

VEKGREEN HEDGES.
EVERGREEN HEDGES.

YEWS, English, 1^ to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; 2 to 2^ feet, Ids. per

100; 2i to 3 fet't, 65s. per 100.

HOLLIES, Green, 2 to 2J feet, 40s. per 100 ; 2^ to 3 feet, 60s.

per 100.

LAURELS. Common, IJ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet,

15s. per 100; 2\ to 3^ feet, 20s. per 100.

THUIA LOBBII, 2% to 3 feet, 30s. to 40s. per 100.

We hold immense stocks of the above, all bushy and ^vell

rooted Plants.

Special offer for Covert Plants, &c., free on application.

JOHN PERKINS akd SON, The Old Established Nursery

end Seed Business, 52, Market Square, Northampton.
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS—" QUICK." NORTHAMPTON.

HRYSANTHEMUMS to and from all parts

of the Globe. By far the best coUectiou of new and old

varieties in commerce. Descriptive Catalogue with Cultural

Directions bv E. Molyneus and O. Orchard. Acknowledged in

Europe and America as the best Descriptive Catalogue. Price

^d. ; free to customers. Awarded 3 Medals and 20 First-class

Certificates. I never exhibit for prizes in competition with

Gardeuers or Amateurs. Open to purchase new vaiieties of

merit.- R. OWEN, I-'.N.C.S., Floral Nursery, Maidenhead.

Begonia Sctiarfiai.

JOHN LAINCt and sons have great pleasure
in offering plants of this, the finest spt-cies of the genus.

(See Gard&im's' Chronicle, page 670.) Price 5s. and 7s. 6(^. each.

The Nurseries, Forest Hill, S.E.

To the Trade.
VEGETABLE and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

HAND F. SHAItPE are now prepared to give
• SPECIAL (;iUOTATIONS for all the best kinds of

VE(tETABLE and FIELD SEEDS grown tlussea^son from care-

fully selected stocks. The quality is very good, and the prices

will be found advantageous to purchasers.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

e'W CHRYSANTHEMUM
" STANSTEAD SURPRISE."

We have pleasure in offering this tine Japanese Seedling oE

our own raising. It is a rich rosy crimson, with silvery

reverse ; immense flower and good keeper.

Figured in the Journal of HortieitHitre of November 8 last,

and received a First-class Certificate from the National Chry-

santhemum Society. Early orders solicited for February

delivery as strong plants at 7s. 6(i. each, 3 for 15s.

JOHN LAING AND SONS, Eegonia Specialists and Nursery-

men, Forest Hill, S.E.

100 Herbaceous and Alpine Plants for 25s.

I>ICHARD SMITH and CO.'S Selection as

\} above contuins a most interesting and valuable assort-

ment of beautiful and Hardy Plants for the Border or Rock-

work, which produce flowers and render the garden attractive

all through the year. Descriptive CATALOGUE post-free for

6 stamps.—RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed

Merchants, Worcester.

" OEACONSFIELD" YELLOW PRIMROSE.
XJ The large Irish Yellow variety. Trade price, 5s. per

ounce. Retail, tirf. and Is. per packet.

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND. F.R.H.S,, Seedsman, Cork.

RIMULA OBCONICA.— The best market,
and " all the year round " blooming plant in cultivation.

Now is the time to sow. Seed Crop 1883. Per packet, 6(i. and Is.

Large Market Growers Packet-, 2s. ^d. Trade price on apidica-

tion.—WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND. F.R.H.S.. Seedsman. Cork.

-J
AA AAA HARDY HEATHS.—The present

Xv/v/^V/V/V/ is a most suitable time for planting these

beautiful plants, which can be supplied as follows :

—

An assortment of 10 varieties, 16s. per 100.

,. ,, 20 ., 18s.

30 „ 20s.

40 „ 22s.

If less than fifty plants are ordered, price 3s. per dozen.

Special quotation per 1000. and Descriptive CATAXOGUE may
be had free on application to

JAMES SMITH AND SONS, Darley Dale Nurseries, near

Matlock.

Wy'HOLESALE SEED CATALOGUE for
VV

.
1,^89.-^0 have now published our Catalogue of

Vegetable and Flower Seeds, containing also all the best

Novelties of the season. May be had on application. Any of

our customers not having received one by post will oblige by
letting us know, when another shall at once be posted.

WATKINS AND SIMPSON, Seed and Bulb Merchant^,

Exeter Street, Strand, London, W.C. ; Seed and Trial Grounds,
Feltham ami Twickenham, Middlesex.

ORCHIDS AND PALMS
SPECIALTIES.

The Stooli is uf sii,-h miiguilu.lc tli;it, « itiioiit s.'i'iiiL' .t, it M not
easy to funiiuii mieiiiiatecoiirt-ptiuiuif ilsiiiiiir iriil.il cxti'iit.

FRUIT TREES, ROSES, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS.
BOUVAHDIAS. CYCLA.MENS. EUICAS, El'ACRIS,

SULANUMS, TREE CARNATIONS, auil oilier

WINTER and SPRING BLOOMING PLANTS,
of fine quality and immense numbers.

Inspectcon Invited.
The Glass covers an area of upwards of 300,000 super, feet.

HUGH LOW & CO.,
CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.

STRAWBERRIES.
strong Roots, 4s. per 100. Plants in small poU, 16s. per 100 ;

ditto in large pots, 25s. per 100. Descriptive LIST Iree.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed Mer-
chants. Worcester.

TRADE MARK

CHARLES SHARPE ahd CO.,
Seed Growers and Merchants,

SLEAFORD,
Will hare much pleasure in scndinr/

on application^ special quotations for

their home-saved stocks of Farm and

Garden Seeds.

i^ Rtc,? trade: mark yj

December, 1888.

CUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Too well known to require descrip-

tion. Price, 6s. per bushel (Is. extra
per bushel for package), or 6d. per
cake ; free by parcel post. Is.

None genuine unless in sealed pack-
ages and printed cultural direotiona

encloaed, with our signature attached.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON
.^^i .^^—.w .,»Ui 'fsiat'^d

fl-imited), Nurserymen and Seed
^ita^^Sia'atS^^ Merchants. Highgate Nurseries. V.

Foi' Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

.1 HHEAL&JIONS
W«W' CTawiey, Vl Sussex,

«^^'>^'

THE GARDENERS'

ORPHAN FUND.

DONATIONS and STTBSOIIIPTIONS

WILL BE THANKFULLY RECEIVED BY

A. F. BARRON, Hon. Sec,

Royal Ilortioultural Society's Gardens,
Chiswick, London, W.

LARGE SHRUBS and CONIFERS. —
Aucuba japonica. 1^ to 2 feet, 30.?. per 100; do., 2 to 2^

feet, 40s. per 100. Berberis aquifolia, 1^ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100;
Box tree, 1^ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, 20s. per 100.
Cotoneaster Simonsii, 3 to 3| feet, 10s. per 100 ; Deutzia cre-
nata, flore-pleno, strong, 4s. per dozen ; Escallonia macrantha
(pots), strong, 34s. per 100; Grislinia littoralis, 1^ to 2 feet,

ySs. per 100; Honeysuckle (strong), 8s. per 100; Irish Ivy,
4 feet, 6s. per 100 ; Laurel, common, 1^ foot, 6s. per 100 ; 2 feet,

10s. per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet, 16s. per 100. Colchic Laurel, 1 to IJ
foot, 12s. per 100; 2 to 2| teet, 16^. per 100; 3 to 3^ feet,

bu?hy, 20s. per 100. Portugal Laurel, 1 to 1^ foot, 16*. per
100 ; 1^ to 2 feet, 20s. per 100. Rhododendron ponticura, 1 to
l^oot, 22j. per 100 ; 1* to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; 2 to 2J feet,

35s. per 100 ; 3 feet, 50x. per 100 ; 4 to 4^ feet, bushy. 80s. per
100. Abies Douglasii, 3 to 4 feet, 35s. per 100 ; 4 to 5 feet, 50s.
per 100 ; do., 6 feet, 70s. per 100. Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 2^
feet, 30s. per dozen ; 3 to 3^ feet. 48s. per dozen ; 3 to 4 feet,

60s per dozen. Cupressus Lawsoniana, 2^ feet, 20s. per 100

;

3 to 4 feet, 40s. per 100. C. stricta, 2 to 2\ feet, 403. per 100;
5 to 6 feet, extra fine, 18s. per dozen. C. erecta viridis, 1^ to
2 feet, 2os. per 100; do.. 2 to 2^ feet, 35s. per 100. Picea
Nordmanniuna, 1^ to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; do., 2 to 3^ feet,

extra, 40.1". per 100. Retinospora plumosa, 18 inches, 25s. per
100; 1^0 2 feet, 30s. per 100; 2^ feet, extra, 40s. per 100.
R. squarrosa, 1^ foot, bushy, 30s. per 100 ; Thuia Lobbii, IJ to
2 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, 24s. per 100 ; 4 feet, 50s. per

'

100 ; 6 feet, 18s. per dozen. Thuiopsis borealis, 2^ to 3 feet, 8s.

per dozen ; T. dolobrata, 1 foot, 30s. per 100; 1^ to 2 feet, \2s.

per dozen ; 2§^ to 3 feet (fine), 30s. per dozen.
GARLIES BUTCHELL. Nurseryman, Stranraer.

LEARANCE SALE (at sacrifice) of
PALMS, DRACOSNAS, &c.

LATANIA BORBONICA and PH(ENIX RECLINATA, 12
inches high, 4s. per dozen, 30s. per 100. Package and
carriage free.

LATANIA BORBONICA, SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS, CORY-
PHA AUSTRALIS. and PHCENIX RECLINATA, 20 to
24 inches high. Is. 6t/. each, 16s. per dozen ; same kinds,

2 feet 6 to 3 feet high, 3s. to 5s. each.
Handsome PALMS, 4 feet high, 18s. each.

,, ,, 6 feet high, 40s. each.
Twelve assorted PALMS and DRACVENAS, averaging, with

pots, 24 inches high, in wood case, free, 18s. ; six do., 10s.

KENTIAS. 3s. to 21s. each.
DRACJENAS, 24 inches to 5 feet high, 2s. to 40s. each.

Inspection invited.

GARDENER, Holly Lodge. Stamford Hill. N.

LD-FASHIONED HEDGES. ~ English
Ye^'s, bushy, and -with a profusion of fibrous roots,

1 J to 2 feet. 6s, per dozen, 35s. per 100 ; 2 to 2^ feet, 8s. per
dozen. 50s. per 100; 2ito3feet, 9s.perdozen, 60s. perl00

;

3 to 35' feet, 12s. per dozen, 84s. per 100. Prices of larger sizes

and other E»'ergreens, suitable for Hedges

—

e.g.. Tree Box,
Holly, Laurel, Privet Oyprpss. Juniper, Thuia, &c., on appli-

cation.—RlCH.iRD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Worcester.

L HARDY'S NEW PRIMROSE
• NOVELTIES.—Choice varieties of about thirty beau-

tiful colours, from pure white to dark maroon. Strong plants,

&j. per 100. 45s. per 1000.

HARDY'S NEW " PRIJIROSE POLYANTHUS" NOVEL-
TIES, in about eight splendid colours, mixed.—These eire very
beautiful, forming magnificent trusses. Strong plants, 5s,

per 1110. 4.'is. per 1000.

POLYANTHUS.—Hardy's Finest Selected Gold-laced Show
Flowers. Strong plants, 6s, per 100, 45s. per 1000.

STRAWBERRIES.—Vicomtesse H. de Tliury, President, Sir

Joseph Paxton. Strong plants, 2s. per 100, 12s. per 1000

;

ditto, out of pots, 8s. per 100.

Cash. Extra plants for carriage. Package free.

H. I. HARDY, F.R.H.S.. Stour Valley Nurseries. Eures, Suffolk.

Fruit Trees.
CA (\(\{\ PLUMS and DAMSONS, all fine-
f^fyJ^ \j\j\7 grown trees—For price apply to
FLETCHER BROS., Ottershaw Nurseries. Chertsey, Surrey.

^\^ GORDON, Immense stock of ORCHIDS

;

T T • ' best value and cheapest house in the Trade.

The best cut of ORCHID PEAT in commerce ; selected

turves, 1 bushel, 2s., 3 bushel sack, 5s.. carriage forward.

LILIES, Enormous Importations, Silver Bauksian Medal,
Silver Medal, National Chrysanthemum Society, 1.838.

LILIUM AURATUM, Imported Bulbs. &d., 9d.. Is., \s.%d.

e^ch; 35s., 45s., 70s., 90s. per 100. Home-grown bulbs, 9(/.,

Is., Is. 6'/., 2s. each. Special Trade quotation for quantities.

JAPANESE MAPLES. Silver Banksian Medal.

TREE P;E0NIES, 7 First-class Certificates.

,, IRIS, most gorgeous, 4 First-class Certificates.

CATALOGUE of the above on application to

The Nurseries, Amyand Park Road, Twickenham.

LARGE LIST of CYPRIPEDIUM
disposable for the Trade, is sent free on demand by

ED. PYNAERT, Kurseryman, Ghent, Belgium.
A
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iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifl

I
PLANTING SEASON.

|

I HARDIIiY-GROWN I

I^OREST, ^RUIT,|
a ALL OTHER

I
TREES X PLANTS,

IEvergreens, Roses, &c.

I NURSERIKS 400 ACRES.
^Largest dt Finest Stocks in Europe.

%

I INSPECTION EARNESTLY INVITED. =

I Priced Catalogues Gratis & Post Free. |
c Estimates a all particulars on Application. =

lOIS.SOlM'S
Tlie Miirseries,

= %:^'Addresi for Letters
\

I d- Telegrams—
^iiiiiniiiiiirtiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

\ Dicksons Chester.

AMATEURS' ROSES.

Tea Roses on Seedling Brier and Brier

Cuttings.

EXTRA FINE GROUND PLANTS.

HYBRID PERPETUALS on SEEDLING BRIER,

BRIER CUTTINGS, and MANETTI.

An Immense Stock.

Special Quotations atiii Descriptive Catalogues on application.

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.,
KING'S ACRE NURSERIES, near HEREFORD.

ANTHONY WATERER
INVITES AN INSPECTION FROM INTENDING

PLANTKRS TO

THE FOLLOWING TREES,
Having stout straight stems, fine heads, and splendid roots.

All have been transplanted within tuo gears:—
ACACIA BESSONIANA. 12 to 14 feet; A. SEMPERFLO-

RENS, 12 to 14 feet; ACER D.ISYCARPUM, 13 to 16 feet;

A. DASYCABPUM WIERII LACINIATA. 10 to 14 feet: A.
NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, StaiidanU, 8 to 10 feet ; A. LEO-
POLDII. 12 to 14 feet; A. KEITEXBACHII. 12 to 14 feet ; A.
SCHWEDLERII, 12 to Hi feet; A. WORLEYIf, Standards, 12
to 14 feet. ASH, Mountain, 10 to 14 feet. BEECH, Common,
10 to 12 feet; Purple, Pyramids and Standard;!, 10 to Iti feet.

BmcH, Silver. 12 to 16 feet. CHESTNUT, Horse, 14 to 16 feet.

Double White. 10 to 16 feet ; Scarlet, 12 to 16 f et; Spauiali,

12 feet. ELMS, English, 10 to 12 feet ; Guernsey, 12 feet.

LIMES, 12 to 16 and 20 feet ; Silver-leaved, 10 to 14 feet.

LIQUIDAMBAR, 6 to 10 feet. MAPLE, Norway, 14 to 16 feet.

OAK, English, 10 to 14 feet ; Starlet American, 12 to 14 feet

;

PLANES, 12 to 18 feet. POPLAR BOLLEANA, 10 to 16 feet;
P. CANADENSIS NOVA (the true variety), 12 to 16 feet;
SYCAMORE, Common, 14 to 16 feet; Purple, 14 to 16 feet.

THORNS, Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 f«et ; White, 8 to 10 feet.

WALNUTS, Common, 10 to 12 feet.

Weeping Trees.
BEECH, Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 8 to 12 feet

;

Weeping, Purple, Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 12 ft. BIRCH,
Young's Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 8 to 14 ft. ELMS,
Weeping, Pyramids and Standards, 7 to 14 feet. LARCH,
Weeping, Pyramids. 8 to 10 feet. OAK, Weeping, English.
Standards, 10 to 12 feet. POPLAR. Weeping. Pyramids, and
Standards. 10 to 12 feet. SOPHORA JAPONICA PENDULA.
Standards. 8 to y feet.

KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING. SURREY.

FRUIT TREES,
SEVENTY-FOUR ACRES.

APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES,
NECTARINES. APRICOTS, and other FRUIT TREES, as
Standards, Dwarfs, Pyramids, Bushes. Cordon, and Trained
Trees in great variety.
VINES, excellent Canes, 3s. 6ii., Rs., 7s. 6ii., 10s. 6d.
Orchard House Trees in pots, PEACHES, APRICOTS, NEC-

TAETNES. &c.. from 5s. FIQS from 3s. 6d.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST, containing a sketch of the various
forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultivation. Soil, Drainage,
Manure, Pruning, Lifting. Cropping. Treatment under Glass

;

also their Synonyms. Quality, Size, Form. Skin. Colour, Flesh,
Flavour, Use. Growth. Duration, Season. Price, &c , free by post.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,
WORCESTER,

GENUINE SEEDS.
MM

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BF.G TO ANXOUNCF THAT THt:iR

CATALOCUE of GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for 1889,

Has now been Posted to all their Customers, Anyone not havitig receiced the same, a Duplicate Copy

will immediately be forwarded Post-free on application.

EGYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA. LONDON, S.W.

CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMEOANKIRON COMPANY
(Telegraphic Address -" HOT-WATER. LONDON." Telephone-No. 4,763)

Have now pleasure in bringing: to the notice of Ilorticultnrists and Gardeners generally their

NEW PATENT (No. 9090, 1888) HORIZONTAL TUBULAR BOILER,
Which is, without doubt, the Best All-round Boiler in the Market.

/( combines all the ad-

vantages of its class so icell

knoicn, and by the improved

method of forming the

loints — vi2., with India-

rubber ^^,^-;ht^rs, the old

and too often Ineffect-

ual way of caulking

the Joints Is entirely

dispensed with.

It can be erected in a feio

hours, and may be relied

itpon as a thoroughly sound

and good Hot-water Gene-

rator. It has been care-

fully tested in every possible

uay, viore especially with

regard to power and dura-

bility, and the result has

been highly satisfactory.

J or PATENT J

C

THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS ofEVERY DESCRIPTION
PIPES. CONNECTIONS. VALVES, VENTILATING GEAR. &c.

INSPECTION INVIIEI). I'ltH'K LIS r UN' A I'l-Lii ;.4TlilN ILLrSTKATIiU CATALOOrE, Is.

ITPI'KR (GROUND STHKl-rr, BLACKFIMAUS. LONDON. S.E.

HORTICULTURAL
TIMBER.

SASH BARS, LIGHTS, & C.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST TO

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, IVIIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineiies, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., constructed ou our improved plau, are the

perfection of g^o^vlng houses, aud fur practictil ulihly, ecuuomy. aud durability canuot be equalled. We oaly do one class of work,
and that THE VKKY best.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architi^cturally correct without the a.ssistance of any one out of our firm,
from the smallest to the largest. Hot-watcr Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, andsuccess guaranteed
to all ca^ed. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hotbed Boxes, &c., always in stock.

Plans, J£sti/nates and Catalogues free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.
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SELECT GARDEN SEEDS.

IRELAND & THOMSON
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

CATALOGUE OF VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS,

GLADIOLI, GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, REQUISITES, &C.,

Is noiv Ready, and mty be had, Post-free, on application.

SEED AND BULB WAREHOUSE,
81, PRINCES STREET, EDINBURGH.

f^\JT> T /^OTTM'Z THE LARGEST AND OLDEST
\-»nr\. i_lV/l\Cil\Zi. GERMAN SEED HOUSE, ERFURT.

All J- hwi-r f!)id i egetabh Sppd': are mpplipfi pn-t fv'P, ni}'! f

N JV READ r, >i}x|

the Englisli Edition of

LORENZ'S

ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE,
with more than two hundred

beautiful Engra\'ings,

and exact Cultural Directiors.

GRATIS and POST-FREE,
an application.

Postage for Letters to Germanv, -J-Jrf.

Post Cards, \d.

jiifhiii 10 f/if//^' -"'/'er V'Ccii-t of Oyttr.

Before you Order

SEEDS FOR THE SPKING,

READ THE

ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE,
for O^Tners of Gardens

and Amateurs,

of the Letrgest and Oldest Seed
House on the Continent,

and YOU will buy your seeds much
cheaper than from any other lirm.

CHR. LORENZ, SEED GROWER & MERCHANT,
Seedsman by Special Warrant to H.M. the Empress of Germanv, H.JI. the King of Saxony. H.JI. the King of Bavaria,

H M. the Kill" of the Netherlands, H.M. the King of Roumania. H.M. tile King of Serbia,

, H.R.H. the Grand Duke of Hesse. H.H. the Duke of Anhalt.

100 103, JOHN STREET, ERFURT, GERMANY.
All Flower and Vegetable Seeds are Supplied Post-free, and arrive within 10 days after receipt of order

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.

W. RICHARDS,
41, Wellington Street, Strand,

LONDON, w.c.

_1888.

Please send me " The Gardeners' Chronicle " for Months

commencing_ ,
for which I enclose P.0.0.

m° Please Note that all Copies sent Direct fi-om this Ofiloe must be paid for In advance. ^
THE UNITED KINGDOM :—12 Mouths. 15s. ; 6 Mouths. 7s. 6d. ; 3 Months. 3!. 9ii.

;
Post-free.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIITIONS (excepting India and China) ;-Inclndiug Postage. 17s. id- for 13 Months. India and China. 19s. b,i

Receipts for less than sis months' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

P.0.0. to be made payable at th( Post Office,

No. 42, DBTTBY LANE, London, to W. RICHAB,D8,,
Cheques should be crossed '•> "^"RTBIMONTI "

C,
Dee. 29, 1888.

REC? TRADE MARK

BEFORE ORDERING SEEDS
WKITF F'JB

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.'S

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
For 1889,

Po.';t.-free on application.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.,
Seed Growers and Merchante,

SLEAFORD.

THE FIRST GARDENERS IN ENGLAND
I'RONULN'CK

OAKSHOTT & MILLARD'S NOVELTIES
For 1889,

To be the BEST. For particulars see

OAKSHOTT & MILLARD'S SPRING ANNUAL for 1889,
Nu^\ reiidy.

The present edition has been practically ^vritten by practica

men, is full of most useful information, and should be read by
all Purchasers of Seeds before buying eLsewhere.

6rf. pOst-free. Gratis to intending purchasers.

OAKSHOTT & MILLARD,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN. READING

ORCHID SEEDS.—PALM SEEDS.
Seed-* of Forest Trees, Shrubs. Aquatics, &c.

Choicest Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

De^cripfufe Cata/ogve (18S9). Is., po>t-/ree {refunded to

ci'sto/ncr^i.

JARMAN & CO.,
CH ARD. SO.MERSETSHIRE.

rIdodendron ponticum,

For Parks, Plantations, and Coverts.

AN IMMENSE STOCK OF ALL SIZES.

VERY LOW aUOTATIONS.

JOHN CRANSTON & CO.,
KING'S ACKE KL'RSERIES. near HEREFORn.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.

A Large and Select Stock is now offered for Sale.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits post-free.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses post-free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES^, SAWBRIDGEWOBTH, HERTS.

ROSES-20 ACRES,
Well-rooted, many-shooted, truly named, of

matured vigorous growth, and of the best kinds.

Bushes, R. S. & Co."s selection, 8s. per dozen ;

60.5. per 100. Packing and carriage free for

cash with order.

These World-famed SOSES canriot fail to

give the greatest satisfaction.

ROSES IN POTS;
.11 the best New and Old English and Foreurn

sorts, from 18s. to 36,s. per dozen.

Descriptive List free on application.

RICHARD SIVIITH & CO.,

Nurserymen and Seed Mercliants,
WORCESTER.
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p Q LEHMANN imperial German Consul at Pojuiyan (Cauca)^ Re]yublic of Colombia,

hegs to offer the following ORCHIDS, tVc. .•

—

No.

1.-

2.-

'i.-

4.-

5.-

6.-

7.—
8.-

9.-

10.-

11.-

12.-

13.-

14.-

15.-

16.-

17.-

18.-

19,

20.

21
22.

23^

24
25
26.

27,

28.

20.

30.

31.-

32.-

33.-

34.-

35.-

36.-

37.-

38.-

39.-

40.—

41.-

42.-

43.-

44.-

45.-

46.-

47.-

48.-

49.-

m.-
51,-

52.-

54.-

56.-

57.-

58.-

59.-

00.-

61.-

62.-

63.-

ADA sp. new. Flowers orange-scarlet, lip

pure white

ANGULOA sp. Flowers white, lip rose-spotted

BATEMANNIA WALLISII, Rchb. f. . .

„ aff. B. GUSTAVl, Rchb. f

CATASETUM EXl'ANSUM, Echb. f. . .

„ LEHMANNl, Kgl
OCHRACEUM, Rchb. f

-CATTLEYA AUREA
- „ CHOCOENSIS
- „ „ large selected masses
- „ „ var. ALBA, .il each.

- „ GIGAS
- „ MAXIMA
- „ „ var. BACKHOUSEI . .

- „ TRIAN.^
- „ „ masses of from 150 to 100 bulbs. .

- „ „ var. ALBA, ,£3 each.

- „ „ var. ALBIDA. Sepals and
petals pure white, the expanded part of the lip

soft pink, £2 eaeh.

COMPARETTIA FALCATA,P6pp. etEndl.

„ SPECIOSA, Rchb. f

-CYCNOCHES LEHMANNl, Rchb. f. . .

HOULLETIA CHRYSANTHA (?)

- „ spec. (?)

LUDDEMANNIA LEHMANNl, Rchb. f.

LYCASTE DENNINGIANA, Rchb. f. (?)

• „ MESOCHL.ENA, Rchb. f. . .

- „ spec. Sepals brown, petals and lip white

„ spec. Flowers white

„ XYTRIOPHORA, Lindl. et lichb. f. . .

MASDEVALLIAS.—These plants, not tra-

velling unless attended to personally ou the

voyage, the naming of species has been
omitted here. Special arrangements for large

orders may be made.

MAXILLARIA FRACTIFLEXA, Rchb. f.

. „ GRANDIFLORA, Lindl

„ LEHMANNIA, Rchb. f

„ LEPIDOTA, Lindl

„ „ var. ALBIDA, Rchb. f

„ LUTEO ALBA
„ SANDERIANA, Rchb. f

„ spec. aff. M, FRACTIFLEXA
„ spec. aff. M. LEHMANNl. — Flowers

lU—18 cm. (6—7 inches) across; sepals « hite, at

the apex rose; petals white, streaked with

rose ; lip rose, streaked with purple, the inside

yellow. This is the rarest and most beautiful

of the genus

spec. Flowers as large as the pre-
ceding, but very distinct. Very rare

MESOSPINIDIUM SANGUINEUM,
Rchb. f

„ ROSEUM, Rchb. f

„ VULCANICUM, Rchb. f

ODONTOGLOSSUM ANGUSTATUM,
Lindl

„ CIRRHOSUM, Lindl

„ CLAVICEPS, Rchb. f

„ CRISPUM, Lindl

„ „ var. LEHMANNl, Rchb. f.

,,
CRISTATELLU3I, Rchb. f

„ EDUARPI, Rchb. f

„ EPIDENDKOIIJES, H. B. Kth. . .

„ HALLI, Lindl

„ var. XANTHOGLOSSUM, Rchb. f. . .

„ HARRYANUM, Rchb. f

„ LEHMANNl, Rchb. f

„ LUTEO-PURPUKEUM, Lindl.

,, „ var. Flowers smaller

„ „ var. SCEPTRUM
„ PARDINUM, Lindl

„ POLYXANTHUM, Rchb. f

„ RAMOSISSIMUM. Lindl

„ „ var. XANTHINUM

PRICE.

Per 100.
£. s. d.

9
15
20
20
25
20
15
40
15

35

15
12
15
18
75

5

10
20
8
8

40
40
15
15
15

12

10
10

15
6

10
8

20
8

30

50

6

8

10

8

6
10
8
6
9
8

20
7

7

6

6

7

8
10

8

15
25
8

Per 1000.
£ s. d.

60

100

100
75

100

125

35

60
75
40

100

35
40
60

50
40
50
50
40
60
50
100
45
45
100

55
40
40
50
55
75
GO

No.

64.— D (_) N T G L S S U M R E Z L I

,

Kchb. t

65.— „ VEXILLARIUM, Rchb. f

66.— „ „ var. RUBELLUM
67.— „ „ var. LEHMANNl, Rchb. f. . .

68.— „ WALLISI, Rchb. f

69.—ONCIDIUM AURIFERUM, Rchb. f. .

.

70.— „ JAMESONI, Lindl
71.— „ KRAMERI, Rchb. f

72.— „ NUBIGENUM, Lindl
73.— ,. OBRYZATUM, Rchb. f

74.— „ OLIVACEUM H. B. Kth. (CUCUL-
LATUMvar. MACKOCHILUM, Lindl.) ...

75,— „ PYRAMIDALE, l.indl

76.—ONCIDIUM VIRGULATUM, Rchb. f. . .

77.— „ WELTONI (FUSCATUM, Rchb. f.)

78.— „ XANTHOCENTRON, Rchb. f.

70.— „ (CYRTOCHILUM) MACRAN-
THUM, Lindl

80,— „ ( „ ) „ var, HASTIFERUM ..

81.— „ ( „ ) SERRATUM, Lindl.

82.— » ( i> ) spec, noV.—spike 50—80 cm.
high. Sepals chestnnt-brown

;
petals yellow,

spotted with brown. Very rare

83-— » ( » ) spec
84.— „ ( „ ) UNDULATUM, Lindl. ..

85.—PAPHINIA RUGOSA
86.—PERISTERIA ELATA
87.—RESTREPIA ANTENN IFERA,H.B.Kth.
88.— „ GUTTULATA, Lindl

89.—RODRIGUEZIA SECUNDA, II. B. Kth. .

.

90.— „ (BURLINGTONIA) NEO-GRANA-
DENSIS

92.—SCHOMBURGKIA UNDULATA (?) . .

93.—SELENIPEDIUM (CYPRIPEDIUM)
HAKTWEGl, Rchb. f

94,— „ ( „ ) RETICULATUM, Rchb. f.

05.— „ ( „ ) WALLISI, Rch. f.

96.— „ ( ,, ) ROEZLI, Rchb. f

97.—STANHOPEA BUCEPHALUS, Lindl. .

.

08.— „ CONNATA, KItzsch
99.— „ spec.—Flowers orange, spotted with purple

100.— „ spec.—Flowers white, with a little purple
in the interior of the hypochil ...

101.— „ TRICORNIS, Lindl

102.—TRICHOCENTRUM spec. — Flowers pale
yellow; lip spotted with red

103.— „ spec, nov
104.— „ TIGRINUM
105.—TRICHOPILIA FRAGRANS, Rchb. f. .

.

106.— ., LAXA, Rchb. f

107.—UROPEDIUM LINDENI, Lindl.

108.—ZYGOPETALUM(BOLLEA)CaELESTE,
Rchb. f

109.— „ (PESCATOREA) DAYANUM,
Rchb. f

110,— „ „ KLABOCHORUM, Rchb, f, ,

,

111.— „ ,. LEHMANNl, Rchb. f

112,— „ ,; ROEZLI (EUGLOSSA), Rchb. f.

113.— „ (KEFERSTEINIA) GRAMINEUM,
Rchb. f

114.— ., „ spec.

115—, „ (WARSCEWICZELLA) VE LA-
TUM, Rchb. f

116,— „ ,, spec.

117, „ (CHONDRORHYNCHA) CHESTER-
TONI, Rchb. f

118,—EUCHARIS GRANDIFLORA, Planch,
(JI,\,STERSI, Bak.)

119,— „ SANDERIANA, Bak
120,—HIPPEASTRUM (AMARYLLIS) SOL-

ANDR^FLORUM, Herb,, var. ALBUM
121,—PH.EDRANASSA CHLORACEA, Herb.
122.— „ LEHMANNl, Rgl
123.— „ SCHIZANTHA, Bak
124.— „ VENTRICOSA, Bak.

125.—STENOMESSON AURANTIACUM.

.

Per 100.
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SPECIALTIES

Flower Seeds
roH

1889.
Sold Only in Sealed Packets Bcarinr/ my Trade Mar/,-.

AGERATTJM " ADA BOWMAN " (New).
This new variety, which wasraisedat Hylands Park, is with-

out iloubt the finest Ageratuni grown for b.'dding purposes.
It blooms in masses from the time of planting out until it is

cut down by the frost, and reijuires no pegging down, as it is

only 9^ inches high ; the trusses measure from 6 to 7 inches
across. It is of a very effective and telling delicate blue colour.
Most valuable when propagated in pots in the autumn for

early winter flowering. Its freedom in blooming is so pro-
nounced that each pot is quite a ball of flower, and continues
B ) to the middle of January.

Per Packet, Is, Qd.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUKC GIGANTETJM
*^ AURORA."

This magnificent variety is of very compact htbit, with
beautiful rosy-piuk coloured flowers- deepening to a tine car-
mine at the base. It is a tint of colour which is very marked
and conspicuom, and will make addition to these popular
plants. p^^ Packet, 2.S. 6d. and 5s.

FBANCOA APPENDICtTLATA.
A splendid herbaceous perennial, wliii.'li will be found ex-

ceedingly useful for conservatory decoration; it produces long
branching spikes of pale rosy-purple flowers, which are larger
and more compact than F. ramosa, and the flowers are closer
set on the spike. Invaluable for cutting purposes.

Fey Packet, Is. Sii.

GLOXINIA "GOUVILLE STRAIN."
I have much pleasure in boing able to offer, through the

kindness of the Comte de Gcrminy, seeds of tins splendid
strain, which has the reputation of being the finest on the
Continent. It invariably takes First Prizes whenever ei-
hibited. The flowers are of immense size and substance, of
very brilliant and varied colour, beaiitifully tigered and
spotted, and contain a fair proportion of eelf colours.

Per Packet, 2 s. 6f/.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMRIATA
*' MAGENTA QUEEN" (New).

This new variety i^ cf ^ fry compact habit of gruwth, very

vigorous and robust; the loaves are of a dark green colour.

The blooms are very large, measuring upwards of 2^ inches in

diameter ; they are of a very good substance and a bright

magenta colour, with a small bright lemon eye. It is quite

a new colour in Prmiulas, and its distinctness is very pro-

nounced, p^^ Packed 2.^'. M. and o.s\

STOCK, INTERMEDIATE, WILLIAMS^
*' CRIMSON GEM'' (New).

This variety, on account of its charming and decided colour,

is an acquisitfon of considerable merit, as it is a great advance
in richness and brilliancy of colour upon any known kind o^

Stock. It will be found very serviceable for spring bedding,
window boxes or pots, where it will produce a wonderfully
fine and pleasing effect. It is of a dwarf compact habit ; the
central spike and lateral branches produce a great profusion of

very rich crimson blooms of very large size.

Per Packet, \s. and 2». Qd.

Illustrated Seed Catalogue for 1889
Is now ready, and will be forwarded Gratis and

Post-free to all applicants.

NEW CUCUMBER.

DANIEL'S MASTERPIECE.
We have in former years introduced some remarkably tine

Cnciunbers. but never had more pleasure than in introducing
this one, as it is without doubt the handsomest Cucumber ever
raised. The fruit are slightly spined, and of a rich emerald-
green, 20 t« 30 inches long. For colour, quality of fle h, sym-
metry of form, constitution, and prolificness. they are models
of perfection—a grand exhibition fruit, and far surpasses most
other kinds for market purpo-^^es. For many years the fortunate
raiser has enjoyed the monopoly of this variety, )iis fruit taking
a leading place in Covent Garden Market, bringing a much
larger return than other kinds, an i it was not until this last

season that he could be induced to part with the stock, of which
we have secured but a limited quantity. Per pht., 1/6 & '2l<o.

DANIELS BROS., Seea Growers, NORWICH.

As a Supplement to the

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
FOB

Next Week, January 5,

will be Published an Ink Photo of

THE GRAND CASCAD E,
Wilhelmshiihe, near Cassell ; also a

SHEET ALMANAC.
As a large EXTRA circulation of this Number is quaran-

teed, it will be a very valuable medium for Advertisements.
Advertisers desirous of securing space in this Nnmbcr are

requested to commitnicate not later than DECEMBER .31.

icith the publisher, 11*. Richards. 41, Wellington Street, Strand

THE

#arto^rs' #ri)nirk.

SATURDAY, DECEMBEIt 29, 1888.

ART AT CHEISTMASTIDE.
T^HE President of the Eoyal Academy, Sir
J- Frederick Leighton, has lately been ex-
pounding his Tiews on British art and
Britain's want of art, to the National Art Con-
gress, of which he is also the President. His
address is at once eloquent and comprehensive.
He earnestly appeals to his countrymen to assist

him in placing beauty in its due place in the
work and pleasure of the nation. \\'hile freely

admitting that the National Gallery is rising

steadily to a foremost place among the famous
galleries of the world, he complains of our general

incapacity to appreciate true excellence in art.

or to take a vivid interest in beauty for its own
sake. He alleges that we have no adequate

sense of the value of art as an element of

national greatness—little or no pride in the

achievements of English artists. Even when
we are not quite insensible to the charms of

beauty, we do not detest sufficiently what is

hideous and ignoble, nay, we have come
to bear with much that is vulgar or common-
place with dull, indifferent acquiescence. The
great want, in Sir Frederick's estimation, is the

love of art as art, or of beauty for its own
sake, and not the spasmodic or desultory pursuit

of either which is our general characteristic.

The standard of our art-education must be raised

until all classes become endowed with the in-

stinctive consciousness of what is beautiful and

of what is ugly ; and which will enable them to

choose the former and reject the latter. Sir

Frederick thinks that the perception of beauty and

the appreciation of art are dormant rather than

dead in our national character, and he would

rouse them into action by the display of objects of

beauty and by a thorough instruction in the

principles of art.

Sir Frederick did not touch, as he might have

done, on beauty in the garden, or he might perhaps
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have drawn a more flattering picture. Our land-

scape gardening is, as a rule, better than our

architecture, and our flower-beds are not so rankly

abominable as once they were. A finer sense of

gradation and admixture of colour, of light and

shade, a keener appreciation of proportion, a

fuller recognition of the beauty of appropriate-

ness, are manifest within the last quarter of a

century ; while the productions of the florist,

though often manifesting want of knowledge of

what is fitting under some circumstances and

inappropriate under others, may certainly be

cited as proofs that the artistic faculty is not dead

amongst gardeners.

But if we look to the " decorations " of our

homes and churches at this season we have not

much to boast of. Properly managed, the

annual decoration of our churches and homes at

Christmas and other festivals might form prac-

tical lessons in art and be made instrumental in

quickening ur perception of the beautiful.

But if Sir Frederick Leighton is severe on our

pictures, what would he not say were he to take

a run through our churches at this season ?

And yet there is much in these that lends itself

to treatment that might deserve the name of art.

Stateliness and magnificence in the architecture,

light, shade, and colour, frequently blended in

the most artistic proportions ; culture and taste

in the decorators—all the social light and educa-

tional leading of the parish being, as a rule,

engaged in the work—and yet the result is too

often utter failure.

So complete is the failure that the majority

of our readers will possibly think art de-

graded by having church or hall decorations

named in connection with it. But why should

not our church and home decorations be beauti-

ful instead of ugly ? Or if our efforts must

end in ugliness, why not cease to attempt

to decorate ? By ceasing to do evil in this

matter we should, at least, avoid the slaughter

of tens of thousands of innocents in the shape

of fine Hollies and other shrubs ; but surely,

with such rich stores of material as we have in

these alone, it is possible to do better, and to add

the charm of brilliancy and grace to the formal

lines and cold hues of our stately architectural

grandeur.

To this end a light touch and cultured taste

are the chief desiderata. A mere frieze of

natural forms, a sparse use of Holly berries

or other colours, may result in artistic results

of a high order—while the usual crush and
mixture create a mere sense of bulk and
effect the conversion of hundreds of churches at

Christmastide into something akin to a wood-
man's shed, piled up with waggonloads of choice

evergreens.

In the interest alike of Nature and of Art we
protest against this wholesale vandalism and
destruction. It leaves nothing better to show
for it than hideous decorations, and cleared

shrubberies and pleasure grounds. It has run

into dimensions of waste and ugliness undreamt
of by any but those who are expected to supply

the decorative wants of towns or parishes in

populous neighbourhoods in the provinces or

near the metropolis. As reasonably purchase

pictures by the yard or the mile—or assess their

worth by the quantity of colour smeared on the
canvas, as attempt to make decorations beautiful

,

or raise them to the dignity of art, by the mere
quantity or magnitude of the materials employed.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

Messrs. Hooper & Co. (Limited). — At a
meeting of the Board of Directors of this company
on the 10th inst., the usual interim dividend at

the rate of 6 per cent, per annum was declared.

CYPRIPEDIUM TAUTZIANUM VAR. LEPI-
DUM X , n. vari hyb.

Mr. W. Bull has been so fortunate as to raise

this lovely hybrid. The type was said to be very

scarce, if not unique. I have the impression that

Mr. Tautz showed me his plant stating it to be

unique, with an amateur's proudest smile. Mr. W.
Bull availed himself of Cypripedium niveum and

C. barbatum Warneri. It is a most interesting fact

that there are discrepancies not altogether de-

pendent on individual differences. The odd sepal

is much shorter, and totally lacks the green median

nerves of the typical plant. There is nothing but

a white ground, with mauve-purple nerves, and

some very small blackish-purple spots. Petals as in

the type, but apparently broader. The connate sepals

form a very narrow body, whitish inside, not striped

at all. The fine lip is nearly unlobed around the

sac. The staminode is very dark, with two much
darker black-purple eyes. Bract exceedingly short,

scarcely surpassing the pedicel, just reaching the

base of the long ferruginous ovary. Leaf pallid

garlic-green, with numerous angulate dark green

markings, as seen in the species of the aflinity of

Cypripedium barbatum.

The numerous riddles these hybrids propose may
perhaps never be solved. The pollen parent has

flowers of the chastest white with a little lemou-

yellow. How can we now account for that elegant

clean pure mauve-purple—the great charm of Mr.

Tautz s Cypripedium? It is glorious even on the

lip. And now compare the decidedly not very clear

colours of Cypripedium purpuratum. Whence comes

the lovely elegance of colour? H. G. Bckb.f.

Aloe (eualoe) longiflora, Baker, n. ,s/?.*

This is a new large Aloe from the Cape, nearly

allied to A. vera (barbadensis). It has been grown

for some time by Mr. F. W. Moore at Glasnevin,

under the name of A. pluridens, Haw, which it

most resembles in leaf, but now that it has flowered

it proves to be a new and distinct species, remarkable

for its long corolla and much exserted stamens.

Stem simple, 1^ foot long below the rosette of

leaves; rosette of leaves spreading laxly over the

uppermost root. Leaves spreading, ensiform, 15—IS

inches long, 1^ inch broad, low down, tapering

gradually to a long point, unspotted, glossy green,

flat on the face in the lower half, armed with crowded

spreading green deltoid marginal teeth, jV,— | inch

long. Inflorescence a dense simple raceme, 6—

8

inches long, longer than its peduncle, which has many
empty bracts ; bracts ovate, scariose, j inch long

;

pedicels ascending, not longer than the bracts, arti-

culated at the apex. Perianth cylindrical, primrose-

yellow, Ik inch long; tube oblong, ^ inch long;

segments ligulate, connivent, tipped with green.

Stamens finally ;} inch longer than the perianth
;

anthers small, oblong, red. Style reaching to the

tip of the anthers. J. G. Baker.

Pleurothallis punctdlata, Bolfc, n. sp.

Very few species of Pleurothallis are considered of

value from a cultivator's point of view, though there

are some exceptions, and those who find room for a

few of the more attractive species will probably con-

sider the present one worthy of a place. Its flowers

are an inch long, light yellow, copiously spotted

with purple-brown, much in the way of a Restrepia,

though they do not open so widely, and the pollen

masses are two only, which unmistakeably fixes its

position. The plant was sent to me by Messrs. James
Veitch & Son, of Chelsea, and was received by them
from New Grenada three years ago. It is a dwarf

* Aloe (Eualoe) longiflora, Baker, n. sp.—Caule simplici

elongate; foUia ensiformibus viridibus laie rosulatia dentibua

marginalibus crebris patulis deltoidei3 baud castaneis
; pedun-

culo brevi, racemo deaso simplici; bracteis ovatis ecariosis

;

pedicellis bractt-is sequilongis ; perianthio cylindrato luteo,

sesquipollieari, begmentis ligulatis apice viridi tinctis, tubo

oblODgo triplo longioribus; genitalibus longe exsertie.

plant, the stems about 2 inches high, slightly two-
angled. Leaves lanceolate-oblong, subacute, sud-

denly narrowed below into a short petiole, fleshy,

glaucous, at least below, 3.} inches long by
1 inch broad. Peduncle solitary (always?) in axil

of leaf, 2k inches long, from a narrower tubular

spathe 1 inch long. Upper sepal lanceo-

late, oblong acute ; lateral pair connate into

a concave, oblong body, the minute acute points

only free ; colour as given above. Petals broadly

lanceolate, acute, suffused with light rosy-purple,

and spotted with purple-brown, 4^ lines long. Lip

7 lines long, somewhat three-lobed, oblong, obtuse

concave, not fleshy, shortly fimbriolate, papillose

inside, with darker papillce on a maroon ground, with

three blackish lines inside, which are light green

outside ; side lobes rounded, and folded round the

column. Column wings a little undulate. It appa-

rently belongs to Lindley's group Aggregatce, and
although somewhat anomalous here, still I cannot
tind a better place for it. It is a very distinct

species, and I cannot identify it with anything in this

large genus. A curious feature in the piece sent is

that the leaf has a sharp twist at the base, by which
the flower hangs pendulous under the leaf. It may,
however, be an accidental occurrence. B. A. Bolfe.

OxciDiuM CRTSPCM (Lodd.) suBL.^vE, Bchh. f.

OOHRACEUM, M. var.

This is a very fine variety of the old Oncidium
orispum sublreve, which is deficient in the lateral calli

on the sides of the mid-carina. The flowers are

ochre-brown in colour, and show no vestiges of that

copper colour so predominant in Messrs. Loddiges

plant. I never saw anything like it before. Two
plants only were imported by Messrs. Shuttleworth,

Carder & Co., 102, Park 'Road, Claphara, S.W.
H. G. Bchb.f,

RODKIGUEZIA FRAGRANS.
This Brazilian Orchid (fig. 106) is an old inmate

of our Orchid-houses, and best known under the name
of Burliugtonia fragrans. Its delightfully flagrant

white flowers with yellow centres are grateful every-

where, but from the neat habit of the plant it is

especially acceptable in collections where the space

is limited and the house small. Like the rest of the

genus, it thrives best and is safest in baskets sus-

pended near the glass of the roof, and after the

pseudobulbs are fully matured it should be carefully

but sparingly watered, sufficient only being given to

keep it plump and healthy. During its inactive

season a place near a ventilator in the Cattleya-house

in which it is growing, or in some other part of the

house, where a good air not heavily charged with

moisture assists in ripening its growth.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
HORTICULTURAL DECORATING.

Glasgow may be truly designated the " happy

hunting ground" of the horticultural decorator.

Business men of all classes are calling in his aid to

increase the attractions of their warehouses, shops,

and oflices. They are no longer content to rely on

architectural art and decorations in paint and gild-

ings, to embellish their splendid places of business

and enhance the attractions of their wares, but are

vieing with each other in rendering them fragrant

with flowers, and rich in the elegance of exotic

foliage plants. From the fish and game dealer, and

the butter and cheese factor to the draper and

house-decorator, all are taking the matter up with

enthusiasm. Even certain of the churches demand

the services of the horticultural decorator

weekly, and the Athenaeum, clubs, and libraries,

as may be expected, are not behind in a move-

ment of this kind. Hotels, restaurants, and

other places of entertainment have for some

time back done a little in the way of table

decoration; but now they are extending their

efforts to meet the growing taste of the public in
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this ilirection. The cabins of the Anchor line of

slearaeis are regularly anil siiinptuously decorated

with plants for each voyage, and the Columha, so well

known to tourists, has adopted the idea in her cabins.

newspapers of the city have their offices decorated

with plants, and are even contemplating introducing

them into the compositors' rooms as a relief to the

tedium of their occupation.

Fia. 106.—HODEiacEziA fhageaks ; i-lowers white wrrn yellow centres, (see p. 7513.)

delightful movement that pleases every one, from

the warehouseman to his customers, and even the

listless lounger, who casts a passing glance on his

windows, is arrested and interested with the pleasing

effect produced by the association of real flowers and

foliage with every description of merchandise.

The movement has been initiated by Messrs.

J. & K. Thyne, nurserymen, seedsmen, and florists,

of St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, who have long

been favourably known as specialists in horticul-

tural decoration. They have long endeavoured to

interest business men in the matter of decorating

their business premises, and have succeeded at last

in getting them to perceive its advantages. The

system is carried out on the contract principle by the

month or the year. The plants are at the risk of

the contractors. They are placed, watered, cleaned,

and otherwise attended to by their own staflf; and so

large an amount of stock is beyond their control in

the premises of others, that they have recently taken

the prudential measure of insuring against the con-

tingency of fire.

Their nursery at Kelvinside, near the Botanic

Gardens, is wholly composed of glasshouses, adapted

specially to plant growing. To a large extent the

stock consists of I'alms, DracMnas, Kerns, Orchids,

Asparagus, Bouvardias— in short, every class of

plants adapted to the decorative florist's art, which

is their specialty. There is also a large and varied

stock of plants grown to meet the general require-

ments of their customers and the public. Good

cultivation is a feature of the place in every depart-

ment, and taking into account the wear and tear

inflicted on the established stock of the decorative

sorts, the absence of cripples and maimed plants is

remarkable.

The Herbaceous Border.

Certain of the banks also h.^ve groups of foliage

plants or specimens of I'alms and Dracienas dis-

played in their handsome halls and vestibules, and

last, but not least significant, two of the leading

Knough has been said, I think, to justify tlie opening

assertion. I am not aware that in any other city in

the kingdom so much interest is taken as in Glasgow

in horticultural decoration. It is a healthy and

CHOICE OF SUBJECTS.

In examining the original list supplied by Jlr.

llorsefield (p. 510), it will be observed that the

front row of plants would be nearly bare of flowers

for nearly nine months of the year, there being two

July flowering plants in the Camjanulas, and the

Dracocephalum in the same month, or sometimes in

August ; the Hellebores flowering next in point of

time—viz., in December.

Such gaps in the season of bloom as these are not

likely to suit many persons, especially as they occur

at a time when tlie garden sliould be the gayest.

In my front row list, cc the contrary, it will be

found that a variety of showy plants will be in

flower from the first week in December to the end

of August without any break, tlie Violas continuing

even longer than tliat, if not required for slock ; and

moreover, every jilant named is as easily grown as

the Snowdrop, which comes first on the list.

It is doubtful if such weedy sulijects as Tussilagos

are fit companions for Gentiana verna, Hepaticas,

or Veronica repens [reptans]. The height assigned

to Galegas and Iris sibirica scarcely accords with

their heif'ht as grown here, and which is much

greater than that given. It is a common occurrence

liere to find Iris sibirica growing to a height of

4 feet when established and in flower.

In reference to (!)nosma tauricum, it is a

Boragewort of great beauty, and very fragrant, but

the plant is not "raifi'y " when it is not coddled in

a frame, or subjected to damp in the winter-time,

and few plants are more hardy. The plant, if grown

in too rich a soil, will be apt to rot otV at the same

season of the year. I have some potfuls of it that

have stood out unprotected for three successive

winters, and which have not even been plunged in

any protecting material. These flower well annu-

allv. Wlien planted out the Onosma requires a

sandy loam and the drainage should be good; it

may be propagated with perfect ease, and a few

should be raised annually, so that any losses may at

once be made good. The right place for Gentiana

verna is not the herbaceous border, but the rock

garden, where a cool, moist position ought to be
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afforded it, employing a loamy soil to plant it in.

The Veratrums mentioned in Mr. Horselield's note

are better suited for the botanical garden, because of

the dinginess of their flowers, and although their

broadly ovate foliage is handsome, and for this

reason some semi-wild place is the best one for

them. The Tritomas, Telekias, Bupthalmums,

Bocconia cordata, Centaurea macrocephala, pos-

sess ornamental foliage, and are much superior

in flower to the Veratrums. Aster grandiflorus,

as a rule, does not expand a flower-bud at all in

one season in six, and therefore it is not a desirable

plant for a flower border in any part of the country.

The number of fine species and varieties of perennial

plants suitable for a flower border is so great, that

only those should be chosen, all inferior plants being

discarded by the gardener. E. Jenkins.

They enjoy a light position in the cool part of the

stove. Plants may be readily raised from seed, or

from cuttings whenever obtainable. F. Boss.

Plant Notes.

GEEENHOUSE KHODODENDRONS.

In the Rhododendron- house at the Royal Exotic

Nursery an answer to the oft-repeated question,

Where shall we go for flowers after the Chrysanthe-

mums are over ? is indicated by the great display of rich

colour given by over 300 trusses on plants of Messrs.

Veitch'sH.javanico-jasminiflorum strain, which when

grown in quantity is perpetual flowering. Especially

beautiful are R. Ophelia, pink with yellow tinge;

Lord Wolseley, Indian yellow with crimson anthers;

Thetis, chrome-yellow with crimson anthers ; Star

of India, yellow ; and Souvenir de J. H. Mangles,

reddish-buff, a very large and finely formed flower.

Beookia Winteb Gem (B. socotkana x B. scablet

toberous).

At Messrs. James Veitch & Sons' this vividly

coloured new variety Is ia flower in many neat

specimens covered with bright carmine-crimson

flowers borne above their fresh-looking bright green

leaves. It is the perfection of a winter flowering

plant, and it will not be detracting from its merits

to say that it is a worthy companion to the profuse

flowering B. John Ileal, a large batch of which

brightens up the same house. Like B. John Ileal,

too, it bears all male flowers, which accounts for it

lasting so long in bloom, ilowers of B. Winter

Gem which opened on November 23 are still good. J.

OB.
RhODOCHITON VOLCDILE.

This Is a very graceful and free-flowering climber

for the cool-house ; it climbs by means of its petioles

and peduncles, which twist around suitable foreign

bodies that it may chance to come into contact with.

When this plant is in full vigour it would bedifScult

to find anything on the roof of a cool house to surpass

it in beauty. The flowers hang in profusion from

the slender stems like so many rose-coloured bells
;

from these the corolla rises, protruding beyond the

very dark red calyx. Cuttings strike slowly but

surely if placed in a cool house beneath a bell-

gla.ss, but as seeds are produced freely these afford

the best means of propagating it. They flower so

freely at times as apparently to completely exhaust

themselves. Several plants have come under ray

observation which kept np a grand display for a

long period, but gradually declined when no other

reason than that stated could be assigned for their

BO doing. When they are required to cover a good

space, they should be planted out into a compost

of loam, leaf-mould and sand, in a well-drained

border. No doubt it would do well in the summer

planted out in warm situations. It is a Mexican

plant, and was figured in the Botanical Magazine,

t. 3367.

PeNTAS CAH>JEA.

This, a charming low growing plant from South

Africa, with flesh coloured flowers, and if these have

been regularly picked off tliroughout the summer,

and attention given to them as regards potting, &c.,

they will now be found very useful for cutting from,

The Apiary.

WINTER TREATMENT OF BEES.

The doctors of bee-keeping do not agree on this

subject any more than doctors of medicine do on

the m.iladies which afllict man. One says, keep

them thoroughly warm, while another says they

would do much better if they were colder, gome

say, let the hives be turned towards the north during

the winter, so th.at the sun may not tempt them

out-of-doors ; while another would turn them to the

south in order that they might get a flight. Still

another sage says that good luck, like the wise men,

comes from the east. Some bury their hives in

holes underground, while others desire theirs to be

put in a loft nearer the skies. Who shall settle it ?

There seems to be little .donbt that bees have

done well under all these conditions. We are not

one of those who think all men are liars, like the

ancient king, but consider there is some other solu-

tion. We have repeatedly said, and reiterate it

again, that a strong stock of bees can take care of

itself, even as the donkey that danced among

the chickens ; while a weak stock will succumb, no

matter which way they are turned, or how much they

are covered. Shall we, then, neglect them, that

strength may show its superiority over weakness ?

This would be very foolish. By all means keep the

bees warm. Make them as snug as possible,

and see that no wet gets into their hives. Above

all, take care if snow approaches. Mr. I'etti-

grew used to say tliat a bee falling on the snow

seemed to succumb quicker than if thrown into the

flre, and so it would if left alone. It would soon

revive if picked up at once, and put in a warm place.

A strong hive may soon be depopulated by the bees

dropping into the snow. Bees cluster in winter for

warmth, and the colder it is the closer they cluster

together. A few of the outside ones may fall and

die, but that will not much matter. We are very

ranch afraid that bees will be scarce next year.

Many cottagers have lost all their swarms through

the unlucky season of 1888, and neglecting to feed

them.

The present is the time to be preparing for the next

campaign. If your hives are home-made, make them
;

and if not, get them now. Dealers would execute

the orders better and cheaper now than further on.

Reversing has been before mentioned as productive

of large harvests if done intelligently, and we are

glad to find Professor Cook, of America, a staunch

advocate of it. It seems that skeps are the best

hives to invert, as they are inverted both safely and

quickly. Messrs. Edey & Son, of St. Neots, supply

a skep fixed into a bar-framed hive. The swarm is

put into the skep, and when inverted, the bees rush

up into a bar-framed hive, and fill it. Try it.

Bee.

Plants and Their Culture.

Streptocahpus.—These are very pretty and inter-

esting plants, allied to the Gesneras, of easy culture,

and free flowering. The plants ought to be more

commonly grown, and such species as Rexii, iiiliorns,

polyanthus, and parviflorus would, I feel sure, make
capital market plants. Their cultivation ia within

the reach of all those possessed of a heated house,

and where only a greenhouse is at command the

selection had better be confined to the sort? above

mentioned. The huge one-leaved, red-Howered

varieties, as S.Dunnii and others, similar, which have

recently been introduced from Zululand and tlie Trans-

vaal, like a somewhat higher and drier atmosphere than

that of a greenhouse. Bat even the warmer sorts

will succeed if in summer they are allowed the

maximum of light, heat, and air obtainable in an

ordinary greenhouse, and a temperature in winter

not falling much below SO'^, provided the plants are

not kept too wet, if so the leaves have a tendency to

rot off, which, of course, spoils the plants. The
best mode of propagation is by seed, which is usually

produced plentifully. The seeds are small, and
sliould be sown in small pans filled with a finely

sifted compost of about equal parts of loam, leaf-

mould, and sand. After filling the pans give a gentle

watering, and sow the seeds thinly on the moist
surface, cover with a bit of glass, and stand them in

the propagating house, taking care to place them in

such a position that no further watering may be

required until the seeds have germinated. A good
plan, if they show signs of getting dry, is to stand

them in saucers into which a little water is put; but

just now (and this is about the best time to sow) if

they are stood on some moisture-holding-material,

further watering is rarely required.

As soon as the seedlings are well up— usually about
six weeks from the time of sowing—they should be

pricked off somewhat thickly, in pans or small boxes,

with a sharp-pointed bit of stick, in a similar m:inner

to that practised with young Ferns. Liglit wooden
boxes, about 20 inches by 12, made of three-six-

teenths of an inch broad, and from 2 to 2i inches

deep, are very convenient for propagating-work. For
the first few months much more progress will be

made if they are kept in the propagating-house, or

where a temperature of about (iO'^ is maintained.

Under this treatment the little clumps pricked off

will grow rapidly, and before they get crowded in

the boxes they should be potted up, using a compost
similar to that recommended for the seed-pans, but

without it being sifted, and a little well-decayed

manure or other fertiliser, might be added with
advantage.
The size of pots in the first year should not exceed

small 32*3, but 60's and 4'S's are usually quite large

enough. By the time the plants have got to this

stage, an ordinary greenhouse is the more suitable

place for them, if it is in summer, as it will be, if the

seeds are sown now, shading the plants from direct

sunshine. Towards the end of the summer, if all has
gone well, they should begin to flower ; when if re-

moved (that is, if in a frame) to a light position in

the conservatory, they will keep throwing up their

flower-scapes for a long period of time. A speedy

way of producing an effect with these plants is to

plant a number of them in pots or pans; these

quickly form an effective mass, and they may be potted

up after flowering for nse the next season. It may
be remarked that they look best when the depth of

pot or pan does not exceed 6 inches. These make
capital subjects for planting around the edges of beds

in conservatories or underneath tlie plant stages, but

in such places the flowers usually get spoiled, and
are rendered useless as cut blooms. For cutting

purposes the species first mentioned are well adapted,

having stout stalked scapes of flowers of good sub-

stance, varying in colour from white to lilac, or

blue, more or less striped with chocolate or purple-

brown on the three lower lobes of the corolla. S.

polyantha and caulescens are two interesting species,

with sky-blue flowers ; the last-named is an erect

branching species. Several interesting and beau-

tiful hybrids, between Kexii and Dunnii, have been

raised by Mr. Watson of Kew, two of which, Wat-
soni X and Kewensis X received Floral Committee
Certificates last year fromtheFloralCommitteeofthe
Royal Horticultural Society. F. Boss, PendeU Court.

The Flower Garden.
»—

—

Outdoor Fernery.—If not already done these

should be cleaned and put into as neat and trim

order as circumstances will allow. It is not to be

expected that at this season it will present an attractive

appearance, and cleaning must not be taken too

literally ; for instance, all dead fronds of deciduous

species should not be removed from the rootstock for

the present, but allowed to remain till the time of

renewed activity, as they are the best of protectors in

severe weather. Hand weeding maybe done when
the weather is open, and fallen leaves and dead

sticks from overhanging trees removed. Examine
the labels, re-naming such as require it. Although

we have not as yet experienced frost sharp enough

to injure the more delicate North American and other

exotic species, it will be advisable to Iiave protecting

material in readiness in the event of a change to cold

weather. Amongst those requiring protection I may
name Polystichum proliferum, P. setosum, Lastrea

atrata, L. a. decurrens, L. opaca, L. frondosa, Cyrto-

mium, Struthiopteris gerraanica, S, japonica, Wood-
wardia radicans, W. japonica, and W. Fortuuei. The
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majority of the above being evergreen species the

fronds ought to be protected with pieces of mattiiif^

or similar material, and, in addition to this, a good
surface dressing of cocoa-fibre refuse or half-decaved

leaves might be employed. Xew work and alterations

should be pushed on during tlie mild weather. In

the making of outdoor ferneries no pains should be

Fpared at the outset to render the work of an en-
during character ; and I would mention two or three

essential i>oints : 1st, situation ; this should be rather

moist and shaded than the contrary, and if the ground
is undulating with large trees close by, so much the

better. The soil is another matter of importance, for

if the staple is unsuitable for Ferns, some other must
be substituted, and tiiis may consist of sandy loam,

leaf-mould and peat—the latter, in which the roots of

wild Ferns abound, is the best. In the matter of plant-

ing, and in the choice of suitable species and varieties to

plant I would say that in all cases where an intimate

knowledge of Ferns is lacking, the matter should be

Itit entirely in the hands of a nurseryman who makes
a specialty of Ferns, as by so doing disappoint-

ment in results is likely to be averted. Suitable

accommodation in the way of rockwork should also

be provided ior a lew of the smaller growing species,

such as Cfterach ofiicinarum ; many of the Scolo-

pendriunis, and some of the Aspleniums will also de-

ligiit in such surroundings, and it would greatly add
to the attractiveness of the fernery, if a narrow
stream of water could be introduced, near to which
some of tlie hardy " filmies," such as Hymenophyl-
lum tunbridgense, II. unilaterale, and Trichomanes
radicans might be grown. All these, and many
other points are mattt?rs o( detail which ought to be

taken into consideration and decided on their own
merits in each individual case. J. Horsejxcld, Hcytcs-

huru.

Fruits Under Glass.

Pines.—Plants, which are swelling their fruits,

must be carefully supplied with weak guano, or

Thomson's manure, every time they reijuire water,

and sufficient should given to saturate the whole ball,

no more being given till the plants are dry. Let each

plant be examined once or twice a week as to its

condition. Some plants may require water oftener

than others according to their situation. Plants

which are plunged in a bed of moist leaves or tan

will not require so much water as plants wholly

dependent on Hre-heat for bottom temperature.

Whenever the fruits show colour see that the soil is

in a hpalthy condition as regards moisture, and if

any be necessary give then, but no more till the

fruit is cut. Ilegulate the atmospheric moisture by

the state of the weather. If clear and bright, the

paths should be damped the first thing in the morn-
ing, and again about 1 p.m., when the air has been shut

off—the surface of the bed, and all wall surfaces,

being sprinkled at this time, but avoid as much as

possible damping the foliage ; ^b'^ to OC^ for

bottom -heat, 05"^ to 70° as a night temperature;

but if the weather be of a character demanding the

use of much fuel rather decrease the moisture, and
allow the temperature to drop to 60°, as a cold

frosty night is generally succeeded bv a clear sunny
day ;

80° as a day temperature ; So with sun and
air, which must be admitted at the "top of the housp,

and with care close the ventilator in time to run up
a temperature of 95°, and have the fire stirred to

prevent a too rapid decline of the temperature. The
night temperatures are to rule from 10 p.m. to dawn.

Early Starters.—If not already done, no time
should be lost in getting these prepared. Select

only such plants for this purpose'as are likely to start

without making a growth, and subject them to a
bottom-heat of 00°. See that they are in a proper

state of moisture at the root when plunged, and be

careful of watering much until they throw up their

flower heads. If too much water be given they will

in all likelihood start into growth instead of show-
ing fruit ; maintain 05° to 70° as a night tempera-
ture, 80° to 85° by day; and similar [treatment as

regards moisture in the atmosphere as that recom-
mended for plants swelling their fruit. The plants

intended for starting in February should be kept as

quiet as possible, but the structure in which they are

to be started should be got in readiness; and the

plunging material should be renewed if necessary, so

that the rank heat may subside prior to the plants

being introduced. Ivpep these and all successionnl

divisions at 55° to G0° at night, and 65° to 70°

during the day with suuheat, airing on all favour-

able occasions.

Vines.—The early house will now be making rapid

progress. Let the forcing be conducted as much as

possible during tlie day. Where the leaves are

developed cease the use of the syringe and damp the

paths and ridge of fermenting leaves. Temperature
55° on cold nights and 60° on mild will be a sulli-

ciently high until the Vines come into flower, when
05° to 70° should be maintained, with 10"^ higher by

day—5° more being allowed with bright sun. Do
not damp down the house in the morning when the

Vines are in bloom, and towards midday distribute

the pollen with a Pampas-grass plume. Damp the

surface of the border at 2 p.m., wlien the house is to

be shut up fur the day. The tying down of the

shoots must be very carefully undertaken else they
will in all likelihood break o?i, but there is

no need for hurry in this matter if the foliage be

kept clear of the glass until such time as the Vines
are coming into bloom, when the shoots will bend
very freely, A watering of tepid water should bt*

given to the border prior to the Vines blossoming,

and the^bedsof fermenting leaves may receive a slight

addition, if the heat has declined; and during the

blooming stage of the Vines the daily turning of a

portion may be dispensed with.

Pot lines.—Much of that which has been recom-
mended in regard to permanent Vines applies to

these, only that every attention to watering and the

due administering of weak manure stimulant must
be duly carried out as recommended in the Calendar
for December 8, giving top-dressings as frequently

as they appear needful. Keep a steady" root tem-
perature of 85° by slight additions to the ferraentirg

leaves.

The Second-house will now be swelling fast, and
due attention to disbudding must be paid. When
the buds are fairly burst, bb'^ should be the mini-
mum night temperature, and 60° that by day ; ce i-se

syringing the canes, and supply the necessary mois-
ture by damping down. Prune all late vineries as

they are cleared of fruit, and get them cleaned and
prepared for starting.

Ihe First Mvscat-hotise should now be shut up, and
fire-heat applied by the middle of the month.
Grapes still hanging on the Vines should be examined
at short intervals, and decaying berries removed,
but considering the bad influence light has on black

Grapes in lightening their colour, it is by far the

best method to cut them with a good length of wood,
and to place them in bottles in a dark room. Where
convenience for f his does not exist, a shade of brown
paper may be laid on the trellis over the bunches.

When the weather will allow, admit all the air pos-

sible, and keep a slight warmth in the heating appa-
ratus, to expel damp; and when the weather is foggy
keep the ventilators closed and the temperature as

near 45° as possible. When hard frost necessitates

the warming of the house the warmth ought not to

exceed 40°. IVm. M. Baillie. Luton Hoo.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apricots.—These trees being the first to bloom,
the pruning and nailing of them should be finished

early in the New Year, and this year more especially,

the weather being at present so very mild ; and the
swelling of the bloom-buds will be hastened con-
siderably. I always endeavour to have the trees here
pruned and nailed as early as possible, so that on the
approach of frosty weather some kind of protection

may at once be placed over them, if the state of

tiie bloom-buds should seem to require it. The
summer pruning of fruit trees, often before alluded

to in my notes, applies also to the Apricot, and when
this has been performed the present pruning, will not
be of a severe character. All dead snags must he

cut away and the spurs shortened to three or four

buds. Young trees that have made strong shoots

should have these left entire, as no good can accrue

from cutting them hard back ; in fact, it is very often

the cause of a great deal of gumming taking jdace in

the trees. These strong growths should have their

tips pinched when they begin to grow, which will

cause them to produce numerous laterals. The fore-

right ones should be pinched in, and to form spur?,

the others laid in, and the trees will thus be quickly

furnished with bearing wood, as these laterals will

generally become studded with bloom-buds in the

following autumn. Where gaps have been caused
by branches dying off during the last season, it will

always be good practice to lay in enough young wood
to fill them up, than to attempt to move one or more
of the older branches out of their old position for

that purpose, the old wood of the Apricot being of

a very brittle character which will not bear any force

being employed in bending it one way or the other,

and once the tissues are ruptured, gumming at

once sets in, and the branch dies shortly after being

moved. After the nailing is done, subject the trees

and walls to a thorough washing with soap-suds with

the garden engine, and if the trees are infested with

brown scale, paint them with a home-made mixture,

such as was recommended for Plums in my last

calendar, p. 7''31.

Currants. — Those where grown on north walls

should be spurred in to two buds, and with regard to

old trees, lay in some young wood at the base for

training up as branches, so that the old ones
eventually may be cut away. Examine the shreds,

and make good deficiencies, well washing the trees

afterwards with a solution of soot and lime. Point
the alley over to the depth of 2 or 3 inches, and dust

the surface well over with newly slaked lime.

Orchards.—l?txvimiu.e the young trees, and shorten

or remove altogetiier any branches that are

likely to grow in the wrong direction, and cut off

the points of any others that stand in need of it.

VUd trees that have been neglected will require the

removal of the cross and interlacing branches, and
the crowns should be thinned out, so that as much
sunlight and air as possible will reach the inner part

of the trees. If infested with lichen, dust the trees on
a damp day with soot and lime, or syringe them
with those substances thoroughly mixed in water. I

had a great many trees so treated last winter, and
the bark on stem and branch is now bright and
healthy.

General Work.—As soon as the nailing of trees is

finished the alleys will require attention, as the soil

will have been trodden very hard. They should be
forked up to the depth of a few inches, afterwards
applying a mulching of dung to any trees which seem
to stand in need of it. Apple and Pear borders

should also be lightly dug over, and the digging of

bush fruit quarters proceeded with after pruning the

bushes. A. IVard, Stoke Edith Park.

The Kitchen Garden.

FiiEN'CH Beans in Pots,—These require a nice

light position at this part of the year, a temperature
of 65°—70°, with plenty of moisture in the atmo-
sphere, and they should be assisted when the roots fill

the pots with weak manure-water at each alternate

watering. Light turfy loam, pulled to pieces by
hand, mixed with half decayed leaf-soil that has not

been sifted, or old Musiiroom dung, is the best kind

of compost for Peans, and at this season it shouhl

be made warm before sowing the seed. Eight-inch

pots are about the best si/.e for most varieties, but
6-inch ones will be large enough for small growing
varieties, or indeed for most others in the winter

months. Some gardeners sow the seeds in 60's first

and repot afterwards, but I have found the French
Bean to do best if this disturbance is avoided by
sowing the seeds in the larger pots. As they only

remain in the pots a short time the drainage required

may be of the slightest—one good sized crock over

the hole and a handful of the rough part of the com-
post over this being sufficient for the purpose.

The pot should only be made about half

full at the time of sowing or transplanting, the

soil being put in lightly, merely shaking the pot on
the bench, and not pressing it with the hands, as the

Beans prefer a loose soil through which the water
will i)ercolate freely. Enough seed should be put

into each pot to allow for a few failures and
to make sure of at least five good plants. The pots

mav be placed on the hotwater-pipes in a forcing-

house to hasten germination, and when the plants

show the third leaf they may be filled up with soil

and a few twigs of Birch be stuck amongst the plants

to support them. If any plants show a disposition

to grow too tall the points should be pinched out

when the stems have got three joints beyond the

seed leaves; but if dwarf compact varieties like Sir

J. Paxton and Osborn's Forcing are grown, this

stopping of the points will be unnecessary. Canadian
Wonder is a good variety but it is more useful at a

later period. French Beans when grown in the tem-
perature given above will be ready to gather in about
six weeks after sowing, so that by sowing once a

fortnight a fourth part of the quantity to be grown
a continual supply can be maintained as each lot

will last in bearing about that space of time. IV. H.
Divers, Ketton Hall, Stamjord.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SALES.
/ Roses, Fruit Trees, Shrubs, Border

I
Plants, and Bulbs, at Steveus'

, ' Rooms.
', Nursery Stock and Greeuliouse

I
Plants, from .sample, at I'ro-

', theroe & Jlorris' Rooms.

110,000 Lilium aurutum. Azalea,
2.] Camellias, &c., at Protlieroe &

( Morris' Rooms.
WED.NESDAY,

jDu'

10,000 Lilium auratumfrom.Tapan,
and Other Roots, at Stevens'
Rooms.
uteh Bulbs, at Protlieroe &
Morris" Rooms,

. ( Imported Orchids, at Protlieroe &
'\ Morris' Rooms.

i Roses, Fruit Trees, Shrubs, Border
)- Plants, and Bulbs, at Stevens'

( Rooms.

Tlic Vork of

the Year.

In the press of every day work,

where one duty swiftly succeeds

to another, and where the work in

hand is necessarily mingled with the preparation

for that which is to come, one is apt to forget

how much has already been done. Eeflections

of this kind crowd upon us as we scan the pro-

ceedings of the year now at its end. No one who
will take the trouble to turn over the pages of

the horticultural journals for l.'^SS will deny that

it has lieen for horticulturists a year of great

activity and substantial progress. For our own
parts (if we may \enture for a moment to speak

of ourselves), the reduction in price, which was
accomplished two years ago, is seen to ha\e
been a substantial success, which bids fair to be

accentuated as time goes on. As the reduction

has been carried out without detracting from
the quantity or quality of the material put
before the reader, we may fairly congratulate

ourselves on the result.

Turning to the Royal Horticultural Society,

as the corporate representative of national

horticulture, it is evident that the worst has been
passed. The ill-starred connection with South
Kensington has been abolished, and the Society,

with its associated library, has been installed in

new and commodious premises. Moreover, thanks
to the energy and labour of its Council, it has
been freed from debt, new bye-laws have been
enacted, and very much done to put the Society
in a more satisfactory state, while a very large

number of new Fellows has joined the ranks.

That the Drill Hall as a place for the fort-

nightly meetings should not have met with
universal approbation is not to be wondered at,

but it was the best that could be done at the

moment, and no locality more suitable on the
whole has yet presented itself, while the shows
themselves have been mostly excellent and
varied, the contributions from Kew affording

great variety and unwonted interest. The in-

conveniences of this place of exhibition will, in

the coming year, be greatly abated by the holding
of various meetings at Chiswick, and by the

repetition of a great show in the Temple C4ardens.

That which was held in that locality this year

was very successful in itself, and would have
been more so but for the dreadful weather

—

weather, by the way, which by its continuance
in evil doing, proved very prejudicial throughout
almost all the year, not only to many of our exhi-

bitions, but, what is of more consequence, to

many of our crops, the season having been the

worst since the disastrous one of 187'J, though
fortunately not ijuite so lamentable in its results.

The great tjuinquennial Ghent Show in April

was the event of the year as regards horticultural

exhibitions. It was fully reported in our columns,

and was in all respects an unequivocal success.

The Rose shows suffered from the untoward
season, and the same may be said of the Chry-
santhemum shows, although the success and

progress of the National Chrysanthemum Society

must be noted as one of the features of the time.

Great attention has been devoted to the sub-

ject of the culture of hardy fruit as a partial

remedy for agricultural depression. Conferences

at St. Albans, the Crystal Palace, Dunkeld, and

last, not least, at Chiswick, have undoubtedly

given a great impulse to this important matter,

and among the results already attained has been

the establishment of a horticultural college at

Swanley, and the formation of a company for

the express purpose of developing this industry.

Another company, under the title of the National

Fruit Grower.s' As.sociation, has likewise been

formed, for the purpose of fruit farming and

other cognate enterprises. Provided due caution

be exercised, and exaggerated anticipations be

not indulged in, there is no doubt that there

is room, even under existing circumstances, for

a considerable de\'elopnient of profitable enter-

prise in this direction, though a perusal of the

fruit crop reports published yearly in our columns

for the last ijuarter of a century should tend to

modify exaggerated anticipations. Difficulties

dependent on land tenure, rates, &c., can doubt-

less be met, but the conditions of climate are less

amenable to human provision. Something may
be done, however, even in this direction by the

selection of suitable sorts, and by appropriate

cultivation.

The promised establishment of a Hoard of

Agriculture, to include horticulture and forestry,

has for the present been postponed, though there

is little doubt that it will ultimately be estab-

lished when the thorny questions relating to the

occupancy of the land, the questions of tithes,

preferential railway charges and similar matters

m<iy stand a chance of much-required readjust-

ment, though if they are made the war-cries of

party politicians it may be feared progress will

be slow.

The charitable societies connected with horticul-

ture ha\'e prospered, the old estalilished Gardeners'

Benevolent Society is thriving, while the en-

thusiasm which surrounded the inception of the

Gardeners' (Irphan Fund—a memorial of the

(^ueen'.s .lubilee—has by no means subsided, and
the young institution is already in a prosperous

condition and effecting much good.

I'ublic recognition has been made of the im-
portance of horticulture as contributing to the
progress and w-elfare of humanity in the honours
accorded to some of its representatives. A
special medal was presented by the King of the

Helgians, at the instig.ation of the Ghent
Society of Botany and Agriculture, to Professor

Keiciienbach for his life-long services to

Orchidology; and other distinguished honours
have been conferred upon English representati\'e

men.

Of new introductions in the way of plants and
vegetables we shall make further note on another
occasion ; in the meantime, we may state that the
vegetable first figured in this country in our
number for January 7, 18.38, p. b'!, bids fair to

achieve considerable popularity. Under these

circumstances a popular name becomes a desidera-

tum. The French term Crosnes is hardly

acceptable, the epithet " Chinese Artichoke " is

doubly incorrect. To meet this difficulty Jlessrs.

Stl'art & Mein propose to call it Knot-root, to

which no very grave objection can be raised,

though if we were inclined to be hypercritical we
should certainly not call it a root, while Mr,
SninLEY Hiiiberd's proposed term of Spirals is

hardly more appropriate. In the meantime,
Stachys is not a \-ery olijectionable word to employ,

Gf books and memoirs relating to liotany and
gardening there has been a constant stream, as

one may see by merely consulting our index.

Adverting to forestry, we m<ay permit ourselves

to refer to the paper of Dr. Sciilich in our
columns on Abies Douglasii as a timber tree,

not only for its direct value as a contribution to

the history of the tree but as a model of the

kind of investigation which it behoves foresters

to undertake, if they would see their art progress

and develope its potential importance. Mr.
HAitnv Veitcii's paper in the ,7ournal of the

Linnean Society on the fertilisation of Cattleya

may be cited as another illustration of the kind
of work needed to forward the progress of horti-

culture in that direction. The vast Encyclovccdia

Ilritonnicii has been completed within the year,

and we allude to it here for the purpose of

pointing out that not only pure Botany and
Physiology, but Horticulture and Agriculture

are treated in it in a manner commensurate with

their importance, and in such a way as to be

available, not only for experts, but for the

general public.

The obituary record of the year shows that it

was disastrous for botanists. The great and
much beloved As.v Gray was taken from us early

in the year, the eminent anatomist and mvcolo-
gist, De B.vey', succumbed to the general fate.

Professor Dick.son and Dr. Eoswei.l made great

gaps in the ranks; while among horticulturists

the brave veteran ex-Curator of Kew, John Smith,
was very shortly followed to the gra\'e by his suc-

cessor of the same name. John Day will be long

remembered among orchidiats, while ^^'ooD-
BRlDOE and RoOER will remain in recollection

as representative giirdeners.

^^'e must confine ourselves here to this general
review of the year's proceedings. In successive

issues we shall ha\'e occasion to enter into further
details on particular departments than it is

advisable to do now.

SyMPHYANDRA HOFFMANNI, SP. NOV. dig. 107).

—A tine specimen of tliisremarltable hardy plant, pro-

bably the iirst flowered in this country, was exhibited

from the lioyal Gardens, Kew, at the Drill Hall last

summer, and although somewhat resembling the

better known S. pendula, it has a more robust habit,

and produces flowers in much greater quantity. It is

a native of Bosnia, where it was found in 1883 by the

gentleman whose name it bears, and was figured and
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described by Pantozsek in the Wiener Illustrirtc

Garten Zeitmn/, 1SS4, p. 352, fig. Ki. The

plant is bushy, high branched, and compact, upright,

and from 1—2 feet high. The flowers, on

longish pedicels, aie produced from the axils of all

but the lowest leaves, continuing to give a succes-

sion from two to tliree months in duration. Flowers

white, the inside covered with long whitish hairs,

the lobes ovate acute, always drooping. Caljx ol

five long lanceoliite divisions, exceeding the base of

the corolla by the length of the capsule, style the

same length as'the corolla, the anthers in a column

Royal Horticultural Society.—The fol-

lowing list shows the d.ates and places of meetings

and shows for 1889 :—.January 15, February 12,

March 12* and 2(i», April 9* and 23», and Mny U*.

at the Drill Hall, Westminster; May 30 and 31,

Temple Gardens, London ; June 11* .and 25*, Drill

Hall ; July 2, 3, 9, Chiswick : July 2.3*, August 13*

.and 27, and September 17, Drill Hall : September

24, 25, 26, Chiswick ; October 8* and 22*, Drill Hall
;

November 12 and 13, Chiswick ;
December 10, Drill

Hall. On the days marked * a short popular lecture

will be delivered at 3 p.m. The Fruit and Floral

25, 2G, Chiswick. Chrysanthemum Centenary Con-

ference, November 12, 13, Chiswick.

Chiswick Horticultural Society.—We
learn that this Society has determined to hold its

summer show on July 9 at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens, Turnham Green, in conjunction

with the meeting of the Floral Committee of the

Uoyal Horticultural Society. This is an excellent

arrangement, and one that we hope may pave the

way for tliat fuller- federation and alliliation of the

special and local societies which would replace so

/ Jc

Flli. 107.— SVJIrHYANDHA HOFFMANNI : FLOWEES WHITE. (sEE T, 760.)

reaching half the length of the latter ; leaves ovate,

acumin.ate, sharply bi- or tri-serrate, the ribs white,

prominent on both sides, and these as well lis the

whole plant covered with short hairs, and of a fresh

spring green colour. Although the flowers are not

of a brilliant colour, the neat habit of this plant,

together with its profuseness of flowering, en-

title it to a place in every good collection. It

is extremely free even for a Campanula, and

continues such a long time in bloom as to make

it welcome. So far our impression that it is a

biennial has not been confirmed. It commenced to

flower in July, and is still alive, and flowering at the

present moment—December, 18SS.

Committees will meeton the above dates at II a.m., ex-

cept May 31, July 3, September 25, 21), and November

13. The Scientific Committee will meet at 1 i".M. in the

Library, 111, Victoria Street, S.W., on the above

dates except on May 30, 31, July 2, 3, 0, August 13,

27, September 17, 24, 25, 215, November 12, 13. The

Annual General Jleeting will be held in the Library,

on February 12, at 3 p.m. National Auricula

Society's Show, April 23 Drill Hall. Great Summer

Exhibition, Jlay 30 and 31, Temple Gardens, B.C.

Great National Rose Conference, July 2 and 3,

Chiswick. Chiswick Flower Show, July 9, Chiswick.

National Carnation Society's Show, July 23, Drill

Hall. Great Vegetable Conference, September 24,

advantageously the destructive process of disintegra-

tion which has been going on in other c|aarters. The

autumn show of the above Society will be held on

November 14.

" The Garden Oracle. " — Jlr. Shirlev

HiiiDKUD issues his customary annual, containing, in

addition to the ordinary calendarial matter, lists of

the new plants of the year, much useful Chrysan-

themum lore, and a variety of matter which will

make its purchase a matter of satisfaction. The

publishing oflice is at 4, Ave Maria Lane.

"The Gardener's Magazine. " — At this

season our old friend blossoms out like the Glas-
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tonbury Thorn, throws ort" tlie details of weekly
routine, and diverges into numerous byepaths. The
holiday-keeping reader will delight to have a " run
round " Shakespeare's gardens. Some may find

leisure to overhaul and re-arrange their bookshelves,
and will find useful hints. In fact, the reader must
be very teratological indeed if he cannot find some-
thing to anuise and interest him.

Almanacs for issg.—Foremost among these
for general use stands Whitaker's (12„ Warwick
Lane, Paternoster Row, London), of which we have
received a copy. The latest edition is larger than
that of 1888 by about 00 pages and contains as usual a
fund of statistical information on a variety of
subjects, political and otherwise, making it a handy
reference book for both office and home. There is a
review of the science of the year, music, &c., and a
table of marks on porcelain is introduced. The Liee
Stock Journal ALiiamc (Vinton & Co., 9, New Bridge
Street, Ludgate Circus, London), contains numerous
articles of use to the stock-farmer, contributed
by some of the leading writers on the subjects,
such as ,Sir .1. B, Lawes, and Professor Wright-
son. Horses, cattle, poultry, are .all mentioned.
Calvert's Mechanics A/maiiac, a book of about sixty
pages, contains articles which recommend themselves
to builders .and other artisans. There are short
paragraphs on various to])ics of interest, a notice on
the patent law .amendment, and tables for purposes
of v.arious calculations. Messrs. Foster & Pearson
(horticultural builders, &c., Beeston, Notts) issue

an alman.ac with one month on a sheet ; and a daily
calendar, comes from Messrs. T. Fletcher & Co.
(Gas Stoves, &c.), London and W.arrington. Messrs.
J. Weeks & Co. (Horticultural Buiders), Chelsea,
London, issue a handy pocket and note-book for the
year. The Lion Fire Insurance Company has also
forwarded a Card Calendar for 1.S89.

" Walks in Holland' —M.any of our readers,
interested in Dutch bulbs. Crocuses, &c., will like

to know th.at an illustrated Handbook to some of
the less frequented parts of Holland, including Fries-
land, Groningen, and Guelderland, edited by Mr.
Percv Lindi.ev, is in preparation.

SCIADIUM ARBUSCULA.—At a well attended
meeting of the Natural History Society of Aberdeen
on Tuesdiiy, the 18th inst. Mr. John Roy, President
of the Society, communicated the occurrence of the
Sciadium arbuscula (Bbaun), discovered for the first

time in the British Isles, in the month of November
last, by Mr. Roy. The finding of the plant is some-
what interesting. Mrs. FARQUHAnsox, of Haughton,
forwarded to Mr. Roy a specimen, with other plants
she had found growing amongst leaves in a pool
near Haughton, Aberdeenshire, and that gentleman
was enabled, from descriptions given "oy Dr. Brau.v,
to make the plant out to be the Sciadium arbuscula,
which is found in Germany and other parts of the
Continent. In his communication on the plant to
the Society Jlr. Roy described its growth in its

various stages, and illustrated his remarks by drawings
executed by Dr. Be.iun.

Chinese Flora.—The enumer.ation of the
plants known to inhabit the Chinese Empire, and
which is being prep.ared by Messrs, F. B. Forbes
and W. B. Hemsley, has now reached the end of

Composit.T. The enumeration forms a volume of

the Journal of the Linnean Society, but may be had
separately. Descriptions are given of new species,

while, for those which have been previouslv de-
scribed, bibliographical references are supplied.

The work will form a necessary companion to the
Flora of British India, and other Colonial Floras.

Cocoa-nut Refuse,—An interesting possible

utilization of Cocoa-nut refuse is referred to in a
report of the Government Botanist of the Botanic
Gardens in the Nilghiris for the ye.ar 1887-8. It
has been found that if the refuse be subjected to
pressure while yet moist, the natural viscidity causes
it to cohere to form a mass resembling millboard.

This substance is so hygroscopic that if a puncture
be made in it while in contact with water the
adjacent parts immediately absorb so much water
that the orifice is closed by the consequent e.\pan-
sion. It has been found that in this way the orifice

caused by the firing of a bullet nearly an inch in
diameter through a f-inch plate of the refuse, sus-
taining a head of 1 foot of water, was stopped so
quickly, that although a large jet at first spirted
through, this decreased in volume in a few seconds,
.and in less than a minute had ce.ased entirely. It is

suggested that this property might render the
material valuable as a backing to the armour of
ships.

Stock-taking : November. — The imports
from British possessions and foreign countries at
this season of the year are of somewhat gre.ater

interest to both vendor and purchaser than, perhaps,
they are at any other time— medicaljgentlemen mav
also be expected to be taken into consultation
in this connection. That will be seen later on.
The summary for the month of November, now before
us, records as follows :

—

Total value of imports

UI.—(A.) Articles of
food and drink —
dutyfree

(B.) — do,, dutiable

5Vr,—Raw materials
for textile mannfac-
tures (including
Flax, Hemp, and
Jute)

$Vn,—Kaw materials
for sundry iiidnstries

and manufactures
(including wood and
timber, hewn, sawn,
split, dressed; vege-
table materials, for
paper-making, &c,)

^IX, — Miscellaneous
articles (including
Clover, Grass, Flax,
Rape, Linseed)

£,
33,8.50,331

10,114,928

2,639.4.33

8,630,1015

£.
.35,223,93.3

1,272.667

11,263,883

2,637,472

8,468,1S2

3,428,423

1,808.563

e.
-|-2,.373,6M

HI,138,460

—101,981

-f 596,81

7

-1-235,893

From the expanded list of imports the few appended
exti-acts are of interest—the " summary "

is other-
wise sufliciently explicit :

—

§ II. Fruit;

Apples, raw

Unenumerated

Onions

Pofatos

Vegetables,
ated
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Morris pointed out tlie characters by which E. nova-

granateiise might be distinguished.

Mr. Spencer Moore contributed a paper on

Apioscystis, which he regarded as a Volvocinea.

The ciliated form was descril)ed, and it was

shown tliat its zoospores may sometimes escape

as ca'nobia, lil^e a degenerate Volvocinea, which has

exchanged the motile for the fixed condition : the

sexual cells being zoogametes, its alHnity is rather

with randorine.i; than with oogamoua Volvoceaj.

The paper was criticised by iNIr. A. W. Bennett and

Professor Jlarshall Ward, who, while testifying to

the importance of the investigation, expressed the

hope that no change would be made in classification

until further examination had been made of some of

the stages at a critical period of development. Mr.

George Murray gave his warm support to the views

expressed by Mr. Moore,
A paper was then read by Mr. G. B. Sowerby

embodying descriptions of some new species of

shells, of which coloured drawings were exhibited.

Amongst these the most noticeable were an Ortho-

licus from the Peruvian Andes, Pleurotoma (Hong
Kong), Amathina (Mauritius), Crassatella (.Japan),

Clavigella (Jfauritius), and Fectunculua (Australia).

An interesting discussion followed, in which Pro-

fessor Stewart and Professor Mivart took part, upon
the colouration of moUusca being possibly dependent

upon the colour of their natural surroundings, or

upon that of tlie host to which in many instances

they were found to be attached.

The meeting adjourned until January 17.

as possible into the chink of the former, where it

spins a line light silken cocoon, in which it assumes

the chrysalis state, the moth api>i'aring in the

following spring.

The moth is the Tortrix (Opadia) funebrana of

Treitschke, but it was subsequently described uniler

the name of Tortrix (Carpocapsa) nigricana liy

Schmidtberger, being, however, quite distinct from

the true Tortrix nigricana which infests the common
Pea (see Gardciwrs' Chronicle, l.S.SO, p. 360).

The raoth (as shown by the cross lines in our

figure) measures nearly two-thirds of an inch in the

expansion of the forewings, which are of a dark colour

varied with lighter scales, forming shades before and

beyond the middle, and with several short oblique

dark lines along the fore edge of the wing ; the hind

wings are paler, with a dark border. The insect is

represented about twice the natural size in our

engraving, which also represents the caterpillar of the

natural size suspended by a thread from a twig, with

the head and two following segments of the body.

It has been suggested that it is desirable to effect

Ireland.

Entomology.

THE llED GKUB OP THE PLU.M.

In our article on the Tortrix Wceberiana (Gar-

deners' Chronicle, September 6, 1884) we detailed the

life-history of a small moth which lays its eggs on

the trunks or branches of Pear trees, the caterpillars

hatched from whicli burrow beneath the bark, form-

ing passages, which, when numerous, injure the tree,

especially killing the smaller branches, and by degrees

destroying the trees. This insect does not, however,

confine itself to the Pear, but may be found on some

of our stone-fruit trees, such as the Peach, Apricot,

and Plum. In England, however, and in various

other parts of Europe, more serious injury is sus-

tained by the crop of fruit of the last-named tree in

the shape of a small dirty red-coloured caterpillar,

which is often found in the interior of the full-

grown Plum or Green Gage, towards the end of the

month of August.

The eggs are laid by the parent moth in the

early part of June upon the then formed young

fruit, the grubs hatched from which, in the fol-

lowing month, at once burrow into the fruit, upon

the flesh of which they subsist, feeding around

the hard stone, and leaving their small particles

of excrement within the wounds of the fruit,

since, being protected from rain and wind,

they thrive rapidly, the outer wound in the

skin of the fruit through which they gained an

entrance soon healing up, and preventing their

presence within from being suspected ; so that it

often happens that the unwary fruit-eater has his

mouth filled with the nauseous interior of the fruit.

The state of the interior of a Green Gage is shown

in the accompanying woodcut (fig. 108), made from

a drawing on August 23 last, the stone of the fruit

with the grub of the natural size, and the mass of

the insects'excrement beingrepresentcdofthenatural

size. The head of the grub is black, the following

segment of the body is pale flesh-coloured, with two

small black dots near the hind margin, with black

markings at the sides, and the remainder of the

body is red, the hind part darker coloured, and

there are a few short fine hairs scattered over the

body.

The fruit falls to the ground, and the grub im-

mediately creeps out of it, and seeks for a quiet

place in which it can pass its chrysalis state

:

generally, however, this is effected whilst the fruit

still hangs on the bough, when it creeps out and

enters any crevice formed by loose or splintered

pieces of the bark and wood, penetrating as deeply

FlQ. 108.—PLUM naun AND ^t0TH (TOHTKIX FUSERKASi).

the destruction of this insect by shaking the trees, so

as to cause the injured fruit, which has become pre-

maturely ripe from the attacks of the insect, to fall

to the ground, or which has already fallen, and

which must be at once destroyed ; all loose portions

of the bark of the trees should also be scraped oft'

and burnt, so as to destroy such of the insects as

have already made their cocoons there.

We learn from our American correspondents that

the Plum Crop in the United States is very pre-

carious, but we find no notice in Mr. Sander's fine

work on Innec^s Iiijnrioiis to Fruits (Philadelphia,

188.'3), of any Tortrix injurious to the different kimls

of Plums. There is, however, in th.at country another

insect which is even more injurious than our English

moth, namely the Plum Curculio (Conotrachelus

nenupli.ar IIerbst),"the greatest enemy the Plum has

to contend with, for when allowed to pursue its course

unchecked, it often destroys the entire crop. " This

is a small weevil, the tiny grub or larva of which

feeds around the stone of the fruit in the same manner

as the larva of our Tortrix, and measures when i'ull

grown about two-fifths of an inch long, and which

undergoes its transformation much in the same way

as our Tortrix. /. ''. 'K.

UOVAL BOTANIC GARDENS, GEASXEVIN.

The following extracts are taken from the annual

report of the Director of the Science and Art Museum

,

Dublin :—
Year by year it has been my pleasing duty to draw

attention to the progress and improvement in these

gardens. In a better climate and with a more fertile

soil mere conservation might do much to render a

simihir place attractive at all times, but, circum-

stanced as they are, it requires both energy and fore-

thought to provide for all the contingencies ari.sing

in conseqnence of uncertain and variable seasons

and a poor soil. While the public enjoy and appre-

ciate the results, it seems only just that particular

mention should be made here of the means by whicli

these results are obtained. It is too often the case

that with a limited stall' an excuse is made for leav-

ing something undone because something else has to

be done ; such excuses are not and need not be made

by Mr. Moore, for the simple reason that everything

is provided for and done in advance of the pressure,

which it is not unanticipated before it has actually

come to pass.

It is most satisfactory to note the testimony given

by Jlr. Moore as to the success of the new Palm-
house, and indeed the health and vigour of the

plants since its completion cannot fail to impress

every visitor. So far as any opinion can at present be

formed, the new Fern-house promises to be equally

successful, and the arrangement by which difi'erent

temjieratures are maintained in its two divisions to

suit the necessities of the two classes of Perns which

they contain resi>ectively, appears to work well.

The new ground known as the Arboretum is

rapidly emerging from the raw appearance which it

at first presented, and there is every prospect of its

being fully stocked within a reasonable period.

The gardens have been largely used by students

and their teachers, and the supply of plants to various

educational institutions has not only been continued,

but Mr. Moore has found it practicable to distribute

hardy plants to the (Queen's College, Cork, and to

the garden attached to the Koyal University, while a

collection of Cape bulbs has been sent to the Sydney

Botanic Gardens.

Upwards of 1000 plants were received either in

exch.ange or through the munificence of donors,

among whom Mr. Moore especially mentions the

Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, and Messrs,

J. Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea, to whom, as well as

to about eighty other donors from all quarters of the

globe, the thanks of the Department have been duly

communicated.

The purchase of plants and seeds during the past

year to a small extent exceeded, both in number and
cost, the amounts returned for last year. In round

numbers, the cost has been £272 for 045 plants, as

against £2(35 for 834 plants purchased in 1886.

When the results are taken into consideration, this

ex]>enditure cannot but be regarded as moderate.

The erection of a new house for succulent plants

and the increased accommodation in connection with

the office and library remain as the two principal

requirements for which it is hoped provision will be

made in the coming year.

Although there is a falling ofl' in the attendance

of the public compared with last year, the total

number of persons who entered the gardens is

scarcely short of what may be almost regarded as

the present normal average of 1CH30 for every day in

the year.

Mr. Moore in an appendix, reports as follows :
—

Coii'?<riutories.--'iiio. 1. In my reports for 1885

anil 1886 I drew attention to the dilapidated

condition of No. 1 conservatory, and in my rei'ort

for the latter year I further mentioned that

designs for a house to replace it had been pre-

pared. It is now my pleasing duty to report that

these designs were adopted, and the erection of

a new house sanctioned, which is now completed

and fully occupied. The new conservatory is an
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elegant and commoilioii? building, the main por-

tion being square (32 feet li inches), with straight

sides i'i feet high, and a curved roof, the upright

portion being constructed of wood and the roof of

iron ; leading to the main portion is a spacious porch,

10 feet long, :21 feet (i inches wide, and 17 feet high,

and a passage connects the new house with the

Victoria-house No. 2. The entire house is furnished

with slate and iron shelving, concrete floors, and

provided with ample heating appliances. Arrange-

ments were made by which the porch can be heated

separately from the main building ; it is therefore

used for the cultivation of tropical Ferns, whilst in

the otlier portion the cool and temperate temperature-

loving Ferns are collected together. It would be in-

judicious so soon to pronounce an opinion as to

whether or not the new conservatory suits tlie cul-

tural requirements of plants.

Xo. 6. The Orchid-house is now in every respect a

n-reatly improved house in comparison with what it

was at the date of my last report, in which I described

the very decayed condition of the roof. Messrs.

ISovd were directed to put a new roof to tlie Orchid-

house, and arrangements were made to allow them to

commence work in September. As was the case with

the Ferns in No. 1 conservatory, all the Orchids had

to be removed and accommodation found for them

elsewhere. The new roof is an excellent one in

everv respect, being light and strong, and contain-

ing all modern improvements, such as grooved sash-

bars to carry away condensed moisture, the benefit of

which is already apparent. The arrangements for

ventilation are also good. Clear glass has been sub-

stituted for rough grooved glass with which the roof

was formerly glazed, so that much more light is

admitted to the phmts^an im|iortant factor in tlie

successful cultivation of Orhids. Advantage was

talien of the opportunity afforded by the constructing

of the new roof, to extend each side 7 inches out-

wards, so that a substantial addition of 14 inches

has Ijeen gained in the breadth of the Orchid-house.

When closely examined the side staging was found

to be too old for repairs, and it has, therefore, been

replaced by a neat and substantial slate and iron

staging.

The Orchid-house is now thoroughly sound,

and may be regarded as one of the best and

most suitable conservatories in the garden. I feel

bound to testify to the excellent and expeditions

manner in which all the work undertaken by Messrs.

Boyd in this garden has been performed.

No. 7. The more experience I have of the large

Palm-house, the more I can praise it as an excellent

house for the cultivation of plants. The rapid

growtli and excellent health of the plants in it bear

ample testimony to its suitability to their require-

ments. They are growing so rapidly that they will

soon be overcrowded, and some of the duplicates

must be eliminated.

Llhrari/ and HerhariiiM.—I can only repeat with

emphasis the appeal made in former reports for

increased accomodation in this department. A large

number of valuable books was lately purchased for

the library. The collection is a very valuable one,

and well merits a more suitable location.

Outdoor DcparhiwiU.— Several causes combined

to render it impossible to do much new work in

the outdoor department during the past year, the

chief cause being the extreme dryness of the season.

Such a long continued drought has rarely been

experienced at Glasnevin as that which prevailed

during the spring and summer months of 1887.

The result was disastrous to newly moved plants and

to herbaceous plants in general. On tlie shallow

gravelly soil of Glasnevin, moisture quickly dis-

appeared, and although several men were constantly

employed watering them, herbaceous plants only

attained to about one-half their normal development,

and many of them did not flower. Several large

trees throughout tlie garden died, and it was only by

constant watering that newly planted trees were kept

alive. The usual indoor start' were unable to per-

form their ordinary daily work, owing to the numerous

movements of plants from house to house, rendered

necessary by rebuilding and repairs, so men had to be

transferi'ed from the outdoor department.

Considerable clianges were made in the walks and

grounds adjacent to the new Fern House. The main

walk leading from the entrance gate, was altered,

widened, and re-made. The shrubberies at the gate,

which had become poor and overgrown were reformed,

and the herbaceous border in front of the new house

was re-made ; all the plants in it being lifted, the

ground well trenched and manured, the former occu-

pants being then re-planted, and many additions made
to them.

The Kose garden also received attention. Many
kinds of Kose had died out, and the soil in the beds

was exhausted. All the plants were regrouped and

classified, the old plants replaced by a fresh stock,

and the beds renewed.

The process of removing ivy from some of the

large specimen trees throughout the garden was con-

tinued, but much more remains to be done, as owing

to the matted growth of the ivy stems, this work
occupies mucli time. Those trees from whicli the

ivy was removed last year are already much im]troved

in vigour and apjiearance.

SPECIMEN TKEES IN KEW
GARDENS.

PiNus CouLTEiu.—Some time since we published

a description, accompanied with figures, of the mag-
nificent cones of Finns Coulteri (see p. 413, March

28, 1885), as produced in Mr. Baker's pinetum at

Bayfordbury. In that article we had occasion to

advert to the fine specimen of this tree at Kew, and

which from its regularly pyramidal habit and im-

posing proportions never fails to attract the atten-

tion of tree lovers. We have now an opportunity

of giving an illustration (fig. 100), and we are

indebted to Mr. Geo. Nicholson for the following

measurements of the tree in question :—Height,

5(5 feet ; spread of branches, 45 feet
;
girth of stem

at 4 feet, 6 feet 2 inches. The growth of the tree

is relatively rapid, so that its value to the landscape

gardener may readily be estimated. Mr. (Jeorge

Paul tells us the tree does well on London clay.

We can answer for it on a chalky loam, for some of

the finest cones we have seen were grown on a tree

in the pinetum of Mr. Thomson, of Petham, near

Canterbury.

The Bulb Garden.

TIGlUDIA PAVONIA.

CoNtiiDEKiNG the great beauty of tiiis highly

coloured Iridaceous plant, the wonder is that it is

uot more grown in gardens, us it is so gorgeous and

large in llower as to attract notice and command
admiration from even the most casual observer, and

those not acijuainted with it are sure to ask what it

is. Unfortunately the gay blossoms last only a day,

but as they are produced so freely and in such rapid

succession plants are seldom without one or more

open for several weeks, The past season, however,

was against them, the wet and cold having been too

much for such heat-loving subjects, and in conse-

quence many failed, and in some cases the bulbs

died outright. The finest form of this Tigridia is

the variety named grandiflora, and besides the type

there are several that have originated from seed, the

best among them being T. splendens, T. Wheeleri,

and T. speciosa ; but any and all of them are well

worth growing. They take up but little room,

as they may be planted among Tulips or Koses

or other tall things, and the slight shade they

get in such positions just suits their require-

ments. In some places where the soil is very light

and naturally well drained, Tigridia pavonia will

live out (luring the winter, but unless the situation

is specially favoured in the way referred to, the bulbs

should be taken up when the tops die away, and be

stored in some dry shed till the spring. The right

time to plant is early in April, when, if placed in

borders, they look best in clumps or patches of

three or so, and should be dibbled in about 3 inches

deep, and have a little silver-sand dropped into the

holes to cover them up. Tigridias admit of ready

propagation by otlsets and seed, which they produce

freely, and the latter should be sown in pans of fine

soil in March, and if then placed in gentle heat the

seedlings will soon be up, which, when large enough,

may be pricked out in a bed and left to grow ior the

summer, but it will take about three years' growth

before the bulbs will be large enough to produce any
flowers, t/. S.

LiLlOM CAXDIDUM FOR FoRCINlJ,

Although replete with all that is lovely, the

genus Lilium cannot boast of containing many
species which can endure even a moderate amount of

artificial heat with impunity, and fewer still are

those kinds to which the term forcing as usually

understood may be applied ; indeed, none of the

species are benefited by anj'thing beyond a green-

house temperature at any time, that is, if you place

value on the future bulb ; if not—and the only thing

needed is to have their flowers at all hazards —then
it matters little how much or little heat be given

them so long as the flowers are forthcoming when
required ; but It is not many who would care to risk

their stock in this way, or who could even aflord to be

so extravagant. Taking all things into consideration,

the old white garden Lily, L. candidum, is, without

doubt, the most valuable for the above purpose, not

merely because of the glistening purity of its flowers,

or its fragrance, but because these two primary

qualities are combined with unparalleled cheapness
;

and, seeing that it does not object to gentle heat, it

may with fair treatment be made a profitable invest-

ment where flowers are grown in quantity either for

market or home use.

Many growers of this Lily during the early

part of the present year suflered considerably

from the disease, and the crop was destroyed

wholesale,—in one particular instance which came
under ray notice the average of good flowers

hardly equalled the number of spikes pro-duced,

and to record this fact of some hundreds of

plants means a serious loss in many ways besides

their flowers, such as time, firing, house-room and

the like ; nor did these bulbs look any too pro-

mising when I saw them, a few days ago, though

they raay pull through in many instances if allowed

to start their flowering stems naturally. It may be,

however, that no new flowering bulb was built up,

after so severe an attack of disease : and, therefore,

it will be looked for in vain. One of the best

and surest signs of good health in this species is the

production of radical leaves early in autumn ; if these

appear, and provided the bulbs are of sufiicient size,

you may rely upon flowers in due course, and even in

small bulbs it is an excellent sign of good health to

see these push forth at the right time. Those bulbs

which were forced early last spring, and escaped the

disease are now pushing up good flowering stems

again, fully 8 or 10 inches high ; all these, however,

produced their radical leaves in the usual course.

Those who would grow this Lily for forcing

raay regard this as the best possible proof of

healthy root-action below, and this species with ita

varieties are wholly dependent on basal roots for

support ; for I have never seen stem roots upon

this species at all. But radical leaves have

been somewhat sparsely produced this autumn, ft

least from plants in the open ground, and particularly

is this true of those attacked by the disease in early

summer. These remarks, 1 may observe, have

special reference to such as have been grown ftr

forcing previously, for there is a distinction—a wi('e

one, too—between established pots of this Lily ai d

newly imported ones. It is a great rarity for tlie

latter to produce radical leaves at all the first year

but, if the bulbs are strong, they will push forth their

flower-steras direct from the bulb. These remarks

may or may not be of much importance to those

who desire to force this Lily in the future, but they

are at any rate the result of observation, and may
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perhaps suggest something of greater importance

than what is here conveyed.

In the cultivation of this Lily I am convinced

that it should be thoroughly established in pots

before being forced at all. To be successful

with it you cannot pot it too early in the season,

and no better time exists in the year than the

very week it completes its flowering. Then, and

only then, can you catch it with the least pos-

sible loss ; then it is that the new main roots begin

my advice is to be satisfied with one crop; it is much
more natural, and your stock will increase in value

thereby. Attempting two crops will soon cause ruin.

Those forced early during 1888, say prior and up to

Raster, will flower much earlier in 1889, hence the

value of successional batches. Our earliest forced of

1888 are quite two months in advance in pushing up
their flower-stems, which is another point of advan-

tagp in having them established. They were housed

a short time since, and are now in a temperature of

Fiii. lU'J.—rixua coulteui ix the royal gahdens, kkw. (s.ek r. 764.)

to emerge from the base of the bulb, and to secure

these intact is of the greatest moment. But it

is useless talking thus in mid-winter, some

may say, with apparent justification, yet there is

still a chance left even now ; by procuring

imported bulbs and potting at once. Do not attempt

to force these, just let them flower at will the first

season ; meanwhile they will be getting well

established, and will prove much better for actual

forcing another year than freshly potted ones, especi-

ally if the latter are home-grown, and not potted at

the time I have indicated. It has been suggested that

two crops of flowers may be had, in one season, but

from 50°— 55°. In our case boxes are used in-

stead of pots, these being 14 inches by 18, and about

9 inches deep, capable of taking a dozen good-sized

bulbs ; in this way a good many may be put into a

small space—an item of importance with market

growers. Much has yet to be learnt about forcing

this Lily for profit ; hitherto conbiderable discourage-

ment has resulted from impatience on the part of

the grower, who has hardly realised yet that better

results follow when the bulbs have remained

undisturbed for a year or two, in the pots or boxes,

than is the case when they are forced. It may be too

hard, the first season after potting. E. Jenkins.

NOTES FROM DEVONSHIRE
GARDENS.

CoLHAVES.—This, the seat of R. Levett, Esq., is

situate about a mile and a half from Bovey Tracey
station, South Devon, and a short walk brings the

visitor to the entrance gates. In close proximity to

Colhayes stands the Hay tor Rock, whence the

granite used in the construction of London Bridge

was brought. A tramway of cut granite blocks was
laid for a distance of 6 miles, and which was in use

before locomotive power came into general use. The
causeway stones are now being taken up. to be

employed in buildings.

The mansion is situated at about a mile from the

entrance, an avenue, consisting of fine specimen

trees of Ulmus campestris, iEsculus hippocastanum,

and Fagus sylvatica, leading up to it. The outlook

into the park and pleasure-grounds from the avenue

is delightful, for rare skill is exhibited in the plant-

ing, and the beautifully undulated surface is ren-

dered still more charming by the rippling stream,

which skirts the avenue for its entire length, here

roaring over artistically arranged rocks, and again

runningon peacefully for a short distance. The garden,

for flowers of a style now not so much in favour, covers

a large area.

On the north side of the mansion is a fine

rockery of considerable extent, whose occupants, at

the time of my visit, were growing in great luxuri-

ance, a great number being of very large dimensions.

I remarked the following species and varieties:—
Lastrea dilatata, L. Filix-mas, Fulystichum aculea-

tum, Polypodium doryopteris, and Osraunda regalis.

In the kitchen garden a large range of fruit and

plant houses, pits, &c., are erected, the former being

three-quarter spans, and the latter span-roofed. The
vineries contain Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alex-

andria, and Muscat Haraburghs are the only varieties

grown, and the reputation gained by the Vines whilst

under the superintendence of Mr. J. Moore is still

maintained by Mr. Underdown, the present gardener.

The immense foliage of these Vines had a firm

leathery texture, and the fine large bunches spoke

well for his skill in viticulture.

A good number of well trained Peach trees are

grown, but only three trees were in bearing at the

time of my visit (September 20). The past season

was very unfavourable for this fruit out-of-doors

in Devon, but a fine Barringtou trained against a

south-west wall was bearing a large crop of fruit of

beautiful colour.

Many beautiful plants are grown in the stove, and

in first-class condition, their arrangements being of

a very pleasing sort. Planted in tubs and trained

along the roof were Allamanda Hendersoni, Ste-

phanotis floribunda, and Dtpladenia amabilis ; it is

seldom that the last-named is found so well done as

it is here, the plant being covered with bloom in

every part, although Mr. Underdown remarked that

it was going off.

The cultivation of the tuberous Begonia is well

carried out, a large house being devoted to them,

besides low pits, for the young seedlings, of which a

large number is raised every year. Great pains

are taken in the crossing of these plants, the

best of the plants raised by Laing, Cannell, and J.

Veitch & Sons being employed, so that the collection

is now by far the best I have seen in any private

garden. Every possible shade of colour is found, and

the flowers are of large size and much substance.

The double flowers predominate, but the single

varieties are not neglected, although less numerous

than the former.

Of hardy fruit there was a fair crop, and of vege-

tables great abundance.

Pitt House is in the immediate neighbourhood of

Colhayes, and was recently purchased by Mr. Seale

Havne, M.P. for Mid-Devon, from the executors of

the late W. R. Pulsford, Esq. Mr. Dawe, the gar-

dener, has been in office for twenty-five years with

the previous proprietor, and his services are now

retained by the present one. Mr. Dawe, it may be

stated, superintended the making of the gardens.
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which are very extensive, his knowledge of land-

scape gardening standing him in good stead.

Indio, the seat of Charles Aldenburg Bentinck,

Esq., also worthy of mention, has extensive pleasure

grounds, ranges of fruit and plant-houses. It is

under the charge of Mr. ,J. II. Hambly, a competent

gardener. ^Y. H. A.

to bring to maturity 600 fruits in one year, which, had

they been all sold, would have fetched in Newcastle-

on-Tyne, at the then price of 6s. per dozen—£15.

Ed.J

Home Correspondence.

FIGS IN THE OPEN AIR.

A pAiiAGEAPH in your issue for September 22,

p. 331, referring to the climate of Rothesay, and to

some e.xcellent Figs grown in the open air at that

place, was interesting for the reason that many

persons are under the impression that to attempt

to grow Figs in the open air north of London is

almost futile ; such, however, is not the case, for

although I am aware that many fail in the under-

taking, and that a good number of places are unsuit-

able for the growth of the Fig, I could point out

places a good distance north of London where, in an

average season. Figs thrive admirably, and good

crops are ripened in the open air. Some of the finest

Figs I ever saw were grown on a south wall at Howick

Hall, in Northumberland, where, possibly, one of

the finest and most historical Fig trees in the

country may be seen. It is, I believe, mentioned in

Tliompson's Gardeners' Assistant. When last I saw it,

about a twelvemontli ago, it was a model of health,

and bearing an excellent crop of fine fruit, just on the

point of ripening. No protection during the winter

is now, I believe, given—in fact, I know that

during the severe winters of 1885-6 and 1886-7 no

protection whatever was given ; although I think I

am right in saying that slight protection in the shape

of Fir and Yew branches was given in former years,

but it was found of no great advantage ; in fact,

practically speaking, it was labour in vain, for

equally good crops could be grown when the tree

was allowed to take its chance during winter as

when smothered up with branches. No special

attention was paid to it beyond the usual training

and tying in of the branches, although it is only fair

to admit that the wall on which the tree is growing

was flued, which undoubtedly would have a tendency

to assist the ripening of the fruit. No fire-heat,

however, was given, unless in very dull and wet

seasons, and then only from the end of August

until the fruit was ripened. The variety is

the Brown Turkey, which is one of the best for

open-air culture, and in this case the fruit was of

excellent flavour and of a large size, many being

upwards of 4 inches in length. Usually Mr. Inglis,

the gardener, gathers the fruit and places them on the

shelf of a vinery for a day or so, which helps to bring

uptheir flavour greatly. Although liberally treated the

tree referred to does not by any means make gross suc-

culent growth, but short sturdy wood so essential in

open-air Fig culture. This, undoubtedly, is the

secret of success, and to attain that end no paina

should be spared. Too frequently Figs are planted

in rich soil, which induces them to make gross

growtlis of a succulent n-tture ;
consequently when

the winter comes, even if protected, the fruit for the

coming year's crop is injured, and oftentimes the

wood itself killed.

Again, trees growing in the open are sometimes

neglected as regards pinching the points of the

shoots and thinning the branches, and when such is

the case success cannot be expected. No fruiting

shoots should have their points pinched nor should

they be fastened closely to the walls, but allowed to

spring away slightly. Many growers make a great

mistake here in tying in the points closely, by which a

vast quantity of fruit is injured. In southern coun-

ties, of course, bushes and standards may, and fre-

quently are grown, though those contemplating out-

door Fig culture cannot do better than to direct their

attention to wall trees only. C. C. [The Fig tree

spoken of here owes its fruitfulness, doubtless, to

age, as we know tliat the weaker growth due to

age favours a constant fruiting habit. This tree

measured 45 feet in breadth, and 12 feet in height,

= 540 square feet, forty years ago, and was then an

excellent grower, but it was occasionally found

necessary to partially ring the main branches to

check grossness in the shoots. It has been known

RHODODENDRON BALSAMIN /EFLORUM ALBUM.

—This beautiful garden hybrid is now beautifully in

flower in Messrs. Veitch's nursery. It seems to be

quite a winter flowering species, as I have seen it

for the last two or three years in flower in the

month of December. The flowers, produced in

large trusses, remind one of those of the

Tuberose. The flowers last much longer in

good condition than those of the single-flowered

varieties. There is also a variety with bright yellow

flowers, and the flesh-coloured variety is named

carneum. The flowers must be exceedingly valu-

able for cutting to make up into all sorts of bouquets,

large or small. They are certainly very A-aluable

for decorative purposes when grown on the plants.

A few of the best newer single-flowered varieties at

present in flower are—Ophelia, rosy-salmon ; Lord

Wolseley, rich orange; Princess Christian, yellow;

Thetis, yellow, reddish centre—very fine variety :

Empress, salmon-red and rose-colour. J. D.

STACHYS TUBIFERA OR CHINESE ARTICHOKE.

—We have been amused at the suggestions from

various sources of a popular name for this plant,

and with due deference to all that have appeared,

we think it will still be found that the '• Chinese,"

or perhaps more correctly speaking, the " Japanese

Artichoke "
is the most appropriate title. It is fully

certain, both in the general appearance of the tuber

and the habit of reproduction—in fact, in all essen-

tial particulars in its growth—the plant has a great

deal of the character of the tuberous-rooted Arti-

choke, and we therefore are of opinion that the name

either Chinese or Japanese Artichoke meets every

requirement. James Carter cj- Vo.

ARDISIA MAMILLATA. — This distinct species,

figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle December 31,

1887, p. 809, is now to be seen in berry in Messrs.

Veitch's nursery at Chelsea. The foliage is ex-

ceeding pretty, of a beautiful grass-green, the

upper surface thickly studded with small teat-

like elevations or mamillffi. Both in foliage and in

its dwarf habit it is superior to the old well

known A., crenulata, and, like it, it is well fur-

nished with its glossy coral-red berries. It is

said to be furnished w'ith berries all through the

winter. It is certainly the most seasonable plant

recently introduced. It has been introduced by

Messrs. 'Veitch from the Botanic Gardens, Hong
Kong, and requires stove culture. J. B.

ANTHRACITE COAL.—I have now for some seven

years made a study of the use of this kind of fuel, and

I have also compared its price with that of coke, and

the result of my experience has been such as to lead

large consumers, like Mr. C. Dorman and Mr. Cobb,

of Sydenham, to make use of the coal, and many

others have adopted it. Those of the consumers who

have large collections of Orchids, which need con-

siderable amount of heat, could tell exactly what

a saving it h.as been to them. I have tried many
different sorts of anthracite coal, but have decided

in favour of that of Mr. Essery. of Swansea, which

is supplied in large blocks. The first cost of the

coal is not high, but the heavy fare the

railway companies charge for carriage brings it

to about 17s. iW. to 18s. per ton, delivered at

Penge Stiition ; Then we have to put on l.s. to

Is. 'id., according to the distance to which

it has to be carted. At Sydenham coke rules

at from 8f?. to l.s'. \d. per cwt., which is equal to

13s. id. and £1 Is. Sd. per ton, which, with 2s. per ton

for delivery, makes it as dear as anthracite, and, more-

over, the coke has lost three-fifths of its heat-giving

properties. In using the anthracite coal, I have

found it very necessary to have a furnace with a

good draught, and to see that the coal is fully con-

sumed. The way to do this is to examine the ash-

heap after removal from the furnace, and exposed to

a shower of rain, wheu, if the heap looks black and

glistens, then you know that a better draught is

wanted, or that your men have been raking the fire, as

is customary with coke fires. A fire made up in the

morning with this coal does not want touching till

night, and if the fuel is not piled on in large quanti-

ties it win give a bright flame. It is a mistake to

block up the furnace, as is done, with coke. Thos.

Christy, F.L.S.

INSECTS ON FRUIT TREES.—In some parts of

Gloucester, Hereford, and Worcester, the Apple crop

of the past season was much injured, and in some

places utterly destroved by the caterpillars of various

moths, the ermine moth and the winter moth being

especially destructive. Witn the view to protect my
fruit trees from the egg-laying, wingless, female

moths, I put cartgrease and tar round the stems of

the trees, thus trapping thousands of moths ;
but in

their efforts to get free some have evacuated their

eggs on the tar. Will you or some of the numerous

readers of your valuable paper, be good enough to

inform me how I can destroy the eggs ? I can scrape

many off, but many will be left. A solution of

corrosive sublinate, or sulphate of copper, would

destroy their fertility, but I hesitate to use so drastic

a remedy, lest I should injure the bark of the trees.

A. B., Eymock, Gloucester. '[Put more tar or grease on

the strip of paper fixed on the trees. Ed.]

CHRYSANTHEMUM MRS. COBAY.—I have no

doubt bnt that the explanation of the above obvious

error suggested itself to the mind of one so well in-

formed on Chrysanthemums as " E. M." I w.is

naming the varieties of incurved Chrysanthemums

that came under the Prince of Wales type, and what

I wrote was as follow: " They are the new varieties

described above, viz.. Miss M. A. Ilaggas and Miss

Violet Tomlin ; Mr. Cobay and Mrs. Ileale." A
semicolon should appear after Tomlin, and Mrs. is

a misprint for Mr. Cobay. if. S.

PLANTING HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—I have read

with interest the remarks of your correspondents,

Messrs. Horsefield and Jenkins, on herbaceons

plants and borders. The method of planting in lines

of this or that plant I can hardly approve of. To

my notion it is better to plant patches—that is to say,

a good quantity of one variety in a certain place in

the border, with an equal quantity of another suitable

plant in fairly close proximity to it. The autnmn-

flowering Anemone may be taken as an instance ; of

these we grow three distinct colours, the white

variety, that called elegans, and A. japonica. Now
to put out these plants in straight lines would not

only annoy any person of good taste, but it would,

in my opinion, spoil the whole arrangement. I

rather incline to having good breadths of one thing

with suitable colours to harmonize ;
and to disregard

the height provided the smaller things are not

crowded' by them. It is nowten years since I formed

a border some 100 yards long and 10 feet wide, and

planted it with about 200 species and varieties
;
and

since that time the soil has never been dug, but the

weeds have been removed by hand, and an annual

top-dressing aft'orded of good loam and burnt earth

mixed with a quantity of spent Mushroom dung. That

this kind of treatment suits the plants is proved by

the abundance of flowers that are cut annually.

In the space of this note the names of the plants

cannot be given ; suffice it to say that we despise

nothing, but if a plant is considered weedy, or too

rampant, it is consigned, not to the rubbish heap,

but to a spot in a wood which is set apart for the

purpose. Then we are constantly widening the

border, selecting new sites for certain subjects, giving

those that are" doing well more space to grow, and

affording suitable soil, &c., for any thsit may not be

giving satisfaction. One of the best of recently

introduced border plants is Heuchera sanguinea.

figured at p. . The plant is easily raised from

seed, and will flower the first ye.-ir. I think

there is more pleasure in getting together a col-

lection of these hardy phints and watching them

thrive than there is in the ordinary short lived

summer bedding plants ; nevertheless, I am not an

advocate for neglecting this or any other department

of the garden. C. Merritt, Hoo Gardens, Kimpton,

n'elwi/n.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Angb-echm Sakderianum, Revue Horticole, Novem-

ber \&.—(Gard. Chron., 1888, i., 168.)

Catasetcm fimhriatum vae. fissum. Rev. de

I'Hort. Beige, December.
EtiLOPHiA maculata, Gartcvflora, t. 1285.—Ter-

restrial Orchid, with insignificant flowers, but prettily

mottled leaves.

Pjeonv Venus, Garden, November 17.

PlTTOSPOBTJM PHILLTKEOIDES, Bull, SoC. ToSC. de

Ortic, November.
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FLORISTS' Flowers.

THE RANUNCULUS.
I CAN look back with pleasure upon a very large

border containing several thousands of Ranunculus
plants in full bloom last year in June. As an example
of a florists' flower the double luinuTiculus is a model
of form, and it certainly surpasses all others in the

variety and brilliancy of its colours. Unfortunately

much of the good work done some fifty years or

more ago by the Rsv. Joseph Tyson, of Wallingford,

Berks, has been lost, and is now almost forgotten.

I can remember some of his richly coloured and
beautiful flowers. Many persons grew a bed or more
of them, but many of the colours are not to be seen

in a modern collection. There were black and
white varieties

;
purple and violet; orange, yellow,

and straw-colours; crimson, red, and rose; others

were spotted, striped, or edged like Picotees ; the

colours scarlet and gold, mixed, being very pretty.

We have many raisers of Auriculas, Carnations,

Dahlias, Tulips, &c., but though the Ranunculus
can be raised as easily as any of them from seeds, no
amateur that I know of has of late taken it underhis
protecting care.

In former days florists would give a guinea for a
single tuber of a scarce variety of Ranunculus ; now
a good-sized bed can be obtained for that sum. Most
of the Continental varieties, sent in mixture, and
sold at a cheap rate, are of good form, but they lack

brightness and variety of colour. The bed to be

planted with the roots should be prepared at once, if

it is not already done. They like a rich, deep,

clayey loam, which ought to be kept in a moderate
state of moisture. Ordinary kitchen garden soil

suits them admirably. I plant any time when the
weather is favourable, either in February or March.
The bed, or border, is made quite level, and the

rows are marked out by pressing an inch board into

the soil about an inch and a half ; this makes the

bottom of the drill quite level. Place the tubers iu

it with the claws downward, and cover over with fine

soil : the tubers may be planted about 3 inches

apart, and 4 inches between the rows. Put a pinch

of sand over each tuber, and cover with fine soil.

Seedling raising may be practised in any garden,

however limited. It is most interesting amusement
to raise seedlings of any florists" flowers, the Ranun-
culus particularly so. It requires two types of

Ranunculus to raise seedlings from. Pollen may be

obtained from double flowers, the more double

the better. Seeds must be saved from semi-double

varieties, or from semi-double approaching to double-

ness. Commence to cross the flowers as soon as

they are fully open. Ten o'clock in the morning is

a good time to perform the operation of hybridising
;

I generally go over them twice daily—in the morn-
ing at ten, and in the afternoon from one to three.

When the impregnated seed-vessels begin to swell,

tlie stems should be tied to a neat stick, to prevent

their being broken ; and when the seeds are about
ripe, which can be observed by the seed-vessels turn-

ing brown, they ought to be gathered, and laid out

ou paper in a dry airy place. The seeds may be

sown early in January in shallow boxes or seed-

pans. The compost should be three or four parts

loam to one of leaf-mould, and a little fine sand to

keep the whole porous. Make the surface quite

level, and sow thinly, using just enough fine mould
to cover the seeds. The pans or boxes should be

placed in a frame ; but this is not absolutely neces-

sary, as Mr. Tyson recommended placing them under

a north wall, merely protecting from heavy rains.

Frost, however, is injurious, so that it is much
better to have them under glass. The young
plants will appear in a month, and as they advance

in growth give plenty of air. The lights may he

removed altogether in May, or the boxes containing

the plants should be turned out-of-doors, not ex-

posed too freely to the sun, as this might be injurious

by causing the leaves to wither prematurely. They
ought not to decay until July, and as soon as they

do decay take the small tubers out of the ground.

and store them in a dry cool place in dry sand.
Plant them out in February with the old roots, at

the same depth, and the same distance apart. They
will flower as well, or perhaps more strongly, than
the old tubers. Peaty soil of some kinds is excellent
for growing the Ranunculus in. Mr. Simonite, of
Sheftield, told me th.at the best bed he ever saw was
in a small garden in the corner of a peat moor,
where the soil was nothing but sandy peat. I tried

the experiment of planting the tubers in beds of the
usual Heath and Azalea peat, and it answered
admirably; but one season something was wrong
with the peat, and half the plants died, while the
other half made but poor growth, and flowered
badly. In dry seasons water should be applied
freely, as their growth is stopped directly if they
become very dry at the roots ; but they do best in a
wet season, as we never h.ad a better bloom than last

year ; natural showers suit them much better than
artificial ones. An important point in their culture

is to take up the tubers as soon as the leaves become
yellow

; if they are allowed to remain in the ground
they will start into growth almost immediately. J.

Douglas.

TUNISIAN DATES AND THE
PRODUCE OF THE CORK FORESTS.
The British Consul at Tunis describes the Dates of

that country as much superior to those produced in

any other part; "and yet/' he says, "they are little

known in England. Their g:reat abundance and
their cheapness make it difficult to understand why
a large commerce is not carried on in this fruit.

They are the produce of the extensive oases in the

south of Tunis, those of Jerid and Tuzeur being the

most extensive. The IJate Palm f^rows all over the

Regency, but the few trees met with in the north do
not ripen their fruit from want of the requisite heat.

Even the Palm Trees of the oasis of Gabes, situated

in lat. 34°, produce an indifferent fruit, owing to its

proximity to the sea, which reduces the temperature

of the air. The Arab saying is that the Date Palm
loves to have its feet in the water and its head in the

fire, which graphically expresses the craving of this

tree for moisture and heat. The best quality of

Date is that known by the name of Degla, which is

large, tender, very sweet, with skin unwrinkled, and
of a golden brown. These are exported chieflv to

France. In the market at Tunis this quality sells

retail at od. a pound.

As steamers coming direct for Liverpool call at

Gabes for Alfa, it is surprising that a more extensive

trade is not carried on in this fruit. It constitutes

the principal food of tiie Arabs, the Oasis of Tuzeur
alone producing annually about 16,0CM),000 lb. The
average annual exportation does not exceed a value

of £12,000.'

Referring to the Cork forests of Tunis, it is stated

that these forests, situated in the north, near the

Algerian frontier, have only recently been taken in

hand by the government. The surface covered by

the forests amounts to 300,000 acres, and forms part

of the State domain. The sale of trees last year, it

is said, realised as much as £15,000. The duty

formerly imposed on this product has just been

removed. In the course of a few years a consider-

able revenue will be derived from the cork, which,

as the trees have only recently been begun to be

stripped of the virgin bark is not yet of mercantile

value.

Markets,

CO VENT GARDEN, December 27.

NoTHiXG doing, owing to the holidnvs. Jayncs

Webber, Wholesale Apple Market,

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.
s. d. s. d.

Apples, half-sieve... 2 0- 4 6
— Caauila and Nova
Scotia, per barrellO 0- 18

Cobs. 100 lb. ...100 tKllO
Qrape9, per lb. ... 6-30

s. d. s. d.

Lemons, per case ...12 0-21
Peaches, dozen ... 2 0- 6
Pine-apples.Eng., lb. 16-2
— St. Michael, each 2 0- S

Vegetables.—Average Retail Prices,

8. d, s. d.

Asparagus, English,
per 190 5 0- ...— French, bundlo 1 0- ...

Bean:^, .Tersoy and
French, perlb. ... 1 6- ...

Beet, red, per dozen 10-20
Carrots, per bunch... 6- ...

Cauliflowera. each ... 3- ...

,16-20
, 1 0- ...

, .3 0~ ...

1 0- ...

6- ...

4-

2 6-
,

6-
,

4 0-
,

2 0-
.

Celery, per bundle .

Cucumbers, each .,

Endive, per dozen .,

Green Mint, bunch..
Herbs, per bunch .,

Leeks, per bunch ..

Lettuce, per dozen... 1 6-
Mushrooms, punnet 1 6-

I'OTATOS.—Beauty of Hebron, 80.«. to IOO.t. ; Imperatorg, 705.
to 905. ; Dunbar Regents. 110s. ; do. Magnums, 120s.; and
York Magnums, 1005. per ton.

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. .

Mustard and Creaa,
punnet 4-

Onions, per bunch ... 5-
Parsley, per bunch... 4-
Pens, French, per lb. 1 0-

Potatos, per cwt. ... 4 0-
— kidney, percwt. 4 0-
— new French, lb. 6-
Rhubarb, bundle ... 6

Seakale, punnet
Shallots, per lb.

Spinach, per bushel
Tomatos, per lb.

Turnips, per bunch,
new

5
5

,
5-

Aralia Sieboldi. doz. 6
Azaleas, dozni ...24

Chrysanthem3., doz. 4— large plants, each 2

Cyperus, per dozen . 4
Dracaena terminalia,
per dozen 30— viridis, per doz.l2

Epiphyllums, doz. ...18

Erica tiymalis, doz...l2— caffra. dozen ... 6— gracilis, dozen.., 8
Euonymus, in vax.,

per dozen 6
Evergreens, in var.,

per dozen

Cut Flowers.--

d. s. d.

0-18
0-42
0-9
0-4
0-12

0-60
0-24
0-.30

0-24
0-12
0-12

0-18

0-34

s.d. s.d.
Ferns, in var., doz. 4 0-18
Foliage plants, vari-

ous, each 2 0-10
Ficue elastica. each .16-70
Hyacinths, dozen ... i\ 0-12
— Rom., doz. poti 9 0-10
Lily-of-Vat.,doz. ptg.36 0^2
Marguerites, doz. ... 6 0-12
Palms in var., each 2 6-21
Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per dozen ... 6 0- 9
Poinsettias, dozen ... 9 0-15
Primulas, per dozen 4 0-60
Solanums. dozen ... 9 0-15
Tulips, dozen pots ... 6 0-90

Abutillons, 12 bun..,. 3
Azaleas, 12 sprays ...

Bouvardias, per bun.
Camellias, Vi blms. 3
Carnations, 12 blms, 2

Christmas Roses, \'i

blooms
Chrysant hemxmas,

12 blooms
— dozen bunches... 4

Eucharis, per dozen 4

Gardenias. 12 blooms 6
Heliotropes, 12 spr.

Hyacinths, Roman,
12 sprays 1

Lapageria. 12 blooms 1

Lilac, white Fr.,bun. .5

Lily-of-Val., 12 spr.

Marguerites, 12 bun.. 3

Average Wholesale Prices,
d. s. d. s.

0-6 Mignonett*. 12 bun. 2
9-10 Narcis., paper-white,
9- 1 (i (French), 12 bun... 3
0-6 ~ double. 12 bun... 3
0-3 Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 1— scarlet, 12 spr....

6-16 Poinsettias, doz. ... 4
Primulas. dbl..;i2 8p. 1

6-3 Roses, Tea, per doz. 1

0-22 — coloured, dozen. 2
0-8 — red, per dozen ... 1

0-12 — Safrano, dozen... 2
6-10 Stephanotis, 12 spr. 6

Tuberoses. 12 blms.,., 1

Tulips, 12 blooms ... 1

Violets, 12 bunches.., 1— dark, Fr., bunch 1

— Panne, Fr., bun, 4

0-16
0-2
0-7
9- 1 6

0-6

d. s. d.

0-4

0-6
0-4
0-16
6-10
0-9
0-16
0-3
0-4
0-2
0-3
0-8
6-2
0-2
0-16
6-3
0-6 6

COBX,
Averages.—Official statement showing the average

price of British corn, imperial measure, in the week
ended December 22 :—Wheat, 3Us. Sd. ; Barley,
26s. lid. ; Oats, IG$. 3d. For the corresponding week
in 1887:—Wheat, 30s. lOd. ; Barley, 285. llrf.

;

Oats, 16s. 7d.

Notices to Correspondents.

Intelligent Readers, do please Note that letters

relating to Advertisements, or to the supply of
the Paper, should be addressed to the Publisher,
and that all communications intended for publica-
tion, as well .as specimens and plants ft)r naming,
should be addressed to the Editor. Such com-
munications should be written on one side only

of the paper, and sent as earlj in the week as pos-
sible. Correspondents sending newspapers should
be careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the
Editor to see.

Books : Lady Storey. The Orchid Grower's Mamtal,
by B. S. Williams, Victoria Nurseries, Upper
Hollowa}', London, N.—P. Plant Life (Bradbury
& Co.), or the articles iu Cassell's Popular Garden-
ing.

Bouvardias Striking in Moss : Psycotria. We
have no experience of this method of raising the
plants. It answers with such widely dift'erent

plants as double-flowered Primulas and Indian
Azaleas, and may be equally successfully applied

to the Bouvardia.

Camellias ; E. W. As the hot-water ]iipe8 have been
" varnished," it is very probable that the fumes of

the coal-tar and naphtha, used in the preparation

of this coating, are the cause of the leaves falling.

No. 1, The flower-buds may fall off from the same
cause, or from bad potting, as you say the soil is

not made Arm. When the jiotting soil is not
made firm, the water scarcely wets the old ball, but
runs away through the new soil. The growth is
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ftunted and thin, indicating a starved state of the
plant. No. 2 shows worse conditions than No. 1.

The temperature of your house is right. Burn
off the varnish at once—but first talking all plants
out of the house, and repot the Camellia plants
now

; there would be no harm done under the
circumstances, and should the old balls of soil be
found to be dry, soak them for some hours in
water before repotting. Use sandy loam, burnt
earth, with a little leaf-mould

Duchy of LnxEiiBOORG : T. J. There is no book
that we know of treating of the climate, soil, &c.,
of the Duchy. The high land, consisting of a
part of the Ardennes, is composed of calcareous
soil, and grows nothing but timber, Rye, Oats,
and Potatos ; the lower lands are very fertile. A
poor wine is made on the banks of the Moselle
and Siire. Great numbers of horned cattle and
sheep are found in the lowlands. We should
think it well adapted for commercial fruit
growing.

Naues OF PL.iNTs : G.Mantin. 1, Catasetum longi-
folium

; 2, probably a Lockhartia, but the lip (the
important feature) is withered

; 3, specimen in-
sufficient

; 4, Epidendrum inversum
; this is more

like what a specimen should be, if it were only
fresh ; 5, not recognisable ; 6, Masdevallia, pro-
bably nidifica

; but why send such a dried-up speci-
men ? 7, Oncidium sp. ; 8, was hardly large enough
for us to see whether it was a flower or not. You
must really send better material in all cases.

—

W. M. 1, Pinus Laricio ; 2, Pinus Laricio var.

;

3, Pinus Pallasiana ; 4, Picea Morinda.

KoMNETA CocLTEHi : T.. G. C. See " Answers to
Correspondents," p. G80 of our issue for December
8 last.

TuBNips : JV. and J. Brown. The roots sent show
clear signs of hybridisation having taken place
between the Swedes and Turnips. The flesh of
the hybrids, which is firm and sweet, partakes in
colour of the Turnip, but the foliage is more like
that of the Swede, whilst the flavour is about
intermediate between the two. If the Turnip has
not imparted tenderness to the bulbs no great
harm would seem to be done.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Stansfield Brothers, Southport—Alpine and Hardy

Perennials.

Wm. Fell & Co., Hexham—Forest Trees, &c.
Sutton & Sons, Reading—Amateur's Guide.
H. and F. Shaepe, Wisbech—Seed Potatos.
Jas. Dickson & Sons, 32, Hanover Street, Edin-

burgh, N.B.—Abridged List of Trees.
Henderson & Sons, Den Nurseries, Brechin, N.B.

—

General Nursery Stock.
PuTZ & Ross, Erfurt, Prussia.—Trade List.
W. Gratcheff, St. Petersburg—Novelties in Vege-

tahles, and Wholesale Price List of Cabbages,
Melons, Radishes, Carrots, &c.

DiCKSONS (Limited), Chester— Vegetable and Flower
Seeds.

Frederick Roemer, Quedlinburg, Germany—Flower,
Vegetable, and Agricultural Seeds.

Stoart & Mein, Kelso, N.B.—Amateurs' Guide and
Spring Catalogue.

Cooper, Taber & Co., 90, Southwark Street, London,
E.C.— Wholesale Catalogue.

C. FiDLER, Koyal Berkshire Seed Stores, Reading-
Vegetable Seeds and Seed Potatos.

Samuel Fox Armitage, Victoria Street, Notting-
ham—Wholesale Seed List.

Clde. Sahut, Avenue du Pont Royal, 10, Mont-
pellier, Herault, France—Fruit, Forest, and
Ornamental Trees, &c.

James Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's
Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.—Seeds and Im-
plements.

Communications Received.—.T. h. Hart, Trinidad, photo-
graph (with many thanks).—Professor Henriquez. Coimbra.
photograph (with many thanks).—J. D. D Sir T. L.—
H. W. W.—W. S. (all communications were duly received).—W.H.—A.Ward.—Jas. W.— P. McO.—D.M.deL.(Marchei.
—Max Leichtliu.—J. S. K. — W. E. G.—W. E. — H. J. K.—
W. C.—W. H. R. — R. A.. Natal. — Sampson Low & Co. —
E. D.—G. P. E.-R. D.—a. P. R.—R. \v. Adlam,-R. A. R.
M. 1.—H. H.-J. J. W.-H.—H. H. W.—B.-F. K.

DIED, on the 23rd inst., William Alexander
Richards, of 59, Lupus Street, Pimlico, aged seventy-
six.

A'so, on Christmas Day, Mr. Charles Howe
Head Gardener to Sir R. F. Sutton, Bart., Benham
Park, Newbury, Berks.

Notice to Advertisers.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

SATURDAY NEXT, JAN. 5, 1889,

WILL CO>'TAIX AS A

SUPPLEMENT

INK THOTO

GRAND CASCADE,

WILHELMSHOHE, near CASSELL
;

Sheet Almanac.

As a large EXTBA circulation of this

Number is guaranteed, it will be a very

valuable medium for Advertisements.

^g" Advertisers desirous of securing space in

this Nnmher are requested to communicate not

later than DECEMBER 31, with the Publisher,

W. RICHARDS,

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND,

LONDON, W.C.

SEEDS
VEGETABLE I FLOWER SEEDS,

SEED PDTATDES, GARDEN TDOLS & SUNDRIES.

All of finest quality. Prices Strictly Moderate.
Delivered free hy Bail or Parcel Post.

Illustrated Descriptive Priced Catalogue, No- 353,

POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

iozs.sonjs
(Limited)

The Royal Nurseries & Seed Establishments,

Clxestex*.
Address for i

Letters & Telegrams: )

Dicksons, Chester.

jT The above is Now Ready, and will

be forwarded Gratis and Post-free to

all applicants.

H A R R ISDN'S
TRADK >tABK.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
UF THEIR CHi.>ICK

LEICESTER
SEEDS

Post-free on application.

kf:gistered.

HARRISON & SONS,
SEED GROWERS, LEICESTER.

SANKEY'S FAMOUS GARDEN POTS.
lif^t. rhtfap.^-t. lightest, strongest.

SANKEY'S FAMOUS GARDEN POTS.
Bt'^f colour, shape, and finish ; enormous stocks.

SANKEY'S FAMOUS GARDEN POTS.
No waiting ; orders executed within one hour of lettf r or
telegram. Thirty different sizes. Carriage and breakage
free ou £10 orders ; half carriage on £5.

RICHARD SANKEY AND SON, Bulwell Potteries, Nottingham.

CARSON'S PAINT
Patronieed by 16,000 of the Nobility, Gentry,

and Clergy, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK, CONSERVATORIES,
Greenhouses, Frames, &c.

1 Cwt., and Oil Mlsture, Free to all Stations.
Liquid Non-PoisODOU3 Paiuta for Inside of Conservatories, &o.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials, Post-free.

LA BBLLE BAITVAGE YARD. LUDOATE HUX, £.0.
BACHELOR'S WALK, T>UBLIif.—Discount for Cash.
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STANDEN'S
MANURE

Established

Over 20 Years.

Exceeds all others hi general fertilising

properties and staying powers.

It promotes a rapid, healthy, and robust growth to

plants gfiierally.

It is a clean and dry powder, with very little smell.

It is consequently particularly adaptable for ladies

interested in plant culture.

The highly fertilising properties of this Manure
render its money value, in comparison with

other manures, at least double ; and users will

hnd that very small quantities will produce

favourable and lasting results.

Sold in Tins, 1 -, 2 6d, 5 6, and 10 6 each
;

and in Kegs (free) at Eeduced Prices,

28 lbs., 12,6; 56 lbs., 23 -
; 112 lbs.,

42/- each.

SULK MANUFACTUREBS :

GORRY,SOPER, FOWLER & GO.
(Limited),

16, Finsbury Street, London, E.G.
SOLD By ALL XEEDSME.X AAD KVHSERVMEN.

GARDEN
REQUISITES.

Two Prize Medals.

Quality, THE BEST In the Market, (au sacks included.)

PEAT, bent brown tibrous ... Ss. per sack, 6 sacks for 22s. 6d.

PEAT, best bbick iibrous ... 4s, 6rf. „ 5 sacks for 20s.

PEAT, extra st- W'u'ted Orchid 7s. 6d. „ 5 sacks for 35s.

LOAM, PREPARED COMPOST » Is. per bush., 3s. per sack
LEAF, or PE.-^-T MOULD ... S (sacks included).

SILVER SAND, coarse, Is. tirf. per bush., Us. half-ton. 24s. ton.

RAFFIA FIERE, best only Is. per lb.

TOBACCO CLOTH, or PAPER Is. lb.; 28 lb., 273.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, all selected, 35. per bush., gs. per sack.

CHUBB'S- PERFECT "FER-
-J

In Bags.
TILIZER (the Best Food for f * ^

all kinds of Plants, Flowers, (Tins. 71b. J41b. 28lb. 56!b. Icwt,
Fruits, Vegetables. &c. ...) 1/6 3/- 5/- 8/- 14/- 22/-

CRUSHED BONES, or Bone Dust 1/3 2/- 3/6 6/- 12/-

VIRGIN CORK (Best Quality only) — 3/- 5/6 10/6 17/-

BUSSIAN MvVTS. BAMBOO CANES, PERUVIAN GUANO
NITRATE of SODA, HORTICULTURAL CHARCO.Ai, &c.

PEAT MOSS LIITER. cheapestand best Bedding for Horses an.-

Cattl.-. £2 pertoii. Extra lnrge Sample Bales, 6.'!. each. A]^o
prepar-'d fcrPtMiltrv iViis. Rabbits. &c,, iu Sacks, Iv-.tifi. each.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (byChubb's special proces.-;.

sacks. Is. 4'Z. each ; lUsacks. 12s, 6(i.; losacks, 17s.6rf.: 203acks.

20s. ; 26 sacks, 24s. ; 3U sacks. 27s. ; 40 sacks, 35s. ; 50 sacks,

40s. ; Truck-load, loose, free on rail, 30i. Limited quantitie-s

of G., special auality granulated in sacks only. 2s. 6rf. each

SPECIAL MANURES, fur Farmers, Agriculturiata, Market

Gardeners, and ollu-rs icoiicentrated into a Dry Powder).
CHUBB'S " PRODUCTIVi. " MANURE, in bags. £3pir_tOn

(bags included) ; sample 1 cwt. bags, 4s., producing extra-

ordinary results, and worth four or five times the actual cost.

Try it agaiiisf, :iny otlier manure, no matter what ijrice,

CHUBB's " COMPOUND SOOT and SEWAGE" MANURE.
in bags. £2 per ton (I'af2;s included); sample 1 cwt. bag.

3s., made principally (by special process) from Lond£^
Soot and Sewage \^ ith other fertilizing agents.

Terms strictly Cash with order. Bankers. Union Bank ofLondon.

CHUBB, ROUND & CO.,
WEST FERRY ROAD, MILWALL. LONDON, a

ORCHID PEAT, best quality ; BROA^'N
FIBROUS PEIT for Stove md Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and .\Z.i.LEA PEAT. Samples and Prices to

WALKER iSD CO.. F.irnborough. Hants.

B0NES!-B0HES!!-B0NE8!!!
Crushed Bones in all sizes for Vine Borders, Lawns, Potting,

Grass I..inds, S:c. Also BONE JIEAL for Poultry Feeding.
GARDEN GUANO, DISSOLVED BONES, Special MANURES
and FERTILIZERS for all purposes.

For Prices, apply to

HARRISON, BARBER & CO, (Limited),

GARRETT LANE, WANDSWORTH, SURREY, S.W.

BENTLEY'S INSECTICIDE.
Is superseding the iHe of other Insecticides.

Used by nearly all the Leading Gardeners.

1 Gallon, 9s. ; ^ Gallon, 5s. ; 1 Quart. Zs. 6d. ; 1 Pint, 2s.

Testimonials and full particuhirs upon application.

J. BENTLEY,
Ciiffmlcal Works, Barrow-on-Humber, Hull.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

id. per bushel ; 100 for a-is. ; truck (loose, about 2 tons),

405. : 4-bu3liel bags, id. each,

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. ad. per sack ; 6 sacks,

2,^s. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. per sack, 6 sacks, 22s. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILi-ER SAND. Is. 9d. per bushel ; 15s. per half

ton ; 26.«. per ton, in 2-bu3hel bags, id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. 6d. per sack.

MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO
CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, &c. Write for Price LIST.—
H. G. SMYTH, F.R.H.S., 21, Goldsmith's Street, Drury
Lane (lately called Hi, Coal Yard), W.C.

PEAT FOR ORCHIDS,
CHOICE PLANTS, FERNS, HEATHS, AZALEAS, &c,

EPPS & CO. are now prepared to offer PEAT, as above,

of hr.^t-class quality, at lowest prices. Send for Samples. Price

List and Testimonials. Depot for HORTICULTURAL
SUNDRIES. LOAM, SAND, LEAF-MOULD, SPHAGNUM,
COCOA FIBRE REFUSE.

PEAT MOSS LITTER.
EPPS & CO., Ring-wood, Hants.

ENSEN'S GUANOS are the most perfect
Fertilisers. Promote and Sustain all Growths. Do not

Exhuuit, but Enrich the Soil. Analyses Guaranteed.

Six Prize Medals awarded in 1888.

J. JENSEN AND CO., (Limited), 109. Fenchurch Street. London.

PASTUPLANTA, the best Artificial Manure.
It enriches the soil with the fertilisers drawn from it by

plants; no unpleasant smell; admirably adapted for all pot

plants. In bags : 112 lb.. 19s. ; 56 lb.. Us. 3i. ; 28 lb., Qs. 9d.
;

14 lb.. 45. ; 7 lb.. 2s. Sd. In tins. Is. each. Sole Manufacturers,

PHILIP HARRIS AND CO. (Limited), it, BullRing, BirminRham.

BEESON'S MANURE. — The Best and
Cheapest Fertiliser for all purposes. Write for Circular

containing the Leading Gardeners' and Market Growers'

Reports. Sold in Tins, Is., 2s. Gd.. 5s. 6rf., and 10s. 6rf. each,

or 1 cwt. Bags, sealed, I3s. By all Seedsmen, or apply direct to

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

GISHUEST COMPOUND, used by leading
Gardeners since 1859 against Red Spider, Mildew,

Thrips. Green Fly, and other Blight. 1 to 2 ounces to the

gallon of soft-water ; 4 to 16 ounces as winter dressing for Vines

and Orchard-house Trees ; and in lather from the cake against

American Blight. Has outlived many preparations intended

to supersede it. Boxes. Is., 3s., and 10s, 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Bosea, tjd. and Is., from the Trade

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London,

THOMAS'S
FITTINGS FOR WIRING WALLS

straining Bolt and Holdfast.-No. 635.
As illustrated aUne, price 3a. and 43. per du/en.

Driving Eyes.—No, 631. Terminal Holdfasts.—No. 633.

2 2i 3 3^ inches.

3d., 4d., 6d., 7d. per do?,.

Best Galvanised Wire. 1/3, 1/6, 1/9 per 100 yards.
/Ihistrated CATALOGUE on application.

J. J. THOMAS & C O..
87, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

FOR PALE, a Slow-combustion Greenhouse
STOVE, Porlway's. ^yilI lioiit 1 -JO feet of 4inch pipe,

quite new. Price £1 Ids. ; cost £,d ; and will be sent free to
anv railway station, -\pply to
THOJtAS CRIPPS AND SON, Tunbridge Wells Nurseries, Kew.

To Nurserymen. Seed Mercliants, and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering Arch-
• angel Mats lower than any other house in the trade : also

Petersburg Mat.s and Mat Bag:3. Raffia Fibre, Tobacco Paper,
and Shading. Prices free.—1 and h. Wormwood Street, E.G.

GLASS. CHEAP GLASS.
12x10. 18X12, 18X14, 24X14.
14X12. 20x12, 18X16. 24 Xlti.

16x12, 16x14, 20x16, 24x18, &c.
White Lead, genuine, 21s. ; Our
Paints ground in Oil, Stone Ochre.
Green. 16.S. ; Black, 16s. per cwt.

;

cal.—Full Price List on applies-
iD COMPANY, 95, Bishopsgate

8s. 6d. per 100 feet 15 oz.

128. per 100 feet 21 oz. ...

Putty, i&s. '&d. per cwt.;
Speeialitv. 17s. fit/, per cwt.

;

2Us. ; Oxford Ochre. 24s.

;

Varnish, from bs. Gd. per
tion to THE CHEAP W0(
Street Within. London. E.C,

sJ.\NKh]V8 "MARKET PuT," or U»X(tO TOMS, tlie best "Garden Fol " for Beddiuf^ I'lanti and
Market Work. The 3-iti. Market Pot holds as much soil as an
urdinary3^-in. pot. thus saving half an inch inroom for each pot.

Five sizes. 3 in., 3^ in., 4 in.. 4 j in., and 4} in. ; no rims, nearly
upriglit. an iucli toH inches deeper than usual, very strong and
much lighter in weight—the very pot for Market Growers ;

yreat

eronomvinroom ana weight. Largest Stock in L'ni ted Kingdom.
RICHARD SANKEY and SON. Bulwell Potteries. Nottingham.

STOVES.
Terra-Cotta I Portable I For Coal I

EOBERTS'S PATENT (IMPROVED),
for Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.

GREENHOU.SES Heuted 24 Hours for about One Penny,
without attention, ROBERTS'S PATENT TERRA-COTTA
STOVES for COAL give pure and atnple heat with common
coal, or coal and coke. For Greenhouses. Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials seut.

See in use at Patentee's.

THOMAS ROBERTS,
112, 'Victoria Street, WestmlnBter. S.W.

SAVE YOUR FIRE
and keep a fixed temperature under glass, by using
" FRIGI DOMO," made of prepared hair and
wool : a perfect non-conductor of cold.

PROTECT YOUR PLANTS]

TR G DOMO'^
REGISTERED "^ TRADE MARK

I

Tor price, list &. particulars Address* I

RENJAMINFDGINGTON
iJ .<? Dc/f<£: ST Li LondonBa/Da£ \

hill

BLACK
& SMITH'S

VARNISH
for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

(Registered Trade Mark.)

An excellent substitute tor oil paint, at one-third the cost.

Used in all Loudon Parks, at Windsor, and Kew Gardens,

und on every important estate in the Kiagdom. Has stool

the test of forty years* trial. Requires no mixing ; can be

applied cold by any ordinarj- labourer.

Price Is. 6rf. per gallon at the manufactory, or carriage-paid

to any railway station, Is. 8d. per gallon in casks of 36, liO. or

10 gailouH.

Tf rn -r r\ -\f
Every Cask bears the above

G A. U 1 I JS

,

Registered Trade Mark. Beware
of cheap imitations.

HILL & SMI TH,
Brlerley Ironworks, Dudley ;

118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

;

VI, Dawson Street. Dublin.

^ PAT'EWT '^

PR PAGAT Of^
Made in superiorejrtheuware. 14 in. long b^iri deep,and6in.

wide. Inside, 2^ inches from the top. is a perforated movable
false bottom, upon which the soil for cuttingsor weds i? placed,
the lower half being filled with wyter, which is replenished
when required through the funnel. It fits evenly on -l-iuch
hot-water pipes, and will be found a simple and effectual means
of utilising them for propagating purposes. With the faUe
bottom removed it forms an effective vaporiser. Price ."^.J. each

;

six carriage and package free to any station in Great Britain
for £l \s. ; or two for &s. 6rf. Sole makers and patentees,
T. PASCALL AND SONS, South Norwood Pottery. Surrey. S.E.

Garden Pots !

^"""^ ^""^ unsurpassed by any iu the Trade.iiaxuuu x-ufao.
I

£- Qrjgfg carriage paid to any Roods station
within 100 miles of London. Sample-^ carriage fr^e. Orchid
Potterv of everv description. Send for Price List.—THOS. PAS-
CALL'& SONS, South Norwood Pottery, Surrey, s.B
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GHENT HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1888.

GOLD ^^EDAL.
Patent in England.

BRASSEU R'S TUBULAR BOILERS.

Tlie inventor desires to make arrangenieata with a business

Firm willing to uiulertake the iutroductioii and sale of the

machinery in Englanii.

All le' ters to be addressed to

Mr. BRASSEUR. Marche. Luxembourg, Belgium.

CANKLY'rf ^'MARKET POT," or LONG
kJ TOMS, the best " Garden Pot " for Bedding Plants and
Miirket Work. The 3 in. Market Pot holds as much soil as an
orLiiiiary 3^iu. jjot, thus saving half an inch in room for each pot.

Five sizes, 3 in., 3^ in.. 4 in., 4\ in., and 4| in.; no rims, nearly
upright, an inch to 1^ in. deeper than usual, very strong and
much lighter in weight—the very pot for Market Growers; great
economy inroomiuui weight. Largest Stock in United Kingdom.
KICHAHDSANKEYamj son, Bulwell Potteries, Nottingham.

AiVlERIGAN HORTICULTURAL INTERESTS
ARE BEST REPRESENTED IN

THE AMERICAN GARDEN,
WHICH INCLUDES:—

THE AMERICAN GARDEN ... IBttiYear.'i

THS GARDENERS' MONTHLY 30tli Year. [
Wnlted

and HORTICULTURIST 42nd Year, i q™
THE FLORAL CABINET ... 17th Year.)

Milking the Largest, Best, Ollest, Liveliest, Handsomest
Gardening Magazine iii America.

THE LEADING AMERICAN JOURNALFOR
HORTICULTURAL ADVERTISEMENTS.

Subscription Price for England
ami Countrits iu the Universal Postal Uuion, lOS.

E. U. LIBBY, Publisher, 751, Broadway,
New York, U.S.A.

Asents for Great Britain and Ireland :—
Jle SI'S. STEI':L and JU\1?;s. 7, Spring Gardeus, Charing

Crohi. to whom Oriiera for .\dvertisenieiit3 and Subscriptions
ni;iy be sent.

THE SYDNEY MAIL.
AND

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS—
INTERCOLONI.\L and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which ia incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of R.iCES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AcjITATICS.
THE FLOKA "t Ar.STRALIA. (Drawn and engraved especi-

ally f..r this.luurnal.)

NATUltAI, II1.STii1;y. (Original Articles.)
AGiacri.TrnE, rASTOKAL, HORTICULTURE.
GUI, I) KIl-'.Mis iind MINING generally.
STOCK :in<l SllAHI.: REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
T.ALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
Tire FA.SHIiiNS. DOJIESTIO ECONOMY.
INDOIIR A-Mrs|.;MFNTS
THECHKSS PI.AVKR. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COM.MKRCIAI. NEWS.
SHIl'I'INO INTKI.I.IGENCE.

Til.' SYDNI'lV -"MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the
Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It contains
a large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 63. per Annum.
Single Copies. 6(/. ; Stamped, 'd.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYTJNEY MAIL ;—

LoNDOK Messrs. Geo. Street & Co., 30, Cornhill, E.G.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard

Street, E.G.
Messrs. Gordon & Ootch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.G.
Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, 1S6, Strand.

Bristol James and Henry Grace, Royal In-surance

Buildings.

Manciifster... James and Henry Grace. 73, Market Street,

EDixnUHuH ... Robertson Sc .Scott, ly, H^vnover Street.

Glasgow W. Porteous & Co., 1.5, Royal Exchange
Place

_ Copies of each Journal are filed at the

above Officesfor the use of Advertisers.

I)EAD THE GARDEN PRESS—on the
I BURGHLEY CHOU—of this week. Apply tor Whole-

sale Catalogue, free.—R. GILBERT. High Park, Stamford.

Now Ready, the Seventh Edition, revised and enlarged,

price .Is. 6rf.. post-free.

CULTURAL DIRECTIONS for the ROSE,
by John Cranston, King's Acre Nurseries, near Here-

ford, containiug every iuformation relative to Rose Culture;
a choice selection of all the finest Roses, fully described ; a select

List of sorts adapted to various circumstances, situations, soils,

and climates; a complete Catalogue of varieties of Rosea intro-

duced up to the'present time ; and a Calendar of Operations to
be performed during each month throughout the year.

"Destined to become the fruit garden of the
Universe."

—

Mornuiq Post,

THE AUSTRALIAN IRRIGATION
COLONIES. Illustrated ; 3s. Orf., all Booksellers.

GHAFFEY BROS. (Ltd.), 35, Queen Victoria Street, E.G.
Pamphlet free.

Price 2s 6d Post-free

DISEASES of the VEINS ; More especially
of Venosity, Varicocele, Ha?morrhoids, and Varicose

Veins, and their Medical Treatment. By J. COMPTON
BURNETT, M.D,
J. EPPS A.\l) CO., 170, Piccadilly, and 48, Threadneedle Street,

VOUNG LADIES who WANT TO BEi INDEPENDENT, and make their own way in the world,
shouhl write for a Prospectus of the SCIENTIFIC DRESS
CUTTING ASSOCIATION, 272, Regent Street, London, W.
Situations found for all Pupils at good salaries.

Estate Sales.

The best County medium for Advertising Sales of

THE Worcester" herald, the largest
and leading County paper. Extensive circulation among

the upper and middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining
counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference
and distribution, plans and particulars of Estates, Catalogues
of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised
in the columns of the Worcester Herald. Specimen copies sent
free. Published Friday for Saturday, price 2d.

Offices, 72, High Street, Worcester.

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.

THE WORCESTER HERALD is the most
effective organ for giving publicity to announcements of

this class. It is tlie largest and leading Agricultural paper in

the county, and circulates most extensively among Agricul-
turi.yts iu and around Worcestershire. Specimen copies free.

Published Friday for Saturday, price 2d.

Offices, 72. High Street. Worcester.

Farms to be Let.

LAND AGENTS, ESTATE MANAGERS, and all having Farms
to Let. would do well to Advertise in

THE WORCESTER HERALD, the Largest
and Leading County Paper. Specially adapted for

bringing such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large Circula-
tion, moderate charge. Specimen free. Price 2d, Published
Friday for Saturday,

Offices. 72, High Street. Worcester.

GARDENING APPOINTMENT.
Mr. J. FoLKARD, for the past seven and a half

years Gardener to AV. B. Richardson, Esq.,

Elm Bank, York, has been appointed Head
Gardener to Sir James R. Walker, Bart.,

Sand Hutton, York.

WANTED, a GARDENER and WIFE, with-
out children. Man must be a thoroughly good all-

rouud Gardener, and will have to overlook Cowman with ten
or twelve cows, and several acres of land, pay all wages, and
generally Superintend the Estate. Wife to undertake Manage-
ment of the Dairy and Poultry. Must both be especially well
recommended for trustworthiness, sobriety, and ability. Wages
for the man, 24s. per week, house, firing, and vegetables

;

and for the wife, 20s. per mouth.—Apply, stating wages ami
all particulars, to EWING and CO,, Sea View Nurseries,
Havaiit. Hants.

ANTED, a NURSERY FOREMAN and
PROPAGATOR, from 30 to 35 years of age. experi-

enced in Growing Pot Plants and Cut Bloom for Coveiit
Garden. Only those need apply who can give exceptional
references. — Address by letter only, C. H., Messrs. Chas.
Barker & Sons, 8, Birchin Lane. E.C.

HCANNELL AND SONS are in WANT
• of a thorougli professional ROSE GROWER. Must

know them well, and be able to Propagate them in large
quantities. It is a permanent place, therefore must have the
highest character.—Swanley, Kent.

WANTED, a single MAN, not above 35 ; must
thoroughly understand Growing under Glass Straw-

berries, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Sec, for Market.—Apply by
letter, with particulars of experience and reference, and wages
required, to W. T. CLINCH. Rowe's Farm, Hayes, Kent.

WANTED, a young MAN, not under 22 years
of age, u?ed to Growing Grapes, Tomatos. &c., for

Market. Only those need apply that have good character and
abilities. Wages, 18s. per week, overtime paid. State where
to apply for character.—Apply E. RYDER, Orpington, Kent.

WANT PLACES.
Letters addressed '^ Paste Restante" to initinls or to Jictitinus

jiames are not forwarded, but are at once returned to the
writers.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen requiring Land Agents,
STEWARDS. BAILIFFS, or GARDENERS.

JAMES CARTER and CO. have at all

times upon their Register reliable and competent MEN,
several of whom are personally well known to Messrs. Carter.
Enquiries should be made to 'J'.il and 238, High Holborn. W.^.— •

Gardeners, Foresters. Land Stewards.

RB. LAIRD AND SONS can recommend with
'• every confidence Scotchmen thoroughly qualified as

GARDENERS, FORESTERS, or LAND STEWARDS, either for
large or small establishments, and will be plea.sed tofumislifull
particulars on application.— 17, Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

ICH ARD SMITH and Ca
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners, seeking situations, and that tbey
will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with particulars,
&c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, no inoum-
brance ; Scotch. Seventeen years' practical experience

in all-round Gardening. Abstainer. References, &c.—ROSS,
11, Beacousfield Terrace, Perry Kill, Catford, S.E.

GARDENER (HEAD).~Energetic ; the-
roughly trustworthy. Very highly recommended.

High-class cultivator of Fruits, Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Flowers, and Vegetables.—M., 81, Balham Grove,
Balham. S.W.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 40, married
;

26 years' experience in Vines, Pines, Peaches. Melons,
Cucumbers, and all kinds of Stove and Greenliouse Plants,
Orchids, and the Management of a Garden. First-clasa
references.—Please state wages, G. LUCAS, Roach Pond
Field, Manor Road, Braintree, Essex.

GARDENER (Head), age 32.—R. Westcott,
Head Gardener to his Grace the Duke of Cleveland, Raby

Castle, Darlington, Durham, will be glad to recommend his
Foreman, J. Tullett, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a
tlioroughly practical, good gardener. Firstrclass man in every
depiirtment. Sixteen years' experience. Seven years General
Foreman at Raby,

GARDENER, where one or more are kept.
—Thoroughly experienced in Fruit, Flowers, and

Vegetables. Good character from last and previous employers.
—Mr. REYNOLDS, West End, Metheringham. Lincoln.

GARDENER (good Single-handed), or
where help is given.—Age 28, married, no family; six

years' good references from previous employers.—J. WILD,
Clifton Road, Netherseale, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

GARDENER (Second). — Age 22; eight
years' good character.-WALTER HILL, The Lawn

Gardens, Swindon, Wilts.

FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR in a
London and Provincal Nursery.—Thoroughly exprienced

in the Trade. Efficient at Cut Flowers. Good references.—J. L ,

Gardeners' Chronicle O^ce. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.( .

PROPAGATOR and GROWER for Market or
otherwise.—Age 31; sixteen years' experience in the

Cut Flower and Plant Trade.—R. A. E., 4, Victoria Street,
Lincoln.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out, if required.
Age 19 ; good experience among Plants and Outside Gar-

dening.—W. J. B., Goldings Hill, Loughton, Essex.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses; age 24.—
A. Rydkh, Gardener to Sir Wm. Ogg, Oakfield, South

Dulwich, desires to recommend an energetic, painstaking
young man as above.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses; age 25.—
fj W. H. Lisle, The Gardens, He^leysiJe, Bellingham,
Northumberland, will be glad to recommend Edward Slate
(who has been with him three years), to any Head Gardener
in want of a trustworthy young man.

SHOPMAN (Junior), with good knowledge of
all Seeds. Bulb^, &c., desires engagement. Active and

willing. -A. T. HAMILTON, 11, Cannon Street, Edinburgh.

'-rO FLORISTS and NURSERYMEN.—

A

JL Lady, ageSti. requires a situation in a Florist's and Nursery
Business. Understands Book-keeping, and has a good know-
ledge of Plants. First-class and quick Bouquet and Wreath
Maker.—Please address. M. S., Gardentrs' Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

HOLLOAVAY'S PILLS.—IMPURITIES OF
THE BLOOD.—To insure health it is absolult-ly neces-

sary that the lluids and solids of the human botly should be
kept free from those impurities which are continually getting
into the system, through erroneous living, unwholesome atmc-
spheres, or disordered stomach. The only safe and certain

uay to expel all impurities is to take Holloway's Pills, which
have the power of cleansing the blood from all noxious matters,
and at the same time removing any regularities which their

presence may have already produced in any organ. Holloway's
Pills expel all liumours wliich taint or impoverish the blood,

which they purify and invigorate and give general tone. They
are applicable to all alike, young and old, robust or delicate.
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FOSTER AND PEARSON, BEESTON, NOTTS.

ORCHID HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
Established 1841.

22 FIRST PRIZES.

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION
FOB

CONSERVATORIES,
PLANT HOUSES,
VINERIES, on F. & P.'s Iron Standards

ORCHID HOUSES,
With Improved Fittings,

PEACH HOUSES,
FRAMES,
HEATING APPARATUS, &c

,

in any part of the country.

TESTIMONIALS.
From Usht Hon. LORD BURTON, Rangemora, near

Burton-on-Trent.
'• :\le5-r^ Foster & Pearson, of Eeeston. n-arNottmgliam, l,.i\e pi,t up a

number of houses for U3, both in Staffordshire and Scotland. We liave every

reason to be hi^'hly satisfied -with the style and quality of their work,

especially as compared with that of others whom we have previously em-
ployed. Thetr charges appear to be reasonable—BURTON."

From J. W. BURGE3S, Esq., AroUteot, Cliisleliurat, Kent.

'Gentlemen.—I am exceedingly pleased with the Conservatory you

Iiave erected here."

In the Construction of these Houses only the best Archangel and Petersburgh Timber is used,

after being Seasoned in our own Sheds for Two Years, ensuring great Durability.

NEW PEA, '^ SHARPE'S QUEEN/'
Our New Pea Queen—in habit, cropping ijualities, colour and flavour is tlie perfection of a

Pea for every purpose, and by successive sowinga, so continuous a crop can be obtained, that it

will be almost unnecessary to cultivate any other variety. The (Jueen is a blue wrinkled
,

Manow Pea, about 2 to l'^ feet in height, of a sturdy branchinj^ habit ; it requires to be sown

thinly a3 the pods are produced from the very bottom of the plant to the top. The pods are

Price 2s 6d. per Pint Sealed Packet
;

large, green, slightly curved, and so tilled with Peas that when opened it would appear im-
possible they could be contained in the pod. The Peas are large, oval, deep green, and of a
delicious flavour when cooked.

We feel we cannot say too much in its praise, and are confident our customers will agree
with ns that it 'a one of tlie very best Peas ever sent out.

Is. 6d. per Half-Pint Sealed Packet.

For fall description of the above, see SHARPE'S SEED LIST for 1880, Post-free on applicatioju Trade Prices on demand.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., SEED GROWERS ANTmERCHAHTS, SLEAFORD.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
]!y the late SiB JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P. Reprinted from the Gardeners Chronicle.

Price 3d., post-free SJd. ; twenty-five copies, 5s. ; fifty, 10s, ; and one hundred, 203.

Parcels of not less than 2.5 delivered, Carriage Free, in London only. Not less than 100 Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Editorial Communications should ba addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at the Offloe, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London. W.C.

Printed by WlllIiM RIOHABDS. at the Office of Messrs. BKlDBURr, AasEW & Co.. Lombard Street. Precinct of Whitetnars, City of London, in the Count" of Middlesex, and published by the

said William Richards, at the Offloe. 41. Wellinnton Street. Parish of St. PaiU's. Covent Garden, in the said County—SATURDAY, December 29. 1888. Agent for Manchester—JOHK HITWOOD.














